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THE BLOOD HORSE EACES

Jack the Ripner, Jennie K. and Nellie G.

Fool the Talented Race-Goers.

FAVORITES ALTO MIO AND ROSEBUD "WIN,

The Darebln-Ins Filly Runs Half a Mile in 4S Seconds—Alius, u

10-to-l Shot, Beats a «ood Field In Slow Time—Centella
Gives :Du-i to a Fine [Field—St Croix and Typ -

setter. Favorites. First Past the Post—Closing

Days ofia Very Successful Meeting.

FORTY-THIBD DAY—FRIDAY, JANUARY 0.

TJRPRiSES were numerous and

costly to the talent this afternoon,

and the bookmakers had several

|shades the best of the game, as they

' generally do, one way and another.

The attendance was comparatively

small, but that could be' accounted

for by the mediocre ability of the

horses engaged in four out of five events. Epperson, Tally

and Charley Weber rode one winner apiece, while Spence

was successful with two of his mounts. The track was fast

and the time made was creditable throughout.

Jack the Ripper opened at 4 to 1 in the books, and was

backed down to 3 to 1. Charger was favorite at 8 to 5 and 2

to 1. Red Rose opened at 2 to 1, but receded to 3s. Nipper

and Joe Harding were not neglected at 6 to 1 each. Jack the

Ripper got away in the lead after seeing that the odds were

very good against his chances, was never headed, and won by

a short head from Red Rose, who came up fast and gamely at

the end. Only a head behind Red Rose was Nipper, who got

away last. Charger, the favorite, was pushed close up against

the rails, destroying his chances of winning. A howl went up

that Red Rose had won, but it availed the howlers not. How-

ever, the filly did pass the Ripper immediately after the wire

was reached, as did Nipper. Time, 1:015-

Alto Mio was a hot favorite at 1 to 2. Quarterstafl" was

played by his owner, and friends for a slaughter of the inno-

cent bookies. The remaining trio were only nibbled at by the

suckers. Bonnie Blue got away in front, but Alto Mio soon

passed him, and opened up such a gap of daylight that his

opponents were made to look ridiculous. Quarterstafl ran fast

in the homestretch, passing Bonnie Blue a sixteenth from

home. Huguenot then came up from the rear, and in a jost-

ling, bair-raising6nish Quarterstafl* beat Huguenot a head for

the place, Bonnie Blue half a length behind the Three Cheers

colt. Alto Mio's margin at the wire was three lengths. Time,

1:1';.

The third was the right kind of race—one and a quarter

miles. Cyclone was much fancied, and was the favorite at 2

to 1. Jennie K. opened at 5 to 1, but a plunging caused a

drop in the odds to 3 to 1. Fannie F. and Santa Fe were far

from being despised. Initiation cut out the running for about

a quarter of a mile, attended closest by Santa Fe and Altus,

when Jennie K., on the outside, ran around her field on the

first turn and was leading Santa Fe half a length passing the

quarter-pole, Initiation third and the favorite sixth and last.

Cyclone now commenced his mowing down, passing Santa Fe

and Fannie F. goiug to the half-pole, where Jennie K. was

leading Initiation by a length and a half, Altus third. Be-

tween the half and three-quarter marks Cyclone looked very

dangerous for a moment, but Jennie K. sailed away from the

big bro.vn horse and entered the homestretch at least two

lengths to the good. Clancy set to work on the favorite, and

once in the straight it had looked like Cyclone was going to

get up, but Jennie K.
t
with a lot of speed up her sleeve, drew

away in grand style, and won from Cyclone in 2:10, by three

lengths, the latter two from Altus.

Rosebud was considered a lay-down-get-up-and-win cer-

taintv in the fourth race, five furlongs, for beaten horses, on

the strength of her good run against Topgallant a few days

ago. Rosebud and Prince's First drew away from the field at

once, and had the race to themselves. At the finish Rosebud

had an easy time of it, winning by three parts of a length,

Prince's First second, four lengths fiom Prince, who was third

throughout. Time, 1:01}.

Every horse in the last race (and there were six of them)

was well played except Estrella, who opened at 8 and went to

20 to 1. Queen Bee was first plunged on, then Ledalia and

Red Prince, and just before they went to the post B. C. Holly

went down the line on Revolver, who was as good as 7 to 1 in

some books. The gelding went to the starting-point with

odds of 3 to 1 against his chances. Revolver led to the half,

putting half a length of daylight between himself and his

nearest pursuers, Estrella and Nellie G. The last-named

caught Revolver as they neared the three-quarter pole, and

the gelding giving it up, the gray mare soon opened up space

on him. A sixteenth from the wind-up Ledalia and Red

Prince came out of the bunch like a couple of skyrockets,

and it looked for a moment as if they would give Nellie G.

the go-by, but the daughter of Sampson came again gamely,

winning from Ledalia by three parts of a length, Red Prince

as far behind. Time, 1:29.

SUMMARIES.

Bav Distkict Track, Friday. January 6, 1893—Forty-third Day-
First race, selling, purse S4CM, of which $70 to second, 830 to third. Five
furlongs.

Idaho Stable's b g Jack the Ripper, a, by Captain Jack, 120
Epperson 1

C. S. Treadwell's ch m Red Rose, 4, by Red Iron—by son of Lum-
mox. S3 Peters 2

W. H. Eaton's brg Nipper, n. bv Mason Chief, 109 Hinkey 3

Time, 1:01%.

Betting—3 to 1 Jack the Ripper, 3 to 1 Red Rose, 6 to 1 Nipper.
Joe HardiDg. 94 fC. Weber), 6 to 1, Charger, 118 (Bally), 2 to 1 also

rn
POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

Name, Age and Weight. St.

Jack the Ripper (a), 120 lbs 1

Red Rose (4). s.3 lbs 2

Nipper (a). 109 lbs 5
Charger (6), llSlbs 3

Joe Harding (5), 94 lbs 4

Second Race—For maidens, all ages, purse $400, of which S70 to sec-

ond, 830 to third. Six furlongs.

Maltese Villa Stable's b c Alto Mio, 3, by Alta—Smilax, 104 pounds
Tally 1

H. D. Brown's br c Quartcrstaff, 3, by Imp. Friar Tuck, 108 pounds
„ Jackson 2

P. Weber's be Huguenot, :;, bv Three Cheers—imp. Zara. 103 pounds
C. Weber 3

Time, l:lfi.

Betting—2 to 5 Alto Mio, 10 to 1 Quarterstafl'. 8 to l Huguenot. Bon-
nie Blue. 119 (Evans), 8 to 1, Montebello, ill (H. Hill), 8 to 1, also ran.

POSITIONS FROM START TO FIM-U.

Name, Aok and Weight. Start.

Alto Mio OH. 104 2
Qnartemtan*(3), 104 3

Hug not 8), 103 4

Bonnie BlutMfn. ll'i 1

Monte Bell-. [ 1 1, US 5 4 5 B '•

Third Race—Handicap, for all ages, purse 8600. of which $70 to sec-

ond, 830 to third. One and one-quarter miles.

Antrim Stables* bm Jennie K., 1, by imp. Sir Modred—Wild Rose,
97 pounds 0, Webei l

Smith Bros.' b h Cyclone, a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards. Ill

pounds W. I

M. T. Walters' h h Alius. 6, bv Billv Holllngur-Della Walker, 106

pounds Peters 3

Time, 2:10.

letting—3 to 1 Jennie K.. 2 to 1 Cyclone and 6 to 1 Altai. fenny
-l-ence), 6 to 1, Initiation, Pi' (Narvaes), 7 to 1, Santa Fe, IP*

i (Seaman), C to 1, also ran.

V. H.
x>le. Str. Finish.

1 1 1 head
?, 2 1 head
8 3 311
5 4 4

4 5 5

ole. pole.
B.
Stl. Finish.

i

a
5
2

1

3
4
2

1

:;

4

1 S len
2 head
3^1
4

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

\ x % % h.
Name, Age and Weight. Start. Stnd. pole., pole. pole. Str. Finish.

Jennie K. (4), 97 „ 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 31
Cyclone (a). Ill 5 5 6 4 2 2 2 21
Altus (5). 105 2 4 5 3 3 3 3 21
Fanny F. (a). 101 6 6 4 6 5 5 4

Santa Fe (4), 108 3 2 2 5 6 6 5
Initiation (6), 108 113 2 4 4 6

Fourth Race—For horses beaten at this meeting, purse 8400, of
which 870 to second, 830 to third. Five furlongs.

S. J. Jones' b f Rosebud, 3, by St. Paul—Neyella, 99 pounds
Spence 1

E. R. Den's ch f Prince's First, a, by Prince of Norfolk—Lizzie
Idle. 120 pounds W. Clancy 2

J. Murphy's b g Prince, a, untraced, H7 pounds Epperson 3
Time. 1:01!*;.

Betting—2 to 5 Rosebud, S to 1 Prince's First and 10 to 1 Prince.
Lady Gwen 115 (J. Weber), 6 to 1, Montebello 103 (Peters), 20 to 1, and
Late 103 (Donathan), 12 to 1, also ran.

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

% H.
Name, Age and Weight. St. pole. Str. Finish.

Rosebnd. 3. 101 lbs 1111% len
Prince's First. 6, 120 lbs 2 2 2 24 len
Prince, a. 120 lbs 3 3 3 3 1 len
Lady Gwen. 6, 115 lbs ,. 4 4 4 4

Late. 4, 103 lbs 5 5 5 5
Montebello, 4, 103 lbs „ 6 6 6 6

Fifth Race—belling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse 8400, of
which S70 to second, 830 to third. Seven furlongs.

Crippen & Davis' gr m Nellie G., 6. by Sampson, 104 pounds
Spence l

Elmwood Stock Farm's b f Ledalia, 3. bv Argyle—Leda, 89 pounds
C. Weber 2

C. Burlingame's ch h Red Prince, 5, by imp. Woodstock—Okla-
homa. 109 pounds Burliugame 3

Time. 1:29.

Betting—7 to 1 Nellie G.. 6 to I Ledalia, 8 to 5 Red Prince. Revolver
110 (W. Clancv), 3 to 1. Queen Bee 100 (C. Clancy), 3 to 1, and Estrella

S4 (Peters), 10 to 1, also ran.

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

H % % h.
Name, Age and Weight. St. pole. pole. pole. Str. Finish.

Nellie G.. 6. K4 lbs 3 3 2 1 1 1 % 1

Ledalia. 3. 89 lbs 6 5 6 3 8 2 1 len
Red Prince, 5, 109 lbs 5 6 5 5 4 3 1 len
Revolver, a, 110 lbs 2 112 2 4

Queen Bee. 4. 100 lbs 4 4 4 4 5 5
Estrella, 3. 84 lbs 12 3 6 6 6

FORTY-FOURTH DAY—SATURDAY, JANUARY 7.

A good programme was furnished to-day, and the Blood

Horse Association was favored with sunshine and a fast track

besides for its closing day. The meeting has been successful

beyond the fondest dreams of the most sanguine member of

the organization. When the meeting began an indebtedness

of $18,000 stared the members in the face, but now all the dark

clouds and the debts have disappeared and there is a very

thick golden lining to the association's finances and an in-

terest has been awakened in racing here truly amazing to

those who have seen the horses run the last past few years it

Bay District to empty grand stands—pardon us for '.he term

grand stand, we should have said rookeries. The change for

the better can be attributed to several things—the securing of

starters of splendid ability in Messrs. Ferguson and Rowe, the

improvements made in the appointments of the course, post-

ing the entries around the city the night before the events are

run, the liberality of the purses and the bringing from a dis-

tance of a new lot of horses which made matters more in-

teresting for spectators. Then the Eastern^bookmakers doing

business here forced our local pencilers to put up something

like decent odds against the chances of the various horses,

and that has resulted in drawing many a lover of race horses

to the track that would not have gone had the bookmaking

been conducted under the old system, when fair odds were

something unknown. Various changes for the better could

be suggested, but we trust everything will be done in a short

time. Suffice it to say that no one ever thought that in a few

month's time racing at San Francisco could be made to draw

on an average a crowd of 2,000 persons r over 10^000 to see

any kind of an event. Yet this has come to pass, and the as-

sociation members can now see that San Francisco people will

attend the races in great force if anything like a good pro-

gramme is furnished them.

The racing to-day was of a very fair order, the tr
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in excellent shape and the race$.aH"well filled. The success-

ful jockevs were Johnny Weber {two races), W. Clancy, C.

Clancy and Peters. Thre* fctvdrites and two long shots won
the races. *."" '

The [>arebin-lri> ,•/. r *^ in the first race, half a

mile, by Gypsy <>ir^4t»rmer, Jim R., Flora E. and Waif.

The daughter of Diiret>i!n wa> at 1 to 5 in the books—not very

liberal odds wheQi'record-breaker like Gypsy Girl and flyers

like she was askeM fl>" meet were in the field. Gypsy Girl, to

-. soon showed her nose in front, -with Flora E.

second and itae'favorue third. Waif soon ran up second to

iivp-v GjrJ;»n3 the IrU tilly was in a pocket safe enough be-

t»-«ii the {ljrtt and three-quarter poles, and Clancy, seeing the

postiofi h? was in, pulled hack to the rear, then sent the great

->r around her horses, on the outside. Waif was soon
I of, and Flora K. then fell behind. Half-way down
Light it looked as if Gvpsy Girl was not to be caught,

but with astonishing ease the favorite soon flew by the record-

cracker and won by two lengths without special urging.

Charmer came very fast from the rear, and was beaten the

shortest of noses by Gypsy Girl for place. Time, 0:43—nest

to the fastest run erer made in California in a half-mile dash.

April Fool ran the distance in 0.47 J at Sacramento last spring

when he beat Geraldine and Gypsy Girl. The latter ran half

a mile in vA~', it Spokane during the summer of 1S92, and
holds the record at three-eighths of a mile—0:34. Had the

Iris tilly not been pocketed and forced to run around her field,

that she could have gone the four furlongs this afternoon in

0:47 few doubt.

For the second race, seven-eighths of a mile, Patricia was
an even-money favorite, and well played at that. Regal and
Carter B. were most fancied of the others, Santa Fe, closely

attended by Altos, cut out the pace. Patricia ran up second
nearing the half-pole, and her backers felt jubilant, but it was
only for a few seconds, for in the homestretch she tired badly

and Santa Fe and Altus had it hammer-and-tongs, the last-

named winning by a head. Mabel M-, who had run up from
fifth place in the last sisteenth, was beaten but a nose by Santa

Fe for place, and had she made her run one hundred yards
further back the race would have gone to the daughter of
Wildidle beyond peradvenlure. The time, 1:30, was the poor-

est made during the day. Patricia evidently does not care to

go much over five furlongs.

The $1,000 handicap, mile and fifty yards, came nest, and
Misty Morn was made the warmest sort of a favorite, going to

the post at 1 to 2. Pescador and Centella were well played,

going to the post at 4 and 5 to 1 respectively. Pescador, as

usual, cut didoes at the post and got away last. Misty Morn
was first to show, but Sheridan led ber a neck at the quarter-

pole, Esperanza being third, Pescador next and Centella last.

The latter now moved up fast, as did Pescador, who was a

neck behind the favorite at the half-pole. Pescador and
Misty Mom fought each other for another eighth, when
Johnny Weber let Centella have her head, and she ran up to

the pair with ease. Then Misty Morn, who has not proved
herself the gam est mare in the world when collared, gave up
the job of trying to win, and Pescador struck the straight

track a neck in advance of Centella. The filly had him
beaten in a few strides, and Sheridan came up from fourth

place into second. Centella won hands down by two lengths,

Sheridan second, the same distance from Pescador and Esper-
anza, who ran a dead heat for third place. Time, 1:45, a good
run. Misty Morn finished absolutely last.

SL Croix was favorite for the fourth race, five furlongs,

selling, with Jack the Ripper second choice and Mountain
Boy next in demand. Jack the Ripper led at the start, with
Charger second. The favorite got away all but last. Joe
Hooker Jr. was in front at the three-quarter pole, with
Charger second and old Stoneman third. The leaders made a
very queer wide turn into the straight track, losing a lot of

ground unne essarily and allowing St. Croix to come up on
the inside and take the lead, when, bad a good turn been made
In- those in front, the favorite would have been forced to run
around his field in order to win. It looked bad, for St. Croix
came on and won unmolested by a length and a half, Stone-
man second, half a length from Charger. Time, 1:01. The
way it turned out of course suited most persons thai played
the race, but St. Croix might just as well have had no oppo-
nents, for they opened up and let him have a clear track com-
ing into the homestretch.
Typesetter was an even-money favorite in the last race of

the day, one of five fvrlongs. A. lot of breakaways were made,
and finally when the flag fell it was to a straggling start, with
the favorite, Jennie Mintzer and Elair in front. Little Tough
soon ran up third, and the positions were unchanged to the
wire, ihe favorite winning by a length, Jennie Mintzer second,
as far from Little Tough, he half a length from Huguenot,
who was eighth to get away and ran a better race than the

winner. Time. 1.0'J.

nnouans.
Bay District Track. Saturday, January 7. is*;.—Forty-fourth

Imv— Flrrt racv, for all ages, purse S.XW. of which S70 to second, $30 to
third. Haifa mile.

3. Q. Keed'i br f. 8, bv imp Darebln— Iris. 10.' pounds W. Clancy 1
J. J. Dolao'B cti u. by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen. 125

Williams 2
O. H. Kennedy's -cb f Charmer, 3. by Wildidle—Turban. 109 lbs,

J. Weber 3
Time.

Book-BetllnR—1 to U Iris filly. 12 to i Gvpsy Girl, 12 W 1 Charmer.
Flora F..'.* (Seaman), CO to 1, Jim R. 127 (King), 15 to 1. and Waif 109

1, also ran

rosinoxs FROM start to fim-ii

% H
Mams, aos and Weiobt. Start, pole. Str. Finish

Dmnbtn-li lbs 3 4 3 121en
GypsyGlrl. a. L2 1112 bead

5 5 3Klen
6 4 4

-2 3 2 5

2 2'.
1 upward, purse 8-100, of

.'•ii furlongs.

by Billy Bollinger—Delia Walker, K
C, l

.

pounds
Seaman 2

J. KraYry b m Mabel M. '., by Wildidle- Anmiida L., 10S pound*
King 8

Time. 1:10.

RECOED OF RACES RUN AT PACIFIC COAST BLOOD HORSE ASSOCIATION'S FALL MEETING,

1892, UP TO A>~D INCLUDING THOSE OF JANUARY 7.

rosrnoK* rxoM start to »

N >nr, * ,r> pole. I-

I

Finish.

1 head

w

Geraldine (a), 119—
Princess C2), U5.
Channlon i2), 91

Slieridan (Si, US
[da Glenn (a). 105.

SECO.vn Hoeses.

.... .lto3 2 len. Mackey (5), 117 50 to 1

,
3io5 liead_ Princess Lorraine (2j, 115. 4 to 1

7 to 10 1 leu. iHapnv Day [4j, 117 4 to 1

10 to 1 £ ion' Almoin (a), 110 - 9 to 5
4tot headJlled Prince (4] 112 6 to 1

Misty Morn (4). 119- 2tol 1*4 1 -Hedge P.ose 1.3), 113..- 3 to 1

Wildwood (3i,'l0£ —. ev_ P_. 1 _;Tyona (.3). 105 30 to 1

Grandee <2j, US 3 to 1 4 len. Princess Lorraine (2), 115 3 to 5
even neck [Motto 13), 100 11 to 5

...20 to 1 1 len.'Applause (a), US. - 4 to 1

_ 5 to 2 1 lea. Cuarmion (2), 115_ 2 to 5
._ 6to5 1'; U£ >uie Mills (3), 112. _ C to 5
..10 to 1 % ion 'Gibson (5), 107 — Sto5

PantaAnnn'(4),12S- Gto5 neck jCemella 1.3), 103_ 4 to 1

Esperanza (3j, 97 - 2 to 1 U len Misty Mom (4). 119- 9 to 10

captain Al (5). 113
Cyclone <a> HO
ITincfess (2), 115
Applause (a), 112
Mabel M. i4,, 112

Geraldine (a). 127 — 3 to 5 2 len.

Tigress <2), 107 3 to 5 neck
Dinero (3>,9S 5 to 1 1

:

: L.

Captain Al t5), 118 5 to 2
|

Joe Harding 14), 100— 10 to 1

Princess Lorraine (2), 112. 6 to 5
Wildwood(3),U0— 2 to 5
Wildwood (3t, 123— lto6
Aimont (a), 105 - 6 to 1

Geraldine i,ai, 122....- 1 to 6
Gibson (51,110 8to5
Lottie Mills (3). 114_ 4 io5
Santa Anna (4 >, 117 1 to 6

Centella t3), 115 1 to 4
Princess Lorraine (2), 114 3 to 5
Sheridan (5), 122 _ 4 to 1

Democrat 13), 93.— 15 to 1

Charmion (2), 115—, .... 1 to 3

Happy Day (4), 103 2 to 1

Joe Harding (4), 99 - 5 to 1 \%\
ElBavo (5), 110 - even 12 len-
Esperanza (.Baldw.) 4,113 9 to 20 head
Princess (.2), 107 1 to 20 10 len
Santa Anna (4), 129_ 1 to 6
Applause iai, S3 - 2 to 1

Gibson (5), 110 8 to 1

Mackey (a), 116& - 5 to 2

Tigress (2), 99 2 to 5
Aimont (2), 112 .... 6 to 1

Revolver (5), 107 even
Santa Anna (4), 121 _ 1 to 8

Pescador (3), 107- 6 to 1

Alliance (2), 115 8 to 5

Charmion (2), 115 6 to 5
Motto (3), 100 _ 5 to 1

Happv Dav (4), 114 ._ 7 to 5
SvmpathetiCs Last v6),110 6 to 5
Gibson (5>,117M 8tol
Lottie Mills (3), 92— _ 3 to 5
Bessie W. (3), 115— - 1 to 2
Sheridan (5), lis -10 to 1

Hedge Rose 13 ) , 114— 5 to 1

Fin Slaughter (3). 96 _12 to 1

Jack the Ripper (5), 147... 2 to 1

Thermidor (2), 108 7 to 2
Fannie F. (a),&5 5tol
Charmion (3), 106 _ 1 to 4

Initiation (5), 115 - 7tol0;i}£ L.

IdaGlen(a),107 - 5 to 1 "
Marigold (5), 90 — 5 to 1

Democrat (3), 91 -12 to 1

Joe Cotton (a), 114 —12 to 1

Jim R. (a), 119 — - 4 to 1

Motto (3), 104 5 to 2

Lady Bess (2), 115 3 to 1

Mistv Mom (4), 124_ 7 to5
Regal (a), 100 10 to 1

Aunt Jane colt (2), 103_... 8 to 5
GypsvGirl (6>,109-... 5 to 1

Bessie \V. (3). 90 6 to 1

Lottie Mills i3),99 4 to5
Garcia (5) 103 6 to 1

Darebin-Iris filly [2), 96— 3 to 5
Sell Flaherty (5), lu4 12 to l

Princess Lorraine (2), 125. 1 to 3
Tearless (4), 106 4 to 5
Ladv Uselul (3), SS _ 3 to 1

LotiieMiHs(3),109 4 to 5
Princess Lorraine (2), 116. 1 to 7

Sheridan (5), 111— 7 to 5
Garcia (5), 105 3 to 1

Joshua v3),93— 6 to l

Paramatta (6) 1-1 9 to 10
Garcia (5), 104— 2 to 1

Ladv Marian (2), 103 5 to 2
Altus (4), 104 510 1

Mero (4), 94 _15 to 1
Charmer (2), 99- _ 5 to 2
Charger (5), 114 _ 7 to 5
Lottie Mills (3., 102. 4 to 1

Grandee (2), 89. 2 lo 1

Joe Cotton (a), 110 _ 5 to 1

Motto (3), 109_ 2 to 5

Joe Cotton (a), 104 8 to 5
Coode (2), HI _ 9 to 10

Red Prince (4), 67. 5lo2
Cheerful (4i,9J 7 to 2
Motto (3), 104 4 too
Wicklow (2), 110 4 to 1

Bessie W (3 •, 99 — — 6 to 5
Claymore (4),loi 9 to 2
Joshua (3), 102- 2 to l

Annie Moore (3), 114 2 to 1

Joshua (3), 108 4 lo 5
Crawford <2),S4 ...

Castro (2), 98
Iris filly (2), 96.

Wairi2>,96 „.

Democrat (3), 95...

Garcia (5), 97
Jack the Hipper (6), 111..

5lo 2
5tol
4 to 1

4 to 1

4 tol
3 to I

.10 to 1

... 4 to 1

Marigold (5., 101 9 to 10
Nell Flaherty (5), 110 _ 4 to 1

Minnie Elkin-i(4), H9- 2 to 5
SL Croix (3), 117 9 lo 5
Cydoneta), HO _ 4 lo 1

Red Prince (4), 106 5 to 1

Lady Iiesa (2), 108. 2 to 1

Wills (l\ IOC 2 tol
Jack the Ripper ^ , 118.... 4 to 1

Joediua(3', 115 2 to 1

Lottie D. (4) 119 , 3 to 1

;.eilc'sl.asi(0), 109 6 to 5
Gladiator (6), 109 3 lo 5

i -TrU filly (2), 100... 3 lo 1

Joe Cotton (a >. 115
Malcolm 4 . no
Gyps-y Girl('i). 113.

Ituppv Pav i I -, III

. 103,

Tearless ,4 1, 10S _ _. 6 to 1

Esirella (2), 105 - 5 to 2
Lady Uwen (5). 119.. 4 to 1

Topgallant (3). 10S 3 to 1

Democrat (3), 102 10 to 1

Gmndee 13), 120 8 to 5
Esperanza (3), 107 —. 3 to 5
Castro C2), 97 — 4 to 1

Misiy Morn (i), 115 —10 to 1

Lome Mills (ri.l07£ 8toi
Joe Harding (4), 107 4 to 1

Esperanza (4), 115 6 to 1

Topgallant (3), 96.„ — 8 to 1

Be&ie W. i3t. U5 8 to 1

Darebin-Iris f (2), 109 5 to 2
Sympathetic^ Last f.6;4i2 5 to 2
Revolver to), 105 7 lo 5
Lady Bess (2), 112 5 to 1

Santiago (5), U3 3 to 5
JLmR. (a), 119...- 10 tol
Earlv I3i,93, 6 to 1

Gladiator (6). S9 —20 to 1

Ledalia (2), 107 -20 to 1

Esperanza (3), 109 6 to 1

EIRavo k5),110 lto2
Geraldine (a), 127 -.. 1 to 3
Lodi (6), 103 50 to 1

Thermidor (2), 96 _ 7 to 1

Santiago (5), H5 „. . 7 to 10
Mabel M. (4), 109— 12 to 1

Toprallant (3), 93 8 to 1

Topgallant (3), 112, 7 to 16
Ledalia (2), 107 12 to l

Princess (2) 115 3 to 5
Marigold C5),lll._ 5 to 1
Centella (3), HO 5 to 2
Gladiator (6), 90 4 to 1

Geraldine (a), 125 3 to 5
Santa Fe (3 1, 95 -40 to 1

Elmwood (.3), US - 8 to 5
Little Esperanza (3), 100 _ 5 to 1

Midnight [41, U4 30 to 1

Regal (al, Ul 8 to 5
Altus (4), 150 5 to 1

Charmer (2), 100 3 to 1

Broad Church (6j.90 5to2
Topgallant (3), 107™ 4 to 1

Regal (a). 109._ - 3 to 1

Jack tie Ripper (5), 103._ 8 to 1

Happy Day (4), H2^ 4 to 5
Sheridan (5), U8 9 to2
Lodi (6), 104. 4 tol
Lotde D. (4), U9 — 6 to 1

Dinero (3), 97 -15 to 1

Sir Reel (2), 118 6 to 1

Tearless (4), 107 3 io 1

Gladiator (a), 100 8 to 5
Steadfast (2), 103- _.. 5 to 1

Annie Moore (3), 104 4 to 1

L. Esperanza (3), 97 8 to 1

Santa Fe (3), 91 8 to 1

Mi S3 Pickwick (3), 103. 6 to 1

Gvpsy Girl (6\ 124 - 3 to 1

Jin It. (a). U3 4 to 1
Lady Marian (2), 107 - 4 to 1

Joshua (3), 112- 6 to 1

Red Prince (4),98 2 to 1

Red Prince (4 >, 106 4 to 1

Donna Lilla (2), 104. 6 to 1

Captain Al (5), 102, 12 to 1

Hedge Rose (3), U4. 3 to 5
Pescador (3), 110— — 2 tol
AnnieMoore(3)

f
ll4 4tol

Mabel M,, (4), lo9 _ 4 to 1

Sir Reel (2;, 103 2 to 1

Minnie Flbins (4), 103 4 to 1

Prince's First (5>. 97 4 to 1

Princess Lorraine (2), 127. 3 to 5
Folly (3), 107 - 6 lo 1

Santa Fe (8), 90 __ G to 1

Mero (4), 99 _10lo 1

Joe Harding (4 ; ,&$_ 4 to 5
G len_'Altus (4;, 102.. 2 to 1

234 1 _lJoe Harding (4), 94. G to 1

Ion
len_

r--i-
2Ien-
leru

1 ;-L

2SL_
Jilen
neck
31en-
neck
1*1-
llen.
4 len.

head

2 len_
1'41
1:- 1

HI
21en_
2 L I-
2len_
1U l-

neck
2 len.
31en_
iy- 1 -

% len
a* len

K len
nose_

2 len_
1-2 1-

3f leu
l, leu

3j len
1U L
"4 len

1M L.

IX L
head
i£len
31en_
'-i ien
31en_
len_
len_

Glen_
llen_
L-- 1-.

I'll-
neck
31en_
IXL-
2len_
41en_
4 1en_

len

«len
ien_

ilen_
PL.
lien-
4 len_
10 len
neck

Topgallant (3), U7 ^0 to 1

Charmer (2), 105 20 to 1

Grandee (2) 94— 4 to 1

Cannv Scott (a), 115 6 to 1

Lottie Mills (3>, 112 10 to 1

Melanita (3), 94 - 5 to 1

Aimont (a), 112 - 5 to 2

^r Reel (2), US 4 to 1

Claymore (4), 106^— 5 to 1

Red Pnnce (4), U0 3 to 1

Conde (2), IIS -30 to '

Minnie Fifcin* (4^ 107 10 to 1

Ladv Walter (5), 107 10 to 1

Sheridan (51, U4 — 5 to 1

Happy Day (4), 109 5 to 1

J unit, (a), 110— 15 tol
Steadfast (2), 106 30 to 1

Ledalia (2), 89 5 to 2
Initiation (5), 107— - 8 to 1

Charger (5), 112, 8 to 1

Charmer (2), 102- 8 to 1

Santa Fe (3), U0 50 to 1

Blondinette (3), U0_ 30 to 1

Santiago (5), 121—.*. even
Motto (3), 114. _15 to 1

Nipper (6), U9 -50 to 1

Gibson (5). 119 6 to 1

Fannie F (a), 112 40 to 1

Motto (3), U5. - -10 to 1

Grandee (2), 1U 5 to 1

Dinero (3), 97 8 tol
Red Prince (4)„106 5 to 1

Charmer (2), 104. 25 to 1

Marigold (5), 103 12 to 1

Jack the Ripper (5), 104...10 to 1

Initiation (5), 107 8 to 1

Resal (a). Ho— 12 to 1

Crta (2), 107 50 to 1

Minnie FlW"g (4), 85 -30 to 1

Mero (4), 89- 30 to 1

Motto (31,90 — 8 tol
Joe Harding (4), 105J^ 2 to 1

Alliance (2), U0 8 to 1

Sheridan (5), 115 — 6 to 1

Ladv Useful C3), 107 10 to 1

Santa Fe (3),93— lOOtol
Patricia (3), 104 —30 to 1

Sir Reel (2), U0 6 to 5

G len-
21en_
neck
2- 1-
2 fen.
:=len
neck
51en_
_. Ien
2 len_
3 len-
31en.
2 len_
21en-
Wl-

\ !_
nose.
3 len.
leu_

TTTTTt-n HOBSES.

Dick O'MaUey (2), ill 9 to l0

SL Croix (3), 102 —50 to 1

Minnie Elkins (4j, £-9 - 2 to 1

Garcia (5). 106. 2 to I

Alliance (2), HO 4 to 1

Democrat (3), 93 2 to 1

Hedge Rose 13), no „.. Glo5
Pescador (3), 108 9 to 5
Stoneman ia),119_ 15 to 1

Malcolm (4 1, 109 15 to 1

Elair (3), 107 3 to 1

WScklow (2 . 118 7 to5
Joe Cotton (ai, U5 5 to 1

Gold Dust (2), 91 15 to 1

L, Esperanza t.3), 10L _ 8 to 5
Re^al (a), 97 12 to I

Joe Cotton (al, 122 „ 2 to 1

Jennie M intzer i.5), U9 6 lo 1

Gladiator (6), 95 9 to 2
Jack the Ripper (6), H5...10 to 1

2 len_ Tyona <G>, lou -16 to 5

1M 1- Little Tough (3), 104 20 to 1

2 len- Reml(a),93 - 5 to 1

3K L_ Malcolm (4), 112 6 to 1

Alliance (2i, 106 6lOl
Slen. Democrat (3), 100 S to 1

\i len Joe Cotton (m, 120 7 to 5
_

i
l._ Esperanza (4 1, 1 10 _ 4 lo 1

neck. IMount Carlos (4i. 119 -20 to 1

I len-iRed Prince (4), US. 3 to 1

1 len. Reta{3 ,98 10 tol
S letL-'Cbarmi r . 2 , 103 5 to I

Gtol lllen_laypsyGlrl(6J.103 — 8tol

115...

. 4toG

. Stol
. 1 lo 2
. 4lo5

... 4 U>6

.-20 tolMountain Boy (4), 100.

Nellie O. 6 . 118 4 to 1

Marltrold [»). 118
- .20 to 1

Red Prince [4i, lis 3 to 1

Annie Moore(3),104
1 1. 1 2

Darebin-Iris Ally 2 .111.1 to

2

WtldwixMl (8), 1

Sympathetic*!! LaaUOi.lia 4 1-> 1

. 4 tn 1

Mi-iv Morn it , iio. cv«n
117 1 i" 2

Stol
Entn-llu j • > IS in 1

„20lol
<

. 1 1 tn 20
LclnHjt 1 . 3(o I

l»tt1r. |). ;i . H8 4\»\

:

3 \fii Jennie K. -...107 15 tol
1^1.. Red Rose (3 >, 80 _ Stol

1

. Ill 5to2
;

.. l..-u bburiflau .:>.. 122 5 to 2
oee* Lfirfailii r2i lar _. «tni

1 Ien_ SL Croix [S), 107 6 to 1

2 Ien- Ladv «lwen (5), 119 5 to 2
1 len- Cheerful t ,87 3to 1

neck Little Tonga [S . 114 g to 1

nose. Revolver [5i. 107 even
1 len. Joe Cotton in,. 123 4 to5
1 len Cyclone [a), 110 7 to 5

2 to I

ISL-Happy I'ny [4), 117 15 to 1

neck. Initiation (5), 89 Btol
i i. Misty Morn i

. 119 7 to 5

i ten Stoneman . 20 to l

3 len.. Sympattu
' Kador '

.
lln 12 In 1

,
."7 BtOl

neck. U . 118 i" I i l

1

: I i-i i

. I tol
I len Reta ! . 100 ...

1
Ii

. \ tn ^

... Stol

... 4tOS

Mabel M. (4), 109 2 to 1

Lottie Mills; 13), iua_„ 6 to 1

Early (3), 104... „ _10 to 1

Esperanza (4), 112 10 to 1

Democrat (3), 9S. 4 to 1

North Wind (3), U5„ .30 to 1

El Eavo (5), 1G9..—.. . 8 to 5
ML Carlos (4), U4..„ 30 to 1

LadyGwen(5), 119 3 to 5
Connanght (2), 119— 4 to 1

Gold Dust (2), 100— -30 to 1

Symp'lhetkrsL'sUe^M.^ 2 to 5
Gladiator (6;, 104 „12 to 1

CornieBuckingliam(4),105 5 tol
Nell Flaherty (5), U9_ 4 to 1

Alliance (2), 104 15 tol
EIRavo (5),1C6 8 to 5
Midnicht (4), 114 _5to2
Darebin-Iris filly (2), 96- 5 to 2
Mabel M. (4!, 105 Stol
Orta (2), 100 - 30 tol
Ladv Useful (3), H4 _. 4 to 1
Earlv (3), 106 „ 6 to 1

Crawford (2), 110. 220 to 1

Red Prince (4), H2. _ 5 to 1

Cheerful (4), 85 „ _20 to 1

Happy Dav (4), 101 2 to 1
Altus (4),U1 6 lo 1

Flora E. (4),U9 - 10 to 1

Joe Harding (4), 99 3 to 1

Ledalia (2), IIS— — - 4 to 1
Altus (41,107. 8 to 1

Cheerful (4j, S9 4 to 1
Ann ie Moore (3), 94 .10 to 1

Phoebe Ann (2), 104. 20 to 1

Santa Fe (3), 90— _10 to 1

Midnight (4), 109 _ 8 to 1

L. Esperanza (3), 105 3 to 1

Stoneman (a), 119 20 to 1
Malcolm (4), 109 „ Stol
Castro (2). 100 8 to 1

Cheerml(4),99™_ 3 to 5
Carter B (a), 103 4 to 1
Sir Reel (2), US. _... 6 to 1

Prince (a), 112. 5 tol
Bessie W. (3), 100 _ 4 to 5
Cyclone (ai, 117 6 to 1

Jack the Ripper (6), 118—12 to 1

Jack the Ripper (6), ioillis to i

TopgaiJautTsT.'ioa."."!!^'.17 8 "to's
Carter E. (at, 102 7 to 5
Lady Useful (3), 94. 8 to 1

Princess Lorraine (2), US. 6 to 5
Santo Fe (3), 93 - 3 to 1

St. CroiS (3j. 103 8 to 5
Captain Al (5), 109 7 to 2
Jennie Mintzer (5), 109 15 to 1

Cyclone (a), 115 _10 to 1

Reta (2), 91.__ 20 to 1

Alliance (2). US- 4 to 5
Garcia (5), 99 2 to I

Ledalia (2), 96. — 10 to 1

Cheerful (4>,S6 10 to l

Altus (4), 104. 10 to 1

Joe Hardin* (4 i, 103 4 to 1

Jennie K. '3), 114 2 to 1

Fanny F. (a), 105 _ 9 to 5
Jim R. (a), 113 — 4 to 1

Elair i3), 1C9 — 6 to 1

-an Felipe (3). 119 20 to 1

Sympathetic"sLast(6),109 4 to 1

Regal (a\ 99. Stol
Wieklow (2>, 112 4 to 1

Bessie \V. (3), 97 12 to 1

Mount Carlos (4), 109 10 tol
Svmpathetic'sLast (C\U4.10 to 1

Nipper (6), 119 25 to 1

Inltiation(5 ],105 10 to I

Little Tough (3), US 10 to 1

Alliance lt\ 111 6 to 1

Jack ibo Ripper (01. 117... 8 to 1

Prince's First (5>, 110 .15 tol
Ida Glenn fu'i, 103 even
InUlatiou I5i, 101 _ 4 to 1

plain Al (5), 108. 15 to 1

r Iteel <2\ 1C6 Stol
Annie Moore (8),!10&. 6 to l

Tvrona (3). 111. 7 to .i

Mem i . 106 6 to l

Reta 2), 98. 3 to l

Regal (ai, 99 8 to 5
Mount Carlos (4), 115 .20 to 1

7-3 ..

. 70 ys
9-16...

3-1 .

1

1 1-16...

1 1-S ...

U-16.
5-8 „
U-16.
1
11-4 .

3-1 .

120ys
15-16...

5-8 ...

1 40 ys
SS .

1
3-4 .

1
13-4 .„

1 50 ys
5-3 ...

7-3 ...

3-4 _
5-S _

11-16-W ...

34 _
5-S _

3^
15-16„
7-3
3-1

1 50 ys
11-16.

1 :01^
0:49 s,'

l'JBU
1:42^
1:15'^&
•1:05M
•ltf4>
'!:«

1 :4vV
1 X*~
1:5*
l:ZP
1 -SBft
0:51
1:40%

KeBy.
HBL.™
Clancy
-~pooner.._.
Burlingame
H.Hill—
J. Weber.
Dennlson
Narvaez..

Maltese Villa.
Chas. L. Fair._
Dan Miller
P. Siebenthaler
Dan Miller
Jones & Bybee
Ocean \ lewSL
W. Maodon'gh
Owens Bros-...

R. Smith... 'Smith Bros...
W. Hill C, L. Fair..
Narvaez.

\
W.George..

Miller J. Reavf-y..
MUler
Narvaez.
KeBy
J. Weber..
H. Smith..
Narvaez. ..

1:16 JMiller
1:44 'Cook.
liSl'itCoofc
l :50'-^Narvaez..
1:lS-
1:02
1:08
1j42
!:09

1:15
1:43>.
1:35
1:01 J*.

1:47';

1:01\

1:14'T

1:15 !

,

1:4s 1
-

2:09
1:01^
l:0v.
1:16

E. J. Baldwin.
Encino Stable-
Maltese Villa—
W. Macdon'gh
Maltese ViBa.
Owen Bros
W. A. Gibson-
Lorraine Sta'Ie
Ocean ViewSt
OceanView St.
H. Jones

KeUy_ Maltese Villa.
Miller „ C.L-Fair
Karvaez 1H. Endy
Miller iSanta Anita. ...

l:35 l
-

1:42
1:21'.

1:43-
1:14
1:41"^

1:41

MlUer J. B. Chase...
Mil'er Lorraine Sta'Ie
W. HiU P.Siebentbaler
H. Smith.... H. Daniels
Enrliugame D. Miller
Narvaez... B. C. Holly
Seaman W. A. Gibson..
Narvaez .. JB- C. Holly
Millar |Santa Anita St.
Narvaez C L. Fair.
Miller iSantaAnitaSt.
C. Weber....jW. L. Appleby
MBler...
W. HiU .

C. Weber....
J. Weber...
Narvaez
MUler
Rafonr
BaU7—
MUler
C. tt'eber
Narvaez

1 :273^ Narvaez
1:06^ W. HU1
1:41 C. Weber....
3:07 J- Weber

—

1:04 W. HU1
1:01 Perkinson...
1-J3614 Long
W7J4 Tre^dweU...
1*1 Narvaez ...
1:4s'-- Spence
1:13 ! J.. Weber....
1:15 ICota-
1:01^ Cooper
1:41 ;C. Weber-
2.-03

|McDonald.
1A2
0»5
1:27 :

,

0-^5

121M

R. Smith...-
" HUL

C. Weber..-
MiBer
H. Hill.

L2S.S 'H. Smith...

.

"1:07 C. Weber
•0:51!i Williams ....

•1.52 1
- C.Weber

*l:46i-.C. Weber
•1:19;-. Narvaez....
•0:50 ;C. Weber
*0:5:'"- Tally.
•1:05 MUler.
•1:17 Narvaez
•1:40 Richards. ..

•1:31^ Narvaez....
•1:19 jMiUer

i :50!^ Narvaez „ _

1:U |C. Weber.

C. L. Fair.
C, H. Eennedy
W. Macdon'gh
H. Jones_
B. C. HoUy
Santa Anita St.
D. R. Dickey...
G. H. Kennedy
Dan MUler
G. VanGorden
B. C. HoUy... _

B. C. HoUy. ...

C. L. Fair.
H. Rudy
W. Macdon'gh
P. SiebenthaTr
Lorrains St
D. R. Dickey...
Suisun Stable-
Maltese VUla-
Encino Stable-
Dan MUler
Elmwood S'ble
Dan MUler
M. Storn
H. Daniels
R. B. Dawson-
C. L. Martin...
G. Van Gorden
Santa Anita
Jones& Bybee
Suisun Stables
W. M7donongb
J. J. Dolan
W. M'donongh
H. Rudy
B. C. HoUy....
Dan MUler
Dan Rieves^
Lorraine Sta...
Pueblo Stable.
Lorraine Sta...

H. Rudy...
Lorraine Sta...

P. Siebenthal'r
H. Schwartz—

•1:17^ C. Weber Dunlap tt Co...
9-16... »0^9 Hart^„ IE. C. HoUy
7-S .„.»l:34 Cota fH. Schwartz....
5-S ... *1 :CG- . C. Weber.... W. Macdon'gh

13-18— »1^!7 ICooper M. T. Walters.
34 „n:19 Seaman Owen Bros
5-3 ... "1:05 C. Weber G.H.Kennedy

I 1-2 .. »0:52 'BaUy iT. BaUy.
1 50 ys »1:50 |Spence |H. Rudy
7-8 ... •I:33M C.Weber.... |W. Macdon'gh

•1:05 IR. Smith_...|R.B. Dawson.
•1:34 C. Weber—..G. Van Gorden
•0:53 C. Weber.... R. Wilson.
•1 :06K !Spence_ ! Enclco Stable.

3-1 ... •l:!SJi ! Richards.... I C. BurUngame
15-10... «i:41 McDonald.. l "

7-S ... •1:33}^ C. Weber...
S-! ... »1:20 C. Weber...

1 100 ys *1 :55 Spence.
U-l6.„ •1:13M|C. Weber...
3-4 ... "1:1 5,C Specce
9-16.. •1:00 "IC. Weber_.

13-16... •1-226M Narvaez..,
3-4 ... lawc. Weber...

•1:43,^ Spence-
•1:12,C Clancy.
•0:52 Petera
•1:50,^ McDonald.
•1:25 Spence—

—

•1:04 iKing-
1:19 Srtnce.

1 tlM6
9-1G... f0:56
3-1 .„ K0834
1-2 ... +0:51

15-10... tl:S9
7-S ... 1:29

15-16... 1:40>-
150ydS 1:46
5-8 ... 1*2
3-1 ... 1:14^
9-16... 0:55,4
13-16- 1:22
341... 1:16
3-4 ... 1:14^
5-S ... 1 Al 4
3-4 ... 1:15
5-S ... 1:01 S

13-16... 1:22
11-8 ... 1 :56J4
SS ... 1:02

Garden City St
G. Van Gorden
W. Macdono'b
W. Macdono'b
P.Weber.
Dunlap& Co...

P. Weber
Dunlap A Co...
Antrim Stable.
C. Trevalhan..
S. G. Reed.
D. Bridges.
H. Daniels
H. Schwartz....
C. W. Cbappell
C. Treadwell...

H-Smlth-.-'Matt Storn
McDonalcL_tR. Stvpe —
W.Clanry... B. C. Holly
W. Clancy.
R. Smith....
Burlingame
Spence-
C. Weber-...
King.

C.Lillis.
Smith Bros
C. Burlingame.
SaniaAnitaSt.
R'b'ughitEarp
C. W. Cbappell

Spence. 'Dunlap «ft Co...

McDonald_.|T. C. Deane—

.

\V. Clancy... B. C. HoUy
Clancy.
Clancy
Garrison
R. Smith
WlUiams—..

Clancy,
Spenco
McDonald

B. C. Holly..-..
S. G. Reed.
R. Wilson.
H. D. Brown...
J. J. Dolan
a C. Holly
Encino Siable.
O.K. K*-nued>

- neman ai, 100...

r i:. n . Mi ....

ii len Slieridan S .ill
a len. i.

, 11!
. n»l

Slen Jo

...lo tO 1

. . SU>3
-

... Stol

.... 7 toS

.... 1 t..:,

Castro (3), 107
Democrat (3), 108
Regal in. 93

Lottie Mills 3 , 114

Nipper 6 . 119
'

1

II, 100
: ill

Uypsy Girl 6 .118
Jennie Mintzer
Jack ihe Ripp'-r
Captain Al 5 1

. 100
K-v..lvpr<5).109
Genoa 2 . 110
Typesetter fa), 9i

Altua{4 ,132

Bonnie Blue a , 109

prinoe ft)"io9 —
Wlcklow 2 . B4..

.. 4 to 1

... 5 tOl

._ S to 1

... 1 to 2
i

..10 tol
.. I toi

. 2 to I

.. 8 lo 1

..10 tol
.12 to 1

.. 6 to 1

.. 8 tO 1

. 20 to 1

...50 10 1

5 i" 1

.. 5 to 1

ie'toi'
..IS tn 1

0:55 ,Seaman Leech iVHo« d
Crip'n A Davis
Malt storu
J. B. Chase
C. Burlingame
P. Weber.
H. Schwartz...
s. G. Heed
Ocean View S I

D. R. Dickev...
B. C. Holly....
J. G. Quin

Van Gorden
S.J. Jones
S. G. Reed
K. Wilson.
Encino Stable

Wilson
J.B.Chase
G. Van Gorden
Elmwood St'le
T. a Deane
Ocean Vktv St.
D. R. Dickey...
E. F. Smith-...

Burlingame
Leach & HoWd
S.G. Reed-
H. Daniels

13-16... 1:23 Ambrose....-

15-16... 1:3$^ Burling'me.
5-s ... 1:01 ^ C.Weber....

15-18-. 1:86 >pence_
7-S ... i :29 Clancy

i :-s ... l:.iV. cock.
P rkinson...1

3-4 ...
1 lancy

9-16... n:.v> HinKey
18-16... l-JP, C. Weber_...
i 70 ys 1 :45 Miller
34 ... 1:16 w. Clancy..
5-8 ... 1:01 R. Smith....

11-16... Petexg
5-S ... 1:01 ;

, It. Smith
1 H6... i :

!' it. Smith....
13-16.. ! :.

i Narvaez
11-16... Narvaez ....

9-16... - - McDonald.
18-16... "1:26 IjlWlrtS
1 "1:47 Burlingame

.>>« ... •1:08 Williams....
15-16... •1:1-, Burlingame
U-16... •1:12 seaman
3-1 ... 1:18! C. Weber-...

•3:42 Narvaez.- .
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Bessie W. (3l, 91 5 lo 2
Jack the Ripper (6j, 111 ... 4 to 5
Cassini (3', 107 7 to

2

Mulcolm t4), 107 5tol
Joshua (3i, 117..... eveDs
Darebin-Iris filly (2), 96.... 1 to 3
Annie Moorei3i, HM 4 to 5

Patricia i4\ 107 8 to 1

Jack the Ripper (6), 120-... 3 to 1

Pescador (3>, 116 7 to 10

Revolver (5), 101 - evens
Gold Dust (2>, 92 5 to I

Cnanrer (5), 104 6 to 1

Jennie K. (Si. 10-1 7 10 2
Sheridan f6), 117 4 to 1

GuartaloupeiS) 119 30 to 1

Nellie (3. [5), 106 3 to 1

Stoneman (a). 93 3 to 1

Oakland [3X90 3 to 1

Bessie W.(3,,93 3 to 1

HlStv Morn (4), 126 1 to5
Darebin-Iris tillv (2), 119- 1 to 8
Patricia (4i. 114 _ 8 to 5
Santa Fe (8), 90 fi to 1

Second Hohses.

len_ Revolver (5), 99 8 to 1

neck Ida Glenn ia>, 103 8 to 1

4 lee Tvona (3), 114 6 to 1

glen- Cyclone u\ 112 _ 2to5
1 len- Revolver (5,. 113 5 to 1

8 lea- 1Joe Cotton fftl, 119 3 to 1

6 len- Jim R. (a), 106 10 to 1

Third Horses.

Last Chance 1 1 1, 1 10 S to 5
Nellie G. [5), 110 even
Wicklow (2i, IIS - 7 to 5

Lottie D. (5), 119 7 to 5
Garcia (5), 102 1 to 2
Marigold (5), U8 12 to 1

Char?-r i.ai. 114 .10 to 1

Misty Mora 14). 119 2 to 1

Topeallanl (4j, 116 1 to 2
Garcia (6). 99 - 2 to 1

Marigold (6 ),1I2 lto2
Ida Glenn iai, 104 5 to 1

Genoa f3i, 86 _ 8 to 1

Joe Hooker Jr. (a), 100... .. 4 to 1

Nipper tai. 117 - 3 to 1

Initiation (6), 95 10 to 1

Darebin-Irb tillv 3 . 114... 1 to 10
Queen Bee (4), 107 3 to I

Ledalia (3>,110 8 to 1

Jim R. (a), 117 4 to 1

Carter B. (a), 122 _ 1 to 2
Sympathetic^ Last (ai.lll even
HappvDav (51,121 _ 1 to 2
St. Croix (4\ 108 3 to I

Jack the Ripper (a), 120— 3 to 1

Alto MiO(3). 104 2 to 5
Jennie K. <4j. 97 3 to 1

Rosebud (3), 91 _ _ 2 to 5
Nellie G l6), 104 __ 7 to 1

Dare^in-Iris tillv 3i, 109— 1 to
Alius (5), 102 S to 1

Ceotella l,4i,114 5 to 1

head
neck
fi len..

61en_
3 len.
head

i. >i.

len_
1

;

. 1 _

1 Ien_
len.

neck
2 len~

L

i 1-
len.

2 ten.

1 len_

3i len
3 len
IK L
}i len
2 len

V len
1 len.
head

Carter B. (a), '10 6 to 5

3t.Crelx(8},109 4 to 5

Cheertul (4), S7 S to 1

yclone (m), 112 10 to 1

Wicklow (3), 128 4 tol
Jim R (a). 107 3tol
Follv(3). 100 8tol
Cyclone iai, 117 5 lo 1

Little Tough (3), 114 2 lo 1

Alius -1 ,<J4 2 toi
Topgallant (3).. _ 1 to 3
CornieUuekir-,'gam(4), 101 3 to I

Alias (4X92 10 lo I

Jim R. 1,0/, 116 6tol
Tvrona :i), 122 10 to 1

Gypsy Girl (6), 112. 4 to 1

Tyrona (3), 96 6 to 1

Bordeaux (1), 110 - 4 to 1

santa Fe (3), 103 6 to 1

Cyclone Ca), 112 6 to 1

st. Croix (3) 113 7 to 5

loe Hooker Jr. (a), 109 4 to 1

Meroi4). 92. 5 to 1

Minnie E'kins(4>, 100. 4 to 1

Rela (2),84 20 to 1

.luck the Ripper (6), 116... 6tol
Conile Biicking'am (4 r,112 3 lo I

Cliarger 5 . 113. G to 1

Red Prince (4), 107 5to2
Nellie G. (o), 101 _ lOtol
Genoa (2), 103 _ 9 10 2
Gypsy Girl MX us 5 tol
Raindrop 5 . 117 5 to 1

Minnie Elkms 1 4 , 10.". 2 to 5

Srollle (2), 91 _ C tol

Estrella (2), 102 10 to 1

Gypsy Girl 161. 119 8 to 1

Initiatian Co), 94 7 to 1

Democrat (3>, 110 - 5 to 2

Queen Bee (3), 110 8 to 1

Joe Cotton (a), 111 5 to 1

Rosebud (.3), 99 6 to 1

4 len_ Regal (a), 91 15 tol
3 len. Centella (4), 103 5 to 2
l l4 L. Jim R. (a), 105 2 to 1

3 len. Lodi (a), 99 8 to 1

neck Typesetter (a). 105 8 to 1

% 1 ..J Alto Mio (3), 104 4 to 1

neck Carter B. (a |, 94 6 to I

% len Tyrona (4), 100 S to 1

neck Patricia i4>, 121 _ 6 to 1

u len Phoebe Ann (3j, 101 12 to 1

2~Ien- Gypsy Girl (a), 115 even
2 len_ Guadeloupe (6), 134 -12 to 1

1^ 1_ L- Esperanza (4), 101 5 to 2
U len Regal (a), 94 8 to 1

2~len_ Typesetter (a), 92 .12 to 1

jnose..iRed Rose (4), S3 3 to 1

3 len- Quarterstaff(3), 104 .10 tol
3 len, Cvclone fa), 111. 2 to 1

\. ten Prince's First (6), 120 8 to 1

£ len Ledalia >3), 89 6 to 1

1 len- Gypsy Girl (a), 125 12 to 1

head santa Fe (4), 100 10 to 1

2 len- Sheridan (6), 106_ 12 to 1

itol
. 8 tol
. 8 tol
.2tol
.8101

.10 to 1

.. 6 to 1

.. 6 to 1

_ 6 tol
..20 to I

SL Croix M), 111 8to5 1^1„ Stoneman iai, 108 20 to I

Typesetter ia), 108 evens 1 len. Jennie Minizer (6). 90 6 to 1

Cheerful (4). 94.

Prince (a), 95
Mountain Boy (4), 101

Motto 1.3). 194
Nellie Van i3,, 107

May Prltchard (.3), 126 20 to 1

Daiiy Oregonlan (5), 101— 8 to 1

Carter B. (a), 102. 8 to 5
Clair fli, 107 10 to 1

Minnie Elkiiis i4,,99 4 to 1

Crawford (2), 101
Charmer (2), 96-
Carter B. (a>, 97
L. Esperauza (3), 102
Prince Ca), 100
Darehin-Irls filly (2), 109... 7 to 10
Nipper (a), 117 10 to 1

Initiation [6X so 5 to 2
Democrai (4), 105 _ 5 to 1

Mountaiu Boy Co;, 105 2 to 1

Carter B. (a), 95 3 to 2
Elair (4), 94 10 to 1

Prince (a), 117 10 tol
Garcia (61, 102 2 to 1
Lady Gwen 161, HI 20 to 1

Joe Hooker Jr. (a), 98 12 to 1

Castro (3), 113 2 to I

Mount Carlos (5;, 117 4 to 1
Folly (4), 126 -12 tol
Sheridan (6j, 110 5 to 1

Mabel M. (5), 107 .12 to 1

Mountain Boy (5), 101 6 to 1
Nipper ca), 109 6 to 1
Hugenot (3), 103 8 to 1
Altus lo), 105 _ 6 tol
iPrince ia), 120 10 to 1
Red Prince ( 5 ). 109 8 to 5
Charmer (3i, 109 12 to 1
Mabel M. (5), 108 8 to 1

( Pescador (4), 112 4 to 1

I t.. Esperauza (3j, 97 8 to 1
Charger (6), 114 _ 6 to 1
Little Tough f-ij.96. _ 4 to 1

9-16.

5-8 ..

3-1 .

58 .

Peters, ....

King
Cook-
Spriiee ...

Spence
C. Weber.
<\ WeDer_.
Burlingame
King
Narvaez - ..

Spence ... .

Seaman
McDonald.
Jackson.- ..

Narvaez _ ..

Epperson..
spence
seaman ....

Weber
Murphy ...

.Miller

Miller
Burllogame
Don-than ...

"0:3S^ C. Webt-r-...
1:5144 Spence
1:21,. Miller
0:51}$ Miller
l;48*f Spence -
2:09 Miller -..

1:06 Ballv
1:18

,
Miller

ima Miller
1-.43XC. Weber...-
7:28i, Miller
0:56 -
1-.02J4
1:03
1:02
1:42*

1 -aq

1 :M
•1:03'.

1:05
•1:14]

»1:04J
'2 .01

'1:81

1 :05

'i):.-' .

•1:26'
1

1 :49

1:07.' .

1:41

1:07
1 :<>>

.

'1:51

'1:07

'1:28

1:07
'1:29

Clancy
Donathan .

Hinkey
,. Long

1:16 W.Clancy-.
1:01M C. Clancy...
I:17j£ Rinstioe
0:55 1 King
1:16

J
J. Weber.. .

1:43 Iw. Clancy-
1:29 (Miller
1:01^ J. Weber.
1 :ul .

1:16
2:10
1:01 )£

... 1:29

... 0:48

... 1:30

ys 1:45

Epperson ...

Tally
C. Weber...
Spence
Spence
W. Clancy

_

C. Clancv...
J. "Weber...

W. Macdon'gh
Idaho Stable...

Cook_
D. Brown...

Dunlap &Co...
S. R. Reed
P. Weber

Burlingame
Idaho stable...
D. R. Dickey.

.

B. C. Holly
Owens Bros
T. Bally-
Antrim Stable
P. Siebenthal'r
Idaho Stable...
Crip'n A Davis
W.M.Sinclair.
E. F.smith-...
W. Mucdon'gh
S. J. Jones
S. G. Reed
C. Burlingame
E. R, Den
J. Reavev-
Crip'n & Davis
W. Macdon'gh
R. Stype
H. Schwartz...
M. Storn
T. Bally
S. J. Jones-
M. Storn
H. Schwartz....
M. Storn
Dan Miller
C. E. Trevat'an
StaiE*l<ft Fisb'r
W. H. Eaton-
Elmwood S. F.
S. G. Reed.
How'dA Leach
Elmwood S. F.
B.Martin

Weber
B. C. Holly
B. C Holly
M. Kelly
Idaho stable-
Maltese Villa-
Antrim Stable.
S. J. Jones
Crip'n & Davis
S. G. Reed
M.T. Walters-
J. B. Chase-...

1:01 J. Weber.... M.J. Kelly-
1 :02 Peters D. Bridges ..

The Horse Pilots.

" Very heavy track. f Slow track. Straight odds are given in every case.

Third Race—Handicap, for all ages, purse 51,000, of -which S200 to

second. SlOO to third. One mile and 50 yards.

J. B. Chase's ch m Centella, 4, by Joe Hooker—Eaty Pease, 109

pounds J- Weber 1

P Siebenthaler's ch h Sheridan, a, by Young Bazar—Lost Girl. 105

pounds Narvaez 2

Encino Stables' ch m Little Esperanza, 4, by Judge McKinstry—
Mav D., 97 pounds Peters *

D. R. Dickey's b h Pescador, 4, by Gano—Armeda Howard, 112

S)unds H. Smith *

ead heat.
Time, 1:45.

Name, Age and Weight.
Centalla, 4. 109 lbs 2
Sheridan, 6, 106 lbs 4

Pescador, 4, 112 lbs 5
Esperanza. 4, 97 lbs. 3

Misty Morn, 5, 117 lbs 1

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

pole.St. pole.

3
4
2

1

pole.
H.
Sir. Finish.

1 2 len
2 2 len
3*
3*

5

Fourth Race—Selling, purse $400, of which S70 to second, S30 to

third. Five furlongs.

M. J. Kelly's b h St Croix, 4, by King Daniels—by Bayswater. Ill

pounds J. Weber 1

W. M. Sinclair's £ g Stoneman, a, by Kirbv Smith—Huukidory,
1-4 pounds King 2

T, Bally'schg, Charger, a, bv Wildidle, 114 pounds Clancy 3

Time, 101.

BettiDg—8 to 5 St. Croix, 20 to 1 Stoneman, G to 1 Charger. Mountain
Boy 101 (C. Clancy), 4 to 1, Jack the Ripper 120 (Epperson), 5 to 1, Joe
Hooker Jr. 107 (Seaman), 6 to 1, also ran.

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

pole.
H

Str.

3
2
1

Finish.

2K1
3 2 len

Name, Age and Weight. Start.

St. Croix, 4, 111 lbs 5 6
Stoneman, a, 108 lbs 4 3
Charger, 6, 114 lbs 2 2

Jack the Ripper, a. 120 lbs 1 4
Mountain Bov, 5, 300 lbs 6 5 5 5
Joe Hooker Jr.. a. 107 lbs 3 16 6

Fifth Race—Consolation purse, S400, of which S70 to second, 530 to

third. Fire furlongs.

D. Bridges' b h Typesetter, a, by Hock Hocking, 108 pounds
Peters 1

N. A. Dickey's b m Jenny Mintzer, 6, by Mintzer—Flora May, 90
pounds Donatbon 1

Idaho Stables' b g Little Tough. 4. bv Glenelm, 96 pouuds...Seaman 3

Time, 1:02.

Betting—Even Typesetter. 6 to 1 Jennv Mintzer, 4 to 1 Little Tough-
Huguenot 96 (C. Weber, S to 1, Elair 92 (Hanawalt), 5 to 1, Lucy S. 101

(Rankin). 30 to 1, Bonnie Blue 9/ (Carrigber't, 20 to l. Nickel Exchange
97 (Jackson), 30 to 1, and Moutebello 96 (Shaw), 30 to 1, also ran.

POSITIONS FROM START TO FINISH.

%
Name. Age and Weight. Start, pole.

Typesetter (a). 108 1

Jennie Mintzer (6), 90 2
Little Tough (4). 94 4

Huguenot (3), 96 8
Elaire (4). 92 2
Lucy S. (a). 101 5

Bonnie Blue (a), 97 7

Nickel Exchange (3), 97 9
Montebello{4),96 6

1

H.
Str.

1

Finish.

11 len
2 lien
3Klen

The colt G. W. Johnson will be sent from New York to

start for the American Derby, at Chicago, in June, provided

he does well enough in training to warrant the trip. Thus
you will have the attraction of a noted Eastern-owned colt in

your big race, the colt being now the property of Dr. Knapp,
of New York, who bought him in October at the sale of the

late J. M. Brown's horses for $30,000. The colt ha3 hardly

any engagements in the important Eastern events, and the

most popular young men in New York, a member of all the

clubs, and a keen follower of the dogand gun, and if you treat

him well he will be liable to enter with you in the future.

The colt G. W. Johnson will race West during Washington
Park's meeting, while Dr. Knapp's crack colt Sir Walter is

doing battle for the stables in the great events of the East.

G. W.Johnson has not inspired racing men with confidence,

however. He had a suspicious leg when he was sold, and since

then it has been found necessary to fire the ailing limb. His
veterinarian says the action will insure his training, but horse-

men generally are not encouraged over a horse which has to

be fired as a two-year-old.

The "Winning Owners.

Following is a table showing the total amounts taken down
by the various owners at the Blood Horse meeting which ended

last Saturday. W. O'B. Macdonough heads the list, but it

must be remembered he had quite a large string of horses to

run for him, as did B. C. Holly. Dan Miller's small string

did great work, the Iris filly, trained with the Miller horses,

putting quite a sum, in addition, to the credit of S. G. Reed.

Matt Storn's horses were in fully as good trim as any in traiu-

ing at old Bay District course. The stable winnings were sec-

ond only to Mr. Macdonough's, and the amount won by the

Storn and Chase horses was captured by four flyers—Marigold,

Topgallant, Centella and Phoebe Ann. Several parties won
all their money with one horse, notably, H. Daniels, $3,700

with Democrat (a $06 horse) ; P. Siebenthaler, $3,200 with

Sheridan; S. G. Reed, $3,160 with the Darebin-Iris filly;

Dunlap & Prowse, $2,390 with Joshua ; D. R. Dickey, $1,910

with Pescador ; Henry Rudy, $2,275 with Lottie Mill?; Rick-

abaugh. & Earp, $730 with the same filly ; George Van Gor-

den, $2,505 with Motto ; Jones & Bybee about $2,300 with

Misty Morn, while Little Esperanza has won most of the

$3,055 credited to the Encino Stable. Charmion was the

largest winning thoroughbred at the Blood Horse meeting,

the §2,500 a side match with Princess going a long way toward

putting her in that position. The Darebin-Iris filly has won
inore races than any animal at the meeting (ten), a most

remarkable showing, truly. Lottie Mills won six times, Motto

five, Joshua and Wildwood each four. The amount divided

is most encouraging to owners of thoroughbreds, and we
expect in consequence to see the breeding interests in Cali-

fornia have a veritable u boom " during the coming year.

W. O'B. Macdonough
Storn-Cbase Stable
B. C. Holly
D. Miller (incl.$2,500nmtch)
H.Daniels
Santa Anita Stable
P. Siebenthaler
S. G. Reed
Encino stable
Maltese Villa Stable
G. H. Kennedy
Lorraine Stable
Jones & Bybee
C. L. Fair
George Van Gordeu
C. Burlingame -.

Owen Bros
Dunlap & Prowse
Elmwood Stock Farm
Ocean View Stable
D. R. Dickey
P. Weber
Henry Kudy
R. Watson
Antrim Stable
Crippen & Davis
H. Jones
Idaho Stable .....

C. E. Trevathan
M.T.Walters _
Smith Bros
E. R. Den
T. Bally
J. J. Dolan
C. W. Chappell
Howard Az Leach
H. D. Brown -

John Reavey
Sutsun Stable

W. L. Appleby S yoo
W. A. Gibson 850
D. Bridges 840
Garden City Stable 810
Pueblo Stable _ 775
Rickabaugh & Earp 730
A. J. Keiry 670
T. C. Deane 670
W. M. Sinclair 660
E. F. Smith _ 600
R. Stype 600
C. L. Martin G00
B. Martin :>*o

S. C. Lillls 570
J. G. Quin 500
C. Tread well 440
W. H. Eaton 420
Dan Rleves 300
A. Cook 300
sturgill Sz Fisher 260
J. Murphv 250
N". A. Dickey 230
Keating & Ottlnger 225
E. A. Neame 225
W. F. Smith 200
\. Perklnson 175
\. Oltinger no
J. Gibson 130

Gardner 100
t. H. Williams _ 75
F. L. Whitraore 70
Col. H. I. Thornton 70
J. Elliott 70
W. F. Milllck 70
J. P, Simon 60
a B. Don _ 30
J. R. Ross 30
G. Johnson 30
E. E. Randle 25

Below will be found a table showing the work of every

jockey that rode a horse at the forty-day meeting of ihe Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association. While little Charley Weber
has the largest number of wins to his credit, George Miller's

percentage of winnings is the best among the jockeys that

have ridden Len or more times. Robert Smith and W. Clancy

were unplaced very few times, while Chauncey Tread well's

percentage is 1,000, he having ridden but one horse, and that

one a winner. Johnny Weber has done excellent work since

his return from East St. Louis, while the greatest improve-

ment noted among the younger jockeys was in the riding of

Willie Spence. Epperson landed the longest "shot" of the

meeting (Guadaloupe at 30 to 1), while "Bob" Smith, Sea-

man, H.Smith, Long and Petershave finished first with "rank

outsiders" more than once that astonished the natives:

•Z. H H -3 ^
| B B 3

="

1 £ £ I 3
S g g £ g
2 T -5

C. Weber 121
Miller 59
Narvaez 84
Spence 85
C. Clancy 61

J. Weber 41

W.Clancy 25
McDonald 66
Burlingame 51
Robert Smith „ 32
Seaman 68
W. Hill 2S

King - 48
Peters 63
H. Smith 90
Cook _ 28
Kelly 12
Bally „ 23
Williams ^ 27
Richards 7
Epperson _ 10
Long 10
H. Hill 12
Perkinson 16
Cooper _ 25
Tally 14
Donathan • 24
Hinkey 21

Cota 25
Treadwell 1
Dennison 2
Hart 5
Lawless 2
Rinstiue 2
Garrison „ 4
Ambrose 6

Rafour „ 8
Spooner 9
Jackson _ 21
J. Murphv „ 18
Nichols 21
Leonard - 4
Coombs 8
Ward 3
Myers 2
Bailey 1

Carrigher 2
Hafly 2
Edsall 4
Evans 13
McClane 7
Sutton 7

J. Appleby 1

Hammer 1

Madden 5
Howard _ 7

Gates 4
Tobin 5
Turbinville 1

Ryan „ 1

Boseman _ 4

Conley „ 1

Crawford 3
Hanawalt 4

Rankin 2
Shaw 1

Mitchell l

Robinson 1

F. Narvaez a

Kries - 1

Berry 3
Slocum 5
Jenkins 1

Wright 2
A. Darling 1

S. Darling 1

Harris 7

L. Smith 1

Crowley 1

Howson 1

Martin 1

SI 23 20 47
2i 13 6 IS
2 11 19 35
20 12 13 40
10 6 11 31
9 5 8 19
H 4 4 6
8 11 M 33
8 11 6 y.
7 12 6 7
8 8 12 10
, 8 4 9

8 11 24
6 6 41

> IT 15
4 2 3 1"

3 3 s 4
3 2 3 15
3 7 3 14

2 8
1 2 5

2 1 7

1 2 7

2 7 3 4

2 1 3 19
2 1 9
3 5 14

1 2 •> 12
2 3 1 ia
1

1 1

1 1 3
1 1

1 1

1 1 '1 2
1 .1

1 7
1 1 7
1 3 6 11

1 2 14

3 2 16

2 2
2 1 ft

u. 1 U 2
1 1

1

1 1

1 1

1 3
1 1 11

u 2 4
u 2 5

1 II

II 1

1 4

u 6
4
T

1

1

1) 4

1

3
4

2
1

1

1) 1

3

1

II 3
1

1

fl I

1

1

7

1

1

j

1

That Col. North will receive a hearty welcome from Ameri-
can racing men need scarcely be said. His pluck and enter-

prise deserve every recognition, and whether his colors are
often fir-it past the post or not, he may be quite sure that he
will be cordially received and his horses given every possible

chance. His string seems on paper a fairly strong one. El
Diablo is, of course, a high class animal. Last year he won
the Lowther Stakes, beating the Derby winner. Sir Hugo, and
in a free handicap at Newmarket, at one and a quarter miles,

beat Orme in his last race of the year, though lie was in re-

ceipt of 16 lbs. Iddlesleigh is a good campaigner and won
three races last season, and High Commissioner put the Don-
caster Spring Handicap and the Westmoreland Stakes to his

credit. Arturo was not a winner, but Rough and Ready
scored brackets three times, in the Princess' Handicap nl « iat-

wick, the Royal Stakes at Epsom and the Sussex Plate at

Brighton, sprinting being his forte. Mia Simon only once
sported colors, when she walked over for the Zetland Stakes at

Newmarket. Sir Frederick Roberts won the Great Cheshire
Handicap, at one mile aud a quarter, and Elthatn Qoeeo won
one'race, the Orleans Nursery Handicap, at Bandown, with

light weight, being unplaced the only other time she started.

Total amount (Including entrance tnoacy) 8116.020

Ripans Tabules cure colic.

R. E. de R. LorEZ presented us this week with a pro-

gramme of the spring meeting of 1S90 of Victoria Racing
Club (Cup Day). On this date Carbine, carrying 145 pounds,

beat thirty-eight others in the Melbourne Cup, running the

two miles in 5:28 >'< over a turf course. In the field were SOCO
cracks as Meloa 138 lbs, , I oiraasier (126 lbs.), Sir William

(123 lbs.), Richelieu (123 lbs.) and Singapore (121 Ibe

bine's win of this race is considered anion u the most remark-
able in turf annals. The Barb carried lis pounds to victory

in the Melbourne Cup. but the field he beat was not as good
as the one Carbine defeated, neither was the time mi

thing like as good.
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THE GUN.
Little Cricket.

BY CHARLES WESLEY KYI.E.

fl

We called "lm Little Cricket,

He wuz ez sweet a child

r ^lad/Jened human heart,

Er with a fleet Ion smiled ;

And handsome: Why, the little lad

Hed laogbln' eyes ud curls,

Nd waysez CTree! "nd winsomelike

E/cnny little girls.

He wuz a little shaver then,

A-borderln' on four ;

The time when heaven to children gives

All things wc most adore.

The way he crept into oar heaits

And grappled every string,

And ruled us all et his sweet will,

Wuz like a little king!

There want a man in the hnll camp
But loved 'lm ez his owu,

With love ez tenderan" ez pure
Ez euny ever known.

His father wuz my partner,

'Nd ezgood 'nd brave a man
Ez ever struck the hills fer gold

With niiuer'spick 'nd pan.

His mother wuz a faithful wife-
One uv those jewels pure,

Who fer the loved ones uv their heart

Would ennything endure.

She died afore the little babe

Her mother-love hed known.
And Tom wnz left with Cricket here

To struggle no alone.

There want a woman in the camp.
For then the hills wuz wild ;

About the last place on the earth

'Twuz fer a little child:

But Tom wuz mother to the babe,

And et wuz sweet to see

The lovin' patient care he gave
To et so tenderly.

The baby somehow grew 'nd thrived,*

Escapin* all the ills

Which like a host uv doubts 'nd fears,

The parent bosom fills

;

He wuz so peart 'nd cheerin' like

He jest reached out 'nd drew
The feeiin's uv all hearts to him,

*Nd worked *em through 'nd through.

When et wuz Christmas 'nd the lad

Wuz jest a-turnin' three,

His Pa allowed thet we most have
Fer him a Christmas tree.

The notion took like wild-fire,

And all around about,

Ver could a-heard the miners all

Second'd et with a shout 1

Each one uv us fell to 'nd worked
Upon this novel drift.

All bent upon discoverin'

The finest Christmas gift.

There want no gewgaws in them parts,

And every one wuz thrown
Upon his own resources, which
We found not overgrown !

We owe to Nature every thing

We get while here we live,

But in most cases all her gifts

Are somewhat primitive ;

And most uv 'em would hardly do.

I think we'll all agree,

Fer decoratin" fer a child

A pleastn' Christmas tree 1

There ain't a soul in allthelearth

But et would please "]to see

The gifts which we all worked 'nd brung
To thet ar' child uv three;

And when we hed arranged 'email
Et wuz a purty sight

;

YJ I should live a hundred year,

I'd ne'er forget that night.

The tree wuz right smart uv a spruce

Bel In a cedar block,

Might In the center uv the room
i in which to hang our Block

;

u d we'd hung our presents all,

That tree hed cur'us fruit

;

Twni wagoim. 'harrows, picks 'nd spade*
And other things to boot I

One f'-ller'd gone 'nd caught a 'coon,

AnothiT'.l ihot a fox

And made fer 'lm the cutest caps
'Ndwarrih t|l;i!i<l uv frocks ;

Whistle* 'nd jumpln'-Jacka 'nd drums,
And every kind uv toy

Ezenny uv DJ OOOld opine

Would ever please the l»y.

Cricket laughed with glee,

With Joy n most went mad,
tv man In the hull ramp

Wni nighty nigh ezglad.

Some months pasted by, 'nd when the spring
The hills hed carpeted

nest Kraaaes irraen 'nd fresh,

And popplei ROld 'nd red;

' hlf " rlckft was it-ruimln'

And a-plnytu' hj the brook,

And hi

Wuz Inkeu uv a look
;

' nature wuz
l mild,

And loot huri vi-ry tone 'ml 110110

Wuz mirrored In th<- Child.

Qowaa bloomed tho fairest.

And sprliig-Ume xkle* wuz blue,
Yt tuny the! tin- golden Dtara

Hed ever twinkled through,

Our little treasure pined away.
And God to us denied,

The sweetest jewel uv our lives,

When Little Cricket died.

Et would a-broke yer heart to see

The grief uv Cricket's Pa,

Fer while love ez sweet 'nd tender,

Et's nature's strongest law.

I tell yeret wuz terrible

To see his silent grief,

Ez he bowed o'er thet little form,

A-tremblin' like a leaf
;

His looks wuz so appealiu' like,

And heavv came his;breatb,

When he fustlrealized the]truth

Uv little Cricket's death.

He took the cold form in his arms,

Although he knew 'twuz clay.

And pressed et to his heart 'nd walked
The cabin floor all day.

When evenin' came we laid the child

Beside his Ma to rest,

A-prayin' thet his spirit form
Wuz on her spirit breast.

The clouds wuz weepin' softly like—
The brook 'nd every leaf

Sounded ez ef they, too, wuz touched,

By Tom's unspoken grief.

The summer passed, and then the fall

Gave way to winter's place

:

Fer every day a year wuz writ

Upon my partner's face.

When Christmas came he got a tree.

And brought the toys 'nd things,

And fixed 'em ez they wuz last year,

To which his mem'ry clings.

When evenin' came he set him down
Beneath the tree alone

;

When mornin' broke, he knew it not,

His spirit sad hed flown

!

There ain't no doubt enters my mind
But thet his soul wuz given,

To wife 'nd child he loved so well,

For Christmas up in heaven.

Drunken Sparrows.

" What people don't know don't hurt 'em," was a favorite

expression of a peculiar old gentleman whom the writer well

knew in boyhood days. Full many a time and oft has the cir-

cumstance arose during the short span of a £qw years of ob-

servation to which the crude saying seemed peculiarly appli-

cable. Every one has heard of this or that questionable

dish being served under some popular name and muster with

the so-called epicures of the country. The writer is always

glad to hear that this or that dish of the plebian's diet has

been palmed offon some gastronomic ignonimus as something

particularly fine—in short as the only dish upon which his

finely-cultured taste could ever set its seal of approval. Lord !

what fools these mortals be ! Puck (the writer knew the know-
ing little cuss well) quoted the above pungent saying from the
immortal bard after learning the facts hereinafter warranted.
The gormands of New York, like those elsewhere, do all

their thinking through the gastronomic nerve and are oc-
casionally or rather, in these halcyon days of fraud, always
imposed upon. The clever deception of which we speak was
primarially introduced by a couple of noble Neapolitans (we
call them by that name because it sounds well and by reason
of their cleverness they are deserving of it, although as a mat-
ter of fact they were two of the most diabolical " dagos " that
ever disgraced the Battery district) who saw in the desires of
the ignorant gormands up town a chance to turn an honest
dollar.

The " dagos " saw the large flocks of sparrows which all day
long hopped about the cobblestones almost indolently picking
up the grain which was scattered around, and then flying up
to some neighbor bough, just to sleep and grow fat.

A diabolical idea entered their minds, and after consulting
with a friend they purchased rice, and also the strongest aguar-
diente that could be procured in " The Bend" in Mulberry
street. The rice was soaked in the spirits, and before sunrise
the Italians went to the Battery. They first carefully swept
away any grain that might have been left from the previous
day and then with a lavish hand scattered the rice arouDd the
usual feeding ground of the sparrows. With the earliest dawn
the birds began twittering and quarreling, and as the tramps
arose from the benches in the Battery and slunk off" to the
alleys of South and West streets, the birds, hungry for their
breakfast, soon covered the cobblestones and were busy pick-
ing up the delusive rice. Gradually the sparrows became
unsteady in their gait, and a bird would pull himself together
and wonder where " he was at." Then they began to see
things double, and as a bird pecked at a grain he missed it

aod nearly fell over on his head. Some sparrows got talkative,

others morose. Some became affectionate and could not
understand the combativeness of some of their comrades.
Many evidently wanted to go home, but they had forgotten
the way. Soon bird after bird lay down on the cobblestones
and Blept, oblivious of all around it. Then the Italians, pick-
ing up the birds, wrung their necks, and with smiling faces,

wended their way to Washington Market, where a poulterer
gave them four cents apiece for the birds, which, after being
plucked were arranged in batches of twelve in neat cardboard
boxes.

That night those same birds sold for 60 cents a pair in the
uptown restaurant as choice reed birds from the South, and
the trade in drunken sparrows has been "booming" ever
since. Sparrow pie iH a dish much thought of in England,
and as long as the epicure here does not complain of the fr.iml

imposed upon him nobody else will, for unconsciously he is

ridding the community of a bird that has become a pest in the
city and a terrible marauder on the farmer.

Game in Yellowstone Park.

There is no safeguard Against so-called accidents which are
OOnstanUj Occurring and recurring all over the country, owing
to the handling of fire-arms, Men will be thoughtlessly and
even criminally careless. The exercise of a bit of common
sense by tho current run of people cannot, as yet, be depended
upon.

We gleam the following interesting information from the
Helena Independent:

11
Capt. George S. Anderson, of the Sixth cavalry, and at

present in command of -Troops I and D at Mammoth Hot
Springs, is in the city. Concerning affairs in the Park he
said :

" The Park is well covered with snow just now and the
troops are devoting their time to the protection of game which
must be guarded with more than usual care during the winter
season. This work is done by parties on snow shoes. A
rough estimate of game in the Park now would include 40 -

000 elk, 1,500 antelope, 407 buffalo, 1,000 black tailed Seer,
300 mountain sheep, with plenty of bear, beaver and other
varieties. The game increases from year to year. Last year
1 sent five fine bears to Washington for the zoological garden.
I think the service in the Park last summer was very satis-
factory. The transportation facilities under charge of Mr.
Hunlley were excellent and the hotels were kept to a good
standard. Of course there were complaints, though all but a
few were groundless. There are some tourists who will even
hold the government responsible for the weather."
The captain's favorite topic is the segregation bill, which

he strongly opposes."

It is a matter upon which every sportsman is to be con-

gratulated when we find such statements as the above coming
from one so well qualified to speak on the subject and to find

so able and interested an advocate for the preservation of the
Park as it now is.

There should be no segregation. No one, we venture to
state, who regards the public welfare above that of personal
greed ever for one moment favored or does favor, segregation.

Let thePark, which is none too large as it is, forever re-

main a thing of beauty and a joy forever.

The grasping avarice of the individuals who would be bene-
fitted by the segregation of the Yellowstone would no doubt
favor the establishment of factories in the Yosemite for the
purpose of utelizing the power of her magnificent waterfalls.
Such vandals are but a shade removed from the tramp who
viciously or wantonly sets out a timber fire simplv to see it

burn.

Servants of Pomona.

It has ever been a study of a most perplexing nature to at-

tempt to account for the seeming inconsistency in Nature's

various forms of life, if all were intended to be preserved.

On the one hand the weak, on the other the strong; the weak
falling a prey to the strong on every hand. Interesting ques-

tions are the thousands which spring to the minds of even the

casual observer of the great warfare in which the entire life

of the universe is continually engaged.
Whatever may^be the appointed sphere of other forms of

life that of the butcher bird seems to be to butcher, and a
right bloody butcher he has proven himself tc be ; a regular
Black Bart. This bird seems to delight in murder simply for

the love of it ; the more horrible the better he seems to like

the sport.

It is a well-known fact among those who have observed
these birds at their work of destruction that they will take a
mouse, a frog or a snake and while it is yet alive they will

impale their helpless victim on the prickly pear or on a thorn
of the orange or other thorn tree and then flutter about chat-
tering as if in great glee over the torture which they have
inflicted.

Perhaps Pythagoras' views of the transmigration of souls

are correct, and that the egos of the Comanches have entered
the butcher birds

!

The blood-thirsty wretches are recognized^as being servants
of Pomona and are considered by the orchard and viueyard-
ists of this State as being worthy of protection as they are
said to be distructive not only of pestiferous insects but also

of gophers, rats, mice and other verraine.

The present season should test and finally determine the
definite line to which the public may go in its legislative ca-

pacity, in the matter of protecting, by legal enactment, the
game of the country.

It would appear that much of the law, heretofore appearing
on the statutes of the several States, has been like ropes of
sand, at least has this been true in many instances. But we
are inclined to think that enough sound law has been enacted
to serve in most cases, the purpose for which it was intended,

but it requires strong backing. One or two determined men
constantly on the outlook in a community are a power for

good, in t^e matter of enforcement of the laws. We are in

need of men who will interest themselves in this matter. It is

one thing to be interested in sports merely for the purpose of
selfish gratification for the time being, but it is quite a differ-

ent thing to be an active agressive man willing to do whatever
of practical work is necessary in enforcing the law. Let every
petition to the legislature be fully signed to the end, that our
legislature may know that the sportsmen of the State are in

earnest in the matter of preserving the fish and game of the
State by proper legal enactment.

Squirrels are a most destructive pest to the farmers of this

State. There are fields which seem given over to these little

rodents. They literally tunnel through them until the entire

surface becomes an encrusted net work of passage ways.

Poison seems about the only remedy, but this is bad, for the

reason that it destroys also, and seemingly more effectually all

kinds of birds, quail falling an easy prey to all kinds of pois-

oned grain. Then there are the other birds, many of wnich
are the farmer's and fruit-grower's best friends, that are also

destroyed by this means of getting rid of the four-footed pests.

Indiscriminating poisoning is bad.

The paragrapher in our esteemed contemporary, the

American Field, stumbles over the name of the Tamalpais
Sporting Club and writes it Trampalpais. Now the members
of this club do a good bit of tramping over the hills of Marin
county, yet this fact should not be injected into the name of

their Club. But what's in a name ?

Have you not signed the petition requesting legislative ac-

tion regarding the better protection of fish and game ? If not

do so at once, and after you have signed it request your friends

to do likewise. A little work now may be instrumental in do-
ing great good.

^ -
A panther measuring nine feet from tip to tip was killed

recently near DuBois, Pennsylvania.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in ail instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

California Field Sports.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Westminster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show. New
York, February 21, 22, 23 and 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,

Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md., February
28, March 1,2 and 3.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 1, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show. Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture. Chicago.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's tenth annual trials, Bakerfield, Cal.
January 16. J. M. Kilgarif, Secretary.

Bexer Field Trials Club's third annual trials, San Antonio, Texas,
January 9 and 10. All entries close December 31, 1892. G. A. Chabot
Secretary.

Southern Field Trial Club's fifth annual trials. New Albany, Miss.,

February 6. T. M. Brumby, Secretary.

Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Morris. Mani-
toba, September 4. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

Beauty on a Point.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

Thar ez somethin' mighty catchin' in the smart *nd silent way
Uv the bird dog in approachin' the cover uv his prey ;

The wayuv his discerniu' whar the quail er snipe ez hid,

'Nd never bein' fooled about some other bird inste'd ;

Jest watehin' 'im a-stiffenin' ez every limber joint

Becomes ez rigid ez a stone, when comin' to a point.

The beautiful Llewellyn, er the pointer slick 'nd trim.

Makes a pictur so attracttin' thet et makes all others dim;

Leastwise et seems so unto me 'nd other sportsmen, too.

Andef your eyes ken see jest right, 'twill seem so unto you ;

Fer Nature's done her level best, the bird dog to anoint,

With her best style uv beauty, when a-comin' to a point.

The usefulness of the Cocker Spaniel for quail hunting we
are persuaded is but little understood or appreciated in this

State.

The St. Bernard Club is in a flourishing condition and we
may expect to hear some good reports from this direction at

our next bench show.

Who will be the first to bring out a couple of first-class

Barzoi to this coast ? Whoever does will have the satisfaction

of owning two of the finest-looking dogs in California.

It will require a very delicate wind guage to accurately

measure the amount of wisdom on kennel matters that will

literally be blown at Bakersfield next week.

Remember that the evenings will be cool when you return

from the shooting grounds at Bakersfield next week. Take
along your heavy overcoat or you will get chilled through.

Goose, duck and snipe shooting vary the quail hunting in

Kern County this year. If yon should go down to the Field
Trials be prepared to enjoy any outing that may be presented.

The conversatifcn now among the sportsmen of the city turns

to the subject of the Field Trials. There will, without doubt,

be a large attendance on this, the leading field event of the
Pacific Coast, for the year.

The deep impenetrable mystery which lies over and around
the hand ers of the "crack " dogs for the coming Field Trials

is akin to accult studies of the day. Every man holds the

winner, in his own estimation and will continue to think so

until finally beaten in the field.

Do not worry yourself one moment about the arrangements
at Bakersfield, they are all right. With such men as Colonel

Morrison, Wm. Houghton and numerous other residents of

that city firmly wedded to the idea of making a success of this

event, it could not be otherwise.

Auvices from Bakersfield are to the effect that every con-

dition there is most favorable for a grand season of sport dur-

ing the coming Field Trials at that point. The hauders are

all busy there with their strings of dogs and all are confident

that the dogs that win will have to show first-class work.

Dr. A. DeMonco, formerly of Denver, will, in all proba-

bility, attend the Field Trials of the Pacific Coast at Bakers-

field next week. Such of our kennel men and fanciers as may
there meet him will find him to be a clear-headed, gentle-

manly and earnest sportsman, whom to know will add addi-

tional pleasure to that leading event.

A seven-year-old boy was left alone at home near Toronto,

Ohio, recently, having no company save a large mastiff. A
tramp attempted to rob thf house, but soon found himself in

a very tattered and torn condition owing to the boy's best

friend, and glad to get away even with his own worthless life

as his only belonging. Good dog

!

Here is a question for some of the wise men who will attend

at Bakersfield: What puppy will win the Derby? "Harder
to answer than it would be to deciper the handwriting on the
wall which puzzled the king's wise men," we hear you say.

All riu'ht, we will propound an easier one: What dog will he

placed first in the all-ased stake? So far as heard from, there

has been no definite answer given to either question.

The bench show committee of the Pacific Kennel Club have
set to work with a will to arrange for the coming show. Mr.
T. .1. Watson is chairman and .Mr. <

'. A. Haight, secretary.

The committee fully realize the amount of work before them
and no doubt but that they will discharge every duty in a
manner highly creditable to themselves and to the club. Let
no stone be left unturned which can add to the success of the
coming show.

The beauties and advantages of the climate of California

have been the subject of many pens. It has been the therue

of many an inspirational sketch and poem, and yet not one-

half ever has or ever will be told of its marvelous charms.

The beauties of its :lituate owe much, doubtless, to the fact

that here one may, at almost any season of the year, choose

any climate which fancy or inclination may suggest. '' Vari-

ety is the spice of life," to echo an old saying, and, to the

fact that pleasurable spices are always exhilarating, may be

attributed the universal enconiums passed upon the weather

of this State. It goes without saying that all field sports

depend, primarily, upon the conditions of the weather. One

cannot expect to enjoy the acme of sport, in any given line)

unless the weather graciously permits. Here the weather

.clerk seems to favor for most of the year the sportsman.

In other parts of the country the proviso, " if the weather

permits," is always an important one, when the hunt is

being considered. Seldom is it so here. In better than two

years' experience I have never been kept from enjoying an

outing on account of the unexpected in the weather.

The idea which seems to have become prevalent throughout
the Middle and Eastern Slates that it rains here incessantly

for six months in the year was never derived from the facts

as they here exist. It is a comfort indeed to know that you

may prepare for an onting without the obtruding fear of

having it all upset and literally spoiled by reason of events

over which you have no control.

By far the greater part of wing-shooting within this State

is confined to the great valleys which lie west of the Sierras

down to the sea, broken here and there by the spurs of the

the Coast Range, including a scope of country 100 to 150

miles wide by upwards of nOO miles in length. Through the

valleys the rivers wind their way from the Sierras to the

ocean, and numberless small streams, having their source in

the nearer hills, seek a general level.

At the mouths of the rivers usually large level stretches

obtain on either hand about the bays and smaller inlets from
the sea are numberless marshes that afford the best possible

facilities for snipe and aquatic birds.

The California valley quail furnishes the best possible

sport. It is, perhaps, the most gamey bird to be found in the

entire country, and strangely constructed must be the sports-

man who may not find in hunting it, full satisfaction. It may
be little or no swifter than some other game birds, but it

flushes with such a rush and noise that the average sportsman,

when first meeting it it, is more or less disconcerted, and for

some time will find that to him it bears a charmed life.

In traversing the haunts of these gamey birds he will be

surprised to note great bands of them, frequently numbering
into the hundreds, running before him in the comparative

open and he is sure that he will be enabled to bag any num-
ber he may desire of them. He advances but finds a brisk run
must be taken before he can come up with them. He 6res

and gathering the results of his first discharges looks about

him in a state of wonder and perplexity, for beheld, not so

much as a sign of a bird is to be noted. He advances quickly

and catches, perchance, a glimpse of two or three running

swiftly through the clump-grass or ou the bare ground,

shaded by patches of sage-brush. He starts after them and
worries himself in overtaking and flushing them, at which,

usually, he must be satisfied with only a snap-shot, and this

too, frequently at long range, when he finds himself a hundred
yards or more from where the great body of the birds lie con-

cealed.

If he remains away too long, and a surprisingly short time

is frequently too long in such cases, the birds will set out for

some convenient thorn patch or thicket and will, by so doing,

reduce his chances of securing a bag of them to the minimum.
In such cases the pointer and setter are well nigh valueless as

they cannot beat the thicket successfully and in many cases

cannot enter it at all. The only really useful dog under such

conditions is the small Cocker spaniel as his size and thick

coat enables him to go where it is impossible for most other

bird dogs to work.
In many cases as above described one may have excellent

shooting by hunting the ground closely, working over the tufts

of grass, kicking and tramping every part of it effectually in

order to flush the birds rarely, if ever more than one flushing

at a time, the others paying no attention to shots or shouts no
matter how londly given.

It has been the experience of the writer to tramp over the

same ground three or four times and flushing a bird only when
literally kicking it from cover.

Again the birds Hush much more easily, and scattering over

the entire surrounding space, will come together in a short

time and proceed again in a compact body.

They are a beautiful bird and when nicely and cleanly shot

present as handsome a boquet when neatly tied in bunches as

ever gladdened a sportsman's eye. They, like most wild birds

that associate in bevies or flocks, have some recognized leader

and it is of no small interest to watch them when secure from

their observation as they set out, perchance, to make a journey

to the spring or other watering place. In many places through

the valleys the ranchmen have sunk mammoth artesian wells

which send up a boiling fiood of water, sufficient, in many in-

stance, to form little lakes about them from the overflow, which

is constantly being carried oil" through open ditches through

the adjoining Melds the better to supply water for the cattle

and other domestic animals. About lh°se places the quail will

assemble tn great numbers during the middle of the morning
and afternoon hours. No prouder bird exists, and few, if any,

are more dainty and graceful in movement. It is a pleasure

to watch them from some hidden retreat at such time-;.

On going through the fields or pasture lands, should yon

see a hawk perched on some tree, you may be sure that you

will find in thai immediate locality a flock of quail. The
writer has seldom known this sign to fail. At such times it

is more than probable that the quail are to be found in the

brush, as they have likely been driven thereby their Stronger

feathered enemy that, is now awaiting the time when they will

again venture into the open. Every sportsman should carry

a few shells londed with No. 'i shot in order to protect the

quail by killing the hawks whenever and wherever found.

The duck shooting has now fallen oil' for some unaccount-

able reason, but 8 storm may fill the marshes and bays with

them again before the present season closes. When favorable

weather brings in the birds, few States present better ducking
grounds than this. I >nri dl: the early part of the fall this class

of shooting was all that could be desired.

In mountain hunting, for all classes of heavy -I

ifornia is particularly favored. Bear and deer mai tx

in abundance in less than 100 miles from Ban I

the sport promises to be of the very first order next
when we will be given the first opportunity to Bhoot deer for

two years past. The closed sasmi on il.rr has been produc-
tive of much good, as they have increased v. ry materially
within that time.

The sportsman of this Suite are now endeavoring to have
our present legislature pass a law which shall limit the open
season on deer to '.'0 days and also to provide ways and means
to make the closed season one in fact :e- well as in law. It'

this be done we shall have plenty of deer for all time to come,
provided, the traffic in hides and hones he effectually

There is an abundance of wild pigeons and upland birds,

foxes, squirrels, mountain lions, 'coons, wildcats
other animals which with the most excellent lishing of all

kinds including the mammoth king salmon renders California
as a sportsman's resort second to no place in the entire
country.

The International Meet.

In considering a subject of so much importance to the

greyhound interests of the country nothing should be d ih in

the matter save-that which will tend to the best interest of the

coursing world as a whole.

In this matter Nature does more, perhaps, than all else.

Nature has determined this question, we are convinced, in

favor of California. There is no place in the entire country
where the natural conditions may be said to approach those
to be found here.

It is on this point that we claim enough is shown in favor

of this State, as the place where the meeting should be held,

to overcome any adverse thought which might arise as to

location.

In the matter of location, only those here in America can
claim anything of advantage in this behalf and it i» clear

that if we can secure some considerable interest from Aus-
tralia, as now seems probable then this point should by all

odds have the preference on the score of location.

In a matter of national interest speaking as Americans
only, the courtesy to the gentlemen who have to travel so far

by water should not be lightly passed over.

Again, of no small moment, is the fact that at the season of
the year when the meeting must be held, there is no spot in

the world that can compare with California in the beauty and
and agreeableness of the weather. Let our coursing men not

pass over this matter lightly. Merced, California, is the hest

place for the meeting.

Some Fine English Setter Blood.

Mr. Al. C. Anderson, of the Elms Kennels, St. Paul, Minn.,

is one of the many sportsmen from the arctic regions of the

States who is taking the advantage of our delightful climate

to spend here the winter months. He has with him the

grand little bitch Blade's Dart, No. 21022, by Toledo Blade

12215 ex Babette B., No. 12,391, he by Roderigo 8514 ex

Lillian ;
Babette B. by Buckellen, No. 12446, he by Druid 95

ex Ruby, No. 506 ; Lillian by Champion Gladstone ex Cham-
pion Sue.

This is grand breeding, and as she is due to whelp to Cham-
pion Monk of Furness about February 10th, there will be an op-

portunity for the lovers of English setters to secure some
grand blood, as we understand that Mr. Anderson will dis-

pose of the litter here. Mr. Anderson may be communicated
with in care of this office.

It seems somewhat strange that among the great number of

the fancy bere that there has not as yet appeared a thorough
going promoter of the Cocker spaniel. Dr. Davenport of

Stockton, and Mr. McKoon of the southern part of the State

seem to be about the only men who thoroughly appreciate the

merry little beauties in the breeding line. There area few
however, who know something about the Cocker and appre-

ciate the advantages which may be derived by working them
afield. In this line the supply we think would govern the de-

mand, as these little beauties will make friends wherever they

may be shown.

In but few if any seasons has theontlook beeu so bright as

now for anticipating work of the first quality at the Field

Trials ofthiscoast. True since last year the kennel interest

has lost that splendid little English setter bitch, Lady Trippo,

whose work last year won the admiration of the entire body of

sportsmen present, but wc anticipate work equally a* good this

year and that too from more than one quarter.

The sportsmen of this city are contemplating the establish

ment of a kennel for the purpose of breeding and boarding

sportingdogs. This is a movement in the riLrli t direction, and

if the geDtlemen who are contemplating this Btep Bhould go

on with the work, we predict that the results will be of the

highest importance to the kennel interests of tin-

Coast.

Mr. K. Sohuckc. of 1819A Lyon street, eilv, heiw<<

forma and Sacramento, offers lor sale a number of line I tordon

setter puppies whelped December 10th by Uafaoney's B

of owner's Mirza. The sire and dam are each good lidd 'Inl-

and the litter offered for sale will doubtless develop like ad-

mirable qualities.

One of the most serious features which threaten to

our system of government i- the "pen and Baerant manner in

which many of the laws of our land are broken and 1

1

under foot. The numerous e.-w> in which this is demonstrated
almost daily all over the count n h to make the

thoughtful apprehensive of the eft LCtion upon so-

ciety al large A recent case is mentioned from Michigan,

where a man accused and brought to trial for killing I

deer out of season is to the point The testimony w

elusive; there was no doubt about the matter what)

si* jurymen deliberately committed moral perjun bi

iiiU' in :> verdict of " not guilty." Such D

held up to public scorn and indignation. They do nol dew rve

to live under and receive tl vernmenl, the

laws of which they and render void by

reason of their diabolical treachery. Such men ate woi

than the person committing the original otlence.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
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3J I'll > A I K\ si M PSON.

\ R] lsonable Explanation.— I met Mr. W. II. Hinch-

d the ferry boat Monday, and the conversation turned

on tlu- Stamboul record. After the talk with John Crow,

which has been reported in the Bkekder am. Sportsman, I

learned that he had told others thai his watch marked 2:17 i.

This he had also told .Mr. Hinchman. What he told O. A.

Hickok was, in substance, tbat his watch was 1:02j at tl e

half; that shortly after passing that point Stamboul was fall-

ing back, and he called to Maben, and the reply of the driver

ibool was for Ctow to bring the teaser up. As lie ran
-

ii .
. :.; he "-yelled" and Stamboul broke, ran

about twenty yards, caught and trotted; from that point to the

wire he trotted faster than other portions of the mile. Crow
did not tell us what the difference Jjetween the time which his

watch showed and that of the timers further than to say thai

they did not agree, but that he saw two outside watches, both

of which were stopped at 2:074. I was greatly surprised to

hear that Crow had made such a statement. My first inform-

ant requested that his information should be kept secret, but

when it was generally known, and especially when Mr. Hinch-

man said that trow had told him, any obligation on my part

was removed. Mr. Hinchman showed me the watch which

Crow carried, and which Mr. Hinchman had used for months,

and he paid that quite in quentlv it had come to a stop in his

hands. But there is another explanation. The spring which
governs the slip is operated by a small knob, and requires

some force to make it act. The other hand is started and

st..p[>ed from the shank. When a watch is carried by a per-

son who is driving, it is held in the left hand, which, of course,

-|>> a rein. The knob was pressed on the split at the

half and rested on the 1:021 mark for fifteen seconds. In

pressing the knob again to overtake the moving hand, the

thumb also Struck the other knob and both hands were stopped

al l 17J. In the excitement of the finish it was not started,

and the driver, seeing that it res»ed on 174 seconds, took it

for granted that it was 2:171 seconds. That the time of the

last half wa> as bIow as 1:15 is beyond credibility from (.'row's

statement. When the horse faltered he notified the driver.

When he ran alongside and " yelled " the horse broke and
ran. When he regained his trot he went faster than any
other portion of the mile, and after making due allowance for

falling back and the loss in the break—Crow states that he
did n.i lose in the break—1:05 is a liberal estimate for the

Last half.

As regards the track, Mr. Covey informs me that the track

was faster than it had been at any previous time during the

meeting; that the smoother had been run over it after the

rain, and that there was only a slight sprinkle, and that when
the horse was finishing the mile. All the talk about the track

being slippery is unquestionably unmitigated bosh. There is

another thing in this much-mooted case deserving of notice

I have it from the best authority that Mr. Allen was offered

affidavits which would effectually put a stop upon Stamboul
obtaining the record, but they had to be paid for. That
awakened a .-uspiclou tbat it was a contrived scheme, a foul

conspiracy to extort money from the owner of Kremlin, and
parties who would go into a job of that kind would not hesi-

tate to present false testimony. From my acquaintance with
Mr. < row 1 did not believe it possible that he would lend him-
self to such a disreputable business, but when I heard the

jtory was somewhat nonplussed to reconcile the two
statements. The peculiarities of the watch gave the cue, and
that discrepancy is no longer <>f any weight.

As has been published before I sincerely hopethat all these

kind of records will be past history, and that in the future

nothing will be admitted excepting genuine race contests. No
tilting with blunted spears, or dawdling with swords of lath

or elder pop<guna. Horses that are so ultro-moral, so highly
endorsed, and so far above all other trotters and pacers that

degradation will follow taking part in races, let them retain

dl their highly-flavored odor of sanctity, and not run the

risk of tin-cup taint. But in the wordy warfare that has
ii the record of Stamboul, or rather the virulent

attacks which have been published against Registrar Steiner,

there has been a small exhibition of good sense, in fact a

crusade against the man which is without a particle of justi-

fication.

It is an idle conjecture to claim that the rules of the Ameri-
er Association were only adopted to cover

admission into the 2:30 list of small importance when com-
pared with struggles for championships. To wear the crown,
all excepting Vearltngs have to go a long way inside the "in-

oni ' of little I mportance the others add
immensely to the standing of the fortunate animals. ''For

the purposeaof registration" mean-; that then- shall he a guard
for the Year Hook, and to place the construction upon ii

which some do would be to reduce the compilations of the A.
T. K. A. to 2:30 horses. The ironing associations recognize

l.s which arc in M menilii r , .1 .-iilier Sn-

. Lhal if the Registrar was to be guided by their rulings,

lineup forces would nave less standing than they do now.
Throw down the bars, open the gates, and accept without que*-

fbrmano ol egisterea, and the pneu-
matic WOUld Btaod KCODd in bringing horses well down in the

end a portion of a private letter received from Mr,
Bteinei latory of the position he has occupi< d.

And be - emphatii '\\y ju lift d in the i land.

lqo, lanuoi 3, 1898,
Jm Cam Oakland. Oil Dkar Sir : your letter of

!
:, i Uppln qui I

lid nnl who- V)

at all.

Croll

u <1 nil ai L-ou i i
i

H(toptC<]
liiy Month

hnt I bad not i

Mr l Mm my opln
I II

* •
#

nuary huh would not be the date

o trip, if pi' [he motive,

penl ihi pi I aim U en inters in

Hand. Had I the fixing the time of

lions «hi<-h were t.. . Ktend on or mar the

tude, June, or the last days in May would be chosen with a

strung second choice for September. Much pleasure could

be derived from a sojourn of thirty or sixty days in these por-

tions of the year, but when the Frost King is holding such

high revels as grace the winter- months, notably that which is

the firs! of the year, outdoor enjoyments are out of the ques-

tion. Years ago it would have been different. Before be-

coming enervated by these many springtime winters, when
there was the hardiness ofyouth, and before sybaritic notions

in regard to weather prevailed there were huge lumps uf good

times, when lakes and rivers were frozen, when the snow laid

deep and then there was a choice of what particular sport

should rule the day. The horsey enticements were not Jack-

ing. A sleigh ride in the crisp air, the sleighbells ringing

clearer and the steel-clad runners lending their share of the

music when the mercury sank low in the tube, and then trot-

ting on the ice had many attractions, fully as many when the

heart was young, as it now has under a summer sun and on the

best keut tracks. The pleasures of memory are more grateful,

however, at this time, than the (ale which Hope tells, and
starting on this January journey, I have greater expectations

of realizing comfort when the logs are blazing furiously in the

wide chimney, than setting behind a flying trotter.no matter

how well enveloped in robes. Better pleased to listen to the

trotting disquisitions around the stove than visiting stalls or

watching the colts caracoling through the snow.

Au auspicious start.—Fog in the early morning, but when
it cleared away the sun shone with apparently increased

warmth and the boar frost vanished in a haze of calorized

vapor. Sparrows twittering iu merry glee, and as the hour
drew near for commencing the journey my daughters and
granddaughters gathered flowers as tokens to their Eastern

cousins of the gloriousness of the January days on the far

western side of our glorious country. In their zeal they

would have decked grandpa so lavishly as to be a mere center

of huge masses of flowers, and I had to submit to an extent

of floral adornments unusual in my staid habiliments. Had
there been taken art instantaneous photograph of that scene,

and with the impr nt Oakland, California, January 10, 1S93,

it would be better than pages of description in giving Eastern

folks unacquainted with our winter weather a correct impres-

sion of what those midwinter days really are. The photos

colored, of course, to be a faithful transcript. Not a preten-

tious scene, it is true, and for that reason a better exemplifica-

tion of what nature will do with little assistance than grander

residences and elegantly kept grounds. In the far background
the end of the main stable, covered with honeysuckle, draping

a good nart of the upper story and hanging in festoons from
the eaves. There is a trellicus summer house attached to the

barn, though it is put to theSutilitarian purpose of sheltering

sulkies and light carts. On these trellises are climbing roses,

wisterias and other creepers. Some of the roses in bloom, and
on either side of the carriage way shrubbery and flowers. Ivy

iu profusion, iD fact many kinds of bush and flowers which are

beyond my knowledge of floriculture, and aged trees hugely
ugly in my estimation. The children, a merry flock with

bands full of flowers, wild violets, calla lillies, etc, not the least

attractive part of the picture. The laughing, joyous young-
sters so happy in the sunshine, the warm air and the birds

and b ossoms with which they were surrounded.

I went to the mole an hour and a half before the time of

starting, hoping to see Frank Covey and the horses before

they started on their long journey. The intention was to take

the 4 P. M. train, and not coming in time for that, supposed

that some accident had occurred, ^'heu crossing the ferry

from I'ort Costa to Benicia, one of Frank's men came to the

car I was in and brought the welcome intelligence that they

were on the train. From Benicia to Sacramento I rode in

the Palo Alto car, and the time passed pleasantly indeed. <U

Sacramento they were joined by the Vina contingent, and
from thence r.n they will be run special. The intention was

to stop two days in Cheyenne, and from thence through to

Xew York, with no long stops. Cheyenne will be the only

place where the horses are taken off the cars, and they will

reach New York a few days before the sale, which will give

an opportunity to overcome the fatigues of the journey and
intending purchasers a chance to make selections. At this

time of writing, Wednesday noon, my fears of cold and dis-

comfort were entirely without foundation; and oftentimes

these dismal forebodings are not justified, and whether there

is more satisfaction in having these gloomy fears prove ground-
less than in being warranted from the fulfillment of the pre-

dictions, might oiler a field for argument. With me, how-
ever, the pleasure of traveling over the alkaline plains and
barren country in just as favorable a temperature as prevailed

at Oakland yesterday is enhanced by the unexpected condition

A pleasant company too, on the Pocatello, the euphoniously

named through sleeper and that goes a long way in relieving

the tedium of the journey. Mr. Willis, who has been asso-

ciated with Henry Schwartz and other bookmakers for a num-
ber of years, and he has many interesting stories to tell about

that exciting feature of racing sports. Twenty-five minutes

after high noon and we were laying at Humboldt. The ten

minutes stop gave a good chance to stretch one's legs, and after

a turn or two here came Frank and the horses all in capital

condition and doing as nicely as possible.

Lunch, a hearty one, Dr. Sampson, of Lachman & Co., and
not Willis, making the meal so agreeable that Winnemncca
was reached before I was aware that it was so near, and hence
this composition had to be brought to an abrupt termination.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Sidney.

some prominent newspaper man to be announced later, and

he will compare the guesses with the list and decide to whom
the prizes are to be awarded.
As an aid iu making this appraisal, we wish to repeat that

at the time of Count Valensin's death a three years' contract

existed between that gentleman and Mr. W. C. France, under

which Mr. France was to pay $20,000 per year for Sidney's

services, with a contingent additional amount of 55,000 per

year. This contract by its conditions terminated at the death

of Mr. Valensin, but that astute breeder, Mr. W, C. France,

promptly offered the executors to renew it under exactly the

same terms. This fact will give an indication of Sidney's im-

mense earning capacity, independent of his merits from agaedi-

gree standpoint or as a sire of phenomenal speed. Address
all estimates to Win. B. Fasig, Manager Trotting Department,
55th street and 7th avenue, New York City.

P. C. T. H. B. A. Meeting.

A meeting of the Directors of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association was held at the rooms, 313 Bush

street, on Monday afternoon, January 9th, President Jos.

Cairn Simpson in the chair. The meeting was called for the

purpose of taking preliminary steps toward preparing a pro-

gramme for colt and stallion stakes and purses for the fall

meeting.

The question of holding a spring meeting, to take place in

Mayor June, was discussed; and, in view of the fact that

Messrs. Salisbury, Hickok and others who intend to go East

this year had signified their willingness to start their fast

horses at a spring meeting, the association decided to hold one

at the close of the Blood Horse meeting, its ^duration to be

four days, viz.:—Saturday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

No programme was definitely agreed upon for this meeting.

The question of five or ten per cent, eutrance came up, and
being put to a motion it was decided that the association make
all entrance fees five per cent, of amount of purses. The
financial condition of the association enables the directors to

thus deal liberally with its members, and they expect a greater

support and more encouragement than ever in their efforts in

the future.

It was also decided to make most of the races at spring meet-

ing two in three, and dashes of variousdistances be to given.

The idea being to give besides the two in three races each

day dashes that will keep up the interest. The general plan

followed by the management of the Blood Horse Association

will be adopted in regard to these dashes, viz.: The payment
of entrance money and division of purse, etc.

If the spring meeting proves successful the same plan will

be pursued at the meeting in the fall.

Messrs. Tompkins, Loeber and Brown were appointed a

committee to prepare a programme to be submitted at a meet-

ing of the. Board to be held the first Monday in February.

The resignation of F. C. Talbot as a member of the Board of

Directors was presented, his reasons for resigning being that

the pressure of business prevented him from giving the atten-

tion to the duties of (he office that he would desire. On
motion the resignation was accepted.

Frank W. Cuvey, of Palo Alto, was elected a director in his

stead.

Palo Alto Broodmare Sale.

The great sale of well-bred Palo Alto broodmares in foal to

the best sons of Electioneer which is to take place in this city

January 27th is attracting a great deal of attention among

horsemen. The stock will be on exhibition on and after Tues-

day, January 24th, at Killip & Co.'s salesyard, Market street.

The class of mares is far superior to those sold at the last sale.

Most of them are young, fine-looking, well-bred, and as they

are related to the best on the farm, their value will be en-

hanced every year. The catalogue of stock will prove a sur-

prise to many, for they will wonder why such a fine lot are

to be sold, but the management desire to see the stock urettv

well scattered from Oregon to Mexico, then every man
who owns a well-bred mare and a colt or filly by any of the

voung Electioneer stallions will take a deeper pride in the

great farm than otherwise. There has not been enough of the

Electioneer representatives in this State. In the East every

stock farm of note has its representative of the great family,

and they prize the blood more than anything else.

In regard to (his sale it is perhaps needless tosay that every-

thing offered will be sold, and the lucky purchasers will never

regret their investments.

The Bradtmoor Sale of Stock.

I In- grand StalHon Sidney, con.-idered by many the greatest

sire of extreme speed ever foaled, will be sold in February

al public auction. We ask readers of this paper to kindly

consider bis merits, which we shall in our humble way try to

pre i in a more lengthy article later on. Meantime we
will not disguise the object of offering a prize to the one who

i!i.* nearest to the price he will bring when sold.

< >ur uj"ii\ •
i simply to get a fresh list of live addresses for

the purpose of sending oul catalogues, and we therefore hope
ryone interested in the American trotting horse, no

matter how prominent his position may be, will favoi us with
his estimate.

We have decided pn offi ring two prizes, the Grsl of which
shall be a ! y of (he make preferred by the

ll >nd prize will be an elegant gentle-

''i whip. In the event of u tie, the first and
wcond prizes shall be det< rmined by lot. All guesses shall be

1

'i, ,i i
i

. then placed in b pad age and sealed be-

I ill offered. Thifi package will be delivered to

The attention of our readers is called to this sale of choicely-

bred trotting stock which will take place at Suisun uext

Saturday, January 21. The impaired health of one of the

owners and theintention of concentrating the business interests

of the proprietors are the reasons why these promising stal-

lions, broodmares, colts and fillies are to be sold. The standard

stallions Our Captain and Bradtmoor are line individuals and

able to enter the 2:30 list at any time; they are of good

size and color and have the gentlest of dispositions. The
broodmares Capella, Corolla and Fredoliaare as fine looking

as any in California and are worthy of gracing any stock

farm in the land. The young colts and lillies are bred in the

purple also and will become famous on the turf if given an op-

portunity. See advertisement.

Names Claimed.

I claim the name Checkmate for bay gelding by John A., dum Ab-
bie W., by Uou Victor, fouled in 1891.

Jambs Neal, San Francisco.

I hereby claim the name of Nine for yearling bay filly by Direct

2:U5%. dam Fanny K., by Redwood, 2:27.

Mn.o Knox. Haywards, Cal.

Dan McCART'S seems to have had a " streak of bad luck "

lately. On Tuesday a very promising Dexter Prince filly

belonging to him while being driven on the Lodi track reared

and fell backward, breaking her neck. She was valued by her

owner at $1,000.

X. P. POND, Secretary of "Democrat and Chronicle,"

Rochester, N. V., writes: Some time since I sent lor a bottle

Vbsorbine and liked it so well that 1 warn (6) six bottles sent

by express at once.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

First Two Days' Sport Under the Auspices of

the New Organization.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, JANUARY 10.

Bay District Track, Jan. 12, 1893.

The 6rst day's racing under the auspices of the California

Jockey Club was of very fair quality, but a chill, biting wind

prevailed, and in consequence the attendance was limited to

about GOO persons. In four of the races the fields were of

good size. W.Clancy, Hinckey, J. Weber. Lawless and King

piloted the victors to the winning post. Two brand-new book-

making forms did business.

Flora K- got away in front in the initial event, five furlongs,

piloting the field into the homestretch, where Prince's First,

who had been running a good second from the flag-fall, made

play, and less than an eighth from home drew away and won
by a length and a half from C^uarterstah , who came wonder-
fully fast on the inside at the finish. Flora E. was third, a

length away. Time, 1:01 J. Ten started and Donna Lilla was
favorite.

The second race was also a five furloDg dash, and St. Croix

was an S to o favorite. Mount Carlos took the lend away
from Jack the Ripper in the first eighth, was not thereafter

headed, and won from Stoneruan by a trifle over a length.

There was a hard fight for place, but the old grav gelding beat

St. Croix a neck. Time, 1:01—one of the fastest runs in Cali-

fornia this season.

Jennie K. was a slight favorite over Malcolm in the third

race, one mile, and going to the front soon after

making the first turn, won all the way, reaching

the wire eased up half a length from Altos, who was as far

from Fanny F. Malcolm's slirrupstrap broke soon after the

start, and he finished last. Time, 1:44.

Jennie Mintzer went to the post a slight favorite in the

fourth race over Tyrona. Prince's First's weight was raised

from 122 to 152 pounds on account of his win of the first

race, and twenty minutes was allowed for a new book on ac-

count of many bettors plaving the horse, supposing him to be

carrying but 122. Then, after lots of buckjumping at the

post, all but Prince's First and Huguenot, for someunexplain-
able reason, ran around nearly to the wire, whipped an<-

spurred, though the flags were not dropped. Then it was con-

sidered a " moral" for Huguenot after they were ordered to

run the race over. Jennie Mintzer led to the half, then

Huguenot took up the running and appeared to be winning
easilv, but he quit badly a little over a sixteenth from the

finish, Follv coming up with a good burst of speed and win-

ning from Huguenot by half a length. Tyrona wastbird, three

lengths behind Huguenot, Prince's First fourth. Time, 1:16|.

Cyclone was a torrid favorite for the last event, seven fur-

longs. Crawford, with lightweight up, led into the home-
stretch by threeor foyr lengths, setting a terrific pace, but died

away in the last sixteenth, Mabel M coming up like a whirl-

wind and winning from Cyclone by half a length, the favorite

as far from Crawford. Time. 1:28|. Crawford must have run

the first six furlougs close to 1:14.

SUMMAEIE3.

Bay District Track, Januarv 14. 1S03.—Weather cold, track fast.

First race—Purse 8410. of which $70 to second, $30 to third. Five far-

longs.

E. R. Den's ch h Prince"s First, 6, bv Prince of Norfolk—Lizzie Idle,

120 pounds W. Clancy 1

H. D. Brown's brh QuarterstarT, 3, by imp. Friar Tuck— Sister to

Ruth Rvaii Jackson 2

N. A. Diekev's b m Flora E., by cncle Tom, 102 pounds Seaman 3

Time. 1:01%.

Won bv \% lengths. 1 between second and third
Bnok-bettinsr— ") to 1 Prince's First. 12 to 1 ^UHrterstaff, 10 to 1 Flora

E. Donna Lilla 90 (Peters). 2 to 1 Dewdrop 103 (C.Clancy), 15 to 1,

Belln D. l Li (Howard), 10 tol, fiuadaloupe 117 (Epperson). 7 to l.ranny
Scot 10S (Kins). to 1. Prince 117 (Hinckey), 10 to 1, Late 101 (Tally),

20 to 1, also ran.

Second Race—Selling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse'8400, of
which $70 to second, $30 to third. Five furlongs.

J. G. Qnin'sch g Mount Carlos, 5, by Duke of Norfolk—Susie, IIS
pounds Hinckey 1

\V. M. Sinclair's gg Stoneman, a, by Kirby Smith—Hunkidory, 107

pounds King 2

M. J. Keilv's b h St. Croix. 4, by King DaDiels—by Buyswater. lis

pounds J. Weber 3
Time, 1:01.

Won by a length, neck between second and third.

Book-Bet i in sr—* to 1 Mount Carlos, 10 to 1 Stoneman. il to 6 St.

Croix. Red Rose 97(Peters). 5tol. Lucy S. SWRanlcin), 15 to 1, Joe
HardingOl (Seaman), 1? to 1, Charger 117 (Ballv), 5 to 1. Mouniuin
Bov 109 [Clancy). 10 to l.Jaek the Ripper 121 (Epperson). 12 to 1, Nip-
per 107 (H. Smith), lo tol. also ran.

Third race—Selling, purse 3500, of which $70 to second, $30 to third

One mile.

Antrim Stables' b m Jennie K., 4, by imp. Sir Modred—Wild Rose.

114 J. Weber l

W. P. Fine's b h Altus, 5, by Billy Bellinger—Delia Walker. 114
Narvaez 2

Encino Stables' bm Fannie F., u, by Wildidle—Sallie Hart, 111...

„ Spencc 3

Time, 1:44.

Won bv half a length, same between second and third.

Belting—8 to .".Jennie K.. 3 to \ Altus. 7 to 1 Fannie F.

Regal, 102 (Coombs), 5 to 1, Malcolm, 117 (Jackson), 5 to l also ran.

Fourth race—For three-year-olds and upward, purse $100, of which
870 lo second. 830 to third. Six furlongs.

Ocean View Stables' ch m Folly, 4, by Wildidle—Foslress. 117

LawUsc l

P. Weber's b h Huguenot. 3, by Three Cheers—imp. Zara, 1)2

... „ j. Weber 2

Antrim Stable's b m Tyrona. 4. by Tvrnnt—Ona. 99 lackson 3

Time. 1:16%.

Won by a length, head between second and third.

Betting- -5 to l Foiiv. 7 to 5 Bugenot, I to 1 Tvrona.
Bonnie lilue. il2 I'.viMi-i. 21 1 to 1. Nickel Exchange, .

1. Jennie Mintzer, 92 (Coombs). 5 to 1. Prince's First, 152 (Clancy 1. 1 > to

l,atso ran.

Fifth race—Selling, purse 8400, of which 870 to second, 830 to third-

Seven furlongs.

J. Reavev'sbrm Mabel M-. 6, by Wildidle—Amanda L., Ill King 1

B. Bart's It b Cyclone, a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards, 119 lb-*

.
' liincy 2

Antrim Stables' ch g Crawford, 3, by Apache—Emmu LODgfleld, 88

, Peters 8

Time, 138%.
Won bv ft Length, same between second and third.

Betting—2 lo 1 Mabel H„ 7 lo 5 Cyclone, 4 to 1 Crawford.
Carter B., 88 (Peters). 8 to 1. also ran.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, JANUARY 12.

The attendance to-day was considerable increased, and the

races, while confined mostly to the sprinters, were of a very

fair character. Unhappily an accident occurred in the last

race to mar the day's sport. Lucy S. and Mountain Hoy fell,

throwing Peters and C. Clancy, and the former was stunned,

shaken and scratched up considerably, but had no bonce

broken. Clancy came out uninjured. Only two favorites got

home in front, the other three events falling into two second

choices and a 5 to 1 shot.

Jenny Mintzer, an odds-on favorite, led her opponents all

the way, winning eased up by a scant length from Prince, who
came fast at the finish. Dewdrop was third, three lengths

away. The horses ran the whole journey as they finished.

Time, 1:16[.

Gypsy (iirl was played heavily in the second event, half a
mile, in which race there were seven starters. Mount Carlos
led up the last 125 yards, when Nellie Van, the Washington
skyrocket, came up with an astounding burst of speed and won
by three parts of a length, Mount Carlos second and Gypsy
Girl third. The last-named got a very bad start and came
very fast from the three-quarter pole, finishing about a length
and a half behind Mount Carlos. Time, 0:4b'j.

The Darebin-Iris filly opened a 4 to 5 favorite in the mile
handicap, but a heavy play on Topgallant and Pescador sent

the odds up, and she went to the post at 2J to 1. Pescador
stayed a 3 to 1 shot. He got off' in front, opened up daylight,

and attended closest by (. banner for half a mile, won whipped
out by a length and a half from Topgallant, who made a fast

finish and beat the Iris lilly out a neck for place. Democrat
was fourth, Charmer fifth and old Sheridan a bud last. Time.
1:421.

Lottie Mills was the original favorite in the fourth race,

selling, seven furlongs. Loads of coin went in on Mabel M.,
however, and she went to the post a hot favorite at 7 to 5,

Mills being: at 3 to 1, Nellie G. at 4, Cyclone at C, Regal and
Minnie Elkins at 10 to 1. Nellie G. led until nearing the
quarter, when Lottie Mills took up the running and opened
up two lengths of daylight on Nellie G. Mills gave it up
near the half, and the gray mare led into the homestretch,
where Cyclone overhauled and beat her in the last three
strides bv a short neck, Nellie G. second, over a length from
Mabel M. Time, l:28j.

Stoneman was favorite at 2 to 1, in the last race, selling, five

furlongs. Eed Rose piloted Stoneman and Charger into the

homestretch, where the old gray gelding sailed to the front

and won easily by three pails of a length, Nipper (who came
like a shot in the straight) second, a head from Macke. . Red
Rose quit badly and finished away back. Time, 1:0U. Moun-
tain Boy and Lucy S. collided on the far turn, throwing their

riders, C. Clancy and Peters. The former jockey was unin-
jured, but Peters was stunned, scratched around the face and
severely shaken up. However, no bones were broken, though
for a lime it was feared his injuries were of a very serious

nature.
SUMMARIES. *

Bay District Track, Thursday. January 12, 1893.—Second Day-
First race. Light welter weights, twenty-eight pounds above the scale,
purse S400. Six furlongs.

N. A. Dickey's b ro Jennie Mintzer, 6, by Mintzer—Flora May, 107
pounds C. Clancy 1

J. Murphy's b g Prince, a, untraced, 109 pounds J. Weber 2
D. Miller's ch m Dewdrop, a, bv Joe Hooker, 131 pounds..W. Clancv 3

Time, 1:1634

Betting—7 to 10 Jennie Mintzer, 7 to 5 Prince. 15 to 1 Dewdrop.
Second race—For all ages, purse S400. Four furlongs.

J. R. Ross' b m Xellie Van, 4, by Vanderbilt—Victoria, 101 pounds
W. Clancy 1

J. G. Quinn'sch g Mount Carlos, 5. by Duke of Norfolk—Susie, 123
pounds Hinckey 2

J. J.Dolan's ch m Gypsy Girl, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queeu, 121

pounds Williams 3
Time, 0:4S>£.

Book-betting—$y2 to 1 Nellie Van. 3 to 1 Mount Carlos, 2% to 1
Gypsv Girl. King Alph, 101 (C. Weber), 10 to 1, Belle D., 115 (Howard),
20 to 1, Flora E., 115 (Coombs),10 to 1, Joe Hooker Jr., 120 (McLaughlin),
12 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Handicap, tor all ages, purseSoOO. One mile.

D. R. Dickey's b h Pescador, 4, bv Gano—Armeda Howard, 116
H. Smith 1

M. Storn's ch h Topgallant, 4, bvimp. Mariner—Ladv Clare, 100

C. Weber 2
S. G. Reed's brf bvimp. Darebin—Iris, 4, 109 C. Clancy S

Time, 1:42J4.

Betting—2 to 1 Pescador, 5 to 1 Topgallant, .2% to 1 Iris tilly.

Democrat. 109 (Ristineb 12 to 1, Sheridan, 111 (Narvaez). 8 to 1

Charmer, 85 (Hanawalt), fto 1 also ran.

Fourth race—Selling, purse, $400. Seven furlongs.

B. Hart's b h Cyclone, a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards. 112
pounds W. Clancy 1

Crippeu &. Davis's g m Nellie G., 6, by Sampson, 114 pounds
Spenee 2

J. Reavev's b m Mabel M., 5, bv Wildidle—Amanda L., 107 pounds
King 3

Time. 138K-
Betting— 5 to 1 Cylone, 4 to 1 Nellie G., 7 to 5 Mabel M. Regal 94

(Coombs), 12 to 1, Minnie Elkins 92 (C. Weber), 8 to 1, Lottie Mills 116
(Nichols), 3 tol, also ran.

Fifth rate—Selling, purse 8400, five furlongs.

W. M. Sinclair's g g Stoneman. a, by Kirby Smith—Hunky Dory, 10S

King 1

W. H. Eaton's brg Nipper, a, by Mason Chiet—by Norwich, U4
Hinckey 2

G. H. Kennedy's ch g Mackey, a, bvAlta— by Langford, 117
Bally 3

Time, 1:01)6

Belling— 5 to 2 Stoneman, 8 to 1 Nipper. 7 lo 1 Mackey.
Cornie Buckingham, lie: iC. Weber), 10 to 1. Little Tough, 104 (H.

Smith), 15 tol, Red Rose, 108 (J. Weber), 4 tol, LucyS., 100 (King), 30
to 1, Mouniuin Boy, 111 (C. Clancy), 8 to 1, ulso ran.

Then the following was carried almost unanimously :

Resolved. That the following named officer.- be and ore hereby de-
clared re-elected

: President, EL l Thornton
; Vice-President, Thomas

H. Williams, Jr
; Second Vice-President, P. B. Quintan; D

I. Thornton, Thomas H. William*. Jr., A B. BpreckelB, (harks S.
Wieland, W. H. Brown and J. Noglee Burke.

Bookmaker Schwartz objected to the above resolution and
introduced the following, which was defeated :

Resolved. That it is the sense Of this association that no officer of
the association or member of the Board of Directors who directly or
Indirectly appoints any judge, starter or other official tor an
shall t»e interested in the ri-ult <>t such nice. Ifecause 0J

any horse, or as a bettor thereon, or olhe

Mr. Schwartz was then accorded the Hour, and made a series

of trivial complaints. One was that T. 11. Williams had run
his horse Garcia up in selling races, letting other valuable
animals that had won selling races alone. He wound up by
declaring his friendship for the members of the association.

Vic-President Williams, who had made note of all

Schwartz's complaints, denied nearly all the bookmaker's al-

legations. Regarding the bidding up of Garcia, he Baid ifaat

in the first place he desired to buy him for himself, and in the
second place he bid horses up for the good of the association.

He wanted to establish at the Bay District a precedent in

vogue on Eastern tracks, where horses are bid up continually
out of selling races, where they are entered considerably lie-

low their value. Mr. Williams said that he had no feeling

against Schwartz,and gave as his reasons for Starting the Cali-

fornia Jockey Cluh that racing might fall into bad odor at

Oakland, and that the horses required a much-needed rest to

fix ihem for the spring meeting of the Blood Horse Associa-

tion. As an effort had been made to continue racing, he de-
cided that it should be at the Bay District track under the
supervision of honest men and competent judges.

The association then adjourned until the second Monday in

April.

Important to Breeders of Thoroughbreds.

New York City, December 29, 1892.—At a meeting of the
Board of Control, held this day, the following was adopted :

The office of Bruee's American Stud-Book is designated by the Board
of Control as the Registry office fur the time being. The Registry < tffice

is established fur the purpose of the identification of all racehorses,
whether foaled in the United Stales or foreign-bred, and the certifica-
tion of their pedigrees. The registration shall comprise the uame, if
any ; the color and marks, if any ; whether a horse, mare or gelding,
and the names, with description, of its sire and dam as registered or
otherwise made public. If the dam was covered by more than one
stallion the names or description in full must be stated. Horsi
in the United States must be registered by July 1-5 of each year. For-
eign-bred horses must be registered within a reasonable "time after
theirarrival, in conformity with rule 24. No horses will hereafter be
allowed to start in any race unless duly registered. The registration
fee shall be SI for each animal. Owners desiring to register in con-
formity with this resolution can address tfaeirregistrations to toe office
of "' Bruee's American Stud-Book," Times Building. Park Row. New
York City. W. S..VosBLT ituH, Secretary.

It is perfectly plain, the purpose of the above resolution.

It is to compel breeders to register their stock. No horse
which is not registered will be allowed to start. Consequently
every breeder who expects to sell or race himself will tind it

to his interest to register at once. If he don't his stock won't

be worth much.
Every horse-owner and racing man I have met approves

the above resolution. Many consider it late, but better late

than never. James K. Keene said lo day that be considered

it the best movement in behalf of racing that the Board of

Control ever made. "I have approved of nearly all it has
ever done," said Mr. Keene, " as it has raised racing out of the

mud, but this is the best. It prevents fraud. It compels care-

ful records of horses being kept. It is a great safeguard to

buyers."

The safeguard against fraud is the most important. The
resolution not only compels registry of the breeding, name
and color of foals, but also their marks. This is going even
further than the English do. But it is right. The celebrated

case of the " ringer " Polk Badget was discovered by Colonel

Bruce being able to furnish the natural marks of the real

horse, and thus one of the most barefaced frauds ever perpe-

trated on tne turf was laid bare.

But the above resolution of the Board came none too soon

Colonel Bruce is almost ready with Vol. VI. of the Stud
Book. He could issue it now but for the fact that there are

several breeders, and, strange to say, some of ihem prominent
ones, who have not made any report of their stock. They
begrudge the payment of a paltry £1 per head for registration.

This niggardly policy is beyond belief. The breeders are

making more money out of the present boom in racing than
any other class of men, and yet they begrudge a dollar for the

registration, which is a verification oi their stock, a record

without which the business of breeding would be unable to

proceed. Without a stud book where would one be. and :i> it

is an indispensability to the breeders, they should certainly

sustain it. All the jockey clubs of the country should take

action similar to that of the Board of Control.— X. \ . I or.

The Horseman.

Dictatus, by Red Wilkes.

Annual Meeting P. C. B. H. A.

The annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-

ciation was held in Parlor A, Palace Hotel, last Tuesday

night, President II. I. Thornton in the chair.

The Secretary's report showed that the Association had re-

ceived from all sources during the year $149,355.2o aud had

expended $148/J3'2.U3, including purses of $111,280 ottered at

the recent meeting. There was on hand $9,680.32, with but

very small liabilities.

President Thornton then reviewed the history of the Blood

Horse Association and congratulated the organization upon
its excellent financial standing. Concluding his report, Col.

Thornton said : t
" l tur races have been for more money and for greater dis-

tances than in any other part of the United States at this sea-

son of the year. We have witnessed the fortunes of many
record-breakers, and in no event has an accident of account

happened to either horsemen or horses."

Henry Schwartz then arose and asked if Bay District track

had been leased to T. II. Williams. He was told that it was

at the rale of $(J,000 per year. Mr. Schwartz then asked

some more questions, among which was. " Mr. Williams, did

you ever Bay that any horse that ran at Oakland could not run

on the Bay Distiicl track?" Schwartz was told thai no such

Statement bad been made, and President Thornton declared

the inquisitive bookmaker out of order, and instructed him to

remain seated until " <hod of the Association " arose.

The exhaustive advertisement of this exceedingly well-bred

stallion, as seen in another column, leaves very little more to

be said of him. He is one of that class of substantial stallions

which show plenty of quality. He is last, and when the hell

rings in the judges' stand next fall Dictatus will not !

"back in the rut in a field of horses where," as Mr. Salisbury

says, " there is neither money nor glory." Dictatus is bred to

go to the front and stay there. ' >u nei of good hro< d

should visit Belmont Slock Farm and see tins young stallion

before they secure the services of any other aire if they wish

to secure that ultra fashionable Ked Wilkes—Dictati

with Mambrino Palcben blood in every oj

St. Louis Jockey Club.

The stakes of the Spring meeting of the St Louie Fkir As-

sociation (Jockey duo) close on January 10th. The entrance

to each of the eighteen stakes is $5. The mi eting i ommeuccfl

on April 29th, and continues until June -'•nl, aud al le;i*t

.1 50,0 '
H will be divided among owner* in staki

A NOVEL race has been arranged by the California

Club directors to take place today—a mile dasb, the hi

be ridden onlv by colored ioCKeys, weights twenty eight

pounds above the scale. Eignl are expected lo start, and the

following have declared then. tiding io their nami -

T. Williams, Reuben Moore, ' haunoey Treadwell

Johnson, Henry Peppers nnil Dan Brown. Johnson vsill

pilot N« Hie (J. All «»f these rideis have had ;i world uf ex-

perience, and lqtt* of excitement it. promised, especially in

Darktown,
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The Sulky.

•nd in your advertisements.

Henry PlEEU E sent Veronica, 2:29, to his farm ill Maine.

05}, will not be taken East to race next year.

.Mr. Salisbury will only have him stand for the season.

Don't gel over loaded; se 1 when you have afairofler, then

you will not have to unload at some future time at a great

sacrifice.

The coming Year Book should contain the names of all

trotters aud pacers, under their sires, that have ever beaten or

equaled 2:30.

F. W. LoEBEB was in this city last Monday. He reports

everything looking prosperous in Napa and all the horses

looking well.

ETS are heard on all sides regarding the sale of Sid-

ney, i I is colts and fillies are considered of inestimable value

by their owners.

We understand that the skeleton of Reavis' Blackbird will

be articulated and given to one of the large educational insti-

tutions of Chico.

Mike Bowermax thinks Moquette will be in it with any
of the great stallions next year if a free for all stallion race

can be arranged.

When Kremlin and Stamboul meet in a race we venture to

predict that the largest crowd ever assembled at a trotting

meeting will witness it.

A. H. Moore will try inbreeding to a marked extent by
breeding Nancy Lee (the dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04) to Di-

rector, both being by Director.

William Russell Allen has set the breeders of this

country a great example in relation to stallion fees by placing

the services of Kremlin 2:07f at $400.

The youngsters by Piedmont, out of Electioneer mares that

are being worked at Palo Alto this winter are as promising as

any ]ot of colts ever foaled on the farm.

The tffo-iQ-thr^e rule for trotting and pacing races is being
adopted by all the leading associations in America ; it proved
successful on this Coast last fall and cannot fail wherever
tried.

J. Phippex has a very large string of trotters to handle at

Palo Alto, he is very proud of a brother to Anteeo, 2:16},

and Antevolo; 2:19o. He is called Speedwell, and the name
is a most appropriate one.

Every horse-breeder in California is anxious to get a copy
of the Palo Alto catalogue of broodmares that are to be sold.

By sending a postal to the auctioneers. Messrs. Killip & Co.,

copies will be cheerfully furnished.

T. O. King, known to all habitues of Grand Circuit tracks

as " Tom " King, secretary of Charter Oak Driving Park,
Hartford, Conn., died at that city Friday night, Dec. 30th,

death resulting from the effects of the removal of a tumor.

Don J. Leathers and C. M. Richfield, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., will dissolve partnership, and the entire stock of the
Westminster Farm, at Lexington, Ky., will be sold. The
stock includes Monbars 2:11 f, Pixley 2:16 and other well-bred
ones.

Geo. Swan has taken all of the youug trotters and pacers
that belonged to Martin Carter from the Oakland track to the
Nutwood Stock Farm. They will be seen in the races this

fall and many will carry away portions of the stakes and
purses.

Blaxche, by Arthurton, is only thirteen years old and is

alreadv famous on account of being the youngest broodmare
with four in the list and two of them in the 2:15 circle, viz.:

Hazel, 2:14]; Una Wilkes, 2:15; Native Son, 2:261, and
Silver Spray, 2:28.

JOS. ' aikx SIMPSON, President of the Pacific Coast Trot-
ting Horse Breeders Association, started for the East last

Tuesday on business. He will attend the meeting of the
Board of Censors while there, and expects to be back in Cali-

fornia in four weeks,

Building improvements to the amount of $425,000 have
been made in Independence the past year, which is very good
for a " tank station.'' Visitors who attend the race meetings
there in 1893 will find accommodations equal to those of any
city of 100,000 population.

WHICH would you rather do, raise draft horses for $100
apiece with no chance of there ever being worth any more, or
raise trotting bred ones that are certain to be worth several
times that amount with the possibility that you may make a
fortune out of a single animal ?

I ile way to toughen a colt for future use-
L'ive it a good shelter and an abundance of

nourishing I I, sm-li f I as will develop the system properlv.
Only such an amount of fat is necessary as will add warmth
to the body and round out the form.

John A. GOLDSMITH lias the shipment of horses reduced
to a science, and the admirable manner in which he had the
yOUDgHUr- carefully pl.it.vd in the cars previous to their shirt

for the Bast, thowed that he understood the value of care,

thorough ventilation and comfort for the little ones.

Wm. h'Kam
.

i ill.- lain. mis horse-boot manufacturer,
in this

i dney filly that will need watching in the
race* this full en ible and very promising.
1I<t dam is the handsome silver-maned chestnut marc Mignoo
by Elmo, thai Mr. 0*Kane osed to drive through the Park,
and very seldom was passed by any trotter.

ZlLCAADIB Golddust, a celebrated BtalHon, died at thestot k

farm if I.. I.
! Middletown, Kentucky, January let.

He v,as twenty-six yean old and bi death was caused by old
1

|
he Oral five-year-old to trot a

mile in public in 2:25, and his four-year-old record was 2:37}.
Re ;.',.!,. '.[ ;n Jii .-. .in.

I Joljfl 01

Bowermax Bros., of Kentucky, say that they will trot Mr.
Drake's stallion, Moquette, (4) 2:10, nest season against Stam-
boul 2:07$, Kremlin 2:07f, Arion 2:10.1, Nelson 2:10 and any
other stallions that their owners might care to enter in such a

race for $5,000 a corner, the winner to take the entire sweep-
stakes.

Orrin A. Hickok will have a string of Palo Alto trotters

on the Eastern circuit next year, it is rumored. If such is

the case, there will be a " boom " all along the line, for if

there is any driver in America that can get the greatest speed
out of a horse without sacrificing the animal, Air. Hickok is

capable of doing it.

A. G. Danforth, of Washington, III., has purchased the
fine young stallion Estate, son of Electioneer 125, dam, the

dam of Lord Byron, 2:1S ; second dam, the d.nn of Alfred S.,

2:16} ; third dam by American Star, Jr. This is one of the
best bred sons of Electioneer. He is coming four years old and
is one of the handsomest horses in the State.

The sis train loads of fine trotting stock from Palo Alto
and Vina started East on Tuesday in charge of Superin-
tendent Frank \V. Covey. In appearance the youngsters will

create a more favorable impression among horsemen than any
consignment ever sent from the great stock farm. If, as
individuals, they do not make names for themselves on the
trotting tracks, it will be because they are not given an op-
portunity.

The horse is an intelligent animal and is capable of being
educated to a considerable degree. Much of the horse's use-
fulness and value depend upon whether he has been properly
educated. If he has been well educated and properly trained
he will be trusty, kind and useful. If, on the other hand, he
has been badly educated and spoiled in the "breaking," he
will be untrusty, vicious and endanger the life of anyone who
has anything to do with him.

While the turf journals are discussing the great problems
of breediug and training trotters, the members of the various
trotting associations are puzzling their brains to solve the
question: "How shall we draw crowds of people to our
meetings?" We suggest to them the feasibility of waiting
patiently until they hear frum our live California organiza-
tions. The Pacific Coast Breeders' Association will lead the
way this year, as it did last, in this respect.

The trainers and drivers who drove the Palo Alto young-
sters last year and had them enter the charmed circle were
not forgotten at the end of the season. For every 2:30 per-
former the driver received 850, and for every one that was
driven by them in 2:20 or better §100 was given as a mark of
appreciation of merit. This example set by this large stock
farm is an incentive for the young men to do their best, and is

one that might be followed with profit by manv others.

Jno. Kelly, the new trainer at the Pleasanton Stock Farm,
arrived at the scene of his labors, Pleasanton, last week. He
started to work immediately and by the way he moved around
the colts it needed no practiced eye to see that he thoroughly
understood his business. Mr. Salisbury has a number of good
ones for him to begin working on and is around the county
gathering others. We welcome Mr. Kelly to the coast and
hope that he will remain and be " one of us " for the future.

The bay filly Luta (foaled 1889), by Electioneer 125, out of
Lula Wilkes (dam of Advertiser, 2:16), is now being worked
for speed. She has been " off" ever since she was a yearling,
and nothing was done with her. Last month she was taken
out of the pasture, hitched to a sulky and exercised a little.

When Senator Stanford was at the farm last week, J. Nolan,
the driver, let her speed a quarter, and one of the proudest
men in California was the owner of this mare on seeing her do
so well.

In J. Maguire's string at Palo Alto, there is a bay colt,

foaled April 7, 1891, that will surely prove the value of the
developed sire and dam theory; he is called The Wizard, and
is sired by Electricity, 2:17^-, dam Sally Benton, 2:17| (dam
of Starlight, 2:26 A), by Gen. Benton 1755; second dam (the
great broodmare Sontag Mohawk (dam of seven in the list), by
Mohawk Chief, etc. The Wizard is a magnificently-formed
youngster, and is one of the purest-gaited trotters ever seen on
the track.

An auction sale of very fine trotting stock will be held at
Suisun next Saturday by that pioneer auctioneer Co. P.
Reeves, of that city. The lot consists of the standard bred
stallions Our Captain 1961S, by Fallis, 2:22, dam Capella, by
Stein way, etc., and Bradtmoor 19616, by Fallis, 2:23, dam
Ethel H., by Sultan, as well as their dams and colts and
fillies, by Woodnut, Noonday and Mambrino Wilkes. They
are all well bred, of good size and co lor. Catalogues will be
sent to all applicants by addressing the auctioneer as above.

One may read how to take care of stock, but the only way
to know how it is done is to go to work and do it. Theory is

very good, but practice is very much better. Practical knowl-
edge only comes by caring personally for the stock. One man
may have a theory, and it may be all right, and he may be
able to make it work, but the trouble comes when some one
else undertakes to make a fortune by reducing somebody's
theory to practice. Some people who have good theories may
be able to make them plain on paper, but there are too many
people trying to make a living on theory.—Iowa Turf.

George H. K etc ram, Toledo, O., has purchased from W.
E. Spier, Glens Kails, N. Y., the celebrated sire and per-
former, Robert McGregor, 2:17.1, who will head the stud at
Ketcham Farm. The fame of Robert McGregor has not
reached its zenith. He is now twenty-two years old, with the
vigor of most horses half his age, and many years of useful-
ness are yet before the stout son of Major Edsall. This will
be good news to all owners of sons of the " Demon of the
^Homestretch," for the progeny of the horse from the mares
on the Ketcham Farm will be developed as soon as they are
old enough.

Geo Starr will leave California for the East to-morrow
He is under engagement to anumherof owners of fast cam-
paigners whowill Bee lhat he is kept busy and will also keep
others busy on the circuit this fall. He may return with a
striiiL' I" winter in California for he is in love with this clim-
ate. Mr. Starr is a thoroughly capable driver who combines
courage, and a light hand, with a cool head, three requisites
absolute essential in a driver, while as a conditioner, there are
very few in the l'niud Stales his equal. We wish him a safe
journey and a prosperous career, and should he return, a cordial
reception will await him.

Mattie H., 2:11}, has joined W. J. Andrews' string and is

now with the other members of the stable at discovered track

at the Jewett Farm. Besides the highly-bred Lang Farm
youngsters in the Andiews' stable there are eight head from
the Empire City Stud, including Nominee, 2:21}, by Stranger;

Giobard, 2:24, by Belmont, dam by George Wilkes
;

Quality,

by Electioneer, dam by Almont, grandam Dolly (dam of Di-

rector, 2:17, Onward, 2:25}, etc.) and Hummer, by Electioneer,

dam by George Wilkes, grandam (dam of Campbell's Elec-

tioneer, 2:17J), by Clark Chief. Mascot, 2:04, the pacing
king, is also in the string, and when spring comes the Buffalo

trainer will have just about as strong a stable as any trainer

he will meet at the races.

No horse ever foaled in California, has endeared himself to

the trotting horsemen as Sidney, 2:19| has. No matter
what mares were bred to him the progeny were noted for early

and extreme speed, perfect dispositions, soundness and constitu-

tions like iron. He has a few sons in the stud and they are
all siring youngsters that will make the name of Sidney as im-
possible as Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Sidney is a young horse
and is just beginning his career, we might say, as a sire, for

the mares that were mated to him in 1892, were the first really

good ones worthy of him. When Sidney leaves California
one of the brightest—if not the brightest—of all the gems left

by Santa Claus to delight our contemplative and speculative

breeders will be forever lost.

With the near approach of the nest meeting of the Amer-
ican Trotting Register Association comes the regular annual
suggestions as to changes in the trotting standard. The trotting

horse is being rapidly improved under the old standard, and
we see no special need for changes at the present time. The
annual possibility that the standard may be tinkered with,

creates a feeling of insecurity among owners of standard trct-

ters, ortbose thatare likely to become such, that is far from
healthy, and should be eliminated. The association should
either adopta new standard whi^h shall remain in force for

not less than five years from the time of its adoption, or, still

better, resolve that there shall be no change in the present
standard within that length of time.

The papers in the East published a story about the stallion

in California owned by Henry Pierce, and stated that he was
called La Rose, and was a full brother to Stamboul. The
premier stallion on the Santa Rosa Stock Farm is Bay
Rose, 2:20^ ; his sire was Sultan, 2:24, and his dam was
Madam Baldwin (dam of Majester, 2:24), by The Moor ; sec-

ond dam Belle, by Ben Lippincott, son of Williamson's Bel-

mont. Mr. Pieice is determined to give this handsome stal-

lion as good a chance to prove his worth as any sire in

America has heretofore received, and if the horse fails it will

not be because of the class of mares to which he is bred. A
carload of twelve of those purchased in the East arrived at

Santa Rosa last week ; they are gilt-edged ones, too.

The several shipments of trotters that are to be sent to

Europe within the next few weeks show that a most valuable
market awaits the produce of our breeding establishments if it

is judiciously developed. A few shipments of culls or inferior

animals at the present time would do much to practically

destroy the market now on the point of being opened, and it

is for their own interest for breeders to guard against such a

proceeding. The Europeans are developing a sincere admir-
ation for the trotter, and if they are supplied with some of

our best animals, there is practically no limit to the market
that will be opened to us. Breeders desirous that this end
shall be attained, should combined and devise some way by
which the European horsemen may know what they are buy-

ing and from whom to buy. Some such plan would be of

great value to the breediug interests of this country.—Horse
World.

A statistician has been doing some elaborate figuring in

regard to the breeding of the various horses that have been
successful in the classic events on the English running turf for

the last half century, and his conclusion is that developed sires

have had by far the greatest success in the stud. He says that

in fact nearly all the winners have been by such sires, but

adds that mares which never raced have thrown nearly as much
speed as those that were famous winners in their day. The
trotting horse breeders of this country are finding out very

rapidly that it won't do to tie to pedigrees along where there

is no speed attachment, and from what several mares with

records better than 2:30 have already accomplished in the pro-

duction of trotters it would seem that in a short time the stal-

lion without a standard record and the mare that has never
shown any speed will be conspicuously absent from the breed-

ing ranks.

David Bonner has a weakness for a horse that carries a

cross of American Star blood and if it is blended with Ham-
bletonian so much the betler. At present he owns half of

old Dictator and paid $1 2.500 for it when the brother ro

Dexter was classed an old horse. When Dictator was a
weanling, Mr. Bonner and Wm. M. Rysdyk, the owner of

Hambletonian, drove over to Jonathan Hawkins' place to

buy him. The price was $350. Mr. Hawkins was over to

Newburg when they arrived and after waiting a couple of

hours drove back to Chester leaving word with the women
that they would come back in a few days. The following

week George Alley and Harrison Durkee were up in Orange
county and saw the colt. Darkee bought him and he re-

mained his property until David Bonner and Major Mc-
Dowell passed over a check for $25,000. At the time the

horse was over twenty and had but few performers to his

credit. At present, well, everybody knows where Dictator

stands.

The North Pacific Rural Press has the following: "George
Misner arrived home Monday evening from California, bring-

ing with him Ed. Wilkes, brown stallion, five years old, by
Red Wilkes (sou of George Wilkes), dam Nellie, by Vindex,
son of Blood's Blackhawk, by Blackhawk; second dam Jennie
by Gill's Vermont; third dam by Gray Eagle, etc. Ed.
Wilkes is a very fine looker, fifteen hands, three inches in

height, and weighs 1100 pounds. He was bred bv T. B. Hume,
Lexington, Ky. Last year for the first time Ed. was placed

in training and showed miles better than 2:27 in a short time.

Unfortunately when on the road one day a man on a galloper

came running up and the stallion came near running away,
and the road being hard and rocky cracked one of his quarters

and nothing more was done. He is now about recovered and
will go into training after the stud season." Ed. Wilkes is

the horse pnschased by Robt. S. Brown, of Petaluma, last

summer. He is a grand looking individual and ought to

prove a valuable acquisition to the breediug interests of our
sister State.
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The Saddle.

Charles Kekr's cast-off, San Emegdio, by Apache, dam
Cinderella, by Catesby, won a five-furlong race at Hawthorne
on the 4th inst.

Ormonde arrived at Southampton, Eng., last Thursday

safe and sound, coming from Buenos Ayres to England via

Lisbon, Portugal.

Green B.Morris, of Gravesend, L. I., has bought of John
E. Madden the yearling chestnut filly Eleven, by Fonso, dain

Miss Easton, by imp. Soapstone, for $2,200.

Among the Palo Alto-bred horses that have come out of their

retirement to be trained this season are Racine, Peel and
Geoffrey, and all have been good race-horses too.

Mrs. Cannon, wife of Tom Cannon and mother of Morn-
ington Cannon, the leading English jockey of last season, died

Dec. 14. She was the daughter of old John Day.

A new set of officials went in at Roby on the 3d of January.

Col. \V. B. Cheatham succeeds Col. M. Lewis Clark as presid-

ing judge, while C. H. Pettingill takes Jimmy McLaughlin's
place as starter.

Jennie K., the game and speedy daughter of Sir Modred
and Wild Rose, will be mated with the mighty Salv. tor this

season, Tyrona, by Tyrant—Una with imp. Reggy. The pro-

duce should be very hard customers to beat, if breeding counts

for anything.

The mares Reclare and Zorling have been sold by P. J.

Dwyer to Milton Young, but they will not be taken until they

are through racing. Reclare was out a shadow last season of

the magniticent mare she once was, but rest may do a great

deal to bring her back.

The Blood Horse Association Directors, at a meeting last

Saturday night, ruled off two well-known sporting writers,

Sam Horton, of the Post, and Watt Brown, of the Report, for

failing to sustain charges of crooked work in the saddle on the

part of Jockey Joseph Narvaez.

A great many persons do not like the Darebins, but as

every crop of them is better, we look for the big brown son

of The Peer and Lurline to prove one of the very greatest

sires of winners in America. The Iris filly and Bessie W.
were not outclassed much at the recent Blood Horse meeting.

They have a veritable "feather-weight" at Roby. This

is " Tommy " Burns, and he rode the other day at 55 pounds,

but cin do five pounds less if required. He is said to be as

smart and cool as possible, and for riowery but varnished

speech to be able to hold his own with any of the other jock-

eys.

That Marigold will cut a big chunk off the California four-

mile record on a good day and track we firmly believe, and
even if Ten Broeck's 7:15| is beaten by the beautiful daughter

of Milner and Katy Pease we shall not be struck dumb with

amazement.

B. C. Holly last Saturday became indignant at theweights

allotted in the handicap to his horses Sympathetic Last and

Happy Day, who were asked to carry as much as Misty Morn,

and sent his entire string to Flosden. In the Holly stable

were Sympathetic^ Last, Happy Day, Revolver, Minnie
Elkins and Cornie Buckingham.

Elmore Slaughter, the jockey, who was recently rein-

slated by Colonel Lewis Clark, was also reinstated by the Haw-
thorne Park officials last week. He celebrated the occasion

in a fitting manner by riding two winners, Haydee and Fan
King. Five hot favorites won the five races that day at Mr.
Corrigan's track, and the Chicago talent rejoiced accordingly.

Reckon has recovered almost entirely, to judge from ap-

pearances, and will show no marks of her bad fall of October

last, when she broke the frontal bone of her nose by stepping

on the horse in front of her and tripping. It was thought to

breed her, but this has partiallv been abandoned, as she being

so good it is thought she cau do more good on the race-course.

Sir Francis and Don Alonzo are at present favorites for

the American Derby of 1893 with 10 tol against their chances,

Monowai second choice at 15 to 1, while the quotations against

<x. W. Johnson and Dare are 20 to 1. This shows pretty

plainly that the Easterners respect the Californians very

much. Mr. Macdonough owns the second choice, Charley

Fair the black colt Dare.

Billy McCormick, who trained El Rio Rey and other

famous thoroughbreds of the Winters string, will during the

year 1893 devote his attention to the horses of Messrs. Simeon
G. Keed, of Los Angeles, and Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield.

We expect to see a few world-beaters in 1893 come forth from

the lower portion of the State, for Mr. McCormick is one of

the best trainers in the country.

Facundo, the now two-year-old colt by Ormonde, out of

Philosophy, has been commonly described as beingthe property

of Capt. Machel), and last summer it was officially announced

in the Racing Calendar that Senor Boucau had lexsed him to

Capt. Machell. Senor Boucau has, however, himself nomina-

ted ihe colt for all his recent engagements, and it, therefore,

looks as if he alone will be responsible for his racing career,

It has just transpired that Richard Croker, the Tammany
chieftain, owns the great filly Red Banner, as well as the two-

year-old Dobbins, Yorkville Belle and Fairy. Red Banner is

in Mr. Dwyer's string at Gravesend and is very much like

the great LaToBCa. With Dobbins in the two-year-old stakes,

Red Banner in the three-year-old events, Vorkville Belle in

the handicaps and Fairy in the sprints, the Croker colors

should be seen very frequenty first past the post in 1893.

Secretary Edward Hopper, of the Lalonia Jockey Club,

has been experimenting with the track at Latonia with a view

of sanding it. The test has proved very satisfactory, and Mr.

Hopper, who, by the wuv, owns the controlling interest in

Latonia, has concluded to place sand on the track. He has
contracted for enough to put two inches over the entire track

and mix it with the soil. It will cost in the neighborhood of

$6,000, and it requires a particular kind of sand that cannot

be obtained in this immediate vicinity. It is claimed that that

will make the track so that it will dry out quicker.

Jim Xeal has turned his colt Checkmate out for the win-
ter on a ranch situated not far from this city. If the young-
ster proves as good as the old Ulen Athol—Full Cry gelding
he was named after, there will be nj"H'iii- in the camp of

Neal. But we trust that when this Checkmate's racing ca-

reer is over he will not be asked to do what his illustrious

namesake did—pull an omnibus frotn a depot to a hotel in a

jay town.

That great sire of race horses, Three Cheers, will make a
season in Sacramento at $75. Everything by this horse races
well, and his performers speak volumes. Among the number
by Three Cheers that have made good names on the turf, we
might mention Acclaim, Auplause, Mystery, Cheerful and
Royal Flush. Read the advertisement of \V. M. Murry, 715
Twenty-third street, Sacramento, and book your mares to Three
Cheers early.

Phikbe Ann, the game filly that ran so well at the Blood
Horse meeting, will be bred to Charles Kerr's recent purchase,
imp. Reggy, son of Hermit and Nyl Can, by Musjid. As
Phoebe Ann is a granddaughter of Hermit, her produce by
Reggy will have a double cross of that much-pri/,ed blood,

(something as yet unknown in America) as well as such staunch
strains as Touchstone (two crosses close up), Lexi gton (four

crosses), Glencoe (four crosses), Bay Middleton, Jerry and
Cat ton.

Frank Harper, owner of the celebrated Nantura Stud,
near Midway, Ky., is going to rill, or try to fill, a peculiar or-

der for Pierre Lorilla'rd. The latter wrote to Harper that he
wanted a Longfellow colt, brown in color with a blaze in the
face, and that the cost would not be a consideration. Harper
looked around for a mare that would probably produce a foal

of the desired co'ors and decided upon imp. Cinderella, owned
by a Kentucky man, and she will be bred the coming season to

Longfellow.

Colonel Frank M. Hall has, it is reported, been reap-

pointed starting judge for the metropolitan tracks the coming
season. Colonel Hall is the oldest active turfman in America,
he having been identified with the sport ever since 1S40. He
is as active as a kitten, and braves all sorts of weather in at-

tending the starts and reporting the incidents thereto. It is

likely that Mr. Fitzgerald will be reappointed patrol judge, as

his presence on the far turns has been found to have a good
moral effect upon reckless jockeys.

The East St. Louis Jockey Club's management have, it is

said, taken the most effectual method to prevent the reopening
of the Madison race track by buying sufficient stock in the
concern to control it. Should the Illinois Legislature pass a

measure limiting the number of days' racing on all tracks in

that State it is likely that Madison would be put in order and
reopened to supplement the East Side meeting. However,
the strong probability is that the track will not be used, at any
rate, this winter.—Daily Spirit.

Ajjong the large number of two-year-olds tried out by
Henry Walsh, who is handling the big Macdonough string at

San Jose, the most promising shown this far is said to be the
Darebin—Fleurette and imp. Galore—Glldelia fillies. Nine-
teen of the youngsters were given a fast quarter one morning
recently, and the slowest did the distance in 0:25-1. Walsh
has no less than thirty-one of the Macdonough two-year-olds

in his charge, and soon the weeding out progress will com-
mence, the best only being taken to the races at the East.

Goodale, the jockey who has ridden so much in the West
the past three or four years, has signed to ride for the Ramapo
Stable, the properly of a gentleman who has a stock farm in

New Jersey, where the stallions Pontiac and Runnymede hold

forth. Snedeker will train the stable, he having practically

given up his public stable, and will train no outside horses,

except with the consent of the owner of the Ramapo Stable.

That gentleman is embarking largely in racing. He has long

been identified with the turf—for twenty years nearly—and
has owned many good ones, but has never had a private train-

ing stable.

In announcing the death of Mr. Robinson, once the owner
of Neville, a famous race horse in his time, and part owner of

High Treason, who was backed to win an enormous sum in

the Derby, several English papers have stated that he was the

first gentleman to have a mount in the Derby. This is not

true, as, omitting Mr. Tom Parr as a semi-professional, a Mr.
Bartley rode Pegasus iu the Derby of 1837,won by Phosphorus,
and showed to considerable advantage. It is true, however,
thst gentlemen riders seldom dare try the Derby, there having
been not more than five aspirants since its auguration, none
of these successful.—Daily Spirit.

The string of gallopers belonging to Dr. Thomas Bowhill
will winter at Napa race track, where the young Australian,

John Porteus, will train the fiyers. Dr. Bowhill's Australian

stallion, Chesterfield, will make the season at Chester Bank
Farm, between Petaluma and Sonoma, at an extremely low

figure, considering his royal breeding. This stallion, who was

a grand race horse, is by The Marquis (winner of the St. Leger
and Two Thousand Guineas), son of the wonderful Stockwell,

dam Lamotna, by Fireworks. Read the advertisement in

another portion of this journal and book your thoroughbred
mares to this grandson of Stockwell.

Charles Kerr's recent purchase, imp. Reggy, by Hermit
—Nyl Qau, by Musjid, is being much sought after by owners

of thoroughbred mares, and the following had been booked to

the horse up to last Wednesday: Everglade, by [roqaoU;
imp. Gertrude, by Somnus ; imp. Kunie ; Ida < rlenn, by < Hen-

elm ; Nancy Knight, by Georgetown; Ursula, by Duke of

Montrose; Dairy Maid, by Shannon: Marin, by imp. Kyrle

Daly; Julia P., by Wheally; Mystery, by Three Cheers;

Phoebe Ann, by imp. Friar Tuck; Lurline, by Longfield

—

Katy Pease; Arathusa, by Joe Hooker; Talluda, by En-
quirer, and Harriet, by Flood. In this list are some of the

most promising matrons in this great " h use" State,

G. L. Rich AUi'suN, trainer of Democrat, ha- purchased of

Peter Weber the brown horse Carter B., six years, by Duke
of Kent (son of imp. Bonnie Scotland and Fannie Barrow, by

imp. Albion), dam Bellona, by Jnck Malone ;
second dam

Leapetta, by Joe Btoner; third dam Emmeline, by imp.

Yorkshire. Consideration, $11(10. tarter B i- ;< fairish Porl

of race hor e, a good looker, and his breeding i- BtOUl a- well

as fashionable. Duke of Kent, hi-- sin, waaagood QOrse DO

the turf and his dam was not only a fine performer but pro-

duced Liza Davis (dam of Big Medicine and General Hard-

ing), Bonnie Carrie, Itontire and Tecutmeh, good perform-

1m v. Hai.i.mu has, brother to St. Blaise and Candh I

Hermit out of Fusee, by Marsyas, ie one of the recent addi-
tions to the Rancho del Paso stud. This horse arrived a!

Sacramento on New Year's night. We are told that he
is :i rather small horse that show- no end of "quality." Hal-
lowmas is the champion equine traveler, having been imported
to England to South Africa, then bach to the laud •>( bis
nativity, thence to New York, and now clear across the con-
tinent to Sacramento. This beats Ormonde's traveling record
all hollow.

MOLLIE Walton, by imp. Mortemer, foaled a line bav
tilly last Saturday at Romcho del Paso by the famout
Musket, imp. Maxim. This is the lirst of the get of Maxim
to make an appearance in America, and the career of the
youngster will be watched with interest. Maxim i> expected
to prove one of the greatest sires on earth, as he is bred right,
was a magniticent performer and is a grand individual. Mollie
Walton "as ;1 -.,nd performer on the turf, and i- a half-sister
to the mighty Hindoo, being out of Florence, by Lexington,
grandam imp. Weatherwtlch (dam of Fonso, winner of the
Kentucky Derby), by Weatherbit, etc.

The Owens Bros' horses, which have been extensively cam-
paigned during the last season of racing, have been sent to the
ranch in Fresno county for the winter. The string <- m>i>t-
of Captain Al, Mero, Gold Duat, Royal Flush, San Jacinto,
Moonllower, Dick O'Malley, Two Cheers, Pulaski and I

Intruder. Pulaski is by Captain AI out of Gold Cup [the
dam of Gold Dust), by Einpiirer, and the first of the getof
the handsome brown horse. Lady Intruder isby Intruder out
of Queen Emma ^thedam of Cheerful), by Woodburn. Shi
Jacinto is by Othello (a son of The Barb) from Phoebe Marks,
a.i Australian mare purchased for L. J. Rose.

Richard Crocker, who this year goes in for racing for
the first time, met with a bit of hard luck at the outset of his
career as an owner of thoroughbreds. Yorkville Belle, the
filly for which Mr. Croker paid $24,000, caught a slight cold
and since that time she hss been a very sick animal. The
nature of the disease, and indeed the fact of the illness, have
been carefully concealed from even the trainers about Ihe
track, but it has been learned finally that the roare has pneu-
monia. If this is so the chances are that Yorkville Belle may
be of little use for racing purposes next season, as her wind is

certain to be affected by such attacks, and at all events the
animal's chances of standing a severe campaign are materially
lessened. This will be a severe blow to Mr. Croker, who has
counted upon her as the star of his stable, and had no doubt
that she would be able to win a number of handicaps for him.
All these hopes are now cast to the ground unless the eflect of
the disease shall be, less in her case than those of most ani-
mals.

Matt Storn has purchased of Charles E. Miller that good
race horse Red Prince, five years old, by imp. Woodstock (son
of Sir Bevys and Stella, by Mogador), dam Oklohoma, by
Breathitt (son of Lexington and Spinola, by imp. Australian);
second dam La Bruna, by imp. Scythian (son of Orlando and
Scythia); third dam La Victime, by imp. Belshazzar (son of
Blacklock and Manuella, winner of the Oaks, by Dick
Andrews); fourth dam imp. Britannia, by Muley, dam of the
great performers Veracity, Verifier, Voucher, Vindicator,
Jericho, La Verite, Vandyke and Verona (latter dam of
Foster, that won the great four-mile race here in 1S7(J). Mr.
Storn has also purchased of J. B. Chase Hermitage, b c, 2, by
imp. Friar Tuck—Mistake, by Wildidle; second dam KatV
Pease, by Planet, etc. Hermitage beat Charmion for the
Pacific Coast Stakes at Denver in a driving rain when Mr.
Miller's filly was considered well-nigh invincible. The colt

has been ailing for some time, but is rapidly getting around
into shape, and should make a grand race horse. Considera-
tion for both animals private.

Los Angeles, by imp. Glenelg, one of the best race mares
of the past few years, on the 5th of January, at Santa Anita,

foaled a chestnut colt by Emperor of Norfolk, the great son

of Norfolk and Marion. The career of the youngster will

be watched wfth interest by all lovers of high-class race

horses in America. Los Angeles was on the turf for live

years—1S87, 1888, 1889, 1890 and 1891, and during that time
won about $130,000 in stakes and purses, which ranks with

any horse in Americau turf history. In 1**7 I, ( ,s Angeles
started twenty-onetimes as a two-year-old, and was first under
the wire eight times. In 1888 she faced the siarter twentv-MX
times, and won no less than thirteen races. In 1889 Los An-
geles landed first money seven times out of nineteen starts.

The great mare won twelve races out of twenty-six starts in

1890. In 1891 Los Angeles was, winner seven times out of

eighteen starts. It will therefore be seen that Los Angeles
won no less than forty-six races out of 110 starts—a truly

remarkable record. The sire of the new-comer at Santa

Anita Stock Farm is the celebrated Emperor of Norfolk, also

a great racehorse. In 1887 Emperor of Norfolk started

-eighteen times and landed first money iu no less than twelve

of the races. Asa three-year-old the Emperor captured nine

races out of the eleven he started in and won a small for-

tune for his owner. The latest arrival at Santa Anita should

bea record-breaker if breeding counts for anything.

Till': old Katy Pease family is a great one. surely, and ihere

is going to be a great demand for anything tracing to the

grand old four-mile mare that is spending her declining year'

at Palo Alto. Three members <•! tin- family have -larli'd ;i

!

the Bl 1 Horse meeting and covered themselves wilh no
little glory— Marigold, Centelta and Little BBperanta. The

sire of Ksperan/a, Judge MeKinsiry (by GniUtead— Kalv

Pease), met with an accident and was destroyed last fall, but

-< \ < i al of his gel will race this season. Malt Storn has tin-

black eolt Tobasco, that U exceedingly promising, while I-

F. I'allon, of llolli-ter. ha- live that arc more than likely lo

make great names for themselves on the tuii . « h

f, 2, by Judge McKinstry, dam Talluda, by Enquirer; Holly

lo'ger., I' f. -. by Judijc MeKinsiry, dam Ursula, by I Mike of

Montrnse; hnshaway, eh g, 2j bj Judge McKinstry, i

Skipawav, by Wildidle; tboie P., b m, 5, by Judge McKin-
stry, dam Lottie L. by Wildidle; Kayo del Sol. b c, I, by

Judge MoKinstry, dam r&Uuda,by Enquirer. Then hi

the black coll Hathaway, by Ironclad, dam Bkipaway, by

Wildidle; Crescenl M rch, b g, 2, by Birdcatcher, 'lam

Lottie U, by Wildidle; Sir Edward, or g, 3. bjj Birdcatcher,

dam Harriet, by PI 1, and U
catcher, dam Ursula, by Oukeol Montrose. Mr. Fallon has

offered these hor* - foi Bale, bul de pail ing »l hing

like their true valor, has al I decided to pul every 1 1 i
in

I ruining, come down U> the Spring Blood Hone mi

them and clean up a large share of the rai
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 291b to June 23d
LOUISVI LLE JOCKEY CJU B—Spring meeting. May 10 (9 days)
Ul'O.Mi JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.)—spring meeting

May 20 to Jund 24
WASHINGTON PA KK 'Chicago, III.)—summer meeting

Juue 24 (25 days)
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting. Aug. 1 to Augli
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June2

3

Entries Close.

LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meetine January 14

L.\ I'ONI A JOCKEV CLUB—Spring and Eall meetings January 14

washing ion' l

JAKK-snuimer meeting January 16

ST LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting January 16
HI" -FA I.D DRIVING PARK Feb. 1

CHICAGO DRIVING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting Feb 1

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
(HAS. DERBY -Geo. A Wiley, Danville, Cal
DUTATCS ..Clarence Day, Belmont, Cal.
GUIDE A. T. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, City
PRJNCE RED 9940 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville. Cal
RE \DV Mo.NEV Fred Foster, Hanford, Cal
SI D ROY .A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Building, Cily
s I El N WAV Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
WILDO 9637 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

TH " K n ll J H BH K IIS.

IMP. CHESTERFIELD Prof. Thos. H. Bowhlll, Lakevllle, Ca,
I M P. si IC KATES (Coach Stallion) K. O'Grady. *an Mateo, Ca;
THREE CHEERS Wm. M. Murry, Sacramento, Ca 1

The attention of our readers is called to the advertise-

ments ol the Palo Alto sale of trotting stock which is to

take place in New York, on the 24th inst. Many of our

i t [ipiminent California breeders are anxious to recruit

the breeding ranks on their farms by the addition of Elec-

tioneer blood, for this year it is, as it has been for five

years, " on top ;" therefore they cannot do better than

send on orders for some of these youngsters.

Tin- Breeder and Sportsman Futurity Stakes, the

tilth payment on which was made by the owners of colts

and li II ies named on the first, of January, will prove to

of the great events of the year. A perusal of the

names of the colts and fillies with their breeding will

show that tin- greatest and best stallions and broodmares

in California are well represented. The list contains the

names of seventy-three and the probabilities are that

thai number their arc many that will become

famous in turf annals.

The announcement in another column of this journal of

the intention of that live organization, the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association, giving a Spring

meeting at which a number of novelties will be introduced,

will meet with the approbation of every progressive

breeder in this State, as well as in the United States, for

similar organizations everywhere take a great interest

in what is being done on this Coast, and are quick to

adopt any innovation that they see has been successfully

inaugurated here.

The great reform in trotting races first spoken of in these

columns and adopted by our representative organization,

the "two in three system," has awakened a wide-spread in-

terest among the best class of horsemen in the United States

and the associations at Independence and Nashville

have adopted this rule for their meetings this year. Their

example will be followed by others and a great change

for the better will be the result. The. " power of the press''

is behind this movement, and the universal opinion dis-

seminated through the turf journals of the land, is to the

effect that the change is a good one, and will prove bene-

ficial to the breeders and spectators, as well as to the

horses. After 1893, three in five races will be entirely

abolished, for the greatest objection to it is its extreme

cruelty caused by long and tedious scoring through ten

and twelve heats, giving an opportunity for "working the

pool box," by laying up heats, hence it will not be

tolerated. Another good reason that can truthfully be urged

against it is, the public gets tired of seeing the

tedious scoring and every horseman knows what a

disastrous effect this has in popularizing it. As an es-

teemed contemporary says: " No one cares. to see a long-

drawn-out race. In fact, races of this kind will do more

to drive people away from the race meetings than any-

thing else that could be devised. One reason why the

running races in many portions of the country are so

much better attended than trotting meetings, and why as

a consequence the average running yearlings will sell for

more money than the average trotting yearlings, is that

running races are shorter, and there is consequently more

variety in the sport."

Another good reform adopted at the meeting will also

meet with the approval of horsemen, and that is, instead

of the entrance fee being ten, it shall hereafter be only five

per cent. This will enable breeders to name a much larger

number of horses in every race. It is a rule that has been

strongly advocated for some time by the members and the

financial condition of the association is now on such a

sound basis that, with good management and the liberal

patronage of the members, large fields of horses and ex-

citing races will be seen.

The great desideratum, in fact, the very life of the or-

ganization, public patronage, was not forgotten and the

query, " How shall we create a greater public interest in

our races ?" was also advanced and we believe is at last

to be solved.

The thousands that have gathered daily to witness the

running races at the Bay District Track will also at-

tend the trotting races if the same system was followed

that is of giving dashes of different lengths and plenty

of them every afternoon, having the rule of entrance,

division of the purse, with book-making on every event

similar to that now in vogue at the Blood Horse meeting.

Such a rule was adopted at the meeting and if

novelty is sought, and owners of horses desire an oppor-

tunity of entering their horses every day in the races they

will have an opportunity of doing so; the distances being

regulated according to the age of the contestants. The
programme is in the hands of three good directors and

everyone who belongs to the organization is anxiously

waiting to see what they will devise.

The Good It Has Done.

As v.' I in last week's issue, one of the'raco

meeting- bad to be given up, there being little glory or

"in in running two in cities so close together as Oakland

and San Francisco at one and thesametime. Thos. H.

Williams, President of the new California Jockey Club,

Iling-oS in attendance and interest

in racing these chilly 'lav-, bas about decided that the meet-

ing which has been in progress at Bay District track will

'lay The meeting conducted by

Henry Schwartz begins al Oakland this afternoon with a

and f hones will leave this side of

be Athens of the Pacific at once, an excellent

promised in our sister city.

The members of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-

ciation should feel encouraged by the report of their treas-

urer and secretary for the race rneetingjust ended. The
financial statement is not the only cause for gratification,

because tin.' increased public interest in the races so ably

conducted is something they have reason to be proud of

also.' The attention of every breeder, owner and trainer

of thoroughbreds has been attracted to California by the

reports of these races, our climate and resources.

The Eastern visitors who are returning to their cold

and blizzard-stricken cities and towns will never remain

as contented there as they would if they had not spent the

winter here. 1 luring the intervals of the race meetings

they have visited the green fields and paddscks in our

valley- and have seen lilt It- weanlings that compare very

favorably with their yearlings ; they have inquired about

the price of land and the costof raising horses, and in

nine cases out of ten, the answers have been so surprising

that resolutions were at once made by the visitors " to sell

everything in the East and come here to live and engage

in the business they love above all others." The good

this successful meeting bas done cannot be contemplated

by looking at the financial returns, we must look further,

and, if we are only patient, every farmer as well as every

horseman will see a market open for their young

thoroughbreds inside of three years that will prove very

remunerative. These practical students of breeding are

destined to lead the way when they come for all the old-

time Californians to follow. They have been forced by

the very demands of the times, the rigorous climate

and scarcity of agricultural resources in their Eastern

homes to be aggressive and progressive. They must boom

everything ; it is their nature, and no spirit in the world

is so infectious or becomes as wide-spread as their spirit

of rivalry, love of keen competition and desire to excel.

Another feature the Eastern people have seen and

that is for winter racing California leads all other States.

The terrible hardships inflicted upon the horses at

Brighton Beach, GutteDberg and Garfield Park, and the

storm of indignation that swept over the land in regard

to these meetings will never be forgotten.

The directors of the winter meeting will look back with

pleasure a few years hence at the great good they have

done and the " bread they have scattered upon the waters

will return after many days."

The European Market.

With the commencement of the year 1898, there is a

movement noticeable in horse-breeding circles that, if

properly attended to, will prove of inestimable value to

every horse owner in America, and that is the opening of

a market in Europe for trotting horses. The few trotters

that were sent to the continent during 1891 and 1892,

awakened the curiosity of the people " across the pond "

and the crowds at every meeting where our horses trotted

increased, instead of diminished. The interest is becom-

ing wide-spread, and from the lowly peasant in his

thatched cottage, to the nobility in their palaces, inquiries

are coming to America regarding our wonderfully fast

roadsters. The light sulkies and vehicles used, and the

proofs shown every day of their strength and rigidity, is a

revelation to them, and if the right class of horses and

goods are introduced success will crown the efforts of our

upright and conscientious breeders and manufacturers;

but if unscrupulous men take advantage of these foreigners

then the business will be ruined at its very inception

To foster this new industry and prevent such a result,

the great house of Tattersalls, of England, is about to in-

troduce the American trotter to the people of Europe in

a way that will meet with the cordial approval of Ameri-

cans, wherever they may be. W. B. Fasig, the progressive

manager of its trotting horse department, called on us this

week and stated that it was the intention of the large es-

tablishment to flood the European murket with advertising

notices of the sales of horses they are to hold here.

They will not sell anything that is not first class in

every respect, and the rights of the owners will be pro-

tected by every means in their power. With such a large

institution to protect the trotting horse interests and with

its encouragement as an agent tor both Europe and

America, ^the future looks most encouraging. Coming

as this announcement of Mr. Fasig's does, just at the be-

ginning of the greatest year in the annals of American

history, when thousands will come from abroad to view

the great Columbian exposition, the opportunities for

showing these people the many advantages the trotting

horse has over all others, must not be overlooked. The

press of America should take up this subject with earnest-

ness, and seek to impress upon the minds of all horsemen

the value of this new market for the breed of horses

which has- made America famous.

There will be one good result effected by this dis-

cussion about Stamboul and his record if the association

will take cognizance of it, and that is to abolish all time

records hereafter. It has already done more harm to the

trotting horse industry thau anything ever introduced

since the days when Lady Suffolk won her races.

The attention of horsemen is called to the advertise-

ment of the twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Buffalo

Driving Park ; an extended notice will appear next week.

A number of Eltuwood Stock Farm horses have arrived at

Bay District track, including the crackerjack Brutus two-year-

old, Sir Walter and Index. We understand Charles Boots has

purchased of John Adams, Yolo county, three half-brothers to

the record-breaking Gibson, and if so, the crack sprinters will

have to look to their laurels.
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At the Oakland Track.

While the crowds are gathering to-day at the Bay District
|

Track to witness the running of the thoroughbreds the various
j

tracks in the interior of the Slate, and especially those in

that portion called the bay counties, are the scenes of lab > of

many of our most noted trotting horsemen. Although it is in

the middle of winter the tracks are in excellent condition, in

fact they are better than they have ever been in the history of

California at this time. On offdays at the Bay District Track

many of the Eastern visitors devote their time to watching the

trotters, and at Napa, San Jose, Lodi and Oakland large gath-

erings are noticeable. As the long-promised "races " at the

Oakland track have been postponed the owners of trotters and

pacers there feel more like staying until the spring

meeting of the Breeders Association, consequently they are

taking a greater interest than ever in working their young-

sters, for if there is anything that discourages owners or

trainers of trotters, it is to be uncertain as to how long they
will remain at a track.

The lirst one noticed at the track the other morning was
that celebrated reinsman, Orrin A. Hickcock, behind a tine-

looking Dexter Prince mare belonging to Mr. Ariel Lathrop.
In his row of stalls we noticed A. B-Sprecbles* game cam-
paigning mare Hulda 2:14]. She has rilled out and grown
large since she left this State a "green 'tin" and came back a
''star." Her memorable race at Independence, August 26th]

will not be forgotten. Her opponents were Muta Wilkes,
Canary Bird, George St. Clair, Ramona, Senator A. and Belle

Gassatt. She had to fight for every inch of each mile and
with such a held of fast ones there was hardly '' time for the
drivers to wink." She won the heat and the race in 2:14$,

2:17* and 2:15 with Mnta Wilkes at her throat-latch at the

end of each mile, and the rest close up. Mr. Spreckles has
reason to be proud of her. We look for her to make the
"queen of the turf" hustle to beat her this fall. Although
she is but four years old she has had a colt, and all horsemen
know that it takes some little time for a mare to get strong

after weaning a youngster; Hulda did remarkably well, how-
eve, but this fall she will do better. Her last quarter in the last

mile of every race she participated in, was always the fastest.

In an adjoining stall was the handsome bark bay mare An-
gelina, by Wilkes Boy 3303, dam Molly (dam of Gladiator Jr.,

2:27 i), by Kentucky C av 19-4; grandam Flaxy, by Edwin
Forrest 49. Angelina will be a "hummer on the circuit" this

fall. Azote, 2:14, has been sent to Palo Alto. He was one of

the "surprises" that Mr. Hiekok introduced to the Eastern
turfites last summer.
Geo. L. Swan has the big brown stallion Chandelier, bv

Jas. Madison, 2:17:}, in an adjoining stall. Chandileer is out
of Betsy Trotwood, by Abbotsford; second dam Alpha
Medium, by Happy Medium.
M. Mclvenzie has his string of trotters and pacers looking

exceedingly well, all of them appear as if the brush was not
spared nor their feed kept away. The fi * st horse looked
at was the grand-looking son of Anteeo, 2:16}-, James Madi-
son, 2:17$. He is looking stronger and better than when he
left this State last February. We understand that his book
was tilled and that he was bred to some of the finest mares in

Kentucky. James Madison is a racehorse, and for disposition,

color, muscular development and perfect yait he is one that at

once would command the attention and elicit the praise of all

who see bim.
Ramone, a chestnut three-year old pacing stallion, by Sid-

ney, 2:19;,', dam Silver Eye, by Abbotsford, 2:191 ; second dam
Princess, by Henry Williamson, son of Williamson's Belmont.
Ramone will get a mark of 2:20 this fall. He is one of the
finest formed and easiest moving pacers on the course.

Lookout is the name of a young dark bay mare that is bred
"in the purple." She is by Director, 2:17, dam Adina, by
Electioneer. Adina is out of Addie Lee (dam of Grace Lee,
2:291; Adair, 2:17|; Berlin, 3514 and Adalia, 2:27) by Cul-
ver's Black Hawk. Lookout is to be placed in the breeding
ranks.

Adinette, a bay mare by Richmond (he by A. W. Rich-
mond, out of Preciosa, by Crichton), out of Adina, by Elec-
tioneer 125, is also going with the rest of the mares to join Col.

H. I. Thornton's band of matrons at Bakerstield.

Miss Middleton, by Mariner, out of Woolloohara, by Mari-
bynong, is a likelv-looking yearling, and will be seen at the
Sprin^meeting of 1894.

The last one looked at belonging to Col. H. I. Thornton, was
the handsome chestnut mare Ernestine, by Bertram, out of

Kitty H., by imp. King Ernest. She is with foal to Major
Ban.

l he famous thoroughbred Geraldine, and a Utile band of
other good ones were .stabled here.

Lee Shaner has a very large string of trotters and pacers.
The lirst one looked at was Lady H., 2:18, by Sidney, out of

Sultana, by Del Sur. She has gone eighths in 14} seconds and
will be dangerous company in her class this fall.

Cricketat, by Altamont, is a nice-looking, well-formed bay
mare that can pace very fast.

Sidney Foster is a well-shaped, substantial built son of Sid-

ney, out of Del Foster, dam of Faustino (dam of Fanstino,
2:14

j ; Fausta, yearling, L':22
t

:

\ by A. W. Richmond 1G87;
second dam by I ieo. M- Patchen Jr. 31. This horse is shaped
like Cupid, 2:18, and is a Simon-pure trotter. He is only five

years old, and will be trained for the fall races, [f anyone
doubts the breeding-ori qualities of the Sidneys, a look at the
collection here will be most convincing proof that Sidney's sons

will be greater sires than those by any other ( alifornia sire.

Sidmoor, or as he is generally known, Jack Dempsey, is a
small, well-knit stallion out of a mare by the Grand Moor,
and has paced miles in 2:24 as a two-year-old this year;
he will appear in the races this fall. As a sire, Sidmoor is

entitled to more thnn passing notice. Two of his daughters
in Mr. Shaner's string are faster than any yearlings ever
seen on the Petaluma track. Gne is called the Marchion-
ess ; she is out of a mare by Dawn, 2:18}, and after showing
her ability to trot quarters as a nine-mont.is-old wonder in

thirty-five seconds, was void for $1,300. The other is out of a
mare by Billy Hayward.
The haudsome bay stallion Carbon, by Stanford, darn

Kate Dudley, by Tom Dudley, is being put in readiness for

the races this fall. He is a well-formed horse, and as a four-

year-old trotted in 2:22, but was injured and thrown out of

training. He appears to have recovered, and if he stands up
to his work will get a low mark.

There is a tall, rangy looking colt in Mr. Shaner'- siring

called Treasurer; he is by Frasier's Sccrelary, out of a mare
by Anteeo, 2:16

J , second dam by Speculation. Treasurer's

name appears among the entries in the BrEEDEB ami
Sfoimsman Futurity Siake.

There are nineteen in Mr. Shaner's string, and all of them
are looking and doing well.

Jack Groom has a green trotter that is ;is perfect in con-
formation as a trotter Can lie. lie has an intelligent head,

fine thoroughbred neck, strong shoulders and heavy quarters
;

bis back is short and over the coupling he is immense; his

arms anil gaskins are large, elbows and ^lille standing nut

clear from his well-shaped bodv, joints and feet are perfect]

and looking at him from any point a critical judge would at

once pronounce him the biggest little horse he ever saw. lie

is called C. C, and is by Brown Jug, out of a fast mare by
Billy Blossom. He is owned by Chas. Chase, the live stock

auctioneer. How fast C. (
'. can trot will be demonstrated this

fall. He looks as if he was good fora very low record in the

sixtli heat of a hard-fought race.

The Guy Wilkes bay stallion Easter W. is also taken care

of by Mr. Groom, and will lie prepared for the races this year.

HOOF-BEATS.

TALKING about old hor-e- raring, Stoneman is d.>ing very
well for a twelve-year-old.

The Palo Alto Sale.

The sale of sixty-live head of Palo Alto trolling stock,

which is to take place Tuesday and Wednesday, January 21th

and 25th at the American Institute building, New York, is

one that appeals directly to our California breeders. The

scarcity of Electioneers daughters on our stock farms is no-

ticeable ; in fact, the great dearth* of his granddaughters is

something that all Eastern observant horsemen have noticed
;

true, there are a few mares by sons of Electioneer, but the

number out of daughters by the Hero of the Lone Pine is

very limited. This sale, advertised on another page, seems to

be studded with youngsters, fillies and colts, out of daughters

and granddaughters of Electioneer, and therefore this great

consignment has more than usual interest for the California

breeders.

Two sons of Electioneer are in it, and 6ve of his

daughters in foal to such magnificently-formed and well bred

stallions as Truman, 2:12, Wild Boy (sire of Douchka, 2:24)

and Bernal. 2:17. These mares are grand looking undeveloped

young mares that have been selected on account of their lit-

ness to become dams of trotters ; they are level headed and

show great trotting action. Their produce cannot help being

fast.

Then there are nine yearlings by Piedmont, 2:17',, out of

mares by Electioneer and Gen. Benton that will make names
for themselves on the track and in trie harem. As predicted

in these columns last January, this great Piedmont-Electioneer

cross would prove tobe a most excellent one from which good-

sized, heavy-limbed, pure-gaited and fast trotters would re-

sult and the records of 1SU2 will show that the prediction

was a correct one.

Gen. Benton, the sire that has become famous through the

performances of his sons and daughters, is well represented in

this sale, and the remarks made regarding the lack of Elec-

tioneers sons and daughters on our breeding farms, also apply

to this great sire. His daughters in this sale are in foal to the

best sons of Electioneer. As many predict that many of

these sons will surpass theirsire in having their progeny enter

the list, because the blood of Electioneer in them has been re-

inforced by " warmer blood," there is no reason why many of

these large, stylish, easy going Benton broodmares may not

become dams of Sunols, Trumans and Bernals.

There is another great stallion, well known to all Califor-

nians, that is well represented in this sale—Nephew. His
sons and daughters were famous for their pure trotting action,

soundness and gameness. The little collection in this sale

traces in blood-lines to the equine stars of Menlo, and the

value of the Nephews as a family is appreciated by every

horseman fortunate enough to have a representative either

near or remote.

There are colts and fillies by Azmoor, 2:20-' (one of the best

forme 1 and gamest trotter^ in America): Electricity, the big

brown stallion that got a record of 2:17ij last year and will

lower it to 2:12 this fall ; he is out of the great mare Mid-

night (dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Noontide, 2:20',, and .Beau-

mont, sire of Rocknight, 2:291), by Pilot Jr. 12, etc. Whips,

2:27j (sire of Azote, 2:14), is well represented, and whoever
gets one of his colts and fillies will pride himself on having

something to be proud of, also. Sport. 2:22
',, Wildnut and

others appear as sires of the youngsters to be sold.

The broodmares that will have representatives in this sale

are the best in America. A persual of their names will show
this: Clarabel, a great broodmare; Wildllower, 2:21, a great

broodmare; Susie, 2:20', a great broodmare; Sprite, a great

broodmare; Lizzie Whips, a great broodmare: Lady Ellen,

2:29}, a great broodmare; Nettie Benton, a great broodmare
;

Norma. 2:331, a great broodmare; Lady Morgan, a great

broodmare ;
Miss Knox, a great broodmare.

The dams of trotters are also noticeable, for instance : May-
bell, dam Marana, 2:24$; Glencora, dam of Lot Slocum, 2:171;

Orphan < rirl, dam of ' >rphina (3), 2:19 ; Flower Girl, dam of

Newllower (3), 2:25$ ; Bonnie, 2:25, dam of Bonnibel [2),

2:241
I
lema, dam of Vedo, 2:26\ ; Odette, dam of The Seer,

2.19A; Abbess, dam Of Abetto (p), 2:28}, and Victoria, dam of

Wo, "2:26

The ones with records and those that are closely related to

trotters that are safe inside (he charmed circle are also to be

sold namely : Wavelet, record 2:28; Emaline, record 2 271;

Madelaine, sister toAzmoorj 2:20}; GazeKe, dam of Fowler

Boy, 2:29}, grandam of Antella (2), 2:264; Bentoneer, 2:28}

;

Florinne, by Woodnut, 2:26$, dam Flower Girl; Eliza Dolph,

dam of Aldeana, 2:15| ; McCa, by Almont, dam Dolly, dam
of Director, 2:17 : Czarina, 2:21 ; Thorndale, 2:22} ; Onward,
2:2'.',.

This is the beat collection of individuals ever shipped to

the Easjl and a- i h<- direct progeny of Electioneer, Benton,

Nephew and Piedmont will be getting scarcer every pear,

owners of stock farms here should lose no time in Becuring

a few y>ung--iers endowed with this great heritage now,

Time is precious and ihe non-progressive stock farm owner

will he regretting his lack of forethought in securing

stock when he had the opportunity. There are a Dumber of

geldings to be sold thai are closely related to the youngsters in

me consignment: they will all be seen on the race

tracks in the East inside of :i year, for they are trotters that

have shown great promise v. ith very little handling. We ad-

vi ., our readers to carefully read Mi'' advertisement, mnke a

selection, and if they cannot attend the Bale -end on a -

-inn (., purchase, is opportunity to secure Buch really good

on s may never occur again, and the wide-awake breeder who
is looking for rjnick return* in the future for his investments

cannot atlbrd to let this sale pass.

No entries will be received from Jockey C. Burlingame in

future by either the Blood llor^e Association or California
Jockey Club.

It is generally understood among horsemen that Samue
Gamble, formerly superintendent of the Hobarl Stock Farm.
will return to ihe Pacific Slope before many months.

^
King Thomas ihe M0,OOO brother to King Fox and Ban

Fox), together with Dr. Boss and Del Mar, will soon be sent

down from Sacramento to race at Bay District track.

II. I
. JUDSON, owner of VVildidle Stock Farm, under the

will of his late uncle, the prominent capitalist, comes in for

One-fourth of an estate valued at over one million dollars.

The handsome young Btallion King Orry, 2:23V, is offered

for sale. His record is no mark of his speed
; he is sound

and kind, perfect in conformation and will prove valuable in

the stud or on the track.

MESSas. KlLLIP & Co., the well-known auctioneers, adver-
tised a number of extra line draught stallions, to be sold in

this city Tu -sday, January 31st. They are all hue looking.

An extended notice of them will be given in our next issue.

B. C. Holly brought a number of his horses back to Bay
District to race last Thursday, having got over his buffiness at

the handicapper to some extent. The Klosden turfman has

changed his colors from the all green to a peacock blue with
gold star on jacket.

Horsemen should not forget that the sixth payment of $15
to the Golden Gate Futurity Burse of 1893 will be due and
payable at the ollice of the Secretary, J. 1. Dimond, 306
Market street, San Francisco, January 15, lSiKJ. See adver-

tisement in another column.

Queen of the West is a mare that should be secured by
some trainer. She is a green mare with the speed of the

whirlwind. Her owner has been sick for two years, conse-

quently the mare has been turned out all this time. She is

just light to start in with. She will be sold very reasonable.

California horses will cut quite a tigi re in the racing a

the East during the season of lsy3. WUdwood is eutered in a

number of the big handicaps, and will undoubtedly, barring

sickness or accidents, make himself famous
; Santa Anna

and Santiago, in the Baldwin string, will also go some, as

wifl also Marigold, Topgallant and Centella the Storn

stable, and Racine, in the Williams string, while

Pescador, Misty Morn, Democrat, Homer, Be»ie W.,

Motto, Almont, Jennie K. and Fairy, among the older horses,

are more than handy animals. Among the three-year-old

stake horses that will be " thar or tharabouls " at the liuish

are Bictou, Chacm, Cadmus, Fidelia, Hermitage, Lady Bess,

Monowai, Dare, Mood Gate, Charmion, Castro, Don Fulano
and ihe Darebin-lris filly. On our list of promising two year-

olds are Yo El Key, Thornhiil, l'rince. sifter to Tournament,
Last Chance, Bordeaux, Easter Lass, Molly Rogers. Belaui-

pago, Wandering Nun, Darebin-1* leurelte tilly, imp. Galore

—

Ulidelia HUy, and one of Boots' Brutus youngsters.

The other day Monroe Salisbury, in his quest after another

Flving Jib, met an enthusiastic owner oi a pacer in Lorenzo,

and, after exchanging greetings, was astonished to hear (he

gentleman say: "Mr. Salisbury, I've a pacer that can beat

Director Flying Jit; he's the fastest one on earth!" Mr.
Salisbury being a little hard of hearing, placed his hand to his

ear, and loudly asked; '' Eh, what's that you say '.'" " I say

I've a green pacer that can get away with Direct 01

Flying Jib; they 'wont be in it' with him in a

replied the owner. Mr. Salisbury plunged his hand

into his pocket, drew out a handful of golden eagles,

laid them on the desk and then covered them with

a handful more and said: "I'll bet you all these and a

thousand on top of them to a dollar-piece that I've a yearling

now that can beat your green pacer a mile, and 1 have never

seen your horse." The boa-ster was so much astonished he felt

that he must have been mistaken either in bis shlewheeler or

Mr. Salisbury, and could not muster up COUrag to reply to

the challenge. On inquiry after tbis "astonishing" interview

we learned that the pacer was by Director, 2:17, out of Lily

Stanley, 2:17'., by Whippleton, and she belongs to Hon.
Frank" Coombs, Minister to Japan.

THERE is a story in connection with the old mare Almi
Mater, bought by Mr. Pierce for $4,200. She is twenty years

old now, and ihe fact that many believed her barren explains

why she did not bring mure than $ 1,200, As a matter of fact,

she l"-t her foal by Stamboul about three weeks ago, and

Superintendent Samuel Gamble, who had charge of the late

Mr. Hobarl's horses, determined i" buy her on speculation

himself, knowing that ahe would breed for another year or

two. He guarded his secret closely, and one day in the begin-

ning of last week asked Mike I'.owerman whether hi

to Wilton, 2:19}, the great boo of George Wilkes,

owned bv the 1 lor, t tman BrOS., in case he bought her

i Mil,.', "and Whal i- more, she won' I tost yoi i a dol-

lar, and that's something I never did before." Mr. Pierce

overheard the remark, and came to Mr. Gamble before the

mare was offered ami a-ked to be permitted to bin bei "i,

shares for Mr. Gamble, CapL liriiliths and himself. Mr.

Gamble agreed to this, and Mr. Pierce did the biddti

wanted t" Btop once, but i tamble aaid to bo ahead, n d

ward lolil bim how the coll h:i-
I ec VOU at the

hotel ami settle with you," said Mr. < -amble to Pierce '"11111,"

said I lamble. who i<.|.| the Btorv subsequently, "when I went

there whal do you think be said'.' Why, just this:

in one-third on the mare; yon .ant pay us ooi

be mare and her produce, if she has any, a- you see

lit. and re u own one third of Alma Mater and any

foals -lie may have.1 " Mr. Gamble thus ton ml himself a few

thousand dollars richer than he bad su|

n u congratulate himself upon the
|

of such

good friends. Gamble is a and owned ihe

By, .-old for $10,000, in partnership with Mi
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Our Tennessee Letter.

: correspondence ofibe Brebdeb and Spoksthan]

Nashtille, Tens.,.Jan. 6—There will be no racing at

West Side Park in 1893. Nor will there be at any time here-

after. A few short weeks from now and the sound of the

jumpers' living I is will cease to be heard on the famous old

Sidetrack. All will he at Cumberland Park, and the

Weal Side will be closed, even locked. The Cumber-

Mini Park management now holds a lease of the West Side

track for two years It was made public here Tuesday that

Frank M. Shaw, the St. Paul plunger, had leased the track

and grounds for two years. This was somewhat startling

news in racing circles, as the West Side people had given it

out that they would race on the date claimed by them,

whether iberiand Park raced at the same time. It

looked as thongh there might possibly be a clash. After it was

made known that Shaw had leased the old track all kinds of

rumors were afloat, and it was said that he, too, would oppose

Cumberland Park and also that he would run a winter meet-
.. Shaw had not been the lessee of the West Sidetrack

many hours before he donned the roll of lessor and the Cum-
berland Park management as sub-lessee. The sub-leasing of

the track has not been made public as yet, not even the late

:i West Side Park being aware of the fact that the

track is now under the control of the Cumberland Park peo-

ple. Mr. Shaw, in leaving the track, accepted the Two Thou-
sand and Broodmare Slaxes oflered by that association, and
these two will be transferred to Cumberland Park. The
meeting then will commence April 29th, and will continue

nine days. The programme is undoubtedly the most liberal

everoflered in the West, and those who have seen the trotters

tly over the smooth surface at Cumberland Park well know
that it is the fastest regulation track in the world. It now
looks like a season of great racing for Nashville. The man-
agement of Cumberland Park do not do things by halves, and
they will make Nashville the best racing point in the West.
The liberality of the Association, combined with the superior

facilities for winter traiuing, will make it the best-known race
track in the West.

There is a general air of prosperity among Tennessee horse-

owners and trainers. The breeders, men who make it a busi-

ness, are all prosperous, and those who breed horses for love
have made money out of their venture. Tennessee stables did
well in 1892 and breeders had good sales. The Tennessee
tracks made money, the breeders of the State were liberal

buyers of first-class breeding material last year, and the same
men now have many good yearlings for the market of 1393.

Tennessee is in front (it cannot be doubted) in the running
horse line. Here in Middle Tennessee are the crackerjack
stallions in America, equally as famous broodmares, the best

training track in the country, all surrounded with as good
land as one ever saw. Of the money hung up in 1892 for the
runners not less than $1,000,000 was won by horses that first

saw the light of day from Tennessee soil. The year of eigh-

teen hundred and nioety-three promises to be an unusually
brilliant one for the name and fame of the old Volunteer
State, her horses and horsemen.

Plunger Chris. Smith, familiarly called "Smithy" by his
friends, was in Nashville this week to see his horses. Since
"Smithy" blossomed out as a plunger he has been the
cynosure of all eyes in the Western betting ring, and since his
hard run of luck began at Washington Park last summer be
has been the subject of many a paragraph. His run of bad
luck has been as phenomenal as was his success in the early
season. For months it has been said that he was dead broke
and had his horses mortaged. While here Smith made no
secret that he owed a Chicago man $10,000, but said he
wasn't broke by many thousands. He has eighteen head
of servicable horses at the track in John Huffman's care,

among them Yo Tambien, Maid Marian, Van Buren, Doll.
McCone and a big string of costly two-year-olds. Smith re-

fused $50,000 for Yo Tambien and Maid Marian last week,
and as all of his horses are unincumbered it doesn't strike me
that he is broke, although it has been sung in manv languages
that the plunger had as well be under ground. He said the

be borrowed does not have to be returned for five

years, should he want to keep it so long. His horses are
wintering well, and there will be no stronger string racing in
the East next year than the " black and old gold " of Plunger

Smith.
< < lay ton, a capable lightweight, will do most of the riding

for the Smith Stable next year. He rodeearly in the summer
with great sncoeas/and he was, in the eyes of the public, just
as was " Pike" Barnes a few years ago. Although his work
in the saddle was good throughout the season, it was hardly
up to his work up to the Latonia spring meeting, which can
be accounted for by his not being so fortunate in getting
mounts that were in winning form. C. Clayton is a bright
colored boy, and there are not many boys that can ''do" HO
poandsthatcan finish with him. Charley Thorpe, the stable's
main jock, last season will wear the "stars and stripes" of the

'he coming season. He is wintering here and
i think will join his stable at Memphis. His connection with

'..iv
i

(ant enough, but I am inclined to

eflhat had not Thorpe been asked to stand down for
I IrittoD to ride Yo Tambien in the Garfield Derby that

i have worn theaame colore in 1898. Thorpe is

jockey in the West. Williams, Overton and Britton,
three ebony-colored boya who have been closely allied for

I

,
have many friends, and are at the top, but

Thorpe baa the beat Beal and hands of them all. lie can get
rage bone with his heels and hands than

can either one ol the others with as many " bats " as they
could carry.

K. K. Aleock, the well-known Eastern trainer, will proba-
bly open a public stable here this winter. Aleock trained for
the late ' leorge Lorillard when that gentleman had a aaccess-

;ii-o trained for William Hendrie, the
Ouiadian tarfman, with greal Buooess, as well as a string of

tie once trained for the Dwyers. lie is a
Dative ' ind baa not forgotten the days when he
had a good String n ago.
The Hg handicap* and American Derby of next season are

alread; attracting attention, a winter book has been opened
"ii th' Aroeri Don Alonzo ami Mr Francis
equal 'V t<> 1 against each of them. It

the pencJHers had quite mi eye to bu ine in making
i Monzo iir>t chance, for, -i id he come to the post lit

;
it will he a lay down for him. lie might to make

the greatest three-year-old we have ever seen, and what is the

matter with Lamplighter for the Suburban, if he does not the

get the worst of the weights?

TROTTERS AND PACERS.

A. B. Cook, for several years trainer for the Hermitage Stud,

will train a public stable at Columbia, Tenn., this year. His

string will not be a very large one, but will comprise some

good material. Among them will be: Keflector, 2:10}; Ella

Brown, 2:11$ ; Fred S. Wilkes, 2:11| ; Turk, 2:1S; Monogram,

2:20; Complex, a sensational green pacer, and a black filly

by Guv Wilkes, whose dam, I believe, is Manette,

dam of Arion. She is owned by Smith Bros., of Birming-

ham, Ala., and was bought by them at Daly's sale in Kentucky
last August. She is the grandest looking mare I have ever

seen, and as Johnny Goldsmith said on the night she was sold,

" was born a trotter." The mare is still in Kentucky, but will

soon join Cook's string. Cook will train on the celebrated

"kite track" ($100,000 in stakes and purses) at Columbia,
buttherewill be no u Jonesing " there this year. The Her-

mitage Stud shipped away twenty-two head of trotters to-day

for the Kentucky sales. The crackerjack of the lot is a year-

ling by Bow Bells, dam by Alcantara; second dam Noontide,

2:20} ; third dam Midnight, dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10

(2:06} p), and Electricity, 2:17J. The youngsters on the farm
by Bow Bells are very promising. The Hermitage Stud peo-

ple expect to have a couple of his yearlings go into the

charmed circle this season.

Gil Curry has returned from New York, where he attended

the Hobart sale. Curry will have a big string this year,

among them some promising colts. He thinks Stamboul the

cheapest horse he has ever seen sold, and expects Doble to

drive him in 2:05 the coming season.

Secretary Russwurm is busily engaged these days in hust-

ling up entries for the Cumberland Park Trotting Staues, en-

tries to which close Feb. 1st. The programme, which appears

in this issue, is the most liberal of 1893, and as the Cumber-
land Park Association has made a great name for itself

abroad, a large list may be expected. The meeling had last

year was the best of the year, and lS93's meeting will not be

behind it. Kennesaw.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The New Year's

number of the Breeder and Sportsman was a beauty, and

elicited much favorable comment from Santa Rosa horsemen.

They realize that with such au admirable sheet published on

the Pacific Coast they have no need for any other turf journal.

Since Dave Colross left here for Cotati Rancho. Rufus

Murphy has placed his horses in the care of Mr. Hellman

the young man who had charge of the Rose Dale horses a few

months ago. Hellmin is said to be a very careful horseman.

Charlie Gimmel, who worked Captain Guy E. Grosses'

Anteeo stallions two seasons, and who took care of Anteeo
himself awhile, would like to secure an engagement from a

horseman for the season. Charlie is a good fellow, but has
been playing in hard luck recently.

G. W. Fraser has a picture of the Napa Skinner yearling
which caused a nutter of excitement by some rapid flights of
speed a few weeks ago. Fraser adheres to his old opinion that

the Skinners are sure to come to the front and stay there.

All of the horses purchased by Pierce Bros, at the Hobart
sale in New York except two have been brought to their

Santa Rosa Stock Farm. The exception is By By, the great

mare sired by Nutwood for which the price of $10,000 was
paid and Alma Mater. By By was left at Sacramento.

Pierce Bros.' horses, brought here from New York, have
had a lively wrestle with the influenza since arriving. The
trip to New York to the sale and right back again, across

plains and mountains, in the midst of cold winter weather, is

rather hazardous to any stock. The worst has been passed,

however, and it is thought the valuable animals will all pull

through nicely. Dr. Maclay, of Petaluma, was called up to

consult with Dr. Davenport a few days ago and he said the in-

fluenza was the same that prevailed at Palo Alto farm some
time ago.

Among those at the farm, bought by Pierce Bros, from New
York, we saw Nola, chestnut mare, sired by Nutwood, dam
Belle Byron, by Bowman's Clark Chief. Nola cost her new
owners $2,(300 and was stinted to Stamboul, king of stallions.

Bon Bon, 2:20 at four years old, sired by Simmons, dam Bon-
nie Wilkes, by George Wilkes, is a good one and the figures

in her case ran up to §7,500. The five-year-old mare Biscara,

by Dictator, dam Bicara by Harold, cost them $S,250 and is

one of the best animals ever brought here. She was stinted

to Stamboul.
The well-known matron Alma Mater, dam of five in the

thirty list brought §4,400. Alma Mater was sired by Mam-
brino Patchen, dam Estella by imp. Australian. This great
mare was in foal to Stamboul. She will go to Kentucky to

be bred. Carlotta Wilkes by Charley Wilkes, dam Aspasia,

by Alcantara, is another valuable one landed here. That her
owners got a bargain in Carlotta Wilkes is shown by the price,

which was $825. The fine mare Alto Vela by Palo Alto,

dam Kitty Sultan, cost Pierce Bros, rather more, but her
elegant breeding certainly makes $1,525 look rather insigni-

ficant. Just think, her sire, the dead King of stallions and
her dam by a horse that has twenty-four in the charmed circle,

but of course Alta Vela is only a two-year-old. Rachel Welch
brought $1,075, but of her breeding we were not informed the
day we were at the farm.

Besides those enumprated above, Pierce Bros, have among
the new accessions a bay yearling filly by Albert W., dam
Hilda, and a bay yearling I iy Albert W.,dam Middletown Maid.
The former brought $1,400, while the lattter went under the
hammer lor Sl.I'.Hi. The yearling stallion L.W.Russell,
sired by Stambopl, 'lam Ky-Uy, by Nutwood, came to them to
the tune of $1,100, and will he one of the greatest attractions
"ii their farm.

I >. A. Foster, the proprietor of the Magnolia livery Sta-
ble, has norm- very good horses at his barns. His yearling
trotter, sired by Bell L., a son of Anteeo, dam Kentucky Pet,
is ;i promising youngster, and, though a little rough looking,
will make a valuable horse someday. Mr. Foster's two-year-
old, a grandson of Electioneer, is a large, strongly built fel-

low, and goes off at a lively gait, considering the "training he
has had.

Foster's horses are not the only ones in the Magnolia barn,
however. A promising young horse, BeechWOOd by name,
sired by Hawthorne, dam a Nutwood mare, is a Btyliahly
built young stallion, ami Ik- shows considerable speed. Then

there is R. H. Gifts' handsome black stallion, Black Hawk, a
sire of some local reputation, through whose vein flows a
smart sprinkling of Morgan blood.

There is some talk of reviving horse racing here this year,

but the question has become a bewhiskered chestnut that cre-

ates no excrement. Our horsemen have no faculty for pull-

ing together. They are all good fellows, but, somehow, they
have a decided penchant for each paddling bis own canoe.

That may be the best. Many think otherwise. Pdblius.
Santa Rosa, January 9, 1S93.

Notes From Salem.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeoek and Sportsman.!

The second annual exhibition of the Oregon State Poultry

and Pet Stock Association was held at Salem last week and

concluded Saturday night, after a very successful three days'

session. Choice fowls from breeding pens all over this section

of the coast were present, as were also numberless coops of

pigeons and pet stock of all kinds. Perhaps the finest display
was that of C. D. Nairn, of Balston, who was present with his

Scotch collies. Mr. Nairn is the pioneer breeder of this sec-

tion, and among his dogs are some of the finest on the coast.

The legislature is now in session, and an effort will be made
to secure an appropriation of perhaps $20,000, to be used in
changing the present State race track at Salem into one of
regulation shape, and also for. the erection of new grand -stands,

judges' stands, etc. There is no doubt but the Legislature will

recognize the demands made upon it by the State Fair, and
make appropriations accordingly.

The Oregon State Breeders' and Speed Association will

meet in a few days for the purpose of arranging its July racing
programme. Last year the races were held at Salem in June,
but this year they will be during the first week of July—for

three days. The meetings at Albany and Independence will

be just before the one at Salem, which will be the closing one
of the circuit. This will be very convenient for horses that
expect to participate in the September races, for they will

not have to be removed from Salem.
Salem has a covered track. It is only a small one, but it is

proving very efficient in training colts. It was built by T. A.
Crowell, owner of Pilot Lemont, and is one-sixteenth of a
mile in length. Some very promising Pilot Lemont colts are
being speeded on it. Cabi.

Salem, Or., Jan. 10, 1893.

Chicago Racing Association Stakes.

This is World's Fair year, and Chicago is certain to have

the grandest season of racing ever known in this country. On
Tuesday, May 16, 1S93, a splendid meeting commences at

Hawthorne track, and it ends on June 23d. Owners of thor-

oughbreds in this part of the world should bear in mind the

Chicago Racing Association, which offers the following liberal

series of stake races: The Lassie Stakes, for two-vear-old

fillies, five furlongs, §1,500 added; C, B. and Q. Stakes, for

two-year-old colts and geldings, five furlongs, $1,500 added :

Hawthorne Stakes, for two-year-olds, five furlongs, $1,500
added : the Emulation Handicap, a handicap sweepstakes for

two-year-olds, §1,500 added ; Chicago Horseman Stakes, for

two-year-olds, six furlongs, $2,000 added ; the Speculation

Handicap, for three year-olds, mile and a furlong, $1,500

added; Competition Stakes, for three-year-old fillies, one mile,

$1,500 added; Chicago Stakes, for three-year-olds, mile and
three-sixteenths, $1,500 added; Chicago Derby, for three-year-

olds, mile and a quarter, $5,000 added ; Annual Stakes, all

ages, seven furlongs, $2,750 added ; Ullman Handicap, three-

year-olds and upward, mile and a quarter, $2,500 added;

Sel ling Stakes, all ages, seven furlongs, $1,500 added ; Illinois

Central Stakes, selling, for three-year-olds, mile and a six-

teenth, $1,500 added; Stock Yards Steeplechase, full course,

$1 ,000 added. The conditions in every one of these stakes are

exceedingly liberal, and it requires but a very small sum to

make an entry. Read the association's advertisement in an-

other portion of this paper and address all communications to

Harry Kuhl, secretary, P. O. Box 855, Chicago, 111.

There will be a grand auction sale of trotting stock at Napa
on or about the 1st of March. Among those who will send

consignments will be John McCord, N. Coombs, John Even,

R. G. Head, H. W. Crabb, Fred W.Loeber, E. P. Heald and
a large number of other prominent breeders of the valley. It

is understood that Fred SV. Loeber will act as auctioneer. He
ought to make an excellent one, for no one in the country un-

derstands the merits of a horse better than he, and his descrip-

tion powers cannot be surpassed.

Milo Knox, of Haywards, has a mare by Redwood, 2:27,

dam by Silvertail Hunter, he by Old Kentucky Hunter; last

year she had a bay filly by Direct, 2:05 \ ; this year she is now
in foal to Directum, 2:11. Mr. Knox also owns a full sister

with a foal by Centella (he by Antevolo, out of Centennial

Belle), besides a mare by Chisholm's Blue Bull that is one of

the fastest pacers in that part of the county.

The Cream of the Trotting "World For Ssle.

No sale has been conducted this season which comprises more gilt

edged offerings than the consignments catalogued in F. J. Berry tt

Co. 's great Chicago midwinter sale. Among the great OnwiuMs in h,

sold will be found Alward 18906, out of Marietta, the dam of Valcnur.

2:28, second dam Smyrna, the dam of Prince Edward. 2:20, and third

dam produced Minx, 2:2!)V£. Where is there for sale another young
sire with such a speed inheritance'.'- A great race mare by Onward
will be found in Lena Miller. 2:26V, out of Long Lane, dam of two m
the list. She made her record in 1S92, and is now iu foal to Pilot

Medium. A prize will be found in the young Onward stallion Notice

19256, out of Miriam, by Egbert ; second dam by Mnmbrino Chief, and
third <lam bv Clark Chief.
Another brilliant gem by Onward will be found in Asset 19270. out

of Crosette, by Egbert ; second dam Judie, by Lagow, son of Belmont,
and third dam bv Ales. Norman. A great prize by Onward is l.udy

Jennvson, out of" Orphelia M , bv Margin, sun of Almont. second dam
Rachael Russell, dam of Nellie Mason. 2:11. by Woodford Abdullah.

A superlative son of Onward will be found iu Retaliation, out of Cap-
tive, bv Blackwood, second dura bv Pilot Jr.

Agreat representative of the Electioneer family will be found in

Flirlilla, l»v Egotist, 2;22 1
,;, sire of seven iu 2:30 list, out ol Flirt- bv

Princeps ; second dam Dolce, dam of Geenborn, 2:28>£, and full sister

to Belle Dudlev. dam of live in 2:30. by Belmont
A half brother to Directum (8). 2:1 Pi. bv Director. 2:17, is offered in

Dick, out of Mocking Bird (2), 2:38, bv Priam, sir,.- of Frank Beck. 2:17,

second dam Western Girl, dam ol Honesty, 2:25, by Chieftain, a 2:80

sire.

Among the brilliant prospects catalogued will be found grandiy
bred youngsters by Norval, Judge Salisbury. Onward, Pilot Medium
St, Just, Egotist. Director, Milton. Red Wilkes, Hawthorne, and oth^r
Leading sins, out of producing and great bred dams.
The grandest lot of animals, both in breeding, individuality and

speed promise, ever catalogued in any breeding sale.

Catalogues sent only on application and will be mailed about Janu-
ary 15th, by F. J. Berrv A Co., Union Stock Yorks, Chicago.
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Eastern Sporting Gossip.

Nkw York, Jauaary 7.—The New Year's fi rat week in Gotham has

seen a variety of weather, from a frigid temperature of only nine de-

grees above to a temperature of forty degrees. Then a heavy soaking

rain which nearly drove the frost out of the ground was followed by

another drop in the mercury, and yesterday four or five inches of

suow gave residents in the upper roads some fair sleighing. It is these

sudden changes iu the temperature that make our winters on the At-

lantic Coast sotrying. One has to be prepared for them constantly,

and thus far this wiuter they have come more frequently than usual.

Late winters with us have been milder than former years have shown,
aud therefore the exigencies of the present one are a trille unex-
pected cveu by those who are used to all sorts of weather.
At Felbam Manor, a few miles above Morris Park race course, a

toboggau carnival is. I believe, going on this evening oil the grounds
of the Country Club's former hunting course. Messrs. John Frutnan.
J. M. Waterbury, E. Cliutou Potter aud oilier well-known residents of
Westchester county adjacent to Pelham Manor, are keeping open
house this week to a number of invited guests from Gotham's swell
set. Outdoor sports by dav and evening pleasures indoors are being
combined with much success, the Country Club grouuds having
echoed with mirth and jollity, followed by the evolutions of the
mazy dance after nightfall. These festivities of Gotham's society-
sport lovers representing most of the members of the Roekawayand
Meadowbrook Uuut and Country Clubs will culminate iu a grand
Huut ball at Morris Park Club-bouse Monday evening next. The
dawn 6f the New Year will be fittingly celebrated, aud mirth and
pleasure reign supreme.
The same set of people mentioned who of late years have swelled

the ranks of lovers of outdoor sports considerably, gave a Christmas
tree last week to the poor children of Gotham at Madisou Square
Garden. At considerable trouble and expense Mr. Oliver Sumuer
Frail, the originator of this kindly benevolent and exceeding credita-
ble charity, made many littiu ones happy who would otherwise have
had only a grim shadow of Christmas cheer iustead of its reality. As
it was several thousand poor lads and lasses of all ages had a feast

and preseuts to each from a gigantic tree; and Madisou Square Gar-
dun held manv happy hearts among the douors as well as the recipi-

ents of the bounty. The whole expeuse of ttie affair was only about
S6.0UU. and Oliver Teall and his wealthy co-operators iu the charitv
must have felt their hearts warm within them as they contemplated
the many poor ones made happ'y.

Indeed, outside of the presence of snow iu quantities substantial
enough for sleighing. Christmas week has, this year, beeu full of sea-

sonable outdoor pleasures, uur park and boulevard roads have been
crowded with merry road riders wrapped to the chiniu furs, while the
bridle paths iu the* park devoted to equestrians do not seem to have
been ever so well patronized, at this time of the year, as now. The
fact is that equesiriauisni is rapidlv growing in favor in Gotham, and
the large business done by Duulauds, Dickels and other riling acade-
mies in our upper wards evidences a widespread Interest iu horseback
exercise among our best classes. True, an accidgnt occasionally hap-
pens, due to carelessness or iuexperieuce, but these are very rare, and
are soon forgottonin the zest for the fascination of the saddle.
And turning from amateur sport lovers to professionals, I learn from

Secretary Whitehead, of the Saratoga Racing Association, that entries
to the Association Stakes which close this evening have been coming
in with the desired volume the last week. Included in the hundreds
of nominations already received are many new names for racing
honors at the Springs. One Western horee owuer has sent in no less

than 109 nominations to the Saratoga Stakes. California stables are
well represented and the season of 1892 at Saratoga will certainly be
up, if not superior to the standard of former years. In thesame con-
nection I uoie that G. Walbauin. of the Saratoga Racing Association,
has purchased the Saratoga Union newspaper from its former owner,
Spencer Trask. The new management will take charge of the paper
January 7th, aud coutiuue it as a Democratic daily as it always
has been.
Another sign of the times at this season of the year is the annual

turning in to the State Treasury at Albany of statements of their gate
receipts by the various State Racing Associations. Comptroller Camp-
bell at the State L'apitul yesterday, received the statement of the re-

ceipts of the Brighton Beach Racing Association for its twentv-six-day
meeting of 1892. During the period named the "gate " at Brighton^
close by the sea, amouuted to SoS.tM'J. By the terms of the Ives Pool
Bill the State imposes a tax of four percent, on all such receipts,

hence Brighton's statement was accompauied by Treasurer Batters-
by's check for ^29Ui.4S to the order of the Comptroller. The showing
is a good one for the Beach track as marking gate receipts larger than
for some yeara past.

Saratoga's gate receipts were also rendered at the same time, show-
ing a "gate " for its thirty days' meeting of some 5^1,001), on which the
usual five per cent, tax was also levied. The contrast between the
receipts at Saratoga and Brighton is quite a marked one, much iu fa-

vor of the latter. But then any one who has attended the racing at
Saratoga is aware how little patronage the local element awards the
track. Were it not for the visiting element from New York, Albany
and other cities, racing at Saratoga would languish and die of inani-
tion. The statement of the Kirkwood Driving Park has also been re-

ceived at Albany ; receipts, S3U2.iO, from which a five per cent, tax of
S155.62 was deducted. A good showing for a little known trotting
course.
Apropos of the Ives Pool Bill and its more or less well-known condi-

tions, there seems a strong probability of one effort being made at
Albany, the rule to have the limit it gets exteuded. Racing men Lave
long chafed over the short season of five mouths allowed for betting
on racing events in this State by the Ives Pool Bill, and there is a
strong indication of feeling in favor of extending that time by
sixty days at least. The appearance through the Dwyers of Richard
Crocker, the Tammany politician, in the ranks ofracing owners, looks
as if some sort of a political coalition had been made, having in view
the end named. Certainly, some of the pleasantest racing weather of

the entire year is before May 15th and after October 16th, and a iength-
ening of the New York State racing season wilt be a most popular
move to the election of A. H. Morris, son of the founder of Morris
Park race course to the Assembly representing Westchester, is also
cited as evidence that some new moves on the racing board \« ill be
seen at the State Capitoi during the coming session. The suppression
of the city pool rooms is also quoted, but I do not believe that any
move will be made in that direction. The room men are pretty
strong themselves, both financially and politically, and would spend
fortunes to checkmate any move toward their extinction. Not but
what they are the evident ulcer on the racing problem. They corrupt
the youth of uur city, add to our criminal classes, and are generally
subjects for local and legislative action. But if they are closed so are
ihe race tracks likely to be. Both carry on an illegal business, the
only difference being one of location.
From Dr. Aby's statemeutas to the promise of the young racers at

Glencoe from the property of Fred Gebhard, arouses great interest in
turf circles here. The statement last fall that Gebhard was about to
quit facing was received with regret as the young man is a most pop-
ular sportsman. Hence the report from Dr. Aby "hat the young stock
at Glencoe will probably make their mark East in 1693 arouses only
pleasant anticipations among Mr. Gebbard's many Eastern friends.
When his horses first start iu lsy.i, probably at Washington Park, Chi-
cago, t lies' will carry with them the best wishes of the entire Eastern
turf world.

I mi side of the regular winter racing in New Jersey, the doings of the
horses In winter quarters at Morrison, Monmouth Parks, Sheepshead.
Gravesend. etc., and the character of the entries to the recently closed
stakes at the big tracks, there is little to chronicle in turf circles. Many
of the principal turf magnates are absent from the city. A. F. Wal-
cott, president of the Mammoth Park Association, sailed for Europe
yesterday with his family, after the superior Court of this city bad
suited, off a claim against -him by Peter De Lacy, the poolroom pro-

prietor, [t seems thai De Lacy put La $10,000 towards toe stock of the
Chicago Elevated Railway, Of which Walcotl is one of the principal
owners, and claims that he (De Lacy] was to receive for his money a
proportion of the profits of the enterprise, Instead of only stock to the
amount lie put lu, m hence la' sues walcott for an accounting, but as
noted the Superior Court has just sustained a demurrer to De Lacy's ac-
tion, and dismissed the case, for the present at least,

Whence with a. F. Walcott in Europe, John A. Morris in New Or-
leans, and other members of the Board of Control --'altered at present,
little inapt to be done by that body In the way of referring racing
rales before March, The move already taken by tin- Hoard, however,
in the matter of corapalsory registration of all racehorses
one that will meet with naught hut commendatiorj Irom conservative
uinl right minded p'.-r-oiis. Breeders all over (he conn try baVO, some
of them, been entirely too careless and apathetic in the matter of
registering pedigrees of their horses, and Buch an important matter
cannot be too carefully looked after, compilers, I). Bruce of the
American stud Book, has had many obstacles throwa iu his way.
While endearing to collect data for bis work, and after Hie way men
.vii j hove thus hampered him. have been those who should have gone
out of their woy-if necessary to assist him. At present Col. Bruce is

the official registrar of the tt"Mrd oft !ontrol.

The character of the entries to the Suburban, Futurity, Brooklyn
Handicap, Matron Stakes, Saratoga events, and other great races of
• a n principal Jockev Clubs which closed early this week:, are already
beginning to attract a great deal of interest. The several seer* u

of the four Jockey Clubs represented, an- hard al worh sorting their
nominations, and some time next week when the malls from disUnt

points are all in, the full lists will be made public. The most interest-
ing facts however, already developed about the character of nomina-
tions to these stakes are embodied in a cablegram from England day
before yesterday. It is from Col. Thomas p. Ochiltree, who « ill man-
age this year the stable OfCol. J. N. North, the Nitrate Kim;, who will
this Springsend across the ocean a strong stable of horses from his ex-
tensive stud.

Col, Ochiltree cables that besides the entry of Colonel North's horses
for the Suburban and tag Easteruevcnts.be has secured nearlv one
hundred entries from the English breeders to the Couev Islam! Futuri-
ty Stakes of 1S95. This renewal of the stake which will be the eighth
of iis history, will, it is estimated, be worth nearly, if not quite, Sluu,-
000. At least that is the estimate of Secretary Fellowes of the Coney
Island .lor key Club based on the entries made already and expected.
When Euglish breeders are attracted towards American turf events

enough to enter into produce Stakes nearly three years ahead, it shows
the progress the turf has made on this side of the water and the atten-
tion it is attracting abroad. Col. North'scontemplated racing invasion
this Spring will be noted with great interest, as on ilssuecess or failure
will largely depend the fate of the similar ventures. Certainly it would
look as if Euglish bred horses would not have the same drawbacks of
acclimatization as those experienced by our horses that went to Eng-
land to race.

A case in point as showing that horses leaving the muggy atmos-
phere of England for the rareraud drier one of this rountrv, have a bet-
ter chance to succeed here than our horses had in England, is that of
the Curse Pontine. Bred in England and a good performer over there
in 1S83-4. Pontiae purchased by Pierre Lorillard in the latter vear. was
shipped to this country iu August or September, 1881. The next June
he won the Suburbau, and that year aud next was one of the best
racehorsesof his day. Why should not other English horses do as
well ?

As to the probable character of the entries to the Suburbau most of the
crack three year-olds of last year, uow four-vear-olds are entered and
some of the best two year-olds, uow three. The fact that a three year-
olds has never won either of our big handicaps the Brooklyn or Sub-
urban is not by any means evidence that a horse of that age will not
do so in the near future. Lamplighter last year was only beaten two
heads by Montana aud Major Dauo aud was going so much stronger
than either of his slow opponents that he would had won had the race
been a dozen strides further on. Onliamme.the Palo Alto bred grav
who ran second to Euros iu LSS7, would have won but for a bad start.
Hanover could have won in his year, but the field was so large that he
was scratched at the last moment an action that his owners, the
Dwyers. always regretted afterwards.
But with Lamplighter, St. Florian, Tammany, Locohatchee and

other great four-year-olds in this year's Suburban as well as some of
the best three-year-olds. Col. North's horse El Diablo, also entered, will
have to be as good as he is claimed to win this great race. El Diahlo
Sir Hugo, the Derby winner, and Orme this season and the English
critics consider him a high-class horse. But in Lamplighter, St.
Florian and Tammany he will meet a trio of four-year-olds if all
start the equal of almost any we have ever had. Fromthe publication
of the entries for race ante-post books will be guessed on the result in
this city, aud if past records of ante-post betting here are any criterion
there will be some lively wagering over the Suburban aud Brooklyn
Handicaps.
The arguments pro aud con over the record of Stamboul still con-

tinue to occupy the attention of the trotting world and most people
are of the opinion that accepted record or not Stamboul is a very
cheap horse for President E. H. Harriman, of the Illinois Central R.
R., his purchaser. Since Stamboul's new owner has sent him to Budd
Doble to train and handle for next season's turf campaign he has
beeu inundated with applications for the service of the horse and
there is little doubt of hisclearing a good interest on his investment
if the horse lives only two years longer. Budd Doble Is likelv to
pilot the horse to a record as fast as be has in him and the develop-
ments of Stamboul's next season on the turf will be awaited with in-
terest. Iu Stamboul, Nancy Hanks and Axtell, Doble has a trio of
great trotters that no one trainer iu the world can poiut to. Beyond
a doubt he is the master reiusman of his day.
Theatricals are boomiugiu this city just now in spite of the hard

times on the roads. Joe Grismer, who made his debut here Monday
night iu the New South, had to stand some criticism, but for all that
he made a formable impression. At the Fourteenth street theatre one
day this week I met two Califoruians well and favorably known in
in 'Frisco, Thomas Maguire, formerly of your California and Baldwin
Theatre, and his son T. J. Maguire. The younger man is J.Wesley
Roseuquest's able manager at the Fourteenth street theatre and ha's
made himself very useful to hts chief. Tom Maguire senior has not
changed much from his palmy days that I remember fifteen years. A
trifle grayer and thinner perhaps, but the eye is still bright and keen
and the tall form gives signs of years of usefulness yet.

The Gleaner.

Occident Stake.

The following have made third payment in the Occident

Stake of 1893 :

Acorn Stables on blk c Melville, by Jim Mulvenna 3581, dam Frona
Freeman, by Adventure.

Agnew Stock Farm on b c Hillsdale, by Autinous, dam Nettie Nut-
wood, by Nutwood GOO.

Williams & Morehouse on b c Montana, by Siduey 4770, dam by Com-
modore Belmont

Palo Alto Stock Farm on br f Bellbird. by Electioneer 125, dam Beau-
tiful Bills, by The Moor S70; b c Teazle, bv Electioneer 125, dam
Telie, by General Benton 1755; b c Altivo. by Electioneer 125.
dam Wiunie, by Piamt ; b f Siva, by Azmoor, dam Sonnet, by
Beutonian ; b f Rowena, by Azmoor, dam Emma Robson, by
Woodburn.

I. DeTurk on br c Major Brown, by Philosopher, dam Miss Brown, by
Brown's Voluuteer.

L. U. Shippee on s c Bythorne, by Hawthorne 10,935, dam Brown
Priam, by Priam.

Napa Stock Farm on ch c Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince 13,3(13, dam
Mollie Patchen, by Whippleton.

The following have made second "payment in the Occident
Stake of 1894.

Palo Alto Stock Farm on br c Welbeck, by Electricity, dam Lula
Wilkes, by George Wilkes ; b f Sweet Rose, by Electioneer, dam
Rosemont by Piedmont ; brc Rocket, by Electricity, dam Gertie,
by Baird's Hambletonian Prince : b c Pacheco, by Electioneer,
dam Dame Winnie, by Planet; bcMarston. by Piedmont, dam
Maiden, by Electioneer; br f Palatine, by Palo Alto, dam Elaine,
bv Messenger Duroc ; br f Marie H., by Lottery, dam Helen, by
General Benton ; b f Aria, by Bernal, dam Ashby, by General
Benton ; gr g Versac, by Sport, dam Violet, bv Electioneer

; br c
Edison, by Electricity, dam Sallie Benton, by Geneial Benton.

J. D. Carr on b f Beauty, by Gabilan, dam Lady Comstock Jr.. by
Elmo ; blk c Little Joker, by Gabilan, dam iertha.

Napa Stock Farm on b c Silverado, by Sidney 4770, dam Alida, by Ad-
miral 488.

F. L. Duncan on b c Roodee, by Signal Wilkes, dam Mignonette.
F. C. Talbot on bcTyee Wood 6812, by Mount Hood, 2:22^(12,040), dam

Sadie 2:3(5, by Reliauce.
R. Miller ou b f Freda, by George Washington, dam Belle.

It. O. Newman on b c Albert Basler. by Consolation (sou of Antevolo).
dam Addie by Diamond Denmark.

B. F Langfonl on b e Hazel Nut, by Hawthorne, dam Hazel Kirke, by
Brigadier.

Williams A: Morehouse ou cb c Silver Note, by Silver Bow 11,708, dam
Mauri Singleton, 2:2S',^. by Singleton : b e Ike SI., bv Silver Bow
11. 70s. dam Linnett. by Llnwood (son of Nutwood GOO).

A. I,. Hart on br f Almonita, by Director, dam Almonta. by Tllton Al-
mont : b f Alice Wilkes, by Easter Wilkes, dam Minnie, by Chief-
tain Jr.

The following have made first payment in the Occideut
Stake of 1895

:

Palo Alto Stock Farm names blk c Day Bell, by Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor; be Worthier, by Advertiser, dam
Waxana, by General Benton : bqGIabar.by Electricity. dam Jen-
Die Benton, by General Benton; bo Iran, by Palo Alto, dam
Elaine, by Messenger Duroc ; b c Ruslani. by Azmoor, dam Rose-
iiionl. bv Piedmont] eh f Milhra, by Advertiser, dam Mamie, bv
Eambletonian Jr.; brfNordlca. by Advertiser, dam suilie Ben-
ton, by 'iencral Benton ; b f Zulla, by Palo Alio, dam Viola, by
I ienoral Benton ; b f Emir, by Advertiser, dam Emma Robson, by
Woodburn; br f Alia, by Palo Alto, dum I.ulu Wilkes by Qeorge
Wilkes; b cOman, by Palo Alto, dam Nellie Benton, by General
Benton; b f Nava, by Advertiser, dam Wave, by Electioneer; gr
c Gerald, bv Azmoor, damSontog Mohawk, by Mohawk chief: ch
c Bblls, by Advertiser, dam Sprite, by Belmont 64; b f Erac. by
Azmoor, dum Elsie, by General Ben ion : b c Na/.ir, by Amigo, dam
Telle by General Benton ;

b r Narida, by Palo Alto, dam Lulancer.
hy Electioneer; b f (Joleonda. by Palo Alio, dam Glencorn. by
Mohawk Chief; b f rbelma. by Truman, dam Idlemay, by Elec-
tioneer ; br f i resslda. by Palo Alto, dam Clara Belle, by Abdallah
Star.

I. De Turk names blk f Hazel Turk, by Silas Skinner, 2:17 (10681), dum
Miss Brown, by Brown's Voluuteer; b f Corre Camlno, by Sltas

Skinner, 2:17. dam Maud Fowler, by Anteeo 7s«;s

E. L. Rose names b f Benieia, by George Washington L162B, dam Nancy
Rose, by Admiral.

W. H. Lumsden names br f .luanita skinner, by Silas Skinner LOGS]dum <;>']*>. hy lu-bo hij.

H. W. Crabb inn i Calon. bv ' ;raudisMino, dam Whisp.
\\. R. Overholser names tic Oakhearl. by Oakout, 2:24W dam bv an

unnamed sou of Bayswater. bv Washington,
Thos. Smith names br c Gen. Vallejo, be Woodsldta dam Daisy S by

McDonald Chief 3588.
Paulin&Cb. names bf Bessie He, by Panjabl 14,633 dum Lizzie Ber-

nard, by Mountain Boy.
George A. Stone names b "c Marcello, by Illustrious 417s, darn Tllton

Maid.
Williams a: Morehouse names b fSilver King, by Silver How II 7u-

dam Maud Singleton, im!s>.;
: i, r silver Peak, by 31lv<

11,7ns, iiinn Nellie. hvGibralrar. r.'j !

,

Oakw 1 Park Stock Farm names b c Our Jack, by Steinway, darn
Inex: brc Our Seth, by Prince i:-l. dam Nannie Smith I

cle Dan, by I thas. Derby, dam Ada F.
G. C. Fountain names blk'f Amanuensis, by Secretary i Fne-:-

by Whippleton.
Oscar Mausfcldt names b f Denzielle, by Silver Bow, 'J: hi'., dam Amy

Fay, by Anteeo, 2:16>4;.

La Siesta Ranch names b c Nelsoneer. by Eros, 2£9)£, dam 31st r, by
John Nelson 1S7

; bf Algonita, bv Fro-, j jr., dam Algonelte by
Algoua 11,548,

Roberts. Brown names blk f Demerara Eclectic, dam Debonair, by
Sultan ; blk c Select, by Secretary, .lam Elmorine, bv Elmo.

Jesse D. Carr names dk br f Lady Salinas, by Eros, dam Bertha ; ilk br
fSausal Maid by Gabilan. dam Flossie, by Carr's Mambrlno;dk
brc Zero, by Gabilan, dam Emma, by Elmo.

Wilson Chamberlain names brf Bonnie lie lie, bv Larco, dam Rena, by
Del Sur.

W. O. Bowers names b c Worth wood, bv Cornclious. dam Belle Mc.
Jas. W. Rea names b c Charles M. Chase, by Antiuous, bv El-

dam Bonnie Piedmont.
Norman Rideout names b c Dagon, by Sable Wilkes, dam Ida Belle, by

Dawn.
Ben E. Harris on ch f Sunshine, by Dawn, dam Sweetwood. by Nut-

wood 600; blk c Doctor Kelly, by Tempest, dam Frankie Eaton,
by Hambletonian 72-">.

Wm. B. Graves on ch f La Belle, bv Sidney, 2:19% dum Anna Belle.
2:27K by Dawn, 2:18%.

Ramsdell & Brandow on blk f Foxey Roderick, by Sir Roderick, dam
Fox'ey V.

Thos. Bonner on b f Abbott Rose, by Bay Rose 8914, dam Lady Wat-
tles, by Abbotsford.

George E. Gueme on b c Elec. Claynut, by Silas Skinner, dam by
Anteeo.

Napa Stock Farm on ch c by Pilot Pri ,ce, dam Maud Weeks
; ch a by

Pilot Prince, dam Nellie Young.
Sauta Rosa Stock Farm on b s by Bay Rose, dam Lassette.bv v

I
i

i ah
Wilkes 7562; rn f bv Bay Rose, dam Phaceola, bv Silver IM i

ch f by Palo Alto, dam Belle Isle, by Piedmont ; blk c. bv Wild-
nut, dam Nettie Benton, by General Benton ; b f bv Electricity,
dam Juanita, by Gen'l. Benton.

Breeder and Sportsman's Futurity Stakes.

The following is a list of all that have made the fifth pay-

ment in the Breeder and Sportsman Futurity stakes for

1893.

Santa Rosa Stock Farm—br f Directress, by Director, dam Phaceola,
by Silver Threads ; s f Mamemento, by Woodnut, dam Tricks, by
Whipple's Hambletonian.

Joshua Chadbourue—br f Gretcben, by Director, dam Mollie, by Ben
Allen.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm—br c Cibolo, by Chas. Derby, dam Addie
Ash, hy Indiauopolis.

Du Bois Bros.—ch f Mary Magdelene. by Superior, dam Magdeleua. bv
Magnet ; br c Supposition, by Superior, dam Knoxie, by Knok
Boy.

Jas. U. Hastings—b c Treasurer, by Secretary, dam Medio, by Anteeo.
A. W. Fink—iron gr colt, by Guy Wilkes, dam Jennie McCarty, by

Patchen Vernon.
A. T. Hatch—br f I Direct, by Director, dam daughter of Irvington.
J. J. Hallinan—b f Delia H., by Sidney, dam Grindelia, by Gen'l. Ben-

ton.
Acorn Stables—br f Phantom, by Stanford, dam Rose Abbott, by Ab-

botsford.

J. H. Outbwaite—b e Daghestau, by Stamboul, dam Alta Belle, by
Electioneer.

Dr. G. B. Somers—seal br f, MargaretQWorth, by Alex Button, dam
Adeline Patti, by Effingham.

M. Kemper—ch c Alwood K., by Woodnut, dam Alice B , by Ad-
miral.

F. W. Loeber—ch f Miss Washington, by Geo. Washiugtou.dam Nancy
R., by Admiral.

Wm. McCaft'erty—b f Early Rose, by McCafferty's Nutwood, dam
Maggie, by Patchen Vernon.

Gilbert Tompkins—br f Vera, by Wildnut, dam Veronica, by Al-
cona.

Wm. Meese—brc Urban, by Noonday, dam by Steinway.
Dan McCarty—br c Index, by Dexter Prince, dam Ida, by Abbotts-

ford.

Jas. W. Rea— b c Hillsdale, by Antinous, dam Nettie Nutwood, by
Nutwood.

Napa Stock Farm—ch c Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince, dam Mollie
Patten, by Whippleton ; b c Dexter Priuce Jr., by Dexter Prince.
dam Emma Nutwood, by Nutwood.

R. O. Newman—b c Horaeway, by Strathway, dam Ida May. by Gros-
venor.

J. P. Palery—b h Squire W., by Alex, Button, dam Lucy, by Her-
cules.

Wilfred Page—br f Mlalma, by Eclectic, dam Minnie Allen, by Ar-
thurton.

Palo Alto Stock Farm—br f Bell Bird, by Electioneer, dam Beautiful
Bells, by The Moor ; b c Teazle, by Electioneer, dam Til lie by Gen
Benton; b c Alliva. by Electioneer, dam Dame Win
Planet; bfBonnibel. by Azmoor. dam Bonnie, by Gen. Benton

;

b f Rowena, bv Azmoor, dam Emma Robson, by woodburn,
J. D.Smith—b f Si'dess. by Sidney, dam Addle 8 .

by Btelnway,
L. Villegia—b f Sydka, by Sidney, dam May, by John Nelson.
Wood Wattles—b c Dynamo, by Director, dam Young Miuma, by

Paul's Abdallah.
A. Weske—cb f Mayflower, bv Prince Imperial, dam Amelia, by Gray

McClellan.
Chas. W. Welby—ch f Rebecca T,, by Guy Wilkes, dain Bay View

Maid, by Gen. Benlon.
_

Payments in Stanford Stakes.

THIRIi PAYMENTS IN STANFORD STAKES

Palo Alto Stock Farm—Br f Bell Bird, bv Electioneer, -lam Beautiful
Bells, by The Moor; b e Altivo. by Electioneer, dam I'm

nle, by Plauel
i
b c Teaxte, by Electioneer, idam TilUe, I

Benton; b f siva. by A/.niour, dam Sonnet, by Bentonlau; t> f

Rowena, bv Azmoor. datn Emma Robson, by Woodburn.
Wilfred Page—B f Mialma. by EoIeCtlC, dnru Minnie Allen, by

Axtburton,
Hugh Robison—Br f Maud Fox, by Iris, .lam Miss Thomas, by A. W.

Richmond.
II. 1'. IVrkins— B f Hazel Avres, by Rysdyk Chief, dam ltaby, l.y

AUiiuiont ; li c Damp, by Iris, dam Alma, by Utslmway.
Napa Stock Form—Ch ' Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince, clam Bfollfe

patten, bv Whlnpleton.
Oakwood f'ark sioek Farm-B o Meteorite, by 3telnway, dom Lydla

Bright, bv Triumvir.
Jas. W. Rea—B c Hillsdale, by Antinous, .Jam Nettle Nutwood, by

Nutw I.

ACOTD StAbles—B f Phantom, by Stanford, dam Rose Abbott, by
Abbotts ford.

SECOND PAt HBNT IN STANFORD 9TAKES ]

Palo AltoSlock Farm— beS|^cdwrll. I.j
I

olumbiD«,
by a. \v. Richmond; bi Sweel i ;<•-<. by E ectloneer de

niont. bv Planet i be Pacheco hj Blectlom dam Dame Wlnnlo,
by Planet; br < Edison, bv Electricity, dam Sallie B i

Qen'l Benton; brc Welbeck, by Electricity, dam Lula "ilk--, by

Geo. Wilkes; be Rio ah... by Palo llto, dum EIjIc I

ton: bcMarston, by Plcdmoni dam Maiden, bj E

Marie M., by Lottery, dam Hpuji Bent
Berniit, dam Ashby, by Qen'l Benion.

unkwoo.l hirk ~u>r\, Kami li - \mpl
Bvi i Bpelakefl ; b c Warner w lley, bj Prince Red, tarn Eat:

ElecUoneer,
Ranch—b c Patcheoecr, bv Eros, dam May, by Geo. M. Pat-

ehen .<<-,: b o Rosewood, by i roe, dam Maggie E . by Nut i

K. D. Fox- ch c Happy Thougnt, bj Chancellor, dam Mogglo Dorrow,
by Baywood.

jm w Rea—b 8 Jno. D. Bran b; Inttnous, dam Alta, by Aim
in m, Bai M. i Anttnous, dam Brtlth Barnes, by H o ribtini.

Wilfred Piige— blk f Nansoolt, by Eclectic, dam Mohair, bj M
Wilkes.
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Important to Horse Owners.

The time is fast approaching when owners of well-bred and

producing raares consider what stallions to patronize next

season, while owners of well-bred sires are also considering

whether it will pay to make a bid for this patronage by ad-

vertisiog their business in the horse papers. There never was

stallion with record so low or breeding so gilt-edged that did

not become lost to the public without the aid of prioter's ink.

The kings and queens of the olden times have reigned and

faded from the minds of men ; Stamboul, Kremlin, Moquette,

Directum and Arkm wear the laurels now, but their brilliant

achievements were heralded by the press, and without printer's

ink they too will soon be lost amidst the dazzling spleudor of

new champion performers. The records that produced the ap-

plause of the multitude when the performances of the great

trotters enthused thousands of spectators at the great race

meetings, are soon forgotten when the champion leaves the

turf and retires to the stud. The fast and high-bred stallions

when tli i the hour has passed must hope to main-

tain his prestige in the achievements of his progeny. Noth-

ing is of more value to a young sire than the patronage of a

high class of mares, and this he cannot hope to get without ad-

vertising in newspapers. The memory of breeders is freshened

by a repetition of the record, pedigree and qualifications of a

Eire and hi- judgment is determined as to what horse he will

use this year by the ad he reads in the paper.

No business of modern times has made a success without

the aid of the piesa and no venture can long survive in this

day of earnest competition without judicious advertising. The

merits of sires should not be hid under a bushel but spread be-

fore the public if he expects to live among the survival of the

fittest, fcjiuall breeders may say "we cannot afford it " but

[
every day's business experience proves that nothing pays bet-

ter. How long would Palo Alto, Kalamazoo Farm, South

Elkhorn, Woodburn and other great breeding establishments

that lead the fashion be in the swim if they ignored printer's

ink. Their advertising reflects the high esteem they have of

the quality of the goods they offer to breeders and if they can-

not achieve success without the aid of the press, how can small

breeders expect to ? Another question arises here. If a man
refuses to advertise his stallion in a high-class journal the sup-

position is that he is afraid of competition and is fearful him-

self that his horse is not up to the requirements of the highest

standard of excellence. But, when the stallion takes his proper

place in the advertising columns of journals devoted to the in-

terest of breeders, no such claim can be made against him.

You may say an advertisement is a grand thing for us; so it

is, but is far grander for you. If Robert Bonner could live

without advertisements in his great newspaper, so can other

men. But how is it with the advertiser? What stallion do

you suppose the owner of a grandly bred mare would most

likely patronize, the one largely advertised, or the one not ad-

vertised at all ? Breeders are raising colts to sell and do not

care to add to the expense of the service fee a bill to adverLise

their sires in order to make sales, nor will a colt bring in the

market the price when got by an unadvertised sire that he

would if by a stallion that was boomed by the press.—Dunton's

Spirit of the Turf.

Abortion in Broodmares.

At this season of the year breeders begin to watch their

broodmares very carefully for any signs of abortion, and the

veterinary departments of the turf newspapers are flooded

with queries regarding the treatment to be given mares to

prevent abortion, and what steps to take when it becomes evi-

dent that this is going to occur. Many remedies are given, al

probably more or less efficacious, and nearly every veterinarian

has some particular treatment which he considers superior to

all others. There can be no doubt that the best method is to

use great care in the feeding and handling of the mare from
the very earliest months of pregnancy, and to increase this

care and watchfulness as she progresses. A mare cannot safely

be given track work for more than four months after breeding,
though we have known instances of mares being bred in the
spring and making a summer's campaign while carrying a

foal. After four months she should be uearly let up, only re-

ceiving work enough to afford sufficient exercise. Care should
also be used in feeding to avoid giving grain that has become

, "smutty," or in other words contains ergot, which increases

the chances of an abortion. If a mare has lost her foal regu-
larly for two or three years, and it is apprehended that she
will again abort, it is advisable to begin about four months
previous to foaling to give her twice a day, night and morning,
a half-pint of hemp-seed. Continue this until wiihin a week
of foaling. Also commence at the same time to give her one
ounce of the fluid extract of viburnum prunifolium In her
feed night and morning, continuing this for two months.

;

Many experienced stock-farm managers recommend the use
of wheat as a preventive of abortion, and advise, if a mare
begins to strain or shows any indications of comiug abortion,

to give her imTiediately a handful of whole whear, cire being
taken, of course, to have it clean and free from ergot or
" smut,"

If one mare aborts, and others who are in foal are in the
neighborhood, they should be kept carefully away from the
spot and all evidences at once removed. Carbolic acid should
be sprinkled liberally about the stall or yard and the mare
isolated from the rest for two or three days. These precau-
tions have proven very effective in preventing those epidemics
of abortion that sometimes attack large farms, where large

j

numbers of broodmares in foal are in close proximity to each
! other.

Palo Alto Trotting Stock,
BRED BY AND PROPERTY OP

Hon. LELAND STANFORD, of Menlo Park, Cal.

J±t Auction
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 24th and 25th, 1893

AT THE

American Institute Building, New York.

PETER O. KELLOGG & CO., Auctioneers.

OFFICE, 107 JOHN STREET. \E\V YORK.

The Catalogue will be ready January I9th. The horses are expected to arrive at the place of sale on or

aboul January 21st. Address all correspondence to Peter C. Kellogg& Co., 107 John Street.

The following form of advertisement was invented by us and adopted as a trade mark. Others are respectfully
requested not to imitate it—PETEK C. KELLOGG & CO.
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Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125;

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Piedmont 2:17^.

Piedmont £17M-

Piedmont 2:17!^.

1681 Piedmont 2-.\i%.

1601 Piedmont 2:17Jf-

1 2:17',.

ISO] Piedmont 2:17M.

Pledi i 2:i;v

Piedmont 2:17M.

Dam's Family.

Piedmont jit 1

,.

i Ii >i n! 2:17)4.

A7.moor,2:20Ji.

Aimimr,

Azmoor, 2:20,'j.

IT, BrtOjf.

Azmoor, 2:20V

.

Eliza Dolph (thoroughbred—dam of Aldeana 2:25), by
wildidle; 2d dam Mamie C. (dam of Azmoor 2:20V
Don Monieilb 2:23% and Eleciric King 2:30), by imp.
Hercules; 3d dam by Langford.

Dora, by thoroughbred Don \ ictor: 2d dam Irene (dam
of Ira 2:24V and Stanford 2:26'*.), by Mohawk Chief;
3d dam Laura Keene, by Kysdyk's Hambleionian 10
(40 in list).

Camilla TJrso (thoroughbred), by Lodi; 2d dam Annette
(dam of Ansel 2:20), by Lexington—crey Eagle—
Medoc—Sumpter. minted to Alban 2:24.

Tippera (thoroughbred), by Tipperary; 2d dam Mary
K., by Oliver—Sovereign—Leviathan—Kosciusko—
Sir Arcby. Stinted to Bernal 2:24.

Rivulet (thoroughbred), bj' Kivoii; 2d dam Bosio, by
imp. Eclip.-e—Mercer—American Eclipse. Siiuted
lo Truman 2:12.

Alameda (thoroughbred), by Langford; 2d dam Lady
Bell, by Belmont; 3d dam Puss, by Lance. Stinted
to Wild Buy 5394

Lady Ellis, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Lady Clay (dam
of Victor Clay 2:20'-,), by Clark's Paymaster; 3d dam
by Morse Horse 0. Stinted lo Wild Boy 5304.

Ashland, by thoroughbred Ashland; 2d dam by Collier
—Illinois Medoc Stinted to Langton 2:21 \,

.

Bonnie 2:25 (dam of Bonnibel 2:24)4, 2 years), by Gen.
Benton 1755 (18 In list); 2d dam America (dam of
Benlon 2:20*5 and Ameer 2:27. 2 years), by Kysdyk's
Hambletonian 10140 in iistj; 3d dara Fanny star, by
Seely's American Star 14.

Celia, by Falis2:23(2 in list,: 2d dam Celia (dam of Ce-
ciliati2:22, 2 years), by wen, Benton 1755 (18 in list):

3d dam thoroughbred Cuba (dam of Cubic 2:28!*.), by
imp. Australian—Lexington— Whalebone.

Flower Giri (Sister to Mnuzaiiita 2:16, 4 years, and Wild-
flower 2:21, 2 years), by Electioneer 125 (130 in list);

2d dam Mayflower 230J ., by st. ciair 16,675.
Florlnne, by Woodnut 2:l« l

2 ; 2d dam Flower Girl. See
No. 10.

lama (dam of Veda 2:26'4), by Gen. Benton 1755 (18 in
llstj; 2d ilnni Ir.-iie. !Si-e Au, 2.

Madeline (slitter- to A/moor 2:2o,V Don Montelth 2:29V
and Electric Klnc 2:30), by Electioneer 125 (130 in
list); 2d dam Mamie) I, see No. 1.

MaybeU (dam ol Manilla 2.24 ', 1, hv Electioneer 125 (130
in list); 2d dum Mayflower2:3oj 'dum ofManzanlta
2:16, 4 years, and \\ lldllower 2:21, 2 years), by Si.
Clair 16,676.

Vlma, by Benefit 6827; 2d dam Violet, by Electioneer
126 (ISO In ll&t}; 8d •lain VICtresS (dum 11I Mi.iiuirti
2:28 i, by thoroughbred Belmont.

Wlldflower 2.-21, 2 years idain ol Wlifimm.i 2:27', und
\\\t-l i;r,:.:n i.y Electioneer 126 (180 In list); 2d
dam Mayflower 2^0Jj (dam Of Man/anlla 2:16, 4
vein--, by si 1 lair I6,trj

i

Delta, by Eiccil r 120 (180 in list); 2d dum Dixie, by
thoroughbred Billy Tow nes.

Olorabel [dam of Clifton Bell 2:24] . ,, by Abdullah Star;
2d dum F/alry (Blaicr to Sweepstakes 2D8j by Ryedj k'fl
Homble . 3d dam E u Mills, by seels '-

n n-.iii atur n.
dam of 8| (,2:20)4, Egotist, 2:22) , und Spry,

by Be ii 64 ;2d dam Wuterwltcb tlnnj oi
Viking, 2:10 ,, Water , 2:19(4, Mambrlno Olfl 2:20,
.-(... in i'ii.. ( Jr. 12 18 In llst> ; 6d dam Fanny, by
KJnkcad' - 1 1 a« rence.

Aliwaga, by Oen. Benton 1706 ; 2d dam Irene. & e No. 2
aopn bj 1 len Benion 1766 18 In llsi

1
; 2d dum Prima

Douaa, by Mohawk Chief ; 3d <mm Mut.-r ucclden-
... m ofOcctdei 10

,

Mai
1
. bj 1 al 11

.

:
.; s in itot); 2d dam Monte Belle,

by Mohawk chief ; 8d dam Swun.by thoroughbred
Belmont.

Barbara Maid, by A. W. Richmond 1087(01 it) I'M
dun, Barbant, by Stevens' Bald* bid ; 3d dam ai.
duiiuii Pet, bi t>pauld log's Abdallab,

'" 'lNM.nl, J:l7',; M il.un p B ]i,,mia. h\ M,,-
tnuvk Chief; 3d dm,. Mater OocJdentia (da ri tod-
ili-nt. 2:1(1 '4

-.
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A Wild Rose
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,
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,
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Gen. Benton 1755.

Gen. Benton 1755.
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1891 Alban, 2224.
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1891 Electricity, 2:17&.

ch m 1S91

br m 11891
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Electricity, 2:17&.
EJecliiuity, 2:17^.

Whips, 2:27^.

Whips, 2:27#.

Whips, 2:27^.

Whips, 2:27#.

Wlldnut 13472.

Wildnut 13472.

Wlldnut 13472.

Wildnut 13472

Wildnut 13472.

.Nep..ew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

Nepuew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

.Nephew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

Nephew, 2:37.

isport, 2:22^.

Dam's Family.

Lottery.
Lottery.

Ansel, 2:20.

Benton Boy,2:25,^

Wild Boy 5394.

Clay, 2:26.

Clay, 2:25.

Liberty Sontag.
Liberty Soutag.

Ameriquita, by Electioneer 125 (130 in iist); 2d dam
America (dam of Benton, 2:20 1 o, Bonnie, 2:25, and
Ameer, 2rz7), by Kysdyk's Hambletonian 10 i40 in
list: 3d dam Fanny Star, by Seely's American Star
14 (4 in list). Stinted to Azmoor, 2;2oJ^.

MUhe, by Milton Medium, 2:25J^ ; 2d dam Belle (dam
of Overman, 2:19^), bv McCrackeu's Black Hawk
767. Stinted to Hugo, 2:27^.

Daisy C, by The Moor 67o ; 2d dam Grey Dale (dam of
JLongworlh, 2:19 pacingj, by .American Boy Jr.
Stinted t.) Azmoor, 2:20>£.

Mohawk Waxy, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam thorough-
bred Waxy (graudam of Sunol, 2:0SM), by Lexingion;
3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawuer's Eclipse. Stinted
to Bernal, 2: 17.

Barnes* Idol, 5:1G!4 (2 miles), by Aker's Idol 177 (5 In
list) ; 3d dam thoroushbred Ella Nortou, by The
Colonel—Leviathan—Kacitic. Stinted 10 Whips,227J£.

Lilian, by ihoroughored Lodi ; 2d dam by Billy Cheat-
ham ; 3d dam by imp. Glencoe. Stinted to Azmoor,
2:20)$.

Nellie Walker (dam ofWarlock. 2:21, and Peruvian Bit-
ters, 2.23. l

a pacing), by Thormlale, 2:22)(f (7 in list : 2d
dam Rosalind, 2:2iy, by Alexander's Abdatlah 15

(5 in list); 3d dam Burch Mare (dam of Donald 2:27),
by Parker's Krowu Pilot. Stinted to Norris, 2:22 (.1,

Lady Morgan (dam of Merriment, 2:26>£, and Marlon,
2i2B%), by Kysdyk's Hambletouiait lo (4o in listi ; 2d
dam i-anny, by Extou Eclipse, 3d dam Lady Mar-
vin, by Young Traveler.

Diana, by thoroughbred Uon Victor; 2d dam Lilly Rob-
erts, by MohawK Chief ; 3d dam by Butterheld's St.
Clair.

Lizzie Whips (thoroughbred )—dam of Whips, 2:27,'s, and
Linnet, 2:29>»), by Enquirer—Vandal—Margrave
—Cherokee.

Victoria (dam of lvo,2:26), by thoroughbred Don Victor;
2d dam Medora, by FrPd Low 65t> ; 3d dam Prussian
Maid, 2:19 pacing (dam of Prussian Boy, 2:26 }.$ pac-
ing), by signal 3327.

Lady Ellen, 2:29;* (nam of Elleneer, 2:28% , two years,
Ella, 2:29, and Helena, 2:29%, two years), by Carr's
Mambriuo 1789 (3 m list); 2d dam Ida May Jr., by
thoroughbred Owen Dale ; 3d dam by Belmont; 4th
dam Mary, by Red Buck.

Uinta (No. 32), by Gen. Benton 1755 (18 in list.

Clair, bv Arthurton 565 (5 in list;; 2d dam Ladv St. Clair,

2:20, pacing, by .--t. Clair 16675.
Su liana, by Sultan, 2tZA (27Jn list) ; 2d dam Gulnare, by

The Moor 870 (6 lu fist); 3d dam, tborougnbred
Lulu Jackson, by Jack Malone—Epsilou—Voltaire

—

Com us.

Gazelle, by Primus 255 1 3 in list) ; 2d dam Mayfly, 2:30J£
(dam ofBnniia, 2;18„'= ), by St. Clair 16675.

Cornelia, by Fred Low t»56 i2 in list); 2d dam Mater
Ucctdeutis 1,dam of Occident, 2:16^ j.

Glendale, by Messenger Duroc 106 v2i in list); 2d dam
Antoinette, by Sheppard's Kattler.

Blonue, by Gen. B-uton 1755 (18 In list); 2d dam Brunette
(Sister lo Young Kruno, 2:22 1), Kreeze, 2:24, and
Bruno, 2:29)5), by Kysdyk's Hambleionian 10; 3d
dam Kaie, by Bellaire.

Ivy, by thoroughbred Don Victor; 2d dam Idabelle (dam
of Carlisle, 2:26^ ). by Kysdyk's Hambieiuui >n Hi (40
in list); 3d dam Godt'rev Star, by seely's American
Star 14 t4 in list).

Ida, by General Kenton 1755 (18 in list) ; 2d dam Idabelle
(dam of Carlisle-, 2:26'i ) See No. 47.

Nettie Benion, by Gen. Benton 1755 (18 In list) ; 2d dam
Kellie Walker. See No. 34.

Victoria (.dam of Ivo, i;2t>). see No. 38.

Wilddower, 2:21 (dam of Wildnut, 2:27M, and Wild Bee,
2:29j. see No. 17.

Margia (No. 29), by Gen. Benton 1755 (18 in list).

Breuda, by Benton Frolic; 2d dam Kertha, by Electioneer
125 (130 in list); 3d dam American Gal, by Toronto
S'mtag 307; 4th dam Laura Keene, by Kysdyk's
Hambletonian 10.

Odette (.dam of The Seer, 2:19^), by Electioneer 125 (130
in list); 2d dam (jueeu, by \ouug cousieruation.

Miss Knox (dam ol Gulden Slli'pers, 2:30), by Knox,
2:29!^ ; 2d dam Lady Morgan (dam of 3 In llsi). see
No. 35.

Fairest, by Kentucky Prince 2479 (25 in list).

Lilly, by Electioneer 125 (130 in list).

Marlette, by Messenger Duroc 106 (21 in list).

Nadiue (dam of Amigo. 2:1634, aod Miss Naude, 2:29>i),
by thoroughbred Wildidle.

Victoria (.dam ol ivo, 2:26). &ee No. 38.

Emallne, 2:27!$ (sister lo Emma R., 2:2810. by Elec-
tioneer 125 v 130 iu list; ; 2d dam inoruughureu Emma
Robson idam of Roweua, 2:17, two years), by \\ ood-
buru—Belmont—Lance.

Sister to Irene, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Laura Keene,
by Kysdyk's Hambleiouiau 10 (40 in llsi).

Glencora (dam of Lot SloCum,2:l7^), by Mohawk Cbief.

McCa, by Altnoiit 33 (34 in list) L.2U dam Dolly (dam of
Director, 2:17. czarina, 2:21, Thormlale, 2:22;4, and
Onward, 2:25'-.,), by Mambrino Chief 11; 3d dam
Fanuv, by Bun Franklin.

Gabtlan Maid (staler 10 Lady Ellen, 2:29V), by Carr's
Mambrino 17&9 (3 lu list). See No. 39.

Wavriel. 2:28, by Piedmont, 2tl7M (12 In list); 2d dam
Wave, by Electioneer 125(130 lo list); 3d dam thor-
oughbred Waxy (grandam of Suuol, 2:08>4), by Lex-
Ingtou.

Orphan Girl (dam of Orphina, 2:19), by Piedmont, 2:17M
(12 iu list); 2d dam Lucetta, by Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian 10; 3d dam Lucy AJmack (dum of Mattie,
i:22' a i, by Toung: JECngloeer.

Susie, 2:26 'v (dum of Suisuii,2:lS'tl, and Susette, 2:23V), by
Geo. M. Patchen Jr., 2:27 (lo lu list); 2d dam sania
Clara, by thoroughbred Owen Dale; 3d dam Mary,
by Red Buck.

Martha, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Maria Pilot (dam of
Morea, 2:24)1 !, by Kelt's Mambrino Pilot 29 (8 hi list).

Sallle Hamlet, by Hamlet 160 i5 In list j ; 2d dam Sal
(dam of Coaster, 2:2614), by Canada Chief.

Glpsv, by Paul's AbdiUlah.
Cornelia (see No. 44), by Fred Low 656 (2 In list).
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The Points of a Clydesdale.

"Argus" in Londun Live-Stock Journal:

" Clydesdales have a rather long head from

ear to muzzle, this length being relieved when

viewed from the front by a very wide forehead,

the latter being full between the eyes, but not

by any means prominent. The eyes are large,

full and mostly of a pale blue color, liquid

and with little white. The ears are preferred

large in the stallion by many of the breeders

of the old school—large ears, in their opinion,

being indicative of masculine character. These

views have been to some extent modified of

late, Darnley, the founder of manv of the suc-

cessful Clydesdale families of the present time,

having had somewhat small ears. The muz-

zle is fine and the nostrils open and clean. The
neck is in mare and stallion proportionate,

and in the latter well arched. The counter is

broad and full, and the shoulders well sloped,

yet not so much as to allow the head of the

collar to get too far back over the withers. El-

bows are well thrown back, with joints clear

of the body ; forearms muscular ; knees big,

broad and well-knit, though many might b3

improved there ; cannon bones measuring 10|

inches below the knee at least, short and flat,

with a fringe of silky hair or feather flowing

from the curb of the latter several inches in

length ; a valued characteristic is to have the

hair of the quality described and carried on

the part indicated.
•' The pasterns are long and well sloped for-

ward. No good Clydesdale ever possessed

short pasterns. Many think, however, that

thin point has been developed at the expense

of other useful qualities. The Clydesdale

girths fairly round the heart and his back is

short, but in back rib he is deficient and there

is
' too much daylight under him in front of

his stifles,' dealers say. This defeat is being

obviated. The hind legs are muscular, but the

quarters are very short in many, and such

horses are said not to fill their 'breeching.'

The hocks are very clean (the points or heels

sometimes too prominent), and the hind shank

drops forward a little, this being preferred to

a perpendicular descent to the ground. The
hind less should also be feathered after the

manner of the fore legs.

"The Clydesdale is a grand, free walker,

with a long," even step. The hind legs are car-

ried with hocks close and parallel ; and width

of movement or out-twisting is condemned. In

height the Clydesdale averages 16.2. Than
other draft h rses his proportionate length is

much greater than his height, his legs being

generally very short from knee to fetlock.

Brown is the fashionable color, the darker the

shade the better. Bays are more common and

white markings are more met with than black

markings. The latter are getting more fash-

ionable, though old horse-breeders preferred

the former as indicative of superior breeding.

The temper of the Clydesdale is somewhat hot,

but he is easily broken. His constitution is

very sound, and at farm work he has been

known to live and do his duty for a full Scotch

farm lease of nineteen years. It is as a lorry

horse for street traffic that he is now most

valued."

Mbs. S. B. Wolfsklll, of Santa Monica,

had the misfortune to lose a great broodmare

about a fortnight ago. This was Yolone, a

bay mare foaled in 1868 and noted as the dam
of Jim Douglas, Heliotrope and Edelweiss,

and grandam of the noted long-distance horse

Hotspur, whose race at one and three-quarter

miles at San Francisco in the spring of 1891 is

the record (3:00}) for that distance. Yolone

was inbred to Olencoe,and therefore everything

she dropped was both speedy and stout. She

was by Norfolk, out of Mary Longstreet, by

Ashland, from Lola Montez (winner of the

first three-mile race ever run on the Pacific

Coast), by Grey Eagle. Mrs. Wolfskill has

nine descendants of old Yolone—eight fillies

and one colt. The Norfolk fillies are becom-

ing scarce.—Los Angeles Herald.

FOR oALE.
THE G-YBAR-OLD -UIWU.I. STALLIOX

King Orry 8777
RECORD 2:231-4.

SIRED BY ALCONA CLAY, 27-15, RV ALCO-
RA, 730; first dam, Pansy, by Casslos M. Clay. Jr.,

x: 'also dam of Atmonltlon, 2:24j£); 2nd dam, Lady
Vance, by Richelieu, by Mambrino Chief, 11; 3rd dam
thoroughbred.
Ki.Nti OKHY 8777, 2:23^, is perfect In conforma-

tion, of excellent disposition, remarkably Intelligent,
without blemish, sound In every particular, and Is a
splendid Individual, lie stands nearly 16 hands high;
weighs about 1100 lbs, and his record Is no mark of his
speed.
For further particulars, address

MH8. BILA6 hhlXU.it.
Napa, Cal.

FOR SALE!

AUCTION SALE
Of Standard, Registered, High-Bred

Trotting Horses & Fillies
OF THE

Bradtmoor Farm,
-OHM) COUNTY,

Pkoperty of Messrs. BENJ. F. RUSH
lira C. F. D. HASTINGS

AT

Jan. 21,
AT 1 P. M.

CAPKLLA.—Bay mare, foaled 1882, Sired by Stein-
way, 2:25V. 1st dam, Khbemcower, by Hamlet, lt>0

(son of Volunteer, 55} sire of six 2:3u troiiers. 2nd dam,
Jenny, by Star Davis, 6721. 3rd dam, bv Black Pilot,
1797. 4th dam, by Abdallah 1.

COROLLA.—Bay mare, foaled 1882. Sired by Stein-
way, 2:25 tf . r>am. Lady Winkler, by Signal, 3327, sire
of four in the list.

OL'H CAPTAIN, 19,618.—Brown stallion, foaled
1889. Sired bv Fallls, 47S1. 2:23.

BlUDI'MdUlt, 1**,6I6.—Brown stallion, foaled
1888. Sired by Fallis, 2:23. 1st dam, Ethel U„ by Sultan,
2:21: noted as being the greatest sire of extreme speed
ever sired by The Moor. 2nd dam, J nno, (dam of Como,
236V) by Pat Malloy.
HIWVOOO —Black colt, foaled 1889. Sired by Wood-

nut, 2:16^. 1st dam, Ethel H, by Sultan, 1513. 2nd dam,
Juno i.dam of Como, 226V), by Donahue's Pat Malloy.
t'HKHOLIA.— Black mare, foaled 1884. Sired bv

Fred Arnold, 11,084. son ol Nephew. 1220; dam Fanny
Fern, dam of Balkan, 2:15, and Molly Drew, 2:27.

CAPBLLA WAY.—Bav mare, foaled 1S90. Sired by
Noonday, 10,000. Dam Capella, bv Stefnway.

1 \l*fc)M,t WtlOii.—Chestnut mare, foaled 1889.
Sired by Woodnut, 5334, 2U6j£. Son of Nutwood; dam,
Capelia, by Steluway.
KHKDOMA WILKES.—Black mare, foaled 1891.

Sired by Mambrino XVilkes, 6083. 1st dam, Fredolia, by
Fred Arnold ll,uS4; second dam bv Mambrino Wilkes.
B»Y UKLIUAU, loaled 1890. Sired by Noonday

10,000 dam Juno (dam of Como. 2:26'., 1, by Pat Malloy.
B\Y (iKi.iHX'., foaled 1890. sired by Noonday

10,000, dam Corolla, bv Steinwav 1808.

H\Y tiBI.DlflitJ, foaled 1890, sired by Noonday
10,000. dam Ethel H., by sultan. 2:24, sire of Staraboul,
2:07'.., and twentv-five others in 2:30: second dam Juno
(dam of Como, 2:26^'i, by Pal Malloy.
BAY <ihl,l)ixi,. foaled 1891, sired by Bradtmoor

19,616; first dam Corolla, bv steinway 1808; second dam
Lady Winkler, by Signal 3327.

TE RMN—Cash, or e cht months' credit for approved
endorsed notes bearing seven per cent, interest.

CO. P. REEVES, Auctioneer.

COACH
DRAFT STALLIONS

At Auction
AT SALESYARD,

Cor. Van Ness Avenue and Market Street,

AT 11 A. M.

Tuesday, January 31st,
unypipiri Cleveland Bay stallion, nine years old,
nUnrBnitL, hrigbt bav. Begistered in American
Cleveland Bay stud Book:, No. 36. In English Stud
Book, 186. Sired by Emperor 387, Vol. 8, English Stud
Book ; dam also registered. Took premium at Califor-
nia State Fair, also at District Fair, Petaluma. A good
foal-getter.

I nan UnnilPr Clvde stallion, bright bay, 17 hands.
LUltU mUUUr r, s ix years old. Took premiums at
Sacramento Slate Fair and first premium and gold
medal at Santa Rosa. A line foal-getter.

RIIU I CDC French draft stallion, coal black, eight
DUnur.nL, years old. Registered in France, No. 990.

American Register, 5582, A very fine horse. Hand-
some and active.

RIIUOTT a French draft stallion, black, seven years
DUnUl I, old. Stylish horse, very active.

These animals are registered, and the certificates will
b<> given to purchasers. They will be on exhibition at
the yard previous to and during sale of broodmares of
Senator Stanford.

TCTT.LIP & CO., Auctioneers.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer ray

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am
offering for sale are the best bred and finest

individuals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

buying the entire stud will be given a very

low price. Time will be gix-en at 6 per cent.

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

THE glAXDARU-BRKI) TKOTTIXO MARK F0f Sdl& OF EXChaDge.

ROOS BROS
For Nobby, Durable Ulsters, Overcoats, Gloves,

Underwear, Neckwear, etc.

27 to 37 Kearny Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
And get a Kood price if you can find a customer that wants to buy
You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers
by advertising In the BREEDER AND 8PORT8MAN. Special Terms
made on advertiements under this heading. Write for particulars.

FOR SALE. Kentucky Jack

Some Choice Stallions.

ALCONA 730,
15 Yearn,

(Sire of Alcona Jr. 2:19, Flora Bell 2:24,

Almonition 2:24$, Clay Duke 2:29, Ver-
onica 2:29 and grandsire of Silas Skinner
2:17, Del Key 2:24}, King Orry 2:23 L

,

and Mark Medium 2:25}.)

ALCONA has five in the 2:30 list and
three producing sons and a producing
daughter, all records made in races. No
two trained by the same man.
ALCONA is also sire of Prince War-

wick, trial 2:18, sold for twelve thousand
dollars to go to Austria last spring.

ALCONEER 15,120,
41Years,

(Full brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19), by
Alcoca 730, dam Madonna, by Cassius M.
Clay Jr. 22, grandam by Joe Downing 710.

CADUCAS 10,840,
4 Years,

By Almont Medium 21874 : first dam by
Alcona 730, second dam by Almont Mam-
brino 761, third dam by Delmonico 710,
fourth dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, etc.

King Whippleton 18,658,

By Whippleton (six in 2:30 list) ; first

dam by Naubuc 504, second dam by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr. 31, third dam bv Ethan
Allen 2903.

Have also stallion colts by Dexter Prince,
Sidney, Whippleton and other noted sires.

All of the above stallions will be sold cheap.
Correspondence solicited.

FRED W. LOEBER,
Vlneland Stock Farm, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

For Sal« Cheap For Cash.

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Bred Mares
(With Foal «o Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be

registered.
ALSO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyoer All, dam Kale Fletcher, by Harry
O'FaUon. One by Kyle Daly; flrsldam by Joe Daniels;
second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. One by
Bryant XX'; flrsi dam by Joe Daniels, full sister to Lord
Breck, winner of the Australian Derby last year.
The first mare is Undine, full sister to Lisette, the

winner of 810,000 purse last fall In New York.
All these mares are for sale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my Ill-health and wish to close out all of my stock.
The standard-bred mares are all good Individuals as
well as the runners. Will Bell them together or singly

For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. 8. SARGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal.

FOR SALE.

QUEEN OF THE WEST.
Bay mare, foaled last. Sired by Re-Echo 14.439, he

by UcbO 482, out of Belle Mason (dam of Bob Miwin,
'.•:J7

, , by Belmont ( Williamson's > etc.; 1st dam , Ousts
by Ous 899, record 2:26 ',. son of BHlfoujiderr^und Jenny
tfoyes: second dam, Keta by Geo M. PMcdpd JrSJt

;

third dam, Mnllfe by .speculation 928; fourth dam. Ann-
eal by Jlamblecojiian 10, idam of Ajax, 239] : rifr.ii dam
by Buck Hawk 24. Qneen of the Weal Is ;> large, well-
firmed mure, perfectly pure-g.ilted and has trotted
Quartern in ">- seconds and halves lal: to; she is perfect-
ly sound and can be taken In band and stvan a record.
Mm i- game, level-beaded. and In condition i« bard t"

excel, -he Is' "> red Cor sale at a low figure, as Ill-health
compels Ihc1 owner to part with her. Address '£,. tnls
office.

LADY MARKHAM,
PAClltGI Hi' mil 2:17; TRIAL, 2:1(1.

By Bismarck, dam by Western. r*ound In every par-
ticular, six years old. Drives single or double. Also
her brother,

JESSE P.,
PM'KR-RKrORn, 2:36.

Can show three he»ls better than '2:20. They drive well
together, are well matched and would make a great
team, tor further particulars address

It. II. i i ' •( I I

Club stables, 400 Taylor Su, S. F.
Or Breeder and Sportuman,

I III STANDARD VMi Itl IKI61 » IU.li

IIUIITIM. 8TAI.I,IO\

ACTOR 15,351,
RUCORD 2:29 3-1.

Foaled 1887. By Prompter 2305 (sire ol Creole, 2:2n,

and I others In the list), by Blue Bull 75, dam Prarle
Bird, 2:28 J4, by Flaxtall; dam ul Actor by Sultan [aire

of Huimboul, 2:10M. etc y, second dam Kmy Hid dun
Of Inez, 2;.f'j, by Fireman : third dam IborOUghbn rj,

i
Bay horse, weight 1150 pounds: sound and ItrUab;
Studs 18 hands and can trot better than his record.

ALSO

Bay Filly AMITY,
ill. 1. 1- I 1 in. ii

Foaled 1888. By Woodnut, 2:10!^, by Nutwood, dam
i, - 1„

. ion; second dnm by UoYdsmluVi Volunteer,
etc.; has four crosses of Hamhh'l'iulan 10. Cun shmv
2:30 gait.
owners will refuse no reasonable offer for either ol

these trotters. Address
V. V.

Box 95, Auburn Cal.

I have lor sale a large, finely-formed and perfectly-
proportioned jack. Can be seen at the race track in
Petaluma. Inlormallon regarding breeding, price, etc
of owner,

DR. GEO. W. LEEK,
Cor. O'Farrell Street and Grant Avenue, s. F.

FOR SALE.

A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered,

foaled May 5.18S9; by Anteeo, 2:16;*. Is 16 hands

high, black or seal brown, and a fine looker. Has
never been trained but shows plenty of natural speed.

Has shown a mile as a three-year-old in 2:44. For par-

ticulars address

W. II. LCMSBBN.
Santi Roaa. Cal.

For Sale.

Stallion Kingwood,
The Famous Son of Sidney.
Ringwood is a dark bay; black points; 15"^ hands,

and resembles Sidney In formation more than any of
bis sous. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkahle speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19!i a* a ton r-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from bis
eneagements, and never has been put In race since.
Ringwood Is sue years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of
bis colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and ol fine disposition,
and a lady can handle or drive htm. Ringwood Is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was bv Dash-
away (tho-oughbred). he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare hrought from Canada to California. Alma Is
a noted producer ofspeed,

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better: will
show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay: a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price In one season. For further particulars,
address

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

STANDARD STALLION

FEED DEAKE 4834,
(Race Record, ;2:26|).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six In the list), he by Mes-
senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 lu the list t, lir-t dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(hire of 16 In the list.) Fred Drake 4844, 2r2tt>i,isasplon

did Individual ; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent disposition. Hut record Is

no mark of bis speed as be can trot In :20 or better with

training next season. Reason for selling Li that owner

Is engaged In other business and has not the lime to de-

vote to tin' horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

II. R. WAHXKK.
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.
I inv l/4Pi Biandard brcdtrottlnf SUy.lbnryean
LAUT IflUfl, id in May. Sir
•v pn rlnrins mare, Bind by mediator S

Mccracken's Black Hawk :>-. Tiits ally las Bi

portioned animal; benutilul bay, offbl

Very level beaded, never bavins run , ofa mile al
together, Pure-sailed, and could have bean given •

il fcao lasl tail: had bul intie work; pre i

e.inl l.V: I'-T Inl

k. v. nui'xnx.

For Sale -Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Marest

Grand Individuals!
ALSO

COL1B AND FILLIES, VI LRLINOS, TWO \M'
THli i DH

Pedigree* and full particular* can be

office or the BRKKUKRA8POR1
xix iiuah street Ban i
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SALES OF TROTTING-BRED STOCK.
Important Announcement to

Breeders of Trotting Stock in California.
Having purchased from W. R. BRASFIELD & CO., of Lexington, Ky., and from EMERY & PASIG.

of Cleveland, O., their respective sale properties together with the good will of the business of each of

those firms; and having also purchased the real estate comprising the entire block on Dearborn street,

between 16th and 17th streets, practically in the business center of the city of Chicago, and erected

thereon the most extensive and costly structure for sale purposes in America, in addition to the New
York repository which has been established for years, we feel warranted in claiming an equipment for

the business of public sales unrivalled in the World, and can offer

Superior Inducements to California Breeders for an Economical Disposal of Their Products.

The experience of the late Count Valensin in the sale of his stock and the results obtainsd at the Cleveland sale, as

compared with his results at other sales, is cited from which a comparison can be made

w© Make No Charge For Advertising or* Oataloguiug
Or other sale expenses, and our rates of commissions are as low as those of other reputable sale firms.

THE BEST AUCTIONEERING
WILL OFFICIATE

Correspondence of California

Af LEXINGTON
Jan. 30th; Feb. 4th; in

October during meeting of

Trotting Association.

NEGOTIATIONS CAN BE OPENED BY ADDRESSING

WM. EASTON, Managing Director,
Tattersall's Companies in America.

AT CHICAGO
Dec. 5th-9th; Feb. 27th;

March 4th; April 24th-

29th.

TALENT IN THIS COUNTRY
AT EACH SALE.

Breeders Specially Solicited.

AT CLEVELAND AT NEW YORK
Feb, 7ih-12th; May 15th- Dec. 20, 21, 22. SSSS-S".^?
20th; Regular Annual Spe- In January. February and

cial Speed Sale. IVUrch. SE?
dates ,0 be "mmmi

THE MANAGER OP THE TROTTING DEPARTMENT.

WM. B. FAS1G, Manager Trotting Dept.,
Tattersalls 7th Ave- and 55th St., New York.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Imperial Veterinarv Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE. SURE and RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter CrackB, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to it" merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

receipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

per dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

address aix oedebs to
IMPEBIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT 00., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

UK PAY KXPRU8B OR FRKIUHT CHARGES.
8®~ ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. "©I

J". .A.. McKerron, Agent.
Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

ABSORBINE
Will remove wlnd-putTs, c-.i^pea

'i ,'] i pin mill all puffs
itUout removing

the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not rt.-quin- Hit; horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In

yours? Price, 92 p*-r bottle.
Put up by W. P. YOUNG,

JUrlrit-n, Conn.

i i.i. nv mail ton p.00.

ALAO HUt HAI.K II

V

'•ago.
w. ll. I '1i-1ht, lirnu nv i

.Idwater, Mich,

.Ullf.T.-im.
goo.

', KaUtiuazoo, .Ml' Ij.

.1. K. Sti..-. Jacksonville, 111., Maya: "I
haven Beating Powder for

ten i

ins better for cots, nroundg
ires on man,

liorw or dog. Bportsmei
nhoulil \.< ep ii "N i

Mailed for 25c or

: ' \ RT '. O '..

I
' . 111.

ok \\fc. Uenl Purine Cout,
767 Market Street, Man Franclwo.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

Ami all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventors Tvltaont

charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. 0.

^Thls Company In managed by a combination of
thfl Urgcst and most Influential newspapers In the
T'nltcdStntca, for tliiM-xiircna purpose of protect-
ing- their mil>MTllK'ra against unscrupulous
and Incompetent Patent Agents, and ciirh paper
print Ini.'tlihinlv.'rtlBrmentvouchea for th" responal.
bUUyan l la^iiHtandlngofthcPrcBsClalma Company,

THE LINDSEY

HUMANE -:- BIT.

FORJ3ALE.
Dnported R.igii,n Carrlor Pigeons, dosoandantJi of

mlietiyen, Only a tew palm win be sold at
HOperpalr. A|»ply I,. \ n I i.ii.i \.

2102 Elm Street, Oaklnnd Cal.

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

lor testimonials from the best horsemen in America.
InrrlnuemeniH Vigorously 1'rosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-
ceipt of™ §3 00

Address ROHKRT SEARg.
Lock Box M0, Chicago, 111.

OS- Price reduced October 1st, 1892,

''Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W 1'nnnT Kearny and BumI. Street*.

SAN FRANCISCO.

PIIMP^ FOR IRRIGATION^ W i¥l * ^ AND RECLAMATION
Stc&m Engines, Horse Powers «£ Wind aiills.

Complete Pumping outfits—all sizes—for
every purpose. The latest, best
and cheapest. If you need any
thing in this line, write to

Byeon Jackson
(125 Ctk St. San Francisco.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE" AND D ST,

i\ear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elephone i486 J. R. RIPKKV. Prp.

ROUS INJECTION

u
A PERMANENT CURE I

.d from 3 to 6 dayB, of the most obstinate (

codes; guaranteed not to produce Stricture;
no sickenuuff doses ; and no inconvenience
irloes of time. Recommended by physic-
Mi b and eold by all drngsieta. J. Ferre", 1

. duccaasor to Brou), Phannaden, Paris, t
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Washington Park Club
CHICAGO, ILL,

A NNOUNCES the following Stakes, to Close Monday, January 16th, 1893,

to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1893, for which a programme
will be arranged for

TWENTY-FIVE DAYS RACING,
COMMENCING- SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1893.

"With more than $210,000:
In Added Money to
Stakes and Purees.

THE COLUMBUS HAXDICAP. 823.000.825.000.

A Swespstskes for TnreB-iear-Olds and Upward. cu^u^ v^H'ln,KsJ-uo!nip;un, 1 wiii' liV money:
the Association to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race $2n,000 to the first; 5t,000 to the second,
and $2,000 to the third horse. Weights to be announced Saturday, July 1st ; declarations to be made on or before
Monday, July lOih. Starters to be named through the entry box Friday, July 14th, and all horses so named to

be liable for the starting fee. A winner or" any race after th» announcement of weights of the value of $5,000 to

carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Saturday, July i5tb. One Mile and Three-sixteenths.

SS.OOO. THE WHEELER HANDICAP. $5,000.

A 5W86pStflK6S TOT IlirBB-lBar-UltiS and Upward, added; the second to receive $;.w and the third $250
out ot ibe stikes. Weights to be announced Monday, July 10th ; declarations to be made on or before Monday,
July 17th. Siarters to be named through the entry box Friday, July 21st, and all horses so named to be liable for
the starting fee. A winner of any race atter the announcement ot weights of the value of §1,500 to carry 5 lbs.

extra To be run Saturday, July 22d. One Mile and Quarter.

82,000. THE GREAT WESTERN HANDICAP. 82,000.

ivujoonef'ii/oe fnr All Anoo S50 pach, h. f., or onlv $10 if declared out on or before May 1st. 1893;
OnCGpalaKCd IUI Ull flgCO. added: the second to receive $500 and the third ?200 out ot the stakes.

~ $2,000
Weights

to be announced April 1st, 1893. A winner of any race after ihe publication of weights of the value of $1,500 to
carry 5 lbs. extra. One Mile and a Half.

81.500. THE OAKWOOD HAXDICAP. 81,500.

iQuioonetatoe fnr All Anoe $50 each, h.f., or onlv $10 if declared onion or before Maylst, 1S93; $1,500 added;
OncD|JMdaGd IU( All BgCa. the second to receive $300, and the tbird $100 out of the stakes. Weights to be

announced April 1st, 1893. A winner of any race after the publication of weights of the value of $1,500 to carry 5
lbs. extra. One Mile nd a Furlong.

81.500 THE BOULEVARD STAKES.

A Sweepstakes for All Ages.
$25 each, 10 forfeit; $1,500 ade'ed ; the second to receive $300 and the third $100
outof ihe stakes. A winner in 1893 of two races tocarry 51bs.; of three or more

races, 7 lbs. extia. Maidens allowed 10 lbs. One Mile.

81.500. THE MAIDEN STAKES. 81,500.

ivujoonotokoc fnr Throo Voar fllrle (foals of J890) that have not won a race previous to January 1st, 1893
onccpMaHOO IUI lllfbc leal UiUd. ^50 entrance, $15forlelt, with $1,500 added; the second to receive $300

and the third $100 out of the stakes. Maidens at the time of starting allowed 5 lbs. One .Mile and a Furious.

81,500.l.SOO. THE DEARDORX HAXDICAP.

iCu/nonefil/oe fnr Thrna Vnar fllrlo (foals of 1890), $50 each, $15 forfeit, with $1,500 added; the'second
0nccpMdHB& IUI IIIICtriDdl-UIUd. i receive $300 and the third $100 out of the stakes. Weights to be

announced by 12 m. two days Defore the day appointed for the race. Starters to be named through the entry box,
at the usual time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the startieg fee. One
Mile and a Furlong,

81.500. THE LAKE VIEW HAXDICAP. ,500

i^ufoanetabao fnr Tu/n Voar fllrle (foals of 1891), $50 each, $15 forfeit, with $i,5J0added;
OnCDfJMdMJi IUI InU ICdl UlUo. ceive $300, and the third $100 out of the stakes.

"
the second to re-

Weights to be an-
nounced by 12 m. two days before the day appointed for the race. Starters to he named through the entry box,
at the usual time of clo-ing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee.
Three-quarters of a Mile.

81,500. THE QUICKSTEP STAKES. 81,500.

iQuroanctalroe fnr Tu/n Year Mrle (foals ofi8<m 850 each, $10 forfeit: $i,500added;
OncepManCo IUI I WU 1 Bar UlUi. $300, and the third $100 out of the stakes.

; the second to receive
A winner of two races of

any value to carry 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. Half a Mile.

Please observe, that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small amount.
Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain them by applying to the Secretary, or

at the office of the Breeder and Sportsman.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to-the Secretary, Room 32, Palmer

House, Chicago.

J. E. BREWSTER. Secretary

LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB
Stakes to Close January 14.

Spring 3V£eetin§> 1893^
Nine Days, Commencing May 10.

No Forfeits—Stakes Paid in Cash.
LIBEH.AL FTT:E*-St-E3£».

The Stakes to Close on January 14, 1893, are as Follows:

THE HUR6TBOCRXE STAKES.
For two-year-old flllies. $5 to accompany the nomi-

nation; *Jo additional to start. $1000 added, ot which
8^00 to second and 8100 to third. The winner of a make
worth 81000 to carry 3 lbs extra: or two stakes of any
value, 5 lbs; of three, 7 lbs. Maidens that have never
started in a race allowed 5 lbs; those who have run and The winner of a stake of $1000 value, after publication

THE KENTUCKY HAXDICAP.
82, .100 ADDED.

For three-year-olds and upwards. 810 to accompany
the nominations, $50 additional to start. $2500 added, of
which 8-150 to second and $130 to third, fourth to save his
stake. Weights to appear llrst day ot spring meeting,

never been placed in a race, 7 pounds. Five fur-
longs.

THE ALEXAXDERISTAKKS.
For two-vear-old colts, 85 to accompany the nomina-

tion; $45 additional to start. $1000 added, of which $200
to second and $100 to third. The winner of a stake
worth 81000 to carry 3 lhs extra; of two stakes ol any
value, 5 lrm; of three, 7 pounds Maidens that have
never started In a race allowed 5 lbs' those who have
run and never been placed In a race, 7 lbs. Five fur-
Ion -'*.

THE RUXXYMEDK STAKES.
For two-year-old colts and fillies. 85 to accompany

the nomination; $15 additional to start. 81000 added, of
which $300 to Second and |100 to third. Colts and geld-
ings to carry IIS lbs; fillies, 115 lhs. The winner of a
stake worth 8000 to carry 3 lhs extra; of two '-takes of
any value, 5 lbs; of tbre>\ 7 pounds. Maidens Ibat
have never started In a race allowed G pounds; those
who have ran and never been placed In a race, 7 lbs.

Six furlonKH.

THE KENTUCKY DERBY,
(82,300 \niu-.li

of weights, to carry 4 lbs extra; of two stakes of any
value, 7 lbs. Mile and une-eighth.

THE MERCHANTS' HANDICAP.
For three-year-olds and upward. §5 to accompany

the nomination; $-15 additional to mart. 81000 added, of
which $200 to second and 8100 to third. Weights to ap-
pear two days prior to the race, winners after weights
are posted ofl race, 6 lbs extra; of two or more, 7 lbs
extra. Htarters to be named through the entry box the
evening before the race, and to be liable for the starling
fee. Mile and one-auCeentn.

THE DBLBWE STAKES.
A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upward;

85 to accompany the nomination; 8-15 addltinnul to"tart
81000 added, id which fJOO to second and $100 Hi third.
Those entered not to be sold to carry 7 lbs extra: LhOSG
entered to be sold for 84ono to cam* weight (brags;
83000. allowed e lbs, with 2 Lbs tor each |600 to |2O0O; I lb
for each 8ioo to $iooo. Htarters and selling price to be
named through, entry box on Lbe evening previous t..

the rare. Those so named liable fur the Starting lee.
Beaten horses not liable to be claimed. Um> mile.

OAKS and
8I.2.-.S ADDED)

CLAKK STAKES
-I ..-.<><> Mini. II

$150,000. $150,000.
St. Louis Agricultural and Mechanical

Association,

KNOWN AS THE

!
St. Louis Jockey Club
1893 Spring Meeting 1893

-A.F>ril 29th to June 23c3..

^ort:v-E3ig;*i.t Days.
STAKES CLOSE JANUARY 16.

(SEE MERCHANTS' AXD MANUFACTURERS' STAKES).

ThO Inailtrilfal A handicap sweepstakes for three-
liio Miauguiai. year-olds and upwards. $5toaccom-
pany the nomination, with $45 in addition for horses
accepting. 02000 added, of which $.500 to second and
8250 to third, the fourth horse to save stake. Weights to
be published on Saturday, April 15th, and acceptances
to be made at the track at 4 p. m. Friday, April 28th.
The winner of a stake race, or of a race of 81000 after
the publication of the weights, to carry 4 lbs. extra; of

7, two lbs. To be run Saturday, April 29th. Six fur
longs.

The Street Railway Stakes. I&S£Z&&?Z
not win a race worth $600 in 1892. 85 witb the nomina-
tion and 845 additional for starters. 81000 added by the
Street Railways of «t. Louis, of which sum £200 to sec-
ond and $100 to third. The winner of three races in
1893 to carry 5 lbs; of 5, 10 lbs; of more, 14 lbs extra.
Beaten maiden three years old allowed 7 lbs; four year-
olds, non-winners in either 1892 or 1893, allowed 2 lhs for
each beating in the same up to 20 lbs; older horses as
above, 3 lbs up to 27 lbs. Six Turlongs.

The Directors Handicap. ^SSESTS,
upwards. 85 to accompany the nomination, with 545
additional for horses accepting. 81000 added by the
Directors of the St. Louis Agricultural and Mechanical
Association, of which sum *200 to second and 8100 to
third. Weights to be published Saturday, May 13th,
and acceptances to be made at the usual time the day
before the race. The winner of a stake race, or of a race
worth 81000 after the publication of weights to carry 5
lbs; of two, 8 lbs extra. Meven and a half furlonus.

year-oldsand upwards. Jotoaccom-
pany the nomination, with $45 in addition for horses ac-
cepting. $1,500 added, of which $350 to second and $150
to third. Weights to be published on Saturday, May
27th, and acceptances to he made at the usual time on
Monday, May 29th. The winner ot a race after the pub-
lication of weights to carry 4 lbs. extra. To be run Tues-
day, May 30th (.Decoration day;. One mile.

Club Members' Handicap. ^X^S?.
pany the nomination: $20 to be paid on May 15th and
?75 additional for horses accepting. $5,000 added by the
members of the St, Louis Fair Grounds Club, of which
amount $750 to second and §250 to third. The fourth to

save stake. Weights to appear May 20th, and accep-
tances to be made at the track at 4 p. m. the evening be-
fore the race. Horses winning a race of 81,000 after the
publication of the weights to carry 5 lbs. extra; of two
or more such races, 7 lbs. One mile and a quarter.

to accompany the nomination with
$45 additional for starters. $1,000 added, of which $2on

to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold for
86,000. If not to be sold lo carry 5 lbs. extra. L** declared
at the usual time, the dav before the race, to be sold for
34,000, allowed 4 lbs.; at $3,000, 7 lbs.; ihen 1 lb. off for
each82,000down to $1,000. Kon-winners beaten twice at
the meeting allowed 4 lbs.; oftener, 7 lbs. Mne fur-
longs.

The Pun In no Ahandicapsweepstakesforthree-vear-
I lie UJUUIIG. olds and upwards. 85 with the nomi-
nation and 8-45 additional for horses accepting. $l,uoo

added, ofwhich $200 to second and $100 to third. Weights
two days before the race, and acceptances the day before
the same. Seven furlongs.

St. Louis Brewing Ass'n Stake. 5°/, "^r^:
ward that did not win a race worth $1 500 in 1892. $5 to
accompany the nomination with $45addiiional for start-

ers. 81 000 added by the St. Louis Brewing Assn. of
which amount $200 to second and $100 10 third. The
winner of a siake race, or of a race of $750 in 1893 to carry
3 lbs. ; of two, 6 lbs.; of threeormore9lbs.extra. Beaten
non-wlnnersof 1893 allowed 4 lbs.; Lfbeaten three times
or oftener, 10 lbs. Maidens at the time of starting al-

lowed in addition. If three-year-olds, 12 lbs.; if older, 18

lbs. One and one-sixteenth miles.

three years
old and upward. $-5 to accompany the nomination it

made on January 15th, 189.1, or 025 It made on April 15h,
1893. when the race will close. $15 additional for starrer-..

81,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 lo thin).

The winner In 1893 of a race of §1,500, 3 lbs. extra; of two

such races,orofoneoff5,000,71t.s. Non-winners at any
timeof a race of 98,000, allowed 5 lbs.; of 82,000
ofSl.OOO. 15 lbs.; uf§G00,181bs.; of $300.20 lbs. M
15 lbs. In addition. One ml'e.

ThB Real Estate Slakes. r^X^f;
nation with $45 additional for starters, 11,000 adi
the Heal Estate Agents of ttt Louis,of which amount
§200 to second and $100 to third.

I in 1892 of
a race worth $2,000, or of two of $1,000,5 lbs. extra. The
winner of a stake race In 1893. 4 ti.s,; of two 7 lb« • the
winner of three purse races lu 1693.3 lbs.; of ;

more, 5 lbs. extra. Penalties Camilla
Horses that have never won $1,500 allow- .
10 lbs.; $coo. 15 it,s.; $4oo,2i n.s. Maidens, 7 lbe. It

tion. Six Furlongs.

ThP fia^Pfinarlp For three-vear-olds Uiat did noi
I IIC UaabUlldUC. »m a rare worth 81,600 iol89£ 85
to accompany the nomination with 845 addlttoi
starters. $1,000 added, of which -_ ,; ;md $100
to third. The winner of a stake race In
lbs.; of two or more, 7 lbs. extra. Beat.-n n n,

of the year allowed allowed 2 lhs. for each such beating
up to 12 lbs. Maidens allowed 8 lbs. One mile.

TflP Mk^kcinni For three-year-old*
: $5 to accom-

llic mioolooiuui. pany tog nomination with $45 In
addition for siarters. 91,500 added, or which 0350 to sec-
ond and $150 to third. Tin.- winner tlii-

worth $i,ooo to carry :> lhs. extra ; of two 'such races, or
Of one of $1 500,5 lhs.; of three races of $1,nun or upwards
or of one of $2,000, 7 lbs. Winners in 1893 of n
of less than $1,000, 3 lbs. extra ; of seven i

Penalties cumulative to 8 lbs. Beaten non-winners of
the year allowed 2 lbs.; for each such beating up to 1

1

lbs. Maidens, 8 lbs. One and une-»ixtccnth milt-n.

For two-year-Olds, 8-5 to accom-
pany the nomination with %Xh

additional for starters. $1,000 added by ibe Hoi
prietorsof St. Lmiis.nl' wlm-l, jn,., i, fj.~, | ( ,s,-<-,,nd ami
$100 to third. Colts to carrv 115 lbs.; geldings. 112 lbs
fillies 110 lbs. The winner of one race, 3 Ins.;
lbs.; of more, 7 lbs. extra. Beaten maidens al
lbs.; Iftwice beaten, 5 lbs.; oftener, 10 lbs.; if beaten three
times and never placed, 14 lbs. Kour furlong*.

The Bankers' and Brokers' Stakes. £&.&
§5 to accompany the nomination with $45 In addition for
starters. 31,000 added by the Bankers and Brokers of
St. Louis, of which amount $200 to second ami -

third. The winner of a stake race. 5 lbs. extra : of two
or more, 9 lbs. The winner of a purs.-

i

two, 5 lbs.: of more, 7 lhs. extra Pei allies cumulative
up to 12 lbs. Maidens allowed 2 lbs. for each beating up
to 12 lbs. If three times bea< en aud never plue.
in addition. Four and a hull ' lui longs.

Thp uphiitantp F" r two-year-old allies. -

ino ucuuidiuc. company the nomination with $45
in addition for starters. $i,ond added, OfWhich $200 to
second and §100 to third. The winner of a stake race
worth $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.: of twn stakesofanv valm , •
lbs.: of three, 8 lbs. extra. Non-winners at tlji-

allowed 2 lbs,; for each beating ai

Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Five fnrlonga,

Thp Mprampr For two-year-old coh.-
i no moiQiiiDu.

fg toaccompany thenomlnatlon with
$45 in addition for starter^. Il/ft

tosecond and $100 to third. The winner ofastaki
31,000 tocarry 3 lhs; of two stakes of any value
of three,81bs.extnt. Non-winners at mis track o
3 lbs. for each beatingal the same, up lo 10 lbs. Uj
allowed 5 lbs. Five furlongs.

Tho rtcQma For two-yearclds. IS to accomyany the
l lib Uddgc. nomination with -r> additional

I

ers. $2,ui0 added, of whi<
third. Fourth horse to save stake, i h
stakeorofaracewonh 11,000,6 lbs.i

of any value, S lbs.; and the winner of a Stake
meeting. S lbs. In addition. Maidens o
lowed 8 lbs.; oftener, 8 lbs. Those thai have
twice and aotiobtalned h p
etier, 14 lbs. Six furlong-.

Thp Ifinrfproartpn * handicap f-.r two-year-olds.
f IIC MllUOIgaflOII.

; ipnnyUienon
I

with 945 additional (or starters. H400 added, of which
1200 tosecond and tiOO to third, welgnbi
(ore the race. Acceptances at th< eoven*
Ing belore the same. Five and n hnll lurh.n^-.

Stakes close JANUARY 16, 1893, 50!) Olive Street, St. I.uuis.

ROLLA WELLS President.
Entry blanks obtainable at the office of the BBKKDEB and SPOBIBICAN, ;i IBnahE

NEVADA STAPLES.
E. B MILROY & OO.

1330 and 1352 Market Street, 23 and 2?

Park Avenue, Son FrancUro, i '.!.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full dne of Blflganl Oonpea and Qarriases Boltablfl

tor visiting purposes. Beat ulcllltlea aflorded for board
mg borsea.

Telephone ,\o. 3159

ARE ALSO RUN* AT THIS MEETINi;.
8PF.CIAL XOTH'K—Entries without names may be received to stakes, but under the rules o( the Turf

Congress they must be named before or at time of starting.

ADDRK8& fc VI Itlhi TO
M. LEWIS CLARK,

PreNldeiit l.ouiHvllle Jocktff Club. LouhvlUr, Ky
B^-Entry Bbekueb and Sfozitsman office.

Alex. McCord & Co.

Fashion Stables,
22 1 KM.IS - I 111 I I

Thritwnt iirfviniiiKKlullon.. aflnnlMl tor thi- kt.piiit: ol

BoardlDK iloraeN. Also a choice line ol Livery st.xk.

wlui HorwHuml \. liii i. • of . v.tv description.

Onleracan be left Willi UNITED C'AKKIAUK CO.'S

AOE.NTM.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
i 1 1

K

LODI RACE TRACK.
Hem of -lulls, •: pel n :

tack |ni e allowed n stall ie d

Adl month.

I :.
I QfJ 0l

trai'k u Ibllowa: Single

l do per mi.nth each.

I lay Will be SOld t" tl"

it 41 t*i per hnndn-d.

i
II tMllll (ltl tin- .:

Id addition to tire regular [rack and annmbei

making thin lh<

lent and I
|uartent for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROOTOR, Lessee.
LodI, Cat., October 37, 1802.
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OLD BUFFALO TO THE FRONT.

28th Annual Meeting Buffalo Driving Park.
GrFLA-lSm CIRCUIT R.ACE3S, 1893.

COMMENCING AUGUST 1, AND CONTINUING THROUGH THE FIRST TWO "WEEKS OF AUGUST.

875,000 IN STAKES, CLASS RACES AND SPECIALS. $75,000
Slake So.

Slake No

Stake So.

Slake \o

Stake \u

Stake No.

Stake So.

Stake So

Stake \o
Stake So.

TUESDAY. AUGUST 1.

1 £5 OOO—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:25 class.
' Si.'ftOQ—Putse for pacers eligible lo the 2:10 class.

* «. .c i

2 ?2 'OOO—Guaranteed, for two-year-old colts, trotters eligible to the 2:35 class.

\VE».\b.SI>AY, AUGUST 2.

3 £3 OOO—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:25 class.
" '

i*2 '*iOO—Purse tor trotters eligible to the 2:18 class.

-1 I2I0OO—Guaranteed, tot three-year-old and under colts, trolters eligible to the 2:40 class.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3.

5 S S,OOO—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class
* 81 300— Purse for free-for-all pacers.

6 §2 !u00—Guaranteed, tor four-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 4.

7 £3.000—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:20 class.
' £2 OOO—Purse for free-for-all trotters.

8, 82^000—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5.

9 S5.OO0—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

10 (*'* OOO—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:15 class.
' £2 000—Puree lor trotters eligible to the 2:13 class. CONDITIONS.

MONDAY. AUGUST 7.

82,000- Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:19 class.
Stake No. It, £2,OOO—Guaranteed, for two-year-old colls, trotters. Open to all.

81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:10 class.

TUESDAY, AUGUST S,
82,0O0—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:17 class.

Stake No. 12, 82,000—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:30 class.
8l,50O—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:17 class.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST •».

82,000—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:14 ciass.

$1,500—Purse for free-for-all pacers.
Stake No. 13, 82,000—Guaranteed, for four-year-old and under colts, trotters. Open to all.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10.
81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:12 class.

Stake No. 14, 82.000—Guaranteed, for three.y ear-old and. under colts, trotters. Open to all.

82,000—Purse for free-for-all trotters.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11.
82,000—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:12 class.

81,500—Purj-e for pacers eligible to the 2:15 class.

82 ,000- Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class.

P1VMKNTS IN COLT STARE: FIRST SIO, FEBRUARY 1. when colts are to be named;
„ '? «\, oavable April 1: third, 120, June 1; fourth, $50, July 31, and 5 per cent, additional from winuing

horse*
' same iu be deducted from monovs won. Colts eligible February l will he eligible for these races. The

tw I .-v ear-old stakes lobe best two in three to harness. Nominators liable only for the amount paid in. Kntrauce

fW iii other stakes pavable, l per cent. February l, 2 percent. April l, and 2 per cent. July 17, wheu horse must
hVnamed nod 5 per cent, additional from starters, payaole night before the race. Subscriptions In these stakes

are transferable until lu'v 17. All horses named in any of the stakes other than the colt stakes will be consider-

ed as starters and liable for the payment of the additional 5 percent., unless written notice Is given to the Secre-

tary by 8 o'clock the night before the race. Entrance in class races 5 per cent., with 5 per cent, additional from

O. J. HAMLIN, President.

starters, Class races for the first week will close Monday night, July 17, and records made that day will be no
bar. Class races for the second week will close Saturday night, August 5. National Trotting Associstion rules
to govern, with the exception of section 12 of rule 29. All races to be best three in five, excepting stakes -Nos. 2
and 11. Moneys divided, 50,25, 15 and 10 per cent Right to change order of programme is reserved. Preference
will be given to stakes in case of postponement on account ofweather.

NO»E—In the arrangement of this programme we have made an effort to give ample time between the
different events, so that every clt and every horse may be s'arted In at least two races during our meeting. It
is also our intention to give in addition to the above several dash races, which will be announced later. For en-
try blanks, etc., address

EDWARD S. HAWLEY, Secretary, Buffalo, N. Y.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

O O 33 3Vdt -A-

BEING A DRAFT FROM

PALO ALTO STICK
COMPRISING MARES BY

Electioneer, Gen. Benton, Piedmont, Eros, Pallis,

Hambletonian 725, Kentucky Prince, Messenger

Duroc, Sultan, Arthurton, Del Sur, Mohawk Chief,

Norway, Mambrino 1789, etc., etc.,

IN FOAL TO THE STALLIONS

Nephew; Azmoor, 2:20|-; Electricity, 2:1 1\\;

Whips, 2:27^; Piedmont; Alban, 2:24;

Langton, 2:26^; Good Gift; Lottery;

Hugo, 2:27i; Sport, 2:22£.

THE

Chicago Racing Assoc'n
(HAWTHORNE TRACK).

STpi-izxg; nv^teotixigr, 1893,
Beginning Tuesday, May 16;

Ending Friday, June 23.
The following stakes, to be run at the Spring Meeting, 1893, are

now open, to Close February 1st, 1893.

The G. B. & 0. Stakes.

The sale will take place at 11 A. M. FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, at our SALESYARP,
corner VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET.

Horeee will be on exhibition on Tuesday, the 24th, and thereafter till day of sale.

jJfcrT Catalogues are being prepared and will be forwarded upon application to

the undersigned.

KILLIP & CO. - - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

II..- Menlo Slock Farm, having the four stallions—SINFAX, ST. CARLO,
BUWARROW and OEMI >NDE—and having do use for so many, desires to sell Sinfax.

A rei unable offer '.ill be accept! d, The hone ie in prime edition for coming season.

Mdw* E. D. McSWEENY,
1211 Bush Street.

The Lassie Stakes. LlS'X^lZ^,
to accompany the nomination, §40 additional to start,
with si.ooo added, of which §200 to second and $100 to
ti-ird. A winner of two sweepstake races of any value,
or of one of the value of $1.00o, to earn- 3 pounds: of
two of §1,000, 5 pounds penalty. Beaten maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five furlongs.

A sweepstakes for two-
year-old eolt« and geld-

.ngs. Entrance §10 each, to accompany the nomina-
non, §40 additional to start, with §1,500 added, of which
$200 to second and §100 to third, A winner of two
sweepstake races of any value, or of one of the value
of §1.000. to <-arry 3 pounds; ot two of $1,000, 5 pounds
penalty. Beaten maidens allowed 5 pounds. * ive Tur-
longs.

The Hawthorne Stakes. &#SS3K?PKK&
§10 each, to accompany the nomination, §40 additional
to start, with $1,500 added, oi which §200 lo second and
§100 to third. Horses entered to be sold tor §3,000 to
carry weight for age; if entered to be sold for less,
allowed 3 pounds for each $-500 to $1,500; then l
pound for each $100 to $1.0i>0, and 2 pounds for each §100
less to §800. Starters to be named and selling price
stated through the entry box, at the usual hour of clos-
ing, the evening preceding race. Five 'urlongs

The Emulation Handicap. fo^g&Z^gz.
trance $10eacb, toacconiDany the nomination. §H> addi-
tional to start, with §1,500 added, of which $200 to second
and $100 to third. Weigh 's to appear three davs prior
to the day appointed for the race. A winner after the
appearance of weights, ofa race of any value, to carrv
3 pounds penalty. Five furlongs.

es for
two-year-olds.En

trance §15 each, to accompany the nomination. $50 ad-
ditional to start, with §2,000 added, of wtiich .*2d0 to
second and §100 to third. Maidens allowed 5 pounds.
Six Furlongs.

The Speculation Handicap. &SSSJEE
olds. Entrance$10each, toaccompany the nomination,
$40 additional to start, with $1,500 added, of which $:oo
to >-ecoiid and §luO to third. Weights to appear three
days prior to the day appointed fur the race. A winner
after the appearance of weights, of a race of any value,
to carry 3 pounds penalty. Mile and n Furious.

The Competition Stakes. &215KS1?'
m
S-

trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination, $40 ad-
ditional to start, with $1,500 added, of which 9200 to
second and $100 lo third. Maidens allowed 5 pounds.
One Mile.

The Chicago Stakes. &gr&£2r&S3Z&
accompany the nomination, <i addiiionn) to start, with
91,600 added, or which $200 U second -ml §100 to third.
A winner this year ot u race of the value of §5,000, or of
two ofthe value of $2,000 each, to carry 5 pounds penalty.
Non-winners this year of §l,roo allowed 5 pounds.
Maldene allowed 6 pounds. Mile and Three-Six-
lee nl Int.

The Chicago Horseman Stakes &S£K5iE

The Chicago Derby. terX££S,S3SE£.
company the nomination. $100 additional to start, with
$5,000 added, of which $750 to second and $250 to third.
Maidens allowed 5 pounds. Mile and a Quarter,

Thp Annual StalfPQ A sweepstakes for all ages. En-
lilt; nnnUdl OUUiefc. trance §15 each, to accompany
the nomination. §60 additional to start, wirh §2,750 add-
ed, of which §400 to second and §150 to third. H»rses
three years old and upwards that have not won this
year a race of the value of §1.500. allowed 5 pounds; of
§500. 8 pounds. Handicaps and selling races when carry-
ing 5 pounds less than weight for age excepted. Maid-
ens three years old and upwards allowed 12 pouuds.
Seven Furlongs.

The Oilman Handicap..t^SESS
Entrance §15 each, to accompany the nomination, $50
additional to slart. with §2,500 added, of which §350 to
second and $150 to third. Weights to appear April 1. A
winner after the publication of weights of a sweepstake
race of the value of §1,000, to carry 3 pounds; of two
such, or of one of the value of §2,500,5 pounds penalty.
Mil» and a Quarter.

The Exposition Stakes. £,E32"£y %25£
Entrance $10 each, to accompany nomination. $10 addi-
tional to start, with §1,-500 added, of which §200 to second
and $100 to third. A winner this year of a race of the
value of $1,000, to carry 3 pounds; ot two of $1,000, or of
one of the value of $2.5(10. 5 pounds penalty. Non-
winners this year of §500 allowed 5 pounds; of any race,
S pounds. Maidens four years old and upwards al-
lowed 14 pounds. Mile and a Furlong.

Thfl SplllrlO" StfllfRQ A sellilJ£ sweepstakes for all
I HO JMIIIIIg OldKUb. a?es. Entrance $10 each, to
accompany the nomination, $40 additional to start, with
$l,.

c
00 added, of which $200 to second and §100 to third.

Horses entered to be sold for $3,000 to carry weight for
age ; if entered to be sold fur less, allowed 3 pounds (or
each $500 (o ?I,onO; then 1 pound for each $100 to $1,200,
and 2 pound-t for each $100 less to §800. Starters to be
named and selling price stat"d, through the eiitrv-box,
ai the usual hour of closing, the evening preceding the
race. Seven KuHuii:s.

The Illinois Central Stakes. L%]

r'£?l?S*Z
upwards. Entrance $10 each, to accompany the nom-
ination, $40 additional to start, with §1,500 added, ot
which $20u to second and $100 to third. Horses entered
to be sold for $4,000 to carry weieht for a*e: if entered
to be sold for $3 000 allowed 3 p unds; if for less, l
pound for each $200 to $2.000 ; then I pound for each
$100 to $1,200, and 2 pounds for each $100 less to $1,000.
Starters to be named and selling price stated, through
entry box, at the usual hour of closing, the evening pre-
ceding the race. MI'e a«d n sixteenth.

The Stock Yards STEEPLECHASE. J^ggs
for all ages. Entrance §10 each, to accompany the nom-
ination. *25 additional to start, with Sl.ooo" added, ot"
which $150 to second and $7.1 to third. Weights to ap-
pear Ihree days prior to the day appointed for the race.
Four or more horses in entirely different interests to
start, or the nice may be declared off. Full Courae.

In all races run at this track geldings will be allowed 3 pounds.
Entry blanks will be mailed promp#y upon receipt of application.
Horsemen wishing stable room will please apply for it at an early date, stating number of

stalls required.

Address nominations and all communications to the Secretary, postoffice box 8S5.
Chicago, 111.

'

HARRY KUHL
Secretary.

E CORRIGAN,
President.
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ARIH.
HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDAED-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except. Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,

Or to F. C. TALBOT n ' California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

THE LEADING MID-WINTER SALE.
F. J. BERRY & CO.'S

NMl Annual Combination Breeflers

1

Sale.

-AT-

UNION STOCK YARDS,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Jan. 30, 31, and Feb. 1,2, 3 and 4, 1893,

AMO\G THE BRILLIANT OFFERINGS
WILL BE FOUND

Great Stallions, Splendid Campaigners, Sure

Stake Winners
And tunny Great Mores in Foal to Faraou H
Sfres, including the following Capital Prizes:

Tilford,2:171,\ 2:lSand 2:19J^) eoos'c'verace heatsi;
Wilhelm 19,2->) ; Lena Miller, 2:2fi'^ ; Lantana; Chief
Thnrne (2), 2:20; Daisy, 2:33: Disk 13,857 : Bay colt
HiJab (2), 2:35« : Tom Hawthorne (trial 2:3U) ; Al-
cove 7604; Brown filly: Novelty: Aaron's (2j, 2:29 ;Nizma (trial 2:35] ; Norms (trial 2:37;; Chestnut filly;
PasteL 19/2-17 ; Assertion 19,264 ; Pelion ; Montbny
19,273; Red Honora : Ahvard, 13,906; Klirtllla - Re-
taliation, 17.220 ; Durango Maid, 2:28^ : LordPal-
merston 19,.!G(i ; Bertha, 2:29' ,; Ameera ; Norria '

Polkadot
; Lamino 19,241 ; Minnie Mack (4), 2:40;

Hiiherward ; Casserole ; Ramona ; Eva.

STANDARD-BRED HORSES,
ComDrMEKCorslCTmenls from South Elkhorn Farm; Lexington Stock Farm : Bourbon Sock Farm1; Mckinney Stock Farm ; Alta Vista Farm: Astoria Farml:

r n Shim el -l,,t'k .in (il nvo car loads of the set orDirector. Campaign. Hawtborrie and Cal. Lambert ; Riverside Farm ; Black's Stock Farm and many other great

breedine t-slab Islinienlp. GHMuged stallions and mares wilb fast records, youugsteis heavily engaged in rich stakes, producing dame and slresof speed, ideal road horses

and premium carnage teams.
, . . ,. « jm l.

fnMn(l . Sons of Electioneer. Robert M'Gregor. Phalamont, Alcantara, Young Jim, Jay Bird On-
Amone the Great Sires represented in tne »aie win db lounn . ward, ju.igc saustmry. whims Boy. r«i whims, Etambnno, Egotist, simmo< wiito"

n^nrhnn \viike^ William L Sultan S Allerton, Nutwood, Swigert, ^ultan, Pilot Medium. Blue Bull, Hawthorne, Ambassador, Director, Belmont.

ThiiVrHai VaV will be conduct-d in'lhe Dexter Hark Horse Exchange, and affords the best accommodations in the world for the comfort of buyers and the facilities

for showlnetLed in Harness. This is the sale to attend if you want to buy a stallion brood mare, race horse stake winner, high class carriage team or ideal road horse
The -ale will oiei Monday. Jn.i. 3(1. at 9 A. II.. and the Hrst offered will be TILHJKD. 2:1

, u .the great campaigning son of BOURBON WILKES, who will be fol-

lowed hv-Utv other hl-h classaoimals. On 'l'ue«ilay. J»n. 3 I . sixty gilt-edged represet tatlves of the most fashionable trotting families will be sold, while Wednesday
will be a red letter day in the lii»h eraile of the sixty consignments, followed on Thursday by a progamme of three score brillant gems, and on FriOay a grand array ot de-

ve fined «D. ed hl-h-ciass carriage teamsand fast roadsters ; seventy-five head of trotters and pacers with low records will pass under the auctioneer's hammer, the great

sale closing on .aturduy Feb 4, with two hundred bead of high grade general purpose horses, comprising saddlers, drivers, carriage teams, breeding stock and con-

siderable speed.

P. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dis-

ease, to regulate
the bowels and
orine: it strentrth-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and legswell-
Ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cores
coughs, destroys
worms and bots,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
borse it has the beneficial »>ffects:and results of*jrazinp
without the softening effectn of a seusou •!' grasS with
loss of time and money. For milch cows It increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CjXERTELLmgr..
\6£3r10WARD SV

SAN FRANCISCO '

C/W--

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

SeB-8END FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCCLAH.

BERGEZ'S

RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOH\ BRRUEZ. Proprietor.

Irish Setter
For Sale. The h'ghly-bred Red Irish setter Bitch
"Gmuse",by Pan 11, out ot Be'l C. 1 his is one of The
best bred dogs in California Will be sold reasonable.
Information ol .law Norton, B7J* Garden tit., bet 8th and
Tib Sts., near Harrison St., City, where b|tch may be
Been.

SPRING MEETING.

The Pacific Coast

Trottine -:- Borse -:- Breeflers

ASSOCIATIONT
WILL GIVE A RACE MEETING IN

MAY OR JUNE, 1893.
LIBERAL PURSES WILL BE OFFERED.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.
RACES TO BE '2-111-3 AND DASHES OF

VARIOUS DISTANCES
Programmes and 'particulars to be announced

hereafter.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON. President.

F. \V. KELLEV. Secretary.
313 Bush;Street, San Francisco.

FIELD TRIALS

!

BAKBR6FIBLD,
JANUARY 16 to 23.

JUDGES:
R T. Vandevort,
D. M. Pyie,

Wm. Dormer.

Sixth Payment

Golden Gate Futurity

Purse of 1893.
The Sixth Payment of $15 in the Golden

Gate Fair Association Futurity Purse of lh93
will be due and payable at the office of the
Secretary, 306 Market street, San Francisco,
on Jauuary loth, 1S93. As the 15th falls on
Sunday, payments made on Monday, Jan.
16th, will be acceDted.

JOS. I.'DIMOND, Secretary.

EjEDOBI
Business College, 24 Pos\ St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY, Sec"y

BWSeod for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse * Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

". I.::;-.'.: :; Perfect.

s-^tWUNEIVALED FOE
ACCURACY, DURABILITY.
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

and CONVENIENCE In LOADING.
Reivareofcheap iron imitations.

r
I'uMratrd Catalogue and Price List to

J..111TL* «-\\!»<>N, Springfield. Haas.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
wm make the season of 1093 ut

WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

thhii; CHEERS
YOQDg Fashion Hurrah (Imp,)

Faihlonn
» s

Monarch

3
s S

2 B

Jovial Newmlnitei

03 03 a ^Bm - O
(SS *< a a
9 w a

bz 5 i 1

3 ? s

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by imp. Medley,
lxth dam, by imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Hark Anthony ; eiKnthdam. by imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth cUm, by Bllvereye
eleventh dam, by 'Spanker. tSeo Bruce'a American
Stud Book, Vol. I Ii.1k'- 4Z-
HCRKAH, sire of Thrt^e Cheers, produced the

great winners Bonnlv Lizzie, Chaquita, Ohio Loy,
Nfllie Peyton, Little Bu'tt-rcup, Kfd Fax, Medusa.
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hoarage, Lady Miudteton aoo
many others.
NEWMINSTKR. gmndsireof Thr*-e Cheers, won

the BL Leger at Doncaster In 1 -">L Hi? dam, BEES-
WING, was the win* er of flit\-toor recce out of elx-
ty.four starts, among u.etu helng the Doncaster Cop
of 1S37, 113)' 1, l?l. rind 134'. the onl . horse that ever
accoLojiutied that r- n ul;..i".- t.-,it Uer slro was
DH. SYNT X. afain. ua ntce-horsw.
THREE CHEE-.s com it.eB. li addition to ths

above, the gTent B'rak"8 of Biy MiddJi'ton (winner of
English Derby, St Leeerau-1 Two Thousand Lnln
eaB) and the blood of the wond'-rful p.rouucl'g fami-
lies orTOI't'll --TONE. imp. Tr.L'STEL, EMJLIDS
andSIRCHARLES.
As can be se n by the ab'>ve. Time Cheers ia bred

in the apeedieetand atoate^t lines. Ula dam, Yonng
Fashion, waa the dum o' burpnee, Scotiani IthO only
horse th.it ever bt-at a ate old a be«ti, Liverpool,
Columbia and ' onnie K ate, the dam of Little Butter-
cop and the flvlng Bonnie Lizzie. Ula graE.ds.ni,
Fashion waa the g-eateet race mare of her era.de.
feati g BoBton intbat l.tato leal mutch at foor-mile
heats th^t la recorded aa one of the greatest iventa
Id the anruls of tie turf.
THREE CREEH-Siaa benntifnl bay Id color, per-

fertly sound Id wind and limb, I is family on both
aldts being noted for their c-zemprlun from curbs,
spavins, roaring or any other beredltar? nnBound*
oess. Horttcnen who caa pprectato the highest
type of ' he thoroughbred are especially lovited to In-
spect Three Chcera. He has already sired the
spleodld performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
a-ND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seven ty-flve Dollars for tbe Season.

Good pasturage at 95 per month. Mares cared for
Id any manner owners may desire and fed on hay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable rates. Nono
but competent grooms emplo>cd, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Imp, Chesterfield

Son of THE MABQUIfi (Winner of the St. Leeer
and Two Thousand Guineas, and second for the Ejpeom
Derby, he by the great Stockwell out of Clnizelli, by
Touchstone).
First dam, Lamorna fsnld for 1.050 guineas 1, by Fire-

works; second dam Nfshtltk'ht (s<ild fur J'*i guineas
when 22 veflrsoldi.damof WaxiiL'iit. BlrsofSan Pedro;
Nishtllght by Archy (son of Camel, thai sired Tin eh-

stonei. The sLxth dam of imp. TheaterHeld
rine'sdam, by Ruhens. brother to Caitivl, sire of Pan-
taloon 1. is the ninth dam ot the erreat Ally Prim
imp. Cheviot. Then he traces ihromrh the most
fashionable families in the Knsllsh ^m<l Book to six-

teenth dam. Farmer More, bv Cblltaby.
Imp. CHE**TERF!KLI> won in Ausinilia the Rborta

Handirap Flylne Handieap and Town PlatP, Wollnn-
gong (2 miles 1, Christmas Handicap, Sydney, I

heings-cond four tlmesand third twIcelDauumbef of
the beat events.
Cmp. CHKSTERFTEtD Is tne Klrc nftrlx winners In

the Antipodes this season. Inclndlm; tiiermek: Temple-
slone Loiterer, Htuighty ami I ar.lv -hardy.
ThH magniiiceutlv-hrel race borse ami -ire will

make the season at t'H HThR B\\ K \IMi late

Hinksion Kanchi. Sonoma County, about half-way
between Petaluma and Sonoma. Mures tan be sent to

Lakeville ner sieamer Gold.
TKKMK. t* HI, with usual return privilege at

turace for one month, bin dam-, of stake-winners will

h" taken at half price F,v. 1 y pare taken, bol no liabil-

ity assumed for wvldentfi or escapes. Apply to

Prof. THDMAS BOWHILL, F.B.C.V.S.,
Care KltVKtiKi: AKOSPOBTBHAS,

Or p, g. Box 8. Lakeville. Bonom* Co., 0»L

Notice to Secretaries.

STERN <*? OO ,

OFFICIAL HUE PBOUH 1MMBR8,
Are prepared to pay the

pi i\ ilegt . Eli !' [urutahad tor Lbt

clallona and publi< ind oumbera An ulabed

and everything tbal Is requlalte t < • moke tin- work >-f

compiling prograii ibal LbepubUowlll

have no trouble in dlailngulsblng the bo

dates are tilling rapldl) for tbe iprlti

wooid be pleased to bave 1 of racing asso*

clailons corrBspond with as Immediately In n

their meetings,

KTKHN *V CO.,
aroBTSMAK.

Jar K. BhoihkSamuel Vaixxau.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoam Printers

AND DEALERS IN

I'ool-Keilrnt' and nouk>>lnkrr«* Hupplles

401-403 Ibausome street, corner Kacran
Ban Franriimn,
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GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

o
00

^5

53?

p
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DIRECTOR, 2:17..

Sire of Pirecl..2:051

Directum (,3). ..2:11]

Evangeline 2:11*

Margaret S 2:124

Waldsiein 2:22}

Stella C 2:25!

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

^LMOGENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26J

Guide 2:16}

Will make the season of 1893 at GKEEX OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2

hands high and weighs i.090 pounds. He is of line form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes

from blood 'lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGKEE.
j
Hambletonian 10

DICTATOR 113 \ Sire of 40 in he list.

Sire of 32 trotters and (. Clara, by American Star 14

3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.

54 trotters.

( Mambrino Chief 11

DOLLY ! Sire of 23 sires.

Dam of Onward..2:25l (.Fannie, by Ben Franklin

Thorndale 2:24}

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ("Hambletonian 10

NORWOOD 522 \ Sire of SO sires.

Sire of I Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

Tommy Norwood 2:26V Great broodmare.

Ida Norwood 2:26J
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

DAUGHTER OF •! Great sir.; of broodmares.

(.Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of

American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares :
Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady

Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 100
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in

1893, barring accidenls.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19?, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17i, by

Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19J, by Sidney.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRYMAN
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.

Or, JAS. E. BERRYMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 919

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

SEASON OF* 1Q93,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

Laurel Creek Stock Farm,
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee .... $40
Socrates stands 10:U hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautiful

shade of bay ; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to he the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California*

Hi-, action r- 1 he issound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

[ng large, fine-looking, stylish] well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

aDICTATOS"
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending July 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SEE.VICE FEE SJ150
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

DICTATUS WaS f°aled iD 189°' He WaS S'red by the great BED WILKES !7*9u
(sire of S8 in the list) ; dam, Miss Lollie, by DICTATOR 133 (sire of

Jay-Eye-S.ee, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29i, and grandam of Hill Boy
(p), 2:20, by iMambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold
413 (sire of Maud S., 2:08?, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07}); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by
Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one
hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms
limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10
through his greatest sires—GEO. "WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15.' He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His
blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this ^oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes.

Fok Further Particulars Address

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc , apply to

K. O'GRADY,
\N MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

Belmont Stock Farm,
CLARENCE DAY,

Belmont, San Mateo County, Cal.

OAKWTOOD PARK STOCK FARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

SIRE OF
WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.
C.Es.-VR. B-Ycor-Old Record, 2:16 1-2. STRATHWAY, 6- Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, 5-Yeor-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.
LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20 1-4. BADE.Y, 5- Year-Old Record, 2:24 3-4.

STEINEBR, 5-Ycar-01d Record, 2:29 1-2. CAS9IDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

CALL IN EACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, 8:19; BAROXSTEIX, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELAiVEY, 2:27 1-4, and BOURBO.V RUSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OF

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:14 3-4
(Son or STEINWAY, dam KATY G. , by ELECTIONEER.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son ol RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son or CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shlnped to Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R.,

via Martinez Mest of care given, but no liability assumed Tor accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage ?5 per
mouth, ilares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY. Superintendent,
Oakwood Pork Stock Farm, Dauvflle, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Red Wilkes 1749 (sire of 83 in the 2:30 list—2S in

1892). dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26.1 ; DUlard Alexander, 2:30), by John DM lard.

READY MONEY 696$ as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1.400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly linished. He was leased at large ex-
pense of Cape Slinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and developer of

many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

FRED FOSTER,
Hanford, Tolare County, Cal.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Thoroughbred Gordon Setter

FCPS FOR SALE.

1819 1-2 LVOV ST.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL, LINE OF FISHING TACKLE

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
BGJ-Orders by mail receive prompt attention

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

\VM. WAINWRIUHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

THE McMDRRAYS FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

0. S. A.

WE ABE THE

Manufacturers' Agents?
FOE THESE SULKIES. -

Write for our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST., S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

ftTy latest patent on my carta is May 31st, 1892, No.
475,974.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

They are the lightest and strongest and are made from
the best selected meterial. Nothing but the Dalzell
Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle made.
They are the lightest running, hold the oil the longest,
and no dust can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination carts superior to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time in

this speeding cart.

In ordering carls please state size of axle and height
oj wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

H. C. Bhaw Plow Works, agent, Stockton, Cal.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

BILZ CART.

We are the

Sole Agents for

San Francisco

Sacramento.

S.F.JBAKER& HAMILTON} Sacto

Call and see them. JuBt what you want.

FROU FROU,

2:23 1-4
In a race to

BILZ CART.

tv^.,^ BYRON JACKSCK,

SbuTwHSJm!l 625 Sixth St. San Francisco,

Agricultural Implements.
Jackson's Self Feeders for Threshing
Machines, Hojsc Forks, Derricks,

Vineyard Harrows. Steam Derrick
Bnns in the p nt ^ spools, repairs for all kinds of

lialiietl windft. Farm Machinery, Hav, Hide, llnp
Entire'? relia- atl(i Wool Presses Steam EnRi'iiesJ

"" Threshing Machines, Wind Mills,

,u I riSiY Dumb Bells, Furniture Castings. All
m J. uuj.i, ordcrs fi||Cd promptly at Ihe lowcat

San Francisco, market rates-

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W. GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O » ' ORAM! HOTEL 111.(1. K

SEIVD FOB CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Go.,
416 Market St., below Samome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods.

CATALOGUES.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.!

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Saxeskoom, 97 Chambers Street.

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under this heading 60 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

RAVSWATFR ^TflP.^ Finely bred horses and mares
UfllOnaiCrl OIUUK. oflhis noted breed forsale at a
bargain, or will excriause for rattle. Address J.
HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SMITH FR PARM Young well-bred Mock for saleouuiiiLn rnnm. Firei-ciam breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TUMP
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. SK5i.Ba
a35

horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Younestock of above breeds on imtid
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver-
age breeders. Address QEO. A. WILEY. Oakw««d
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaJ.

VINEIiND BREEDING FARM. ZSSffSgtB.
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17,4., Homestake, 2:16)1, etc.).
Sires—Alcona 730 <slre of Flora Belie, 2:24, Oay Dnke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:21, trrandMlre of Silas Skinner, 2a7);
Grand Lsslmo, 2:27a,' ifu )l brotlie- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:22,%). Stallions, broodmares, fillies ami car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena,
Cal.

PPTPR <tAYP £ Qflli Ltck House, San Francisco,
rtl Ln OAAL a OUn, CaL—Importers and Breeders
lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein ThoroughbredsM^S^jiy.
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. 636 Market St.. S. F.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

GET ONE FROM VOIR NE\V6DEALER.
IT'S IMMENSE!

YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED
From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7toend 75 " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It 1b published Beml-monthly during the racing season

andlstmt 810 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Broadway. New York Cltv.

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUB DEALEB FOB THEM.

end for Illnitiatcd catalogue.

MlNCTAOTirBlD "
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

SDCCEalMtHN TO L. O. SMITH FultOIl. N. ?..

These tiny Capsules are superior

to Balsam of Copaiba,

Cubeb3 and Injections.
(fl\U)Y

They cure in48 hours the

same diseases without any incon-

venience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

pi-nd tt»» marvplouB Fr^nr
CALTHOS riw,

nteotbati111 1 ill

STOI' HI. .In, re- - A 1 >'

CIRF. >-n. -rmtitrirrtlcn.1 nM. ... , I.-

and HI- I oitl l.o.l Vigor.

Us* it andpay if satisfied.

AJ.ir*". VON MOHL CO..
Sole American A KrnL, I Inrlnnall. i,hlo.

SIMPLE, YET A^PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNflDflY'S IMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted to hard breeders, but indispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satisfactory. With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service of horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Miller and Sibley, Prospect Hill Stock Farm, Franklin, Pa., writes: May 21, 1S92. Used

impregnator on two marcs that we found it impossible to get in foal any other way, and both

produced colts.
, . ,,

H. S. Covault, V. S.—Hagarstown, Indiana, says: I impregnated a nine year old mare

that had been bred every year for five years and never was with foal until now. I transterred the

semen from another mare and the horse has not touched her. . .

Price tto.oo, sent by mail prepaid t<. any part of the United States and Canada on receipt ot

price. Send money bv draft, money order or registered letter. The money must accompany the

order to receive attention. Sent CO. D. by express when preferred.

Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for U. S. and Can., 3S8 Dearborn St.. Chicago

RIPANS TABULES

'

1 r and l"'v. el .'!#
deffee

1

!
,-.

I., i- n chronlo*
r tronblt bad com ;

plexlon.dl
1

unil nil dlaordoi 1 I the tomacn( f
• liver nnii bowi-ln. One tAhuii- rivta Immi
• LW. Tftki Tilnn !

t.y Prmnrfcita. A#
• trial bnltli- •'••nt bv nmtl tin reuslpt of Hi cent* #
• RIPANS CHBHIC U*O0., lOflpTuoe St., Now York. •

GrO to ** IMCa-yos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THK DONAHUE BROAD-GAUGE ROUTE.

C; NCLNG SUNDAY, NOV. SO. 1692, AND un-

til farther notice, boatsand trains will leave from and
San Francisco Passenger Uepot, Market-

BtreetWli t^™,™,™
FROM SAN FRANCISCO FOP. POINT TIBURON,

BELVEDERE AND SAN RAFAEL.
Wwk !

U ,40 a.m.; 3.30,5.05,6.20 p.m.
-An e.\tra trip at l .so p.m.

9.30, 11.00 tt.ni.: 1.30,3.30,5.00,6.20 p.m.
i EL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.

Week Days—6.35, 7.55, 8.80 a> in.; 12.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.80 p.m.
i.-k.. 11.10 ii.m.; 1.40.3.40,5.00,6.2.5 p.m.

FROM POLNT TIB1 RON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6^0, 8J0, 9.65, a.m.; 1.40. 4.05, 5.35 p.m.

< inly—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.
Sundays—5.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m,; 2.05, 445, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

SanF^ndsco. |

Dxstikatiok
|

SanFrancico.

Webk
PAYS

Bun- I 1
scn--

DAVS | |
DAYS

Week
DAYS

7:40 a m
3:30 pm
5:05 pm

8:00 am

5:00 PM

8:50 am
10:30 A M
6:10 p M

7:40 a M
3:30 pim

3:00 a m

Fulton,
Windsor,
Healdsburg,

Litton Springs,
Cloverdale
and way
Btations

7:30 p M
10:30 a
6:10 P

7:40 AM 8:00 am
Hopland

and
Ukiah.

7:30 P M 6:10 p,

7:40 am I 8:00 AM
8:30 pm

1

GuerneYlUe. 1 7:30 pm 10:30 A m
6:10 p M

7:40 am 1 8:00 am
5:05 P M |

5:00 p M
Sonoma and 1 10:40 am
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 pm

8:50 am
6:10 PM

7:40 a M 1 8:00 a m
3:30 PM |

5:00 pm
SebastopoL | 10:40 a

| 6:05 P
10:30 a
6U0p

Stages connect at Santo Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at Geyserville for iskagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualaia and Point Arena 1

; at Cloverdale for theGeysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeport and Barllett Springs', at Hopland for Lake-
port and Barllett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs. Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willits, Canto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Uaal, Hvdesvilleand Eureka,
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdaysto Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, $2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
K.40; to Cloverdale, ft.50; to Hopland, $5.70; to Ukiah.
|6.75; to Sebastopol. $2.70; to GuerneviUe, 83.75; to Sono-
ma, $1.50: to Glen Ellen 81.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to
Petaluma, SI; to Santa Rosa. $1.50; to Healdsburg, $2.25;

to Cloverdale, 93; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to
Sebastopol, jl.SO;, to Guernerville, $2.50, to Sonoma, SI; to
Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. MoGLYNN, Gen. Pass. A TkU AgU
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

Now Montgomery R""*>ot.

Rules and Regulations
—OJ THK—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

AND TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Boles.

PRICE BY MAIL,

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30o

Blood Horse Rules - 30c

For gale n( the OOlce of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F., Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN:

This r I bone book la a handsome,
tbr(->- I: ctavo, bound In cloth, elegantly

.
>.'! plain Id every

r CHARLES MAUVl.x
ami tin bodfl pursued at PaiOAltO

iking, training, shoeing, gulling, driving, keep-
i '•itintr trotters,

". r ol St. Bel, Bays of
ik: "In till** work Marvin baa lei oat nil the

nplfl and plain that
• ner. trainer or rubber who

|

'' u yearling and
' tteni thai colt's

CBpu'-liy h trotter. The work Impressed me so
itrongly iimt I nave ordered twenty ooptas,and shall

:
.

Mull- 6 | ; V). Address

Tin. BBJ EDEB wn 8POBT8MAN,
313 niwh HU.Ran Francisco. Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
200 hi I lull iTRBBT, 8. p.

Oliolco LiQuors
I

' IV,V OPKN ALL NIGHT

J. M. I'AKKKIl ft CO

BEEEDER & SPORTSMAN

STALLION SERVICE BOOK,
WITH CERTIFICATE ATTACHED.

raiOEZ, ONLT Sl.OO.

stamon used ^miMJU.... %mam.j.2.Q40--

Mare Bredj£ddL^2Record ZJS.'A Foaled.J.SSO.

c
°l°™k

n
s

dyM.CUl fuAdl/.JMlJ(Il. Beight./£.2.

sir7..

s

JrmwoacL....G.Qo... Dam.M.aiujkiti/b...of...

Sire of Dam .^..e^.&...jA,.M(Jm^l).Ji/,. 3..L

Owned ly..Jh.a^.li.SaiM/.jfM:mi

When received.- -ScmlLClM/ dl.J.S..

Remarks 1J0 ^...^iaMu^.^UQ.fd^.

Date. Served. Refas'd

...12...

Date. Served. Refus'd

—#

Date. Served, Relus'd

.*... April. .

do.

do.

do.

^ .9

do.

do.

do.

in

21... ..2.7...

. JO..

X
. J.S,..

. Z2... 4-

17
ze

do.

do.

do.

..3L.. do.

do.

30.

Date of Foaling ^JL UJjQZ.

Color, Sex and Description oj Foal suCW.a..-.

mm....umJ!&.AftGfc...(tt%j.i£^

Mare returned...gf.uu/...2ty!.<?zHow kent..cffl.£Uf...

atOMi. Xw.LcL..a/MuA..iMLcLc3..Jj

Extras ^^MMl/Oldf.. tam...CaIi:....4.Al....

Terms / /.OQ..J(XU..m&.J..&ClAmi!.

General Remarks ^.gAI/...duW.£l£W...M

This iS tO Certify, that the la^...mare...j£ldcU..jL...

owned by .v^/Z^^..«(5^ <̂:;;^fe^.^&2/,...'^kfe...„

was bred to the staUion... cJ&.ff.lM^..A^.CrGcL.72D.4.Q,

on the following dales ^.lS.,.Ac.Z/-3..Q.i..^till.../J.C/.a.-jf.S.

Signed „ _

Note—The produce of tbis union was -

foaled 189 and named _

The Book is Handsomely Bound in Red Leather and indexed; con-
tains 100 pages, printed on good paper.

A NEW FEATURE.
The service table shows on what dates the mare refused to take the horse, as well as the dates

on which she was served.

The Best Pocket Stallion Service Book in the Market.
SEND FOR 0\B.

BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, ... San Francisco, Cal.

PRESTON'S Ffilfil
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire mode. Very visible. Injury to Stork impossible.
ModtforNo. 13 SPRING STEEL. Wire galvsnli^
Will not Htia or breolt. Nearly double the Mr.#-.i«ti

of nuy other. Requires no slays. Rnnsnhoui 18 faf

to the pound. 4ST* I -< <l by lendiuff Brecilc r»»

Ornamental. Durable. Economica.

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
oraddreu SCHODER. JOHNSON 4 CO., Lo» Angeles Cal.

HAWUHTY BROB. HARDWARE CO., Ban PranoUoo, Oal.

islly und quickly put up. Aflk your dealer for It : 1*
tn- r[D.» not ki-i'p ii. write for nam pie and price.

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Prof. Thus. Bowhill., F.R.C.V.S.
Veterinary Surgeon.

Fellow of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons
England; Late Professorof Anatomy, New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; Vice-President of the Edinburgh
Veterinary Medical Society; Honorary Member of the
Illinois state Veterinary Medical Society; Late specialAgent U. s. Bureau of Animal Industry: Late Veteri-
nary Inspector for the City and county of San Fran-
cisco. Awarded the Highland and Agric Rural society'smeda s for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology and
Histology, and the Williams Prize 1884-85.
Office and Residence—1307 California street, San

F.ancisco. Office hours 9-10, 12-2, 5-7
Telephone No. 21U2.
N. B—Pathological laboratory on the premises fitted

with the latest modern appliances for the study and
investigation of disease.

O. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Vetekinaey Infirmary,
No. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco.

Take Sutler or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
BSB- OPEN DAY AA'D NIGHT. -«B

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

D. V. S. (Montreal)
M. R. C. V. S. (London)

P. W. SKAIFE,
VETERINARY SURGEON.

Canine Diseases a Specialty. Office: 502TaylorSt.

M. R, C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529
Howard St,, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Se. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
SIO GOLDEN GATE AVE., NEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERTNARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only Improved
PRICE OPERATTNG TABLE in city. Turkish, Ros
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

Vo Athletes, Crcltsts, Baseball iVFnotballistSt
Horse-buck riders, Boxers nntl Oarsmen;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, skat*
or swim a Ions distance* USE

ANTI-STIFF

CO

je*

CO

it ia a marvelous preparation for Strengthening thi
Muscular System, "with Auti Stiff there is no faitl
required; ! t fro (3i straight for the miiKckn, and you cor
feel it at work. It has a peculiarly WJirniinir, comt'ortinp
ind stimulating effect on aU weak or stiff muscles ane
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleaeantin use
Rub it into the muscles every nitrht fur a fortnight, ant1

you will be pleased at ita eupnorring and st rem* then in?
properties. There ie not. nor has been, anything like ii

till now. ft differs from all Oils. Kmbroeations and
Liniments, hoth in sub-tancp and effect. Some Athlete*
are so lond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
E- FOUGERA & CO.. AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. WILLIAM ST.. N. J
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DRINK GEYSER TARLE WATER.
BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

BEWARE O'F* IMITATION'S.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE FOUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

BOTTLED AT
THE GEX&ERS

|

CALIFORNIA. U.5.A.

DEY5ER WATER [°

INCORPORATED

I

HEWyORK. CHIC ACQ
BAN FRANCISCO

O'^niJ-J^&'i fo£JT

IWTHI5 BOTTLE ONIT3 SIDEINACOOLPLRCE:.
TH/S UflTER ISSUE5 FROM THEEHRTHfllTtnPt»MiJRE
of^iz'mDismeomywflTiRDMmtwmcTTimis

J MOILED IUHPTURE's LHBOROT0RY
ntmrURHL MINERAL W/IIER. CRISPRND 5PRflKLIWr

/is n mate water, has mo equal,
ENOOASEDBy THELEfWIHG JHiy^lClftHS

W '.'!"

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLBY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 29 STEUAET STREET.
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
B lyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy. Ben Rohrer's HoofOintment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

Ossidine, Gombanlt's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Puff Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation; Dr. Daniel's Colic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A McKERRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal

AN

INFALLIBLE

CURE
FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

ran

Put up in one style only.

Trice. $3.00.

A, P. BUSH & CO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world
to be ^% lyi I x* preparation in the world that
the ^J lil ^ will remove a BoueSpav hi after

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidine for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."
N.B.— Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MacDonough, and the
winner of many big' stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with Ossidine. We also have
authority to refer to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.
S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. X. Criltetiton. A. K. Van Nest & Co.. and
C. M. Moseman & Bro.. New York City; Becker £ Wick-

;

ser, Buffalo, N.Y.; George l>e B. Keim & Co.. Philadel-
phia, I*a.; Morrison, Plummer & Co.. and Teter Van
Scliaack & Sons, Chicapo. III. ; John D. Park it Sons, Cin-
cinnati, 0.: F, W. Slosson, Cleveland, 0.; Floyd J:

Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Mever Bros.
]>mgCo.,St. Louis, Mo.; J. It. Cook & Co.. Kansas City,
Mo.; Mack & Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Robinson -Peitett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed 'Wire and Genuine (Hidden Barbed 'Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. >C0.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

Parties wishing to buy —FURNITURE
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
i ii»o In one of the !»rg»l Furollure Mnnufncterera on toe Paclflc Coast, and carries the largest and

best amon.ii.nl .,r Purlor get., Bedroom Seta, Dining Seta, Fancy Cbalre and Rockers, Etc. All their furniture

: -also carry a large stock ofonicc Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET.

YOUR STALLION.
DON'T "HIDE HIS LIGHT

UNDER A BUSHEL,"
BUT

GIVE HIM A CHANCE.
A DVEETISE Hill, and do it in plenty of time to attract the attention of owners

of fine broodmares to his merits before they have made other arrangements for

the coming season.

Put Him in the Breeder and Sportsman
And you will reach all the breeders on this Coast. Headquarters for furnishing

Stallion Pictures,

II. ih.ti, Tulr.1 and Fourth H|rret*. SA.\ FRA\CISCO.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness.
l-KTBUMATIO TIRE SULKIES.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Stallion Cards,

Catalogues,

Pedigrees. Folders,

Contracts. Bills, Etc.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THIS DEPARTMENT OF OUR BUSINESS.

WE HAVE

Unrivaled Facilities for Looking Up Pedigrees
AND DOING ACCURATE AND HANDSOME WORK.

Promptness,GoodWork,LowPrices

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

riAlYTTPT 'Q ^ Gorged Genuine Steel

UAlllJjli Polished Bits.
OVER

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS

HAVE

BEEN SOLD.

Safe, Reliable.

FINISH

UNSURPASSED
Do not be deceived

REGISTERED IX

GREAT BRITAIN

AND IN THE

UNITED STATES.

No. 1 Elbow.

For sale by all dealers in Saddlery, or by

Send for Special List.

Look tor the

-TRADE MARK-

V. Brodhurst & Co..

Makers.

No. 3157 Buxton Coach.

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

ESTABLISHED 1863.

THOS. MEHERIN,
]VXJ"I^SE!rfSriVI^3L3Sr and SEETDSM A.3ST.

AGENT FOR THE CALIFORN IA NURSERY CO.

Largest and Most Complete Stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees on the Pacific Coast.

Apples, Almonds, Apricot, Pear, Prune, Plum, Peach and Cherry.

*l*o Fine Stock Olives, Oranjjes, Lemous, Xut Trees and Small Fruits; Magnolias, Camellias,
Palms; Large Stock of Roses, Clematis, Etc., Etc.,

tiRASS. GLOVER, VEGETABLE. FLOWER AXD TREE SEEDS, TOP OMOXs. Etc., Etc.

Catalogues Mailed Free. Address

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery St., S. R, Cal.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

Caustic
BalsamHI
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The SnXent. Beat BLISTER ever used. Takes
|

the place of all liniments Jit mild or severe action.
Ttcmnvns all Bunches ur Blemishes from Hor«ei
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Ji<ij< . iMe (o produce scar or blemish. '

Every bcUtlo sold is warranted to give satisfaction '

Price 8 1,SO per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
eent by express, charge* pnlcl, with full directions
for Its use. Bend for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland
}

i R

Address a letter orpostal card to
THE PRESS CLADIS COMPA1ST,

JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P. O. Box 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSION'S PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

dntvln the recnlar Armyor Kavv since the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, and
tt-f'-Mdowp, now entitled. Old and rejected claims

"y. _„ ids entitled to higher ratea.
ctcv --

fi -barge for advice. Nofee
UJ.M4 dUCCCSjJf01.
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FTVE DOLLARS A YEAR,

CALIFOENIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Concluding Days of a Short Meeting That "Was

Not Much of a Financial Success.

THIRD DAY—FRIDAY, JANUARY 14.

There was a very fair attendance to-day, and, while the

fields were not large, the racing was exciting enough for any-

body in three of the five events. At a meeting of the Board

of Directors of the California Jockey Club last night, it was

determined to wind up the meeting to-morrow (Saturday)

afternoon, therefore we will see little of the fleet-footed and

blue-blooded galloper until the spring Blood Horse meeting

begins, which will be on the 8th of April. At that time a

season of seventeen days' sport will be inaugurated, and it

may be lengthened into thirty. James B. Ferguson has been

engaged to wield the flag.

Miller rode two winners to-day, Howard, Jackson and C.

Weber one each.

The first event on the card was a five-furlong dash, and it

turned out to be a heat race. St. Croix was a heavily played

favorite. Jack the Kipper, in true quarter-horse style, dashed

well to the front at the fall of the flag, with Red Rose his

nearest attendant. The Ripper appeared to be winning easily

until half-way down the homestretch, when Queen Bea com-

menced gaining fast, and the pair went under the wire head-

and-head in a dead heat, Red Rose third, a length av.ay.

Time, 1:01*.

In the run-off (which took place twenty minutes later) Jack

the Ripper led the filly (who was a hot favorite) to the home-

stretch, where Howard gave her rein, and she came away
from the whipped-out son of a trotter at every stride, winning

by four lengths with her jockey looking back the whole of the

last sixteenth of a mile. Time, 1:02.}.

Quarter.-? ta ff opened favorite at 6 to 5 in the second race, but

was played so hard that a cut was made to 3 to 5. Of the

others Huguenot was most fancied. McGinnis' First led

Elair and the favorite in the order named to the straight,

where Jackson turned Quarter-staff loose, and he went away
from his friends at a great rate, winning like a sure-enough

crack by six good lengths, Huguenot second, half a length

from McGinnis' First. Time, 1:08}.

Centella was at 1 to 5 in some books, not quoted at all in

most of them. Opposed to her in a mile and a sixteenth dash

were Minnie Elkins and Sheridan, the former being at 15 to

1, the latter at 5 to 1. Sheridan ran out in front at a killing

pace to the homestretch, with Elkins second to the half. The
stale Sacramento horse gave it up at the head of the home-
stretch, and Centella came on and won with ease by four

lengths from Minnie Elkins, who beat Sheridan handily by a

length. Time,l:48J.
The fourth race, three-quarters of a mile, was one that

pleased the bookmakers, for everything in it was backed well.

Crawford aud Ledalia were played the hardest, however, the

former going to the post a slight favorite. Crawford showed
in front all the way, and although C. Weber lost his whip, he
rode the son of Apache well enough with hands and feet to

stall off the fierce rush of Ledalia, winning an exciting contest

bv a good neck, Donna Lilla third, two lengths away. Time,

1:14|.

Revolver went to the post a favorite in the last race of the

day, one of a mile, selling. Initiation sailed away at a great

rate when the flag cleft the air, at the quarter being eight to

ten lengths from the favorite. Altus took second place near

the half-pole, where Initiation commenced to come back to

her field. Miller nursed Revolver along until the head of the

homestretch was reached, and soon after entering the straight

shoved his mount to the front, and Revolver won under a

pull by a length, Initiation second, as far from Altus. Mabel
M. was absolutely Inst. Time, 1: 13$,

S1MMARIES.

Bay District Track, Friday. January 13, 1803.—Third Day—First
race, selling, purse 8-100. Five furlongs.

Howard & Leach's b m Queen B., 4, by Jocko—Naomi, 111
pounds Howard 1

Idaho Stable's b g Jack the Ripper, a, by Capt. Jack, 120 ixainds
Epperson 2

C. 8. Treadwell's ch m Red Rose, 4, by Red Iron— by son or ' Ire-

gon Charley, SO pounds Coombs 3
Time, \:o\ ,/„ \:tfl%.

Dead heat between Queen B. and Jack the Ripper, Red Rose a
length off. Run off, Queen B. won by four lengths.
Betting—2% to 1 Queen B., 5 to 1 Jack the Ripper, 10 to 1 Red Rose.

St. Croix 117 (Kelly), 2 to 1, Charger 116 (Bally), 6 to 1, also ran.

Second Race—For maidens, purse S400. Five and a half furlongs.

H. D. Brown's br c Quarterstaff, 3, by Friar Tuck—Ruth Ryan, 104
pounds Jackson 1

P. Weber's b c Huguenot, 3, by Three Cbeere—imp. Zara. 104
pounds J. Weber 2

R. Langworth's b g McGinnis' First, 3, by Ed. McGinnis, 93 pounds
Donathan 3

Time, 1:08}£.
Betting—1 to 5 Quarterstaff. 5 to 1 Huguenot, 10 to 1 McGinnis' First.

Miss Adda 101 (Seaman), 5 to 1. Elair 111 (Hunawalt), 8 to 1, Bonnie
Blue 117 (Epperson), 8 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Handicap for all ages, purse $500, one mile and a six-
teenth.

J. B. Chase's cb m Centella, 4, by Joe Hooker—Katy Pease. 118
Miller 1

Livingstone Stable's b m Minnie Elkins, 5, by Duke of Montrose

—

Badge, 99 Donathan 2

P. Slebenthaler's ch h Sheridan, 6, by Young Bazaar—Lost Girl. Ill

Narvaez 3

Time, 1:48^.
Book-betting—1 to 6 Centella, 15 to 1 Minnie Elkins straight, 2 to 1 a

place, 5 to 1 Sheridan.

Fourth race—Handicap for three-year-olds, purse S400, six furlongs.

Antrim Stable's ch g Crawford, by Apache—Emma Longfield, 104
C. Weber 1

Elmwood Farm's b m Ledalia, by Argyle—Leda. 112 Rmstine 2

D. Bridges' b f Donna Lilla, by Gano—Armeda Howard, 92
Donathan 3

Time. 1:14%.
Book-betling—2 tol Crawford, 5 to 2 Ledalia, 5 to 1 Donna Lilla,

Alto Mio, 103 (Tally), 8 to 1. Charmer, 117 (Bally), 5 to 1, Phcebe Ann,
102 (Seaman), 7 to 1, also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, purse $400, one mile.

B. C. Holly's b g Revolver, a, by Joe Daniels—Young Jule, 119
Miller 1

Elmwood Farm's b m Initiation, 6, bylnaugur tion—Brown Maria,
107 Long 2

W. P. Fine's b h Altus, 5, by Billy Bollinger—Delia Walker. 116
Narvaez 3

Time. 1:13%.
Book-betting- 8 to 5 Revolver, 3}£ to l Initiation, Z% to 1 Altus, Ma-

bel M., 114 (King), 4 to 1, also ran.

FOURTH DAY—SATURDAY, JANUARY 14.

The California Jockey Club's meeting came to an end in a

most happy manner to-day, the rain god being exceedingly

kind to the management generally and the popular owner of

Marigold, Matt Storn, in particular. About 3,500 spectators

saw some exceedingly sensational racing, a 20 to 1 and two 10

to 1 shots upsetting the calculations of the talent. la fact, out

of six races but one pronounced favorite, Altus, got home in

front.

Gypsy Girl was played all over the ring in the first race,

the best-liked of her eight opponents being Ida Glenn. Little

Tough was played by the Idaho outfit for a slaughtering, the

odds on the little bay gelding receding under the fire of coin

to 10 to 1 from 20. Gypsy Girl, Mackey and Stoneman were

the first three to the homestretch, but the favorite was so far

ahead when the straight was struck that it looked like a dead

easy win for her. Little Tough, who made a neat turn against

the rails into the homestretch, sneaked up on Gypsy Girl in

the last 100 yards and stole the race by a neck, the favorite

tiring badly. Only a head behind Gypsy Girl came Ida Glenn.
Had the favorite been kept close to the rails Little Tough
could not have won, for he would have been forced to run
around her to win. Time, 1:01J. The Idaho crowd made a

great clean-up on Little Tough's victory, taking in the neigh-

borhood of $8,000 out of the ring.

Another surprise came in the second race, three-quarters of

a mile, when Lottie Mills sailed away in front of the Iris filly

(taken back at the start) and Happy Day, the favorite, suc-

cessfully stalled oil the latter'srush in the final sixteenth, and
won in the ganiest fashion by a neck in 1:13}. The Iris (illy

was a length behind Happy Day. Lottie Mills showed an
astounding reversal of public form, being beaten away ofl on
Thursday after easily leading her field for about half a mile.

Now came the great four-mile contest of Milner's beautiful

sorrel daughter, Marigold, against Father Time and his

scythe. A purse of $5,000 was offered if the Pacific Const re-

cord (7:25J) held by Wildidle since the fall of 1S75 should be

broken by the mare and $8,000 if Ten Uroeck's 7:15ij was
cast in theRhade. Considerable money was wagered on the

result, 4 to 5 being laid by the bookies that 7:25 would not be

beaten, 7 to 5 that 7:21 or better would not be made and 10 to

1 that Ten Broeck's record would not he smashed into smith-
ereens. Marigold's appearance on the track, riddeu by Johnny

Weber, attired in Mr. Storn's brand-new colors, " black, yel-

low sleeves and cap," was the signal for a roar of male voices
and not a little applause from the fair ones assembled on the
balcony. She looked an ideal race mare of quality, her sor-

rel coat glistening in the sun that shone through the " mack-
erel" sky, as she went up past the grand stand to be started

on her journey by Mr. Rowe. Marigold went away at a
steady pace, close to the rails, and as she neared the wire for

the first time Minnie Elkins, in waiting, joined her, the
watches snapping at 1:50 flat as she passed where the wire
should be. Elkins was kept about two lengths away, and the
daughter of Katy Pease out in front kept up her regular lick,

neither decreasing or increasing her stride. Less than a six-

teenth from home Nellie G. joined the pair, and the watches
marked 3:40, or 1:50 for the second mile. Nellie G. also kept
about two lengths in the background, and the game sorrel

mare was a little slower in her pace, doing the third mile in

1:52}. Here Centella, Marigold's stable companion joined
her, keeping close up to her chum all the way around, and
there was a material quickening of the pace. An eighth from
the finish of the four miles every one possessed of
a stop watch knew that, barring a* fall, the gallant
Marigold had broken the California record by several seconds,

and cheeks echoed and re-echoed from Lone Mountain until

the beautiful mare passed the winning post the maker of a

new record for mares at four miles and the breaker of a Cali-

fornia record that had stood the onslaught of game and speedy
horseflesh for over seventeen years. Her time was 7:201—5|
seconds faster than Wildidle made it over the same old Bay
District track in the fall of 1S75, 9.] seconds faster than the

beloved Thad Stevens ever ran it in his palmy days and six

seconds better than Idlewild, queen of the turf and dam of

Wildidle, ever "did the four miles, and she held the record

formares (7:26]) for seventeen years until Ferida,in 1880; ran
the first heat of a four-mile race in 7:23.]. It was a truly

great performance, taking into consideration the time of year
and the fact that Marigold had been campaigned during the

entire season of 1892. There was no deviation in the watches
held by the official timers, Messrs. Orrin Iliokok, \\". < Iverton

and Peter Brandow, hence there is no chance for a dispute.

Following was the time made at each quarter up to and in-

cluding the first two miles: 0:2S, 0:55A, 1:22*, first mile, 1:50;

2:1SJ, 2:46, 3:13), two miles, 3:40; three miles, 5:32} : four

miles, 7:20}; first mile, 1:50; second mile, 1:50; thirl mile.

1:52', ; fourth and last mile, 1:48.

Following is the pedigree of the Pacific Coast record-

breaker, Marigold

:

imp. Leamington {

(Sir Hercules, by Whale*
fFaugli-a-Ballagh. { bone

(Guiccioli, by Bob Booty

{ Daughter of ..

f
Lexington..

Daughterof..

I

Revenue..

{Pantaloon, by Castiel

Daphne, by Laurel

( Boston, by Timoleon

trneal, by Imp.
Barpcdop

j tap. Sovereign, by Kmi*
Kate Anderson... < lius

(Chloc Anderson, by Ro-
dolpfa

(imp. Trustee, by Catton

(Rosalie Soi
i ii B

Nina <

[imp. FrollckBOme Fan-
iiv. by Lottery

(Sultan, by Beum
Imp, Qtencoe

(TramiKfiine, by Tramp

( Bortrand, by sir

!

(AlegrmiU', bv Vniinc
Traffli

dano.l fidVuHni

TIuh pedigree, it will he observed is full of (he n

great race mares and producers, Biich as Katy Pease, Minnie
Mansiield, Argcntile, Daphne, Alice Carneal, Nina,Cnloe An-

derson, Rosalie s<>meis and < luiccioli, while the > in-

pedigree were noted both on the track mid in the stud. Katy

Pease, Marigold's dam, has founded a family of her own, and
it bids nvr t«» be one that will be Bought after by br lers from

all over the world. Judge McKinstry, Mistake, Larline, Mari-

gold and Centella, all racers of I" CO Katy

Pease. The first-named sired several winnei -. Mistake i* the

dam of three winners of excellent quality in M
and Hermitage, Larline is sure to throw winners, whil

tella and Marigold are certain to produce coll

Minnie Mansfield
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famous as race horses and producers and command high prices

in the market
Initiation opened up a big gap in the fourth race on the fa-

vorite. Revolver, but the latter caught her at the head of the

homestretch, soon passed on to the front, and won hy nearly a

length from Joitii ne third, a length and a half be-

hind Bootd mare. Time, 1:43.

The fifth race, live furlongs, was a gift for Dewdrop. who
the best "f the Sag to the extent of three or four lengths,

and won bv half a length from Huguenot, who would surely

have been the victor had the start been anything like fair.

(iiudalotipe was third, a couple of lengths behind Huguenot,

Time, 1:02. Dewdrop was at 10 to 1 in the betting, and few

played her.

Another surprise came in the sixth race, also five furlongs.

McGinnis" First was a hot favorite, Flora E. and San Fe-

lipe being plugged to some extent. Belle D., a 6-to-l

pliot, led up to the last sixteenth and looked an easy winner.

Here Alfred B. came up with a mighty rush, just managing

10 win bv a neck from Belle D. in 1:02, McGinnis' First third,

nearlv two lengths away.

The Hahogany Derby, one mite, the entries to which were

ridden by colored jockeys only, occasioned no end of fun, every

one of the sable-colored horse pilots coming iu for applause

and screams of laughter as they galloped their fiery steeds up

he flagman. Altos was considered to have "a mortal

cinch " on the winner's end of the purse, being the best horse

and having by odds the best rider in Chauncey Treadwell.

Polly was backed some at 4 to 1. Alius led all the way, and

won eased up by four lengths. Folly, interfered with at the

commencement of the race, fell behind the Held eight or ten

lengths, but got up and commenced mowing down at the half-

mile pole. She passed everything but Altus bv the time the

winning post was reached, beating Prince out three parts of a

length. Time, 1:47.
SUMMARIES.

First Race—Selline. purse S400. Five furlongs.

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough, 4, by Glenelrn, 96 pounds
Jackson 1

J. N. Lane's ch m Gypsy Girl, *. D5" Little alp—Gypsy Queen. 112

pounds J. Weber 2

P. Miller's ch ra Ida Glenn, a. bv Glenelm—Queen, 10S pounds
Clancy 3

Time, 1:01 }.L

Betting—Little Touch 10 to 1. Gipsy Girl 2}£ to 1, Ida Glenn 8 to 1.

Jim K. 117, Nipper 10», Typesetter 109, Maekey 115, and Stoneman 112,

also ran.

Second Race—For all ages, purse $400. Six furlongs.

Rickabauch £ Harp's b m Louie Mills, 4, by Colonel Clark—Grati-
tude, 10S pounds Nichols 1

B. <\ IJollv's bg Happy Day, 5, by Emperor— Felicity, lb> pounds
.". Miller 2

S. G. Reed's brm by Darebin-Iris. 3, 105 pounds J. Weber 3
Time. 1:13>£.

Betting—Lottie Mills 11 to 5, Happy l>ay 6 to 5, Iris filly S to 5.

Third Race—Marigold to beat all records (Pacific Coast record, Wild-
... Bay District track, fall of 1S75, purse$5,000 ; world's record

Ten Broeck, 104 pounds, 7:15^, at Louisville, Ry., September 25, 1S7G.)

M. Store's ch m Marigold, G, by Milner—Katy Pease J. Weber 1

Time, 725Ji 2
Time, 7:20J<.

Betting—Marigold against 7:25% 2 to 5, against 7:21, 7 to 5.

Fourth race—SelliDg, purse S400. One mile.

B. C. Holly's l» g Revolver, a, by Joe Daniels—by Partisan, 122 lbs.,

Weber 1

Elmwood Stock Farm's b m Initiation, 6, by Inauguration—Brown
Marin, 109 pounds Clancy 2

R. Bart's br fa Cyclone, a, by a, Jim Sherwood—May Edwards, 122
pounds Donatbau 3

Time. 1:43.

Betting—Revolver 7 to 5, Initiation 3 to 1. Cyclone 2J4 to 1. Folly
111, Carter R., 106, Eegal loo. and Santa Fe, also ran.

Fifth race—Purse S300. Five furlongs.

D. Millers c!i in Dewdrop, a, hy Joe Booker, 108 pounds Clancv 1

I*. Weber's b h Huguenot, 3, by Three Cheers—Zara, 104 pounds....!.
pounds Weber 2

Idaho Stable's ch g Guadaloupe, G, by Grinstead—Josie C, 121
pounds Epperson 3

Time, 1:02.

Betting—Dewdrop lOto 1, Huguenot 4 to 1, Guadaloupe 6 to 1. Prince
Die Buckingham 104, and Elair 100, also ran.j

Sixth race—Puree $300. Five furlongs.

E. J. Appleby's b g Alfred B., a, by Kyrle Daly. 12-5 pounds

J. Murphy's ch m Belle !>., a, 123 pounds Ilinkcy 2
EL Langwortb's b g McGinness's First, 3. bv Ed McGinnesa, 100

pounds ., Donathan 3
Time, 1:02.

Betting—Alfred B., 10 to l, Belle D., 6 tol, McGinniss' First 3 to 1.

San Felipe 125 and Flora R, also ran.

Seventh race—Mahogany Derby, light welter weights, colored riders
only, one mile.

Altos, b b, 5, by Billy Bollinger—Delia Walker, 152 pounds
i ;. Treadwell l

Folly, ch m, I. by WildIdle—Fostress, 142 pounds R. Moore 2
Prince, b g, antraced, no pounds Jackson 3

Time, 1:17.

Betting—2 to " Altus, 1 to 1 Folly, 8 to l Prince. Bonnv Blue (H.
Lambkin) 14'.' lbs in M. Johnson), 140 lbs., ]0 to 1, Frank
Bvana [L>, Flowers), in lbs., 20 to l. also ran.

The Dead List.

, 'J:!;;
1

..
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The deaths of the following trotters, pacers, stallions and
speed-producing mares were reported in 1892:
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Emma Temple, b m. foaled 1SS3, by Jackson Temple—Lizzie R.,

by Emigrant 2:21

3pine.Ha, b m, foaled 1S73, bv Louis Napoleon—Scioto, by Den-
nison 2:21%

Reavis1 Blackbird, blks, foaled 1S62, by Blackbird-Jane Smith,
by captain Lightfoot 2:22

William H. gr g, by Messenger Chief. 2:22%
Green River, brs, foaled 1886, bv Princeps 2:22%
Neta Medium, b f, foaled 1S74, by Happy Medium—Sally, by

Yankee Tricks 2:22%
Sport, gr s, foaled 1SS1, by Piedmont—Sontag Mohawk, by Mo-

hawk Chief. 2:22%
Carrie Walton, b m, foaled 1883, by Governor Sprague—Lida

Lewis, by Sentinel 2:23%
Hat tie Hawthorne, b m, foaled 1S79, by Pate's Sentinel—Christy

Morgan, by Huuter Lexington 2:23%
Mambrino Kate, gr m, foaled 1869, by Mambrino Patchen, dam

by State ofMaine 2:24

Jewell ('.. b m. foaled 1SS7, bv Kentucky Ruler—Hazel Kirke,
by St Elmo 2:24%

Little' Dick, ch g, foaled 1874, bv Holabird's Ethan Allen—Josie,
liv <h,M lu-op 2:24%

Ehvood Medium, b s, foaled 1874, by Happy Medium—Blanche,
by Bopkin's Abdallah... 2:24%

Aiken's Hamdallah, b s, foaled 1884, bv Hamdallab—Flora, by
Alexander 2:24%

Elsie Groff, rn m, foaled 1874. by Danville 2:25

Versailles Girl, b m, foaled 1870", by Stephen A. Douglas, dam by
Tippoo 25o%

May Eddy, b m. foaled 1SS7, bv Jerome Eddy—Flora Hebel, bv
'Young Dick Tavlor 2:25%

Templeton. b s, foaled 1SS5, by Warlock—Princess Royal, by
Happy Medium 2:25%

Troublesome br m. foaled 1-S-w, Messenger Duroc—LadvBrvant,
by Brignoli 2:2-5%

Tilton Almont, b s, foaled 1872, by Almout, dam by Clark
Chief 2:26

Badger Bov, gr s. foaled 1882, bv Swigert—Badger Girl, bv Black
Flying Cloud 2:26%

Brvan Girl, b m, bv Glen Miller 2:26%
Pastime, gr s, foaled 18SS, Lord Russell—Noonday—bv St. Elmo 2:27%
Frankie H., ch m. foaled 1880, by Spink a^7%
General Ewing, b s, foaled 18/6, by Windsor, dam by Tully-

town
Annie G., br m. foalea 18/0, by Dictator—Annie Laurie, by Har-

ris Hambletonian
Kentucky Jim, b s. foaled 1883. by Black Diamond, dam by

Bailey's Star Denmark
Lynx, br'g. foaled 1SS5. by Lexington Chief Jr
Kate Aguew, gr m, foaled 1883, by Hambletonian Chrismau

—

Nelly, by Oakland Boy
Mambrino Medium, b s, loaled 1885, by Happy Medium—Kate

Keene, by Mambrino Champion
Kentucky Ruler, bs, foaled 1S81, by Egbert—Lady Almont, by

Almont
Almont Star, b s, foaled 1883, by Almont—Blanche Star, by

Conklin's American Star
Garfield, blkg, foaled 1881, by Durango—Dixie
Jndd Boy, gr g, foaled 1880, by Marlborough—Kit, by Baj rdo...

Miss Simmons, ch m, by Simmons, dam by son of Alexander's
Norman .'.

Lizzie Gibson, b m, foaled 18S4, by General Stanton—Mattie, by
Major Macon

Administrator, br s, foaled 1S63, by Hambletonian—Dolly Hal-
stead, by Mambrino Chief _

Miss Q., b m, loaled 1SS6, by Wilkesoniau—Nellie, by Abdallah
Mambrino

BessieT., br ra, foaled 1886, by Athlete—Lady Graves
Edwyne, b s, foaled 1SS6, by Bonnie Wilkes—Trixy, by Louis

Napoleon -j:su

Huntsman, b s, foaled 18S7, by Heptagon—Big Head Mary, by
Virgo Hambletonian 2:30

Young Watchmaker, blk s, by Watchmaker 2:30

Strathso, ch m, foaled 1SS7, by Strathmore—Hope So, bv Blue
Bull 2:13

Grover S., brg, foaled 1SS4, by Cafferty Horse 2:14

Lucv, gr m, bv Ned 2:14
Ed Rosewater, gr s, foaled 1S86. by Vasco—Mary B., by Vinco.... 2:16%
Glendennis, b s, foaled 1886, by Hamliu's Almont Jr.—Black

Golddust, by Hamlin Patchen 2:17%
Daily News, b g, by Franklin 2:20
Deacon, b g, foaled 1886, bv Ben Bolt—Bessie Lincoln, by Justin

Morgan 2:20%
Bald Hornet, ch s, bv Neave's Bald Hornet 2:21

Prince Pilot, bs, by Prince Pulaski 2:22>£
Kenoma, b g, by Herod 2:23
Kentucky Ruler, b s, foaled 1SS1, by Egbert—Lady Almont, by

Almont 2:24
Sorrel Frank, ch g, by Nutwood 2:24%
Great Western, ch s, by Saturn „ 225
Kit Carson, b g, bv Gray Dick 2:25%
Black Bess, b m, by Black Prince 2:26%
Granberry, b s. by Judge Salisbury 2:27
C'berrv, b g, by Hambletonian Mambrino 2:27%
Acmon, b s, foaled 1SS7, by Nutwood—loua, 2:17%, by Alcyone.. 2:29%

STALLIONS.

Abdallah Messenger, b s, foaled 1864, by Jupiter Abdallah, dam by
Gray Messenger.

Aberdeen. 2:46, b s, foaled 1865, by Hambletonian—Widow Macbree,
2:29, by Seely's American Star.

Abraham, b s, foaled 1862, by Daniel Lambert—Polly Cook, by Ver-
mont Black Hawk.

Administrator. 2:29',, b s, foaled 1S63, by Hambletonian—Dolly Hal-
stead, by Mambrino Chief.

Almont Star, 2:28% foaled 1881, by Almont Star—Blanche Star, by
Conklin's American Star.

Ben Lomond Jr., 2:27, ch s, foaled 1S77, by Ben Lomond—by Morgan
Sumpter.

Bog Oak, blk s, foaled 1871, by Norman—Blackberry, by imp. Knight
ot St. George.

Brilliant Golddust, ch s, foaled 1S65, by Golddust—by Green Mountain
Black Hawk.

Diadem, b s, foaled 1873, by Satellite—Maud, by Volunteer.
Dick Loomer, 2:32%, b f, foaled 1871, by Dictator—Madam Loomer, by

Warior.
Fred Douglas, 2:20%, ch s, foaled 1S73, by Green's Bashaw—Nancy

Belle, bv Gale's Morgan.
Heptagon, b s, foaled 1877, by Harold—Herraosa, 2:33%, by Edwin

Forrest.
Jefferson Prince, b s, foaled 1S70, by Jim Scott—Lady Benton, by Gray's

Hambletonian.
Lyle Wilkes, br s, foaled 1S74, by George Wilkes—Lou Coons, by

American Clay.
Macedonian, b s", foaled 1881, by Hambletonian—Quakeress, by

Young Emperor.
Mark Field, b s, foaled 1874, by George Wilkes—Corinne, by Mc-

Donald.- Mambrino Chief.
Mastcrlode, bs, foaled L868,by Hambletouian—Lady Irwin, by Seely's

American star.

Nephew, brs, loaled 1374, by Ilambrino—Trotting Sister, by Alexan-
- Abdallah.

Reavis' Black Bird, 2:22, blks, foaled 1862, by Blackbird—Jane ^mith,
by Captain Lightfoot,

Rooker, b s, foaled 1864, by Stranger—Bale's Mare, by Glencoe.
Tilton Almont, 2:26, u 3, foaled UJ72, bv Almont, dam bv Clark Chief.
w bite Cloud, by Telegraph.
Winnebago Chief, bs, foaled 1871, by Mountain Chief—Nell Warden.

by Green Mountain Boy.

BROODMARES.
Almonla, dam of Arlstmont, 25755

of Happy Bee, 2:l7j ;.

, dam of Bromo, 2:26, Clarence Girl, 2:26K, Edna W„
and Ell, 2:80.

1 Bunco Jr., 2:12%.
Dully. dam ol Mambrino Haonfs, -:]'"'.

.

Dame Winnie, dam ol Pah. Alto, 2:us r
:, Gertrude Russell, 2j23K. Big

. and Paola, 2:28%.
Eliza lane, dam <>: Maud Messenger, 2:16)4,

dam of Erena, 2:23, Etulledge, 227J4,
in ol 1 eopard Rose, 2:15! ,.

B ithlehem Btar, 2:20
j

I9&
dam of Middleway, 2:22%, and Clara Belle, 2:2!)%.

' ol New York < entral, 2 L8J ...

la 1 Hulda, 'J;!) 1

,, and Oracle S..2-.22.
a "i

1 urn r. 2:27, and Chris. Smith, 2:1 1'..

Morgan, 2 v'

,

tnmei 2:15) .. and Newsboy, 2:23."
r Lui ion W . 228] ...

Staler, dam of Albert VV„ 2:20, and Bonanza, 2:29%.
siur Mold, dam orClayton, 2:19, and Currtto, 2:24k£,

'
1

. 2:19.

—American Sportsman.

American Derby Odds.

50

. 200

Following are the odds laid by a New York lirm against

the various entries in the American Derby of 1S93:
Lady Bess, ch f. 100
Minnie Mc, b f. 400
STestor, be 100
Miss Darbin, br f ..„""." 200
Model, cb f 200
Monowai, ch c~ 15
Mr. Parker, b c 200
Midway, cb c too
Matthew H., b c 200
Major Drips, b c 200
Mirage, cb c "

50
Maraschino, b c ~ 400
Martinet, cb e ' 2^
Miles Standisb, br c „..!""" 50
Mutiny, b c ](x)

Notary, cb c ..........." 200
Northwestern, ch c too
Ounalaska,b f. 200
Oak Forest, ch c 400
Oliiyes, ch c ........" *wi
Oakland, b c ."....... 200
Oporto, brc '.'."."'. Too
O'Connell, ch c ....'.".""" V»<
Old Pneb, br c -'(io

Oscar, cli c ~
200

Plutxis. ch c :jo

Pallas, be ™
200

Perdition.br c Tmi
Prince Deceiver, cb c

"
31

1

Pretender, blk g 50
Pearl Tup, cb c "

o(jq

Pat Malloy Jr.. be 200
Pasha, ch c joo
Picton, cb c 40
Primus, br e nm
Pat Bolan, br c 400
Peppercastor, imp., b c 100
Pyramid, ch c 100
Pioneer.bc ""

50
PaDsy, ch f_ 200
Peabody, brc ico
QuarterstafT, be 100
Queen Lute, b f. oqo
Quindora Kiu.?, ch c 100
Bienzi. b c 200
Rosebud, b f „"."„".

200
Kightawayjbr c '" 400
Roche.bc 50
Roscoe. ch c ..." 100
Restraint, ch a. 50
Republic, ch c 200
Richard Mobley.bc "..'....' "00
Runvon, brc 20
Rainbow, br c !........." 50
Royal Harry, b c ........" 100
Roy.b c joo
Reynard, b c ""......... 200
Reginald, be 100

Antrim, b c 100
Alderman Morris, blk c 100
Aunt Lnriy. ch f 400
Anchoret, imp, b c 50
Aldebaran, cb c, 100
iEronaut, b c 200
Alto Mio 100
Anglo-Saxon, b g 100
Antipvrine, imp., ch c 100
Alfida, gr f. 200
Azim Duke, b c 400
Advance, ch c 100

Alano, n f 100
Boundless, br c 50
Eellegarde, ch ( 100

Barmaid, ch f. 200
Banshee, b f. 200
Bonny True, br c
BUur, be
Beatirice, b c
Bill White, ch o_
Billy Gwin, imp., b e
Burr Vine, ch c
Buck McCann, ch c 50
Bucephalus, br c, 100
Claytonia.b f. 400
Cnnnaught, ch c 50
Clinton, b c 200
Corduroy, b c 40
Clarinda.b f. _ 200
C. H. Gillo^k. b c 40
Cougblin. eh e 100
Cadet, ch c 100
Comanche, ch c 50
Cannon, h c 100
Cordage, cb c 200
Chicago, brc 200
Chiswick, b c 20
Cygnus, b f 400
Col. Fred, br c 100
Cadmus, br c 30
Charm, b f. 100
Court Lore, cb c _ 100
Comrade, ch c - 100
Columbus, b c 200
Chiswell. b c 200
Chattanooga, b c_ 100
Capt. Cottrill, be 100
Calhoun, ch c 30
Currency, b c 100
Castro, b c 30
Claquer, ch c 200
Cervantes.be _ 200
Clement, cb c 200
Centenella, b f. 200
Clifford, b c _ _... 40
Delury, cb c _ 100
Dashing Charlie, b c _ 200
Duke of Hamilton, b c 200
Duke Stevens, ch c 200
Don Alonzo.bc 10
Dona Juanita, map., ch f 200
Donovan.be 100
Dutch Oven, bf. 100
Dick O'Mally, b c 100
Dare, blk c_ 20
Darbey, be 100
Dapbne, b f. 200
Don Fulano, brc 30
Decanod.b c „ 100
"FagleBird.be 50
Eph, b c 409
Enthusiast, br c 50
Eyelet, ch c _. 200
Eltham Queen, imp.,ch f. 100
Emita, imp., b f. 100
El Reno.bc 100
Esquire, br g- 200
Evanatus, b c 40
Enoch, b g „ 50
Ethelcry. b t 400
Elizabeth L.. ch f 50
Francis Pope.bc 100
Frieze, ch c 200
FortWorlh.be 50
First Chance, b c 200
Fagan.eh c 200
Fitzsimmuns, ch c 50
Falstaff, b c 50
Frank Ellis. b C 100
Flood Gate, br c 30
Fidelia.b f. _ 200
Faithful, b f. 100
Foxtail, bf 200
Gov. Foraker, b c 40
G. W. Johnsoa, br c 20
George W., ch c 100
Gazette, ch c_ 50
Guenoc, b c 200
Green Hock.bc 2O0
Gov. Crawford, gr c _ 400
Goodwood, brg 100
Gorella, ch g _ 100
Gaiety, b c _ 400
Grandee.chc 50
Glefiview. b c 30
Gladstone, h c 50
Gould it. Currv, ch c 100
Gallantry, brc 200
Huguenot, b c _ 100
Herald, b c
Halcyon, b f. 100
Hammie, be ...

Harvest, ch c...

Hannigau, br c 50
Hasty.be 200
Hesperus, ch c 1W
Hugh Penny, b g 20
Hindoowell, b f 200
Harrv,bc 200
Hinton, b c 200
Integrity, ch c 100

Inter-Ocean, bg 100

Ingomar, b c 50

Itawamba, b c 900
Impress, ch c 100
Idol.b f 200
Ingot.bc 400
Industry, br 1 400
Idaho, b c 400
Jessie Lee B..ch f. 400
Jake Johnson, br c 50
John O'Meara, br c 100

Joanna, b f 200
Jerome S., b c 200

King Leo, b c 50

Kinny K. Nick.bg 200

Koko, ch c 200
Kimball, br c 100

Liiiie George, ch c 50
Lady Violet, b f „ 30

Lady Belmont, b f _ 200
Lawless, br c 50
Lookout, cb c 20

Lawrence, br c 50
Lillian Russell, b f 20C
I-ong Dock, br c 100

Leonie, bf 4oo
Lovelace, blk c 40
I.insmore, ch c 100

Lakeland, b c „ 50
Lidgerwood, b c 50

Lis Glen, b c
Locomotive, ch c...,

Liiiville, he
Lifeboat, be
Lyndbnrst, b c
Lansing, cu c .

Linger, ch c
tew MarUu, b c
Little Ijidy.br f.....

Sea Belle, b f 200
Sabine, cb c '"

30
Saon.bc

, 50
Strathrose, imp.,br c

""
100

Son of a Gun, imp., b c 100
St, Domingo, ch c 100
Simmons, ch a. 50
Sir Carr, ch c ...,...'.'. 50
Sterling, b c 10O
Sigurd, ch c 200
Shelly Tuttle, ch c „ 400
Sir Herbert, br c

, 200
St. Brendau, ch c 100
Slow Dance, b f 200
Sinbad the Sailor, ch g 400
Snarley the Smuggler"' b g 200
Sir Henry, br c ko
Sarragassa, br c 100
St. Peter, b c 200
Sam Harlan, b c 200
Sam Bryant, b c ...........I 50
St. Croix, cb c *

30
Somnambulist, b c 200
Sir Reel, b c 50
Sam Weller, cb c 50
Sir Francis, ch c "

10
Sir Peter, br c 200
Semper. Lex, ch c ",'. 50
Silversmith, b c '

i

>oo
Solitmle, h f m

"
w 200

Steadfast, o c
"""

ioo
Spartan, br c

"
m \ 40

St. Jude, imp., b c ."."."." 50
San Francisco, ch c

"~
100

Teddy, eh c 4 no
Turquoise, ch c 100
Tom Cook, ch c 400
Tyro, b c 100
Tempest, b f. joo
The Baron, blk c 50
Tandem, be '

200
Tar and Tartar, brc ."..."." 100
Tenados, br c 200
Trompeur, chc IOO
Tom Reed, ch c 400
Treasure.bc 200
Todd's Only, ch f 200
The Reaper, cb c 50
Trenton, ch c ioo
Traverse.be „.. 100
Tobe Bell, b c " 50
The Hunter, b c _ 100
Tartarian, ch c 100
Uncle Jim, b c 50
Unicorn, ch c 100
Unalaska II., b f ' 400
Virginia Dare, b f. 400
Voorhies.grc 50
Watson R., b C-

"""
400

Wormser, ch e 50
Woodruff, b c

~
100

Walnut, ch c 100
Warren F., b c 400
Wisdom, br c 50
Wyanashott, ch c 400
Young Guy, be 100
Young Arion, b c 40
Chc by Prince Leopold—Carmen 50
Ch c by St. Blaise—Belladonna... 20
B c by TheHl-Used—Royalty 200
Ch f by Prince Leopold—Ado-
sinda 400

B f by Prince Leopold—Felicia... 400
Bf by St Blaise—Dauntless 200
Bf by Longfellow—Queen B 200
Ch f by Sir Modred—Dixianne... 200
B c by Charaxus—Thomasta 200
Br cbyD. ofMont rose—Pap'oose 10ft

..„ 400B c by Khartoum—Hop
B c by Onondaga—Beatrice
B c by Joe Daniels—Alfareta 400
Br c by Falsetto-Add ie C 200
B c by Charaxus—Elite 200
Ch c by Poutiae or Runuvmede
—Girorle 50

Ch c by Pontiae or Runnymede
—Annie F 30

Brc by Run'mede—Miss Lumley 100
Br c by Darebiu—Venture 50

Ch c bv Verano—Josie C 200
B c bv Rutherford—Rosebud 50
Ch fby Rutherford—Clara D 100

B c bv Volante—Blossom _ 100

B C by Volante—Dollv L 100

B fby Gano—Belinda 200

B f by Verano—MlSS Ford 100

B c bv imp- Deceiver—Themis... 200
Br e bv Hidalgo—Bergu W.
i.Bertie\V.l 400

Br f hy imp. Darebin—Katrine... IOO

Imp. b f by Minting—New
Haven 200

On January 9lh L. V. Harkness, of Lexington, Ky.,

lost by death his five-year-old chestnut mare, by Kobert Mc-
Gregor (2:17), dam Nancy Lee (dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04)

by Dictator. The mare was valued at $5,000, Mr. Harkness
having paid $4,500 for her in New York last month.

Among all the foals dropped at Woodburn last year only

one was sired by Harold, and the chances are that the old

horse will not get another colt, says an exchange.
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The Speed Track.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—"Yours truly" bas

talked the matter of a club house, located midway on the speed

track, over with some of our prominent horsemen. Of course,

Ihey say a house with a big verandah, placed midway so as to

catch the trotters coming and going, would be filled every

Saturday afternoon.

Underneath in ample sheds the steaming trotter would cool

out while the owner or driver would rest in an easy chair

surrounded by kindred spirits who, like

" The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay,

Sat by the lire and talked the night away ;

Wept o'er bis wounds, or tales of sorrow done,

Shouldered his cratch and showed how fields were won."

80 should the patter of the dying feet recall many a name

almost forgot. The knights (of the sulky) are dust, their souls

are with the saints, we trust. Temple Emmett with Lady

Dooley and mate would speed down the mystic track, when

with memory's aid the years had fled. Alameda Maid and

mate, with Mr. Louderback up would be in the foremost

rank, Brown Mack and Paddy McGee would rush in eager

for the lead uuder the careful hand of Mr. Tobin.

Chief Burke, behind Silky and Rose, wrapped up in his big

fur coat, would, if he once had the lead, glide as only a fast

pacing team can, away from the harder-gaited trotters.

History repeats itself. But man. active man makes history.

Renew the conditions, give the drivers a chance to see and

be seen. It takes but a short time for road drivers to pair off

and compete for the supremacy. A marked difference will

keep contestants apart until they approximate in point of

speed. Then they have such joy as foemen feel when they

meet another worthy of their steel. Day by day the develop-

ment of each horse, and horseman, too, would be watched by

the student, the rig the Hying horse was bitched to, the

way he was shod and booted as he attained or lost speed under

the tuition of his driver.

Manv a tale of old
Would then by us be told

;

Many a match be made
Beneath the friendlv shade.

The rested horses led from out the sheds, their mouths
washed out, their faces bathed; now they jog to the far end

of the now well kept, even-surfaced speed track, turn and come
up the other side of the hedge, homeward bound. What if

Flying Jib, Captain Griffith up, and Direct with his veteran

owner with steady hand went by a club house with ample
balconies, would you audi be there to see? What if Mr.
Wieland's team to bicycle wagon and Belle Button and Tom
Ryder to road buggy, guide! and impelled onward by their

owners, straightened" out for a friendly brush, who would be

away ? Now there is no chance for the horseman to stop and

see the contests of the road where his heated horse will be

safe from catching cold.

1 met a friend of mine, a Major in the army, and we talked

as best we could on the speed track.
'' Have you ever used Spelterine, Rustic," said the Major.
" No, Major ; what is it made of? " I replied.
" A natural product. I found it in Wyoming on a hunting

trip ;
slipped and fell on it. Upon my return to the post,"

said the Major, " my wife said, ' why, where did you get that

white soap upon your clothes, my dear?' 'That is not soap,'

I replied ;
' that is some kind of clay.' ' Well, never mind,'

the madame replied. When I washed that clay oft' the coat

became as clean as new. 1 hunted the deposit up," said the

Major, " organized a company to develop the plant, and now
foreign governments want Spelterine, and no jockey has a

right nor can he afford to be without it."

" What kind of hunting did you have in Wyoming,
Major?"

"Great; great! One day I killed eleven elk and three

grizzlies."

I looked upon my gentle, polished friend—a West Pointer

—

and thought, "No wonder he was a soldier and in the fore front

of battle."

Then, remember, this was in the speed track. My eye

wandered for some quiet place to rest awhileand listen to more
tales of forest, flood and field, but looked in vain. I seized the

tightened rein as that Nestor of the road—Chief Burke—went

by, and I tried and tried again to catch the old gent, in vain,

for, once in the lead, the veteran no voice will heed to pull

back his flying steed. Lot Slocuni voices our sentiment

—

there is but one thing like a horse and that is another horse.

"The love of horses," said he, "will revive. San Francisco

will come to her first love again."
" Slocura," I said, " 1 hope that will be our lot," and so say

we all of us. Rustic.

No Need for Discouragement.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The outlook of

the trotting horse industry is at the present time of moment"

ous interest in these United States.

Fully one-half of the people engaged in the business think

the bottom has fallen out or is going to immediately. And
they are not at all backward about expressing their sage de-

ductions to every one who will listen to tliem. Nearly every

number of every horse paper has some article informing the

public that nothing short of developed sires and dams will

pay for breeding to ; ofttimes we see theories that it is unsafe

to breed to any but producers. 1 am not going into a long

list of statistics to prove that these pessimistic growls and

gloomy grumbles are rank nonsense, but will assert that they

are, and thereby give the man who takes the gloomy side a

chance to answer easy, by making a counter assertion.

But take the "2:15 list up to the end of 1891 and see what it

is composed of as to sires and dams. The entire list is com-
posed of fifty in number, and eighteen of the lot are tired by
horses of standard record. Now put a pin right there and
let me say you cannot depend upon records. Hambletonian 10

has about thirty sons that are entitled to distinction by reason

of having sired numbers that have made standard speed. There
are but four of these distinguished sons that have a standard

record, while there are seven that have standard records that

have not distinguished themselves by siring as many as seven
with standard records, and now I will go back to that pin and
say that over thirty of the fifty 2:16 and better performers have
been sired by descendants of Hambletonian 10 in the male

line ; nine of the 2:15 performers from standard speed sires

are from the Hambletonian male line, and nine of them are

from sires of standard speel from "all other lines. This 2:15

list shows that where the standard speed is lacking the

Hambletonian line is proportionately much more potent than

that of all other lines. Well, what does it all prove? Does it

prove anything? To me it-proves that there are many things

to be taken into account beside a record of standard speed ; that

is, it shows there are more chances outside of the standard

speed rank than there are in that rank. But it does not

prove that a man should go outside of standard speed to

get speed, but it does prove that you can get it outside of

that rank. And some very noted exceptions of that fact are

Axtell, 2:12 at three years, and Allertou, 2:09 A, both of them out
non-producing mares and by non-producing sires, and all with-

out record of standard rank. Another point that needs no
proof is that all the great broodmares, all the distinguished

sires started out as non-producers. The grumbling pessimists

seem to have entirely overlooked that plain fact. It is possi-

ble to breed a myriad of mares as well bred as Miss Russell and
it is easy to see how to do it. The idea that there is enough thor-

oughbred in the trotter is pretty well exploded. And if a man
has a quantity of standard mares that have come in W" slim

chances, let him breed them to the very best horse in the coun-

try, no matter whether he stands cheap or dear. Do not think

that they are too poor to breed to a good horse. As a com-
promise breed them to a compact, four-mile thoroughbred and
raise the fillies for broodmares, and when he breeds those

fillies back to a trotter he will have something that will pull

down the money, and be a joy to look at. But to come back
to the industry of breeding trotters, does any one think that

the union of the blood of Guy Wilkes and Nutwood, Elec-

tioneer and Director, or a mingling of all these together, will

fail to produce profit in a single instance! Yes, to be sure,

there will be a single weed from any kind of a union, so tiiere

will be a single success where you have not much right to

look for it. The trotting horse has more earning capacity in

stakes and purses that he ever had, and that earning capacity

is being increased with every season. 2:30 speed for races is

of the past, but, in the light of facts, the contingent that has

never come into that magic circle has shown more power on

the male and female line to produce the 2:15 trotter than have
those who have come within that rirele. When the great year

book comes in for the records of IdJJ this may be changed,

and the advocate of the record may say that all of these great

producers could have come into the list if they had had a

chance. I will admit that freely and claim the very reason

of their greater success was that they had the power, but did

not expend it in that way. Or that they were bred to trot and
their individuality would have made them trotters. Hence,
their power to produce trotters.

Do not, gentle reader, think you will have the best success

by breeding a 2:35 horse to a 2:40 mare, for this lesson is not

to teach you that. A gentleman said in my hearing that lie

would not breed to a certain horse; he was a well-bred one and
brought here at great expense. I asked why. He answered

that he was loosely put together and foul-gaited in front. If

such is really the case they are good reasons, and somebody
will meet with disappointments in years to come who breed

to him.
A stallion should be an even-sized horse. He can be excused

for being small but hardly for being overgrown. Let no one hope
to have great campaigners of 1300 lbs. To sum up this out-

look of the trotting horse industry, don't go at it in a hap-
hazard way, don't believe that the colt you have bought or

raised is going to produce trotters because you want him to,

don't believe he will be a great producer unless be has it in

his pedigree on both sides of his lineage, and then he should

be a stout-looking one all over ; and narrow heads are fast

falling out of date. Don't think that with your transcendant

genius you can adopt some new plan and beat your neighbor,

who breeds to the best stallion to be had. If you want to beat

him, pay for beating him; get a better mare than he has and
breed to the same horse. Lastly, the trotter is a horse to

gamble on, and whenever events are so arranged that he can

earn as much as the runner, then he will be as profitable to

raise, and many a man will sell ofi'in disgust, and in a few years

see the buyer reaping golden harvests from what he gave up
as a worthless business. The trotter is much the more useful

horse after his morey-winning career is ended than is the
runner, and any man who thinks the man who handles the

one is more honest than he who handles the other had better

keep out of the business of either breed, and the sport as well.

There has been a great depression in general business that

has run through several years, and all that time the earning

opportunity of the trotter has been on the increase. Let us

be of good cheer, breed to the best, and feed and train them.
Pro Publico.

second place in one of the best races in San Francisco last

week. He lias taken his A-rteeo stallion, Poco Tempo, to
Oakland and he may do some pretty good trotting the coming
seasi m.

Belden & Etebir have taken tip their fine young stallion,

Jim Corbett, and the lad will be put ic training this year. Jim
Corbet I was 6ired by Fine's Poco "iV»j'po, dam by Gen, Mc-
Clellan.

The boys say that March & Kobinson's^blt, by Illustrious,

is one of the speediest young horses in these parts. He cer-
tainly [s a very promising youngster and his owners are very
proud of hiru.

Dan Carter's Launcelot filly is being jogged by Charley
Glmmel, and Charley says she is the making of'something
that will be very good.
Jack Leary has two colts which cause him to intla'.e'with

considerable pride. One is by a son of Nutwood and is a hVmi
some little fellow. The other is standard bred, but its pc'di^

gree has escaped our memory.
George K. Guerne bas a lot of horses at his [dace on Col-

lege Avenue. Among them are some very choice brood mares.
He has also a number of Philosopher and Silas Skinner year-
lings, some of which he is breaking.

Oh as. C. Belden paid Napa horsemen a short visit la-t week.
He took a look at Coombs Bros.' stock and reports it in good
condition for the approaching sale, lie inspected John Evan's
string and found the members of it in good shape. He says

Coombs Bros, have sent two Director colts, out of Lillie Stan-

ley, to Salisbury's place to be put in training; one is a trotter

and the other is a pacer.

John P. Overton, president of the trotting club, has a stal-

lion by Illustrious of which he is very proud. He is but two
years old, but is of good size and remarkably active.

Councilman E. E. Morrow has a tine broodmare that he
thinks is hard to beat. He calls her Tin Heel, from which eu-

phonious name it should be inferred that her owner is a

hardware dealer. May her record never be a tin cup one.

Thomas Bonner has sold his stylish young roan road horse
to C. A. Wright, obtaining therefor a fancy price. Mr.
Wright does not desire to pose as an imitator of Budd Doble
or John Solan, but he says he must have a swift horse to be

up with the times.

M. J. Streining has sold the handsome pair of grays jhe

purchased of Pierce Bros, some time ago to Sheriff Sani Allen.

These mares are both by Alonzo Hayward and are out of the

same General Taylor mare. With this team, Sheriff" Allen
can boast of driving as good a pair as any Sheriff in Cali-

fornia.

S. H. Sheplar was in town Saturday. He says his stock is

all looking well. St. Eric, by St. Just, will go into active

training this year and will probably be handled by Thomas
Murphy, of Petaluma. Mr. Sheplar says he won twenty
dollars from a Sonoma county official some time ago on a

wager concerning tbe respective good points of St. Eric and o

young trotter owned in the northern part of the county.

Decision was left to Capt. Ben E. Harris aud Major T. H.
Griffin, and they awarded the verdict in favor of St. Eric by a

large majority. St. Eric, however, belongs to Mrs. Sheplar.

Mr. Sheplar lias a half dozen very good colts from him, out of

broodmares brought from the blue-grass region. One animal
Mr. Sheplar is very fond of is the three-year-old filly Louise

Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, a half-sister to St, Eric. Mr. Sheplar
has about forty horses, all told, and it keeps him hustling to

look after them. " Publius,"

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and SporstmanI

Santa Rosa, January 16.—Every now and then a Santa

Kosa horseman is heard grumbling because the Agricultural

Association sold the fair grounds here. They seem to think

great things would have been accomplished had the track been

retained by the society.

Not all the horsemen think that way, however. < hie of them

said Saturday that it was a splendid thing for Santa Rosa

when Pierce Bros, bought the track. He said that they pay

out an average of over five hundred dollars per month for feed

and labor, and he thinks that is worth more to tin- town than

alot of assessments would be, each year. < >ne thing is certain.

and that is, that so bug as Pierce Bros, own it, things will al-

ways be kept in apple-pie order, and the Santa Rosa Stock

Farm will always be an attraction and a big drawing card for

our " City of Roses."

There have been a numher of important changes among
horsemen here recently. W. !J. Sanborn, the running b<> Io-

nian, has sold his headquarters fur liquid refreshments toex-

Street Commissioner J. W. Swank and will henceforth devote

all his attention to the horse business. 1I-- has senl his lieroii

old race horse, Inkerman, to Sacramento to be Bhaped up for

the spring meetings and it is predicted that the floble fellow

will be first in many of tbe hard-fought contests of L893. ! li-

Mamie C, by Harry Peyton, is also at Sacramento.

in foal to Three Cheers and should produce some pretty hot

stuff". She has along list of triumphs to her credit.

W. P. Fine, another Santa Kosa horseman, has sold his An-

teeo livery stable and will enter the race arena. lie 1 pur

chased a number of very excellent horses and one of them got

The Huron Case Decided Against Corrigan.

New York, Jan. 11 —Judge Dugro, sitting in the special

term of the Superior Ccurt of Brooklyn, to-day affirmed the

decision of the general term, dismissing the suit of Edward

Corrigan, of Chicago, against the Coney Island Jockey Club

for $11,000, whioh he alleged was due him as tbe amount

allotted to the horses that finished second in the Futurity of

1891. Judge Dugro gave Corrigan's counsel five (lavs in

which to submit briefs, in order that the record of the case

might be completed in time to be carried to the Court of Ap-

peals for a final decision.

The action is an important one to turfmen all over the coun-

try, aud many well known horsemen were present to listen to

listen to the proceedings, among the number being Green B.

Morris, Eugene Leigh and President Lawrence, of the Coney
Island Club, The question involved in the present litigation

is whether or not Huron, Corrigan's horse, was originally sold

with his engagements, including the Futurity of 1891, which

was valued at $70,000.

There is also another issue in the case, and one of more
importance, namely, whether the Coney Island Jockey Club
can arbitrarily preclude certain horses under the rules (if the

club from entering the races conducted under its auspices. The
case was originally brought a few days before the Futurity of

1891 was run, and Mr. Corrigan asked for an injunction to re-

strain the club from interfering with the running of his horse.

The matter was presented to Judge Me Adam, and he decided

that the horse should be allowed to run in the race. Ilnrmi

ran and came in second to His Bighness, Yorkville Belle be-

ing third and Hagonet fourth. The stakes awarded to the

second horse amounted to $11,000, bul the club refused to

recognize Mr. t 'orrigan's claim and paid the Stakes totni

of Yorkville Belle. Tbe club appealed to the general term

of the Superior Court from Corrigan's injunction, and that

court decided that the club had the right to exclude Huron
from the race if it saw fit.

Judge DugrO has now sustained the decision, and the ver-

dicl of '.Ik- * ourl "i' Appeals is awaited with interest, as upon

its decision will depend the existence of the combinati f

ji.rkiv clubs known as the Hoard of Control. If the tl. < Ki .

m

of the 'ower courts is not sustained tin Sew York, Coney is-

land, Brooklyn and Monmouth Park jockey clubs will b

polled to accept the entries of all horses wlu>s.' pedij i

i
.1 as being Qrst-class by recognized racing authorities.

Otherwise the Board of Control clubs will have a right to

keep Up the war they have begun agai st the Guttenblirg,

Gloucester, and Western tracks. Mr. Corrigan bought Huron
qi ral Jackson, of Tenness iffidavit which

v. mi with the horse * leneral Jackson stated lha

thecolt with hi en i
nt8,ashe had all yearlings at the

sal.', an- 1 that be bad n de.'lan 'I him 00 111 ity and

had not authorin dan The I fcraej

Jockey club < tended on the other hand thai Hui

[ared onl of the Futurity, and thai even if he I

it i, ,,i ,i
i the entry,

'

Huron's
, :,. ., ,... Fier.lmd lied rui f the i
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THE-vGtJN.
Song qf;ih6 Sea "Wind.

FSHH POBSON.]

Uo ,„ . , lowing sbarpty from the sea line,

.Wi*5<in edge of sail that stiogs;

How rflrf^hsaloadand pases,

cuts the close cliffgrase;

:

**. How ir sings again and whistles

,
r

'.%£ it shakes the stout sea thistles—

;'/•'** How it sings!

TlyK it shrieks, shrieks, shrieks in the crannies of the headland,

>*;* in the gashes of the creeks;

,' How it shrieks once more and catches

l"p the yellow foam in patches ;

How it whirls it out and over

To the cornfield and the clover—

How^t shrieks!

Uow it roars, roars, roars in the iron under-eaverns,

In the hollows of the shores
;

How it roars anew, and thunders,

As the strong hull splits and sunders.

And the spent ship, tempest driven,

On the reef lies, rent and riven-

How it roars

!

How it wails, wails, wails in the tangle of the wreckage,

In the flapping of the sails.

How it sobs away, subsiding,

Like a tired child after chiding

;

And across the groand swell roiling,

Yoa can hear the bell-buoy tolling—

How it wails

!

Boomerang and Kangaroo.

The black man watched the kangaroos intensely for a

moment, and he seemed to be taking a kind of measurement

of their distance from the foot of the palm, says W. 0. Stod-

dard in St. Nicholas. Then he drew back and a second black

man took his torn at looking, with the bush branches for a

screen, and he also drew back. He put down the twigs, and

the two seemed to be studying. Two men who could neither

count nor measure as civilized men count and measure, were

in reality counting and measuring as accurately as if they had

been a pair of surveyors with perfect instruments. They had

dropped their spears and sticks before peeping out at the

kangaroos, and now each of them stooped and picked up a

queer, crooked club. All the other black men lay flat in the

gra^s, while these two went on with their puzzling operations.

Neither of them could see any part of a kangaroo through the
trunk of the tree. Each stood and balanced himself, leaning
forward, with his bit of curved wood held in his right hand by
one end. These crooked sticks were not much over two feet

long, perhaps not over two or three inches wide at the
center, the widest part, and were made to taper at each end.
They were curved on one face and flat on the other and sharp
at the edges. You would have said great pains had been taken
to shape these sticks so that it would be impossible for any-
body to throw them straight or make them hit 3ny object* they
were thrown at.

Each black man held his dark, heavy-looking wooden
weapon with the flat side down, until he has finished his bal-

ancing and calculating, and then he suddenly drew back and
hurled it from him, with a peculiar, jerking twist of his wrist.

Almost at the same moment, each of them stooped and
picked another and threw it, and then a third. As the third
cast was made, each uttered a loud, screeching yell, the two
harsh cries bursting forth at almost the same second, followed

by yells from all the rest of the party as they sprang from the
grass, seized their spears and sticks and bounded forward.
Ned and Hugh had noted every movement of the green mask

by the palm, and the kangaroos must also have begun to

suspect danger, for all of tbem had ceased feeding, sat up-
right and pricked their ears and turned their pretty heads in-

quiringly. The largest of them wasin the very act of rising

for a forward bound when something struck him upon the
neck, just above the shoulder.

There had been a faint whizzing and whirring in the air.

It began behind the cabbage-palm and went out sidewise and
upward through the air, while somethingdimly visible flashed
away, in a wide, sweeping curve. Up, up, up went the whiz
and whirl, and then down, down, after a strange, mysterious
fashion, closely accompanied by another, just like it. Then
there was a thud, thud—and the great kangaroodid not make
hi* leap. He rolled over and over in the grass, for one of
those wonderful missiles had actually broken his neck. And
another kangaroo had fallen also.

Hunting Zebras.

After crossing the usual heated yellow plains,;looking for

all the world like an expanse of overparched hayfields and
dotted here and there with droves of springbok, we outspanned

two and §o rode back again across the hot, weary plain for

camp. We had not long quitted the forest before we sighted

a good troop of Burchell's zebra, feeding quietly. We spread

out in line and rode up to them.

The i: insisted mostly of mares with a yearling

foal or : led by on old stallion, who stood sentinel
a op. Presently, turning half way

round, he gav< , : ,1 and the rest of the band
galloped briskly offt curveting and capering as they ran. After
moving a few hundred yards the troop suddenly wheeled
round in tine to have a good look at us again.

of the zebras were displayed in a retre.it of
some mi tatlion always covering the rear, until the

mot off to the right and my chance
came. I galloped hard to intercept them, and as they at 1

foramii in the line of flight, got a steady
mllel clapped as it" on a barn door,

I their flight I -nw one zebra turn

[ w« ion within
er bullet finished her. She proved

" " r,r '
- in !i

I her head and i kin now
>m at home.— Ivongman's Magazine.

A Natural Barometer. ROD.
One of the government engineers, Major Jones, in charge

of the Yellowstone Park, gives a very interesting account of a

peculiar phenomena to be found there. He was shown by a

rancher a barometer spring, and found it to be one of the most

wonderful freaks of nature ever discovered. The Major gives

this account of his trip and the spring:
" Soda butte is a mound of travertine on a small creek in

the northeast portion of the park. It was formed by the de-

position of sediment from a calcareous spring similar to those

at Mammoth Hot Springs. The spring is now d?ad, but along

the creek just below are several small ones highly charged

with gases and salts of sulphur, soda, etc
" One of these has developed into a peculiarity that is de-

cidedly unique. Passing by it recentlv in the midst of a

severe" storm, I was struck with the pecular inky blackness of

the sediment upon the bottom of the spring and the short out-

let which leads its waters into the creek. Just then a rancher

came along, and seeing me, said:
"

' See my barometer ? That spring is the finest barometer

in the United States. When it's going to rain or raise h

—

with the weather that spring gives the hull snap away by
turning black all over its bottom. Otherwise its bottom is all

the same as the lilies of the field, mister. The gray of the

mornin' and the roses and pinks of the evenin' kinder get

mixed and mingled all over it, and she's a daisy then. The
bottom turns whiter than a swan when it's going to snow, red-

der than a volcano when it's going to be hot, greener than an
emerald when a tenderfoot looks in iL'

" I thought he was telling me a fairy story. A month later

found me again at the spring. The day was semi-clear, but

fine. Ominous little clouds were gathering in the upper sky

and it was getting to be something of a question what was
coming. Snow in the mountains in November is something
serious.

" 'Going to have a little change in the weather,' suggested

I to the rancher, who stood near me.
" ' Not much, partner; barometer says no.'

" I went to the spring. The blackness was wholly gone, and
in its place was the pearly gray of the morning, while in the

j

outlet the gray was softly blended with delicate hues of pink

and carmine. It was beautiful to the eye, but the fumes of

the hydro-sulphuric acid were unbearable.
" It is a very curious fact that the sediment from this spring

changes color with the changes of the weather.
" When mother earth wrinkled out the Rocky mountains

there was left a very soft and tender spot in the region where
the Yellowstone Park now lies. Here her surface crust of

rock was softened from close contact with the heat which is

supposed to hold her interior in a fluid condition, and there

was a raging of volcanoes through craters and fissures many
miles in length. The face of nature must have been a lurid

show in those days. Great rivers of melted rock flowed down
the mountain sides, spread over great areas of valley and
plain, and incidentally piled up the greatest of all the won-
ders of the park, Shoshone mountains. This range is a mass
of peaks, in width about sixty miles, in length more than 100,

which are almost wholly composed of lava. It lies in appar-

ently horizontal beds, cut into mighty canons by the stream

and peculiarly weathered into vertical cliffs which generally

cap the summits of the peaks. I have measured a thickness

of over 5,000 feet of lava among these lofty peaks, which
reach with considerable uniformity altitudes of 10,000 to

12,000 feet above the level of the sea. The mountain walls

are weathered into peculiar shapes of colossal magnitude,

making the scenery novel and magnificent."

There is a class of so-called sportsmen in our Eastern States

who are trying to imitate the fashions of the English nobility

in the fox hunt. They let loose a captured fox and chase him
across fields and pastures with horses and hounds ; or if a fox

cannot be found they drag a bag of anise seed over the country

and chase the smell ! They don't have much regard for the

damage done to farmers' crops, either in England or here. In
England the laws and public feeling favor the sport ; here the

farmer is protected by law, but he don't want the trouble of

going to law with a lot of fellows with long purses. We need
a wholesome public sentiment to put down this nonsense.

Not Ions ago an unfortunate hunter in Long Island, X. Y.,

lost his life by trying to jump a fence having a barbed wire

over the top which his horse did not see ; and now the hun-
ters are trying to prevent the use of barbed wire by farmers,

so that they can ride without incurring such risks. We see

no good reason for trespassing, in a free country such as we
boast ours to be, upon the private rights of farmers for the

sake of the brutal pleasure of running down a poor fox, or for

the sake of the excitement of leaping fences and ditches on
horseback at the risk of the life of both rider and horse. It

is a pity these men can't find something better to do with
their idle time and monev.

The State Board of Fish Commissioners.

It is with pleasure that we note the favorable change that

has been made in the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners.

The new members are just such men as should be at the head

of this important public interest.

Mr. William C. Murdock, a gentleman well known as a

thorough sportsman, a sound financier and' one of the solid

business men of this city, has but^recently received hisappoint-

ment and entered upon the duties of his office.

Mr. Murdock is a man in whom those who know^him best

put implicit faith and confidence. Bringing to the office of the

Board a large and varied experience in all matters pertaining

to the fish interests of our State, he is fully equipped to dis-

charge theduties devolving upon him in a manner which will

best serve the whole people. With Mr. Murdock the question

of piscatorial matters is not only one of interest but
it has become a passion, and no stone will be left unturned to

render the work under his charge most effective,

Mr. H. L. McNeil, of Los Angeles, is the other new ad-
dition to the Board. Mr. McNeil is a leading business man
and capitalist of the southern metropolis of the State, and
carries with him a large circle of the influential men of the

State, He, too, is one of the most ardent of sportsmen,

especially in the art of angling, and with this infusion of

vigorous and interested blood in the Board we confidently

look forward to a new impetus in the matter.

If Mr. Ramon E. Wilson could again be induced to enter

the Board the trio of workers, every one able and efficient,

would be complete. Mr. Wilson is entitled to all of credit

and praise for the admirable work which has been accom-
plished in the past two years, and when it is known under
what disadvantages he labored it may well be considered won-
derful that he was enabled to do so much.

It is to be earnestly hoped that the bill now before the

Legislature"which has been recommended by the Governor ask-

ing for an appropriation of $35,000 for the use of the Board
will be passed. With such a sum success c innot fail to at-

tend the future work of the Board in this important public

measure.

John S. Benn.

" I well remember," said Mr. Crocker, who keeps the
" Tourist's Rest," away up toward the crest of the Sierras, on
the Tuolumne road to the Yosemite, " when the squirrels in

these parts were so thick that it was no trouble to kill all you
wanted of them with a stick. It may seem strange to you but
l am relating the truth when I say that I have had the frisky

little fellows run up along my arm and perch on my shoulder,

evincing no element of fear whatever. This was in the early
fifties, when these mountains were virgin in the sense that

man had never invaded them.
" This quality of fearlessness was noticeable in all classes of

wild animals and birds. It was astonishing to me andJI took
no little pleasure in studying the habits of them.

" I have now back of my barn a family . f tame squirrels

and they continue so by reason of the kind treatment which
they always receive from me. Ycu can do almost anything
by kindness."

•-

The sportsmen in attendance at Bak^rsfield are having a
grand time tbi". week. The quail are plentiful and several
hunting parties have found time to bag geese, duck and snipe
as well. This is good news for those men who could not spare
the lime to attend. Next to enjoying good sport afield one's
self is to hear that one's friends are having a good time.

The ducks seem to have deserted their usual haunts in this
immediate section, but down in the cultivated valleys where
i here is an abundance of green food they are said to be unusu-
ally plentiful.

»
The heavy snows in < tregon have been severe on the Mon-

golian pheasants, and in many instances the farmers have seen
them feeding contentedly with the domestic fowls in the barn-
yard.

Do you know BenD, the fly-tyer ? The peculiar man whose

identity is wound up in his one constant aim to tie the best

passible fly—the most killing fly for human ingenuity to in-

vent. He has a shop at S22 Folsoni street, where you may
find him almost any day busily engaged in forming from silk

and feathers the flies which experience has taught him are

the best for the several kinds of fish to be found in the differ-

ent waters of this coast. Benn does not think of much else

but the manner in which to manufacture the very best and
most durable fly. He is a perfect encyclopedia on artificial

flies and the different methods to be used in luring successfully

the finny tribe from their homes beneath the wave. He has

been a resident of the Pacific Coast for more than twenty
years, and has angled in ail of its waters from Oregon to Mex-
ico. He is never so happy as when at his work or in casting

some favorite fly upon some one of the more favorable streams
or lakes.

Benn is an expert at fly-casting and to his credit may be placed

many of the more skillful fights with the monster salmon on
this coast than to any other angler. When he goes out fish-

ing he goes to catch fish, not to idle away the time in ease and
evolve fish-tales on his return. He has been unusually suc-

cessful in luring the king salmon with the fly. Most anglers

use salmon roe for this purpose, but Benn invariably holds to

his big red fly—one of his own manufacture.
" I take no great delight," he said to us one day recently,

" in fighting a large fish. It really is not sport, for there i«

too much labor and downright hard work in it."

" I have hooted and fought a king salmon for three-quar-

ters of an hour at a stretch, and I assure you that when 1 was
done with it I was completely worn out and c>uld enjoy no
more sport for the balance of the day. This fish weighed
nearly forty pounds and I took it in the Eel river. I would
much prefer catching nice trout weighing from one to four

pounds, for that is sport."

We think the old fisherman right on this question. Whal-
ing may pay, but it scarcely may be considered sport.

Whv Ladies Admire Catfish.

A number of ladies were leaning over the railing admiring

the fish exhibit at the Mechanic's Fair the other evening.

They glanced at the beautiful rainbow trout and exclaimed,

'' Oh, my ! ain't they beauties !" The gaudy colored cut-throat

trout called forth all manner of exclamations of delight and
wonderment. The fry of the brook trout engaged their atten-

tion. " They are such innocent appearing little beauties it al-

most seems a shame to catch them," said one of Eve's fair

daughters, whose headgear was formed of the dismantled plum-
age of some sweet songsters of the wood. Just then one of the

voracious little cannibals made a dart for a cousin, sister or
brother finny and seizing it by the head went through the pro-

cess of swallowing it to the utter demolition of the theory of

the tender-hearted damsel. Nature treads on tender hearts

with an iron heel. Heaven helps those who help themselves.

The ladies, however, found their greatest attraction watching

ihe homely catfish. Noticing this an ardent angler asked, with

a tone of disgust in his voice "Can any one tell why the ladies

should take such an interest in the catfish?" A wag standing

by quickly answered " Because the catfish have whiskers!"

Illegal Fishing.

A correspondent in the Sonoma Democrat under date of

December 24th gives some pointed information for the benefit

of the Fish Commission as follows

:

" I do not see why the authorities and citizens of Sonoma
county let the wholesale slaughter and destruction of these

valuable fish go on as they do. I have lived on Austin creek

for sixteen years, and during the first six or eight years in the
spawning season you could see them in great numbers along
the creek, in the sholes, spawning. For the last eight years
there has been put in and across Russian river, near its

mouth, a series of gill nets, which catch the salmon as they
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come up to spawn by thousands and by the ton. They are

shipped to San Francisco, and peddled out there by the wagon
load. This is being done now. I am told that the nets at this

time are set in such a way at to completely block the stream.

Let this wholesale slaughter continue a few years more as it

has in the past, and Russian river and its tributaries will be

extinct of these fish. Two years ago I traveled for miles up
and down Austin creek, and saw, I think, four fish ; last year

I repeated the same journey, and two fish was all I saw. In

the last week I have been along Austin creek for three miles,

and not a fish was to be seen, while the gill net men at the

mouth of Russian river are taking them out by thousands."

If the above be found correct it would seem that the

authorities could easily put a stop to this fearful destruction

of the salmon in that section.

Grand Angling "Waters in Montana, Idaho and
"Washington.

The Game Fish of America.

What is the gamest fish of America? The question is

broad and no doubt that each lover of the rod and reel wil[

find a ready answer which will of course be the embodiment

of his own experience by lake and river with the finny tribes.

Following this suggestion we should say without hesitation,

the black bass.

In a recent number of the Kingston (X. Y.) Leader was the

following:

"Howard P. Frothingham, deputy game and fish protector

for Morris and Sussex counties, has written a letter to Rev.
John Baxter, of Newton, stating " that Lake Hopatcong has
been stocked three times with lake trout. The last time 20,-

000 yearlings were put in the lake, some six years ago, and as

yet no result has been found. It is ray opinion that the black

bass kill the trout. Black bass will kill any fish that swims
in fresh water. I don't think it worth while to try to put any
more lake trout in any of the lakes in the northern part of

the New Jersey that are"tnhabited by black bass or Oswego
bass, as they cannot live in the same water the bass.

" Mr. Frothingham's opinion ought to settle the matter as

between a good food fish and a cross between a shark and a

carp. However, he will do all that he can to stock streams
not inhabited by black bass."

Commenting upon this article Mr. Russell McCarthy, in the

Washington Post, says

:

" I cannot understand how any one who has ever taken and
eaten the gamey, toothsome bass can intimate that he is a cross

between a shark and a carp, unless he means to imply that

the bass is as good a fighter as a shark and prolific a breeder

as a carp.
" It is statements like in the above clipping which discour-

ages the stocking of our land-locked waters. For Mr. Froth-
ingham's benefit let me state that information on the subject

is growing, and it is only necessary for him to refer to the

work in Illinois and elsewhere, every season fish cars engaged
in tbe distribution of the black bass in every direction, to

discover how universally our greatest game fish is appreciated

and sought for.

" It is artificially bred and caught now in Southern waters
swarming with every known Southern fish, and if by chance
he does devour the lake trout, it is only a case of the survival

of the fittest. There is no more comparison between them
than between a brook trout and a red herring. There is

ample room for all food fishes, and work for all men interested

in them. I surely wish Mr. Fro hingham success with his

lake trout, but when he slanders one of the gamiest and most
delicious of our food fishes, he combats the widely recognized
opinion of our best writers and sportsmen."

A Toe For Bait.

The clever professional liar of the St. Louis Globe-Demo-

crat is responsible for the following:

A most singular accident befell A. M. Moore on the Fourth
of July at Eagle Lake, I. T. Mr. Moore, with a party of

several others, went into camp at the lake on the evening of

the 3d. In the morning Moore, with his fishing pole, waded
out to a log on the lake, where he sat down. He was bare-

footed. While moving his left foot to and fro in the water a

large fish, supposed to be a black bass, made a sudden lunge
and grabbed the toe in its mouth, sinking the teeth into the

flesh to the bone.

Moore rolled from the log into the water, which was waist

deep. He waded to the shore, the bass still clinging to the toe.

In shallow water Moore gathered the fish and pried open the

mouth, the fish escaping into the lake. The toe is so badly
lacerated that Moore is unable towa'k and the member will

probably have to be amputated.

An Interesting Exhibit-

The exhibit of California fishes presented by the State

Board of Fish and Game Commissioners at the Mechanic's

Fair is one of the first interest and it will do much, small as

it is, to educate the public in this matter. There are the

beautiful rainbrow trout [Salmo Trideus) from the Klamath
river; the white fish (Goregonua Albus) from Lake Tahoe

;

the cut-throat trout {Sfilmo Myf:U<) from Lake Tahoe; salmon
fry from the Sisson's hatchery ; black bass [Ori </<'.- Nigricans)

from the Russian River, and the beautiful brook trout {Salmo

Foniinaiis) from the Mount Shasta region.

Do not fail to take a look at them; they are beauties and it

will pay you well.

A writer in the American Angler says that he knows of but

three sturgeons that were hooked and played on rod and line.

One was by William F. Shattuck, who killed a forty-pound fish

in Petaluma creek, California, which empties into San Pablo

bav ; another hooked, but lost after a long fight, by Charles M.
Bennett of Lake Champlain, which was estimated to wei<j;h

sixty pounds, and the third by H. R. Clark, of Jersey I ity,

who, when fishing with the fly for black bass, hooked a stur-

geon on the outside of the jaw, killing the fish, a seventy-three

pounder, on a seven and a half ounce fly rod, after a fight of

forty-five minutes. " Although the above instances," he con-

cludes, " seem to be exceptional, there is no question as to the

possibility of takingsturgeon if the proper method is pursued."

We dropped into 416 Market street the other day and found

Mr. W. A. Allen, of the E. T. Allen Co., busily engaged in un-

packing and taking note of a mammoth stock of fishing rods

which that leading house has just received. It is a marvel as

to what becomes of all the fishing tackle brought to this city.

The opening of the year 1S93 witnesses the completion of

the Pacific Extension of the Great Northern Railway, via the

Marias Pass, into western Montana, Idaho and Washington;

says Charles Ilollock in American Angler, whereby the ar-

dent sportsman is expeditiously transported across the most

picturesque mountain region of the United States into an Ar-

cadia, the like of which nowhere remains this side of the

"Happy Hunting Grounds." It crosses no less than nine dis-

tinct mountain ranges, to wit: the main Rockies, the Mission,

the Cabinet, the Selkirk, the Columbia, Colville, Olympic and

Cascades. The Selkirk is a part of that grand intermura' sys-

tem whose scenery has made the Canadian Pacific route so fas-

cinating to tourists. Here in this wide region are fish of many
families and forms. The streams are fed from ice cold reser-

voirs which never fail, and nourishment comes down continu-
ously from the turgid landwash to make their funny denizens
lithe and fat.

Superficially outlined, the Pacific Extension leaves the Great
Falls branch line at Havre, Mont., near Fort Assiniboine,
crosses the fine ranching and grazing country lying south of
the Sweet Grass Hills, and continues up the eastern slopes of
the Rockies at an average grade of eight hundred feet in twen-
ty-two mil^s. The first view of the great continental range is

had at Galata, 103 miles from the foot of the mountains.
Eighty miles west, at Blackfoot station, a trail leads to the
famous St. Mary's Lakes. Twenty miles farther on, at Mid-
vale, and well up in the altitudes, is an undulating mountain
park, with ponds and water courses *»lled with trout. Only
two miles farther is the Two Medicine River, crossing, with a
trail leading to the beautiful Two Medicine Lakes

; and in the
course of thirteen more miles Summit Station, 5,200 feet above
the sea, is reached by the easiest grade on any transcontinental

line.

Down the western slopes, on the Pacific side, through the
most picturesque scenery on the route, there are mountain
trout streams all the way to Relton (in Montana), a distance
of forly-five miles, with live luterveuiug stations at conven-
ient intervals. From one of them, named Eesex, a trail leads

to St. Mary's Lakes. At Belton there is a practicable trail

two miles long through the forest to Macdonald Lake, the
counterpart of Lake Luzerne, in Switzerland. Thence it is

fish and fishing water all the way to the Flathead Valley,

famous for its clear, cold streams and limpid lakes. The rail-

road follows the Flathead River fifty milet westward from
Belton, and after that the Kootenai for sixty-two miles, both
grand streams for salmonifJfp and coregoni. Both streams are
navigated by steamers, Flathead Lake is one of the largest

bodies of water in the Rocky Mountain System, being twenty-
eight by sixteen miles in extent. At Jennings on the
Kootenai, connection is made by steambont with Fort Steele

and upper river landings for a distance of 127 miles, and at

Bonner's Ferry, sixty-three miles west, with lower river

points and Kootenai Lake, comprising 267 miles of navigable
water. Jennings is a noted game centre. Kootenai Lake
itself is eighty miles long by six in .width, and very deep,

located between the Cabinet and Selkirk ranges, amidst the
sublimest mountain scenery. Pend d'Oreille and Coeur d'Alene
lakes, with their noble feeders and far-reaching tributaries,

next succeed, the latter being spanned at Albani Falls by two
iron bridges which are connected by a rocky islet in mid
stream. The Albani Falls and Kootenai Falls constitute two
of the most striking scenic features on the Pacific slope. From
Newport, close to the falls, steamboats run up to the Priest

River country, and afterward along the Little Spokane River
for a distance of twenty-eight miles to the city of Spokane.
There is a trail fifteen miles along from Priest River to the
Kootenai River. Coeur d'Alene Lake, Port Falls, Hope,
Mission and Medical lakes are favorite angling resorts near
Spokane which are accessible by rail or steamboat. The
mouth of tbe Little Spokane is a favorite place for large

trout, weighing three pounds sometimes, which is frequented
by the members of the Spokane Rod and .Gun Club, number-
ing eighty strong.

Spokane, Wash., is a picturesque city of thirty thousand
population, located on a broad river plain flanked by com-
manding heights, like Washington, D. C. For beauty of site

it will rank with any other on the continent. To the east

and southeast are the Gxur d'Alene and Pend d'Oreille or

Cabinet mountains, with Carleton, tbe highest peak, rising

eight thousand feet, and crested with snow nearly all the
year. To the north the Colville and Columbia ranges mingle
with the blue of the sky. One hundred and sixteen to twenty
miles west of Spokane come the great Columbia and Okana-
gon rivers, the latter a mighty fluvial system in itself, extend-
ing far north into British Columbia. Lake Chelan, a magni-
ficent body of crooked water, seventy miles long by three

miles wide, is an onset or feeder of the Columbia river, lying

due west of it, and is much resorted to by excursion parties

of ladies and gentlemen from Spokane and tourists in general.

The lower part of tbe lake is margined by undulating bunch
grass hills and agricultural lands, but as you ascend the coun-
try becomes more rugged, and at the head we plunge abruptly

into the Cascade range. Granite mountains rise from the

shores to a height of five to eight thousand feet, whose peaks
are covered with perpetual snow. There are three good ho-

tels and several thriving towns at the foot of the lake, and
steamers run.regularly from thegreat Northern Railway cross-

ing at Wenatke, three miles up the Columbia river, to Chelan
Falls at the outlet of Lake Chelan, whence other connecting
steamers run to all lake points. The falls are very fine. The
river drops three hundred feet in three miles, and wealthy
corporations are arranging to utilize the unlimited water
power. About two miles below the lake the rapids press

through a deep gorge with precipitous walls, where they surye

and foam with all the energy of Niagara. Four kinds of

trout are found in the lake, namely, the jack salmon, with
white meat, the red-meated land looked salmon, the cut-throat

trout and the red-spotted malma with yellow tins.

One hundred and Why miles west of the Cascade come* the

Puget Sound country, more beautiful than the Adriatic or
Nqlt I'-ay, where the lireat Northern has lines in operation

from Seattle to Smith Westminster, II. C\, covering forty-one

stations, including Edmunds, Everett, Blaine. Marysville,

Fairhaven and New Whatcom, from any one of which super-
lative fishing grounds may he reached.

From this superficial sketch the reader may gather some
idea of the extent and quality of the angling on the Pacific

side of America. Of all that have been mentioned Lake Mac-
donald is the superior gem. With every scenic feature that

makes the Alpine lakes attractive, with a far greater variety
of game and fish, and immunity from the petty exactions of
fees and tolls which make traveling in Switzerland vexatious,
it is destined to become the leading resort in America as soon
as it becomes widely known. Already its annual visiii.rs are
counted by scores. Its accommodations are more ample and
comfortable than the primitive hostelries at Saranac and St.

Regis, in the Adirondacks, were, and the promise of a more
brilliant history than theirs is before us. There are two rival
camps at the outlet of the lake, operated by Chas Home and
Frank Geduhn, respectively, and a camp at the upper end
owned by the latter. The cuisine is excellent and varied;
there are plenty of sailing skiffs, canoes and rowboats, and a
steam launch is promised for next season. Fishing is best
from June loth to the end of August. There are few m -

quitos after the opening floods run out. There are three large
feeders at the head of the lake which swarm with mountain
trout, and so does the outlet. Large trout can be caught with
bait, Hy or troll, along the edges of the submerged ledges
which circumscribe the shore line; but farther out the depth
is immeasurable. Partial tests have discovered twelve bun
dred feet. In < >ctober there is good pearing on the gravellv
shoals at the main outlet, where the land locked salmon resort

in pursuit of countless hosts of whitefish (('. quadrUaterah'x),
which gather there to spawn. These fish behave here just as

they do at Sebago and Memphremagog, and other lakes in the
North and East wherever they are found, only the smells and
caplin of the latter localities are replaced by the whitefish
here. One night we speared by torch-light six salmon and
108 whitefish, all in supreme order, but the latter had decid-
edly the better flavor. At the same time we captured a beau-
tiful black sucker fifteen inches in length, and some specimen
of "red ribbon sucker," both of which are said to grow to
three feet in length. The latter is so called from a red stripe

an inch and a half wide which runs along the lateral line
from the gills to the tail. The back, dorsal fin and tail of the
others were dense black ; the sides were mottled black and
golden yellow, with iridescent reflections; pectoral, ventral
and anal fins yellow. Scales round, one-eighth inch diameter.
Eye black, with yellow iris. Opercle extends one inch back
of the eye. This may be a new species (?).

During my week's visit I caught one large specimen of cut-

throat trout on a Pfleuger spoon by trolling along the eastern
shore. It weighed a pound and was in fine condition, contain-
ing immature spawn. It was the only result of persistent tests

with fly, bait and spoon, all over the lake and at the outlet. I
hope to be able to tiy it again at a more auspicious season.

Yet I doubt if a more delightful period of the year than Sep-
tember and early October could be selected for an outing,

especially by those in quest of game, of which there is abund-
ance and great variety in the vicinity ot Lake Macdonald.
The average temperature for October during a period of twelve
years has been about fifty-two degrees; the sun is warm and
the air perfectly calm for days together. In such an Arcadia
the lover of Nature delights to dwell. It is on the up grade
heavenward.

«•>

Notes on Florida Sharks and Sawfish.

The remarks on sharks and sawfisb, by Mr. Harris, in the

October number of The Angler, have suggested the offering

of a few observations made by me while on the east coast of

Florida, says Dr. Morris Gibbs. Many sawfish were taken in

nets on Indian River. The nets were set in small tributary

bayous for mullet, sea trout, sheeps-head and other food

fishes, and the sawfish would become entangled, and in their

efforts to escape would get bsdly wrapped up, after frightfully

lacerating the net. Not rarely the condition of the net gave

evidence that a monster of some kind had gone through it,

the meshes not being strong enough to hold the fish.

The largest sawfish that I saw taken was slightly under five

feet in total length, while the majoi ity were between three

and four feet long. At Oak Lodge, a wild, interesting place

near Micco, Brevard County, the net was set twice a week for

fish for the table. I remember of but one instance where the

haul did not embrace a sawfish, and once we secured live.

The general number caught at a haul was two. The net was
in the water about four hours generally, and during darkness.

If the net was allowed to remain out all night it would be

about torn to pieces, and as it was, it took a man over half the

next day patching up the damage done by the saws and

sharks. When the net was hauled, the work of taking out

the captives was in order, and the task not infrequently occu-

pied over an hour. The catch nearly always con-isted of

mullet principally, and also sea cats, channel bass, sea trout,

crevalle and sheepshead. The best varieties were reserved for

the table, while the rest, along with the sharks and saws, were

thrown on the compost heap for fertilizer. Some hauls yielded

several hendred pounds, and again very poor returns, the

catch being mainly catties and sharks. These fish were all

caught a few rods from our stopping place and very near the

wharf, and in three or four feel of water.

When liberating the fish from the meshes of the net, thesaws

were always cut from the snouts, and this can be very readily

done in the case of fishes five feet long, as the tissue at ihe.

base of the saw is extremely soft and limber, and of a cartila-

ginous substance. The saws were slightly under one-fourth

the total length of the fish. The small sawfish were rarely

taken, and I do not remember of one capture under twenty

inches, the saw blade, if wt can so term the ornament or n>»-o

instrument, rarely being less than five inches long i

captured. I saw many large saw blades for sale which w»r-

three and a half feel in length, and it ma an easy matter to

pick up three-footers for a dollar apiece. * me old native

made it a practice to go aboard the stetmen passing St. Lu-

cie, with a varied assortment for sale, ranging in price from

a quarter to two dollars.

1 know nothing of the breeding habits of thi- species, and

in doubting an assertion made, to the efleel that twelve young
sawfish, each twenty seven inches long, were found in ihe

mouth of one old one. I may appear ignorant But it d

appear consistent, when we know the size of a two <

Gab, to think that '»ne female could hold twelve of them in

her mouth at once, I will venture one point in thifl

tion, that the small fish never turned about in their mother's

maw. but most assuredly came out of the mouth tail lir-t if

they sought shelter head first. It is reasonable, however, to

think that smaller fish are thus protected.

Am examination of the saw blade reveal- some points of in-

tend. There is a central straitcd division of tinner tiwue,

which is evidently the main support and Btren

weapon. On each side of this U a straight tube i
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enlarged cavities in the fore part of head to very near the tip.

After the saw blade is cut off these tubes may be readily traced

by aid of a broom splint or piece of wire. < >n each side of

these tube* is a tissue constituting the margins or edges of the

blade, which at an early stage is soft, but which hardens as

the creature inci On these mirgins grow the

teeth, so called, but which partake moreof the nature of bone,

:l? they can be quite easily cut with a sharp knife. These
teeth, which average about one-half inch iu visible length, in

a saw blade one foot long, are generally fifty in number or

rather more. An examination of a large series has rather

convinced roe that Nature has evidently intended that the

teeth should be in pairs, that is opposite. This is, however.

not the usual outcome, for of those examined the majority of

saw blades contain odd numbers of teeth. In three cases be-

fore me at the present writing, one blade of a foot iu length

holds forty-nine teeth or spikes, twenty-five on the right side

and twenty-four on the left. Two hold fifty-one teeth each,

divided twenty-six on the right and twenty-five on the left I

have counted the teeth in many specimens ; I have found a

range of from forty-seven to fifty-four.

These teeth, perfect and even ir the young specimen, be-

come broken and disordered as the creature grows, and it is a

rarity to secure a perfect saw from an adult specimen. If a

tooth is drawn out of a young specimen, I think it not unlikelv

that another takes its place, and I have heard that the teeth

are periodically shed. In one saw that I examined there is

evidence that this is the case. An abnormal, perhaps adven-

titious tooth, has forced its way out on the anterior or lower
surface near the root of a firm tooth, which still firmly main-
tains its position. This somewhat corresponds to the occasional

inactness of dentition in our own second teeth when hampered
by the milk teeth, so called.

When the sawtish is at rest it remains at the bottom, and I

never remember seeine one at the surface ; nevertheless it fre-

quently gets into shallow water, especially into small bayous,

and it seems to secure its food there as well as in deeper water.

Its method of using its saw is by striking sideways, and from
the movements which I have seen them make when partially

confined in the net, [ am satisfied that they are capable of
fearful execution.

The shovel-nose shark is also a great nui>ance to the own-
ers of gill nets, and undoubtedly does as much damage as the
sawfish. The largest one which I saw taken on the Indian
Kiver at any distance from an inlet was nearly five feet long,

while the majority were rather over three feet, and many only
two and two and a half long. The teeth, which are suffici-

ently powerful to cut a line in two or a gill net to pieces, are
uever of a size to take oft" a man's limb, and since my observa-
tions I have less respect for a shark's prowess as a man-eater.
From all I could learn from reliable authority, there has never
been an instance of a shark's killing a man on the Florida
coast, and certainly not a case in which the shovel-nose offici-

ated as a party of the first part. On the Halifax River I saw
one nearly six feet long, which was caught on a line. I have

;

seen a number drawn from the water, and can assure the
readers that the sport is comparatively nothing after the first

experience. There is little game or strategy about them, and I

they usually lire quick and come to haul as a simple haul
away. Provided a line is strong and the lower or hook end
fortified with a wire, or, belter still, with a light chain for

three feel or so, Mr. Shark is sure to be overhauled, as he
always takes the hook greedily when on the bite.

These species is also known as the sand shark, and scienti-

fically as '_ .- americanui (Mitch.), J. & G. It is the
common sjiecies about the Florida coast. One commonlv ob-
served feature about these species is its forced adoption of that
slick-tight parasite, the remora or pilot fish, Echenas
L., which attaches itself by a peculiar sucker arrangement on
the back of its head, to the shark's lower jaw, as a rule. The
sharks selected were usually the larger ones, and I have never
saw a remora attached to an individual under four feet in
length. These stick-tights are only found, so far as I have ob-
served, attached to the lower jaw, and to that portion known
as the jowl, but I am informed that other quarters are occu-
pied, and that at times as many as four remoras are found on
one shark. These creatures are so persistent that, when a shark
is pulled in, they remain attached tven after dry land is

reached.

I did not meet with the hammer-head shark, but found its

near relative, the bonnet-head, on the east coast. This species,
also called shovel-head, is well described, and can be readily
identified by its generic name of reniceps, meaning kidnev head.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTCRES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Way Down in Tennessee.

The Cumberland Fair and Racing Association is oui early

with its programme this year, and for the size of the stakes

for trotters and pacers for this, their fall meeting, there ought
lobe many entries from this Coast. All the stakes will lie

two in three except the yearling trot which will be a mile
dash. The attention of our readers is called to the adver-

iL The truck i- one of the fastest and best constructed
in America; more world's records have been made on it than
on any race- track in the world, and at this meeting there will
be offered in stal es, purses and specials over -:

forma horsemen intending to go East should see to it that this
ition i> not omitted when they are making en-

9 ilisbury would not miss going to Nashville for any-
thing, and he knows where the most money i- made on the
circuits in tb<

_*.
Tl.e great race mare, Lena Miller, 2:261, l,v the might; On-

ward, 2:251 , sire of Nelly Mason, 2:14, and sixty-three others
in the list, in foal to Pilot Medium, sire of the renowned Jack
'J 1! '.and thirty-eight to beat 2:30, ia one of tin- brilliant genu
consigned to P. J. Berry & Co.'s January 30th to February
• ,

)
1

-

*

\ race mare by iIil- greau -i living -ire of
foal to the leading thirteen-year-old speed pro-

genitor, sod .-Hi ..i Long Lane, in the great bn odmare list, is

a prize worthy t-. cfe f:irill ;„ Americu. Write
ilogue.

i. «
. Hamlin's theory that

r, continually campaigned, cannot be valu-
able in the Mod, is that of Maud S., 2:08}, the late queen of
''"* UlTt M

,ra of rears and in | lt -r
>'""'

Attempts to breed her
proved futile.

— ^
Who wants a handsome four year-old Antevolo stallion dam

!i
I Id im r: ick Hawk; third dam by

iter looking
i the price cannot be purchased liforuia
.rtl^meui,

Westminster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show. New
York, February 21, 22, "J3 and 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,

Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md., February
28, March 1, 2 and 3.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. .!. W. Newman, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show. San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace \V. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,
16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partmeut of Agriculture. Chicago.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, S. 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Southern Field Trial Club's fifth annual trials. New Albany, Miss.,
February 6. T. M. Brumby, Secretary.

Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Morris, Mani-
toba. September 4. Tnos. Johnson, Secretary.

The "Week's Sport at Bakersfield.

have pulled a bitch twice through a distemper attack, The
!
last time she got it when brought in contact with the disease
while nursing a litter of puppies, all of which died from it.

Various attempts have been made to rid the kennel of the
scourge, but so far ineffectually. Inoculation with attenuated
virus, as in the Pasteur treatment of rabies, has been tried.
We have yet to hear of a certain specific, although science

; and the attention dogs are receiving from scientific men to-
day, may in the near future solve the problem, and even then
whether it will be a benefit or a loss to doggy interests, accord-
ing to Mr. Astley, is a question. He has suffered as much as

' anyone from the ravages of the disease. His excellent young
fox-terrier Dudley Ravager, whose death by distemper caught
in a dog show is proof in point, yet he says he is willing to
take his chances, as are 75 per cent of the other English
breeders, who are opposed to the abolition of puppy classes.

Death of Mollie Bawn.

The tenth annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Field Trials

i

Club commenced at Bakersfield at various times and frum

divers places until Monday morning last when the special

car arrived from San Francisco bringing a large number of

sportsmen and the officers of the club.

Monday opened with dark lowering clouds hanging over

the world-famed valley of the San Joaquin, which at intervals

of a few moments emitted showers which were sufficient to

dampen the streets and roadways, but not the ardor of the
sportsmen—they were wet enough to be sure but their clothes

were dry ! The trainers who have had dogs under schooling
for this event seem to have their dogs, without exception, in

splendid condition, and of the nearly fifty does which will be
run not one will be placed but must earn his laurels. That
gocd work will be done, there can be no doubt Every feature

of the trials has been well arranged and but little is left to find

fault with nothing, perhaps, unless it should be the delay in
starting the trials. Colonel Morrison, of " The Southern " de-
serves the continued thanks and appreciation of the sports-

man as a whole for the hospitality so freely accorded them.
The citizens of Bakersfield have to a man also done every-

,

thing it was possible to do under the circumstances to render
the event a success. Los Angeles sportsmen attended the

trials and as the contingent from the land of fruits and flowers
;

they made a happy impression. The club met on Monday
morning and held the draw for the Derbv which was as fol-

lows : Howard Black's Sporty Boy and H. T. Payne's Countess
Noble and James E. Watson's Doc P.; W. W. Foot"s Tramp
and Henry Huber's Carmel; H. H. Tonner's Brown Betty
and W. H. McKitrick's Javelin ; J. M. Bassford's Tommy
Tickler and James E. Watson's Jim P.; James E. Watson's
George P. and C. A. Haight's Honest John; L. Thibault's

Booth P. and William Schrieber's E. G. Schmedell's Topade-
ros and Frank Lane's Van ; Wakeman and Handley's Mer-
chant of Venice and Gal. Kennels' Mercury.
The trials have been an undoubted success. The attendance

has been good aud the weather all that could be wished for.

Some delay was caused on account of scarcity of birds.

Abolition of Puppy Classes.

The lovers of Irish setters will learn with regret that the

celebrated bench show winner, Mollie Bawn, died of old age at

the Glenmore Kennels, Coffeyville, Kansas, January 9, 1S93
It is also to be regretted that she left none of her descendants
to take her place at the kennels. Mr. Bishop, the owner,
writes that he has also lost two very promising young dogs out
of the phenomenal field trial winner Coleraine, a brother to
Finglass, winner of Trish and Absolute All-Age Stake of the
American Field Trials at Columbus, Indiana, It is to be
hoped the bad lucJ: that seems to have thrown its shadow over
this kennel will soon pass away. The imported English Field
Trial winner, Elphin II., also died at his place recently.

La Paloma Stock Farm.

At present there is an animated discussion going on in the

English kennel press as to the advisability of having classes

for puppies at bench shows, says Sports and Amusements.

Mr. L. P. C. Astley, a noted breeder of fox terriers, and a good

all round judge, in a three column article in our English con-

temporary takes up the cudgels in favor of the continuation of

puppy classes. He says that the very evil they are charged

with, that of being the medium through which distemper is

kept alive, is in itself a benefit to dog shows and dog owners
;

he claims that if all the good pups that are born were to grow
up to be good dogs, the possessor of a good dog would be no
distinction, and good dogs would become so cheap aad com-
mon that dog shows, and dog owners would in a measure be
ruined. He claims that the same thing would happen if

bora races were only for $50 stakes run for by $50 horses,
jWe believe there is a great deal of good sense in the above.

A diamond is valued because of its rarity, a Sir Bedivere
i

brings $7,500, because there is only one Sir Bediveie. An- :

other point taken by him and with which we agree is, as a
general rule every dog visiting a dog show has distemper once
in his life. And if kept away from shows until two years of !

il is juet as likelv to catch the disease then as it

would if exhibited at two months.
In our experience we have known of numerous cases where

dogs were not exhtbited until they were in their second vear,
and went to the shows good, strong, healthy dogs, caught dis-

temper and died, the same as the youngest puppy. We could
mention half a dozen cases or moreof this bind that have come
under our own personal observation within the past year.
Several from the last * Ibicago dog show. If a dog is to be ex-
hibited at all it is :i> well to let him run his chances. When a
puppy h:is (o wait until he is a vear old or so and then expose
him to t lie disease with the result that if he is a good one vou
regret him much more than if he died a pup, besides the loss

of the extra cost of keeping him until he is fifteen or twenty
months of age instead of -ix or seven months. The present

the Vmetican Kennel < Hub prohibiting the exhibition
of puppies under six months old is a good and wise one, and
is goiug far enough as a prohibitory measure. At *ix months
old if a dog catches distemper he has every bit as good a

of living through it as he would have if he were three
years of ace.

in point in the last Chicago show was two puppies
entered in a certain class. One was just over the limit of six

The other was one year to a day. The older onx
was to all appearance a full grown dog, strong and healthye
The Other a naif-grown pup. Both caught distemper. The.

died inside of two days after the show.
The younger pulled through and it, lu-day a strong, active,
healthy .1 tg.seoure iu the future from all attacks of distemper,
as n dog rarely, if ever, catches the disease twice, although we

F. G. Wickersham, owner of La Paloma Vineyard and
Stock Farm, Fresno, has a collection of broodmares and fillies

that are gilt edged. He has a sister to Beaury Mc, 2:14} ; he
bred her to Junio, 2:22, and has a filly that ought to be fast.

He has two mares by Dawn, 2:1S|, in foal to Junio, 2:22. One
of these mares is out of an Alexander mare, and the other is

out of a mare by Whippleton. They are fine-looking and
their produce ought to pay for training. Mr. Wickersham
purchased a mare from the Maltese Villa sale some years

ago that will, through her produce, become famous. She was
by .Nordale (son of Norfolk and Blue Dale, by Owen Dale),
out of the Selby mare (dam of Maude, 2:20), by Hamilton
Chief. She was called Baldy and was a very fast trotter. She
was bred to El Capitan, 2:26 (a son of Nutwood, 2:18|), and
Apex, 2:26, and the produce, two fillies, were bred to Junio,
2:22, last year.

There are two sisters to Ashton, 2:241, here, besides the dam
of this game son of El Capitan. They are in foal to Junio.
We understand that Junio's progeny resemble him in every
way, being very uniform in conformation, soid in color and
pure-gaited trotters. Mr. Wickersham has great faith in the
horse, and the youngsters by this stallion on his farm are as
fine looking and promising as any in the State.

Palo Alto Broodmares.

The catalogues for this great sale are issued and horsemen

who are desirous of securing well-bred mares, in foal to the

best sons of Electioneer, will be anxiously waiting for January

27th, that they can attend this sale. Daughters of Mohawk
Chief (the great broodmare sire), Alfred, 2:25; Messenger
Durocl06; Piedmont, 2:17}; Kentuckv Prince 2470; Nor-
way 5325: Del Sur, 2:24; Arthurton 365; Will Crocker
5332; Don Victor; Fallis, 2:23; General Benton: Carrs
Mambrino ; Hambletonian 725 ; Eros, 2:29i ; Electioneer and
others will be sold. Besides these there are two grand-looking
broodmares, the property of W. Field Smith, of Sacramento,
to be sold. One is Belle Blanche, by The Moor, dam Belle
View Maid, by Peck's Idol ; second dam by Pilot Jr.; third

dam that grand old broodmare Kate Taber, by Mambrino Mes-
senger. She is in foal to Kebir, 2:2Si (at 2 years) son of Al-
cazar. The other mare is called Bemora, She is by the

mighty Guy Wilkes, out of Belle Blanche and is safe in foal

also to Kebir, 2:2Si.
_

Steineer, 2:29 1-2.

The fine looking stallion Steineer 14,341, record 2:291, wir
make the season of 1S93 at the Hobart Stock Farm. He is

one of the finest-looking, best-muscled, purest-gaited and most

sensible horses in California. He is royally bred, being by

Steinway, 2.-25J (sire of W. Wood, 2:07, Cricket, 2:10, etc)

out of Katy G. (dam of Chas. Derby, 2:20), by Electioneer

(sire of 132 in the list) ; second dam Fanny Malone, by Niag-

ara (grandam of Maud C, 2:19) ; third dam Fanny Wickham
fa famous twenty-mile trotter), etc Steineer has never been
bred to many mares, yet his progeny are all tine-looking,

strong, well-muscled trotters. His services have been d laced
at the low sum of $75, and owners of broodmares should look

at him before booking their mares, Hobart Stock Farm is

only twenty-one miles from this city, being in the town of San
Mateo. *

Count Anteeo 14,692.

Anleeo's service fee for 1893 has been placed at $1,000. He
has no handsomer son than the one named above. Count

Anteeo, and if this young stallion does not prove a fast and

game trotter as well as a progenitor of speed we will be greatly

disappointed. Count Anteeo is out of one of the greatest brood-

mares that ever brought California into prominence as a horse-

breeding State, Countess, dam of the Dandy of the Home-
stretch Dawn 2:1S:J, sire of five in the list ; Strathway. 2:19 :

Morna, trial 2:28); Young Countess, dam of Duchess, 2:1 -. :

she was by that great California sire, Whipple's Hambletonian
725. Count Anteeo will be given an opportunity to get a low

record this fall; he has shown his ability to go a mile in 2:25

in the past. See his advertisement in this issue.

A young world-beater will be sold in F. J. Berry & Co.'s

Chicago sale, January 30th to February 4th, in Chief Thorne
(2) 2:20, by Hawthorne, greatest producing son of Nutwood,
2:181, out of Daisy 2:33, dam of Mount Vernon. 2,-Jfl

m
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Racing at Oakland, Oal.

Oakland Race Teack, January 11. IS93.—First Day—Weither fine

track fast. First race—four and a half furlongs.

S. J. Jones' b f Risebul, 3. by St. Paul—Nevella, So pounds
Ryan 1

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Geraldine. a, by Grinstead—Cousin
Peggy. 100 pounds -Tally 2

C. E. Trevatban's br m JErolite, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Aurclia, 7^

pounds '. Turbinville 3

Time, 0:55.

Won by a length and a half, two lengths between second and third.

Betting—5 to I Rosebud. 1 to 6 Geraldine, 30 to 1 JErolite. Estrella
S2 (Darling), 20 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Selling. Five furlongs.

C. Tread well's eh f Red Rose, 4, by Red Iron—by sou of Lummox,
S4 pounds Darling 1

H. Schwartz's b g Vanity, 5, by Al Farrow—Vesta W.. (J0 pounds
C. Weber 2

Dan Reaves' ch f Pancbita, 3, bv Alta—Constellation, 31 pounds
.Garcia 3

Time, 1:02^.

Won bv halt a length, a length between second and third.

Betting—S to 5 Red Rose. S to 1 Vauity, s to 1 Pancbita. May Pritch-

ard SS (Ryan). 20 to 1. Daily Oregonian 9S (Burlingame), 7 to 5, Elm-
wood 117 (Martinez), 10 to 1,'also ran.

Third race—Selling. Thirteen-sixteenths of a mile.

C. Burlingame's b m Patricia, 4. by St. Paul—Why Not, 109 pounds
-Burlingame 1

Eucino Stable's b m Fannie F., a, by Wildidle—Sally Hart, ]u7

pounds .. Speuce 2

W. L- Appleby's b m Raindrop, 6, bv Wildidle—imp. Teardrop. 112

pounds -J. Murphy 3
Time, 121%.

Won bv two lengths and a half, four between second and third.

Betting—3 to 5 Patricia, 5 to 1 5"anny F., lOto 1 Raindrop. Alto Mio
$9 (Tally), 2% to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—Handicap. One mile.
H. Schwartz's bg Garcia, 6. bv Wildidle—Nighthawk, 95 pounds

C. Weber 1

S. J. Jones' b m Misty Morn, 5, by St. Paul—Why Not, 116 pounds
Burlingame 2

Encino Stable's ch m Little Esperanza, 4, by Judge MeKinstry

—

May D., 98 pounds Spence 2
Time, 1:42.

Won bv half a length, five lengths between second and third.

Betting—3 to 1 Garcia. -1 to 5 Misty Morn, 8 to 1 Little Esperanza.
Pescador 112 (H. Smith), 7 to 5 also ran.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, JANUARY 17.

Oakland Race Track, January 17, 1893—Weather fine, track muddy.
First race, purse S200. Four and a half furlongs.

W. M. Sinclair's gg Stoneman, aged, by Kirbv Smith—Hunkidory
117 ~ King 1

B. Martin's brg Jim R., aged, by Conner- -untraced, 117 Speuce 1

T. Ballv's ch g Charger, aged, bv WildL-lie—untraced, 117 Bally 3
Time, 0:57>£.

Won by a length and a half, a head between second and third.

Betting—I to 1 Stoneman, '1% to 1 Jim R., 10 to 1 Charger.
Queen Bee, 111 (Howard), 2 to 1, Jack the Ripper, 117 (Epperson) 4 to

1. Myrile, 111 (Tally), 30 to 1. Quarterstafl'. 104 (Sanawait), 10 to 1,

Young Thad, 120 (Jenkius), 6 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Selling, purse S200. Six furlongs.

Encino Stables ch f Estrella, 3, by Duke of Norfolk—Belle W., 94

Ryan 1

H. Schwartz's b g Vanitv, 4, by Al Farrow —Vesta W., 97_
C. Weber 2

T.C; Murphy's ch g Elwood, aged, by Norfolk—Ballinette, 114

, Martinez 3
Time, 1:17.

Won by three lengths, twenty between second and third.

Betting—3 to 5 Estrella, even. Vanity, 10 to 1 Elwood.

Third race, selling, purse 5300. Fifteen-sixteenths of a mile.

Bert Hart's br h Cvclone, aged, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards,
112 W. Clancy 1

W. P. Fine's b g Altus, 5, by Billy Bollinger—Delia Walker. 119
Epperson 2

Encino Stables' b m Fannie F., aged, by Wildidle—Sallie Hart, 107
Spence 3

Time, 1:40)4.

Won by a head, two lengths between second and third.
Betting—1 to 2 Cyclone, 3 to 1 Altus, 5 to 1 Fannie F.

Fourth race—Handicap, purse S400. One mile aod seventy yards.

H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, 6, by Wildidle— Nighthawk, 97_
C. Weber 1

Encino Stables' ch m Little Esperanza, 4, by Judge MeKinstry—
May D., 90. Rvan 2

D. R. Dickey's b h Pescador, 4, bv Gano—Armeda Howard, 10S
H.Smith 3

Time, 1:50.

Won by a length, three between second and third.

Betting—9 to 5 Garcia, 3 to 5 Pescador, 3 to 1 Little Esperanza.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JANUARY 19.

Oakland Race Track, Jnnuary 19. 1S93.—Weather fine. Track
fair. First race, purse of $200, five furlongs.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Geraldine, a, by Grinstead—Cousin
Peggy, 115 ". W. Clancv 1

T. Bally's ch g Charger, a. by Wildidle, 107 Spence 2
Howard & Leach's b m Queen B., 4, by Jocko—Naomi, 101

C. Clancy 3
Time. 1:02%.

Won by two lengths, a length between second and third.
Book-belting—i to 2 Geraldine. 6 to 1 Charger. 4 to 1 Queen B. Jack

the Ripper, 107 (H. Smith), 7 tol, Myrtle, 101 (Tally), 100 to 1. also ran.

Second race—Handicap, purse S250, for three-year-olds. Six furlongs.

Jones «fc Bybee's b f Rosebud, by St. Paul—Neyella, 110 pounds
Spence 1

G. H. Kennedy's ch f Charmer, bv Wildidle—Turban, 112 pounds
W.Clancy 2

H. D. Brown's b h Quarterstaff, by imp. Friar Tuck—Sister to Ruth
Ryan, 110 pounds Barry 3

Time, 1:16%.

Won by a length, a length between second and third.
Betting—2 to 1 Rosebud. 8 to 5 Charmer, 8 to 1 Quarterstaff. Alto

Mio. 97 (O. Clancy), 10 to 1, Donna Lilla, 94 (Peters). 4 to 1, JErolite, 90
<_'. Weber), 15 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Selling, purse J250. Six furlongs.

Rickabaugh «fc Earp's b m Lottie Mills, 4, by Colonel Clark—
Gratitude. 114 pounds .Nichols 1

Idaho Stable's bg Little Tough, 4, by Glenelm, 99 pounds
Hauawalt 2

J. Reavey's b m, Mabel M., 5, by Wildidle—Amanda L., 107 pounds
C. Clancv 3

Time, 1:16^.

Won by four lengths, a length and a half between second and third
Betting—1 to 4 Lottie Mills. 20 to 1 Little Tougb, 5 to 1 Malel H

Santa Fe 109 (Spence). 8 to 1, also ran.
Fourth race—Handicap, purse $400. One and one-sixteenth miles.

Jones & Bybee's b m Misty Morn. 5, by St. Paul—Why Not, 114 lbs..

Nichols 1

Encino Stable's ch m Little Esperanza, 4. by Wildidle—Amanda L.,

90 pounds Rvan 2

H. Daniel's ch g Democrat. 4. by Joe Hooker—Hattie Ball, lux lbs.,

Reinstine 3
Time, 1:50K-

Won by a length, two between second and third-
Betting—3 to 5 Misty Morn, 8 to 5 Esperanza. 5 to 1 Democrat.

The Great Sidney Sale.

Among the royal prizes to be sold in P. J. Berry & Co.'s

grand breeders' sale January 30th lo February 4th, will be found
the great Aineera, chestnut filly by Judge Salisbury, out of

Lad Willis, the dam of Red Lassie (3), 2:24], and Hixie Mc-
Gregor, 2:28;$, by Squire Talmage, a 2:20 sire. Catalogues
mailed on application.

*

E. Stanley, the youth who manipulated aged pool tickets

on some lady racing enthusiasts at Bay District track la*'.

Sniuiday, also travels under the names Miller and Smith, and
is no relation of Cieorge Miller, the jockey,

" The greatest sire that ever left California " will be the

words used when Sidney is shipped on the cars for Cleveland,

there lobe sold to the highest bidder. Wm. B. Fasig offers a

pneumatic-tire sulky to the one guessing nearest the price he

will bring at the sale. The second prize will be a beautiful

driving whip, this will be for the second nearest guess. It

will make vray little difference to us who gels these valuable
prizes, it is sufficient for us to know that whoever gets Sidney
will get one of the greatest sires of early and extreme speed
that ever was foaled. Bred to mares of any breed the pro-

duce will show wonderful speed, anu if Mr. Yalensin had a
stock farm three years ago such as he has now, stocked with
s'jch grand broodmares, there is no question lhat the list of

fast and game trotters" and pacers to Sidney's credit would
astonish the breeders in all parts of the United States. Sid-

ney is a young horse and strongly constituted ; he is sensible

and all of his progeny inherits these qualities. As a foal-

getter he stands at the head of all California sires. He is all

that has ever been claimed for him by his proud owner, who
died in the belief that there never was another horse like

him ; and this belief was founded upon the strongest of facts.

In the interest of the horse, Millard Sanders will train all

the youngsters by him on the farm and thus the horses' value
will be enhanced nest year. Sidney will have a number of

grandsons that, like To Order, will prove sensational. He
cannot help it for all of his sons are siring speedy youngsters
that are speedier than any youngsters foaled. It is a curious

fact but it is a true one.

In the same sale the great horse Memo that trotted a trial

mile of 2:20.1 will be sold. Memo's few colts and fillies aie

held in high esteem by all who own them. They are pure-
gaited trotters, showing plenty of quality, and many will enter

the charmed circle this year. Grace, 2:29$, one of the hand-
somest Sidneys on the coast, will also be sold. She has shown
her ability to get a mark of 2:20.

Besides these, there are seven of the fastest Sidney young-
sters ever driven. They had shown such phenomenal speed
that Mr. Yalensin, and everyone who had seen them
work previous to their departure East, were confident that all

the yearling and two-year-old race records were at their mercy.
There is another peculiar iliiug iu iegard to all of Sidney's

yearlings and two-year-olds on the Yalensin Farm—they are

trotters. These seven are natural trotters. Fausta is as pure-
gaited as any of them, and would get a very low mark at that

gait.

Death of "Uncle" John Williams.

Waldstein, the "Wonderful.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisement

of lhat exceedingly well-bred stallion Waldstein, 2:22]. It i>

a very complete and comprehensive one, but still it falls far

below decribing the grand looking statlion. As he is bred. Wald-
stein has a natural right to become a sire of fast, game, level-
headed, well-shaped trotters. His sire is one of the greatest
horses ever foaled and his blood will be esteemed as highly
ten years from now as that of his sire Dictator. Waldstein's
dam died when only four years old; she was very promising
:is a trotter, being a sister to the premier stallion at Rancho
del Paso, Albert W., 2:20; that cross ought to be as pure a,

refined gold. There .re few sires standing for public service
in the United States that have three producing dams and two
of them famous broodmares. The great Director-Electioneer
cross will be valuable for owners of broodmares to remember,
and Waldstein's fee is lower than that of any stallion repre-
senting such great bloodlines standing for public service to-

day.

Buffalo Driving Park.

John Williams, the oldest professional driver of trotting

horses on the Pacific Coast, was found dead in his bed at 5

o'clock last Thursday morning in his room at Wright's Hotel,

Oakland Trotting Park. Mr. Williams was seventy-three

years of age, and his death is principally due to asthma, from
which he has suffered severely since about the 10th of last

November. Deceased, however, was around in the hotel the
night previous to his death, which came in the nature of a
surprise to those who knew the extremely well-preserved old

reinsraan. Mr. Williams was not only the oldest driver on the
Pacific Coast, but perhaps the oldest active driver in the
United States. He came here first from Indiana, although a

native of Springfield, Ivy., and drove in most of ber races the

famous Belle of Wabash, dam of The Moor, grandsireof Siam-
boul, 2:07$. Last season the old gentleman, generally known
as '' Uncle J> John Williams, handled with considerable success

the extensive string of D. J. McCarty, driving Maggie. Jessie,

Princess Alice (2:16) and many others lo the front and to

their records. As a reinsman he had few superiors anywhere,
and his tall form will be sadly missed on the big California

circuit this season. Ben Wright made all the arrangements
for the funeral, which took place Friday.

The Bilz Cart.

One of the most attractive displays at the Mechanics'

Pavilion is that of Mr. J. A. Bilz, of Pleasanlon. There aie

two speed carts, one combination cart with steel spreader at-

tached, one pneumatic sulky and some single and double or-

chard plows. The great knights of the sulky, Messrs. McDow-
ell and Starr pronounce the pneumatic sulky and speed carts

manufactured by Mr. Bilz to be unsurpassed by any in the

United States and they have seen the very best manufactured
in the East. Monroe Salisbury, Jos. Cairn Simpson and others

who have seen and used the pneumatic sulky and carts are
loud in their praise of them. Mr. Bilz claims thai his bicycle

sulky is superior to all others from the fact that there are no
braces attached from axle to shafts and therefore the wheels
are never drawn at any angle but always remain in a straight

line. They have received the highest endorsement of all who
know the value of sulkies. His speeding carts are in univer-

sal use, and no owner of promising horses should be without
one. Mr. Bilz's beautiful work is spoken of highly by all

who see these specimens at the fair. Everyone who goes
there should inspect these vehicles.

The Hobart Farm.

When the trolling stock left this beautifully-located stock

farm, consisting of 640 acres, near San Mateo, many people

believed that it would also be sold, but it seems Lhat the sale

will not take place for a year, for K. < >'Grady, the well-known
horseman, has lea.sed it and is now prepared to take stock for

pasturage, or to train trotters for either the road or track.

The climate is lovely, the buildings, bams and paddocks :i.

fine as any in the State. A splendidly constructed race track,

ready to be worked upon, is there, besides many fields of

luxuriant grain, grasses and alfalfa and plenty of water in all

of them. Its proximity to this city, and the facilities for

reaching it make it one of the mostdesirable places for which
it was intended. Mr. O'Grady's reputation as a reliable, con-
scientious man, capable of taking the best of care of horses is

well known, while as B trainer and conditioner his reputation

is one that he may well be proud of, and we take pleasure in

calling the attention of horse owners to bis venture; and if

they wish to have their horses fed and cared for as well as

those at Palo Alto at a very reasonable price we advise them
lo correspond with him.

Mk, CHASLES Bebd telegraphs thai the first foal of the
season was dropped at the Fair view Stud cm Friday, Jan. 6.

This wan a lilly bv imp. Cheviot, flat bv imp.
Jywmington.

On August 1, 1893 the gates of this famous park will be

thrown open for the reception of the th< us-ands who will come
from all parts of the United States to witness the two weeks'

racing there. Over $75,000 will be given in slakes, purse
and special. The advertisement in this issue should receive
the attention of all Lorsemeo; and as many are goiDg Fast wi h
their strings of trotters and pacers, it is to their interest to

make entries immediately, for they close February 1st. The
advertised colt stakes are for either sex, fillies, geidings, mares
or stallions. Buffalo is, and always has been, a great racing
center, and with its grand race track, commodious stalls and
accommodations and the large sums of monty ottered it will

be mere attractive this year than ever. Horsemen, do not
neglect Buffalo when making out your programme.

At a meeting of the Blood Horse directors last Monday a
resolution was carried to the effect that any bookmaker mak-
ing a book on the Oakland meeting now in progress would
be barred from doing business at the spring meeting of the
Blood Horse Association. Eight pencilers had sent their

boxes over abd intended to go on Tuesday, but the edict of
the P. C. B. H. A. caused them to change their plans. The
resolution caused no end of discussion among horsemen, and
the opinion expressed by nearly every one was that the asso-

ciation went altogether too far and that it was intended lo

ruin Henry Schwartz's mteting. Col. Thornton, President of

the Blood Horse Association, said ; "The resolution

was passed at our meeting this afternoon," " because it

seemed to be the desire of a majority of those present to do
what they could to discourage such methods as 1 am informed
are practiced on the Oakland track. Our aim is to elevate

this sport, and this cannot be accomplished until racing is

properly conducted. We are responsible for our bookmakers,
and we do not care to have them mixed up in the transactions

over at Oakland. To them we say, if you wish to make books
on our track you must keep yourselves above suspicion, and to

do this you must not have anything to do with the Oakland
meeting." Mr. Williams stated that in his opinion the horses
needed rest, and that it was wrong to run horses over such a
hard track as the one at Oakland.

Col. M. Lewis Claek's last edict before leaving the judge's

stand at Roby was characteristic. It consisted of resuscitating

the suspension of Elmore Slaughter, the jockey. The reason
assigned by Col. Clark was that he reinstated SI i tighter ou
condition that he was to ride at Roby but two weeks, and only
on such horses as the judges gave him permission. The boy,

however, went over to Hawthorne, hence the trouble. Mr.
J. S. Farley is Roby's new secretary.

In F. J. Berry & Co.'s great Chicago sale, January 30th to

July 4th, is that brilliant young stallion Alcove 7604, ly Al-

cantara, 2:23, out of Lady Herr, by Mambrino Patcben "-
;

grandam by American Clay 31. Here you have the double
Mambrino cross though Alma Mater and Lady Herr, con

-

bined with thai propotent George Wilkes racing blood though
Alcantr, one of his greatest speed-producing sons. Catalogues
sent on application.

Duston's Spirit of the Tokf now published by F. J.

Berry, of Chicago, is one of the neatest and most reliable ex-

changes that comes to our desk. It has greatly improved in ius

typographical appearance, while the information found in its

columns shows that a ''good man is at the helm " and lhat it

will be easy sailing for such a craft to find a harbor in the

estimation of the public.

Leda, dam of Ledalia. by Nathan Coombs, recently foaled

a light bay fillv by imp. Brutus at Elmwood Stock Farm, Mil-

pisas, Cal. The career of this youngster will be watched Willi

interest. Bessie, dam of the good Sir Walter, foaled a lilly by

imp. Brutus, but unfortunately the youngster, who came 8

what premature! , lived but a day.

Hock WlLKES, a very hands, in- BOO of Guy Wilkes, wil'

be bred to approved mares free. « Iwnere of good man- should

read the advertisement and go and see sins stallion, A i

of (ree service to such a handsome, well-bred horse is s* 1 lorn

made. Read the advertisement.

Who wants to purchase one of the best bred stallions on the

('oast? The handsome hone Illustrious is for sale Read

advertisement, and w rite to any one w ho has colts or fil

him anil yotl will at once Bee that U bargain like ihi

never come to yon Bgain.

Tut; Thirty-first Agricultural Awocialson, Huenetne, Ven-

tura county advertises coll Ptakes in this issue I loi •• nun in

the counties mentioned in the advertisement bhould nol '

this announcement. See advertise

Robert Bybbs, of Salem, Or., owner of Misty Morn and

many other thoroughbreds, i> around again after his long and

serious spell of sickness in San Francisco, and ibis week at-

i he ' lakland i

Labohetto, sold by Matt Storn to Ed. Mc Vl.ee. of Canada,
won a mile raceai New Orb ins last Wednesday from a good

field. The horse is by Ji fellow I, dam
Leveret, by Lever,

There is an opportunity forbbippen oft-it* '

I

from here lo l.Hxiii'
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TURF 4KDTKACK-
The Sulky.

Nelson will be sent for the stallion record after serving

twenty mares.

I\- thirty daw Stamboul trotted seven miles in 2:10|i 2:08*,

£08, -:' 1-'.". ---•_ - : '-'-
,

l -
- :°'^

\i TA Belle, the dam of Daghestan, 2:25J, and sister to

Chimes, is a notable addition to the Empire (Sty Stud baud of

broodmares.

Hu\v inanv of the 2:30 yearlings, about which so much is

being said just now, will materialize in the chase after the

money in 18!

\ II Moore, of Philadelphia, purchased the twenty-year-

old mare Echora (dam of Direct 2:05^) at the J. I. Case sale

in New York for $2,350.

The u'eat trotting progenitor Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and

the first" champion trolling stallions in the 2:30 list, Ethan

Allen and George M. Patchen, were foaled the same year.

Grv Yerxox,A. W. Fink's handsome Guy Wilkes stallion,

j- now a sire; his first colt out of a mare by Cornet, belongs

to A. X. Wolfen, of this city. It was foaled January 8, 1S92.

Dave Colross will haveastring of good ones from Rancho

Cotati this fall. The youngsters by Eclectic and Mortimer

are well-proportioned, beautifully-gaited and very promising.

AMERICTJS, the two-vear-old, owned by C. J. Hamlin, will

not be the onlv trotter at Yillage Farm with Onward blood in

its veins, as there are several broodmares related to that great

sire.

A down easier, in his stallion announcement for the com-

ing season, makes the following generous offer, or at least it

appears generous on its face :
" Aany mare that can beat him

will be served free."

When- nineteen years old Ethan Allen, with four in the list,

was the champion" trotting sire, while now the five-year-old

Lancelot has half that number, and Egotist at seven years has

nearly twice as many.

Messrs. Paullix £ Co. have ten or twelve youngsters at

the Fresno race track. Some are by Panjabi, and if the

reports are true regarding them, tbey will prove to be " won-

ders on the circuit" when it opens.

Ealph Wilkes, who made a two-year-old record of 2:18,

never koew the restraint of a harness until the spring of that

season. The dam of Ralph Wilkes has produced six male

Seven1 members of the Pennsylvania Trotting Horse Breed-

ers* Association, which met at Pittsburg recently had tried

training yearlings and were not at all charmed by the outcome.
They were unanimous in declaring that they would never train

another yearling, although more yearline stakes will be opened
this vear than ever before.

About sixty head of broodmares, including the stallion

Guide and Sidney Roy, the property of A. T. Hatch, were

shipped to his ranch in Napa County last Monday. He stock

came down from his ranch at Cottonwood.

James H. Vance, who was for many years assistant to

Walter Maben, has signed to train for J. H. Outhwaite, at

Savannah Park. Savannah, Cal. He is much on the George

Starr order, quiet, modest and competent.

There is a 2:12 class for trotters on the Grand Circuit pro-

gramme for Buffalo next August, in which Belle Hamlin,
2:12;. will be among the starters. Belle can, it is thought,

turn a mile in 2.11 with conditions favorable.

Joseph Octhwaite sent S. Saunway from this State re-

centlv to collect his mares and ship them here. Lasca, by
Stamboul, is the only one that will remain in the East and
the chances are that she will be bred to Wilton in 1893.

(has. Scott, lessee of the Napa track, has that splendid

course in belter condition than it has ever been at this time of

the year,and applications for stalls have been received by him
from a number of our most promising drivers and trainers.

The stride of the racehorse when fully extended is not

much greater than that of the trotter. Boston's stride did not

cxreed twenty-three feet, and a prominent authority gives

from sixteen to twenty-six feet as the usual limits of the thor-

oughbred.

BELLE Vara, 2:08}, the famous race mare owned by S. A.

Browne & Co , was shipped to Budd Doble at Terre Haute,
I nd., where she will be the stable companion of Xancy Hanks
2:U4,and Stamboul, 2:07*. Yara holds the championship
record in a race.

Tom KEATING has left the thoroughbreds for a while, and
i- busy "teaming" on the Lodi track behind a number of

really good ones. He believes in doing the driving, as it pays
better than sitting on a fence and see a "green kid" do as he
likes with his horses.

W^HERE will the three-year-old champion come from in

Will it be like Directum or Kentucky Union, unknown
until the campaign is half over, or will Silicon, Princess

Uambrino Swift or youngsters of that stripe step up
and asm-rt their right '.'

:]• e, the dam of Patron, 2:1-11, Prodigal, 2:16, etc., is

in foal to ill.- pacer Thistle, 2:1 f, a son of Sidney. As Thistle
at live year-, of age is the sire of To Order, two-year-old pac-

rd 211. :t is doubtful if a much better mate could
lieen found for Beatrice.

Monroe SALiSBrRY says he believes that " green horses

like Flying Jib and Directum are very scarce this year in

California." Still we notice that he has not given up the

search, and if there is another man in America that can excel

him in picking out the very choicest, we have never had the

pleasure of seeing his name in print.

Okrin A. Hickok;, it is said, makes weekly visits to Palo
Alto to see the youngsters work ; he is to take a string of

them for campaigning purposes, hence his anxiety to choose

the very best. Mr. Hickok is a quiet, unassuming little gen-

tleman, and is as good a judge of what constitutes a trotter as

any horseman in America; his opinions are much re-

spected among trotting horsemen everywhere.

H. Hogoeoom is about to send for his little band of brood-
mares that are at Humboldt and have them brought to Wood-
land, where his stallion Waldstein, 2:22], will make the sea-

son of 1S93. Among them are a few fillies and colts by this

great son of Director that will be heard of in the races this fall;

there is one tilly in particulsr out of a mare by Grand Moor
that is said to be faster than her sire was at her age. Wald-
stein is a typical trotting race horse.

Wm. B. Fasig, Manager of the Trotting Horse Department
of Tattersall's, departed for the East on Monday evening, hav-
ing completed arrangements for the sale of Sidney, 2:19f,
Memo and Grace, 2:29]. Mr. Fasig is one of the most genial

of men and is thoroughly versed on all matters pertaining to

horses. He has, during his short stay, become infatuated with
the climate of California, and believes that too much has not

been said of it. We hope he will soon repeat his visit and
stav a few months instead of a few davs.

Dcring- the "experience meetings" that are daily held
around the big stoves in the "blizzard-stricken" cities of

the East, the principal topic is entitled "Trotting Around the
Stove," and many a wonderful tale is told, many a hotly-con-

tested battle to the wire is fought by these gentlemen as re-

minscence follow reminiscence. In California there is no need
for these "tin-jaw" record breakers. The tracks are in per-

fect order and the trainers are kept busy from dawn to dusk
teaching the coming record breakers their lessons.

" I think Americans make a great mistake in breeding for

speed only," said John Splan recently. "The one aim is to

get two-minute horses, no attention whatever being paid to

size, looks or soundness. We have the fast horses, and will

continue to have them until our breeders make a radical

change. I think Germany, France and England will be great
markets in the future for trotters, and the breeders who com-
bine speed and looks will find as good a market abroad for

their horses as any other product sent out from there shores."

Charley Durfee is jogging McKinney on the road every
day, and the great brown horse is looking as fine as a picture.

He will never be the worse for his trifling mishap, and as soon
as he can be hardened up a trifle Durfee will feel of him a
short distance, just to see if he is the same old McKinney. The
race is not alone to the swift, but to the steady and game, and
that is why I regard McKinney as the greatest horse in the
State in a fifth heat. Palo Alto is dead and Stamboul has left

the State forever, so that McKinney is the champion of Cali-

fornia by long odds.—Los Angeles Herald.

The trotter Ked Star, a gray gelding by the California stal-

lion A. W. Richmond, got a lot of money at the race meeting
io Germany last year, being one of the most consistent per-

over there When owned in this country Bed Star
a particularly fast horse, but could go two miles well

for In-

Tiik famous brood-mare Mabel I., dam of tieina, 2:13^, and
four othen in 2:30 at 12 war* ol en sold by II. M.
Littel, of Maoedon, N. V.. to A. II. Moore, of Philadelphia, for
$ll,(X.o. Every one of Mabel I- 'a mala that have l>een broken
to harnen bu taken a record and Beina is expected t<- beat
2 1" tin

Tin I n Balkan, 2:15, woe purchased by W. C.
Brown, ol St. Joseph, Mo., at the < Ihicago Bale, and will make

Idition :• hi- stable of trotters. Balkan is hut
Id, sired by Mambrino Wilkes BOSS, a aon of

Opnffje Wilkes, and his dam is the great broodman
Balkn 2:15, Molly Drew, 2;27. an

of the pacer Mlanah, 2:18.—Western Resources,

Millard Sanders will return to California after the Cor-
bitt sale and take charge of Sidney, 2:19f. He will go East
with him and return after the sale to take charge of

the youngsters on the farm and give them race records.

To do this Mr. Sanders tendered his resignation to Mr. Corbitt,

and will stay with, the Valensin Farm youngsters until

the stock is sold. Mr. Sanders is a hard-working, capable and
conscientious trainer and driver, and his work while on this

coast is a fitting testimonial of his worth, even if he had not
achieved a splendid reputation in the East.

A good many writers appear to be borrowing considerable

trouble on the subject of high service fees for stallions. So
long as there are a plenty of good stallions standing at low
fees, and no law to compel any one to patronize the high-
priced ones, the tears and ink shed bewailing high prices

seems wasted. Most men who pay their money for good stal-

lions think they have as much right to place their fees at a

figure which pleases them as they have to place values on
their animals, and in our opinion they are quite right. This
matter of fancy stallion fees, like that of any other popular
fancy article, will regulate itself in time.

W. Monteith, representing the Marin Stock and Farm
Company, purchased three mares for $475 at F. W. Loeber's

auction sale last March and gave the company's note for them.
Among those purchased was the mare Queen Ad. The note

has never been paid, and Messrs. Killip & Co. and F. W.
Loeber were astounded to hear that suit for $1,000 had been
brought against them, the complaint being that the mare was
not standard -bred, as represented, and the company had gone
to considerable expense in breeding this mare to a high-priced
stallion whoss name is not mentioned in the complaint. Queen
Ad was bred by Coburn Farmer, of Vallejo, and was sired by
Admiral 488, dam Nellie, by Blackhawk 7n'7 ; second dam by
Sovereign (thoroughbred). She is the dam of a very fast mare
that belongs to A. L. Bancroft, of this city.

Jas. F. Maguire, the well known trainer and driver who

has been at Palo Alto for some time, accepted an offer re-

cently to take charge of the horses at Edgemont Park Stock

Farm, Los Angeles. Mr. Maguire is a very capable man and

his life-long connection with trotters has made him familiar

with all the little details of conditioning, balancing and driv-

ing. He is in every way eminently fitted for the place and in

his new field of labors we shall be very much surprised if he

does not bring out a string of record breakers that will add

money and glory to the beautiful stock farm near the "city of

the Angels."

A letter from Bellota Stock Farm conveys the intelligence

that Twist, one of the finest broodmares in this State, died of
colic there last week. Twist was foaled in 1876. She was the

dam of Steve Whipple, 2:14, the fastest of Whipple's Hainble-
tonian's progeny. She was also the dam of Andy R., brother
to Steve Whipple; Voter, by Elect, son of Electioneer 125;
Prindex, by Dexter Prince, and a dark bay yearling colt by
Director, 1!:I7. Twist was out of Jenny Lind,by Hill's Black
Hawk; second dam Old Stub, by Young Telescope; third
dam by Justin Morgan. She was a very fine type of a brood-
mare. All of her produce were endowed wi'h speed, intelli-

gence, good constitutions and the game qualities so requisite

in campaigners. She was valued at SIO.000, and her loss to

Mr. Needham ifl a severe one. A curious fact in regard to this

mare is that she was interred on the banks of» the Calaveras
;

her dam, Jenny Land, was buried on the banks of the San
Joaquin; her third dam, Old Stub, was laid away by the side
of toe Kishuaukee Kiver, De Kalb County, Illinois.

Frank C. Cornwall, who has been on the Alvinza Hay-

ward place, San Mateo, for two years, died Friday morning

in his room at the Union hotel. He went East with tbe Hay-
ward horses last December and returned only Tuesday dan-

gerouslv ill with pneumonia. Drs. Whitwell and Goodspeed

attended him and Dr. Ross was called in Thursday. The
disease had gone so far, however, that the doctors could do

nothing for him. He was 21 years of age and leaves a father

and brother in Cleveland, Ohio. Frank Turner returned with

him, and together with his wife and Mr. Keeger and wife has

nursed him and done everything possible to allay his suffer-

ing.—San Mateo Gazette.

" The greatest sale of choice trotters" is a terra we oft-

times hear applied to auction sales, not only in this State,

but in every other. Doubtless, up to the time of publication,

of this statement, it is true, but last Monday word was sent to

Killip A Co. to dispose of every head of trotting stock on the

Asylum Farm, 125 in all; the sale to take place the latter

part of February. Such a collection of grandly-bred stallions

broodmares, colis and fillies is not to be found on any stock

farm in this State, for every animal has been selected, with

great care, and all of them are royally bred. The sale is per-

emptory and nothing is reserved. Such an opportunity to get

grandly-bred trotters may never occur again.

Russia is the largest horse breeding country in the world,

but the great majority of their horses are worthless brutes

—

worse than our Texas ponies. The government maintains

twenty-eight breeding establishments, which are classed in

three categories—stables for the improvement of the draught

and working breeds; those destined for saddle horses, and

finally the Steppe stables, which supply mounts for the cavalry.

These establishments contain in all 1,S43 stallions. Of these

891 belong to the fourteen stables of draught horses which are

concentrated in the central government. 549 in the saddle

horse stables established in the southern governments, which

also have large studs of race horses, and 403 stallions in the

several Steppe stables situated in the region of the Don, in

that of the Ural and of the Caucasus.

It would be much better for farmers who are engaged in

horse breeding if neighborhoods or communities would com-

bine or work together and produce one particular kind of ani-

mal for tbe market. There are a great many advantages to be

derived from this sort of club breeding. Should ten or a

dozen breeders combine and purchase a good stock horse to

begin with, he should be one of the best representatives of

the breed it is most desirable to produce, and the line of breed-

ing marked out should be pursued as closely as possible, and

persistently, without any change of base. The result of club

breeding among farmers would be great uniformity of produce,

and, as animals about the same size and build would grownup,

carloads of the same would find ready market at paying prices.

—Exchange. _j_

Senator Hearst is to have a monument that will make
his name as familiar as a ;i household word." His widow,

Mrs. Phcebe Hearst, bas resolved to create upon the estate of

450 acres near Pleasanton a home for indigent boys, where

boys from eight to sixteen years of age may be educated,

taught trades and fitted for the battle of life. The endow-

ment, it is stated, will be $500,000. The place is most suitable

for such an object; it consists of rolling and valley land, the soil

is as fine as any in California, and numerous springs are con-

tinually flowing and feeding the stream that courses through

the portion called the " valley." The ravines are well wooded

and for horticulture and viticulture the hillsides cannot be

surpassed. The climate is unsurpassed and the proximity of

the farm to San Francisco makes it very desirable for the good

purpose for which it is designed. The gift is one that will

keep forever green the memory of one of the most charitable

of California pioneers

Hon. John Boggs, of Princeton, Colusa county, has been

identified with horses ever since he was old enough to toddle,

and in his youth rode in many a hotly-contested quarter race.

He was the Fred Archer of the straight-away courses in

olden times and no one ever sat a horse better or used greater

skill and judgment in those exciting events than he. He was

one of the first to select a stock of good mares and breed them

to Williamson's Belmont and General Taylor, two of the

greatest sires for their opportunities that ever lived. He had

one mare by General Taylor that could out-trot any other

roadster in the county; she was one of the nervous, springy,

untiriDg kind that never needel urging; he bred her to

Tilton Almont, she had three colts, ooe of them, a gelding,

was sold to James Forrester of this city. We have been in-

formed that he thinks so much of this trotter that he purchased

the other two. Bred as they are by such a sire and out of a

mare of this description they ought to be the kind to win

money with this fall.

Soundness and size cut more of a figure when horses are

put on the market nowadays than ever before. The trotting

horse has reached that stage of development where anyone

can secure animals having the speed and breeding to suit any

buyer, and in choosing between horses equal in the^e respects,

soundness and size turn the balance. Every man should

recognize this fact, whether he is raising one colt or twenty

each year, and proceed so that every foal he raises shall, in

addition to speed and breeding, possess those qualities. If a

broodmare throws foals deficient in these respects, sell her for

what she will bring ; the longer she is kept the lower grade of

individuality will there be found in the collection of animals

she helps to form. Breed to stallions on the same plan, and

aim to produce a higher grade of individuality each year.

The owner of a collection of horses built up on such a plan

will not have to go begging for a market, for the buyers of

to-day are looking for youngsters of high breeding and demon-

strated speed, accompanied" by the size and soundness that

will make the two first-mentioned qualities valuable. Some-

body is bound to produce what they want, and those that do

not "do so will have a lot of stock on their hands that will be

unsought by buyers.
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The Saddle.

Dan Homo's horses won four rSces at Gloucester, N.J.,

on the 9th inst.

A new training track is being built inside the regular

course at Oakland, and in all likelihood a portion of it will

be used for a much-needed saddling paddock.

Lord RosSlyn has sold Peter lo go to Belgium. Though
this was probably the best racehorse Hermit ever got, his loss

is not deplored in England, as he usually imparted to his ofi-

spring his own abominable temper.

Nellie Van, who ran half a mile in QA$\ at Bay District

track recently, is a very much inbred animal, being by Van-
derbilt, dam Victoria, by Vanderbilt. Vanderbilt is by Nor-
folk, dam Sally Franklin, by Illinois Medoc.

The races at Oakland last Tuesday were well attended,

and while the fields were rather small, the contests were as a

rule very exciting. Cyclone was ridden out hard to beat Al-

tus, and the sides of the winner were cut quite severely by the

spurs.

The crazy California-bred horse, Duke of Milpitas, will not

be allowed to start at New Orleans hereafter. .Recently he
threw Jockey Hennessy at the post, and the directors declared

him to be altogether too dangerous an animal to allow on the

track.

The chestnut yearling colt by Flambeau, out of Irish Lass,

by imp. Kyrle Daly, has been purchased of B. C. Holly by
the owners of the Pueblo Stable, Messrs. Burke & Eamsdell.
The youngster is entered in the Futurity of >1S94 and several

other rich stakes.

W. M. Sinclair, owner of Stoneman, has purchased of

Jones & Bybee, the Salem, Or., horsemen, Tacoma, bay colt,

4, by St. Paul, dam Lina, by King Alfonso. Terms private.

On his breeding Tacoma should be both fast and capable of

going a long journey.

Eight mares have already been booked to imp. Paramatta,

B. C. Holly's grand Australian-bred stallion. Among the

mares Mr. H. owns that the horse will be bred to are Rosette

(dam of Acclaim and Royal Flush), by Wheatley, and Ninena
(dam of Bert Hart), by Jim Brown.

Firenzi is due to foal to the mighty Salvator in about two
weeks. An offer of $16,000 for the foal, made by an Eastern

turfman, has been refused for the youngster. If it is a chest-

nut colt with the Salvator markings Sacramento will be
flooded with champag-ne water beyond all doubt.

Ik a six-furlong race at Oakland last Tuesday there were
three entries, and every one was a member of the Norfolk
family. Estrella, the runner, is by the Duke of Norfolk, son
of Norfolk; Vanity, the winner-up, is by Al Farrow, he by
Conner, son of Norfolk, while Elwood, third, was by old Nor-
folk himself.

Barnum, that old campaigner, now fourteen years old, and
one of the most honest horses on the turf as well as one of the

best handicap horses of his day, is now at the track at East
St. Louis, and forced to run against the cattle there that are

used as gambling machines at the merrv-go round tract. His
owner ought to be prosecuted for cruelty to animals for forcing

the old horse to race.

That great stallion Foxhall, now in this country, will be
shipped back to England. The Earl of Rosebery, who has a

proprietory interest in Foxhall, has cabled to William Easton
to make immediate arrangements toship Foxhall back to Eng-
land. Foxhall was brought over last year to be sold, but for

some reason American breeders, though in need of stallions,

did not take kindly to the horse.

Miss Woodford, ex-queen of the American turf, on the
Sth inst. foaled [a chestnut colt by the great Salvator. The
youthful monarch has a big star in his forehead and one hind
foot white and the " Stockwell mark"—a dark paich on his

chestnut coat where the saddle will go some day. This colt

will bring a great sum when he comes before the auctioneer at

New York a little over a year hence.

Among the many great-looking yearlings at Belle Meade is

a full brother to Reporter. Old Enquirer, the sire of this dis-

tinguished youngster, is one of the most remarkable horses

ever known in this country. He is nearly twenty-six years

old and looks to be as young and vigorous as he did ten years

ago. The grand old fellow actually grows frisky sometimes

and gallops in his paddock like a playful colt.

George Covington, one of the best jockeys in this coun-

try, getting too heavy to ride, has been engaged as trainer by
Thomas H. Williams Jr. He will have an excellent string

to work on, and as Covington has received his "education"
in the best stables of the West and in that of Green B. Mor-
ris at the East and is a very intelligent fellow, we look for

the Williams horses to win many a stake race this season.

Managers of the Saratoga Racing Association are elated

over the way in which entries have come in for the stakes

and handicaps to be run next summer. The entries received

up to January 2 numbered over 1,000, an average of GO odd
for each stake. The Fleischman Stable leads with 109, Green
Morris's nominations! will reach 40, Scoggan Brothers 38, W.
Hendrie 29, while many other well known stables are repre-

sented by double figures.

Breeding often furnishes contradictions. In England the

celebrated horse, Sterling, was notoriously a non-stayer, yet

he got in Isonomy, the finest stayer of his generation. Ve-
dette, on the other hand, was a stayer, yet his Galopin line

are not as a rule stayers. Prince Charlie did not stay, yet he
got stayers in Prestonpans, in England, and Salvator, here.

Fellowcraft in this country was a famous stayer, but his prog-

eny prefer short courses.

W. S. VosnrRGH, Secretary of the Board of Control and a

great student of thoroughbred breeding, wrote a most valuable

article in the Spirit of the Times of January 7th on " Win-
ning Families," showing conclusively that mares exert by far

a greater influence on their progeny than thesires. He claims

that nine-tenths of all our great race horses have come from
ten or twelve famous broodmares. He gives as examples Yan-
daPs dam, Boadicea,imp.Gallopade, Young Maid of the Oaks,

Miss Obstinate and Magnolia, and undoubtedly Mr. Vosburgh
is correct in his conclusions. He might, however, have added
the great Fashion, by imp. Trustee, and Blue Bonnet, by imp.
Hedgeford, to his list.

A number of California rec-jrds were broken at the late

Blood Horse meeting. Gibson took up 1171 pounds and ran
five and one-half furlongs in 1:06$. Charmion took three-
quarters of a second off the six-furlong record when she ran
the distance with 100 pounds up in 1:13 flat, while Motto ran
seven-eighths of a mile in 1:271 with KM pounds in the saddle.
April Fool ran half a mile at Sacramento, May 14, 1892, in

0:47
J with 123 pounds up.

M. F. Dwyer's good horse Kingston has been sent from
his winter quarters at Stoutwood Park, X. J., to join the
string at Gravesend. He looks in capital shape, and this may
be said of all the horses in Hardy Campbell's string. The
white with gold tassle will indeed be a hard nut to crack for

any aspiring owner, no matter whether it be in a sprint race
with Kingston, Fairy or Stonenell, or a longer distance with
Raceland, Banquet, Demuth and others.

Clinton C. Riley and James Rowe, respectively associate

judge and starter at the recent Blood Horse and California

Jockey Club meetings, left last Monday night for their homes
in Chicago and New York. Both are exceedingly clever men
in their lines, Mr. Riley being an accomplished newspaper
man and Mr. Rowe a thorough horseman. They made hosts

of friends here by their genial manners, and we trust San
Francisco has not by any means seen the last of them.

Emma Barnes (dam of Turf Gallery, Wildwood and Boots)
has been booked to Dr. Thomas Bowhill's Australian stal-

lion, imp. Chesterfield, son of The Marquis and Lamorna, by
Fireworks. Emma Barnes is by Norfolk, dam Evadne, by
Winnebago; second dam Maid of Athens, by imp. Priam;
third dam Lady Chesterfield, by Arab (son of Sir Archyj

;

fourth dam by imp. Knowsley ; fifth dam by imp. Dion ; sixth

dam by Meade's Celer ; seventh dam by Fristram Shandy.

Billy McCormick is training at the Arcade track,

Rancho del Paso, thirty odd two-year olds, the property of

Simeon G. Reed, John Mackey and Charles Kerr. He also

has a two-year old by Tyrant from Geo, by The Ill-Used, the
property of Miss E. Mackey, that has ihis early in the season
run a quarter in twenty-three seconds over the ranch track,

the fastest move made thus far by any youngster in McCor-
mick's hands. We expect to hear from the sister to Tourna-
ment this season.

Dan Miller, owner of Charmion, Ida Glenn and other
fleet gallopers, last week received the Blood Horse Associa-
tion's trophy, won when Charmion defeated Princess in the
$2,500 match race at Bay District in the early part of the
meeting. The trophy presented was a handsome gold stop
watch, suitably inscribed, and Mr. Miller was more than
pleased with it. He celebrated the occasion by sending a "cold
bottle" or two into the press stand and opening several for his

friends in the members' stand.

Sam Cooper, who brought Charmion, the Iris filly and
Ida Glenn to the post in such excellent shape for Dan Miller,

has left the employ of that gentleman, and Dan Meeks. of

Kansas, his been engaged to train the excellent Miller string.

It is understood that Cooper (who is an excellent jockey as

well as trainer) desired to go into the business of racing thor-

oughbreds on his own account, and is collecting some very
good ones to race in California during the year 1893. Mr.
Meeks, his successor, was for quit* a time with B. C. Holly,
and is said to be a thorough horseman.

During the racing season at Chicago, which began last

May and ended on December 31st, there were 275 days of rac-

ing at the different tracks, 1,477 races being run, and $944,379
was divided between the owners of winning horses. Edward
Corrigan's stable won the most of the local money, $53,044,
the Kendall stable, belonging to the " plunger," Chris. Smith
being second with $42,000. C. C. McCafferty, a brother of the
McCafferty who had such a successful campaign in the East,

won $33,968. Green B. Morris went out there after the close

of the season in this State and won $8,946.

The horse San Joaquin will be trained the coming season

and started in the big events. He is owned by a Massachusetts
gentleman new to the turf. This colt was two years ago one
of the most promising in the stable of Mr. E. J. Baldwin, of

California. He is a son of Longfellow, from Santa Anita
Belle, and raced at Morris Paik in 1891, but went amiss. He
was third for the Sheridan Stakes, at Chicago, to Poet Scout,

beating Kingman, the Kentucky Derby winner, and was third

to Pessarra in the Foxhall Stakes at Saratoga, and then went
all to pieces. He did not start last year, but if he returns to

his private form of the spring of 1891 he will "bear watch-
ing," as the tipsters like to say when they don't care to com-
mit themselves unreservedly—Daily Spirit.

Dan McCarty received a letter the other day from his

oldest boy, Joe, who has charge of the big string of runners
that left here last spring for Chicago. The horses are win-
tering at Wilmington, III., and are all in fair health. At the
present Roby meeting Cartridge, Hercules and Edith won
races, Sonoma Bov and Cartridge also running second. Joe
declares that Romair, Bernardo, Adolph, Narvaez, Prize,

Bridal Veil, Mezzotint, Melody and Blizzard have filled out
wonderfully well, but is particularly pleased with ( >porto, the

dark brown son of imp. Mariner and Eufaula, by Monday,
whom be dubs the " daddy of the lot." Col. Thornton has a
two-year-old brother to Oporto that is called Bordeaux, also a
dark-skinned fellow, and he bids fair to become a more than
serviceable race horse.

Ladies attending the races and intending to wager any
sums thereon should beware of a young man named Miller,

who claims to be a relative of Jockey George Miller. Last

Saturday he infested the members' stand (balcony), and robbed

two ladies of $58 in all. He first received $3 with instructions

to place it onCornie Buckingham. The ticket he brought read

3 to 9 instead of 9 to 3, and altogether the card looked-

suspicious. Buckingham did not win, but the ticket was taken

to the bookmaker from whom it was supposed to have been
purchased, who promptly pronounced it an old, losing ticket

Later on in the afternoon another lady sent $5 by the youth

to put on Alfred B., a 10 to 1 chance. A ticket was given the

fair purchaser with the correct odds on the card. When the

horse won the lady's face was wreathed in smiles and she was
as happy as the proverbial clam in high water. Miller, how-
ever, was nowhere to be found, and upon a gentleman pre-

senting the ticket for payment it was likewise declared bogus,

and the lady that imagined herself a lucky winner is mourning
the loss of $55. The matter was reported to President

Williams, who promised to look into the matter. It is to l>e

hoped that the thief will he punished.

In speaking of the resolution boycotting any bookmaker
that does business at Oakland, Thomas H. Williams said last

Monday: "Our chief reason for wishing to protect ourselves
if that we are already making arrangements for a hundred-
day meeting next winter. Marcus Daly has written us that
he will send a string of his cracks, and we expect Belmont,
Lorillard and Dwyer Brothers to do the same. The indica-
tions are that we will have 300 Eastern horses here—good
ones all of them—and with 500 from ibis Stale we will have
one of the greatest meetings in the world. In order to induce
the Eastern owners to bring their stables out here it is easy to
understand that we cannot be too careful, especially as to the
bookmakers who will do business on our track."

John APPLEBY, the well-known trainer-jockey, will have
quite a good stable next spring. He is now handling thi

lowing at Oakland: Five-year-old horse by Darebin— Li

Dunbar; Alfred B., b g, a, by imp. Eyrie Daly—Kortuna
;

Morton, 0, by Leinster, and Claquer, b c, 3, by Three Cheers

—

Belle of the Lake. This Darebin is not like most of the sons
of the big brown Australian horse, being only about 15 hands
in height and weighing over 1,000 pounds. His chest is won-
derfully wide and his front legs very far apart, but he is said
to be aillicted with speed and capable of staying almost any
route. Appleby won with Alfred B. in good style at Bay Dis-
trict track last Saturday. Claquer is entered in this year's
American Derby, but his capabilities are not known a,s yet.

W. B. Sanborn, the Santa Rosa turfman, has a couple of
two-year-olds that he will race in the spring along with the
fast Inkerman and Fox's brother, Ironheart. The youngsters,
whom Mr. Sanborn considers exceedingly promising, are both
fiilies, and by that splendid-looking race horse, Harry Peyton
(son of Shannon and Miss Peyton, by imp. Glengarry). < >ne,

a bay, is from a daughter of Bayswater, he a brother "to Preak-
ness; the other filly a chestnut, is from a Wheatly mare, and
the matrons by that son of War Dance have been unusually
successful in the production of race horses, Acclaim, Royal
Flush, Inkerman, Sam Mount, Alfred B. and others having
for dams daughters of Wheatley. Mamie C, by Harry Pey-
ton and a mighty fast little race mare until she broke down
last spring, is heavy in foal to Three Cheers, and, along with
Alice, dam of Inkerman, is likely to be bred back that great
old sire of race horses.

Following are the entries to the two great handicaps, the
Brooklyn and Suburban, the weights in which will be allotted

by February 1st : In the Suburban are Key del Rey, Dr. Has-
brouck, Leonawell, Reclare, Tournament, Candelabra, Victory,
Russell, Mars, His Highness, Yorkville Belle, Banquet,
Demuth, Kingston, Longstreet, Nomad, Raceland, Tammany,
Montana, The Pepper, Silver Fox, Steve Estes, Two Bits, Cas-
sias, Pessarra, Lowlander, Fidelio, Terrifier, Parvenue, La
Tosca, Lamplighter, Locohatchee, Major Domo, Judge Mor-
row, Strathmealh, Charade, Illume. The entries and ages for

the Brooklyn handicap are as follows: Alonzo 4. Banquet a.

Cassius a, Candelabra 4, Charade 4, Demuth 6, Diablo a, Kide-
lio 4, Illume 4, Judge Morrow 6, Kingston a, Lamplighter 4,

La Tosca 5, Leonawell 4, Locohatchee 4, Longstreet a, Long-
beach 4, Lowlander 5, Major Domo a, Mars 4, Nomad 4,

Pactolus 4, Parvenue 4, Pickpocket 4, Reclare G, Rudolph 5,

Russell 5, Strathmealh 5, Terrifier 5, Tulla Blackburn 6, Vic-
tory 4, Wildwood 4, Yorkville Belle 4.

The Metropolitan Handicap, to be run at Morris Park,
threatens to be the richest of all the American handicaps,
having sixty-one entries, which is twenty-eight more than the
Brooklyn has and twenty-four more than the Suburban. The
following is a full list of the Metropolitan Hancicap nomina-
tions, and it will be noticed that there are quite a number of
California-bred horses in the handicap : Wildwood, Lady Vio-
let, Dr. Hasbrouck, Pickpocket, Glenmoyne, Pactolus, York-
ville Belle, Lawless, Banquet, Demuth, Nomad, Raceland,
Montana, Tammany, The Pepper, Sir Matthew, Sieve Estes,

Silver Fox, Sir Francis, Leonawell, Fidelio, Terrifier. Mul-
doon, Beansy, Madstone, His Highness, St. Michael, Charade,
Alonzo, Candelabra, The Ironmaster, Victory, Sleipner, Willie
L., Rey del Rey, Loantaka, W. B., Illume, Kennebec, Russell,
Mars, St. Florian, Ambulance, Joe Cotton, Adelbert, La T
Lamplighter, Locohatchee, Vestibule, Julien, Parvenue, Sir
Arthur, Picknicker, Stockton, Two Bits, Pessara, Cassius, ana-
yon, Spartan, Wadsworth and Faraday.

The total value of stakes won, exclusive of matches and
private sweepstakes (which amounted to £l,CO0). was in Eng-
land, £156,383, 13s.; in Scotland, £11,275, and in Ireland

£6,403, IDs., Gd. As compared with last year, these sums
show an increase of £1,000 for England, and a little over
£1,000 each for Scotland and Ireland. During the season
which ended at Manchester'on November 26th, 2,8ti ! horses
competed for the various races, of which 305 were of the age
of 5 years and upward, 336 four-year-olds, 772 three-year-olds

and 1,091 two-year-olds. In each instancethe figures show an
increase on last year, if the same method of calculation be
adopted, on all preceding years. The above animal-- took pan
in 1,688 races, of which 754 were between five and under
six furlongs in length, 201 over six furlongs and under a mile,

479 of one mile, 203 over one mile and under two, 41 ovei

two miles and under three, five over three and under four, and
two of four miles. As compared with last war, tin- UkiU i»f

1892show an increase of 27 I tolls and 27'.' fillies, who will lie-

available for 1891, their numbers being 1,43(1 ami 1,520 re-

spectively.

The English racing officials do not care to have jockeys
own horses, and, according to the London Sportsman, have
issued the following: The Stewards of the Jockey Club give

notice that licenses are only granted to jockeys on condition

that l hey are not owners or part owners of any race In

Leave may be given, under exceptional circumstances, on
special application, to jockeys to own one or more horses, but

this permission will only be granted when the jockey is also :i

trainer and the horse is to be trained in his own stable. The
Stewards of the Jockey Club, observing thai many jockeys
have been in the habit of belling on horse racing, and of
receiving presents in connection with races froi ilher

than the owner of the hor-e they ride in such races, give
notice thai Bach practices will not be tolerated, and that any
jockey who may be proved lO their satisfaction tO have any
interest in any race horse, or to have been engaged in any bet-

ting transaction, or otherwise lo have disregarded this notice,

will have his license at once withdrawn. Any person know-
ingly acting in the capacity of part owner or trainer of any
horse in which a jockey possesses any interest, or making any

bet with or on behalf of any jockey, or otherwise aid in]

aliening in any breach of the orders of (he S 1

warned off Ncwin:irket Heath.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLCB—Spring meeting April 29th to June 23d
LOUISVILLE JOCKKY CLUB—Spring meeting- Slav 10 Odavs)
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.)—Spring meeting.

May 20 to Jund 24

WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, DM—Summer meeting
-June 24 (25 daysi

BUFFALO DBIVTNG PARK-Summer Meeting. Aug. 1 to Augll
CHICAGO I'.AelXi; ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June23
( VMBERI.AXD FAIR AXD RACING ASS'N October 10 to 2S

Entries Close.

CUMBERI.ANI) FAIR AND RACING ASS'N—Fall Meeting
- Februarv 1

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK _Feb. 1

CHICAGO DRIVING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting Feb 1

FI.RETWOOD PARK (New York) See AdvL

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
CHAR DERBY .'..Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Oal
< OUNT ANTKE" 14,692 „ W.H.Smith, Woodland.lCal
DILTATl's ...Clarence Dav, Belmont, Cal
"it-IDE -A.T. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, Cirv
HOCK WILKES Jos. Michel, 2536 Market St
PRINCE RED 9949 Geo. A. Wilev. Danville. Cal
BEADY MONEY .Fred Foster, Hanford, Cal
SID ROY .A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Building, City
-II INKER 11,341 K.O'Gradv, San Mateo, Cal
s I El NWAY Geo. A. Wilev. Danville, Cal
U'AI.I-TKIN l:.V7 _ H. S. Hogoboom. Woodland, Cal.
WILDO 9637 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

THOROUIiHBKEOg.
IMP. CHESTERFIELD -Prol. Thos. H. Bowbill, Lakeville, Cal

it Stallion -K. O'Gradv. San Mateo, Cal
TIII'.KK CHBEB8 Wm.M.Murr;; Sacramento, Cal

The excellent rule adopted by the Board of Control

which compels every horse that starts in a race to be

red in the American Stud Book before facing the

starter will, before many years, be adopted by both the

American and National Trotting Associations. It will

prevent ringing
; enable breeders to keep track of their

^tock and save trouble in getting pedigrees straightened.

Vt'\t. B. FA8IG, of Tattersalls. started East on .Monday.

While in California In- completed arrangements for the

sale of Sidney, Memo and Urate, besides the string of

very promising youngsters that the late < -. Valensin was

confident of winning all the world's rate records with hist

year. Mr. Faaig will also sell a number of the i-

the progeny of Dexter Prince at the same time. The
sale will take place in Cleveland, Ohio, February 27th,

and i- attracting more attention than any ever held in

pling the great Stamboul -ale

Tin: Legislature now in session will soon have a jrrist

of hills relating t" ..- and ] 1 selling and the

members of both houses ate waiting anxiously to see who
will introduce them. There tire such grand opportunities

offered for oratorical ability when Buch " vital " measures
arc introduced by the bravest of our legislators. In the

ime, the majority of horsemen in this state will go

on with their business affairs jusl a- though there never

wns 'a politician inter, -ted in horse racing" a) the State

Endorsed by Everyone.

The great subject of dash races for harness horses is

now engrossing the attention of every horseman in Cali-

fornia. From Shasta to San Diego letters have been re-

ceived urging our association to give the novelty races a

fair trial. The shortening of the contests will not affect

the value of the trotters, for those that prove extraordinary

fa.-t at distances less than a mile will have an oppor-

tunity of appearing in two and three-mile dashes. The

great demand for these races does not come from associa-

tions or breeders, hut from the general public. The

spectators at the races do not intend to come to our meet-

ings until a change of change of programme is made.

Novelty in speed contests will prove attractive. The

threein-five races with high wheeled sulkies are distanced

by the two-in-three races with the latest improved

" bikes.'' The numerous sulky and harness designers

that are tiling their applications for inventions m the

patent office every week show that the aim is to provide

mechanical help to aid the trotting and pacing horses to

attain their highest speed in the shortest possible time.

The old way of gradually lowering records every year

has not been followed as closely as heretofore. The sen-

sational trotters of 1891 and 1892 came with a sudden-

ness that astonished all horsemen and distanced the slow

plodding trotters in the great race for champion

honors. The people know this, and they want to see

still more wonderful progress. If they can be convinced

that by attending the races that are now being spoken of

they will enjoy them as much as they do the

running races and get home early they will be

more eager to come than they ever have beeD, for

there is no use denying the fact, the public will not

sit still for live hours to see three races in au afternoon

and most of the time spent in scoring and jockeying by

the drivers who are " laying up " heats to profit by the

betting in the pools. .

With dash racing there can be nothing like this. A
horse must win to get one-half the purse. With dash

racing there will be a reduction in the size of the purses,

but there will be more opportunities for horses to win

money than under the old system. Instead of having

three races in an afternoon with small fields there will be

seven or eight dashes with large fields. As the entrance

will be but five per cent, and the purse is divided

into four parts, owners will feel more like entering their

horses in all the races, knowing that every horse will have
to fight for every race. The spectators can patronize the

bookmakers ; the events will take place rapidly ; every

one will become excited over the events and return home
fully determined to come again. The very best justifica-

tion for these races is the fact that the public will be

suited and the facilities for betting will be vastly im-

proved.

The two-in-three race which will take place each day

will not be prolonged, but will add a zest to the shorter

races that will be appreciated by all.

There is no need for denying the fact that in order to

make trotting and pacing races popular we must follow

the example of the associations that manage the thor-

oughbreds. Then, and not till then, will success crown

our efforts.

One of the newly elected supervisors of this city has a

great project in view which, if carried to a successful is-

sue will immortalize him, and that is the repairing of

Market street from the wharf to Tenth street. Having
its surface covered with bituminous rock and making it

a model street that will be a credit to the city, a blessing

to teamsters and their horses, as well as a beautiful drive-

way over which the public can walk or ride with comfort.

By having it kept clear of all stationary vehicles, lumber

and other obstructions, and showing the "Silurians" what

a benefit such tin improvement is, the great work of mak-

ing the other streets that cross it fit for public use will

soon follow. We hope the supervisor is in earnest and

will accomplish his laudable object. Such a standard bear-

er in these "piping times of peace" is very scarce;

therefore he should he encouraged.

ANOTHER " bogus pedigreed " marc is heard of. A
man from Tres Pinos gives the following pedigree of a

mare he is trying to sell. " She is by Governor Sprague
from Palo Alto, and is owned by E. .1. Turner in this

(Monterey) county; her dam is by Billy Matthews, record

2:17}, and owned by J. f.. Sanchez, in this county, grand-
dam by I reneral McClellan.'' The pedigree is well writ-

ten, even if it i- false. Governor Sprague was never at

Palo Alto. No horse named Billy .Matthews ever got a
record of

2;17J. The fieneral McClellan part maybe

correct, but as there were two horses of that name they,

are both entitled to the credit of being present when the

unknown mare was bred. It would be a shame to deprive

either of them of the honor. We advise the gentleman

not to purchase the mare offered, but send us the name of

the man trying to sell her, and we shall take pleasure in

placing his name before the public.

The Stamboul Sale Again.

The telegram sent by Eegistrar Steiner to Auctioneer

Kellogg at the Stamboul sale has been quoted by all the

leading turf journals and newspapers. The impression

made upon the large audience by its reading has been the

source of much criticism among the " knights of the

sulky " as well as the " knights of the quill," and on

every side Messrs. Steiner and Allen are receiving a very

liberal share of condemnation. " Aurelius," one of the

leading turf writers in the United States, in a letter to the

American trotter, publishes the following concerning this

subject

:

Tbe interference of Mr. Steiner in the matter can be accounted for

only in one way and that is that Mr. Allen'9 interests should be con-

served by the association over which he is president. Mr. Wiggin

owner of Martha Wilkes, said publicly that whatever question there

might be as to the record of Stamboul, that those of Kremlin were, to

say the least, as worthy of strict investigation by the Register Associa-

tion. The rule under which Mr. Steiner pretends to act is given in the

May number of Wallace's Monthly as follows :
" Performances

against time must be conducted in accordance with the following rules

and regulations in order to be accepted for the purposes of registration

by the American Trotting Association." Mr. Steiner, therefore, can
only take official cognizance of records, when they are brought be-

fore him for registration purposes. Any other interference on his

part would be a matter of gratuitous impertinence. It is difficult to

see how the registration of Stamboul orofanyofhis progeny can be af

fected in any way by a lowering of record from 2:11 to 2:07%,as all that

are entitled to registration in one case are equally entitled in the other.

The records to which this refers are distinctly stated in the rules of the

standard, that is ts say.to a 2:30 record forstallionsjoined with certain

ther conditions. A 230 record for mares under certain conditions

.

records of 2:30. 2:25 and 250 in the produce of stallions, and records Of

2:30 or 2:25 in the produce of mares. No other records are considered

in the American Trotting Register as records for " purposes of regis,

tration." If so, the Registrar will enlighten an amazed world by
pointing what they are, especially in the May number of Wallace's

Monthly, to which he appeals in his telegram to Mr. Kellogg. It it be

true that the action of Mr. Steiner cost the seller several thorcands of

dollars. I think it is Mr. Kellogg's duty to bring an action at law for

the damages so done, against the American Trotting Association, to

put such conditions as it pleases for admission to its Register, and it

has no right whatever to reject records for the Year Book that are ad-

mitted by the National Trotting Association, and if Mr. Allen and his

Registrar think so, it is a matter of concern to all breeders and should

be settled at once. The Year Book purports to give all records, not

merely such as relate to its registers, and in drawing any private line

it is settling up an unwarranted invasion of values.

California Biirming Records.

Following are the best running records at the various

popular distances ever made in California, as far as we

have been able to discover. A number of them are the

best on record over circular courses, for instance April

Fool's half mile, Iodine's nine-sixteenths and Charmion's

three-quarters, while Geraldine's thirteen-sixteenths and

Hotspur's mile and three-quarters stand as world's records

to this day. Sinfax's mile and a quarter in 2:07i is by

odds the best performance at the distance credited to any

two-year-old, while it is just as certain that no three-

year-old ever ran such a " cup " race (two and a quarter

miles) as did the Duchess of Norfolk. Monte Cristo's

two-mile record (made in a race) is also very creditable,

while Triboulet's mile and three-eighths mark remained

the best on record for quite a while. Altogether, Cali-

fornia horses have, by their great speed, made the State

famous all over the globe :

Miles.
1-4. April Foot dn g, 4, by Confidence ; Fresno, 112 pounds:

Cal., Oct. 2, 1891 0:21%
3-8. April Fool, dn g, 4, by Confidence, 123 pounds ; Coro-

nado Beach, January 3, 1S91 0:35

1-2. April Fool, dn g, 5. by Confidence, 123 pounds ; Sacra-
mento, May 14, 1S92 0:47%

9-16. (Iodine, brm, a, by Little Alp—KittyDeane, 1191bs,.

1 Fresno, Cat, Oct. 2, 1891 0:54%
'! Hercules, ch b. 5, by Joe Hooker—Lulu Riggs, 105

I pounds ; Oakland, November 17. 1891 G:54%
5-8. Fox, b g, 4, by Housewarmer—by Lamplighter ; San

Francisco, October 31, 1S91 1:00 3-5

11-16. Gibson. 5, bv Joe Hooker—Miss Gibson, 117 pounds
;

San Francisco. November 17, 1S92 _ 1:06 !

;
3-4. Charmion, 2, by Tyrant—Unit, 106 pounds; San Fran-

cisco, November IS, 1S92 1:13

13-16. Geraldine, 6. by Grinstead—Cousin Peggy, S5 pounds
;

San Francisco. November 3, 1S91 1:19 3-5

7-8. Motto. 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Mottle. 104 pounds:
San Francisco, November 22, 1S92 „ 1:27%

15-16. John Treat, a, bv Shiloh—May Belle. 110 pounds ; Oak-
land. August 31. 1891 .'. 1:34%

1. Al Farrow, 4, bv Conner—Delia Walker, 95 pounds; San
Jose, April 5, "1889 1:40

1 1 16. Applause, a, bv Three Cheers—Alice N.,95 pounds;
San Francisco", April 30. 1S91 1:47%

1 1-8. John Treat, a, bv Shilob—May Belle, 115 pounds;
Oakland, November 17, 1891 1:54

1 1-1 Laura Gardner, 4, bv Jim Brown—Avail, 113 pounds:
Los Angeles, Aug.'S. 18SS ^ 2:07%

1 3-8. Triboulet, 4. by imp. King Ban—Herzegovina, 117 lbs.;

San Francisco, April 26, 1SS8 2:21%
1 1-2. Tycoon, 5, by Reveille—Margerv, 117 pounds; Napa,

Aug. 22, 1890 2:35%
1 3-4. Hotspur, 5, by Joe Daniels—by Wildidle, 117 pounds;

San Francisco, April 30, 1S91 - 3:00%
2. Monte Crista. 4, bv King Alf>nso—Galanthis, 103 lbs.;

San Francisco. April 23, 1SS7 3:30

2 1-4. Duchess of Norfolk, 3, by Norfolk—Marion, 93 pounds:
San Francisco, April 26, 1882 3.58^

3. Norfolk, 4. by Lexington—Novice, 100 pounds; Sacra-
mento. September 23/1865 V27'^

4. Marigold, 6, bv Milner—Katy Pease, 105 pounds: Sau
Francisco, January 14. 1S93 7:20%
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The Records That "Were Thrown Out.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the

American Trotting Register Association which was held

at Chicago on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, they

decided to throw out the trotting and pacing records

made atXashvillc, Tenn., from November 18th to Novem-

ber 22d for irregularities. The performances made up to

the first-named date was accepted.

The committee also decided to throw out as ineffective

the performances made at the summer and fall meetings

in Boston; Springfield, 0.; Tonca, Neb.; Chillicothe, O.;

Lansing, Mich.: Independence. In.; Coshocton, O; Albany,

X. Y.; Newark, N. J.; San Jose and Vallejo, Cal., Mead-

ville, Pa.; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Holton, Kas., and at

other points on account of irregularities, claiming that

they were not made in accordance with the rules of the

American Trotting Register Association. The members

of the executive committee present were : W. R. Allen,

F. S. Gorton, Lucas Broadhead, W. J. Ijanis, N. J. Cole-

man and C. F. Emery. In addition, there were present

Directors S. A. Brown, W. A. Sanborn, F. S. Waters and

Frank Rockefeller. Messrs. Broadhead and Allen did

not take part in considering the records made at Nash-

ville, where his great stallion, Kremlin, was interested.

This action of the committee will cause a sensa*ion

among owners of trotters, and a revision of the tables of

the stallions becomes a necessity.

The committee's action may be criticised by a few, but

to all fair-minded horsemen it will meet with approval.

It is just as easy for horsemen and associations to hold

their meetings according to the laws of the parent orga-

nization, as it is to hold them to suit the caprices or whims

of a few owners of trotters who believe they can hoodwink

the higher officials by getting up private matinees and

never advertise them, but just have a lew interested friends

to act as judges and timers. The time for getting eiMier

time or race records under such auspices has passed, and

we heartily endorse the action of the committee for the

si nd they have taken. Who wants a record for a horse

that will be looked upon as shady ? The horse may have

t,- itted every foot of the mile, but it can only be called a

trial, and will have no standing, because the proper

methods were not adopted to insure its being placed to

r l]p horse's credit.

The abolishment of time records as now made must

come, and come quickly. A horse with a race record of

2:1'* will always be considered better than one with a time

record of 2:22, and at the next meeting of the board the

laws in regard to these " tin-cup" records must be re-

vised.

At the meeting that just adjourned two other important

niptters came up for discussion, and both were of interest

to California. Jos. Cairn Simpson was the standard-

bearer that presented them. One was the establishment

of StambanFs record and the other was the legalizing of

the much-disputed pedigree of the dam of Arion. The

latter case was laid over until next April, while consid-

eration of the former was postponed for several weeks

;

the other records made at the Stockton track will be

considered at the same time.

Next week, we shall publish Mr. Simpson's letter from

Chicago, and it will, no doubt, prove very interesting.

The Bottom is Still Secure.

There is food for encouragement in the telegraphic

despatches that have been received from the New York

sales, notwithstanding the fact that there are over 3,700

grandly-bred trotters to be sold this month in that great

mart.

The San Mateo consignment of sixty-nine head brought

$105,510, an average of $1,529.13. Those that brought

s 1 ,ono nivl over arc published in another column.

The assertion that has been made by some owners of

poorly-bred*lrotters and writers who love to look on the

dismal side of life, that the " bottom has dropped out of

the business," is proven to be false by this sale and that

of the Stamboul stock (with the exception of Stamboul),

Well-bred trotting horses that are finely-formed, con-

stitutionally sound, level-headed, pure-gaited and game

youngsters that have pedigrees strong on both paternal

and maternal sides are worth nearly as much to-day as

tiey ever were.

Two years ago Mr. Corbitt sent on a consignment of

thirty-five of the progeny of Sable AVilkes and Guy

Wilkes. They brought an average of $1,848.57. The

li-t is published also in this issue. At the sale just con-

clude 1. there were colts and fillies by Leo Wilkes, Regal

Wilkes. Rupee (none of these are sires of winners), besides

some campaigners by Sable Wilkes and Guy Wilkes.

Therefore, this sale we consider a little hotter than

that held two years ago. The lesson taught by it

should be remembered by owners of stock farms.

Since that sale in 1891, Mr. Corbitt employed

the best trainers in vine land, Messrs. Goldsmith

and Sanders, and gave them full charge of his

youngsters ; he entered the colts and fillies in all the big

stakes, an«fr spared neither time nor money in pro-

paring them for these events and they proved to be

racehorses wherever they were. He used good judg-

ment in all his breeding problems, and the results have

proven that he made few, if any, mistakes. His great

horses, Guy Wilkes and Sable Wilkes, are more valuable

to-day than they have ever been, and their progeny will

prove their worth every year, for they train and race on.

A G-ood Appointment.

The Government of Queensland, Australia, has creaied a

position at this port by the appointment of a veterinary sur_

geon whose duty it shall be to examine stock shipped from

San Francisco to the island colonv. The person upon whom
the appointment has been conferred is Dr. William F. Egan,

one of the most prominent young veterinarians in this city.

This action of the Government of Queensland was prompted
by long-continued appeals from stock raisers and cattle dealers
who found it decidedly unremunerative to import stock
because of the severe quarantine laws. These regulations have
alwavs been rigidly enforced. The arrival of a traveling
circus last year considerably increased the severity of the
execution of the laws. Many of the animals belongiug to the
show were afflicted with contagious diseases, and in order to

prevent like occurrences in the future the Queensland officials

decided to appoint an inspector in this city, whose certiticate

shall obviate the necessity of examination at Australian ports.

The other colonies of Australia have already taken up the
consideration of the appointment of such an officer, and it is

thought that Dr. Egan will be made the inspector for the en-
tire number of colonies.

The newly-appointed officer is the resident surgeon of the
San Francisco Veterinary Hospital and president of the Cali-

fornia State Veterinary Association. He is also a member of
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, England, a gradu-
ate of the Edinburgh College, and the veterinary editor of this

journal.

Shippers of live stock must get a certificate signed by him
before the officials at Queensland will allow the animals to

land. No other veterinarian's certificate will be recognized
by them.

*

A Splendid Institution.

Dr. E. J. Creely, the well-known veterinarian of this city,

and Dr. John Campbell, who is also a graduate of the Ameri-

can Veterinary College of New York, and for nine years was

associated with Dr. W. J. Magee, in the Forty-second and

Manhattanville and St. Nicholas avenue Railroad stables of

New York, have formed a co-partnership and opened a new

veterinary hospital in this city. It is situated at 820 Howard
street, and is one of the best appointed institutions of its kind
in this State. The very latest and most approved apparatus
and instruments are placed in readiness for use by these two
progressive professionals who are now prepared to take charge
of all cases that are brought to them. The box stalls, Turkish
bath, operating table, improved slings, and stalls fitted up for

horses that are foundered, are made on the most approved
plan. Drs. Creely and Campbell will meet with success in this

new establishment for it is situated in the center of a district

where large numbers of horses are stabled. Their acknowledged
skill and ability will insure for them a liberal share of patron-

age, and as this new infirmary is a branch of the well-ap-

pointed one on Golden Gate avenue, (which establishment

improved and enlarged will still be maintained,) patrons need
have no hesitancy in telephoning to either place in case the

services of these qualified veterinarians are needed. The suc-

cess that has attended Dr. Creely speaks volumes for his popu-
larity and professional skill.

Fleet-wood's Great Meeting.

The driving club par excellence of New York, presents a

programme of events for their meeting which, following the

Hartford meeting, will attract the attention of all trot-

ting horsemen in America. It offers $12,500 for a champion

stallion race, $6,000 for races for two, three and four-year-olds

and $6,000 for other classes to be named hereafter. The fame
of Fleetwood track is world wide and its appointments and
accommodations are second to no other course in the United
States. The officers and members composing the club are

representative men of New Y'ork, and if, as we understand it,

a large number of our best horses are to go East thisspring to

compete iD the races, the owners cannot do better than to

make entries immediately for these events. The conditions

are liberal and to win even a small portion of these large

purses will pay for the investments. The testimony of all

Californians is to the effect that the Eastern managers of these

courses treat them royally and t*-ose who visit this cele-

brated course will return to California endorsing all that hits

been said of the people there. The stallion race for $12,600
will be the anil of 1803. See advertisement.

San Mateo Stock Farm Sale.

Remember that Alward, 13,P06, the royallv-bred son of the

great Onward out of Marietta, the dam of VatCOD r, 2:'_'s,

grandam Smyrna, the dam of Prince Edward, "J"-", and whose

great grandam, Snow Bird, produced Mist, 2:29$, and Col.

Hambrick, the sire of Daphne, 2:10^, is one of the great

prizes offered Monday, January 30th, in P. J. Berry a i o.'e

great Chicago sale.

Catalogues mailed on application.^
On January 6th the jockey, Kuhn, came very close to cre-

ating a record at Hawthorne Park. lie rode the first four

favorites and landed them all winners, and hut for the fact

that he wasover-confident on Mrs. Charles HcCafferty's Hum-
ming Bird, in the last race, would have swept (he board.

Three of his mounts belong to Tom Kiley.

New Yobk, January 17.—A large number of representative

horsemen attended the opening of the great sale of trotting

stock consigned by William Corbitt, of San Mateo, CaL, to

Peter C. Kellogg & Co., which took place at the American In.

stitute building to-day, forty-two head changing hands for the

handsome total of $61,845, an average of $3,472.

The life of the sale was John II. Shults, the well-known
millionaire and horse-fancier, who outbid all his competitors

for the most desirable lots, giving $13,000 for the splendid

young stallion Regal Wilkes, 2:11] ; $6,000 for the great young
mare Lillian Wilkes, '2:17

|
at three years; $5,000 for the

three-year-old colt Jay Wilkes, and $3,500 for the pacing mare
Alanna 2:11$. In all, Mr. Shults paid $32,SSj for eight head.
The star of the list, in fact, the bright particular star of the

saje, was Regal Wilkes, 2:11$, The six-year-old son of Guv
Wilkes and Margaret would have brought much more than he
did but for the fact that Mr. Shullfi bid so smartly that others
who wanted the horse knew they could not secure him at any-
thing short of a fabulous price. The best prices were:

Millie Wilkes. 2:26, bay mitre, L887, by Guv Wilkes— kosetta, t.v The
Moor. John G. 'iuiun. New Vurfe, $1,800; Clio Wilkes 2 SO, Mack mare
1888, byGoy Wllfces—iHreeirv^ i.v nireclor, William Simpson. New
Vork. 51.900 : Maeleay. l:il%. black colt. 1SS9. bv sable Wilkes- Mamie
Comet, by Nutwood. Martin Clark, Scranton, $1,580; Sir Wilkes 2:|9
bay colt. IHS'J, by Guy Wilkes— Munlros- .

: sultan, «;. K. Holt, SOUtb
Vineland, N. J.,S],200; Li

i

linn Wilkes, 2:17%. brown mare. 1886, by
Guy Wilkes—Flora LaDgford, bv Langford. J.' H. Shults. $6,000 : Brown
filly, 1892, by StambonI—Tabbie Wilkes, bv Guv Wilkes, Santa ft as
Stock Farm, $3,600 ; Tabbie Wilkes, brown mare, 1887, by Guy Wilkes
—Tabbie Roseubaum. by Nutwood, E. H. Harriman. $3,600 : 'Alanna
2:11%, 1837, by GnyWhkes—Molly Drew, by Wintbmp. J. H. Shults,
$3,500; Jay Wilkes. 2*5, chestnut colt. 1890, by Guy Wilkes
—Sweetness, by Volunteer. J. H. Shults, 35,000; bay colt. 1891
by Guy Wilkes—Ruby, by Sultan. Joseph «.avin, Chester, N V.
S1.-J50 : black filly, lsviii. bv Guy Wilkes—Ruby, J. H. Shults, $2,500

;

Regal Wilkes, 2:11%. bay stallion, 18*7. ov Guv Wilkes—Margaret, bv
Sultan. J. H. Shults. S13.0CW: black colt, ls-.r*. by Guv Wilkes—Mar-
garet, H. W. Warchvell. New York. SI. 100 ; Adelia, bay mare, 1880. by
Electioneer—Addie Lee, by Culver's Blaekhawk. W. 1*. Kirk, New
York. $1,950; brown colt, 1891, by Guy Wilkes—Blanche, bv Arthnrton:
George Jacobs. Brooklyn, $1,300 : chestnut colt, 1892. bv Guy Wilkes—
Blanche. J. H. Shults. $1,500 : black colt. 1831. bvGuv Wilkes—Atalanla,
by The Moor. George J. Harvev, Crestland Farm," Great Neck, L I .

$1,650.

The horses that brought over §1,000 the second day were :

Bay filly, by Rupee—Melrose, Henry Pierce. Santa Rosa. $1.600 : Ru*
pee. brown stallion. 18S7. by Guv Wilkes—Sable Hayward. Walter R
Willels. Roslyn, L. I., $9,000: Beverly, black colt.lS90. by Sable Wilkes
—Huntress, record 2::J0, W. Becberle. Danburv. Conn.. Sl,400; bav
filly. 1891. by Sable Wilkes—Glen Ellen. J. A. Goldsmith. Washington'-
viile.N. Y., $1,950; Sable Hurst, black colt. 1890. bv Sable Wilkes—
Gina Wilkes. W. Beckerle, Danbury. Conn., $2,000 : Bob Wilke-, black
colt. 1889, by Sable Wilkes—Manda Wilkes, record 2:29% as a tbree-
year-old. made at Stockton. Cal.. J. H. Schultz, $4,000 : Ulee Wilkes.
black filly. 188-8. by Guy Wilkes—Sable, with a record of 228. at Inde-
pendence, la. H S. Henry, of the King Vallev Stud Farm. Morris ville.
Bucks coouty. Pa.. S3.000; Leo Wilkes, brother of Sable Wilkes, John
Morrison. Jersey City Si,100; Vida Wilkes, chestnut mare. I8S8, by
Guv Wilkes—Vixen, with arecordot 2:18%, Henrv Pierce. Santa Rosa.
Cal., 89.600: bay colt, 1890. bv Guv Wilkes-RoieTta, A. H. Moore.
Philadelphia. 3825.

This closed the offers from the Corbitt sale. There were
twenty-seven horses sold to-day for a total of $43,665, or an
average of $1617.22 a head. The total amount realized for

*

the sixty-nine horses in the stable was $105,510, an average of
$1,529.13.

The following is the list of trotters sold March 21, 1S91, in

New York belonging to the same stable and is printed for
comparison with the above sale :

Hinda "Wilkes, blk m, 6 years old, by Guv Wilkes. 2-.15Jd, 55.000 :

Cognac, blk c, 8, by Guy Wilkes, dam Lottie, by Belmont. $3,500 : bav
colt, 2. by Sable Wilkes, 2:1$, dam WoodTonJ Queen, bv Almont.
SI. 650; blk filly, 1, by Sable Wilkes, dam Woodford Queen, bv Almont,
SI, 150; La Tosca, br f. 3. by Guy Wilkes, darrj Rosette, bv The Moor.
51,250; bay colt. 2. by Sable Wilkes, dam Huntress, bv Arthurton.
SI,"00 ; Tasso Wilkes, b f. 2, bv Guv Wilkes, dam Tabbie Rosentaum.
by Nutwood, W. A. Clarke, Butte City. Mont., $4,000 : black colt. 1, bv
Gny Wilkes, dam Tabbie Rosenbaom. by Nutwood, $1,500 : bav filly, 2.

by Guy Wilkes, dam Directress, by Director. S3. 100 : May Wilkes, b l.

3, bytiuy Wilkes, dam Bayview, by General Benton. $1,650: Princessa,
b f, 2, by Sable Wilkes, dam Minnie Princess bv Nutwood. $2,100:
Caro Wilkes, be, bv Guv Wilkes, dam Atalanta. bv The Moor, afacey
Bros.. Versailles. Ky.. $4,600: Cecil Wilkes, blk f. I, by Guv Wilkes,
dam Sable, by The Moor. W. H. Crawford. Lexington. Ky.. $4,000:
Viva, br f, 2, by Sable Wilkes, dam Anteeo Viva, by Anteeo, 82.400;
brown filly, I, bv Sable Wilkes, dam Anteeo Viva, by Anteeo. H. 1 ,v

F. D. Stout. Dubuque. Iowa. $3,000 : Rosemond. b e.'i. by Guy Wilkes,
dam Melrose, by Saltan, 81,800: brown filly, 2. by Sable Wilkes, dam
Sylph, by Le I Irande, H. S. Goodpaster. Greenville, Ky. Si. 000: Nabob,
b c, 3, bv Guy Wilkes, dam Hattie. bv Electioneer, S2,ooo : Lucetta. br
f, 1, by Sable Wilke?. dam Hettie, by Tilton Almont, $1.600 : black
colt. 1, by Sable Wilkes, dam Susie Hunter, bv Arthurton. 81

black filly, 1. by Sable Wilkes, dam Alice Clay, bv Almont. 81,400;
brown colt, 1, bv bable Wilkes, dam Oak Grove Queen, by Arthurian.
81,250; Rosanna Wilkes, b m. 4. by Guy Wilkes, dam Young Signal,
bv Arthurton. $1,400 : brown colt. 2. by Sable Wilkes, dam Kosanna
Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes. Sl-dOO; bay colt. L by Sable Wilkes, dam
Rosanna Wilkes, by i4uy Wilkes. 81,700; Ventura, b c, bv Sable
Wilkes, dam Ventures, by California Belmont. 81,3

The thirty-five horses sold at an average of $1,848.57 each.
When it is considered that at the time of this sale in 189]

the trotting-horse market was booming and the prices realized

for these youngsters compared very favorably with those of the
Palo Alo and L. J. Rose's consignments, the prices realized

at the sale just concluded in New York show that the "bot-
tom has not dropped out of the market." Buyers have be-
come educated as to the merits of the stock they want, and
are willing to pay good prices for what they consider lirsl-

class promising individuals that are bred to suit them.
At this sale L. J. Rose, G. Yalensin and P. IT. Burke also

disposed of a number of very good horses. The crowd was a
very large one and the bidding spirited.

Toomey's Newest Sulky.

When the bike sulky first appeared many were the con-

jectures of horsemen concerning the most progressive sulky

builders and which of litem would introduce the besl " pneu-
matic hike." S. Toorney & Co., "t" 'anal Dover, Ohio, as

usual, were the pioneers, and not content with the first ones

manufactured, they have persevered until to-day they have
the honor of presenting the best truss-axle pneumatic Bulky

ever made. It will be in universal demand this fall, and every
owner of trotters ami pacers will be looking to his interest by
ordering one immediately, See advertisement

Xllford, -IT
J,

the great racing son of P.ourhon Wilkes will

he the first horse sold on Monday, January 30lh si \. m. in

F. J. Berry A Co.'s six days' breeders' sale al Dexter Park
Horse Exchange, Chicago. His record, 2:17 [, 2:18 and 2 I

consecutive race heai^, is no measure of his speed, while he

has no bar or record at the pace, he is known to Ik- a phenom-
enally fast sidewheeler with a sure prospect to develop into an-

other Robert -I. or Flying Jib, if trained at the pacing gait

Send for catalogue.
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PRINCESS, THE DAM OF HAPPY MEDIUM.

Where Nancy Hanks Got Her Speed and Stay-

ing Qualities.

In tbe year 1855, Chicago was a city of only about 35,000

inhabitants, but even tlien it could boast of three race tracks

and many good trotting horses, such as the black gelding,

Reindeer, 2:28 j Ike Cook, 2:27; Prairie Boy, Black Ralph,

Lady Kate, Lady Jane, S'elim and many other good ones that

were used as track horses. And the good road horses that

were in the Windy L'ity were as thick as fleas in Florida.

Daring the spring of 1855, David A. Gage, proprietor of

the Tremont House, Chicago, purchased a bay mare in New

Hampshire and took her to Chicago, and used her as a road

horse. This mare was called Topsy and showed considerable

speed. At that time I was connected with the Michigan

Central Railroad, and running as conductor from Chicago to

Detroit -My brother was proprietor of the Briggs House,

and had a chestnut gelding called Sorrel Charlie, that was

quite speedy for a roadster.

The Tremont House and the Briggs House were rivals in

the horse business, as well as in catering to the wants of the

human family. During the winter of 1S55, we used to drive

our horses for speed on the ice on the Chicago River, and it

made a grand drive usually from November till March.

In December, 1855, a race was made for a wine supper for

ten, between the bay mare Topsy and the Briggs House geld-

in^ Charlie, to be trotted on the ice over the river. The sup-

per was to be served at the losing hotel. The race was trotted

to skeleton sleighs. Topsy was driven by the old driver, Otis

Dimmok, and Sorrel Charlie by the writer. Suffice it to say

that the supper was served at the Briggs House, Topsy win-

ning the race easily. This was Topsy 's first race. The horses

were matched that night to trot the coming May over the

Garden City track for $500, mile heats. Topsy was handled

by Geo. Bidwell and Charlie by Robert Champlin, both old

and experienced drivers in those days. But when the day

came for the race to be trotted we found that we could just

save $250 by paying forfeit, as it had leaked out that Topsy

was a slick piece of furniture and would cook our mutton if

we started against her in the race. So our party paid forfeit.

A large crowd had gathered to see the race, and to give them
a show for their gate money another race was made between

Topsy and the chestnut gelding Selim for $200.

The race was to wagons, three in five, mile heats. Selim

was the favorite 2 to 1 ; he was a good, steady horse while

Topsy proved tojbe a very good breaker. They had given

Topsv a trial a few days before the race, and she had showed
them a mile in 2:43 to harness.

Selim was rated at about 2:40. In the best heat Topsy trot-

ted well up to Selim until they reached the half-mile pole

when she made one of her standstill breaks, and Selim came
within an ace of showing her the flag, in 2:43^. Of course it

was then dollars to doughnuts that Selim would win the race.

But sure things sometimes fail. The second heat Topsy got

her right foot forward and, to the astonishment of everyone

(her driver and owner as well) just distanced Selim in 2:35.

This was good time in those days, and Topsy's stock went up.

Topsy was sold that night to Mr. Andy Daniels, of Chicago,

and she was taken to St. Louis and trotted a number of races

against local horses there. From St. Louis she was taken to

New Orleans and we lost sight of her.

Flora Temple was acknowledged queen of trotters from the

time she beat Tacony, "or distanced him," over the Union
track in 2:244. This was September, 1856. From that time
until 1859 she had few engagements, although she was hip-

podromed with the black gelding, Lancet, and other horses,

and did trot a match race against Ethan Allen to wagon, Ethan
making Flora trot in 2:25 to beat him.

In the spring of 1850 Jim Eoff arrived in New York from
California with a bay mare, and offered to match said mare
against any horse, mare or gelding, mile heats, three in five,

two mile heats, and three mile heats, to harness or wagon, for

$5,000 each race. Jim Eoff" or " Dismal Jimmie," as he was
called, was an able trainer and driver, and was considered a
first class match maker. He was as cunning as a fox, and a

great master of humbug. Eoft'got up such a " mystery " and
speculation in regard to the bay mare that he brought from
California, that the owners of Flora Temple was afraid to

match her. But an arrangement was entered into that they
should trot three mile heats to wagon on the Eclipse course
and divide the gate money. It was given out that they were
matched Tor $2,500 a side, but the truth is that nothing was
at Stake between them. Now, that was just the kind of race
that Eoff was hunting for and a kind of race that he liked to

handle. Jim Eoff was a very unscrupulous man. After the
arrangements had been made for the races, Eoff' gave thename
of his bay mare as Princess, and it proved to be the same mare,
Topsy, that had trotted in Chicago in 1855.

Iv.il took the mare to California in the spring of 1856, and
developed her there. While in California she had trotted a
Domber of races. She trotted two races of ten miles against
i llencoe Chief, and won both races in 29 minutes 10:} seconds
and 29 minates 1 * > seconds. The first of these races was for

the large amount of $36,600, and the second race for $10,000.
Her best mile in public had been 2:30, but she trotted a mile
to wagon in a trial with a pacer and beat 2:20, which induced
the party to bring her Eastward again. The writer was well
acquainted with Jim Eoff", and got the facts of the mare's
career while in California from him. Eoff" told me a short
time before be died in San Francisco, Cal., that he drove
Princess better than 2:20 in her trials before she was shipped
from California to the Eastern states.

Flora and Princess trotted the first race of three-mile heals
over the Eclipse Coarse, June 16, 1859, in the presence of a
great crowd. Eoff had so worked upon the belief of many

duloufl
j

pie thai they actually laid bets on seven minutes
and thirty seconds heine, made to wagons in the race, which
would have beaten old Dutchman's time of 7:32J to saddle.
Drv Taluian drove Mora and Eoff drove Princess. Before
they started there came Dp R heavy rain storm and the track
wai very slippery and bad. Princess led for nearly a mile but
Flora gol to her bead and tbey crossed the score head and
head in the lirsi mile in 2:37. The second mile was made in
2: | '0'. the man on equal terms. Princess led three lengths
ti the half-mile pole .hen Flora made a rush and was at

1 ncetn' head at the three-quarter pole. Flora then took
h lead nod won in 7:51.

It was whispered about that Eoff' would not let Princess

win. He very likely instigated the report himself, for it was

part of his tactics to make people believe that Princess could

beat Flora whenever he thought best to do so. There is not

much doubt but that Eofl" had his money invested on the other

side of the house.

In the second heat Flora took the lead. The first mile was

in 2:37* and the second in 2:36*. In the third mile Flora

Dulled a shoe off half way up the stretch and broke and many
believed that Eoff" might then have passed her and won the

heat if he wanted to do so. Flora was on a hobble all the way
home, but Princess never got to her head and the little mare
won in 7:59]. About nineteen out of every twenty people

believed that Eoff" pulled Princess in the last heat on purpose

to lose it. But Dismal Jimmie pulled the wool over their

eyes and got away with the baggage. He was as slick as

grease.

In a week after the three-mile race to wagons, Flora and
Princess trotted two-mile heats to harness. The betting

opened 100 to 70 on Flora but before they started it was even.

Tallman drove Flora again in that race. Flora seemed rank

and wild, while Princess, ou the other hand, was quite steady.

They went away at a great rate. Princess led Flora to the

score in the first mile in 2:26, but Flora was at her saddle.

Flora broke on the first turn, but when she caught she made
a resolute dart ta close with Princess and got to her head, but

made another break, and Princess won the heat in 5:02, and
no doubt could have trotted it much faster had she been

pressed in the second mile. It was ten to one on Princess

after the first heat. She took the lead and kept it all the way
and won handily in 5:05. On the 6-h of August, these two
famous mares again appeared to dispute for victory on the

same course, mile heats, three in five, to harness. Princess

was the favorite, 100 to 80. The crowd was very great. Flora

was driven in this race by Jas. McMann. Flora was in good
fix for the race, full of life and spirits. At the word she

darted to the front and outfooted the Princess to the quarter

in 35 seconds and led Princess thirty yards, but at the half-

mile pole in 1:101 Princess was at Flora's wheel, so she must
have trotted that quarter very fast. The mares hung together

from the half-mile pole home, Flora winning the heat by a

short length in 2:23-1. Many believed that Eoff could have
won the heat if he liked. Princess had shown such a won-
derful flight of speed in the second quarter and had closed

such a gap so quickly that it was evident she could out-speed

Fiord, at any part of the game.
Flora was half a length behind when the word was given

in the second heat but she collared Princess half-way to the

turn, and Princess broke and lost five or six lengths. Flora

was at the quarter pole in seconds, at the half in 1:09 six or

seven lengths ahead, but Princess closed the gap and was at

Flora's wheel at the score in 2:22.

In the third heat Flora took the lead and went to the quar-

ter in 35 seconds three lengths ahead. At the half in 1:10

Flora led five lengths, but Princess closed the gap and was
head and head at the head of the stretch. It looked critical.

Down the stretch they came, head and head, but Flora seemed
to out-stay Princess and won the heat and race in 2:231.

There had never been anything like such a race before.

Flora Temple and Princess met again at the Eclipse course

on the 16lh of August to trot two-mile heats to harness. In
spite of Flora's grand performance on the 9th many still be-

lieved that the California mare was able to beat her, especially

at two-mile beats. This feeling was so general (with Dismal
Jimmie's help) that Princess was the favorite at §100 to $80.

Both the mares were in fine fix and fast time was expected,

and they were not disappointed, as before they went home
they saw the fastest two-mile heat that ever was trotted. In
the first heat Princess had the best of tbe start and went away
at a tremendous gait for a two-mile heat. Flora gamed inch

by inch, and at the quarter in 35 seconds, Prince&i had but a

neck the best of it. At the half mile in 1:11}, Princess led

by a short neck. Soon after passing the pole they were head
and head.^As they swung into the stretch Flora had a head
the best of it. They crossed the score in the first mile head
and in 2:23. Flora lead at the first quarter in the second mile

by a head, and thus they went to the half, when Princess

closed with her. At the three-quarter pole Flora led by a

short length, and from there to the score Flora led by a

length. The rate of speed seemed to make Princess a little

dizzy. Flora won in 4:501 without a skip or break, and both

mares trotted some of the beat in a 2:20 clip. The second

heat the mares went head and head. The first mile it was a

neck and neck struggle in 2:24. In the first turn iu the second

mile Princess made one of her Jim Crow breaks and threw

up the sponge. Flora jogged out in 5:05.

These mares while only trotting for gate money, had shown
the two fastest trots and better contested than had then been
witnessed, and let the reader remember that these trots

occurred thirty-three years ago. The sulkies that the mares
pulled weighed seventy-five pounds, and Jim McMann, that

drove Flora Temple, was some twenty pounds over weight.

After the above race Dismal Jimmie and Uncle Jim Mc-
Mann did not let the grass grow under their feet. They were
not that kind of people. The mares had a world-wide

reputation, and Eoff' kept stuffing it down the throats of the

people that Princess could and would beat Flora in the next
race. They hippodromed the mares all over the country
until they got to Kalamazoo, Michigan, when in a raceat that

place October 15, 1859, Flora Temple, Princess and the chest-

nut gelding, Honest Anse, started in a race, mile heats, three

in live, for a purse of $2,000. The first heat was won by Flora
in 2:24. Honest Anse chased her to the three-quarter pole a
very fast clip, and then he shut up like a jackknife. Princess

was second. The second heat Flora won in 2:221, and Honest
Anse was then withdrawn. Flora and Princess started in the

third heat. They went to the half mile in 1:09. Flora then
cut loose and passed the score in 2:191], and that was a day
long to be remembered. It was the writer's good fortune to

witness the race, and I never shall forget it. The
question of superiority between these beautiful and capital

mares had now been fairly tested in the minds of many people,

although hundreds were of the opinion that the California
mare could have beaten Flora in some of their races, espe-

cially in the two-mile heat races.

The bust race that Princess trotted was on May 21, 1801,
and her opponent was Flora Temple. It was over the Fash-
ion Course, Long Island. Princess went wrong a short time
before the race and Flora won in slow time. Princess was
then retired from the turf, and as is well known was bred
to Ilambletonian 10, and produced Happy. Medium, and he
is the sire of Nancy Hanks, whose dam is Nancy Lee. Any
person who ever saw the mare Princess, can see at a glance
that Nancy Hanks has to a great extent the formation of the
old mare, and i* galled just like her. Princess had a low,

stealing gait and trotted with her head straight out. She was
rather a light waisted mare and did not look like a mare that

could stand up and trot the distance that she did. She was
very nervous and vicious in the stable. As stated above,

many people were of the opinion that Princess could have
beaten Flora in a number of their races if Eoff had wished to

do so. In fact, it was proven beyond a doubt that Eoff wou a

large amount of money in the first and third race that they
trotted. The flights of speed that Princess showed in the
races were remarkable. She could out-speed Flora in any
spot or place when Eoff would give her her head and in her
long races in California she had proved herself a stayer from
the old house.

So strong was the feeling against Eoff after the race of
three-mile heats, June 16th, that, if he could have been found
five minutes after the race, his life would not have been
worth much. Jim just skipped out of the track and his form
was invisible for a day or two. Flora Temple was sold to

Wm. McDonald, of Baltimore, Md., during the above races,

and after the races had been trotted, as stated above, they
hippodromed over the country. It was a tacit understanding
with Eoff' that Flora should win every race, although the gate
money was divided. McDonald was a very wealthy man and
would not have Flora beaten for ten times the amount of the
winnings, and he made no bones of proclaiming it to his

friends during the campaign. And all Dismal Jimmie wanted
was his share in the "chicken pie."

In the races that Princess trotted with Flora during the
campaign, she seemed to get sour and discouraged. She was
naturally an ambitious and nervy mare, but we think that by
being pulled behind so much, when she could have won, she
got sour and lost her courage. And many good judges were
of the same opinion. We have seen other horses in the same
boat. Now, let the reader judge for himself where Nancy
Hanks gets her speed and staying qualities from to a great ex-
tens. We give Nancy Lee's side of the house due credit for a
shaie of the glory. As is well known, Nancy Hanks is an in-

bred Hambletonian. We see that "as usual," your contem-
porary from the Boston baked bean, brown bread and codfish-

ball town, called the "Hub," contends that Nancy Hanks is

indebted to a great extent to the thoroughbred for her speed,

and as I stated in an article on old Lady Franklin, some
months back, he seems to think that every trotter of any ac-

count is indebted to old Diomed for his " get there " qualities

of speed and endurance. But as he had got old Diomed on the

brain, and is entitled to his opinion, we will let him rip and
say nothing, but keep sawing wood.

I believe that Princess was the property of Mr. David A.
Gage, at the time of her death. She was bred by Mr. Callo-

way, of Orange Co., N. Y., and I think sold to Mr. Steele, of

Philadelphia, and after her usefulness was gone, Mr. Gage
bought herto be sure that want and suffering should not over-

take her in her old age.—Geo. P. Floyd, in the American
Trotters.

L. L*. Shippee's consignment to F. J. Berry & Co.'s Mid-
winter sale represents many dazzling brilliants from the

Pacific Slope, and among the great California gems will be
found the following prizes : Chief Thome (2), 2:20, by Haw-
thorne, greatest producing son of Nutwood, 2:1s 1

,, out of Daisy,

2:33, dam of Mount Vernon, 2:1S. Daisy, 2:33, dam of Chief
Thorn (2), 2:20, and Mount Vernon, 2:1S, by Chieftain, out of

Beauty, by Doc, sire of Occident, 2:10| ; bred to Simmons.
Disk 13.875, by Director, 2:17, sire of Direct, 2:051, Directum,

2:11], Evangeline, 2:11$, out of Mocking Bird (2), 2:38, by
Priam, sire of Frank Beck, 2:47; second dam Western Girl,

dam of Honesty, 2:25, by Chieftain. Bay colt, foaled 1892,

by Campaign, out of Troser, dam of Aaron S. (2:29), by Haw-
thorne, son of Nutwood, 2:18). Aaron S. (2), 2:29, foaled

1890 by California Lambert, 2:22, out of Troser, by Hawthorne,
greatest producing son of Nutwood, 2:18f. Nizani, trial 2:35,

full brother to John C. Shelly, 2:291, by Hawthorne, out of

Old Tempest, dam of John C. Shelly, 2:291, by Morgan Rat-

tler. Norma S., trial 2:37, by Breastplate, 2:231, full brother to

Moses, 2:191, out of Maud, by Daniel Lambert. Chestnut

filly, foaled 1891, by Hawthorne, out of Beauty, by Chieftain
;

second dam Old Tempest, dam of John C. Shelly, 2:29-1.

These pure brilliants in condition, with two score others, are

all going to be sold Monday, January 30th, at the Dexter Park
Horse Exchange, Chicago, to the highest bidder. Send for

catalogue.

Many breeders claim that thoroughbred mares bred to trot-

ters never thereafter, when bred to thoroughbred stallions,

throw winners—in fact, are tainted and virtually ruined. Not-
withstanding this claim, a number of our greatest mares have
produced world-beaters after being bred to trotters. Sprightly,

dam of Volturno and EHas Lawrence, after having three foals

by Dorsey's Goldust, produced the famous horses mentioned.

Bourbon Belle, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, was bred to Mam-
brino Patchen and afterward produced the mighty Hanover.
Dame Winnie was bred to the trotters Smuggler, Gen. Benton
and Electioneer, and afterward produced that good performer,

Diavolo. The Priam mare that threw Bob Johnson was pre-

viously bred to Locomotive and Lantern, trotters. Sally Mor-
gan, by Revenue, dam of Sozodoot, Longway and Enterprise,

was bred to Second Sentinel. Fanny Lewis, by imp. Buckden,

was bred to trotters several time ere she produced Slumber,

Ecarte and Rico. Any number of such cases might be men-
tioned which would go far to prove the fallacy of the belief in

tainting mares by breeding them to trotters, still many in-

stances can be cited where mares have been mate^with jacks

and draft horses and afterward thrown foals that much resem-

bled the common foals in every respect.

Col. R. P. Pepper, proprietor of the South Elkhorn Stock

Farm consignment to F, J. Berry & Co.'s Midwinter Chicago

Sale, comprises one ot the grandest lot of youngsters ever

foaled on the farm, and includes Wilhejm, by Onward, 2:25],

out of Vision, the dam of Erin, 2:19], by George Wilkes, 2:22;

Assertion, by Onward, 2:25], out of Cut, by Brignoli, the sire

of the dam of Moquette, 2:10, and second dam Crop, dam of

Code, 2:24], Counsellor, 2:21], and Blanche Amory, 2:26, by

Pilot Jr. 12; Pelion, by Onward, 2:25], out of Godiva, dam
of Acolyte, 2:27A, by Egmont; Norvia, by Norval, 2:14$, son

of Electioneer, dam Lady Innis, by Onward, second dam Kate,

full sister to Colmar, 2:22, by Bourbon Chief. Every animal

in the collection is a royally-bred one, and the whole consign-

ment is a lot of brilliant gems. Write for catalogue.

When you see a man just entering the breeding ranks

hunting around for $50 or $100 mares you cau bet your bot-

tom dollar that within ten years at most that breeder will have

a clearing-out sale, and nobody will want the majority of his

stock.
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THE FUTURITY STAKES.

The Sixth. Payment Made on Eight Foals of

1890.

Three years ago the Board of Directors of the Sonoma and

Marin Agricultural Society announced its intention of giving

a futurity stake for trotting foals of that year, the race to be

trotted at the summer meeting of the society in 1893, and

open to the produce of all stallions owned in the district,

mile heats, three in five. The purse to be divided into four

moneys, viz.: 50 per cent, to the first horse, 25 per cent, to

the second, 15 per cent, to the third and 10 per cent, to the

fourth.

The entrance fee was fixed at $75, with $25 added for each

starter. The proposed race took well among the horsemen of

the district, and many entries were made, but every six

months as another payment became due quite a number of en-

tries were forfeited. On July 1, 1S92, the fifth payment was
made on fifteen foals, and on January 2, 1S93, eight owners

paid up their sixth payment, and as there is now but one pay-

ment more to be made (July 1, 1893) the chances are that all

the following named colts and fillies will score for the word
next August, and a royal race it will be. Here are the entries

and a short sketch of each :

The brown filly Secret by Secretary, dam Pastime by Rustic,

and owned by Payne Shafter of Olema. Secret is as game as

a pebble and is no stranger to the race-goers of this agricultu-

ral district, having won the yearling stake in 1S91. Last year

as a two-year-old she won a heat in the two-year-old trot at

Napa, finishing second to Alden W. in the race. Owing to the

death of Judge J. McM. Shafter the filly did not startat Peta-

luma, and was let up in her training. Secret should be a

great three-year-old, and will come pretty close to winning

first money.
The chestnut colt Alwood K., by "Wood nut, dam Alice B.

by Admiral, owned by M. Kemper, ofOakville, Napa county,

is another young campaigner that has shown his ability to trot

in fast company. As a yearling he was a cracker-jack, and
was the biggest kind of a favorite in the yearling stakes in

1891. The colt, however, went wrong and was defeated by
Secret. He has had a two years' rest, and should make the

winner hustle to beat him out.

The bay filly Mialma, by Eclectic, dam Minnie Allen by
Arthurton, owned by the Page Brothers, of Penn's Grove, is

of tried quality. While not a winner in yearling form she

was greatly admired for her true trotting action, going the

mile like an old campaigner. Mi alma's breeding is gilt-edged,

her sire being a full brother to the great Arion.

The other five are ''green uns" as far as the racing public

is concerned. But there is apt to be something mighty speedy
in that quintette that will turn out a winner.

Postmaster McXabb will be represented by his inbred

Dawn colt, Red Oak, by Oaknut, dam Wildwood, by Dawn.
Red Oat has a world of speed and his owner has been care-

fully preparing him for the past two years. Should Red Oak
be tir«.t at the outcome it would be a popular victory, for J. H.
McNabb is an enthusiastic lover of the light harness horse and
a genial gentleman.

San Francisco will be represented by Capt. Harris' bay colt

Douglas, by Redwood, dam that good old mare Lena Bowles,

by Vick's Ethan Allen.

The bay colt Major Brown will carry the colors of I. De
Turk and the good wishes of the Santa Rosa contingent. The
young Major is by Philosopher, dam Miss Brown, by Brown's
Volunteer.
Dan McGovern pins his faith on the bay colt Executor, by

Secretary, dam Kitty, bv Don Juan, and as the Secretarys

are all trotters from the day of foaling, the son of Kitty is just

as apt to turn out a winner as any one of 'em.

Down at the Oakland Trotting Park Lee Shaner is putting

the bay colt Treasurer through his paces, and this youngster
must be a trotter or else he wouldn't be in Shaner's stable.

Treasurer's breeding could not be improved upon, his sire

being Secretary, by Director, dam Media, by Anteeo, he by
Electioneer.—Petaluma Courier.

Capital Turf and Driving Club.

One of the best meetings held in the State last year was that

of the spring meeting of the Capital Tuif and Driving Club.

It gave five days' racing, hung up good-sized purses, was

largely attended and gave very general satisfaction.

The club is only one year old, yet it has a membership of

about one hundred gentlemen interested in the breeding and

training of horses.

Last night was the date for their second annual meeing,

and it was held in the parlars of the (jolden Eagle Hotel.

Among the well-known horsemen present the following were

noted: Ed. F. Smith, Isaac Christy, George Meister, J. W.
Wilson, Frank Bergman, W. 0. Bowers, Homer Buckman,
Dr. A. McCollum, Daniel Flint, Thomas Snider, Kirk Todd,
Woi. Gardner, Arthur Wilson, James Slaflbrd, Charles God-
dard.

The Board of Directors of the club is composed of nine
members, three elected for a term of three years at each an-
nual meeting. The mimes of the three whose terms expired
ye-terduy are J. W. Wilson, W. 0. Bowers and George C.
McMullen. Much of the success of the club is due to the un-
tiring efforts of these gentlemen, and in recognition of their

past services they were complimented by being re elected by
acclamation.
The Board of Directors is composed of the following well-

known citizens: A. J. Khoads, J. E. Terry, C. A. Luhrs, Ed-
win F. Smith, J. W. Hughes Daniel Flint, J. W. Wilson, W.
O. Bowers and George C. McMullen.

Financially the club is in first-class condition. It has$G76.(»l
in bank, seme $1,500 due from members that can be collected
at any time, and will secure stakes from different business
houses in this city that will send up the purse sack into thous-
ands. The following stakes were donated at the meeting last

evening:
"Golden Eagle Hotel Stake,"' bv W. O. Bowers, $150.
" Pioneer Hop Stake," by Daniel Flint, $150.
"Agricultural Park Stage,'1 by William Gardner, $150.
It was unanimously decided to oiler good sized stakes for

one, two and three-year-old trotters. This, however, will be
left to the programme committee, which will be appointed
later on.

The holding of the Spring meeting it was unanimously
agreed should be during the week following that of the Blood
Horse Association at San Francisco. The latter will un-
doubtedly occupy the entire month of April, and consequently
the Sacramento meeting will take place during the first week
of May.
There will in all likelihood be six days' racing, three for the

trotters and pacers and three for the runners. The troUing
and pacing will be given during the first three days and the
running races during the last half of the week. This is a
new departure, they heretofore having been held on alternate

days. The reason of this innovation, into what has become a
time-honored custom, is that the animals going to sulkies want
a hard track, while the bob-tails want plowed ground. By
having three days in succession for each class there will be no
trouble in having the track so that good time can be made.
There was considerable discussion regarding the offering of

stake purses for runners. Many contended that more interest-

ing and better contested events could be obtained by adopting
the method of the State Agricultural Society, giving nothing
but over-night purses.

After informally discussing many matters pertaining to

membership and finance, the meeting adjourned to next Mon-
day evening.—Sacramento News.

Trotting- Colt Stakes.

The annual meeting of the Monterey District Trotting Colt

Stakes Association was held at the City Hall, Salinas, Satur-

day, January 7th, afternoon, President M. Lynn in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and

approved.

The old officers were re-elected, as follows : M. Lynn, Pres-

ident ; J. B. Iverson, Treasurer; C. Z. Hebert, Secretary.

Upon motion, the Secretary was directed to receive second

payment on nominations to the two-year-old stake of 1S93,

until Tuesday, January 3d, Monday being a legal holiday.

TWO-TEAR-OLD STAKE FOR 1894.

A trotting-colt stake for-foals of 1S92, to be trotted in 1894,
was opened with the following conditions : The stake to be
open to foals of 1892 in Monterey and San Benito countries,

the entrance fee to be $50, of which $5 is to accompany nom-
inations, which close February 1, 1893; $10 due January 1,

1894; $10 Junel, 1894, and the last payment of $25 due Sep-
tember 1, 1894. Failures to make payments when due will

forfeit all previous payments. The money to be divided into

50, 25 and 10 per cent., and to trot according to rule, distance
not to be waived.

The following nominations were then made on the two-
year-old stake :

W. J. Hill names sor f Berigene. by Engeneer, dam Trixy, by Erwin
Davis; second dam Flora, by Dan Voorhees ; b f Wicksie, by Napa
Wilkes, dam May Queen, by Little Dan, a son of Dan Voorhees.

Wm. Vanderhurst names sor c by Eugeneer 20,450, dam Mamie V., by
MambriDO 1789.

J. D. Carr names br f by Gabilan, a son of Ansel, dam Flossie, by Carr's
ft ambrino ; blk f Lady Salinas, by Eros, dam Bertha, by* Carr's
Mambrino 17Sy ; br c by Gabilan, dam Emma ; br c by Eugeneer,
dam Lady t'omstock Jr.

H. Curey names Juliet, by Traver, a son of Alban, dam by Brown Jag;
b c Las Palmas.by Traver, dam untraeed; b c Alto, by Whips, dam
Soprano.

J. B. Iverson names b c Combination, by Eugeneer, dam by Kingston
(thoroughbred); br c Whilhelm, by Whips, dam Wilhelmina, by
Messenger Duroc 106 ; sor c Friar, by Engeneer, dam Tria by Er-
win Davis .558; sor c Vermouteer. by Eugeneer, dam by Ver-
mont 3^2.

E. P. Iverson names b f EitieL, by Eugeneer, dam by Paul's Abdallah.
Hebert A Son names gr f. by Alpheus SS47, dam Maggie Vorhees, by

Dan Voorhees; br e, bv Val Fleet, a son of Valensin 2:23, dam Lady
Nelson, by Mambrino 1789: brc, by Val Fleet, dam Patchen May
by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31.

M. Lynn names b f by Engeneer, dam Juuietta, by Junio, 2:22 ; b f
by Eugeneer. dam Lady ; br f by Alpheus SS17, dam Mary Ander-
son, by Pirate, a son of Buccaneer.

P. E. G. Anzar names spotted e, by Grosvenor Jr., dam Lalla Rookh,
by Echo.

W. Parsons names sor c by Alpheus 8847, dam Gypsy, by Erwin Davis.

THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKE.

A three-year-old stake was, upon motion, ordered opened
for foals of 1890, to be trotted in 1S93, open to Monterey and
San Benito counties, $10 to accompany nominations, which
close February 1, 1893; $15 due June 1, 1893, and $25 due
September 1, 1S93, the moneys to be divided into 60, 30 and
10 per cent. The following nominations were then made to

this stake-
J. D. Can- names br c Eros Jr., by Eros, a son of Electioneer, dam Ber-

tha, by Carr's Mambrino.
Wm. Vanderhurst names b f Lilly V., by Junio, dam Mamie V., by

Carr's Mambrino.
Hebert & Son name br f Effie D., by Altoona, dam Dolly, by Mozart, a

son of Ajax 724.

J. B. Iverson names bf Christine, by Christmas, dam Salinas Belle, by
Vermont 322.

FOUR-YEAR-OLD STAKE.

A four-year-old stake, to be trotted in 1893, open to Mon-
terey and San Benito counties, the conditions the same as for

the three-year-old stake, was then ordered opened, and the fol-

lowing nominations made:
J. D. Carr names b f Little Change, by Carr's Mambrino, dam Stella

D., by Elmo; b g Morning Star, by Hawthorne, dam Lizzie, by
Carr's Mambrino l7Sy; b f Lucky Girl, by Carr's Mambrino, dam
by Carr's Mambrino,

Hebert & Son name br c Bruno, by Junio, dam Dolly, by Mozart,

The meeting then adjourned, to meet again at the call of
the chair.

The following matrons in the great broodmare list are

among the great producers catalogued in F. J. Berry A < o.'s

Chicago, Jan, 30th to Feb. 4th, sale. Daisy, 2:33, dam of Chief
Thome, (2), 2:20 and Mount Vernon, 2:18, by Chieftain, out

of Beauty, by Doc, sire of Occident, 2:10], bred to-Simmons,
sire of (ireenleaf, 2:101, Coralloid, 2:131 and thirty in the list.

Polka Dot, dam of Durango Maid, 2^28.1 and Bertha, 2:29 (,

bay mare, 15.2 hands, foaled 1870, by Senator Madden, son of

Sweepstakes, sire of twenty-four in 2:30 list and seventeen

others with records better than 2:35, son of Kysdyk's Harable-
toniau, out of Never Mind, 2:441, could trot in 2:25, dam of

W. 1. Sprague (4), 2:34', trial 2:29, by Walker's Patchen.
Polka Dot is in the great broodmare list; is a regular breeder.

Dropped a colt in 1892 to Campbell's Electioneer, and now in

foal to Nutpicker, son of Nutbreaker {''•), 2:241, by Nutwood,
2:18]. ^

Ed. Pvle hits the nail on the head in the following epi-

grammatic paragraph : Before we can breed extreme speed to a
certainty we would have to have the laws of nature changed,
so that each foal of the extreme speed producing dam woald
be of the same size, with bone, muscle and vital organs to

exactly correspond. Then they would speed just the same, as

watches or locomotives built at the same manufactory.

San Diego Futurity Stakes.

Sax Diego, Cal., January 16, 1S93.

Editor Breeder and Spurtsmax—The following have
made second payments in the San Diego County Futurity

Stakes:
PAYMENTS FOR ,

Wm. Darby on b f Flirt, bv Athens, dam Dolly.
W. B. I'rL-iiiice on b f Scheherazade, by Rajah, dam Minnie, by

Junio,
Cad Register on bf Flora B., by Shelby Chief Jr.. dam Storway.
\\. B. Prentice <m b s Kit MeUretror, by A. McGregor, dam Nellie by

Blackbird.
PAYMENTS FOR 1894.

Win. Chamberlain on b f Bonnie Belle, by Larco, dam Keina bv
Del Sar.

*

J. A. Roarb on b c Decorator, by Alto Rex. dam Lady Carroll.
W. A. Julian on b c Julian Rysdyk, by Thomas Rysdyk, dam

Mollie ,T.

E. J. Delorey on blk f Annie D., by Atto Rex, dam Hattie \V„ by
Ravenwood.

F. W. Wadhamon b f Johannah Treat, by Thomas Rysdyk, dam Katie
Treat.

J. E. Broptay on s c Recent, by Atto Rex. dam Tans.
W. B. Prentice on b c Potrero, bv Redondo. dam Minnie, bv Junio
Mrs. B. P. Hill on b f Bonnie Rex, bv Atto Rex. dam Ttixy
E. E. Burgess on s c Paddy Rex. bv Atto Rex, dam Barbara.
Mrs. Clough on be Grant, bv Alert, dam Queen, bv Blackbird.
\\. B. Prentice on bik c Cuyamaca, bv Alto Rex, dam Bella, by Whip-

ple's Hambletonian.
Joel Lightners on b f Rose Mason, by Rex Jun, dam Mollie Mason.
Till. A. Barnes on b c Acme Rex. by Atto Rex, dam Belle B.

Monterey Colt Stakes of 1893.

Secretary Hebert, of the Monterey District Trotting Colt

Stakes Association, has received second payment on the fol-

lowing eleven nominations in the two-year-old stake to be

trotted during the Agricultural Fair meeting in this place

next fall, viz.:

J. D. Carr's Little Joker, blk c, by Gabilan, dam Bertha, by Carr's
Mambrino.

J. D. Carr's Genevieve, blk f, by Eugeueer, dam Flossie, bv Carr's
Mambrino.

J. D. Carr's Beauty, br f, by Gabilan. dam bv Elmo.
C. C. Allen's Black Swan, blk f, by Altoona 8850, dam Black Dia-

mond, by Erwiu Davis 5558.
J. B. Iverson ,s Jenneer, b f. by Eugeneer 20,450, dam by Kingston.
J. B. Iverson's Altoorina, b f, by Altoona, dam Mambrita, bv Carr's

Mambrino.
W. Parsons' Alberta, blk f, by Altoona, dam Gypsy, by Erwin

Davis.
Hebert & Son's b f, by Altoona, dam Patchen May, by Geo, M

Patchen Jr. 31.

Hebert & Son's Altoonita, b f, by Altoona, dam Dolly, by Mozart, a
son of Ajas 724.

C. L. Wisecarver's Ethel M.. b f, by Engeneer, dam Flora (dam or
Maud H., 2:26)a). by Dan Voorhees.

L. Anzar's Loupe'A., b c, by Billy Thornhill S707, dam Lalla Rookh,
by Echo.

Good Prices Realized.

Lexixgtox, Ky, Jan. 10.—This was the second day of the

Woodard & Shanklin combination sale of trotting stock he.-e,

and some good prices were realized. Sixty-four head were

sold for $61,635, making an average of $912 per head. A large

crowd was present and the bidding was spirited. Following

are best prices

;

Allandorf, ch s, 11, by Onward, dam by Mambrino Patchen ; E.
D. Wiggins, Boston, Mass $10,000

Sentinel; Joel Thayer, Lexington, Ky 1,800
Commoner, br s, 7. by Electioneer, dam by General Benton

;

W. Bailey, Louisville, Ky 1,000
Musical Belle, b m, 3, by Red Wilkes, dam by Wedgewood

;

Bowerman Bros 1,800
Lovice, b m, 10, by Nutwood, dam by Hambletonian 10 ; Alex-

ander Frazier, Chicago, 111 1,250
Dewavne. br s, 6, by Director, dam by Mambrino Patchen ; St.

Clair & Curry, Lexington, Ky 2,100
Mav Borgan, b m, 4, by Onward, dam by Wood ford-Abdallah

;

St Clair & Curry, Lexii.gton, Sj 2 100
Mudrona, 2:26, blk m, by Baron Wilkes, dam by Sentinel :

Bowerman Bros 1,750
Ianthe, 2:24K, b m, 7, by Almont Jr., dam by Enfield: Wil-

liam Lippincott, Philadelphia. Pa i (02g
Corselet, b m, 7, by Lord Russell, dam by American Clav ; B.

W. Ford 1,050
Egbert, b s. IS, by Hambletonian 10, dam by Messenger Dnroe ;

W. B. Hawkins, Lexington, Ky ij
i

Egbaline. eh c, 3. by Egbert, dam by Allie West ; Joel Thaver,
Lexington, Ky *

1,850

Breeders' Association.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Monterey

County Breeders' Association was held in Salinas City last

Saturday afternoon.

By unanimous vote of the stockholders present it was de-

cided to withdraw ihe association's stallion Eugeneer (20450)

from public service and allow stockholders three breeding

privileges for each five shares of stock owned by them for the

season of 1S93.

The following named directors were elected to serve for the
ensuing year: J. B. Iverson, M. Lynn, D. McKinnon, "Wm.
Vanderhurst and M.J. Hill.

The annual meeting of the stockholders then adjourned,
immediately after which the directors elect met and organized
by choosing the following officers: President, J. B. Iverson

;

secretary, \V. J. Hill ; treasurer, Wm. Vanderhurst
On motion, duly made and carried, an assessment of live dol-

lars per share was levied upon the capital stock of the asso-

ciation.

Eugeneer's season begins February 1st and ends July 1st.

—

Salinas Journal.
—

*

The Ivexington Stock Kami, O. P. Alford, proprietor, con-
signment to F. J. Berry St < 'o.'s grand Chicago Breeders" sale,

January 30tfa to February 4th, comprises a strong array 01

brilliant youngsters with many promising speed pros|

This gilt-edged slock is by Salisbury, the great son of Nut-
wood, 2:18], out of Kate, the dam of Homestake, 2:14}, In-

Volunteer, and second dam t lie dam of the great raoeho
Powers, 2:21, by American Star. In the lot are such great bred

ones, as limee'fl Baby, by Judge Salisbury, sire of Rory
1 '.More. 2:191, dam Aimee, record, 2:30, by Bayard, a produc-

ing son of Pilot Jr. Alice Ward, by Judge Salisbury, sire of

Glendine, 2:20, out of LiarieW., by Abdallah Mambrino, sire

of Mattie II., 2:11 J. etc. Lela to by Harney Wilkes, Bin

Wilkes Knox, 2:174, out of Lucy Pope. 2:85}, dam of Frank
E., 2:191, by Onstaft's Telegraph. Here is a grand opportu-

nity to buy a stallion, broodmare or racehorse of the most
fashionable breeding.

Catalogues sent on application.

There is more satisfaction and profit in one really first-

class brood mare than in twenty of the ordinary 1

sort of animals.
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VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wm. r. Egan, m.r.c.v.s.. f. "E. V.M.S.

Subscribers to this paper can biive advice through

thi- column in all oases of sick or injured horses or

cattle bv sending an explicit description of the case.

applicants will send their name and address, that

thev mav be identified. Questions requiring answers

bv mail should be accompanied by two dollars ami
addressed to Wm. F. Egan, M.R. V. C, 111" Golden

Gate Avenue, San Francisco.

H S., Stockton—I have a filly two years old that

got hurt on the outside of off fore leg, about three

incbe- below the knee. It looked like a heavy
from a nail about two inches long. It has

healed up nicely but has left quite a bunch there and
it Is getting vltv bard. I have applied a light blister

but it does not seem to reduce it. She favors it a

trifle. What can I do to remove the enlargement ?

Uiswer—Apply the following blister to the part

after clipping" the hair from it : Beniodide of mer-

cury, one dram : pnlo. cantbarides, one dram : vase-

line one ounce. Mix well ami rub into the part with

considerable friction. Give her rest from exercise

for a few weeks and keep her on soft food.

L. C. p. Oakland—Would you please let me know
through the columns of your valuable paper what is

meant by a " false quitter" on a horse's foot, and
what generallv causes it. Oris it merely a quarter

crack. Answer.—It is a break or separation of the

hoof towards the quarter, caused by some injury to

the coronarv Mud. The coronary band secretes or

forms hoof and an iniury to tbis. such as that caused

by a -quittor." a tread between the hair and hoof
(where the corouarv band is located), or any exter-

ternal injurv surlicient to produce violent inflamma-
tion, arrests tbe secretion of hoof at that point, and
as the hoof grows down this breach in thehoof grows
down also, having a groove called false quarter. A
"sand crack" or "quarter crack" is a crack or fis-

sure in the hoof, which may. with treatment, be
grown out, leaving no mark on the boof.

Subscriber. San Mateo.—I have two horses that eat

soft food all right, but do not appear to care for grain
or hav, and don't chew well what they do eat. My
horse'shoer says that they have both got the "lam-
pas " so he burned them with a red hot iron on the

roof of the mouth, as he says to burn off" the "lam-
pas." He burned them about three weeks ago and
thev are still fully as bad as at first ; it did not help
them auv. Xow what can I do to remove the "lam-
pas," or "do you think it is the "iampas" that is

troubling them. Thev are each abont nine or ten

yearsold. What does'the "Iampas" look like? I

could not see anything more in tbe roof of their

mouths than in any other horse. Answer—"Lampas"
is an inflammation" of the palate, just behind tbe in-

cisor teeth. It is generallv caused in young horses by
teething, and requires very little treatment. If it be
verv painful, and much Inflamed and swollen it may
be scarified with a lancet or knife, but most cases
subside after feeding on soft food for a few days with-
out any local treatment. I should judge that your
horses, being almost nine years old, are suffering

rather from irregularities of the molar teeth, and if

possible vou should get a veterinary surgeon, or den-
tist to attend to them. It is probable that they may
have some caried or decayed teeth also, which may
have to be extracted.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwere lor this department must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication, but as proof of good faith. Write the ques-
tions distinctly, on one side of the paper only. Posi-
tvely no questions will be answered by mail or tele-

graph.

Inquirer.—Belle Button and Tom Ryder paced a
mile as a term at Woodland on Thanksgiving Day, in
2:16, lowering their previous record of 2:16%.

P. C. B., Grass Valley, Cal.—Are the names for trot-

ting colts Daytime and Don Juan taken? I think
tbevare both taken but have no register at hand.
Answer—We find Don Juan taken, but not Daytime.

N. S., Independence, Or.—1. Is B. G. Bruce a stud?
2. Who was riding Willie Martim atSbeepsheadBay
in 1886 in one-eighth of a mile? He was a sorrel geld-
ing by Watson, owned bv C. H. Brackett, of Mem-
phis, Tenn. 3. How light did Galbraith ride in 1886

and where did he ride the lightest? Answer—He
wac , the last we Jieard of him. 2. Galbraith. 3.

105 pounds, at Memphis.

W. B. C, Walla Walla, Wash.—Please publish the
breeding and quality, as far as known, of Lady
Signal, wagon record 2:33M, and her sire's breeding.
She is the dam of Signal 'Wilkes, which Mr. Corbitt
sold to Mr. Duncan, ofCbico. Answer—There is, we
understand, a dispute about tbis record, and if the
mare did not get it she is not standard. Her sire.

Signal 3327, was by Bunday's Hob Roy, dam un-
known.

D. G. H., VacavUle-—} would be much obliged to
you If you will inform me through your paper the
breeding of tbe dam and grandam of Western and
whether either of them had any records and whether
of them ever produced anything but Western that
cm!d; trot anv. Answer—Dam Lady Livingston
(dam of Lady Blanchard. [2:2f%), by Gen. Taylor.
wblppleton, trora Lady Livingston, wasa fast trotter
and sire of trotters. Lady Livingston's dam was tbe
Lou Wilkes mare, untraced.

E. J B., San Francisco. Cat.—Would vou please
give pedigree of horse named Nordale, "owned in
Santa Barbara County? Also of Accident? Did they
ever win any races? At what distance? If not. were
Ibey ever raced and where did they Bbow and what
borees did they meet? Answer—nordale is not in
the -nid book, but an old horseman informs us that

; y Norfolk, dam by Owen Dale, and that he
Won rac-sal six furlongs. Accident was by Mou-

rn by Hubbard. We know nothing of his rac-
ing.

X. Y. X., Grass Valley, Cal.—Please state (in next
Issue if ncssiblej if bay stallion Seville baa a two-!

:. or any record of 2:'.X) or better.
Be .mi- recently owned at Dixon. Give pedigree of
the old runnjii i, alBO record of trotter
Hendricks, Answer—Tbere Is a Reville (registered
1482] by New York 624. dam Fleet, by Kearsargc 192.
He jol a record of 221% al Lexington, Kv., in 1887,
and was bred In Ohio, Duraied was by Florizel, (dam
sister to Juno, by Spectator. Weflndnobora

Lib a record as good as 2:30.

0, m. i... Baker dty.Orew—Will yonpieaae be kind
enough to inform me in rour next Issue K thin colt in

r.owned
ed bi Hlndrey'fl Al

-H, first dam I... >r bj Robt, He-
IcOp got by Dan

third dam i Iz; li McGregor, by Ivan-
boe, thoroughbred. Answer Tbe I o
ii bred as yon say, Hli dam and grandam will, how-
ever, ban to be registered before the coll can be
given a D'jnber In the reg

J. P. y, , Harney.—There hai been a dispute as lo
the mare Ada C, by Rcvmui-, a« t.i her being a thor-
onfhh.-f

. There an that claim she is

are to have you Bcttle it. Answer-

Bruce savs in the preface to his stud book, Vol. 5 :

•• We have adhered to our custom not to fix any
standard of what constitutes a thoroughbred. The
custom is to call those thorongbreds having five un-
contaminated crosses to a thoroughbred, but none
are strictlv so which do not trace to Oriental origin.

Manyaniinals are in this volume which cannot be

traced to the requisite five crosses, but public form
has justified their retention." Mr. Bruce being gen-

erallv accepted as the American authority, as Wea-
tberbv is in England, we should say that there being

a flaw" in the second dam of Revenue, who was by
Virginian, the question is settled. Xow, Virginian

was by Sir Archv (thoroughbred], dam Meretrix, by
Magog, who was not thoroughbred. The pedigree of

Magog will be found on page 433, Vol. 2, Brace's

American Stud Book, and described: "Magog, h,

foaled — , bred and owned in 1S07 by J. Gordon, Vir-

ginia. Bv Clodius. first dam by imp. Flimnap ; sec-

ond dam'bv imp. Tom Jones." This is as far as Ma-
gog is traced. There are several doubtless pedigrees

on the dam's side of Revenue, for instance in Sally

Pointer (Virginian's fourth dam), by imp. Sterling,

and in the imp. mare Silver, said to be by Blaize

Arabian. Therefore, we shall have to decide that

Ada C. was not strictly a thoroughbred. " Stone-

henge," a well-known authority, declares that no
English horse is thoroughbred that cannot be found
in Weatherbv's Stud Book.

COLT STAKES!
$500 for Each Class

GUARANTEED BV THE

31ST DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION, HTJENEME, VEN-

TURA CO., CAL.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 1st, 1993.

CLASS 1—For foals of 1892. Mile and repeat. Stake

$500; $10 to accompany nomination, $10 June 1st, S10 1st

day of tbe Fair of 1893.

I CLASS 2—For foals of 1891. Mile and repeat. State

$500. Payments same as above.

I Only colts owned in the Southern California Circuit,

composed of the counties of Ventura, Los Angeles, Or.

ange, San Diego, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara, >an
Luis Obispo and Kern are eligible to enter.

For entry blanks, conditions or further information,

Names Claimed.

I claim the name of Worthwood for my bay horse
colt, sire Connelius, dam Belle Mc.

W. O. Bowers.
Golden Eagle Hotel. Sacramento.

James Sheridas, who used to start on the

Eastern race tracks, but who has of late years

been in the West altogether, has gone to Flor-

ida for the winter in hopes of there recovering

the health that he has impaired by his con-

stant and arduous work at the race tracks. He
will find a lot of horsemen there, including

M. F. Dwyer and the Brooklyn " inseparable,"

Messrs. Hyde & Furey. The two latter are

now hunting English snipe and duck near Oak
Hill, where the former has a handsome cot-

tage.

The report that Yorkville Belle was on the

sick list seems to have been a mistake due to

the fact that Red Banner, the filly belonging
to Richard Crocker, and which was ill, was
mistaken for Yorkville Belle by visitors to the
stable. The two horses look very much alike,

and that is how the story that the Belle was
ill came to be announced. Red Banner is now
all right, having fully recovered from the in-

disposition from which she was suffering.

addr ss

T. H. MERRY, Secretary.
HUENEME, CAI,

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept |in first-class order. Besides stalls,

email and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro.

nourced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my personal
attention. Kates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

Reckon, the fast mare belonging to J. A.
& A. H. Morris, has entirely recovered from
the effects of her fall at Morris Park last Oc-
tober, and will be trained this season, instead
of being bred. Ambulance has also recovered
from the effects of a bad quarter-crack, and she
will be trained this year. She will make the
sprinters some trouble if she retains the speed
she had when a two-year-old.

Tristan will be at the head of Mr. L. O.
Appleby's stud this season instead of being
trained for racing purposes, as was at first in-

tended. Stockton will be trained in hopes of
getting a few races out of him at the Monmouth
Park meeting.

Henry Clay Ditmas, of New York, has
sold the aged horse Dunboyne to Major S. R.
Crumbaugh of the Elkwood Stud, Kentucky,
and the good handicap horse is now a stable

companion of the Suburban winner Elkwwod.

"Tiny" Williams has been engaged to

ride for the Avondale Stable next year. The
stable is owned by Ed Gardner, the turf cor-

respondent.

CAR ROOM
San Francisco to Lexington
Within three weeks at ?60 per horse, and Lexington to
San Francisco within six weeks at S75 per horse. Ad-
dress "P» p. O. Box 445,

-. Oakland, Cal.

mm*
Business College, 24 Post St.

: SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hoo] on the Coast.

E. P. HEAXD, President S. HALEY, Setfy

WSend for Circulars.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Seasonable.

private rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BBRGEZ. Proprietor.

Peremptory Closing-Out Sale
OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,
THE PROPERTY OF

mr. j. a. Mcdonald,

HOPLAND STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
ON

Tuesday, ^eTo- 28, 1893
The sali- will comprise 125 head, and will represent all the popular breeds known upon the coast. Prominen

among the strains represented are GUY WILKES, DIRECTOR, SABLE WILKES, LEO WILKES, RUPEE
SHINE'S

, CEN. BENTON, ECLECTIC, DAWN. DEXTER PRINCE, PANCOAST. The colts and (lilies are
mostly by sonn of Electioneer, Director Jr., Stamboul, Slmmlcolon and other noted horses. This will be the
Chola i offering evei nude in tbis State, and is worthy of the closest attention of breeders and the public
gent-rally. Tbe catalogues will be Issued fit as early a date as possible, and will be forwarded upon application to

KILL.IP & OO , Live Stock Auctioneers,
22 Montgomery Street, San Fram-lnco, Cal.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to lnventorawithout,

Charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washixgtox, D. C.

lG^"This Company ia managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in tbe

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
lug their subscribers against unscrupnlona
and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and higbstandong of thePress Claims Company.

ABSORBINE
Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, throughoutpin and all puffs
and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to he laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In
yours? Price, $2 per bottle.
Put up by W. P. YOUNG,

^Sbre; AfeST" Meriden, Conn.

TRIAL BUTTLE BY MAIL FOR $1.00.

ALSO FOK SALE BV
Morrison Plummer & Co , Chicago.
W. H. Flesher, Brownwood, Tex.
E. Geisler, St. Louis, Mo.
B. R Donanee <fc Son. Coldwater, Mich.
F. W. Durno & Co., Mansfield, O.
D. If. Rosen thall, Knoxvllle, Tenn.
Woodard, Clark & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Geo. McDonald, Kalamazoo, Micb.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, III., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing; Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand.''

Hailed for 25c or 50c by

P. G STEWART & CO..
35S Dearborn Street, Chicago, Til.

J. O'KIIVK, Asent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

Notice to Secretaries.

STESPEtJSO- c*5 OO.,
OFFICIAL RACK PROGRAMMERS.

Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished for the leading asso

ciations and public press, colors and numbers fui nished

and everything thai is requisite to make the work of
compiling programmes readable so that tbe public will

have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our
dates are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we
would he pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately in regard lo

their meetings.

STERN «fc CO.,
Care Breeder asjj Sportsman.

BYRON JACKSCK,

uil 625 Sixth St. San Francisco,

Agricultural Implements.
Jackson's Self Feeders for Threshing
Machines, Hoise Forks, Derricks,
Vineyard Harrows. Sceara Derrick

Buna in the pork Spools, repairs for all kinds of
lightest winds. Farm Machinery, Hav, Hide, Hop
Entirely relia- au(j Wool Presses Steam Engines.1

n storms. Threshinij Machines, Wind Mills.

Fran ci -.co. mark el

NEVADA STAULES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street. 25 and 27

Park Avenue, San Francisco, Col.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full iine of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
ing horses.

Telephone \o. 3159

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

Xeor entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elephone J485 J. R. DICKEY. Prp.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W rorner Kenrnv nod Bush Street.,

SAN FRANCISCO.
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To take Place FEBRUARY 27th, Conducted by the

ft^ WHICH TIME WILL BE SOLD

SIDKTE3Y -^tWO, 2:19 3-4, TUB BBEATEttT SIBK OF EARLY A\D
KVTRKMK hl'hUI) IV THR WflRL".

AT 11 YEARS OF AGE

Sidney Has
26 IN THE LIST.

Bill
If""l^-fei:

hi i ^ ,

'

, i

Averages 24 Five Years and Under.

YEARLINGS.

Fausta .champion for 1891} 2:22s,'

Frou-Frou (champion still i 2:25M

Average 2:24

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Sid Fleet 2:26'=

Highland Lass 2:27',

Average 2:26 7-2'

THREE-Y'EAR-OLDS.

Faustina 2:14^

Sidwood 2:18

Birdie 2:24

Kitty B - 2:26)i

Grace B 2:29'<

9-10Average

FUl'R-YEAR-OI.DS.

Gold Leal 2:11',

Longworth - 2:19

Duchess- 2;18

JudgeG 2 ~1',

Maggie McDowell 2:2Ui

Sedlna 2:2S>jC

Serena 2:29.'*

Average 2:21 2-5

FIVE-Y'EAR-OLDS.

Adonis 2:11

«

Thistle 2:14

Cupid 2:18

Lady H 2:18

Sister V - 2:18^

Hummer„ 2:18J£

Fleet 2:19M

Immense Earning Capaciiy

GREAT HORSE!
At the time of the death of Mr. Yalensin,

Sidney was under a three years' contract with

W. C. France, by the conditions of which the

latter gentleman was to pay $20,000 per Year

with a contingent additional payment of fJ-V

000 per year. This contract, by its conditions,

terminated on the death of Mr. Valensin; but

that astute breeder, W. C. France, promptly

offered the Executors to renew it under the

same couditions, thus showing the immense

earning capacity of this great sire.

Average

.

Seven CSrreeft Sidney Youngsters to "toe sold.
BAY FILLY FOALED 18GO. BAY FILLY FOALED 1891. CHESTNUT COLT FOALED 1891.

FROU-FROC;"^
,

( Flirt—
'

-'• Dam of
Memo 230J<j

i trial 3 years)

r Buccaneer 2656

'

\ Mahaska^elle

FAUSTISSIMOf'™*
(.Faustina

Dam of
Fausta (l)...2:22$f

Faustlno(3)2:14^

rCrown Prince, 2:24

Iby A. W. Richmond 1687

ODDFELLOW
('Sidney, 2:19V

(.Miss V-.
( Valensin 120J9, 233

tLightfoot,2:35
Dam ol

Pride, 2-year-old B32W
Pearl &8S£

BAY FILLY FOALED 1890—PACING-. BAY COLT FOALED 1891.

fausta frr**/o .>tj'\ l Faustina-
\fi.£ifa) Dam of

Champion year- Faustino, 2:14>
ling pacer 1891

("Crown Point 2:24

t By A. W. Richmond 1C87

sidhont;
,
(Sidney, 2:19i{

Fernleaf
Dam of

Gold Leaf, 2:ll'

Thistle, 2:14

Shamrock, 2:24

(Flax tall 8132

(Fanny Fern

BAY COLT FOALED 1890.

RED S |D.'

s 'dney '
2:19*

rRed;wilkesl749

(By Curtis BCambletonian 539
third dam by Pilot Jr.

SANS SOUCI
Trial 11)2:31

'

v

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891.

( Sidney, 2:19K

( Miss Roy.
C
Buccaneer 2656

( Ella Rov
Thiiu of

Allen Roy, 2:27\:
Sander-

Consignment from the ESTATE JAS. P. KERR:

nVEEHVEO 15,907. TKIAL 2:20 1-4. FULL BROTHER TO FROU-FROU, 2:25 1-4.

Not onlv is MEMO lull brother to Frou-Frou, the champion yearling trotter in the world, but lie Is also one

of the verv "bet-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambli-unnan, uiie nf Hurry
Clay, sin- f.l'iirM-n Mountain Maid (dnm of Klectioneer, etc, i, and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Haxiail

be truce.s to Canadian Pilot -sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13V, and two others

Sidney Memo's sir.-, is universallv known and recognized as the best young sire in the world as a producer ol

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than that of any of the get ot the

twelve leading stallions of America. .„»»„«,,. i
-

YlliMO trotted in public In hto two-year-old form; v. -r.indee in a nice on the Bay District track, nq

the second heat of whirl, was made in 2:31 >-C. the first in 2:32. He exhibited phenomenal s] i when three \ ears ^
old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20' ,. and frequently trotted quarters in from 32,^ to 34 &

He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful built throughout. His color is a glossy black. With both forefeet

white His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action is superb. He Is a sure foal-getter, and has

yearlings and two-year-old colts that show phenomenal bursts of speed and are splendid individuals.

^ l
SIUXKY -I770 i2:l!H, i.

o:
a! I FIJRT [trial 2:85)

Dam Of Froii- Froti,
2:25'

.., , champion year-
ling; Memo (3-year-old
I rial i, 2:20

,
; ieoi _

V. (3-year-old), 2:36.

Buccaneer 2ti56
Sire of Shamrock 2:26
Flight - -''

Bulwer :.-''

-1 ..

i Alntumka BHle
I Mm of Fawn, tM
rj:22i: Cblco, 2:86? Wlni;
Wing. 2:32.

Iowa Chlfl" 52k. sire ofOorlaaade,
and Buccaneer 1668.

Tin-ley Mnld, By Ilaxtall 8132.

Plaxtall hi 32, By Bull Pup, -ire of Prairie
Itird, 2:2-',; BfflprM -

, :."'
1

, and
daxnsofQold Leaf, 2:11)4, and simm ruck,
2:2."..

l.ndv Hnki*, Sister lo Fashion,dam of Prairie

Bird, 2M I.

Chestnut roare

C3-H-A»C3£3, 2:29 X-2
This mare is five years old and with but little training

secured a record of 2:29'-.

I
SIDNEY, 2:19:{

I MARGUERITE..
( SPECULATION 928

Sire of Crown Point, 2:21; Gracie &, 2:22, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

STB THOROUGHBRED

Otjier California Consignnaents Solicited..
California Breeders who have First-Class Stock for sale are offared an opportunity of making entries at this sale, but will have to

attend to the matter immediately so that sufficient time may be allowed for cataloguing and advertising. Only a limited number of

approved animals will be received.

Lists open for the sales at LEXINGTON, CLEVELAND. CHICAGO and NEW YORK Limit rapidly being filled.

Address WM. B. FASIG, Manager Trotting Department,
Tattersalls Companies, Seventh Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New Y<
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MORE WORLDS RECORDS ARE HELD AT CUMBERLAND
PARK THAN AT ANY RACE TRACK IN THE WORLD.

[HORIZED <l»f7P^ OHO IN STAKES, PURSES
OFFERED *P ' *->,\J\J\J AND SPECIALS.

AUTHORIZED
and

Cumberland Fair and Racing Association

OFFER THE FOLLOWING STAKES TO BE TROTTED AND PACED AT THEIR

TWO WEEKS' FALL MEETING, Beginning OCTOBER 16 and Ending OCTOBER 28, 1893.

ALL STAKES WILL BE TWO IN THREE, except Yearling Trot, which will be Mile Dash.

u j mru uivn OTIVC 00 Cfin For vearlins trotters, ioals of 1892. Entrance $50; $25 1st of February

NO. 1. GLtN M&TU dIAht, d£,DUU |i2.50 1st of April, $12.50 1st of June. Mile dash.

u n urmnor CT1VT OC nnfl For two-vear-oM trotters, foals of 1S91, eligible to 2:40 class. En-
NO Z. MtLKUot MARL, O0,UUU trance $100: $50 1st of February, $25 1st of April, $25 1st of June, This

«ti»fcf is divided into two diviiiuus- $1,000 for the first division, and *1,000 for the second division. The latter

un.uliiit will be reserved fox a o insolation Btafee, ami horses that win no money in the first division mil be the

only
'
taneri. One en trance- entitles to a start in both stakes, and there are eight moneys to be won.

H 9. rufCt I QTAKF ^R flflfl For three-year-old trotters^ foals of 1B90, eligible to 2:35 class. Entrance

is divided the same as the

and division.

. j tirnuiTinr OTIVC OC nnn For tour-year-old trotters, foals of 1SS9, eligible to 2:30 class. En-
NO. 4. HLnMMAbt olAr\L, 00,UUU trance $225: 9112.50 1st of February, $56.25 1st of April, $56.25 1st

of June. This stake is also divided into two divisions, the same as stakes for two and three-year-olds.

For trotters eligible to 2:1$ class. Entrance 9150; 975 payable 1st of Feb-
ruary. 937.50 1st of April, 937.50 1st of June.

0D,UUU ;i:;, ; 9-: -xi'ist of February, 943.75 1st of April. $43.75 1st of June. This stake
i\vo->var-old stake, with consolation feature, 94,0o0 to first division and $1,000 to sec-

Nn fi C9 rflfl For trotters eligible to 2-.2S class. Entrance $125; $62.50 payable 1st of Februarv, 931.251st ofnu. 0. 0£,uUU April. 93125 1st of June,

NO 7 S2 000 For pacers eliSi°Ie l<> 2:25 class. Entrance f 100; 950 1st February, 925 1st or April. 925 1st

Un R W finn For Pacers eligible to 2:15 class. Entrance 9100; 950 1st of Februarv, $25 1st of ipril 9^5nu. o. Ji.,uuu ist of June.;

Un Q C9 Cnfl For tbree-year-old trotters eligible to 2:24 class. Entrance £30: £15 1st of Februarvnu. 3. 0£,0UU. 522.50 1st of April, 922.50 1st ot June.

No. 10. $2,0i

No. II. $2,0

No. 12. $1,0

No. 13. $1,0

For four-vear-old trotters eligible to 2:19 class. Entrance 9100; 950 1st of February *25 iBt
of April. 925 1st of June.

For trotters eligible to 2:23 class. Entrance $100; $50 1st of February, $25 Ist of Anril
$25 1st of June.

For two-vear-old pacers, foals of 1891. Entrance 940: $20 1st of February, 910 1st of
April, $10 1st of June.

For three-vear-old pacers eligible to 2:30 class. Entrance $50; $25 Ist of Februarv 912.50
1st of April, J12.50 1st of June.No. 5. OAK HILL STAKE, $3,(

Stakes "^os. 3 and 9 will be put far enough apart for a horse to be entered and started in both. The same conditions apply to stakes Xos. 5 and 10.

*3 bonis liiu't be named at time entry closes. Money divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Right reserved to refund first payment on stakes that do not fill reasonably well. Usual weather clause. A horse distancing a field, or any part thereof, entitled to first money only. All stakes will be for guaranteed
tmaant: no more, no less. Address

J. W. RUSSWURM, Secretary, Nashville, Tenn

FLEETWOOD'S $25,000 M EETING.
The Driving Club of New York

"WILL GIVE

$12,500 For a Champion Stallion Race,

$6,000 for Two, Three and Four-Year-Olds.

$6,000 for Various Classes to be Announced Later.

To be trotted for over FLEETWOOD TRACK, Morrisania, New York City, the week following the

Grand Circuit meeting at Hartford, Conn. Exact dates to be published later.

No. 1. Purse $12,500. For free-for-all trotting stallions. Entrance
$1,000, payable as follows: Februarv 15, $250,

WHEN 'HORSE MUST BE NAMED;
April 15, $250 ; Mav 15, $250; June 15, $250.

Division of purse, '$7,500 to first, $2,500 to

second, $1,500 to third, $1,000 to fourth horse.

NO. 2. $2,000 For two-year-olds eligible to 3:00 class.

JN O O *$)£ UUU For three-year-olds and under eligible to 2:40 class.

JN O. ~r. ip^jUUU For four-year-olds and under eligible to 2:35 class.

Oonciitions-For purses, two, three and four, entrance fee $100, payable as follows: February 15, $10, WHEN COLT MUST BE NAMED; March

15, $20 ; April 15, $20 ; Mav 15, $20 : June 15, $20, and July 15, $10. Division of colt purses, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. Above races to be mile heat*, best three in five, to harness,exce] t

for two-vear-olds, which will be mile heats, best two in three. Entries should be addressed to

SAMUEL McMILLAN, President.

W. B. FASIG, Vice-President.
THOMAS GREENWOOD, Secretary,

FLEE [WO }D PARK. MORRISANIA. NEW YORK CITY.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Ixxxp>ei-i^l Veterinary Hoof Ointrxient;,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE, SUKE'and RELIABLE BEMEDT POB ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle II <"!-. S Net k, Harness and Saddle I iulls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to its merits as a healer. ALT. OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

receipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

per dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

A """" A "- ,,KDEBST0
IMPERIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT 00., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

HK PAY KXI'HKxh (III FHKIIiHT I'HVIUih-

J®- ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. -©I
J. .A.. McK.erron, Agent.

Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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OLD BUFFALO TO THE FRONT.

28th Annual Meeting Buffalo Driving: Park.
C3rn.-A.KT33 CIRCUIT RACQiS, 1893.

COMMENCING AUGUST 1, AND CONTINUING THROUGH THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF AUGUST.

S73,000 IN STAKES, CLASS RACES AND SPECIALS. $73,000
-inkr NO.

Slake \o

Slake No.

Slake No.

Slake No.

Slake No

Slake No.

Stake No

Slake No.
Slake No

TUESDAY, AUUUST 1.

1, 33,OOO —Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:25 class.

31 500—Pulse for pacers eligible to theftlO class.

2, 82,000—Guaranteed, for two-year-old colts, trotters eligible lu the 2:35 class.

WEDNESDAY, ACGl'ST 2.

3 83 000—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:25 class.

'S2.000— Purse lor trotters eligible lo the 2:1S class.

4. 82.OOO—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and under colts trolters eligible 10 the --M class.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3.

.1 3 5 ,000—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class
* 3 i.SOO—Purse for free-for-all pacers.

C, 82,000—Guaranteed, tor four-year-old and under colls, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 4.

7. 83,000—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:20 class.
" 82*000—Purse for free-for-all trotters.

8 32^000—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and undercolts, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5.

9 8% OOO—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

lo'83 ,000—Guaranteed., tor pacers eligible 10 the 2:15 class.

82 000—Purse lor trotters eligible to the 2:13 class. CONDITIONS.

MONDAY. AUGUST 7.
32,OOO Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:19 class.

Slake No. 1 1 . 82.OOO—Guaranteed, fur two-year-old colLs, trotters. Open to all.
31.500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:10 class.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8,
82,OOO—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:17 class.

Stake iVo. 12, 82,000—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and [index colts, trotters eligible lo the -

3 1 ,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:17 class.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9.

82,000—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:14 class.

9 l.SOO—Purse for free-for-all pacers.
Slake No. 13, 82,000—Guaranteed, for four-year-old and undercolts, trotters. Open to all.

THURSDAY. AUGUST 10.
81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:12 class.

Slake No, 1-4, 82,000—Guaranteed, for three.year-old and undercolts, trotters. Open to all.

82,000—Purse for free-for-all trotters.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11.
82,000—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:12 class.
81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:15 class.
82,000- Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class.

UAVMKNTS IN COLT STARE: FIRST 810, FEBRUARY 1. when colts are to be named;

«™nrt Vo nav-ible* A.nril 1: third, ?20, .Tunel; fourth. $50, July 31, ahd 5 per cent, additional from winning

u rl^' fiPrSbe deducted from moneys won. Colts eligible February 1 will he eligible for these races. The
iw^Sm stakes to be best two in three to harness. Nominators liable only for theamount paid in. Entrance

tZ?inV7iherStakes navac-le 1 percent. February 1, 2 percent. April 1, and 2 per cent. July I>, wheu horse must

teinuS and 5 percent, additional from starters, payanl,- night before the race. Subscriptions in these stakes

•^ tWnsferable until Julv 17. All horses named in any of the stakes oiher than the colt slakes will be consider-

Sfl MBbwters and liable for the payment of the additional 5 percent., unless written notice is given to the Secre-

'clock the night before the race. Entrance in class races 5 per cent., with 5 per cent, additional from

C. J. HAMLIN, President.
tary by S o"c

starters, Class races for the first week will close Monday night. Julv 17, and records made that dav will be rut
bar. Class races for the second week will close Saturday night, August 5. National Trotting Association rule*
to govern, with the exception of section 12 of rule 29. All races to be best three In five, excepting stakes Nos. 2
and 11. Moneys divided, 50,25, 15 and JO per cent. Right to change order of programme is reserved. Preference
will be given to stakes in case of postponement on account ofweather.

NO IE—In the arrangement of this programme we have made an efTort to give ample time between the
different events, so that every colt and every horse may be siarted in at least two races during our ni-
ls also our intention to give in addition to the above several dash races, which will be announced later. For en-
try blanks, etc., address

EDWARD S. HAWLEY, Secretary, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

Chicago Racing Assoc'n
(HAWTHORNE TRACK).

Sjprixigr meeting:, 1893,
Beginning Tuesday, May 16;

Ending Friday, June 23.

The following stakes, to be run at the Spring Meeting, 1893, are

now open, to Close February 1st, 1893.

Tka I socio liatfoo A sweepstakes for two-year-
I lie Labile OlaKco. old fillies. Kntrance SiOeach,
to accompanv the nomination, $40 additional to start,

with H-5O0 added, of which 5200 to second and $100 to

third. A winner of two sweepstake racesof any value.

or of one of the value of $1,000, to carry 3 pounds: of

two Of $1,000. 5 pounds penalty. Beaten maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five furlongs.

Tho P R £ fl Q.tal/tx; A sweepstakes for two-
I nc U. D. Ot

1J.
OldrVDd. year-old colts and geld-

ings. Entrance $10 each, to accompany the nomina-
tiiin, -I' i additional to start, with $1,500 added, of which
$200 to second and $100 to third. A winner of two
sweepstake races of any value, or of one nt the value
of $1,000. to rarry 3 pounds; oi two of $1,000, 5 pounds
penalty. Beaten maidens allowed 5 pounds. Vive fur-

longs.

1116 HflWtnOrnS St8K6S. two-year-olds. Entrance
•10 each, to accompany the nomination, $40 addilional

I

to start, with 81,500 added, ol which $200 to second and I

$100 to third. Horses entered to be sold tor $3,000 to
j

carry weight for age; if entered to be sold for less,

allowed 3 pounds for each $500 to $1,500; then 1

pound for each $100 to 91,000, and 2 pounds for each $100 I

less to $800. Starters to be named and selling price

Stated through the entry box, at the usual hour ol clos-

ing, the evening preceding race. Five lurlunxH

The Emulation Handicap. tfEBKHBrS
trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination. s|o addi-

tional to start, with 31.500 added, of which 9200tosecond
I

and $100 to third. Welgh's to appear three days prior

to the dav appointed for the race. A winner after the

appearance of weigh is, of a rare of any value, to carry

3 pounds penalty. Five furlongs.

The Chicago Horseman Stakes ftESESSSSE!
trance 915 each to accompany the nomination, $50 ad-

ditional to start, with 92,000 added, of which 9250 to

second and 9100 to third. Maidens allowed 5 pounds.

The Speculation Handicap.&MSS
old- Entrance$10each,toaccompany the nomination,

140 additional to start, with Il
(
500added,ofwhlch9200

to l>econd and 9100 to third. Weights to appear three

days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner
after the appearance or weights, Of a race of any value,

to carry 3 pounds penalty. Mile and n Furlonu.

The Competition Stakes. &£«?£» ffi
trance 810 each, to accompanv the nomination, $10 ad-

ditional to start with $l,5nn added, of which $200 to

second and 9100 to third. Maidens allowed 5 pounds.

The Chicago Stakes. ;^rr;;:
accompanv the nomination, M additional to start, with

91,500 added, of which 9200 U Becond »nd9100t0l I.

\ winner this year of a race of the val I 16,000, orol
iwonfthevaiueof V-Vvoeach. tocaroy5pounds
Non-winners thifl year of 91,000 allowed 5 pounds.

Maidens allowed 8 pounds. Mile and Three-Slx-
lecnths.

In all races run at this tract geldings will be allowed 3 pounds.

Entry blanks will be mailed promptly upon receipt of application.

Horsemen wishing stable room will please apply for it at an early date, stating number of

stalls required.

Address nominations and all communications to the Secretary, postofhee box 885,

Chicago, 111.

HARRY KUHL
Secretary.

Thp RflinaOn [lprhv A sweepstakes for three-year-
I IIC UniUdgU UbTPy. Ids. Entrance $20 each, to ac-
company the nomination, $100 additional tn start, with
$5,000 added, of which $7-50 to second and $250 to third.
Maidens allowed 5 pounds. Mile and a Quarter,

trance $15 each, to accompany
the nomination. 860 addilional to start, with $2,750 add-
ed, of which $400 to second and $150 to third. Horses
three years old and upwards that have not won this
year a race of the value of $1,500. allowed 5 pounds; of
$500, 8 pounds. Handicaps and selling races when carry-
ing 5 pounds less than weight for age excepted. Maid-
ens three years old and upwards allowed 12 pounds.
Seven Furlong*.

Tile Ullltian Handicap, three-year-olds and upwards.
Entrance $15 each, to accompany the nomination, $50
additional to start, with 82,500 added, of which $350 to
second and $150 to third. Weights to appear April I. A
winner after the publication of weights of a sweepstake
race of the value of $1,000, to carry 3 pounds; oftwo
such, or of one of the value of 82^500, & poundspenalty.
Mil- and a Quarter.

The Exposition Stakes. kS3S"*Sd
f
S
r

P™X
Entrance $10 each, to accompany nomination, $40 addi-
tional to start, with 81,500 added, of which $200 lo second
and $100 to third. A winner this year of a race of the
value of $1,000, to carry' 3 pounds; of two of $1,000, or ol

one of the value of $2,500. 5 pounds penalty. Non-
winners this year of $500 allowed 5 pounds; ofany race,

B pounds. Maidens four years old and upwards al-

lowed 14 pounds. Mile and a Furious.

Tho Qallina <ttatoc A selling sweepstakes for all
I no ODlllllg OldHUi. ageg. Entrance ?io each, to

accompanv the nomination, $-10 addilional to start, with
$1,500 added, of which $200 to second and 8100 to third.
Horses entered to be sola for $3,000 to carry weight for

age ; Ifentered to be sold for less, allowed 3 pounds for
each $500 to $'2,000; then 1 pound for each $100 to $1,200,

and 'Z pounds for each $lno It>s to *••*< starters to he
, named and selling price stated, through tbe entry-box,
at the usual houmf closing, the evening preceding the
race. Seven Furlong*.

The Illinois Central Stakes. &gSg£ES££S
upwards. Entrance $10 each, to accompany the nom-
ination. $40 additional to start, with 91,500 added, oi

which 9200 to second and 9100 to third. Horses entered
to be sold tor 94,000 to carry weight forage; if entered
to be sold for 93.000 allowed 3 p unds; if for less, l

ponnd for each 9200 to 92,000; then l pound foreach
MOO to $1,200, and 'J p ids for each $100 less to tl.OOO.

Starters to be named and selling price slated, through
entry box, at the usual hour ol closing, theevenlng pre-

1 ceding the race. .Mile and a Sixteenth.

The Stock Yards STEEPLECHASE. £,«$E&S5
i for all ages, Entrance 910 each, to accompany the nom-
ination. 125 additional to start, With SljOOO added, of
which $150 t cond and $75 to third, weights to ap-
pear three days prior to tbe day appointed for the rare.

Four or more horses in entirely different Interests to
-tart, or the race may be declared olf. Full I'ourNe.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

oo id ilj: a.
BEING- A DRAFT FROM

PALO ALTO STOCK
COMPRISING MARES BY

Electioneer, Gen. Benton, Piedmont, Eros, Fallis,

Hambletonian 725, Kentucky Prince, Messenger

Duroc, Sultan, Arthurton, Del Sur, Mohawk Chief,

Norway, Mambrino 1789, etc., etc.,

IN FOAL TO THE STALLIONS

Nephew; Azmoor, 2:20^; Electricity, 2:1 7^;

Whips, 2:27^ ; Piedmont; Alban, 2:24;

Langton, 2:26^-; Good Gift; Lottery;

Hugo, 2:27i; Sport, 2:22i.

B. OORRIGAN,
President.

The Bale will take place at 11 a.m. FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, at out SALESYABD,

corner VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET.

Horses will be on exhibition on Tuesday, the 24th, and thereafter till day of sale.

8ST" Catalogues are being prepared and will be forwarded upon application to

the undersigned.

KILLIP & CO. - - - Live Stock Auctioneers

22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stock Farm, having the four stallions—SIM' \ \ ST. CARLO.

STWARROW and ( HI MONDE—and having no n<e for so many, desires to sell Sinfax.

A reasonable offer will be accepted. The horse is in prime condition for coming season.

Address E. D. McSWEENY,

1211 Bush B
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ROOS BROS.
For Nobby, Durable Ulsters, Overcoats, Gloves,

Underwear, Neckwear, etc.

27 to 37 Kearny Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
And get a trood price if you can find a customer that wants to buy

You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising In the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading- Write for particulars.

FOR SALE. Kentucky Jack.

Some Choice Stallions.

ALCONA 730,
15 Years,

(Sire of Alcona Jr. 2:19, Flora Bell 2:24,

Almonition 2:24J, Clay Duke 2:29, Ver-

onica 2:29 and grandsire of Silas Skinner

2:17, Del Key 2:24J, King Orry 2:231,

and Mark Medium 2:25}.)

ALCONA has five in the 2:30 list and

three producing sons and a producing

daughter, all records made in races. No
two trained by the same man.
ALCONA is also sire of Prince War-

wick, trial 2:1S, sold for twelve thousand

dollars to go to Austria last spring.

AL0ONEER 15,120,

(Full brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19), by
Alcoca 730, dam Madonna, by Cassius M.
Clay Jr. 22, grandam by Joe Downing 710.

CADUCAS 10,840,
4 Years,

By Almont Medium 21874 : first dam by
Alcona 730, second dam by Almont Mam-
brino 701, third dam by Delmonico 710,

fourth dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, etc.

King Whippleton 18,658,
2 Years,

By Whippleton (sis in 2:30 list) ; first

dam by Naubuc 504, second dam by Geo.

M. Patchen Jr. 31, third dam bv Ethan
Allen 2903.

Have also stallion colts by Dexter Prince,

Sidney, "Whippleton and other noted sires.

All of the above stallions will be sold cheap.

Correspondence solicited.

FRED W. LOEBER,
Vineland Stock Farm, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

For Sale Cheap For Cash,

A NTMBKE OF

Fine Standard-Bred Mares
(Wllh Foal to Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be

registered.
ALSO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyner All, dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry
O' Fallon. One by Kyle Daly; first dam by Joe Daniels;
second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. One by
Bryant W; tlrsi dam by Joe Daniels, full sister to Lord
Breck, winner of the Australian Derby last year.
The Hr-i mare la Undine, full sister lo Llsette, the

nrlfioer of #10,000 puree last fall in New York.
All it' re for sale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my lll-bt_-Kllh and wish to close out all of my stock.
LOdard-bred marca are all good Individuals as

mil as tht- runners, will «*il them together or singly

For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. S. SARGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal.

FOR SALE.

I have tor sale a large, finely-formed and perfectly-
proportioned jack. Can be seen at the race track in
Petaluma, Information regarding breeding, price, etc,
of owner,

DE. GEO. W. LEEK,
Cor. O'Farrell Street and Grant Avenue, S. F.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous Son of Sidi ey.
Ringwood is a dark bay; black points; 15j£ hands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than anv ot
his sous. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19! 4

' as a tour-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better bnt for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his
engagements, and never has been put in race since.
Ringwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several ot
his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and ot fine disposition,
and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood is
highly bred on the dam's side. Alma, was by Dash-
away (tho'oughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is
a noted producer of speed,

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will
show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars
address

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

STANDAED STALLION

FRED DRAKE 4834,
(Race Record,_2:26Jj.

By Joe Gavin 564 (Bire of six in the list), he by Mes-
senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-
nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207
(&Ireofl6in the list) Fred Drake 4844,2^6^', isasplen
did individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs
over 1,100 lbs., is of excellent disposition. His record is

no mark of his speed as he can trot in :20 or belter with
training next season. Reason for selling is that owner
Is engaged in other business and has not the time to de-
vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. \VAR\ER,
San Gabriel, Cal.

COACH
A.VD

DEAFT STALLIONS

At Auction
AT SALESVARD.

Cor. Van Ness Avenue and Market Street,

AT 11 A. M.

Tuesday, January 31st,

NDUPARIPI Cleveland Bay stallion, nine years old,
nUnranlLL, bright bav. Registered in American
Cleveland Bav Stud Book, No. 36. In English Stud
Book, 186. Sired by Emperor 3S7, Vol. 8, English Stud
Book ; dam also registered. Took premium at Califor-
nia State Fair, also at District Fair, Petaluma. A good
foal-getter.

I fiRn MnMIPF Clyde stallion, bright bay, 17 hands.
LUnu miiUUrr, S }x years old. Took premiums at
Sacramento State Fair and first premium and gold
medal at Santa Rosa. A fine foal-getter.

P.IIU I PRE French draft stallion, coal black, eight
DUnUr.nL, years old. Registered in France, No. 990.

American Register, 55S2. A very fine horse. Hand-
some and active.

pj|Uf|TT a French draft stallion, black, seven years
uUrlU I I, ]d. Stylish horse, very active.

These animals are registered, and the certificates will

be given to purchasers. They will be on exhibition at
the yard previous to and during sale of broodmares of
Senator Stanford.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

NOTICE.

FOR SALE!
THE STANDARD-BRED TROT'I'IM; MARE

ClUEEN OF THE WEST.
Bay mare, foaled 18S4. Sired by Re-Echo 14,439, he

by Kcho 462, out of Belle Mason (dam of Bob Mason,
2^7=^'), by Belmont < Williamson's i etc. : 1st dam, Gusta
by Gus 899, record 2:26^'. son ofBellfounder 02 and Jenny
Noyes; second dam, Reta by Geo M. Patchen Jr 31;
third dam, Mollie by Speculation 928; fourth dam, Ash-
cat by Hambletonian 10, i dam of Ajax, 2:29) ; fifth dam
by Black Hawk 24. Queen of Lhe West is a large, well-
formed mare, perfectly pure-gaited and has trotted
quartersin 32'seconds and halves in 1:9$; she is perfect-
ly sound and can be taken in band and given a record.
She is game, level-headed, and in condition is hard to
excel. :-he iscffrred for sale at a low figure, as ill-healih

compels thQ owner to part with her. Address Z, tnis
office.

For Sale or Exchange.

LADY MARKHAM,
PACING RECORD. 2:17; TRIAL, 2:15.

By Bismarck, dam by Western. Sound in every par-
ticular, six years old. Drives single or double. Also
her brother,

JESSE P.,

PACKK-RECORD, 2:36.
Can show three heats better than 2:20. They drive well
together, are well matched and would make a great
team. For further particulars address

R. ll. LtlltlETT.
Club Stables, 409 Taylor SL, S. F.

Or Breeder and Sportsman.

FOR SALE.

A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered,

foaled May 5,1889; by Anteeo, 2:16?.,'; dam by Echo

462; second dam by McCracken's Black Hawk 767, etc

Is 16 hands high, black or seal brown, and a fine

looker. Has never been trained but shows plenty of

natural speed. Has shown a mile as a three-year-old

in 2:44. For particulars address

\V. U. 1 L M-DKV
.inn lUi-a. Cal.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts and fillies, yearlings, two and

three-year-olds.
Pedigrees and full particulars can be obtained at the

office of the BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,
sis Bush street Sao Francisco.

Full-blood Durham (six years old) cow and calf for
sale; calf one week old. Can be seen and full particu-
lars had at K. GROTHWOHL, 150 San Bruno Road.
Communicate to K. GROTHWOHL,

Care Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush St.

FOR SALE.

Illustrious 4178.
The best-bred son of the great Happy Medium, sire of

Nancy Hanks, 2:04; Riley Medium, 2:11';, and eightv
with records of 2:30 or better. Dam Abdalietta (the
dam of Mediator, 2:25 S:, Bannockburn, 229&J |, by Cas-
sius M. Clay 22; second dam Laura Crockett, by Al-
mont 33; third dam Sally Fee, by Alexander's Abdallah
15; lourth dam Kate Crockett (the dam of Lulu, 2:24 *4 \
bv imp. Hooton.
ILLUSTRIOUS was foaled in 1885: dark bay; 15*4

hands high: weight, 1.000 pounds. He is the most fash-
ionably bred stallion in California to-day. Has trotted
miles in 2:33 with very little work. He is sound and
all right, and will surely trot much better than 2:30 this
season if trained. I will sell this fine stallion for less
than he should earn in the stud in one season. Cash or
bankable paper only.

GEO. A. STONE,
Santa Rosa, CaL

FOR SALE.
THE G-YEAR-OLD SORREL STALLION

King Orry 8777
RECORD 2:23 1-4.

SIRED BY ALCOKA CLAY, 2756, BYALCO-
XA,730; first dam, Pansy, by Cassius M. Clay. Jr.,
22 (also dam of Almonition, 2:24**;); 2nd dam, Lady
Vance, by Richelieu, by Mambrino Chief, 11; 3rd dam
thoroughbred.
RiMx ORRY 8777, 2:23M,

:
s perfect in coniorma-

tion, of excellent disposition, remarkably intelligent,
without blemish, sound in every particular, and is a
splendid individual. He stands nearly 16 hands high;
weighs about 1100 lbs, and his record is no mark of his
speed.
For further particulars, address

MRS. SILAS SKIWEB,
Napa, Cal.

FOR SALE.
I AnV VAPA Standard bred trotting 611 v, four vears
LflUI lAUn, old in May. Sired by Fallis 1428, out of
a producine mare. Sired bv Gladiator 8336. 2nd dam by
McCracken's Black Hawk 767. This filly is a fine pro-
portioned animal; beautiful bay, off hind foot white.
Very level headed, never having run 'j' ofa mile al-

together. Pure-gaited. and could have been given a
record of 2:30 last fall; had but little work; present re-
cord 2:45. For lull particulars, address

F. C. CHAPMAN,
Vacaville, Cal.

4-Year-Old Stallion
BY

ANTBVOLO,
Pam by David Hill Jr.; second dam by Black Hawk;
third dam by Rockingham. Price ?500. Solid dark
bay, black points; 16 hands: weighs about 1150 lbs;

well broken; never been trained.
JA6. R. CHASE,

17 Steuarl St.

Stallion for Sale or to Let for

the Season.
A standard-bred grand-son of Electioneer and John

Nelson. His colts are unitormilly good sized, good look-

ers, and exceptionally speedy and game. "Will be sent

to a locality where a satisfactory guarantee will be fur-

nished regarding the services of the horse. For particu-

lars apply to

BREEDER AMD SPORTSMAN,
Or to R. P. CLEMENT, 120 Sutter St . S. P

PI I Ail D Q Fo * irrigationW« r *» AND RECLAMATION
>£ turn Engines, Horse Powers »V Wind MUX

Complete Pumping outfits—all sizes— fo.-

every purpose. The latest* best
and cheapest. If you need any

thing in this line, write to

Byron Jackson
625 6tk St. San Francisco.

THE LEADING MID-WINTER SALE.

Intending to put ray ranch in fruit,

1 offer mv

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less lhan the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work ray place, as I am going

oot of the breeding bunnem The stock i am
offering for sale are the best bred and Gnesl

iniliviihials on the PaciGc < loasL Parlies

huVng the entire stud will in- given a very

low price. Time "ill be given at ti percent.

n ;ip]'f<\ ed paper.

•'or particular*, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakepoit I

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S

Niftll Annual Combination Breeflers' Sale.

-AT-

UNION STOCK YARDS,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Jan. 80, 31, and Feb. 1,2, 3 and 4, 1893.

AMONG THE BRILLIAXT OFFERIXU6
WJI*L BE FOtTXD

Great Stallions, Splendid Campaigners, Sure

Stake Winners

And many Great Mares in Foal to Kniinm,
Sires, including the following Capital Prize*:

Tilford,-.:17-V -:18and 2:19 Si > cons'e'verace heats):
Wilhelni 19,254 : Lena Miller, 2:2634 ! Lautana: Chief
Thome (2), 2:20; Daisy, 2:33; Disk 18,857 ; Bay colt ;

Hilah [2), 2:35 S; : Tom Hawthorne (trial 2:30) ; Al-
cove 7604; Brown filly; Novelty; Aaron's <2i, 2:29 ;

Nizma itrial2:35i ; Norms [trial 2:37 1 : Chestnut tillv;

Pasret 19,247 : Assertion 19.264 ; Felion ; Montboy
19,273: Red Honora; Alward, 13,906; Flirtilla : Re-
taliation, 17,220 ; Durango Maid, 2:2?''-, : Lord Pal-
merston 19,266 ; Bertha, 2:29'^' ; Ameera : Norria
Polkadot; Lamino 19,241 : Minnie Mack 14), 2:40

Hitherward ; Casserole ; Ramona ; Eva.

STANDARD-BRED HORSES.
I

i Iring oonrigmnenta from South Elkhoro Farm ; Lexington Stock Farm ; Bourbon Stock Farm ; McKlnney Stock Farm ; Alta Visla Farm ; Astoria Farm ;,]<. titockton, Cal.. two car loadfl oftbe get of Director, Campaign, Hawthorne and Oal, Lambert ; Riverside Farm ; Black's Stock Farm and many other great
hroedln(j Gilt-edged Btalltom and mares with fm-\ records, voungsieis hes vlly engaged In rich stakes, producing dame and sires of speed, ideal road horses
mi.

i premium carriage teatna.

Among the Great Sires represented in the Sale will be found

:

' SSBS^SBJKKS^SffiS^aSlKSBES&B
$ii£X;

William I... sni ui s., All.- i, Nutwood, 5wlRV>rt,SuilaD, Plloi Medium. Blue Bull, Hawthorne, Ambassador, Director, Belmont.
> ; « m i" 1

< luctwl In the Di
i Park i lorse i£xchauge, and affbrde the besl ace modatlons Id the world fur tin- comfort of buyers and the facilities

' In harm « Thti - the sale lo i
'

1
1
tid if you want obuj n BtalUun, • borse, stake winner, high class carriage leam or ideal road horse

- II open Mondsi • '»•' :*< at 9 a u.,and the firsi ottered will beTILFORD, 2:17 .. the great eampalgulng son ofBOURBON WILKES, who will be fol-
oiher high clananlmala, On Tueadoy, Jan. :i i , sixtygilt-edged represei tatlvcsof the most fashionable trotting families will he sold, while Wednesday

" eticrday In the high grade oi lw» is! tmi on Thursday byaprogamme of three score brillant gems, and on Friday agrandarrav ot de-
pi'i'i, lilghtTiiuw carriiigu learns and fa»l niudsters; Beventy-fti e head of trotters and pacers with lowrecordi will pass under the auciioneer's hammer, the great

mieckMiiiK on hntu rd ny, Vvl>. I. witii two hundred ben lot high gradt seneral purpose horses, comprising saddle t a, drivers, carrbige teams, breeding s ^ck and con-
•ideraoje ^|tftl,

F. J. BERRY & CO , Union Stock Yards, Chicago, III
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HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 20-i California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

The Stan1ard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

Woodland Race Track.

DESCRIPTION.—COUNT AYTEEO 14,692 is a
handsome dark bay in color, with a star in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 18SS, and
is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo,.sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record '2-.n;'.i 'Sire of James Madison. 2:17'j. Myrtle <3>

>-19^, Alfred G., 2:19V, Redwood, 2:21 '4, Maudee,2:24 L

.,,

KlhVl Mac, 2:2'.>' ..Sunset, 2:29 '.,, Anteeo Jr., 2:26'^., An*
teeo Richmond. 2:24\,, Electeeo, 2:29S. Eolinp, 2:20,

Maud M.. 2:20' and two others in the list). Anteeo was
sired bv Electioneer, 125 ( sireof Sunol, 2:08',, Palo Alto,

2:08 ..Arion (2) 2:10V, Advertiser (3) 2:16 aud 128 others

hi the list).

First darn. Countess (dam of Dawn,2:lS*,',strathway,
2-19, Morna, i trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18 1-. Countess was sired by HambletoniaD,
7-5 isireof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,

Longfellow, 224 l

4 , and io others in the list>;second dam
Fly. a very fast mare.

TERMS, S75 FOR THE SEASON, K&i"
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. H. SMITH,
BACK TBAIK. - - - WOODLAXD. CAL.

Imp. Chesterfielc
tfoii of THE MARQUIS (Winner of the St. Leger
and Two Thousand Guineas, and second for the Epsom
Derby, be by the great Stockwell out of Cinizelli, by
Touchstone).

First dam, Lamoroa (sold for 1,050 guineas!, by Fire-
works; second dam Nightlight (sold for 206 guineas
when 22 years old;, dam of Wax light, sireof San Pedro;
Nightlight by Archy (son of Camel, that sired Touch-
'stone). The sixth dam of imp. Chesterfield (Cama-
rine'sdam, by Rubens, brother to Castrel.sire of Pan-
taloon), Is the ninth dam of the great (illy Princess, by
imp. Cheviot. Then he traces through the most
rashionable families in the English Stud Book to six-

teenth dam, Farmer Mare, by Chiitaby.

Imp. CHESTERFIELD won in Australia the Shorts
Handicap Flying Handicap and Town Plate, Wollon-
gong (2 ruilest, Christmas Handicap, Sydney, besides
being second four limes and third twice in a number of
the best events.
Imp. CHESTERFIELD is the sire of six winners In

the A ntipodes tbis season, including the cracks Temple-
stone. Loiterer, Haughty and Lanly-Dardy.
This magnificerilfy-hred race horse and sire will

make the season at CHi-fcTER B\\* FARM (late

Hlnkslon Ranch), Sonoma County, about half-way
hetween Petaluma and Sonoma. Mares can be sent to

Lakeville tier steamer Gold.
TERMS. * Id. with usual return privilege and pas-

turage for one month, but dams of stake-winners will

he liiken at half price. Every care taken, but no liabli

lly assumed for accidents or escapes. Apply to

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL, F.R.C.V.S.,

WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^-

RECORD 2:22 1-2

In Fourth Heat.

fHAMBLKTONIAN 10

/DICTATOR 113 \
The king of the trotting world

I Sire of the fastest double-gaited horse
I> in the world, Jay-Eye-See, 2:10
03 {'DIRECTOR 2. 17. ...,.•; grand sire of the queen of the turf.

IO Sire of Nancy Hanks, 2:04, and is sire of 35

pa" Direct 2:05^ in 2:30 list, etc
Directum^) 2:lljf I^DOLLY

Dam ol Onward, 2:25V : Thorndale,
2:22M; Clarina, 2:21; Director, 2:17

(.Claba, by American Star 14

Dam of Dexter, 2:17^;
2:28V I Astoria. £29}j

fMAMBRIN'O CHIEFlt
1 Sire of 23 sires

Evangeline 2:11V
Margaret S 2:12'-.

Waldsteiu 2:224;
Stella C 2:25

^

and 12 other 2:30 trot-
ters

NELLY \V
(Died at 4 years)

Waldsteiu was her
only foal

'ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of Sunol, 2:08^ ; Palo Alto, 2:08V'
and 130 others in the list

(,SISTER
Dam of Bonanza, 2:19J£ ; Albert W„

2:20 ; Vixen, dam of VIda Wilkes,
2:18, and Sabledale, 2:18,M

WALDSTEIN
was foaled

!

I,Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
Abdallah Mambrino 3715

f Hambletonian 10

J Sireof 40 in the list

I^Gbeen Mountain Maid
Dam of 8 in the list

/'John Nelson 187
1 Sire of 4 and the dams of 8 Ini 2:30

•\ list

LLamott Mare
Dam of Aurora, 2:2. , and grandam
of 4 in the list

with two white coronets; stands 15

'

t1885; in color, he is a dark shade of bro>
hands and weighs 1100 lbs. He is one of th« handsomest and most perfectly lormed stallions in

this state. His fine, intelligent head, well-shaped neck, strong shoulders, short back, powerful loins, heavy quar-
ters, well-shaped barrel, heavy, muscular stifles and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
bones, excellent pasterns and feet at once commend him to the observer as a representative trotting horse. In
disposition he is faultless, being kind, gentle and level-headed. His gait is perfection, and his races during his
short career on the track ably demonstrate the game qualitieswhich he posesses. His breeding cannot be sur-
passed. He is the only son of Director out of an Electioneer mare standing for service. Of his sire, can any
more praise be said than that his sons and daughters prove more sensational every year, and the races won by
Director, Evangeline, Direct, Margaret S. and the rest stamp him as one of the most prepotent sires. Wald-
stein's dam is by the immortal Electioneer out of Sister(dam of Albert W.,2;20,the sire of Little Albert, 2:10k, the
gamest trotter seen iu 1892, and Vixen, the only mare that has a two-year-old and a three-year-old with records
lower than 2:191. Waldstein's third dam was the famous Lamott mare, one of the greatest mares that ever came
to California. She was also a great brood mare. Waldstein has four yearlings that have records; one has a re-

cord of 2:511^, another 3:05, another 3:06 and the other 3:08. All his coits are" natural trotters, perfect in form,
solid in color and very strongly built. Waldstein cannot help being one of the greatest of sires. To the student
of breeding, conformation and quality he tills the ideal.

O C Dill pC PPT CCfl < with usual return privilege), for the season commencing February 1st and ending
OLnilUL rtt| yOU June 20th. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes, but the best of care
taken of mares. Address H. S. HOtiUBOOM, Woodland, €al.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI MCE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed If stall is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use ol

track as follows : Single horse, ?1.50 per month ; two or

more, §1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton,

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in additiou to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROOTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, Cal., October 27. 1892.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.
Pat. pending.

Or P. O. Box *

HOCK-WILKEb,
Sired by GUY WILKES,

2:15 1-4,

Dam Eda 'thoroughbred i, by Hock-Hocking. All
dams to the twentieth being thoroughbreds and regis-

tered.
HOCK-W1LKES Is very upeedy, bul on aoCOUDl ol'

difficulty with one of his fore pa.--K.-nis, he baa not I n

trained for a record. His owner, Dr. '
'. E. lannim,

haying but a few mares of bis own sufficiently Well-
bred, and desiring to give Hock-Wllkes an opportunity
to demonstrate his ability to produce extreme Bpeed,
offers the horse's services gratis to a leu marcs of good
pedigrees or with records. Season will be made at

private stable at rear of 2536 Market street, tfau Fran-
cisco. Address

Jos. MICHEL,
2536 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE.
ImporU'd Belgian Carrier Pigeons, desaendanls of

the 1200 milt* flyeirt. Only a law pain'. Will btisold ut

I.. Vll.LEIUIA.
'"i' i' I'" 9 [.Oakland mi,

fioper pair. Apply

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; it strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and leg swell-
ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bote,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat
To the stall-fed
horse It has the beneficial effects and results ot grazing
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cow's It Increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
C.KERTELL.MGR.,
.623 HOWARD ST

'

SANFRANCI5C0
CA\--

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Corbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

OV-8EIVD FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

for testimonials from the best horsemen In America.

Infringement* Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of._ 13 00

Address ROBERT 6RARS.
Lock Box 840, Chicago, III.

tfty Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

Aim. icGom k Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 1.1. 1.1- STREET.

Tbe best accommodations afforded for tbe keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Slock,

Willi Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orderscau be l»n (vlih UNITED CtRRIAOE UQ,'i|

AGENTS

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse § Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. R. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

AND DKAI.ER6 IK

1 ool belter.' and Bjjok, Makers' Supplies

<GJ-4tW iBsngome Street, corner SecrttUJC'lo
. .... ewr ^ p^pp,^.

-1 ••

TME STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

6TEI.WVAY I.SDS
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07
Cricket 2:10
Caesar 2.IG
8trathway...„2:l.i
Chas Derby...230

(Sireol Diablo
2:f-l y ,

Lilly C "'20'.:

Baden _ 2 :i jj

Stelneer u:2!>' .

Cissldy 2:TO
"

and of the dams of
Mb ud C. 2:19; Pat
Delaney, 2:27'*,
AllySloper 2:28;
Stonewall, 2:28^'

and Bourbon
Russell, 2JO.

R*TY G
Dam of Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo (3), 2:14tf)

ISTRATHMORE 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of -40, and of the
ilauis ol .'Jl Iu thellBt.

LAHUKSx, by Albion
Dam cfStelDway, 2:25

|

BolO, 2:2*; Soprano
dam of 3 In the lis);

and Vlvette, dam of
Stouer Boy, 236^j.

1 ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:0ft J^; Palo
Alto, 2:08\,; and 130
others In 2a0 list, etc.,

etc.

IFANNY MA LONE, by
Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22\. 1

Grandam ofMaud C 2:19
To thirteenth dam Iboroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STEIiYKER is about 16 bands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He Is a grandly-finish-
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has
a neatly-iormed head, line neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders: good length
of well-rounded barrel; smooth coupling and broad
hips; open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full
with most excellent feet and lees. He is a clean-gatted
trotter and carries hlmsell with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBAR T STOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee,

with usual return privilege.

$75

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on tbis magnificent farm make it thp most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K O GRADY, Manager.
A. R. GOAZALES, Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. F.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1898 at

"WM. M. MTJKRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street, Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEEKS
Yonng Fashion Hurrah (lmp.f

Jovial Newmlnitft
,

* s ,
*

^
OJ CO W H

cis >• - c

55 I ! s

St & b r•^ p- « 2

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
lxth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by Imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey; tenth dam, by Sllvereye .

eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce b American
Stod Book, Vol. I. page 432.

HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced tha
great; winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqulta, Ohio Boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Mednaa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Mlddleton and
manv others.
NEWMINSTER.grandslreof Three Cheers-won

the St. Leger at Doncaster In ISSI. His dam, BEES-
WING, was the winner of flltr-four races out of six-
ty-four starts, among them being the DoncaBterCnp
of 1837, 1840, iMt and Mi, the only horse that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her sire waa
Dlt. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS combines, In addition to ths

above, tbe great strains of Bay Mlddji-ton (winner of
English Derbv, St. Leger aud Two Thousand Uuln-
eas) and tho blood of the wond"-rf til producing fami-
lies of TOCCHSTONE, Imp. TMUSTKE, EMJ.LIU8
andSIRCHARLES.
As can be seen bv the abovo, Three Cheers Is bred

In the apet'dk>nt and stoutest linen. Ills dam. Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (tbe only
horse that evor beat Aaterold a heat). Liverpool,
Columbia and Ronnie KaU\tho dam of Little Itnttor-
cap and the flying Bonnie Lizzie. His grandam.
Fashion was tbe greatest race mare of her era, de-
feating Bostonfn that historical mutch at four-mil"
heats that Is recorded as one of the greatest events
In the annals of the turf.
THREE cnEKRsifl a beautiful bay In color, per-

fectly sound In wind nnd limb, his family on both
sides being noted for their exemption from enrbg,
spavins, roaring or any other heredftarv unsound*
ness. Horsemen who can npprei^lato the highest
type of < he thoroughbred are especially Invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. Ho has already sired tb«
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause. Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERM 8.

Seventy- Ave Dollmra for tbe Sftnui.
Qood pasturage at 15 per month. Mares cared for

In any manner owners may desire and fed on hay
and grain, either or both, at reasonablo rates. Nona
bat competent grooms employed, but no restjon*!

hlllty Minmed for accident* or mc»p«.
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GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

o
00
CD.

-:

Hi

O

Will make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2

hands high, and weighs 1.090 pounds. He is of line form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes

from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
< Hatubletonian 10

f
DICTATOR 113 \ Sire of 40 in he list.

Sire of 32 trotters and ( Clara, by American Star 14

3 pacers, and IS sires of Great broodmare.

54 trotters.

f Mambrino Chief 11

DOI.LY \
Sire of 23 sires.

D.-un of ( )nward..2:251 (.Fannie, by Ben Franklin

Thorndale 2:24

1

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17
f
Hambletonian 10

f NORWOOD 522 1 Sire of 80 sires.

sire of (Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

Tommy Norwood 2:261 G reat broodmare.

Ida Norwood 2:261

( American Star 14

. < Great si™ of broodmares.

( Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of

American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 100
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD

DIRECTOR. 2:17.

Sire of Direct. .2:05.'.

Directum (3)... 2:1
1

',

Evangeline 2:11$

Margaret S 2:121

Waldstein 2:22!

Stella C 2:251

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

[IMOGENE.,
Dam of

Delwin 2:261

Guide 2:16}

and 2 others in list.

DAUGHTER OF

Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect m conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in

1S93, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19J, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:171-, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:191, by Sidney.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRYMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or, JAS. E. BERRYMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
sired :by

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

SEASON OF9 X803,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

Laurel Creek Stock Farm,
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrates standi 111: 11 hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautiful

shade of bay, no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ers! by competent judge- to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California-

Hi- action i« perfect, and as he i- sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, line-looking, stylish, well-limhed and perfectly matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DICTATUS-

.$150

K. O'GRADY,
\N MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

"Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st
and ending July 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

DICTATUS n3S f° lled lD 189 °' He WaS Sired hy the grelt RE ' W[LKE ' 1743
(sire of SS in the list)

;
dam, Miss Lollie, by DICTATOR 133 (sire o f

Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29i, and grandam of Hill Boy
(p), *20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold
413 (sire of Maud S., 2:0S}, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07J); fourth
dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by
Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one
hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, Very
short hack, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms .

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,
taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not
exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10
through his greatest sires—G-EO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 16. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His
blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes.
For Further Particulars Address

CLARENCE DAY,
Belmont, San Mateo County, Cal.Belmont Stock Farm,

OAKWDOD PARK STOCK FARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

SIRE OF
WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10
CESAR. 6-Year-Old Record, 2:16 1-2. STRATHMAY, 6-Year-0ld Record. 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY. 5-Year-01d Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.
LILLY C, 7-Yenr-Old Record, 2:20 1-4. I) VDK\, 5-Ycnr-Old Record, 2:24 3-4.

M'KIVKEK. 5-Year-OId Record, 2:29 1-2. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.
(ALL IN RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, 2:19; BAROXSTEIX, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2 28

PAT DELAIVEY, 2:27 1-4, and BOURBOiV RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOE THE SEASON $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OF

14 3-4DIABLO, Three-Yeor-Old Race Record
(Son or 8TBI1VWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $i50

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRIXO PATCHEN i

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $i 50

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637. •

(Son or CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRLYO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Pnrk Slock Farm, Danville, Cor.lra Costa County, Gal., per S. P. R R

via Martinez Hest of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes, Excellent pa-mir t-v -i ih.m'
month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Form, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, hy Rkd Wilkes 1749 (sire of S3 in the 2:30 list—2S in
1S92), dm i Moonbeam (dan) of Wick, 2:26.!

; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.
II" l>Y MONEY 690.S as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being

10 banc .100 lbs., yet bandy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at lar»e ex-
pense r,

i peSlinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ol Geneva, 2:14, and developer of
many uuicd horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

IlANFORD, TnLARE COUNTY, C'AL.

FRED FOSTER,
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Thoroughbred Gordon Setter

PUPS FOR SALE.

1819 1-2 LYON ST.

Irish Setter
For Sale. The highly-bred Red Irish Setter Bitch

"Grouse", hv Pan II, out ot Bell C. This isone of" the
best-bred ck-Vs in California. Will be sold reasonable-

Information" ot .las Norton. 87JS Garden St.. het lith and
Tth Sts.. near Harrison St., City, where bitch may be

It. LIDDLE & SON,
. 538 Washinton St., S. P.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FELL Lli\E OF FISHING TACKLE

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

gS-Orders hy mall receive prompt attention

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at land 2 cents

per square yardF WM. WAINWRIUHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

0. S. A.

WE ABE THE

L

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-127 MARKET ST., S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

flly latest patent on my carta la May 31st. 1892, No.
475,974.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

^They are the lightest and strongest and are made Irom
the best selected meterial. Nothing but the Dalzell
Onti-nnlal Axle used, which is the best axle made.
Tbey are the lightest running, hold the oil the longest,
and no dust can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination carts superior to any other.
Frnu-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

this speeding cart.
In ordering carts please state size of axle and height

ol wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

H. C. Shaw Plow Works, agent, Stockton, Cal.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

BILZ CART.

We are the

Sole Agents for

San- Francisco

Sacramento,

FROU FROU,

2:2S 1-1
In a race to

BILZ CART.

S.F.{BAKER& HAMILTON} Sacto

Call and see them. Just what y

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OP

W. W. GREENER, PARKER BROS., L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st-

O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.
SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods,

CATALOGUES.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue. 1

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

The L, Ci SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ABE TOOK DEALBB FOB THEU.

•end for LUnrtiated Catalogue.

—M l NUTACTPBIDBT=
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

rmsMiRn to u «'. smiTM Fulton. N. ?.

Preston's fence wire;
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Very visible. Injury to Slorl* ImpoKHiblcv
Madeof Ifo. 13SPRING STKKLWirr L.ii

Will not Mini or brenU. Nearly double the Bl .•-.mii.

of nny other. Requires no may*. Bunsal
lo the pound JjSr Uwed by lenillna Breeder*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N-Y.
or address SCHODER, JOHNSON 4. CO., Lo« Angeles Cal.

HAWt.FY BROS. HARDWARE CO.. Pan Francicco. CM.

Caslly and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It: It

he does not keep It, write for sample and price.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under this heading GO cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

BAYSWATER STOCK.
bargain, or will i

HEINLEN,.San .

Finely hred horses and mares
of this noted breed for sale at a

bange fur ealtle. Address J.

SMITHPR PARM Young well-bred stock for saleouuinr.n rnnm. First-ciass breeding farm, oootr
track. Horses trained ami boarded. ECxoellenl pa.Mur-
age. Address SOUTIIKl: FARM, GILHKRT TOM?
kins, Proprietor, Ban Leandro.

Cleveland Ba v
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aherdeen-Angiis and
Galloway cattle. Y'oungstock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted in be pore bred, rr-rorded and aver-
age breeders*. Address GKO. a. WILEY, ciakwatd
Park Stork Farm, Danville, Contra OOSta Co., CU.

1883, died April, 1M«I,
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17}*, Homestake, 2:16)£, etc).
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flum Belle, 234, "lav Dnke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandstre of SllHfl Sklrm.-'r, J 17,;
Gran diss!mo, 2:'_>7;y (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23k >. Stallions, hr-Kxlman-s, (lilies and car-
riage horses, the get of the uhove stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FR1LD W. LOKBKR, Su Helena,
Cal.

PPTFR ^AYF £ QHM L1 '"'
l: House, San Francisco,TLILH ORAL 0t OUrl, fal.-Importers and Breeders

lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds SASISMSS&
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. CM Market St, S. F.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

GET ONE FROM YOUR NEWSDEALER.
IT'S IMMENSE!

YOU'LL HE DELIGHTED
From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 to end 75 " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published senil-monthly during the racing

and Is but 810 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Brnadwsv. X*w York City.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, •""^
ICubebs and Injections.

(ff^\f{
I Tbey cure in48 hours the V_y
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience, SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

RIPANSTABULES ragulAt&a

purify t lie 111."- 1: nronafcitnd ell"iv-#
nial ;ttie b- i

i
-. nfos*

,«3l/iti.|i -
. I'.! I

... Ii.\ *jgS* **9/iri«lH.'i u.-ii. Dili

flWUvSp' cunntipoUon, dycpep^lft, chronic*»—=-^ hviT trouble*, dyBenlerj • bad oom-J
pl(>xlnn,(ltExtnrMi,i<iT>-ii.' Ive breath J
and nil disorders <>r Hi" Btomacb.2

• liver nnd bowrln. Ono tabu iintt*n>«
allot lake one at meal ttma 8- m b* i-ntusW* A*
• trial bottle wni by mull on reueipt of loecDta *
• KIFANS CM k\tii\\ ].<'<> .. 10 Spruce St., New York. •

Go to ** 3\fc«.3rG*3"

CALIFORNIA MARKET
FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

ADVERTISING IN' ENGLAND,
BTJBOPBAN CONTINENT, KTCSELLS

ADVERTISING AGENt V, LTD.
Capitol 1260,000, HAnry BoU, Manager, (editor mid

ftnmda PreM.*)

Full partli n anting British
Advertisini.-. lample papi

i it, or at

NKW YORK OFFIC*K,2l Park Row, Gnu .
'
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San Francisco and North

:

Pacific Railway.

THK DO.VAHl'K BBOADIiAlliB BOITE.

COMMENCING SINDAY, NOV. 20. 1892, iSD on-

III furtuer notice, boats unJ trains will leave from and
San Francisco Passenger L*pot, Market-

WCO FOR POIXT TIBCROX,
BKLVKDKKK AND SAX RAFAEL

.,.; 3.30.5.05,6.20 p.m.
n trip at 1.50 p.m.

L30,&JD, 5.00,6.20 p.m.
- S FRANCISCO.

9.90a.m.; 12.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.
Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

«nnd»v- - :"'**•' 11
' -"' P- m -

Ri iX TO SAX FRANCISCO.
4.05, 5.35 p.m.

An ex in* trip lit 6.55 p.m.
L 6, 5-30, 6.55 p.m.

i. -..-.: B

Sa i
.- mndaoo

Ar
Destination

| San Fr
ive
ancico.

Week
PAYS

Wkee
hays

Box- 1 SlTN-
1

DAYS

7:40 a M
3:30 fm
5:05 PM

S:00am
9:30 AM
5:00 pm

peIa.r. I'SSiSIJSiU

7:40 am
3:50 PM

S.-OOaM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, i ]
10:30 a
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7:40 am) 8:00 a m
SiWra | 5:00 PM

Sevastopol. j 10:40 a 1
10:30 a

|
6:05 P 1 6:10 P

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mart West Springs;
at Gevserville for iSfcagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,

Goalala and Point Arena : at Cloverdale for theGeysers;
at Pieta for Highla nd Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakepon and Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs: at Ukiah for \ ichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs. Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, wlUits, Cahto, Mendocino City, Fori
Bragg, Wesiport, Usal. Hydesville and Eureka.
EXCURSIOX TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, {L50 : to Santa Rosa, *2.25 ; to Healdsburg.
|3,40; to Cloverdale, H.50; to Hopland, 35.70; to Ukiah.
$6.75; to Sebastopol. S2.70: to Guerneville, $3.7o; to Sono-
ma. (1.50; to Glen Ellen 81.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma,*!; to Santa Rosa, 81.50; to Healdsburg, 52.25:

to Cloverdale, $3: to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, f3.S0; to

Sebasiopol, gl.SO ; to GuernervUle, |2.5n , to Sonoma, ?1 ; to

Glen Ellen, #1.20.

H. C. WHITIXG. General Manager.
TETER J. McGLVXX. Gen. Pass, a TkU Agt.
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Rules and Regulations
—Or IHD—

KTATIO ISTjSi.ILt

Trotting Association

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rales.

PRICE BY MATT.,

National Trotting Ase'n Rules - 30c

Blood Horse Rules - 30c

For Sale at the Ofllce of tbe

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Str?et, S. F., Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY HARLES MARVIN.

Thl* gn-at practical horse book
bound in cloth,

i

handsome.- »*i I'i

wired i

uperbl? LUosl i ilalns In every
the remarkable uoocm .t CHARLES ma B.VTU

ami the loda panned m I'aioAito
B, iboelng, sailing, driving, kt-ep-

Inir. nw-ing and iinn-oiii*; trotters.

. say s of
et OD) all the

and It in ho simple and plain tliat
trainer or nibiXT who lias any

i- a yearling and
and fullest •-.ti.-nt that colt'a

d Hi" BO
and shit!]

try nibtn-ron our farm."
1 postpaid fur •3.50. Addreas

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
IIS Bush SL.Kan Frandsoo, Oal.

pto

"RECEPTION,"
JOB hlTTKU KTHKBT. 8. F.

Choice Liquors
•HIVATE ROOMS. nl'IN.w.:

J. 11. PARKER & CO

BEEEDEE & SPORTSMAN

STALLION SERVICE BOOK,
WITH CERTIFICATE ATTACHED.

IFVEIIOIES, OBO-HiTr SI.OO.

Stallion used JtWOWJ$..%£mch,~12Q^
Mure Bredjfldolb,%_ RecordZJS'A Foaled. ASSO.
ĉ ™dyMay. mMi/.(MiM&. bh&usj.
Sire JlltwCC(£..G.QO...Dam.Ma£U}/l&L'.of~-

Sire of Dam^WMm^^^aMhlJ^i/,. 31

Owned by\.^S.tM&^.^M^.cjf^dtM{?tc7Z/.

j*mL _When received

Remarks.. Jo A&. A'ta£lcdy.^ii^/d}

.

Date. Served. Refds'd Date.

April. .

do.

do.

do.

Served. Refus'd Date. Served. Relus'd

.1 .

...IZ.. .A3...

4 ..£...
•

do.

do.

do.

/ft

do. ?/ ..Zy...

do. J.Q.. ..... . .J.5,..

Z2 4-

do. jr.

.

.26...

do.

do.

do.

.J/... do.

do.

do. •

do.

do. ..3D...

Aa
Date of Foaling.

Color, Sex and Description oj Foal r.bCU/...C{i£^'.....j

aiL....MmLfL.j.fw£..m^^

Mare returned ..^/u/^..J^/^i'low ke^t.a£a^...(MzS

Q.LOMI. 2iv.iii;..a/MU&.Ate/djM..^

Extras 'V&liiMiyaAif.. G7U'..caIk...d..££. (.

Terms / /.O.Q.JoizM/cA&aAm'JU.

General Remarks ^SaM.J^J/l:'6.i£^/M

The Book is Handsomely Bound in Red Leather aDd indexed; con-
tains 100 pages, printed on good paper.

A NEW FEATURE.
The service table shows on what dates the mare refused to take the horse, as well as the dates

on which she was served.

The Best Pocket Stallion Service Book in the Market.
tXII FOR 0\E.

BREEDER & f-PORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - - San Francisco, Oal.

VETERINARY.

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the American Veterinary Oolle?*, Vnl-

versity of the Slate of New York. Telephone. 3306. Of-
fice and Residence, American Veterinary Hospital, KMHoward St. Free clinic to the poor. Attendance and
consultations in the country.

DRE.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
510 GOLDEX GATE AVE., AEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City
and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Rus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
adyice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. -157

O. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MAKKET SL

TELEPHONE So. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence asd Viteeixaet Isfieiiaby,
So. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco

Take Sutler or McAllister Street Cars,

Telephone 3069.

C3- OPE.\ DAY A\l) MGHT. -«a
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

D. V. S. OIoxtreal)
M. R. C. V. S. (London)

F. W. SKAIFE,
VETERINARY Sl'RGEO.V

Uanine Diseases a Specialty. Office: 502TaylorSt.

M. R. C. V. &., F. E. V. M. R.

V E T E R I X A R Y SURGEOX,
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 412S.

Branch ofEees—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 529
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeoo.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Rbsidknce—1342 BCSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DANIELS
All Forged Genuine Steel

Polished Bits.

!

ROD'S INJECTION
A PERMANENT CURE!
in from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate
caoes; enaranteed not to produce Stricture;
no eickenin? doeee ; and no inconvenience
or loss of time. Recommended by puysic
ans and Bold by all druggists. J. Ferre",

,

successor to Brou), Pnarmacien, Paris. (

REGISTERED IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AND IS THE

DOTTED STATES.

No. 1 Elbow.

le by :ill dealers in Saddlery, or by
Send fur Special I.i-i.

OVER

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS

HAVE

BEE.V -HI. II.

Safe, Reliable.

finish

rysuRPASSEV
Do not be deceived

Look tor the

-TRADE MARK—

V.Brodhurst&Co.,

Milken*.

I"o Athlete?, Cyclists, Btmebnll it Fnotballlnts.
Horse-baric rider*. Ltuxers nnil Oar-nun;

when you want to ride. run. walk, row, »kat<
or swim a long distanc e, I sfc.

ANTI-STIFF

CO

No. 3157 Buxton Coach.

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

ISUSftSP VETERINARY COLLEGE,
The meet taocowful co.Ic«q on t*iit» continent. For further purtfculmTi addrt-tw tbe ik-cret.irT.

JUs. UUUJbtKMi AI. it.C". V. ?>., i^aT-^O^U Slutc Si., t bieafio. IU

ti-< a marvel'ius preparatiin for Strenrthenine th."

lascular System. With Ami Stiff there is no faill
vonired;'t (row straitrht for tbe mn^clus and you car
eel it at work. It his a peculiarly wan. ;

m<i eUmuiatintr effect on all weak or Ftin nmi
iinews. Quick in its actinn, cleanly and pleasant in use
i:ul^ it into the muscles every- uiifut f"ra fortnight, anr-

fouwill be pleased at its supporting mdJ ptrencthenini
jiropertjea. There is not, nor has l>een. anythiuir like il

till now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocations and
Liniment^, both m Bnb^tanOfi and effect. Some AthleteJ
are eo lond of it tbat they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00.

E. FOUGERA & CO.. AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. W1LIAM ST.. 1.

1
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DRINK GEYSER TABLE WATER.
BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

BEWARE OIF* IMITATIONS.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE FOUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

BOTTLED AT
THE CEXSERS

CALIFORNIA.U.S.A.

GEYSER WATER C!
INCORPORATED

|
NLWyORK CHICAGO

5AN FRANCISCO

3,C«naJ-jBj£<l {"<•£ P

LAYTHI5 BOTTLE ON ITS SIDEIU/ICOOLPWCt.
ft/S WATER ISSUES FROM TIIEERRTHglRTtnPERniilRE

OfZIZ •fll/D/5 THEONLYWATERONTHEHffiKETTiVtriS

„B MOILED IIINATURES LRBDRRTDRY
^NATURAL MINERAL WATER CRISPANO 5PRPKLINd-

fts N TABLE WATER HH5NOEOOAL,
ENDORSEDBV THE LEADING PHYSICIANS

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLEY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFEICE, 29 STEUART STREET.
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Horse Clothing", Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc., Etc.
AT

OF IN EYCELLBXCE OF QCALITV, ELEGANCE OF PATTERN AND VARIETY
OK STVLK AND GRADES NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness 203.205 mason st ., s. f.

AN

INFALLIBLE

CURE
FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Pat up in one style only.

Price, $3.00.

A. P. BUSH & GO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada,

Beware of Imitations.

«n
Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world

to be ^%|M I %# preparation in the world that
the wlTlI— T will remove a Bone Spavin after

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidine for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."
N.B.—Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by BIr. MacDonough, and the
winner of many big* stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with Ossidine. We also have
authority to refer "to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.
S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. X. Crittenton, A. K. Van Nest .fe Co.. and
CXI- Moseman ,fc Uro., New York City; Becker i Wick-
ser, Buffalo, N.Y.; George De B. Keim & Co.,Philadel-
jiliia. Pa.; Morrison, Plummcr ifc Co.. and Peter Van
Schaack & Sons, Otiicaco, III. ; John D.Park & Sons, Cin-
cinnati, 0.: F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, 0.; Floyd &
Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Meyer Eros.
Drug Co., St. Louis, Mo.; J. It. Cook & Co., Kansas City,
Mo. ; Mack &, Co., San Francisco, Cal. ; Rnbinson-Pettett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine G-lidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CIO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

=Parties wishing to buy =
•F-TXIFt TNTITU:

Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
Thta doom 1 of the largest Furniture Miimifiiciiir.-rs on the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

bOtMMTtmeatOl my Clmlrsnnd Boclcers, Etc. All their furniture

l hey ills.) curry B large BtOClE OfOffice Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET,

llrtwrrn Third nnil Fourth Btreeta, BAN FRANCISCO.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

YOUR STALLION,
DON'T "HIDE HIS LIGHT

UNDER A BUSHEL,"
BUT

GIVE HIM A CHANCE.
A DVERTISE HIM, and do it in plenty of time to attract the attention of owners

of fine broodmares to his merits before they have made other arrangements for

the coming season.

Put Him in the Breeder and Sportsman
And you will reach all the breeders on this Coast. Headquarters for furnishing

Stallion Pictures,

Stallion Cards,

Catalogues,

Pedigrees, Folders,

Contracts, Bills, Etc.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THIS DEPARTMENT OF OUR BUSINESS.

WE HAVE

Unrivaled Facilities for Looking Up Pedigrees
AJVD DOIiVG ACCURATE AND HANDSOME WORK.

Promptness,GoodWork,LowPrices

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

TOOMETS NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.

UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST EUNNEE.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST EEOOED-MAKEE.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SULKY HAVE BEEN THE
MEANb OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 IN THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL. BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other oae sulky made. If you want the
best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one ot our newest style, which yon wili find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and yourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO. Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do your work as i

should be done.

ESTABLISHED 1863.

THOS. MEHERIN,
AGENT FOB THE CALIFORNIA N0R3EBY CO.

Largest and Most Complete Stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees on the Pacific Coast.
Apples, Almonds, Apricot, Pear, Prune, Plum, Peach and Cherry.

Also Fine Stock Olive*. Oranges, Lemons, Nut Trees and Small Fruits; Magnolias, Camellias,
Palms; Large Stock of Roses, Clematis, Etc., Etc.,

GRASS, CLOVER, VEGETABLE. FLOWER AND TREE SEEDS, TOP ONIONS, Etc.. Etc.
Catalogues Mailed Free. Address

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery St., S. F., Cal.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

A Safe Speedy and Positive Care

The Sftfent, Bent BLISTER overused. TnkeB
trio placo of nil liniments l"T mild or severe action.
Ki'iiwves nil Bunches or Blemishes from Ilomei
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- ImfHisaiblc (o produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold Is warranted to give satisfaction
Prlco $1,60 per bottlo. Sold by drucclsts, or
eont by express, charcci paid, with full directions
for lt5 use. Send for descriptive circulars.'

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

Addre?s a letter or posts*! card to
Till: PRESS CLAIMS COJIPANV,

JOHN WEDUERBURN, • • Managing Attorney,
P.O. Box-lCS. WASHINGTON.D.C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS.

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

dntv in the rccnlar Armvnr Xuvt Hncethc war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1S42j and
their widows,now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to nipher rates.
Send for new laws. No charge for advice. No fee
until successful.
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F1VK DOLLARS A YEAR,

The Old Loa- Stable.

Do you remember that stable, boys,

The oue with its deep straw thatch,

With its unhewn logs and chinks between

And oaken door and latch?

Do yon remember that stable, boys,

When spring brought a warmer sun.i

And while we basked in the kindly rays

What wonderful yarns we spun?

Do you remember that stable, boys.

And the ricks of fragrant hay,

Where so oft we met on moonlight nights

With the neighbor boys to play ?

Do you remember that stable, boys,

And the stories of ghosts so white.

And you had to pass by the graveyard lone

To your home in the waning light?

Do you remember that stable, boys,

When the ground was cold and bare,

And we cut a slice with the old hay knife

And foddered the cattle there?

Do you remember that stable, boys,

When the snow was drifting deep,

And the inmates dumb from the blinding- storm

Were safe and sound asleep?

Do you remember that stable, boys,

But why do I ask this of you
When to naught of my own of all that's past

Is memory more fond and true?

Yes, you'll remember that stable, boys.

And the scent of the new-mown hay,

Till over the hill the sun is gone
And the earth has faded away.

—G. W. Crofts in Inter Ocean.

IDLEWILD'S FOUR-MILE RACE.

How the G-reat One-Eyed Mare Defeated
Jerome Edgar.

When the late Captain Thomas G. Moore, the well-known

turfman, was asked shortly before his death what one of the

numerous racehorses he had ever owned he thought the most

of he answered, unhesitatingly, " Idlewild, sir, by long odds.

On the day that she ran her four miles in 7:26}, over the deep

and slow course on Long Island, she recorded a better perfor-

mance, in my opinion, than Lexington, Lecompte, Ten
Broeck, Fellowcraft or any other fast four-milers of my day.

Yes, sir; I think that one-eyed mare that day was the be.=(

four-miler ever stripped on an American race course. She
carried 117 pounds, as a four-year-old mare, and galloped

four miles on a slow track in 7:26)-. Match it if you can."

And now that the former owner of MolHe Jackson, Stone-

wall Jackson, Privateer, Foster, Idlewild and a number of

other great long-distance horses has left the arena of life, few

will gainsay his statement as to the great merit of Idlewild's

four miles at Centerville, Long Island. Foaled in 18">9, Idle-

wild, in the spring of 18GS, at Paterson and Philadelphia as a
four-year-old, had shown some good performances, as noted in

my two last sketches of early racing at those two places.

After the -Suffolk Park meeting in June closed with some
meritorious races on the last two days between the horses Cap-
tain Moore and Lodi, also Jerome Edgar and John Morgan,
and two wins by Mammona, the horses were pointed for a
race meeting two weeks later at Centerville, Long Island.
Idlewild and Blackbird had been matched at Suffolk Park for

$10,000, three-mile heats, but the latter paid forfeit, after Idle-
wild's two-mile heat win on the opening day from John Mor-
gan and Reporter.
Two weeks later, on June 25, 1803, a three day's race meet-

ing at Centerville was begun. It was gotten up under the
auspices of Captain T. G. Moore, the cause for his sponsor-
ship of the meet being a somewhat peculiar one. In short,
his mare Idlewild was so good that the embroyo Saratoga
Racing Association, which was to open its race course at the

Springs in the following August, had barred Idlewild out

from its prospectus of purses and stakes. This unprecedented
action was taken to insure the entry of other horses, who
would not compete against the great mare for second monev,
and the Passaic Agricultural Society of Paterson took the

same action as to Idlewild in its fall announcements for 1S68.

James S. Watson's horse Captain Moore was also barred from
one stake at Saratoga and two at Paterson.

These rather unsportsmanlike actions left Tom Moore with
virtually no alternative but to take his strong stable West
again, and as a sort of farewell to the Eastern turf public he
arranged the three days' meeting at Centreville, ably aisisted

by James McGowan, who was the secretary of the course. If

any of those early friends of Secretary McG-owan, or later ones

at Brighton Beach either, wish to extend to him the greetings

of theseason in Brooklyn they can find out bis address at the

office of The Sporting World. One of the few old timers left

to connect past racing to the present James McGowan is well

deserving of substantial sympathy in his present enforced re-

tiren-ent

So by the last week in June the stables at Centreville, L, I.

found many ofthe horses domiciled therewho had been racing

at Paterson and Suffolk Park. The railroad facilities for get-

ting to the course, however, were very primitive and decidedly

unequal to the demand, and most people who could went by
road in preference. On the first day the sport was of a light

order, only two races taking place. Dr. Weldon's Lizzie W.,
3years, by Scythian, S7 pounds, won one at mile heals, beat-

ing F. G. Murphy's Southerner, 3 years, by Oliver, 90 pounds,
in two heats, 1:47| and 1:48 J. The other, a mile and a quar-
ter, went to T. G. Moore's Mammona, 5 years, by Sovereign,

111 pounds, who defeated two others in 2:14. Betting—Mam-
mona 100 to 10; and Auctioneer Underwood could get few
takers for the short end at that.

The second day's sport, however, was the best of the series

and drew out fully 3,000 people. A faur-mile dash was the

attraction with Idlewild, Reporter, Jerome Edgar, and Dan-
gerous as entries, and as the track was in as good order as it

could be made, fast time was looked for. But compared with

the specially prepared courses of to-day the old Centreville

courses was away behind in speed. At the track Reporter was
found to be lame, and he was scratched, but Mr. Francis Mor-
ris started instead of Dangerous, by Bonnie Scotland, a very

handsome chestnut horse and a fair performer also. Mr. John
M. Clay was represented bv Jerome Edgar, by Star Davis,

who had won good races at Paterson and Suffolk Park, while
Idlewild started for " Tom " Moore.
With Davison to ride Dangerous, Gilpatrick Jerome Ed-

gar and Patton Idlewild, the three horses were well served in

the matter of jockeyship, but the pools at Idlewild $100, field

$25, looked as if the race was considered a foregone conclusion

for the one-eyed mare. Jerome Edgar wastbought to be a bit

short of work, but the contrary was the case, and he ran a

great race. So good, that had any of his people imagined he
would show four miles over that slow course in 7:27 he would
have been backed to beat Idlewild or any other horse that

could be produced against him. Dangerous was only consid-

ered as a possibility.

In her preliminary Idlewild came out with bandages on her
legs, which looked rather ominous to her backers, but aa she

moved up the stretch like a bird with her blind eye, the left

one, to the crowd, she looked fit to run for a kingdom. < V»l

one! W. G. Buford, of Kentucky, who bred the great mare,

and Mollie Jackson as well, had a side bet with John M. (lay,

owner of Jerome Edgar, the two gentlemen betting on time.

Fashion's 7:32A was previously the best four miles ever run in

this vicinity, and wagers were freely offered and made at Cen-
terville that both Idlewild and Edgar would beat it. And
they did by a long ways.
The saddling of the three horses over, the " toilet " of each

having been witnessed by an interested crowd, the course was
cleared for the race. In thtMrawing- for positions I>angerous

got the pole, Idlewild the second plaee and Jerome E<l^ar the

OUtside, the latter -etting the pace in the first mile slow, with

Idlewild next and Dangerous last, the three horses a couple of

lengths apart. This mile was run in the slow time of 1:59,

and Edgar's owner at once signalled Gilpatrick to "go on"
with his horse, which he did, running the second mile in

1:48}. But Patton on Idlewild, never letting go ofthe mare's

head, was right with him, shadowing him closely, a couple of

lengths back, ane ending the third mile, run in 1:61. Jerome
Edgar's three lengths' lend of Idlewild was still the same.

Here Dangerous was plainly beaten, but the Other two were
going so strongly that it was plain to be seen that the last

mile would show a faster pace than any yet. And so i

proved, for beginning the laH mile the leader increased his

clip, and as Patton let out a wrap on Idlewild, the mare did
the same. On the backstretch Idlewild began to Hose the
gap, which set the crowd shouting, and at the half she was
close behind Jerome Edgar. " treading on his heels," in turf
parlance. The run to the three-quarter saw her close up to

Jerome Edgar's neck, but the latter gamely held her there as
they swung into tbe homestretch nearly level. As the two
horses came rushing home neck-and-neck the crowd went
wild with excitement, as neither jockev had vet gone to the
bat.

But nearing the la«t furlong GUpatrick's whip hand was
seen to rise and fall, and his spurs were driven home on
Jerome Edgar's shining flanks to hold his place. But the one-
eyed mare alongside of him. relentless as fate, began drawing
away under a pull, inch by inch, but still leaving Jerome
Edgar behind at every jump. Then the crowd set up a roar

of greeting as the two horses dashed past, Idlewild under a
pull with her ears pricked, beating game and stout Jerome
Edgar only a scant two lengths. Dangerous was at the fur-

long pole when the others finished.

The time when hung out, 7:20], was matter for fresh

applause. The last mile was run in 1:473, 'he fastest of the

four, and all hands knew that they had seen the best four mile
race from a weight and track standpoint ever run in America
up to that day. Lexington's 7:19? and 7:23] at Xew Orleans
were made on the speciallv prepared Metairie Race Course,

while that great horse, Idlewild's sire, only had up 103 and
1033 pounds in each race, and he by January racing rules a
five-year-old. Yet Idlewild, a mare, put up 117 pounds as a
four-year-old and recorded 7:26} at Centerville. It was a

great performance. Twelve years later her son Wildidle, at

Pan Francisco, ran four miles in 7:25| with 114 pounds, and
Willian Lakeland up, beating Grinslead for the Wise plate.

Truly a family of four nailers—Lexington, Idlewild. Wild-
idle. Father and daughter each run four miles in the best

times of their day, and then the grandson of the horse and
the son of the mare almost equals the deeds of each. I say

almost, for while Wildidle beats his mothers time three-quar-

ters of a second, from a time and track standpoint, all conser-

vative students of racing will look on Idlewild's race as the

best by long odds. The old mare was well nigh invincible on
that noteworthy dav, in the leafy month of June, 1863, over

•he old Centreville course.—The Gleaner in the HorseWorld^

The Oregon Trotter, Jane L.

Jane L., a mare that was bred in Oregon about ten years ago,

and that while still owned in the far West made a record of

2:19K is in foal to Wilton. Out on the Pacific Coast Jane L.

in her day was quite a trotter, and so sanguine were those who

had seen her perform that she would be a good one in the 2.20

dais through the big circuits of the East that they finally

brought poolseller Armstrong, who was West for his health

one winter, to the same way of thinking, the resolt being thai

when he came home he brought tin- mare with him. For

some reason, which has never been explained to those who

were familiar with the mare's history, she was never able after

leaving her birth-place to -.how anything like the speed that

had made her locally famous out there. Tbe spring after

Armstrong brought the mare from California she was placed

in John Splan's stable, but the best that master of the train-

er's art could get from her was a mile in about 2:21. Sinoe

then she has been in the breeding ranks, and ought to

accomplish something as a producer, being fairly well bred.

She is bv Bambletontan Mambrioo, and nut of Mollie

Welch (dam of Hannibal .Jr.. 227] f,
by Paul Joneft. Ham-

bletoniati Mamhrinn, the sire <>f Jane L.. was bred by E, S.

Wad-wnrth, of this citv, twenty-one years ago. Mr. Wada-

WOrtb being at that time the owner of Menelau-, a 800 "t

Kvsdvk'- ETambletonian that was bred by Mr. Chaa Backman
ETambletonian Mambrioo was purchased from Mr. Wudsworth

when asuckling and taken to Oregon, lie is now the -in- of

eight representative, in tin- 2rfJ0 li-'. tWO of them having

iter than 2:20, and considering the limited opportu-

nities afforded him bv the claffl of marc that 01

came to an Oregon stallion, has done remarkably

well. In fad noroeof the far west hnrsemeD who
qiminted with Electioneer and have also hail a char

ing Mambletonian Mambrino say that the two ho
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greatlv alike in ninny respect* and lhat had the Oregon stal-

lion been so fortunate as to be placed at the head of a great

inn early in life he would have m:tde a great name for

himself as a »re. Mene1au*s the sire of Bambletonian Mam-
brino, was in some respects a queersort of a horse and barring

the Tact i hm 1^ vasa eon of Hambletonian there was not much
mmend him in the eyes of a horseman, and when it

came t<> the question of speed it is doubtful if he could go ten

miles an hour at any gait; at one time he was, through the

courtesy of Congressman John L. Mitchell of Milwaukee, kept

on that gentleman's farm, but Mr. Mitchell did not fancy the

brown stallion and bred no mares to him. Menelaus died in

] his 2:30 list consists of eight trotters and two pacers,

.'liter Altoona having a record of 2:16j pacing, and

itting. In addition to this three sons of Menelaus

ffere s ; rKV f 2.30 speed at the close of 1891, so that although

the old ! not so much of a success as some other sons

of Hambletonian he was nevertheless an addition to the horse-

breeding interests to this part of the country. His dam was

Bull, a daughter of Long Island Blackhawk that also

d Black's Hambletonian, the sire of four in the ^:30

list : Harablehawk, the sire of two, and Blue Grass, the sire of

one, these figures being to the close of 1S92. This season there

appears in the list of new sires the name of Romeo, a horse

that was the fastest of the get of Menelaus. During his colt-

hood Romeo was kept tn Chicago, where he was bred, and fre-

quentlv shown at speed up and down one of the streets in the

outskirts of the city with a boy on his back. He was one of

the bold going kind, reminding; those who saw him of Dexter,

but various circumstances combined to prevent his making as

East a record as his speed entitled him to. his best mark being

only a trifle inside of 2:30—Dunton's Spirit of the Turf.
*

Australian Horse Notes.

The Horse.

TFirst of the eleventh Lane conrse of public lectures, delivered Jan-
uary 13. 1898, by IJ$. L. C. Lane, at Cooper Medical College, San Fran-
cisco.]

*

Ilium, by Idalinm, carried 107 pounds and ran second to

The Bud in the Nidric handicap.

Ninety-one pounds is now fixed as the lowest weight in

any handicap on the flat in New South Wales.

Lord Coxcomb, by Chesterfield, ran second in hurdle
race at Moonee Yallev, Melbourne, packing 142 pounds.

At Maribvrnong, Melbourne, Submission, by The Hook,
won The Horatio handicap, running the four furlongs in 49
seconds.

The Sandhurst Cup, one and one-half miles, was won by
W. Osborne's Leviathan, 110 pounds. Leviathan is by The
Hook, now owned by E. J. Baldwin.

Moscow, three years, by Suwarrow, ran second in the open
welter handicap, at Aspendale Park, Melbourne, and won
welter handicap at Epsom. Suwarrow, the sire, is now owned
by W. OB. Macdonongh.

Little Bernie. by Cheviot, won the Kosehill December
Stakes on December 10th, 122 pounds, beating a field of
twenty-two (one and one-quarter miles and 100 yards). By
the courtesy of Mr. Hart, chief officer of the Mariposa, we
have seen a telegram that Little Bernie, with 113 pounds up,
won the Summer Cup, one and one-half miles.

An interesting account of old Hogmanay's performances
has been compiled by "Javelin." " By way of showing how
Hogmanay's favors have been distributed, the amounts rea-
lized in excess of his selling prices by the various clubs on
whose courses he has run total £2,071 for twenty-four races.

He has won races on seventeen different courses, viz., Towong,
Flemington, Dowling Forest, Richfield, Dandenong, Oakleigh
Park. Miners' Rest, Sherwood Park, Moonee Valley, Caul-
lield, Sandown Park, Elsternwick Park, Mentone, Williams-
town. Aspendale Park and Epsom. He won sis races in 1SS6,
two in 1S87, nine in 1888, four in 1SS9, thirteen in 1890,
seven in 1891 and six in 1892 ; it will therefore be seen that
the old fellow's most successful season was when he was ten
years old. During Hogmanay's long career on the turf he
has frequently changed hands, but a majority of his most
recent victories have been in a great measure due to the skill-

ful treatment at his present mentor, Mr. I. T. Carslake, of
Caultield. whose exceptional skill in patching up cripples is

proverbial. That Hogmanay was one of these is undeniable,
but in the hands of his clever trainer his blemishes appear to
have become callous, and as age apparently cannot wither
him, it is possible lhat the gallant old gelding may go on win-
ning selling races ad Hogmanay's winnings in
stakes alone aggregate £4,500."

Horsemen, Attention!

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, Fellow Royal College Veterinary Sur-

geons, was elected Fellow of the Royal Physical Society of

Edinburgh (instituded in 1771; last month, in consideration

of his microscopical investigations. This is quite a valuable

recognition by his fellow-countrymen, although he is far

away. Dr. Bowhill has been delivering a series of lectures
on bacteriology at the University of California, medical de-
partment, during the past year. His work was well received,
and he will continue the course through the present session.
Thed icttir i- fitting up a laboratory, and will be thankful for
any gpedmeiui from diseased and dwarf animals that our
stockmen may have any rjoabts about. The specimens to be
of any use must be preserved in alcohol and forwarded to this
office without delay, and Ihe history of the case from which
the specimen obtaine 1. Dr. Bowhill also agrees to visit locali-
ties within fifty miles of Ran Francisco to investigate animal
diseases, the only charge being the actual expenses.

Owners of Sidney Foals.

Editor Bbeedxb lsd Sportsman :—I wish to notify the
owner () f Sidney colls that all foals of 1890 by him, regardless

of ownership, are in the Stallion Representative Stakes of

irorth not less than $10,000, all forfeits
within ten days of i that all of the get of

Sidney foaled in 1891 are eligible t<> three races (Stallion
Representative Stakes, Kentucky), to be trotted respectively

1894 and 1895, each wort! [n each of these
isl be paid by those expecting to >tart June 1st

of yes .- of race. W. \\\ Mrndrhhall.

[Awiian. of Payette, tdabo, is offering Florence R.,
-:-';' by Xn- She has two colts, a yearling
and j weanling, thai shows her to be a Qrst^class producer.

. T tb tiles euro constipation.

Before entering on the consideration of tbeboree, the subject selected

for this address, some prefatory remarks should precede in which

his place in the animal kingdom shall be indicated.

A century ago the first practical classification of the animal kingdom

was given the world by Cnvier, a French naturalist. Prior to this,

Linnajus divided natural objects into three groups, viz., minerals,

which grow ; plants, which grow and live, and animals, which grow,

live and feel. Such a classification aided the naturalist and student

but little in their work. Cuvier, from his exhaustive study of ani-

mated nature, discovered that though these exist there in finite variety

and boundless diversity, yet on surveying the subject comprehensively

he saw that the countless individuals of the animal kingdom could be

separated, according to their structure, into four grand divisiout, as.

follows

:

1. The vertebrates or backbones, in which there exist a brain and
spinal cord contained in a bony case. This class comprises mammals,
birds, reptiles and fishes.

2. The mollusks. which have a soft integument, and the nervous
system is arranged on each side of the intestinal canal. The oyster

i and mussel are representatives of this class.

3. The articnlatia or many-jointed group, of which the nervous
I system lies on the front of the abdominal cavity, and their bodies

j

consist of a succession of soft and hard sections. The bee and aunt
I are examples of the many-jointed class.

•J. The remaining group consists of animals which have bodies of
radiated form, and their nervous system has a star-like disposition;
examples of this class are sponges, star-fishes and the Portuguese
man-of-war. and numerous specimeus of these stellate objects can be
found on the neighboring beach.
Numerous other classifications of the animal kingdom have been

given by those who sought to improve this of Cuvier; yet his slill

remains^ commended by its simplicity and easy application ; so easy,
indeed, that I am sure any of my listeners to whom such classification

has hitherto been unknown will be able hereafter to assign any ani-
mal they may see to its proper place in one of these great divisions.
So great was the fame which Cuvier acquired in natural history,

that his portrait has been honored with a place as a fresco painting
on the ceiling of the Museum of Geology, near the palace of the
Luxembourg. He is there represented in full figure alongside of the
Genius of Science, who, in supernatural form, is teaching him the
natural history of our globe.

If the classes of Cuvier be constructed into a pyramid of four stories,

man may be conceived as standing on the summit, while the broad
base is occupied by the many-jointed and the star-shaped classes, and
just beneath and including the summit stands the mammals, in which
the horse is fonnd.
Mammals which are similar in other respects ere often distinguished

by the number and form of their teeth. The form of,tbe crown of the
tooth tells so much of the history of the animal, that from a fossil

tooth of a species whicb has become extinct) the naturalist decides
the kind of food on which the animal subsisted. Thus the amnsing
story is told of Cuvier that some one brought him a tooth of which it

wasreported that it was one which the Devil had lost. Glancing at it,

he said it had belonged to a carnivorous animal.
The dental formula ot the horse is as follows; Six incisors, two

canines and fourteen molars, above, and six incisors, two canines and
twelve molars, below : in all making forty-two teeth Man has thirty-
two teeth. The canine teeth are often wanting in the mare and some-
times in the horse, and in both they are imperfect. The great num-
ber of the molars which grind the food indicates the horse as an
herbivarons animal. Homer speaks of thesteed "champing his golden
grain." There is a gap. called the bar, between the incisor and molar
teeth, in which the bit rests.

The horse has peculiarly shapen molar teeth, and this shape
characterizes this class of animals. This dental form has enabled the
naturalist to discover the fossil horse, which has been found in the
most of Europe. Northern Africa, Northern Asia and in America. In
America remains of the horse have been discovered which were
in a state of transition between the present species and the original
forms, for, like many other animals, in the course of ages the horse
has undergone many changes in his form. Fossil remains of him show
that he was once a small creature, so small, indeed, that our Shetland
pony would be a giant compared with him. Tn this dirainative form
the "horse's foot was provided with four toes in front and three behind
Such were the feet of the horse in the meiocene age of our earth ; but
as time passed these toes underwent transformations, and finally,
they were fused into their present solipede form.
In obedience to the principles which obtain in the development of

organized beings, the legs of the horse have become simplified from
their primal form, and. when analyzed, the knee of the front foot cor-
responds to the human wrist; the next part named, the cannon bone,
is the middle bone of man's band ; and the next two, called the crown
and the coffin bones, correspond to the second aLd third joints of the
human finger. In the hind legthehoek or knee corresponds toman's
ankle, and the next long bone answers to the third metatarsal bone
in the human foot, and the remaining bones correspond to the first,

second and third joints of the middle or third toe. The part above the
knee corresponds respectively to man's forearm and lower leg. The
horse's hoof corresponds before and behind respectively to the nail of
the middle finger and middle toe. And in the several parts of the limb
are found vestiges or remains of bones which have undergone a dwarf-
ing, in brief, the well-sbapen hoof of the horse was once the nail of
his third toe ; and that toe. after its fellows were dropped, has become
the shapely lee.

The horse, like other solid-footed animals, has no collar bone. And
his stomach is so shapen that it does not permit regurgitation ; hence,
he cannot ruminate or chew the cud, as the cow does. He has mus-
cles by which he moves his skin, a property which uow only possesses
on some parts of his head. Thesense of touch in the horse is best de-
veloped in the upper lip. and by eversion of this part he forcibly shows
his disgust of something, with which he has come in contact by
smelling, touching or tasting.
There are about forty varieties of the horse, and these differ in form

and dimensions. The Shetland horse belongs to the most diminutive
type ; while the Belsium horse nsed in drawing great bur-
dens is of enormous size : so large, heavy and clumsy, that his attempt
to trot is a ludicrous sight- The Arabian horse has a remarkably
short neck ; so short, in fact, that it seems a deformity to one accus-
tomed to the sight of the horses of our country. The most beautifully-
formed horses are to be seen, on a Saturday afternoon, in Regent
street or Hyde Park, in London : the beholder is charmed by their
color, form and movement. One thing, however, pains the American's
eyes ; that is. the cropped tails ofthe horse. Except this, the elegantly-
shapen, mouse-colored and daintiiy-stepping horses there fascinate
and delight the eye. And a similar sight I recall in New York, when,
in the" golden prime "of Bloomingdale Road, horsemen sped there,
their flying teams. Foremost in that maddened scene were Bonner
and Vanderbilt. each wildly trying to leave the other in his dust.
And to me, a witness ot this coursing, the greatest wonder was how
the vehicles in their reckless velocity did not collide and dash each
Other to pieces. In fact, they seemed to solve the priblem in mathe-
matics oftwo lines ever approaching each other, and yet never touch-
ing each other. Or, if they did touch, the driver'^ immunity versified
the doctrine of the Philosopher Berkeley, that impinging bodies do not
touch each other.
In prehistoric periods the horse, with other domestic animals, became

ihe servant of man. and through the care of the latter, the horse has
been improved and much altered in his form. If, however, he be
allowed 10 run wild, his form soon delenorates: be becomes mis
Shapen, hasalarge clumsy head, and his hair becomes frizzled and
of a chestnut bay color. Such wild horses exist on the plains of the
Argentine Republic; they are alsoabundanton the island of Hawaiia.
where the horse, ox. goat, hog and turkey have returned to their wild
state. Mr. Horner, a resident of this island, told me that, however
wild such horses become, they enn be subdued by the Kanaka. When
the latter mounts such a horse the steed cannot dislodge the
rider : the man boldfl hi* place despite the frantic efforts of the horse
in running, jumping, falling and rearing. He reluctantly yields his
liberty, but, when he has done so. the animal remains subdued ever

Is, The old fable told by Horace is retold: The horse
engaging In combat sought an slly in man: the latter, once
seated on the horse's back, remained there ever afterwards. Nor need

[n fable for illustration ; our own State has been mounted
by man; ridera. who. In the form of commissions and other useless
Min-rim- 1

-. are having s pleasurable ride on its capacious back.
The borne is found among all nations, whether cultured, half-civil-

ized or barbarous. The name of the horse and Arabia are closelv in-
be Ifl the most prominent figure in the wars, brigand? in

lore, romance and chivalry of sons of the Sahara. .The love of the
: into the heart «»f sons of the desert. He istheinsep-

mrndeof the chief of the tent ; of him the latter sings and
talks,

Thlfl intimate relationship between this noble animal and the sons
baa furnished some of the most interesting chapters in the

literature of the horse, so that I am Justified In borrowing largely irom

these sources in a lecture on the horse, especially as it will enable me
to bring the generous treatment of the animal by the Mussulman in
contrast with the barbarities often practiced on" the horse bv those
who claim to bavea higher moralitv and a higher culture.
Says an Arab proverb, " The good things of this life and even of the

next are suspended from the hairs between the eves of vour horses."
The prophet gave two-thirds of 'he prize money won in cattle to

those who had accompanied him on the best horses. This inspired
the best care for the horse.
According to Mahometan account, Allah created the horse out of

the south wind, and the work was preceded bv the divine command:
"I will that a creature shall proceed from thee, O wind ! Conduce thy-
self. Then an angel came and presented a handful of this matter to
Allah, who formed of it a dark bay or chestnut horse, and Allah
blessed the animal, saying. ' Good fortune shall attach to the hair
thatfalls between thy eyes.' " And asa sign of glory and good fortune
a star was made in the middle of the forehead of the horse.
After the horse, the first man. Adam, was created, who found him-

self in the presence of the animals, the horse and borak, with the
privilege of choosing which one he preferred. Adam chose the horse,
white the famous animal, borak. was reserved for Mahomet, for, ac'
cording to Moslem tradition, the Prophet made hi* celebrated pil-
grimages to heaven on borak. where, having approached within a
bow-shot of the throne, he received messages from Allah.
After the creation of the horse Allah said :

" I have made nothing
more dear to me than man and the horse." After Adam the first man
to mount the horse was Ishmael.
The Arabians believe that the color of the horse is determined by

the nature ol the eart h on which he lives, and that where the ground
is rocky the color is gray, but in ch. Iky places it is white. As marks
which indicate excellence of blood arid purity of descent are the fol-
lowing : Thin lips, wide nostrils, thin flesh'about the veins of the
head, grace of neck, soft hair of the bodv. neck and tail, and a broad
chest. If he be thoroughbred the horse has no vice, and he will per-
mit no one except his master to mount his hack, such a horse fleetly
carries his master, as well as the arms, food and standard of the lat-
ter.

On the occasion of one of his victories, the conquered tribe pre-
sented to Mahomet five mares. The prophet lovinglv caressed them
with his hand, and said :

" Blessed be ye. O daughters of the wind

!

He who beeps and trains a horse for the cause of Allah shall surely
have his reward : his sins shall be forgiven."
The favorite steed of the prophet was named The Torrent. In the

Koran the horse is named The Treasure, and in his divine book the
Arab is taught to leave nothing undone to find food for his horse. To
do this he is bidden, if it be necessary, to sacrifice the food of his chil-
dren It had been well for the horse if. in the Bible of the Western
nations, some similar command had been written. In reference to
his favorite dog Byron wrote the line: "Denied in heaven the soul
he had on earth." The Moslem endows his horse with the gift of
prayer, and according to him the animal prays three times a dav. In
the morning his supplication is : O. Allah, make me beloved of my
master ! At noon : Do well by my master that he may do well by
me! And he closes the day with the prayer: May mv master enter
Paradise on my back !

As a command to properly care for the horse, a close companion of
the prophet said :

" Love your horses ; tend them well, for they are
deserving of your tender affection. Treat the horse like your 'own
children; nourish them as you nourish the friends of vour fam-
ily ; do nut neglect these commands or you will repent of it here and
hereafter "

As a promise to his faithful followers. Mahomet said that when tbey
had entered Paridise each would ride a horse of rnbies. It was also
said that evil spirits do not enter a tent in which there is a well-bred
horse, and that those who run horses have about themselves the guar-
dianship of angels.
According to ths Arab's religion, money which is spent in the care

of horses is the same as that spent in alms to the poor. Indeed every
grain of barley that is given to the horse is inscribed in the Register of
Good Works.
Abl-EI-Sader, who was a devout lover of the well-bred horse, says

that he has three things long, three things short, three thing broad
and three that are clean. The things which should be long are the
cars, the neck and the forelegs ; the threeshort are the dock, the hind
legs and the back : the three broad things are the forehead, chest and
rhe crupper, and the three clean tnings are the eyes, the skin and the
hoofs. And the eves should be turned inwards like a man who
squints, thus doing like a beantifnl coquette who loves with her eyes,
his sight pierces through his forelock ; and the cavities within "his
nostrils should be wholly black ; and the hair of his fetlock should
resemble the down underneath the eagle's wing, and the frog beneath
his hoof should be akin to the date-stone in hardness.
The rushing courser makes a sound like wings in motion, and bis

neiehing is like the mournful note of a bird. The elegance of a horse
of perfect form is like some picture painted in a palace. The horse,
when of faultless proportions, can stand erect on his feet, and drink
water that flows at his feet.

In this description of the perfect horse Abd-El-Kader reveals his
ardent affection for the horse, and also a glimpse of the poetic vein
which mnsin the Oriental character.
The Arabian care for the horse begins at its birth, for no sooner has

the foal seen the light than ne owner tak^s it in bis arms and runs
up and down amidst the wildest nose and nproa r, in which all the
neighbors join, and these loud sounds being the first which salute the
ears of the young crea ture. he becomes so accustomed to the noise that
no sound can afterward frighten him A praver is then said in which
all join : "May Allah bless thee." and the delighted owner closes with
the exclamation :

" Our Lord Ishmael has entered our tent!"
Soon after the colt is born amulets are hung about its neck. If it be

horn on a journey it is placed on the back of a camel to protect it

from fatigue. When the time arrives for weaning the colt, a band
armed with porcupine quills is placed aronnd its nose.
Among the Arabs it is customary to commence the training of the

horse at a very early age.and in this way he is rendered active.and his
management becomes an easy matter. At the age of eighteen months
he is mounted by n child,who rides him short distances! Thus, in the
work of training the colt, the child soon becomes an expert horseman,
rhe first time the boy mounts the colt he is taughttoexclaim: " Glorv
to Allah who has subjected the horse to us."

In his work of training the Arab never speaks to his horse except in
* low voice, and he never speaks to him in a passion, and any repri-
mand which is needed is given gently. How much better is such
mildness than those harsh tones mingled with profanity which in our
streets one often hears from drivers

!

By his gentle yet patiently continued training the Arab acquires a
control of his horse far beyond anything known among us. His horse
is taught to Maud still by rnerelv throwingthe rein on the ground and
placing a stone on it. Such discipline dispenses with hitching posts
and blocks.
The Arabian proverb is that angels have two missions in this world

:

To preside at marriages and at the coursing of horses.
Racing seems to have been a popular amusement among civilized

men of all ages. The chariot tournament was one of the remarkable
contests in the famous Olympian games. These contests were cele-
brated by Socrates in some of his best lines of eloquence. NearAtbens
are seen the remains of the stadium where games on foot and in
chariots were celebrated. On the banks of the Illis«us which flows
near by. a few years ago I songht for a flower as a memento of the
place where the ancient courser won national glory. The search for
a living flower was in vain, since the plains of Athens, like those of
California, are rainless and parched in summer, yet not to be baffled
I plucked a few stalks of dried grass from that soil which had been a
witness of so many noted events, and is ever memorable as the site on
which Pericles stood and delivered his matchless ovation, the master-
piece of masterpiece of ancient eloquence.
The Arab and his steed are not onlv close companions by day ; by

night thev are often quite as intimately as'sociated. for the master
sleeps resting his head on the recumbent horse's shoulder. Thus the
horse cannot be stolen and the rider has a comfortable pillow.
Among the cavaliers of the Sahara the naming of the horses is a

matter of no small moment : prominent among their names are the
following : The Scout. The Victorious. The Patient. The Savior. The
Perfect. Happiness. The Known. The Noble. The Rapid. The Persever-
ing. The Blessed. The Happv. The Pure, The Gazelle. The Ostrich, The
Coral. The Bride. The I/>cnst. The Rose. The.. Moon, The Dove. The
Ruby, The Docile and The Night These names are tinted with touches
of love, pride, sentiment and chivalry peculiar to the East.

The Arab does not teach his horse to trot, but to gallop, and. if the
latter, the horse is taught three gaits, a short gallop for pleasure, a
strong and regular one for war. and the third one is at full speed,
which is used in racesand fl .ing from danger.
Mahomet had a great n imher of horses: his favorite one was named

Torrent or Running Water, another was given a name which referred
to the beauty of his neich. which sonnded like poetry and mnsical
verse. He had also others which was named on account of some vir-

tue or qaalitv, as The Hill. The Rose. The Swimmer. His followers are
taught topatiently remonstrate with the horse, and thus the animal
learns to avoid his faults. Governor Stanford, who has done more for

the improvement of the horse than any citizen of the West. once said
to me that the horse is the most tractable of animals, and will alwavs
do his master's bidding if he can be made to comprehend whf.t he
wishes: that is. teach a hrirsp what you want him to do. and he will al-
ways do it, The?e words should be posted up wherever horses are usee.
Thus much ill-temper of drivers and pain to horses would be avoided.
The inhabitant of the Sahara nsed great care in feeding his horse,

the latter is fed on camel's milk, bar'ey and dates. The animal is

uever given the compound, so often used with us. of bran, barley, meal
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and water, for it is claimed that such food relaxes and weakens tbe
norse. He is giveu greeu grass, but not dried hay, since the latter Is

believed to weaken and soften tbe muscutous ribre. Camel's milk is

thought to make both mau and horse fleet-footed.

In his wars iu which the conditions to the couquered were tbe Ko-
ran tribute and the sword, Mahomet was usually ou horseoack, though
in one of bis battles be is represented riding a wbite mule. Accord-
ing to his religiou it behooved all to becume expert riders, for. before

entering Paradise, every one must ride a white camel across a bridge

which is as narrow as the edge of a razor. I think those who have
ridden along the trails which aresusoeuded on the sides of the preci-

pices which enclose Yosemite Valley might safely venture ou the

razor-edged bridge.
A horse is said to have once been brought to the prophet covered with

sweat. In his care for tbe auimal Mahomet wiped its face, eyes and
nose with tbe sleeves of bis shirt, whereat his friends, manifesting sur-

prise, he replied that the Angel Gabriel bad ' oinmauded Uim to do
this. And, as all these conditions are treasured up with religious

reverauce, this one has often itisured the horse a good grooming aud
a warm cover after a hard ride. In thus caring for their horses Ma-
homet taught that they were caring for themselves. Even the noble
chieftain is enjoined to labor without blushiug for his horse, his father

and his guest.
The children of tbe desen attach great importance to the color of

their horses. The favorite colors are white, black, bay and chestnut.

The white horse should be as white as a silkeu flag ; aud contrasting

with this the circle of his eyes should be black. The black horse

should be as black as night, in which there_is no star or moon. The
bay should be dark ; aud the chestnut should ue of a white shade.
The dark, dappled gray, similar to the hue of a wild pigeon, is a pop-
ular color.

as proverbs about the color of horses are the following: If one tells

vou he has seen a horse fly in the air. if he tells you be was a chest-

nut, believe him. In a combat agaiusl a chestnut you must have a
chestnut. Again, it one tells you ahorse has safely leaped down a
precipice, ask what color he was ; if he says a bay. believe him. The
warrior fears bis enemy mounted on dark bays, or on dark chestnuts;

on one occasion a chief, seeing his opponents thus horsed, he cried

aloud. " Strike out, andgive your horses heel, for they may overtake
us."
The spotted or niebald horse was an obect of utter contempt, and he

was avoided as a brother to the cow. Of the bay horse it was said

that his color resembled the tints which the setting sun leaves in the

horizon, while the ruuuiug white horse is like a star hurled against
the evil genii. A horse of ill marks is like the hour-poison, thai is, a
poison which kills lis victim iu one hour. Briefly summed up. the
chestnut is the fleetest, aud the most enduring, the bay, the most
spirited the black, and the most blessed one is thehorse with a white
star iu his forehead.
The white feet have a meaning ; such feet are said to have stockings

on ; and if a horse have a white fore foot and a white one behind he
is callel the hand of a writer and the foot of a horseman, aud a mau
riding such a horse is sure to be lucky, since he mouutsauddisraouats
over white. But if the horse have four white stockings and also a
while face, shun him as you would death, since such a horse carries

a shroud with him. for his master or for himself.

Peculiar marks which deviate from uormal form are not infrequent
in mau and in the domestic animals. Superstitiou aud imperfect
knowledge of the laws of organic development have attributed to

such marks some extraordinary signiflcance. Thus, among the

Romans an excrescence fouud sometimes on the foretw-ad of ihe colt

was greatly prized by s -othsayers aud magicians. From this substance,

named hippomanes, the sorcerer culled a portion which would in-

spire love iu him or her who drank it. It was an iugredieut of the
amulet which was believed to influence the lortuue of the bearer.

And in the horse, tufts of hair which appear ou his skin, among the
Orieutals have special meanings. A tuft on tbe neck is specially pre-

cious ; the horsemau sees in this is the linger of the prophet, and such
a one may ride fearlessly, since he has the promise that he will die in

his bed Aud a horse having a tuft which ruus down the whole of tbe
front of the neck is a prize to the owner, since it will bring love, riches

and success, and such a steed ofters the three prayers daily, before re-

ferred to, iu behalf of his master. But a tuft by. the tail denotes
trouble, misery aud famiue ; while one ou the cheek in licates deots.

tears and ruin. But the worst of all is a tuft near the fetlock; for such
a horse pravs twice daily that he may be stolen, and that his master
may die. tbe ill-treated horse among us, though he has no tuft near
the fetlock, doubtless prays thus more than twice a day.
Besides the cougeuital marks which appear on the horse in ac-

cordance with the uatural law of variation, one too often sees amoug/
us marks which have been acquired: marks which have been placed
on the auimal by the mindless and heartless cruelty of mau. Oue is

the practice of nicking him. a custom which, fortunately, is less

often seen nnw than formerly. This mutilation consists iu dividing
the fleser muscles of the tail so that the extensors, having no opposing
force, lift the tail upwards, and hold it there. And to finish the work
of desecration of form, the tail is docked, or nearlv deprived of hair.

And thus the animal besides being changed into an object of abomi-
nable ugliness, is deprived of the weapon by which it defends itself

against the insects uf summer. In this work of nicking, the barbarous
kuife, in addition to the pain which it inflicts, incurably mars one of
the most beautiful features of the horse. A parallel to this would be
to sever the flexor muscles of the human hand, by which it would re-

main open ever alterwards. Aud if to the old rule, an eye for an eye,

a tooth for a tooth, a muscle for a muscle could be added, such bar-

barous work on the horse would be justly punished and effectually

stopped by severing as many muscles on the mutilator.

In Eastern lore one tiuds many reformers to the protection which
the horse gives bis master. He is said to warn his master by sight,

hearing and smell of approaching danger. The early pioneer in his

journey to California was sometimes warned of the lurking Indian by
his horse. Oue man told me that it had often occurred at night that
his horse came, and, thrusting his head into the tent or wagou. sought
arouud for him, ana when he fouud him he walked away contented.
Though the horse by his fleetness may rescue his master from pur-

suing danger, he is quite as often preserved from danger ahead by the
animal's sharp sight; especially is this so at night. I remember once
to have driven ou a night of extreme darkness through a dense wood,
in which were streams to be crossed on narrow bridges. It is ueedless
to say that my safe journey was wholly due to my horse's eyes, and not
to mine.
The acuteness of the horse's sight is proverbial, and we are told that

a contest once took place between the horse and the lion on this

point. In the trial the lion saw a white hair in milk at night, the
horse saw a hair in black pitch and he was pronouueed the victor. The
horse, however, like man may have defects of vision, thus he may be
near-sighted, and, to correct this, the ingenious shift has beeu resorted

to of putting glasses on him. Tne horse and dog are subject to cataract
of the eye, and in each case the animal may be relieved by an opera-
tion. A dog with cataract was once brought to me for operation. I

succeeded ou one ol the eyes. The only tee he paid me was a scratch
on oue of my hands, and perhape he thought that was enough, since I

only gave him very short sight, and iu his ease a glass would have
been of little use in his accustomed business asa Scotch terrier.

In the sale of horses the Arab in his language and ingenious arts

surpasses the Western jockey. The following are samples of the phrase-

ology between the seller and the purchaser. Says the buyer: "bell,

thou will gain. Speak thy price. Was be purchased or was he reared?"
Says the seller. "He was reared in my tent like one of mvchildreu."
" I offer 110 piastres." says theother. "I accept." says theseller, "and
may thou be successful on his back as many times as he has hairs on
it." The purchaser with us. however, seeks for and expatiateson
every defect, fancied or real, about tbe horse, in fact. Judging from
the parlance usual on such occasions, one might fancy that the pur-
chaser would not have the horse were it given to him. On the con-
trary, the owner uses such words of praise of his horse that one might
believe that he would not part with him for any sum of money. The
Eastern seder in his praise deals in phrase sparkling with Oriental
personification aud metaphor, as seen in the following. "Say not it is

my horse: it is my son; lie outstrips the flashing powder, or a glance of
the eye ; he is pure as gold ; his sight is such that he can see a hair
in the night: be can overtake the gazelle : he says to the eagle, come
down, or I will mount to thee. In his gallop he draws tears from the
eye of the beholder. No oue has ever possessed his like: he has no
brother in the world. Though speech is denied to him. yet he can
understand as well as any son of Adam. His pace is so gentle that you
might ride him with a cupot coffee in your hand without upsetting

it. So light is his movement that he could dance on vour breast and
not bruise it.

The Arab proverb is :
" Never buy a sick horse, for ruined and son

of a ruined oue is he who buys to cure."
Sometimes the horse has tbe ill-bablt of interfering with his fore

feet and wounding himself. To test whether tbe horse has this de-

fect, let a man place his wrists together and then put them between
the horse's legs near the breast : if the wrists do not touch the legs

then the feet will not collide in traveling
Many descriptions have been given of the horse. The oldest is that

oi the scriptural psalmist, probably familiar to my hearers. Homer
speaks of turn in the Iliad and the Odyssey. Among modern writers I

Taverna. an Italian, gives the following graphic picture of the hor-e:

"Observe his well-formed bead, his black aud sparkling eyes, his I

nostrils open and expanding He lifts his neck proudly upwards,
and with It he displays gallantry, spirit and gentleness. In form his '

neck is broad towards the chest and narrow at the head. His mane
is folded towards tbe right, and it is thick and waving, and his back i

is in double form, even, smooth and straight. The legs are of equal I

length, tall, straight, nervous and graclle below, while they are mas- I

sive above. His trunk is straight and his breast is broad and open,
His hoofs are high, bard, rouud, aud resound iu their movement.
The knees are small, rouud and not inclined backwards. His tail of
long hair is broad aud hangs iu waving folds. His Color is one ot the
most prized ; it is that of tue chestnut which is just opening its shell.
Observe tne graceful movement of the horse In starting amFsloppiug.
How he lilts ins toot aud displays his light aud nimble step! See the
beautilul arch formed by his head tmd neck. Kemark his entire gait
aud his firm ueck while he looks proudly arouud him. and shows in
every motion tue while of his black eyes. Wiiat swiftness in lurniug
niniiell'. aud what agile lighluess ! Behold him as he stands at the
head of ihe road, and impatieul from standing ! He cannot rest, but
he treads the grouud, neighs aud is impatient' to start. See wbeu the
rider loosens nis rem bow ne moves away like the wind, aud like a
tiasii he disappears trom sight. * * *

" It is not tne beauty alone ofthe horse which awakens our admira-
tion : it is rather the kindly goodness of his nature. He seems toonly
And delight iu serving bis master. He palieutly submits, whether he
be attached to the plow, the carnage, or a burden is laid on his back.
But he seems to hud it a special Uouor wheu his master mounts his
saddle. He theu shows hi3 delight, exultation aud pride. He seeks
in every way to please his rider. He is ail atteuiiou to every hint that
he receives. He is ever ready to slacceu, hasleu or precipitate his
speed. The length, roughuess, difficulties and obstacles be meets in
the way iu nowise discourage biui. He struggles through all; he
glides away like a nsb, aud nothing impedes his movement."

Button, tne naturalist, whose ueart. unud aud fancy were absorbed
iu love of the animal creaiiou, writes of the horse as follows : "The
noblest conquest made by mau is this proud aud high-spirited ani-
mal wuich snares witn him tue fatigues of war aud tbe glory of com-
bat. He is as tearless as his master, and seeing peril, he boldly meets
it. He rises at thesouud of arms, wuich he seeks, loves aud is inspired
by. The horse partates man's pleasures iu the chase, race aud tourna-
ment, aud iu inese he shines auu dazzies. He can repress his spirits
aud yield to tne hand tbat guides hiui, and all he does is for the satis-
faction of his master. Heisahemg mat renouuees his own will for
that of another. He never refuses nis services aud he acts with all his
force aud dies in bis obedience."
Tne honest character of tne horse in contrast with that of human

nature is pointed by Swift iu (iulliver's Travels in terms of acrid
sarcasm. J'he traveler is represented us having arrived iu the country
ot the Houynnhuius in which norses so named were the masters.
Gulliver, haviug learned their language, teils an old horse of his own
people. He says: " I remember iu frequent discourses with the horse
couceruiug the nature of manhood in otner parts of ihe world, haviug
occasion lo talk of lying and false represeutatiou, aud it was witb
much dithculiy that he comprehended wnat I meant, although he had
otherwise a most acute judgment, aud he argued thus :

" That the use
of speech was lo inaas us understand each otner aud to receive in-
formation ol facts. Now if any oue said the tuiugs which were not,
these ends are defeated, because 1' cannot pruperiv be said to uuder-
staud him, aud I am so far fruui receiving iutormatiou that he leaves
me worse than in ignorance, for lam led to believe a ihing black which
is wnite, aud suurt.wheu it is long." And these were the motives wuich
the norse had couceruiug ihe faculty of lying, so perfectly well under-
stood audso kuiversaliy practised amoug numau beiugs. Finally the
horse inquired couceruiug the condition of norses iu the laud ot human
beiugs.aud was told that wheu young aud strong they were employed
iu iraiuiug, racing aud drawing cnariots, aui were then treated with
kinduess aud care uutil tnev fell into diseases and weie fouudered iu
their feet, then they were sold aud used io all kinds of drudgery till

they died, after which then: skins were stripped a jd sold for what
they were worth and their bodies left to be devoured by dogs and
birds of prey.
Tbe horse has been one of the nearest allies and chief aids in the

progress ot civilization and maternal advancement.
Without tbe horse man wouid occupy a position much inferior to

what he uuw holds. And for all these uutold favors man has made a
wretched showing of gratiiude. For devotiou he has returned iu-

diti'erenee : for kindness, cruelty ; for generosity, niggardly meanness;
for obedience, oppression ; for geutleuess, harshness; aud for unreply-
iug, meekness ; tne whip ever in hand, nas returned stinging lasues.

A few horses have kind masiers ; more have inJid'ereut ones; aud
the majority have cruel ones, one daily sees horses overladen, over-
driven and over ridden. He is Sometimes driven wheu siek. aud uot
uufrequeutly falls aud dies iu nis harness. He is often forced to worte
when nis lungs are woru out ; aud then his hor^e struggles for breath,
instead of awakening the sympathy of the drivers, only bring au ad-
ditional stroke of the wnip to hurry him ou. And ll he stumbles, or
the vehicle is jolted, the lash is applied for what was due lo the awk-
wardness and unskilfumess of the driver. Tne man beats his horse
for running iuto a rut iuto which he himself steered him ; and then
the passer's ears are shocked by the sounds of the whip aud the pro-

fanity of the greater brute, which iu wild rage applies the iusiru-

meut of torture. The only answers are the groausof the horse.
Cruelty is not limited to the whip ; the naruess worn by the horse is

ofieu an appliance of torture. The check-rein which holds the head
iu a tightened, coustraiued position. Anally causes excruciating tor-

ture. To test the intolerable laiigue which is thus caused, let a man
hold his own head bent bactewards for titleeu minutes. Every driver
should be forced to hold his own head thus for a half hour. After
that he would lengthen the check-reiu of his horse.

Queen Victoria, uoted for so many generous acts, has lately added
another bar to the escutcheon of her nobility by directing ihe ebeck-reiu
to be di opped from the harness of her horses. Aud the harsh curb-bit

with which the horse's mouih aud tougue often are cruelly lacerated
should be consigned to the lumber-room, there to rest along with
other tiendisb appliances with which auimals have beeu maltreated.

Horses, wheu driven in pairs, are forced to hold their heads diver-

gently, or turued from each other. This is most tiresome; if oue
doubts it, let him walk thus for one hour. And these positions of
forced uplifting and lateral deflection are no useful purpose. They are
simply cruel fashions.
The horse in his structure has nerve for nerve, muscle for muscle,

and sentient part for seutient part similar to those found in mau;
and in each of these he can sutler as acutely as mau. Yet the cry by
which the dog and other auimals announce their suffering has not

beeu given to the horse.
And the horseman besides the whip in his band, is armed with a de-

vice of torture on his heel, ihe spur, with which he can cut his horse's

flank. This harsh instrument is ouly suited to the foot of a savage,

yet it is often worn aud used by tho^e who should do better. .Mr.

Hutchings, of Yosemite Valley, once told me that he hired a horse to

a mau ot this city, and when "he returned from a ride in the valley

the horse's sides and legs were covered with blood from cuts in ihe

poor creature's flanks, made with the rider's spurs. And this man
was not without culture and refinement; for years be formerly oc-

cupied a pulpit in our midst and weekly discoursed ou meekness
aud other matters of righteousness to a large congregation.
The horse can utter no word of remonstrance agaiust those who

thoughtlessly or iutentionally injure aud oppress him. Asa pleader in

his behalf I have appeared before you ibis evening, aud ottered ibis

earnest petition in behalfof him who is denied the privilege of begging
for himself.

I hope and trust that none of my hearers were in need of the les-

sons which I have Sought to impart; hut I kuow that you daily come in

contact with those who greatly need such teaching; ousuch urge the

command of Mahomet: "Be kind, be kind, to your horses."

The Power of Dictator's Blood.

The blood of Seeley's American Star carried with it many

evidences of thoroughbred character. In silken quality and

bloodlike appearance nothing in the Stud Book surpassed it.

It is much diluted as we 6nd it in these days, yet it is a power-

ful factor in trotting pedigrees, especially where the task is

to carry a high rate of speed through broken heats, American

Star handed down most of his greatest bequests through his

daughters, though his son Magnolia has transmitted much

excellence. Among so many of Star's daughters that were

great it is difficult lo choose, but Clara, the dam of Dexter and

Dictator, probably transmitted a more valuable influence than

any other. Her blood carries a breeding force with it that is

remarkable, not only for the frequency with which its trottem

appear, but the extreme limits to which many of them trot.

Dictator got very extreme speed, as all know, and his daughters

are breeding in kind. A sister to Dictator produced Dexier

Prince, that is regarded by most California breeders as one of

the greatest sires that has ever been taken to that State, hav-

ing added eleven new trotters to the list this year, and they

having racing quality as well as speed.

Clara'-; influence, as shown through Dictator, is almost in-
comparable. Director, by Dictator is proving oue of the
greatest sires of very extreme speed at earlv ages that has
appeared, aud all of his get having the racing instinct. Phal-
lus by Dictator, held ihe stallion championship in his day
and added eight new tr >Uers to his list ihis vear. Jay-Eye-
See, after holding the world's trotting record in his day, came
out this year from a long retirement as a pacer. " Mouldered
his crutch, and showed how fields were won.'' taking a record
of 2:06 It was a daughter of Dictator that gave us Mancy
Ifanks. the queen of the tracks

; H was a daughter of I
I

that gave us Lockhart, 2:13, the tastes! trotter that hi-
sire, Nutwood, ha* got to date: it was a daughter of 1

1

that produced Keller Thomas, 2:12,, by far the fastest trotter
ever got by Pilot Duroc; it was a Dictator mare that pro-
duced Puncoast's great tiveyear-old son. Garnet, 2:13
was a Dictator mare that produced Brown, 218

1
[4), Wil-

liams, 2:201, etc., the fastest got by Combat. When Dictator's
blood becomes an active force in a pedigree it is liable lo im-
part a degree of capacity for extreme speed seldom attained
by other trotting strains. Wheiher this is due to the refined
organi-m which Americin Star handed down through manv
channels but most copiously through Clara, the dam of Dicta-
tor aud the ex-king, Dexter, or to other causes, must remain a
matter of conjecture, but the results are there whatever they
come from.—Horse Review.

Trotting- Bred Pacers.

It seems only a few years ago that the blind gelding Sleepy
Tom reduced the pacing record to 2:121. At that day such a

thing as a trotting-bred pacer was pra;tically unknown and it

seemed not only natural but inevitable that the champion of
thesidewheel gate should come from pacing families on both
sides of the house. Since thai time, however, there has been
wonderful advancement in ihe breeding of light-harness horses

and the accessions to the 2fcl5 list of pacers that are by trot-

ting-bred stallions have ocoome so numerous that now one
rather looks for a considerable proportion of tested trotting

blood in the pedigiee of a star performer at the pacing gait.

To illustrate fairly how important this feature of trotting-bred

sires getting pacing speed his become, a list ol all pacers with
records better than 2:12 is Herewith given, together with their

sires

:

NAME.
Mascot
Hal Poiuter
Direct
Flying Jib
Jay-Eye-See
Johnston
Guy
\V. Wood ...

dilkwond
Roy Wilkes
Blue Sign
Viuette
Crawford
Manager
Robert J
Win-low Wilkes..
Cricket
Major Wouder
Our Dick
GambreL.

RECORD. SIRE. RECORD.
... 2:01 Dci-eive
.. 2-MK Tom Hal (Gibson's) \\ \\

... ' . Director : i

... 2;i)bi4, Algona
... ..::/ ., J : 1 _ . t ;r

2:U6}4 Jul- Bassett
2*)&% Sbilofa "

'J:u7 Steiuway
2:07!^ Blackwood Mambrino. ..

,.:J.-V4 Airian Wvkes.
2us' 4 Ensign j _.

.

-:'.'., I-.lh'.i,: Wi\\rc- ...
. 2:uyj^ Favorite Wilkes '-'J 1

.;

. ^u;" 4 Nutwood
l-s&y* Hartford 22afcs
2:09% Black Wilkes „*

. 2:10 Steinwav 2'25jk
!:10 Mnjor E.lsall Jr

... 2:10*4 Gibralter u »>\k

... 2:10% Gambctia Wilkes *>"22%
Abdallah Bruce _..„.*

Duplex (p) 2:17fcj
Happy Medium 2:32%
I'elsur 2-2-i
lialbriuo
Shadeland Owner 2:18&
Guy Wilkes &1&>S
Wisconsin
Sidney (pj 2il»j
Red Wilkes < ju

*

Sidney(p) 2 :
igay

Guy Wilkes 2:15«
Almoin Boy „..;...

Prince Pulaski J r IT......

Sultan 2:24
Legal Tender Jr „ ._
Ferguson „
Montgomery 2:2134
Tom Hal (Gibsou's)
Better.on _

Grant's Abdallah 2:lo%
Reflector 2:loV£
Rilev Medium 2:10>£
San Pedro 2:10>£
Dandy u 2:ii
Online (2) 2:11

Rupee 2:11

Wisconsin Kiug 2:11

Gotdleaf 2:11 1,
Red Bell 2:11}^
Adonis £:11»
Alannah i:ll>£
Dallas 2:11%
Ella Brown 2:1I>|
Saladin 2:11«
Vitello 2:ll>i
Walnut Boy 2:llj|
Cleveland S 2:11%
Little Brown Jug..... 2:11%
Prima Donna 2:11%

Here are fortv pacers tbat have beaten 2:12, and all but six
of them are by sires that may fairly be termed trotting-bred, in

the male line at least. They are certainly not pacing-bred. In
this list of trotting-bred sires that have sired better than 2:12
speed at the pace appear the names of thirteen trotters with
records better than 2:30 and these thirteen developed trotters
have sired fifteen pacers with records better than 2 12. Guy
Wilkes and Steiuway being responsible for two apiece. In ad-
dition to these trotting-bred sires with trotting record
than 2:30, there is also found on the sires' side of tb( abovi
lable, such well known trotting stallions as Happy Medium
and Red Wilkes, while among the trotting-bred horses in the
list that have no record are Algona, Dictator, Adrian Wilkes,
Almont Hoy, Ferguson and Ketierlon.
Sidney figures in the above list as a pacer, because he got

his record of 2:19; at that tray of going, hut he is not pacing
bred. On the contrary he is one of the moat intensely trot-

ting-bred horses in the books, tracing three times to Rvsdvk's
Iiambletonian through his sire and his lir-l ami second dams.
He is by a trotter with a record of 2:17}, and out of a muter
with a record of 2:21 i, and the throe strain-, in his ptdigree
which led to Iiambletonian, came through such well known
sons of that horse as Strathmore, Volunteerand Edward Ever-
ett. Therefore, although Sidney's fastest gait is ihe pace, he
is a trotting-bred stallion, and can he reckoned on in no other
way. One of the best race-winning pacers not this season is

Flying Jib, by Algona, dam by Middleton ; Becond da
ter to the trotter Voltaire, 2:20}, he being by the trotter Tat-
tler. 2:26, and out of a daughter by Mauihrino Chief. Direct,
who stands JQSt ahead of Plying Jib with a record of _

by a trottei with a record of 2:17, and out of a trotter with a

record of 2:23}, hisgrandsire being Dictator, a brother to the

trotter Dexter, 2:17}. I dictator sua figures in ihis 1 i

—

t .-^ the

sire of Jay-Eye See, 2:06}, In fact, the only pacing bred pacer
in the lir-t half-do/en hotSOS given above is Hal Pointer, and
it is only doing that grand horse justice to sav that a \><

was never >een. There is nothing to be said againsl pacing-

bred pacers, beer the besl Bidewheelers in the his-

tory of the American turf J i i lines of that charac-

ter. The object of the above presentation of records is simply

to show how great an influence trotting blood haa come to

have in the male line at least, anil often tirm-^ in the female

line as well, in the production of extreme speed al 'he pace.

—

Dunton's Spirit of the Times.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n tbeir kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed,

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Weattnitster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show, New
York, February 21, 22, i£i aud 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,

Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md.. February

28, March 1. 2 and 3.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
T. J. W. Newman. Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition beuebshow, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address \V. I, Buchanan, Chief De-

partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can.. September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TR1AJ.S.

Southern Field Trial Club's tiftb annual trials. New Albany, Miss.,

February 6. T. M. Brumby, Secretary.

Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Morris, Mani-
toba. September 4. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials Club.

The regular annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Field

Trials Club was held at Bakersfield, California, commencing

on the 16th and continuing until the 2lst inclusive. The
event was a grand success. From the opening to the close

there was perfect harmony of purpose and unity of interest

expressed in all that was done and said.

The interest in tha event had been somewhat shaded by the

report which became circulated prior to the date of the trials?

that there were but few birds to be found in the vicinity of

Bakersfield. This rumor was found to be, to some consider-

able extent, well founded, especially when viewing the matter

in a comparative sense, for if we contrast tbe3supply of birds

this year with that of previous years then they were scarce,

although the California quail are more or less like the jack-

snipe in that they are here to-day and on the next section

to-morrow.

The headquarters of the Club were, as usual, at The
Southern, that most excellent hostelry kept by that prince of

entertainers, Colonel John C. Morrison. Everything tha1

could be done for the pleasure and comfort of the visiting

sportsmen was done in the most cheerful manner, to the end

that all found enjoyment and pleasure on every hand.

The delegation from San Francisco was large and enthusias-

tic. They came down, for the most part, in a special car,

leaving the cily on Sunday evening the loth inst and arriving

at Bakersfield on the following morning. Among them were
noticed the following named sportsmen:

J. G. Edwards, the popular president of the Club, J. M.
Kilgarif, the efficient secretary, Henry Huber, P. D. Linville,
\\ nt. Schrieber, Thos. Higgs, H. J. Kilgarif, C. N. Post, J.
N. Harper, E. Huhn, W. J. Golcher, with many others too
numerous to mention.

Mr. George Crocker ran down in his special car, having
Messrs George Sperry and W. S. Kittle as shooting com-
panions.

Mr. D. M. Walters scored a high card in winning the first

in the Derby for three years in succession.

Mr. James E. Watson is to be congratulated on the outcome
of his black pointers. Four of these black pointers ran, all of
Mr. Watson's breeding, three of them being placed. This, it

would seem, is a fulfillment of his predictions for and faith in
the quality of this stock.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club
was held on Friday evening at S o'clock p. m. at the Southern.
The meeting was called to order by President J. G. Edwards.
Secretary J. M. Kilgarif reported that after paying all ex-
penses there vet remained a small balance in the treasury for
the season t-f 1892.

The following new members were elected : C. A. Miller, of
Raymond ; Charlos Swisler, of Placerville ; C. A. Haigbtj of
San Francisco ; P. F. Tliibault, of Butte, Mont.; Colin Stewart,
of Pasadena; James E. Watson, of San Francisco, and \V. J.
Mathews, of Oakland.

J. G. Edwards was unanimously re-elected president and J.
M. Kilgarif to the office of secretary and treasurer. Joseph
Bassford, of Vacaville, was elected first and Mr. Payne, of
Los Aneeles, second vice-president.
The standing committee elected comprises Messrs. Bassford,

Linville, Post, Schriber and KirckhoS.
A committee consisting of Messrs. J. W. Harper, K. T.

Vandevort and D, M. Pyle were appointed to investigate
grounds in Los Angeles county and at Raymond, and to report
subsequently as to conditions found looking to choice of
grounds for next year.

At the suggestion of tin- writer a committee was appointed
to draft a resolution expressive of the will of the club in sup-
port of the movement in the present leginlature, lookingto the
better prolection ->l fish and game. M^rs. Poet, Payne and

d were appointed rw such committee, introducing the
following resolution, which was unanimously adopted:
To the Leoi ruai iTE of California qbebttng*
Whereat The flan and game of the Btateof California i.s im'tmport-

mi1
' ""' I" 1 ' 1 "' 'i"' 1 I '"I'l^ "i ti>,- .-lulr,

I <„„[ Ml pi.lv
rapidity ; therefore

1 clflcCo l Field 1 rial I Lub al this, its annual
that the Legislature now in Re h re pectfullv ihi.1 eurn-

oatlyreqin mMyMii Introduced by theHon Harry
roi the protect t dab and same.

The subject of revising the rules so as to introduce more
fully the Spotting system came in, and a committee was ap-
point '1 for thai purpose.
The Derby thu year required almost four days running.

What w II it require next year? This emergency must be
met ami providt-d for. Tim All-Ajied Slake wa.s smaller by

four entries than ii vould have been had not Messrs.
Linvili' and Bchrieber been called home ou business

Derby was finished. The wees was filled up, yet
berehip stnke was entirely dispensed with. The club
g finely.

THE DERBY.

The first brace was put down at 1:43 p. m. Monday, Jan-

uary lfith, being

Sporty Boy-Johanna—The first named was handled by

George T. Allender and the latter by R. M. Dodge. This

brace was put down near the school house, six miles south of

town at 1:43. Johanna was best in pace and range at first,

but as Sporty Boy warmed up he became her equal in this re-

spect. Both dogs under good control. Johanna made game
first, but the birds flushed before she pointed She pointed,

but broke point and flushed a small bevy. Johanna pointed,

and Sporty Boy refused to back. Both ran over birds. Heat
awarded to Johanna. Down 30 minutes.

Countess Noble-Doc P.—The former handled by owner,

H. T. Payne, and the latter by D. M. Walters. Countess had
the advantage in speed and range, working beautiftlly and in

splendid, independent form. After running for fifteen min-

utes and no birds found, a move of a mile was made to an-

other field and put down again at 3 P. M. Countess made a

snappy covey point, following up by pointing a single. Payne
flushed and "killed, both dogs dropped to shot, Doc P. pointed.

Countess caught two more points in rapid succession. Doc P.

ordered up to back, caught scent and pointed birds Countess

had located. Countess pointed a bevy. Dogs ordered up after

30 minutes heat, Couutess winning.

Tramp-Carmel—The former was handled by D. M.
Walters and the latter by George T. Allender. This brace

was put down at 3:25 in comparatively open cover. Tramp
showed a shade the best pace anu range. Both dogs ran over
the birds without ; pparently noticing them. Carmel flushed

a bevy. Tramp pointed. After being down for 30 minutes
the dogs were ordered up and Tramp given the heat.

Brown Betty-Javelin—The former was handled by
her owner, H. M. Tonner, and the latter by R. M. Dodge.
They were cast off at 4:10. Betty pointed fresh scent where
bird had fallen when shot in previous heat. Javelin had a bit

the best of the range and pace. Javelin pointed, no bird found.

Betty improved greatly in pace and range, showing herself a

splendid mover. The dogs were ordered up at 5 o'clock p. m.,

with the heat still undecided.

second day.

The second day of the trials opened with most beautiful

weather ; the morning was obscured for the first quarter of

the day with a bank of clouds which capped tue serrated

mountain range to the eastward, but the air was not too cool

for comfort and this condition rendered the drive of some

fourteen miles, to the grounds chosen for the day's work, most

pleasant and invigorating. The most of the work for the day

was run on the Miller & Lux ranch, which presents for the

must part a smooth surface, dotted with cottonwoods and wil-

lows in the gentle depressions which run through it, being in-

terspersed with open spaces, the timber patches being skirted

in many places with tall grass and weeds, the opens being

studded with "damfino" brush and other varieties of the

California perplexicus growing in bunches, all being about

three feet high, with comparatively bare ground between

them. In other places willows and again sage and wild pea-

vine, which, by the way, is not a pea-vine, but a long wire-

grass which falls in tangled bunches making remarkable good

covering for the birds when they are thoroughly frightened.

The day's work opened by the finish of the last heat of the

previous day Brown Betty and Javelin. This brace was put

down at 9:55. In a very few moments Betty struck a covey

pointing nicely. When the birds were flushed a flock of 200

or more arose and the handlers fired for the purpose of scat-

tering them and making them lay well. In a moment more

Betty came to a staunch point, over which her handler killed.

Both dogs steady to wing and shot. Each of this brace ran over

the birds which were afterwards flushed by the spectators.

Brown Betty under perfect control. Javelin made point and

was nicely backed by Brown Betty.

The dogs were ordered up at 10:17 and the heat given to

Brown Betty.

Tom Tickler-Jim P.—The former was handled by Wm.
DeMott and the latter by D. M. Walters. The brace was cast

off at 10:20. Tom started out at a grand pace and kept it up
for the major part of the heat, ranging nicely. The black
pointer's pace and range was not so good as that of his com-
petitor. Both dogs ran over birds and work so near them that

the failure to locate was most pronounced. Working through
the timber into an open elevation the black pointer came to a
fine point on a small covey, Tom backing him in good form.

Further on Tom located and came to a staunch point, the

black pointer backing. A turn of some fifteen minutes through
the timber was drawn blank, when swinging out into the open
beyond the black pointer came to a staunch point, but when
bird was flushed, broke to shot, Tom dropped to shot. Tom
pointed, Jim backed well, no bird found. Jim staunch point,

no bird, roading farther he pointed again, bird was flushed.

Tom pointed, De Mott flushed and killed dogs steady to wing
and shot. Jim P. won the heat.

Honest John-George P.—The former was handled by
Allender, the latter by Walters. This brace was put down at

12:25. George P. soon found a covey and pointed staunchly,
the birds were seen plainly ahead of h m. Moved on, he
pointed again and broke to wing. After taking a severe pun-
ishment from his handler he went to work again and located
another single, pointing staunchly. Honest John when called
tn back, jumped over George in his eagerness to flush—he
succeeded. Honest John did not appear to have auy nose at

all, running over birds constantly. George P. won handily in
thirty minutes.

BOOTS B. Francisca—George T. (Allender handled the
former, while Charles Studarus handled the latter. The dogs
were ordered on at 12:58. Francisca evinced a desire to chase
and kept Hushing the birds ; she is a very trim, stylish bitch
and may vet prove the hopes naturally raised by her grand
breeding. Booth B. ranged well and showed the bird sense
which has brought the family of black pointers into favorable
notice. After being down 54 minutes Booth B. was awarded
the heat.

TapadeR0S-Van.—This brace was cast off at 1:55 in the
Ion sage cover, but passed on into the timber. Allender
handled the former, Walters the latter. Trapaderos did not

to range out but little, and worked overcautiouely, being

timid and lacking independence. Van ranged out with a

merry swing motion which captivated everyone. He made
one good, staunch point, drew onto another when the bird
flushed before he had fully located. After a ran of the mini-
mum regulation time, 30 minutes, Van was given the heat.

Merchant of Venice-Mercury.—Mercury initiated a
long line of demerits in which this pair were about as equal
as dogs could be and yet reach a point where a decision could
be made in favor of either. Mercury flushed a good bevy.
Merchant pointed a single and shortly thereafter pointed
another single. Then began a wearisome and monotonous
round of flushes in which each dog seemed to seek to excel
the other in aankness. Time of heat, 1 hr. 3 min. Mercury
won, though why it is hard to tell.

second series.

Johanna-Countess Noble.—This brace, the first of the
second series, were put down at 3:55. Johanna false pointed
almost immediately. Both dogs ranged very well and worked
beautifully. Johanna greatly improved on her Yesterday's

form. Both dogs showed excellent bird sense. The birds

were first found in the timber and scattered out into the open
in sage brush and pea vine cover. Countess found a single

and made a very stylish point. Johanna false pointed. On
reaching the open Countess made a remarkable point, going
at race horse speed she caught scent and wheeled as if on a
pivot and pointed a small covey ; Johunna backed the instant

she sighted her. On moving on Countess got two more snappy
points on singles, Johanna failing to locate. Countess Noble
won the heat within the time limit.

Tramp-Brown Betty'—This brace were put down at

4:30, Betty far the best in range and style, the best worker,
and showing the most bird sense. Tramp flushed a covey
and failed to locate anything. Birds were very scarce until

the last of the heat when a covey was located. Brown Betty
pointed a single staunchly and drew to several running birds.

Betty won after being down forty minutes.

THIRD DAY.

The continuation of the Derby was carried out on the old

field trials ground. The day was very pleasant and the con-

ditions very favorable for excellent work. The previous day's

work, however, had not been of such a nature as to raise the

expectations of the spectators to a very high pitch, and in con-

sequence the attendance was not so large as on former days.

The day's sport opened by casting off

Jim P.-Booth B.—D. M. Walters handling the former,

and Geo. T. Allender the latter. The heat opened at 9:10 in

open field with slight patches of low cover. Jim pointed
staunch to point and steady to wing. Booth B. refused to

back. The same performance was repeated after going a
little farther. Jim P. established another point. Dogs or-

dered up, Jim P. winning after being down one hour.

George P.—Mercury.—Down at 10:*i5. The former
handled by Walters, the latter by Dodge. George P. estab-

lished a good point. Mercury pointed and George P. hacked,
drew too near and flushed. In a few minutes George P.
located a single, pointing staunchly. Dogs ordered up at 11

A. M. George P. winning.

third series.

Countess Noble-Van—Van was withdrawn, giving the
Countess the heat by default.

Jim P.-Brown Bettyt .—Were cast off at 11:05 in the open
with grass cover. Jim P. located a single and came to a
very staunch point; Jim R. steady to wing. Working on for

a short distance the the black pointer came to another staunch
point on a single, proving steady to wing. In working over
the comparatively bare ground, Jim P. made a point in very
catching manner, but no bird could be found. Brown Betty
located a single and pointed staunchly, Jim P. backing in ex-
cellent style. Dogs ordered up at 11:40. Jim P. winning.

Countess Noble.-George P.—This brace was cast off at
11:45. George P. lead off by making game at once in the low
matted grass cover of the open roading, a single in excellent
style to a stand where he pointed staunchly, bird flushed, the
pointer proving steady to wing. Working on a short distance
the black pointer located another single and pointed, bird
flushed, again proving steady to wing. After making another
staunch point George P. was awarded the heal. Time of heat
35 minutes. Countess did nothing in this heat.

LUNCH.

Lunch was then spread under the trees, hard by and a so-

cial hour was spent in a dual discussion, the gastronamic ar-
gument being engaged with cold tongue sandwiches, boiled

eggs, oranges, apples and beer, while the mental struggle was
engaged upon the respective merits of the young dogs that were
making their first eflbrts at winning honors in the trials. After
lunch George P and Jim P were put down to test their right

to first place. After a long run in which the two '' blacks,'*

litter brothers, showed magnificent speed and range before

any birds were found. The field having been drawn blank,
a move was made to another field, where after a short

time, a small bevy of birds were found, being sighted by the
judges as they ran across the open. Each of the black pointers
established a point but a Jim P. seemed to fill the eye of the
judges better, and thus, we think correctly, was awarded the
head and first money.

Countess Noble-Mercury'—The brace was cast off at 4
p. m., and after some time Countess caught sight ofsome birds

running over the open and came to " stand," This was re-

peated by each of the dogs several times, until coming to a
small irregating ditch Countess pointed staunchly, bird flushed,

Countess steady to wing. Countess established another point,

which was honored by a fine " back" by Mercury. Dogs up,
Countess winning the heat.

Countess Noble-George P were then cast off to deter-

mine second honors. The black pointer quickly established

four points on singles, Countess ranging in the distance.

Countess then came in to her work and located pointing
staunchly, while the black pointer backed in good style. H.
T. Payne, the handler of Countess, flushed and shot the bird

which, with broken wing, fluttered down in front of the black
pointer, flapping about which proved too much for his energy
aud he chased and caught. Going on a bit farther Countess
pointed ; at the same instance George P pointed, Countess'
bird flushed but no bird could be found on the black pointers

indication. Working down into the willows the same per-
formance was repeated. The points made in this heat was four

each, but the Countess having no demerits and having the
best style was given the heat, whicl* gave her second place
and money.
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Bakersfield, Cal., January 19.1S93.—The Pacific Coast's

Field Trial Club's tenth annual field trials Derby for pointers

and setters.

(Howard Black's liver and
white dog Sportv Boy (Duke
of Vernon—Paiti Croxteth
T.)

Jas. E. Watson's black dog
Doctor P., (Old Black Joe
II—Black Bess) Jan 13th,

1891.

("Henrv Huber's liver and
I

white dog Cnnnel (Beppo
! III.—Sally Brass II.), July
\ IS, 1991.

|'W. H. McKitrick's black,
I white and tan dog Javelin.

)
(Gladstone II.—Janet) July

I, 25, 1891.

(J. M. Bassford's liver and
I

white dog Tommy Tickler,
' (Bismark — Beulah), July.

{ 1891.

fC. A. Haigbt's liver and white
) dog Honest John (Dick H.—
1 Lady Max), June 14. 1891.

California Kennels' black,

white and tan bitch Johan-
na, (Gladstone II—Janet)
July 2o, 1891.

H. T. Payne's white and"
lemon bitch Countess Noble
(Stanford—Lilly C), March
11, 1891,

W. W. Foote's white and or-

ange dog Tramp (Pat P.

—

Donna Blanks), May, 1891,

H. M. Tonner's seal brown
bitch Brown Betty, (Brun-
er's Nig—Amaryllis) Jan. IS,

1892,

Jas. E. Watson'sblackdogJim i

P., (Old Black Joe II.—Black 1 h t

Bess), Jan. 13th, 1891,
f

oeiu'

i >eat

beat

Jas. E. Watson's black dog
George P.. (Old Black Joe
II —Black Bess) Jan
1891,

L. Thibault's black doe Booth")
P..(01dBlackJoeII.-Black^ beat

Bess), Jan. 13, 1891, )

Frank Lane's black and tan I

dog (Gordon) Van (Dan— I b
Jess), Feb. 3, 1891,

"
L beat J

Win. Schreibor's white and
lemon bitch Franeisca (Rip
Rap—Sail S.). July 3. 1S91.

fE. G. Schmidell's white and
lemon bitch Tapaderos
(Duke of Vernon—Patti

Croxteth T.), August, 1891.

Wakeman & Handley's black
and white dog Merchant of

beat \ Venice (Monk of Furness—
|

Knight's Belle), March 30.

j I 1891.

II.

beat Johanna,
beat Tramp,
beat Booth B.
beat Mercury.

1H.

beat Van by default,
beat Brown Betty.

IV.

George P. beat Countess Noble.
Jim P. beat George P.

V.

Countess Noble beat George P.

VI.

Jim P 1st.

Countess Noble 2nd.

George P.
)

Doc P. - 3rd.

Johanna )

PREVIOUS WINNERS.

California Kennels' orange
and white dog Mercury
(Dick Bondhu—Sunlit) Jan.

26, 1S92,-;

Couniess Nnhle
Brown Betty

Jim P.

George P.

Couniess Noble
Jim P.

Walltown Timber 1883...

(Butte Bow (pointer) 1

. - Beatrice (Red Setter) 2

IBow Jr. (pointer) 3

(Trix (cross breed setter) 1

While Rock, 1884 - Sweetheart (English setter) 2
(Lemmie B. (pointer) 3

Point Reyes, 1885..

("Torn Pinch (pointer) 1

.'Solano B. (pointer) 2
(Victor II. (pointer) 3

fThot (English setter) 1

Hanford. 1886 Climax (pointer) I

(But two starters in stake,
i

("Sunlight (English setter) 1

t»i -mm i&ftc
,' Point (pointer) 2

Bakersfield, 18Sfc -, Haroldine (English setter)

)

3
I Blossom (pointer).

J

(Old Black Joe (pointer) 1

Lottie B. (pointer) 2Bakerstield, 1839...

Bakerstield, 1890...

(Nestor (pointer)..

(Salina (English setter)
- Sankev (pointer)
(Stephanie (English setter)...

( Lee R. (English setter)

Bakeisfield, 1891 - Old Black Joe II. (pointer)..

I Petronella (English setter)..

I'Sam K. Gladstone 1

„., -o-o I Flake L. Gladstone 2
Bakerstield, 1892

, Eush croxteth. ) „

I Del Monte. i

d

THURSDAY.

An early start was secured, and as the day's work was done

on the old grounds of the Club, but six miles from town, the

morning hours found the work well in hand, and the day's

sport turned out all that could be desired.

The morning hours were shrouded in a folding of dense

gray fog; about ten oclock a. m. Old Sol cut the strings and

backward rolled the wrapping, permitting a flood of sunlight

to pour in upon the merry scene. About this time came also

the dual element of good cheer and happiness in the person of

a number of the ladies of Bakersfield, who were for the most

part monnted on horse-back. Their presence and cheerful

faces, with the interest which they evinced in the trials, served

to enliven the day.

Ladies' Day is a California institution, and right royally do

the ladies of Bakers6eld support the event intended for their

pleasure and recreation. The Club feels highlv honored and

greatly thankful to the ladies for the interest which they have

shown in these annual events of the club.

The first brace cast offat0:45was the California Kennels' Pel-
ham (Harold—Sunlit) and Sam K. Gladstone ( Gladstone's

3oy—Ruby D.) The former was handled by R. M. Dodge
and the latter by D. M. Walters. The brace worked out well,

showing something interesting in the line of speed and range.

The birds being scarce on these grounds, the dogs were forced

to run over a great amount of ground in order to obtain a

point, and then they were found in singles and in pairs. Pel-

ham, roading through the brush along a depression, located

and pointed staunchly. Sam K. refused to back ; bird flushed;

both dogs steady to wing. Sam K. pointed but no bird was

found. Sam K. pointed a single steady to wing and shot;

bird fell, but could not be, or rather was not, retrieved. Pel-

bam pointed. Sam K. came up, refusing to back, and stole in

on point; four birds were flushed, both dogs steady to wing

and shot. Pelham false-pointed, Sam K. backing nicely. Pel-

ham pointed again and Sam K. refused to back, each steady

to shot, Pelham retrieving nicely. At 10:25 dogs taken up,

Pelham being awarded the heat.

Dora O'Moore (Pat O'Moore—Fawn) Irish setter, and

Clay, pointer ( Queen Croxteth).—The former handled

by Geo. T. Allender, the latter by Charles Studarus, were cast

oft at 10:57 after the trials had been moved to n. Held some
two miles farther south. The dogs were put down in the

comparative open where Dora soon came to a point on a small

bevy of birds which were flashed, each dog being steady to

wing and shot.

The dogs passed on over the open and the pointer located

in a patch of low cover of red tumble-weed. This was followed

by two more stylish points to the credit of the pointer, he be-

ing steady to wing and shot, retrieving in good form. The
pointer's work was distinguished for splendid range and action

both iu locating and pointing the birds. Heat awarded to the

pointer after being down 33 minutes.

Old Black Joe II-Qtjeen Croxteth.—The former
handled by Allender is of the famous Pape stock ; the latter

by Rush T. out of Patti Croxteth, being handled by Charles

Studarus.

Black Joe cut out the pace and range in grand shape. Joe
established a tine point, Queen running in, flushed the bird.

Queen false pointed Joe backing in good form.

LUNCH.

The dogs were then ordered up for lunch, which was spread

out under the trees upon the soft carpeting of fresh velvet-

like grass. That the social hour was enjoyed very much is

but stating the facts but mildly. It was a picnic of the most
enjoyable nature, and the way the cold chicken, ham and
tongue sandwitches, oranges and other fruits disappeared was
only equaled by the popping of the fiz-pop-ah fluids provided
for the occasion.

After lunch all parties assembled in a group and were
"taken as they were" by the local photographer, Mr. C. A.
Nelson, which will form a very interesting souvenier of the

occasion.

The grounds were then moved to a new tield some two
miles distaut, where the heat, suspended for luncheon, was
continued as follows ; Queen roaded to a small bevy in the
comparative open and dropped to flush. Joe established a

point, steady to flush. Some half dozen birds ran across an
opeu and almost bare strip of meadow ; Joe took up the trail

of the birds, followed them for nearly 300 yards and came to

a staunch point, Queen rushed in and flushed. Queen came
to a tine point bird, flushed and shot, Queen broke to shot.

Dogs ordered up, Black Joe II winning the heat. Time of

heat 48 minutes.

Saxly Brass II-Lady. Fane.—The former is by Graphic
out of Meally ; the latter by Toledo Blade out of Sulu C. The
former handled by Allender, the latter by Walters. Sally

located and pointed a single, Allender flushed, fired and
missed

Each secured a false point, or rather no bird could be found
when flush was attempted. Sally backed the setter's false

point nicely. They were about equal iu style, range and
speed, there being little to criticise in either of them in this

connection. Birds were flushed into the willows from open
field by the spectators. Lady Fane pointed and Sally honored
her point by a splendid back. Pursuing the course of the
birds when flushed into low cover of grass and weeds, Lady
Fane established two points in quick succession, and shortly
another in the willows, which her handler killed and which
she retrieved in fine style. Lady Fane won the heat in 46
minutes. Starlight a-bye, which was not run.

Pelham-Starlight.—The latter is by Dan Gladstone

—

Miss Alice, handled by Wm. DeMott, the former handled by
Dodge. Starlight is a white, black and tan, and one of the
most stylish and merry workers ever presented on this coast.

Each of these dogs ranged and hunted their ground well,

Starlight being a very speedy dog of high order, having the
advantage of his competitor in speed and style of action.

During a cast into the comparative open, where nothing
was found, a bird came sailing over the judges and handlers,
dropping into a brush fence. Dodge saw it and directed Pel-

ham to the spot, where he made a beautiful point, Starlight
backing at twenty-tive yards or more; the two dogs thus pre-

sented a picture rarely excelled in field sports. Going into

the open with dense cover of weeds and grass Pelham false-

pointed, Starlight backed. Starlight, ranging at good speed,

snapped a point in beautiful style; Pelham came up, but re-

fused to back ; DeMott flushed and killed, Starlight retrieved

in splendid style. After making one more point each tbedogs
were ordered up and the heat awarded to Starlight.

FRIDAY.

The early morning hours were foggy and somewhat uncom-

fortably chilly ; about 7:30 the sportsmen set out for some new
grounds which lay a bit west and north of town. After driv-

ing some six miles the grounds were reached, and the pickets

thrown out to locate the birds. In about thirty minutes came

the welcome report that a fine bevy had been located a half

mile to the north, and soon the movement began in that direc-

tion.

Arriving on the grounds, Old Black Joe II. and Clay
were cast off in the open field where the weeds and grass of

the year's growth had been raked and left in wind-rows some
two and a half feet high. Each of the dogs false-pointed.

Joe located a single which immediately flushed; he then began
one of his sensational roading performances, and after follow-

ing the trail or winding the birds for 300 yards or more, came
to a point. The birds ran in a body to the open meadow,
where Clay came in and pointed. Studarus made a "pot
shot, scoring some seven birds. A portion of the birds flew

and a portion ran still farther into the meadow. Joe pointed
the running birds. Clay came to a staunch point on a single,

Joe rushing up, flushed. The birds scattered into the wind-
rowed field, where shortly after Joe came to a staunch point,

Clay being ordered up to back was brought up by his handler
in front of Joe, where he came to a staunch point only a few
feet from him, but on another bird. Allender Hush, and the

bird flying directly iu line of the spectators, he did not shoot

;

bird flushed to Clay's point. Following an irrigating ditch

for a rod or so more, Joe located and pointed ; Clay refused to

back. Dogs ordered up and the heat awarded to Old Black
Joe II. Time of heat 1 hour 40 minutes.

SiABLIGHT AND Lai>v Faxk were then cast ofl" at 1:30,

and after running for half an hour Starlight came to a point

on a single. After consultation it was decided to move some
eight miles westward to more favorable grounds and soon the

throng were testing the speeding qualities of their horses in

that direction.

Arriving on the grounds selected the party lunched and at

1:08 the dogs were again cast oil" in the comparative open, the
cover being low sage and matted grass.

Lady Fane pointed, no bird found. Starlight pointed single,

DeMott shot, killed and Starlight retrieved in good form.
Starlight poioted single, Lady being called up to back stole in

on the point) DeMott fired, mi&seOj both steady to wing and
shot. Lady Pane pointed and Starlight backed in good form,

but no bird conld be flushed. This performance was at once
I Starlight won

;
time of heat being 2:09 minutes.

Starlight-Old Black Joe H.—Cast off at 3:55. Star-
light pointed, Joe refused to back, rushed iu and flushed. Joe
pointed twice in quick succession Starlight backing in good
form. Joe pointed, Alletid. rshot, bird falling near Starlight
who rushed in and retrieved. Starlight pointed two singles in
rapid order. The birds were flushed, dogs steady to wing.
Joe pointed single, Allender shot, killed, Joe retrieving in

good form. Each pointed singles, down 50 minutes, Starlight
winning heat and first money.

SATURDAY.
In the final heats of the trials were to be fiuished to decide

the second and third honors of the stake. The party secured

an early start and consequently the three heats were finished

early in the afternoon. Birds were found more plentiful than

on any previous occasion or, perhaps, those found were

handled to better, advantage than the bevies found on the

previous days. The last work of the trials was the best, both

as to work and the conditions attending the effort.

It was 9:03 a. m. when the first brace was cast off", they

being

Lady Fane—Pelham.—Lady Fane pointed almost im-
mediately, Pelham backed, but no bird could be found. The
two were about equal in pace and range. Lady pointed and
bird was flushed, shot and winged ; a second shot stopped the

running bird, and Lady Fane retrieved indifferently. Moving
on a short distance. Pelham pointed, moved up loo near and
bird flushed; moving on again for a rod or so he pointed

again. Dodge shot and killed, Pelham retrieved in good style.

Lady flushed and chased for some distance. A charge from
Walters' gun at about eighty yards brought her back. Pel-

ham secured seven points in good style, to Lady Fane's seven.

Pelham's work on the whole being the better, and he was
awarded the heat. Time of heat 47 minutes. Old Black Joe
II. a bye.

Old Black Joe II.

—

Pelham.—Down at 10:20. Pelham
started in by chasing fur. Joe pointed. Moving on to the

timber from the open Joe pointed a single. Joe pointed

again and Pelham rushed in and flushed. Joe moved on into

close grass cover, pointed ; Pelham backing. Joe pointed

again. Pelham came to a staunch point, quick and snappy
from a swinging pace, but no bird was found. Pelham pointed

Joe refused to back but coming in stole the point. Joe won,
giving him second place. Time of heat 40 minutes.

lunch.

Clay—Pelham.—After lunch camethe trial for third place

and money. This brace was cast oft' in the open near a small

growth of willows near school house on section 29 at 12:44.

Pelham pointed, moved, a bird flushed and Pelham proved un-

steady to shot. Pelham pointed, steady to wing and shot. Clay
poioted, unsteady to shot. Clay pointed again, but was un-

steady the birds running into plain view across the open. The
dogs then moved on into the willows where each of the dogs
pointed twice each Clay unsteady to wing and shot, Pelhann

staunch. Clay pointed, Pelham refused to back. Pelham
snapped a fine point on a single. Pelham secured two more
good points. Clay pointed, but broke to shot.

At the end of 33 minutes Pelham was given the heal, thus

winning third place and money.

Bakersfield, Cal., January 21, 1893.—The Pacific I toast >

Field Trial Club's tenth annual field trials. All Aged Slake

for pointers and setters. Prizes—First money §152.50; second

$95.50 ; third $81.

The California Kennel's Eng-

)

(Kirckhott's English setter dog
lisb setter dog Pelham (Har- '- beat -' Sam K. Gladstone (Glad-
old—Sunlit), ) I stone's Boy—Ruby D.)

Flood's pointer dog Clay (Bur- 1 h . fYoelTfl Irish Setter Dora O-
gess' Tom—Queen Croxtethj / "( Moore (Pat O'Moore—Favvui.

Old Black Joe II. black pointer ) hoaf <— Queen Croxteth pointer,

Pape'astock. f ^ '(. (Rush T.—Patti Croxteth).

George Croeker's Ladv Fane) f Huber'sSally Brass II. pointer
Engltsh setter bitch (Toledo - beat -* (Graphic—Meally).
Blade—Sulu C). I I

T.J. Watson's English setter) (California Kennel's Pelham
Starlight (Dan Gladstone— - bent < (Harold—Sunlit).
Miss Alice), ) (

II.

Old Black Joe II. beat Clay.
Starlight beat Lady Bane.

III.

Starlight beat Old Black Joe II.

Pelham bent Lady FaDe.

IV.

Old Black Joe beat Pelham.
Pelham bent Clay.

suirlicbi 1st.

Old Black Joe II 2nd,
Pelham 3rd.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
i Dorr(Gordon setter) ..

. Beautiful Qu J
(Belle [red setter)

Bon Jr. [polnt< t l

I
Beautiful Queen (pointer) 2

Ola [English Better] i

Mountain Boj

Wnlliown Timber, 188 I

White Rock, i"i

I'mut Reyes, 1885...

Hanford, 1886

Bakenfleld, 1888

Bakersfield, 1883

Bakenfleld, 1890

!
MouhtaYn B
i emmie B. (pointer'

I

i
Royal niiic ii (English setter] i

Beautiful Queen [pointer)
•>

iJanei [English Better) S

[Sweetheart (English Better) i

i
. Intei

I Tom Pinch [pointer 3

i Polnl [pointer)
\

' old (Engii ei -

(Koyui Duke ii. [English setter) '

,
Old Black Joe i

oln er

.. siriu- English

I sunlit (English setter) :t

i [llsh setter i

: patti CroxfelbT poln en ....
•

Count Dick
|

ilnu r] i «

I siriu- [English Better ,

i

Patti Croxteth l

i
I
Bbu i re II ^

i i. v It
I

3

I I

(LadyTrlppo i

..-. Ball; Brass

The judging at the trials was most satisfactory durinjrthe

entire event <>t" the Pacific Cbasi Field Trials CIuVb field

trials, and Messrs. Vandevort, Pyle ami Dormer hi

thanks >>( the entire body of sportsmen interested tbi

the care and good judgement exercised on all

ii»K the week of sports.

Bakenfleld, 1891 .

Bakersfield, 1892..
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Death of Kent of Blumo.

One of those cases in which pure gall mixed with low,

vulgar ignorance and (he essence of all that is detestable

and unmanly, was the insinuation published in one of the

dailies of this city regarding the unfortunate occurrence

above mentioned. The owner of the dog, living here and

having the clear and direct statement of Mr. Charles Stu-

darus. the handler of the dog, as to the habits and manners

of the dog, which led him to be continually picking up any

and every kind of bones and meat that he would run across

while out hunting still saw fit to give out the matter pub-

lished.

Mr. Studarussaid regarding the matter: "Ihere can be

no possible ground for the insinuations made iu the Examiner.

The dog was in the babit of picking up all kinds of bone

and refuse. I had been out hunting the dogs as usual in

the forenoon, when I came back the dog drauk plentifully,

and when I went out to secure him for the afternoon's run he

was stretched out dead. I learned afterwards that a man had

scattered about over the grounds on whicli I was hunting

poisoned jack-rabbit cut up in pieces for the purpose of

poisoning coyotes. I ha\-e m> dnubt but that Kent of Bhimu

secured a piece of this poisoned meat. I am sure the poison-

iug occurred this way. There was no one near the place by

some thirtv miles or more who could have had any object in

poisoning "the dog, even admitting their possession of such a

devilish intent. It is foolish and absurd to suppose so for one

instant. It was entirely accidental and no one is to be

blamed."
+.

The Prize "Winners.

The Pape stock of black pointers have established, wher-

ever tried, the fact that they are dogs of superior "nose."

Whatever else they may be they are sure to be able to find the

birds and point them well.

In the recent trials on this Coast there were five black

pointers run, four of them Derby entries from the same litter,

four out of the five dogs winning. Where can a better record

be shown ? Mr. James E. Watson is entitled to the thanks of

ail lovers of field dogs for bringing out and breeding the

black pointer.

H. T. Payne's Countess Noble is a grand little bitch, and

bv her excellent work on the first aud second days of the

Derby won the admiration of everyone present on those

occasions.

Starlight, the winner of first in the All-Aged stake, is one of

the most stylish and attractive dogs ever seen on this Coast

His work was well nigh faultless, and his handler, Mr. Wm.
DeMott, is to be congratulated on the splendid way in which

he handled the dog.

Old Black Joe II., handled by Mr. George T. Allender,

again won second in the All-Aged stake. It is to be doubted

if any dog ever winded birds farther than did this black pointer

on more than one occasion in these trials.

Pelham, winner of third, is a phenomenal worker when it

is considered that he is as deaf as a post. Mr. R. M. Dodge,
his handler, is deserving of all praise when it is remembered
that he had this difficulty to contend with in training and
working this dog.

Sales.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., has sold -, fox ter-

rier bitch pup, by Blemton Shiner ex Jess, to Colin Cameron,
Lochiel, Arizona.

fox terrier bitch nnp, by Frisco, Joker, ex Nancy,
to same party.

San Francisco, Jan. 25, 1893.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Allow me to send
you a copy of the unequaled record of winnings by my
black pointers.

Old Black Joe—January, 1SS9, first Derby and first All-

Aged Stakes.

Old Black Joe II—January, 1S91, second Derbv and second
All-Aged Stakes: January, 1892, third All-Aged Stakes;
January, 1893, second All-Aged Stakes.

January, 1893, George P. won first Derby, and Jim P. and
Doctor P. divided third in Perby with Johanna.
Nine winnings with five dogs in four Field Trials. Every

dog that run goi a place. Both Old Black Joe and Old Black
Joe II were imported direct from W. R. Pape, Gun Maker,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England.

Black Bess, the dam of the three pups, was imported from
Wm. Graham, Belfast, Ireland, who judged at the Pacific

Kennel Club show in 1889. She was bred by Mr. A. M.
McDonald, Scotland. Sired by Sweep, out of Gloom.
George P., Jim P. and Doctor P. are by Old Black Joe II,

out of Black Bess, and are litter brothers. Yours truly,

James E. Watson.

On Ladies' Day Mr. W. II. McKittrick, of Bakersfield, at-

tended the trials, and with his accomplished and estemable
I the coterie of fair ladies who attended the sports oi

the day, on horseback. The healthful flush of the rose is best

cultivated, and blooms most fair on the cheek of beauty, when
the glow is stimulated by a dash of a few miles on horseback.
This the ladies exemplified, and by their attendance added a
most pleasurable feature to the day's onting. These ladies

have the BOUl of tnir sportsmanship well implanted within
the following bit of comment, which was overheard

by 1
1 j * - writer, goes to Bhow. It was when Pelham (lemon

ticked and white and Starlight (black, white and tan) were
running.

**Ohl I.il," -aid on.-, "I think the white dug sprinkled
with old gold with feather trimmings the most beautiful.

Don't you?"
" So, indeed," answered Lillian, "

I think the white and
black the ni"M beautiful,"

Just then Pelham pointed and his fair champion triumphed
fur :i short sea , which was cut nhort by Starlight making a
swinging cast and dashing up at full speed, came to a Btaunch

twenty-five yards or more. The first speaker " ac-
dged the corn" bv saying! "Shake, l.il: your dog is

The sportsmen at the Field Trials were sorry to loose the
presence of those genial and courteous gentlemen, Wm.
Seh- her and P. D. Linville, who were called back to the city

!• ;iii«-r (he finish Of 'he Derbv. Thev

The gentlemen attending the trials, and more eepecially all

members of the club, have again been placed under renewed

obligations to the citizens of Bakersfield for the splendid

hospitality shown them by the sportsmen of that beautiful
j

little Queen of the Valley. Everything that cultivated and

refined hospitality con d suggest or invent for the pleasure of

the visiting lovers of the gun and dog was done, and done in
j

such a spirit as added ten fold to the gift. When Hospitality

takes Pea.se and Pleasure by the hand the trinity is complete
'

and unity and happiness is the result.

Regrets were pronounced and frequent on account of the

absence from the field of thatsocial and companionable gentle-

man Mr. W. E. Houghton, of Bakersfield, he being confined,

for the greater portion of the time, to his home on account of

a mild attack of pneumonia. We are glad to learn of his im-

provement. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE GUN.

The "Wounded Moose.

There are few wild animals more dangerous to the hunter

than a wounded bull moose. The strength and viciousness

shown by one of these wild antlered lords of the northern for-

ests is something which is most surprising to any but those

who are in a practical sense acquainted with the actions of

these peculiar animals.

The charge of a wounded moose when thoroughly mad-

dened, and yet not sufficiently wounded to deprive him of his

usual strength, is one of the most terrific in its effects known

to the animal world. The grizzly bear is not more to be

feared by the hunter than the moose when by any chance he

may secure the slightest advantage in the encounter which is

always a fight to the finish, the stake being fought for is life,

but in many instances both hunter and the hunted meet with

death at the close of the contest.

It has fallen to our lot to spend some time in the region of

northern Michigan and Minnesota, where some thirty years

ago, there was to be found any quantity of moose by the hun-
ters who were hardy enough to seek them out and undergo
the severity of the winter weather which there rules for the

period devoted to and appropriate to the capture of wild

game.
During the winter months the moose are fond of seeking the

shelter of the low swamps in the timbered regions of the sec-

tions above mentioned and there feeding on such young growth
as the swamps are wont to produce, the twigs and branches of

the low brush about the swamplands being more succulent

and palatable than the dryer growth of the more elevated

country. At such times the moss and grasses which form a

perfect matting on the soil in places about the swamp lands

furnish the moose their principal food ; this they secure by
pawing away the snow until they can crop the grass and moss
which they find beneath. It is surprising when the severity

of the climate is considered that any animal should be enabled

to find plenty of food in this way, but it is one of nature's pro-

visions which has fittingly arranged countless thousands of

circumstances which permit of the sustenance and develop-

ment of life under conditions well nigh incomprehensible to

man.
The winter of 1874 was one which seemed to bring with it

an unusually prolonged quantity of arctic weather.

The lumber camps were literally in a state of seige during
the winter and there was no thought of braving the howling
storms and intense cold which kept guard about the camp.
Those were long, weary and troublesome days. In company
with an uncle we had been caught in a path of a storm which
lasted for nearly two weeks, and long before it had in any
measure abated, we knew that our chances for escape and re-

turn to civilization were about on a par with those of the

political prisoners in Siberia.

The snow was piled to a height of six feet or more on the

level, and the only means we had of subsistence was the pre-

pared food of the logging camp, which consisted of beans and
meat mixed and cooked before shipment; packed in strong

barrels and this had become frozen through and through. But
this food is not bad to take when one is hungry, and hunger
comes on one at regular and frequent intervals when placed

in such surroundings ; the system seems to demand fuel and
plenty of it in order to keep up the heat of the body.

The month of Xovember was an unusually severe and try-

ing period and all hands, to the number of about sixty, were
confined in camp at close quarters.

The camp proper was formed by throwing up the snow so

as to form paths, winding about from tent to tent, where for

greater safety and comfort, together with economy of fuel, or

rather the labor necessary to procure it, were gathered as many
of the men as possible. It was a unique and not inattractive

scene presented in that wild region with the white mantle of

snow covering all the ground and reaching, frequently up to

the first or lowest branches of the trees, the limbs of which
were coated with an insulating of sleet and snow.
The monotonv of camp life was enlivened by the recital of

reminiscences and stories, varied by song, and it was truly

wonderful to note the rich stores of interesting facts which
these rough frontiermen had caught from their life experi-

ence, and related with that peculiar earnestness of eloquence
for which the true narrative of facts and experience is always
noted. It is usual at such times for the deer, elk and moose
to assemble in bands and tramp out for themselves to "camps"
or resting places which afford shelter from the winds, by rea-

son of the wall of snow about them. Thus they are wont, in

a large measure, to spend the more rigorous months of the

winter, making such excursions as are necessary in quest of

other or greater food supplies, than their resting places afford.

As the weather settles and grows more tolerable they break

up into lesser bands and proceed about the swamp land as

usual. It is not uncommon to find a bull elk or moose alone
at such times, usually browsing on the limbs of the swamp
willows and sheltered from view, in a measure, by taking a
stand in some clump of the wooded growth to be found in such
places, the general surroundings being comparatively free

from wooded growth. This makes an encounter with these
mammoth- horned animals extremely dangerous in such
places, as their speed, even when wounded, is far greater than
that of the most expert hunter, especially when encumbered
with the heavy clothing and trappings of the hunt.

l)uring the three months of the practical blockade which
we were forced to endure, the " hash " of the camp—as :i mix-
ture of beef and beans was termed—grew very stale to our

tastes, and everyone longed for something else to eat, and we
were not particular as to choice of viands, as anything for a
change would prove most welcome. With this, all but actual
necessity continually staring them in the face, the more ven-
turesome of the camp were eager to go out upon the hunt and
secure some fresh meat, if possible. The only animals we had
noted about camp were the wolves, which came regularly and
cleaned up whatever of refuse was thrown out where thev
could reach it.

The prospects for a successful hunt were not very flattering,

and my boyish enthusiasm never lasted beyond a few moments'
absence from the roaring fire of the camp. The cold was so
intense that one could hear almost constantly the bursting of
the trees from its effects, which reports sounded sharp and
distinct. Our bedding was formed for the most part of the
clothing which we wore, which was of the heaviest material
to be secured ; boots and shoes, as ordinarily understood, be-
ing discarded, and the feet swathed in several thicknesses of
blankets cut so as to extend well upon the thighs and held in
place by wrappings of cord, first having heavy socks and these
encased in several foldings of paper. Heavy overcoats with
outer covering of blankets formed with hood attachment, held
in place by strap or bell. Then came the bed proper, pos.--essed

by the more fortunate being, formed of sheep or deer skins,

double thickness, with the wool or hair forming both the
inner and outer portions. This was arranged, also, with a
hood, being sewed up save an opening in which one could slip

feet foremost, then drawing the hood over the head and pull-

ing the opening together and fastening with lacing-cord, one
could lay down anywhere and sleep comfortably, barring the
danger of being completely snowed under. Beside a camp-fire
stretched about, with feet to the fire, the men looked like the
diverging spokes of a wheel, the roaring fire representing ihe
hub. Thus we slept in comparative comfort. Of course there
was always a fire watch of lwo or more, whose business it was
to keep the flames leaping high from the center of the tent.

After a time some of the men started out on a hunt. The
weather h;id abated somewhat and was more tolerable but
yet very cold, my uncle being of the party. They all were
provided with snow shoes and were experts in this peculiar
art of locomotion. It was toward evening when we heard two
of them returning to camp, comiug down the steep hillside

near.

They came in like a whirlwind. Xo one who has not ob-
served an expert on snowshoes can form any adequate idea of
how swift a man can come down hill on them.
My uncle's companion was all but frozen as he looked like

he had been in a tussel with a grizzily, his clothing hanging
in shreds about him. He proved, however, to be otherwise
uninjured and in a short time was all right, whisky within and
fire without being potent to restore him to his normal con-
dition.

It appeared that while approaching such a swamp or low
depression, as herein before described, they had sighted a bull

moose in a clump of bushes. Creeping up as closely as he
thought prudent, my uncle's companion had fired at the bull

with an old Henry rifle while my uncle kept his fire in re-

serve. Every one who has any practical knowledge of the
Henry rifle of that time knows of the inefficency of that

weapon. The shot only stung and maddened the animal and
the next instant he broke cover and came charging down upon
the man with lowered head and flashing eves. The man saw
that escape by flight was all but impossible and determined
to accept a great risk, which he thought the most prudent
thing to do. My uncle fired from his distant position three
shots but without apparent effect. The man waited until the
maddened bull was within a few paces of him and them with
a degree of self-possession most remarkable under the circum-
stances, tired full at the breast of the infuriated beast just as

he lowered his head for the final charge. The man attempted
to spring aside but too late to escape the horns of the moose,
one of which caught his clothing diagonally in front and by
an upward toss completely severed them, throwing the man
at the same lime some distance where, from fright and the

force of the shock, he lay completely stunned and unconscious.

Mv uncle, running up at this moment, was pleased and sur-

prised to see the moose stagger and fall in his death struggle.

The last ball was found to have entered the animal's heart.

The Evening Telegram of Portland contains the following

mention of an important improvement in the line in which all

sportsmen are interested. It says

:

The long agitation of the question of a fishway over the

falls of the Willamette at Oregon City has culminated iu the

introduction of a bill into the lower house of the legislature

by Representative Miller, of Linn county, providing for its

construction.

Mr. Miller recently made an inspection of the falls in com-
pany with Governor Pennoyer and Hon. E. W. Bingham, of

this city, with a view of examining into the practicability of

a fish-ladder at that point. The bill provides for an appro-
priation of $6,000 for this purpose.

The fishway is to be constructed in the bed of the river on
the west side of the main fall, by making excavations in the

solid rock when the water is low, so that the slope will be more
gradual, and when the water is higher the excavations will

form a series of pools connecting with each other, all con-

structed and arranged in such a manner that salmon can
freely ascend from below to above the falls by passing from
pool to pool.

The plans, location and construction of the fishway will be

under the control and direction of a Board consisting of the

Governor, Secretary of State, and State Treasurer, who are

authorized to purchase tools and supplies and employ work-
men to construct the same.

In order to construct the fishway, the board, its amployes
and agents are authorized to remove all obstructions, whether
natural or artificial, to the con miction of the fishway or the

passage offish over the falls.

After the fishway is constructed it is to be under the care of

the board, which shall make any extension, additions, altera-

tions or repairs to the same that may become necessary.

It will be made unlawful for anyone to hinder, annoy or

disturb the fish entering, passing through or leaving the fish-

way, or to obstruct the passage of fish through the same at

any time, or in any manner, or for any one to place anything

in the fishway, or use auy device for catching fish, such as

wheel or net or hook or lines, in the fishway, or within fifty

feet of it, or to catch fish at any time anywhere within fifty

feet of the fishway.

For violations of this provision the bill will impose a mini-

mum fine of $200, or imprisonment in the county jail for not

leas than ten days nor more than one hundred days. It also

provides that justices shall have concurrent jurisdiction with

the circuit courts of all offenders under the act.
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William Dexnison, sixty-five years of age, rode in a race
at Hawthorne Park last week. This man wore a beard, which
was covered with ice when the race was over.

Joseph I). Lucas, proprietor of the Goodwood Stud, has
bought of Chris Dovle of Carrollton, 111., the bay mare
Maggie B., by Elkhorn, dam by imp. Billet, being also the
dam of Turk and Hymen. Maggie B. is in foal to Lord
Coleridge, by imp. Buckden, out of Catina, by imp. Aus-
tralian.

It is said that Mr. James R. Keene is negotiating for the
purchase of Enthusiast, 1SS6, the full brother to Energy, by
Sterling, dam Cherry Duchess, by The Duke; second dam
Mirella, by Gemma di Vergy, etc. Enthusiast won the Two
Thousand of 1SS9 by a head from the great Donovan, and the

Sussex Stakes at Goodwood, besides running well up in the

other classic events.

From a return latelv made up of the performances of

horses in Australasia got by The Drummer and Goldsbrough
since 1879, it appears that no less than 221 winners have
represented The Drummer with 40S races, totalling £45,051.
The Goldsbrough stock have won 390 races, 204 animals being
on his list of winners, the stakes won amounting to £57,193.
This is heavv scoring for two stallions, the total between them
being £102,244.

A bill has been introduced in the Minnesota Legislature
prohibiting the operation of pool-rooms, except at race tracks
during meetings. It provides for the punishment not only of

men who operate pool-rooms, but the employes and patrons
and the owners of buildings occupied for gambling purposes
as well. It makes even private betting a dangerous experi-

ment, and does not except ihe stakeholder in these trans-

action-;, providing that he shall share the fate of the princi-

Messks. Louis & Gus Straus have sold to Lu Nelms, of

Loveladv, Texas, the thoroughbred chestnut stallion, Isaac

Lewis, by imp. Prince Charlie, out of Bellona, by Virgil.

Isaac Lewis was a good race horse, and the Guide Book will

show many a good winning to his credit. He won races at all

distances, from six furlongs up to a mile and a half, his best

performance being a mile in l:41f, with an impost of 115
pounds, as a three-year-old. If he can get some good mares
he will send out some Texas thoroughbreds that will be hard
to beat.

The New Orleans winter meeting does not compare with
the recent Blood Horse meet. At the former the two largest

winners are D. W. Kelly with $2,335 and the Orwell Stable

with $1,760. The largest winners at our meeting were W.
O'B, Macdouough with $8,235 and the Storn-Chase Stable

with $7,800, while B. C. Holly won $7,500. Eastern horse-

men ire not likely to stay away from San Francisco another
year, when such amounts can be won by horses at a time when
the snow is falling in the East and South, gentle Annie, while
all is sunshine in San Francisco.

A strong racing combination has recently been formed,
the interested parties being Ernest Chrisman and George
Fosier, both of Gallatin. The training will be done by Chris-
man, while Foster will do the riding. They have a stable
now at Cumberland Park, and the horses will be shipped to

New Orleans as soon as they can be gotten in condition.
Chrisman will be remembered as the well-known turf corre-

spondent who writes under the nom deplume of " Kennesaw."
Foster, who can ride as light as 100 pounds, is a son of ex-

Judge Oliver Foster, who for years presided over the County
Court of Summer County, Tennessee.

David Gideon has secured the services of Overton, who
was the best jockey in the West last season, to ride for him
during the coming season, paying him $5,000 for the privilege

of the first call on him for his services from May 15th to Oc-
tober 15th, which is at the rate of just $1,000 a month. Over-
ion will have a strong stable to ride, and he may have a chance
of piloting His Highness and Merry Monarch in some of the
handicap races if either or both stand the ordeal of training,

which is a matter of considerable doubt as yet.though Hyland
hopes to be able to get them to show something like the form
they showed as two-year-olds. Though Mr. Gideon does not
say so, it looks as if he would have a chance to get some of

the three-year-old stakes next year with Cactus. St. Michael,
the Annie F. colt, Kinglet, and one or two others he has in

his string, none of which was raced to death as two-year-olds,

and all of which had a bit of speed that was good enough to

make their competitors run when they met.

Mr. E. D. Wiggin, of Lake View Farm, Bellingham,
Mas*., the owner of the race queen, Martha Wilkes, 2:08, an-
nounced some time ago that, in all probability, Martha
Wilkes would not only be in the free-for-alls next season, but

that she would also be sent against the time record. He also

announced that he would send the great mare a mile at Cleve-

land to the old-time sulky, in order to obtain reliable data as

to the difference in speed between it and the bicycle sulky.

This public statement has brought out a letter from Mr.
Robert Bonner to Mr. Wiggin, in which the owner of Maud
S. reiterates his determination to give the sum of $5,000 to

the first horse which trots to the old sulky a mile in 2:05 over
any of the tracks in the Grand Circuit. Mr Wiggin thinks
that on a poor, rough half-mile track the bicycle sulky is from
four to five seconds faster than its predecessor but with a
first-class smooth track like Independence there is little or no
difference of speed in the stretches, the advantage being only
in the turns. The experiment will be an interesting one.

A fatal accident happened at the Gloucester track on
Wednesday, January 4th, by which Jockey Joseph Bergen
lost his life, and the horse John Atwood had to be destroyed.

Jockey Macauley was also severely bruised, but is recovering.

Poor Bergen was riding the horse Keyser, who was in the

lead, with Macauley on John Atwood close behind. Keyser
struck the rail and fell with Bergen, when John Atwood and
Macauley fell on top of the prostrate horse and rider. Bergen
was helped to his feet while Macauley had to be carried from
the track, but it turned out that Bergen was the more seriously

hurt, and he died the same night. His remains were sent on
to Fordham, where his mother resides, and on Sunday he was
buried in the new Westchester cemetery. Seventy-five car-

riages followed the remains, and the floral offerings were very

numerous. William Thompson, president of the Gloucester
track, sent a handsome broken column, and the bookmakers
and jockeys also contributed in this direction. The dead jock-

ey's four brothers were all present at the funeral.

Isaac Murphy, the celebrated jockey, is taking things
easy at his home in Lexington. He now weighs over 150
pounds and is in perfect hea'th. In talking to a Lexington
Press representative as to his future plans Isaac said he in
tended to do a great deal of riding in the West this season.
The rich stakes offered by the Western Association will cause
riders of his ability to be in demand, and he will not sign
with any owner, selecting mounts losuit his pleasure and con-
venience.

Lucille Golddust, 2:15], Goldsmith Maid's old-time
competitor, is owned by M. G. Thompson, Utica, N. Y., the
gentleman who purchased her as a three-year-old. Mr.
Thompson, in company with Charles Green, saw her work a
quarter in forty seconds before they purchased her, and thought
the fastest trotter on earth was before them, for it was a thing
unheard of then—a three-year-old showing a 2:40 gait. Of
her seven living foals all are owned by Mr. Thompson save
Lucille's Baby, 2:20J. Four of them are in the list and the
other two will trot into the charmed circle yet, it is believed.
She is in foal now, it is hoped, by Sprague Golddust.

A Chicago dispatch dated last Wednesday read as follows
" Entries to the nine recently opened stakes streamed into the
office of the Washington Park Club to-day. The rare quality
of the nominations and the promises of magnificant sport for
the World's Fair meeting surprised even Secretary Brewster.
The following are among the nominations: W. O'B. Mac-
donough, with a long list of two-year-olds

; Walcott & Camp-
bell, thirty, including Pessara, Diablo and Cassius; James E.
Pepper, thirty-six ; R. T. Halloway, nineteen, including
Wadsworth and Faraday

; J. E. Madden, twenty-five, includ-
ing Illume ; C. L. Fair, fourteen, including Yo El Rey, Dare,
Princess and Floodgate ; B. C. Tracy, thirteen ;

" Pittsburg
Phil," with Parvenue; R. A. Swigger, with Carlsbad and
Michael; Gideon & Daly, with His Highness; the Oneck
Stable, with G. W. Johnson and Sir Walter ; the Etna Stable,
with Tulla Blackburn and Randolph, and the Oakdale Stable,
with Falero. Entries came from New York and Huntington,
W. Va., Pocatello, Idaho, and San Francisco. The total

for the nine stakes up to to-night was 1133 and the 1200 mark
will surely be passed."

George Stone, the celebrated colored jockey, died in Au-
burn (N. Y.) prison on January 12th. He was serving a term
of imprisonment for killing a bartender named Miller at

Coney Island in 1888. He was once sentenced to be hanged,
but Governor Hill commuted the sentence. Stone rode sev-
eral years ago for Churchill & Johnson, owner of Belle of the
Highlands and many other noted performers, and later came
to Brighton Beach and North Bergen. He became famous
with B. Kahn's Saxony, a horse that won a large number of
races as a four-year-old, in nearly all of which Stone had the
mount. The first season of the North Bergen meeting he
weighed about 100 pounds. He approached the scales one
bitter cold day, when the temperature averaged nearly as low
as at present, and being told he was two pounds over, took off

a two-pound woolen undershirt and went out with only his

silk jacket over his bare skin. At the time of his incarcera-
tion in Raymond-street jail he weighed 120 pounds. While
there he was visited by a number of jockeys, L. G, Behman,
for whom he rode, and others. As a jockey Stone caused no
end of trouble to starters by his daredevil anxiety to get away.
He was somewhat vain, and told with relish a story about
how he lost the Twin City Handicap with Saxony to Elkwood
in 1887. because he was " trying to ride pretty for the ladies,

and make a head finish."

Brown Prince, by Lexington, dam imp. Britannica IV.
by The Flying Dutchman, out of Barbata, by The Barb, bred
by Mr. M. H. Sanford, had three foals dropped in Ireland in

1890, two of which were winners last year, says the Turf,
Field and Farm. Erin, two years old, by Brown Prince, by
Hollythorn, by Hollywood, sou of Orest, grandam Sweet
Briar, by Strathconan, out of Verbena, by Sir Tattan Sykes,
won four out of eight races in which he started ; won the
Sudbury Stakes at Derby, ran second to Ravensburg in the
Great Lancashire Breeders' Produce Stakes with five others
behind him ; won the Leopardstown Grand Prize for two-
year-olds, defeating five others ; ran second to Best Man in the
Harrington Stakes with four others behind him ; won the
Scurry Nursery Stakes at Newmarket, with eighteen others
behind him

;
won the Surrey Nursery Stakes at Gatwick, beat-

ing a field of nine others, and ran third in the Chesterfield

Nursery Stakes with twenty-three others behind him. Killos-

sery, a three-year-old brother to Erin, won two races, and was
second in two in eight starts. Kilsallaghan, a two-year-old
by Brown Prince, dam Gipsy, by Astrologer, started eight

times, ran a dead heat with Court Jester, and divided the
stakes in the Hassock Plate ; ran second to Lucky Devil
in the Durdane Plate; second to Shelley in the Second Nur-
sery Handicap, at Newmarket; second to Orontes in The
Southfield Plate, and won the International Produce Stakes.

In all his races there were fairly good fields.

As an illustration of how the malformed " hollow- backed"
foals are produced, the following letter from Australia to the
London Live Slock Journal has a value ;

" We had to send
two thoroughbred mares with filly foals at foot, each about
three weeks old, for about fifteen miles. Owing to the negli-

gence of the men in charge, the mares got ahead and finally

took to galloping. A stern chase and a long chase, and a good
five miles had been compassed before the mares were headed
and their pace regulated. Very shortly after the four arrived

the foals were noticed to show signs of drooping in the back.

They got from bad to worse, and eventually became so hollow-
backed that the owner of the stallion determined to have
them shot—when two-year-olds—as useless deformities. A
friend, who knew the pedigrees and the story, offered to give
£'S for the two. The bid was accepted and the fillies were at

once put to the stud. The worse (a chestnut) bred a splendid
colt foal without a sign of his dai- 's infirmity, and it was sold

as an entire for £100. The next year the same mare threw
an equally good lilly foal. The other (a black) refused to

breed. More pitiable objects than these two fillies were never
seen. We attributed the misfortune to the long gallop with
the sun shining hot upon the backs all the way, and possibly

the evil was increased by the condition of the milk in the

uo-ders of the dams, to which the foals resorted as soon as the

gallop was stopped. The malformation was not hereditary,

because the produce of the one that did breed did not show
any tendency to it, nor was it caused by the foals being prema-
turely weaned, for they showed it before weaning and they
were allowed to suck the full time. Nor was it the soil, for

there were thirty foals fed that vear at the same station, and
1 these two were the only ones so disfigured."

Sacramento Scribblings.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.)

Sacramento, January 23, 1893.— I send you a few horsev
items from this abode of the legislators which may beoutof
place. There seems to be a demand in Indiana for good repre-

sentatives of the Blue Bull family. T. C. Snider received a
letter from them asking him to set a price on Creole, 2:20. It
seems that there is a Creole colt out of Flash, by Egmont,
there that is a wonder. If Mr. Snider can make Creole stand
upon that game leg he will be seen on the circuit with him.
There are few finer-formed or gamer-looking horses than he
anywhere. I understand the horse is registered 21,702. Mr.
Snider is jogging Erin, 2:29 f, and the Eclectic-Reka Patchen
lilly on the road, and by the way he drives them it would
seem as if his love is pretty well divided between the two.
There are not many horses working at the Sacramento

track ; lots of the old-timprs have trone to other tracks. This
is not because the track is not a good winter track, for you can
work there any time almost ; the next day after a severe rain
storm and drivers on the outskirts of the city are as good as
can be found anywhere, but it must be that there are not
many horses working this winter. Wilbur Smith is working
seven or eitrht bang-tails, General Hart's Director filly (out of
Almonta, 2:24^) ; she is a nice looker and reels off quarters in
forty seconds very easy ; she is a trotter sure, and last but not
least that great colt Kebir. I think he made a mistake in not
giving him a record as a two year-old, for he could have
trotted then very close to 2:20. Tom Holmes has Hylas Boy,
2:23.1, a horse that can beat 2:20 several seconds ; Brilliantine,
2:30, a mare that ought to be hot company for the side wheel-
ers in her class this year, for she could beat 2:20 as a three-
year-old, with less than four months' handling; he also has a
very promising green pacer by Prompter that has shown
quarters in thirty-two seconds and miles below 2:30 with very
work and a Director three-year old that has ju^t been broken.

O. Smiley, one of our old-timers has returned from Oregon
to winter here, bringing with him Judge Bloomfield, 2:33, and
four other young horses; and report has it that some of the old
"chap's" horses can "go along some."
Worth Ober has quite a string, among them the erratic

Nevada pacer Frenchy, 2:20$. Worth hopes to get him steady
by the time the bell rings; if he does he will make the best of
them go some, a* the horse has plenty of speed. He has Col.
Hickman, 2:25}, also a nice-looking three-year-old colt by
Hawihorne, belonging to Mr. Dan Flint, of the Pioneer Hop
Yard.
Chas. Schlutius has Almonta, 2:24}. She has been fired

and will be prepared for the 2:2-5 class next fall, and also a
nice-looking mare belonging to Mr. Tery, one of our popular
young lumber dealers.

Mr. Geo. Barrett has charge of Mr. Hugh Casey's stable of
young horses. They include a five-year-old mare by Fallis,

2:23, that is quite promising, and two Don Marvin fillies.

Mr. Chas. Goddard, our popular young horse-shoer, has a
very promising two-year-old colt by Don Marvin that steps

quarters in thirty-seven seconds and acts like an old cam-
paigner.

Frank Depoister has three two-year-olds, two by the Prince
of Norfolk, and a Greenback filly that is one of the fastest

two-year-olds here. Ab Stemler has five or six bangtails be-

longing to Dan Burns. Tom Boyle has three two-year-old
colts by the Prince of Norfolk that are an exceptionally fine-

looking lot, but he has not done much with them as yet. They
belong to Mr. Todhunter.
Mr. Chas. Dilman has several trotters in his stable, among

them a yery handsome chestnut two-yeaa-old colt by Silver
Bow, belonging to our popular boniface, Mr. (Joe) Bowers, of

the Golden Eagle Hotel.

There was a very enthusiastic meeting of the Capital Turf
and Drieing Club. Monday evening last they decided to give
a spring meeting, to be held the first week in May. It will be
devided between the trotters and the runners, and will, in all

probability, last six days. Yours truly,

Woodland.

Sturgie to the Front.

Horsemen who are making up their programmes for their

Eastern trip this summer are invited to send in their entries

to the Sturgis (Michigan) Fair Association. The meeting
will "commence July 31st and end August 1st. Over $50,000
will be given in stakes and purses, and as the entries close next

Wednesday, February 1st, th<;re is no time to lose in attend-

ing to this preliminary. Animals must be named at the time
of making the entry. The Citizens' State Bank is the custo-

dian of the funds of this thriving institution, and the meeting
to be held will surpass all others heretofore held. Read the

advertisement in this issue.

Special attention is invited to Col. R. P. Pepper A Son's

South Elkhorn Farm consignment, to be sold January 31 in

F. J. Berry & Co.'s great Chicago sale. This offering com-
prises the foals of 1891, and are a grand bred lot of youngsters

by Norval, 2:14'], an extreme speed-producing son of Elec-

tioneer; Gems, byOnward, 2:25}-, sire of Nelly Mason, 2:M,

and sixtv-four in 2:30, including nineteen in the 2:20 list, and
grandsire of eiehty-seven in 2:30, including Athadon I 1

|
2 27.

Belle Acton (I), 2:29}, and Online (2), 2:11, all champion
records. The collection represents Taxgatherer, by Nutpatch,

by Nutwood, out of a daughter of Madrid, by < Jeorge \\ ilkes,

second daro by Egbert, sire of Egthorne, 2:12$, and fifth dam
Vic, dam of Mattie Graham, 2:21 }, and grandam of three in

2:30. by Mambrino Chief. Assertion, by < Inward, OUl of Cut,

by Brignoli, second dam Crop, dam of Code, 2:22|; Counsellor,

2:21 ; and Blanch Amory, 2:2o", and grandam of Bonz, 2:17A ;

Brown, 2:18^ ; Williams, 2:20$, etc., by Pilot Jr. In the Tot

are Norris, Chase, Robosa and other gilt-edged bred ones by

Norval, 2:14], out of great bred dams and riilurs byOnward,
comprising many brilliant speed prospects, and youngsters lit

to head anv stud. Write for catalogue to F. J. Berry A I !o.,

Union Stock Yards, Chicago.
»

" It is my opinion," remarked a horseman in the office the

other day, '* that nostallion ever founded a great family that

did iint have an individuality peculiarly his own. One thai

does not look like any other horse but that will command at-

tention anywhere. Look at Nutwood. No one ever saw a

horse that looked like him unless it was one of his descen-

dants. Robert McGregor also was a horse that commanded
universal admiration, and Red Wilkes is another one thai

has no counterpart. A great horse is like a trrmt man. He
will remind you of no one, but stauds as a dislincl

self.—American Trotter.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUTS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29th to June 23d
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLt"B-Sprin£ meeting- May 10 Odays)
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB cCovinglon, Ky.;—Spring meeting.

- Ylav 20 to Jund24
WASHINGTON PARK t.Chicago, HI.)—Summer meeting

.'. -June 24 (2.5 davsi
CHICAGO BACQIG ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting...May 16 to June 23
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE July 3d, 4lh and 5hi
AIISSOLT.A— Keirular circuit _ July 9th to 12th
ANACONDA—Regular circuit -Julv loth lo 26th
BUTTE—Regular circuit -July 2Sth to Aug. 17th
HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 20th to 2Sth
STUBGIS Mich Julv 31st to Aug. 5th
BL/FFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 2S

Entries Close.

CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N—Fall Meeting
February 1

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK Feb. 1

CHICAGO DRIVING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting. Feb 1
FLEETWOOD PARK New Y/ork) See Advt.
STUBGIS Mich February 1

HUENEME March 1

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15
MONTANA CIRCUIT STAKES April 1

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTEKS.
CHAS. DERBY Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
COUNT ANTEEO 11,692 W. H. Smith, Woodland.lCal
DICTATUS ....Clarence Dav, Belmont, Cal
EGYPTIAN PRINCE P. J. Williams, Milpitas. Cal
GUIDE A. T. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, Citv
HOCK WILKES Jos. Michel. 2536 market Si
JAMES HAD1S0N -Ben Wright, Oakland Trotting Park
PRINCE RED 9940 -Geo. A. Wilev, Danville. Cal
READY MONEY -Fred Foster, Hanford, Cal
SID ROY -A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Building. Citv
SILVER BOW P. J. Williams. Milpitas, Cal
STEJNEER 14,341 K. O'Gradv. San Mateo, Cal
SIEINWAY Geo. A. Wiiev. Danville, Cal
WALDSTEIN 12.597 _ H. S. Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal
WH.DO 9W7 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

THOROUGHBRED*.
IMP. CHESTERFIELD -Prot. Thos. H. Bowhill, Lakeville, Cal

MM Stallion; K. O'Grady. san Mateo, Cal
MONDAY FINAI H.C. Judson. SantaClara. Cal
THREE CHEERS- Wm. M. Horry, Sacramento, Cal
WII.DIDLE H.C. Judson. Santa Clara, Cal

There will be numerous bills in regard to veterinary

affairs, before the Legislature this year, we are informed.

If there is any class of bills that will demand great care

and deliberation in considering it will be these. It is

hoped that lliere will be DO factional rights in regard to

their discussion and that the question of party politics will

not enter into the subject. It is of vital importance that

these bills be drafted by competent veterinarians and that

ilation of the practice of veterinary surgery and
ne in this State be made so plain that tbe legisla-

tors may fully and clearly understand them. The Legis-

lature should place tbe control and issuance of licenses

to non-graduates in tin- hands of competent veterinary

is appointed by the State, and not leave the matter

any society ;
by doing 30,'such

.Mature will be entirely

'hand the control of veterinary affairs be

nil public.

The racing at Oakland i- proving to be quite success-

fu
,
notwithstanding i he edict against the •• bookies." An

ini ii lance and an- do-

j" a land-office buf

Time and 'Weight Tests on Turf Tracks.

It is. of course, only natural that the natives of any

country should believe that the section in which tbey first

saw the light excels in the production of many things

which delight the heart of man. The Kentuckian will

not admit that in any other portion of the world can be

produced such a large percentage of brainy and brawny

men, beautiful women and fleet horses or whisky of such

excellent flavor. The Englishman will tell you that his

country excels in the production of almost everything

under the sun, and especially proud is the "bloomin' Brit-

isher" of the quality of his ale, the domesticity of his

wife and the ability of his race horses. The Australian

will tell you that in all athletic sports his people are a

long distance in the lead of the nations of the earth, and

that the gallopers of Kangarooland can give the horses of

other portions of the world about twenty pounds and a

" donkey-licking." Pride is a good thing, and we admire

it very much in any one, but braggadocio can be carried

to such an extreme that of necessity a halt must be called.

An American writer in the Turf, Field and Farm of a

recent date (and the gentleman evidently was suffering at

the time from a terrible case of kangaroo fever, super-

induced by hospitality), in a lengthy article, told of a

number of good English horses that had reached the col-

onies at various times and reproduced themselves in their

new-found homes, so far away from the " tight little isle."

This part of the article was very good, and showed that

the writer had delved deeply into the Australian stud

books. But at the tail-end of the production there was a

lot of figuring that would weary any one but an Austra-

lian or some one that glories in deriding everything

American. Among other mathematical examples the

American writer had figured out that Carbine could

leave Miss Woodford in her palmiest days about a quar-

ter of a mile (or at the head of the homestretch) in a

•race of three miles, each to carry 145 pounds. Just how

he made this calculation will never be known, in all prob-

ability, but it is uo more ridiculous than a tew other

comparisons he made in the same article.

The average Australian will tell you that Carbine,

Xordenfeldt, Abercorn or Marvel, had they been brought

to this country to race, could run a mile and a quarter

over our tracks and with the weight up that our scale al-

lots them, in about 2:01, and easily do a mile in 1:36.

Talk is inexpensive, but as yet few thinkers can be

brought to believe that their horses are superior to ours

on the turf until the crack horses of the two countries

meet on some race course and settle the matter. In no

other way can one tell which excels. Their tracks are

of turf, ours generally of clay ; their top-uotchers are

generally asked to carry more weight than our best

horses and the distances in the Antipodean races are as a

rule greater than in this country, but we have a host of

horses that have shown ability to pack great weight and

win in fast time. In America there uot are over two first-

class turf tracks, and it will be acknowledged by all fair-

minded men that only our second and third-class horses

have raced over courses of this description. By most of

our horsemen turf tracks are regarded as being not so

safe as the clay or sandy courses. The time and weight

tests, in tbe absence of racing between the horses of

America and Australasia, are about all that we can go on

in making a comparison. This is hardly fair, in view of

the tact that our best horses have never run over a turf

course, but even then the American thoroughbred does

not sufl'er very much. Following is a table showing the

best performances " on the grass " of American and

Australasian horses in distances up to two miles

:

Distance. American Horses.

5-- Eclipse, 2. US lbs 1 :02 2-5

3-4 Strathmeath, 2, US- 1:15 3-5

7-s Prince George, 2,

105 lbs 1:29 2 5

Benediction, 5, 120- 1:29 4-5

1 Madstone, 4, 122 lbs 1:42 2-5

1 1-16 Eon. 5. lis lbs 1:4$ 1-5

Watterson.4,1321bs 1:49 2-5

1 1-8 Cast Steel, 5. 121 lbs 1 :57

Tattler, a. 121 lbs 1:57

1 3-16 M'alCOn, 4, 114 lbs 2:03

Lavinia Belle. 5. 135 2:03 4-5

1 1-t Race-land, 6. 136 lbs. 2:09
Kildeer. 4. 120 lbs... 2:09

Philosophy. 4. 127... 2:09 1-5

1 3sj Tamiminv. :',. 115 lbs 2:22

Eon. 4, 130 lbs 2:2:; 1-2

Philosophy, 4. 185... 2:2.5 2'

1 1-2 Taragon. 5. 12s lis... 2:37 2-5

Barrister, 4, 127 lbs. 2 I i

Philosophy, 4, 133... 2:39

Distance. Australasian Horses.

5-6 Forester. X. Z 1:01
3-4 Volcano, Aus 1:14

7-S Trieste, Aus 1:27

Rubv, X. Z 1:27 1-1

were not used to running on turf tracks, that they are

not " keyed up " for any one particular race, but

generally race about twice a week, did exceedingly

well. And in the American list, it must be remembered

there are no Firenzis, Salvators, Luke Blackburns, Tre-

monts, The Bards, Hanovers, Miss Woodfords, Kingstons

or horses of the very highest class to be pitted agains t

their best in a test of speed and endurance, hence the

comparison is hardly a just one. One thing, however, we
will say for the Australian horses, and it is that they are

a hearty lot, free from most of the diseases to which

horses in England and America are heir to. That the

Australian thoroughbred horses are accomplishing won-

ders in this country in the way of producing fast and

powerful racers few will deny, and at the same time our

Autipodean brethren might improve their stock im-

mensely by taking a lot of American mares with consid-

erable Lexington blood in their veins over to put in their

studs for an outcross, and some stallions from the tried

Leamington and Vandal families as well. We have had

too much of a Lexington craze in this country, and the

blood has not proved very good in the male line. In the

female line, however, it is difficult to excel. England

has been unloading her refuse on our market for quite a

while. The few really good stallions we have had from

the " mother country " have been handsomely paid for,

and we will in all likelihood in the future have to pay

for the best, as in the past. During the last twelve

months an astonishing lot of English pedigrees have been

disposed of at low rates, but we are afraid comparatively

few sterling performers or producers.

Approach of the Breeding Season.

Kimrtish.3, US, Aus- 1:40

Boolka. 4, 105, Aus... 1:40

Marvel, 5. 142, Aus... 1:10 1-2

1 1-S Cerise and Blue, Aus 1:55 1-2

c'aibine, Aus 2:07
Loyalist. 4. 112, Aus. 2:0S 1-4

Tidbit. X. 7. 2:05 1-2

1 l 1 Masterlode, I, 121... 3:03 1-5

SUleck, 3, 113 1b. 3:31

King Olaf, Aus 2:35 1-2

Megaphone, Aus 2:35 1-2

Prince Imperial, Aus 2:35 1-2

Tasman. X. Z 2:36 3-4

Correze, Aus 3:03
Waitiri. X. K 3:05
Carbine, 5, 145. aus.. 3:28 1-1

Crackshot, N. Z 3:30 1-1

We found it impossible in most cases to get the weights

carried by the Australasian record-breakers, but presume

that in most of the distances the Antipodean horses

carried almost as much as ours. It wilt be readily seen

by the foregoing that our horses, considering that they

The large number of sales that have taken place this

winter is unprecedented in tbe history of the *rotting

horse. _N"ot only has there been scores of really choice

ones sold at auction in Chicago, Lexington, St. Louis and

Xew York, while thousands, that a few years ago might

have been considered first-class, but are now known as

" weeds," were also disposed of. Some of the largest

stock farms have been sold and the stock scattered, be-

cause o f the decease of tbe owners. Never before has

there been such a fatality among 'he most prominent of

our breeders. The choice individuals that they purchased

at large prices years ago were sold with their offspring,

and are scattered to the farthermost parts of the L'uited

{States. The small breeder has profited by these disposal

sales, and where one breeder was found two years ago in

some of the counties of the older States, three or four

have placed their dependence on a reaction in the mar-

ket for good trotters and have stocked their farms with

choicer individuals at lower figures than they would have

otherwise done.

The " bottom " has not " dropped out of the business;"

there are more enthusiasts in it to-day than ever, and

with the abolishment of the time records, the introduction

of the dash system and two-in -three races, by which

public interest is certain to be revived, there will be an

increasing demand for well-trained, fast trotting horses.

The opening of the European, Mexican and Australian

markets for horses is an auspicious one, and, in this

Columbian year, while tens of thousands will visit the

great world's fair, the exhibition of trotters and pacers,

and their superiority will at once be acknowledged by all;

and an interest will be taken in them by these

wealthy and influential foreigners that cannot help being

beneficial to the industry.

This will be a great year for the small breeders in Cal-

ifornia, and owners of well-bred stallions should not hesi-

tate to advertise now. Men who own finely-bred

mares are not dismayed by the reports of the sales, and

I look forward to the time when they will raise a great

performer. The opportunities for making money with a

good trotter will increase, instead of diminish, and these

far-sighted gentlemen know it. The demand of the hour

is for the best ; nothing else will do, and if owners of

stallions do not get as large a number of mares for their

horses this season, there is this consolation, they will get

better bred ones. The union of Electioneer, Nutwood,

Wilkes, Almout, Moor, Director, McGregor, Happy
Medium, Mambrino Patchen, Steinway, Jay Gould and

Sidney blood is sought by breeders, and the more of these

great families they see in the pedigrees of the youngsters

the more hope they have of owning a 2:04 trotter.

The man who has not lost faith in the future of the

trotting horse is as deep a student as ever of pedigrees,

performances and conformation. He sees in the weeding

out of all unknown 2:50 stallioDS that are built like saw

horses, a sufficient cause for the sales at low figures of that

class of stock, and knows that their doom is sealed. The

man who sends a mare to such a horse deserves to become
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a bankrupt. This is an advancing age in breeding, and

the man who looks for success in it must keep up with

the times. He must be in the " bike sulky " of pro-

gression. He must advertise his stallion in the leading

turf journals, breed him to approved mares only, (for every

ill-bred and bad-formed mare that is sent to the horse

will be a verypoor walking advertisment of his prepotency),

and he will then look with pride upon the produce of such

a union. Even' owner of good mares is carefully scanning

the turf journals to see what horses are to stand for ser-

vice in 1893 and it behooves stallion owners t* send in

their notices early. It not only brings in money, but also

places the stallion and his breeding before the public,

where it belongs, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

and from Canada to Mexico, the horse becomes known

to every one.

Records Thrown Out.

The following dispatch was received in this city, Tues-

day :

Chicago, January 23.—Stainbout's grand performance of 2:07J-£. mada
on the Stockton, Cal., track on November 23d last, the world-famous

mile that crowned him king of trotting stallions, has been rejected by

the American Trotting Register Association. Kremlin, who coveieda

mile at Nashville, Teen., in 2:07?^ on November 12, is, according to the

Register, the acknowledged trotting king.

When the matter of the Stockton records come up for consideration

at a special meeting of the Trotting Register Association held in Chi-

cago on January 1Mb. the secretary of the Stockton association asked
for a continuance until January 27th. Thereupon the following reso-

lution was adopted by the executive board :

It i? ordertd that all the performances at the Stockton, Cal.. track
from October 13th to November 23d inclusive, shall be rejected for rec-

ord unless the said association lurnisb sufficient evidence on January
27, l>y:>. the date selected by their secretary, that such performances
were conducted in accordance with the rules of this association.

The secretary of the Stockton association has notified Registrar

Steiner of the American Trotting Register Association that he does not

think he can furnish the required evidence and that he will not be in

attendance at the adjourned meeting, and he further states that his

society will not be represented at the said adjourned meeting.

Under the resolution above quoted all the lime performances made

at Stockton, Cal., from October 13th to November 23d inclusive, stand

rejected. The other time performances made at Stockton, which will

not appear in the official register, are ninety-seven in number

:

Allannah (pacer),by Guy Wilkes „ 2:m£
Airlv. by Sable Wilkes 2:27%
Acrobat (pacer), by Sterling 2:18
Advance 13), by Electioneer 2:22>£
Alfred, by tien. Benton 225
Anteo Wilkes, by Guy WiJkes 2:30
Aaron S, i-'i, by Hawthorne 2:29
Ameer (2), by Nephew „ 227
Aveua (2i. by Palo Alto 2:19*^
Alect. by Richards Elector 226
Athenia (2). by Electioneer 2:26^
Auntie (6j, by Anteeo 2:36%
Alcona Jr.. by Alcona 2:10
Bernal. bv Electioneer 2:17
Brown Thorne, by Hawthorne _ _ 2:27%
Bessie Bel (2). by -t. Bel 2:29%
Bonnibel (2), by Azmoor 224%
Bell Bird (2), by Electioneer „ 222
Beverlv (2j, by Sable Wilkes _ 2:30
Colonel May, by May Boy 2:17
Coral, bv Electioneer 2:18%
rapt. Lambert (pacer), by Cal. Lambert 223}£
Clio Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes _ 2:30
Clarion (2), by Azmoor „ 224%
Dagbestan (2), by Stambonl 2:2o%
Dalv. bv General Benton 2:15
Desperado, by Richards' Elector _ 229%
Donchba (2), by wild Boy 2:24

Dexter Thorne. by Dexter Prince 225
Donzella. by Eros 2:29%
Elwina, by Electioneer 227*4
Election. byElectioneer 228%
Elleneer, by Electioneer 228%
Elma Sontag, (2). by Electioneer 229
El.jen 0J),by Nephew 2 19
Electrina (4). by Richards' Elector _ 2:23%
Guide, by Director 2:16%
George Dexter, by Dexter Prince 2:29%
Helena (3 1. bv Electioneer j:_'l

Harrv Winchester, by Stamboul 2:27

Ida May. by Hawthorne 2:28
Jim Mulvenna. bv Nutwood 2:19%
Jessie (2), by Electricity _... 2:34%
Jassamine, by Abbots f«»rd 2:32
King Oro, by Clay Duke 224
Lulu, bv Frank Hnnter 2,28
Lou Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes 220%
Lvnwood (2), by Guv Wilkes 2:20%
Lfiv Dale, bv Conductor 227%
Lilac (3). by Clay 2:29%
Lent, bv Electioneer 2:28
Leo Wilkes, by Guv Wilkes 2:29%
Langton. by Alfred 2:21%
Loraneer (2), by Electioneer 2:26%
Lottery Ticket, by Dexter Prince 2:19
Major Lambert, bv Col. Lambert 2:19%
Millie Wilkes, bv Guv Wilkes 2:26
Menlo Belle, by Mcnio 2:30
Monaco, by Electioneer 2:19%
Maud Alameda, by Gaviota. by Electioneer 224
MorningGlory. by Richards' Elector
Marie (2). by Ansel _... 2:25
HaggleMay, by Volunteer 2:21"%
Majester. by Sterling 2:24
Melrose Boy, by Antinous 2:31%
Mount Vernon, by Nutwood 2 l

v

Nettie C. bv Richards* Elector 226%
Native Son (3). by Sable Wilkes 2:26%
Oronoco. bv Guv Wilkes 2:32%
Puritan, bv Sable Wilkes 2:29%
Parthenia (3), by Dexter Prince. 2:27%
Paola, by Electioneer 228%
Pleasanton, bv Richards' Elector 2:29%
Regal Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes 2:11%
Rowena (2), by Azmoor 2:17
Redondo, by Stambonl 223
Sweetwater (2). bv Stamboul 226
BUgnt(6), by Electioneer 2:2*%
Sweet Rose (1). by Electioneer 2:25%
Sidwood, by Sidney 2:18
Sam Brown, by Hawthorne. 229
Susie 3., by Hambletonian Mambrino „ 2:18
Sir Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes :„. .' _T

She, by Abbotsford-
Stamboul (10), bv -ullan 2:07%
Silkwood (pacer), by Blackwood Mambrino 2:07%
Truman (4). by Electioneer 2:12

Thornwood. by Hawthorne 2:19%
Veronica, by Alcona 229
Wilkes Blanche, by Sable Wilkes 228
W. Wood (pacer), by Steinway 2:07

The official action of the Register Association will cause a big

sensation among trotting men and will affect many*lnterests. At the

last Independence meeting many performances against time were
made, but only two animals are affected by the rejection of records

by the Trotting Register Association. They are Dinah Cossack. -

and Kate Poverty
>_-qual or

The above dispatch created no little excitement, and

owners of trotters and pacer- who paid theii - I

trial against the watch, besides all the expenses of train-

ing and caring for their horses, are loud in their de-

nunciations of the officials win. did not comply with the

law adopted in 1892 regarding these time record*. Their

horses trotted and paced every foot of the distance on the

" Guilderoy " course, and now they have a record that

will not only be a bar to them in the races this fall, but

their names will not appear among the performers in the

Year Book.

The magnitude of this question and the effect it will

have upon the horses in this State is of such importance

that we feel it a duty to all breeders to not make

any further comments upon it until we receive a full and

comprehensive account of the proceedings of the Ameri-

can Trotting Register Association meeting.

NOTWITHSTANDING all the long-winded articles in the

various dailies of this city regarding the formation

of a new racing organization, building a fine track and

magnificent grand stands, nothing but talk has been in-

dulged in, as yet no organization has been effected, and

not a dollar has been subscribed for the purpose. Some

enterprising gentlemen will doubtless eventually muster

up courage to buy enough ground tor a track and grand-

stands, as yet they have not appeared, though we have

plenty of rich men in our midst. Oh, that San Francisco

capitalists had a lot more local pride—something of the

Chicago spirit, for instance

!

The work of compiling the catalogue of the Hopland

Stock Farm and the desire to have the sale held 'lur-

ing fair weather necessitated its postponement from

the 27th of February to March 2d and 3d. Nearly

all of the stock—some 150 head—will be shown in har-

ness, and from present indications the sale promises to be

one of the largest ever held on the Coast. Every great

horse in California will have representatives, and the

many famous broodmares, trotting horses with records,

colts and fillies, besides the group of choice stallions, will

attract one of the largest crowds ever assembled at the

Bay District track to witness an auction sale.

Napa News.

[Special Correspondence of the Beeedee a>~d Spobtsm^.]

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The horse industry

seems on the increase in Napa. Every clear day many of our

horsemen may be seen on the streets and avenues exercising

their trotters. Since the building of the race track and fair

grounds our city fathers have awakened to the necessity of

improved streets and thoroughfares, where five years ago the

main streets leading out of town were almost impassable there

are now smooth, well-kept streets, where the horses quartered

at the track and in private stables can be exercised comfort-

ably any day right after a rain. Mr. A. T. Hatch's stallions,

Guide, 2:16}, and Sid Roy, have arrived at their new home,
the ranch recently purchased by Mr. Hatch, near town. Mr.
Hawes, manageribr Mr. Jennings, has Lenmar, 2'1G\, at the

track preparing for the season ; he also has a few choice colts.

Fred W Loeber, of the Vineland Stock Farm, is wintering a

large string there also under the management of Clar-

ence Hill ; among them are Graodissimo, 2:23^, AJconeer
(full brother to Alcona Jr., 2:19), Caducas, by Almont Medium
2:18], dam Amelia T. (full sister to Prince Warwick, trial

2:15, sold to the Australian government for (20,000), by Al-
cona 730; second dam Warwick Maid (dam of Warwick
Medium, two-year-old record, 2:35} on half-mile track against

aged horses), "by Almont Mambrino Tu'l ; third dam by Del-

monico 110 (sire of dam of Sultan, 2:24, the sire of Stamboul,

2:07£); fourth dam by Cassias M. Clay Jr. 22, etc. What a

royally-bred chap this is, and he is a trotter. King Whipple-
ton is another handsome, large three-year-old stallion that

should make a great carriage horse, sire like Whippleton.
Myrtle Thorne, two-year-old record 2:35, by Grandis-tmo,

2:234, seems to be Hill's pel. He thinks he will be on hand
next fall when the three-year-old stakes are trotted for.

Myrtle should be a good one; she was not broken until June,
and at the Breeders' meeting she was separately timed in the

race against Rowena in 2:30 j on the outside of the track. He
has several other very promising youngsters.

Thos. Kinney, formerly B. C. Holly's lieutenant, has a large

string of colts at the track, principally the property of Messrs.

Zollner & Even, which are being put in shape for the auction

sale, March 8th. This will be one of the largest and choicest

sales ever held in California. The entire collection of brood-

mares and fillies of the Coombs' Bros, are to be disposed of,

also all the stock of John McCord, who has been a liberal buyer
at the large sales of choice material the past four or five

years. Zollner A Even will put in their entire collection.

There will he represented such sires as Director, Steinway,

Stamboul, Alcona, Whippleton, Mountain Boy, Grraodissimo

and others. The gem of the flock will be the noted mare Lilly

Stanley, 2:17A. It i* also reported that if Mr. Loeber Joe- not

dispose of his stallions Alcona, Alconeer, Caducas and King
Whippleton at private sale, they will all pass under the

auctioneer's hammer. Napa.

The handsome brown stallion James Madison, 2:17$, will

make the season of 1893 at the Oakland track. See the ad-

vertisement in this issue.

The Palo Alto Sale.

The sale of gildings, colte and lillies from the J'alo Alto
block Farm was not a financial success. There were sixty-

eight head Bold for$21,295and theaveragi There
are various reasons given for the great falling ofFin the prices

in the New York market and especially of th.

3,700 were advertised to be sold there in December and
January, and the prevailing opinion among horsemen has
been that the market i and the prejudice against

thoroughbred blood in the trotter i- so strong that b r

not care to purchase ai ceding op from it. They pre-

fer to have plenty of it back in the third and fourth .

sions. Many of the colts an 1 fillies sold are by sons of Elec-

tioneer and General Benton that have never had their progeny
worked for speed. The necessity of having fashionable Wilkes,

Nutwood, Dictator, Happy Medium blood blended with that

of Electioneer was never more urgently shown than at present.

That every animal sold was a bargain no one who kno

thing about the stock can deny, and manv of these sold will

be seen on the circuit this fall.

Director as a Sire.

I want tor-all your attention to Director as a sire of race

horses. Nearly every one knows that Director was a great

race horse, and that his last season on the turf he wasthe larg-

est money-winning trotter of the year. Hi^ winnings that year

amounted to f13,325. He was then seven years old. I don't

find any other sire who has four of his produce, considering

age, that have won anywhere near as much money as the

Directors, as the following figures will show :

Direct, to Beven vears old S2S.357.30
Margaret B., to torn -... - ....
Evangeline. U Id

Directum, at three years old _ 12,657.50

Neither do I find any other sire that has produced two trot-

ters wjih race records better than 2:12, and these records were
made the last and winning heats in the races, and they are
also the race records for their age. They are Directum, 3,

third heat, 2:11}, and Evangeline. 4, fifth heat, 2:11}. By re-

ferring to the summaries published in the Year Book you can
find the horses that they have beaten. Director is -lill a

young horse, foaled 1877. He has not been represented by
many of his produce in races, but the amount of money they
won proved better thaD anything else their qualities as race
horses.—F. S. Gorton, in Horse Review.

"Wildidle and Monday Final.

In another portion of this paper will be found advertised

the great stallions, Wildidle and Monday Final. The former,

who will be limited to ten mares at §350 each the season, is

one of the greatest sires of the present day, having produced

the grand race horses Wildwood, Flambeau, Ella Doane, May
D., Sinfax and Nomad among a host of high-clas- winners.
Monday Final is a young horse, consequently has had little

chance as yet to show what he can do in the producing line,

but as his younssters are more than promising and he is

by that wonderful horse Monday isire of Peel. Shannon,
Duke of Monday, Carrie C Phj.ebe Anderson, Mark
L. and Argyle, among others), dam Lottie J., by Widlidle:
second dam Lizzie Brown, by Kifleman: third dam Kate, by
imp. Sovereign, etc., should make a splendid sire. Monday
Final is limited to twenty mares at $75 each. Address, for

particulars, H. C Judson, care of Willian Osborn, Box 233,

Santa Clara. Cal.

Salt Lake's Spring Meeting.

The testimony of all horsemen who attended the spring

meeting of the Salt Lake Driving Park in 1892 was very

favorable, and 3s this organization this year intends to give

another, at which $20,000 in purses will be given, the same

large stables and many others will attend. The management
of this organization i* intrusted to a number of the most
prominent and influential citizens of the '" City of theSaints."
Everything they undertake is conducted in a first-class man-
ner. The track is an excellent one, while the hotel accom-
modations, stables and buildings are unequaled in any c<"

its size in the United States. The date of meeting will be an-
nounced hereafter, but the entries will close March 15th. -

advertisement.

Dagoxet, the black son of the unbeaten Tremont. died here
this morning from the effects of a severe attack of pneumonia.
Last year he raced on the tracks governed by the board of

control in Mike F. Dwyer's name and colors. He passed in-

to the stable of Samuel Stedeker, becoming one of the outlawed
Hill Toppers. Early last summer Mr. Dwyer purchased Dago-
net and Chicago from John Hunter for $12,000.—New York
Exchange. He was by Tremont, dam Fair Lad* ;dam aleo

of Bermuda , l-y imp. UJenelg. Fair Lady is now at Menlo
.Stock Farm, ? 12,000 having been paid for her last year.

Bbookpale, that famous old stud farm, the property of the
late l>, D. Wither-, near Bed Bank, N. J., has be- 1

William 1*. Thompson, head of the I>ead Trust, a man of

large fortune with a decided ta«te for breeding fine stock, is

the purchaser. The price agreed upon is thought to be in the

neighborhood of $150,000.

The fastest and most forward youngsters in Henry Walsh's
hands are said to be the colts bv imp. < hevktt, from Julia I*.,

by Wheatly, and Little Flush, by Letnster. The '

generally " come to their speed " very early, anyhow.

It is rumored that Los Angeles will have a race meeting in

March The gallopers will have plenr

work in 1893 in California, surely.

Joe Cotton, the old Oregon sprinter in Keating A Ottinjr-

ible, is entere I in thh Toboggan ^lide handirnp s*

ris Park.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulkv.

DUBOIS Brothers, of Denver, Colo., have a full sister to

Hazel Wilkes. 2:14$, in foal to Superior, 2:171.

There is some talk of organizing a spring circuit which

would include Sacramento, Stockton, San Francisco and San

Jose.

If Truman, 2:12, goes East in O. A. Hickot's care next

year, it would not surprise us if he returned wearing the

crown.

l.rcv, 2:14, is the fastest mare in the great broodmare list.

Sht- was the tautest mare in a long-drawn out contest way back

in 18S2.

There is talk of establishing a union of all trotting associ-

ations in Germany, Austria and Italy, on the plan of the

American Grand Circuit.

Allertos's fee has been cut down from $1,000 to $300*

Arion's has come down from $2,500 to $1,000, while Kremlin,

the king of trotting stallions, to $400.

COT vour miserable little 2:40 stallions, says an exchange.

Their lives will then be tranquil at least, yours happy and the

future race horse will rise and call you blessed.

The "bombshell" has burst in the camp of trotting horse

owners who sent their youngsters to Stockton, paid all expenses,

and now learn that the records earned are not allowed.

A bill has passed the Ohio Legislature making it a peni-

tentiary offence to enter a horse in a class to which he is not

eligible. Ringers will have to give Ohio a wide berth.

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its fragrance on the desert air

:

Full maDy a colt is entered in rich trotting stakes,
Then proves to be a pacer fair and square.

Grey's Elegy (improvement.)

There is a Director colt, out of a mare by Abbotsford, at

the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, that will make Mr. Henry Pierce

thinks Flying Jib and Direct are very slow horses when he
sees him pace.

DiH McGabty will go East with a string of mares by Dexter
Prince (with records) to sell at Fa»ig's sale. The fame of these

horses has extended all over the United States and they ought
to bring good prices.

The able article on "Th° Hor-e," published in this issue,

is one that will be perused wiih pleasure by every lover of the
noble animal. Dr. Lane is an enthusiast on equine topics,

and " knows whereof he speaks."

If there is any one thing that will make a breeder dis-

gusted with the business, it is to send a mare away in good
condition to be bred, and have her returned poor in flesh and
every appearance that she has been half starved.

The Red Wilkes-Dictator stallion Dictatus is getting his

book rapidly filled ; breeders who have faith in the future of
the trotting-horse industry are not afraid of a representative
or two of such breeding on their stock farmB.

The Manchester Driving Park, Manchester, N. H., has
recently been purchased by a company of five businessmen of
that city. They will sell a portion of the property for building
lots, but will reserve the track proper for several yean.

The tracks at Lodi and San Jose are " alive " with trotters

and pacers, and a person would think this was summer
instead of winter in California, if the dozens of sulkies moving
back and forth on these smooth courses were any criterion.

The fool-killer is needed at Lexington, Ky., for the callow
youth who is crying down the horse business. He hasalready
hurt the trotting horse interests of tbe blue grass region thous-
ands of dollars by his Nihilistic utterances through the
press.

What is said to be the fastest yearling in Toledo is C. A
Barley's Marion, by tireeulander, 2;15A, dam Brilliant, by
Electioneer ; second dam Bright Eyes (sister to Prussian Boy,

2:26J), by Gen. Benton; third dam Prussian Maid, 2:19, by
Signal.

J. Kelly is doing his best at Pleasanton to work some of
the fat off the colts and tillies that were wintered there. He
will have a string of real fast ones this fall ; and as he is "an
artist " he will make things boom in the Eastern circuit with
them.

Chittenden* <fc Barry, of Bridgeport, Conn., owners of
Fall is, by Electioneer, have some great young stock by that
stallion, the oldest of which are two years, and from reports,
unless all signs fail, they will be among the fastest youngsters
that will appear this year.

Ed. Connolley, the famous knight of the milky, has re-

*ijrned hi* position at the Wiseburn Stock Farm and hence-
forth will be seen behind the youngsters on the Chino Stock
Farm. M. McMunus has been engaged by Dr. Wise to fill

the vacancy left by Mr. Connolley.

The grass on the Oakwood Park Slock Farm is quite high
and the f-tock is looking well. The youngsters by Chas.
Derby and Prince Red are phenomenally fast, and next year
there will be a number ready when the bell taps that will not
be behind the distance flag when the race ends.

Tetebsu a gelding by Chief of the Echoes at Ea*t San Ga-
briel in charge of Walter Maben that in a wonder, and even at
thiw period of the year i- trolling quarters in thirty-four sec-
onds. Mr, Uabea will have a cracker-jack to bring some of
the money back when the circuit end* this fall.

THB recent edict of the American Association has been the
meant of suppressing UTera! articles that contained glowing
account* of ~rhal the California trotters and pacers did in
I -'.'_' When the writers recover from the shock the readers
of this journal will be entertained by a recital of their " little

tales of woe."

1 rOBTOH, Gretna Farm. Chicago, has sold to parties in
Ind ana the brown tilly Dare, foaled .June. 18942, by Director,
:"

.
dam Alberta, by Albert W., 2:20 (sire of Utile Albert,

lecond dam Echota, by Echo (sire of dam of Direct,
, pacin«) ; third dam Lady <iray, by Algona, sire of Fl\
ib, *J;<V5|, pacing.

Monroe Salisbury purchased the brown gelding C. C.

that was sDoken of in these columns last week. Mr. Chase,

his former'owner, says he is by Brown Jug out of a mare by

Napa Rattler; second dam by Billv Blossom. We expect

C. C. will make some fellows secede from their coin when the

2:30 trotters are called out.

G. W. Leavitt, of Boston, has bought of William L. Sim

mons, of Lexington, Ky., the roan colt Mickie, two years old,

by Jay Bird, dam Irish" Mag, by George Wilkes, second dam
Mag Lock, bv American Star, third dam by Hambletonian,

for $6,000. "The purchase is said to have been made fores-

Congressman Frank Jones, of New Hampshire.

There is a sidewheeler in Los Angeles that is a second

Flying Jib. He is by Dashwood 14962, dam untraced. He
was taken out of a wagon that was used for carrying pump-

kins and in his third workout paced the last quarter in thirty

seconds. Hearse horses like San Pedro will have to give this

pumpkin horse plenty of room, for he's a boomer from Boom-
ville and knows no such word as quit.

Walter Maben left Edgemont Stock Farm last month

and opened a public stable at Los Angeles. J. Maguire has

taken his place at the farm. Mr. Maben has a string of fifteen

very promising trotters; among them is Richmond Jr., 2:15,

and Native Son, by Star Sultan. The latter is one of the best

* green " four-vear-olds in California, and in Maben's hands

will be one of the sensations of 1893.

The sale of Sidney has been authorized by the Superior

Court of Alameda county, so nothing remains to prevent the

grand-looking stallion from being sent to the auction sale.

Some wide-awake breeder who wants to get a quick return for

his investment will purchase him, for he knows that in Cali-

fornia there are sons and daughters and grandsons and grand-

daughters that will be making low records for years to come.

Is new oats the outside of the husk is bright and shining,

having almost a glazed appearance, especially in the black

variety. In old oats this glazing is lost. Tbe outside, though

it may be perfectly clean, is dim, and the ends of the husks in

white" oats and the point of the kernel in both white and black

oats are always a little darkened. Badly saved new oats may
in these respects sometimes resemble old oats, but in such cases

they will probably be distinguished by they: sottness.

There will be an addition to the brigade of California

trotting owners that will go East this year with strings of

trotters. Messrs. Ottinger & Keating are handling ten very

likely movers at Lodi and have them engaged in all the big

events in the East. With Orrin A. Hickok and his string and

the addition from Palo Alto ; John A. Goldsmith with the San
Mateo Farm representatives, and the Pleasanton string of fast

ones, California's name will be kept on high in 1S93.

The following sales were made recently at the Saginaw Stock

Farm, Saginaw, Mich : Kitty Fisher, bay filly, foaled 1S91,

by Sphinx, 2:20A, dam Maggie Fisher, by Byerlv Abdallah ;

second dam by Louis Napoleon, to Cadwell & Everts, Chicago,

111. Bay colt/foaled 1891, by Sphinx, dam Lou Rowell (dam
of Kate Rowell, 2:29J), by Louis Napoleon, to Henry Hand,
Shenandoah, Iowa; Dixoneer, bay colt, foaled 1S92, by Sphinx,

dam Jessie Dixon, 2:28V (dam of John Dickson, 2:28), by
Mambrino Patchen, to Dana Rhoades, Groton, X. Y.

Goon stock requires good care. The thick-skinned, long-

haired burro of New Mexico will breed well enough and rear

her colts without much difficulty if she can shelter herself

from the northers behind a cactus plant and have an occa-

sional nibble at a bunch of buffalo grass, but such treatment

will not do for the velvet-coated, high-mettled, sensitive

American trotter. Such magnificent specimens of animated
mechanism are not produced in that kind of work-shops.

There was foaled at the Valensin Stock Farm January 22,

a beautiful chestnut filly, slar, snip and off hind pastern white.

It is by Sidney, 2:19f, dam Faustina, by Crown Point, 2:24.

This new comer is a sister to Fausta, 2:22|, as a yearling, and
Faustino (1), 2:35; (2) 2:24J ; (3) 2:14£. She is the first foal

on the farm this year; her dam is the only one that ever pro-

duced by one sire two record breakers. Everybody on the farm
is pleased with this one. All the mares that were bred to Sid-

ney last year are in foal, so Superintendent Mendenhall has

good reason to be proud.

The Tattersalls-Brasfield Company sold 32 head of trot-

ters last week, the property of R. G. Stoner of Paris, Ky., for

$19,135, and average of $597 per head. A large crowd was
present, but no fancy prices were realized. George W. St.

Clair, of Lexington, has sold to J. W. Sealts of Lina, O., his two-

year-old bay colt by Eagle Bird, 2:21, sire of Monbars, 2:11$,

dam Molly. 2:30], dam of King Rex, 2:26^, by Sweepstakes
;

second dam by Conqueror 97. The price paid was $3,000.

A fiye-dollar mare bred to a ten-dollar horse will bring

a two dollar and a half colt, sure, and as cheap street cars are

not used any more, the poor unfortunate will have to hustle

among the sand hills of a poor deserted common for a living.

Who among the human family wants to father the existence

of such a despised monstrosity in this day of progression ?

Breed in lines of beauty, size and productive sources, and you
can wear diamonds, while your countenance will bear the

stamp of happiness, showing that you belong to the modern
race.

Dr. A. M. Wortman, proprietor of the Vermont Stock
Farm, Vermont, 111., has sold to parties in England the
highly-bred two-year-old colt Julian Rayboyd 13238, by Ray
Boyd 7949 (son of Harold 413), dam Miss Redwood, byChes-
terwood, son of Nutwood, 2:18$, and sire of Rebus, 2:141-,

second dam by Blood Chief 7it2 ; third dam by Ned Forrest
(Sims), son of Edwin Forrest 49 ; fourth dam by Cogwell's
Eclipse; fifth dam by Green Mountain Morgan; sixth dam
(thoroughbred), by Grey Eagle, etc. This colt was shipped
from New York City to London one day last week.

The sale of all the trotters of the Hopland Stock Farm has
been postponed to March 2d. Among them is a dark brown
filly -ired.by Pancoast 1439 (sire of Ponce de Leon, 2:13*

Garnet, 2:13A, Patron, 2:141, »nd other fast ones), dam Bessie
Bowne by Dictator 113 (sire of Director, 2:17, Jay Eye See,
2:10, and the dam of Nancy Hanks, '±04

| ;
second'dam Lady

Lightfoot, 2:35, by Mambrino Time 1686 (sireol Four Corners,
2:201, Mambrino Dick, etc.). This filly is one of the purest-
guited and best-formed ones in the State, and being bred just
like Garnet, 2:13, mid ju<t &q promising as he was at her asr*»,

Hhe cannot help being fast

At a meeting of the officers of the Bluegrass Circuit of

Trois and Fairs, held at Lexington recently the following

dates were fixed for thisyear : Mt. Sterling, July 4th ; Shelby-
ville, July 12; Eminence, July IS ; Sharpsburg, July 25th;
Danville, August 1; Nicholasville, August 8 ; Versailles,

August 15; Maysville, August 22; Lexington, August 29;
Paris, September 5 ; Winchester, September 12; Cynthiana,
September 19th. Danville, it will be noticed retains her old
date, the first Tuesday in August, and Versailles, now being a
member of the Circuit, the two meetings will not couflict this

year, as they did last. Harrodsburg has dropped out and will

have no fair this year, though a trotting meeting may be held
there sometime during the season.

Monday, the opening day of Woodard & Shanklin's sale at

Lexington, forty-eight head of trotting stock was sold at an
average of $648. J. T. Huguelv's mare Ermine 2:14^ was
knocked off to Al. Hutchings at '$7,700. Andy Cutter, 2:19},
was bought by George Scattergood, of Philadelphia, for

$1,225. Following are two of the best sales: Birtie Girl,

2:27J, b m, 3, by Jay Bird; Bowerman Bros., $1,300. Elsie

Wilkes, 2:24J, at two years old, by Thorne Wilkes
; John F.

Payne, $3,400. Tuesday forty-four head sold at an average
of §1,^09 per head. The stallion Allendorf, by Onward, dam
Alma Mater, was bought by E. D. Wiggins, the owner of
Martha Wilkes, of Boston, for $10,000. The tallion Egbert,

a great sire, was bought by W. B. Hawkins, of Lexineton, for

$12,500. Sentinel Wilkes, that cost Mr. France $11,000, was
bought by Joe Thayer, for $3,800. Al Hutchings bought a
mare by Happy Medium, dam by Almont, for $685.

As with mares, so with stallions—the very best only should
now be kept for breeding purposes. It should be borne in

mind that while one can not afford to breed outside the stand-

ard, there is still abundant room for selection within its limits.

There are many standard horses that lack every essential qual-

ification of good sires. If the object is to produce speed, breed

to horses that have good trotting action themselves and that

uniformly produce it, and, as the horse that will be in demand
in the future will be the money winner, breed to horses that

produce good race horse quality along with speed. The day
when 2:30 tin-cup records were highly valued has gone by.

The tendency of the future will be more and more toward*
racing capacity. We are now entering a new era in breeding,

and the stallion of the future will be the stallion that pro-

duces the greatest number of winners. Speed is good, and
indeed essential, but it is far from being all. Breeders mast
adapt themselves to changing conditions or they will be left

in the lurch.—American Trotter.

The auction sale by C. P. Reevps of standard-bred trotting

stock of the Bradtmoor Farm, near Snisun, the property of

Rush & Hastings, was poorly attended last Saturday, and bid-

ding was not very spirited. The thirteen head sold brought

$4,260 in all. The following were tbe animals sold : Capella,

b m, bv Steinwav, $600, F. Denio, Vallejo ; Carolla, b m, 11,

by Steinway, $600, J. W. Haile; Our Captain, bs, 4. by Fal-

lis—Capella, $650, D. Fhzpatrick; Bradtmoor, br s, 5, by Fal-

lis, $700, J. W. Haile ; Pinwood, b s, 4, bv Woodnut, $400, C.

H.Edwards; Fredolia, blk m, 9, bv Fred Arnold, $150, J.

W. Bowlin ; Capella Day, b m, 3, bv Noonday—Capella, $300,

and Capella Wood, ch "m. 4, by Woodnut—Capella, $400, J.

Steffan, Vallejo; Fredolio Wilkes, blk f, 2, Mambrino
Wilkes, $235, Mr. Davis, Vacaville; b g, 3, by Noonday, $475,

J. W. Bowlin ; b g, 3, by Noonday, $150, and b g, 2, by Noon-
day, $425, J. W. Haile; b g, 2. by Bradtmoor, $175, E. Din-
kelspiel

.

At the Talbot Stock Farm there are a number of very

promising youngsters by Mount Hood, Simmicolon and Eros

out of fine trcttiug mares that have been noted for their speed

and gameness. Mr. Talbot, the owner of this well-equipped

and well-stocked farm, is one of the few breeders who takes en-

joyment iu driving his trotters along the roads, and the road-

ite who wishes to have a race with any of his horses will al-

ways find that he can be accommodated. The other day a

well-known citizen of Oakland who prides himself on his

team of trotting stallions, thought he would give Mr. Talbot

a brush and. as he drove up alongside, challenged him. In

about two minutes he was wishing he had been more discreet,

for the little team of trotters belonging to his rival left him as

easily as if he were hitched to a post. The residents along the

San Leandro road enjoyed the scene and the cheers that

greeted the winner will never be forgotten by the " bold man
with the pair of brown stallions."

It is well enough for men of wealth in the breeding business

to talk about changing tbe standard rank from 2:30 to 2:25.

but the small breeders, the rank and file, who are the bone
and sinew of the business, are opposed to any such an altera-

tion, which would be a death-blow to their interests. Apropos
of the subject, Clarke's Horse Review says : I see a good many
turf writers are urging the raising of the standard from 2:30

to 2:25 or better. While it is true there are vast numbers
acquiring 2:30 rank every year, it is also true there are more
who do not obtain records of 2:30. During the season of 1892

there were in training at the Iowa Driving Park 100 horses,

and out of that number less than ten got in the charmed 2:30

circle. There are complaints of the bottom dropping out of

the trotting horse business. A little more tinkering with the

standard and there will be no bottom to drop out. Every sane

person can appreciate a 2:30 record at its actual value, no

more and no less. " A rolling stone gathers no moss," and a

changing standard thoroughly unsettles the horse business.

Let well enough alone,

There is somewhat of a similarity in the manner of the

deaths of Zilcaadi Golddust and that of Revenue, the thor-

oughbred stallion of John Minor Botts, which died during

the early years of the war. Revenue died on one of the

brightest and sweetest days of June. The old horse, then

approaching thirty years, was led out of the stall in the

morning. He was very feeble, but when he came out into

the bright sunlight he braced up as if inspired by the radi-

ant beauty of the day. Across the road and beyond a

swiftlv flowing stream in a green meadow a young mare, iu

all the freshness and vigor of orly life was grazing. Raising

her head she caught sight of the old stallion and uttered a

low whinny. At the amorous call old Revenue turned his

head, and as his dim eyes caught sight of the mare his'ears

pointed forward and he returned the salutation. That after-

noon he died. If reports are true, Zilcaadi Golddust died

like a philosopher. He slowly walked around the limits of

the farm, looking to the right and left across the fields as

if taking a farewell look at his earthly surroundings and

bidding adieu to earth, air and sky. He then walked into

his stable, lav down and died in a few minnles.
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The Saddle.

<'h \ iu.es ili tors brought up <\r Walter and a lot of two-

vear-olds from Elmwo m! Stock Farm this week to race at

'Oakland.

Oriel, four-vear-old, by Joe Hooker from Nellie Ely. and

owned by E. Savage, won a nine-sixteenths of a mile dash at

Roby, Ind., on the 13th insL

Hereafter $2.50 per month will be charged for stalls at

Bay District track, and no trotters will be allowed to work

over the time-honored course.

Apparently Boots' Brutus—Bonnie Jean colt is all that

was claimed for him by the San Joseans, because he won
away off with ease in good time last Tuesday at Oakland in

his first essay.

At the East St. Louis track, where phenomenal time has

been made this winter by very poor class horses, the course

has just been measured, and was found to be about 200 feet

sh^rt to the mile.

The crack joekev, Slaughter, was again suspended at Haw-
thorne on the ISth inst., for suspicious riding. This time it

was on Ja Ja. However, it was afterward found that the

horse had strained a tendon.

The Latonia Jockey Club management has contracted to

place two inches of sand over the entire track and mix it

with the soil. This will greatly improve the course, and the

cost will reach over $5,000.

Cartridge, the three-year-old Jim Brown—Chestnut Belle

filly, in the stable of Dan McCarty, won a five-furlong selling

race at Roby on the 18th inst., and was bid up to $700 by

Dave Waldo, who secured her. She was entered at $500.

Allie Hill (dam of Sania Fe1 has been booked to imp.

Chesterfield. She is by the good horse Wildidler (son of

Wildidle), dam Mary Wade, by Woodburn ; second dam
Viola, by imp. Knight of St. George; third dam Lucy Wade
by Lexington, etc.

Nothing will kill a meeting quicker than horses entered

in races not being '* out " at all times for every cent of either

the first, second or third money. In the second race at Oak-

land last Tuesday Guadaloupe made no eftort to win and did

not get a place, but came out and won the third race easily.

Billy Appleby is now training the old bay horse Jackson,

by Luke Blackburn our of Ivy Leaf {dam of Bramble and

Brambaletta), and a two-year-old brother to Janus, by Duke
of Not folk out of Elaine, by Wildidle. E. Savage owns the

horses, and the youngster is said to be very promising.

Col. Thomas Ochiltree, greatest of all single-handed

liars and raconteurs, starts for America on February 5th with

the horses of Col. John T. North, the English nitrate king.

These horses are entered in most of the rich stakes at Wash-
ington Park, Coney Island, Brooklyn, Monmcuth and Morris

Parks. '_

Billy Bollinger, sire of that good-looking and useful

animal, Altus, is a stoutly-bred horse, being by Woodburn (son

of Lexington and Heads T-Say, by imp. Glencoe), dam Mag-
gie Breoham, by Langford ;

second dam Mary Chilton (dam
of Thad Stevens), by imp. Glencoe ; third dam by Ameiican
Eclipse, etc.

Charles A. Brown, owner of the great Wildwood, will

not only send the brown son of Wildidle and Fedora IV East,

but will also take the fast sprinter Joe Cotton and a two-year-

old Monday Final colt along. Brown is an excellent judge of

horses, and we would not be surprised to see the last-named

prove another Wildwood.

The judges at Oakland completely overlooked Alfred B.

last Saturday when they gave third place in the second race

to Guadaloupe. Alfred B. was about a length in front of the

Grinstead gelding when the wire was reached and catching

Charger at every jump. Many think they erred in giving

Mabel M. the verdict in the third race, but that was a very

close affair; the other wasn't.

The starting of Asa Hamilton at Oakland was very poor
the first week, but he has improved considerably since. Jock-
eys have to be taught that they must mind a flagman's com-
mand, and the most successful starters in this country are

those that do not mince matters in the least with saucy horse

pilots, but set them down or give them a taste of the whip.

Fining teaches jockeys nothing, because owners have to pay
the amounts.

Trainer Harry Stover and the jockey, Piantoni, were
ruled off the track at Koby, lnd., near Chicago, on the 19th

inst., for suspicious work with the horse Governor. Piantoni
was raised near the late Senator Hearst's San Simeon ranch,

and went East with D. J. McCarty's horses last season, becom-
ing quite proficient in the art of riding. Stover is well known
in this part of the world. Jockey J. Moonev was ruled off at

Hawthorne on the same date.

Nick Finzer will be the owner of the sensational colt

King Lee, after all. On the night of Jan. 13th a conference
was held between his representatives and representatives of

.1 . E. Maddox, who is suing for the possession of King Lee,

and an agreement was reached bv which Maddox was to t:ike

the colt and pay Finzer a Miiiable monetary consideration.

The following evening, however, another conference was held,

and the result was that Mr. Finzer agreed to take King Lee.
He will pay Maddox a certain sum; how much neither will

say.

Unless a horse has brains he is not teachable. A horse
that has breadth and fullness between the ears and eyes will

not act mean or hurt any one. The eye should be full and a

hazel color, the ears small and thin and point forward, the

face straight with square muzzle and large nostrils. The un-
der side of the head should be well cut under the jaw with
jaw-bone broad, and wide apart under the throttle. The back
short and straight and rump square, high withers, shoulders
well set back and broad but not deep into the chest, fore feet

short, hind legs pretty straight, fetlocks low down, pastern

joint short with a round, mulish foot. There are all kinds of

horses, but the animal that has all these points is almost sure

to be slightly graceful, good-natured and serviceable.—Horse-
man.

Ladies' stand thieves are working Oakland, it appears, as

they did San Francisco. Last Tuesday a young fellow who
had been acting as betting commissioner for Mrs. C. W. Chap-
pell, Mrs. J. Butler and Mrs. Harry Corbett, disappeared with

$146 belonging to the two first-named ladies, the amount due
them on the race won by Guadaloupe. There should be a

paid official commissioner in the ladies' stand at every meet-

ing the Association being held responsible for him.

Rosebud, the very speedy filly by St. Paul, out of Neyella,

in the Bybee stable, is entered in both the American Derby
and Queen Isabella stakes at Washington Park, and her owner
thinks she has a very fair chance ol winning the latter event

if she keep on improving as she has lately and fill* out a little.

Some of the local papers have been putting the name of Rose-

bud's dam down as Nayetta. It is Neyella—a combination
of the names of Marshall Ney and Mr. Bybee's wife, Ella.

Geraldine equalled the best on record at four and a half

furlongs (0:54) over Oakland track last Saturday, with 115

pounds up and W. Clancy in the saddle, and the way she did

it was remarkable, for almost at the first stride the great mare
fell to her knees and was six lengths behind Misty Morn ere

she got well on her stride again. She ran the first half-mile

of the route in 0-A6\, and just now it would take a world-

beater to give her dust. After winning this event, the first

on the day's programme, she went on and captured the last

race of the day, a half-mile dash, from a big field, and this

time Geraldine carried 125 pounds.

Geokg i
i Vivi s iroN will train the stake h irses this reason

in Thomas H. William-.' string, which will be ridden by
George Miller and Charley Weber. The selling platen an I

horses not entered in Blake nice* will be trained by Mike
Kelly and ridden by Joe Narvaez. It would thus appear that
Kelly's desertion of Porter Ash Ji'l not bring home much
good luck, for the string he will train will hardly have a Ger-
aldine or a Don Fuiano in it. and Narvaez certainly will not
relish taking a seat in the background, while Miller an I little

Weber are basking in the Bunshine of Buccess. Dame Fir-
tune's wheel cuts some curious pranks at times, surely. Kelly's
division will race at Denver, St. Paul and Chicago while tne
others are at the far East

The clique which is now operating the alleged race track

at Roby, Ind., is to receive attention from the present Legis-

lature. The agitation against winter racing in Indiana has

been given definite shape by Representative Barnes, who will

introduce a bill in the House prohibiting horse racing in the

State during the months of December, January. February
and March of each vear. The bill will also provide that

owners of race tracks who allow their tracks to be used for

the trial of speed horses or mares for a period of more than
sixty days during the months of April, May, June, July. Au-
gust, September, October and November before any public

assemblage shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
published accordingly.

Old Babnum, now fourteen • ears old, and whom most per-

sons would suppose deserving of being retired from work, is

being raced at the East St. Louis track says Turf, Field and
Farm. This horse during his career has run in no less than
294 races, without counting his present season. He won of

this number on S2 occasions, his greatest successes being his

six and seven-year-old form, since which time his powers have
been gradually on the wane. Although the most remarkable
horse of the decade, he was of no great account in his early

youth, for he did not start as a two-year-old, and in his three-

year-old form failed to score a win out of nine attempts. He
did very little better as a four-year-old, for although he started

thirty-eight times he earned brackets only three times out of

this number, but after this he improved so marvelously that at

one time he was almost invincible, and defeated such cracks

as Eole, Barnes, Hidalgo, Volante, Pontiac, Fosteral, Mona,
Aretino, Elkwood and other good ones, besides running a

dead heat with that peerless mare Miss Woodford in the Coney
Island Cup. Surely such a record should entitle him to spend
his old age in peace ; but the avarice of some men knows no
bounds.

Speaking of the presiding judgeship at Cumberland Park
reminds your correspondent that there is likely to be a new
light in the racing field this year in the person of C. H. Gil-

lock, the accomplished secretary of the West Side Association.

Racing men believe that Gillock is the coming presiding
officer in this country because of his high standing socially,

his unquestioned integrity and his intimate knowledge of rac-

ing rules and all that pertains to the turf. Gillock began his

apprenticeship to the running turf under the guidance of that

popular turfman, George Darden, now long since dead, and he
has improved each shining hour. In his early connection
with the turf he owned and raced the famous mare Aranza,
one of the best-bred horses that ever wore plates. This mare
was trained and raced by Gillock until she had built for him
a pretty home in East Nashville, and he afterward sold her to

George Lorrillard for $12,000, a fabulous price in those days.

Gillock is thoroughly posted on the condition of horses, and
when he is in the stand he is pretty apt to pick the one that

should win. Then if it does not come home in the van he is

certain to know the reason why.—Corr. Sporting World.

Incompetent jockeys make race-goers sick quicker than
almost anything. There are a lot of raw boys riding out this

way, and they burn up the money of the public at a great rate.

One little bit of an urchin named Ryan is very ambitious to

become a jockey, and does the best he can, no doubt, but he
has made two rides that caused a lot of howling—on Esper-
anza when he cut to the inside less than a sixteenth from
home and tried to make the little filly run around that speedy
mare, Misty Morn (this when Esperanza was leading a little

and only had to be kept straight to have at least a fair chance
of winning), and on Fanny F., when he got the mare (a notor-

iously quick starter) away from the post absolutely last, four

lengths in the rear of everything, then ran her on the extreme
outside of the track most of the wav, and when she could not

have lost the place (if indeed the first money) with the least

bit of urging, sat like a marble statue on the lightly-weighted

mare he was riding on the outside of the course, and finished

third, less than a length behind Nellie G. No wonder the

backers of Fanny F. groaned as the horses passed under the

The following important dispatch came from Springfield,

111., January 19th. sounding the death-knell to pool-selling in

the State of Illinois. The bill introduced that day by Repre-
sentative Erickson, of Cook, to regulate pool-selling is as fol-

low : " Any per on who keeps any room, shed, tenement,
tent, booth, or building, or any part thereof, or who occupies
any place upon any public or private grounds within the
State with any book, instrument or device for the purpose of

recording or registering bets or wagers, or of selling pools ; or
any person who records or registers, bets or wagers, or sells

pools upon the result of any trial or contest of skill, speed, or
power of endurance of man or beast or upon the result of any
political nomination, appointment, or election, or, being the
owner, lessee or occupant of any room, shed, tenement, tent,

booth or building, or part thereof, knowingly permits the same
t* be used or occupied for any of these purposes, or therein

keeps, exhibits, or employs any device or apparatus for the
purpose of recording or registering such bets or wagers or sell-

ing of such pools, or becomes the custodian or depository for

hire or privileges, of any money, property, or thing of value
staked, wagered, or pledged upon any such result shall be

punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not
longer than one year or by fine not exceeding $2,000 or both."

The mares that will eventually take their places at the
Menlo Stud, in California, are a grandly bred lot, and a good
testimony to their worth is found in the fact that Mr. Francis
only secured tlieiu after a brisk competition with Mr. Allison,
who acted on beharf of Mr. James R. K eerie. Happy Hamp-
ton's dam, Cantiniere, also threw the great race mare Dutch
Oven, wi.iner of the St. Leger of 1882 ; I'.al < lal and Forager,
and her second dam. Cantine, produced Adventuriere, who, at
three years old, won the Cesarewitch

I

1 B87 and the next year
the Goodwood Cup. The thin! dam. Yivandiere. was full sif-

ter to Voltigeur. Sonsie Lass, dam of Cottage Girl, is half-

sister to Sonsie Queen, who produced Eirodspord, winner of

the Epsom Grand Pri/.e, Shall We Remember and Nethera-
von, winner of the Alexandra Plate. The third dam, Glen-
gowrie, threw imp. Glenlyon and was the grandam of Wel-
lington, winner of the Australian Derby, while the fourth
dam, Glencairne, was full sister to the great Glencoe. Even
these few notes on their pedigree will show that Mr. Mac
donough has aimed to secure high-class stock.—Daily Spirit.

Green B. Morris shivered in the St. James Hotel lobby
while he told of his experiences in trying to buv horses in

Kentucky, from which State he returned last week. This
quaint and shrewd horseman said it was cheaper to buy gold
mines than thoroughbred yearlings out that way, even though
there are verv (ew that had showed anything phenomenal in

the way of speed except in the columns of the newspapers. He
bought one iilly, for which he had to pay £5,000, and now
that he has got her safely home he does not hesitate to say
that he thinks she is the best young horse he saw in Kentucky,
and that he would not sell her for twice what she cost him,
even though he has not tried her at all. Morris has got rid

of a couple of the most expensive horses he ever bought, the
two brothers to Troubadour. For one of them, Library, he
paid $5,000, and he never showed speed enough to warrant
sending to the post. His brother was about as slow, and Mor-
ris was glad when be had a chance to trade the pair of them
and give $1,500 into the bargain for a selling plater. Library
will be used for a harness horse, he having been gelded when
a youngster, but his brother has been sent to Texas, where he
will be mated to the little Mexican mares for the purpose of
getting saddle horses. He may be good for that ; he was for

nothing else. Mr. Morris had both of the horses heavily
engaged because of their relationship to Troubadour, and they
cost him a couple of thousand dollars in forfeits, though
neither appeared in a race.—N. Y. Times.

A writer in the Turf, Field and Farm, comparing the

Australian horses with American recently, had the audacity

to say that in a race of three miles, each carrying 145 pounds,
Carbine would have left Miss Woodford (queen of the turf in

America in her day) at the head of the homestretch, or about
a quarter of a mile behind. Now the writer has no ground
for the basis of such a claim, for Miss Woodford was a great

weight-carrier and liked a distance very much. Her two-

mile heats are the best on record to this day, and while Car-
bine was a grand race horse, so was Miss Woodford a wonder-
ful performer and just as superior to the majority of burses in

this country during the years 1S82, 1883, 1S84 and 1885 as

Carbine was to the Australian thoroughbreds in lS90and 1891.

Freeland defeated Miss Woodford twice, to be sure, at a mile
and a quarter, and she beat him once, but had the route been
a quarter of a mile longer or more the mare would not have
been beaten by him at all, in the opinion f goi>d judges. Car-
bine met his match in Abercoru on a number of occasions, we
are informed on good authority, and Marvel beat him at a

mile in 1:43, hence he was not any more superior to the anti-

podean races in his day than Miss Woodford to the American.
We cannot allow that the Australian stake horses are any
better than ours until they have proved it. The top-weighters

in their handicaps are asked to pack much more than ours,

we admit, but our horses as a general thing, in a mile and a
half race will run the distance five or six seconds taster than
their antipodean brethren, making up for the turf, track and
diffprence in weight, se that we fail to see that our thorough-

breds are a whit behind the Australian horses.

The treatment of colts when weaned has been a more or

less perplexing question to all breeders. The common prac-

tice is, where there is room enough, to separate the youngsters

as much as possible, thinking to lessen or minimize thereby

the chances of their getting hurt. Major B. G. Thomas, irbose

knowledge of horses and their treatment is at least up to the

average of horsemen, gives his opinion on the subject highly
favorable to congregating the colts in one laree l«>t. with plenty

of range. His experience, he says, is that when a colt is in a

tot bj himself he is constantly fretting and trying to get to his

neighbor. If the fence is not tight he risk-- his head by put-

ting it through between the rails. Otherwise he climbs upon
the top rail, in all cases running the chances ofbeing disabled.

To obviate this Major Thomas put two together. Then he
found that when the colt-* became fal they would spend much
time in play. Lean colts never play. In this play they fre-

quently met with accidents. He then experimented with

three in the same lot. He discovered that when two played

the third generally interfered and put a stop to it. Seeing

that threeworkedwell.be tried live, and the result wan bo

satisfactory in ministering the chance- of accident that hecon-
cluded it would be best to let them all run together, separating

only the colts from the fillies. He has never had any reason

to regret this course. He has thirty-live or forty readings at

" Timberland," on the Lemmnns' Mill road, and they ;ir>- al-

lowed to run in tins way. ail of the BllieS in one large l"t and

the colts in another. At this time, when the disposition of

the young stock on the farm is a matter of some consequence,

the opinion of so experienced a man a- Major Thomas may be

of some interest to the young breeders. II i* plan, 1"
i

ing reasonable and feasible, has the recommendation nfeoon-

omy in the matter of fencing.—Sydney Referee. This I- i

strange coincidence, for Major B. G. Thomas, of I-

Ky., is as noted a horseman in this country as Major B. l

Thomas of Australia, is in the Antipodes.
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Bacing at Oakland, Cal.

FOURTH DAY— FRIDAY, JANUARY 20.

. nd Race Track. January 20. 1893.—Weather fine. Track

race—Purse >'JU0. Four lurlonga.

B Martins br g Jim R.. a. by Conner. 117 pounds.... ...J. Weber 1

W. M. Sinclair! g B stouemuu. a. by Kirby Smith—HunkidoiT. Ill

HowatTanJ Uaihsb g Mountain Bey bv Little Alp-Fannie

Chandler, 117 pounds Hovvarn i

Time, u:49>£.

Won bv a neck, a length between second and third.
.

Bettin"—3 to 1 Jim «... 4 to 1 Stoneman. 5 to 1 Mountain Boy.

Nellie Van 111 (W.Clancy) 1 to 1, l>ewdrop 115 (C. Clancy), 15 .to 1,

Joe Hooker Jr. 117 (gpence), 15 to 1. also ran.

Second Race—Purse S200. Four furlongs.

Vic Jenkins- ch h Young Tbad. 5. by Sam Stevenson-by Rifleman

120 pounds Williams 1

i;. H. Kennedy-sen g Mackev. a, by Alta-bv Langford, 117 pounds

BotlOT"*'iBrti«rt'b'm"iffiOT"B.VX'oy"iJSw Tom, 117 pounds
a ...,.t.......•.......*....•. .......outton o

Time. 0:50.

Won by two lengths, a half length between second and third.

Betting—8 to 5 Yonn-Tbad, S to 5 Maekev, 4 to 1 Flora E. Valhda
119 (H. Hill). 10 to I. King Alph 101 (Peters), 8 to 1, St. .Tohn 116

(Hinckey i, 6 tol, also ran.

Third Race^Purse 8250. Six furlongs.

Elmwood Farm's b m Ledalia, 3. by Argyle—Lida, 99 pounds
C. Weber 1

W. LVAppYeDy'sblmR^^p, '>. by Wildidle -imp. Teardrop, 103

pounds ............( .ota 2

Encino Stable's b m May Pritchard, 4. by Tyrant—Lady Leinster.
Ryan 3

Time, 1:16%.

Won by a nose, three-qnarters of a length between second and

Betting—1 to 5 Ledalia, 5 to 1 Raindrop, 50 to 1 May Pritchard. Mc-
Ginnis'.First 92 (Peters), 8 to 1. also ran.

Fourth Race—Selling, purse S300. Thirteen-sixteenths of a mile.

.Tones & Bvbee's ch h Broadchurch, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar,
107 pounds Burlingame 1

Bert Hart's b h Cvclone, a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards. 115

runds .'. J- Weber 2
Fine's b h Altus, 5, bv Billv Bollinger—Delia Walker, 117

pounds Williams 3
Time, 1:22J4.

Won by a neck, three-fourths of a length between second and third.

Betting—10 to 1 Broadchurch, 2 to 1 Cyclone, S to 1 Altus. Nellie G.

107 {Spence), 1 to 2, Santa Fe 104 (Long), 15 to 1' also ran.

Fifth Race—Handicap, purse 5400. One mile and a sixteenth.

H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, 6, by Wildidle—Night Hawk, 102 pounds
„ C. Weber 1

Encino Stable's b m Fannie F., a, bv Wildidle—Sally Hart, 85

pounds Peters 2

Elmwood Farm's b m Initiation, 5, by Inauguration—Black Maria,
95 pounds Long 3

Time, 1:51.

Won bv a length, two between second and third.

Betting—1 to 4 Garcia, 4 to 1 the others.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, JANUARY 21.

Oakland Track, January 21, 1S93.—Weather fine, track fast. First

race—Four and one-balf furlongs.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Geraldine, a, by Grinstead—Cousin
Peggy, 115 W. Clancy 1

Jones & Bybee's b m Misty Mom, 4, by St. Paul—Why Not, 115
Nichols 2

J. G. Quinn's ch g Mount Carlos, 5, by Dnke of Norfolk—Susie, 117_
Hinckey 3

Time, 0:54.

Won bv a length, three between second and third.

Betting—3 to 5 Geraldine, 7 to 5 Misty Morn, 6 to 1 Mount Carlos.

Myrtle, 111 (Tally), 150 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Six furlongs.

W. M. Sinclair's g g Stoneman, a, by Kirby Smith—Hunkidory, 109
Reinstein 1

T. Bally 'seta h Charger, a. by Wildidle, 113 Bally 2
Idaho Stable's ch g Guadaloupe, a, by Grinstead—Josie C, 119

Epperson 3
Time, 1:16%.

Won bya length, three-quarters between second and third.

Betting—4 to 1 Stoneman, 3 to 1 Charger, 8 to 1 Guadaloupe.
Ida Glenn, 117 (W. Clancy),4 to 1, Red Rose, 91 (Peters), S to 1, Hugue-

not, 86 (C. Weber). 4 to 1, Alfred B., 115 (Spence). 6 to 1, Ledon, 111
(Hinckey), 40 to 1, Elwood, 111 (Berry), 70 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Selling, fifteen-sixteenths of a mile.

J. Reavey's b m Mabel M., 5,' by Wildidle—Amanda L., 107
Spence 1

Bert Hart's b h Cyclone, a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards, 112...

W. Clancy 2
P. Weber'a ch m Annie Moore, 4, by Regent—Norma, 92

C. Weber 3
Time, 1:37%:

Won by a nose, two lengths between second and third.
Betting—3 to 1 Mabel M., 3 to 5 Cyclone, Z% to 1 Annie Moore.
Donna Lilla, 81 (Peters), 10 to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—One mile and three furlongs.

Encino Stable's ch m Little Esperanza, 4, bv Judge McKinstry—
May D.. 103 Spence 1

Crippen &. Davis
-

j* m Nellie G., 5, by Sampson, 98 Peters 2
Encino 3table's b m Fannie F., a, by Wildidle—Sally Hart, 85

Ryan 3
Time, 2:26.

Won by a length, same between second and third.
Book-betting—7 to 5 Esperanza, 8 to 1 Nellie G., 6 to 1 Fannie F

Democrat. 115, (J. Weber), 1 to 1, Altus, 100 (T. Clancy), 5 tol, also ran^

Fifth race—Four furlongs.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Geraldine, a, by Grinstead—Cousin
Peggy. 122 W. Clancy i

rdahoBtable'e b g Jack the Ripper, a, by Captain Jack—Jennie
Mack, 110 J. Weber 2

A. Bcrtrandla* b g King Alph, 3. by Little Alph, 96 Peters 3
Time, 0:49.

Won by a nose, a leugth and a half between second and third.
Book-bettiug— 1 to 6 and out Geraldine, 6 to 1 Jack the Ripper, 50 to
King Alph. Nipper, 117 (Hinckey), 20 tol, Red Rose, 118 (Berry),
to 1. Dally Oregonlfln, 110 (Martinez), 30 to 1. Belle D.. Ill (Rein-

< in., 20 tol, Myrtle, 104 (Tally), 250 tol, also ran.

MIXTII DAY—TUK9DAY. .IANUARV 17.

Oakland Track, January 2l, 1893—Weather fine, track fast. First
a^e (br two-year-olda, three furlongs.

ElmwOOd Farm's be, by imp, Brutus—Bonnie Jean, 120...Hinckey 1
D. BrldKCH' li < Montalva,by Bid—May Bulle. 110 Peters 2
W. L. Appleby's Cb f riaire, by Duke of Norfolk—Lakme, 105

C.Weber 3
W ,0:36%.

Won by f"iir lenk'ths, two lengths between second and third.
Bfw.k-beithig—7 in in Ronnie.lean eolt, 3 lo IMontiilva. 3 to 1 Claire.

Cannel (HO), rota, 15 to 1, also ran.

Second race- Six furlongs.

Elmwood Farm's b b sir Walter, 6, by Nathan Coombs—Bessie W.,
117 Hinckey 1

i g Vanity. 6, by Al Farrow--Vesta W., lit)

J. Weber 2
enna'f eh m Myrtle, 4, by King Daniels—Mollle Ryan,

11 '-'

Peters 8
Time. 1:10J£
!' between second and third.

Book-betting Evens Sli Walter, 30 to] Vanity, SQtOl Myrtle. Bon-
' Gun-in), uo lo 1. Raindrop, 117 (Hot a\ 8 to 1, HlogO.89

1, Guadeloupe, 119 iKi-p^r-on), G to l.May Prlichanl,
M [Ryan), ifi to :. also ran.

Third race Selling, sbi furlongs,

Idaho Stables' eb g Guadaloupe, a, by GrltiHtead—Jessie C, llfl
pounds Epperson 1

bg Alfred 11., a, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Itonua, llfl

j Applebv 2
it*! 1. h Huguenot, 8, by Three Cbeera—Imp. Zara, 94 pounds

•; a Weber 3
Time, 1:1'.

Won by a length, nose between second and third.

Betting—2 to 1 Guadaloupe. 4 to 1 Alfred B., 5 to 1 Huguenot. Nip-

per 114 (Hinckey), 6 to I, Pauchita, 99 (Garcia). 15 to 1, Belle D., 117

(Cota) 12 to 1, Santa Fe, 119 (Spence), 5 to 1, McGinnis' First, 81

(Peters), 8 to 1, May Pritchard, 99 (Ryan), 40 to 1, Elwood, 119 (D.

Murphy), 30 to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—One mile.

H D. Brown's b h Quarter Staff, 3, by imp. Friar Tuck—Sister to

Ruth Rvan, 104 pounds C. Clancy 1

W. L. Appleby's b m Raiudrop. 6, by Wildidle—imp. Teardrop, 114

pounds J. Weber 2

Ocean View Stables' ch m Folly, 4, by Wildidle—Fostress, 114

pounds Lawless 3
Time, 1:45^.

Won by half a length, a half between second and third.

Betting—4 to 5 Quarter Staff, 3 to 1 Raindrop, S to 1 Folly. -Erolite.

99 (Turbviville). 15 to 1, Fannie F., 119 (Spence), 3 to 1, Alta Mio, 10

(Burlingame), 8 to 1, Frank Evans. 96 (Peters), 30 to 1, also ran.

Disastrous Fire at Brookside Farm.

Last Sunday morning at two o'clock one of the employes

at the Brookside Stock Farm was startled from his slumbers

by hearing the crackling of timbers; on looking out of the win-

dow he noticed that the big barn was on fire. Calling for

help he hastily dressed and in a few moments was joined by
Mr. N. J. Stone, the proprietor, and several assistants. The
fire must have been started some time, for when they arrived

at the doors of the stalls the smoke was in vast volumes and
the flames in the center of the building and directly over the

box-stalls seemed to be thirty feet high. The greatest

difficulty was experienced in rousing the horses and mares,

and although the doors of most of the stalls were thrown open
the poor animals seemed overcome by the smoke and heat and
could not get out. Humphrey Sullivan, the superintendent,

made his way through the smoke to the stallion barn, and after

much difficulty rescued Election, 2:28.1, the premier stallion.

While he was struggling with the horse the men, under Mr.
Stone's supervision, managed to get four animals out of the

burning stalls, the balance—twelve head—were destroyed.

Following are their names and breeding :

Bessie Sedgwick, ch m. by Joe Daniels, dam Minnie Smith, by Star
light. In foal to Election, 2:2S>£.

Lodi Princess, blk m, bv Dexter Prince 11,363, dam by Black Boy
2291. In foal to Election, 2:28J4
Happy Signal, b m, bv Brigadier, 2:2134, dam Signal Mare, by Signal

3327. In foal to Election, 2:28j^.

Clara Belle, br m, by Alaska, dam Dooley Filly, bv Muldoon 20,593.

In foal to Election, 2:2SJ^.
Woodrose, b m, bv Rosewood, dam Black Ne)lie, by Blackhawk 767.

In foal to Electiou, •l-:2&%.

Brookside Maid (1), by Election, dam Fanny Bayswater.
Tobasco (1). by Election, dam Bessie Sedgwick, by Joe Daniels.
Wild Rose (2), by Sultan, 2:24, dam Woodrose, by Rosewood.
Election Belle, a fine two-year-old, by Election, 2:2S>£.

Paseador, by Walker, dam Sibyl, by Singleton. Property of J. Layng,
San Francisco.
Whippleton mare in foal to Leo Wilkes. Property of A. M. Mac-

Pherson.Sau Francisco.
Clara Belle's colt, by Election. Property of J. Antionelli, San

Francisco,

The loss is estimated at $10,000, insurance $3,000. The fire

is supposed to be of incendiary origin. Mr. Stone sold his

remaining three mares at auction yesterday.

Entries at Saratoga.

The entries for stakes of the Saratoga Association to be run

in 1893, which closed December 31st, number as follows :

o c COC
B SB

t o ~ =
Stake. B ^ £>

: : MO
Flash, two-year-old, half mile, value S300 62 110 55
Springbok, 2-year-old, rive-eighths mile, value Sl,500.... 53 92
Saratoga, 2-year-old, five-eighths mile, value 52,000 60 104 67
Hudson, 2-year-old, five-eighths mile, value SI,500 50 100 48
Watkins Glen, 2 y. 0., five-eighths mile, value 31,500.... 49 86 39
Kentucky, 2 y. o.. five and one-half fur., value, S2.000.. 55 97 62
Moet & Chaudon, 2 y. o„ 5-8 handicap., value 55,000.... 52 111
Grand Union Hotel, 2y. o., % m h'dc'p., value 52.000.... 44 80 41
Hurricana, 2-year-old, five-eighths mile, value51,500.... 43 79
American Hotel, three years, one mile, value 31,500 54 77 54
United States Hotel, 3 years, 1 1-8 mile, value 52,000 49 66 42
Troy, all ages, three-quarter mile, value, 51,500 55 76 62
Morrissey. all ages, 1 1-16 miles, value $1,500 33 44 58
G. H. Mumm H'dc'p, all ages, one mile, value 51,500.... 43 65 19
Foster Memorial, all ages, 1 1-S mile, value 51.750 26 32 42
Albany Handicap, all ages, one mile, value 51,500 33 48 60
Merchants, all ages, 1% handicap, value 53,500 36 53 40
Spencer Handicap, all ages, \\£ handicap, value 55,000 45 63 42
Sea Foam, all ages, b% furlongs, value Sl.500 50 67
Okolana Steeplechase, all ages, 1% miles, value 31,500.. 28 34 39
Kensington Hotel, all ages, 1% miles, value 51,500 33 42 39
Bererwyck. all ages.2^ miles, value, 32,500 27 37 37
Ballston, all ages, hurdle, three miles, value 51,500 29 40
Van Tassel &, Kearney, Steeplechase, \% value 31,500... 24 34
North Bergen Steeplechase, 2% miles, value 51,500 24 34 40

The following stakes for three-year-olds which closed Janu-
ary 1, 1893, will also be run at the meeting of 1S93 : Iroqnois,

54 entries; Travers, 46; Kenner, 41 ; Ladies', 37; Foxhall,42.
S. Whitehead, Secy.

Wildwood is in the Brooklyn and Metropolitan handicaps,
to be run at Brooklyn and Morris Parks respectively, but is

not in the Suburban handicap. Handicapping by private in-

dividuals who should know something about weights has been
invited by Daily Spirit of New York, and the highesl weight
placed on the magnificent son of Wildidle that we have seen
is an even 100 pounds, in the Brooklyn. One man puts the
colt in |at 90 and another at 6S pounds. We would like to

see the big Californian get in at the latter figure and see if any
horse could get within four or five lengths of him. Our idea
is that the official handicapper will give the brown colt in

Brown's stable about 110 pounds, and he will be played pretty

well in the books by Pacific Coasters at that.

The peculiar arrangement under which Matt Allen will

train a number of fillies belonging to Charles Reed has led to

the belief that Allen aud the proprietor of Fairview have
formed a racing partnership, but as far as I know there is no
genuine basis for such rumors. Mr. Reed is a very kind-
hearted man, and as he likes Allen there is nothing strange in
the fact that he should have turned these fillies over to the
well-known trainer to be raced for two years for what he could
make out of them. The fillies are to be returned to Fairview
at four yea re of age, to become brood mares, tbey being Mr.
Reed's own selection for this purpose.—Nashville Cor. Live
Stock Record.

To R.Scars, Box 340, Chicago, 111.—P. P.Johnston, presi-
dent of the Natioual Trotting Association, says :

" I have
tried the Lindsey bits, and find them a valuable addition to
the training stable." *

Glanders and Its Detection.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Having for many
years been a reader of your valuable journal, and recogniz-

ing the fact that it has always beeo foremost in protecting

the interests not only of fast turf performers—trotters and

runners—but also the thousands of horses owned by men
who are daily driving through this city, I take the

liberty of calling your attention to an article which appeared

in the Chronicle on the 14th inst. The caption of the in-

terview was " Deadly Glanders," and such a startling one was

enough to arrest the attention of every horse owner in this

State. While I do not wish to pose as an alarmist and am
not seeking anyjnotoriety as a "kicker,'' still the article in

question contained so many curious confessions that for the

benefit of horsemen elsewhere it should not pass unnoticed.

This question of
l< glanders " some months ago was discussed

in a daily newspaper of this city, and the result was that it

it raised a howl of indignation that reverberated across the

United States on one side and to the Pacific Ocean on
the other. In Australia an official order was adopted

forbidding the landing of all stock from California,

on account of the publication. But I am digressing.

In the interview with the reporter this veterinarian

answers the question :
" Are there any glandered

horses in San Francisco?" "A few
; I have one at my hos-

pital now. Whenever they are found they are seized, passed

upon by the surgeon of the Board of Health, and then turned

over to me. If 1 decide that the disease is really glanders I

order the animal shot, etc." A little further down in the arti-

cle this veterinarian gives the following diagnosis of the

symptoms of glanders and tells how to detect it:

" A man mav think a horse has a cold. In three or four days the
animal has apparently recovered except for a slight discbarge from one
nostril or sometimes from both. The discharge is oily, greenish in
color, sticky and tenacious, sometimes mingled with bits of hay and
grain. It comes from a ragged ulcer in the nostril. Before dying the
horse may be able to travelabout three or four years, but he is all the
time spreading the contagion, particularly through watering troughs,

which he infects with bacilli.
' We detect glanders by the discharge and bv a lump which always

forms on the under jaw. If in doubt we give a horse a purgative and
two drachms of turpentine, which raises his temperature and develops
the disease at once if it really exists."

If he brought a horse to his infirmary that he says had the

glanders, it is his duty as a veterinarian and also of the Board
of Health to see that the horse be destroyed immediately, and
all the woodwork in the stable removed and the place thor-

oughly fumigated and renovated.

Perhaps it is stomatitis the animal is afflicted with and is

similar to the case illustrated last April. There are few, if

any, cases of glanders in this city, for our veterinarians have

been very dilligently looking for animals suffering from the

disease; so this interview will accomplish more harm than good

The veterinary surgeon of the Board of Health should, on

hearing of this case, see to it that the veterinarian in question

be more careful in future and reprimand him for harboring

any animal afflicted with such a contagious disease.

The claim made in this interview that glanders can

be detected by the discharge and the lump which always

forms under the jaw, is an assertion that can hardly be un-

derstood as coming from such a prominent professional, for

there are many cases of glanders existing in which nodischarge

is present and no swelling of the glands is noticeable.

These cases are spoken of as pulmonary glanders. As far this

veterinarian's diagnostic lump is concerned, I may state, if

such is the case, there is no use for scientists like Nocard and
Kolminy of Dorpat, Hellenan of St. Petersburg and M. Roux.
They have spent the greater part of their lives in the study of

this important subject. They finally conclude that by the

use of malleiu the most satisfactory results in detecting this

dreaded disease can be obtained. The latest report from

the German government in regard to this is as follows ; if the

officials had only heard of the wisdom of our young and prom-
inent veterinarian, such an order would be entirely unneces-

sary

:

GERMAN WAR ORDER re MALLEIN.

"It is stated that the Prussian authorities are so satisfied of the value
of mallein subcutaneous injections as a means of diagnosing glanders
that the Miuistry of War have directed the Veterinary Department,
Berlin, to supply malleiu to its officers along with iastructions as to its

use. In accordance with this order the Veterinary Department has
the pleasure of informing generals in command that the military vete-

rinary school possesses a full supply of mallein."

The material is delivered cost free ;
only in the event of its

being sent to armies abroad is a small charge made for pack-

ing. A detailed report must be written of all experiments

made on army horses with malleiu, and the results obtained

therefrom. * Tom Hill.

Royally-Bred Thoroughbreds at Auction.

On account of the great increase of population in Merced,

there is in consequence a strong demand for land in and

around that city. R. Porter Ashe's Maltese Villa Stock Farm

lies just outside the place, and he has decided to sub-divide

the beautiful farm and sell it off" in the shape of town lols.

The famous training establishment has to be disposed of,

therefore, and twelve head of royally-bred horses from Maltese

Villa Farm will go under the auctioneer's hammer on Satur-

day, Feburary 4, 1893, commencing at 11 o'clock. First on

the list is the famous racehorse and sire, Ed. Corrigan, who
was never defeated in California and won the Sheridan Stakes

at Chicago. He traces twice to the great Hennie Farrow, dam
of Mollie McCarty, Flood and Shannon, being by Joe Hooker,

dam Countess Zeika, by Norfolk. Ed Corrigan sired that

good colt, The Drummer, and shoinM prove a first-class sire.

Dinero, by Alta, dam Smilax, by imp. Saxon, and a good race-

horse, four years old, is in the lot, as is Alta Mio, a thiee-

year-old, by Alta, dam Charlotte, by Lyttleton, and Panchita,

by Alta, dam Constellation, by St. George (son of War
Dance). Then three excellent broodmares are offered

—

Gladys, by Flood, dam Riglin, by imp. Glengarry ; Mirope
(a winner) and Constellation, by St. George (son of War
Dance), dam Pianette, by Planet—three grand two-year-olds

by Alta, a suckling, along with its dam, and that good race-

horse Mozart, by Flood, dam Mozelle, by Monday. This is

the first opportunity ever ottered the public of securing Alta

stock, for the great dead sire was never allowed to serve out-

side mares. This sale will be absolute, there being no strings

to any of the bids and no by-bidding allowed. Read the ad-

vertisement in another portion of this paper carefully and
attend the sale. Killip & Co. are the auctioneers.
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Figures Don't Lie.

If there need be any argument in favor of

shorter races and more of them, and that the

earning capacity of the trotter needs to be in-

creased in some other manner than the past,

the following paragraph should furnish suffi-

cient proof. Tammany won §73,410 on the

running turf last season, which is as much as

the combined winnings of five of the largest

winners of the trotting turf. They are Guy,
Muta Wilkes, Flying Jib, Nightingale and
Directum, I leave out Nancy Hanks for the

reason her money was made in exhibitions,

not in races. The table is as follows :

Thorough areps. Winnings.

Tammany S73.410
Morello 52.230
Lamplighter 49,138
Yorkville Belle 48 190

Sir Francis 43,450

Harness Horses. Winnings.

Guy S16.250
Muta Wilkes 14,925

Flying Jib 14,875

Nightingale 14,750
Directum 12,675

The only salvation in shorter races and
more of 'em. This will increase the atten-

dance and betting at trotting meetings. When
this is increased then money, not gotten from
horsemen, will go toward increasing the stakes

and purses, which will increase the earning

capacity of the trotter. This is the only way.

The Etna Stable (George Hankings and B.

J. Johnson), it is said, are at outs with their

late partners, theKoby people, and have sided

with Ed Corrigan. The fact that some of the

Etna Stable horses have been sent to the Haw-
thorne track gives color to the statement.

There will be a fine meeting at Garfield Park
this year, and, in view of the coming change
in the municipal administration of affairs, it

is thought there will be no hitch in getting the

necessary license.

At this season of the year many of the colts

become lousy, and for such as do the following

will be found excellent: Take two pounds of

quassia bark, steep it in water, and wash the

colt thoroughly from the tip of his nose to the

roots of his tail. If one application does not
kill all the lice repeat. Not only will this kill

all the lice, but it acts as a stimulant to the

colt. There is no danger from the colt taking
cold from this treatment, even in very cold

weather. ^
The daily Spirit of the Times of New York

has the following to say regarding Millard
Sanders' work at the Corbitt sale:

"Millard Sanders, who coaxed the erratic

Guy to trot in 2:10:;, and who has been for the
past year with the Corbitt trotters and gave
many of them their fast records, is a perfect

master in the saddle, and a full share of the
success of ihe sale was due to the masterly
way in which he handled the youngsters in

the ring."
m

According to dispatches received last night,

Frank Shaw has received the Washington
Park betting privileges. The exact figure is

not stated, but it is ^aid to be very close to a
quarter of a million of dollars. Charley Bush
was a bidder, but I believe he did not quite
reach the $2U0,000 limit. Shaw, who is a live

and energetic fellow, has also the betting priv-

ileges for the St. Louis Fair Grounds Spring
and Summer Meeting.

Vic Jenkins, the popular young trainer-

jockey, recently purchased at Bakersfield a
mighty good-looking and useful sort of thor-

oughbred in Young Thad, a five-year-old chest-

nut horse by Sam Stevenson (son of Thad
Stevens), dam by Rifleman.

Robert and Bush Smith, owners of Cy-
clone and other horses, arrived from Guthrie,
Oklahoma, last Tuesday night. They will

remain in California for several months, where
they have made lots of friends.

The owner of the stallion Dictatus has set

the price of service to $100 for all dams of per-

formers. See advertisement.

Names Claimed.

I claim the following names

:

Vindex, b c, by Sidney, dam Betle Grande, by Le
Grande.

Edict, b c, by Sidney, dam Bessie Bowne, by Dic-
tator.

Nightfall, blk c, by Sidney, dam Dell Foster, by A

.

\Y. Kitlimond.
Dictation, b c. by Sidney, dam Ellen Tomlinson,

by Dictator.
Redman, b c. by Sidney, dam Florence Wilkes, by

Red Wilkes.
Synonym, b c, by Siminicolon, 2:13^, dam Fern-

leaf, bv rlaxtail.
Pastime, b c, by Sidney, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer.
Concord, b c, by Sidney, dam Gctania, by Crown

Point.
Upland, br c. by Siraraicolon, dam Highland Lass,

bv Buccaneer.
'Rhvrau, br f. by Sidney, dam Juno, by Buccaneer.
Reclare, b f, by Sidney, dam Lady Hannah, by

Arthurton.
Maduro, br c, by Sidney, dam Madge, by Privateer.
Lady Roy, b f, by Sidney, dam Miss Roy, by Buc-

caneer.
Madrone, br f, by Sidney, dam Maud R., by Whip-

pi - Hambletonian.
Degree, b f, by Sidney, dam Miss V., by Valensin,
Model, b f. by Sidney, dam Modette, by Monroe

Chief,
Sidney Union, b c, by Sidney, dam Oraelta, by

Aberdeen.
Curfew, ch f, by Sidney, dam Oak Grove Bell, by

Arthurton.

Rosedale, b c, by Sidney, dam Rnseleaf. by Bucca-
neer.
Lodore, b c, by Sidney, dam Souvenir, by The

Moor.
Allen, b c, bv Sidnev, dam Variation, by Allan-

dorf.
Ludella, b f. by Sidney, dam Luella. by Nutwood.
Woodnote, cb c, by Sidney, dam Marion, by Nut-

wood. W. W. MENDhNHALL,
Sup't Valensin Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Cal.

I claim the name of Lochinyar for black colt by
Director H. (son of Director), dam by Venture, 2:27%;
second dam by Signal ; third dam by Copper Bottom.

I claim the name of E»ic Venture for light bay
colt, black points, by Director H., son of Director,
dam by Brigadier; second dam by Venture; third
dam by Signal ; fourth dam by McCracken ; fifth

dam thoroughbred.

I claim the name of Everglade for light bay
filly by Director H., son of Director, dam by Cal.

Dexter, by Whipple's Hambletonian. The dam of
Director H., by Brigadier.

I claim the name of Viola for light bay colt,

two white stockings behind and a strip in the face,

sired by Antevolo.son of Electioueer,dam Esmeralda,
by Brigadier; second dam by Cal. Dexter.

I claim the name of Sarah Althea for, dark
bay, the same breeding as Viola on the dam's side,
sired by Don Marvin, by Fallis, he by Electioneer.

S. Harris.

Some time ago I claimed the name of Lady Nor-
folk lor my sorrel filly by Prince Norfolk, dam
Katie A., by Bullion. Since then i have found out
that there have been two fillies of that same name,
and in order to avoid trouble in the future in re-

gard to their pedigrees I desire to change my filly's

name to Almira.
Ed. Coffey. Sacramento, Cal.

Foals at Palo Alto Stock Farm.

THOROUGHBEEDS.
Jan. 10—Ch c Shannon—Fannie Lewis.
Jan. 12—Ch f by Flambeau—imp. Amalia.
Jan. 15—b f bv Flambeau—imp. Goula.
Jan. IS—B f by Flambeau—imp. Fairy Rose.

TROTTERS.

Jan. 15—B c by Wildnut—Amanda.
Jan. 15—B f by Langton—Gertrude Russell.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwers tor this department must be accompanied by
he name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication, but as proof of good faith. Write the ques-
tions distinctly, on one side of the paper only. PosI-
tvely no questions will be answered by mall or tele-

graph.

J. H. C—We do not know whether Bullett, 2:25 and
Frencby, 2:20 jj, were by Royal George^Neely's) or not,

E. W. Hogle, Han ford, Cal.—To get your mare regis-

tered send to J. H. Steiner, Bialto Building, Chicago,
for blanks and fill them out.

T. F., Sacramento.—A beta B Cleveland carries Ore-
gon. B bets A Harrison carries Oregon. Weaver gets
one electoral vote. Who wins? Or is It a draw? Answer
—B wins, for Harrison got a majority of the votes cast.

D. J. C., Santa Rosa.—I am looking lor a little infor-
mation in regard to Bell Alia. Can you tell me if Bell
Alta is standard? Answer—He was by Williamson's Bel-
mont, dam the ilendenball mare, said to be by Illinois
Medoc. He is not standard.

Inquirer—Can any one give us information respecting
a horse called Butter-field's St. Clair? Answer—By St.

Clair 16.675, dam not traced. OwDed by a man named
Butterfield, who lived on the upper Stockton road, near
Sacramento. He was a stocky, muscular horse, with a
short neck, rather on the Morgan type, and would have
made a good sire.

C. G. R., Meridian, Sutter Co.—I have a two-year-old
filly that was bred by M. W. Hicks, of Sacramento.
Sired by Privateer 8L35, first dam Flash, by Egniont
1828; second dam Iiightfoot, by Flaxtail 8132. Under
the new rules is this filly eligible to registration ? If so,

I want her registered and will send you a more definite
pedigree. I would also like to ask you for the pedigree
of her sire, Privateer. Answer—She is standard. Priva-
teer was by Buccaneer 2625 (son of Iowa Chief 528),
dam Lady Narley (dam of Empress. 2:29^), by Marion
(son of Mambriuo Chief).

G. K.. Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 29, 1892.—1. Please in-

form me through the columns of your valuable journal
the three fastest horses sired by Dashwood, the number
Dashwood has in the 2:30 list, and his number. 2. The
number Stamboul has in the list and the fastest of his

get. 3. The time made by the running horse Almont
made at the State Fair at Sacramento. One of the races
was the Night Hawk Stake. The weight he carried
and die second and third horses. Answer—Dashwood
has only two in the list. Leonor, 2:24, is the lastest.

His number is 14,962. 2. Stamboul has nine in the list,

with Daghestan's record taken away. Murtba, 2:18}£,

is the fastest of the Stambouls. 3.,You do not say what
year,

W, F. I„ Tulare, Cal.—Please inform me through
your paper the breeding of .Erelong, his record if

any and the name of his present owner—Answer
—Erelong 1111 is by Belmont G4 (sire of Nutwood,
2:1#J4), dam Eventide (damof Kremlin, 2:0i^, Eveu-
ond, 2:28, and Erin, 2:24%), by Woodford Mam-
brino ; second dam Vara (damot Vatican), by Ham-
bletonian 10 ; third dam Venus, by Seely's American
Star. We don't know the name of his present owner,
but a letter of inquiry' to his breeder, A. J. Alexander,
Spring Station, Ky., would probably result in your
getting the desired information.

L. G., Sacramento, Cal.—Please give name of sire

and dam of imp. iilengarry. Is he still alive and
was he considered a good race horse? Also give
name of sire and dam of St. Paul, the sire of the Ore-

gon race mare, Misty Morn. Answer—Imp. Glen-
garry was bv Tbormanby (winner of Epsom Derby
and Ascot Gold Cup), dam Carbine, by Rilleman(son
of Touchstone). Glengarry was on board the ill-fated

Helvetia in 18*;fi, when thirty-five out of thirty-nine

head of horses on board were lost, aud those that sur-

vived were so badly used up that they were after-

ward unfit to race. However, Glengarry did race,

but not with much success. We believe he is dead.
St. Paul is by Alarm (son ot imp. Eclipse and imp.
Maud, by Stockwellt. dam Lady Salyers, by Long-
fellow.

In answer to "Information Wanted'' in the

Brkeder and Sportsman of October 29th, page 418,

I wish to inform you that I know all about Dyna-
mite, 2:29%, and bis breeding that io definitely

known. Dynamite, buckskin geldiug, sired by Ga-
viota 7567, son of Electioneer 126 ; first dam a Buck-
skin mare, by a son of Capt. Fisher (bred by Mr.

Thos. Cashin, who also bred Dynamite); second dam
an old white mare I used to work to stage In 1878.

"said to be " of Imp. Messenger blood. The son of
Capt. Fisher was owned by Uodchaux & Blackburn,
Pasa Robles. Cal. Capt. Fisher was brought to Cali-

fornia. 1SG1. by Messrs. Crlm and Washburne, of San
Francisco, from Lancaster, Ohio. I crossed the plains

with them in 1861. Mr. Tbos. Cashin now re

Paso Pvobles, Cal., and is the owner of Dynamite,
2-29%. at present. W. H. Taylor, San Luis Obispo.

Inquirer—Sisson Girl and Capt. Jenks trotted in
San Francisco in a team race November 28, 1872 and
won ; best time, 2:47.

Can any of our readers tell us of a mare called
Eudora ? She got a record of 2:32 near Petaluma
She was by Alexander.

Please correct error in vour publication unde
heading of ••California's New List." Mv lillv She
is mentioned as having a record of 2:26V, when it

should read 2:26.

Chris. W. Smith. San Francisco.

F. W.. Penington, Cal.—Can you furnish me th^
pedigree of La Harpe. if so I will Dav you for al 1

trouble. Answer—By Fame (son of Belmont 64) dam
Prairie Bird, 2*28)£ (dam of Prompter and Flichtt, by
Flaxtail S132.

To Inquirer—I saw an inquiry in your paper con-
cerning the pedigree of Alta Reina. It is as fol-
lows : Alta Reina. 2:29& two year-old bv Alto Rex,
2:2154, first dam Joy (by Jim Hawkins, he by -lack.
Hawkins) ; second dam bv Mormon Chief.—
"Trainer," Sau Diego.

A. G. B.. Ukiah, Cal.—Please give in vour paper the
pedigree ofOverman or Overton, owned by Hickok in
1S77. A says he was sired by Elmo. Elmo was sired
by Mohawk, ot Mount Vernon, Ohio. Answer—By
Elmo 891, dam Fern Leaf, by Black Hawk 767 ; second
dam Anglia, by McKenuy horse.

Subscriber, Marysville— 1. Please give breeding of
Whipple's Hambletonian. and the number he has in
the list. 2. Also the second dam of Harvest Queen,
the dam of Harvester. Answer—l. By Guv Miller
(son of Hambletonian 10). dam Martha'Washington.
by Washington 332. Fifteen in 2:30 list. 2. By Ab-
dallah 1.

To Inquirer.—In the Breeder and Sportsman I

see you ask for the breeding of Lilly Dale, 2:21%. and
Conductor. Lilly Dale. 2:27 !

„, was sired by Conduc-
tor 18,779 (see Vol. XI); first dam by Overland (sire

of Ned. 2:29K)- second dams. t. b. by Williamson's
Belmont. I have not got the pedigree in full, but
will havejbefore having her registered, N. Clanton.

W. H. C, Newbury Park.—Please give me the breed-
ing of Pierce's Roalen (and number if registered), said
to be by Vick's Ethan Allen. Also the breeding of
Ben FiBh's Comet. Answer—We know nothing of
Roaleu. Ben Fisher's Comet (Morgan Black Hawk
Comet), was by Young Black Ha\»k (son of Vermont
Black Hawk 5), dam by Morgan Tally Ho; second
dam by Andrew Jackson 4.

J. L. L., Rancho del Prado.—Will you kindly en-
lighten me whether there is any truth in what I

often hear: That mares having foaled mule colts and
then stinted to a horse the following season, that the
progeuy is quite liable to resemble more or less the
jack? Answer—Asa rule the progeny does not re-

semble a jack, but there have been exceptional eases
where the produce looked like a jack in respect to

coarse headand hair.

T. P., Plainsburg, Cal.—1. What, when and by
whom was Raymond 1482 bred'.' 2. Was there a
two-year-old colt by Steve Whipple. 2:14, dam by
Nephew, that made the season at Merced in 1892? 3.

When will Wallace's Year Book for 1892 be out'
Answer— 1. Foaled in 1879. Bred by Spencer Borden,
Fall River, Mass. 2. Write to C. E. Needham, Stock-
ton, Cal. He owns Steve Whipple. 2-14. 3. About
the 1st of March.

You ask the pedigree of the buekg Dynamite, rec
ord2;29J4. He is by Gaviota No. 7567. His dam was
an old stage mare that ran between Salinas and San
Luis Obispo. He is owned by Mr. J.Cashiu.of Paso
Robles ; his dam cannot be traced. John Sevenokes
is owned by J. P. Sargeut, Esq., Sargent's Station.

Royal George was brought to this State by William
Corbitt, Esq.. of San Mateo, and sold to Geo. B. Polhe-
mus, of thiscity. He is said to be by Herald.

G. H. Bragg, San Jose.

1 read an inauiry in the Breeder and Sports-
man some time ago as to the breeding of Flora B..

2:22J4. and as I own her mother I will give you the
breeding. Flora B., sired by Mambrino WilKes, first

dam May, by Chieftain 721 ; second dam sired by a
thoroughbred horse called Lummox. This horse was
brought herefrom Oregon, and I think heisthe sire

of the first orsecond dam ofDorsey's Nephew. How-
ever, I want to be certain about that. Third dam
sired bv Young Sherman Black Hawk, ahorse which
stood for public service at Knight's Ferry in the year
1871. The above is a true statement of her hreeding
as I have known them fora great many year?. I have
the fillies out of May, the mother of Flora B. The
first is a black mare by Dexter Prince, four years old,

heavvin foal to Wilkcsdale ; thesccond tillyisabay,
three" years old, by Sidney. She is pure-gaitedaud
acts like a race mare ; the third filly is one year old,

bay, and is sired by Pasha. T. J. D.

G. H.Bratrg, Secretary Dlsiri.i.iASMX-iiali.n. sun Jose.
Cal.—I see In your valuable Issue of the 3d Inst, under
the heading <.r "Answers t.. Correspondents " i" a. h.
i:.. I."- \ ii wl.'s he asks yon for the lime, etc., of a race
during our Fair of 1888, First. I will w Mu^-k k ;um
Gas wiikes did nol come together, bui was both here
and trotted against other horses. Below r give you 1

1

B
-

summary of three nice* which the two hones DHoned above were en^med In. during our fulrul 1888.

Lilly Stanley I 4 2 1 i
Gus Wilkes
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Time, 2:21, 2:23 -... 2 23, 258, 2 ..

Ren All
I 1
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Mau'ifk* K 2 2 112
Sonnet 3 8 3 8 "t

Time, 2rij. 2:22, 2:28, 2 10

Yolo Maid .,.„ j i j

Wooilnui -

Maggie E ~. g
"

Time, 2:22, 2:18, 2:»8)$.

T. P. S.. Oakdale, Cal.—Please state through the
columns of your grand paper the breeding of a bay
stud Barham, raised by Theodore Winters. He is
sired, by Norfolk, dam full sister to Lottery. This is
as far as I know. Please give pedigree in full as
far as can be traced, and how many crosses of rac-
ing families are there in his breeding? Is his
breeding among the best or not? Answer—Norfolk
(son of Lexington and Novice, by imp. Glencoe) was
of course a grand racehorse aud successful sire, and
this cross is fashionable enough. Sister to Lottery
was by Monday, dam Virginia, by Revenue (sod of
imp. Trustee); second dam Corinne, by Imp. Glencoe
(son of Sultan); third dam Ariel, bv imp. Sarpedon
(son of Emilius) ; fourth dam Lahcess, bv Lance
(son of American Eclipse) ; fifth dam Aurora, by
Aratus (sou of Director) ; sixth dam Paragon, by
imp. Buzzard ; seventh dam Indiana. bvt:o|umbus;
eighth dam by Wade Hampton's Paragon ; nimh
dam by imp. Figure ; tenth dam Old Slamerkin, by
imp. Wildair

; eleventh dam imp. DeLancey Cub
mare, by Cub, and on to the nineteenth dam! Lay-
ton Barb mare. Monday was by Colton (son of Lex-
ington), dam Mollie Jackson, by Vandal. Monday
was a great racehorse and sire." as was Colton. for
his opportunities. Mollie Jackson was queeu of the
turf in her day, and traced back to producers of
racers. From this family came Fannie Ludlow,
Choctaw, Foxhall. Aloba, Harkaway. Inspector B.,
Getaway, Kosciusko aud Bella B. Revenue sired
Planet ;and mauy other high-class racers. Lance
was a good racehorse. Imp. Sarpedon sired the dam
of Lexington, and scores ot our best racehorses trace M
to the imported Cub mare. The pedigree is very
much of an American one, but exceedingly fash-
ionable.

HAVI\G LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

cSPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept |in first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro
nourced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. 0"3RADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATKO.

YOU DRINK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. Clears

the bead, corrects sour stotuach. steadies the nerves. If
you use lluuorat all, never be without it, worth one-half
your life. Greatest liver and kidney specific on eartb.
All druggists keep it. "25 cents a box, bv moil on receipt
of price. Prentiss Chemical MutiufticiurliiLr Co., 406
California street, San Francisco, Cal,

FOR SALE.

The cream of English Setter breeding, a litter by
Champion Monk of Furnessex Blades Dart, she bv the
famous bench and Held trials Winner, Toledo Blade.
This cross of Laverock and Llewellyn ought to make
hummers. Extended pedigree on application. Price
$40. Address AL. C. AM1KR.SON,
Care Tobe Lord, San Jose, Cal.

AUCTIOIV SALS!
BV DIRECTION OF R. PORTER ASHE. OF MALTESE VII.I.X STOCK FARM. MER1HIP 0*1,

THOROUGHBREDS IN TRAINING, THE WELL-
KNOWN STALLION, ED. CORRIGAN, THKKK
BROODMARES and THREE \'( (UNGSTER8,

LATTER GET OF THE FAMOUS
RACE HORSE AND SIRE, THE DEAD ALTA,

TO BE HELD AT THE

OctlS-letnd IFtctoe Traclt
AT 1 O'CLOCK ON

Saturday, February 4, 1893.
8ALK ABSOLUTE. CO\SISTl\U OF TIVKLVK BEAD, AS FOLLOWS:

MOZART, bb, fouled IB83, by Flood, dam Moselle, by
Monday,

BLACK COLT i brother to J.lnlla>, foaled 1891, bv
Alia, dam Tfaetls, by Ten Bn eok,

11 \\ COLT brother '" Dlnero and Th.'rmidor),
(baled 1891, by Alia, dam Charlotte, by LytUi

niinu\ COLT, Anted 1893, by Uta,dam Jffotliei
ii ubbard, by Rutherford, oui i

.
.

| ..

Cousin Peggy, tii" dam ofGeraldloo.

GLAD) Bi b m. [baled 1887, by Flo m S
[dam of Rowland and Rata), by Imp. Glengarry,
with fbal al side by Bid < "irk-an.

CONSTELLATION, b m, foaled i88S,by8t Q<
- i War Dance), dam Pianette, by Planet

M1ROPB, b in, foaled 1887, by Jw Hooker, di

StellaHon.

ED CORRHJliV, ch h, foaled 1853. by Joe Hooker,
dam CounU-ss Xeiku fdum of (.ii.^iim,, I'or-atrlln

and Don Jose), by Norfolk.
E<i Corrigan waa never defeated m ( atlfornfa. He

won the Oano, Equity and Flnnegan Stakes al

the l*. C. B. il. A meeting and Sheridan Stakes ai

Washington Park.

A l TO >HO (brother to Toro, winner of the CaLtroniln

Stakes of 1801 i,bc, foaled 1880, by a 1 in. damUmllax,
bylmp. Saxon : Bcoonddam Perfection, ful

io Parole and Powhottau.

divkiio b r, foaled 1889, by Alta, dam Charlotte, by
LytUel I dam Imp. Stolen Kisses dam ol

Reform}*

PAXCIIITA. ch f. f.ml.-'d 1*!>". by ,Mlii
(
dnm fonstnlla

Hon, by St George (son of war Dance)
,
second

.bin I'liinvllL-, by lium-l.

nwHorw-* will be on exhibit il Oakland Race Track and Monday, January
-., [M For catalogues and any information apply to the underalgni d blnero, Alto ulo, Panehltn and Uii

.Old, are Inactive training, and will sunn hi- n-udy in raet\

KILLIP 6z CO., ----- Live Stock Auctioneers,

29 MONTGOMERY HT.. BAM PRANC1BCO, (At,
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To take Place FEBRUARY 27th, Conducted by the

FASIGt COmPAKTY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.,

AT "WHICH TIME WILL BE SOLD-

ftJUDHNTEiY" 4"7"7'0, 2:19 3-4, THE QREATEST SIRE OF EARLY AND
EXTREME SPEED IX THE «(1RL".

AT 11 YEAt S OF AGE

Sidney Has
26 IN THE LIST.

IS

Averages 24 Five Years and Under.

YEARLINGS.

Fausla .champion for 1891) 2:22J<

Frou-Frou (cunmpion siill 2:25J4

Averrure 2:24

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Sid Fleet 2:26 '-

Highland Lass 2:27',

Average 2:26 7-2

THREEYEAR-OLDS.
Faustina. _ 2

Sldwood 8

Birdie - -

Kitty B 2:

Grace B- -

Average 2

FOrR-YEAR-OLDS.

Gold Leal.. 2:

Longworth - -'

Duchess- 2:

Judge G 2

Maggie McDowell 2

Sedlna 2:

Serena 2

Average 2

FIVEYEAR-OLDS.
Adonis - 2

Thistle 2

Cupid- 2

Lady H - 2

SUter V 2

Hummer. 2

Fleet 2

.29*

:22 9-10

18

21'.

21X
28*

:29*

:212-5

:UK

:14

:1S

18

:18*

Immense Earning Capacity

GREAT HORSE!
At the time of the death of Mr. Yalensin

i

Sidney was under a three years' contract with

\V. C. France, by the conditions of which the

latter gentleman was to pay $20,000 per year

with a contingent additional payment of $5,-

000 per year. This contract, by its conditions,

terminated on the death of Mr. Yalensin; but

that astute breeder, W. C. France, promptly

* offere<l tne Executors to renew it under the

I same conditions, thus showing the immense

earning capacity of this great sire.

Average .

Seven Gr-reett Sidney Youngsters to "toe sold.
BAY FILLY FOALED 1890.

frou-frou^
2"*; r*~-

"Dam of Israhaska^elle
Memo 220X

.'trial 3 years)

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891. CHESTNUT COLT FOALED 1891.

F&USTISSIMAf™
19*

(.Faustina. ,

Dam of
Fausta (1)...2:223£

Faoatlno (3)2:14 3$

fCrown Point, 2:24

Iby A. W. Richmond 1687

ODDFELL0W{
s

;

aner
:

2:,%

(.Miss V
f Valensin 12 W9 (3) 223

\jLjghtfoot, 2:35

Dam of
Pride, 2-year-old... ..2:32)*;

Pearl 2:32j|

BAY FILLY FOALED 1890—PACING.

FAUSTA J"
1"'"*

::-

,

(Faustina...

Champion year-
ling pacer 1891

Dam of
Faustino, 2:145a

(-Crown Point 234

"\By A. W. Richmond 1687

BAY COLT FOALED 1S9L

/ Sidney, 2:I9&

SIDMONT
iFemleaf

Dam of
Gold Leaf, 2:11^
Thistle, 2:14
Shamrock, (2) 2:2

j-Flaxtail 8132

(.Fanny Fern

BAY COLT FOALED 1890.

(
Sidney, 2:I9M

RED SID
(Florence Wilkes... .

(-Red^WUkesl740

IBy Curtis Hambletonlan 539
third dam by Pilot Jr.

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891.

SANS SOUGI
(Sidney, 2:19 3{

Trial (1)2:31^
VlMissRoy.. f

Buccaneer 2656

"\Ella Roy
Dam of

Allen Roy, 2:17,'^

Sanders, 2:29^

Consignment from the ESTATE JAS. P. KERR:
ilveieiveo is,907. TRIAL 2:20 1-4. FULL RROTHER TO FROU-FROU, 2:25 (-4.

Not only i* MEMO lull brother to Proo-Fron. the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one
• ting malllons In nervlcc, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hanibleioiilan, one of Harry

tloneer, etc . and Long bland Black Hawk. Through Fiaxtali
i 1

1

Ire of Rowdy Boy, 2:18V, and two others.
d recognized as the besi young sire In toe world asa producer of

i be average speed of bU progeny is lower than thai of any of the get of the

mi mii ndee in u raoeoo the Bay District track,
:; i!)'i('-'i iihcnomenalspeed when three years

nlil. tot on the ' mkland truck hit wan timed u mOe In 2:20)4, ""'' frequently trotted quarters In from 32,S to 34

trigh, and of powerful bull' throughout. Su color ha flossy black, with both forefeet

Hli <ii*[H».itioii Li ail ti. tctlonli superb. He Is a sue- foal-getter, and has
how phenomenal bunts ofspeed and areBplendld Individuals.

tnut reare f SIDNEY, 2:19JOH-cVO£5, 2:29 1-2

{

This mar* i- five ye*n old and with but Utile training I MARGUERITE
secured a record of 2&9}.

Otlior California

1

*

o«
i •

H^
ST

T

SIDNEY 4770 (2:19*0.

FLIRT (trial 2:35).
Dam of Frou-Frou,
2:25' ,, champion year-
line: Memo 1 3-year-old
trial), 2:20!4; George
V. (S-year-old), 2:35.

Iowa ChieX 528. Sire of Corisande, 2:24l<,
and Buccaneer 2656.Buccaneer 2656 -.. '

mEm
St": "zr°ck

|:2j (.Tinsley Maid. By Flaxtail 8132.

Bulwer 2:
'xu

:
|
Flaxtall 8132, Bv Bull Pup, sire of Prairie

Bird, 2:2H ;

, : Empress, 2:29y, and of the

Mahaska Belle Sf8 of Golli Leaf
-
2:"*' and Shamrock,

Dam of Fawn, 2:.30'j (trial
—

°

-

~~ '

"'.I
'' - :33; m " J Lady Hake, Sister to Fashion.damof PrairieWing. 2.S2. Bjl6 ^ 2:iSH-

f
SPECULATION 928

.
\

Sire of Crown Point, 2:24;

(.STB THOROUGHBRED
Gracie S., 2:22, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

Oouslgnments Solicited.
California Breeders wbo have Fir-<t-Class Stock for sale are oflfsred an opportunity of making entries at this sale, but will have to

attend to the matter immediately eo that sufficient time may be allowed for catalosjuaiosr and advertising. Only a limited number of
apt.roved animals will be received.

Lists open for the sales at LEXINGTON, OLEVELAND. CHICAGO and NEW YORK Limit rapidly being filled.

Address WM. B. FASIG, Manager Trotting Department,
Tattersalls Companies, Seventh Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New York.
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GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

o
00
CD-

OS

o

Will make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2

hands high, and weighs 1.090 pounds. He is of tine form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes

from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in he list.

Clara, by American Star 14

3 pacers, and IS sires of Great broodmare.

54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11

Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24J
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ("Hambletonian 10

NORWOOD 522 i Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of ( Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

Tommy Norwood 2:'£&h Great broodmare.

Ida Norwood 2:26J

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

DAUGHTER OF 1 Great sir.! of broodmares.

I. Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows, three crosses of

American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 100
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD

f DIRECTOR, 2:17 ..-j

Sire of Direct..2:05i
'

Directum (3). ..2:11}

EvaDgeline 2:11|

MargaretS 2:12*

Waldstein 2:22J

Stella C 2:25*

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

LIMOGENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26*

Guide 2:16}

Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in

1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19J, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17*, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19*, by Sidney ; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRYMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or, JAS. E. BERRYMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Goacb Stallion

SIB.ED IBY

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

Tlobart Stock Farm,

THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

SDICTATUSB
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY. CAL,.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON $150
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

DAMS OF 2:30 1'hll hull M Hi. Hll.l. BE TAKKX AT SIOO.

DICTATUS ivas foaled iD ii90
'

He Wda sWed bv lhe grea
'
REl> wilkes i749 -

(sire of 88 in the list) ; dam, Mess Lollie, by DICTATOR 133 (sire of
Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dan. ,,f Nahox
Hanks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:291, and grandam of Hill Boy

(P). *20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold
413 (sire of Maud S., 2:08:J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07]); fourth
dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by
Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one
hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very
short hack, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

;

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and.

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes- Dictator cross doe* not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GrEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His
blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this ''oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before niares leave the farm.

Foe Further Particulars Address

Belmont Stock Farm,
CLARENCE DAY,

Belmont, San Mateo County, Cal.

SA.N MATEO.

Service Fee $40
Socrates stands 16:1£ handB, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautifn]

shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California*

His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

OAKWDDD PARK STOCK FARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM )

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

\V. WOOD. Four- Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKKT, Five-Vear-Old Record. 2 : 10.
CyES \K, 6-Year-Old Record, 2:16 1-2. STRATHH'AV, 6- Year-Old Record. 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, .Wear-Old Record. 2:20 in Sixth Meat.
LILLY €., 7-Year-Old Record. 2:20 1-4. BADEN, .l-Year-Old It t- I. 2:24 3 1

STEINKKIl, 5-Year-0ld Record, 2:29 1-2. CASSIDY, 7-Ye.r-Old Record. 2:30.

CALL IN RACES;

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OP
MAUD C, 2:19; BAROXSTEIX, (public iriol) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER. 2:2S.

PAT DELAN'EY, 2:27 1-4, and BOURBOA RUSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SLRE OF

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:11 3-1
(Son or STEINWAY, dam KATY U., by ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON 8150

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son ol RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, bv MAMBRINO PATCHEN.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son or CLOVIS. dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st

Wares should be shipped to Oakwood Park stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County,) ,pei - P it u .,

via Martinez Heat of care given, but no liability assumed fbr accidents Ol cape I

month. Mares fed bay and trruln, |10 per month. For further particulars i>nd catalogues, add

GEO. A. WILEY. Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Form. Danville, Contra 1'o.ta County. Gal.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY. OAL

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Bed Wilkbs 171'.' (sire of 88 in the 2:30 li-i 28 in

1892). dam Moonbeam (dura »f Wick, 2:26 j ; DtUard Alexander, 2:30 ,
by John Dillard.

READY MuNKY 6968 a* .in individual is an exRc-l counterpart of Bed Wilke
16 hands, 1.400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly liniahed Ik- wan leased al large ex-

pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsnian, owner ol < foneva, '-Ml. an' I developer "I

many noted horses, mirh as Patron, 2:1-1, Houri. L':17, Il.-me Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

Hanford, Toxakk County, Cax.

FRED FOSTER,
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AIjBOT j±muT.
HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST OXE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO EXTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For farther particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1S93 AT

Woodland Race Track.

DESCRIPTION".—COLYT AVTEEO 14.692 is a
handsome narK bay in color, with a star in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
Is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had hot liltl* training, he can easily show quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2:l'.'i isire of James Madison, 2•A~^. Mvrtle (3>

2:19K, Alfred G., 2:193$, Redwood. 2:21 !

i. Matidee, 2:24}-$,

Ethel Mac, 2:29J{, Sunset, 2:29 4. Anteeo Jr., 2:26.**;, An-
teeo Richmond. 2:343$, Electeeo, 2:29,4, Eoline, 2:20,

Maud M-. 2:20*- and two others in the list'-. ADteeowas
Sired by Electioneer. 125 isireof Sunol. 2:08',. Palo Alto,

_ _ Advertiser (3) 2:16 and 128 others
In the list .

First dam. Countess (dam of Dawn,2:lSVS rrathway,
2:19, Morna, [trial 2:28 and Young Countess, dani of

- _ 1 3 Countess was sired by Hamhletonian,
e*, 2:19. Olivette, 2:2-1. Empress, 2:24,

[10 others in the list i; second dam
Fly. a very last mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, SSS^S,
1st of July. 1888. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may de>lre at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, 16 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37!$; three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year old record, 2:22^" five-year-old record, 2:i62*f.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT £150 FOR THE SEASO.\
"Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. Ke has won in purses and stakes over
f 11,000. His oldest colts are two-years-oids this spring. We had three of them, and two of these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only oi e we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time 2:56J£.
Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct toMilpiias. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS EUE ON OB BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE

W. H. SMITH,
RACK TBAI'K. WOODLAXD. CAL.

Imp, Chesterfield
Son of THE MARQUIS (Winner of the St. Leger

Thousand Guineas, and second for the Epsom
Derby, he by the great Stockwell out of Cinlzellt, by
Touch-'

•

First dam, Lamorna (sold for 1.050 guineas"), by Fire-
1 lam Nlgbtligbt (sold for 206 guineas

when 22 years old . dam of Wax light, sire of San Pedro:
jhl by Archy (son of Camel, that sired Touch-
Tlie sixth dam of imp. Chesterfield (Cama-
n. by Babens, hrnthT to Castrel, sire of Pan-

taloon , i* nit* ninth dam oi the great filly Princess, by
Imp. * i. he traces through the most

ible families In the English stud Book to six-
1 iiitlabv.

Imp. CHE-TERFIELD won in Australia the Shorts
Handicap Flying Ihnnlicap and Town Plate, Wollon-

Ch listmas Handicap, Sydney, besides
sr times and third twice in a number of

the tx-si events.
Im|).rifr>Ti:i:FIKI,D te the sire of six winners in

Hie Antipodes tins Beason, Including Hie cracks Temple-
Haogbtyand Lardy-Dardy.

Tills magnificent tv-tire<l nice horse and sire will
make the season at < !!•-» I >.R B\\*+ FARM Hate
II inks ton Bam l unty, about half-way

Sonoma. Mares can be sent to
LakevlUe per steamer i "old.

TKHM-. * H». rltta nsii-ii return privllegeand pas-
turage for one month, but damn of stake-winners will
l»- taken Every care taken, hut no Habit

EL MAHDI 5232-
Record, 2:25 1-4

Sire of
Fulano \3)_
El Flora (p) .'

fONWARD 1411,2:2-5^
Sire of

| Nellie Mason 2:14

|
Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boaz 2:17K
|

Houri 2:17

. < Mikegan 2:193,'

Susette 2:18J«S

Shadeland Onward 2:18^

I
And 57 others in the list with an
average of 2 :'i3*^

ILADY BUXKEE
Dam of

Guv Wilkes 2:15»4

(Sire of 30 in the list), and
William I,

(Sire of Axtell (3), 2:12)

GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:2:

i Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84
sires and 61 dams of 2:30

< trotters

LDOLLY
Dam of

Director 2:17
Thorndale _2:22^
Czarina _2:21
Onward _2:25W

fMAMBRINO PATCH JESS 58
I Sire of
| Kate Middleton- 2:23

I

Lady Stout 2fl0K
And 17 others in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN
Dam of

Joe Bunker 2:19

EliYPTlEYN'E, 2:18-
Full sister to

Henrietta

MAMBRINO KING 1279

Sire of
Mocking Bird- 2:164f
Prince Regent. .2:16)$
Nightingale _...2:10y.

Nettie King _2:2u^
Excellence 2:22*1

Amv King 2-.22S
Heir-at-Law 2:20,'*

And 20 other 2:30 performers

fMAMBRLNO PATCHEN 58
sire of the dams ot

| Alcyone, .2:23

. i Guy Wilkes. „2:I5"*£

Baron Wilkes 2:18

|
And 90 others in the list

IBY EDWIN FURREST 49
Sire of

Billy Hoskins- 2:26^
Champagne _2:30

]
HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of
] 40 trotters in 2:30, including

<; Dexter Prince _2:17W
Nettie 2:lS

] Orange 2:20
L Dau. of GOLDDUST 150

Grandam ot
Justina 2:20
Glendeunis 2:17J*

Ityi iirned (<- Apply to

IBAY HAMBLETOXIAX
Dam of

Egyptienne- 2:18

Henrietta.- 2:17

Fulano 2:23J-f
Grandam of

Norway (sire of Nornette, 2:30)

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED BREEDLVU. FEE 875
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Dark bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; flue mane and tail, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy ot his royal breeding. He was not brokf n
until August 15th, 1892, as I bought him at Lexington, Ky., and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait is faultless, and be can show speed enough already to make nie
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in toe list if I wanted to this season, but no " tin-cup " record
tor me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeoing needs no comment from ime, and I will allow vou to
be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Oal.
WILLIAMS >v MOREHOCSE. Owners.

WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^-.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

In Fourth Heat.

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL.F.R.C.V.S.,
Care Bbi bdkb akd Sportsman.

Or P.O. Boi -. LakevlUe, Sonoma Co., CaL

HOCK-WILKEfc,
Sired by GUY WILKES,

2:15 1-4,

Dam i bred), bj Hock-Hocking. AH
...-.:.:,

.
.

.ry upeedy, bnl on ace
with oneof I.

Hli on tier, Dr. i

ently well-
bred, am i.

, , ;,,,:, rtnullv

nil! be made ai

troel fan Fran-
dam. A<

JOS. MK'HEL,
Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALFjT

0) ^DIRECTOR 2.17
10 Sire of

..2:05^
Directum (3). .2:11',

Evangeline... ..2:11 ;
Margaret S.. ..2:12 ,

..2:22,U

Stella C ::.-

and 12 other*. :30 trot-
ters

ELLV W...

fHAMBLETONIAS 10

('DICTATOR 113 4
J ne kin& of lhe trottlnS world

i Sire of the fastest double-gaited horse
In the world, Jay-Eye-see, 2:10

< grand sire of the queen of the turf,

Nancy Hanks, 2:W, and is sire of 85

I
in 2:30 list, etc

Ldolly_ <

Dam ol Onward, 2:25 1
4 : Thorndale,

2:22'
4 ; Clarioa, 2:21: Director, 2:1?

t Clara, by American Star 14
Dam of Dexter. 2:17' ,

;

238*M : Astoria. 2:29'^
('Mambrlno Chief It

Sire of 23 sires

(Died at 4 years)
Waldsteln was her
only foal

U?A3f2TY, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
Abdallah Mambrino 3715

f
HAMBLETOXIAX 10

J Sire of 40 in the list

(gkkex Moontain Maid
Dam oi 8 in the list

("John Nelson" 187

t SISTER J
Sire of 4 and the damn of 8 In) 2:30

i:iim":.f b u ii-.h -II'-, Albert -A

220; Vixen, dam ot Villa Wilkes,
2:18, and Sabledale, 2:18

!

'

rELECTIONEER 125-

| Sire of Nunol, 2:08^ ; Palo Alto, 2-08-K
and 130 others In the list

.and grandam

r.'-ittian Carrier Pigeons, descendant* of
fly

l-erpalr. I \UI.KH;i\.
< lakland Cai.

i.Lamott Mark
Dam of Aurora,
of 4 in the list

WM fl\TFlN waa (
'

r'al*<1 ln IBSfi; In color, he Is a dark shade of brown with two white coronets; stands 15 l-nnLUOILin hands and weighs lKroihs. He l> one of the handsomest and most perfect lv lormed stallions In
His line, Inlelllgent head, well-shaped neck, strong shoulders, short hack, powerful loins, heavy quar-

ters, well-ebapedbarrel, heavy, mubcular sUBes and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
bones, excellent pasterns and feet at once commend him to the observer as a representative trotting horse. In
disposition he u faultless, t M .lug kin.!, gentle and level-beaded, llisgait is perfection, and his races during his
short career on tbe track ably demonstrate the game iiuallile-s whied In- po-esses. His breeding cannot be sur-
passed. Ha Is the only s f lilM-et.ir .nit ot itn Kieetioneer inure stHuillug for service, of his sire, can anv

ii thai in- hOlia ami ila'igl iters prove more sensational every year, and the races won bv
hln-etur, Kvangellne, Dl reel, M.irgar.-t s, and I he r>si stamp hlra as one of the "most prepotent sires. Wald-

m is bj tbe Immortal fclevllmieer mil *! sistt-i .lum ..| A IIutI W.,2:2n,l he sire at' Little Albert, 2:10 U. the
en In 1693. and Yi.\>'it, the only mare lliat has a tWO-yeS^Old mid a three-vear-old wi'th records

towerUuu 2:19]. Waldateln'fl tblrddam waa tbe Ikmons DamoU mare,*one of tbe greatest mates that ever came
to California, Sbe wasalSO B great hr.-i.l mare. Waldsteln has four yearlings that have records; one has a re-
rord of 2:.

r
il '-.-. another 3m.">. angiln-i 1:06 ur.. I

1,..
1 ;

uk. All his colts are natnriil trotters, perfect In form,
von strongly built. Waldsteln cannot help being one of the grentHst of sires. To the student

:, conformation and quality he it Ms tbe

^PRVIPP FFP ^fifl Cwltn U8U*1 r,,1 " r" prlvllPge), tor the season commencing Fetmiarv 1st and endingOLflllUL TLL, v»UU June 201b, NO XeSnonSlbUlty asaumed tor accidents or escapes, hut the best of care
\' , 'lr^« H. 8. UOt>OHOU.>l. Woodland, Cal.

TME STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14.341

STEI.WVAY 1,8
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07
Cricket 2:10
Caesar _2:16
Strathwav..._2:19
Chas Derbv. ..2:20

(Sire of Diablo
2:14^)

Lilly C...

Baden_.
Steineer.
Cassidy

2:20 ! -

2:2-!-4
2:29^
30

and of the dams of
MaudC. 2:19; Pat
Delaney, 2:27'-:
Ally Sloper 2:28;
Stonewall, 2:28^'

and Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

R\TY G
Dam of Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo (3), 2:14*£)

rSTRATHMORE 408, by
Hamhletonian 10

Sire of -10, and of the
dams of 31 in the list.

ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ofSteiowav, 2:25^ ;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam of 3 in the list:

and Vivette, dam of
StonerBoy, 2:26^.

r ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:08'^ ; Palo
Alto, 2:0SV and 13t-

Others in 2:30 list, etc.,
etc.

.FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22M)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19
To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STE1XKER is about 16 hands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-finish-
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has
a neatly-formed head, fine neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders; good lengih
of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling aDd broad
hips: open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full
with most excellent feet aDd less. H> is a clean-gaited
trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBAR 1 STOCK FARM
SAJf MATEO.

Service Pee,

with usual return privilege.

$75

Care taken of mares in am- manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The manv improve-
ments on this magnificent farm make it the most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where thev
will be called for by

K O GRADY, Manager
A. B. tiOXZALKS. Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. F.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Yonng Fashion

Fashion Monarch

f s

Hurrah (Imp,)

Jovial Newmlnatez

Ot>

Fonrth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Marie Anthony; eighth dam, by imp. Janns; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey; tenth dam, by Silvereye
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.

HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced the
great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqalta. uhlo boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Bnttercup, Red Fox, Medusa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Middleton and
many others.
NEWMINSTER. grandslreor Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster in 1851. Hie dam, BEES-
WING, was the winner of fifty-four races oat of slx-
ty-fonr starts, among them being the Doncaster Cop
of 1S37, 1840, 151 . and 1942, the only horse that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her sire, wu
DR. SYNTAX, a famous race-borse.
THREE CHEEKS com' ines, in addition to the

above, the great Btrains of Bay Middleton (winner of
English Derby, St. Leger and Two Thousand Gain-
ess) and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOUCHs/TONE. imp. TkTJSTEL, EMILIDS
and SIRCHARLES.
As can be seen by tbe above, Three Cheers 1b bred

ln the BpeedieBt and Btoutest lines. His dam, Yonng
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
horse that ever beat Asteroid a heat), Liverpool,
Columbia and Bonnie Kate, the dam of Little Barter.
cap and the flying Bonnie Lizzie. His grandam.
Fashion, was the greatest race mare of her era.de*
featirjgBoBton in that historical match at four-mile
heats that Is recorded as -one of the greatest events
ln the annals of the turf

.

THREE CHEKRSia a beautiful bay in color, per-
fectly sound in wind and limb, his family on both
sides being noted for their exemption from curbs*.
spavins, roaring or any other hereditary unsound.
ness. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
type of i be thoroughbred are especially Invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. He has already sired the
•plendld performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS,
Seventy-five Dollars for tbe Season.

Good psstnrage at 15 per month. Mares cared for
in anv manner owners may desire and fed on bay
sod grain, either or both, at reasonable rates. None
bnt competent grooms employed.bat no responsi-
bility asiamed for accidents or escapes.
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LARGE STAKES HONESTLY HANDLED.

THE HORSEMAN'S SALVATION"

- Sturgis, Mich., Fair Association,
-

Stakes aiid Purses Stakes and Piuses

JULY 31 TO AUGUST 5, 1893.

No Money Invested Until You Start or Declare
ENTRIES CLOSE FEBRUARY 1, 1893. WHEN ANIMALS MUST BE NAMED.

THE FOLLOWING STAKES WILL BE TROTTED AT OUR MEETING JULY 31 TO AUGUST 5, 1893 :

Out

No. 11. 83,000 STAKE FOR 2:30 TROTTKRSl

Eulrance $100, but only $25 if declared out by March 1, or SoO if by April

1, or ?75 if by June 1.

Wo. 12, S3.000 STARK FOR 2:24 TROTTKRS.

Entrance $125, but only 581.25 if declared out by March 1, or $62.50 if by
April 1, or $93.75 if by June 1.

Ko. 13, S3.000 STAKK FOR 2:1S TROTTKRh.

Entrance $150, but only $37.50 if declared out by March 1, or $75 if by
April 1, or $112.50 if by June 1.

No. 14. 83,000 STAKE FOR 2:12 TROTTERS.

Entrance $200, but only $50 if declared out by March 1, or $100 if by April

1, or $150 if by June 1.

No. 15. 83,000 STAKE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS.

Foals of 1891, eligible to 2:40 class: mile heats, best 2 in 3, distance 150
yards. Entrance $30, but only $20 of declared out by March 1, or $40 if by
April 1, or.$60 if by June 1.

No. 16, 83,00 . STAKE FOR 3-YEAK-OLD TROTTERS.

Foals of 1890, eligible to 2:20 class. Entrance $150, but only $37.50 if de-
clared out by March 1, or $75 if by April 1, or $112.50 if by June 1.

No. IT, 83,000 STAKE FOR 2:30 PACERS.

Entrance $125, but onlv $31.25 if declared out by March 1. or $62.50 if by
April 1, or $93.75 il by June 1.

No. IS, 83.000 STAKE FOR 2:20 PACERS.

Entrance $150, but only $37.50 If declared out by March 1, or $75 if by
April 1, or $112.50 if ay June 1.

No. 19, 83.000 STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS.
Entrance $200, but only $50 if declared out by March 1, or $ll« if by April

1, or $150 if by June 1.

No 20, 81.000 STAKE FOR YEARLING TROTTERS.
Foals of 1892, one mile dash, no distance. Entrance $20, or onlv is If de-clared out by March 1, or $10 If by April 1, or $15 if by Jim, i

No. 21. 81,000 STAKE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS.
Foals of 1891, eligible to 3:00 class; mile heats, best 2 in :;, distance 150

yards. Entrance $30. but only $7.50 If declared out bv Murch I, or $15 ifby April 1, or $22.50 if by June 1.

No. 22, 81,000 STAKE FOR 3-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS.
Foals of 1890, eligible to 2 :30 class. Entrance $40, but only 510 if declared

out by March 1, or $20 if by April 1, or $30 if oy June 1.

No. 23, 81.000 STAKE FOR 3 YEARS AND LVDER PACER-.
Eligible to 2:25 class. Entrance $50, but only $12.50 if declared 001 I,,

March 1, or $25 if by April 1, or $37.50 if by June 1.

CONDITIONS—All stakes lor face value ouly. American Trotting Association rules to govern. Money divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. First money only to horse

distancing the lield or to walkover. Nominators must give name, color, sex and breeding. Declarations void unless sent by registered letter with forfeit money, or by telegram

with monev following on first mail. Horses not declared out will be held for full entrance fee, and horse and owner suspended until paid. Eight reserved to declare uli

any stake before February 25 not filling satisfactorily. Make all remittances payable to Citizens' State Bank, trustee for stake funds. Horses must be eligible February 1, when
entries close.

For Entry Blanks appiy to P. W WAIT. Secretary.

SAMUEL McINTYRE. PRKS1DKNT. L. G. HARDY, TREASURER. G. \v. PARKS, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
Spring IVIeeting 1893
520,000 X.N FUHSSS. 520,000

TTJTXTES, 1893-Exact Dates Grivexi. Later.
Stakes to Close March 15,

Stabling Ample

THE SPRING RACES.

1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named "when Entered or the Entry -will be Void.

Salt LakVs Driving Park hpriuic Meeting will

he held in June, 1N93 (exact dates given later),

wtlh the folhiwina proaramme of races :

SATURDAY, FIRST DAY.
PUBSK.

2:20 Pace ?>.**
2:-)0 Trot , ™?
Two-year slake I

No. 2) L°W
Three Quarter-Mile Dash

MONDAY, SKCO\D DAY.

200

:i:0o Trot —
3:00 Pace
2:85 Trot
One-Mile Dash.. 300

TUESDAY, THIRD DAY.
2:20 Trot J^JJJJ
2:15 Pace l.WO

2:24 Pace **
One-Hall-Mile Dash - 200

WEDYESDAY, FOURTH DAY.

2:29 Trot
2:50 Trot
Four Year stake (No. •!)..

Five-Eighth-Mile Dash

Purse.

..$ 800

THl'KtiDVV. FIFTH DlY.
2:15 Trot
2:30 Pace
2:45 Pace
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash...

1,000
. 500

FRIDAY, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000

Three-Year Slake (No. 3) 1,000

2:25 Trot 600
One-Half-Mile Run and Repeat 300

SATURDAY, SKVE.YTH DAY.
Free-for-all Trot 1,000
Merchants* Stake, 2-year-olds (No. lj.. 1,000

Derby Run, 1'-. miles 000
Reserved for special and Novelty Races... 2,800

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RAUES FOR TROTTERS.
Stake Races Close March 15, 1893

1. Mile Heats, bent '2 in 3. Merchants' Stake,
#1 .OIH).—For Ctab, Wyoming and Idaho, two year-
oldsor under. Entrance fee as set forth in conditions:
$10 payable March 15th, when cult must be named. |16
April 15th. £15 May 15th und glo on or before 7 o'clock of
day previous io race.
2. Mile Heats, best 2 la 3, Stake SI .OOO.—For

two-year-ol(H or under. Entrance fee as set forth En

conditions: $10 pavab> Marci 15th, when colt must be
named, *15 A ril ir»ih, $15 May 15 and $10 on or before 7
o'clock nf iiav previous to race.

3. Mile Heats, best 3 In 5, Stake $1 ,OOO.—For
three year olds or under. I- n' ranee fee as set forth in
conditions: 910 payable March 15ih, when thecolt must
be named, 815 April I5tb, $15 Slav lotb and 010 on or be-
fore j o'clock of dav previous to race.
4 Mile He.t-.be*t3iri 5. -take $1,000.— For

four-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth in
conditions: $10 navuhle March 15 li, when Colt must be
named, si> April 15th, 315 May 15th and $10 on or before
7 o'clock of day previous to nice.

CONDITIONS.
In purse races live to enter and three to start

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must aco mpauy
nomination, with additional 5 per cent (rum Eul
winners. A horse distancing the held hi Parse or
stake races entitled to lirst money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid,
reserved to declare offany btake nice th

sailsfactory to the association] In which cane e

monev win be refunded, Lneach race money win !»
divided 50. 25, 15 and 10. The '--
I'L'hl In eliinitre urder ••( pruL,'i\uiiiii . I Miul weather
elan .it. In ni titling races \ nj.-ric\iu racing rules
era. Money in running races dr
per cent entrance and 2Ji addltloual from > p

Entries to Stake races close March L5th, 1 38 I. I

to Purse races close June htt, 1883. Rules of Nal al

Trotting Association to govern all irelo pro-
vided I'm I.

Address all nominations and communlea 1

G-. W. PARKS, Secretary.
P. O. Box 97i Salt Lake ( lly , I lull.

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2:17 3-4.

BY AKTTEEO.
First dam, Lucy Patchen, by Geo. M. Patchen. Jr.

Second dam, Fanny Brauham, by American Boy, Jr.

Third dam, Puss, by Lance, thoroughbred.

WILL STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

AT THE

Oakland Trotting Park.

FEE Cash in Advnme

Return privilege season of 1804 If horse is in suite and
lias same ownar.

Mares pastured or fed as required.

WILDIDLE
(The M rent Son of Imp. Australian nnd the

Turf Oueen, Idlewlld, bv Lexington) (

SIRE OF

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SIN FAX,

ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other V.igh-class winners,

TiH'KTlIKU WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
Son ol Monday anil I.utile J., by Wlldldle,

Will Makk THE SEASON or 189.1 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FAR1.;.
Santa Clara, Cai.

BEN WRIGHT,
Oaklard TrottiDp Park.

WILDIDLE (limited io 10 mures 1
1*250 lor the season

MONDAY KI\AL " 20 " 75
With usual return privileges.

Pasturage und best of aire taken of mares at ffl per
month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or addr n»
escapps. Money to be paid when mare Is served, and
In all cases helore removal of mare from farm. For '

further panlcutin-siuldr^s ll i\ JDIIgON,
Care of Wm. Osborn, Box 229, Santa Clara, < al. |

COLT STAKES!
$50U for Each Class

i;r \K WThLD BV THE

31ST DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSO-

CIATION, HUENEME, VEN-
TURA CO., CAL,

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 1st, 1993.

CL488 1— For foals of 1HI2. Mile and repeat, Stake

$500: $10 to accompany nomination,"?!!) 1st June, Tl" iBI

day of the Fair of 1893.

L'LASS a— Forfoalsof 1891. Mile and repeat sink.-

(500. Payments name as aJ>ove.

Only colls owned In the Southern California Circuit,

composed of the counties of Ventura, Lou Angeles, Or-

ange, San Diego, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara, -an

Luis Obispo nd Kern are eltiflhle to enter.

For entry bluiiks, conditions "r further information,

T. H. MERRY. Secretary.
HUENEME, CAL.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THK

LODI RACE TRACK.
iti.Mii of Mini! .

' advance, with

truck privileges. Rebate allowed u stall Lfl m

full mouth.

Those not renting stalls will be charged fur use ol

track as follow;-: Single horse, fl ; two or

more, ?i.ou per month • acb.

Hay win be wold to those renl per ton,

and outsat 11.00 Dei Iniiu

a One galloping track has been bull) -

In addition to tin- regular track

stalls have been added) malting itii-> ihi

lent and well regulated quarters R>i hoi i the

roast.

S. PROOTOR, Lessee.
Lodl.i ism.
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MORE WORLDS RECORDS ARE HELD AT CUMBERLAND
PARK THAN AT ANY RACE TRACK IN THE WORLD.

AUTHORIZED 0»r7 K 000 IN STAKES, PURSES
and OFFERED *4> • *J,yJW AND SPECIALS.

Cumberland Fair and Racine Association,
NASHVILLE, TEnXTIXr.,

OFFER THE FOLLOWING STAKES 10 BE TROTTED AND PACED AT THEIR

TWO WEEKS' FALL MEETING, Beginning OCTOBER 16 and Ending OCTOBER 28, 1893.

ALL STAKES WILL BE TWO IN THREE, except Yearling Trot, which will be Mile Dash.

u i m ru UiVn CTirC el End For Yearling trotters, foals of 1S92. Entranced; 825 1st of February,

HO. I. GLEN MllD SliKt, SZ,5UU S12.50 1st of April, 812.50 1st of June. Mile dash.

u n UDDflCC STIrT « nnn For two-year-old trotters, foals of 1891 eligible to 2:40 class. En-

HO. 2. MELROSt STAKE, Sb.UUU iranceSlOO: 450 1st of February. 825 1st of April. 325 1st of June. This

stake Is divided into two divisions- !H,O0O Tor the first division, and fjl.000 for the second division. The latter

amount « ill be reserved for a consolation stake, and horses lhat win no money in the first division will be the

5Sy surten.One entrance entiUes to a start in both stakes, and there are eight moneys to be won.

u o ruin I STiYC OC lin(i For three-year-old trotters, foals of 1890, eligible to 235 class. Entrance

NO. 3. tWtLL olokt, 30,UUU }i:5 ; »7oO 1st of February. 343.75 1st of April, 313 75 1st of June. Thisstake

is divided tie same as the two-year old stake, with consolation feature, HOOO to first division and 11,000 to sec-

ond division.

a i UFDUIT1PC CTIVC ec nnn For iour-vear-old trotters, foals of 1889, eligible to 2:30 class. En-

rlO 4. HERrnlTflGE MlKt, Sb,UUU tra„ce 3225: 8112.50 1st of February. 558.25 1st of April, »56.2d 1st

of June. This stake is also divided into two divisions, the same as slakes for two and tbreeyear-olds.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9.

No. 10.

No.il.

No. 12.

For pacers eligible r.o 2:25 class. Entrance ?100; $50 1st February, $25 1st of April. fB lsl

For pacers eligible to 2:15 class. Entrance $100; $50 1st of February, $25 1st of ADril *"
1st of June." F **°

0? rnn For trotters eUffible to 258 class. Entrance $125; $62.50 payable 1st of February $31 25 1st ofJi,uUU April, $31.25 1st of Tune. '

$2,000

$2,000

$2,500. &*1%3^$!L

w£g£jfg£ t0 "* cla£s
'
EmraDce S90: ** " "'»^

$2,000

$2,000

For four-year-old trotters eligible to 2:19 class. Entrance $100; $5u 1st of February *>; i«r
of April. $25 1st of June. «j-, *«> isi

For trotters eligible to 2:23 class. Entrance $100; $50 1st of February, $25 1st of Amil

For two-year-old pacers, foals of 1*91. Entrance $40; $20 1st of February sin i«t «/
April, $10 1st of June.

3
'
?IW ut or

.1 p nifVUiil OTIVT 00 nnn For trotters eligible to 2:18 class. Entrance $150; $75 payable 1st of Feb- I u. iq fti nnn For three-year-old pacers eligible to 2:30 class. Entrance $50; $25 lstof February no sn
HO. 5. OAK HILL SIAKt, S0,UUU TU&ry , $37.50 1st of April, $3-.50 1st of June. HU. 10. dl,UUU 1st of April, $12.50 1st of June.

euruary, »i_.W

«;tAk€s Vos 3 and 9 will be put far enough apart for a horse to be entered and started in both. The same conditions apply to

AH horTes must be named at time entry closes. Money divided 50. 25, 15 and 10 per cent
.- , •.*»__

Bight reserved t-» refund first payment on stakes that do not fill reasonably well. Usual weather clause. A horse distancing

amount; no more, no less. Address

stakes Xos. 5 and 10.

field, or any part thereof, entitled to first money only. All stakes will be for guaranteed

J W. RUSSWURM. Secretary, Nashville, Term

FLEETWOOD'S $25,000 MEETING.
The Driving Club of New York

WILL, GIVE

$12,500 For a Champion Stallion Race, op^ to the wom
$6,000 for Two, Three and Four-Year-Olds.

$6,000 for Various Classes to be Announced Later.

To be trotted for over FLEETWOOD TRACK, Morrisania. New York City, the week following the

Grand Circuit meeting at Hartford, Conn. Exact dates to be published later.

'tCri 1 PnrctP fRI O. F\C\C\ For free-for-all trotting stallions. EntranceJNQ. 1. r-UrSR 3>l^,OUU.
?li000i pavable ^.i^. February 15, $250,^^——^—~—~""—^~~ WHEN 'HORSE MUST BE NAMED;
April 15, $250 ; May 15, $250; June 15, $250.

Division of purse, $7,500 to first, $2,500 to

second, $1,500 to third, $1,000 to fourth horse.

NO. 2. $2,000 For two-year-olds eligible to 3:00 class.

JN O o tp^ UUU For three-year-olds and under eligible to 2:40 class.

JN O 4 ip^jUUU For four-year-olds and under eligible to 2:35 class.

OonditiOIJ B-For purses, two, three and four, entrance fee $100, payable as follows: February 15, $10, WHEN COLT MUST BE NAMED; March
1". $20; April 15, $20 ; May 15, $20; June 15, $20, and July 15, $10. Division of colt purses, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. Above races to be mile heats, best three in five, to harness,except
for two-year-olds, which will be mile heats, best two in three. Entries should be addressed to

SAMUEL McMILLAN, President.

W. B. FASIG, Vice-President.
THOMAS GREENWOOD, Secretary,

FLBEiWO D PARK MORRISANIA. NEW YORK CITY.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Imperial Veterinary Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE, SURE'and RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

tantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Bore Seek, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard k. it- merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

if 50 cent*. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

per dozen one-piarter gallon cans.

a„„k,>- a,., okdxbs t„
|MpER|AL VETER||(iDy H0DF oiHTMENT CO., 171 West Van Bursn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.ih r\\ h.\i>iik»k mi nun. ill ill \hi;h>.

1ST ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. ~©J
J". -A.. ^*dS.orrora, Ag'out.

Horse Supplies of a-ll kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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OLD BUFFALO TO THE FRONT.

28th Annual Meeting Buffalo Driving Park,
GrUAJNTD CIRCUIT RACGS, 1893.

COMMENCING AUGUST 1, AND CONTINUING THROUGH THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF AUGUST.

$73,000 IN STAKES, CLASS RACES AND SPECIALS. $73,000
Stake So.

Stake No.

Stake Xo.

Stake No.

Stake No.

Stake No.

atake No,

Stake No.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1.

1 35 OOO—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:25 class.

81.50©—Potse for pacers eligible to the 2:10 Class.

2, 82,000—Guaranteed, for two-year-old colts, trotters eligible to the 2:35 class.

WBnNfeSDAY, AUGUST 2.

3 83 OOO—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 225 class.
* 82.000—Purse lor trotters eligible to the 2:18 class. *«.„«,

4, 82,OOO—Guaranteed, for three-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:40 class.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3.

5, 85,OOO—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class

81* 500— Purse for free-for-all pacers. ...„ ._ „ „„ ,

6, 82,000—Guaranteed, tor four-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4.

7 83.OOO—Guaranteed, for pacers eligible to the 2:20 class.
* 8 2*.OOO— Purse for free-for-all trotters.

S 82 .OOO—Guaranteed . for three-year-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

Stake No.
Stake So.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5.

9, 85.000—Guaranteed, for trotters eligible to the 2:20 class.

10* S3 .000—Guaranteed, lor pacers eligible to the 2:15 class.

82,000—Purse lor trotters eligible to the 2:13 c

MONDAY. AUGUST 7.

82 ,000- Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:19 class.
Stake No. 11, 82,OOO—Guaranteed, for two-year-old colts, trotters. Open to all.

8 1 ,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:10 class.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8,
82 ,OOO—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:17 class.

Stake No. 12. 82,OOO—Guaranteed, for three-vear-old and under colts, trotters eligible to the 2:30 clasa.
81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:17 class.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9.

82,OOO—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:14 class.
81,500—Puree for free-for-all pacers.

Stake No. 13, 82.00O—Guaranteed, for four-year-old and under colts, trotters. Open to all.

TRURSDAY, AUGU6T 10.
8 1 ,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2 : 12 class.

Stake No. 14. £2,000—Guaranteed, for three.vear-old and under colts, trotters. Open to all.

82,000—Purse for free-for-all trotters.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11.

82,OOO—Purse for trotters eligible to the 2:12 class.
81,500—Purse for pacers eligible to the 2:15 class.
82.00O- Puree for trotters eligible to the 2:15 class.CONDITIONS.

PWHKVTK l\ COLT STA.RB: FIRST SIO, FEBRUARY 1. when colts are to be named;
•o~i,H Vo navable Aoril li third, $20, June 1; fourth, $50, July 31. ahd 5 per cent, additional from winning

K? - SePw be deducted from moVvs won. Colts eligible February 1 will be eligible for these race.. The
rw^vekriild stake, to be best two in three to harness. >omlnators liable only for the amount paid in intrance

feVta other stakes parable, 1 per cent. February 1, 2 per cent. A prill, and 2 per cent. July 17, wheu horse must

IS named and 5 per cent, additional from starters, payable night before the race, subscriptions in these stakes

»retra -Cr ,,. uniil Julv 17. All >.-> named in any of the slakes other than the colt stakes will be consider-

Xd asstarte™ and liable fur the payment of the additional 5 percent, unless written notice is pvey to the Secre-

tary byiii o'clock the night before the race. Entrance in class races o per cent., with o per cent, additional from

C. J. HAMLIN, President.

starters, Class races for the first week will close Monday night, July 17, and records made that day will be no
bar. Class races for the second week will close Saturday night. August 5. National Trotting Association rules
to govern, with the exception of section 12 of rule 29. All races to be best three In five, excepting stakes Nos. J

and 11. Moneysdivided, 50,25, 15and 10 per cent. Right to change order of programme Is reserved. Preference
will be given to stakes in case of postponement on account ofweather.

SO IE-In 'the arrangement of this programme we have made an effort to give ample time between the
different events, so that every colt and every horse may be siarted in at least two races during our meeting. It
is also our intention to give in addition to the above several dash races, which will be announced later. For en-
try blanks, etc., address

EDWARD S. HAWLEY, Secretary, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

Chicago Racing Assoc'n
(HAWTHORNE TRACK).

Spring 3VIeotixigr, 1898,
Beginning Tuesday, May 16;

Ending Friday, June 23.

The following stakes, to be run at the Spring Meeting, 1893, are

now open, to Close February 1st, 1893.

The G. B. & 9. Stakes.

The Hawthorne Stakes.

The I Qcoio Qtolroc A sweepstakes for two-year-
I flC LdddlO dialled, old fillies. Entrance J10 each,

to accompany the nomination, $-10 additional to start,

with ?1.500 added, of which §200 to second and $100 to

third. A winner of two sweepstake racesof any value,

or of one of the value of §1.000, to carry 3 pounds: of
two of 81,000, 5 pounds penalty. Beaten maidens
allowed 5 pounds. Five Turlousa.

sweepstakes for two-
year-old colts and geld-

ings. Entrance §10 each, to accompany the nomina-
tion, §-J0 addiiional to start, with $1,500 added, of which
$200 to second and $100 to third. A winner of two
sweepstake races of any value, or of one ot the value
of 91.000. to '-any 3 pounds: ol two of $1,000, 5 pounds
penalty. Beaten maidens allowed 5 pounds. Five fur-
longs.

A selling- sweepstakes for
two-year-olds. Entrance

$10 each, to accompany the nomination, $40 additional

to start, with $1,500 added, ol which §200 to second and
$100 to third. Horses entered to be sold tor $3,000 to

cany weight for age: if entered to be sold for less,

allowed 3 pounds for each $500 to $1,500: then 1

pound for each $100 to $1,000. and 2 pounds for each $100
less to $800. Starters to be named and selling price
stated through ihe entry box, at the usual hour ol clos-

ing, the evening preceding race. Five mrloncH

The Emulation Handicap.i^SsrS
trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination, $10 addi-

tional to start, with $1,500 added, of which $200 tosecond
and $100 to third. Weigh 's to appear three days prior
to the day appointed for the race. A winner after the
appearance of weights, ofa race of any value, t« carry
3 pounds penalty. Five furlonic*.

The Chicago Horseman StakBS fcEgSSdS*
trance $15 each, to accompany the nomination. (50 ad-
ditional to start, with $2,000 added, of which $250 to

second and $100 to third. Maidens allowed 5 pounds.
Six Furlontc*.

The Speculation Handicap. X^S^L:^Z-
olds. Entrance flOeach, to accompany the nomination,
WO additional to start, with IL500 added, of which f2O0
to necond* ami Sino m third. Weights to appear three
days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner
after the appearance of weights, of a raceofany value,
to carry 3 pounds penalty, Mile and a Parians*

The Competition Stakes. ftSTSBKSf "'J&
trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination, $40 ad-
ditional to start, with $1,500 added, of which $200 to

second and $100 to third. Bfaldens allowed 5 poonds,
Une Milt-.

Thn Phinaon Qtalrpc A sweepstake for tbree-year-
I "B UlllbdgU OLaKDd. olds. Entrance $1" each, to
accompany the nomination, ;4 additional to Mart, with
$1,500 added, of which $200 u second »ndi)00 to third.

A winner this year of a race of the value of 96fiOO, Ot "t

two ofthe value Of 82,000 each, to carry 5 pound* penalty.
Non-winners this year of $1,000 allowed 6 pounds.
Maidens allowed 8 pounds. Mile mid Three-Six-
teenths.

The UhiCagO Derby. ids . Entrance $20 each, to ac-
company the nomination. $100 additional to start, with
$5,000 added, of which $750 to second and $250 to third.
Maidens allowed 5 pounds. Mile and a Quarter,

ThO Annual Qtalrac A sweepstakes for all ages. En-
Ill B ailllUdl OLaHCO. trance $15 each, to accompany
the nomination, $60 additional to start, with $2,750 add-
ed, of which $400 to second and $150 to third. Horses
three years old and upwards that have not won this
year a race of the value of $1,500, allowed 5 pounds; of
$500, 8 pounds. Handicaps and selling races when carry-
ing 5 pounds less than weight for age excepted. Maid-
ens three years old and upwards allowed 12 pounds.
Seven Furlongs.

The Ullman Handicap. £S£2KfiE3KSS$;
Entrance $15 each, to accompany the nomination. $50
additional ro start, with $2,500 added, of which $350 to
second and $150 to third. Weights to appear April l. A
winner after the publication of weights of a sweepstake
race of the value of $1,000, to carry 3 pounds; of two
such, or of one of the value of $2,500, 5 pounds penalty.

The Exposition Stakes. ^SSTS? %SS&
Entrance $10 each, to accompany nomination. $40 addi-
tional to start, with $1,500 added, of which $200 to second
and $100 to third. A winner this year ol a race of the
value of $1,000, to carry 3 pounds; of two of $1,000, or of
one of the value of $2,500. 5 pounds penalty. Non-
winners this year of $-50o allowed 5 pounds; of any race,
8 pounds. Maidens four years old and upwards al-

lowed 14 pounds. Mile and a Furlong.
all

to

Peremptory Closing-Out Sale

OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,

THE PKOPERTY OF

mr. j. a. Mcdonald,

HOPLAND STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
ON

Thursday and Friday, March 2nd and 3rd.
The sale will comprise 125 head, and will represent all the popular breeds known upon the coast. Promtnen

among the strains represented are GUY WILKES, DIRECTOR, SABLE WILKES, LEO WILKES, RUPEE
SIDNEY, CEX. BENTON, ECLECTIC, DAWN. DEXTER PRINCE, PANCOAST. The colts and filllesare

mostly by sons of Electioneer, Director Jr., Stamboul, Slmmicolon and other noted horses. This will be the

choicest offering ever made In this State, and is worthy of the closest attention of breeders and the public

generally. The catalogues will be issued at as early a date as possible, and will he forwarded upon application to

KILLIP & CO . Liv S took Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francl«cu, Cal.

1 Tho ^nllinff ^talrnc A sellill£ sweepstakes for
1 110 OtJIIIIlg OUMoa. ages. Entrance $10 each,
accompany the nomination, 940additional to start, with

;
$1,500 added, of which $200 tosecond and #100 to third.

I Horses entered to be sold for $3,000 to carry weight for

j
age ; If entered to be nold for less, allowed 3 pounds h>r
each $500 to $2,000: then 1 pound for each jlOO to $1,200,
and 2 pounds for each $100 less to $800. Starters to be
named and selling price stat"d, through tbe entry-box,
a< the usual hour of closing, the evening preceding the
race, seven Kurloutia.

forthree-y- ar-oldsand
upwards. Entrance $10 each, to accompany the nom-
ination, 940 additional to start, with $1,500 added, of
which 9200 to second and $100 to third. Horses entered
to be sold for $4,000 to can-v weight forage: if entered
to r,e sold for $.T000 ullowffl :i [.uiuls; il' for It.-ss, 1

pound fur Kirn r-IH| to --.'"xi; then 1 pound for each
$100 to 91,200, and 2 pounds for each $100 less to 91,000.

Starters to bf named and selling price slated, through
I entry box, at the usual hour of closing, the evening pre-
I ceding the race. Ml>e mxl a sixteenth.

The Stock Yards STEEPLECHASE. JJ5&E
for alludes. Entrance SI0 euch, 10 accompany the nom-
ination. *!5 additional to start, with $1,000 added, of
which •!•''! t'i si-corn] and j7". to third. Welches to ap-
peal three days prior to tie- da; appointed Ibi

Poor or more horse* in entirely dUn/ren! Interest, to

start, or the race may be declared OIT. Full I'uunt-.

Id all races run at this track geldings will be allowed 3 pounds.

Entry blanks will be mailed promptly upon receipt of application.

Horsemen wishing stable room will please apply for it at an early date, sitting number of

stalls required.

Address nominations and all communications to the Secretary, postolTice box 885,

Chicago, I1L

HARRY KUHL
Secretary.

CORRIGAN,
President

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stock Farm, having the four stallions—SINFAX, ST. CABLO,

BTTWARROW and ORMONDE—and having no use for so many, desires to sellSinfax.

A reasonable ofl'er will be accepted. The horse is in prime condition forcominL-

Address E. D. McSWEENY,
1211 Bush Street.

t/AH X\lL)OJVL <tramEliirilic..i.ll..r

San Francisco to Laxington
Within three weeks at W0 per horse, ft rid l*>xlngtnn to

Han Francisco within six weeks at |75 pewhorw. Ad-
drrss "P." P. <> Boi tr..

I lukhtml. Onl.

for irrigation
and reclamation

Brazil Engines, llornr Power* <! Mind Mil: .

Complete Pumping oatuU—nil size*—to;
crerypurposc. Tho latest. be*1
aii'i cheapest. I/you need any

thing In this line, write to

Byron Jackso:
«25 Gth St. San Fraii--
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ROOS BROS.
For Nobby, Durable Ulsters, Overcoats, Gloves,

Underwear, Neckwear, etc.

27 to 37 Kearny Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
&nd cet a tjood price if you can find a customer that wants to buy

You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading- Write for particulars.

FOR SALE. Kentucky Jack.
I have for sale a large, finely-formed and perfectly-

-~ -,. « i ii* proportioned jack. Can be seen at the race track in

Some Choice Stallioiis. kx ^^^'^^^^,^^,^0.
DR. GEO. W. LEEK,

Cor. O'Farrell Street and Grant Avenue, S. F.

ALCONA 730,
15 Wars,

(Sire of Alcona Jr. 2:19, Flora Bell 2:24,

Almonition &24J, Clay Duke 2:29, Ver-

onica 2:29 and grandsire of Silas Skinner

2:17, Del Key 2:24|, King Orry 2:23i,

and Mark Medium 2:25}.)

ALCONA has five in the 2:30 list and
three producing sons and a producing

daughter, all records made in races. No
two trained by the same man.
ALCONA is also sire of Prince War-

wick, trial 2:18, sold for twelve thousand

dollars to go to Austria last spring.

ALCONEER 15,120,
-i;Years,

(Full brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19), by
Alcona 730, dam Madonna, by Cassius M.
Clay Jr. 22, grandam by Joe Downing 710.

CADUOAS 10,840,

By Almont Medium 21874 : first dam by
Alcona 730, second dam by Almont Mam-
brino 761, third dam by Delmonico 710,

fourth dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, etc.

King Whippleton 18,658,
2 Years,

By Whippleton (six in 2:30 list) ; first

dam by Naubuc 504, second dam by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr. 31, third dam by Ethan
Allen 2903.

Have also stallion colts by Dexter Prince,

Sidney, Whippleton and other noted sires.

All of the above stallions will be sold cheap.

Correspondence solicited.

FRED W. LOEBER,
Viuelaod Slock Farm, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

For Sale Cheap For Cash.

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Bred Mares
(With Foal to Dexter Prince).

Th rue are registered and the others are eligible to be

registered.
ALSO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyoer AM. dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry

;, One by Kyle Daly; first dam by Joe Daniels;
lam Queen Emma, by Woodburb. One by

Bryant W; firm dam by Joe Daniels, mil sister to Lord
Breck, winner ofUie Australian Derbv last year.
The Oral mare 1- Undine, foil sinter to Lisette, the

irlnncr of flOjOOO purse last fall hi New York.
All Itai for tale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my lH-lM*ullh and Wish to clow; out all of my stock.
tares are all good Individuals as

well ivt the runners. Will sell them together or singly

For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. S. SARGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put inv ranch in fruit,

I ofier my

Stud of Percherons
For laleal pricj \> than the cost of wean-

lings in France. 1 odIj intend to keep enough

of the stock to work inv place) as 1 am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am
offering for Nile are ihc best bred and finest

individuals on tin- PaciBc toast. Parties

buying the entire stud will be given :i very

low price. Time will be given at 8 percent

particulars, address

WM B. f'OLLlER,
l.nkepnrt, Oil.

For Sale.

Stallion Bingwood,
The Famous Son of SidDey.
Hiiii.-noi.ni is a dark bay: black points; 15'^ bands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than any oi
his sons. He is a pure-saited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work heshowed trials of speed in 2:19' : as a tour-rear-old. and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better hut for an
accident at the Xapa track, and was drawn from his
engagements, and nerer has been put in race since
Ring-wood is six years old, and as a sire of speed form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidnev. .Several of
his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition
and a lady can handle or drire him. Ringwood is
highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is
a noted producer of speed.

1AT.SQ FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better- willshow quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high: light bar; a great
road horse; single or double, aud perfectlr sound
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their pnee m one season. For further particulars
address

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

STANDARD STALLION

FRED DRAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26}).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-
senger Dume 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-
nie Drake (dam of 2 in the list), by Louis Napoleon 207
(sire of 1G in the list) Fred Drake 4844, 2:26)4, isasplen
did individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs
over 1,100 lbs.. Is of excellent disposition. His record is
no mark of bis speed as he can trot in :20 or bel ter with
training next season. Eeason for selling is that owner
is engaged in other business aud has not the time to de-
vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.
For particulars address

H. R. WARNER,
San Gabriel, Cal.

COACH
A\D

DRAFT STALLIONS
At Auction

AT SALES* AHD.

Cor. Van Ness Avenue and Market Street,

AT 11 A. M.

Tuesday, January 31st,

NflNPARIPI Clereland Bay stallion, nine years old,
nunruniLL, bright bay. Registered in American
Cleveland Bay Stud Book, No. 36. In English Stud
Book, 186. Sired by Emperor 387, Vol. 8, English Stud
Book ; dam also registered. Took premium at Califor-
nia State Fair, also at District Fair, Petaluma. A good
foal-getter.

IDfln MpRIIEC Clyde stallion, bright bay, 17 hands.
LUnu mbUUrr, s ix years ia_ Took premiums at
Sacramento State Fair and first premium, and gold
medal at Santa Rosa. A fine foal-getter.

RUN IFBF French draft stallion, coal black, eightuunutnL, years old. Registered in France, No. 990.
American Register, 5532. A very fine horse. Hand-
some and active.

RIINflTT a ^ench draft stallion, black, seven years
uunui I, i(j_ stylish horse, very active.

These animals are registered, and the certificates will
be giren to purchasers. They will be on exhibition at
the yard previous to and during sale of broodmares of
Senator Stanford.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.
i£g" These horses may be seen at Morsebead's City

Front Stable, 25 *\Vashington St., until day of sale.

FOR SALE!
THE •1'AMIABII-BBEII THOT11M; MARE

aUEEN OP THE WEST.
Bay mare, foaled 1884. Sired by Re-Echo 14,439, he

hy Echo 462, out of Belle Mason (dam of Bob Mason,
2:2/

-

4 ), by Belmont (Williamson's) etc.; 1st dain.Gusta
by Gus S99, record 2:263j. son ofBellfounder62and Jenny
Noyes; second dam, Reta by Geo M. Patchen Jr 31;
third dam, Mollie by Speculation 928; fourth damj Ash-
cat by Hambletonian 10, (dam of Ajax, 2:29) ; fifth dam
by Black B awk 24. Queen of the West is a large, well-
formed mare, perfectly pure-gaited and has trotted
quarters in 32 seconds and halves in 1:08; she Is perfect-
ly sound and can be taken in hand and given a record.
She is game, level-headed, and in condition is hard to
excel, t-he iscSVred for sale at a low figure, as ill-health
compels th Q owner to part with her. .address Z, this
office.

FOR SALE.

A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered,

foaled May 5,1889; by Anteeo, 2:16M; dam by Echo

4S2; second dam by McCracken's Black Hawk 767, etc.

Is 16 hands high, black or seal brown, and a fine

looker. Has never been trained but shows plenty of

natural speed. Has shown a mile as a three-year-old

in 2:44. For particulars address

W. H. LCMSDKiV
Santa Rosa, Cal.

DON TOMAS
BY

ANTEVOLO,
First dam Black Bess by Venture ; second dam by East-
on's David Hill; third dam a Rockingham mare. Price
$500. Solid dark bay, black points; 16 hands; weighs
about 1150 lbs; well broken; never been trained.

JAS. h CHASE,
7 Steuart St.

Stallion for Sale or to Let for

the Season
A standard-bred grand-son of Electioneer and John

Nelson. His colts are unitormilly good sized, good look-

ers, and exceptionally speedy and game. Will be sent

to a locality where a satisfactory guarantee will be fur-

nished regarding the services of the horse. For particu-

lars apply to

BREEDER AXD SPORTSMAN".
Or to R. P. CLEMENT, 130 Salter St., S. P

FOR SALE.

Nutwood Mare,
FLORENCE R., 2:26 1-4.

A beautiful mare, large and a feool breeder. For

prices and particulars, address

B. P. SHAWHAN,
PAYETTE. IDAHO.

FOR SALE.

Illustrious 4178.
The best-bred son of the great Happy Medium, sire of

Nancy Hanks, 2*4; Riley Medium, 2:llj£, and eighty
with records of 2:30 or better. Dam Abdalletta (the
dam of Mediator, 2.2.5'j, Bannockburn, 2:29^ ), by Cas-
sius M. Clay 22; second dam Laura t'rockett, by Al-
mont 33; third dam Sally Fee, by Alexander's Abd'allah
15; tourth dam Kate Crockett (the dam of Lulu, 2:243$),
bv imp. Hooton.
ILLUSTRIOUS was foaled in 1885; dark bay; lo l4

bands high; weight, 1,000 pounds. He is the most fash-
ionably bred stallion in California to-day. Has trotted
miles in 2:33 with, very little work. He is sound and
all right, and will surely trot much better than 2:30 thi*
season if trained. I will sell this tine stallion for less
than he should earn in the stud in one season. Cash or
bankable paper only.

GEO. A. STONE,
Santa Rosa, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE ci-VHli-01.il SORREL STAI.LIO.V

King Orry 8777
RECORD 2:231-4.

SIRED BY ALCONA CLAY, 2756, RY ALCO-
V\. 730; first dam, Pansy, by Cassius M. Clay. Jr.,

22 (also dam of Almonition. 2:24J£); 2nd dam, Lady
Vance, by Richelieu, by Mambrino Chief, 11; 3rd dam
thoroughbred.
RL\G ORKY $777. 2:23k, 's perfect in conforma-

tion, of excellent disposition, remarkably intelligent,
without blemish, sound in every particular, and is a
splendid individual. He stands nearly 16 hands high;
weighs about 1100 lbs, and his record is no mark of his
speed.
For further particulars, address

MRS. SILAS sRIWKR.
Napa, Cal.

FOR SALE.
I HIV UAPA Standard bred trotting fillv, fouryears
LflUI VAUU, old in May. Sired by Fallis 1428, out of
a producing mare. Sired by Gladiator 8336. 2nd dam by
McCracken's Black Hawk 767. This filly is a tine pro-
portioned animal; beautiful bay, off bind foot white.
Very level headed, never having run \$ of a mile al-

together. Pure-gaited. and could have been given a
record of 2:30 last fall; had but little work; present re-
cord 2:45. For lull particulars, address

F. V. CHAPMAX,
Vacavilie, Cal.

For Sale or Exchange.

LADY MARKHAM,
PAClXti RECORD, 2:17; TRIAL, 2:13.

By Bismarck, dam by Western. Sound in every par-
ticular. Six years old. Drives single or double. Also
her brother,

JESSE P.,
PACER-RECORD, 2:36.

Can show three heats better than 2:20. They drive well
together, are well matched and would make a great
team. For further particulars address

R. D. LEDUETT,
Club Stables, 409 Taylor St., S. F.

Or Breeder and Sportsman.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Eoyally-Bred Brood Mares

!

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts and fillies, yearlings, two and

three-year-olds.
Pedigrees and full particulars can be obtained at Ibe

office of the BREEDER i SPORTSMAN,
SIS Rush street Sao Francisco.

THE LEADING MID-WINTER SALE.
F. J. BERRY & CO.'S

1

-AT-

UNION STOCK YARDS,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Jan. SO, 31, and Feb. 1,2, 3 and 4, 1893.

AMOXU THE BRILLIANT OFFERIXtiS
WILL BE POUND

Great Stallions, Splendid Campaigners, Sure

Stake Winners

And many Ureal Mares in Foal to Famous
Siren, Including the following Capital Prize.*:

Tilford, 2:179^, 2:18 aud 2:193$) cons'e've race heats);
Wilhelm 19.2M : Lena Miller, 2:26)4 : Lant&na; Chiel
Thorne (21,2:20; Daisv, 2:33 ; Disk 13,857 I Buy colt

;

Hiluh i2i, 2:85Ji : Tom Hawthorne (trial 2:30) ; Al-
cove 7604; Brown fillv; Novelty; Aaron's (2), 2:29

;

Nlzma (trial 2:85) ; Norms i trial 2:37j; Chestnut tilly:

Paget 19,247 ; Assertion 19,264 ; Pellon : Montbov
13,273; Red Honora ; Alwar.l, 13,906; Kljrtilla ; Re-
taliation, 17,220 ; Durango Maid, 2:28Ji : Lord Pal-
inerston 19,266; Bertha, 2:2914 ; Ameera ; Norrla
Polkadot; Lam ino 19,241; Minnie Slack <4). 2:40
Hltherward ; Casserole ; Ramonu ; Eva.

STANDARD-BRED HORSES.
( •iimn i- im: consignments from South BIknorn Farm ; LexlngtonSlock Farm : Bourbon Stock Farm ; McKlnney Stock Farm : Alia Vista Farm ; Astoria Farm :

i

| I'i'l" ' Htockton, Cal.. two Car loads of the get of Director, Campaign, Hawthorne and Cal. Lambert : Riverside Farm ; Black's stock Farm ami many other great
breodlnK establishments. Gilt-edged stallions andmares with bst records, youngsters heavily engaged m rich slakes, producing dume and sires of speed, ideal road hors. *

anil premium w i rtoge teams.

Among the Great Sires represented in the Sale will be found
: ^^^ffSSS^^SS^SS^S1^S^S^S^^SS^i&

Bourbon Wilkes, w llllam I., Sultan S., Allerton, Nutwood, Swtoerfc Sultan, Pilot Medium. Blue Bull, Hawthorne, Ambassador. Director, Belmont.
Tbi- «n*al halu will be ( lucted In the Dexter Park Horse k.n change, ami ail'onls the hesi aeeonimodatioos iii the world for the comfort of bnvers and the facilities

ippod M im I in- [i the sale to attend If you «»nl to buy u stallion, biood mare, race horse, stake winner, high class carriage team' or ideal road horse
i ale will open Monday, Jnn. SO, Bt0A.ii., and Lneflrst Oflfered wIUbeTXLFORD.2:175f. the great campaigning son of rol'RbON WILKKs, who will be fol-

low ' bj "Ixti oiln m. i, .i; animals, On Tuesday, .» " •* :t i .
sixty gilt-edged represertatlves of the most fashionable trotting families will be sold, while Wednesday

m.i lettei rtaj i.i no high grade of the sixty consJgnmenui, followed on Thursday byaprogamme of three score brlllanl gems, and on Friday a grand armvoide-
voloned Mpred, hlgh-Clfl and Ihsi roadslers ; seventy-flve head Of trotters and pacers with low records will pass under the auctioneer's hammer, the great
alocloslngon anturday, Feb. I, with two hundred head ol high grade general purpose horses, comprising saddleis, drivers, carriage teams, breeding stock and con-
Idemble i peed

F. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.
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KENNtL ADVERTISEMENTS

'J horoughbred Gordon Setter

POPS FOB SALE.

1SI9 1-2 LYON ST.

ABSORBING
Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, tJiroughoutpln and all puffs

and swellings without reniovuig
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful in all cases. Why not In

yours? Price, S3 per bottle.
Put up by W. F. YOUNG,

-AfteFT-
Meriden. Conn.

'IKiAL iHjl'lLE JtJY MAIL lOi. t$l.Uu

ALSO FOB SALE Bl*

MorrlsOD Plummer & Co , Chicago.
W. H. Flesher, Brownwood, Tex.
K. Gelsler, sit, Louis, Mo.
R. K Jionanee <fc Son. Colrtwater, Mich.
P. W. Dunio & Co., Mansfield, O.
D. K. Rosenthall, Knoxville, Tenn.
Woodard, Clark & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Geo. McDonald, Kalamazoo, Mich.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says :
" I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Hailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. K \\K. Agent Pacinc Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMORRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

U.S.A.

WE ME THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOB THESE SULKIES.

Write lor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST.. S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

•fy latest patent on my carta Is May 31st, 1892, No.
475,874.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

"They are the lightest and strongest and are made from
Uie ticHt selected meterial. Nothing but the Dalzell
Cenir-nnial Axle used, which is the best axle made.
They arc the lightest running, hold the oil the longest,
hum no diisi can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination cart« superior to any other.
Kmii-Froii and Frank M. made their fastest time in

ilils speeding cart.
In "niering carts please state size of axle and height

ot wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

H. C. Shaw Plow WorkB, agent, Stockton, Cat

We are the

Sole Agents for

Ban Francisco

Sacramento.

S.F.{ BAKER & HAMILTON} Sacto

Call and see them. Just what y

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

nil,/. CART.

FROU FROU,

2:2» 1-4
In a race to

BILZ CART.

The ''CLABROUGJbi" Hammerless wusedeus' direoiory.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W. UREENER, PARKER BROS., L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O 7 ' CHAM) HOTEL BLOCK.

SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Santome

HORSES AND CATTLE.

BAYSWATFR STORK Fl, " ,v l,r"' borsw and mate*unionui tn 1 UUP., oflhls noted breed fbrsaleata
uur^lii, or will exchange fur null.-. Address J.
HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SnllTHFR FARM v """« "en-toed stock for saleOUUincn ranm. First-class breeding (arm. G '

track. Horses trained and huanh-d. I-: x.-.-l l.-r I i>;iMin-
a«e. Address SUUTHEH FARM, GILBERT TOaLF
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. ft^ZS"!?'
horses, Devon, Durham, J'olh-.i .\h,| 1 | 11 .|

1 -.\ , 1<( , 8 i lt ,d
uaiiuwuy cattle. Young stock of above breeds ou rland
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and BVl r
age breeders. AddresB GEO. A. WILEY, Milkwort
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Oosta Oo Cal

VINELANO BREEDING FARM. EWSStiV?.
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:179%, Hon,. M.,ki-. 'in, >-,

I
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle. J -I, i !. D
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:2-1, CTandatre Of sjIils Sklnnei 2 17
Orandbisimo. 2:27 % (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23 S>. Stallions, brxXKlruart.^. H111h> and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallion-, tbr Bale Ad-
dress for particulars FRKD W. LOKJ1KR, St. Helena
Cal.

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods

catalogues.

PETER SAKE & SON, &?_ -1 San Francisco,
— Importers and Breec'era

tor past X8 years of every variety of cattle, horv.-s. sheep
and bogs.

THE PARKER GUN.

Holstein Thoroughbreds
,

of °" '

Catalogues. F. H.

Li. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer* In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL LINE OF Kl-MIMi TACKLK

8P0RTSME.VS GOODS.
OS-Orders by mall receive prompt attention

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Gners.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue. 1

PARKER BROS.,

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

Makers, Meriden, Conn.

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ABK TOUB DEALEE FOB THEM.

<JhT ONE FROM VOIK MWMIHIIK.
IT'S IMMENSE!

YOU'LL BE Ml I leu I I 1)

From No. 1 to No. 6 SO cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS VKlll.

It Is published semi-month I v daring the racing season
and Is but 810 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
7ii HroKiiwuv. \>w York CUv.

•end for llJnatraied Catalogue.

— M I NUTAOTUBJCP BT=

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
M« « p^mmm** i>. i. Pulton. N. If.

Preston's Fence wirT
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Vrryrimhtr. Injury to Stork lmpo»»il.h\
Madeof No. 13 SPRING STEEL Wire galvuilK^
Will not satt or brenU. Nearly double the m m< <

of any other* Requires no stays. Huns ahout IB i. . i

to the pound. S3" Unci! l.iy leading Breeder*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'FG. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y.
oraddress SC H O DE R. J OH N SO N & CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLB7 BROS. HnKDWAKii Uu., oou t ranciuco, Ul

*:asllv and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It

:

be does not keep It. write for sample and price.

ANTAL-MDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

Ito Balsam of Oopalba, •*""^\

ICubcbs and Injections. (/t\][)Y)

J
They cure in 48 hours the \ J

I same diseases without nuyincon-

Ireniencc, SOLD BY ALLDRUGGISTS

Wo pond \\\f marv.l. .!,.

CALTHOS f r«« .

1c il aaruutoothal C'altuoi h III

'TOP im-, inirj, - a Bmlutonm
CTORF »IM rm..t.Trt.....* url I,.

•nil BE8T0BE Lost viaor.
i - Handflay ifsati

VON MOHL CO..
HoIp Amrriran IfMb, tlorlnni.il, OUo.

RIPANS TAtiULf

l/ytbobl i

ilatea
nnd*

/Oc >«/* ,Cyl llvlh ., .m.n.bUiouM
T&.911VS' i--Tj-t i|.^Tt<.>n. ily

-

^£^>^ ti.Tlr
plrxton.dui
(ini] all il I' i < < '

flirrr find bowel*
:llff. Tnhoonont ni'-nl titnf. Bold bT Dnunrl
trinlbnttlownl l.v mull .m r- - i|>'

• K1PAN8C"FMH %
A1,' ..

, |08prUOC
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San Francisco ana Worth

Pacific Railway.

THK DOSAHCB BROAD.«Al«B ROUTE.

r>OM3IE>-CI>-G SO-DAY. NOV. 20, 1S92, AXD un-

Luil ftinher notice, boats and trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

^'slSn-SJisCO FOR POINT TIBUBON,
BELVEDERE AMD SAX RAFAEL.

Week Da*"*—7.40, 9.JU. 11.40 a.m.: 3.30. 5.05, 6,'JO p.m.

Saturdays' onlv—An extra trip at 1 50 p.m.

S51id»vs-S.ai,,9.30, 11.00 a.m.; 1.30, 3.30. 5.00, 6.20 p.m.

FROMTsa.N RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Dsvs-6.25. 7.55, 9.30 a. m.; 12.45, 3.40. 5.05 p.m.

Satunlavs Only—Ao Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sundro-«.lor9.40. 11.10a.m.: 1.40. 3.40. 5.oo. 6.2.5 p.m.
FROM POINT TIBIRON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6.50, 8.20, 9.55. a.m.; 1.40, 1.05, 5.35 p.m.

Saturdays Onlv—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.

Sundays—S.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.: 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco.

1 An
Destination

| ^ Fr
Ive
anclco.

Week
DAYS

Week
days

Stns-
DAVS

1

sc;i-

|
DAYS

7:40 am
3:30 PM
5:05 pm

8:00 a M
9:30aM
5:00 PM

„.. 1 10:40a Mj 8:50am
Petaluma 6:05 pm |

10:3"»am

B *™ ' 7:30 p M 1 6:10 P M
Santa Rosa

,

7:40 am
3:3op.m

8:00 AM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, ( 10:30 a
Litton Springs, 7:30 P M , 6:10 P

Cloverdale
and way 1

stations
i

7:40 am 8:00 am
Hopland

and 7:30 P M
Uklah.

6:10 P.

7:40 am I S:00 AM
3:30 p M

!

Guernevllle. | 7:30 pm 1 10:30 am
1 6JO P M

7:40 a M 1 8:00 a m
5:05 p y.

I
5:00 P m

Sonoma and 1 10:40 a m 1 8:50 a m
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 pm

|
6:10 pm

7:40 a m 1 8:00 a m
3:30 PM| 5:00 PM

SebastopoL | 10:40 a 1 10:30 a
1 6:05 P | 6:10 P

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mart West Springs;
at Gevserville for iSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
GualalaandPolntArena;at Cloverdale for the Geysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeport and BartJett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukian for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willi ts, Cahto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg, Westport, Usal, Hydesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50; to Santa Rosa, $2.25; to Healdsburg,

J3.40; to Cloverdale, 94.50; to Hopland, S5.70; to Ukian.

f6.75; to Sebastopol, fi~0: to Guerneviile, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, $1.50: to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION* TICKETS good for Sundays only, to
pf>taluma,$l; toSanta Rosa, $1.50; to Healdsburg, $2.25;

to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to

Sebastopol, $1.50;,toGuernerville, $2.50, to Sononia, $1; to

Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H. C. WHTTLNG, General Manager.
TETER J. McGLYXX, Gen. Pass. <* TkL Agt.
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Rules and Regulations
—OJ TB~M—

NATIOKTAL
Trotting Association

AND TK1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rales.

PRICE BT MAIL,

National Trotting Ass'n RuleB - 30c

Blood Horse Rules - 30c

For gale at the Oilier of the

Bi eeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. P., Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY HARLES MARVIN.

This (Treat practical horse book Is a handsome,
three hundrwl page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantlyS'lv MlustruU-d, and explains In even

nurkiiril.- Miivi-v, if I H ARLF.S M A KVIN
ami tin* • ImiI. |iIilii mifl irn-thodn pursued ut Palo Alto
as to brfuklnif. training, Shoeing, gnltlng, driving, keep-
ing, rtu-liig unci bn-t-dlrig trot ten*.

:iu' I. C, -li.l.-y. tliv owner ol St, Bel, says ol
fell book: "In thin work Marvin has let out all the
mymiT and It In no simple and plain thai
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any

i en take a colt ana yearling anil
develop to tbe highest and fullest extent that coir*
cm|*wliy a* a trotter, The work Impressed me so
strongly ibm I have ordered twenty copies, and nbali

!' hi tin- lunula <>f every rubber on our farm."
i nontpuUl Tor $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BuAb St., San Francisco, Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
Jin. -llil.ll - l mi r. 8. V.

Choice XjlQiuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIOHT

J. M. PARKKK A UO

ITS OBJECT
Ts to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; it strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and leg swell-
ing; loosens the
hide, rattens stock,
promotes the ap~
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and Dots,
and produces a
fine, glossv coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has the beneficial effects auu results ot grazing
without the softening effects of a season *>f grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
vC.KERTELL.mgr.,
k

k6£3 HOWARD ST
i

SAN FRANCISCO
CA\--

RECOMME.NDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

OS-SEIVD FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cores Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue toilers. Write

lor testimonials from the best horsemen in America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.
Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of. $3 00

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Bos 340, Chicago, 111.

AS- Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

vmm
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HKAX.D, President S. HALEY, Setfy

f^-Send for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse * Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27

Park Avenue-, San Francisco, Cal.

FTRST-CLASS livery.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

(or visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
ing horses.

Telephone Xo. 3159

Aim McCoil & Go.

Fashion Stables,
221 1.1.1,1 r- STREET.

The- beat accommodations afforded for the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Alno a choice line of Livery Stock,

wltn norses aud Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'S
AGENTS.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Kearny and llu.li Street.,

BAN FRANCISCO.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to inventorswithout

charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washixgtox, D. C.

SThis Company is managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscribers against unscrupulous

and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper

printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company,

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFICIAL RACE PROGRAMMERS,
Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished for the leading asso

ciatlons and public press, colors and numbers furnished

and everything that is requisite to make the work of

compiling programmes readable so that the public will

have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our

dates are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we
would be pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately in regard to

their meetings.

STERN A- CO. .

Care Beeedee an\d Sportsman.

BYRON JACKSCK,
" 625 Sixth St San Francisco,

Agricultural Irnplements.
Jackson's Self Feeders for Threshing
Machines. Hcutse Forks, Derricks,

Vineyard Harrows. Steam Derrick
Rons in the Fork Spools, repairsfor allkinds of

Ughie»t winds. FarTT1 Machinery. Hav, Hide, Hop
Entirely relU- aud Wool Presses Steam Encines,'

ble in storms- Threshing Machines, Wind Mills,

ovenv i rffc M Dumb Bells, Furniture Castings. All
BIKUii .LIjU'.i, orders fined pronapUy at the lowest

San Francuco. market rates-

The Prentiss Recti fying Pill is what you want. 25 i!lS

a box by mail. Prentiss Chemical Co., 4fi6 California
street. San Francisco. Cah Sold by all Druggists.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

.Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalofrue and testimonials sent by mall. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

TO. \N A1\W Rli;UT,

No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Go to "3VI«,y-©s"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Ojsters
Entrance on California St.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. E. Bkodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

AND DEALERS IN

l'ool-6elleni' and Book-Makers' Supplies

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable,

private rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BERUBZ, Proprietor.

VETERINARY.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New YorV.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 7X2 BROADWAY ST.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 56%.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DR. J0BN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the Amer'can Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the state ofNew York. Telephone. 3306. Of-
fice and Residence, American Veterinary Hospital, 820
Howard St. Free clinic to the poor. Attendance and
consultations in the country.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
01O U01.DK\ GATK AVR..NEAB POLK.

(Winner ot Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

TTFJTERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City
V and County of San Francisco. Only Improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Bos
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOEKO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Boyal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESiDBNoB
Mo. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 453

0. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. SEVABA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Vetesinaey Infiemabt,
Xo. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, 8an Francigco

Take Sutler or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
JOS- OPE.X OAK AXD NIGHT. -*a

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

D. V. 3. (Montreal)
M. R. C. V. S. (London)

F. W. SKAIFE,
VETERINARY SIRUH9S.

Canine Diseases a Specialty. Office: 502TaylorSt,

3Dr. wna. F. Sgan,
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate ot the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; e3-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue,
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

ROUS INJECTION

A
A PERMANENT CURE I

id from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate '

ojisas ;
guaranteed not to produce Stricture;

ao sickening doses ; and no inconvenience
jrloss of time. Recommended by pnyeio-
mE and sold by all drugviBta J. Ferre",

J

auocsssor to Brou), Phaxmacien, Paris.
J

To Athletes, Grcltats* Baseball «%: Fnotbnlllst*
Horse-bnrlt rider*. Boxers nml Oarsmen;

when you want to ride* run, walk, row, skat*
or swim a long distance, I SK

ANTI-STIFF

CO

CO

Itis a marvelous preparation for Strengthening tht

Muscular System. With Ami Stiff there is no faitt

i-eqoired; 't goe-* straight for the muscles, and yon oar
feel it at work. It Ins a peculiarly warming, comfortiug.
ind etimuiatincr effect on all we:ik or stin muscles and
-nu-ws. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in use
Rub it into the muscles every niizht fur a iortniirht, anfl

you will be pjeiised at its supporting and strenethemnfl
properties. There is not, nor has been, anything like it

rill now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocations and
Liniments, both in sub^tancp and effect. Some Athlete*
are so lond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
E. FOUGERA & CO., AGENTS FOR U- S. 3D N. WILLIAM ST.. N. 1-

i
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DRINK GEYSER TABLE WATER.
BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

BEWARE OF IMHT-A-TIOITS.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE FOUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

Oicvinfl/aJe* fofifi

Lfly THIS BOTTLE ONIT5 5IDEIHAC0OLPLAC?.
THI5 WATERISSUES FROM THEEHRTHU'AretlPtmtJRE
OfZIZ '1111015THEOHLYWATEROHTMIWRKETMHUS

sag MOILED INHATURE's LRBDRRTORY
KRURWRAL MINERAL WRIER. CHI5PAND SPRPKUHlr

ftS H TRBLE V/RTER HR5fJO£Ol/HL.
ENOOR5E0By THE LEADING PHy5lCIRHS

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLEY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 29 STEUAKT STREET.
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The McKerron

CHECK BIT.
It is an educator It is humane. It gives perfect control of the ho se

It is made in different sizes, so that it can be used for colts as well as agep

horses. Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

• or sale by

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacture r,

203 and 205 Mason Street,

San Francisco, Oal

FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Put up in one style only.

Price, ©3.00.

A, P. BUSH & CO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world
to be S"t HV] I V preparation in the world that
the \JI^I Mm T will remove a Bone Spavin after

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidine for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."
N.B.—Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. JIacDonougli, and the
winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with OssiniNE. We also have
authority to refer'to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.
S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. N. Crittenton, A. It. Van Nest <fe Co.. and
CM. Moseman &. Bro., New York Citv; Becker rfcWick-
ser, Buffalo, N.Y. ; George De B. Kei'm & Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa.; Morrison, Plummer & Co.. and Peter Van
Schuack & Sons, Chicago. III.; John D.Park & Sons, Cin-
cinnati, 0.; F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, O.; Floyd &
Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Meyer Bros.
] )rup Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; J. It. Cook <fc Co., Kansas Citv,
Mo.; Mack & Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Robinson -Pettett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed 'Wire and Genuine Glidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & . MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 1 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS! ATTENTION!!
^Parties wishing to buy —FURNITU

Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
'" "' ll >" iMgMt l'uri.lcur.. Manuikctlirero on the PncMc Coast, and carries the largest and

-l l'urlor Sets, Bedroom Bett, Dining Seta, Fancy Chairs and Eockers, Etc. All their tnrnlture

and Designs. They also carry u larxc stock of nnioc Fornltore, Carpets, Bugs, Elc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET.

Brtwern Third mid Fourth Street*, *\\ FRANCISCO.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,
i^hsteitjai^tio muDS sulkies.

7G7 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

TOOMEY'S NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.
ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST REOORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THK ADVANTAGES OP THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SUI SV H WE BEEN THEMK \\s OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2 30 IK THE PAST
THA\ ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS OK THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other ozie sulky made. If you want the
best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find
right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which *
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description

S TOOMEY&CO.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies,

should be done.

. we are the largest manufac-

- Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S A.
Send on your frames, and we will do your work as i

ESTABLISHED ISS3.

THOS. MBHBRIN,
Nurseryman and. Seedsman,

AGENT FOR THE CALIFORNIA NURSERY CO.

Largest and Host Complete Stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees on the Pacific Coast.
Apples, Almonds, Apricot, Pear, Prune, Plum, Peach and Cherry.

Also Fine Stock Olives, Oranges, Lemons, IVut Trees and Small Fruits; Magnolias. Camellias,Palms; Large Stork of Roses, Clematis, Etc., Etc!,

URASS, CLOVER, VEGETABLE. FLOWER AiVD TREE SEEDS, TOP ONIONS, Etc., Etc.
Catalogues Mailed Free. Address

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery St., S. F., Cal.

feide Mark*<™SJ3

BiglishCrownSfl

NOTICE.
Attention is railed to our Genuine English Crown

Soap, made expressly for Ibis market by the "« his-
wick Soap Company," of London, England.

It is a bright, golden color, almost transparent; free

from injuiious ingredients, possessed of great strength

and cleansing properties; entirely devoid of all un-

pleasant odors, at d peculiarly desirable in the care

of harness and leather.

Also notice this device

:

"THE OHISWICK."
Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use in the stable and
KENNEL.
It is put up in jars containing "pints" and

"quarts," so prepared that they can be shipped at any
season without injury to the quality of the Soap. Ob
serve the registered Trade Mark on each label, and be

sure you get the genuine " CHISWTCK."

For sale by all Saddlery and Harness Stores, or

dealers in sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Sole Agents for the United States.

SIMPLE, YET A PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNflDhTS IMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted to hard breeders, but fdispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and piacticatly insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Evt-ry one satisfactory. With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service ot horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Cambridge Cily, Ind„ October 21, 1892.—This is to certify that I have used Dr. Canaday's Impregnator with
great success on mares which no stallion could have got in foal. I consider it a great help for valuable stallions,

as well as for owners of mares.—Chas. Koblheier.
H. S. Covault, V. S., Hagarstown, Indiana, says: I impregnated a nine-year-old mare that had been bred

every year for five years and never was with foal until now. I transferred the semen from another mare and
the horse has not touched her.

Price $10, sent by mail prepaid to any part of the United States and Canada on receipt of price. Send money
by draft, money order or registered letter. The money must accompany the order to receive attention. Sent
C. O. D. by express when preferred.

Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada, 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULTTS

Caustic
Balsam

^^" A Safe Spredy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the pi nee uf all liniment a inr mild or severe action.
Hemiivi'S all 13 urn-lies or Blemishes from Horne*
and Cuttle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle Bold is warranted to givo satisfaction
Price $1,50 per bottle. Sold by drugeists, or
ecnt by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

DRUNK
Tho Prentiss Rectifying Till Is what you wa> t

Clears tho head, corrutta sour stomach, steadies tlio
nerves. If you uao Honor at all, never bo with' ut it.,

worth one-half your life. Greatest liver and kidney
specific on earth. All druggia a keep it 26 cents a box,
by mail on receipt of price. Prentiss Chemical Manu-
facturing Co., wfl California street, San Francisco, caL

HI
Address a letter or postal card to

THE PRESS GXtAXMS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P.O. Bos 463. "WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

duty In tho regular Army or Navv wince the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a epecialtv. Thousands entitled to hipber rates.
Bend for rii-w laws. Ko charge for advice. Nofee
until successful.

home, senior

LIGHTNING PLATER
iui.

i
platlngjevrelry.watohes

Pint i tho
Guest of jewelry good i

Di'ir, on all I; i
mis of tnc;.-]

wlih gold, silver or nickel.
N"-> cTricrienoe. No capital,
Evrrv house has Goods need-

a-
ingptailng. Wholculo to
ftgcnia$5. Wrltororctrcu-

': lars. II. E. DELNO J|
Co., Columbus, O.
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HIS LAST CHRISTMAS DAY.

How It "Was Spent With Fred Archer, the

"Demon" "English Jockey.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Now that the enterprising local patron of the turf, W.O'B.

Macdonongh, has shown the height of pluck and speculative

enterprise in the racing world by the purchase of the mighty

Ormonde, the following story concerning the lad that rode

him to victory in the English Derby of 1885, that giant among

jockeys, Fred Archer, the English crack, will probably prove

interesting.

The somewhat tall, slender, yet stooping figure of Archer
was well known lo turfites all over the world. His keen and

determined features, with his front teeth gleaming from be-

neath his peculiarly prominent vipper lip, denoted more par-

ticularly his determination of character. But Ormonde was

perhaps the greatest horse that Archer ever threw his leg over.

Some think Mm to be the greatest horse ever foaled. When
be arrives in California, with all his wonderful associations,

nnnewill he more powerful than the one which recalls the

fact, that the most celebrated jockey that ever lived was his

pilot in the race for the "blue riband " of the English turf.

It is Tuesday of Christmas week, 1885. The scene is the

Victoria Club. Wellington street, Strand, London. Outside

in the husv thoroughfares of that modern Babylon the snow
if drifting in large white flakes through the murky December
atmosphere, rendering the streets almost impassable with

slush and sleet which the immense traffic, the most enormous
and continual in the world, and larger if anything during
Christmas time than at any other period of- the year,quicklv

churns up into greasy and close-adhering mud. The unfor-

tunate passengers and wavfarers hurry through the duties of

their multifarious occupations, and those who are luckv enough
to have them to eo to are thinking of their snug homes decorated

with holly and ivy for the festive season, the blazing and
cheerful fire.thewife and children with their words of wel-

come, and the comfortable little dinnerslippers and hot grog

to wind up the evening bv their " ain fireside."

Inside the club, however, all is lively, bright and jolly; it

is crowded with horsemen and speculators of every description,

including my uncle Harry Wheeler and self, who after a

fluctuating year's bookmaking in the English ring had been

fortunate enough to wind up at Manchester with enough and

a little over to provide a luxurious "winter's keep" in

addition to the capital we started in with in the preceding

February. Everv conceivable pattern of ulster, with buttons

as large as cheeseplates, and immense "macintoshes" were
hanging on the pegs in the cloak room, while the entrance

hall was simply stacked up with portmanteaus, dressing hags,

umbrellas, sticks, whips, gun cases, all of which indicated that

a large number of the " boys" were taking ajourney into the

country to eat their Christmas dinner.

As we enter the big hall of the elnh, warmed by four gigan-

tic crackling fires, loud greetings from our "brethren of the

ring" assail us on every side, manv a hearty shout of
" A Merrv Christmas " "A flapnv New Year when it comes,"

etc, etc, is heard, and innumernble handshakings are pressed

upon us, making our fingers tingle again, for there are very few

more popular men who bawl the odds than Uncle Harry, and I

think, with becoming modesty, if any of that quality had been

left in me hv a turf career, which calls for anything but a
" retiring" disposition, I myself was not altogether an object

of aversion with the jovial and genial crowd which thronged

the hospitable walls nf the great "porting club.

"Come and eat Christmas goose with me, Harry,? sang out

Alec Harris, " and bring the ' nevvy ' along wiih yon." " No !

no!" cried Alf Saville, " I've already trot an extra big plum
pudding made for 'em both," and I verily believe we could

have accepted a hundred invitations had there been a possi-

bility of being in so many places at once. " Holloa ! Fred,

how are you?" cheerily roared mv uncle as be shook the

hands of a sallow, thin, determined-looking and very neatly

dressed man about thirty vears of age, "A right jollv, lucky
Christmas and a bright, successful New Year to you," and I

quietly followed suit with my band and wishes, both grasps

and greetings being returned with equal warmth. No one in

the world whoever looked once upon that slenderly vet steel-

built P-ame, that firm and positive mouth, and tho«e dark,

fearless eyes, sparkling with di«creet intelligence, still with a

tinge of melancholy, that seemed to strangely foreshadow the

untimely and terrible end of the owner, could possibly forget

them while life lasted? Yes, there he stood his face wreathed
in smiles, the cynosure of all eyes and the recipient

of passing seasonable greetings, from every man, old and
young, in the room, the "demon prince of jockeys," that

world-wide celebrity, the during, successful, famous and
brilliant winner of a thousand races, Fred. Archer.

"Come over here into this corner," said he in his quiet

style, addressing us both, and we walked together. "Now
where are you going to spend your Christmas day ? Have
you forgotten your promise, Harry, to bring Jim down and
eat your dinner at Newmarket with our little family party ?"

" Well, Fred, old man, you're very kind ; we've so many
hospitable invitations we don't know which to take," echoed
we. "That settles it," said Fred, " you have got to come down
to my place, and don't you fcrget it. I shall expect you both

on Thursday evening by the 5 o'clock express, which will

bring you in time for our Christmas eve dance."
*' Well, many thanks, Fred, we'll be on the job," said Uucle

Harry, "and now come along and have lunch with us at

Romano's." The three of usthen made the best of our way from
the club amidst a chorus of "good-byes" and were whirled
in Fred's brougham to the restaurant, where, after a recherche
repast, we parted with my uncle and then 1 drove around
wi'h Archer while he purchased stacks of Christmas presents

for his pretty wife and innumerable friends, until we had the

carriage loaded inside and outside with packages of every size

and description. Never shall I forget with what eager delight

Fred lavished his money on the various useful and ornamental
trinkets for the woman he loved best on earth. Who
could have dreamt that ere another Christmas day came
round that both she and he would be lying 'neath the cold,

cold sod.
" Well, good-bye old man," said Fred, as we finished our

shopping tour, " mind and be on deck with your uncle on
Thursday," and he was driven away to catch the evening
Newmarket express.

Thursday morning opened bitter cold, but bright and clear,

and as the hands of the big clock at the Liverpool street

station pointed to a quarter to twelve, a "four wheeler " de-

posited Uncle and me on the pavement among a perfect rush

from the civil and obsequious porters. In a few moments
we were comfortably esconced in a first-class carriage and were
speed ing away across the snow-covered country w h i 1 i ng
away the three or four hours' journey with ecarte.interpersed

with frequent visits to our well-filled luncheon basket. As we
steamed into the commodious railway station at Newmarket
there was our host on hand to meet us, and after the usual

welcome greetings had passed we were soon bowling away be-

hind a pair of fast pacers in Fred's tandem, on the way to his

beautifully furnished mansion on "the High."

I need not dwell on the heartiness of our reception at the

house, the lively dance and the hospitable supper we partook
of, but when the various local visitors had taken leave and
dispersed to their various homes, the women folk had
been " kissed " good night Fred and both of us having donned
our slippers, sat until midnight in front of the glowing lire;

" Nnnkey" and 1 with hot steaming whiskey toddies before

us, Fred with hot port wine, and chatted over the victories

and defeats of the past year.
" Now, boys," quoth Fred, as he got up to light our}' go to

bed'candles, "you've got to 'show a leg' in the morning a*

5 o'clock, and I've got a couple of useful colts for you to

mount and go out with me and -see the horses exercising, so

you'll not have any too much sleep, good-night old boys ami
a merry Christmas to you both."

"The same to you, and many of 'em," we re-echoed, and
turning into our inviting bedrooms in each of which crackled

a roaring fire, we were soon in the " land of nod."

Bright, cold and clear was the dawning of Fred Archer's

last Christmas Day. A tap at my door with "Five o'clock,

sir," from the lips of the pretty maid servant outside, woke
me from my slumbers, and leaping out of my comfortable

bed, though I must confess not without u shiver, fur the cold

was intense, and not with stand ing the warm fire of the previous

night, in my room, there was ice upon the water in my wash
ing jug, I completed my toilet as a matter of course in

about the "quickest time On record,'
1 and guided by the loud

and cheery tones of my uncle, found that worthy and Archer
in the kitchen, where a trim little housemaid was pouring out

three good-sized glasses of cherry brandy.

"Last.as usual," shouted II;irry, and after toasting each

other a "right jovial Christmas'' with hearty grips of the

hand, we jumped into our covert coats, muffled up our throats,

and in a minute or two were mounted on ihrpo sturdy hacks

and riding out on the Newmarket High Street towards the

classic heath, now covered as far as the eye could see with the

pure white driven snow.
Cheerily and merrily rang out the church bells o'er the win-

try landscape as we cantered up the road, where
long strings of horses, beautifully clothed in their

winter blankets, each mounted by a neatly dressed,

diminutive stable lad, were taking walking exercise. Every
one of them of course touched his cap and uttered the stereo-

typed Christmas wishes to Fred, the "pride of Newmarket,"
the man who occupied the position which was the goal of

their ambitions, that of the " unapproachable crack jockey of

the world," and by whose " derring deeds " every one of these

natty little lads spoke of with "bated breath" and probably

knew the history of better than the hero of them did himself.

Who has ever been for a canter over Newmarket heath on a

bitter cold, fresh, snowy winter's morning, with a wind blow-

ing fit to pierce your marrow bones? I tell you, you want to

be moving all the time if you want to keep your blood in cir-

culation, and this is what we did. Arrived on the heath, we
soon came across numerous strings, all taking walking exercise

in the snow, and met such well-known trainers as Bloss, Joe
Cannon, brother to Tom. Enoch, Jewitt and others, with whom
we exchanged the compliments of the season. And here Fred
Archer's never-erring and wonderful memory was manifested.

No matter at what distance he could descry, either with eyes

or race glassess, whose horses were in various parts of the

heath, he knew the name and ability of nearly every lad

who had a leg on the two or three hundred horses out on that

Christmas morn, and, as a matter of course, every head-lad

and trainer. He kept both of us thoroughly interested as

we passed each lot of horses by such remarks as :
" There goes

Martagon; that lad who is up will make a good rider one day
;

look at his seat, and I know he has a pair of good hands. I've

had my eye on that boy some time," etc,"

Well, sir, we got hack from our early morning ride, with

such an appetite for breakfast, and after that attended morning
service at the parish church, and what a sight it was to seethe
number of owners, trainers, jockevs and stable lads all paying

devout attention to the minister and his teachings. Manv peo-

ple who are avowed enemies of racing and anything apper-

taining to the turf without knowing anything at all about it

would be surprised to find if they would only make inquiries

from the rector of Newmarket or any other place where train-

ing stables are situated that the most regular, steady and cer-

tainly the most charitable church-goersare those conneetedwith

the racing interest, and whose faces are to be seen on the race-

courses at every principal meeting. But so it is—the most in-

tolerant religious bigots are generally the most ignorant of the

details concerning their pet aversion.

But to resume, the remainder of the day was spent in fun,

feasting and jollity, and among all the guests assembled at

Fred Archer's hospitable mansion none was more blithe and

gay than our genial host, who took part in all the games of
lL
kiss in the ring." "trencher," "forfeits,* took an occa-

sional hand at the " five shilling mp " with which my uncle

and one or two of the older spirits were amusing themselves,

and made himself generally popular and agreeable. No
wonder, then, when wm again retired to rest we voted that we

had spent one of the jolliest " Christmas days " in our lives,

nor can \ ever forget as we stood on the platform of the rail-

way on the following morning for our return journey out

host's kindly words: " (Jlad you've enjoyed yourselves, boys.

Be sure and come again next Christinas, (loud-bye. 1 wish

vou both a very happy New Year, prosperity and good luck.

We'll meet at Lincoln, if not sooner." And thus we parted

with the prince of jockevs standing, as it were, on the ihresh-

nld of tin* year of 1886, that year which was t'> bring him
such a series of bitter disasters and misfortunes, ending with

Ins unexpected and untimely death.

Many a time and oft during that year did I see. meet and
console with poor Fred, many :i hundred pounds did we pay

out over his mounts, and my voice shouted at hII the London

Suburban meetings, where the cockneys hacked the" di

jockey and would have done so even if lie had been riding a

donkey. "I'll layagainsl Archer! Come on; who'll buck Weber's

mount?" Then do I remember that fateful and fogey after-

noon in London, on the 8th of November, 1886, when cross

ing over Waterloo bridge towards the Victoria (lull 1 heard
,

the crowd of newshovs yelling down trie Strand "Suicide of

Fred Archer!" "Evening Standard!" "Special 'disbuo
!"

" I>cadfu! death of a jockey !" etc., etc. I rushed over to the

club onlv to find that the telegraphic news was too true. Poor

Fred had shol himself in a fit of delirium while suffering the

the fever broiiL-ht on by overtraining and work. I knew then

that the poor fellow had spent his "lasi Christmas I
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Our Tennessee Letter.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Nashville, Tens., Jan. 19—Less than a month has passed

since I wrote you advocating an inauguration of dash racing

to succeed the present style of three in five heats. 1 am satis

tied that sixty per cent, of the breeders who have been enter-

prising enough to campaign the produce of their farm for the

past few seasons are advocates ofdash racing entirely, and will

gladly welcome the day when they go to the races to trot in

dash races instead of from three to six, seven and eight heats.

The resu.t of the recent Kentucky sales and that of the Case

sale in New York is conclusive proof that the trotting turf

must land just where the running turf is before the trotting

busiuess will be profitable enough to maintain high prices.

When trotting races are dashes instead of long-drawn heats,

sometimes lasting through two and three afternoons, there will

be more race goers, and then more owners of trotting stock.

There won't be the high entrance to pay, there will be five

races each dav, and an owner will not find his horse standing

iD his box six days out of every seven, for then he can be out

two or three times a week trying to win a dollar. The running

turf was never more prosperous than now, and they don't go

heats any longer, save occasionally some association gives a

heat race or two as an innovation. The wise men of the run-

Ding tuif saw years ago that the heat system must be dropped

if the runningturf was going to keep step with the advance of

the times. There were too many horses and not enough races,

as is the case at the present time on the trotting turf. Shrewd
trotting horsemen to-day realize that a change to dash racing

is absolutely necessary if the harness brigade is going to keep

up with the times and be self-sustaining to the breeder, those

who race them and the association that gives the money for

the races. The recent sales show that we must have a change.

The associations that are hanging up the money for 1S93 know
that a change must be had. The programmes for the principal

meetings of the year show the popular feeling towards dash

racing. C. W. \\ illiams, the shrewdest man in the business,

advertises his stake ra^es '' two in three," and lam informed

that his purse programme will be almost entirely dashes. The
Independence man is the best man in the business, and he has

been setting the pace and all others have been followers. Of
the regulation tracks of the country none approach Cumber-
land Park in liberality and in far-sightedness. Cumberland
Park this year has all of its stakes two in three and the purses

will be dashes. And Buffalo, *' the daddy of the Grand Cir-

cuit," will have dashes every day during the two weeks meet-

ing at "Pa" Hamlin's town; Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Saint

Joseph, Mo., both members of the Western Southern Circuit,

will have races two in three dashes.

All this goes to show that the trottiDg horse and the runner
are fast getting on the same plane, and that they will have
the same tasks before them. Then wili the trotters bring bet-

ter prices than today, and, too, why not bring better prices

than the thoroughbred ? He can race as often, will not wear
out so quick as the runner, and when he does give up the turf

through a bad leg or something of the sort he will be worth
something, while an old, broken-down runner is worth noth-

ing. Uf course it will be mighty hard for some good, saintly

old souls to see their beloved trotter made a tool for the gam-
blers (as they don't bet on trotting races now). The old fogy

won't enjoy going to the races then (although he gets a free

badge), because there will be three men there to the one that

he sees nowadays buying pool-tickets. It will be sad, indeed,

Mr. Editor, when the trotting turf h>ses the patronage of some
of these free-pass "bores" and we find men at the gates with
their dollar to pay admission, But when we commence to

have dash racing exclusively there will be a market for har-

ness horbes that caD trot, and then the old fogies can either

sell their horses to better men or drive around the country do-

ing missionary work and organizing Humane Societies to

prevent such cruel treatment as trotting a horse in three dash
races in one week. The trotting-horse business has not yet
reached the zenith of high prices and fast time. When it

gets to be profitable to go to racing with a good string of trotters

then the harness horse will be worth more money, then the
old knights of the sulky won't go wandering off after a string

of runners to train. There is no denying the fact that the
trotting-horse business is dull on this side of the Rocky
Mountains, but it is to see better days, and they won't be long
in coming. The dash system will do the work, and then the
trotter will go on for ages as has the runner, and as each gen-
eration passes away the business will grow better.

But little news can be written from this side the present
week. The recent sales are the most absorbing subjects in

trotting horse circles. The Lexington sale was a bad failure.

There were no buyers there. There were lots of Kentuckians
there, but they were selling, back-capping and by-bidding as
only Kentuckians can do. The combination sales at Lexing-
ton have not been for some time what they should be. Many
a horse that is knocked down to a supposed buyer finds his

way direct back to the farm, but he is on hand for the next
Bale, and is " prised " and "re-prised " until he finally changes
hands. The people in and about Lexington seem to have an
idea that the trotting turf still looks to Kentucky for all that

are able to win wheu the time comes to go racing. There is

no need to say theie are some pretty shrewd horsemen that
don t call Kentucky home, and some of these won't go against
such a game as you have to tackle when you step into the
ring there with a hid. And it is equally as tough if you go
there with a good lot of horses to sell. There are men there
who are a credit to the horse business, but they cannot buy
every horse sold. The Howerman Brothers belong to the
latter class, and had it not bee.i that these enterprising breed-
ers were liberal bidders and actual buyers at the last sale, the
grand average would have been much smaller than it now
appears.

The crack three-year-old Czar, 2:12$, by Russia, 2:29], will
very likely be a member of Gil Curry's string next year.
Curry's strin- for 1898 will include no less than ten with rec-
ords from 2:091 to 2:20. His horses are now al Cumberland
Park. It in by no means certain thit he will train the Mel-
rose Karen's horse*, and in case he does he will have twelve
with records in the teens. He will train four head for.Mr.
L. A. Uagsdale, of Olarkwville. It heems that the report that
Mr. Kagsdiile would retire from the turf owing to recent relig-

ions professions was somewhat premature and unfounded.
1U Section will surely be a good horse in Curry's hands, and

t l-t \* no doubt is to Ihe ability of the pacers I^e EL, 2:141,
Rnd 'Nathalie Wilkes, 2:17$, to go their mile* in 2; 10.

Tennessee now has two good sons of that good racehorse and

sire, Director, 2:17. Sam N. Warren, of Spring Hill, bought

while in Lexington last week he brown horse DeWayne, by

Director, dam Lottie Prall, 2:28], by Mambrino Patcheu
;

grand;im Puss Prall, the dam of the performers Lady Stout,

Black Diamond and Lottie Prall. This horse is a spleodid

individual, and looks a racehorse all over. He has shown
2:2b" in his work, and will likely be a new 2:20 performer for

his sire about the first time he turns around for the word.

The other son of Director mentioned in the above is the

bay horse Erector, 2:25, dam by Mambrino Gift, 2:20. This

is the horse purchased by W. C. Jones, of Columbia, from

Mr. Salisbury, and for which it is said Mr. Salisbury still

holds Jones' note. When Jones started his little kite at

Columbia he commenced his " Jonesing" earlv in the be-

ginning, and he kept it up at a pretty stiff clip until the final

crash. If it is true that he euchred Mr. Salisbury out of

Erector, I can say that he got a mighty good horse, and one

that will trot very fast when he gets into the right hands, and

1 presume that will be the coming season, as I hear he is on
the market for a trainer.

The Hermitage Stud sent a consignment of twenty-two head
to the Woodard & Shanklin sale at Lexington. A colt by
Bow Bells, out of Rosy Morn, by Alcantara, brought $2,500,

which was the biggest-priced horse among the lot. The others

went very cheap. The Bow Bells colts all show a lot of speed,

and he is certain to make a great sire, as well as a much
faster horse than his present record indicates. In 1893 there

will be a rivalry between Bow Bells, Bellflower and Bell Bird
for the fastest record of the Beautiful Bells tribe. The two
fir>t-named can easily beat 2:15, and should the three-year-old

only shade 2:20 the old mare will thenbeaway ofi in the lead

as the queen of all broodmares.
There are quite a number of important changes among the

trainers for the coming season. John Dickerson, one of the
best drivers we see on the big tracks, will be seeond man to

Doble the coming season, and will not have a public stable, as

has been his usual custom. Frank Starr, a pupil of Doble,

will train for Messrs. Chas. & Franklin Bidgely at Spring
field, 111., and in his stable will be found the good gray
horse Conductor, for which his present owners paid $35,000.

W. P. Maloney, trainer last year for the Murphy Stock Farm,
Chicago, will this year train for S. A. Browne's Kalamazoo
Farm, and will have all of the horses on the farm, save Belle

Vara, who has already joined Doble's string. Report has it

that George Starr, "Gentlemauly George," as he is farailiarlv

called by his many Mends, will train a public stable at Grand
Rapids, Mich. Scot McCoy will train a public stable at Bos-
ton, he having severed his connection with J. Malcolm
Forbes last fall. John C. Curry is now at the Jewett Farm
training a strong string, while F. C. McVey, who handled the

Jewett horses last year, is also at the same stand, and he will

train one division of that farm's string of campaigners. Gil

Currv will likely train a public stable here, while gay old

George Fuller will spend another year at the Hermitage Stud.

Dave Raybould will be at Memphis, Tenn.; M. E. McHenry
at Freeport, 111.; Sam Fuller at Sedalia, Mo.; L. O. Turner at

St. Joe, Mo.; C. A. Thompson at Independence, la., a,nd A.

T. Miller, Michigan's pioneer reinsman, at Bay City. Ed
Geers will be outwith the Village Farm string; Marvin with

the Prospect Hill Farm ; J. B. Chandler with Gould & Mil-

ler's Nebraska record-breakers; Cope Stinson with the Stony
Ford horses and the Canada cracks; Ed Bithers with Kremlin
and the other Allen Farm horses ; George Saunders with A.

H. Moore's highly-bought string ; Harvey Ernst with the

Penn Valley Stud: Al. Hutchins with a public stable, and
Gen. John Turner will come down the line with all the good
things imaginable, but none of them will he on top only for

the exclusive benefit of the "General." Many others of the

best known trainers will be seen with new strings under their

charge in 1893, while there are so many who trot on the

smaller circuits that one cannot keep up with half of them.
Kennesaw.

Eastern Sporting Gossip.

[From a Resident Correspondent.]

New York, January 14.—Such arctic weather as residents

of Manhattan have seen this week would have made you San

Franciscians wince had you experienced it. For a brief space

on Wednesday morning last the mercury was below zero, the

coldest New Yorkers have had for seven years, and the suffer-

ing from exposure among the poorer classes was very great.

But for upper tendom the cold snap is in the nature of one

glorious winter picnic. Muffled in furs and with gorgeous

sleighs fitted with foot warmers and other appliances of com-

fort, they glide over the frozen roads to the music of tinkling

bells, or steel-shod, skim over the ice-bound lakes in the park

and annexed districts.

Some of the styles in furs and sleighs this winter would sur-

prise even the Russians that they are copied after could they

see them. The last ten days has seen the longest spell of good
sleighing that New Yorkers have been favored with for many
years, and those who have been able to have utilized their

opportunities to the full. All our best known road riders aie

seen out daily in every style of sleigh, cutter and box sled,

and a bystander any afternoon these days can note the Bon-
ners, Vanderbilts, Lawrences. Kips, Works, Kanes, Potters,

Belmonts and all our notabilities -from sporting, social and
political life. The carnival is a great one and looks like last-

ing longer.

But one jovial heart in our midst, enclosed in the well-

known frame of Street Commissioner" Tom" Brennan, has

been greatly perturbed by this sleighing carnival, although
the tall, popular Commissioner likes a good hoi-se as well as

anyone, and better yet a ride behind one; his duty as a city

ollicial has placed him at the horns of a very awkward dilem-
ma. With the snow on Fifth Avenue good enough forsleigh-

ing, there has been great pressure brought to bear on "Tom "

Brennan to leave that great thoroughfare in condition for the
runners. A less wealthy but more numerous contingent of
taxpayers have strongly got after the commissioner to remove
the snow which covers the crossings to the discomfort of foot

passengers; so the jovial Commsssioner wishes the snow had
never come. He is praving that Providence, bv a pouring
rain, will keep him out of his trouble and clear the streets.

Standing on Fifth Avenue one morning recently at 2 A. M.,

"Tom" Brennan was musing over the situation when a
stranger, who stopped also, commented on the approach of an-
other snow storm, the flakes of which were beginning to fall

Not knowing Brennan, the stronger said cheerfully: "More
snow, I see. How nice for sleighing. Wish it would snow for

a week." But Brennan sadly answered : "You don't know
me, I see, young man. If you were in my shoes you would
like to see it rain for a week." Tahleau.
So what with grand sleighing, skating, ice-boating and to-

bogganing residents of Gotham and vicinity are having u
fuller enjoyment of winter sports just now than for years past.

At Orange, New Jersey, the E^ex County Hunt Club has
had its toboggan slides fully occupied nights as well as days.
So too at Pelham, where the County Club has held high carni-
val on the swift slide, where as the Chinaman described it you
go like " hellee." On the Hudson and Shrewsbury rivers the
iceboats have been outstripping the railroad trains in speed
and King Winter's reign here for the rich is essentially a
merry one. For the poor, however, one cannot say as much.
How they live would make many a kind heart ache in
sympathy.
The Huron case, in which Edward Corrigan sues the Coney

Island Jockey Club for second money, won by his colt in the
Futurity of 1891, came up for fresh argument day before yes-
terday. But after the same ground was gone over as was the
case when last argued in court, the decision was renewed
against Corrigan on grounds which the learned Judge Fork
had been previously given by a fellow solon of the bench.
Therefore, the case stands just as it was before, leaving Corri-
gan in the same position. He says, however, that he is not
done with the Coney Island Jockey Club yet, and proposes to

ventilate his grievances still further in the courts. For a per-
sistent opponent Corrigan is a shining exponent of the "never
say die" order.

Later entries to the big handicaps for the Brooklvn, Subur-
ban and Metropolitan which closed last week show even
smaller totals to the two older events than anticipated. Un-
less the English mails bring an additional entry or two of Oil.

North's horses, said to have been entered as per cable, the
smallest Suburban entry on record, 37, will have to be
chronicled. In the Brooklyn a smaller total yet, 31, is still

more surprising, considering the value of each race, §25,000,
and when it is considered that the Metropolitan Handicap at

Morris Park, to which only $10,000 is added, the surprise in
the turf world is accentuated more than ever.

Nearly double tiie combined Brooklyn and Suburban entrv
is represented in Morris Park's big event, the Metropolitan
having received no less than 61 nominations. Of course the
shorter distance and smaller entrance fee are some of the
reasons for this discrimination of owners and hands in favor
of the New York Jockey Club's star event.

Another singular fact about these three great handicaps is

that not a three-year-old is entered in either the Brooklyn or
Suburban 1

In the Metropolitan several, probably half a dozen, are en-
gaged, but it looks as if owners have concluded that three-
year-old stakes are better game to fly at than big all-aged
events, so the tradition that no three year-old' has ever won
one of these big spring handicaps is not to be exnloded this

year. Lamplighter virtually broke the tradition last year,
for although he was beaten two heads for the Suburban by
Montana and Major Domo, he was going two strides to their

one at the end, and was by long odds the best horse in the
race. Hanover could have won in his year had he not been
inopportunely scratched.

The California horse vVildwood, then, is the only handicap
entry of note from your coa«t, but if he proves as good as his
sire, a noted handicap winner at Jerome Park in the seven-
ties, Wildwood will make some of our cracks weary before
they have him beaten. His debut here after his good form on
the Slope will be eagerly awaited.

Santa Anita's first foal of the year, out of Los Angeles, by
Emperor of Norfolk, only beat by one day Charles Keed's
Fairview Farm in Tennessee, where one of his best mares
dropped a foal on the 6th. These early-born youngsters at

Santa Anita and Fairview will have a start over some of their

younger antagonists, and their future will be noted with
interest.

Hackney breeding is looming up among our prominent
horse fanciers with more prominence every day. Yesterday
the American Hackney Horse Society beld a meeting in this

city at the office of Dr. W. Seward Webb, and re-elected

officers for the ensuing year. The selections were: A. J. Cas-

satt, of Philadelphia, President; Henry Fairfax, of Virginia,

and John A. Logan, of Yr
oungstown, Ohio, Vice-President,

and William Seward Webb, Secretary and Treasurer. The
American Hackney Horse Society is in a most prosperous
condition.

New York, January 21.—The long spell of sleighing that

NewY'orkers have been favored with this month still holds good,

and, judged by the existing low temperature, will be prolonged

indefinitely. So also ice-boating, skating, tobogganing and

other winter sports on our vicinity parks, lakes and rivers,

where the ring of steel and the sounds of merry revelry are

heard far into the night. The Hudson river is frozen up

tighter now than it has been for a decade past. At Uyack,

only twenty-eight miles up, the three-mile stretch of Tapparne

Zee bay is a solid mass of ice from shore to shore, and hun-

dreds of skaters have been making the best of their oppor-

tunities.

Ice trotting is projected at that point and Tarrytown, also>

if the weather holds favorable, and, altogether, our present

carnival of winter sports is a noteworthy one. While it must

make you dwellers of th? Golden State congratulate yourselves

at your summer skies and milder winds, still some of you
would, as I heard occasionally when I lived in 'Frisco, like to

enjoy an old-fashioned sleigh ride again, I am sure. The
amount of snow that covers Manhattan and our annexed dis-

tricts looks deep enough to never melt away. It mantles

everything out-doors with its white coverlet, and purifies the

air to a noticeable degree. If anything can keep out the

mooted visit of Asiatic cholera to our midst this spring and

summer, it will have been the present lengthened embargo of

ice and snow, in reality blessings in disguise.

Turning from the sports of winter to those laid out for

warmer days, the most important bit of news in the turf world

is the additional entries received from England a few days

ago to the recently closed great gates of the Coney Island and

New York Jockey Clubs. Full well has Col. Thomas Ochil-

tree, agent abroad f the two Jockey Clubs named, fulfilled

his mission. With an energy and enterprise worthy of the

greatest praise Col. Ochiltree, like the horse Tom Ochiltree

named after him. has received great results from his mission.

When English breeders can be induced to enter largely in

American produce stakes it is proof that the turf on this side

of the water is attracting world-wide attention. Certainly
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the outlook for the future in this respect will depend largely

on how Col. North's English horse?, soon to be sent over here,

acquit themselves, but still American turfmen are greatly en-

thused at the prospect.

Togo back to the identity of these additional stake entries

from England, the 49 nominations of mares sent over by

Agent Ucbiliree to theConey Island Futurity of 1895 and the

New York Matron stakes of the same year are from some of

the best known breeders in England. Mich names as L'apt.

Champton, Col. J. T. North, E. lhaloner, A. Greville, J. F.

Bucklehurst, Capt. A. E. Whitaker and others are in the list,

nominating mares bred to such sires as Minting, St Simon,

Galopio, Wisdom, 1'eter, Harcaldine, St. Cratien, Highland

Chief, Galliard, etc. These additions run the Futurity entry

of 1S 1J5 up to nearly lluO, and this renewal of that stake two

years heme will no doubt prove the most valuable in its his-

tory, worth close to $100,00n0. To secure such a prize as

this would mark the limit of more than one turfman's am-

bition.

But it is in the other portion of Col. Ochiltree's batch of

entries that the general public will be most interested. The
nominations made by him of Col. North's horses in the Subur-

ban, Metropolitan and other great handicaps alter the situa-

tion of atlairs in the races named, although only six horses

represent the new blood engag d. The four horses of the

Nitrate King < mered in the Suburban for instance may de-

velop one able to give the Dwyer. Lorillard and Marcus Daly

cracks an argument. If half the reports as to El Diablo are

true, this member of Col. North's string will, if 6t and well,

create a sensauon on our turf. By that great racehorse Robert

the Devil, out of Tantrum, Col. North's crack has beaten some

good horses in England during the past season, notably Sir

Hugo and Orme.
The addition of El Diablo, Tdd esleigh, High Commissioner

and Miss Simon to the Miburban totals bring the entries for

that race up to forty-one altogether. For the Sheepshead Bay

Handicap the three named are High Commissioner, Iddles-

leigh and Rough and Ready. The last named is a six year-

old, brown horse bv Quicklime—Rnfford Maid; High Com-

missioner is also a six-year-old by Lowland Chief—Consolation,

while Jddlesleigh is an aged chestnut gelding by Uncas

—

Mosque ; Miss Simon, as her name indicates, is a four-year-old

by St. Simon—Josyan.

Metropolitan Handicap totals for Morris Park's great event

are brought up to sixty-six by the North entries. These are

High Commissioner, lddlesleigh, Reyhard Reavy, Miss Simon,

Arturo, a five-year-old horse by Petrarch—Belle Agnes.

Sir Frederick Roberts, a five-year-old, by Wisdom—Canda-

bar, is also in the Toboggan Slide Handicap with four others.

The New York Jockey Club Hanlicapand All Breeze Slakes

at Westchester also have entries from this string, except El

Diablo, who is only in the Suburban. Entries at the autumn

meetings of both of these clubs have also b«en made by Col.

Ochiltree for Col. North.

The letter's entries for the Futurity of 1895 are the mares

St. Olave and Sultana, both served by the Irish good sire Bar-

caldine, who died two weeks ago; Burgundy, served bv Galo-

pin ;
Brose, served by Wisdom ; Tburingian Qunen, served by

Marion ; Ben-My-Chree, served bySaraband, and Early Morn,

served by Highland Chief. These mares are among the best

in the Nitrate King's stud.

The stimulus that these English nominations has already

given our racing stakes will be bound to make itself felt. The
tnrfmen will look for the appearance of these English maidens

with great interest and Col. Thomas P. Ochiltree, who will

manage Col. North's horses on this side of the water, will be

warmly received when he sets foot on his native shores again

with his equine charges. •

When Ochiltree used to write, with myself and others, in

contributing to the columns of the New York Sportsman, the

lateChas. J. Foster, then editor of that journal, and he used

to have some great "run ins" together, maiulv of a friendly

character, however. When Ochiltree's copy would come in

"Privateer" would put on his glasses, and after exploding a

few sulphurous phrases by way of a commencement, would be-

gin :
" What's this ? What's thi*? Why bless (?) my soul if

it isn't that red-headed Texan again. Let me see! Let me
see! I must cut out the lies in it." And then amid general

mirth "Ranger's" manuscript would be turned in to the

printers.

If Messrs. North and Ochiltree have a fair airount of suc-

cess this year with the former's horses, there is no doubt that

the venture will be an opening wedge for others to follow up

from England and the Continent. There is little doubt that

foreign-bred horses will fare much better in the matter of

qojck acclimatization then did our horses who went from

here.

The officers of the United Stales Horse and Cattle^ Show
Society are in favor of enlarging their scope of operations in

thiscity. The Polo grounds in the upper part of the island

is about to be leased to the U. S. Hand C. S. S., and yesterday

Messrs. Jay and Hyde, of the association, had a conference to

that end with the baseball people who now control the

property. The arrangements were not concluded, however,

at that meeting, but are expected to be later. In case they

fall through the U.S. H. and C. S. S has secured from the

Manhattan Athletic Club, of this city, an option on Man-

hattan field. The latter, however, is Dot so commodious as

the Polo grounds.

William Corbitt's San Mateo-bred trotters brought good

prices this week under Auctioneer Kellogg's handling. The
two (lays' sale showed by head bring $105,510, an average of

$1,529. This is agrand showing in favor of this market, and

after the large sums recently paid for trotters at auction,

speaks volumes in favor of the present boom in harness per-

formers. This, however, only applies to the best, for last

week at a sale of fairlv well-bred stock here some young and

sound horses went for'$40 and $50. First-class_ stock will sell

well here, but poor horses are, it seems, a drug in the market.

Tije Gleaner.

Pleasant News From PleasantoD.

in his classes this year, and if Arion is one of them he will

meet him. Mr. Salisbury thinks that if the little black fellow

does well this winter he will take a lot of beaiing from any
stallion, young or old.

It is quite Ukely that the old mare Clara will have another

sprig of laurel placed in her crown by her great grandson Di-

rectum before the season of '93 is over. Mr. Salisbury is

very sweet on San Pedro for the 2:20 and lower classes. He
has all the speed required, and in his pacing races has shown
plenty of stayiug capacity, as all his heats were won in the

last eighth.

Charley C, the new acquisition at the Pleasanton Farm, is

one of the most impressive horses to look at, and as he has

shown that he is as good as he looks, we may expect to see

him at the front with the best of them. He is by Brown Jug,

the son of Nutwood.
The gray mate to Flying Jib, which Capt. Griffiths drove to

the half in* 1:02?, is to be sampled by Mr. Salisbury. He is a

son of Peacock, the gray son of Whipple's Harabletonian. If

this fellow has any head on him he may make the dust fly in

the green classes. If he should turn out another great one

Salisbury will be in danger of being barred east of the Rockies.

There was Cricket, 2:10 ; the next year Direct, 2:0">1, and the

next Flying Jib, 2:05], and now if he springs a white speed-

ghost on them, they will bar him, sure. It looks now as

though the Pleasanton lot would be greater than ever the

coming season.

It is said at Lodi that Keating is going East with his string.

Our Dick will be good in anv company. He looks belter than

ever he did. Otlinger, the grand son of Nephew, is a greatly

-

improved horse. He has grown and .-pread out ind has lost

his case-knife look of last season. K- ating hasa racy-looking

pacing daughter of Dexter Prince from a daughter of Ken-

tucky Hunter; second dam by Cal. Belmont. She has as

speedy a conformation as one could desire, and Keating says

she has more speed than Our Dick. He has also secure :

Aster, 2:16, and, if nothing happens in the way of accidents,

the son of Dexier Prince will show what old Clara's blood in

that line can do. I expect to see him beat 2:10 in a race.

These two strings, with those in Hickok's and Goldsmith's

hands, will advertise California breeding farms more than

ever. Hickock expects Hulda and Azote to be hot stuff in

any company. He is to have Avena, the three-year-old daugh-

ter of Palo Alto, a race horse wilh few equals and no superior,

i do not know what Mr. H. thinks of her, but when be pro-

nounces her right and fit I look for her to beat any three-

year-old she meets. She is pure-gaited, level-headed and as

game and stout as her sire.

The cold blood advocates may say what they please, but the

trotters with hot blood can carry the brush farther than the

cold ones. Directum showed that with Kentucky Union. The
latter has some of the oest blood of American Star, but she

lacks the stout door-die blood of Cal. Belmont and Chloro

form back of that, which Directum has. At Nashville she had

as much sDeed as he had, but she could not carry it so far as

he could In the first heat she brushed with him to the three-

quarter pole, and then her cold blood gave it up. In each of

the two other heats the cold blood had enough of it at the half.

Speaking of the chances of Diiectum in the lightning

classes in which he must go the coming season, George Starr

says that he had as much speed last season asany stallion out.

and that he has one advantage over them all, and that is that

in a head and head drive for the wire they may make mis-

takes and that Directum never will. He thinks that is likely

to give him the verdict. Taking everything into consideration,

it now looks as though the little fellow may come back to cs

the champion race stallion of the world.

The breeding season of 1893 is now at hand, and the ques-

tion for all is the cross calculated to produce the best results.

The past teaches us a great lesson In the early trotting

family Messenger blood had been added to Messenger blood

till horses, like Abdallah, had little else. When hied to

mares of like blood no great results were realized. When a

complete outcross was made upon the Bellfounder stock,

Hambletonian 15 was produced. The greatest of this horse

produce came from an outcross with American Star mares.

The Clay family are the product of an outcross upon the

Arab.
Mambrino Patchen, the founder of a pre-eminent brood-

mare family, was the result of a complete outcross; so

was the Woodford Mambrino family. George Wilkes was

made famous by the Mambrino Patchen and other out-

crosses which he made in Kentucky. The outcross of the

blood of Belmont and Harold upon the Pilot Jr. mares pro-

duced Maud S., Nutwood, Lord Russell, Alcantara, Alcyone

and Guy W:

ilkes, and illustrate the great results of breeding out.

In California The Moor outcross-s has put coin in many
pockets and produced other great results. Some time since

vou published the names and breeding of six mares which had

"each produced threein the 2:20 list. The list was of great in-

terest to all intelligent breeders, 1 am sure, as in ill our trot-

ling history they are the only mares that have produced three

2:20 performers. You called attention to the fact that none

of them had a drop of Hambletonian blood in their veins.

Many may conclude that Hambletonian mares are less pre-

ferred than those of other families. To me it is a lesson in

outbreeding. Having none of the Hambletonian blood, when
bred to stallions full of it the greatest results were realized.

We have piled up Hambletonian crosses till further breeding

in that direction promises to produce inferior instead of

superior horses. We have four good opportunities to outcross

Hambletonian and Mambrino mares in California, but there

are some chances, and people should avail themselves of them

as far as possible. I do not think they will be sorry.

John Green, of Dublin, is not sorry that he made an out-

cross of Stemwinder to Director, and got Directum. That is

the way to get that kind. H. L.

Stallion Service Fees.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.
1

Pleasanton, Cal , Jao. 27 —I see it announced again

that "Mr. Salisbury is ready to match Directum against

Arion." I do not think there is any authority for such an

announcement. Mr. Salisbury is not given to idle bluff and

bluster. Mr. Forbes would not match Arion against any

borse. Mr. Salisbury knows this, and therefore to offer to

match a horse when no match can be made is not business, and

we all know Mr. Salisbury is alriclly buaincs*. What Mr. Sal-

isbury does say is that he will meet all comers with Directum

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Much has been said

of late about the high price of stallion service fees. In the

light of the sales that are taking place it would seem that

$500 was as large a sum as a man could afford to pay, and

that he was making quite a gamble at that figure. If a man

has a mare that has cost him $5,000, or has raised one that is

worth that sum, and he breeds and pays $500 service fee, he

has got to get $1,500 for the colt at weaning time to keep even

with interest and feed. Hewill not on an average gel more

than two colts in three years; any one can figure it out. On
the other hand, the owner of the horse has perhaps thirty

mares of his own and does not want many mares from the

public ; he puts up the price to $1,000 and he gets five or ten

outside mares. Or he puts up the bars against anyone get-

ling any of ihe blood unless he buys it of him. The public
can take their choice, and in nine cases out of ten th**y will

breed and pay the high fee in preference to buying a colt, be-

cause, firsi, they think their mare is just a little better than
any one that the owner of the horse ever owned ; second,
when a man looks at a colt that another man has raised, he
can see all of his failings and faults as well, while when he
breeds he expects to get a perfect colt, and when the coll is

dropped, unless it is remarkably deficient, he will persuade
himself and try hard to persuade his friends that it is just as
h° would have it if he had controlled the making. But to

get back to the service fee, the supply and demand must
regulaie it; when ihe fee is above what people will pav, the
horse will stand idle. But the best are generally the cheap-
est. I will give an instance that has come under my knowl-
edge, and I am one of the adors. I had bv what many call

good luck bred a very good mare, i. e. 1 had bred to what I

thought was the best (Nutwood u'00), though the owners of

horse farms as a rule were all making a dead sel against the
horse, and his book was filled generai'y by owners of one or
two mares. The other party in question had a good mare
also. 1 looked over the list of stallions; this was seven years
ago, and selected the highest-priced stallion then standing at

public service, $150. The other party selected one at $40. I

got a filly foal, he did the same, but there was much chaffing
about the merits of the two. I liked my colt well enough to

breed back, ihouga the horse, having taken a low record and
proved him>elf a race horse, had raised his fee to $250. My
next foal was a colt, so was the other party's. Well, we both
kept on in our separate paths till we had reared five each—

I

three fillies and two colts, he three colts and two fillies. He
had paid out $200 service fee all told. I had paid out about
$10 each cartage of the mare, which he had saved having
bred to a horse that stood in his town. In the course of the
seven years I have sold three of mine, halter-broken only, at
$3,600, and have two well-bred ones left, and he has not been
able to sell any at a price that would make hitn even on cost

of fee and feed. Of course a rich man may pay $1,000 fees,

and in turn he can afford to breed to the $40 horse, but the
poor man cannot afford to breed to either.

The horse for the poor man to breed to is the well-bred one,

and by that I mean that his pedigree must be composed of

branches of great families, and they must be the branches that

have produced speed—extreme speed—in the greatest num-
bers, and that the sons and daughters have shown that they
are breeding on in speed and in extreme speed, and don't for-

get that they should have elegant he;ids. These narrow-
headed sires, with small, mean-looting eyes stuck in on the

sides of the head, should be knifed. There should be a law

that would make elegant geldings of them. The breeding of

horses is quite a scientific business. It is an art, a profession

perfectly easy for the man whose purse will warrant him in

going out and paying $5,u00 for a mare and then breeding

her to a horse that has a list of trotters below 2:20 and several

below 2:15, but the man of moderate income who has his

$100,000 yet to get must skirmish around for a lower fee, and
he must find a well-bred one. Now comes the hard work.

Many men who have two or three mares to breed will start

ou' and ask from six to ten men which is the best horse to

breed to that is within their means, and the chances are nine

to one that they will make a mistake whichever one they fol-

low. Allow me to suggest a course. Get the Year Book and
study it ;

'ake the great table, under their sires; make a note

of every horse that has sired a respectable number of 2:30

horses
;
put them into families, then put the great families in-

to groups or collateral branches; see how each horse has suc-

ceeded according to his age as a sire of 2:30 speed, and more
particularly 2:20 and 2:11 speed; follow through each collat-

eral branch and also note the sires and dams produced ; then

place the figures of one family against another and the col-

lateral branches of one familv against other branches of the

same family. (And at the risk of comparisons being odious,

let me mention one noted family, American Star, great in

his broodmares (his daughters), but nowhere in his sons. I

have heard a very noted horseman say he thought the Star

cross was the greatest. But it is almost worthless, except

through his daughters. The Pilot Jr. cross is another that

runs the same way, not quite so pronounced.) Find a sire

that has two or more crosses of the best families in the mal.

line, running also to the best broodmare liDes, and if he is a

good individual he will do to breed to if you can wait for his

development or that of your colt; and here let me say that

we are advancing, not so fast in the reduction of time as in

the multiplication of numbers, but every first-class sire will

leave some son belter than himself. So if you become thor-

oughly posted on the speed lines of the different branches of

the great speed families you cannot go amiss in using an un-

tried stallion, the son of a first-class sire out of a mare by an-

other firsi-class sire. But get your proof of this from the Year
Book. It is in my judgment preposterous to assume that the

services of any stallion is worth $1,000 each, $50,000 a year

earning capacity. The forty or forty-five colts that will drop

will not, in an undeveloped state, make any money for the

breeder who u«es such a priced horse, taking into account the

care, feeding and interest on the plant of broodmares and
stock farm.

When it comes to the younger horses, that stand for $50 to

$100, some of them will be found cheap and some dear. A
horse is poor property that has not an earning capacity of

$2,500 per season, and he cannot be reasonably expected to

earn that and keep up his returned mares if he stands at $50.

Therefore, when a horse stands at that figure he has to be in

conjunction with another that earns more, or that by keeping

two at that figure the expense will be less. There is no othet

business that people are so sensitive about as their horses,

and no business that people differ so much on. It is the life

of the busine**s that this is so. There is hardly a man that is

free from prejudice. Men are few that can look at what they

have done and go about correcting their mistake?. They will

persist that the horse they own is the best son of his sire, and

will insist that had he an equal chance he would have been

up to any of them, while all intelligent men can see that he is

short-bred on his dam's side and has bred back to something

that has given him a bad head, and he transmits that one

quality with the same certainty that the wild tule hog doe*

his long snout and razor back.

Several good horses have reduced their fees and others havo

raised them. I don't like much to breed to a horse whose

owner don't think as much of him as In- did ln*t year. I

rather like the roan who has had something happen to make

him like his horse more than ever. Another poinl is that the

less the fee the poorer the clans i.f mares that will come In his

embrace; weed out the poor stall ion- and the p<"»r broodmirefl

by using the knife and bieeding to jacks, tfood mares will

stand good service fees. Pro. I
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Reforms That "Would Be Profitable.

Eijitob Breeder and Sportsman:—The time is fast ap-

proaching for the formulation of the spring programme of

races given under the auspices of the Pacitic Coast Blood Horse

Association, and 1 believe suggestions are in order, in view of

the fact that at least seventeen days of racing will be had.

Therefore I offer the following to the gentlemen composing

that organization for the " good of the order:"

Do not cater to the owners of sprinters. No one cares to

see these short races, and there is more crookedness in the

ranks of the "short horse" people than among the "short

card " men. The association was formed for the purpose of

improving the breed of horses in this country. At least that

is what 1 have always supposed. Short-bred skates that can

barelv last four furlongs at top speed ran in three out of every

live races at the last meeting, and that jobbery of many kinds

went on right along in these events few doubt that have either

eyes or ears. Bookmakers leased horses, according to report,

and ran them to suit themselves. Further, I have heard that

other horses which were not leased ran to lose in the interest

of some book or books, the owner of the " stiffened " animals

getting half the amount taken in by the pencilers on that par-

ticular animal. 1 do not like to believe this. Square turf-

men would certainly be placed at a great disadvantage in such

a case, for, if they would not be a party to fraud, the schemers

would instruct their jockeys to run the horse or horses they

were afraid of to the extreme outside, ja -j them against a fence

or form a " p»cket " aud not allow the " dangerous horse '* to

get out until the wire had been passed. To obvjate all this

the Blood Horse Association can easily get up a programme
that will leave the *' conuubiators " in the cold. Merely have

no race for horses three years of age and over of less than

seven-eighths of a mile. Then the public will be better pleased

and the man with a stable of " skyrockets" relegated to the

backwoods, where he would be forced to live in retirement,

never again plundering the pockets of the dear public.

Have a stake race every other day at least during a meet-

ing, with not less than $750 added. Inaugurate stakes with

liberal conditions. Have, for instance, the Railway Stakes,

mile and a quarter, for horses of all ages, weight for age, §50
entrance, $5 to accompany entry, the balance on

starting, with $1,500 or $2,000 added by the various

street and steam railway companies doing business in

this city. Have an Hotel Handicap, mile and an

eighth, for three-year-olds and upward, $50 entrance, £1.500 or

$2,000 added by the proprietors of the leading hotels of San
Francisco, who certainly make lots of money during the pro-

gress of a race meeting and will contribute the necessary

amount. Then the Shipping Slakes could be inaugurated

and a goodly sum collected from firms of ship-owners and
those closely identified with the vast shipping interests of this

city. The Merchants' Slakes could also be made a rich event,

as could the Brewers' aud Electric Light Handicaps. Name
stakes after liberal capitalists, and let the gentlemen for whom
the slake was named donate so much every year. All this is

feasible and reasoaable, and if there was a rich stake to be run

Tor every day the attendance cou d be made almost double

what it was at the last successful meeting, where the stake

events were few and far between.

Have a competent handicapper that is not afraid to put

weight on the crackerjacks. Let it be known who the official

handicapper is, so that horsemen can interview the gentleman
and argue the whvs and wherefores with him, if necessary.

Everything in connection with a race meeting should be con-

ducted in a manner open and above board, aud little or noth-

ing should be kept from the race-going public.

As it is generally considered that bookmakers are responsi-

ble for two-thirds of all th 2 frauds perpetrated on the race

tracks of America, and associa ions rely loo much for financial

success on the support of the layers ot odds, do away with
bookmaking. It stands to reason that the pencilers must
have several shades the best of the public or they could not

aflord to pay racing associations $100 or more per day for the

privileges tney enjoy, to say nothing of the large amounts
paid to expert ticket and sheet-writers, to jewelers for diamonds
and to owners of high-class restaurants for meals. Let the

association put in pari-mutuel machines, or totalizators, hav-
ing $1 and $5 tickets, hire their own help and charge 3 per
cent, commission. Have also auction pools for the heavier
bettors. It is estimated that at the last meeting each of the
twelve bookmakers took in on an average about $l,0u0 per
race, or $5,h00 each day apiece, a total of $00,000 for the

twelve. If this estimate was correct, and the same amount
were bet in the mutuel bos, the association's commission would
amount to$l,800 per day, exclusive of the sum paid them by the
pool-sellers, which would surely amount to $200. Here is

$2,0U0 for a starter, with the bar, programme and other privi-

leges to be heard from. That the general public would be
belter satisfied to make their own odds (instead of being forced

to take what cinch bookmakers offered) is well understood.
Have patrol judges stationed at every eighth-pole on the

track,which will be connected at the judges' stand by an electric

wire, for signalling purposes, and let them repori to the presid-

ing judge any crooked work they can see going on. Let the
judges in the stand merely watch the finish and place the first

three horses. Allow no one in the judges' stand except the
presiding judge and his associates Irom the time the races be-

gin until they end, and have all protests put in writing. Keep
the riff-raff away from the saddling paddock, and have the
horses for the second race come into the paddock when the sad-
dling bell rings for the first race, and so on. In this way less ras-

cality would be indulged in, for were horses given a pail of
water in the stable they would have a chance to recover and
Hweat it out all right ere their race came off. Also let each
jockey immediately on returning lo the wire after a race
remove his own saddle, surcingle, etc., and walk with
it to the weighing-room, ho that no one can hand him a lead
weight. And last, but not least, the association should own
its own track, grand stand-*, club-house- and stables, and it cer-

tainly has enough wealthy men on its membership roll to sub-
scribe liberally were they asked. No Organization ranks very
high that does not own its own track and grounds. I have
ma. .e these few suggestions thinking that probably the mat-
ter* mentioned wei ii-iiiered by the lead inn racing
a»">cialion of the Pacitic Coast, and it is toy firm belief that

tl sooner the members think over these propositions the Deb-

it will be for the raciug interests of this part of the world.

Yours truly, VY. K. D.
i.n-wti View, C;tl., Jan. 30. 1894.

Louisville Turf Notes.

The season of 1S93 promises to be a memorable one, not

only in the history of the Louisviles Jockey Club, but of the

West in general. The princely stakes offered by the Western

clubs have attracted the turfmen of the East, of the far West,

and indeed of all sections of the country. The result will be

a revival of the sectional contests of fifteen years ago, when

from the East came the Dwyers and Lorillards, aud Irom Cali-

fornia the Haggins and Baldwin to bittle for Kentucky's

classic events. There were no princely trophies in those

days, but the turf was clean and pure, and the battles were

fought from drum-tap to wire. There was a sentiment or

glamour then that does not obtain now—because men no

longer race for fame, but for money. But the sport should be

none ihe less exciting and grand.

Washington Park will, of course, have a few of the Eastern

cracks that will race nowhere else in the West, but none of its

contests, with all their bewildering thousands ofadded money,
will furnish a greater race than the Kentucky Handicap of

'93 promises to be. There is not a race horse of consequence

in the West, with but one or two exceptions, that is not entered

in it. Not a one of its fifty-four entries that is not a first-

class animal, while fully a score of them come under the head
of the sensational. Here is a list of less than one-half of

them, from which some idea of their class may be obtained

:

Miss Dixie,
Queenie Trowbridge,
(iascon,
The Reaper,
Philora,
Vail era.
Shidow,
Rudolph.
Palisade,
Semper Rex,
Santa Anna,
Galindo.

Ida Pickwick,
Helen Nichols,
King Lee,
Wadsworth,
Poet Scout,
Aloha.
Ignite,
Tulla Blackburn,
Semper Kidele,
Proiection,
Hugh Penuy.
Old Pepper,

With such a magnificent array as this, at least a dozen

ought to be brought to the post by the handicapper, and when
they do line up in front of ihe red flag of Mr. Ferguson on
the 19th of May next there's going to be aTecord smashed in

the subsequent few moments.
But the Kentucky Handicap is not the only race that has

filled well. Each of* the other five events shows an average
increase over last year of about fifty. In other words, there

has been an aggregate increase of Irom 145 entries in 1892 to

405 in 1893. These, with the Derby, Clark and Oaks, will

make a total entry ot 664 in nine stakes. The two-year-old

events—the Hursibourne, the Alexander and Runnymede

—

have filled better than at any time in the history of the club.

The Hurstbourne so far has 91 entries agasnst 49 last year;
the Alexander 6S, against 35 last year, and the fiunnymede
81, while in '92 it had but 28. The Merchants' Handicap
has jumped from IS to 45, and the Delbeck Stakes from 15 to

64. This is as good a showing proportionately as made by
any club in the West, and much better than many.

All the prominent turfmen of the West, several from the

East, and Baldwin from California are among the nominators.

Lucky Baldwin has entered ten, among them being Santa
Anna, Galindo, Queen Bess and a number of promising two-
year-olds. Scoggan Bro-i. have put in no less than thirty, a

large number being youngsters. R. L. Rose, the Eastern turf-

man, has entered nineteen two year olds, a number of them
being purchased from the Pepper sale recently. Other prom-
inent nominators are the Avondale Stables with eighteen, in-

cluding Ida Pickwick; McGatferty & Wisbard, fifteen, includ-

ing Helen Nichols, Aloha and Huyh Penny
; iEma Stables,

nineteen, with Tulla Blackburn, Rudolph and Palisade; R.
T. Holloway, eight, including Wadsworth and Semuer FiaVle;

Pastime .Stable (Nick Finzer), sixteen, including King L*>e

and Philora: Jas. E. Pepper, nineteen, with Old Pepper and
Miss Dixie; Eugene Leigh, with twelve ; O.O. West Jr., with
eleven, and many others.

The best of MeCafferty's two-year-old fillies are Queen Mab,
by Okema—Murt, and Belle Swift, by Iroquois—Toilet. His
most promising two year-old colts are Finance, a chestnut

gelding by Faustus, out of Talla Bena, and Bee Line, a bay
gelding by Panique out of Ida B. His best three-year-olds

are Helen Nichols and Hugh Penny, while Aloha is his reli-

ance as a handicap horse. Among his platers, Q.ueenie Trow-
bridge and Nero will be found to be the bread-winners.

One of the new turfmen in the West this season is E. F.

McLean, of Cincinnati. He starts out with an even dozen un-
der Trainer Barney Seelbrede. They are all two-year-olds but

one—an unarmed four-year-old. They are entered in nearly

the two-year-old stakes at Memphis, Nashville, Louisville and
Chicago. Their names and breeding areas follows: Lulu
McLean, b f, 2, by Bishop—Dublin Belle ; Santa Maria, b f,

2, by Bishop—Amerique ; Tremona, b f, 2, by Tremont

—

Ferona; Patrol, b f, 2, by Khartoum—Patricia; Midnight, ch
f, 2, by imp. The Jacobite—Olivick ; Glide, ch f, 2, by Fonso
—Saraband ; Patagonia, ch f, 2, by Fond du Lac—Vanitas;

Caste I ar, b c, 2, by Leonatus—Vassar ; Jamboree, K g, 2, by
Glenelg—Linnet; Master Fred, ch c, 2, by Macduff—Silken

Ban.
King Lee has for stable companions this year some very

promising two-year-olds—all by that famous old campaigner
from California, Volante. They include Volantress, a chest-

nut filly, out of Lizette; Volaticus, bay colt, put of Alice West
and Volt, chestnut colt, out of Cora Lee. As for King Lee.

himself, he was never in better condition than at present.

There is not a hair turned on him, not a wind-puff or other

blemish, and he is a glutton for both work and oats.

Lexington's stakes filled very poorly this spring, which is

due in part at least to the conditions, a $15 forfeit system tak-

ing the part of the cash plan. The Scoggan Bros., for instance,

refused to enteral Lexington solely on this account.

McCaileity is pretty sure to start Helen Nichols in the Ken-
tucky < >aks. He has declared everything else out of the race.

J. 54. Young believes he has one good enough to make Mc-
Cafferty'a filly stretch her neck. At any rate he will make an
effort.—Louisville Evening Post.

Santa Anita Thoroughbreds Going- East.

The Maltese cross will be seen on the lending Eastern

tracks this season, as it has for years, notwithstanding the

reports published in the Eastern papers that the Santa Anita

wiring would not go East in 18113. The millionaire owner of

Santa Anita has no idea of retiring from the turf just yet. He
did not have his usual luck in 1802, but the abominable

' weather encountered when the horses first reached Chicago

had considerable to do with this. E. J. Baldwin has decided

upon a new plan this year.

It will be remembered when he used to capture all the rich

stakes at the big Washington Park meetings that he invari-

ably ran his horses at some of the big Southern meetings, so

that they were in the pink of condition when they reached

Chicago. This method will again be tried this season. Santa

Anita will also have two strings this year, and both will meet
at Chicago for the greatest racing carnival ever held in

America. Dow Williams, who has been connected with the

Santa Anita stables for years, will have one string, while

Emanuel Harding, a well-known colored trainer just arrived

from the East, will have a second division.

The horses have been divided upas follows: Dow Wil-

liams' string—Santa Anna, 5, bv Orinstead—Clara D.; Galindo,

4, by Gano—Freda ; Lady Bess, 3, by Emperor ofNorfolk ; El
Dorado, 3, by Rutherford—Ophir: El Reno, 3, by Emperor
Norfolk—Experiment; bay colt, 3, by Rutherford—Rosebud,

bay colt, 2, by Verano— Belinda; bay colt, 2, by Cheviot

—

Aloha; bav filly, 2,by Emperor of Norfolk—Savannah; bay
filly, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—Famosa; chestnut filly, 2. by
Cheviot—Viente, and bay colt, 2, by Rutherford—Glorita.

Emanuel Morris, one of the coming jockeys of America, will

ride for this string. As at present outlined this siring will

leave Los Angeles county in the middle of April for Louisville,

Latonia and Chicago.
Emanuel Harding will take his string to St. Louis, Denver

and Chicago. The horses composing his string are: Santi-

ago 6 years, by Gnnstead—Clara D.; Amigo, 6, by Prince

Charlie— Mission Belle; Alano, 3, by Emueror of Norfolk

—

Paola; chestnut colt, 3, by Verano—Josie C; bay colt, 3, by

Volante—Blossom ; San Francisco, 3, by Rutherford—Jennie

B.; bay colt, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D.; bay colt, 2, by
Cheviot—Janova ; bay filly, 2, by Cheviot—Atlanta ; bay filly,

2, by Volante—Silita, and bay colt, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—
Mollie McCarthy's Last. Jockey H. Taylor has been secured

to ride for Harding's string.

It will be noticed that the Chicago public will have a chance

to see the progeny of two American Derby winners in one

string. Volante and Emperor of Norfolk have both won the

classic event, and both will in all probability have a repre-

sentative start this year for the $60,000. The Cheviot and
Emperor of Norfolk colts at Santa Anita are reported to be a

slashing and good-looking lot of youngsters. The get of

Volante, one of the greatest racehorses that California has

produced, will make their debut this year.—Chronicle.

Considerable interest is manifested in the produce of

Salvator, the great thoroughbred son of the dead Prince

Charlie. The first of Salvator's get are now weanlings, four-

teen in all, of which ten are chestnuts with blaze faces and
four white legs, which would indicate that Prince Charlie's

son stamps his own individuality on his get. The pick of

Salvator's weanlings is pronounced to be a chestnut cult out

of Chimera, by imp. Mortemer, who is the image of his sire

in markings. He is said to show a wonderful turn of speed

in the paddock. The next best liked is another that has the

color and markings of Salvator himself, thi< being out of Lou
Lanier (dam of Katrine, Kildeer, King Arthur, etc.) by Lever.

Others of Salvator's weanlings are a dark gray filly with the

same white about her as her sire, out of old Lizzie Lucas, dam
of Cyclops, Chimera, Cambvses, etc., by imp. Australian ; a

brown colt, with a little white on his hind heels and a star on

his face, out of Vandalite, dam of Heimdel, Housatonic, etc.,

by Vandal ; a bay filly with black points out of Miss Wood-
ford, by imp. Billet; a chestnut colt out of Aurelia, by Alger-

ine ; a chestnut filly out of Ethel, dam of Comanche, by imp.

King San, and a dark brown colt from Electra, by imp.

Eclipse.

Galindo, the gray Gano—Freda colt in the Baldwin string,

of whom so much was expected last season, is said to be win-

tering well and filling out into a slashing fine fellow. We
understand that in private Galindo did faster work than any

horse ever raised at Santa Anita, with the possible exception

of Santiago. A number of Emperor of Norfolk, Cheviot,

Verano, Gano and Volante colts go East from Baldwin's place

this season, and it will be interesting to note the work of these

youngsters during the coming season. Amigo, by imp. Prince

Charlie—Mission Belle, for some time past thoughtto be of

no account for racing purposes, it will be observed is going

along with the string, and reports from Los Angeles county

are to the effect that he will be " in the hunt" this year, after

all, and make some of the crackerjacks stretch their necks.

Santa Anna will do in the handicaps, and if Santiago rounds

to the black jacket, red Maltese cross will be seen in front

many times during the season of 1893.

Glenjiarkie, the sire of the Melbourne Cup winner Glen-

loth, was (says a Sidney writer) imported from England in

August, 1879, by his then owner, a Mr. Spooner, who consid-

ered that in bringing out such a well-bred and handsome stal-

lion he was doing good business. The horse stood at a farm

near Fern Tree Gully for a long time, and served many mares

about the district. It was remarkable that he got a lot of

weeds and nothing up to the form of a decent hack. He did

much better when shifted to a different part of the country,

and the man who imported him, like many other-;, had the

bad luck to lose a lot of money and the horse as well. Now
it turns out that he has sired a Melbourne Cup winner. Glen-

markie is over twenty years old. He was bred in Kent, and

performed in England, winning among other races the Dray-

ton High Weight at Goodwood, and the Bibury Club Sweep-

stakes at Stockbridge. Glenmarkie served a season at the stud

before leaving England, but his early seasons in Victoria were

certainly failures, although a splendidly-bred one, aud hand-

some to look at to boot.—

.

»

Ode to the Guttenberg horse:

Patient creature, as you skate
Round and round the hilltop,

You must wonder oft of late

If vou ever will stop!
Skating round upon the ice

Surely cannot be a vice:
Why then are you punished so,

You no doubt would like to know ;

I will tell you, noble horse.

To improve your breed, of course.
—Turf. Field and Earm.

The famous English stallion Barcaldine is dead, and by his

loss the turf is deprived of one of the best producing sires of

the decade. He was foaled in 1878, by Solon, out of Ba'lyroe

He was bred in Ireland, but at the time of his death was the

property of the Countess of Stamford and Warrington. He
was a good raceuorseand a valuablesire.

U i pans Tabules cure the blues.
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"Weights in the Big Handicaps.

[Special to the Breeder and Sporstman]

New York, Jan. 31—Conej Island Jockey Club, weights

for the Suburban Handicap, one and one-fourth miles, to be

run at the June meeting, 1893 :

Mars 110
Victory 108
Tournament 107
Two "lite ion

High Commissioner 106
Rev Del Rey 10G
Russell 106
Lmvlander 105
Fidelio.. lCtf

Longstreet 130
Lamplighter 127

Tammany 127

Banquet 125
Kingston 12-J

La Tosca 119

Strathmeath US
Raceland US
Yorkville Belle 117

Judge Morrow 117

Montana 116

Dr. Hasbrouck 116

Locohaichee 116

His Highness 116

Pessarra 115

Major Domo 115

Parvenue 112

The Pepper 112

Leonawell 112

El Diablo 112

N'omad 110

Weights for the Volunteer Handicap, to be run at the June
meeting, 1893 :

Iddesleigh .

Charade
Candelabra
Cassius
silver Fox
Demuth
Illume
Reclare
Terrifier

Miss;Siraon
Steve Estes

105
HV.

. 103
100
100

. 100
100

Don Alonzo 130 I Rainbow
Sir Walter 125

\
Corduroy

Sir Francis 123
i Tom Watson..

Ladv Violet ... 122 "
Red Banner 119

St. Michael 119 Spartan
Glenmoyne 119 The Baron

. 107

. 107

. 107

Young Arion 107
Miles Standish 105

103

100

Ajax

.

115 Delury .

Duke of Hamilton..
115 | By Jove
112 Hermitage
112 Lisleg
112 Plebeian .

Hammie 11
Runyon
Prince George
Ea-te Bird
Kinglet
Mendicant 110

j

Gov. Foraker
Roche llll Sam Bryant
Lovelace 110 Midnight ....

Comanche 110 Red Skin
Worroscr
gport 109 Experiment
O. H Gillock 10S Lady Belmont
Tjawless

. 100

. 100

. 100
11,11

. 100

. 9S

. 97

. 97

. 97

97

109 Long Dock 95
95
90

10S

C. Fellowes, Secretary.

The following are the weights for the Brooklyn Jockey
Club events—Maturity Handicap, one and one-eighth miles:

Lamplighter 124 Fremont 105

Locohatchee 116

Stonenell 116

Yorkville Belle 116

Victory 116

Parveuue - 116

Mars 114

Nomad 112

Two Bits 112

Leonawell 112

Pactolus 112

Fidelio 110

Alonzo 108

Charade 10S

Vestibule - 10S

Candelabra 107

Kilkenny 106

These are the weights for the New York Jockey Club's bes

events—Metropolitan Handicap, one and one-eighth miles :

Ronald 105
Actor it -5

St. Felix 105
Julien 105
Roller 105
Wildwood 105
The Ironmaster 103
Centella 100
Mordotte 100
Illume 100
Count 95
Long Beach 90
Melba 90
Madrid 90
St. Hubert 90

Tammany
Lamplighter ....

St. Florlan
Banquet
Dr. Hasbrouck..
Raceland
His Highness.

. 134
l::i

. 133

. 133
. 129
. 127

... 125

Locohatchee 124

La Tosca 124

Montana 123

Yorkville Belle 122

Pessara 122

Russell 120

Madstone 119

Sleipner 118

Nomad lis

Parvenue 117

Pactolus 117

Rev Del Rey 116

Pieknicker 116

Loanataka 116

High Commissioner- 116

The Pepper 115

Iddesleigh 115

Mars 114

Leonawell 114

Demuth 113

Wildwood 112

Victory 112
Wadsworth Ill

Ambulance 110

Two Bits 110

Faraday 109

Toboggan-Slide Handicap, tl

Park:
Dr. Hasbrouck 138
Lamplighter 135

St. Florian 134

Banquet 134

His Highness 132
Stonenell 132

La Tosca 129

Locohatchee 129

Madstone 129
Yoruville Belle 128

Fairy 128
Raceland 128
Russell 127
Loanataka 126

Parvenue 126

Pactolus 125
Nomad 121

High Commissioner 123

Rey del Rey 128
Correction 128
Leonawell 122
Victory 122
Two Bits 120

Demuth 120
Ambulance 1 19

St. Felix 116

Rough and Ready 11")

Ladv Violet 114

Adelbert ill

Charade 118

G. W. Johnston 112

Yemen 112
Joe Cotton Ill

ft will be observed that the Californian, Wildwood, has not

been treated badly by thehandicapper, getting but 105 pounds
in the Maturity Handicap at Brooklyn ant] 11 '2 pounds in the

Metropolitan at Morris Park. Joe Cotton is in the Toboggan
Slide Handicap very light (111 pounds), but as he ir to tackle

a lot of phenomenal weight-packing sprinters his chances do
not look altogether rosy. fir. Hasbrouck, n son of imp. Sir

Modred and Sweetbriar, bred at Rancho del Paso, gets top

weight in the Toboggan Slide Handicap (138 pounds), is very

near the heaviest-weighted in the Metropolitan, but gets in

the Suburban at light weight, 116 pounds. As usual, the

fienres for the Suburban and Brooklyn are pitched very much
on the same stale, Mr. Lawrence's being a few pounds higher

.lt»

Rough and Ready 10?
106

.. . vfi
Candelabra
Lady Violet
Vestibule

llrf

w*

}$

:.'..::: io°
Julien
Willie L

io<i

5"
Sir Matthew M
Glenmoyue

::::: 8°

9f
... 9'

W.B 98

The Ironmaster

Monowai

97

9.i

95

iree-quarters of a mile, Morris

Glenmorne
Sir Matthew
Arturo
Coxswain
Silver Fox

HI
110
no
109
109
109

Sir Frederick Roberts 106

Lizetta
Eagle Bird

H«
103

white Rose
Topgallant
Entree
Mendicant

U'2

102
100
I'D

Othmar
Rose Washington
Astoria
Alcalde

.. 97

97

93

93
95

than Mr. Mclntyre's. Doughty old Longstreet is accorded
the top weight in both the Suburban and Brooklyn, with 130
in the former and 127 in the Gravesend event, while his

rivals, Tammanv and Lamplighter, are placed at even weights

(127 pounds) in the Suburban, Tammany being an absentee

at Brooklyn, where Marcus Daly has made no entries. Mr.
Mclntyre gives Lamplighter second place as regards weight
for the Brooklyn, placing 125 pounds on the four-year-old

and 123 on game little Banquet, the last-named catching 125

in the Suburban. Kingston gets 124 in the Suburban and 122

in the Brooklyn.
Lorillard and Daly will make a strong bid for Coney Is-

land's chief plum. The Copper King has Tammany, The
Pepper, Montana, Steve Estes and Silver Fox, while Mr.
Lorillard names Lamplighter, La Tosca and Locohatchee, a

most formidable trio.

Handicapper Vosburgh, of the New York Jockey Club, has

always been an advocate of a high scale of weights, and he has

framed all the New Yorfc events so that the greatest jockeys

will have a chance to ride. He put Tammany and Lamp-
lighter at the top for the Metropolitan, 134 pounds being the

penalty they are entitled to carry according to his judgment.
The great, but crippled St. Florian, whose career on the turf

is clouded and obscured, gets a pound less, having for com-
pany Banquet. Tnen comes Dr. Hasbrouck, the best of the

Sir Modred stock, at 129, Raceland at 127, His Highness at

125 and Lorillard, Locohatchee and La Tosca at 124 pounds
each.

Secretaries, Prepare Your Programmes.

2:26 CLASS.

The following list of trotters and pacers that obtained rec-

ords of 2:30 or better during the years 1891 and 1892 will be

of great benefit to secretaries in making out their programmes

for this year's work. Some of those mentioned below have

been retired from racing, still, if the proper arrangements are

made, they will no doubt be seen again on the turf. To those

owners who have shown temerity in naming their colts in the

stake races last year, extra inducements should be o0ered to

have them come forward this season. The number of colts

that will be handled and entered for these stakes this year will

be larger than ever, and the absence of the phenomenoms will

insvfYe a better division of any money that progressive associa-

tions will ofler

:

2:30 CLASS.
2:30—Sacramento Girl, by Alcastar
Hailstorm, by Anteeo Jr.

Bob Mason Jr., by Rob Mason
Billy Johnson, by Elmo
Matid, by Hiram
Maraquita, by Eros
Alex. Mcuord, by Gladiator
Wormwood, by Nutwood
Ed. Biggs, uniraced
Cyclone, by Hambletonian 725

Alamo J., by Altoona 8850
Clio Wilkes^ by Guy Wilkes
Aunty Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Salinas Maid, by Junto
Grand Admiral, by Le Grand
Metilo Belle, by Menlo
Robert L., by Sierra Boy
Freckles, by Wilton
Maxwell, by William Tell
Cassidy. by steinway

2:29K—Sunset, by Anteeo
Skipaway, bv Conductor
W. W., bv Tilton Almont
Lady Spokane, by Lemon

t

John C. Shelly, by Hawthorne
Erin, by Dexter Prince
James L., by Dexter Prince
Donzella, by Eros 5326

Leo Wilkes, bv Guy Wilkes
Minnie B., by Billy Tbornhill
Tono, by Judge Salisbury
Stella H.,by Hambletonian Mam-
brlno „. ,_

2:29.1c—Richelieu, by A. Yv. Rich-
mond

Dot, by Apex
Mary O., by Brown Jug

2:2y'2—Joe M.. uritraced
Lena H., by Alaska
Atlanta Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Clara P., by Mambrino Wilkes
Keboe, by Alex Button
Gladys (pi, by Alonzo Hayward
Electeeo, by Anteeo
Ivolo(pj;by Antevolo
George Dexter, by Dexter Prince
Patti, by Director
Desperado, by Richards' Elector
Pleasanton, by Richards' Elector
Luster, bv Fallis
Dynamite, by Gaviota 7567
General Miles, by McGregor Black
Hawk

Elite, by Nephew
Vina B"lle. by Nephew
Puritan, by Sable Wilkes
Steineer. by Steinway
Maggie May, by VolunteerH758
Cobwebs, by Whips
Anselma, by Ansel
Grace, by Sidney

2:29!4—Keepsake, by Black Ralph
Setting Sun, by Billy Hayward '

Brignoli, by Brigadier
Dr. McFarland, by Sterling
Magarth, by Sterling
Pearl Fisher, by Altamont
Alta ReiDa, by Atto Rex
Lilac, bv Clav4779
Stanford, by Clay 4779
Solano Chief, bv Mambrino Chief

Jr. 11,622

Joe, by Marco
Nubia, by Soudan
Tuna.lby Ethan Allen Jr. 2903Inca Jr., by Inca

Paladin, by Hawthorne

2:29 CLASS.
2:29—Wilkesdale, by Alcantara Maud H., by Carr'sJMambrino
San Carlos fp), by Brown Jug
Leek, by Elector
Pet Thome, by Hawthorne
Maud, bv McDonald Chief
Roe.kwood, by Weatherhead's
Woodnut

McMinnville Maid, by Altamont
Don L., by Fieldmont
Lota fp), by Singleton
Clay Duke, by Alcona
Alco, by Albion
Veronica, by Alcona 730

Aaron S., by California Lambert
Senator I... by Dexter Prince
Elnia Sontag, by Electioneer

Sir Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Sam Brown, by Hawthorne
Wild Bee, by Piedmont
Frank O'NelL by Whippleton

2-is i,—Abbots ford Jr., by Abbots-
ford

Ella M , by Elector

2:28 CLASS.

Serena, by Sidney
Ed. Fay, by Chrisman Patchen
Bric-a-Brac, bv Alcazar 5102
Roy Rex, by Atto Rex
Lyda C, by Bay Rose
Don Carlos, by Del Sur
Coin, by Electioneer
El Benton, by Electioneer
Paola, by Electioneer

2:28 'i—Jim Leach, by Inca
Amelia, by Albert W.
Maud C, by Alex. Button
Stone's Election, by Electioneer
Slight, bv Electioneer
Arthur Wilkes, by Guy WUkes
La Grand, by Le Grand
lora, by Ira

2:28!i—Keblr, by Alcazar
Fannie D., by Manstield Medium
Extravagant, by Woodnut
Alaska, by Electioneer

!:28—Larco, by A. W. Richmond
Abdol, by Grand Moor
jud Wilkes, by Cra Wilkes
Claremont, by McGlnnlS
W. W,. mitraced
Pandora, by Planter
Bessie W.. byComo
Re-Elect, by Elect
Election, by Electioneer
Lem, by Electioneer
Allv Shipr-r. bv Kiebunls'lKleelor

Nettle <'., hv Richards' Elector

Ma May. by Hawthorne
Wavelet, by Piedmont
Falka.by Htamboul
Maggie, by Dexter Prince

[•27
,

Actor, by Prompter
.1. trwlntt.by Waxy
Vmi-hmu WUkes, by Guy \\ likes

Menlo Fallis, by Fallis;

Albert 11., t>v California Nutwood
DIattle P., by Jack*on Temple
Earlle, bv<iuy Wilkes
Nenox, by Nephewi
Daylight, by Bros '

Cubit, by Caliban 3W

2:27)-£—Anna'Belle.lby Dawn
Lady Grosvenor, by Grosvenor
Stra'thard, by titerllng
Siibinu. by Sable Wilkes
Viviun, by Homer
Dinah, by Little Billy
Bonnlbel, by Azmoor
Kitty L„ by Capt. Ran lord
LUly Dale, by Conductor
Elwlna, by Electioneer
Columbus S., by McDonald Cnlei
Bee, by Sterling
Princess, by Wooisr-y
i fanemah, by Altamont

2:27' ,—sybil, by Sidney
Hannibal .ir. 1 p), by Hannibal
Electrees, by RlcbaroV Elector
Free < lolnage, by Abbotsfbrd
Bob Mason, by Echo
Rex, by Anteeo
Parthenla, by Dexter Prince
Little Witch, by Director
Wildmont, by Piedmont
Hurry Winebester, by Stumhoul
What Ho, bv A. W. lllehmond

2:27 Elecl Moore, by Sleet

AiiiiMir.ii. by Matadon
Miss Monroe, by M "oe Chief
Havlland fp), by Sterling

Sunrise p), by Regent
Costello [p>, by Echo
Laura M,. by Washington
Oa| 1. ,H,i..T 1. by Ben Franklin
Melrose, by Sultan
C. W. s,. by Abbotsfbrd
1. a, by m
Morn'gOlory.by Richard 1

Solita, by Ero
Belle Thome, by Hawthorne
I, ..11, by Ira

Ameer, by Nephew
Benny <"., bv Nephew

1 leonre 1
<-<

. by Red - ood 1 18G

nora 9., hv EMchardB' Elector
Fallman, by Fallis
Lvda C. bv Tiav Rose

2:26 . Del Win tp . bj Del Sur

2:27 CLA6**.
Leap fear, by Tempest

2:28 Little Prank, by Aatocrai
sid Fleet, by Sidney
Sldenla, by Sidoey
Lady Beach, by Altamont
Belle i'-, by Jim Hawkins
Bulwer, bj Bucc ineei
.\ nteeo Jr., by Anl
a attach, by A ntevolo
Captor, by ' !aprl

Conn, by [nca
Prod Drake, by Joe Glavln
Native son.bj table Wilkes
Kitty is . by Sidney
Bedondo by Stambool
Lucky Jim

mdei . by Sidney
Santa Klin, by Sidney
Vernon.by May Boy
Sidney J., by Revolution
Nevada, by Nevada

:2S—Tlppoo Tib, by Reliance
*'1

Pricemotit, by Altamont
Democrat, by KLsbur
Gloster. by Tempest
Kiity Ham, by Hambletonian
Mambrino

Sbe, by Abbotaford
Lucille, by Dexter Prince
Millie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Nodjy, by stiiruhoul
SweelwaleT, bv Stamboui
Oukvllle Maid, by Whippleton
Delmas, by Almoone
Moro, by Pasha
Stella i'., by Director
Vanquish, by Hniubl'n Mambrino
El CapItaD, by Nutwood
Dubec, by Sultan
Oakvllle Maid, bv Whlpplelou

2:25 CLASS

Ivij, by Electioneer
fewflower, by Nephew

' aweet Rose, by Electioneer
Thorwood, by Hawthorne

i£5 , -Eastwood p. by Woodnul
Capo -sum, by Stamhoul
1: 11,1,'n by Gen- Benton
M'-

1 6y Richards1 Elector
CapL '.urii/LTi. by Cal. i-ambert
I (balled' -.' tVilef, by ctiallenger
Prince p by Tremont
Maud Patchen, u-. Edaho Patchen
i-;\.t w.. by Xu'wood

2:25!4 —Col Hickman, :>v Nevada
Brlno Tricks, by Maini r*o Wllkea
\ the*na. by Electioneer
Mark Medlom.by Alm<vh1 Med'm
Nlles Beauty, by Uistei WUkes

!:2i—Bullet, by Royal George
Ben No Nie, by Joe Gavin
Lulu F., by Christmas
Alpheus, by Mambrino WUkes
Alfred, by Gen. Benton
Irene, by Dexter Prince
Marie, by Ansel
Flora Belle, by Alcona
Annie 1 !., by California Nutwood
Kay Wilkes, bv Mambrino Wilkes

!:24K—Del Rey, by Clay Duke
Clay Duke, bv Alcona
Birdie, by Capt. Swlgert
Anteeo Richmond, by Anteeo
Almonltion, by Alcona

Nutfbod i> , by Abbot ifbrd
Baden, by Steuiway
;24Ji—Mlva, by Guy Wilkes
Royal Prince, by Dexter Prince
Ned Locke, by Antelope,
Klai-k w i. by Rockwood
Ira, by Pleimont
Prince B., by Brllllanl

,:2-i'i—Dor ranee, byEl capitan
Mandee, by Anteeo
Dexter Prtncess, by Dexter Prince
Aahton, by ki Capitan
Oaknut, by Dawn
Marvel, by Stanford

2:21—Donchka, bv Wild Boy
Bedworth, by Wlldnut
Majester, by Sterling
Maud Alameda, by Gaviota
Peko, by Electioneer
Wayland W„ by Arthur Wilkes
Georgie Woodthorpe, by Alta-
mont

Birdy, by Sidney
2:2;iiJ -Besate H., by May Boy

Breastplate, by.Hawthorne

2:21 CLASS.
None Metier, by Allandorf
Gen, Logan, by Alex. Button.
Vldette, by Dave Hill .ir

2:23"^—Daughter, by Reliance
Emin Bey. by Guy Wilkes
Klng.Orry, by Alcona t'lny

Laura C by Alex. Button
Beaumont, by Le Grand
Bav rhorne. b\- Hawthorne

2:28!
I
-Chloe, by Dexter Prince

2:23—Vera, by Stamboui
Orphina, by Norval
Rinconado, by Eros
Annie E , bv Tikon Ahnont.
Hylas Boy, by Hylas
Howard St. Clair fp], by St. Clair
Dick Richmond, by A. W. R;c 1

mond.
2:22"Vf—Mount Hood, by Eros
Fausta (p), by Sidney
Lizzie F.. by Richards' Elector

2:22^—Lakeside Norval, bv Norval
,

^Flora B., by Mambrino.Wilkes

2:23lCLASS.
i

Brownthorne.by Hawthorne
Lucy L., bv Gen. McClellau
Advance, by Electioneer
Don Marvin, by Fallis
Leon, by A. W. Richmond
George N. 1 p i.by 1) trsey's Nephew
Lynecte, by Lynwood
Gera dine, by Mount Vernon

2:22!^—Cherokee Prince (p), by
Dexter Prince

Cotnin Joe, by Del sur
Alio, by Altooua
Ulee Wilkes, by Guy.Wilkes

2:22 CLASS.
2:22—Riceta, bv Odd Fellow
Hanford Medium (p), bv Mil-
COU R.

Jessie, by Dexter Prince
Major Lambert, by California
Lambert

John L. (p), by Joker
Gus Wilkes, by Mambrino Wilkes
Contractor, bv Sultan

2:21^—Maud Merrill, ;by Tilton Al-
mont

Atto Rex, by Attorney
2:21 '4—Oro Wilkes, by Sable Wllkea
Boodle, by Stranger
Ottinger, by Nephew Jr.

Elleneer, by Electioneer
Lady Button, by Alexander But-
ton.

2:21'.,'—Laura R . by Electioneer
Ross S., by Nutwood

2:21 CLASS.
2:21—Hyperion, by Piedmont
Sunrise, by Abbotsford
Helena, by Electioneer
Klamath, bv Morookus

2:20-4'—Lou Wiikes,by SableiWilkes
Frenchy (pj, by Royal George zw/i-
Lesa, by^Guy, Wilkes

2:20 CLASH
2:20—Fitzsimmons.by Dexter Prince

I
Pomona I p), by Albion

Geo, Washington, bv Mambrino "

Chief
Mabel H, by Alex. Buttou, 2:26^
Maggie, by Dexter Prince
Bay Rum. by John Sevenoaks
Jim L., by Dan Voorhees
Chief Thorne (dj, by Hawthorne
Creole (p), by Prompter
Monroe S. (pi. by Monroe Chief
Maud M., by Anteeo

2:19 CLASS

2Q>£—Keno R., by Magic
Lynwood, by Guy Wilkes
Nettle B., by Ansel
Nutwood Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Franklin, |by Gen. Reno
iO'J—Lilly (p), by Steinway

_ Aveoa, by Palo Alto, 2:08
Elden, by Nephew 1220
Expedition, by Electioneer
Mary Lou. by Tom Benton
Moses -S., by Hawthorne
Myrtle, by Atiieeo
Monaco, oy Electioneer

2:111,—Jim Mulvenna. by Nutwood
Major^Lambert, by Cal. Lambert

2:19—Addie E., by Algona 11,543.

Alcona Jr., by Alcona 7-10

Lottery Ticket, by Dexter Prince
Maud C, by California Nutwood
Orphina, by Norval
Strathwav, by Steinway
Fal Ktose (p), by Fallis
Boswell Jr. (p). by Boswell

2:18^—Lee, by Gen. Lee
Holmdel, by Hermes

2:18,^—Sabledale, by Sable Wilkes.

2:18—Coral, by Electioneer
Cupid, bv Sidney. 2:19
Mt. Vernon, by Nutwood, 2:18

,

Mont Rose, by Electioneer
Oro Fino, by Eros
Sidwood, by Sidney. 2:19 '.,

Susie S., by Hambletonian Mam-
brino

Hattie F. tp). by Le Grand 2888
Lady H., by Sldnev

2:17 •.,— Cvrits K-, bv Nutwood. 2:18
,

Edenia,n»y,Endvmion. 2:2:1'

,

2:18

Capt. Thorne tp), by Hawthorne
10,935

Charlie C P),by Piedmont 9W
Hazel 11. p.. by Bismarck
Hummer (pi, by Sidney 4770

2:1S'|—Altnoui Medium, bv liuppv
Medium 400

Lucy R., by Sultan
Acrobat (pi, by Sterling
Llda W, ipi, by Nutwood

Electricity, by Electioneer
James Madison, by Anteeo, 2:16)4
Wanda, by E!ros
Elwoodip<, by A. W. Richmond
Lady Markham tp), by Bismarck
Tom Ryder (p), bv Alex. Button

2:17 1 '"I. McNassar, by Starlight
Crown Prince, by Dexter Prince

U,SB8

2:17J [—Altao, by Altamont
Fnmk M. by Priam 1798

2:17 CLASS.
2:17—Rental, by Electioneer 2:10 -Homestake tp), by Whip
Rowena, by A/.moor. 2:20!^ pleton
Silas skinner, by Alcona Jr., 2:19 1 Shylock, by Turn BentOD

2:16 ',—Silver Bow,.by Robert ;.Mc- 1 2: hi , -Turk Franklin (p), by Pros-
Gregor, -:I7 |

...
I peel

2:16 CLASS.
2: 1 (J—Advertiser, by Kleetionei-r

[ Prlncet Alice I

1

.

Ii
; Dextei

Aster, by llexier Prince rrln '
Flora M.. by Kleetor. - Richards')

I

2:1.*.' ,—Bi He (p), by Lei il

2:1ft CLASS.
I Chris, smith; (p),|by Guv WMkes

Ich- 2:l.V,

I

Qold Medal (p), i>\ Nephew .ir,

ISM
I
fcHVf—Azote, by n\

Homestake, by 'Gibraltar, 2:22

a 15—Daly, by Gen. Benton
1:1. nri jr., by a. w. F
mond

2:11
:

I Hilda, hvUnv v,

Diablo i". by Cbas, Derby, 2:!

2:i-i'j—Beanry Mc, by Nephew

2:14—Kclectlc(p),by Jolly

2:11 CLASS
1 sieve Whipple, by Hambletonian

t'bri '1

PRBB-POB- mi CLAS8.
2:i:t',—Plunketi [p), by Strathoarn
2:18—Dr. swift (p>, bv Baywood
2:121 I lharlte Ford tp), by Dexter Prince
2:10^—San Pedro (p), by Del Sur

2:I0W—Little Albert, by Albert W., I Out Dick p), by Gibraltar, 23J
2:20

2:07' silkw 1 1 1
,
bv i:i;iek\i I Mauiltrino 1

i-j<: w. Wood fp), by Steinway, 238 .

::<. Fij n, Jib p . b]

Direct tp). by Dlr*

Tin: theoretical gentlemen i!i:tt have been amusing them-

selvefl and Hpoiling a lot of good paper by wrttinK long articles

on controlling sex in the offspring of mares will find n very

hard problem to solve over :ii Lima, (
' , where Mr, Van I >yke

has a coll and a tilly from one service by the Bamn Wilkes

Btallion Alfonso. Both foals are doing well, and minor >:ivs

that the artilici.il yonngsicr is the lietiei -

Marvin says that there is little or no benetir

jogging colts during the training BOOSOn. I"

thing, il dulls liieir speed.
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Mid each subsequent insertion <6a per square.

v.lvertisements running six months are entitled to 10 per cent, dis-

BOffllt

'''hose running twelve months are entitled to 20 per cent, discoujr.

Reading notices set in same type as body ol paper, 50 cents per line

each insertion.

To Subscribers.

The date printed on the wrapper ol your paper lndicatej the time to

-••hich vonr subscripticn is paid.
should the Breeder and Sportsman be received by any sub-

scriber who does not want it, write us direct to stop it. A postal card
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLCB—Spring meeting April 2yih to June 23d
LOCTSVILLE JOCKEY CLCB—Spring meeting- May 10 iidavs)
LATONIA JOCKEY CLTJB (Covington. Ky. ,—Spring meeting

May 20 to Jund 24
SILT LAKE DRINING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK Chicago. II'. —Summermeeiing

-June 24 (25days>
CH ICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeling-.Mav 16 to June 23
BCTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE -Julv 3d, 4Ul and ohi
MISSOULA— Regular circuit „ Julv 9th to 12th
ANACONDA—Regular circuit „Julvl5th ,o26th
BUTTE—Regular circuit _Julv 2Stti to Aug. 17th
HELENA—Regular circuit *

. Aug. 20th to 2Sth
STVFGIS Mich Julv 31st to Aug. 5ih
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

KLF.LTWOOD PARK New York: See Advt.
HUENEME March 1
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15
MONTANA CIRCUIT STAKES April]

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
BOODLE C. A.Stockton. Sau Jose, Cal
I H.\s. DERBY _Geo. A Wilev. Danville, Ca!

A NTEEO 14,692 „ W. H. Smith, Woodland,(Cal
DKTATUs Clarence Dav. Belmont, Cal
DIABLO Murrav«fc Richards, Pleasanton, Cal
EGYPTIAN PRINCE „..P. J. Williams, Milpitas, Cal
GUIDE A.T. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, City
HOCK WILKES Jos. Michel. 2586 Market St
I AMES MADISON -Ben Wright, Oakland Trotting Park
PRINCE RED &SM'.i Geo. A. Wiley, Danville. Cal
READY MONEY .Fred Foster, Hanford.Cal
SID ROY .A. T. Halch. 42 Flood Building, City
SILVER ROW p. J. Williams, Milpitas. Cal
-I LINKER 14,341 K. O'Gradv. San Mateo, Cal
si KINway Geo. A. Wilev. Danville, Cal
WAl.DsTKIN 12,597 H. S. Hogohnom, Woodland, Cal
WILDo J6.T7 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

1 iniuol i.llliHI n».
IMP- ' HKsrEKKIEI.D Pro). Thos. H. BowblQ, Lakeville, Cal
IMP SOCRATES Coacb stallion K. O'Gradv. san Mateo, Cal
MONDAY FINAL F.C. Judsou.SantaClara, CalTHREK CHEERS Wm. M. Murrv. Sacramento, Cal
WILDIDI.E ILC.Judsoii, Santa Clara, Cal

There will be a great boom in the breeding interests

of California within the next two years, as well as in the

Marcus 1 laly i- expected to have his horses here

next winter, and in his wake will doubtless follow a large

number of Eastern racing stables. Once our brethren

from across the Rockies visit this estate and see its many
igee no sane person can doubt that they will not

only race anil winter their horses in this land of the

glorious climate, but will settle here and •_'•> into thebusi-

breeding thoroughbreds. As racing is now con-

the two-year-old division i~ greatly favored in the

progranii .•! race meetings, and it is an acknowledged

fact that our two-year-olds are as large and strong as most

of the Eastern three-year-olds and practically hai

of the two-year-old Btake races al their mercy. El Rio

ino, Verano, Emperor of Norfolk, Iionita, Sir

Walter, Yo Tambien, King ol Norfolk and Aha speak

vo times tor the ability o' our . and their vic-

are ii it li 1 gotten very soon.

Wu11.

t

ived from the Bast last Satur-

i- making preparations to start ESaal about the

Sidney, lie will return to California in about

ii weeks.

At this season of the year, while the Legislatures are

convening in many of the leading States of the Union,

there seems to be more attention paid to the introduction

and passage of bills relating to the " horse question
"

than ever before. The great newspapers have had such

flaring headlines as :
" Racing at Hawthorne in the

Snow!" "Cold Day for Sprinters at Roby .'" "Jockeys

Killed by Horses Slipping at Xorth Bergen I" " A Jockey's

Beard is Hung with Icicles ;" and the attention of the

people is thus called to the scenes that are enacted at the

race tracks in the East and West. The condition of the

poor horses and the evidences of acts of cruelty are made

subjects for long articles that do not express one-half

enough. The bookmakers and the managers of these

equine battle grounds should be stopped immediately, and

the Legislatures that will pass laws forbidding such work

will receive the highest praise of every true lover of man's

noblest friend in the United States. This is said to be an

enlightened age, and such exhibitions of cruelty as are

seen on the frozen tracks of the East and West would

make a Sioux Indian feel like plunging into the depths of

the forest never to look upon the face of a white man

again. The savage on the great prairies, the Arab on the

desert or the Cossack on the steppes of Russia respect

their horses more than the " civilized " people who con-

sider horses " racing machines " and look upon them as

unworthy of filling any other requirement. It is a pity

that they cannot degenerate and be as humane as the

savage tribes.

The Legislature of this State will have bills to discuss

in regard to the racing problem, but none of them will

relate to winter racing except as to limiting the time. Bills

will be presented and passed upon relating to veterinary

practice in California and the appointment of a State

Board of Veterinarians with duties that will, if properly

carried out, add much to the safety and health of our citi-

zens, as well as eradicate infectious and contagious dis-

eases. The presence of diseased meats in our markets every

day the impurity of the milk and the spread of conta-

gious diseases among cattle and horses are subjects of

vital importance to every one, and it is hoped that any

measures having such an object may be passed.

Laws are being enacted there making fraudulent prac-

tices on the turf and issuance of fraudulent pedigrees

punishable as misdemeanors, by fine and imprisonment.

Looking over the good work that is being done, the

reader who remembers the startling head lines, even

though he has no interest in the "live stock question,"

will at once be convinced that the representative men of

the nation think the question of enough importance to

pass laws to remedy all defects and protect the interests

of this industry, which sooner or later is destined to make

our glorious section of country the greatest mart for fine

horses and cattle in the world.

Racing in the Coast Metropolis.

On the days the Blood Horse Association had the two

and four-mile races the attendance was more than three

times what it usually was. This should satisfy the mem-

bers ot the organization that the people desire to see rac-

ing at the longer distances, and not the " dog " sprints.

Therefore we trust that when the programme for the

spring meeting is issued it will contain ten events of over

a mile to one under that distance, instead of having ten

sprints to one sure-enough horse race. If the change sug

gested is not made the breeding of horses in this State

for racing purposes will amount to little, for the reason

that the short -bred sprinter will have a better chance to

win money at California meetings than the thoroughbreds

that come from long-distance families, who do not

get fairly going at their best until three-quarters of a

mile or more have been traversed. If the sprinters are

going to be catered to, the object of the association, which

is stated as follows, will be entirely lost sight of: "The
object being to encourage breeding of the highest type of

the thoroughbred horse and the improvement of racing

on the Pacific Coast." This is the sole purpose of the

ation, ;i- stated in its printed by-laws, rules and

regulations. How far the Blood Horse Association went

in the work of improving racing at its last meeting, when
it gave, out of the five events on each day's card, four

sprinting affairs and one race of a mile or over, we can-

not say. hut in our opinion the improvement in he actual

racing was not very marked. The pedigrees of most of

the contestants in the sprints were woefully short, when
indeed there was any pedigree at all. In fact, two of the

heaviest winners at the meeting, Joe Cotton and Jack the

Kipper, were of the " by Little [from Nothing" family

I This i» not encouraging to breeders of thoroughbreds,

certainly, and undoubtedly tbey have said to themselves,

many times over :
" What is the use of rearing horses that

can run over a mile when the racing here is done for the

most part by the sprinters ? I wish I possessed a few

skyrockets." The argument could doubtless be made that

there was a scarcity of race horses in the State. But if

there had been no races for three-year-olds and over of

less than a mile you would have seen hosts of well-bred

horses that were running with the " dogs " at the last

meeting entered in the various events, and a large number

that were forced to keep in the stable because the distances

were too short for them would have come out to race, in-

stead of remaining idle.

It is also time something was heard of the inaugura-

tion of several brand-new stake races. There was a great

scarcity of these at the fall-winter meeting, and certain

it is that three persons will go out to see a " race for

blood " to one that goes to see nothing but over-night

affairs. Give us a lot of rich all-aged handicaps at a

mile and an eighth, mile and a quarter, mile and a half,

where the entries close several months in advance, as

they do in the Suburban, Brooklyn and Metropolitan

Handicaps, where the press of the country discuss

the chances of the various horses and' an interest is cred-

ited from one end of the continent to the other. If these

handicaps were gotten up a lot of America's most promi-

nent turfmen would doubtless send representatives from

their great stables to race in San Francisco. Marcus

Daly, the Copper King, will, we understand, send out a

lot of his best horses to run at next fall's Blood Horse

meeting, and this will be but the entering wedge if rich

and liberal stake races are inaugurated. As a corres-

pondent writes us, also inaugurate the Railway, Hotel,

Brewers' and Shipping Stakes, and name several after

sime of our more liberal capitalists that will donate a sum
each year toward a certain stake.

Abolish the forieit system by making the conditions in

your stakes read: "$5 to accompany nominations, $45

additional two days before the stake is run for," or some-

thing like that. The Louisville Jockey Club tried this

plan, and the result is their stake entries have increased

about three-fold. There are several objections to the old

method of three and four payments, the principal ones

being that an owner has to keep a set of books in order

to see when payments are due in stakes, and may over-

look a lot and be scratched out of the events, losing

everything he had paid in, when the fact was his horse

was in excellent shape and he fully intended starting

him. Another is that when the race was won the owner

of the successful animal can seldom get one-fifth the

amount due him in the shape of forfeits, and association

secretaries do not concern themselves greatly over the

collection of forfeits.

Last, but not least, we want to see the Blood Horse

Association own its own track and grounds, and until it

does there will not be a feeling of security over racing in-

terests in this city and the accommodations will not be

worthy of such a wealthy organization.

Valuable Lessons Taught by Experience.

The lessons that are being taught breeders at auction

sales in California and the Eastern States will prove of

incalculable value. The day for selling the produce of a

standard horse out of a non-standard mare for anything

over one hundred dollars has passed. Buyers realize the

fact that there is a standard, and in adhering to tbat

standard they will come nearer getting full value for

their investments than by securing the non-standard, un-

salable ones. The value of registering trotters and the

great dependence placed upon the authenticity of pedi-

grees is realized to a greater extent and by a larger por-

tion of people to-day than ever before. The owner of a

stock farm who uses good judgment in breeding and pays

particular attention to the development and racing of his

young trotters, thereby building a reputation for his stal-

lion and broodmares, will succeed, and by offering money

as an inducement for owners of broodmares (which are

bred to the stallion) to develop and train the produce,

success will surely follow. The man who keeps a brood-

mare on his farm for six or seven vears and has never

seen one of her produce (no matter what she has been

bred to) ever amount to anything as a trotter had better

trade her for an empty stall. It will pay him better. If

a stallion is kept five years on a farm and her three-year-

olds and four-year-olds do not show any inclination to trot

fast, a change is needed, and a better-bred one

ought to take his place. He must be a horse that

is not only bred better, but his relations on the maternal

and paternal side are demonstrating their worth as money-

winners and sires and dams of early and extreme speed.

An>' stallion whose progeny has to be jogged very care-
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fully until they reach the fifth year of existence before

being developed for speed is an expensive and worthless

"luxury," and the quicker the owner sells him the longer

he will keep the Sheriffs attachment from his gates. This

is a progressive period, and the old style of waiting pa-

tiently until horses "get age" has been displaced by the

new one. We do not believe in working yearlings or two-

year-olds hard. The families of horses that are most

fashionable to-day do not need it. The youngest repre-

sentatives seem to be the most " precocious," and know

no other gait but the fast one. The men who attend auc"

tion sales are on the lookout for this class of horses, and

the stallion that has fast two-year-olds and three-year-olds

is the most fashionable. Garaeness and purity of action

these little ones must inherit to fight out hard-contested

races, and these characteristics are noticeable in nearly

all of the progeny of our most eagerly-sought-after

stallions.

Every man who attends an auction wants a standard

animal, and if that colt or filly is bred right he will bring

a fair price. The man who buys a non-standard brood-

mare that is old and never produced a trotters or one that

ever was noted for anything except that he was " foaled

'

is away behind the times.

The low prices realized at the sales to-day will not al-

ways prevail. Money is scarce, and the large number of

good, bad and indifferent trotters and pacers that have

been thrown on the market during the past two months

has had a depressing effect, but it will not last. The stal-

lions standing for public service will be bred to better

mares that have raced and mares with pedigrees, and the

future of the trotting horse industry will be brighter than

ever, for every buyer will know just what he is getting.

In the past there was too much groping in the dark,

caused by carelessness on the part of horse owners, and a

total disregard of the value of registration. The trotting

horsemen are beginning to see that in following the foot-

steps of the owners of thoroughbreds they will be better

able to get full value for their stock than if they send

them to the auction block without a pedigree, or, what is

worse, a great big " said to be."

The Stockton Records. The Breeders' Soliloquy.

The Dash System.

The opinion is becoming universal among horsemen

that the dash system will prove one of the best ever

adopted by the trotting horse associations. Every turf

journal in the United States endorses it, and with such an

aid success will surely follow its adoption. In the last

number of Dunton's Spirit of the Turf the following

article appears; it is but a sample of the many that are

written in our exchanges :

The defeat last fall of the pacers Flying Jib and Mascot, by Guy, a

horse that was eventually their inferior in speed, created a good deal

of critical comment regarding the tactics of " laying up " the first two
heats pursued by the driver of Guy. It was admitted on all hands

that had Guy been driven for every heat it would not have been possi-

ble lor him to have beaten his competitors, and it was therefore a self-

evident proposition that the race had not gone to the best horse among
the starters. Immediately following this exposition of facts was any
amount of argument as to the duties of j udges in forcing drivers to do

their best in the way of winning every heat trotted or paced, and a

large amount of virulent criticism against drivers who took advantage
of the opportunity to lay up heats was also indulged in. Now, the

remedy for the evils which result from laying up heats in trotting and
pacing races is a very simple and perfectly feasible one. It consists

simply in moving the distance flag fifty yards nearer the wire than it

is at present placed. This does away at one stroke with laying up
heats, because in order to beat the flag a horse must be driven from

wire to wire. But a still better wav of overcoming the evils which
follow inevitably in the train of laying up heats, is to abolish heat

races altogether. The dash system is the race of the future, especially

at the larger meetings. Here is how R. M, Anderson, of Lexington,

Ky., a practical driver whose experience extends over a quarter of a

century, views the dash system. '-In a dash race every driver who
wants to win will try to be in his place when the word is given, for he
well knows that if he is beaten for the dash the race is over. Again
every dash is a new race, and the public is ever clamoring for some-

thing new By adopting the dash system you remove u good deal of

temptation from the driver. Often a driver who feels he has the fast-

est horse is tempted by a few piece* of silver proffered by an unscru-

pulous bookmaker to 'just lay up a heat if your horse goes badly,' and
not infrequently the silver bait is tendered to the owner of the horse

aud accepted, and the driver is instructed how to drive, or rather, how
not lo drive. This can be done in a dash race only by sacrificing all

chances to win the purse or stake, and by adopting the dash system

you destroy what I consider the greatest bane of the trotting turf

to-day, the system of heat betting. The system of trotting mile heat3

best three in live is the oniy thing left of all that pertain to the trottess

fifty years ago. There has been a change in every department of the

business, and It does indeed seem that we were realizing that the

world moves."

AliBEET Shermas Latham, only son of Dr. II. <-.

Latham, died at his home in Oakland last Wednesday

morning. He was *wenty-six years of age and leaves a

wife and two children. Deceased was a very fine looking

young man, and his pleasant face, courteous manners and

gentlemanly ways endeared him to everyone he met.

He was an upright citizen, a dutiful son, a loving hus-

band and kind father, and his loss will be deeply felt by

all. We extend our sympathies to his bereaved Family in

this, their hour of sorrow.

The District Board of Appeals will meet shortly for the

purpose oftaking action on the Stockton records, and in or-

der to have a large attendance of witnesses the meeting will

be held in Stockton. It is likely that the officials of the

Stockton Association will petition for the investigation,

as they are the proper people to bring the matter before '

the Board.

Uncle John Williams.

The other evening, at the Palace Hotel, a number of horse-

men gathered to talk over the events of the past. One gentle-

man spoke of the deaths of famous horses and another spoke

of the death of the old California driver, John Williams or
" Uncle John," as he was familiarly called, and many were
the jokes told of his dry wit. Last year he had for a superin-
tendent the son of a well-known horse-owner, and Uncle John
felt it a duty to pay little or no attention to the orders of the

youth. At the Sacramento State Fair one of the directors,

noticing the youngster taking an active interest in the betting

ring, spoke to" Uncle John about it, and added :
" What do

you think of that hoy ? Isn't he smart 7" The old man squinted

his eye over to where the boy had disappeared in the crowd,

then turned around, as if in disgust, and drawled out :
" Yaas,

he's purty smart, but he needs an overdraw check pow'ful

bad."

When at the Breeders' meeting Uncle John was taken
out of the sulky because some one complained of his driving, a

and youthful "knight" was ordered to take his place. John had
a small head, and while the young man was trying to get the

cap John wore to fit his big head, he looked up at the
judges, who were getting impatient, and exclaimed : "Judge,
this cap is too small for me." Quick as thought UDcle John
added :

" Judges, it'll be big enough for that kid before he gets

past the distance flag I"

Uncle John used to tell a story about " luck." He said he
knew a man once who had lost all the money he had on the

races, excepting a twenty-dollar piece. Seeing a very old man
getting into a sulky, he turned around to a man standing near

the rail and said: ''Thar's a purty old codger to ride in

a sulky." The man addressed, replied: ;t Yes, he is, and it

would not surprise me if he fell out of that sulky before he gets

around to the wire." The man with the twenty hands it over
to me and says, '' John Williams, I am going to bet this man
this ere twenty dollars that old man does vat fall out of the

sulky before he gets around ter the wire." The bystander
covered the twenty, I held the stakes, the bell rang, and off

went the horses. Just after they got past the distance flag the

old man's line broke, he yanked his horse into the fence and
then fell out of the sulky,while my unfortunate friend touched
me on the shoulder and said, mournfully :

" John Williams,
give this stranger the money. I might have known that

darned old white-headed fool was bound to break his neck to

make me lose my last twenty." After borrowing enough to

get drunk on, my friend was led home to his wife, a strong be-

liever in bad luck.

Announcement of the Executors of the G-.

Valensin Estate.

Records—or no records =
— tion -.—

Whether 'tis Detter to have a mark
Made upon Stockton's gullcteroy course

Or to claim a record that was never made,
and by this claim end it. To trot— to pate-
No more : but sue the officials for our coin.

And thus to bring our trials of speed
Before the court—'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To attach—to BUO—
To sue ! for that we can never gala ;—ah : there's the rub

;

For in that court what talcs may then be told

Of timers aftd judges that from the ranks were called

To deliberate o'er our rights.—Where's the respect

That such a recital may gain for as,

For who would bear the whips and Bears of time,
The rich man's wrongs, the poor man's walling,

The woes of breeders ; the law's delay

And lack of its fiiUi(lment : the spurns of ollicc

That everyone from the registrar takes

When he himself a quietus makes
With a telegram. Who would dare say

That he's uot right, for his work has been endorsed

By that great body of intelligent men
Who came from a country from whose bourne
No record breaker returns. It puzzles us all.

And makes us rather take our trotters home
And sell our bikes and boots to pay our bills.

Thus that ruling does make fools of us all.

And thus the best of our spring-time resolutions

Are sicklied o'er with the pale shadow of doabl
And our stallions, valued for their numbers
In the charmed circle, are now made worthless.

And have lost the credit of even being sire-.

San Francisco, February 1, 1893. W. L.

Goodwin's Official G-uide.

Pleasanton, Cal.j Jan. 16.

To the Public—
It was our original intention to close out the entire horse property

of the Valensin estate at one grand sale, to be conducted by the Tatter-
sails, but, on mature consideration, we have decided on a different
course, which is explained below, and the reasons therefore also
given.
The estate needs money for immediate use, and, a large amount of

its assets being represented by the great horse Sidney, we feel that
present needs require his sale, although convinced that one year
hence, from the great showing we propose making with his produce
the coming season, he would certainly realize a much larger figure
than uow.
Asa matter of course, the estate will be a loser and the purchaser a

gainer by this fact, but the action seems unavoidable, and we feel as-
sured that we can add much more to the value of the youngsters on
hand than we will lose by the present sale of their great sire.

The facts concerning Mr. Valensin's plans last season are quite
generally known by that portion of the public that is interested in
horse matters. He had great hopes of making a showing with a lot of
his youngsters in the East far ahead of the faintest conceptions of
those who were not perfectly tamilar with the wonderful powers of
Sidney, and with this in view shipped seven of them to Terre Haute.
With Frou Frou, the champion yearling, he implicitly believed he

would wipe out all two-year-old records, and expected her to go in
2:10 or better.

Fausta, the then champion yearling pacer, he was confident could
easily beat all records for her age.
The yearling colt Oddfellow had, before being shipped, trotted a

quarter in 0:35. and promised to be an unheard-of phenomenon.
Sidmont, at ten:months old, had shown an eighth in 0:17: Fanstis-

sima (sister of Faustino aud Fausta), at the same age was showing
Quarters in 0:40, while Sans Souci could just fly. Red Sid (yearling
record 2:50) was also showing fast ; in tact all were phenomenally
fast. They were well engaged in stakes, ana Mr. Valensin not only
expected to beat all records forthe ages and make ashowing unheard
of and beyond all conception, but he iutended also to give a teum of
yearlings a pole record better than 2:30.

The misfortune which followed the enterprise is well known. Every
one of the colls took dangerously sick at Terre Haute, and from time
to time the life of each was about despaired of. He removeil them as
soon as possible to Cleveland, where they slowly recovered, ami. just

about the time they were fit to have their training resumed, Mr,
Valensin himself took sick and died. The colts were immediately
turned out, and still remain in Cleveland.

Partly to avoid the risk and expense of transporting them back to

California, partly because they are all well-known, partly because we
have enough others lo keep one trainer busy developing them bul
principally because the estate needs money, we have decided OD sell-

ing them, with Sidney, at Cleveland. February 2stb, although strongly
j

against tnejudgmenl of Mr. Millard Sanders, who £9 certain thai with
Btoo Frou be cm beat 2:10 In her three-year-old form, that Fausta can
easily bent all records for her age, Umt < iddfellow can be made to troi

la 2:12 or better iu his two-year-old form, that Hana Souci can ^-" as
East as anything of her age that was ever fouled, and thai all of them
will accomplish feats quite unparalleled, lie »nys: "Frou Froo is

j

the greatest t roller 1 ever drove, and <;uy cannot outspeed her."
We have engaged Mr. Sanders for the coming year. Be believes, and

we are confident that he is right, thai he will make a showing With
the youngsters at present on the firm unheard-of In the history of the
trotting turf, it is, therefore, our determination to make the effort.

It is not a business policy n. state fully wbal we are sure can be ac-
pllshed, but we are willing (•• go on record to the effect ilmt we

will makea showing of a mosl sensational character with the young
sters by Sidney, ana we confidently expert thai bis lisi of 2:80 per
formers will be doubled Irj L898. Meantime the mares now tn foal to

him will have had their produce, and there will be this year's crop to

ted by the records of those thai are in training.

Next fall Tattenatls will sell theeutire tot in one grand sale, and
we shall expect to show more young extreme S] 1 tban has ever be-
fore been ottered at any sale in the world.

1 |] sell absolute); aothlng ai private sale, and the public may
red thai all will be disposed of next fall to the blghesl blddei

Respectfully, W. K. 1

H. H. Pitcher,
Executors estate of G. Valensin, deceased.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—We take pleasure

in informing you that after many weeks of assiduous work we
shall be prepared during the first week of February to place

before the public our "Annual" Official Turf Guide for 1892.

We are quite safe in saying that this work will prove to be

the largest and most voluminous of its kind ever issued in

this or any other country.
Between its covers there will be no less than 1,000 pages of

racing matter, which we have endeavored to make absolutely

invaluable to every horse owner, breeder and turfite.

This number is an increase of 350 pages over the " Annual"
of 1891.

The index comprises the names of 6,200 thoroughbreds, the
majority with their full pedigrees and owners. The represent

the number of horses which took part in the 10,000 races that

were run in the United States and Canada, the latter furnish-

ing 235 of this number.
To those pages to which we have invariably devoted many

interesting miscellaneous items, we have added still another
feature which we have every reason to believe will further

enhance the value of our " Annual." This is the full report*-

of all thoroughbred sales that have been held by Tattersall

during the year just expired. These alone take up 37 pages.

The every week-day method of racing, year in and year out,

now in vogue, has naturally brought with it to us a vast

amount of additional labor and many hundreds of dollars extra

expense. It is but natural and proper, therefore, that in order

to reimburse ourselves that we make a slight advance of £0
cents per volume over the price of the 1891 Annual. This ^ e

are compelled to do, and the present work, therefore, will be
published at $3.14 in cloth

;
$4.17 iu half morocco and $5.17

in half calf. (The odd cents are for postage.)

Respectfully, Goodwin Bros.

.1, L. McCORDj of Sacramento, has quite a string of trotters

at work ami will no doubt come out with a few" Shylocks"
and "Mary Lou's 1' this fall.

" It is a remarkable fact," said a prominent racing man of

this city the other day, " that nearly all of the most success-

ful racing points in England, France and America are re-

moved from the leading cities a considerable distance. San-
down Park, in England, is twenty-eight miles from London,
Newmarket over sixty and Doncaster fully eighty miles. Long-
champs, the leading French course, is perhaps eight miles

from the center of Paris. In our own country Monmouth
Park is forty miles from New York, Coney Island about ten.

while Saratoga is 120 miles away. The race course at Mem-
phis is six miles from the center of the city, Hamline six from

St Paul, Latonia six from Cincinnati and Washington Park
seven from Chicago. People going to the races at these places

like to make "a day of it," take a fine onting, gel away from

the city, aud excellent restaurants are to be found at :ill first-

class tracks. It is all nonsense, therefore, to say of San Fran-

ciscans, 'They will not cross the bay,' or 'They will not go so

far.' Our people will go out of the city eight,

ten or even twenty miles if, when the race course

is reached after a pleasant ride, excellent accommoda-
tions are found and a good programme of races arranged.

People are mistaken when they think the Blood Horse Asso-

ciation is wedded to the old Bay District track, with itsdreary

prospect and comparatively poor accommodations. Kveit
i

the organization had enough money to purchase at once the

necessary tract of laud for the building of a first-class track,

grand stand.--, etc., it would be hard to find ; tract of land on
this peninsula sheltered from the winds and fogs that blow oil

bay ami i«.v:mi v.nhiu twenty miles of San l ranciseo, How-
ever, if it was along the line Of railroad people could reach

the place in forty minutes from Third and Townsend streets,

and it would be better o go that distance than to build on

cold and dreary, unsheltered spot nearer the city. Over the

Fruitvale (back of Oakland 1, however, there is a trad of eighty

acres ihat can he purchased at a reasonable figure, and it is

not only a beautiful spot bul the climate is unapproached in

America, which is saving a good deal. Some day not a far

distant one) there will be a racecourse near this city that will

be a credit to the metropolis of the Paci ad I hopi

to have a hand in planning it"

The legal controversy between Thomas Williams and B.

P. Ashe, involving the ownership of the mare Geraldiue and

several colts, promises to reach a bearing in the vcrv near

future. Judge Hunt rendered a decision last W
overruling Williams' demurrer to the defendant's anBV

denying his motion to strike out Ashe's counter clait

damages because of Williams' alleged unlawful

property in controversy. Mr. Williams was alio

in which lo lile his answer tu the counter claim
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

The famous filly Kentucky L'mon, 2:13^, is wintering at

the Sedalia, Mo., track.

Bests in your stallion advertisements. The season for stand-

ing commenced on the first of the month.

A NTNE-MONTHS-OU) filly by Waldstein, dam by The Moor,

was sold for $500 last week in Rnhnerville, Humboldt Co.

Frank Covey, Superintendent at Palo Alto, will arrive in

this city from New York about the fifteenth of this month.

A $10,000 stake for four-year-old stallions will be offered

tills year by the Narrag&nseM Park Association of Providence.

This time last year there were several new-comers to the

2:30 list : the cold" weather and the early rains this year have

dampened the enthusiasm of the trotting horse-owDers,

it seems.

Cupid, 2:18, and Aptos Wilkes are now at A. Spreckles

Stock Farm, Aptos. A number of fine mares will be bred to

them this year. Aptos Wilkes is a brother to Hulda, 2:14},

the pet of Orrin A. Hickok's string.

T. C. Sniper, of Sacramento, will be seen on the Montana
circuit this fall with a string of good trotters and pacers. He
is well liked in the lively mountain cities and always does his

best to make every heal a race.

Henrt Pierce has used exceedingly good judgment in the

selection of mares for his stock farm, and in a fev^ years will

have a string of trotters and pacers on the track that will make
the Santa Rosa stock farm famous.

Mr. Bonner's covered track on his farm at Tarrytown, N.

Y., is completed, and he drives Maud S. regularly over it.

She is as limber as an acrobat, and trots with all the ease and

freedom of her record-breaking days.

They have begun to class the trotters in Australia. The
free-for-all trot, two miles, at the Canterbury Park (N. S. W..)

meeting in November was won in 5:14| by Yioletta Jr. The
other races were for 2:57 and 2:50 horses.

Moxroe Salisbury is st ill on the lookout for good trotters

and pacers to bring East this summer. He believes he will

have a fe^ "sensational performers'' in his string, even if he

hasonlv tne State to make selections from.

The intelligent horse knows more and is capable of a more
extended education than he generally gets credit for. One-
half of his pos-ible acquirements are apt to lie undeveloped

through lack of kuowledge or appreciation on the part of the

At the annual meeting of the Yaca Yalley Driving Asso-

ciation the following officers were elected: Directors J. M.
Bassford Jr., W. H. Hill, J. R. Stadtfelt, O. Garlish, G. W.
Davis; president, J. M. Bassford Jr.; secretary, J. A.
Webster.

The stables around the race tracks are beginning to fill

with candidates for 2:30 honors. Plowing and seeding on our

farms ended la^t week, and the farmers are anxiously watch-

ing the way the best of their colts are moving and wonder if

some of them will not become famous in 1S93.

The directors of the Northwestern Breeders' Association

will offer purses and stakes for this year's meeting in Chicago
that will aggregate $100,000. The smallest purse will be $1,500

and the largest $5,000. Special heat and dash races will re-

ieve the sameness in conditions of regular events.

Wm. Fieldwtck is taking up his trotters and beginning to

jog them; he has a fast colt by Redwood, 2:27, that ought to

bring him some money ; he did not " stand up to his work "

well last spring, consequently he has had a good, long rest.

Everyone hopes Billy will have a second Beaury Mc in this

one, this year.

Arrangements are being made for a couple of trotting

races and a running race at the Salinas race track May Day.

A good amount has already been subscribed for purses, and it

is understood that the whole amount of the gate receipts and
entrance money will be added, making the purses well worth
contesting for.—Salinas Journal.

The colts and fillies on the Agnew Stock Farm, Santa Clara

county, never looked stronger or better at this time of the year
than they do at present. Harry Agnew says the young Dawns
suit him, and, as most of them are out of a very superior

class of broodmares, it would not surprise us to hear of qviite

a number entering the list this year.

The Secretary of State has received notice from Consul-

Genera 1 Wallace at Melbourne that the prohibition of the

importation of horses from California into New South Wales
and South America is still in force, and that local official ac-

tion has been taken on the request of the United States Gov-
ernment that the prohibition be removed.

There is a three-year-old by Eclectic (brother to Arion,

2:10^) at Sacramento, belonging to L. Todhnnter, ihat will be
the first one to lead the three year olds down the homestretch
and under the wire this fall. Every other owner of an
Eclectic colt or filly believes he has a record breaker, because
the speed, stamina and intelligence shown warrants that be-

lief.

A man went to hire a horse of a livery stable proprietor,

who was very particular about his stock, and always extorted

a promise from his customers not to drive fast as a condition
of letting. " You can have the horse," he said, " if you agree
not to drive him fast." " Well, said the man, " I want him
to go to a funeral, and I am bound to keep up with the pro-

cession if it kills the horse."

Chimes, 2:30^ as an eight-year-old, is the greatest sire in

the country. His two, three and four-year-olds have records

in the 2:20 list, which is more than can be said of any other
stallion of the same age. They are all race records and are

as follows: Princess Royal. 2:20; Midnight Chimes. 2:16J-,

and Merry Chimes, 2:14^. When Mr. Hamlin bought the

young son of Electioneer, Senator Stanford said he had the

best horse in the country.

Billy Thornhill is credited with another in the 2:30

list, Bomba, 2:29^. We understand that this handsome Wilkes
stallion has entirely recovered from his lameness, and will be

giveu an opportunity this fall of making a record of 2:15. If

he stands his work this spring he will surely accomplish the

feat.

Memo's brother, George Y., made a very good season in the

stud last vear in the East ; if his progeny is as handsome and
promising as Memo's, he ought to suit. Many people believe

Memo will have more remarkably fast performers to his credit

than any son of Sidney that ever stood in California up to this

time.

Wm. DonATHAH has quite a string of thoroughbreds, trot-

ters and pacers at the San Jose track. ''Billy" is bound to

be in the swim and if he brings such green ones to the front
as Monowai and the pacer Hazel H., 2:1SA, this year, he will

be able to carry away a goodly portion of the stakes and
purses.

The man who waits until his colts are four or five years
old before beginning their education should, to be consistent,

wait until his children are twenty-one years old before teach-
ing them their letters. The days for such practices are "way-
back " already, and soon the mist of a murky past will en-
velop them.

T.J. I'k.vi- owns a very handsome inare called Blanch-
ward that is in foal to Ouy Wilkes, 2:15] ; the produce ought
to be very valuable. Blanehwurd is by Onward, out of Blanche
by Matnbrino Patchen 58 ; second dam Lady Blanche (dam of
Alcrvmi, 2:16), by Privateer 258; third dam Jennie Lind, by

Hah 15.

The $25,000 necessarv to purchase a half interest in t he
Lexington Fair Grounds has been raised by the Kentucky
Trotting Horse Breeders' Association, and work will be begun
on the pro] ' improvements before April 1. The
track will he widened, :i new grand stand and stables will be
erected, and the trotting r;ues there next fall will be held un-
der auspices that will insure their bt-ing a greater success than
ever.

Ohkin HlCKOB DOW has his String at Bay District track.

Tl ' stalls In- selected are the Bunny <mes at the Booth end of

the grounds, and seventeen horpesare now being worked by
great reinoman. James ECennr, the well known croom

r- * charge "i Hulda and Adonis, tin mare is looking
:- fine as the proverbial ~ilk : Adonis has been fired ami

red, and Kenny is of the opinion that any pacer in the
i. I will have to go the best it knows how to give him dust in

Dexter Prixce Da>t McCakty started for New York
City last Saturday to attend his lawsuit against bis former
partner in the Altwood Stock Farm enterprise, of Westchester
county, N. Y. He expects to be back in California in three

weeks. Dan did not bring his white hat with him, as he has
great respect for the little round balls of snow tossed by the
small boys at such a shining mark, even if it does adorn his

head. He says "the boys will expect to see that hat but I

cannot oblige them this time of the year."

It is said in a Latin proverb that " one man is a wolf to

another." Now, this is too often the case in respect to trot-

ting-horse men. It is next to impossible for some of them to

recognize the good that is in their neighbors' horses. They
can see only defects and blemishes. Generally speaking, stal-

lion owners, of the cross-roads and country -stable kind, stand
ready to discover and tell of the shortcomings of the best

horse in their locality, and that he cannot compare with their

own prancing, dancing, noisy nondescript, who is antit to get
any fixed type for business or pleasure.

The Grand Duke Constantine of Russia has had a couple
of the bicycle-wheeled sulkies that have proved such a factor

in the making of fast time on the American race tracks
shipped to him, and this week one will be sent to the Czar of

All the Russias. When the Prince of Wales follows their

example there will be a rush for this sort of vehicle, and they
will probably replace the monstrosities in the way of dog-carts

and cocking carts that the young swells are in the habit of
driving through the park hitched to high-stepping but pain-
fully slow-stepping cobs and hackneys.

Members of the National Trotting Association have been
badly worked up by an article sent from Lexington to the

Cincinnati Enquirer a month ago in which the Board of Re-
view of that body was unmercifully scored. To-night (Janu-
ary 24th) Major P. P. Johnston, President of the National
Association.gave out a letter from the correspondent in which
he says that Dr. M. S. Sale, the owner of Temple Bar, who was
expelled by the Cleveland Association year before last, fur-

nished him with the alleged facts. As Sale already bad a
suit for damages pending against the National Association,

this statement, it is bePeved by horsemen here, will destroy

his case altogether.—Inter Ocean.

Richard's Elector has quite a large representation of colts

and fillies in Stanislaus county out of dams of unknown breed-

ing—ordinary work animals—that, with no work at all, can
show a 2:40 gait on the road. Visitors who have been to

Grayson and Westley, two little towns adjacent to the farm,

say that for large, handsome-looking, perfectly-formed, easily-

handled fast trotters, the Electors surpass any class of horses

ever seen there. Like Robert McGregor, Red Wilkes and
Electioneer, Elector so strongly imparts his individuality to

his progeny, that they can be picked out of a band of other
stock in an instant. It is a pity he never was bred to standard
mares previous to last year.

How important it is to make a visit to the stables before

retiring, and yet how lew farmers make this a habit. Many
a time the own^r of stock will, on his late round, notice some
symptoms of disease that have escaped the attention of the
feeder earlier in the evening at feeding time. Many a case of

possibly fatal trouble may be rescued in time by seeing the
state of the animal before retiring. Cases of colic very often

come on after the evening feed, and if attended to immedi-
ately will generally respond satisfactorily to the medicine
used. When animals are not looked after before retiring it is

possible that sickness, which could be immediately treated
successfully, may have proved fatal by morning.

The American Trotting Association had 733 members in

1892, located in thirty-four States and Territories, Canadaand
British America. These members held 913 meetings during
the year, with an aggregate of 29S7 davs of trotting and pac-
ing races, the first meeting commenced in January, the last

ending on December 31st. At these meetings $2,25*9,030 was
offered in stakes and purses for trotting and pacing horses.
During the year £21,038.10 was collected and paid to members
for unpaid entrance and other claims; $11,412.95 money
recovered and redistributed; 1705 persons and 1930 horses
were suspended for non-payment of entrance money due
members, and 1009 persons and 10fi6 horses reinstated on the
books of the Association.

Capt. B. E. Harris has quite a number of promising colts

and fillies at his large stables opposite the Bay District Track.
He has one in particular that looks as if she would earn a

record in a hard fought race; she is a beautiful bay in color,

good sized and well proportioned ; her sire is Dawn, 2:18|,

dam Freena Froman, by Adventurer (son of Venture, 2:27»).

The mare has a filly bySweetwood (son of Dawn) by her side

that will be a perfect match for her pretty sister some day.

The Captain has Marvel, 2:24}, and a number of colts and
fillies b Fordstan (formerly Stanford) that will be seen on
the circuit this fall, where the judges cannot overlook them_

A horseman writes as follows : "I have used the follow-

ing receipt for removing bloody warts from mules and horses

and pronounce it very valuable, easy of application and cheap:

Take a quart bottle of common coal oil, p\t in the stopper a

goose quill or turkey tail feather so as to let the oil squirt

through it, throw a teaspoonful of the oil on the wart about

three times per day and in two or three weeks the wart will

have disappeared entirely. Have never known this remedy
to fail. I now own and work a valuable mule that I bought

six years ago for $40 less than her value because of a large

and bleeding wart on her leg. I cured her in two weeks and
worked her all the while."

The great sale of stock from the Asylum stock farm will

be the largest attended of any on this Coast. The stallions,

broodmares, colls and Slliesare choice individuals and as it is

a closing-out sale pvery animal will go that is offered.

Daughters of Guy Wilkes, Dawn, Pancoast, Sidney, Eclectic,

Rupee, Tilton Almont, Soudan, Stamboul, Woodnut, Admiral,

Fallis, Grandissin.0, Steinway, Tom Benton, Sable Wilkes,

Elmo, Abbotsford and all the best stallions, out of mares that

noted for speed and being choicely bred are catalogued. Great

preparations are being made for the sale which will take

place at the Bay District track. Every animal old enough to

be worked and that is not too heavy in foal will be shown in

harness. There are some, very fast two-year-olds among the

lot. The sale will take place on the second and third of

March.

A bill of considerable importance to those interested in

harness racing was introduced in the Illinois House January
23d by Representative McGee. It has for its announced
object the protection of breeders and the prevention of false

entries in trotting and pacing races, and require that every

owner of a stallion shall file a statement giving its name, age,

record and pedigree, and post such description in conspicuous

places in the locality. Any one publishing false pedigrees, or

refusing to publish at all, shall forfeit all fees connected with

his business, and any person so deceived may recover damages
within the amounts of 850 and $500. The bill further renders

it unlawful for any horse to be entered under an assumed
name or out of its proper class, violation of this clause to be

punishable by a fine ranging between $100 and $1,000.

Drivers of considerable talent a*-e frequently weak enough
to decry the merits of their fellows. They are ever on the

alert, with weight-cushion ready, to drive the horse of some
dissatisfied owner whose regular employe has failed to win a

heat. Dan Mace often made such men hide their heads by
invariably refusing to get behind the horse of a brother driv-

er, except at his urgent request. He had little patience with

an owner who wanted to change drivers in every race or meet-

ing after meeting. As the breeding season is at hand and
training time approaches, it would be well for all to cultivate

a spirit of cordiality and a desire to help one another, thereby

in the end bringing about the best results. The Kentucky
breeders perceive that good fellowship advances the interest

of one and all. They welcome strangers and introduce them
from farm to farm, so that the commonwealth of local breeders

is benefited.

Kaymoxd, in the Horse World, on the change in the stand-

ard, says: The subject of a change in the standard is again at-

tracting the attention of turf writers, and the opinions on the

subject seem to be as diversified as when the same subject was
discussed a year ago. That some change will be made in the

standard some time in the future is probahly true,' but the

number of breeders who have not yet reached the stage where
they can produce 2:30 trotters with certainty, is so great that

a great cry will go up against any change at present, and in-

deed, in one sense, a change would seem like a hardship to

breeders who have recently made purchases of stock with the

intention of breeding up to and in the present standard. The
body of men who will finally decide the question is composed
of our leading breeders, men who have the best interests of

the trotter at heart and who may be depended on to do noth-

ing rash, or take any action until the question has been fully

discussed. Under these circumstances it is hardly probable

that any change in the standard will be made for another year

at least.

After Mr. Kellogg sold number 45, by request of Mr. Cor-

bitt, he postponed the sale till the next day, much to the dis-

appointment of many who came to see Rupee and his family

sold, for they were on the first day's list, says the Horseman.
All dav long th » connoisseurs and critics paid court to Rupee
in his corner stall. Mr. Shaw, of Washington Heights, a

merchant prince of this city and one of the oldest metropolitan

fanciers, and who at one time owned Confederate Chief, es-

corted us to Rupee's stall and said: "There, old George lives

again in enlarged and improved form." On examining Rupee
we, too, were most favorably impressed, for he is a horse that

to our mind fills the scale of points to overflowing. He has

size, power and finish, with that firmness of muscle, solidity

of bone and cordiness of tendon so desirable in a sire and a

performer. His breeding in the maternal line pleases the

sticklers for great broodmares in a pedigree. When his get,

little more than weanlings, were sold, one of them out of a

non-producing dam for $1,600 to Mr. Pierce, they showed such

trotting action and speed that Rupee became a keen subject of

competition. It settled down to a friendly duel between

Thomas Greenwood, of the New York Driving Club, who bid

up to $8,500, and Walter R. Willets, master of Waverly Lawn
Farm, Roslyn, Long Island, who raised the bid to $9,000, and
so secured one of the greatest prizes in the shape of a promis-
ing sire that ever fell under an auctioneer's hammer.
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The Saddle.

The filly Keadina, which was ruled off at New Orleans last

week, haviiig passed into the hands of \V. O. Scully, has been

reinstated.

Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield, owner of Antrim Stock

Farm, has been confined to the house for several days from

the effects of a severe cold.

If Hon. L. J. Rose comes back on the turf with a fine string

of thoroughbreds, as it is reported he will, Californian lovers

of racing will be pleased.

Scogga^ Bros, haye bought from W. F. Schulte, proprietor

of the Argyle Stud, the four-year-old brown colt Tenny Jr.,

by Idaho, out of Dolly Cant.

Starter Pettingill has signed a contract to start the

horses at the Spring and Fall meeting of the Cumberland
Jockey Club of Nashville, Tenn.

Ethel Fortune, by Conner—Delia Walker, therefore

half-sister to Oregon Eclipse and Hercules, won a five-furlong

race at East St. Louis on the 26th of January, beating a field

of seven.

Simeon Of. Reed, of Portland, Or., we understand, intends

buying a large ranch in the San Gabriel valley, close to Rose-

meade, and will go into breeding on a larger scale thaD he at

first proposed.

Matt. Byrnes says Montana and Tammany will be pre-

pared for the Suburban Handicap. Garrison will ride one and
Midgeley the other. Sir Francis is to be trained for the

American Derby.

The race horse All Black, owned by Dan Honig, died at

Gloucester on Wednesday. Honig recently lost Wilson Tay-
lor. He considered All Black the best horse in his string and
recently refused $10,000 for him.

If Col. S. D. Bruce were to leave every horse out of his

stud-book that did not trace to Oriental origin, as " St. George"
says he should, a great number of America's most celebrated

horses would be left out in the cold.

Rosebud, the daughter of St. Paul and Neyella, comes by

her speed honestly, as her sire is from the very fast Alarm and
Longfellow families, and her dam, Neyella, held the five-fur-

long record (l^OO^) for several years.

Jockey Emanuel Morris, who has been at Santa Anita
for the past two months, will soon return to his home in Vir-

ginia, where he will stand trial for killing a man. The jockey

says be can prove it was done in self-defense.

Typesetter, the good-looking horse that won at Bay Dis-

trict track this winter, is down in the Stud Book as by Hock-
Hocking, dam by Ben Wade. In the programmes he was
put down as by Hock Hocking, dam unknown.

Effie C, the dam of Rex, is to be sent to McGrathiana to

be bred to Strathmore, as the foal will be a brother or a sister

in blood to Stratbmeath. She now has a yearling by Ban
Chief that is a very good-looking sort of a colt.

Do not forget that the sale of thoroughbreds from Maltese

Villa Farm takes place next Saturday at Oakland race track,

beginning at 1 p. m. A choicely-bred lot of twelve will be dis-

posed of, including stallions, broodmares, yearlings, two-year-

olds and horses in training.

Sinfax is taking kindly to his work, which is being done
at San Jose along with the American Derby colt, Monowai.
The fastest either one has been sent a mile as yet is 2:00.

Sinfax, if he is not sold, will in all probability be taken East
and entered in the overnight handicaps.

Bookmaker Phil Archibald has purchased ofW. L.

Whitmore, May view, Wash., the fast two-year-old colts Swift-

sure and Ichi Ban, both by Coloma (son of Joe Hooker and
Callie Smart and brother to Tormentor). Swiftsure's dam is

Laura D., by Glen Dudley, while Ichi Ban is from Sallv

Duffy, by Palsy Duffy.

Andy Clayton, who rode so effectively for the Bashford

Manor stable, last year, winning the Kentucky Derby, at

Louisville, on Azra, and riding a splendid race, has been en-

gaged to ride for the Fleischman stable, this year. His
younger brother, Alonzo Clayton, will ride for the Bashford

Manor stable, and he is a first-class, light weight jockey.

King Thomas, the $38,000 "counterfeit," brother to Ban
Fox and King Fox, we understand will be bred to most of the

choice thoroughbred mares on San Simeon ranch this year.

We trust he will make a better sire than a performer, for if he
does not his progeny will not set the world on fire with their

brilliant performances.

Reports from San Jose are to the effect that Billy Dona-
than's Atossa is doing well in her work. If breeding or looks

count for anything the daughter of Dunlop and Catherine

Wheel should prove one of the greatest race mares in the

country, for she combines substance with "quality." Atossa
looks as if no journey would be too long for her. It is, how-
ever, to be regretted that the filly was foaled to Australian

time.

Old Jin, the mule which General John A. Logan rode

during the war, died at Newport. Arkansas, recently. She had
been owned by J. W. Parish, a farmer living near Newport,
since 1865, and was known to everybody as Old Jin. The
letters U S were branded on her in three places. Old Jin was
thought to be about forty years old, and was as gray as a

The following is taken from a late Australian exchange:
"The well-known jockey, J. Gardiner, has entered into an
engagement with one of the Dwyer Brothers, the great Amer-
ican sportsmen, and he leaves for the land of the Stars and
Stripes by the next mail steamer, The details of the contract

are a retainer of £300 (not dollars) per annum, £2 for every

losing moun , and 10 per cent, of the stake for winning
mounts."

Billy McCokmick, we understand, has in training at " The
Arcade," Rancho del Paso, two royally-bred, high-priced im-
ported fillies in Orchis, bf, three years, by Bend Or, dam Liz-

zie Agnes, by Macaroni, and Oran, ch f, three years, by Bend
Or, dam Strathfleet, by Scottish Chief. Orchis is a sister in

blood to the mighty Ormonde, being by the same sire and out

of a sister to Lilly Agnes, dam of Ormonde. She cost $5,100

at auction. Oran brought $2,400 at the same sale.

Taylor & Caldwell have made arrangements whereby
iheir highly-bred English horse Oddfellow, by Barcaldine

—

Geheimness, will be taken to Kentucky by Colonel Jack
i

Chinn to become a stud-mate of Leonatus. Oddfellow was a
good race horse himsell in England, and in point of breeding
is faultless. Barcaldine, his sire, was one of the greatest horses

of the last twenty years, and was never beaten. He died Jan-
uary 8th. Geheimness also was one of the fleetest racers of

her day, and a great stake winner. It is quite possible lhat
I

fame as a sire like that of Leamington, Phaeton and Prince
Charlie may await this richly-bred young horse.

8. G. Reed, the Oregon steamboat millionaire who has re- I

j

cently made some large investments at Pasadena, was in the I

city yesterday morning, accompanied by John Mackay, super- I

1 intendent of J. B. Haggin's great Rancho del Paso at Sacra-
|

mento. Mr. Reed recently purchased a place for a breeding
;

farm near Savannah station, about twelve miles south of this i

city. Mr. Reed has been, in the past few years, quite a heavy
|

i purchaser at Mr. Haggin's sales of thoroughbreds, and it is '

quite likely that Mr. Mackey has been down here to locate the

stables, foaling stalls and other outbuildings for Mr. Reed.
The English stallion, Martenhurst, imported about four

months ago, will be brought here as soon as the buildings are

are completed.—Los Angeles Herald.

Overland Park is to have some races. The Executive
Committee met this week and made more definite arrange-

ments. They are to make their best effort to bring good
horses to Denver. It was decided to give six races a day, the

purses to run from $300 to $500 for each race, aggregating

about §2,400 a day to be given away in purses alone, exclusive

of added money. Trotting and running will be alternated

throughout the meeting, which will occur May 30th to June
10th. Secretary Rhoades left this week for the East, where
he goes to make arrangements for getting a number of Eastern
horsemen to send their runners and trotters here. He will

also make an erlbrt to get some of the more famous trotters to go
against time on the Overland track.—Denver Field and Farm.

A Sheepshead Bay correspondent writes as follows:
" Nothing new down here. Albert Cooper takes his string

out every c'ay on the green grass track, but it is white grass

now. Jacob Pincus says it is too cold for the boys out there.

I agree with him. I had a letter from Matt Byrnes yesterday.

He and his family are at San Jose, where he will remain five

weeks. He will visit all the big ranches before he returns.

Matt is very anxious about the Salvator—Firenzi foal, which
is expected daily. Mr. J. R. Keene visits the Sheepshead
track every Sunday, and then drives over to see his Lakeland
division. Dr. Sheppard is convalescing. He sat up yesterday

for the first time. K. K. Alcock, the well known trainer,

leaves for Chicago next week, where he will open a public

training stable. It is probable that Ed Corrigan will give him
a few horses to begin with."

E. F. Fallon, of Hollister, was in town this week. Here-
ports that most of his horses are looking well, and two of his

two-year-olds (fillies) will be seen on California tracks this

season and make it warm for the youngsters of the Golden
State. These fillies should prove high class racers if breeding

counts. Easter Lass is a chestnut by Judge McKinstry (son

of Grinstead and Katy Pease), dam Talluda, by Enquirer;
second dam Tallulah (dam of Bribery, Miss Ford's dam;
Bonnie Meade, the dam of Roporter ; Bettina, Tally Ho,
Termagent and Barbary), by Planet, etc. Mollie Rogers is a
bay filly, by Judge McKinstry, dam Ursula, by Duke of Mont-
rose; second dam Sozodont (dam of So-So), by Longfellow,

etc. Others owned by Mr. Fallon are: Hathaway, four years,

by Ironclad—Skipaway, by Wildidle; Manhattan, three

years, by Birdcatcher—Ursula; Abbie F., five years, by Judge
McKinstry—Lottie L., by Wildidle ; Crescent Monarch, two
years, by Birdcatcher—Lottie L., and Dashaway, two years,

by Judge McKinstry—Skipaway, by Wildidle, all untried in

public except Hathaway.

It is reported that the Duke of Beaufort is to send over a
string of horses, and that he will actually have a starter for the

American Derby, the great race to be run in Chicago next
July. As the Duke of Beaufort has been a failure as the pro-

prietor of a great stable in England, it looks hardly probable
that he will win much fame or fortune here. The horses he
is announced to send over have been of little account in Eng-
land, and there is no reason why they should succeed here, un-
less he should decide to race them at the Guttenberg or East
St. Louis track. But the mere fact that a real live Duke is

going to race in this country the coming season has already

created a decided sensation at the Anglomaniac clubs in New
York and at the swell clubs in Chicago, and there is a great

demand among the feather-brained young members for English
turf guides so that they may be able to find out all about what
"Juke's" horses have done in ''Dear Old England." These
young men will be good game for the bookmakers this sum-
mer, as they will deem it a pleasure and a privilege to lose

their allowances in backing the horses of a real live Duke.
The Duke of Beaufort is a thorough gentleman, a sportsman
through and through, and the "chappiea" may like to know
that for years he held the position of Master of the Horse to

her Majesty the Queen

A Los Angeles Herald reporter met Matthew Byrnes,

Marcus Daly's head trainer, at the Figueroa Hotel, where he
is staying with his family, which comprises his wife and two
children. When asked how he liked this neck of woods Mr.
Byrnes said :

" It is a paradise, sir, more especially for chil-

dren. My boy and girl are out of doors from morning till

night, and it is about all you can do to get them to come into

the house and get their meals." " You live in New York, I

presume," said the reporter. " No, sir, at Eatontown, N. J.,

a short distance from Long Branch, but I am afraid these

lovely winters of yours will spoil my liitle folks for next win-

ter when the snow begins to fly about our Jersey home."
" What do you think of our country here, as a horse-produc-

ing section ? " " I know of no country that has any license to

surpass it," replied Mr. Byrnes. " You produce excellent

grass, good corn and oats, and have plenty of good water.

Added to that, your mild climate enables a horse to grow all

the year, while at the East his growth is almost entirely sus-

pended during the winter months." " I suppose you are

looking forward to the weights in the Brooklyn and Suburban
with anxiety?" said the scribe. "Yes, a little. It is most
probable that Longstreet will get the top weight in both cases,

with Lamplighter next in say, and our coit Tammany third."
" How did he retire last fall, Mr. Byrnes," asked the reporter.

"Sound as a rock, sir; not a pimple on his legs. If lie was
anything Itke what he was last year, i*. will take a hor^e to

beat him." Mr. Byrnes will remain in Los Angeles about six

weeks longer.

Imp. Flirt (dam of Flambeau), has a brown Racine
very much like his sire. Fairy Rose has a very neat buy lilly,

with botli hind legs white and a star in forehead, by Flam-
beau. She goes to imp. Cyrus this seanon. Imp. Amalia has
a very tine chestnut lilly by Flambeau, in appearance the finest

foal she h;is yet thrown. Fannie Lewis has a chestnut colt

with while hind legs and white face, by Flood, that, however,
bears a marked resemblance to Flambeau. Imp. Cutaway has
a chestnut colt by Geoffrey that on looks will not set the
world on fire. Imp. Ceres has a neat chestnut filly by Peel.

Imp. Goula has a bay filly, with nigh hind foot and face
white, by Flambeau. Imp. Getaway has a very nice-looking
brown lilly by imp. Cyrus. Imp. Mutiny has a chestnut idly,

with white streak on face, by Peel. Shannon Rose has a chest-
nut colt by Flambeau. A good judge of thoroughbreds says

Flirt's foal is far and awa* the best-looker in the lot at Palo
Alto, but Fairy Rose's is very promising.

We find in the Chicago Times of January 21st the follow-

ing: "Back from the Coast—Col. B. W. Woodruff"and Starter
Rowe, who officiated respectively as Presiding Judge and
Starter at the Blood Horse Meeting, and, as far as it went, at

the meeting of the California Jockey Club, arrived from the
Coast yesterday, and the first question they were asked was,

'Where is Clint?' Clint—that is, Clinton C. Riley, who
was Col. Woodruffs associate in the stand, was not with the
party, although he had left San Francisco on the same train

with the Colonel and Rowe, and the absence of himself and
ulsler when the train arrived caused considerable anxiety.
* Clint shook us at Ogden, Utah,' said Rowe, to one of the
eager questioners. " I don't know whether he had got tired

of our society or not, but he shook us. As the train approached
Ogden he was seized with a burning desire to visit Salt Lake
City. I believe he went there to look over the Mormon year-
lings. The crop, I understand, is quite large." Col. Woodruff
is looking stronger than he has looked for ten years, and he
and Rowe say that they have brought back with them pleas-

ant recollections of the climate and the treatment they received
in California. * * * California, they say, afi'ords an ideal

climate for winter racing, and San Francisco is one of the two
points in this country where the game can be profitably con-
ducted in winter months without hardship to the horses, the
jockeys and the patrons."

Entries for the race meetings to be held in the far East
have shown a decided falling offin numbers, and the managers
of the clubs are more than a trifie worried about the outlook.

That the very best of the horses in the older classes will be
here is sure, but their number is limited, and they will not go
to fill satisfactorily the programme of a race meeting. All

sorts of horses are needed for that, and it looks as if the supply
of horses would be short during the coming season, says the
New York Times. The only exception to this condiiion of
affairs is the Saratoga Association, which, outside of the man-
agement of the racing trust, commonly known as the Board of

Control, has adopted modern ideas and modern methods, and
supplied the sort of races and the conditions that the owners
of racers like to have. The entries to the stakes of this pro-
gressive association, whicb, fortunately for its finances, is not
covered by the pall which the traditions and the idiosyncrasis

of the late Mr. Withers threw over racing in the East, are the
greatest in number ever made since racing was begun at the
Springs. Conditions which will bring out such a list of en-
tries as were secured, in spite of the fact that the association

was looked upon by the self-satisfied lot of old fogies that con-
stitute the Board of Control as a competitor beneath notice,

because it is practically an "out-lawed" association, reflects

great credit upon the designer of the slakes, Samuel White-
head, who saw what the horsemen wanted, furnished it to

them, and got their entries in spite of the prestige of the Board
of Control tracks.

Chris. Smith, the much-talked-of "plunger" of the Western
turf, has begun to recover some of his losses and has been so
lucky in his betting of late at the Hawthorne track at Chicago,
where they make a book on the races run at Guttenberg and
Gloucester, that he has been barred from the track. "Joe 1 *

Ullmau, who makes the foreign book at Hawthorne, has re-

fused to allow him to bet there any more, and be charges that

Smith is in collusion with a lot of telegraph operators in New
York, who send him word what horses are to win in the various

races, after the managers of the track have settled the matter
among themselves. Then these operators, so Ullman charges,

send him false reports as to the odds that are being laid at

the track against the horses, and he marks up odds that enable
Smith to back the horses to run into a place for as good if not

better odds than are laid against them to win at the track. As

a result of this alleged combination Smith has been able to
" beat" the Hawthorne book daily for large sums of money.
That sort of thing is not pleasing to Ullman, and he has ac-

cordingly ordered his men to refuse all bets that Smith offers

to make with them. As a result of this order Smith has trans-

ferred his person to the track at Roby, and there he is now
daily engaged in " beating the foreign book " at that track.

Smith says he is a long ways from being broke now, and that

he can pay every cent he owes and have a good amount left

to carry on his betting operations with.

After a race at Hawthorne, the other day, Jockey Down-
ing wits ruled off for pulling Speedwest, and all bets on the

race declared off, says the Daily Spirit. There is provoking
inconsistency on Western tracks in connection with declaring

bets off. In some cases, no matter how flagrant the fraud may
be, all betsare allowed to stand, while in other races, with ex-

actly the same fraudulent features attaching to them, beta :*re

declared off. If one practice is right the other is certainly

wrong, and no wonder the betting public here and there are

disgruntled at limes, in view of conflicting and incongruous

decisions. At San Francisco some weeta ago they came near

mobbing the judges for not declaring bets off after a fraudu-

lent race, decided, so by the judges. In races of this kind why
make fish of one and fowl of another, and this, too, on the

same track. The other day the Board of Karing Stewards

issued the following edict :
" Any owner or trainer surrepti-

tiously using any injection or drug before a race to increase

or decrease the speed of horse will he punished upon convic-

tion thereof." The point about the order is ilii-, ;i^ 1 trafl in-

formed by the stewards : While speed promoters, like that re-

ferred to above, are used probably on every race course in the

country, and intrinsically may not be objectionable, it is the

peculiar practices connected with the same that brought it

under oiiicial ban. It is positively asserted that in certain

cases when a horse is intended to win the fluid is adminis-

tered, while in other cose-, when a losing Dtem-

plaled, the speed promoter is not brought in the

powers that he decided not to allow its use at all if it could

be prevented, and hence the order quoted above.
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LND the Stockton' Records.—There was

great interest in the whole of the trotting world when Krem-

lin and Stamboul were contending for the stallion champion-

ship. That overshadowed all other competitions when Time

its. the main factor in the contest. It was nearer an " actual

race" than the trials of Nancy Hanks, inasmuch as the two

horses were so nearly matched that the smallest fraction of a

second, of which a majority of timers took cognizance, marked

the diflerence. From 2:0$i to 2:07-j the decrease went by,

Mue-quarter of a second at a time, and though the grounds on

which the contests were held were twenty-lire hundred miles

apart, the Eastern figures were posted on the Western bulletin

boards the day of the performance, and the Occidental nu-

merals appeared in hundreds of Oriental daily papers the fol-

lowing morning. At the time the duello was in progress there

was not a suspicion of unfairness. Two such prominent actors

brought assurance thit nothing but legitimate means would b?

taken to gain the honors of victory; knights of such high
renown were far above trickery of any description.

The warmest partisans of each would have disdained an
advantage which the other did not possess—actuated by the

same spirit which animated the black Roderick when he threw
down his shield in the memorable contest so graphically por-

trayed in the Lady of the Lake—the only desire an honest

victory; if defeated, ready to accept the guage of battle as

decisive and eive due honor to the victor.

There were rejoicings all over California when the * ; Xative
Son" gained the decisive game in the long rubber. That it

was fairly won no one here had the least doubt, and therefore

when it was whispered that Eastern people were investigating

the genuineness of the record, it was the general impression
that the defeat was not accepted in that spirit which was ready
to grant that Kremlin had won 2:07£ in accordance with the
rules. There followed a strong feeling of dissatisfaction

against those who were cavilling and quibbling over the just-

ness of our claim, and until I learned the cause of their disbe-

lief I shared in that feeling. The season before Palo Alto.

Sunol, ArioD. Frou-Frou and Fausta had gained " world's

records'" over the same track and under the same manage-
ment, and without eliciting a murmur of disapproval. In
that year, 1891, I paid two visits to Stockton, and everything
was conducted under the rules which then governed, and there
was no suspicion, on my part, that like strictness was not
observed.

L'nder the more severe code adopted by the American Trot-
Ting Registry Association at its annual convention in April.

might be that some minor infringement, some lapse
in the technicalities, that would endanger the records made
would be discovered, but that would be all, and that scarcely
accounted for the activity and persistence displaved in the in-

vestigation. Before starting on the Eastern trip 1 learned
that the 2:071 of Stamboul had been denied and also that affi-

davits had been offered which would clearly prove that 2:074
was not made, and thai mono/ was demanded for these affidavits.

The full conspiracy, however, was not discovered until the
question came before the executive committee of the A. T. R.
A. and a subsequent visit to the rooms of Mr. Cross. There
I saw a letter which had been sent to Mr. Cross, threatening
him that if the demands therein were not complied with be-

fore the sale of Stamboul an expose would follow which would
effectually put an end to his claim to the stallion record.
There could not be a clearer case of attempted blackmail, and
when Mr. Cross paid no attention to the nefarious demand
the owner of Kremlin became the objective point for the con-
spirators. It is not at all surprising that he was misled. One
of the party claimed to have been one of the judges, and he
charged that many seconds were subtracted from the true
time, that the driver was not "weighed in or out " that his
bodily weight was far short of one hundred and fifty pounds,
and that he, apparently the arch conspirator, refused to sign
the stand book on account of the fraudulent practices which
prevailed. There was other testimony to the same effect, and
therefore it is only natural that Mr. .Allen came to the con-
clusion that an attempt had been made to defraud, that a
llagrant infraction of the rules had been successfully carried
out, and that in justice to himself an exhaustive examination
should be made. In that conclusion fair-minded men will

concur, and in place of condemning Mr. Allen for the course
he pursued—as many critics have done—agree with htm that
from his point of view an investigation was necessarv. I

have no desire to review the testimony presented in the case
of Stamboul further than to state that in every material point
it w:i- fully proved that the rules had been complied with,
and that the blackmailing charges were without foundation.
The 2:17 | humbug has been fully exposed in previous num-

bers of the Breeder and SpOftTSMAN, that exposition hav-
ing been grounded on what had come to my knowledge before

Chicago. Subsequent evidence substantiated that,
that of Frank '"•ovey being bo emphatic that his testimony
alone was sufficient to establish the truthfulness of the time.

id one ofthe intensely cold days which prevailed that
Mr. ' <»v.v appeared Iwfore the Board, the delay of a couple
of hours in getting the howe train away from Chicago ad-
mitting hu personal appearance before the committee. There

iota which he could not cover, among them whether
Walter tfabea weighed in and out and the weight carried.

From Mr. Maben settled that. In reply to the
question: "Did you weigh in and out.' What was foot
bodily weight and whal dead weights did you carrv '.' came
" Yes, I weighed one hundred and forty-one pounds; carried
ten pound- <!

That the trotting was done after 10 a. m., that the weight
was in accordance with the rules, that 2:07A was the official

and true time, in my opinion, was proved beyond a shadow of
doubt, and that opinion was shared by all with

in'- of the minor rules were
and a- the duty of the com-

mittee wai to enforce the rule-, which the convention ad ipted,
without the power to amend or abrogate these rules in any
particular, the performance had to be thrown out.

an iota of credit. Although de-
barred from holding the champion-hip he cannot l>

the merit of the wonderful (tights of *[>eed he exhibited on the
m track during the pa-t season ; bat bis dethronement

in rkn i series of haul-hip- on oth been otherwise
t* in that the contest for the stallion crown was being

«*m

fonght under such exciting conditions itis not likely thaL any
of the other performances would have been called in question,

and if credited no harm could have followed. As in the case

of Stamboul, all the major requirements were followed, and in

the whole series of events there was^only one in which it was
claimed that too fast time had been given. In fact the con-

tention was in another direction and complaints made that the

judges and timers were too strict, the former by a close ad-

herence to the rules regarding breaking, the timers by giving

slower marks than the watches of " outsiders " indicated. But
before learning the history of the last trial of Stamboul it will

be proper to notice another feature. In the interview with
John Crow, who drove the teasers, published some weeks ago,

he claimed that Stamboul ran fast when he broke for about
' twentv yards, and when he caught his trot went faster than
' at any other portion of th« mile. His testimony completely
I upset the charge that the mile was made in 2:174. In that he
I said that there was no question of the half mile being made in

1:02^ and therefore 1:15 for the last half was ridiculously ab-

surd. The conspirators, however, covered this point by testi-

fying that he made a " bad break," losing a good deal, and then
the accepted statement that the track was slippery and a heavy
rain failing accounted for the discrepancy between the

'
;

first"

half and the "last" half.

Mr. Covey's testimony effectually settled that controversy.

In place of the track being slippery his evidence proved that

at no time during the ''record meeting" had the track been
as fast as it was on the morning when Stamboul trotted. As
to the rain, there was a sprinkle when Stamboul finished the

mile; soon after there was quite a shower. The announcement
of the time was followed by cheers for "Stamboul, 2:07 -V, in

the rain/' and the hurrahs were repeated with greater vigor.

which may have been inspired by the copious libations over

the success of the California horse. It was enough to awaken
enthusiasm, and whether the goblets were tilled with cham-
pagne or Bartlett water, it would have been a ''cold-blooded"
Californian who did not join in the ovation. Unfortunately,
however, there is so strong a partisanship in connection with
horses, so great a jealousy of rival clans that praise of the

opposite faction is regarded as a slur on their favorites.

Cheers for Stamboul unquestionably rankled in the hearts of
a fesv who fancied other strains, and while that feeling is cer-

tainly objectionable, nothing nearly so bad as entering into a
conspiracy to extort money in the manner that was attempted.

So despicable, so utterly indefensible from any point of view,

that I am grieved to admit that there are men in California

who are so guilty as established by their own admissions.

Apart from the Stamboul case,there are far more important
issues than that which has raised the great excitement. Proba-
bly the greatest breach of the rules was in not following that

which prevailed for two purses or stakes, one of which had to

be decided on each day of the meeting. To copy it in full

—

" A regular meeting is hereby construed to mean a meeting
advertised in at least one newspaper not less than one week be-

fore the commencement of said meeting, and at which meeting
no less than two regular events (purse or stake) one of which
must take place on each day, to which entrance fee is paid or

subscription made." So far as I know all the other conditions

were complied with, and it i- ay be that even this requirement
was fulfilled on some of the davs of the meeting. In that case

the animals which participated on these days would secure

the records made.
There is a point in connection with the trotting at Stock-

ton which is well worthy of serious consideration, that being
when the records fail, should a bar follow? I am well aware
that the answer will be, of course, and in all probability there

will not be a dissenting voice when the question is first pro-

pounded. I will not take either side at present, though with-

out going into a close inspection of "' rules and precedents " a

good deal can be said on both sides of the question. From an
equitable standpoint there should not be a bar, as with these

records thrown out nothing has been gained. Somewhat
analagous to the case when for instance the horse starts to

beat a specified time and fails. The rule of the A. T. B. A.
is: '* 2So performance against time will be accepted unless

the animal starts to equal or beat a specified time and accom-
plishes the feat." Outside of that then there is neither a re-

cord nor bar. But the A.|T. R. A. has nothing to do with bars,

records being the only time performances under its super-

vision, and in the case under consideration the rules of the

National Trotting Association will govern. Section 1 Rule 43

reads: "A record can be made only in a public race, etc"
Rule 42 " Any contest for purse, premium, stake or wager, or

involving admission fees, on any course and in the presence of

judees appointed in accordance with Rule 24 shall constitute

a public race."

This would appear to be conclusive that a record or bar

must result when horses particioate in a public race, and as

''admission iees'' were charged that clause apparently de-

cides the status. Then the query will arise, were all :he rules

of the X. T. A. observed or that portion of them which is im-
perative to constitute a regular race ?

Withoul going into toe questions bearing upon this issue it

seems to me that it will be within the scope of the Board of

Appeals for the Pacific District to institute an investigation

which will settle this contention. If irregularities appear, or

rather if the rules of the X. T. A. as well as those of the A.
T. K. A. have been violated, neither record or bar should
stand. The District Board has, at least, the power to investi-

gate and report to the Board of Review, and on that report

the higher tribunal return a verdict. The investigation may
disclose the fact that all of these races can merely be classed

as public trials, and that time made in these trials will not

impose a burden which has no compensative return.

The matter is certainly of enough importance to warrant
such action on the part of the Pacific Board, and it also ap-

pears to me that the San Joaquin association should make the
application for an investigation in order to place before the
public the whole of the facts in connection with the record

meeting.
*

* *
Manette and her Dam.—With the exception of a few

sentences written for The Horseman, I have not penned a

line in relation to the pedigree of Manette since it was

brought before the executive committee of the American

Trotting Registry Association. Furthermore, I did not intend

to give further publicity to my view- until the question was

settled, but inasmuch as Clark's Horse Review has published
an editorial in relation to the postponement of the case, and
to correct false impressions which my silence might give

will as briefly a- possible give the reasons for solicit-

ing a postponement When the affidavits ofjsfessrs. Allen and
French were published the discrepancy between them and
the date of foaling of Manon, given by J. W. Knox with

other testimony, showed conclusively that Addie could not
have been the dam of a chestnut colt foaled "early in 1878,"
as Mr. French, who kept the mares, Addie and Emblem, the
season of 1S7S, testified, and therefore he had not got the
" mares mixed." as was claimed nearly thirteen years after the
mares had left Mr. French's possession. These affidavits were
subscribed and sworn to before Notaries Public, that of Mr.
Allen being dated February 29, 1892, Mr. French's March Sth
of the same year. Both swore that Manette was foaled
August 7, 1878, without qualification of any kind.

On August 16, 1892, there appeared before the Board of
Censors C. W. Allen. J. W. Knox, W. L. French, John Hanan,
Lafayette Robinson, Capt. Walter Cook, Mrs. J. W. Knox and
Miss L. H. French. A copy of their testimony I received
November 9, 1S92, and I was surprised, I might say astonished.

Twenty-nine foolscap paper type-written pages—a great deal of
irrelevant matter, the main feature a total eclipse of memory
regarding dates. For instance, the fixing of the dates of the
foaling of Manette was claimed to have been obtained from
the Palo Alto catalogue or the registry of Mannette.

Until after ray arrival in Chicago I was not aware that this

voluminous testimony had been offered and accepted without
the formality of an oath, and the proceedings thereafter were
without that indispensible safeguard when, it might be, that
large monetary interests were at -take. 1 did not at first

realize the importance of legal methods being pursued ; in
fact, did not fully understand the necessity for applying strict

rules of evidence until 1 commenced to note the heads of my
argument. A consultation with a lawyer confirmed me in the
belief that to hazard Governor Stanford's interests by accepting
the situation as it stood would be such a neglect of mv du'y,
that the only excuse would he incapacity so grass that the
stigma of incredible stupidity would be a fitting denouement,
the brand of idiocy the proper label for a person who sub-
mitted to the introduction and acceptance of evidence that
would not be tolerated in a justice's court with a dollar or two
at stake.

It must be borne in mind that I have no fault to find with
the court which was trying this case. Gentlemen whom I re-

spect, several of them I have known intimately for years,

those of later acquaintance secure in the esteem of the
country. Men of prominence, acknowledged position, hon-
ored and respected by thousands, there could not be a more
satisfactory tribunal to me—were they empowered to adminis-
the -egal oaths, throw out testimony that wonld be discarded
by a court of law, and punish infractions as severely as the
penal code of the State would justify.

There is no lack of courtesy to the Executive Committee of
the A. T. R. A. in objecting to the methods pursued in its in-

vestigations, and when these investigations may result in

changing values to a large amount. In this case the palpable
intention was to give the testimony commercial value. Here
is the letter written by J. W. Knox to Mr. Forbes

:

Fashion Stud Farm, t

Teenton, N. Y., Mar. 22, 1S92. ,

J. Malcolm Forbes. Esq.
I>e a. p. Sir :—Your telegram received. Sunday is really tbe only day

I can call my own to go to your city to see you", but if not convenient
next Sunday to see me you can name a day that yon will meet me in
Boston, as I want to talfc the matter over with you. as I have now at
my own expense obtaiued all the evidence that proves to me that
Arion is not bred as I have always believed np to February U6th. ivben
I was put in possession of facts now substantiated by affidavits un-
impeachable that Manette is not out of Addie. You can wire me what
time you wish to see me. Yours respectfully, J. W. Knox."

This is an exact transcript of the original letter, and it is- so
worded that no one can doubt the intention, and should there
be doubts Mr. Allen's admission that he refused to give the
Horse Review the evidence for publication on the ground that
it was Knox's property settles it beyond cavil. What property
could there be in a corrected pedigree unless an illegitimate

use was intended? Especially when that correction was
claimed to rectify a wrong pedigree given by the man who
now claimed a property right in the lately-acquired knowledge.
That knowledge valued so lightly that for nearly thirteen

years it was kept in the dark. Then claimed that it was ow-
ing to the great celebrity acquired by Arion, a son of Manette,
said the informer—to use his own words—" But since Arion
has shown great speed I thought it but right that breeders
should know the families it came through.'" Arion had shown
great speed in September, 1S91, he kept on through October,
and the culmination Xov. 10th, 1891, of 2:10|, elicited no re-

sponse. But in January, 1892, he sold for $12-5.000 to Mr.
Forbes. Afterwards his yearling brother sold for $25,000, and
on the 29th of February, three months and nineteen days
after Arion had shown his most wonderful burst of speed, the
story was recited. To further show the monetary force be-

hind these resolutions, Mr. Knox writes Mr. Forbes: " I have
now at my own expense obtained all the evidence, etc."—and
here it will be proper to ask who should have incurred the
expense of correcting his own error?—there comes the extra
expense of bringing eight witnesses from 2\ew Jersey, Northern
Michigan and Wisconsin Their story could just as well have
been told through the turf papers, with just as much weight as

the unsworn statements before the Board of Censors, though
the lapses of memory and explanations of former sworn testi-

mony would have been brought into clearer prominence by
the criticisms evolved.

To show how little importance can be attached to a part of

the evidence presented to the Board of Censors on the 16th of

last August, the following question and answer on the first

page of the copy sent me is given.
" Q. Mr. Knox, when did you get your first intimation that

the pedigree of Arion was not correct ?

A. It was brought out by Mr. Simpson and first appeared
in the San Francisco papers. In the mean time I had written

to Mr. Forbes on the subject."

The affidavit of Mr. Allen is dated Feb'y. 29th, Knox's
letter to Mr. Forbes March 22nd, and the first time I heard of

the charge was April 6th, and the first article I wrote in re-

lation thereto was published June ISth in the Breeder and
Sportsman—verb mp.
There are few, I imagine, who will agree with me in the

necessityfor perfectingthe machinery of the association so that

when questions, involving large pecuniary interests, aiise, that

there shall be the power to administer oaths, and to punish
when the truth is violated. It is due the gentlemen who
compose the Executive Committee, and the Board of Ousor-.
that their time shall not be waited by listening to a mass of

testimony, irrelevant and perhaps untruthful, and rendering

judgments upon that testimony which will not carry convic-

tion to the parties interested and the " general public." To
give their verdicts proper weight, when there arestrong temp-
tations to prevaricate on^the part of witnesses, it will be abso-

lutely essential to adopt rules which are recognized to be the
only safeguards when property is at stake. It may be that

there is no way of secu ring sufficient power to effect

that purpose, and in that case it cannot be expected that
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people will submit to an adjudication which will jeopardize

large amounts, and that without a chance of adequate protec-

tion.

In the case of Manette, I am so well satisfied that she is a

daughter of AdJie that if a thorough legal investigation could

be obtained, with power to secure all the evidence which a

court of law could gather, that I would venture every dollar I

possess on the result of the inquiry. This is not offered as an

argument, but as a token of my sincerity in the belief of what I

advance, and that belief is intensified by transpiring events.

But I cannot expect this belief to govern those who are form-

ing their opinions entirely from such testimony as was otfered

in this case. The sworn evidence in the shape of the affidavits

mentioned were a small part of the mass, and the puerile

explanations, such as those which characterized a colt born in

June or July as an early foal, when accepted, gave a false

color to all.

The Review appears to consider that granting a postpone-

ment was exceedingly magnanimous on the part of the Exec-
utive Committee. The first hearing was on August i6th. I

received a copy of the evidence November 9th. An import-

ant witness was wanting, and his residence beyond my re-

searches at the time the postponement was solicited. Any
court would grant a continuation on these grounds, andsurtlv

it could not be regarded a very high favor. But this was not

all. As stated previously, the evidence outside of these two
affidavits was altogether unworthy of consideration, and steps

had to be taken to defend the suit in a manner commensurate
with the importance of the issues involved. Simply this, that

it be placed on the same foundation as it is our right to insist

upon. viz.. that which would govern in a suit at law, and with

that guaranteed 1 have no fear of the result.

Joseph Cairn Simpson.

HOOF-BEATS. Requiescat in Pace.

The Palo Alto Sale.

A large crowd of people assembled at the salesyard last

Wednesday, the occasion being the sale of the broodmares from

Palo Alto. The animals were in excellent condition, but the

bidding was very slow, and the lucky purchasers will have no

reason to regret atttending the sale. The prices obtained were

as follows :

Alfana, by Alfred, dam Alvinza, by Hambletonian 725; J. Schmidt,
S85.
Amv, bv Messenger Daroc, dam Amanda, bv Hambletonian 10 ; T.

A. Warner, §110.

Bertie, by Piedmont, dam Bijou, by Electioneer 125 ; O. Mansfeldt.
SI 10.

Belle, by Kentucky Prince, dam Belle of Richmond, by Hamble-
tonian 10"; J. B. lverson, i<0.

Gamma, by Norway, dam Camilla, by Kentucky Prince; J. A. Ben-
son. 5S5.

Cecilia, bv Del Sur, dam Cecilia Clark, bv Clark Chief; J. F. Bovd,
180.

Clair, by Arthnrton, dam Lady St. Clair, by St. Clair; D. Posey, 5155.
Creston, bv Will Crocker, dam Clair, by Arthurton; J. A. Benson, 665.

Diana, by "Don Victor, dam Lily Roberts, by Mohawk Chief; Capt.
Haekelt, W05.
Elmira, by Fallis, dam Eileen Oge, by Norfolk ; Dr. Masoero. 5100.
Ethel, bv Gen. Benton, dam Electa, by Electioneer ; J. F. Boyd, 5200.
Eugenia, by Norway, dam Contention, by Mohawk Chief ; J. Par-

rott. Si2o.
Farina, by Berlin, dam Lady Lowell, bv St. Clair fShuItz's); Benson,

$65.

Benton Waxv, by Gen. Benton, dam Mohawk Waxy, by Mohawk
Chief: Clawson, S105.
Gabilan Mard, bv Mambrino (Can's), dam Ida Mav Jr., by Owen

Dale: J. D. Carr,S235.
Glenne, bv Messenger Duroc, dam Glenella, by Woodward Star ;

Parrott. S60.
Gretchen, by Yorktown, dam Young Aschat, bv Hambletonian 725 ;

J.Creely. 540.

Kate, bv Eros, dam Kate Gift, by Lodi ; J. A. Benson, 8225.
Lizzie H.. bv Hambletonian 725, dam Lizzie Harris, by Comas

;

J. Parrott, 565.

Lisette, by General Benton, dam Lize, by Mohawk Chief; Parrott,

Si 55.

Lnrjado. by Electioneer, dim Lady Zetler, bv St. Clair ; Boyd, $105,
Mabrey, by Piedmont, dam Melinche. by St. Clair ; Parrott, $160.
Marplot, by General Benton, dam Maria Pilot, by Mambrino Pilot:

Pierce. §105.
Martha, by Mobawk Chief, dam Maria Pilot, bv Mambrino Pilot;

J. A. Benson. 5130.
Mayflower Mohawk, bv Mohawk Chief, dam Mavflower, bv St.

Clair ; Brooks. 575.

Meta, bj Piedmont, dam Mecca, by Mohawk Chief: W. Vioget. 8205.
Mora by, by xobawk Chief, dam Fanny, by St. Clair; Warner, S50
Mohawk McCa, bv Mohawk Chief, dam McCa, bv Almoin ; J. D.

ran, 185.

Prima Donna, by Mobawk Chief, dam Mater Occidentis : Jas. Mc-
Cue, 865.

Ramona. by Bentonian.dam Rivulet, by Rivoli; Dr. Eagan, $150.
Rosaline, by Libertv Sontag, dam Ramona. by Bentonian ; A. W.

Fink, 5260.
Sultana, by Sultan, dam Gnlnare, by The Moor; J. D. Carr. SS0.

Thora. by Champion, dam Lady Beecher, by Reserve; Parrott. $55
Belle Blanche, by The Moor, dam Belle View Maid, bv Peck's Idol

'

Brown, $90. !

Remora, by Guy Wilkes, dam Belle Blanche, by The Moor; J.

Brown. $325.

Silver Bow Stock Farm.

The two stallions that are at the head of this stuck farm

represent two great and extremely fashionable families, Mc-

Gregor and Onward. The greatest son of Robert McGreger is

here, Silver Bow. He is great in every sense of the word, as a

well-bred horse, as a race horse, as a money-winner, as an in-

dividual and as a sire. Every colt and filly by him is con-
sidered invaluable. The other colt Egyptian Prince needs
hardly more praise than what the pedigree shows, sired by a

race horse, out of a race mare, sister to another and out of a

great broodmare, in fact the greatest daughter of Hamble-
tonian 10. His dam was by the handsome sire of speedy trot-

ters, Mambrino King. In his pedigree are the greatest and most
fashionable sires and dams in America. As an individual,

Egyptian Prince is worthy of his lineage. He will be given a

low mark this fall.

Brooklyn Handicap "Weights.

The weights of the Brooklyn Handicap, 1
', miles, which

is run on the opening day of the meeting of the Brooklyn
Jockey Club, are announced as follows:

Longstreet 127

Lamplighter 125

Banquet 123
Kingston 122
Major Domo 122

Victory- 116

La Tosca 116

Yorkville Belle llfi

Locohatchee 116
Judge Morrow 116

RacelaDd 116
Stratbmeath 116
Mars 114

Parvenu 114

Demuth„ 112
Russell 112

Diablo 112

Pactolus no
Leon awell no
Lowlnnder 110
Two Bits no
Terrifier*. 108
Fidelio loft

Caasius 108
Tulla Blackburn 108
Charade ia5
Candelabra 105
Wildwood 105
Alonzo 103
Reclare 103
Pickpocket inn

Rudolph 100
Illume 95
Long Beach- 90

Who will buy Sidney and how much will his next owner be
asked to pay for the remarkable sire of early speed '.'

Grandissimo, 2:23 A, was unintentionally omitted from the
list of horses published in another column that will be seen
<>n the California circuit thi> fall.

Hanijek JoN£S, we understand, will train Phil Archibald's
crack three-year-old Coloma colts, Swiftsnre and Ichi Ban.
The former won most of the two-year-old stakes in Oregon last

year.

Judge Jere. R. Morton, of Lexington, Ky., has purchased
of Saver & Ij raves, of the Elmwood 1-arm $1,000 the yearling
filly, by imported King Gallop, dam Lizzie Lee, by Ten
Broeck.

Since our forms containing the " Turf and Track" pages
went to press R. Porter Ashe's sale of thoroughbreds has been

postponed to Saturday, February 11. Remember that it takes
place at Oakland race track.

Regal Wilkes will be named in the Champion Stallion

Stake at New York and the 2:12 stake at Boston. Should he
improve on last year's form the son of Guy Wilkes and Marga-
ret should be in the front rank at the finish.

T. C. Bakxes, of Lexington, Ky., is paying a business
visit to California. Mr. Barnes represents the Pepper Distil-

ling Co., which manufactures the justly celebrated " Old
Pepper" brand of whisky. Mr. Barnes is a great admirer of

California horses, and is a good judge besides.

Dr. C. E. Farxum, of this city, last Wednesday sold to W

.

F. MillicK, of Helena, Mont., the two-year-old colt Chevy
Hock, by Cheviot, out of Eda, by Hock-Hocking, for $2,750.

The youugster is entered in many of the rich two-year-old

events at the East, and in this city, and is a slashing, tine-

looking chestnut colt with plenty of substance. People are

beginning to appreciate the Cheviots surely, for during the

past few months they have been bringing excellent prices.

Hugh Kirkendall, of Helena, Mont., has purchased all

the gallopers (eight in number") in the Hundley & Preuitt

racing stable. In the lot are Clara Porter, a phenomenally
fast three-year-old by Red Boy, dam Yogo, and her sister, a
yearyounger. In the Kirkendall string this season will be

those sterling performers, Nevada and Montana, and the pro-

mising fillies, Dot and Miss Nelson. The latter is by Three
Cheers.

Los Angeles will have a spring meeting commencing
March 20th and lasting ten days. The programme will be

out in a few days, and there will be two stake races each day
and two or three over-night purses. The distances ill the

stake events will generally be over a mile, while the sprinters

are well provided for in the over-night affairs. A large num-
ber of horses are expected to go, aud the meeting is expected
to be a first-class one in every respect. The racing will go
right along, with no skipping of days.

Jockey Vignes, who arrived in Xew Orleans the other

day and who rode in the spring Blood Horse meeting, has
signed to ride for the iEtna Stable this season. By the way,

the Hawkins & Johnson (Aetna) string will be a pretty strong

one. It is said the pick of the youngsters is the appropriately

named Danton, a half brother to Jacobin and Robespierre.

He is by Linden, dam Agnes, and is a grand looking fellow.

The other more promising youngsters in the string are Emu-
lation, by Leonatus ; Sylvan, by Woodlands, and Wetumka,
by Leonatus.

Monroe Salisbury visited the Nutwood Stock Farm
last Wednesday and selected the following horses to take

through the Eastern circuits : Maud C, 2:19, by California

Nutwood, dam Zolo, by Steinway; second dam Fanny Malone
(grandam of Chas. Derby, 2:20, and Steineer, 2:29.1-), by Nia-

gara. Zeta Carter, a three-year-old, by Director, 2:17. dam
Lida W. 2:18}, by Nutwood 600 ; Thursday, a three-year-old

pacer by Noonday, dam Ingar, by Director, 2:17, second dam
Annie Titus, by Echo, third dam Titiany mare.

A Great Young Stallion.

Boodle, 2:21$, is advertised in this issue, and the descriptive

article in our New Year number has made his pedigree and

history familiar to all our readers. The names of Goldsmith

Maid, Lady Thorne, Jay Gould, Ethan Allen recall the past

with a vividness that cannot be forgotton. Boodle is a game
and consistent racehorse, perfect in form and kind in disposi-

tion. The blood of Stranger is much esteemed, and Budd
Doble in his etibrts to secure the two-minute trotter out of the

thousand claimants he has seen, selected Bellona, by Stranger,

16 perform the feat, and as this " king of drivers" makes few

mistakes, the chances are very favorable for him being suc-

cessful in his choice. Every colt and filly by Boodle trots,

and trots fast, too. He ought to make a good sire, and at the

price at which he is standing he should to get hi* book filled

immediately. Read the advertisement.

Asylum Stock Farm Sale.

The talk among horsemen is the coming closing-out sale of

the Asylum Farm trotting stock. The game stallion Almoni-

tion, 2:24 :{, Sid Fleet, 2:26$, Sidana's colt by Simmocolon,

2:131, Pansy, Veronica, a Rupee filly out of Freda, by Fred

Arnold, Bessie Pancoast, by Pancoast, fillies by Dawn, Oak-
nut, 2:24}, Albona, Sidney, Eclectic, Stamboul, Director Jr.,

and in fact representatives of the leading families in Cali-

fornia. There is a colt by Sidney out of Pansy, by C. M.
Clay Jr. 22, a Dawn colt out of a Rustic mare and a Soudan
colt out of a Sportsman mare, that are fit to put at the head

of any stock farm. See advertisement.

Highland Stock Farm.

This world-renowned home of the mighty Red Wilkes is

offered for sale, and as it is right in the heart of the blue-grass

region, Messrs. France «St Son have had this farm fitted up in

a manner second to no other. The paddocks barns, race

track and improvements are unequaled, and the natural ad-

vantages which this farm possesses for the uses for which it

has been designated, make it a perfect " equine home." I Ivei

six hundred stock farms are around Lexington, and the High-

land Stock Farm is noted as the Palo Alto of them all. See
the advertisement.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In looking over the
long list of horses whose records on the kite track have been
thrown out by the American Trotting Register Association,
il -rrm- to rue that the owners of these trotted and pacers
should have studied the law adopted at the last session, and
inquired of the officials in charge of the Stockton track regard-
ing the manner in which the trials against the watch were to
be made. Everyone knows that it is just as easy to comply
with a simple new law as it is to adhere to an old one. espec-
ially when the result will be the same. The amount of money
paid into the association's funds was considerable, and the
most stringent rules in regard to the payment of entrance
money bad to be compiled with before the horses started.

Three-fourths of the owners who started their horses did not
think that there would be any question about the records,
while the balance did not care. The doom of the tin-

cup records, however, is sealed, and although the dose was
taken by mistake, nevertheless it had its eHect, and on their
tombstone will be written :

»D were we done for,
Wbat on eanb were we begun for."

Mohawk.

The Wonderful Diablo.

This speedy three-year-old son of Chas. Derby that made
such a sensation on the turf last year will make the season of
1893 at that equine paradise, Pleasanton. He demonstrates
his race horse qualities in his races; he is one of the best-bred
horses in America ; he is strongly consumed, perfect in form,
kind in disposition and has as pure trotting action as any
horse on the turf, and will get a low record at that gait.
Diablo is a model, and owners of broodmares who are seeking
to get good value for their colts by breeding to the most fash-
ionable sire will rind, on looking over Diablo's pedigree, that
he tills every requirement.

James Madison.

This magnificently-formed stallion, with a trotting record of

2:17 j. will make the season of 1893 at the Oakland Trotting

Park. Jimes Madison is considered not only the finest look-
ing sons of Auteeo (whose fee is 61,000), but he is also the
fastest. His gait is perfect, while in conformation he cannot
be excelled. His disposition is of the gentlest, and his pro-
geny is noted for color, size, perfection of form, great speed
and gamen ess. While in Kentucky James Madison was con-
sidered the finest large trotting stallion that ever came into
that State, and he was bred to many of the best-bred mares
there.

The fame of the horses imported from England and France
by that great judge of horses, Theodore Skillman, of Peta-
luma, extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from
Canada to Mexico. He is going out of the business and will sell

bis fine lot of prize-winning horses aud oroodmares at auction
in this city on the 23d of this month. See advertisement.

Sidney, 2:19 3-4.

The great stallion Sidney, considered by manv as the exeatest sire of
early and extreme speed that was ever foaled, will be sold at auction
by the Tattersalls—Fasig Company in tbeir great sale at * 'levels mi, O.,
which commences February 27. We ask readers of this paj>er to kindly
consider his merits, which we shall in our humble way try to present
in a more lengthy article later on. Meanwhile we will not disguise
the object of offering a prize to the one who may guess the nearest to
the price he will bring when sold. Our motive is simolv to gel a fresh
list of live addresses for the purpose of sending out catalogues, and we
hope, therefore, that everyone interested in the American trotting
horse, uo matter how prominent his position mav be. will favor us
with his estimate. We have decided on ottering two prizes, the first of
which shall be a pneumatic-tire sulky of the make preferred by the
fortunate guesser. The second prize will be an elegant gentleman's
road-driving whip. In the event of a tie the first and second prizes
shall be determined by lot. All guesses will be recorded in a book,
then placed in a package and scaled before the horse is offered. This
package will be delivered to some prominent newspaper man to be
announced later, and he will compare the guesses with the list and
decide to whom the prizes are to be awarded.
As an aid to making this appraisal we wish to repeat that at the

time of Count Valensin's death, a three years contract existed between
that gentleman andW C, France, under which Mr. France was to pav
$20,000 per year for Sidney's services, with a contingent addltJ
amount of $5000 per year. This contract by its conditions terminates
at the death of Mr. Valensin. but that astnte breeder. W. C. France,
promptly offered the executors to renew it under exactly the same
terms. This fact will give an indication of his immense earning ra-
pacity, independent of his merits from a pedigree standpoint or as a
sire of phenomenal speed. Address all estimates to William B. Fosig.
Manager Trotting Department, Fifty-fifth street and Seventh avenue.
.s'ew York City.; -

San Jose Records Not Thrown Out.

Sax Jose, February 1.—The records made on the San Jose track
stand good despite the action of the American Register Association,
for they have been accepted by the National Trotting Associanmi, the
only recognized authority.
Upon the publication of the report that San Jose. Stockton and

other records were thrown out, George H. Bragg, secretan
Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Association, wrote to the national
Trotting Association, headquarters at Hartford, Conn., ahowl
all the rules had been complied with, and to-day received a letter from
sjecretarv M. M. Morse in reply, which will be read with pleasure by
the many horsemen interested.
In pari the letter says : "This office fully appreciates the position

and will stand by its members, first, last and B 90 long M
they observe the rales which they have made for tfc

ment. We have no control over the American Trotting Reg
sociatiou. They stand to us In the same relation as cm
on himself or themselves to print a book and make a sot of arbitrary
rules ae to what bora - or whose records shall be admitted to it We
suppose they have that right.

• we have accepted and placed all the records yon have sen) ni en
our own bonks, which were the standard long before toe Register As
socialion was thought of, and snail maintain them unless on proper
c plaint made, our Board or Appeals shall decide thai

I

not made m accordance without rule- ii would nor beta good
taste for this office to criticise thelrrnlesand regulations, if ll

that, we think some of them might be shown t.. t» n..t only Inconve-
nient, but absurd."

A Card From Manager Fasigr.

New v«>rk City, Jan. 28.—] havejual n turned from i JalUbnila, and
hurriedly make the following explani
The card of the execn i column

explains matters d other t

and t bare only to say l urpatronsthal the decision ol
,:

i

tors and the order of the court authorizing thi

secured untl 1

1

In th

country and In Europe and soil i meed,
It therefore became n< it event until Februar

Mud and a Ivertlsed f<>r on
sale The Chics e dates « ill be

changed, and proper notice will be duly given of Its dates later.

Intention to n I the European sporting and in

with advertisements of thlsneat
rood attendance oifbrelgu bo

ir icluslon, i will nythat 1

very beststock on the Pai amber with very huw

and many the gel of the great sire, Dexter Prince, further m.

;

which l will give in Inter Ivues ofyour paper. Yours,
WiLIMM B. Fa*I<:,

Manager Trotting Department Tattersalls Co. In America.
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ROD.
Queen of the Hills.

ibv Charles Wesley Kyle.]

Hail spirit -if true poesy, divine

!

The whirling reel, the floating gosamer line!

L'pou the moont&iD lake or roaming stream,

Where golden kisses ofthe sunlightgleam;

with graceful stroke, the templing lure to fling,

Flecking the watera with their coloring,

Are subjects tit tor breathings of thy grace.

For Beauty there reveals her charming face.

The violets of the hillside are her eyes,

Which to the azured heaveussend replies,

While o'er her cheeks the warm rose-blushes steal.

And trailing vine and nodding fern reveal

The sweet enchainment of her presence rare.

For naught of earth can with this queen compare.

For every charm and grace to her are lent.

By reason of her sweet environment.

A cord of silver is the foaming stream,

Which winds from mouutain top with flashing gleam.

Lacing the vestment of her bosom pure.

Holding the grass and moss and fern secure,

Singing the while, a cadence soft and low,

Down to the sea irom regal crest of snow.

Kiting the royal redwoods as they rest—

A boutonniere upon her lovely breast.

Report of Commander J. J. Brice, TJ. S. Navy.

Washington, D. C, November 15, 1892.

Honorall- Marshall McDonald, U. S. Fish Commissioner,

Washington, D. C.

Sib :— 1 have the honor to submit herewith a report of in-

vestigations and operations on the Pacific Coast in reference

to the establishment of stations for the propagation of salmon.

The salmon which formerly inhabited the Pacific Coast

waters in countless millions extending from Alaska to Mon-

terey, are becoming each year more reduced in numbers in

the yearly run, and the question resolves itself into one of

almost final extinction or prompt and active measures for

their protection and propagation. The importance of speedily

furnishing a supply equal to the demand by artificial means

is emphasized in the value of the fish industry on that coast

amounting to something like seven million dollars yearly.,

The seal fisheries became a national question, and the most

prominent subjects before the people, verging on war, yet its

actual commercial value is not so great as the fish industry

on the Pacific, which is gradually slipping away from us

through depletion by indifference and improvident destruc-

tion. The ruin has continued without interruption until

some of the streams, formerly alive with fish, are now nearly

exhausted and becoming as destitute of salmon as the Hudson
and the other Eastern rivers which were, in early times,

abundantly stocked with many species of salmonid*. This
destruction took place before artificial propagation was prac-

ticed, an excuse for that day and time ; but it also serves as a

warning in the present, with our knowledge of artificial

means lo protect and guard the Pacific Coast streams from the

same misfortune.

To formulate a plan to restore the salmon in their original

numbers to the various streams on that coast and offset the

yearly catch by artificial propagation, has been the duty of the

0. S. Fish Commission.
The urgent necessity for speedy action is manifest in the

fact that there are many obstacles in the way of the rehabilita-

tion of a river once depleted of its fish, aside from the great

increase in the labor and the expense of transporting young
fry from remote localities. It was therefore proposed by the

I". S. Fish Commission to establish hatcheries on military or

Government reservations, and other desirable localities for

the production of salmon and its species, so arranged as to

benefit all the strpams on the Pacific.

Afl an experimental efiort and the commencement of the

system, a hatchery was established at Fort Gaston, Humboldt
County. Gal. This is the central hatchery, and has auxiliary

sub-hatcheries on the neighboring streams which empty
directly into the ocean. These auxiliary hatcheries are used

for taking the spawn and depositing the young fry on or near

the spawning grounds, and are kept open only during the
-pawning and hatching season, which would be about four

months of the year. Besides the auxiliary station at Redwood
River, it is proposed to connect with the Gaston Station two
others on the Mad and Eel Rivers. There are other streams
near by which could be utillized in the same way, all empty-
ing into the sea. In addition to stocking the waters of the

Pacific with salmon and other indigenous fish, the central

hatchery at Gaston is provided with ponds used for hatching
and propagating Eastern and foreign fish, such as land-locked

salmon, Eastern and German trout. Breeding ponds are in

use filled with the two last-mentioned fish, from which many
will be distributed in the streams and waters throughout the

Country. Other localities have been examined and suitable

inspected for hatcheries, tho«e on the Colville reserva-

tion near tin head of the Columbia River and another at Lane
* keurd'Alene being particularly favorable. Military or Gov-
ernment reservations were selected for several reasons, prom-
imnt among them being the assured protection of the young
fish. Vor convenience it is also desirable that the hatcheries
should be located mar the heads of the streams in the vicinity

of the Spawning grounds where tish are most likely to be
found ripe and ready for stripping of their eggs. While the
system need not be confined to (iovernmenl reservations, such
localitict are preferable where facilities for the work meet
with the requirements. The Btreams should he stocked from
the several varieties of thai coast, preferably the indigenous
or the kind of Salmon which visit the particular stream. <

. real

danger attends the introduction in any stream of tish not
belonging to the waters, a stronger and more rapacious Btrange
fish is rare to destroy the weaker native occupants of the

stream, and give in return for the destruction probably an
infei xor salmon and lew prolific

The waters in Humboldt County, California, are also free

from ragrant and predatory fish, consequently the young can
be ilaced in the stream at an early age without molestation
ex A'pt from the trout which infest all these waters. The

yearling trout is the voracious enemy of the young salmon

and being small himself is capable of pursuing the little fish

into shoal water, their haven of refuge from danger. The
destruction of salmon fry by these active young cormorants is

very great. Therefore it is not policy to stock the same stream

with both salmon and trout ; since there is no comparison in

their commercial value,there should be no question as to which

should receive the attention and protectien of the fish com-

mission. The Fort Gaston Station is on the Trinity River, a

tributary to the Klamath, at which place the fish appear early

in thewiuter months and again inthespring to spawn. When
the salmon enters the river and commences his long journey

to the spawning grounds it is truly the effort of his life result-

ing in many cases in death from accident or exhaustiou.

During this time he eats nothing, a wise provision of nature,

otherwise the spawn, which is the most attractive food for tish,

would be consumed by the multitudes which infest the streams

during the spawning season. The salmon enters the river in

good condition, well fortified with fat, upon which they main-

tain their strength combined with the constant supply of

nutriment from the destruction of the oil-bearing tissues which

envelope the ovary and the outside membrane covering, the

latter holding the eggs and oily essence surrounding them.

Disintegration, of the ovary adjuncts and spermatic parts, be-

gin shortly after the fish enter the river in both male and

female, biit the supply is not as great in the former because

the burden and exertion is less.

The conjunction of natural causes in assisting the salmon in

all his movements and in the manner of depositing the eggs is

as interesting as it is beautiful. In the operation of spawning,

from my own observation, the salmon on arriving at the place

selected, remains quiet until recovered from the effects of the

long journey from the sea, and for this purpose they select a

pool where there is protection and concealment, under dwift-

wood or an overhanging bough. In pairs, male and female,

they build their nests generally in the swift water on the rip-

ple above or below the pool the male guarding it with great

jealously by fighting away all intruders. The pool serves as a

place of concealment during the day, spawning and making
their nest at night or early in the morning, continuing its

operations during the daytime if it is overcast and dark. The
act of spawning by the female may go on at intervals for a

week before all the eggs are deposited. The construction of

the nest is commenced by digging an elongated hole, extend-

ing up and down the stream, and located in the swift water

above or below the pool, the fish using the nose and fins in

making the excavation, throwing out the sand and gravel in

volumes in their efiort. The stones and gravel are carried just

below the excavation by the current, forming a nest covering

a space sometimes more than six feet in diameter, the small

particles of sand and dirt being carried far down the stream.

It seems strange that a collection of stones and pebbles should

form a fish nest, and it becomes a matter of speculation as to

the manner of secreting the eggs under a mass of stones. Yet
nature has made it very simple, and secured its results in a

matter of fact way. The eggs are deposited in the hole by the

female and impregnated by the male—during the fertilization,

which takes from half an hour to fifty minutes, the eggs cling

together in a mass and to the bottom of the stream, at the end

of which time they commence to separate, and the gentle cur-

rent sweeping down through the trough-like hole carries the

egg out of the excavation as it becomes detached frota the

mass and on to the nest of stones below, where it tumbles from
one stone to another nntif the egg drops into one of the crevi-

ces, eventually finding its way to the bottom of the pile or

nest, and there lies securely hidden away well protected from

predatory fish and is finally hatched. It takes from forty to

sixty days for the eggs to hatch, the time depending upon the

temperature of the water. After batching the fish remain in

the nest about twenty days, until the umbilical sac is exhausted,

having, at this time but one instinct, to hide and burrow
deeper into the nest. After the substance of the sac is con-

sumed the little fish approach the surface to snap at passing

particles of food, and in so doing is washed away from the

nest and finally makes its way to the shoal water near the

shore, gradually dropping down stream until the fall freshets

come and carry it into the larger streams, and eventually into

the ocean.

Salmon make their nests and spawn differently under differ-

ent circumstances. If prevented from reaching their spawn-

ing ground, by late freshets, or other obstacles, they will spawn
in the river or deposit their eggs in the muddy bottom of a

pool if there are no gravel beds available. In both instances

most of the eggs are lost. By artificial hatching as much as

ninety-five per cent, ol the eggs are batched; and in deposit-

ing the young fry in the streams it has been the custom at

Gaston to place them in the streams near the spawning grounds

five or six weeks after hatching. Young salmon fed abun-

dantly in the ponds for four or five months before they are

put in the streams, acquire different habits, and are inclined

to linger in the fresh water the year round, having become too

strong lo be carried out by the fall and winter freshets against

their inclination. The salmon is very much the victim of

circumstances, and in his movements is governed more or less

by freshets and the temperature of the water. From the lat-

ter he is most naturally controlled in seeking more genial sur-

roundings. The early stage of a little salmon's existence is

made up of continuous alarms to avoid danger and the com-
mencement of his life is spent in hiding and darting about un-

til he gains sufficient strength and activity to venture abroad

for food trusting to speed for safety.

The method of taking salmon for spawn at Fort Gaston con-

sists in running a wire fence diagonally across. the stream near

the upper end of which is inserted a " v "-shaped trap made
of the same wire stretched over a wooden frame, the pointed

end of the trap is placed up stream and the wire fence extends

to the shores from each corner of the lower end. In the lower

face of the trap is a hole large enougli for the salmon to enter,

with converging steel rods eighteen inches long extending in-

wardly from around the opening; these are pressed apart as

the salmon enters and spring back into place when he is se-

cure inside. The traps are located below the spawning ground
and convenient to the hatchery.

The Fort Gaston station was the expermental attempt in

]

the commencement of a systematic plan to stock yearly the

Streams on the Pacific with salmon, and in view of the satis-

factory results given by this station a continuation of the
i same is recommended by extending the system and establish-

ing hatcheries with four auxiliary stations eacli in the follow-

ing localities : One on the Chilcat River in Alaska, or in its

vicinity; one on I'uget Sound ; one on the Colville Reseva-
tion, Columbia River, and one on Eel River, California. It

;

in also recommended to increase the Gaston station with three
auxiliary hatcheries and connect with the McC'oud station

I four auxiliary stations.

The following is an estimate of the cost of establishing and
maintaining the above proposed stations :

Four central hatcheries, buildings and apparatus at $2,000 $8,000

Twentv auxiliary hatcheries at $300 each 6,000

Five superintendents at $1 2U0 per year each 6,000

six laborers at $40 per mouth each for twelvemonths 2,880

Twenty-four laborers at $40 per month each for four months .... 3,840

Yearly expense of each central hatchery, including its auxili-

ary stations 1.500

Total expense of five stations not including the McCloud
hatchery 7,500

With this small outlay of public money each important sal-

mon stream on the Pacific could be stocked with young fish

artificially hatched far exceeding in numbers the yearly catch

or market demand.
As the farmer recognizes the necessity of replenishing his

stock every year, in like manner the same prudent forethought

is required in regard to the occupants of the streams, and the

expenditures for this purpose, in the plan suggested, are in-

.••igniticent when compared to the millions of dollars repre-

sented in the result.

For the further protection of the fish on that coast it is

suggested that one of the rivers, the Klamath for instance,and

its tributaries, be held by the Government as a fish preserve,

prohibiting seining or taking salmon in any way for com-
mercial purposes. A great national nursery would thereby

be established from which not only the Pacific Coast would be

benefitted, but the whole country. The land extending some
distance from the mouth of the Klamath River, is, I believe,

a Government reservation requiring no special legislation to

close the stream to outside enterprise.

Authorities give the salmon (genera oncorphyncktts) on the

Pacific as representing five species. The King Salmon, or

Quinnet, or Chinook Salmon. It has an average weight of

twenty-two pounds ; there sixteen rays on the anal fin to dis-

tinguish it. The Blue Black Salmon, weighing from five to

eight pounds, and has fourteen rays on its anal tin. The Dog
Salmon, with an average weight of twelve pounds, also has

fourteen anal rays. The Silver Salmon, weighing from three

to eight pounds, with thirteen rays on the anal fin to distin-

guish it. In the fall the male Dog Salmon is red and his jaws

are much distorted. This is also true of the large variety of

Humped Back Salmon, which is small, weighing up to six

pounds and has fifteen anal rays. Among the offshoots be-

longing to the salmonidce (salmon family) is the steel head,

which, from good authority, is the salmon trout, the same
species as the rainbow trout in the streams. In point of fact

the steel-head and rainbow trout Were originally one and the

same fish, so far as at present known from their construction,

the difference in size being due to their habits and the exten-

sive surroundings of the former. In construction, except its

size, the steel-head is a trout, in habits a salmon. The rain-

bow trout may become a salmon trout and a steel head when
its habits are anadromous, which could occur through acci-

dent, such as an unusual freshet in which the rainbow trout is

washed into the estuaries of the rivers and the sea. The rich

food and boundless of territory off the mouths of rivers

account for his increase in size and strength. This growth is

noticed in the salmon as being comparatively insignificant

while remaining in fresh water, but rapid upon its first visit

to the sea. Fish food is most plentiful in the ocean near the

estuaries of the rivers,as the influence of the fresh water stream

is felt many miles at sea, causing an abundant growth of

marine vegetation or vast pastures, attracting the smaller fish

and crustaces upon which the salmon feed, returning yearly

to their native rivers to spawn. Very respectfully,

[Signed] J. J. Brice,
Commander, U. S. Navy.

Somewhat Fishy.

A small boy living on the banks of Eagle creek, very fond

of fishing with trot lines, the other morning went out to run

his line, says a Neel, O., correspondent of the Cincinnati En-

quirer. Finding one end of it broken loose from its place, he

got in his boat and crossed to the other side of the creek to

find the other end of his line.

Taking hold of it and giving it a little pull he thought he

had a huge tish. He called for help to save it and a man came
to help him, and when they got to it they found a large ani-

mal about eight feet and a half long, with sixteen legs and
four eyes. He had caught himself on the hooks, and had
eleven large hooks fastened in his body. After a long and

severe struggle they got the animal ashore.

He seems to be a very quiet animal, and will be easily

tamed. They now have him tied with a rope, and with a

slow, steady pull he will crawl out on the bank and lay for a

short lime, and then go back into the water.

He has a head somewhat like a horse, neck like a dog,

short, thick legs and a short tail. He is of a dark brown color

with short, fine hair. He has six toes on his front and hind

feet, with only four on the rest of his feet. He measures five

feet four inches around the body behind the front legs, and
tapers gradually back, and measures two feet ten inches in

front of the aind legs. His nostrils are much larger than

those of a horse, and he makes a noise like a duck, only a

great deal louder.

The Fish Question.

" Everybody now knows that our brook trout are nothing

more than the young salmon which run from the sea into

fresh water during the winter months to spawn. The parent

tish are caught in seines as they come in from the sea and

those that escape and get to their spawning beds are caught

when they attempt to return to the sea later in the spring.

" In April the fishing with rod and line begins and tens of

thousands of the little fish of the previous spring's spawning

are caught by so-called fishermen. If undisturbed the young

fish when two years old will start down to this water and col-

lect in considerable numbers at the mouth of the river, wait-

ing for its opening to get out to sea. They are then caught in

large numbers at the mouth of the river in seines to be used

as bait for outside fishing.

"How then with this deadly war upon them can the race

survive? It is impossible. The tish are caught coming in to

spawn, caught going out to sea, caught when two inches long

by the summer pot fishermen, and just as they get to the edge

of salt water in the natural course of their evolution they

again encounter and are entrapped in the deadly seine.

" There is but one way to save them, and that is to prohibit

under severe penalty any seining or trapping of fish in Rus-

sian river or its tributaries for five years, and to prohibit un-

der severe penalty the taking of any trout less than five inches

long with a hook and line. All fish less than five inches

length should be returned to the stream. The taking of these

small tish is just as destructive as the seining of the large
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fish, if not more so, and both should be prohibited for a I

term of years under rigid penalties."—Santa Rosa Democrat.

To the above the Times makes the following comments

:

" While not in favor of such stringent measures as the above
regarding the taking of salmon in Eel river, many of our citi-

:

zens believe that a new law should be passed regulating fishing

on that stream, the object of which should be to prohibit the

taking of salmon by seine or trap above a certain point in or-

der to give the fish an opportunity to get by the fishing grounds
during Saturday and Sunday, which they cannot do under the

present system, as fishing is carried on for longer distance I

above the mouth of the river than the fish can travel during
Saturday and Sunday, and virtually the fish receive no pro-

,

tection whatever. Were the limit of seining placed at a rea- !

sonable distance above the mouth of the river the fish would
have ample time to make the run past that point during the

hours in which fishing is prohibited, and go on unmolested to

the spawning grounds. This is the opinion of a gentleman
who is well posted in the matter, and he says it iatbe only way
to protect the fish in that stream. The idea of returning to

the streams of trout under live inches in length is a good oue
and if a law was passed to that effect it would prove beneficial

to the streams of this country if strictly enforced." To what
the Times says we endorse as we are positive as to the correct-

ness of its remarks. Something should be done and done soon

to protect the salmon or Eel river will be " fished out," and a

great source of revenue cut ofl'from our people.

We are glad to note the interest taken by the daily press on

this important question, for however we may differ as to de-

tails of enforcement of the law, the fact that it is becoming
recognized more and more every day that some definite and
pronounced action should be taken, is most encouraging.

Capt. C. Phillips-Wolley has just presented to the Provin-

cial museum a remarkable fish taken by him in Sooke harbor,

says the Victoria Colonist, which measures 4 feet 3 inches

from nose to tail, with a girth of :28 inches. The fish is shaped
like a spring salmon, but has a dorsal fin like a perch, barbed.

The back of the fish when it was taken was the color of new
copper, the belly silvery white.

The fish is believed to belong to the family scienida', to

which the celebrated Paris Rei, or "royal fish," belongs. Of
this fish, Yorrell says, it wis in great request among epicures

in the time of the Romans, the fishermen of Rome being in

the habit of presenting the head (considered the finest part) to

the three local magistrates. •

Paulus Jorius relates a curious history of the head of one of

these fish, presented as usual to the conservators in the reign

of Pope Sextus X
;
given by them to the Pope's nephew ; by

him to one of the cardinals; from whom it passed as a noble
donation to his banker, to whom he was deeply indebted; and
from the banker to his courtesan. It was followed with keen

scent through all its migrations by a parasite, whose industry

was rewarded at length by his being allowed to partake of the

feast.

This story forms the underplot of Beaumont & Fletcher's

"Woman Hater," where as a condition of his becoming a

sharer in the exquisite morsel, the parasite was compelled to

marry the lady.

Although closely allied to this fish of history, the stranger

from Sooke is believed to be a new variety, and a new descrip-

tion and sketch will be forwarded at once by Mr. Ashdown
Green to Professor Jordan, the great American icthyologist

for identification. The Sooke Indians had never seen a simi-

lar fish.

The Sportsman's Heritage.

A love of poetry is in perfect accord with the character of

him who finds his greatest pleasure when in contact with

nature as presented by mountain, field and steam. The true

sportsman is he who can and does understand the varied ex-

pressions of nature. To such a one nature presents wells of in-

exhaustible recourses from which may be drawn, at will, de-

lights of the most elevated and enobling character.

True poetry is best found in nature, or rather it is the more
subtle voicings of nature's highest expressions of grace and
beauty. Adding the ease and grace of motion to nature's

highest forms of animated beauty and we have a typical pan-

tomime of poetry.

The Might of the swallow, the pigeon, or the humming bird;

the dashing speed, or grace in repose, of the deer, the moun-
tain sheep, or the antelope, are expressions of the beauty of

poetry which furnish to the admiring eye and understanding

heart pleasures scarce approached by aught to be met with in

any other of nature's forms.

Music is the soul of poetry, and when the symphonists of the

woodland, the sensitive and touching melody of song is added
to the beauty of form and grace of motion, the trinity of these

potentialities form one of the truest types of poetry yet

evolved from the great realm of causation. The low, sweet

murmur of the broken and winding brook; the more silent ex-

pression of the gliding stream, or the rolling sweep of the

majestic river,

" Rivers tuat murmur, white-lipped falls that roar.

P.eoords divine, His wonders revealing more and more."

are nature's true voicings of poetry.

It is seen in the colorings of the forest leaves, in the waving
of the grass, in the blooming of the flowers, in the paintings

of cloud and sky. It is heard in the music of the breeze when
it creeps gently through the grass or becomes more resonant as

it touches the keys of the grand organ of the pines or echoes

through their stately sun-flecked aisles and dies away in low
murmurings amid the rocky moss-painted chambers of the

glen.

The occupation, the pastime of the sportsman is of such a

nature as to tone the system to that high key where all these,

and countless thousands of other presentations of poetry, may
best be received, underslood and appreciated.

The eye must be educated, so must the ear, likewise the

heart and the brain. For such a one nature's expressions of

poetry are as countless as the leaves of the forest or the sands

upon the sea shore.

If some of our wealthy men desire a grand and lasting mon-
ument, one which will stand the test of time for ages to come
and call down upon their memories the heartfelt plaudits of

the succeeding generations, let them seek out, purchase and
preserve from despoilation some one of the several marketable

groves of the Seguoia fjirjanl>a
t
yet to be found in this State.

It would be an act which the people of future ages would
appreciate, as well as of those who now desire the protection

of these grand trees.

Moon, MaidBn and Man.

ANASTASSA.

All ! Robair, see the moon !

That great, round moon !

But yet how pale it seems.
And wan

!

And how it rolls mid rolls and rolls !

True. true, mv own !

Of all high rollers that I know
The moon's the highest
Yes. Pale and wan and rolling high.
Oh, moon,
Were I in just the shape you are to-night
I think I'd be a little pale myself.
And wan?
Mayhap.
And would I roll?
Well, you know me !

ANASTASIA.

ROBAIR.

Robair

!

Anastasia—love !

ANASTASIA.
And you would be the moon—
The inconstant moon ?

The moon that rolls aud rolls and rolls

So tar from me ?

ROBAIR.

Not ou your life, my own I

The moon is rolling high to-night,
But I remember when
'Twas walking on iis uppers, so to speak.
While I was doing up the town
lu shaDe most elegant I

For I was heeled, my love-
Well heeled!
And this then most unhappy moon
Was traveling on its loue last quarter !

Whereas to-uight

—

Such tricks doth fortune play

—

As was the moon not long ago
So now am I ;

And as was I that joyous lime
So is the moon to-night.
Say. moon,
You're in it up to your neck, old man !

Salute !

ANASTASIA.

And does the moon, Robair,
Feel good with looks so pale ?

And with that wan, wan face?
And does it like to roll?

My own !

I see you haven't sized the fair moon up
Just right.

Nor just exactly got
On to its curves.
Ask your conundrums of the wind that wbisperetb
To the man that's in the moon,
Aud bloweth ever through his whiskers,
Fori
Will have to give them up !

But if you ask me why the moon is pale and wan,
And rolls along
As if it owned the towu,
I think 1 know enough about the snap
To give it dead away.
The moon is pale, the moon is wan,

'

And rolls and rolls and rolls

Because it cannot help itself, my soul

!

Anastasia—love—
The moon is full to-night

!

—Ed. Mott in New York Suu.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Westminster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show, New
York, February 21, 22, 23 and 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,

Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md., Februarv
28, March 1, 2 and 3.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchauan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Southern Field Trial Club's fifth annual trials. New Albany, Miss.,

February 6. T. M. Brumby, Secretary.

Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Morris, Mani-
toba, September 4. Tnos. Johnson, Secretary.

The Late Field Trials.

It is one of the easiest and most natural of moods to be

pleased and good-humored when everything comes one's way

and it is only a test of temper and stability, when everything

so to speak, becomes twisted and out ofshape generally, that it

behooves one to guard well their tempers and comments. It

is to be regretted that the trainers, for the time spent prior to

the trials in Kern County, were handicapped by reason of a

scarcity of birds on which to work their dogs. That such was

the ca»e there can he no doubt, notwithstanding the fact that

there were an abundance of birds, in certain sections, at the

time of the trials.

Again it is no discredit to the trainers that a natural con-

dition had to be overcome. The trainers have enough to con-

tend with, aside from being charged with the results of a con-

dition over which they cannot possibly have any control. The
trials were, in most of the heats unsatisfactory, but not from

any condition changeable to the trainers, as such.

It will be rememberd that dogs handled by owners did little

or no better, in most cases, than those handled by the regular

trainers and in this matter each of the owners handling their

own dogs were men who are experts at the business. There

was no fault to be found with their work and we ranch doubt,

thai, on the whole, no one could have done better work than

that put forth by the handlers from opening to finish. It is

one thing for the ownpr to place his dog, it mutters not how
well bred he may be, in the hands of a trainer, but it is quite

another thing for many scions of the nobility, to evince by

actual work the worth of their breeding. Frequently the
" blue bloods" have or at least evince no higher quality than

that of pedigree.

There were some " royal duffers" at the late trials, two of

which were run for an hour or more for the sole reason of

finding out which of the two was the "ranker " in their work.
Men are very apt to look about for a reason on which to hang
an objection. When the owners refuse to see that which is

patent to every one else—that the dogs are absolutely worthless
-—they are apt to turn in and abuse the handlers for the failure
of the dogs to do good work. Now this is all wrong and we
trust that some understanding may be arrived at between the
owners and handlers that will put a stop to ranch unpleasant-
ness in this matter.

We are personally acquainted with all the regular handlers
on this (oast and we are free to say that we regard them to a
man as faithful workers, but it must be remembered that it is

not every dog that has sufficient natural capacity to become a
good field trial d"g no matter what may be his training.
Do not be too hard in your judgment of the trainers when

birds are scarce for them to work upon and much ill feeling

will be avoided.

Luck In Field Trials.

The element of luck which finds prominence in certain trials

it most annoying to the true sportsman. Instance, a number
of the heats run during the recent trials held by the Pacific

Coast Field Trials Club at Bakersfield. A brace of dogs would

be put down and coming onto a small bevy of birds they would

be Hushed, each little "blue flash" settling in thick cover

some distance away and frequently hundreds of yards apart.

Then another brace would be cast off' and away the dogs would
range each, perchance, quartering and working their respective

grounds equally well, one by reason of luck finds a single and
secures a point. This it seemed to us was about as clear and
pointed a definition or rather an illustration of luck as could
be given. In two or more of the heats run off these conditions

were most pronounced. Under such conditions it becomes a
close matter for the judges to determine the absolute merits of

the dogs and more especially when time is the essence of the
contest, as it needs must be when running off' stakes so large

as thnte presented at the recent trials. There can be no doubt
but that in full tests many of the heats run at the recent trials

would have been reversed.

Names Claimed.

Echo Cocker Kennels, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport pro-
prietor, claims the name Count Budd for black cocker spaniel
dog puppy whelped October 19, 1892, by Giffer E. (Giffer

—

Lady; Lady bv Champion Black Pete, A. K. C. S. B. 4910—
Miss Nance, A*. K. C. S. B. 17,063.

Mr. James Mortimer has been selected as manager of the
World's Fair bench show. It is eminently fitting and proper
that such an arrangement be made, for there is no man in the
land whose qualifications may be honestly said to approach
Mr. Mortimer's in this line. His selection as manager insures

perfect arrangement in this behalf. There is much depending
on the position, and the fact that its duties be fully and faith-

fully discharged; any lapse in this department would very
materially mar the success of the undertaking. We congratu-
late the kennel interests of the country on the selection of Mr.
Mortimer to this important position.

Now that the coursing business has developed the " affida-

vit craze" the certainty of all things uncertain will surely be
established and— then overthrown ! It is to be regretted that

such a course should have been deemed necessary. Generally
speaking all such exparte evidence serves but to confuse and
at best is most unsatisfactory. It does seem strange that an
ordinarially intelligent and honest man cannot be found when-
ever and wherever desired to judge at the coursing meetings
of this country. Societies would do well to make no more
mistakes or coursing will become a subject of derision and
contempt among all honorable men.

Everybody to their liking, as the boy said when he took
few puffs from grandfather's pipe ; but reallv we did enjoy the

rides which we took from Bakersfield to the separate grounds
on which the field trials were held. We had the most com-
panionable of souls in our " rig," and whoever heard of a

spin of ten or more miles in an open buggy through a country
where the finely-cultivated fields and vineyards stretched far

away on either hand, with the cosy white farm dwellings dot-

ting the landscape here and there not being enjoyable? Cer-
tainly, no good, cheerful liver ever did. Our liver is all

right, hence we enjoyed these drives.

We glean the following from the New York Herald: Col-

onel Jacob Ruppert has further strengthened his formidable

striug of St. Bernards, which, under the name of the Dutchess

Kennels, have proved so powerful at all the leading bench
shows. His most recent purchase is the crack rough-coaled
bitch Hepsey, who had such a brilliant career in England
before coming to this country. Colonel Rupport purchased
her from Mr. E. B. Sears, of Melrose, Mass.. the late owner of

the invincible Sir Bedivere.

One more of the leading events of the year in the sports-

man's world of the Pacific Coast has been written and the joys

and pleasures which cling about it have been stored away for

future reference and instruction. There is much to remember
of a. most pleasurable nature and nothing to regret save that

every lover of the dog and gun could not be present to enjoy

it.

It would appear reasonable in field trials work thai where :i

brace of dogs arc running and one of them point and the cimi-

peting dog is ordered to hack, that so long as die point is held

that the competing dog cannot be permitted to secure credits

bv ranging farther or iu making a cast lo come in behind the

one that has pointed. — - -^

Mr. A. Russell Crowell has severed his connection with the

Pacific Field Sports and become a near neighbor lo Joaquin

Miller on the heights back of Oakland, where he has estab-

lished a kennel and a poultry farm, to which he will devote

his attention. _ »

The following is from the Savannali News :

lie had a voung pointer so very keen in nose and BO very

bright that it is a wonder heaven hadn't endowed him with

human -pficli.

But he understood everything that was said to htm, al-

though his master did not always understand the do

which it may naturally be inferred the dog was the cleverer of

the two.

Well, the owner started to hunt partridges with him and he
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wonld get the ecent at surprising distances,

and whenever he and his master went shoot-

ing they were pretty sure to bring home some

game.
Partridge hunting seemed to be the greatest

pleasure that the dog had ever known, and

his roaster's mind ran on the subject coo-

tinnouslv. Whenever anyone would speak of

partridges he would get up and wag his tail

and show plainly that he understood what was

f^aid.
.

One day his master drove to a neighboring

town where the dog had never been before,

and in accordance with his usual custom, he

took the dog with him. They were going

down the main street, the dog trotting along

in front, when all of a sudden he came to a

dead point right in the middle of the road.

It was clear that there could not well be a

covevof partridges in the heart of a thriving,

busy" town, so the dog's owner was overcome

willi surprise.

He hitched his horse to a post, and going

to the wonderful beast gave him the word to

" go on." He advanced steadily and slowly

across the street and charged in front of a

drygoods shop, and then the reason of it be-

came apparent, for the sign above the doorway

read : "J. C. Partridge, drygoods and notions."

The dog could read and was a partridge hun-

ter with a vengeance.

One of the comrades who heard the story

said he knew it was true, for he had heard

of that dog, and his name was Ananias.

Napa Notes.

Napa, Feb. 3, 1893—Mr. Chas. Scott, the new lessee

of the race track and fair grounds, has moved onto

the grounds and bas commenced many minor bJt

necessary improvements to enhance the comfort and

further the general interests of the horsemen. Mr.

Thos. Bowhill, the well-known veterinary surgeon

who owns a stock farm in Sonoma county, will soon

seud out a string of his thoroughbreds to be trained

at the Napa track. It is also reported that as soon as

the weather settles Mr. Hatch's trainer, Mr. Berry-

man, will move a string of a dozen or more from the

Green Oaks Ranch to the track. Blonde Wilkes, 2:34,

by Guy Wilkes, dam by Arthurton, the property of

Gardner Bros., will also be quartered at the track,

where be will make a limited season and be prepared

for the fall campaign. This little chap will bear

watching : be has lots ofspeed, and soon as he learns

to go without the hobbles great things are expected.

During the week we availed ourselves of the op-

portunity to visit the beautiful borne of tbe genial,
whole-souled John McCord. About a mile south of
Napa on an elevated plateau overlooking Napa river

and the beautiful green alfalfa pastures is the resi-

dence of our host, and a little way back are numer-
ous barns, sheds and rows of well-built bos-stalls

which contain the colts, while the broodmares have
large sheds and paddocks to roam in. There are

- large eucalyptus trees in front of the stalls,

which must make it delightfully pleasant for the
horses as well as tbe men during the summer.
Mr. Howard Franklin, who bas charge of the

stock, showed us all tbe colts and mares, and it must
be said with candor that it is hard to find a finer-

looking or better kept lot of stock on any stock farm
in California. They are all in the pink of condition.
Mr. Franklin volunteered to move some of the colts,

so we went onto the avenue, a smooth stretch of
yellow clav running from the barn to the countv
road, nearly a half-mile in length, and kept smooth
as a race course.
The first one brought out was a handsome chest-

nut till v, two years old, by George Washington, 2:20,

dam Lucy, by Gen. McClelland 143. She got down
to work and the saddle pony had to stretch himsell
to keep up. Then came the two-year-old brown filly

by Silas Skinner, 2:17. out of Ladv Sargent, by
" Quien Sabe *' son of Whipple's Hambletonian, sec-
ond dam by " Budd Doble " son of Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. 31. Trot is the (lily's natural gait and she exhibits
the same do-or-die appearance of her sire when sbe
is trying to t>eat the saddle horse down the stretch.

Next came a black, close built, stocky, resolute look-
ing filly, three years old, by Director, 2:17, out of
"TmcksV' daughter of " Katy Tricks" (damofCon-
de. 2:20, Empress. 2:24. etc.) and the gait she can
show beside a saddle horse is simply astonishing. I

asked Mr. McCord how he was so fortunate as to
raise three Mich natural trotters. He replied that he
had been told that to have a great trotter it was es-

sential to have a great mare. So when he concluded
to raise a few colts, he secured what be considered

oares: Katy Tricks. Lady Sargent and Lucy
greater road mares were not known in San Fran-
cisco: they were fast and no road too long for them;
he secured them and bred tbem tosires like Director,
Silas Skinner and Geo. Washington, the gamest and
truest In the land, and the result i^ already apoarent.
Then Franklin liruii^ht out Mamie W.. by Corbitt,

dam by A. W. Richmond. She
is a beautiful (bur-year-old and should make a great
race mare. La-^t spring early she could trot quarters

ondsand miles In 2:40"

Another grand filly is Almadonna. two-year old.
hy Alcona 780, dum tfUDio. by Milton Medium
Anion i: i Ik- weanling* ore such choice ones fisa filly

OOI 2:20 '-ir- of Rowena two-year-old 2:17),
dam Dreola, by Kentucky Prince, (sire oi Guy 2:10,

i [amblel in 10, etc. a filly

oi 2:11 dam Btma, 2:24, by Elmo 891. Mr.
I has In nil uboiit twentv head of different
mong them several good onet by Mountain

i..n to sell them all to
Ibe highest bidder, without reserve, March 3.1898,

mbinatlon sale at Napa, as he has other
business that require!" his time and attention. It

looks like b pity to see such a prospective establish-
ment broke up. Napa.

A few weeks ago we noted the defalcation

and flight of Milo Tomlinson, of Crawfords-

vilie, lnd. A special conveying the sad news

of his tragic ending has jus: been received. It

is as follows :
" The sensation occasioned by

the flight of Milo Tomlinson, the well known
and wealthy horseman, two weekssince, and the

subsequent revelations of the frauds and forger-

ies he had perpetuated, is not to be compared

to the shock which is felt at his home. Un the

late evening train a broken hearted father was

at the station to receive and forgive his erring

son, but instead he embraced a form of clay,

from which life was barely extinct. Tomlinson

had dealt in racing stocks, principally winners,

and had unlimited credit, but last fall he met

reverses which bore terribly upon his mind.

Two weeks ago he fled with several thousand

dollars, having defrauded innumerable credi-

tors and forged his fathers name to several

large notes. The father paid the notes to save

his son, and, last week, hearing that Milo was

sick in Missouri, telegraphed him to come
home. The unfortunate man came as far as

Covington, and being too ill to continue his

journey, his brother-in-law, William McCam-
rock, went to Covington this afternoon to bring

him home. He found Tomlinson quite sick in

both body and mind. They boarded the train

for Crawfordsville at 5:30 p. m., and as they ap-

proached familiar scenes Milo grew the more
moody. At the ninety foot trestle, a mile west

of the station, he started for the door, presuma-

bly to throw himself off, but the conductor in-

terfered. When the brakeman shouted out
" Crawfordsville " McCamrock arose, and so

did Tomlinson. But while the former reached

for his overcoat the latter drew a revolver and
placing it against his forehead, a bullet pene-

trated his brain. He fell into the aisle and
died instantly. Then the greatest confusion

reigned in the car. A moment later the train

drew up to the station and the body was car-

ried out to the expectant father. It was an
awful scene, and it is thought the old gentle-

man can not survive the shock."—Western
Horseman. »
Dr. Knapp, owner of the Oneck Stable of

racers, has decided to have his colt, G. W.
Johnson, the brother to Huron, and for which
he paid §30,000, trained only for his stake en-

gagements in the West, where he is heavily

engaged in all of the best events. His other

three-year-old, Sir Walter, will be retained for

his engagements in this section of the country,

where he is so well engaged that if he is as

good as he was last year, and as luckv, he can

win something like $100,000.

" Whoever cuts the solid part of the tail of

any gborse in the operation known as 'dock-

ing,' or by any other operation performed for

the purpose of shortening the tail, and whoever
shall cause the same to be done or assist in do-

ing such cutting, unless the same is proved to

be a benefit to the horse, shall be punished by
imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding
one }

Tear or by a fine of not less than $25 nor
more than $200." This is the text of a bill now
before the Illinois Legislature.

Mu.SHrLT>, the millionaire baker of Brook-
lyn, buys horses for the fun of the thing, and
because he enjoys the pleasure of bidding on
them, Mr. MjmIis bought a lot of the Case
horses last week. He always buys at every
*nlc in the Eut, "80 08 to keep things lively

in the business" lie is much Like the man
who followed the lion-tam»r all over Europe,
knowing that BOmeday the lion would kill and
eat the tamer. Mr. Shells thinks that some
day when he hat the baying fever on he may
accidentally buy a well-bred horse that can
trot. Then, if such 8 day comes, he will aban-
don the game, and every breeder in America
i» prnyine that the da* when Mr. Bhalta shall

ina> such a mistake is far away.

Green B. Morkis, now of Gravesend, is

quoted as saying to the editor of the Live
Stock Record, published at Lexington, Ky.,
that the Board of Control dictation at the race

tracks in the vicinity of New York will not

last more than three years longer, if it con-
tinues for that length of time, and that the

managers of the tracks, as well as the horse

owners, are tired of the management of the

trust, for that is what the Board of Control is

in effect, if not in name.

The assertion that the Hackney with a long
journey and a moderate load will outdo the

trotting-bred horse will be accepted by but

very few. The average Hackney has but very
little speed for either a long or short distance,

unless vertical action is counted, as some of

the most popular Hackneys seem to step very
quickly and very high, but finally place their

|

feet almost the same spot from which they

were taken. On one occasion a horseman re-

marked of a very showy Hackney that he evi-

dently puts his feet down a little back of the

point from which he took them up. That
certainly would give progress, but decidedly

in the wrong direction. If any of the Hack-
ney enthusiasts wish to test the point of rela-

tive speed by a match against the trotters, they

can undoubtedly be accommodated for as long

or as short a distance as they wish, and either

just for fun or for as large stakes as are de-

sired.—Wallace's Monthly.

A Horse
deservss the best reme-
dy man can devise for

his hurts. Phenol So-
dique is that. For other

flesh also.
HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggists. Take no substitute.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAX MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best of pasture and running
water are on tbe place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE iRACK
that will be kept |Ln first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodarions needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

noitrced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my persona^

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GEADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAX MATEO.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Son of Imp. Australian and tbe
Turf Queen, ldlewild, by Lexington).

SIRE OF
FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,
ELLA DOAXE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winners,

[5ETHKR WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
Son of Monday and Lottie J., by Wildidle,

"Will Make the Season of 1S93 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cai.

WILDIDLE (limited to 10 mares) 8 2 JSO for the season

MONDAY FINAL " 20 " 75 " " "

Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at £6 per
month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or
escapes. Sloney to be paid when mare is served, and
in all cases beiore removal of mare from farm. For
further particulars address H. C. JL'DSOX,
Care of Wm. Osborn, Box 223, Santa. Clara, Cal.

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2:17 3-4.

First dam, Lucy Patchen, by Geo. M. Patchen. Jr.

SecoDd daio, Fanny Brauham, by American Boy, Jr.

Third dam, Puss, by Lance, thoroughbred.

WILL STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

AT THE

Oakland Trotting Park.

FEE (Cash in Advance) 850

Return privilege season of 1894 if horse is in State and
has same ownar.

Mares pastured or fed as required.

BEN WRIGHT,
OaKlaDd TrottiDe Park.

BOODLE 5029
Will make the SEASON OF 1S93, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st*

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth Heat

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.
PEDIGREE.

n

fGEX. WASHINGTON llfil ..

(Trial 2:20). Sire of Poem,
2:i;i'4; Presto,2:22; Prose,
2:27^;Gen.Bentaam,229}«

l

{ Ox Eye, 2:28J^; Luzerne,
2:27)£; jtfambrinn Thorn,
2:29, and 4 others in 2:30.

r-i [
Stranjier 3030-...

Sire of
Broomal 2:17'.i

Bellona 2:19Vj

Nominator.. 2:21'i LGOLDSZtflTH MAID. 2:14,

Boodle
Moloch
Stanza
Hazel Dell-
Nominee
Strangler .

H I

Q I

O I

O l Bride.

pq

2:21 '.,

2:21 H

2:24 U
2:24-
2:2(5',

Trotted 114 heats in 2:20
and under, and won more
money than any other
trotter that ever lived.

/* Vermont Hero 141

fGEN. KNOX 140,2:31^ 1

I
Sire of 16 trotters and 21 (.Dam of Searcher

i sires of 32 and 14 dams of
14 in the list. ( Mambrino Chief 11

LLADY THORN, 2:1S& J
Sister to Mamb. Patchen 58 I Rhodes Mare, by Gano
aod grandam of Patti,

2:24. 1 Hambletonian 10

rABDALLAH 15 -

!

Sire of 6 trotters and 13 ( Katy Darling
sires of 106 and 22 dams
of 27 in th list t Abdallah 1

OLD AB, 2:40 '

Dam of Daniel Webster. (Untraced

(Abdallah 1

9 (Chas Kent Mare

Dam of Trenton, r

2:4P.a, full brother
to Boodle, 2:21',.

(HAMBLETONIAN 10_.

Myriad _ 2:2S 14 |
i-ire of 41 trotters and lit

Kathleen 2:29'.
, JAY GOULD 197 < sires of 783. and 63 dams

Cebolla 2:29^
I

(Record 2:20'.; trial 2:19'-
i

|

of 72 in the 2:30 list. ( American Star 14

Pen Horn... 2:30 sire of Pixlev. 2:16: AdefelLADY SANFORD ^
Gould, 2-19; King Philin, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; (Old Sorrel, by Exton
2:21; Aliadin, 2:26^: An- Allie K.,2:29'-: Lizzie K., Eclipse
sonia, 2:27 l4 ; Dude, 2:27 1

£, 2:30W ; Nannie K„ 2:30V ( Vermont Black Hawk ",

Dundee, 2:28, and 14 others [ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25'6-

in 2:30 list, ' And 2:15 with mate: sire I Messenger Mare
I TIDA (record 2:3S^) < of G trotters and 19 sires

Sisier to Le Blonde, trial 1 of 71, and 14 dams of 15. (Abdallah 1

2:24, record 2:34,^. (.DAUGHTER OF 1

(. Untraced
DESCRIPTION.

BOODLE, in color, is a seal brown ; stands hi hands and weighs 1.100 pounds. He has splendid limbs, a kind
disposition, and is, in fact, a perfect horse in every respect. He is only seven years of age, and has not been bred
to many mares, yet all of his progeny show that they are destined to be great performers. BOODLE was never
iKuitlled for speeil until verv laie last vear, and manv who saw him get his record believe be will trot below 2:20
this year. II.KM*. $IOO FOB THE HEA>»O.V. with the usual return privilege. Excellent care taken of
mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. O. A. STOCRTOX *v- CO., Owners.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION
(Full Brother to a Champion Trotter that Now Holds

One of the World's Records),

Sired by one of the Greatest and Most Fashionably-Bred Sires, and of

Excellent Breeding on the Dam's Side.

This Stallion is a handsome individual of splendid conformation, good size, has shown great speed, and is capable of trotting in 2:20.

Will be leased for the season lo responsible parties on contract for a specified amount, or to be bred on shares to a limited number of

mares. An excellent opportunity for some one having well-bred mares and who will be willing to stand a horse in payment for the privilege

of breeding to his own mares. The horse will be stood this year at a low service fee.

For the name of horse and further particulars addresa * XX,
P. O. Box 2300. ( are of Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Anwere tor this department must be accompanied by
he name unci address uf the sender, not necessarily for

publication, but as proof ot good lalth. Write the ques-

tions distinctly, on one side of the paper only. Posi-

tvely no questions will be answered by mail or tele-

graph.

Questioner, City.—Give breeding of Black Prince,

sire ui Naomi, dam of Queen Bess. Answer—Black
Prince is by Henry, he a son of Henry, that ran

against American Eclipse. We do not at present

know his dam.

Subscriber. Rancbo del Prado.—Some time ago I

wrote you for information as to whether a mare
having produced a mule colt and then bred to a.

borse, if her horse colt the following season is liable

to resemble to jack. Answer—Read our issue of Janu-

ary 2S, 1893.

J. W., Liuden.—Kindly inform me through the

columns of the Bkeeder and sportsman where the

horse Abbotsford (sire ot C. \V. S., etc.) is at present?

Answer—The hor>e you refer to is not C. W. S.'s sire.

You mean Abbotslord Jr., 2:2.s%, by Abbotsford 70V,

dam by American Boy. Abbotsford 7U7 is now in

Kentucky.

L. H.B., Lakeport. Lake Connty.Cal.—Kindly give

me pedigree of Black Ralph and also Milton
Medium. Answer—Black Ralph 10.6S7 was by Dave
Hill 867, dam uutraced. Milton Medium 1,782, 2:25%
is by Happv Medium 400, dam Fan (dam of Hattie,

2:29^4), by Hambletoniau 1727; second dam by Henry
Duroc.

L. A. D., Geneva. 111.—Please give the name of the

owner of Anteeo Jr.. 2:26}i. Do you know whether
his dam is Ladv signal, dam of Signal Wilkes,

formerly owned at Chico, Cal. (by Guy Wilkes—Lady
Signal, "bv Signal)? Answer—J. C. Smith. Antioch,

Cal. 2. No. There are two Lady Sigaals, and An-
teeo Jr.'s dam and Signal Wilkes' dam are not the

same.

J. T. Veal, Chico, Cal., writes us : "One day dur-

ing the last lair in Chico, about August 30th, a young
man brought a running horse, saying his name was
Mozart, and promised to call for him next day. I

still have the horse and have neverfrom the owner.

Jo. D. Sproul -suggested that you might give me some
intormation as to the owner. The horse is in good
order. Answer.—We know of but one running horse

in the State of this name, and he is now owned by

R. Porter Ashe and advertised to be sold a' Oakland
next week.

A. W. B., Dayton, Nevada—What is the breeding

of the stallion "Midnight ? What is his record ? Who
bred him. and owus hira at the present time? 1

have been told that this horse was raised in this

county bv Henry Mater, that he got a very low re-

cord and" sold for a large amount of money. Henry
Mather had a horse by that name. What I want to

know is, was this Mather stallion Midnight the one,

if any, that got a very low record? Answer.-No
stallion named Midnight has a very low record. The
one with a record of 2:lSfd was a black gelding. We
know nothing of this stallion.

W. G., Wailuku, Mani. H. I.—1. Kindly give the

number of 2:30 performers got by the horse Patchen
Vernon, bv George M. Patchen Jr., 2:27, out of Ladv
Vernon, 2:29>£. 2. Please give the correct breeding
ofDefiance. This horse was brought here by the

manager of the Haiku Sugar Co.. some time in

1877 or 1S78. He was bought by Mr. S. T. Alexander
of a man by the name ot Merchant, of Petaluma,
Sonoma countv, California, and it was claimed he
was bv Harabletonian and out of a Patchen mare
and had a record of 2:26. As to the trnth of this we
leave it to your good paper, the Breeder and
Sportsman. Answer—1. One only, Allan Roy. gray
gelding, 2:17j^. 2. Defiance was a brown gelding,

ioaled in the sixties, by Chieftain 721, dam not
traced. He bad a pacing record of 2:17% and a
trotting record of 2:24, the latter mark being made
at San Francisco on December 11, 1875.

Subscriber, Stockton, Cal.—1. At the record meet-
ing held here on the 3d of November E. W. bet C. D.

that Stamboul would trot in 2:08% or better, judges
and timers in the stand. The horse got the word
"go " from the judges and trotted to the three-quar-

ter pole, struck his boot, was pulled to a standstill,

and was walked to the wire, but did not pass under
it until the driver was told be could do so and that

it was not a " go." No time was hung out and no
time was announced by the judges. Is there any
money lost or won or is it a draw ? He did not start

again on that day. 2. Has a timer any right under
the rules to bet on time if be is timing in a race?
Answer—1. Since it was called " no go" by the offi-

cials we should say the bet was a draw, since you
cannot lose when there is no chance to win. 2. We
do not know of any rule preventing timers betting
against lime, but as it gives dishonest men too much
ot an advantage there should be a rule prohibiting

men in such capacity from betting.

W. B. C. Walla Walla, Wash.—1. Since writing you
for the standard of Lady Signal and that of Signal

3327, I clipped from Mr. Corbitt's descriptive list,

published by you, the following :
" Signal, by Del

Sur,2:24 (three in the list) ; second dam Lady Signal.

2:35K (dam of Anteeo Jr., 2:263$), by Signal 3327."

Does not this make her eligible to the standard
broodmare list? 2. Is Bedouin, son of Sultan, eligi-

ble to registration? His dam is said to be Gertrude,

bv The Moor : second dam Kate Tabor, by The Moor.
Mr. Rose is quoted as having given this as the true
breeding of this stallion, and that Mr. Wallace de-
clined to register him in the standard list. As many
breeders besides myself are remotely situated from
the home of the above-mentioned animals and have
representatives growing up. we are anxious to know
whether we are breeding from the short end or the
head. Answer—1. Lady Signal is made standard
and eligible to registration under Rule 5 of the trot-

ting standard, which reads: "Any mare that has
produced a trotter with a record of 2:30." 2. The
horse is not standard-bred. Kate Tabor was by
Mambrino Messenger, and is gjandam of Don
Thomas, 2:20, and Grand Moor, sire of Abdol, 2:28.

Kate Tabor was the dam of Gertrude, b;r The Moor.
and she was in turn the dam of Bedouin, yearline
record 3:04.

Question. Merced, Cal.—Can I register the horse
by name Blue Cloud, sired bv Black Diamond, he by
Etbau Allen, be by Hill's Black Hawk. Blue Cloud's

first dam by Sol Messer's Blue Bull : second dam by
Prudcri's Blue Bull : third dam by Flying Cloud (he

by Hill's Black Hawk) ? Is the above pedigree cor-

rect? Also give the breeding of Dexter Prince, his

age. the number he has in the 2:30 list, their names
and marks, also the breeding of. his colt, Senator L.

Answer—You will have to take another name, as

there is a gelding, record 2:27. registered under the
name of Blue Cloud. You could only register him as
non-standard, be'ause his sire is not a registered

horse. We have no way of telling whether the whole
pedigree, as given, isor is notcorrert. Ethan Allen
and Flving Cloud are both by Black Hawk R. Dex-
ter Prince 11.363 is by Kentucky Prince 2470. dam
Lady Dexter (sister to Dexter, 2:17M>- byHambleton-
ianlO: second dam Clara (dam alsoof Alma. 2:2S%,

and Dictator 113), by American Star 14. He was
foaled in 1879. and the following of his get have
trotted or paced in 2:3u or better: Chloe, 2:2m 1

., ;
Del

Paso, 2:24% ; Dexter Princess. -z-.i-Wi; Lottery

Ticket. 2:19; Maggie. 2:20 ; Princess Alice, p. 2:16;

Aster. 2:16; Ohflrfcv Ford, p, 2:12% ; Crown Trlnce,

2:17%; Dexter Thome, 2:25; Erin. 2:29% ; Fitzsi-n-

mons, 2:20 ; James L.. 2:2954 ; Jessie. 2:22 ; Cherokee
Prince, p, 2:22% ; Irene, p. 2:z5; Lucille, 2:26 , Par-
tbenia. 2:27*4: Royal Prince. 2:24%: Senator L.,

2:29. The latter's dam is Lady Bayswater, by Bays-
water, thoroughbred.

H. H. W.. Guerneville.—Please give the pedigree of
Harry Peyton, belonging to Sanborn, of Santa Rosa,
also bis record as a two-year-old and his age. An-
swer—By Shannon, dam Miss Peyton, by imp. Glen-
garry. He won the California Annual Stakes here as
a two-year-old in 1:48%, and is eleven years old.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by W7m. F. Egan, M.R.C.V.S., F. E. V.M.S

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through
this column in all cases of sick or injured horses or
cattle by sending an explicit description of the case.
Applicants will send their name and address, that
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers
bv mail should be accompanied by two dollars and
addressed to Wm. F. Egan, M.R. V. C, 1117 Golden
Gale Ave., San Francisco.

C. M., Oakland.—I have a horse that always has a
sore right on top of the backbone under the saddle.
I get it pretty well healed up sometimes, but two or
three day's work makesit bad again. What can I do
to prevent this? Answer—Get a pad made for the
saddle so that it cannot get down to the back-bone ?

T. K., Bridge. Idaho.—I have a colt 2 past that has
had the thrush, and to all appearances is now about
cured, but the hoof does not look well. It has grown
long, narrow-edged and contracted and does not
grow straight from the coronet down to the toe but
curves inwardly. Please answer an old subscriber
to your valuable paper what you think of it and ob-
lige. Answer—The description of the hoot shows
that there has been an inflammation at some time
around the "coronet" (top of hoof). It is possible
that this may have been caused by a bad thrush, but
would indicate " laminitis " or some other disease
that would cause inflammation of the " coronary
band." Please answer the following questions : Is
your colt lame at present? Is there ary hard enlarge-
ment, like low riugbone.around the top of the hoof?
Compare this with the iop of the other hoof. Is there
a good, large, sound frog now to the affected foot, or
a small, contracted, diseased frog?.Apply Stockholm
tar daily to the frog until next communication.

W. M. C., Honolulu, H. I.—I have a young filly,

two and one-half years old. She had a bad fall about
six months ago. She pulled back and fell down and
hurt her head. The blood flowed from her left ear
very ireely or about half an hour. I should judge
she lost two gallons of blood before it stopped. I

turned her out for six months, and now she carries
her head to one side and when you lead her out of
the stall she is continually sha'king it. What can
be done for her, if anything? Please answer through
your valuable paper and oblige a subscriber. Answer
—There is probably pressure on some of the nerves,
caused by an exudation from fractured bone. The
only treatment we can recommend is that which will
tend to cause absorption of this exudation, which
is now becoming ossified. Blister the bead (uot ear)
around the back of the ear with biniodide of mer-
cury one dram, simple ointment one ounce, well
mixed together. Give one dram of potassium iodide
morning and evening in bran mash for about three
weeks. A second blister may be applied when the
irritation of the first has gone.

Recent Palo Alto Foals.

Jan. 22—Ch
Jan. 22—Ch
Jan. 22—Dk
Jan. 25—B f

Jan. 26—Ch
Jan. 28—Ch

Jan. 20—B f
Jan. 27—Ch
Jan. 23—B f
Jan. 28—Ch
Jan. 29—B f

THOROUGHBREDS.
f by Peel—imp. Ceres.
c by Peel—imp. Mutiny,
b c by Racine—imp. Flirt,

by Cyrus—imp. Getaway,
c by Geoffrev—imp. Cutaway,
c by Flambeau—Shannon Rose.

trotters.

by Wilduut—Tiny,
c by Palo Alto—Waxana.
by Palo Alto—Editb.
f by Wildboy—Mamie,
by Alban—Emma R.

Names Claimed.

I claim the name of Jay-Gye-Cee for bay colt, off
hind coronet white, sired bv Dawn, 2:18%. dam Flora
G.. 2:25. foaled Jan. 26, 1893. J. G. ChesLey.

I claim the name of Dusk for chestnut colt, nar-
row strip in face, both hind legs white half-wav to
hocks, foaled May 30. 1891. sired by Dawn, 2:18%,
dam Nellie, by John Nelson.
Bonnie Lassie, for chestnut filly, star in forehead,

foaled May 8, 1892. sired by Ferndale. dam Birdie,
by Cragie Burn (thoroughbred son of imp. Bonnie
Scotland and Maggie Mitchell).

Harvey Warde Peck.

AT AUCTION.
Grand Clearance Sale

- — or

Imported Prize-Winning Stallions and

Broodmares,

Shire. Suffolk, French Coach
and Percherons,

BEING THE ENTIRE STUD OF

Magnolia Stock Farm,
TO BR SOLD AT

Salesyard Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market Sis.,

THURSDAY, FEB. L-3,1893.

Twenty-five head to select from. Catalogues will be
mailed on application to

THEO. HKII.LMVV Petaluma.

Or KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
rtiy-llorses may be seen at yards for three days pre-

vious to sale.

FOR SALE.

Gentleman's Entfllnh plg-skln Middle In perfect order
Addr**« SADDLE,

16 Fulton Street

::::::::.=::::=: THE GREAT :::::::":::::::

HIGHLAND STOCK FARM
Near Lexington, Ky

,

Til© Home of Tlie

Mighty -:- Red -:- Wilkes
s.
IX HUNDRED AND SEVENTY (G70) acres of unsurpassed Blue Grass soli, all In grass, two
hundred and fifty (250; acres being beautiful, open woodland. Abouttwenty (20j kin.'.? stock htirns

of 200 box stalls. Numerous paddocks with roomy boxes. Various cottages and other houses for

employees. Coachman's quarters, vehicle and harness apartments, veterlnury and farrier's ofUce

and shop, and numerous other ouildlngs required in this extensive business. The main nwidence to

an Imposing two-story brick of twelve rooms. Another with eight rooms with conservatory and
billiard hall; both of recent build, supplied with all modern conveniences of water works, gas lights

and electric bells, which latter also connect outbuildings with thooffiee. Telephone connection with

Lexington. Only four miles to center of the city by turnpike and Louisville Southern Railroad. Sta-

tion on margin of farm. Numerous dally trains. Pure limestone water to every enclosure by three

force pumps and also by windmill. Living springs, pools and a number of large cisterns at the

dwelling and barns. The best private track in the State. Farm enclosed and subdivided by the beat

feneiug. The entire place is high table land, affording good drainage, insuring good health to stock

and early and more nutritious grasses, lu which two particulars Highland has always excelled.

Will have ready In a short time a detailed printed description ot this great establishment, and

later on will supplement this by a lithographed diagram of the entire place in its subdivisions and

photographic views from different perspectives, all of which will be mailed to you on demand.

With great reluctance Messre. France & Son agree to part with Highland, so delightful a home
and a business too, which the public is aware has proven such a signal success, but the health of the

former will not permit him to continue longer In the business. The price is made to insure an Imme-

diate sale. ADDRESS

JERRY DELPH & SONS, - - LEXINGTON, KY.
MANAGERS OF I UK BLUE GRASS LAND AGENCY.

Peremptory Closing-Out Sale
OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,
THE PROPERTY OF

mr. j. a. Mcdonald,

ASYLUM STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
ON

Thursday and Friday, March 2nd and 3rd.
The sale will comprise 125 head, and will represent all the popular breeds known upon the coast. Prominent

among the strains represented are GUY WILKES, DIRECTOR, SABLE WILKES, LEO WILKES, RUPEE-
SIDNEY, CEN. BENTON, ECLECTIC, DAWN. DEXTER PRINCE, PANCOAST. The colts and lllllesare

mostly by sons of Electioneer, Director Jr., Stamboul, Simmlcolou and other noted horses. This will be tlie

choicest offering ever made In this State, and is wortby of the closest attention of breeders and the public

generally. The catalogues will be issued at as early a date as possible, and will be forwarded upon application to

KILLIP & CO , Live Stock Auctioneers.
22 Montgomery Street. **nn FrnncUco. Cnl.

AUCTION SALE!
BV DIRECTION OF R. PORTBR ASHB, OF MALTESE VILLA STOCK FARM. MERCED. CAL.

THOROUGHBREDS IN TRAINING, THE WELL-
KNOWN STALLION, ED. CORRIGAN, THREE
BROODMARES and THREE YOUNGSTERS,

LATTER GET OF THE FAMOUS
RACE HORSE AND SIRE, THE DEAD ALTA,

TO BE HELD AT THE

Oetlx-letii-cl Race Tracls.
AT 1 O'CLOCK OX

Saturday, February 11, 1893.
SALE ABSOLUTE, CONSISTING OF TWELVE HEAD, AS FOLLOWS

KDCORRIUAN. ch h, foaled iwtt, hy .Tn<- H«.ok*»r.

dam Countess Zelka (dam of Question, Pocatello

and Don Jose), by Norfolk.
Ed Corrlgan was never defeated In I ulifornla. He

won the (Juno, Equltv and r'lnnecun Stakee at the

V. r. B. II. A meeting and Sheridan Slakes a'

Washington Park.

ALTO MIO (brother to Toro. winner of the Callfornlii

Htakosof lfinii, be. foaled 1690. by Alta,dam Smllax,

bv Imp. Paxon; second dam Perfection, full sister

to Parole and Powhattan.

OINERO. be, fouled 1889. by Alta. dam Charlotte, by
LytllPton; second dam Imp. Stolen Kisses (dam of

Reform.)

PANUHITA.ch f, foaled 181*0, by Alia. d:un '<.n -u na-

tion, bv st. George [son <>r Wat Dance); second
dam Pianette, by I'lanet.

rt? Horses will be on exhibition at Oakland Race Track nnd can be
'

it an] linn

anyInformation apply to the undersigned Dlnero.Alto Mlo, Pancblta and the two-year-olds an
training, and will soon be ready to race.

MO'/.art. b u, foaled 1688, by Flood,dam Ho
Honday.

BLACK I'OLT brother to Nulla i, Ioaled i

Alta, dam Thetis, bi Ten Urocele

H\Y eni/r (brother to Dlnero and nn»rm1dor),
foaled 1891, by Alta, dam Charlotte, by LytUeton.

BROWN COLT, foaled 1881, by Alta, dam
Hubbard, by Rutherford, out ofFanny D,
i 'i nisi ii Peggy, the dam or < lereldlne.

ui,.vnvH, it m, foaled 1887, by n I, dam Rlgllo

[dam of Rowland and Beta), by Imp. llei

with f<mi iii aide t>y Bid Corrlgan.

CONSTELLATION, b (ball

(son of War Dance ,dam Pianette, by Planel

Miitoi'H. b in, foaled 1887, by Joe Hooker, dai

Htollfttlon.

KILLIP & CO.,
22 MOSTHOMKRY «T.

Live Stock Auctioneers,
. M\ PR im i«i o. UAL,
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HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 "WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

Wtt KELLY,

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1S93 AT

Woodland Race Track.

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

DESCRIPTION.—COCXT ANTEEO 14,692 is a
ne dark bay in color, with a star in the forehead

and two white feet" behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
tarkably good horse iu every respect, and while

be III- bad bm little training', be can easily show quart- '

ers in 37 seconds and, barriDg accidents, will be given a I

low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2:lti' , isire of James Madison. 2:17V Myrtle (3)

2:19«, Alfred G.,2:I9 :

V, Redwood, 2:21 '.,, Maudee, 2 ;241,,,

Kthel Mac, 2:29' ..sunset, 2:21) -.,, Anteeo Jr., 2:26 }(., An- !

teeo Richmond, 2:24 -_,, Electeeo, 2:29)£. Eoline, 2:20,
M:iii'i M.. 2:20'_>and two others in the list). Anteeowas
sired by Electioneer, 125 isireof Sunol, 2:0S',, Palo Alto,

.
in - 2:10 i, Advertiser C3) 2:16 and 128 others

in the list l i

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18?i, Strathway,
rna, [trial] 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of

:
-- _:is^. Con iitess was sired by Hambletonian,

725 slreof Graves, 2:19, Olivette, 2:2-1, Empress, 2:24,

Longfellow, 224! [.and 10 others In the list>;second dam
Fly. a very fast mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, Z?£ZeZ
]-i of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, 16 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37M: three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22;.,'; five-year-old record, 2:16^.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASON,
Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
Sll.OOO. His oldest colli are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two ol these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the Sau Jose Fair; time 2:56^
Good pasturage at §5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS DUE ON OE BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE.

W. H. SMITH,
RACK TRACK. WOODLAXD, CAL.

Imp. Chesterfielc
Son ol" THE MARUL'IS (Winner of the St. Leger
and Two Thousand i lulneas, and second for the Epsom
Derby, he by the great Stockwell out of Clnizelli, by

one).
First dam. Luniorna (sold for 1.050 guineas), by Fire-

works; second dam Night light 'sold for 206 guineas
when 22 years old i, dam of Waxllght, sireofSan Pedro;
Nlghtllghl by Archy -son of Camel, that sired Touch-

:tli dam of imp. Chesterfield (C'ama-
lam, by Rubens, brother to Castrel, sire of Pan-

tinthdamof the great filly Princess, by
Then be traces through the most

the English stud Book to six-
teenth dam. Farmer Mare, by I'litttaby.

Imp. CHESTERFIELD won in Australia the Shorts
t Handicap and Town Plate, Wollon-

gong 2 miles . Christmas Handicap, Sydney, besides
>ur limes and third twice in a number of

the be
imp. CHESTERFIELD is the sire of six winners In

ton, including the cracks Temple-
bty and Lardy-Dardy,

This ! bred race borse and sire will
n at CHhSTBR B4N» FARM (late

HinkBlon Hi ncl ,
8 na County, about half-way

ft and Sonoma. Mares can be sent to
i aeri lold.
IK It \l*. i* |4», with u^uiil return privilege and pas-

b but dams of stake-winners will
be taken at bolf price. Every '-are taken, but no liahli-

apes. Apply to

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL.F.R.C.V.S.,
< lare Bbkedbb and Bpobtshak,

OrP.O [lie, Soi a < '••., Col,

HOCK-WILKEb,
Sired by GUY WILKES,

2:15 1-4,

Dam I bbred), by Hock-Hocking. All
rentletn being thoroughbreds and regls-

-
1
rjy, bul Locounl of

HI of h . he has aol been
:

I ner, Dr. C. E. Farnum,
having ufflclently veil

i '' cl Wilkes an opportunity
E . ! 1-1, |, pi ...|

i. n ol '' - /. mi be made bi
private treet, Sao Fran

JOS. MICHEL,
ttorket St., San I i idoI bo Cal.

FOR_SALE.
i

-I Pigeons, dew and I

the i-' 0-mlle flyers. Only a fen pair*, win bo sold at
•io p pair. Apply L. \ h.i.kiui \.

i m Street, Oakland Osl,

EL MAHDI 5232
Record, 3:25 1-4

Sire of
Fulano >,3) 2:23'4
El Flora (p) 2:18)sf

ONWARD 1411, '2:25^
Sire of

Nellie Mason 2:14
Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boaz 2:17>*
Houri 2:17
Mikegan 2:19£f
Susette 2:18M
Shadcland Onward 2:18)6
And 57 others in the list with an
average of 2:23H

LADY BUNKER
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2:15K
ISire of 30 in the list), and

William L
(Sire of Axtell (3), 2:12)

(GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22

Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84
sires aud 61 dams of 2:30

trotters

EGYPTIEXXE,
Full sister to

Henrietta

MAMBRINO KING 1279
Sire of

Mocking Bird 2:16«
Prince Regent 2:16}*

Nightingale 2:10)^
Nettie King 2:2UJ4
Excellence 2:22V
Amy King. 2:22}*
Heir-at-Law 2:20)*;

And 20 other 2:30 performers

DOLLY
Dam of

Director 2:17
Thorndale 2:22)4
Czarina 2:21

Onward 2:25 14
f MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58

Sire of
Kate Middletou 2:23

Lady Stout 2:20)£
And 17 others in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN
Dam of

Joe Bunker 2:19

fMAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
wire of the dams of

Alcyone 2:23

Guy Wilkes 2:15^
Baron Wilkes 2:18
And 90 others in the list

By EDWIN FuRREST 49
Sire of

Billy Hoskins 2:2G'4
Champagne 2:30

fHAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of

40 trotters in 2:30, including
Dexter Prince 2:17)4
Nettie 2:18
Orange 2:20

LDau. of GOLDDTJST 150
Grandam of

Justina 2:20
Glendennis 2:17ij!

IBAY HAMBLETONIAN
Dam ot

Egyptienne 2:18

Henrietta 2:17
Fulano 2:23#

Grandam of
Norway (sire of Nornette, 2:30)

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN' MARES OF APPROVED BREEDING. FEE $75.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Dark bay; 15.3 bands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well sei on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; fine mane and tail, good lees aud feet. I consider him worthy ot his royal breeding. He was not broken
until August 15t I), 1892, as I bought him at Lexington, Ky.,and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make me
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in toe list if I wanted to this season, but no " tin-cup" record
ior me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from ime, and I will allow you to
be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Cal.
WILLIAMS ,V MOREHOUSE. Owners.

WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id fourth Heat.

10
01 ilililH'TOH 2.17....

Sire of
Direct 2:05*6
Directum (3) 2:U'a
Evangeline 2:ii$*
Margaret S 2:12)£
Waldsteio 2:22)$
Stella C 2:26
and 12 other 2:30 trot-

ters

fHAMBLETONIAN 10

rDICTATOK 118 \
The kiDft °f tbe tr0t"nS W°rld

Sire of the fasleat double-gaited horse r_ ,_ . hv Amprl,~n star 14

I

SI
If

j

In the world, Jay-Eye-see, 2:10

grand sire of the queen of the turf,

Nancv Hanks, 2:04, and is sire of 85
In 2:30 list, etc.

DOLLY
Dam ol Onward, 2:25^4 ; Thorndale,

2:22)4; Czarina, 2:21 ; Director, 2:17

NELLY W „..

(Hied at 4 years)
Waldsleln was he
only foal

ELECTIONEER 125
,

Sire of Sunol. 2:08)4 ; Palo Alto, 2:08#
and 130 others In tbe list

2:283< ; Astoria. 2:29}$
/"Mambrino Chief It

J Sire of 23 sires

(.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady \tajo!Lca 2:25 and
Abdallah Mambriuo3715

Hambletonian 1ft

Sire of -in In the list

(John Nelsov 187
Sire of 4 and the dams of 8 in' 2:30

list
Lawott Mare
Dam of Aurora, 2:27, and grandam
Of 4 in the list

In color, he Is a dark shade ot brown with two white coronets; stands 15^

(SISTER
Dam of Bonanza. 2:19 )£ ; Albert W.,

2:20; Vixen, dam oi Vida Wilkes,
2:18J4, and Sabledale, 2:18)£

JUKI I.QTPIU WM foaled In 1885
n ALU I L.II1 hand* anil weighs 1 100 lbs. He Is one of the handsomest and most perfectly lormed stallions In

ihii Bute. HIh line, Intel llgei it bead, well-abaped neck, strong shoulders, short back, powerful loins, heavy quar-
ters. W6ll-Bhaped barrel, heavy, muscular stifles and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
bones excelleul pasterns and feet at once commend htm to the observer as a representative trotting horse. In
disposition In- I B laultll : ^, being kind, gentle and level-headed. His gait Is perfection, and his races during his

Iborl careei On tbe truck ably demonstrate the game qua titles which be poaesses. Ills breeding cannot be sur-

prised. Be lathe only son Of Dlrectoroutoi an Electioneer mare standing for service. Of his sire, cau any
mora praise be said tl'iuu iliut his t-ons and daughters prove more sensational every year, and the races won bj
Director, Kvangellne, hi nil, Margaret S. and the rest stamp him as one of the most prepotent sires? Wald
Htelu'ndaru Is by the Immortal Electioneer OUt ot slster(dam of Albert \V.,2:20,t he sire of Little Albert, 2;10J4, the
gqmWt trotter seen In 1892. and Vixen, the only rnare tbat has a two-year-old and a three-year-old with record!
lower than '^:lili. Waldsteln's third dam was the famous Lamott mare, one of the greatest mares that ever came
to California. She. wan also a great brood mare. Waldsleln has four yearlings that have records; one has a re-

i'iir.1 <>l '2:.
r
il ', Kiuiihrr :(:uri, another 3:0(1 and the other 3:08. All h Li colts are natural trotters, perfect In form,

Hollri m color und verv slrongly hullt. Waldsleln cannot help being one of the greatest of sires. To the Btudeut
ol breeding, conformal Ion and quality he tills the Ideal.
r>rrji/|pr rrr orn (with u»ual return privilege), for the season commencing February 1st and ending
uLniluL 1 CL, J0U Juae20th. No responalblllty assumed for accidents or escapes, but the best of core
taken of mares. Address H. S. HOtiOBOOM, U'aodlaml, Gal.

THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

STRATHMORF, 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 in the list.

.ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25^

;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam of 3 in the list;
and Vivette, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:26)4.

fELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:08)4 5 Palo
Alto, 2:08-4; and 130
others in 2:30 list, etc.,
etc.

STEINWAY 1,808
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07
Cricket 2:10
Caesar 2:16
Strathway 2:19
Chas Derby. ..2:20

(Sire ot Diablo
2:14$()

LUlyC 2:20^
Baden 2fiAU
Steirieer 2:29)4
Oassidy 2:30
and of the dams of
M«udC. 2:19; Pat
Delaney, 2:27K;
Ally Sloper 2:28;
Stonewall, 2:283-j"

and Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

K.4TY G
Dam of Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 isire of
Diablo (3), 2:14£Q

FANNY MALONE. by
Niasrara (sire of Fair-
mount, 2:22W)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19
To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.-STEINKER is about 16 hands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandlv-tinish-
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking- horse. He has
a neatly-tormed head, hue neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders; good length
of well-rounded barrel; smooth coupling and broad
hips; open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full
with most excellent feet and legs. He is a cleao-gaited
trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBARTSTOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee,

with usual return privilege.

$75

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this ruagnilicent farm make it the most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K O'GRADY, Manager.
A. B. GONZALES, Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. P.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

WM. M. MUERY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

THBEE CHEERS
Young Fashion H arrah (Imp.)

Fashion Monarch. Jovial Newminstei
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Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by Sllvereye -

eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Brace's American
Stud Book, Vol. I- page 432.
HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced the

great winnerB Bonnie Lizzie, Chaquita, Ohio Boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Meduea,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Middleton and
many others.
NEWMIN9TER, grandslre of Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster in 1851. His dam, BEES-
WING, was the winner of fltty-four races out of six-
ty-four starts, among them being the Doncaster Cup
of 1337, 1840, 184 1 and 1843, the onlv horse that ever
occompi'shed that remarkable feat. Her sire was
DR. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS com' ines, iu addition to th»

above, the great strains of Bay Middleton (winner of
EngliBh Derby, St, Leger aud Two Thousand Gnin-
e»B)and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOUCHSTONE, imp. TttCSTEE, EMILIUS
ondBIROHARLES.
As cau be seen by tbe above, Three Cheers Is bred

in tbe speedieBt and stoutest lines. His dam. Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
horse that ever beat Asteroid a heat), Liverpool,
Columbia and Bonnie Kate, the dam of Little Butter-
cap and the flying Bonnie Lizzie. His grandam.
Fashion was the greatest race mare of her era.de-
featlng BoBtonln that blBtodcal match at four-mile
heats that is recorded as one of the greatest events
In the annals of the turf.
THREE CHEERSia a beautiful bay in color, per-

fectly sound in wind and limb, his family on both
sides being noted for their exemption from curbs,
spavins, roaring or any other hereditary unsound-
ness. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
type of i he thoroughbred are especially invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. He has already sired th«
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignaeio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seventy-five Dollars tor the Season.

Good pasturage at $G per month. Mares cared for
In any manner owners may deelre and fed on hay
aud grain, either or both, at reasonable rates. Nona
but competent grooms employed, but no response
fclilty assumed for accidents or escapes.
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

siDICTATUS:
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON $150
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

BAMS OF 2:30 PERFORMERS WILL. BE TAKEN AT 6100.

"HTPT A TTTQ was foaled in 1890. He was aired by the great RED "WILKES 1749,
ULKJ1A1UO

(sire of 88 in the jj^ . dami Mtss LoLLIEi by DICTATOR 133 (sire of

Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29i, and grandam of Hill Boy

(p). '^:20, by Mambrino .Abdallah. 2201 (son of Matnbrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4i3 (sire of Maud S., 2:03|, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07 J); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short hack, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes- Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks fur itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. "WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this '"'oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

For Further Particulars Address •

Belmont Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmont, San Mateo County, Cal.

OAKWDOD PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD. Four-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKET, FIve-Year-OU Record, 2:10.
C.Es.VR. 6- Yeor-Old Record, 2:16 1-2. S IRA I'll WAV, 6- Year-Old Record. 2:19.

CHiS. DERBY, S-Year-Old Record, 2:20 In Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, T-Year-Old Record, 2:20 1-4. BADE.V, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24 3-4.

STEI.VEER, g-Year-Old Record, 2:29 1-2. CAS8IDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(ALL IN RACES)

AND SIRE OP THE DAMS OP
MAUD C. 2:19; BAROX8TEIN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELA.\EY, 2:27 1-4, and BOLUBUV RCSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OP

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record- - 2:14 3-4
(Son of STEI.VWAY, dam KATY (i. , by ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son or RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHE.V.)

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son or (1.0 \ IK. dam bv WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st

Mares should be shlnped to Oalcwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. Tt.,

via Martinez i est of care given, but no liability assume] for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage |5 per
month. Mares fed bay and grain, $10 per moutb. For further particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Centra Coita County. Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Red Wilkes 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 lint—28 in

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26* ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 696S as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1.400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-

pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and developer of

many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

FRED FOSTER,
Hanfokd, Tulare County, Cal.

GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

OS

O

DIRECTOR, 2:17..
Sire of Direct..2:05*

Directum (3). ..2:llj

Evangeline 2:11J
MargaretS 2:12*

Waldstein 2:22*
Stella C 2:25*.

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOG-ENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26*

Guide 2:162-

WiU make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1.090 pounds. He is of line form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in he list.

Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

f Mambrino Chief 11

DOLLY I Sire of 23 sires.

Dam of Onward..2:25* ( Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24|
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10

NORWOOD 522 1 Sire of SO sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26*. Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26*

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF \ Great si r.i of broodmares.

(Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 100
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19|, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Rov, 2:17 . by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19*, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRY.MA>*.
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or, JAS. E. BERRYMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED BY

LANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

a.so]\r or* X09S,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SA.N MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrates Btands 16:1A bands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautifnl

shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California-

His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, Bne-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRAD"
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO OOUNTY. OAL.
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ROOS BROS.
For Nobby, Durable Ulsters, Overcoats, Gloves,

Underwear, Neckwear, etc.

27 to 37 Kearny Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

TOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
a.nd get a jrood price if you can find a customer that wants to buy

You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading. Write for particulars.

FOR SALE.
Some Choice Stallions.

ALCONA 730,
15 Years.

(Sire of Alcona Jr. 2:19, Flora Bell 2:24,

Almonition 2:24}, Clay Duke 2:29, Ver-

onica 2:29 and grandsire of Silas Skinner

2:17, Del Rev 2:24}, King Orry 2:23J,

and Mark Medium 2:25}.)

ALCONA has five in the 2:30 list and
three producing sons and a producing

daughter, all records made in races. No
two trained by the same man.
ALCONA is also sire of Prince War-

wick, trial 2:18, sold for twelve thousand

dollars to go to Austria last spring.

ALGONEER 15,120,
-41Years,

(Full brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19), by
Alcoca 730, dam Madonna, by Cassius M.
Clay Jr. 22,grandam by Joe Downing 710.

OADUCAS 10,840,
4 Years,

By Almont Medium 21S74: first dam by
Alcona 730, second dam by Almont Mam-
brino 761, third dam by Delmonico 710,

fourth dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, etc.

King Whippleton 18,658,
2 Years,

By Whippleton (six in 2:30 list) ; first

dam by Naubuc 504, second dam by Geo.

M. Patchen Jr. 31, third dam br "Ethan
Allen 2903.

Hare also stallion colts by Dexter Prince,

Sidney, Whippleton and other noted sires.

All of the above stallions will be sold cheap.

Correspondence solicited.

FRED W. LOEBER,
Yineland Stock Farm, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

For Sale or Exchange.

LADY MABKHAM,
PACING HECORD. 2:17; TRIAL, 2:15.

By Bismarck, dam by Western, ^ound in every par-
ticular, six years old. Drives single or double. Also
her brother,

JESSE P.,
PACKR-RECORD, 2:36.

Can Bbow three heats better than 2:20. They drive well
together, are well matched and would make a great
team. For further particulars address

R. D. LKOUETT.
Club Stables, 409 Taylor St., S. F.

Or Breeder and Sportsman.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,
The Famous Son of Sidney.
RfDgwood is a dark bay; black points; 15?^ hands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than anv of
his sons. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt With but little work, he
showed trials of speed In 2:19U as a four-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Xapa track, and was drawn from his
engagements, and never has been put in race since.
Eingwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of
his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,
and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood is
highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
away (tho'ooghbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy: second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is
a noted producer ofspeed.

IALSO FOB SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will
show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ring-wood or Tippoo Tib can he put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars,
address

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

For Sale Cheap For Cash.

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Br?d Mares
(With Foal to Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be
registered.

ALSO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyoer Ali, dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry
O'Fallon. One by Kyle Daly; first dam by Joe" Daniels;
second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. One by
Bryant W; first dam by Joe Daniels, full sister to Lord
Hreck, winner of the Australian Derby last year.
The first mare is Undine, full sister to Lisette. the
inner of 510,000 purse last fall in New York.
All these mares are for sale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my ill-health and wish to close out all ofmy stock.
The standard-bred mares are all good individuals as
well as the runners- Will sell them together or singly

For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. S. SABGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal.

DON TOMAS
BY

ANTBVOLO,
First dam BJack Bess by Venture; second dam by East-
on's David Hill; third dam a Rockingham mare. Price
|500. Solid dark bay, black points; 16 hands: weighs
about 1130 lbs; well broken; never been trained.

JAS. R. CHASE,
17 Steunrt St

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer my

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am
offering for sale are the best bred and finest

ndividnals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

^living the entire stud will be given a very

off price. Time will be given at 6 per cent,

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

FOR SALE.

STANDARD STALLION

FEED DEAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26}).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 in the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(sireof 16 in the list.) Fred Drake 4844, 2:26J£, isasplen

did individual ; stands about 16 bands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., is of excellent disposition. His record is

no mark of his speed as he can trot in :20 or be'ter with

training next season. Reason for selling is that owner
is engaged in other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse, Wiil be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. WARXKR,
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.
I inV ViPA Standard bred trotting filly, fouryears
LRU! IAUA, old In May. Siredby Fallis 142S, out of
a producing mare. Sired bv Gladiator 8336. 2nd dam by
McCracken's Black Hawk 767. This filly is a fine pro-
portioned animal ; beautiful bay, off hind foot white.
Very level headed, never having run !4 of amile al-

together. Pure-gaited. and could have been given a
record of 2:30 last fall; had but little work; present re-

cord 2:45. For full particulars, address
F. C. CHAPMAN,

Vacaville, Cal.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares

!

Grand Individuals I

Pedigrees and full particulars caD be obtained at the
office of the BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,

313 Rush street Sao Francisco.

FOR SALE.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI EACE TEACK.
Rent of stalls, ?2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed ii stall is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows : Single horse, ?1.50 per month ; two or

more, §1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per tou

,

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, Cal., October 27, 1S92.

THE 0-YEAR-OLD SORREL STALLIOI*

King Orry 8777
RECORD 2:23 1-4.

SIRED BY ALCWVA CLAY, 27.16. «V ALCO-
NA, 730; first dam, Pansy, by Cassius 3T. Clay. Jr.,

22 (also dam of Almonition, 2:24'2): 2nd dam, Lady
Vance, by Richelieu, by ilambrino Chief, 11; 3rd dam
thoroughbred.
KlAli ORKY 8777. 2:23j;j', is perfect in conforma-

tion, of excellent disposition, remarkably intelligent,
without blemish, sound in every particular, and is a
splendid individual. He stands nearly 16 hands high;
weighs about 1100 lbs, and his record is no mark of his
speed.
For further particulars, address

MRS. SILAS SKIWER.
Napa, CaL

FOR SALE.

"A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered

loaled May 5, 1S89; by Anteeo, 2:16"-4: dam by Echo

462; second dam by McCracken's Black Hawk 767, etc"

Is 16 hands high, black or seal brown, and a fine

looker. Has never been trained but shows plenty of

natural speed. Has shown a mile as a tbree-year-old

in 2:44. For particulars address

\V. H LUMSDEX,
Santa Rosa, Cal.

FOR SALE!
THE Sl'AXDARD-BRED TROTTIM; MARE

ClUEEN OF THE WEST.
Bay mare, foaled 1884. Sired by Re-Echo 14,439, he

by Echo 462, out of Belle Masou fdam of Bob Mason,
2:27-*0, by Belmont (Williamson's! etc.; 1st dam, Gusta
by Gus S99, record 2:26 y. son ofBel]founder62and Jenny
Koyes; second dam, Reta by Geo M. Patchen Jr 31;
third dam, Mollie by Speculation 928: fourth dam, Ash-
cat by Hambletonian 10, tdam of Ajax, 2:29) ; fifth dam
by Black H awk 24. Queen of the West is a large, well-
formed mare, perfectly pure-gaited and has trotted
quarters in 32 seconds and halves in 1 :0S; she is perfect-
ly sound and can be taken in band and given a record.
She is game, level-beaded, and in condition is hard to
excel, ^heisf. .Trred for sale at a low figure, as ill-health
compels thQ owner to part with her. Address Z, this
office.

COLT STAKES!
$500 for Each Class

GCARAiVTEED RY THE

31ST DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION, HUENEME, VEN-

TURA CO., CAL.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 1st, 1993.

CLASS 1—For foals of 1S92. Mile and repeat. Stake

§500; flO to accompany nomination, -*lu 1st June. §10 1st

day of the Fair of 1893.

CLASS 2—For foals of 1891. Mile and repeat. Stake

§500. Payments same as above.

Only colts owned in the Southern California Circuit,

composed of the counties of Ventura, Los Angeles, Or-

ange, San Diego, Sao Bernardino, Santa Barbara, -an

Luis Obispo nd Kern are eligible to enter.

For entry blanks, conditions or further information'

T. H. MERRY, Secretary.
HUENEME, CAL.

address

The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. Clears
the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the nerves. If
you use liquor at all, never be without it, worth one-half
your iife. Greatest liver and kidney specific on earth.

All druggists keep it. 25 cents a box, by mail on receipt
of price. Prentiss Chemical Manufacturing Co., 406

California street, San Francisco, Cal.

DIIMDQ FOR IRRIGATION
**« « AND RECLAMATION

$tc&m Engines, Dorse Powers at Wind Mill:

.

Complete Pumping outfits—all sizes— To

every purpose. The latest, b; ".

and cheapest. If you need any
in this line, write to

Byron Jacesoi-
—6-25 6tb St. San Fraiicisf.r.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

IxxiTpei-icSLl Veterinary Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAKE. SURE'and RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of borses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle (tails, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to it- merit* as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

re>;eipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Eorse Foot Remedy, $3.QQ

p» r dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

&DDBBS a,,. 0BI.BR8T0
IMPERIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT 00., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

U'B PA1 KXPB88M lilt FltKHJHT I HAlUiKS

US' ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR G-OODS IN STOCK. -©I
J". .A.. McK.orron, Agont.

Horse SuppHee of all kinds, 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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FLEETWOOD'S $15,000 MEETING.
The Driving Club of New York

WILL GIVE

$12,500 For a Champion Stallion Race, op** to the worn

$6,000 for Two, Three and Four-Year-Olds.

$6,000 for Various Classes to be Announced Later.

To be trotted for over FLEETWOOD TRACK, Morrisania, New York City, the week following the

Grand Circuit meeting at Hartford, Conn. Exact dates to be published later.

No. 1. Purse $12,500. For free-for-all trotting stallions. Entrance
§1,000, payable as follows: February 15, $250,
WHEN "HORSE MUST BE NAMED;
April 15, $250 ; Mar 15, $250; June 15, $250.

Division of purse, $7,500 to first, $2,500 to

second, $1,500 to third, $1,000 to fourth horse.

NO. 2. $2,000 For two-year-olds eligible to 3:00 class.

JN O O tp^3,(JUU For three-year-olds and under eligible to 2:40 class.

JN O. 4 {p<a,(J(J(_) For four-year-olds and under eligible to 2:35 class.

OonclitiOM S-For purses, two, three and four, entrance fee $100, payable as follows: February 15, $10, WHEN COLT MUST BE NAMED; March
15, $20 ; April 15, $20 ; Mav 15, $20 ; June 15, $20, and July 15, $10. Division of colt purses, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. Above races to be mile heats, best three in five, to harness,except
for two-year-olds, which will be mile heats, best two in three. Entries should be addressed to

SAMUEL McMILLAN, President.

W. B. FASIG, Vice-President.
THOMAS GREENWOOD, Secretary,

FLEETWOOD PARK, MORRISANIA. NEW YORK OITY.

SAMUEL McrXTYRE, President. L. G. HARDY, Treasurer. G. W. PARKS, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
Spring^Ieeting 1893
$20,000 IIS" PURSES. $20,000

TtHNTE: X'ZttL to 24tli, Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes to Close March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named, when Entered or the Entry -will be Void.

THE SPRING RACES.

Salt Luke's Driving Park Spring Meeting will

be held in June, 1893 (exact dates given later'),

with the following programme of races :

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.
Posse.

2:20 Pace - $l,0«i

2:40 Trot 400
Two-year stake (No. 2) 1,000

Three-Quarter-Mile Dasb 200

MONDAY, JUNK 19, SECOND DAY.
3:00 Trot 500
3:00 Pace
2:35 Trot
One-ilile Dash..

500
500
300

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAY.
2:20 Trot 1,000

2:15 Pace 1,000

2:24 Pace 500
One-Halt-Mile Dash 200

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, FOURTH DAY.
PUESE.

2:29 Trot $ 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year Stake fNo. 4) 1.000
Five-Eighth-aitle Dash 200

THURSO \Y, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot 1,000
2:30 Pace 500
2:45 Pace 400
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash „ 300

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000
Three-Year Stake { No. 3) 1,000
2:25 Trot 600
One-Half-MUe Run and Repeat _ 300

SATURDAY, JUNK 24, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot 1,000
Merchants' Stake. 2-year-olds f Xo. lj 1,000
Derby Run, 1'i miles „ 600
Reserved for Special and Xoveltv Races.... 2,800

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RACES FOR TROTTERS.
Stake Races Close March 15, 1893

1. Mile Heats, best 2 in 3. Merchants' Stake,
Si,OOO.—For Utah, "Wyoming and Idaho, two year-
oldsor under. Entrancefee as set forth in conditions:
§10 payable March 15th, when colt must be named, $15
April 15th, $15 May loth and flu on or before 7 o'el jck of
dav* previous to race.
2. Mile Heats, bests in 3, Stake SI,OOO.—For

two-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth in
conditions: $10 payable Marcn istn, when cult must be
named, »15 A ril 15th, $15 May 15 and §10 on or before 7
o'clock of dav previous to race.

3. Mile Heanjiest 3 in 5, Stake SI,OOO. —For
three-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth In
conditions: $10 payable March 15th. when the colt must
be named, $15 April 15th, $15 May 15tb and $10 on or be-
fore 7 o'clock of dav previous to race.
4- Mile Heats, best 3 in 5. Make Si,OOO. —For

four-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth in
conditions: $10 payable March 15th, when colt must be
named, $15 April 15th, $15 May 15th and $10 on or before
7 o'clock of day previous to race.

CONDITIONS.
In purse races five to enter and three to start.

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing the field In Purse or
Stake races entitled to first money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare offany Make race that does not tilt

satisfactory to the association, in which case entrance
money will be refunded. In each race money will be
divided 50, 25, 15 and XO. The association reserves the
ritjbt to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races * merican racing rules to gov-
ern. Money in running races divided 60, 30 and In. 2>(
percent, entrance and 24 additional from all winners.
Entries to Stake races close March 15th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June Lit, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PARKS, Secretary.
V. O. Box 975. Salt Lake City. Utah.

W,7///''

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.

LEADING SPRING SALE.
LIMITED TO 400 HORSKS AND RESTRICTED TO HIGH STAXDARD STOCK AM) DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISI.VG STALLIONS. BROODMARES. COLTS, FILLIES. TROTTERS, PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. V\H EAST (illKKN HORSES THAT CAS SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to 6th
1 *£ Stw.* ifcSbV

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AXD HOST I'OMPI.KTK
lUIMHM. IX THE hiiiii.ii IX Will) II

TO SHOW SPEED AXD SELL BLOODED
HORSES.

Chicago the L ading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed
Come to headquarters with your stock, as we are the largest horee commission dealers in the world, wiling yearly JO.OOO horses, and are personally acquainted with all the principal breeders and dealers In America. Our

trade reaches every State in the Union, while our long and successful experience <>f 87 years in the business, together with the pronounced success of our nine former ei>mi>iriaiion -uiei.

breeders that we thoroughly understand the art of placing fine stock on the market and know bow to bring buyers and sellers together. C bOlce Stabling for 2.000 horws ami ibl I
i intlm world Li

speed and sell under cover. A number ol great consignments from the leading stock tarms in California, Kentucky and the Northern states are uow pledged to our great Spring .-ale. Send lor entry blank! and nut particulars to

P. J. BERRY & CO, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893. commencing February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track. Ple^santon.

SERVICE FEE With u»ual return prlrllece), payable at md or Benson ©IOO

mA DT C\ was foaled 18AD. is a handsome chestnut In color, stands t.'^'J
1

, hands and in conformation,
A Obi' di-position and a.:th.n is absolutely perfect He is a pure trotter and will rata mark i

2:20at thatgaii this fail. Hi* record, 2:14 . was made In bis second race on the turf and b no mark ol bla

anced asa pacer His breeding entitle* htm to be c')iisiiii-rt-d one uf the most (fashionably-bred staJllonsi in

America Hh h bv has. u.-rbv n-rord 2:'j'» in *t\th heal i, brother to Bielneer, j j'<
. by Stelnway: dam Bertha.

sister to Bayard 'Wilkes (record 2:15 Id a sixth beat . by Alcantara, record :- ., second dam Ban ina dai

Alarlc alreof Victor B.,2a)!4), by Bayard 68 Ireof Kitty Ba; and 16

others in llsi ; third 'lam Blandlna, dam of si* i>n>du iludlng Swlgeti and King Rene),by Mnm-
brlno Chler U : fourth dam Borch Mare dam of Rosalind, Ml [,and by Porker's H «.«,»««^.*, , , <- no- r
lire or sophronia.grandamof Xancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Btelowoy, dam i g \

~\y \ |; ];i ,\\ :iu <\ < >IjMi t.\ I >E—ami having DO Ufl6 for 60 many, desires to sell Mnfax.
by Electioneer : second dam Fanny Maldoe "<

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stuck Farm, having the four stallions—SINFAX, ST CARLO,

igrandam of Hand C.^2:18 . by Niagara sire of Fatrmonl
third dam Faniiy wickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by Imp. Herald, out of a daughter uf imp
etc The great broodmares Katy U., Abbess, Alma Hater, Green Uounlaln Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Burcb

Mare, Lady Waltermlre and Fanny GL great grandara of Palo Alto, 2SW . appeal Id thb pedigree,

sires as Electioneer, Stelawny, Alcantara, ".ieo. WlUce*. PUol Jr., Mambrlno Patchen, Hambletonbui 10 and
Mambrlno Chief U, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

VllRRAY A RICHARD*. Owners, .... PLKASAATOK, <\\l..

Excellent care taken of mare*, Pasturage $o per month.

A reasonable offer will be accepted.

Addn—
The horse is in prime condition for coming -

E. D. MoSWTBEN"i

1211 Bush =
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To take Place FEBRUARY 27th, Conducted by the

tattersalij-fasig oonv^i^-AJxrsr-
OXjDEIT7'E!Xj^LBJ"I>, OHIO..

AT WHICH TIME WILL BE SOLD

«IID:iNr:E3"5r 4770, 2:19 3-4,
AT 11 YEARS OF AGE P^^BBM^^^^HH* 1

Sidney Has
26 IN THE LIST."

TUB fiREATE'T SIBE OF EARLY AXD
EXTREME SPKEfl IN THE U'DKin.

Averages 24 Five Years and Under.

YEARLINGS.

Fsusta (champion for 1SS1) 2:"--
i

Frou-Frou 'champion still) 2:25>i

Average 2:24

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Sid Fleet 2:2

Highland Lass 2:27',

Average 2:26 7-20

THP.EE-YEAB-OLDS.

Faustina. _ 2:H5j

Sidwood 2:18

Birdie....- -2:34

Kitty B 226><

Grace B 2r29«

Average. 2:22 9-10

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.

Gold Leaf- 2:11&

Loogwortb - - - 2:19

Duchess- 2:18

Judge G 2:2lv(

Maggie McDowell 2:21!<

Sedlna ..._ 2:28K

Serena 2:29&

Average 2:212-5

FIVE-YEAR-OLDS.

Adonis 2:11>£

Thistle 2:14

Cupid- — 2:1S

Lady H 2:18

Sister V— - 2:18M

Hummer.. 2:18.'4

Fleet — 2:19«

. 2:17

Immense Earning Capacity

GREAT HORSE!
At the time of the death of Mr. Yalensin,

Sidney was under a three years' contract with

»V. C. France, by the conditions of which the

atter gentleman was to pay £20,000 per year

with a contingent additional payment of $5,-

000 per year. This contract, by its conditions,

-d^ terminated on the death of Mr. Yalensin; bat

H that astute breeder, W.C.France, promptly

-^ ffered the Executors to renew it under the

'^Hfc.J^Ej. -~4 ~ame conditions, thus showing the immense
|ttjj| earniDg capacity of this great sire.

Seven G-reat Sidney "Sroimgrsters to "toe sold.
BAY FILLY FOALED 1890.

FROU-FROU
/"Sidney, 2:19'tj.

Iran
(Buccaneer 2656

Dam of (.Mahaska Belle
Memo 1-fSSX

(trial 3 years)

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891

FAUSTISSIMif
ldn

CHESTNUT COLT FOALED 1891.

i,Faustina. _
Dam of

Fausta (1)...232%
Faust!iioC3)2145(

(Crown Point, 254

(by A. W. Richmond 16S7i

ODDFELLOW
(Sidnev, 2J9V

ImIss V.
fValensin 12 049 (3) 253

\l>ightfoot,2-55
Dam ot

Pride, 2-year-o!d..._2;32}<:
Pearl 2:32,«|

BAY FILLY FOALED 1890—PACING.

FAUSTA
c

(Sidney, 2:195)

Champion year-
ling pacer 1891

(.Faustina.-..
Dam of

Faustino, 2:145j

rCrown Point 254

(.By A. W. Pdchmond 1687

BAY COLT FOALED 189L

. (Sidney, 2:19^'

SIDMONT
(.Fernleaf

Dam of
Gold Leaf, 2:1114

Thistle, 2:14
Shamrock, (2) 2i

(Flaxtail S132

(Fanny Fern

BAY COLT FOALED 1890.

Sidney, 2:195$

RED SID
.Florence Wilkes....

f
RedJWilkes 1749

* (By Curtis Hambletonian 539
third dam by Pilot Jr.

SANS SOUGI
Trial (1)2:31,4

BAY FILLY FOALED 189L

(Sidney, 2:19^

Cities Boy...
(Buccaneer 2656

(Ella Boy
Dam of

Allen Boy, 2:17;4
Sanders, 2:29J^

"

Consignment from the ESTATE JAS. P. KERR:
T\/rTT!1\/rf-> 15,907. trial 2:201-4. FULL BROTHER TO FROU-FROU, 2:251-4.

No! only ta MEMO hill brother to Frou-Frou. the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one
1 if lb" TeryDeSt-bred >'< one stallions In service, havine three crosses of Ryedyk'a Hambleionian, one of Harry
Clay, -Ire ofGreen Mountain Maid idnm of Electioneer, etc. |,

and Lone Island Black Hawk. Through Flux tail

Lo Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12, through Bull Pop, sire of Bowdy Boy, 2:13V, and two others.

Sidney, M inlvereally known and recognized as the best young Mre in the world as a producer of
extreme speed at an early age. Tlie average speed of bis progeny is lower than that of any of the get ol the

leading nialllons ..f Amei
MKMii 1] le in hi* two-year-old form: was close to Grandee in a race on the Bay District track,

, heat "I which was made In 2:31 4. the first In 2:32. He exhibited phenomenal Speed when three years
fckland track he was timed a mile in 2:20] [, and frequently trolled quarters in from :

; cteen hands blgtl, and of powerful built throughout. His color is 11 elOSBy black, with both forefeet
1 deposition 1- nil that could be desired, and • inert). He Is a sure (oal-gettex, and has

ild colls that show phenomenal d and are splendid individuals.

J, -1 li VK\ 4770 ::19V).

FI.IRT (trial 2:35)-
Dam of Frou-Frou.
- - ,. champion year-
ling: Memo i3-vear-o]d

- : Q [: George
v. S-year-old ,2:85.

Iowa Chid" S28. Sire oi Corisande, 2:24H,
( Buccaneer 2656 i

a"d Buccaoeer 2656.

Flteh^--!!™^.'
i

.V.'i3 .Tinsley Moid. By Flaxtail 8132.

1
Buhver --"'-

; Flaxtail S132. By Bull Pup.sire of Prairie
Bird, 2:2«'j : Enipre-s. 2:2!'

:

;
. and of the

IMnha.ka Belle < <£?* or Gold Leaf
'
2:llW- aud Shamrock,

I»aiu of Fawn. 2:31V; (trial
—°"

Sj S™ ::!i; W1"s [Lady Hake. Sister to Fashion, dam of Prairiewing, -a-
Bird.2:28li.

Chestnut ruareGRACE, 2:29 1-2
This mare is 6ve years old and with but little training

secured a record of 2:29).

C
SIDNEY, 2:191

I MARGUERITE..
("SPECULATION 928

. i Sire of Crown Point, 2:24; Grade S, 2:22, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

IS T B THOROUGHBRED
Otlior California Consignments Solicited.

California Breeders who have Fim-Class Stock for sals are off-ired an opportunity of makingr enf-ies at this sals, but will have to
atteod to the matter immediately so that sufficient time may be allowed for catalogueioer and advertising. Only a limited number of
approved animals will be received.

Lists open for the sales at LEXINGTON, CLEVELAND. CHICAGO and NEW YORK Limit rapidly being filled.

Ac- dress WM. B. FASIG, Manager Trotting Department,
Tattersalls Companies, Seventh Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New York.
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KENNLL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.
The cream of English Setter breeding, a Utter by

Champion Monk of Furnessex Blade's 1 -art, she by the
famous bench and Held trials winner, Toledo Blade.
This cross of Laverack and Llewellyn ought to make
hummers. Extended pedigree on application. Price
fto. .Address AL. C. ANDERSON,
Care Tobe Lord, San Jose, Cal.

ABSORBINE
Will remove -wind-pairs, capped
hock, throughotitpln and all puffs

and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. "Why not In

yours? Price, 83 per bottle.
Put up by W. F. YOUNG,

Merldtn, Coiui.

lo Your Hoibe Sou a?ABSORBINE
Will remove wind-puff, thorough-pin and all puffs

and swellings without removing the hair. Price $2.00

per bottle, delivered. Trial bottle, by maU, §1.00,

W. F. VUD\ti,
Meriden, Ct

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

.efore. After.

J. E. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth

ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on mat),

horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."

Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART <fc CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

.

J. O'KHK. Agent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

U.S.A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor oar Dew circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST.. 8. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

*Iy latest patent on my carts Is May 31st, 1S92, No.
475,974.

IF YOU WAST TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

^They are the lightest and strongest and are made from
the best selected meterla). Nothing but the Dalzell
CeDtennlal Axle used, which Is the bent axle made.
They are the lightest running, hold the oU the longest,
and no dost can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination cart" superior to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

this speeding cart.

In ordering carts please state size of axle and height
of wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

H. C. Shaw Plow Works, agent, Stockton, CaL

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

BILZ CART.

We are the
I FROU FROU,

Sole Agents for a-js 1.4

San Fbancisco In a race to

Sacbamkkto.
I BILZ CART.

S.F. { BAKER & HAMILTON } Sacto

Call and see them. Juit what y

LAR3-E3T STOCK OF

W. W. OfiEENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.,
6
u?LlaIk.!Lst

SEND FOR CATALOIJUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Santome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods

CATALOGUES.

Guns,

.string

Tackle.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.'

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yoek Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

The L C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUR DEALZB FOB THEM.

end for IUamated Catalogue.

M l nUTAOTPBID Bl =

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANT,
<rrrrunK« to i,. « . snin Pulton. N. *..

Preston's FencewM
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire mad'1

. IVry iti'V, Injury to Slock Imposniblct
M .'! .n... 13 SPRING BTEEIiWIre gal>

„ Will not inti or brrnk. Nearly double the hiv** agtfc

of ii n v other,
to the pound.

Requires no stays. Runs about 16 feet

Used by lendinc Breeder*.

Saslly and quickly put op. Ask
he does not keep It. write fur s

r dealer for It: It

tuple aud price. Ornamental. Durable. Economic^:

HOLLOW CABLE MANT'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y.
or address SCHODER. JOH NSON 4. CO.. Los Angelas Cal.

EAWLK"V BROB. H&KDWAJilii Oo., BaD PranclHCO. OaL

Advertisements under this heading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OA1TLB.

RAVXWATFR ^TflP.lf ^«ely bred horses and maresDOIOnniLn OlUUn. oftbjs noted breed fornale at a
bargain, or will ex enance for cnttlr. Address J.
HKLVI.KN, San Jose, Cal.

fvfillTnFR FARM X. ™*1 well-bred stock for saleauuintn ranm. pizsKian breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBKKT TuJIP
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

1 Cleveland Bay
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on nand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakw«*d
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM, l^^^^l
i
(sire of JLlly Stanley, 2:17S. Homestuk.-, fcij
Sires—Alcona 730 i sire of Flora Belle, 2:iM, Clay DnKe,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grand-sire of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandlssimo, 2:275i vfull broihe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23,"* j. Stallionfc, broodmares, llllies aud car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, BL Helena,
Cal.

PFTFR QfcYF 2 IflM LIck House, San Francisco,rLI Lfl OAAL a OUrl, Cal.—Importers and Breeders
lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds ^^SSStSSS^.
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. 636 Market SL, S. F.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PiSTOLS.
A FULL LI\K OF H-HIMj TACKLE

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
O^rOrders hy maU receive prompt attention

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

UF.T ONE FROM YOl K NEWSDEALER.
IT'S IMMENSE!

YOU'LL BE 1)1 I li; 11 1 1 Ii

From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 to end "5 " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly during the racing

and is but g 1 per rear. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Bra«d»v. Now Ynrk TOT,

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, •—^
ICubebs and Injections f^JJjy
I They cure in48 hours the \^ v
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

RIPANS TABULES r
.
»-u .u. ;•

.1. HI' rjktul bowel*, and*
X"ojf"^BBaB«tWU' urirv "" t'l""d;»rt* "»!»• and rfTcc-*

- /Zxf™Vr!^^^) t
'aiL\ ;tho bat medicine knows foe*

*(*< jkjT A/lndlgettton. bUiomv -
. DMtteck*,*

~~^kWUv^ constipation, djTpcp-Oa, chronic •* " ' liver trouble*, dyicntrry. bad com-

J

p|filon,dtznne»«,offcnriTT breath T
and all diaordcr* of the *tomach. #

• Ilecr and bowel* one tabulc hItc* Immediate r*- #
«lief. Take one «t meal lime. Sold i.v I'rupirUt*, A#
• trial bottle ""-nt 1>t mull on ni.^lpt of ISccnW •
• RIPANS CW KM K\\I. '"<•. 10 Spruce St.. New Tork. •

ADVEKTISIMi IN KNi.LANl".
Kl"R')PF„\N COH'liNKDIT, ETC.

aI'Vkktimm; AOENCT, i.ti-

Capital |250.ono. H«-nry s--l!, ManngiT. 'editor and
(bonder of M BeH*i wotld'ii Pi

Full particulars reganilng Brlthh i

Advertising, -ample paper*, rale*. :

Office, 167-168 Fleet street, or at

NEW YORK OFFICE. 21 Park K
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San Francisco ana North

Pacific Railway.

THE DO.\AHCK BROAD-UAIIGB ROUTE.

Commencing SUOTjay, Brov. 20. lse, and un-

til fimher notice, boats and trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

street Wharf as follows: „,™,™rv»T
FROM SAM FBANCE300 FOR POINT TrBURON,

BELVEDERE AND SAN' RAFAEL.
Week Days—7.-10, 9.20, 11.40 a.m.; 3.30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.

Saturdavs onlv—An extra trip at 1 50 p.m.

Mm-liiv»:—S.k», 9.30, U.i)0 a.m.; 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, b.20 p.m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—«.i5, 7.55, 9.30 a. m.; 12-45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdays Onlv—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sundays-SJUUWQ, 11.10 a.m.: 1 .40, 3.40, 5uOO, 6..M-p. m.
FR«'M POINT TIBURUN TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—&60, 830, 9.55, a.m.; 1.40, 4.05, 5.35 p.m.

Saturdays Onlv—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.

Sundays—S.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco.

Arrive
Destination

|
sanFranclco.

Week
DAYS

Bits-
days

1 SUN-
|

DATS
Week
days

7:40 a M
3:30 PM
5:05 PM

8:00 AM
9:30 am
5:00 PM

„ , 1 10:40 a M

ana™
8

'

6:05pM

Santo" Rosa
j

7:30pM

8:50 am
10:3"> a M
6:10 PM

7:40 am
3:30 pim

8:00 am

Fulton,
Windsor,

HeaJdsburg, i |
10:30 a m

Litton Springs, 7:30 p m , 6:10 P m
Cloverdale
and way 1

stations
i

7:40 am 8:00 am
Hopland

and 7:30 p m
Ukiah.

6:10 P M

7:40 amI S:00 a m
3:30 p m

|

Guernevllle. 1 7:30 p m 1 10:30 a m
|

6:10 pm
7:40 a M 1 8:00 A M
5:05 PM )

5:00 PM
Sonoma and 1 10:40 am I 8:50 am
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 pm| 6:10 PM

7:40 am
3:30 PM

8:00 am
5:00 p M

SebastopoL 1 10:40 a
1 6:05 p

10:30 a m
6:10 p m

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;

at Gevserville for iSkagtr's Springs; Stewart's Point,

Gualala and Point Arena ; at Cloverdale for the Geysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs.

Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willits, Cahto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Usal, Hvdesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, $2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
13.40; to Cloverdale, 34.50 ; to Hopland, 35.70; to Ukiah.
86.75; to Sebastopol, #2.70; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, 11-50; to Glen Ellen 31.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Pot&luma, 31 ; to Santa Rosa, $1.50; to Healdsburg,$2.25;

to Cloverdale, *3; to Ukiah, 84.50; to Hopland, 33.80; to

Sebastopol, 31.80; to Gueroervllle, $2.50, to Sonoma, $1 ; to

Glen Ellen, fl.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. MCGLVNN, Gen. Pass, a Tkt_ Agt.
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and ?

N^w \fnnuzompry Street.

Rules and Regulations
—OI TH»—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

AND TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

PKICE ET MAIL,

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30o

Blood Horse Rules - 30o

Per Sale at the Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman,

31 3 Bush Str°et. S. F.. Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book 1b a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
primed, superbly illustrated, and explains In every
detail me remarkable succew if Charles Marvin

i me whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
a* to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
jtilt, raclnzana breeding trotters.
R.wi what .I.e. Sibley, the owner of St. Bel, says of

tbls book: "In ibis wurk Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of (lie craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
reliab for Ni- budneffl ran take a colt as a yearling and

i to the highest and fullest exlent that colt's
capacity as b trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I bavd ordered twenty copies, and shall

mi i In the bands r>r every rubber on our farm."
Mai Ifl postpaid for 18.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
"* 3oah St,. Ran Francisco, Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
206 81'TTKR STRKKT. 8. F.

Choice Xjlca.ia.or-s

:UVATE ROOMS. OPEN iLL NIGHT

J. SC PARKER 4 00

ITS OBJECT
Ts lo prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; It strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic ami legswell-
Ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
orms and bots,

and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse It has the beneficial effects auu rcoults ot grazing
without the softening effects of a season i>f grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKEKTELLmgr..
,6£3 HOWARD ST

san francisco
-

; cav--

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo S Go. and Others.

OS-SEND FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.
Pat. pending,

G

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

for testimonials from the best horsemen in America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.
Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of. S3 00

Address ROBKRT SEARS.
Lock Bos 340, Chicago, HI.

t£S~ Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

flrarciH
Business College, V4 Post, St.

SAU FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEAJUD, President S. HALEY, SeCy

»»-Send for Clmilain.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

HoRSEi Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

NEVADA STAPLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street. 25 and 27

Park Avenue, §an Francisco, Cat.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor vlBlting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
mg horses.

Telephone \o. 3159

Alex. MM k Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 HI, I. is STRKET.

The best accommodations afforded for the keeping of

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line of Livery Stock,

with Horees and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CCS
AGENTS.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Kenrnv and Bu.h Hir.(..

SAN FRANCIHCO.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to inventors "Wltnottt

Charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.f

JOHN WEDOERBURN.
Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D.C
tS*This Company is managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscribers against unscrupulous

and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper

printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company.

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFICIAL RACE PROGRAMMERS,
Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished from the leading asso

cialions and public press, colors and numbers fui nished

and everything that is requisite to make the work of

compiling programmes readable so that the public wDl
have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our

dates are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we
would be'pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately In regard to

their meetings.

STERN & CO..
Care Bbeedek and Sportsman.

BYRON JACKSCK,
;' ii^wevCd buT 626 Sixth St. San Francisco,

Agricultural Implements,
Jackson's Self Feeders for Threshing
Machines. Howe Forks, Derricks,

Vineyard Harrows. Steam Derrick
Runs in the p^^ Spools, repairs for all kinds of

lightest winds. Farm Machinery, Hav, Hide, Hop
Entirely relift- and Wool Presses Steam Engines,'

bleinsturms- Threshing Machines, Wind Mills,

dvdiIV 1 ere v Dumb Bells, Furniture Castings. AU
DllW.i J LnS-.l, orrlers fined promptly at the lowest

SanFranclco. market rates-

The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want,
a box, by mail, Prentis3 Chemical Co., 406 California
Btreet, San Francisco. Cai, Sold by all Druggists.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Rav District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485. .1. R. DICKEY. Prp.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWEIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Huccessrully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for winter ashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

WM. WAUVWRIGHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Gro to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Ousters
Entrance on California St-

Samuel Valleau. Jas. K. Bkodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

..AND DEALERS DST ..

''ooI-Selleni' and Book-MftkeiV Supplier.

401-403 iSansome Street, corner Sacramento
Sao Franc!ww

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BKItliHA. Proprietor.

VETERINARY.

F. W. Skaife, D.V. S. A.R.Rowat.O.V.S.
OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. M. 1,30 tt> 3.311 p. M

HOSPITAL FOR -OG3.
t BDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larklo and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SA.\ IHA.M ISC o.

Dr. F. A NIJiF, B. Sc. D. v7s.
Veterinary ourereon.

Graduate of the University of the State of New York.
OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591,

DR. JOttN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the Amercan Veterinarv College, Uni-

versity of ihe State ofNew York. Telephone, 3306. Of-
fice and Kesidence, American Veterinarv Hospital, 820Howard St. Free clinic to the poor. Attendance and
consultations in the country.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
510 UOLDEK UATE AVK..NKAK POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURUEUN to Board of Health City
and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Rub
slan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOEliO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

1NFIRMAKY AND RES.DEN^B
Wo. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Veterinary Infirmary,
So. 331 Gulden Gate Avenue, San Francisco,

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

A3- OPEN DAY Ai\D MtiHT. -*o
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

M. R C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY * L R G E O \

,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence aDd Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 52»
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

ROUS INJECTION
A PERMANENT CURE I

id from 3 to 6 days, of the moat obstinate '

\*ees; guaranteed not to produce Stricture;
io sick'eninff doses; and no inconvenience
>r loss of time. Recommended by phynic-
*ns and sold by all druggists. J. Ferre", I

•uooesflor to Brou), Pharmacien, Paris. i

To Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball & Football tst».
Horse-back riders, Boxeranml Oarsmen;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, skat*
or swiin a Ions distance, USE

ANTI-STIFF

C^3

GO

[t la a mnrvelous prennratinn for Strengthening ths
Muscular System. "With Auti Stiff there is no faitfi

required; s t goe<* straight for the muFcltJ*, and yon can
feelit at work. It h'<e a peculinrly warming, comforting,
ind stimulating effect on all weak or stifl muscles and
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in ubs
Hub it into the muscles every nirht for a fortnight, anrt

you will be pleased at its snpnortinir and strengthening
properties. There is not, nor has been, anything like ft

till now. It differs from all Oils, Enibroeationn and
Liniments, both in sub>-tancp and effect. Some Athlete'
are so 1 :md of It tbat they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00.

E. fOUCERA & CO.. AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. WILLIAM ST.. N. 1
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DRINK GEYSER TABLE WATER.
BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

BEWARE OF IMIT-A.TIO:N"a.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE FOUND ON EAOH BOTTLE.

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLEY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 29 STEUART STREET.
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
aud

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
AUD WITH \LL LATEST LMPEOVEMENTS AEE TO BE HAD ONLY OF

J. A. McKERRON,
203-205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal.

AN

INFALLIBLE

CURE
FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Put up in one style only.

Price, $3.00.

A, P. BUSH & CO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

mm
Acknowledged by lending horsemen of the world

to be ^^ bo | %# preparation in the world that
the wIlItT willremoveaBoueSpaviutifter

it lias become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidixe for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."
N.B.— Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MacDonough, and the
winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with OSSIDINK. We also have
authority to refer to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.
3. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. N. Crittenton. A. It. Van Nest & Co.. and
C. XI. Moseman & Bro., New York Citv ; Becker & Wick-
ser, Buffalo, N.Y.; George l>e B. Keim & Co.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.; Morn3011, l'lummer «fc Co.. and Peter Van
Schaack it Snus.Cliicaeo. 111.; John D. Park A Sons, Cin-
cinnati, O.; F. W. Siosson, Cleveland, O.; Floyd &
Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Mever Bros.
]>rug Co., St. Louis, Mo.; J. K. Cook & Co., Kansas City,

5Io.; Mack it Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Robinson- Pettett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed Wire and Genuine Glidden Barbed'Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS! ATTENTION!!
Parties wishing to buy —
KTITU

Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
TliU on*'- la one •>( the largest Furniture Manufacturers on the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

best awonment of Parlor Seta, Bedroom Seta, Dining Sets, Fancy Chairs and Rockers, Etc. All their furniture

.nil li. -signs. They also curry a large stock of Office Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Eic.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET,

R<iwn-n Third mid Fourth Street*. SAX FRAXCI6CO.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,

TOOMEY'S NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY j(

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SUI EY HAVE BEE\ THE
MEA\(sOFG:VI.\GMORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 IX THE PAST
THAX ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS OX THE REGULAR SULRY COMBINED.
OTJR, NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other oue sulky made. If you want the
best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one ot our newest style, which you will find
right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and yourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO. - - Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

should be done.

ESTABLISHBn 186.1.

THOS. MBHBRIN,
Bfl"-u.reerymaix and Seedsman.

AGENT FOR THE CALIFORNIA NURSERY CO.

Largest and Most Complete Stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees on the Pacific Coast.
Apples, Almonds, Apricot, Pear, Prune, Plum, Peach and Cherry.

Also Fine Stock Olive-, Oranges, Lemons, Xut Trees and Small Fruits; Magnolias Camellias
Palms; Large Stock of Roses, Clematis, Etc., Etc.,

GRASS, CLOVER, VEGETABLE. FLOWER AXD TREE SEEDS, TOP OXIOXS, Etc., Etc.
Catalogues Mailed Free. Address

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery St,-*. F., Cal.

^efiigiishCrowiSi

Attention is called to onr Genuine English Crown
Soap, made expressly for this market by the " i bls-
wick Soap Company," of London, England.

It is a orient, golden color, almost transparent; free

from Injurious ingredients, possessed ot gTeat strength

and cleansing properties; entirely devoid of all un-
pleasant odors, ar d peculiarly desirable in the care

of harness and leather.

Also notice this device:

'THE OHISWIOK"
Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use in the stable and
KENNEL.
It is put up in jars containing "pints 1 ' and

" quarts," so prepared that Ihey can be shipped at any
season without injury to the quality of the Soap. Ob-

serve the registered Trade Mark on each label, and be

sure you get the genuine " CHISWICK."

For sale by all Saddlery and Harness Stores, or

dealers in sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Sole Agents for the United States.

SIMPLE, YET A PEUFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

i»js«raE3XJivtA.mo tire sxji^isliiiis.
767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

DR. CflNnDflY'S IMPREGNflTOR.

Especially adapted to hard breeders, but r dispensable to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satsiactory. With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated w-th one service 01 horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Cambridge Citv, Ind.. October 21, 1S92.—Ttrs is to certify that I have used Dr. Canaday's Impreenator with
ereat success on mares which no stallion could have got in foal. I consider it a great help for valuable stallions,

as well as for owners nf mares.—rhas. Kohlheler.
H. S. Covault, V. S., Haearstown, Indiana, says: I Impregnated a nine-year-old mare that had been bred

every year for five years a- d never was with foal until now. I transferred the semen from another mare and
the horse has not touched her.

Price $10. s*>ntbv mail prer-ald to anv part of the United States and Canada oo receipt of price. Send money
hy draft, money ord'er or registered letter. The money must accompany the order to receive attention. Sent
C. O. T>. bv express when preferred.

Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada, 35S Dearborn St., Chicago.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Core

The Snfe»t, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches nr Blemishes from Hor*c*
and Cuttle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold bv drupetsts, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions

for Its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCK-YVIULIAMS CO.. Cleveland 0.

DRUNK
Tho Prentiss Rectifying Pill Is what you want.

Clears t-ho head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the
nerves. If you uao Jiouor at all, never be without it,

worth one-half your life. Greatest liver and kidney
specific on earth. All druggis s keep It 2b cents a box,
by mall on receipt of price. Prentiss Chemical Manu-
facturing Co., 40$ Comoro:?, etreet, San Francisco, Cal.

GUI
Address a letter or postal card to

THE PRESS CLAIMS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P.O. Box 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIONSTROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

dntv In the regular Army or Saw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, and
their widows,now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send for new laws. No charge for advice. No lee
until successful.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

Guaranteed Perfect.

UNRIVALED FOE
ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

))and CONVENIENCE In LOADING.
Beware ofcheap iron imitations.

' SpifTfi'- Illustrated Catalogue and Price List to

SMITU *-\VES!»ON, Sprinsrlleld. Mas.,
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ELECTIONEER'S SONS AS SIRES.

"What Anteeo, Richards' Elector and Eros Have
Contributed to Swell the 2:30 List-

Three Distinct Maternal Lines are
Represented by Them.

j
this great setback, thirty-two trotters were added to the great

list, and his sons and daughters have also swelled it, for

] twenty-six of the former sired 115 and twenty-seven dams of

twenty-nine, and one grandam of one, and three daughters of

sons have produced three in the list.

In the following table the names,"dates of foaling (when
known) and number of trotters and pacers to the credit of

each of his sons that are sires :

"Whether coupled with thoroughbred mares, pacing mares

or those of no breeding whatever, his progeny all have the

same trotting instinct, the low to the ground, easy, frictionless

gait that has come to be called the " Golden Gait." Consider

that the family he founded have their speed at the trot as a

natural inheritance and not as the result of the use of heavy

shoes, toe weights or hobbles, and question whether he was

truly a marvellous sire. Electioneer is the greatest to those

who knew him best. His dynasty was to a great extent of

his own creation, but few maras of approved trotting fashion

or merit having been bred to liim. He made such blood fash-

ionable, but few contributed a fair share to swell his fame.

Give a man the proper tools and he can make a locomotive,

or give a man helpers enough he can subjugate a nation ; but

is it not a distinctive glory when without tools or helpers one

has done so? Electioneer did much unaided, but when as-

sisted by the blood of Beautiful Bells or that of the mighty

George Wilkes or the great Nutwood his every work was a

piece of perfect mechanism. You admit him to have been a

great horse, but how great do you think he would have really

been had he stood in Kentucky and had the help of the

daughters of George Wilkes, Nutwood, Mambrino Patchen,

Pilot Jr., Dictator, Belmont and other great sires? Great as

he is to-day, we are not among those who think his like will

not again be seen. The blood of the sons and daughters,

mingled with the blood of Nutwood or George Wilkes, will,

in accordance with the laws of progression, produce a greater

than he. A stock of prejudice is a poor thing to take to the

horse market, and the best breeders and students are possessed
of enough shrewdness to see that it is only in the comming-
ling of the greatest that permanent success is assured. In the
opinion of the writer Electioneer has imparted to his descend-
ants qualities which will enrich the blood of all our present
great trotting families, and he who mingles it with the best
discretion will be the proud owner of the great record-
breakers of the future.'-'

This was written in the preface of the Miller & Sibley cata-
logue, and is a fitting introduction to this article on Elec-
tioneer's three greatest living sons—Anteeo, Elector and Eros.
The fame of Electioneer as a sire is world wide; he was

foaled in 1S6S, and the first eight years of his life were spent
on the Stony Ford Stock Farm, New York. He was pur-
chased by Leland Stanford and placed on the Palo Alto Stock
Farm, California, in 1877. His first foals here came in 1878.
Electioneer, when brought on the farm, was not esteemed
as highly as Mohawk Chief, and only seven mares out of
the large number on the farm dropped foals by this son of
Green Mountain Maid the next year. Several outside breeders
sent mares to him, but the produce was not considered of great
value until Fred Crocker in 1880 lowered the two-year-old
mark to 2:25 j. The attention of Senator Stanford was at once
turned to his young trotters, and the marvelous speed shown
by the very youngest of them caused him to take a greater

,

interest in their development. The story of the progressive I

strides toward the goal of this breeder's ambition, and the
satisfactory demonstration of his theory in breeding and devel-
oping forms an important part in the great history of the trot-
ting horse of America.

Electioneer died in 1800, leaving a roll of honor to his
credit that was never equalled by any living sire up to that
time, for he had sixty -one trotters and one pacer, and six sires
of eight and the dams of five. The year after his death is

memorable from the fact that 100 were placed to the credit of
the horse, and seventeen of his sons sired forty-six and thir-
teen of his daughters had thirteen in the charmed circle.

The great record-breakers, Sunol, Arion and Palo Alto, then
retired to winter quarters wearing crowns. At the beginning of
the spring of 1802 a serious distemper affected nearly all the
horses at Palo Alto, and the work of developing the stock had

mdt until the epidemic was conquered. Notwithstanding

Name akd Record.
When
Foaled. Trotters. Pacers.

Albert W.* 2:20
Fallis 2:23
Alaska 22&\i
Elector (Richards')'
Anteeo 2:I6>£
Eros* 2:29%
Clay 235
Ansel 2:20
Whips* 2:27%
Elector* 2:21^2
Antevolo 2:19%
St. Just
Gaviota*
St. Belt 2:24%
Norval 2:14%
Woolsey*
Anteros
Azmoor* 2:20%
Junio* 2:22
PaloAltof 2:08%
Sphinx 2:20%
Chimes 2:30$£
Egotist 2:22%
Bell Boyf 2:19%
Electt
Stanford*

1878...

1*7*...

1878...

1879..

1879..

1879...

1879...

1*80...

1880...

1R80...

1881..

1881...
1S82..

18S2...

1882...

l»s-J

1882..

1882..

1882 .

1883..

l^t .

1885...

188'....

18—..
18—..

, i
4

. 1

. 14

. 13

Total 115 7

*In California. iDead.

There are only eight Electioneer sires in California that
have their names in the above list, viz., Albert W.,at Kancho
del Paso ; Bicbard's Elector at Grayson ; Gaviota at Santa
Marguerita ; Junio at Fresno ; Woolsey at Chino Stock Farm
and Eros at La Siesta, while Palo Alto has the other two, Az-
moor and Whips. The deaths among these sires are Bell Bov,
St. Bel, Palo Alto, Elector (Morrow's), Elect and Stanford.
The balance are at the head of the leading stock farms in

America, and their gifted progeny will increase every year and
become more and more prominent on our leading tracks.

The daughters of Electioneer are coming into prominence
as the dams of performers, twenty-six having representatives
in the 2:30 list at the beginning of 1893, but these are worthy
of a separate article. A large number of them are now in the
harems of the leading breedine farms, and the owners esteem
them more highly than the representatives of any sire.

In reviewing the above table of sires it will be noticed that
nineteen out of the twenty-six have records. Three, Anteeo,
Antevolo and Eros, are out of one mare, Columbine ; St. Bel,

Bell Bov and Chimes are out of Beautiful Bells ; Sphinx and
Egotist are out of Sprite; Palo Alto, Ansel, Azmoor, Elect
and Whips have thoroughbred dams: Eros and Gaviota are
out of Mohawk mares. The only representative of the St. Clair
family is the si're of more trotters than am/ other (Richards'
Elector). He never was bred to but one standard mare. Some
one claims that Anteeo is the greatest sire of the two, hut con-
sidering the breeding of the two and the class of mares and
opportunities each horse had in the stud, Elector leads him.
Anteeo was bred, owned, developed and raced by one of the
greatest practical and theoretical horsemen in America, Jos.
Cairn Simpson

; his dam is one of the best broodmares in

California
; he stood for service at a price and in a section of the

country where the attention of owners of the best mares were
attracted to him. His appearance, breeding, color, gameness
and trotting action were incomparable with any other sire of
his time. He was sold by Mr. Simpson to a syndicate of horse-
owners at Santa Rosa, right in the center of a district where
the best mares in the State were. His roll of honor shows that

they were good, for, out of the twelve he was bred to, ten are
by standard and registered stallions as follows :

Anteeo Jr 2-:iv £ Lady Signal, by Signal :'.;:jt.

Anteeo Richmond... 224M Daughter of A. w, Richmond 1683
Electeeo H:L".''4. Maud Medium, by Milton
Eoline 2:2u Myriad, by Stranger 8082.

Jute, by Billy McCraoken.
Accident, by Elmo 391.

Rosle B,. by Speculation 92S,
Lou Mill. .ii, bV MlltOU Medium 4782.
Lucy Patchen, by I M. Patchen .'r. 81,
Maud, by Nutwood 600.
i.neiiu by Nutwood COO.
LOU Milton, by Milr. .n Medium 1782.
Resaie G., by King Philip.

Maud M 2:20
Rex 2&IM
Alfred <i 2:1«2
Kthel Mac 2fl»2
James Madison iMTTi
Maudce
Myrtle
Redwood _':-']'.,

Sunset 2:L*>!i

One of the sons, Anteeo, Jr., 2:2(V,, is the sire of Hailstorm,
2:30. the first grandson to the credit of Electioneer to enter the

list. Two daughters of Anteeo are the dams of Anteeo Wilkes,

2:30, and the fastest four-year-old pacer, W. Wood, 2:07.

There is no doubt that the chances are more than favorable for

the sons of Columbine founding great families, as they have
everything in their favor; but how different is the breedingand
history of that other leading sire known as Richard's Elector

!

|

His dam was the bay mare Gilberta, by Fred Low, a son of
St. ClairJ16,675, out of Lady Gilbert, dam untraced. The St.

Clair family was one that first started Leland Stanford into

the breeding and raising of fast horses. Around his old home
in Sacramento he, with Mr. E. H. Miller (lately deceased)

often discussed the merits of this great family, and when Oc-
cident, the erratic trotter, came out and trotted quarters in

thirty-two seconds and miles in 2:20, his faith in the great
family seemed to be based on something tangible. When he
founded the Palo Alto Stock farm he bought the best repre-

sentatives of this speedy and game family procurable. He got

some culls among them, it is true, but as broodmares he found
they imparted great speed and gameness to their produce and
thus contributed no small share toward building the reputa-

tion of this farm. Richards' Elector is the only one from
these mares that seems to be making any headway as a sire.

As.a foal he was considered so delicate that he was offered to

any one who would take him away from the farm. He was
sold to a butcher in the village and then to some one else, and
finally was heard of at Stockton. No one would breed to him.
He was a fast trotter, but his breeding did not suit ; finally,

L. A. Richards, a prominent farmer near Grayson, purchased
the horse at a low figure and bred him to the ordinary work
mares on the farm and to any matrons that the neighbors
might send. His first colts appeared in 1885. Flora M.,
2:16, and Nettie C, 2:2S, were foaled in that year ; for two
years he got very few foals ; and Morning Glory, 2:27, is the
only six-year-old in his list ; of the balauce, eleven are five,

four and three-year-olds, and a perusal of the following

will show that onlv three standard trotting sires appear

—

Duke McClellan 9080, John Nelson 1^7 and Steinway 1S08.

There are eight other trotters on the farm out of mares of

unknown breeding that have trotted in their work in 2:30.

The gelding J. R., that was ruled oil the turf last fall, trotted

miles in 2:14^, and every one of those named below can lower
their records.

Electrice J:.*? 1
., L'n traced.

Electrina 2:23% Stemwinder, by Venture.
Ella M -'.J- 4 i nmiced.
Flora M 2:16 L'ntraced.
J. R 2:20 Meese'sSt. Lawrence.
Leek 2:2il l'n traced.
Lizzie F (trial 2:16).- 2:22^ Duke McClellan tKJSO.

Alect 2:^% John Nelson '

Ally Sloner 2:28 Calypso, bv Steinwaj
CoraS 2:27 Qntraoed.
Desperado J:-".'

1

:; Datraced,
Morning Glory. _ 2:27 Untraced.
Neitie C 2:28 Qntraced.
Pleasanton 2:2!>!< Dam by Tarascon.

Dam of Parthenia 2:27' 4

In appearance these are all a large, well-formed, heavy-

muscled type of horses that will become distinct in it-

self. Their trotting instinct is very strong, and no pacers are

to be found among them. Their dispositions are of the kindest,

and if they had the opportunities or were owned by a horse

breeder who took delight in training the youngsters from their

yearling form upwards the place this, the greatest son of Elec-

tioneer as a aire in California, would have taken would have
been a creditable one. This horse which sires fast trotters out

of mares of unknown breeding is one that will do wonders
when his blood is mingled with that of representatives of

other well-known trotting families. Last year he was bn
a number of well-bred mares, and ev.-ry owner of ^

matrons is looking forward with pleasure t" the progeny.

Eros, 2:29j In fifth heat, was foaled in 1879 also; he is out

of Sontag Mohawk (dam of Bally Benton, 2:17$, dam of Star-

light 2:28 . Sport, 2:22 Colma, 2 I onduotor, J:Jo>
;

Norhawk, 2:20] : Sonoma, 2:28, and Eros, 2:29 J), by Mohawk
Chief, son ofHambtelonian 10; second Nellie, by
Toronto Sontag 807 ; third him Nellie Gray, five-mile record

13:15. Eros, uke Elector, traces to a mare thai was noted for

her gameness and powers of endurance. Gilberta, the dam
of Elector, could pull a wagon alt day and run from dawn till

dusk keeping up with tro'ters ; her dam, Lady Gilbert,

one of the toughest and ' seen in

Sacramento. Nellie Gray, the greal grandam of Eros, m
have been a remarkable mare, for although, like Lady ( illl

her pedigree is nntraced, there never ran be any doubting her

natural right to be placed beside the untraced dams ol the

greatest performers seen on our tracks, and to which many n

horseman would like to trace his trotters <>n the

side, Eros was not bred for year- at Palo Alto
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Mount Hood 2:2

Rlnoonado
Mv My 2:25%

2:27

-lu -

Muraqulta 2:

2:-V i

,

he is only thirteen years old, his oldest colts were foaled in

1885, ani four of these entered the 2:30 List ; lie produced only

tive that year. He has nine in the 2:30 list now , viz

:

Wunda 2:1754 Accident, by ElmoSSl.
Oro Pino 2:lfl Mauetie. by Nutwood 600.

Alice, by AJmont 83.

Accident, by Elmo 891.

Nettie Walker, by Mohawk Chief.

Accident, by Elmo 891.

Crazy, by Chieftain 721.

Wa, by Chieftain 721.

Lndy Pierce-, by King William.

li has been the policy of the owners of this handsome horse

to >ell his yearlings in the Eastern sales rings, and the prices

obtained for these natural trotters averaged as well as those

of any son of Electioneer ever sold there. The Eros
youngsters are finely formed, strong-limbed, pure-gaited and
very game. There was a collection of them destroyed by fire

last fall which for appearance and promise was hard to excel

anywhere. Eros transmits his characteristics of form, color

and trotting instinct to his progeny so strongly that they can

be selected from any number of others of every breed when-
ever placed.

The above showing of what these Electioneers are doing
proves conclusively that they transmit speed. The owners of

nil sons of Electioneer declare that wherever they have seen the

progeny worked this prediction is verified. The performances
of Little Albert, Lot Slocum, Palo Alto, and in fact all of the

stock that were campaigned, proves that the odium of soft-

ness, so long cast upon them by jealous rivals, is unfounded.
And now if it is to be the policy of the farm management to

eschew all trials against the watch and send, under the

best drivers and trainers procurable, the strings of youngsters
by the sons of Electioneer on the circuits, not only in this

State, but to those in Montana, Oregon, Washington and the
great East and West, where thousands of dollars are given in

purses and stakes, the fame of the Electioneers as racehorses

will overshadow many that are now believed to be the bright-

est of all the game families in America. The day for the
ending of the tin-cup records is here, and in a few years the

great ultimatum of the trotting horse business will be pro-
claimed and the earning capacity of the trotting horse will

be the measure by which all trotters and pacers must be
judged. On this basis the sons and daughters of Electioneer
will stand as prominently as those by any other sire. Give
them au opportunity

; place them in the hands of the best

men, enter them in all the great events, and the material that

is in them will prove its great worth.

Sidney Should Stay in California.

A Letter From Vermont.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Sidney is soon to be
sold in the East, and it is to try to induce his purchase by
California interests and his location in this State that I would
now like to say a few words in the matter of his sale. Cali-

fornia has acquired an enviable reputation as the breeding
place of great horses, i-nd the gpt of her historic sires have
with bewildering rapidity captured successive world's records,

until nearly all have, at different times, been held within her
borders. For these great honors she has been greatly indebted
to such peerless sires as Electioneer, Director and Sidney.
Sultan, Nutwood, Stamboul, Anteeo, Arion_ Regal Wilkes,
Faustino and the like have been sold abroad and are now in

the service of our rivals. Palo Alto is dead. For great sires

which have won national reputations and upon which we
must depend for the maintenance of our honor at home and
our glory abroad, we have but Guy Wilkes, Sable Wilkes and
Sidney, not forgetting Dexter Prince and Steinway. From
this select list can we spare Sidney ? Every one of you, my
readers, who raise even one horse a year, are financially in-

terested in this matter. Our reputation as breeders of the
most excellent and speedy trotters, is of inestimable value to

every breeder in the State. Remember the " good old times "

when " bred in Kentucky " was a pedigree sufficient to sell

any horse for a goodly sum, and remember, too, that while a
longer quotation from " Wallace's Peerage" is now required,
the sentiment which deferred to the birthplace of excellence
still lives. And now that the mantle of Kentucky's greatness
has fallen so gracefully upon the fair form of our beloved
State, the magic words "bred in California" will be a price-

less addition to a tabulation otherwise faultless in its statement
of successive crosses of the great sires of the snnnv slopes of
the Pacific. This reputation, so splendidly established, should
not be lightly lost. Our natural resources are many, our soil,

climate and grasses are unsurpassed. But we cannot stand
the constant drain of our greatest sires. Our breeding interest

is a giant, but its western vigor is not invulnerable. Some one
of our many wealthy breeders who have already collected
great sluds of choice mares should secure him at any price. I

have personally known nearly all of his produce and without
exception, they were speedy from infancy. " Early and
extreme speed" is emblazoned upon the Sidney banner. Mr.
Henry Pierce should own Sidney. Mated with such mares as
he has recently purchased, the harvest of records would com-
mence immediately. No years of life are wasted in waiting
for growth and maturity, for trying and culling. The Sidneys
trot as yearlings as the world now knows, and would have
known with emphasis had his late lamented owner lived an-
other year. Or Mr. William Corbitt should secure him to
oulcross his Wilkes fillies. No farm in America owns two
BUCb sires as Guy and Sable Wilkes; and Sidney to the list

and the tri viratc won hi be without parallel in the breed-
ing hi-tory. At Palo Alto he would be a worthy successor of

itesl hoi e of his time, Electioneer; mated with
daughters of tbU horse, the ideal trotter would be a realized
feet, and from this union I hope to see the greatest of modern
trotters spring. If our large breeders neglect this opportunity
of their lines, let a number of our small breeders form a syn-

ing Sidney no risk is run except that of
death, and that confronts us rill in every relation. He is in

rne, and without a flaw, with his whole mature life be-
fore him, ready t" battle against the whole world for our

.. BUpremacy. Don't lei Sidney go, we need him to
maintain our reputation at home, to spread our glory abroad.
He is demanded alike by our financial interests and our State

Kride, and the profound reaped and great love which we bore
i late owner limb il . i. -,,-!, n -i , ,.,, Hlil ;„ n,,, p,,*-.-:-

i . l:

and ownership of his great horse. Pj i i b J. Shields.
r&mento, Jan. 30, I

Ti i. Spiril of the Time- thinks thai it would be a good plan
tor til.- American Trotting Register Association to make its

plain thai au interpreter would not be necessary, and
win Is up its remarks by Btating that such a wise father should
•• Ainly know its own child, or in other words it thinks that

• 'letting of the Exet utive ' kmmiltee should nol be neces-
o decide whether a record m:nlr again i time is valid or

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Haktford, Yt., Jan. 27.—Thinking that some items from

Vermont might interest those of your readers that once lived

in the State, and some of the readers that have not, we send

you tills. Vermont, or her people, seems very prosperous,

from the fact that they have so much money in the saving

banks, and so much invested in Western securities, and are

owing so little. Many believe that the Western securities may
not all turn out good, and that it would have been better and
safer to have kept the money at home and developed the re-

sources of the State. The prices of farms are lower than they
have been for fifty years. Farms that sold quickly at rive and
six thousand dollars ! twenty years ago, go now at SI.000 and
$1,500. It is the time to buy when what is wanted is low,

and the time to sell is when it is high. But for all that it is

so, there is double the purchasers when anything is high than
when it is low. The great depression in the price of farms is

caused by the low price of produce and the high price of labor.

The price of labor is double what it was fifty years ago,

and it is caused largely by the reckless waste uf it by the

rich in their extravagance ; tbty employ it for their own
pleasure, regardless as to the cost or profit. The poor cannot
do so. When wool brought fifty cents a pound it paid to farm
it in Vermont. The hills of the back farms then were well-

stocked with sheep ; but now, with wool worth but twenty
cents a pound, the business is a failure. The sheep have been
sent to the market and the farms many of them abandoned
that once supported large families. The hills of Vermont is

where the merino or fine-wooled sheep do the best. A few
years ago they tried to get up some excitement so as to boom
the business, by having the fine-wooled flocks registered in

the Vermont Register, and the most of them were; but many
of them, and their descendants, have been sent to the markets
for mutton, and if the price of wool stays where it is, it looks

as though the most of them will have to go the same way.
In speaking of the registering of stock, there is much of it

done, too many worthless, inferior animals registered, and if it

is kept up there will be no end to the number of volumes of
the Register. Breeders should have their stock eligible to be
registered, but it is time enough to have it registered when it

has proved meritorious. Many horses have been registered at

quite an expense that have been since gelded, and there

are many more that should be. Some of the books that are

published, the publishers of them, to make it pay, play on the
vanity and feelings of some by telling them how nice their

picture will look in the book with a sketch of their remark-
able life, and too often it is that they have the weakness to be
bled two or three hundred dollars to see themselves in print'

Now the ones that have made a mark don't have to pay
for this.

Once the farmer in Vermont sold a large part of his crops

—

that is, his hay and corn. Now everything raised is fed out
on the farm, and much more with it. There are many thous-
ands of bushels of corn and oats brought into the State, and
car-loads of feed. It would be an interesting fact to know the
exact amount. Some think it hard to tell where the money
comes from that is paid for it; the land must be growing
richer. This can be seen by many of the farms keeping double
the stock that they did. What the farmer has to sell that pays
best is eggs and butter. Eggs brings 25 cents per dozen and
butter 25 cents per pound—some claim to get roach more.
On account of a short crop of potatoes they bring $1 per
bushel. The year before they were worth but 25 cents per
bushel. Hay is worth $15 a ton. There is a surplus of cattle

and horses, and the price is low. The first of the season good
beef was worth but $4 per cwt. ; fresh pork, §6-50 per cwt.

Cows have been and are low, worth on an average from $20
to $25. Many of the high-bred Jerseys bring fancy prices.

Large numbers of cows are taken West from Vermont each
year.

Now is the time for those that have left the State, and are
thinking of returning, to come and buy them a home. The
low prices cannot continue long. It is believed the prices of

farms will be double in a few years.

Something now will be told in regard to the horses of Ver-
mont ; what they are and have been. The Green Mountains
run through the State north and south, dividing it about half
and half, the mountains at first greatly cut off the intercourse

of the inhabitants of the two sections. Mountains have pre-

vented the intercourse of people more than rivers. The west-

ern part of the State borders on New York, and it caused the
people to do much of their trading and marketing in New
York. This caused their horses to be very much like the
horses of New York. The first horse of note—and to make a
lasting impression on the horses on the west side of the Green
Mountains—was the thoroughbred horse and racer Bishop
Hambletonian 1097, son of imp. Messenger. He was bred
on Long Island and foaled in 1804; was a bay, 15^ hands
high, stout made and weighed about 1,100 pounds. He had
quite a reputation as a runner. Was taken to Granville, N.
I., in 1S19, and died there about 1834. Granville is but just

across the line from Vermont, and the horse made several of
his seasons in Vermont. He was quite a fast trotter, and he
was very prepotent in transmitting speed. Several of his sons
were kept and bred from, so that the Hambletonian blood was
the principal blood for a while on the west side of the moun-
tain.

Tiie next horse of note to be used there was- Black Hawk 5.

He was bred in Durham. N. Y., and foaled 1833, taken to

Bradford in 1S44 and died there in December 1856. He was
a jet black in color, about fifteen hands high and weighed in

common flesh 725 pounds. He was considered a very fast

trotter in his day, but it is doubtful if he could trot much
better than 2:50 ; he was very handsome and stylish, showed
high breeding and finish. These characteristics he trans-

mitted with his speed in a very marked degree. He stood at

the head in his day as a trotting sire. Black Hawk's sire was
Paddy or Young Traveller, by Old Traveller, a very fine

English horse from Connecticut. It was from his grandsire,
Old Traveller, Black Hawk took his color, style, finish and
thoroughbred looks. His dam was a large, rather coarse,

roomy mare, quite fast, was mixed gaited, black with a white
strip in the face; her sire was Old Traveller, dam a black
Narragansett mare from Rhode Island; Young Traveller's
dam was part Canadian. The breeding of Black Hawk shows
he had a right to his fine looks and speed and the power to

transmit them. The next horse was Columbus who was
taken from Canada about 1842 and to Orwell, Vermont, in 1854.
lie was a chestnut with Dexter's mark, about fifteen hands
high and weighed 1,000 pounds, was a converted pacer and
was quite fas|. This slock did not incline to be free, easy,

pleasanl drivers, but it had speed. The next cross was the

I

Ethan Allen, and the Daniel Lambert. There has been
several of Hambletonian 10's sons and grandsons used, too.

Is can be seen that the horses on the west side of the moun-
tain had a good foundation or start at first for speed, and the
crosses since have been very favorable for it.

But few of the Hambletonians, Black Hawks and Colum-
buses were taken over the mountains to the eastern side. This
was on account of the little intercourse between the people of
the two sections. There was a few and they made something
of a mark. About 1S35 a Hambletonian mare was taken from
the west side of the mountains to Woodstock. She foaled a
colt by the Walker horse that was kept for stock called the
Randsom horse, and he sired many trotters. In 1837 an-

I

other Hambletonian mare taken over the mountain from

j

Poultney to Pamfred, and she brought a colt in 1843 by the

i
Hacket horse, son of Wier's Gifford Morgan. The colt was

j

kept for stock and was named Flying Morgan and he was

|

the sire of Ethan Allen 43. Ethan took his color, marks,

;

shape and style of going from the Hambletonian mare; that
was the dam of Flying Morgan. In the fall of 1852, James
Densmore, of Hartland, traded a wagon for a six-year-old
mare in Middletown, of her breeder, L. B. Adams. The
mare was sired by the Andrus Hambletonian, he by the Jud-
son, son of Bishop Hambletonian. The mare cost Mr. Dens-
more about $40 (horses were very low that fall on account of
a very short bay crop). He took the mare over the mountains
to Hartford, the next year bred her to a son of Hall's Green
Mountain, and she soon passed into the hands of A. M. Bill-

ings, of Claremont, N. M. This was the celebrated trotting
mare Princess, 2:30, and dam of Happy Medium 400, the
sire of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. A writer in January number of
Wallace's Monthly, in giving a sketch of Princess' life, says
she was bred by Mr. Galloway, of Orange City, N. Y., and
died the property of Mr. Gage, of Chicago. Princess died the
property of Robert Bonner, and Mr. Galloway was the breeder
of her son Happy Medium.
The season of 1851, a son of Black Hawk was taken on the

east side of the mountain and kept part of the time at Bethel,
and he sired that season Draco Prince, 2:24}, his dam was a
bay with Dexter's marks and called Captain Lightfoot. The
State's fairs have brought the people and the horses of the
two sections together.

The first breed of horses to become popular on the east side
of the Green Mountains in Vermont was the Morgans, the
founder of the breed. The Justin Morgan was bred at West
Springfield, Mass., foaled 17S9. and was taken to Randolph,
Vt. the fall of 1791. In breeding he was nearly thoroughbred

;

was a bright bay without marks, 14f^hands high, and weighed
in common flesh 850 pounds ; was a very smooth, handsome-
made, pony-shape horse, very muscular and compact. He
proved one of the most remarkable prepotent sires that has
been. Died at Chester, Vt. 1819. What made the Morgans
so popular was that they were such fine saddle horses and were
free pleasant drivers and lasters and workers, too. They were
not bred to any extent on the west side of the mountains, but
on the east side they were the popular horse as late as 1860.

Their size was against them, as they did not average in
height fifteen hands and in weight more than 950 pounds.
Had they been two or three sizes larger they could not have
lost their popularity, as no better driving horses ever stood on
iron. When the call was for larger and faster horses than
the Morgans the Morrills seemed to be what was wanted as

they had size and showed quite fast.

The compact bodies and broal breasts of the Morgans with
their short stride prevented them from having speed for a
mile It was their will and desire to get far on an all day's
drive or several of them, and would outlast those having more
speed for a mile.

t >ld Morrill, the founder of the Morrill family, was bred at

Walden, Vt., and foaled there in 1843. It is understood that

his sire the Jennison colt (as he was but two when he sired

Old Morrill) was a grandson of Old Bulrush Morgan, son of
the ''Justin Morgan." Old Morrill when three years old

was taken to Danville, Vt., and he died there the fall of 1862.

He was black with a little white, sixteen hands high and
weighed at times over 1,300 pounds ; ears were long, and mane
and tail light. He was coarse and homely, awkward in his

movements, inclined to stumble. Was a very powerful horse
to draw, and could show quite a burst of speed, but he lacked
the breeding to carry his speed. He was a cold-blooded
horse, could trot a mile in about 2:50, but could not three or

four heats. Quite a number of his sons could trot in 2:£0 and
a few a little better. He has one in the 2:30 list, Mountain
Maid 2:27i|. It is merely through his son Young Morrill,

2:31, that the Morrills have any standing in the 2:30 list. The.
popularity of the Moi rills did not last long as it was found
they were not lasters, could not carry their speed to the fin-

ish.

The blood mostly bred from now in both sections of Ver-
mont is the Hambletonian blood through Hambletonian 10,

and the Lambert blood through Daniel Lambert 102.

The town of Hartford, on the east side of the mountain, has
rather taken the lead in breeding the trotter. The horse Cas-
sius M. Clay 54 was taken to Hartford in 1860 and was kept
there as long as he lived (died 1S7S). He proved a very pre-

potent sire, a large number of his get trotted better than 2:30,

and three are in the 2:30 list. His daughters proved remark-
able broodmares in giving speed to their produce. The blood
of this horse has proved a good foundation to build upon.
About 1875 J. C. Parker, a large manufacturer at Quechel
village, Hartford, commenced breeding horses on a small
scale, but he has kept adding each year, and now he is

one of the largest horse breeders, if not the largest, on the east,

side of the mountain. The horse Kent 5560 was kept at

Hartford the seasons of 1875 and 1876. He was then sold aud
taken to Wyoming Territory. This stock proving so well at

Hartford, it caused Mr. Parker and three others to send an
agent about 1S82 to Wyoming to buy the horse, which he did,

and he has been left on Mr, Parker's farjn ever since. He is

one of the few remaining sons of the Old Hero of Chester, dam
Lady Griswold by Flying Morgan. Kent is own brother to

Alley that has three of her produce in the 2:30 list—Wilton,
2:19 1, one, and the sire of Moquette, with a record of 2:10 as

a four-year-old. Keut has proved a strong, prepotent sire in

transmitting speed. Three of his get entered the 2:30

list the past season. Though coming twenty-five, he is as

strong and vigorous as ever. The most of his mares the past

season are safe in foal. Mr. Parker was at first discouraged
in the business, and it was on [account of the bad habits of his

help. Soon after hiring them he would find that they drank,
used profane language, and would abuse his horses. He said

if he could not get any other help he would go out of the busi-

ness, but he persevered and procured help of good habits, and
that could be depended upon, and hence his success in the busi-

ness, as lie has bred several of the 2:30 ones, and there will be
many more credited to him. The foreman for the last four
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years has been B. S. Walker. It is remarkable how much
more successful some trainers are in developing speed than

others. Some of Mr. Parker's horses were considered failures

as to having speed, but by Mr. Walker's patience and careful

handling they have showed fast, t^uechel Lambert 2267, by

l>aniel Lambert. 10"', dam by Cassius M. Clay -54, Mr. Parker

bred, and by his breeding expected great things of him, but he
was so nervous his trainer could not do anything with him.

Mr. Walker the past season placed a record of 2:36 to his

credit. Rubens, by Kent, dam by Cassius M. Clay, was so bad
gaited they could not get him to pace in four minutes, and Mr.
Parker expected to geld him and put him into the team, as he

is a very large horse. Mr. Walker got a pacing record on him
the past season of 2:31. He is sure to enter the 2:30 list, bar-

ring accidents.

When a person has a capacity to do anything, they soon

want to do business for themselves, and it is so with Mr. Wal-
ker as he expects to leave Mr, Parker soon and set up a train-

ing stable at Santa Rosa, California. If he does may success

attend him there as it has here. There are quite a number
more of good horses owned at Hartford or have been kept

there. Westmore, 2:24, Freestone, 2:25.!, Stampede, by Stam-
boul, 2:07^, Supreme, by Superior, 2:17}, There has been
kept, too, one or two sons of Volunteer, and one of William
H. Allen, 2:23 4

L
, and there is now a very promising son of

Young Jim, by George Wilkes. If there is anything in blood

and breeding we must expect quite an increase in the speed of

the horses at Hartford in a few years.

The Billings Park is in Hartford and was open three years

ago. It contains the only kite-shape track in the northeast,

It was named after the late lament Frederick Billings, who
contributed very liberally towards the cost of it. Mr. Billings

made a large fortune in California and he returned to Ver-
mont, his native State, and spent his last days. His farm at

Woodstock, called the Billings farm, is now run by the trus-

tees of the estate, the same as it was before his death. There
is as line a herd of Jerseys on it as there is in the State, and
some of them will be shown at the World's Fair. There is,

too, the finest flock of Southdowns in the State.

Excepting the bear, all the large game in Vermont disap-

peared years ago. It is seen that the bear still multiplies on
the mountains, as quite a number are killed each year. About
twenty-rive years ago some deer were brought into the State

and turned loose into the mountains. A law was passed im-

posing a tine of $100 to kill one. They have increased so they

are quite plentiful in some sections of the State. It is claimed

they hurt or harrass the sheep. It is said where the deer is

found the panther will be too. It was supposed the panther

was extinct in Vermont, but a few years ago the largest one
ever killed in the State, was shot in Barnard. It weighed 182

pounds after it had bled largely. It was believed it would
have weighed 190 pounds before it was killed. Its skin was
set up and it is in the capitol at Montpelier. A

Termont has

very stringent laws for the protection and increase of its game
and the propagation of fish. Occasional.

Eastern Sporting Gossip.

[From our Resident Correspondent].

New Yokk, January 28.—With the long spell of cold

weather now lasting for nearly a month past, looking about to

break, the metropolis is in the midst of a January thaw, so

sudden as to make some of the main thoroughfares lakes of

mud. While in the parks and annexed districts sleighing and

skating still goes on, a few more days like the last two with

the temperature at forty degrees will change all that back to

first principles of road and river. But the late reign of ice,

snow and Arctic temperature has been such a pleasant innova-

tion in many ways, except to the poor, as to leave behind it

many happy remembrances.

Tuesday's and Wednesday's sales of the Palo Alto bred trot-

ters under Auctioneer Kellogg's management showed disap-

pointingly low figures. Ariel Lathrop had the horses in

good shape after their long trip across the continent, but
while buyers seemed present in force, bidders were scarce in

renumerative amounts, some of these animals going for about
what it had cost to ship them from California here; that

there has been a glut of horses on this market of late there is

no doubt But for all that it seems strange that this well-bred

consignment from Palo Alto should go begging as it did. The
lot averaged about as many hundreds as it was expected to

realize thousands.

Now that the American Trotting Register Association has,

through Registrar Steinc; officially thrown out all records

made at Stockton October 13 to November 23, Stamboul,
2:07A, must be relegated to the now former record, although it

will doubtless constitute a bar for trotting purposes. There-
fore Kremlin with 2:07] must be regarded as the stallion king
until some horse in the coming season may lower that mark.
The coming contests for supremacy, however, is apt to be a
hot one and some other than Kremlin or Stamboul is just as
likely to wear the crown as not.

The week's midwinter meeting here of the Board of Stew-
ards of the.Grand Circuit tracks has developed more than pas-

sing matter of interest. The various trotting centres all had
delegates at the sessions held in the Murray Hill Hotel.

Among the trotting managers present were William Edwards,
of Cleveland, C. J. Hamlin and E. J. Hanley, of Buffalo, G.
W. Archer and A. Collins, of Rochester, Gov. Bulkeley and
B. Loomis, of Hartford, E. C. Robinson, of Springfield, and
T. B. Levatt and J. Wenderoth, of Philadelphia.

Among other important business transacted was the admis-
sion of the New York and Detroit Driving Clubs as members.
The next five years schedule of dates was arranged to affect

each track in the circuit. The Buffalo meeting was lengthened
to two weeks and President Hamlin announced that he and
his associates would offer extra purses for 2:11, 2:12 and 2:15

trotters; for 2:10, 2:12, 2:13 and 2:16 pacers; and for the
three and four-year-olds each an innovation on Grand Circuit

tracks. Most of the other tracks will also schedule these new

City will hold the wind-up from September 12lh to loth and
Philadelphia's lovers of trotting will no doubt turn out in

force to honor the occasion. Our neighbors of the City of
Brotherly Love have always shown a fondness for trotting,

and the wonder is that racing does not seem to be as popular
with them.
Judged by the signs at the legislative halls of the two States

of New York and New Jersey, there will he strong attempts
made both at Albany and Trenton toward racetrack legislation

this spring. The advocates of a pool bill fur New Jersey and
of an extension of the Ives Pool Bill in this State are already
working hard, and, judged by the feeling about the proposed
measures, they are likely to be adopted, especially the pro-

posed racing law in Jersey. The new Governor of the State

is said to be in favor of a pool bill, and the fact that owner
Thompson, of the Gloucester race track, was a prominent
factor in his election, looks as if these hopes of law in our
sister State are well founded.

The only tracks that raced in New Jersey last year were
Guttenberg, Monmouth Park and Gloucester. The first and
last raced on sufferance through the favor of the local as

against the State law, while grand old Moomouth raced under

|

pressure, the bookmakers at that meeting being annoyed and
1
molested by petty arrests, etc. But the Clifton, Linden and

I
Elizabeth race courses remained closed, and it goes without

j

saying that the managers of each of the three courses named
|
do not view with equanimity , their grass-grown and gate-

closed courses while tne other courses race, law or no law.

A long law, however, generally has a " kink '' in it some-
where, and the kink in the Jersey race track law looks to

have come at last. The old blue laws of the State under
which the existing crusade of the present embargo has taken
root, are as much in force now as they were nearly thirty

years ago, when your great horse Norfolk at Paterson defeated

Tipperary, Eagle, Kentucky and six others in the first Derby
race ever run in America. But their enforcement at this

present juncture has lost the State from three to four millions

of dollars in the diversion of that amount of money into other

racing channels. This the thick-headed Jerseymeu have at last

seen, and will, no doubt, remedy matters at Trenton in the

next few weeks.

With the lifting of the racing embargo in Jersey,the Clifton,

Linden and Elizabeth tracks will open again. Manager
George Eogeman, of the Clifton track, was at Guttenberg yes-

terday, in conference with the managers of that track, and
there is little doubt that Clifton will open its gates long be-

fore March 1st. Then the Guttenberg and Clifton tracks will

race three days each a week alternately until April loth, when
the Elizabeth and Linden tracks will open for a month's rac-

ing, two weeks at each place. The fact that Guttenberg's

starter, J. F. Caldwell, the premier official of the red flas in

the country, has all but agreed to go to St. Louis on April

15th is an additional straw showing which way the Jersey

racing wind is going to blow.

But as to the mooted changes in the New York State racing
situation, they do not look so probable as those across the

Hudson. The amendment to the Ives Pool Bill, giving

our empire State racing associations more time for legal bet-

ting, is likely to be of sheer mention for the reason that the

aforesaid associations are not anxious for such an amendment
to pass. Their thirty days each is all they want on a basis of

last year's financial returns, which fell off* considerably from
previous years, and as a lengthening of the State season to

make it begin earlier than May 15th and last longer than Oc-
tober 15th, would only mean a place for dates of some new as-

sociations, or curtail the time at Linden and Elizabeth, at

which track several Board of Control men are interested, the

amendment is likely to die a natural death.

But as to the outlook of the coming season it is a great one
promising the most interesting in our turf annals. The World's
Fair meeting at Chicago will no doubt attract many horses

from here as well as your State and all immediate centers, and
that as well as the great meetings here promise great things

in the way of sport. Col. North's English horses are stated

to leave England on the 8th of next month, but there seems
a probability that the crack of the stable, El Diablo, will re-

main behind.

I hear that the $30,00" two-year-old G. W. Johnson, now
owned by the Oneck Stable of this city, will be prepared for

Chicago's $60,000 Derby. The youngster has been fired and
blistered but has come out of the ordeal well, and stranger

things have happened than that this brother to Huron should
win the big prize. The Gleaner.

The circuit dates were also selected as follows: Pittsburg
will open the fall, July 10th, and close on the 14th ; from
the smoky city the harness horses will move to Detroit which
meeting will last July 17th to 21st; Cleveland opens July
24th and holds a five day's meeting and then Buffalo falls in
line August 1st to the 12th. Three days later Rochester takes
up the ball and keeps it rolling to the 18th of August, when
the horses cut across country to Springfield for the meeting
there, August 22d to 25th. At Hartford the meeting will be
held from August 29th to September 1st, and then on to our
Driving Park here from September 5th to Sth. The Quaker

What Director Has Done,

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In your Turf and

Track, issue of January 21st, there is an item about McKin_

ney and winding up with " so that McKinney is the champion

of California by long odds." Well, I for one doubt it. Mr.

McKinney may be great in the fifth heat, but when Directum

or Little Albert is in condition McKinney or no other Califor-

nia horse would ever get a chance to trot a fifth heat unless

they did it alone after the race was finished. I saw these two
horses raced all summer and fall and although I saw Directum
step to the half at Lexington in a race in 1:03 {and over a

steep up grade at that) I never yet sa>v him extended so that

I thought he could have been driven faster ; and as for Little

Albert well his last race at Nashville with four heats inside

of 2:12 with the second, third and fourth in 2:10$, 2:11
', and

2:1'!; is all the con ments I need to pass. In another Califor-

nia paper I see Sidney compared with other California aires

in regard to their winnings and the earning capacity of their

get; now comparisons are odious and when one compare^
they should above all be fair in order not to lay themselves
open for an attack. This was done in above case when the

writer took Sidney and his get and gave their total winning
for years and then only gave in comparison— Director and
Guy Wilkes for 1892. I have not kept trace of Guy Wilkes
andhisget. No doubt Mr. CorbEtt lias and I will guarantee
that he (the horse) and they are able to take care of them-
selves in this respect, but as for Director the following figures

will make the best of them count pretty closely to even com-
pare, say nothing more.

Director while on the turf won in stake* and purses -

Director's set L888 won in stakes and purees 2,993.45
Director's get 1889 h on In stakes and purses 12,610,50
Director's get 1R90, won in stakes and purses.
Director's get 1 sm won In stakes and purees
Director'- ^et ]vj won iu stakes and purses

Total -

I do not wish to say anything about any sire, hut whenever
any body tackles old Director and don't tell the facts and
truth about him and his get I will be after them pretty quick
with the simple facts and figures. .1. If. N.

Tacoma Notes.

'Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

TACOMA, Feb. 2, 1893.—Trotting horse industry i* begin-

ning to boom here now. We have some choice-bred stallta

Hall Brothers recently brought two from Boston; one is named
Potato. He is sired by Shenango, and if looks and actions,

backed up by good breeding, counts, this fellow is in the front

rank.

J. W. Anderson owns a gray horse, Tyee. that is smooth -

gaited and fast ; he is by Connaught, by Wedgewood.
X. Harrison's horse Soudan Patchen,fon of Soudan, 2:27

and PatchenMollie, dam of Commodore Nutwood, has grown to
be a beautiful horse; his book is full for this season. Barring
accidents this horse will be in the 2:30 list this fall. Terry
Chambers has him in charge.

Kobt. Breeze is driving Lady Mack. 2:23$.

James Brockway is driving Bishop Hero, 2:27, and mate,
Black Jack, 2:27:.

Colin Mackintosh has placed a beautiful span of mares in

Mr. Chambers' stable, both sorrels, one by California Nut-
wood and one by Kugeneer. by Electioneer. In same stable
are two fillies that are bred in good lines, i >ne is a brown by
Caliph, son of Sultan; her dam is by Volunteer 55. The
other, a bay by Bland, by Auditor, by Hambletonian 10; her
dam is by Ingram, by Volunteer -"-"j.

Some of our rich horse owners here are going to give a
meeting this spring, hoping that other wealthy horse owners
here will come forward and help to put the meeting on a
good, solid, business basis. H. A. C.

D. Elliott Kelly Retracts.

Lexington, Ky., January 11, 1S93.
Editor Live Stock Record :

—

Dear Sir :— I dislike to
recall a publication that has already been fitly characterized
by the turf journals of the country and dropped; but, as its

authorship was not known, I send you the enclosed correspon-
dence. Publish it or not, as you deem best.

Very respectfully, P. P. Johnston.
Lexington. Ky., January 11, 1893.—Mr. D. E. Kelly- Dear Sir:—

Having been informed by you that the statements published in the
Cincinnati Enquirer on Saturday, December -lb, 1B92, rejecting on ib<_-

Board of Review of the National Trotting Association were made to
you for publication by Dr. SI. S. Sale, the owner of the horse Temple
B&r, and, as I am aware that you prepared a farther article setting
forth that fact, which article you informed me you had sent for pub-
lication to the Cincinnati Enquirer, and later, that for reasons un-
known to you that paper had tailed to publish it, I therefore now ask
you to favor me with a statement giving your authority for the article
of the H5th ult., and such other facts in connection with it, as may
seem tu you pertinent, for publication with this note in other news-
papers.
The wrong done is of a most wanton and unprovoked character, and

the willful perpetrators most be brought before the public to meet the
responsibility they have incurred.

Yours, &c, p. p. Johnston.
Lexington, Ky., January 19.—Major P. P. Johnston, President X.

T. A., Lexington, Ky.—Dear Sir :—I am in receipt of your favor of a
recent date requesting me to give you my authority for the article re-
garding the National Association which appeared in the Enqnher,
for publication in the various turf papers. Dr. M. S. Sale, the owner
of the horse TemDle Bar, was my authority. Dr.Sale gave me informa-
tion for public»tibn which was substantially the statements made in
the article in question. He also gave me some matter written I in legal
cap paper, which matter I think was worded in verbatim toward the
end of the said article.

From subsequent investigation and talks with several well-known
horsemen who saw the race in which Temple Bar was disgraced, and
who are personally acquainted with the members of the Board of Re-
view, I am of the opinion that Dr. Sale wn? malicious iu his state
ments, and that they were entirely unwarranted. Dr. Sale's behavior
places him in a very unenviable light before the public, as he appears
in the role of a traducer. As for the part I have played in the matter,
it was simply as a news gatherer, and finding that I have made a
serious mistake, I take this means to correct it as far as possible.

Very truly, D. Elliott Kelly.

The Approaching- Sale in Napa.

In our columns is an advertisement of the great combina

tion sale to be held at Napa, March 8. The few animals

listed in the notice only give an idea of the class to be sold.

The Coombs Bros.' entire stock will be disposed of, as Hon.

Frank Coombs is Consul to Japan and Nathan, his brother,
the horseman of the family, have concluded to relinquish all

their work in this direction. Nathan Coombs, like his father,

is a thorough horsemen, and to the bringing out of Lilly Stan-
ley, 2:17^ (one of the gamest trotters ever seen in California),

and the mating of her to Director, 2:17, must all credit be
given to him. Monroe Salisbury said at the time
that, as she was the fastest race mare ever bred to the horse, he
had every reason to believe that he would show the people of
East what a two-minute horse is like and be was not wrong
in the prophecy. Besides the old mare it has been decided to

offer that handsome stallion, "The Dane,'' and several Direc-
tor fillies. Everyone regrets to hear that the Coomb-. line-.,

are going out of the trotting horse business, but it would not

surprise us to see Nathan ( loombfl have a stable of thorough-
breds nest spring.

Owners of good mares and men who are starting in the busi-

ness of breeding will do well to not be too hasty in booking
all their mares before this sale takes place for the stallions of-

fered will be sold at low prices.

There is a list of them in the advertisement that belong to

trotting families and are already recognized as sire- of early

and extreme speed; they have color, style, sise, disposition

and breeding to commend Lbem. There never will be Mich a
choice lot offered at public auction again. Therefore small
breeders sbould not allow this opportunity to pass.

Great Drivers.

Driver of Kremlin, 2:07 ,, says: " Mr. Sears, Dear *ir: I

think the Lindsey Bumane Bil fax superior to any bit ever
invented, and think it a dulv and a pleasure to recommend it

to my friends and the public. Yours truly,
" Edwin I). Bitheb,"

The Bbsx Rboobjds.—During the season of 18U2 the fol-

lowing star trotting records were made :

Niuirv Hank-., best mile in barnea
Stamboul, besl stallion record
Bioqui i d ' ord
AH\. old i< cord
Martini Wilkes, besl heat in a race
Mariba Wilkes, best three beats 2:12, -2:iv.

Silicon, besl it in raci

three-year-old beal In race
Belle Vara. I

Mai tba ft Ilk* fast t second heat
Martha Wili I deal
Uttle Albert

Ingali Is (two mil
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THE NEXT STATE FAIR.

It "Will Open on the Fourth Day of September

Hon. John Boggs Elected President.

The Stale Board of Agriculture met at the Secretary's office

in this city yesterday. There were present Directors Boggs,

Chase, Ureeo, DeLong, Hancock, Shippee and President

Oox.

The annual report to the Governor for 1S92 was read,

adopted, and ordered to print.

After attending to matters of minor detail relating to the

business of the year just clused, the old Board adjourned, and

the new Board proceeded to organize.

The same members constitute the new Board, with the ex-

ception that J . W. Wilson of this city succeeds Christopher

Green, and J. H. Flickinger succeeds Jesse D. Carr. Mr-

Flickinger telegraphed the Board that he had received his

commission too late to attend the meeting.

Mr. Green introduced his successor and thanked the Direct-

ors for their kind treatment of him during his past sixteen

years" incumbency, and bespoke for his successor like consider-

ation. Mr. ' Teen recited his connection with the State Agri-
cultural Society from its earliest organization, and asserted

his kiud and loyal feeling to the institution. He also re-

ferred in fitting terms to the great good it had done in build-

ing up California. He spoke feelingly, and said that in re-

tiring from the directorate it was almost like leaving his

family. While his successor would, no doubt, fill the position

with at least equal ability, his own long and friendly con-
nection with the members of the Board made his leaving sad
in the extreme. But he could forever be counted upon as the
thirteenth member of the Board, and"a firm friend of the so-

ciety.

Mr. Green's remarks called forth feeling responses from
every member present. Director Boggs spoke of the efficiency

of Mr. Green, of his long association with the society, and
said that with his retirement the board lost a most effective

worker.

President Cox called Mr. Chase to the chair and made ex-
tended remarks upon Mr. Green's retirement. He spoke of
his usefulness, experience and executive ability, which quali-

ties he characterized to be of the highest order, and in the sev-

ering of his association with the board he, as a fellow-member,
felt the loss most keenly. He very much regretted that a man
of Mr. Green's usefulness should have been retired.

Mr. Shippee spoke in like strain, as did Messrs. Hancock,
Chase and others.

The next order of business being the election of officers,

Director Cox nominated Hon. John Boggs, of Colusa, and Mr.
Boggs was elected by acclamation.

In retiring from the chair, President Cox returned his
thanks to the members of the board for their uniform court-
esy and kind treatment of him while acting as their presiding
officer. He said that his past, present and future thoughts
were for the success of the State Agricultural Society, and he
was fully satisfied with the position it had attained in the af-

fairs of the State.

He bespoke for his successor the same consideration that
had been accorded him, and assured them that their presiding
officer for the current year would no doubt be able to give
them as good an administration, if not a better one, than he
had been able to do.

President Boggs, on taking the chair, thanked the members
for the high honor conferred on him, and promised to exert
himself in fulfilling the duties of the office to the end that he
wi-uld give satisfaction to all.

G. W. Hancock was re-elected Superintendent of the Park,
and Hon T. C. DeLong was elected Superintendent of the Pa-
vilion.

The Board then set the day of the opening of the State
Fair of 1S93 for September 4th, to continue two weeks, with
the usual nine days' exhibition at the Park.
The President was directed to name a committee of five to

revise the premium list, and stated :hat he would name this
and other committees in a short time.

After discussion of other matters preliminary to the exhi-
bition of 1893, the Board adjourned to meet at the call of the
chair.—Sacramento Recoid-Union.

A Valuable Document.

The report of Edwin F. Smith, Secretary of the State

Agricu'tural Society, is published in full in the Sacramento

Union. The following article, under the head of " Live

Stock," is taken from it:

After a long-continued contest by the State Agricultural
Society in behalf of improved breeds of live stock as a most
important factor of financial resources, we are at last rewarded
by noting iu classification in reviews made by the great
journals of the day, wherein they refer to the remunerative
live stock sales of California-bred horses, and the promising
outlook for this industry in the future.

Loog and hard has our Society labored for this result ; bat-
tling against ignorance, inexperience and prejudice, we have
at last achieved distinction and notice in a financial way for
the rmch-ridiculed horse aid given this Society.
That the noble animal Is pari and parcel of California's re-

nown cannot be further denied. The constant aid and en-
couragement given the breeding of horses by this Society has
in a very great measure encouraged investment of a large
amount of money in the industry, which is now making

ible return* to the brave men who risked their time and
money in the experiment of adding to California an additional

-rce.

We congratulate i tern upon their success, and say to them
we still remain steadfast to you and your intei

The great battles for supremacy waged under the auspices
of this Society right here- at home encouraged our breeders
to go forth and meet the world with their products, and the
resL-'t is that one of <>ur neat sires has, during the season just
clo-ed, achieved a world-wide reputation by having eight of

obtain records of 2:1S or better, and only second in the
lis' of money-winning rirea in America.

,s not this an accomplishment of untold benefit to the cli-

n te and soil of thi> richly endowed State?
' nother mighty sire obtained the worlds stallion record, so

—California—the land so noted for its production of
rain, of wine, of wool, of fruit, of timber, of hope, of

everything, we might say, that is iu any way connected with

soil produce, have at this writing the fastest individual stallion

of the world ; the sire of the greatest number of extreme speed

performers in the world ; the sire (recently dead) that pro-

duced the greatest number of horses with trotting records of

2:30 or better ; the largest thoroughbred stock farm in the

world, and last, but not least, the highest-priced thoroughbred
stallion in the world. Is not this fame? Is not this fortune

enough for one young State to have accomplished, and was
not this society the founder of this great industry, and have we
not the license to be proud of the part we have always taken

1 in the encouragement of this interest?

Some may say after reading the above that this is but glory.

Where does the money come from to warrant the continuance
or justify the investment of capital in the breeding of live

,

stock?
We can simply say sentiment is not a continual prompter to ,

the investment of a capital. The shyness of this great power
i

is proverbial ; so if one but stops to reason, it must be admitted
that returns for investment must certainly be available, other-
wise the continual extension of this industry would not be
going on.

When we state as a fact that this State annually sells the
greatest number of thoroughbreds in the Xew York market
that comes from any one breeding farm, amounting in the
aggregate to $120,000, and that the sales of trotting stock
aggregate $500,000 yearly in the same market, and that Cali-

fornia sales here at home of improved-bred stock reaches
$300,000 per annum, making an aggregate of nearly $1,000,000,
can it longer be doubted that the interest in question is of
some importance to California?

We most heartily indorse the attempt now being made be-

fore Congress by the leading breeders of cattle, to provide for

the formation of a bureau of information and statistics in

live stock. The object is to more fully appraise the producer
of the character of the great meat markets of the world, and
to more systematically regulate the supply and demand of

meat products whereby the producer may be better informed
of the condition of the markets from an official source before

shipment of his stock. Without such information he is at the
mercy, as is most generally the case, of a glutted market He
suffers and the industry suffers, as often "stock cattle" are
run in and the range cattle reduced. Whereas, with proper
information at hand, all this could be averted and encroach-
ment on stocK cattle prevented, selling only their product in

such form as the market would warrant. This question is at-:

tracting much attention throughout the great cattle produc-
ing States of the Union and is looked upon with alarm ; it

may practically result in a beef famine in JS94 unless some
action is taken to inform producers of the condition of affairs

and check hap-hazard shipping of breeding cows and calves

to glutted markets.
We think this can be accomplished through the agency of a

National Bureau of Information and Statistics of Live
Stock.

We ask that our Senators and Representatives in Congress
take such steps as are in their power to aid in the information
of this bureau.

The permanent establishment of the large abattoirs in
California is a most progressive step for the meat-producing
interests in California. The great lack of facilities for the
working up of the entire carcass of slaughtered meats in large

quantities has been a serious drawback to extension of the

breeding of food meats. Xo attempts have been made to in-

crease the supply above the ordinary demand for home con-
sumption. With the ocean trade at our very doors, we have
permitted cured meats to be shipped across the continent and
sold to what should be our own customers. Under the new
system just in process of organization, it is to be hoped that

not only California but our PaeiSc Slope will see to its con-
tinuation, whereby a permanent market will be established

for the sale of live stock raised on the slope. At these abattoirs

every portion of the carcass will be utilized in some manner.
The tanners get the hides, bones will be used for the man-
ufacture of buttons, for refining and in the making of fer-

tilizers, the hoofs and horns for the manufacture of combs,
hairpins and other articles of trade. In fact, every portion of

the slaughtered animal will be turned to commercial account.

Our importation of hams, bacon, lard and canned meats
each year from the factories of the Western and Middle
Slates is of such magnitude as to cause one not informed to

doubt the figures. There was an average of six carloads of ten

tons each per day for every day in the year 1892 brought from
across the Rockv Mountains.

It will be said by the unprogressive people that we cannot
feed stock in competition with the great corn-growing States

that produce the bulk of meat for packing purposes ; that in

those States corn can be produced so cheaply as to enable the

stock-raiser to grow meat at a much less cost than can we,

and by reason of the character of feed necessary to make
solid meats, so highly essential in packing, they have an ad-

vantage over us.

To this we will say that when it is found there are methods
of properly handling an excessive quantity of meats, there

will be no trouble in producing corn in abundance to give it

quality. The reason we do not produce more corn is that for

our present purpose we raise a much better forage.

Our alfalfa eives us a much cheaper and belter fodder for

producing growth for home consumption, and with this char-

acter of food tor the breeding stock, and ample corn that will

be forthcoming when necessary for fattening and stall feeding,

we should make the productiou of food meats a prominent and
paying business. California's advantages for this industry are

superior, but the great number of available resources has
caused ibis one to lie dormant. We have been contented in

selling our wheat, wine, wood, horses and fruit, and buying
such other commodities as we need from sister States. That
we are able to produce all the necessaries of life no one doubts,

but lack of necessity to do so has rendered us neglectful in

the full development, as yet, of our many advantages that lie

in the cultivation of the soil.

This state of affairs is caused by lack of population, and an
overbundance of resources. The swine interest alone is one of

great future, not only in this State, but in the United States,

and we are disappointed to find a lack of increase in the pro-

duction of this most prominent of meat products. Even in

Europe a most pretentious falling off in the supply of pork
was shown in 1S92, as compared with the year previous. In
England and Ireland alone there was shown to be a 25 per
cent, decrease in the supply.

Prices corroborated this fact, the usual fall therein, common
to the autumn months, failed to occur this year in either

Europe or America, which fact indicates the supply was short
of the demand. The great increase in the consumption of this

prominent article of food is due in a great measure to the im-

pro\ed manner of (.uiingand increased facilities for shipment,
facts worthy of considering when calculating upon the future
of this industry.

Hence, we say. new fields must be opened for the production
of this product in quantities, and as California has all the
natural advantages necessary, it is to be hoped an impetus will

be given the pork interest here, and we are positive this will

occur, providing increased facilities are given for the proper
packing and curing of this great article of commerce. Cali-
fornia, with her uneqnaled forage capacity, should be shipping
meats instead of importing them.

The Live Stock Lien Bill.

The following bill was recently introduced in the California

Assembly, and will be interesting to owners of live-stock:

An Act to promote the business of breeding and propagating horses,
cattle and other live-stock; to enable owners to borrow money
thereon without partingwith the possession thereof, and to prevent
fraudulent sales of incumbered live-stock.

The people of the State of California represented in Senate and Assem-
do enact as follows :

Section 1. Pledges of live-stock to secure the pavment of money
may be made as provided in this Act. and a lien therefor created upon
the same that may exist independent of possession bv the pledgee.
The term live-stock as meant by this Act refers to and includes all

sexes and ages of horses, moles, cattle and asses.
Sec. 2. Such pledges shall be designated live-stock pledges, and

may be substantially in the following form :

" [»tate time] after date promise to pay
to the order of. f_S ] dollars for value
received, with interest from until at the rate oi
per cent, per annum, payable and if not so paid to
compound at the same rate.

(Compounding clause may be omitted.]
And to secure the same herebv pledge the following live-

stock now contained or now within the county of.
California, to-wit :

[Here give description of the animals pledged, and, if desired, any
facts that may better locate or identify the same.]
which certify are owned by the undersigned, aud free from
incumbrance otherwise than stated herein. [Here mention all prior
liens and incumbrances.]

(Signature)
(Residence)

ACKSOWLEDGKEHT.
j

Every live-stock lien, after having been duly acknowledged in the
:
manner in which grants of real property are "required by law to be

I
acknowledged, shall be recorded in the office of the County Recorder

I of the county in which the pledgee resides, or, if a corporation, in
I which it has its principal place of business, and also in each county
in which the livestock pledged or any part thereof is situated at the

! time of the execution of the pledge. The fee of the County Recorder
|
for recording the same shall be one dollar.

I
Every live-stock pledge executed in conformity to the provisions of

this Act. after having been duly acknowledged and recorded, shall be
negotiable and transferable by simple endorsement thereon, in the

I
same manner aud under the same conditions as a negotiable promis-

I

sory note.
I Other clauses relating to matters not in conflict with this Act or the
I
laws of this State, and that impose no harsh conditions or unusual or
unjust burdens upon the owner of the pledged live-stock, maybe in-

I

eluded in the pledge.
Sec. 3. Until default shall have been made in the payment of the

!
principal sum for which the security is given, the pledger and those

I

holding title to the pledged proporty under him shall be entitled to the
use and possession thereof so long as the pledger or those holding nn-

I

der him shall properly, reasonably and humanely care for the same,
the pledgee or holder of the security to have the right in case the

I same be not so cared for to obtain possession thereof by action in the
proper court therefor, and in such action may claim the delivery of
the pledged property under the provisions of the Code oi Civil Proce-
dure (without giving bonds in case the holder of the pledge at the
time of instituting said action or claiming the possession of the
pledged property, deposits with the clerk of the court his pledge prop-

I erly endorsed, in lieu thereof), and the reasonable expenses incurred
by the holder of the pledge in having the pledged property properly
cared for shall be charged to the owner and shall become a part of
the debt secured by the pledge aud bear interest at the same rate un-
til repaid.
Sec. -i- The live-stock included in any live-stock pledge may be

sold, as in this Act provided, to satisfy ttie purpose of the pledge, as
follows

:

First, Any time after the expiration of thirty (30) days after default
be made in the payment of the principal sum secured bv the pledge,
unless a longer rime than thirty (30) days be specified in the pledge,
and then after the expiration of the time so specified.
Second, Any time after the expiration of fifteen (15) days after judg-

ment has been rendered in favor of the pledgee or holder of the secu-
rity for the possession of the pledged stock because of the failure of
the owner to properly, reasonably or humanely care for the same. But
an order of sale may be made at any time during the pendency of an
action for the possession of the pledged property when, in the discre-
tion of the Court, it is proper that the same should be done to prevent
great loss, damage or extraordinary expense.

Third. Any time after the interest shall be due and remain unpaid
where the note or pledge contains a provision to the effect that for
non-payment of interest the whole debt becomes due, which shall in
no case accrue incase the note or pledge provides for compounding
the interest in case of non-payment.
Sec 5. Upon a sale being made the holder of the pledge, or his

duly authorized agent, or local representatives, may take possession
of the pledged stock wherever it may be found, and may enter upon
any premises for that purpose, and may proceed to sell the same by
first giving fifteen days' notice thereof by an advertisement specifying
time and place of safe, referring to the p'ledge and making mention of
the kind of stock to be sold (in case of any of the animals having in-
dividual distinctive names mentioned iu the pledge the same most
also be included), which advertisement must be published in a daily
or weekly newspaper, published within the county, at least fifteen
days prior to the sale. In case of a daily newspaper fifteen insertions
shall be necessary and of a weekly two insertions. The pledge may
specify the newspaper in which case the notice must be published
therein unless the same be no longer published.
Sec. 6. The sale may be had by the holder of the pledge, or bv any

one he may designate, and shall beat public auction Ito the highest
bidder for cash. Thesalemay, likewise, be postponed by five publica-
tions in a daily or one in a weekly newspaper as often as may be
deemed necessary by the person conducting the sale. The holder of
the pledge and any one holding under him, or in his interest, may
bid and purchase thereat. T he animals shall be sold in the order the
owner may in writing request, and only so many shall be sold as may
be necessary to satisfy the debt, including expenses. The property-
must not be taken to an unreasonable or inaccessible place to be sold.

A bill of sale delivered to the purchaser by the person conducting the
sale of any; animal sold^shall vest in the purchaser all the right, title

and interest the pledgor had in the pledged livestock at the time of
executing the pledge, free of all subsequent hens and incumbrances of
every kind ana character whatsoever.

Sec. 7. When bandsor herds of horses, mules or cattle are pledged
without any distinctive names or particular marks being given, and
only a certain number is specified, the number may be selected at will
from the entire lot of the pledgor or his successors in interest.
Sec. S. Pledged live stock shall not be moved from the county in

which the pledge is recorded except for traris'ient and temporary pur-
poses, without the consent of the pledge-holder, and in case of an un -

authorized removal except for transient or temporary purposes the
pledge-holder shall be entitled to immediate possession thereo f, as in
case of failure to care for the pledged live stock, and may re;over and
may sell the same in like manner, or may have the same kept at the
expense of the owner, and the amount of such expense becomes a
part of the debt secured.

Sec. 9. Pledges subsequent to the first pledge may be ni*de subject
to the prior lien of those of priorrecord.

Sec. 10. When the live stock of a horse-breeding farm or racing es-
tablishment are pledged the vehicles, harness and trappings Jmay be
included in the pledge, and when the live stock of a dairyman are
pledged the cairy implements and appurtenances may likewise be in-

cluded in the pledge.
Sec. 11. Whenever a sale of any live stock of the kinds mentioned

in this act is made ;tbe buver may demand of the seller, and shall be
entitled to. a bill or certificate of sale thereof, which shall contain a
true statement of all and every kind of incumbrance existing or
claimed by anyone to exist thereon, or if none exist or are claimed
thereon a true statement to that effect, and the same shall be a war-
ranty thereof, according to its tenor, and in the event of any willful
and material false representations being contained therein the seller
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shall be liable to the buver to three times the amount of his damage,
and the same, together with reasonable attorney's fees, may be recov-

ered in a civil action thereon.
Sec. 12. Every person who knowingly or designedly in any bill or

•certificate of sale of any live stock makes any willfully false or

fraudulent representations concerning either the ownership thereof.

or incumbrances existing or claimed thereon, or who practices any
willful deception therein with intent to defraud. shall, if the purchase
price equal or exceed one hundred dollars, be guilty of a felony, or if

less than one hundred dollars, of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 13. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

Montana's Good Bill.

[Introduced by J. B. Losee.]

An act entitled an act to create a lien for the service of stock horses

and to protect agricultural and racing associations.

Be it enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the State of Montana.
Section 1. That every owner or agent who may have the custody

or control of anv stallion, who shall charge a fee for the service of
such stallion, shall, before advertising or offering such services to the
public for any fee. reward or compensation, file with the Clerk of the

•County in which owner or owners or agents reside, or which such
•stallion shall be kept for service, a written statement, giving the name.
age, pedigree and record, if known, if not that the same is unknown,
description, terms and conditions upon which such stallion will

serve.
Upon tiling such statement, the County Clerk shall issue a certificate

or license to owner or owners or agents having custody and control of
such stallion, that such a statement has been filed in his office ; the
owner or owners or agents ofsuch stallion shall then post a written or

printed notice of a copv of the statement so filed with the County
clerk, in a conspicuous "place in each locality in which said stallion

shall be kept for service.

Sbc. '2. Everv owner or agent who shall proclaim or publish a false

or fraudulent pedigree or record or statement of any kind regarding
anv stallion, or who shall neglect or refuse to comply with the pro-

visions of Section 1 of this Act. shall forfeit all fees fo'r the service of
such stallion, and the person or persons wbo may have been deceived
or defrauded bv such false or fraudulent pedigree or record or state-

ment, may sue"and recover, in any Court haviDg jurisdiction, such
damages as may be shown to have been sustained by reason of such
false representation and fraud.

Sec. 3. Whenever the owner or asent of any stallion shall have
complied with the foregoing provisions of this Act the services of such
stallion shall become alien on each mare served, together with a foal

of such mare served from such service in an amount agreed upon be-

tween the parties at the time of service : or if no agreement was en-
tered into bv them, insuch amount as specified asservice fee of stal-

lion or stallions in thestatement of the owner or agent, filed with the
County Clerk : provided, a notice of lien shall be filed within six

months after such service ; such lien shall terminate at the end of the
year from the date of filine notice thereof, unless within that time an
action shall be commenced for the enforcement thereof.

Sec 4. It is hereby male unlawful for any person or persons know-
ingly to enter or cause to be entered for competition or to compete for

any purse, prize, premium, stake or sweepstakes offered or given bv
any agricultural or other society, association or person or persons, in
the State of Montana, any horse, mare, gelding, colt or fillynnderan
assumed name or out of its class, where such prize, purse, premium,
stake or sweepstakes is to be decided by a contest in trotting, running
and pacin? races.

Sec. 5. Be it further enacted ; that any person or persons found
guilty of a violation of Section 4 of this Act. shall, upon conviction
thereof, be imprisoned in the State's prison for a period of not less

than one rear ormore than three years, or imprisoned in the County
jail ot the county in which he is convicted for not less than six
months ormore than one vear, and shall be fined in anv sum not ex-
ceeding SI .000.

Sbc. 6. This Act shall take effect from and after its approval, and
all Acts or parts of Acts in conflict with the provisions of this Act are
hereby repealed.

Notes From Napa.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsma;..]

Napa, Feb. 9.—Several cays ago we visited the stables of the Cnombs
Brothers. The love of horse comes to these gentlemen as a birthright.

Xathan Coombs, one of California's earliest and most progressive

pioneers, was one of the most successful breeders of thoroughbreds of

his day. and he helped to stock California with the best racehorses at

that time. Among the noted ones owned by Mr. Coombs were : Lodi

Billy Cheatham. Ashland and others. He was a liberal patron of the

turf and helped to found and establish some of the principal race
courses and racing organizations. As his sons grew up, true to the
law of heredity, they soon had a number of thoroughbreds racing in

California and Oreeon, but as the harness horse became popular in
this State. Messrs. Nathan and Frank Coombs foresaw the fature pos-
sibilities of the troltincr-horse industry, and commenced breeding a

few trotters, and their success is apparent. Among the first colts raised
was the famous race mare Lillv Stanley. 2:1714; her record is no meas-
ure of her speed ; she trotted the middle half at Pefaluma in a race in

1:05 when heavy with foal ; there were no bike sulkies then, and she
was never d.iven for a record. Her six-beat race at San Francisco
Oct. 2?. 18SS, wherein she defeated six horses, winning the fourth.
fifth and sixth heats in 2.20K. 2,19*4. 2:21^. prove her one of the best
and gamest race mares iD California up to that time. She should have
bad a mark of 2:12. We had to stop to admire her. as she was con-
tentedly grazing in the lot: she has a marked individuality, and at

all times shows the highest form ot a race mare. Her greatness as a
broodmare is already established, for there is no ^oubt that hertwo-
vear-old colt bv Director is phenomenally fast. Lilly Stanley is now
heaw with foal to Guide. 2:1634-

Runnine in the same- lof is her famous old dam Dolly McMann.
one of the hardiest, most vital individuals for her age in any couotrv;
her limbs are as clean as a colt's, aDd if her pedigree conld onlv be
fullv established it would he fonnd to contain some choice blood
lines. She was one of the best double-team mares ever brough t to
Californiajand conld trot in 2:85 doable. ZT* -'' c*

Comedy, a beautiful black filly, four years old. by Director, out of
Dollv McMann. should make a great race mare. She is a perfect
model : while she shows some of thestont, smooth configuration of her
dam. she shows that she is a tvnical Director. The Dane 11,304 five

years old, son of Staraboul. 2:07%. oat of Dolly McMann, is a grand
young horse, fnllv sixteen hands hitrh. and proportioned in every
way; in color, style and looks he is more like his sire than any son I

know of: he is exceptionallv good in every particular, and will

make a great sire : his first crop ot colts are yearlings, and every one
is the color and conformation of the sire, and trot is their natural" trait.

We next saw the black mare Colom a. by Alcona Clav fsire of King
Orry. 2:23l4V dam Fontana (dam of Silas Skinner. 2:17. Flora Belle,
2:24". Veronica. 2:29). bv Alraont S3; second dam Fannv Williams
fdarn of Bav Chieftain. 2:28*4). DV Abdallah 15. etc. This is a superior
mare In conformation, looks and pedigree : she cannot fail to be a
great broodmare, as she came from sires and dams that all produce :

her sire died young and sired hut few colts, but they are trotters. Mr.
Nathan Coombs, who has devoted his time and attention to the breed-
ing and care of the stock, tells me that Coloma. when broken to har-
ness, had considerable speed : she has never been trained, but put to
breeding soon as broken. Coloma is full sis'er to San Diego, £86,
which is no measure of his speed. He is sure to get a low mark this
season. Mr. Bannerman. who has 'charge of the Coombs horses, led
out a fine-looking yearling out of Dolly MrMann. and by one of the
grandest-hivd sires in this country. Lorn" Clive. bv Sable Wilkes, ?tlfi.

dam Veronira. 2:29, by Alcona 780, second dam Fo'ntana fdam of Silas
Skinner. 2:17. Flora B^lle. 2:24. Veronica. 2:29. San Diego. 236), by
AJmontKS; tblrddam Fanny Williams fdam of Bay Chieftain, 228).
bv Ahrlallah 15. etc. This is a well-balanced, good-looking colt and a
natural rrotttr to halter, and with his breeding trreat results mav be
expected Mr Coombs showed us a number of other well-bred fillies.

among them a three-vear-old by Mortimer. 2:27. son of Electioneer,
dam by Mohawk Chief! This is a fine-looking, large filly. Napa.

Palo Alto Stock Farm Foals of 1893.

Following shows fouls dropped to February 6th, since January 1st,

1393
Taj coll by Wildmont--Amanda, t> rbyLaxurton—Gertrude Russell,

bfby Wildmont—Tiny, be by Wild Boy—Monlqae.be by Wild Boy
—Extra, ch c by Palo Alto—Waxana. t, f by Palo Alto—Edith, ch i by

-Mamie, b t by Alban— Kinrn i EL, b C by (.aiigion—Odette,
b cbv Palo Alto—May Day. b f by Lanpton-JeaBfc M..b f b
—Aldeana, b c t>j Morris—Flower Girl.bc by Norrls—Loriime.

THOBODGHBB
Chestnut colt by Shannon—Fa ch f by Flambeau—Imp.

Amalia. v> f by Flumbeau—Imp Goula, b f by Flanil-eau—Imp Fannv
Ross, ch f by Peel—Imp. * eras, cb c by Teel—Imp. Mutiny, dfc be by
BLaoine—Imp i'lirt.dk b f by Imp. Cyrus— Imp. Getaway, ch c by

ii c by Flambeau - Sbai
S. C. FBBauaO!*, ^c'y.

Figuring On the Big Handicaps.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

The entries to the Brooklyn Handicap of 1S93 are not so

liberal as in former years, but the quality is excellent, and as

the amount of the entrance fee has been increased, there will

doubtless be quite as many starters this season as in the past.

The top weight horse is the aged, rejuvenated cripple, Long-

street, with 127 pounds, while the four-year-old Lamplighter

has only two pounds less, Banquet, 123, Kingston and Major

Domo with 122 each. Lamplighter, as a three-year-old, and

with 117 pounds up, beat Kingston, an aged horse, one and

one-eighth miles, three lengths, the latter carrying 122

pounds. "With a year's age Lamplighter gets eight pounds

put on him, and as he easily beat Kingston last season, should

experience no trouble this in packing the 125 pounds alloted

him and disposing of the old son of Spendthrift, who has not

of late appeared to like a distance. Major Domo was beaten

half a length for the Suburbau last year with 115 pounds up,

Lamplighter (104 pounds) being at his neck and gaining very

fast. Judge Morrow won the Brooklyn Handicap of 1892

with 116 up, just what he is asked to carry in 1893, beating

Pessara, 115 up, a head, Russell, 114, three lengths away
The latter was beaten off in the Suburban with 110 up, and

gets in the Brooklyn this season at 112 pounds, Banquet

took up 126 pounds and won the Manhattan Handicap, at

Morris Park, one and one-quarter miles, in 2:074, Kildeer, 4

105 up, second, and Montana (the Suburban winner), 119

pounds, third. This makes Banquet dangerous in the Brook-

lyn at 123 pounds, provided he is in form, though he was not

at his best in 1892 until late in the season. Lamplighter also

is in the same division, as is Judge Morrow, who won the

Brooklyn in 2:08|, the track being slow on that day. Strath-

meath, who is in at 114, beat Banquet a mile and a quarter by

a length last year at Brooklyn at even weights, 122 pounds.

Lamplighter winning the race with 112 up by the same dis-

ance. Lamplighter also defeated the pair at Coney island,

carrying 115 pounds to Banquet's 124 and Strathmeath's IIS.

As a mare has never run first, second or third, let alone win
this event, and are seldom good until about July, La Tosca
and Yorkville Belle, at 116 pounds each, can hardly be con-

sidered as being fairly in the hunt. Mars was a fairly good
colt last season, his best race being in the Stevens Stake, mile
and five-eighths, which he won in 2:53 with 122 up from Kil-

kenny, who carried 117 pounds. Parvenu, at 114 pounds,
appears to have an excel ent chance, having won nine races

in succession last season, most of them with good weight up
and at a mile, in only fair company, however. Parvenu is by
Uncas (son of Lexington and Coral, by Vandal), dam Ne-
cromancy, by imp. Stonehege, and therefore bred to " stay the

route." Lastly, we must consider Wildwood, the best three-

year-old in California in 1892, a strong bidder for first honors
if he lands at Brooklyn in good shape and in time to become
acclimated. This son of Wildwood woo five races in succes-

sion last fall and during the early winter, conceding lumps of

weight to every horse he met. He won twice in one day, de-

feating, among others, the good little filly Espeianza. in his

last race but one Wildwood picked up 120 pounds and won in

a romp by nearly two lengths from Happy Day and a good
field in 1:55$ for the mile and an eighth—this after he had
been pocketed and forced to run around his field in the last

quarter of a mile. Wildwood is certainly exceedingly dan-
gerous in the Brooklyn Handicap at 105 pounds, provided
he is ridden by a competent pilot. Our climate will, too, en-
able the four-year-old Wildidlecolt to be further advanced in

his work than his rivals. Therefore, no accidents occurring,

the Brooklyn Handicap race should be between Wildwood,
Strathmeath, Lamplighter, Judge Morrow, Parvenu and Ban-
quet, and we like them in the order named.

In the Suburban Handicap Longstreet, as in the Brooklyn,
is given the highest weight, this time 130 pounds. Lamp-
lighter and Tammany are asked to carry 127, Banquet 125
and Kingston 124 pounds. These are pretty stiff imposts
when it is considered that such a wonderfully fast horse as the
five-year-old Dr. Hasbrouck is asked to carry but 116 and
Strathmeath only 118. Dr. Hasbrouck was confined last sea-

son mostly to the sprints, but did negotiate a mile at Morris
Park carrying 126 pounds in 1:39| ; Nomad, three years, 104
pounds, second, and Kildeer, four years, 104 pounds, third. At
Coney Island last year Dr. Hasbrouck, four years, 107 pounds,
defeated the Realization Stake winner of 1891, Potomac, four

years, 107 pounds, at seven furlongs, doing the distance in

1:27 2-5, the track being quite slow. Such good ones as Cor-
rection, four years, 105 A pounds; Tournament, Chesapeake
and Reporter, 107 each, were behind Hasbrouck on this occa-

sion. He defeated Kingston at even weights (127 pounds) and
was beaten a length by Lowlander in a mile and an eighth
dash at Saratoga, giving the winner ten pounds and forcing

him to run the distance in 1:53. Santa Anna, Badge and
other good ones were in this most excellent race. Major
Domo, six years, took up 116 pounds and ran a mile in

1:39 3-5 at Coney Island last season, winning easily by a length

from the three-year-old Rex, who packed but 97 pounds, in

the Suburban of 1893 Major Domo is asked to carry 115
pounds, the same weight he carried in the event last season,

when Lamley made too much use of the horse at the start, and
consequently had nothing left to finish on. Previous to this

the brown horse had packed 120 pounds to victory in the Park-
way Handicap at Brooklyn, mile and a sixteenth, running
under the wire six lengths in front of Russell, four years, 117

pounds, in 1:47 Oat. He also had won the Brookdale Handi-
cap at Brooklyn, one and one-eighth miles, in 1:">4, carrying

112 pounds; Russell, 117 pounds, second, and Longstreet, 125
pounds, third. This was won by a length and a half, ten

lengths between second and third. If Major Domo could give

Longstreet eleven and one-half lengths with thirteen pounds
difference in weight in his favor, he should beat the old sou of

Longfellow by nearly twelve lengths in the Suburban of 1893,

where the latter is giving him fourteen pounds. Longstreet

did manage to defeat Judge Morrow and Kaceland at even
weights (126 pounds) and in the mud at Brooklyn for the St
James Hotel Stakes, mile and a quarter, bat now he is asked
to give Judge Morrow fourteen pound*, notwithstanding he
beat the Judge but a length and a half. Lowlander, cfive-vear-

year horse, is handicapped at 105 pouods.and as he on two occa-

sions during 1 -'.'2 within three days Iran a mile and an eighth

on a Saratoga regulation track in 1:53 with 106 pounds up, ir

will be seep that his chances in the Suburban Handicap are,
at the weights, very rosy. He seems to like the route, too.
Key del Rey. brother to Emperor ol Norfolk and El Ei
has had a year's rest, and at 105 pounds should go well.
Reclaredid little or nothing last year. Tammany and Lamp-
lighter both showed ability to pack weight and go a long
journey, but the Spendthrifts seem to train on the best, so that
we shall look for Lamplighter to be the better horse of the
pair. If the distance in the race was one and one-half miles,
or even two miles, it would look like a good thing for Lamp-
lighter, but as it is a little "short," some of the others may
beat him out easily enough. On form and at the weights
allotted it looks like a very close thing between Lowlander,
Major Domo and Dr. Hasbrouck, with Lamplighter and
Strathmeath not far away. We fancy them in the order
named.

In the Metropolitan Handicap, nine furlongs, Tammany
and Lamplighter are loaded down with 134 pounds each, St.

Florian 133. Wildwood is dangerous with but 112 pounds in
the saddle, and if Wadsworth is himself again when this race
is run it ought to be a pretty good thing for the Longfellow
colt, who is put in the rich stake at 111 pounds. Charade,
who beat the crack Tammany for the Tidal Stakes, one mile,
at equal weights (122 pounds), and ran a dead heat with
Strathmeath in a mile dash on another occasion, appears to
like just this distance and the weights (104 pounds), but won
his first race, one mile, at Brooklyn in 1892, carrying 122
pounds, defeating Mars, Patron, Actor, Coxswain and others
at equal weighths. The great Lady Violet is in at 103
pounds, but three-year-old fillies in the spring'of the vear are
" mighty onsarlin critturs," so we will pass her. Sir Francis,
the son of Miser and Thora, favorite for the American Derby.
is certainly not at outs with the handicapper, getting in at 102
ponnds, and. our colt, Monowai, should be close to the front at
at the finish with his 95 pounds up. If Sir Francis Btarta we
should certainly favor his chances, as the winner of the rich
Matron Stakes showed that he could carry a good deal more
weight and win, ever as a two-year-old. But he will in all

likelihood be sent for the $60,000 American Derby, as will
Monowai, so that we rather like the chances of Wadsworth,
Charade and Wildwood. with Lady Violet for a good thing it"

she comes to the post fit and well. St. Florian gave Lamp-
lighter eight pounds and a beating at a mile and an eighth, so
that, should this unfortunate horse get into form, the race
should go to the Morris stable representative. However, we
doubt very much if the great horse will ever be himself
again.

The Toboggan Slide Handicap, six furlongs, is likely to fall

to the lot of some quick starter, so that Fairy
1 128 pounds).

Russel (127), Vestibule (111) and Topgallant (102) should be
the front row lot, with Dr. Hasbrouck, even though he is

asked to carry 138 pounds, "not far away." Fairy will be
hard to defeat in this event, if she is in anything like her form
of last fall, for the Argyle mare wound up last season bv win-
ning a six-furlong race from Rosa H., Aloha, Vestibule and
others, carrying 131 pounds and giving away anywhere from
12 to 20 pounds to everything in the race. In her previous
race she carried 137 pounds and beat a good field of ten, rive

furlongs, in 0:58}, the best race ever run with such weights
up, surely. Dr. Hasbrouck carried 122 pounds when he made
the record for five eighths of a mile, 0:57. Vestibule, in re-

ceipt of three pounds from Kingston, beat the wonderful old
horse a length in a five-furlong dash at Coney Island, and
afterward won a seven-furlong dash in the mud. Anv horse
that can beat Kingston any distance will, in the language of
the tout, " bear watching." Russell was always a pretty good
animal to get away. St Florian has been a lame horse, but
if he stands training Fairy, Dr. Hasbrouck or any of those
we have named will have a hard time giving the son of imp.
St Blaise and Feu Follet dust. The oldgeldiDg, Joe Cotton,
at 111 pounds, though a fast horse, will find himself outclassed
in the Toboggan Slide Handicap.

Lamplighter, at 124 pounds, Locohatchee at 116, Nomad at

at 112, Wildwood at 105 and Centella at 100 pounds should
make a very interesting tight in the Maturity Handicap, for

four-year-olds, mile and an eighth, aud the winner is hard to

pick. Out this way, as a matter of course, the people will

not have it that auy horse of his own age can give Wildwood
nineteen pounds, so that we think the California colt has a
very good chance to carry ofl the rich plum. However, good
two-year-olds often make poor three-year-olds and mediocre
horses time and again develop into high-class race horses, so
that all our calculations may be set at naught. Time alone
will tell. Rezot.

Danton Moultrie and Soudan.

There are few better-bred sons of Guy Wilkes in California

than Danton Moultrie. His dam is a sister to two performers
;

he combines the blood of Steinway, Electioneer. Geo. Wilkes

and Mambrino Patchen. As an individual Danton Moultrie

is one of the finest-looking and most promising young stal-

lions in California, and he is owned by a genlleraau who be-

lieves in developing his trotters. This stallion will 1

opportunity of entering the charmed circle this fall. Soudan
is well known in California; his oldest colts are only three

years of age.and the only one that was ever trained got a race

record last fall. Soudan is by a great sire nut of one of the

greatest of broodmares. Samuel Wamble says he drove Lady
Babcock three heats in 2:32,2:31 and 2:28,1881 halt

mile in 1:10. Captain Cole and A. llavward were the timers.

When owners of broodmares are looking around they should

breed to developed sires out of developed dams that have theii

produce earning records everywhere. Ii'

and the best of care taken of mates. The Moorland Stock Farm
one i^ of the best-appointed in the State. See the advertise-

ment.

Prize Winning Stock.

Next Thursday at the Balesyard belonging to Messrs. Killip

& Co., there will be sold at auction the finest collection of

draught horses, broodmares, colts and fillies ever offered in

California. They are all representatives of their distinctive

families thai have won prizes againfl all others wherever ex-

hibited. No more perfectly buOl or better bred animals were

ever shown and our farmers should form clubs and societies to

purchase a few of these to Improve their stock. The I

Theodore Skilhnan as a judge of horses extendi throughout

America and Europe, and a-s one of the pioneers in the im-

porting of horses to thifl country, he has gained the name of
" never having made a mistake." He selected and

this collection to tin- State.
• -

Ripaus Tabules cure nausea.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

Wilko will make the season o\ 1893 at Geo. P.

Bull's splendid stock farm near San Jos

Doc, the famous trotting dog.was killed in a railroad wreck

at New Brunswick, N. Y., January 24th.

It woi'LD not surprise us to see Andy McDowell and John

Kellv go East with Mr. Salisbury's string of trotters this year.

Lkvi \V. Ray, a pupil of Dan Mace, and an old-time East-

ern driver, died recently at Manchester, X. H.. of heart

disease.

Jame^ DoSTd is visiting the stock farms in Maine. It

seems that he is not looking for a saloon business in New "iork

after all.

Don't get overloaded ; sell when you have a fair offer, then

vou will not have to unload at some future time at a great

sacrifice.

BoyNIB McGregor, 2:13i, bv Robert McGregor, was sold

in Lexington Januarv 30th to Ben B. Kenney, of Lexington,

for? 1,700.

Messrs. Ottingeb & Keating are negotiating with P. J.

Maloney. of Meulo Park, for the handsome stallion Menlo
Fallis. 3 _

- - .f Uambletonian have sired 1182 2:30 performers,

and his daughters have produced eighty-two trotters and
pacers in 2:30.

.Seventeen mares are bookt-d already to Boodle, 2:21$.

This is a very encouraging beginning for this well-bred trot-

ting stallion.

The three Sidnevs which got records as two-year-olds are

Fleet. 2:24: Sid Fleet, 2:26*, and Highland Lass. 2:27; ;

average, 2:25 4-7.

Estate, bv Electioneer, out of the dam of Lord Byron,

2:19. has been sold by A. G. Danfortb, Washington, 111., to J.

G. Yoss. Indianapolis, Ind.

The La Siesta Stock Farm horses will be seen on the cir-

cuit this fall. There are several Eros youngsters that will

make low marks at the races.

Ben Dcboise will go with Millard Saunders to the Yalen-

siu Farm. Ben is a splendid trainer of colts, and is one of the

most careful and painstaking of men.

L. A. Richards, of Grayson, paid this office a visit last

week. He says the Elector are fast trotters as soon as they

are old enough to get away from the side of their dams.

John Kelly is doing exceedingly well with the colts and

fillies at Pleasanton. Eveiyone of them seems to be gaining

a little muscle, losing extra flesh and acquiring more speed.

Wm. Mckkay lias secured a tract of thirty acres of excel-

lent pasture land adjoining Pleasanton for the use of the

broodmares to be sent to his fine young stallion Diablo, 2:141.

What will Sidney bring? This is the query hear*! on

every side among horsemen. He will never bring at an
auction what he is worth as a sire: of this all breeders are

positive.

The principal topic discussed by horsemen is the approach-
in.' A-vlum Farm auction sale. There never was such a col-

lection ot well-bred animals offered at public auction before

in this State.

The man who has good judgment and breeds trotters as

though he expected to nice every one of them will always

make money, but the lime has gone by to raise horses to fool

somebody else with.

I . 1 ». MeyEBS has a very nice row of stalls erected near the

Pleasanton track. He is soon to send East for a number of

exceedingly well-bred young trotters and will have them in

readiness for the fall races.

Henry PiEKCE arrived from the East last Saturday. His
purchases will be mated with good stallions,and in a few years

the fame of the produce will be as widely spread as the stock

owned by Leland Stanford.

Chas. Burns, of Woodland, has a slashing tine colt by
Alexander Button. 2:26$, out of a mare by a BOD of Almont,

that will be heard of this fall on the circuit. He is like all

the Buttons—a race horse of the first water.

P. L. \Varxi:k
:
late of Hartford, but who trained for the

Souther Farm. California, Last year, will go back to California

in charge '.f Beveral of the recent purchases for the Santa Rosa
Farm, including Vida Wilkes, 2:191-— Daily Spirit.

h At. < mna 780, AJconeer, Cadncafl and Whippleton King
are not disposed of at private -ale before the Bth of March
they will be Bold to the highest bidder on that day at the

great auction held at the Napa race track.

- .riy," i* working a number of A-vlum
Firm onto and tillie* at Petalmna, preparing them for the

5
tie vbicb i- to take place at the Bay District track

[arch 2d and 8d. hie has some unong them.

Whin the Executive Committee of the American Trotting
brough cutting out the tin bat do not

conform with their views it will In- time for the breeders to

step up and say their piece, sava th«- American Sportsi

With in New York
• v. Hi for stallions eligible t-. the 2:12

d tracks should prove a very desirable

stamping ground for tin- t*-p sawyers in the stallion world in

1 393.

T .K follow! f trotters from California will be
Pleasanton Stock Farm, trainers

and driven, J. Kelly and A. McDowel Keating,

T! man KeaUi and driver; Orrin A. Hickok with

•wn horses and number from Palo Alto; San Mateo
! Jobn \ ' loldsmith, trainei and

\ aumber of < aliforniana will also go to Montana
oloi id., this year.

Whether you like pacers or not, the purest-bred trotting

sires aud dams are constantly getting them. There is one con-

solation, however, the trotting-bred pacer generally is fast, and
a fast jacer is worth more money every time than a slow

trotter. •

Brown Jc<;, the game son of Nutwood, is advertised to

stand for the season of 1893 at Salinas. Every colt and filly

bv this horse seems endowed with speed and gameness. He
will have some fast ones to his credit this fall or we will be :

greatly mistaken.

WoHfi on the race track at the Moorland Stnck Farm
has been delayed bv the recent heavy rains. When it is

ready to be worked upon, the young Soudaus that will get

their first lessons there will prove as fast as those bv any
stallion on this coast.

The consignment to be sold nest month by the Tattersall-

Fasig Company at Cleveland, belonging to A. Spreekles and
,

D. McCarty, consists of the following: Princess Alice, 2:16;

Jessie, 2:22'
; Cleopatra (trial, 2:20A), Flora tt., 2:16; Senator

L.,2:29; Maggie. 2-20, and Chine, 2:23],

J. Corcoran has quite a string of promising trotters and

pacers at the Petaluma track preparing them for the races.

The roads around Petaluma seem to be the training ground
for all the trotters, as the course Is too muddy ; the stables

there, however, are pretty nearly all taken.

A. McDowell was the recipient of a beautiful oil painting

last month from Marcus Daly, of Montana. It is a life-like

likeness of Yolo Maid, and is the work of that great artist, H.

Cross. Mr. McDowell is very proud of it. and takes great

pleasure in showing everyone the beautiful work of art.

< >ne of the most familiar men seen at the San Jose race

track was L. D. Downing, the popular marshal of the track.

He was considered the best marshal ever seen on the Sacra-

mento track and officiated there at the fair last fall. By a

letter received from San Jose we learn that this gentleman

died some weeks ago.

Sidney W. Giles, for many years the able and courteous

Secretarv of the Island Park Driving Association, at Albany,

N. Y., has succeeded W. B. Fasig as Secretary of the Cleve-

land (O.) Driving Park Company. Mr. Giles is a worthy suc-

cessor 10 Mr. Fasig, who is manager of the trotting depart-

ment of the Tattersalls Company in America.

H. S. Hogoeoom will have ten horses of his stable shipped

to San Francisco on the steamer Pomona to-morrow, in-

cluding Sacramento Girl, 2:30; Josie M. (dam of Lucky B.i

two Waldstein yearlings, a Noonday filly, a four-year-old by
Soudan and Remember Me. He will make his home in

Woodland, Yolo Co , this summer.—Rohnerville Journal.

This is the way J. H. Shultz, of Parkville Farm, advertises

his latest purchases: Regal Wilkes, 2:1 If, $100 the season;

Jav Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Sweetness, 2:21 (dam of

Sidney, 2:19$), $50 the season; Pandect, by Pancoast, 2:21 f,

dam Reina Victoria, $50 the season : Baron Rose, by Stara-

boul, 2:07.'. dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar, 2:20*), "$50 the

season.

Recompense 16.S50, by Antevolo, 2:191, out of Lottie C.

bv Fred Arnold : secoud dam Rosaline (dam of Alpheus, 2:2-5}

by Major Mono, is one of the finest-looking young stallions in

San Joaquin County. He is owned by M. E. Warren, of Lin-

den, and nest fall will be given an opportunitv of entering the

charmed circle. There is no doubt he will do so if what he

has already shown in the way of speed is any criterion.

John Green, of Dublin, Alameda county, has a colt that

is not only handsome, but is even speedier than his half-

brother, Directum, 2:11!, was at his age. He is by Richards'

Elector out of Stemwinder (dam of Electrina, 2:232, and Di-

rectum, 2:11V), by Venture. This vonngster in color is a

dark seal-brown with tan muzzle and flanks, and from what we
have heard we judge that his fortunate owner has a record-

breaker in him.

Directum, 2:111, is sire of a fillv out of a mare by Belle

Alta, second dam bv January's St. Lawrence, third dam by

Duroc, a thoroughbred horse purchased in early davs from
an emigrant by Martin Murphy, of San Jose. This filly is a

perfect little beauty, being a deep dark bay in color, and she

shows that trotting is her gait. She was foaled June 24, 1892.

John Green, of Dublin (owner ol Directum), is the proud
owner of this youngster. Directum was only bred to eight

mares last year ; this year he will be bred to about fifteen.

When Director, 2:17, was bred to Lily Stanley, 2:17 ^ . Mon-
roe Salisbury remarked: "From this union I expect to see

the two-minute trotter." His prophecy will be almost fulfilled

if the two of her colts in training are not injured. Lily Stan-

ley as a yearling could make a saddle horse stretch his neck
to beat her trotting, and a gamer, better-gailed, stronger-

limbed mare never wore iron than she. The owner of Direc-

tor should secure her, for she was the fastest trotting mare
ever bied to the horse, and we believe will prove to be the

best. This mare will be sold at auction in Napa March Slh.

If Cope Stinson, who ranks in the front as a horse trainer,

brings his stable down the Grand Circuit this year, he will

capture many fat purses. (Cope is well known, and is at

present living in Brant ford, across the border, where he is

handling a powerful stable for the coming season's campaign.

Besides the string that has been tried, consisting of Geneva,
2:14, Toscarora. 2:22J, Gov. Stanford. 2:22';. Vrosky, 2:241,

Saboy, 2:1 '.»_-. These are a lot of youngsters that it would be

hard to duplicate in America, with respect to breeding and in-

dividual excellence. This lot in training is in excellent eon-

iVMrally, and among the number there will certainly

be some stake winners.

.1
1

-
1.

ic b Wood bad an interesting civil suit before him yes-

terday, in which testimony was brought oul showing some
of the inside workings <>f racehorse men. Sandy Smith, a

jockey, sued ThomaaConnell, owner of a lilly that won sev-

eral races during the last Season, tot (196. In his complaint
Smith alleged that he was engaged by LVnnell to take care of

his horse, being promised half the winnings. The $196 was

part of a purse won at Salem. Connell claimed that at Van-
couver Smith threw a race, and had in Other ways betrayed
his confidence. Smith, on the contrary, declared that Con-
nell instructed him to hold the horse hack if there was any
money in it, for he was " out for the Stuff," and cared nothing
for the reputation of the horse. However, Smith says h*> re-

to this, but, nevertheless, the Gllv lost, Justice

Woud will render a decision Monday.—Oregonian.

There is talk of a large combination auction sale being
held about the fifteen of March in this city by Messrs. Killip

& Co. There will be consignments from Moorland Stock
Farm and T. C. Snider's farm and owners of other prominent
voung trotters. These spring sales should be largely attended

by farmers,who must pick up standard-bred, finely-formed in-

dividuals and breed them to the choicest individuals procura-
ble if thev wish to make anv monev in the business.

The stallioneer who has business tact returns a mare to her
owner in as good condition as she was when received. We
know of a man who was in the habit of returning mares and
colts that were poorly nourished and infested with vermin,
with their feet in bad condition. This man received good pay
for the care of animals left in Ms charge, but had not the

business sense or gcod priuciple to carry out his part of the

agreement. Although his stallion was well-bred and desirable,

his patronage dwindled to nothing, solely because his owner
was a short-sighted, mean fool.—Horseman.

El Mahdi, 2:25;, the premier stallion at H. A. Mover's
Farm, Syracuse, X. Y., died January 28th uf tvphoid pneu-
monia, after an illness of thirty-six hours. El Mahdi was a
chestnut stallion, foaled in 1SS5. Sired by Onward, 2:25',

dam Lady Bunker (dam of Guy Wilkes, 2:15], William L.,

sire of Ax tell, 2:12, etc), he was well-bred enough to have
made the great sire his ownerjpredicted he would be. During the
past season two of his get took creditable records—El Flora,

4, p. 2:1S], and Fulano, 3, 2:23^—'and others trotted danger-
ously near the standard notch. Mr. Moyer has sustained a
severe loss in the death of El Mahdi. but we believe de has
pluck enough to give the breeders of his vicinity another stal-

lion that will be a worthy successor to the dead son of On-
ward.

The Xorth Pacific Trotting Horse Breeders' Association
met at the ofiBce of Baily & Wisdom in this city and elected

the following officers for the ensuing year: President, Van
B. T'eLashmutt ; vice-president, Jay Beach ; secretary, J. W.
Bailey ; treasurer, William Kerron. A liberal and attractive

programme was [-arranged and adopted, which provides for

horses of all classes and ages. A report of the last year's
meeting was received, which, considering that it was the first

meeting held, was very satisfactory. The prospects of the
coming year look very bright for the breeders of the light

harness horse. The programme and place of meeting will be

announced as soon as arrangements for a track can be made.
—Portland Oregonian.

A prominent Kentucky breeder writes that it now appears
that the future demand for the trotting horse will require the
following essential qualities : First, speed sufficient to warrant
the belief that he will be able to win money in stake and purse
races. Second, soundness, with style, high finish and a good
individual at all points. Third, good pedigree and capable of
producing a uniform high rate of speed, and a producer of fine,

stylish roadsters as well. These qualities are now essential in

a sire. The basis having been reached, holders of classes not
wanted, of course, will relegate such to the rear and accept
ordinary farm prices for them. The business thus placed on
a sound basis, fixed values may be appreciated and stock in

the future will be sold on its merit-. It is to be regretted that

many investors in the past looked alone to pedigree, without
regard to the more essential qualities, and it should be a valu-

able lesson to beginners It is tbe belief that on this basis the

future of the trotting horse interest never looked brighter.

The trotters belonging to the late Duke of Marlborough
were sold in England Januarv 9, by Messrs. Tattersalls, and
brought the following prices: Sea Fern, bay mare, 1SS8, by
Belmont, dam Water Lily, by Hero of Thorndale; Mr.
Schaute, SHOO. Puerila, bav mare, 1888, bv Shawmut, dam
Pulcheria, by Harold : Mr. flarrison, $550." Bav filly, 1S8S,

by Kin? Rene, dam Laura, bv Bristow ; Mr. Harrison, $360.

Copy wright, bay mare, 18^7. by Lord Russell, dam Novel, by
Princeps ; Mr. Miluer, $550. Alruna, bay mare, 1SS7. by

Lord Russell, dam Alga, bv Princeps ; Mr. I'rommelin, 8380.

Bay filly, 1S92, by King Wilkes, dam Sea Fern, by Belmont

;

Mr. Schaute, 8285. Dupee. 2:35, 18S8, by Lord Russell, dam
Alice West, bv Almont ; Sir H. Simpson, 61300. Handsome
Boy, 2:30. 1S86, by Ed Kimball, dam by Woodford; J.

Higham, $925. Malta, 1S86, bv Standard Bearer, dam Laura
Gould; Duke of Marlborough^ $1,000. Total, 86,550; aver-

age, $716.

Pierce Bros, are putting the best blood on their stock farm
adjacent to Santa Rosa. Many thousands of dollars have been

inve ted by them recently. Among the brood mares now at

the farm are Bon Bon, cost $7,250; Riscara. by Dictator, cost

$8,750 : By-By, sister of the great Lockheart, cost $10,000.

Among the colts are L. W. Russell, by Stamboul, cost $1,190
;

one by Albert W , dam Middletown Mare, dam of Flying Jib,

cost SI. 950 : Rachel Welch, by Wm. L , a full brother to Guy
Wilkes, also sire of Astell, who sold for $105,000, cost $2,000

Alto Villa, by Palo Alto, her dam Sultana by Sultan : the bay

filly Hilda, by Albert W., cost $1,900, and others too numerous
to mention bv noted sires, such as Stamboul. 2:07', : William

L.; Albert W , 2:20; Director, 2:17; Charlie Wilkes, 2:2H
;

Simmons, sire of Simmieolon, 2:13; and Nutwood, the.greatest

of sires; Memento, 2:17 J, dam Trix by Hambletonian 725, is

entered for the Breeder ani» Sportsman's futurity stakes

with Directoress, by Director, dam Phaceola, the colt indirect

line of Minnehaha and Beautiful Bells: and lastly the little

pacer Directrix, by Director, put down by Salisbury, the noted

horseman, as the coming wonder.—Democrat.

William Corbitt, the proprietor of San Mateo Farm,
where Guy Wilkes reigns, passed through Chicago last week
en route to California. He expressed himself as well satisfied

with the sale of the San Mateo horsesJn New York, which
demonstrated that the market for first-class material is still

safe and sound. A few years ago. while "doing" the Cali-

fornia farms and ranches, we were impressed by the individual

excellence, irrespective of breeding, that marked the San
Mateo broodmares. Mr. Corbitt has learned that his care in

selecting only geod individuals to breed from has paid. The
glamour of a rich pedigree should never be accepted as cover-

ing up the sin of inferior individuality in broodmares or stal-

lions. San Mateo has no trainer engaged, nor does Mr. Cor-

bitt contemplate engaging one now. The mainstays of the

Corbitt racing: string are in John A. Goldsmith's stable at

Washingtonville, N. Y .. and new recruits will be sent that

great reinsman from California in the spring. Mr. Corbitt

does not contemplate campaigning in California this year. He
says that the conditions framed by the California associations

are not encouraging to breeders who campaign horses of the

first class. There is more money in sight east of the Rockies

for stars of the first magnitude.—Horseman.
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The Saddle.

T. H, Stevens has sold the four-year-old gelding Warplot,

by Hindoo, dam Morgan Girl, to the Orwell Stable for $500.

Glycerine, by imp. Glenelg, dam Mollie Able, by Lex-

ington, died a few nights ago. She was the dam of Watting

and others.

Ed Corrigak has engaged Luke Tully, who is known in

the East as the owner of Ovid, Little Jake, etc., to train for

him this year.

Three Cheers. William Murry's famous stallion, is look-

ing exceedingly well—in fact, a gentleman down from Sacra-

mento this week say* the old horse looks like a four-year-old.

The Redd Bros, sold a couple of thoroughbred fillies to

Tom Shannon, of Lexington, Ky., last week, for $900. <>ne

was by Magnetizer, and the other by Egmont, out of a Grilroy

Starter James Caldwell has bought for Eugene Leisrh

the chestnut stallion Forester, from Chas- Eeed, for $5,000.

Leigh will send the horse to his farm, and breed him to several

of his mares.

Wawekus, by Alarm, dam Maggie B. B. (dam of Iroquois,

Panique, Jaconet and Harold), by imp. Australian, is siring

some good winners. Berndine has been in front very fre-

quently at Roby of late.

J. M. Jeffcott, while at Lexington, told several gentle-

men that his colt, bv imp. King Galop, out of The Maid, was

the best he ever owned, and he expects great things of him.

He worked three furlongs in 0:36 with 122 pounds up without

the least urging.

Geoffrey, in the Murrv string at Sacramento, is rapidly

getting into shape. He had an abscess on his chest, and
although it was lanced and drained, a small lump is left as a

reminder. It will not, however, interfere with his racing this

sprinff. Pricelle, the bay two-year-old son of imp. Cyrus and
Precious, has developed into a slashing youngster, while the

others in the string are doing well.

Twelve horses left Oakland last Sunday for Los Angeles,

where they will race. Dave Bridges sent Donna Lilla, Waif,

Typesetter, Montalva and McGinnis' First ; D. R. Dickey

sent Pescador, Fin Slaughter and one other. Lottie

Mills also went along. Xearly all the horses that were quar-

tered at Oakland will go, and the Los Angeles meeting

promises to be a grand success from every point of view.

Matt Storn, the well-known turfman, has added to his

string the following well-bred two-year-olds : Chestnut filly

by Warwick, dam Mischief, by Thad Stevens, second dam the

famous Katy Pease, by Planet; bay colt by imp. Cheviot, dam
Arathusa, by Joe Hooker, second dam Priscilla, by Thad
Stevens, third dam Eliza (dam of Monowai), by Norfolk, and
brown colt by imp. Greenback,dam Priscilla.by Thad Stevens.

All these youngsters are said to be very promising.

Robert Smith, the well-known horseman, will this season

have charge of the horses of Hugh Kirkendall, of Helena,

Mont. In the stat le are Nevada, Montana, X, Clara Porter,

sister to Clara Porter, Dott, Miss Xelson and a brother to As-

sinaboioe. In all likelihood this excellent string will be seen

at the spring meeting of the Blood Horse Association, and liter

the horses will race at Washington Park, Chicago. Last season

Mr. Kirkendall's horses raced only in Montana, and were very

successful.

Hanger Jojtes has a very formidable little string in train-

ing at Agricultural Park, Sacramento, in Almont, Motto, Dr.

Ross, Kingmaker (half-brother to Hotspur), Orizaba (by imp.

Cyrus—imp. Ltelia) and an Argyle filly. All are looking

well, particularly Dr. Ross, son of imp. Cheviot and imp.

Beauty, by The Drummer. Swiftsure and Ichi Ban are due

to arrive from Washington. At last accounts Archibald's colts'

were snow-bound in Oregon.

Ed ( tard>"er, the proprietor of the Avondale Stable, is said

to have the best lot of two-year-olds he ever owned. The bay
filly by Sir Modred, dam Preciosa, and the chestnut filly by
Farandole, dam Ida K. (Miss Pickwick'6 dam), are thought

at present to be the pick of the basket. Ida Pickwick has, by

the bye, wintered extremely well and greatlv benefited by the

run out at grass she has had. She will be taken up next

month and put in training for the season.

A Lexington (Ky.) dispatch says: "Clifford, bay colt,

three years, by Vandal, dam Duchess, that Eugene Leigh

bought from Clifford Koss a few weeks ago for $4,000, was
stolen from his owner's stable in this county last night, and no
trace of him has yet been discovered. Me is entered in the

American Derby at Chicago and other great stakes through

the West this year. This is the first race horse that has been

stolen in Kentucky since the war." The following day the

horse was recovered, safe and sound, at Paris, Ky.

Four detectives in the employment of the W. U. Telegraph

Co. in New York succeeded in capturing the gang of" wire-

tappers" for whom a search has been going on for over two
months. Six men were arrested, their headquarters being at

the corner of Union Square and Fourteenth street. One of

them, McGinnis by name, is said to be an old hand at the

game, and to have taken $5,000 out of a Montreal pool-room

last summer by similar methods. The amount of money made
by the E^ng is put at $10,000.

W. R. Reis, of Contra Costa county, will seDd East shortly

the brown two-year-old colt Augustus, by Sobrante, dam
Orinda. St. Loubs will be his first stopping place, and the

youngster is also engaged in stakes at Washington Park,

Chicago. Orinda was sent to Rancho del Paso this week to

be bred to imp. Midlothian, sire of Sir \\ alter and Monowai.
Orinda is by Monday, dam Lillie Reis, by Longfellow, that

produced Eufaula, the dam of Oporto; Sunlit, dam of El

Rayo, and Clytie, dam of Castro.

Before going to Chicago it is expected that the North
horses will stop at Sheepshead Bay, and if they do well there

will not go West until just prior to the Washington Park-

meeting. So far there has been nothing said about a jockey
in connection with the siring. Colonel North will want his

first jockey, J. Woodbnrn, for the English contests, so that it

is probable he will rely on such ta ent as this country affords,

and with jockeys like William Hayward and Murphy and
Bergen to suit English ideas, it is likely that the services of

one of the three will be available.

Mr. t i. W. Jordan of this place, sold his thoroughbred run-
'

ning stallion Sampson, sire of Nellie G. and several other
noted running horses, to E. C. Parkham one day last week.
Sampson is a remarkably well-bred horse, and is considered a

very valuable animal, but what the selling price amounted to

we were unable to learn.—Rohnerville i Cal. j Herald. Sampson
is a brother to King Daniels, being by Joe Daniels, dam
Queen Emma, by Woodburn.

St. HlPPO, a New Zealand colt, is the great wonder as a

three-year-old in the antipodes. In a race against aged horses

he picked up 105 pounds and cantered in a winner in a two-

mile race in 3:31. He is by St. Leger ; dam Hippona, and,

like Morello, was sold for a song as a yearling, sixty guineas. '

New /calanders claim that St. Hippo is another Carbine. That
he is greater thau Lamplighter is very doubtful. The latter's

performance at one and one-half miles with 122 pounds up
when he broke the record was a greater performance than that

of St. Hippo for two miles.

A new element in the Metropolitan and the Suburban is

the English horses sent here by Colonel North, the wealthy
English turfite. These are El Diablo, High Commissioneer,
Iddesleigh, Rough and Ready, Arturo, Sir Frederick Roberts,

Miss Simon, etc. They are not representative English horses

—that is, they are not first-rate ones. El Diablo is the best.

Sigh Commissioner and Iddesleigh are good, fairish horses,

about twenty-rive pounds below first-class form. Rough and
Ready is a sprinter, Arturo is an ordinary one, Sir Frederick
Roberts is pretty bad and Miss Simon never won a race. The
presence of these horses cannot stir up a national or interna-

tional feeling. Bu; for all that it is pleasant to have them
here, and if they have any success it may encourage other

English owners to visit us.

Jockey Hazlett, having been reinstated by the Garfield

Park authorities, has signed to ride this year for the St. Louis
turfman, R. J. Lucas. In reference to Hazlett and other boys

who, like him, have been at various times during the past

year ruled off* at Garfield Park and other local tracks, it should
be said that if they were, at the time they were ruled off, guilty

of any offense that deserves the punishment inflicted they
should never have been reinstated. To rule a rider off for

fraud and then reinstate him within a few monts brings racing
rules under contempt and deprives what should be the extreme
of turf punishment of its terrors. No one should be ruled off

lightly, but when an offender is ruled off for fraud it should
be understood beyond question that he is ruled off" for all time.

—Chicago Inter Ocean.

For a delicate, leggy horse Democrat was a great success as

a racer this fall and winter. He comes from the greatest cf

American racing families, the Levity, and is by Joe Hooker,
of the great Madame Bosley family, so that he comes by his

racing qualities honestly. Democrat has two crosses of imp.
Eclipse close up—through the dam of Joe Hooker and through
bis second dam, Lottie Lee, who is by Derby, a son of imp.
Eclipse; his (Democrat's) third dam was Ringlet (dam of

Reckless and Restless), by Ringgold (sire of Peggy Ringgold,
etc.); fourth dam Mildred (dam of Monarchist; Minx, the

dam of Monitor and Mentor ; Nora Worth, the dam of

Renown, Force and Finality, and Stamps, dam of Katie
Pearce, Bertha, Valleria, Louisette, Billy Pinkerton and
Preciosa), by imp. Glencoe; fifth dam Levitv, by imp. Trus-
tee, she the dam of Ruric, Sister to Ruric, Mildred, Brenna,
Lightsome, Lever and Legatee. Blood will tell.

B. C. Holly's horses are looking fat and sleek at Holly-
wood Stock Farm, Flosden, and the string of twelve will be
a formidable one this season, no accidents intervening. Es-
pecially well do the following look: El Rayo, imp. Paramatta,
Green Hock [Mr. H.'s American Derby colt), Sidney, chest-

nut two-year-old colt by Reveille, dam Ninena, by Jim Brown,
and chestnut two-year-old colt by Prince of Norfolk, dam
Fusillade's Last, by John W. Norton. Green Hock is a giant
colt (16.1 hands), and if nothing happens will not be in the

last division when the rich American Derby has been run.

Imp. Paramatta has been bred to Minnie Elkins and Cornie
Buckingham, and these mares will be retired from the turf.

The Holly string will have in it this season imp. Paramatta,
Sympathetic^ Last, Revolver, Happy Day, El Rayo, Sidney,
Green Hock, the Reveille, Ninena and Prince of Norfolk

—

Fusillade's Last colts and Franceses, sister to Acclaim. W.
Clancy will beone of the pilots of the Holly horses this season.

While Matt Allen will have no such regiment of horses

on his hands during the coming year as last, he will handle a

few at any rate that should do a great deal better than pay
their way, while it is likely that their number will be materi-
ally increased after a while, says the Daily Spirit. At present,

he has only five in his charge. In Rev del Rey, Peter, By
Jove and Colonel Fred he and Mr. F. C. McLeweeare jointly

interested, while Mendicant, whom "Doc" Street had in
training last season, is the property of Messrs. E. Forbes ei

Co. Rey del Rey and Peter were let up all last year, the
strength of the Ehret Stable enabling this, and the chances
are that both horses will show up well after their long spell

of idleness. By Jove and Colonel Fred are both maidens,
and comparatively unknown quantities, but it is known that

they showed form in private that made those in the best posi-

tion to judge put a high valuation on them. The following
are the horses in the stable : Rey del Rey, b h, 5, by Norfolk
—Marion, by Malcolm ; Peter, ch h, by Long Taw—Athlene

;

Colonel Fred, b c, 3, by imp. Muscovy—Rebound; By .love

br c, 3, by imp. Cyrus— Marcella; Mendicant, ch f, 3, by
Miser—Seaweed.

(v. Mulkey, the new superintendent of Palo Ah
oughbred department, is a progressive man as well om
possessed of sound judgement, and we expect to see a larger
percentage of race horses of high class come from the paddocks
of this famous breeding establishment in the future. In the
first place, we understand the old stallions. Flood and Shannon,
that have not proved sires of very great calibre, and who have
passed the prime of their Uvea considerably, will be retired

from the stud or sold, and those wonderful race horses, Flam-
beau aud Kacine, and the good young sire, imp. Cyrus, will

take their places. It is among the possibilities thai a famous
American race horse from grand producing families, noa at

the far East may be purchased for the Palo Ah', stud al the
end of his racing career. The " American " mares are being
sent to imp. Cyrus, '.lie imported mare- t" Flambeau and Ka-
cine, and to the work of mating Mr. ftfalkey isgiving consider-
able attention and study. While many of the mo-t promising
young Myers have been leased to Thomas H. Williams, there
are -till a number of good ones left, and Mr. Mulkey will in all

Ufa hiix i in- a ) truih i - iivure on California race tracks thic

season.

Charles A. Bbown, owner of Wildwood, is very well
plea-ed with the weights allotted his good coll in the various
rich handicaps at the far East Hi- horses will race
the spring meeting, going over the mountains about the middle
of April, which will give the flyers time to get acclimated.
A recent addition to the string is a two-year-old colt by Prince of

Norfolk—Eda, by Powhattan; second dam Haidee (sister to the
Kentucky Derby winner, Joe Cotton), by King Alfonso. Polly
is rounding into great form, and it will take a real clinker to

beat this sister to Sixfax a mile and a half or over with 118
pounds or such a ma'ter in the saddle.

Montana Regent, son of Regent and Christine, one
of the greatest horses in America six years ago, and who has
not been seen on the race track since 1887, is entered in the
Club Members' Handicap at the St. Louis spring meeting. He
is booked to meet such cracks as Ida Pickwick, lialgowan,
Zaldivar, Aloha, Helen Nichols, King Lee. Wadsworth,
Riley, Santa Anna and Ma Belle. The last time Montana
Regent appeared in public was against Lucky R. and Solid

Silver in the Louisville Cup of 1887. Montana Regent won
easily by about a length from Lucky B., one of the best

"Cup" horses we have ever seen, and Baldwin claimed a
foul. Montana Regent, two or three lengths in front coming
into the straight, did cross and take a position against the

rails, but was far enough ahead not to interfere with Lucky
B. The foul was not allowed.

Butte fifteen davs, Anaconda twelve, or a total of twenty-
seven days of racing, will be given at the summer meeting of
these two places. The dates were arranged in Helena Tuesday
at a meeting of secretaries and otlicers of the racing associa-

tions. D. P. O'ConnOr represented Vhe Butte Association.

The following dates have been decided upon : Dillon, July 5
to 8; Missoula, July 10 to 13: Anaconda, July 17 to 29 ;

Butte, July 31 to August 16 ; Helena, August 10 'to 26 ; Great
Falls, August 29 to September 2. An important change this

year and one that will be readily appreciated by horsemen i»

that they will not have to pay 10 percent of the stake or

purse to enter. Trotters and pacers will pay 5 per cent, to

enter and 5 per cent, to start. Runners will pay 5 per cent, to

start. Nominations for colt stakes close April 1st. The stake

races for two and three-year-olds which were formerly con-
fined to those bred and raised in Montana, will be extended so

to embrace the product of the inter-mountain States. The
association promises to be quite liberal this year, and will

cater to the public taste. There will be very few races under
three-quarters of a mile, while mile and upward races will be
quite numerous. Marcus Daly will have a stable. A new
candidate for turf honors this year will be Chatles Armstrong,
whose father, Xoah Armstrong, is the owner of Spokane. It

is said that the good old race mare Nevada will be seen again
this season.—Butte Inter-Mountain, Feb. 2.

A New Orleans dispatch dated January 27th will be of in-

terest to racing men : "The fourth race saw something of a

I

repetition of the Post Odds episode that was attempted at the

East St. Louis track, and the Brannon Bros., seem to have been
connected with this case, as a Northwestern owner named E.

Mc vbee, who has been running Larghetta and other horses,

entered Marksman, chestnut horse, by Meteor—Fannie Camp-
|

bell, in a five and one-half furlong race for nonwinners. As

|

the horse was a late arrival and this was his first appearance
' the clerk at the scales looked up his antecedents and found no
I such horse in the stud book. He grew suspicious and reported
i the case to the Board of Control, and they found that McAbee
|

had wired to the Brannons at Covington, Ky., and Columbus,
O.: " Horse entered to-morrow; all O. K." A wire was sent

to Payne, who runs the poolrooms at Columbus, and it was
learned that the horse had been played there heavily. Similar
reports were received from other points, but at the track there

were very few bets. The horse was found to have been shipped
from Nashville, where McAbee says that he bought him. and
he admitted that the name was of recent invention. The ani

mal has been worked at night, and he very closely resembles

the description given of Post Odds. After the examination of

the animal and the circumstances surrounding the race, the

judges ruled McAbee and Allen A. Caven, his partner, ofl'the

track until they proved that the horse was not a ringer. All

bets were declared off and a new book ordered without the

presence of Marksman."

In last Sunday's Los Angeles Herald "Hidalgo" stated

that the great race horse and sire, St. Simon, did net start at

the age of three years, yet we find that he walked over for the
Epsom Cold Cup, won the Ascot Cold Cup by twenty lengths

from Tristan (Friday third), the Newcastle '-old Cup from
Chislehurst and the < loodwood < up by twenty lengths, beat-

ing Ossian and Friday. Fred Archer had a perfect right to

believe St. Simon the greatest of all the many great horses he

had ridden, for the horse inaue apes of Buch rare good ones as

Tristan and Friday. And just how good St. Simon must have
been can be judged from the fact that Tristan beat Shotover
(winner of the Derby and Two Thousand) badly, carrying 132
pounds to her 120,also Wallenstein and < Sty Arab. St. Simon
beal l tesian twenty lengths, and he won the St. Leger of 1883,

with Chislehurst in the place. Tristan won the Champion
Stakes once and twice ran a dead heat for it, carrying 126

pounds each time. It look such horses as Kayon d'< »r, Robert
the Devil, Bend * >r. Ormonde and Bendigo i" win this event

in various years. The Ascot Gold < 'up was won bj

England's best horses also, Isonomy, Kol>ert the Devil, Don-
caster and Apology bavin- captured it. Tristan beat [rouooifl

for the llardwicke States at even W< : irOQs] a

length and a half when both were five years old. with the

famous I'mm I .iiuii [] "n IroqUOi and I
1". \Vebh on Tristan, BO

that if Iroquois is the besl horse America ever turned out, as
" Hidalgo" assume-, anil St. Simon could beat Tristan twenty

lengths, where do our horsee ine beat Iro-

quois for the Two Thousand l fuine unable to win

tbridgesbire with 106 pounds, rozhall clearl)
|

bis superiority as a race hone OVer any animal we ever Ben I

to the laud of John Hull to nice, from two-year-old to aged
horse. Foxhall beat [roquois

1 conqueror, Tristan, in the

Select Stakes,for three-year-olds,the son of King Ufonso carry-

ing 127 pounds to Tristan's 122. In the Cambridgeshi
hall beat a field of thirty-one, and in this race he carried 126

pounds as a three-year-old to Tristan- 107, 01 on Lucy

(Hitters. Three-year-olds ran one-tWO-three ill the .vent that

|
year. Peter, a five-year-old, was fourth with 1 1" founds up,

Bend I 'r. four rears] fifth, 134 up; Petronel, four years, sixth.

with 126 pound- up. Scobell, Post ''hit. Poulel rire of

Maori), Phillamon, rrestonpans and other good ont

behind Foxhall. and this 'ace pmvi

ECeene's horse and gave America her very best m n
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting May 10 (9 daysj
P. C. T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION*—Spring Meeting...May 16 to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.';—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, Iil.l—Summer meeting

June 24 (25 days')
BUTTE, HELENA AND DEER LODGE _Julv 3, 4and 5
DILLON "July 5 to 8
MISSOULA- Regular circuit „ July 10 to 13
ANACONDA— Regular circuit _ July 17 to 29
BUTTE—Regular circuit July 31 ti Aug. 16
HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 to Sept.2
STURGIS CMlch* julv 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK -Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to 8
CUMBERLAND FALR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 2R

Entries Close.

LOS ANGELE-s—Spring meeting February 21
FLEETWOOD PARK (New York! See AdvtHUENEME March 1

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15MONTANA CIRCUIT STAKES April 1

P.C. T. H. B. A.—Spring Meeting.- April 1

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
A LEXANDER BUTTON G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal
BOODLE C. A.Stockton, San Jose, Cal
CALIFORNIA N1TWOOD Martin Carter. Irvington
('HAS. DERBY' Geo. A Wllev, Danville, Cal
COUNT ANTEEO 14.692 „ W. H. Smith, Woodland, |Cal
DANT1 IN MOIL IRIE D. J. Murphy, Milpitas, Cal
liELWIN Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cal
DICTATUS ...Clarence Day, Belmont, Cal
DIABLO Murray & Richards, Pleasanton, Cal
DIRECT LINE _ Martin Carter, Irvington
DON FIGARO Souther Farm, San Leandro
FXiY'PTIAN PRINCE P.J. Williams, Milpitas, Cal
KL BENTON Souther Farm, San Leandro
GLEN FORTUNE Souther Farm, San Leandro
GUIDE A. T. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, City
FAMES MADISON Ben Wright, Oakland Trotting Park
JESTF'K D Souther Farm, San Leandro
KIJTWOOD WILKES Martin Carter, Irvington
PRINCE RED 9949 Geo. A. Wllev. Danville. CalREADY MONEY Fr.-d Foster, Ilanford, Cal
SID ROY -A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Building, City
SILVER BOW P.J. Williams, Milpitas, Cal
SOUDAN D. .1. Murpbv, Milpitas, Cal
STEINEER 11,141 K. O'Gradv, San Mateo! Cal
srEINW'AY Geo. A. Wilev. Danville, Cal
WALIMTF.IN 12,597 II. s. Hiiguboniu. Woodland, fill
WTLDO 9037 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

1 Mono! i. Illllll. lis.

IMP. CHESTERFIELD Prol. Thus. H. Bowhlll, Lakevllle, Cal
IM P. SOCK AT Ks Coach stali.ii.s- i K. o'Grudy. San Mateo, Cal
MONDAY FINAL II. c. Judson, SunLu Clara, CalTHREE CHEERS Win. M. Murry, Sacramento, CalMERRIWA Tnos. ' Jones, Oakland Race Track

l H.c. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal

Frank Covey, superintendent of the trotting depart-

ment of the Till.
i Alto Slink Kami, arrived from the East

mi Wednesday morning. Be reports the weather in the

Easl in In- severer than ho has ever experienced. As the

Board of Appeals meets to-day (Saturday) at Stockton,

he ie anxious to In- present. During an acquaintance

with him I'.r over twenty-six years we have never heard

his word questioned, and when obscure hangers-on ahout

attempt to l>rinir discredit upon such men as he

a-id .1. II. Thompson, superintendent of the Shippee

trotters, they will find (hat they Inn.- made a mistake,

'hal tin- timers andjudges who certified to Stamboul's rec-

jtockton win- working in tin- interestof the Hobart

absurd nn ii - Face, y.-i tin- story thai hits been

>y a certain sel of individuals who would starve

were it not for the trotting-horse industry will do much

to injure our California horses iu the East. This man
Kearney should be made to prove his assertions, and if

he has any fads to prove his charges, the Stockton Agri-

cultural Association should bring suit against him at

once and have him present them. Messrs. Covey, Thomp-
son, Maben and the judges in the stand should demand

the reason why such stories were circulated and why their

reputations for truth and veracity are besmirched by such

an individual. We are glad to see that these gentlemen

are anxious for the investigation.

But One Remedy Left.

In the report of Edwin F. Smith, Secretary of the

State Agricultural Society, a portion of which is pub-

lished in this journal, there is one paragraph that we fear

will hardly be as true in the future as it has been in the

past. It is this: " The sales of our trotting stock in the

same (Eastern) market aggregate $500,000 yearly." The

great founders of our trotting families, the sires that

have made this great State the greatest of all others, have,

with one or two exceptions, gone from the sunny slopes

of this land by the sunset sea, and have left a void that

is not being filled. Electioneer is dead, and only a

few of his sons are left as sires on this coast. Gen. Ben-

ton, Nephew, A. W. Richmond, Blackbird, Whippleton,

Tilton Almont, Palo Alto, Le Grande and others have

also gone. Stamboul, Sultan, Director, Anteeo, Antevolo,

Arion, Regal Wilkes, Rupee, Nutwood. Faustino, Thistle,

Alcazar, Judge Salisbury, Incas, May Boy, Clay, Fallis,

Auteros, Chimes, Del Sur, St. Just, Egotist, Norval, Ab-

botsford, Arthurton, and many other, sires whose names

are familiar to every horse breeder on this coast, left here

in the zenith of their glory, and few, if any, are left to

fill their places. Sidney, the greatest sire of early and

extreme speed, will leave this coast, it is feared, never to

return, because of the short-sighted policy of the owners

of our largest stock farms. Dexter Prince may also go,

and Richards' Elector might follow. The outlook is not

encouraging. The largest stock farms in this State that

have sent their choicest to the Eastern markets and re-

ceived the highest prices have sent their last consign-

ments of money-making stock, because the produce of

the best stallions aud best broodmares are scattered

among the best managed stock farms in the East. No
one, it seems, is willing to bring any mares here that

trace direct to Dictator, Cuyler, Mambrino Patchen, Har-

old, Happy Medium, Belmont, Red Wilkes, Nutwood,

Almont, Mambrino Abdallab, Mambrino Boy, Wilton,

Simmons, Robert McGregor, Onward, Alcyone, Alcantara,

King Rene, Woodford Mambrino, C. F. Clay, or the

scores of famous representatives of the most fashionable

breeding of the day:—trotting sires whose progeny are

now in demand. The narrow-minded breeders here have

an idea that the short-bred performers without form or

breeding will sell for big prices i
f tbey only get a tin-cup

record. If they were to listen to the famous horse-

men and trainers who have recently returned from the

East they would change these opinions quickly. The time

to improve the stock is near. There must be no more

procrastination. The man who will secure the most

fashionably-bred broodmares, colts and fillies and bring

them to California now and cross them with the few re-

maining good ones we have that were not sent East be-

the cause neither demand for them was strong enough nor

the price large enough, will, in a few years, reap a finan-

cial harvest. We know of two farms only that have

already sown the seed for it—Oakwood Park Stock Farm

and Santa Rosa Stock Farm. There is no doubting our

ability t» raise horses cheaper and better than in any

other State in the Union, but we must sell to the Eastern

market. We cannot, if we would, and would not if we
could, dispose ot our climate, but we. must send stock

away that will pay for their transportation. With the ex-

ception of the Corbitt sale, all other winter sales of late

have been very unsatisfactory to the breeders. It is their

own fault. The people of the East know just what to

buy, and tbey buy just what they can sell. The fabulous

prices paid for California horses in the past will never be-

come fashionable again, unless we get fashionable blood.

The demand tor the get of great stallions like Elec-

tioneer, Director,Guy Wilkes or Sidney does not diminish

every year, for the other representatives of these families

are winning fame and money and increasing their value.

Their sons may be great, but their progeny does not

approach in value that of their grandsires. Many of them

may prove greater than their sires, but it takes years of

time, plenty ofmoney and judicious breeding to make these

young stallions become famous. The native mares that

their sires " nicked" well with may not suit them, even

if they are kepi on tin- same stoeV faints
; thesaine train-

ers and conditions may not be there for the develop-

ment of the stock, and while the owners are waiting

patiently for the youngsters to win low records and make
their sires famous, the demand for that class of stock may
diminish.

The benefit of having a renowned sire of early

and extreme speed that is not too old—but right in his

prime—to breed to well-bred mares, and whose pro

duce by other mares are coming rapidly to the front, is

the one to have on any farm. If Mr. Corbitt did not

forsee the length of time and amount of money it would

take to put large numbers in the list that were sired by

Leo Wilkes, Rupee, Regal Wilkes or Jay Wilkes, does

any one for a moment suppose he would part with them

?

So long as he has the mighty Guy Wilkes, and the won-

drous Sable Wilkes and sees their progeny entering the

charmed circle in greater numbers every year, just so

long will he retain these renowned sires. Time is too

precious to lose in developing the progeny of the others,

even though the stallions may have better breeding and

lower records. His policy is similar to that followed by
the owners of thoroughbreds iu Kentucky and the most

progressive breeders of trotters throughout the New Eng-
land, Middle aud Western States east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. The value of a famous stallion and sire is appre-

ciated by breeders everywhere but iu this State (with few

exceptions), it seems.

This is a plain business proposition, and if such a sire as

Sidney leaves California, there will be many of our rich-

est breeders who will regret it, just as they did when
other stallions not near so famous were sold to other stock

farm owners in the East. If these breeders can afford to

pay such fabulous sums for our greatest sires and put

their produce on the market, and get better prices for

them now than Californians, why is it that our breeders are

so lax in their judgment as to lose such tried stallions ?

The Eastern breeders are more progressive and less

prejudiced than our Californians. Everyone who has

visited the leading farms there, as well as in this State,

has no hesitancy in saying so. The narrow-minded

breeders that believe their stallions are the only ones on

earth, deserve very little sympathy from anyone. The
bars of prejudice must be dropped, and in the broad field

of justice and fair play every great family should be recog-

nized, and if, by inviting the best representatives in, the

stock is improved, let there be no hesitancy in giving

credit wherever due. Let breeders club together and
purchase '" representatives of the bset blood," the most

fashionable and the greatest speed-giving kind as an out-

cross, and infuse new life intu the business. When there

is a break in the great line of battle and an apparent

weakness in any part, let some good representative step

right in and strengthen it.

Early last year we predicted the lack ot enterprise on
the part of our breeders in selling their best and not

patronizing the Eastern stock farms to get outcrosses for

our grand trotting sires and broodmares in order that

prices may be kept up ; again we repeat this admoni-

tion and ask all breeders to carefully consider this import-

ant subject. It concerns the trotting horse industry of

this coast, and unless something is done, the statement of

Secretary Smith, in his report, will never be repeated.

Popular Stake Races.

There are two kinds of stakes that can be made self-

sustaining in California, where the Blood Horse Associa-

tion will not be forced '.o add anything unless it sees fit.

We refer to a Stallion Produce Stake and a Mares' Pro-

duce Stake. At the next meeting of the association it is

not unlikely that such stakes will be inaugurated, for one

of the most prominent and active members of the or-

ganization has recently been figuring on just such events.

They will be for two-year-olds, five furlongs, run first in

the spring of 1896, $50 to nominate the stallion, $25 to

start any of his sons or daughters. AVe have figured out

that at least thirty stallions would be nominated, as fol-

lows : Imp. Mariner, imp. Paramatta, imp. Stiwarrow,

imp. Ormonde, imp. Idalium, Emperor of Norfolk, The

Hook, Gano, Verano, Plenty, Apache, imp. Reggy, St.

Carlo, imp. Merriwa, imp. Chesterfield, Flambeau, Ra-

cine, imp. Cyrus, imp. Midlothian, imp. Martenhurst,

Wildidle, Monday Final, Duke of Norfolk, Prince of Nor-

folk, Colonia, Three Cheers, imp. Brutus, Joe Hooker,

El Rio Rey and Cyclone. If thirty stallions were nomi-

nated (and we think this a very low estimate) it would

amount to $1,500, and if loo paid in $10 (which should

accompany the entry) and forty made all the payments

($25 in all) the stake would be worth $3,500 at the

very least, and from that to $5,000—all this without the

association aildiug a cent. In the Mares' Produce Stakes
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nearly every well-bred thoroughbred mare on the Pacific

Coast would be nominated at say $ IT), with S^'i additional

when the foal started. It is no exaggeration to say that

200 mares would be nominated, which means $3,000, and

if 'here were twenty starters and twenty more to make all

the payments ($25) this stake would amount to $4,000.

Then we would like to see the association inaugurate

the stakes mentioned in last week's issue. A circular

could easily be addressed to the men the organization in-

tended to reach—the leading street car, railway, brewery,

hotel and shipping people—or the Secretary or a com-

mittee from the Blood Horse Association could wait on

the gentlemen and find out whether they were liberal and

enterprising or not. Over-night events are well enough

in their way, but that the stake events, " for blood " and

money, draw the crowds and excite popular interest any

fair-minded man will allow that has given the racing prob-

lem anv study.

The Small Breeders' Opportunity.

While the large breeders of trotting horses throughout

the United States are astonished attbe low prices they are

receiving for their stock in comparison with what they re-

ceived a few years ago, the small breeders, if they have

any progressive business ideas at all, should avail them-

selves of the opportunity and purchase the best-bred

standard colts and fillies now, while they are being "sac-

rificed." For years the prices were inflated for beyond

the actual worth of the stock offered, and no one knew

this better than the extensive breeders, who profited by

the demand, and were willing to furnish the supply when-

ever they " got their price.'" All that these rich breeders

were looking for was a Robert Bonner or a Malcolm

Forbes. The prices these enthusiastic gentlemen paid for

trotters while helping to raise the values of the kings and

queens of the turf also elevated the opinions of owners of

all trotters, whether bred in the purple or not, until the

horses they purchased for a few hundreds of dollars were

valued at a^ many thousands. A number of great sales

were held and great prices were received. The horses

purchased at these sales failed to fulfill the expectations

of their new owners, and were sold this winter for what-

ever they would bring. Most of these horses were tried

in the balance and found wanting, and among the thou-

sands sold, of course there must have been scores of ex-

cellent ones " sacrificed."

'

The small breeders who, as a general rule, make a

specialty of closely scanning the turf journals and read

the catalogues of the sales held in the East, were noted

for their presence on the days of sale. They came from

all parts of the United States and Canada to New York,

Chicago and Lexington, and in the selection of colts and

fillies to bring back to their farms it was Doticed that

they made very few, if any, mistakes.

These small breeders were a shrewd, observant class,

and all the palaver of the auctioneer or the entreaties of

the seller could not convince one of them to purchase an

animal that was not physically nearly perfect. They

could tell a spavin, sidebone, ringbone, broken knee,

faulty back or loin, mean eye or bad forehead, as quickly

as they could a bad shoulder or a curbed back. They had

no money to throw away on poor individuals fastened to

a royal pedigree, and all the persuasive eloquence of the

" touts " in the sales rings could not affect their eyesight

on their judgment. These small breeders (there are many

like them in California) may have been struggling for

years to lift a mortgage on the farm. There has been no

money in farming, and the raising of cattle and hogs has

proven most unprofitable. The raising of heavy horses

was overdone, and what to do to get out of the dif-

ficulty was the problem that confronted them at every

turn. They had read the papers and were now convinced

that there is and always will be a market for trotting

horses.. Looking at the subject in all its ramifications,

they wisely concluded that there was no lottery in the

business; by starting with the proper material and build-

ing up they would raise a horse that would become value-

able. The next thing they thought of was to buy a well-

bred filly, but after visiting the large stock farms and see-

ing and selecting the one they thought would suit, the

price asked by the rich breeder completely drove all

thoughts away of their ever getting even a poorly-

bred one. They returned to their farms and struggled

along, but not without hoping for an opportunity to pur-

chase a trotting mare. The great winter sales just con-

cluded in the East and in California were extensively ad-

vertised. This was their chance, and how well they took

advantage of it will be ascertained by owners of stallions

in years to come. They purchased the very choicest in-

pividuals at low prices. They may have also bought

broodmares which they know would " nick " better with

other families of trotters than to the ones to which they

were heretofore bred ; these mares may become famous

because of this change, and the owners will reali/.ea snug

little fortune from the produce in a few years.

It cost no more to keep and train a good, well-bred

trotter that is endowed with speed and will always sell

for a good price, than it docs to keep a mongrel horse

sired by Untraced out of Unknown, which is unfit for

either the plow or the road, and will sell for the price of

a yearling calf at any sale. The small breeder has figured

this out, and as the majority of our greatest campaigners

have been bred by this class of men, the prospects are

more than favorable for larger profits being made by the

smaller breeder than ever before, because of the late sales

where the few good ones were purchased by them and

the poor ones bv speculators.

The spring sales that are to take place in this State

should not be neglected by the observant farmers, for the

very choicest of well-bred animals are to be sold at these

dispersal sales ; and, as the best of sires and most famous

ofbroodmares will be well represented, the opportunity

for selecting the best at their own prices may never occur

again. This depression in the market is only temporary,

for in a few years the trotting-horse industry will be on a

firmer basis than ever. Its foundation is beiug laid

on merit, individuality and racehorse qualities. Some
people may worry about the "bottom falling out of the

market," but the men with limited means endowed

with business foresight are, by this very depression,

placed in a position to keep the " bottom " always strong,

and the choicest representatives of the trotting horse of

America will find their way into the remotest places in

this State where a standard-bred trotter was heretofore

looked upon as a rarity.

Magnificent Merriwa.

This magnificent young Australian stallion will make the

season of 1893, stopping each week at Oakland three days,

San Jose two days, and Thos. Fisher's ranch at Coyote, Santa

Clara county, the remaining two days. Merriwa is both a grand
individual and a high-class racehorse, and besides comes from
Australia's truly wonderful producing families—the Golds-
brough-Yatiendon. The stallion that will be seen at the
places mentioned above is by Goldsbrough (sire of upward of
220 winners in the colonies), a great racehorse himself, and a
son of one of the best Australia has ever known, Fireworks.
Goldsbrough's dam was the Beeswing; of Australia, Sylvia, a
mare that won the V. R. C. Oaks and Maiden Plate, and
threw besides the great Goldsbrough the famous Robin Hood,
winner of the V. R. C. Derby and A. J. C. St. Leger. Gold-
brough's graudam, Juliet, by Touchstone, is correctly termed
the Pocahontas of Australia, she throwing the famous race

horses and producers Charon. Chrysolite (dam of Robinson
Crusoe, winner of A. J. (J. Derby, A. J. C. Mares' Produce
Stakes, Sires' Produce Stakes and A. J. C. Champagne Stakes).

Ragpicker (winner of V. R. C. Sapling Stakes, A. J. (_'.

Maiden Plate and Grandstand Slakes) aud graodam of B. C.

Holly's Paramatta. Fireworks' dam, Gaslight, was also a
wonderful producing mare, as well as a great winner. Mer-
riwa's dam, Habena, won the Maribyrnong Plate (the Futu-
rity of Australia). The grandara of Merriwa, Atholine, in

fact 'hrew two winners of this great stake race, two that ran
second and two third. Atholine's breeding was something to

enthuse over, she being by Blair Athol (Stockwell's greatest

sou, that was from the famous Blink Bonny, by Melbourne i.

dam Habena (winner of the One Thousand Guineas in Eng-
land), by Irish Birdcatcher, her dam the famous mare, The
Bridle, by The Saddler, and so on Merriwa's pedigree is

traced through the greatest families in England to the nine-

teenth dam. The great producing dams and sires in Mer-
riwa's pedigree should be almost a guarantee that he will sire

horses that will make fame on track and in stud, and the ad-

vertisement of Agent Thomas G. Jones, in another column,
should be read by all owners of thoroughbred mares on the
Pacific Coast at once, for that Merriwa's book will soon be

filled at the low price he is standing at ($60) is certain.

P. C. T. H. B. A. Meeting.

At the meeting of Directors of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ing Horse Breeders Association held in their rooms, 313

Bush Street, on Monday evening last, the committee pre-

sented a programme for a spring meeting to be held the

latter p^,rt of May which was adopted, and is ad-

vertised in this journal. There are many features which

will commend it to every horseman on the Coast. The
low entrance fee, three (3) per cent, to start the horse is

an innovation that should meet with a hearty endorse-

ment. Only a few purses are offered, the aim of the As-

sociation being to accommodate all owners who bring

their horses to the track and give them an opportunity

to trot and pace them in the races by giving over- night

purses for this purpose.

Among the features to be introduced will be handicap

races, the horses to be handicapped by hitching them to

sulkies, carts and bikes. There is no question but this

will be an interesting novelty, and will afford some excit-

ing contests. The programme will probably consist of

four or five dashes, and one 2 in 3 race for each day. The

dash races should be very popular with horsemen, as it

will enable them to start the same horse every day of the

meeting, thus greatly increasing the earning capacity of

the trotters or pacers brought to the track. The public

will be given every opportunity for betting, as there will

be auction pools and Paris mutuels sold on the grounds,

as well as book-making. The introduction of these

novelties is largely in the nature of an experiment

to popularize harness races with the public by adopting

the plan of the running meetings as far as practicable. The

Association will give this style of racing a fair trial at the

Spring meeting, and if it is well patronized, the Summer
and Fall meetings of the Association, which will be held

in August and October, will be conducted on the same

plan. Every member of the Association (and those who

are not in should join) who has a trotter or pacer that can

be prepared for this meeting should not fail to be on hand

and ready to start. It is hoped that by having large

fields the interest will not be allowed to Hag in any event.

The Association has wisely made provisions for starting

large' fields of horses, as will be seen in the advertised

conditions.

Tim; election of Hon. John Boggs, of Colusa, to the

presidency of the State Agricultural Society will meet

with the cordial approbation of every one in California.

Mr. Boggs is well qualified to fill the position, and under

his administration we have no hesitancy in claiming that

the affairs of this live society will be conducted in a

manner satisfactory to all, and that the good work being

done by it will progress with greater effectiveness than

ever.

Flambeau is expected to prove a great sire of race horses

as his sons and daughters resemble him gieatly in conforma-
tion and markings.

The Los Angeles Spring Meeting.

Los Angeles is to the front with a fine programme for a

spring meeting to begin March ISth. Judging by the admir-

able programme arranged, it looks as if the metropolis of

Southern California will have a grand meeting. The promoters
have displayed more than ordinary enterprise in ottering

such handsome events. There are two one-thousand-dollar

races and several others for good money. The stake events,

with a good entry list, should all be worth $500 to the winner,

A wise move is made by the Association in making the for-

feits in all stake races so light. This is sure to prove popular

with horse-owners. The big money offered for two-year-olds

should command a splendid entry list. The Los Angeles
track is a first-class one, and is safe and fast. The shrewd
trainers are sure to pay Los Angeles a visit. A few good races

will have a tendency to get their horses ready for a bruising

race at the Blood Horse meeting. At all events, the strings

that go south will have an advantage over those that stay at

home. Programmes can be obtained on application at our of-

fice or from Ben Benjamin, sporting editor of the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, who will give horsemen intending logo south

all necessary information in regard to the meeting. See ad-

vertisement of the Association, and make your entries before

February 21st. On this date the stake entries close.

The Sales to Come.

Messrs. Killip & Co. will hold two great sales of trotting

stock in March on the second and third, the grand collection

belonging to the Asylum Farm, will be disposed of. On the

fifteenth a grand combination sale of young trotters, the

property of D. J. Murphy, Capt. B. E. Harris and others will

be sold. In our next issue we will give extended notices of

these offerings. Every horseman should make arrangement11

to attend these sales.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwers tor tbts department must be accompanied by the nauu' and ad-
dress of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof of good
ialtta. Write the questions dlstincUy, on one side of the paper only
Positvely no questions will be answered by mail or telegraph.

To E. B. J„ Napa.—See answer to Fritz, Sacramento

Inquirer.—Latourett's Bellfounder was by Tremper's Bellfounder.
dam by Gen. Jacksou.

Cau anyone give the breeding of the horse known as O'Nell'a St,

Clair, who stood at Sacramento some years ago. Are anv of his colts

in the 2:30 list? F. F. M.

Linden, Jan. 31, 1893.—I noticed in your last issue a question whether
as colt by Steve Whipple out of a Nephew mare mane the season st

Merced. He did, and belongs to me. E, O, Akchkk.

Fritz. Sacramento.—Will you kindly inform me through the col-

umns of your paper what the record is and also the pedigree of a run-
ning mare called Dolly Varden. She used to l>e on the turf here aboul
twelve years ago. Answer—See Chris. Green, of your city. Cat. He
owned her, we understand, and can tell you all about her.

A. & C, Newburv Park.—Will you please publish the breeding "i

Pierce's Roalen, by Vick's Ethan Allen': Also the pedigree of Count, a

horse imported by Ben Fish, of San Jose. Answer—Weflad do trace
of Roalen. Ben Fish's Comet was by Young Black Hawk (e f Vet
mont Black Hawk), dam by Morgan Tally Ho ; second dam by Andrew
Jackson 1.

A.S.H..San Francisco, Cal.—Uivenn the breeding and record of
the stallion Erwin Davis, as] cannot And the exaoi pedlgn
where. Answer—Erwin Davie 5568 was bySkenandoab 926 bod ol

Broken-Legged Kent tick v Hunter and Sikes mare), dam i.osi Diamond .

said to be by Bambletonlan 2 (son of Bishop's Bambletonlan and the
Munson mare, said to be by uhd. Messenger).

Subscriber.—If tlie American Trotting Register Company refna
thev have done, the register Maud, the dam of the neidim; I' H

2:3434. by tne non-standard horee Brilliant, until Prince B. was
registered ? (Is there any rule compelling this work 'i How would
you go about registering Prince B. if he was cm ire. or Ins dam, cither,

under such ruling'.' Prince It. would not be eligible, but hi- .lain

would be under Rule .'->. Now, If she could not be registered until

Prince B or his sire were. 1 do noi understand the meaning ol Rule 6

How is it
" Answer—He can be registered as a gelding, but not as a

stallion. See Rule '2.

The four-year-old filly Miss Simon, by Si. Simon, dam
Josyan, that is among the string which Colonel J. T. North

is sending out from Kn^land, cost 3,200 guineas as a yearling.

She is, however, small, and has never realized the great ex-

pectations that were at one time formed of her. Shew:!

fered at the Newmarket December sales, but did not reach (he

reserve put on her.
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THE GUN.
Poems of Gun and Rod.

Under the above title the Sportsman's Review of Chicago

pays a high and deserved compliment to Ernest McGaffey, a

lawyer by profession and a poet from choice and by nature, on

his book of poems touching upon various phases of field

sports. W'e append some of the lines quoted by the Review

from his book. He says

:

" Dear comrades of my happy oiu-door days
These baiting rhymes, thai from my heart I send
With midnight stars and tiakes of dawuiug blend
\\ itb morning's gray and sunset's steady blaze ;

And up through marshy flats and wooded ways
Where tali oaks rise, and rustling rushes bend,

- lie torin of many an old-time friend

Who trod with me the held and forest maze
From Dawn to dusk

;
I count them as they pass,

And leaps mv blood again as one by one
The old days rise, while nature's Circe-strain

That lures "men on 'mid sun and wind and rain,

Tomes back to me o'er harps of tangled grass,

And sets me dreaming of the rod and gun'"

" Over the Decoys " is a poem that will strike a sympathetic

chord in the heart of every duck hunter:

" Lone lies the tawny marsh, and lily pods,

All crisped aud wrinkled by the autumn sun,

Swim lazily along the sigbiDg reeds

;

The strident reeds, that bar the passage-way.
Where wanders past the lost aud wailing breeze

Over the gray,1wan deserts of the dawn.
Striking the "frets of intertwining stems
That rostle into weirdest music there.

1 ' And ruddily against the rising sun
The ever-restless waters ripple up,
Prying amid the rushes, aud again,

Upon the roots of dwarfish \» illow stubs,

LappiDg and lapping like a thirsty hound

;

And in an open space beyond the reeds,

Riding like corks the little ruffled waves,
Deeovsare seen, those fateful wooden lures

That draw the passing ducks from cloudy heights

Down, down aud down, until the sportsman's aim
.-ends consternation to their scattered ranks.

' And at the edges of the cat-tails tall.

Among the rushes and the spatter-dock,

A hunter waits, all watchful, in the 'blind,'

Whose rou£:h, artistic tracing seems to be.

With all its tangled drapery of reeds,

Wild rice and grass, and leaning willow-branch,

Like elfin work of nature aud the winds.

" Mark ! Far adowu the distant line of trees

A narrow dusky ribbon is revealed,
Tbat:uearer comes, and as it comes unfolds,

And "shows in all their symmetry of form
A flock of ducks outlined upon the sky.
Curving and wheeling in the morning light.

" And as they near the hunter's ambuscade
Tbey turn, they stoop, while he, with muscles set

And tense as steel, and eager-shining eyes,

Sits like a stoue, bis guu within his hands

;

The winds are bushed. Ah ! What a picture that—
The blue-bills settling to the still decoys."

'' Daybreak on the Marsh " is another that will appeal to

the same class of shooters :

Far to the west the heavy timber stands
In purple bauds.
And in the east the blossoming day expands
As through the clouds the sun-streaks break and fit,

While bit by bit

Creeps forth the earth to warm herself by morning's smould-
ering brands.

" Emancipated from the night's dark frown
Stand marshes brown,
And shrill autumnal gusts come sweeping down
Holding within their clutches captive leaves
From branehiug eaves,
With red aud russet blazoned smooth, reft from October's

crown.

•• Aud from the amber waters upward spring,

With dripping wing.
The waterfowl, and circle, wandering
In airy journeys swerving up on high,
Aa through the sky
They turn their course to northward, where polar breezes

sting.

And far and near, as onward still they go,

From coverts low
White pulls of smoke, unfolding, faintly show
Where in his ' blind ' the hidden sportsman lies,

Willi watchful eyes,

Sending his bright-flame signals up through dawn's dull-

steeping glow."

"Old Grip "is a tribute to the faithful dog, who, if the

hunter's wife did not object, would occupy the choicest rug id

the coziest corner of the best room in the house:

" lie dreams beside the chimney's base
There in his snug, accustomed place ;

The kettle sings upon the crane
And on the Window clinks the rain,

While Ii>.lm.'- [r he chimney tall

Throw shadow -shafts along the wall ;

,
i recta he not of wight or sound—

Old '.rip, the rabbit hound.

" Hofl Btrong he is, from brawny hips
i p in in- i;iv, ay, wrinkled lips;

From mazzle i" the velvet Bank,
barrel, nech i" shank

;

.i i bow lithe and fleet,

Why, when be runs, bis nimble feet

ee in. n- 1 1

1

• m i to kirn the ground-
Old Grip, the rabbit hound.

a seek from friend-,

in hollow par ^InBand end ;

fin love <ii woman thai you crave
ill;.' the bubble on a wave

;

'i be world, thai grini old pedagogue,

i. and love can a i tx round
In <.rip, the rabbit bound."

Io " Quail " the poet describes a Bcene that is familiar to

most of the readers of this journal

:

field edge,
ere airy tbfilli

Sail back and forth where each all -current leads.

ei "i b tangled edge,
a dog stands firm, balf-hidden in the weed .

. mm warning whistle Deed

walks,
And walking, tramp a I

jvced .i burrs,

i in more, and up the bevy whirrs.

" Over the scrub, with buzzing wings it goes
And scatters in affright

;

L'p to his shoulder, as be marks the flight,

The huuter instantly his shotgun throws.
Aud feathers slow are drifting, brown and white.
As ring the detonations, left and right."

" The Twelve-Tined Buck " is one of the gems of the collec-

tion, but it is too long to quote in full. A few verses will have
to suffice

:

• The mist rose out of the valley.
The mist climbed up from the lake,

And a muskrat's course in the water
Spread out in a glimmering wake.

" The red sun's edge came peeping
O'er the top of a far-off bill

;

The winds lay furled in the floating clouds,

And the leaves and the grass were still.

" But over the pines and cedars
Re-echoed a distant horn,

And a hound's faint bay chimed with it

In the hush of the waking morn.

" And then from a balsam thicket
Came the sound of a sudden crash,

And a twelve-tined burk sprang out and stood
By the side of a quaking ash."

Hunters Frozen to Death.

F. W. Hall, who resides at Mehama, a small village of

about 200 inhabitants, situated on the Santiam river some 30

miles east of Salem, came down to this city yesterday en route

to San Francisco, says the Portland Telegram, taking the

overland last evening. To a reporter Mr. Hall told the ex-

perience of three young men, who resided near Manama,

which resulted in two deaths, and the other has only one

chance out of many to live.

The young men, G. A. Hoeye, H. S. Powell and Gus

Haines, all live on farms on Fox prairie. About ten days ago

they started out for Silver Creek falls on a deer shooting ex-

pedition. In the localit}' of the falls are several " stands "

which have become famous among the hunters of the Upper

Santiam and tributaries, as deer by the score come down from
the mountains to the clear crystal stream which makes the

falls. It was for this place the young men started. Near the

falls lives an bachelor named Wolf, who hunts, fishes and
picks blackberries for a livelihood, and occasionally makes a

few bunches of shingles which he sells to the settlers. It was
at Wolf's house, or hut, that the hunters first stopped, and
after remaining over night they started out again next morn-
ing, laden with such provisions only as are needed on such
expeditions, but as the expected to return to Wolfs place

that night they left their blankets behind.

The ground was covered with snow to a depth of about
twenty inches, though high on the mountain sides it was
much deeper, and about noon, when a blinding snow storm
setin, the three hunters were completely at a loss to know in

which direction to travel homeward. After making repeated

efforts to reach Wolf's place they gave up in dispare, and
commenced walking about in a circle and slapping their hands
against their bodies in a vain endeavor to keep warm.
As the men did not return that night, Wolf became uneasy

and decided to go out and hunt for them. Before going,how-
ever, he walked six miles to his nearest neighbor's and got an-

other man to go with him. That afternoon they made a de-

tour of the country near about, fearing to venture too far

away from home owing to the heavy snow storm, which had
not yet abated. On the second morning, however, the sky was
clear, and the two men, with their faithful dogs, undertook
the search again.

About noon, by the aid of the dogs, they came upon Hoeye
and Powell, who told them that Haines had died during the

previous nighs, while Powell's legs were so badly frozen that

they were almost black. His hands and face were also badly

frozen. Hoeye's hands and feet likewise were also frozen, but

not so badly as Powell's, for the latter could not speak. To-
gether the rescuers carried Powell down to Wolfs place, a dis-

tance of several miles, and then they returned for Hoeye, who
was unable to walk. They did not reach the cabin till late that

night, and then they found that Powell was dead. A doctor

living about twelve miles away was sent for next morning, and
on making anexamination stated that amputation of Hoeye's
feet and possibly his hands would be necessary. The suffering

man was quieted by the use of opiates, aad was then taken

down to his home in Fox valley, where he should have been
operated on yesterday. Haines' body was taken from the snow
on the second day after the discovery of the men, and on the

following day he and his comrade were buried.

The country about tbe headwaters of the Santiam is noted

for the number of deaths from freezing which have occurred

there. Silas Jones, a wealthy landowner, and also the pro-

prietor of the Stayton flour mills, in company with a man
named Redmond, went into the Upper Santiam country on a

prospecting tour. They were well provisioned, both were hale,

hearty, robust men, and, as the weather was especially good,

they anticipated no trouble or danger of any kind. During
their stay in the mountains they struck some favorable " leads,"

which they disliked to leave without satisfactory work being

done. They tarried longer in the wild country than they had
intended, and started toward the settlement, about twenty miles

away, on foot. Snow had already begun to fall and the moun-
tains were well encased with the flaky substance. Such a vio-

lent storm came up that the men became bewildered, lost their

way and sank down to die. They were well provided with
blankets, which served to protect them in a degree from the

cold, which was intense, but Richmond was frozen almost to

death when a party of searchers, who were alarmed at the pro-

longed absence of the men from home, discovered them. The
frozen men were taken down to the settlement, but Redmond
died on the way. Jones was taken to Salem, where his legs

were both amputated, and for weeks he hovered between life

and death, but finally lie conquered the grim conqueror and
18 will and hearty to-day. This case is only one of many that

have occurred in thin wild, mountainous region.

The firsl shoot of the season at the traps takes place to-

morrow under the auspices of the California Wing Shooting
i 'lull, ii being this Club's first stated eyent for 1S93. This
t'luli was organized in 1872, and is the oldest wing shooting
club on the Pacific Coast.

The San Francisco Gun Club held i is annual meeting on the
evening o r February 2, 1893 at the Occidental Motel. J. O.
Cadman was elected President; F. D. Atherton, Vice-Presi-
dent; John K.Orr, Secretary and Treasurer.

The Country Club.

The first regular shoot of the Country Club, for the fourth

season, will take place at its Club House, Oakland track, on

Saturday, February 25, IS93. Members will take the 11, 12

or 1 o'clock Berkeley train.

All regular monthly shoots will take plaee on the fourth

Saturday of each month. There will be seven shoots in all.

CLASS SHOOTING.

In order to give all members an equal chance for the prizes

and sweepstakes, a new system of class shooting will be
inaugurated. The members will be divided into four classes,

consisting of a handicap for each class. Two prizes will be
given in the first class, two in the second class, one in
the third class, one in the fourth class, and a championship
prize, to be shot for by the four first prize-winners in each
class.

The uniform guage of the gun shall be at 12, and the weight
not to exceed eight pounds, as per Rule 1. Guns of 14 and 16-

guage shall stand at same distance as 12-gauge—10-gauge guns
not allowed •

A member may choose any five scores made by him during
the season. The first twelve birds shot at during a regular
shoot only shall count, as per Rule 29.

In sweepstake shooting, any member wishing to enter in a
higher class than the one he is rated in, may do so by paying
the entrance fee of that class, his score counting the same in
both classes.

Five medals will be given for tbe five highest scores made
at the final shoot in August.
The club will shoot under the rules of the Country Club of

San Francisco, adopted January, 1891.

CLASSES FOR 1893.

First class, 30 yards—Harry Babcock, E. L. Bosqui, Ed.
Donohoe, R. A. Eddv, Thomas Ewing, W. S. Kittle,- R. H.
Sprague, F. W. Tallant, F. R. Webster, R. E. Wilson, R. B.
Woodward, F. L. Wooster.
Second class, 28 yards—A. J. Bowie, George Crocker, C. P.

Eells, D. B. Gillette Jr., J". D. Grant, J. D. Harvey, W. H.
Howard, Andrew Jackson, Chas. Josselyn, W. C. Murdoch,
Robt. Oxnard, E. F. Preston, J. D. Redding, Austin C. Tubbs,
W. B. Tubbs, C. E. Worden.
Third class, 26 yards—F. D. Atherton, William Berg, W.

B. Bourn, J. A. Donohue Jr., Peter J. Douohue, H. E. Hall,
Alex. Hamilton, H. L. Hill, H. S. King, J. B. Lincoln, J. A.
Robinson, Baron J. H. von Schroeder, F. W. Sharon, H. W.
Woodward.
Fourth class, 24 yards—E. A. Bruguirre, E. P. Danforth,

Walter L. Dean, R. R. Grayson, W. S. McMurtry, J. J.

Moore, D. T. Murphy, W. S. Newhall, Alfred S. Tubbs.
All other members wishing to shoot will be classed by the

committee.

J. M. Quay,
Secretary.

A. C. Tubbs, i

R. H. Sprague, ^Committee.
F. R. Webster, J

The regular annual meeting of the club takes place to-night
at 8 o'clock.

The Emeric Bill.

It is to be hoped that some definite action may be arrived at

by the present Legislature concerning the game and fish in-

terests of the State. The Emric Bill seems to have acted much
as a red rag, when flaunted as a signal of combat on a number
of our citizens.

It always appears very strange that so many people have

nothing in this world to do but to object. They never pro-

pose anything, at least if they do it is in a very mild, quiet

way, but let any measure be started by others and they can do

more howling in a given space of time than anybody else in

the world.

The State Sportsman's Association held a long drawn out dis-

cussion on last September at its meeting in the Palace Hotel.

As a result of that discussion a motion was passed authorizing
the chairman of that meeting to appoint a committee who
should draft a bill which should embody the sense of the meet-
ing as at that time expressed.

Tbe President of the Association announced that he would
appoint a committee later on. Has such a committee been
appointed ? If so, who are they and what have they done?
The Emeric Bill in the main is good. It has defects but

they are insignificant when compared to its strong points.

We should like to see the open season for deer made short,

very short, say thirty days or during the month of Septem-
ber.

The proDagation of game birds can only be effectually en-
couraged by having a stringent law, not only aflecting the
particular bird sought to be propagated but upon hunting
generally,for many a man with a gun has been known to call a
quail a snipe and a turkey a buzzard in order to escape the

law.

We say in all honesty to the sportsmen who are raising such
a cloud of dust about the Emeric Bill,why on earth didn't you
get up a better one and push it through and not wait until the

last moment and kick only to the probable effect of getting

nothing at all ?

Doing nothing would seem to indicate a state of satisfaction

with existing laws, but no, we will not charge any man who
is in any sense interested in field sports, with being satisfied

with the present deplorable state of affairs. But we will say,

before you condemn the Emric Bill as a whole, give us some-
thing better.

The Yosernite.

Should the Yosemite be receded to the General Govern-

ment? It would seem, in the light of the events of the past,

that there can be but one answer to this question. The trust

undertaken by the State has been shamefully abused, and the

avowed changes to be wrought by the commission is of them"

selves enough to warrant the taking of the control from the
State and passing it back to the General Government.
The system of management is inherently weak, not to say

rotten. It is preposterous to suppose that positions thrown
out as a political sop, to which no salary is attached, should
be productive of good. The contrary may always be expected.
The very acts called " improvements," foreshadowed by the

plans of the commission, are nothing short of ignorant or wil-

full destruction of much of the more-delicate charm of the
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Valley. Much (.hat has already been done bears the undoubted
footprints of personal avarice at the expense of the beauty of

the Valley.

Let the General Government take'charge of the Valley to

the end that it-; natural beauty may remain undisturbed. Of
course but little save shrubbery and trees may be destroyed,

yet the changing of favorable camping spots in pastures in-

closed by wire fences is an eyesore, besides being a great dis-

advantage to the campers who spend days and weeks in the
Valley. Let the custody of the Valley be hnndedjover to the
General Government ; in no other way will it ever he prop-
erly protected.

The necessity of having someone responsible for the Shoot-
ing Park at Oakland track and far the purpose of encouraging
sport at the trap by having matters so arranged that any day
in the week those wishing to shoot may do so, has induced
Clabrough, Golcher *fc Co. to secure the lease of the Shooting
Park for the season. They will put the grounds in good con-
dition at once and then turn them over to the various gun
clubs to be used as usual free of charge. The main object is

to encourage the development of all kinds of trap sports and
to enlarge, as far as possible the shooting contingent of this

city and vicinity. A new set of inanimate traps, electric pull,

will he put in place at once and ashed erected for the accom-
modation of the sportsmen engaged in this growing interest.

The interest in this line will, no doubt, be very much enhanced
by this arrangement. Every body will be welcome to the
grounds and arrangements for a pleasant shoot may be made
at any time on short notice. This will, no doubt, be pleasing
to a great many sportsmen who cannot get off'from business to

attend the resular club events, but who have an occasional half
day at the : r disposal.

The action of the Country Club in introducing class shoot-
ing in all events of that body is founded on the true principle
and will enhance the pleasure of the stated events of this club.

Each man is pooled with his equals only. Should a fourth-
class man desire to shoot against those of the third class he
doubles his entrance and so on, every man at liberty to push
beyond his class into that of all the higher ones, but one can-
not pass from a higher to a lower except by action of the
directors of the Club.

The membership of the various gun clubs will doubtless be
somewhat increased over that of last year. The interest in

trap shooting seems to be growing, and we shall be much sur-

prised indeed if the snort of inanimate target shooting is not
pushed into favor as never before.

THE KENNEL
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest . possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

WestmiLster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show, New
York, February 21, 22, 23 and 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,
Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md., February

28, March 1, 2 and 3.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W, Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,
16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can.. September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Morris, Mani-
toba, September 4. Thos. Johnson. Secretary.

Dr. R. A. Fergusson's fox-terrier bitch Jessiewhelped upon
January 2d a grand litter of pups by hilemton Reefer. It was
our pleasure to see these upon our recent visit to Bakersfield,
and pronounce them the best-marked and as even a lot as has
been produced in this State. Dr. Fergusson bred the winning
puppies at the last Los Angeles Bench Show, and we expect
to see some winners in this litter. The puppies are bred as
follows :

f Vesuvian, by Splinter

"(v.
q— ("Sire Champion Venio..
oHg E. K. C. S. B. 26,309 \'enilia. by Veni

3§g
3*

( Result, by Roysterer
Dam Champion Rachel

-

A. K. C. S B. 7002 ( HeatherbeU, by Hopbloom

f
Sally..

( Warren Jim, by Diamoud Joe

(.Dance, by Brockenhurst Spice

f Dynamite Joe, by Belgrave Joe

I Puzzle, by Buff

The Great Scotchman's Pets.

I Clover Blossom .

The following bit of pleasantry is related of one of the

world's great men and his dog :

Carlyle's Nero was " a most affectionate, lively little dog,
though otherwise of small merit and little or no training."

For ten years Nero and his master had a great deal of many
walks together and " a good deal of traffic, poor little animal,
so loving, so naive and true with what dim intellect he had."
Once when Carlyle was away from home the following
letter was sent him, in Nero's behalf, by Mrs. Carlyle

:

Dear Master : 1 take the liberty in writing to you myself
(my mistress being out of the way of writing to you, she says)

to let you know that Columbine (the black cat) and I are

quite well, and play about as usual. There was no dinner
yesterday to speak of. I had for my share only a piece of bis-

cuit that might have been round the world ; and if Columbine
got anything at all, I didn't see it. I made a grab at one of
two small beings on my mistress' plate ; she callen them ,L

her-

alds of the morn;" but my mistress said : ".Don't you wish
you may get it ?" and boxed my ears. I wasn't taken to walk
on account of it being wet. And nobody came hut a man for

burial rates and my mistress gave him a rowing because she
wasn't going to be buried here at all. Columbine and I don't

care where we are buried. * * (-Tuesday evening). My
mistress brought my chain and said: "Come along with me
me while it shined, and I could linish after." But she kept
me so long in the London library and other places that I had

to miss the post. An old gentleman in the omnibus took such
notice of me! He looked at me for a long time and then
turned to my mistress and said: "Sharp, isn't he?" And
then my mistress was so good as to say :

" O, yes !" And then
the old gentleman said again :

" I knew it ! Easy tosee that?"
And he put his hand in his pocket and took out a whole bis-
cuit—a sweet one—and gave it to me in bits. I was quite sorry
to part with him, he was such a good judge of dogs.

Pointers of 1892.

Although I have nothing sensational to chronicle in con-

nection with pointers during the past year, yet I can safelv

say the breed has fully maintained its popularity, says E. C.

Norrish in Kennel Gazette.

The entries in the Puppy Stakes at the various Field Trial

meeting were quite up to the average, although the competi-

tors which came to the scratch, for some reason or other,

showed a slight falling ofl. This was observable at the Ken-
nel Club trials near Ipswith, where the ground was excep-

tionally favorable for the purpose, the fields being of nice

size, game plentiful, and scent good; in fact, it was the general

opinion of those interested in the workings of the dogs that

the Club has never had better ground at its disposal.
Derby led off with the first show of the year, Mr. Astbury's

Back leading the Open Dog Class, while the bitches were
saved from mediocrity by Mr. Arkwriglit's beautifully-formed
Belle Chance.
At Liverpool, a fortnight later, Mr. Beck's Busy Ben and

Captain Thomas' Meeth Nostrum were awarded premium
honors. AtCruft's show, the following month, a stronger lot

put in an appearance, Mr. Bryan's Molton Brake scoring over
Devonshire Wagg and Don Exon in Large size Dogs,while in

the corresponding class of bitches Molton Belle, Devonshire
Cream and Gladys III tooK their prizes in the order named.
Devonshire Nero headed the Small-size Dog Class, and De-
vonshire Lady and Devonshire Doll held a like position in
that foa Small-size bitches. At Bath, Saddleback had a walk-
over in the Challenge Class, Mr. Bulled taking the principal
prizes in the Open. The next Show of importance was that
of Manchester, when Mr. Chapman's Hake-oJ-the-Border was
the only competitor in the Challenge Class, the same owner's
recent purchase, Molton Brake, taking first and special in
Open Dogs, followed by Devonshire John, whose kennel com-
panions, Devonshiro Cream, Devonshire Nero and Devonshire
Junkes, were winners amongst the light weights.

Passing over some minor shows, 1 now come to that held
by the Kennel Club at the Agricultural Hall, where, under
Mr. Arkwright's adjudication, Saddleback won over Devon-
shire Nero, and Mr. Lloyd's lima over Treacle in the Chal-
lenge Classes. The Open Classes were divided by sex only,
and not by weight, a slight innovation which brought some
growls from other quarters besides the dogs. Graphic Se-
cundus, a promising youngster from my own kennel, was
awarded 1st in the Open I >og and Novice Classes. His death
from distemper a lew weeks after was much regretted.

Amongst the other competitors which favorably impressed the
judge were Heather Graphic, Totnes Angus, Ightfield Or-
pheus, Wheatherhill Bang, Molton Brake and Totnes Parody;
and in bitches the four prizes went to Devonshire Cream,
Aldin Kob II., Gladys III. and Moltou Belle with Mr. H. P.
Lonsdale's Field Trial winner Ightfie'd Duce, vhc and r, and
Molton Barlow, Heather Bee, and Totnes Onyx making up a
really very strong class.

Darlington as usual had a good show of pointers, Mr. Chap-
man's Heather Graphic and Heather Lill being at the head
of their respective classes, and also taking the two specials.

Edinburge certainly gains in popularity every year, and is

well supported by North-Country Pointer men. This, too, in

spite of the fact of its taking place at a time when (so many
sportsmen are engaged on the stubbles. Mr. Chapman came
out strongly in several classes, his Stanford Bang taking first

over Mr. Shield's Beau-o' -the- Border, Mr. Johnson's Kene R.,

Le Donovan, &c. In Large-size Bitches Heather Bee was
equal first with Mr. Raper's Rosa Sefton, a showy animal, not
quite so good in bone and muscle as the former.

Small-size clogs also formed an attractive group, headed by
Mr. Shield's smart Major-o'-the-Border, with Mr. Raper's
Ranging Naso 2nd, Mr. Pollock's Forest Harbinger 3rd, and
the stoutly-made Le Rector fourth.

Coming next to the Crystal Palace Company's Show, we
found Mr. Arkwright taking the lead in open dogs with his

handsome field-trial performer, Aldin Fluke, in superb con-
dition. In the same ring we also recognized Mr. Richardson's
Returns R and Ruin R, with Sanrford Bang, Fordcombe
Bang and Barton Ben, while in bitches were Sandford Quince,
Grip II. and Sandford Hoiden.
Birmingham quite kept up the reputation of its display of

pointers. Most of the winners, however, had been seen at other
shows during the year. The cup for best of all classes again
went to Saddleback, his son Sandford Graphic winning 1st in

open dogs, with Busy Ben a good 2nd, and Naso of Strasburg
3rd. Bronte was alone in challenge bitches, and there was
nothing new in the large size open class, where Heather Bee,
looking extremely well, was 1st, with Devonshire Cream and
Molton Belle equal 2nd and 3rd. A brace of fresh ones
headed the small-size dogs. Mr. Chapman's Heather Bob (1st)

is a wonderful eleven months-old puppy, which I shall hope
to meet again. Saddleback Secundus (2nd) is altogether
larger; in fuel, almost too big for the class. He, however,
took 1st in the novice and, with his half sister, Sandford
Quince, secured the prize for best brace in the open classes.

Quail of Upton was awarded 1st in small bitches, and 1st in

the field-trial bitch class, where Bertha of Drayton made a

very good 2nd.

Names Claimed.

Echo Cocker Kennel, iStockton, Cal., claim name I oi (tt

Ohubb for blacB Crocker Spaniel dog puppy whelped October
19, L892, by Oilier E. (Giffer ex Lady, Lady by ch blk Pete
A. K. C.8. P.. 4910ex Miss KTance, A. K.i . S. I;. L2,599) ex
Senora (orangei A. K. C. S. B. 17,003.

Every once in a while we hear of a giant yearling, but the
measurements of a yearling colt thai is now at a breeding
farm near Lewe.s, England] are startling. The colt is by a

thoroughbred horse, Warren ton (hy Martyrdom}, out of a

half-bred hunting mare : Height, lnh. 2| in.; girth. 5ft. llin.;

arm, 1 ft. 10 in.; below knee, 8 in ;
round the knee, 1-1 in :

round the hock (inside to the point), la in.

The Frost-Fish and Its Capture

W. C M , writing to the Field from Dunedin, N. Z
, says I

New Zealand has been aptly termed the " Playground "I the

Pacific." With her temperate climate and wealth of animal
and vegetable life, she affords a rich field to the sportsman as
well as to the sightseer. Within the past ten years great
strides have been made by the various acclimatisation societies

throughout the colony in the direction of introducing into the

Britain of the south different varieties of game from the

mother country, but the present paper relates only to the life

and death of a humble sea fish.

The frost fish (Amraodyte) is a species of sand-eel, and is

found on various parts of the eastern coast of the Middle
Island of New Zealand. It is a snake-like creature, varying
from 4ft. to tift. in length, but is only about (tin, wide and Sin.
or 4in. thick. Its head and mouth are both small, while ii^

eyes are large and prominent. The skin is smooth and burn-
ished, shining with an almost metallic lustre. The frost-fish

is excellent eating, and consequently is held in high regard
by the gourmets of the Antipodes. Its fiesta is white, rich and
firm, while its tenderness is equalled by the delicacv of its

flavor. Naturally the rish is eagerly Bought after, and com-
mands a high price, as the supply is irregular, and not at :tll

equal to the demand. Nut much is yet known of the manner
and customs of the frost-fish, but the little that has been made
manifest is decidedly peculiar. It is a deep-water fish, and
yet, strange to say, has never yet been taken by the net, the
rod, or the line. Even the all-gathering trawl has hitherto
failed to bring to the surface of " the vast deep " the modest
and retiring Ammodyte. How then is its capture etiected?
To all appearance the frost-fish is captured by the fishermen
only when it commits suicide and immolates itsell on the
sandy beaches of the Pacific.

The facts are that on calm and frosty nights during the au-
tumn and winter months, numbtrs of frost-fish came ashore
alive through the surf on the beaches before referred to, and
there wriggle on to the firmer sands above, to be devoured by
the watchful saa birds, or picked up by the fortunate fisher-

man. No satisfactory reason has yet been assigned for this
rash act, this apparent /ch de se. Numerous theories have
been propounded to account for it. One is that the hapless
fish is pursued by a shark or other enemy, and prefers uncer-
tain life on land to certain death ot sea. Another and a more
plausible theory is that the fish distends its air bladder to en-
able it to reach the surface for air or food, and that the keen
frosty air there prevents it from closing said bladder, and thus
returning to its habitat under the^ waves. In this way the
luckless brute gradually drifts into shallow water, and is

dashed ashore by the surf, only to struggle on to drv land to

meet its fate. I do not pin my faith to either theory; but,
whatever be the explanation, the facts are as above narrated.
As may be imagined, the capture of the frost-fish has nothing
specially sportsmanlike about it. Tne element of action seems
absent. But the noble sportsman who takes part in a frost-

fishing expedition may find some good shooting among the
flocks of seafowl which fly above and around the doing frost-

fish as it is gradually washed high and dry. Indeed, it is as
well to have a gun wherewith to kill or frighten the feathered
fisheJmen,as they very quickly pick the eyes out of the fish,

aid indeed devour them altogether if given lime enough. The
long sandy beaches at Pwiakanui (somt twelve mites from
Dunedin) are the favorite resort of the frost-fisher. The usual
plan is to form a party of two or more, and camp out over
nighta!; the foot of theclifls which overhang the beach. Mere
a huge fire is lighted, and a tent pitched close at hand. The
night, of course, must be clear and

(
calm, as well as frostv,

otherwise the long Pacific rollers make the surf too high for

the successful capture of the game..

On one occasion 1 arrived at the fishing ground (which re-

joices in the euphonious name of Murdering Beach), to litid

a tidal wave flowing right up to the base of the cliffs, with a
heavy swell rolling in from the open ocean. In these circum
stances frost-fishing was out of the question, so that the party
had perforce to lie around their fire in one of the caves all

night and tramp back to town empty handed at daylight next
morning.
The next expedition was more successful. A splendid frost-

fish was duly caught and killed. Its head and tail were then
tied together with strips of New Zealand tlax i/'

tenax), and the two amateur fishermen starled off in triumph
through the bush, with the noble fish suspended between them
from a long stick. After walking some four or five miles
through thick shrub, we were glad to call a halt at a settler's

hut, where we stopped for a drink of the ubiquitous tea. The
game was laid carefully down on a stump in the clearing he-

side the house, while its captors went inside for a yarn with
the old bushmau. After about an hour's conversation we
emerged from the hut and went to resume our burden, when,
to our horror, we found only the head and tail ot the ash, to-

gether with a few bones. The sleek and satisfied look of two
collie dogs which were visible close by told us plainly where
our precious fish had gone, and we left for the nearest rail-

way station, muttering "curses not loud but deep " against

our long-winded acquaintenance and his hungry curs.

Such are some of the humors of frost-fishing. The fishing

itself is rather slow work. It consists merely in walking from
end to end of the beach shortly before dawn (the untimely
hour chosen by tin- Ammodyte for self-destruction), ai

ing a sharp look-Miil in the surf fur the silver streak which
betokens the advent of the frost-fish. When a fish is seen

struggling in the waves or on the sand, all that remains to he

d IG l" Datch hnld of it and drag it up out of reoch of the
backwash (if it dues not wriggle up its own motion), and
there despatch it with a stick or knife. To thosi

Izaak Walton, whose piscatoaial experiences are limited to

the fiercer joys of angling for trout and salmon, the pursilil of

the frost 'fist as above described musl - me and un-

exciting. But it ifl nol bo in reality. The surroundings are

all so diiierent. The gloomy clifl looming black overhead,
the Bmootfa white sand stretching crisp and crackling under*

foot, the phosphorescent gleam of the advancing and retiring

BUrf* the clear Antipodean moonlight shining out at sen

neath the silent stars, the intei lemn stillness all

around, broken only by the recurrent booming of the
i

distant breakers— all Lhese tend to cast the glamor of poetry
over the otherwise posaio sport of frost-fishing, and to Iran

form a variety of potrhnnting" Into a true, though humble,
branch of that most delightful of all outdoor occupation

"the contemplative man's recreation."
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

How to Breed Trotters.—The following article was

sent me by the author, Dudley Miller, and the position he

lakes is certainly sustained by logic which must be accepted

as thoroughly sound. A plain statement of facts from which

be draws conclusions which are justified by these facts. But

while admitting the soundness of the logic presented by Mr.

Miller I would not advise an exact following of the lines

which have resulted in even so great a success as that which

h shown by the table of genealogies of the eight fastest

trotters. Those who are in a position to justify experimental

essays may do great service by deviating from a course, al-

though (hat route has proved to be the best that has been

discovered. " Fads are stubborn things," and when estab-

lished facts are taken for a guide and intelligently followed

it is a safe proceeding. But without searching for fresh facts

there is au end to improvement, excepting that improvement
which res*. Its from chance. With this table of the progeni-

tors of the eight fastest trotters for reference every candid per-

son will freely admit that near thoroughbred crosses have
been advantageous. Three of the eight have thoroughbred
grandatns, one a thoroughbred dam, while the remaining
quartet trace to that source through several channels further

removed, aud j et so close that " strictly thoroughbred" will

appear if the genealogy is carried one generation further.

Examples of closer relationship to racing blood areyetso
rare that few new facts are established, though in the case of

Kuwena there is a good prospect that a three-quarters thor-

oughbred, without counting remote strains of that blood, may
have a place among the very fastest, when she reaches the age
at which the youngest of the champions gained the honor.
With the exception of Snnol she has shown a great deal faster

than the fastest of the others at the age of two years, and that

is an augury—not an unfair presumption—that three years

more will give her the place. There are such an array of facts

to prove that the male line descending from Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian must be the choice, when the object is to breed the

verv fastest trotters, that it will be a bold experimeutor who
varies from that position. Only one of the eight, Stamboul,
and he with a double cross, one so near that he is a grandson
of that famous progenitor of fast trotters. Where shall we
look for an outcross on the side of the sire ? is a query that is

far more troublesome to answer than when the dams are the
topic for consideration. The "alien families" have been tried,

and with the exception of that one instance when the des-

cendant of Grand Bashaw proved a success, have failed to give
a satisfactory answer, that is when membership in the verv
select is the touchstone.

This is a problem which millions of people are attempting to solve,
and to which they are devoting millions of dollars and considerable
thought. A chemist, in order to learn what a substance is, analyses
it. thdt is he finds out the elements of which it is composed, and that
is the first step for the breeder of trotters to take. The breeder must
find out what union or combination of blood produces the kind of
horse he wants. Wallace said if yon want trotters, breed only from
trotters. That sounds very plausible, and is a fair way to reason, when
ii i ireed is thoroughly established and cannot be improved by the use
of other than trotting blood : but is that the case ? The flying trot or
trot at extreme speed is artificial, aud has been brought to its present
stale of excellence by intelligent coupling of horses, and also by their
accidental or hap-hazard breeding. Tbe~analysis of pedigrees of the
2:30 trotters indicates that many of them have* been produced by par-
ents that aid not possess individually that which the union of their
blood produced in the progeny, viz : trotters with extreme speed, or
the trotter of today. Had we bred only from trotters to pruduee and
improve our trotters, during the Dast fifty years, nine-tenths or per-
haps more of the horses in the 2:30 list would not be there, as nearly
all of these are the result of coupling with the thoroughbred runner,
horses of varied and often unknown ancestry, that possessed a con-

fluence in rising on their offspring the trotting gait. To il-

lustrate this more clearly, the tabulated pedigrees are here given to
the fourth generation, of the fastest eight trotters ever bred, which in-
cludes all in the 2:05% list.
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From these tabulated pedigrees it will be seen that the fastest eight

trotting records were all made by the descendants of Hambletonian
10, a horse having about 50 per cent, thoroughbred blood, and out ot a
daughter of a mare by the Norfolk trotter, imported Bellfounder. Five
of the eight are the produce of Hambletonian's sons, Electioneer,
Happy Medium, Harold and his daughter Fieetwing, and three are by
his grandsons Lord Russell, Alcyone and Vatican.
The fastest, Nancy Hanks, 2:04, is not only a granddaughter, but is

also out of a granddaughter of Hambletonian, and, like her sire, is

about half thoroughbred.
Stamboul, 2:07)4. the second, is also an inbred Hambletonian, being

sired by Sultan, a grandson of Delmonico, by Hambletonian, and her
dam, Patchen Maid, is out of a mare by Hambletonian, sire Abdallah.
The third, Kremlin. 2 :0i 3 i, like the first andsecoud, is also an inbred

Hambletonian, his sire. Lord Russell, being by a son, and his dam,
Eventide, is out of a daughter of Hambletonian. Besides these three,
Belle Vara, 2:0$%, is an inbred Hambletonian, as her sire, Vatican, is

out of a daughter of Hambletonian, and her dam's sire, Estill Eric, is

by Ericsson, a son of Hambletonian.
The fact that the fastest eight trotters are closely related to Hamble-

tonian, being his direct descendants, and that four of the eight, in-
cluding the three fastest, are inbred to him, aside from any other con-
sideration, mark him as pre-eminent among trotting horse progenitors.
Five of these eight, Kremlin, 2:07% : Suuol, 2:0S1

i ; Maud S.. 2:0S% ;

Palo Alto, 2:0S%, and Belle Vara, 2:08*4, unite with the blood of Ham-
bletonian that of the remarkable four-mile thoroughbred race horse,
Boston.
Three, Kremlin. Martha Wilkes and Belle Vara, inherit the blood of

Mambrino Chief; three the blood of American Star, Belle Vara.
Kremlin and Nancy Hanks ; three the blood of Henry Clay, aunol,
Palo Alto and Stamboul, and two, Kremlin and Maud S., the blood of
Pilot Jr.

Nancy Hanks, 2:04. queen of trotters, has been shown by Mr. Marrett
to inherit about fifty per cent, thoroughbred blood.
The percentage of thoroughbred blood in Stamboul I have not figured,

but he gets it twice through Hambtetonian, besides once through Ab-
dallah 1, once through Mambrino Chief, and Patchen Maid, his grand-
dam was by George M. Patchen, whose dam was by a thoroughbred
horse.
Kremlin in addition to the thoroughbred blood he gets from Ham-

bletonian and Mambrino Chief, was sired by Lord Russell, whose dam
was out of a thoroughbred mare, and Kremlin's dam's sire was by
the son of a thoroughbred horse, out of a daughter of a thoroughbred
horse.
Martha Wilkes, 2:QS%, was by Alcyone, whose dam. Alma Mater,

was more than three-quarters thoroughbred, as her sire was more than
half and her dam pure thoroughbred, and all this is in addition to
the hot blood she inherited from Hambletonian and Mambrino
Chief.
Sunol,2:0S%, isoutof amare whose dam is thoroughbred, which is

also the case with Maud S., 2:08%, and Belle Vara, 2:0S%, is out of
Dame Winnie, a mare not only thoroughbred, but the dam of four in
2:30—Palo Alto, 2:0S%; Big Jim. 2:23}^ ; Gertrude Russell, 2:23,%; and
Paola, 2:30.

I have simply stated facts as to the fastest eight trotting records
and have given the blood lines inherited by the horses that made
them.
By uniting aud properly crossing the blood that has been thus pre-

eminently successful we may breed trotters equally fast, and probably
faster. Dudley Miller.
Oswego, N. Y., January 16, 1893.

#
* *

Trotting-Instinct.—Some years ago the compound word,

taken for the text of this article was sure to appear in a ma-

jority of essays on breeding trotters. Many times, perhaps,

in a column of the weekly or page of the monthly in which

the essay found a place, and among those who argued that

near crosses of thoroughbred were awfully pernicious in the

composition of fast trotters was held the argument above all

others to sustain their side of the controversy. A few modi-

fications of the phraseology to remove the tedium of iteration

and reiteration, though that was the kernel of the nut, the nu-
cleus of the surrounding envelopment of words, the mystic
sign, the abracadabra of the science. And there was a good
deal to justify the constant harping on this clap-trap catch-

word, if even there was a sort of vagueness, an ambiguity which
was troublesome to explain, when a more exact definition was
solicited. The boundary between reason and instinct is diffi-

cult to determine. That is in cases where there are doubts
whether instinct or intelligence governs the actions. Pure in-

stinct, akin to that which prompts incubation by heat of the

body, is readily determined, and even that simple practice may
have a foundation which intelligence has had a sbare in con-
structing. Trotting-instinct, however, can not be classed as a
peculiar gift, as all breeds of horses possess that kind of action,

with so few examples on the other side that it may be termed
universal. But the adaptability to acquire fast-trotting action

is, comparatively speaking, a rare qualification, and still rarer

a combination of fast-trotting action and the faculty, or better

to say the qualities which enable an animal to keep up a high
rateof speed for the distance required by the conventionalites

of trotting programmes. Whether the gift be called instinct

or adaptability to readily acquire fast trotting action is of

little consequence, and 1 am willing to concede that it is a
valuable inheritance, and that the colt which has a natural

tendency to trot fast has a great advantage over one which is

not so highly gifted. But it does not follow that the pupil
which shows the greatest readiness to acquire the rudiments
of a trotting education will be at the head of the class when
the course is completed. It may be that the colt which is

deficient in trotting-instinct may surpass his favored competi-
tor in intelligence, and is also endowed with—what may be

termed—higher mechanical advantages, viz., a framework of

better proportion for rapidity of movement and an increase of

muscular power. No matter how strong the instinct to trot

is implanted in the juvenile'makeup there must be subsequent
improvement, the result of an intelligent appreciation of the

situation, to make the finished performer. Superior mental
qualifications will surely give prominence over animals of in-

ferior endowment, and though it may appear the height of ab-

surdity to claim that there is a necessity for talent in a line

of physical attribute*, those who have given the
subject proper study will agree with me that mind as well as

muscle is an essential to acquire high rank in trotting circles.

Various degrees of talent in the upper ranks of famous trot-

ters, and in a few instances genius as fully, displayed as that
shown by an Ellsler, aTaglioni, a Celeste or Carmencita. "He
does not run on his head," replied the Yorkshireman to the
critic who found fault with the Roman nose and the coarse
upper portion of the cranium of a celebrated racehorse. A

truer answer would have been that a great racehorse may be
deficient, from an esthetic view point, in beauty of physiog-
nomy, and yet be benefited by a divergence from the artist's

ideal Great as is the necessity for brain force in the fast gal-

loper who has to keep up a high rate of speed for distances

when "die power must supplement muscular capaei'7, there is

a more imperative demand for intelligence in the flying trot-

ter. The requirements of the track are more rigid in this re-

spect than those of the race course, and the education ary
methods of the harness division entail a higher degree of in-

telligence in the pupils to make the teachings effective. In
some points alike and in some widely differing are the duties

of the teachers of race horses and trotters. More arduous the
task to bring the horse which has to run at the top of his
flight, or nearly at the top, into the best condition to with-
stand the strain than when the slower pace governs the exer-
cise, but there are numerous trials of skill in perfecting the
action, in a great measure artificial, of the fast trotter. The
best comparsson which presents itself is that of the foot-racer
and the terpsichorean artist. The problem which is before
the trainer of the foot racer is to bring his charge into the
state which will enable him to cover" a certain space within
the least time, and this is analogous to what the trainer of race
horses has to accomplish. Far from being easily executed,
and, to be successful, requires a deal of experience and a talent
for the pursuit, which is not a uuiversal endowment; in fact,

it may be classed as a rare combination of qualities in order
to reach a high degree of excellence in the profession. The
teacher who has to perfect the movements of the dancer until

the pupil will gain public approval, overcome faults, bring
physical and mental qualities into harmonious equilibrium,
lend grace and elasticity, celerity and suppleness, present a
fascinating picture, by adding to natural inheritance the pol-

ish of art. It will surely be admitted that an active brain,

ready to receive and retain instruction, will give the teacher
less trouble than when there is a dullness of comprehension,
a sanguine temperament better adapted for the pursuit than
lymphatic stolidity, and vet the nervous organization so well-

balanced that excitement will not overthrow the judgment or
endanger self-possession. From the description given of
training public dancers that and the description connected
with the education of fast trotters have many points of resem-
blance.

The professor of the art of educating trotters labors under
greater disadvantages than one who has pupils who can, under-
stand his spoken admonitions. That is the knowledge of the
meaning of commands from the first without a long series of
lessons to give the explanation. Thus if the knees of the
neophyte are not bended enough, an intimation to that effect,

and an example by the teacher, would remedy the defect, or,

at least, convey the desire of the instructor that the action

should be improved. Mechanical devices are the resort, aud
the only ones, which the tutor of quadrupeds can employ, and
then there are four legs to govern, doubling the difficulties

met in a bipedal scholar. Few, indeed, the apt scholars
which give no trouble, with perfect or nearly perfect action,

from the first lessons in the kindergarten to the time they
reach a mark low down in the teens. Generally one or more
defects to overcome, and it does not require long arguments to

prove that intelligence in the pupil is a prominent factor in

establishing improvement. Some of the numerous appliances
have resulted in correcting the bad habit, the action changed
by their use for the better; the sensible colt, remembering the
lesson, adopts that "way of going" and performs the task

without being hampered with mechanical devices. And now
comes a query not altogether inappropriate in relation to

instinct. The colt has acquired the proper action to trot fast,

in a great measure, the result of education. It is not instinct

in that case that has given the propensity, intelligence being
the prime factor in the development of speed. But instinct,

in all probability, has arisen from mental activities pursued
from generation to generation, and what was originally guided
by intelligence becomes automatic, and every succeeding gen-

eration more intensely automatic than those which preceded.

But even where the automatic faculty has been intensified by
inheritance come exceptions, and some of the very fastest trot-

ters can only claim the inheritance from one side of their

genealogical tree. In such cases it is fair to assume that

instinct is strengthened by a greater degree of intelligence,

and a higher form, i. e., physical and mental qualities of a

better type for rapid locomotion at a trotting gait.

* *
The Late Auction Saxes.—Dame Fortune has so much

to do with the prices obtained at auction sales that any pre-

dictions of prices which are likely to rule are of little value

That is, when articles or animals offered come under the

classification of luxuries. Thus paintings and trotting horses

are liable to such a fluctuation in prices that the most astute

observer can, at the best, only hazard a guess at the result of a

sale "by auction." The top of the wave or the depth of the

trough. This has been forcibly illustrated in the winter sales

in New York. Notwithstanding the tumult raised over the

sale of Stamboul and the much lower price obtained than was
predicted by sanguine estimators, the average was remarkable,

and without taking the trouble to go over the records, I am
of the opinion that for the number, or an approximate num-
ber, sold it is the largest reached in the sale of trotting-bred

horses. The Case sale, which followed, sank towards the bot-

tom of the trough ; the San Mateo, though the altitude of

the billow was not as high as that on which the stock of

the neighboring farm was carried into port, it was still of

favorable height, and the average what might be termed
highly satisfactory. Then came the Palo Alto sale, so much
below former returns that writers of little experience and
those whose bitter prejudices and former denunciations of Palo
Alto methods forbade an honest opinion, endeavored to cast all

the blame on near crosses of thoroughbreds, when their own
figures showed that the lowest prices in the list were trotting-

bred, the highest with the malignant strains not far away.
But even this, with an average of something over three hun-
dred dollars, was "not at the very bottom of depression. Stony
Ford came after, and with only twenty-lour animals in the

catalogue, the average was less than §250. Just as fair to claim

that it was owing to the trotting strains in that famous breed-

ing farm's horses which frightened buyers, and as Stony Ford
has always held high rank and enjoyed a well-merited reputa-

tion for the bluest and richest of trotting blood, the most solid

stickler for racing infusions would have more gumption than

to advance so senseless a plea.

Luck /<«.s a great deal to do with the success of auction sales.

When Fortune congregates such bidders as Messrs. Sehultz,

Pierce, Moore and Henry, the sky is bright. When they lock

horns at the outset of the offering it is an augury that the
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strife will continue to the end of the engagement. Their

heroism excites that of others, and there is a rattle of musketry

all along the line while the big guns are preparing for heavier

conflicts. Enthusiasm rules. Auctioneers catch the spirit of

the hour, and the magnetic influence extends to the horses.

Inspired by the plaudits the bidding has elicited, be the colt

ever so dull for the time he is transformed, and sweeps around

the exhibition ring with proud and lofty step. Nothing like

excitement to bring out the action which is so taking to the

spectators. There is a buoyancy, an abandon, a surrender to

the spirit which is swaying the assemblage, and there is a sort

of mental telegraphy, an odic current, a stream of good feeling

running from man to animal, a joint fascination in the exuber-

ance of high spirit which pervades the atmosphere, an exhila-

ration which animates biped and quadruped, a jovial hypno-

tism, an ardor, almost a passion, nearly a frenzy when a wink
means a hundred, and a nod a cool thousand dollars, and

winks and nods coming as rapidly as the bullets from a Win-
chester.

"When the dame is not in a benignant mood, and everything

appears to be " wrong end to,'' and there is not a single rift in

the dark cloud which overhangs the proceedings, listlessness

is sure to prevail. Dull, dreary, stale, flat and unprofitable,

not a spark of magnetism, not a glint of electricity, not a ray

of good-feeling, the joyous banquet-hall hung with sackcloth,

scarcely a remembrance of the good cheer remaining, " ser-

mons and soda-water " in lien of burgundy and champagne.
The blind goddess cannot be placated when she has fairly

made up her mind to be contrary, and were she to be too lav-

ish of her favors they would not be properly appreciated. Let

others moralize and look wise, and give a multitude of reasons

for the success of one sale and the failure of another, after all

the ratiocinations and learned disquisitions I must still believe

that luck has a good deal to do with auction sales.

*
* *

Depastures is Trotting—For the spring meeting of

the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association many

new departures from the old-time methods have been resolved

upon, one of the most important of which, in my estimation

is that which reserves larger portion of the purses offered for

classes to be determined upon after the horses are congregated

at the track. Thus some of the purses for the opening day, in

all probability which will be Saturday, May '20th, will close

on the Thursday preceeding that date, for the second day,

Tuesday, on the Saturday previous, and so on during the

pendency of the meeting. The other events are named in

the advertisement which appears in this number of the paper,

but the main feature will be what may be termed improvized

races.

The trouble which has arisen- from time classification, with

the entries closing some time before the races are trotted, is

that a few horses are so much superior to others in their re-

spective class that the contests are one-sided, and hence own-
ers of outclassed animals have little chance to win expenses.

But if there is a good assemblage of horses to select from there

is an opportunity to bring the contestants more nearly on an
equality, and with dash race and heats of a mile horses can

participate in a far greater number of races than was possible

under the old system, and that without a severe strain. The
meeting is billed to hold four days, Saturday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, and if restricted to the proposed
number there will be at least twenty races on the bills. But
if the number of horses present at the opening of the meeting

warrants the addition other days will be added, the intention
being to give all the horses which assemble a fair chance to

make an earning. Contests are the aim. That will interest

the public, and, with the public interested, the question of
success will surely be decided favorably. It is essential, how-
ever, that owners second the efforts of the association by
bringing their horses to the meeting in sufficient numbers to

insure novelty, so that the stereotyped sameness which here-
tofore has governed will not be presented. Better by far to

have hard-fought battles than contests which are so oue-sided
that they are in reality no contests, if even the time is some
seconds slower, and by careful selections this can be managed.
One of the greatest drawbacks to trotting in California has

been that the trotting season has been curtailed to a few of the
autumn months. A spring and early summer circuit will

prove a boon to owners and breeders who cannot send their

horses across the mountains, and iu place of sinking money
will have a good chance to make the business remunerative.
All that is necessary to secure a public support that will war-
lant an early-in-the-year circuit is to ofler attractions which
will incite attendance, and I have the utmost confidence that
the good sense of the owners of trotters all over the State will

prompt a hearty support of the schemes which promise so
well, and with that support there cannot be failure.

* *
Xot—The omission of that little word of three letters

changed the meaning of a sentence to directly opposite of that

intended. It occurred in the article " Manette and her

dam," one sentence of which should have read: "There are

few, I imagine, who will not agree with me in the necessity

for perfecting the machinery of the association so that when
questions, involving large pecuniary interests, arise, that there

shall be the power to administer oaths, and to punish when
the truth is violated." With not left out there is a reversal

of the meaning, though subsequent sentences would show that

it was an error.

I have yet to meet one person, and I have conversed with
several on the subject, who did not coincide in the justice of

the claim, and lawyers especially vigorously denounced the
admission of testimony which could be so easily perverted.

There are plenty of men whose word would be equally as

valuable as when given under oath, and there are others who
might not start out with the intention of giving false testi-

mony, but is cornered to sustain their first avowals that

prevarication did not appear to be in the way when that woul d
present absolution for the original lapse. In this very case

there is a marked discrepancy between the affidavits and
the amendatory testimony, and surely when that which has
been endorsed by oath cau be supplemented with random
talk, and that given as much weight, or actually more credit,

than the first, it is time that there should be a change. It is

due the gentlemen who give valuable time to the considera-

tion of disputed questions that their time shall not be wasted
by listening to evidence which cannot command the attention

it should to compensate for their labor, and in justice to them
as well as litigants the reform should be made.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

HOOF-BEATS.
Four of Buccaneer's daughters appear as dams of trotters

in the new list for 1892.

Monroe Salisbury left this city on Tuesday for Ken-
tucky. He will be gone three weeks."

Samuel Gamble arrived in this city last Saturday. He
has not made any arrangements about his future plans.'

James E. Berryman resigned his position with A. T.
Hatch, and intends to open a public training stable at the
Oakland track. Mr. Berryman is a competent man and should
do a large business.

There seems to be " a kick " all along the line against the
action of the American Trotting Association in rejecting the
records, and many believe the way Kremlin got his record
ought to be investigated also.

Horsemen should not forget the sale of Maltese Villa
horses at Oakland Trotting Park at 1 o'clock to-day (Satur-
day). Twelve head will be sold, consisting of the famous race
horse, Ed Corrigan, Alto Mio, Thermidor, Panchita, Mozart,
three excellent broodmares, three two-year-olds and a suck-
ling. All are beautifully bred, and the horses should bring
excellent prices.

Major Alex P. Waugh, " Grim," is to remain at

Steiner's headquarters below the office of the BreeiiEk and
Sportsman, where he will be pleased to see his many friends.
Mr. Steiner has sold his interest in the place to J. C. Diamond, a
very popular gentleman, who was formerly proprietor of the
'* Mum " saloon. The stock of liquid refreshments to be dis-

pensed with will, in the future as in the past, be unsurpassed
.

Matt Storn's racing stable in 1893 will consist of eleven
excellent horses, as follows : Marigold, ch m, 6 years, by Mil-
ner—Katy Pease ; Topgallant, ch h, 4 years, by imp. Mariner
—Lady Clare ; Centella, ch m, 4 years, by Joe Hooker—Katv
Pease; Red Prince, ch h, 5 years, by imp. Woodstock—Oklo-
homa; Tobasco, blk c, 3 years, by Judge McKinstry—by
Kingston ; Modesto, br c, 2 years, by Hyder AH—Visalia

;

Amanda, ch f, 2 years, by Warwick- -Mischief ; Lochinvar,
b c, 2 years, by imp. Cheviot—Arathusa ; Del Norte, br c, 2
years, by imp. Greenback—Priscilla

; Hermitage, b o, 3 years,

by imp.Friar Tuck—Mistake, and Excuse Me, ch g,o years, by
Dudley—Wah-o-naisa. The horses are well engaged at the
leading tracks in the Far East, and will doubtless do much
toward keeping up California's reputation for the production
of fast and game race horses.

The beauty and symmetry of the trotting steed prancing
before the stand may please the curious, but the speed of

the stepper, coming in full force, a winner every time under
the wire, captures the applause of an appreciative multitude.
u Charms strike the sight, merit wins the soul."

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races it is of prime

importance that you accurately time your horses in

their exekcise. I make a specialty of horse-timers.

Have them In all styles

In either gold or silver.

Come and see them, ur
Write me and I will tell

You all about them.

A. HIRSCHMAX,
113 Sutler 8t.,S. F.

N. B.—Complicated Watches Repaikkd.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI EACE TEACK.
Rent of stalls, ?2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed ii stall is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows : Single horse, §1.50 per month ; two or

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at S3 per ton,

and oats at 31.60 per hundred.

A line galloping track has been built on the grounds

iu addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodl, Cal., October 27, 1892.

STANDARD AND HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS

AT AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15 1893,

AT
SALES YARDS, CORNER MARKET STREET AND VAN NESS AVENUE,

Killip & Co. will sell to the highest bidder about 50 head of standard and highly-bred
horses, consisting of mares, colts, fillies and geldings by Director, Soudan and Dexter Prince.

This offering is a choice consignment from the stables of D. J. MURPHY, ESQ., of San Jose,

and Capt. BEN E. HARRIS.

Fine Brood Mares, Promising Colts and Fillies, Stylish, Speedy

and Reliable Roadsters.
Catalogues and information by mail Remember, sale takes place

Wednesday, March 15th.
KILLIP & CO.,

22 MO\TGOMERY STREET.
Livestock Auctioneers,

COLT STAKES!
$500 for Each Class

GUARANTEED BY THE

31ST DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSO-

CIATION, HUENEME, VEN-

TURA CO., CAL.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 1st, 1993.

CLASS 1—For foals of 1892. Mile and repeat. Stake
$500; $10 to accompany nomination, $10 1st June, $10 181

day of the Fair of 1 '93.

CLASS 2—For .oaLs of 1891. Mile and repeat. Stake
$500. Payments same as above.

Only colts owned in tbe Southern California Circuit,

composed of the counties of Ventura, Los Angeles, Or-

ange, San Diego, San Bernardino, Santa Barbarn, - an
Luis Obispo nd Kern are eligible to enter.

For entry blanks, conditions or further Information,
address

T. H. MERRY, Secretary.
HUENEME, CAJL

The Attention of -ill Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Imperial Veterinary Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Hoise Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE, SUREJand RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire teuce cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised anil Sun- I leuU.

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to its merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FALL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any addn
receipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

per dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

addkess au. orders to
|MpER|AL VETER ,Nm H00F oi NTMEht CO., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

WE PAY EXPRESS OR FREIUHT CHARUES.
B&~ ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. -®I

J". A. McKerrou, Agent.
Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breerfers' Sale

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.

LEADING SPRING SALE.
LIMITED TO 400 HORSES AND RESTRICTED TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISING STALLIONS. BROOD MARES. COLTS, FILLIES. TROTTERS, PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. AND FAST GREEN HORSES THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to 6th }££ f^Zr*&££*

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
BGILDING IN THE WORLD IN WHICH
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL BLOODED
HORSES.

Chicago the L ading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed
i some co headquarter:

trade reaches every state in the Union,
breeders I"

speed and

th vour stock, as we are the largest horse commission dealers in the world, selling yearly 20,000 horses, and are personally acquainted with all the principal breeders and dealers In America Our
bile our long and successful experience of 37 years in the business, together with the pronounce.

I
sih.vi^s of our nine former combination sales,.should be a sufficient guarantee to

edeis that we thoroughly understand the art of placing tine stock on the market and know how to bring buyers and sellers together. C hoice stabling for 2,000 horses and ihe finest accommodations inthe world to show
"

nd sell under cover. A number o( great consignments from the leading stock farms in California, Kentucky and the Northern states are now pledged to our great Spring sale. Send for entry blanks and full particulars to

F. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

TOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
And get a jjood price if you can find a customer that wants to buy

You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading. Write for particulars.

For Sale.

Stallion Riiigwoocl,

The Famous -on of Sid ey.

it in_-u ood is a dark bay; black poinrs; 15J£ hands,
and resembles Sidney in formation more than any oi

his sons. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, be
showed trials of speed in 2:19M as a tour-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his
engagements, and never has been put in race since.
Ring-wood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
Bast. He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,
and a lady can handle or drive him. Rlngwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer of speed.

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will
show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Rlngwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars,
address

A. C. D1ETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

For Sale Cheap For Cash.

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Br^d Mares
(With Foal to Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be

registered.
ALSO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyner All, dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry
O'Fallon. One by Kyle Daly; first dam by Joe Daniels;
second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. One by
Bryant W; first dam by Joe Daniels, full sister to Lord
Rreck, winner of the Australian Derby last year.
The first mare is Undine, full sister to Lisette, the
Inner of ¥10,000 purse last fall In New York.
All these mares are for sale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my til-health and wish to close out all of my stock.
The standard-bred mares are all good individuals as
well as the runners. Will sell them together or singly
For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. S. SARGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal.

For Sale or Exchange.

LADY MARKHAM,
PACING RECORD, 2:17; TRIAL, 2:15.

By Bismarck, dam by Western, dound In every par-
ticular. Hix years old. Drives single or double. Also
ber brother,

JESSE P.,
PACER-RECORD, 2:36.

Can flbow three heats better than 2:20. They drive well
together, are well matched and would make a great
team, Pot fturther particulars address

R. It. !.i-,i>.;h'l I .

f..']uh Stable*, 103 Taylor Ml., S. F.
Or Breeder and Sportsman.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.
IntendiDg to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer ray

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of ihe breeding business. The stock I am
offering for sale are the best bred and 6nest

Individuals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

^living the entire stud will be given a very

off price. Time will be given at 6 per cent,

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeportj Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE TROTTING STALLION"

BLUB BULL,
(Known as CETISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired by Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80 in the list) dam
Maggie Rice, by Gage' > Logan 127 (sire of Skinkle Ham-
hletonian, 2:28 :1

.
( , and 3_'sires of 12,and 5 dams of 5 in the

list); grandam, Fanny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-
oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hambletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; grandam, Sally
Millerby Post Boy, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1879, the property of R. B.
Chisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the
finest-looking, purestgaited and most intelligent horses
in this State. His colts are all remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

also

A BROWN GELDING
six years old, sired by the above stallion out of a mare
by Gen, Reno 476-1. He is sound as a dollar, a pure trot-
ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address K,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

a iinr i.iur ye*x old italiton, standard and registered

J;iy .',, 1889; | h y Am^n,, -:M.
1 ; dam by BiCbO

"Hill rliun l.y .Mrl ... I .,
I
;!.,.. I. ||,iw li 767, He

is in bands iiiHi, blacl 01 real brown, mid a tine

lo<ker. Has never 1 n trained but shows plenty of

natural speed. B bown i mile as a Lbree-year-old

For part in i ,, addr

u. h i.niKiiiA,
bant* Ho»n, ('ill.19

STANDARD STALLION

FRED DRAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26J).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six In the list), he by Mes-
senfcer Duroc 106 (sire of 20 In the list), first dam, Min-
nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(Blreof 16 In the list) Fred Drake 4844, 2:26^, isasplen
did individual ; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs
over 1,100 lbs., Ib of excellent disposition. His record is

no mark of his speed as be can trot in :20 or belter with
training next season. Reason for selling Is that owner
Is engaged In other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

u. u u \n\t:it.

San Gabriel, Cal.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares 1

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts and fillies, yearlings, two and

three-yeak-olds.
Pedigrees and rull particulars can be obtained at the

office of the BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,
"lit Rush street San Francisco.

DON TOMAS
BY

AN TBVO LO,
Flrsi.lain Black Beu by Venture; second dam by East-
on* David mil; third dan. a Rockingham mare '

Price
|600, Bolld dark bay. black points; Hi hands; weighs
about liM Lba; well broken; never been trained.

JA6. n CHASE,
17 Mr.mil SI.

Greatest Sale of the Season!
Look For Next Week's Advertisement

of the

Combination Sale of Trotters
TO TAKE PLACE AT

NAPA, MARCH 8, 1893.
Some of the Choicest Stallions, Broodmares, Colts and Fillies Ever

Offered at Auction in California will be Disposed of.

THE DANE 11,304, by Stamboul, 2:07^, dam Dol-
ly McMaon (dam 01 Lilly Stanley, 2:17^). Tbis fel-
low is a true type of bis noted sire, and should make
a great trotter as well as a great sire. His colts,
now yearlings, are considered to be unsurpassed for
beauty and speed, and are all solid bays and browns
and are "young Stambouls."

ALCONA 730. sire of 5 in 2:30 list, three producing
sons and a producing daughter at fifteen years old,
by Almont 33, dam Queen Mary, by Mambrino Chiei.
No two of this sire's descendants have ever been
trained by the same man. His produce are forcing
their way to the front without booming. They all

^^trot fast and breed on. Alcona is^the greatest prize
winning stallion in California.

ALCOIVEKR 15,120, (5), brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19,
by Alcona 730, dam Madonna (dam of Alcona Jr.,
2:19, by Del Rey, 2:24^, and grandam ot Silas Skin-
ner, 2:17, King Orry> 2:

i

i3 , by Cassius M. Clay Jr.
22, etc.

THECJREATTROTTIXIJMARE LILLY STAN-
LEY, 2,17 1-2, dam of the sensational trotter
and pacers In Salisbury's string. It is expected that
one of these colts will "hit the two minute mark,"

A GREAT 3-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY DIRECT-
OR. 2:17 1-2, dam Tricks; second dam Katy
Tricks (dam of Conde, 2:20, and Empress, 2:24). This
is a magniHcent-looking one and will make a race
mare of the first class.

COMEDY, bl. f. (4>, by Director, 2:17, dam DollyMcMann {dam of Lilly Stanley, 2:17 '-i i. This filly
isa perfect counterpart of her famous'sire, and who-
ever gets her will have one of the greatest cam paign-
pc tn A mari/>Qers in America.

A TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLV BY «EO. WASH-INGTON, 2:20. out of Lucy bv McG'lellan H;i
This is a great tilly, il one is to udge by the way she
trots alongside a fast saddle horse.

A TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY SILAS SKIN-NER, 2:17, out of the famous old Lady Sargent
This one is a hummer, and will astonish everyone
at the sale by ber nice way of going.

CADCCAS 10,840 (4), by Almont Medium, 2:13^dam Amelia T. by Alcona 730, grandam Warwick
Maid (dam of Prince Warwick, trial 2:15, and War-
wick Medium, 2:35^ asa two-year-old over a half-
mile track i, by Almont Mambrino 761. iHere is one
of themnst fashionably bred young stallions iuthis
State, and is a race horse. If given an opportunity
will get a low mark this Fall.

A YEARLING FILLY BY AZMOOR, 2 :20 1-2
outof Urania by Kentucky Prince; second dam by
Hambletonian 10; third dam by American Star 14
This breeding needs no comments ; the filly is per-
fection.

A YEARLING FILLY BY DIRECTOR, 2:17 out
of Elma, 2:24, by Elmo 890. Tbis fillv is a natural
pacer and is "fast as a bullet.''

Besides these there are a number of mares and fillies by Stcinway, 2:25 V- Mountain Boy, (rrandissimo >'"3 I<, *

Alcona 730, Alconeer 15.120, The Dane 11,304, Director, 2:17, Silas Skinner, 2:17, Whippleton 1SS3 Geo Washing-
ton, 2:20, and other noted sires.

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stock Farm, having the four stallions—SINFAX, ST. CARLO
SUWAREOW and ORMONDE—and having no use for so many, desires to sell Sinfax.

A reasonable offer will be accepted. The horse is in prime condition for coming season

Address E. D. McSWEENY,
1211 Bush Street.

AT AUCTION.

Grand Clearance Sale
- OF

Imported Prize-Winning Stallions and

Broodmares,

Shire, Suffolk, French Coach
and Percherons,

lllilM; THE Ml'lllli STUD OF

Magnolia Stock Farm,
TO BE SOLD AT

Salesyard Cor. Van' Ness Ave. and Market Sts.,

THURSDAY, FEB. 23, 1893.
Twenty-five head to select from, Catalogues will be

mailed on application to

THBO. SK1LLMAN, Pi'talutna,

Or KTL1.JP & Co., Auptioneprs.
ifcS~Horses may be seen at yards for three days pre-

vious to sale.

FOR SALE

Nutwood Mare,
FLORENCE R., 2:26 1-4.

A beautiful mare, large and a good breeder. For

prices and particulars, address

B. P..SHAWHAN,
PAVE fTE, IDAHO.

FOR SALE.
Black filly, coming three years old, sired by.DIrector

2:17, dam by Priam, sire of Frank M. Can be seen
itt Bay District Track up to 15th inst.,wherea trial will

he given In harness by calling on J. Murphy. For price

pedigree, etc., call on MATT KERR,
116 Lcidesdorff street, San Francisco.

FOR SAL.K
Imported Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

the 1200-mile llyers. Only a few pairs. Will be sold at
#10 per pair. Apply L. VlLLEIUIA,

2102 Elm Street, Oakland Cal.
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Peremptory Closing-Out Sale
OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,
THE PROPERTY OF

mr. j. a. Mcdonald,

ASYLUM STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK

===== THE GREAT =====

HIGHLAND STOCK FARM
Near Lexington, Ky

.,The __o_o.. of Tlie

ON

Thursday and Friday, March 2nd and Sitf

The sale will comprise 125 head, and will represent all the popular breeds known upon the coast. Prominent
among the strains represented are GUY WILKES, DIRECTOR, SABLE WILKES, LEO WILKES, RUPEE.
SIDNEY, CEN. BENTON, ECLECTIC, DAWN. DEXTER PRINCE, PANCOAST. The colts and fillies are
mostly by sons of Electioneer, Director Jr., Stamboul, Simmicolon and other noted horses. This will be the
choicest offering ever made in this State, and is worthy of the closest attention of breeders and the publi*
generally. The catalogues will be issued at as early a date as possible, and will be forwarded upon application to

KILLIP & CO . Live Stock Auctioneers,
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mighty -:- Red -:- Wilkes
S',

IX HUNDRED AND SEVENTY (670) acres of unsurpassed Blue Grass soil, all In grans, two
hundred and fifty (250) acres being beautiful, open woodland. About twenty (20j large stock barns

of 200 box stalls. Numerous paddocks with roomy boxes. Various cottages and other houses for

employees. Coachman's quarters, vehicle and harness apartments, veterinary and farrier's office

and shop, and numerous other buildings rehired In this extensive business. The main residence Is

an imposing two-story brick of twelve rooms. Another with eight rooms with conservatory and
billiard hall; both of recent build, supplied with all modern conveniences of water works, gas ltgbta

and electric bells, which latter also connect outbuildings with the office. Telephone connection with
Lexington. Only four miles to center of the city by turnpike and Louisville Southern Railroad, Sta-

tion on margin of farm. Numerous daily trains. Pure limestone water to every enclosure by three

force pumps and also by windmill. Living springs, pools and a number of large cisterns at the

dwelling and barns. The best private track in the State. Farm enclosed and subdivided by the best

fencing. The entire place Is high table land, affording good drainage, insuring good health to stock

and early and more nutritious grasses, in which two particulars Highland has always excelled.

Will have ready in a short time a detailed printed description of this great establishment, and
later on will supplement this by a lithographed diagram of the entire place in its subdivisions and
photographic views from different perspectives, all of which will be mailed to you on demand.

With great reluctance Messrs. France & Son agree to part with Highland, so delightful a home
and a business too, which the public is aware has proven such a signal success, but the health of the

former will not permit blm to continue longer in the business. The price is made to insure an imme-
diate sale. ADDRESS

JERRY DELPH & SONS, _____ LEXINGTON KY
MANAGERS OF THK BLUE GRASS LAND AGENCY.

FLEETWOOD'S $35,000 MEETING.
The Driving Club of New York

WILL GIVE

$12,500 For a Champion Stallion Race, op™ to the worm.

$6,000 for Two, Three and Four-Year-Olds.

$16,500 Beserved for Specials to be Announced Later.

To be trotted for over FLEETWOOD TRACK, Morrisania, New York City, the week following the

Grand Circuit meeting at Hartford, Conn , Sept. 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1893.

No. 1. Purse $12,500 For free-for-all trotting stallions. Entrance £1,000, paya-
bleas follows; February 15, $250, WHEN HORSE MUST
BE NAMED, with right of substitution on or before last™

™

———————,——™

™

—™—™—™—™—™—"" payment; April 15, $250: May 15, $250; June 15, $250. Di-
vision of purse, $7,500 to first, $2,500 to second, $1,500 to third, .*l,00o to fourth. Nominators are lia-

ble for 6rst payment only, but if a nominator fails to make any of the subsequent payments when
due, heshsll surrender his nomination and payments made to the Club, together with right of
substitution. This right means that the nominator, or his assigns, can substitute any other eligi-

ble horse in place of the one nominated, on making the fourth payment, provided the previous
payments have been duly made. Five fully paid entries and three horses to start, are required to
make the race.

No.

No

No.

2

3

4.

$^,000 For two-year-olds eligible to 3:00 class. Trolling. Mile heats.

q»p OOO ^0r THEEE_YEAE '0LDS and under eligible to 2:40 class. Trot-ip*Z,\J\J\J
t [Dg C. J. Hamlin's Americus barred. Mile heats, best 3 in 5.

a»Q OOO ^or FOOR-YEAR-° LI,S and under eligible to 2:35 class. Trot-*^iuuu ting. C. J. Hamlin's Americus barred. Mile heats, best.'! in 5.

Condition S—For purses, two, three and four, entrance fee $100, payable
15, $20 ; April 15, $20 ; May 15, $20 ; June 15, $20, and July 15, $10. Division of colt purses, 50, 25,

of, he shall receive first money only. That portion of the purse not divided under the foregoi

Rules of National Trotting Association to govern. Entries should be addressed to

is_ follows: February 15, $10, "WHEN COLT MUST BE NAMED; .March
15 and 10 per cent. In the event of any horse distancing the field, or anv part Ihere-
ng condition to be reserved for a new race to be contested for by the distanced horse.

SAMUEL McMILLAN, President.

W. B. FASIG, Vice-President.
THOMAS GREENWOOD, Secretary,

PLBE1W0 3D PARK MORRISANIA. NEW YORK CITY.

SAMUEL McINTYBK, PRESIDENT. L. G. HARDY, Tskasljikr. B. \V. PARKS,

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK gSr>-riiigr 3\/Eeeti__gr 1893

TTJUXT-i-
Stakes to Close March 15

Stabling Ample

THE SPRING RAGES.

Till i.nkr'. Driving Park Spring Meeting will

be 1m-i.i in June, 1893 (exact dates given later),

with the following programme of races :

SATURDAY. JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.

IVtli to
820,000 I3XT PURSES. S_0,000

24ttt, Inclusive, 1893.
1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.
and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

2:20 Pace f1,000
2:J0 Trot 400
Two-year stake (No. 2j 1,000

Three-Quarter-Mile Dash 200

MONDAY, JUNK 19, SKCO.\D DAY.
3:00 Trot 500
3:00 Pace 500
2:85 Trot 500
One-Mile Dash 300

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.THIRR DAY.
2:20 Trot 1,000
2:16 Pace 1,000
2 '.1i Pact' 500
One-Halt-MJie Dash '.'.'.

...7.7.V.V."".7".y.7.7..'.7. 200

WEDNESDAY, JUNK 21. FOURTH DAY.

POHBK.
2:29 Trot 4 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year Stake No. li 1.000

Five-Eljrhlh-Mile Dash 200

THLRSDXY, JUNK 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot 1,000
•i;M Pace 500
2:45 Pace 400
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash 800

FRIDAY, JUNE 23. SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace [,000
Three-Year Stake (No.3j 1,000
2:25 Trot 000
One-Half-Mlle Run and Repeat 300

SATURDAY. JUNK 21, SEYENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot I [,000
Merchants' stake. 2-year-olds CNo. 1 1,000
Derby Hun, 1 'initios 800
Reserved for Special and Novelty Races.... J.aou

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RACKS FOR TROTTERS.
stake [tuci'H Clote March 15, 1898

1. Mile Beau, besl 2 In 3, Merchants' Blake,
(? I .OOO. —For Dub, Wyoming and Idaho, two year
olds or under, Entrance fee as sel forth i>> conditions:
|10 payable March 16th, when ''"it musi be named, |16
April 15th, $15 May 15th and ?in r before? o'.-lx-k of
day previous to race.

2. Mil.' II.-j.i-. bestS ln3,Stnkc#1.000.— For
two-yearn iids or under. Entrance (be as sel forth hi
conditions: *i<i payable Marco I6tb, when coll most be
Darned, ti5_ ril ifitb, #16 Hay 16 and 110 on or before ;

o'clock of day previous to race.
3. Mil.- Heats, best 3 In A, Stake _1,OOO For

thr rear-old; or ler. Entrance fee as sei forth In
conditions: jiu payable Marcb isth.when—lecolt niUBt
in- named, $15 April 15th, 916 Wav loth and BIO on or be-
fore 7 o'clock ofday previous to rare.

I. Mil. II.-..I-. I.e-r :t , ,. ;, -i - -l.tKMI. i

four-year-olds or tinder. Entrance (be asset forth in
-

.
-i 'i payable March 16th, when coll must be

named, ilfi \prtl l.'.Mi. 016 May 16th and ?ln on or befon
7 o'clock ofday previous to race.

CONDITIONS.
111 pui > races Ave to e r and three to start

Entrance (be ~. per cent, which musi ace pans
nomination, with addli d 6 per oent from all
winner*, a bone distancing the Held in Pui e oi
Stake races entitled t.. am m v y. i N , .„ i, stak*>

the guaranteed value of rac ly will be paid. Rlgbi
reserved to declare offanj stake race that does not dll
satisfactory totbeasaoelailon, In which ens..
money will !>•• refunded. In racli rare

i

divided 60, 26, 16 and 10. ["he assoclatloi
right to Changs order ,.r programme, Usual weather
clause, in running races American racing rules togov-
ern. Honey in running
per cent entrance and - additional from n I

Entries to Stake i

to Pone roci - close J i it, 1691 Bull
Trotting Association tu govern ol

Address all nominations and com rutin leal Ions to

G. W. PARKS, Secretarv
i- O. B \ •:> Ban i, n k.- Olt> t
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SPRING MEETING lb9o
OF THE

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders

ASSOCIATION,

TO BE HELD IN MAY OR JUNE, 1893.

Exact Dates to be Announced
Hereafter.

Entries to Close April 1st.

DASHES—Only $10 En-

trance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300. %&£?'•J*
able April 1st, 1883, and IS additional from non-starters,

to he paid at lb- time of declaring out tbeday before the

race Purse to be divided into two moneys: <5percent-

to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. SS^nSSS-
S10 entrance payable April 1, 1893, and 45 additional

from non-starters, to be paid at the time of declaring

out the dav before the race. Purse to be divided into

two moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-year-old Purse, $300. £&*SLrSiP£
trance, payable April 1, 1893, and *S additional from non-

staners to be paid at the lime of declaring out, the day

before the race. Purse to be divided into two moneys

:

75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent to second

horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.

(Palo Alto Stock Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm
barred.)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.

Mile dash; $10 entrance, payable April 1, 1893, and 35

additional from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-

ing out the dav betore the race. Puree to be divided into

two moneys : 75 per cent, to the winner and 2o per cent,

to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.

One and one-sixteenth miles dash: $10 entrance, payable

April l 1*93 and >5 additional from non-starters, to be

paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.

Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the

winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Four-year-old Encouragement 'Purse, $300.

One and one-eighth miles dash; $10 entrance, payable

\pril 1 1893, and So additional from non-starters, to be

paid at the time of declaring out the day before the race,

purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to

winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, $500. rgfJfS:
trance *15, payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additional

from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out

the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three

moneys: 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

2:28' Class Trotting PursB, $400. ?gfSf^
trance $12, payable April 1. 1893, and $8 additional from
non-starter*, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys-
60. 30 and 10 per cent-

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, $500. Si entrance

$15. payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additional for non-

starters to be paid at time of declaring out the day be-

fore the race. Purse to be divided Into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Many Additional Purses Will

be Mven
For Class Races and Special Events,

which "will be made to close at 5 p.

m. on each day of the meeting for

the folio-wing race day, entrance to

which -will be 3 per cent, from start-

ers and 2 per cent, additional to de-

clare out.

CONDITIONS.
No horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by

others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligi-

ble to the above purses, but horses owned ouisideof the

Pacific Coast are eligible thereto, regardless ofmember-

Ali states and Territories lying in whole or in part

west of the Rocky Mountains are held to be part ol the

Pacific Coast
The Directors reserve the right to change the bouraDd

flaj of anv race, except when It becomes necessary to

ante-date a race, in which Instance the nominator will

reo Ive tb ree days' notice of change by mail to address
of entry.

BDtnefl not declared out by five o'clock p. M. of the
dav i')'

' flliiy liit- race shall be required to start.

Wh.n there Is more thrn one entry to purses by one

Rerson ot In one Interest, the horse to be started must
. named by five o'clock p. M.of the day preceding the

race.
Five in enter and three to start.

In nil ilitxh races where there are more than six Btart-

Bi tbi number Of starters shall be divided by lot; each
. 1 1 \ I k 1 1 i shall constitute a nice. For Instance, should
there be more than six starters and not more than
twelve) there -hull he two divisions. If more than
twelve) then three divisions, the divisions being as
near] equal as the number will permit; in case of

I
four and three; or nine, live and four, etc. When

undei this rule il becomes necessary to fllvide the num-
i uirters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of

the amount ol tbeputseln case there are two divisions.

and 60 percent. Of the amount of the purse in case there

are three divisions. The total amount to be equally
n the divisions, the first horse In each

division to receive 75 per cent, and the second 26 per
cent.
TrottliiK^und racing colors shall be named by live

on the day preceding the race, and must be

il"" 1 ''"' tra«rk.

Otherwl an the above, National Trotting Associa-

tion Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions ol

the American TmttlJiK Asocial Imi will be rocognlzed.

Apnllcntt'MiN lor Mrinl»rrnhlp.

Persons desirous of making entries In purses, and who
.

,
.

, .
i olui rj the P. i

' T. h. B A..should moke
arplfcaiinti (ormembershlpto the Secretary before April
' '808.

F. W. KKLLKY, Secretary.
313 Hush Street, Ban Francisco, Cal.

p-i.i'ii CAIRN HtMi'hO.\, Prealdent.

THE SIXTH DISTRICTfAGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION,

Los Angeles,
Announce the following Stakes and Purses, to close

FEBRUARY 21, 1893, to be run at their

SPRINGMEETING 1898
For which a programme will be arranged for

Seven Days Racing
THERE VYILL.BE OVER-NIGHT RACES

AT ALL DISTANCES TO SUIT
THE HORSEMEN.

Los Angeles has one of the finest and safest tracks in

America.

SATURDAY, MARCH 18.

Race No.1. The Southern California Futurity.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1891). Purse ?1,000. of which
|700 to the first, $200 to the second and $100 to the third.

Colts to carry 115 and fillies 112 pounds. $40 to nomi-
nate and $25 additional from starters. Half-mile.

Race No. 2. The Los Angeles Derby. £47??;
three-year-olds (foals of 1890); of $40 each, S10 forfeit ;

5300 added, of which $100 to the second and $50 to the
third horse. Five pounds below the scale. One and
one-eighth miles.

MONDAY, MARCH 30.

Race No. 3. The Citrus Belt Handicap. Jr."'!
Purse $1,000, of which $700 to the first, $200 to the second
and $100 to the third horse. $40 to nominate and $25 ad-
ditional from starters. Weights announced March 15.

One mile.

Race Ho. 4. The Maiden Plate. ?OI *%?*££.
olds (foals of 1891) owned south oi the San Joaquin Val-
ley; of v25 each, half forfeit ; $150 added, of which $50 to
the second. Five pounds below the scale. Three and
one-half furlongs.

TUESDAY, MARCH 21.

Race No. 5. The Wild West. *&Sr5H££
Purse $800, of which $600 to the first, ?150 to the second
and §50 to the third horse. Five pounds below the
scale. The winner of the Southern California Futurity
to carry seven pounds extra. Non-winners at this
meeting of a two-year-old race, if beaten once allowed
four pounds, twice seven pounds. Entrance §40. Four
and one-half furlongs.

Race No. 6. The Champion Stakes.
A "2;.

for all ages ; of £40 each, $10 forfeit ; §250 added, of which
100 to second horse. One mile.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22.

Race No. 7. The Ornnge Grove Stakes.
A sweepstake for three-year-olds (foals ol 1890) ; ot $30
each, $5 forfeit; $200 added, of which $75 to the second
horse. Ten pounds below the scale. Winners of races
at the last Blood Horse meeting aggregating in value
$2,000 to carry ten pounds and of $1,000 seven pounds
extra. Non-winners in 1S92 allowed five pounds. Maid-
ens allowed ten pounds. On« mile.

Race No. 8. The Western Slide. *&£"^,
of which $75 to the second horse. Winners of three
races in 1892 at five-eighths of a mile or less to carry six
pounds extra. Non-winners in 1892 of purses and
stakes aggregating in value $1,000 allowed five pounds.
Maidens allowed eight pounds. Twenty dollars en-
trance. One-half mile.

THURSDAY, MARCH 23.

Race No. 9. The Pacific Handicap. lfef.
Purse $500, of which §100 to the second horse. Weights
announced at 5 o'clock the night before the race. Dec-
larations to be made before 6 o'clock the same night. $20
tonominateand $15 additional fromall starters. Three-
quarters of a mile.

Race No. 10. The Volante Stakes. ftoir?£
all ages; of $40 each, §10 forfeit, $250 added, of which $100
to the second. One and a quarter miles.

FRIDAY, MARCH 25.

Race No. 11. The Junior Handicap. fSkSfi
Purse $600, of which $425 to the first, §125 to the second
and $50 to the third horse. Weights announced at 5
o'clock the night preceding the race; $30 entrance.
Five furlongs.

Race No. IZ. Owners' Handicap. Kg
$10 from starters, to go to the second horse. One and
one-sixteenth miles.

SATURDAY, MARCH 26.

Sweepstake
for all ages ; of $25 each, $10 forfeit ; $150 added, of which
$50 to second horse. Seven and one-half furlongs.

Race No. 14. Selling Race. g? ,

a
of

a
fhic5

u
PS

to the second. Horses entered to be sold for $800 to
carry full weight ; if for less, three pounds allowed for
each $100 down to $200. Beaten horses at this meeting
allowed two pounds additional for each defeat. Ten
dollars entrance. Five furlongs.

CONDITIONS.
Races to begin each day at 1 o'clock. The Pacific

Coast Blood Horse rules to govern all races.

The Board reserves the right to declare off any and
all races on account of bad weather or any other just
cause.

L THORYE, Secretary
107J<i N. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

J. C. NEWTON. President

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

GUY WILKES 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 2;11

Regal Wilkes 5 2:113f
Alanna(p>5 2:11^
Muta Wilkes 4 2:14^
Chris Smith (p) 7 2:14)$

Hulda 4 2:143,'

Hazel Wilkes 7 2:14#
Una Wilkes 6 2:15

Lillian Wilkes 3 2:17§(
Sable Wilkes 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes 3 2:18)4'

Nutwood Wilkes 3 2:20^
Lynwood Wilkes 2 2:20'4

and 17 others in 2:30 list

CARKIE MALONE
Sister to

Chas. Derby_ 2:20

Steineer 2:29 Vg

Guy Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:1

Guv Wilkes 2:1

Wilson 2:1

So So 2:1

and 75 others in the list

Lady Bunker
Dam of

El Standi 22
Guy Wilkes , 2:1

William L
(Sire of Axtell, 2:12)

DANTON MOULTRIE is a bay
pure-gaited trotter* He will be g:

- Steinway, 2:25 3-4
Sire of

W. Wood(p) 2:

Cricket (p) 2:

Cffisar i 2:

Strathwav„ 2:

Chas. Derby 2:

and 4 others in the list

„ Katy (3
Dam of

Chas. Derby 2:

Steineer .2;

stallion, black points, perfect in
l race record this fall.

I

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of

. i 40 in 2:30 list

I

L DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

I MAMBRINO PATCHEN 5S
sire of

. { 24 in 2:30 list

I

I LADY DUNN
Dam of

Joe Bunker, 2:19)4

f STRATHMORE 408
Sire of

. \ 42 in 2:30 list

I

L ABBESS
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

r ELECTIONEER 125
ftire of

. i 132 in 2:30 list

I FANNY MALONE
:29M Grandam of

Maud C. 2:19

conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a

it; 1-

19
;:20

SOUDAN SIOS, RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

SIRE OF NUBIA C3), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Suitan. 2:24 'sire of Stamboul, 2:07>~; Alcazar, 2:20V£ and 26 others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab

-

cock dam of Elector, 2:21' j, grandsireof Joe, 2:29 '4; Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy,2:2-i, and Sulwood, 2:27, Soudan
>">7>^ dam of Nubia, 2:29' ,),~bv Hambletonian 725 (sire of fifteen 2:30 pertormers>; second dam Dubois mare, by

a son 'of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of goodjsize, perfect in

form, gentle in disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1393, ending July 15th, at $100, with usual return privilege, at

the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage $5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address D. J MUtlPHY, Moorland Stock Farm, MUpltas, Cal.

Son of THE MARQUIS (Winner of the St. Leger
and Two Thousand Guineas, and second for the Epsom
Derby, he by the great Stockwell out of Cinizelli, by
Touchstone).
First dam, Lamorna (sold for 1.050 guineas i, by Fire-

works; second dam Nightlight (sold for 206 guineas
when 22 years old) , dam of Waxligbt, sire of San Pedro

;

Nightlight by Archy ('son of Camel, that sired Touch-
stone). The" sixth dam of imp. Chesterfield (Caraa-

rine's dam, by RubeDS, brother to Castrel, sire of Pan-
taloon), is the ninth dam of the great filly Princess, by
imp. Cheviot. Then he traces through the most
fashionable families in the English Stud Book to six-

teenth dam, Farmer Mare, by Chittaby.
Imp. CHESTERFIELD won in Australia the Shorts

Handicap. Flying Handicap and Town Plate, Wollon-
gong (2 miles), Christmas Handicap, Sydney, besides

being second four times and third twice in a number of

the best events.
Imp. CHESTERFIELD is the sire of six winners m

the Antipodes this season, including the cracks Temple-
stone. Loiterer, Haughty and Lardy-Dardy.
This magniticently-bred race horse and sire will

make the season at CHESTER BAN* FARM (late

Hinkston Ranch), Sonoma County, about half-way
between Petaluma and Sonoma. Mares can be sent to

Lakeville ner steamer Gold.
TERMS. S40, with usual return privilege and pas-

turage for one month, but dams of stake-winners will

be taken at half price. Every care taken, but no liabil-

ity assumed for accidents or escapes. Apply to

Prof. THOMAS BOWMLLF.R.C.V.S.,
Care Bbkedeb and Sportsman,

Or P. O. Box 8, Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner

owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

SPLENDID RACE 1RACK
that will be kept |in first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in, Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my persona1

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

The Standard-Bred Stalliou

Count Anteeo
14.692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

Woodland Race Track.

DESCRIPTION.—COUNT ANTEEO 14,692 is a
handsome dark bay in color, with a star in theforebead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, wilt be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,
record 2:16'4 (sire of James Madison, 2:17^. Myrtle (3)

2:19J£, Alfred G., 2:19^, Redwood. 2:21 >4, Maudee, 2 :24V,,

Ethel Mac, 2:29V.-;, Sunset, 2:29-.,, Anteeo Jr., 2:26>6, An-
teeo Richmond, 2:24^, Electeeo, 2:29W, Eoline, 2:20,
Maud M.. 2:20V:, and two others inthelist). Anteeo was
sired by Electioneer, 125 i sire of Sunol, 2:08V:i, Palo Alto,
2:08%£, Arion (2) 2:10%, Advertiser (3) 2:16 and 128 others
in the list).

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18%', Strathway,
2:19, Morna, (trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18 Vs. Countess was sired by Hambletonian,
725 (sireof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,
Longfellow, 224V4, and 10 others in the list; ; second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, $60 FOR THE SEASON,K&S
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in aDy
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. H. SMITH,
RACE TRACK. - - - WOODLAND. CAL.

D0Y0UDR1N
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. Clears

the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the nerves. If

you use liquor at all, never be without it, worth one-half
your hie. Greatest liver and Mdney specific on earth.
All druggists keep it. 25 cents a box, by mail on receipt
of price. Prentiss Chemical Manufacturing Co., 406

California street, San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION
(Full Brother to a Champion Trotter that Now Holds

One of the World's Records),

Sired by one of the Greatest and Most Fashionably-Bred Sires, and of

Excellent Breeding on the Dam's Side.

This Stallion is a handsome individual of splendid conformation, good size, has shown great speed, and is capable of trotting in 2:20.

Will be leased for the season to responsible parties on contract for a specified amount, or (o be bred on shares to a limited number of

mares. An excellent opportunity for some one having well-bred mares and who will be willing to stand a horse in payment for the privilege

of breeding to his own mares. The horse will be stood this year at a low service fee.

For the name of horse and further particulars addresa XX
,

P. O. Box 2300. Care of Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Nutwood Stock Farm
For the Season of 1893.

RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE VK6.Nutwood Wilkes -:

By GUV WILKES, 2:15 1-4; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 14, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.
NUTWOOD WILKES is a handsome

chestnut in color, stands 15.3 hands high.
Is level-headed, kind and Intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

Rupee fp) 2:11

Alannah (pj "2:11
'

.

Regal Wilkes 2:11 \,

Muta Wilkes 2:14«
Chris. Smith (p)_ 2:li,U

Hazel Wilkes 2:145»
Hulda 2:14?^

Una Wilkes 2:li

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

L LIDA W.. 2:1811-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20^
At three years.

Geo. White*, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2:13 l "

Guy Wilkes 2:15'.,

Wilson 2:1B',

Richardson, J. B 2:1694
Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 76 others in the 2:30
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 215'i
El Mahdi 2-.25VJ
William L

(sire of Axtell '3) 2:12.

who sold for $105,000).

I

iVutwood 600, 2:18 3-4- !

Sire of
Manager 2:09ii
Lockheart 2:13 I

Nuthurst.. 2,U#
Belmont Boy 2:15

Nutpine „ 2:15*,
And 96 others from 2:16 to

2-30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2:10« Isold for
$125,0001 : Sabiedale (2),
2:1W; Vida WUkes (3),
2:H«: Myrtle (3), 2:19k;
Nutwood Wilkes (3) 2:20J^,
and 40 others from 2:H to
2:30.

Belle.-
Dam of

Lida W 2:18)4

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17M. and

39 others in 2:30 list: and
dams of Stamboul. 2:07',,

and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 21 in the 2:30 list and
the dams of 84. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18'4.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19V>>
by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
in the 2:30 list

BELMONT 64
Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14'.,

;

Nutwood, 2:18a,'; Wedge-
wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19%,
and 38 others In the list,

and of the dams of 47.

MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:085tf;

Nutwood, 2:18 *j ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2-24!^; Russia, 2:28;
andgrandam of Kremlin.
2:07 '£.

r GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:40 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23>£ (sire of Lucy.
2:18% ;

grandslre of Stam-
boul, 2:07^).

{ REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:18% >

._ _
i

- m M —» ^-r- _ _ _ by Williamson's BelmontTITTITTICT L_ll TVTT^i < slre of Venture, 2:27%; 8
1 9 M ^L. M 1^«—^ -- K -U^l ) dams of 2:30 trotters, and

Limited to Twenty-Five Approved Outride Mares at $75 the grandsire of Directum (3),

igeason, from Feb. 15 to June 1, 1893. 2:11',, >.

He will then be trained for a record. Direct Line is a fine-looking bay horse, stands 15 J4 hands high, and is a
splendid individual. He is bv Director, 2:17 < who sold for STo.OOOj ; sire of Directum, 2:11%, champion three-year-

old in a race; Evangeline. 2:11
'., at four years old in a race; Margaret S., 2:12,'£, and Direct, 2:05)i, champion

pacing stallion, and tourteen others from 2:10'
| to 2:30.

Dollv. dam of Director, 2:17, is also the ikini of Czarina, 2:21 ; Thorinlule, 2:22!- isire of seven trotters from
'-IK 1

, to" 2:3n aii'l the dams of nine in tin- list ) : (.inward. 2:25' , ('sire of sixtv-four with records from 2:14-i4
' to 2:30,

and the dams of twelve from 2:14^ to 2:30]; Dictator 113 is the sire of Director. 2:17; Phallas, 2:KH, ; Jay-Eye-See,
2:10 trotting and 2:06% pacing, and thirty-nine otiiers from J:16.Si to 2:30, and of the dams of Nancy Hanks, 2:04

(the world's record), and twenty-seven others from 2:19% to 2:30. Clara, dam of Dictator, Dexter, 2:17%, and iwo
others in the 2:30 list, is by American star 14. sire of four trotters and the dams of forty-live in the 2:30 list

.

Dictator is by Hambletonian 10, sire of forty trotters and of the dams of ninety-two in the list. The dam of Direct
Line is I.ida \V., 2:18%, dam of Nutwood Wilkes. 2:20%' at three years, and is the fastest daughter of the great
Nutwood <;ou, 2:1S !, who is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1S92, he
having put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four in the 2:30 list. [For Lida W. see tabulated pedigree.]

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15 119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES Al 350 FOR THE SEASOX.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD i
5
" » handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches

high, and is the sire of Maud C„ 2:19; Annie C, 2:25; Albert H, 2:27%: Mollie C, 2:37%, and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood GOO, 2:18$L dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood GOO and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

unrr. You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
I1U I L. ?ree closely, then you will see that there Is not only 7 great performers In it, but the greatest ofsires,

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedigree of two voung stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15% and Director, 2:17 were not only fast and game race horses
themselves, but are producing young and extremely game race horse speed to a wonderful extent Guy Wilkes,
2:15%, is the onlv horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Director is the sire of Direct, 2:05^., the fastest

pacha; stallion, "and Directum, 2:11%. the fastest three-year-old race horse the world ever saw. Now. with these

two sires on one side of Nutwood Wilkes and Direct Line, and Lida W., 2:18%, the fastest daughter of the great
Nutwood 600, 2:18%, on the other side, I cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to

either of these two young horses. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get lhat

nine times out of ten. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following season free ol service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services ot any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per ceni. of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $3 per mouth, and when the condition of the animals requires
It, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at -?10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but uo liability lor

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad All hills are due at lime of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to

leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15ih to Aug. 1st., 1893.

Young Stocls. Jj'oxr Sale.
i$5j- Visitors^welcome any day, Address

MARTIN CARTER,
Nutwood Stock Farm, Irvington, Alameda Co., Cal.

BOODLE 5829
Will make the SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBEUAEY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.

RECORD, 2:21
1

In Fifth Heat

1'EDIGREE. Vermont Hero 141

0]

(GEN. WASHINGTON 1161..
^

(Trial 2:20). sire of Poem,
]

(GEN. KNOX HO, 2:3l!S -I

Sire of If; trotters utHl 21 I Duni of Searcher

<

CM

a"
«

,

CO
10

H

a
o

n

sires of 32 and 1-1 damsof
14 in the list. ( Mttmbrino Chief 11

.,DY THORN, 2:l»'i •

sister to Mumb. Patchen 08 I Rhodes Mare, by Gano
and grimdiitn of Putli,

2:24 |' Hambletonian 10

ABDALLAH 1.5 1

sir. .,!« trotters and 13 I Kaly Darling
sires of ins and 22 flams
of 27 in th list. |

Abdallah 1

and under, and won more LOLD AB. 2:40 <

monev than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. tUntraced
trotter that ever lived. . . „ . .

j

Abdullah 1

•J:27
]

I: i;i-ii.Benham,2:29!
ox Eye, 2:28V; Luzerne,
2:27)$; Mambrino Thorn,
2:29. and 4 others in 2:30.

fStrancer 3O30
Sire of

Broomal 2:17«
Bellona 2:1»'4

I

Nominator.. 2:21'.; I goldsmith MAID. 2:11

Boodle 2:21Ji Trotted 114 heats in 2:20

Moloch 2:21><

Stanza 2:
i

."J'
1

Hazel Dell... 2:24ft
Nominee 2;243 i'

Strangler 2:26W (HAMBLETONIAN 10

Myriad 22814 **i*e "'' " trotters and 110 I Chas Kent Mare
Kathleen'.!.! 2:29 ^

,
JAY (inrUi I'.'T !

siren of 783, and 63 damn
febolla . 2:29« I

l Record 2:203 : trial 2:19)4] !
of 72 In the 2:80 list

f
American Star 1-1

BlreofPIxlev. :i'>: a>uu- ladv SANFOBD -

Gould, 2:19; King Pbilin, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; t Old Sorrel,by Exton
3:21: Alladin, 2:^i 1 -.: An- Allle K.,2:2f>'..; Liz/.lr K,, BcllDBe

soma 2:'.7 !

,; I'ml.-. L'iJT
1

-., _l::'.n ' - ; Nam. It* K ,
2::mi -,. i Vermont Jilucfc HftWkfi

Dundee, 2.'28,aad Mothers i ETHAN ali.en 43, 2-.26X
In 2:30 list.

j
And 2:13 with mate: sire) Messenger Mare

i TID A (record '2:38^1 < of trotters and I9slrefl

Sister to Le Blonde, trial of 71, and 1 4 dams of ir,.
(

Abdallah I

2:24, record 2;U}4. >
.
DAUdHTKK OF

I I'ntracod

DESCRIPTION.
BOODLE, in color, is a seal brown: stands hi hands and weighs 1.101 mils. He Has splendid limbs, B kind

disposition, and Is, in fact, a perfect boreeln every reaper*. He laonlyseven years of a«e, and bas nol been '.red

to many mares, vet all oi his progeny show that they aredesilned to be greai perrormen BOODLE was never
handled for spe«.;>l until very bite last year, and nianv who saw him get his rf<-<>r-t believe be will trot below 2:20

this year. TKKM*. #IO« fOft I'HK >*BAMI\'. with the usual return prU 1 1. .-!:. Kxct-lli-iit care taken ul

mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. C. A. STOt.:KTOi\ «it CO., Owners.

Pen Horn.... 2:30

Bride <

Dam of Trenton,
|

2:41 H, full broth'r
to Boodle, 2:21,^. '

SOUTHER-:- FARM,-:- 1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By EleclioDeer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Bemon 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FOKTY APPROVED MAJtES.

Glen Fortune - Fee, $25 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20.233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:20', (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05$, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,

(two years), 2:10$.

Jester D. 5696 ... -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old

trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers

in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p). 2:26 1-2

THE MOOR S70
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, aire of Stamboul,
2;07K, Beautiful Belli, 2:29 i dam
of Bell Boy, 2:19 l i,and Hinda
Rose, 2:19).

i Clay Pilot93,sire of Fred V.£H22lt
..i Billy R..2:24'.,, and others.

L Belle of Wabash

DEL SUR. 2:24 <

Sire of
Don Tomas 2:20

Cousin Joe 2:20'/4 LGRETCHEX
San Pedro fp) 2:10% Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

rBY NORWOOD 522
Sire ot

Tommy Norwood, 2:24M; Ida
Norwood, 2:26J4.IMOUEXE ..

Dam of
Guide ..2:H>»;

DAUGHTER OF .

f
Mambrino Pilot, sire of Ham-

-J
brino Gift, 2:20: Hannis, 2:17K.

I. Canada Chief

f Hambletonian 10. sire of Elec-
i tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2:07**;.

I Lady Fallis, by American Star 1*4

dum of Gretcben (dam of
Clingstone, 2:14i.

l American Star 14, sire of dam of
I Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,

•; 2:10, and the dam of Nancy
I Hanks, 2:04).

L Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
Electioneer and St. Juliet], 2:11.

DELWIN 14,681. Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, if he has no set-
backs, pace in 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar; 15.1^ hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he Is one of the finest-formed horses for great speed in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that his half-brother, Guide, 2:16'4, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2;07's; he has two crosses of American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2:07>2 ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:18>4, combining altogether the same blood lines that lav In
he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20. hian Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Cousin"Joe,
2:20'4, being a full brother to the dam Jof Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom, 2:29^, Sabiedale, 2:18' ,, and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out of any kind of mares.

TERMS 040, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not he re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin. the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. HEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,
Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1 893, commencing February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track. Pleasanton.

SERVICE FEE (With usual return privilege), payable at end of Senson .. .._ 8ioo

mA T)T f~\ was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2';. hands and in conformation,
r\ DJj' ' disposition and action Is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14Vt waa made in his second race on the turf and Is no mark of his

Bpeed as a pacer. His breeding entitles liim to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions! In

Aiu.Tica. He i* bv t'has. Derby (record 2:20 in sixth beat), brother toStelneer, 2:2'.i |

J , by Steinway; dam Bi-rttni,

sister to Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 2:2.1: second dam Burcena dam of
Alaric, sin- o"f Victor B., 2:20' , i, by Bayard .">3 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:I2 1

-
J on half mile track and IS

otln-rs in list); third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, including Swlgert and King Iter by Mam-
brinn Oilier II; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:2U,, and Donald, 2:27 1. by Parker's Brown PUot,
sin' of Sophronia, grnndam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Stelnway, dam Katy G., dam of two In list,

by Electioneer : seond dam Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Niagara (sire or Fairmont, 2:22

third dam Fanny Wickliani, the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of a daughter of imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Mare, Ladv Wultermlre and Fanny G,, great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08i(, appear In this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Steinway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen. Bambletonbui LO and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY <fc RICHARD*. Owners, .... PLEASAIVTOX, CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage #5 per month.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Holt oflmti. AuHlrnlfaD and the

Turf Queen, Idlenild, Ijy Lexington),

SIRB OF

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,

ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winners,

TOOKTHKE WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
Son or Mundov arid l.ottlc J. . by Wildldlr,

will Makk tub Bsasom os ihou at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Oai.

WILDIDLE (limited to 10 mares i £250 forUieseason

MONDAY FINAL " 20 « 75 " " »

Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at f6 per
month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents oi

, gcapes, Mon.y to be paid when mare Is served, and
In all rn-i"- h.'jirr ivninvn! nf marc from farm. Knr
furthei par iculam address II V. Jt'UKO.V

i an of Wm. Osborn, Box '£3, ttunta Clara, Cal.

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2:17 3-4.

First dam, Lucy Patchen, h> i ir<i M . I'ntclu-n. Jr.

Second dam, Fanny Branham, hy American Boy, Jr.

Third darn, lliss, by Lance, thoroughbred.

WILL STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

Oakland Trotting Park.

Ill: 'Cash in tdvai ..850

Return privilege Reason of 18IH Ifhomo IslnSI

ha.** same ownar.

Blues paatared or u-<\ m rotmlnd.

BEN WR1GH
OaKlaLia Trottine Par
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ARM.
HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDAED-BRED STOCK

FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BEEEDEK OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

STEl.WVAY 1,808
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10

Caesar 2:16

Strathway... „2:1

9

Chas Derby ...2:20

(Sire of Diablo

Lilly" C i...2:20^

Baden- 2;24#
Steineer 2:29^
Oassidy 2:30

and of the dams of
M«udC. 2:19; Pat
Delaney, 2:27^;
AllySloper 2:28;

Stonewall, 2:28<y

and Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

B.4TY G
Dam of Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo (3), 2:14&)

STRATHMOKR 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 in the list.

ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25^'

;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam of 3 in the list;

and Vivette, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:2614-

r ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

j

Sire ofSunol, 2:08^ ; Palo !

Alto, 2:08?.,; and 130

others in 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, 16 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37}^; three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22^; hve-year-oid record, 2:16J|.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASOX,
Season to close June l, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to

be in foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
jll.ooo. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two of these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time 2:56J^.
Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE.

FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara (sire of Fair-
mount, 2:22^)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STEIiVKER is about 16 hands in

height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-finish-

ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has

a neatly-formed head, fine neck attached to well-

sloped and powerfullv-muscled shoulders; good length

of well-rounded barrel; smooth coupling and broad

hips; open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and lees. He is a clean-gaited

trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF

1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July lst,.at

HOBART STOCK FARM

fEL MAHDI .V232
Record, -2:25 1-1
Sire of

Fulano ^3) 2:23'4

El Flora (p) 2:18M

ONWARD 1411, 2:25)4

Sire of
Nellie Mason 2:14

Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boaz 2:17}4

Houri 2:17

Mikegan 2:193^

Susette 2:18^
ShadelandOnward2:18'.

f GEORGE WILKES 519, J:2:

I

Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84
sires and 61 dams of 2:30

< trotters

("Hambletonian 10

(.Dolly Spauker

DOLLY
Dam of

Director
Thorndale....

Czarina
Onward ....

..2:17

...2:21

2:25!-

I Mambrino Chief 11

( Fanny
by Hen Franklin

And 57 others in the lisc fMAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Mambrino Chief 1

Rodes mare

('American Star 14

(.Captain Roberts
mare

with an average of Sire of

2;-23)i Kate Middleton 2:23

LADY BUNKER { Lady Stout 2:20^
Dam of And 17 others in 2:30 list

Guv Wilkes 2:15)4
(Sire of 30 in the list), [LADY DUNN
and Dam of

William J, Joe Bunker 2:19

(Sire of Axtell (3) ,2:12)

("Mambrino Chief 11

(MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58^

ISire of the dams of (.Rodes mare
Alcyone 2:23

Guy Wilkes 2:15J^
Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 90 others in the list (Bav Kentucky
Prince Regent 2:16^ I. By EDWIN FuRREST 49...-> Hunter

EUYPTIEXiVE, 2:1
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

Nightingale 2:10}£
Nettie King 2:2U}4
Excellence 2:22^
Amy King 2:22)j;

Heir-at-Law 2:20^
And 20 other 2:30 per-

formers

Sire of
Billy Hoskins...
Champagne

..2:26',

(Doll
by Highlander

HAMBLETONIAN 10 <

Sire of i

40 trotters in 2:30, including
Dexter Prince 2:l7!4

Nettie 2:18

Chas. Kent mare

fGolddust 150

I Daughter of imp.
Glencoe,etc.

SAN MATEO.

Service Fee,

with usual return privilege.

$75

Carp taken of mares In any manner desired and excel-

lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
menu on thin magnificent form, make It tht* most de-

Blruble place In ibis Slate fur keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K. O'GRADY, Manager
A. B. GONKALKS, Owner, 1122 O'Farrell Sl.,S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds ot Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOL'R-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

sin- 'if ili<- hi'' i lniil.lc t»mn on I In.' Const and Yolo
Mul.l .p,,2:t'J: Tom Ryder (p), 2:17J£ ; BHle Button

I,
Mabel il.'li.r:n; Kosn Mac. 2:20 r,

; Lucy
li "21

'

• Laura /.., 2'28J4 : Logan, 'l-.'LVS, ; Maud C.
--2H ; Ki'hot:. 2;2!i'

.
; nil iin-se are race records; no tin

flea, pedlgre*1 -Alexander Button in by Alexan-
der 490,dain Lady Bmtnn.by Napa Kuttler

; second

dam apH'in;- 1 1 hi i-i .'-.. i. ii. t>y l 'upptTboltom. Alexan-
. ..i ft, iance. I

1 1 Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie

Patcben,2:37M , by Geo. ,m
. Patcben Jr 81, record-2'27,

first dam Lads < rum (dam oi Gen Dana, Blrp of dam
of Frank M..2:i7W),by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchc 'i ilreof ten In 2:80 list and his nous and

. ftre noted foi Ihelr Bpeed oofl breedlng-on

Kverv perfo'nu-r Hired bv Alexnndi-r lluttnn I-

.nit of non-standard mnrr- ni thf time they wen*
bred No mattiT whni mares he was bred to every
roll from Clydesdales u-> ronld trot fast.

TBBM8I01OO FOR THE 8BA80V.
mi bUli mm t he paid at end of season tfa re

. in, roal may he returned nexi season ft <i

p furnished at |2 per month, and
due care taken to preveni accidents or escapes, nut no

limed.
1||P | ;i , i ache i ireek Farm, which u situated

h ne and one-half miles wesl of Yolo Station.
Solo In my care will be forwarded

i barge.
i; W. WOODAHD. Prourh-lor.

YOlO, VOlOCo, I
;'i

BAYHAMBLETONIAN
Dam ot

Egyptienne 2:18 Orange s:au

Henrietta 2:17 [DAUGHTER OF
Fulano 2:23J4 Grandam of

Grandam of Justina 2:20

Norway fsire of Nor- Glendennis 2:17

nette, 2:30)

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED BREEDING. FEB 875.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Dark bay; 15.3 bands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; fine mane and tail, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy ol his royal breeding. He was uot broken
until August 15tb, 1892, as I bought blm at Lexington, Ky., and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make me
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in tne list if I wanted to this season, but no "tin-cup" record
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from .me, and I will allow you to

be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. 'WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Cal.
WILLIAMS & MOREHOUSE, Owners.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id fourth Heat.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

Ol rDIRKCTOR 2.17....
|Q Sire of

-vT j
Direct 2:05.1$

'.3
I Directum 1.3) ZOlji
|

Evangeline 2:1194

i !
Margaret S 2:12)j

-. < Waldateln 2:22}£
,xj

I Stella C 2:26

and 12 other 2:30 trot
ten

rICTATOR113
Sire of the fastest double-trait en" hnrse

in the world, Jay-Kye-*-ee, 2:10

< grand sire of the queen of the turf,

Nancy HankB, 2:04, uud is sire of 35

('Hambletonian 10

j The king of the trotting world

(.Clara, by American Star 14
Almft>

lara, by American Star 14

Dam of Dexter, 2:l7J4;
2.283* ; Astoria. 2:29^

('Mambrino Chief H

1 DOLLY
30 Hsl,etC"

..J Sire of 23 sires

"Dam oi Onward, 2:25X ; Tborndale,

2:22J4 ; Czarina, 2:21 ; Director, 2:17

NELLY W -
(Died at 4 years)

Waldsteln was b
only foal

ELECTIONEER 125 .-

Sire of Sunol, 2:08^ :
Palo Alto, 2:08^

and 130 others In the list

Dam of Bonanza. 2:19Kj Albert w.,
2:20 ; Vixen, dam of Vlda Wilkes,

2:18M. «*nd Sabledale, 2:18^

(.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25and
Abdallab Mambrino 3715

Hambletonian lft

Sire of 40 in the list

Gbken Modntain Maid
Dam of 8 in the list

/'John Nelson 187
I Sire of 4 and the dama of 8 Ini 2:30

\ list

IIjAIIOTT Mark
Dam of Aurora, 2:27, and grandam
of 4 in the list

Ith two white coronets; stands 15H
>*fll nOTCIU was foaled In 1885; In color, he is a dark shade of brown
W&LUo I LIN hnnrln and weighs 1100 lbs. He Is one of tb<- handsomest and most perfectly lormed stallions In

MiKRtiit<> His 1 1 . , 'lot. -Illc.-iil head, %vidl-shaped neck, strong shouldera, short back, powerful loins, heavy quar-

1-rs well-'-'haiM-ii barrel heavy mtwculat Bllflefl and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon

hnnM excellent nafiterns and feet at once commend htm to the observer as a representative trotting horse. Id

dtepwlflonh^ H
,

ls^!l 's perfection and his races during hla

short can-er on the track ablv demonstrate the game qualities which he posesses His breeding cannot be sur-

DassedHe is the only son of Director out ol an Electioneer mare standing for service. OfblsBlre.canany

more praise he said limn that his sons and daughters prove more sensational every year, and the races won bj

lilrrator Kviuim lim- Direct Margaret S. and the rest siamp hhnasone of the most prepotent sires? Wald
\^i.;,MtVhvll'.''lion;Mr.al Klenl >vi-out ot SIhI-p dan, ot Albert W.,2:20,tbe sire Of Little Albert, 2:10^, Oi t

ranifit trotter seen hi 1W2, and Vtxen, the only mare that has a two-year old and a three-year-old with record*

lower ttmn 2-191 WaldStelh'B third dam was the famous Lamott mare, oneiof the greatest mares that ever came
to California She was also a gruat bn.od mare. Wnldsleln has four yearlings ln» c liave records; one has a re-

cord of "•61'v." another 3-05 another 3:06 and the other 3:08. All hlB colts are natural trottera, perfect In lorm,

solid In color'and very strongly built. Waldsteln cannot help being one of the greatest of sires. To the student

ol breeding, coutbrmatlon*nd quality be mis the Ideal.

OCDUIfiC CCC fiCfl (with usual return privilege), for the season commencing yebrnary 1st and ending
oLnflllL rLL, ooU j Uno20th No reeponalblilty assumed for accideuu or escapes, but the best of care

i.keuof marKs. Addrea. H. 6. HOUOBOOM, Woodland, Cal.

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Days Each Week, at
San Jose Race Track 2 Days, and at

Fisher's Ranch, Coyote, Santa
Clara County, 2 Days, from

Fell. lOth to June 1st.

MERRIWA.
HAREN

A

GOLDSBROUGH

Us
am
n
o £,

s| Si a s &S-

And so on to the nineteenth dam.
MERRIWA is a magnificent black horse, standing

15.3 hands, bred in 1886 by Frank Reynolds, of Tocal.
Vide Australian Stud Book, Vol. IV., folio 158. By
Goldsbrough from Habena, by Yatterdon from Athol-
ine, by Blair Athol from Habena (winner of 1,000
Guineas in England), by Irish Birdcatcher trom The.
Bridle, by The Saddler from IMooneda, by Taurus, from
Mona, by Partisan. Herriwa is undoubtedly a very
fast horse and through an accident which rendered his
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace by winning. He is'des-
cended from one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, the

A. J. C.St. Leger Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles ; aste, five vears ;

weight, 128 pounds ; time, three minutes, thirty-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that lime.
Goldsbrough had produced up to 1893 220 winners in

the colonies.
Among the winners by Goldsbrough are the follow-

ing : The Broker (winner Normandy Stakes and V.
R. C. Sires' Produce Stakes and Adelaide St. Leger)
Morpeth (winner Tattersall's Cup, Anniversary Handi-
cap and Australian Cup;, Impulse (won Wagga Gold
Cup), Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cup), Sorella, Melos
(A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. R. C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian i Tattersall's Spring Handicap, Syd-
ney Handicap, &c ), Cardigan (winner Tattersall's
Foal Stakes, Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &c), Devotion, Merriment (winner Tramway
Handicap and Hawkesbury Guineas), Ellerdale (win-
ner Tattersall's Cup and Hawkesbury Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gift) Keith
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Rose Hill
Handicap, &c), The Orphan, Albina, Jettison, Manola,
Cardoness, Kilmore, (winner Roval stakes), &c, &c.
Atholine, the grandam of Merriwa, produced

Habena (dam of Merriwa
i and Narina, both winners of

Maribyrnong Plate. Geraldlne and Huntingtower each
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Athol-
ine's stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate.

TKRMb - - j$60 FOR THE SEASON,
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at 55 per
month. Mares cared lor in any manner owners may
desire and fed on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidents
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS. G. JOKES, Agent.
Oakland Race Track,

Or Care San Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1S93 at

"WM. M. MURRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Young Fashion

Fashion Monarchn
Hurrah (imp,)

Jovial

£ CO

SI ,_,

2° &

Newmlnitei

i »
a s
s s

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp, Monkey; tenth dam, by SUvereye

-

eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Brace's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.

HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced the
great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Cbaqulta, Ohio Boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Medusa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Middleton and
many others.
NEWMINSTER, grandsire ot Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster In 1851. His dam, BEES-
WING, was the winner of fifty-four races out of eli-
ty-fonr starts, among them being the Doncaster Cup
of 1937, 1840, 1S41 and 1842, the only horse that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her elre was
DB. SYNTAX, a famouB race-horse.
THREE CHEERS combines, in addition to the

above, the great strains of Bay Middleton (winner of
English Derby, St. Leger and Two Thousand Guin-
eas) and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOUCHSTONE, imp. TRUSTEE. EMILIUS
mnd SIRCHARLES.
As can be seen by tbe above, Three Cheera Is bred

In the speediest and stoutest lines. His dam. Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
borse that ever beat Asteroid a heat), Liverpool,
Columbia and Bonnie Kate, the dam of Little Butter*
cap and the lying Bonnie Lizzie. Hla grandam.
Fashion. waB the greatest race mare of her ern.de.
feat! up Boston in that historical match at fonr-mile
heats that is recorded as one of the greatest events
In the annals of tbe turf

.

THREE CHEKRSIb a beautiful bay In color, per-
fectly sound in wind and limb, his family on both
sides being noted for their exemption from curbs,
spavins, roaring or any other hereditary unsound,
neas. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
type of the thoroughbred are especially invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. He has already sired the
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAR FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seventy-five Dollars for the Season.

Good pasturage at 15 per month. Maree cared for
In any manner owners may desire and fed on hay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable rates. None
but competent grooms employed, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes.
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DIGTATUS
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE PEE FOR THE SEASON $150
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

BAMS OF 2:3» PERFORMERS WILL BE TAKEN AT 81O0.

pvynm A fPTTQ was foaled in 1890. He was sired by the great BED WILKB3 1749.
U1U 1-O-lUO

(sire of 8g in the^ . dam) M[SS L0LLIE| by DICTATOR 133 (sire of

Jav Eye-See, 2:10, Dikectok, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hasks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:294, and grandam of Hill Boy

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 5S); third dam by Harold

4i3 (sire of Maud S., 2:08J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07J); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. "WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Further Particulars Address

Belmont Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAY,
Belmont, San Mateo Cocntt, Cal.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SLRE OF

W. WOOD, Fear-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CR1CKKT. Five- Year-Old Record, S:l*.

CiESAR. 6-Year-01d Record, 2:16 1-2. STrtV THWAY, 6- Year-Old Record. 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY. 5-Vear-Old Record, 2:20 In Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record. 2:20 1-4. BADEN, 5-Year-0id Record, 2:24 3 4

STBLYEER. S-Year-Old Record. 2:29 1-2. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(ALL IN RACES)

AND SLRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, 2:19; BARO.VSTKI.Y.KduIjIIc trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELAVBY, 2:27 1-4, aad BOCRBOiV RDSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON. $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
• SLRE OF

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record— — — 4:14 3-4

(Son of STEINWAY, dam E.ATY G., by ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOE THE SEASON $150

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son or RED W1LR\BS, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Sob of CI.OVIS, dam bv WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shloped to Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per 3. P. R. R.,

via Martinez Keat of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage 15 per
rEoniii, Mares fed hay and grain, flu per month. For further particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Red Wixkes 1749 (aire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 in

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26* ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 6963 as an indiridual is an exact amnterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1.400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-

pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and developer of

many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

FRED FOSTER,
Hanford, TrrLABE County, Cai.

GUIDE RECORD, £16 1-4

Wa make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, abont one an*
cme-kalt' miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1.990 pounds. He is of 6ne forma, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameoess.

PEDIGREE.
I llaiulileunian 10

DICTATOR 113 J. Sire of 40 in he list

Sire of 32 trotters and (. Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and 18 sires «f Great broodmare,
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24^
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 i Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26£ Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:261

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF_ i Great sir,? of broodmare*.

(Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

H S

m =
D
C3

DIRECTOR, 2a7_
Sire of Direct..2:05$

Directum (3)...2:1H
Evangeline 2:11 f
Margaret S 2:12£
WaldsUrin 2:22£
Stella C 2:25*

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

TMOG-ENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26i
Guide 2:16i

TERMS FOR THE SEASON _

Usnal return privilege.

$ 100

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, yery fast, and will he given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Rov, '2:17 . bv
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19J, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record i:R4 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRY.MAX,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATOH, 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or, JAS. E. BERRYMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED IBY

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THE

SE3ASOM OF IQOS.
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SA.N MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrates stands 16:1} bands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautifnl

-.hade of bay; no white. In disposition ha is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class erer brought to California-

I lis action is perfect, and as he issonnd and free from all rices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc , apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. OAL
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To take Place FEBRUARY 27th, Conducted by the

TATTE3RSALL-FASIG OOlMCI^AlVrsr.
CXjXJVSXjANS, OHIO..

AT "WHICH TIME WILL BE SOLD——

«HD3VTE!Tr 4770, 2:19 3-4,

AT 11 YEARS OF AGE

Sidney Has

THE BHEATBiT SIBE OF EARLY AMI
EXTREME SPEKR l\ THE WORLn.

26 IN THE LIST.

Averages 24 Five Years and Under.

YEARLINGS.

Fausta (champion for 1S91) 2:22J{

Frou-Frou tchampion still) 2:25M

Average 2:24

TWO-YEAR-OLES.

Sid Fleet 2:26%

Highland Lass 2:27M

Average 2:26 7-20

THREE-YEAR-OLDS.

Faustina. - 2:143$

Sidwood 2:18

Birdie 2:24

Kitty B - 2:26«

Grace B 2:Mi<

Average 2:22 9-10

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.

Gold Leal 2:11M

Longworth 2:19

Duchess- 2:18

Judge G 2:21)4

Maggie McDowell 2:21)4;

Sediua 2:28M

Serena 2:29)4

Average 2:21 2-5

FIVE-YEAR-OLDS.

Adonis 2:11)4.

Thistle 2:14

Copld 2:18

Lady H 2:18

Sister V 2:18)4

Hummer 2:18)4

Fleet 2:19«

Average . . 2:17

Immense Earning Capacity

GREAT .HORSE!
At the time of the death of Mr. Valensin

,

Sidney was under a three years' contract with

W W. C. France, by the conditions of which the

|||ffl latter gentleman was to pay $20,000 per year

;

:

|| with a contingent additional payment of $o,-
MjlgftJLli!

1 : U00 per year. This contract, by its conditions,

] ill
terminated on the death of Mr. Valensin; but

that astute breeder, W. C. France, promptly

ffered the Executors to renew it under the

same conditions, thus showing the immense

j
earning capacity of this great sire.

{Seven Grreat Sidney Youngsters to fee sold.
BAY FILLY FOALED 1890.

FROU-FROUf"
19*

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891.

I Flirt

f Buccaneer 3656

Dam of 1 Mahaska^Belle
Memo 2:20^

(trial 3 years)

FAUSTISSIM&
j
Sidney, 2:19Js-

(.Faustina
Dam of

Fausta (1)...2:2234

Faustino(3)2 14^

cCrown Point, 2:2-1

"\by A. W. Richmond 16871

CHESTNUT COLT FOALED 1891.

(Sidney, 3:1954

ODDFELLOW
(Jliss V.

( Valensin 12 (H9 (3 j 2:28

( Lightioot, 2:35

Dam ot
Pride, 2-year-old 2:32,4
Pearl 2:32^'

BAY FILLY FOALED 1890—PACING.

FAUSTA j*™*
i">-22W',

(.Faustina.

Cliamplon year-
ling pacer 1891

Dam of
Faustino, 2:14%

f
Crown Point 234

"
I By A. W. Richmond 1

BAY COLT FOALED 189L

SIDMONTf'™*
(.Fernleaf f

Flaxtail S132

Dam of 1 Fanny Fern
Gold Leaf, 2:111,
Thistle, 2:14
Shamrock, (2) 2:25

BAY COLT FOALED 1890.

(Sidney, 2:i;-s

RED SID
I Florence Wilkes...

fRed;wilkee 1749

I lis- (urtls Hambletonlan 539
third dam by Pilot Jr.

BAY FILLY FOALED 1891.

SANS SOUCC"9*

Trial .1)2:31',
IMussRoy C

Buccaneer 265G

' JElla Roy
Dam of

Allen Roy, J : 1 7
j

Sanders. 2:29)4

Consignment from the ESTATE JAS. P. KERR:
Chestnut mare rSTDNTTY SM9!GRACE, 2:291-2 ''

This mure a liv L- years old and with bul Utile training I MARGUEKITE
secured B reeord <•'

I SPECULATION 92S
I Sire of Crown Point, 2:24; C-rracie S., 2:22, and OaklaDd Maid, 2:22.

I S T B THOROUGHBRED

Otnor California Consignments Solicitecl.
California Breeders who have First-Class Stock for sale are offered an opportunity of making ent-ies at this sale, but will have to

attend to the matter immediately so that sufficient time may be allowed for catalogueing and advertising- Only a limited number of
approved animals will be received.

Lists open for the sales at LEXINGTON, CLEVELAND. CHICAGO and NEW YORK Limit rapidly being filled.

Address WM. B. FASIG, Manager Trotting Department,
Tattersalls Companies, Seventh Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New York.
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.efore. After.

ABSORBINE
Will remove wind-puffs, cappeCT
hock, tiiroughoutpln and all puffs
and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In
yours? Price, S3 per bottle.
Put up by W. P. YOUNG,

Herlden* Conn.

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeder directory.

Is the BESr in the

Market.

To.OROUUB.PiW
CUR i D BYABSORBINE

Wilhout removing the liuir. Will your horse be more
valuable? Semi ?2.0U for large bottle, delivered, or fl.tfO

for trial bottle by mail.
H. F. YOCMi,

Meriden, Ct.

J. E. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
35S Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

O'K v\K. Asent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

0.8. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write for our Dew circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST.. S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

ftl.v latest pateDt on my carta Is May 31st, 1892, No.
475,974.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bill' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

^They are the lightest and strongest aDd are made rrom
the best selected meterial. Nothing but the Dalzell
Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made
They are the lightest running, hold the oil the longest
and no dust can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination carts superior to anv other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

this speeding cart.
In ordering carts please state size of axle and height

oi wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanlon, Alameda Co., Cal.

H. C. Shaw Plow Works, agent, Stockton, Cal.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-1

to a

nil.'/, CART.

FROU FROU,

2:25 1-4
In a race to

BILZ CART.

We are the

Sole Agents for

San Francisco

Sacbamkxto.

S.F. {BAKER & HAMILTON } Sacto

Just whaty

PIIMP.Q FoR IKRIGATIOFnr W" "^ ** AND RECLAMATION
i:c:tm Engines, Horse Powers A Mind RUuTTk.

Complete Pumping outfits—all sizes—fo
'ery purpose. Tho latest, hcs.1

I cheapest. If you need anv

l thing in this line, write to

Call and see the

Byron Jackson
~<S25 6th St. San Francisco.

Advertisements under this heading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co ,

605 Market st
O 7 ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.

SE.\D FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Samome

BAYSWATER STOCK '
'"" iy '"

'
nOraffl and mare.unionaitn OIUUF,. of this noted breed forsale eta

S'tfi'i.l'K'JC.""' ""nite Tor cattle. Ad.HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SOUTHER FARM X,
"" 1-' <™>">w« ««* for sale

track. Horses trained and boarded. ESxcellenl pastur-"« Ad.lr.-s.- scjI'TIIKI: F.IKM, , , I l.lu-.KT TOM P
K.LNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM. ^.tftJTT:,
,

horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angtta and
|

Galloway cattle. Yguiij? stock of above breeds on uand
tor sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recordedand aver
age breeders. Address QBO. A. WILEY Hukwttd
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal,

VIHEUHD BREEDING FARM. ik^XW.
(sire of Lily Stanley,

2:17J», Homestake, 2:11
i Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Bellfe l I

;
2:29, Alcona Jr., Z3A. grandalre of Sua! Skim

,

GMnaiSslmOj2:27J( < full broUie-toGnuiil.^. three-ye&r>
old record 2:23 .^j. Stallions, bnxxlmares, flUIes and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale, Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBBR.SI Helena
Cal,

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods.

CATALOGLKS.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Leading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Cons.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

PETER SAXF % SnH L,ck House
.
San Francisco,TLILn OHAC ft OUH, Oal^Importera and Breeders

lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sbeep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds
°r

Catalogues. F. H,
registered Berk>liireswine'.

Bl'RKK, S86 Market St., s. F.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL LIKE OF FISHING TACKLE

SFORTSMEVS COOli-.

a^-Orders hy mail receive prompt attention

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers,

The L C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
A8K YOUR DEALER FOB THEM

tend for II I mutated Catalog dp

— M l Nn>AOTTJBID »T

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
MIIr^MIK" TO l_ Fulton. N. 1.

prestos fence wi:
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wirenmde VcryvirtbU, Injury to StocU lmpn«H.blr\

i N<i. I3SPH IMi STEEL Wire u n

Will not Mite or iirriiii, Nearly double the -i • .n.-n,

of nor other. Requires no stars, Buna aboni m feel

lo the poiiml £& [feed by lending B rente ri..

Ornamental Durable Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
or address SCHODER. JOH N SON A CO., Los Anqeles Cal.

BiWluli tsKOS. HSKDWAKI!! OO.. Rao Fr»nci=oo. C»l

Easily and quickly pot Dp. Aak your dealer for It : It

be does not keep It, write for sample and price.

i;K'l'lOKE H10.M \ III It NEWSDEALER.
IT'S IMMENSE!

VOl II. BE lll.l .lull I Kll

From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " '•

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAH.
It Is published senil-nioiillily during the racing season

and is out 810 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Broadway. Kww York filly.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules arc superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f*~*\
ICubebs and Injections, (/t\]DY)
I They cure in48 hours theV^y
[same diseases 'without anyincon-

Ivemence. SOLD BYALLDRUSGISTS

I ; ri . I

.1 tin' n.nrv-I:

CALTHOS

l

-Tor nUeharna a EmlMton*.
titty *.r,..rm»torrlirn.V»rip«K-i
Mini iji STORE 1 •-' I •c"'-.

r it andpay ifsati
VON MOHL CO..

Soil Ll . rkan 4ernU, Hnrlnnall. I.h

• liv. r nri 1 1 bow
#h>f. T"l ' I '

;

•

• Itll'AJt'S riM;\|ir'M.' • i
.
!"S,.rn • -i
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ban Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DOXAHCB BROAD-GAUGE BOLTB.

COMME>'CrSGSU>-L.AV,>-OV.20. 1892, ANT> un-

til further notice, boats and trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

street Wharf as follows: „„„,«,,.
FROM SAX FRANCISCO FOR POINT TTBUROX,

BELVEDERE A.VD SAN RAFAEL.
Week Davs—7.40, 9.20, 11.40 a.ru.; 3.30, 5.05, 6J» pan.
Saturdavs oiilv—An extra trip at 1.50 p-m.
Sundav^-S.00, 9.30. 1LO0 a.m.; L30, 3.30, 5.00, 6J0 p.m.

FROM SAM RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6.25. 7.55. 9-30 a. m.; 12.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Satordavs Onlv—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sundays—8.10, 9.40. 11.10 ajn.; 1.40,3.40,5,00,6.25 p. m.
FROM POLST TIBFROX TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6.50, &20, 9.55, a.m.; 1.40. 4.05. .5.35 p.m.

Saturdavs Onlv—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.
Sundavs—$.40. 10.05. 11.35 a.m.; '-05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Frandsco.

Arrive
Destination

|
sanFraucico.

Week
DAYS

Sr/x-
DAV9

1 Srjx- i Week
|

DAYS 1 DAYS

7:40 am
3:30 PM
5:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 am
5*0 pm

returns I'gSJJIJgSHJ

7:40aM
3:3tiPM

8:06 am

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, i 10:30 a m
Litton Springs, 7:30 pm. 6:10 pm

Cloverdale
and way 1

stations .

7:40aM 5*0 AM
Hopland

and 7:30 P M
UViah.

6:10 P M

7:40 am
|

8:00 am
3:30 P M

|

Gnemeville.
i

7:30 p m i 10-.30 a m
|
630 pm

7:40 A M
|

8:00 A M
5:05 p M , 5:00 P M

Sonoma and 1 10:40 am 1 S:50am
Glen EBen. 6*5 pm| 6:10 pm

7:40 AMI S:00aM
8:30 fm| 5:00 pm

SebastopoL 1 10:40 a ] 1030 a m
| 6*5 p ]

6:10 pm

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at GeyservUle for i3kaggr*s Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala and PointArena : at Cloverdale for theGeysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. KelseyvUle, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at TTkiah for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Cpper
Lake, Lakeport, Willie, Canto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westpon. Vsal, Hydesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, fL50 ; to Santa Rosa, *2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
•3.40; to Cloverdale, f4.50: to Hopland, $5.70; to Ukiah,
$6.75: to Sebastopol,f2.70; to Gnemeville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, fl.50; to Glen Ellen ?L80.
EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

petaluma, ?1; to Santa Rosa, |l.50; to Healdsburg, £2.25;

to Cloverdale, *3; to Cklah, H-50; to Hopland, $3.80: to

Sebastopol, $1.80: to Gnernerville, 12.50, toSonoma, Jl; to

Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H, C. WHITING, General Manager.
TETER J. McGLYSM. Gen. Pass, * TkL AgL
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Strwt.

Rules and Regulations
—OI TBS—

NATIO ZST^ T_,

Trotting Association
LSD TBI

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

PBiei IT MAIL,

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30o

Blood Horse Rules - 30o

F.r **, at the 0«re of tbe

Breeder and Sportsman,

313 Bush Str9et. S. P., CaL

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dlS'
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
arine; It strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and leg swell-
ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cores
coughs, destroys
worms and bots,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has the beneficial effects ana results ot grazing
without the softening effects of a season nf grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTELLmgr.,
,6£3H0WARDST

SAN FRANCISCO
'

. CAU-

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Cop/rights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice giTen to inventors"without

charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 46». Washington, D. C.

j^This Company is managed by a combination ot

the largest and most influential newspapers In the

Faired States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing' their subscribers against unscrupulous
and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printing this advertisement vouches forthe responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company.

RECOMMENDED BV

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells

Fargo & Go. and Others.

aarsE\o for testimonial circular.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.

Notice to Secretaries.

Pat. pending

c

BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers. Check Fighters, Tongue Loners. Write

for testimonials from the best horsemen in America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.
Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of— "

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, UL

B3- Price reduced October 1st, 1S92.

OFFICIAL RACE PROGRAMMERS.
Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished from the leading asso

ciations and public press, colors and numbers furnished

i
and everything that is requisite to make the work of

j

compiling programmes readable so that the public will

; have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our
dates 'are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we

|
would be pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately in regard to

I their meetings.

STERN & CO.,
Care Bf.eed"e_e asu Sports-M-an-

.

*»*«..„,* BYRON JACKSCK.
"wSdiJifeffi Sixth St San Francisco,

Agricultural Implements.
Jackson's Self Feeders forThresiing
Machines, Hcose Forks, Derricks,

Vineyard Harrows. Steam Derrick
Runs in Ine Fork Spools, repairs for all kinds of

lightest winds. Farm Machinery, Hav, Hide, Hop
Entirely relia- 3^3 Wool Presses Steam Engines.'

ble in storms. Threshing Machines, Wind Mills,

DTOAY lirTCiV Dumb Bells, Furniture Castings. AH
ISHUM JilA&tf, orders filled promptly at theTo»«
San Franosco. market rates-

HiMHH DRUNKBusiness College, 24 Posi St. U| I1UIIII
AN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President S. HALEY, Setfy

Send for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse * Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is -n-hat yon want
a box by maiL Prentiss Chemical Co., 406 California
street, San Francisco, CaL Sold by all Druggists.

This prwit practical horse book la a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly Illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto
an to breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keep-
ing, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sibley, tbe owner ot St, Bel, say a oi
thin book: "In thL- work Marvin has let out all the
raynterif* of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any bVMtter, o«-n<r, trainer or rubber who has any

nlneM can take a colt as a yearling and
;•> the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me bo
nr'.ni;ly that I hav- ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for 93-50- Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
11 * Bush St., San Francisco, CM.

" "RECEPTION,"
306 KITTKII I-TI18KT. 8. P.

Choice Ijiciuors
PKIVATK ROOMS. OPEN »LL NIC1HT

J. M. PAHKKR t OO

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street. 25 and 27

Park Avenue, San Francisco. CaL

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159

&

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 14S5.
* J. R. niCKKY. Prp.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Bams and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large-orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

\VM. WAIXWRIUHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Go to " Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St

Samtfx VAtLZAr. Jas. E. Beodie

Fashion Stables, J. r. brodie & co.,
Steam Printers121 KLLIS STBEBI.

To, bent accommodations aflorded tor tbe keeping ot

Boarding Horses. Also a choice Hue ol Livery Stock,

wltn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE OO.'S

AGENTS.

4'Laurel Palace,"
&OME HARRIS, Proprietor.

\\ corner Krirny and Hu.i. -ir.-t-.

BAN FRANCIWVi,

..AND DIALERS IX..

'ool-Sellers* and Book-MakcrV Supplier

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

privatk rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHX ltmi.f./.. Proprietor.

!
VETERIW^KY.

3LR.C.V. S-, F. E. V. 31. S.

VETEBI.VABY Sl'RliEON,
Member oi the Royal College of Veterinarv Sur-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate oi the 3.*ew Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco ; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenoe
Telephone 3io. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; SS9

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. A. R. Rowat, D. V.J.
OFFICE HOUES OFFICE HOUES

10 to 12 A. U. 1.30 to 3.30 P. V

HOSPITAL FORxjOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Earkin and Polt and Geary and Post Sts)

SA\ FRAXCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of Sew York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEX GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAV ST.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 259L

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Surgeon.

S20 HOWARD ST.. XEAR FOURTH.
Graduate oi the American Veterinarv College, Uni-

1 versity of the State of > ew York, surgeon to the
j

American Veterinary Hospital. Free advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence at

|
hospital. Telephone, 3306.

DB,E.J.CR,EELY,D.V.S.,
j

510 G0LDFY GATE ATE., XEAR POLK.
(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of "90.

)

"VTETEBXXABY SUBGEOX to Board of Health City
V and County of San Francisco. Only improved
PRICE OPEBATESX3 TABLE in city. Turkish, Has
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
So. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fiftn. Telephone So. 45;

C. D TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST

TELEPHONE Xo. 3,159. SIVABA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

RESTDEXCE A2TD VETEEESaEY iNTTBiCABY,

Xo, 331 Golden Gate Avenue. Sao Francisco.
Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
j»- OPE\ DAT A\D SIGHT. "®ft

Xo risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operation
Table on the premises.

ROUS INJECTION

1

A PERMANENT CURE I

in from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate
cases; guaranteed not to produce Stricture;
no eicteiiin? doses; and no inconvenience
ir loss of time. Recommended by physic
wb and sold by all druggista. J. Ferre',

!

successor to Brou), PharmacieiL, Paris.
y

Vo Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball .V Fnorbn.I11«t».
Horse-back riders. Boxers nud Ourninen;

when you want to ride, rnn, walk, row, skat*
or swim a long distance, l'.>L

ANTI-STIFF

oo

Itis a marvelous preparation for StroDethecinf? th»
Muscular System, with Anti-StifT there is no faitt
required; H poe* straight for the musc]c«, and you car
feel it at work. It has a peculiarly wannine, comforting:
ind stimulating effect on all weak or stiff muscles and
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in use
Rub it into the muscles every niebt for a rorrniirht, ano

you will be pleased at its euprortiiur and strentrthenma
Sroperties. There is not, nor has been, any thin r like it

11 now. It differs from all Oils. Fmbrocations anc
Liniments, both m substance and effect. Some Athlete*
are so fond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
E- fOUBERA & CO.. AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 H. W1LIAM ST.. «. T
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DRINK GEYSER TABLE WATER.
BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

IB-n;w -A.RE; 03F« IMITATIONS.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE FOUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

_ _ _ _-j^ '**r9s&
,<l

aietnjtJ-Jo4£ ti flfifi

IMYTHI3 BOTTLE SM/T5 SIOEIHftCOOLPtfC?.
T/f/5 WATER ISSUES FRO/1THEERRTHMRTmPtRmiJRE
OF2IZ •RHDI5THEOHLYWRTEROIirREMRRKETTHmiS

JDILECIUHRTURES WBDRRTORX
^flNRTUPRL MINEPRL WflfER. CW5PRND SPRPMJf/lr

RS ff 7RBLB V/flTER HnSYJOEOMJ-,
EMOORSEOBy THE lEHDIIJa VHy^lCIRHS

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLEY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 29 STEUART STREET.
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fETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powdere, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Conditio*

Powders. Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Roarer's HoofOintment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

O-sidine. Gombaulfs Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure. Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Puff Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation; Dr. Daniel's C

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders. Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Bovce Tablets. Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A McKERRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal.

AN

INFALLIBLE

CURE
FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

mm
Put up in one style only.

Price, $3.00.

A. P. BUSH & GO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United
x
States and Canada.

Bewure of Imitations.

Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world
to be ^% iki I %# preparation in the world that
the ^JI^I T will remove a Bone Spavin :ifier

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidixe for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
5ucc ess fully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."

I
N.B.— Ormonde is the great S;50.000 horse re-

1 cently purchased by Mr. 3IacDunough, and the
winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
i known English race-horses have recently been
:
treated successfully with OssiiltXK. We also have
authority to refer'to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.
S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C >"- Crittenton, A. It. Van Nest & Co.. and
CM. Moscmnn <fc liro.. Sew York City; Becker £ Wicfc-
ser, Buffalo, X.Y.; George ]»e B. Keim & Co.. Philadel-

I
pbia. I'a. : Morrison. Plummer ± Co.. and Peter Van
Scbaack & Sons. Chicago. 111. ; John D. Park & Sons, Cin-

Icinnati.
O.; F. TV. Slosson, Cleveland, O.; Floyd «fc

Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit. Mich.: Mever Bros.
Drug Co.. St. Louis. Mo.; J. K. Cook ± Co.. Kansas Ciry,
Mo.; Mack & Co.. San Francisco. Cal.;Robinson-Peitett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also^Waukegan Barbed Wire and Genuine Glidden Bartoed^Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN rMFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

Parties wishing to buy —FURNITU
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
This boose hi One "t the largest Furniture Manufacturers on the PaciHc Coast, and carries the larf

b**i amortment of Parlor 5ei*t, Bedroom Seta, Dining Sets, Fancy Choirs and Rockers, Etc All Uieir furniture

I* oJ ibe v.ry latest Styles and Designs. They also carry a large stock ofOffice Furniture, carpets, B -

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET.

Between Third and Fourth RtmoCS. BAN KIIA.X'lvni.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,
i^niejttivi^tio tihie: sulkies.

7gt tc.'.r.kzt street, san francisco.

TOOMEY'S NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-JIAEEK.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRCSS AXLE SULKY HAVE BEE.\ THB
HBANb OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 I.\ THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE REGCLAR SCLKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW" BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other cue sulky made. If you want the
best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find
right in principle, right in construction and right in every wav. Don't risk the life of vonr
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulkv.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S TOOMEY & CO. - - Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A
P- S.

—
"We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do vour work as it

should be done.

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

Wi Bown's Celebrated tomrtfit Hofsr

i—i

cd <D

2. tf

£ CD

I Q.
|H s

X

Fur Si

Write

lie by all SaJJIi r\ ur liiinjuarc Huu?e.., or by

for Special List,

P. HAYDEX, Newark. X. J.

Manufacturer's Agent for the United .States.

SIMPLE, YET A PEKFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

"

DR. CflNMDflY'S lMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted > o hard bi eeders, but 1 dispensible to every stock man. Saves time, ajmoy

ance, "opening" and practical v insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested 1: s* season in hundreds of cases. Every one satistactory. With th:s instru-

ment two or more mare? can be impregnated w th one service oi horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Cambridge City, Ind.. October 21, 1S92.—This is to certify that I have used Dr. Canaday's Impregnator witt

CTeat success on mares which no stallion could have got in foal. I consider it a great help for valuable stallio™"

as well as for owners of mares.—Chas. Koblheier.
H. S. Covault, V. S., Hagarstown, Indiana, says: I impregnated a nine-year-old mare that had been

every year for five years and never was with foal until now. I transferred the semen from another mare ant
the horse has not touched hex.

Price $10, sent bv mail prepaid to any part of the United States and Canada on receipt of price. Send mora)
hy draft, money ord'er or registered letter. The money must accompany the order to receive attention,

CL 0. D. bv express when preferred.
Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada, 355 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Core

The Safent, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lur mild or severe action.

Removps all Euncbes or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price SI.SO per bottle. Sold by drueeists, or
sent bT express, charce* patd, w-.tn. full directions

for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUTai
Addre=s a letter orpostal card to

THE PRESS CLAWS COMPATTt,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, • - Managing Attorney,

P. O. Bos 463. WA6HINGTOH, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

duty in the reenlar Army or Saw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian war* of 183*2 to 1S42, and
their widows,now entitled. Oldand rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to hicher rates.
Send for new laws. Ko charge for advice. Kofee
tmtU successful.

DRUNK
•The Prentiss Rectifying Pill Is what you want

Clears IJ rrectfl sour stomach, steadies the
ncrrca. LFjoa use liquor ai all. never be without ft,

worth oce-half yonr life, Great^t iiver and kidney
specific on e;irtlj. Alldrnggfa Ft keep it 25 cento • box,
}<j mall on rectipt of ^^ Prentiss Chemical Mann-
facturingCa, 4f;L
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Wallace's Year Boor
•-1S92-*

. • • PUBLISHED BY THE • •

/Imeiican Trotting Register Rss'ii

CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the library ol
irery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
Zight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febro
ary 15, 1S93.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5.00^^Mtf^

The first volume will contain summaries of all

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places ol
trottiDg and pacing, and of performers" names
and records

The second volume will contain . .

.

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List oi 2:30 Trotters 10
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List 0$ 2:25 Pacers in

Harness.

3. Table of 2 :20 Trotters.
'4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

o. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Paccra
under their Sjres to close of 1892.

6. Table of- Horses, Sires of tico or more
Dams ol 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Hares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Faste<,-t Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1.200 pages ol

valuable and authentic information in regard ....

the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1S93.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vdere will be filled as received, and as the f is

edition will be comparatively limited, thi^
wishing to receive tnt work" without dehr
should order at once . . Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 111 -H ?l'Kbhl'. 6. F.

P. O. Box 2500.
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The Blacklock Blood.

No line of thoroughbred blood has received more abuse from

a section of the scientific breeders of the old country than that

"of the " accursed Blacklock." To Dr. Shorthouse, who was

head and front of the offenders, the mention of the name of

Blacklock was like holding a red rag to a bull. Blacklock

was his beh> noire, and because Lord Clifden possessed a single

strain through his dam, Volley (sister to Voltigeur), he ex-

pressed his readiness to eat that horse if ever he won the St.

Leger. After losing so much ground al the start that his

success appeared to be an impossibility, Lord Clifden gradu-

ally overhauled his field, and passing them one by one, gal-

loped home a pretty easy winner. This effectually disposed

of the doctor's theory, but until a lew years ago there were

many other detractors of the Blacklock line, and even when

Galopin won the Derby they did not hesitate to declare that

he was a chance horse. It is difficult to understand why such

a set should have been made against the Blacklock blood. We
can only ascribe the opposition to blind prejudice, for Black-

lock himself was one of the most wonderful stayers of his day.

He was only beaten for the St. Leger through being shut in,

and afterwards won the subscription purses of 1,000 and 300

sovereigns at York. The former was over the four-mile

course, and making strong running throughout, he nearly dis-

tanced all of his opponents. On the next day he beat Silenus

easily over the four-mile course, and then showed what en-

durance he possessed by immediately coming out and beating

Rasping, St. Helena, Mandeville and Skipjack in a canter

over two miles. At Doncaster he won another four-mile race,

and in 1819 he ran his greatest race over a similar distance,

when he won, the time being 7 min. 47 sec. In his pedigree

there are no less than IS strains of the Godolphin Arabian,

16 each of the Darley Arabian and Byerly Turk, and 20 of

the Lister Turk. As a race horse his chief characteristic was

stamina. He could stay all day, and to many of his descend-

ants he has transmitted the same faculty, Voltigeur and Ve-

dette being striking examples, and more recently <4alopin,

Rosebery, Speculum, Tibthorpe and St. Simon. Xow we have

Donovan to keep up the reputation of the family. So little

was thought of Galopin as a foal that at the sale of the Diss

Stud he and his dam were disposed of for the modest sum of

100 guineas. However, he won the Derby and other races

for Count Batthyanv, and when the latter died he was pur-

chased by Mr. Henry Chaplin for 9,000 guineas; but again

the opponents of Blacklock declared that he was too full of

the blood to be a success at the stud. These prophesies were

not fulfilled, for in his very first season he begot one of thebest

horses of the century in St. Simon, who. as if still further to

perpetuate the fame of his ancestors, in his first season

gained third honors amongst winning stallions, nine of the ten

two-year-olds of his that started having gained winning

brackets. Mr. Chaplin, it will be remembered, is the owner

of the celebrated stud horse, Hermit, by whose victory in the

Derby so disastrous a blow was administered to the Marquis

of Hastings. It is estimated that the net return that Hermit

has made as a stud horse is £100,000, and the past and pro-

spective value of Galopin cannot be estimated at a lesser sum.

These figures will show what a fortune there is in a successful

stud horse. Galopin's son, St, Simon, in addition to these

strains of Blacklock through his sire, Galopin, has another

through Hornsea, who was by Velocipede, son of Blacklock.

This would appear to have been no detriment to him either as

a racehorse or a sire, and the blood has been so successful in

England during the past few years that we regret that Austra-

lia is possessed of so little of it in the male line. Mr. G. *
'•.

Stead purchased a member of this family in Splendor, who
was subsequently disposed of to Mr. Frank Reynolds, and now

occupies a place in theTocal Stud. But few of his stock have

yet appeared, and, therefore, no fair criterion has yet been

obtained, though we notice that his son Randolph won in

Sydney on Saturday. Iu Australia, where horses of Stamina

are more in request than sprinters, the Blacklock blood should

be invaluable, and ere another decade has passed away Splen-

dor will probably have made a name for himself at the stud
;

but as one swallow does not make a summer, neither will one

representative of a successful line of racehorses prove sufficient

for Australia, and we must urge upon our wealthy breeders

the necessity for introducing other male members of the

Blacklock tribe. Mr. W. R. Wilson, who has devoted con-

siderable sums of money to the purchase of thoroughbred

stock in England, New Zealand and Australia, has secured

amongst other fillies by such equine horses as St. Simon and

Barcaldine, two of the greatest horses of modern times ; and

he has also bought a sire whose breeding cannot be surpassed,

but it would have been better, perhaps, had the filly by St.

Simon been a colt, so that he might have benefited by the

I presence of a grandam of so wonderful a horse as Galopin-

;
However, there are other rich Australians who are about to

|

purchase thoroughbred stock in the old country, and we

j

would impress upon them the advisableness of following suc-

I cessful results. They will do well to remember that the

Blacklock line is carrying all before it in England, and they

|

will serve Australia best by securing a distinguished member

|

of the tribe whose representatives have for some years been

I proving their superiority upon the race courses of the old

' country.—The Australasian.

tually useless by early and heavy track work. Bell Roy,

2:19^, and St. Bel, two full brothers to Chimes, were useless

in the stud. Stallions doing service do not need track exer-

cise ; turn them loose in the paddock or in the field, and their

natural instinct will be to cavort about."

Families of Trotters.

Mr. Hamlin on the Market.

"The bottom has not fallen out of the trotting horse

market, as some breeders have maintained, and the sales to-

day are good and healthy, comparatively," was the response

Mr. C. J. Hamlin made to a Buffalo Commercial representa-

tive's inquiry. "The prices brought at the Buffalo sales and

other large sales recently were fair," continued the veteran

breeder, " and the breeders have no just cause for complaint.

Trotting horse breeding is strictly an American institution

and it will never deteriorate. At the sale here I sold noth-

ing but 'culls,' and the prices paid were entirely satisfactory.

No breeder need expect to realize largely on a weeding-out

sale. But, in regard to the disposal at auction of Stamboul

for $41,000,1 think the stallion is not worth that amount.

In these days a fast record is not as consequential to a stal-

lion as is the earning capacity of his progeny. Stamboul has

a reputed tin-cup record of 2:07j, which will not be allowed,

while his actual race record is nearer 2:12. His get are not

bread-winners, not even speedy, and therefore do not enhance

the value of their sire. Stamboul is not, in my judgment, a

valuable stud horse.

" A stallion to be good in the harem should not be cam-

paigned extensively. There has been a false impression thai

J am an opponent to the developed sire idea, but this }< not

so. I don't believe, however, that any stallion or mare can

improve its reproductive powers by being campaigned for a

speedy record. To condition a stud-horse for a record trial

one must necessarily speed him daily and this constant track

work will sap his vital powers. Therefore he will not be

strong and vigorous for generating purposes. This is the

principal reason why I have not campaigned Chimes, who

showed quarters in 35 and 37 when a two-year-old, and can

to-day, with little preparation, jog quarters in 33. Although

undeveloped, he has showed himself to be a sire of extreme

speed. I could cite many instances where young stallions

that would have proved valuable in the stud, were made vir-

The following will show the grand total of the descendants

of the different families in 2:30 and better. It will be very

useful to the beginner in breeding and buying stock, and will

do no harm to the professional breeder. It shows what fami-

lies are the most productive and profitable. By combining all

the greatest producing blood into one individual it is most

likely to produce the two-minute trotter, and is Bible doctrine

that like begets like.

George Wilkes 120S, Alexander's Abdallah 1109. Mambrino
Patchen 645, Belmont 035, Almont 623, Volunteer 545, Wood-
ford Mambrino 2S2, Electioneer 280, Blue Bull 210, Happy
Medium 19S, Daniel Lambert 194 and Aberdeen 90.

The one having the largest family I place first, " the little

backed-up pony," so called, when at seventeen years of age he

took his stand in Kentucky. The "immortal George" died

in 1882, producing the mighty family in nine years.

Second comes the unfortunate Alexander's Abdallah, foaled

September 22, 1852, taken to Kentucky in 1859, and kept at

Woodburn until killed by soldiers February 2, 1866. He had

about six years of stud service. His family proves him to be

one of the most productive sires of race horse trotters that

ever lived. His daughter, Goldsmith Maid, won more money
and trotted more heats in 2:30 than any horse, mare or geld-

ing that ever faced the starter.

Third is Mambrino Patchen, brother to Lady Thorn, one
of the greatest broodmare sires, if not the greatest the world

ever saw. He heads his list with Alma Mater. dam]of the

great Alcyone and five others.

Belmont and Almont, two of the greatest producing sons of

the mighty Abdallah, each have a great family of their own.

Next in order comes the great race horse sire, Volunteer. He
has also produced a large family, and is breeding on.

Seventh, we have the old race horse that never knew when
he was conquered. He founded a great family and jt hey are

making a fine show. "Blood will tell." Next comes Elec-

tioneer, the sire of the great race horse Palo Alto, etc. Blue

Bull, number nine in the list, all things considered, should be

placed among the first, as he is one of the greatest sires that

ever lived. Once a teaser for a jack, with an eye knocked out

and a knee broceu from the kick of a mule, what horse o^

to-day can equal him ? Produce one like him. He wilPmake

you a fortune. He never had a fortune spent on him for tin-

ware. The unfortunate hero did it all himself. Happy
Medium has a family of his own. headed by the queen of the

turf.

The family of Daniel Lambert shows him a truly great

horse. He is the greatest of the Black Hawk family, and hi-

blood trots uniformly. Aberdeen, though his family of ninety

is small compared to the others, has to his credit some good

race horses, such as Kentucky Union, Alabaster, Lycurgus

and Hatlie Woodward. All but the last-named carries the

bloo 1 of Alexander's Abdallah on the dam'-- Bide. Aberdeen

W&S sold tn I ien. Withers iu 1877, and Stood at Fairlawn until

the General's death. He was then purchased by J, B. Clay

of Paris, Ky., and owned by him until he died last full. He
stood in Kentucky for fifteen years.

The above sire- each stand on their own reputation, accord-

ing as they have founded their families. The writer

before vou the facts as he finds ihem.—Trenton, in '

'
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Eastern Sporting G-ossip.

From our Resident Correspondent].

New York, Feb. 4.—A continued spell of lite soft

weather that succeeded our prolonged cold suap of last month

has ushered in February more like April than the last month

of winter. But residents of Manhattan, used to our climatic

changes, place little faith in this lull in winter's reign, look-

in** any day for more arctic weather and freezing tem-

perature. Indeed, if we are to believe the reasoning of the

ground hog, who is reported to " take an observation " every

2d of February tCandlemas Day), spring weather is yet many

weeks distant. Thursday, the 2d, was a dreary, cloudy day

with a cold rain, and if the inquisitive rodent came out of his

hybernating hole to look for his shadow he found none. Hence

as the story goes, he hied himself back to his burrow for an-

other nap of six weeks, which, interpreted, means that spring

will be delayed this year.

But weather signs do not interrupt the routine of the turf

woild at this time of year. While the Jersey races keep up
their daily round of winter racing, the managers of the sum-
mer tracks are awake and doing. The legislative enactments

desired both at Albany and Trenton are being lobbied for all

thev are worth at these capitals, Mike Dwyer having left his

Florida hotel to come North and try to engineer the Jersey bill

through. But so far the measure hangs fire, and unless Dwyer
and his fellow-track managers at Linden, Clifton, Monmouth,
Guttenberg and Gloucester act in concert the desired law may
not be put through.

As mattersstand now Guttenberg, Gloucester and Monmouth
will race right along, law or no law, trusting the favorable

countv feeling towards each track. But in Union county,

where the Elizabeth and Linden tracks stand, local feeling is

not overwhelming in favor of the race tracks nor is it in

Passaic county either, where unsatisfied sentences hung over

the devoted head of three officials of the race course.

So the action of the Trenton Legislature is likely to be

largely dependent on the efforts of the lawyers, the Enge-
mans, and Manager Appleby of the Linden Park f rack. While
the other track managers noted will, no doubt, meet those

named half way, in helping to get a pool bill passed, they are

necessarilly lukewarm compared to the owners of the tracks

that have been closed for two years now. Certainly the public

would welcome a change even to Clifton, sandwiched in with

Guttenberg, for the lalter's prolonged meetings of seven

months gets rather monotonous to the public.

Albanv's lobbying racing men are not quite as much on the

anxious seat as their fellows in Jersey, for the reason that all

they want apparently is more time to race. The mooted ex-

tension of the State racing season, so as to begin earlier than

Mav 15 and race later than October 15, is likely to hang tire

until the Jersey pool bill is settled. For if thatgoes through
all right and the two race courses at Elizabeth are again

opened those two tracks will want just the two months for

their spring and fall meetings that the New York State season

would gain by extending the present legal limit of five

months, and as the managers of the Elizabeth tracks are mu-
tually interested in the New York Slate tracks, it is safe to

say that action at Albany of the sort outlined will await the

fate of the pending relief measures at Trenton.

Of more interest to the turf world in general than the

troubles of the lobbying racing men are the weights for the

big spring handicap published this tveek by the rival handi-

cappers of the Brooklyn, Coney Island and New York Jockey
Clubs. The announcement of the weights for the Brooklyn,
Metropolitan and Suburban handicaps always seems to bring

the regular season one step nearer, for the reason that it is

February when the weights appear, and three weeks later the

declarations are due. By that time it is close to March 1st,

and the backbone of winter generally broken. Then books

are generally opened on the three big events, betting begins,

the work of the horses is a matter of daily comment, and,

before race-goers are aware of it, the season is at hand.
Therefore the publication of the weights on Wednesday

aroused general interest. The fact that the three handicap-
pers, Messrs. Mclntyre, of the Brooklyn Club; Lawrence, of

Coney Island, and Vosburg, of Westchester, all had their own
ideas as to the weights added lo the general interest felt in the

results of their labors; and while extended comment must be

deferred for lack of space, some remarks on the weights are in

order.

The scale observed in the Brooklyn handicap, the first one
of the three great events, is lower than that of the Suburban.
On the other band, the Metropolitan, run at Morris Park,
between the other two events, has a pleasingly higher scale of

weights, Handicapper Vosburg having given us an innovation

in thifl regard that will in time become popular with horse-

men. I say in time, for there will no doubt be cold water

thrown on this high-weight handicap by dissenting owners
and trainers who do not believe in such a scale of weights.

But all who have noted the annoyances attendant on having
so many lightweights in the saddle will overcome a scale that

will allow older jockeys to ride and prevent that dangerous
practice of reducing weight beyond safe bounds. Manv a well-

known jockey has fallen a victim to practice of " reducing,''

and the entire system of racing would be great lv benefitted by
having heavier weights in vogue. Horses run just as well

with more weight up and the public obtains infinitely better

>port with men in the saddle than with the unruly midgets
who are now so frequently given charge of a horse.

Hence the scale of weights for the Metropolitan Handicap
putting 13-1 pounds each on Lamplighter and Tammany, and
133 each on St. Florian and Banquet, 129 on Doctor Has-
brouck and 127 on Kaceland, &c. Down to 9U on the bottom
weights, allows of a margin of 44 pounds. This gives the

handicapper a chance to show his judgment of the horses, and
he seems to have turned out a good piece of work.

Siill bearing in mind my remarks on the opposition that

this high scale of weights will undoubtedly meet with from
owners and trainers, 1 fully expect to see many declarations

from tin' Metropolitan, more than from the other two races.

Wildwood i-- well in at 112 pounds, a weight that should not
hold him over the nine fur.ong cour-e at Morris Park, if he
is good. Monowai at *J5 is turned loose, and both of these

Slopers will he objects of great interest if they aresent

n. Other California-bred horoes in ibo race are Doctor Haa-
brouck 129, M ntana 12:;, Nomad 118, Reydel Rev 116, Sir

Matthew 10<> and Silver Pox 95. The division i> not a bad-

looking one on pap* r, and stranger ihinge have ha] pent d than
that ii coolaim the >, inner.

The Brooklvn Handicap Marts in on a seven pound lower

scale than the Metropolitan, Longstreet 127, Lamplighter 125,

Banquet 123, Kingston and Major Domo 122 each being the

top weights, down to Long Beach at 90. California horses in

this, the first of the big events, are only represented by Wild-
wood, who gets in at 105 pounds. Of those bred on the slope

Nomad 110 is the only representative. In the Suburban a

scale between the Brooklyn and Metropolitan is followed.

Longstreet at 130 heads the list, followed by Lamplighter and
Tammany, 127 each, Banquet at 125 and Kingston at 124.

Then the others grade down from 119 on La Tosca to 93 on
the English Miss Simon, now on board the steamer Tauric
with Col. North's other horses, bound for this port.

California-bred horses in the Suburban are represented by
Montana and Doctor Hasbrouck 1 16 pounds each, Nomad
110, Tammany 107, Rey del Key 10(5 and Silver Fox 100.

Against the Dwyer and Lorillard cracks this division, how-
ever, looks to stand little chance, whatever Tammany may
do with them for Marcus Daly. Take the three handicaps as

a whole they will make interesting study for turf students for

some weeks to come.
As to the threatrical season, it was never more prosperous

than now, the opening of the new Empire Theatre adding one
more to the elegant places of amusement already in Gotham.
Counting museums and music halls where plays are given, we
have now thirty-two places of amusement in this city, of
which twenty-three easily come under the head of first-class

theatres.

Of the lot the New Empire Theatre, opened under the man-
agement of Charles Frohman, in some respects surpasses in
completeness any other house in the city. The dedication
play, " The Girl I Left Behind Me," is a stirring melodrama
of the plains and frontier life acted with realistic effect by a
first-class company. The play has met with much favor on
all sides, and the New Empire has started with a boom.

Othersuccesses of the season are the " Momite Bank " and
"The Fencing Master." The former at the Garden Theatre with
Lillian Russell and the latter at the Casino with Marie
Tempest are both turning away people nightly. Both pieces,

particularly "The Fencing Master," have scored unqualified
bits. The Gleaner.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.;

Santa Rosa, Feb. 14.—Santa Kosa is becoming each year

more important as a trotting horse center. And we have

Pierce Bros, to thank, in a very large measure, for such a

condition of affairs. They are showing their faith in the trot-

ting horse in a very substantial way, and we hope that the

thousands of dollars invested in fine stock each year by them
will yield them handsome returns. The consignment of

horses purchased by them at the Corbett sale arrived a few

days ago via the Southern Pacific. One of them was very

sick on the way, and upon its arrival here was placed on a

truck and started to the fair grounds. The animal died before
the stables were reached, and thus did Pierce Bros, lose a
promising trotter worth over a thousand dollars.

Among the large number of horses purchased by Pierce
Bros, recently is the grand old Milton Medium mare, the
mother of Redwood and other good ones. She was bought
from A. McFadyen. who has made a small fortune from her
produce. With her they secured a fine colt sired bv Silver
Bow. The mare is now in foal to Commodore, we under-
stand.

\V. B. Sanborn has gone into the livery business again,
having bought the Anteeo stables on Fourth street, with
Harry Starr as a partner. But Mr. Sanborn has not aban-
doned his " gallopers " by a good deal. He has his great old
horse Inkerman at Oakland, being shaped up for the spring
meetings, and the courageous old sprinter is said to be as
limber as an eel. Mr. Sanborn's Mamie C. is at Sacramento,
and he is expecting every day to hear that she has a foal by
Three Cheers. He has two good young runners at his stables

here, Miss Edsall and The Flood. Both are bred to the queen's
taste, and will be sent along the line this season. Sanborn's
confidence in runners grows with his years.

Alfred Trembley has sold his handsome stallion bv Gibral-
tar to Tom Fawcett, who will give breeders a chance to see
him frequently. This horse is a blood bay, well buiit and a

good mover. He has a disposition as sreutle as that of a
lamb.
H. J. Newton, of Oakland, called upon many Santa Rosans

during the week. Mr. Newton a few months ago sold his tine

farm near this city and moved away. He has Anteveros and
a number of other very well-bred young trotters. Some of
them will be campaigned this season.

Harvey WardePeck, the well-known Healdsbury horseman
and turf writer, was here a few davs age. He says that turf
matters are very quiet in the pretty city on Russian River.

Mr. Allen, of Napa, was here a few days ago. He has a
fine Silver Bow youugster in training in Mart Rollins' hands,
and he came over to see how the little stepper is progressing.
He returned well satisfied.

Wyman Murphy's iron-hearted Anteeo mare, Maud M., is

at her home in this city. She is as frisky as a kitten, and will

be in splendid shape for this year's campaign. She is sound
as a berry, tough as whalebone, and will be a formidable
antagonist foi those in the "twenty" class this year.

It is reported that Rufus Murphy will bid farewell to race
horses and horse-racing. That may be, but we believe it will

be a very frigid day when " Kufe" Murphy loses his interest
in a smart horse race. He has not disposed of his stock yet,

and can be seen frequently behind a pair that can knock off

better than a "thirty" gait.

Since Vida Wilkes was brought here by Pierce Bros., Santa
Rosa can claim two of the most famous mares in the State.

We doubt if there is another town in the States that contains
as famous a pair of five-year-olds as Pierce Bros., Yida Wilkes
and Isaac DeTurk's Myrtle. Both have been sensational in
their performances, and we hope to see them in the lists

again.

Frank Laughlin, manager of the Laughlin Stock Farm at
Mark West, was in town Saturday. Some of the best stock in
the county can be found on the Laughlin ranch. Of recent
years considerable attention has been paid there to the raising
of mules. They have a well-bred and good-sized jack, and
thin, bred to some excellent mates, has resulted in producing
sotia' exceptionally line mules. But the Laughlin boys are
proud of their Anteeos and these they delight in showing
their visitors,

Nearly every stall at Pierce Bros.' fair grounds is taken,
and the prospects for an excpedinglv lively time here this

season appears very bright. Dozens of horses are to be
trained here, many n.ore in fact than ever before and horse-
men and those interested in fine horses are impatiently await-
ing the coming of the time when active work begins. There
are a number of new horses to make a mark and many that
have already reputations will be in training. Silas Skinner,
the Black Cyclone, is one of the most notable. " Mc" says he
is as great a "hoss"as ever and that he will raise his majestic
head in many a race this fall. "Publius." '

Salem Notes.

^Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Salem, Or., Feb. 6.—The Oregon Legislature,now in session
for the seventeenth biennial term, is discussing the proposition
to abolish all appropriations for district and State agricultural
associations. Erratic Governor Pennoyer so recommended
in his biennial message, and the sentiment was echoed bv Mr.
Elmore, of Linn county, who introduced a bill in the House
repealing all acts or parts of acts which appropriated money
for the State fair or the State Board of Agriculture. Elmore's
bill, however, has not reached third reading in the House and
is now resting with the committee on agriculture, where it
will die, as it should. Oregon muse keep up the fairs—State
district and county. She must improve them, also.

Both House and Senate have passed a bill appropriating
$60,000 fcr maintaining an Oregon exhibit at the World's
Fair. Governor Pennoyer will veto the measure, and there is
serious doubt if the legislature can pass it over his veto, as the
bill came very near to death's door on third reading.
The Oregon Breeders' and Speed Association will in a few

days complete the arrangement of its speed programme and
all details for the July meeting. The association is awaiting
the action of the Legislature in relation to the State fair before
completing the details of its meeting.
A horse recently purchased from a farmer near Inde-

pendence, to be taken to the World's Fair, is said to be twenty
hands and two inches high. He will out-top all others, and
can pick the tallest persimmon.
John Galbraith arrived from Independence a few davs ago

with his stable of horses, headed by the well-known Patsy
O'Neill. He has a number of youngsters besides, and has
located at the fair grounds, where they will make their ap-
pearance the coming season under the colors of gold and green.
Mr. Galbraith is in charge of Z. Craven's also. Mr. Craven's
best horse is Hello, the winner.

T. G. Perkins has been so unfortunate as to lose his
Rockwood four-year-old colt, Decoration, out of Charley
Reilly's mare. Paralysis of the esophagus was the cause,
and his sale to a Portland man for $600 wasjust being arranged.
Decoration had been in training here for months, and gave
promise of making good time. Cabi.

More English Mares Bought.

It is now revealed that further purchases were made for

America at the N°wmarket December sales. On that occasion

the American buyers seemed at first to be conspicuous by their

absence, and so they were personally as a matter of fact, savs

the Daily Spirit. They had agents on hand, however, and,

though no great, talking was done, many bargains were se-

cured. Mr. Allison was buying for Mr. James R. Keene, Mr.
Francis for Mr. W. O'B. Macdonough, and it now appears
that Mr. Weatherby, who had bought at the Doncaster sales

for Mr. Morris, was acting in behalf of Mr. W. H. Forbes, of
Readville, Mass. The mares, of whom a list is given below,
are all to stay in England tu foal there and 10 be served by
fashionable sires before shipment with their sucklings, which
will take place about June. The following are the mares,
who are, it will be seen, rarely well-bred and connected

:

Orizaba, b ro, 1888, by Bend Or, dam Douranee, bv Rosi-
crucian ; second dsm Fenella, by Cambuscan ; third dam La
Favorita (the dam of Flageolet, Rayon d'Or's sire), by Mon-
arque. Covered by Bendigo, 410 guineas.

Frolic Grace, b m, 1880, by Sterling, d im Wild Duchess,
by The Duke; second dam Countess Agnes, by Wild Dayrell;
third dam Miss Agnes Ureat grandam of Ormonde), by Bird-

catcher. Covered by Hampton, 600 guineas.

Chestnut tillv, 1892, by Galliard, dam Frolic Grace, 80
guineas.

Ettarre, br m. 1SS0. bv Macaroni, by Lynette (dam of Cam-
eliard), by Lord Lyon

;
second dam Alarum, by Alarm ; third

dam Amata (full sister to the Derby winner, Amato), by Ve-
locipede. Covered by Highland Chief, 200 guineas.

Bargain, ch m, 1887, by Barcaldine, dam Boot_ , by Ster-

ling ; second dam Brigantine (winner of the Oaks and Ascot
Gold Cup), by Buccaneer; third dam Lady Macdonald (full

sister to Lord of the isles, winner of the Two Thousand Guin-
eas and sire of Scottish Chief), by Touchstone. Covered by
Tyrant, 300 guineas.

Sale of Thoroughbreds.

The following thoroughbreds, the property of R. Porter

Ashe, were sold by Killip & Co. at Oakland track last Satur-

day, February 11 :

Diuero. b c. foaled 1SS9, by Alta. dam Charlotte, by Lyttleton
(brother to Longfellow). Henry Schwartz $670

Alto Mio. b c, foaled 1890, by Alta, dam Smilax, by imp. Saxon.
H. D. Brown 500

Bay colt, foaled 1891, by Alta, dam Charlotte, by Lyttleton.
" Henry Sen wart 7.

.*. 220
Brown colt, foaled 1S91, by Alta. dam Mother Hubbard, bv Ruth-

i'ord. H. Butler is*
Ed. Corrigau. ch h, foaled 188S, by Joe Hooker, dam Countess

Zeika, by Norfolk. J. G. Quinn 500
Constellation, b m, by St. George, dam Plauette, by Planet. Chas.

Boots 200
Mirope, ch m, foaled 18S7, by Joe Hooker, dam Constellation, bv

St. George. C. Boots .-.„ 230
Panchita. ch f, foaled 1890, by Alta, dam Constellation, by St.

George. O. Appleby 160
Gladys, b m, foaled 1885, by Flood, dam Riglin, by imp. Glen-

garry. C. Boots 275

Total $2,935
Average, per head $326.11

This was certainly slaughter, as it was expected that the

first three on the list would bring about the amount realized

on the nine head. Everything disposed of, in all probability,

was worth twice as much as it brought.

The aged bay horse Joe Lee, by Voltiguer, out of Bonheur,
fell dead on the track at Gloucester, on Thursday last, having
bursted a blood vessel while at work.

» —

Ripuns Tahulps cure scrofuhi.
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HOOF-BEATS.

George Covington is working Fidelia, Flirtation, Cadmus
and Picton for Thos. H. Williams at Bay District track.

King Orry is by Alcona Clay, out of Pansy. In the ac-

count of records made at Stockton it is stated that he is by

Clav Duke, which is an error.

Count Anteeo 14,692, the handsome son of Anteeo, 2:165,

out of Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18J and Strathway, 2:19),

will make the season of 1S93 at Colusa. See the adver-

tisement.

The pacer, Chief Thome, that made a record of 2:20 as a

two-vear-old in 1S90, was sold in Chicago this week to Bar-

ney Demarest, of Baltimore for $1,050. He is by Hawthorne,
son of Nutwood.

Rey del Key is apparently as sound as a dollar and sure

to stand a preparation. His long retirement from the track

has probably saved a good horse to the turf, and he will be

apt to figure prominently in the handicaps this year.

Randall's Horse Reoister is the title of a new and
very neat turf paper published at Indianapolis, Ind. It is not

given up exclusively to the trotter, galloper or saddle horse,

but treats of all in a very able manner. The editor of the

paper is X. A. Randall, a gentleman who has forty years' ex-

perience in the line of turf journalism.

Chas Chase, the well-known auctioneer, while stepping
on a Market street cable car last week slipped and fell. On
being picked up it was ascertained that he had injured his leg

so severely as to confine him to his room for several days.

The phvsician in attendance believes he will soon have his

patient able to attend to business.

Alden Goldsmith, son of the late James Goldsmith, takes

to the calline of his father as naturally as might be expected of

the descendant of a line of ancestors all born horsemen. He
is at present under the tuition of his Uncle John, and few ever

mounted a sulky under more favorable educational advantages.

Young Goldsmith likes the business, and hopes to merit and
win a share of success.

At the annual meeting of the Directors of the 17th District

Agricultural Association held on the 11th iost., M. L. Marsh
was re-elected president, George Fletcher vice-president, E.

M. Preston treasurer and I. J. Rolfe secretary. It was decided

to hold their fair this year at Glenbrook Park, commencing
August 29th and ending September 2d. The pavilion will be

in Grass Valley.

The Sacramento Bee reporter in his ecstasies over discov-

ering the great Kearney, describes the fellow as being a quiet,

unassuming man, with "an open and frank face." When the

committee at Stockton read the article and looked at the
"conspirator*' they felt like calling the reporter to the stand

and asking him if he was really sober when he wrote about
the "open and frank face."

The $45,000 yearling colt by Joe Hooker, from the great
Marion, is not dead after all, as reported. It was the Joe
Hooker—Countess Zeika yearling that died at Theodore Win-
ters' ranch. The $45,000 oflerfrom Chris Smith, the plunger,

for the brother to Yo Tambien, will not, however, be ac-

cepted, as it is understood that the Nevada turfman will keep
the youngster for use in the stud.

Pacing blood, as the pacer himself, is becoming more and
more fashionable with the advent of each year; and the time
is coming we hope, when a good pacing cross will be consid-

ered as nearly the proper thing as any of the crosses to our
most fashionable sires. In fact, the future is likely to prove
that pacing blood will work wonders in the way of an out-

cross for our intensely interbred trotting families.

An exchange, which has allowed prejudice to get the bet-

ter of its judgment, remarks : "The Palo Alto stock went
for a song in New York last week. They sold well, however,
when the prices for Wilkes stock, sold week before last, are

considered." A sage opinion, which will not, however, pre-

vent many of the animals sold turning out great bargains, as

was the case at the first Palo Alto sale in New York in 1886.

William Murry, of Sacramento, owner of Three Cheers,

was in this city during the week, and expressed a determina-
tion to take in the Montana circuit during the coming racing

•season. He will have a string of ten to twelve horses, prom
inent in which will be Miss Pickwick, Geoffrey, Gracie S.,

Belfast, Thornhill and Pricelle. The last two mentioned are

two-year-olds ; in fact, the majority of the members of the
Murry string are youngsters.

California horses are gaining the respect of our brethren

at the East very fast. In the last issue of The Horseman is a

tine picture of A. B. Spreckles' magnificent mare Hilda,
2:145, while in the American Sportsman of February 2d ap-
pears an excellent portrait of Redwood, 2:21-!, by Anteeo

—

Lon Milton. Redwood was formerly the property of Mr.
McFadyen, now of this city, but the stallion is now owned by
Dr. Theo. A. Burnett, of Springfield, O.

Do not forget to attend the sale of Asylum Stock Farm
horses. This promises to be one of the best years the farmers
have ever had in this State, and it will pay them to get a few
well-bred horses to replace the scrubs, while they are to be
sold cheap. There may never be as good an opportunity as

this, and the progressive farmer who believes in having only
the purest-bred cows, hogs, poultry and sheep should also try

to have some standard-bred trotters on his farm. Come to the
great sale and have your neighbors come with you.

An exchange says the word " bay," used with reference to

horses, did not signify a color originally, but was first applied
to a breed too light to be called brown and too brown to be
called red. These horses were found in a district in England
noted foritsbav trees, for the leaves of which they showed a
great liking. Every breeder of horses in that locality relied

upon these trees for the medicine with which to cure his

diseased animals. The horses coming from this district be
came known as bay horses ; and their uniformity in color led

to the common use of the term.

St. Paul dispatch of February 7th :
" The bill for the sup-

pression of pool-selling in Minnesota failed to pass in the
House by a vote of 45 to 35. The failure of the measure after

its unanimous recommendation for passage yesterday was the
greatest surprise of the season, and was as clever a piece of
finess as was ever worked on the Legislature. The measure
as drawn was simply aimed at the poolrooms and contained a
proviso expressly permitting pool-selling during race meet-
ings. The opponents of the bill claim that they had but small
chance to defeat it as originally presented, and had it amended
so as to apply to all fairs and race meetings. To-day when
the bill came up they made a savage attack upon it on the
ground that its enactment into law meant the ruin of every
race association and county fair in Minnesnia. The farmer
members changed their votes and the pool bill was lost."

Wahmvorth, that game son of Longfellow, has been taken
up, and will commence his gallops over the Churchill Downs
course. Jim Murphy, who, together with Bob Holloway,
owns the horse, says that he believes the colt will be in great

form this year. He considers Wadsworth better than Yo
Tambien, and is in the Metropolitan Handicap at a weight
that will make him a good thing. Teuton has been perma-
nently retired, and will make a season the coming year at the
Elmendorf Stud. Such mares as Kincsem, Kaloolah, Semper
Fidele, Fauva and Anna have been sent to him by Murphy &
Holloway, and from outside parties the dam of Hawthorne,
Marion C, the dam of Ed. Mack, sister to Runyon, Annie
Woodcock and two Lougfellow mares, the property of Mack
Richardson, the former owner of Faraday. Al Hutehings will

handle among others Ermine, -Eleta and Miuii this year. He
will go through the Northwestern circuit, starting about July
1st.—Horseman.

Three Cheers got thirty-two foals from thirty-five mare*
last season, which is certainly a remarkable showing for the
old horse. Reports have been in circulation that Three
Cheers was not a sure foal-getter, but his owner, William
Murry, of Sacramento, is prepared to give the names of the

mares bred to Three Cheers and substantiate his claims for

the great son of Hurrah in every particular, as follows : L. U.
Shippee, Stockton, bred 4 mares ; Owen Bros., Fresno, 5 mares;

Archie Stevenson, Woodland, 2; Gibson, Colusa, 2; John
Lodge, Sacramento, 2 ; Phil Herzog, 3 ; the owner, 3 ; J. W.
Harper, Suisun, 4; Watson, Sacramento, 1; Dr. Cutler, Sacra-

mento, 1 ; Cavanaugh, Sacramento, 1; Alsopp, Sacramento, 1;

Andy Wakeman, 1; Donnelly & Dunn, Hollister, 1; C. Pache-
co's two mares missed, also Belle of the Lake, YV. Biehler's

property. Here are the facts and figures, and there is no
chance to get around this. Mr. Murry agrees to insure a foal

by Three Cheers for $100, and on his horse's showing in the
stud he is certainly justified in charging this moderate fee.

Colonel Jack Chinn, of Kentucky, has purchased one of

the best ranches in Colorado, and intends to ship all of his

broodmares, stallions and youug colts from Kentucky to this

ranch and will hereafter breed his thoroughbreds here in Col-
orado, believing that better horses can be raised here. He
will begin with 100 thoroughbred mares at the start. The
ranch is situated twenty-eight miles from Pueblo near the

head of the St. Charles river, and comprises about 4,000 acres,

all under fence, 1,000 acres of which is under ditch fenced
with a good stone wall. The river runs through and about
equally divides this one thousand acres of cultivatable land.

Water can be piped from the river to every paddock on the
property. Oats, wheat and the best of hay can be raised

there. He also intends to build a home on this ranch for old

and broken-down gamblers, and will try and raise from the

well-to-do sports a fund of 5500,000 with which to endow it—
Denver Field and Farm.

Fidelia, in the Williams string, is, on looks, the pick of

the young Californian's Derby candidates, though Picton and
Cadmus are not bad-looking, by any means. The first-named,

a daughter of Flood and imp. Flirt (dam of Flambeau, Gorgo
and Faustine), has been backed heavily to win the $60,000
American Derby, and if she pulls off the event it will be the
first time a mare has won it since 1884, when Modesty had a

head-and-head finish with Kosciusko and Bob Cook. Modesty
was the first winner of the American Derby. California has
been very successful in the production of American Derby
winners and those that ran second, our horses winning the
event in 1885 (Volante), 1886 (Silver Cloud), 1887 (C. H.
Todd) and 1888 (Emperor of Norfolk). Sorrento, by Joe
Hooker, ran second in 1889 ; Santiago, by Grinstead, in 1890,

and Zaldivar, by Joe Hooker, in 1892. It is about time a

Californian captured the stake again, and we will make a bold
bid for it with Fidelia, Picton, Dare, Monowai. San Francisco
and Lady Bess.

The winnings of some of the principal English horses up
to and including their four-year-old performances are given in

the following table. Donovan is far ahead of all the others,

and it was all earned in two seasons. Baron Hirsch's La
Fleche, who has won so many stakes during the past season,

has $174,000 to her credit, and this in two seasons.

Owner. Horse. Amount.
Duke of Portland Donovan $275,76'>

Duke of Portland Ayrshire 17U.500
Count de Lagrange Gladiateur 150,13t
Baron Hirscn La Fleche 174,300
Duke of Westminster Ormonde 142,325
A. W. Merry Surefoot. 133.380
General Pearson Lord Lyon 127.825
Lord Calthorpe Seabreeze 121.330
Mr. Sutton Achievement 112.2J5
Duke of Westminister Ormc 105,yS5
Mr. Graham Formoso 105.400
Chevalier Ginistrelli SignoriDa 104.3*0
Duke of Portland Memoir S6.000

Baron Rothschild Hannah 82,830

The crack jockeys have nearly all made their engagements

for the coming campaign. Bayward will ride for Burridge

Bros.; A. Clayton for Bashfonl Manor Stable and Charles

Fleischman ; Tony Hamilton for August Belmont Jr., J. K.

Keeneand Foxhall Keene second calls; "Monk" Overton

for Ed Corrigan ; Hugh Penny for M. J. Daly; "Snapper"
Garrison for Marcus Daly; John Lamlev for M. F. Dwver

;

\V. Simmsfor Pierre Lorillard; A. Covington for tireen B.

Morris; Fred Littlefield for -1. A. & \- II. Morris; 8. I'og-

gett for Oneck Stable ; G-oodale for Ramapo Stable, and W'al-

cott & Campbell second call ; Fred Taral 1W Walcntlo; Camp-
bell ; Thorpe and Scoggan Bros., Ueoree Miller and Xarvaez

for T. Williams, Ira Ramsdell second call ; Robert Smith for

Hugh Kirkendall.

The following recent instances of Kood race horses, foaled

by dams well advanced in life, are given by an English con-

temporary : "Miss Dollar was fouled when her dam was

twenty; La Fleche, when her dam was seventeen
;
Royal Scot,

when his dam was eighteen; Sir Hugo, when his dam was

fifteen; Colorado, when his dam was sixteen
;
Trapezoid,

when her dam was tifteen ; Lauriscope, when his dam was

seventeen." It would be easy to parallel these in this coun-

try. Tocques was twenty when she dropped La Tosea
;
Prin-

cess, sixteen when His Highness first saw light. Helen
Nichols' dam, Orphan Girl, was foaled in 1871. Marion was

eighteen when Yo Tambien was foaled, Colossa sixteen when
Bella B. came into the world.

" Ouantrell, the jockey, tells of an interesting race be
once rode at Saratoga. It was in theyear 1S76, and took place

on Sunday. Two of our local newspapers were vieving with
each other in the effort to reach Saratoga with their editions

first, and their representatives, who worked together on the

race track, also worked hard to beat each other in the deliv-

ery of their respective papers," says the Sporting World. '* At
the time in question Crickmore and The World had made
special arrangements with a well-appointed team to bring the

papers in Hying. But Uncle Jo. Elliott learned of the plan,

and forthwith cudgelled his brains to circumvent it. He fin-

ally lit on the plan of employing a live race horse and real

jockey to do the trick, and Huckleberry, bv Hurrah, was se-

cured, with ' Tiny ' Quantrell to ride. During the forenoon

of that Sunday the facts leaked out, and great excitement was
shown as to the result of the race. All the racing men turned

out on the hotel verandas, and the natives awaited the result

with interest. Finally Huckleberry, with Bill Towser hang-
ing on to his tail, was seen approaching, ridden by Qaantrell,
clutching a bundle of New York Heralds in his hands. He
beat the World rig from Hawthorn Hill to the track, and
the result was provocative of the wiliest excitement, manv
I>els having been made as \o the probable result of the novel

race,

Many people labor under the idea that Stockwell was an

invincible horse; that his Derby defeat by the Irish horse

(Daniel O'Rourke} was a fluke; and that he surpassed all con-

temporary horses on the turf, as he unquestionably did at the

stud, says " Hidalgo " in the Los Angeles Herald. The truth

is that Teddington, a horse 15 hands 1 inch high, beat him
for the Ascot cup with 133 lbs. to Stockwell's 126 ; and Stock-

well was a magnificently grown four-year-old, at the very least

16 hands high. In the following year West Australian won
the same race, beating both Kingston and Stockwell in the

order named, and the time was 4:27, the fastest on record for

two and one-half miles to this very day and hour. They had

only to run a half-mile in one minute to beat Norfolk's three-

mile time with twenty-six per cent more weight.

As a money-making machine, so long as his powers to race

continue, the gelding is fully as good as the colt and probably

a deal better, if he happens to be fast and a weight-carrier.

Of course he is practically worthless after his racing career is

ended, but he is liable to race enough longer to earn sufficient

to make up t.ne difference. A gelding is less apt to be vicious,

he is easier to care for, more easily kept in condition, and

does not train off so readily as does either an entire horse or

mare. Geldings are more to be relied upon, and once their

value as racers is ascertained they are apt to live up to it in

all their races, so that they are better in every way to a man
who backs the horses he races. So, too, they face longer as

well as truer, and it wrould be a good thing if the racing asso-

ciations would resuscitate the rule, which was abrogated a few

years ago, giving an allowance to geldings, so as to induce

owners, for the benefit of the weight allowance, to geld their

colts, and so save the breeding interests of the country.

When great horses leave the turf they drop out of sight of

the general public and are heard of no more excspt through

their offspring, says the New York Tribune. It is not unin-

teresting to know where some of the famous racers of the last

ten years live. The mighty Salvator is, of course, lording it

on Mr. Haggin's California ranch. Spendthrift is at the head

of the Hartland stud, near Lexington. Iroquois, Tremont,
Luke Blackburn, Inspector B., Clarendon, Great Tom and

Enquirer are at Belle Meade, near Nashville: Onondaga,
Hanover, Duke of Montrose, Macduff, Favor, Judge Murray,

Strathmoreand Woodlands are at the McGrathiana Stud, near

Lexington ; Prince Royal is in the Kingston Stud, near Lex-

ington, and Bramble is in the La Belle Stud, a few miles

away; Uncas, Stonehenge, Macaroon, Kinglike, Yeniila'or

and Centaur (the Faverdale colt) are at Brookdale, near Red
Bank; Falsetto, King Alfonso, Lisbon aud Powhattan are at

Woodburn; Eolus and Eon are at the Ellerslie Stud, near

Overton, Va., and Linden, Belvidere and Norwood areat the

Stonewall Farm, near Midway, Ky. Magnetizer is in the

Nursery Stud.

Stagnation can safely be written in connection with the

turf world just now, though doubtless there is plenty of life in

Messrs. Weatherby's office, where the January entries will he

absorbing all the attention of a large stall. Not until next

week will the first batch of these be to hand, and in the mean-
time the Derby is a dead letter, and gossip on any subject very

scarce. I notice, however, a very strong Protectionist move-
ment on the part of our American friends with regard to the

sale of bloodstock, and this is nothing less than an announce-

ment that American breeders have informed Mr. Easton (of

Tattersall's, of New York) that if he sells yearlings bre<, in

England he shall not sell any thoroughbred stock which is

owned bv them. Of course Americans can come to England

in order to buy our yearlings; but if the stipulation had not

been made, further consignments of surplus stock would, no

doubt, have been shipped to the United States. And English

breeders want every possible market they can find, for the

number of foals showed an enormous increase last year, while

prices were, on the whole, lower than they had been for many
years before.—English exchange.

That good drivei, Edward Goers, in speal ing of the pacer

Hal Pointer, says :

" li is a rare thing i" find a horse 008

ing the high degree of intelligence thai Hal Pointer has

shown, a striking instance of this occurrins last summer at

Detroit. He was there wiih the reel "!' the Stable and had an

engagement lo go an exhibition with Direct, the

being thai the? si U keep together al a slow rate touie half

and then brush home. Hal had not seen Direci since the race

ai Columbia the year before, and up to this afternoon at

Detroit he had been taking his work in his usual quiet way

since I tirst started him up al Baltimore in the spring. In

warming him up and coming the wrong way of the stretch be

met Direci on the homestretch, and atonce pricked up bis

ears am! acted a- if he wanted to run away, and, in fact, n

took hold as hard before or since. This showed that he plainly

recognized his black rival, and < leor^e Starr told me afterward

that Direct did much the same thingwhenwe passed each

other, as already stated. When we turned around together i'

-was all 1 could do to keep Hal from rushing awa) in

and it was only by talking to him till we
he WOllld obev me at all, while the instant WO '"

]

he was fall of Sght,and Bhowed how pleased he «

his head and get another chance at his old enem
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

It has not been decided whether Marvin will have Sunol

or Arion this year.

Rysdvk's Hambletonian from a total of 1920 mares bred to

aim got 1334 foals.

S. G. Reei>'s trotting stallion Cour de Alene has been

brought back to Oregon to make a season in the stud.

STAHBOtri/s record will be quoted in the Year Book as

2:11, but there will be a foot note stating that he trotted in

TfiOTTrxG associations will confer a favor on us and con-

sult their own interests by sending us their dates as soon as

claimed.

The trotter Diamond. 2:15;, that two years ago was con-

sidered by bis owner to be a world-beater, will be out pacing
this year.

Stein*way. with W.Wood, 4, 2:07, and Cricket, 5, 2:10, to his

credit, mav properly be denominated the champion of living

/ires of pacers-

John Mann has entered his stallion Altao in the races at

Independence, Or., and perhaps will take in tbe Montana cir-

cuit on his way East.

When Little Albert got his mark of 2:10} in a third heat

last September, he was sent off a couple of lengths behind and
was separately timed in 2:09 J.

The Portland Speed Association has fixed the date for the

spring meeting from June 24th to July 1st; fall meeting,
September 2d to September 9th.

Horsemen in Portland are organizing headquarters for the

purpose of entertaining free all visiting horsemen. The move-
ment is meeting with general approval so far.

Cairn*, a three-year-old. by Aoteros, out of a mare by Joe
Downing, who stepped a quarter last year as a two-year-old in

351 seconds, is counted among the most promising colts of his

age in Indiana.

Van B. DeLashmttt. of Portland, Or., will go through
the Montana circuit with a stable of trotters and pacers this

season, consisting in part of Blondie (pacer), 2:1-5 : Susie S.,

2:18, and Canemah, 2:20£.

Messrs. Bailey & Windom, of Oregon, have had some
good offers for their game racehorse Challenger Chief to go
ibrough the Montana circuit, but owing to engagements made
for stud services thev will not start him before fall.

The time will soon come when the horse that makes two or

three breaks in a race will be lost. Each year the rules re-

garding breaking are being more strictly drawn, and the sen-

timent against skippers and skivers more thoroughly pro-

nounced. The trotting horse is the only kind of horse that

will be worth raising, and by a trotting horse is meant one that

trots all the time.

It is quality that distinguishes the race horse from the horse

without the ambition or the ability to tiulu nut a race to a

tinish. Quality means more than the term "individuality,"

which, as usually applied, refers chiefly to a horse's apppar-

ance. It means muscular force, capacity of heart and lungs,

activity of brain and nerves, all controllable and acting to-

gether to do the will of man.

Van B. DeLashmttt, R. Williams and Wrn. Frazier have
incorporated Witch Hazel Farm ; capital stock $100,000.
Van B. DeLashmutt was elected president; .Richard Williams
vice-president, and Ernest DeLashmutt secretary and
treasurer.

Direct will probably make a stud season at Pleasanton
this year, as most of the mares bred to him in Kentucky last

season are in foal, and numerous breeders on this .coast have
expressed a wish to Mr. Salisbury to have a chance to breed

to the little black this season.

At the Napa sale the following breeders have entered all

theirslock. John McCord sells all of his and also advertises

his farm for sale, as his business in this city prevents him from
giving the place and stock proper attention. The Coombs
Brothers are dissolving partnership, and in order to settle

they are offering theirs. Fred W. Loeber intends to leave for

the East after this sale, and will be gon-1 f .r some time. He
does not care to carry a large number of stock here, as the

bills for keeping them will be too large.

A great broodmare mu«t have the essential characteristics

to produce a winner : the nervous energv, the will-power to

conquer or die: the quality we recognize in the word race

horse. It is a well-known fact that a great broodmare will

generally throw speed to different sires. To carry the matter
a step farther, would not a great broodmare generally produce
a better work horse or even a better mule than a mare of less

nerve force. Breeders of mules assert that the higher the

quality of the dam the higher the quality of the mule.—Ex.

In the list of 2:12 trotters the onlv sires that appear twice

are Electioneer and Director. Again if the list is examined
closely, it will be found that Director is the only sire that has

two with race record* of 2:12, one a three-year-old, the other a

four-year-old, and they were made the last heat in races which
they won ; they are also the race records for their age. The
recent sales show that race horses bring the money. A race
horse cau win more money to-day than ever and will sell for

i more, and it stands to reason that thev are the kind to raise
,

Dubois Bros, have quite a large stable of trotters already,

ou the race track at Denver, Col. They are: Elsie S. (four

years), 2:29}; W. W. P. (pacer), 2:17: Yolo Maid (pacer),

2:12: Mary Magdalene (three vears), 2:29?.-; Superior (aged),

2:17| 5 Harvey, 2:21 ; Betsey Cotton, 2:31. by Jay Bird; Bril-

liant, by Electioneer, no record, but it is said that she can trot

some, and Jennie McCoy, pacer (four years), 2:22. Besides

these DuBois Bros, have ten or twelve yearlings and two-
y. ar-olds that will be handled in the spring, and some of them
show great action.

Mk. G. W. Morrison, of Connersville, Ind., the owner of

Anteros 6020, brother to Anteeo. 2:161, sire of fourteen in

2:30, Antevolo, 2:19.1. sire of four in 2:30, and of Coral. 2:18±,

writes us that he expects to put at least fifteen of his get in thp

2:30 list this vear. Anteros is alreadv the sire of Doc Chris-
tit- 4 . 2:21, Nellie F. 4 |, 2:25, Anterose (4). 2:25, Major Ross

(2), 2:30, and several others bordering on the 2:30 list. That
Anteros will become as great a sire as either of his brothers

we have not a doubt. But for his unfortunate injury he
would have had as low a mark as anv of them.

Avena, 2:191, Bell Bird, 2:22, and Orphina, 2:19, that

have been enjoying the freedom of the paddocks at Palo Alto
for the last two months, are again being jogged. They are a

great trio, and, barring accident*, will add more glory to the

name of Palo Alto in
:

93.

The stallion Thorndale died recently on the place of his

owner, Mr. Oakleigh Thome, at Millbrook, Dutchess County,
Y. Thorndale was foaled on the place of J. R. Adams,

It seems unaccountably strange in these days of phe-
nomenal youngsters that the record for two year-old geldings,

Fred Crocker's 2:25i, made in 1SS0, stili stands unbroken,
as does the three-year-old Faust's 2:1SJ, made in 1SS9, and
the four-year-old Jay-Eye-See's 2:19, made in 1832.

Sknatoe Benj. F. Langford, of Lodi, has a Dexter
Prince colt out of Luella i dam of Myrtle 2:19A) that is aston-

ishing the trainers and drivers at the race course. He is in

charge of Chas. David and a prouder man than he does not

sit in a sulky whenever he jogs the youngster on the track.

L.a-t Saturday Millard Sanders left the pleasant little town
of Pleasanton for the East. In the baggage car attached to

the rear palace car of the train was the great slaliion Sidney,

2:19f, and six highly bred broodmares. Some of them are to

be sold with Sidney by Wm. B. Fasig, at Cleveland,

The blackmailer, Kearney, has wonderful eves, if he is to

be believed, for lie declares he could see the split second hands
on a time watch eleven feet beneath him, and saw when it

marked a quarter of a second. The manager of Lick observa-
lorv ought to engage him to " hunt for cornels ;" he is gifted

with ii

Twelve new baby trotters have arrived since January 1,

1893. Several of thera are of illustrious parentage aud have
very fast record-—''to get.'" The most aristocratic youngster
is a son of the famous Palo Alt<>. 2:08 . and Waxana, dam of

If he justifies hi- royal breeding be will surely

prove a world-beater.— Palo Alto (Ja/.ette.

The Belmont Stock Farm has decided to place the service
fee of their royal-bred Red Wilke-

—

Dirtat-.r colt, known as
Dictates, at $100 for this season, giving small breeders who
are owners of good mares I pportunity to breed to the most
fashionable-bred young -trillion on the coast at a reasonable
ligure. See advertisement in another column.

Erin, 2:2-1,. by Belmont 01, dam Eventide dam of Krem-
lin. . nd. 2:28), by Woodford Mambrino 545;

of Vatican, -:'-".•
, . sire of Belle Vara,

Hambleionian 1". third dam Venn-, by American
Star 14, will soon be in California. Henry Pierce, the pro-

cured him and recently sent a man to

Hartford, Connecticut, to bring the stallion here.

With the introduction of th< tern of
racing a tw>> and three-year-old can be nominated in thi-

ll aa in events for animals of a like age. It is no
oungster to go two or three heats in tbe

- than it is in a class f-.r their age.

Where the strain comes in is in goingao many hard heal

tern .ill be greatly to the advantage of a mau with a

of young horses.

Scott County. Kentucky, twenty-eight years ago. His dam
was Dolly, a famous brocd mare in these days. Thorndale
was purchased from Mr. Adams by Edwin Thorne and brought
to Dutchess County, a two-year-old. His half-brothe.s. On-
ward, by George Wilnes, and Director, bv Dictator, are among
the famous stallions of to-day. Thorndale died of old age,

surrounded by as much luxury as any horse ever knew, and
was buried with honors.

Who says that true philanthropy is not as often found

among horsemen as among the class who make a special claim
to piety .' Mr. Xathan Strauss, a well-known horseman and
former owner of Majolica. 2:1-5, has opened a yard or depo» in

New York where coal is sold to poor people at actual cost. For
example, his coal cost him £5 a ton by the boat load, and he
has it retailed at four pounds for a cent, he paying out of his

own pocket all the expenses of the men employed in serving

the public. For a nickel a poor person may buy twenty

pounds of coal, or for $1, 400 pounds, this being the limit

either way of one sale to any one person.

Geo. W. Ford, the well-known nursery man of Santa Ana,
purchased a colt called Chas. Willis at the sale held by the

Oakwood Park Stock Farm last Oclober. This youngster is

by Albert \\\, 2:20, out of Clyde, by Nutwood 600, and has

given his new owner hopes of entering the 2:30 circle this

fall. The track at Santa Ana is assuming aliveiy appearance.

A large number of horses are being worked there every day,

and unless we are very much mistaken, the indications are

more than favorable, for this being a greater year for Cali-

fornia horses than ever; more of them will enter the lists, and
the champion crowns will also be ours.

Since the organization of the North Pacific Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association, one year ago, the interests of the light-

harness horse have been rapidly advanced in this district.

Until Salem took a forward stride and held a spring meeting
in 1802, only one spring meeting—that of the Portland Speed
Association—marked the racing year on the Northern coast.

Tlii- spring shows a further advance. The Portland Speed
and Driving Association lead> otl with a rousing meeting,

beginning June 24th and lasting seven days. Salem comes
next, claiming the Fourth of July, and holding £. three'days'

meeting. Independence and Albany will follow, hut have not

yet set their date*.— < tregonian.

Unless a borse has brains he is not teachable. A horse that

lias breadth and fullness between the ears and eyes will not act

mean or hurt anyone. The eye should be full and a hazel

color, the ears small and thin and point forward, the face

straight with square muzzle and large nostrils. The under
side oT the head Bhould be well cut under the jaw with jaw-
bone broad, and wide apart under the throttle. The lack
short and straight and square rump, high withers, shoulders
well aet hack, and broad but not deep into the chest, fore feet

-hort with round mulish fool. There are all kinds of
horses, bat the animal that has all these points is almost

' sure to be sightly, graceful, good-natured and serviceable.

Harness racing will, during the coming season, attract tbe
attention of the general public more forcibly than it has ever
before done. It was only a few years ago that a very small
portion of the public took any great interest in harness racing

or harness racers, and the rapidity with which it has gained
in favor during the last few years is little less than amazing.
Running racps, which a few years ago almost monopolized the
attention of the horse-loving public, are now successfully con-
ducted in a few of the larger cities only, and are supported
more by the people who love the element of chance than by
those who love racing for its own sake. The true lovers of

horses take naturally to the trotter, and this very fact guaran-
tees a future for harness racing brighter than even its most
ardent admirers hardly dare to predict.

It seems that thedog who was killed in the railroad wreck
in Jersey last week was not " Doc," the famous trotting dog
who attracted so much attention at the trotting meetings last

season. The Toronto Globe of January 28th Pays: 'The
story of the death of the trott'ng dog Doc in i railway wreck
in New Jersey last week has called out a deal of entirely un-
necessary sympathy. Doc is worth a great many dead dogs
yet. Me is at home in Brighton, Ont.. and has not been in

New Jersey for many moons. Mr. Ketchum's wonderful setter

is not out for Mr. Bonner's purse for the 2:05 trotter, but he
brings home in a season more dollars than a good many ex-
pensive hordes earn, and barring accidents the canine trotter

will be readv for all comers in his class next season."

The breeder who shapes his business to meet the change in
times will be likely to reap a rich harvest. Use the knife,

then one-tenth part of the money required to develop speed
will shape, the gelding for a useful road horse. To do this

drive him regularly and long enough at a time to quiet him,
that he may learn to speed without pulling ; make him
familiar with steam and road use in cities, so that he can be
driven by ladies or gentlemen. In thi^wav road-riding would
be made fashionable, as nothing drives away family or busi-

ness cares like a spin behind a «peedv familv horse in a
friendly contest. At present it is next to impossible to get a
safe, handsome, well-broken driving hors» with speed at a
reasonable figure, as they are generally knocked to pieces in

trvingto make campaigners, and in most instances wind up
bv taking a tin-cup record and a place in a combination sale.

—Rural World.

The dispersal sale of stock belonging to the Asylum Stock
Farm promises to be the largest and most attractive of any
ever held in California, and Messrs. Killlp & Co. are doing
all in their power to make it successful. The small breeders
who desire to get splendidly bred mares and fillies to breed to

the most popular "stars" of the day will have an opportu-

nity of securing them at thpir own prices. The stallions, colts

and geldings that are consigned to this sale are also of roval

breeding, and many of them will be seen on the circuit this fall

in the races, if the owners see them move. The names of all

who may be interested in securing "a good one to have on the
farm " are desired, and bv sending a p'Wtal to the auctioneers

(with the names and addresses of such people) catalogues will

be sent to thera immediately. The sale takes place on the
2nd and 3d of March at the Bay District track. Nearly every
animal will be shown in harness.

J. S. Phippex has been employed at Palo Alto more than
twelve years, but last season he was given, his first opportunity
to demonstrate to the public his ability as a trainer and
driver, and for his first season's work upon a public track in

races and trials against time his record is unequaled. He put

twenty horses into the 2:30 list, thirteen of them being two-

year-olds—six more than the farm ever put into the list in

any previous year. Two of the two-year-olds he gave records

better than 2:20, viz., Rowena, 2:17, and Avena, 2:19], a feat

never before accomplished by any driver in one year. He
drove Sweet Rose to a yearling record of 2:251, which is with-

in a quarter of a second of the world's best record for that age.

and gave Truman a four-year-old mark of 2:12. and the three-

year-olds, Elden and Advance, records of 2:19} and 2:22,

respectively. He drove the twelve-year-old horse Alfred, a

condemned cripple, to a record of 2:25, and reduced Bernal's

record from 2:24 to 2:17, Langton's from 2:26$ to 2:22, Bell

Bird's from 2:26} to 2:22. Truman's from 2:22 to 2:12 and
Rowena's from 2:37 to 2:17.

Five thousand dollars seems t j be an extravagant price for

a sapphire, and probably no such crystal gem, no matter how
blue or beautiful or large, ever brought that sum, but when A.

H. Moore, the liberal Philadelphia breeder, bid the noted ma-
tron Sapphire up to that figure at the recent Kellogg com-
bination sale in this city he expressed himself as well satisfied

with the investment. "There are no more of them," re-

marked Mr. Moore, referring to the daughter of Jay Gould
and Lucy, and her companion, Thornetta, both of whom he

has added to the harem at Cloverdell, "and blood-lines like

these are good enough to bank on." Sapphire is still com-
paratively young, while Thornetta, though nearly out of her

teens, is well perserved and quite a bargain at §1100. The
union with Director will be a mingling of the bluest blood,

including the valued strain from American Star which he and
Sapphire get in the third generation. It does not always follow

that rarity makes worth, but given an equal amount of quality

the value increases as the numbers lessen. Lady Thorn and
Lucy were first-water gems in their day, and their daughters,

though undeveloped, naturally command a ready market.

—

Horseman.

The late snow storm has dampened the ardor of the horse-

trainers, and about all they can do is to trot races around a

red-hot stove. All the horses so far are wintering well, and
seem to enjoy the abundant supply of the " beautiful." At
Vancouver may be found Sam Costo. with Althaia, two-year-

old record, 2:272, and Altawood, pacer, one-year-old record,

2:37. Mr. Tilden has Ella T., one-year-old record 2:34, and
several youngsters. Matt Mann has Altao, record 2:17] ;

Trnmont, 2:29, and some young fellows. Lute Lindsey has
Alexis, pacer, 2:18. Sperry & Crawford have their Red
Wilkes colt, Scarlet Letter. George Misner is wintering at

City View with J. S- C. What Ho and Frank O'Neill. John
Sawyer is wintering at Witch Hazel with Phallamont Boy,

Princemont, Alba L. and some green ones. Moshier has

Challenger Chief, 2:21 ; King Patchen ; Combination George,

pacer, 2:20 : Anna Alene and others. Charley Woons, who
has charge of the Witch Hazel stock, is jogging Blondie, Van-
quish, Noonday. Canemah and a Int of youngsters by Ham-
bleionian Mambrino. Wes. EEedmon is jogging Senator

Tongue's horses. Pandora, Von Tromp and Fred Hamble'on.

Kitty Horn will be sent to Witch Hazel to be trained for this

season's racing.—Oregonian.
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The Saddle.

The Western jockey, Yignes, will ride for the .Etna Stable

this season.

Gayoso died of lung fever at Montgomery Park. Memphis,
Tenn , last week, l >ayoso was a four-year-old chestnut by

imp. Great Tom -Buttress.

George II. Esgejias has purchased the iuterest of his

nephew, William A. Engeman, in the Clifton race track, and

is now sole proprietor.

Jockey Perkixsox, who was here with the Lorraine

Stable horses at the last Blood Horse meeting, has signed to

ride during 1893 for R. L. Baker, of Lexington, Ky.

J. Delong has been bought from Billy Lakeland, the six-

year-old bay horse Lord Dalmeny, by imp. The III Used, out

of Lady Eosebery, and the horse will probably be sent to

Chicago.

San Emegdio, the three-year-old Apache—Cinderella colt)

won another race at Hawthorne on February 6th, beating Zan-

tippa, Blanche's Last and Sylvia R. Charles Kerr, of Bakers-

field, CaL, bred the colt.

The Los Angeles meeting commences on Saturday, March
18th, and lasts seven days. The Santa Anita two-year-olds

may race there. A number of stables are being built to accom-
modate the large number of flyers expected.

The Blood Horse Association have secured a fine suite of

rooms in the Halleck block, corner Sansome and Halleck
streets. The apartments have been elegantly fitted up, and

the leading "horse" papers of the country will be placed on

file.

A Lexington (Ky.) special of February oth, said : "The
vat liable broodmare, Laura L.,9, by Longfellow, dam Vesy,

by Vexation, second dam by John Morgan, is dead at the

farm of Captain William May, in this county. She was
valued at $3,000."

Sknatok William Thompson, of Reno, Nev., gave us a

pleasant call last Monday. He reports his horses that are at

Bay District track and in Nevada in excellent shape, and is

especially sweet on the filly by imp. Cheviot, out of Bessie

Shannon (sister to BNhop), by Shannon. Martinet has filled

out into a very fine colt, and will not be last in the American
Derby by any means.

Herbert Kin*., of Chicago, for a long time superintendent

of Garfield Park and one of the most thorough horsemen in

America, has been in San Francisco several months, and will

probably return home ere long. It is to be regretted exceed-

ingly that a horseman of Mr. King's ability should be

unable to secure a string of horses in California worth naving
or a position as superintendent on oue of our leading stock

farms. Mr. King is not only a first-class trainer, but is an
excellent veterinarian, especially clever in the line of horse

dentistry.

A few more declarations from the American Derby came
in yesterday, making the total number struck out 175, and
leaving 1-50 still in the race. The additional declarations are

Unalaska II., Pasha, Uhiyesa, Chnrm, Grandee, Solitude and
Dick O'Malley. Pittsburg Phil's colt, Sir Roy, is declared,

but his Wormser is left in. a clerical oversight having made
it appear that Wormser was scratched and Sir Roy left in the

list of declarations published Monday.—Chicago Inter Ocean,
Feb. 7. Castro, Anchoret and Linville have also been declared

out, according to the Inter < Icean.

The effort to pass a bill in the Tennessee Legislature mak-
ing it a misdemeanor to bet on races run in the Slate has '

failed. It was amended in the Senate, and on its passage was
defeated by a vote of 18 to 10. There are too many men in-

terested in the breeding and racing of horses in that State to

make such a law advisable, and, so far as public seutiment is

concerned, it is largely in favor of the sport.

PICKING the winner of such a race as the American Derby
thus far in advance is a hard task, but twenty horses that are
almost certain to start for the great race, if no accident occurs
to them in training, are : Dare, Don Alonzo, Cadmus, Cat- '

houn, Eltham Queen, Floodgate, Gov. Foraker, G. W. John-
]

son, Tyro, Hugh Penny, Lady Violet, Lookout, Monowai,
Picton, Rainbow, St. Croix, Sir Francis, Ramapo, The Reaper
and Tobe Bell. The man who can select the best of this lot

will probably pick the Derby winner in doing so.

Talk about cast-ofls ! Oakdale, a brown gelding by imp.
Partisan, dam Pet, by Melbourne Jr. (dam of Birdcatcher,

Mattie C, Brown Bess and Partisana),sold by William Marry,
of Sacramento, to Tavlor & Caldwell, of Illinois, for a song,

has been winning right alone at Hawthorne, and in good
company, too. t >n the same date \ Feb. 7) San Emegdio, also

a Californian. put another race to his credit. He was bred by
Chas. Kerr, of Bakersfield. and is by Apache, dam Cinderella
(dam of Herald), by Catesby.

Mb. James R. Keene has bought from Lord Rosslyn the

chestnut mare <_ushat, foaled 1887, by Hermit, dam Stock-
dove, by Stockwell ; second dam Beatrice (dam of Preston-

pans), by Voltigeur, etc. This mare is own sitter to Blue
Rock (dam of St. Simon of the Rock), ''ushat, as a two-year-

old, running in Lord Calthorpe's colors, ran a deati heat with

Lord Alington's Bena for the Lavant Stakes at Goodwood,
defeating Memoir, Bonaventure, etc. She has a fine yearling
hy Satiety, and is now in foal to Rosebery, the result of « hich
cross will be breeding very similar to that of Amphion.

The epidemic of " ringers " is now supplemented by one
of horse-stealing. The last victim is J. Sullivan, who recently

purchased Clotho and Experience (by Prince Charlie), pay-
ing $3,050 for the latter at the sale of the Macduff Stable.

These two horses he shipped on to Chicago in charge of a
colored lad, George Todd. They arrived safely in the Windy
City on Monday, and were sent off to Roby under Todd's
care, but never reached that track. Clotho was purchased
from "Bill" Brien on private terms. Both are fair class

horses, and would win a lot of races at Roby.

In the names claimed by the Uneck Stable that appear in

another column will be noted a very neat specimen of nomen-
clature. The filly by Midlothian, out of Patty, is presumably
half Scotch and half Irish—a very hardy breed, as Mr. W. L.

Powers incidentally remarked—so she is dubbed Micmac
Queen. One of the names, Lambayeque, will prove a stumb-
ling block to the public and even the most nimbie-tongued
bookmaker. In all likelihood " Clambake " will be found a

handy substitute for this polysyllabic cognomen, which is the

name of a town in Peru.—Daily Spirit.

J. W. Rogers, the widely-known trainer of the great colt

Lamplighter, was at Hawthorne yesterday, and among other
things joined Ed Corrigan and John Brennock in a weighty
and venturesome turf transaction, says the Chicago Inter

Ocean of February 7th. The trio, after due consultation,

pooled their funds and bet Joe Cllman $G against S30,<J0U

that Gould Sc Curry will win the next American Derby.
Another bold speculator viewing the matter differently bet

$20 against $20,000 thai Todd's Only will carry off the race of

the year. Two hundred dollars against $6,000 was also bet on
Hugh Penny.

A tikfman who recently made atrip to Sacramento and
saw all the thoroughbreds in training at the State capital said

regarding Yo El Key, Dare and Floodgate, of the Fair string :

" 1 never in all my life saw a finer-looking colt than the
brother to Yo Tambien. After gazing at him for nearly an
hour I failed to see where he was lacking in a single particu-

lar, and the longer one looks at him the more he become**
impressed with the belief that Yo El Bey is sure to be one of

the greatest horses the American turf has ever known. I >are

has filled out into a tcrand big horse, and if nothing happens
he will make a hot fight for first honors in the American
Derby of 1893. Floodgate is also looking well, and many are

sweet on his chances in the rich event at Washington Park."

Imp. Mermiwa has had a large number of mares booked
to him already, among the number being May Pritchard, by
Tyrant ; Panchita, by Aha; May D. (dam of Esperanza), by
Wildidle—Sally Hart; Belle W., her sister; Viola Rea (dam
of St. Patrick), by Lodi—Mamie Hall ; Sally Hart (dam of

Fannv F.). bv Montana—Cricket, by Rifleman ; Fannv F.,

by Wildidle—Sally Hart; Miss Adda, by Bank Roll ; Lur-
line, by Longfield—Katy Pease; Mistake, by Wildidle—Katy
Pease; Priscilla, by Thad Stevens— Eliza, by Norfolk; Lizzie

(Jard, by Jim Brown—by Monday, and Cheerful, by Three
Cheers—Queen Emma, by Woodburn.

It is already apparent that the American Derby of this

year will be marked by the heaviest ante-post betting that has

yet been a feature in connection with any race decided in this

country. Joe CI Iman and his partners, O'Xeill and Eckert,

have as vet posted no odds, as they are awaiting the February
declarations; but such is the eagerness to invest that thev

have already taken many bets at their own terms. G. W.
Johnson has been backed this week at the slim rate of ? 1 1,000

and $1,100 in two bets of §6,000 and $000 and $5,000 and

$500, and yesterday a bet of $15,000 to S70 against Enthusiast

was laid, as was also another of $2,500 to $25 against the Duke
of Beaufort's colt, Son iif a Gun, now in England. When the

full lists are made public the $20,000 book will be speedily

closed on a really surprising number of candidates.—Chicago
Inter Ocean.

John Cassidy, on the Cliff House road, has a number of

celebrities in the horse world in his charge, and all are look-

ing finer than silk. Imp. Loyalist (son of The Marquis and
Loyal Peeress), that held the mile and aquarter record in Aus-
tralia (2 08]) until Carbine beat it, is looking as strong as the
proverbial ox, and is as sound as a dollar. This grandson of

the mighty Stockwell (there are only a few in the male line

in this country) may be trained and raced this season, and if

he does it will take a "corker" to lower his colors. Imp.
idalium is looking as well as he everdid in his life, and if any-
thing he is a better-looking horse than his brother, imp. Sir

Modred, which is saying a good deal. Charley C, 2:18£, and
his half-brother, Bloomfield Boy, by Guy Wilkes, 2:151, are

in the pink of condition, as their shining coats and clear eyes

denote, and Mr. Cassidy thinks this pair will trot double close

to 2:20 this season, notwithstanding Charley C.'s record was
made at the pace. She, by Abbottsford, is a picture of equine
beauty and as gentle as a pet dog. It is thougut she will lower
her record of 2:25 materially this season. A mammoth black

horse at Mr. Cassidy's by Yalensin, 2;23, dam Flight, attracts

considerable attention, and is a pretty good looker for a big

fellow.

Myall King, the Australian-bred racehorse that won the

Yiceroy's Cup at Calcutta three times for Lord William Beres-

ford, at length broke down in his preparation for that event.

As it was, the Maharajah of Cooch Bohar ran hist and second
with Australian horses, Highborn and Good Hope, with the

English mare, Catarina, third. The Maharajah showed him-
self a good sportsman by having both his starters ridden out.

Highborn was the less fancied of the pair, going to the post

at 4 to 1, but in a rattling finish he beat his stable mate, who
wss at 2\ to 1, a neck. The distance, one and three-quarter

miles, was run in 3:09, says the Daily Spirit. This race has

set some English critics to thinking whether there is not more
than has been commonly supposed in the very high claims
Australians make for their horses. Of course, while Catarina
was smart, she was not strictly first-class, or perhaps anything
like it in England, but the same may be said about the Aus-
tralians who were each conceding her 9 lbs. In addition,

Ringmaster, who was well known in England,was handsomely
beaten in the same event. The general idea seems to be that

for staying blood Australia would undoubtedly take a lot of

beating, and that the breeders of that country knew what they

were about when they secured Musket, Fisherman and Tim
Whi filer,

*' three of the best long-distance runners the En-
glish turf ever produced."

Dr. Robert Jennings, the well-known veterinary surgeon,
died at his residence in Detroit, Mich., recently, from paralysis

of the brain. Tuesday night he went to bed in his usual

health, and his wife had no suspicion of his illness until about

8 o'clock Wednesday morning, when her efforts to arouse him
proved fruitless. Dr. Jennings was born in Philadelphia

sixty-eight years ago. He was the founder of the first veterin-

ary college on the American continent, that institution being
situated at Philadelphia, and being called the Philadelphia
Veterinary College. He was professor of veterinary science

in seven agricultural colleges In ensuing years, among them
being the Ohio Agricultural College, situated at Columbus.
Fifteen years ago he came to Detroit, and began practice. For
twelve years he had charge of the lire department horses in

. but finally give it up on account of ill health. He
was the author of five different work-, on Dorses, their training

and the diseases which they are heir to. lie also invented
some very useful surgical instruments. He was ihe editor ofa
veterinary depai tmenl in several newspapers, and was i

as :in authority on ;ill matters pertaining to his profession. The
deceased leaves a widow, son and two daughters to mourn his

loss, Sis son, Dr. Robert Jennings, isa practicing physician

in Pittsburg and his daughters, Mrs. Linnu Parker and Mrs.

George Gibson, live in Detroit.

Thomas Hefpernan has in training at Stockton the fol-

lowing: Recardo, by Wildidle, dam Blue Bonnet, by Joe
Hooker; second dam Kate Carson, by Joe Daniels. He is a
beautiful chestnut colt with white star in forehead, stands loh
hands, and is such a made horse as Wild wood, and Mr. He-Her-
man thinks he will gain just such a reputation. Then there
18 one with the peculiar name. Soda < ruckers. lie is a bright
chestnut with blaze face and four while legs. lie is by Prince
of Norfolk, dam Reta B., by Joe Hooker, and he looks every
inch a racehorse (Longshot all over). And then there is

Donna Juana, a sorrel filly, by Prince of Norfolk, dam Blue
Bonnet, by Joe Hooker; second dam Kate Carson, by Joe
Daniels; third dam Belle Mahone, by Norfolk ; fourth dam
Maid of the Oaks, by Jack Hawkins: fifth dam by imp.
Glencoe, and so on. The above are the property of <i. W.
Trahern, and will probably be seen at the spring Blood Horse
meeting.

Richard Croker has identified himself with the turf.

He does not except to win the fame or the money made by
Pierre Lorillard. the Dwyers or other leading turfmen of the
country. " 1 am going into the business," he said to me yes-
terday, " only in a small way comparatively. I am not doing
it to make money, but the benefit of my health, so as to be
more in the open air." " But you will run your horses for

money?" I said. " I shall run them foratl they are worth,"
was the quiet reply, " and I shall be perfectly satisfied if 1

coi.ie out winner.'* The horses upon which Mr. Croker
mainly relies for success in his initial turf ventures are York-
ville Belle, Red Banner and Fairy, which were recently

bought for him by Mike Dwyer. These horses have line

records and made large winnings for their former owners. Mr.
Croker has already entered them in the principal events of
the year, including the Brooklyn and Suburban handicaps.

—

N. Y. Herald. Mr. Croker's registered colors are "Yale blue,

gold tassel."

In a letter to a friend in Washington Colonel Thomas P.
Ochiltree says of the horses from Colonel North's stable that
he will have charge of in their American campaign this year:
" You will see by the list that I have no great horses, only
q- ite a useful lot of fellows for handicaps. All but one of the
Colonel's entries for the stake events at Chicago went amiss
except Royal Harry and Eltham Queen. The former will rep-
resent theni in the English (Epsom) Derby, and the latter, I

hope, will start for the American event. Neither Colonel
North nor myself expect to accomplish much this year with
the string intrusted to my care. It is entirely experimental,
a breaking of the ice as it were. If the horses have a safe

voyage, and progress well in acclimatization, gel into good
working form and are leniently treated by the handicappers
I will compromise by getting along somewhere in the wake of

1, 2, 3 occasionally. Of one thing I feel assured. If this ven-
ture goes well I am convinced Colonel North will re-enforce
my command with a lot of youngsters, and perhaps.suco a
real good one as El Diablo, and then other English owners
will follow suit. Amen, say I." From the above it raav be
inferred that Colonel North deems Royal Harry and Eltham
Queen the pick of his three year olds, and that in sending the
latter over to this side to contend for American Derby honors
he was sending over an animal of real merit. It is to be sin-

cerely hoped that she has not been injured by her stormy voy-
age in the Tauric.

Many consider the Doncaster St. Legerthe most important
three year-old event in England, as the distance is consider-
ably greater than that in the Derby. Stockwell won the St.

Leger and made a truly wonderful record as a sire of St. Leger
winners, starting the ball rolling in 1860 with St. Albans; in

1S61 the great mare Caller Ou, by Stockwell, won it, healing,

among others. Kettledrum, winner of the Derby, he by Rata-
plan, brother to Stockwell; in 1862 The Marquis, son of
Stockwell and sire of imp. Chesterfield and Loyalist, won the
great event; in 1S64, Blair Athol, Stockwell's greatest son,

landed the St. Leger, again beating General Peel, winner of
the Two Thousand Guineas, and also Cambuscan, sire of the
dam of imp. Sir Modred, Cheviot and Idalium; in 1806 Lord
Lyon, by Stockwell, won the Leger, with Savernake, also by
Stockwell, second, and in 1867 Achievement, by Stockwell.
was first, beating the Derby winner, Hermit (sire of St. Blaise

and Friar Tuck). Then the Stockwell family went right on
winning the great stake, for in 1875, Craig Millar, a son of
Blair Athol, won it, and in 1877 Silvio, by the same great sire,

was first past the post. In 1880 Robert the Devil landed the
stake for Mr. C. Brewer, and the winner was by Bertram, he
by The Duke, son of Stockwell. In 1886 Ormonde put the

St. Leger to his credit, and he was by Beud Or, a son of Don-
caster, he by Stockwell ; in 18SS Seabreeze got the verdict,

and she was by Isonomy, that was from a daughter of Stock-
well. No sire in English turf history approaches Stockwell
in getting St. Leger winners, and his blood is telling in the

mother country to this day more than that of any other horse.

The growth of horse racing as a popular sport in England
and the exteut of the general public interest in it are suffi-

ciently proved by the fact that the London Times think- it

necessary to devote the greater part ofa page to racing statis-

tics. It gives, among other things, a list of the principal

owners of winning horses during the last six years, and the

amount of their gains, mentioning only those who have made
more than than $:J5,000 a year forlhe period underconsidera-
tion. It appears that nineteen owners of race horses won al-

together in six years rather less than a million sterling in

prizes alone—the list beginning with the Duke of Portland,

who won more than $765,(100, and ending with several gentle-

men who carried oft' more than $150,000. There were no iess

than twenty-six owners whose horses won for them last year
less than $-5,000 and more than *5,n00. Speaking roughly,

there are a hundred owners whose winnings in one fear are

between $5,000 and $160,000. In 1889 the Dnke ol Portland
carried oft' more than $365,000, but that waa due to a series of

altogether exceptional. A better idea of the extent

of the business i- obtained from the racing fixtures, of which
there are 10". all more or less important, for next year, to Bay

nothing of the countless third and fourth-rate local a

It i- plain thai all the chief prizes l'" to the very rich persons
who do not need them, and that, except in the case of a min-
ority of horse owners, racing in itself is nol a paying business.

If il were ir would, of COUrSe, 1"' undertaken by business men
and ntock-ownera The idea thai it is maintained by patriots

who wish to improve the race of English

tains much credit. A few of the very rich are willing to con-

trihiite largely to ius Bupporl for their own pi

course, the real reason why it nourishes there as el

that it gratifies the human passion for gambling an- 1

ment.
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What a National Association Could Do.

The more closely the subject of a National Sportsmen's As-

tatioo is considered the more favorable will it become

impressed upon the miuds of all who are interested in Held

sports.

It will be conceded, we think, without argument that in

order to be effective in reaching the public and impressing it

with the importance of any idea that the only way by which

this may be done is through competent and thorough organi-

zations.

No idea however popular, however meritorious and deserv-

ing in and bv reason of its own inherent virtue has ever be-

come incorporated into the law of the land without having a

partv, well organized and governed back of it which had as its

central object the development, recognition aDd establishment

of the special idea for which it was formed. The sportsmen's

interests in this country will never be recognized and incor-

porated into the laws of the land until those interested there-

in band t>ge'her and by tbe influence held by them demand
of the several States the recognition which they deserve.

It should not become a political organization only so far as

i[ is necessary to insure the success of its demands, and in this

lies its salvation. The idea of sportsmen going to legislature

after legislature petitioning and begging for that which is

alone for the public good, to be snubbed and turned away
simply because there is no united party or power behind their

demands is humiliating.

When will the politicians listen respectfully to the demands
of the guild? Whenever there is an organization of legal

vuters back of the demand sufficient to compel them to take

notice of the demand and not before.

An organization of 5U0 or 1UU0 voters pledged to one idea

or plan is a most potent argument in its favor and one that

will not be disregarded.

More can be accomplished this year than could be accom-
plished in two ordinary years, that is, the central event of the

age at Chicago presents such favorable opportunities that to

fail to avail ourselves of them would be little short of treason

to the cau-e of the sporting interests generally.

The National Association should have a legal representative

whose business it would be to familiarize himself with the

laws of the several States and by coming in touch with the

legislative committees of the associations of the several States

to aid in the formulation of such bills as would avoid the pit-

falls into which others have fallen, thus saviug time, expense
and tbe blight of defeat which serves, in many cases, to effec-

tually dampen the energies of well intentioned sportsmen.

In coming in touch with the .National Fish Commission
and furnishing reliable clannels through which the distribu-

tion of National aid could be made effectual, would be a

strong point of advantage.

T.ie collection of funds would be a comparatively easy
' matter when the donors are once convinced that the channels

of distribution are solid and substantial and under the

government of the best ability of the country.

Again the stimulating influence of a National Sportsmen's

Association would call out the best ability of the sportsmen
of America and in this the cause would be strengthened as it

would be impossible otherwise to do. There can be no ques-

tion of the feasibility and importance of the project. Let it

not slumber; it is of the first importance to the sportsman's

interest of the whole countrv.

Inanimate Target Shooting.

From the necessities of the case and largely from inclination

and the fact that the sport can be indulged in by the great

majority ofsportsmen owing to the fact of its being within the

reach of all financially, the sport of inanimate target shoot-

ing is destined to become far more popular than it has been

heretofore on this coast.

The flying disks present an admirable target at which to

fire in the air, the motion of the targets much resembling the

flight of live birds. There are many men who would love to

become experts in handling the gun and this sport presents,

in the fullest sense, all of the requisities going to prepare one
for handling the gun effectually in the field.

The intention seems to be, for the present season, to push
this department of trap shooting to the front as never before.

Certain it is that few organizations in the State have suc-

ceeded in establishing belter sport than that of the Lincoln
Gun Club, which is one of the oldest and most popular inani-

mate shooting clubs to be found within the State, or indeed
upon the Pacific Coast.

The grounds at Oakland Shooting Park are to be specially

fitted up for this purpose and hereafter, at all times, the lovers

of inanimate target shooting will there find the very best and
most convenient facilities for the enjoyment of the sport.

We hope to see a general interest awakened in this depart-
ment to the end that every lover of the gun may enjoy the
sport to the fullest extent.

The Recreation G-un Club.

The annual meeting of the Recreation Gun Club was held

at the Occidental hotel on Thursday evening of last week.

There was a good attendance of the membership.

Mr. Thomas R, Barney was elected president for the ensu-

Gere Vice-President and D. M. Osborn
i i B. Norton, E. A. Eddy and I>r. s, ]:.

Eloowles were elected directors of the Club.
Some changes we re made in the rules of the ( lub looking to

a more liberal <

I
the sportsmen locally as to partici-

pating in the n of the club. The second Sunday
in March will witness the inaugural of the t Hob's sport for the

The Club is in good condition financially and other-
wise, and ii- membership look forward to a pleasant season of
-port at the trap.

The winter has been very severe on nil classes of game birds
in the eastern and middle States. California and the South
only have escai - in this Line. We should be happy
to know that abooi the only change which the weather holds

For our game is to cause ii to migrate from the valleys

to the foot bills when tbe fogs lie over the former and the sun-
Wtains in the hill--.

The following annual statement of the Country Club is

given to the public with the belief that the sportsmen of the

countrv generally will be interested in the grand achieve-

ments accomplished by this club.

"The year 1892 has been one of prosperity. The number
of visitors has been greater than in any former year. The
privileges of the Club House and Preserve have been greatly

enjoved by all, and nothing has occurred to mar the pleasure

of our members.
"Fish ajtd fishxng—The fishing in the Club's waters was

steadily good during the whole season. The Olema, Bear
Valley and Alamillo Streams have shown a greater abundance

than in the years before the Club's control. We have been

rejoiced at the success resulting from the stocking of our Jakes.

In April, 1891, 14,000 Eastern trout were put in Trout Lake,

and last year these fish were of the almost uniform size of

twelve inches in length and three-quarters of a pound in

weight each ; and, according to the natural rate of increase, we
may look for them in the nest fishing season of the length of

fifteen inches, and from one to one and a half pounds in weight.

Trout Lake last July was for the second time stocked with

17,000 Eastern trout, and these fish are now seven inches in

length. Bass Lake, which is located a short distance from
Trout Lake, was stocked with black bass from Crystal Springs

Lake in 1890, and from Menlo Park Lake in 1891. From tests

made the last year, we are confident that the members will en-

joy tine sport the coming season. Crescent Lake, also located

near Trout and Bass Lakes, was stocked last August with 30.-

000 land-locked salmon, and there would seem to be no reason

for doubting that as good results will follow as in the case of

the other varieties of fish.

"The Bear Valley Dam—We wish to congratulate the

members on the success of the construction of the Bear Valley

Lam, which was finished in November. The dam is situated

near the outlet into the ocean of Bear Valley Creek. Its

dimensions are fifty feet in length, twenty-seven feet in height,

fourteen feet at the base and sis feet at the top ;—built of

cement and rock. The time consumed in tilling with water

was fourteen days. The fact that it withstood the severe storms

of the past winter proves its substantial construction. In
August, there were placed in the Bear Valley Creek, above

the dam, 17,000 rainbow trout [scdmo irideus), which are noted

for their game qualities.

"Stocking—Trout lake has been stocked with 31,000 New
Hampshire trout, Bear Valley Creek Dam with li),000 rain-

bow trout, Black Bass Lake, Ocean Lake, Little Lake and
Wild Cat Lake with black bass, and Crescent Lake with 30,000
land-locked salmon. There have been turned out, 30 Mon-
golian pheasants, b*00 Arizona quail, and 100 Chinese quail.

" Protection of Game—The has been little or no poach-

ing on the Preserve grounds during the past year. Pleasant

relations have been maintained by the Club, the neighbors and
the Preserve tenants. Our keepers have accomplished good
work in the trapping of vermin, which doe smore toward in-

creasing and protecting game than the invasion of many
pouchers. ' 'n March 1st, 160 traps will be put out by the

keepers.

"cultivation—We have plowed and sowed about sixty

acres of land, which will produce sufficient hay to feed our sis-

teen horses and eight cows. We have one thousand acres

fenced in for pasturage.
' Improvements—There have been built during the past

year the Bear Valley Dam, hay-barn, granary, dog keDnels,

electric blue-rock pigeon traps with shooting house, and a

handsome fence has been erected in front of Club House
grounds and around the garden.

" Recreation—Our bull's head breakfast in June, and our
Monterey outing, in August, were both pronounced enjoyable

and successtul events. Our trap shooting team won its first

match against the Alameda County Sportsman's Association.

Another match is to be shot at this summer. During the past

year 17S gutsts have visited the Club House. This includes

"many ladies, who are allowed the privileges of the Club House
on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.

" The Preserve—The Preserve contains about 76,000

acres, with sixty miles of ocean front. The roads for driving

are all good, and the scenery is unsurpassed. There are nu-

merous lakes and trout [streams, and an abundance of deer,

quail, snipe and duck. The sea fishing and salmon fishing in

Tomales Bay are features."

Since February, 1S92, the following vermin and birds of

prey have been killed on the preserve : 1 bear, 3 coyotes, 48

wildcats, S7 foses, 65 'coons, 31 skunks and S4 hawks. The
financial statement of the Club shows for laborers wages and
for material in making improvements, and for general ex-

penses from February 11, 1892, to February 11, 1&93. the sum
of $14,430.4S. Total receipts for same period §15,447.03,

leaving balance in treasury of$l,016.55. The membership is

100 with 14 on the waiting list. This showing makes the

Country Club one of the very first sportsman's organizations

in America.

Is the Emeric Bill Un-American?

It has become altogether too customary for men to desig-

nate any law that curtails any ot their natural privileges as

being un-American. Every law of civil government has its

foundation in the fact that each individual citizen relin-

quishes certain of his natural rights to society that the com-

mon good may be the better thereby subserved. If a vicious

brutal fellow should assault you on tbe street or elsewhere and

you, from physical inability or a desire to avoid a personal

encounter, withdraw from tbe scene, you may call upon the

peace officer to arrest and punish your assailant, for that is

one of the things which society or civil government under-
takes to do for the individual citizen in lieu of his obedience

to its laws.

The very essence of good citizenship lies in the willing

obedience to the laws of the land, and next to obedience, as a

factor of good citizenship, comes a willingness to enforce the

laws of the land whenever opportunity offers.

Nothing, in short, is un-American which has for its object

the good of the whole people. Americanism was never more
tersely expressed than by President Lincoln when he said this

U "
:i Ln\ .tniucnt of the people, for the people and by the peo-

ple."
i lass legislation would be un-American, but every law

which bears upon all alike, regardless of condition, caste or

color, cannot be said to be un-American, for "equality before
the law " proclaims the golden era of our boasted civilization.

The liberty to do as you may choose, regardless of the rights

of another, is the most un-American thing that can be con-
ceived.

It has been charged and urged with an ardor that would
portend an honesty of conviction back of the statement that

the Emeric bill now before the legislature, regarding the fi-h

and game interests, is un-American. In what particular pray?
In that it provides that any sportsman in going from one
county to another shall have an invitation from some land
owner or lessee in order to hunt there or be amenable to the
authorities in the sum of $25? What is un-American about
that, or what valid objection can be brought against such a
provision ? The object of this clause is undoubtedly to con-
fine the shooting to such sportsmen as some reliable party
would vouch for. Is this un-American ? We think not.

Would not the game be better protected by such a provision ?

Would any man shooting by right of such invitation be apt to

go in for slaughtering every thing insight? Would it not
have a tendency to check market hunting? If so well and
good. Would it prohibit any good American from bunting in

any county in the State, and by good American we mean any
good citizen of whatever nationality or blood he might be?
Certainly not. Who would it prohibit or cause to take out a
$25 license in order to hunt in any, save their own county ?

Certainly only those who would violate every rule of decency
and common courtesy.

Do you wish to hunt on the lands of another ? Then law
or no law, if it be in a settled district, should you not first get
the owners consent ? If the lands be wild and uninclosed then
we admit that a question as to the propriety of passing a law
prohibiting shooting thereon would arise, and we do not see

how such a law could be justly enforced. But surely sufficient

warning could be posted notifying the public of the fact that

such lands were preserved. The main question at issue is the
preservation of the game, and any law that will (all equally in

its restrictions upon all, cannot well be too stringent for this

purpose.
The Emeric bill is certainly framed for the interest of game

in this Slate ; the clause regarding transportation of game, if

carried into effect, would be a means of salvation to the game
and fish of the State. This is true both of shipment into the

State from without and also shipment from county to county
or from one point to another within the State when unaccom-
panied by the owner.

Prohibiting the cold storage of game is an excellent clause.

Some say it will cause too much inconvenience. Bosh ! ifyou
are a sportsman what matte rs a little inconvenience if by it

the game interests of the State may be subserved ?

Too many so-called sportsmen, when bills of this nature are

presented, are at once self-constituted lawyers and hasten to

advance unsolicited opinions as to the legality of the enact-

ment should it become a law, many of them stopping not

until they had passed their opinions on the constutionality of

the measure.
Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof. As a whole we

trust the Emeric bill will pass, but we would like the month
of September left open for deer hunting.

The California Wing-Shooting Club.

On the first of the week the California Wing-Shooting Club

inaugurated the sport of the season at the trap by holding a

very enjoyable meeting at the Oakland Shooting Park.

The morning was bright and cheerful, which was enough to

place all concerned in the very best of spirits, especially after

the cold, damp weather which had prevailed so long prior to

that date.

The attendance was good and the sportsmen generally were

anxious to try their hands at the traps in order to see if their

hand and eye h°d forgotten any of their cunning.

The birds were a strong lot and when taking advantage of

the stiff" breeze that was blowing across the traps they proved

themselves quite able matches for most of the gentlemen who
faced the traps.

Some really excellent shooting was done, Mr. H. C. Golcher
fairly earning first honors in the main match.

Mr. Crittenden Kobinson always shoots well. The balance

of the gentlemen fell below their usnal scores, but as it was
the first shoot of the season, and that, too, under the most try-

ing conditions, their scores may be said to be fairly good ones.

The central match resulted as follows

:

H. C. Golcher 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 11 2—11
Crittenden Robinson 12 212111100 1—10
"Rogers" 2 2102110102 2—9
"Johns'" 10 011111111—9
•Slade" 2 01021000211—7
Morrison 110112000210—7
Robt. Liddle 210120100020—6
George Slack 20 2 002011010—6
Van Slyke u 1100001000 1—4
A six bird match, $2:50 entrance, followed with the result

appended

:

(ioleher 1 2 2 2 2 2-6
Robinson 2 112 2 2—6
-Slade" I 11*1 2—5
•Rogers" 1*2111-5
"Johns" 1 112—4
Van Slyke 1 2 110—4

In a subsequent pool of like nature the result stood as fol-

lows:

Robinson -2 2 2 112—6
"Slade" 12 2 2 0-4
"Johns" 2 2 12-4
Fav 2 12 1*0-4
"Rogers" 2 —1
Van Slyke 10 — 1

Chapman 1 —1
Golcher o o -0

In another event "Johns" won the first on straight score,

Robinson second on five kills. In the pool shooting some re-

markable work was done, as the wind had freshened and the

birds darted away with marvelous swiftness. On the whole,

the day was very pleasannly spent and served as a very fitting

opening for the sport of the season.

Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, the well-known and

popular wing-shot, has issued a letter withdrawing from all

contests at the trap for money wagers. Hereafter he will only

shoot for sport. He has formed a partnership with his brother

and will, at Kansas City, conduct a general sporting goods

establishment.

In all of Mr. Elliott's matches at the trap and in fact in

every walk of life, he has justly earned the reputation of be-

- ing an affable and agreeable gentleman. We wish him success

in his new venture, and as his business will call him upon the

road we shall look with pleasurable anticipations for his com-

ing to the Pacific Coast.
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Now that the trout season again approaches the angler will

begin to pull down his rods and tackle generally and give

them a thorough going over. This as a matter of course is

quite essential as you will find upon examination that most of

your goods used last year are now entirely untrustworthy.

Books of flies must be overhauled and the damaged ones dis-

carded and their places filled with fresh ones.

There are few things in life more provoking than to find,

when on a stream or lake at a favorite hour that a little negli-

gence in this matter has been the cause of spoiling, in a large

measure, the eport of the occasion.
.*.

The lawmakers of Oregon are inclined to be somewhat
severe in the enactment of game laws for that State. We are

in for stringent laws however, and will watch the outcome of

the efforts there with interest.

The open season for deer is proposed from August 1 to No-

vember 1 ;
killing fawn prohibited at any time ; killing deer

at any time unless the carcass is to be preserved by the slayer
;

grouse, pheasant and quail may be killed between Oct. 15 and

January 15. Heavy penalties by fine and imprisonment is pro-

vided for violations of the law.

A new wad has been placed on the market. This wad is

manufactured under a Swedish patent and is of felt with coni-

cal end, which goes down over the powder, forcing the upper

portion of the powder charge into the wad in conical form.

The lower portion of the wad, covering the powder as above

described, is soft and expands easily, thus preventing, it is

claimed, the escape of any of the gases generated by the dis-

charge. The upper portion of the wad is hard, thus present-

ing to the shot a solid surface. The wad, it is claimed, is

blown to pieces on the discharge.

In one of the valleys of Oregon, according to an exchange,

elk to the number of several hundred have been corralled and

are being fed on hay, which they devour ravenously. They
were nearly starved owing to the increased fall of snow, and

were driven down into the valley by the inclement weather.

A number of the elk were killed for food and then several

tons of hay were slid down to them, which they devoured

ravenously. The farmers there are feeding them hay each day

for which act of humanity they should not only be thanked

but remunerated handsomely.

The duck shooting this season has been very limited, not

for years has it been so difficult to obtain good sport. In

the early part of the season occasional good bags were made,

but the flight of the birds was soon over and for the most part

we have had no good shooting in this line although we have

had some typical duck weather. It seems very strange that

there should" be such a variation in the flight of the birds from

season to season, yet we presume it would all be plain enough

could one but know the reasons which undoubtedly control

the action of the birds.

One of those unaccountable accidents occurred to Dr.

George F. Rodden, a dentist of this city, while hunting with

a companion, Mr. Fred Elliott, in the vicinity of Bolinas on

Monday last. Elliott had fired his first charge, when attempt-

ing to fire again his gun caueht in some manner in his coat

and swinging it around to disentangle it the accidental dis-

charge occurred, filling Dr. Rodden's face and breast with

shot. Luckily the charge was not fatal and the unfortunate

Doctor will soon be about again, but little the worse for his

exciting experience.
»

Mr. H. T. Payne, cf Los Angeles, has purchased and will

hereafter conduct " Field Sports" published in this city. Mr.

Payne is an old and able newspaper man and a thorough

sportsman fully identified and by actual experience familiar

with the field from Oregon to Mexico.

Are you going to have one more quail hunt this season ?

If you are you have but little time to waste in preparation.

The closed season is upon us and soon field sports, for the

season, will be over.
•

We are informed by Mr. Crittenden Robinson that the legis-

lative committee provided for at the last meeting of the State

Sportsman's Association was appointed and that it has been

doing good work.

The trap-shooting season opens with a strong tendency to

enlarge and increase the sport for this season. We trust every

such endeavor will meet with the success which it deserves.

Wbelped.

At Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., property of J. G.
Rieger, Fanny, black and white Cocker Spaniel bitch (by

Punch D. 64(37 ex Topsy Obo 7341) whelped to Giffee E. four,

three black, one liver, January 18, 1893.

Champion Ruby Glenmore threw about January 6, 1K93 to

Champion Finglass, both owned by E. B. Bishop, Coffeyville,

Kansas, a litter of five, three dogs.

Mr. J. B. Martin, the indefatigable fox-terrier fancier and

breeder, reports that the interest in this line continues una-

bated. The Kox-terrier Club will come grandly to the front

at the coming bench show. It was remarked that the class of

fox-terriers shown here two years ago was fully up to the

average in quality of those shown in the East. The fancy has

been reinforced by several new factors since then which will

serve to increase, very materially, the interest in this class.

Dr. Bowhill's wire-haired fox-terriers are said to be of the

first quality, and they stand as about the only representatives

of this breed on this coast. They will compete in the open-

class, contesting for first honors with their smooth-haired

cousins.

Regrets are many that Mr. P. D. Linville was compelled to

come away from the field trials before running his brace of

English setters that appeared so well in the former vear's

Derby. These dogs are fine ones, and if working qualities

could have been demonstrated it would have been a source of

great satisfaction to that gentleman's many friends.

Dr. Q. Van Hnmmell's sworn statement as to the course be-

tween Meteor and Prince Charlie seems to dispose of tiiat

matter very effectually. It is very strange that such decision*

are continually arising to the detriment of the sport of

coursing.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

tile notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

The Sex of Winners at Field Trials.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Westmit-ster Kennel Club's seventeenth annual bench show. New
York, February 21, 22, 23 and 24. James Mortimer, Superintendent,

Keystone Kennel Club's bench show, Philadelphia, February 28,

March 1, 2 and 3. Entries close February 17. James Watson, Secre-
tary.

Chesapeake Bav Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md., February
23, March 1, 2 and 3.

Maryland Kennel Club's bench show. Baltimore, Md., March 7, 8, 9
and 10. \V. Stewart Diflenderffer, Secretary.

Wflshington City Kennel Club'Bshow, Washington, D. C„ March 14,

15. 16 and 17. F. S. Webster. Secretary.

Elmira Kennel Club's first annual bench show, Elmira, N. Y.,
March 21, 22, 23 and 24. C. A. Browman, Secretary.

Citv of the Straits Kennel Club's show, Detroit, Michigan, March
21, 22. 23 and 24. Guy D. Weltou, Secretary.

Illindio Kennel Club's bench show, Indianapolis, Ind., March 28,

29, 30 and 31. Chas. K. Farmer, Secretary.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Clnb's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,

13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern Californii Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,
April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's hench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Evening in the Hills.

BY CHARLES WESLEY KYLE.

Softly Night's mantle drapes the distant hills

And lies in darker folds within the vales
;

Like silver cords the foaming mountain ritls

In muffled voieings tell the woodland tales.

The crimson pencil of the dying sun
Paints weirdly all the mountain tops and sky

;

Then bids good-bye to peaks, one after one,
Which slowly fade from sight of mortal eye.

The tall pines on the lofty mountain side
Blend slowlyin one solid phalanx dark

;

The shadows from about still nearer glide
And halt but at the camp-fire's blazing mark.

Strange voices fill the earth and all the air :

Night's children all about us dance and sing
;

Their Queen is Conqueror they all declare.
More potent than the Day's most gorgeous King.

A Hospital For Dogs.

The names of Doctors F. W. Skaife and A. R. Rowat have

become long since familiar to every lover of the dog on the

Pacific Coast in connection with their hospital for dogs which

is located on Cedar avenue between Geary and Post and Lar-

kin and Polk, this city.

Such an institution has long been needed here and that it

is appreciated by the kennel fancy of this city and vicinity,

is amply proven by the very liberal patronage which it has
received from the very first day of its opening.

The hospital consists of a long low building in which are

conveniently constructed a large number of roomy and well-

apportioned kennels for the use of invalid dogs. In the build-

ing is also an operating room in which the dogs are placed to

receive treatment, and in fact every necessary arrangement is

fully complete for the care and treatment of dogs whatever

may be their form of ailment.

On visiting the hospital on the first of the week we found it

well filled with dogs of almost every variety that were under-

going treatment for almost every conceivable form of ailment.

The doctors were busily engaged at the time in giving the dis-

abled canines their daily treatment.

A fine-looking pointer was being treated for a chronic case

of eczema. The treatment was of the constitutional order

and although the animal had been in the hospital but a few

days yet the signs of improvement were very pronounced.

A large fine-looking mastiff had undergone a surgical opera-

tion in which a laree tumor near the root of the tail had been

removed. Thp dog was doing finely.

A beautiful and valuable English setter afflicted with

chorea and partial paralysis of the left fore leg is improving
nicely under the treatment given.

A very obstinate case of eczema is that of an English setter.

It has been under treatment for some three weeks and is slowly

yielding to treatment. The doctors think that eventually the

case will be cured.

One of the most interesting cases treated has been that of

Mr. E. P. SchelPs St. Bernard, Jumbo. This was a surgical

operation and consisted in removing an abscess which was
attached to the peritoneum. The operation was successful

and the dog is doing well.

The public may be well assured that any dogs sent to the

above-mentioned hospital will receive the very best and most-

approved treatment known to the age.

The arrangements for the coming bench show under the

auspices of the Pacific Kennel Club, are being pushed forward

with a degree of rapidity which argues well for the complete
success of that event. Never before in the history of the

kennel world of this coast has such a universal interest been

wrought up as at the present time. The management of the

several departments of the exhibition are under the direct

snpervi-ion of able and experienced committeemen, and there

can be no doubt of the fact that everything is being done in

a manner to insure the very best and highest results possible

to attain under the circumstances, and as the outlook is favor-

able, grand results may be confidently expected.
—.

Mr. .John Yoell, of San Jose, has somewhat cooled, it is said,

in his admiration for the Irish reds, and is looking with favor

toward the popular idols in the kennel world—the English

setters. This will leave Mr. L L. Campbell practically alone

as far as field dogs in the " reds" are concerned on this coast.

If the latter does not develop some good field dogs frnoi his

present stock, then all signs will fail.

The following from the pen of Major J. M. Taylor wil 1

prove of interest to every close observer of the work of dogs

in field trials. In a recent issue of the American Field

he says

:

In a short editorial on American field trials our contem-
porary, the London Field, remarks: "The latest importations
of English dogs to the United States have not performed so
successfully at the Canadian and American field trials as their
owners would have desired. The leading feature in the Amer-
ican trials so far has been the great suect"^ of Mr. Pierre
Lorillard, Jr., a name that is not unknown to English sports-

men ; and now that he has such a fine team of field trial dogs,
both pointers and setters, it would be pleasing to see them
over in England competing against our cracks. Another
feature in these American trials has been the unusual success
attained by the bitches, they having so far won a large major-
ity of the prizes."

The statement that the bitches have so far won a large ma-
jority of the prizes is not warranted by the facts. Having
spent considerable time in collecting the proper data in this

respect I give the result of the winnings of both dogs and
bitches of English. Irish and Uordon setters, and pointers, as

well as a comparison of the English setter as against all other
breeds of our field dogs. I give the result of the last nineteen
years, or since our trials began in 1874.

In English setters two hundred and ninety dogs have won
four hundred and seventy-eiyht times, while one hundred and
fifty-five bitches have won two hundred and thirty-eight

times, which makes the number of dogs winning nearly twice
the number of bitches, while the winnings are a little over
double.

In Irish setters twenty-six dogs have won forty times and
thirty-two bitches have won forty times. This breed alone
shows the greatest number of bitches winning, as against dogs
of the same breed, yet the fewer number of dogs have won as
often as the bitches have.

The Gordons show the fewest number of winners, the dogs
having the most of it. Sixteen dogs have won nineteen limes,

one bitch winning but once.

In pointers one hundred and thirty dogs have won one hun-
dred and seventy-eight times, and sixty-five bitches have won
eighty-onetimes.

As to the number, comparatively, of dogs and bitches start-

ing, I have not the time to look it up, but expect to some day.
I shall also take up the comparative number of each breed
starting. In the table below will be found a statement of the
English setter does and bitches separately, with their win-
nings, as against all other breeds, as well as a statement show-
ing the combined number of English setters, dogs and bitches,

as against all other breeds, with their majority.

The statement of your foreign contemporary will not hold
good as far as the year 1892 is concerned, for the tables show
seventy-seven dogs winning eighty-nine limes, as against forty-

nine bitches winning sixty-one times.

RECAPITULATION.

English setters 290
Irish setters 26
Gordon setters 16
Pointers .... 130

Total 462

English setters 290
All other breeds 172 237 98 122

English setters, both sexes 44i Winning 716 times
All other breeds, both sexes 270 Winning 359 times

English setter majority over all breeds... 175 357

Wins Bitches Wins
478
40
19

178

155
32
1

65

238
4
1

81

715 253 360

478 155 238

We are sorry to note the death, bv pneumonia on Jannary
25, of Mr. N. Q. Pope's Highland Chief. This splendid dog
had won a large number of prizes on the bench and was well

known to all show goers; he was by Courtoisie (Clear the Way
—Civility) out of Rechabite (The Admirable Crichton—Helen
Macgregor), and was whelped in 1886; he made his first ap-

pearance at the Syracuse show in 1888 and won first. Mr.
Pope also informs us that be has bred Best of Fashion (Nor-
wegian—Butnvitero) to Champion Balkis.

Dr. A. De Monco, who has but recently settled in Lo* An-
geles, has with him some fine blond in the pointer line. He ha*s a

number of excellent dogs and while at Bakersfield at the field

trials arranged to place some of his dogs in training for next
season's field trials.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club have introduced a series of

!

banquets at their regular meetings, the first of which took
1 place on Tuesday evening last, St. Valentine's day. They will

doubiless serve to make the meetings of the Club more popular.

Mr. John Heflernan, notwithstanding his ill luck in St. Ber-

,
nards, is still in the fancy and we may look for something new

i
in his kennel soon. That il will be blood of the first order

j
Mr. Heffernun's well-known proclivities fully warrant.

Mr. E. P. Schell reports that his kennel of St. Bernardsare
doing finely, and the outlook for the season is all that he
could wish for. The demand for dogs of this breed is greater

now than eyer before.

E. B. Bishop's champion Finglass won first prize at the re-

cent Chicago bench show in a class of seventeen. Same own-
er's Champion Colerane won first prize iu open bitch class at

same show.
»

The electric-pull inanimate target Imp- which * hihrough,

Golcher & Co. contemplate placing in order at * Oakland Shoot-

ing Park will do much to encourage trap shooting in this

line.

Mr. A. D. Erantz, of San Bernardino, olli-rs Mark jioinier

puppies (Pane stock) for sale. I>ol- $25, bitches $J0. Par-

wishing such, would do well to drop him a line.

«.

The Occidental Coursincr Club will hold agrftnd coursing

event at Newark on the 2-d inst, and no doubt but that 1
1
it-

event will be largely attended.

Mr. Frank Allen is highly pleased with the breedini; quali-

ties of his famous St. Bernard California Alton. He is a grand

The Chicago bench show which has jiwt closed was a pro-

nounced success.
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The Angler's Picture.

-
i Kylk.

l ve !i picture and a poem,
-

.
in my mind,

it has beauty una enchantment.
duly known unto its kiiiil ;

Tis a picture id the mountains.
When the balmy breaihof Juue :

'Mill the lofty pines and cedars,
- for all a magic tune.

,\ blue lake calm and placid,

Typiiies ;i perfect rest.

As it cradles iu its bosom.
The t-aii mouutalns' suowy cresi

;

- mirror is retleeted.
Into each observant eye.

Every ciuud and bird that passes
' i er the bosom o( the sty.

\\ ben the early twilight shadows
Full upon this mountain lake.

An.i the sportive trout lu leaping
Klpples Oil it.- bosom make :

Then 1 see an angler geutly,
Push out quickly from the shore

;

And go whipping of the waters,
Where the shadows told the in o'er.

Now a trout has struck the bright lure.

And the lithe rods swerves aud bends
And the reel is singing sweetly,
As the line its freedom lends—

And the angler, all expectant.
Plays the beauty with a skill

:

\\ bicb foreshadows that the ending
Will mark well a splendid kill.

Thus the picture ever haunts ine,

With a beauty which, forage,
Holds enchained my brightest fancy
Bv the hours of night and day.

And I wish that life forever
Could be blessed with such a boon ;

Where the trout are ever striking,
And the time is always June.

A Black Bass Outing.

I don't care to swap John for any fishing partner I have

ever run across. We work well together; never turn the yoke

or kick over the pole, says N. C. Morgan in the Angler. Rare

sDort, days and days of it, we've enjoyed together, and better

still, as a test of true mettle, many a long day, from dark to

dark, have we whipped the water only to be whipped. Night

falling on a fisherman we; and hungry, far from camp, creel

tmptv, legs treiubliug from sheer weariness—that was John.

Another fellow in the same fix—that was the writer. Dis-

couragod ? Not a bit. Supper at 10 o'clock, and oh ! didn't

that hot coflee find the .tired spot. Pipes, feet to the fire

—

solid comfort, and sleep. Yes, the dead sleep of the weary

angler. Not a whimper from John. True sportsman to the

core; taking the bitter with the sweet. That's my kind of a

fisherman. None of your sunshine anglers for me.

It was John who thought bass were ripe at Clyde and ought

to be picked. 1 was agreeable, so we said we would tackle

them to-morrow. Clark King's horse and buggy were at our
disposal.

Long before light "to-morrow" I stepped forth into the

darkness, clad in corduroy pants and Hannel shirt, wading
boots rolled below the knee, and carrying haversack, rod and
minnow bucket. The sky was set with diamonds as I wended
my way through the silent streets. Tne lonely night wateh-

nion wished me luck as I passed. Soon John, equipped like

myself, but carrying in addition a minnow net, joined pie. We
were shortly under way, and still the stars looked down. The
South Ridge was smooth and dry, and we bowled onward.

Qnionville was still sleeping as we passed and turned river-

ward, but in the east the stars were fading.

This little brown house, half-way down the winding river

bill, is Andrews', and down in the shadow is ( Ivde Bridge.

Mere we leave the horse. Andrews has just sallied forth, and
kindly consents to milk the cow out of doors that we may
hitch in the little shed of a stable.

A wagon box on blocks, and covered with boards, gives

forth strange, mullled sounds. As 1 »aze curiousiy at it, buxom,
barefooted Mrs. A. comes with a pan of something and re-

move* a portion of the cover, What a roar of wings and gul-

lets! Chickens? I should say so. How so many could be
crowded into so small a space and escape suffocation is still a

mystery. Each night she wagon-boxed them away from the

rate, she toid me.
John cared for the horse and I put the rods together and

strung them. Andrews will look after the feeding and water-
ing at noon.

Mow for tlie river.

The water is still dark, but above the bridge we hear the

ripple of the shallows, and there we will find the minnows.
The net BCOOpa up loose Btones and BQale, and everything but

minnows; they llee from us. Again and again we try. The
morning i- coming on apace, and still no bail. It won't do.

Below us, iu a little pool, a hungry bass is seeking an early

breakfast. We can hear his eager rushes as the victims flee

to the shoal water. We will attend to his wants later on.

With an exclamation of impatience, John pilches the un-
lucky net among the willows. Minnow book-* are substituted

for the No. 1 Sproatfl and baited with crawfish tails. Luck
of it. Chubs, dace, Bhiners, Some are too large

and we cast them buck. Soon we have all that we can keep
alive handily, and desist. None too soon.

Below u-* the high steel bridge is all bright with the sun-

light that i* slowly creeping down to the water.

"Feed that hungry base," gays John, laconically, as lie

foi :i favorite pool farther
down.

I wade with the Swilt-rUDOing water until the dark, still

•surface of the pool is within reach. Replacing tne Sproat. I

select a dace and pass the I
> ill lips How gamely

in the current e i i<- itate and look around ' Not »

- rash of wat< as John
down Btream. Lwav below the bridge thesun

nd the water. Now! The ret-l giagg, VcrO til
!

Dins ripples flies thi el away it

Iropd up ' rash nd swirl 1 have him I

.'m. and he looas back to see the bending
foi iil in thi water, w here, bill a

momenl ago, he reigned as king. Retribution. "The biter

If- oughl :
i t uiel his

Meanwhile John has tackled a larger pool, and I hear his

shout. The fight is on as I wade down. It is a good one.

On the other side of the river the water looks favorable. I

bait and cast. Bait and bass meet at the surface, and I sing
out to let John know that luck is running our way. Lost !

Well, il isn't the first time I've been beaten by a fish.

John pulls another two-pounder, then down we splash,
splash, under the bridge, past the site of the one-time Clyde
Furnace, fishing the pools as we go.

What a glorious morning! Fleecy clouds; gentle breeze
;

balmy air. JVtcrc'.i a little bit of still water. Can a bass lurke,

unseen, where the rocky bottom shows so plainly ? I'll try it

ones for luck. There ! he takes it. Where did he come
from? Goodness knows. I thought I could see a nail any-
where in that water.

Times flies. It is past noon, and still we are wading down
stream. Some time ago we cached our fish—too heavy too

carry. This little brook, rickling over the rocky incline, is

pure spring water, and we will use it to wash down our lunch
—bread and butter, hard-boiled eggs, cold meats, and last, but
not least, onions and salt. Onions have a strong, homely
sound, to read about, but if you haven't tried them when
fishing, do so—unless you have conscientious scruples against
them. Did you ever find anything that you couldn't digest

when on a fishing jiunt? Things that would give a goat or
an ostrich acute dyspepsia go with a relish. What a dinner!
sweetened and flavored through and through with good luck,

fresh air, mellow sunshine and healthy appetites. The broken
murmur of the running water, even the ragged cry of the
kingfisher, is pleasant to the ear. There he goes; his jerky
flight is, after all, the poetry of motion. We bid him welcome
as a faithful fellow-fisherman. I'd rather have a kingfisher
for a companion than some men I wot of. He takes his luck,

good or ill, like a philosopher.
At 3 o'clock we reluctantly turn our faces up stream. This

day was all too short." Daylight fades out and v. e are still a
long wav from Clyde.

Unjoin t the rods; the day's fishing is done. A mile of wad-
ing and we turn our backs on the river. A day gone to join
many others, but that day is never lost that dwells, a spot of
sunshine, in the memory. While recollection lingers, this

trip will be, to two of us, a well-sprihg of happy reminiscences.
So with many others. Even the unlucky trips, hunger and
cold, involuntary baths, skinned shins, broken tips, and rain,

becomes patches of sunshine when softened by time.

Andrews, with a lantern, scanned our catch and called his

wife. They sadly admitted that they were unsuccessful fish-

men. We gave them four for breakfast. Clark, with a lan-

tern, came to help put out the horse. He thought it must be
glorious sport to catch such fish ; he tried and tried in vain.

We gave him six. The rest we carried home, slung between
as on the rods—just twenty-five, 25 and 6 and 4; enough—
satisfied. Tired, hungry and happy. Now for supper, with
hot coflee, aud then cigars. Good-night.

.*.

The Rod and Reel.

The season for sport with the rod and reel again approaches.

It is always a pleasure of a most pronounced order to realize

that soon we may be rocking lightly in a caooe on the bosom

of some mountain lake or threading our way along some of

the many enticing streams where trout abound.

The first effort of the season is apt to prove disastrous if we
are not careful in the selection of time and place for our in-

augural outing. Much of the season's sport depends upon the

first effort; if that be successful, all is well, but if failure or in-

different suoce^s attend our effort then a cloud is cast over our
horizon, which will affect most sportsmen more than they at

first will admit.

Perseverance is an essential in the pursuit of all kinds of
sports, and more especially in that of angling. We have
known more than one angler to cast repeatedly and constantly
for a half or even three-quarters of an hour in order to secure
a special rise. Such a man has the true elements of a sports-

man within him. One may thus literally tease a trout into
striking when all other means have been known to fail. If

one can find the trout it is a question of skill and patience to

ca ch them, and frequently the more refractory the trout the
greater the sport. One feels that they have accomplished
something worthy of self-congratulation when the most stub-

born difficulties have been overcome and success has attended
the effort.

Another Function of Fishes' Bars.

Sharks have lately been atlording contributions to science,

says the Boston Transcript. The biologists have been vivi-

secting them for the purpose of finding out about the functions
of the ear. which in fishes is made to some extent on the same
pattern as in man. The fact has been known for some time
that the ear is not merely an organ of hearing. It has to do
with the sense of equilibrium. Light has been thrown on this

matter by removing portions of the auditory apparatus of
sharks, which are thus rendered unable to maintain their

balauce in the water. The part on which this faculty seems
to depend is the " labyrinth," and the same effect is produced
by culling the nerves communicating with it.

The many enticing angling resorts within this State will

Boon be thronged by the lovers of pleasures piscatorial. If

there be superior sport to that of angling "for trout in some of

the grand lakes of the upper Sierras then we are incapable of

realizing it. To float out from shore in a light canoe, with
rod and brilliant lure ready for an encounter with the speckled

tribe i> a source of pleasure inexhaustible. The white-capped
peaks reflected in the calm beauty of the lakes, the music of

converging streams all pouring their wealth of liquid treasure

into these blue reservoirs are scenes of beauty not easily for-

gotton. I'o enjoy these scenes is the province of the angler.
«. .

' a song of pleasure.
Play it on the reel.

While we hook the beauties,
Filling up the creel

:

When the Rport is ended
N' i angler will deny

But that be om ea bis pleasure
i nlo the gaudy fly.

Now i- the lime to select with care your book of Hies for the

season. Do not suppose that because one fly is good for one
ream thai il will prove equally successful in another. It

will ii"i do so. You should learn from some practical and
experienced angler the flies which are best adapted for the
several streams which you contemplate whipping.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Trotting Reformation, i m,- . , {( ., , , ,,

This triple side-head

'

Trotting Improved. rdoes not give the proper cue

Trotting Regenerated. J to the changes which are

proposed to bring trotting races into greater popularity with

the general public, and it is a difficult job to condense the

questions which are now so prominently brought forward and

so heartily discussed by the advocates of trotting sports all

over the country. There is a unanimity of opinion, which

amounts to nearly a general acquiescence, that there is an ab-

solute necessity for a change in the methods pursued in the

management of trottiug meetings, and that there must be

reformation, improvement, regeneration, or whatever other

words may be used in order to obtain a like support to that

which is given to racing meetings.

Those who are so hopelessly bigoted that they cannot see the

imperative necessity for changes for the better, and who deny

that the " turf " stands on a firmer basis than the "track,"
are, fortunately, so far in the minority that practically the
sentiment, or rather the eonviclion of the necessity for re-

forms, is paramount. Were it necessary to present testimony to

show how far racing overshadows trotting, as trotting has been
conducted, the example of the two largest cities on the conti-

nent would be sufficient. Chicago has four race courses, two
of them within the city limits, not a single track. No place
to train trotteis. A large proportion of trotters which are
owned in Chicago sent away to obtain schooling. New York
has one trolling track, and that can only be sustained by vol-

untary subscriptions of members of the trotting club; the
public will not tender even a limited support, a small percent-

age of the crowds which cross ihe river to Gravesend, Sheeps-
head Bay or jonrney to Morris Park. Obvious then to the
dullest comprehension that the "truly American sport " has
lost its charm, and when compared with its competitor, so

far as attracting attention from the sport-loving public goes,

the rivalary is not close enough to be noteworthy. Admitting
the situation to be what every intelligent observer must con-
cede, What steps shall be taken to increase the prestige of
trotting meetings? Follow the example which racing clubs pres-

ent is a sensible answer, though 1 would quality that by amend-
ing so as to say : Adopt these portions of racing methods which
are clearly beneficial, and which will receive the approval
of a large majority of th*1 community whose opinion is valu-

able, reject the features which can not be commended and to

copy which will insure opposition and end in disaster. There
is one adjunct of modern racing which, in my estimation,

cannot be copied without hazarding the future welfare of trot-

ting interests, and though it finds advocates, if a careful inves-

tigation be made 1 have little fear of the good sense of the
people being so obscured that the ultimate results will be
hidden from their view. That is book-betting. Misled by
the glamouriedf the race-course, the life, the excitement, the
surging crowds surrounding the betting stands, the eagerness
to snap up the proffered "odds, superficial observers come to

the conclusion that there lies the secret of the popularity of
racing. 1 readily grant that without an opportunity for spec-

ulation racing and trotting would fail to enlist the attention

that is now awarded to the galloping division of fast horses.

A venture of some kind, where profit and loss are consequent
upon the risk, has charms for a large proportion of the human
family, and that so generally exhibited that it may be called

an instinctive faculty, and one of the distinguishing marks of
reasoning beings. Should the professor who is now engaged
in the endeavor to discover whether apes and monkeys possess

a language which is superior to the few sounds which the
limit of auimal intelligence also discover, that they have
gambling propensities, that will be stronger proof of affinity

with humanity than a gift of gab would indicate. The second
grand passion in the list of human proclivities, and were it

entirely eradicated there would be an end to progress. But
like all the other potential desires which are implanted in the

race, there is a necessity for control ; it must be made subser-

vient, in a measure, to reasonable lestraiots, and while it is

given its proper place as au adjunct of sport, it must not be
allowed to dominate. Kept within bounds, restricted to a

sphere which will meet general approval, or, at least, disarm
the antagonism of the major portion of the community,
opposition will be reduced to a minimum, and that there

will be a reasonable assurance that bigotry shall not
prevail to a degree which will jeopardize the continu-
ation of the most popular of all kinds of outdoor recrea-

tion. This line of argument will apply to racing as

well as trotting, aud I freely admit that if I were granted
the power book-betting would be banished from race courses

as well as from trotting tracks. But the danger is greater, and
should it gain the same fool-hold in trotling as it has in run-

ning, all that can be done to popularize trotting will be of liitle

avail. The first step towards securing public favor will be in

the direction of insuring the patrons of trotting honest sport.

There is no disguising the tact that heretofore there has been
a lack of confidence in the integrity of those who had the man-
agement of trotting, and so lax a sentiment regarding infrac-

tions that papers " devoted to the trotter " would publish his-

tories of noted horses in which defeat was explained by stating

that it was so ordered before the start, and in place of denun-
ciation give credit for the transgression, eulogizing the ani-

mal by accounting for defeat with the plea that it was so in-

tended, aud not a word of censure for the baseness of the man
who engineered the villainy. One would expect that there

would follow an indignant denial from the owner when such a

history was given publicity, and, not forthcoming, it is not

strange that people should come to the conclusion that this

was a common practice in place of being one of the few in-

stances where rascality prevailed. The few, however, has

tainted the whole, and it will require strong and united effort

to remove the opprobrium. Book-belting presents a powerful
temptation to wrong-doers. A driver can give a commission to

a bookmaKer to bet a certain amount against the horse he
drives, and there is a direct return for the investment. In
pools the winning horse must be " backed " to gain the bene-

fit, aud even with one put out of the calculation it may be

troublesome to pick the winner. The secret in one case is

between the principal and hi > broker, for though the odds on
the slate may appear to be longer than is justified, this will

only show when money enough has been laid agaiusl the
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horse to force him back in the betting. The racing rascal, in !

most instances, has to confide in the jockey as well as the

broker, and men who would not hesitate to accept the risk

when that rests on themselves, are likely to be somewhat
chary when a pal is in the confederacy. Then the pools can-

not be worked as silently as the books. The bidding is public.

However cutely the scheme may be handled there is small op-

portunity for carrying it through without giving an intimation

of the design. As stated before, bets cannot be laid

directly against a horse in either auction or mutuel
pools, and therefore there is a double check, support

and non-support, a candidate with a fair show to

win neglected, others bringing more than circumstances

justify. Big bettors and little bettors it is claimed are bene-

fited by book-betting, the reasoning being that large amounts
can be wagered without exposing the person who wagers, and
the little operator can invest as small a sum as two dollars. I

do not believe that the interests of trotting depend upon asso-

ciations making it handy for " plungers" to plunge, and that

any reasonable amount can be invested in pools is too well

known to require proofs. Mntual boxes with two-dollar tickets

give the same opportunity as the books afford for small ven-
tures, and therefore the contention on these two points is not
sustained.

There is only one other point that I desire to present at this

time, that being that people are so thoroughly inbued with

the belief that " crookedness" in racing is mainly due to a

conspiracy between owner or jockey aod some bookmaker that

even when races are lost on their merit the suspicions will not

down. The effect is nearly as bad as when suspicions are

justified, as no amount of argument will convince those who
are prone to see rascality in nearly every race, and though it

does not matter so much whether that class is satisfied cr not,

it is of vast importance that trotting be conducted so as to give

as little ground as possible for accusations. By interdicting a
method whereby direct wagers against a horse winning may
be laid by the person controlling the horse, that much ot a

guarantee will have salutary efiects by lessening the cause for

virulent criticisms.

*

<iaA>'i> Expectations.—It is hardly possible that I am
loo sanguine in regard to one of the innovations on old

methods adopted by the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breed-

ers Association, but the more consideration given to the sub-

ject the more thoroughly I am impressed with the advantages

which will follow. That is, in delaying classification until

the horses congregate, with entries close to the time of perfor-

mance, so that with horses enough to draw upon there will

be a reasonable certainty of securing good fields, resulting, as

a rule, In close contests.

The change in this respect from the old methods is so great,

the departure from the old .course so wide, that it cannot be
otherwise than that at the first proposition the whole bo ly

of conservatives will elevate their hands in holy, or unhnlv,
indignation. Revolution pure and simple. if successful,

patriotism, if it fails, treason. A far-reaching innovation,
overturning the whole fabric of what-has-been with the first

explosion, and preparing a foundation for a temple worthy of

the site. The object to place one of the greatest interests of
the country on a plane which will insure a better return for

capital invested; to replace a losing venture with a pursuit
which will give good prospects of remuneration. To look at

it from an Occidental standpoint it may be compared to a
mine in which plenty of ore is revealed, but of different grades
of richness. Under the old formula only the richest would
pay the cost of reduction and leave a profit, the secoud quality
just about the cost, economically handled; all the other at a
positive loss. None of these ores could be positively rated at

sight, all had to be treated in the same way before it could be
demonstrated what was pure raet*I and what was alloyed. It

is evident that in the many grades of ore discovered in the
equine lode no system can bring the inferior qualities to the
standard of the first, and the aim will be to discover uses for

the baser metal which, while of smaller value, will yet leave a
profit over the expense of handling.

Let me give an illustration of the California innovation by
reprinting the programme for the spring meeting, though that
may be termed merely a preliminary trial, in which a few of
the old examples are retained. Six races for colts from two
to four years olds, a free-for-all, a 2:2S, and free-for-all pacing,
the only time classification being the 2:2S. To carry the idea
toils fullest expansion the advertisement would read: The
Pacific Coast Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association will give
a spring meeting for trotters and pacers, commencing on Sat-

urday, May 20, 1S33, and closing on Saturday, May 27th, Bay
District Course, Sao Francisco. The various classes and con-
ditio, is will be determined after the horses are on the ground,
excepting stakes which have closed previous to this announce-
ment. There will be at least five races on each day of the
meeting, dashes from one mile up and heats of a mile best 2 in

3, and due care will be observed in the classification to meet
the approval of owners and satisfaction of those who attend.

The classification will be made, amount of purses, distances,

etc., not more than two days previous to the time fixed for

trotting; the entrance fee in puises to be five per cent., with a
rebate of two per cent, to starters, and the division shall be
sixty per cent, to the first, thirty per cent, to second and ten

per cent, to third. Six starters shall constitute a field, and if

there be more than six and less than thirteen in any one purse,

that shall be divided, after thirty per cent, has been added,
into two portions, making two races in place of one, and the
division made by " drawing lots." Should there be an odd
number of starters—for instance, if seven, four to constitute

one field, three another, if nine, five and four. etc.—and should
there be a greater number of starters than twelve, the same
rules shall prevail, and in that case thirty per cent, more
added. A still better plan might be to fix on a certain amount
for a field of six horses, and add one-sixth for each one in

excess of that number and subtract one-sixth for each one less

than six, the minimum being three starters. Let there be a

positive assurance that whenever a class could be arranged
so as to make a contest it would be provided for, irre-

Bpective of records heretofore made, though that would
not, of course, interfere with classification based on rec-

ords. Contests, actual contests, the aim, and subsequent
classification after the horses had demonstrated their

capacity result in a series of races that woulo delight the spec-

tators. To enable the association to obtain a line for future

guide in addition to the official timers, whose duty the rules

define to time the first and second horses, others could be ap-
pointed—two would be sufficient with split-second watches
when the maximum of starters jg limited to six—and a record

kept of the time made by each of the contestants. But there
are so many possible variations from the old methods, every-
one of which appears to me an improvement, that they will

come in more appropriately in future articles. In this I am
more anxious to show the advantages which will accrue to the
owners of trotters from the adoption of the proposed system.
That is the first point to consider, as the whole thing rests in

their hands. If the owners of trotters on this coast will second
the efforts of the Association with a full and hearty support,

the question will surely be settled by the first trial. With that

there cannot be failure, and even success, greater success than
has ever been awarded a trotting meeting on this coast, will

be a small part of the benefits which eventually will result.

There will be opposition, stubborn opposition to the proposed
radical change, but with success here, the first skirmish settled

in our own favor will secure the winning of future battles. And
now I will present, as briefly as possible, the advantages, or

rather the opening advantages to owners of trotteis which will

follow the new system. Hereafter the advantages to associa-

tions and consequently the reasons why it will increase the

attendance and add to the emoluments ouHde of gate re-

ceipts, will be presented.

Entrance money is one of the main expenses of a trotting

stable. Even when reduced to five per cent, on the
amount of the purse, and that with the usual ,( four

moneys" means ten per cent, on the first. But when
the entries close som^ time before the race takes place,

there is a risk of horses going wrong, or a lack of

expected improvement, and the entrance is lost without any
chance of reimbursement. There is a greater risk after an en-

gagement has been made than if there was no definite one to

prepare for. A horse may be slightly ailing, and if there

could be a let up in the work a favorable chance for recovery,

but if that engagement be kept the work must be continued,

t'nder the new arrangement there is no risk of losing entrance

from incapacity to trot, and ailments can be nursed without
incurring loss. When the old rules are in force and 3 in o

races are the inevitable order, the work must be severe

to key the horse up to the requirements. Under the new dis-

pensation if heats of 2 in 3 are thought to be too arduous the

work is restricted to that which is necessary to prepare for*
dash. With this chance of trotting hordes in accordance
with their condition, the work will In- lighter, and as a conse-

quence fewer casual'ties.

In order that the business of trotting horses may he gen-

erally remuuerative there must be a certain return outside of

the money put up by owners. It is very nice for one owner to

win a big sweepstakes, not so nice for the losers. In the

National Trotting Stallion Stake won by Stamhoul some
years ago, the horses which did not start put up $2,100, for

which there was no return.

The question is not entirely confined to that of, "How
shall we increase the earning capacity of the trotter?"

unless there be added an amendment, the net earning
capacity. Lessening expenses is the readiest way of increasing

profit, and when in business or domestic life there is a falling

off of receipts expenditures are cut down. The owners of fast

horses have been subjected to high charges so long that

extortion is overlooked, and so long as the heavy taxation

could be met it was paid. But the main resource to meet
these burdensome expenses has been cut off, or, at least, so

greatly narrowed that it is no longer an available asset.

That was the chance to sell for a price that would leave a
margin of profit, and it will be a waste of time and words to

throw them away in proving what is universally conceded.

This new arrangement, however, will not only reduce the

risk of making entries to the minimum and lessen expenses

in other ways, but it will also give a value to animals which
are now practically worthless so far as race-trotting is con-

cerned. No longer "outclassed," no longer debarred from
participation in races by being so far inferior to many with the

same records that there is no show for them when time made
is the only basis for classification.

Just as the above sentence was finished the morning mail

came, among the papers the Kentucky Stock Farm. In the

Tennessee department of that was the following:

"At this particular time, when there appears to be a little

uneasiness about the business, the man who will think up
some way to render the sport more popular and at the same
time increase the earning capacity of the trotter will do more
good for his country, make his name more cherished than all

the blood-wrought heroism that ever linked a man to the

world's remembrance.
" How shall we handicap the trotter ?

"

Without claiming so much for the originator of the idea as

is expressed in the above quotation, I have a supreme confi-

dence that in the hereafter the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association will receive plaudits for breaking away
from the old trammels, lifting the wheels of progress out of

the deep ruts which a half century's use has worn. It might
be called a spontaneous idea, a general presentiment in which
all shared, and to illustrate how forcibly it governed, the fol-

lowing illustration will not be inappropriate :

The meeting of the directors which adopted the spring pro-

gramme was held February 6th, another was called for Feb-
ruary 13th, one of the objects being to decide upon the " fixed

events " for the fall meeting. That was the largest congregation

of the directors in the hi lory of the association, eleven of the

fifteen members of the Board being present. Colt purses for the

various ages of trotters and pacers and two produce stakes

were arranged without disagreements, and then came the

question of purses for stallions. At the meeting of the di-

rectors held last February a series of stallion purses were de-

cided upon with §2,000 for a free-for-all, $1500 2:15 class,

$1,000 2:25 class and $1,000 three-minute class. There were
plenty of entries, seven in the free-for-all, nine in the 2:15, thir-

teen in the 2:25 aoJ the big array of nineteen names in the three-

minute. These events, so far as furnishing sport went, were an

utter failure. There was a good deal of debate over the con-

ditions which should govern in similar events for the coming
fall meeting. With entrance fees cut from ten to five per

cent, it was somewhat hazardous to risk the same amounts,

that and proper classification eliciting arguments to quite an
i extent. Finally it was proposed to put 6tallions on the same
I
ground that was selected for the other classes, grading the

amount of the purses and arranging the classification when
the stallions were on the ground. The suggestion met with

approval, without wasting further time in argument, and the

vote was unanimous in favor of the amendment. Simple
enough the plan. Stallion owners can rest assured that they

will be given an opportunity whenever a class can be gotten

together, and the risks which heretofore were inevitable are

absent.

In reply to the querv, " How shall we handicap the trot-

ters'" Classification governed by actual capacity nt the

time when the race is to be decided will obviate, in a measure
the necessity for handicapping. Now with the improved sulky,
the old-fashioned sulkeys, carts of various weights and >keleton
wagons there is quite a range in the way of equalizing the
chances of winning. These dashes of various distances also
come in, though the main hope, in my estimation, is selection,
selection governed by equal ability when the choice is made.

* *
iKRttit'i-.vR Racin<;.—The charges which have appeared

in the daily papers that the racing on the ' >;tkl.tnd Trotting

Park track this week has not been square have, as might he
expected, raised .|ttite an exciteineut. The charge is strenu-
ously denied by those who are said lo be guilty, and as mv
knowledge is limited to what I hear, not having been pn
I cannot testify from personal knowledge. Bui this much 1

can say, that what mav be termed irregular raring, and trot-

ting of the same class can also be included, is a serions detri-

ment to racing and trotting interests, and that it would be far

better for the interests of all concerned were it Strictly tabooed.
Xo matter how honestly such races may be conducted, the
general public will not believe that tnt-v are straight, and, un-
fortunately, there are often good grounds for that belief. It

behooves every one, therefore, who has the future interests of
racing and trotting at heart to take decided ground iu oppo-
sition to the practice of irregular racing. And while repro-

bating that class of racing; which prevails when not under the
surveillance of a. regular association, denouncing thai which a

proprietor offers in his endeavor to make something to pay
expenses, let it not be forgotten that there are evils which also

threaten the permanency of legitimate sport, and which are
sanctioned by clubs of the highest standing. Keform in every
direction should be the watchword, and the earnest apostle of
reform must not discriminate.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wm. F. Egan, M. R.C. V. 5..F. E. V. M. B.

sjulseribers to this paper can have advice through this column in ur
eases of sick or injured horses or cattle by sending an explicl
tion ofthecase. Applicants will send their name and addres thai
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail should
be accompanied by two dollars and addressed to Win. P. Egan, Bl.

i R. V. C-, ill" Golden Gale Ave., San Fianciseo.

P. it L. t Cottonwood.—I liave a colt two years old this spriug (hatha*
gut tiiorousjiipiii and bogspavln. I havedoctored it with Brendle'K -i

Cure for three months mid blistered it four times, and it did no good.
Please inform me through your paper what to do, Answer—In
animals n spring truss applied to the part is of benefit h hen taken in time.
I fear it is too late now, after bo many months, to hope to reduce it. If lu-

be lame from it, tiring and blistering, followed by rest, la the best treat-

ment.

M. R. Sacrameuto.—I have aborse that is lame oil" aud on for a few-

months past, sometimes in one hind le?, sometimes in the other. I have
applied liniment to each h'p when affected, and each application appeared
to do goon", but I think he has got rheumatism, and I would to give him
some medicine that might take it out of his system
Answer—Uive bim two dram* ofsodium salicylate three times ;i day !"i

a week orso, tlien give two drams each of sodium bunrhoiiate and i>mt;i-

slum nltratis three times a day for atiother week, and let me know the rr

suit.

T. R., Bridge. Idaho.—In answer to yoni nm-stiuns will gay: First, no:
second, no; tbird.no. As compared with the other foot the frog is small,
contracted and perhaps diseased. Have been nslng Campbell's horse
remedy, but the hoof keeps contracting and marked with reddish colored
rings. There is nothing I have used appears to give it a healthy growth
Answer- Cut down the heels gradually, leaving the firog uncut, BO that it

may rest on the ground at each step. Apply Stocholm tar lo the frog dally
to keep it soft and healthy. Pressure on the frog will tend to widen Un-
heals, especially it the frog be kept soft and healthy.

R. L., San Rafael.— I havp ahorse that got badly foundered last yeai

and he never got over it. He is now so sore on his feet thai be can uardlj
walk on hard ground and bis hoofe are all wrinkled and turned up iu the
toe. I have tried almost every remedy possible to make bim well, bni

without any benefit. Now I have been told ttiat a veterii

s>an Francisco can cure himby nerving him so that he Will never *

again on tbem. I would like to gel your advice on The subject Del

ting him operated on. Answer—By performing neurotomy you reliev--

the pain in the feet, but do not cure the disease, in " LamJnltas," ->

founder, as your horse Is suffering from, neurotomy generally a
boofe to suppurate and drop off. Therefore, although ll - - i

diseases as ringbone, it should not be pertorined for this disease.

It is given out that Mr. Foxhall Keene will upon his return

from England bring an English jockey with him. The ex-

periment has been tried before and never found productive of

immediate results. No matter how good a jockey may be in

England he has lo practically re-learn his profe^ion in

America. The style of racing differs, and the plan of riding

ditto. Americans who have ridden abroad have found it so

—

Gilpatrick, in 1857, and Billy Donohue, in 1SS4. English

jockeys who have ridden here never did any good for them-

selves until they had ridden several months. If a jockey is

quick to adapt himself to the change, his superior drilling,

such as they give jockey in England, may render him a use-

ful man. if not, he mav as well remain at home.

The stable of Mr. W. H. Forbes, of Boston, will make its

formal appearance in the racing arena the coming season. It

consists of about a dozen two-year-olds, and will, 1 believe, be

trained by Mr. Choate, of Readville, Mass.—at least that gen-

tleman will superintend affairs. Mr. Forbes is an enthusiastic

horseman and will prove a decided acquisition to the turf, re-

garding it as a field of legitimate sport and enjoyment rather

than a business. There are enough professional owners al-

ready, and, if many more come in, it strike- me there will not

be enough of the spoils to "go round." Racing la an ama-

teur's sport, say what you will. Absolute professionalism

would soon bring it to a standstill— it would nol be above the

grade of a circus.

H. 8. Hot.OBOOM has just sold his four year-old stallion, Co-

eoanui, to E.J. Thornhill of Newcastle, Color'

Cocoanut is a beautiful chestnut, standing Gfteen hoods three

inches high, combining the best str.iin- <>:' W Innt. Nutwood

and Admiral blood, and although I
been trained,

can trot his mile in 2:40. Mr. Hogoboom bought the coll at

Vallejo and takes a just pride in having developed such

promising bit of horseflesh. The stallion was shipped lo hu
new owner on Monday, who has reason to be proud of his

purchase, for a better-formed, more stylish looking one would

be difficult to find.

"Tip" Williams, formerly trainer for Or. Crowh
Louis, and Ed Corrigan, mra has charge of Theodore Win
ters' string :n Reno, Nevada. Williams i- -:ti<l to bl

excellent handler of rare 1

Wallace Mkndenhall, who has been superintend

tin- Valensin Stock Farm since the laieU. Valensin left Cali-

fornia, resigned his position last week.

Chables L. Faib, owner of Dare. Floodgate, 5ft

and "ther thoroughbreds, hu- returned from lb-
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St. Louis Stake Entries.

Following are the Pacific Coast entries to the stakes to be

run at the St. Louis Agricultural and -Mechanical Association

spring meeting of IS&S, commencing April Hi* and running to

June 'S3:

THE IXAl'Gl'KAL-Handicap Sweepstakes—$5 entry, with 845 for

accepting. $2.0Uu added, weights April 15. acceptances 4 P.M.. April US;

to be run April 29, six furlongs 83 snbseribers.
Jobn tmttv'scii g, Uv Midlothian—Hul spring (3j ; Elkt-m Siables'

cb c FilzslmmoDS (3) ; Hasty Stables' eh g Zaldivar [-it j
h. C Holly's

br h Sympathetic s Last (a) ; G. W. Leihy's £ son's cb ii Oregon Eclipse

J. J. McCafferty i Wishard's b g NerufS); Maltese Villa stock
Farm's ch m Geraldine (a); Suisun Siable's gr g Braw Scot (4);
White & Clarke's r g Tim Murpby (a).

CLUB MBHBERS' HANDICAP—$5 with entry; 520 on May 15 and
$75 fur accepting, So.000 added, weights May 2uth, acceptances evening
before race, one and one- fourth miles. 90 subscribers,

W. H. Babb's cb h Guido (6) ; John Duffy's cb g. by Midlothian-
Hot Spring (3) ; Hasty Stable's ch g Zaldivar (4J ; B C. Holly's cbh El
Rayo(a) : Eugene Leigh's bg Rico [6), be King Mac (4); J. J. McCaf-
feitys Wishard'a o g Nero (5); Missouri -Stable's ch c Sir Carr(3j;
Oregon Stable's b m Acclaim [5J J Santa Anita Stable's b h Santiago
(6). b m Santa Ana (5j, b f Alano (3j ; B Schreiber's cb h Hoodlum (5) ;

Suisun Stable's ch g Hotspur aj.

THE STREET RAILWAY STAKE— For horses that did not win $600
in l&tt; S1.00U added. Penalty and allowances. Six furlongs. 99
subscribers.
G. Grassmock & Co.'s b c Bully (3); Hasty Stable's ch g

Zaldivar (-1) : B. C. Holly's b h imp Paramatta ia). br g Happy Day
a : Santa Anita Stable's b f Alano tSj : suisun Stable's gr g Braw
Scot (H, ch g Bud Brooks (6) ; White & Clarke's rg Tim Murphy (a).

THE DIRECTORS' HANDICAP—51.000 added. Entrance 85; S45
additional For accepting Weights, May 15th. Acceptances day before
the race. Seven anil a half furlongs. 71 subscribers.
W. H. Babb's ch h Guido (t>) : John Duffy's ch g by Midlothian-Hot

Spring (3) ; EUton Stable's ch c Fitzsiminons (3) : Hastv Stable's ch g
Zaldivar (4) ; B. C. Holly's ch h El Rayo (a) : G. W. Leihy & Sou's ch
h Oregon Eclipse (6) : J. J. Cafferty J; Wishard's b g Nero (5): Oregon
Stable's b m Acclaim {*) : Primrose Stable's br h San Gabriel (a : Santa
Anita Stable's ch c >an Francisco (3) ; Suisun Stable's yr g Braw Scot
4i; White £ Clarke's r g Tim Murphv iai : I Wolfs blk c Tom Kelly
3).

THE MEMORIAL— Handicap, entrance S5, with 545 for accepting.
$1,500 added; weights, May 2-th: acceptances. May 29tb. Race,
Tuesday, Mav 30th. 73 subscribers.
W. H. Babb's ch h Guido (6) ; Jobn Duffy's cb g (3> by Midlothian

— Hot Springs ; B. C. Hollv's Sympathetic^ Last imj, br g Happy Day
in

; Eugene Leigh's b g Rico (6) ; G. W. Leihy & Sou's ch h Oregon.
Eclipse (6): Wishard &. J. J. McCafferty's b g Nero (5); Santa Anita
Stable's b h Santiago (6) ; Suisun stable's gr g Braw Scot (4). Hotspur
(6j : Tbeo. Winters' cb c Pyramid (3). cb c Advance (3)

THE MISSOURI—Selling winner to he sold at S6. 000, selling allow-
ances. $1,000 added. 9 furlongs. 6u subscribers.

J. C. Ohio's cb m Odette (aj ; B. C. Holly's cb h El Rayo (a) ; Lake-
land Stable's ch h Longshot (a): Eugene Leigh's b g Rico (6), d c King
Mac (4) : G. W. Leihy A Son's gr g John Treat (2) : Wishard & J. J.

McCafferty's b g Nero (5) ; B. Schrieber'sch h Hoodlum {5).

THE CYCLOSE—Handicap, entrance 5-5. 545 additional for accept-
ing, $1,000 added : weights two davs before the race. 7 furlongs. 67
subscribers.
Elkton --table's ch c Fitzsimmons (3) ; B. C. Holly's b h imp. Para-

matta (a) ; G. W. Leihy & Son's ch h Oregon Eclipse (6) ; Wishard & J.

J. McCafferty's h g Nero (5): Maltese Villa's, ch m Geraldine (a) ;

Suisun Stable's gr g Braw Scot (4i: White i: Clarke's rglim Murphy
( a) ; Theo. Winters' ch c Pyramid, ch c Advance t3).

ST. LOUIS BREWING ASSOCIATION STAKES—For horses that
did not win $1,500 in lSy2, $100, pen and all 1 1-16 mile. 54 subscri-
bers.
Hasty Stable's ch g Zaldivar (4) ; B. C. Holly's b c Green Hock (3)

;

Wishard & J. J. McCafferty's b f Nero (5) ; Primrose Stable's ch c
Gould «fc Curry ; Santa Anita Stable's b h Santiago (6) ; B. Schreiber's
eh h Hoodlum ; Suisun Stable's ch b Hotspur (6).

THE MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS—For three-year-olds
and upwards ; 55 to accompany the nomination if made on January
16, 1893. or $25 if made on April 15, 1893, when the race will clos ; $45
additional for starters; $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100
to third. The winner in 1893 of a race of 51,500. three pounds extra ;

of two such races or of one of $5,000, seven pounds. Non-winnersat
auy time of a race of 53.000 allowed five pounds; of$2.ooo. ten pounds;
of $1,000, fifteen pounds; 5600, eighteen pounds; of $300. twenty
l>oond3. Maidens, five pounds in addition. One mile. 76 subs.
H. W. Babb's cb h Guido {6) ; J. C. Ohio's ch g Zaldivar (4) ; B. C.

Holly's br g Happy Day (5) ; br f bv Three Cheers—Rosetta (3) ; G.
Leiby's cb h Oregon Eclipse (6); J. J. McCafferty & Wishard's b g
Nero (5) ; Santa Anita Stable's br h Santiago (6); B. Schreiber's ch h
Hoodlum (5) ; Suisun Stables' ch h Hotspur (6). gr g Braw Scot (4).

THE REAL ESTATE STAKE- For three-year-olds: 51.000 added-
Pen. aud all. Six furlongs. 69 Subs
John Daffy's ch g, by Midlothian—Hot Spring ; Elkton Stable's cb c

Fitzsimmons; B. C. Holly's b c Green Hock, b g Sidney; Maltese
Villa Stock Farm's b c Sir Reel ; Missouri Stable's cb c Sir Carr.

THEGASCONADE—For three-year-olds that did not win $1,500 in
1892. $1.000 added. , Pen. and all. One mile. 48subs.
B. C H lily's b f by Tnrje Cheers—Rosetta. b c Green Hock ; Mal-

tese Villa Stock Farm's b c Sir Reel, br c Don Fulano; Missouri Stable's
cbc Sir Carr; Santa Anita Stable's cb c San Francisco; Theo. Win-
ter's ch c Pyramid, ch c Advance.
THE MISSISSIPPI—For three -year-olds. 51.500 added. Pen. and all.

1 1-16 mile. 31 Subs.
Missouri Stable's ch c Sir Carr ; Primrose Stable's ch c Gould &

Curry.

THE HOTEL—For two-year-olds: $1,000 added. Penalties and
allowances. Four furlongs. 102 subscribers.
Alamo Stable's b f Jovita, by Sobrante—Clvte ; Avondale Stable's b

f Porcelain, by imp. Sir Modred—Preciosa ; L. J. Garrett's ch c Cuivre,
by St. Paul— Florence; Eugene Leigh's b c Neuralgia, imp. Sir Modred
—Allanah ; Maltese Villa Stock Farm's b c Sir Cuthbert, bv Alta—
Dizzy Blonde, blk c , by Alta—Thetis: Santa Anita Stable's b c bv
Emperor of NorMk— Mollie Mccarty's Last, b 1 by imp. Cheviot-^-
Atlauta ; Mrs. Charles Thomas' b c Charley T., bv Grinstead or Gauo

—

Armeda Howard.
THE BANKERS AND BROKERS— For two-year olds ; $1,000 added-

Penalties and allowances Four and a half furlongs. 104 subscribers-
Avondale Stable's b f Porcelain, bv imp. Sir Modred—Preciosa ; W-

G. Cannon's b f Lady Gay. by Bishop—Laughing Water ; Eugene
Leigh's b c Neuralgia, by imp. Sir Modred-Allanah ; Santa Anita
Stable's b c by imp. Cheviot—Santa Anita, b c bv Emperor of Norfolk
—Mollie MCarty's uist ; Mrs. Charles Thomas' b c Charley T.. by
GmiBtead or Gano—Armeda Howard ; Theo. Winters' ch I Douella,
by Jumbo—Sooner.

THE DEBUTANT K— For two year-old fillies: 51.000 added. Penal-
ties and allowances. Five furlongs 7 V culiscribers.
Alamo stable's b I Jovita, by Bobranta- -clvte ; Avondale Stable's b

f Porcelain, by Iran. Sir Modred—Preciosa ; W. G. Cannon's b f Lady
Gay. by Blshop-I-aiighlng Water ; C. A. Mulbolland's b f Elmo,
by White—Alma Lunar; Santa Anita Stable's b f by imp. Cheviot-
Atlanta; Theo. Winters' cb I Donella, bv Jumbo—Sooner, ch f
lanihe. by Jumbo—Sylvia.

THE UEEAHBC—For two-year-old colts and geldings; Si.ooo added,
penalty and all. Five furlongs. 77 subscribers.
L J. Garrett's ch < Culvre, by St. Paul— Florence ; Eugene Leigh's b

c Neuralgia, by Imp. sir Modred—Allanah
;

Maltese Villa Stock
Farm's be Sir Cuthbert. bv Alia—Dizzy Blonde, b c Don Mengano, by
Alta—Marilee ; Santa aufia Stable's b c By .by imp. Cheviot—
Santa Anita, be by .by Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie McCarty'a
Ijlsi

: Mrs. (bah. Thomas' b c Clmrlie T . bv Grinstead or Gnuo— Ar-
meda Howard

;
Theo. winters' eh c Little Tom. bj Imp. Great Tom—

e A., ch c Royal Prince, by Prince of Norfolk—Balinetle.
For two-year-old* ; 82,000 added, penalty and all. Six

(nrlonna. jui nibsrrlben
Alamo Stable's b fJovlta, by Sobrante—Clyte. br c Augustus, bv So-

- irlnoa ; Avondale stable's i> f Porcelain, by Imp. sir Modred
-Preciosa; W Q, Cannon's b f Lady Gay, by Bishop—Laughing Wa-

ter : .1 .1. McCaflerfy & Wlahard'a b g Pulitzer, by Bishop—Lucia
; Mal-

tese Villa Stock Farm's b Don Mengano. bv Alta—Marilee; San-
ta Anna Stable's b c by , by Imp. Cheviot—Santa Anita, b « by

. by Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie McCarty'a \m*i
; Mrs. Charles

Thomas' b c Charley T . by Grinstead or Gano— Arm. flo Howard
Weber & Wblte'i cb 1 Volerfe, bi Volante—Portia ; Theo. winters' be
Van Dyke, by Attlla-Pollle Vfck, ch c Royal Prince, by Prince of
Norfolk—Ballnette
TUB KINDERGARTEN.—A handicap tor two-year-olds ; 11,000

added; weights two day-* before the race. Five and a half furiougn.
31 BDhscribers
Alamo Stable br c Angnstns, by Sobrante Orlnda; Avondale

Stable's b f Porcelain, by Imp Blr Moored •Preciosa; W Q ci -

»> r Lady Gay, by Blshoi*— L agoing Water
;
Maltese Villa Stock Farm's

Scfllr Cathnert, by Alia Dizzy Blonde, be Don Mengano bv 1

iarilee; Santa Anita btuble-s be by , by Emiieror of Norfolk—
1

Mollie McCartv's Last, b f bv . by Imp. Cheviot—Atlauta ; Theo.
Winters" ch c Royal Prince, by Prince of Norfolk—Baliuette: ch c
Little Turn, by imp. Great Tom—Florence A.

"Washington Park Stake Entries.

Following are the California entries to the various Wash-
ington Park Club stakes, which will be run for during Lhe

coming summer:
THE MAIDEN STAKES—Three-year-olds. One mile and a furlong.

72 nominations.
Marcus Dalv's bib cTheBaron, by Hidalgo—My Love; b c Duke of

Hamilton, bv Tvraut—Aigrette. J. Dudy's ch g, by imp. Midlothian-
Hot Spring. Ea'stin & Larabie'e b c Decapod, by imp. Sir Modred—
Christine. Santa Anita Stable's cb c San Francisco, by Kutherford—
Jennie B. Undine Siabie'sch c Pictou. Dy imp. Cyrus—imp. Amelia: b
f Fidelia, by Flood—Flirt. Theo. Winters' ch c Pyramid, by Joe Hooker
—Addie O'Neill ; ch c Advance, by Joe Hooker— Avail.

THE DEARBORN HANDICAP—For three-year-olds, cue mile and
a furlong. 97 nominations.
>arcus Daly's blk c The Baron, by Hidalgo—My Love ; b c Duke of

Hamilton, bv Tvraut—Aigrette. C. L. Fair's blk e Dare, by imp. Dare-
bin—Carrie C; blk c Flood Gate, by Flood—Imp. Rosetta G. H. Ken-
nedy's ch f Charmer, by Wildidle—Turban. Maltese Villa Stable's b
c Sir Reel, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde. W. F. Mellick's b c Alliance, by
Hidalgo—MaggieS Dan Miller's ch f Chanuion. by Tyrant—Unit.
Nevada Stock Farm's ch c Martinette, by imp. Mariner—Marin. San-
ta Anita Stable's ch f Lady Bess, by Emperor of Norfolk—Aritta ; b f
Alano by Emperor of Norfolk—Paola. L. P. Sharkey's Antrim, by
Apache—Brook. Undine Siable's ch c Picton. by imp. Cyrus—imp.
Amelia ; b c Cadmus, by Flood—imp. Cornelia ; b f Fidelia, bv Flood
— Flirt

THK LAKE VIEW HANDICAP.—For two-yea -olds. Three-quarters
of a mile. 224 nominations.
Almoua Stable's br c Augustus, by Sobrante—Orinda. Arondale

Stable's b t 1'orceiain, by imp. Sir Modred -Preciosa. J. F. Cava-
naugh's ch f ^uirt. by Joe Booker—Trifle. C. L. Fair's b c Yo El
Bey, by Joe Hooker—Marion : ch c Una Colorado, by Joe Hooker-
Jessie R. Kennedy Bros ' ch f Sue Abbot, by imp. Brutus—Edna K.
Liberty Stable's br c Dr. Hurd. by Joe Daniels—Sweetbriar ; b f

Princess Louise, by Hidalgo—Unit ; rn c King Calico, by Warwick—
Daruua. W. O'B. Macdouough's ch c by imp. Sir Modred—Trade
Dollar: b c by Sir Modred—Gleodora; b f by imp. Galore—Glidelia : b
f by imp. Cyrus—Getaway. Maltese Villa Stable's b c Sir Cuthbert,
by Alta—Dizzy Blonde. W. F. Mellick's -ch c Chevy Hock, by imp
Cheviot—Eda. Oueck Stable's ch c Despot, by Tyrant—Shena Van

;

ch f by imp. Midlothian—Patty. Pueblo Stable's br c Ar Tempo, by
Hidalgo—Graciosa ; ch c Arcb, by Duke of Norfolk—Neiison. S. G.
Heed's b c Booze, by imp. Cheviot—by Wildidle : b f by imp. sir
Modred—Blithesome ; cb f by Hyder Ali—S.eepy ; brc by imp. Dare-
bin— Lou Lanier. Santa Anita Stable's b c by Emperor of Norfolk

—

Mollie Mccarty's Last : b c by imp. Cheviot—Santa Anita; br c by imp.
Cheviot—Alano. M. F. Tarpey's bf Cbevy Chase, by imp. Cheviot-
Jennie Belshaw ; b f Border Lassie, by imp. Cheviot—Cosette. Un-
dine Stable's; ch f Flirtation, by Wildidle—Flirt. Walcott &. Camp-
bell's blk c Biack Hawk, by Hyder Ali— Miss Clay. Theo. Winters' ch
c Royal Prince, by Prince of Norfolk—Balliuet ; cb c Little Tom. by
imp. Great Tom—Florence A. : br c Van Dyke, by Attilla—Polly Vic.

THE QUICKSTEP STAKES—For two-year-olds. Half a mile. '261

nominations.
Almona Stable's or c Augustus, by Sobrante—Orinda: b f Jovita. by

Sobrante—Clyte. Avondale Stable's b f Porcelain, by imp. Sir Modred
—Preciosa J. F. Cavauaugh's ch f Quirt, by Joe Hooker—Trifle. C.
L. Fair's b f Ella Smith, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika ; cb c Chal-
lenge, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn. J. G. Follansbee's b c Armitage,
by Surinam—imp. Paloma. Homestead Farm's b f Dutch Lady, by
imp. Cheviot—Evileta Kennedy Bros" ch f Sue Abbott, by Imp.
Brutus—EdnaK. Liberty Stable's ch f Aunt Lida, by Hyder All—
Mottle ; b f Princess Louise, by Hidalgo—Unit : br c Dr. Hurd, by Joe
Daniels—Sweetbriar. W. O'B. Macdouough's ch c . by imp.
Sir Modred—Trade Dollar ; b c , by imp. Sir Modred—Gleudora ;

bf , by imp. Galore—Glidelia: b f , by imp. Cyrus—Geta-
away. Maltese Villa Stable's b c Sir Cuthbert, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde.
W. F. Mellick's ch c Chevy Hock, by imp. Cheviot—Eda. Ocean
View Stable's b c Prince of Orange, by Prince ot Norlolk—Eda. Oneck
Siabie'sch c Despot, by Tyrant—Shena Van ; eh c , by imp. Mid-
lothian—Probability ; brf .by imp. Midlothian—Lima. Pueblo
Stable's br c Ar Tempo, by Hidalgo—Gracioso ; ch c Arco. by Duke of
Norfolk—Neilsou ; b c Argitato. by imp. Cyrus—Fiolic ; ch t Vivace,
bv Flood—Amelia. S. G. Reed s br c Booze, by imp. Cheviot—bv
Wildidle ; b f , by imp. Sir Modred—Blithesome; ch f . by
Hvder Ali—Sleepy ; brc , by imo. Darebin— Lou Lanier. Santa
Anita Stable's b c , by Emp. of Norfolk—Mollie McCarthy's Last;

b f , by Emp. of Norfolk- -Savanna ; b f , bv imp. Cheviot

—

Atlauta. M. F. Tarpey's b f Chevy Chase, by imp. Cheviot—Jennie
Belshaw ; b f Border Lassie, by imp. Cheviot—Cosette. F. W. Thomp-
son's ch f Rhodauthe, by imp. Conveth—Brunova. Undine Stable's
ch f Flirtation, by Wildidle—Flirt ; ch f , by Tyrant—Premium.
Walcott & Campbell's b f Sub Rosa, bv imp. Sir Modred—Rosa G ; ;

bl c Black Hawk, by Hyder Ali—Miss Clay. Theo. Winters' ch c
I

Royal Prince, by Prince of Norfolk—Ballinet ; ch c Little Tom, by
j

imp. Great Tom—Florence A.; brc Van Dyke, by Attilla—Polly Vic.

THE COLUMBUS HANDICAP.—One mile and three-sixteenths. 163
j

nominations.
W. H. Babb's ch h Guido (6), by Double Cross—Aurora. R. E. By-

bee's b m Misty Mora (a), by St. Paul—Why Not. Marcus Daly's b*h 1

Montana (5). by Ban Fox—imp. Queen ; b e Sir Matthew (4), by imp.
I

Sir Modred—Embroidery. C. L. Fair s blk c Dare (3), by imp. Darebin I

—Carrie C; blk c Flood Gate (3), by Flood—imp. Rosetta. J. G. Fol-
lansbee's b m Gloaming (6). by imp. sir Modred—Twilight. Hasty
Stable's ch g Zaldivar (4). by Joe Hooker—Lena's First. Kendall 1

Stable's b f Dolly McCone (4). by Joe Hooker— Lou Speucer ; ch f Yo ,

Tambien (4). bv Joe Hooker—Marion. Kennedy Bros.' ch c Duke
Stevens (3). by Duke 01 Norfolk—Edna K. G. H Kennedy's ch f

Charmer (3), by Wildidle—Turban. W. F. Mellick's b c Alliance (3).
\

hy Hidalgo—Maggie S. Dan Miller's ch f Charmion (3). bv Tvraut— 1

Unit. Missouri Stable's blk c Col. S. (3), by Wildidle—Fedora IV.
j

Nevada Stock Farm's ch c Martinette (3), by imp. Mariner—Marin
j

J. S. O'Brien's ch h Longshot (a), by Duke of Norfolk—by Langford.
|

Ocean View Stable's br c Wildwood (4J, by Wildidle—Fedora IV.
Oneck Stable's b c Sir Waller (3), by imp. Midlothian—La Scala.
Pueblo Stable's b b Homer (5), by Shannon—Sallie Gardner. Santa
A< ita Stable's b h Santiago (6 j. by Grinstead—Clara D.; h m Santa
Anna (5), by Grinstead—Clara D. Suisun Stable's b h Hotspur (a), by
Joe Dauiels—Sister to Jim Douglas. Undine Stable's ch c Picton i3),

by imp. Cyrus—imp. Amelia; b c Cadmus (3). bv Flood—imp. Cornelia;
b'f Fidelia (3), by Flood— Flirt.

THE WHEELER HANDICAP—For three-year-olds and upward. One
mile and a quarter. 151 numinatious.
W. H. Babb's ch h Guido (6). by Double Cross—Aurora. Marcus Daly's

bh Montana {h), by Ban F<>x—imp. Queen. C. L. Fair's blk c Flood
Gate (3), by Flood—imp. Rosetta : blk c Dare (3), by imp. Darebin—
Carrie C. J. G. Follansbee's b m Gloaming (G), by imp. Sir Modred

—

Twilight. Hastv Siable's cb s Zaldivar (4), by Joe Hooker—Lena's
First. Kendall Siable's b f Dolly McCone (4J, by Joe Hooker—Lou
Spencer: ch f Yo Tambien (4). by Joe Hooker—Marion. Kennedy
Bros." ch c Duke Stevens ,3). by Duke of Norfolk-Edna K. Ma'tese
Villa's Stable's br c Don Fulano (3). by Alta—Marilee. Dan Miller's ch
f Charmion (3). by Tyrant—Unit. Missouri Siable's blk cCoL S. (3). by
Wildidle—Fedora IV. Nevada Slock Farm's ch c Martiuelte (3). by
ini|». Mariner—Marin. J. S. O'Brien's ch h Longshot (a), by Duke of
Norfolk—hy Langford : brc Wildwood [a), by Wildidle—Fedora IV.
Oneck Stable's b c Sir Waller (3). by imp. Midlothian— La Scala. San-
ta Anita Stable's b h Santiago id), by Grinsiead—Clara D.; b m Santa
Anna (5). by Grinstead—Clara D. L. P. Sharkey's b c Antrim (3). by
Apache—Brook. Suisun Siable's b b Hotspur (a), by Joe Daniels—
Sister to Jim Douglas : gr g Braw Scot (4), by imp. Midlothian— Helen
Scratch ; ch g Bud Brooks (6). bv Milncr—by Norfolk. Undine Stable's

cb C Picton (8). bv imp. Cvrus—imp. Amelia : b c Cadmus(3), by Flood
—imp. Cornelia;'!, f Fidelia (3). by Flood-Flirt.

THEttREAT WESTERN HANDICAP.—?or all ages. One mile and
a halt, liri nominations
Marcus Daly's b h Montana (b). by Ban Fox—imp. Queen. C. L.

Fair's blk c Dure (8), by imp Darebin—Carrie c ; blk c Flood Gate (3).

by Flood—imp Rosetta, Hasty Stable's ch g Zaldivar (4). by Joe
Hooker— l.ena's First. Kendall Stable's h f Dolly McCone (4). by Joe
IliM»kcr—Lou Spencer; Ch fYo Tambien (t). bv Joe Hooker— Marian.
McC-aflTerty & wfihard's t» g Nero<5), -by Flood—imp. Queen Bess.

W F Mellick's b C Alliance («), by Hidalgo—Magpie S. Missouri
Stable'* blk e col .s. (3), by Wildidle—Fedora IV.; ch c Sir Carr iSi, by
Imp. Cyrus—Jessie D. Nevada stock Farm's cb c Martinette \3), by
Imp Mariner—Marin, J, S. O'Brien's ch h Ixnigshoi mi. by Duke of
Norfolk- -by Langford. ocean View Siable's br c Wildwood (4), by
Wildidle—Fedora IV. Santa Anita stable's \- h Santiago nil, by Grin-
stead—Clara D.; b m Santa Anna [5>\ toy Grinstead—clara D. E. sav-
age's ch c Janus (4), by Duke of Norfolk— Elaine. L. P. Sharkey's b c
Antrim 18). by * pache—Brootc. Balsan Stable's b h Hotspur (a), by
Joe Daniels -Sister to Jim Douglas Ondlne Siabie'sch c Picton (3),

bj Imp Cyrus—Imp, Amelia : i> < cadum* ai. f.v Flood—imp. Cornelia:
t. f Fidelia |8), by Flood-Fllrl
THE OAKWOUD HANDICAP.—One mile aud a furlong. 126 nom

Innllni *.

w. H. Babb'uch b Guido (6), by Double Cross—Aurora, Marcus Daly >

b h Montana (5). by Ban Fox—imp. Queen : b c Sir Matthew (4). by
imp. Sir Modred—Embroidery. J. G. Follansbee's b m Gloaming (fij,

by imp. Sir Modred—Twilight. Hastv Stable's ch p Zaldivar (4), by
Joe Hooker—Lena's First. Kendall Stable's b f Dolly McCone (4). by
Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer; ch f Yo Tambien (4), by Joe Hooker-
Marion. G. H. Kennedy's cb f Charmer |3), by Wildidle—Turban.
McCaflertv & Wishard's b g Nero (5), bv Flood—imp, Queen Bess.
Ocean View Stable's br c Wildwood (41. b*' Wildidle—Fedora IV.
Pueblo Stable's b h Homer (o), by Shannon—Sallie Gardner. Santa
Anita Stable's b m Santa Anna (5), by Grinstead—Clara D : gr c
Galindo (4). by Gano—Freda. L. P. Sharkey's b c Antrim (3). by
Apache— Brook. Suisun Stable's b h Hotspur (a), bv Joe Daniels—
Sisterto lim Douglas. Taylor & Caldwell's b g Ormonde (5), by Argyle
— Paitilla. Undine Stable's ch c Picton (3), by imp Cyrus—imp.
Amelia : b c Cadmus (:s), by Flood—imp. Cornelia : b f Fidelia (3). by
Flood— Flirt: b h Racine (fi), bv Bishop—Fairy Rose. Vernon Park
Siable'sjb c Rio Grande (4). by Gano—Glenita.
THE BOULEVARD S I'AKES—For all ages. One mile. 125 nomina-

tions.
Mnrcus Daly's b h Montana (5). by Ian Fox—imp. Queen ; b c Sir'

Matthew (4). by imp. Sir Modred—Embroider v. C. L. Fair's ch g Gib-
son (6), by Joe Hooker—Miss Gibson ; b f Princess (3) bv imp. Cheviot
—imp. Music. B. C. Holly's b c Green Hock [3), by imp. Greenback—
Eda; b f. by Three Cheers—Rosetta. Kendall Stable's ch fYo Tam-
bien (4). by Joe Hooker—Marion. G. W. Leihy & Sou's ch h Oregon
Eclipse (a), bv Joe Honker— Lulu Riggs. McCafTertv's & Wishard's b
g Nero (5), by Flood—imp. Queen Bess. W F. Mellick's cb g (iuada-
loupe (6|. by Grinstead—Josie C. Missouri Stable's cb e Sir Carr {3},
by imp. Cyrus—Jessie D. Pueblo Siable's b h Homer (.ij. bv Shannon
—Sallie Gardner. Santa Anita Stable's b h Santiago (fi), bv Grinstead
-Clara D; grc Galindo (4), bv Gano—Freda ; b m Santa Anna (5), bv
Grinstead—Clara D. L. P. Sharkey's b c Antrim (3), bv Apache-
Brook. Suisun Stable's grg Braw Scot (4). bv imp. Midlothian— Helen
Scratch Undine Stable's b h Racine (6). by Bishop—Fairv Rose; cbc
Picton

( ). by imp. .Cyrus—imp. Amelia. Vernon Park Stable's b cRi-i
Grande (4), by Gano—Glenita Theo. Winters' ch c Pvramid (31. bv
Joe Hooker—Addie O'Neill; ch c Advance (3). bv Joe Hooker—Avail.

The "Washington Park Club Stake Declarations.

Following are the California horses declared out of the va-
rious stakes to be run for at the summer meeting of the Wash-
ington Park Club, except in the American Derby, where all

the declarations are given :

THE AMERICAN DERBY—Virginia Dare; Connaught, Halcyon;
Hampshire ; Mentor Saon: Koko; Litile George, cb c. by imp. ,st. Blaise—
Lady Primrose ; ch c by imp. The lil-Csed— Killetie; b c by iaip. 'lhe J 11-

CVed—Simple Gold; cbc bv Prince Leopold -Carmen; b c bv imp. The
Ill-Used— Hoyalty: eh f by imp. M. wiaise-Beila; cb f bv imp. The Ill-
Used-Bahama; bfbyimp.St. Blaise—Clara: hr t by imp The Ill-Used
-Florence M.: bf by Kingfisher— Bellona: ch f by imp. St. Blaise—Geu-
evra ; b f by imp. St. Blaise—sultana; Teddy; Jake Johnson; Epb;Slm-
mons ; Wyanshott; Rosebud; ch c, by Stratford—Tara; bf bv Stratford-
Foxglove; Tom Cook; GazeUe; Notary; Thrifty ; Idol ; Beaiifire: Alder-
man Morris; Bill White; Impress; Cadet; Billy Gwin ; ch c bv imp. Sir
Modred—Glad Eyes; brc by imp. Sir Modred—Lulu ; ch c by imp. sir
Modred—Chimera : br c by Hyder Ali—Nodaway ; br c bv imp. Darebin
—Sozodont; b c by Tyrant—Aigrette; cb c by imp. St. Blui-e—Gueun

;

b f by 'Longfellow—Queen B. ; cb f by imp. sir Modred—Dixtanne; br f
by imp. Darebin—Miss Clay; cb f by imp. sir Modred—Mollie Walton;
b f by Minting—New Haven ; Mr. Parker : Roscoe ; U c by Charaxus—
—Tbomasia; cb c by Onondaga— Bliss; Cannon; sinbad* the Sailor;
Snarley the Smuggler; Tandem ; Sir Henry ; br c by Duke Of Montrose
—hlsino; Leonie; Unenoc; St. Peter; Itawari-ba; br c by Hindoo

—

Brambaletta; Burr Vine; Eylet; cb c by Enlus—San souci ; Hesperus;
Chicago; Tenados; Lovelace; Anchoret; Trompeur; b c bv Cbaraxus—
Elite; Warren F; Aeronaut; b c by Bramble—'l oilet ; ch c by imp. Great
Tom—Unaka ; Woodruff; Richard Mubely; Governor; C'ra\vl<ird; Mat-
thew H.; b c by Knight of Kllerslle—Lucy Jackson; Treasure; Hugue-
not: FrankEllis; Pretender; Unalaskall; Esquire: Kee*-; Inter Ocean;
Anglo-saxon; Goodwood; Enoch; Hindoowell : br c by Muscovy— Re-
bound; be by Duke of .Magenta- -imp. 'Picture; ch c by Falsetto-Pearl
Thorn; brc (imp) by Galopin—Jennie B.: Lis Glen; Pat Matloy, Jr.:
Duke of Wellington; Royal Harry; Antipyrine; Donna Juanila : Emita;
Locomotive; Pasha; Ohyesia; Cburai; Gorella; Kinney K. Nick; Al-
fida; Ethelcy; Harry; Pat Bolan ; Linville; Lifeboat; Lyndhurst; Lan-
sing; sir Peter; Faithful; Linger; Court Lore; ch c bv Pontiac or
Runnymede^—Girofle; brc by Runnymede—MissLumley ; S'ir Roy; Wat-
son R; Chattanooga ; b c by Long Taw—Mary Anderson ; ch c by Verano
—Josie C; b c by Rutherford—Rosehud ; eh f by Rutherfurd—Clara D.;
b c hy Volante—Blossom ; b c by Volante—Dolly L.; b c hy Emperor of
Norfolk—Experiment; ch c by Emperor ot Norfolk—Savanna; b f by
Emperor of Norfolk—Panla; h t by Gann—Belinda ; bf by Verano-Miss
Ford; Capt. Cottrill ; Bucephalus; Dutch Oven ; b c hy imp. Deceiver

—

Themis; Currency; Oakland; Traverse; silversmith; b c by Warwick
—Cheerful ; b c by Joe I 'aniela—Sweetbriar ; ch c by imp. Sir Modred—
Hirondelle ; b c by imp. Sir Modred—Rosalind ; Gralu'ee; Solitude; Hin-
ton ; steadfast; Little Lady: Castro ; Dick O'Malley; Centenella; brf by
imp. Darebin—Katrine ; u'Connell ; Old Pugh:b c by Hidalgo— Bonnie
Kate ; ch c by imp. Rayon d'Or—imo. Clemency ; Pyramid ; Advance

;

Daphne ; Pioneer ;
King Leo ; The Hunter : b c'by Bramble—Tarantula.

—175.
THE QUFEN ISABELLA STAKES.—Virginia Dare: br f by imp.

Darebin— Millie; ch f by imp. sir Modred—Dixianne ; br f by imp. Dare-
bin—Miss Clay; ch f by imp. Sir Modred—Mollie Walton; h f by Joe
Daniels—Louise ; b f by imp. sir Modrod—La Favorita ; Unal-ska IT;
Charm; Geneva; JErolite; b f by imp. Sir Modred—Columbine; Orta; b f
by Verano— Miss Ford ; cb f by Rutherford—Clara D. ; b f by Gano—Be-
linda ; br f by imp. Darehin— Katrine : br f by imp. Darehhi—Fleurette ;

brf by Kyrle Daly—Katie Pearce; Little Lady; Centenella; Edeiwlld

:

Heiladura.

THE SHERIDAN STAKFS-—Wyana=hott: Rosebud: ch c by imp

-

Sir Modred-Glad Eyes; brc by imp. Sir Modred—Lulu ; ch c bv imp Mr
Modred—Chimera : br c by Hyder All—Nodaway ; brc by imp. Darebin—
Sozodont; Anchoret; Unalaska II; Pasha; Ohyesia; Charm; Linville;
Sir Roy; Currency ; Oakland : Traverse ; Grandee; ch c by Verano ^losie
C ; ch f by Rutherford—Clara D.; b c by Volante — Blossom ; b cby \'i> ante
—Dolly L. ; bcoy Emperor of Norfolk—Experiment ; ch c by Emperor
of Norfolk—Savanna ; b f by Emperor of Norfolk— I aula : -teadfast

;

Castro; Dick O'Malley: Clacquer: be by Hidalgo—Bonnie Kale; Pyra-
mid ; Advance; Edelwild ; Heiladora ; Pioneer.

THE WORLD'S FAIR STAKEs.-ch f hy Hida'go—Butterfly : ch fby
Enquirer—Colossa; beby Emperor of Norfolk—<'laraD; be by imp. Cheviot
—Alaho; bf by Volante—Lilita ; Wintield; Sister Florence ; cbfhv Alert
—Not Idle; Alonso.

THE HYDE PARK STAKES.—Ch f by Hidalgo-Butterfly; ch f by
Enquirer—Colossa: be by the Emperor bf Norfojk—Clara D.; br cby
imp. Cheviot—Janova; br fby Volante—Lilita; Alonso.

THE KENWOOD STAKES.—Prince; Mutineer; h c by Emperor of
Norfolk—Clara D.; br c by imp. Cheviot—Janova ; Alonso.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES.—Ch f by'Hidalgo—Butterfly; ch 1 by Err
qulrer—Colo-~sa; Glee; Flamey ; b fby Emperor of Norfolk— Formosa '<

b fby Volante—Lilita ; Sister Florence ; cb fby Alert—Not Idle.

Speed Programme.

Following is the speed programme adopted by the North
Pacific Trotting Horse Breeders' Association for its 1893 an-
nual meeting, time and place to be named later on :

Race No. 1.—Trotting stakes for yearlings, half-mile beats, 2 in 3 ;

?25 entrance. 5100 added ; So payable April 1st; Hi) June 1st; $10
August 1st.

Race No 2.—Trotting for yearlings, half-mile heats. 2 in 3 ; winners
of first and second money in race No. I barred ; entrance aud added
money same as No 1

.

Race No. 3.—Trotting, for two-year-olds, mile heats. 2 in 3; entrance
and added money same as No 1.

Race No. 4.—Trotting, for two-year-olds mile heats. 2 in 3 : Alba L„
Ella T.. Ad Alene and Ann Alene barred

; entranceand added money
same as No 1.

Race No 5.—Trotting, for three-year-olds, mile heats. 2 in 4 ; &1Q en-
trance, $150 added ; S10 payable April 1st ; SloJuue 1st ; $15 August
1st.

Race No. 6 —Trotting, for three-year-ojds eligible to 2:40 class, mile
heats. 2 in 3 : entrance and added money same a* No. 5.

Race No. 7.— Pacing stakes, fur yearlings, half-mile heats, 2 in 3;
entrance and added money same as No. l.

Race No. ".— Pacing, tor two-year-olds, mile heats. 2 in S ; entrance
and added same as .w, i.

Race No. 9.—Trotting, for stallions owned in district February l
-

.

1898, mile heats, 3 in 5 ; Sou entrance. $100 added
; 825 pavable June I;

825 August 1.

Race No. 10.—Trotting, for stallions eligible to 2 40 class, mile heats,
3 in 5; purse S3b0.
Race No. 11.—Trotting. 8:00 class; purse S400.
Race No. 12 —Trotting. 2:50 class: parse WOO.
R» ce No. IS.—Trotting, 2:33 class ; purse $4U0.

Race No. 14 —Trotting, 2:29 class; purse $4im.

Race N'o. 15.—Trotting, 2:24 class ; puree Sioo.
Race No. ]6.—Trotting, 2:20 class; purs.- 8400.

Race No. 17.— Pacing. 2:40 class ; pui>e $XiKt.

Race. No. 18.—Pacing, 2:25 class: purse 531 0.

In all purse races rive are required to enter and three to start ; en-
trance fee to i>er cent, of purse: entries close Julv 1, 18j3 ; mjney di-
vided 7u, 20 aud 10 per cent.
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Monterey Trotting Colt Stakes.

The nominations in the two-year-old trotting colt slake of

1894 of the Monterey District Trotting Colt Stakes Associa-

tion are as follows :

W. J. Hill names Berigene, s f, by Euseneer. dum Trixy. by Erwin
Davis, second dam Flora, by Dan Voorhees; WIcksie, b f. by Napa
Wilkes, dam May Queen, by Little Dan. a son of Dan Voorhees
Wra. Vauderhursc names s c by Eugeneer 20,450, dara Mamie V., by

Mambrino 1789.

J. D. Carr names br f by Gabilan, a son of Ansel, dam Flossie, by
Carr's Mambrino ; Lady Salinas, blk f. hy Eros, dam Benha. by Carr's
Mambrino l~sy ; br c by Uabilan, dam Emma : brc by Eugeneer, dam
l.udy Comsiocb Jr.

H. Corey names Juliet, by Traver, a son of Alban, dam bv Bmwu
Jug ; Las Palmas. b c, by Traver, dam untraced: Alto, b c, by Whips,
dam Soprano.

J. B. Iverson names Combination, b c. by Eugeneer. dam by King-
ston (thoroughbred); Wilhelm. br c, by whips, dara wilhelmina. by
Messenger Duroc lt»6: Friar, s c. by Eugeneer, dara Frla, by Erwin
Davis .V)5s ; Vermouieer, s n, by Eugeneer, dara by Venn i it

m

A12
E. P. Iverson names Elbe I., b f, by Eugeueer, dam by Paul's Ab-

da*lah.
Hebert & Son names gr t by Alpheus SS17. dam Maggie Voorhees, by

Dan Voorhees ; br c by Val Fleet, a son of Valensin. :!:'23. dam Lady
Nelson, by Maml.rioo 17*9; br c by Val Fleet, dam Palehen Mav, by
George M. Paichen Jr. 31.

M. Lynn names b t by Eugeneer, dam Juniet a, by Juuio, 2:22 ; b f

by Eugeneer. dam Lady ; br f by Alpheus 8847, dam Mary Anderson,
by Pirate, "a son of Buccaneer.

P. E. G. Auzar names spotted c by Grosvenor, Jr., dam Lalla Rookh,
by Echo.
W. Parsons names sor c by Alpheus 8817, dam Gypsy, by Erwin

Davis.
W.J. Lynn names b c by Gilpatricb, a son of Junio, 2:22, dam by

Erwin Davis.
Hubert GarsMe names b c Salinas Wilkes, by Napa Wilkes, dam

Clara G.. by Salinas 20 302.

C. C. Allen names Harry Wilkes, by Alpheus SS47, dam Pocahon-
tas, by Erwin Davis
James D. Kalar names Lillian Wilkey, by Alpheus, dam Kitty, by

Mambrino 1789,
Wm. Logwood names sore Henry W., by Salinas 20,302, dam by

Belmont
THREE-TEAR-OLD STAKE.

The entries in the three-year-old stake, to be trotted nest
fall, are as follows :

J. D Carr names br c Eros Jr., by Eros, a son of Electioneer, dam
Bertha, by Carr's Mambrino.
Win. Vanderhurst names b ( Lilly V., by Junio, dam Mamie V., by

Carr's Mamhrino.
Heberi & Son naraes br f Etlie D., by Altoona, dam Dolly, by Mo-

zart, ason of Ajax724.
J. B. Iverson names b f Christine, by Christmas, dam Salinas Belle,

by Vermont 322.
D Callihan names blk f Black Beauty, by Brown Jug. dam Flora, by

Dan Voorhees «s7.

Guy P. Schoonover names bike Guy P., by Erwin Davis, dam by
Vermont 322.

FOUR-TEAR-OLD STAKE.

The four-vear-old trotting stake to be decided during the
fair next fall, has the following entries :

J. D. Carr names b f Little Change, by Carr's Mambrino, dara Stella
D , by Elmo: hg Morning Star, by Hawthorne, dam Lizzie, by Carr's
Mambrino 17S9 ; b f Lucky Girl, by Carr's Mambrino, dam by Carr's
Mambrino.
Hehert & Son names br c Bruno, by Junio. dam Dolly, by Mozart.
A. Widemaun names b f Hazel L., by Junio.

Names Claimed

The following names are claimed by E B. Jennings, Napa. Cal.:

Mountain Bell for bav filly by Mountain Boy, dam Dollie Varden,
foaled May 4. 1893.

Little StLVEK for bav colt, by San Diego, dam Kate Silver, by Nig-
ger Baby, foaled April 8, 1893.

I wish to claim the name of 1. Sallie Skipper, for bay filly, hind
feet white, foaled Feb. 5th, 1891. Sire Pasba. dam Lady Booth, by
Jorden.
2nd. Honest Abe for blood bay colt, foaled April 14th, 1891. Sire

Pasha, dam Gem, by Rackety Jack.
3rd. Charlie Whipple for sorrel colt, blaze in face, foaled Feb.
th, 1892 Sire Steve Whipple, dam Nettie, by Solomon.
4th. Joe Dandy for bay colt, small star in forehead, hind feet

white, foaled Feb 21st, 1892. Sire Pasha, dam Ladv Booth, by Jordan.
5tb. Midget for bay filly, foaled April 17th, 1892. Sire Pasha, dam

Lydia Jane, by Duke Almont.
0th Myka B for black filly {solid color), foaled March 17th, 1892

Sire Pasha, dam Sadie, by Mambrino Wilkes.
7th. Pinkev Skinner for dark bay filly, foaled March 31st. 1892.

Sire Pasha, dam Gem. by Rackety Jack.
8th. Fleetway for bay filly, no white, foaled May 8th, 1892. Sire

Steinway, dam Pearl, by Elite. Wm. Snow,
Idlewild Stock Farm, Milton, Cal.

I hereby claim the following names :

Laukine for sorrel filly, small blaze in face, sired by Silver Bow,
2:16%. dam Laura Walker, by Lancaster ; second dam by Black Jack;
third dam by The Goodrich Horse.
Chief Sid, buy colt, star in forehead, bind ankles white, sired by St.

Nicholas, dam by Chieftain ; second dam by John Nelson.
Silvekine. bay filly, few white hairs in forehead, by Silver Bow

2:16%, dam Eftie C; second dam Fanny. Dy Jno. Nelson 187: third dam
Polly, by imp. Hercules : fourth dam Big Polly, by Williamson's Bel
mont: hflh dam by Bellfounder.
Silver Leaf, bay fillv, black points, bv Silver Bow, 2:16%, dam

Kate Gennette.
Annie K., black filly by Corrector, ont of Thornless, by Skenan-

doah {Kentucky Hunter) Matt Kerr.
San Francisco, Feb. 10, 1893.

A Good Pennsylvania Law.

The following act has been approved by the Pennsylvania

Legislature :

An act to prevent deception and fraud by owners or agents who may
have control of any stallion kept for service by proclaiming or
publishing fraudulent or false pedigrees or records, and to protect
such owners or agent* in the colleciiuu of fees for services of such
stallions, and to prevent the entering of trotting horses out of their
classes.

Section I—Beit enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met, and
it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same. That every owner
or agent who may have the custody or control of any Btalliou, who
shall charge a fee for the services of such stallion, shall before adver-
tising or ottering such services to the public, tor any fee, reward or
compensation, hie with the prothonotary of the county in which such
owner or owners, agent or agents resides, or in which such stallion
shall be kept lor service, a writteu statement giving the name, age,
pedigree and record, il known, and if not known then that the same
Is unknown, the subscription, terms and condition upon which such
Btalliou will Mire. Upon tiling such statement the prothonotary lor

the counlv shall i>8Ue a certificate of license to the owner or owners,
ayent or agents having the custody and control of such stallion, that
Buch a statement has been filed in his ollice. The owners, agent or
Ogeutsof the owners of such stallion shall then post a written or
printed copy of the statement so filed with such prothonotary in a con-
spicuous place in each locality in which said stallion shall be kept for

service.
Sec. 2—Every owner or agent who shall file, proclaim or publish a

false or fraudulent pedigree or record or statement of any kind regard-
ing any stallion, or who shall neglect or refuse to comply with the
provisions of section one of this act, shall forfeit all fees for the services
of such stallion, and the person or persons who may be deceived or
defrauded by such false or fraudulenl pedigree or record or statement
may sue and recover in any court of competent jurisdiction, such
damages as may be shown to have been sustained by reason of such
false and fraudulent representation.

.sue. S—Whenever the owner or agent of an owner or owners of any
slalliion shall have complied with the foregoing provisions of Cblsacl
the services of such stallion shall become a lieu on each mare served,
together witn tbe fool ofeuch mare resulting from such service lor an
amountagrecd upon between the parties at tbe time of service, or in

the event Of no such agreement having l-et-n entered into between
them then in such an amount as specified for service fee of such stal-

lion or stallions in the statement hereinbefore required to be tiled

with the protbonotaries of said counties Provided, that a notice of

such lieu shall be filed within six mouths alter such service, which
lien shall terminate at the end ol one year from the date of filing no-
tice thereof, unless within that time an action shall be commenced
for tbe enforcement thereof.

Sec. 4—It is hereby made unlawful for any person or persons know-
ingly to enter or cause to be entered for competition or to compete for
any purse, prize, premium, stake or sweepstake ollered or given by
any agricultural or other society, association or person or persons in
the State of Pennsylvania, any horse, mare or gelding, coll or filly un-
der an assumed name or out of its pr 'per class when such prize, purse,
premium, siake or sweepstake is to be decided by a contest in trolling
races.

Skc. 5—That any person or persons found guilty of a violation of
section four of ibis act shall upon conviction thereof be imprisoned
in the penitentiary for not less than one year, nor more han three
years, or imprisoned in the jail of the county in which the offense was
commit cd tor any definite period not less than six months, and shall
be hoed in any sum not exceeding Sl.uuu.

Sec. 6—That this act shall take effect from the date of its passage.

ATHLETICS.

Athletic Sports and Other Pastimes.

Edited bv Arimiippus.

SUMMARY.
Owing to the disruption between the University and Olympic Club

athletes, the outlook tor the coming seeson is anything but bright.
True, there will be some out-door meetings held during the present
year, but the competitions will lack interest on account of tne two
leading athletic factious having decided not to oppose each other in
the future. The members of the Olympic Club will hold periodical
meetings during tbe year, but they will have no outside opposition,
and hence the public will soon weary of one-sided contests. Tbe
student athletes from across the bav are resolved to form an Inter-
collegiate Athletic League, and their efforts will be strictly confined
to trying to down their brethren from Palo Alto. With only the repre-
sentatives of the Olympic Club in tne field, the coming championship
meeting will be a Hat failure, and the benches of the grand stand at
the 0. A. C. grounds will loom up with a vacant state on Decoration
Dav. the day on which tbe annual championship meeting is usuallv
held. The O. A. C. will hold its first out-door meetiug of the present
year sometime next month. A championship programme will prob-
ably I* gotten up by ihe students of the Berkeley and Stanford Uni-
versities in the course of a couple of months, which will afford the
athletes ot the latter college an opportunity to test their metal against
that of the U. C. boys. For several months past lootball has claimed'
the attention of the sp irt-loving pu.blic, but the season is about over
aud out-door athletics and cricket will be the uext attraction.

THE OLYMPIC CLUB BOXING TOURNAMENT.
On Thursday. February 9th, there began in the new gymnasium of

the Olymoic Club, on Post street, a series of boxing competitions,
which will be continued every Thursday evening until March 2d. On
the first uight there were ten matches, and an audience of about 1,500
members were present and enjoyed tbe bouis. which began pre-
cisely at eight o'clock and ended shortly after midnight.
The gymnasium in the i lub's new quarters is much larger than tbe

recently vacated one on O'Farrell street, and owing to the splendid
manner in which tbe seats were arranged the members weie able to

witness the proceedings from very conilortahle positious. The events
on the programme w re run oft" as quickly as pos-ible and the specta-
tors were never once given an opportunity to grumble at needless de-
lays. During the evening President William Greer Harrison took occa-
sion to make a few remarks to the members on tbe welfare of the
club. His announcement that the Supervisors had decided to allow
the club ihe privilege of drawing water from the ocean near the
Clift House, into the city was received with much eheeriug and hand-
clapping. Three cheers were given for the City Fathers. Relerring
humorously to the controversy between himself and Mr. Sutro, he re-

marked ihat :
" For the past four weeks i have beeu in the ring my-

self, but my competitor was much older than mvsetf", aud he has
retired from the contest." Mr. Harrison said that the club was still

some $25,000 behind, and that a grand Roman festival, or fair, would
open in the-club rooms on April 17th, and would last six days and six
evenings. He further stated that a fine programme would be ar-
ranged lor for the occasion, which would include all kinds of Roman
games, etc., and that an admission fee of fifty cents would be charged
to each entertainment He urged upon the members present the ne-
cessity of their helping the scheme out. and assured them that ii they
lent their support the festival would more than net tbe amount now
due by the club.
The first contest of the evening was between M. Lea and D. Mac As-

kill. The former weighed 136 and the latter 140. Lea, although much
lighter than his opponent, outclassed his man and was awarded the
medal. J. Cunningham, 126 was defeated by R. Carroll. 123. Wil-
liam Cook. 150, ana H. F. Flinn, 149, ended their difficulty in tbe
second round, wbeu Flinn was completely knocked out W. Hanton
and J.J. Sullivan started in to box four rounds, but in the second
round Hanton threw up the sponge. Al. Williams, 1£1K. defeated W.
H. Hageu. 125, in six ronnds. T. Killeen. 110 and Nick Smith, 120,

fought six rounds and the referee decided that tbe contest was a
draw. Each man will receive a medal. F. coughlan, 114, defeated
H. Fitzgerald, US. in four rounds. W. McAvoy. 130 and C. S. Pbelan
130, boxed six rounds and the latter won. A. Hergotte, 142, won the
medal from James Davlin. 140, in six rounds. W. Dulligan and W.
Thomas wound up the first evenings fun and the latter was defeated.
Jack Kitchen of the Acme Club of Oakland was the referee and Mess.

A. J. Treat and J. Conroy acted as judges.
From a scientific point of view the contests were not up to the

average, but the majority of the boxers showed that they had plenty
of grit and were willing to learn. One or two of the bouts were
characterized by a great display of viciousness on the part of the
youngsters engaging in the contests and such developments should
not be encouraged. It is a foregone conclusion that the members of
any athletic club, whether professional or amateur, do not care any
longer to sit and witness the old time parlor style of boxing, but nev-
ertheless there is a medium in all things, and while fighters may feel

like hitting each other often and hard they should go about their
work in an artistic manner and not give the onlookers a chance to

think that they are surrounding an old Roman arena wherein are
going on a series of contests between human butchers. The contests
were continued on Thursday evening last, but as we go to press
early in the week we are unable to give a summary of the results

iu the present issue. *
Chicago's Great Spring Sale.

F. J. Berry & Co. are in receipt of many choice consignments to

their great Spring Sale. March 27th to April 1st, including the great
Red Wilkes fillv. Evylin Hope, that is sure to make a race mare.
Col. R. P. Pepper & Son will oiler the grandest collection of Onwards,
Norvals and Mad rids ever sold in the North, including full brothers
and sisters to some of the best performers by these noted sires. J as.

Murphy, Chicago, proprietor of Park Rtdgo Farm, pledges a great
lot by Hamhlefoiiian Wilkes and other fashionable sires. Among
the offerings will be found great speed prospects by Wilton, Red
Wilkes, Onward, Ambassador, Egotist, Norval and other famous sires

of richly bred dams. Consign early. Write for entry blanks to F.

I Berry' ,t Co., Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

A Suggestion to Our Legislators.

Editor, Bkekdbk and Sportsman: In the last issue of

your esteemed journal there appears a copy of " Montana's

Ooo.I Bill."

Will not some one cause a similar bill to be introduced in

the present session of ihe Legislature V It will prove of great

value to the small breeders, especially so to those remote from

the large stock farms. We often find men keeping stallions,

scrubs if you please; they do not get out posters, or publish a

pedigree, are at no expense whatever for keeping the horse, as

he does regular work on the ranch or whatever his owner has

for him to do. Now his owner will give away (?) colts (or

services), sometimes twenty or thirty in a season, taking

these mares awav, perhaps from a really well-bred horse

standing in the neighborhood, but whose service fee is higher

than the scrub.

Now, sir, il docs seem to me that a law of this nature

would be of great value to horsemen in this State. Whatevi r

is done must be done quickly, as the session will end in Rbonl

fifteen days. Respectfully Yours, G. W. S.

Notes from Napa.

Special Correspondence of the Bkeeder and Sportsman.

Xai'A, February 17th, 1893.—The clearing up of the
weather and the spring-likeopening which is fast drying up
the track has aroused a cheerful spirit in all the boys around
the Fair grounds, and the exhilerating affect of the warm sua
is awaking the usual renewed activity of the trainers, even the
horses seeming happy to enjoy the warm spring run and the op-
portunity of again exercising on the track.

Thos. Kinney is about one of the busiest men on the grounds.
From morning until night he is driving or leading colls and
the way some of ihem comedown the stretch beside the saddle
pony it impresses one with the idea that they are trotters. He
has some ten oi twelve head, the property of Messrs. Zollner .V

Even, that he is educating to drive or lead, and they are a fine
lot. The brown filly (2) by Secretary, son of Director, 2:17,
on; of Maggie Vann, by Whippleton 18S3 (sire of Lily Stan-
ley, 2:174, Homestake, 2:16-1, etc.), second dam by Xaubuc
504, etc., is a grand looker, and she is, like all the Secretarys,
a troller.

Ada Evans, a three-year-old filly by Mountain Boy, 2:27 A.

dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi, thoroughbred, is a rangy, smooth-
gaited filly that will make a trotter if given an Opportunity.

Whippanette, a beautiful black filly, three years old, by
Whippleton, 1*83, dam Queen Ad, by Admiral -188, second
dam Nellie, by Black Hawk, 7G7, will be a tine-looker, and if

she does not make a world-beater she will be attractive in a
gentleman's buggy and should be good enough for any harem.
There is a brown filly, two years old, by Mountain Boy,

dam Eva Steinway, by Steinway, 2:251, second dam Lady
Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred) that any breeder would feel
proud to own; she leads like a trotter, and is a perfect little

gem. Among the yearlings Mr. Kinney has a little miss by
The Dane, son of Stambjul, 2:071, and Dolly McMann (dam
of Lilly Stanley, 2:17.1), dara Eva Steinway, by Sieinway,
2:251, second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred) that 'is

sim ply hard to beat. Any one that can prod uce a
yearling that can beat her through the stretch can win
a new hat from Mr. Kinney. Mr. Evans' fancy is a filly

by Mountain Boy, dam by Alcona. (JKy (sire of King
Orry, 2:23}, second dara Lady Lodi. This filly

is a beauty, and will surely be a trotter if she has an oppor-
tunity. Another very promising filly in the juvenile depart-
ment is a chestnut in color, sired by Alcona 730, dam Lady
Lodi, by Lodi. This filly is hard to discount for looks, sub-
stance and nerve force, some of the requirements for trotters.
Messrs. Zollner'& Evans have some geldings that will make
grand road horses as well as trotters. Napa Boy is a rangy,
symmetrically-built four-year-old chestnut gelding fully 1&2
hands high, as smooth as any thoroughbred, sired by Alcona
730, dara Ladv Lodi, by Lodi. This colt moves like a trotter,

and with his size and st le would make a gentleman's roadster
that would attiactattentionin any country. There is another
promising gelding, a chestnut three-year-old, by Happy Prince,
son of Bayonne Prince, 2:21

',, dara by Alcona Clay; second dam
Lady Lodi, by Lodi. This fellow knows nothing but trot, and
is made like iron. The broodmares owned by these gentle-
men are choice, and were bred up from a thoroughbred foun-
dation.

_
Eva Steinway, by Steinway, 2:25:}, dam Lady Lodi

by Lodi, is a very strong, smooth-turned individual and a
natural pacer. She would have been fast had she been
trained. Napa.

The Highland Stock Farm For Sale.

It is only once in a lifetime, on an average, that the oppor-

tunity is offered to purchased such a place as the Highland
Stock Farm, which is now offered for sale. Beyond question,

this is the most highly improved and desirable place in all the

Bluegrass section. It is located four miles from Lexington,on
the old Frankfort turnpike, right in the heart of the Blue-
grass section, and right in the midst of the most celebrated
stock farms of this locality.

This place contains 670 acres of as fine blnegra'w laud a*
erer the sun shone on, and the improvements cannot be sur-
passed. For many years it has been devoted to the breeding
of the trotter on a large scale, and every convenience known
to that business is to be found on the place. House*, barns,
paddocks, in fact everything that could be thought of and
money procure, have been erected, until it may be trulv
termed a model stock farm. There is a track on the place a
full mile long, that is superior to many race tracks, and wa-
built at great expense.

It is not due to any supposed depression in the trotting
horse market that has caused Messrs. \V. ('. France tSt Son to

offer the Highland Stock Farm for sale, but they have reluct-
antly concluded to part with it entirely n account of the bad
condition of the eider Mr. France's health.

The matter of disposing of this valuable piece of land has
been placed entirely in the hands of Messrs. Jerrv E Delphi
& Sons. See advertisement.

C. A. Brown's string is now quartered at Bay District track.
Wlldwood. Mr. B.'s handicap horse, is said to he constantly
improving, and, this being the case, his chances in the Brook-
lyn, Metropolitan and Maturity Handicaps are of the best.

Prince of Orange, a bay son of Prince of Norfolk and
Eda, by Powhattan, second dam Haidee (sister to Joe Cot-
ton, winner of the Kentucky Derby), by King Alfonso,

is a remarkably good-looking two-year-old with lots of sub-

stance, but his owner regrets exceedingly that he is not more
extensively entered at the East. However, thecolt is entered
in the Quickstep Stakes. Among the other races in Brown'*
string are a bay colt, two years, by Monday Final, dam B!ia
Doane; a black colt, 2 years, by John A., dam Kose, bv Duke
pf Montrose, and a three-year-old black fitly bv John \ , rl im
Miss Flush, by Kyrle Daly. He is also working Ottinger'*
bay gelding, Joe Cotton. He ffill be taken East to race in

the Toboggan Slide and other sprinting events, and although
he is not a quick starter is great in the homestretch, and in

likely to be close tip al the finish. With 1 1 1 poundd un it i-

thought he can gallop three-quarters of :t mile Close to 1:00 OH
a regulation track.

Senator William Thompson has ibar horses in training
at Bay District track in charge of Mor. is Pepper's—Martinet,
the American Derby colt, by imp. Mariner— Marin, boy two-

year-old filly Silver State, bv imp. Cheviot— Bessie nhannon :

chestnut two year-old filly, by Nee Ban—Swift, and the

year-old colt The Drummer, by Kd Corrigan—Fanny '

'

are looking and doing well, and great things are expi i

the youngsters.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOCTS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting -..April 211 to June 23
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLI'B—Spring meeting. May lOifldavs,
P. C.T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May it; to June 23
LATONLA JOCKEY CLUB {Covington. Ky.^—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK 'Chicago. IP. ,-sumrner meeting

June 24 (25 days.
BUTTE. HELENA ASH DEER LODGE July 3, 4 and 5
DILLON .Jiilvs to S

-- '. LA— Regular circuit Ju!v into 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit Julv 17 to 29
BUTTE-Regular circuit _ Inly 31 to Aug. 16HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALL-* Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
STCKGIS Mich JulvSl to Allg.5
BUFFALO DRIVING I'ARK-Sumnier Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
QLENBBOOK PARK .August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK «ept. o to 8
WASHINGTON PARK The N W. A. T. <t P. H. B. ..September 4 to 16
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

LOS A XGELF>—Spring meeting February 21
HUENEME March 1

WASHINGTON PARK The N. W. a. T. 4 P. H. B.. March I

STATE PAIR COLT STABLES March 15
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15
MONTANA ITI-U 1 I i STAKES \pril 1

P. C T H. P. A.—Spring Meeting April 1

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTEKS.
ALEXANDERBUTTON G. w. Woodard, Yolo, Cal
BOODLR c. A.StocktoD, San Jose. Cal
CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD ...Martin Carter. Irvlngton
CHAS. DERBY _Oeo. A Wllev. Danville, Cal
COUNT ANThl.u 14,682 W. H. Smith," Woodland.lCal
DANTON MOULTRIE D.J. Murohy, Milpltas, Cal
DEI.WIN Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cal
DICTATUS .Clarence Day, Belmont, Cal
DIAI',1." Murray* Richards, Pleasauton, Cal

line Martin Carter, Irvlngton
DUN FIGARO _ -Souther Farm, San Leuudro

I N PRINCE P.J. Williams, Mllpilas, Cal
KL BKSTON Souther Farm, San Leandro
OLEN FORTUNE Souther Farm, San LeandroGC WILKES Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo, (^al

A. T. Hatch, 12 Flood Building, City
MADI*ON Ben Wrigln. Oakland Trotting Park

Souther Farm, San Leandro
NUTWOOD WILKES Martin Carter, Irvlngton
PRINCE LEI Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
READY HONEY Pred Foster. Ilanford, Cal
sAMi.i-: WILKES Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo, Cal
SID HOY A. T. Hatch. 12 Flood Bultflhm. Citv
SILVElt ittiw p. .1. Williams, Milpltas, Cal

D.J Mnrphv. Milpltas, Cal
STKINEER 11.311 E. O'Gndy.San Mateo ChiSTEINWAY Oeo. A. Wiley. Danville, Cal
WALDSTE1 H. S Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal
WILDOHB! ,. v. Wlh-v. Danville, Cal
wii. DIRECT wm, Corbitt, San Mateo, Cal

i in> iiiiiti-.ii-

DOS CAB M.l'arr. Santa Roaa.Cs]
IMP ciiestkrfikld it.,1. Thos. ii. BowhUI, Laltevllle, Cal

I.I.MN K. n'tiradv. »an Mateo, CalMONDAl i: H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, CalTHREKCHEERS Win. sLMorry, Sacramento, CalMERttlWA Thos. G. Jones, Oakland Race Track
WTLDIDLE a.C Jndson, Santa Clara, Cal

" RETARV .1. II. -ti imp lias issued notice thai the

annual meeting ol tbe stockholders of the American Trot-

ting Register Association will be held at tin- Auditorium

Hotel, Chicago, on the 5th .lav of April. 1898, for the

mi. I tl„- transaction of such other husi-

t as may be properly presented.

lother portion of this paper will be found adver-

tise 1 a number of colt -lake- for troiier- and pacers, I" be

r .1 the Stale Fair at Sacra-

1898. The conditions are exceedingly liberal,

: < will close with Secretary Edwin ]•'. Smith at

..luce ii Sacramento on the 15th of March, l so :.

The way in which the records made at the Stockton

kite-track were thrown out at the last meeting of the

American Trotting Register Association is well known

to our readers. The story of how Stamboul was sold

and the low price he brought has been circulated to all

parts of the globe. The meeting of the District Board of

Appeals of the Xational Trotting Association, which

convened last Friday and Saturday, had these two impor-

tant subjects brought before them for consideration. At

this meeting it was shown that the record meetings were

properly advertised and local notices were inserted in the

daily papers every day the races were to take place. The
judges were chosen from among the directors, and the

timers appointed were above reproach and capable of at-

tending to the work allotted them. The races were al-

ways called on time, according to rule. The " three-

breaks-rule " was strictly enforced. Xo horse that

"skived,' "hopped" or "ran" was allowed the time

he made to the wire. If there was any doubt in regard

to the fairness of a record, the horse never got the benefit

of it; this was the experience told by the owners of these

horses, who, as witnesses, were called to testify at this

meeting. The rules were so strictly observed by this as-

sociation that its fame extended from Shasta to San Diego

and from Nevada to the Coast. All the horses had to earn

their records on these tracks, and hence they are entitled

to them as much as if they had trotted on any other course

in America. It is an injustice to deprive them of their rights

and when a complete transcript of the proceedings are

carefully considered by the officers of the American" Trot-

ting Association they will agree with the parent organiza-

tion, the Xational Trotting Association, and give the

horses the credit due them.

When the minutes of the meeting of the Board of Ap-
peals are read by every horseman a far better idea will

be gained of the manner in which the investigation was

conducted. The officers and directors of the San Joaquin

Valley Agricultural Association were eager to sift the

matter to the very bottom ; they did all in their power

to aid the Board in its work and afforded every facility

for having the investigation thorough. Nothing was

withheld, every witness seemed to be anxious to have jus-

tice accorded, and at the three meetings which were held

the large committee room was filled to overflowing by

many of Stockton's most prominent citizens.

The association is one of the strongest in California.

Its officers and directors have resided in the district for

years. They are prominently identified with the govern-

ment of our State. Senator Benj. F. Langford has held his

position in the Senate longer than any man in California.

Assemblyman J. M. Larue was secretary of this associa-

tion for many years L. U. Shippee, the able president, has

been the foremost citizen of Stockton for over twenty

years. L. Gerlach, R, L. Russell, Chas. Xeedham, David

Young and Ross Sargent are all leaders in financial cir-

cles, and their names are synonyms for sterling worth and

reliability. Their testimony regarding the conducting of

the record meetings must have weight in the deliberation

of the question, " Shall the Stockton records stand*?"

The story of the Stamboul record and the telegram

read at the sale of the Hobart horses, whereby this mag-

nificent son of Sultan and his progeny were sold for one

hundred per cent, below their value, is known to every

one. It will be remembered, also, that James Cross, one

of the executors of the estate, made a statement that

Stamboul should be sold regardless of his record, 2:07i.

This gentleman had, at that time, a letter in his pocket

winch caused hint to make this announcement, and he

did not care to iuvolve the estate in lawsuits if the charges

in that letter were proven true. He did not know the

writer, neither had he heard it rumored that Stamboul

had not trotted in 2:07J previous to his departure from

California, consequently he was placed in a very unenvia-

ble position.

After the " sacrifice" he, with Samuel (iamble, attended

the meeting of the American Trotting Register Associa-

tion. Chicago, determined to ferret out the black-

mailers and have Stamboul's crown placed more securely

where it belonged, for, in their opinion, there was no

doubt <>f the horse trotting in 2:07A, and the affidavits of

such men of honor as the timers, Frank W. Covey and

.lame- Thompson, strengthened that belief. They had no

further interest in the horse than to see justice accorded him

and having the villians, who had in a measure succeeded

in ace plisliing their ends, brought to justice.

Copies of dispatches sent by Register J. H. Steiner to

McHugh, the letter writer, were shown and the impression

prevailed among those present that Messrs. Allen and
Steiner were prompted by motives inimical to the welfare

of Stamboul, and were anxious to correspond with these

unknown people in preference to seeking the truth from

the officers and members of the society.

Coming to California, the District Board of Appeals of

the Xational Trotting Association called a meeting to be

held at Stockton to inquire into the facts of the case.

Witnesses were subpoenaed and everyone who saw Stam-

boul earn the title of king of trotting stallions seemed

anxious to be present, excepting those who had been in the

conspiracy. Xot an iota of evidence was presented

to sustain the charges made except that of Grant Camp-
bell and he could not rely on his watch. The meet-

ing was advertised : the horse started at 10 o'clock ; the

track was not a sea ot mud ; the horse trotted to. the half-

mile in 1:02.1 and the mile in 2:07£, with but one little

break ; the horse did not run a quarter of a mile, and

there were only two official timers there. The secretary's

books were there ; the man Kearney authorized Secretary

LaRne to sign his name in the judges' book, and the

driver, Walter Maben, with his weights, weighed the

proper amount, and everything was conducted in accord-

ance with the rules.

There is but one thing to do with the scoundrels that

have cast an oduim on the racing at Stockton, and in

fact a reflection upon every record made in California

;

(for these men have attempted to levy blackmail on

the estate ; and have shown their total disregard for the

honor and reputations of the members of the Stockton

Agricultural Association and the officers appointed on

that memorable day ;) they should be expelled from the

trotting tracks and consigned to a prison for a term of

years where they can reflect on the enormity of their

crime.

The Los ADgeles Meeting.

Everything points to a most successful meeting in the

City of Angels, commencing on the ISth of March.

Already a number of horses have gone to the Los An-
geles track, which is now in prime condition. The climate

of California's most beautiful city at this season of the

year is unsurpassed in any portion of the world, and

horses will be greatly benefited by going from cooler

climates to race at Los Angeles. Horses trained at that

place have always done well at the Sau Francisco and

other meetings, and we respectfully urge on our horsemen

the sending in of their entries at once to the various

liberal stakes, the conditions of which were printed

in last week's issue. It should be remembered

that the stakes close next Tuesday, February 21st, and

entries mailed at any time previous to 12 p. ai. will be

received by the secretary, L. Thorne, 1071 Xorth Main

street, Los Angeles. In addition to the stake races there

will be plenty of over-night events, and all classes of

horses are amply provided for.

Oue advertising columns are being rapidly filled by

advertisements of choicely-bred trotting stallions. The

blood lines represented prove conclusively that there is

no room for scrub stallions in California, and owners of

good mares have a better opportunity of breeding their

mares to good ones at very low prices. The desire among

all classes of horsemen seems to strongly incline to the

best trotters—best in breeding, best in individuality,

best in money-winning lines. There may not be so many

mares bred this year, but what they lack in numbers they

will more than make it up in quality, and owners of

stallions are jubilant over the standard broodmares that

are being booked. The owners of these mares go around

to see the horses and endeavor to select the horses that as

individuals they think will " cross " well with their

mares. If the breeding is all right the chances are more

than favorable for the produce to become valuable when-

ever they are placed.

In two races at Oakland last Tuesday there were

barefaced attempts to rob the public—in the first race,

where Flora E. was booked by the crooked brigade to

win (the rest of the horses supposed" to be "dead"), and

in the third, where the heavily-played Altus was said to

have been " stiffened " and not ridden to win. Several

"sure-thing" games were in full blast in and around the

hotel, and a reporter was offered money to keep any

allusion to tbe games out of bis paper. Where racing is

conducted by one or two men, and not under the auspices

of any recognized association, the public can expect little

else but crooked racing, and the only wonder is that

people will allow themselves to be gulled by a lot of

would-be sharpers that never had the racing interests of

this or any other State at heart. The sooner the meeting

at Oakland, as at present conducted, comes to an end, the

better.
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The Root of the Evil.

The younger generation of jockeys, or those who have

not reached the pinnacle of fame as knights of the pig-

skin are, in many cases, between two fires, and as one of

them remarked the other d"y, " We are often in a 'bad

fix.' Any jockey in the land hates to pull a horse. Yet

when a dishonest owner comes to a boy and tells him he

must not win with a certain animal on which he has a

mount, what is the poor jockey to do ? If he goes on

and wins he will at once be discharged for not ( riding to

orders,' and if he follows instructions and makes a bung-

ling job of it he gets ruled off, and the man that told him
he must not win seldom gets punished, for it is an easy

matter for the crooked employer to produce tickets show-

ing that he has backed the horse that was pulled. The
bookmaker that stood in on the play with the owner will

see that his friend has all the tickets he wants. To the

investigation that follows an owner's word will almost

invariably be taken against a boy's, and we are made to

suffer tor the misdeeds of others." There is more truth

than poetry in the above, and therefore, in view of the

fact that nine times out of ten times the wrong person

feels the lash of turf law, there should be some remedy
applied. The bookmakers are at the bottom of a majority

of the "jobs" perpetrated on the race courses of this

country, and as long as dishonest owners will "stand in
"

with bookmakers it will be hard to mete out punishment

to the proper parties, and jockeys will continue to be

punished for something that they do not really deserve.

The only way we can see to purify the turf is to do away
with bookmaking and bookmakers. The pencilers can

easily be dispensed with, and the sport would, without

doubt, be much cleaner. For instance, let there

be at a big race meeting four or five pool-sellers

doing business at once, and not confined to one, as

is the case all over the country. Then the heavy

bettors could easily get their money on. Have a dozen

or more pari-mutuel boxes running, with the prices for

tickets placed at $1, $2 and $5. This would give the

smaller speculators all the chance to bet they could wish

for. It will be argued by the friends of the penciler that

" a person wants to know what odds he is going to get

against his money at once," but that really amounts to

nothing. Anyone who has ever given the matter much
thought knows that better odds are almost invariably re-

ceived in the auction pools than in the books, and when
a " long shot " wins in the mutuels the amount realized

is generally far in excess of that which could be secured

by betting a similar sum in the books. Let the associa-

tions hire their own set of auctioneers and pari-mutuel

box men and reap the benefits now accruing to the book-

makers, who usually wear diamonds, live in swell hotels,

smoke two-bit cigars and pay their sheet and ticket-

writers at the rate of §10 per day apiece. In no other

way could the turf be purified so easily and effectually.

Soon the various racing organizations would be able to

own beautiful race courses, grand stands and everything

pertaining to a first-class racing institution, and rich

stake races every day and happy-faced, well-fed turfmen

would take the places of the wrv-visaged, hyena-looking

owners of the skate sprinters that are looking over the

week's programme for a three-furlong selling race where

they can get their " dog" in at SO pounds, and if he wins

let him go at $200. The present system is not as popular

or profitable as it can be made to racing organizations,

and let the turfmen who love a good horse reap the bene-

fit, instead of the bookmaker, who seldom cares anything

about "improving the breed of horses" in America, or

any other portion of the world, fur that matter.

Sale of Sidney.

The latest report from Wm. B. Fasig in regard to the

number ofguesses received from all parts of the Cnited

States and Canada must be very encouraging. The Tat-

tersalls-Fasig Company, of which llr. Fasig is the

representative, is having printed in the (terman. French,

English, Italian and Spanish languages advertisements of

the great sale. Nothing is being left undone to make this

oneof the best advertised -ale- that ever took place in

America.

Sidney has left some sons in California that will soon

have representatives in the 2:30 list. We have not heard

of one that is not the sire of very promising youngsters,

and as the prospects are very favorable for his being

placed at the head of some large stock farm where the

very choicest of mares will be sent to him, his California

family will continue to keep up his reputation as a pro-

genitor of speed. In fact there never was any doubt that

his colts and fillies will be esteemed highly in the stud

and harem. Every breeder who has one considers that

as the years roll on the Sidneys will be coming into the

2:30 list with greater regularity than ever. Every on

of his descendants are noted for intelligence, courage and
easy trotting action. If Sidney does not return to Califor-

nia his sons will be well patronized.

We received the following dispatch last Wednesday:
"St. Lucis. Mo.. Bteb. I

"Editor Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco:

"Col. B. W. Woodruff has been appointed prcsiilm^ judge of our
meeting, April 29th to June 23d, by President Rolls Wells.

BBLLA.IRS."

Now that Col. Woodruff (who presided at the last

Blood Horse meeting) is evidently not coming here, sug-

gestions as to his successor may be in order. We could

never see the necessity of going far away for a presiding

judge when such a man as Joseph Cairn Simpson resided

in our midst. Mr. Simpson founded the Pacific Coast

Blood Horse Association, framed nearly all its rules, and

is not only thoroughly posted on the association's regula-

tions, but with those of other racing organization-. I lis

integrity has never been questioned, and he has for a life-

time been interested in theaft'airs ot the turf—as a writer

and as a practical horseman. Though not a young man,

his eyesight is excellent and his knowledge of men and

horses would make him, as a judge, second to no man in

America. Therefore, if Mr. Simpson, the father of the

Blood Horse Association of San Francisco, a man emi-

nently qualified in every way, can be prevailed upon to

act as presiding judge at the spring meeting of the or-

ganization which he founded, we will hail the selection

with joy, and that he would give satisfaction to every

fair-minded man is certain.

Goodwin's Official Turf Guide (the annual) is out, and

is more complete in every detail than ever. In addition

to its usual correct information regarding races run over

any course of consequence in America, the racing and

betting rules, great stake winners during the past tew

years and value of the stakes won, the Guide for 1892

contains all sales of thoroughbreds during the year just

past made by Tattersalls of New York, which makes

very interesting reading. Altogether, we do not see what

racing men could do without Goodwin's Turf Guide.

Points About the Trotting Market.

Many months ago, when the first cry of alarm was raised

that the bottom was about to drop out of the trotting market,

this journal pointed out the fact that for some time the tastes

of buyers had been gradually becoming more critical, and

the market therefore more exacting as to quality, and argued

that as a result prices for ordinary and mediocre trotting stun"

would drop lower, while really first-class material would re-

main salable at figures highly remunerative. Later, when lots

of ordinary and ordinarily-bred stuff went begging on the
markets, the pessimists took the floor and disturbed the wel-

kin with the wail that the trotting business had gone to the
bow-wows—just because young animals that were simply
standard-bred did not sell for averages high in the hundreds.
The Corbitt sale and the Hobart sale showed that the trotting

market is still strong for really select trotting stock, while
many other sales have demonstrated that horses of ordinary
breeding and ordinary individuality will no longer sell for

more than their intrinsic value—all of which, we submit,
proves the market to be in a cool, healthy and safe condition.

Occasionally we see in a sale report a colt or filly of

really fashionable blood, by a very great horse and out of

a mare of the richest breeding, going for a low price,

and these instances are promptly seized upon as a text

for some homily going to prove that we are in the
throes of a panic. We would caution all our readers
against being deceived by such appearances. The news-
paper report gives you merely the color, the age, the sex
and the bloodlines; it does not describe the individual; it

does not give his defects; it does not say whether he is a
trotter and sound and shapely, or whether he is a little roan
or cream-colored " plug " perhaps with bad legs and no speed.

The writer has seen hundreds of horses puss under the
hammer in Chicago this winter, and he is bound to say
that in his judgment the great majority of them were
sold for about what they were worth. We have not seen
a really desirable driving horse—a horse or" good size,

sound and good individuallv, and with reasonable stvle

and speed—brought into the ring this winter and fail to ex-

cite lively and remunerative bidding. We have seen some
pretty nice pedigrees attached to mighty ordinary individuals

sell for just the price of a very ordinary horse, but there
should be no complaint as to that. Jf it were possible for a

saw-horse to have a nice fashionable pedigree it would still

only serve a saw-horse's uses; and when :i horse is nol :i de-

monstrated trotter and has no other opecia! distinction the
fact that he is nicely bred does not make him worth any more
than other common horses that fill the uses to which his

capacities are limited. The fact is that unless a horse has
speed enough to win on the turf, or has the rare merits that

entitle him to use as a stock hor-e, his pedigree need hardly

be considered as an element in his market value. The man
who buys a nice road gelding does not particularly care
whether he is fashionably-bred. It is more important that he
shall have style, good color, good disposition, attract

i

riage, reasonable speed, and the other attributes of a good road
horse.

Heretofore the combination sales have been largely made
up of young things, yearling**, weanling- and twu-year-olds,

and a very large proportion of them stallion colls, for in the
standard era, you know, every colt was intended for a trotting

sire and every filly for a matron. Experience this winter,

even with choice goods, has shown the folly of --ending lots of
youngsters to market. The majority of breeders no longer go
to combination sales to reinforce their breeding studs. There-
fore the buyers at these sales are mainly those buying horses

for the turf, for driving or for purpose of ordinary utility,

and thus the reading is apparent why young things of no pres-

ent use, and especially young stallions of ordinary trotting

breeding, are somewhat of a drug at the big winter
Another fact that should nol be lost siyht of in reaching

conclusions based on public sales is that, despite protestations

to the contrary, these sale rings have been the great clearing
houses for the culls of the whole country. Every breeder
who has contributed to these -ales will, it" he speak candidlv,

admit that he has through that medium rid himself of the
weeds that come, in greater or less proportion, to every farm,

and has almost invariably reserved his choicest things for

development or for private sale. This fact becoming more
and more widely known has tended tc bring the combination
sale ring more and more to be a mart where the animal offered

is judged and priced strictly on what he can show, what he
individually is as a horse, and what practical use he can be

put to.—Horseman.

The Great Thoroughbreds.

My apology for this letter is the poor knowledge of weight

for age and handicap form which Mr. Lowell displays in his

letter to you of January 10th. This letter is composed of in-

accuracies relative to Foxhall, Iroquois and Bend Ur's running
in England in 1881.

Mr- Lowell states that r';>xhall is the only three-year-old

that ever won the Gesarwitch and Cambridgeshire, or, as it

is called in England, the double event. In 1885 Plaisanterie

won the Ca/sarewiich with seven stone, eight pounds, or 10<»

pounds. She also won the Cambridgeshire with eight stone

twelve pounds, or 124' pounds; being a filly, this is the best

performance made over the Cambridgeshire course, the

difference between a colt and a filly at that time of the yea r
,

according to English racing rules, being three pounds. This
would bring her weight up to one hundred and twenty-seven
pounds. Mr. Lowell states that Foxhall carried 115 pounds
in the Ca?sarewitch ; this is incorrect. Foxhall's weight was
seven stone, twelve pounds, or 110 pounds—five pounds less

than what he s<tys. He carried nine stone io the Cambridge-
shire, or 1*26 pounds; not 127, as Mr. Lowell states. Taking
into consideration sex allowance, you will see at once that

Flaisanterie's performance is the best. This is a French mare,
and she won fourteen races out of fifteen, being beaten on the

one occasion by Martin Pecheur II, four years old, nine s'One,

126 pounds, and Plaisanterie carried eight stone, two pounds,
or 114 pounds. In the writer's opinion weight for age is the
best test of horses, and when Bend Or beat Iroquois in the
Champion Stakes and gave him fourteen pounds in one mile
and two furlongs over Xewmarket course there was no doubt
in the minds of men who understand racing as to which was
the best. Foxball was away ahead of Iroquois; Peregrine
was a very bad horse, and could not win the Cambridgeshire
with seven stone, eight pounds, or 106 pounds. Yet he beat

Iroquois in the Two Thousand Guineas. Iroquois happened
to win the Derby in a bad year; he never beat anything ap-
proaching first-class form afterwards. When Foxhall won
the Grand Prix de Paris, one mile and seven furlongs, he beat

a good horse in Tristan, who was ridden by the late Fred
Archer, George Fordham riding Foxhall, so there was noth-
ing wanting in jockeyship on either side. Foxhall, in my
opinion, was away ahead of Iroquois. Some very bad horses
won the English Derby. Mr. Lowell also states that Blue
Gown won with 126 pounds as a four-year-old. Blue Gown
never won the Cambridgeshire. Blue Gown won the Derby in

1868. The highest weight ever carried over the Cambridge-
shire course was carried by Bendigo in 1885, nine stone, eight

pounds, or 134 pounds; and was beaten two lengths by Plaisan-

terie. Beodigo was the best horse that ran in any race in

England for the last forty years. This horse won the Eclipse
Stakes, one mile, two furlongs, with nine stone, seven pounds,
or 133 pounds, in 1S86, value being £10,000, and the best field

of handicap horses in England in that year.—Barryin Dun-
ton's Spirit of the Turf.

The European Trade.

The work now being done in Europe by Dr. .1. \\\ Day,
George Ketcham and John Splan in the interest of the Ameri-
can trotter will prove beneficial to every breeder in the
country. That a magnificent market for our Heel stepping
trotters and pacers in the countries across the sea only awaits
development no one can contradict. Heretofore many wealthy
and influential foreigners have evinced a desire to possess
themselves with our style of driving animals and have come
to this country only (in many instances) to serve as targets

far the dishonest practices of aset of sharpers, who palmed <<\\

at exhorbitant prices outclassed and defective animals. The
;ilmiLrluy dollar seemed the onl^ object in view, and lit;

sideration was given to the upbuilding of a market in the

countries referred to. No special eflbrt was ever made to

acquaint foreigners in a general way with the virtues of our
national horse. But now the work has assumed a form that

leads us to believe that in a very short period the trotter will

become one of the prominent luxuries <>t tlu-*>ld World. The
Messrs. Day, Ketcham and Splan have left us prepared to

demonstrate to our observing friends across the waters the

general useful nes- of our [rotting borses, and should they tail

to create enthusiasm in the hearts of foreigners for the trotter,

then we will be forced to the opinion thai the people of the

mother land are indeed a peculiar lot. No, failure is not t<-

be thought of. The American trotter is an animal that stands
ever ready to court the admiration of every living per>.<>n,

from the kings and queens of the palace i" the lowliest per

sonage, and to think that cultivated and enlightened Europe
will refuse lo join in Our adorattOU of him would make one
feel that the pe-

-|
ile "i discern*

ing a good
1

thing when they see Si. The time has arrived

when the i merican breeder should take steps to develop the

foreign markets, and the advanced steps taken by the gentle-

men should I'e applauded by every breeder of the land. It i-

tlie purpose of these gentlemen to exhibit the trotter regaled

in the same style of harness BS he appear* in at home, and he
will at the same time draw the neat, tight and serviceable

tgonof bis native country. The vehicle attir-t.no

doubt, will be viewed with a good share of credulousm
i doubtful whether a true liriton can he induced bv

even the persuasive words of the ii : Ian to lake a
spin in such a "blasted frail thing" as la the American road

wagon. But Splan is in Kurope on a tour of education, and
before he returns will have found many apt pupils to our style

of road riding. It is good guessing that before be l<

home the American bugyy manufacturer-* will fee

under a thousand obligations to him. Let the good w>

ceed. The examples set by the above gentlemen is a fit

for emulation. — \N estern Horseman.
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THE STAMBOUL RECORD.

How the Greatest Blackmailing Scheme Ever

Known in thu History of the Trot-

ting Turf Failed.

Kraroev. the Principal Gives Hi* Testimony. Wblle Mclluuh.

One of (he Conspirator*. Slips Out—What Was Offered

Before the District Board of Appeals.

On the train that arrived at Stockton last Friday there was

a partv of gentlemen who were on an important mission, one

that would have more of a bearing on the records made

by Stambonl and the other horses that had earned records; last

vear than any other ever thought of in California. Captain

N. T. Smith, Jesse D. Carr, of the Distri:t Board

of Appeals of the National Trotting Association, Frank

Shay, Secretarv of the Board, Frank M. Covey, Samuel Gam-

ble. James Cross, L. A. Richards, and a number of others.

The building chosen in which the investigations were to be

held was the Pavilion, and wheu the gentlemen arrived there

they found quite a gathering of representative men from

Sao Joaquin County, besides several witnesses who had

been subpoened to appear. The meeting proved to be a very

interesting one, and to Mr. Kearney it was surprising. The

gentlemen comprising the Board conducted the examination

with fairness and seemed to be very anxious to get all the facts.

They impressed every one with the vital importance of

g-ttiug full and succioct statements of each witness in regard

to ihe manner in which the stallion trotted and the way the

meetings were conducted ; they aimed to accomplish a two-

fold mission in c*oing so. Directors Shippee, Russell, Lang-

ford and Xeedham were present as witnesses. Assemblyman

La Rue came from Stcramento with Senator Laogford and

Ross Sargent to attend. Arthur Ashley, the newly elected

Secretary of the San Joaquin Agricultural Society, assisted

in conducting the examination in an able manner. James

Thompson, one of the timers who was present at the time

Stamboul made his record, is in the Etst,and Graut Campbell,

the man who has been reported as having timed the horse in

2:16. were subpoened but failed to appear. David Young, one

of the Directors, testified that he had talked to Campbell a few

days ago and he said he had made no affi lavit in the matter.

When the meeting was called H. M. McHngh, the writer of

the blackra tiling letter, was seen with Mr. Kearney in the

ro~>m. After Mr. Kearney concluded to confess Mr. McHu^h
slipped out of the room, and shortly after boarded the train

for Lodi. At ni'ie o'clock at night, in answer to a telephone

message, it was learned that McHugh was quite sick. "He
w^ badly frightened when he left the Pavilion," was the re-

mark of one of the witnesses.

Assemblyman La Rue. who was secretarv of the local association
wh--n tbe races were trotted, was the first witness calle 1. He testified

meeting was regular in every way, so far as they understood
thcralea. Kearney authorize! the witness to sign his (Kearney's)
name to the record The witness saw every mile trottel except Stam-

-- .'£. and arrived at the track just as the horse finished tbe
mile. Kearney made no objection to tbe announcement of the time.

-: v t- One and rain did nit fail u itii the horse was finishing.
He w*' sure the mile was trottel after 10 o'clock.
John 3 Kearney was next called, but he refused to be sworn. He

Claimed a right to ten days' time after being subpeeaed and wante 1

to have witnesses called on his side of tbe case.
Captain Smith told him that be was not trying this case and they

onlya«Ked hira to testify.

Kearney said he had consulted a lawyer and would not testifv. He
said Parker and Grant Campbell had not been subpeeoed, but the sub-
jenas were before the Board properly served.
Captain Smith said Kearney had convicted himself and the answer

was returned that be hod not convicted himself and that he would
take the case to the courts to defend his good name.

I will declare you expelled," said the chairman, " but if yon come
in to-day I" testify y »u will be reinstated."
Keirnev -did the Board had no authority to expel him, but Captain

in talking further on the matter.
Mr Ashler asked that Kearnev be excluded from the room, as he

had refused to testify.

Ktwneyasked thm witnesses he named be subpoened.
not understand this proceeding," said Captain Smith. "We

want to get at the truth only, and you refuse to be sworn. You know
the penalty. Sit down, sir; we don't want to hear anything further
from yon.
Kearnev mw that he had made a wrong move, and after be had

talked with Ross Sargent for a few moments be stepped forward to be
worn

.

Ii
. you want to be sworn ?" asked the chairman.

it» his hand while the oath was administered and
then told his itory as u h id been prince l a nmnkr of times, He could
not wv w iat time stamboul made, as h<- did not hold a watch. He

rail fr.tm the j s . mdwf Campbell's watch,
whlrh the latter held in hl« hand while standing on the south b1 le of
the timers' iitand A- near as he could see Caranhella watch showed
the half mile In \:<i*%. That was the only time he saw, as Campbell
changed hi- paHtlOD.
wtien the mile was Sobbed, Kearney said, Thompson went

down on ili'- tnu-k Rod the witness was out of the stand before laug-
f-»rd announced the time ** 2

Idl rou rign the record !

" asked 'a plain Smith.
irney

* hi 1 you u . . -
i to sl«n it for you f

"

So-
told La Hue to sign for you H

" No "

•' Y »n swear to tha'

rlnkllnsj when st H ,n i„,,,i K ,,x to the half-mile
pnlp, and iiK'i mlnci twenty mlnntee before that. When the (eater
went away Uu mi i

: high.
ill Stam -Mil did not trot
i» he would take ' )ne

nut fcild him three or four minute after the mce that the rallo was
in t 1 i .

--•crclary LaRoe (Jo* time WM fclfl and Out
Ukc 1

'

' vp ain spilth

-%llon with 1-nRih- at all," hii

n ike the declaration that the lime

man nut....
Irlver of Stamboul. dl

. wk< atom examined ai ootuMhnbli length by Mr Aab-

'Why didn't you make a Htatcment about tha lime IkjIiik wrong at
uk&i the -

' mi.. Um stand »n bone*t man," answered Kearney. I

•nf in, u»« to »»y anything, for I didn't know what public
:. might )-

"

Mr. Ashley asked Kearoey about his alleged statement-; to a number
of witnesses to lay a foundation for the admission of their testimony
in denial. Kearuey said he did not know John L. Weston: be did not
tell George Siortz that Stamboul ma ie 2:07 l

£ : he did not know one
Hestou ; he did not tell J. H. McLeod. a horseshoer. that there was a
sack out aud he was going to have some of it. The witness did not
tell Daniel Bell mat he was going to see Cross, aud if he did not
come up" with some money he would squeal. He did uot say to F.

J. Cochran, a horseshoer. that tnere was a "sack " out aud he was
going to get a part of it. He did not tell Costello at Lodi that tbe
Stamboul performance was straight.

Kearney, in answer to questions put by Mr. Ashley, said he never
wrote to Mr. Cross for money and never authorized any one to write
tor him. He never received any money from anybody in this matter,
and did not expect anv.

'Isn't it a fact that you, with two other men, attempted to secure
money in this matter? " asked Mr. Ashley
"No sir," answered Kearney. '•

I want any man to produce any
letters or any man to say that f have done anything wrong. 1 propose
to have justice, since mv good name has been attacked."
"Did McHugh do any business for yon?"
" He got some affidavits."
" Did John McCloud or McHugh offer to put up any money for you

If you would break this record ?
"

" No."'
The witness said Steiner wrote that if he would procure affidavits he

would reimburse him for any outlay. As McHugh was secretary of
the Lodi association, he got bim to get affidavits. The witness wrote
Allen (owner of Kremlin) to send a man here to investigate the rec-

ord.
Kearnev said he wanted W. S. Bailey and Duncan C. Lees, of Lodi.

subpenEed. and be was given a subpena for them to appear this morn-
ing.

C. H Corson, tbe Lodi business man. testified that he employed Mc-
Hugh for a year ending this month. Since Kearney went to Lodi the
witness saw" him at his (Corsou's) barn where McHugh was employed.
One evening Mctfugb was writing, with Kearney sitting near hira.

McHugh said :
" I am helping John out a little." Once after that Mc-

Hugh said there would be a piece in the Lodi paper which would open
people's eyes about tbe Stamboul record, and it appeared in the next
issue. Soon after that McHugh went to Stockton to buy blansets. and
when he went back he said he had some good affidavits. The witness
said to him that he was foolish to meddle in the matter. McHugh
answerei: •Well, because people are rich they needn't think ihey
can run over us." He said Sio was as much to bim as to anyone else.

The witness said he did not like it because it affected Senator Lang-
ford, aud McHugh said he would write exonerating the Senator.
One of the most importanr witnesses of the day was F. M. Covey.

Mr. Covey said he was busy getting a yearling filly ready to trot when
called into the stand The judges were already there. After scoring
once Stamboul got tbe word.
"I called time at the half," said Covey. " I called 1:0-K- That is

what my watch said. It is a mistake—tbe statement that time was
not announced iu the stand. When he finished the mile I called
again giving it at >:<Sl\<,. Thompson did announce the time in tbe
staud, and then Mr. Langford called him back. My w&ich and his
watch agreed exactly, making the half in 1:02J>£ and the mile in 2:07K
There was another party iu the stand, but he did not take his place
until the horse got to the quarter. I am sure he was not in the stand
at the beginning »f the race. He walked across tbe track after Stam-
boul started and got into the stand just as the horse reached the quar-
ter. He was there when we compared our watches I did not know
the man, but have since learned that bis narae|was Campbell. He bad
horses there."
In the cr ss-examination which followed, Covey did not change this

in any particular. He said he heard no one on the track say the time
was not right. He thought the track that day was the best he had
seen m Siockton. It was soft, but not too much so. It was so good
th it Covey tried to start the yearling he hoped to see make 2:23 or
2:21, but he had to give up the chance to Stamboul Just as the finish
was made the rain comraeueed. Covey had Dever seen a horse given
a second the advantage in timing on "the Stockton track. The rules
were compiled with in all respects, the continuances were all made
with due formality and adjournments were taken when there were
more horses than could trot for records iu a day. No question was ad-
vanced against the record until some time after the conclusion of tbe
record meeting.
Then came another surprise. Covey said he had received a letter

from Lodi. signed John Rogers, in whicn tbe writer said he had been
approached by parties in lx>di and asked how much he would charge
to say the horse started before IU o'clock and did not make tbe mile in
2:01%\ or any such time. The writer asked if there was anything he
couid do to help Stamboul's owners. Covey answered, stating the
record had been accepted.
Covey said in conclusion that it must have been after 10 o'clock

when Stamboul started, as he had his filly ready to go when called to
the stand. The horse did not run a quarter of a mile or any other dis-
tance, stamboul broke but once, and that was in the stretch, and
then he did not gain in the least.

Samuel Gamble, superintendent of the Hobart stock farm for several
years, was the next witness. He timed Stamboul when he made 2:08.

His watch made the time 2:0/ J4 and a number of other watches made
i*. 2Si7%. Shippee insisted the time must go as 2:08.

One of the most important witnesses of the day, not particularly tor
what he said but for ihe evidence he offered, was James Cross, who
was most vitally interested in Stamboul's time.
" Has there been an attempt to blackmail you in this Stamboul mat-

ter? " asked Secretary Ashley.
'• Yes. there has been an attempt to blackmail me." answered Cross.

" The attempt 1 refer to was made while I was in New York. It came
in the form of a letter. I received the letter about two days before tha
sale in New York. It came in care of Kellogg & Co."
Mr. Cross took an envelope from his pocket, drew a letter out and

handed it to Mr. Ashley to read. As he proceeded everybody in the
room began to take the liveliest interest in the proceedings. By the
time the perusal was finished it seemed as if the curtain of deceit had
fallen and the whole conspiracy oeen laid bare. The letteriu full and
verbatim fohows

:

Lodi, Cal., Dec. 8th. 1S92.
James Cross. Esq., 107 John St.. New York City. N. Y.—Dear Sir:

I Drop you this letter of information to inform you that Parties Who
Was Present at Stockton and bad Watches on tbe horse Stamboul
When he trotted his last mile in tbe Reported time ot 2o~% (One of
these Parties Was one of the Judges iu the Stand When Stamboul
whent the mile in 2;U7}£ on November 23d) these Parties have Just Re-
turned from San Francisco Whear thev Went to See vou on this Busi-
ness But you had left for New York City, they have Plased this in my
hands to inform you of the facts, these Parties Sav and Will take
Oath to that affect that the Time of2:07j^ Was False and that the Trial
Was Eregular and they Say Further that they are Prepared to Prove
these Facts and Will Put them before the Public Before the Sale takes
Place in New York City if Something is not Done. So vou can Draw
youre own Conclusions What that means, these Parties. 3 three of
them and one of the Judges that Was iu the Judge Stand
When Stamboul trotted on Nov. 23d. Now it Seem to me from what
they tell me this Eve they have a good mam- Facts, and they Say they
can Prove that stamboul Did Not trot a mile in 2:07% on November
23d If&l and If Something is Not Done Between Now and the loth of
Dec 92— this month to Satisfy them thev Will make affidavit that
Stamboul'* time of 207J< Was Falsely Given from the Judges Stand
and that the trial Was Eregular. and they Will Stihstaniate other facta
la regard to the trial, they Will aend these affidavits east and Will
have them Published through the Press of the Country. Facts are verv
Stubborn things and if those Parties are Not Kept' Still Thev will
rarely come out before the 20th or 21st of this month, vou can wire me
anytime here for these Parties Between Now and the 15th of this
month I am onlr acting as correspondent lor these Parties and this
letter la Written for them by myself.

I am Resp yours Henry M. McHl'gh
over over
P. S. these Parties are all horsemen But i am not at liberty to give

?ou thcar nimes But anytime vou call nn me at Lodi I will tell vou
rbo they are. So you Will then Be Satisfied

Yours Respe
H. M. McHpgh.

Mr. Cross explained that the letter was mailed in Lodi, December 9.
1892, an. I was received in New York, December 1 1, lSyj. a* indicated
by the po-tinarks.

" Thiit \s iti..- letter I refer to when I speak of blackmail." said Mr.
Cross. ' As soon as I got it I told the aaotl wecr to rend it If anv affi-
davit! came questioning Stamboul a rt rd I also told him to sell the
home without a goaramee, Wo affidavits came and the letter was not

Mr Gamble spoke of the Injury false rumors about Stamboul's time
had done - v.-ml persons *li*>l ready to hi,! SfiO.nn, 365.000 and 37-1..

000, yel too bone went forStiooo m'erelv because the Question was
mi-, a.

f testified that he saw Grant (Mnipbcll last Monday and
pbell toldhlmbe had made no affidavit. Young was on the

track lu-t after tbe race wai over. He knew it was after in o'clock.
v» 11 Marshall,, ,f tbe Sacramento Boa, was asked if he had anv

it the Siamboul matter that had not been printed, He said
be had none He was n«k«d if be had Interviewed Kearney and others,
and be «ntd be had
Mr Corson was shown tuoMeHngh latter, and comparing the writ-

Intrwiih signatures on receipts which Mellutih had given him, said he
1 believed the letter waa in tbo handwriting of McHuyh

W. J. Williams, who had charge of the Stockton track, said it was in
fine condition when Stamboul made his fast mile. Fifteen minutes
before IU o'clock he started around the track with four horses pulling
a clod masher. After the mile was trotied he saw marks of the horse's
feet showing that Siamboul trotted souaiely.
John McCloud was called and asked if he wrote a letter to Steiner

saying he could break Sumboul's record for S3.0UU. McCloud said he
never wrote such a letter. He was excused.
Kearney was recalled aud asked about McHugh. He said tbe Lodi

man was taken with a fainting spell and had gone lo his hotel.
McHugh did not appear, and men sent to find him said he was not

in town. It was said that he had called on a doctor, but it was
learned that he bad not seen the d.»etor. Finally, Charles McGhan
learued that McHugh had returned to Lodi, so a message was sent to
him to appear before the Board this moruiug or take the consequences
of refusal.

A. M. Worthing swore that Kearney came to him and asked for the
address of James Cross.
Senator Langford testified that the mile was trotted after 10 o'clock

in the presence offully 100 persons. He believed that the record was
straight, and;certainly tbe judges knew nothing to the contrary. When
Stamboul reached the half-miie post he asked for the time, "and tbe
answer came from the timers 1:02 J>£. which no mau disputed, aud
when the mile was given at 2:07% no mau said it was noi ri^ht.
In answer to the question. -How was Mr. Kearuey appointed

judge?" the Senator said : "It was near the time to go into the stand
Willis Parker was acting asjudge with meand I said, "We need an-
other judge ; who will we get?" Some one in the crowd at the side
of the track said Mr. Kearney. I turned arouud and asked, " Who is

he?" and the answer came back, "A horseman." That was enough
for me, as I believe a horseman is about as good a man as we could
have in the stand. Inever noticed him after we got in the stand, as I

was anxiuUstoget Stamboul started It was lu o'clock and after when I

gave the word. I watched the stallion all the way, as I believed he
wonld break the record, for the track was especially prepared. No
man could see the hands of a watch held by a person ten feet below
him. It was humiliating for me to bear this mau Kearuey say that he
did so. I asked if the weights were all right, and the a'nswer came
back that they were I knew the race was regular, anil after the horse
came in amid the cheers of those below me I asked for the time, fur at
tbe half the words " l:u2V£" were plainly heard where we stood, but
when the mile ended I had to call for the time. Mr. Thomson was
out of the stand and Itold him to come back and give me the time.
He did so, saying. "2:07J<. " I rang the bell and announced h from
ihe stand, and as it was rainiug I started across the track. .Mr. LaKue
told me he was authorized to sign tbe other judges' names. When the
time was announced Mr. Kearney made no objections : be enjoyed the
great feat as much as anyone. I heard no objection to the record.
There was a mistake in the newspaper the next morning that annoyed
me : it was that the horse started at 9:30. I spoke to.the reporter about
it ; he told me he picked it up on the street. I told him thai the report
would cause trouble, as it was false.

Being asked if the track was muddy, the witness replied, "No! it

was perlect, and had we known that such a track would have suited
Stamboul, the horse would have trotted in 2:06 easily. There were
nearly 100 people on tbe track that morning, I should judge, and
everyone was speaking of 'he wonderful mile. No complaints or ex-
pressions of doubt as to ihe correctness of the time were heard. It
was nearly a mouth afterwards when the hrst rumor of the 2:16 storv
was heard

THE EVENING SE35IOW

At the evening session Secretary Ashley rerd a lot of affidavits to
show the motives which it is alleged led "Kearney to make a contest
against Stamboul's record. Tbe main points covered are as follows:

Elliott MeQuaid swore before E. L. Wilhoit. notary public that he
timed Stamboul's mile aud made it in 2:07J^. The stallion started to
beat the record after lo o'clock.
Daniel Bell swore that Stamboul started after 10 o'clock. That the

affiant was standing about 160 vards north of the judges' stand, and he
timed the mile 2:07%.
George Stortz. of Lodi. a trainer and driver, swore that be had sev-

eral conversations with J. S. Kearnev immediately after Stamboul
made his record of 2:u7fa- Kearney said that he acted as one of the
judges, aud that Stamboul trotted the mile in 2:Ql}i, to the best of biB
knowledge and belief.

Daniel Bell testified in another affidavit that Kearney said to him
about ten days after Stamboul's performance, in speaking of the mile,
that he was going to San Francisco to see Cross and that if Cross did
not " come up " with some money that be was aoiDg to "squeal."

F. I. Cochran swore that shortly after Novemt*r 23d Kearuey came
to his horseshoeing shop and asked for the address of James Cross.
Cochran asked Kearuey what he wanted of Mr. Cross' address, and he
replied that he knew that there was a "sack " out ihere on that day
that he was going to have bis share ot it. and that he was going
down to Cross to get a pan of the sack, his portion.
Joseph L. Heston, a trainer and driver, swore that he saw Stamboul •

mile. The stallion started after 10 o'clock. Kearney, who was one of
the judges, in the presence ot tbe affiant, authorized J. M. LaRue, tbe
secretary, to sign his (Kearney's) name to the certificate of the judges
of the record of Stamboul nade November 23d.

J. H McLeod, a horseshoer. testified t bat on or about December 1st
John Kearney came into the shop aud made the remark to him (Mc-
Leod) that he (Kearney) thought that there was a "sack " in the
matter of Stamboul's performance on November 23d, and that he was
going to try and get some of it.

Michael Costello, of Lodi. trainer of Dan McCarty's horses, testified
that he bad a talk with John Kearney a few davs after otamboul made
his record of 2:07J^, and Kearney said he acted as a judge and that the
performance was straight aud proper. Kearuey further sa'd that he
did not hare a watch, but that he believed that the time officially
announced was correct according to his best belief and juegmeut.
W. H. Parker's affidavit sent to Register Steiner was read. He testi-

fied that everything in the matter ot the performance was regular and
in accordance with the National Trotting Rules, according to his best
knowledge.
James Thompson's affidavit, used in the East, was also read. He

swore that he acted as one of the timers when Stamboul made his
mile in '2:01%, It was ten minutes alter 10 o'clock a. >i when Hie
horse started. He swore further that Stamboul did trot, according to
the best of the affiant's ability as a timer, in 2:07J£, and he so an-
nounced the time to the judges.
W. H. McHugh. the Lodi horse trainer who sent the famous letter to

James Cross, was greatly missed. He was in the room iu the afternoon
wheu the witnesses Kearney was on tbe stand, and was under subpena
to testify. He went out of the room, and his name was called from the
door while his name was iu bearing, but he failed to appear. He was
told that he was wanted as a witness, but he said he was sick and whs
going home. Attorneys, for tbe association were anxious to find the
witness, and sent men around town to find him, but it was learned by
telephone that he went to Lodi without being excused. Notice was
sent to him to appear before the board at 10 o'clock this morning or
he would be suspended. Several witnesses testified that McHugh was
told that he was wanted as a witness.
Secretary Ashley said he wanted McHugh on the stanl to ask him

who he referred to when be spoke of two others in his letter to Mr.
Cross, and he wanted to know, also, what authority McHugh bad lor
writing the letter.

Chairman Smith said McHuirh probablv anticipated the questions.
D. O. Castle, oftbe local linn of Haas i Cattle, testified that Kearney

worked for Nicewonger «.fc Castle in handling horses, butnewasdis-
charged because he was unreliable. Kearnev told witness and his
partner one thing and did another. He was untruthful.

Willis Parker, a judge of the race, said he weighed in Walter Maben.
the driver ofStamboul, before the performance aud knew he had lull

weight. The witness adjusted the weight aud still holds the dead
weight carried. The track was good and it was not raining wheu the
horse started, but rained a little when he finished. Kearuev made no
objection totherecoid. Tbe witness considered all tbe mfles trotted
on the track honestly and fairly made. Asked about reading the
time from thejudges' stand, ihe wituesssaid he didu't think a person
could see'the timers down stairs.

Assemblyman LaRue was called again to explain the advertise-
ments of the record meetings. Siamboul made bis record of 2:0* on a
day when there was a match race, Oct. 27th. Mr. LaRue said it would
be impossible foi Kearney to see a watch in tbe timers' staad on ihe
south side because he could not see through a staircase. The witness
repeated that Kearney authorized him to sign the record. Kearney
offered to sign it and LaRue said he would sign for him. and Kearnev
said thai would be all right. The witness declared poslivelv mat
Kearney did authorize bim to sign the record, Mr. I.aRne thoncht
there were from 50 to 100 persons on the track when Stamboul made
his record of 2:i»7 ;

...

Mr Ashley proved by Willis Parker and Senator Langford that thev
did not authorize McHugh to write a letter to Mr. Cross. The object
of this testimony was to show thai McHugh did not mean anv judge
but Kearney when he wrote the famous letter.
W. K. Kuggles of Lodi said Kearuey was not one of the leading citi-

zens of thai growing town. He was a cigarette fiend.
L. U. Sblppee testified to the correctness of the records made before

the Stamboul performance, which he did not see. as he was ill tlmt
morning. He said Orrin Hickok had Investigated the matter at the
request of Mr. Allen and said the record was all right. Crow, who
drove ihe runner, tuld Hickok that Stamboul made tbe half mile in
\:«:\. and kepi on very f.tst to tbe three-quartess post, when Crow lost
tbe time in attending to his horse. A man who sail the mile was
made in 2:17 told Hickok he was at a stable 250 vards away, and limed
the hone by the bell. Mr. Shippee said the judges alwnvs enforced
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the rules unrt refused records to a number of horsea for failure to keep

within the rules. He knew Mr. Langford did not leave the Yosemite

House that morning before a quarter to 10 o'clock.

At this point an adjournment was taken until next morning. Mr.

Ashlev said he wanted time to consult with Mr. Budd He believed,

thev could trace this matter down to the beginning. The investigation

involved personal matters, and it was important to consult before pro.

ceeding. The hoard adjourned to meet at 9:30 o'clock next moruiug.

In the morning a number of horsemen visited the track and

tried to see if thev could distinguish from the judges' stand the

time on a watch held by a timer below. The trials proved

conclusively that it was an impossibility for any one to tel1

whether a split second hand on a watch could be seen, as

sworn to by Mr. Kearney. They came back to the city more

fully convinced than ever that no credence could be placed in

the testimony of a man who would swear to such a lie.

In regard to the advertisement of the record meetings held in Stockton,

[twas shown that they were poatponwi meetings and that they were ad-

verti-fc'i in the Independent, a dally paper published in the city of stock-

ton, oti October 6, 7, S,9, JO, 11. 12 and 13. Twenty -five entries were made
am! al each day of the meeting, according to ihe files showu, local notices

were inserted in regard to the races ihiit were to take place; even on the

day Stamboul won the crown a notice appeared, and It was announced
that siuinhnulwi.uld start 1W the world's record.

j \ -licpurd Chairman of the Board of Supervisors, a citizen of the

county for ibirty-nlne years, testified that he never saw anything irregular

In the" conducting of the meetings. He was a torse breeder.and was In-

terested. " There never was a race at which a a director was not in the

stand" be said.
Charles .Needham (owner of Steve Whipple. 2:14). director of the Asso-

ciation for tweitv-hve rears, testified that it was the aim of the society

to alwiivs get the best timers procurable, and In regard to the judges.

5Ie«rs "Longford and Parker weie among the best. The timers, Covey
and Thompson, could not be excelled anywhere. They were noted for

accuracy In timing, and their reputation for honesty ami truthfulness was
most excellent. "We, AS members of the Association, conducted all

meetings so that the reputation of the Stockton Hack, so well earned,

mipbt be sustained."
David Young testified ihat Thompson s reputation was excellent in the

communitv. He had great confidence in Mm and shipped a mare in bis

care to Chicago, and in his dealings with him found Uiathe was honest and
reliable tn all ihat he sa d and did.

L. Gerlach, a resident for thirty-eight years in Stockton, testified to the

same facts, and said that the reputation ol the management of the Stock-

ton course was, that it was stricter than that of any other course in the

L A Bicbards, of Gravson, oneof tbelargest land-owners and most ex-

tensive breeders in the sun Joaquin valley, testified that Thompson's repu-

tation was most excellent. He bail a conveisution with crow at the Yosemite

House on thedavsiambuul Hotted in 2:07)*. Crow said the time was
2-OT 1*. H had rained a little and the horse was excited by the liitle clods

01 earth sti iking him. He first heard of the doubtful rumorsabout three

weeks after that day "The custom of the Society in observing all the

rules and making trainers and drivers obey them had made this organiza-

tion second to no other. Every one admitted that for restrictions no other

society approached it The trainers all over the state say If they got to

Stockton thev would have to live up to the rules."

When the Board commenced if- session in the Pavilion at 9:30, the first

witness examined was John H. McLeod. Hesaid a dispatch addressed to

John H MeCioud fell into hi i hands. It read : "Have you received an
answer? Answer at once." It was signed "Charles Wood, Lodi." Sec-

retary Ashley argued from this telegram and various other facts that Me-
Cioud was in the conspiracy and that the others were McHugh and Kear-

ney. Williams, who hud charge of the Kite-shaped track, testified that a
few "davs af-er the stamboul performauee Kearney came to him and said

that he was on the track of a pot of money and would spend the winter

In San Francisco. He said the rest were getting money and he would get

some, too.

Attorney Ashlev then arose and said :
" I would like to have this Board

when it makes its report take imo consideration the letter written by

Secretary steiner to Secretary LaKue. In tins tetter Secretary Steiner

stated Mr. Aden had told bim be had received a letter from some man in

Lodi offering to furnish prool ihat StamDoul's record was irregular for

fJ.OOO. Mr. Allen stated the men were employes and could uotaffordto
have their names known for fear they would lose their jobs."

Asliley then read the letter. It contains various erroneous statements

concerning the Stamboul record, such as these : "The horse trotted in

the rain," "It was before 10 o'cIock," "The time was not announced,"
" Four men on the track held watches and all agreed the time was '2:16,"

and so on.
President Smith announced the letter and all other papers in evidence

wouht be dnly considered.
I hate to suegest anything of the sort," said Secretary Ashley, " but I

wish to ivminrt this Board thai the witness McHugh is not here. McHugh
left here under circumstances which were suspicious, to say the least. He
was told to be here this morning. He is not here. 1 think he should be
punished."

, ™ , „ ,
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" That is a matter for this Board," interrupted Chairman smith.
"Veiytrue; ver> true," remarked Ashley, "and I hope the gentlemen

of the Board will pardon the suggestion thai he ought to be vigorously

dealt with-"
At this point the proceedings took a turn that greatly astonished those

who were present. W.C. Green, of Lodi, had beena quiet listener. He
Beemed to be greatly interested, but that was accounted for by the knowl-
edge thai Green is a lawyer who rather likes to see a good race once and a
while. He has spent money in backing up the Lodi track, and is gener-

ally recognized as a man with a turf turn of mind. When Ashley stated

that McHugh should be punished Green rose to bis feet. As soon as Ash-
ley finished Green introduced himself in these words:

" I appear as an attorney for Mr. Kearney and fur Mr. McHugh. I was
retained this morning and know nothing about the situation here more
than this : McHugh is sick. He is sick In bed and I have a doctor's cer-

tificate to that effect."

Green threw the doctor's certificate on the table in front of President

Smith. The certificate stated McHugh was threatened with pneumonia.
-Have you -een McHugh yourself?" demanded Chairman Smith.
' I have not," answered Lawyer Green.
" This is very strange, to say the least," declared Mr. Carr. " It does

not look just right. Why didn't McHugh tell us he was sick? "

" That I don't know."
•• Why didn't he stay when he was here?"
" I cannoi say."
" Why didn'i he get excused ?

"

" And that I cannot answer," responded Green. "In fact, Just as I have
stated, I know very little about this matter. I will say. though, that I

met the doctor last night and asked him where he had been. Hesaid he
lia-l heeu toseea mannamed McHugh. Atthatilmel had not been re-

tained and did not know or imagine I was to appear here."
' Yuu say he Is sick '.' " broke hi Attorney Budd.
" I have a certificate to that effect."

"Well, he wasn't very sick yesterday. He was around town all the
aPf-rnoon after he left here. He was around Lodi until nine o'clock at

nlgbt."
• He may have been for all I know," said Green. " I suppose he was,

although be ought to have been home. I heard that be was looking tor

mi, although I did not see him. I suppose he wanted to retain me as his

attorney at that lime."
* You say you represent Kearney and McHugh, do you?" asked Chair-

man Smith.
"I do," answered Green. " 1 represent Kearny and McHugh and the

American Trotting Register Association. I mean to say I represent the
American Trotting Register Association In so far»s Kearney und McHugh
represent that association. I wish to be distinctly understood. I have
received no authorization from the American Trotting Register Associa-

tion except such as has been given me by Kearney and McHugh. If they
hav no authority I have no authority "

Winn tisked 10 show what authority he had Green turned to Kearney,
the Individual who precipitated all this mu-s. Kearney referred; to the
telegram which has been printed In fac-slmile in the Sacramento Bee's

sensational article. He also showed a letter from Steiner asking blm to

guthenwhat information he could hearing on the Stamboul record.

"I will now protest against the pufilsl tnl Of either McHugh or
Kearney at this or any other time, and will also request a continuance •>(

this inquiry. I do this becatwe I desire to presenl to this Board proof ol

the most positive description showing that stamboul'atlme was not better

than 2:16. i wish to produce witnesses who win swear positively to this."
•• \\ ho are the) ?" demanded < 'h:tlrman smith.
"Home i if ihem are now out of the state, as lam Informed, and cannot

p-u-'Ii here |...r some time "

\\ ho are thev?" repeated Mr. Smith.
Green hesitated. " I am not sure," said be. "whether I can mention

their names or not."
Then the lawyer turned to Kearney and asked: "Shall I name them?"
" I don't aire," grunted Kearnej
'; Well, then," said Lawyer Green, " their names, a8 X am informed are

Grandel! and woods."
"Dh.oh," laughed Ashley.
The titter was genera).
"Those are DeLosbmutt's rubbers," said Secretory Ashley. "I I

them says he timed Stamboul and made i he time 2:16. He Bays he til 1

bim from the sound of thegong, when the testimony here shown there was
no gong sounded. DeLaabmutl talked with both those men and reached
the conclusion there was nothing in their story."

" Will you bring McHUEU before us If there Is a continuance?" naked
President -mith.
"I will," answered Green.
" How do you know you will?"
" What I say I will do I will do," declared Green.
" If we ran'l keep 1,1m herewhen we gel blm here [ don't see how yon

RK going to get him before us 'The doesn't wan I to :
" However that may be. you can rely un what I say," spoke Green.
The members of the Board did not appear to lake very, kindly to the

proposed continuance.
"We are here al considerable Inconvenience" said Chairman smith

"We had to leave our affairs and come to Stockton to attend to this

matter. We have put ourselves out a great deal. We summoned every
person that we thought could brow any light on this matter We sum-
moned Kearney, McHugh and Grant Campbell. We summoned all of
them. Kearney did nol want GO testify. McHugh Bllpped out as soon as
be learned be would have to go on the Bland. Grant I am jibe 1 1 we have
heard from, and be says he has made no affidavit questioning the record.
Don't you .hink yon are asking u good deal when you ask us to continue
this mailer? "

,• I think my clients have not had sufficient time. They "

"You make a mistake," said chairman smith. "Your clients are by
no means defendants here. They are witnesses, and Witnesses, merely."
" Yes, but wouldn't it be fair to them to grant Ihem the time asked,

particularly since Grant Campbell, a timer, and surely one of the most
important witnesses, has not been beard ? Isn't it fair to the other side?"
"There is no other side that I know of," said the chairman,
"You will surely admit that this has all come from these men I repre-

sent, won't your.'" asked Green.
"That is not for this Board to say."
"Well, it looks to me as if Kearney had to uphold the other side," re-

peated Lawyer u-een. "--urely he has been attacked: McMugh has been
attacked, and it is imperative upon hotb of them to prove that this horse
did not make its records. They must do this or forever lose their reputa-
tions; F»r their charge that stamboul's time wag 2:16 is what brought all

this about."
" You're mistaken." spoke Attorney Budd, with much emphasis.
' Wei , what did bring It about then ?

"

• The attempt made by your clients to extort money by blackmail," was
the reply. " Have you read the McHugh letter?"

'• No," responded Green.
" Well, you had better read it. You will find there that he tried to ex-

tort money to suppress Stamboul's time and if you bring into court the
letters that passed between McHugh, Kearney and Allen I ihe owner of
Kremlin) you will find they also tried to extort money to show Stambours
time. By the way. if yuu get a cuuiinuance will you bring before the
Board those letters ?

"

" I will bring beford this Board everything that I can," answered Green.
"No one here can be more anxious to see this record established than I am.
I want to see the truth proved because I am interested in ihe Lodi track. I

am sure I will aid this Board to get the facts in every way lean. I would like
to see the record maintained as well as any member of this Board, and
would feel as well pleased if it was maintained."
"It Is not to maintain the record that this Board wants," stated Presi-

dent Smith, "It is to get at the truth and the whole truth. But you say
you want witnesses (.'randall and Wood. I am informed they are now in

Oregon. This Board has no authority to send to Uregou."
" 1 will send for the Oregon witnesses."
" Will you also bring Kearney and McHugh ?

"

" I will. I assure you thai."
" 1 don't know," said President Smith, doubtfully, as he turned to

Kearney and addressed him. " Kearney, didn't you agree to have two
witnesses here this morniug?"
" I did," answered Kearney.
" Are they here? "

" No, sir."

"Are they coming?"
"They said they were'eoming over on the noon train."
" You said you would certainly bring them with you when you came

this morning, didn't you ?
"

" Yes "

"And you didn't do it?
"

' No, but —

"

"There, you see," said Chairman Smith, leaning back triumphantly and
looking at Green, "there is no reliability theie."
secretary Ashley took advantage of the situation to say :

" All the evi-
dence that these men can bring before this Board was hrought before De
Lashmutt He Lashmutt weigued it all carefully and reported tbat there,
was nothing in it and that the record was fairly made. Mr. Broadhead
and Mr. Allen, after receiving Mr. De Lash mutt's report, enrolled the
record of stamboul as 2.07'i. It so appears in their catalogue."
The remaining witnesses were Louis Gerlach, Win. G. Layng of the

Brkkdkr and Sportsman, L, A. Richards, Sam GamDieandC. K. Need-
ham. They testined to the good character of the men connected with the
San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Assoc ation, that they bore splendid
reputations for integrity and that it was impossible to tell the time on a
stop watch held by a timer from the judges' stand on the Stockton
track.

( )n Lawyer Green's promise to produce all the evidence he could bring
hefore the Board, an adjournment was taken until Thursday evening next
in rsan Francssco.

[Continued on* Page 160.]

ASYLUM STOCK FARM SALE.

The Greatest Collection of Koyally-Bred Stock
Ever Offered at Public Auction in

California is Catalogued.

The time for securing bargains in well-bred standard trot-

ters is near, and it is to the interest of every farmer and

horseman to secure the verv choicest as soon as possible. The

approaching sale of the Asylum Stock Farm trotting stock

should not be neglected. The grand collection of stallions,

broodmares, colts and fillies, besides the handsome fleet-footed

roadsters that have been gathered together by one of the best

judges of horseflesh in the Uaited States, must be sold. Every

individual offered will go for whatever it will bring. These

are the orders, and they are peremptory. When we say that

the cream of all the stock farms in the State is to be found in

the collection, we know that it is no idle boast. Representa-

tives from Oregon and Kentucky are found beside those of our

own loved State.

Every stallion of note, viz.: Stamboul, Guy Wilkes, Di-

rector, Electioneer, Tilton Almont, Dexter ^Prince, Rupee,

Eros, Eclectic, Mortimer, Dawn, Alcona, Pancoast, .Sable

Wilkes, Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, Sidney, Simruocolon, Hamble-
tonian Mambrino, Soudan, Alcona Jr., Le Grand, Mambrino
Wilkes, Rustic, Ashland Almont, Gaviota, Silver Bow, Ad-
miral, Balkan, General Dana, Gen. Benton Jr., Fitz James,

Fred Arnold, Mohawk Chief, Oaknut, Elect, Privateer, Grand
Moor, Signal, Blackbird, Bonner and many others are repre-

sented by sons and daughters that trace to lite most famous

trotting campaigners in California.

The black colt Almonition (bv Alcona, dam Pansy), with a

record of 2:24 j, as sound as a dollar and as game and hand-

some a trotter as ever looked through a bridle, is there, lie

is well-bred, too, and with a perfect right togo in 2:16 this

fall. Halves in 1:09 he has trotted, and this year he is stronger

and faster than ever. Some driver and trainer should get bim.

Sid Fleet, 2:264, *s a two-year-old the best-formed, strongest-

limhed, purest-gaited and most perfect built son of Sidney
ever foaled. lie is out of a famous producing dam. Those

who believe in having a great matron in a pedigree of a aire

should get liim, for after his days on the track are ended what

a sire he will be. lie should, a* a four-year-old, this season,

get a mark of 2:38. He is sound, kind and in splendid order.

By the way, all of these are looking splendid ami

are as perfect in condition as any ever sold in this Slate. Mo-t

of those offered will be shown in harness, and Sid Fleet and
Almoniiion will be among them,

Director blood is valuahle. The black stallion, Director

Jr. (full brother to Corrector, a horse that trotted quarters as

a four-year-old in 31 seconds), bred exactly like Direct] being

out of an Echo mare, grandam thoroughbred, will also be

sold, lie is as handsome as a picture, Rod should l»e given to

alrainer this fall, a is colta shown in the sale will be living

testimonials! of his worth as a sire ; they are race horses of the

first class.

Stonewall, the large Director—Steinway stallion that i-- a

credit and an honor to both of these game trotting families,

will also be sold. " What a stock horse he will make when
he gets through his races this fall I" will he the remark of

every good judge at the sale. A stronger-limbed, 9l

bred or stronger made horse never entered the parid

Stock farm than he. He traces to the famous St. ( lair family
that has done so much for Richards' Elector. All of bis dams
were fast mares, and ihe road never seemed loo long for tin m.
The three-year-old Electus, by Gaviota, dam Lilly Vernon

(dam of Belmont Boy, 2:loi, will at once elicit praise by his

stylish appearance and smooth, easy way of going. A repre-
sentative Electioneer he is, and a remarkably good one, too.

The purchaser of this horse will have DO Deed to regret it, for

few better made colts are to be met with anywhere.
Here is a race horse, one that can go down the line in the

hottest of company and never reiinguisn an inch to a compe-
titor—the handsome bay stallion Ssblemont, by the greatest

voting sire of the year, Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out <>( Ilelmunla,
a thoroughbred

;
game to the core and as beautiful as one

could wish. His handler says he never rode behind a two-
year-old as fast as this. The Sable Wi ke- colts are esteemed
highly everywhere; they brought the biggest prices in the
New York sales, and there were none offered as promising as
this one.

The two-year-old chestnut stallion Wallace Wilkes, bv the
mighty Guy Wilkes, dam Libbie II. (sister to Mollie Drew,
2:27) is "cream in the can " and one of the most promising
youngsters ever bred at the San Mateo Stock Farm. He was
purchased because of his breeding, phenomenal speed and per-

fect conformation. What a horse he will make to enter for

the events fur two-year-olds this fall ! There are few sons of

(iuy Wilkes in this State that will compare with Wallace
Wilkes. Lack of space prevents us from tabulating the pedi-

grees of these young stallions. The are all bred in the most
fashionable lines and are worthy of being placed in a trainers'

hands or at the bead of any st0( k farm in the United States.

The two-year-old colt Loch Moree, by Ashland Almont out
of Amy by Mambrino Wilkes, will show the people al the
sale how fast a clip he can go. It will hardly be necessary

for the auctioneer to say much when this fellow and NovatO,
son of Dawn, 2:18,;

, out of a Rustic mare, are trotted up and
down the stretches. Two faster colts of their ages are nol on
any stock farm to-day. This is a bold assertion, but they will

prove it on the day of the sale. It will pay the public to go
to this sale just to see these youngsters move.
The three yearling colts, Adelante, by Eclectic (brother to

Arion, 2:10^), out of the game trotting mare Kitty Almont,
2:224, should be the first to enter the list to the credit of his

handsome sire and famous dam. 'Ie is a coal black diamond
of the purest kind, and a better bred one would be hard to

find. Merlin is the name of the other Eclectic colt. He is

out of Lilly S., bv Dawn, 2:18}, and as he traces twice to

Nutwood, the greatest living sire, it is needless to add greater

praise. He is a trotter, if there ever was one. But here

comes a beauty. Clay Sid, by the phenomenal sire, Sidney, oat
of Pansy (dam of Almonition, 2:24}). This fellow is bred to

the Queen's taste, and a better looking yearling would be
difficult to find. What a slock hoise he will make, for every

colt out of Pansy was noted for speed and gameness, and as

this one has, added to these qualifications, " more speed from
Sidney," what a good future he has.

The famous mares Veronica, 2:29, and Pansy should be
purchased by the Palo Alto Stock Farm. Better looking or

more uniform breeders of speedy youngsters are not to be
found. Such mares are scarce. Veronica is considered by ex-

perls to be one of the finest-formed mares in California, and
her colts and fillies are all fast. Kitty Almont. 2:224, is so

well known as a race mare that all of our readers will be glad

to see her looking so well. She cost J. H. White $2,500 after

she had left the race track, and is the dam of the handsome
Stamboul filly, Helen White, that will be sold also at this

sale. The scarcity of Tilton Almont mares and Stamboul
fillies should make the bidding lively forall these grand indi-

viduals.

There is Bessie Pancoast, by the great sire Pancoast 1439
(sire of Ponce de Leon, 2:13, Patron, 2:14}, Garnet, 2:13, and a

score of others), out of Bessie Bowne, by Dictator 113 (the

sire of the dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04 1 ; second dam Lady
Lightfoot, 2:35 (as a two-year-old), by Mambrino Time 1686

(son of Mambrino Patchen and the famous mare Puss Prall)
;

third dam by Paddy Burns; fourth dam by Moseley's Cop-
perhead. This filly is as beautiful as a picture and one of the

purest-gaited, finest-formed individuals in (lie sale. When it

comes to fashionable breeding what other filly in this State

equals her V

Nellie K., by Simmocolon, 2:13 f, dam Sedina, 2:28 A, by
Sidney, 2:19}, is another royally-bred one, ami as ber sire and

dam are well known, it can be truly said that with such a

blending of royal bloodlines this lilly has a right to be consid-

ered one of the very best offered.

The handsome five-year-old mare, Maid of Wood, that is

stinted to Sidnev, will also be sold. She is a Bister to Kitty

Lee, 2:29$, and is sired by Hambletonian Mambrino 5241, out

of Lady Wood, by Rockwood 1467 ; second dam Lady * lark

I dam of Lady Maud. 2:23), by Kisbar 1273 : third dun ' 'oley.

by Grev Eagle; fourth dam by Morse Horse 6. Some
breeder will get this one, and her produce will be a gold mine

to bim every year.

Besides the above there are over one hundred and forty

just as well bred, just as handsome and promising a- colls,

fillies, broodmares and roadsters thai will be sold for very low

prices. This is an opportunity nol tn be negl icted by breeders.

Every farmer who wishes i<> improve his Block and raises

class of horsea that In- ran sell ; every horse breeder whu wants

to get the most fashionable strain! of trotting blood on his

|

farm; every trainer and driver who wants a horse to win

money with in the races ; every gentlemen who wishes to Be

lect a first-class, well-trained, btyliah roadster that is f.w and

reliable; every young man whu wants [0 buy B coll or filly I"

raise and train, and every lover of a good horse who wish

see the finest collection of trotting si i San

Francisco should be on hand. Remember the sale t ikes place

on the 2nd and 3d of March al the Bay District tra.-k. Cata-

logues will be sent on application.

Dan McOarty Wids.

White-hat Dan McCftrtyis the happiest man in New Xork

for he has won his suit against the VllODWOod Stock Kami.

The amount of money involved IB nearly $100,000 and. as

Daniel has been investing all of his -pare wealth in unim-

proved land- and Dexter Prince world-beaters lately the

money he will get out of this ease will come in verymcely.

Californians can look for the return of this celebrated I

man very soon.

Forty-one man en booked to WaldMi

year. Mr. Hogol m writes that the stallion m
belter.
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The meeting was called promptly at 7 o'clock at the rooms

313 Bush street. Capt. X. T. Smith and Jesse D. Carr con-

ducted the proceedings, Frank Shay, secretary. The large

rooms were filled with interested horsemen who came from

Stockton, Sonoma and Sacramento. Attorney W. Green, of

Lodi, was there with his client Kearney. EL M. McHugh,

the penman, was at the entrance of the building when the in-

vestigation commenced, but failed to put in an appearance.

He was in consultation with his attorney, Mr. Louttit. The

evidence only verified that presented at Stockton. The con-

spirators attempted to extort money from the Hobart estate

and also from W. K. Allen, and were it not for the fact that

Jesse D. Carr had to leave Friday morning for the East, the

committee would have almost concluded the taking of testi-

mony to-day. The testimony of McHugh, the affidavits of

Woods and Crandall, and the letters from W. R. Allen and J.

H. Steiner are all that are necessary, but with the exception

of McHugh'a testimony the balance is expected everyday.

The amount of damage to the horse business in California

that these conspirators have been guilty of cannot be calcu-

lated, and an example should be made of them.

Mr J Crowe being dulv sworn testified t>iat he drove the teaser on ihe

day Siamboul ironed. H* made the mile in 2;17 J , but he could not swear

that the time was correct, it may Lave been l:17Sfi, he never announced

the time, as he had do confidence in nlswaich. Track, was good. It be-

gan raining after thev got awav. It was 10 o"cJock when they started.

Tnt- uorse would have gone Taster If the track would be be betier.

Jos t_»lrn Simoson beine duly sworn testified that Mr. Crowe in the

presence of Mr. Hickok and nimself. told him that the timr was 1;W2\2 at

the half mile pole. He told how the h< rse broke at the three-quarter pole

and ran twentr-tive vards. caught ar d trotted faster than ever. Mr.

Mr Crowe did not answerttie qut-sMon asked bim by Mr Hickok who ac-

companied Mr. Simpson on the day ot the interview, as to whether he
timed the horse a mile.
John C Goobv, trainer and driver, being nworn testihed that he was

driving (or F."a. Auderlon at Stocl;ton. He made the time 2:18; he
started his watch with the horse and went into a stall which was about 150

vards from the wire, when the beil iapp>-d he did not know whether it

was the time the bor*e came in or whether it was the time the record was
announced at the stand. He stopped his watch tbeo. He said "I never
questioned the time of 2:075$ as i did not see Stamboul finish."

Gram Campbell denied that be was an official timer, his watch marked
2-16 but it was not reliable. He never made an affidavit in regard to

btamboul's time. He denied the story spoken of in the letter that he was
an omci.il timer. He said he was importuned by McHugh to sign a pa-

per but there was no mention made of swearing. His watch could not
have been seen bv any one in the judges stand. It was tipped up towards
him. He signed the pa'-er to get rid of McHugh. His watch was unre-

liable. He did n t k-iow what lime Stamboul siarted.

Lafayette Funcke beintr ouly sworn testified that he resided in Farm-
lngmn. He never heard any "one say that the time made was 2-17. He
knew Grant Campbell from childhood and never had any reason to doubt
bis truthfulness. He said his character was above reproach.

Orrin A. Hickok b»-ine sworn Testified that Mr. Allen telegraphed him
to Investigate the record madeiby stamboul. He appoluted J. O'Kane to

do so. That gentleman did all in his power to get at the facts, and told

blm that there was no question about Siamboul trotting the mile in 2:Q7j£,

and Mr. Hickok wrote Mr. Allen to that effect. With Mr. Joseph Cairn

Simpson he Interviewed Mr. Crowe, the driver who handled the teaser

Ibe <l»y Stamb»ul trotted, and that gentleman told hira he caught the half
: . At the three-quarter, pole the horse broke about twenty-five

vards. and then trotted faster than ever to the wire. Mr. Crowe faUed to

siAte how fast be made the mile. He s, oke to John Gooby about the
mllemadeby sjtamboul: Hesaid, " 2:1S." Heaskednim: "Where were
you standing?" The answer was : "At your stables." (They were fully

150 vaids tiehind the wire, i "How did you time him?" He answered:
•* Bv the tap of the bell." Mr. AUen had written him that four menhad
promised him affidavit" and they wanted money. He telegraphed back :

'• l>o not do anvtblngln the matter."
EauDDeJ tiamble testirie-i that two days after leavlngPan Mateo on the

train with the Hobart horses. Sam See, the man who has charge of Stam-
boul. told him that he did not see Stamhoul start, but limed him from the
half to the wire in 1 :05. Another gentleman repeated this statement who
did not know mat anyone else limed the ho.se the last half.

Dr. H. Latham a prominent farmer and vineyar-dst, testifiea that he
knew McHugh. He gave a graphic description of his dealings with this man
win.m he employed out of charity. "One day I gave bim money to buy a
currvo.mb. He got drunk Cuming home and the valuable mare he was
driving ran awav, smashed the vehicle and got her legs badly scratched.

I *«nt him a* ay immediately. I had only 200,000 gallons of wine in my
oell*r and I was afraid it would not last him. In my experience with him
I band him to be irresponsible and uinrutbful. He was the ablest single-

banded liar I ever met and he needed no running mate. I would not be-
:

i under oath. Wherever 1 have inquired regarding him I have
heard in*- same recommendation."
Attorney Green test I bed that every means were taken to get the affida-

vits of Wood and Crandall.
E.L«toia'H affidavit was read, In which he stated that he was at the

track the dav SUimbuu] trotted, and the time made was 2:07J£.
j. I>. Cooper's affidavit was also read. Be said: "There never was any

doubt about the borSe trotting the mile in 2:07'^." He was with Grant
Campbell when the hor-e Started, and bis testimony corroborated the tes-

i Prank W Covey In regard to Mr. Campbell's position at the
time tin: record was o

w.j. Williams In his affidavit recited that Mcdoud met bim and said:

Eton Is it tnai yon 'ii in'i get any of tbeSiamboul money ? They didn't
!

me boys right Dutch itaveand Woods are going down to see Cross. I

[f they are not treated right i to kick up a muss. Hriggsgot
It all, as they doubtle^ thought that be was a good deal older and needed

when there was u lull in the proceedings John A. Mcdoudstood Up and
stated that he would like to make ii statement. He wanted t<i clear hira-
iwdf i i

- iretary Ashley al Stockton iu*>t

Friday n'ghL Attorney -I Budd.of Stcn-kton, spoke quickly : "Why,
! take the Htiind by all mean* This Is something we

all want U) bear." '

1 protested that no 1
1+* bad any right to charge blm with being

a con-plrator, bKSUWe he dldn'l trant tu be one. Furthermore, he knew
iitth- or nothing of K< dcHnieb, the men who are sui'i to have
j.mud Mm In atcacklog the 2:0754 record. (Janata people declare that Itwn UcClond who with W. K. Allen, the
owner oi Kremlin, tibi i coord, the object being

.; bad i" -i gone anywhere near 2m
In his en<te*iVors loexCU Did Plied up a lot of denials

thai hi- erer bad aiiyitihijc in particular to do with Kearney and McHiiKh.
"Why. Hie tir-c I knew of this matter,*' he concluded. " was v. hen I re-

let Irom the East, three months ago, making Inquiries into
Htamb>jut> lime."

" You didn't mart th>- matter rourselC then ."' asked Bin iii.

•No. sir.*
1

"About the tin ot didn't yoo receive a commu ideal ion
from Woods" (anoi luaplratorj "iwking you it you had

i mi answer from the i

What lOflKT dM I I

"Try and I nil

igbl hard awbl i povlbly dig the answer
i] hi- in. -in mtv, i ked:

rrttlng to Allen and < (TV-ring him
four RfMdHVlta for a < ration thai tttaml 1 <IM nol UfOt In

.
V < nervoosly,

1 such Information for a mono}

and Intently. He
nil manner. Finally he

mm
brtki

b 'In • ttilldavita for
mnri. liudd

'.'. ell," b< rotornp i

« k«r ii pali f n
"

uruiwcr to one of
• wm that Wonb « - ih and Kearney,

0g lliiiftrat the

to Messrs. smith and
i UiiK'i and Hmlth, who

:id*vlt* thai wltofsa wm nagolUllng in furnlab

" Now, he went on, turnlne again to McCloud, " why didn't you go to

ihe track officials with your complaint against Stamboul's time Instead of

to Allen, who was so anxious to have it questioned? "

• I thought thev would laugh at me," was the lame explanation.
'We have sufficient evidence to cinch McHugh," said Attorney Budd

at the conclusion of the investlgatt»n. " He is at the back of this whole
business. The letter In our possession prr-ves him guilty of attempted ex-
tortion. Wood, a driver for an Oreeon man, and McCloud are also im
pi cated. Kearney appears to have been a tool in their hands. We are
now waiting for some of the correspondence."

Brook-Nook Ranche.

Racing: at Oakland, Cal.

Oak- and Race Track, February 11, 1S93.—Weather cloudy, track

very heavy.— First race, five furlongs, for maidens.

J. Murphv's ch h St. John, a, by Griostead. 117 pounds. ..F. Narvaez 1

W. M. Sinclair's b h Tacoma, -i, 117 pounds H. Hill 2

P. Weber's b c Huguenot, 3 vears C. Weber 3

Time. 1:08%.
Won bv two lengths, four lengths between second and third.

Post betting—St. John 4 to 1, Tacoma 6 to 1. Huguenot 3 tol. Mis-

chief, 106 (Tally). 2% to 1 ; Miss Adda. 106 (Tobin). 10 to 1 ; Elair. 112

(Tavlori. 6 to 1: Currenev. 106 (Sharp), 15 to 1: Seamstress, 116 (Spence),

S to 1: MeGinnis" First, 105 (Clancy). 6 to 1; Bonnie Blue. 121 (Sutton),

12 to 1. and Volita, 116 (Edson), 3 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Selling allowances. Seven farlongs.

G. H. Kennedy's ch f Charmer, 3, by Wildidle—Tuxban, 102 pounds
C.Clancy 1

H. Daniels' ch g Guadaloupe. a. 119 pounds.. Epperson 2
W. P. Fine's bh Altus, 5, 117 pounds Edson 3

Time. 1:37%.
Won by half a length, length between second and third.

Post betting—Charmer 6 to 5, Democrat 4 to 1, Altus S to 5. Quarter-

staff, 107 (Taylor), 6 to 1, and Guadaloupe, 119 (Epperson), 6 to 1, also

ran.

Third race—Selling allowances. Five and a half furlongs.

T. Ballv's eh g Charger, 6. by Wildidle, 112 pounds Taylor 1

W. M. Sinclair's gr g Stonemau. a, 112 pounds Hill 2
Idaho Stable's b g Jack the Ripper, a, US pounds Epperson 3

Time, 1:W4.
Won by five lengths, twenty lengths behind second and third.

Post betting—Charger 9 to 5, Stoueman 7 to 5, Jack the Ripper 7 to 1,

Young Thad, 115 (Williams), 8 to 5, also ran.

Fourth race—Selling allowances. Six furlongs.

E. J. Appleby's b g Alfred B.. a, by Kyrle Daly—Fortnna, 119

pounds Williams 1

P. O. McKenna's ch m Mvrtle. 4, 105 pounds- Taylor 2

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough. 4, 116 pounds Edson 3

No time taken.

Won bv two lengths, five between second and third.

Post betting—Alfred B. 3 to 5. Myrtle 6 to 1, Little Tough 5 to 1. Red
Rose. 113 (F. Narvaez), 8 to 5, also ran.

Imp. Consternation.

These were the times the writer saw imp. Consternation led

out in all his glory to an admiring crowd.

I have a book in my possession that describes him thus

:

"As a brown horse dappled with bay, an unusual, but rich

and pleasing color. He was fully lo\ hands high without his

shoes, and weighed between 1100 and 1200 pounds, compactly
built, and for a thoroughbred, having remarkable bone like

bis immediate ancestors, Confederate," Curiosity, Figaro, etc.

Indeed his sire. Confederate, after being withdrawn from the

turf was kept by his breeder, Earl Fitzwilliam, to breed

hunters and carriage horses from, owing to his size, bone and
symmetry, properties which eminently marked his progeny.

His dam, Curiosity, was a large, strong mare and hersire pos-

sessed the same characteristics. The size and bone of Con-
sternation are not therefore accidental or merely individual

traits, they belong to his family and are consequently far

more likely to be transmitted to his descendants, and experi-

ence has shown that he almost invariably transmitted these

properties to his descendants. Consternation was beautifully

symmetrical in all his proportions with a plumpness and
roundness of outline unusual in the thoroughbred, more
Hke a perfect hunter or exceedingly stylish carriage horse,

but without a particle of coarseness or deviation from a true

bloodlike look. He was a horse of extraordinary mettle and
activity, rapid in all his paces, singularly elastic and graceful

in all his movements. Could walk nearly five miles an hour,

and was a beautiful and rapid trotter. No doubt he might
have made a Meet if not a crack trotter in the hands of Wood-
ruff or Wheelan. He ran but one race, which he won, and
never was beaten in the show ring."—American Trotter.

Some Queer Things the Pacers Have Done.

The Brook-Nook ranche, Home Park, Mont., announces

the purchase of Alaska, 14,429, a son of Electioneer. Alaska

is a brown horse, about 15-3 hands, and weighs in condition

about 1,200 pounds. Electioneer, his sire, is so well known

to all lovers of the horse it is needless to more than say that

as a sire of trotters he leads all other stallions living or dead,

having at the close of 1S92 one hundred and thirty-one of his

get in the 2:30 list. His sons are breeding on, having already

sired one hundred and sixteen with records better than 2:30.

" Green Mountain Maid, the dam of Electioneer, by virtue of

being the dam of nine in the 2:30 list, has been with justice

denominated " the great mother of trotters."

The dam of Alaska is Lucy, by a son of Geo. M. Patchen
Jr., more generally known as California Patchen, which is

very popular as a broodmare sire, his daughters being the

dams of fourteen in the select list.

As an individual, Alaska is atypical Electioneer. He pos-

sesses a powerfully knit frame, well harnessed with muscle,

shoulders powerful and well thrown back, loin full; he is

deep through the heart, with well-sprung ribs, and good in the
flank as well. His limbs are of the clean, hard, wiry sort, and
are well supported by excellent feet. He is a horse of great

speed; his gait is long and low, and carries him with the
least possible apparent expenditure of force. He, in disposi-

tion, is a model at all times both in harness and in the stable.

Alaska was campaigned this year, but obtained no record. At
Independence, iD the 2:45 class, he was second to Azote in
2:22 ; in the 2:40 class he trotted second to Frank Quirk in

2:18}, the latter horse winning by a head, and second to Clara
. D. in the fourth heat of same race in 2:20}. At St. Joseph,
i Mo., he took fourth money in 3:00 class, and trotted second to

Ulee Wilkes in the 2:37 race, all three heats being bettei than
2:25.

The Breeders' Gazette of December 14th has this to say of
Alaska:
" One of the incidents which illustrate bow a horse may be a very

fast trotter, be anxious to get a record in a race and still be unable to
do so, is told by John Dicterson, the well-knowu Indiana driver, in a
letter to a friend in this city concerning the Electioneer stallion Alas-
ka. This horse, which is owned in Montana, was sent East last fall

to be campaigned, having shown the ability to step a 2:20 gait, and it

was confidently expected that he would be "able to obtain a race-mark
that would be a credit to him, Alaska trotted a number of races and

i

was always close to the front, but on each occasion met one or two
animals that outclassed him enough in speed so that he was never
able to be in front at the finish of a mile. In one of his races he

1

trotted in 2:16>£, and yet in spite ol that fact he goes into winter quar-
! ters with no record. He was one of the first sons of Electioneer to

]
sire 2:3'i speed, and as it is possible he may never obtain a record of

I
2:30 or better it is just as well while the .fact is tresh in the minds of a
great many people to chronicle bis 2:16% performance, although it

wss a losing one and consequently not entitled to a place on the
I books. Alaska can therefore be counted among the developed sons
,
of Electioneer that hnve sired 2:30 speed, and it is an interesting fact

and one which should carry a lesson to breeders that uearly every one
of the sons of Electioneer that have sired 2:30 speed is hiniself a' fast

;
trotter."

Alaska is the sire of Lena H., 2:29 J, while several others

knocking for admittance to the 2:30 list. His colts are all

;

fast, and judging from his breeding and race horse qualities,

he should be a sire of more than ordinary merit.—Rocky
Mountain News.

To Owners of Race Horses.

The fastest mare that ever produced a 2:30 trotter is the
pacing mare Mattie Hunter, 2:12|.

The horse that has produced the three fastest horses that

ever went in harness was a pacer called Tom Hal.
The fastest horse—Brown Hal 2:12j—that ever produced a

2:10 horse is a pacer—Storm 2:08}.

The fastest stallion by 3} seconds is a pacer—Mascot.
They have captured ten out of the fourteen records held in

the 2:0S class, and captured nine of the ten in 1S92.

They hold over two-thirds of the 2:10 records, and nearly all

of them are race records.

His daughters have produced the ex-queen of the trotting

turf, Maud S.. aud the fastest trotter of his day, Jay-Eye-See.
—Clark's Horse Review.

Judge S. K. Dougherty, of Santa Rosa, has been per-

mitted to put some choice-bred stock in the Asylum sale,

which is advertised to take place at the Bay District track on
Thursday and Friday, March 2 and 3d. Among them is Sa-
belle, a yearling filly by Sable Wilkes, out of Betsey, the dam
of Doc Button, grandam old Lady Button, dam of Alexander
Button, the sire of Yolo Maid, Tom Ryder aod more than a
dozen other good ones in the list. Here is concentrated pre-

potency that the buyer of to-day is seeking for. If she is of
good form and shows speed she ought to bring a good price.

M. L. Savles, the well-known owner of the trotting

horse Temple Bar, began suit against the Cleveland Driving
Park Association for $100,000 damages last Tuesday. At the
summer meeting of 1892 Temple Bar, its owner and driver
were expelled from the National Trotting Association be-
cause of alleged unfair driving in the 2:19 class, and Savles
claims (hat the trotter was thereby rendered valueless to him,
and he therefore asks for damages in ths sum named.

An excellent opportunity i? presented of securing two gilt-

edged young etalliions, one by Guy Wilkes from an Arthur-
ton mare, the other by Dexter Prince from a Nutwood mare,
Becood dam the dam of Beaury Mc, 2:14£. See the Sulphur
Spring Farm advertisement in another column.

CATALOGUES of the Asylum Stock Farm sale are printed
and can he had by applying to Messrs. Killip & Co., the well-
known auctioneers.

Mi i. lard SANDERS, who started East with Sidney, tele-
graphed from Cleveland. "Arrived saflev. Horses well,

1 without a scratch."

The attention of owners is called to the following

:

New York, January 2. 1S93.—Under power delegated to

the Board of Control, by the Coney Island, Brooklyn and
Xew Y'ork Jockey Clubs, and the Monmouth Park Associa-

tions registration under the following Rule of Racing may be
made at any time with the secretary

:

" Rule 25. All partnerships and the name and address of

every person having any interest in a horse, the relative pro-

portions of such interest, and the terms of any sale with con-

tingencies, or of any lease or arrangement, must be registered

at least half an hour previous to the race with the clerk of the

course before a horse sold with contingencies, or leased, or

which is a joint property can start for any race; and all

partners shall be jointly and severally liable for every stake or

forfeit.

"All statements of partnership, sales with contingencies,

leases or arrangements, shall declare to whom winnings are

payable and with whom the power of entry or declaration of

forfeit rests, and shall be posted by the clerk of the course in

the offices of the association, but the real names of persons who
have registered an assumed name shall not be disclosed.

"'

The necessity of registerins all partnerships in horses or as-

sumed names with the Board should be very plain to owners.

Neglect to do so might cause a horse winning a race to be dis-

qualified. Rule 75 of Racing states that " An objection on
the ground that he has run in contravention of the rules of

partnership may be received up to the forty-eight hours, ex-
clusive of Sunday, after the last race of the last day of the

meeting."
The signature of each party to a partnership is required.

W. S. Vosburoh. Secretary.

Lumpy Jaw.

Secretary Rusk has received from Dr. Salmou, Chief of the

Bureau of Animal Industry, a report on the experiments and

investigations being made in Chicago in the treatment of cattle

for actinomycosis or " lumpy jaw." The report concludes

that the remedy tried—iodide of potassium —is a remarkable
success, 63 per cent, of the cattle there treated having been
cured. The greater part of these wece very seriously affected

when taken for treatment. The report shows the cost of
treatment to be trifling by comparison with the results, and it

is al-o proved that the disease is not contagious, twenty-one
head of healthy cattle having been confined in close quarters
with the diseased for three months without showing any signs

of being infected. The report severely arraigns the Live
Stock Commissioners of the State of Illinois for what it regards
as arbitrary and inconsistent rulings by which grave losses

have been inflicted upon stock-owners seeking a market for

their stock in Chicago. Animals have been condemned with-
out proper appraisement, and the owners have not received
fair compensation from the commissioners. Dr. Salmon
charges unjustifiable interference on the part of the com-
missioners with the experiments of the bureau.

J. O'Kane has just completed a lot of work for the World's
Fair. It is a credit to this well-known harness manufacturer
and will demonstrate to the Eastern horsemen that the fame
of thia splendid workman is founded on something tangible.
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Old Prodigal.

We cip the following fiom the Illustrated

Sporting and Dramatic News just to hand, and
give our readers the benefit of it without com-
ment : In my inquiries after old horses that

have won races, I have found nothing to equal

this—bar Hickory Jim, whose record is some-
what doubtful. " Dear Rapier," Mr. Wallis

Brooke kindly writes, " how about old Prod-

igal ? He was twenty-four years old when he

won the great Hawkesbury Handicap in New
South Wales ; and it takes a good horse to do
that. It was, moreover, his first appearance on

a race course. What he did nfterwaads I do

not know, except that he was so successful that

he carried top weight in all the handicaps ; in

fact, it was this chielly that led to his retire-

ment from the turf, as it was impossible to get

him in at anything like a reasonable weight.

He died at the age of thirty-two or thirty-

three, but up to the last he ran in the small

local races up country, and almost invariably

won. At a distance he was invincible, if only

allowed to run his own race. His method was
to lie ott for a mile or so, and then when he

did come it was terrific. He was handicapped
top-weigbt with the celebrated " Dagworth,' to

my mind perhaps the finest thoroughbred I

ever saw, and, in his day, as famous as Carbine.

[Dagworth won the Hawkesbury Spring Han-
dicap in 1S72-73.

—

Ed. Referee.]
For many years old Prodigal was used as a

pack-horse by cattle drovers, and could have
been bought, and no doubt was often sold at

from £8 to £12, it being by accident that his

marvelous staying and racing abilities were
discovered. He was the 'last of the Beezas,'

a name well-known in Queensland. Old
' Beeza ' was an Arab imported from India by
General Haly. This may seem to you all a

romance, but is solid, cold drawn fact, and any
Australian racing man who is over forty can
corroporate "me. Prodigal was a gelding, as

of course you can tell, and very likely on the

station where he was bred there were plenty

just as good. I only wish I had a few horses

half as good as many I used to ride when in

the ' back-blocks.' By the way, I fancy Gold-
smith Maid, who was trotting when I was in

'Frisco, did her best performance when four-

teen or fifteen years old. You remember her,

I suppose? This would be another instance

of aged horses runding wonderfully well. I

don't fancy old Prodigal's record will be low-

ered easily. The only thing to be said about

it is, that it happened in Australia, and it is

rather hard to convince the ordinary English-

man—so Mr. Brooke says, but I really do not

think he is quite right—that horses are worth
anything at all in Australia, or that Austral-

ians can ride, or know anything about horses.

1 dare say that you will hear from Australians

in England or from the Colonial Press all

about old Prodigal.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwers tor this department mist be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender, Dot necessarily for
publication, but as proof of goodlaith. Write the
questions distinctly, on one side of the paper only.
Posltvely no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

J. S.—Please slate in your next issue [he breeding of
Roe Alian. Answer—There is no trace of his breeding.

Gonzales Tribune, Gonzales, Cal.—Please publish In

next issue of your paper Victor's trotting record and
pedigree. Answer—2:22. By Echo (son of Hambleto-
nian 10;, dam by Woodbum.

Subscriber, Estrella.—Please inform me in next issue

the breeding of Bloomsbury. Answer—By Boston, dam
Diana, by Sidl Hamet, the 'turn of Orphan Boy, is, we
Believe, the correct breeding.

H. C. B.,Chico, Cal.— I. Please be kind enough to let

me know if Buy ford had a record and how many he had
in the li.-i. '£. How many had Woodford with records?
Also what ones and how fust ? Answer— 1. He has no
record. Une in the list—Dr. swift, pacer, 2:13. 2. Only
one. Extravagant, 2:2.5.

•"A. H. B., Los Angeles.— l. .Some time ago I wrote to

.you for the following information, but you did not favor
me with it. The time made by the running horse Al-
moin In the two races thai he won in his two-year-old
form at the Stale Fair meeting at Sacramento in the
fall of lw Also the second and third horses and the
weight they carried and who were their riders? 2. I

would like to know the wh.-n-uboiit-, ot the Jockey Mike
pttey, who was riding for Hauger Jones in the fall of
WW? 3. Tin- breeding of the running horse xsed Cook
and some of his best performers. Answer—You did not
In your former letter state In what year you wished to

know Almont's best work lit Sa ramenlo. Now Unit

you iclve the date. He ran u mile inl:-J2lj (100 pounds
Dp, Lloyd;, with Don Jose 1 100 lbs., Holloway seconr]

iDd Picnic (100 lbs., Coiiriney) third, In the California

Slake and a mile In 1:1-
;

in the Nighthawk
Staki-,, carrying M pounds Madden . Daisy D., C years,
u.i lb-. Huiinwiivi, second; Edelweiss, 5 years, 115 lbs.

DuMlett), third.

L.K SIEST* RANCH FOALS.

January 10—Bay filly, by Eros, dam Morna, by Briga-
dier, 2:21 s

t .

January 17—Bay filly by Eros, dam Flora, by Elmo,
2:27. Frank H. Bi'kki:.
La'SIesta Stock Farm, Menlo Park, san Mateo Co,

Poor
horse with sore back or

foot or diseased skin
!

'

Apply Phenol Sodique,
j

It will do wonders.
HANCE BROTHERS S: WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggists. Take no substitute.

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
Son of Imp. PRIME CHARLIE and AWIL

BUSH, by LEXIMJTOX .

WILL MAKE THE

Season of 1393

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept iln first-class order. Besides stalls,

email and !arge fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything in new and in perfect shape. It Is pro-

nourced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my persona'

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAX MATEO.

SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.
This younc hor^e i half-brother to the great four-miler

Bushwhacker
i
is bred on the same lines as the mighty

Salvator, and as he is a fine individual from the great-
est producing families in England and America- the
Stockwell and Lexington- must make a great sire.

Address all communications to M. CAKR.
Santa Kosn Race Track.

A WONDER.
,\0 SCREWS XO TOOLS

"I have seen it used under ev-
er;' circumsiance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen prononnce it

a wonder, and I endorse their
opinion." .M.1.K\ I.OVVK.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 1, 1893.

[<0 ASK FOR IT.

Sizes 2 to 8 oz. Sent free paid on
receipt of S2.00 per pair. Write

>IIT» HKLL TOK W'KlttHTIU,
Martinsville, Indiana.

us lor circulars.

Names Claimed.

I claim the follow) hi; names for colt and fillies bred by
the undersigned

:

Nora K. for brown mart-, iv.ak'il in 1SW, by Barring-
ton (thoroughbred.;, dam Net'le B. i thoroughbred).
Hamilton Jk tor bay -stalllm . fouled In 1889, by Gen.

Hamiltnn, dam Nettie B. [thoroughbred).
Benicia K. for brown fllly. fouled In lv>o, i.y >.>.

ratorihebv Director), daro Nettle B.
Rout. Rsup,

Grass Volley, I al

Foals of 1893.

English, You Know, by Imp. Cvrus.dam Lollle J., by
Wild,. lie: dropped February 15. 1993, large, light bay
Ally, by Wildldle, he by Australian, dam ldJewlld, by
Lexington. Henry (J. Jvasos, Santa (Jlara.

FOALS AT VALKNSIN STOCK FARM.
Jan. 22—Ch f by Sidney—Faustina, by Crown Point,

2:24.

Jan. 27—Ch c bv Sidney, 2:29^;—Miss Roy, by Bucca-
neer, 234.
Feb. l't—Brcbv Sidney, 2: 19tf—Surprise, by Abbots-

ford, 2:19}$. (Propertvo'r Mrs. G. Valeoslo).
Feb. 13—Br t by skinny, 2:l'j '.4 -Flight, 229. by Bucca-

neer, 2:24 (sister to Fleet, 2:1^ and Sldfleet, 236K).
M. F. Sanders, Supt. Valensln Stock Farm.

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
— : HAS OPENED A :—

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE OAKLAXD BACK TRACK,

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers

to train and develop.

3 11 AJ9 D Q For IRRIGATION
WT \J IVI r O AND RECLAMATION
stesm Engines, Horse Powers ai Wind Xills.

Complete Pumping outfits—all sizes—Co

every purpose. The latest, Dcr,;

and cheapest* If you need any

5 in this line, write to

Bteon Jaceson
625 6tk St. San Francisco.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In mating ready for the early races it Is of prime

Importance that you acctb.atf.ly time your horses In

their exehcisk. I "make a specialty of horse-timers.

Have them in all style*

In either sold or silver.

Come and see them, ur
Write me and I will tell

You all about them.

A. HIRSCHMAX,
113 Sutter St., S. F.

N. B.—CoMflicated Watches Repaired.

STATE FAIR 1893.
THB STATE AOBICrLTUBAX. SOCTKTY HAS

OPENED THR FOLLOWING OOLTSTAKES
FOR TROTTERS AND PAi

FOR TKOTTKIIn.
\... I. POH TWO-YRAR-OMlfl [3:40CUss ,

$J0 entrance, of which ?10 must accompany nomination;
its payable Jnly W, and ihe reninlnlntr 126 payable
August Huh, 1893. |8 added by then i

i\o. 2. KOK I nit h i -..\ h \ i: mi n- \\i> | \.
1»kk r«:30 «'laaa),9100entnnep.ofwhlcti --

accompany nomination: fts parable Jolj i-
. and ine

remauiingtV) payable August Huh, l-v.: '
-. !<•> jui.l.-.l bv

the Snclelv.

NO. 3. h'tllt Kill (t-\ KMt.iH.i - Win \1>l It

<2:25 ClanN, Cuiidiiiuns s;tm.- n- fi.r three-year-old
class.

FOR PACKRS.
Wo. 4. FOR TW«»-YK*R-ni.n l\« in-

'2:'IO Plana), fondHlons u to payment* and added
money same a- (or No. I.

\o. 5. Fiik TUKKR-1R4R-OLD8 \\n l'\-
OFR (2:2.1 Claum. Conditions as to payments and
added money name as No. 2.

\o. tt. FOR Fnl H-YK\n-Ol.nf A\DlMIFR
(2:20 cinwiti. Conditions as to payments and added
money same an No. 2.

Entries to alt the above stakes are limited to colts
whose records are no better than the cluss named In
conditions of each stake.

In all stakes, (allure to make payments a" they be-
come due. forfeits entry and money paid In.and releasee
subscriber fmm further liability hive to enter. tiir<-e

or more to start. Money In each stake >ha'I bf divided
as follows: To wfnnine colt, all the siake«an.-l 50 per
cent, of the added money: second cull. 38 1-8 per cent.;
third colt, 1" 2-3 per c«*nt. of the added money.
Two-year-old slakes, mile heats, three and four-year-

olds. thre° In five. Any colt not wlnn Intra heat In three,
or making a dead heal, Is barred from Starting again In
that race. No added mon*-y for a walk-over, if but
two start in any of ihe stakes, they must contest for the

1 stakes paid In, and divide them two-thlnN 10 winner,
. and one-third to second. Otherwise National rules to
.
govern.
Entries to close with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary, at

' omce in Sacramento. March 15th, 1893.

j

EDWIN F. SMITH. JOHN BOUKS,
Secretary- President.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

EACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4.

f"2-TT"V" "\a7"T T iTCRPl A few approved mares outside of those already en-
v

-j
K-> -1- vv -LI 11 ^ i^->.

gaged wil | be received at ?750 each for the season.

SABLE WILKES, Three-year-old record, 2:18.

twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

SABLE WILKES, 15j hand.s black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

nbrino Pilot; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

second dam Grelchen, by Mam
fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. £300 for the teason.

WIL DIRECT,
and a trotter that will make his mark ;.. _

stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses Fjr

Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Eeavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13f ;
third i

Lancet, son of McCraeken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19J, Ha Ha, -':22,, M
hers. $100 for the season.

>t proving with foal may be returned the following season Tree of serv

inc' the services of anv of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 ps

Iney with engagement." Pasturage $0 per month, and when the condition

res it hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.50 per month,

aken'of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for ac

av be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, Pan Mateo County.

are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. >-0 stock will be al-

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very

__^ _ handsome, powerfully built, the best of feel and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
rirst dam

dam by

Lancet, son of McCraeken's Black ttawn. »loses s ->

2:22.'., and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties en^a»in^ the services of anv of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent.

of service money with engagement." Pasturage $o per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hav or grain, or both, are fed, the chaise
;
will be $12.o0 per month. Good

care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may
All bills are _-

lowed to leave ihe place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, isad.

"WILLIAM CORB1TT,
San Maleo Slock Farm, -an Mateo, Cat.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RACE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

8.BED BV SULTAN. 2 :*4. DAM IHABAMBBAXDWW £. .f «*«««*. *=« I
BAY BOSB. 2:*0 ..2; noa PASHA.

sire of MORO, 2:27 i. BY IHb MOOR 870.

Private Stallion. For 1393.
„,,,-. e~, » t T-l RRPRKSE,\TATIVE« OP ALL THE LBAD1XU FAMILIES IX

STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE «*PBKSE'>TAT
THK t

.MTKD MATB8.

_ , , . , , , THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
For further particulars address

Or apply to IKA PIERCE, 72S Montgomery St., San Francisco.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION
(Full Brother to a Champion Trotter that Now Holds

One of the World's Records),

Sired by one of the Greatest and Most Fashionably-Bred Sires, and of

Excellent Breeding on the Dam's Side.

This Stallion is a handsome individual of splendid conformation, good size, has shown great speed, and is capable of .rotting in 2:20.

Will be leased for the season to responsible parties on contract for a specified amount, or to be bred on shares to a limited number of

mares. An excellent opportunity for some one having well-bred mares and who will be willing to stand a horse in payment for the privilege

of breeding to his own mares. The horse will be stood this year at a low service fee.

For the name of horse and further particulars addre

P. O. Boi 2300.

XX,

Care of Bkieiieb axd Sportsman, S18 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal
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F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Bi eeiers' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.

LEADING SPRING SALE.
1 nil I FO TO 400 HORSES A>'D RESTRICTED TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED, COM-

I>HlSISU8IALI.lO>S.BRO0DMARES, COLTS, FILLIES. TROTTERS, PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. A.\D FAST UREE.V HORSES THAT CAIV SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to 6th } gats! fast we!k
k
in

n
octurL.

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AMI MOST COMPLETE
BVII.ItlMi l,\ THE il KIU.I) IV WHICH
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL BLOODED
HORSES.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed

to headquarters with your stock
. r> State In the Union, wt

P. J. BERRY & CO , Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

TOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
a.nd get a uood price if you can rind a customer that wants to buy

You can reach the greatest Dumber of possible and probable customers

by advertising In the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on adverti«ments under this heading. 'Write for particulars.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous Son of Sid' ey.

Rlnswood is a dark bay: black points; 15)4 bands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than any of

hi* suns. He is a pure-waited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19*4 &-s & ton r-year-old, and
would have received a record ot 2:18 or better hut for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

encasements, and never has been put in race since.

Klngwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, l« equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several ol

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
Bast He Is a sure foal-gel ter and ol line disposition,

and a Lady can handle or drive him. Ringuood is

highly hred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dasli-

iiwuv nhu oughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy: second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer of speed.

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
(letting record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

Show quartern In 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a greal
ro.id horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or"Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win ihetr price in one season. For further particulars.

address

A. C. DTETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

For Sale Che-ip For Cash.

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Br^d Mares
(With Foal to Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be

Three Thoroughtned Mares,
One by Hyner All, dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry
0' Fallon. One by Kyle Daly, first dam ny Joe Daniels;
second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. one by
Bryant W ; llrxi dam by Joe Daniels, full sister to Lord

.: Inner of the Australian Derby last year.
The flnfl mar** Is Undine, full sister to Llsette, the
Inner OftlOjOOO purse last fall In New York.
All thaw mares are for sale cheap. Kenton for sell-

ing, my Ill-health and wish to close out all ot my stock.
nnaid-bred mares are uii good individuals as

well fw the runner*. Will nell them together or singly

l-'or In! i pedigree and further particulars addresu

C. S. SAKHEXT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cul.

For Sale or Exchange.

LADY MARKHAM,
PAC1NU RBCOBD. »:l»; TRIAL, 2:19,

By Bismarck, dam by Western. Sound in every par-
iri old. Drives single or doable. Also

'her,

JESSE P,
I' At Kit RECORD, 2:36.

Oanstum three beats better than 2:20, They drive well
'

.
ure well mill' hod iinil would lllllke u xn-ut

i of Kirther particulars addn
It. II. I.HDUETT,

Club Rtablee, W0 Taylor BU, S. F.
or Breeder and Snort man,

FOR SALE.
THE TROTTLVIi STALLlOiV

BLUB BULL,
(Known as CHISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sh-pd bv Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80 in the list; dam
Maggie Kiee, bv Gage' Logan 127 (sire of *k inkle Ham-
bletonian. 2:28 ',, and 3 sires of 12 and 5 dams of 5 in the
list); grandam. Funny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-
oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hauibletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; grandam, sally
Miller by Post Boy, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1879, the properly of R. B.
i hisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the
finest-looking, purest-gaited and most intelligent horses
in this state. His colts ureall remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

A BROWN GELDING-
six vpars old, sired by the abov* stallion out of a mare
by Gen. Reno 4764. He is sound as a dollar, a pure trot-

ler and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address K,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer my

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work ray place, as I am going

nut of the breeding business. The stock I am
iflering for sale are the best bred and finest

Individuals on the Pacific Coast, Parties

'mving the entire stud will be given a very

ow price. Time will be given at 6 per cent,

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE

Nutwood Mare,
FLORENCE R., 2:261-4.

A beanlUb] mart, taiga and a Rood breadoi 7m

B. P. SHAWHAN,
I' WHITE. IDAHO.

STANDARD STALLION

FRED DRAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26.}).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six In the list), he by Mes-
senger Dur"c Hifi (sire of 20 in the list), first drnn, Min-
nie Drake (dam of 2 in the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(i-ireof lflln the list) Fred Drake 4844,2:2(1^, isasplen
dirt Individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs
over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent niipo-dtlon. His record Is

no mark of his speed as he can irot In :20 or be ter with
training next season. Reason for selling Is that owner
Is engaged In other business and has not the time to de-

vnt«* to the horce. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. U \ HM.lt,
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.

A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered

loaled May 6, 1880; by Anteeo, 2:18'^ ; dam by Echo

4«2; second dam by McCracken's Black Iliiwk 707, etc

In 16 hands high, black or seal brown, and a line

looker. Has never been t mined but shows plenty of

natural speed. Han shown a mile as a three-year-old

In 2:44. For particulars address

W. H LUMfiDEtV,
HnntK it i. -n . Col.

Greatest Sale of the Season!
Look For Next Week's Advertisement

of the

Combination Sale of Trotters
TO TAKE PLACE AT

NAPA, MARCH 8, 1893.
Some of the Choicest Stallions, Broodmares, Colts and Fillies Ever

Offered at Auction in California will be Disposed of.

THE DA\K 11,30 4, by Stamboul, 2:07S. dam Dol-
ly McMann (dam ot Lilly Stanley, 2:17&). This fel-

low is a true type of his noted sire, and should make
a great trotter as well as a gieat sire. His colts,

now yearlings, are considered to be unsurpassed for
beauty and speed, and are all solid bays and browns
and are "young Stambouis "

ALOO\A 730. sire of 5 in 2:30 list, three producing
sons and a producing daughter at fifteen years old,
by Almout 33. dam Queen >ary, by Mambrino C'hiet.

No two of this sire's descendants have ever been
trained by the same man. His produce are forcing
their way to the front without booming. They all

^^trot fast and breed on. Alcona Is.the greatest prize
winning stallion in California.

COMEDY, bl. f. (4), by Director, 2:17, dam Dolly
Mcilann (dam of Lilly Stunley,2:17'a). This ttlly

is a perfect counterpart of her famous sire, and who-
evergets her will have one of the greatest campaign-
ers in America.

ATWO-VEAR-Ol-D FILLY BV «KO. \V\«H.
IMil'»\,2:20. out uf Lucy by McClellan 14S.

This is a great lilly, it one is to udge by the way she
trots alongside a fast saddle horse.

A TWO-YKAR-OLD FILLY BY 8IL\KKKI\-
iVEK, 2:17. out of the famous old Lady Sargent.
This one is a hummer, and will astonish everyone
at the sale by her nice way of going.

CADI CAR 10.8J0 (4), by Almont Medium, 2:I8'4>
dam Amelia T. by Alcona 730, grandam Warwick
Maid I'lfira of Prince Warwick, trial 2:15, and War-
wick Medium, 2:35'« as a two-year-old over a half-
mile iraok i, by Almont Mambrino 761. Here is one
of themovt fashionably bred young stallions in this
State, and is a racehorse. If given an opportunity
will get a low mark this Fall.

LEY, 2,17 1-2. dam of the sensational trotter^
| A YK\RIJ\U FILLY RY 4KM00R,2:20 1-2,

and pacers in Salisbury's siring. It is expected that out of Urania bv *--

ALCOIYEKR 15.120. (5). brother to Alcona Jr. 2:19,

by Alcona 730, dam Madonna (dam of Alcona Jr.,

2:19, by Del Rey, 2:24^, and grandam ot Silas Skin-
ner, 2:17, King Orry, 2:23M) by Cassius M. Clay Jr.
22, etc.

THE tiREATTROTflVl MARK LILLY STAN-
j

one of these colts will "hit ihe two minute mark."

A GREAT 3-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY DIRECT-
OR. 2:17 1-2, dam Tricks; second dam Katy
Tricks (dam of Coude. 2:20, and Empress, 2:24). This
is a magninoent-looking one and will make a race
mare of the first class.

i by Kentucky Prince; second dam by
w.Hmbleionian 10; third dam hy American star 14.
This breeding needs no comments ; the filly is per-
fection.

A VKVRLlV'tJ FILLY BY DIRECTOR. 2:1 7, out
of Elnia, 2:24, by Elmo 890. This filly Is a natural
pacer and is "fast as a bullet."'

Besides these there are a number of mires and fillies bv S"einvi\", 2:25 If. M mi -i tain Bjy, Irandlssimo, 2'2i^ ,

Alcona :30, Alconeer 15,120, The Dane 11,304, Director, 2:17, Silas Skinner, 2:17, Whippletou 1883, Geo Washing-
ton, 2:20, and other noted sires.

STANDARD AND HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS

AT AUCTION.
-ON-

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15 1893,
-AT-

S&LES YARDS, CORNER MARKET STREET AND VAN NESS AVENUE,

Killip & Co. will sell to the higher bidder about 50 head of standard and highly-bred

horses, consisting of mares, colts, tillies and geldings by Director, Soudan and Dexter Prince.

This offering is a choice consignment from the stables of D. J. MURPHY, ESQ., of San Jose,

and Capt. BEN E, HARRIS.

Fine Brood Mares, Promising Colts and Fillies, Stylish, Sp jedy

and Reliable Roadsters.
Catalogues and information by mail Remember, sale takes place

Wednesday, March 15th.
KILLIP & CO., ------- Livestock Auctioneers,

22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

DON TOMAS

AN TEVO LO,
i stdun Black Bessby Venture; set I dam by Bast-

i" Id Hill; third ilaniiL RocklnKbem more. Price
|600. Solid dark bay. black points: 16 bonds; weighs
•bout iifto lbs; well broken; never been trained.

JAN. H. I'HAHK.
17 Mi-liar! St.

By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by- Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stock Farm, having the four stallions—SINFAX, ST. CARLO,
SUWARROW and ORMONDE—and having no use for so many, desires to sell Sinfax

A reasonable offer will be accepted. The horse is in prime condition for coming season

Address E. D. McSWEENY,
1211 Bush Street.

For Sale —Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts ami fir, i, iks, yearlings, two and

Til UK}.; Y KA K-OLDS.
Pedigrees and lull puiileularn can be ohtulned at the

utile,' ,,f Ihe UKEKDKK ASI'OKTSMAN,
S'S Bush ntreet San Kraoclaoo.

FOR SALE.
Black filly, coming three years old, sired by Director

":17, dam by Priam, sire of Prank M. Can he seen
at Bay District Truck up to *28th Inst., where a trial will

be given In harness by calling on J. Murphy. Forprlce
pedigree, etc., call on MATT KERR,

116 Leldesdorff street, Sau Francisco.
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$100,000
IN STAKES AND PURSES.

THE NORTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION

TROTTING AND PAGING HORSE BREEDERS
Opens the Following" Stakes for 1893, to be Trotted and Paced at

Washington Park, Chicago, September 4-16.
ENTRIES TO STAKES CLOSE MARCH 1, 1893.

No. 1 Infant Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. SS.'SSIhE
ble to cnltSi fillies and geldings, hred and to tied in one of the State* em
braced In the Northwestern Breeders' Association, viz: Illinois, \\ iscnn

sin. Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Missouri. Minnesota, fowa, Nevada, Kansas,

Dakota, Montana. Tdaho, Wyoming and Colorado: entrance fee 2 per

cent.. 824. of which $10 must accompany the nomination. March |,1M)S,

when entries close an^i coh must he named; $10 April 20. *4 August 21.

1200 of this purse will be reserved as a cons'.la'lnn purse for colls starling

In the original stake and not winning a place; dash one mile, nu distance;

monev divided in both slakes GO, 25 and 15 per cent.; when but two start.

65nnd 15 percent.: walk-over, entire stake (a colt winning a race will be

entitled to first monev and thai part of the purse which any distanced

horse might stand to win). Kules of the American or National 1 rotting

Association to govern ra«es as above, with usual conditions; all stakes are

fur trotting uidess otherwise specified.

We guarantee the full amount of the stakes as advertised, no more, no
less. The association r-serves the rich' to declare nrTand return h'rst pay-
ment on anv stake that does not till satisfactorily, but a nominator may
transfer his'entrv to anv other stake offered hv this association within ten

davs after notice that said stake is declared off. The association reserves

the right to change the order of slakes as may be necessary, or declare off

on account of bad weather.

No. 2. Juvenile Stake-Guaranteed Purse Si,200. ?$?&?ii
3:00 class, trotting. Same conditions as No. 1, except that entrance to ibis

stake Is 3 per cent.. 936, pavableas follows: 810 March 1, when stakes close

and colt must be named: #10 April 2". $lo June 20. and ?G Aug. 21; mile
heats to harness, best two in three; distance 2u0 yards.

foals of
). eligible to

2:40 class, trotting. Same condit :ons as Xo. 1. exc-pt that the entrance fee

in this stake is 4 per cent., $4$, payable as follows: $10 March 1, when
stakes close and X)ll must he named ; ?10 April 20. $10 June 2n and #18
Aug. 21; mile beats to harness, best two In three; distance 200 yards.

No. 3. Hopeful Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. SB.',

No. 4. Breeders' Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200.

No. 5. Columbia Stake-Guaranteed Purse $i,500. &w«m!!
For foals of 1891, eligible to colts, iillles and gel lings, 2:40 class, trotting.
Entrance fee to this stake is 3 percent., $45, payable as follows: $10 March
I, at Which time entries close and colts must he named ; #ln April 20, $10
June 20 and $15 Aug. 21. $.1 of this purse will be reserved as a consola-
tion purse fur colts starting In the original stake and not winning a place;
mile heals to harness, hest two in three; distance 200 yards. Money divi-
ded in boto stakes Go, 25 and 15 percent. ; when but two start, 65 and 35
percent: walk-over, entirestake (a colt winning a race will be entitled to
first money and that part of the purse w hich any distanced horse might
stand to win |.

Na. G. Inter-State StakB-Guaranteed Purse $1,500. $T

i*™,
eligible to the 2:30 class, trotting Same conditions as No. 5, except that
entrance fee to this stake is 4 ner cent., ?C0, payable as follows: #10 March
1, at whici time stakes close and colt mus be named; $15 April 20, ?I5
June 20 and $2u Aug. 21; distance 200 yards; mile beats to harness ,best
two in three.

No. 7. Champion Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500. (:i
r

::;;'^:;l

to the 2:25 clas*. trolling. Same conditions as No. 5, except that entrance
to this stake is 5 per cent , $75, payable as follows ; $20 March 1, when en-
tries close and colt must be ' anied ; $2u April 20, #20 June 20 and #15 Aug.
21 ; distance 150 yards; mile heats to harness, best two in three.

No. 8. Washington Park Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500.
For foaN of 1880, eligible to the 2:19 class, trotting. Conditions, entrance
and distance same as No. 7.

No. 9. Side-Wheel Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. gj{,§gE
b e to the 2:40'class, pacing. ConditionssameasNo.o. except that entrance
t'' this stake is 3 per cent., $36, payable as follows: #10 March 1. when
stakes close and colt must be named ; #10 Aoril 20, #10 June 20 and #6 Aug.
21 : mile h*-ats to harness, hest t*vo in hree." 'Distance 200 yarn's. $200 of
this purse will he reserved as a consolation pur-te for colls starting in the
original stake and not winning a place: money diviaed in both stakes 60,
25 and 15 per cent.; walk-over, entire stake.

For foals of
ISfiH.eligib e

class, trotting. Conditions same as No. 1, except -hat entrance fee
tothisstake is 5 percent ,*6", payable as follows: #10 March 1, when stakes
close ami colt mu*t be named: 915 April 20. $15 June 20 and #20 Aug. 21;

mile heals to harness, best two in three; distance 150 yards.

No. 10. Clipper Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. g£, SSwf
to 2:23 class, pacing, same conditions as No. 5, except that entrance to
thissiakeis 4 per cent., #48, payable as follows: $ln March 1, at which
time stakes close and colt must '-e named; #10 April 20, #10 June 20 and
#18 Aug. 21 ; mile heats to harness, best 2 in 3. Distance 150 yards.

SUBSCRIBERS liable only for the amount paid in, but all amounts paid in shall be forfeited to the Association for Stakes.

Stake No. II. Guaranteed Purse SI, 500. J£j

Stake No. 13 Guaranteed Purse SI, 500.

Stake No. 14 Guaranteed Purse $1,500.

more, no lww; elhri-
.... to the 3*0 class, trot-

:lng: entrance 5 per cent.. $75, payable as IoIIowh: First payment. |20.
March 1, wis, at which time entries close and hone mnai he named a'nd'
eligible; #20 April 20. #20 June 20and #15 Aug. 21; mile heats to harn-s,
hest 2 tn 3; money divided W, 2.5, 15 and 10 per cent. Distance 80 vards,
5 per cent, extra from winners.

Stake No. 12 Guaranteed Purse SI.500. Swi'dSiS'SSSiSJ^SJ
trance 5 per cent., and 5 per cent, additional from winners : Bame condi-
tions as stake No. 11.

No more, no b
ble to 2:31 class, ln»"iiig;

entrance o per cent, and 5 per cent, additional from winners: Conditions
sameas Stake No 11.

N11 more, no less: eligi-
ble to 2:27 class, trotting;

entrance 5 per cent., and 5 per cent, additional from w tuners ; same con-
ditions as Stake No

PACING STAKES.
Stake No. 15 Guaranteed Purse $1,500.

Stake No. 16 Guaranteed Purse SI, 500.

No more, no less : eligi-
ble to 2:25 class pacing;

entrance 5 percent., and 5 per cent, additional from winners; conditions
same as .-take No. 11.

No mnr°. no less; eligi-
ble to 2:20 class, pacing;

conditions

Stake No. 17 Guaranteed Purse $1,500. S°S^cSi!"JiSff
entrance 5 per cent., and 5 per ceut. additional from winners; conditions'
same as Stake No. II.

In Stake* \o«. 11. 12, 13, 1-1, IS, 16, IT. home dfNtanrlui
the field, or any part thereof, will be entitled to Umt money only.

Usual weather claase is stipulated.

R. L. ALLEN, Secretary, Joliet, 111.

SAMUEL McINTYRE, PRESIDENT. L. G. HARDY, Treasurer. G. YV. PARKS. Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
SpringMeeting: 1893

TTTjXTIE l*7ttL to
520,000 I3>3" FURSBS. $SO,000

24t2i., Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes to Close March 15

Stabling Ample

THE SPRING RAGES.

Salt Lake'* Driving Pork Spring Meeting will

be held in June. 15*93 (exact dates given later;,

Willi the following programme of races :

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.
Purse.

2:20 Pace $1,0
2:40 Trot 400
Two-year stake (No. 2) 1.000

Three Quarler->IUe Dash 200

MOMIAY, JUNK 19, SECOND DAY.
3:00 Trot 500

3:00 Pace 500

2:35 Trot 5t«

One-Mile Dash 300

TUESDAY, JUKE 20.THIRD DAY.
2:20 Trot 1,000

2:15 Pace 1,000

2:24 Pace 500
One-Hal t->l lie Dash 200

1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry -will be Void.
WEDNESDAY, JUXE 21. FOURTH DAY.

Pcrse.
2:29 Trot $ 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year stake (No. 4) 1.000
Five-Hgbth-Mile Dash ...„ 200

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH D \Y.
2:15 Trot 1,000
2:30 Pace 500
2:45 Pace 400
One and Oue-Quarter-Mile Dash 300

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
1,000

....:. l.ooo

a*
300

Free-for-all Pace
Tliren-Vear Slake (No, 3)
2:25 Trot
One-Half-Mbe Ku:i and Repeat..

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot ,_... 1,000

Merchants' Stake. 2-vear-olds (No. 1).. 1,000
Derby Kun, P<j miles - 600
Reserved for Special and Novell} Races.... 2,«00

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RACES FOR TROTTERS.
Stake Race- Close March 15, 1S93

1. Mile Heats, best 2 In 3. Merchants' Stake,
3 I,ODD.—For IMab, Wyoming; and Idaho, two year-
oldsor under. Entrance fee as set forth in conditions:
$10 payable March 15th, when colt mu-t be named. $15
April 15th. $15 May 15th and $10 on or before? o'cl ck or
dav previous io race.
2. Mile Heats, heat 2 In 3. Stake Al.OOfl.—F-.r

two-year-olds or under. Entrance lee as vet forth in

conditions: $10 pa*ah e Marco 1 5th, when Colt must be
named, »15 A nl 15th, $15 May 15 and $10 on or before 7

o'clock of dav previous io race.
3. Mile Henl«,best3lu.V Stoke #1.000 —For

three year olds or under. Knira>>ce fee a.s set forth hi

conditions: $10 nayahle March 15th, when thecoll -oust
he named, $15 April 15th, $15 Mav loth and $10 on or be-
fore 7 o'clock of day previous to race.

4 Mile Heiil*. l»eHt3 In 5. -take glt.OOO,—For
four-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as iet forth In
conditions: $10 pavable March 15th, when colt must be
named, #15 April 15th. $15 May 15th and $10 ou or before
7 o'clock of day previous to race.

CONDITIONS.
In purse races five to enter and three to start.

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with addiiiunal 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing the Held in Purse or
-take races entitled to first money only. Qi each Slake
the guaranteeo value of r«ce only will be paid. Right
reserved to dt dare oiraoy "lake race that dot-6 nut hll
satisfactory to the association, In which case entrance
money will be refunded. Lnvacb race money wul be
divided 5u, 25. 15 and i<>. The association reserve* the
rl.ht to change order of progr.»unue. l'miuI uenlber
clause. In running races • uiericau racing rulea t" guV-
ern. Money hi running races divided 60.80 ami 10. 2 4
percent, entrance and 2! arji ai from a»l winners.
Ku tries to Wake races close March ISth, 1898. Kn tries
to Purse races close June t-i, 1893. Kules of Na
[Totting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PARKS, Secretary.
I*. O. Box 975. Salt l.iike I Ity, Utah.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Imperial "\7"otorixictx*T7" Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Hoise Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE, SURE'and RELIABLE REMEDY FDR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a Bure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of horses should keep thin

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, .Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sure

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most sk

in regard to it« merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF POUND BOX. Senl 10 anv a. 1.

1

receipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $:j.50 per dozen; one-pound boxes, $<>.(><) per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Elone Foot Remedy

per dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

address all Orders to
IMPERIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT CO., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

WE PAY KXI'llh.- OR FREIGHT CHARGES.
Jj©- ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOOK. -fBS

J. A. ^MoIS-erron, Agent.
Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

article

I leels,

eplrcal

.i
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SPRING MEETING 1693
OF THE

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders

ASSOCIATION,

TO BE HELD DURING THE UTTER

PART OF MAY, 1893.

Bay District Track.

MOOKLAND STOCK FARM,
MILI'lTAS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

Entries to Clote April 1st.

DASHES—Only $10 En-

trance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, DOLT PURSES.

Two-year-old PursB, S300. gS-Sf'JS
able April 1st, 1898, and $5 additional from non-starters,

to be paid at tlit' time ofdeclaring out theday before the

race. Puree to be divided into two moneys: VSperceut.
to winnerand ss pex cent tn second horse.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. BWftSEfe
810 entrance parable April 1. 1W3, and $5 additional

from non-siariffs. to be paid a: the time of declaring

out. the d»v bef >re ibe race. Purse to be oivi.led in*o

two moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-year-old Purse, S300. %£££?&£.
trance, pavable April f. ltS3,and ?3 additional from non-
starters, lo be paid at the time of declaring out, tbe day
bef 're the race. Purse to be divided into two moneys:
75 per cent, to the winner and "25 per cent to second
horse.

pq

J
P

s-
%
En

s
41

Q

ttCV U'll.KBS 2:15 !--»
Sire of

Rupee <P),5 2:11

Regal Wilkes 5 2:11

Alfinnatp- 5. 2:11)4
Muta Wilkes 4 l:\\\
Chris Smith (p) 7_ 2:U--
Hulda 4 2:14 \
Hazel Wilkes 7 2:14

Una Wilkes

6

2:15
Lillian Wilkes 3 2:17

{

Sable Wilkes 3 2:18
Vida Wilkes 3„... £1814
NimvoO'1 Wilkes 3 2:20'..

Lyuwood Wilkes 2 2£GJ<
and 17 others In 2:30 list

CAKHIK *IALO.\K-
Sister to

Chas. Derby. 22:20

Steineer_ 239)4

Gay Wilkes. 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wjlbes 2:13H:
Guy Wilkes- 2:15! -j

Wilson 2:16'^

So So 2:17'.,

and 75 others in the list

Ladv Bunker
Dam of

El Mahdi 2:2->'
(

Guy Wilkes 2:15^
William L.

(Sire ol Axtell. 2:12

I
HAMBLETOXIAN 10

Sire of
^ 40 in 2:30 list

L DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRIXO PATCHEN 58

r Sleiuway, 2:25 3-4
sire of

W. Wood(p)- 2*7
' Cricket (pt ii:10

-; Caesar, i 2:16!*
Sirathway- 2:19

;

Chas. Derby. 230
I

and 4 others iu tbe list

l Katy t-i

Dam of
Chas. Derby- 2:20
Steiueer.- 2:29^

', LADY DUNN, by American
star 14

Dam ofJoe Bunker. 2:19] i

f STRATHMORE 408
sire of

: 42 in 2:30 list

. ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
^Ire of

j 132 In 2:30 list

I

FANNY MALOXE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C.,2:19

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.

i,Palo Alto Slock Farm. Pleasanton Stock Farm, Valen-
cia rtuck Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm barred.)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
Mile flash.: $10 entrance, payable April 1, lSy3, and fo
addill-na from non-stariers, to be paid at time of declar-

ing out iliedavbeiore the race. Purse to be divided into

two moneys: 75 percent, to ibe winner and 25 per cent
to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
One and one-six teeiith miles dash: $10 entrance, payable
April I, 18*3, and 5-5 additional from nun-starters, to be
paid at the time ol declaring; out the day before the race.

1'iir- to be divided Into two moneys: 75 per cent, to tbe
winner and 25 percent, t> second hur-e.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-eighth mlies da-b; $10 enirance, payable
April I, 1893, and (5 additional from non-staners, to be
paid at the time of declining out the day before the race.

Purse to be divided Into two moneys: 75 per cent, to

winner and 2S per cent, to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, ECO.
Mile beats.
2 in 3: en-

trance IIS, payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additional

from non-vutners, to be paid at time <>f declaiing out
before the race. Purse to be divided iuto three

moneys: 60, 3oaud Iu per cent.

2:28' Class Trotting Purse, S400. ?£»!&
trance $12, pavaMe April 1. 1893. and $3 additional from

r-. to be paid at time of dec.aringoui tbe day
before the race. Purse to be divided iuto three moneys-
60, 30 and lo per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, ECO. ri? eS«
|I.V pavatle April 1, 1S"3, and ito additional for non-
suuiera io be paid at Umeuf declaring out the day be-

fore the ruce. mr-e to be divided Into three moneys :

60, 80 and io per cent.

Many Additional Purses Will

be Given

For Class Races and Special Events,

!

which will be made to close at 5 p.

m on each day of the meeting for

the following race day, entrance to

which will be 3 per cent, from start-

ers and 2 per cent, additional to de-

clare out.
CONDITIONS.

No bona and OOlll owned on the Pacific Coast by
others ttiMN member! of the P. C. T. H. K. A. are eligi-

ble lo in«* above purse*, but bones owned ou side of the
ohm ure eligible thereto, regardless of member-

ship.
Ail States and Territories lying in whole or In pari

Ihe Rocky M mi nlalns are held to be purt of the

Ibe right tochimtre thflnmrand
day of any race, excepi wlt**n It bocomi Di cet sary to
miit-liis- ii nice. In will h Instant-- tbe i ilinilor will

bange by mail toaddresa
of entry.

Ave o'clock p. m. of the
tn Mart.

when there ii more inan one entry to dupm
it, ibe nor*e to be craned must

[- named by Bvetfctock p. a. of ibe day precedlug the
raca

y |ve to enter
Inalldaanrai i are mora than six Start-

er* the n be divided bj U< r*or Instant
e Hum -ix Marten and noi more than

". Won*, if more timn
r.-i' iiivi-i''ii«. ibe d

inmber "HI permit : In cum- of
etc When
B 'In- iiijiii.

.
.

.ii of ilw« purr* in ca»e there are
:

. and pro rata for ndrtl-

tional dl amount to be oqually
*. horso In each

' and the second 2& per
'

Trolling and win*; • ...
- U

n Ui* above, NmiMriulTrntthiir Ai*ocla-

ApplHfti on- lor Mt'tt.lo-r-hlp.

mil who
h»v,. Mdniak*

D4\T0\ MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a
pure-gaited trotter He will be given a race record this fall.

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.&OTJJDJ^.JST 5103,
r-lRK OF \LBIA 3j. 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan. 2:24 stre of Stamboul, 2:07..: Alcazar. 2:20"* and 2»> others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab-
cock, dam of Elector, 2.2 1'j, graud-iiceofJoe, 2:29 ) : Lady tfraves, dam of Xadjy,2:2ii.and Suhvood^iii 1

.,, Soudan,
2:27^. sire of Nubia, 2:2a :

4 j, by rlamoletoiuan 725 isire of rtfteeu 2:30 Derlormersi : second dam Dubois mare, by
a son of the Eaton Horse 132; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallab I. Soudan's progeny are all of good/size, perfect in

form, gentle in disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.
Both of these stallions will make 'he season of 1591, ending July lith, at $100, with usual return privilege, at

Lhe Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage ;o per month. Choice trottingaud draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address u. J MCrtPHV. Muorlaud Stock Farm, Milium-. Cal.

F-O ISA.
THE GREAT

HIGHLAND STOCK FARM
Near Lexington, Ky

,

Tla.e> Home of 1} 3a. &

Mighty -:- Red -:- Wilkes
s
IX HUNDRED AND SEVENTY it!7U. acres of unsurpassed Blue Grass soil, all in grass, two

hundred and fifty (250) acres being beautiful, open woodland. About twenty (20 ' large stock barns

of 200 box stalls. Numerous paddocks with roomy boxes. Various cottages and other houses for

employees. Coachman's quarters, vehicle and harness apartments, veterinary and farrier's office

and shop, and numerous other tmildings required in this extensive business. The maiu residence is

an imposing two-story brick of twelve rooms. Another with eight rooms with conservatory and

billiard hall; both of recent build, supplied with all modern conveniences of water works, gas lights

and electric bells, which latter also connect outbuildings with the office. Telephone connection with

Lexington. Only four miles to center of the ci'y by turnpike and Louisville Southern Railroad. Sta-

tion on margin of farm. Numerous daily traitis. Pure limestone water to every enclosure by three

lorce pumps and also by windmill. Living springs, pools and a uumber of large cisterns at the

dwelling and barns. The best private track in the State. Farm enclosed and subdivided by the best

fencing. The entire place is high table land, affordiog good drainage, insuring good health to stock

and early and more nutritious grasses, in which two particulars Highland has always excelled.

Will have ready in a short lime a detailed printed description ot this great establishment, and

later on will supplement this by a lithographed diagram of the entire place in its subdivisions and

photographic views from different perspectives, all of which will be mailed to you on demand.

With great reluctance Messrs. France & Son agree to pan with Highland, so delightful a home

and a business too, which the- i-ublic is aware has proven such a signal success, but the health of the

former will not permit him to continue longer in the business. The price is made to insure an imme-
' diatesale. ADDRESS

JERRY DELPH & SONS, ----- LEXINGTON, KY.
MWAUKRS OK THK BI.UB URA^ jLAXD A«K.\CY.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1S93 AT

Woodland Race Track

DESCRIPTION.-COLXT AVTEBO 14.692 is a
handsome dart bay in color, with a star in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1683, and
is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had but Httl« training, he can easilv show quart-
ers m 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,
record 2:16'j sire of James Madison. 2:17*)'. Myrtle (3)
2:19^, Alfred G.,2:19V. Redwood, 2:2l< 4 , Maudee,2:24',a
Ethel Mac. 2:29';., Sunset, 2:29 •,', Anteeo Jr., 2:2(1' ., An-
teeo Richmond. 2:24\,, Kieeteeo, 2:29'«, Eoline," 2:20,
Maud M..2:20^and two others in the list). Anteeo was
sired by Electioneer, 125 isireof Sunol, 2:08^, Palo Alto
2:084,', Arion (.2) 2:10Jf, Advertiser f3l 2:16 and 1£8 others
in the list).

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2: 18^'. Sirathway,
2:19, Morna, (trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:1s 1-. Countess was sired bvHambletonlan.
725 i.si re of Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,
Longfellow, 224^, and 10 otners in the list n second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON,SBM
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in auv
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. H. SMITH,
1

IIOLI'SA, DAL.

Imp. Chesterfield
I Son of THE MAKiR Ib (Winner of the SL Leger
[
and Two Thousand Guineas, and second for the Epsom

j

Derby, he by the great Stockwell out of CinizeLH, bv
I

Touchstone).
First dam, Lamorha (sold for 1,050 guineas), bj- Fire-

works; second dam Xightlight (sold for 206 guineas
I
when 22 years old i, dam of Waxligbt, sire of San Pedro -

: Nightligbt by Archy (sou of Camel, that sired Touch-
stone). The sixth dam of imp. Chesterfield (Cama-
rine's dam, by Rubens, brother to Castrel, sire of Pan-
taloon i, is the ninth dam of tbe great fillv Princess, bv
imp. Cheviot. Then he traces through the most
fashionable families in the English Ntud Book to six-
teenth dam. Farmer Mare, bv chittaby.
Imp. CHE>TERnELL) won in Australia the Shorts

Handicap Flying Handicap and Town Plate, Wollon-
gong (2 milesi, Christmas Handicap, Svdnev, besides
being second four limes and third twice 'in a number ot
the best events.
Imp. CHESTERFIELD is the sire of six winners in

the Antipodes this season, including the cracks Temple-
stone. Loiterer, Haughty and Lan.lv-Dardv.
This maguiriceotly-bred race horse and sire will

make tbe season at c:H>feTKR B4.\h FARM (late
Hinkston Ranch), Sonoma County, about half-wav
between Petaluma and Sonoma. Mares can be sent to
Lakeville per steamer Gold.
TERMS. rtJO, with usual return privilege and pas-

turage for one month, but dams of stake- .vinners will
be taken at half price. Every care taken, but no liabil-
ity assumed for accidents or escapes. Apply to

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL, F. B.C. V.S.,
Care Brreokr an o Sportsman,

Or P. O. Box 8, .Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Ca].

AT AUCTION.

Grand Clearance Sale

Peremptory Closing-Out Sale
OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTERS,
THE PROPERTY OF MR. J. A. McDOXALD,

ASYLUM STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK

Imported Prize-Winning Stallions and

Broodmares,

Shire, Suffolk, French Ooach
and Percherons,

BKIVU THE KVI'IRK STUD OF

Magnolia Stock Farm,
TO BE SOLIJ AT

Salesyard Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market Sts„

THURSDAY, FEB. 23,1893.
Twenty-five head to select from. Catalogues will be

mailed on application to

THKO. SK11.LMA.Y, Petaluma.
Or KTLLIP & CO., Auctioneers.
KB-Horses may be seen at yards for three davs pre-

vious to sale.

FOR SALE

OX

p. u KKI.I.KV. Becrrturr,

in- 1- I'll I Vim »OII'Nll\ I'ri-.ldrnl.

Thursday and Friday, March 2nd and 3rd,
Thr mIii will comprise 180 head, and will reprc ml all

I tie popular breeds known upon the coast. Prominent:! i'ill, BA.BLE WILEE3, LEO WILKES. RCPEE-
miinky. FN. BENTON, ECLECTIC, dawn. DEXTER PRINCE, PANO0AST. The rolls and fillies are
mostly by boos of Electioneer, torses, 1 Ma win be the

.
.

i - worthy of the doses! attention of breeders and the public
Bmerally. Tbe catalogue asalble, and will be forwarded upon application to

KILLIP & OO . Livft Stock Auctioneers.
23 Montgomery Street, Hm> Pranclfca, (hi.

5-Year-Old Stallion by Guy "Wilkes,
Dam by Arthurton.

3-Year-Oid Stallion by Dexter Prince
nnm by NUTWOOD ; Grandam dam of

Benurv >lc, 2:14 1-2.

SULPHUR $PRI\U FARM,
Mies, Cal.

WANTED.
Poaltlon'on sluwJard horse farm hy a good man who

understands nls business. Address
HORSEMAN,

518 l vy Avenue, San Francisco.
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Nutwood Stock Farm
For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes22,ii6.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE VRS.

By GUV WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LID1 W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

M'TWOOn WILKES Ls a handsome
chestnut in color, stands 1M hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and his present record Is no measure
of his speed.

GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-1
Sire of

Rup-^etpl 2:11

Alunuah (p) 2:11}$

Regal Wilkes- 201 Ij

Muia Wilkes 2:14'i'

Chris. Smith ip,_ 2:11J*S

Hazel Wilkes -2:14 .

Hulda. 2:14?..

Una Wilkes -2:1*

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

CO

CM
CM

LxJ S

1 Ueo. Wilkes. 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes. 2:13'i

I Gny Wilkes 2:i V,
Wi'lson -2-1SS4

\ Richardson, J. B 2:16 Irj

[
Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 7-i others In the 2:30

| list and dams of 63.

I Lady Buoker
Bam of

Gny Wilkes 2 15**

El Mahdl 2:25J4
William L -

{sire of Axtell '3j 2:12,

who sold for $105,000).

HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of Dexter, 2:17',, and
89 others In 2X0 list: and
dams of Slamboul. 2:07^,
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

"

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

O s

P

LIDA W..2:l* 1-4-
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20,S;

At three years.

[ Nutwood 600. 2:18 3-4.
Sire of

Manager- 2 09^'

Lockheart -2:13

Nuthurst- 2*>4#
I Belmont Boy &1S
I Nutpioe _ 2:15^,

| And 96 others from 2:16 to

I 2 30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2:10%f 'sold for

I
$125,000 1 ; Sabiedale f 2j,

I
ZH<i£; Vida Wilkes (3),

! 2:HjJ: Myrtle (3), 2:19,^;
l Nutwood Wilkes i31 2-20 »«,

1 and 40 others from 2:1 1 to

i
230.

t Belle
Bam of

Lida W 2:1814

MAMBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 21 in the 2:30 list and
the dams of «4. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:l-) l4.

I LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker,2:19^'t,
by American Star 14, sire
of l and of the dams of 45
in the 2:W list.

I

BELMONT 64

1 Sire ol Fred Arthur, 2:14!-* ;

Nutwood, 2:1A3{; Wedge-
< wood, 2:19: Viking, 2:19',,

and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

MISS RUSSELL
Bam of Maud S.. 2:08V
Nutwood, 2:18*4'; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24 S : Russia, 2:23

;

and grandam of Kremlin,
2:07 V

DIRECT LINE

(
GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2-28£ ('sire of Lucy.
2:18'*: grandstre of Stam-
boul, 2:07Ut.

REBEL DAUGHTER
' Grandam of Lida W.2I8Ui
by Williamson's Belmont
t,slre of Venture, 2:27M- 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),
2:111, .

Limited to Twenty-Five Approved Outside Mares at g75 the

Season, from Feb. 15 to June 1, 1893.

He will then be trained for a record. Direct Line Is a fine-looking bay horse, stands 15u hands hieh, and is a
splendid individual. He is bv Director. 2:17 (who sold for *75 000| ; sire of Directum, 2:1 Uj. champion three-vear-

old in a nice; Evangeline, 2:11 j
at four years old in a pace: Margaret S., 2:12'^, and Direct, 2:05 1

2, champion
pacing stallion, and fourteen others from 2:1614 to 2:30.

Dolly, dam of Director, 2:17, is also the dam of Czarina, 2:21 : Thorndale, 2:22-4 isire of seven trotters from
-'-16'4 to'1

-30 and the dam" of nine in the list); Onward, 2:25', isire of sixty-fbur with records from 2:14& to 2:30,

and the dams of twelve from 2:14>i to 2:30); Dictator 113 is the sire of Director, 2:17: Phallus, 2:13*j ; Jay-Eye-See,
2-10 trotting and 2:06'^ pacing, and thirty-nine other? from 2:16'^ to 2:30, and nf the dams of Nancy Hanks. 2:04

(theworld's record), and twenty-seven others from 2:19*4 to 2:30, Clara, dam of Dictator, Dexter, 2:17 '4, and two
Others In the 2:30 list, is bv American Mar 14, sire of four trotters and the dams of fortv-tivein the 2:30 list.

Dictator Is by Hambleionlan 10, sire of forty trotters and of the dams of ninety-two in the list. The dam of Direct

Line is [.Ida W., 2:18! ,. dam of Nutwood Wilkes, 2:20^ at three years, and is the fastest daughter of the great
Nutwood 600. 2:l83f, who Ls not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1692, he
having pot in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four in the 2:30 list. [For Lida W. see tabulated pedigree.]

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15 119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MAKE* AT 850 FOR THE SEASOX.

C4.LIFORXI V MTWOOD is a handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a hall" inches

high and Is the sire of Maud C, 2:19: Annie C, 2:25; Albert H., 2:274, : Mollie C, 2:37!4, and several others
knocking at the door. He Is by Nutwood COO, 2:18V. dam by Geo. ML Patchen Jr. 31, 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race

horses, as v.-ell as great broodmares.
(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

ynrr, You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
rtU I L. [jree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires,

us well as brood mare sires. You also rind a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:151^ and Director, 2:17 were nol only fast and game race horses
themselves, hut are pro luting voting and extremely game race horse speed to a wonderful extent. Guv Wilkes,
2-15 ,, H the ontv hirse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Director is the sire of Direct, 2:05'*, the fastest

pacio" stallion, and Directum. 2:1 Pi. the fastest three-year-old race horse the worid ever saw. Now. with these
two sires on one side of Nutwood Wilkes ami Direct Line, and Lida W., 2:18'4. the fastest daughter of the great
Nutwood 600, 2:18 -;. on the other side, I cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to

either of these two voung horses. It looks as if we had everything but the pussible nick and should get that

nine times out of ten. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season free of service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per ceni. of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at 93 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
it, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at 510 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad AM "His are due at lime of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to

leave the piace until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15ih to Aug. 1st., 1693.Young Stools. For Sale.
tsar Visitors welcome any day. Address

MARTIN CARTER,
Nutwood Stock Farm, - Irvington, Alameda Co., Oal.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth HeatBOODLE 5029
Will make the SEASOX OF 1S93, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.
PEDIGREE.

01

a"
& j
00
10

I

w
J
Q !

o
Ol

GEN". WASHINGTON' 1161-.

(Trial 2:20). Sire of Poem,
2:19^: Presto,2:22: Prose.

2.
i27^;GeD.Benham.2^9't.

Slrnuaer 31130-..' Ox Eye. 2:2«'>: Luzerne,

sire of 2:27'-4; Marobrlno Thorn.
Broomal 2:17'^ I 229, and 4 others In 230.

Bellona 2:19*4 I

Nominator.. 221H I GOLD-MITH MAID,
Boodle 2:2!>4 Trotted 114 heats 1

Molocb 2:21'*

Stanza 2:22*4

Hazel Dell... 2:245,

Nominee ...- 2:24'-,

strangler.... 2:26!,

Mvrlad 22*'i

Pen Horn..
i

Bride .'

Dam of Trenton.
milbroOl'i

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

SOUTHER-:- FARM,-:- 1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the data of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

( Hdest produce two years old this spring, and are

good-gailed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20.233 - -

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05J, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,

(two years), 2:10$.

Jester D. 5696 ... -

By Almont 33, dam Horlense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-vear-old

trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers

in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $3 per month up to July loth ; after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in ray possession. No responsibility

for accidents or escapes hut the reputation of this farm is a sufiicient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information

address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leaudro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD ^- 2:26 '-2 -

I Clav Pilot y.1,8ire of Fred V.,*2:22k
- , fTHE MOOR 870 „ Billy R- 2.-24K, and others.
£** Sire of i. Belle of Wabash
~_

. Sultan, -2:24, sire of Stamboul,
o fDEL SLR. 2:24 i %M%, Beautiful Bells2:2fl dam
o"5 Sire of |

of Bell Bov, 2:19^, and Hinda
«-"

I Don Tomas 2.-20
! Rose,2:19i. Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam-

J« ] Cousin Joe 2&0M tGKETCHES' - < brino Gift. 2:20; Hannls.'J:!"m San Pedro fpi 2:10% Dam of .Canada Chief
vJ j Romero. 2:l'j: I nca, 2:27 isire of
go *> Incas, (2:14), and Sable idam of
€°m I Sable Wilkes. 2:18). HambletonUn 10. sire of Klec-
'•*'

I
'Bv SORWOOD 522 tioneer: dam ofsiamboul/Ztti~

Sire ol I Lady FaJlls, by Aruerican sr. ; r 1

1

^E
I

Tommy Xorwood, 2£A% ; Ida dam of Uretchen (dam of> IMUhKM-: I Norwood, 2:36Jsf. Cllnestone. 2;U .^ Dam of f American Star 14. lire of dam of
uj Guide. 2:1654 ! Dictator isire of Jav-Eve-s.^.
ca : DAUGHTER OF < 2:10, and the dam of JJancy

I Hanks. 2.-04).

I)EI*WI\ 14,681. Record 2:26 1-2, will. If he has no set- L Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Deiwin is one of Electioneer and SL Jullen, 2:11.

the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he Is a dark dapDle bay, sound as a dollar; 15.1 Jj hands high,
and weighs l<>00 pound*; he is one of the finest-formed horses for great speed in the land : has the same level
bead and intelligence that hlw half-brother. Guide, 2:164, bas. Deiwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor. Slamboul, 2;07'5: he has two crosses of American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul. 2:07'- ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17. and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:18"\i- combining altogether the same blood lines that lay In
he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Cousin Jof,
2:20'4, being a full brother to the dam Jo f Sable Wilkes. 2:18, sire of Freedom. 2:29^, Sabiedale, 2:1(

others better than 2:3«. Delwin's colts all show the trot out of any kind of mare*.
TERMS $40. with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at |3 per month, but will not be re-

sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Deiwin. the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per 3. P. R. R,, via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE ob SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danrille, Cal.
Delwf n is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,
as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasantcn.

Record, 2:14f

SERVICE FEE (With usual return privilege*, payable at end of Season .. 8 too

m* T) T f\ was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut In color, stands l.V.2 l

v hands and In conformation,n DH' disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will eel a mark
2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14V, was made In bis second race ou the turf and is no mark of bis
speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashlonahlv.hnil stalllonsl In
America. He Is bv Chas. Derby (record 220 In sixth beat?, brother to stelneer. 2:29'-... by Stelnwsy; dam iWttia,
sister to Bavard Wilkes i record 2:15 In a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 2:21: s*-c>nd dam Baroena <dam or
Alaric, sire o'f Victor B., 2:20^), by Bayard 53 ( record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard. 2:12'.. on half mile track and 15
others In list): third dam Blandlna.dam of six producing sires. Including Swlgeft and King Rene . by Mam-
brino Chief 11: fourth dam, Burch Mare 'dam of Rosalind. 2:21 M, and Donald, 2:27 1. bv Parker1

* Brown Pilot,

Hire of Kophronla, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by sMnway. dam Knty 0..dam Of twi

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Malom- (grandam of Maud C, 2:l'.<, by Niagara sin- of Fairmont
third dam Fanny Wlckham, the great twenty-mile trotter, bv Imp. llerald.oi.it of a daughter of imp. Truth-**,

etc. The great 'brofKimares Katv G.. Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Hutch
Mare, Ladv Waltermire and Fanny G-, great grandam of Palo Alto, 23Wt,, appear In thl-> pedigree, bealdes Mich
slresas Electioneer, Stelnwav, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patch-Mi, Ilatnbletonlan 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11. and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY •& RICHARDS. Owner*. .... PLEA-vWTOV CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage |5 per month.

("Vermont Hero Hi
GFN. KNOX 140, 2:31 1« •<

Sire of 16 trotters and 21 (Dam of Searcher
siresof 32 and 14 dams of
14 In the list. (

Mambrino Chief II

LADV THORN*, 2:18H •{

SIstertoMamb.patcheno.1
) ( Rhodes Mare.byGano

and grandam of Pattl,

2:24. /Hambletonian 10

f ABDALLAH 15

I Sire of 6 trotters and 13 (Katy Darling
4-... < sires of 106 and 22 dams
2:20 of 27 In th list. (AbdallUi 1

andunder.and won more '.OLD AB. 2sW •

money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. (Un traced

trotter that ever lived.
Abdallab 1

HAMBLETONIAN 10„ -

Mreof 41 trotters and 119 I, Chat* Kent Mare
Kathleen;^ 259!-i JAY GOULD 191 i

sires of 783. aDd 63 dams
rebolla .. 2:29 V j

.Record 2:20!^: trial 2:19^'. of 72 in the 2:30 list.
t
' American Star 14

SireofPlxlev.2:16: Adefe .LADY SANFORD - -

Gould, 2:19: King Phllln, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; (Old Sorrel, by Exton
2:21: Alladin, 2:26'-*.: An- AHieK.,2:29H-: Lizzie K., Eclipse
Honla, 2:274; Dude, 2:27 S. 2dOJ$: Nannie K. ,250V- (Vermont Black Hawk 5

Dundee.2r28.and It others ETHAN ALLEN H, 2 Zfi

In 2:80 list

WILDIDLE
1 In* Gr.-m Son nl liiip. Australian and the

Turf Uueen, Idlenlld, by Lexington),

SIRB OF

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,

ELLA DOANE, MAY D.. NOMAD
and a host of other i.igh-c)a*>$ winners,

TOGKTIIKK WITH

to i'.- bdle, -'-I
.

TIDA record2 >
ler to Lc Blonde, trial

2:21. record - '

And 2:15 with matt-: sire (Messenger Mar-
of 6 trotters and 19 sires
of 71, and 14 dams of 15. -'Abdullah l

DAUGHTER OF
' meed

DESCRIPTION.
BOODLE Lncoloi la a seal brown; standi 18 bands mid weighs 1.100 i ads. He haa splendid llml

disposition, and la. In (act, a perfect horse in every respect. He ! only seven years of age, and bas do! been bred
to many rimres, ye! all ol *ow that they arc destined to be great performer?, in " IDLE
bandied fur tspeed until very late last year, and many who saw hlio get his record believe be will trot below 2:20

tola year TKRMH. *»»>» for xHE ^k\-uv. with tbt usual returnprivilege. Excellent care taken ol

marts, but no responsibility assumed /or m..ui--iii- or eacspei C \. JsT01'HTO.> djt CIL, Onu'-r»,

MONDAY FINAL,
son of Monday nnd l.ottlc J., by WHdldle,

Will Makk tiik Season of 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM.
Santa Clara, Cai.

WILDIDLE limited to 10 mitres -£2M» lurlhem-aaon

MONDAY FINAL ' » " 7.%

Pasturage and best of care takun of inarif
l

month, but no responsibility n-

Honey to b+- paid ajhvn mare la aerved, and
in ull cu*es belon> removal of mare from farm. Vvi
further particulars address II. t'. Jl DSOP)

Bpi ;tt
v
j, Santa Oun» Cal

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2.17 3-4.

J3TT AT*JTTiTR <->,

Flrel dam. Lucy Palchen. hy (Joo. M. r«tcljrn. Jr.

.lulu. Fanny Itntubi.m by AmrrlCKii Boy, Jr.

Third dftm, PDHi by Lanr.-, thoroughbred.

WILL STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

—AT THE

—

Oakland Trotting Park.

IKK In.li In Vdvamr .

Return privilege season of is»\ ir horsvia inbUttetand

bus nam i' OWI

Maxel i
i»-s requli^il.

BEN WRIGHT,
OaKlaoa Trottiop Park
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T ^.rtnv^t.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK

FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,

( )r to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14.341

KTEIWVVY 1,808
Sin- of

\\\ Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10

Caesar ..2:16

Sirathwav 2:19

Chan Derby ...2:20

(Sireot Diablo
2H»4

'|

Lillvt' 2:20*
Baden - S;3H<
Sleineer 2:29»
OtssWv 2:30

and of Hie dam-* of
M-mic. 2:19: Pat
Delmiey, -:-, '_>:

Ally Sloner 2:28:

Stonewall, 2:2814'

a»d Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

R\TV a
Dam of ChaR. Der-
bv, 230 Blre nf

Diablo [8 .'2:11 4 i

STRATIIMORE 408, by
HatnbletonianlO

Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 in the list.

ABBESS, hy Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25*,'

;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam "f 3 in the list:

and Vlvette, dam of
Stouer Boy, 2:26!.$.

ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambleionian 10

Sire ofSn-ol,2:08'4 ; Palo
Alto, 2:089$: and IT
others in 2:30 list, etc.

etc.

FANNY MA LONE.
Nlaarara rsire ot Fair-
m«tnni, 2:22'^ I

Grandaru ofMaudC.
To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—PTRINRER is about Ifi hands in

helirhi and weighs 0)0 poinuis. He is a grandly-finish-

ed well-buliinc-d and blond-like looking horse. He has

a neatlv-lormed head. Hue neck attached to well-

hlnped and powerflilly-mtlSCled shoulders: good length

Of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling and broad

bios: npen, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full

Wltft ni. .st excellent feet and lees. H" is a clean- eaited

(roller and carries himselt with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF

1803, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBART STOCK FARM

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallioD, 16 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37^: three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22^; five-year-oid record, 2:16?^.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT 3150 FOR THE SEASON,
Season to close June 1, 1833, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares uot proving to

he in foal Sliver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
8H.0O0. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this spring. We had three of tbem, and two or these ore sureto be
fast trotters. The only ore we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time 2:56 l

s>

uood pasturage at $5. Wares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS DUE ON OK BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE.

SAN MATEO.

Service Fee, $75

with usual return privilege.

flare taken of mares In any manner desired and excel

lent pattiuraoe al reasonable rate*. Themany Improve-
dii thl* maenlflceni (arm make It th» most de-

sirable placv in this Stale r»ir keeping horses. Mares
can Ih* anlnpi the care to Ban Mateo, where they

I for by

K O'GRADY, Manager
A. B. I3I>.\ZILK8. Owner, 1122 O'Farr.ll st.s. p.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares,

Alexander Button 1997,
Fin R-1 BAB-OLn RBCOBD, S:M 1-2.

Sir.. I

Ma<
t. ,

i
cloubli '' tbe I

'">
i und Volo

12: Tom llydei pi, 3 i;
\ Belle Button

III .| , ,.-i M ! 1:20 i: M «. •::!'
t . ; l,m\v

.
i

i
'..; Man. I »'..

| Ui< i are race recordi ; no tin

lie) andei B ) Uei an
'

:

.
i

>, b) N'apn Hattler ; 1
1 c I

i, by i ifipnerbottoiii. Aloxan*
; i odd, 2 24; [Vollle

i n cord 2-27,
1 una, sir*" of dam

.1 I
;...,...

i

anrl i,i in.i

for Hi lug Oil

Hveri u'-rlo ni- r wired i>\ \ exnnder Button i-

iiui iirniii-*!'. ii-i.imI iii.i"- i.i tii- lima thai were
bred %» mallei what man wa« Iired la even
roll ir.Hiii'v.t sdalf« u old Irol frst.

ri.i(tl-> -in » i-iMt l ill. BEA80K.
. ..i . m I

III [,. o\

m< and
.
I'll! Ii.

>

'

W1U | ,, i, hli ii i iiuuiod

about i

,
,

i i
,

..',,

nt io Vido in to*- i

'"'«;. W, WOODARD. Proprietor.
. ,

.. i „i

I
EL MAHDI 3232

Record, 2:25 1-4
sire of

Fulauo .31 2:23 '.4

El Flora (p) 2:18)4

ONWARD 1411, 2:25'*

Sire of
Nellie Mason 2:14

Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boa?. 2:173s
Houri 2:17

Mikegan 2:19^'

Susette 2:18*4
WhadelaudOnward2:18 l

2
And 57 others in the list

with an average of
2:i3,*

I. LADY BUNKER
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2:15M
(Sire of 30 in the list), I

and
William L

(Sire of Axtell(3),2:12)

I
GEORGE WILKES 519, lz\

Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 8-1

sires and 61 dams of 2:30

J
trotters

I

Humbletoniau 10

i Dolly spanker

DOLLY
Dam ol

Director
Thorndale
Czarina
Onward
MAMBRINO PATCH EN 58

Sire of
Kate Middlelon 2:23
i ady-Stout 2:20?:

And 17 others in 2:i0 INl

,
MambriuoChiefll

I Fanny
by Ken Franklin

Manibr.no Chief 1

{ Rode:

LADY DUNN..
Dam of

JoeBunker

EUYPTIEWE, 2:1
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

MAMBRINO KING 1279
Sire of

Mocking Bird 2:16¥
Pri"ce .Regent 2:16'.,

Nightingale 2:10 K
Nettie King 2:20J4
Excellence 2:22'-y

Amy King 2:22££
Heir-at-Law 2:20 !*

And 20 other 2:30 per-
formers

f
MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58

."-ire of the dams ot
Alcyone 2:23

Guy Wilkes 2:15)4
Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 90 others in the list

BY EDWIN FwRRKST 49.
Sire of

Billy Hoskins 2:261$
Champagne 2:30

I

American Star 14

( Captain Roberts
mare

(Mambrino Chief 11

1 Rodes t

(Bay Kentucky
-! Hunter
(Doll

by Highlander

Abdallah 1

HAMBLKTONIAN 10

Sire of ( Chas. Kent mare
40 trotters in 2:30. including
Dexter Prince 2:17J$
Nettie 2:18
Orange 2:20 fGolddUstl50
DAUGHTER OP

\Graudam ot (Daughter ot imp.
Justina 2:20 Glencoe,etc.
Glendennis 2:17M

BAY HAMBLETONI AN
Dam ot

Egyptienne 2:18

Henrietta 2:17
Fulano 2:23M

Grandam of
Norway isireofNor-

nelte, 2:30)

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEX MARES OF APPROVED BREEDING. FRB $75.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION— Mark bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; tlue mane and tail, good lens and feet. I consider him worthy ol his royal breeding. He w»s not broken
unlit August 15th, 1892, Ha 1 nought him at Lexington, Ky.,nn>i was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. Hi* gait is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make me
itilnk him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in toe .list If I wanted to this season, hut no "tin-cup" record
lor me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from ,nie, and I will allow you lo
be Hie judge. Addre-sail communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpuas, Cal.
WILLIAMS <& MOHKHOISE. Owners.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id fourth Heat.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

("Hambletonian 10

(TJICTATOK 113 \
The k"* 0t ""= "0MaS WOrld

Sire or the fastest double-galted horse CuB *, by American Star M
In the world Ia£^e-See, 2:10 D • 'f Dexter. 2:17*; Aim.,
grand sire t,t tbe queen of the tuit, „ „R ,. . Afl i nr in o-mu
Nancy Ilanks, 2:04, and Is sire of 35 .m^CbSno Chikf It

*

DOI I Y l
Slre 0f M BlreS

Dam ol Onward, 2:2SJi ; Thorndale,
2:22)4 ; Czarina, 2:21; Director, 2:17

0) r'DIRKCTOR 2.17
O Sire of

Direct
Directum 13)
Evangeline..
Margaret S.
WaldBtelu....
Stella C
and 12 other
tens

2:05 '-j

'J : 1 I

'

,

2:11*
J: l-..
-:-',
2:26
) trotr

(.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
Abdallah Matnbrlno3715

(Hawblktonian 18
Sire of MlDtheltat

GBKKN MOUNTAIN MAH»

iVELLV \V
i Died at 4 years)

watdBieln was her
only foal

and 130 others in tbe list

BISTER
Dam of Bonanza. 2:19 !£: Albert W.
2:20; Vixen, dam ol Vlda Whites,
2: i h 1

., , aud Sabledale, 2:16)6

Dam oi 8 in the list

/John Nilson- 187
Sire of 4 and the damn of 8 In 2:3u

•\ list

Ma«k
Dam of Aurora, 2:27, and grandam
of 4 in the list

Ll/ll nCTCIU was foaled In 1886; in color, he Is a dark shade ol brown with two white coronets; Btands 15J<
W GLUO I tin bands und weighs 1100 lbs. He Is one of tbP handsomest aud most p.-rfeetly iormed stallions. In

ii. ill . n in* Ini.'iilKt'i.i hiad, w.'ll-sliaped neck, strong BhoulderB, short back, powprful loins, heavy <iuar-

tern well-shaped barrel, heavy, mu&cular Bllflea and armn, clean, Btralgbt, strong knees and hocks, ebori canuon
ii in* excellent |niM.<rnH«nii feet hi oncecommeud blin to the observer as a representative trotting horse. In

rjl lIuq beta multlPBB, belDgklnd, gentle and level-beaded, iilsgait is perfection, aud his raws during his

, , , i ir track ably demonstrate the ifame qualities which he posesses. Ills breeding cannot be sur-

uivwd. Hi- In the only noil of I -lieetor mil ol an Electioneer niareBUtndlngfbr service. Of his sire, can any
more pnilhe be wild than ilial his cuiw and daughters prove more senwatlonal every year, and the races won bj
Hlreclor, Bvangollne, Direct, Margaret S. and thereat stump him as one of the moat prepotent BlresT Wald
Hteln'sdam ts by tbe Immortal t- lecil rout <<i t*lBler(dam of Albert W,,2:20,thb aire of Little Albert, 2;io^(, ih«

gameat troueraeen In 1802, and Vixen, the only mare that baa a two-year-old and a three-year-old with reeordi

lower l ban 2:19>, Waldr-oln'ii third diun was the in us l.u u mare,..in- of the greatest mares that ever came
i.. i ulir.iriitii. Slie WSJ nisi, a ureal brood mare. Waidsieln haw four yenrlings that have records; one has a re-

, ,,i.| ..| : ;,r , anol] 1:06, a her 8:00 and tbe Other 8:08. AIIIiIhchILi are natnml trotters, perfect In lorm,
, ( ,il,i ni i nir,

i km. i Y.i v iii rone h built. Waldnii'ln cannot help being one of the greatest of sires. To tbe student
..i breeding, < formation and quality he hum the ideal.

(,'LBl/IPC TCC CCfl <"hh uhiiul return privilege), for the s*eason commencing February 1st and ending
OLnilur. I LL, «DU JuaoUOUi. No rvapotmlbllliy auumetl for aeeldents or escapes, but the best of cue
inken of mama. Addrass U. H. UOUOBOOM. Waedland, Cal.

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Days Each Week, at
San Jose Race Track 2 Days, and at

FisDer's itnu.-h. Coyote, Santi
Clara County, 2 Days, from

Feb. lOfh to June 1st.

MERRIWA.
HARENA
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And so on to the nineteenth dam.
MERRIWA is a magnificent black horse, standing

15.3 hands, bred in 18mJ by Frank Reynolds, of Tocal.
Vide Australian Stud Book, Vol. IV., iollo 153 By
Goldsbrough Irom Habena, by Yatterdou from Athol-
ine, by Blair Athol from Habena (winner of 1000
Guineas in England., by Irish Hirdcatcher Irom 'I h*
Bridle, by The Saddler from Mooneda, bv I aurus, from
Muna, by Partisan. Jlerriwa is undoubtedly a very
fast horse and through an accident which rendered hLs
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace by winning. Heis des-
cended from one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst othur races, the

A. J. C.st. Leger Huwkesbury Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles ; aae, five years ;

weight, 128 pounds; time, three minute-*, tbirty-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that lime.
Goldsbrough had produced up to I8y3 220 winners in

the colonies.
Among the winners by Goldsbrough are the follow-

ing : The Broker (winner Normandv Stakes and V.
K. C. Sires' Produce Stakes and Adelaide St. Leger)
Morpeth (winner Taltersall's Cup, Anniversarv Handi-
cap and Australian Cupj, Impulse <\vuu Wagga Gold
Cup ), Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cup), Sorella, Melos
(A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. B.C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian (Tat;ersaH"s Spring Handicap, Syd-
ney Handidp, &c ), Cardigan iwinner Taltersall's
Foal Stakes, Huwkesbury Grand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &C.J, Devotion, Merriment t winner Tramway
Handicap and Huwkesbury Guineas), Ellerdale (win-
ner Taltersall's Cup and Hawkesburv Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gift) Keilh
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Kose Hill
Handicap, &C.), The Orphan. Albina, Jettison, Manola,
Cardoness, Kilmore, (winner Royal stakes), &c, &c
Atholine, the grandam of Merriwa, produced

Habena (dam of Merriwaj and Narina. both winnei-s of
Maribyrnong Plate. Geraldine and Humingtower each
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Athol-
ine's stock have performed with pneuomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate.

TERMS - - SuO FOR THE SKASO.V
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at $5 per
month. Mares cared lor in any manner owners may
desire and fed on hay or grain, eilher or both, at rea-
sonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidenis
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THUS. ii. JOVKS, Agent.
„ „ Oakland Race Track,
Or Care San Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Young Fashion

Fashion Monarch

F

Hurrah (lmp, f

Jovial Newmlnitei

o a

IS

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, hy Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony : eighth dam, by Imp. Jamie; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, bv SUvereye
eleventh dam, by 'Spanker. (.See Brace's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.
H C.RRAH, sire of Three Cheers, prodaced the

great, winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaquita, uhlo Loy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Meduaa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hosrage, Lady Miadleton and
many othere.
NEWMINSTER, grandslreof Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaeter In 1851. His dam, BESS-
WTNQ, was the winner of fittv-fonr ruces oat of six-
ty-four starts, among tnem being the DoncaBter Cop
or 1^37, 1840, 184t and i-t-i '. the onlv horse that ever
accomj'J^shed that remarkable feat. Her sire mi
Dlt. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS com lnes, it addition to the

above, the great siral^a of Bay Middleton (winner of
English Derby, St. Leger aud Two Thousand Uuin
eaB) aud the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOUCHSTONE, imp. TRUSTEE, EMILIUS
andSIRCHARLES.
As can be seen by the above, Thrre Cheers 1b bred

In the speedleBt and stouteet lines. _ His dam, Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the on);
horse that ever beat Asteroid a heat), Liverpool
Columbia and Konnle Rate, the dam of Little Butter

lit
Ol,

cap and the flying Bonnie Lizzie. H1b grandam.
Fashion was the g reateet race mare of her era.de-
featingBoBtontnthat hleto leal match at four-mllo
heats that la recorded aa one of the greatest tvents

-

in the annalB of the turf.
THREE CHEERSisabeautifal bay In color, per.

fertly sound in wind and limb, bis family on both
sides being noted for-thelr exemption from curbs,
spavins, roaring or any other beredltarv unsound.
ness. Horsemen who can i ppreclate the highest
typeofthe thoroaghbred are especially Invited to la- .

epect Three Cheers. He has already sired the
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
a Nil THEY 6PEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seveiity-flvi. Hollars for tbe Season.

Good pasturage at S5 per month. Mares cared for
in any manner owners may desire and fed on nay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable rates,
bat competent cmnruB employed, hut t

slilty assumed for occldenti nree.c*pua

None
ponsl-
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DIGTATUS
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February lat

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM.
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEB FOB THE SEASON $100
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares.)

i/lU lnlUO
tsire of 88 in the jjg^ . dam> MlS3 LoLLIEj by DICTATOR 133 (sire o(

Jav-Eye-Sek, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29£, and grandam of Hill Bot

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4i3 (sire of Maad S., 2:03}, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07$); fourth

dam, Eniily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen -58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snows'.orm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks fur itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 1G

through his greatest sires—GEO. "WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. Hi.*

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this '"'oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Further Particulars Address

Belmont Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmont, San Mateo County, Cai,

OAKWOOD PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 b-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD. Fonr-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKKT, Five-Year-Oil Record, 2:10.
CIslR. G-Year-Old Record, 2:16 1-2. STrtA I'll WAY, 6- Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY. .1 • ^ car-Old Record. 2:20 In Sixth Heal.

LILLY L'.. 7-Year-Old KecorJ, 2:20 1-4. BADBN, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24 3 1

STKl.VKKK. 3- Year-Old Record. 2:29 1-2. CA88IDY, 7-Year-0ld Record, 2:30.

(ALL IN RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD «'., 2:19; BAROYS I'EI.V,. (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SI.OPER. 2:28.

PAT DELAVKY. 2:27 1-4, and BOURBON RDSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOB THE SEASON *150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OF

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record- _ 2:14 3-4
(Son of »TEI\WAY,dara RATY «... by ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON W50

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son or RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son or CLOVI8. dam bv WOODPORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON 850

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, CaL, per 8, P. R. R..

via Martinez H est of care given, bat no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage $5 per
month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Ctoir> Costa County, Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Red Wixkes 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 id

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26*; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 696S as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being

16 hands, 1,400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-

pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and developer of

many noted horses, Burh as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

a

O

DIRECTOR, 2:17 _
Sire of Direct..2:05j

Directum (3)...2:ll}

Evangeline 2:11 f

Margaret S 2:12?
Waldslein 2:22}
Stella C 2:251

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENS
Dam of

Delwin 2:26!

Guide 2:16}

WHl make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS BANCS, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUI DK is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of tine form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
C
Hamblet«oian 10

DICTATOR 113 i Sire of 40 in • he list.

Sire of 32 trotters and [ Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and IS sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief U
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24)
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 i Sire of SO sires.

Sire of ( Lady Kallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:1:61 Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26*

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF j

Great sir- of broodmares.
i. Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the ahove pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON -

Usual return privilege.

$ 100

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. "He is

perfect tn conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1S93, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19?, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Ham Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:171, by
L'aichen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:191, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ 50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, hut no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRY MAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH 42 Hood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa. Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

S10CRATES 99

Hahi-obd, Tdxake Cocsty, Cax.

FRED FOSTER,

SIRED ZBTT

LANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THE

SEASOIV OF9 X893,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SAJtf MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrates stands 16:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautiful

shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California.

His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc , apply to

K O'GRADY
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. fAL
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To take Place FEBRUARY 27th, Conducted by the

TATTERSALL-FASIG OOIUEDP-AJXT-'Sr.

OXJE3 _
\7

_E!XJ-A.3SrX5 5 OHIO..
AT WHICH TIME WILL BE SOLD

«I331STE37ir ^TTO, 2:19 3-4,

AT 11 YEARS OF AGE lip ,

:

"

Sidney Has
26 IN THE LIST.H

liisiii
[inIII ill ':;,.::':„

THE ItREATEaT SIBE OF EARLY A\n
EXTREME SPKEn ll\' THK WOBI,".

"j^iiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiil'iii ill
II mllil -::.,.,:

I; !

.|ii.i:- m'U' ,'
;

riirriirtW llfiHI H

Averages 24 Five Years and Under.

YEARLINGS.

FaustA (champion for 1S91) 2:22^'

Frou-Frou (champion still) 2:25M

Average 2:24

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Sid Fleet 2:26«

Highland Lass 2:27M

Average 2.26 7-20

THREE-YEAR-OLDS.

Faustina 2:143f

Sldwood 2:18

Birdie 2:24

Kilty B 2:26H

Grace B 2:29!*

Average. 2:22 9-10 |j

FOTJB-YEAR-OLDS. •

Gold Leaf 2:ll>i

Longwortb - 2:19

Duchess 2:18

Judge G. 2:21K

Maggie McDowell 2:21

Sedina 2:28K

Serena

Average Ik 2:212-5

FIVE-YEAR-OLDS.

Adonis 2:11,«

Thistle 2:14

Cupid 2:1S

Lady H 2:18

Sister V 2:18K

Hnmmer 2:18«
l||l||i||ft|ni3iilP

:!

III I'l

F1W ^ IIP

Immense Earning Capacity

GREAT. HORSE!
At the time of the death of Mr. Valensin,

Sidney was under a three years' contract with

W. C. France, by the conditions of which the

latter gentleman was to pay $20,000 per year

HI with a contingent additional payment of $5,-

000 per year. This contract, by its conditions,

|l| li terminated on the death of Mr. Valensin; but

HP that astute breeder, W.C.France, promptly

Hhiijijlj Sered the Executors to renew it under the

HI -same conditions, thus showing the immense

: ij|j| earning capacity of this great sire.

Average .

Seven Grr&BLt Sidney Youngsters to "toe sold.
BAY FILLY FOALED 1890. BAY FILLY FOALED 1891. CHESTNUT COLT FOALED 1891.

FROU-FROU {^'
r

7'
2:1°*'

f
Buccaneer 2656

.2:2514) "'bam of \ Mahaska,,Belle
Memo 22QJ<

(trial 3 years)

FAUSTISSIM&{
Sidney, 2:19tf

Faustina. ..

Dam
Fauate (l)...2fl2«

FaustlnoC3 )2 l-iaj

CCn

of tby

Crown Point, 2:24

A. W. Richmond 16871

ODDFELLOVC™*
(Miss V C

Valensin 12 049 (3) 2:23

(.Lightfoot,2:35
Damot

Pride, 2-year-old 2:32J*J

Pearl 2$2&£

BAY FILLY FOALED 1890—PACING.

FAUSTA < Crown Point 234

(•'•22V1 ' Faustina J
(i.iz») Dam of (By A. W. Richmond 1687

Champion year. Faustlno, 2:14%
ling pacer 1891

BAY COLT FOALED 189L

ninunUT I Sidney, 2:19s<

SIDMONT •'

, , f
Flaxtail8l32

t. Fernleaf ->

Dam of (Fanny Fern
Gold Leaf, 2:11',

Thislle, 2:14
Shamrock, (2) 2:25

BAY COLT FOALED 1890.

... - ift (Sidney, 2:19*t

RED SO fRedrsVilkeal749Mb
I Florence Wilkes... .1

I By CurtlHTlambleLonlan 639
third dam by Pilot Jr.

BAY FLLLY FOALED 1891.

SANS SOUCI
Trial <l)2:31>~

(-Sidney. 2:193<

iMlssRoy
( Buccaneer 265C

' lElla Roy
Dam of

Allen Roy, 2:17 s:

Sanders. 2:29',

\ Sire of Crown Point, 2:24; Grade S., 2:22, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

(.ST BT"

Consignment from the ESTATE JAS. P. KERR
*-+ --» /m. *4S' raart tr^r-^ "1 « f

SIDNEY, 2:19}GORLA-OIC, 2:291<2
,
speculations

Xhll mew il five years "Id and with but little training I MARGUERITE
seourcd a record of MMJ. (.STB THOROUGHBRED

Other Oalifomla, Oouslgnments Solicited.
California Breeders who have First-Class Stock for sale are offered an opportunity of making: ent-ies at this sale, but will have to

atterjd to the matter immediately so that sufficient time may be allowed for oatalogruaiosr and advertising. Only a limited number of
approved animals will be received.

Lists open for the sales at LEXINGTON. CLEVELAND. CHICAGO and NEW YORK Limit rapidly being filled.

Address WM. B. FASIG, Manager Trotting Department,
Tattersalls Companies, Seventh Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New York.
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KENNRL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.
Nine Punpl^s, colors b, band w and land w, by A..W.

Bruner's black Pape Pointer Nig, of Riverside, Cal., ami
Jfeoi Kan Koo -AmyrlUls) , bred by E. K. Benchly ol

Los Angeles. Reference, either ofthe above Gentlemen.
These puppies guaranteed 10 be natural hunters and
best stock in the State. Price, Dots, $25, Bitches, $10.

Address A. ». KKAMZ,
~:ui Bernardino. OrI.

^efore. After.

Whj Let Your Neighbor
be more progressive than you.

Remove all puffs aud swellings with ARSORBIiYE.
Send $2.00 for large bottle, or $1.00 for trial bottle by

mail. \V. F. YOUNG,
ilerideu, Ct.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
lior.se or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
^^i^ 11358 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 111.^

J. O'RAIVE, A«ent I'nciflc Coant,
76T Market street, Sau Francisco.

THE McMDRRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

I

Marion, Ohio,

U. 8. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write tor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST., S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S *

Training, Speeding and
Combination Carts

TAKE THE LEAD.
tiy latest patent on my carts is May 31st, 1892. No.

175,974.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

"They are the lightest and strongest and are made from
the best selected meterlal. Nothing hut the Dalzel]
Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle made
They are the lightest running, hold the oil the longest'
and no dust can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and combination cart" superior to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

ibis speeding cart.
In ordering carts please state size of axle and height

ot wheels.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

H, C. Shaw Plow Works, agent, Stockton, Col.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

nil. A CART.

We are the
j
FROUFROU,

Sole Agents for
2i25 1-4

San Francisco
I In a race to

Sachamknto.
j rill.'/, CART.

S.F. |BAKE ft & HAMILTON} Sacto

The- "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
(Is the BEST in the

Market.

ABSORBING
"Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, throughoutpln and aU puffs
and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In
yours? Price, S3 per bottle.
Put up by W. P. YOUNG,

Merlden, Colin.

LARGEST STOCK OP3

W W GREENER, PARKERJBROS, L. C SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT,

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
UIIIVII HOTEL BLOCK.

SE.\D FOB CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Go.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods

CATALOGUES.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKBB BROS., Makers, Meriden, Oonn.

New Yoke Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ABE TOUR DEALEB FOB THEM.

Mnd for Illustrated « itilo^m

=— M iWOTAOTPBID »-> —
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

--•• *--^*<«kwu ra. |. 4 Pulton. N. ?.

Call and see them. Just what y

Preston's Fence wire!
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
ThoONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. YrryviMMr. t^urrio SlorU Impotmlble*
ttadeof No. 13 SPRING fSTtKLWIro gaJvar.ll £.

Will not nag or brrnk. Nearly double the si .
• i« 1 1.

of any other. Requires no slays. Runs uhoui 16 feet

to the pound, tS~ Cued by leadlnc Breeder*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economics.

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville. N.V.
or address SCHODER. JOHNSON & CO.. Loa Angolas Cal.

BAWloi BKub honlJ Wi&JMu UO., Ban fr'rancuoo, Oal. „«i» I

Easily end quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It : U
he does not keep It, write for sample and price.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under this heading 50 cents per line Dermonth. *^

HORSES AND OAJTLB.

3AVSWATER STOCK F
J",

,?

!

V hr"" """>«> «"d mare.UMIonMILIl UlUUn. oflhls noted breed forsalc at a
largaln, or will exchange for
IIEIXI.K.V, San Jose. Cal.

entile. Address

SOOTHER FIRM £,
ou,lg

,

**"*>«* stock for saleouuintn mnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age Address SOUTHKK FARM, GILBERT fOMPKIIss, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. IT^m?*
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus andGalloway cattle. Youngslock of above breeds on oand
ror sale. W arranted to be pure bred, recorded and sver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakn-Md
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND RREEDING FARM. ^OTff'iS?
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17S, Homestake, 2:16«, etc).
Sires—Alcona 730 'sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clav Duke
2:29, AJeona Jr., 2:24, grandslre of Silas sklnnet, 2:17):
GrandLsslmo, 2:271, (full brollie- to Grandee, tbree-year-
old record 2:23)4). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale: Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SL Helena

PETER SAKE & SON J;'';
k HouB* 8an Francisco,

I LI Lll OHAL a 01111, Cal.-Importers and Breeders
tor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds'"'
Catalogues. F. H.

registered Berkshlreswlne.
BURKE. 636 Market SL, S. F. '

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. P.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL Lli\B OF FISHI.XU TACKLE

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
O-Orders by mall receive prompt attention

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

i;l I .tl.M-. FROM 1 til li M \\ .111. \l 1 11.

IT'S IMMKM-K!
VOC'LL 111. DKI.n.li l l ii

From No. 1 to No. 6 so cents per copy
From No. 7 to end 75 " '•

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS VBAR.
It is published seml-mouthly during the racing season

and Is out £10 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Rrokdwnv. %*•** York 4'1tr.

ADVERTISING IN* EXt.LANli.

EUROPEAN CONTINENT, ETC.

iDVERTlBlNG AjQENCY, LTD,
Capital 1250.000. H-nry Sell, tfaDacer, n-dtior and

founder of "Sell's World's Fn
Full particulars regarding British or EtmpflUl

Advertising, sample papers, nttes. etc, al tin? London
Olllce, 167-lfis Fleet street, or at

NK\v YORK flFFR K. 21 Park Row.Omnml floor.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules arc superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f~~s.
I Cubebs and Injections.

(/|\IDY J

j They cure in48 hours the \^_s
I same diseases without anyincon-

Iveniencc, SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

ii, t ),,h\ iilli. Ml*
vi!,. !.,:..

I
., r, i if- ni.,1 ,11. - •

J

•

/ J
' <*. in-ti[-.-iti. n, dyi i

*

Urcr troulilcii. (Ivncntrrr. biwl cun-J
plp^oti,dlnlnef«,olTonmrc breath T
and nil dim rd ' iftch.;

#Uvcr and bowelj. Ono tnlmlo t-i\-

• lief. Take one n( mral time. Si.MI.t l-nn-

• trln] bottto wnt hrranlli'i. '« *

• RIPAN8rWKMlOAl.ro.. 10Hpruc«St.. Nl-w York (
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THK DO.XAHLK BROAD-UAUtiK HOtTB.

COMMENCING STJN1>AY, NOV. 20, 1892, AJ.D un-

til flutter notice, boaisund trains will leave ironi and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

f^^a^ranci.co for point tiburon,
belvedere and san rafael.

Week Days—7.40, 9J», ll.40a.rn.; 3. 30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.

Saturdays only—An extra trip at l.M p.m.

Sundays—«.0O,9.S0, U.OOa.m.; 1.30. 3.30, 5.00, b.20p.m^

FROM BAN RAFAEL FOR SAX FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6^5, 7.55, 9.30 a. m.; 12.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
siiu.lavs-a.iii.'sMu. 11-10 tun.; 1.40, UIL&00, IBjMf.
FROM POLN'r TIBI-RON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6.50, s.2o. 9.55, a-m.: 1.40. 4.a5, 5.35 p.m.

- 1 Inly—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.

Bundays—8w40, lO.OS, M.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.5a p.m.

ijavo 1 „ Arrive
San Francisco. 1

0«™™«
| San Francico.

Week
DAYS

BUH-
DAYB

1 Sun-
| DAYS

Week
days

7:40 a M
8:30 e u
5:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 pm

8:50 am
10:3^ a m
6:10 pm

7:40 a m
3:30 p,m

8:00 am

Fulton,
Windsor, 1

Healdsburg, 1

LUtou Springs, 7:30 P m
Cloverdale
and way I

stations 1

10:30 A M
6:10 p m

7:40 am 3:00 am
Hoplaud

and 7:30 P M
Ukiah. 1

6:10 P M

7:40 a m 1 8:00 a m
8:30 pm

1

Guerneville. 1 7:30 pm 10:30 A M
6:10 P M

7:40 am! 8:00 am
5:05 p M |

5:00 p M
Sonoma and 1 10:40 a m
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 pm

8:50 am
6:10 PM

7:40 am I 8:00 am
3:30 pm [ 5:00 PM

SebastopoL 1 10:40 a
| 6:05 P

10:30 A M
6:10 p M

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;

at GevserviUe for iSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
Qualalaand Point Arena; at Cloverdale for tbe Geysers;

at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeport and Bartlett Springs; at Hopland.for Lake-
port and Bart let l Springs; at Ukiali for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, YVMliis, Cab to, Menducino City, Fort
Eru-'i;. \\v.-t|>i.>t-[. Usui, Hvdesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, *2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
•3.40; to Cloverdale, f4.50; to Hopland,?5.70; to Ukiah,
16.75; to Sebastopol, fl"0; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, *1.50: to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma, $1 ; toSanta Rosa, $1.50; to Healdsburg, $2.25;

to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to

Sebastopol, $1.80:to Guernerville, $2.50, to Sonoma, $1; to

Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.
Ticket offices at Ferry, Sfi Montgomery Si reel, and ?.

New Montgnmerv Rtrpot.

Rules and Regulations
—or THU—

NATIOKTAL
Trotting Association

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

PBICE BT MAIL,

National Trotting Asa'n Rules - 30o

Blood Horse Rules - 30o

F.r 8»lo at the OBlce of tbe

Breeder and Sportsman,

313 Bush Street, S. F., Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

®tje §5reetf£r axxi> *&povt&maxu [February 18, 1893

-i""t pag» tavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
uperblj illustrated, and explains in every

be remarkable Riiooem .1 < HA IU.KS MARVIN
and mei hods punned m Palo Alto

f, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keen-
rnnd breeding trotters,

' dw aer ->i Bt, Bel, says of
k: "in ibis work Marvin boa )«'t out ai'i tbe

iple and i>iuin Dun
ib& 1 v. iim has any

in take a coll an a yearling and
m.

1 Culle .1 extenl thai colt's
1 01 re ed me '<•

strongly 'i.»i I bavu ordered twenty copies, and «*haii
1

rubber on oar farm."
,

THE BBEEDEB \M> BPORT6MAN,
»!• 3uan Bt,.8an Pmndsao. Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
•JIM, Kl T'l'KIl HTHKK'I K h

Ohoioo Iilctuors
l-HIV MS OPI N VI. I. NKill'l

I M IMIKFI! .t CO

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THK

L0D1 RACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed 11 stall is not used

full month.

Those not renting: stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows: Single horse, $1.50 per month; two or

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton,

and oats at $1 60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee
Ludi, Cal., October 27, 1892.

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine: it strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scou ring,
colic and legswell-
ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bote,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has the beneficial effects ana results of grazing
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milnn cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN

G.KERTELL.MGR.
,623 HOWARD ST

SAN FRANCISCO
CA\--.

»KI OMMKMIKn BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

M»KMl FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

rowliH
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FBAUCISCO.

The most popular s uool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President S. HALEY, Sec'y

aa-Senrt for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse 1 Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

13SO ami 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full Mne of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159

rfl k Go.

Fashion Stables,
22 1 BIX16 STREET.

Thobc-Hi accommodations aflorded for the keeping of

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line 01 Livery stock,
with Bones and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can i>.- left with unitkd carriage CO.'s
AUKNTS,

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARMS, Proprietor.

W cururr Ki-nrny mill IIiihIi Street*.

NAN FRANClbCO,

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent buahieBg conducted Tor

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventora-without

Charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

JK^Thia Company is managed by a combination of

the largest and moat influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect*
lng their subscribers against unscrupulous

and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper

printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company,

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFICIAL RACE PROGRAMMERS,
Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished from the leading asso

ciaiions and public press, colors and numbers furnished

and everything that is requisite to make the work of

compiling programmes readable so tbat the public will

have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our

dates are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we
would be pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately in regard to

their meetings.

STBHN & CO.,
Care Bbeed"er and Sportsman.

LYR0N JAdtSCR,

SSiiS" 625 Sisth St, San Francisco,

Agricultural Implements.
Jackson's Self Feeders ior Threshing-
Machines, Howe Forks, Derricks.

Vineyard Harrows. Steam Derrick
Runs in the Fork Spools, repairs for all kinds of

Ugliteat winds. Farm Machinery, Hav, Hide, Hop
EDtirely relia- aud Wool Presses Steam Engines.'

bte in storms. Threshing Machines, Wind Mills.

BVBftll I'fireiV Dumb Bells, Furniture Castings. All
BltUJii J..UL&J.1, orc)ers fi]|ed promptly at thelowest
San Francisco, market rates-

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTBINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DliMOND, Proprietor. SAJS FBAUCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485. J. It. DICKEY. Prp.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

\VM. WAIiV WRIGHT.
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Go to " 3MT.«,y-©is>'

CALIFORNIA MARKET
FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Samuel Vaixeau. Jas. E. Bkodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steaxu. Printers

..AND DEALERS IN..

l'ool-6eller»' and Book-Makers' Supplies

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BKROK'/., Proprietor,

VETERINARY.

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto
Canada.

Residence and Veteeznaky Infikmaey,
No. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Franciart

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
JW" OPEN DAY AMD MIGHT. -«ft

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operatio
Table on the premises.

M. R. C. V. S., P. E. V. M. B.

VETERIMARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sn

geona, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Vete'rinsir
Medical Society: Graduate of the New Veterinar
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to ih
Board of Health, "for tbe City and County of San Frat
Cisco: Member of the California State Veterinary Bffpf

ical Association,
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, remove-

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1-525 California St., Telephone 66; 5?
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. A. R. Rowat, D.V.S
OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOURS

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO 3.30 P. H

HOSPITAL FOR uOGS
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkia and Polk and Geary and Post Sta)

8A\ FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A NIEF, B. Sc. D, V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon. \

Graduate of the University of the State of Ne\\ Yor>
OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, DV.S.
VeteriDary Surgeon.

820 HOWARD ST., MEAR FOCRTH.
Graduate of the Amer'oan Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of New York, surgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Frpe advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence al
hospital. Telephone, 3306.

DRE.J.CREELY,D.V.S.
510 GOLDEM GATE AVE.. MEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Bus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Mo. 811 HOWARD 6T., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 451

0. D TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHCKJE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

ROUS INJECTION

D
A PERMANENT CURE I

id from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate
cadea ;

guaranteed not to produce Stricture;
no sickening dOBea ; and no inconvenience
or loss of time. Recommended by pbyeic-
ans and sold by all druggists. J. Ferre*.

i
tJUcceeBor to Brou), Phannacien, PariB.

i

*o Athletes, Cyclfsta, Baseball tfc Football fats.

Horse-back riders. Boxers ami Oarsmen;
vrhen you want to ride, run, walk, row, skate

or swim a long distance, USE

ANTI-STIFF

OO

It is a marvelous preparation for Strengthening tbS
Muscular System, with Auli-Stiff there is no faitD
required; <t goes straight for the munc)cs, and you can
elit.it work. It has a peculiarly wanning, comfortiuE

and stimulating effect on all weak or stifl inueclep and
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleaenntin use_

Rub it into the muscles every night for a fortnight, ano
you Mill be pleased at its supporting and strenctheniug
iropertiee. There is not, nor has been, anything like it

411 now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocations and
Liniments, both in Bubftanco and effect. Some Athlete*
are so fond of it tbat they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per Ibox.

Trainers size, $1,00.
6- F0U6ERA & CO.. AGENTS FOR D- S. 30 N. W.LLIAM ST.. K. 1
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DRINK GEYSER TARLE WATER.
.1 PREVENTATIVE OF GERM DISEASES, RECOMMENDED BY LEADING PHYSICIANS.

BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.

:b"e:-\7\7".a.:fl:ej oif* imitations.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE POUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

INCORPORATED

) NEW VORK. CHICAGO
SANFRAMCI5CO

0,c«m*J'Joi/£S &£?

IAYTHI5 BOTTLE ONIT5 5IOEWfiCOOLPlflCEr.

TM5 UflTER ISSUES FROIITREEHRTRflBTilWEmnilRt

OfZIZ'flNOI5THEOHLYWflTEROHMrWriKETT><miS

hS) JDILED INURTURE's LftBORRTORY

VyijV/in/RM MINERRL WflfER C/7ISPRIID SPRRKUNtr
RS R TRBL-E WATER HflSMO£OURL,

ENDORSEDBV THE IERDIUO PHY^'C/RUS

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DINGLEY JR ., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CROCKER BUILDING.
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TOOMEY'S NEWEST ::

Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc., Etc.
-AT-

JAdC o K. ES ON'S
op a> '^pf^ssu^sstss^ffass^sssust var,bty

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATEIA LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness 303 -205 mason st- s

-
p -

PNEUMATIC SULKY
With Extended TRUSS AXLE.

UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SCI.KY HAVE BEEX THE
MEANS OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 3:06 TO 2:30 IX THE PAST
THAX ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL, BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other one sulky made. If you want the

best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse aod yourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are^the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMET & CO.. - - Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

should be done.

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

We Bom's CeloHl Newmarket Horse Clier.

FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

I'm up in one st_\ 1c only.

Price, S3, 00.

A, P. BUSH & GO.,
I 4-9 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world

to i*MM I V preparation in the world that

the vll k T will remove a JJone Spavin after

it lias become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

"
I have thoroughly tested Ossidisk for the

removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. Jt never

failed me."
X.B.— Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MacDonough, and the

winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-

known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with OSSIOINE. We also have
authority to refer "to Mr. .lerome I. Case, Messrs.

S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-

dreds of others, from whom we have very natter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. N. Criltcnton. A. K. Van Nest & Co., and
CM. Moseman .t Urn., Xew York City; Becker & Wick-
ser, Buffalo. N.Y.; George Dp B. Keim & Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa.; Morrison, riummer .t Co.. and Tetcr Van
schaack & Pons. Cliicano. III.; John Ihl'ark A Sons, Cin-

cinnati, O.; F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, O. ; Floyd &
Foster, and E. G. Miles, .Detroit. Mich.; Meyer Bros.

Drug Co., St. Louis. Mo.; J. It. Cook & Co., Kansas City,

Mo.; Mack A Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Rnbinson-Pettett

Co., Louisville, Kv., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Stria Fencing
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For Sole by ull Saddlery or Hardwnre Houses, or by

Write for Special List.

et-

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Manufacturer's Agent for the United States.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT. Wallace's Year Book

•-1892-*
, PUBLISHED BY THE

American Trotting Register Rss'n

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine G-lidden Barbed "Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS! ATTENTION !

!

—Parties wishing to buy =

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers. Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

tor testimonials from the best horsemen in America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of.„ $3 00

Address HOBKRT SEARS.
Lwk Box 340, Chicago, 111.

ttcw Price reduced Octoher 1st, 1S92.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

KTITU
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
ha largest Furniture Uanunvcturcrs on the Paelflo Coast, and carries the largest and

u-ti Mwwmnii'tit •>( Parlor Bets, Bedroom Sets, Dining Bets, Fancy Cbalraand Bookers, Etc, All their turnlture

Lftol the v»-ry \uu
: lealgoj. They also curs large stock of I iffloe Furniture, UarpetB, Rugs, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET.

BfiWWO Third «nd Fourth BlrMU. s\:\ KKAM'IM'O.

A Safe Speed? and Positive Care

The Safest, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lor mild or severe action.
U.'mi.vPsallBunchesor Blemishes irom Horsem
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price £1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charccs paid, with full directions
for its nae. Send for descriptive circulars. -

THE LAWRENCE-WILHAMS CO., Cleveland O.

J. 0'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,

Never left in lining Prentiss Rectifying Pills. Cure
blllousnesx, torpid liver, Indigestion and constipation.
Druggists. 28 rents a box. Try them.

CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the library ol

fcery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
£ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1S93.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 11—"

The first volume will contain summaries of all

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with , a complete index of places of

trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABZ.B9, viz:

1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters id
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

U. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tiro or more
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Tabic of Fastfcot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of

valuable and authentic information in regard iw

the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and racing performers to January, 1803.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vders will be filled as received, and as the firs*

edition will be comparatively limited, thos'

wishing to receive tnt work without dela*

should order at once . . Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BUSH STRfcET, S. F

P. O. Box 2100.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

. letter or postal card to

THE PRESS CL4I3I
JOHN WEDDERBURN,
P. O. Box 463.

s eoMPAjnr,
Managing Attorney,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

PNEUMATIC THHES SULKIES.
767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.
Imported Belgian farrier Pigeons, descendants of

the 1200-mile livers, unlv a lew pain*. Will he sold al

910 per pair. Apply I,. \ 1 1 I IF" : I \
JlffJ Kim Street. Oakland tal.

PENSIONS PROCTRED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also* for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

dmv fn the regular Army or Navy since the war.
Survivors of tin; Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.

Send for new laws. Ko charge for advice. No fee

antLlaucccssCul.
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR.

Old Bill.

Yer right, my friend, there is a hoss—

Or wor afore he got so old :

There's good blood in him—Morgan cross.

Nigh thirty years since be wor foaled.

An' though he's blind, old age can't kill

The stylishness that's in old Bill.

I think a heap of our old Bill

;

Mother and Sis is wus than me.

Sis ? She's the school-marm on the hill—

A better one yer never see

:

A plucky gal, with mother's will,

An' full of style as are old Bill.

We got Bill kinder cur'us like—

A few weeks arter he wor foaled ;

His mammy died, an' brother Ike

Gave him to Gid, then two years old.

It's 'bout ten years since Gid went West

;

Of all Bill's friends be wor the best.

Bill never wor much good to work-
Gideon said be wor too smart

;

Just like most brainy folks he'd shirk.

An' let the others do bis part.

I never see a horse so cute ;

With all his stylishness, to boot.

He won first premium at the fair,

At three year old—I tell yer wot,

Tber wor a heap of good ones there-

Next year he won the farmers' trot,

There worn't one of 'em could show
The clip that our old Bill could go.

Afore I joined the church, sometimes

I used to drive Bill into town,

An' I'd purceed to spend the dimes,

An' glnerally got loaded down.
When I'd get full, old Bill 'ud know

;

They'd load me »n an' home he'd go.

When Gid went West, Bill seemed to fret,

An' whinner'd 'round a heap at night—

Sometimes I think he worries yet.

He shortly after lost bis sight.

An' sis an' mother vow an' say

Bill ain't bin Bill since Gid went 'way.

Jist walk up near him. Hullo, Bill.

What makes yer act so. Whoa ! Come here.

There, stop yer fooling : now be still-

Why, dam it ail, he's actin' queer.

What! Mother! Sis! My boy .' My Gid !

An' old Bill knowed yer 'fore I did.

War. H. Reese in Horse World.

Recollections of the Early Morgans.

BY ALLEN W. THOMSON.

It was the writers lot to be born and to have lived the most

of his life in that part of Vermont where the Morgans were

first bred, and where, too, they have always been the most nu

merouB.

This, with the fact that he has taken something of an inter-

est in horses, has naturally made him somewhat familiar with

the characteristics of the breed. Yet, after reading some of

the articles on the Morgans, I have felt that either I or the

writers was mistaken as to these horses and their characteristics.

I will try and describe their traits as they impressed me. H
is well to state that my feelings and sympathies were at first

greatly in their favor. About the first the writer remembers

hearing his father tell was his praise of old Woodbury and

old Gifford. What a line appearance they made at the train-

ings and musters, when ridden by the commanding officer

How high they carried their heads ! What a light step they

had ! So handsome every way ! This so excited admiration

and feeling that one was somewhat carried away with them.

It now looks as though my father might have been in some

danger of having old < lifford on the brain, such was his praise

and admiration.

Old Gifford was a very handsome pony-built horse, not much
over fourteen hands high, and weighed a little over 900 pounds;

In action, style and spirit he was not excelled. He was owned

a few years in the town where I lived. I saw many of his

colts, and when they were from large mares they made good-

sized horses, about 15.2 hands high, and weighing from 1,000

to 1,050 pounds. His services then did not command a very

big price. Many of his colts were got for half a dollar. The

breeder of the Hackett horse paid but a quarter of a dollar

for the service that got that horse. At that time in the vil-

lage where Giftord was kept was one of his very best gelded

sons. It was claimed that he was the first one that he sired.

This may have been the case, as he was foaled in 1828. He
was light chestnut in color, with some marks, 15.1 hands high

and weighed 050 pounds. Aa a saddle horse or a driver he

had no superior. So short and light was his step that in rid-

ing him one felt no motion. This I knew by experience. It

was said that " it was as easy riding him as sitting in a chair."

His easy, tireless gait made him a hard horse to follow all day.

It was eighty miles from where he was owned to Burlington,

and the Green Mountains had to be crossed. He was driven

the distance a number of times in a day.

He was naturally kind, but instantly showed right if abused.

Once when he was taken care of by strangers, and used a little

harsh, he showed so much fight that they did not dare to

touch him, and sent for his owner. A few kind words from

him and he allowed them to harness and hitch him to the

wagon. All in the village felt a pride in his being owned

there. When horse-buyers came and asked what good horses

there were, this one was told of and his good qualities so ex.

tolled that the buyers would anxiously ask the price, and then

they were told with something of glee that he was not for sale

and could not be bought. Three hundred dollars was once

refused for this horse. When he was twenty-two years old

his owner's affairs became so involved that he had to be sold

and brought at auction ¥55. He was used a while as a livery

horse, and was then taken to Providence, R. I., and sold for

$100, and was used there several years by a rich family as a

driving horse.

Old Gifibrd was sold from the town where the writer was in

1844 for $100, and taken to New York. Not long afterwards

Mr. F. A. Wier, of Walpole, N. H., took a fancy to the horse

He found Gifford in one of the towns bordering on Lake

George, drawing slabs from a saw-mill, bought him for $100

and took him to Walpole. The horse was then lame from

corns. Mr. Weir took him into the village of Walpole in the

evening ?o that the people would not see how sore and lame

he was. In a short time, under Mr. Wier's careful treatment

the lameness left him, and he rather astonished his neighbor

by showing them the horse, his fine style, action and spirit

(Mr. Wier states that he never cuts out .corns in horses

—

merely files over them, and leaves them alone—and he has

had the best results with treating thern so.) In Mr. Wier's

hands the price of Clifford's service was $30, In LS48 he Bold

him to a companyfor (1,800. The horse was at this lime

about " played out," as the saving is, and got but few colts

after he was sold. He died in the fall of 1850, and was buried

in the same lot with old Bulrush and the dam of Lady Sut-

ton.

In the summer of 1847 two travelers stopped at the village

hotel where Gifibrd had been kept. The talk turned upon

horses, and then the good qualities of old Gifford and his

high reputation was extolled. Hue of the travelers listened

awhile, and then broke out in praise of the "South Koyaiton

horse." He told that one time they were showing him in the

street to bridle, when some one asked to see his gait. His at-

tendant took off'the bridle, leaving the horse in the street with.

OUt anything on, and with other horses all around, while his

groom went for saddle and bridle. His groom came back

with them and put them on, rode the horse up the street, and

the traveler said he thought the rider wanted the horse to act

as lazy and awkward as he could, and it seemed the horse

tried to do so ; but when they got at the head of the street and

turned to comeback, he came as much like a chain of light-

ning as anything be could think of. It was not known or

understood at the time that the one party had been praising

the good qualities of the father, and the other the good qual-

ities of his most noted son. Now a few facts will be given as

to the ''South Royalton horse," or as he is now called, Hale's

Green Mountain Morgan, and generally known and called in

Vermont, Old Green Mountain Morgan.

It was in the summer of 1883 or 1834 that Nathaniel

Whitcomb, of Stockbridge, Yt., took to Stockbridge from

Nashua, N. H., a mare that had been worked on the canal at

Nashua. She was then called eighteen years old. Nothing

was known or said as to her breeding. Mr. Whitcomb bred

her that season to Clifford Morgan. The next fall George

Bundy, of Bethel, Yt., bought the mare of Thomas J. Brooks

for ?5, Mr. Bundy let her run in the road. Near his place

was a cider-mill. They often took the mare to grind the

apples, and she went by the name of "the cider-mill mare."

She was a low, thick-set mare that might have weighed

1,000 poudds, and at this time she was of a "mouse color.'

She had a ring-bone on one of her forward feet, but it did not

make her lame. Mr. Bundy let the mare run in the barn,

yard the next winter, and in May she brought a colt tha

was known in that time as Old Green Mountain Morgan

Mr. B. sold the colt when four months old to Daniel Gay, of

Stockbridge, for $25, and soon disposed of (he mare, and

nothing more is known of her. Mr. Bundy says he never

heard it said that she was by Woodbury, or a Morgan mare,

or of any other blood, as her breeding was unknown,

Indeed, she must have been foaled before Woodbury

Morgan. Mr. Gay sold the colt when four years old to

Hiram Twitchell, of Bethel, Yt., and he sold him lo John

Woodbury, of the same place. At this time he was not

broken. They had tried to break him, but through abuse he

had turned " ugly " and contrary, and they could do nothing

with him. (It is characteristic of the Morgaus that they will

not bear abuse or be driven by harsh treatment. They are the

kindest of horses to handle if treated kindly, aud the worst if

treated unkindly. I Mr. Woodbury tried to break him the

fall that he got him, but found him so bad that he gave it up,

saying he would wait until harrowing-time came, and then he

would break him. When harrowing-time came they hitched

him to a harrow and drove him a while in a circle, but the

horse went so fast that soon Mr. Woodbury lost his footing,

and had to let him go. Being near the river the horse ran

into it. The harrow got caught so that it held him fast. He
was then in a foam and lather.and it was standing in the water

that made him founder. One would not think, when he saw

him at the fairs and musters that he was ever lame, but often

when led from the grounds he would be so sore that he could

hardly move. Still when a>-krd to prance on parade no lameness

could be seen. Nor would one think, either, when he became

so perfectly broken that lie was ever intractable. Mr. Wood-

bury sold him about IS42 to Silas Hale, of South RoyalstOU,

Mass., and he was known for several years as "the South

Royalston horse." In Mr. Hale' pamphlet bill of the horse

for 1853, he states: " The dam of Green Mountain, was though)

by persons who knew her and had observed her style, action

and appearance to be a Woodbury mare. The certificate of

George Bundy is given and it states : "The dam of -aid Q1

was called a Woodbury mare. I owned her and put her lo old

Gifford, and she brought the colt known as Green V

Morgan." The next is John Woodbury's certificate.
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states-
" His dam was a colt of the old Woodbury Morgan

„r was slid to be by the one who raised her. She was a dark

bay mure of great beauty and action.''

Mr Hale practically admits that the blood of the dam ot

his' horse was not known. Mr. Woodbury does not give the

name of the man who bred or raised her. Mr. Bundj;s

Rtatemeot i> not true, as hedid not breed the mare to old Gif-

t,. r .i I have his statement in writing that he did not, and

iJjit'he never heard her called a Woodbury Morgan mare

Old Green Mountain Morgan, as he was once known, but

nowgenerallv called Hale's Green Mountain Morgan,

the greatest reputation, and was the most popular of an,

,,1,1 Gifford Morgan's sons. Woodbury was the most popular

-
( >n of Justin Morgan, and old Gitlbrd was the most popular of

Wfo dburVfl -
, . ,_ , _ , ,

The season of 1851 Green Mountain i Hales) was kept at

four different places, and largely patronized. He was
^
a re- '

markablv prepotent sire, and stamped his characteristics on

ilis progeny with great uniformity. He was not as finely

m ide as was his sire, nor was he as good a stock-horse. He
eertainlv did not transmit as much speed. He was shown at

the fair al Wo dsl ock, Vt ., in 1S90, and about a dozen of his

sons followed him around the course, and they made a hne ap-

pe trance. He died the fall of 1S<>2.

In summing up the characteristics of the Morgans, it can

be said that in disposition they are kind and affectionate, and

in intelligence they are equal of any race of horses.^ Their

heads show it. In endurance, hardiness, pluck and spirit they

are all that can be asked. In form and style they are hand-

some. Their face is often " dished," wide between the eyes,

ears short, round at the end, and thick, indicating a strong

constitution. The neck is rather thick and heavy, but arch-

ing finelv; withers high, breast wide, showing great strength

;

fore legs'placed wide, back short, body round, closely ribbed

up, quarters smooth, roundinj

obtained a leading position in some locomotive and steam

plow works in Leeds, and then took to himself a wife, the

daughter of a town councillor.

North pere died about this time, and John, with his young

wife, went to the west coast of South America. He got a posi-

tion as engineer on a railway in Chili, and while he was work-

ing there heard about the nitrate districts of Peru. To Peru

he betook himself.

In a small wav be began to purchase nitrate, and before the

war broke out between CMU, Bolivia and Peru he had made

a fortune and had started immense commercial enterprise,

capital obtained in England, in Tarapaca and other places.

The fame of his wealth had preceded him, and when he re-

turned to the old country he became one of the lions of the

day among that class in" England which is always ready to

dine and wine with one who has what is termed in London

"cof." .,

One of the first things he did when he returned to his old

home was to build a magnificent country house at Eltham, in

lovely, hop-growing Kent. Then he got presented to H. R.

H. and Randolph Churchill taught him all he knew about

the turf. He paid S00 guineas for the famous greyhound Ful-

lerton and won the Waterloo Cup three or four times with

him.

Not That Columbus.

steamboater, an' hewuza low-flung harum scarum, no account
feller ; I guess he mout a bin de Columbus Parsons what you
knowed, sah."

Cl You think so."
" Sartin sure, boss ; but don't say nuffin 'bout de feller heah,

sah. You see, practically, it mout injure my good name,
sah !

"—Virginia Enterprise.

The Early Hambletonians.

The bootblack at the corner stand on C street was looking

for a customer. He was black as the ace of spades, and as he

Carelessly dusted off his stand with the stump of a corn brush,

he occasionally paused and; rolled his eyes hungrily up and

down the street.

Presently a tall, raw-boned, middle-aged maD, with a con-

.H and^weir-nned^'oul,"showing I siderable length of goatee and but a little breadth of hat rim,

gfeal^muscular development The hind legs are rather 1 stopped and glanced at the stand with some show of interest.

11 Have a shine, boss ? " said the owner of the stand, giving

his chair a parting slap with his brush. " Shine 'em up in

half a minnit, sah. You'll jist have time to glance over the

mornin' papers."

Without deigning to answer, the lank chap climbed into

the seat before him.
" Whar yer a rollin' them pants to.? " was his first remark

after the proprietor of the stand began to operate.

" All right now, boss. "We mustn't muss 'em, you see. It's

all feasible now, sah."

11 Wall, perceed to business."

" I's a movin', boss : Fs a movin', sah !

"

" Wall, see that you keep a-movin'."
" De people of de Souf," said the bootblack, cocking a cun-

ning eye up at his customer, " De people of de Souf [another

look of the eye] most alius gives us pore cullud boys any

little feasible jobs dey's got."
" You think I'm from the South ?

"

" I's from de Souf myself, sah."

" Likely."
" I's from de Souf, sah—from ole Kaintuck, sah."

" Indeed!"
.
" Sartin, boss. Fs from Lex'nton, Kaintuck, sah," scraping

away with an old caseknife at the mud on his customer's

boots.

"I'm from Kentucky myself, and from Lexington," said the

man, beginning to look interested. " So you are from Lex-

ingtoD, eh?"
" Jess so, boss. Practically I was born dar, sah."

" Like you, I was born thar."
" Nice ole town, boss."
" Very."
"I golly, boss, ef I didn't think from de fust dat I saw in

you de rale ole Kaintucky gentleman. You've got a good

deal of de cut of some o' dem law and mid'cin students dat

used to be about de ole Transylvany 'Yarsety ; but you's aged

a little, boss—aged a leetle grain more dan was de boys in dem
days."

" I've often seen the old University."
" It wuz a fine ole town, too. De main street wuz more dan

a mile long; dar war beautiful trees 'long de streets, an' de

orphan 'sylum an' de baggin' factervs, de wire works an'

de "

" The lunatic asylum."
" Yes, boss; shore 'nufl", dar wuz de lunatic 'sylum.''
<: And the river."
" An' de ribber ; I golly, dat fust big bend in Town Fork of

de Elkhorn, up 'bove de' city—practically dat wuz a mighty

feasible proposition for catfish."

'' Amazin'."
" I say, boss, practically you never happened to know a

cullud boy named Columbus Parsons, as lived out un de roid

to'ards whar ole Harry Clay was borned—out to'ards Ash-

land—did yer, sah ?
"

" I knew" a colored boy named Columbus Parsons that rode

old Woodpecker against Ploughboy down at the Blue Grass

course, and won the purse."

"De Lord loves us! Wuz you dar? De great hokey !

Practically, I am dat same Columbus Parsons what rode ole

Woodpecker an' won de puss down dare to Blue Grass !

"

"The Columbus Parsons 1 knew used to be a great fiddler;

played for all the balls and parties for miles around."
" Dat wuz me, sah. I wuz de boy. Now you's a beginning

to know me."
" The Columbus Parsons I used to know was a great singer

—was lightnin' at all the nigger camp-meetings."
" Dat wuz me, boss. I'm identically an' practically dat same

Columbus Parsons. You's got de most feasible memory dat

ever I saw, sah."

"The Columbus Parsons I knew went dowu to Frankfort

and run on the River as steward of the Belle Wagner."
"Yah, yah! You knows me—you knows me, boss ! You

knows me like a brudder, sah ! In dem days didn't I put on
de apparel? Wasn't I attired? Practically, sah, you's got de

most feasible niem'ry dat I ever saw, sah I

"

"The Columbus Parsons thai I knew, the Columbus Par-
sons that rode old Woodpecker, the Columbus Parsons that

used to sing at campmeetin's, the Columbus Parsons that was
steward on the Belle Wagner, that Columbus Parsons busted

open the trunk of 9 passenger. Stole a thousand dollars- and
was sent to the State Prison at Frankfort for live years."

i ictically, boas, you's got :i powerful feasible mem'ry,
hut dare wuz anoder Columbus Parsons down dare 'bout

Lexin'ton and Frankfort

—

partic'lnrlv Souf Frankfort, 'cross

de chain bridge—dat wuz a boss rider, a fiddler, n singer an' a

crooked, but free from all hock unsoundness, and limbs short

and heavy. A verv small per cent, of the Woodbury Mor-

gans have had ringbones, or been troubled with founder. One

will find this unsoundness more frequently among them than

among the Morrill's or Canadians, but will find curbs and

au-ong the Morgans.

Their short, quick, sure-footed step made them the best ot

saddle horses, and they were equally as good in the har-

ness as drivers and roadsters. Though not as fast as some for

a mile, vet for an all-dav drive they would tire out many of

thefast'ones. It is doubtful if the first settlers of Vermont

could have found a better class of horses for their use than

were the Morgans.

Their handsome shape, fine appearance and high style at

the trainings and musters made them the popular horse. At

the first fairs, when the horses were shown to saddle and

bridle, their popularity was maintained, but when the trot-

ting course became a part of the agricultural fairs, then it

was seen that more rangy horses, with larger bodies and a

longer stride had the most speed. How at first the plucky,

ambitious Morgan tried to stay with the longer striders, and

how when they found they could not then they showed their

temper, and would break and run !

There have been too many small ones among the Morgans

A small horse, unless having great speed, does not pay for

raising, while a horse that is of good size and a good roadster

will bring a good price without great speed. Since the de-

mand has chiefly been for horses having great speed, the

popularity of the" Morgans has waned, and where thirty years

ago all were Morgan stallions tracing to Woodbury, there is

now scarcely one. Horses with more size and speed than the

Morgans proper have now the call. It is well to note that

there are less pacers among the Morgans than any of the

other trotting families. It is claimed that Woodbury when he

first started off paced. Of all the Morgan-bred horses I have

seen but one inclined to pace. He was by Hale's_ Green

Mountain Morgan, but there was a pacing-strain in his dam.

A grandson of Hale's Green Mountain Morgan sired the

dam of Major, a black gelding with a record of 2:25}, but he

was from a fast pacing-mare by Pike's Black Hawk, that came

from Canada, a very" fast horse that sired fast trotters and

pacers.

The Morgans are rather fast walkers. Clifton, by Hale's

* Ireen Mountain, once won a walking-race for $100 over Young
Morrill.

I have seen a large number of the get of Hale's Green

Mountain Morgan driven upon the course, and do not now re-

member of but one that beat 3:00. She was called the Strong

Mare, was a chestnut with the shape and vim of the Morgans.

She made a record of 2:55, but never was able to repeat it. She

was bred to the long striding horse, Cassius M. Clay 54, and

by him produced several colts that made large horses and that

had speed. One of her daughters got a record of 2:42A,

showed trials under 2:40, and could probably have been made

to trot in 2:30. Now, will any one claim that if the Strong

Mare had been bred to one of her sire's sons she would have

produced speed? Her sire was bred to Ins daughters, but the

result did not give speed, yet we are told that inbred Morgans
have speed. It is only when crossed with rangy, long-bodied

and long- gai ted hor*es that we find great speed among the

1 he best trotters are not bred entirely from one family. Their

pedigree* -how .rushes of several of the trotting families.

acl it i« well to note, that when any tribe of horses are

the popular breed, then many are falsely claimed to belong

to that blood. It Was SO when the Morgan blood was the

popular -train. Some of these pedigree* have been exposed,

and there :ire more that can be.

Bome writers Bel up claims for the Morgans that are false.

because the pedigree on which they base their claims i* false.

They ihonld first prove the pedigrees, then present the argu-

ment. WsJlaceni Monthly.

A Sketch of the "Nitrate King."

A brief sketch of Colonel North, the man who is to race his

horses on this -id*? of the ocean this year, is given by an ex-

change in the following manner:

II.-i- tin* " nitrate king" to the world In the Loudon

Directory be i j ' iolonel John Thomas North. The story of his

life read- like a tale from the " Arabian Nights."

\ Utile over fifty years ago it"' family of a coal merchant <»f

ii the West Riding "f Yorkshire, was increased by the

arrival of a hi B * y. <\ b >". lie was christened John. When
John wa apprenticed toa firm ol mill-

wrights and engineers in bis native town. Bight year- later he

Ever since Bysdyk's Hambletonian became famous as a

sire, a very large number of his descendants, as well as more
or less which were not, have been given some form or com-
bination of the name " Hambletonian," evidently by owners
who expected thus to profit by the family popularity. When-
ever the name is now used with no qualifying or explanatory

word it is taken for granted that Rysdyk's Hambletonian is

meant, but the name was as much copied, borrowed, or, as

some would express it, appropriated by Mr. Bysdyk when he
named that now famous horse as in any of the subsequent

cases.

The first prominent American horse named Hambletonian
was a thoroughbred, foaled forty-five years earlier than his
distinguished Orange county descendant and namesake. He
was in several respects the best son of imported Messenger,
and at Granville, Washington Co., N. Y., established a
reputation as a very successful sire of trotters and roadsters.

While at Granville, and until he died, which was in 1834, he
was owned by Isaac Bishop, so that he is almost invariably re-

ferred to as Bishop's Hambletonian.
Among his get were several quite famous old-time trotters,

such as Sir Beter, which sixty-five years ago took a three-mile
harness record of 8:16; Whalebone, a remarkably handsome
horse, sixteen hands, three inches high, which made a three-

mile harness record soon after of S:1S, took a four-mile saddle

record in the famous race with Topgallant of 11:06, and after-

ward trotted thirty-two miles in two hours; Trouble, two
miles, to harness, 5:15 ; Shakespeare, three miles, saddle, 8:16,

and Battler (?) which in 1838 in a two-mile race under saddle

beat Lady Suffolk and Dutchman, winning the second heat in

5:13^. He won several other important two and three-mile

races. After winning many races on the different American
courses he was taken to England, where he proved decidedly
the best of that day.

Bishop's Hambletonian was also sire of the dam of that

grand old trotter Topgallant, which Woodruff" pronounced as

"one of the best and stoutest that ever looked through a
bridle." When twenty-two years old Topgallant trotted and
won a famous four-mile heat race, where four heats were re-

quired to decide the contest, Whalebone having won the first

heat and made a dead heat of the second. The time of the

four heats was 11:16, 11:06, 11:17 and 11:15, ranking a total of

44 minutes and 54 seconds for the sixteen miles, an average
of 2-52 1-8, which Woodruff" no horse before or since in his

twenty-second year has ever done or been capable of doing.

Topgallant had a three-mile saddle record of 8:11, made in

the second heat of a race, and he also trotted twelve miles in

harness in 3S minutes. His saddle record, which was at the

rate of 2:43 2-3, was made carrying 150 pounds, which was
then the minimum weight in trotting races.

A son of Bishop's Hambletonian, foaled twenty-six years

previous to the Hero of Chester, was also named Hambleton-
ian, and for distinction is known as Harris' Hambletonian,
Bussel Harris of New Haven, Vt.

(
having been his last

owner. He was one of the first represented in the 2:30 list,

and was certainly, opportunity considered, one of the very

best trotting sires of his day. He got the fast pacer Hero
(2:20}, wagon record 2:29, two miles 5:02), and also the trot-

ters Lady Shannon (2:28*), Green Mountain Maid (2:28i,

wagon record 2:34, two miles 5:08^), Sontag (wagon record

2:31, two miles 5:31
:\), Grey Eagle" (2:35, two miles 5:34, sad-

dle record 2:31) and Vermont (2:33. two miles 5:09^, three

miles 8:02). There were also several others by the "New
Haven Grey *' with records nearly or quite as fast.

The horse for which the Bishop's Hambletonian was named
and as far as we are able to learn the original horse named
Hambletonian, was a famous English horse, foaled in 1792 ; by
King Fergus ; dam by Highflyer, grandam by Matchem. Ham-
bletonian won 1355 guineas and a gold cup valued at 100
guineas in six races as a three-year-old. The following year

in the August meeting at York he won a subscription purse of

27 pounds 10 shillings and the next day the lady's plate. At
Doncaster in September he won the gold cup of 100 guineas

value, and in November a match over the Beacon Course for

1,000 guineas.

As a five-year-old he won 1770 guineas in five races and re-

ceived one forfeit of 250 guineas and another of 100 so that his

winnings for that year amounted to 2120 guineas. The next

year he was not started on account of being slightly lame. As
a seven-year-old he won a famous match for 3,000 guineas,

beating the noted race horse Diamond. This race was at New-
market, and occasioned so much interest that the attendance

was the very largest ever at Newmarket up to that time. It

was a close match, and was won by only about half a length.

At Doncaster the same year he won 160 guineas, beating eight

of the best horses then in England.
His last race was in the year 1S00. He was then eight years

old and won the great subscription stable at York with 50

guineas added by the city. Once as a five-year-old soon after

starting in a three-mile contest he ran out of the course, and

once when out of condition paid forfeit which was to Sterling,

but throughout his whole career he was never beaten.

On being retired from the turf he was placed in the stud at

what was then very close to the top price and has proven suc-

cessful also as a sire. Among his descendants which have been

imported to America may be mentioned to somedistinguisnea

sires as Imported Margrave, Imported Tran by, Imported

Leamington, Imported Australian and numerous others to

which many fast and game performers on the trotting, as well

as the running courses trace.

There have been several quite famous thoroughbred horses

in America with names nearly the same, but spelled differently.

One was Hamiltonian, named, it is said, for Alexander Ham-
ilton. There was another named Hambletonian, but those de-

I

scribed above are the only particularly noted ones we can now ,

recall, preceding the now famous trotting progenitor, named
|

Hambletonian.—Vision, in Horse Breeder.

Mascot, 2:04.

1 used the Lindsey Humane Bit on Mascot, and I can

sincerely say I never used a bit I like so well.

W. J. Andrews.
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Advice Regarding 2:40 Stallions.

This is the advice given by an editor of a stock paper, and

he follows up with the assertion that a stallion, to do much

business in the future, must have a record.

.speed is what patrons must have. While we admit that

many go wild on the record business we doubt the soundness

of the advice given above, and do not thinK the records of

the past will justify such a course. It is well enough to have

vour stallion show, either to sulky or to bridle, that he

possesses speed and a gait that is to be desired in his progeny,

but arguments and statistics in favor of the horse that has been

trained down tine or campaigned season after season for a fast

record is abundant, and the well-bred young horse that is sir-

ing a uniformly well-gaited lot of youngsters but has no rec-

ord, for the reason that his cwner has not the means necessary

for his development, should not be passed by for one no better

and not as well bred, simply because his owner could send

him to Independence or to some other good track in charge of

a good trainer and procure a scratch record.

Too many stallions in the list bear the familiar brand : the

star prefix and the figure 1 suffix.

Do the records show that the most successful speed pro-

ducers are the ones that have shown by their performances or

records that they possess speed ? And are the howlers justi-

ged in belittling the qualities of the horse without a record ?

While we take as much pride as any one in such successful

sires George Wilkes, Nutwood, Onward, Alcantara, Guy
Wilkes, Gambetta Wilkes, Sidney and others, are we justified

in sayiDg that they would not have been as successful had
their records remained a 2:35 or 2:40, or even had they never

been given a record ? When we look at the long list of the

old pioneer, Hambletonian 10, at the unequalled number of

good ones by the undeveloped Electioneer, the list of Red
Wilkes, Mambrino King, Egbert, Happy Medium, Dictator,

Mambrino Patchen, Harold, Swigert, Strathmore, Jay Bird,

Volunteer and many other truly great, but undeveloped, sires,

we conclude that the demand for a fast record in a stallion,

regardless of other qualities, is unfounded and hasty. Not
only in the number, but in the quality of the turf performers,

the sires with slow records prove superior.

The unequalled Nancy Hanks was by a sire not in the 2:30

list, and her dam was by another not found there. Stamboul
was by a horse with a record of 2:24, while Kremlin, his ad-

versary, was by a sire with no record. Dare anyone say the

quarter second claimed by the former is due to the faster rec-

ord of the sire ? Sunol, the queen of 1S91 ; Maud S-, Jay-Eye-

See, St. Julien, Rarus, Dexter, Goldsmith Maid, Flora Tem-
ple, Lady Suffolk, all of the champions were by undeveloped

sires, or those credited with slow records. Every one of the

champion stallions are credited on the side of the slow sires,

so the stickler for extreme speed has no grounds to condemn
t.ie undeveloped sire, while there is occasion to doubt seriously

tin- advisability of long campaigns and the hard training gen-

erally -iv^ri the fast stallion. In many cises we find the un-

developed sons of extremely fast sires prove better sires than

their fast brothers, or even their sires, which may be used as

proof by those who contend that campaign work saps the

breeding qualities. The quality of the broodmares cannot be
accountable for this, as the best mares are always rushed to

the fast horse, giving him the advantage in this respect.

In the matter of broodmares the fact is singularly apparent
that the champion mares and those most successful on the

tuif have proved comparative failures when placed in the

harem. The great broodmare table is conspicuously free from
the names of the most familiar campaigners, while many of

the best in that table were seldomed harnessed and never

trained. The argument that like produces like and speed
must be developed in the breeding stock is met here with an
obstacle that is hard to circumvent.

It is a well-known fact that a mare that has been cam-
paigned to any extent is a shy breeder, seldom getting in foal,

aud many a man has had the sad experience of taking his regu-

lar breeding mares to a stallion with a fast record, paying
good money and getting no foal. It is a fact that a horse, dur-

ing or after a heavy campaign, is not a sure foal-getter. Such
being the fact, might not his work prove detrimental instead

of beneficial to the foals he does sire?

Don't condemn a sire if he is bred in fashionable and speed-

producing lines because he has no record. Judge a horse by
his s'ock and his work in the stud, not upon the track. When
his colts shown no sign of speed it is soon enough to shun him;
even take the precaution to investigate the breeding qualifies

of his faMer competitor before rushing to him on account of
his fast record.—Fairweather in Horse Review.

The Late D. D. "Withers' Old Farm

A rumor has been flying around all the week to the eflect

that the famous Brookdale Farm of the late D. D. Withers

had been sold to Mr. Thompson, who is prominent in the lead

trust. The rumor was affirmed, denied and confirmed. The

true state of affairs is that the gentleman did negotiate in a

mild way for the farm, and the heirs, as usual, told it in the

Knickerbocker Club with the strictest injunctions of secrecy,

and. as is usual in such cases, the recipients of their confidence

could not keep the thing to themselves. A secret burns most

men. Anyhow, the affair soon got about and was heralded in

the newspapers before it was consummated. The gentleman
in question has alwavs been a trotting-horee fancier, but, like

many otln-r>. \u- has possibly taken the racehorse fever. He
seeks the breeding of racehorses as a diversion for himself and
his sons.

That the Withers heirs were disposed to sell Brookdale and
(he stock was a surprise. Theirsale of yearlings last summer
ifras a big -nil ess, averaging over $1000 per head, and at its

conclusion the heirs said they thought it a good investment,

aud would rather breed than sell. Events which followed
should have strengthened this resolve, as one by one the
Withers- horses sold at the breaking up of the deceased's rac-

ing stable last March began to show high form. Parvenu,
Pactolus, Stonenell, St. Michael and Copyright swept all be-

fore them. Never during Mr. Withers' lifetime had his stock

such success, and horsemen who had formerly reviled his

stock agreed that it could not be the blond, but it was defect-

ive i reuking and handling that had made his horses all crazy,

wrong-headed beasts. The Brookdale yearlings next year are
sure to sell at terrible prices—they are the rage. Probably
the heirs to the estate reason that it is the proper time to sell

while the stock is at Hood-tide of popularity.

The Brookdale Farm comprises some SlK) acres, located four
miles from Red Bank, N. .1., and six from Monmouth Park,
and is one of the most practical affairs in the world. The
outbuildings are the reverse of showy, but are models of sol-

idity. A feature is the enclosed buildings, one for colts and
the other for fillies as yearlings, where they are put as soon as

they are weaned, and can run about all winter long instean of

being in box stalls. The stallion stables each have a pad-
dock, and the broodmare boxes and paddocks are models. The
grass is good and the water the finest. There is a training

track and also an inclosed winter track of over a quarter of a
mile, over which horses can be exercised smartly in cold

weather.

As to the stock at Brookdale, it never was first-class, but it

is good. There are eight stallions: (I) Uneas, bay horse, 1876,
by Lexington, dam Coral, by Vandal. (2) Imp. King Ernest,
bay horse. 1809, by King Tom, dam Ernestine, by Touch-
stone. (3) Imp. Stonehenge, bay horse, 1 ft90, by Blair Athol,

dam Conubra, by Kingston. (4) Imp. Maccaroon. chpstnut
horse, 1871, by Macaroni, dam Songstress, by Chanticleer. (5)

Ventilator, chestnut horse, 1S72, by Vandal, dam Caroline, by
imp. Scythian. (ti) Imp. Stalwart, bay horse, 1SS3, by Ster-

ling, dam Sea Mark, by Adventurer. (7) Kinglike, bay horse,

1SS0, by King Ernest, dam Minnip, by imp. Eclipse. (8) Cen-
taur, brown horse, 1SS6, by Sensation, dam imp. Faverdale,
by The Palmer. There are fifty-four mares, including Ca-
dence, imp. Cyclone, imp. Sweet Home, imp. Abundance,
Nell, Laura Gould, imp. Michaelmas, Retribution, Minority,
Maxim, Adage, Trill, Necromancy, etc. The above are the
dams of Pactolus. Cynosure, Major Domo, Gregorv, Stonenell,
Kinglet, St. Michael, Contribution, Nonange, Charlie Post,

Crochet, Melba and Parvenu, which is saying a great deal.

England Needs American Blood.

It is something exceedingly rare for an English turf writer

to confess that America possesses any thoroughbred strains

superior to those of that country. But now and then the

truth crops out, as may be seen by a perusal of the following

article, taken from a recent issne of the London Sportsman

:

"Leaving that subject for the time being, with a hope that

some others of my readers will favor me with their views, I

turn to the question of neglected lines of blood in stud horses.

Often and often we have had ro regret the absolute extinction,

so far as this country goes, as some invaluable blood, and per-

haps the case of Glencoe is the most regretable. It cannot
be disputed that it would be well for us if we could have in

this country some tall male descendant of the sire of Pocahon-
tas, and I remember looking covetously on the great American
horse, Hanover, whom I saw win three races in 18S7. He
could have been bought well within his value a year or two
later, but dow he.is a fixture »t Mr. Milton Young's McGrath-
iana Stud.

Referring to a book entitled " The Thoroughbred Horse,"
which the author, Col. S. D. Bruce, has kindly sent me, I

note that the pedigree of Hanover is a very interesting one,

and just the sort to have made him a successful sire in this

country. He is a son of Hindoo, who descends from Glencoe
through that horse's best son, Vandal ; and this same Vandal
is maternal grandsire of Bourbon Belle, Hanover's dam.
Bourbon Belle herself is by BoDnie Scotland, a son of Queen
Mary, so that on this score alone Hanover would have suited

many English mares, while his inbreeding to Glencoe, through
Vandal, would have enabled him to bring back the lost blood
to us in very potent form. What a good horse he was may be
inferred from his record, which is set out in full in tne book
above-mentioned, as also that of every other well-known
American stallion, and in it I note that as a three-year-old

Hanover started twenty-seven times and won twenty. It is

no use trying to secure him now, but he and his sire, Hindoo,
are both flourishing al the stud, and perhaps some one will

have sufficient enterprise to bring a good colt or two of theirs

to this country. I feel snre that such a venture would be well

rewarded. Another line which we have lost is that of Leam-
ington, and for two years past that line has headed the win-
ning sires in America. For 1892 Iroquois, a son of Leaming-
ton, occupies the post of honor, and in 1S91 old Longfellow,

by Leamington, was at the top. Again, glancing at Col.

Bruce's book, I see that Longfellow is twenty-six years old,

and it is indeed a rare thing for a horse of such an age to be

so well represented on the turf. The average age, however, of

the American stallions appears to be greater than that of ours.

Longfellow is remarkably bred on his dam's side, being closely

crossed into Diomed (our first Derby winner), twice through
Duroc and twice through Sir Archy. It is worthy of notice,

by the way, that Diomed was twenty-nine vears old when his

son, Sir Archy, was foaled, and twenty-eight at the birth of

Dnroc. He must have been a wonderful old horse, for it may
be remembered he was not sent to America until he had
attained an age when most horses nowadays are either dead
or useless. We have strangely little of the Leamington blood

even on the maternal side in this country. Theophilus, who
is out of a granddaughter of Leamington, is the best represen-

tative cf it at the stud, so far as I can call to mind. It may
be hoped that some Iroquois colts will find their way to Eng-
land to resuscitate the breed."

Breeding Fillies.

In nearly all cases where proper care has been taken in the

feeding and management to secure a steady growth and devel-

opment, it will be best to breed the fillies when they are two-

years old, savs a writer in The Husbandman. One reason for

this is that they will foal their first colt at three years old,

with less danger to themselves than when four or five, and in

many cases where good care is sriven a better development

will be secured. One advantage with a young filly is that her

foal will be smaller, and her bones and muscles will not be

knit so closely together, she will have less difficulty or trouble,

and there will be less risk of loss.

With fillies as with stock, very much depends upon the

earlier management, as it is very often the case that one ani-

mal will be in a much better condition to breed at two years

than another at three. So the growth and development must
always be considered. Of course it is always hest to supply
such conditions as are best to secure a good growth and de-

velopment from the start, and when this is done the filly

should bp bred nt two years. However, in nearly all cases it

will be best not to breed early. Let them foal after grass has
j

made a good start to grow in the spring, in fact in many cases i

it will be better to have them come a little late rather than

too early. The objection to early foaling is that the young
mare will not be able to supply the quantity of milk m
to secure a good growth of the foals. Grass is one of the
very best materials that can be given to breeding animal-* <>|

any kind to induce a good How o? milk, and breeding so the
colts will be foaled when there is plenty of grass, will aid
materially in this.

Fillies should always be bred to well-matured BtalliooB that
have had at least one good season's service. Tins uj a good
rule to follow with all classes of stock, mating young damp
with older, more matured sires and using the young Hires with
the more matured dams.

While as a rule it is not desirable to breed a till v at two
years when she is not properly developed, it is questionable
whether it is advisable to breed an older filly, one that has not
made the growth aud development that she should, at all.

The market for the lower grade of horse- is overstocked, and
there is no inducement to increase the number, and unless
there are good reasons it is questionable if, all things consid-
ered, it will not be best not to risk breeding a filly that nas
been so stunted in her growth and development that she la

not tit to breed at what the majority of good breeders consid-
ered the best age.

Prospective Stallion Races.

The large number of fast stallions which participated in the

regular class races of last season, or obtained fast records

against the watch, has opened up a brilliant prospect for a

series of great contests during the coming season confined ex-

clusively to stallions. Already four associations are out with

large purses or stakes for the free-for-all class, and the leading

persons interested are eagerly canvassing the possibilities and
the probabilities of the two great time champions of last season

meeting in the merry conflict of the race. There can be no

doubt that a match between Stamboul and Kremlin, or a race
in which they both started, would make the fortune of any
meeting. Kremlin's magDiticent racing career is a guarantee
that he will hold his own in any company. The fact that Stam-
boul has been sent to Budd Doble's stable would seem to in-

dicate that his owner intends to give a crushing reply to the
attacks which have been made on the horse's record. But if

this great pair are left out of the calculations there is abund-
ant material, not only for a great free-for-all series, but also

for a 2:15 class, in which the time made would be nearly as

fast and the contests equally exciting.

The ex-champion, Allerton. 2:09
',, is receiving a little work

on the snow, and should the bulldog son of Jay Bird stand
training he will be out for both greenbacks and glory. His
owner is a genuine sportsman, and though he does not like to

take his great horse away from home he would probably do
so for a big event. It may be looked upon as a certainty, the
monarch of Maine, the handsome Xelson, 2:10, will be eager
for battle. Many good judges believe his speed limit has not
been touched, and it must be remembered that his record of
2:10 was made to an old-style sulky. What will he do with a

bicycle sulky on a good track? Moquette, 2:10, by Wilton,
will be a five-year-old. His owner will naturally want him
to emulate the five-year-old career of Kremlin, aud if so he
will have to take his chances in the free-for-all. Arion, 2:101,

is now four years old. He is bred on first-class trotting and
staying lines, and if trained tor racing should be one of the
brightest stars of the season. The bay stallion Lobasco, 2:10}

the race stallion champion, will be a formidable foe in a race,

and may yet add fresh laurels to his fame. A competitor of

the highest rank is Directum, 2:11} as a three year-old in a
race. He will be again to the front this season, and, young
as he is, he will give the fastest of the aged brigade a great

race. To these champions and ex -champions must be added
Delmarch, 2:11.1 ; Monbars, 2:11]; Fred Wilkes. 2:1 1 | ; Ke-
gal Wilkes, 2:11 1 ; Constantine, 2:12 ; Truman, 2:12; Charles-

ton, 2:12} ; Czar, 2:12A, and a dozen others between that time
and 2:14. There is certainly abundant first-class material for

the. free-for-all stallion class.

A glance at the speed eligible for a 2:15 stallion class will

show that it should result in a great race or a series of races

if closed early in the season. Cheyenne, 2:141, by Nutbourne,
is a true and game performer. BoDny Wilmore, 2:14!, bv

Wilmore, should also be a strong candidate. Then there are

Incas, 2:14^, by Inca; Faustino. 2:14,, by Sidney, and Dr.

Sparks, 2:14~£, all below 2:1-5. At 2:15 there are Atcryon, by
AlcyoDe; Balkan, by Mambriuo Wilkes; Pennant, by Abe
Downing; Daly, by General Benton, and Simmocolon, by
Simmons. At 2:15} there areOreenlander, Sprague.Golddust
and George St. Clair. From this time up to 2:17 there are a
dozen more well-bred stallions which will probably be out in

1S93. Here are two classes which should fill well at the big

meetings. Where, however, owing to location, clashing dates

or other special reasons, there is a reasonable doubt of filling

these stallion classes, if the ordinary classes are substituted a

fair proportion of stallions will be secured and the mares and
geldings will do their full share in filling up the lists.—Spirit

of the Times.
.

Waters critics claim that the two-year-old crop of this

year will prove exceptionally strong, and that the list of

nominations for the Melbourne Stakes, at Lexington, contains

the nanus of several that will, barring accident*, surely make
their mark. Pearl Long (full brother to Pearl Set); Fondolin,

by Fonso, dam Mandolin, owned by Byron McClelland ; the

gray colt by Longfellow, dam Aconite, and Aileen, by George
Kinney, dam Allegro, are specially mentioned as being ex-

tremely promising. Among the other animals Major Thomas'
three-year-old Longfellow filly. Rejection, is said to have win-

tered particularly well. That she showed good private form
was amply evidenced by the fact that it was thought wottfa

the trouble and expense to bring her East for the Futurity,

though she was not among the starters because she contracted

cold on the journey. Elizabeth L. also flatters Mr. Laude-

man, and bids fair to do fully as well in her three-year-old as

in her two-year-old form.

.1. O'Neill, a Western bookmaker, arrived here from San

Francisco during the week, and will probably make a book at

the track later on. He tells me the letting on the races at

San Francisco is heavier than it is here, money being more
plentiful, while some of the speculators out there are

plungers. <>'NeiII is interested in the American Derby book

recently opened in Chicago, Joe t
rllman being another part-

ner. It looks as if there would he a big play in the book,

judging by the investment* already made.—New < irh

Daily Spirit.

KipansTabuIo Mire colic.
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A Successful Breeder's Observations.

Ffl

Looking over the articles that appeared a few years ago

with reference to breeding the trotter one cannot but smile at

the different theories accounting for extreme speed. One of

the first to attract especial attention was the imp. Messenger

ben pedigrees were tabulated with but one object in

view, vi/_. to t»ee how many times his name appeared in them-

Then came the thoroughbred and ami-thoroughbred advo-

cate-. Still later the pacing cross was thought by many to be

absolutely necessary. One enthusiast discarded pedigrees alto-

gether and look a tape-line to make his selections. Others

insisted ou developed speed in both dam and sire. With these

different theories advocated by brilliant turf writers is it anv

wonder the beginners were confused in locating and selecting?

One prominent writer a iew years ago attributed Ken-
tucky's superiority in speed producing to her blue grass and
limestone water, but California stepped to the front without

them, not because of her superior blood or methods, but on

account ot her climate being adapted to early maturity.

This season Nebraska has proven by better care and train-

ing her ability to send out two world-beaters and a yearling

trotter to beat 2:30, even if prairie hay and grass are used.

Like most other theories in the trotting horse business, to

the dismay of the Messenger advocates, along came Rarus

without his blood and took the world's record from Goldsmith

Maid. Then Palo Alto (one-half thoroighbred) set the stal-

lion mark at 2:0^, to again be lowered by Stamboul (no
.

thoroughbred) to 2:07 i, while Jay-Eye-See took the world's

record for geldings, and proves he is pacing-bred by taking a

pacing record of 2:06

K

To more confuse the theorists we find Mascot, by a son of

Hambletonian, hold's the world's record for pacers, with

Direct in third place, Flying Jib fourth and Jav-Eye-See fifth.

Direct is by a son of a full brother to Dexter. Flying Jib by a

son of Almont and Jay-Eye-See by Dexter's brother.

Continuing we find the one and two-vear-old pacing records

held by the get of Shadeland Onward, 2:1$;, the three-year-
j

old bv a son of Nutwood, 2:1S^', and four-year-old by a son of

Stein way, 2:25$, out of a daughter of Anteeo, 2:16}. Here are

instances where each one's theories are correct, and again

proven incorrect.

It would seem as though the developed speed advocates

have the best of it, but if we admit this theory the correct one
all noveltv in the breeding business would be lost, for if the

fastest sire when coupled with the fastest mare would produce
the fastest foal it would only be a question of dollars and cents

who owned the stake-winners. This certainiv shows the wis-

dom of Divine Providence, as it gives the breeder with limited

capital an equal chance with the wealthy one.

Before we can breed extreme speed to a certainty we would
have to have the laws of nature changed, so that each foal of

the extreme speed-producing dam would be of the same size,

with bone, muscle and vital organs to exactly correspond.

Then they would speed just the same, as watches or locomo-

tives built at the same manufactory.

Science is no more likely to reveal secrets of this kind than
it would be to delegate the power to man to control sex, and
we can readily see it was never intended to give us in this way
the opportunity to breed any family of domestic animals from
the face of the earth. We have read many well-written

articles with reference to controling the sex, but about the

lime the second or third party was giving his experience, we
find the results were just the opposite to the theory.

The weather prophets have just as short runs of popular
favor, for common sense teaches us that if we could foretell

storms or dry weather accurately, that the poor man would be

at the mercy of the rich, as they could employ all the spare
I

help and put in their crops in good condition while the poor
one would loose or have his damaged. The same would apply
to our steamship and rail service. In good weather they
would be overtaxed and in bad compelled to run at a loss. Old
Prob, with all the modern appliances assisted by electricity,

makes many mistakes even in guessing for one day. Like-
wise the trained eye of a practical horseman may select what
in conformation and gait may warrant extreme speed, but

nothing but the skilled hand of a trainer will prove just how !

much it has, and while the tuost likely place to find extreme '

speed is in families possessing it, il is nothing but a lottery,

and the capital prize will continue to be distributed to differ-
|

ent individuals each year. This is just what makes the busi-

ness fascinating.

There rire -ome things connected with the trotting-horse

hat should be corrected. One of the most important '

being time records. The more common anything becomes the
[

cneaper it can be purchased. If the present number of 2:30
'

performer- increases proportionately each year there will be
I

one for each road-driver in a short time. The standard craze
has been the inciting cause for taking records without a con- I

sideration, and if we mistake not the time has arrived when
|

roost men will wish they had them off. There are but two '

f revenue left for speed horses—service money and !

pane winning—and those without records will be of the most !

value, especiallv for the foreign markets. The breeder who
shapes hi- business to meet the change in times will be likely

|

to reap a rich harvest Oise the knife, then one-tenth part of I

the money required to develop speed will shape the gelding
for a useful road horse. To do this drive him regularly and
long enough at a time to quiet him, that he may learn tospeed

'

without pulling; make him familiar with steam and road use <

tn be driven by ladies or gentlemen. In
this way road-driving would be made fashionable, an nothing .

drives away family or business cares like a spin behind a
in a friendly contest. At present it is

next to impossible to get a safe, handsome, well-broken driv-
ing horse with speed at s reasonable figure, as they are gener-
ally knocked to pieces in trying to make campaigners and in

most instances wind up by taking a dn-cup record and a place
in n combination

horse should be compelled to take hu record in races
over an track employing a professional starter,

supplied with l. timing clock with a large dial to l>e hung in

ind in full view of spectators, started by
him when the word isgiven, and stopped by him at finish of
mile. This would not onlj keep many out but place all on an

rod *bove suspicion, ter would have to

be competeul and bones) to get future engagements.
While o timing, would also

1 ive him
. break*,

liiiil" are madr the clerk's book would
moerand length of break-, so thai

|

H ilh them.

A verv important position is that of patrol judge. The

past season we have seeu the dust so dense on tne first stretch

of a kite track that it was impossible from the judges' stand to

tell whether a horse was running or trotting, and owing to

the incompetency of the patrol the horses had to be placed as

they finished, much to the disgust of those who trotted all the

wav. , . .

An. ther source of dissatisfaction is the power giving judges

the right to decide when it is too dark to trot. If sundown

was made the time to suspend trotting for the day, except by

mutual consent of all interested, it would stop many bitter

wrangles.—Edward Pyle in the Horseman.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

Eastern stakes the coming season. Then there is Veronica,
record 2:29 ; Kittie Almont, 2:22f, by Tilton Almont, and
Grade by Werner's Hamlet. Also Fan, dam of Cricket, 2:32,

and Patchwork, 2:30 : Fancy, the dam of Gus Wilkes, 2:22;
Kate, the dam of Joe, 2:29} and Alden W., 2:29, and many
trained roadsters and choice broodmares near foaling time by
many of the best stallions of the State. Ptjblius.

'

Sundries.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman. I

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and sportsman.

Saxta Rosa, Feb., 20, 1893.—The sporting event here last

we«k was the great football game at South Park ba«e ball

grounds, between the Xapa team and the Santa Rosi team.

Each team was composed of picked men, and the game came

off Saturday in the presence of a big crowd. That it was pretty

hotlv contested is seen from the fact that neither side scouted

a point. The Napa team comprised Harry Roberts, Nathan

Coydon, Chas. King, Ed. Clark, Joe Head, D. Davis, Chas.

Van Winkle, Craf Mackay, Will Emery, Frank Horstmeyer
and Lester Drake. The Santa Rosa boys treated our visitors

well and may play them a return game in the near future.

A large number of our sports turned out to see Peter Jack-

son, the Australian fighter, make his cleb»t as an actor here

this week. They agree that he is a better actor than Sullivan,

the erstwhile champion.
Our horsemen are waking up again. Xot that they have

been very much asleep lately, but the fine weather and a good

track "enthuses" them greatly aud their pent up enthusiasm

breaks loose in the form of a red-lot little race at the track,

now and then. Once a week the habitues of the track get

together to witness a race between some local " pheuoms,"
and, judging from some of the ponderous observations we
hear, they extract considerable solid comfort from the smart

little contests.

William McGraw has moved Silas Skinner and the rest of

his stock to his stables on E street. His Skinner Jr. is one of

the most promising young horses seen hereabout for some
time.

I. DeTurk has not yet taken his trotters from their splen-

did cycloramic stibles near his big winery to the track. By
the way, the bo_ s say that Locke is shaping up Myrtle, 2:192,

Yulupa and John L. rapidly. The last two named are stal-

lions by Anteeo, and they are both good movers.

Sunset, 2:29|, has a very promising representative in John
Scroggans' three-year-old. It is to be hoped Sunset will be

put in training again this season. The last season he was
trained he showed himself to be heroic, and for the work he
had he made excellent time.

March & Robinson have sold their gilt-edged colt, Illustra-

tor, by Illustrious. He is now ihe property of ex-Senator Fair,

and has been taken to his ranch, near Sonoma. This colt will

be heard from.
Stone's yearling by Illustrious, dam Tilton Maid, grandam

by John Nelson, is a remarkable animal. It is 14} hands
high, is only nine months old, and trots like clock-work.

Stone's four-year-oldjby Illustrious, dam Irene, by Irwin Davis,

is said to be very speedy.

John Pender bought two good ones a few days ago. One is

a three-year-old, sired by Director. She has been worked a

little and seems to be full of speed. The other is a five-year-

old, sired by Dexter Prince. This is a very handsome filly,

and goes away like the wind.
Mart Rollins has an equine gem in Edith Mc, a filly sired

by Mountain Boy, dam Lou Milton. This filly is clean-cut

enough to suit the most critical, and when she reaches the age
for business Mr. Rollins will certainly have a bit of horse-

flesh worthy of any breeder's pride. Mr. Rollin's great colt.

Red Chief, is developing finely. This fellow is built for speed
and to stay the route and has enough vim and energy for two
common horses. His owner says he goes so fast that he is

almost afraid to hustle him.
Mr. Rollins has great faith in Silver Bow. This faith has

been strengthened since he took hold of Allen's Silver Bow
two-year-old, dam by Alliance. This youngster had not been
driven but a few times before she reeled of a quarter in forty-

two seconds.

Dr. Long's horses are all in good condition. The Montana
Wilkes have a good many admirers in and around Santa Rosa.
We took a look at Pierce Bros, recent additions one day this

week, piloted by Richard Breese, the young man who came
here with the horses from the Hobart stock sale. " Dick," as

he is called, is an exceptionally well-posted young horseman.
He has been "around" a good deal and is anything but a
tenderfoot. But he is modest and retiring and lets his work
talk for him. He looks after a large number of the new ar-

rivals, and one after another he showedjthem to us. A number
of the new arrivals are expected to foal this week, and from
the number of mares in foal on the groundswe think Super-
intendent Bonner and his men will have a very lively time
welcoming the youngsters this spring. The mares all have
nice comfortable quarters and receive the very best of atten-

tion. Pierce Bros, certainly have some very superior stock,

and they are showing their faith in the trotting horse in a very
substantial way.
We have recently had the pleasure of observing the

method adopted by Geo. W. Bleil in preparing youngsters
and other horses for public auction. He is now preparing the
Asylum stock for the sale at the Bay District track. "Shorty,"
as he is known to turfmen, was educated to his trade, and pro-
ceeds with the same methodical certainty in subduing the colt

to his desire and breaking him to lead as a watch-maker
prefers a watch that he knows will run. He does most of his
training from his riding horse, and the little fellows seem to
know that it is their place to be right up along or slightly in
front of the galloping driver, but maintain their natural-bred
gait. Those who attend the sales will enjoy a treat in wit-
nessing th,s skill of Mr. Bleil in showing up "the stock.
There in, indeed, some rovally-brcd stock among the 150 to

be sold: Fillies by Simmocolon, Stamboul, Sable Wilkes,

j

Balkan, Dawn, Rupee, (Jen. Benton, Alcona Jr., Oaknut,
Privateer, Grand Monr. Eclectic, Director Jr., Gaviota, Sou-
dan, Silver Bow, Almonition. James Madison, Ulster Wilkes,
Secretary and Others. Aud broodmares! Well, there is Pansv,
bred by General Withers of Kentucky, (by Caseins M. Clay
•Ir

, from Lady Richelieu}, dam of Almonition, KingOrry and
a two-year-old thai Mr. Salisbury has entered in all the richest

Everybody seems to admit, more or Jess, "that the bottom
has dropped out of the trotting-horse business." I wish io

insist that it has not. I believe I have made the same claim

in a former article, and my apology for saying it a second

time is that the truth cannot be told too often. The earning

capacity of the trotter is greater than it ever has been, and

the earning capacity of the trotter is on the increase , that is,

more of i . If, under such conditions, the bottom would fall

out of any business, " truth would be a lie." The scales have

fallen from the eyes of some people and more people. The
horse breeder, as well as the small breeder, has learned that

he cannot raise a thousand-dollar colt from a two-hundred-
dollar mare, aud he has learned that a filly sired by the great
sire who has twenty-five performers in the list out of a mare
whose pedigree is explained by an invitation to "take some
clams," is not the thing to raise a stock horse from. The day
of $500 to $1,000 for weeds at a weeding-out sale is past, but
that has nothing to do with the price of real trotters. Jt is

true that a well-bred weed will produce a trotter, but it is a

misfortune to a man to get one that way. It is just as much a
misfortune to a man to get a success from a poorly-bred horse
with a record, because it will start him on a hunt that will

bring him twenty failures to one success. Many people, bv
seeing so many weeds sell at low prices, will be deterred from
breeding this year. But if they have mares that are noi ultra-

fashioDable, now is the best time that they will ever see to

breed up, because stallion services never were so low, quality
considered, and it is as it were starting into the business when
prices are at the bed rock. They should not be expecting to

get high prices for their colts, but the fillies will be worth
breeding to the best in the land if they breed right this year.
One of our bright young breeders, lately returned from the
East, remarked that a gelding was worth than a stallion un-
less he was first-class or near to it.

That is one of the most encouraging faets. But it will still

remain that the owner of the ordinary stallion will persuade
himself that his horse is a great one, and the world will know
it in due time, A man had much better breed one mare and
pay $100 than to breed thre; and pay $50 each. If he has
three mares he had better sell two of them and breed one. If
he can't keep a good one out of the three, let him sell the three
and get one good one. Our great friend, Wallace, has advised
us to do that for five years past. He foresaw what has come,
that it was a great law of nature—'"the survival of the fittest."

The small breeder must do just what the large breeder does
He must discard his trash, no matter about the price, and let

me say right here that many a mau will drop the business and
in a few yearssee that now was the very time he should have
kept on. A man can take a catalogue of some of the great

sales and look it over carefully and see what there is in it that

he would buy at a price, say of §500, for a young mare as filly.

Reject all that do not come up to that estimate. Then let him
sit down and honestly analyze his own pedigrees. A man
never gets into so good a position as when he gets right on his

own business. I should like to speak of some horses and the

prices they stand at, but people are so sensitive that I would
stir up a hornet's nest, but I will speak ofsome characteristics.

There are horses that have broad, full heads that look like stud

horses, as far as you can see them. If they are well-balanced,

good pedigree and trotters, they will produce trotters. But if

a full brother to this horse has a delicate head and looks all

over like a gelding, he will produce few trotters.

There are many such trotters of low records that are indiff-

erent producers, and their produce will breed on with more
indifference. All the great producers are eminently strong-

lookiug horses. The most deceitful thing in a trotter to tie

to is a record. There are but four sons of Hambletonian 10

of any pretentions as producers that have standard records.

He did not have one himself. He h-^s twenty great sons with-

out standard records. Severe campaigning is the worst of all

accomplishments for a stallion to have. There are a few who
have lived down the affects of it, but look at the blasted hopes
of those who have bred to the great campaigners as a rule. If

you can't breed to a producer, breed to the son ; aye, and the

grandson of a producer, an even-sized horse, strong and com-
pactly built, with a strong, broad head and a bright, prom-
inent eye. He who breeds to a light-barreled horse will regret

and wonder why he don't succeed, and even if he get fair

results from the first generation he will lose on the second.

Large legs and sharp backbones shun as you would the razor-

backed hog- -although that type of hog is the fastest known, it

will never do in a stallion. There are such horses standing in

this State for service, and many more growing up. But be

strong iu the belief that he who weeds out till he has nothing
but what is well-bred and a good individual left, and breeds to

the best (in the light of the rule of producers), be the indi-

vidual strong and compact, will get a price that will be renum-
erative by the time his colt is old enough to put on the

market * Pro Publico.

Mr. Charles G. Fair left for San Faancisco last night,

Yesterday he backed his two American Derby candidates

Dare and Floodgate, in the Vllman-Eckert book, backing Dare
to the tune of $500 to $12,500 and Floodgate $250 against $10,-

000. Other transactions in the book yesterday were $30,000

to $60 against Hasty, laid to his owner ; John Gray, $6,000 to

$30 Johanna, $10,000 to $100 Boundless, $15,000 'to $5 Oak
Forest, $5,000 to $50 Buck McCann, $3,000 to $40 The Baron,

$1,200 to $20 Spartan, $3,000 to $150 Hugh Penny, $2,500 to

$40 The Reaper, $5,000 to $100 Evanatus, $900 to $15 Eltham
Queen, $5,000 to $10 Antrim Acid, $2,800 to $70 Lookout.—
Chicago Inter Ocean, Feb. 12.

A couple of thoroughbred brood mares, belonging to Mr.
James R. Keene, were shipped from Lexington, Ky., last

week, to Tennessee, to be bred to imp. St. Blaise. They were
Lilly R. by imp. Glenelg, out of Florence, by Lexington, and
Ella T. by War Dance, out of Bonnie Kate, by imp. Knight
of St. George. These are two of the most noted brood mares

in that locality. Lilly R. was the dam of Chaos, who won the

Futurity in 1SS9, and Ella T, produced Banquet, Tea Tiav
and other fine performers.
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How to Breed Them

[Written for the Breedek a.nd Sportsman.]

It i^ a well-known fact that success in breeding horses can-

not be attained in each and every case by approved and judi-

cious crossing. But the great examples that have been left to

us by the records proves that certain crosses in a large major-

ity of cases have brought forth the greatest performers as well

as the greatest producers.

Waxy, the first Derby winner from the Eclipse—

l

J
ol-^-os

line, and who is the head of the Stockwell and Touchstone

families, was an Eclipse and Herod cross, his dam being

Maria, by Herod.
WhaleboDe, his best son, was Eclipse and Matchem cross,

his dam being Penelope, bv Truuipator ; his son Camel was

Eclipse and Herod blood, his dam being a daughter of Selim.

Touchstone was by Camel, dam Banter, by Master Henry.

Here we have the doubling of Eclipse blood, coming down on

the dam's side through King Fergus, Beningbrough and

Orville.

Xewminster and Lord Clifden both were Eclipse and

Matchem crosses. Orlando was Eclipse and Herod, and so

was Hermit, being out of Seclusion, by Tadmor, running

back to Sir Peter, by Highflyer, by Herod.

Musket, the greatest sire in the Touchstone line since the

days of NewmiDster, was Eclipse and Matchem blood, his dam
being a daughter of West Australian, who was the greatest

performer of the Matchem line.

Whalebone's greatest producing offspring was Stockwell, an

Eclipse and Herod cross, being out of Pocahontas, by Glencoe.

Bend Or, the sire of Ormonde, is Eclipse and Herod or

Matchem blood, his dam being Rouge Rose, who was by Thor-

manby, who was by Windhound or Melbourne.

Ormonde is Eclipse and Herod, being out of Lily Agnes,

who is by Macaroni, by Sweetmeat—Gladiator.

Faugh-a-Ballagh was Eclipse and Herod cross, his dam be-

ing Guiccioli by Bob Booty. Leamington, his best performer

as well as producing son,was the Eclipse and Herod cross, his

dam being by Pantaloom—Castrel, Buzzard, Woodpecker and

Herod

.

Iroquois, winner of both Derby and St. Leger, who must be

looked upon as thebest performer of Leamington's sons, is the

Eclipse and Matchem cross, his dam being Maggie B. B., by

Australian, by West Australian.

Longfellow is Eclipse and Herod cross.

Bonnie Scotland was the Eclipse and Herod cross, being

out of Queen Mary, who was by Gladiator, and his best son,

Luke Blackburn, is Eclipse and Herod blood.

Glenelg was Eclipse and Herod cross, his dam being Babta,

who was by the great Kingston, who was by Venison, one of

the gamest horses ot his time.

Billet was an inbred Eclipse, being of the Eclipse—Black-

lock line, and his dam, Calcutta, by Flatcatcher. by Touch-

stone on to Eclipse through Whalebone and Pot-8-os.

King Ban was Eclipse and Herod or Matchem. His dam,

Atlantis, was by Thormanby, who was by Melbourne or

Windbound.
Ban Box was Eclipse and Herod blood.

Australian was Matcbem and Eclipse ; Harrv O'Fallon, his

best bred son, is Matchem and Eclipse, his dam, Sunny South,

being by Birdcatcher.

Spendthrilt is Matchem and Herod, and his son Kingston

is Matchem and Eclipse ; his dam, Kapanga, is in the Touch-
stone line, the same cross that produced West Australian, and

Lamplighter is bred the same way.

Darebin is Matchem and Herod blood ; the sire of Darebin

is The Peer, who was by Melbourne, and his dam is by Tra-

ducer, by The Libel, by Pantaloon.

Glencoe was the Herod and Eclipse cross, and his best son,

Vandal, was also|an Herod and Eclipse—his dam going back

through the Blacklock strain to Eclipse, while the dam of

Glencoe traced to Eclipse through Tramp.
Hanover is Herod and Eclipse—his dam being Bourbon,

Belle, by Bonnie Scotland. Galopin, the great performer and

the greatest producer of any of his progenitors from King
Fergus down, is the produce of inbred Eclipse on Herod blood.

His sire, Vedette, was Eclipse on bottom and top, and his sire,

Voltigeur, was also Eclipse on both sides, while the dam of

Galopin, Flying Dutchess, was by Flying Dutchman, by Bay
Middleton—Sultan.

Salvator is Eclipse and Herod blood, while his sire was an

inbred Eclipse, being by Blair Athol, and his dam was Eastern

Princess, by Surplice, a son of Touchstone.

Most of the great brood mares and those that raced as well

have been the produce of outcrosses.

Penelope, ihe dam <f Whalebone, Whisker, Web and Wire,

was Matchem and Herod blood. Eleanor, the first mare to

win the Derby, was Eclipse and Herod.

Pocahontas", the dam of Stockwell, Rataplan, King Tom,
Auracaria and Ayacanora, was Herod and Eclipse.

Cobweb, the winner of the 1,000 Guineas and Oaks, and the

dam of Bay Middleton, was Herod and Matchem cross.

Crucifix, winner of the 1 ,000 Guineas and Oaks, and the dam
of Surplice, was of Eclipse and Herod blood. Martha Lvnn,

dam of Voltigeur, was Eclipse and Herod cross and Queen
Mary was Herod and Eclipse, and her daughter, Blink Bonny,
winner of the Derby, and the dam of Blair Athol, a Derby
winner, was Matchem and Herod cross.

Reel, the dam of Lecompte, Prioress and Starke, was Herod
and Eclipse cross.

If these records prove anything, it is that the best results

have been from outcrosses between the blood of Eclipse, Herod
and Matchem, and that the best performers as well as pro-

ducers from the Stockwell Hue have come from Herod mares,

and the Melbournes have come from mares of the Touchstone

blood, as West Australian, Kingston and Lamplighter.

The grandest performer living in the Touchstone line is

Carbine, and he is an inbred Eclipse, but Nordenfeldt, who
was a first-class performer and has proved himself a first-class

producer, is an Eclipse and Herod cross, his dam being Onyx,

by Angler, by Fisherman, and, with the exception of Carbine,

the best of the Touchstone line have been from outcrosses,

like Xewminster, Lord Clifden, Orlando and Hermit.

The greatest racers in the Herod line, with the exception of

Bay Middleton and Wild Dayrell, who were inbred, have been

outcrosses, such as Venison, Glencoe, Sweetmeat, Kingston,

The Libel, Fisherman, Buccaneer and -See-Saw. The fastest

of the line was Buccaneer, who was Herod and Eclipse

through Tramp. Buccaneer ran a mile thirty years ago in

1:38. Venison and Fisherman were probably the gamest.

Venison was Herod and Matchem, and Fisherman was Herod
and Eclipse, through his dam, Mainbrace, by Sheet Anchor,

Lottery aud Tramp, the same breeding as Buccaneer.

If outcrossing is the best, how necesssry is it then that we
should preserve the blood of Matchem and Herod in the dif-

ferent descending lines, and in the purest of blood, for it has

been the custom for the last thirty years, since the blood of

Eclipse has swept everything before it, to drop the inferior

blood of Matchem and Herod; but good and healthy breed-

ing cannot be kept tip without these outcrosses.

We have now in the country three stallions from the

Matchem line who have no blood of the bush stock in them
at all ; they are Darebin, Harry O'Fallon and the new im-
portation, Oddfellow, by Barcaldine, and there are some royal-

bred ones from the Herod line, such as Discount, by Discord

—

See-Saw—Buccaneer ; Sir Modred, by Traducer—The Libel

—

Pantaloon ; Dutch Skipper, by Dutch Skater, onto the Flying
Dutchman, Bay Middleton and Sultan.

The Ute Chief, by Maximilian, Macaroni—Sweetmeat-Glad-
iator and Partisan, and his dam is in the line to Pocahontas,

being Angela, by Lord Lyon, out of Lady Inglis, by Ely. a

son of Kingston out of Heroine of Lucknow, by Nutwith out

of Pocahontas. St. George.

Decision of Board of Appeals.

In the matter of the Stamboul record of 2:01%, made at Stockton
November 23, 1S92. and other records made between October 13,

1892, aud November i3. ISy'J. investigated by the Board of Appeals
for the Pacific District of the National Trotting Association.

We rind that the meeting held at Stockton between October
13th and November 23, 1892, inclusive, was duly and regu-

larly advertised to commence on the 13th and to continue as

long as the weather would permit, that there were two purses

hung up by the Association, and entries duly made for the

record races; that the races were regularly adjourned from

day to day and the announcement of adjournment made from
the judges' stand ; that notices of the races were in the daily

papers
;
gate money collected at the gate, judges regularly on

the stand, drivers weighed in and out, and the rules of the

National Trotting Association faithfully observed.

That on November 23d, the day on which Stamboul made
the record of 2:"7I, was an adjourned meeting, that on that

day gate money was charged at the gate, the judges were in

the stand, two timers, Mr. Covey and Mr. Thompson, men of

unquestioned reliability, were selected and acted as timers,

that the race was after 10 a. m , and the reported lime, 2:07],

was justly and fairly made, and so reported and announced
fromthe judges' stand, that the driver of Stamboul carried the

required weight, and that after the race no doubt was ex-

pressed or objection made as to the correctness or fairness of

the time.

We find that the judges' book was signe 1 by Langford and
Parker, and by La Hue for Kearney by authority given La
Rue by Kearney, shortly after the time was announced and
before the parties left the track.

We believe that the effort subsequently made to discredit

the time was made for a malicious and dishonest purpose, and
we find the charge is not supported by any reliable evidence,

but that parties active in making the charge are implicated in

a conspiracy to levy blackmail.

We find that the record of 2:07 1- made by Stamboul at

Stockton on November 23, 1S92, together with all other rec-

ords made at Stockton between October 13, 1S92, and Novem-
ber 23, 1892, as shown by the judges' books of the San Joaquin
Valley Agricultural Association, were justly and fairly made
under the rules of the National Trotting Association, and all

such records mast stand as true and correct records, and it is

so ordered.

It is further ordered that John A . McCIoud and John S.

Kearney be and are hereby suspended, and that Henry M.
McHugh be and is hereby expelled.

Dated this 17th day of February, A. D. 1893.

N. T. Smith, Chairman,
[Attest] J. D. Cabr.

Frank Shay, Secretary.

Australian Notes.

Buccleigb, by Goldsbrough, won the New Year's Gift.

Warara, by Goldsbrough, wan the Welter Handicap at

Sydney.

Norbert, by Goldsbrough, won the Hopetown Cup at Mel-

bourne. Twenty-one starters.

Brockleigh, by Goldsbrough (sire of Merriwa), won the

Welter Handicap of $1,000 at Sydney.

Nihilist, by Suwarrow, won the Ladies' Bracelet, Rose-

hill, Sydney. One mile. Twelve starters.

Moscow, by Suwarrow (W. O'B. Macdonough's), won the

Welter Handicap at Maribyrnong, Melbourne.

Lord Coxcomb, by Chesterfield, ran second in Williams-

town Hurdle race, one and a half miles ; 127 pounds. Second
in hurdle race, Moonee Valley.

Templestone, by Chesterfield (Dr. Bowhill's), ran fourth

in Standish Handicap (one of the great events) in a field of

eighteen, and third in the Lyndhurst Handicap.

Brookleigh, a three-year-old colt, by Goldsbrough, carried

131 pounds at Sidney, and won a seven-furlong dash (on a

turf track, of course,) in 1:2SA—one of the best performers on

record in Australia ; weight and age considered.

Gaytime, by Newminster (son of The Marquis, sire of Loy-
alist and Chesterfield), dam Pastime, woo a seven-furlong race

at Sydney ; also, a mile selling race and the Disposal Stakes,

seven furlongs ; won the Bookmakers' Purse, Rosehill, one

and one-half miles, one hundred yards, and second Moorefield

Handicap, one and one-fourth miles.

Veno, by Idalium (A. B. Spreckels'), ran second in the

Villiers Stakes, Sydney, in a field of ten, beaten by three-quar-

ters of a length. Six furlongs. Second in Carrington Stakes,

$3,750, in a field of twenty-seven, beaten by a head ; six fur-

longs ; 1:16}. Third in New Year's Gift Handicap in a field

of twenty-six ; six furlongs in 1:16 ; one length between first

and third. These are among the most important stakes run at

Sydney.
The death of the famous sire Sylvia, the dam of Robin

Hood, Martini-Henry, Goldsbrough, and other good per-

formers, is reported from New Zealand. Sylvia was bred by

Mr. Hurtle Fisher in 1*'»4. She was got by imported Fisher-

man, her dam imported Juliet, by Touchstone out of Lanca-

shire Witch, by Tomboy— Kitefgrandam of Orlando, by Bus-

tard). Goldsbrough was her first foal, and was dropped in

1S70, Robin Hood in 1872, and Curlew (dam ofWhimbrel)

in 1874. After her purchase (with Onyx) by the Auckland
Stud Company at the figure of £3.000, she produced Martini-

Henry to Musket in 1880. Martini-Henry was sold to the

late Mr. J. White for 1,250 guineas, and he made himself

famous by winning the V. R. C. Derhv and Melbourne Cup
in 1883.

Latest American Derby Odds.

A sweepstakes for three year-old-s i foe.

felt, or only Sir. if declared out on or before February l-t, oi
1.1893. All declaration* :

. iththe money
the association to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the
race Soo.Oou to the first, S7.000 tothe the third
horse. A winner of any three .- race o( the value of
So.uou to carry 3 lbs.; or ui one ol -I'.ixm, or three or more thi
old stake races of any value, 5 lbs. extra ; maidens allowed 7 lbs To
be run the first day of the meeting, i Ine mile and a hall.
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Amrim.be by Apache—Urook.
Aunt Dudy, eh f, by Getaway—Mollle Garfield.
Aldebaran. ch c, bv Hurrv ' I'Fallon—SUpaway
AltoMIo be, by Alta—Smllax.
AZim Duke, b c, by Duke of Montrose—Lai la Rookh
Boundless, brc. by Harry o' Fallon—Endless.
Bonnie True, br c, by Regent—Lida.
Buck McCaon, ch c.'by Buchanan—Mollie McCann
Claytonia, b f, by Tennessee— Flight.
Clinton, be, by Alarm—Adversity.
Corduroy, be, by The Ili-l'-ed—Cordelia.
C. H. Gillock, b c. by Enquirer—Bonnie Mead.
CoUyhlilt. eh c, by Faustus—Sleepy I .

Comanche, ch c, by Sir Modred—Ethel.
Cniswick, be, by Mr. Pickwick—Alice B
CygQUS, bf, by Uospodar—Cygnora.
Cadmus, brc. by Flood—Cornelia.
Comrade, cb c, by Tyrant—Blithesome.
Columbus, be. by Tennessee—Emma Howard.
Chiswell. b c, by Jacobite—Atlanta.
Calhoun, cb c. by Buchanan—Annie I

Claquer, cb c, by Three Cheers—Belle -.f the Lake.
Clittord, b c. by Bramble— Inn
Chorister, brc. by Falsetto—A I

Delury. eh c. by Kingfisher—De
Duke Stevens, ch c. by Duke of Norfolk -Edna K.
Don Alonzo, b c, by Long Taw—Round Dance,
Dare, blk c, by Darebin—Carrie u\
Darly. be, by Leooatus— Trutku.
Don Fulano, br c. by Alta—Mai
Decapod, b c, by sir Modred—Christine.
Eagle Bird, b c, by Chance—!.- -

Enthusiast, brc. by imp. Rapture—Connie B.
Eltham Queen, imp. ch f, by Swillington—Thni
Bvantus, b c, by Leonatns—JBva -

Elizabeth U. ch f, bv imp. Woodlands—Ballet
Francis Pope, b c, by Red Boy— Bolis.
Fort Worth, be, by Luke Blackburn—Tullaboma.
First Chance, b c. by Abaua—Grisette.
yitzsimmous, cb c, by Sir Modred—Tourmaline.
Falstaff, b c, by Deceiver— Falsiuo.
Flood Gate, br c. by Flood—imp. Flirt.

Fidelia, b f, by Flood—imp. Flirt.

Gov. Foraker, be. by The Ill-Csed—Madcap.
G. W. Johnson, br c. by Iroquois—Brunette.
George W.. ch c. Faraddole—Pansy.
Green Hock, b c, by imp. Greenback—Eda.
Glen view, b c. by imp. Glenelg—Linnet
Gladstone, b c, by imp. Glenelg—Lady Planet.
Gould & Curry, ch e. bv Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenu.
Hanniean. brc, by Hindoo—Nannie McDowell.
Hasty, b c. by Free Knight—Emma Maniey.
Hugh Penny, b g. by Luke Blackburn—Maud Ward.
Ingomar, b c, by Bubbler—by imp. Dalnacardoch.
Idaho, b e, by Miser—Acquittal.
John O'Me&ra, brc, by Emperor—Darya.
Joanna, b f, by Falsetto—Jamaica.
Kimball, br c, by imp. Bonnie Brown—Crsuline Nun.
Lady Violet, b f, by The Ill-Used—Lad; Roseberry.
Lady Belmont, b f, by St. Blaise—Favonia.
Lawless, brc, by Tyrant— Linotte.
Lookout, ch c, by Troubadour— Christina.
Lawrence, br c. by Longfellow—Gypsy.
Lillian Russell, b f. by Longfellow—Hegia2.
Long Dock, br c, by Longfellow—Semper Idem.
Linsmore. ch c, by Lisbon—Emeti.
Lakeland, b c, by Iroquois—Silver Maid.
Lidgerwood, b c, by Luke Blackburn—Tuscarora.
Lew Martin, b c. by Gano—Armeda Howard.
Lady Bess, ch f, by Emperor of Norfolk—Aritta.
Minnie Mc. b f, by Tennessee—Governess.
Monowai, ch c, by imp. Midlothian—Eliza.
Midway, ch c. by Pat Malloy—Lizzie K.
Major Drips, b c, by Lucifer—Dodette.
Mirage, ch c, by imp. Deceiver—Uproar.
Maraschino, b c. by Dry Mouooole—Brunova.
Martinet, ch c. by Mariner—Marin.
Miles Standish, br c, by Longfellow—Fun.
Mutiny, be. by Hyder Ali—Loto.
Northwestern, ch c. by Luke Blackburn—Dora.
Ounalaska. b f. by Tom Bowling—Interpose.
Oak Forest, ch c, by Dudley—Gladys.
Oporto, br c, by Mariner—Eufaula.
Oscar, ch c, by Onondaga—Grenadine.
Plulus. ch c. by Blue Eyes—Sungleam.
Pallas, be. by Alaim—Brillianteen.
Perdition, br c, by Longfellow— Perdita.
Prince Deceiver, ch c. by imp. Deceiver—Princess Chuck.
Picton, ch c, by Cyrus—Amelia.
Primus, brc. by Virginus—Briganza.
Peppercastor. imp. b c. by Pepper and Salt—Lady Jane.
Pansy, ch f. by St. Blaise—Wood Violet.

Peabody. br c, by Bob Miles—Sonora.
Quarterstaff. b c, by Friar Tuck—Sister to Roth Ryan.
Queen Lute, b f, by Kingfisher—Belladonna.
Qnindora King, en c. by Buchanau—Florence D.
Rienzi, b c, by Col. Clark—Delturno.
Roche, b c, b'y Pauique—Rebecca Rowett
Restraint, ch c, by Rayon d'Or—Quarantine.
Kunvon. br c, by Longfellow—Fanfare.
Rainbow, br c, by Longfellow— ButT and Blue.
Ramapo, ch c. by Pontiac or Runnymede—Annie F.

Sea Belle, b f. byTenuessee—Belle of Topeka.
Sabine, chc. by imp. Rossington— Lizzie Stone.
Strathrose, imp. brc Highland Chief—Queen of Roses.

40. Sou of a Gun, imp. be, by Petronel—Ithona.
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100.

400.

400.

400.
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20.

100.

100.
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75.

40.

100.

75.
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100.

40.
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200.
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75.

200.

200.

40
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400.

200.

200.

200.

100.

100.

100.
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Sir Carr, ch c, by imp. Cvi us—Jessie D.
Sterling.be, by imp. Rapture—Hinda.
Sigurd, chc. by Harry O* ha IIon— Lady Olive.
Slow Dance, b f, by Darebin Sly Dance.
Sam Harlan, be, by Imp. Wagner—Mamie Cole.
Sam Brvant. be bv Uhlan—Ella Lakeland.
St. Croix, ch c. bv iroquols—Satinet.
Sir Reel, be, by Alia—Dizzy Blonde.
Sam Weller, ch c. by Mr. Pickwick—Mlaa Dance.
sir Francis, eh c, by Mr. Pickwick—Thora.
Semper Lex. ch c, by Falsetto—La Sylphidc.
Spartan, brc. by Eolus— I

St, Judo, imp b< n—Palmula.
Pan Francisco, ch c. by Rutherford—Jennie B.

St. Leonards, ch ft by St. Blaise—Belladonna.
Turquoise, ch c, by troquols—Fannie Mattingly.
Tyro, be. by Longfellow—Leonora Morris.

b
f,

by Longfellow—Useful.
The Baron, blk c, by Hidalgo My Low
Tom Reed.chi-. by Wawekus- i

The Re iper, i e Una i
.

Trenton, ch c, by Spendthrift*—Gold Ban.
Lady Morton.

ibon—Brita.
wood.

Voorlni iiite.

leart
Walnut, eh c, by Imp. Woodlands—Trlnkltat.
Wisdom, br

|
W -Far Simile.

Will Elliott (formerly Don Eyes—Fac Situtle.

War Cry, b c, by < inondaga—

1

iuy, b 0, bl Hurry «i Fallon— La Galatea.
Young Arum, '• c, bj M true.

,ch f. by Prince I.vmjoM— Adosfnda.
, b f. ! e V
. b f, by St
. bf. by Longfellow—Qui
, brc by Duke ol Montrose—Pappoose.
. b c, by K
,bc. by Joe iHinleN—Alfareta.
, brc, by Darebin—Venture.
, b e, by Volante—Blo--

. brc. by Hidalgo—Berga w. b-

iary of the Navy Trncv itill owns a breeding farm

in Tioga countv, as well as Kentucky Wilkes, a famou-

breed from, turfmen are surmising that Mr. Tracy will

lect another stable of trotters.
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THE GUN.
Retrospection.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

When weary and worn with the rowing,

Against the swift current of Time ;

Whoso billows in angerare showing.

Their tiger-like spirit of crime:

In deep sullen growls all about me
Are leaping with snarls upon deck

And glare in their fierceness aud.moek me
And claim my frail craft for a wreck.

Vet. 'spite of it all I am fearless.

Though catching no gleam from the shore

;

About me all threatening audi cheerless.

I love to cease pulling.my oar.

To drift idly backward and leeward

And lie again calmly at rest,

Where youth's favored wlnds.blowing seaward.

Awoke fondest hopes in my breast.

Again through the woodlands and lea-lands,

To wander in peace all alone,

or, down on the bright golden sea-sands.

To list to. the wild billows moan ;

To lie in the meadows and smother,

Regrets with the clover blooms sweet,

Where often in youth with another,

Love rendered our wand'rines complete.

There again to watch.the kine nipping.

The grasses bejeweled with dew ;

The barn-swallows gracefully dipping,

In the waves where the pond-lilies grew.

To strolt o'er the lawn 'neath the arches,

Where clambered the sweet-bloomiugvine ;

With footsteps to slow-measured marches.

While drinking of memories' wine.

If years with their burden of sorrows.

Do naught but endear the fond past,

How sweet will be all of the morrows.

With old scenes preserved 'til the last.

How painfully sweet to my vision.

Are all the loved scenes of my youth ;

I knew them when every decision,

Was founded alone upon truth.

Before the foul dust of long travel,

Had ground its way into my soul

;

Before the rough stones and hard gravel

I'd trod, on the way to the goal.

And I love my youth's innocent viewing,

Forgetting the pain and the tears

;

Which followed my young life s undoing—
The rape of my innocent years.

On the Great Plains.

It was in the spring of 1867 that a number of restless and

adventuresome spirits concluded that the uneventful ways of

peace were all too tame for their love of excitement, which

had been engendered by the four years' service through which

they had but recently passed in the active service of the rebel-

lion. It was agreed by seven of us, all old comrades in the

army, that we should cross the plans and visit the world-

renowned fields of fortune in California The earlv spring

found us at Council Bluffs, Iowa, on the Missouri. Here we
remained for some weeks awaiting the starting of an overland

train, for in those days it required quite a body of men to

I raverse the plai ns together in order to be able to protect them-

selves against the Indians, who, at the time of which we speak*

were bent on murder and plunder whenever opportunity was

afforded them, or, in other words, whenever a band of emi-
grants were found in numbers small enough to insure the red

devils a victory. The Indian is a cautious, cowardly sneak,

and in those days would never attack a party of whites unless

every circumstance favored them.
In the course of some three weeks some thirty teams had

collected, numbering about three men to the team, all well

armed and in every way equipped for the long and arduous
effort which lay before us. Many of the teams were com-
posed of six, and even eight, cattle, while a majority were of
horses and mules. The start was delayed so that the grass
might afford good grazing for the stock as we moved along.
Our immediate party had two teams and two extra saddle

hors*s, and we were titled out in every way complete for the
journey, and owing to the fact that we had all "smelled pow-
der," were looked upon by the rest of the company as very
important factors in the contemplated journey. At length the
time for movement arrived, and our first day was spent in
crossing the turbulent and muddy Missouri and drawing our
heavily loaded wagons through the horrible streets of Omaha.
This latter place was as lough and uncouth a frontier town as
ever the continent has known. The streets were literally

quagmires, and the low, rambling shanties were little more
than excuses for shelter where outfitting goods and poor
whisky was furnished for about the only good thing in the

I he muddy condition of the streets, if such they may be
called, recalls the humorous lines of John G. Saxe, the poet,
who visited the place abonl tins time, and who gave expres-
sion to hi* impressions of the olace as follows:

i. to i Imaba.
When rolls the <iurk Missouri down

;

bOneS SI mn run draw
All «:inj.ly wiikou through tin- tOWU?

" Wbei ."iir jtpjMt iti_-

Ami bedbnga break jrout rest profound
;

Where all tbi
i afloat.

And »ii the iteameri ure aground

!

i

I (peak,
in truth Ihii Is Jus) ss 1 found it .

Btrai ii v.nv.

Pot 0« ; it ;
"

Omaha's appearance to^ay givee a radically different im-
pression from the above, but IbeaoOTO was true of that day.

It wan a weary and tired lol of nn-n, '" suv nothing of' the

condition of the women and children "I the party, when that
evening we encamped in hollow to Ibe west of the town, but

ivai soon struck, and in short order the ever-ready camp
coffee wan boiling and sending out its most welcome odor.

Supper over and the order for the night being arranged, the

camp was soon asleep. It was just as necessary for a guard at

this time as at any time during our journey, for the robbers

and cut-throats hanging about frontier towns were as greatly

to be feared as the wild devils of the plains.

The hrst few days of our journey were uneventful, about the

onlv diversion found was in an attempt to counteract and nip

in the bud, so to speak, the development of that peculiar form

of cussedoess which hardship is apt to develop in many natures

which, under other circumstances, would never be known to

exist.

We established a rigid military code of laws for the govern-

ment of the train, and they were executed to the letter, as one
man at least could attest were he reincarnated and could

remember the transaction in which he played unwillingly the

leading part, being hung from the points of two wagon
tongues, the wagons being run close together so as to give

sufficient elevation to the tongues when forming an inverted

V. The crime for whicli he was hung was for stealing pro-

visions when we were all on short allowance, and for breaking

open the medicine chest and drinking the only remaining
flask of liquor which was being sacredly preserved for medi-
cinal purposes.

Severe measures are necessary under such circumstances and
not a tear was shed for the wretch who committed, what to us

then seemed and what I still believe under the circumstances

to have been a crime of the most heinous nature and very prop-
erly punished with death. We were camped by a small diverging

stream which led into the Platte but a short distance below.

Here we were resting for a day in order to permit our worn
horses and cattle to secure a much needed rest and recuperate

their wasted energies by grazing on the excellent grass which
there grew in abundance. We were scattered about camp each
busy in his own way when our attention was called, by one of

the more observant of our party, to some moving objects to

the northward. Mounting one of the substantially covered

wagons, I turned my field glasses upon what appeared but little

else than a cloud of dust, waving along the ground. In an in-

stant I discerned that the dust-cloud was raised by a frantic-

ally moving herd of buffalo which were being pursued by hun-
ters on horse back. 1 at once conveyed the startling news to

all about, and the order was given to secure and corral our
stock at once. The danger, nay, certainty that it would join

in the wild stampede of the buffalos and be tramped to death

or irretrievably lost. This was soon accomplished and every-

thing in the nature of a weapon was secured ready for slaugh-

tering some of the royal game should the opportunity occur.

On came the buffalo, the thunder of their tramping rolling

over the prairie for thousands of yards ahead of the dashing
herd. Nearer and nearer they came and now we conld distin-

guish the separate animals and hear the quick, sharp reports

of the carbines in the hunter's hands who were harassing the

flanks of the herd and pouring in the deadly shot asrap idly

as possible.

Now they come thundering down toward our camp but are

seen to be going to our right, where they struck the stream

about fifteen yardsfrom us. Down upon them we rushed and
as they were compelled to climb an abrupt bank of several

feet in coming out of the stream we were given a good oppor-
tunity to shoot them. There were some twenty of us with

rifles all within thirty-five or forty yards of the struggling

animals and we kept up an incessant tire at the broad sides of

the animals thus presented. Something like thirty must have
crossed the stream at this point, the majority of the herd
swerving lower down. How many shots did we fire? 1 can
form no definite conclusion, but we fired as often as possible.

I must have fired at least twenty-five shots and the balance to

a man were doing the best they could to get in an extra shot.

How many buffalo do you suppose we got? It will surprise

you when you learn; we had only seven dead and disabled

buffalo. Countless others were hit but unless you know where
to shoot a buffalo and are skillful enough to reduce that know-
ledge to practice, shooting them produces but little noticeable

effect.

After the herd had passed by, leaving a long, low-lying

cloud of dust marking their trail, we were treated to an ex-

hibition of the marvelous vitality of one of the straggling bulls

of the band. Two of the hunters that were after the herd
when we first noted them were riding hard after the great

shaggy animal and at close quarters were pumping the lead

into him at every jump. Finally the buffalo fell, but a short

distance from our camp, and going over to where it was we
found not less than thirty bullets had been fired into its body.

Our trip leading up to Pike's Peak was an eventful one
;

several times our train was threatened by the Indians but we
were never attacked, probably on account of our numbers.
At each camp, after nearing the mountains, especially, we
were annoyed by the sneaking coyotes invading our camp and
chewing and destroying any and everything to which they

could gain access.

The greatest sport presented was the pursuit of the antelope
which ranged the plains in great numbers. They were shy
and it required some considerable skill and patience to kill

one of them, yet our camp was raiely without antelope steak,

as some half dozen of our party were constantly well mounted
and on detail for the purpose of supplying us with fresh meat.

Jack rabbit, sage hen and antelope were the staple articles re-

lied upon for fresh food.

Of that band but few are yet living, that is, of those whom
I cared to keep trace of, and as I write and recall those days
of adventure I realize that they formed one of the most
rounded periods of my life's fitful fever.

.
Karl.

The enthusiasts on small bores are predicting that the six-

teen-guage gun will rapidly win its way into the trap-shooting

contingent both as to live bird contests and in shooting in-

animates. As to the former part of the proposition we have
serious doubts. In shooting at inanimate targets we believe

that in skillful hands the smaller gun may become quite the
favorite weapon but doubt their effectiveness in shooting live

birds at the trap.

The sportsmen generally, who love trap shootiug, are out-
lining :i more than usual programme for t he season's sport in

j

this line. A broad-gauged policy has been adopted by many
of the clubs looking to a more equitable adjustment of the

j

honors to be won at the trap. This will encourage the sport
and Sh in the line of true sportsmanship.

The aplomb evinced by some sportsmen just before the con-
test at the trap opens is in striking contrast to the evidence
presented by the score card after the shunting is over.

The E, C. powder is becoming quite the favorite with many
of our locnl sportsmen.

The Pacific Queen.

Poor Lilinokalani ! Poor Queen ! How sad her situation !

Eobbed of her throne; her crown dashed from her brow ; her

royal robes torn from her form and trampled in the dust ; her

wand of power shivered in her grasp; her kingdom wrested

from her rule ! What a picture ! What a wreck ! The
halls of her palace are deserted; the pomp and splendor of

her court are seen no more ; alien hands hold the reins of the

government of her former kingdom, and armed warriors pace

before her dismantled courts and palaces of power to enforce

the edicts of a foreign land. Situated thousands of miles from
all other powers, resting like a beautiful gem upon the bosom
of the Pacific seas, her kingdom might reasonably have been
conceived to be free from the greed and avarice of other pow-
ers. But its location, its beauty, its marvelous fertility, were
potent charms which led to its conquest and to the outrage
committed on its queen and on her people.

The sea waves, as they break against the shores of her late

kingdom, where she sits in exile, surrounded by a faithful few
of her own simple people, must sing to her in notes weighted
down and dripping with a sadness, than which a greater, the
human heart is seldom called upon to know. The brightness
and beauty of the tropical scene must rise and mock her griefs.

The soft, sweet winds which have played w:th the foaming
billows all day and come beating with their soft wingings
against the lattice of her window at evening can bring her
now no refreshing hours of rest. Day by day, night after

night, she sits looking away across the white-capped billows

toward the region of the morning, the birthplace of light,

hoping and longing for the news which shall restore to her
her crown and kingdom, but as day after day wears away
and weeks draw their slow lengths along and no reply comes
to her appeal for justice from those upon whom she has come
to look as the embodiment of noble principals her heart must
sink lower and lower, and the ashes of hope lie over all in a

bosom which is now a sepulcher for every fond aspiration.

Poor Liliuokalani
;
poor Queen, while sad and unmourned

your fate, you are but passing through one of the great de-

crees of nature. The lesser gives way to the greater, for in

nature might is right.

Natural Game Preserves.

Unquestionably but little can be done by man, in the fur-

therance of any project, unless his efforts be directed along

the lines suggested and provided by nature for the develop-

ment of the particular project in hand.

Many of the passengers who daily pass and repass Goat and

Angel Islands on the ferry to points across the bay will be

more or less surprised when informed of the fact that these

islands are far more extensive than any one wou d imagine

who has not set foot upon them. The arroyas of these islands

being timbered and filled with manzanita-tangles and a dense
growth of copse and vines which afford the best possible pro-

tection for any of the feathered tribe that may be placed there.

The fact that the islands are removed for a sufficient distance

from the shore to insure the birds remaining on them settles

an important question favorably. The fact that the islands

are under the charge of the military of the United States in-

sures the fact that no poaching will ever be there attempted.

Uncle Sam tolerates no foolishness in such and kindred matters
and there can be no question but that every pheasant or quail

placed upon these preserves would at roll call be present or

accounted for as faras lawless interference would be concerned.

Some years since Goat Island was successfully stocked with
quail; they grew and multiplied until the waves which sing

constantly to the shores was answered by the merry whistle or

call of the aristocratic little beauties. Cats and vermin, it is

said, destroyed the quail until but comparatively few of them
remain.

Since the question has come up recently as to the impor-
tance of stocking this State with Mongolian pheasants, the

eyes of the Fish and Game Commission of the State have been
directed to these islands and to their well-nigh perfect presen-

tation as game preservers.

Mr. Crittenden Robinson has long cherished the plan as one
which would solve the preservation of imported birds until

acclimated and progogated sufficiently to permit of their being
turned loose on the main land. In consultation with Com-
missioner William C. Murdock, the plan was presented in such

a light by Mr. Kobinsonjthat the Commissioner's sympathies
were at once interested in this direction, and no doubt but that

the beautiful and toothsome Mongolian pheasants will soon be

at home on the islands above mentioned. This plan has the

best precedents in the fact that the first birds brought over to

this country were placed on an island, similar to these, in Ore-
gon waters. The result is shown in the fact that thousands
upon thousands of these birds may be found all over the State

ofOregon and even in adjoining States. It is to be hoped that

success will attend every effort of the Commissioners in this

direction.

A telegram from Larchmont, New York, under date of the

16lh iust., says: ''The second pigeon shooting match of the

series between the Larchmont Yacht Club and E. D. Bulford,

the professional champion wing-shot, took place at the club

grounds to-day and resulted in a victory for Fulford. There
was fully as much enthusiasm evident upon Fulford's victory

as there was when Mr. Work defeated the world's champion-
ship two days ago. The match was for $250. Modified Har-
lingham rules governed. The rise was thirty yards and the

boundary was fifty yards. L. S. Thompson, who was selected

to try conclusions with the crack professionals to-day, used

both barrels sixty-one times and Fulford fifty-six times.

Thompson missed the twenty-second, twenty-third, twenty-

ninth, thirty-first, thirty-sixth, thirty-eighth, thirty-ninth,

eighty-sixth, ninety-first and ninety-eighth—ten in all. Ful-

ford missed the eighth, nineteenth, twenty-fourth, fifty-eighth,

sixtieth, sixty-first, sixty-third and sixty-eighth birds—eight

in all. Fulford shot a slow and deliberate but certain match,
and finally won, with two birds to spare. Had Thompson
been able to retain his nerve and coolness to the end, he would
have won. He clearly outshot his opponent at the start, and
at one time it looked like an easy victory. His nerve forsook

him at a critical stage of the game, and he lost the match. It

was by no means a walk-over for Fulford."

The outlook for a close contest in the senate on the game
law is one which keeps each side of this interesting question
on the alert. We hope the law looking to a close and rigid

preservation of the game will be enacted.
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The San Francisco Gun Olub.

On Wednesday last the San Francisco Gun Club opened the

sport of the season at the trap, for this Club. The day was

one of California's brightest and balmest, as if the weather

clerk were a loyal American and in honor of the" Cincinnatus

of the West " had honored his birthday with the brightest

and best of the days at his disposal. As the sportsmen steamed

across the bay a most exhilarating scene was presented. Be-
hind the city, from every spire and dome of which was flung

to the breeze the brightest and most attractive emblem that

ever rose and fell upon the pure air of heaven; about them,

on every hand, the ships and sloops, rendered brilliant, in

honor of the day, with the stars and stripes and gaily colored

bunting with which they were decorated. The sun shone
warm and cheerful on the waters, which were enridged with
tiny wavelets fanned into being by a gentle breeze which came
in from sea-ward, rendering the weather all the more agree-

able to all those inclined to enjoy out-door pleasures. Goat
Island had just put on a fresh robe of emerald, fringed about
its sea-washed shores by the bare clay-banks, which were ren-

dered as a golden border, fading into the blue-green waves,
after passing the roll of swansdoflu created bv the white lacing

of foam formed by the beating of the waters asrainst its rock-en-

vironed steeps. Countless numbers of sea-gulls Buttered about
the boats, restless as the waves beneath, while every class of sea-

fowl indigenous to this clime sat about in the waters, until dis-

turbed by some passing vessel, when they evinced their fishy

quality by diving beneath the waves or fluttered awkwardly
away revealing; the fact by their labored motion that they
were not entirely adapted to serial lines. Strange organisms
these. Amphibians? -Yes, nearly so. See their rudimentary
wings, they are compelled to beat the air with a humming
bird's rapidity of motion in order to sustain their flight. This
being particularly true of the guillemot or muir, the sea-pigeon

and some others. Clang! Clang! There, we are across the
hay and the train winds around the serpentine shore to the
Oakland Shooting Park where we find that the number of

sportsmen is upwards of twenty who belong to this club. The
shooting opened and continued without interruption until high
twelve when a rest is called for lunch, when all repair to the

Hotel de Ben Wright, aud enjoy a very acceptable luncheon,
after which the sport at the trap is renewed and continued
with but short intermissions until evening. The main match
of i he day resulted as follows:

W. J. Golcher 2 1221101121 2-11
H. Babcocb... 2112211121 1—11
J. K. Orr 0122222222 1—11
Tho3. Ewinjr 122010111120—9
A. C. Tnhhs: 1 2012011110 1—9
Howard Black 1 22222202000—8
Chas. Latnc 2 12201001022—8
F. S. Rutler 1 11*21101010—8
.f. O Cadman 2 122**122100—8
Roht. Oxnard 122020*222*1—8
.1. H lellett 1 01210220010—7
Wm l.pvinpon 10010221010 1—7
IT. W Woodward 011 00210102 1—7
R. H Sprajrue 0110001112 1—7
\lex llHfuilton 121*11*1*10 0—7
J. M. Kilsarir 20211002000 2—6
J. Hownev Harvev 1*0*20201120—6
F. D. Athertoo 0*2022*2110 0—6
E. A.Chapin 1100120220 0-6
F. R. Wehster 2 211002000 2—6
F.W. Tallant. 00202112020—6
F. H. Sanborn 010100000211—5

Eyre 1 01 01001 (1200— 5
R B. Woodward 010020220010—5
W. 3. Kiltie 2 200000222*0—5
Geo. Levison 1100*010000 2—4
The birds were a fine lot, and many of them were never

surpassed as swift ones at the trap anywhere. Messrs. Golcher
md Bahro-k earned their laurels by some fine shooting.
Being somewhat incapacitated, owing to a serious defeat which
we sustained in a recent encounter with a falling skylight, we
are unable to comment on the merits of the individual shoot-

ers or to note any of the special incidents of this very interest-

ing match. A six-bird pool, $250 entrance, three moneys,
resulted as follows

:

Oxnard 2 1112 0—5
Sprasme 2 2 2 2 2—5
Tubbs 2 12 2 1—5
Eyre 2 2 2 2 1—5
Tallant 12 12 1—5
Babcocb 1*2111—5
Webster 2 1 1 1 2 *— 5
Laing 2 112 1—5
Cadman 12 2 2 0—4
Harvev 2 10 12—4
R. B. Woodward 1 1 10—3
Jellett 2 2 2 —3
Brown 2 2 2 — 3
H. W. Woodward 1 2 2 —3
Orr 12 —2
Bntler 10 2 —2
Hamilton 10 — 1

Golcher 2 — 1

The gentlemen standing with five kills each were Messrs.
Oxnard, Sprague, Tubbs, Eyre, Tallant, Babcock, Webster and
Laing.

Then followed a *' freeze-out," fourteen entries, in which
Cadman and Harvey divided the money, with four kills each
A second " freeze-out," eight entries, resulted in a tie

between Messrs. Spragne and Laing.
The day was a most pleasant one, and will not soon be for-

gotton by the gentlemen in attendance.

any law that embodies this idea—that is focused to this point
—cannot contain much of a collateral and non-conflicting
nature that would be seriously objectionable.

What i the object of the opposition ? It would seem to be
wholly of a negative nature. This will not do. It is not in

the nature of effort having for its object the good of the pub-
lic. Surely such efforts will not find favor in the upper house
of our Legislature. The points of the bill have been discussed
over and over again and again, but little, if anything, new has
been left to be said regarding the merits or the demerits of the
proposed measure, suffice it to say that on no account can any
other measure be presented and passed to effective standing by
the present body. It is apparent to all that it must be the
Emeric bill, as it now stands, or, probably, nothing in the

I

form of law by this legislative body.
This we, as sportsmen, having the interests of the game of

the State at large at heart, cannot sanction, and in oider to

avoid such a deplorable state of affairs, we earnestly entreat

the Senate to pass the Emeric bill as received from the As-
sembly.

An Important Game Law Decision.

We take the following from American Field :

The case of the State of Maine vs. Eben Coffren for catch-

ing and having in possession a young deer during the close

season, tried before the Calais Municipal Court in November
last, caused considerable excitement and articles appeared in

several papers of that State severely criticising the proceed-
ings. The case was appealed to the Supreme Judicial Court,

held at Machias on the first Tuesday in January, and there,

after a thorough discussion of the law on the part of the de-
fendant by Geo. M. Hanson, Esq , and on the part of the

State by County Attorney Campbell, assisted by R. J. McGar-
rigle, Esq., the presiding Justice carefully considered the whole
mattter and gave the following decision sustaining the court
below, and no exceptions were taken. The judgment of the

Appellate Court practically settles the law, the construction

of which has been so much discussed. No deer can be law-
fully caught and held in possession during the close season.

During this time, the seasons of breeding and growing, they
are absolutely protected. The decision is as follows:

" Washington, SS., S. J. Court, Jan. T., 1893. State v. Eben
Coffren, Aplt.

"This is a complaint for catching and having in possession

one deer in close time, and the case comes to this court by
appeal from the Municipal Court of Calais. The defendant
now enters a plea of guilty, with an agreement on the part of

the Slate that a nol. pros, shall be entered unless it is deter-

mined by the presiding justice that the act charged in the

complaint is prohibited by the statute ; if so prohibited, judg-

ment to be entered for State.
" It is admitted that the fawn was caught by the defendant

in the month of July, 1S92, and kept in possession until Octo-
ber loth, and then sold to some person in Massachusetts.

Section 11, of Chap. 30, R. S., declares that ' Whoever has in

his possession the carcass or hide of any such animal, or any
part thereof, between the first days of January and October,
shall be deemed to have hunted and killed the same contrary

to law ;
* * * * but he shall not be precluded from

producing proof in defense. This section was amended in

1891 (Chap. 95, Sec. 3) so as to read :
' Whoever has in

possession any such animal or part thereof *

shall be deemed to have hunted, caught or killed the same
contrary to law.' The substitution of the word ' animal' for

carcass or hide in the first clause, and the introduction of the

word ' caught ' in the second clause, conclusively show an in-

tention to make the statute applicable not only to the posses-

sion of inanimate things, but to the capture of living and
moving ones. This is also in harmony with the manifest pur-

pose of the law. It was obviously designed to afford protec-

tion to the deer and prevent their extinction, by giving them
freedom to roam the forests unvexed by man during the

appropriate season of each year. If construed to permit their

capture in close time, when more easily effected, and subse-

quent sale or appropriation in open time, the law would sig-

nally fail of its beneficent purpose, and be practically nulli-

fied.

" In the case at bar there is no suggestion in defense that the

fawn was captuaed and temporarily held for any humane or

lawful purpose. That inquiry was precluded by the final dis-

position of the animal. The decision of the court below was
correct, and judgment must be entered for the State.

" Wm. P. Whitehocse, J. S. J. C."

The Game Law.

It may he that the opposition which has been brought to

hear against the enactment of the Emeric lull in the Legisla"

ture at Sacramento do not fully realize the import of a failure

to have some stringent measure crystalized into law at this

session of that body. The results of a failure to carry some
such measure as the Emeric bill would prove most disastrous

to the game of the State. The situation as the law now stands

is most deplorable. Something must be done in order to pre-

serve the game. It is easy to object. Any one can do that,

but if we as sportsmen wait until we shall all stand as one man
in favor of all of the provision" of any one bill, it is needless

to say that life would be spent in waiting and yet nothing he

accomplished.
We must have protection for the game and we should not

pause and quibble over the fact that there are some sections of

the bill which has passed the Assembly and now rests with the
Senate, which we wish were otherwise.

Let the Senate pass the hill as it now stands. Un not weigh
it down with amendments so as to prolong the struggle, but

pass it now and let it become a part of the law of the land.

Importation, propagation and protection should be the
motto of every sportsman in California. Nothing shoulil pre-

vent the enactment of such laws as will secure this end, and

THEj^ENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for pabllcatlon the earliest \«»*l

-le notices of whelps, sales, names Claimed, presentations and death*,
n their kennels, In all Instances writing plainly names of sire and
lam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

F1XTURBK.
BENCH 8H0W8

A Black Eagle Killed.

From Mr. Daly, driver of the stage running between

Marysville and Xevada City, we learn, says the Marysville

Democrat of the 9th inst, that he was shown by Louis Ilick-

erson, of the Brady ranch, sixteen miles east of Marysville. a

large jet-black eagle, the wings of which measured ninety-five

inches from tip to tip. Mr. liickerson noticed the eagle fly-

ing back and forth along the creek for several minutes
;
pres-

ently it made a rapid descent to the ground, and when the

eagle had gotten within a few feet of the ground, he observed

a rabbit running and the eagle following closely behind. Pres-

ently the great bird thrust its talons into the rabbit and flew

up into a large tree near by. Mr. Hickerson got on his horse,

and, with gun in hand, rode under the tree and shot the eagle.

When it came down its claws were found to be tightly im-

bedded in the rabbit's body. It is seldom that black eagles are

seen in this vicinity.

The many enconiums that we have received in reference

to our editorial in last week's issue under the heading " Is the

Emeric Bill Un-American," are very satisfactory indeed. We
but voiced what to us appears to he the only just view of the

question. We must have stringent game laws or we will soon

have no game. It is far better to put up with a bill which
contains some objectionable features than to miss the object

for which we are contending entirely.

Which is paramount, your desire to have the game of the

State preserved or to forward your own selfish pleasure by

open shooting and unrestricted measures? Your position on

the measures now hefore the Legislature a1 Sacramento will

answer this question very effectually.

The gentlemen who love field sports are now out on their

last hunt for quail for this season. A few more days and the

field will be abandoned for the trap, until October next. We
trust that all may have a pleasant final outing for the season

Keystone Kennel Club's bench show. Philadelphia, Kebruarv 2S.
March 1, 2 and 3. Kutrtes close Fetiruiirv 17 Juiul--; WatSOD Secre-
tary.

Chesapeake Bay Dog Club's bench show, Baltimore, Md.. February
28, Miirch 1, 2ana S

Maryland Kennel Club's bench Bhow. Baltimore, Md . March 7,8, 9
and 11). W. Stewart tiiileiiderller, Secretary.

WashiiiRton ritv Kennel Club's sbow, Washington, I' C„ March 14,
15, 16 and 17. F. S. Webster. Secretary.

Elmira Kennel Club's first annual bench show. Klmira. X. V.,
March 21, '-'2, 28 aud 24, C. A. Brownian, Secretary.

City of the Straits Kennel Club's sbow, Detroit, Michigan, March
21, 22, 23 aud 24. Guy D. Wei ton, Secretary.

Illindio Kennel Club's bench sbow, Indianapolis, Iud., March 2S,
29, 30 and 31. Chas. K. Farmer. Secretary.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April -I. 5, 6 and
7. J, W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,
13 and 11. F. W. Rand. Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,
April 19, 20, 21 ami 22 C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench sbow, San Francisco. May 3. 4, o and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show. Chicago, June IS, 14, 16,
16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dos Club's bench sbow, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secreuiry.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. I>. Stewart, Secretary.

Kindness To a Dog.

fFrom Our Dumb Animals.]

A long day's journey tbere lay before j

I crossed the meadow at breaking morn
;

I saw the road wind by hill aad moor

—

Beyond the hills was my distant bourne.

I thought of the greeting I should win,—
What was it moaned at my feet meanwhile?

A poor old terrier, lame and thin
;

I stooped aud helped him over the stile

—

Then would have crossed ; but a dreary yelp
Arrested me, and I turned to view

A limping poodle, whose need of help
Was manifest, aud I helped him too.

Of every nation and tribe are they,
And each has a fresh, resistless wile ;

Each says in bis own peculiar way,
" Just help a lame dog over the stile."

They're greyhound. Skye, Pomeranian ;

They limp along in an endless file
;

They're smooth or curly, they're black and tan.
But all are lame and would cross the stile.

The shadows deepen o'er hill and glen

.

Dim is my pathway of many a mile

—

Yet will I reoew my journey when
The last lame dog is over the stile.

The approach of the dates for the bench show of the Pacific

Kennel Club causes the Kennel men to evince a more active

interest in that affair.

Who will be the judges of the next bench show in this city ?

As we go to press early iu the week this question may be

definitely settled by the time this gets before our readers, but

at the time of this writing it is still an interesring question.

Mr. Wm. G. Layng, of the Bkeeder and Sportsman,sent,

this week, his splendid Cock°r Spaniel bitch Jessie up to the

Country Club's Kennels to be bred to Mr. F. R. Webster's

famous King Bee. The cross should produce some fine field

Cockers. -
We regret to announce that from the present advices it

would seem that there is no hope of securing Mr. James
Mortimer to judge the coming bench show to be held by the

Pacific Kennel Club in May next. Mr. Mortimer has informed
the committee of the club to that effect.

Entries for the bench show of the Westminster Kennel Club,

of New York, held this week, foot up 1,492, which tops the

club record. The most extensive classes are pointers, 150;
St. Bernards, 149; English setters, 112, and smooth-coated

fox-terriers, 108. It would seem that tne kennel interests, if

less sensational now than one year ago, are steadily on the

increase. It is most encouraging to notice the tact of con-

tinued growth in the canine world.

The question of sanitary precautions at bench shows is now
attracting more attention, and that justly too, than ever be-

fore. It is one of the first importance to the kennel world and
one which has hitherto been seriously neglected as the many
and serious cases of that dread disease, distemper, which have

so often occurred after bench shows, attests. We are inclined

to think that shows that are conducted as the ones havi

and are as likely to be in this State are sure safe guards

against this disease as any that could be devised, The
benching is new I'm- each show aud in this lies an important

Factor. The next safeguard lies in thorough inspection and

courageous rejection of any and all suspicions cases snd then

for the veterinary to keep a sharp lookout for any develop-

ments of disease after the show opens.

Sale.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, A. C. Davenport, proprie-

tor, sold Flip E., Solid liver rocker Spaniel bitch, whelped

October 19, ]S'.i2. by Oiflfer E (Giffer—Lady; Lady by Ch
Black Pete, A. K. C. S. B. 491(1 -Mi- Nance, \. K. 0. B. B.

12,599)- Lenora, A. K. C. B. B. iT.nr,:;, to Mr- A. Barrel!.

Yisalia, 1 'al.

"Whelps.

Echo Cooker Kennels' (Stockton, Cal.) black and tan oocki

spaniel bitch Bell Dot K. (Giffee -W Istool Bell) wholped

six, four dogs, to Bronta IT.niil (<h. P.rant 3866 tfollie]

January 29, 1898.

The efforts of the gentlemen who have been laboring wi h

a will for the preservation of the gai f th< E ti
!

eating prote tive laws al Sacramento should not be fo

by ili«; earnest sportsmen of the State.
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HOD.
The Mountain Brook.

By CharlesWeslev Kylk.]

From the fountain.

In toe mountain,

Hushing ever to the sea.

Always, ever

And forever,

Voicing puree) melodv.

Glancing, dancing, foaming, prancing.

To a music all its own ;

With a motion as entrancing

As its magic, mellow tone.

Night enshrouded.

Day beclouded.

Silvered with the moonlight's gleam ;

In the twilight,

'Neath the starlight.

Or the sunlight's golden beam ;

Nothing evermore can calm its

Ceaseless efforts to unfold,

The pure spirit speaking from its

White-lipped waters sweet aDd cold.

Thieving and Ravenous Sharks.

One day last spring a party of four was made up at Biloxi^

Mi--., to take a trip after speckled trout (sen trout), the des-

tination beiog the bridge of the Louisville and Nashville Rail-

road where it crosses an arm of the Gulf about two miles east

of here, says a correspondent in the Angler. Our party was

composed of Col. H. Metcalf, of Denver ; Geo. L. Gilbert and

his son Kay, of Chicago, and the writer. We stowed ourselves

away in a very comfortable cat boat about twenty feet long,

and with its owner, Loui Couvas, at the tiller, were soon plow-

ing the clear waters of the Gulf in fine style, and a delightful

sail of three-quarters of an hour brought us to the bridge.

Saving lowered sai! and made fast to one of the piers, we

climbed up on the little foot bridge, placed there for the bene-

fit of the watchman, and began casting out into the tideway.

Much to our satisfaction we found that the trout were not

only biting freely, but were also running very large. Stand"

ing on the bridge with nothing to bother us, we had no end of

sport. Whenever we hooked one of the speckled beauties we

had a clear field to play him. and after he had given up the

fight, we would lead him along the bridge to our boat, where

Loui was standing in readiness with his gaff. As the tide

began to slacken the fish stopped biting, and we were gettiug

ready to climb down into our boat, when Loui called our

attention to a lot of fish that he had just strung. Beauties

they were; every one of them would have averaged four

pounds. While we stood admiring them, Loui reached over

the gunwale of the boat and dipped the string in the water to

wash the fish off before stowing them away, when, quick as a

flash of lightning, there came a surge from underneath the

boat, and before Loui could lift his string out of the water,

the head and open mouth of a very large shark appeared.

With a snap like the coming together of a steel trap, the

shark's jaws closed on the end of the string, taking with uitn

five or six of the largest trout, and allowing the remainder to

slip off" the string into the water. I quickly slid down into

the boat and grabbed a boat hook that lay handily, intending

to save some of the fish that were Moating off" with the tide,

but before I had time to fasten the boat hook into one of the

fish, a second shark put in an appearance so close to the side

of the boat that I made up toy mind to give him a clear field

and let him have the fish.

The sharks certainly could not have been less than ten feet

long, and they made the water foam as they dashed after their

prey, and their dorsal fins cut the water with a " whiz." We
watched them for a few moments and they then disappeared.,

The remainder of our party crawled down into the boat

taking good care not to make a false step, as they were not

particularly anxious to fall overboard with anv such company
as we had seen but a few moments before. We had hoisted

sail and were just about casting loose, when a sudden jar was
felt, evidently coming from underneath our boat. On looking
over the side we saw one of our late friends swimming slowly

across the tide not over two feet under water. Intending to

give the gentleman a lesson, 1 grabbed the boat hook the sec-

ond time, and drove its Bharp point into the shark's head as

hard as I could drive it. The next second it was jerked out

of my hands and thrown fully ten feet by the first dash of the

now thoroughly enraged fish. We did not lose any time get-

ting away from that place, and after we were under way we
saw both of the sharks following in our wake', nor did they
leave us until we had gotten into shoal water, where they were
evidently afraid to f i| !< iu

he hotel the fishermen all told us that the
-harks would not have bitten a man if he had jumped over-
board after the fish, bat I would rather have them try it.

There i- one tiling rery certain, when we go out fishing again
none of our lish will be put overboard.

Biloxi, and it i- a
matter of great wonder to him bow it has happened thai bo

few gentlemen from the North who are fond of fishing visit

fine fishing as can be had anywhere
in either North or South. Sheepsherd, spotted trout, chan-
nel b id all binds of smaller fish can

!.y the 1 mi i id r<-. I, and although the writer has visited

Punta Rosea, Punts ' tarda and other points in Florida, after
that king of all fish, the tarpon, he has yet to find a place
whi : u right here at

' i If the
'

ii, Mr Win. Wood,
isil Biloxi during the n ths of August,

Bepti ery sure thai for the future his

tuning ground- along the Florida coast would be for

A novel inv.-iiti-.il \~. "Graven1 Live Fish Bait," lately put

into the market, which i-> no doubt deadly to tin* fish, bul
l-.irdly up "f high iportsnuMnhip, By it a live

cnionow is placed into > glass tube, u to magnify
Bah, with i bole in brough which the water

i

naj the lore alive

>fca append fn nd the Innocent quarrv i-

..irhed if it conns within an inch of the Bn-lliriing minn

Fish and Fishing in America.

One of the most interesting fishes of American waters is the

K Johnny Grindle " or dog fish {Amia calm) says Wm. C. Har-

ris in the American Angler. Its characteristics are striking

and its life history, so far as we know it, is curious and enter-

taining. It is saicl to hark like a dog ; to be as voracious as a

shark ; more tenacious of life than an eel and nearly as much
so as a crab; to guard its spawning bed and protect its fry with

the parental courage of a bronze-backer ; to swallow its young
on the approach of danger; to jump like an athlete and fight

likea bulldog. But with all these attractive qualities "Johnny"

is absolutely without savor and worthless as a table fish, and

as such he has been tersely described by an old Michigan
guide, who, upon looking at a great pile of Grindles which a

couple of guileless Eastern anglers had caught, exclaimed :

" Naw, them's dogfish ; a Norwegt'n wouldn't eat them;
their meat's like mush ; hang 'em in running water and it'll

wash all the flesh ofTn the bones 'n then wash ther hones

away ; lay 'em in the sun half an hour an' ther'U only be a pud-

dle left. Throw 'em out ! Throw 'em out
!"

Notwithstanding the distaste that the ordinary white man
!

has for the flesh of the dogfish, it is highly relished by the
j

Indians and the Southern blacks, all of whom will readily sell
'

their choice catch of roascalonge, bass, etc., but hold the

"Johnnies" above the market price.

The Almia ariva is a fish not only of interest to anglers, but

doubly so to ichthyologisti, fossil remains having been found

in the tertiary denosits of Wyoming. This interest is increased ,

by the peculiar habit of the fish, described by Wilder, of

rising to the surface and, without emitting any air bub-
j

ble whatever, opens its jaws widely and appareutly gulps

down a large quantity of air. These acts of respiration are

more frequently performed when the water is foul or has not

been changed, and (Sun ther says there is no doubt that an ex-

change of oxygen and carbonic acid is effected as in the lungs

of aerial vertebrates.

There is but one species of Amia, and that is peculiar to

America waters, where it is not over abundant, except in the

swamps, sloughs, lakes and sluggish streams of the Mississippi

Valley. It is also found in the Great Lakes, and a few are

caught in the streams of Western Vermont and in those of the

Atlantic Coast south of the Neuse River in North Carolina.

It is abundant in the small rivers flowing into the Gulf of

Mexico.
" Johnny Grindle," known as such' in the Mississippi

Valley and along the streams flowing into the Gulf, has as

much baptismal nomenclature as a Luxemburg prince, and
might be pardoned, if of our ilk, as a learned professor of the
" Hub " frequently has been, for forgetting his own name. In

j

addition to the somewhat over-familiar greeting of " Johnny .

Grindle," he answers equally prompt to " mudfish" and
\

''sauger" in the great Lake region and on the South Atlantic

Coast ; to "bow fin" and "dogfish" in the Mississippi Valley,

and promiscuously to " plunger," " grass fish " and " marsh
fish " in Michigan waters. In some of the Westers States, so

;

saith H. H. Thompson, of msucalonge fame, it is frequently

called " the lawyer," and, as Dr. Kirkland once told Dr. David
S. Jordan, for the alleged reason that it will bite at anything
and is good for nothing when caught; again, because they are

slippery fellows and bull headed. Fred Mather was interested

iu the baptism of "Johnny," and wrote:
" We fancy the Southern name of 'Grindle' for the Amia

for several reasons, one of which is that no other fish bears it,

and another is its striking oddity. Its other names are all

shared with other fishes. But who was old Grindle, anyway?"
For the benefit of our readers and that of Mr. Mather par-

ticularly, we will let out the secret of " who was old Grindle,

anyway?" Among the negroes of every plantation of the
j

South there existed, before the war (and doubtless does now),
a representative darkey whose striking traits made him a

marked character among his fellows. Living on one of the .

bayou plantations of Western Louisiana, a black octogenerian.

too old to work, spent most of the days, and, indeed, most of
'

the nights, in fishing for catties. His master's name was '

Grindle, that of the old darkie was Johnny, and in those days
a grindstone in that section bore the now obsolete name, given
to it in Ben Johnson'stime, of " grindle." The old slave one

j

day caught for the first time an Amia, a fish that had never
before been taken in the bayou. Bringing it home, the plan-

tation negroes crowded around the old man's prize, and the

air was filled with exclamations. " What's dat?" "What
you got?" " Whar you got 'im?" " Whoop ! old man, cook
'im for supper !

" il
Dat's de big fish, sure !

" " What you
call 'im ? " etc. The fish was cooked and a choice portion
sent to the " old massa," and our octogenarian angler awaited
in the dining room for the verdict with some anxiety. The
planter t. sted the fish, rolling the morsel around his mouth,
rather pleased with the flavor, as most people are with that of

a tough fish before biting it, then closed his molars upon it

and chewed! chewed ! chewed ! withotit making headway—the
harder he masticated the tougher it grew, until, chagrined and
disgusted at his idle efforts and the savorless fish, petulantly
cried out:

" Here, Johnny, put this fish on the grindle. We never can
eat him until he is ground into fish mush."
That settled the matter. The synonomy of the master's

name, that of the grindstone and the baptismal one of the old
darkey fisher, evolved the local name of the fish. "Johnny
Griuole," or, more aristocratically "John A. Grindle, Esq.,"
by which the fish is known in some sections of the South, that
being the patronymic of the darkey's owner.

I >r. Morris Gihbs sent me, some months since, some very
interesting notes on the Amia calvt, which we give entire, as
the doctor has devoted many hours to the study of this fish,

resulting in many new and valuable facts as to its life history:
•' The bowfin, as it is often called, is also known by several

names, as is quite common with many specie^ of fish, a con-
dition arising from the nomenclature adopted by the people
indifferent localities. In Michigan it is known entirely by
tin- name of dogfish, while to the South the name mud lish is

usually given. Plunger and grass lish are other names not
rarely heard. The name mud fish appears more proper to me.
OS il is almost invariably found in muddy sections, and can, I

think, live in quarters where any ..ther species would quickly
BUCCUmb. Edges of ponds, marshes around lakes, the sluggish
ditches and overflowed trenches are preferred, and in such lo-

cations, at the proper season of the year, great numbers may
be heard plung'tngabout in the mud and Bloughs. Especially
is this noticeable when a boat is forced through rushes, scrub-

od cat-tails, when the dogfish is disturbed in the sly
vrail for frogs, young bird- and small lish, perhaps, in the clear
water near. The dashes of these fellows, some of which nre
very large, make a srresi noise, and often sterile one rowing

I about in the rank grass.

"The name dogfish, which seems inappropriate, is given, I

understand, from the habit accorded it by ignorant people,

who claim that the fish half emerges from mud and water and
barks much after the manner of the dog. That this is false I

have no doubt, but that the fish has a power to make a peculiar

noise is, I think, a fact. Although never having heard the

sound, many friends, some of whom I have confidence in, as-

sure me that the dogfish can make a fairly loud noise.

"They often grow to the weight of five or six pounds, andoc
casionally are taken as heavy as seven or eight lbs., 1 am told,

but those usually seen about here weigh three to three and a

half pounds. I have never observed the immature fish from
two inches up to a foot, and have only seen the very young
and full-grown specimens. The parents give evidence of con-

siderable reasoning, unsurpassed by any fish of my acquain-

tance, and thereby raises itself in my mind to the position of

being wisest of fresh-water fishes. The eggs may be deposited

in the mud, as has been claimed, but not all are thus deposited,

or else the exceptions referred to were in cases where the

young were removed from the mud beds to other quarters

soon after hatching, for I have twice found young broods oc-

cupying the edges of the lake in clear water with a sandy
bottom. A very unlikely place for an adult, and the chance
is quite fair when we say that the fry was removed there by

the parent fish. Further in substantiation of this idea of re-

moval, 1 think that the old one may carry the young, when
small, in her mouth. The energy with which a parent pro-

tects her young, the female probably performing the patient

and brave task, is surprising and extremely interesting. I

once spent considerable time in watching an adult, evidently

with her brood of young. The little fish was
nearly an inch long, very slim in body, with

a large and tentacled mouth and head, and much more
resembled what we could expect to find as young bullheads.

" The fry, perhaps fifty in all—unfortunately 1 was not ex-

act as to number—were crowded into a space three feet by two
by the indentation of the lake shore by a small imperfect V-
shaped jag in the bank, while in front next the lake the old

fish maintained guard. I sat within three feet of the brood,

and still the parent, although undoubtedly frightened, re-

mained, aud only dashed away for a couple of yards or so and
immediately returned when I poked about with a small stick.

Whenever the fry attempted to escape from the small partial

enclosure, the old dogfish moved about sideways, and, with her

body occupying nearly all the front, would sweep the young
back into the indentation. As the water was only about four

inches deep, this the mother fish very easily accomplished. I

expected to see her swim off' with the fry following, or to have
them seek a retreat within her mouth, but neither event

occurred, and when I finally went on the lake fishing the

interesting group was still there, the mother with extremely

graceful movements and long, restless dorsal fin preserving

order and propriety with her young brood.
" The dogfish lies in wait for its prey and undoubtedly eats

many frogs, even the largest bullfrog having no show against

its large and powerful jaws. It occurred to me that the ma-
ture dogfish, knowing of the bullfrog's tendency to devour
small fish, removed her brood from the muddy bottom to the

clearer water with sandy bottom.
" On one occasion I observed a small speckled tortoise

. {Nanemys guttnto) in the grip of a fair sized dogfish, and,
1 although the fish could neither swallow the chelonian whole or

tear in pieces his prey, still the unhappy fellow was undoubt-

edly doomed from the manner of the attack and the lacerated

appearance of its legs.

"I have eateu this fish once. The meat is coarse and soft.

I do not call it good, but the Indians all prefer it
l

.o the black

bass, so far as I can learn from them, and I have asked a

I number. Very few white people eat the dogfish in the north-
I ern part of the Union, and it is pronounced poisonous by the
1 ignorant and those who talk to hear themselves."

The bowfin grows to a length of two feet and a weight of

twelve pounds. A good eight to teu-ouoce black bass minnow
' rod, a nine thread Cuttyhunk line and a No. 1. o Limerick
hook baited with a live minnow, meat, " a gob of wums," or

any edible thing living or dead, will lure them. They are

often seen jumping, turning full somersaults when in the air,

! but, as my experience is limited in fishing for the bowfin, 1

j

cannot say that they leap in the air under the restriction of

j
the line. They sometimes take the spoon, but a live frog is a

;
great lure for them. " Their teeth are so sharp and their jaws

so strong that they have been known to bite a two-pound fish

clean in two at the very first snap. The young, when about

six inches in length, make a famous bait for pickerel and
i pike. To use it, run the hook into the mouth right up through

i the center of the head, through the brain, cast a hundred
times, catch several fish, and at the end of three to six hours

your bait will kick like a mule."
The bowfin spawns in May or June among the grass and

weeds of the sloughs, if the depth of water permits. Dr. Estes,

who has made quite a study of this fish, writes that as soon as

the spring rise comes and connects the island sloughs of Lake
Pepin, the fish run up and over into the sloughs, deposit their

eggs and remain near the beds and young just as long as they

can without being shut in by the receding water. The eggs

hatch in eight or ten days, the parents remaining by the brood

two or three weeks, if possible, but will leave much sooner if

necessary to save themselves. The young will not make any
effort to escape until the next season, when, if an openiug oc-

curs, they come down in countless numbers. '

But few fish escaped the observation of Seth Green, and the

I

bowfin was not an exception. He wrote to me that he received

a specimen fish packed in shavings, aud that it was several

hours en route. He took it out of the box and placed it in an

aquarium, in which it lived nineteen days without a change
of water in warm weather. In this connection Dr. David S.

Jordan states that this fish is more tenacious of Hie than even

the catfishes. '" I once kept a specimen alive, out of water, in

a warm room, for a whole afternoon, in order to make a water

I color sketch of it. Its lung-like bladder enables it to breath

, airso long as its air passages are kept moist, and, when out of

i water, it dies only after the shrinkage of its gelatinous and
pasty muscles, due to the water they contain. The suscepti-

bility to evaporation of the fleshy parts is on.- of the peculiar

characteristics of ibis fish."

Referring to the vocal u'teranees of this lish, a personal cor-

respondent writes :
" I have often heard the peculiar sound

they make when landed, but have never heard it when they

were jumping. It is neither a bark, a grunt nor a groan, but

a compound of all three. It is not loud, but may be heard fif-

teen or twenty feet distant, and when a number of them are

together they will keep up a constant rumble, or whatever it

may be called. I have often thought the sound was not pro-

duced by respiration, but by the rubbing together of the ja*vs

| ur some other puis,"
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Winning Thoroughbred Sires, 1892.

IROQUOIS.

Iroquois easily heads the list of American winning thor-

oughbred sires of 1S92, and the total amount gathered by his

progeny last year nearly equals the largest amount ever credited

to a sire in this country, says The Horseman. Iroquois is a

brown horse, foaled in 1S7S, by imp. Leamington, dam Maggie

B. B., by imp. Australian ;
second dam Madelene, by Boston

;

third dam Magnolia, by imp. Glencoe, etc. He was bred- by

A- Welch, Chestnut Hill Stud, Pennsylvania. Iroquois raced

in England, and he is the only American-bred horse that ever

won the English Derby. The following table shows the net

winnings of Iroquois get of 1892, with second and third

money added

:

Tnmmnnv. ch c

He'^n Nichols, ch f„

G. W. Johnson, b c...

Hnmn. hr p.

Hpr\ Ttnnnpr. ch f......

Tfflviiee, <*h f

Prinnpo T.orraine.b f

3t Croix, nh c
Frti'h Rplmnnt. ch f.

Mohican, h e
RnnrnfflO. ch h
AUppT>.. bf.
MoTCpover. h g:

.Tfw'p M .
ph m

Qnppn Kni*l. blk f....

TntPTior. h g
Trree"la r

. brc
"Reneal. hr c
Tjnirfl Tioxev. br f
PflnhflTKilft. h e
Jnlins Snx, b P.

Alennntiin, hr g _

Torn K>llv. blk C
Tnwa, br tn

Fhii«, oh h
"rVnhlpm hr p
NpUip Pearl, b f.

\iliip. h f

T,fl VplnTii.hr p.

Whitp Wtnff«. ch f....

P-e^nptf Yrinn?, b p..

Tp^d ^esre. b c
RpnnsPV. ph p

"Mountain T)ppr. h c..

Wnrk Chief, hike...
"Mnrenpnte. Ph f.

Jn=ip O . br f.

Vnrn'e Trwin, h f

Bill TpnnnrH. b %
AeeleK.. hf
Mnlqp-bi. br ^
TnnMnn. Pb h
rinnn'ina. br f

AliceR..br f.

> t*
^

- 3 B

Dam. *) -o

r> /?

.

-

3 Tutlaboma i

*J Orphan Girl LS

Brunette 8
X Rrnnette 3
J Bandana ti

J Bnnnetta 12 6
2 Brio-Brae 9 R
/. 4

3
4
ftBereamot

h t>

6
14
X5 Ontario

:-: Bereflraot 4 11
x T>
6 Maria Michon 5 5
Bv Rebel 4 «

•i. 6 3
X Variella 3
a Punlca 2
-i Sftllie Norvell i) ?
8 Valerian 2 1?
:: Tambnnrine 4 fi

1 4
3 7Bohinet „

b OvTilla 6 5
rt Kvadne 1 11
3 Randana 3 1

s Rnnlotte 2 1
X

1

1
1

3
X
X Tnpliffht
X 1 .....

4 Wireerass
4 Martica 3
X Silver Maid
•I Wireerrass 9
X Tallulah
X Rric-a-Brac
4
2 RabvRlake
ti Morlacbi
4
S Rnnlotte
1 Fairy Belle —

15
11

U
21

a
I

12
2 . 6
6 8
fi 10
1 4
2

I 13
6 22
1

,

24
2 8

Totals..

72.310
24.375
16.085
9.350

5. 430
4,900
3.873
3.505

3.370
2.925
2.900

2,725
2.275

2.250
2.190
2.0S5

2,050

1,920
1.775

1,700

1,645
1.500

1.475
1.150
1,000
850
825
700
675

400
400
300
200
175
100
85

135 ^49 IP9 1346 S179.650

The following stakes were won by the get of Iroquois in

1892: Tamroanv—The Withers Stakes, one mile, time 1:40,

value $7460, Morris Park ; the Realization Stake, one mile

and 6ve furlongs, time 2:51 2-5, value $28,475, Sheepshead

Bay; the Lorillard Stakes, mile and three-eighths, time 2:20$,

value $17,570, Monmouth Park ;
the Jerome Stakes, mi'e and

a half, time 2:36}, value $18,415, Morris Park. Helen
Nichols—the Debutante Stakes, five furlongs.time 1:02J, value

$1250, St. Louis; the Hotel Stakes, half-mile, time 0:49?;

value $1980, St. Louis ; the Willow Stakes, six furlongs, time

1:164, value $1475, Brooklyn ; the Mount Vernon Stakes, six

furlongs, time 1:11 (straight), value $2705, Morris Park ; the

Essex Stakes, six furlongs, time 1:131, value $2830, Morris

Park ;
the White Plains Handicap, six furlongs, time 1:11},

value $5375, Morris Park. Red Banner—the Gaston Hotel

Stakes, five furlongs, time 1:03s, value $1150, Memphis; the

Ivy Leaf Ctakes, half-mile,tirae 0:50$, value $1380, Nashville;

the Trial Stakes, five furlongs, time 1:04, value $1105, Nash-

ville. Huron—the Cincinnati Hotel Spring Handicap, mile

and a quarter, time 2:13}, value $5210. Latonia. G. W. John-
son—the Hyde Park Stakes, six furlongs, time 1:13.1, value

$11,505, Washington Park, Ohicago ; the Quickstep Stakes,

half a mile, time 0:48^, value $3450, Washington Park,

Chicago. Edith Belmont—the Van Buren Stakes, five fur-

longs, time 1:111;, value $1295, Garfield Park, Chicago.

Col. North's Horses.

The steamer Tauric, with Colonel North's horses on board,

arrived Saturday morning after being five days overdue, says

the New York Sporting World. The horses, strange to say,

were all in very good condition considering the stormy pass-

age, and were taken without any delay to Foxhall Keene's

stables at Sheepshead Bay.

The horse that the most was expected from—El Diablo

—

was not among those which arrived, although he was sup-

posed to be amoDg the lot. The horses that are here are only

a second-class lot, and it is doubtful if any of them will earn

their keep if they attempt to race on the big tracks. High
Commissioner is about the best ofthe lot, and his perform-

ances on the other side are not of the kind to make a very

dangerous candidate in any of our races.

Mr. Hatfield, who is in charge of the horses, said that they

stood the trip remarkably well and after the first couple of

days at sea took their meals regularly. " Bobbv " Swash, a

light-weight jockey, came over with the string and will do
the riding, although he will have a good-sized lead pad, as he
only weighs 77 pounds. Colonel North's racing colors are

light blue, with primrose five-pointed stars, primrose sleeves,

scarlet cap.

The names of the horses and their pedigrees are as follows :

Iddesleigh, ch g, 7, by Tncas—Mosque, by Pero Gome/.
High Commissioner, br or b h, 6, by Lowland Chief—Con-

solation, by Julius.

Rough "and Ready, br g, 6, by Quicklime—Ruffbrd Maid,
by Wiograve.

Arturo, b h, 5, by Petrarch— Belle Agnes, by King Tom.
Sir Frederick Roberts, b h, 5, by Wisdom—Candshar, by

Honiton.
Eltham Queen, ch f, 3, by Swillington—Thuringian Queen,

by Thuringian Prince.

Landslip, b f, 3, by Lowland Chief—Wendree.

Ben-my-Chree, b m, 1887, by Galopin—Ulster Queen, in

foal to Lowland Chief.

Early Morn, b m, 1885, by Silvester—Late Nights, in foal

to Saraband.
The horses are a very ordinary lot of sprinters. Last year

Iddlesleigh won the Doncasler welter plate over the Sandall
mile, beating Chesterfield and Task. The next day, with 122

pounds up he won theRuttbrd Abbey plate, beating Sea View
and three moderate three-year-olds. Prior to this he won a

high weight plate at Brighton, with 131 pounds up. He ran

unplaced in the Steward's cup, a six furlong sprint at Good-
wood, but the fact that he was started in this event, the rich-

est sprint in England, is evidence that he must have shown
some very fast work.
High Commissioner, with 131 pounds up, ran second to Sly

Fellow in the Dewarreoe Handicap at five furlongs, decided
Lewes. He was third to Admiral Benbow and Gold* n Crown
in a race for a £100 cup at Hurst Park, and he followed this

up by running third in the Great Eastern Railway Handicap
over the Bretby Stakes course at Newmarket. In "this race he
carried 120 pounds, while the winner, Red Emmanuel, canied
only 92 and Woolesthorpe, who was second, 108.

After this he won the Westmoreland Slakes over the Sand-
all mile at Doncaster, beating Veau d'Or and Gavotte to whom
he was conceding big weight handily. Earlier in the season

he won the Doncaster Spring Handicap over the Sandall mile
with 105 pounds up, beating Workington, B'jmp'ious, Friar
Lubin and the speedy Ram Lub. High Commissioner is in

all probability the crack of the string.

Colonel North's trainer in England is R. L. V. Sherwood,
Jr., Chetwyn House, Newmarket.

Denver's Racing: Affairs.

Value of Pedigrees.

Denver, Col., Februarp 8, 1S93.—In spite of the exper-

iences of last year the people interested in lacing here are

making plans for the sport this spring, says a correspondent of

The Horseman. The runners had everything their own way

last year and the big track at Overland Park was given up

entirely to them. Only at River Front Park, where there is

a half-mile track, was there any trotting. Early last year the

Overland Jockey Club Association was formed, made up of

men who care more for running than for harness horses

They had a good.'spring meeting and a long summer meeting

that lost them lots of money. Consequently, when the year

closed they gave up their lease of Overland Park and dis-

banded. Then the track went back into the hands of the

Overland Park Club Association and this body of men will

run the races this year. The jockey club was composed of the-

enthusiasts for running in the Overland Park Club to the

exclusion of trotting men, and now these latter have made
themselves heard. It was made evident by the losses last year
that a running meeting alone could not be made to pay here.

There are a gieat many owners of trotting stock in the State,

and they will always go where they can get a chance for rac-

ing.

At the beginning of the year the association was reorgan-

ized with the following officers : President, N. M. Tabor
;

Vice-President, T. H. Hardcastle; Treasurer, C. L. Mcintosh;
Secretary. C. B.Rhodes; Executive Committee: W. H. Bush,

C. G. Codman, T. H. Hardcastle, B. H. Dubois, J. F. Sanders,

G. H. Esterbrook, 0. B. Rhodes, A. H. Fowler, S. V. Farnum,
N. M. Tabor, J. H. P. Vorhies. C. L. Mcintosh. These gen-

tlemen are all representatives and substantial business men of

Denver, and they will see that the lovers of racing have good
sport here if it can be obtained.

According to the crude plans now being put in shape there

will be eight days of racing, beginning May 30. It has been
decided to have alternately two running and three trotting or

pacing races on one day, and three running and two trotting

or pacing races the next. When there are three trotting or

pacing races on one day the races will be of two heats only.

A sub-committee of the Executive Committee is now arrang-

ing the programme, and within two weeks it will be ready for

announcement. From them it was learned that the main
evenls for trotters and pacers will be fourstake races for $1000
each. These will be for the 2:21, 2:25, 2:30 and 3:00 classes.

Besides these there will be purse races, for which $S,300 is laid

out. This makes a total of $12,300 for that class of horses

alone, and it will no doubt attract some good ones.

The runner will by no means be neglected. At the spring

meeting each year the Colorado Derby and Overland Handi-
cap are run. These are generally worth from $1000 to $2500
to the winners, and they have proved to be very attractive

races in the past, and will no doubt be equally so this year.

Besides these there will be other stases and purses, which will

make it very attractive for horsemen.

There is a change in the active management of the park.

J. H. Temple has retired as superintendent and gone back
East. C. B. Rhodes will combine the duties of Secretary and
Superintendent, devoting his entire time thereto. The
management has decided not to depend merely on announce-
ments and circulars to get men and horses here for the meet-

ing. Mr. Rhodes has been in the East for a month past call-

ing on racing men and telling them what a fine time they can

have if they will only come to the city at the foot of the Rock-
ies this spring with their horses to race for the prizes put up
by Colorado people. Mr, Rhodes spent some time in Chicago,

and is now in New York. He has not reported much as yet,

but when he returns in March the full programme will have
been prepared,find the work of the meeting will be on a pretty

well understood basis.

In former years it has been found that Californians going
East for the season have found Denver a very convenient

place to stop over. It is just about half-way, and it breaks

the monotony of the long trip in a most agreeable way. They
can stop here for a couple of weeks, give thfir horses a good
rest and at the same time keep them exercising. That there

will be a large number of Western horses in Chicago next

summer nobody doubts, and it is just as reasonable to think

that if many go from California, I'tah, New Mexico and Col-

orado they will first, he given a chance to show what they can

do on the Overland Park track.

The trotting feature will have a tendency to improve mat-

ters very much. Colorado men who have gone toother tracks

during the Overland meetings will have no excuse for remain-

ing away now. In the punt they have shown a consistent

desire to be here, and will be on hand thm Hpring as of yore.

Colonel Babcock, who manages the I'uMoin string of trotters

and pacers, appears to be very much delighted :tt the outlook.

He says there will be plenty of good horses here, and the rac-

ing will be of the kind to attract plenty of people.

The value of a pedigree was for a long time over-estimated,

and that is what kept the prices for trotting bred stock fi

r

above what they should have been for so long a time. It

must be remembered that the trotting horse breed is only as

yet in its formative period. There is as yet no trotter that is

bred in first-class trotting lines on both sides for even five

generations. If the subject it* j;ivLMi but a moment's thought
!

it will be seen that it is unreasonable to expect a large propor-

!

tion of the animals bred to attain any great speed at the trot,

,

which is at the best an artificial gait. When it U considered
that many breeders placed at the head of their .studs stallions

1 that had but a very weak inheritance of trotting blood and
1
that were not possessed of any speed themselves, and that they

I

mated these horses with mares of like character, the results
1 have been much more satisfactory than could reasonabW be

I

expected from such mating. When it is remembered that

j

even in the thoroughbred department, where the gait is a
natural one and one that bas been cultivated and intensified

l by many generations of racing and careful selection in breed-

j

ing, when it is remembered that even here breeding partakes
I largely of the character of a lottery, only a few making first-
1 class performers, it must be admitted that in the light har-
ness horse department the success has been wonderful. But

1 people are waking up to the fact that the oflspring of a stand-
1 ard stallion from a standard mare is not necessarily a trotting

I

horse and that standard animals with no other qualifications

are not in demand, consequently there has been a shrinkage
I in values that has alarmed the " sure-thing" breeders, that is,

the class that has been catering to the "sucker" trade. With
a better knowledge of the business there has grown a discrim-
ination in regard to blood lines, also in regard to individ-

:

uality. The fact has been demonstrated that certain families
I which have found a place inside the standard are compara-
tively worthless as trotting progenitors, and also that a choice

I

pedigree attached to a worthless animal is of no real value.

, A pedigree in itself and of itself is no guarantee that the ani-

mal possessing it is worth a dollar. It is merely an indica-
tion, a possibility, of a rare value. For instance, a man buys

I

a young, untrained gelding by Electioneer, dam by George
Wilkes, second dam by Mambrino Patchen. The breeding is

;

such that he is warranted, if the animal is a good individual,

,

in paying a much higher price for it than for one of ordinary
I breeding, because of the probability of its showing speed.
The pedigree informs him that it may be there, that in

: all probability it is, but it is no guarantee that such is

the case, and if it is not the animal is not worth a dollar

]
more for this purpose than the most common-bred brute in

;
the land. If an animal bred like the one meutioned above

j

has physical imperfections that prevent training, the pedigree
! is of no value. Let no one think that a pedigree is of no
I value, for such is not the case. It is of the greatest value in

a certain sense. If it were possible to have one hundred ani:

mals bred in theabove suppositious case, probably seventy-rive

would be trottersof merit, but their merit would not help the
other twenty-five that would be worthless as turf horses. The
above breeding would be the height of fashion. As the scale

is descended it would be possible to select one hundred ani-

mals all inside the standard and equal in individulity with
the others, and yet a man would be extremely fortunate if he
got one trotter out of the bunch. A pedigree is merely an in-

dication of value and may or may not be a correct one, but in

order to make it of any value whatever it must be coupled
with a first-class individual, and this is just beginning to be
found out, and the general cut in prices may be attributed to

this fact. It is a hopeful sign, for the breeder of animals of
merit will make more money than ever, for his animals
will be sought by buyers, while the breeder who has been rais-

ing horses to fool somebody will find, like Othello, his occu-
pation gone, and the business can get along without him.

—

American Trotter.

Asylum Stock Farm Sale.

Next Thursday and Friday will be a memorial in the history

of the trotting horse industry from the fact that the largest

sale of standard-bred trotters ever seen in California was held

on those days. The catalogues which have been published

and will be seDt to allapplicants.cannot help proving of value
to horsemen ; and as the great Asvlum Stock Farm horses

have been gathered from the largest as well as the smallest

stock farms, their dispersion to the various parts of this State

will add an incentive to the breeding ranks that must prove of
inestimable value. Every one interested in choice trotting

horses should attend the sale. The colts, fillies, broodmares,
stallions and roadsters to be sold are all grand looking and are

a credit to the management of the farm.

"Wait For the Ohicago Sale.

From present indications F. J, Berry & Co.'s grand spring

sale, March 27th to April 1st, will prove the most brilliant

collection of trotting stock ever placed on the Western market

.

The consignments already include many dazzling gems of

purest rav, and represent rich offering from leading stock

farms of Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, Nlinois, Wisconsin,

Ohio, besides gilt-edged youngsters from Tennessee and the

Canadian Dominion.

Hon. J. L. Rose has returned to the ranks of racing men,

we are happy to say. This week he pim-hased of Colonel II

I. Thornton that "good-looking and exceedingly promising

black two-year-old colt Bordeaux (brother to < qmrtm. by imp.

Mariner, dam Eufaula,by Monday; second dam Litlie Eteis,

by Longfellow, etc. We understand the pleasant Los &.Ogeles

gentleman is getting together a very formidable Hale -tring,

which will be seen at our leading racing center* during the

coming racing season.

BELLS OF THE LAKE, by Wheatly, dam Janet, In \\ ii< il

burn, was brought down from the Bienlei ranch to Oakland

last Wednesday, to be mated with the young Australian Rial

lion, Merriwa, who, by the way, is attracting much atteol

from owners of thoioughbred marcs throughout the State.

The horse is receiving light gallop-; every day now and look*

as if he might race ur/t even at this time.

See the advertisement of the Capital Turf and Driving

Club in another portion of this paper, and make yOUl

in their liberal stakes.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

W. B. Fas; q considers California the greatest place on earth

to breed trotters.

:r Steele, of Philadelphia, is to sell all of bis trot-

-; with the exception of Epaulet, 2:19.

The attention of our readers is called to the synopsis of the

list of trotters to be sold at Napa on the Sth of March.

Stamboul has gained fifty pounds since arriving at Terre

Haute.

C. J. Ham Lix has decreed that twenty of the get of Chimes

must enter the 2:30 list this season.

The colt Chief Thome (2), 2:20, will be in Barney Demar
est'fi siring this year.

It is said that Yolo Maid, 2:12, is being trained now a 1

Denver, and that she will be out for the money next summer-

NOTICES have been sent from this office to all subscribers

who are delinquent. It is hoped that many returns will be re-

ceived through these reminders at an early dale.

Lesdaxe, 2:20$, as a two-year-old. is one of the half-dozen

good ones that Wm. Corbitt is going to send East to John A.

smith this summer.

SINCE the weather cleared the trotting horse trainers and

drivers at Lodi, San -lose and Sacramento are quite busy

handling youngsters for the coming meetings.

The principal topic among horsemen is the sale of horses

which will lake place next Thursday and Friday at the Bay
District Track.

The Arabs had few if any horses until the seventeenth

century after the Christian era, from which time we have

fairly a connected history of the Arabian horse.

Pure castor-oil is highly recommended as the best preserva-

tive of harness leather, for, while it keeps it silky and supple,

it will not soak in, like neatsfoot or lard oils.

Randall's Horse Register is the name of a new turf

paper published a Indianapolis, Ind. It is edited by X. A.

Randall, and is worthv addition to turf literature.

In our list of 2:30 trotters, published a few weeVs ago, we
unintentionally omitted the game trotting mare Kitty L., that

got her mark of 2:27} wbile heavy in foal to Alcona, Jr., 2:19.

Pacllin & Co., the well-known horseman of Fresno, con-

template leasing a farm in San Mateo to which they will

transfer all their stock of stallions, broodmares, colls and
rillie*.

E. E. Chrisman, " Kennesaw," well known to the trolling

turf as a reporter for several trotting-borse papers, is now
training a stable of runners at Cumberland Park race track in

Nashville.

The Anteeo stallion Antarees that was in J. Corcoran's

stiingat Napi last spring, is now one of ( >rrin A. Hickok's

rising youngsters. He is a very pnre-gaited trotter

and will enter the 2:30 circle at the first opportunity.

Obkin A. Hickok has hi", string of trotters at the Biy Dis-

trict track, but regrets exceedingly that he will be compelled

to move to some other track as the "bang-tails" are beginning

to occupy the box stalls.

Cait. B. E Harkis1

fine stallion Marvel, that got a record

of 2:24 under that name, has been registered as Melvar 22,130;

hi- *ire, Stanford, is now known as Fordslan 22,129. Brown
Jug Ls also registered ; his number is 21,935.

Everybody must try and attend the sale of the Asylum
Stock Farm trotters on the 2nd and 3rd of March at the Bay
DUtriet Track. The crowd promises to be larger than at any
sale ever held in this city.

roads are not like great men. They are not born,

they must be made. The fact that we have none is easily ex-

plained when it is remembered that our country people do
not know what a good road really is.

FOBTY~SEYES nominations have already been made for the
ning Derby of Italy. Of ihese horses, eleven are by

Hambl* - - -en by James G., 2:20, six by Amber,
live by Atlantic, 2:21. and three by Elwood Medium, 2:24L

Bokhib McGregor 2:13] at $1700 sounds like one of

the greate-t bargains of the yenr. A gentleman who knows
him, however, says that bu feet are not above suspicion. " No

hone No rmr-e, no big price, nowaday-.

attention of horse owners is called to the adverlise-

the Northwestern Association "I'Trotting and Pacing
column. * H-er $100,000 are offered

rie.- will close next Wed ne day,
M:!P'h 1-t.

Ba.1 Psuvcb, by SUmboat, 2:07$, owned by 'it^rge Collins.

sere pared too closelv

lately and it wsa im| • him the exercise to which
he wan accustomed and the result proved fatal. His owner re-

fused $2,000 for him.

-'andard-bred trotting
1 in lb it >' .- next Thursday and

M-iri.t Track. The catalogues are printed
and will to all applicants. It will pay every horse-

I this sale.

the lire and dam of 1 tired

why additional
Whirlwind-" should nol be produced, foi

Bi he mated. The two

!

Tiikih '.in ' i hi" whole trotting career, Karu- was never
lifttanc* i hll tir-t race in U

. by Molly Morris, the fasted
in which Karu* waa

tot, :i chestnut

I the record to 2:21,

The Detroit Driving Park, now a member of the STand
circuit, is to have a new track in place of the old course at

Hamtramack. It was decided at a recent meeting to increase

the capital stock to $250,000. It was also decided to hold run-
ning meetings as well as the scheduled events for trotters.

Betsy and I. the dam of Moquette, 4, 2:10, died at A. H.
Moore's Cloverdale Farm, Col ma, Pa, on the 2d inst., at the
age of twenty-one years, of congestive colic She was a bay,

:

by Ericsson, 2:30$, out of the thoroughbred mar* Mollie Lin-
coln, by imp- Australian: second dam Laura Bruce, by Star
Davis.

The attention of horsemen is called to the advertisement of

James E. Berrymao. the well known driver and trainer. His
work on the circuit last year with Lenmar, 2:16"}, i> well re-

membered. Jim handled Felix, 2:1$. and Westmont (2:01]
with running mate), Socrates, 2:161 ; Peter Whetstone, 2:27;,

Charley West, 2:19J, and a score of others.

John Kixxer has quite a string of young trotters ai his

training farm just below San Mateo, among them severs i i hat

are very fashionably bred. Mr. Kinuer is the owner of Li.ht-

foot, a Patch en stallion with a record of 2:31, but this i* mi
mark of his sDeed, so he will be extensively entered in the

purse races this summer.

George W. Ekgkaham, the well-known hodman, died

recently of paralysis. He was the o^ner of Del March, rec-

ord 2:11 :. Among the horses he has driven to their records

are Robert McGregor, Roy Wilkes, Nat Kirkwood and
Wilkes Bryno, a full brother to Del March. Deceased was
fifty years old.

J. M. Learned, a well-known farmer and stock-raiser, died
last week at Stockton. Mr. Learned was 73 years of age. In
early days he brought the largest band of horses across the
plains ever gathered by one man. He had old Poscora, sire

of the dam of Poscora Hayward in this string, and until the

day of his death, loved to speak of the wonderful game quali-

ties of this horse and his descendants.

There are over one hundred grand looking geldings at the
Vina Stock Farm ; it is Superintendent Covey's intention to

have them all trained thoroughly for use as roadsters. Among
the lot there are over twenty splendidly matched teams. There
is one thing verv peculiar about the progeny of Electioneer
and his sons, the majority resemble each other in color, gait

and disposition.

W. B. Fasig reports tnat the prizes offered to those who
can come nearest the price Sidney will fetch, have inspired a
perfect avalanche of guesses from all parts of the continent.

These have been coming in at the rate of about 300 a day, so

that there will be 2-5,000 or more altogether. They range
from $205,000 down to one absurd prediction of $3,000, but
the average estimate is about $75,000.

The grand-looking trotting stallion, James Madison. 2:1 7 4
-.

is at the Oakland race track. It is stated that his colts and
61lies are the finest-looking, strongest-formed and most perfect

trotters seen when compared with those by anv other sire.

There will be a number entering the 2:30 list this fall. His
service fee is only £50, and at this price there is no better

horse in California to day.

Mo h is expected at the races at Santa Ana this season.

Many enthusiasts are urging that the Orange County Fair As-
sociation give a three days' spring race meeting. There is lit-

tle doubt but that such a meeting could be successfully held

in that city, for with the number of race horses now in the
county they could hold a pretty fair meeting should no out-

side horses enter.

Oddwood, the two-year-old pacer owned by S. A- Gold-
stein, of Santa Ana, is a youngster that much is expected of

in the near future. He is the son of Silkwood, 2:07.1, and his

dam is Ricetta, the great race mare, now in Los Angeles.

There are many other youngsters coming on that promise
well, and some world-breaking records may be looked for the

coming season.

A bile before the Ohio Legislature is to prevent the use of

unsound stallions in the stud. It provides that the Probate
Judge in each county of the State shall appoint a veterinary

surgeon to examine and qualify stallions, for which owners
shall pay a license of $$. Of this amount the examiner is to

get $2, and the remainder to go to the State.

The humiliating position of the Sacramento Bee, since the

decision of the District Board of Appeals in the Stamboul
case, has almost driven Kearney, McHugh and McCloud into

the Salvation Army with the new hymn :

How doth the little flighty Bee
Delight to bark and bite

;

It gave us such notoriety
That we've dropped out of sight."

The air was full of horse talk in Santa Ana on the 10th
inst.. for horsemen were there from all parts of Southern
California, to attend the auction sale of standard-bred horses

at the Plaza ranch. The sale was not a success, for the horses

were in very bad condition and bidding was light. However,
Mr, Willets has decided to hold these sales annually, at a
more opportune season.

SlLKWOOD, the great pacer, will again bs put into training

and go for a record this year. Knowing ones in this county
always had serious doubts that the black beauty was to go in-

to retirement, and so the announcement did not create any
surprise. It is Bafe enough to say that the horse will not only
be driven for a record, but will also be seen in races during
the coming campaign.—Los Angeles Herald.

OvKiii.ASf, bay stallion, died at Lakeview, Or., January
10th. He was about twenty -live years old, and was a vigorous
and well-preserved horse at the time of liis death, which was
Caused by an accident in the barn, i >verland was brought to

1'alifnrnia about 1869 by L. J. Hose. In his prime he was one
The horse was well known in Northeastern

California and Boathern Oregon. lie was owned by S. X.
Rohart, of Lakeview, for many years.—Rural Spirit.

T. II. Griffin alias" Major Griffin" left Los Angeles for

lasl Tuesday. He must have been a wonderful driver
and trainer for he actually claims to have given Little Al-
bert, Maud, Nimrod, Pearl, l>r. Swift, Edwin C, Redwood,
Maudee and Holly reootxk. The reporter to

whom Ik- imparled this information never knew the " Major"
u well u the people of Santa Rosa, Napa and Pelaiuma; if

be did, hv would never have published the above item.

Ix the combination sale to take place on the loth of March
T. C. Snider, of Sacramento, will send five very choicely-bred
young mares and fillies. We understand that among them is

a filly by Director, 2:17, out ofGrace (dam of Creole (pi. 2:20),

by Buccaneer 2656, second dam Mary (dam of Apex, 2:26

,

Sterling, sire of six in the list ; Letta, dam of Wavland W.,
2:24, etc."). by Flaxtail 8132; third dam by Bright Eyes, son of
Boanerges- This filly is a pure-gaited trotter and perfect in

form, and with this breedingought to be a very valuable mare
either on the track or in the harem.

The stakes for the autumn meeting of the Cumberland Park
Associatirn, Nashville, Tenn., have tilled to repleiion. The
Glen Mayo Stake for yearling trotters has 46 entries; the Mel-
rose Stake for two-year-olds. So ; the Ewell Stake for three-

year-olds, 37 ; the Hermitage Stake for four-year-olds, 20, and
;he Oak Hill Stake for trotters eligible to the 2:18 c ass, 2-3

entries. The class stakes have filled as follows: 2:2S class.

34: 2:23 class, 30; 2:24 class, 32; 2:19 class, 17; 2:23 class,

pacing. 34; 2:15 pacing class. 22; two-year-old pacing, 24;
three year-old paring, 16. The total list of entries for the
thirteen stakes foots up to 417.

The barns and stables at the Sonoma Stock Farm are com-
pleted, but the new mile track will

%
not be in readiness for

working this summer, consequently the owner, J. G. Fair,

will *eod the trotters to the Petaluma track. The three stal-

lions at the farm will be given race records this fall there.

' >ne is Vasco, by Harold out of Magic, by C. M. Clay : Taric,

by Guy Wilkes, 2:15], dam Madame Baldwin, by The Moor
870. and Sarguna, by Stamboul, 2:07], out of Oakland Maid,
2:22. There are several very promising colts and fillies

among the youngsters that will be seen on the circuit this

fall. R. D. Crawfroth, the superintendent, has them looking
splendidly.

Dr. Sale, tbe owner of Temple Bar, 2:17], who with his

hor-e. was expelled at the Grand Circuit meeting at Cleveland
in 1S91, has sued the Cleveland Driving Park Company for

damages to the extent of §110,000. This is a slight let down
in tbe figures, as he has a suit for $150,000 pending against

the National Trotting Association for its action in confirming
the decree of the Cleveland Association. The trial or trials

will be looked forward to with a good deal of interest by own-
ers of stallions with records of from 2:16 to 2:18, as they will

doubtless be eager to learn how such a horse can be made to

earn that amount in a year. Before these two suits are over it

is quite on the cards that the Doctor will learn the truth of
the old adage, that a certain class of people rush in where
angels fear to tread.

From a geographical standpoint, Oregin and Washington
should have two racing circuits, says the Rural Spirit. That
portion lying east of the Cascade range would make a most
desirable circuit by commencing at Baker City, thence to La
Grande, from La Grande to Pendleton, thence to Walla Walla
and Spokane and Moscow and other points, while this portion

could form a very convenient circuit by commencing at some
point on Puget Sound, Vancouver, Portland, Salem, Indepen-
dence, Albany and other point« south. We do not mean by
this to divide the racing interest, for we believe the breeders

throughout the district should be united even more than they

are at the present time, but our territory is so large that local

interest would be advanced by having two circuits with stakes

and purses open to all horses throughout the district.

The executors of the Valentin estate completed arrange-

ments with Martin Carter, of the Nutwood Stock Farm, for

the leasing of Direct Line 22.117, for the season of 1893. It

is quite an honor for a horse tr» be placed in the position of

honor so long held by Sidney, 2:1 9:f, Direct Line will have
opportunities in the stud unequaled by any horse in Califor-

nia, that he will prove worthv of them no one who has ever

seen him or studied his pedigree will denv. Direct Line's

sister, Zeta Carter, was selected by Monroe Salisbury on ac-

count of her wonderful speed ; he entered her for several

•510,000 stake races. Direct Line is bv Director, 2:17, dam
Lida W., 2:1SJ (dam of Nutwood Wilkes, 2:204), by Nut-
wood, 2:18^ ; second dam Belle, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31

:

third dam Rebel Daughter, by Williamson's Belmont. He is

one of the finest-formed stallions in this State, and

although never worked for speed he has shown his ability to

get a low record. He will be trained bv Millard Sanders

this fall.

Many pedigrees have been clearly and correctly traced

after having remained forgotten for years, of which perhaps

that of Waxy, grandam of Sunol (2:081). is one of the most

notable. There are other case*, like that of Shaogbai Mary,
grandam of Electioneer, Mr-. Caudle, dam of Ericsson, grandam
of Clark Chief, greal-grandam of Lyle Wilkes, great-great-

grandam of Sultan, etc.. where no clue has ever been obtained

upon which anyone placed the least confidence. There are

numerous other instances, many of which will probably never

be known, where, after remaining untouched for year-, the

wrong trail has been taken and a pedigree correctly traced

which wa« not the pedigree of the animal in question, but the

true pedigree of some mare which had been owned by the

same person, but which, perhaps, had never been bred at all,

and quite likely was of entirely different breeding from the

one whose pedigree it wa>the intention to trace. There is al-

ways more or less doubt about the correctness of the extension

of any pedigree which has remained long unlraced. but more
particularly so if finally different from the version which,

though unverified, has all along been given.

Nancy Lbe foaled Nancy Hank*. 2:04. when she was eight;

Fleetwing foaled Stamboul 2:07A, when she was fourteen ; Ev-
entide foaled Kremlin, 2:07 j\ when she was tit'teeu ; Waxana
foaled Snnol, 2:08 j, when she was eight

;
Nell foaled Belle

Vara, 2:08 ;, when *he was nine ; Miss Russell foaled Maud S.,

2:08^, when she was nine; Darae*"Winnie "foaled Palo Alto,

2:08|, when she was eleven: Gossie Wilkes foaled Allerton,

2:09}, when she was rive; Atlanta foaled Alix, 2:10, when she
was five; Midnight foaled Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, when she was
thirteen; Betsy-and-I foaled Moquette. 2:10, when she was
sixteen, and Gretchen foaled Nelson. 2:10, when she was fif-

teen years, of age. The age of Ella, the dam of Martha Wilkes,
is not recorded, but as her sire. Clark Chief, died in 1871, and
the champion race mare was foaled in 1883* she must have
been at least eleven years old. This completes the list of 2:10

brood mares, from which it will be gathered that Atlanta, dam
of Alix. and Oussie Wilkes, dam of Allerton, divide the honors

as the youngest dam of a 2:10 performer at the time of foaling,

while Betsy-and-I. Moquette's dam, was the oldest. The av-

erage a»e of the mares named, except Ella, at the time their

famous sons and daughters were fcaled figures out at eleven
years.
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The Saddle.

Yo Tambien is making a tine winter, and U now in the best

of condition.

Starter Ferguson has engaged to start at the Louisville

spring meetine.

It i^ said that that good race hor>e, Poet Scout, will not

stand training tins year.

It is expected that nearly 100 horses f,om this portion of

the State will take part in the Los Angeles meeting.

Ed. Co&HIGAN has signed Bob Hoggett to ride for him this

year at 105 pounds. Hnggett was J. M. Brown's first jockey

last year.

Robert Smith, the well-known horseman, is expected to

arrive here soon with a big string of horses from Hugh Kirk-

endall's place near Helena. Mont.

Mrs. John M. Clay, of the Ashland Stud, Lexington,

Kv., claims the name Bright Pluebus for the yearling colt, by

Falsetto, dam Burl' and Blue, by War Dance.

Longstreet seems to be better in his feet than at any other
time of his life, and his legs are giving his trainer little con-
cern. It is generally conceded that he will stand training.

He is now in the aged division, having passed his seventh
year. This wilt be his last season on the turf.

The erratic and sulking Duke of Milpitas, debarred from
starting for about a month, is once more in the good graces of

the club, and started twice during the week, winning his sec-

ond essay in very easy fashion. He acted moderately docile

at the post in New Orleans compared with former exhibitions.

Tknny is now at the new Dixiana farm in Kentucky, where
|
he is to enter the stud. Mr D. T. Pulsifers great racer was

!
five years on the inrf and won $90,290 in stakes. Out of sixty-
five starts he was first twenty-five times, second sixteen
times and third twelve times. He was unplaced only twelve
times.

John E. Madden, Lexington, sold to W. B. Jennings

Washington City, two three-year-old chestnut fillies, Beautiful

Bells, bv Onondaga and Deception, bv imp. Deceiver, for

$3,500.

D. -iWigebt, of Kentucky, has sold to James McLaughlin,

the ex-crack jockey, the bay colt, two years old, by (ilenelg,

out of Malaya, and the brown colt, two years old, by 'Fremont,

out of Kith.

The Hamilton Jockey Club has been organized with J. M.
Latridge president. A running meeting will be given the first

\

three days in June when purses and stakes aggregating §2,000 !

will be offered.

G. D. Wilson, of Lexington, Ky., has sold to R. A. Swi-
|

gert the black yearling colt Potsdam, by Portland, out of Ann
Fife, dam of Tremont. They oungster is said by good judges

to be a wonder.

'" Marty*' and "Mike" Bergen, the well-known jockeys,

are to become horse-owners. They have been considering the
,

matter for a lomr time, and propose to gradually acquirp a
,

string of runners.

Joseph J. Bl'kke has been appointed presiding judge for

the great Washington Park meeting and C. H. Pelting! II

starter. These men are considered to have no superiors in

their respective lines.

Among the promising two-year-olds at Sacramento are a

Cheviot filly out of Frisa, by Flood ; a Joe Hooker filly from

Trifle, by Dasher, and a Greenback filly owned by E. S. Pad-

dock, of Forestville, Cal.

Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield, has ten horses in training

at his private track on Antrim Stock Farm. It is expected i

that several of them will race at the Los Angeles meeting,

which begins March 18th.

Dromedary races have become quite popular in Algiers.

A breed of white dromedaries is being developed for the sport.

In the French colony at Algeria there are frequent trotting 1

and running races for horses.

H. Taylor, now riding at Oakland, is cleaily the best
;

jockey at the Athens of the Pacific, having a good seat, excel-

lent hands and feet, and besides is a good judge of pace. His
]

percentage of winnings is very high.

Phil Dwyer has a two-year-old full brother to Hanover
that is said to be a perfect picture of the old horse. The
youngster showed some clever work last fall and it is expected

j

will cut quite a figure in this year's racing.

Dr. Bowhill, of Chesterfield Farm (the old Hiokston

ranch), drives the neatest turnout in this vicinity. He has a

genuine English dog cart with docked-tail runner, harness

and everything to match.—Sonoma Democrat.

Specimens of the work of the jockeys and stable boys who
attend the night school at Guttenberg are to be bound in a

neat volume and sent to the World's Fair. The school

has been a suceess under the direction of Professor A. J. Dema-
rest.

Seamstress, by Three Cheers—Una, by Daniel Boone, has

been bred to imp. Merriwa, while others recently booked to

the young Australian horse are Elna K. (dam of Duke
Stevens), by Thad Stevens, and a mare by Joe Hooker, dam
Nellie W.

The death of Barcaldine meant a loss of £8,000 on the

present season to Ms owner, Lady Stanford. Colonel Barlow
originally bought the horse for her for £7,000, and she objec-

ted strongly to the price, but at the stud Barcaldine earned
this sum many times over.

Jockey Geokge Miller and his friend Joe Magee re-

turned from Paso Rubles last Sunday night much improved
in health, and the former went right to work helping to get

the Williams horses in George Covington's charge in shape
for the coming campaign.

Col. Caleb Dorsky, Oakdale, Cal, has sold to Willie

Spence, the chestnut yearling colt Derby, by Cyclone, dam
Wanza, by Thad Stevens; second dam Mamie, by Spectre;
third dam Lady Melrose, by Melbourne Jr.. etc ; consideration

private. The youngster is exceedingly promising.

&DWARD Cobrioan says that the Coney Island Jockey
Club is ready to revoke the order barring his entries at Board
of Control tracks, provided he will dismiss the Huron case for

payment of second money claimed to be won in the Futurity.

Sir. Corrigan adds that he will only settle through the courts.

The death is announced of the English stallion, Bertram
(sire of Robert the Devil), whose late owner, Mr. A. * . Bar-

clay, died only a few weeks ago. Bertram was foaled in 1 369,

and had become so infirm that it was found necessary to de-
stroy him. At the stud he was a failure, except in getting

Robert the Devil.

Wall* Weaver, a well-known Colorado jockey who
was ruled off at Hawthorne lately for the little pleasantry ol

lingering too long at the post, is now in Denver running a
Huh room in the opera house. He will make an effort to be

reinstated at the nextOverland meeting. This idea of being
sent over the road for life is rough on professional jockeys.

—

Denver Field and Farm.

That James R. Keene is going into the business of breed-
ing thoroughbreds on a large scale can be judged by the fact

that lie has already purchased through English commissioners
thirty mares and has authorized the purchase of twenty more.
What stallion he will have at the head of his stud, however,
is not at present known.

Isaac Murphy will be seen in the saddle on the Western
track? this year, but he evidently realizes that his days for

riding are nearly over, and is forming the nucleus of a strong
stable. Such an entirely competent judge of the capacity of
horses should in time become a really great trainer, just as he
has been a really great jockey.

A bill has been introduced in the New Jersey Legislature
proposing to prohibit racing in that State between the first day
of November in any year and the first day of April of the suc-

ceeding year. It provides imprisonment and heavy fines for

violaters of its provisions, and has caused consternation in the
ranks of the adherents of the winter tracks.

Isaac Murphy, the well-known colored jockey, has pur-
chased ol Mrs. Ed Israel the following bred two-year-olds, for

a reported price of $4/200 ; Valiant, ch c. 2, by The Chevalier,

dam Plasid, by King Ernesi ; Xorvin, b c, 2, by George Kin-
ney, dam Tourmaline, by Sensation, and Enid, br f, 2, by
Chevalier, dam Little Emily (for. Little Maude), by Foster.

San Rafael, by llano, out of (xlenita, by trap. Glenelg, a
four-year-old, died at the training stable on the Santa Anita
ranch on Saturday, the 10th inst., after a brief attack of colic.

He was a rather good-looking colt, but had never won a race,

yet hish hopes were firmed of him, as he had never been
right till this spring. Hedied beforeanybody knew anything
about him.

A special from New Orleans, dated February 17th, says:

Richard Croker, the Tammany chief, uncovered his reason for

coming to New Orleans yesterday. Before the races he called

on John McCatferty at the grandstand and offered him $30,-

000 spot cash for his filly. Helen Nichols, 3, by Iroquois

—

Orphan Girl. McCafferty told Mr. Croker that he was flat-

tered, but could not sell Helen Nichols.

The first foal at Mr. Marcus Daly's Bitter Boot Stock
Farm, Hamilton. Mont., was dropped January 4th, by Clara
(dam of Clarendon), by imp. The 111 Used, to imp. Inverness.

This is also the first foal of this stallion, who. it will be re-

membered, v as a high class two-year-old in England and was
bought for a veryTarge price. The climate proved too warm
for hira here, and he was in consequence relegated somewhat
prematurely to the stud.

The foals are coming very thickly at the Santa Anita farm
and the matrons are looking splendidly, says "Hidalgo" in

the Los Angeles Herald. There are five already by The
Hook, four by Emperor of Norfolk, three by Gano and two
by Verano. Ogarita, the handsome daughter of Longfellow,

has been mated with Emperor of Norfolk. The picK of the

foals to my eye is the one by The Hook, out of Miss Frrd
The one out of Glenita by the same sire, is 43 inches high at

one week old, but there is too much daylight under him.

A New York dispatch dated February 21st read as follows:
' White Hat " Dan McCarthy's judgment by default for $10,000

against the Altonwood Stock Farm was set aside to-day by
Justice Andrews in the Supreme Court. In his order the

Judge intimates that he believes that the suit is not defended

in good faith. He orders the default opened only on condi-

tion that the defendant pay $100 to McCarty's attorney, that

he try the case when it is reached upon the calendar, and that

if McCarty has gone home to California in the meantime, the

defendant shall pay his expenses to New York and pay for

his maintenance here during the trial. McCarty is as mad as

a hornet, but be can't help himself.

The New York Spirit writer on turf superstitions got out a

very readable article on that subject, some two weeks ago, but

he is "away off" on supposing that the mile record-breaker,

Salvator, took his name from a brand of beer. Mr. IFaggin's

father was a small planter and stock-grower in Kentucky, but

bred a very select type of shorthorn cattle. Everybody had
slaves in those days, and one of the elder Haggin's favorite

body servants was an old negro whose name was Sal-va-tor,

with the accent on the second syllable as if it spelt " vay."

He planned the boyish sports of the now famous copper mil-

lionaire, and, half a century after the faithful old slaves death,

the country rang with the praises of a horse named in his

honor. It is a poetic spot in the nature of a man in whom
the love of money seems to have absorbed all other feelings.

—

" Hidalgo" i.i Los Angeles Herald.

Dr. Gideon L. ECnapp, who is one of the owners of G.
W. JohnHOn, ia confident of the colt standing the necessary

preparation, but he had him fired and blistered so as to make
doubly sure. Harry I ampbell, who has charge of I )on Alon/.o,

says the big son of Long Taw is all right, and wintering su-

perbly. Don Alonzo is the cause of more heated arguments
than any other horse on the turf, some claiming that, while

fast, he is a coward of the most ardent type, while others

urge Ins right to be considered the greatest race horse of his

age out last year, utterly forgetting or overlooking Morello.

The colt had no stronger supporter last summer than Mr.
John A. Morris. "I could make him beat any two-year-old

that's out as far as you can throw a rock," was his way of

putting it one day at Monmouth Park, when, after leading by

several lengths at the half-mile pole, he barely staggered home
in front of St. Michael. Mr. Morris thought the colt carried

too much flesh in his races. In Michael F. Dwyer's stable he

will not carry too much Mesh when he goes after the money.

—

New York Sun.

i B&UCE LOWE, one of the most popular and well-known
Australians, and who selected Sir Modred and 1 'arebio
Rancho del Paso Btud, will arrive in this city from Sydney
early in the month of April. He will at thai time bring from
the land which has produced so many raeers and sires two of
the mu^t noted animals on the Australian turf, bred in the
purple and fit to grace any stud in the world. In fact, we are
informed that these stallions will lie the equals if not the
superiors of Sir Modred and Darehin in every particular.
The truly wonderful showing tlini Sir Mud red and Darebin
have made in this country as >ire- should be a guarantee thai

the horses Mr. Lowe will bring to California will be some-
thing to enthuse over, and his coming will be awaited with
interest by our breeders, if not those of Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.

A local contemporary, speaking of good racehorses from
Oregon with lots of Printer blood in their veins, mentions
Misty Morn in the list. The speedy mare lias not a drop of
this quarter-horse blood in her make-up, being by St, Paul
(son of Alarm and Lady Salyers, by Longfellow, dam Why.
not, by George Wilkes (son of Asteroid and Emma Wright,
by imp. Margrave); second dam Flora A, by Tom Bowling
(son of Lexington and Lucy Fowler, by imp. Albion] ; third

dam Florence I., by imp. Australian: fourth dam Charlotte
Buford, by Lexington, her dam the great broodmare Kitty
Clark, by Glencoe, and on through the Miss Obstinate and
imp. Cub mare families to twenty seond dam, Layton Barb
mare. There is no Printer blood in this, as far as we can see,

hut more Lexington than one can lind in most pedigrees.

Thegrandara of St. Paul was by Lexington, George Wilkes
was by Asteroid, son of Lexington, Tom Bowling was by
Lexington himself, as was Charlotte Buford, Misty Morn's
fourth dam— four crosses in all.

From the present outlook Detroit will have two new tracks

next year, although one of them is not determined upon a*

yet. The Detroit Driving Club will surely lay out a track
with all modern improvements and it will be more complete
than any of the Grand Circuit courses. The plan of Wash-
ington Park, the finest in the West, is regarded as a good
model now, and within a very short space of time the club will

have settled upoa all the details. The new track will be so

built as to accommodate both harness and running horses, as

experience at Washington Park shows that records can be
broken at any gait on that fast course. The Driving Club
has done much in the way of giving Detroit a reputation as a
racing center, and the repeated dividends, while other clubs
had all they could do to come out even, show the apprecia-
ciation of the people. Beter racing has not been seen on any
track than at Haratramck, and the club will endeavor to make
this, the closing year of the old course, a fitting wind-up of a
long and prosperous existence. Horses will be here from all

quarters of the country, and the ind!cations are that the

triumph in the stake race will be even brighter than that of

any of the four horses that have carried away thousands of

dollars on account of their superior speed.

The reinstatement of Ton Loates, the English jockey who
has been refused a license by the Stewards of the Jockey Club
during the past two years, seems to have been the cause of

considerable discussion in the English sporting papers, though
the general tone of the press favors the act. Tom Loates was
one of the most brilliant and popular light-weight jockeys of
his day, and his return to the pigskin will be warmly wel-

comed by the race-going public at large. Two other excellent

jockeys, W. Warne and Martin, have been reinstated, the

present scarcity of first-class jockeys in England having had a
great deal of weight in causing the stewards to relent in their

cases, as well as that of Tom Loates. The friends of Charles
Wood, who was deprived of his license live years ago, were
hopeful that his name would be found among the list of those
from whom the bar had been removed, but such proved not to

be the case. Wood's case seems peculiarly hard, for he has

borne his punishment like a man. and it has been a most
severe one, when it is remembered that Wood's income for

legitimate riding fees was proved on the trial to be $15,000
per annum, while the legitimate presents given him by own-
ers amounted to §10,000 more.

The phrase. "That beats Bob Tail " is not uncommon even
now in many parts of the country, especially in the South. Its

origin is traceable to a race which occurred about 1840, or

shortly before that year, on the famous Fairfield track on the

Mechanicsville turnpike, near Richmond, Va. In those days
Bob Poindexter lived in Richmond. He was a sporting man,
wore fine clothes and owned a number of horses, Among his

animals was one he named Pizarro, a plain bay gelding, with

black mane and tail, the latter bobbed short. There was
nothing extraordinary about the horse, and nobody looked

upon him as a racer. But Poindexter took a notion that he
could run. He used to drive Pizarro about Richmond hitched

to a buggy. On the day that he was advertised to appear on
the track a great crowd was present and the excitement ran

high, for a good deal of money had been put up on the other
horses. To the astonishment of everybody Pizarro beat every
horse on the track, and the people went fairly wild. Bob-

tailed Pizarro never made much of a record. lit- woo two
or three races and then went to pieces. For years afterward

when anything extraordinary happened in that section it wan
said of it, " That beats Bob Tail. — Baltimore tumeric in,

( IIAKI.K- L. Fa Hi'- stable this seaSOD consists of t'ii

The bright particular star is. of course, expected to 08 Vu El

Rey, the two-year-old brother to Yo Tambien, and hall

to El Bio Rey. Emperor of Norfolk, Rey del Rey, The Czar,

etc. In Floodgate, by Flood, dam imp. R Hctta, by Strum,

and Dare, by imp. Darebin, dam (

y, by Monday,
Mr. Fair has two promising three-year-olds, whose chances in

the American Derby have a] readj ime considera-

tion. The former is quoted at twenties, while the latter was

cut from twenty to ten to one. The other three-year-old in

i- the bay fitly Princess, by imp. < heviot, dam imp.
Musi,-, hv Prince ' ftarlie. The only old horse is Gibson, the

live year old gelding, by Joe Booker, dam by Oregon Charlie,

who made a great reputation for himself as a sprinter lore

this winter, beating, among others, Geratdine. \ll the two-

year-olds in the Btriogare by Joe Hooker. Besides Y> El

Rey, there are two colts—Uno Colorado, dam Jessie R., by

Hubbard, and Challenge, dam Mattie Glenn, by imp Glen
Athol. The fillies, three iii number, include Dolly Ma-. dun
I-on Spemer. by Norfolk, and so full sister to D rtly v
Elhi Smith, dam Countess Zeika ..lam of D m Jose, Ed ' t

rigan, Pocalrf llo, etc , by Norfolk, and d filly '-ailed Virginia

Richard Havey is the trainer, and the well-ki

Billy Mill, who will be remembered as \l Fan
pil will ride for the stable.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23

LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLI'B—Spring meeting- May 10 (9 days)
P. C.T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
CHICAGO RACTNU ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeiing...May 16 to June 23

LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (.Covington, Ky.i—Spring meeting
May 20 to June 24

CAPITALTURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Si-rins Meeting...May 9 to 13

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24

WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, III.)—Summer meeting
June 24 <25daysi

BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE July 3, 4 and 5

DILLON July 6 to 8

mi->i IULA— Regular circuit July in to 13

ANACONDA—Regular circuit July 17 10 29

BUTTE-Regular circuit July 31 to Aug. 16

HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26

GREAT FALL-* Aug. 29 to Sept. 2

STURGIS (Mich) July 31 to Aug. 5

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug, 1 to Augll
GLENBKOOK PARK August 29 to September2
FLEETWOOD PARK f-ept. 5 to 8

WASHINGTON PARK iTlieN. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16

CUMBERLAND FAiR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

J.'i- ANGELES—Spring meeting February 21

HUENEME March 1

WASHINGTON PARK n he N. W. A. T. & P. H. B.) March 1

STATE FAIR COLT STAKES. March 15

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15
MONTANA CIRCUIT STAKES April!
P.C. T. H- B. A.—Spring Meeting- April l

CAPITAL TURF A>"D DRIVING CLUB—Running Stakes March 11

Trotting Slakes April 15

Stallions Advertised.

ALEXANDER BUTTON...
BOODLE
CALIfORNIA NUTWOOD
(HAS, jiEUBY
OQ1 i an I KEO 14.092

DkNTON MOULI RIE
DELWIN
ii i il PRINI i. ll 163

DIUTATCS
DIABLO
DIRECT I. IM-:
DON MARVIN
DON FIGARO
' lbctm nia
EGYPT! \.\ PKXN4 l.

KL BENTON
GLKN FORI I NE

i KEH

JAMBS MADISON
IK81 KR D
LANCE I Ol
LONG BRANCH
NUTWOOD !••<

<l» WILKES
STON

PKJNCE Kl.ii WM0
RE »DV MONEY
BABLB WILKES
BALADIN
HI D luiY

BOUDA n
81 IINJ l It 14 »!

M I h I N W \ •<

WALDS1 BIN 1

Wll.Do •-.;;

v. 11. DIRE4 i

TROTIKKB.
_G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal

C. A.Stockton, San Jose, Cal
Martin Carter. Irvlngton

Geo. A Wiley, Danville, Cal
„ W. H. Smith, Woodland, Cal

D. J. Murphy, Mllpitas, Cal
Samuel Gamble, Danville, t al

Soutlier Farm, San Leandro, Cal
—.Clarence Day, Belmont, Cal

Murray & Richards, Pleasanton, Cal
Mariln carter, Irvinglon

Chas. F. Lowell, Lodl, Cal
Souther Farm, San Leandro

_Wlllred Page, Peuh's Grove, Sonoma Co
P, .1. Williams, Mllpitas, Cal
Souther Farm, San Leandro
Souther Farm, San Leandro
Wm. Corbitt, San Mateo, Cal

A. T. Mulch, 42 Flood Building, City
Bell Wright, Otikliinrl Trotting Park

..Soother Farm.6an Leandro
C. C. Ki'iuls, City

It. Humphrey, Oakland, Cal
Chas. P. Lowell, Lodl, Cal
Martin Darter, Irvlngton

Kouth'T Farm, San Leandro, Cal
Geo a. WUeVi DanvUle.Cal

Fred Foster, Hanlbrd,Cal
Win. (Orblti. Sun Mateo, Cal

0.G Bemls. City
_A. T. BAtCb. 42 Flood Ilulidlng, City

P .i. Williams, Miipiiiui,cui
D. J. Murphy, UUpluu, Cal
k . O'Urady, san Mateo, '"ui

Goo. a. wiii-v. Danville, Cal
II - Hogol m, Wo(«iland,Cal

'..-. a. Wiley, Danville, Cal
.,Wm. Corbitt, Man Mateo, Cal

Wanted—a Timer!

TBOBOUUBBBED8.
DON CARlOe M. tun. Banta Rosa. Cal
I Ml- « II EMI KIIKIELD Prof. Thoa. H. BowbUl, Ijikevllle, Cal

ii Btaluon) K. O'Grady. Han Mateo. Oal
MONDAY FINAL PT.C. Judson, SantaClara, Cal
Til HE! CHEERS Win. M. Mnrrv. BocmmentO.Oal
HERHIWA i bo i rum ,Oal land Etacc 1 rack
Wl 1-1*1 DLJ >n, Santa Clara, Cal

v

Wm
i W. E, Greene, one of thi executors of the

Valeosln estate, will be in attendance a) the sale of sicl-

ey ; be l<fi for ' lleveland, < Ihlo, last week.

" There never was a record made that was not the sub-

ject of dispute among the men who claimed to be. timers."

This remark was made by an old-time horseman last week

at the investigation of Stamboul's performance when he

captured the trotting stallion's crown. The more a person

contemplates this truism the stronger becomes the belief

that there must be a remedy—a remedy that will and must

cure this dreaded ailment. There have been many im-

provements made in booting, shoeing and training trot-

ters besides the methods employed to make the tracks

•' fast " and the sulkies noiseless and easy to draw, but

the timers and judges have had no attention paid to their

wants by the associations. The age of electricity is here,

still, that great agent, which has almost become a uni-

versal necessity, has not been used to advantage on our

race tracks. " You press the button and we will do the

rest " is a command never heard at our race courses, f»r

the simple reason the idea of using it has never been

thought of. The place where the distance judge stands,

the stations where the pa'.rol judges and the starting

judges are on the track, the musicians' stand and the

stables should all be connected wi'h the judges' stand by

wires. If the patrol judges bears or sees anything that

looks like foul riding at the quarter, half, or three-quar-

ter poles, or at any place they may stand, they could, if

the wires were placed under the top rail on the inner I

fence, signal by means of the " button " to the judges'

stand and report before a decision was rendered. If it is

necessary to stop the musicians from discoursing sweet

music in order to have thejudges make an announcement,

a gentle pressure on the button will have the desired

effect. If the trainers are slow about getting their horses

in readiness, or if it is desirable to give them a prelimi-

nary warning, a touch on the button will transmit the

current to the gong, and the noise will apprise them of

the exact time to prepare.

This is all very well in its way, but there is another

subject which is of tar more importance than even these

valuable adjuncts to the old-style ornaments in the judges

stand, and that is a large chronograph or time clock so

placed that it can be seen by every one across the track.

Itsjface should be at least thirty-six inches in diameter
;

it should have two split-second hands ".nd one small dial

with a minute hand. This clock should be manufactured

exactly like the best timers and tested for its accuracy

before being purchased. The hands should be started

and stopped by electricity. When the horse's nose comes

to the wire a pressure on the button by the timer causes a

gong (which is below and outside of the clock) to sound

and the hands to mark off the time. Everyone opposite

can see and hear it, and every one will know that no one

is fooling with the hands. When the quarter is reached

one hand is made to stop long enough to be noticed by

the official whose duty it is to note it, and when each

quarter is thus taken down an accurate statement can be

entered in the clerk's book. At the wire, as the horse

gets his nose again under it, the clock is stopped and the

gong sounded. The public can see the exact time, for the

hands will remain stationary until thrown back into posi-

tion by a little wire previous to the next heat being

called.

There need be but one timer, and if he has good eyes

and practices a little with this clock he will be able to

give satisfaction where it has never been given before.

There will be no room for disputes, and " misplaced

judges " with telescopic optics, like Kearney, will find

their occupations gone. The hundreds of men with

cranky time-pieces will not shout " up !" in a discordant

chorus when the horse is passing the various quarter posts

of the mile ; in fact, everything will be conducted in a

more satisfactory and scientific manner than at present.

Who will be the first genius to introduce this innova-

tion on our tracks? A fortune awaits him, for when once

given a fair trial it will be adopted by every association i

in the United States. The question of timing horses by

all kinds of watches is an important one, and has caused

many disputes and engendered harsh feelings among the

most prominent horsemen for many years. With this ap-

pliance there will be an end to all this, and as the aim of

our associations is to have the races conducted " fairly

and honestly," the quicker such an improvement is

adopted the nearer will they come to accomplishing their

desires. The electric wires around the track will prove

of incalculable benefit also, and when once adopted will

never be adandoned.

mailers who have recently received their deserts from

the District Board of Appeals of the National Trotting

Association. Such " padding " may be called " sensa-

tional " news, and it may have caused some people (who

had not heard the rumors) to buy a few copies, but the

money received for the " news " is as nothing compared

to the thousands of dollars' worth of harm such an article

might have done to the trotting horse industry of this

State if the trial of these blackmailing extortionists had

not followed so quickly. There is one consolation, in

fact a salve to the wound inflicted by our contemporary,

and that is, the Bee has not a wonderful circulation

among horsemen, and consequently its sting will hardly

be felt. All the newspapers in California, we rejoice to

say, with the exception of this one, deferred making any

comments on the charges made by the unknown swipes

of Lodi ; and all the editors, who gave the subject any

thought, believed there " was a nigger in the woodpile,"

but, for the sake of the trotting horse industry in Cali-

fornia, anxiously waited for the investigation so that the

" Senegambians " would be dragged out and made an ex-

ample of. The Bee should profit by the lesson taught

and not attempt to ruin the welfare of any great industry

from a selfish desire to gain notority.

A Decision and Suggestion.

The decision in the matter of the Stamboul record and

the other records made at Stockton which were investi-

gated by the Board of Appeals for the Pacific District of

the National Trotting Association appears in another

column. It is complete and comprehensive and should

satisfy the demands of the National Association, for every

means were adopted to get the facts pro and con in rela-

tion to the records which the American Trotting Register

Association has decided should be rejected.

The Stamboul case was one that will go down into his-

tory as one of the most remarkable episodes that ever

occurred on the trotting turf. The confession of the

blackmailers, the admission of the conspirators and the

deliberate falsehoods uttered which caused the expulsion

of one and the suspension of the others are of such a

despicable nature that they will never be forgotten. The

judgment of the board in this case and in the upholding

of all the records made will meet the approval of every
(

fair-minded horseman in the land.

In view of the fact that the circumstances surrounding

the cases just decided have had much to do with bringing

a shadow of discredit on the performances made and a

doubt as to the proper understanding of the rules of the

American Trotting Register Association, a change should

be adopted at once. The trotting horse industry is of

such importance that this question of records and per-

formances against time should be made soplain hereafter

that there will be no room for dispute. A committee

composed of members of the National Trotting Associa-

tion, American Trotting Association and American Trot-

ting Register Association should at once convene and draft

laws and rules that will be easy of interpretation, and

so simple and yet to strong that they will stand for all

time. The misconception of rules, aa now formulated, will

not occur again, and all this harangue about the records,

as made in Stockton, will be silenced. The rules in force

now are faulty and capable of being misconstrued ; this is

acknowledged by every horseman who has ever taken the

time to study them, so it is earnestly hoped that some ac-

tion will be taken immediately to have the rules revised

by a committee appointed, as suggested.

U'iM'.Ai'.-, the famous four-year-old, whs >ld at auc-

tion in New York but Thursday for *i:(.000.

'I'm; Sacramento Bee, an evening paper published in

our Capital City .discovered a "hurnet's nest" at Lodi and

sent a reporter to gather the " honey." He sent in six

columns of " stuff " gathered from the swipes aud black-

The following dispatch was received from Sacramento

last Monday night :
" At a meeting of the Directors of the

Capital Turf and Driving Club to-night, it was decided to

hold a spring meeting for five days in May, commencing

with the 9th. The first and fifth days will be devoted to

trotting and pacing, and the others to running. The en-

tries to the running events will close March 11th, and for

the other races on April 15th." This meeting, it will be

observed, follows on the heels of the Blood Horse meet,

and if as successful as the one- of last spring, that it will

be lengthened out, we have little doubt. See advertise-

ment in another column.

The trotters at Pa'.o Alto this year will have the bene-

fit of drinking pure mountain water which comes from

the springs above Searsville. Superintendent Reynolds re-

ports every animal on the place healthy since its. intro-

duction. It will be remembered that he and Mr. Covey

attributed most of the sickness among the horses last year

to the impurity of the valley water, and it must be a

gratification for them to know that their theories were

correct.
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A Little Reprimand. Samuel Gamble on the Situation

"No horses allowed to start in any race unless duly

registered." The conditions, etc., of the ruling of the

Board of Control, are to be highly commended, but one

point has not evidently been considered by the gentle-

men forming this astute body. For instance, a horse's

pedigree, etc., are filled out and sent with the accom-

panying fee, but no receipt or acknowledgement of

any kind is generally received from the owner of the

American Stud Book, and the horse-owner has simply to

wait until the next number ot the Stud Book appears.

Now, it is self-evident if horse-owners required drub-

bing up to get them to register their foals, etc., a similar

rebuke is not only necessary but entirely indispensible to

the compiler of the records, in order that parties register-

ing may be the recipient ot this note of registration

and an acknowledgement of receipt of the registration

fee. The owner of the Stud Boole, being placed in the

possession of such a grand monopoly by the action of

the Board of Control, causes horsemen to demand a little

courtesy and prompt acknowledgment of communications

by the Registrar.

In the American' Trotting Register no complaint of

this kind is necessary, for Registrar Steiner is always very

prompt in answering every letter sent, and has always

shown a willingness to aid applicants in their endeavors

to register their trotting stock. His example might

well be followed by the officers of other institutions.

Entries Close March 1st.

With the beginning of spring entries to the great

Northwestern Association of Trotting and Pacing Horse

Breeders will close. The races will take place at the

beautiful Washington Park, Chicago, September 4th to

16th inclusive, just when the great Columbian exposition

is in the zenith of its glory. Thousands, aye, tens of

thousands will have gathered in the city by the lake

shore at that time to witness the grand collection of ex-

hibits from all parts of the world. The opportunity of

presenting to these visitors a programme of races com-

mensurate with the importance of the occasion has not

been lost by this progressive association, as shown by their

advertisement. The stakes are large and the conditions

most liberal. There are fourteen stake and purse races

for trotters and three for pacers, and the amount offered

for these stake and purse races is $100,000. The secre-

tary, R. L. Allen, of Joliet, Illinois, is extremely anxious

to have all the crack trotters and pacers of California

that are to visit the East take part in these races, and we
can assure owners that they will be royally treated and
the crowds they will see and the reputations their horses

achieve will repay them an hundred fold. Read the
advertisement carefully and make your entries at once.

Remember they close next Wednesday.

The San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association

should at once take steps to have AlcHugh, McCloud and
Kearney prosecuted ; the former, especially, should be

made to suffer for the felony he committed. There should

be no hesitancy on the part of the officials of this organi-

zation to do everything to make an example of these three

men, who should be sent to State's prison for a term of

years. The great wrong they have committed to the heirs

of the benefactor of the Stockton race track ; the way they

perjured themselves and the means they adopted to extort

money from the estate and the highest officials of

the American Trotting Register Association are sufficient

grounds for criminal action. If the San .Joaquin Valley

Agricultural Association does not uphold its good name
by prosecuting these scoundrels every fair-minded horse

man in California will have his faith in the law-abiding

principles which its officers profess very badly shaken, to

say the least.

Most of the Asylum Stock Farm horses are at the Bay
District track, where they can be seen on and after to-

morrow. The sale next week promises to be the best

held in this State for years, and the universal opinion
seems to be that the catalogue does not begin to state any
of the qualities of the grand individuals in the consign-
ment. Many a bread-winner and many a youngster that
will become famous either as a sire of trotters or as a dam
of 2:30 performers will be sold at a low figure, and an
opportunity is offered to small breeders, as well as large
ones, that must not be missed.

A
- P- Waugh, of this city, returned from Sacramento last

Thursday, and reports that he saw at least ninety of the 120
members of the two houses, and, with one exception, they
were in favor of passing the law preventing quack veterina-
rians from " practicing " in this State. This is the bill we
have long been urging, and wearehappv to hear Mr. Waugh's
excellent report. Only well-qualified veterinarians will have
a chance in the future in California.

San Francisco, February 21.—1 see that quite a num-
ber of lovers of the light harness horse performers seem

to think that the bottom has dropped out of the trotting-horse

market, as some gentlemen have maintained at the late sales

in the East. As I have attended several sales the last three

months and watched with interest the class ol goods as a rule
sold, it is my judgment the average prices were large. The
prices of late years have been too high and the service fees for

tallions wer e also too high. No stal'ion that has never pro-
duced speed himself is worth over $150; if a person pays
over that sum to breed to a fast record he will, in most cases,

meet with a loss. It is not a certainty in my judgment that
because a stallion has a fast record that he will produce speed.
I know well that there are men who are crazed with a record-
breaker. To produce sure speed take Kremlin, 2:07:}, Arion
2:10

J,
and no man can afford to pay over $200 service fee for

them. Their great speed is not an assurance that they will

produce speed. Here is one point that the breeding public
have at last learned. The " king of stallions," Staraboul," is,

up to date, an exception, for he has not only the fastest mile
of any stallion, but he has produced more speed than any
fast stallion, and only but one stallion has an equal number of
speedy ones in the 2:30 list at ten years of age. No man can
afford to pay $500 for a stallion's service unless he is a pro-
ducer, and from a family that breeds on and down. If old
George Wilkes was living a person could afford to pay 81.000
fee for a mare like Alma Mater or Lady Bunker, or the dam
of the only Wilton or Red and Baron Wilkes ; to such tried

mares it would warrant one to pay $1,000 service fee. The
same may apply to Electioneer, Beautiful Bells and Dame
Winnie. There are many similar cases which may apply
with the above. The public are learning all this and the
breeder of trotting stock cannot afford to pay such high stud
fees unless he is assured that he will get something for his
money. To state that the selling of the king, Stamboul, 2:07A,
for $41,000 means " the bottom dropping out of the 'trotting-

horse market" is wrong, for he was before the auction block
with that so-called American Trotting Register "wet blanket "

over him, and his honest record of 2:07-} doubted by the lead-
ers of that yearly almanac. The reports they received from
the lowest scums of the trotting turf and blackmailers of the
meanest order, and the slanderous assaults thrcugh letters be-

ing written by envious horse touts to parties in the East,
claiming he was not a racehorse; that his produce would
not be so-called bread-winners, etc., and that he was siring a

new trotting family (neither a Wilkes nor an Electioneer)
and was not in the worthless so-called trotting-

horse fashion. You take such a load of wet blankets and
place it on a great stallion, and if he sells for

$41,000 he will do to go a long ways to look at. 1 consider,

under such circumstances. Stamboul out-sold any stallion yet
offered and I honestly think that he out-sold any trotting stal-

lion that was ever sold at auction, up to date. There never
was in the history of the breeding of the territory, so much
touting and back-capping around the sales as this season. No
breeder can see anything but his stock.and the produce of Stam-
boul sold for less than they were worth on account of the wet
blankets thrown over the king of all-around stallions. But,
again, the young stallions do not sell for fair prices for there
is no demand for them, as there are too many in the countrv;
if they were gelded they would bring more monev ; and again
buyers do not care to take the risk of buying and do their own
gelding. A good gelding with speed will sell readily for road
work, so my advice to the breeders is to make free use of the
knife, for the geldings, as a rule, will out-sell the stallion colts.

By using the knife. They are less expense to you by not regis-

tering them. You can turn a number out in your pasture to-

gether where your young mares prove their merit as pro-
ducers, the world will know it. So you see that you will have
no use for that trotting register (you save two dollars by this),

for if a mare is not standard by her produce she is worthless
to you, and if her produce is speedy, the world will know it,

so you can keep your registry of your stock. The time has
passed for an animal to sell well just because she is standard-
bred ; if she has merit, she will show at the sale, if she has
not she will not bring much of a price. So I have
learned that there is not much value in the trot-

ting register. Bear in mind that the greatest producers
of this day, as a rule, were not standard-bred mares;
they made themselves so by their produce being speedy. The
woods are full to-day of worthless so-called standard-bred
brood mares, and they are some of the kind that are selling in

some of the sales, that the public think are selling for noth-
ing, so the cry goes up " thebottom is out of the trotting horse
market." I have seen some of these so-called standard mares
that were not worth thirty cents sell for three to five hundred
dollars, yet men who don't know anything about the merits of
such trash cry out "the bottom isdroppingout of the trotting

horse market." The superabundance of young stallions, the
jealousy among breeders, who avoid attending one
another's sales, the back-cappiog of stock and by-bidding at

sales is ruinous. After a breeder has sold his stock for fair

prices he goes the rounds and states that he sold nothing but
culls, that he was weeding out and he did not sell his good
ones. The purchaser does not like to hear such remarks and
does not buy at that breeder's next sale. It hurts, and again
there were so many entered the so-called 2:30 list that the
merits of such speed is too common and looks cheap, and is

cheap, for the market is over-supplied with that speed, and so

many beating 2:20, 2:15, 2:12 and 2:10 last season, such a sud-
den change in fast records demoralized everybody, and makes
a 2:15 and 2:20 trotting animal look cheap, when sold for

$500 to $10,000, when under the circumstances they are high
(all kinds of horseflesh are selling for the last two years too
high, both trotting stock and running stock); the prices of all

will be still lower; the risk is too great. As C. J. Hamlin
says he thinks Stamboul is not worth that amount, $41,000,
I will admit for speed alone, as there were
£0 many to trot down better than 2:10 that it makes Stamhnii]
and Kremlin's tin cup records of 2 07] and 2:07, look cheap.
Perhaps it would not look out of place for me to state that the
great Miss Russell family, Kremlin, 2:Q7£, and Maud S.,2:08J,
had both tin-cup records as I see that great many are led

to believe that Kremlin's 2:07:1, was made in a race. No,
gentlemen, such is not the case. Kremlin, 2;07:{, scored up
and his driver nodded for the word and was sent away with
the track all to himself, just the same as Maud S., 2:08ij,

Nancy Hanks, 2:04, Sunol, 2:081, Palo Alto, 2:08$, Staraboul,
2:07].

One was just as fair a trial of speed as '-he other. Yes,
it is a great honor to this State that some gentleman, who
have standing enough to have some influence with that

American Trotting Register like such gentlemen as John Mc-

Cloud, Kearney and Mellugh, while such representative wen
as L. O. Shippee, Senator lien Langford, A. Aabby, William
Parker, Mr. LaRue, 1*'. M. Covey should be ignored. One
more word for Mr. C. J. Hamlin. He says that Stamboul has
a reputed tin-cup record of 2:U7J, which will not be allowed.
Such may be the case with their American Trotting Register's

almanac, for there are breeders who think that their American
Trotting Register almanac dues not care to show favoritism,
who do not hold a complimentary '.ickel and it may be that
they will try to count Stamboul out of his honest record vet
of 2:07\, but the fair-minded breeders say that they will al-

ways recognize Stamboul as king of stallions op to date and
can eet along without this yearly almanac book. He says
the Stamboul's are not bread-winners; he was not speedy
and not a valuable stud horse. It may be so, but it looks to

me a little too soon to quote that, tor he has twelve trotters
from two to five years old with records from 2:30 to

2:18 at ten years of age, and he trotted every year from
his yearling form to his ten-vear-oid form, and the last four

years made over one hundred leaps each year; besides this he
lowered his trotting record (yearly) to 2:07s. Is there another
stallion that has had a strain like that, and to be as sound as

he is, if so I will go some distance to see him? I don't
think there is a man living to-day that thinks as much of
that noted tin-cup family (of Bell Boy, St. Bel, Chimes
family) as I do. Yet it would take a small family to eat the
hread that they won. Chim's and his full sister are thejonly
ones that I know of that have not beaten 2:30, and the world
knows well that Mr. Hamlin will place a record, and race all

his stock that can do the act. He says: " Chimes can jog
quarters in 0:33." So I say the same about his full sister

Alta Belle. She could jog quarters the same way in 0:34.

Yet such men as Hickok, Marvin, Richard Havey, Harry
Whiting could not place a 2:30 tin-cup mark on her, and her
owners did not believe that such a 2:30 record would sap her
vital powers; yet the only two tin-cup performances that

Stamboul's won are out of Electioneer mares, and one is the
handsome Daghestan, with a two-year-old tin-cup record of

2:25 J, and last half in 1:11. He is by Stamboul, dam Alta
Bell (a full sister to Chimes). Mr. Havey and Walter

,

Maben (two good judges) both say that he is as game a colt

as they ever saw. Here is quite a maze for the breeders to

figure out, that such a combination of tin-cup families

should produce such a game, speedy two-year-old. Time alone
will prove Stamboul's merit. As to bread-winners, no one's
opinion can alter his outcome; I, for one, predict that he
will sire bread-winners and speedy, sound, handsome
animals. I can say that I do not own a stal-

lion myself, so I am free to give my honest opinion. As
to the developed sire Idea—yes, I am opposed to campaigning
a stallion during his stud service, for 1 want all the vital

power he has in the stud. 1 would not try to develop his

speed after he was four years old; it is my opinion that he
will prove more valuable in the stud. I like moderate exer-
cise. Turn him loose in a paddock or a field (so your readers

can judge my position on the developed sire idea}; it is my
opinion that the bottom has not fallen out of the trotting

horse market. When a breeder has stock for sale that is up
to the times—are useful, speedy, sound, with good color and
looks—such stock is in demaud to-day. Corbitt, Case and the

Stoner sales were good, and the prices great for the class of

goods sold. The Hobart sale, after the first day, will go on
record as one of the greatest of sales. Bowmans Bros.' iVil-

ton sales were good. One word in justice to P. C. Kellogg, as

1 know that he is censured for talking too much and read-

ing telegrams, etc., I will simply say that he did as he was
told by James Cross, one of the executors of the Hobart estate,

and I know that he did his best to satisfy all ; the only mistake
that I can see was that they did not postpone the selling of

Stamboul until the next day at 11 A. fif.

Samuel Gamble.*
Oregon State Fair for 1893.

The premium lists in all departments were revised and
added to in many instances. On the whole, the amounts of

the premiums were increased.

On petition of several, the Board added to the" premiums
for swine a class for the Ohio improved Chester; and in poul-

try, also on petition, a class for pigeons was added.

In regard to the proposed improvements to the grounds and
buildings, the Executive Committee was instructed to proceed
as they deemed best for the interests of the fair and lite peo-
ple of the Stale. The State has appropriated $11,415 for

new bui'dings and improvements, and these will be made
with a view to future permanency.
The Salem Breeders' and Speed Association was granted the

use of the grounds for a race meeting on July 4th, 5th and
6tb.

The following speed programme was arranged for the an-
nual state fair of 1898 :

1—Yearling stake race, half mile, 2 in :t. SlOo added.
2—Two-year-old stake race. 2 iu 3. 8250 added.
3—Three-year-old or under, stake race, eligible to 2:i>0. 2 in3.S2.T0

added.
1—Three-year-old or under, stake race, for pacers. 2 in S, S250 added.
b—3:0u elass, 3 in 5,puf>.
6—2:40clo«s.:; In 5. purse $3W.
7—2:3ncliiss. 'J in :;, for stallions, puree
8—2:S0c1hss. 3 in 5. puna
9—2'3iic!nss, piii'hiK. " in *>. purse S-10O.

10—2:24 class, two mill.- Ihmis, j in :;, purse Sdiiu,

11—Free-for-all, pacersand trotters, 8 In 5, i

I'J— lluU mile dash, purse *2ou.

18—Three-fourth mile dash, parse K
14—Two-year-old stako. one mile, $2oU added.
15—One and one-eighth miles, purse S100.
16—One and one-half miles, < iregon Derby for three-year-olds, &50

added,
17—One mile and repeat, pur*
is— i hif and one-quarter mile b lies MOO
|#—Five-eighths mile dash pun* -

1 -
i bree-elgbtba mile dash, purse fiOO.

In all purse races entries name and close on August 1st, en-

trance to he paid on or before (5 P. U. of the day of the lace.

In nil stake races Dominations made and one-half entrance

paid June 1st Entries close and balance of entry paid on
September 1st. In nil purse races three U) enter and two to

start. In the handicap nominations close with half of entrance

money paid by II a. m. the day before the rare; weights an-

nounced at 1 p. m. the da? before tin race, and eptsu

and balance of entry paid by o' P. ML the day before the rs

Entrance fee in per cent, of purse or added money.—*»rfgon-

ian.

Longr Branch.

This splendid son of the game Gibraltar (sire «.f < la

p, 2:101, Hoinestake, '2:141, etc.) will make the season

at Oakland race track. Read the advertisemet) I in

column and book your trotting mares to this royal)

horse.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

" A Qi BSTION OF Privilege"— I believe that this quota-

tion is only when a legislator has been harshly treated by the

powers, or charged with doing or saying something which is

derogatory to his dignity or a discredit t<i his good name.

On the contrary, I desire recognition to ofier an explanation

which is due to an exhibition of kindly feeling on the part of

...hues, and while peculiarly gratifying to be the re-

cipient of Mich hearty well wishes, it has placed me in rather

mi awkward situation. 1 allude to the editorial note in the

BbEBDKB and Sportsman of iast week, proposing me for

judge at the spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association, and making ineuiiou of my connection with the

early history of that society. In the first place, 1 must be

permitted to state that I had no hint of the intention or knew
anything about it until I saw it in print. My connection with

the Breeder and Sfoktsman is entirely confiued to the

Special department which is under my charge, and if anything

1 write is printed outside of that my signature is attached. It

is very rare when 1 see a proof of other matter excepting my
own, and t lie tirst intelligence I have of what the paper con-

tain;- i* the receipt by mail on Saturday morning, the day of

publication.

As to my endeavors in assisting to organize the P. C. B. H.
A., it was a labor of love, and the satisfaction of being instru-

mental in laying the foundation of a society which has stood

the test of fifteen years has abundantly repaid me for the

labor bestowed. The position I occupied brought me into

greater prominence than others who bore the greater share of

the heat and burden of the day, and to whom the main
credit is due.

* *

Restricting Stakters.— It appears to strike a majority

of people, with whom I have conversed, that restricting the

number of starters to six in a dash race was not good policy,

especially with as light an entrance fee as tive-per-cent. But

after thinking over the que-tion a few minutes, only a small

minority who do not concur in calling it a move in the right

direction. One of the reasons for adoptingthe innovation was
the equalization of the horses at the starting point, as there are

few trotting tracKs which will admit of more than six horses

abreast. Not so much of an equalization when the start from
the stand as that is not far enough from the turn to give
horses which have drawn places farther to the outside than
third a chance to better their position until the disad-

vantage of the curve comes in the way. When the start is for

fractional races such as one and one-eighth miles, one and
three-sixteenths miles or at corresponding points on the back-

stretch, there is " straight going" enough after getting the

word to make a good tight from the outset. In my opinion,

however, there are greater advantages than equalizing the

chances at starling, and that the innovation will be benefical

in heats as well as in dashes. The intolerable prolongation of

scoring will be materially reduced, as with six horses or less

the trouble of getting them together will be greatly lessened.

The advantages from everv point of view attending quick
starts hav ( been so thoroughly discussed that there is little

necessity for ippeatingthe arguments, that phase of the ques-

tion having only one side, so far as relates to pleasing the spec-

tators. That more than six harness horses in one held is not

only sn unwieldy number to the starter, but is also unsatisfac-

tory to a large majority of the lookers-on is nearly as self-

evident, and hence spectators will be still further pleased by
the change. Owners will assuredly welcome the new order,

there being far less danger of collisions and altogether a
fairer chance for winning. Of greater interest to everyone
when each contestant can be kept in view and the varying
features of the race noted with some accuracy in place of the
usual jumble, when large fields go off* in confusion, and if the
contest is at all close a general mixing up from the start to

nearly all the way around.

When time classification governs with entries closing
months, perhaps, before the date of trotting, there mav be
some valid objections to division, and even then when the pur-
pose is clearly shown in the advertisement none that are really

insuperable. Great care would have to be observed in the re-

ation, and the method adopted be such that its fairness

could not be questioned. That would not be difficult, for in-

stance, if there were eleven horses, that many numbers could
be placed in a box, and after a thorough mixing, owners or
managers of horses each extract a ticket, the number on
which would designate the classes, from one to six the first

field, from seven to eleven the second, etc. " Drawing for

places" could either be determined by these numbers or a
quenl lottery establish the positions.

Should there be book-belting on trotting races book-makers
mighl not he pleased with the innovation. The more starters

then are ihe " guessers" have a harder task, and making
do the guess-work \h the bit; anchor of those who " lav

the odds." XVonbleeome enough when there are only few
Htarters, when these are of nearly equal capacity, but with a
mob of hur*.-s fortune has a long way the advantage and plays
a doubly important part in the game.

C.J. Hamlin, universally conceded to be one of the most
astute of trotting horse men, and for good management of a
trotting meeting, under the old system, or a stable of trotters
has ik, superior, in a l:o.- interview thus discourses: " hi
order to ran a meeting successfully it is necessary to offer

sufficiently largi to insure a large entry list. The
theorist clamors lor shorter races, besl I wo in three, and
single dash events. Tuey might do to fill in with, lor a

bnl will never become popular with horsemen. Why?
Lei me explain. Every man who pays five or ten per cent
entrance led to a fair show for his money. Suppos-
ing there are fifteen starters in a two-in-three contest, as at

New Vorli Es I how would the horse drawing last

position have ol winning anything?" The large entry list

dlj d potential aid foi the success of a meeting; un-
i under the old dispen lation, it whs not of

to s large proportion of owners. Even
Itb Ins mnney divided into four portions, every entry more

J. while going to the credit of the Association which
direct loss to those who did not win any

In the New York r:i i*d by Mr. Hamlin, if the old

ten per cent governed, the club was fifty per cent ahead

from entries alone, after paying the purse ; owners one

hundred and ten per cent behind. Now the grand object of a

change from old practices is to relieve owners from so onerous

a tax and also give a better opportunity for trotters to earn

more than formerly. That is the body of the trotters, the

aggregate for them to win greatly increased, the expenses dim-

inished.

Mr. Hamlin's objections to 2 in 3 races, that they do not

give a man a fair sh >w for his money, is hardly sound, and

his illustration in which his horse Glendinnis had_ to " work

his way," from the last position which he drew in the start

for two heats, through the crowd in order to get a chance to

win a money position " is a better example of the benefits

which will follow restricting Ihe number of starters. Let us

suppose that there is a purse of say $2,000 in which there are

fifteen to start. As shown before, owners have suffered a large

loss by the engagement. If trotted under the amended con-

ditions of the P. C. T. H. B. A., and the same clause to

govern a 2 in 3 race as it does in dashes, the account would
stand as follows

:

Dr. To amount of purse 52,000

Dr. To 60 per cent added for three divisions 1.200

€3,200

Cr. By entrance received 5 per cent 15 sections 1,500

Balance Dr 51,700

This $1,700 will have to be met by receipts outside of en-

trance money, and there are three races in place of one to give

a chance for reinbursement. But what a big advantage to the

owners. By the old plan four of them received §2.000, which
has cost them in entrance money $800, having $1,200 to cover

the other expenses. The new deviation gives nine owners

$3,200, with $900 out for entrance money, a balance of $2,300,

nearly twice as much as the old-fashioned ten per cent. 3-in-5,

fifty per cent to first, twenty-five per cent to second, fifteen per

cent to third and ten per cent to fourth afforded. The horse

which could have won the purse had all started does not do
as well as he would were there no divisions. In that case he
would "have obtained $800 more than his entrance money,
against $540 nearly under the new order. The horse which
would have got second money with the whole fifteen to start,

it is fair to infer would have the best chance to win one of the

firsts, so that he would be some $240 better off, and the winner
of the third, assuming that he would have got the fifteen per
cent, when the purse was held entire, receive nearly $440
more. It surely does not require arguments io prove that so

far as owners are concerned the innovations adopted by the

California association will be vastly beneficial, and the ques-

tion hinges entirely on the proposition, Can it be made profit-

able enough in order to grant their benefits? Before attempt-

ing to answer that query it will be proper to state that there

must be some methods adopted whereby the bulk of trotting

horse-owners will not be so severely raxed in the future as

they have been in the past for the benefit of a few. Mr. Ham-
lin cannot be blamed for adhering to systems which have
done so well for the trotting park of which he is the minor
owner, and for his stable, which is strong enough to take care

of itself; and when he denounces those who suggest improve-
ments as " theorists" it is in accordance with what may be

expected from a person in his situation. And by the way, his

opening remarks to the Courier reporter are characteristic of

so conservative a man, and yet it will not answer to ignore

good »ideas if the person who advances them has not had
"practical experience." " It is really amusing," Mr. Hamlin
asseverates, "to read the theories advanced bv writers of no
practical experience. They attempt to tell all about running
a successful trotting meeting, how to train a horse to trot or

pace at will, the necessity of shorter races to please the public

and the advantages of fast classes for stallions to prove which
is the best horse for breeding purposes. As a rule, these the-

orists never owned a horse, cannot tell the difference between

a bandage and a sweat blanket, and never had a penny's worth
of interest at stake in the management of ameeting, save filing

their application for a free pass two weeks in advance." This
may all be true, and still the "theorist" may offer suggestions

which are well worthy of consideration. But the necessity

for changes in trotting methods is too palpable to be over-

looked, and at least ninety-five per cent, of owners and breed-

ers of trotters have come to that conclusion. The demand
must be met, and as theory must always precede a practical

exemplification of the truth of theory, trials are in order.

As frequently stated in previous articles, there are good
grounds for advocating the changes which are contemplated,

or rather which have been resolved upon by the P. C. T. H.
B. A., that being the example which racing has set. Several

of the innovations are warranted by that example, and
that which is more particularly the theme of this

paper is not entirely without a parallel in racing affairs.

When the entries exceed ten the privilege has been granted
)

in some instances, of drawing without any forfeit being

incurred, until the reduction brings the field to the

proposed limit. Six horses in harness will occupy more
room than ten under the saddle, and the dangers of collision

much greater when sulkeys are a part of the paraphernalia.

Apart from less risks, however, there are other advantages,

and a further comparison between the race already cited and
those which will take its place when the new theory is put in

practice will not he far out of the way. I have not the papers

at hand to learn the particulars of the race in New York
when fifteen horses started, though in all probability there

were at least five heats. With so many starters there would
he the '' long distance," one hundred and fifty yards, and it is

also probable that the race was on the " scattering" order.

Fifteen horses, and unless the Fleelwood track has been made
a good deal wider than when I last saw it, there must have
been three rows. Not much pleasure in watching the scoring

of such a gang, still less in the dehiv which, in a majority of

such cases, is inevitable. Part of the prologue, anyway, some-
whal stale, Hat and unprofitable, and after the word was given
there must have been others in the same fix as Glendinning,
or worse, as the inference is from Mr. Hamlin's description,

thai he succeeded in two heats to " work his way through the
crowd in order to cot a chance to win a money position, while
eleven of the fifteen were " outside " of any money. Now it

may have been a very good race for one that was so heavily

incumbered, but at the best it is not at all likely that it would
he nearly as attractive as three races with five starters in each,

DOl one of which with any such obstacles as a gang in front to

work its way through. Plain sailing, no necessity for zig-zag
or (racking a fair lield and aS nearly an equal chance as can
Ik- secured on a " regulation track." Which would draw the
most gate money? Which afiord the most satisfaction to the
BpectatOrs? Which evoke the most speculation? Suppose it

were left optional with the assemblage whether there should
be one race with fifteen starters, ordivide the fifteen into three
""!(' and in place of the prospect of a tiresome drawing out

i of heats to settle the 3 in 5 contest, a succession of lively

rounds, order in place of confusion, life, change, excitement?

A hundred to one the vote would show an " overwhelming
majority" for the new *nd improved order of trotting made
popular. Were it left to the voice of the owners, among fifteen

there might be three who felt so confident of victory that

they were willing to take their chances with the whole array,

and even then the better opportunity for winning within $160
; of what the battle royal would return would surely turn the

[

scale in favor of the more sensible arrangement.

The supreme test, however, is public support, and that to

I an extent which will more than repay for the heavier outlay.

j
That this support will surely be granted I have every confi-

dence, and that from the first trial, if those who have the man-
' agement of light harness horses do their part.

Racehorse Wanted.—Under that title an article is

copiedfrom a California paper by the Kentucky Stock Farm
in which rank injustice is done Sunol. To quote "Sunol, on

the other hand, would curl up like a whipped dog when the

pace grew stiff and the end of the journey looked far away.

Marvin toadied and babied her along to the goal of queen,

but be never thought for a moment that there was anything
else in Sunol but a high turn of speed. * * * The
other (Sunol) was a nervous, delicate thing, high-strung and
full of notions, weak at heart, lacking courage, faltering and
vacillating at critical moments, coming back into the driver's

lap when another horse took hold of her." Were one to string

out a list of epithets, corresponding to those he applies to

Sunol, there would be some strong adjectives used, but the

only explanation I can give .is that the writer was in utter

ignorance of the true attribntes of the former queen and had

a penchant for sensational wriring. To that there can be

added an antipathy to Palo Alto, as is shown by another part

of the article, and coming as it does from a California source,

may attract more attention than it would otherwise command.
Sunol commenced her racing career in 1888, then two years

old, at Los Angeles, her first race a purse for two-year-olds

which she won in 2:324, 2:35—beating Visalia, by Slamboul.

This was a pretty good beginning and in her second race at

Petaluma she defeated Margaret S., by Director and Fortuna,
bv Florida, in 2:281, 2:26f . Her next effort was to beat the

2:21 of Wildtiower and that she accomplished on the Bay Dis-

trict track on October 19th, trotting in 2:2(H and on October

27th gained the two-year-old championship by trotting in

2:18. In 1889 she was taken to Napa, and while there was at-

i lacked with influenza, a severe case, and when I saw her it ap-

peared as though her chances for trotting during the

fall circuit was quite slim. Before recovering, in fact

while still suffering, she was started at Petaluma against Lillian

Wilkes and Margaret S. Sunol won the first heat, Margaret
S. second, in 2:21 A, Lillian Wilkes the second, third and
fourth heats in 2:17:"-, 2:22, 2:25, Sunol beating Margaret S. in

every heat. This was August 29th, and on September 5th she

turned the tables on Lillian Wilkes, beating she and Margaret

S. on the Oakland track in "straight heats," 2:21,2:24$-, 2:20.

At Sacramento, September 17th she again beat Margaret S. in

2:20o, 2:21f, 2:1S, so that it is not necessary to go further into

the history of Sunol to show that up to her three-year-old

form she was eminently a race mare. There is nothing in her

career afterwards to lose the prestige which winning every

race, with one exception, she ever started in, and then against

such a phenomenal competitor as Margaret S. Hereafter I

will give a fuller history of one of the greatest trotters that

ever wore harness, and that from a race horse view point.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Charlie Mitchell's New Backer.

The man who is named as being about to come to this coun-

try, says the Sporting World, as the backer of Charlie Mitchell

is George Baird. The Squire—as the " profesh " call him

—

is a Scotchman by birth, a native of Ayrshire. His father

was a member of a rich firm of Scotch iron-masters, and at his

death the son found himself heir to a fortune commonly esti-

mated at $500,000 a year.

With means to gratify any taste, no matter how expensive,

George Baird took early to racing. At the outset he kept a

few hunters and steeplechase horses in training, which it

amused him to ride and race under ihe name of Mr. Abing-

ton. By degrees, and by constant practice in race riding, he

became an adept in the saddle, and ended by becoming the

best gentleman rider in England. So naturally had he taken

to the vocation, indeed, that he was generally admitted to be

as good as many of the professionals. He could ride at a trifle

over 130 pounds, so that his mounts were not confiued to his

own horses, but with his gentleman riders' allowance he was

in request. Later on he tired of racing on such a small scale,

and aimed at higher game.
He was by no means a piaeon to be plucked, but a pretty

shrewd young man. He showed a great deal of judgment in

the selection of his stable and his string may be said to have

been a fairly profitable one. In 1SS7 he won his first Derby

by the aid of Murry Hampton, and several of the big events

have fallen to the lot of the " plum with green cap." He was

an early member of the Pelican Club in London, and it is in

connection with this club that he has drifted into the prize

ring business. The short-haired fraternity were glad of such

a gold-lined patron and looked upon " the Squire" as a backer

much to be desired.

He has the natural shrewdness of most Scotchmen, and,

contrary to the general rule of young men born with silver

spoons in their mouths, has passed through the mill without

losing his patrimony. He is liberal with his money, but quite

capable of taking care of it whether on the turf or in the ring.

The fact that he is finding the backing for Mitchell in his

coming fight with Corbett goes a long way to show that

Mitchell is in good shape and has not forgotten the art. Were
it not so he would not be entrusted to carry Squire Abington's

money.

Beautiful Bay Rose.

In another portion of this paper will be found the advertise-

ment of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm. Standard-bred trotting

stock can be purchased very reasonably. The sons and daugh-

ters of Bay Rcse, 2:20.\, will be trained and given an excellent

opportunity to prove their worth, and as this grand horse is a

direct outcross for mares with Hambletonian blood in their

veins, his progeny should be very valuable as racehorses and
producers.
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HOOF-BEATS.

An exchange suggests that some class races for geldings

should be offered.

SlMMOCOXiOsr, 2:13:J, by Simmons, 2:2$, is at Toledo, 0.,

being treated for an ailing leg.

When a broodmare has produced half a dozen foals and
none of them show any particular speed, she is a good mare
to dispose of, no matter how well she may be bred.

We believe the absolute necessity for general road improve-
ment exists ; thai it will prove a great saving to the farmer

;

will render rural life more desirable ; will cheapen production

and greatly conserve the interests of producers and consumers
alike.

Herbert King, the well-known horseman, started for

Cleveland, Ohio, last Monday night with eight head of trot-

ters by Dexter Prince belonging to A. B. Spreckels and con-

signed to the Cleveland branch of Tattersalls. Mr. King ex-

pects to return shortly, and may bring a string of race horses

to race at the coming Blood Horse meeting.

Mr. J. H. Baker, Tarboro, N. C, has sold to Col. Julian

6. Carr, Durham, N. C, the bay mare Miss Walton, foaled

1882, by Enquirer, dam Mary Walton, by John Morgan, out
of Etfie Cheatham, by Bill Cheatham; and chestnut tilly Wal-
tona, foaled 1890, by Ben Himyar; and bay filly Wenda,
foaled 1891, by Ben Himyar, both out of Miss Walton. Prices

private.

Colonel James E. Pepper, the widely known Kentucky
distiller and turfman, took out a policy February 14th in an
Eastern life insurance company of 100,000. This makes him
carry altogether $380,000 insurance on his life. As it is on
the endowment plan it will amount to over $500,000 at matu-
rity, and makes Colonel Pepper the most heavily insured man
in the South.

The producer should do all in his power to increase the

value of the stock on his farm by racing it, as it encourages
purchasers to drop into line, while successes on the turf bring

buyers to the paddock. A training and, to a certain extent, a

racing department should be found on every large stock farm,

and when the buyers come they can select from tried material
at prices based on actual performance or take a long shot at a

trotter in the rough among the weanlings.

Steve Whipple, 2:14, has aright to be called a wonderful
trotter when McKinney, 2:12, Truman, 2:12 and others are

mentioned. He got his record in the fourth heat of a race

in which there were seven starters. He got the worst of the
send-otf by two lengths, for he was set back by the judges and
had to go all the way around on the outside of the six, and
then KOt his record and won the race. That is the kind of a

race horse horsemen are after now-a-days. He will stand at

Stockton this year.

Tacoma'S wealthy horsemen will hold a spring race meet-
ing and endeavor to remove the general impression that horse-

racing in Washington is a defunct card. It is to be hoped
that their example will be followed by the horsemen of other
sections of the new state. There are excellent racel tracks at

Spokane, Walla Walla, Olympia, Vancouver and Kent, and
only a very little energy is required to establish a state circuit

that would put Washington in mutually profitably opposition

to Oregon as a racing center.

Speaking of the chances of Directum in the lightning

classes in which he must go the coming season, George Starr

says that he had as much speed last season as any stallion out,

and that he has one advantage over them all, and that is that

in a head and head drive for the wire they may make mis-
takes and that Directum never will. He thinks that is likely

to give him the verdict. Taking everything into considera-

tion, it now looks as though the little fellow may become to

us the champion race stallion of the world.

Something new in the way of a programme is promised by
the Oregon State Breeding and Speed Association, whose next
annual meeting will be held July 4th to 6lh inclusive, at

Salem. Baseball and other games will consume the forenoon

of the rirst day, a coltshow will precede the second day's racing
and an auction sale of well-bred slock will relieve the routine

of the closing day. Dashes and two-in-three heats wilt* be
features of each day's lacing. It will be a splendid time for

trying the new system of short races, as it will be early in the
season and the horses will not be entirely prepared for long
races.

J. E. Harrington, of Salida, Chaffee county, Colorado,
has been very unfortunate lately in losing by death a thor-

oughbred stallion and two mares. The stallion was Weigh-
master, by Balancer, by War Dance, by Lexington, dam Arab
by Mickey Fee, by imp. Birdcatcher. The dead mares are
Lucy B., by Fairplay, dam Arab Maid ; and Starlight, a big fine

yearling by Weighmaster and out of Arab Maid. These thor-

oughbreds all died from anasarca the result of influenza prob-
ably, and Mr. Harrington feels that his racing prospects for

1893 are rather dubious at present writing.

A writer, T. C. P., in the Spirit of the 11th, has a long
article iu which he cites numerous cases of horses being of

different color from their sires. A more remarkable case is

that of The Hook, owned by E.J. Baldwin of this county, Bays
11 Hidalgo " in the Los Angeles Herald. He is 22 yearn old

and got ten foals last year, and will have 12 this year, while
Orinstead, of the same age, is impotent. The Hook gets nearly
all chestnuts, although he is a brown himself. His sire. Fish
Hook, was a brown, and so was his paternal grandsire, Fisher-

man, whose sire, Heron, was a bay. On the dam's side, he is

out of Juliet, a bay
;
by Touchstone, a brown, and his sire,

Cornel, was a brown. His granddam was by Tomboy, a

brown.

James Dcstin, the well-known reinsman who has been
away from California about one year, and whom it was ex-
pected would only give the Golden State a social call once in

a few years, popped in on us last Thursday, and without the
slightest hesitation declared that California was good enough for

hi m,and a paradise compared with the frozen "eHete East." The
rigors of the climate of Maine, Massachusetts and New York
proved too much for the patient Duslin, and so glad is he to

get back to the glorious Golden State that he has promised
never to mention any of the beautiful features of the country
east of the Mississippi again. All joking aside, we are glad to

welcome Dnstin back to California.

Mr. John Bielenburg, Deer Lodge, Mont., has sold to

G. W. Watson, Sacramento, Cal., the bay colt Realization,

foaled April 7, 1891, by Kegent, dam Sadie, by Balaklava, out
of Misadie, by Enquirer; to W. F. Mosby, Butte City, Mon.,
the bay colt Carnot, foaled March 27, 1891, by Kegent, dam
Nannie Holton, by Longfellow, out of Little Fanny, by En-
dorser, and Eros, bay tilly, foaled April 9, 1891, by Eolian,

dam Pirouette, by Harvey Villian, out of Karfaleita, by imp.
Australian. Price not stated.

Joe Weklin has purchased the interest of Hon. .J. N,
Carlile in the Carlile & Shields racing stable, now at Chicago,
" Curly " Shields retaining a third interest as heretofore. The
stable includes among other things the thoroughbreds Dun-
garvan, Governor Adams, Brookwood, Lew Carlile and Ben
Weitbeck. Werlin has gone East, taking with him his own,
horses, Mart Walden and Justice. The later has been in the
hospital for some time, but is now said to be better than ever.

Werlin has eight horses in all which will be added to the rac-

ing stables in Chicago.— Denver Field and Farm.

Ed. Graves, of Lexington, Ky., has bought on private
terms of Mrs. John M. Clay one of the few women engaged
in thoroughbred breeding in the country, the promising bav
yearling colt by Logic (son of Longfellow), dam Queen Bess,

by Gilroy. This colt is a half-brother to that exceedingly
smart performer, Sir Walter Kaleigli, and is the first of the
foals by his sire, who, but for his enormous size, which pre-
vented him taking hard trahiing, would have been a great

race horse and who is dut of Badge, by Gilroy, who produced
Minnie Elkins, the winner of the Colorado Derby and other
good races.

Isinglass, by Isonomy—Deadlock, is the reigning favorite

for the Epsom Derby. The colt has an unbeaten record. His
first start was for a maiden-plate at Newmarket, May 18th, for

which he beat Sweet Laura, Quickly Wise and eight others

over the Rons course. His second essay was at Ascot, where
he won the Mew stakes, beating Fealer, Ravensbury, and seven
others. His third and last start was at Newmarket in Octo-
ber, where he won the Middle Park plate in brilliant fashion,

with Ravensbury second, Nicham third and twelve others of

the best two-year-olds in England unplaced.

The cruelty of winter racing was never better exemplified
than during the big snowfall at the Hawthorne track, Chi-
cago. One jockey had his ear so frozen that it required three

hours of application of snow to thaw it out. Other jockeys
could do little more than cling on to their saddles in the

races. Horses shivered at the starting post and clearly suf-

fered. Meanwhile the spectators hugged the stoves in the
glass-inclosed betting ring. Frost covered the glass so that

the racing could not be seen, and no one cared to stand out-

side in eight inches of snow to see the animals run. But the
bookmakers were kept busy.

Messrs. J. M. Simpson & Sons, Bear Creek Farm, III.,

have lost by death the following thoroughbred mares: Astra,
foaled 18U6, by imp. Australian, dam Estelle, by Star Davis,
died December, 1888; Calamity, foaled 18S7, by King Lear,
dam Crownlet, by imp. Australian, died May 10,1890; Lass
of Ayr, foaled 1876, by Asteroid, dam imp. Invercauld, by St.

Albans, died June, lb91 ; Mannette, foaled 1877, by Asteroid,
dam Jenny H., by imp. Knight of St. George, died March 23,

1892; Ioua, foaled 1877, by imp. Glenelg. dara Item, by
Lexington, 1892, no produce; Trixie, foaled 1858, by Storey,

dam Lady Bassett, by Asteroid, died January, 1893.

The following owners, horses and jockeys have been ruled
off or suspended at Hawthorne track, Chicago :

" H. Stucky,
jockey, suspended; S. Bell, jockey, ruled off; J. Cook, jockey,
ruled off'; J. Swegle«, jockey, ruled off; Mara, jockey, ruled

off; J. Mooney, jockey, suspended
; Snider, jockey, ruled off;

E. Slaughter, jockey, suspended; B. Vincent, jockey, ruled off;

C. Knhn, jockey, ruled off'; W. Higgins, jockey, suspended
;

G. M. Janney, owner, ruled off; J. B. Fox, owner, ruled off;

Gregg, jockey, ruled off'; " Dutch " Sommers, ruled off; Pack-
horse, bay gelding, aged, ruled off We are indebted for this

information to the Blood Horse Association, who were noti-

fied by Secretary H. Kuhl.

B. C. Holly has sold to Messrs. Hill & Thacker, of Ven-
tura, Cal., the bay colt Kapila 14,345, foaled in 1890, by Stein-

way ;
first dam Nannie Smith, by Ked Wilkes (full sister to

Phil Thompson, 2:1(1]) ; second dam Grey Nellie, by John
Dillard ; third dam Nellie Orey, by Gill's Vermont 104. Also
to the same firm the bay colt Prince Derby, foaled in 1890, by
Chas. Derby, 2:20; first dam Princess, by Administrator 357,

record 2:19A
; second dam Priceless, by Volunteer 55; third

dam Silvertail (dam of Driver, 2:191), by Seely's American
Star. The amount realized for the two was $2,000. They are
two splendid individuals, and are perfect in every particular,

and if handled for speed will make trotters.

Entries Close Wednesday.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisement

of the Northwestern Association of Trotting and Pacing

Horse Breeders which opens a list of stakes for 1893 that are

to be trotted and paced at Washington Park, Chicago, Septem-
ber 4th to 16th inclusive. The sum of $100,000 is ottered in

stakes and purses, and as the thousands of visitors from all

parts of the world will assemble in the great city to witness
the sights at the Columbian Exposition, it is confidently ex-
pected that the crowds that will attend the Washington Park
course will be larger than have ever been seen on an Ameri-
can track. The entries to these stakes close March 1, 1893,
and it is of the utmost importance for every owner of trotters

and pacers who contemplates sending them East to have them
entered immediately. A careful perusal of the advertisement
will repay them.

San Mateo Stock Farm Stallions.

It is no exaggeration to lay that the get of no stallion in

America is prized higher than that of Guy Wilkes, 2:15|.

They have proved their worth in ram , and the average speed
of his " list " performers stamps him as flu- >ire of the day and
generation. His magnificent young son, Sable Wilkes, 2:18,

at three years, has a wonderful record both as a racehorse ami
sire, and his son and daughters are eagerly .sought after. Wil
Direct is a young stallion by Sable Wilkes, dam Fidelia, by
Director, 2:17 ;

second dam by Reavis1

Blackbird, 2:22, *ire of

Vic H., 2:13$. These horses will make the season of 1893 a(

San Mateo Stock Farm. Head the advertisement in another
column.

Notes From Napa.

^Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.)

Napa, February 24;—The Napa track presents a lively ap-

pearance, horses are arriving and fast filling up thestalls. The
track is in tirstclas-, condition and the boys are beginning to

move along some with their horses.

Dr. Bowhill, brought over his thoroughbred, Chesterfield,

last Saturday to introduce to the Napa public.
During the week we had the pleasure of visiting the home

of Mr. K. (i. Head, who has for years been breeding a few se-

lected trotters ; he has not many, but what he ha- archil first-

class and are bred in the most fashionable strains. All he has
are standard-bred and registered. He says he linds it more
satisfactory to run the ranch with standard-bred trotters thin
the common run of nondescripts usually raised by Bom<? small
farmers. Mr. Head started in some years ago* to breed up
from the famous old mare Lady Grant that acquired a record
of 2:40 on a half-mile track over twenty years ago. His prin-
cipal broodmare is Nellie Steinway, by the famous Steinwar,

2:25f, out of Nellie Gray, by St. Clair 656
; second dam Lady

Grant, by Gray Messenger; third dam by Kentucky Whip.
Nellie Steinway is a large, fine mare that looks fit to "till any
place one might require a horse for. As a broodmare she is

hard to surpass. Her first colt, Stonewall, by Director, 2:17,
was one of the speediest two-year-olds ever worked on the
Napa track and was sold last year to J. H. McDonald for

$3,500.

The black mare Noontime, by Noonday 10,000, out of Nellie
Steinway is as tinea looking three-year-old as can be tound on
any stock farm in the country. She is pure-gaited, has lots of
speed, and should make a trotter as well as a great brood-
mare.

Stonemason 196o5, brown colt, foaled 1891, sired by Moun-
tain Boy 4841, out of Nellie^Steinway, has a pedigree that em-
braces some of the best material in the list, and there is no
reason why she should not be a great colt, Mountain Boy,
sired by the great Kentucky Prince (sire of Guy 2:10.]) out of
Elista, by Messenger Duroc 106 ; second dam of the famous
Green Mountain Maid, dam of the great Electioneer and nine
descendants in the 2:30 list).

Another grand young animal is Kitty Clay, foaled in 1887,
sired by Alcona Clay 2756 (sire of KingOrr'v2:23^) son of Al-
cona 730, out of Madonna (dam of l>el Rey, 2:24|, Alcona
Jr.,2 : 19, sire of Silas Skinner, 2:17), by Cassius M. Clay Jr.
22.

Kitty Clay's dam was Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656 (sire

of the dam of Richards' Elector) ; second dam Ladv Grant.
2:40. This mare will make a great broodmare if there is any-
thing in the looks and actions of her son, "Ace of Clubs
21181," a black yearling, sired by Lord Give 11,227, son of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18 (the greatest sire of early speed of his age
in the world), Veronica, 2:29, by Alcona 730 (sire of rive in

the list, three producing sons and a producing daughter)
;

second dam Fontana (dam of Silas Skinner, 2:17, Flora Bell,

2:24, Veronica, 2:22), by Almont 33; third dam Fannie
Williams (dam of Bay Chieftain, 2:2$', ), bv Abdallah 15.

Bay filly, by Kaffir 15045, out of Nellie Grant, by St. Clair
is a promising looking tilly and should be a good one.

At the race track are all the stallions of the Vineland Stock
Farm that are being prepared for the great Combination Sale
to be held on the Sth of nest month.
Alcona 730, by the great Almont 33, out of Queen Mag, bv

Mambrino Chief, is undoubtedly a great sire when we con-
sider his opportunities

; he has got tive in the list and three
sons that each one their first colt sired, has a record be ow
2:30 and a producing daughter. He is also si re o." the great horse
Prince Warwick, trial of 2:15, that was sold last season to the
Austrian Government for $20,000. The colt Lacona, that was
killed last year at the Napa track, could have trotted close to

2:20 as a three-year-old. All of his colts show speed of a high
order, they are all pure-gaited, not a single one ever having a
tendency to single-foot or pace. His colts are all like himself,

large, tine looking, with the best of dispositions, and make
great roadsters. Alcona should be at the head of some large
stock farm.

Alconeer 15,120, full brother to Alcona Jr., 2:19, sired by
Alcona 730, dam Madonna (dam of Del Key, 2.-24J, Alcona
Jr., 2:19, sire of Silas Skinner, 2:17, etc.), by Ca-sius M. Clay
Jr. 22, second dam by Joe Downing 710, is as fine a young
stallion as was ever led into a show ring. He is a solid bay,
over sixteen hands, with size, substance and power, and a great
trotter. His tirst colts are yearlings, and they are an excel-

lent lot, eleven out of thirteen being his own color, deep bay.

from all classes of mares. Alconeer has shown sufficient speed
in his work to warrant that he will beat 2:20. Like his sire,

he will make a great sire of carriage horses.

Caducas 10,840 is a powerfully built black stallion of me-
dium size, sired by Almont Medium, 2:18| (dam full si-u:t of

Prince Warwick, trial 2:15), by Alcona; second dam War-
wick Maid, by Almont Mambrino 761 ; third dam by Delmon-
ico 110, etc. Caducas is pure-gaited and ought to make a
trotter as well as a great stock horce, as his pedigree is one of

the richest in the books.

The young stallion King Whippleton, bv the great carriage
horse, sire Whippleton 1883, nut of Kate Chapman, by Nac-
buc 504, second dam by George M. Patchen Jr., 31, thin! dam
by Ethan Allen 2903, ought to make as -rt-at a sire of carriage

horses as his noted sire, as he is very large and rangy, solid

colored, pure-gaited, and BhowS more of the chftl

old Whippleton than any of bis SODS.

Mi-- Washington is a Bne^ooking three-year-old lilly by

George Washington 220, dam Nancr Rose, by Admiral 448,

second dam (the dam ot Damiana. 2:20 1, by Mohamet ; th ird

dam by Paul's Abdallah. This lilly oughl to make B great

race mare. She is entered in the BBEBDEB ani> Simut-m \ n

Futurity Stakes for 1893
The young mate Ethelona, by Alcona 730j dam Belle, by

Blackbird 222 (sire of Vic EL, 2:18 . etc) : second dam by

Napa Battler (sire of the dam of Alex Button, 2:26}, sire of

Yolo. Maid, 2:12), should make a great bro 3he is in

foal to the promising stallion Qrandissin

Qrandora, by Grand issimo, 2:23), onl <( Mora sistei of

Burton, 2:80$), by Kaubuc 604; second dam by Dasbawajr,
son of Belmont, will make a irorier withoul doubl ii

Mr. Loeber has also .several very line yearling'-, among them
the filly Vialma, by Alconeer, dam Vineland .Maid

Lookout 22-"m. by a SOD of .John Nelson ; second dam by < mil
Mei llellan, 1 13. This is a little beauty.

A bav colt by Qrandissimo, 2:28}, dam of Whippleton I8SM

second dam by Ethan Allen 2903. This fellow Known n

im; but trot, and will he like Myrtle Thorne, t*

old. '_'::: "i. as lie is bred in the sjime Way.
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EARLY AMERICAN RACING.

Flirtilla Avenges Henry's Defeat by Beating:

Ariel on Long- Island Two Years Later.

After the Eclipse—Henry race on the old Union course,

Long Island, in 1823. in which the North had downed the

South, it was not surprising that a second great sectional race

should folluw. says " The Gleaner
1

' in the Sporting World.

After Eclipse had gone the way of all horseflesh and bade

adieu to the turf arena, a daughter of his, Ariel, astonished

the turf world by her speed and stamina. A gray filly, three

vears old, Ariel, out of a mare by Financier, owned by Henry

Lynch of this city, was rated the equal of any short or long

distance performer of her day.

At a jockey club dinner given at the time, Henry Lynch of-

.

fered to match Ariel against any named horse, heats of four

miles, stakes $10,000 a side and additional wagers of $1,000

each on the several quarters of each heal of the match. This

" defi " meant in effect a winning of $16,000, besides the $20,-

000 stake, for any horse which led every quarter in four

miles, and was of too imposing dimensions to meet with

acceptance. Later the slake clause to the winner of each I

quarter was dropped, aud Dr. Wyche of North Carolina I

matched his great mare Flirtilla against Ariel for $10,000 a

side. The Carolina mare claimed Henry's sire, Sir Archy, '

as her sire, so the contest was in effect a renewal of the battle

of two vears ago by relatives of Sir Henry and Eclipse.

On the day of "the race, in October, 1825, the crowd was a

tremendnus one, including people from hundreds of miles, to

see the Southern and Northern champions measure strides.

Colonel W. R. Johnson haH Flirtilla in charge and her jockey

was Bob Wooding, who died in San Jose, Cal., in 1879 or 'SO.

The original terms of the match at four-mile heats had been

modified to heals of ihree miles, the concession being made at

the request of ihe Ariel party, who finally looked on four-mile

beats as too great a strain for the young mare. And as ihe

Flirtilla people were of the opinion that the shorier di:-tance

would favor their mare, there was mutual sood feeling over

the change. But the general public was disposed to look on

the new deal with disfavor, and there was some comment on

the matter.

At the post both mares looked well, and as the partisans o

each section were ready to back their opinions, betting was

very heavy at about evens. The first heat was began at a trot-

ting horse pace, 2:12 for tee first place, but after that ihe pace

increased, Flirtilla setting the running. Ariel's jockey took

it very easily for over two miles, trailing fully sis lengths

away. But at the half-mile pole on the last mile, Ariel closed

up fast and eventually beat Flirtilla out in 5:59 in a terrific

drive, so close that the official verdict was, " won by six

inches.*'

The loss of the heat did not daunt the confidence of the

Flirtilla party. The Southerners reasoned that their mare
was in the best condition of the two, and while Ariel was the

favorite for the second heat, Flirtilla's backers took all the

offers made.
In the second heat there was no waiting by the Flirtilla

party, the mare being sent out to make a stiff pace from the

start, and she did it so well that she began the last mile a hun-
dred yards in the lead. She was winning the heat in a gallop,

and Ariel's jockey, away back, had ceased to urge the gray
mare, when at the last furlong in the homi stretch Flirtilla

became frightened by the shouting of the immense crowd and
stopped short, bolting over to the fence. This set the jockey
of Ariel to ridiDg hard again, and while Flirtilla's jockey was
trying to set her agoing again the gray was coming up fast

originally, when Ariel was nearly up to Flirtilla, the latter

started again and just got to the wire a nose ahead of the gray.

One stride more and the latter would have snatched the heat

and race by the accident.

Of course Flirtilla was now a great favorite, and in the third

heat she galloped Ariel off her legs, winning in a walk. But
Ariel afterwards became a great mare. She ran until the fall

ofher eighth year, winning forty two out of fifty-seven, and not

less than seventeen were at four miles, most of them at heats.

After the Flirtilla—Ariel race the nest great sensational

contest was between Post Boy and John Bascome, which the

Southern racehorse won easily. Then came the Boston

—

Fashion contest in 1842, also on the Union course, and so well

had Boston shown that it looked as if he had much the best of

it. Before his match with Fashion he had won no less than
25 out of 2S starts, 26 of them at four-mile heats. His owner
had a standing challenge to run against any two horses in the

world for a stake of $5,000.

Boston was owned by James Long of Washington. When
his horse was in a race Long would stand with his back to the

horses and wager $1,000 to $300 as long as there were any

takers. But in the Fashion match he got better odds than
that, the current rate being about $100 to $60 on Boston.

The race drew the largest crowd ever seen on an American
race course up to that day. Before the course could be cleared

for the first heat, a score or more of bruisers, under the leader-

ship of the noted prize-fighter, Yankee Sullivan, had lo be em-
ployed to beat back the people. The first heat saw Boston set

the pace, the first mile in 1:53 and the second mile in 1:50.

The pace was slower in the third mile—1:54. Time, 5:o7 for

the first three miles.

The fourth mile was begun with Boston in the lead, but on
the turn Fashion got a touch of the whip and she ranged up
to the mighty chestnut. At the half Fashion was in front, but
Boston was not yet beaten and he lapped her again on the turn.

At the head of the homestretch, Gilpatrick. on Boston, made
another effort, but Fashion, in a drive home that lasted for

nearly a quarter of a mile beat Boston a length in 7:32£—the
best time ever made in the North up to that race. The ex-
citement at the finish of the heats was tremendous.
The second heat saw tactics reversed, Boston waiting on

Fashion for two miles in the slow time of 3:56. On the third
mile Boston headed Fashion, running the mile in 1:51$, but
the effort cooked his bacon. At the quarter on the fourth
mile Fashion headed Boston, and beat him out verv easily in

7:45.

No match ever run in the country up to that time ever
evoked the interest of the Post-Fashion race. Certainly the
Fashion-Peytona match, three years later which the former
won, did not, and the memory of the Boston-Fashion race on
the old course on Long Island in 1S42 will live long in the
memory of those who witnessed it. Fashion was a great little

mare. When she beat Peytona she ran the race with bruised
heels, and later she won a race at eleven years old. All of
these mares afterwards became great stud matrons, Fashion
the most successful of the quartette. She died in I860 at the
age of twenty-eight, foaling a fitly to old Bonnie Scotland.

K. Porter Ashe's Geraldine and J. R. Ross' Nellie Van
ran a three-furlong match race to-day at Oakland. The stakes

are $500 a side, and the Association adds $250. This should

be a very close and exciting contest Geraldine carries 113
pounds; Nellie Van, 107.

Jockey "Hank" Hill was suspended last Thursday at

Oakland for " pulling" Stoneman, and is a verv lucky fellow

not to be ruled oft for life. Judge George Treat was relieved

as judge at Oakland by a younger and,less systematic man.

SYNOPSIS OF THE

GREAT -:- COMBINATION -:- SALE

TROTTING STOCK!

3>J"£tp>a, F'stixr G-rounds!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1893.

SOME OF THE BEST

Stallions, Broodmares, Fillies,

Road Horses
Carriage and

EVER OFFERED AT AUCTION IN CALIFORNIA.
The lot comprises the entire collection of horses owned by Mr. John McCord, who is

going to retire from the horse business, as his business in San Francisco requires all his time
and attention. On account of the dissolution of partnership of Coombs Bros., their entire lot

will pass under the hammer. Messrs, Zollner and Even will also dispose of all of their trot-

ting Mock. All the stallions, colts and fillies individually owned by Fred W. Loeber, of the
Vineland Stock Farm, are to be sold without reserve. This is a rare opportunity to get some
of the best to be had. Complete catalogues will be out by February 25th, and will be mailed
opon application. FRED W. LuEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

FRED W LOEBER'S CONSIGNMENT

and
-

(WO bra

lWOblk I

Klnr Whippleton

Almont Medium
-

Whippleton 1883 -

Dam's Family.

!»•» l.r oi

IWbc

IWIbc

UKbf

Alcona 730 (5 in list, Almont 33 Queen Mary, by Mambrtno Chief 11 (6 in list and dam of 23).
-' Alcona 730. Madonna < dam of Alcona Jr.. 2:19, Del Kev, 2:24S{, and gran-

I full bro to Alcona dam of Silas Skinner, 2:17, King Orr\% 2:2314 • bv Cass ius
Jr., 2:19,. M. Clay Jr. 22 '4 in list and dams of 28c second dam bv

Joe Downing 710.
Gaducaa I0.WO- Almont Medium Amelia T. r full sister to Prince Warwick, trial 2:15, sold to

Austrian Government for $20,000), by Alcona 730 : second
dam Warwick Maid (dam ot Warwick Medium, 2-year-
old record 2:35,'^ on half-mile track in race), by Almont
Mambrino761; third dam by Delmonico 710; fourth dam
by Casblus M. Clay Jr. 22.

Kate Chapman, by Naubuc504 (aire of dams of 3 iu list;: sec-
ond dam by George M. Paichen Jr. 3Usire of 10 in list;;
third dum by Ethan Allen 2303; fourth dam Bassford mare.

. Geo. Washington Nancy Rone, by Admiral 188; second dam Rattleweed (dam
|

2:20 of Damlana 2:26, by Mahomet: tiilrd dam Molliebv Pmil's
AMallah; fourth dam I'lllon's

i
acini; mure.

JGrmDdhslmo Plow Bister to Burton, 2£0M ,by KaUbuc 504; second dam
- - Minnie 'dam of Burton, 2:3u'<. .bv Dasbawav, by Belmont.

Alcona 730 _ Bell*-, by Blackbird 402; second dam by Napa Rattler.

wi b f Grandora -

Eibelona..-
Privateer.
Alconeer 15,120.

.

Alconeer 1.'.,I20

Alcona 780
Harold Comack

4402
l.li Kentucky Whip.

<lrandb»lmo....

Grandbmlmo

Jea*e K . by Whippleton 1883 (sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17 ;

. and
6 others In 2:30 list); s>t-ond dam Jes>fe Tremont, by Bul-
ger -Hire of dam of PhmkeU,2:13>.i >; third dam Fannie, bv
non of Bkenandoah 92ft.

Vineland Maid (dam of Lookout, 2:25', hyson of John Nelson
187; woond dam Fly, by General McClellan 143; third dam
o. t b. by General Taylor.

Adamson mare, by Whippleton 1883; second dam by Ethan
Allan 25*3; third dam by General Taylor.

Motlirr Taylor, by General Taylor : second dam by Young
Rattler; third dam M W.norS Hauler 282; fourth dam
Kitty Jones.

NVldn. *. t.b.by Lexington Jr. : t-econd dams. t. b. by Almont 33
re of Humboldt, 220, and dam .if Budd

Doble . Mim-d to Aliowood is/ftn
Thoroughbred. Stinted to >un pi.

M. KEMPER'S CONSIGNMENT
Will Juotiw KlwUoii.aan.v..- Alice, by Admiral 488 (nlre of 5 In li-i

; ^md iliini Lucv, bv
J. .In, Nelaoo W 4 1n lint >: third dam hv pilgrim, won of
Bdwln Booth.— . by Whippleton 188J; second dam I.u.w.bv John ETelaoo

t daniAof 7 hi IKf: third dam by Pilgrim, son of
Edwin Booth.

"WILLIAMS' CONSIGNMENT.

Hreyhoon I ueer 14.120

; John Nt'l-in \*>~ -ir.-i.t Hm.
. Lucy, by John Si o ofdam of AlbertW ,2:j6, etc )

M-eond <Sm by Pilgrim, son ot Edwin Booth, by Mam-
in. -f ii. '

^^
rtnjrton Chief, -.n t.r irvingiun; noood dam

Allda (dam of PI recta, 2:28,, by Admiral 488.

1S90 br f Hazel Mac —.Director,

JOHN McOORD'S CONSIGNMENT.

1889 bf
1878 br m

1892 bf
1892 be

Mamie W_
Lady Washington..

Maggie McGraw....

Wm-Corbitt.
Geo. Washington

I 2:20

Silas Skinner, 2:17

Jeff Davis.

Jim Skinner.

Rocky Mountain.

Almadonna-

Hazel Benton
Belle
Urania

Fedora
Emaryllis.

(thoroughbred"!

Aztec

. Jester D. 5696

.Silas Skinner, 2:i;

Mountain Boy
2:27*

Alcona 730

Tom Benton 15,705
Admiral 488
Kentucky Prince

I 2470

Azmoor, 220&.

. Director. 2:17_..

. Mountain Boy

.

.Mountain Boy.-

. Tricks, by Baldy; second dam Katv Tricks dam of Conde
2:20 ; Empress 224.

Lucy, by General McClellan 143 <sire of dam of Princess
Alice, 2:16.

Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe, son of Hambletonian 725; sec-
ond dam by Budd Doble, son of George M. Patchen Jr. 3t
(sire of 10 in the list |.

Effie Dean, by Hambletonian 725 (sire of 16 in the list >: sec-
ond dam. Hallldie mare.

Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe, son of Hambletonian 725 siro
of 16 in the list): seend dam by Budd Doble, son of
George M. Patchen Jr. 31 isire of 10 in the list).

Irish Lass ^thoroughbred}, by imported Eyrie Daly : second
dam Daisy Miller, by Revolver.

Munio, by Milton Medium, 2:25* (3 in list), son of Happy
Medium; secoDd dam by Jack Hawkins,

Susan Jane, by Dave Hill Jr.: second dam Longtong.

. by Hambletonian IG.,40 In Iist'j;second dam Kate (dam
ot Young Brown, 2:223., Breeze, 2:24, Bruno, 229*, Daniel
Boone, '^1^. etc.), bv Bellaire. Stinted to Eros, 229,*\

..Flora.

..! Woodbine (sister to Monarch, 228!^ , by Woodburn; second
dam Victress (dam of Monaich, 2:28^), by Belmont i Wil-
liamson's). In foal to Stonewall.

.. Urania, by Kentucky Prince 247" (21 in list); second dam
Lady Belmont, by Hambletonian 10(40 in list i; third dam
Kate idam of Young Brown, 2:22V Breeze, 2:24, Bruno.
2:29V!, bv Bellaire.

..- Kim a, 2 2-1, by Elmo 881 (7 in list).

..'Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe. son of Hambletonian 725 (15 in
list>; second dam bv Budd Doble, son of George M.
Patchen Jr. 31 1 10 in list I.

„ Lucy, by General McClellan 143 sire ot dam of Princess
1 Alice, 2.16).

JOHN EVEN'S CONSIGNMENT.

1890 brf
1891.br f

. Mountain Boy _

. Mountain Boy -

1891 br f Whtsecta Secretary-.

1890 blkf Whippauette. Whippleton 1SS3.- Queen Ad, by Admiral 48S <5 in list : second dam .Nellie, by
Black Hawk 767 ..sire oi Sisson Girl,2^S :

u , and dams of 5
in listj: third dam by Sovereign.

Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred .

Eva Steinway. by Steinway. 2:25 ij i sire of W. Wood, 2:07, and
8 others in list); second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thor-
oughbred).

Maggie Yann, by Whippleton 1853 sire of 7 in list >; second
dam Abbie, by Naubuc 504 sire ofdams of 3 in list:; third
dam Julia, s. t- b. by HJn of Dave Hill 857.

1884 ch m Eva Steinway Steinway, 225$f... Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred . Stinted to Pilot Prince
• son of Dexter Prince;.

Lady Lodi, oy Lodi thoroughbred >. Stinted to The Dane,
son of Stamboul-Dolly McMann.

Eva Steinway, by Meinway. 2SSS| (sire of 9 in list i; second
dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi i thoroughbred).

Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred .

Annie Skinner, by Alcona Clay 2576 <sire of KingOrry. 2 .

second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi thoroughbred}."
Lady Lodi, by Lodi

I
thoroughbred .

Annie Skinner, by Alcona Clay 2756 (sire of KingOrry. j;_

second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi i thoroughbred \
Eva Steinway, by Steinway, 2:25^ isire of 9 in list); second

dam Lady Lodi. by Lodi thoroughbred).

1886 b m Annie Skinner.

1892 bt

1892 ch f
1892 br t

lis89 ch e Napa Bov.
1890 Ch g

Alcona Clay 12756-

The Dane 11,304...

Alcona 730-
Mountain Boy _

Alcona 730-
Happy Prince...

Mountain Boy -

COOMBS BROS.' CONSIGNMENT.
1883 br s .The Dane 11,304
1881 br m LUy Stanley, 2:17,S.

1686 blkf Coloma.....

Stamboul, 2KJ7S.
Whippleton 1S&3.

Alcona Clay 2756.

I8tt be

1872 bm

Miss Mountain-

Rialto.

Dolly McMann(dam
of Lllv Stanley)

MIm Flush

Director, 2:17

Collgny 11,619

Mountain Boy

Lord Clive 11,227

(Son of Sable
Wilkes, 2:18>

S. t. b. by Mam-
brino Patchen 58

Thoroughbred.

Dolly McMann (.dam of Lily Stanley. 2:17

Dollv McMann (same as aoove . Bred and in foal to Guide .

2:16«.
Fonlana <dam of Silas Skinner, 2:17, Flora Bell, 2:24, Veron-

ica, 2:29), bv Almont 31; second dam Fannv Williams
dam of Bay Chieftain. 2:2? ; . by Abdallah 15: third dam
by Gaines' Denmark. Stinted to Prince Red 9940.

Dollv McMaun >dam of Lilv Stanlev, 2:17

Dolly McMann tdam of LUy*" Stanley. 2:17V. Stinted to
stonewall, sou of Director, 2:17.

, by Alcona Clay (sire of King Orry, 2;23H ), son ot
Alcona 730: second dam Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 65»;.

Dolly McMann j„dam ot Lily Stanley i.

stinted to Pilot Prince.ffull bro to Lottery Ticket 2:19.

Thoroughored. _^
R G. HEAD'S CONSIGNMENT.

18s7 blfcm Kitty Clay..

'Ace ofnubs 21,181.
Jessie Mccone

'" c -i unaaon !.''"....

Alcona Clay 2756-

Lordcllve U,E
Kaffir IfiyOtS

Steinway, : -

Noonday 10,000-

Miiiintaln Boy -...

Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656 '3 in list >; second dam Lady
Grant, by Gray Morgao; third dam by Kentucky Whip.

Kitty Clay, by Alcona clay 2756 sire of KingOrry, 2ZZ314),
Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656 (S in list i; second dam Lady

Grant (record 2:40 on ball-mile track twenty years ago .

by Grav Morgan ; third dam by Kentucky Whip.
Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656. vSame as above).
Nellie Steinway. by Steinway. 2r25~ sire of 9 In the list. In-

cluding W. Wood, 2:07, Cricket. 2:10, etc.): second dam
Nellie Grant, by st. Clair 656: third dam Lady Grant, by
Grav Moivan.

Nellie Steloway, by Steinway, 2:25^ (Same as above;.
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Unabridged Speed.

I stood in the barn at noonday.
Because it was cold outside,

And watched my Blue Bull pacer
Fill op his chestnut hide.

And as 1 saw that cuss a'munching
And laving back his ears.

A flood o"i thoughts came o'er me
That filled my eyes with tears.

1 thought of the time I bought him
In a combination sale.

And how neatly I'd teen taken in

By the auctioneer's lurid tale.

Who said his sire was a son of Agun,
His dam ol three tbe mother.

His sister was fast, barring accidents.

And nothing could stop nis brother.

And then in dulcet tonelets
This modern Annanias

Told how the horse could swiftly pace
And also proceed bias.

How often, oh ! bow often.

In the davs that have gone by'
Have 1 wondered where the auctioneers
Expect to go to when they die.

The trick that critter played me
In the "4U class trotting race

(Which he won hands down but couldn't get

'Cause he did nothing but pace.)

Was on a par wijh the one in which
Tne starters wiggled with zest,

But he trotted 'rouud to the distance pole
And then sat down to rest.

The grotesque antics of this brute
Caused me to shed my hair,

And the burden laid upon me
Seemed greater than I could bear.

When I think how many thousands
Of care-encumbered men

Have advised me what to do with him
To make him go in '10,

It gives me that tired feeling.

Likewise a pain in the neck,
And many moons will pass by

'Ere 1 bid another "spec."

I am going out of business.
My health is failing fast—

I have more stock than I can use.

Here is your chance at last.

Forever and forever,

As long as the river flows.

There's one less chump to be taken in,

'Cause he paid for what he knows.
—Clark's Horse Review.

A horse is a great deal like a man. Let
him get over-worked, over-starved, or abused,

and particularly for the want of sufficient

drink and the consequences will always be in-

jurious. Sensible hostlers in large cities are

awakening to the advantages of trequent wat-

ering. Street-car horses are watered every

hour and sometimes oftener while they are at

work. It is plenty of water that supplies

evaporation or perspiration and keeps dowu
the temperature. What old-fogy methods
amount to may be seen by the charge in the

medical practice to man. Twenty years ago
a person having a fever of anj kind, of pneu-

monia, was allowed but little water to drink,

and then it had to be tepid. To-day practi-

tioners prescribe all the ice-water the patient

can possibly drink, and in addition cold ban-

dages are applied to reduce and control the

temperature of the blood. What is applicable

to man will never injure a horse. Use com-
con sense and human feeling. Don't think it

is a horse, and capable of enduring aoy and
all things. A driver who sits in his wagon
and laches his worn-out, half-curried, half-fed

and half-watered team should never complain
of any abuse he may receive from his master

or employer, for he is lower in character, hard-

er in sympathy, and less noble than the brutes

he is driving, and deserves, in the name of all

that is human, the same punishment as a

criminal.—Rural World.

ATHLETICS.
Athletic Sports and Other Pastimes.

Horse and Harness.

The working capacity of the horse, says a

horseman writing to the Philadelphia Press,

depends not a little upon the harness he wears.

If his collar is ill-fitting, producing galls, he

will not pull as steadily and squarely as if he

had whole shoulders, and the pain, affecting

first the nervous organization, leads to general

derangement, and the animal becomes in-

capable of doing full work. One should not

buy a collar without first fitting it to the horse.

Take the horse with you to the harness-shop.

No two horses have shoulders exactly alike;

in fact, the two shoulders of the same horse

are not exactly alike. Hence, it is by mere

chance if a decent fit is obtained without hav-

ing the horse along. The wise man will not

hesitate to try '100 collars if necessary to get

one that fits properly, and if the dealer has

not a collar that fits well will have the back-

bone to say so and go elsewhere to buy.

Many collars are harder on one side than on

the other; such collars should be rejected, no
matter how well they fit. The harder side

will almost invariably gall the shoulder. Many
men select collars too small. When an ani-

mal is pulling hard its neck is a little larger

than when in tepose. They fit the collar when
tbe animal is standing quietly, and therefore

do not get it large enough. Walk beside and
a little in front of the horse as it pulls a heavy
load up hill and see how the neck swells out

and fills the collar. The collar, large enough
when tbe animal is standing, is too small when
it is at work. In such a case the breathing of

the animal essential to the use of its full work-

ing capacity is interfered with.

Half the farm harness in use is unnecessa-

rily heavy and cumbersome. If care were

taken to select good leather a less weight

would suffice. Carrying several pounds of

useless weight for an hour may not amount to

much, but when it is carried for years it be-

comes worth taking into account of, especially

if it i& in such form as to impede tbe motions

of the muscles. Heavy breeching, back bands

and belly bands six inches wide are altogether

too heavv in farm harness. Good leather costs

more in'the start, but it is the cheapest in the

end. It requires something of an expert to

tell good leather from bad, from the leaiber

itself. But there are extraneous circumstances

that will nearly always enable one to detect

poor leather. The best leather is adorned the

least. When harness is full of gew-gaws and

silver-plated rings, and when the leather is

thickly and highly polished, beware of it.

That polish is to bide a lack of quality. <iew-

gawsand silver-plating serve to distract atten-

tion from the leather. Good leather is not

hidden with paste and polish. It is allowed to

stand out to ihe light of day. It is the plain,

unadorned harness that wears longest and
proves to be the strongest.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwers lor this department mist be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication, but as proof of good laith. Write the
questions distinctly, on one side of the paper only.
Positvely no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

J. C. City—How was Tyee's Veto bred? Answer-
By Belmont (Williamson's), dam Fanny Howard, by
Illinois Medoc ; second dam Fanny Howard, by imp.
MdJlesworth etc.

F. P. L.. Sonoma, Cal.—Will you please inform me
through the columns of the Breeder and Sportsman
bow many inches to the foot a half-mile track should
be graded up from the pole to tbe outside, on the
turn*, to make a good fast, safe track. Answer -We
should say about an inch and a quarter to the foot

would be about right

W. R. \\\, Woodland, Cal.—Please inform me
through the columns of the Breeder and Sports-
man the breeding of the stallion Ibex. Is hestandard
and registered? If so, under what rnle? Please
give first, second and third dams if known. An-
swer—He is not registered standard. Will someone
oblige us with his pedigree ?

We wish to correct a portion of the answer to H.
C. B., Cbico, of last week, by printing the following,
sent usKG. H. Bragg, of San Jose, Cal., and taken
from the Year Book, of 1S90, p. 85:

Wilmington, by Piedmont 2 11
Bavwood, by Nutwood 12 2
Mvron dis

Time, 2:33, 2:33, 2:33^-

O. D.. Selma.—Please give the breeding of Repetta
(thoroughbred!, a mare owned by Matlock, of Pen-
dleton.Oregon,and give her best time for one and one-
quarter miles at Butte Ciiy and Helena. Montana,
also second and ihird horses in each race and oblige.

Answer—Repetta is Dv Alarm or Reform, dam Long
Nine, by Ugbtuing : second dam Sallie. by imp.
Sorereign. While she was a grand race mare, we do
not find that she won a mite and a quarter race at

either Butie or Helena.

J. E., San Francisco.—1. Did Comet, by Robbery
Boy, owned in Santa Barbara county, ever run five

furlongs on a heavy track in 1:02? 2. How many
races has he won during his racing career? :-t. What
time did he make in the races that he won ? He ran
his first race in Santa Maria. I believe, and afterward
ran in Santa Barbara. Montana and in the East.

Answer—1. On January 12, 1892. he ran five-eighths

of a mile at Guttenberg, N. J., in 1:02. and while the

Official Turf Guide does not state the condition ot

the track, we should say it was a trifle slow, because
two other five-eighths races on that date were run in

l:03}£ and 1:03%. 2. We find six winning races in all.

3. Good.

Names Claimed.

I claim the name of Ji'dgk Cl'Tleb for my bay stal-

lion, foaled May 8, 1886, sired by Elmo, dam Lady Com-
stoc* , by Norfolk.
I also claim the name of Elizabeth Hixtingtok

for chestnut fillv, both hind feel white, foaled April 22,

1892, sired bv Judge Culler, dam by Pasha (by Sultan*.
Also the name Home Krr.K for chestnut colt, toaled

May 5, 1892, sired by Judge Culler, dam by Hock Hock-
ing.
I also claim tbe name of Captain Naszscowx for

light sorrel gelding, flaxen mane and mil, foaled April

17, 1891, sired by Judge Cutler, dam by Oakland Boy.
Charles Hacket worksforme, and he claims the name

of Biqhtaway for dark sorrel stallion, flaxen mane
and tail, foaled April H. 1800, sired by strathway, dam
by uaklaud Boy.

Joii.v.Macki.v, Visalia, Cal.

I claim the nam-' ofHoONDAY JR. for my three-year-

old MBS.SlLAJB SKINNER,
Wood-Hide Farm. Napa City, Cal.

Owing to the name of Silver Bell being claimed here

in lallfornla and uLho In the But, I now change from
SIlveriBelMo :mi.\ kk BKK, W. < >. BoWKBS,

Sacramento. Cal.

Foals of 1893.

y.S< IN" BTABUE.

On February *>. 1888, ch m Belle W.,hy Wlldldle, dam
Pallle Hart, fooled ;> brown colt, near hind leg white,

both fore feel while around coronet, by the Imported
horeeSan Pedro, behy Wnviight. Blare bred lb Imp.
Merriwa February Hiih.

v. Borrel colt, star in forehead, by Cycloi

Kate Carson, by Joe Daniels; second dam Belle Ha-
hone, by Norfolk.
T remit ro. by Kick of 'lie Woods, dam Kettle R.. by

Joe-Hooker; second dam Kate CaraoD) by Joe D
Tremaro Is a sorrel With three white legs and feBipIn
the face.
Charmer, bay filly, by Fellowcbarm. dam Sally

Hampton, hv Boots: second dam Kate Carson, by Joe
Daniels: third dam Belle Mahone, by Norfolk.
The above are foals of 1892. O. W. Thahern.

Stockton. Cal.

Edited by abphiitis,

SUMMARY.

The boxing tournament now In progress at the
Olympic Club is one of the most successful of the
kind ever before held on the Paeltie Coast. The out-

!

door athletes began tralulng on Sunday last, aud
some good performances may be looked forward to
at the March field-day of the O. A. C.

The members of the Bay City Wheelmen will hold
j

another of their enjoyable "Smokers" in their club
I

rooms, on Van Ness Avenue, this evening. A good
programme has been arranged, and a line supper
will be served at the close of the festivities.

The annual meeting of the Euclnal Boat Club, ot

Alameda, wilt be held on Tuesdav evening. March
2nd. Several very important matters will be dis-

cussed, and a full attendance is earnestly requested. >

The directors of the Olympic Club, having had evi-
dence ofa stroug disposition on the part ofthe ladies
of San Francisco to support tbe Fair and Circus

,

Maximus to be held from April 17th to 22nd, have,
,

in coosequeuce ofthegreat interest manifested there-
in, concluded arrangements to hold the entertain- .

mentsin the Mechanics' Pavilion, as affording a bet-
|

ter scope lhat is necessary for the display to give
proper effect to the proposed revival of lira-co-Roman
games ,and ample room for the booths. In request-

1

iug lady relatives and friends of the members to as- :

sist in the work for the fair, the directors suggest tha t

they form committees among themselves and notify
the manager, at the clab rooms, ot the arrangements
they wish to make.
All members of the O. A. C. who desire to take

part in the coming fair are requested to send in
\

their names at once to the assistant secretary, Mr.
Kennedy, at the clob house.

The programme for tbe March field-day of the
|

Olympic Club has been arranged as follows :

oO-yard hurdle race.
r.'ti-yard run.
300-yard run.
600-yard run.
Three-quarters mile run.
Two-mile run.
Pole vault.
Putting 161b. shot.
Kunning highjump.
One-quarter-miie run, lor members who have never

won a race.
220-yard run. for members of Junior Olympic Clab.
110-yard run, partnership.
The field-day will take place on March 2dth. and

the entries will close on March 18ih.
It will be noticed that there is no walking event

on the programme, and the athletic committee
should have included a walk on their list which
would have given Mr. Horace Coffin a chance to
show his abiliiy. Mr. Coflin has always stood ready
to defend the colors of the club, and" the least the
committee might do would be to give that gentle-
man a chance to win a medal, if only for an ex-
hibition.

Amateur boxers who are desirous of entering the
professional ring should take example by Dooley,
who was recently defeated by a third-rate man.
Dooley, before winning laurels asan amateur.sought
honors in the professional arena, with the result that
his reputation both as a professional and an amateur
is blighted forever.

It is announced on the blackboards in the pool-
rooms that a foot race is to take place between
Garrison, ofthe Alpine Club, and Henderson, ofthe
Olympic Club, on March 4th : distance one-quarter
mile. The latter atnieie is in tine fettle and should
easily cover the distance in 51 seconds : whereas
Garrison is not at all m condition, and to save his
life could not run 440-yards inside of 53 seconds on
the date named. There is somethiug very funny
connected with the match,and if Henderson runs up
to his present form he should win handily by at
least 20 vards. Lately Henderson has been giving
Garrison 9 yards start in 100-yards and a beatiug.
If the race is.o be run on the square the odds should
stand at 75 to 1 that tbe O. A. C. representatives will

run away from the Alpine man. It is to he hoped
that such a promising athlete as Henderson will not
lerd himselt to the pool sharps for the sake ofa few
hundred dollars.

The several operations which have beem per-

formed on Joe Bowers, the old time boxer, have
proved fruitless. At the present time Bowers ic in a
very bad condition financially, and his friends
should aid him in his efforts to secure a passage to
New York City, in which place he thinks he could
be eventually cured of his deformity by tbe physi-
cians ofthe Bellevue Hospital. Bowers has always
striven to uphold square righting, and in his hour of
need his many old-time admirers should endeavor
to get up a benefit for him which would help him to
fulfill his desires.

The second series of the boxing bouts at the Olym-
pic Club were continued on Thursday evening, Feb-
ruary 16th. The attendance was larger than on the
opening nighi, and the quality of the sport was
much superior.' Bob McArthur acted as referee in

the absence of Jack Kitchen. In all there were ten
matches, and on the whole the exhibition was first-

class. Owing to the carefulness of President Harri-

son, the boxers did not display such an aptitude for

slogging as on the opening night, and the members
were treated to some very excellent displays of fisti-

cuffs. It is the intention ot the athletic committee
to offer in the future valuable medals or prizes for

eight or ten-round contests between prominent
amateur boxers. Such inducements can not but help
to increase the interest in genuinescientiiic contests,

and the members of the Olympic Club will have no
cause to complain as soon aw such matches arc In-

augurated. The tournament whs continued on
Thursday evening last, and will be finished next
Thursday night, when some excellent bouts may be
looked forward to.

The Stanaaid-Brtd Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

AT THE

OAKLAND RACK TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.

with usual return privilege.

Long Branch Is a, handsome bay hon«e. foaled 1W0,

sired by i.ibn.Uur, tint dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and pasUculajn apply to

or address

B. HUMPHREY.
SO? Market tsl.. Oakland. Cal.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

Woodland Race Track.

DESCRIPTION.—COL'S T ANTE**.. I l.tiflZ is a
handsome dark bay Incolur, with a star In the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled In IS**, and
Is a remarkably good horse In every respect, and while
he baa had bat little training, he can easily show quart-
ern In 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,
record 2:16'4 (sire of James Madison. 2: 17

2-A9H, Alfred G., 2:19 \j. Redwood, 2:21*4. Mmui-
Ethel Mac, '2.29^. sunset, 2:29 ( , Anteeo Jr., 2:2a
teeo Richmond. 2:2-1 ,, Klecteeo, 2:294, Eolliif, 2:20,
Maud M.. 2:20!^ and two others In tbellxt . An
sired by Electioneer, 125»slreof Sunol, 2:08 . PB
2-.08SL Arion (2)2:10'-.,, Advertiser (8) 2:16 aud 1 28 others
In the llsti.

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn,2:18^',Strathway,
2:19, Morna, (trial* 2:2S and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18^. Countess was sired by Hambletonlan,
725 (sire of Graves, 2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress. 2:24,
Longfellow, 224VJ, and 10 others In the llst);second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, ffffi&ffi
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares In any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to ihe undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. H. SMITH,
COLUSA. CAL.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:23 1-2.

Don Marvin Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1684;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds: sired by Fall is. 2:2'. -ire
of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer: Hist dam Cora
'dam of Don Marvin, 2-22'.. and Elected, trial 2:2'. by
Don Victor.sonot Belmoni: second dam Ctarabel dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24 l

s , and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy dam nf Btoner
Roy, 2:29 1

2, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in
2:30 list) by Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
i dam of four horses tbat have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodl, Cal., at $50 tbe season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
&IRED BY NUTWOOD. 2:1S 3-4.

Nutwood Boy Is a line chestnut, 15 ^ hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nutwood, ofany staiiion in California, First-
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by "(.olddnder, he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar: second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
sonoflmp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in

the stud has been of tbe most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts; several of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for the 2^0 list this season. He is a square,
level-gal ted trotter, and with only rive weeks track work
a year ago, trotteda trial in 2:28; last half In 1:13 After
bis stud season he will be placed in tralniug for tbe pur-
pose of campaigning through ihe "Jail circuit'* aud
gaining him a record. Nutwood Bov will make thesea-
sonof 1893 at Lodl, Cal., ut fio the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at 16 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but uo re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For fur-
ther particulars, or complete circuiting address

CHAS. I. LOWELL,
Lodl. Cal.

Imp, Chesterfield
Son of THE MARQUIS (Winner of the St. Leg. r

and Two Thousand Guineas, and second for the Epsom
Derby, be by ihe great Stockwell out of Clnlzelli, by
Touchstone).

First dam, Lamorna (sold for 1,050 guineas |, by Fire-
works; second dam Nlghtlighl [sold f-T SOS guineas
when 22 years old |, dam m Waxllgbt, BlreofSan Pedro;
Nl^htiighi by Archy ison of Camel, that aired Touch-
stone). The sixth dam of Imp.
rlne's dam, by Rubens, brother to Caatrel, ^ir<- of Pan-
taloon), la the ninth dum <>( the great inly Princess, by
Imp. ' ti-'viot. Then he traces through th<

fashionable families In the English tttud Book to six-

teenth dam. Farmer Mare, hv chlttaby.
Imp. CHK-TKIU'IKIJ> won In A ,etmlk. the Shorts

Handicap Flying Handicap und Town Plata, Wgllon-
k'onp (2 mllesi, Christmas Handicap, Sydney,
being second four times and third twice In a number ol

vents.
Imp, CHESTERFIELD La the sire of Mx winners In

the Antipodes this season, Including ihecracksTemple-
stone. Loiterer, Haughty ami l-ardy-Dardy.
Thin magtiitiit'iitu -t.i. and Mrv will

make the season at i:H"f TI-.H H\^f KAR.M
Rlnkaloo Banco - ialf*w»j

-mom*. Mare* can l>*

Lakeviiie per steamer Gold.
TBKMB, ** in. a ith usual return privilege and pas-

turage for one month, but dams of atakt-wlnnerfl Will

in- taken ai h«ir price Evi n.bul no liabil-

ity awuimed for accidents or escapes. Ai

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL.F.R.C.V.S.,

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse* Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 first s 1
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CAPITAL

Tun and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893,

-COMMENCING-

TUESDAY,MAY 9, 1893

$6,000
IN

Stakes and Purses

FOB A

FIVE DAYS' MEETING.

RUNNING STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH II, 1893.

Xo. I. liOLOEX EAULE HOTEL STAKE—

A

sweepstake tor two-year-olds ; $25 entrance. $15 forfeit

:

$200 added, second to save stake. Winners once to

carry tbree pounds extra; twice, five pounds ; three or
more times, seven pounds extra. Beaten maidens
allowed ten pounds. Five furlouss.

No. 2. WEINSTOCK, LDBIN A <0. STAKE—
A sweepstHke for two-year-old fillies: ?25 entrance, $15
forfeit : KOO added, second t< save slake. Winners to

carry one pound extra for each §100 won in 1S93.

Beaten maidens allowed two pounds for each defeat.

One-hnlf nillc.

Xo. 3. HALE BROS. A «H». STAKE—A sweep-
stake fox Uiree-yearolds; $50 entrance, half forfeit;

$150 added, second to save stake. Winners in 1893 to

carry three pounds extra. Winners of any race of the
vttlue of |600 to carry five pounds extra. Beaten maid-
ens allowed two pounds for each defeat. One mile.
Slate Agricultural Society's rules to govern.

The remainder of the running programme will be
issued the week before the meeting opens.

TROTTING STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 15, 1893.

Xo. 1. THE PIOXEER HOP-YARD STAKK-
A trotting sweepstake for two-year-olds; 525 entrance,
of which §10 must accompany nomination, and $15 pay-
able May 1. $100 added. One mile and rrpeat.

Xo. 2. LEASEE STAKE—A trotting sweepstake
for three-year-olds ; $50 entrance, of which $10 must ac-
company nomination ; $15 payable May 1, and the re-
maining $25 the day before the race ; $100 added. Mile
beat*.

No. 3. H\LL, LUHRS & CO. STAKE—A trot-
ting sweepstake for yearling*, to be trotted under the
auspices of this club in November, 1893 ; $/25 entrance,
of which |5 must accompany nomination ; $10 payable
Augitst 1, and the remaining $10 payable day before the
race ; $100 added by the club. One mile dawn.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money in the trotting events to he

divided—00, 30 and 10 per cent. Five to enter, three
to start. No added money for a walkover. Iftwo start
they contest for the stake money, divided two-thirds
and one-third. Failure to meet payments as they be-
come due forfeits previous payments and declares en-
try mil Otherwise, National rules to govern.
Entries to the running stakti will close with the Sec-

retary on Saturday, March nib, and those for the trot-
tineand pacing on April l5th. The first and last days
will be fur trotting and pan rig. The three Intermediate
days will be devoted to running.

JAMES H . STAFFORD. Secretory.
P. o. Boa 171.

WANTED

STATE FAIR 1893.
THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY HAS

OPENED THE FOLLOWING COLT STAKES

FOR TROTTERS AND PACERS:

FOR TROTTERS.
Xo. I. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS (3:40Closs),

350 entrance, of which ?I0 must accompany nomination;

$15 pavable July 1st, and the remaining $25 payable
Augus't 10th, 1S93. $300 added by the Society.

Xo. 2. FOR THREE-VEAK-OLDH AXO UN-
DER (2:30 1'lasnn, $100 entrance, of which $"25 must
accompany nomination ; S"2o payable July 1st, aud the
remaining" Soli payable August 10th, 1893. $400 added by
the Society.
Xo. 3. FORFOCR-YEAR-OLOSANDUXDER

(2:25 Class) Conditions same as for three-year-old

class.

FOR PACERS.

No. 4. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLD PACERS
(2:30 Class). Conditions as to payments and added
money same as for No. 1.

Xo. 5. FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS AXD UN-
DER (2:25 Class). Conditions as to payments and
added money same as No. 2.

Xo. 6. FOR FOUR-YEAR-OLDS AND UNDER
(2:20 Class). Conditions as to payments and added
monev same as No. 2.

Entries to all the above stakes are limited to colts

whose records are no better than the class named in

conditions of each stake.
In all stakes, failure to make payments as they be-

come due, forfeits entry and money paid in, and releases

subscriber from further liability. Five to enter, three
or more to start. Money in each stake shall be divided
as follows: To winning colt, all the stakes and 50 per
cent, of the added money; second colt, 33 1-3 per cent.;

third colt, 16 2-3 per cent, of the added money.
Two-vear-old stakes, mile heats, three and four-year-

olds, three in five. Any colt not winning a heat in three,

or making a dead heat, is barred from starting again in

that race. No added money for a walk-over. If but
two start in any of the stakes, they must contest for the
stakes paid in, and divide them two-thirds to winner,
and one-third to second. Otherwise National rules to

govern.
* Entries to close with Edwin F. Smith,'lSecretary, at

office in Sacramento. March 15th, 1893.

EDWIN F. SMITH,
Secretarj'.

QOYOUDRIN
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. Clears

the bead, corrects sour stomach, steadies the nerves. If

you use liquor at all, never be without it, worth one-half
your iife. Greatest liver and kidney specific on earth.
All druggists keep it. 25 cents a box, by mailon receipt

of price. Prentiss Chemical Manufacturing Co., 406
California street, San Francisco, Cal.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner

owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

—AUD A—

SPLENDID RACE 1RACK
that will be kept |in first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farni in Cali-

fornia. All stock sent to me will receive my persona1

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOB WIT STOCK FARM, SAM MATEO.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races it is of prime

importance that you accubatfxy time your horses in

their exercise, I make a specialty of horse-timers.

Have i lit* in in all styles

In either gold or silver.

Come and see them, or

Write me and I will tell

You all about them.

A. HIKSCHMAN,
113 Sutter St., S, F.

N. B.—Complicated Watches Repaired.

A WONDER.
NO SCREWS NO TOOLS

"I have seen it used under ev-
ery circumstance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen pronounce it

a wonder, and I endorse their

opinion." ALLEN LOWE,
Boston, Mass., Feb. 1, 1893

ASK FOB IT.

Sizes 2 to 8 oz. Sent free paid on
receipt of $2.00 per pair. Write

MITCHELL TOE WEIIiHTCO.,
Martinsville, Indiana.

us for circulars.

jF"0
THE GREAT

HIGHLAND STOCK FARM

Mighty

Near Lexington, Ky.,

Tne Home of The
:- Red -:- Wilkes

8

.•inn as trainer and driver on stock farm or will
and pacers to handle and cara-

paten. Have broken and bandied a few colts with good
uui reliable and .i mechanic, have graduated

fromth< rlr.ary College with honors class
. : course Id dentistry at Detroit,

.

Micii., tin! prefer hamuim: bonws for speed to nractlc- !

except on mock that an- in my charge.
'

Will engage with the right purtv fur any length of time.
"O.,"

.-.<! Sportsman, Ban Francisco, i

IX HUNDRED AND SEVENTY" (670) acres of unsurpassed Blue Grass soil, all in grass, two

hundred and fifty (250) acres being beautiful, open woodland. About twenty (20) large stock barns

of 200 box stalls. Numerous paddocks with roomy boxes. Various cottages and other houses for

employees. Coachman's quarters, vehicle and harness apartments, veterinary and farrier's office

and shop, and numerous other buildings required in this extensive business. The main residence is

an Imposing two-story brick of twelve rooms. Another with eight rooms with conservatory and

billiard hall ; both of recent build, supplied with all modern conveniences of water works, gas lights

and electric bells, which latter also connect outbuildings with the office. Telephone connection with

Lexington. Only four miles to center of the city by turnpike and Louisville Southern Railroad. Sta-

tion on margin of farm. Numerous dally trains. Pure limestone water to every enclosure by three

force pumps and also by windmill. Living springs, pools and a number of large cisterns at the

dwelling and barns. The best private track In the State. Farm enclosed and subdivided by the best

fencing. The entire place is high table land, affording good drainage, Insuring good health to stock

and early and more nutritious grasses, in which two particulars Highland has always excelled.

Will have ready in a short time a detailed printed description of this great establishment, and

later on will supplement this by a lithographed diagram of the entire place in Its subdivisions and

photographic views from different perspectives, all of which will be mailed to you on demand.

With great reluctance Messrs. France & Son agree to part with Highland, so delightful a home
and a business too, which the- public Is aware has proven such a signal success, but the health of the

former will not permit him to continue longer in the business. The price Is made to insure an Imme-
diate sale. ADDRESS

JERRY DELPH & SONS, - LEXINGTON, KY.
MANAGERS OF THE BLUE GRASS LAND AGENCY.

STANDARD TROTTING STALLION
• (Full Brother to a Champion Trotter that Now Holds

One of the World's Records),

Sired by one of the Greatest and Most Fashionably-Bred Sires, and of

Excellent Breeding on the Dam's Side.

Tl.i- Bullion a a handwme individual of splendid conformation, good size, lias shown great speed, and is capable of trotting in 2:20.

Will be leased for the *-ason to retponsible parlies on contract for a specified amount, or to he bred on shares to a limited number of
mires. An exoellenl opportunity for tome one having well-bred mares and who will be willing to stand a'horse in payment for the privilege

breeding to his own mares. The horse will he stood this year at a low service fee.

For the n b nnd farther particulua sddreaa X5C
'''

' '
l!o1 2g0°- Out of BRICKDIR an.) 8foe.TOMAS, 813 Hush street, San Francisco, Cal.

SPRING MEETING lb93
OF THE

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders

ASSOCIATION,

TO BE HELD DURING THE LATTER

PART OF MAY, 1893.

Bay District Track.

Entries to Clo^e April 1st.

DASHES—Only $10 En-

trance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, $300. S»n
d£h;

P
&°

able April 1st, 1893, and 35 additional from non-starters,
to be paid at the time of declaring out the day before the
race. Purse to be divided into twonioueys: 75 percent,
to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

ThreB-year-old Purse, S300. ££,"2;
$10 entrance payable April 1, 1893, and ?5 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at the time of declaring
out, the day before the race. Purse to be divided into
two moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-year-old Purse, $300. n^Sa^fe?.
trance, payable April 1, 1893, and £5 additional from non-
starters, to be paid at the time of declaring out, the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into two moneys:
75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent to second
horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.
(Palo Alto Stock Farm, Pleasanton Stock Farm, Valen-
sin Stock Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm barred.)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
Mile dash; $10 entrance, payable April I, 18y3, and 95
additional from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-
ing out the day before the race. Purse to be divided into
two moneys: 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent,
to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-sixteenth miles dash; $10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and $5 additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-eighth miles dash; $10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and So additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time of declaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, 500. ?$?$?£
trance $15, payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additiona 1

from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys: 60, 30 and lo per cent

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, $400. ?£$"£
trance $12, payable April 1, 1893, and $8 additional from
non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, 500. rs? £"«;«
$15. payable April 1,1893, and $10 additional for non-
starters lo be paid at time of declaring out the day be-
fore the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Many Additional Pu ses Will

be Given

For Class Races and Special Events,
which will be made to close at 5 p.

m on each day of the meeting for

the following race day, entrance to
which will be 3 per cent, from start-

ers and 2 per cent, additional to de-

clare out.
CONBITIONS.

No horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by
others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligi-
ble to the above purses, but horses owned ouisideof the
Pacific Coast are eligible thereto, regardless ofmember-
ship.
All States and Territories lying in whole or in part

west of the Rocky Mountains are held to be part of the
Pacific Coast.
The Directors reserve the right to change the houraod

day of any race, except when it becomes necessary to
ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will
receive three days' notice of' change by mall to address
of entry.
Entries not declared out by five o'clock p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there Is more than one entry to purses by one

person or In one interest, the horse to be started must
be named by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the
race.
Five to enter and three to start.

In all dash races where there are more than six start-
ers the number of starters shall be divided bv lot ; each
division shall constitute a race. For Instance, should
there be more than six starters and not more than
twelve, there shall be two divisions. If more than
twelve, then three divisions, the divisions being as
nearly equal as the number will permit ; in case of
seven! four and three ; or nine, fiveand four, etc. When
under this rule It becomes necessary to divide the num-
ber of starters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of
the amount of the purse in case there are two divisions,
60 percent, of the amount of the purse In case there are
three divisions, 90 per cent, of the amount of the purse
In case there are tour divisions, aud pro rata for addi-
tional divisions. The total amount to be equally
shared between the divisions, the first horse in each
division to receive 75 per cent, aud the second 25 per
cent.
Trotting and racing colors shall be named by five

o'clock on the day preceding the race, and MUST be
worn upon the track.
Otherwise than the above, National Trotting Associa-

tion Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions of
the American Trotting Assoclallon will be rocognlzed.

Applications for Membership.
Persons desirous of making entries In purses, and who

have not as yet joined the P. C T. H. B A., should make
application for membership to the Secretary before April
1, 1893.

F. H\ KELLKY, Secretary,
313 Bush Stieet, San Francisco, Cal.

JOSEPH r.MBX SIMPSON, President.
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F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.

LEADING SPRING SALE.
LIMITED TO 400 HORSES AND RESTRICTED TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISING 8 I ALLIOVS. BROOD .MARES, COLTS. FILLIES. TROTTERS. PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. AND FAST GREEN UORSBS THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to 6th
}££ 22w.* £££.,.

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST ANU MOST COMPLETE
BCILDING IN THE WORLD IV WHICH
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL BLOODED
HORSES.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed
Come to headquarters with your stock, as we are the Largest horse commission dealers io the world, selling yearly 20,000 horses, and are personally acquainted with all the principal breeders and dealers In America. Our

trade reaches everv state in the* Union, while our long and successful experience of 37 years In the business, together with the pronounced success of our nine former combination sales, should be a sufficlt-nt mmrantee to

breeders tint we thoroughly understand the art of placing fine stock on the market and know how to bring buyers aud sellers together. Choice stabling for 2.000 horses and ihe finest BCOOinmod&lIona lathe world to Show
speed and sell undercover 'a number ol great consignments from the leading stock (arms In California, Kentucky and the Northern States are now pledged to our great Spring sale. Send for entry blanks ana full parti- i.

F. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
&.nd get a nood price if you can find a customer that wantB to buy

You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

y advertising In the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading- Write for particulars.

For Sale

Stallion Ringwood,

The Fam us - on of Sid ey.

and resembles Sidney In formation more than any i

bis sons. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he

showed trials of speed in 2:19U as a four-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an

accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

engagements, and never has been put in race since.

Ringwood Is six vears old, and as a sire of speed, form

and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone

East. He Is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Rtngwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-

away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he

bv American Bov; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer ofspeed.

IA T-SQ FOR SAX.E

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better: will

show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great

road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars.

A. C. DTETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

For Said Cheap For Cash,

A NUMBER OF

Fine Standard-Bred Mares
(With Foal (o Dexter Prince).

Three are registered and the others are eligible to be

«***«*
AISO

Three Thoroughbred Mares,
One by Hyoer All, dam Kate Fletcher, by Harry
O'FaUon. One by Kyle Daly; flrstdam by Joe Daniels;

second dam Queen Emma, by Woodburh. One by
Bryant W ; first dam by Joe Daniels, mil sister to Lord
Breck, winner of the Australian Derby last year.

The first mare is Undine, full sLster to Llsette, the
Inner of *10,000 puree last fall In New York.
All these mares are for sale cheap. Reason for sell-

ing, my ill-health and wish to close out all of my stock.

The standard-bred mares are all good Individuals as

well as the runners. Will sell them together or singly

For full pedigree and further particulars address

C. S. SARGENT, M. D.,

Stockton, Cal,

FOR SALE

Nutwood Mare,
FLORENCE R, 2:26 1-4.

A beautiful mare, large and a good breeder. For

prices and particulars.laddress

B P. SHAWHAN,
PAYEITK, IDAHO.

FOR SALE
5-Year-Old Stallion by Guy Wilkes,

Dam by Arthurlon.

3-Year-Old Stallion byDexter Prince
nam by .NUTWOOD ; (^random dam of

Beatify Me., 2:14 1-8.

811 'in H gPBIMi FARM.
Nllt», Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE TROTTING STALLION

BLUB BULL,
(Known as CBOSHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired by Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80 in the list) dam
Maggie Rice, by Gage' i Logan 127 (sire of Skinkle Ham-
bletonian, 2:28 '\,', and 3"sires of 12 and 5 dams of 5 in the
list); grandam, Fanny'Slratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-

oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hambletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; grandam, Sally
Miller bv Post Boy, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1879, the property of R. B.
Chisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the
finest-looking, purest-gaited and most intelligent horses
in this State. His colts are all remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

also

A BROWN GELDING
six years old, sired by the above stallion out of a mare
by Gen. Reno 4764. He Is sound as a dollar, a pure trot-

ter and as game.as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address R,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer ray

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am
offering for sale are the best bred and finest

Individnals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

^nving the entire stud will be given a very

ow price. Time will be given at 6 per cent.

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

FOR SALE.
STANDARD STALLION

FRED DEAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26J).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 In the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(Blreof 16 in the list.) Fred Drake 4844, 2:26M.lsasplen

did Individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent disposition. His record Is

no mark of his speed as be can trot In :20 or better with

training next season. Reason for selling Is that owner
is engaged in other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

II R. WARNER,
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE
A fine four-year-old stallion, standard and registered

foaled May 5, 1880; by Anteeo, 2:16!^; dam by Echo

462; second dam by McCracken's Black Hawk 767, etc

Is 16 hands high, black or seal brown, and a floe

looker. Has never been trained but shows plenty of

natural npeed. Has shown a mile as a three-year-old

In 2:44. For particulars address

W. H LlMftDKV
Santa Homo, Cal.

DON TOMAS
BY

ANTBVOLO,
First i lam Riark Ben by Venture ; ec I dam by East*
on'fl David inn ; ibirddam a Rockloitham mare. Price

K00 Solid dark bay. bt&ctc points; 16 hands: weighs
about 1150 lbs; well broken; never been trained.

JAS. R. CHASE,
17 hlninrl hi.

Peremptory Closing-Out Sale
OF

Standard and High-Bred Trotting

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies,
AJ-SO

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTERS,
THE PROPERTY OF MR. J. A. McDONALD,

ASYLUM STOCK FARM
TO TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
ON

Thursday and Friday, March 2nd and 3r.>.

The sale will comprise 160 head, and will represent all the popular breeds known upon the coast. Prominent
among the strains represented are GUY WILKES, DIRECTOR, SABLE WILKES. LEO WILKES, RUPEE-
SIDNEY, CEN. BENTON, ECLECTIC, DAWN. DEXTER PRINCE, PANCOAST. The colts and fillies are
mostly by sons of Electioneer, Director Jr., Stamboul, Slmmtcolon and other noted horses. This will be the
choicest offering ever made in this State, and Is worthy of the closest attention of breeders and the public
generally. The catalogues will be issued at as early a date as possible, and will be forwarded upon application to

KILLIP & CO , Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, gun Francisco, Cnl.

STANDARD AND HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS

AT AUCTION.
ON

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 5 1893,
AT

SALES YARDS, CORNER MARKET STREET AND VAN NESS AVENUE,

Killip & Co. will sell to the highest bidder about 60 head of standard and hi^hlv-bred
horses, consisting of mares, colts, fillies and geldings by Director, Soudan and Dexter Prince.
This offering is a choice consignment from the sUbFes of D. J. MURPHY, ESQ., of San Jose,
Capt. BEN E. HARRIS, of San Francisco, and T. C. SNIDER, of Sacremento.

Fine Broud Mares, Promising Colts and Fillies, Stylish, Sp tdy
and Reliable Roadsters.

Catalogues and Information by m&U Remember, sale takes place

Wednesday, March 15th.
KILLIP & CO., ----... Livestock Auctioneers

22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

SIN
By Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster, etc.

The Menlo Stock Farm, having the four Btallions—8INFAX, 8T. CARLO,

SUWARROW and ORMONDE—and having no use for so many, desires to sell Sinfax.

A reasonable ofier will be accepted. The horse is in prime condition for coming

Address E. I>. Mr SUT.KXY,
1211 Bash Street

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

Grand Individuals I—also—
colts and fillies, yearlinxis, two and

tjjree-yeak-olds.
PerllKrpes anr] Oil! particular* can r- . •

- obUtlned at tbe
office of the BREEDER * BP0RT8MA N.

AU Husll street Han Kranclaco.

FOR SALE.

Bhirk Ally, cominR throe rears old, slued b]

'J;17, rliim liy Priam, il« Of P«Ulk M. '

»f Bay District Track up

b» given in barnest by calling on 3. Uurphj

, ott, call «•" KEl
llfl Ix-ldesdoril street, San Fib
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUT
SIHE OW

2:16 CROWX PRINCE
, 2:20 MAGGIE

2:22 CHLOE
S:U KOYAL PRINCE
2:21* LOTTERY TICKET 13

2:26
"

SENATOR L.

J tilVs L- 2:29^ PRIXCESS ALICE (p.

CHARLEY FORD .p.. J y.l 2:12« CHEROKEE PRIXXE
IRENE (p.) 2:25

ASTER
ETTZSIMMONS
JESSIf

II PRINCESS...
DKL PASO
LHII.LE

'2:I7N.
2:20
2:24
2:24y
2:25
2:29

.!>••! 2:16

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

Dexter Prince is "toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:08',. etc.), and aire of Guy, 2:10^ ;

Spofford,

Company, 2:19 1» ; Fred Folger, 2:20;<$ ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21,4, and twenty others iu the 2:30 list.

First d*m LADY DEXTER- -by HAMBLETONIaN 10.

sister lo Sire of
DEXTER 2:17>s Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICT -VTOR, who is the aire of Director, Abdullah lo, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and
217 -ire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sous.

S.. Evangeline, etc, etc Also sire of the dam of
STAMBUUL 2:07^
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN .-. 2:0734

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of

DEXTER - 2:174 GUY 2:10&
U\U 2:28^ ROBERT MrUREGOR 2:17}$

ASTORIA 2:29>! HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

DICTATOR 113. etc., etc.

Third dam McKINsTRY MARE, -dam of SHARK, 2:27%'.

HIMl K PRI^CK is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself

a ^irt- of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept iu a section where nothing
[dividual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

trotting sin >.

He Is a blood bav, sixteen hands bIgn,of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that be was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished, and fast foals.

FEB FOR 1S93 - - - 8250. DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEaSANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

FJectioneer's sons.
FL,K\fcA.VI'OX'S first dam is by Tarrascnn, grandson ol Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucner,

son of Uuroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.

I'I>,AMM'U.\ is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1S93 .... $SO, DUE AT TIME OP SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse fs alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at §S per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that

every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled

before mares are removed.
For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

ECLECTIC 11,321

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, l6hauds high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:374: three-vear-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22>j; five-year-old record, 2:16?$.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASOX ,
Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakps over
$11,000. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two of these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair: time2:56W
Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. No responsibiiityassumed for accidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE.

SEASON SERVICE FEE
With usual return privilege f $100 CASH

O
T
I
c

ECLECTIC is a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAK OLD AKION, 2:10* 4 .

both being --ircd by ELECTIONEER out ui Maneite (dam also of Oro Fiuo, 2:18) by NOT-
WOOD, 2:18?^.

Et'LEd'ic lepresents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood lines. He
breeds speed.

EOLjBCTK 'S colls, the oldest of which are now three years old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be al'owed to cover only a limited number of mares bssides his owner's.
Pasturage Sl.tO per week; hay, grain andstahliug extra.

ECLECTIC will stand at RANCHO COTATI (Page's Station) in Sonoma County, until

July 1st, 1893.

For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. Peun'a Grove, Sonoma County, Cal.

EL MAHDI 5232
Record, 2:25 1-4
Sire of

Fulano \3)~ 2:23'4

El Flora (p) 2:18J-$

i ONWARD 1411, 2:25^
Sire of

I
Nellie Mason 2:14

|
Clara.Wilkes 2:17
Boaz _2:17»5
Houri 2:17

•! Mikegan 2:19V
Snsette 2:18'4
ShadelandOnward 2:18U

r Hanibletonian 10
[GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22^
I Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84 ( Dolly Spanker

sires and 61 dams of 2:30

I trotters

LDOLLY_
Dam of

Director 2:17
Thorndale -2:22»-£

Czarina 2:21
Onward 2:25'-i

And 57 others in the lis"-. fMAMBRIXO PATCH EX"
with an average of
2:23,l<!

I LADY BUNKER
Dam of

Guy Wilkes... 2:I5lt{

fSire of 30 in the list), I LADY DUNN

Sire of
Kate Middleton 2:23
Lady-Stout 2:20)t
And 17 others in 2:30 list

and
William I

(Sire of Axtell(3),2:12)

Dam of
Joe Bunker 2:19

|
ilambrino Chief 11

( Fanny
by Ben Franklin

. Mambrino Chief I

I Rodes mare

(American Star 14

( Captain Roberta
mare

Mocking Bird- 2:16V

I MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58.
sire of the dams of

Alcyone 2:23
-

< Guy Wilkes 2:15M
' Baron Wilkes 2:18

A nd 90 others in the list

<" Mnmbrino Chief II

I Rodes mare

Prince Regent 2:1b 1* I By EDWIN FoRREST 49.

EGYPTIKXXE, 2:18..
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

Nightingale 2:10^
Nettie King _2:20^
Excellence 2:22V
Amy King. 2:22*4

Heir-at-Law 2:20)5
And 20 other 2:30 per-

"

formers

Sire of
Btlly Hoskins 2:26^
Champagne 2:30

I
Bay Kentucky
Hunter

(Doll
by Highlander

I
Abdallah l

fHAMRLETOXIAN 10
Sire of I Chas. Kent mare

40 trotters in 2:30, including
Dexter Prince ..2:171s

Nettie 2:18
Orange 2:20
DAUGHTER OF

Grandam of
Justina 2:20
Glendennis 2:17

i Golddust 150

( Daughter of Imp.
Glencoe.etc.

I.BAY HAMBLETONIAN^
Dam of

Egyptienne 2:18
Henrietta— 2:17 I

Fulano 2:23}$
Grandam of

Norway (sire of Nor-
nelte, 2:301

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED BREED1XU. FEE 875.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Park bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; fine mane and tail, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy of his royal breeding. He wns not broken
until August 15th, 1892, as I bought him at Lexington, Ky., and was* unable to" get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. Hi-> gait is faultless, and be can show speed enough already to make me
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in the list if I wanted to this season,"but no "tin-cup" record
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from .me, and I will allow vou to
be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. "WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Cal.
WILLIAMS A MOREHOCSE. Owners.

MOOKLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS. SAXTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

LANCELOT.
The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

FtlPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-brown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He is a horse of fine conformation;
in. 1

, bend and neck, Hne loins, walt-abaped body, deep through the heart. sloping shoulders, fine arms,
let and tin- very besl ol fee! and legs. In action he la pure-gaited. As a tbree-year-old he trotted quar-

ters in - ace wda, but was Injured and placed In the stud. His colts are all blood-like, large and fast trotters.
i iIi.mii are eligible and will enter Uie 2:3l> list this fall Lancelot is one of the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE l,\\« hl.oT was Hired by the Immortal Electioneer (.sire of 132 In the list), dam Lizzie
Hurri-, <>v Comus; aecond 'lam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harris, was a full brother to Iowa

i

i ol I lorlsaode, 2:24J , and others). His sire was Baabaw 50, sire of 17 In the 2:30 list, he by Ver-
aol'a Riack Hawk, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb: second dam Chas. Kent mare, the dam of Hamble-
lonlau In. Vernon Black Hawk, by Long Island Black Hawk, dam by UYbbt-r's Kentucky Whin, son of Black-
born i * blp, I-ona island isiuck Hawk uy Andrew Jackson, dum SaJJle Miller, by Tippo Saib; Andrew Jack-
,,,!,, by Young Ba haw, BOD Of -.^rund Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sporismistress; she was out

Hedoc: second dum Ann Merry, by Sampler; in lid dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip and
nam.

SALADIN. The only Son of Nut-wood standing for Public
Service in san Francisco.

GCV WILKES 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 2:11

Regal Wilkes 5 2:1 1-V
Alanna(p. 5 2:11-4*

Muta Wilkes 4 2:14<<{

Chris Smith (p) 7 2:1-1 S
Hulda 4 2:141.,

Hazel Wilkes? 2:14

Una WilkesO 2:15
Lillian Wilkes S 2;17J(
Sable Wilkes 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes 3 2:1W
Nutwood Wilkes 3 2:20)$
Lynwood Wilkes 2 2:20'

and 17 others in 2:«0 list

. ( \ltHII- VI MOM
sister to

Chas. Derby. 2:20

Steineer 2:294;

f Guy \Vflk«s. 2:22
|

Sire of
Harrv Wilkes 2:13^;
Guy Wilkes 2:15',

4 Wilson 2:1b
l
j

1 So So 2:1734

i and 75 others in the list

I Ladv Bunker-
Dam of

El Mahdl 2:25'
,

Guv Wilkes. 2:15>i
William L
(Sire of Axteli, 2:12

1

rStetnwny, 2:2.'i 3-4
Sire of

I W. Wood(p) 2:07
I Cricket <p> .....2:10

-{ Ciesar 2:165^
Strathway 2:19

I Chas. Derby 2:20

I
and 4 others in the list

I, Koty «
Dam of

Chas. Derby 2:20

Steineer ...2:29M

|
HA5TBLETOATAN 10

Sire of
i -10 in 2:30 list

I

(. DOLLV SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. "Wilkes, 2:22

I MA3IBRIXO PATCHEN 5fi

Sire of
•I 24 in 2:30 list

I LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam ofJoe Bunker, 2:19J

,

I STRATHMORE 408
Sire of

J 42 in 2:30 list

I ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

I
ELECTIONEER 125

I ^ire of
-< 132 in 2:30 list

t FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 bands and Is a
i race record this fall.

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

R IPTIOK AN I) PEDIGREE -ChetUml sLulilon, 16 l hands high. By Nutwood 000, the greatest living
dam, Lady Utley Jr.. by Bpeculatl bod of Hydayk'a Hambletonlar; second dam Ladv Dtley

tern Girl, recoro 2:2 '

v - Paladin has now a Dumber of yearllnga and two-year-old 'colts, all

[real jnlformlty in alxe, atyle and color, All of them are last irottem, and several win trot in 2:30 ihis
rear. Nutwoodeoo i:l bj Belmont 64, dam Mlas RuaseJ] (damol ataud».2;08V).by Pilot Jr.; se.-oud dam
Ba*ly Hu-M n Nutwood la the aire <>f loi In [be 2:80 list. Belmont In tin- si root :4 trutters In the 2:30

Otrottpra, Lady DUey .ir. Is by ^peculation, daai Lady Dtley, 2:88k» grandam of Weat-
i rown Point, 2:2*1, Grade s., 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of

und Waterford, 2:27 , by Hambletonlan lO.dam Muntia Washington (dam of Rambletonlan
.

i,\ Burr'a Napoleon, by Yonog Mambrlno, dnm Willis mare, by Mambrino.
I KKHH, »*%•» KOIt THK BtfAHON roi aeri Ice ol each of these Btalllona. No other opportunity in o."ered

ich prid I ccellenl care taken of marea In any man uer that owners
privilege. Callonoraddress'C C. HK\il«, Owner, at private

i .. id i .. -'m.i
,
where col Ut ant I fillies by these stall Iniia can also D6 aeeo

G. W. bHUtlHS. Asent.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

. jiinsteei Perfect.

JONRIVALEDFOR
ACCURACY. DURABILITY.
WORKMANSHIP. SAFETY

land CONVENIENCE In LOADING.
Uttvarto/'chtap iron imitation*.

%c^M • IHuitrated CatitloRUO and Price Lilt to

r..UITU •-WESSON. Sprlniiflcld. -tlaii».

FOR SALE.
TmnonM Helglan *«nliT I'lgpon-t. d.-«<-.n Unt» |f

. r , r.'.v npir . Will *

i*lr Apply I.. VII.LKIiilA.

For Sale ^Exchange.

LADY MARKHAM,
PAU1KU iiijoiii. 1:17; TRIAL, 2:1ft.

narck.dam by Western, Sound in every par-
Ucalar. bilX yaan Old, Drives Hingle or double. Also
her brother,

JESSE P.,

PAOBR aBCOBD, 2:36.

Canabow three beatl better than 2:20. They drive well
li bad und would make a great

team. Pot further *inrUfuiam uddresa
It. I> II m,;k . I

ciub Rtables, -urn Taylor 8k, 8, P.
Or Itrocder und MporUtmun.

DAWTON Mill-I.THIK is a ba>
pure-gaited trotter- He will be given

S<3XJI>^.T>3" SIOS,
SIRE OF NUBIA (3), 2:29 1-4.

Siretl hy Sultan. 2:24 ',slre of Smmboul, 2:07'*2: Alcazar, 2:20'.,. and 2« others in 2:30 list i, dam Lady Bab-
cock, dumnf Elector, 2:21' ,. irrandsfre ofJoe, 2:29 -<; Lady U raves, dam of Nadjy,2:2<>.and ^ulwood, 2:26'.,, Soudan,
2:27' ., sire -of Xublii. 2:2!»', \, by Hamblet.inian 725 isireof Ifteen 2:S0 nerlormersK second dam Dubois mure, by
a Bon Of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudau's progeny are all of goodjsize, perfect In

form, gentle In disposition, pure In sjatt and show great speed.
Both of t)ie*.e Btalltons will make 'he season of 1893, ending July 15th, at $100. with usuul return privilege, at

the Moorland stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage 35 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further panicuiurs address D. J MUIXPHV, Moorloud Stuck Farm, Miluhn-, Col.

SIMPLE, YET A PEHFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CnNRDhTS IMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted to hard breeders, but 1 dispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and piactical'y insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of casrs. Every one satisfactory
.

With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service or horse, thereby saving his vitality.

i
pm Id:-., t'lly, I n. I., 1 1. !..!" i- 21. I Ml':.- -Tlrs is t.> certify that 1 have u«ed Dr. Canaday's [nipregnator with

frreat aucceason mares which no stallion could have cot In foal. I consider it a great help for valuable stallions,

ive well ii- tor owners ofmares.—Chan, Kobiheler.
n. S.-'Covault, \' s

, .Sajnirstown, Indiana, says: I impregnated a nine-year-old mare that had been bred
every year for five years and never was with foal until now. I transferred the semen from another mare and
the horse bus not touched her.

Prli e |I0, sent by mall prepaid to any part of the United States and Canada on receipt of price. Send money
by draft, money order or regi'-tered letter. The money must accompany the order to receive attention. Sent
C. o. TV by express when preferred.

Chicago Meolcal specially House, Sole Agents for V, S. and Canada, 3.58 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Nntwnnrl ^tnrk FarmrUTHER ->FARM>-:
- 1893

IS l I U V II W lUUIl 11 I The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,1 16
RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE YRg.

By GUY WILKES, 2:151-4; Dam, LI DA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.'

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

XUTWOOD WII.KK* Lsahandsome
Chestnut in color, stands 15.8 bands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

CO

CM

M.
J

f liUY WII.Kfig, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p) 2:11

Alannah (p) 2:11S
1 Regal Wilkes, 2:11^

Mota Wilkes 2:MJ4
Chris. Smith fp> 2:1

1

1^
Hazel Wilkes »_2:14«
Hulda, 2:HV
Una Wilkes _2:li

And 23 others with records
from 2: IS to 2:30.

f Geo. Willi.-. 3:22...
Sire f.f

I
Harry Wilkes 2:

I Guy Wilkes 2:

(Wilson 2-

Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes 2;

And 7H others in the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Bam of

Guy Wilkes 2-

El irahdi 2
William L

(sire of Axtell '3)
who sold for $105,000].

l.v,

2-5'
i

CD

9 -
O £

Eh

P

L LIDA W.. 2:18 1-4...
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:2

At three years.

( Nutwood liOO. 2:18 3-4
Sire of

! Manager 209li
1 ockheart 2:13
NutbursL. 2J4=tf

i
Belmont Bov 2:15
Nutpine 2:15^,'

! And 96 others from 216 to

< 2 30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2:109* isold for

I $125,000); Sabledale (2),
I 2:H3V: Vida Wilkes (31,
I 2:HJf: Myrtle (3), 2:19^;
|

Nutwood Wilkes (3) '2:20' >,

and 40 others from 2:1 * to

Belle
Dam of

Lida W 2:18M

f HAMBLETONIAN 10

I
Sire of Dexter, 2:17J{, and

I 89 others Id 2*0 list; and
) dams of Stambonl. 21W%,

and 91 others in 2:30 list

L DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAWCBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 2( fn the 2:30 list and
the dams of **4. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18!<.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19W),
by American Star 14, sire
of t and of the dams of 45
in the 2:10 list,

BELMONT 64
Sire oi Fred Arthur. 2:14"i;
Nutwood, 2:1^^4'; Wedge-
wood, 2:19: Viking, 2:19^,
and 38 others in tho list,

and of the dams of 47.
Ml-iS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08V;
Nutwood, 2:18^; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24 1

;;; Russia, 2:28;
andgrandam of Kremlin,
2:07*.

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,
2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and

the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2-23J3 (sire of Lucy.
2:18 l

.i ; grandsire of Stam-
bonl, 2:07^).

REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:18VO
by Williamson's Belmont
islre of Venture, 2:27^ ; 8
dams oi 2:30 trotters, and
gTandsire of Directum (B),
2:llW).

The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893
Season begins February 15th and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES
Glen Fortune

Fee, $50 Cash

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARK* AT SAO FOR THE 6EASO\.

CALIFORNIA Xt'TWOOD I" u handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches
high. and is the sire of Maud C, 2:19; Annie C, 2:25: Albert H., 2:27*,; Mollie C, 2:37 '4, and several others
knocking at the door. He Is by Nutwood 600, ^:18\

f
. dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31,2:27. This represents the

best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

MOTF" Vou will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-nu I L. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 creat performers in it, but the greatest ofsires
as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedigree of two youns stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15' ,, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 215 list Nut-
wood, 2:185)', is not only the greatest living sire, but Is also ihe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and bis daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
cannot M;e how one can make a mistake in breeling a good mare tn eitberof the stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season free of service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at ?5 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
It, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at $10 per month. The beat of care will be taken of mares but no liability for
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal.. via broad giiage
railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
leave the place ontll all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th tn Aug, 1st., 1893.

TTo"u.ia.s Stools. F'or Sale.
gsr Vlsitors'welcome any day, Address

MARTIN GARTER,
Nutwood Stock Farm, - Irvington, Alameda Co., Cal.

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the datn of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gailed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20) (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05}, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two years), 2:10}.

Jester D 5696 -

Fee, $25 Cash

MARES.
Fee, $15 Gash

Fee, $15 Gas
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-vear-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th
; after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro CalGILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 215 1-4

GUY WILKES.
SABLE WILKES,

A few approved mares outside of those already en-
gaged will be received at $750 each for the season-

Three-year-old record, 2:18. Limited to

twenty outside mares, 1893.

SABLE WILKES, 15$ hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
j

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the treason.

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very
handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

WIL DIRECT,
and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stand? at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Reavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13} ; third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19], Ha Ha, 2:22j, Moses S.,

2:22J, and others. $100 for the season.

"Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the charge will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

WILLIAM OORBITT,
San Mateo Slock Farm. San Mateo. Cal.

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2:17 3-4.

BY AXTSSO.
First dam, Lucy Patchen, by Geo. SI. Patchen. Jr.

Second darn, Fanny Brauham. by American Boy, Jr.

Third dam. Puss, by Lance, thoroughbred.

WILL STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

AT THE

Oakland Trotting Park.
FEE (CaHh Id Advance) 850

Return privilege season of 1894 If horse Is lnState.and

bas same ownar.

Mares pastured or fed as required.

BEN WRIGHT,
Oakland Trottioe Park.

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
Son of Imp. PRIKCB CHARLIE an.1 INNIB

BUSH, hy I.K\l\i.lO\

WILL MAKE THE
Season of 1803

AT
SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.
This younc horse (ball-brother to the great four-mller

Boabwhackerj Is bred on the same lines as the mighty
Salvator. and as he Is a fine Individual from the great-
<-t [•reducing families In England and America— the
Btockwell and Lexington-must make a great Blre.
Addreas all communications to IVt. CAHR

tsaota Itu.n Race Track.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:-

a:fl:ivj:.

RECORD, 2:223-4.

STANDARD BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitore at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,
Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm. San Leandro.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

-Mil,!) BY BUI/TAN, <:! I. D\>l MADAME BALDWIN dam or MAJB8TBB, S:M : BAY HOkK. 2:30 l-S: mid PA«ll i

•Ire or MM no. 2:2?,, HY I II K MOOR Mil

Private Stallion For 1898.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE w'a™TAVl

Ĥ JH^J^J££
>u'a KV,"" K " ,N

For further particular* address THOS. BONNEB. Santa Bosa Stock Farm
Or apply to IKA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

STKIWVAV I,SOS
Sire of

\V. Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10

Caesar 2:t6

strathwav 2:10

ChosDertM 230
sir.- ..! Diablo

Lilly C 2:JOS
Baden. 2;.M 5

Steineer.. - 38)
Oasstdy 2:80
aii<) of the dams of
M«udC. -2:1!t;Pat

Belanev, -J :27' -:

Ally Slope* 238;
Stonewall, -:-^"L

4

and Bo u r bo n
Russell, 2:30.

(STRATnMORE 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 in the list.

ABBESS, by Albion
DamofSteiinviiy.::2r>'

J ;

Solo, 2:28: Soprano
dam i

* 3 in the list;

and Yi.-»ite, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:26!*.

i
ELECTIONEER 125, by

Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol,2:0S'., ; Palo
Alto, 2:(W^; and 130
others in 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

K VTV a
Dam of Chas. Der-
bv, 2:20 i sire of
Diablo [8 ,2:M , l

PANN^' MALONE, by
Niaeara isire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22W)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.-PTKIXKER is about 16 hands in

height and weighs 1200 pounds. He Is a grandly-finish-
ed, wt'11-halano-ti and blood-like looklne horse. He has
a neatly-formed head, fine neck attached to well-

sloped and power ftilly-muscled shoulders: good length
of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling and broad
hips: open, well-formed stifles: quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and lees. He is a clean-eaited
[roller and carries himsell with a great deal of slyle.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF

1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBART STOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee, $75

with usual return privilege.

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel'
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this magnificent farm make it the most de-
sirable place In this Slate for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K O'GRADY, Manager
A. B. <iO\Z»I.KS. 'Inner. 1122 O'Farrell S1..S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOl'R-YEAR-OL»> KECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the bates! double t*»am on the Coast and Yolo
,2:12: Tom Ryder (pi, 2:17J* ; Belie Button

: Mabel [|. 4,. 2:20; Rosa Mac, 2:20« ; Lucy
ira Z.. 2:234 ! Logan, 2:2314 : Maud C..

boe. 2:29 .. ; all these are race records ; no tin

fedlgn Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Builnn.by Napa Hauler ; second

pacing mare, n Lb. byCopperbottom, Alexan-
i

nt Reliance. 2:22*4 : Tommy Todd, 2-24: Nellie
Paicfceo, •.*:.•:

,
,by Oeti. M Patehen Jr 81, record 2j27,

:n Lady i 'riitn (< lun i
i 'i oen. Dana, aire of dam

lit ,M . ::!:-,
i.
bv Brown's Bellfonnder. (ieo. M.

i i-ii in ±Z0 list and his sons and
ni an- notwl f< »r their speed and breeding-on

Kveri perln-iniT «lred by Alexander Button Ih

ni nl ii nonstandard nmre- ut iti<- time Ihey were
drrd. V< inniter wlml mares hp nu« bred to every
<-<ill from Ciyil-iidnle-. up could trot f«»t.

TKRMSlSlOO FOR THE BBA80V.
1 be paid at end of season, Blares not

.mi foal may be returned next season free ol

charge Good ]
ui-tii ni k'e furnlKhed at }2 per month, and
to prevent accidents or escapee, but no

ibittiir | imed
win Oaobe ' reek Fnrm.wnich in situated

Minn]' i veal of Yolo Station,
All marei sent lo Volo Iri my care will be forwarded

li W. \Y4IOI>AIUI. Prnprlelur.
Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

WILDIDLE
I lie 13real Ron of Imp, Australian and the

Tori Quern. Idlfwlld, by Lexington),

BIBB of

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,
ELLA DOAKE, MAY I'., Nomad

uri'l u host of Other S.igb ('lass winners.

MONDAY FINAL,
h '-t, ..t M I «v tm.i i uiih- .1. , bv WlUldlr,

Will. U 1KB Ti

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM.
Santa Clara, Oai.

H II.IUIM.I-; ii-.: B950 (brlln

HONDA i i IN vi. 7.% •

Paaturaaw an
ni'.nlli. ti lentil oj

i

II. < . -II l'**i»\'.

- '

BOODLE 58?9"-*
Will make the SEASON OF 1S93, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.
PEDIGREE. (-Vermont Hero 141

fGEN. KNOX 140,2:31';

Sire of 16 trotters and 21 ( Dam of Searcher

I

GEN. WASHINGTON 1161 _ i siresot 32 and 14 damsof
(Trial 2:20|. Sire of Poem, 14 in the list. r Mambrino Chief 11

2:19V: Presto,2:22; Prose, I LADY THORN', 2:181d 1

2:27 .'•_.; Gen. Benham, ,

-:2&'j. Sister to Mamb. Patehen J59 I Rhodes Mare, by Gano
rH I Stronger 3030 < Ox Eve. 2:2.8'-: Luzerne, and grandam of Pattl,

Slreof 2:27^; Mambrlno Thorn, 2:24. ("Hambletonian 10

^ I
Broomal 2.17K 2:29, and 4 others In 2:30. i ABDALLAH 15

{

r! I Bellona 2:19'4
I I

Sire of fi trotters and 13 ( Katy Darling

05 I
Nominator.. 2::i'. [.GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14 i sires of 106 and 22 dams

I Boodle 2:2lC Trotted 114 heats In 2:20 1 of 27 In th list ( Abdallsh 1

nT Moloch 2:21 '-. and under, and won more I, OLD AB, 2:40 <

rS I Stanza 2:22 '.-( money than anv other Dam of Daniel Webster. (.TJntraced

m { Hazel Dell... 2:24« trotter that ever lived.

Si I Nominee 2:24', ( Abdallah l
10

I
Strawrler.... 2:26",

|
HAMBLETONIAN 10 1

ra
I

Myriad _ 2:28 '4 l Mre of 41 trotters and 119 (Chas Kent Mare
T Kathleen 2:29'-.

|
JAY GOULD 197 < sires of 783, and 63 dams

5 I Cebolla 2:29$ I (Record 2:20)4; trial 2:19',
i |

of 72 in the 2:30 list. c American Star 14
O I Pen Horu.... 2:30 Sire of Plxley, 2:16; Adele I LADY SANFORD J.

O 1
Gould, 2:19: King Philln, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; I Old Sorrel, bv Elton

O LBrJde _ < 2:21; Alladin, 2:26^: An- AllieK, .2:29'..: Lizzie K., Eclipse
2i Dam of Trenton, I sonia, 2:27'j ; Dude. 2:27'-, 2:30'>: Nannie K., 2:30'^. ( Vermont Black Hawk 5W 2:41 1 ,.fuUbroth'r Dundee. 2:28, and 14 others f ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25'^-

to Boodle, 2:21!^. I In2:301ist. And 2:15 with mate: sire ( Messenger Mare
i.TIDA (record 2:38 1«-|

{ of G trottersand 19 sires

Sister to Le Blonde, trial 1 of 71, and 14 dams of 15. rAbdallah 1

2:24, record 2:34^. (.DAUGHTER OF
\
tTJntraced

PESCRIPTIOX.
BOODLE, in color, is a seal brown: stands 1G hands and weighs 1.100 pounds. He has splendid limbs, a kind

disposition, and is, in fact, a perfect horse in every respect. He is only seven years of age, and has not been bred
to many mares, yet all ol his progeny show lliat they are destined to be great performers. BuuDLE was never
handled for speed until very late last year, and many who saw him get his record believe he will trot below 2:20
this year. TKRM*. SlOO KOH THK KKAMI.V, with the usual return privilege. Excellent care taken of

mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. A'. A. STOCK.TOX A ' O. . Ownera.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p), 2:26 1-2

f DEI. BCR. 2:24
Sire of

I Don Tomas 2:20

I Cousin Joe 2:2034

San Pedro (p) 2:10%

IMOUEiVB
Dam of

Guide 2:16M

f Clay Pilot 93, sire of Fred V '

(THE MOOR 870 < Billy R.. 2:24'.;, and others,
Sire of

Sultan. 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
1 2:07^, Beautiful Bells 2:29 (dam
I of Bell Boy, 2:19'4,and Hinda
I

Rose. 2:19).
I GRETCHEN

Dam of
Romero. 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of

Incas, (2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18). (Hambletonian 10. sire of Elec-

' By NORWOOD 522 { tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2:0";*.

(Belle of Wabash

I
Mambrlno Pilot, sire of Mam-

i brino Gift, 2:20; Hannis,2:17' ...

(Canada Chief

Sire ot
Tommy Norwood, 2:24^

;

Norwood, 2:26^'.

DAUGHTER OF .

lLady Fallis, by American Star 14
dam of Gretchen (dam of
Clinkstone, 2:14).

(American Star 14. sire of dam of
I

Dictator isire of Jay-Eye-See,
4 2:10. and the dam of Nancy

Hanks, 2:04).

L Harry Clay 45, slreof dams of
Electioneer and St. Julien, 2:11.

DELWI\ 14.681. Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, if he has no set-

backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor: in color he is a dark dapole bay, sound as a dollar ; 15.1 W hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds ; be is one of the finest-formed horses fur great speed in the land ; has the same level
bead and intelligence that his half-brother. Guide, 2:T C '^, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson ofThe Moor, Stamboul. 2;ti7 1*; he has two crosses ot American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul. 2:07 'u ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:18^, combinUg altogether the same blood lines that lay in
he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20. Kan Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Cousin Joe,
2:20'4. being a full brother to the dam ;of Sable Wilkes. 2:18, sire of Freedom. 2:29V, Sabledale, 2:18'j, and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all'show the trot out ot any kind of mares.

TERiiS £4(>, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not be re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamhle.

11,404,
Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-'Jld,

Will Make the Season of 1 893. commencing February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track. Ple^santcn

SERVICE FEE (With uaunl return privilege), payable at end of Season M-.. 8lOO

m\ I) I /~\ was foaled 1S89, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2'^ bands and in conformation,
r\ I > Lj ' " disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14^', was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark of his
speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions 1 in
America. He is hy chas. Derby (record 2:20 in sixth beat), brother to Sieineer, 2:2!i l

_., by Steinway; dam Bertlni,
sister to Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 in a sixth beat), by Alcantara, record 2:23; second dam Barcena (dam of
AJariC, sire of Victor H., 2:20U), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12 'i on half mile track and 15
others in list); third dam Bland ina. dam of six producing sires, including Swigert and King Rene), by Mam-
brino Chief 1 1: fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21^, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,
sire of KopbronU, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway, dam Katy G., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer : sec -nd dam Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22j£);
third dam Fanny W'ickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, hy imp. Herald, out of a daughter of imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid. Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermire and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:nSi,. appear in this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Steinway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes Pilot Jr., Mambrlno Patchen, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MUKRAV <fc UUHAltn-i, Owner*. .... IM.KA^AM O.V, CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id fourth lltnl.

0) (-DIRECTOR 2.17
tO , Sire of
pj" DlriTi 2-05'i:

^J Dlrtctum (3) 2:11^
I

Evangeline 2:11^
Miuiiuret 3 2:12)*
\\ nldflielo- 2:22)4
Siulla C 2:26
and 12 other 2:30 trot-

ters

Si
H i

3D
I

a
j

I

'A

r*DICTATOR118
Sire of the fastest double-galted hors<>

In the world. Jay-Eye-see, 2:1

< grand sire of the queen of the luiT,

Nancv Hanks, 2:04, and Is sire of 35

1 In 2:30 list, etc,

t,DOLLY
Dam 01 Onward, 2:25?^; Thorndale,

2:22K; Czarina, 2:21; Director, 2:17

MM 1 A W
(Died at 4 years}

WaldHleln was hei
only foal

^ELECTIONEER 125„

61re of Bunol, 2:08l< : Palo Alto, 2*8^
and 180 othera in the list

/'Hambletonian 10

J The king of the trotting world

{ Clara, by American Star 14

Dam of Dexter, 2:17)* ; Almr.
2.28V Astoria, 2:29)*

{Maubbino Chikf U
Sire of 23 sires

Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majo1ica2:25and
Abdallah Mambrlno 3715

Hambletonian 10
Sire of 40 In the list

BISTFB
Dam of Bonanwi. 2:10>* ; Albert W.,

2:20; Vixen, dam ot Vlda Wilkes,
2:18)4, and Sabledale, 2:18)*

{John Nklson 187
Sire of 4 and the dams of 8 In' 2:!U

list

Lamm i i MaBE
Dam of Aurora, 257, and grandam
of 4 In the list

-,. In color, he lea dark ahade ot brown with two white coronets; stands 15J*

mdn and welgli* 1 100 lbs. He Is one of the handsomest and most perfectly formed BtalllonB in

i- Hit Que, Intelligent dmu], well-shaped im-k, strong MumMera, short back, powerful loins, heavy quar
,, i

. Weii hsped barrel) beaTT, musonlftr BllOes and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
hones excellent pHMenmmirt feel at once commend him in the oliwrveraa a representative trotting horse. In
disposition in- Is faultlem, i^lngklnti, gentle and level-beaded, His gait Is perfection, and his racps during his

abort can .
i <<n 1 1n- iru.w «iilv dcmonMlrate the game qualities which he poseases. His breeding cannot be Bur-

p«.-^t-d Hi- wilii' iinlv M.n nf hliLctor out oi an fLleciloiieer mare standing for service. Or his sire, can any
more pralf- \«- >i\\<\ i ban ihut hl» r-onn anrl ilaughtern prove more sensational every year, and the races won bl
Dlrpcior, Evangeline, Direct, Margmret 8. and the rest atamp hhnasone of the most prepotent sires? Wald
Ml^ln'ndam In by tin- immortal Electioneer OUI 01 MHl'Tidam of Albert W.,2:20,tl)eBireof J^lttle Albert, 2:10^, the

g»meattrollfiraeeii lo lMt2, and Vixen, lheonl.v mare thai has a two-year-old and a three-year-old with record!

lower tlian 2:19 1. Wat<lM.-!n'h third danJ WM the famous Ij»molt mure, oneof the greatest mares that ever came
i,, i fcllfbrnta, 6bo was also a groal brood mare. Waldsteln has four yearlings that have records; one has a re-

oord of ::,\i '., another 8:05, another 8:00 and the other 8:08. AH his colht are natural trottere, perfect In lorm,
wjlld in ciph.r ami very mh.iieIv built. W»ldst«ln cannot help being one of the greatest of slrea. To the student
ol breeding, conmrmallun and quality h« nils the Ideal.

^FRVIPF TFF ^fiH O*'
11 ' 1 u" 1"11 return privilege), for the season commencing February latandendlng

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Days Each Week, at
San Jose Race Track 2 Days, and ac

Fisher's Ranch, Coyote, Santi
Clara County, 2 Days, from

Feb. lOtb to June 1st.

MERRIWA.
HABESA

Attai line

td

p

Yattendon

9 w

GOLDSBROUGH

Fireworks

M 3 59p p

H
a o 23

u| o |t
o 2

= — VJ» P zi

takeii of luaiws. Addn
Jose 30th. No responalbuMty aaaumed for accliients or escapes, bui the best of car*

H. h. (mmjobooM, Weodlsud, Cal

And so on to the nineteenth dam.
MERRIWA Is amagnificent black horse, standing

15.3 hands, bred in 18S6 by Frank (tevnolds, „f Tocal
Vide Australian Stud Book. Vol. IV., folio 158 By
Goldsbrough irom Habena, by Yatterdon from Alhol-
me, by Blair Athol fmrn Habena (winner of l ooo
Guineas in England), by Irish Kinlcatcher from The
Bridle, by The Saddler from Mooneda, bv Taurus from
Mona, by Partisan. Merriwa is undoubtedly a. very
fast horse and through an accident which rendered-his
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace bv winning. Heis des-
cended from one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races the

A. J. C. tit. .Leger Hawkesbury Grand Handicap/and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles ; aire five vears •

weight, 128 pounds : time, three minutes, thirty-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that lime
Goldsbrough had produced up to 1S93 220 winners in

the colonies.
Among thewiuners by Goldsbrough are the follow,

ing: The Broker (winner Normandv Stakes and V.
B, C. Sires' Produce Stakes and Adelaide St Leger)
Morpeth i winner Tultersall's unp, Anniversary Handi-
cap and Australian Cup). Impulse (won Wagga Gold
Cup), Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cup), Sorella, Melos
L'K

J
'

,

C
\ ,

Derby and lje^rer a,ld v - R.C. Champion
fetakes), Algerian (Tattersall's Spring Handicap, Syd-
ney Handicap, Ac ), Cardigan [Winner Tattersall's
Foal Stakes, Hawkesburv Grand Handicap Great
Metropolitan Stakes. Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &c.), Devotion, Merriment (winner Tram^av
Handicap and Hawkesbury Guineas), Ellerdale (Win-
ner Tattersall's Cap and Hawkesburv Grand Handi-
cap}, The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gift) Keith
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Rose Hill
Handicap, <fec.), The Orphan. Albina, Jettison, Manola.
Cardoness, Kilmore, (winner Boval stakes), &c, <fcc
Athohne, the grandam of Merriwa, produced

Habena idam o( Merriwa) and Narina.both winners of
Manbyrnong Plate. Geraldineand Huntingtower each
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Athol-
me's stock have performed with pnenomenal successm that envy of all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate.

I KiniS - . £<iO FOR THE SEASOS,
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at $5 per
mouth. Mares cared for in anv manner owners may
desire and fed on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonahlf rates. x responsibility assumrd for accidents
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THUS. (i. .lOVhS. Agent.
^ ^ c ^ Oakland Haee Track,
Or Care San Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street, Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEEKS
Young Fashion

Fashion Monarch

I i I

Hurrah (Imp,.

Jovial Newminstet

S3

"a
S 1
o, s

&'i

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by SUvereye
eleventh dam, by Spanker. {.See Bruce's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page *32.
HURRAH, aire of Three Cheers, produced tha
eat winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqnlta, Ohio boy,

._ ellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red For, Medusa.
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Middletonand
many others.
NEWMINSTER, grandelre of Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster In 1851. His dam, BEES-
WING, was the winner of fittv-four races oat of six-
ty-four starts, among them being the Doncaster Cup
of 1837, 1840, 1S4i and 194!, the onlv boise that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her sire wat
DR. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS com! IneB, in addition to the

above, the great strains of Bay MiddJeton (winner of
English Derby, St. Leger aud Two Thousand Guln.
eas>and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOUCHSTONE, imp. TjaUSTE-LD, EMIUDfl
andSIRCHARLES.
As can he seen by the above, Three CheerB is bred

In the speediest ana stoutest lines. Hie. dam, Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the onlv
horse that ever beat Asteroid a beat), Liverpool,
Co'unahla and Ronnie Rate, the dam of Little Butter*
cap •*, <i the flying Bonnie Lizzie. His grandam.
Fashion, was the greatest race mare of her era.de*
(eating Bosivn In that historical match at four-mile
heats that 1b recorded as one of the greatest events
in the annals of tut *urf.
THREE CREKRba.** beautiful bay In color, per-

fectly sound In wind ana M cab, his family on both
sides being noted for their exemption from curbs,
spavins, roaring or any other neredltarv unsound.
ness. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
type of i he thoroughbred are especially Invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. He has already aired th*
plendld performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seventy-live Dollars lor the Seas.»u.

Good pasturage at (5 per month. Mares careo for
in sny manner ownera may desire ana fed on hay
and grain, either or boih, at reasonable rates. None
but competent grooms employed, but no responsi-
bility assumed for sccldcnti rrepcspes.
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

HDICTATUS:
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON « $100
(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved oatrida mares.)

U±\J InlUO
(sire of 88 in the^ . dami Miga LoLLIE) by DICTATOR 133 (sire of

Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29J, and grandam of Hill Boy

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino .Abdallah. 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4l3 (sire of Maud S., 2:08f, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07|); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. "WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief, His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this foast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

For Further Particulars Address

Belmont Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAY,
Belmont, San Matko County, Cal.

OAKWDOD PARK ST0CKFARW1
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

SIRE OF
W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year. Old Reeord, J:l©.

C,«»4R, 6. Year-Old Record. 2:16 1-2. 8TB.4rHVV.4V, 6- Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CIIAS. DERBY. .Wear-Old Record, 2:20 In Sixth Heat.

LILLY C. , 7- Year-Old Record, 2:20 1-4. BADEN, 5-Yenr-Old Record, 2:24 3-4.

8TELYEKR, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:29 1-2. CAS8IDY, T-Yur-OU Record, 2:30.

(ALL IN RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, 2:19; BARO.VSTBIN. (pablic trial) 2:21; ALLY 8LOPER, 2:28,

PAT DELA.VBY, 2:27 1-4. and BOl'RBO.t RUSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON «150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
sntE OF

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record - ... . »:14 3-4
(Son or STEINWAY, dam RATY »., by ELECTIONEER.)
TEEMS FOE THE 8EASON tlSO

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Sod or RED WILKES, dam .MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son or CLOYIS, dam bv WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOE THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY let
Mares should be shipped to Onkwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, CaL, per 3. P. K. R.,

via Martinez Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage |5 per
mooiiL, Mares fed bay and grain, fio per montb. For further particulars and catalogues, addreia

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Danville, Ce-atra Ceata County, CaL

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Ked Welkes 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 in

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26$; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 6963 as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 bands, 1.400 lbs., yet bandy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-

pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and deveJoper of

many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

FRED FOSTER,
HAnronn, Tn.AitT: Cottott, Cai»

GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

hi

©

Win make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS BANCS, atxmt one and
one-half miles west of Napa CSly.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of line form, level-headed, intelligent, and cones
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE
{Hambletaoian 10

Sire of 40 in he list

Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11

Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24}

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 (Hambletonian 10

f NORWOOD 522 ] Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26J Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26*

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF •) Great sir.- of broodmares.

(. Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $ 100
Usual retrim privilege.

STANDARD

DIRECTOR, 2:17 _

Sire of Direct..2:05J

Directum (3). ..2:1H
Evangeline 2:11}
Margaret S 2:12J
Waldstein 2:22*

Stella C. 2:25j
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

LMOQENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26*
Guide 2:16}

Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY iB a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in

1393, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17*, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19J, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $ 60
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BERRYMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATOH, 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED ZBTT

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THE

SEASON OF* XQ03.
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SaN MATEO.

Service Fee .... $40
Socrates stands 16:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beautiful

shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California-

His action is perfect, and aa he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

hipment, and care of mares, etc , apply to

K. O'GRADY
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY n * L
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IN STAKES AND PURSES.

I U U
f
U U U THE NORTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION

TROTTING AND PAGING HORSE BREEDERS
Opens the Following* Stakes for 1893, to be Trotted and Paced at

Washington Park, Chicago, September 4-16.

ENTRIES TO STAKES CLOSE MARCH 1, 1893.

No. I. Infant Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. ™!°£°l^
ble to colts, fillies and geldings, bred and foaled in one of the States em-

braced in the Nnrtiiwestem Breeders' Association, viz: Illluo 's' £™""i"
Sin. KtehlBan.Oliio. Indiana, Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa, Nevada Kansas.

Montana, Waho, Wyoming and Colorado; entrance lee - per

Oenl -'i Of which 510 must iiccompaiiY tbe nomination, aiarcu i, ima,

.and colt must be named; §10 April 20. ^August -i.

4200 of lb is purse will be reserved as a consolation purse for colts starting

in ih.-un-ina! Make and not winning a place: dash one mile, no distance,

n, v dividt-d in both states 60, 25 and 15 per cent.; when but twostari.

65 and S5 per cent.; walk-over, entire stake (a rait winning a race will t>e

entitled to Hist money and that part of the purse which any distancert

borsH miirht stand to win). Rules of tbe American or National Trotting

Association to govern races as above, with usual conditions; alisiaKesare

for trotting unless otherwise specified.

We 1,'iarantee the full amount of the stakes as advertised, no more, no

less. Tbe association reserves tbe right to declare off and return first pay-

ment on nnv stake that does not till satisfactorily, but a nominator may
mm-lVr hh"e-iUrv to anv other stake offered by this association within ten

davsatt.Tiiotn-e'tliat said stake is declared off. The association reserves

ihe right to change the order of strikes as may be necessary, or declare ofl

on account of bad weather.

Mo. 2. Juvenile Stake-Guaranteed Purse St.200. SffiftlfSi

!

3:00 class, trotting. Sameconditionsas No. 1, except that entrance to this

stake Is 8 per cent 1 16, payable as follows: 510 March l, when stakes close
,

and colt must be named ; glD April 20, 310 Jane 20, and ?6 Aug. 21; mile r

heats to harness, best two in three; distance 200 yards.

No. 3. Hopeful Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. IzJ;^-,';'
2^0 class trotting. Same conditions as No. 1, except that tbeentnmce fee

In this Make is 4 per cent., §48, payable as follows: §10 March 1, when
stakes close and rolt must De named; §10 April 20. §10 June 20 and §18

Aug. :i : milebeats to harness, best two in three; distance 200 yards.

For foals of '

1889, eligible

to 2:30 class, trotting. Conditions same as No. 1, except that entrance fee

to t bis stake is 5 percent., S60, payable as follows: §10 March 1, when stakes
j

close and colt must be named: §15 April 20, §15 June 20 and §20 Aug. 21; i

mile heats to harness, best two in three; distance 150 yards.

to
orld.

For foals
of 18 90,

No. 4. Breeders' Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200.

No. 5. Columbia Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500. g»w<
For foals of 1891, eligible to colts, fillies and geldings, 2:40 class, trotting.
Entrance fee to this stake is 3 percent., §45. payable as follows: §10March
1, at which time entries close and colts must be named; $10 April 20, S10
June 20 and §15 Aug. 21. §3"0 of this purse will be reserved as a consola-
tion purse for colts starting in the original stake and not winning a place;
mile heats to harness, best two in three; distance 200 yards. Money divi-
ded in both stakes (50, 25 and 15 per cent. ; when but two start, 65 and 35
per cent; walk-over, entirestake (a colt winning a race will be entitled to
first money and that part of tbe purse which any distanced horse might
stand to win).

No. G. Inter-State Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500.
eligible to the 2:30 class, trotting Same conditions as No. 5, except that
entrance fee to this stake is 4 per cent., §G0, payable as follows: $10 March
1, at which time stakes close and colt mus be named; $15 April 20, $15
June 20 and $20 Aug. 21; distance 200 yards; mile heats to harness ,best
two in three.

No. 7. Champion Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500. 1%;::^,,;;'
to the 2:25 class, trotting. Same conditions as No. 5, except that entrance
to this stake is 5 per cent., $75, payable as follows

; §20 March 1, when en-
tries close and colt must be named ; $20 April 20, $20 June 20 and $15 Aug.
21 ; distance 150 yards ; mile heats to harness, best two in three.

No. 8. Washington Park Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,500.
For foals of 1889, eligible to the 2:19 class, trotting. Conditions, entrance
and distance same as No. 7.

No. 9. Side-Wheel Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. S',, $$
ble to the 2:40'class, pacing. Conditionssame-asNo. 5, exceptthatentrance
to this stake is 3 per cent., §36, payable as follows: §10 March 1, when
stakes close and colt must be named ; $10 April 20, §10 June 20 and $6 Aug.
21 : mile heats to harness, best t.vo in ihree. Distance 200 yards. §200 of
this purse will be reserved as a consolation purse for colts starting in the
original stake and not winning a place ; money divided in both stakes 60,
25 and 15 per cent.; walk-over, entire stake.

No. 10. Clipper Stake-Guaranteed Purse $1,200. !'i,:;. 'i';,

1

!;-,;,:!'

to 2;23 class, pacing. Same conditions as No. 5, except thaE entrance to
thisstakeis 4 per cent., $48, payable as follows: §10 March 1, at which
time stakes close and colt must be named; $10 April 20, $10 June 20 and
$18 Aug. 21; mile heats to harness, best 2 in 3. Distance 150 yards.

Distance 80 yards,

Stake No. II. Guaranteed Purse $1,500. S^TtSs™
1

^.^,:
ting; entrance 5 per cent.. §75, payable as follows: First pavment, $20,March 1, 1*93, at which time entries close and horse must be named and
eligible; $20 April 20, $20 June 20 and §15 Aug. 21; mile

'

best 2 in 3; money divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
5 per cent, extra from winners.

StakB No. 12 Guaranteed Purse $1,500. Ks^lrotti^S,"
trance 5 per cent., and 5 per cent, additional from winners ; same condi-
tions as Stake No. 11.

Stake No. 13 Guaranteed Purse $1,500. SSSSSU^lg;
entrance 5 per cent, and 5 per cent, additional from winners

; conditions
same as Stake No. 11.

Stake No. 14 Guaranteed Purse $1,500. SrScC^tig-
entrance 5 per cent, and 5 per cent, additional from winners ; same con-
ditions as Stake No. 11.

PACING STAKES.
Stake No. 15 Guaranteed Purse $1,500. SlSVAZS'iJItS]
entrance 5 per cent., and 5 per cent, additional from winners; conditions
same as Stake No. 11.

No more, no less; eligi-
ble to 2:20 class, pacing;

entrance 5 per cent., and 5 percent, additional from winners; conditions
same as Stake No. 11.

No more, no less ; eligi-

ble to 2:15 class, pacing ;

entrance 5 per cent., and 5 per cent, additional from winners; conditions
same as Stake No. 11.

Stake No. 16 Guaranteed Purse $1,500.

StakB No. 17 Guaranteed Purse $1,500.

SUBSCRIBERS liable only for the amount paid in, but all amounts paid in shall be forfeited' to the Association for Stakes.

In Stakes Xos. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. a horse distancing
the field, or any part thereof, will he entitled to first money only.

Usual weather claase is stipulated.

R. L. ALLEN, Secretary, Joliet, HI.

SAMUEL McINTYRE, President. L. G. HARDY, Treasurer. G. W. PARKS, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
Spuring; JVEeeting; 1893

J-TJUNTIE XVtfcL to
$20,000 I3NT PURSES. $20,000

&4Ltti, Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes to Close March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Class.

THE SPRING RAGES.

Every Horse Must be Named -when Entered or the Entry -will be Void.

Salt Li.!..-
-

- Driving Park Spring Meeting will

be ht-ld In June, 1893 (exact dates given later),

witii [In- following programme of races :

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.
Purse.

2:20 1'ace - »1,000

2:40 Tn.i -100

Two-year stake :No.2i l.ooo

Dasa 200

MONDAY, Jl.Xb 19, SBCOSD DAY.
3:00 Trot 500
3:00 Pace 500

i Trot 500

'ash 300

TUESDAY. JINK 20.THIRD DAY.
1,000

2ju Pace i,ooo

:..\ Pat 500
. Hull- .Mil.- Dash 200

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21. FOURTH DAY.
Purse.

2:29 Trot ? 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year Stake (No. 4) 1,000

Five-Eighth-Mile Dash 200

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot 1,000

2:30 Pace 500
2:45 Pace 400
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash.... 300

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000

Three-Year Slake (No. 3) 1,000
2:25 Trot 600
One-Half-Mile Hun and Repeat 300

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot 1,000

Merchants" Stake, 2-year-olds (No. 1) 1,000

Derby Kun, 1W miles 600
Reserved for Special and Novelty Races.... 2,800

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STARE RACES FOR TROTTERS.
Stake Races Close March 15, 1893

1. Mile Heats, bent 2 in 3. Merchants' Stake,
Si,OOO.—For Utah, Wyoming and Idaho, two year-
olds or under. Entrancefeeas set forth in conditions:
$10 payable March loth, when colt must be named, ?15
April 15th, 515 May l5lb and 510 on or before 7 o'clock of
day previous to race.
2. Mile Heats, bests in 3, Stnke Si,OOO.—For

two-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth In
conditions: $10 payable March lotb, when colt must be
named, S15 A ril 15th, 515 May 15 and $10 on or before 7
o'clock of day previous to race.
3. Mile Hents.best 3 in 5, Stoke 81,000.—For

three-year-olds or under. Entrance fee asset forth in
conditions: 510 payable March 15th, when the colt must
be named, §15 April 15th, 515 May lotb and 310 on or be-
fore 7 o'clock of day previous to race.
4. Mile Hents.best 3 In 5, Make Si,OOO. —For

four-year-olds or under. Entrance fee as set forth in
conditions: 510 payable March 15th, when colt must be
named, 515 April 15th, $15 May 15th and $10 on or before
7 o'clock of day previous to race.

CONDITIONS.
In purse races five to enter and three to start.

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing tbe field in Purse or
Stake races entitled to first money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare off any Stake race that does not fill

satisfactory to the association, iu which case entrance
money will be refunded. In each race money will be
divided 50, 25, 15 and 10. The association reserves the
right to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American racingrules togov-
ern. Money in running races divided 60, 30 and 10. 2>£
per cent, entrance and 2'~ additional from all winners.
Entries to Stake races close March 15th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G-. W. PARKS, Secretary.
P. O. Box 975. Salt Lake City, Utah .

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Irxi-perictl Veterinary Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A8AFJ RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

taotlyon hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quartet I Brittle Hoofs, Sore tfeck, Harness and Saddle (falls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

i„ regard 10 lb merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

receipt of 60 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00
uarter gallon cans.

A '"""M A 'x ""DEB8 TO
IMPERIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT CO., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.HK PAH KXI'llKHh lilt iHMi.lli ClIAIlUKg. ' ' '

JSr- ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. -©«
J". .A.. SIoKerron, Agent.

Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST ia the

Market.
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want,

a box, by mall. Prentiss Chemical Co., 406 California
street, San Francisco. CaL Sold by all Druggists.

sfore. After,

ABSORBINE
"Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, toroughoutpin and all puffs
and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost
time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In
yours? Price, S3 per bottle.
Put up by W. F. YOUNG,

Jtferlden, Conn*

Why Let Your Neighbor
be more progressive than you.

Remove all puffs and swellings with ABSOBBLXE.
Send ?2.00 for large bottle, or $1.00 for trial bottle by

mail. W. F. YOUNG,
Meriden, Ct.

J. K. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dug. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. O'KAVK, Atient Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMDRRAY & FISHER SDLKIES.

W. W GREENER, PARKER BR~OS.rL.~C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabroug-h, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.

BREEDERS' DIREC10RY.

VdvertiBemeots under this heading 50 cents per Hoe per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLH.

BAYSWATFR STflfiK
Fln, ' lv bred horeee and ma«*unionaitn OIUUR. of Oils noted breed for sale at a

bargain, or will exenanue for cattle. Address J.HtLNLkN, San Jose, Cal.

SOUTHER FARM Ionn« """el"*"1* stock for saleuuuinLn rnnm. PiratclaaB breeding fcrro. Good
track. Horses trained nml l>. mnl.-il, K\.-el|em noMur-
age. Address south KR FARM. OILJBERTTOMP
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. SsSSia'SB
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Aiiois and
Galloway cattle. Youngslock of above breads on hand
for sale. Warranted lo be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILKY, <i;ikw#»d
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co ( al

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods

CATALOGUES.

THE PARKER GUN.

WE AltE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write Jor onr Dew circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST.. S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

afly latest patent on my carta is May 31st, 189'2, No.
475,974.

I IP YOU WANT TO SUCCEED "WITH
YOUR HORSES RUY

Bill' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

^They are the lightest and strongest and urn njhde Irutu
me best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell
Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle made.
They are the llght*-st running, hold the oil th*> longest,
»"id no dust ran enter the arm,
.-ome r»r the noted trainers pronounce my Speeding

and coniMiii-ii i"n carl" superior to any other.
Fron-Fron and Frank M. made their fastest time In

(his speeding cart.
Id ordering cans please state size of axle and height

lowheels

.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton^ Alameda Co., Cal.

- FOR SALE BY
J. A. McKF.RRON. 203-205 Mason St., San Francisco.
H. c shaw plow works, Stockton, c,,i.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or Bend for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Oonn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK IODB DEALER FOE THEM.

..Qd for UlDBlrmted < ni«loeae

-M t NCTAOTPBJD " —

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
^|i>«»«Ni»Ba to I,, r. SMITH Pulton. N. Y.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4 2:25 1-4
In a race to

Wears tte
| FROU FROU

Agents for

San Fbancisco

ntLZ CART. Sacramento.
| BILZ CART

S.F.jBAKER & HAMILTON} Sacto
Call aad see.theni. Just what.y

PRE$ton'$ FillHi;
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLYABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Very visible, Hilary to Stock lmponwible.
MadeofNo. I3SPKINO STi KL Wire gui

.

Wffl not Has or break. Nearly double the hi. ' inn
of nnc oilier. Requires no stays. Runsahoui 16 f~H

to the poiuitt {«-IhkI by leading Breeder*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economica. '

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'r'G. CO., Hornellsville, N-V
oraddress SCHODER, JOHNSON A CO., Ui Angelti Cal.

BiW/lil BitoB notiuWjjKr, UU„ Ban Krancmco, Oal. I

Easily and quickly put up. Ask your dealtr lor It : If

be does not keep It. write for sample anu irn .

VINEUND BREEDING FARM. ST-OT'tft3E
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17)5, Homestake, 2;l<;
Sires—Alcona 730 {sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Olav Duke
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandslre of sila* Skinner, 2l7r
GraDdLsalmo, 2:27 V ' full brothe- to Grandee. lbr.-e-vear-
old record 2.2S3J), Stallions, br.jodmarew, allies and car-
riage horses, theget of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOKBKR, St. Helena,
CaL *

PETER SAKE A SftM Llck House, San Francisco,Ttltn OflAL 4 OUn, Cal.-Importers and Breeders
for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds ZjSJ&SSASSBl
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale ond Retail Dealers in

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL LIKE OF FISHI.VG TACKLB

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
aa*Orders by mall receive prompt attention

The Biggest Thing on Record

.ilimiljifor Race Goers.

UETiONE PROM WIR i\fe\~. SDKALhH.
IT'S IJMMBNSB1

YOU'LL in-, nun; ii i in
From No. I to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It is published seml-ruonthly during the racing season

and is but 010 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Brnndwnv. Vmm York «"liv.

Wn send th" mnrvr-lmirt Fron<-li

Remedy CALTHOS fr«^. mi. I n

le al uarapteethal ('altiios will
-•TOP l>l«t-hnrc<-« A Kml.-t-.n-.
(tRF. N tM>rmnt«rrh«*n.Varlcoci.>l(<
iltld Ki ^ ! «1 Kl I. .-I M;„r.

Use it and fa v \fsatl
A.]Jrr«, VON MOHL CO..

Bole Anrrlran Acrnl., t'lncliiiinll. Ohio.

ANIaL-MIDY
Tlu-se tiny Capsulos urcsuperior

I to llalsam of Copaiba, >^""^\

1 Cububs and Injections. f/fJDY]
1 They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diwe:ise9 without anyincon-

Iveniencc. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

I
,l.-\i<.n..h/?ilM«»offm

#1Iv<t nnil 1-

• II. f Taken.,. M ttmi '--M l^ 1

• tiinl li.-ttl '

• KIl'ANH ii«i Mh ' r'O IDSpraoo Bt
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DOXAHCE BROAD-liAKiK ROUTE.

COMMENCING SUNDAY, NOV. 20, 1882, AND un-

til further notice, boats and trains will leave from and
arrive ai the Ban Frauclsco Passenger Depot, Market-
street Wharf as follows

:

FROM SAN FRANCISCO FOR POINT TIBURON,
BELVEDERE AND SAN RAFAEL.

Week Days—7.40, 9.20, 11.40 a.m.; 3.30, 5.03, 6.20 p.m.
Saturdavs onlv—An extra trip at 1.50 p.m.
Sunders—8.00, 9.80. 11.00 a.m.: 1.30, 3.3t), 5.00, 6.20 p.m.
FROM SAM RAFAEL FOR SAM FRANCISCO.

Week Davs—6.25, 7.55. 9.30 a. in.; 12. -15, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.
Saiurdavs Onlv—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—&10, 9.-10. 11.10 a.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 5.00. 6.25 p. m.
FROM POINT TIBURON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6.50, 8.90, 9.55, a.m.; 1.40, 4.05, 5.35 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.
Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.S5 a.m.; 2.06, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco.

DESTINATION
| Sani^ncico.

Week
days

Sun-
days

I SUN-
| DAY'S

Week
DAYS

7:40 a m
3:80 PM
5A5PU

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00PM Santa Rosa !

'
:30pM

8:50 am.
10:8.1 a M
6:10 F M

7:40 am
3:80 r.u

8:00 am

Fullon,
Windsor,

Healdsburg,
(

10:30 a m
Litton Springs, 7:30 p m , 6:10 p m
Cloverdale
and way 1

stations |

7:40 am 8:00 am
Hopland

and 7:30 p m
TJkiah. (

6:10 P M

7:40 am 1 5:00 am 1 Guerneville. 1 7:30 P m 1 10:30 A m
3:30 pm

|
I

6:10 PM
7:40 am 1 8:00 am 1 Sonoma and i 10:40 am 1 8:50 AM
5:05 PM |

5:00 pm| Glen Ellen, j 6:05 PM
|

6:10 pm
7:40 AMI 8:00 a M

|
SebastopoL 1 10:40 a 1 10:30 a m

3:30 pm| 5:00 pm| |
6:05 p

I
6:10 pm

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at Geyservllle foriSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
Goalala and Point Arena; at Cloverdale for the Geysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport. Willi ts. Canto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Wesrport, Usal, Hydesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petalunia, ?1.50 ; to SaDta Rosa, *2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
83.40; to Cloverdale, *4.50; to Hopland, ?5.70; to Ukiah.
86.75; to Sebastopol, $i70; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma. 81.50; to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma, 31 ; to Santa Rosa. $1.50; to Healdsburg, $2.25;

to Cloverdale, *3; to Ukiah, (4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to
Sebastopol, 51. SO;, to Guernerville,|2.5rt, to Sonoma, 81; to
Glen Ellen, J1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
TETER J. McGLTNN, Gen. Pass. A Tkt. AgL
Ticket offlces at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Rules and Regulations
-<w TH*—

KTATIOKTAL
Trotting Association

AND TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

PBICE BT V1TT„

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30o

Blood Horse Rules - 30o

P*r l»le u Ike OBee of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Strset. S. P.. Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

Tbbt (treat practical horse book Is a handsome,
thrw ho Ctavo, bound In cloth, elegantly

initial, and explains in i-v.t'v

detail the renuirkable luccem >r ciiaki.ks marvin
tod tba wholo plam and method* potsned at EUo Alto

training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keep-
ma breeding I " ' "<

Read ,tbe owner "I St Bel, savn of
thlttKtok: "In Uih work Miirvln him let out all the

i of the craft, and n la bo simple and plain thai
owner, trainer >>r robber who has any

.. oh colt an a yearling and
ll illi extern thai oolt's

•: roitcr. The wort Impressed me ho
tiiui I have oi only i opli , and ball

. rubber on our farm."
Mini" iO, \<!'!ri-NH

THE HKKKDKH AND SPORTSMAN,
l!S BlMh Ni.,s«ii PrmndftOO, Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
106 >-l TTKH 8TRBBT, ». v.

Oholco Liciuors

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI RACE TRACK
Rent of stalls, %2 per month each, In advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed if stall Is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows : Single horse, ?1.50 per month ; two or

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton,

and oats at $1,60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

In addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coasu

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, CaL, October 27, 1892.

ITS OBJECT
rs to prevent dis-
ease, to regu late
the bowels and
urine: it strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and leg swell-
ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bots,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has the beneficial effects uuu results of grazing
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTELL.mgr.,
\6£3 HOWARD S!

SAN FRANCISCO
'

. CAC-

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

OS-SEND FOB TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

mwro
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President S. HAT.F.Y, Setfy

md for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse s Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
ParU Avenue, 6an Franclaco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes aud Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
mg horses.

Telephone No. 3159

KIVATI OPEN M.I

j. M. PARKKR A 00

Aim. Mori & Go.

Fashion Stables,
221 i.i.lih STREET.

Thfl best accommodations aflorded (or the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ot Livery Stock,
wlm IlonwHand Vehicle* of every description.

Orderncan be left with UNITED CARRIAGE OO.'S
AGENTS.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, ftoprietor.

W foriitr H.'iirnv "lid Hu.li Hti^-i-t.,

HAN FRAM-IM'ti.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copjrights,

And. all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventorswithout;

Charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

ISfThis Company is managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in the

United StateB, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscribers against unscrupulous

and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printingthls advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bilityand high standing of the Press Claims Company,

Notice to Secretaries.

STZETEtHO- c*3 OO.,
OFFICIAL RACE PROGRAMMERS,

Are prepared to pay the highest prices for programme
privileges. References furnished from the leading asso

cia lions and public press, colors and numbers furnished

and everything that is requisite to make the work of

compiling programmes readable so that the public will

have no trouble in distinguishing the horses. As our

dates are filling rapidly for the spring meetings we
would be pleased to have all secretaries of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us immediately in regard to

their meetings.

STERN <&CO.,
Care Breeder aicd Sportsman.

Trie Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
— : HAS OPENED A :

—

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE OAKLAND RACE TRACK,

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTBINER'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FBANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

elephone 14S5 J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mall. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

WM. WAINWRKiHT.
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Go to "]MCa,y©s"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
RntrancR on California St

Samuel Valleait. Jas. R. Bkodie

J. R BRODIE & CO..
Stoam JPrlao-ters

AND DEALERS IN

> ooi-Sellcrx' and Book-Make™' gupplleH

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

phivatk rooms for fa.miim -

882-834 Pine Street, below Montgomery Pi
JOH,\ BKRUE/.. Proprietor.

VETERINARY.
O. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,

1350-1352 MARKET ST

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and "Veterinary Infirmary,
.\u. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco

Tafee Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

M. R. C. V. S., P. E. V. M. P
VETERINARY SURGKOIV,

Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sui
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State veterinary Med
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 52*
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. A. R. Rowat, D. V. S.
OFFICE HOURS OF FICE HOURS

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO 3.30 P. M

HOSPITAL FOR iJOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Sureeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York

.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Resedence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Sureeon.

820 HOWARD ST., IVEAR FOURTH.
Graduate of the American Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of New York, burgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Free advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence at
hospital. Telephone, 3306.

DRE.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
SIO GOLDEN GATE ATE., NEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERTNARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. TurkiBh, Rus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

ROUS INJECTION

u
A PERMANENT CURE I

id from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate '

Ci»des ;
gnaranteed not to produce Stricture;

no sickening doses; and no inconvenience
or lose of time. Recommended by physic-

,

ans and Bold by all drugEistB. J. Ferrf,
;

auoceasor to Bron). Pharmacien, Paris, i

To Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball <V Footballlst»>
Horse-back riders, Boxers ami Oarsmen;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, skat'
or swim a loup distance, USE

ANTI-STIFF

CO

It is a marvelous preparation for Strengthening th*
Muscular System. With Auti-Stiff there ie no' fait!
required; '5 (roes straight for the muscks, and yon car
fee-lit at work. It h:is a peculiarly wurzninsr, comforting
ind stimulating effect on all weak or etifi' muscles cno
sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in use
Rub it into the muscles every nicht for a fortnight, ano

you will be pleased at its supporrint,' and streni-'theniu?
properties. There 1b not, nor has been, anything like »'

all now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocations am:
Liniments, both in substance and effect. Rome Athlete*
are eo fond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
S. F0U6ERA & CO., AGENTS FOR ll- S. 30 H. V/ILUAM ST ., N. t
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DRINK GEYSER TABLE WATER.
.1 PREVENTATIVE OF GERM DISEASES, RECOMMENDED BY LEADING PHYSICIANS.

BOTTLED AT THE FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GEYSERS.
BE"WARE OIF* IMITATION'S.

THE FOLLOWING LABELS TO BE POUND ON EACH BOTTLE.

— __^--«fe_

opiti'^^^^s&s^^= ^fefe

GEYSER WATER C?
|

INCORPORATED
lj MEWyORK. CHICAGO

5AN FRANCISCO

IliCKmHjjoJn C'pP

LAY THIS BOTTLE 0N1T5 5I0EIURC00LPLRCET.
TW5URTER ISSUES FROHTHEERRTHiMHinPEIimiRE
OFZIZ '/motsTHEONLYWATEROHTtlEnmKCTTiffllS

J) MOILED IIIimTURE's LRBDRRTORYw/lNATURAL MINERAL WRfER CRISPAND EiPRRKLIWr
US A J7IBL-E V/ATER HRS MO FOURL,

ENOOR5FD B* THE LEADIHG PHYSICIANS

GEYSER WATER CO.,

C. L. DING-LEY JR., Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, CROCKEK BUILDING.
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The McKerroo

CHECK BIT.

TOOMEY'S NEWEST ::

It is an educator It is humane. It gives perfect control of the horse.

It is made in different sizes, so that it can be used for colts as well as aged

horses. Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

F»r Sale by

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer,

203 and 205 Mason Street,

San Francisco, Oal.

FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Put up in one style only.

Price. $3.00.

A, P, BUSH & CO.,
14-9 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and C:inada.

Beicure of Imitations.

Acknowledged by leading horsemen of the world
tobe/"\|k|| V preparation hi the world that

tlie vlll LT will remove a Bone Spavin after

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" [ have thoroughly tested Ossidixk for the

removal of Splints, -Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never

failed me."
N.B.— Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. BlacDonough, and the

winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-

known English race.horses have recently been
treated successfully with OSSIIUNK. We also have
authority to refer'to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.

S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. C.ebhard, and liuii-

dredsox others, from whom we have very flatter-

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. X. Criitentoii. A. B. Van Nest & Co.. and

;
C. M. Moseman &, Bro., Sew York City ; Becker & Wick-

ser, Buffalo, S.Y.; George I)e 13. Keim & Co.. Pliiladel-

! phia. Pa.; Morrison, Phimmcr & Co.. and Peter Van
i Schaack it Suns, Cliicaco. 111.; John I>. Park & Sons, Cin-
cinnati, O.; F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, 0.; Floyd Ji

Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Meyer Bros.

Drug Co.. St. Louis. Mo.; J. K.Cook & Co.. Kansas City,

Mo. ; Mack «fc Co.. San Francisco. Cal. ; Robinsoii-Peltett

Co., Louisville, Kv., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

PNEUMATIC SULKY
With Extended TRUSS AXLE.

UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRCSS AXLE SULKY HAVE BEEiV THE
MEANS OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 3:06 TO 2:30 IN THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be bad in any other one sulky made. If you want the

best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we ar<the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO.. - - Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S. A.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

should be done.

Also Waukegan Barbed Wire and Genuine G-lidden Earbed "Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

^Parties wishing to buy-

XV-HVE. BOWN'S
Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

a -s
8

s s

o
c
a
p.

H
s>
•-(

a
a.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For 6aU* l>v Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent for the U. S.

Write for a special list.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.

Wallace's Year Book

Pat pending

G

JXTITUB
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
U '. mi.- the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

Iwi mimeni ol Dining Beta, Fancy Chain and Rockers, Etc All their (tirnlture

a large stock of Office Furniture. Carpets, Bugs, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,

•-1S92-*
PUBLISHED BY THE •

/imerican Trotting Register flss'n

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue LoUera. Write

for testimonials from the best hqrsemen in America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of. *3 00

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, 111.

BS~ Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULTS

Caustic
Balsam
A Safc Speedy and Positive fare

The Safent, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments tnrtnild or severe action.
Romovos all Bunches or Blemlshe* from H«rw«
arid Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or burnish*

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price 81.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, chnrecs paid, with full directions

for Us use.- Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland 0.

750 MISSION STREET,
llrlMfni Tlilrd and Fourth Htrrrt-. 8A\ Mt \.\u-ru.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness.

DRUNK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you Want

Clears the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the
Dcrvea. Ifyou use If'iuor at nil, never be without it,

worth one-half your life. Greatest liver ami kidney
specific ou earth. All dniggis'a keep it 26 cents a box,

by mail on receipt of pr(c«. Prentiss Chemical .Manu-
facturing Co., JOtiCalifoniiastreet, San Frauciaco. Cal

T»]SrElTJ3VI^-TIO TIRE STJUIS.IE3S.
767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

$5tO$15 p
„!L

dW
LIGHTNING PLATER
»n<l (limingjcwolrv.waLchca
Ublrware, Ac. Plktcj lb*
(local of Jowilrj good U
D<-w, ..ii nil kind.- of mel-l
with gold, silver or nickel.

No experience. No capital.

Kvefy ii "-i baa Roodi nr-cd-

-_lnnpla,tlTiK. WnOtanla lo

fflavvui-ts. Write for circu.

lira. II. E. DF.IJ40 J.
Co., t oluiubua, O.

CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the library of

bery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
iight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1S93.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^.a«flr

The first volume will contain summaries of all

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of

trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List of 2-.30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of- 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:16 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tico or more
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages ol

valuable and authentic information in regard w
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vders will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delai

should order at once . . - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 IU>H STRbET, 6. F

P. O. Box ilOO.

IF YOU WANT ^FORMATION ABOUT

Address a letter or postal card to

TIIK PRESS CLAIMS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDCRBURN, - - Managing Attorney,

P.O.Box -163. WASHIXtiTON.D.C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN. PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of

duty in the retea Iar Army or Naw wince the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1532 to 1842, and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.

Send for new laws. No charge for advice. Noiea
UDt 11 successful.
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

Jim.

Borne horses have high-toned names, but it didn't matter with him ;

Some folks 'ud a called him James, but he answered only to " Jim."

We raised him up from a colt, of a common sort of a stock ;

But he rose above his breed, as you can see by his walk ;

Faithful always, an' kind, and the pride o* my dead wife.

And I wouldn't o' raised a whip to strike him to save my life.

I'd as leave hit one of the kids as to lay a lash on him,

An' fer an all-round horse thar wasn't none belter than Jim.

fitiddy an' straight at the plow, he always knowed when to tnrn,

So fer either gee or haw he didn't have any concern

;

He started or stopped at a word, no matter how hard the work
;

He went like his heart was in it, and never was known to shirk.

And when I would drive him to town to the surrey he seemed to ieei

prond

With all o' the family behind him—an' it wasn't no little crowd.

You should seen him throw out his feet an' lookin' so slick an' trim,

Allowin' no others to pass, fer they couldn't git 'head o' Jim.

Money couldn't a bought him—I'd as soan hev sold a child—

The very thoughts o' the thing 'ud set the household wild ;

No treatment was ever too good fer such a critter as he.

An' he seemed to be thankful fer it, as any time you could see ;

Why, the baby could straddle his back and slap him, an' yell with

delient.

An' he'd take him around the yard until you'd laugh at the sight,

Fer he'd go with a careful step, lest the bady should tumble down.

With the other children laughin* an' followin' 'em round.

But the seasons got poorer an' poorer, an' I saw my profits fade,

Till I couldn't pay my debts in spite of all Jim's aid.

And a merchant I owed in town with an officer came fer the horse,

An' there wasn't no use of fightin' to try to prevent it. of course.

I felt like my heart would break—I could hardly get my breath—

An' all the childrenscreamin' an' cryin' theirselves to death.

J Im seemed to know what was wrong. He looked back with a sor-

rowful eye
When the rascals led him away, an' I went to the barn to cry.

If Jim had a died an' gone it wouldn't hev been so bad,

Fer I felt like the feller who loses the girl he thought he had.

If she's in her grave that's an end. but to see her some other man's

It's misery enough to make him lake bis life with his own nan's.

I hadn't much heart to work, but I had to struggle along.

I had two other horses, but they wasn't very strong.

I held to the plow behind "em, but my eyes 'ud always git dim

Till I couldn't see the furrow—a-sighin' an' thinkin' o' Jim.

The little truck I could raise I hated to take to the town,

Fer every time that I did I'd see Jim trottin' aroun'

To the finest buggy I ever see, with nice harness on,

An' Jenks sittin' straight with lines in his han's. an' I wanted my gun.

An' if Jim 'udsee me he'd neigh an' want to come where I was.

But he got the lash—an' 1 cussed the rich an' railed at the laws,

An' then I 'ud turn away, fer my head was beginnin' to swim,

An' my yery blood 'ud bile as I went home a-grievin' fer Jim.

I am very sure that Jim felt as bad about it as me,

An' hated ole Jenks the same, an' soon he got mean as could be.

I'd hear that he'd try to run off, an' kicked, an' shied out o' spite.

He wasn't the same old horse, tho' I fell it was perfeckly right.

But I tried to get reconciled to it, an' went on with my work best I

could.

Kext year some money I made, fer the season an' crops they was good-

An' at dinner one day, as we sot there talkin' o' him,

Who should come tearin' an* stoppiu" in front o' the gate but ole Jim
j

Ole Jim, with his harness on, an' a piece of a shaft at his side.

I knowed that sumpin was wrong. "Jim ! Jim !
" the children cried-

As we all run out to the gate an* found he was all in foam,

An' they patted bis neck an' rubbed his face as they welcomed him

home. ,

Well, ole Jenks he was somewhat hurt in the smashup that occurred,

And was dreadfully mad at the beast, as might easily be inferred.

1 bought our old luve for a song an' paid it down with a vim—
That horse there under the apple tree, with the children around him —

that's Jim. —A. W. Bellaw in The Horseman.

Traditions of Trotters.

In 1788 there was landed at Philadelphia, from a failing

vessel, some English thoroughbred horses. Several of them,

exhausted by the voyage, were carefully taken to shore, but

one, a rugged gray stallion, with a ringing neigh, stepped

briskly down the gang planks and dashed away from the pier,

with two grooms holding him in, &ays the Western Horseman

This was the advent of the famous Messenger, destined to ex-

ert a greater influence on the future stock of America than

any horse ever upon the continent. A few of his descendant^

in the fourth generation still survive, Stamboul, 2:07 A, holding

the stallion record of America, is in the fifth generation

through his dam, and the eighth through the dam of Sultan,

while Kremlin, 2:07J, a formidable claimant of the standard
record, is in the sixth remove through the male line.

In 1795 a bay three-year-old colt was introduced into Ver-

mont by a man who was in debt and who offered the colt in

part paymeut of the claim at $100, which was declined. He

was then hired out for a year for $15, and used in clearing

timber land. The little fellow, for he was only about fourteen

hands high, wai a prodigious worker, and could draw a log

with ease, which a more bulky horse, weighing 1,200, could

not draw its length, and after a day's work he could run three

or four eighty-rod races, beating all comers. He lived to a

great age, and was the sire of a universally popular strain of

horses, for he was Justin Morgan.

A raw-boned, rat-tailed horse, foaled 1822, traveled under

saddle from New York to Kentucky and was returned to New
York after a not very successful season. So little was thought

of him that his service was free when three years old, but he

was sold for $1,000 when seventeen years old. At thirty-one

years he was sold for $35 to a fisherman, who either to 6ub

due his still untractable temper or from brutal indifference,

starved him, and so he died, leaving a son, Hambletonian 10,

to show that the blood of Abdallah 1 was a golden current,

although he had shown his merits in very good sons who

trotted a dozen years before he died of neglect.

Once upon a time (in 1829) there was a son of imp. Mes-

senger called Topgallant, who was spavined in both hind

legs. When he was fourteen years old it was discovered that

he could trot. At twenty-two he trotted four four-mile heats

against Whalebone. The sixteen miles were trotted in 45:44.

Two years later old Topgallant trotted against seven good

horses four three-mile beats, winning first place in one heat

and second in the last. Next week he won a race of three-

mile heats from Whalebone. He was an old-fashioned

trotter.

It seems that as one great race mare finished her career an-

other appeared to take her place and eclipse her. In 1838

Lady Suffolk, a five-year-old inbred Messenger mare, made her

first trot in February for a purse ot $11. She was on the turf

until 1853, won eighty-eight out of 137 races, and earned

$35,011. She was owned by a hard and unrelenting man who

sold her to a better man to take care of her in her old age.

She won her harness record of 2:28 in 1 884 and was champion

trotter for nine years.

George Wilkes has told in a story full of sunshine how J.

A. Vielle on a June day in '59 was attracted by a rough-

coated and bob-tailed little mare tied behind a drover's wagon,

and bought her on the spot for $175. A year before, as a

four-year-old, she had been sold for $13 as willful and unser-

viceable. Mr. Vielle sold her within a monih for $350 to a

Mr. Perrin, « hose care changed the crazy, Highly, half-rack-

ing, half-trotting little mare into a true stepper, with a long,

low, locomotive trotting step. She won races that year and

was entered in the racing calendar as Flora. Perrin sold her

to his brother for $575. She won other races, and again

changed hands for $4,000. In 1853, the year Lady Suffolk

retired, Flora Temple tied her lime, 2:28, to a wagon. Sin-

raced quite steadily, showing herself a greaf weight-puller and

invincibly game; changed hands twice and was again sold to

Win. McDonald for $8,000 in 1858. Next year, fourteen

years old, she trotted twenty three races against the best horses

and won twenty-two, beating Ethan Allen, Princess and Geo.

M. Patchen. Her last race was in 1803, when she had been

on the turf ten years. Her last appearance was in a review of

stock by Gen. Grant. Her record, 2:19], was made in 1859 at

Kalamazoo. She had won eighty-six out of 103 races.

Flora Temple's successor, Goldsmith Maid, was foaled in

1857, and by a grandson of Abdallah 1, out of a daughter of

the same. She was wild, timid and unmanageable until

bought by Aiden Goldsmith in 1865 for $500 and a buggy,

who made her quiet and gentle without loss of spirit. Her
first race was at eight years. She went into Doble's hands in

1867, and next year was bought by Doble & Jackman. Though
very successful, she lost five races to American Girl and five

to Lady Thorn. In 1872 Wm. H. Doble drove her a second

heat in 2:16$. She was fifteen then, but nineteen when she

trotted six heats at an average of 2:17A. She trotted the same

season three heats in 2:16, 2:15J and 2:15, and in California in

2:14i a year later. Her record of 2:14 was made at Boston in

1874. '

_

Flying Jib and George Starr.

While the handsome pacer Flying Jib was carrying every-

thine before him last summer his owner, Captain Milieu

Griffith, left his home in San Francisco and took up a tem-

porary residence in this city. He was accompanied by his

wife and two daughters, one of them an invalid, who has been

under treatment of New York specialists. On the journey

across the continent the party stopped at Chicago and saw

Flying Jib win his engagement at Washington Park. During

their stay here Captain Griffith and his family have lived at

the Brunswick, and they are now on the way back to the

Pacific slope. The Captain is a stoutly-built, active man in

middle life, and would pass for a prosperous banker or a Wall-

street broker who was well op the ladder of prosperity and
beyond the worry of puts and calls. In his youth, however,

he went through a'l the hardships of a sea-faring life and witi

for sometime a resident of this city. In San Francisco he is

well known from his connection with the whaling business in

which he is still engaged, and among the road-riders of the

California metropolis he takes pre-eminence as theowuerof
the fleetest pair in San Francisco, if not the whole world.

Flying Jib made a national reputation on the turf in one short

peason, but before he ever pulled a sulky Captain Griffith

drove him with another pacer, whose name. While Cap, sug-

gests his color and his owner's nautical connection as well.

The first time this " hurricane " team appeared in public was

at the Bay District track before 3,000 people, where Captain

GriSith electrified the crowd by letting them step to the quar-

ter in 29} seconds, and despite the time lost in negotiating the

lurn caused by his lack of experience in " weathering a cape"

on wheels, the two geldings stepped to the half in 1:02J. From
there they were pulled up, but could certainly have made the

mile much faster than the record at the way of going.
* ;

It seemed to surprise the boys, especially the professional

drivers, when an old fellow like myself could show that much
speed with a team, said Captain Griffith, speaking of this per-

formance ;
" and the only one of the latter who was graciooa

enough to acknowledge its merits was John Goldsmith. He
stepped up to me and eaid, ' My father was a prettv good

reinsman, and my brother and myeelf have been driving

horses all our lives, but yours is the most wonderful feat I

have ever seen on a race track."

Both members of thin redoubtable team will be on the turf

this season as part of Monroe Salisbury's stableFly. ing Jib

seems to have quite recovered from the lameness which fol-

lowed his terrific battle with Mascot at Terre Haute last Sep-

tember and has wintered well at PleasflntOO. His road com-

panion, White Cap, is a couple of years older and im !

be double-gailed, as he can show belter than a 2:30 cl

trot, but has so much speed when pacing that his urai
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be for the latter way of going. The breeding of this gray

ghost is more obscure than that of his famous mate, as beyoDd

the fact that he was got by Peacock, 2:231, a well-known pacer

through the California Circuit, nothing more has yet been

learned, and the pedigree of his dam seems a mystery.

Though the exact caii:*e of the trouble which laid Flying

Jib op at Terre Haute was not discovered. Captain Griffiths

thinks that in going up the hill on the four-sided Indiana

track the big gelding injured a foot which once before had

given him a lot of trouble. He purchased Jib when he was

three years old, and found one of his fore feet wa* in bad

shape/caused by what is popularly koown as a " seedy toe."'

Having Lad some very unsatisfactory experience with veter-

inary surgeons in other cases, the Captain resolved to try a

treatment of his own, and instructed his blacksmith to cut

away the diseased hoof, keeping the bav gelding ankle deep

in tan bark until the new growth was completed. Up to the

time he was put in training this foot was quite as good as the

other, but it can easily be understood how any weak part

would be affected by the strain of the numerous fast miles the

gelding went on thi6 side of the mountains.
As a mark of his satisfaction with the way George Starr

handled Flying Jib through the stirring campaign of July,

A.Ogost and'September, Cap'ain Griffith presented him with a

valuable gold timer of the best- modem make just before he

left the city. His presentation speech was a very simple one

and in these words :
" I guess you'll find it all right, George,

and I'm sorrv vou're not with the outfit this year."—Horse-

The Great Stallion Race.

Success is assured to this year's trotting meeting at Fleet-

wood. The three stakes for the two, three and four-year-olds

obtained the handsome number of 111 subscriptions 3t the

start, representing nearly all the best-known breeding estab-

lishments in the country. But this number is probably less

than than that which will be reached when the most distant

sections have been heard from. In each eveut a good num-
ber of high-class starters may be safely counted on.

For the great stallion race six entries have been received,

and one or two more may yet come in, as they usually come
by registered mail. Though the number is less than has been
hoped for, they are sufficient to make up as grand a field of

"flyers" as has ever come together in such a race, when
quality is considered. Each one is a star of the first magni-
tude, the slowest by the record having a mark of 2:14. The
list is as follows

:

Directum. Iblk h. foaled 1SS9; record 2:11^: by Director—Stem-
winder, by Venture. Entered by M. Salisbury. Pleasanton. CaL
Nelson, b b. foaled 1SS2 : record 2:10 : by Young Rolfe—<5retchen, by

Gideon. Entered bv C. H. Nelson. Waterville, Me.
Statnboul, b h, foaled 1SS2; recori 2:07VJ : by Sultan—Fleetwing, by

Hambletonian. Entered by E. H. Harriman. New York.
Geneva, ch h, foaled 1SS7; record 2:14; by Leland—Bessie Forrest,

by Edwin Forrest. Entered by A. L. MeCrea. Jr., Gouverneur, N. Y.
Regal Wilkes, b h. foaled 1SS7 : record 2:1134 ; bvGuy Wilkes—Mar-

garet, by Sultan. Entered by J. H. Sbults, Parfcviile, L. I.

Alvin. ch h, foaled 1S&S ; record 2:13*4 ; by Orpbeus—Naucv, by To-
ronto Chief Jr. Entered bv Merrill. Laing & Claire, Tilsonburg, Ont.

Directum is the baby of the party. He gained his record
last year as a three-year-old, and Mr. Salisbury considers him
the fastest trotter living. Nelson is the horse which obtained
such notoriety from the unfortunate stallion race at Boston a
few years ago, when he defeated \lcryon, after which both
horses and their owners were eipelled. No horse in the world
has been more talked about, and that he will prove a power-
ful attraction is certain. He obtained his record of 2:10 in

1891.

Statnboul holds the fastest stallion record—2:07A—in spite
of the recent attempts to discredit his performance at Stock-
ton, Cal., last fall. Geneva is less generally known, but is a
horse of the highest class and well worthy to be pitted against
the best. His record, 2:1-4, was made last year. Regal Wilkes,
2:11$, and Alvin. 2:13V, very worthily complete the list as it

now stands, and as each of them materially lowered his mark
in 1892, either may be dangerous in the struggle for the $12,-
500 purse and the still more valuable palm of victory.—New
York Times.

Champion Sires Since 1870.

As a comparison table the following compilation covering

the largest winning stallions for each season from 1S70 to 1S92,

is given below. The age in the same instance indicates what

the stallions would have been if alive, as, for example, Lexing-

ton died in 1875, Leamington in 1S7S, Bonnie Scotland in

1 880 and Billet in 1888. All of the others that 6gtire in the

list are still in the flesh.
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-St. Louie Republic.

W

Klvis'. Jib, 2$5I, i- lbs fattest pacer descended from
Vl.-x tui.r"- \l-hllili in the direct male line ; Roy Wilkes,

he fastest from George Wilkes: St. Patrick, 2-14$, the
fattiest from Volunteer ; Wilkie Roaml, 2:16, thi

Woodford Mambrinoj Willanl M, 2 11. the luteal from
Matnbrinn Patches; Plowing Tide, 2:11,, and Merry Chimes,

he fastest from Kleetion,-.

from Blue Bull; Robert J., 2:04). the fastest from Harold;
Biles Medium, 2:101, the nwlest from Happy Medium. and
l!righlwo.«l. 2 I'.'. and Major Lambert, 21'.'|, the fastest from
I • iniel Lambert.

Joint Sale of Trotters. San Jose Race Track Notes.

On Wednesday, March 15, at the salesyard, corner Market Anyone who loves a horse, who admires the fine points of a
and Van Ness Avenue, Messrs. Killtp & Co., the well-known speedy animal, who does not need the excitement of a race to
auctioneers will sell by auction a list comprising nearly sixty

J

call forth his admiration, will be delighted any fine morning
head of broodmares, colts and fillies. Among them will be

|

with a visit to the track of the Santa Clara Valley Agricul-
found a daughter of Director, out of a sister to Creole, 2:20, a tural Society at Agricultural Park. The trotters pacers and
grand looker and bred to suit the most fastidious ; Chloe i thoroughbred? flying past the grand stand and alone the
Thome, a sister to Chloe, 2:23} and Dexter Thome, 2:25} :

j

stretches for their morning exercise, their smooth coats sbin-
Xutty, by Nutwood, the leading sire of broodmares ;

Cassiar,
J

ing in the morning sunlight, form as pretty a picture as one
a grand looking pacer by Soudan, out of Carrie Malone (sister could wish to see. The beautiful weather of the past two^^&^^S^^£^^vS^ I

-a-*" *"»««* superintendent of the tracks

fillies, a few bv Eclectic, brother to Arion, 2:10}, some daugh-
ters of A. W. Richmond, Xutwood, Coligne, Grosvenor, Whip-
ple's Hambletonian, General Taylor, Dave Hill Jr., Redwood,
Echo, Rustic, Director, Sidney, Soudan, Sterlingwood, Ad

an oppor-
tunity to put them in the very finest condition. C. F. Bunch
takes care of the track for trotters and "Billy" Donathan
looks out for the inside circle, which is devoted exclusiveh-
to the use of the thoroughbreds. Their duties of superintend -

L. Hewlett, of Oakland, adds a few well-bred ones, while T.
C. Snider, of Sacramento, sends two grand-looking, royally-

bred fillies.

miral, Adventure, Fordston (sire of Marvel, 2:241), Tempest, !

i°g are very much lightened by the carefulness and eompe-
and Whippleton. Capt. Ben E. Harris, the well-known horse-

j

t*nce of Peter Clark, whose services have been very valuable
man, sends a number of royally-bred, perfectly-trained road-

]

during several years past, both to the Association and to the
sters, broodmares, colts and fillies, the produce of his stylish, ;

trainers who use the track, among whom he is an especial
pure-gaited stallions and prize-winning broodmares. D. J. favorite.

Murphy also sends a number of youngsters by Soudan, 2:27.1,
j

The inside track is a great advantage to the running horses
one of the coming California sires, a horse whose sons and

|

aQd it is largely due to this that the park is such a popular
daughters are esteemed very highly by all who have purchased place for running stables preparing for the sprint and summer
them. He also sends some Dexter Prince and Director fillies,

j

campaign.
A third track has been added to those already mentioned

It is for use during wet weather, and is situated under the
cypress trees east of the Club House. The thick branches of
the cypress form an almost complete roof for the track which
is circular and a quarter of a mile in length. It has been

w .tovj j
"7" thickly sanded, well drained, and makes a fine place for gallon-

.Next \\ ednesday, immediately after the arrival of the train i ing runners during stormy weather. This improvement was
from San Francisco, the great combination sale of trotters will :

suggested to President Buckley during the recent rains bv
commence at the Xapa Race Track, headed bv the son of Al- I ,

Hen
.

ry Walsh manager of the McDonough stables. Mr. Buck-
. ,, -„„ ™, , . ,,. . _ ,., . ., I

ley lmmediatelv acted on the plan, and this wet-wearho-mont, Alcona / 30. There are few stallions in California that track is the result.
wet-weatner

have five trotters in the list, and Alcona is among them ; his
j

Mr. Buckley has a number of other improvements in con-
progeny stamps him as a sire of large, stylish, pure-gaited, j

temptation, and some already in progress. Among these

sound and intelligent horses—a class that there will alwavs be
I

latter "* a much-needed trimming and cleaning of the cypres*
j j < ti , -i e i. j en- i_i.- .v .

'

|

grove at the rear of the grand stand. This will make the narka demand for. The family of colts and fillies by him that are to I much more sightly ^ w*„ M more healthful for the ho^efb7-
be sold will be living testimonials of his worth. Xo better or

|
letting in more sunlight and air about the stables and permit-

more convincing proof, we think, is necessary. Either on the ' ting the ground all about to dry sooner after a storm. The

Napa's Great Sale.

track or road these representatives fill every requirement.
Besides these there are sons and daughters of Whippleton,
Director, Grandissimo, Mountain Boy, Steinway, Statnboul,
Kentucky Prince, Tom Benton, Silas Skinner, AJeoneer,
Harold Cossack, Xoonday, Privateer, and numerous other
sires out of mares that have been selected for breeding, indi-
viduality and racehorse qualities. Every horseman in tbe
land who wants to get representatives of the best trotting fam-
ilies on their farms instead of the individuals of unknown

park has long needed a system of water-works, and Mr. Buck-
ley talks of erecting a windmill and a large tank to meet this
want.

Mr. Buckley and Secretary Bragg have taken more than
their usual interest in the track this year. The president has
been on the ground almost daily ascertaining the needs of the
tracks and stables, and so far as possible supplying them, and
the secretary has made frequent visits to look 'after the finan-
cial affairs of the association. The directors, too, have been

breeding whose produce will never bring enough to pav for ,

wide awake
>
a?<: naTc seconded the efforts of the offices

their first years pasture should attend this sale. The consign- ; ^7 a-
m
?
lntal

.
mDg the popularity of the park and tracks,

ments comprise aR the stock owned bv the consignees. Noth- ! <r

he d 'rec'ors of the Agricultural Society this year are D. J.

ing is reserved, and every animal will be sold. The svnopsis '
M

7

nrPh7'
. !f -rl-n-'J--

S
" Montgon>«7, T. W. Hobson,

\\ m. Boots and Wilham Quinn.
There is to be something of an innovation in trotting circles

this spring. Heretofore the early spring meetings have been
almost entirely devoted to speed contests between running
horses. An opinion has prevailed among turfmen that trot-
ters could not stand a campaign beginning early in the spring
and lasting until late in the fall. On account of this longer
campaign of the runner it has been a general belief whether
well founded or not, that the thoroughbred is a more profitable
horse and earns more for his owner than the trotter can during
his shorter season of racing. Besides the public general!?
seem to demand an extension of the trotting season. These
facts have induced the horsemen of the coast to arrange a
programme for a number of trotting events at Sacramento
during the spring meeting that takes place there beginning on
the 9th of May; and also at the trotting meeting in Oakland
beginning May 20th. There will he five days racing for trot-
ters at Sacramento and four days of the trotting speed contests
at Oakland.

published in another column should be read by every one. and
all who wish to secure royally-bred, handsome youngsters at

their own prices should make an effort to go to the sale.

«

Dexter Prince 11,363.

There are vfij few great sires left in California now that

Sidney, Director and Slamboul have gone, but Dexter Prince

remains and will make the season of 1S93 at the Souther Farm
at $250 the season. Dexter Prince is one of the phenomenal

sires, and is destined to take a leading place among the very
greatest. Bred, as he was to all classes of mares, he transmitted
qualities that are sought after by horsemen, who love a fast,

game and pure-gaited trotter. Dexter Prince never had any
opportunities to compare with other sires of extreme speed,

yet his progeny demonstrate that they inherit speed. He trotted

eighths in fourteen seconds at Palo Alto, and if kept on that
farm would have made a much better showing as a sire.

He is one of the best-bred horses living. He is of good size

and excellent color, and his disposition is the kindest. In the
adjoining stall to his is the Elector stallion, Pleasanton, 2:29i,

a grand-looking, well-bred horse, and just the kind of a sire to

get large, stylish, good-gaited horses that will be useful any-
where, either on track or road.

Eclectic, Brother to Arion.

There seems to be no good reason whv these Sacramento
and Oakland meetings should not be followed bv oneofastmi-
lar character in San Jose. The horses will be in fine form, the
track in excellent condition, and undoubtedlv such a meeting
at an early season of the year when the weather is bright and
pleasant would attract large patronage from the public at large,
while those horsemen who are to participate in the two meet-
ings above alluded to would be especially pleased by such an
arrangement.
A number of the wide-awake horsemen at the track who

are anxious to make the horses in their care earn as much
money as possible for their owners, and who are not too con-

The colts and fillies by this grandly-bred son of Electioneer

are being spoken of very highly by all horsemen who have

seen them. They are large, well-formed, powerfully-muscled, ' servative to adopt a good thing when tbev see it, even if it does
perfect in disposition and as trotters pure-gaited. They know
nothing but trot, and as they inherit the blood of Electioneer,

the greatest sire of trotters that ever lived, and Xutwood, the
present king of sires, through one of his best daughters, there
is no reason why the Eclectics should not rank among the
choicest trotters in America in a few years. Eclectic repre-
sents the most fashionable breeding, and as a sire he will have
his first representatives in the list this fall.

Says '' Hark Comstock :
" "The Moor will always rank

with such other founders of winning strains as Hambletonian,
Mambrino Chief, American Star, Pilot Jr., Alexander's Nor-
man and Harry Clay. His blood has strong trotting inclina-
tions in its own right and its foals are ' bom a-trotting.' " It
is a sound and enduring strain, and not the least of its recom-
mendations is that even a remote cross of it is almost certain
to insure the best of legs and feet. Furthermore, like the
blood of Hambletonian, it breeds impartially through both
sexes. While it has reached its highest form through the
direct male line of descent, the mares have thrown brilliant

Beautiful Bells and stable have founded families of
their own, and to Margaret and Montrose, that great sire, Guv
Wilkes owes his fastest two trotters, Regal Wilkes, 2:11J, and
Huta Wilkes, 2:1-1,.

tiKNTi.K.MKS of the trotting associations, every dollar
judiciously expended in advertising brings five dollars in at
the gate. Don't lie afraid to begin early and then keep it up.
Gel s t'ooil man to keep your track and grounds in first-class
order, pay your secretary salary enough to enable him to de-
vote more than his spare moments to the business of your
aHROcialon, introduce novelties in your programme, keep up
with the limes, and your balance sheet will show a good
profit every year. But don't forget to advertise.

conflict with some of their preconceived notions, are now
rapidly getting their horses in proper trim for these early trot-
ting meetings. C. F. Bunch is working miles now with some
of James W. Rea's horses. Laura R., 2:21], is shaping up
first-class for the free-for-all at Sacramento. Ed Senter"s mare
Pink, 2:23;, will start at Sacramento in the 2:24 class, and is
already showing excellent form.
Minnie B., 2:29}, Ed Topham's fine daughter of Biliv

Thornhill, 2:24J, and Laura R., 2:21}, by Electioneer, will be
one among several entries in the stake for four-Year-olds of
the 2:25 class to be trottng at the State Fair in September, and
with her good showing in so short a time last vear her chances
for winning are exceedingly good.

Donathan has twelve thoroughbreds from Haggin's stock
farm at Sacramento in course of preparation at the track for
the summer campaign. His special pet for some time past
has been a five-year-old by Alcazar, 2:201, by Sultan, 2:24, sire
of Stamboul, 2:07;!, belonging to D. J. Murphv. This horse
unfortunately went wrong and died Thursday last. The ani-
mal had a history of his own. He was strictly trotting-bred
on his sire's side and his dam was out of a thoroughbred mare.
He was ineffectually tried for a trotter, but he wouldn't trot,
so it was decided to give him his way and make a runner of
him. Accordingly he was saddled and from the first went
very fast. Donathan, in his smooth, quiet way, that has so
often fooled the talent, zealously attended to this horse's train-
ing. He expected to use him to surprise the boys this year.
Some of William Yioget's neighbors keep dogs, and 6ince

early last week he has taken a strong dislike to the whole
canine tribe. He was driving a two-year-old fillv, bv Eros,
2:29*. at the time alluded to, when a dog frightened the ani-
mal, and a runaway was the consequence. Xobodv was hurt,
but a $160 sulky was badly wrecked. After the accident Mr.
Buckley very promptly ordered that all dogs at the track be
kept tied. This runaway is not all Billv's bad luck during
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ihe past week. His fine bay trotting stallion by Dexter Prince,

which he gave a record of 2:25 at Stockton last year to make
him standard, has been transferred by his owner, Adolph
Spreckles, of San Francisco, to the stable of Orrin Hicock.

This was not on account of any dissatisfaction with Mr. Mo-
get's management of the horse, but because Mr. Spreckles de-

sired to send him on the Eastern circuit. His former trainer

says he can get much faster than 2:25; in fact he expects him
to swing his mile in 2:10 soon.

Mr. Wicks, of Los Gatos, recently lost a very valuable

yearling fillv, by Antinous, out of a Nutwood mare that he

prizes very highlv. He has never bred this mare to any but

the best horses, such as Antinous. Boodle. 2:21 V ; Silver Bow,

2:16| ; and Henry, a full brother to Big Lizc, 2:24

The prospects for a very successful trotting season, begin-

ning early and ending late, are flattering so far, and it is to be

hoped that the directors of the association here may see their

way clear to hold an early meeting after the plan of those at

Stockton and Sacramento already mentioned.—Mercury.

Notes From Oregon.

THE ENGLISH RACE HORSE.

Short Sketches of Famous Sires of the Past.

[Written expressly for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

E. S. Kothchild has sent his stallion, J. S. CL, to The Dalles

to make a season.

Van B. DeLashrautt has engaged Charles Woods to handle

the trotters at the Witch Hazel Farm this season.

Already there have been dates claimed for four spring meet-

ings in Oregon, with probably two or three more to hear from.

Messrs. DeLashrautt and Ladd & Keid have secured the Ex-
position 6tables for holding their combination sale nest April.

Local horsemen have rented a room in the Hamilton build-

ing, which will be comfortably furnished for entertaining visi-

ting horsemen.

Van B. De Lashiuutt's tine filly Inez D. is daneerously sick

vith stricture of the bowels. The veterinary surgeon has pro-

nounced her beyond aid.

The North Pacific Trotting Horse Breeders
1 Association will

hold a directors' meeting March S, o fix the time and place

of holding its annual race meetings.

Vancouver, Wa«h., which boasts of the finest track in the

Northwest, has claimed June 14, 15, 16 and 17, as the dates

for its spring meeting. No doubt liberal purses will be hung
op.

Salem is to have a new regulation track of the latest im-
proved stvle. The Oregon records may be smashed to smith-

ereens next fall. If the brethern over the river expect to walk

off with the laurels of the Pacific Northwest this year they

will have to get up and " Nancv Hanks" a little.

Nominations to the Witch Hazel $1000 produce stake are

being filled with the secretary of the North Pacific Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association. Rich Morton has named his

stallion Alro, by Altamont, dam by Kockwood, and Baily &
Wisdom have entered Challenger Chief, 2:21, by Challenger,

dam by D. Monroe, 2:28.

The dates claimed by the Vancouver Driving Park and the

Independence track seem to clash, owing, perhaps, to the fact

that both associations held their directors' meetings at the

same time. This error will, no doubt, be remedied by one or

the other making a change in its date, as it would not be to

the best interest of either to have the two meetings at the

same time.

Breeders throughout the Northwest feel highly elated over

theimproved public feeling towards the trotting horse business

in all sections. The application to which the trotting horse

is subject is becoming more widely understood, and now the

small breeder or farmer is on equal terms with the more ex-

tensive or larger breeder. This feeling of confidence is brought
about by knowlpdge of the usefulness of the trotter, derived by
united efforts ol the breeders. " In unity there is strength " is

the motto adopted by the horsemen, and its fruits are made
apparently by the flourishing condition of the business.

The speed programme for the Oregon State Fair was ar-

ranged at the last meeting of the board. The fair begins

September 11 and coniinua six days. The two-mile-and-re-

peat trotting race was about the only new feature adopted.

The amounts of trotting and pacing stakes are SS00 ; trotting

and pacing purses, $2,900; running stakes, $500; and running
purses, $2,050 ; total, $6,250. The board unanimously recom-
mended Senator W. F. Matlock for member of Oregon's

world's fair commission, and he has since been appointed by
the governor. The Salem Driving and Speed Association was
granted the use of the track for its race meeting, July 4, 5

and 6.

President Apperson. Superintendent Wilson and Secretary

Gregg, of the Slate Board of Agriculture, visited Vancouver,
Wash., a day or two ago to view the race track and grand
stand there in order to secure some information which might
be of use when they came to construct a new track and grand
stand at the Salem fair grounds. They found a very fine track

and stand, and noted a number of features which will be

adopted if they make a new track. Perhaps before that time
the new track at Irvineton, in this city, may be completed,
and then they may be able to find some more new and desir-

able features. There are now about 40 teams at work on the

Irvington track, and 20 men are employed at grubbing. Over
15,000 cubic yards of earth have been removed. The Associa-

tion has 70 acres of ground, about 30 of which are to be
cleared. The track will be in the form of a square, with

rounded corner*, and will inclose about 50 acre-*, which will

be made as level as a lawn. The grand stand, 350 feet long bv
50 feet in depth, wilt seat ti,0U0 people. It will be elevated

some distance above the track, and the ground in front of it

will slope toward the track. No carriages will be allowed to

drive in front of the grand stand, nor will any be allowed in-

side the tracks. There will be long tie rails at one end of ihe

stand and behind it. The entrance to the grounds will be at

the rear of the grand stand, where will also be the entrance to

the stand. Beyond the stand will be the stables, with accom-
modation for 308 horses, and on the opposite of the grounds
will be the saddling or cooling paddock, where all horses will

be taken between heats. It will be under the care of a proper
officer. It is proposed to import a starter from the East to

attend all races on the circuit. The races this year will be
nearly all two-in-three heats or dashes thus giving spectators

more racing and less of the tedious waiting than under the
old style. If a man can be procured who can start the horses
without the usual amount of "scoring" many people will at-

tend the races who have heretofore stayed at home.—Orego-
nian.

fiipans Tahnlp* rnrp constipation.

The English race horse, so called—like the game-cock and

bull-dog—is purely a British production, unequalled for high

courage, stoutness and endurance. The term thoroughbred

as applied to the horse both in Great Britain and Ireland,

indicates the horse in question to be either a remote or imme-

diate, pure, unmixed descendant of the Arabian, Barb, Turk,

Persian, Syrian or Egyptian horse, or of those of the neigh-

boring countries. The preference given to antiquity and

purity of racing blood has always been conceded to the pro-

duce of the Arabian and African deserts.

In the general outline of form and limbs, the shape of head

aod expression of the face the modern English race horse

bears the strongest resemblance to the Arab; but on account

of the great care, high keep, etc., which he has enjoyed

through so many generations, he is now of far greater height

and bulk than his Oriental ancestors, and proportionately

superior in power and speed. Whatever mav be said of the

fabled speed of the horse in his wild state, there can be no
doubt but that he could not hold his own with even a trained

plater of to-day. Hence, assisted by the systematic care of

British breeders, the race horse has been brought to that per-

fection of grace and symmetry which we now see in him and
his race the wide world over.

It is now over a hundred and fifty years since the greatest

attention has been paid to pedigree, and to preserving the

racing breed pure and unmixed. Accidental crosses there

certainly have been, for they are on record, but they have been
comparatively few—mere drops of the common in the flood of

the pure. Such crosses have often been apparent for several

generations in the form and qualities of ihe produce, but time
bas obliterated them, and they cannot now be noticed.

The cases of Bay Malton and Sampson are exceptional
instances wherein horses with common blood have proved
great racers. The former, who was the property of the Mar-
quis of Rockingham, ran over the four-mile course at York

—

a grass one, of course—in seven minutes and forty-three sec-

onds.

The fathers of the entire family may be said tobe the Darley
Arabian, the Godolphin Arabian and the Wellesley Arabian.
The Darley Arabian was imported into England early in the
reign of Queen Anne, by a Mr. Darley, and came from Alep-

[

po. He was undoubtedly of the purest Arabian stock. He
i was the sire of that famous race horse, Flying Chililers.

The ill-success at the stud of an Arabian imported by
James I. had preiudiced the English against the strain, but
the success of the Darlev Arabian turned the tide of opinion
in favor of the Eastern family.

Next comes the Godolphin Arabian, imported tive-and-

twenty years later and owned by Lord Godolphin. By many
good authorities the Godolphin was said to have been in

reality a Barb ; anyhow his career seems to have heen a most
checkered one. He was thought so little of in France that

he was actually employed in the ignoble drudgery of drawing
a cart. A Mr. Coke brought him to England and gave him
a present to Lord Gudolphin. For some time he was not ap-
preciated in England, but when be sired the famous Lath, the
best horse of his day, he was at over placed at the head of the
stud. The Godolphin was fifteen hands high, of great sub-
stance and true conformation. His color was brown bay,
with mottles on the buttocks and crest and a small streak of

white on a bind heel. He was imported into France from
some royal stud in Barbarv, and is suspected to have been
stolen. He was foaled in i"24 and dipd in 1753.

The Wellesley Arabian's history is but little known, though
by some is considered to have been superior to either the
Darley or Godolphin. These three noted horses transmitted
to their progeny in the highest degree those qualities which
go to make a first-class racehorse—the fine head, full eye, large

nostrils, the curving and tapering neck, the slanting and
lengthened shoulders, the fully developed, muscular quartets,

the bending hind legs, the flat limbs, somewhat short down-
ward from the k»ee, and the long and springy pastern.

The first famous sire of what may be called the English
racehorse breed was Flying Childers. Childers was a bay
horse, upwards of fifteen hands high, and was foaled in 1715.

He was the property of Leonard Childers, of Carr House,
near Doncaster, Yorkshire, who sold him when a two-year-

old to the Duke of Devonshire. Singularly enough, the rec-

ords give us no account of Childers' dam, but she was no
doubt a well-bred English mare, probably with a little Ara-
bian blood in her veins. We are asked to believe that Child-
ers ran over the Round Course at Newmarket, three miles, six
furlongs, ninety-three yards, in six minutes forty seconds, also

that he ran over the Beacon Course, four miles, one furlong
and thirty-eight yards, in seven minutes and thirty seconds.

These records are a trifle too much for the American palate,

where time records are thought so much of and so carefully

attested. Childers died in 1741, at the age of twenty-six.

Hampton Court Childers, the sire of the famous Blacklegs,

from whose stock some of our best blood comes, was the son

of Flying Childers. The full brother of Flying Childers,

known as Bartlett's Childers, never raced, but was mos( suc-

cessful at the stud.

King Herod, by Tar'ar, dam Cypron. This Tartar must
not be confused with Tartar, by Blaze. Tartar, the sire of
Herod, was by Croft's Partner, dam Meliora, by Fox. King
Herod was a bright bay with black points, and stood a trifle

over fifteen hands, and was foaled in 175S. His grandsire.

Partner, was foaled in 1718. He was a chestnut horse of great
power and perfect symmetry, and immediately succeeded lay-

ing Childers as the champion of Newmarket. He was by
Jigg, dam's pedigree unknown. Jigg was a son of the famous
Byerly Turk, and shows a pedigree of good ones, concluding
with the well-known Old Vintner mare. Partner died in 1747,

aged twenty-nine. Cypron, the dam nf King Herod, was by
Blaze, a son of Flying Childers, out of Sellma, by t lie Bethel
Arabian, and had the blood of Champion, Darley Arabian and
old Merlin in hei veins.

" However, nothing can be more unsatisfactory," said Ad-
miral Rous, "than the pedigrees of English racehorses up to

L750." It is true that Charles II. and Queen Anne both kept

fine studs, but meager records were kept of those most im-
portant factors in breeding—the mares. It was not until 171/1

that Weatherby, the keeper of the Match Book, obtained a

list ol" pedigrees collected by a private gentleman A register

was then kept, and the Stud Book was published in 1808.
Since that time a regular account has been kept of the pro-
duce of thoroughbred stock.

King Herod, like Flying Childers, never ran until he was
five years old, and only ran at Newmarket, Ascot and York,
and always in four-mile races. In nineteen years, viz., from
1771 to 1789, four hundred and ninety-- progeny
won in plates, matches and sweepslakes £201,505, exclusive
of some thousands won between 1774 and 1786. This record
is all the grander when we consider thai in those days there
were no Suburbans, Brooklyn-. < hicago Derbies or Ful

Herod was the sire of the celebrated Highflyer, bred
Charles Bunbury, who. like Ormonde, was never beaten Hh
also got Woodpecker, Bordeaux, Anvil. Hammer, Sting, Ada-
mant, Plunder, Quicksand, Ran tipole, Whipard ami many
other good ones. Hi* daughters were numerous and included
some notable winners and broodmares.

These are only a few of the celebrilie- of the pa«l as sires

and racehorses. Newmarkj
[To be Continued.
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In or Out Breeding.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

The question of what shall be the dams of our great coming:

sires stares us in the face. To maintain the improvement in

the trotting horse for the next twenty years that has been

maintained in the past twenty is a question that will require

study and expenditure of wealth in the field of experiment.

Much has been written about intensifying'the speed by bring-

ing together two lines of the same fast blood. Cannot much
more be said of the intensifying influence of an outcross of
equally fast blood—George Wilkes, Electioneer, Nutwood,
Abdallah 15, Guy Wilkes—all completely outcross-bred sires,

and if they are not the great ones, let us hear what ones can
match them? Aside from Hambletonian and his son Egbert,

there are no inbred sires of great celebrity, while I have given
but a short list of the outcross-bred ones. Look at the sons of
Electioneer, Anteeo, Antevolo, Anteros and Richards1

Elec-
tor. Look at Palo Alto and Azmoor. Look at the successful

sons of George Wilkes and the sons of all the great sires, and
see what number ot them are in bred and what are outcross-

bred. Look at Stamboul, '*
the GreaL" I well know that in

him and another I have named an eighth or a sixteenth can
be claimed for inbreeding, but that small drop is not the con-
trolling influence of a great sire. There is some method in

the idea of the man who is breeding to get mares to breed
race horses from. It has been my observation

that inbreeding produces more of delicacy than
of strength. It has so proven with other domestic animals,

and the same will apply with the horse. The advent of Ax-
tell, you might say, created Mambrino Boy. Mambrioo
Patchen was created by his outcross breeding. Speed at the

pace has been pretty clearly demonstrated to produce speed at

the trot. Tell us why will not speed at the gallop produce
speed at the trot or pace. The best way in the world to suc-

ceed in raising trotters is to throw prejudice to the dogs. A
succeesfel breeder has got to keep a variety of good slufi'. The
time is not distant when a few first-class runners, winners, will

be appreciated on the trotting farms to raise dams of trotters

from. They will want a male as well as female. Amigo*s
dam was by Wildidle, out of a trotting-bred mare, and to let

me tell it. he was the handsomest son of Electioneer, and he
came to his speed much faster than did Palo Alto, and had
he not died no one knows what would have been his mark at

eight years old.

Look at the success that has come from half-thoroughbred

mares, and note that you must use thoroughbred sires to get

the kind that have been a success.

If there is a family of trotters that has got so much speed

that they cannot carry it a race out, breed the m ires to a
stout thoroughbred and the female offspring back to a game
trotter. Remember that you have plenty of time to succeed,

aod that failure ontcosts any delay. I do not otlerthisto bol-

ster up nor to pull dowu, but to set the breeder to thinking,

that he mav build up. Pro Publico.

Denver's Spring Meeting.

The Overland Park Club Association will give a Spring

I Meeting, running and trotting mixed, beginning May 30,

j
1893, and continuing until June 10, inclusive. There will be
three running races and two harness races one day, varied by
three harness races and two running races the next day—on
which day harness races are best two heats in three to wit).

Denver has proved a successful racing point for mixed meet-

ings, and the Overland Park Club stands among the leading

clubs in the country for liberality of management, fair racing

and the competency of its racing officials, secured from aiming

the best men in the West. The two tracks, one for runners

and the other for trotters, are among the best and safest in the

country, as proved by freedom from accidents during twenty-

eight days of racing in 1892, The weather at the time fixed

for the next meeting, as forecast from official statistics for the

past fifteen years, should be fine. It is an especially desirable

stopping point for California horses on their way Bast
water, good stabling and excellent facilities of every kind are

there. They offer the use of stables and track to those who
desire to rest at Denver, even though they do nol propose to

race there this season. The programme will not be issued un-

til about April 1. The purses for both runners and trotter*

will vary from $300 to $1100, with the addition of some trot-

ting Stakes, for which entry blanks and conditions will be

mailed later. All inqniries regarding the meeting "ill be

promptly answered bv the genial secretary, Mr. t '. Rhodes,

819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

GREEN Miunt us M \ m still lead-; the list of great brood-

mares in the number of 2:30 performers, having nine to her

credit, which undoubtedly completes her lint, as neither of

hei others are now likely to be given record*, though un-

doubtedly each was capable of entering the li-t, wbili

the others has a record of 2:31, and was first at the wire ins
heat which was unjustly given to another in 2:80.

Mountain Maid has two in 2:20, an I her four sona are now all

represented in the list. Kleetioneer, the oldest, leading the

list, while Lancelot, the yo: year-old, in-passed

all others ol thai sge.

The 9126,000 beaoty,Arion,2 10$, champion two and three-

year-old, is wintering very well, and will remain at [he Bind HO

til July 1. lie gets his exercise regularly and i- ofte i driven

double with Ilouri, 2:17, the combined co>t of the two
*!47,00O—a rather expensive team.
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THE GUN.

A May Mornirjff In the "Wood

By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

All nature smiling fresh and glad,

Bedecked as for a holiday.

In royal robes is richly clad,

To welcome thee, sweet month ot May
The orchestra within the grove,

Glad overtures are heard to play.

As all her grand processions move.

Just at the peep o' coiniog day.

The lark mounts up with cheering song ;

The linnets trill a roundelay.

Then all join in a cnorm strong,

To welcome in the coming day.

The cunning squirrel creeps irom his nest

And gaily scampers o'er thegrouod.

Or measures space from tree to tree—

The acrobat—with fearless bound.

The mocking bird now takes his seat.

On topmost bough of tallest tree.

And every listening ear doth greet,

With sweetest notes of minstrelsy.

Then from low branch of tree hard by.

Comes floating a sweet voice of love :

None more heart-touching 'neath the sky.

Than this sott note of turtle dove.

The torkeys from their lofty perch

Call " quit, quit, quit," then reach the ground

And straightway they begin their search

'Till some secluded spot is found.

Perchance you see some tardy owl

Drowsily winging home to bed ;

He seems half devil and half fowl,

With wondering stare of homed head.

On spreading boughs of yonder oak
Are pigeons feeding on its burrs.

The morn no sound from tbem awoke,

They're Nature's silent worshippers;

A sudden flash from out the sky--

A crash ! and then a rumbling sound
;

A hawk tells you the reason why,
The birds high circle round and round.

On every leaf and blade of grass

Depends a wealth ot jewelry

Which flashes brightly as we pass

—

Night's gift to Morning's tevelry.

If you would chase away dull care,

And Nature see in charming mood.
Rise with lark and with me share

Soine pleasant morning in the wood.

The Emeric Bill.

The fate of the Emeric Bill, at this writing, is in doubt

Should the parties who are seeking to encompass its defeat

be successful in their efforts, then one of the best and most

wholesome measures ever presented for legislative considera-

tion in this State will have been rejected. It is simply amaz-

ing to note the willful misrepresentation that has crept into

the press of this city regarding this measure. It has been lit-

tle else save misrepresentation that has appeared in the col-

umns of any of them. In order to prove this let us look at

the matter in a fair and intelligent light. In order to do this

we must have the bill before us. Here it is just as it passed

the Assembly and was referred to the senate. It reads as
follows:

An act to amend section 626 of the Penal Code, relating to
the preservation of game birds and animals, and provid-
ing punishment for the unlawful taking, killing and
transportation thereof.

The people of the State of California, represented in the
Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows-:

Section' 1, Section six hundred and twenty-six of the
Penal Code of the State of California is hereby amended to
read as follows

:

Bn-TION 626. Every person who, in the State of Califor-
nia, between the first day of March and the first dav of < 'etc-
her, in each year, shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy anv
3 Bail, bob-wh ; te, partridge, or grouse, or any kind of" wild
uck [English snipe,] or rail, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor.
Every person who, in the State of California, shall take,

gather, <.r destroy the eggfl of any quail, bob-white, pheasant,
grotre, or dove, or any kind of wild duck, shall be guilty of a
tni-demeanor.
Every perron who, in the State of California, between the

first dav of [March] and the tirst day of [August] in each
year, shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy doves, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every person who, in the Stale of California, shall, within
the two years next after the passage of this Act, hunt, pursue,
lake, kill or destroy, any male deer, elk, antelope, mountain
sheep, or buck, chall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every |*r-)n who, in the State of California, shall have in
his possesion anv green hides or any green skins of any deer,
elk, antelope, or mountain sheep, killed after the pi

t, and before the expiration of Lwo years from the date
of the pa-sage of this Act, shall he guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every pen-on who, in the State of « alifornia, shall at anv
Qt, pursue, kill, take, or destroy any female deer, ante-

lope, elk, mountain ibeep, <t doe, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor.

Every perron who shall at any time hunt, pursue, lake, kill,
or destroy any spotted fuwu shall be guilty of misdemeanor.

Every person win. shall lake, kill or destroy, at anv time,
any bird mentioned in il.is section, unless the carcass of such
bird is Deed ->r preserved by the i tag «»r slaving
it, nr i* sold for f<n>d, shnll U> guilty of » misdemeanor.

[Every person in the Btal lis who ahall at any
time »el I, or offer for sale, the hide >>r meal of anv -i

antelope, or mi ontain sheep, shall Is; guilty of a misde-
meanor.

1

person who shall buy. "ell. ofler, oi expose f<>r sub-,

transport or carry, or haw in his possession any deer or deer-

skin, or any deer hide or pelt from which the evidence of sex
has been removed, or any of the aforesaid game at a time
when it is unlawful to kill the same, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.
[Every person who, in the State of California, shall, within

the two years next after the passage of the Act, hunt, pursue,

take, kill, or destrov any pheasant, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.]
[Every person who shall, at any time, net or pound any

quail, partridge, or grouse, and every person who shall sell,

transport, or give away, or offer or expose for sale, or have in

his possession any quail, partridge, or grouse that has been
snared, captured, or ta en in or by any means of any net or

pound, is guilty of a misdemeanor.]
[Proof of possession of any quail, partridge, or grouse

which shall not show evidence of having been taken by means
other than a net or pound, shall be " prima facie" evidence, in

any prosecution for violation of the provisions of this section,

that the person in whose possession such quail, partridge, or

grouse is found, took, killed, or destroyed the same by means
of a net or pound.]

[Quail, bob-white quail, partridge, pheasant, grouse, or any
kind of wild duck killed in this State, shall not be transported

to any point wiibin the State, from any of the counties

thereof, or possessed for that purpose, except that such birds

may be transported from the county where killed when ac-

companied by the owner thereof. Possession of the birds

named by common carrier, unaccompanied by the owner, is a
violation of this section]
Every railroad company, express company, transportation

company, or other common carrier, (heir officers, agents and
servants, and every other person, who shall transport, carry or

take from this Stale, or shall receive for the purpose of trans-

porting from this State any deer, buck, doe or fawn, or any
quail, partridge, pheasant, grouse, prairie chicken or wild
duck, except for purposes of propagation, or who shall trans-

port, carry, or take from this State, or receive for the purpose
of transporting from this State, the carcass of any sucli animal
or bird, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every railroad company, express companv, transportation

company or other common carrier, their officers, agents and
servants, and every other person who shall transport, carry or
bring into this State from without the limits thereof, any deer,
buck, doe or fawn, quail, partridge, pheasant, grouse, prairie
chicken or wild duck, except for purposes of propagation, or
shall bring into this State from without the limits thereof the
carcass of any such animal or bird, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor.

Every cold storage company, person keeping a cold storage
warehouse, tavern or hot. 1 keeper, restaurant or eating-house
keeper, marketmen or oiher person who shall sell, expose or
offer for sale, or have in his possession in this State any deer,

quail, bob-white, partridge, pheasanl, grouse, dove or wild
duck during the time it shall be unlawful to kill such animal
or bird, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who shall at any time hunt, pursue, take, kill

or destroy any quail, bob white, parlridge, pheasant, grouse,
dove or wild duck during the time it shall be unlawful to kill

such animal or bird, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who shall at any time hunt, pursue, take, kill

or destroy any quail, bob-white, partridge, pheasant, grouse,
wild duck or rail in any coupty in this State within which he
is not a bomi ride resident, land owuer or land lessee, without
having first obtained and paid for a county license therefor in
such county, in such sum as the Board of Supervisors shall
fix, unless he shall have been, in writing, previously invited
so to hunt in such county, by some bona ride land owner or
land lessee therein, shall be guily of a misdemeanor.
Every person who shall in the night time kill, shoot or

shoot at any wild duck in, on or over any of the waters with-
in this Slate, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

[Every person who shall use a shotgun of a larger caliber
than that commonly known and designated as number ten
gauge, for the purpose of killing or destroying any wild duck, !

rail, quail, partridge, pheasant or grouse, shall be guilty of a '

misdemeanor.]
Every person who, upon any grounds which are private

I

property, and where signs are displayed forbidding such shoot-
|

ing, shall shoot any quail, bob-white, pheasant, parlridge.
j

grouse, dove or wild duck, without permission first obtained
I

from the owner or person in possession of such grounds, shall I

be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person owning or harboring dogs of the breeds com-

monly made use of for chasing deer, who shall permit such
dogs to run at large on grounds inhabited by deer, shall be !

guilty of a misdemeanor.
Any person found guilty of a violation of any of the provis-

j

ions of ihis section shall be fined in a sum not less than twenty
j

dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail in the county in
which the conviction shall be had not less than ten days, or
be punished by both such fine and imprisonment. One-half
of all moneys collected for fines foi violations of this section
shall be paid to the informer, one-quarter to the District
Attorney of the county and one-quarter shall be paid into the
Fish Commission Fund for the purchase and distribution of
game birds in the various counties of the State.

Sec. 'J.. All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict with this Act
are hereby repealed.

Sec. 3. All Acts shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage.

Our personal knowledge of the work on the hill began as it

above reads when it came up for consideration before the
Senate committee on fish and game to which it had been re-

ferred. This was upon Thursday evening of last week. The
opposition to the bill was led by Mr. Wentworth and
Mr. J«.hn Stack and the first attack which thev made
upon the measure showed them to be us densely
ignorant of the subject under consideration. The
amendment by them proposed !» the second section
of the above bill was In strike out the word " English ' where
it refers to ' snipe." "Why protect English snipe only?"
at<ked their attorney, Wentworth lie argued that" all

birds known ue s,,i|„. should be protected. Slack was strong
in his convictions thai this would be right He charged that
the bill was " English, you know" and he did not propose to
have anything English in the measure, not even the name
English snipe

!

Mr. Marry Bsbcock and Mr. John K. Orr explained the
|l|;i,, '"

! lo the committee, pointing onl the fact that the En-
Wilran Snipe proper was the onlv true frame bird of

thesmne family. Bat Wentwonh and Stack earnestly con-
tented for the position which proved them ignorant of one of
the most fundamental facts in sporting measure*. They could,
wi'h equal reason, have included blackbird*. Jpt bird- md
red-headed woodpeckers. A number of minor amendments

were made to the provision proceeding the one requiring the
owuer of game to accompany it to ma. ket
The opposition alleged and had the temerity to suggest as

an argument in support of the movement to strike out this

entire section, that it would prevent market hunting and that

it would " interfere " with the personal rights of the citizens !

It would be "inconvenient" and last, but not least, it was
" un-American !"

On the other hand it was argued that this was a raost im-
portant section of the bill, in that it would insure all game in
reaching the market in good, clean, fresh, edible condition.
It was pointed out that it would in no sense interfere with the
supply of birds iu the market as a middleman on train or boat
could purchase the entire game supply of the region reached
by any transportation line.

It will be readily seen that, in connection wi'h the forego-
ing provision which provides that " unless the carcass of such
bird is used or preserved by the person so taking or slaying it,

or it is sold for food, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor," this
clause of the bill insures the use of all birds mentioned in this
bill and thus prevents their needless destruction. It was also

pointed out to the committee that there has been within the
year past fully as many birds spoiled in transportation as there
has been sold in the market. Oue commission house alone
having dumped into the bay nearly two hundred dozen of
quail from negligent shipping alone. It was argued in sup-
port of this measure that it would put a check to such wanton
waste of game. But reason seemed to be considered a back
number with two of the three remaining commiMeemen and it

j

availed naught.
The next two provisions of the bill are measures which ap-

peal most favorably and forcefully to the judgment of everv
sportsman who has had the interests of the game of the coun-
try at heart. Should they become a part of the law of the
land they would prove most potent factors in the preservation
of the game interests of the State. The first prevents ship-
ment from the State and confines the inroads to be made upon
the game to the demands of the citizens of thiscommo.iweallh.
The second provision is directed to the enforcement of the
other provisions of the bill, and in this forms a most impor-
tant factor. How? Let us see. In the absence of such a
provision it has time and again been proven that to enforce
the provisions prohibiting the killing of game at any time in
the Slate is well nigh impossible. Why? Because, parties
killing deer, or other game, in this Slate, and shipping it to

market would only have to swear that all such game was
killed outside the State. But will they do it ? Yes. Exper-
ience has shown it to havebeen done in innumerable instances.

Is it not illegal lo presume that men will comment a crime?
Legally speaking, yes, but rationally, and in the light of
numerous glaring practical experiences, no. Three years aeo,
to the knowledge of the writer, parlies engaged in shipping
deer and elk in Wyoming hired a band of twenty or more
professional hunters who went across the line into Colorado
and slaughtered the deer and elk by the hundreds, the car-
casses were brought back into Wyoming and " block affidavits"

were furnished to the effect that they were on grounds where
it was legal to slay them, such affidavit being required bv law
before shipment could be made. But the numerous cases
brought in the courts of this State are ample and incontro-
vertable evidences to the same end. The cold storage pro-
vision is a most excellent one; in fact the game cannot be
adequately preserved without it. It is staled on good
authority that the Coronado Hotel has now in cold storage
two thousand dozen quail. How many has San Francisco and
the other leading hotels and restaurants of this State ? Every
bird so preserved for consumption during the closed season is

in clear violation of the spirit of the law which is that the
game shall only be taken during the open season for the pur-
pose and to the extent of supplying ihe tables of the Stale dur-
ing such open season. Any olher construction of the law
would render its aim—the protection of the game of the State
—nugatory. Next comes the much-talked-of and misrepre-
sented clause which provides that anv one hunting, other than
in the county in which they reside shall first obtain a license

or have been invited in writing to hunt in such other county
by some land owner or land lessee.

"I think that's outrageous" said Wentworth' "Its un-
American !" vociferated Stack. " Its an attempt to rob us of
our rights; its English and its outrageous;" he continued,
'' and I've got the documents to prove it." His "documen-
tary proof" turned out to be a letter which he desired the
clerk of the con>mittee to read. It only proved that he had
sought at some time or other to hunt on certain lands and that
he was told by the owner that he could not issue a permit be-

cause he had leased the land. Yet, Stack acted as if he thought
it proved something! Well, it did, but we will not be so un-
kind as to state just what. It doesn't take the eyes of a ferret

to see what it proves. "This bill is in the interests of the
wealthy men and against the poor man," continued Stack,
" Its a stab at our liberties ! Its un-American ! Its an Eng-
lish measure!
On the olher hand it was argued that this clause was in-

tended to protect the farmers in the enjoyment of tbeir pos-
sessions and that justly as at certain seasons of the year when
the crops and wild growth of grass and weeds had become dry,
extrenieMy dry, as it does in this State that it was no more than
common justice that any one going onto a man's land should
first receive the consent of the land owner or land lessee. Fires
started from firing guns, even with the improved system of
loading with firm wads, instead of loose paper as formerlv,are
still frequent; that the actual danger was great and that the
section was a wise provision. It was argued that any man
who would go upon the land of another and in any event
caused any damage to stock or crops should be justly held re-

sponsible for such damage so created and that if he first ob-
tained the consent of the owner or lessee, that he would be
extremely cautious knowing that if any damage should occur
i hat the owners could, without difficulty, know where to look
for redress. It was claimed as a logical and just conclusion
that every man should certainly have the right to say who
should or who should not be allowed to hunt upon his premises.

li was shown that the cry that this clause was an effort to

engraft an English custom—an un-American principle—in

this country was the unreasoning clamoi of those only who
desired to run counter to all principles of justice, of sound
law and good reason. In short that this provision only looked
to the protection of a man in the enjoyment of his own proper-
ty. Only this and nothing more. Is or is not an American
citizen entitled to the enjoyment of his land, his house, his

farm without any interference from any one else? If so, then
this clause is not un-American.

The next two provisions will be conceded by all to be wise
and just
The next provision of the section forbidding shooting

•• where signs are displayed " called out a repetition of the re-
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marks helri to embody the objection* nf the objectors as pre-

sented to the " license clause." Slack was particularly bitter

in his remarks, holding that no man had any right as regards

this subject, to land unless the same wa-s enclosed by fence.

Its English; its un-American; its depriving us of our

rights; its a shame; its a rich man's provision; its uniust.

he affirmed while Wentworth alleged that it would throw all

the duck shooting into the hands of a few wealthy men !

The supporters of the measure argued that it was rigfit ;md

fair and just, and that no reasonable exception could be taken

to it. Slack alleged with all the venom born of willful ignor-

ance and malice that this entire bill was fathered by the

wealthy clubs of the city of San Francisco, and when his

groundless assertion was challenged direct and it was shown

That not a member of any one of the wealthy clubs had any

hand whatever in the origin of the measure or any knowledge

of its production, his silence acknowledged his assertion to be

a product of his envy.

It was argued in support of this clause that a fence was, for

ine purposes of all such measures as this bill, but a notice

of the ownership of the land, and that any form of notice thai

would convey such information to persons coming to the land

»ould serve the purpose equally well. .The walls sur-

rounding the ancient castles were for the express purpose of

keeping out marauding tribes and clans who had weapons in

their hands and tbe will of destruction in their hearts
;

all

fences of to-day, insomuch as they effect such measures as this,

are b.it relics of those old castle walls—to keep out intruders.

We fence against beasts only now, and notices will do equally

as well for intelligent beings, who, if good citizens, will not

trample the law under foot, when notices mark the

boundary of land, though they might scale with ease a fence.

It was argued further that no man who has a decent regard

for his neighbor's rights, who is a good enough American to

enjoy the beneBts cf our free institutions and wholesome laws,

would ever go upon the land of another, when warned not to

do so, for any such purpose as shooting at game.

Last, but not least, looking to the support of the bill as »

whole, as it came from the Assembly, it was argued that no

more important trust was ever laid upon a people, one which

falls with peculiar force upon the legislator of to-day, and up-

on this committee in particular, which is the care and preser-

vation of the estate which belongs to the whole people.

This bill, which looks to the preservation and propagation

of game, opens up a wav by which the property of the whole

people mav be preserved. It is essentially in the interests of

the poor man, as it seeks to protect his property. The Na-

tional and Stale parks, the tish and the game, comprise the

only property which is held in common by the whole people.

Every citizen has an interest in it ; every man, woman and

child in America is an equal share-holder in this estate, and

you gentlemen, as legisiators, have a supervisory control over

this property in California, and to you the people louk for a

discharge of'the duties, by virtue of your office, imposed upon

you, regarding its preservation. This bill may have some

minor features which we might wish were ditiereht, but as a

whole it is a measure of the first importance to the citizens of

this state, a» Ux central object is to prexerve the game. Let us do

this; we owe it to posterity. Children yet unborn will rise

and call him blessed who proves himself true to this great

trust, which, in the full measure, is the preservation of our

forests and of our mountain streams, the establishment and

preservation of National and State parks, and the preservation

i of fish and game.

Sportsmen Missing.

The finding of an upturned boat which was being rocked

by the waves on one of the larger arms of the bay on the Al-

viso marshes, is all the tidings, which at this writing, has

reached the families and friends of Eugene Frost, Secretary of

the McNear electric road of Oakland, and Albert R. Church,

of Dolliver & Bros., of 573 Market street, this city. One week

ago to-<iav they started to enjoy a day's hunt on the marshes,

but it seems to have been a most di>a*trous outing.

They took the train and got oti'at Bridges, a station in the

marsh. They remained in their cabin on the marsh thai

night and next morning started out hunting. The wind was

blowing a perfect gale and the waves of the branch or creek

upon which they were encamped were dashing high. They
waited until alter noon and in the face of the fact that the

waves were sironglhey started out. They were sighted after-

wards in the waves upon which their light boat was dancing

like a cork, but they being good seamen, were not apparently

alarmed about their situation. This was the last seen of them.

On Monday morning a small boat was discovered Boating bot-

tom upwards a short distance from shore. It turned out to be

the boat used by the hunters above named. Searching par-

ties were at once organized and it is to be hoped that by the

time this falls under the eye of the reader that the dreadful

suspense carried to the hearts of all those who love them will

have been settled, but there seems but little or no hope. The
convinction that they must have been drowned is well nigh

universal.

The following are the newlv elected officers of the Country

Clnb, Feb. 21st, 1893: Frederick R. Webster, President;

Robert Oxnard, Vice-President; William C. Murdoch. Secre-

tary and Treasurer: Ramon E. Wilson, Attorney and Coun-

selor.

Committees—Entertainment and Outings, Robert Oxnard
;

Trap Shooting and Athletics, George Crocker; Club House,

Henry W. Woodward ; Stable and Dog Kennels, William S.

Kittle; Game, Fish and Preserve, Ramon E. Wilson; Pa-
I troltnen and Keepers, Richard H. Sprague.

I L. L. Carapell, C. W. Van Slyke and Winfield Scott went

to -anta Rosa on the last days of the " season " for an outing

k with gun and dogs in pursuit of the gamey quail and snipe.

jt They were met at the station by Isaac Del'urk, Esq
, the well-

i I' known vinyardisl fanancier and stockman of that place and

\ were handsomely entertained and given one of the finest

I shoots o c the season. They made a fine bag.

The California Wing Shooting Club holds its second monthly

meeting lor the season at Oakland Shooting Park to-morrow.

I Take 9 o'clock boat. This club is always glad to we come any

*W sportsman at its regular events. Come and bring your gun.

i Its monthlv trap events will regularly take place on the first

- Sunday in each month during the season.

Mr. Jno. K. Orr kindly remembered us on Monday last by

sending us a fine sportsman's boquet, composed of quail and»snipe, the last fruits of the season, for which he has our sin-

cere thanks.

The E. T. Allen Company, -lib' Market -treei, have been

turning matters about geoerally at their sporting goods empo-
rium. The store proper has been greatly enlarged and the

facilities for handling the large amount of goods pissing

through their hands greatly increased. A handsome display

window, will, when work upon it is completed, furnish a very

interesting addition to their store.

Now comes the time for obedience to the law for " the man
with a gun." We sincerely trust that the law will be enforced,

this year as never before, and that the game will be fully bene-

tited by the protection of the law as it now stands.

The Country Club opens the reason's sport at the trap to-

day. There will be a full attendance of the membership de-

voted to trap shooting and an unusually pleasant time is an-

ticipated and will no doubt be enjoyed.

The Recreation Gun Club will open the season's sport for

iis membership on the 12th ot the present month. It contains

some tine shots.

Rhuumutism.

THE KENNEL.
inig owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

tile notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTDRBti.
BENCH SHOWS.

Maryland Kennel Club's bench show. Baltimore, Md.. March 7, 8, 9
and 10. W. Stewart Difl'enderffer, Secretary.

Washington City Kennel Club's show, Washington, D. C„ March 14,

15, 16 and 17. F. S. Webster. Secretary.

Elmira Kennel Club's first annual bench show, Elraira, N. Y.,

March 21, 22, 23 and 24. C. A. Browman, Secretary.

City of the Straits Kennel Club's show, Detroit, Michigan, March
21, 22, 23 and 24. Guy D. Welton, Secretary.

Illindio Kennel Club's bench show, Indianapolis, Ind.. March 2$,

29, 3uand 31. Chas. K. Farmer, Secretary.

New England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, o, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12.

13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,

April ly, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, Juue 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dos Club's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, Juue 1 aud 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can.. September?, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

The Detroit Kennel Club and the Elmira Kennel Club have
each claimed the same dales for their coming shows, hence a

tempest in a teapot.

The specialty clubs of the country are becoming more and

more important factors in the kennel interests of the country.

The special medals and cups offered by them to be competed
for by the membership of the several clubs form an item of

interest which cannot fail to result in the development of the

special breeds represented by each of them.

The Barzoi continue to gain in popularity in England.

From all that we can learn of them and from the very ex-

cellent representations appearing from time to time in the

kennel press of the country we are persuaded thit they are

most beautiful and interesting animals. We have none as yet

on this coast. Who will be the first to bring outapairof
these beauties'/

The recent substantial works contributed to the kennel in-

terests of the country are destined to be of great service to the

progressive wing of the fancy. We have just had a gliuip-e

of "Kennel Secrets'" by "Ashmont," and from the hasty

view which we gave it we are impressed with the idea that its

value will go well as a companion volnam to .Major Taylor'

-

excellent work.

Mr. C. A. Loud, proprietor of the Shenandoah Kennels, has

just removed them from Corvallis, Oregon, and located at

Raymond, this State. Mr. Loud is well known to the older

sportsmen of this city and State as he formerly resided at San
Diego and in this city, He brings with nira a splendid string

of excellently bred dogs and his trained ones have proved

their superior quality arield. Mr. W. J. Golcher purchased

from him an English setter while here. Mr. Loud, with his

assistant, Mr. Orrick, a trainer from Texas, will have charge

of the kennel and training of the dogs placed under their

charge.

The recent bench shows throughout the country show that

the growth of the kennel interests has been more than satis-

factory during the season last past. The hurrah and sensa-

tional element, so noticeable one year ago, in certain leading

non-sportiug breeds, has not carried with its ebbing anything
save the froth and bunting of the parade, which for a time

dazzled the public eye. The uniformed brass band element

have got all the glory they wanted at the prices required to

maintain it and the more substantial, if less dazzling and noisy

representatives of the fancy have taken their places. Parades

and fireworks are all well enough in their way, but they grow
wearisome if kept up too long. The record of the year past

shows up well for 'he kennel interests of the country as a

whole. *
It would seem that there has been fully enough fuss made

over the trivial difference between Mr. Bardoe Elliot and

Mr. Harry Twyford. The principal involved is one as old

as the lien law which gives to every one a lien on the animals

for the amonnt of their keep under certain statutory provisions

regulating how the animals may be sold to pay for their

keeping. We should infer from the decision of the A. K. C.

before which body the dispute was brought that there is no
lien law in the Slate under- which the transaction look place.

We cannot see how they could reach the following decision

otherwise, unless it be that Mr. Twyford did not comply, in

all respects wilh the provision? of the law as it obtains in many
of the Slates.

The gist of the decision is that Twyford pay Elliot $3"
when the dog only sold for $10. Of course, this decision was
arrived at by taking testimony as to the worth of the dog, the

selling price not being at all conclusive in any case. Mr.
Twyforu is cleared by the decision of any intent of wrongdo-
ing.

A disease frequently seen in dogs of all ages, sav- V. J.

Lewell in Kennel < razetle, but more particularly in those ad-

vanced in years, aud though the disorder does in some
instances assumes a somewhat acute form, causing considerable

pain, yet the canine race do not happily sutler from that very

severe kind called rheumatic fever, which is accompanied by

a high temperature ; neither is it a fatal disorder.

Though rheumatism in nearly all cases is the result of a

chill or cold, yet the direct cause is due to a too acid state of

the blood ; in fact, there is an excess of lactic acid present in

the system.

Any part of the body and limbs, etc., may be the seat of the

complaint, but the favorite spots for an attack are the should-

ers, when it is called kennel lameness, and the loins, which
occasionally causes complete loss of power in the hind limbs,
resulting in paralysis. At times, rheumatics settle in o.ie

joint as the knee, or the stifle, but the disease more often
a fleets the muscular system.

Dogs of all breeds whether rough or smooth-coated, are
equally Habel to rheumatism, but it is more often seen amongst
ihose used for sporting purposes, probably from their not
receiving so much care as others, either in the way of groom-
ing or kenneling. One attack seems to predispose the animal
to others.

The direct cause of rheumatism, as previously stated, is due
to the results of a chill, either from exposure to cold winds or
wet and damp. Dogs living in kennels having a north-easterly
aspect in some cases are very abject to the disease, and it is

also of frequent occurrence amongst the inmates of kennel*
which are built in low, damp districts, or on a clay soil, though
I remember hearing, a short time ago, of some fox-hounds,
living in kennels built on a gravel soil, being constantly
aPected with kennel lameness, which almost entirely disap-

peared from amongst the pack when they were transferred to

new kennels, which were erected on a clay soil, and it was
supposen by the M. F. H. that it was due to the change of soil

that the disease disappeared from amongst his dogs ; whereas,
I am inclined to think that most probably the new kennel-
were better built and drained than the old ones, and that

accounted for the dogs being healthier.

Old dogs after being washed, if not thoroughly dried, or if

allowed to go out too soon after a bath, will often have an at-

tack, and the same thing happens after getting wet with rain,

or from going into the water in cold weather. Do^, too, that

are subject to the disease, will, like some people who are sim-
ilarly disposed, sufler from the disorder in cold and damp
weather without actually getting wet, due to the excessive

moisture in the atmosphere.

It is supposed by many that sea-water will not cause
rheumatism. This is a mistake, for I have known many dogs,

that are subject to the disease, to have an attack after going
into the sea at unsea onable times.

Symptoms.— It is often difficult in some cases to be able to

decide whether a case of lameness is due to rheumatism or a
sprain, especially in those instances when only one point, per-

haps the knee, is affected ; however, if there is no history of
an injury, and the lameness comes on gradually, the dog over-

night being only a bit stiff, and the following morning very

lame, it is generally pretty safe to conclude that it is a case

of rheumatr.ro: If there are any doubts about the case they
will generally soon be quickly dispelled, for rheumatism
seldom remains in one part for long at a time, as, for instance

one day a fore-leg may be affected, the animal being unahU,
to put the foot to the ground, then, perhaps, the following
morning shere will be no signs of the disease in the limb at

all, but one of the others is had.

The disease does not often pass from one foreleg to the other
front one. but it generally passes from a foreleg; to a hind oue
and usually to the limb on the opposite side of the body.

,

The parts affected with rheumatism are very tender to the

touch, slightly swollen, and, when moved, great pain is in-

duced. When the shoulders, as in kennel lameness, are the

subject of the disease, the dog walks very stiffly with bis fore-

leg;-, he not being able to put the limbs forward, and when the

limbs are pulled forward in examining the parts, great pain is

caused. In cases where the disorder settles in the loins, tne

disease is called lumbago, and the symptoms are very acute,

the patient after lying down being unable to rise except with

great difficulty and pain, and if the rheumatism is not re-

lieved in a day or two, a total loss of power in the hind legs

often occurs ; but, unlike ordinary paralysis, the result of in-

jury to, or disease of the spine, the legs still remain sensitive

to the touch. In these cases it is necessary to notice whether
the bladder operates, for very often the dog. as the result of

the pain induced by moving, is afraid to micturate ; the

bladder becomes over-distended, and if relief is not given

these parts really become paralysed and serious mischief
result.

The muscles of the neck are another frequent seat of rheu-

matism. Here the symptoms assume rather a different form

to the ordinary signs of the disease, for instead of the pain

being continuous, as usual, until relief is given.it occurs in

spasms when it is very acute, the dog often howling with

pain. He is afraid to move his neck, 'he muscles are hard and
swollen, and extremely painful when touched. The head Is

drawn, as it were, into the bodv, and the dog, if he moves, goe*

with his head down, and walks a-; if he was made of wood,
and without joints, Between the attacks, which may last twn

or three hours, the dog seems practically well, but BOD

den movement, or perhaps just getting up after a rest, causes

a return of the pains,

Treatment—The lirst thing to be done is to place the patient

in nil.', ojv, warm, comfortable quarters, where he should be

kept as quiet as possible I ' is a mistake to exercise a dog
with rheumatism, excepl in very chronic cases, for though

with running about the stiffness wean off after a time, yet

this treatment does not core the disease, for after resting the

pain is as bad, if nol worse, than ever. As it is a disease i:i

which the blood is affected, internal remed.es are necessary,

and for this there is nothing better in most cases than salicy-

late of soda In many instances this medicine acts almost

like a charm, relief being given after three or four doses.

THE MIXTUBR.—RHCIFK NO. 2.

R.
Salicylate of Sods - dram-.

Water '» ounces.

/' Tov terriers and other dogs of similar size,

spoonful ; fox terriers, Ac , dessert spoonful . collies retriever-

Ac, tablespo.uilul : St. Bernards, mastiffs, «&c., three dessert
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spoonfuls. The mixture to be repeated three or four time, a

day-

it is alwavs advisable in all cases to get the bowels well

opened wi'h aperiinenis, as this help9 to eliminate the poison

from the svslero. If after three or four days there are no signs

ul improrement, the salicylate of soda should be discontinued

and the following mixture tried :

—

ROD.
Evening-.

By Charles Wesley Kyle.

THE MIXTTRE.—RECIPE NO. '.

gr. xxiv.

3 iii.

3i.

3vi.

Potas Bicarb
I'otas Iodide

Tr Colchicum
Tr. Aconite P. B -

Aqua ad
- -nine a^ Mixture No. 1.

Iti chronic cases a course of arsenic is beneficial.

Where there is paraly>is of the hiod quarters tbe loss of

power sometimes continues after the disappearance of the

rheumatism. In such cases, the following pills are useful

:

The Pilu-.—Recepe No. 3.

Ergotine - - - gr. vi.

Powtferfd Nnx Vomica - - gr. vi.

Exeipient sufficient to make 12 pills.

Oom&—From one-half to two pills to be given twice a day.

As to external applications. Some stimulating etnbroca-

lion as Ellitnan's is very u>eful. and should be applied to the

affected parts morning and evening. I have also found the

following liniment of benefit, especially when there is much
pain :

—

THE LINIMENT.—RECIPE NO. 4.

B.
Methylated chloroform -

Tincture hynscyamus
Spirits camphor - -
Compound so:ip linimeut

Mix well. Apply with friction twice a day.

When rheumatism is affecting the shoulders or loins it is a

good plan to put a good thick flannel jacket on the dog, and

when a joint as the knee is attacked the limb may be band-

aged with a strip of nerr flannel.

Half ounce.
Halt" ounce.

One ounce.

Two ounces

Notes on the New York Show.

The Seventeenth Annual Bench Show given by the "West-

minster Kennel Club has proven that the interest in the ca-

nine world is still growing.

Under the wise hand and long experience of Mr. James

Mortimer, the arrangements were rendered as near perfect as

it was possible for them to be. There were over thirteen hun-

dred representatives in the show. The Kennel Club show is

now one of the stated events in the world of fashion. Every
one of the " selected " and thousands who select themselves,

forming the alpha and omega of a special, an exclusive ''list,"

are sure to do themselves the honor of gracing, or being

graced, by being present at the show.
It is fashionable to admire and love dogs, and the fashion

is a good one. Sir Bedivere had no trouble in winning over

Kingston Regent.

In the absence of Lady Livingston, Lady Gladwyn won an

easy victory in challenge bitch class.

In open rough dogs the late English, importation. Marvel,

won easily; Knlaod Jr. won second. In open class for

bitches Princess Florence won first, Hepsey second. Sir Bedi-

vere was defeated by Princess Florence for the honor of best

dog in the show.
Beaufort's Black Prince, in challenge class, won first in

Mastiffs.

Lady Coleus first in challeoge bitches.

First in open dogs, Wallack's Merlin ; Bunn'sMiss Caution

first in bitches.

Lad of Kent won first in heavy weight pointers in chal-

lenge class.

Woolton Game won first in heavy weight bitches.

In English Setters, challenge class, Breeze Gladstone won
first, fount Howard second.

In challenge bitches Princess Beatrice won first and Cambri-
ana Becond.

In open class Real English won first and Sheldon second.

In challenge class, Greyhounds, Gem of the Season won
tir>t. Lord Neversettle second.

nd Lily of Gainesboro stood in order
named in challenge bitches.

John F. CarrolL

Silence reigns supreme about us:

And the evening shadows creep.

t'p from hill-environed valley

Where thev rally.

To enshroud the rugged steep.

Ana to hush the woodland music.

Lulling all the birds to sleep.

Off to westward. mark;the glamour ;

Pink and saffron all the sky

:

Hear the gorgeous day in dying

Softly sighing,

as the low winds flutter by

Coming slowly in from seaward.

In the valleys here to lie.

Watch the shadows as they deepen.

Round about the nearer hills

;

Mark the brooklet's low-voiced singing

And the winging.

Of the graceful wbippoorwills.

As they flit like restless spirits,

O'er the meadows and the rills.

See ! the shining lamps of heaven.

Pierce the gloom with golden ray.

And the silvery moonbeams streaming

O'er us gleaming.

Chases all the gloom away :

Rendering the night more pleasant.

Than the dazzliug hours of day.

Hear the chirping of the crickets

:

See the fire-flies fitful glow ;

Now the gemle dew is falling

And the calling.

Of the Katydid telow.

Comes from out the golden willow.

Swaying gently to and fro.

Stretched upon the ferns and* mosses,

Sweet it is at ease to rest

;

Night resistless is in wooing
And tbe cooing.

Of her Naiads' sweet request

Is o'er powering, and we slumber.

By their witching presence biest.

A Day By the Streams.

\\Y are extremely sorry to have to announce the death of

Mr. John P. ' arroll, the well-known and universally-esteemed

leader in coursing circles in this State, Mr. Carroll's death

was caused by heart trouble. He had been confined to his

room for several day-, prior to his death, and passed away on
Thursday, the 23d in-i.,and was finally laid to rest on Satur-
day following. Mr. < arroll was a man of marked individuality,

genial and gentlemanly, drawing about him many warm
For vears he ha- stood as one of the staunch advo-

cate- <>f fiiir and li g, being at the time cf his

death President of the Occidental Coursing Club of this city.

1 and owned many of the finest greyhounds ever seen

ever following ihecoiise for the pure love of
He will be Badly missed by all of our sportsmen in

tin- line on thia coast 1 1 is family have our innceresl sympa-
thy. _ *

__
Bruin Fled From A Dear.

onl in the gloaming way out in Wyoming, a school
teacher *al .combing her golden hair; when all healed and
roaming all panting and foaming, there came up and liuggtd
her—a b t ' it did not affright her—she laid hark
and murmured: "Still tighter dear!" This broke up old
bruin, he left oil hii wooin', nneaked back to the mountains
and In : Kv

Namea Claimed

L C ] >aven port,

ne L k\>\ N kvi i for black

d January I liffer K. ' liffer

ex Ladv, Lady bv ch blk Pete A. K. f. ti B. 1910, ex Miss
Nance V K. < B B, 12,699) ex Panny, A. K. C. S. B.

The coming bench show i« demanding considerable consid-

eration from tbe various committees appointed to look after

the various interest* involved in giving the show.

It is a warm day in midsummer, says F. S. Palmer, and a

fisherman is following along a trout brook. The stream runs

through the forest—throngh hardwood groves, which, owing

to their scant underbrush, looks almost like English parks;

through mossy evergreen glades, where every sound and color

is subdued ; through rocky ravines, down which the water

hurries with fretful plaints against the bowlders in its path,

till at last it finds an outlet in a mountain lake.

To-day it is evident that all the wood life is prepared to be

lazv—even the trout that are wont to rush so eagerly at worm

or fly. Now the fisherman begins to feel the influence of this

all pervading inertia, and finally he laysdoivn his pole and
stretches himself out on the brook's bank. Close to his side is

a sound of rippling water, coul and soothing, while the spread-

ing top of a maple keeps off" the sun.

The bank here is covered with thick moss—a pleasant couch
waiting for some one to come and use it. In the economy of

the woods nothing is permitted to exist for itself only ; the

saplings have their own life, but must also furnish leaves and
twigs to the deer, and bark to the nibbling hares. ZSo plant

or animal is entirely selfish, and so this humble moss, since it

can do little else, is ready to serve as a resting place for the

weary.
There is an old saying that goes, "* Best ease is free ease "

—

or the ease bought with too much labor of preparation is

hardly worth having. And this thought, though it may not

be very profound, suggests one great delight of the woods,

everything is free—is natural. No one but tireless nature has
labored. Xo eyes have ached, no back has become bent, in

the making of this couch of moss ; no hands have toiled to

rear the grateful shade of the maple. The refreshing splash

and ripple of the brook is freely, unconsciously given.

The voluptuaries of the east were close students of the art

of idleness. Lounging on their cushions, they listened to soft

music and watched the movements of dancing slaves. Other
slaves waved cooling fans, and, if their masters were exposed
to the sun, held silked canopies about them. The eastern

prince thought that the pleasures of idleness could be no
further perfected.

But the dancers must often have grown weary ; the slaves

holding the canopies fainted in the sun ; the fan bearers and
the musicians doubtless wondered at the unjust fate which
condemned them to labor in order that others might enjov.

No Indian rajah or Persian lord ever reclined upon an easier

couch than this one on which the fisherman stretches him-
self. The brook makes the most delightful of music, Sun-
beams dancing on leaf and moss and ripples are as pleasant to

watch as the movement of weary slaves.

Nor do the sights and sounds of the woods lack variety.

The music of the water is mingled with the twitter of forest

birds—thrushes and wood sparrows : the songful enthusiasm
of their annual youth is past, but the midsummer notes are
fall of happiness, and tell ol nests well stocked with little

ones. Squirrels chirp and chatter. The dead leaves strew-
ing the ground are of every Bhade of brown and red and yellow,
and the slender -hafts of Minlk'hl. which dart down through
the breeze stirred foliage overhead, never fall twice upon
colors that are exactly similar.

The trout fisherman, half dreamy, half observant, and
wholly happv, has lain there till the long, warm summer
afternoon i* drawing to a close. The Rny little ivood creatures
that love the dusk come out of their hiding places and run
near him, quite fearless of his motionless figure. Delicate,
mouselike creatures are here, the living squirrels, in >oft grav
draperies. A mink trots over the wet boulders in the brook's
bed, snd. conscious of its own importance, eyes the man sus-
piciously.

Darkness is coming on, and it is time for the trout fisher-

man to go home. He leaves the mossy bank regretfully, half
persuaded that idleness, and not work, is man's chief bless-

ing. __
A "Welcome Surprise.

It was growing eveningward rapidly. All day, from the

early trouting hour of the morning my friend and I had been

wandering up and down the beautiful trout stream on which
we were encamped, but whip the waters as best we could there

was no such a thing as templing a rise. Not the flirt of a fin

bad we seen. Not a single bubble to indicate that there were

fins to flirt or trout to catch. We had just returned to camp
and wereabout as annoyed and disgusted a pair of anglers as
ever struck camp by a stream expecting sport and finding
none.

" Don't this beat you ?" queried my friend.

"Well, I should say so," I replied, "I never in all mv life

saw such favorable indications without a single bit of realiza-

tion."

"Its too bad," sighed my friend, "for I shan't get out again
for a month."

" Let us rest for a few moments and then try yonder pool
again, and if evening brings no trout there then I am sure there
are rone in these waters," said I.

While I was speaking mv companion got up and started to
go into the tent, but as I pointed to the especial spot where I
was suggesting that we try again, his eves turned in that di-
rection. I saw him grow interested and he walked out toward
the pool and then came back in great haste for his tackle say-
ing " there are millions of them there, jumping like mad."

It was no time for questioning, so seizin? my rod I followed
close on his heels. The bubbles were sparkling here and there
all over the surface of the water showing that the trout were
snapping finely.

The nest moment we were busy taking out tbe fine fellows
just about as fast as we could conveniently work the rod and
reel.

In little or no time we hpd our baskets filled and yet the
trout kept up their eager striking. Red spinnprs were the
flies of their choice and when all of our red bodied flies were
whipped out pieces of red flannel served the purpose equally
as well.

The two of us caught 104 trout that evening. On the fol-

lowing morning we found the waters as devoid of fish as
though never a fin had disturbed them, but we were content.
The trout frequently move very rapidly and in compact
bodies.

The Culture and Catching of Mascalonge.

The fishing at Chautauqua Lake the past season has been

remarkably good, says Frank W. Cheney in American Angler.

I did not take in the spring fishing, for as soon as I was
through hatching mascalonge I entered the employ of the

Chautauqua Steamboat Company, and did not fish any until

the 5th of September. During the months of June, July and
August a great many fine strings of black bass were taken.

One day as our steamer was at the landing at Chautauqua a

fisherman came alongside in his boat and showed ns thirty-six

small-mouthed black bass and two mascalonge, which he said

all together weighed ninety-eight pounds, and all were caught

by himself that day.

I will now relate some of ray own experience, dating from

the 5th of September. I will not refer to the balmy air, the

rippling waves and the azure sky, although I am a lover of

the beautiful in nature, but will leave that for some other fel-

low and proceed to business. I did all my fishing with rod
and reel, and used live minnows for bait. I fished nearlv
every day from the beginning of September until about
Thanksgiving lime.

My score for September was twenty-four mascalonge and
twenty-eight black bass, the largest mascalonge weighing
fifteen pounds and the largest bass six pounds.

For the month of October, one hundred and four masca-
longe and twenty-one bass, the largest mascalonge weighing
seventeen and a bnss of six pounds.

for the month of November, forty-eight mascalonge, the larg^

est weighing twenty-seven pounds.

There was no fish in the whole score that weighed less than
two and a half pounds, and bul few of that size. There were
not many mascalonge caught during September and October
that would weigh over twenty pounds, but in November quite

a large number were taken that would run up to the twenty-
five and thirty-pound mark. I have noticed that when the
large ones bite there are not many small or medium-sized
ones caught.

That artificial propogation is a success is evident from the
fact that so many small mascalonge have been seen and caught
at spots where we put in the fry a Year ago last spring. They
grow fast, and my opinion is that they will weigh two pounds
when two years old. There is an unwritten law among decent
fishermen here not to keep any under two pounds in weight.
That it is sport to catch these fish with rod and reel goes

without saying. I could fill a page or two with descriptions

of the capture of specially large fish, of their sulking on the

bottom, of their high leaps in the air and mad rushes for lib-

erty. Unless one understands their nature and knows about
what they are going to do, they are liable to be lost. The main
point in the battle is to keep your line taut and let them tire

themselves out.

1 have lished through some pretty tough weather this fall ;

on some days the wind hlew so that no one else would venture

out. This is the lime when they bile best, if you have the

muscle to pull a boat and skill enough to handle your fish in

rough water, and boat him at the same time, keeping your
boat right side up. No doubt every angler knows thai our
small lakes get very rough in short order. It is not disagree-

able fishing when you get the long, steady swell, but the choppy
sea is what breaks things up, and that is what we get here in

November.
We are to continue the propogation of mascalonge the com-

ing spring on a much larger scale than heretofore. Mr. Green
is going to furnish two additional nets, making three-pound
nets altogether, and we expect to hatch three times the fry-

that we did lasi spring. We want to make Chautauqua Lake
the best mascalonge fishing ground in the L'nited States, and
have enough fry over to slock other waters.
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Trotting Stride.—I was much pleased to receive a letter

from Mr. Wiggin, the owner of Martha Wilkes, in relation to

the stride of that famous mare, and though it may have been

intended for private information it will be of great interest to

trainers. The fotlowing is the letter :

Mr. Joseph Caxbn Simpson, San Francisco, Cal..
Dear Sir :—As you say in your article in Wallace: •* Measuring

strides of a horse on a public track wueu so many horses are working
is not only troublesome but not always correct."

I have been in the nabit of measuring the strides of all my horses

until I became satisfied that I have them balanced so they can do their

best- I have a private track, also a blacksmith shop, and spend mv
time, during the earlv spring until the campaign opens, measuring
the strides uf my horses iu training and attending to the shoeing and
balancing of them.

I thought the facts in regard to Martha Wilkes, 2:0$. might interest

you just at this time. I have heard various opinions about the length
of toe a horse carries, influencing the length of stride. Se far as my
experiments go I have found the length of toe makes no difference
provided the horse is balanced.
Mv track is measured in sixteenths so that I can take the time of

each sixteenth and then measure the stride for the entire sixteenth,

and if the strides are alike I can tell the rate of speed they are going
at that stride.

I find Martha Wilkes' stride is as follows : Iu going a 2:20 gait she
strides 17 feei, a 2:17 gait 17^ feet, a 2:iv.> l4 gait ls>-£ feet, a 2:07 gait 19

feet, a 2:03 gait 19% feet, a 1:48 gait 22 feet".

I also find the number of strides per second does not vary but a
fraction from 2 15. and strange to say, there is no difference in the
rapid itv of the stride in going a 2:20 or 1:48 gait.

I have tried Martha Wilkes with a toe from 3>£ to •!>£ with 450 angle
and find it makes no difference in the length of the stride and cer-

tainly believe the shorter toe the easier.
Martha Wilkes stands 15-3. weighs 1050 in load condition, trains to

970 to 9J pounds Is good length of body goes so near inline that stand-
ing in front or behind her when at speed and you only see one set of
lees.

It seems strange to me that old trainers will brush a horse down
the stretch as fast as he can go. measure his stride and report it as if

the horse carried that stride a mile. I consider a horse stride is what
he can carry for a mile or iu other words, the flight of speed the horse
shows when the stride is measured, should be given in order for any-
one to profit by the information. I never yet have heard a trainer,

when measuring the stride, speak of the rate of speed the horse was
going. Frequently I hear old and some of onr best trainers say. after

having brushed a horsethough the stretch a 2:04 gait and found his

stride IH% or 19% say :
" I wish that fellow's stride was only 17 feet.

I could drive him in 12 or 15." Mr. Simpson. I drop these crude re-

marks simply because you and S. T. H. are having a little discussion,
and its the wrong time of year for you to experiment.
The following are the strides of Martha Wilkes

:

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

54 55 52 6 6 65
32 34 4 35 6 4552 5454 6 6 61
34 35 4 3 6 36 47
17
2:20

17 IS 6 19
2:09 2:07

Yours truly.

19 6 22
2:02 1:48

E. D. Wiggin.

It will be perceived from thecommunication that Mr. Wig-
gin has been more thorough in his practice than t have heard
of anyone previous to his letter. He has had the course di-

vided into sixteenths of a mile so that the time for that dis-

tance was obtained as well as the length of stride and in the case

of that great mare the increase of speed was due to lengthening
of her stride. Thus when she was going at a 2:20 gait, and
from that to the wonderful flight of speed as a sixteenth of a

mile in six-and-three quarter seconds, was due to an increase of

stride from 17 feet to 22 feet. It is not at all likely that many
horses have the capacity to cover so much ground, and still

more singular that Marthas flight of speed is regulated by her
length of stride entirely. It would appear to be due to im-
mense muscular power which can accomplish by forced, as it

may be termed, what is usually the result of extreme activity,

in her case a combination of both qualities to an extraordi-

nary degree. The two in harmony so that there is an equili-

brium in the machinery and motive power. Were an increase

of speed from a 2:20 to a 1:48 gait the resultentirely of greater

rapidity of action, it is a reasonable inference that it would be
more tiresome than when the stride is extended, inasmuch as

to make a miie on a 17 feet stride, and in 2:20, there would
have to be 310 strides, each of them occupying only 45 hun-
dredths of a second, and to show a rate of speed equal to a
mile in 1:48 with a stride of 17 feet would give 35 hundredths
of a second for each, only a little more than three strides to

each second of time, and from that it is safe to assert that a
trotter which goes (close to the " two-minute-lick" will have
to cover a good deal more than 17 feet at a stride.

From the eight tables given it is evident that the increase

of speed was almost wholly due to a greater alrflight. As Mr.
Wiggins has given the imprint a hind foot is the first one
marked, that is at the head of the column. To make it

plainer this would be the position of the marks of the shoe in

a stride of seventeen feet

:

* 3 ft. 4 in. * 5 ft. 2 in. * 3 ft. 2 in. * 5 ft. 4 in. *

hind fore hind fore hind

Were the action absolutely square, viz., one fore foot and
one hind foot striking the ground exactly together, these feet

would be at about the same angle from the centers of motion,
thrust simultaneously forward. The body is carried over them
until the angle is in the reverse direction, and then comes the

airflight, the other fore and hind feet coming to the ground,
the hind foot 5 ft. 4 in. in advance of the imprint of the fore

feet on the same side. But when we reach a 2:07 gait there is

a stride of nineteen feet, and the increase from seventeen feet

to nineteen feet is due to eight inches added to the length of

the space between the imprint of hind and fore feet on the
same side, while the other spaces an* only lengthened two
inches and four inches. These diagrams of the Blrides of

Martha Wilkes completely establish the soundness of the posi-

tion I have heretofore occupied :

• 3 ft. 6 in. * fin. * 3 ft. 6 in. • 6 ft. •

hind fore hiud fore hind

an even six feet the distance when the hind foot struck

the ground anterior to the front foot at a 2:07 gait. The
claim that " S. T. H." placed on record, that a horse was " per-

fectly balanced in his action " when '* he walk-* and jogs and
trots preciselv in the same footprints," and that horse with a
record of 2:26, and which he (S. T. H.) had seen trot a mile
in Sfcl9, was so absurd that were it not for the general lack of

knowledge of either trotting or racing ac'ion, there would be
no necessity for correction. He also claimed that a horse

which was " urged up to his speed, then the hind feet extended
fourteen inches beyond the front feet, and then only his trouble
began in earnest. Palpably his propulsion was in excess of
his carrying capacity." Tnat was a Wilkes horse, and now
that his cousin Martha extends her hind feet from 5 ft. 4 in.

to 6 ft. 5 in., according to the rate of her speed, the excess of
propulsion over her carrying capacity is not such a terrible

matter.

The difference in the gaps between hind and fore feet which
are simultaneously in the air, when the pace is accelerated is

not so puzzling to account for as tha variation in the spaces
between them when they are resting on the ground. Thus in

the stride of 17 feet these gaps are 3 ft. 2 in., and 3 ft. 4 in.

In the 18 ft. 6 in. stride there are 4 feet each, "being uniform.
while in the stride of 19 ft. these spaces are 3 ft. 6 in. each.
These shorter spaces are controlled by the position the feet

are in when they tirst strike the ground, and, of course, the
slightest variation from an exact synchronism in the foot-falls

will change the distance. Then again if the hind foot is

thrust further forward when the feet touch than the fore foot

they will be closer together than if at the same angle. But,

in all probability, when the stride is lengthened there are

greater variations in the airflights than when shorter, more
irrt'gularitiy, and thus the discrepancy. If the fore foot

strikes the ground before the hind foot on the opposite side

touches—which in trotting action these feet must necessarily

strike nearly if not quite in unison—the space between them
will be shortened, and if the reverse it will be lengthened.
This is evident and plainly apparent, for with the hind foot

reaching the ground first the body is carried forward until

the fore foot is brought down, that being extended, while the

hind leg is losing a part of the ansrle U had at its first contact.

It will add to the interest if Mr. Wiggin will kindly give
some further information viz. the weight of shoes, the pat-

terns of them, and when the measurements were made the
conditions which were observed when the trials were made.
There is a very general impression that long toes increase the

stride, but the result of Mr. Wiggin's experiments have not
endorsed that view. There must oe a greater strain on ten-

dons and ligiraents, and also entail greater muscular exertion

than when the toes ire in proportion to the other parts of

the foot. There is no question that "action" can be greatly

influenced by shaping the foot as well as by the weight and
different patterns of shoes and tips, but as a rule, if not a
positive implication, that shaping must be in accordance with
a good " natural foot." Either too long or too short toes or

heels, a bearing which throws the foot out of its proper levpl

are injurious and should be avoided. Malformation can, of

course, be remedied with advantageous results, but experi-

ments which are contrary to nature, and surely an extreme
length of toe is not inaccordaece with that and should not be
ventured.

*
* *

Trotting Handicaps
| The Eastern papers have got hold

Not Them Alone fof the wrong idea in regard to

the action of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation in relation to the innovations on old formulas of trot-

ting. The chances for handicapping which the li bike sulkeys"

have increased are only a small part of the contemplated

movement, which, it is fondly hoped, will be for the better.

In the first place the endeavor will be so to classify horses
that close contests will be probable with all of the horses
evenly rigged. This may be done by selecting horses regard-
less of records gained, actual capacity being the test. This
does not mean that time classification will be ignored, but that
there will be a combination of the good that there has been
and that which is likely to add to the public interest in tro-
ting races. That closing a series of races, in which records
were the basis of classification, some time before the events
were set for division have been, as a rule, detrimental is gen-
erally admitted. Among other plans to overcome the trouble
was that of making a horse eligible after a specified time had
been beaten, and forcing it into a lower class. This appeared
to be fair, asunder that condition there was little chance for u
horse to go " all down the line " in the classes it was eligible

in when the entries closed. Yet like nearly everything else

in horse-racing growls were forthcoming, and still tho=e who
appla.ided were in the majority. But notwithstanding that

there are good features in that system there are objections the
greatest, in mv opinion, being a continuation of the thraldom
in which trotting sports have been so long enchained. The
bondage of records, and strange as it may appear to one un-
acquainted with the inner circle of trotting affairs, that has
worked injury in two wavs. Fear of a record which would
lessen, perhaps destroy, the earning capacity of a trotter has
been the governing motive for many jobs, and had it been
otherwise that in late years a counterbalance in the way of

urgent anxiety to secure as fast a mark as possible
has done something to restore the equilibrium, many more
would have been chronicled. With that fear overcome, with
an assurance that if a horse, under extraordinarily favorable
circumstances, should gain a mark which is a good deal below
the average of his performances, and still have a fair chance
to win expenses, the big bugaboo would not be so hideous. In
place of being all black there would be a few bright spots of
color and " outclassed " a terra which bad lost a good deal of
its significance, when the classes are gnaged by present capac-
ity. The ohject in fixing elisibilitv by standing records was
to ensure good races, and occasionally the purpose was effected,

in many others failure. That every race can be made a con-
test by arranging conditions, or under any system of classifica-

tion, is utterly out of the question. It might be that with one
hundred horses to select from, the shrewdest observer could
only pick a few groups which would make good sport, and yet
it is apparent that the chance* will be far hetter than when
entries are made a long time before the race is to be decided.

1 Then, too, the fields can be kept within bounds, and though
this tiling of foregoing lontr lists of entries will seem to be the
height of folly to the sticklers for old practices, in my estima-
tion that will also be found a good move towards popularizing
trotting sports. The ground-work of the action of the P. <_'.

T. IT. P.. A. was in the first place to increase public interest

;

in the seennd to lighten the burden of the owners of trotting
hor-e-. The superstructure may not be in as perfect shape
it will be after a few meetings have decided what are improve-
ments and what must be remodeled.

Handicapping in the sense which racing custom implies is

comparatively of little significance when trotters are to be
brought together, and until the improved sulkeys came into
use, practicallv of tittle account. European methods will not
answer, and the "bike" and "old-fashioned" are about the
only resource. Unless there is a radical change in the feel-

ings of drivers and owners, h^avy vehicles will not 1

ted and nowadays carts are fabricated which are superior ris

speed promoters to the sulkeysof a few yearn ago. Still bikes,

old-fashioned sulkeys, and carts from sixty to one hundred
pounds, will afford the opportunity without raising much
greater commotion than heavy weights excite among racine
men. Still races, unquestionably, ran be gotten up on the
basis of weight hauled e |ualixing speed, when the hoi
not very far apart, which will evoke interest when an equal

" hitch " would fail to secure attendance, and while I am more
favorably impressed with the other new features which the
association has outlined, do not ignore the handicap. In i*a

any experiment that appears to be feasible had better be giv^n
a trial than to follow the old track which is universally
acknowledged to need relaying. The road-bed may do, tin-

ballasting, rails aud equipments are certainly behind the
times.

*
* *

WEIGHT on the Back.—" An ounce on the foot is worse

than a pound on the back," was received as an axiom more
than a hundred years ago when the effect of weight on the

speed of racehorses was the topic of conversation. A good

friend who is in the front rank of those who are desirous of

seeing trotting put on a better found itio-i suggests that haro
horses might be brought together by placing weight on the
back, regulating the amount by so many p tundsfor ever,* sec-

ond which one horse was faster than another. There have
been wilder ideas expressed than the one embodied in that
suggestion, and yet there are drawbacks in the scheme which
I am afraid will put it out of the field of consideration. A
second in a mile is a big jjap between racehorses, and accord-
ing to one of the best E.-iglish authorities on handicapping,
would require a big lump of weight in favor of the slower to

bring them together when the distance to be run was not over
a mile. In the old days the idea prevailed that horses could
trot faster with one hundred and fifty pounds up, than when
drawing a sulky, but now that the record is such a big d table
handful of ieconds in favor of harness that notion will not
hold water. Then if the converse of the proposition be true,

a weight on the back of the trotter, in addition to the f

required to haul the load, will surely imped**, and even a few
pounds make as much difference as there is between the old
and the new sulkeys.

Easy enough to test. A lot of lead pads properly made and
adjusted would not be a very extensive addition to the equip-
ments of a trotting track, but first of all some one who is im-
bued with the right sort of a feeling for the good of the cause
should take the initiatory steps to decide whether weight on
the back of harness horses will do the like service it has
accomplished on the legitimate.

Races that the public will flock to see is the greatdesidera-
tum, and whatever sort of a magnet is used, as long as it is an
honest loadstone, will meet with approval.

* *
Straight Trotting—The objection has been urged to ar -

ranging races after the horses were on the ground, that tha

class of trotting has been in the past of a crooked character.

Granting that in many instances such has been the case, it is

no harder to control those "specials" than it would be to

handle others, made under the usual conditions and under like

ownership. The trouble heretofore has been that a gang of

outside horses, I. &, horses without regular engagements at a
meeting would congregate for the especial purpose of " filling

in" when blanks occurred in the original programme. A
kind of guerilla warfare, a sort of bushwhacking in which it

was held to be proper to adopt tactics not strictly conformable
to the articles of war. The chances were taken of getting
something which would pay expenses, but that chance not be-

ing of the rosiest description, methods wereemployed tos°cure
renumeration, in other words, to make the most they could
out of the few chances presented. With the assurance, that
by far the largest proportion of the events during themeetine,
will be for horses which are outside of, and among those, hav-
ing engagements, there will be no other risk than that which
will be due to a lack of animals which are of the same or near
capacity. Koi instance if Xaocy Hanks were present :t would
not be expected that she could find a chance for trotting

against competitors, but when the limit is increased so that

horses capable of trotting inside of 2:30 will figure, there is

little danger of getting up fields. It is also evident that when
the practice is general, when every prominent stable in the
couritry is represented, and includes candid ites for these special

events, there is an entirdly different condition of affairs. No
more danger of crooked work in these races which have only
been planued forty-eight hours before decision than when the
entries closed months in advance. But I am not ready to ad-
mit that under proper supervision any fraudulent job can be
conducted to a successful termination, or, at least, but a small
proportion of even these when there was a premeditated in-

tention to swindle when the swindlers will escape. Few will

be attempted when it is thoroughly understood that punish-
ment will surely follow even an attempt, and that no matter
how prominent or influential the culprit has formerly stoo 1 in

the eyes of the public, when clearly guilty, let the penalty be

inflicted.

* *

Length ok Stkhje.—English writers on galloping action

the most notable example being '' Stonehenge," give tfa

of a long stride as length of body or length of hind leg

other things being in harmony this would he sound doctrine,

but when so many short-bodied and short-legged horses cover

more ground than (hose which are their superior in that re-

spect, some other reason- must be given. ' me write was sun-

that length of stride was due to the ihoulder blade
as when the fore foot was in line with that it would be ex-

tendi '1 farther than Prom an upright Bhoulder. His conten-
tion was that there was lived line-, but a- there i- quite a

movement in the upper part of Hi- 1 scapula, greater ft

of motion in Ll might give belter resu

Another authority on horses gave all the credit of a long
stride to muscular de., u of the

. but now that the instantaneous photograph has

taught that the last great i'M the bodj is hurled

through 'he air, is given by the foreleg that reasoning is not

sound. In fact, the action <>( fast horsCfl, racers, trotters and
pacers, is none to i well undersi I, but with a greater number
of careful experimenters, such as Mr. Wiecin, and more in-

lere will be a marked in-

msideration, particn-

larly trotting and raciog action, that being more susceptible

of change and improvement than the Hying gallop——till that

can be modulated, and oftenl

the racehor-e. Jo- i \n-\ Bin

L. J. Boss booked the dam of his greit three

2:23, to Daghestan, by Stun
tioneer, second <\.un Beautiful Bella The di

State and tita dam of Pasadena Belle have also been bo

this great voung hors.-.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

The question of the hour—" What is it; a colt or a filly?'-

TufMAv. 2:12, will uot go East in Orr'in A. Hickok's

string.

[ i ig ^aid that Geers is goiag to try to beat 2:00 with Pointer

this year.

PUB pieer, Ned Wiuslow, 2:15, is still owned at Spring-

field, Mae1?,

LOCK i !v«r, 2:13, Nutwood's fastest son, has four white

feet and a small star.

Thus. II. Gkiffin made a short stay in Sau Francisco pre-

vious to going East via Los Angeles.

A i.t.vi'LDU.s- at Juliet, Ind., owns a pacer called Pop

Corn that is not slow in moving around.

Hon. Van B. DeLashmutt, Portland. Ore., has purchased

from the estate of W. H. Wilson the brown stallion Noonday

10,000, by Wedgewood, 2:19, dam Noontide, 2:201, by Harold;

second dam Midnight (dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:0t>l pacing, and

Electricity, 2:17ij).

Fred Haight, the trainer who is well known throughout

the Eastern and Western States as a successful horsemau, vis-

ited Rancho Cotati last week and says all the young Eclectics he

saw acted and moved more like trained trotters than any lot

of yearlings he had ever seen.

In "Randall's Horse Breeder" it is stated that Warwick
Miller, who lived four miles below Louisville, Kentucky, bred,

raised and named the horse Bull Pup, sire of Flaxtail 8132.

He was by Old Pacing Pilot, dam by Tom Hal, son of Tom
Crowder, and he bv Old Pacing Pilot.

James Dustin, it is said, is going to take charge of the

young trotters and pacers at the Santa Rosa Stock Farm. He
is thoroughly capable of making agood showing with them,

and from the material there he will, after a few weeks, be

able to select some money winners for the fall circuit.

Thk La Siesta Stock Farm will be represented on the cir-

cuit this ve;ir by some promising trotters.

Andy McDowell will have D. J. Murphy's tine Soudan
cult Nubia, 2:2^|, in his string thissummer.

Mill vki> Sanders will prepare a number of the youngsters

at the Yaleusin Farm fur race records this fall.

Lcke L'kuw will show his stallion Jim U. at the Bay Dis-

trict track Co morrow i^Suuday) afternoon at two o'clock.

Uuni;>-k. o, 2:H | sisier of Sweet Rise, yearling record

: - by rJl^-tione.r, ha-; bdeu bjjke 1 to Rilpi Wilkes, 2,

2: IS. '

Among the good ones to be seen this fail on the circuit,

Egyptian IVince, P. J. Williams' exceedingly well-bred colt,

will come prominently forward.

The celebrated kite-shaped track at Columbia, Tenn., was

sold last Ylonday for 5i7,b'0O :>n foreclosure of a mortgage and
was bought in bv Norman Kirkinan, of Nashville.

Genial Chas. Chape was missed at the auction sales

lately. He is still under the physician's care, and the worst

of it is the disciple of Esculapius has no idea of the magnet-
ism thaL surrounds an auction sale when Mr. Chase is in the

box, and no one has the courage to tell him so.

George Wilkes and Almont each got the dams of eight

of the new 2:30 sires, Volunteer, Belmont and Woodford Mara-
brino each got the dams of seven, and Alexander's Abdallah,

Strader's Cassius M. Clay, Jr., Rysdyk's Hambletonian and
Mambrino Patchen each got the dams of six.

If Mr. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, had a stallion

suitable to breed to the daughters of Guy Wilkes, 2:15V

,

it is asserted that he never would part with them. He has

often said that they would prove tj be among the greatest

broodmares in the world, and this has never been denied.

Remember the Napa sale rakes place next Wednesday.
The indications are very favorable for men with limited

mean- who love a good horse) to secure bargains.

Few collisions and break downs occur with the bibycle

suIkv. The chief danger to be feared is when a horse stands

on his hind legs and tights the air with his fore feet.

T. I S.videk, while driving on the race track at Agricul-

tural Park, Sacramento, one day last week, was thrown out of

his sulkv. Luckily he escaped with only a few bruises.

Tut: combination sale of young trotters that takes place

in this city on tie tifteenth will prove a surprise to our horse-

men, I'o every animal lis'.ed will be of the class they are look-

ing lor.

Ik the colts want to pace let them alone. Better wait and
let them pace than lake the chances of injury by attempting

by st, jft over. More than this, the demand for pacers is

steadily growing.

Lccas Brodhead says that old Harold will hardly live

through March. He is looking for the aged sire of Maud S.,

2:0S], to drfe-^Imost any day, and maybe he will be dead before

this gets into print.

Jame- Madison, 2:17j, is to be given to a competent
trainer and driver after his season in the stud ends this year.

Thai he will lower his record everyone who watched him get

hid low mark admits.

A.LC »N v 730, one of the best sons of the great Almont 33,

will hive a representative family al the Napa sale that wilt

pr »ve his worth as a sire. He ought to bring a good round
price, for he deserves it.

.1
.

< -kcoran, one of the old-time trainers and drivers who
used to handle thoroughbreds in California many years ago
aud latterly had charge of Boodle, 2:2U, at San Jose, died ia

this city -..me time ago.

Wm. Fikldwick, "St. Julien Bill" has decided to take

Beaury Mac and a string of verv promising trotters to San
ling the lilood Horse meeting. He will be at the

race trai;k thereabout six weeks.

John Groom, the well-known trainer and driver, started

for San Jose on Monday with tea very promising young trot-

ters belonging to Fred H.Talbot and Orestes Pierce. This is

a valuable addition to the list of new stabler that will appear

on the California circuit this fall, and everybsdy wishes it

success.

The handsome chestnut mare by Del Sur that W. E. Crel-

lin was driving all summer around Pleasanton now forms

a link in the Salisbury chain of wonderful trotters, and if re-

ports are true she will be one of the verv strongest. This
mare trotted quarters in thirty-six seconds after having but

three weeks' work.

There are several colts by Boodle, 2:21',, at San Jose that

are "chips of the old block ;" they are perfectly-formed, pure-

gaited and speedy. The game qualities shown by this son of

Stranger have endeared him to almost every owner ot a good
mare in the Santa Clara valley, consequently his book is

pretty well filled.

James A. Cody has his Antevolo stallion Winwood look-

ing splendidly. Dr. Thos. Bowhill performed one of the best

operations on this horses' ankle we have ever seen, and the

colt is apparently as sound as the day he was foaled. Mr.
Cody will stand hira at Sunol this summer and give him a

low record in the fall.

W. R. Ruggles is handling a few verv promising trotters

and " bangtails " at the Lodi track. " D >c," as he is known,
will appear at all the meetings on the Central California cir-

cuit and will be very busy every day in the week. He sits a

sulky like a veteran and handles a thoroughbred as well as

Wm. Donathan or Henry Walsh.

Tid.s Keating has Uenlo Fallta, 2:27?, at Lodi, and
believe* the h"r*e will lower his record before the snow crowns
the Sierra Nevada*. Menli Fatlisis considered one of the
li:nid-.Hiie-t hor-e> ever seen at Lodi.

T.i.i- Muui'iiv ' Glo«BB") has taken up his colt Alden
W., uid is jogging hi n a little every day. Every one who has
seen this yoangfter w<>>"k brieves Tom has in him as good a

Hiree-year-old a- th -re is in ihiij State.

Phk trotter* ••hipped to Europe are placed in stalls three
and one* half feel wide by ten feet long. These stalls are
padded all around with straw BI3 inches thick. The animals
remain alanding daring the whole journey.

A i.
*.! carpenters are at work at the Bay District

track replacing the old timbers that supported the grand
land with larger ones. This improvement was a necessary
one and die association shows its appreciation of the adage,

titoh in time naves :i lawsuit."

T. W. H.ui-iou, formerly of dan Jose, Cat, recently leased
tii.- track a' San Luis >bi po. Mr. Barstow is the owner of

excellent broodmares ; he is also
it tir*i claw v. .

i , and his Bervices in that profes-
sion will Im; in demand at his new location.

been sen) to the Ban Mateo
-t..ck I'uriii to '<• bred to ' ruy \Vilke>, 2:16j A better choice
for this man could not have made,and the produce ought to

eedingly valuabla This < lay Wi IIces-Electioneer
cross through

I
bould iT'A'r a bapp

1 1 i- aaid that the handsome chestnut stallion! I barley C.
the members -I < »r riii A. I Uckok'tl Hiring

thin summer We would like to we Mr Jesse Poller's other
nnri h<- given ;i team of

. !.• n t bai lev i I'lnniv NoL . n ti \iU ! u <
j ever hitched than tliev.

The Pierce Bros., proprietors of the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm, are never so well stocked with good broodmares that

they can let one be sold if they can get her. They recentlv

purchased that grand-looking broodmare Lou Milton (trial

2:21), by Milton Medium 4782, dam of Redwood, 2:21.], and
Ethel Mac, 2:20} as a three-year-old.

Walter Maben is going on the Eastern circuit with a

string of horses this year. It is dollars to doughnuts this quiet

little driver will astonish the Eastern talent by his wonderful
driving. There are very few in the United States to surpass

him, especially as he has selected some extraordinary good
trotters and pacers to make up his string.

The ''bottom has not dropped out of the trotting horse
business," if one is to judge by the number of people who are

making preparations to have their trotters ready for the meet-
ings this summer. The prospects of larger attendance, lower
entrance and no long drawn-nut contests account for this

activity among the level-headed enthusiasts.

Jos. Oothwatte's string of trotters from Sierra Madre will

be seen on our circuit this year. Among them is the hand-
some stallion, Daghestan, 2:25'., as a twovear-old. He is

more like his sire, the king of trotters, Stamboul, 2:07?, than
any horse ever foaled, and it would not surprise us if he
would wear the champion's crown some day.

Wm. Cohbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, has not de-
cided to have any horses appear on the California Circuit yet.

However, he has plenty of time to get a string ready, if neces-
sary. We hope he will take up some of the untried ones from
the rich pastures and give them an opportunity to hear how
the bell in the judges' stand in California sounds.

Monroe Salisbury will not be here in time to attend the
sale of the Director fillies at Napa. This is regretted, for no
man ever had greater faith in the progeny of a horse than he,
and no horse has ever fulfilled every expectation as well as
Director. The Director mares will be esteemed more highly
a few years hence than the Dictator mares are at present.

Andy McDowell (everybody knows "Andy") the well-
known horseman, recently purchased a fine saloon in Pleas-
Miiion Hi-, bartender, Locktbaa "Yolo Maid punches," Director
Julipa" and "ther mixed-waited beverages that seem to at-

tract the talent of that horsey town. No stud horse poker is

allowed, and everything about the place is kept as neat and
cleanly- ai post! ble. Andy has hosts nf friends and, what is

better than all. he keep* thera. The reader need not infer,
however, that he has given up irainingand driving: his string
ol good iroiter* and pacers i-, the largest he has ever had at

11 i i I IV lv A nv i (ill twilight Ik1 is seen in the
sulky at the Pleaaanton track.

The Jewett Farm has adopted a plan of issuing to the

patrons of their stallions a duplicate receipt for service fees,

marking one very plainly and distinctly "duplicate for regis-

tration." This appears to be an excellent idea, and can profi-

tably b« adopted bv other breeding establishments, as it will

frequently save trouble and delay in registration of the pro-

duce.

Thos. .-smith has his fine stallion Geo. Washington, 2:20,

at Stockton, standing him for this season. The Stocktonites

are loud in their praises of this magnificent son of Mambrino
Chief Jr., and are willing to wager that 2:15 will be his record

this year. If he recovers from the accident which disabled

him at the last Breeders' meeting he will " do the trick"

easily.

Trainer Alonzo McDonald, of Village Farm, has a

sensationally fast two-year-old in the colt Electric Chimes, by
Chimes, out of Maid of Honor, by Mambrino King; second

dam Betty Mac, by Red Wilkes, and third dam the dam of

Fanny Witherspoon. He can trot a 2:30 gait through the

stretch and this year should take a record of 2:20 without
difficulty- _^_^^

D. J. MtjBPHY will send to the auction sale, which is to

take place in this city on the fifteenth of this month, a num-
ber of fillies by Director, 2:17 ; Boodle, 2:21$ ; Dexter Prince

and Soudan, 2:27-1. Among them is a sister to Chloe, 2:23},

and Dexter Thome, 2:25-V. Capt. Benj. E. Harris also sends a

consignment, the progeny of Richards' Elector, Brigadier,

Fordstan and Dawn. Send for catalogue.

A gentleman who went to Portland, March 1st, took
with him the Electioneer stallion Volo Allen, four years

old. He is bv Antevolo, and is considered by all horsemen
who have seen him to be one of the most perfect in the State.

This gentleman will stand hira to few choice mares ; Oregon-
ians should avail themselves of this opportunity of getting

Electioneer blood by breeding to this beautiful horse.

Johs Foksyth Edgar died last Sunday at the home of

his mother, Mrs. Grant E. Edgar, in Newburgh, N. Y. His
age was thirty-four. "Jack" Edgar, as he was familiarly

known, came to California with John A. Goldsmith, and was
well known throughout this State. He was employed by A. C.

Dietz of Oakland previous to his return to his native place,

and drove Ti poo Tib, 2:26 -J, in his races last fall, for that

gentleman.

This must be a '* late year " for trotters, for not one has en-

tered the list yet. There were twenty-three new-comers this

time last year. In the East digging through ice and snow to

rind the tracks aud thawing out the trotters from their icicle-

covered stables is one cause, while in California the row about
the registration and the general apathy of owners to '* rush in

where angels fear to tread" have caused them to keep well out-

side the " magic circle."

The late Duke of Marlborough was not an admirer of the
" sassiety horse " by any means, aud but a few weeks prior to

his death last Xovember wrote of the only equine considered

the " propah capah " by Anglo-maniac dudedom :
" A more

absolutely useless animal at present than theso-called English
hackney it would be impossible to conceive, and nothing but

the craze of fashion would have ever produced a desire among
mauy people to breed this class of horse."

Since Hon. J. Boggs, of Colusa, sold that wonderfully fast

gelding to Doc Forrester, of this city, he has been the recip-

ient of numerous letters of inquiry about the dam of this

trotter and asking him to set a price on the tillies related to

this " Colusa Cyclone." He desires to state publicly that the

mare was the best roadster in that county. Unfortunately,

she died two years ago. She never had a filly, and the two
brothers to "' Doc " Forrester's horse are in this city.

Messes. Graham & Conley's valuable mare Del Rose, by
Del Sur, 2:24, dam Vashti (the dam of Don Tomas, 2:20, and
Grand Moor), by Mambrino Patchen, dropped a short-

backed, broad-loined, strooa-limbed colt by Constaotine, 2:12*,

at Quincy, Mass., a few days since. The little chap is the im-

age of his dad, and so are all of Constantine's foals that have
put in an appearance. Mr. Conley has several of them at

Briar Hill Farm, and is very sweet on them.

The track on the Hobart Farm presents a lively appear-

ance these beautiful mornings. K. O'Gradv has a number of

little trotters and pacers there that would be a credit to any
stock farm in the United States. Applications for pasture are

coming in from everywhere it seems, for the reputation of the

fields and paddocks, warm stables, good shelter, clear water
and equable climate of this large farm extends from Shasta to

Los Angeles. The pasture fields never looked as well as they
do now.

George Wrj&KES holds a combined record of 2:22 to har-

ness, 2:25 to wagon, 2:2S to pole aud was campaigned till sev-

enteen years old, was retired to the stud in 1873 and died in

1882, but in those nine seasons got seventy-nine performers
from 2:30 to 2:13-1 and seventy-four sons that have sired nearly

six hundred in the list, also thirty-four daughters that have
produced race horses with records from 2:30 to 2:08$, an
achievement on the turf and in the stud which no horse has

approached.

Ed. Lafferty has commenced work on a few colts and
fillies at the Oakwood Park Stock Farm. The young Derbys
and Prince Red's are exceedingly promising, while the few by
Steinway he has driven are better than any he has ever

handled. If Ed has any kind of luck and the distemper does

not attack the little trotters as it did in '92, theOakwood Park
Stock Farm will take a leading position this year. There has

been no sickness on the farm among the horses, and every ani-

mal looks well.

Tut-; Pacific Coast Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association has
made public the programme for its summer trotting meeting,

and the chief feature thereof will be an attempt to popularize

the dash-race system, each day's card being provided with one
or more events of that character. Mr. J. C. Simpson, who is

the leading spirit in the enterprise, has become thoroughly
converted to the dash idea as applied to trotters, and will see

that it has a fair show. At the .Northwestern Breeders' meet-
ing, of Chicago, during the summer of 1S91, a number of dash
races were arranged for. but the official who had immediate
charge of aflairs was so opposed to them, without exactly
knowing why, that the infant was smothered almost as soon
as born. The dash system is all right for large cities, and the
public is ready for it The old-style contest of from five to

nine heats in a relic of barbarism and should go to the wall.

—

Breeder*' Gazette.
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The Saddle.

Starter James F. Caldwell was sixty years old on the

loth of February.

Ed Cokrigan, the famous son of Joe Hooker and Countess

Zeika, has been sent to the Ashe farm in Mariposa Countv.

John A. Morkis will have over a hundred and twenty-tive

horses in training this season. His best yearlings at his Texas
ranch will soon be sent to Maryland.

Volita, winner of the first race at Oakland last Saturday,

was beautifully ridden by young, Edsall, who timed his rush to

perfection. The little fellow bids fair to become a crack

jockey.

" Daredevil" Fitzpatrick has signed to ride for James
R. Keene in 1893. Keene has secured a good jockey, and if

Lidgerwood trains well " Fitz" will be seen on his back for

the American Derby.

Col. James White has purchased of the Kendall Stable

the chestnut mare Callie Ferguson, by Joe Hooker. Price

about $600. The mare is now in foal to Buckler, and will be

bred this season to Getaway.

At Walnut Hill Farm, near Lexington, Ky., the bay year-

ling colt Lord Linden, by Linden, dam Winning Ways, by imp.

Kiug Ban, died on Friday, February 17th. He was valued at

$2,000, and was the property of C. R. Joynes, of Chicago.

Oakland had three of the youngest judges in the stand last

Saturday on record, probably, in Messrs. Joe Magee, R. Lloyd
and Ralph Cunis. The eldest of the party was probably not

thirty years ot age, the youngest about twenty-one. Their de-

cisions, however, gave general satisfaction.

Sam Bowley, Jr., of this city, has purchased of Hon. L.

I". Shippee, Stockton, Gal., a five-year-old gelding by Joe
Hooker, dam Louisa D., by Norfolk, second dam Tillie £, by

Wildidle, etc. Mr. Bowley's horse is untried in public, but

quite speedy, according to reports from Oakland.

If you wish to get speed
In tbe horses you breed.

And the sister as good as tbe brother.
Choose a mare that can race,

With shape, actiou and pace,
And a horse with a flying mother.

—The Horseman.

Imp. Bruius will hereafter be used as a private staliion.

The youngsters by the son of McGregor and imp. Teardrop
are uniformly of good size, show no end of substance and
" quality," and are highly prized in every case. We con-

gratulate the Messrs. Boots on owning such a great sire of race

horses as Brutus promises to be.

Dan Miller, the well-known turfman, has purchased of

Senator Lelaud Stanford the bay two-year-old colt Gordius,

by Argyle (sire of Fairy), dam Gerhardine, by Flood : second

dam imp. Goneaway, by North Lincoln ; third dam Bounce-

away, by Zuyder Zee, etc. Tne youngster is said to be a good

one. Consideration private.

W. B. Cheatham, of Cliff Lawn Stud, Tennessee
;
John B.

Ewing, ol Williamnett Stud; Ben F. Cockrell, of Richland

Stud ; Geo. W. White, of Lakeview Stud, and Mora H. Sharpe,

of the Greenfield Stud, all located in Davidson county near

Nashville, will sell their yearling thoroughbreds at Chicago

during Washington Park race meeting, about June 28th.

The first of the ten mares Mr. James R. Keene purchased

at the Newmarket December sales to drop a foal was Queen
of Shoba. She ioaled a beautiful filly to Hampton on Mon-
day, February rith There is not a single barren mare in the

lot, which speaks volumes for the good judgment displayed in

their selection. Queen of Sheba will be bred back to Hamp-
ton.

Jamej; R. Kekxe has completed the purchase of another

English mare This is Fair Vision, chestnut mare, foaled

1886 (sister to Juggler and Necromancer), by Touchet, dam
Enchantress, by Scottish Chief; second dam Lady Love, by

Blair Athol ; third dam Vergiss-mein-Nicht, by The Flying

Dutchman, etc. Fair Vision is due to foal to Minting, and
will be mated to Atnphion.

Norman Kirkman, Nashville, Tenn., mortgagee of

seventy-five acres of land on which the W. C. Jones kite

track and buildings are located, ordered a foreclosure of his

mortgage, and the track and buildings were sold February 27.

The amount of debt was $7,124.35, and the terms of sale were
ca»h. Several attachments had also been run on it, amount-
ing to some $2,000, but Kirkman's mortgage was ahead of all

01 hers.

J uikje Cheatham, of Roby, in reinstating Henry Stover,

has, in the opinion of almost all tbe local critics, made an ex-

tremely bad move. His action is indeed criticized in very

severe terms. The jockey, Piantoni, and horse, Governor
Porter, had been previously put in good standing, but Stover

seems to be not only adjudged culpable in this particular case

but to be deemed on general princi pies a good riddance for the

turf. So evidently Ed Corrigan thought when he ejected him
from Hawthorne Park by main force.

In addition to booking a number of James R. Keene's
broodmares to Spendthrift,, King Gulop, imp. Order, imp.
Cavalier, Hindoo, Hanover, Onondaga, Jim Gore, imp. Can-
dlemas and Falsetto, Major Foxhall Dangertield, of Virginia,

has selected 1,500 acres of blue grass land near Lexington on
which Mr. Keene expects to have a thoroughbred breeding
establishment second to none in the country. The deal is ex-
pected to be closed within the next few weeks.

Th e question of ( Irmonde's season in England is attracting
no little attention. Mr. Macdonough's agent at first asked as

high a fee as 1,000 guineas, but, as was to be expected, this

was too much. When the terms are learned it is probable
that a much more reasonable and sensible course will have
been followed. Great as the prestige of Ormonde is, it was not
likely that English breeders would pay 1,000 guineas for a
service, especially in view of their antipathy to roarers.— Daily
Spirit.

Panchita, Jockey Willie Spence's $100 filly, by Alta

—

Constellation, is developing into a clinker. Last Saturday at

Oakland she won a seveu-furlonsj dash with great ease, lead-

ing Little Tough, St. Patrick, May Pritchard and Elwood al-

most from the start clear around to the wire. Panchita, pre-
vious to the time ripence bought her, was a perfect devil at the
post, in fact, about as bad as Duke of Milpitas, Elwood or
Late in their palmiest days, but is gett'ng very tractable as
well as useful.

Christian Cornehllsbn, well-known as the former owner
of King Crab and other gL">d horses, died suddenly on Mon-
day night, February 13th, ot apoplexy. He had been suffer-

ing from heart trouble for some years, but his general appear-
ance bore no indication of his approaching end. His tall,

erect form, ruddy complexion and genial smile were familiar
to all race-goers. He was a much-liked and highly respected
member of the turf community, and will be sadly missed by a
host of friends.

A correspondent from Los Gatos sends us the following :

Edna K., by Thad Stevens, dam Miami, dropped a chestnut
colt by Duke of Norfolk on January 16th (full brother to

Duke Stevens, and fully as promising). Sue Abbot is in the
hands of Trainer J. W. Donalhan. The yearling by Wild-
idle is a very good looker, and will go in training in the fall.

Edna K. is stinted to Duke of Norfolk. Her daughter, La
Gata. by Middleton, half-brother to Initiation, is stinted to the
Duke of Norfolk.

We are in a position to announce that Mr. John A. Qualey
is the president of the Ivy City Jockey Club, while Mr.
Charles E Meyer will fill the post of treasurer. The appoint-

1 ments of judge and starter will be announced very shortly.

There were some fiftv horses at the track by Wednesday and
others were expected yesterday. Enough stable room has

already been bespoken to accommodate 250 to 300 horses, and
' with this amount on hand there will be enough and to spare
!
for the success of the meeting.— Daily Spirit.

California is entitled to another " best on record " not

I

recorded in the table of Goodwin's Official Guide. It is the
fastest race at mile and a half heats. In looking over the
" Transactions of the State Agricultural Society '* for 1884 we
find that on the 17th of September of that year Patsy Duffy,

j

seven years old, by Leinster, dam Ada A., by Asteroid, carry

-

I ing 115 pounds and ridden by Duffy, ran one and one-half

j

mile heats in 2:41^, 2:41, beating Garfield, aged, carrying 112
!
pounds. Goodwin gives Bigaroon the " record," with 2:42J,
2:43. This will doubtless be corrected ere long by the Messrs.

Goodwin.

The Los Angeles meeting, slated to begin March 18th and
last seven days, was declared off at a meeting of the Board of

Directors held on Friday evening, Febrnary 24lh. An in-

sufficient number of stake entries was probably the cause for

this action, and it is said the fact that Baldwin's horses were
to race there "shooed" off timed turfmen from this part of

the world. Others say the entrance money was too high, but

tbe fact remains that the conditions were quite liberal. The
truth of the matter is that Oakland's long-drawn-out merry-
go-round is too entrancing for the owners of a lot of string-

halted "skates" and drummed-to-death dromedaries to resist,

and the owners of rare-good race horses desire to save their

animals for bigger game in this city and across the Rockies.
It is unfortunate that the Los Angeles meeting did not receive

tbe support of our horsemen, for the Association members cer-

tainly deserved better treatment.

f Walter Gkat/,, of Philadelphia, a well-known horse

owner, died last Sunday in New York City. He owned Elk-

wood and Dry Monopole, and was well-known and popular all

over the country. He spent a good portion of last winter in

San Francisco, stopping at the Palace Hotel, and made hosts

of friends here by his genial manners. Mr. Gratz was about

thirty years of age, and a*nephew, if we remember rightly, of

B. Gratz Brown, of Lexington, Ky., who ran for Vice-Presi-

dent of the United States several years ago. Deceased was a
native of Lexington, Ky., and last spring officiated as judge at

the Memphis (Tenn.} meeting.

Rosemeath, by Alcazar, 2:2GM, dam Souvenir, by The
Moor, second dam Lulu Jackson (thoroughbred), by Jack
Malone (son of Lexington and Gloriana, by American Eclipse),

died last week at San Jose of pneumonia. This grand indi-

vidual always had a predilection for galloping, and notwith-

standing that he was trotting-bred, showed BO much speed that

it was decided by his owner, D. J. Murphy, of Milpitas, t

Kut him »n training as a galloper. Billy Donathan look the

orse, and he was progressing exceedingly well in his work
until seized with the disease which carried him off. He had
repealedly gone quarters in 24] second*, and his career was
being watched with intense interest by his popular owner and
many friends who knew the horse's breeding.

A welcome addition to the ranks of American breeders is

Mr. W. A. Wadswortb, the popular Master of the Genesee
Valley Hounds, one of the very best sportsmen in that par-

ticularly sportingrsection of that country. He has purchased
the imported stallion, The Devil to Pay, through Tattersalls'

(of New York), Limited, to whom he was lately consigned.

The horse was foaled 18S3, by Robert the Devil, dam Polo-

naise, by Adventurer; second dam Klarinska, by De Clare;

third dam Wiasma, by Hetman Platoff, etc. He is a magnifi-

cent individual, and was a good race horse. At the first at-

tempt he won the Malecomb Stakes at Ascot, beating St. Al-

vere, Calais, Skyscrapper and The Sun. His other start was
m the Prince of Wales Stakes at York. As a three-year-old

he was unable to start, but as a four-year-old he went to the

post in the Royal Hunt Cup, won by Gay Hermit, but was
unplaced. At the stud he has been given but limited oppor-
tunities in England.— Daily Spirit.

At fairs at Overland track, Denver, are assuming a more
definite shape. It has now been decided that there are to be
three running and two harness races one day, varied by three

harness and two running races the next day, on which day
harness races are best two heats in three to win. All running
races are to come under the rules of the American Turf Con-
gress, of which the association is a member, and all trotting

races under the rules of the American Trotting Association,

of which the association is also a member, both, however,

being subject to local conditions. Both tracks are to be used,

and the club offers the use of its stables and tracks to those

whodesire their horses at Denver en route to the East, even if

they do not propose to race here this season. The programme
will be out about April 1st, and the purses for both runners

and trotters vary from $300 to $600, with the addition of

some trottingstake-, the amounts of which have not yet been
decided upon. The entry blanks and conditions are now being

mailed by theclob loevery prominent horseman in the coun-
try. Secretary Rhodes, who is now in the East and who will

return about the 1st prox., is meeting with success in his solici-

tations there, and encourages us to look forward to an enjoya-

ble racing season here.—Denver Field and Farm.

The declarations that had come to hand for the New Y'irk
Jockey Club's handicaps by last night were as follows ; In the
Metropolitan, Dr. Hasbrouck, 1*29; Sleipner, 11^, and Mul-
doon, 95. In the Toboggan slid.- Handicap, Dr. Hasbrouck,
138; Lady Violet, 111; Ajar, 111 ; Cordway, 105, and Men-
dicant, 100. In the Bowling Brook Handicap, The Hunter,
lOri, and Muldoon. 104. The declarations for the Metropoli-
tan is very much lighter than might have been expected with
reason, and that there are so few malcontents despite the rais-

ing of the scale is a compliment to Mr. Yosburgh'B work.
That Dr. Hasbrouck would be scratched in this event was
reasonably certain. He had been well looked after, and not
only if he had won, but if he had run well with 120 pounds
up, he would have lost value as a vehicle for speculation, a
most important point to his owner. Presumably his declara-
tion in the Toboggan Slide is a tacit protest against the weight
alloited him, but it does not appear 10 us that he was given a
pound too much in view of his great form as a sprinter.

—

Daily Spirit, February 21st

The only declarations received by Secretary Mclutyre, of
the Brooklyn Jockey Club, were Lowlander and Tulla Black-
burn from the Brooklyn Handicap. Mr. Cornehlsen, agent
for Michael F. Dwyer, received a telegram from Mr. Dwyer,
who is in Rockledge, Fla., on the Indian River, instructing
him to declare Longstreet out of both the Brooklyn Handicap
and tbe Suburban. Hardy Campbell, Mr. Dwyer's trainer,

says that Longstreet is all right in his legs and feet, and is in
no danger of a breakdown, but that he is not an early horse,
and Mr. Dwyer has decided to pursue with him the policy
taken with Kingston two years ago. He will not be started*

till the Monmouth meeting. This will enable the trainer to
give bim a slow preparation, and he will receive in the fall

many allowances that will let him in the stakes at light
weights. The following declarations have been received by
Secretary Crickmore, of the New York Jockey Club : Metro-
politan Handicap at Morris Park—Dr. Hasbrouck, Sleipner
and Muldoon. Toboggan Slide— Dr. Hasbrouck, Lady Vio-
let, Corduroy, Ajas and Mendicant. Bowling Brook Stakes- -

The Hunter and Muldoon.

It is a pity that the weights have not been raised, says
" Augur " in the Daily Spirit. To the fact that they have not
is due the fact ihat we have fewer good jockey than any rac-

ing country under the heavens. The scarcity of competent
jockeys is one of the drawbacks to good racing in America.
If a large field starts for a race there are not enough jockeys
to go round, and many owners have to "scratch." We will

never have any number of good jockeys until the weights are
raised As soon as our boys have learned how to ride artisti-

cally, they become too heavy and have to give it up. In con
neclion with this subject I am glad to note the increase of
welter races. Last season tbe best races of the year were the
welter events. They brought out larger fields, made better

betting and were better ridden,as they gave all the best jockeys
a chance to get mounts. But welter races are not valuable
events. It seems to me the standard scale could be raised o

lbs. with advantage, as we do not run races of any distance
nowadays. Three-year-olds should carry 125 lbs., and two-
year-olds 122 lbs.—125 lbs. would be better. Many horses are
spoiled by light boys, who cannot ride with the ability of a
125-lb. man. With a higher scale we could reduce the penal-
ties as that seems to be the objection.

Gebaldine equaled the California record for three-eighths
of a mile last Saturday when she defeated Nellie Van by a
short head at Oakland in the maich race for $5U0 a side and
$250 added by the men running the meeting in the Athens of
the Pacific. The eldest Clancy rode " Gerry,'' and remarked
after the race that the little Washington mare was " hard
game." Mr. Ashe's mare just nipped the race in the last

jump when Clancy got to riding his best with hands and feet

and lifted her under the wire. Taylor, on the contrary, did
not do as well as usual, his legs Hying out and in in a curious
fashion, as if ht did not know what to do with them. How-
ever, a sixteenth from home it looked Nellie Van's race, es-

pecially when Clancy's cap blew off. " Gerry " got away half a

length in advance, but Van was in front before half a dozen
strides had been taken and retained it to the very last jump.
Geraldine might have had something up her sleeve, but that

is hard to say. Certain it is that she made a mighty leap at

the right time. Mr. James Ross, owner of Nellie Van, was
not satisfied with the outcome, claiming that too much was
taken out of the filly at the start, and that she therefore had
nothing left to finish on. He wanted to made the match over
again, but was not accommodated.

Jockey Tom Morton committed suicide at New Orleans
last Tuesday night by shooting himself in the be;id with a

pistol. He became despondeut ou account of losing a race on
Lockport last Saturday, and began to drink heavily. Drink
made him desperate, and resulted in his taking his own life.

Morton went to New Orleans about rive weeks ago, from San
Francisco, and had been riding Sun Salvador, Lockporl and
other horses in Mickey Bunn's string. He formerly rode for

Senator Stanford, of California, and the day before his

death received a telegram from J. Sullivan, of Cincinnati, ask-
ing Ins terms for riding for his string. Morton's n

in Baltimore, where he was born, were notified of his suicide.

—Live Stock Record, February iSth. Four rears ago " Tom-
my " Morton was the "star " jockey of the coast, and piloted

many winners to the front for the owner of the Palo Alto
Stock Farm. New and clever jockeys came toto the field, dim-
ming the lustre of Morton's star, and the popular jockey began
to dissipate greatly and to ''lose his grip/' Lasl sp*iog he

rode fairly well for Simeon < -. Reed, and latterly wrai Bast
j lis many friends here will be sorry to hear of hi- -ad ending.

" I've been told that the two English jockeys, Fordham and
Cannon, seldom used a whip* and if yon notice II lyward in a

hard finish you won't see him get Up his whip until within

three or four strides from home. It stands to reason, if you
yourself are trying your hardest, that punishment for a quar-

ter of a mile—and that's what's expected from a jockev on :i

beaten horse— is only going to soaryour temper. Take Tenny
or Tea Tray or any of the Rayon d'Ora. They're all game
enough, but they are bo high couraged thai instea i of stand'

ingthe strings of the lash when they are doing all they know-

how they'll tight back, and after a few doses of such medi

won't run at all," Bays 9 writer in the New York Herald II

is to be hoped the rising generation of jockeys and those flash

riders who 11 ing their arm* ah >ul like a windmill pay B line at-

tention to Murphy's methods. I ofortunaiely, the majority

think they know it all, and pay little attention to men who
are genuine artists in the -addle, and who in reality are as far

above them as a thoroughbred is above 11 * llydesdale.
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOOtS JOCKEY CLUB—-Spring meeting —April 29 to June 23

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB May 1 to Mav 13

LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLI B—Spring meeting. Mav 10 i'9davs)
P. C T. H. B. A. Sprioe Meeting See advt
CHICAGO RACTNU ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting..May 16 to June 23
LATO-NIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington. Ky.;—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting...May 9 to 13

94JLT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24

WASHINGTON PARK Chicago, III.)—bummer meeting
June 24 (25 daysi

BUTTE, HELENA AND DEER LODGE „ July 3. 4 and 5
DILL' IN July 5 to 8

LA- tit-sular circuit - July loto 13
ANA' < tNDA-R"eular.circuit July 17 _o 29
BUTTE -Regular circuit July SI to Aug. 1G

HELENA— Regular circuit Au#. 19 to 26
GREAT FALL- - Aug. 29 to Sept.

2

STUHGIS i Midi JDly31 lo Aug. 5
BUKFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting ..Aug. 1 to Augll
GLENBKOOK PARK - .August 29 to September 2
PLKETW0OD PARK _. -ept. 5 to 8
WASHINGTON PARK The N. W. A. T. A: P. H. B September -4 to 16
CUMBEBLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

LOS ANGELES—Spring meeting February- 21
H UEN EM E March 1
WASHINGTON PARK (He X. W. A. T. A P. H. B.) Marcb 1

STATE FAIR COLT STAKES- Marcb lo
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK March 15

MO.NTAN a CIRCDI I' STAKES April 1

P.C. T. H. B. A.—Spring and Fall Meetings-.. April l

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Running Stakes March 11

Trotting Stakes April 15

Stallions Advertised.

TBUllEHv
ALEXANDERBUTTON G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal

C. A.Stockton, San Jo=e. Cal
CALIKORN1 I NUTWOOD Martin Carter. Irvington
c|| U*. DERBY. Geo. A Wiley, Danville, Ca!
GOUNT ANTEEO I4jG92 .. W. W. Smith. Colusa, Ca!
1 1 \NTON MOU l.i RIE D. J. Morphy, Milpltas, Cal
DELWIN Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cal

Souther Pttrm.San Ueandro, Cal
DI« '1 ATI S - Day, Belmont, Cal
DIARI.O Murray A Richard, PIea«y.nlon, Cal
DIRECT LINE Martin Carter. Irvington
!> »N MARVIN _ ..Chas. I. Lowell, Lodl, Cal
DON PIGAKO... Routher Farm. San Leandro
ECLBCTIl II SI Wlllred Page, Penb'« Grove, S am Co

tAN PRINCf P. J. Williams, Milpiuis. Cal
V.I. REN TON SODther Farm. San Leandro

.Frank H. Bnrlce, 626 Market St
GLKN FORTUNE.. - ft>uttu>r Farm, San Leandro
GUY WILKES - Mnteo, Cal

AT. Hatch, 42 Flood Building, dry
MAliWOS „-Ben Wrlitht, Oakland TrotUng Park

- xithei Farm, San Leandro
LANCEIXT1 .«.". Bemls,St2 Montgomery S|

(RANCH...... H ibrey, Oakland, Cal
! i bat i. Lowell, Lodl Cal

i] iDWILKEN .-Martin Carter, Irvington
NTON -

S I andro, C
PRINi
RBAPV MuNh'i
HABLE WILKES

ilN
sl li Kll
SILVER BOW.

\

I

Pred Ponter, Banfl
- Mateo, Cal
Hoi

v. 'i
. Hatch. « Pinod Bul'i

P. J. Williams, MH|
I'. .1 m .

.. .

*. EINW v. .,.-,. a. Wiley. Danville, Cal
' '.in i.'.vc ii, > Hoitoboom, Woodland, Cal

Wll.im MK
wil, DIBEOI

THnnODOHBRBDB.

U « arr, Santa Rora.Cal
(Mi- ' n pi hi Lakevllle, Cal
IMP. IDALIUM

MONDAY FINAI '< < Jud
TMRKJ Wm. M. Mnrr
LOY ILIH1 H . h Mnl i

I

.MHIMIWl
WILDID1 ti

trotting-hone market it ag ita level and

horsett are selling for jost frhal they are worth.

The Future is Not Darkened.

.Notwithstanding the amount of advertising in behalf

of the great Sidney, the price realized at his sale last

Tuesday ($27,000) was extremely low. This can only be

I accounted for by the small number of bidders present at

the sale. The great sales that had taken place in New
York during the past two months furnished nearly all

the balance of the prominent breeders with stallions at

low figures, also.

The lack of enterprise on the part of breeders in Cali-

fornia is to be deplored when a tried sire like Sidney is

allowed to be sold at such a low price. There are at

least twenty of Sidney's progeny in California that will

enter the charmed circle this year, and as they are out of

better mares than most of those now to the credit of this

famous son of Santa Claus, the loss to this State will be

more deeply felt than ever, and many of our breeders who

have these mares will regret that the stallion was sold.

They have allowed Director, Sultan, Stamboul, Norval,

Arion and others to leave, and they must now add Sid-

ney to this list of the " dear departed."

The day for " booming " prices, holding stock at figures

far beyond their true value and standing stallions at

sums in excess of the prices their progeny will bring has

passed. The " bottom has not dropped out of the busi-

ness."' On the contrary, it is being placed on a firmer

foundation than ever, and. the knowledge that horses will

bring just what they are worth in the open market will

do more toward helping the horse business than anything

else. Many people who have paid exhorbitant prices for

stallions, broodmares, colts and fillies in the past, have,

in the majority of instances, become thoroughly disgusted

and thrown these animals on the market during the past

four months because they thought they could not realize

interest on their investments. Instead of getting the

youngsters to trot by hiring good trainers, they allowed

them to be ruined by low-priced, would-be li handlers."

These breeders who " have paid for their experience " are

the men who will engage in the trotting horse business

again, but on a far different basis. They have learned

much and will not be afflicted with the contagious germs

that were formed during the excitement at the great sales

in New York a few years ago. They will use better

judgment in selecting, breeding and training, and what

their farms will lack in the number of stock they will

more than make it up in "quality."

This reformation not only extends to the largest stock-

owners, but also reaches the smallest; that class of ob-

servant horsemen whose purses regulate their purchases

and whose life-long experences in studying the points

and defects, pedigrees and breeding-on qualities of the

various breeds of horses have befitted them to meet these

changes in prices with greater fortitude than the exten-

sive breeders. These small breeders know a good horse

when they see one, and in looking over the list of great

campaigners it will be observed that a large majority of

the very best have come from the little farms belong-

ing to this class.

Sidney was owned by one of this class (" a small

breeder"), and never got the patronage of good mares

until the last three years in California. He will now be

mated with some of the choicest broodmares in the East,

for he is acknowledged to be one of the most phenomenal

sires ever foaled. He left a number of excellent sons and

daughters in California that are owned by " small

breeders," and their produce will be developed. There

is no doubt that some of the sons will be even greater

than their sire. This is in accordance with the progres-

sive law of nature. Every one of Sidney's daughters

have been considered worthy ot being bred to the best

stallion- procurable in California, and they will take rank

among the greatest of broodmares. While we have lost

Sidney and most of the great sires that have through

their progeny left wreaths of laurel on California's fame

and attracted the attention of the whole world to the

great natural advantages this State possesses as an equine

paradise, there is this consolation—there are some

young sires left that will add fame to their sires,

wealth to their owners and glory to tin5 State in which

thev were bred.

Are Bookmakers Essential?

A return to the good, old-fashioned system of auction pools and
nay be decided npon by metropolitan track managers next

Okies shook the faith of

ibe Beginnings! Brooklyn Id the spring over

one hundred strong, ibe number of bookmakers dwindled to two-

and in September, where many popular firms

dance was light and the

few pcncllers engaged were at no time In danger ><i" being driven off

their boxes by would-be speculator?. Trie rim; attributed the small

volume of bnslnen to the commonplace programme offered by the

ciuk ai u>e recent annual meeting of the Coney Island Jockey Clnb

g the bonks was called up. put to a vote and

lost by a majority of one only. This was an exceedingly close call for

the men who claim that racing cannot be successfully conducted with-

out the book ring of to-day. Two of the four jockey clubs which
compose the Board of Control tracks are said to favor the old svstem
with modem and improved features for registering sales of mutuels
Brighton Beach has already decided to part company with the book.!

makers. The approaching season its patrons will find only auction

pools and mutuels. There will be two or more stands for the sale of
auctions and mutuel booths are to be scattered over the grand stand

lawn platform and paddock. The associaUon will also employ the

same system at its Boston meeting.—Xew York Herald.

The above shows that some racing associations do not

think bookmaking is something that can not be done

away with at race meetings. Several weeks ago the

Breeder ajtjd Sportsman pointed out the benefits to be

derived to racing organizations were bookmakers relegated

to private life. For a long time past the pencilers have

been waxing rich off the public, and we say it is time to

call a halt. It stands to reason that if bookmakers can

pay associations $100 per day for the privilege of making

a book, also $10 per day each to two ticket-writers, a

sheet writer and a cashier, or a total of $1-10 exclusive of

hack fare (bookmakers are usually too " flush " to ride in

1 a street car) and then retire at the end of a season with

frtjm §10,000 to §100,000 in bank that it is taking this

! money from the general public, turf patrons and the

horsemen. Were jockey clubs to take the control of bet-

ting stands in their own hands ind allow the public to

establish the odds, taking the percentage derived from the

' mutuels and auctions themselves, doing away with book-

making entirely, the purses and stakes would be greatly

i increased.

In France bookmaking was tried, found wanting and

abolished, to the general satisfaction of race-goers. In

,
England, Australia, Austria and every other country

J

where there is good racing (except America) bookmakers
1 have had to take a back seat for the totalizators (pari-

ruutuel machines), and betting in mutuels and auction
1

pools, where the public establish the odds, is acknow-

ledged to be the only tair way to bet. Let a bookmaker

have a " rush " on a certain horse, and see how quick he

will cut down the odds and the rest of the flock of penci-

lers (who have not taken in enough money on the horse

to cripple them in the least) will slash the prices. There

I is very little variation in the odds on every penciler's

slate around a betting ring, and a general cut is made
on the slightest provocation. Where a bookmaker

would give perhaps oO to 1 on an outsider it would pay,

perhaps, four times as much in the mutuels if the animal

passed the wire a winner, and on favorites the odds would

be better in the mutuels nine times out of ten. On one

I race at the last meeting a gentleman who understands

bookmaking figured out that the pencilers had 42 per

cent, the best of the game-

Jockey clubs are not run to make money for the mem-
bers, but to keep up and increase, if possible, the "Sport

;

of Kings." Horsemen will go where the most money is

i ottered for stakes and purses, and if the profits accruing

from sales of mutuels and auction pools were secured by

I

racing associations there would, without doubt, be a vast

I
difference on the right side of the ledger at the end of

\
each season.

At the last meeting of the Blood Horse Association we

will estimate that they received from bookmakers and

pool-sellers about 81,400 per day—twelve bookmaking

and one pool-selling firm. An Eastern bookmaker who

returned home not long since, in a talk with a reporter,

estimated that $1,000 were bet in each of the books on

every race during the meeting. We rather think this an

exaggeration, and will say that $700 was nearer the

mark. Perhaps $3,000 will be wagered on each race in

the pool box, taken as an average. Suppose the books

were taken off" and mutuel-boxes substituted, five per cent

com mission being charged. The commission from this

source would amount to $2,100 per day on this basis.

From the avction pools $450 in commissions would come

out, or a total of $2,550. Following is our estimate :

Svioo wagered per race in mutuels, 5 races per day ; total $42,-

000; commission, 5 per cent- ?_,lw

83,000 wagered per race in auction box, 5 races per day, total

$15,00(1 ; commission. 3 per cent

S2.S
Received per dav from auctions and books under present system,

say SMQ0

Difference - SU50
Salaries 12 rautuel-box men arid 12 pbol-box employers, estima-

ted at $10 eacb '210

Balance in favor of proposed system, per day S i*l0

In a meeting lasting forty-five days, like the lastoneof

the Blood Horse Association, this would have made a dif-

ference to the organization of $40,950, a sum not to be

sneezed at, surely. What stakes could be inaugurated with

this amount and what a boom could be given the racing

interests of California! But alas! the horsemen will not

receive this coin, tor most of it has gone to fatten the

!
bank accounts of the generous (?) pencilers who are ever

feasting oft' the public purse. We say give the horsemen
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and patrons of the turf the benefit of any surplus coin,

and let the bookmakers make useful citizens at some other

business.

And then, leaving the money consideration out, look at

the good it would do in the work of purifying the turf.
[

There would be no bookmaker who had taken in too much

money on some horse out with his "scouts" looking for

the owner of the heavily-played horse to " fix it
" with

the " gentleman " to " stiffen " his horse, no owner com-

ing around to the side of a bookmaker's box to whisper

sweetly in the good penciler's ear that he (the owner)

wou'd agree to lose the race or not " show on the board'"

if the booky would pay over half the amount taken in on

the horse's chances. There would be no bribing of jockeys

to get them to " pull " a horse over against the fence so

that winning was out of the question, no horse-pilots

" riding exclusively for the books," no leasing of high-

class horses to run in the interest of some peneiler or pen-

cilers, and poor paralyzed " dogs " with no earthly show

of winning would not be entered in races expressly to

separate the "sucker" from his money. In short, it

would work reform in divers ways.

Wanted—A Pacific Slope Board of Control.

bery is almost unknown, and the cry, " Is out for it?'

never grates on the ears of Eoglish or Australian race-

goers. is afraid not to do his best to win, fearing

that his occupation would be gone for aye if ho did

wrong. And then the beautiful club-houses, furnished

elcrantly, and the gay crowds of enthusiastic racing ra -n

within them would lend an additional charm and popu-

larize the sport of kings as in no other way it could he

done. Therefore we say, form the Board of Control of

Pacific Slope Racing Clubs without delay, select good men
to constitute i' and a Secretary that would not only do

the large amount of work loaded on his shoulders, but

who would at the same time be pleasant about it. Clubs

would be under the jurisdiction of the board from Cali-

fornia, Arizona, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Nevada,

Montana, Utah and perhaps Colorado. Let each of the

clubs in the far West have permtnent quarters, such as

we have mentioned above, remembering that most of the

success of racing organizations in this and other countries

is due to their social features. Purification of the turf,

true sportsmanship and sociability should be the watch-

words of the members of our jockey clubs.

Asylum Farm Sale.

That the Pacific Slope needs a Board of Control badly

any thinking, fair-minded lover of clean equine sport will

at once acknowledge. And that there will be one organ-

ized in the near future somewhat on the principle of the

Eastern board we have little doubt. Joseph I. Dimond,

the popular secretary of District Fair Association Xo. 1,

is entitled to the credit of first suggesting the matter to

the officials of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association,

and we expect to see the matter taken up by them and

the co-operation of all other racing organizations west of

the Rockies asked. Mr. Dimond, in a conversation last

Saturday, gave us his ideas on the matter. Said he :

"I consider it absolutely necessary that this coast

should have a Board of Control, where all matters of con-

tention can be settled by a body of men that have clean

sport in the line of racing at heart. It will be more im-

portant in this part of the world than the one at the far

East, for the reason that where they have four tracks un-

der their jurisdiction there will be nearer forty on this

coast that will be governed by the rules set forth by the

new organization. Just how many men would be on the

board has not as yet been settled upon and will not be

until a conference is held. At present everything is in a

chaotic state. For instance, a jockey, trainer or owner is

ruled off for doing crooked work. What is to prevent

that person from going to another town near at hand and

do ing the same thing right over again ? The racing or-

ganizations at present can only legislate for themselves,

and ruling-off or suspension amounts to very little when

men can go on with their robbery again in a very few

days. If a Board of Control of the Pacific .Slope Racing

Clubs were formed, and all the organizations were mem-
bers, a scheming, thieving man would be driven otT the

turf and his name posted all over, together with the cause

of his expulsion. Jockeys and trainers would be granted

licenses, and if they did anything causing that license to

be taken away it would result in their forced retirement

from the turf and consequent purification of the same.

And speaking of purification, nothing in the world could

accomplish that more than an excellent Board of Con-

trol. Xo man or set of men could conduct a crooked

race meeting, for a sufficient number of horses, trainers

or jockeys outside the organization I have mentioned

could not be secured, and even if they were could not re-

ceive enough public support. Another point I would

earnestly urge on the members of Coast racing clubs is

the providing of club-rooms in every town where a rac-

ing organization exists, where could be found on file turf

journals from all over this country and from England

and Australia as well. The social feature in racing clubs

will popularize racing wonderfully. Have billiards and

pool, checkers, chess, etc.—in short, a pleasant spot where

turfmen could congregate and where their letters could be

addressed to them. It would have a refining influence,

and that the membership would vastly increase goes with-

out saying."

We trust Mr. Dimond'a idea- will be carried out. In

no other way can the affairs of the turf on the Pacific

Coast be conducted as they should. That the Secretary

of the Board (who would probably be located in San Fran-

cisco) would have all he could attend to is certain, and

the success of that organization would largely depend upon

the ability of the Secretary, upon whose shoulders would

fall the bulk of the work. The beauty of the workings

a board of control are to be seen every day in England

and Australia, for a ruling-off in these countries amounts

.0 a retirement for good and all. As a consequence job-

Remembep. the great sale of trotters takes place at

Xapa next Wednesday. Several of the most prominent

horse-breeders in Xapa county have consigned all their

choicest horses, mares, colts and fillies to this sale, a

synopsis of which appears in another column and cata-

logues will be sent to all applicants immediately. The

great sire, Alcona, one of the greatest sons of the mighty

Almont, and a large number of his progeny head the list.

There are sons and daughters of Director, Stamboul,

Whippleton, Steinway, Mountain Boy, Azmoor, Ken-

tucky Prince, Grandissimo, Alcona Jr.,Silas Skinner and a

score of others which have become famous. There are num-

bers of noted performers and sisters to fast ones among them,

and the small breeder who is seeking to improve the qual-

ity of his stock cannot afford to miss this sale. The day is

fast approaching when nothing can be sold at a price

unless it has a pedigree or a reputation. The day for

selling " untraced " animals at anything like a price to

pay for their pasture has passed. The animals collected

for this sale have been selected with great care, and no

mistake can possibly be made by buyers. Everyone

should attend.

The attendance at the sale of the Asylum Stuck Farm

horses on Thursday was large, but there were not many bid-

ders among them win, teemed to care for the young Bl

fered the prices realized were fair. $9,150 was realia d and
the averagi - Mu. MatStorn secured Sid fleet for

$2,300 and Stonewall for $1,300. Following is a list of all that

brought $100 and over :

Director Jr., bl s, by Director, 2:17, dam Bralney,by Echo: El

gleGrlbble
Eleclus, b c. by < it Lfju

Moondyne, by Director fr„ dt satiols ! J i; 1 rgusou itu
-iiUeim.ni by Sable Wilkes, dam Be u ISO
si.i Fleet. 2.-2S& by Sidney, -i:WA. dam Flight, 239; Mutt

Stom
Stonewall, 11,050, by Director, dam Nellie Steinway; Matt

Storn 1,350

Wallace Wilkes M . .ny Wilkes, dam Liboie It.: H.-i.r. !

Amatesta. by Mambrlno Wilkes -:
; F. w. Perkins 200

Belle Jewell, by Fit/ James, dam Countess, by Bambletonlan
7-25: J.G.I besles 180

Freda, nv Fred Arnold 11,084, 'lam Bernards T.; Donabue 1*20

Black Ally, by Rupee, dam Freda, by Kred Arnold l.io

Kevser. by Dawn, dam by Mohawk Chief; F. W. Perkins 160

Electa, by Elect, dam Nellie, by Jerseyman ; J i Ilfi

Sir John* MaeDonald. dam Emma, by imp. SeiCUlcs; Geo II.

Fox ISB

Ethel, bv Privateer, dam Lalla Rookh : I 100

Fun. by Signal, dam by Blnckhawk : Mr>. .1. C. Severance l:tt>

Win. .nub. by Eclectic, dam Fan. by Signal 230
Betsy Trotwood. by Abboltsford, dam Alpha Medium ; Mr- J.

C. Severance 210

Bay mare, bv Dawn, dam by l/arr's Mambriu., : D.J. Murphv... isti

Gip. by Grosveuor. dam Black Be iman; J. GiimeS. inn

Gladys, by Hen Benton Jr.. dam Kate : J. Grimes 1 in

Goid Dawn, by Dawn, dam Grey Dollie: J.Grimes no
Hilda Rose, by Dawn, dam bv Rosewood: A B. Gonzale- 105

Lenore B , by Dawn, dam Black mare ; T. W. Moore lit)

Lady Louisa, by Dawn, dam Geratdine ; T. Donahue I-V,

Great Broodmares.

Loveks of a good horse cannot afford to miss the com-

bination sale that will take place at Killip & Co.'s sales-

yard, Market street and Van Ness avenue, on Wednes-

day, March 15, 1893. At that time there will be sold

fifty-nine head of trotting stock, the get of the most

fashionable and noted sires on the Coast. There are con-

signments from-D. J. Murphy, of Milpitas ; Cant. Ben

E. Harris, of San Francisco; L. Hewlett, of Oakland,

and T. C. Snider, of Sacramento, well-known breeders of

trotters, and in the lot are several brothers and sisters to

noted performers ; in fact, it is a royal collection, and

worthy to grace any race track or farm in this country.

Catalogues are out and can be secured of Killip & Co.

The attention of horsemen is called to the advertise-

ment of the P. C. T. H. B. A. in our columns. The low

entrance fee, the system of dashes anil number of purses

to be contested for are reforms that will attract large en-

tries at the meetings. This association is the first in the

field to give owners of trotters and pacers a chance to

make money at a very small outlay, and at the satin- time

give the public an opportunity of seeing many well-

contested races each afternoon. The keynote for success

in trotting and pacing races will be struck when the gates

of the spring meeting meeting are opened during the

latter part of May and the first of October.

It has been definitely settled that the spring meeting

of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asocial ion will begin

on the 1st of April and run to April 30th. On the heels

of this meeting follows the one under the auspices of the

California JocVey Club, running from May l-t to May

j

13th. Id all there will be over thirty days of the sport

of kings," the Blood Horse Association beginning one

week earlier than originally intended—probably on ac-

count of the Los AnL'eles races being declared oil'. Every-

thing is ripe for the most successful Bpring meeting in the

history of the Pacific Coast, and we took forward to a

grand » uSOti ol -port.

The colt, i harles Willis, belonging to G. W. Ford, of Santa

ana, sired by Albert W., 11,333, and out of Clytie 2d Nut
wood 600 and Clytie) has been given the name of Xeernut by
his owner and is also registered under ilmt name and number
19,810

It is a pity that the stock farm that some time ago pur-

chased the magnificent Damns for its premier should now lose

him. The chance to get such a horse at auction is indeed a
rare one.

In no department of the bree ling problem has there been

such an advance all along the line a-; in the appreciation of

the importance of the dam. While the list of performers

under the hea I of ihe sire-; is still closely watche 1 in 1 folio -ved

the broodmare listrecive- eq.nl attention, and, so far as the

market is concerned, their earning capacity being considered,

great mares have decidedly the call over the sire-;. There i-

another advantage which a mare has if she is a great pro-

ducer, her individual merits wipe out to a large degree any

defects in her lineage. At this season of the year it is pecul-

iarly appropriate to study this list. The small breeder should

find a good deal of comfort in it, for many of its now cele-

brated members were certainly not fashionably bred, says the

Spirit of the Times.
Famous Green Mountain Maid, though dead, still holds the

list. Her 2:3J list numbers nine, but wonderful as that is, U
is but a small part of her honors. Her immortality depends
upon her son. Electioneer, the greatest sire of trotters alive

or dead. There is now 2:30 speed in the fourth generation

from this great mother of trotters. Her pedigree to-day would

be considered a poor ooe. for her dam is untraced, hut, like

the private soldier who has fought his way up to the Mar-
shal's baton, his want of lineage is forgotten in the brilliancy

of his own great deeds.

One of the greatest of living broodmares is Beautiful Bells,

who added to her list last season, having now seven to her

credit. In spite of the achievements of Sultan and Stamboul

her breeding would not be considered fashionahle. It is the

marvelousspeed-producingpowerof her dam and herself which
have placed her among the queens of the harem. She has

been signally unfortunate in one respect ; of her three sons in

the list, two'died at the beginning of their stud career. Bell

Boy was burnt to death and St. Bel died while being prepared

for'a fast effort. Both horses enjoyed the highe-t reputation,

and had they lived the usual span of life, would have done
much to maintain the popularity of this great branch of the

equine family She has, however, a good representative in

Bow Bells, 2:19V, and her daughters should be eminently suc-

cessful in the stud. The seven to her credit average 2.201. a
Monderful average with one two-year-old, four three-year-olds,

one four-year-old and one aged.

Emaline, by Henry B. Paichen, dam by Saladin, is another

of the select c'i rele of grand dames who has seven to her cred-

it. With the exception of Jersey Prince, they are all mares

and are equ lly divided, as to sireship, between Jay Gould
and Aberdeen. It must be said, however, that the average of

speed of her get is not high. Another great mare with

seven to her credit is Sontag Mohawk, by Mohawk Chief, dam
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag. Here is a pedigree which

is certainly not fashionable, vet she has four bv Electioneer

and one 'each by STorval, General B jnion and Piedmont.

With two such sons as Conductor and Eros Uer name will live

in trotting history, and her daughters, Sallie Benton. 2:1 1 ;,

Cotma, Xorhawk and Sonoma, will add to her fame.

Alma Mater, by Mambrino Paichen, dim Bstrella, by imp.

Australian, has not merely written, she has ploughed her

name deep in breeding history. With (Alcantara and Alcy-

one alone to her credit, she would have done nobly, but Al-

| fonso and Arbiter should also be successful sire-. She bas also

two daughters in the li-t. The grand old mare has been ,,-m

to Wilton, and should the reoill he a eolt, it will still further,

in all probability, add to her record for producing speed

Belle of Clarence, by Pinch's St. Lawrence, i* not a dim of

high degree, yet to the embraces of Brougham she ha- pro-

duced five, and by a Gypsy horse one. It is true the speed

average is not high. but. all things considered, the n

still wonderful.
Famous old Primrose, by Abdallah, dam Black R

Tom Teenier, has also M*. one each by Pistachio, Belmonl

nd Wedge* Land three by Lord Russell. Another mire

with six to her credit is that illustrious daughter of Pilol Jr.,

Waterwitcb, who* ir sons and two daughters will keep her

memory green, \> ig ll "ho have itributed live are

-:;. by Thorn of imp. Glencoe, her fastest

representatives being Egthome, 2:1

Benton, dam by Abdallah star, bus four by Electioneer and

one by Ansel. Nelly Time, by Mambrino Time, dam i lap, by

loud, in her fivi ' i- Temple liar, 2:17:, ami Shade-

land i inward, 2:18J. Miss RuSBCll has a moat illustrious live.

including Maud s. ami Millwood, white outside her speed li-i

-In- hi- in her 900, Loi I Russell, a mi Bed pro-

,1 r. Minnehaha has five, including Beautiful Bella Neil,

by Berkley's Edwin Forrest; Lucia, by Jay Gould
;
Lark, by

Abdallah 'Mambrino; I'.ieara, by liar.. Id; fell.- Dudley, b.

Belmont, ami Blanche, by Vrthurton, have all live

credit. The latter in her li-l has tl

Wilke-, 2:1 I'., and 1 na Wilkes, 2:15. The lesson

broodmare li-l are valuable, and I I'them i- Certs

thai the fashionible families do not monopolize its mi

—Daily Spirit.
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Sidney Sold for 327,000.

Theanoual winter *ale of Tattersalls' brought out a large

crowd last Tuesday, at Cleveland, Ohio. The increased atten-

dance was no doubt caused by the sale of the famous trotting

*ire Sidney. To the complete surprise of the horsemen pres-

ent the horse did not bring one-half his estimated value. He

was the tirst horse led to the block, and afier the auctioneer

had finished extolling his virtues, C. F. Emery, of this city,

nroprietor of the Forrest City Stock Farm, made a bid of $20,-

i»00. That was immediately supplemented by one from Cieorge

H. Hammond, of Detroit, Mich . of S25}
000. Emery looked

longingly at the horse, but remarked that he did all hisplung.

ing at one swoop.

To the mystitication of the management of the sale there

vas no other bid fur the sale, and no person present seemed

io want him at the low price for which he was in danger of

going. Finally Joseph Hirbinger af New Haven, Conn.,

jumped into the arena with a bid of $26,000. He said that he

did not want the horse, as he was just going out of the breed-

ing business, but the temptation to speculate when an iininiul

like Sidney was going at such b'gures, was too great to resist.

Hammond promptly raised the bid to *27,000 and Hubinger
was urired to come ag3tn. He refused to do so, however, and

:il'[ t r waiting a long time in the hope of securing another bid

the horse was knocked down to Hammond, who will take him
io bis .-toek farm near Detroit, where he already has Simmi-

colon.

The Sidnev consighniaent of ten horses sold for $41 ,*>47. A
portion of the Hubinger consignment from New Haven, Conn.,

brought $3,035, ten animals being included. The total num-
ber of horses sold during the day was thirty-nine, at an aver-

age of $1,707.82 a head. This is one of the highest averages

that has ever been seen at Cleveland. The pacer Fausta, with

the champion yearling record, was purchased by Millard

Saunders, who trained the filly. He says that he will beat

any three-year-old pacer in the country with ber this year.

Including Sidney, thirty-nine horses were sold, the total

amount received being $i>6,605. The following were among
thesates: Frou-Frou, S. Henry, Philadelphia, $3,500; Fausta,

Millard Saunders, Cleveland, $2,100; Odd Fellow, Jacobs

Bros.. Hubbard, O., $2,0U0 ; Sidmont, E. W. Jolinsdale, Carth-

age, Mo., $2,555; Red Sid, b c, by Sidnev, dam Florence

Wilkes, C. F. Appleton, Omaha, $1,000 ; San Souci, ch f, by

Sidnev, dam Miss Roy, Colonel William Edwards, Cleveland,

(1,025; Fau-lUsinja. ch f, bv Sidney, dam Faustina, H. S.

Schuitz, Lexington, $l,zo0 ; Maggie (2:^0), b m, by Dexter

Prince, dam by Peerless, T. W. McLJue, Akron, $1,650; Prin-

cess Wice (2:16), blk m, by Dexter Prince, dam by General

McClellan, C. Decker, Cleveland, $1,025; Cleopatra, b m, by
I'exter Prince, dam by Silver Threads, William Garliek,

Buffalo, $1,025; Jessie'(2:22), b ro, by Dexter Prince, dam
Lady Fancher. William Garlick, Buffalo, $1,025; New York
Central (2:1S;). by Simmons, dam Jessamine, H. S. Schuitz,

Lexington. $1,400; Lida Wilkes (2:294), b m, by Young
Wilkes, dam Lida, by John A. Madden, Lexington, $1,525.

A Very Novel Scheme.

New York, Feb. 11—There is a great deal behind the an-

nouncement made by Congressman Tim Campbell to the efiect

that racing will begin at the Ivy City track near Washington

on the twenty-second day of the current month. It was learned

vesterday that the syndicate in charge of the old course in-

tends making a bold bid for the popular support of those who

are always willing to take a chance, whether on the result of

a horse race or the turn of the wheel.

The new departure, unless plans are changed materially, is

nothing more or less than a combination of horse racing and

lottery, and while it seems that the scheme proposed will not

stand the scrutiny of the United States District Attorney, Tim
Campbell, who claims to have prominent men at the capital

and in this city and Philadelphia interested with him, says

that it will be within the pale of the law. He claims to have the

most eminent counsel upon the subject, and declares that the

scheme is not an infringement of the lottery law and will stand

the closest scrutiny. The plan is to sell badges of admission to

the race course in Xew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston,

or any other place where thev can be handled to advantage,

as well as in Washington, each badge being numbered in much
the same manner as a policy slip. Prizes aggregating probablv

$2,000 will be offered daily in addition to the purses for which
the horses will strive, and each entry in the races shall bear a

separate and distinct number. The holder of the badge with

the number of the winning horses in the five or six races which
will be decided each day will be entitled to a first prize of

$1,000, the holder of four out of five or five out of six numbers,

as the case may be, will receive a second prize of $750, or $500,

whichever sum the jockey club may see tit to grant, and so on

down to the lowest award. The entries, when announced for

publication the evening before, will be numbered consecutively

from 1 up to 50 or 100, embracing theentire held, and the new
scheme is expected to knock all other racing games out of

sight and catch the lottery and policy players of the country.

If the Washington venture is a success, it is the intention of

the same syndicate to purchase property on Staten Island,

erect a course and give the Board of Control folks an argu-

ment right at their own door.

Thomas F. Egan, who has charge of the betting ring at Gut-
tenburg and Gravesend, says that he has been engaged to run
the betting ring at Ivy City. The purses offered for the races

each day will aggregate about $2,500, and owners representing

about 700 horses have given their promise to take part in the

meeting. It is the intention of Campbell and his friends to

get the thing going smoothly before the inauguration in

March, when the city will be filled with strangers, and the race

track will, of course, come in for large patronage.

It remains to be seen what action the Board of Control will

take. Horse racing with a pool selling accompaniment is

against the laws of the District of Columbia and a portion of

the Ivy City course is within the District.. But it is the lot-

tery adjunct that is bound to cause trouble.

How Fashion Beat Boston.

Death of B. V. Sargent.

At 10 o'clock last Monday morning, B. V. Sargent, Sr., an

old and respected citizen of this county, passed away at his

home in Monterey, after an illness of only a few days. A
sudden relapse occurred last Friday night and Mr. Sargent be-

came unconscious, and Trom that time until his death re-

mained in a comatose state. He was atlended in his last

illness by Dr. Gydison of this city and Dr. Lane of San

Francisco, but from the moment of his relapse it was beyond

medical skill to save him. Surrounded by the members of his

family, who did all in human power to stay the advance of

the fell destroyer, Death, he paid the debt due to nature, aged
84 years.

Mr. Sargenfs life was a very active one, and in all matters

of public concern he took an advanced position, alwavs hav-
ing the public interest at heart, as shown in his works. In
mailers of local improvement at the old capital, he could
always be safely counted upon as leading the way for its

advancement. Honored by his fellow-citizens with their votes

for State Senator, he served them well in the upper house of

the Legislature. Being possessed of good judgment and sound
business acumen, he accumulated a competency of this world's

goods and leaves his family in aftluent circumstances. His
e-tate consistfl principally of lands and cattle, and is estimated
at between a quarter and a half million dollars.

In fraternal mailers Mr. Sargent took a prominent part, be-
ing a Past Master of Monterey Lodge, No. 217, F. »& A. M.;
a member of Salinxs Chapter, No. 59, K. A. M., and a Knight
Templar of Wataonville Comiuandery.—Salinas Journal.

Sir Modred's Grand Black Brother.

M
DOt .

read:

meet

[her column will be found an advertisement of Imp.

Idalium. We are glad that i recders will have a chance to

patronize this great Btallioo. The Sir Modreds and Cheviots

hav«- made wuch a wonderful showing that it goes without

saying that anything by Idalium will sell readily. As an in-

dividual he is all that one could wish for, and great admirers
of his two own brothers declare Idalium to be the best indi-

I the tli!'*-. We have been for months past chroni-
cling the dolnge of th* Idaliuma in the land of the kangaroo,
and by this las) mail Veno runs in three of the principal
handicap-, running BeCOnd in I ffO and third in the other, and
in lb ill Latter race only a length between lir-t and second, and
that in a field of twcnty-s.veu, while in one of the other
WMsei be twenty-six, beaten by a head.
Yet \ eno, we are credibly informed, i- nol out of a thorough'

ire. Already keen authority on breeding,
i barles " Pedigree" Brown, baa l ked Frisa, by Flood,
from imp, Uunic (dam of Princess); Folly own sister to

sinfax), bv Wildidle from ' nnie Lewis (sisi.-r to
Flood Tide and Oceanic ,by Flood from Lady Evangeline,
end a .lor I look.T mare.

Mr. Brown hai shown good judgment, for it is certain thai
.1 only will Idalium breed . took thai will

"lily bring big prices, for we ooniend that after the spring
• of the Blood ' In ' ioti will have mad*'

ho havi 1 themselves of
ice of Idalium will regret iLasbe is not Hl:ely to be

the service of the public after thin season.

The Boston-Fashion race, which took place on the old Un-

ion race course, was one of the big sensations of the day and

attracted national interest because of its sectional nature. This

race was run in 1S42, and so well had Boston shown that it

looked as if he had much the best of it. Before his match

with Fashion he had won no less than thirty-five out of thir-

ty-eight races, twenty-six of them being at four-mile heats.

His owner had a standing challenge to run against any two

horses in the world for stakes of $45,000. He was owned by

James A. Long, of Washington, and when his horse was in a

race Long would bet $500 to $300 as long as there were any
takers. But in the Fashion match he got better odds than

that, the current rate being about $100 to $60 on Boston. The
race drew tbe largest crowd ever seen on an American race

course up to that day. Before the course could be cleared for

the 6rst heat, a score or more of bru isers, under the leadership

of the noted prize-fighter, Yaukee Sullivan, had to be em-
ployed to beat back the people. The first heat saw Boston set

the pace, the first mile in 1:53 and the second mile in 150.

The pace was slower in the third mile—1:54. Time, 5:37 for

the first three miles. The fourth mile was begun with Boston

in the lead, but on the lurn Fashion got a touch of the whip
and she ranged up to the mighty chestnut. At the half Fashion
was in the front, but Boston was not yet beaten and he lapped
her on the turn. At the head of the homestretch Gilpatrick,

on Boston, made another effort ; but Fashion, in a drive home
that lasted for nearly a quarter of a mile, beat Boston a length

in 7:32A—the best time ever made in the north up to that

race. The excitement at the finish of the heat was tremendous.

The second heat saw tactics reversed, Boston waiting on
Fashion for two miles in the slow time of 3:56. On the third

mile Boston headed Fashion, running the mile in 1:51 J, but

the effort cooked his bacon. At the quarter on the fourth mile

Fashion headed Boston, and beat him out very easily in 7:45.

No match ever run in the country up to that time evoked the

interest of the Boston-Fashion race. Certainly the Fashion-
Peytooa match, three years later, which the former won, did

not. and the memory of the Boston-Fashion race on the old

course on Long Island in 1S42 will live long in the memory
of those who witnessed it. Fashion was a great little rrare.

When she beat Peytona she ran the race with bruised heels,

and later she won a race at eleven years old. All of these

mares afterward became great stud matrons, Fashion the most
successful of the quartet. She died in 1860 at the age of 23,

foaling a (illy to old Bonnie Scotland.
—

" Hyder Ali " in

Chicago Dispatch.

" Der Colonist."

Among the journals issued in the interests of the develop-

ment of the resources of this State, and for the purpose of stat-

ing what those resources are, the new German publication called

" Der Colonist'' is destined to take a leading position. It is to be

distributed in < iermany evt-ry two weeks, and is intended to

reach that class of industrious farmers who have never heard
or read of this wonderful country except in the meagre, unau-
thentic articles copied from magazines that are published out-
side of this Stale. Dr. Emil Stoessel, life well-known journa-
list, is the editor, and his name is a synonym of the character
of the journal

; his thorough knowledge of viticulture, agri-
culture, horticulture and stock raising makes him invaluable
as a guide whose advice is worthy of being followed.

The Trotting Register Office.

The internal affairs of the American Trotting Register office

were slightly disturbed last week, in consequence of which D.

M. Quirk, who has been the Registrar defacto for some years

is no longer with the Register. Mr. Quirk has had seven

years' experience in registration under Mr. Wallace and un-

der ihe present organization, and although Mr. Steiuer is

officially and nominally Registrar, the work of registration was

necessarily directed by his experienced assistant.

Speaking of the milter Mr. Qiirk said yesterday t >

Horseman representative:

" The work in the Register office is not in good shape, it

is two months behind. The inadequate registration force has

been working night and day to catch up, and I have been urg-

ing that the staff be strengthened so that the public business

might be properly and promptly done. Instead of this, last

week Mr. Steiner proceeded to weaken the force both by de-
creasing it in number and by a heavy cut in salaries. You
knew the salaries—except Mr. Steiner's—have been small, but
the Secretary said he was ordered by the directors to reduce
expenses. His salary is a very handsome one, though for ob-

vious reasons he cannot discharge the duties for which he is

paid ; but I do not know whether he reduced his own pay or

not. It may be— I should guess it was—necessary to retrench

in the Register Association to make a showing to the stocn-

holders in April. But retrenchment could have been accom-
plished and the efficiency of the office increased at the same
time. Independent of the Registrar's fancy salary there are

other unnecessary salaries paid in that establishment, and the

printing bills paid by the association are exorbitant. As you
know, the only paying branch of the Register Association's

business is registration. Wallace's Monthly does not pay,
owing to the fact that it has few subscribers who pay for it,

and its weakness prevents its circulation increasing. Under
the Wallace Company the Register paid in the last six months
prior to the formation of the present association a profit of

seveuteen percent, on a capital of $100,000, and for that year
under the same management would have paid undoubtedly a

dividend of thirty per cent. It should, of course, pay more
now, as more horses are bred and registered. Mr. Steiner,

though nominally Registrar, knows absolutely nothing about
pedigree affairs. Though paid as Registrar he never investi-

gated a pedigree in his life ; he never prepared a case or wrote
an opinion to submit to the Executive Committee or the
Board of Censors, and for obvious reasons could not do so, for

ordinarily he cannot tell a standard from a non-standard pedi-

gree. He was appointed, I understand, on business qualifica-

tions. Doubtless by now cutting expenses and allowing the

work that should be done to accumulate as ihe burden of an-

other year, Mr. Steiner hopes to make a financial showing to

satisfy the stockholders in April. A statement is all very
well, and a look into the outer office is all very well—but if a

competent committee should investigate the internal workings
of tbe office, the condition in which the work is in, and the
details of printing and other exDenditures, including salaries,

and for what duties they are paid, the report of that com-
mittee would show that Mr. Steiner's management of the

Register Association has been far from what the stockholders

have been led to believe it was."—Horseman.

The Bilz Carts and Sulkies.

J. A. McKerron, the well-known horse-boot manufacturer

is always trying; to get something to satisfy the wants of horse-

men. His latest acquisition is a department wherein he can

display the famous Bilz carts and sulsies of which he has the

agency. The fame of the carts is almost universal. All of our
leading trainers who have visited the East with their horses,

brought Bilz Darts with them and the horsemen there claimed
they were the best they had ever seen. Mr. Bilz, not content

with filling this long-felt want by making a perfect-riding,

easy-going, strongly-made—yet light—cart, began manufactur-
ing sulkies, and tbe ball-bearing pneumatic tire sulky he intro-

duced to the public last fall has been endorsed by every
trainer who has ridden them. Mr. McKerron intends to keep
a stock of these vehicles on hand besides all the latest wheels
with pneumatic tires which will be made to fit any sulky.

The season is fast approaching for horsemen to lay in their

supplies of boots and harness, and Mr. McKerron has those

new electric bandages for sale which have proved to be a

great boon to horses with sore tendons; they are also used

on horses legs in races, and for this purpose also are highly

recommended by all the prominent trainers and drivers. When
you call and see the carts ask to be shown tuese and the other
valuable aids to trotters that Mr. McKerron has in stock.

The Banner Spring Sale.

So combination sale ever promised the public a more bril-

liant aggregation of trotting stock than the consignment now
pledged to F. J. Berry & Co.'s March 27 to April 1 great Chi-
cago sale. The limit is rapidly filling with gilt-edged offer-

ings, comprising grand individual representatives of the most
fashionable trotting families. This i -imense speed and breed-

ing sale offers owners of high-bred stock the leading market
of the world for the best specimens of the light harness

horse. The management is in the hands of the oldest and
largest horse commission firm in America, and thev ofler con-

signors the finest accommodations on the coutioent to exhibit

and sell gilt-edged trotters. Remember entries to this great

sale close March 0th, and the limit is nearly full. For in-

structions and entry blanks address, F. J. Berry A ('<>., Union
Stock Yards, Chicago.

Ibex, 10,675.

In our last issue the question was asked, " Is Ibex regis-

tered ? " and the answer made was: " He is not." Since then

it has been ascertained that we were mistaken. Ibex is regis-

tered 10,675, and is a very well-bred stallion. He is by Com-

modore Belmont 4,340 out of Lilac, by Tomahawk 680; sec-

ond dam Bay Flower by Abdallab 15 ; third dam by Sir Wal-

lace; fourth dam by Hunt's Commodore; fifth dam a Cana-

dian mare. Commodore Belmont 4,340is by Belmoni(>4 (sire

of Nutwood, 2:18}, etc), dam Miss Grutz. by Comtnodnre, son

ofMambrino; second dam by Whip. Tomahawk 6S0, is by
Roscoe 273, out of Woodbine, dam of Woodford Mambrinu
345. etc Roscoe is by Pilot Jr. 12, out of Black Rose by
Tom Freeman. Ibex was not extensively advertised,and very

few knew that such a well-bred stallion was in California.
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Ophir—Blue Mountain
Martini*/:

F. Narvaez
Spend-

Racing at Oakland, Oal.

Following are the summaries of the various races at < >ak-

lamt from February 14tu up to and including those ofFebruary

28th:

Oakland Kace Track, Feb. 14, 1S93.—Weather tiue, track slow.

First race—Half mile, purse SloO.

s J Jone's eh g Daily Oregonian
Belle. IIS -

mii ion 4 Butler's b m Flora E., 5, 116

Encino Stable's en ra Panchita. 4. 101

Time, 0:53J4.

Won bv a neck, three lengths between second and third.

Betting—12 to 1 Dailv Oregonian. 6 to 5 Flora E.. 12 to 1 Panchita.

EUvoo.l, Tacoma, Volita, Elair and Mischief also ran.

Second race—Handicap, live furlongs, purse $200.

Encino Stable's ch m Little Esperanza, 4. by Judge McKinstry—
May D., 1U7 Opener ]

a H. Kennedvs ch g Mackey, a, 112 Taylor 2

II .ward & Leach's b m. Queen Bee. 4, 108 Howard
;

Time, 1:07>£.

Won by two lengths, halfa length between second and third.

Betting—3 to o Esperanza, 7 to 1 Mackey, 3 to l Queen Bee. .hick

the Ripper, 1 to L, also ran.

Third race—Selliug, seven furlongs, puree S200.

Kuclno Stable's b m Fannie F., a, by Wildidle—Sally Hart. 112.

Spence 1

Smith Bros.' br h Cvclone, a, 112 Smith j

\V. I*. Fine's h h Altos. 5, 117.. Epperson :i

Time, 1:38.

Won by a length, ten lengths between secoud aud third.

Betting—5 to I Fanny F., 11 to 5 Cyclone, 1 to 1 Altus.

Fourth race—Selling, five furlongs, purse $200.

W M Sinclair's g g Stoneman, a, bv Kirby Smith— Huukidory.
..Hill 1112

..Taylor

..Garein
Sturgill & Fisher's cb g Joe Hooker, Jr., a, 104

Fresuo Stable's cb m Red Rose. 4, 94
Time, 1:06%.

Won bv a length, halfa length between second aud third.

Betting—6 ton stoneman, 4 to 1 Joe Hooker, Jr.. 6 to 1 Red Rose.

Mountain Boy. b to 1. St. Patrick 6 to 1, and Little Tough, 4 to 1. also

ran.

Oakland Race Track. February 16, 1893.—Weather fair, track

fair. First race—Four furlongs ; purse 5200.

G. H. Kennedv'sch m Elair. 4, by Three Cheers—by Wildidle, 112

pounds....:. Taylor 1

Sutton & Butler's b m Flora E., 5. 116 pounds Sutton 2

Encino Stable's ch m Panchita, 4, 101 pounds Spence 3

Time, 0:51>£.

Won by a length : a length between second and third.

Betting—6 to l Elair, 4 to 1 Flora E , 5 to 1 Panchita, Volita 10 to 1.

Belle L>. 7 to 5, Currency 3 to 1 and Mischief 15 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Five furlongs ;
purse S600.

W. M. Sinclair's gg Stoneman. a, by Kirby Smith—Hunkidory, lis

pounds Hill 1

Howard & Leach's b g Mountain Boy, a, IIS pounds Howard 2

Encino Stable's ch h Conde, 3. 106 pounds Spence 3

Time, 1:04%.

Won by a length, half a length between second and third.

Betting—3 too Stoneman, 15 to 1 Mountain Boy, 3 to 1 Conde, Wild
Robin 15 to 1, Young Thadfi to 1, Jack the Ripper even and Mackey
8 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Selling ; seven furlongs : purse $250.

Encino Stable's b m Fannie F., a, by Wildidle—Sally Hart, 112 lbs.

Spence 1

Smith Bros." br b Cvclone, a. 112 pounds W. Clancy 2

W. P. Fine's b h Altus, 5, 122 pounds Short 3

Time, 1:33%.

Won by a length ; a neck between second and third.

Betting—5 to 1 Fannie F., 3 to 1 Cyclone, 10 to 1 Altus. Guadaloupe
6 to l. Democrat 3 to 5 and Broadcburch 2 to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—Selling: six furlongs; purse $200.

Sturgill & Fisher's ch g Joe Hooker Jr., a, by Joe Hooker—Ladv
Pacific. y6 lbs Taylor 1

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough, a. 93 pounds Hanawalt 2
' Fresno Stable's ch m Red Rose. 4, 87 pounds Turbinville ?,

Time, 1:18&.

Won by a length ; a length between second and third.

Betting—7 to 1 Joe Hooker Jr.. 4 to 1 Little Tough. 6 to 1 Red Rose.
Daily Oregonian 10 to 1, Bonnie Blue 15 to 1 and Alfred B. 2 to 5, also

Oakland Race Track. February 18. 1893.—Weather fine, track fast.

First race—Four furlongs.

W. P. Fine's ch m Volita. 5, by Honsewarmer, 116 pounds Edsall 1

Howard & Leach's b g Mountain Boy.a. 118 pounds Howard 2

Encino Stable's ch h Conde, 3. 106 pounds Spence 3

Time, 0:50%.

Won by a short head, a length and a half between second and third.

Betting—10 to 1 VolitA. 9 to 5 Mountain Boy, 4 to 5 Conde. Specula-
lion 15 to 1, Belle D. 6 to I, Morton 15 to 1, Tacoma, 10 to 1, Flora E. 6

to 1, also ran.

Second race—One mile.

H. D. Brown's b h Quarterstaff, 3, by Friar Tuck, 99 pounds..Tavlor 1

G. H. Kennedy's ch m Charmer, 3, 91 pounds Hanawalt 2

H. Daniels' ch g Democrat, 4. Ill pounds F. Narvaez 3
Time, 1:45%.

Won easily bv three lengths, two lengths between second and third.

Betting—3 to 1 Quarterstatf. 8 to 1 Charmer, 4 to 1 Democrat. Little

Esperanza 7 to 10, Broadcburch 10 to 1 and Cyclone 4 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Selling, six furlongs.

T. Bally's ch g Charger, a, by Wildidle, 107 pounds Tavlor 1

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough. 4, 93 pounds Hanawalt 2

Enciuo Stable's ch m Estrella. 102 pouudo Ryan 3

Time, 1:19.

Won bv four lengths, a nose between second and third.

Betting--1 to I Charger. 2% to 1 Little Tough, 1% to 1 Esperanza.
Alfred B. 10 to 1 and El wood 15 to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—Half mile and repeat.

Idado Stable's b g Jacn the Ripper, a, by Captain Jack, 113

pounds „ Spence 1 1

G. H. Kenneiv's ch g Mackey. a. 113 pounds Taylor 3 2
W. M. Sinclair's g g Stoneman. a. 113 pounds Hall 2 3

Time. 0:50J^. 0:49%.

Won bv a length, a length and a half between second and third.

Betting—I to 5 Jack the Ripper. 3 to I Mackey. 1 to I Stoneman.
Young Thad 3 to I and rit. John 12 to 1, also ran.

Oakland Rack Track, February 22, 1893.—Weather fine, track fast.

First race—Four furlongs.

I. Sutton's b m Flora E.,y, by Uncle Tom, 116 pounds F. Narvaez 1

W. A. Gibson's b h Currencv. 4. 10*5 pounds Burlingame 2

J. Murphy's bg Prince, a. 113 pounds — Krnse :'.

Time. 0:50%.

Won by four lengths, half between second and third.

Betting— Evens Flora E . 5 to 1 Currency. 7 to 1 Prince. Bella D.
116 (Cota). Frank Evans 114 (King). Morton HS(Williams), Speculation
ll8(Marphy). also ran.

Second race—Washington's Birthday handicap, live furlongs.

H. D. Brown's b h Quarterstafl'. 3, bv Friar Tuck—sister to Kuth
Rvan. 106 pounds Taylor I

J. R. Ross' b m Nellie Van. 1. Hi/ ponnfls Spence 2

N*. P. Fine's b g Inkerman. a. lljs pounds Burlingame 3

Time, 1:02%.

Won by a head, half a length between second and third.

Betting—1 to 5 Quarterstatf, 4 to 1 N'eliie Van. s to I Inkerman.
Mountain Boy 108 (King). S to I, Charmer mi Coombs), 3 to 1, Joe
Hooker Jr. 96 ( Hanawalt), 7 to 1, Little Tough 94 (Garcia). 10 to I,

also ran.

Third rave—Seven furlongs.

Smith Brothers' br h Cvclone. a, by Jim Sherwood—May Edwards,
122 pounds W. Clancy l

W. P. Fine's b h Altus. 5. 122 pounds -King 2

H. Daniels' ch g Democrat. 4, 116 pounds Spence 3
Time, 1:31.

Won by a length, fifty between second and third.

Betting—6 to 5 Cyclone, 2 to 1 Altus, evens Democrat.

Fourth race—Six furlongs.

T. lallv's ch g Charger, a, by Wildidle, 116 pounds „ Tavlor 1

W. M Sinclair's g g Stoneman, 113 pounds Kin.' 2
Encino Stable's bgSt. Patrick. 107 pounds Howard .;

Time, 1:16.

Won by short head, four lengths between second and third.

Betting— Evens Charger. 3 to 1 Stoneman. 15 to 1 St. Patrick, .lack

the Ripper. 113 (J. Narvaez), 4 to 5, also ran.

Fifth race—Six furlongs, for beaten horses.

G. H. Kennedy's chg Mackev. a, bv Alia—bv Lansford, UO.pouuds
„ .?

.". ....Bally 1

Howard & Leach's b m Queen Bee. 4, 114 pounds Howur I J

J. G Tobin'sch h Wild Robin, a. 122 pounds „Krns.- ;i

Time. 1:17.

Won by two lengths, a length aud a half between second and
third.
Betting—7 to 5 Mackev, 7 in to i-i'iean Bee. 15 to 1 Wild Robin Re-

lay 119(F. Narvaezi, 15 to 1. Eiwool 119 i Moody), 15 to 1. also ran.

Oakland Race Tkack. Feb. 23. 1893.—Weather fine, track fast.

First race—Ftve and a half furlongs, for three-year-olds, purse S25U.

Encino Stable's ch c Conde, by Duke of Norfolk—May D., HO.
J. Narvaez 1

W. Speuce's ch m Panchita. 105 D. Murphy 2

N. A. Diekev's b h Mischief F. Narvaez 3

Time, 1:01%.

Won by half a length, two lengths between second and third.

Betting—1 to 2 Conde, 4 to 1 Panchita. 15 to 1 Mischief. Hin^o. 15

to 1, and Currency, 8 to 1, also ran.

Second race— Half mile and repeat, purse $250.

W. M. Sinclair's g g Stoneman, a, by Kirby Smith—Huuki-
dorv, 113 Hill and Spence 14 1

G. H. Kennedv'sch g Mackey, 113 Taylor 3 12
Idaho Stable's bg Jack the Ripper, a, 113 1. Narvaez 2 2 3

Time, 0:*0, 0:18%.
Won by a neck.
Betting—1 to 1 and 7 to 5 Stoneman. 7 to 5 and I to 2 Mackey, 1 to 1

Jack the Ripper. Prince, 6 to 1 also ran.

Third race—Three furlongs, for two-year-olds, purse $200.

J. Reavy's ch c Last Chance, by Duke of Norfolk—Vidette, 110
L. smith 1

w. a. Gihson's b c Cherokee. 110 Taylor 2
Encino Stable's ch c Durango. 110 F. Narvaez 3

Time, 0:38.

Won bv a length, six lengths between second and third
Betting—1 to 5 Last Chance. 5 to 1 Cherokee, and 5 to 1 Durango.

Fourth race—Six furlongs, purse $250.

E. J. Appleby's bg Alfred B.. a, by Kyrle Daly—Fortnna, 119
J«bu Appleby 1

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough, 4, 10S Garcia 2

Sturgill tv Fisher's ch g Joe Hooker. Jr.. a. 115 Burlingame 3

Time. 1:17%.

Won bv two lengths, a length between second and third.

Betting—10 to 1 Alfred B.. 7 to 5 Little Tough, 6 to 5 Joe Hooker.
Jr. El wood. 15 to 1, also ran.

Oakland Race Tkack, February 25, 1893.—Weather line, irack fair.

First race—Haifa mile, foi named horses : purse $200.

W. P. Fine's ch m Volita. 5, by Housewarmer, 116 pounds Edsall 1

J. Sutton's b m Flora E., 5. 116 pounds If. Narvaez 2
W. A. Gibson's be Currencv, 3. 106 pounds Burlingame 3

Time. 0:49%.

Won by a length, a length and a half between second and third.

Betting—3 to 1 Volita. 9 to 5 Flora E., 6 to 1 Currency. Joe Hooker
Jr. 2 to 1 and Nipper 3 to 1. also ran.

Second race—Five fu rlongs. for beaten horses : purse $250.

E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, a, by Leinster—Lillie H., 119 pounds
Williams 1

J. G. Tobin's ch h Wild Robin, a, 121 pounds Kruse 2
N. A. Dickey's b c Mischief, 3, 106 pounds Hanawalt 3

Time, 1:05-

Won by a nose, two lengths between second and third.

Betting—2 to I Morton, S to 5 Wild Robin. 3 to 1 Mischief. Bonnie
Blue 4 to 1, Speculation 15 to 1 and Healdsburg 15 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Three furlongs ; match for $500 a side, $250 added.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Geraldine, a, by Grinstead—Cousin
Peggy. Ill pounds W.Clancy 1

J. R. Ross' b m Nellie Van, 4, bv Vanderbilt—Victoria, 107 pounds
Tavlor 2

Time, 0:35.

Won by a nose.
Betting—1 to 3 Geraldine. 2 to 1 Nellie Van.

Fourth race—Seven furlongs, handicap, purse $250.

G. H. Kennedy's ch t Charmer, 3, bv Wildidle—Turban. 100 pounds
„ „ Taylor 1

S. J.Jones' ch h Broadchurch. a. 107 pounds King 2
H. Daniel's ch g Democrat. 4, 110 pounds Narvaez 2

Time. 1:31.

Won bv a length and a half: dead heat between second and third.

Betting—6 to 5 Charmer. 3 to 1 Broadchurch. 7 to I Democrat. Little

Esperanza 4 to 5, also ran.

Fifth race—Selling ; seven furlongs, purse $250.

W. Spence's ch f Panchita, 3. by Alta—Constellation, 105 ponnds
Spence 1

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough, los p^uuds Garcia 2
Encino Stable's by gSt. Patrick. 4. 107 p innis ,.F. Narvaez 3

Time. !:31.

Won bv a length ; two lengths between second and third.

Betting— 1 to I Panchita. 2 to l Tittle Tough 2 to 1 St. Patrick. El-

wood 6 to 1 and May Pritchard 6 to 1 also ran.

Oakland Race Track, Februarv 23, 1893.—Weather tine, track
fast.

First race, four furlongs.

J. Sutton's b m Flora E., 5. by L'ncle Tom, 116 lbs F. Narvaez 1

Sturgill & Fisher's ch g Joe Hooker Jr.. a. 119 lbs Williams 2

W. A. Gibson's be Currencv. 3. 106 lbs ..Burlingame 3

Time. 0:50.

Won bv a nose, a length and a half between second and third.

Post-betting— 1 to 5 Flora E . 2 to 1 Joe Honker Jr
. 3 to 1 Currency.

St. John 117 (Edsall), 5 to 1. also ran.

Second race, four anda half furlongs.

W. M. Sinclair's g g Stoneman. a. by Kirby Smith— Hunkidory. 119

lbs King 2

W. G. Fine's ch m Volita. 5, 116 lbs Edsall 2

Howard & Leach's b m Queen Bess. 4. 112 lbs Burlingame 3

Time. 0:56%.

Won by a length and a half easilv. a length between second and
third.
Post-betting—Even Stoneman, 3 to 1 Volita. I to 1 Queen Bee, .lack

the Ripper 117 (F. Narvaez), 3 to 1 ; Macbcv IP.i (Bally). 6 to l. also
ran.

Third race, six and a half furlongs.

F. Bally's chg Charger, a. by Wildidle. 116 lbs Taylor 1

Idaho Stable's b g Little Tough, 1. 107 lbs P. Narviu-z 2

E. J. Appleby's bg Alfred B., a. 119 lbs i Appleby S

Time. 1:24.

Wiiti bv two lengths, three-quarters of a length between second and
third.
Post-betting—1 to 2 Charger. 5 to 1 Little Tongh, 2% to 1 Alfred B.

Estrella 107 (Spence), 4 to 1, also ran.

Fourth race, handicap, one mile.

H. Kennedy's ch m, Charmer.::.)..- Wildidle—Tarbin, 11 1 lb*.

Taylor 1

Encino Stable's b in Fannie F., a. 106 m* -fpence 'i

S I .lours' ch h Bn.Hdrhurvh. a. 116 lbs ....King :'

TiriH-, 1 IV.,

Won bv halfa length, two lengths between second and third.

Post-betting—2toi Charmer. Ito I Pa'piIh P.h to 5 Broartcanrah,
Wild Itobin 102 IF. Narvaez,. 6 to i : May Pritchard 81 (Ryan] 15 to 1,

also ran.

K. P. Todhunter has shipped thiriy-one of the Fashion
Farm trotters to New York, where they will he sold at auc-
linn in satisfy partly a judgment again-t Henry S. Smith of

$900,001). Among the horses that will be sold aieJay Gould,
2:20A ; Hen. Washington, the son of Gen. Knox and old Ladv
Thorn, 2:181, and Stranger, thesonofCen. Washington and
Goldsmith Maid.—Turf, Field and Farm.

Blue Bull.

The Kentucky Stock Farm of a recent date has the follow-

ing interesting facta in relation to the well-known sire of trot

ters, Blie Hull.

Ross, BuTLEa County, i October 2y. 1792
In tin.- Kentucky stork Farm for April 28, 1692, you reprint an article

Iromthe Ww»utii Horseman by Jamea Alexander, giving hi.- idea of
thu breeding nf blue Bull?.), and you say. as a pretix to this article,
th'it > bad. in a previous i*sue oi the- Stuck Farm, arrived at abODI
the same coneln-ion, and that both ni^rt'eu that Blue Bull was a BOU Of
Sam Eazzard. Living, jis 1 do, In the curliest definitely known borne
of the Blue Bnii>. and knowing that your conclusions were at vari-
ance witn the generally accepted breeding of the Blue Bulls by the
people here. I sen I the paper to Mr. Abner Francis, oi Paddy's Run.
Butler iM'intv. < i

. a gentleman whom 1 knew had given a good deal
of time and labor (• gel as much of the exact history mid breeding "I

Merlng's Blue Hull as probably is possible at this distant day. Mr.
Francis is a gentleman upwards of sixty, baa always lived in Butler
county, has always been a close observer of horses of his county, and
is also very careful as to any statements he may make. He was a sick
Lr 1 [Mirlion of the past summer, and did not "send rac the enclosed
MS. until a few days ago: but as a matter of history it will be in place
to publish it at any time

Mr. Wallace gives Wilson's Blue Bull as a grandson of Merlnti's Blue
Bull, but elves Merlng'a Blue Bull as breeding and history unknown.
You will observe that Mr Francis only speaks of what he knows con-
cerning this same Merino's Blue Bull, (.My understanding is that this
man. Mering, was ii breederi.
The oMer horsemen hcr*^ all say that Mr. Wallace is correct in giv-

ing Wilson's Blue Bull as being by Pruden's Blue Bull, and that
Pruden's was a sou of Merino's. The student will please bear in mind
that this was the original home of the Blue Bolls, and that Butler
county, Ohio, lies adjoining Dearborn and Switzerland counties. In-
diana. Yours, A. C. Turner.

Mr. Francis writes as follows :

The horse known as Mering's Blue Bull was brought by Mr Snively
from Chester county, Pa., to Hamilton. Ohio, about the year :-ju,

when he was a two-year-old, and while there was kept mainly a* a

stock horse. About the year lS20Mr. Snively sold him to John Mering,
i ol Morgan. Butler county, Ohio. Mr. Mering made, perhaps, four or
I five seasons with him in his own neighborhood, and then sold him to

a party in Dearborn county, Ind. Your correspondent has tio knowl-
edge 6t bim from this time until about the year 1.%J8. when an English-
man named Orisley, who lived in Crosby township, Hamilton county.

|
Ohio, was in Cincinnati on business, and while there met a man with
whom he was acquainted, and who was the owner of Blue Bull. He
I
urhased the horse from his frieud. took him to his farm and kept

I
him as a breeder until about the year 1812, when he died. While Mr
Grisley had him he was very popular, and did a large business at a

' small service fee.

Blue Bull's sire came from England, and his color was a golden dun
His dam was a large black Canistoga mare used in a team in hauling
goods West over the Allegheny mountains—a breed of horses well cal-

culated and extensively used for teaming in those days. Blue Bull's
color was a blue or mouse color, and had some white on his legs, with
a broad, while blaze in his face and a black streak alous his back.
He was of medium size, very compact in form, and of great substance :

his neck was short and thick ; his ears were short and n.±ar : he was
well-ribbeii, closely coupled, hips rather wide, and rump somewhat
steep. He was a pacer, and, while no claim was made for him as to
speed, he was quite active. His colts were generally blue or dun. with
the distinctive black streak along the back, and for the wagon, plow
or general business, were well adapted for bis time.
A Mr. snively. now living north of Hamilton, is a relative of the

party who brought Blue Boll from Chester. Pa. Mr. Orisley was
drowned while trying to cross the Miami river with a colt. His
widow, now Mrs. Clendenning. recently lived inCleves; his daugh-
ter, the wife of Mr. Knose. recently lived in Miamitown. Major Joyce
saw Blue Bull sooo after Mr. Grisley bought him.
Blue Bull was known and adver ised by the name of Ohio Farmer,

until he was nicknamed Blue Bull, while Mr. Mering owned him.
about which the owner was very indignant.

Stranger and His G-et.

The value of Stranger 3030 as a sire is becoming recognized

throughout the East and every trainer is seeking to get some

of his sons and daughters to handle. Budd Doble believes he

will make one of the greatest of living sires. This can be

accounted for from the fact that in the bloodlines of this great

sire are to be found those queens of the trotting turf Gold-
smith Maid and Lady Thorne, while the sires, Gen. Washing-
ton, Gen. Knox aud Abdallah 15, stamp their indivi-

duality on the progeny of all their descendants. The only

representative of Stranger on this coast is the stallion Boodle,

2:21 A, :»nd his dam is by Jav Gould, 2:20'.. out of Hda (sister

to La Blonde, grandam of Pattenci, 2:2$| and Pitley, 2:16.)

She is by that other great campaigner Ethan \llen. 2:251, so it

can be seen that California has a grand stallion within its bor-

ders that should be well patronized.

Artistic Dog Pictures.

The well-known art house of Sanborn, Vail A: Co., at 741

and 745 Market street have recently secured one of the finest

invoices of illustrations of dogs, including nearly all of the

popular breeds, far surpassing aov pictures of animals ever

brought to this Coast. This special invoice is, for the most

part, the product of the skill of J. M. Tracy, the well-known

portrayer of the canine world.

Many of these pictures represent the lovely animals in

positions which represent the highest type of beauty of action

conceivable. The expressions on all of them are I rue to life,

and any lover ol illustrations of this character will I ave no
difficulty in securing for the study, office or club raieh pic

tures as will enhance the beauty and attractivene-s of their

surroundings. Do not fail to call upon them and look these

pictures over, whether you wish to purchase now or not. They
are always glad to exhibit to interested parties then- mam moth

tdock of art goods.

Henry Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, writes:

"The many letters received about Erin's where ibouta prompts

me to say that I have decided to leave him in Connecticut

this season, thinking It would be best to have some of hi- colts

there before be came to I ':ilil"<>rnia. It looks a-* though I had

quite a horse in buying Brio, because Vara, bv Belmont,

out of Eventide (the dam of Kremlin, 2:07}), by Woodford
Mnmbrino, i* thedam of Vatican, by Eambletonian 1". Vat-

ican sold lately for $] 1,200
\
ami bad a record of 2:291- Erin's

record is 2:21 [j his second dam. Vara, is also the dam of Belle

Vara, 2:08}, by Vatican. This shows what blood is back of

Eventide, and she produced both Erin and Kremlin. Mr.

Peter C. Kellogg writes me that it is evident that the blood of

Vara is coming to the front with tremendous force, and that I

am to be c ipffratttlated "" securing this horse Erin, lie will

be added tn the Santa Rnaa Stock Farm harem this fall."

Nutwood 600 sired i"i in the 2:30 list; of this number
thirteen were Californians. Chirtveigbl of his sons sired

representatives in the list ; of this number thirteen appear as

California -ires. .Thirty-two of his daughter* are the dams of

2:80 performers, and thirteen of these arc Californians. We
take it for granted that this unlucky number signifies that it

was mi tmlurkv day for California when we lost him. By

the way, ii was in I

"""e ne R ot

his record of 2:18] al Stockton; but then '.here may br

in these odd numbers after all, for his fastest perform*

trotter got a mark of two-thirteen and that was I^ockbeart.
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HOOF-BEATS.

OsboRN & Alexander have secured the agency of the cele-

brated Elliot Hickory wheels. See advertisement.

Ir is said that Fre 1 Gebhird will soon c^ms to California

to I » ik after the interests of' bis m ignificent stock farm in Lake
County.

The g leasing contest is over, Sidney sold for $27,000, and
, who guessed he would bring $20J,0,)0 are silent as

the tomb.

The Coombs Bros, will sell (at the Napa sale) a remarka-
bly handsome thoroughbred mare, Miss Plash, by Kyrle Daly,
in foal to Major Ban.

The first foal at Savannah Park was dropped February 23d,

b_*in,r a Bae bay filly by Sidney, dam Shirley, by Kentucky
Prince. Shirley will hi bred to Dighestan, 2:25}, this year.

Those who wish to attend the Napa sale nest Wednesday
will b3 embleJ return to this city on the satns day, for the
sale will ba concluded before the tun; for the train to return.

Imp. Idalium, the beautiful black brother to Sir Mod red

I and Cheviot, has been bred to four royally-bred mares belong-

; in^ to Charles A. Brown, viz., Annie Lewis (sister to Flood
, Tide and Oceanica), by Flood, dam Lady Evangeline, by
Leinster

;
Folly (sister to Sinfax), by Wildidle, dam Fostress

;

i

Frisa (half-sister to Princess), by Flood, dim imp. Music, by
' imp. Prince Charlie, and a mare by Joe Hooker, dam Robin
Lass, by Flood.

When Win. Murray speeded Diablo, 2:14], about a quarter

of mile in honor of Mouroe Salisbury's return frou the East

last Monday, the latter went in ecstacies over him, and asked

Mr. Murray to let him go East to show the people there what
kind of a four-year-old pacer he is, but his owner declined, as

the horse's book is being rapidly tilled. Among those sent to

hitu are Ell wood, 2:17fj Lady Markham, 2:171; Cora S.,

2:27 ; Morning Glory, 2:27 ; Electress, 2:27 ; Fanny F., 2:26,

and the datu of Del in as, 2:27.

II. W. Crabb send-; a team of perfectly-matched, stylish,

even-matched, black geldings, lo':t hands high to the Napa sale

next Wednesday. This team has won first premium wherever
shown.

W. V7, M vrcr, of Philadelphia, Pa., has sold the two-year-
old colt Little Jug, by Bros, 2:29), dun Lizzie (darn of Little

Brown Jug,"2:11V, and Brown rial, 2:12}), by John Nether-
hmd, to T. Gern. Wamego, Ark.

E. J. Baldwin, according to advices from Los Angeles, has
been very unfortunate in losing the foal by Emperor Norfolk
—Los Angeles. Great things were expected of the foal,

from two of the greatest racers the country has seen.

A few days ago E F. Fallon, of Fairlawn Stock Farm,
Hollister, Cal., found dead in hispasturn the splendid-looking
chestnut mare tikipaway, by Wildidle, dam Vixen, by Bel-

mont (Williamson's), Her owner thinks she was shot to death
by some careless hunter, as she had been in perfect health.

Skipaway was dam of Hathaway and Dashaway, two very
promising colts, and was valued at $1,000.

There is to be a breeders* association formed by the lovers

of light harness horses at Los Angeles on Tuesday, the 7lh of

March. A call for a meeting at Agricultural Park race

track^was signed by the following representative breeders of
Los Angeles county: Dr. K. D. Wise, Charles A. Durfee,
Willsrd H. Siimson, H. M. Johnson, Ed Ryan and Walter
Maben. Trotting horse men are certainly a progressive class,

and weexpect to see the new association prove a most power-
ful organization, with such men at the helm.

That fast and great son of Anteeo 7868, Danteeo, will be
sold at the Killip combination sale March 15, as will be seen
by reference to the advertisement. It is a rare opportunity to

secure a well-bred son of Anteeo, and as this one's dam is by
that great broodmare sire Gen. Dana 1774, sire of th» dam of
Frank M.,2:17 1- and Astor, 2:10, by the greatest producing and
" bleeding on '' son of Electioneer and out of a dam having
two producing and " breeding-on " strains of Whipple's Ham-
bletonian, this is the greatest opportunity of the season.

AMONG the very promising two-year-olds at Oakland track
area black two-year-old by Aha—Thetis, a chestnut colt with
white face by Ed Corrigan and Don Mengano, a brown colt

by Alia—Marilee, in the Maltese Villa Stable. The Alta

—

Th'-tis colt is a model of symmetry, and should prove a high-
class racehorse. The Ed Corrigan colt is rangy and racy-

looking, while Don Mengano is a substantial-looking fellow

thai should more than earn his oats at the East this season,
where he is well entered in the stakes. Sir Reel has filled out
splendidly, and good work is expected of him.

The Spirit of the Times concludes a long and exhaustive
review of the relations of the National Trotting Association
and the American Trotting Register Association to each other
and trotting aliairs, with this loyal and sensible expression,
It is in vivid contrast to the course of certain journals that

seize upon every incident remotely suggestive of inharmony
in trotting aliairs, as a pretext for the display of rancorous
discontent and sore-headedness : "The gentlemen who com-
pose the Board of the Register Association are of the highest
standing in the breeding world and in the community at large.

rheirjudgment is in strict accord with the plain language of
the above rules. Every unprejudiced person acquainted with
the/facts believes in their integrity and that in their recent
decisions in throwing out the Stockton and other records they
were simply discharging their duty to the great constituent
which they represent. Registrar Steiner deserves thanks, not
abuse, for the vigilance which he has exercised in his office.

But the lesson of to-day IS the same as that of three years ago
tbe pn sine, necessity of the three associations agreeing

upon rules for record-making purposes which all will recog-
nize and obey. The present time should be a favorable one
I'T :uti-»n. .Many of the leading members of the National
and American Association are in favor of it, and they should
be able to negotiate the matter to a successful issue."

ian Washington turfman, who is known
all over this country as the owner of tbe speedy Kitty Van
and other flv. 'pinion \\ entitled to considerable
weight, in viewof the fact that he is a close observer and a
practical man thai bas traveled all over America, said the
other evening :

"
I consider th it tbe Snakt river country of

and Washington bas no upprior as a section in which
to raise iron-limbed, well-developed, immense-longed horses.
It i- very hard tO break down horses from that part of the
world, and they all have magnificent quarters, the best of feel

and legs and grand i Btitutions. It is also the most wonder-
ful agricultural country in I too. They raise the

Ions I ever saw, the large i cab
and as for pears and prunes, a person never saw any*

ike the yield (bey have there, and the flavor is grand.
Their wheal also brinys the very best price in the market 1

think th.- i'M'. -II. ri'.- -.1 the hoi i raised there is due to the
mnl of mineral tn be found in the land, its rolling

pure air tb<- animals breathe. Where I live
i the level ol the ocean, and the win-

The IDOW Seldom fnlln to a depth of

even two incba I believe the Snake river county will
I horse raising center—when the many

action are understood by ihii.king breed-
ers."

In Australia, as well as in the East the Rules of Racing
are undergoing revision, but it is said that the changes will be

comparatively slight. The language will besimplitied as much
as possible, and tbe rules arranged under divisions in a syste-

matic manner. One of the proposed rules will obviate the

necessity of disqualifying horses on technical grounds. It will

provide that no objection on the ground of misdescription, or

of error or omission in an entry shall be entertained after a

race unless a charge of fraudulent entry be preferred in con-
nection therewith. According to our Rules of Racing adopted
by the Board of Control, an objection on this ground may be

received within forty-eight hours of the last race of the last

day of the meeting, save in the case of any fraud or wilful mis-

statements, when there shall be no limit to the time of object-

ing, provided the Executive Committee are satisfied that there

has been no unnecessary delay on the part of theobjector. The
Australian rule opens up a large field for carelessness in enter-

ing horses, and the task of discrimination between an error of

entry and a wilful misstatement will b* found by our antipo-

dean brethren most difficult. Therefore we suggest to them
our rule, which in the end will be found more serviceable and
less liable to abuse.

Robekt E. Bybee, of Salem, Oregon, one of the best-known
turfmen on the Pacific Slope, died on Hyde street, this city,

last Saturday night of Blight's disease of the kidneys, from
which he had been a sufferer for several months past. Mr.
By bee was about forty-five years of a«e, and one of the best-

posted men in America on the affairs of the turf. His
knowledge of blood lines was truly remarkable. At the time
of his death Robert By bee owned a very fine string of about a

dozen race horses, among the number being the very fast

mare. Misty Morn, and the crack three-year-old filly, Rose-
bud, both by St. Paul, whom Mr. By bee owned until he died,

which was about a year ago. Deceased left an estimable
wife and one child, who reside at Salem, and they are, we un-

derstand, comfortably provided for. His aged and respected

father, James Bybee, and several friends were at the bedside

of the Oregon turfman when death came to relieve his distress,

arjd the body was taken to Salem for interment last Sunday
by the father, James Bybee. About a month ago Robert By-
bee was around Oakland track on crutches, but was very
weak, and was soon forced to take to his bed again, from which
he never arose. Mr. Bybee was an excellent trainer, a fine

judge of a horse, and had been interested in racing and race

horses all his life.

RACING IN OLD VIRGINIA.

Heat Races for $30,000—Lady Blessington's

Good Performance at Two -Mile Heats.

!£,The last race meeting of 1864 of note on the Atlantic Coast

took place in November at the famous old Broad Rock course.

This well known race track of the Old Dominion was for years

the scene of some interesting races, and the meeting under dis-

cussion proved fully up to past records. The location of the

track drew to it quite a large Northern element as well as

Southern, although at the time of which I write, when trie

war was not yet over, the attendance at Broad Rock was not

so large as before the beginning of sectional strife.

Early in the fall of 1S64 a big post stake at two mile heats

was extensively advertised to be run at Broad Rock. While

the bulk of the Southern cracks weresequestered,*confiscated,

or impressed into the service, still there was enough available

material for the race in question to arouse widespread inter-

est. In even these days, more or less dark with the uncertain

aspect of the future, the old Virginia families took to racing

as a duck does to the water, and the Broad Rock meetings

were always well patronized, no matter what necessities might

call the vicinity residents elsewhere.

For the big race in question there was a good entry, and a
representative gathering was at the course to see the decision

of the great event. The purse and stake was worth $30,000 to

the winner, and so well had the mare, Lady Blessington,

shown, that only two opposed her. These were D. Ward's
Oriana, by Deucalian—Nine, and C. Green's bay gelding, by
Arlington—Lucy Hasall. The race was for three-year-olds,

two mile heats. Colonel David McDariiel had Lady Blessing-

ton then, and the mare was at her best. By imp. Eclipse

—

Philo, by Mariner, She had been specially prepared fortius

stake, and while most of her family had failed to show staying

qualities of note, she had seemed to be an exception to the

rule of soft-heartedness in the blood. A fair-sized mare, Lady
Blessington was every inch a racer.

In her race at Broad Rock Lady Blessington was the choice
in the betting at emphatic odds, and she won the first heat
\.i v easily in slow time. It was now any odds on Colonel

McDaniels mare. and she landed the money with great ease in

straight heats. Lady Rlessington was one of the few of the
Eclipse family to go :i distance, and at the stud she threw two
good performers to Kentucky in Count D'Orsay and Countess.
Kentucky was a pronounced failure at the stud, but Lady
Kl' iii'jion bore him two of the best he ever sired in the two
named. Rut bless, l'atli, Little Mack and < 'atesby also went a

lii winning fur (iuvernnr Bowie tbe Maturity
Stakes, three miles, at Jerome. But as a rule the get of
Eclipse preferred shorter races.

Or the beaten horses in this $RO,000 stake at Broad Rock,
Oriana, for Major Doswell, afterward threw some fair foals,

Outcast, by Leamington, being her last. Then I. Y. Keene,
of Kentucky, secured her. Auolher big race at this meeting

was a match for $10,0C0 between McDaniel's Oakland and C.
Green's Conductor, three mile heats. Oakland, afterward the
sire of Princeton and others, was a six-year-old, by Revenue,
while Conductor, by Enquirer, was five years old. Again did
Colonel McDaniel secure the race with Oakland, he winning
in two straight heats, Conductor being outrun at every stage
of the race. Oakland's sou Princeton, sire of Princess and
others, afterward went to Mexico to the farm of Richard
Henry, Esq. Here he has since performed stud duty in
creditable shape.

Such amounts as those named, the $30,000 purse and stake
won by Lady Blessington, and the $10,000 match by Oakland,
looked on paper to make Calonel McDaniel a lucky man, but
I understand the cash was Confederate money, which meant
way below the stated figures in real value. But still the sum
of $4 ',000, even in the currency of the section, was a very
respectable nestegg for Colonel David McDaniel to win.

In this vicinity the close of 1804 in the turf world was
marked by the return of the well-known colored trainer Bill
Bird, from San Francisco, where he had gone with the colt
Lodi. Bill Bird, famous for his connection afterwards with
General Bowie's and Captain CottrelFs horses, brought back
glowing accounts of turf matters on the Pacific Coast. He
said that Norfolk had got there safely before he (Bird) had
left, and that some great races between Lodi and Norfolk were
certain.

Lodi had beaten all the horses on the Slope, and the arrival
of Norfolk had aroused popular interest to a great extent ovc
the prospective meeting of the two horses. George Rice had
Norfolk in charge, having taken tbe colt after his winning
race for the Jersey Derby at Paterson, and the voyage from
here to Aspinwall, transit across the Isthmus of Panama and
voyage up the Pacific had been in complete safety for the
horse. Norfolk reached the Golden State well and sound, and
was at once put in training for his race with Lodi.
On shipboard Lodi had behaved like an old salt. His

trainer, after leaving Panama, had Norfolk placed on the up-
per deck of the ship iu a large open stall, and as the weather
was favorahle the voyage up to San Francisco was a pleasure
trip, devoid of danger or important features. His leg, which
was rather on the weak side at Paterson, seemed to be all

right when he reached 'Frisco, and matches at two, three and
four-mile heats with Lodi were at once discussed. When Bill
Bird left the matches had not yet been settled, but, if made,
Bird was to go back to the coast to prepare Lodi and take tbe
well-known jockey Gilpatrick along with him.
How the two Eastern horses on Pacific soil fought out their

famous races is worthy a chapter alone. Late in the winter
of 1S64-5 the guerilla warfare in Kentucky again afiecled the
stock farms adve.sely; at Woodburn, R. A. Alexander had
fifteen valuable horses carried off by the bushwhackers. A
chase to the next county brought on a fierce skirmish between
pursuers and pursued, and before the horses were recovered
several of the marauders bit the dust.

The well-known turfman, John P. Viley, was also carried ofi

by the bushwhackers, but rescued by his friend a few days
later. Then the Woodburn stock was transferred to Illinois,

the town of Williamville, Sangamon county, being selected

by R. A. Alexanderfor a temporary abode until matters should
clear over a bit.

But he left behind him, in the hands of the guerrillas, three
promising horses : Norwich, the full brother to Norfolk ; a

colt by Stir Davis-Lindora and another. Norwich afterwards
found his way to Oregon. These guerrilla raids proved very
destructive to Kentucky stock. The Kentucky farm of John
Harper was also raided, and in the defense of the stock Adam
Harper, brother of John, was fatally shot.

The guerillas were looking for horses more than anything
else, and a leader of one of the marauding parties was a woman
who dressed in the habiliments of the male sex and was
described as a devil incarnate. I met a man afterwards who
saw this woman hanged, and he described her nerve as some-
thing extraordinary. The closing days of the war were dark
and troublous days for the breeders of Kentucky, the " dark
and bloody ground." The Gleaner.

Good judges predict that Auteeo's son Dantus will prove
the sensational performer of his great sire this year.

Loyalist, the Great.

In another portion of this paper will be found advertised

the magnificently-bred race horse, imported Loyalist, who
will make the season of 1893 at Bay District track. A faster

horse, a better-constitutioned or a more grandly-bred horse

never came to our shores, and his service fee is put at the

ridiculously low figure of $65, simply because his owner wishes

to prove his great worth as a sire in America, and believes

that in no other way can this be accomplished except by hav-

ing a low service fee until his youngsters make their appear-

ance on the turf. As an individual, he is something to en-

thuse over, a bay horse, standing a trifle over 15.3 hands on

steely, flat limbs. His head and neck are models of symmetry,

and his shoulders and back are staunchly built. He has

great depth through the heart, a well-rounded, substantial bar-

rel, immense, muscular quarters, and is as sound as a dollar.

Loyalist will be trained this season, and great things are ex-
pected of him, as he was one of Australia's greatest race

horses, bolder of the mile and a quarter record (2:03.1 on a turf

course) until Carbine went it in 2:08. Any horse that is with-

in a quarter of a second of the renowned Carbine in a mile
and a quarter run must be a real " clinker." Loyalist's breed-

ing is simply grand, he being by that great sire, The Marquis
(winner of St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas in England),

he a son of the unapproachable Stockwell (winner of the St.

Leger, while his (Loyalist's) dam" was Loval Peeress (dam of

Loyalstone), by The Peer (sire of Darebin and brother to

Marchioness, winner of The Oaks) ; second dam Letty West
(dam of Glorious), by West Australian ; third dam Bay Letty

(dam of Libelous), by Bay Middleton ; fourth dam the fam-

ous Miss Letty (dam of Weatherbit and winner of The Oaks),

by Priam, and soon through the best racing and producing
families in England to the fifteenth dam, by Brimmer. His
tenth dam was Proserpine, a sister to the unbeaten Eclipse.

His pedigree is truly perfection, and besides this Loyalist, a

grand individual, from producing families all the way through,

must make a great sire. Read the advertisement.

,

With Anteeo standing at $1,000, his sons Redwood, James
Madison and Anteeo Jr. breeding on as they are, the Anteeos
will be the most sought after.
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Some Horse Bits.

" A short horse is the soonest curried."

And it is also the soonest worried.

•' You judge a man by the coat he wears."

And also by the horse that bears.

• Into the mouth look no gift horse."

But glance at his form and limbs, of course.

" John Gilpin's horse " was once fast enough :

John Gallopiu's" now has better stuff.

" The better the day the better the deed."

The better the horse the better the speed.

They hammered the steed that wore a mail

;

Don't drive him now as if driving a nail.

" Time is long and art is fleeing,"

Just like a modern racer's speeding.

It is a singular apothegm
That a flyer " has no flies on him."

A horse, 'tis a tunny piece of wit.

Will make his record by breaking it.

The horse is praised with " making time."
But makiug too much is quite a crime.

Tbe "outcome" of a race, to win.
Altogether depends on the "come in."

The knight Celt good when booted and spurred.

But the norse did not it is inferred.

In your study of horses you'll witness this :

The finer, the more of a courser he is.

Those Rejected Horses.

The following list includes all records of

2:30 or better rejected by tbe Register Asso-

ciation, as shown by the Year Book, the first

part of which has just beeo issued. The first

column shows the best record of the perform-

er according to the Year Book, while the sec-

ond is the record claimed for him and re-

jected :

Llssa, by Patchen Wilkes 2:18%
Little Goldie, by Little Frank _ 22S9J4
Loraneer. bv Electioneer
Lotterv Ticket, by Dexter Prince 2:'.!3

Louis bwosso. bv Louis Napoleon 2:35>£
Lou Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes 2:26

Lynwood (Linwood Wilkes), by Guv
Wilkes

Mabel W., by Thought 2:32%
Machette tp), by Brown Hal
Maggie May. by Volunteer
Majester, by Sterling
MHJur Lambert (p), bv California Lam-

bert 2:22

Major Wilkes (p). by Young Jim 2:24%
Mambriuo Lumps, by Lumps
Maria Ausel, by Ansel
Mark Sirius. by Sirius J: 1

T
' .

Master Dudley, by Mambrino Dudley..
Maud Alameda, by Gaviota 2:S1K
Maud M. (p). by Cheatham 2:22J4
Maud McGregor (pi, bv Captain Mc-
Gregor 2:2i;;j

May Day, by Dominion 2:53

2:17

2:30

2:26),
2: IS"-.

2:3(1

2:20%

2:20%
2:27' 4
JJI'.,
'_':_<«>.,

2:21

2:19)J
2:16'...

2:2>%
2:25
2:11

2:21

2:21

--!'.
2:27%

Mav King, by Electioneer 2:2i;<i 2:20

Mazzoue. bv General Hancock 2:34)6 2:2*JJ4

Meriton (pi, bv Buckevc Bavard 2:'.:'.. 2:26)4

Millie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes 228 2:26

Minnie Keene. bv Young Jim _ 2:27% 2:24%
Model, bv Lexington Chief Jr 2:31% 2:30

Mohawk Blonde. Ijv Hall's Mohawk Jr 2:33'i 2:26%
Mollv Bird, bv Jay Bird - 232% 2:2.5

Molly H.. by Young Detective 2:36'4 2:29'4

Monaco, by Electioneer „ 2:19)1
Mouadel (p). bv Monon 2:25 2:18%
Monarch, by Brown Frank 2:36% 2:30

Morning Glbrv, bv Richards' Elector... 2:27

Mount Airy, bv Walsiugham 2:24J4 2:19%
Oxford Chief, bv Chester Chief... 2:24 2:22%
Paola, by Electioneer 2:30 2:2S)j

Partheoia, by Dexter Prince
Pure Wilkes, by Red Wilkes 2:29

(iuartermain. by Quartermaster 2:35

2:39'.,

. 2:20'.,

. 2:15%

. 2:19%

Aaron S.. by California Lambert 2:33%
Abe Smiib.'bv Artemas 2:31%
Alauuah (p), by Guy Wilkes 2:14

Alcona Jr.. by Alcona 2:24

Alfred, by General Benton
Alice C, bvStillson 227%
Alleta, bv William H. Yauderbilt 2:47'^

Allie riloper, by Richards' Elector 2:40

Amber P.. by Amber
Ameer, bv Nephew
Anuetta C. (pi. by Ajax
Athena, by Electioneer
Aunty Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes
Aurora, by Hambletouian Wilkes
Avena, by Palo Alto
Beaumont, by Bostick's Almont Jr 2:39^4

Bell Bird, bv Electioneer - 2:26%

2:35

. 2:45
. 2:27

Benleer, by Volunteer 2:31

Bernal. bv Electioneer 2:24

Bessie Bel, bv St. Bel
Beverly, bv Sable Wilkes
Big Fox. bv Onslaught 2:46%
Black Cloud (p), bv Brown Kimball... 225
Blue Prince, by Blue Blood 2:43% 2:26

2:29

2.29)4
2:11'.

2:19
2:25

227
2:29'4

2:2S

2:30
2:27

2:23'.,

2:2 '4

2:30
2:28

2:19%
2:2S'„

2:22

2.30
2:17

2:29^
2:30

2:22%

B iiiuibel. by Azmoor..
Boy. by Blue Bull
Broxton, by Onward
Broomal. by Stranger
Brother G., by Sentinel Wilkes
Brown Thome, by Hawthorne
Buster (p), by Sam Purdy
Carrie strawu, bv Strawn ™~..
Charley B. Wilkts (pj. by Charley B..

Colonel May. by May Boy
Coral, by Electioneer
Coralloid, by Simmons...

2:20%
2:26'4

2:32%
2:35%
2:29; 4

2:2V.,

225
::14%

Daghestan, by Stamboul 2:36

Daly, by General Benton 2:22%
Dandy O. (p). by Dall Brino 2:12%
Dan sheriuau, by Phil Sheridan 2:38%
Darbee. by Almonarcb 2:31

Desperado, bv Richards' Elector
Dexter, by Peter Blair 2:36%
Dexter Thorue(p), by Dexter Prince...

Diuah Cossack, bv Don Cossack 2:55%
Domineer, by Red Wilkes _ 2:20%
Douzella, by Eros
Doucbka, by Wild Bov 2:25

Douglass Almout, by Allie Gaines 2:33

Duchess Wilkes, by Favorite Wilkes... 2:30

Iivnainile, by Gaviota 2:3j%
Earlie. by Guy Wilkes -

Elbertie. by Egbert 2:16%
Elden. by Nephew 223!^
Elect, by Richards' Elector
Election, by Electioneer
Electrina, by Richards' Elector - 2:25% 2:23%

2:24'4

2:29%
2:30

2:17%
2:i.' 4
2:27%
2:27%
2:27.! 2

2:28
2:17

2:18%
2:13>;
2:25%
2:15
2:11

2:30 '

2:24
2:29%
2:29'4
2:25
2:2V.,

2:1S!4

2:29%
2:24

2:29
227
2:29%
2:27)4
2:27%
2:19%
22S
2:2<%

Queen Clay, by King Clay
Quilp, by Boston Wilkes
Redondo. bv Stamboul
Regal Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes.
Rockbridge, bv Nutwood
Rolfe N. (p), by Young Rolfe..

Roweua, by Azmoor
Ruskin Wilkes (p). by Sherman Wilkes 2:23%
St. Croix, by Nelson's Wilkes 2:30

Sam Brown, by Hawthorne "2:31

Seneca Prince, by Bayonne Prince 2:37%
Shafer (p), by Grand Sentinel _ 2:34%
sidwood. by Sidney
Silkwood (p). by Blackwood Mambriuo 2:08%
Singer (p). by Longfellow 2:19%
*ir Wilkes, by Sabie Wilkes „

Slight, by Electioneer
Soda Water (p), by Brown Hal
Solano Chief, by Mambrino Chief, Jr...

Sorrel Kate, bv Mambrino Time
Stadacona. by Carlton 2:33%
stamboul. by Sultan 2:11

Stanton Chief, by General Stanton 2:32%
Stevie H-. bv Washington. Jr 2:29)6

Stewart Mack, by Blue Bull 2:29

Susie S.. oy Hambletouian Mambrino.. 2:20

Sweet Rose, by Electioneer 2:30

Sweetwater, by Stamboul
The Wasser. by General Washington... 2:34%
Thornwood, by Hawthorne 2:22)i
Tilly Green, bv Mambrino King 2:34%
Tom Bur. bv Warrior 2:36

Tommy R., by Tom Jefferson 2:32

True Blue, by Blue Blood 2:38%
Truman, by Electioneer 2:17

Tyrannus, by Young Wilkes
Vera, by Young Harry Clay 2:32%
Veronica, by Alcona
Wilkes Bird, by Jay Bird 2:29%
W. Wood (p), bv Steinway„ 2:11)4

W. W. P. (p), by Ben Lomond, Jr 2:17

Y'oung Harvester, by Harvester

2:27%
2:25%
2:27%
228
2:29%
2:23

2:11%
229
2:26

2:17

2:17
2:2H%
2:29

2:30

2:23%
2:18

2:07%
2:18%
2:29

2:28%
2:21%
2:29%
2:29%
2:29'..

2:07'.;

2:29%
2 "27

2:28
2:18

2:26%
2:26
2:30

2:19J*
2:27
<:29K
2:2'J 1

.;

2:30
2:12
2:24 V.,

2:2H^
2:29
2:27?-.,

2:07
2:16ii

2:30

Answers to Correspondents.

1 Anwers for this department must be accompanied by
(

the name and address of the sender, not necessarily fur
publication, but as proof of good lalth. Wrne the
questions distinctly, on one side of the paper only.
Posltvely no questions will be answered by mall or
telegraph.

Diller. Wash. Co., Oregon— I'lease publish tbe pedi-
gree ofoiiauila Almont, sire of Almout Patchen, rec-

ord 2- 15. Answer—By Ti lion Almoin 15SS3, dam uti-

traced.

N. S., Independence. Or.—1. A bet B that no
steamer ever drew twenty-six feet of water. Which
wins.' 2. Is Fido, the running horse, a smlli.m '.'

Answer—The best authority we can hud says twen-
ty-five is tbe greatest draught of water made by any
vessel.

J.M., Ogden—Kindly give me the address of Vet
Tryon who drove HylasBuy and .Maud Paichen two
vearsago. An earlv reply u ill greatly oblige. An-
swer—A letter address! Yei Tyron, AL-riculiural

Park, Sacramento, Cal., should r-.ach him.

J. R., Modesto.—Please give breeding of Australian
horse Kelpie, that raced in this State in tbe early

eighties. Auswer.—By Claude Duval, dam Imagina-
tion, bv the English Kelpie; second dam Image, by-

Scratch : third dam lantbe. by Dover, etc. Claude
Duval was by Rochester, dam Waii-a-While, by sir

Isaac ; second dam Kebecca, by Ishmaei ; third dam
Chanty, by Tramp. Rochester was by Chatham (son

of The Colonel\ dam Merry Monarch's dam, by
Sloue, second dam by Little Johu, etc. Sir Isaac

was by Camel, dam by Liverpool.

W. B., Stockton—1. Please inform me through the
columus ot your paper who bred and raised Easel,

she by Commodore Belmont? Is she registered, if

so, what's her number? 2. Who bred and raised

her dam. Irene, bv Dictator 113 ? 3. Who bred and
raised Fanny Helm. b\ Abdallah 15? 4. What is

Lord Bvrou's register number? Answer—1. She is

registered standard iu Volume 6. Easel was bred
aud owned by W. H. Raymond. Belmont Park, Vir-
ginia City. Montana. Mares have no number in tbe
register—only stallions. 2. Irene was bred, by Lo-
gan Helm, of Versailles. Ky., and owned by W. H.
Ravmoud, Virginia City, Mout. 3. We find no
trace of Fanuy Helm but presume Logan Helm, of
Versailles, Ky., bred her. from her name. 4. Lord
Byron's number is 11,801. This is the Gen. Benton
horse with a record of 2:lS.

Elkhorn, by Onward 2:30 2:2H%
ElleDeer. by Electioneer 2:28% 2:2iy2
Elma Sontag. by Electioneer 2:29

Elwina, bv Electioneer 2:27J£
Emeline K.. by Lacewood 2:30 2:29

Eros, by Onward 2:30

Ethel T.. by Gambeita Wilkes 2:32*4 2:29*4

Etia B.. by Great Torn 232 2:3U

Falman. by Fallis 2:27

Fin Fan. by General Brock 2:38^' 2:30
Florence Palmer, by Alcyone „ 2:46 2.-29%

Four Lines, bv Western Spragne 2:35J^ 2:2u}4

Fred H. Wilkei, by beclor Wilkes 2:15 2:11%
Garnet, by Pancoast M

2v2t)% 2.13J4
George Dexter, by Dexter Prince 2:52 2:29%
Geurgie Woodthorpe, by Altamont 2:24 2:19J4
Gladstone, by Hambriuo 2:34*4 2:2**4

Handv B. (p). by Artemas 2:19 2:10^
Harry Lambert, by Ward's Lambert.... 2:37*4; 2:261$
Harry Winchester, by Stamboul 2:4< l4 2:27

Helena, . v Electioneer 2:29% 2:21

H. L. M., by Red Cloud 2:31% 2:30

H. P. E.. by General Garfield 2:33*4 2:29%
Ida May, bv Hawthorne 2::« 2:28

Indianap. by Indianapolis 2:26% 2:18%
Jack, by Pilot Medium 2:12 2:11%
Jacobin, by Princeps 2:29% 2:27

J. H. L. (p), by Idol Wilkes 2:15% 2:12
Jim Mulvenna, by Nutwood 2:27% 2:PJ%
John Merrill, pedigree uuknown 2:30

Jubilee, bv Satalite 2:80
Jura, bv Sir Walkill 2:33%
Kat.j P-irerty (p). by St. Cloud
Kin- I. . bv Ked Wilkes
King sprauue. by Governor Sprague.... 2:25
Kitty B. by Sidney 235
Lady Hambrino. by Hambrino 2:45
Langtnn, by Alfred 2:26%
Laredo (p), by Wedgewood 2:31%
Lassie, bv Companion 2:21%
Laura B., bv Prairie Star 2#7%
Laura R.. by Electioneer 2:26%
Lent by Electioneer
Lew Wallace, by Goldstone -. 238%
Lilac, by Clav
Lilly Dale, by Conductor 230%
Limber Jim, by Alhambra

2:2*!-,

2:29
2:26%
2:21%
2:»>\
2.2i>%

22gk
2:2M

(

2:21%
'

2:2U' 4
2:27%
2:21%
2:28
2.IV \

2:29**

2:27%
.230

"What it is Coming to.

Neither of the sires or dams of Kremlin,

2:07.1; Sunol, 2:08}; Maud S., 2:0SJ; Palo Alto,

2:08f; Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 and 2:06); Alix,2:10;

Lord Clinton, 2:10$ ; Arion, 2:101 ; Nightin-

gale, 2:101; Guy, 2:102 ; Lobasco, 2:10$ ; Ry-

land T., 2:11}; Mattie H., 2:111 ; Erminie,

2:11* ; Jack, 2:11*: Fred S. Wilkes, 2:11|;

Walter E., 2:11| ; Axtell, 2:12; Truman, 2:12;

had records, and those of Nancy Hanks, 2:04,

Allerton, 2:09], and St. Julien, none as good
as 2:30.

This does not by any means operate as an

argument against "the proper and reasonable

development of speed in both sire and dam, as

there can be no question but that the trotting

instinct is developed, intensified and more
thoroughly fixed by use; but it does indicate

with some degree of certainty that the leading

families of American trotting horses are ap-

proaching the point where they can truthfully

be denominated a " breed " in every practical

sense of the word. Of course if it be true that

alone bv in and in-breeding can a technical
'' breed," like the setter, the St. Bernard or the

greyhound, be established, it must be conceded

that the life-lime of this planet itself is scarce-

ly long enough to bring the heterogeneous

bloods and individualities of the present fami-

lies into the required state of uniformity of

size, color, gait, mental tendencies, etc., to con-

stitute a technical breed. But for all practical

purposes in which speed is the chief character-

istic, the American trotter is fast becoming a

thoroughbred family, *or a " breed."—Horse
Review.

The Ocean View Stable, in which is Wild-

wood, Joe Cotton and other good ones, starts

for Brooklyn about April 1st. Wildwood is

looking and feeling first rate, and is not as

delicate as horses as has been represented, by

any means, according to his excellent trainer,

C. Davis.
m

A dispatch from Newburgh, N. Y., dated

February 25 says: "The stallion Monbars,

2:11$, was brought back yesterday by his

former owners, Richfield & Leathers, from

Major T. S. Dickinson at an advance of

$2,500 over the price paid for him by Dickin-

son a few days ago."
*

Names Claimed.

Lupex, for bay filly, three years old. with hind feet

white, by Apex. 2:26, dam by a son of Tom Crowder.

G. W. Leland, of 1324 De la Vina St., Santa Bar-
bara, Cal., writes : "In your paper of tbe 21st of Jan-
uary, lb93, vou have given a pecigree of my horse,

Accident. "l send you his pedigree so that you may
correct it, also send some of his performances. He
ran all of his races but one, on the Santa Barbara
track. He was never beaten there but once, and
then his rider was ruled off for foul riding, and the

purse and bets declared off. He won two races of a
mile and a quarter, one a match and the other a
noveitv. The match race was run in two sixteen ;

tbe novelty a little faster. Both races were run in-

side of an hour. Accident ran in Los Angeles when
Grover Cleveland ran there. Accident was the tirst

horse at three-quarters of a mile, aud then received
some injury, aud has not been able to run since.

This race was one and oue-fourth miles. Accident
has won a good many races." AccideDt is by Mon-
day (sou of Colton). dam Mollie Duunegau, by Nor-
folk ; second dam Mary Giveus, by Owen Dale : third

dam Liz Giveus (dam of Lauglord, Pete and Bonnie
Bell), by imn. Laugford ; fourth dam Charlotte Pace,
by Sir Arehy, etc.

Inquirer, Fairplay, Cal.—1. Please state the sire

and first and second dams of Ulster Chief. 2. Can
you inform me further iu regard to the breeding, ou
the dam's side, of a horse named Rowdy Dutchman,
said to be sired by Ulster Chief, out of a mare by-

Chieftaiu ? 3. An Argieultural Association leases a
race track for one season, has the track recorded,
joins the P. C. Blood Horse Association, have a series

of races over the track under tbe rules of the above
association. Tbe lease expires; a private individual,

in no manner connected with the Agricultural soci-

ety, leases the track aud advertises races to be run
under said ruUs. In one race the judges changed
riders after second heat: the substituted rider wins,

but the owner ot the horse relused to pav him for the

mount. The judges ruled the horse off the track
until tbe rider was paid. Did they have the author-

ity to do s>>? If so, does the seuteuceexteud beyond
the time that particular track is under the coutrol of
the party who was lessee at the time? Answer—1.

By Hambletouian 10. dam Lady Ulster (dam of High
Private*, bv Duukiu Mambrino, second dam un-
traced. 2. "Write to Josiuh Sessious, Oakland. Cal.

We know nothing of this horse. 3. As there are no
confederation of tracks on this coast, we should say

that the penalty would ouly apply while the party
mentioned ran the track. The Blood Horse Associa-

tion oulv legislates for its own meeiings, but that

organization would notallowa horse ruled 08 under
such circumstances to come back until the amouui
was paid.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Win, F. Egati. M. R. C.V.8., F.E.V.M.S.

Subscribers to thla paper can have advice through
tin- ill inn i Id all cases of sick or injured horses or
cattle by s*-n«liiiur an i-xpliflt description of the case.
Applicants will s-.-!nt th.-ir mane and address, that
they may be Identified, ^uu-uons requiring answers
by mail should be accompanied by two dollars and
addressed to Wm. P. Qgan, M. ft. V. <_\, hit Golden
Gate Ave. sun Fianelaco,

J. L. C.—Please give in your veterinary depart
ment a receipt for wind pnfiB. Answer- -n thevare
ImjI Ml Un.g standing the application of hoi wet baQ>
dages, with a tight llumiel bandage over it may re-
move them. Should this treatment not prove suc-
cessful in a week <-r si., apply the following blister.
Beuiodidcof mercury halt un ounce, vaseline iwo
ounces. Mix and rub well into the part alter remov-
ing the hrlr from over the wlndgauB.

J. C, Redwood City—1 have a Jersey cow that
seems to be troubled U uh an Itch, aa all the hair la

falliug offiu pateliL-s. tbe SDOtS then t>ecome scabby
aud Itchy as she scratches them against tbe fence.
She has got very poor lately. Please advise me
through your columns, what I should do for her.
Answer —Pleaseexamine the cow aud say ifthls
affection is iu the form of "warbles " or round ele-
vations about the size of a two-bit piece, along the
back, or if there are any wooducks present, or If

there is merely a scrub**, with patches ot hair oil'. Al-
so say whether it has continued for any length of
time, and if it be equally distributed all over the
body, or more iu certain locations.

M. P.. San Rafael.—I have a two-year-old colt that
has had a swelling under tbe jaws. After a few days
it burst aud ruu a great deal of matter. He also bad
a cough and discharge from his nose. I steamed his
head with bran and hot water, aud save him hot
bran mashes with saltpetre in them. With this treat-
ment he got all right, aud is now as well as ever, but
looking rather thin. I wanted to send him out to
pasture, but the man I was going to send him to
retusts to take him, as he says a veterinary surgeon
told him that he has the glanders. Now I ivant to
kuow if this is tbe glanders. If it is. I have cured
four other cotis that had the same disease, and I

thought glanders could not be cured. Please let me
have your opinion in next issue of your valuable
paper. Answer—The symptoms you have given are
those of "strangles." not "glanders." See if there
are small ulcers m the nostrils, or if there is a small,
bard enlargement under the jaw close to the bone,
with a slight discharge from nostril of same side. If
those symptoms are all absent.it is pretty certain
that there is no glanders present.

Foals of 1883.

Everything indicates that the Metropoli-

tan Handicap will be one of the sensational

races of the year. Trainers at all the tracks

intend to give some of their horses a special

preparation for the race. The declarations up

to date do not detract in the slightest degree

from the attractiveness of the race. All the

tracks are to be prepared for training purposes

as soon as the weather permits. The jockeys

are beginning to prepare for the season's work.

Willie iSimms joins the Rancocas Stable on

March 1st. A. Clayton will ride for C. Fleiseh-

mann. E. II. Garrison is id Florida. Fred

Taral will begin active work March 1st with

the Walcott »v. Campbell stable. M. Overton

will begin on the same day with Daly & Gide-
on's horses. S. Doggett will soon be home to

lake his place with tur. Knapp's horses.
.

The closing down at Robv, whether tempo-

rary or permanent, has driven many owners

to seek fresh campaigning grounds. There

has been a large exodus in K:i-t St. Louis. The
stables at that track arc, however, so well tilled

|

that newcomers have to seek accommodation

;

outside the gales. A third member of the

j

Sloane fraternity, Fremont by name, has trans-

i ferred his affection to fowl St Louis. He is

' said to have been doing some creditable work

in the saddleat Koby.

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM FOALS.

The following foals have been dropped at above
farm since my last advice, viz :

TROTTERS.

B c. bv Berual—Marshra.
Brf, by Electricity— Maiden.
Be. by Palo Alto—Manette.
B f. by Electricity—Viola.
B f. by Electricity—Jennie Benton.
Chf. by Langton— Mischief.
B f. by Palo Alto—Sontag Dixie.
Br c. by Electricity—Sallie Benton.
Cb f. bv Piedmout—Miss Campbell.
B f, by'Wild Bov—Cora.
B f, by Bernal—Elite.

THOROUGHBREDS.
Ch c, by Flambeau—Gerhardine.
Db b f, by Flambeau—Imp. Petroleuse.
Dk b f, by Flood-Bridget,
Dk be, by Flood— Imp. Queen Bess.
B f. by Flood—Playmate.
Ch c, by Flambeau—Imp. Music.
Chf, bvPeel—Aurelia.

Yours truly,

r-. C. Ferglsos. Palo Alto.

RawFlesh
of man or horse or

other animal (not ma-

lignant) begins to scab

in a ni<jht with Phenol

Sodique.
UASCZ BROTHERS & WHITE. Philadelphia.

At druggists. Tak: no substitute.

Elliot Hickory wheels

WANTED.
Position an ln.lm.Tor foreman (or o flrst-clasM St&Me

of race horses by a thoroughly reliable and competent
man. Address " J-."

run' Bri'i-ilrr anil Sportsman.

CflliMa Pneumatic Tires

Get the Genuine!

These Are the ONLY Oties on

the Market.

They Are Not Adaptations.

Elliot Hickory Cycle Go. Make the Wheels.

Pope Manl'g Go. Make and Attach the Tires

Tin. h,i.-i ii. PUPmiUc

Tiros and itaiit ii.-«rhik*ni)b*. Oabplata

witii Un -»ii'i lorttB, u*i«-

OOkOt, rvmly to !«• Bttod t<i soUcy.

Hfi- OKI1KK l.\ TIMK i

Osborn & Alexander,
Agents.

401 MABKKT ST.. Cor. FBKMOXT -
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The Racing and Producing Families.

In our last issue we demonstrated the excellence of the de-

scendant of the D'Arcy Royal mare in England, from which

U is clearly apparent that the family was an acknowledged

famous racing and producing one long before the American

branch was known or became prominent in the annals of the

turf.

Duchess (Bland's), called also Diamond, was foaled about

the pear 1755 or '56, and imported to America by Gen. Alex-

ander Spotwood. She was by the Cullen Arabian (as also was

Jack of Diamonds, imported at the same time), her dam Lady

Thigh (Griswood's), by Croft's Partner, son of Jigg, bv By-

erlvTurk: grandam by Greyhound, a natural Barb; great-

grandam Sophonisba's dam, by the Curwen Bay Barb
;
great-

great-grandam by D' Arcy's Chestnut Arabian, tracing through

daughters of Whiteshirt, Lord D' Arcy's old Montague mare,

Hautboy and Brimmer to the D'Arcy Royal mare. Duchess

was the dam of Apollo, and his sister by imp. Traveler, son of

Partner, a filly by Junius, filly by imp. Jack of Diamonds,

True Whig, by Fiuhugh's Regulus, son of imp. Fearnaught,

and a filly by imp- Regulus, son of Regulus, by the Godol-

phin Arabian. This blood is transmitted to us through ber

two daughters, by -lack of Diamonds and imp. Regulus.

The Jack of Diamonds mare, bred to Ariel (son of imp.

Traveler, by Partner, and imp. Selima, by the Godolphin

Arabian), produced a BUy which was bred to imp. Fear-

nought, aud produced a filly which was bred to imp. High-

flyer, by Herod. This Highflyer filly, bred to Melzar, son of

imp. Medley, produced Maria, and she produced in 1817 the

bay mare Lady Grey, by Robin Grey, son of imp. Royalist,

by Saltram, by Eclipse. Lady Grey, in 1821, produced Lucy.

by Orphan, son of Ball's Florizel, by imp. Diomed ; in 1S23

bay mare Maria, by Davis' Hamiltonian, son of Tayloe's

Hamlintonian, by imp. Diomed; and in 1826 chestnut mare
Rowena, by Stimpter, son of Sir Archy. Lucy was the dam
of Blacknose, by Medoc, a superior racehorse who ran three

miles at Lexington, Ky., in 1S40 in 5:40, the fastest three

miles ever run to that date, and Lucilla, by Trumpator. son of

Sir Solomon. Lucilla was the dam of two bay fillies by imp.

Tranby, son of Blacklock. The Tranby mare, foaled in 183S,

was the dam of Alaric, a fine racehorse, winner of second heat

of two miles in 3:39 in 1845, by Mirabeau, Levity, by imp.

Trustee, Atala, a superior horse by Boston, Vandal and
Volga, by imp. Glencoe and Vistula, by imp. Scythian. Van-
dal was one of the best racehorses of his day (winner of three-

mile heats in 5:361, 5:33) and a grand and successful stallion.

Levity was the dam of Ruric, a superior horse, and Sister to

Ruric, by imp. Sovereign; Lightsome and Mildred by imp.

Glencoe; Brenna, by imp. Knight of St. George, sou of Bird-

calcher, Lever and Legatee, a good racer, by Lexington.

Lightsome was the dam of Sprightly, Crucifix, Salina and
Nevada, bv Lexington ;

Linda, by imp. Scythian, son of Or-

ando; and Gulnare, by imp. Glen Athol. Sprightly was bred

o trotters for years, and then to imp. Billet, by whom she

roduced Volturno, a grand racehorse, that first brought imp.

Billet into notice, and Elias Lawrence, a good one and winner

at three miles at three years old, in 5:28}; Lady Way, by

imp. Eclipse, Avalon and Aretino (the last a grand race-

horse), by Aramis, son of imp. Phaeton. Lady Way is the

dam of Foxglove, by Lever, and Lady Wayward (Carlsbad's

dam), by Virgil. Crucifix was the dam of Fairplay, a good
racer, by Virgil, Semper Felix, by imp. Phaeton, Cruciform

and Blanche J., by imp. Australian, Quito (Cripple), The
Judge (Cordova), Cortez, St. Augustine, a good horse, and La
Cruz, by King Alfonso, Maria D., by Lisbon, Cross Fire and
St. Albans, by Falsetto. Semper Felix, is the dam of Semper
Vive, by Waverly, son of imp. Australian, Semitone (Kate

J.), by imp. Buckden, Leonatus, a grand racehorse, winner of

ten stakes at three vears old, including the Derby, Tobacco,
Woodhaven, Hindoo, Himyar, Illinois Derby, &c, and a suc-

cessful stallion, by Longfellow, Latonia (Button's dam), by

imp. Billet, Felicia and Semper Paralis, by Stratford, &c.

Semper Vive is the dam of Semper Idem and Semper Aurum,
by imp Glen Athol. Fordham, Folsom and Westchester, all

good racehorses, by Falsetto. Semper Idem is the dam of

Longstreet (one of the best racehorses in America and winner
of sixteen out of eighteen races in 1891, including a match
cne and a quarter miles in 2:07}, defeating Tenny) ; the Wei-
ter I lap, one mile in 1:42], with 144 lbs. Longford, a good
racehorse, by Longfellow. Semitone is dam of Ella Pinker-
ton, by Longfellow, and Semaphore, a winner, by Onondaga.
Blanche J. was a good mare, and a dam of Blandona (the

dam of Verona, Donna and Katona), by Longfellow, Sea
Shell ( Long Shore's dam) and Australian Ban, by imp. King
Ban, Blantyre, In- Lelaps, &c Maria D. is the dam of Lucy
B. and Victorine, by Onondaga, Mark S. (Moxie) and Ed
Bell, by Dukeof Montrose. Salina was the dam of Duchess,
Saltpetre and S;iltilh>, by imp. Glenelg, Virlein. by Virgil,

Prince Charlie (Priam) and Salvator, by imp. Prince Charlie
Salvator ran a mile in 1:351, beat Tenny a match one and a
quarter miles in 2:05, and won the Champion Stakes, one and
a half miles in 2:351. Nevada was the dam of Nova Zembla,
Sierra Nevada, Greenland and Greengage, by imp. Glengarry,
the phenomenal three-year-old in his year, Luke Blackburn,
by imp. Bonnie Scotland, Ecuador, a good horse, by Enquirer,
Bradford aud Bravo, both winners, by Bramble, and Neva, by
Longfellow, Nova Zembla is dam of Nisa and her sister, by

i, and Superb:!, by Flood, Sierra Nevada was the dam
of Mountain Range, Monte Rosa's dam, and Wamsutta, by
Longfellow. Sutro, bv Enquirer, Ate. Gulnare is the dam of
( iostello and the g<>od lilly Satisfaction, by Sensation, &c

Mildred was the dam of Zoe and Mittie, by imp. Scythian
,

Kinglet, by Ringgold, she the dam of Restless, by Voucher;
Denny, Jim Lupo, Debbie (Flora) and Bpsom, by Derby, sou

of imp. Eclipse; Wandering, J. J. Mealy and Watcrbury
[Bambler), by Wanderer. Mildred produced Nora Worth,
hv imp Eclipse, the dam of Nero, Rocket, Roxella, North
A ' Startle, Trumps, Darkness, Eteoown, Force and Final-

ity, by Wi-hi Roxbury, and Adventure II, by Amadis, the
-.f which were Successful racers. Minx was the dam

of Miniinrk, Mir «rrat gelding Monitor, whusi- race, 'J 1 -S

miles in 2:44}, has never been equaled; Lotta C, Mirth and
Romeo, two last in England. Mirth was the dam of Bouthtl-

lier, a winiu-r in England in I Ml I. Mim>m-k is the dam of

Salvlator, Lady is. Minnarette, tielma D., by Springbok, and
Ooondagas, by Onondaga, Btc. Lotta C. is the dam of Rou-

.v-fton's dam), lllisee and Lizzie M, by Baden Baden.
ivnt the dam of Katie Pearoe, by imp, Leamington,

she the dam of Lizzie S. (Extra's dam), by Wanderer, Bal-

lard, by imp. Billet, Katrina, by Virgil, and Dal, by imp.

Mortemer, Bertha, Loch Tanna (in England), Louisette,

Preciosa, by imp. Glenelg, and Valleria, by imp. Glenelg or

Virgil, unquestionably by the latter. Bertha was the dam of

Reina Victoria, by imp. Saxon. Delphine and Soncy Lass, by

imp. Mortemer, and Mohican, by Iroquois. Valleria is the

dam of Laura Stone and Versatile, by imp. Rayon d'Or. Sul-

tana is the dam of Sovrana (Inah's dam) and Sultan, by imp.

Ill-Used, Soudan, by imp. Matador, Saladin, by Nonesuch or

imp. Ill-Used, Padishah, Semiraoiis and Caliph, by imp. St.

Blaise.

Brenna was the dam of Tibbie Dunbar, by imp. Bonnie

Scotland, she the dam of Lena Dunbar (dam of Lena's First),

Clifton Bell, Captain Kidd, Ed. Smith, Canny Scot, Broad-

church (Bradshaw) and Lady Evangeline, by Leinster, and
Lizzie Dunbar, the dam of May Dunbar, by Bazar. Lady
Evangeline is the dam of Valiant, by Monday, Oceanica,

Floodtide, Evelina, and a sister by Flood. Brenna was also

the dam of Haric, by imp. Australian, a good racehorse ; Ec-

lair (Factory Girl), by Lightning; Ella Hankins, by Gil-

roy; Britzka, by imp. Phaeton; Brademante, by War Dance,

dam of the grand racehorse The Bard, winner of eleven stakes

at three years old, including Preakness, Freehold, Choice,

September, Dixie, two miles in 3:33 ; Brecken ridge, two miles

3:85, with 123 lbs., and Potomac Stakes ; won six races out of

eight at four years old—June Special, St. James Hotel, Conev
Island Cup and Freehold Stakes

; at five years old won seven

out of eight races—Brooklyn Handicap and Cup, Coney Is-

land Cup, Ocean Stakes, etc. Athalaric, by Gilroy, Strath-

more, Kinkead and Sir Wa'ter, by Waverly ; Long Stop, by
Longfellow, etc. Ella Hankins is the dam of Amadine by
Amadis, she the dam of Hilarity, by Punster, and Polly S.,

by imp. Pizarro, and Oriana by Onondaga, bay filly

by Pizarro. etc. Athalaric is the dam of Tom Martin, a

superior horse, by Longfellow ; Belle of Brooklyn and Aethel
by Strathford, sister to Ruric by imp. Sovereign and the dam
of Kelpie, by imp. Bonnie Scotland; Erraengarde, Hilderick

(Jim Conner) and Genserie, by Lightning; Grinstead, a line

racehorse and successful stallion ; and Viceroy, a good horse,

by Gilroy; Pat Farrell and Hypatia, by Waverly. Kelpie
was the dam of Miss Austine and Janet (winner at four miles

in 7:25), by Lightning; Maxwell, by Gilroy ; a filly and Duke
of Montrose, a good racer and successful stallion, by Waverly;
Annette and Kelp, by imp. Strachino ; Ovation, Overture and
Dalgetty, by Onondaga. Miss Austine is the dam of Austina
by Waverly; Bridesmaid, by imp. Borfnie Scotland ; Aconite,
(Crysolite's dam), by Ten Broeck; Teuton, a good racer, by
Ten Broeck, and Faraday, a superior colt, by Himyar. Janet
is the dam of Sinaloa, Sonora's dam, by Ten Broeck ; Spaldie,

by imp. Blue Mantle
;
La Mascotte, Golden Reel and others,

by Spendthrift. Annette is the dam of Shoemaker, Ortowin,
etc., by Onondaga. Kelp is the dam of Kempie, a dinner, by
St. Martin ;

Keepsake, Onaway, Upward, Ondawa, etc., by
Onondaga. Ermengarde is the dam of Brocade, Bingen,
Baltic and Bedotte, by imp. Bonnie Scotland ; Belle Walsh
(Tuscumbia), by imp. Great Tom ; Bellevue (Blackburn and
Belvidere) and sister by Bramble. Brocade is the dam of
Bertha B., by imp. Buckden ; the gelding Burch, War Dress,
by War Dance; Long Cloth and Jennie B., by Longfellow;
Annie O, by Enquirer ; and Dodo, by Falsetto. Bertha B. is

the dam of Lizzie Baker, by Longfellow; Judge Murray, by
Ten Broeck; Tom Vaughn (George H.), by King Alfonso*;
Pat Kelly, by Pat Mailoy, etc. Bedotte is the dam of Still

Alarm, by Alarm, etc. Hypatia is the dam of Slickawav, by
St. Martin; Hypocrite, by Longfellow; Deceit, by Ten
Broeck ; Escapade, by Onondaga, etc. Volga was the dam of
Rurica, by Ruric ;

Eminence, Barney Williams, a good race-

horse ; Valdine, Invoice and Evadne, by Lexington ; Jenny
McKinney and Alice Mitchell, by Planet; Tecalco, by imp.
Glen Athol, etc.

Evadne was the dam of Evasive, by imp. Canwell ; Blink
Bonnie, Bnckingham, Bulwark and Bandana, by imp. Bonnie
Scotland ; Evasion (dam of Bruce and Swifter), by John Mor-
gan ; Tennyson, by imp. Great Tom ; Eve Effingham, by En-
quirer ;

Montague, by imp. Mortemer; Eblis, by Iroquois. &c.
Blink Bonny was the dam of Saxony, bv Saxon, and Tulla-
homa, by imp. Great Tom. Tullahona is the dam of the
great and speedy mare Tulla Blackburn, by Luke Blackburn,
and Tammany, winner of the Withers Stake, 1892, one mile,

in 1:40, with 122 lbs.; Realization Stakes, 1 5-8 miles, in

2:51 2-5; Lorillard Stakes, 13-8 miles, 121 lbs., in 2:20]
;

and Jerome Stakes, 1.1 miles, 129 lbs., in 2:3(3.1, by the good
stallion Iroquois. Bandana is the dam of Banner Bearer
(gelded), Napa and Equipoise, (Equality's dam), by En-
quirer; Tali&man, by imp. Great Tom; Sarenac, Emblem
and Red Banner, that isone of the best two-year-old fillies in

the West, by Iroquois, &c. Jenny McKinney wasthe dam of
Ellen Alice, by Barney Williams; Claudia, by War Dance;
Buccaneer, by imp. Buckden; Poet, by Longfellow; Omaha
and Vassar, by Tom Ochiltree. Ellen Alice is the dam of
Vigilineand Purdy, by Virgil; and Vigiline is the dam of
Vigilant and VigiletLe, by Eolus; while Claudia is the dam of
May D., by Voltigeur, son of Vandal, Umpire and his sister,

by Versailles, son of Vandal, Cutalong, by imp. Rayon d'Or,

&c. lovoice is the dam of Fatima, by Abd-el-Kader, and is

dead. Tecalco is the dam of Tolu, by Ten Broeck ; Rock and
Rye, by Virgilian ; Tonique, by Sensation; Hot Scotch,
by imp. Hopeful ; The Wandering Jew, by Tom Ochiltree,
&c.

Vistula had no chance in the stud, but was the dam of Ken-
tucky Belle, by Lexington, she the dam of Pride, Vis a-vis

and Himalaya, a good racehorse, by Virgil. Pride isfchedam
of Glitter and Pretence, by imp. Glenelg. Maria, by D.ivis

Hambletonian, was the dam of Catharine Ogle, by Trumpator;
Tom Benton and Catherine, by Bertrand, the latter the dam
of the superior racehorse Alexander Churchill, by imp. Zin-

ganee. Rowena, by Sumpter, was the dam of Celestion, a good
racer

;
and Merry Gold, by Sir Leslie ; Alice Carneal, by imp.

Sarpedon, a good racemare
; Sarah Moreton, by Sidi Hamet,

a superior mare; and Boswig, by imp. Hedgeford. Merry
Gold was the dam of Hebe and Vulcan (Tom Nichols), by
Berthune, son of Sidi Almeria, by Jack Lane, son of imp.
Yorkshire. Cyclone was the dam of Red Wing, bv imp. Bal-
rownie; Cycloid, by imp. Lapidist; and a bay filly, by Ken-
tucky. Magelone wvs the dam of Lily of the Valley, by
Lightning; and Van Billet, by imp. Billet. Lily of the'Val-
ley waa tin- dam of Kenilworth, by Waverly: Frank Martin,
by Si. Martin ; Blue Times, by imp. Blue Mantle; and Grey-
nell, by imp. Glenelg, the latter the dam of a filly by imp. De-

'

eeiver, a cnlt by Hindoo, &C,
Alice Carneal founded a family of .her own. She was a

good mare at nil distances
;
was the dam of Miss Trustee, by

imp. Trustee; Fance and Grey Alice, by Chorister, son of imp.
Contract, by Catton; Lexington (the renowned racer, winner
of the time match, four miles, in 7:19;| and afterwards defeat-

ing Lecompte in 7:23], the fastest two heats of four miles ever
run by one horse), by Boston ; Didie (Maid of Orleans), Re-
lease and Rescue, by Berthune ; Waxv, a fine racehorse, by
Buford; Lavender, by Wagner; Umpire, by Lecompte; and
Annette, by imp. Scythian, the last two sent to England. Miss
Trustee was the dam of Florizel (Hurricane), by imp. Bel-
shazzar; Mysterv, bv Ruric; a bay filly by Ringgold, and
Miss Trustee, by J. C. Breckinridge, son of Lexington. Mys-
tery was the dam of a bay filly, by Revolver

; Dil Wiggins,
Winchester, and a chestnut filly by imp. Hurrah. Fance was
the dam of Bazil, by imp. Sovereign ; Annie Tarlton and Lady
Vandal, by Vandal. Annie Tarlton was the dam of Charity,
by imp. Hurrah ; Minor Jackson, by Dick Jackson ; Victress
and Vestvalli, by Victory, son of Uncle Vic. Victress is the
dam of Vanguard, a good racer ; Victrix, by Longfellow, and

|

a colt by Stratford. Vestvalli is the dam of Wanda West,
!
Veracity iFestina's dam), Vestella, Ve-per Bells and Valedic-

|

tory by Wanderer. Wanda West is the dam of Speedwest, by

|

Spendthrift, and Imojiene, by Powhattan. Vestella is ihe
dam of Mahomedan, by Hindoo, Ate. Grey Alice was the dam

I of Pickaway, by Wagner; and Nellie Gwynn, by imp. Bonnie
Scotland. Nellie Gwynn was the dam of Louise Gwvnn, and
Faith, by imp. Hurrah. Louise Gwynn is the dam of Grace
Lee, by imp. Kyrle Daly ; ana Hector, by Grenada. Release
was the dam of Carrie P., by Norbourne, son of Lecompte;
Hetty C, by Uncle Jeff; and Night Rose, by imp. Knight of
St. George. Carrie P. is the dam of Cape Sterling, Cape
Henry, Cedar Grove and Carrie Race, by Cape Race, son of
Lexington. Night Rose was the dam of Nightmare, by imp.
Australian ; Voltague, by imp. Glen Athol ; Fred
Fogle, by Planet ; Haddisco, by Pat Mallov

;

Johnny E. (Pocassett), and filly, by Powhattan.
Rescue was the dam of Abu Beeker, by Mahomet;
Relief (Maid of the Cave), by Ringgold ; Relief, by Star
Davis; Remorse, by imp. Eclipse; Abd-el-Kader, Ahd-el-
Koree, good racehorses; and Rigmarole, by imp. Australian.
Rigmarole was the dam of Regale, by Bulletin; Rigmal, bv
Harry of the West; Riglin and Bessie Franklin, by imp.
Glengarry; Carmen (Blue. Jeans), by Gorlitza, son of Lexing
ton

;
Merry Dance, by War Dance, etc. Riglin is the dam of

Rowland, Regina and Royal, by Shannon; Chancellor, bv
Monday; Gladys, by Flood, etc. Bessie Franklin is ihe dam
of General Early and I O, by Erlanger, son of Enquirer. Car-
men is the dam of Blue Streak and Blue Wind, by Bingaman,
son of Asteroid. Lavender was the dam of Rock, by Ruric

;

Nannie Letcher, Helrabold, a superior race horse; Bob Shel-
ton, a winner; Lava, Barricade, a winner, and Baden Baden,
a superior horse, by imp. Australian ; Lax, by imp. Scythian;
George Wallace, by Asteroid; Buchu, by Planet, and Glen
Wood, by imp. Glen Athol. Nannie Letcher was the dam of
Corinne, by Planet (she the dam of Rapidity, Sweetheart,
America and Lady Rapture, by imp. Rapture); Mignonne
(dam of Rapture's Daughter), and EmmaG. (dam of Hermit,
by Hurrah), by imp. Phaeton. Lax was the dam of Slow
Breeze, by Restless, she the dam of Golden Slipper, by Mc-
Creery, and she the dam of Le Premier, by Lucifer ; Verge
d'Or, by Virginius, and Crystallite, by Joquita, Brayelone and
Neppie Moore, by Baywood, the latter the dam of Trosach, by
Terror, son of Alarm ; Virgie, by Virgil, she the dam of Ona,
by Onondaga; Virgin and Virgin 2d, by Milner, s m of imp.
Leamington, and Release, by imp. Strachino.

In a summing up of the excellence of this branch of the
Duchess family coming down through the daughter Q f Jack of
Diamonds, we find Ten Broeck, out of a daughter ol Lexing-
ton, ran four miles in 7:15! ; hellowcraft, out of a daughter of
Lexington, four miles, 7 : 1 9 A ; Lexington, four miles, 7:l9f
and 7:23.}, a feat unequaled ; Ferida, out of a daughter of Lex-
ington, four miles, 7:231 ; Wildidle, out of Idlewld, by Lex-
ington, four miles, 7:250; Idlewild, lour miles in 7:2b"]; Janet,
by Lightning, son of Lexington, out of the same family, four

miles, 7:25; Jim Malone, out of a granddaughter of Lexing-
ton, four miles, 7:29 L1 ; Kentucky, by Lexington, four miles,

7:31 £ and 7:31 :{, over Old Jerome Park track with 120 pounds;
Abd-el-Koree three-year-old, Old Jerome Park track, 7:33;
Abd-el-Kader, four miles, 7:31f, both out of half-sister to Lex-
ington; Monarchist, by Lexington, four miles, 7:33.1. Old
Jerome Park track

;
Glenmore, from the Maid of the Oaks

branch, four-mile heats, 7:29], 7:30], 7:31, the be:«t average
three-heat race ever, run

;
Drake Carter, by a grandson of

Lexington, out of a granddaughter of the old hero, three miles
in 5:24, best on record ; Lida Stanhope, nut of daughter of

Lexington, 5:25 ; second best on record ;
Thora, out of daugh-

ter of Lexington, 5:25], third best on record ; Eole, out of

granddaughter of Lexington, 5:261. The best race ever run
at three-mile heats was won by Lexington's son Norfolk, 5:27],

5:29A. The fastest and best race of three heats was won by
Molfie Jackson, by Vandal, 5:35.1, 5:34!, 5:28j, the last the

best third heat ever run. Brademante, by *\'ar Dance, grand-
dam Levity, has the best two-mile heat race ever run, 3:32],

3:29. Aristides, out of daughter of Lexington, two and one-

half miles in 4:274, best on record. Two and a quarter miles:

Springbok, out of daughter of Lexington, and rVeakness, by
Lexington, dead heat, 3:56], best on record. Hindoo, out of

daughter of Lexington, 3:57!, second bes
1

, on record. Two
and one-eighth miles: Monitor, out of Minx, by Lexington,

3:44], best on record. Aristides, 3:451, second best on record.

Two miles: Ten Broeck, 3:27.1; Wildmoor, out of daughter of

Vandal, 3:28, secoud best on record. One and three-quarters

miles : Hotspur, dam by grandson of Lexington, 3:00!, best on
record; Glidelia, out of Waltz, by Lexington, 3:01, second best

on record. One and five-eighths miles : Ben d'Or, dam Kate
Walker, by son of Lexington, 2:45), best on record; Ten Broeck,
2-49' ,second best. Hindoocraft.a double grandson of Lexington,

ran the distance with 75 lbs. in 2:4S. One and a half miles :

Lamplighter, by grandson of Lexington, 2:32!, best on rec-

ord ; Firen/.i, dam by son of Vandal, grandam by Lexington,

2:33, second best on record ; Luke Blackburn, dam Nevada,
by Lexington, ran the distance at three years old in 2:34. One
and three-eighths miles: Ormiek_by grandson of Lexington

2:20], best on record ;
Richmond, by son of Vandal, out of a

daughter of Lexington, 2:211, second best on record. One and
one-quarter miles: Tristan, dam by Tom Bowling, son of

Lexington, 1:5U, fastest ever run ; Terra Cotta, double grand-

son of Lexington, 1:53, with 124 lbs. One and one-sixteenth

miles : Yo Tambien, by Joe Hooker, son of Monday, by Col-

on, son of Lexington, 1:45.1, best on record; Aloha, by St.

Mungo, his grandam by I exington, 1:46, second best on record.

One mile: Salvator, dam Salina, by Lexington, 1:35.1, fastest

ever run in the world. Kildeer, dam Lou Lanier, by Lever,

son of Lexington, 1:37], second best. Seven furlongs: Bella

B., bv grandson of Lexington, dam by Colossus, descended

from this family, 1:23.1, best on record ; Kingston, by grand-
son of Lexington, 1:26, second best. Three-fourths of a mile:

Yemen, out of Hira, by Lexington, 1:09!, fastest on record;

Fides, out of granddaughter of Lexington, 1:10.'., second best.
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Five furlongs: Dr. Hasbrouck, dam by Virgil, grandam by

Lexington, 57 seconds, the fastest in the world. One-half a

mile: Geraldine, by Grinstead, grandson of Lexington, dara

by son of Lexington, 46 seconds, best ever run. So that in

this country, where lime is regarded as the true test of excel-

lence, all the best records from one-half mile to four-mile

heats were made by horses possessing the blood of this won-

derful family.—Turf, Field and Farm.

The Care of Mare and Stallions.

No sooner is the foaling season fairly opened in the spring

than reports of heavy losses of foals begin to fill the columns

of the agricultural journals. The combined kuowledge of the

horsemen of the country is not yet sufficient to throw light on

all of the causes of these losses, but the reasons for some of

them are well known to those who have had experience, and

deaths and loss can be prevented in a great many cases if

proper precautions are taken.

It is frequently the case that the death of the foal is due to

conditions peculiar to the farm or locality, such as certain

poisonous weeds eaten by the dams, disease of some kiud,

ergotized fodders, or other conditions unknown. In cases of

this kind when the owner of the mare is not aware of the dan-

ger until he is warned by the loss of a foal or two it is, of

course, impossible to knowingly take measures to guard

against it. But the foals whose deaths are brought about by

such causes are very few compared to the large number that

die every spring before reaching an age of two weeks, and it is

probably safe to say that the great majority are lost because

the sire and dam have not been properly handled, or by rea-

son of bowel troubles, usually constipation, during the first

three days after birth. Hence it seems to me that if we take

every measure possible to insure against losing foals we should

begin by looking carefully after the management of the stal-

lion and mare before copulation. It is doubtless true that

healthy colts are sometimes born and develop into good horses

from sire^ and dams that were not in good health at the time

of mating, but the man who breeds a diseased mare or to a

diseased stallion is taking risks which he cannot afford to take

if he hopes for profit from the raising of horsee. The farmer

who desires to take evsry precaution against loss should most

certainly assure himself that not only his mare but ihe stal-

lion is thrifty and full of vitality before they are mated.

It is a very easy matter for a farmer to determine whether

his mare is in tit condition to be bred. He sees her and works

with her every day. He meets with more difficulty, however,

when he comes to examine the stallion. If by the term healthy

we only mean free from active disease a short examination

would satisfy one on that point. But if every preventive

measure to guard against loss be taken something more than

apparent health should be required in the stallion. He should

be in a thoroughly healthy condition and full of vigoroue,

bounding vitality. Whether he is in this condition at the

opening of the breeding season depends in a great measure up-

on the food and treatment he receives during the winter, and
I think it the duty of the mare-owner to thoroughly inform
himself as to the manner in which the horse to which he ex-

pects to breed his mares has been kept during the three

months prior to the opening of the season.

The horse that is kept in a stall from the beginning of cold

weather until the breeding season opens is in no fit condition

to get healthy colts, and if there were fewer horses treated in

this way there would be fewer complaints from the raaro-

owners during the foaling season. Every horse needs exer-

'cise a good part of every day throughout the winter that the

weather permits, and the farmer who permits the horse to

which he breeds to be kept from one week's end to the other

in the stable without making vigorous objections should not

complain of want of vitality in his colts. For myself, I most
thoroughly agree with those correspondents who have insisted

that the draft stallion should be worked if we hope to steadily

improve the useful qualities of our draft horses. It is a self-

evident truth. We must have in both sire and dam the use-

ful qualities we hope to secure in the offspring if we meet
with success, and draft stallions that do nothing from one
year's end to the other, and whose ancestors for several gener-

ations have led lives of idleness, must certainly play a very

insignificant part in improving the working quality of our

draft stock. However, that is a bone of contention between
the stallion owner, who thinks it too much trouble to work his

horses, and the mare owner, who knows from experience that

until the stallion is worked he cannot hope to improve the

most essential qualities in his horses, and will have to be

fought out by them. But exercise, even in a small yard,

is absolutely essential to the health and vigor of the stallion,

and should be strenuously insisted upon bv every man who
breeds to him. The owner of the horse may not at first take

kindly to suggestions from his patrons concerning the winter

management of his horse, but he should be fair about it and re-

member that the prosperity of the patron as well as his own
depends in part upon the way in which his horse is managed
during the winter. If he will not be fair the farmers who
expect live and healthy colts will dowell to give their patron-

age to some one who will.

The treatment of the mare during the winter previous to

.foaling must of course depend upon the conditions. Hard and
fast rules cannot always be followed, if indeed it is desirable

that they should. Some farmers keep only the one team, and
they must be used to do the winter's work. There is no ob-

jection that I have ever been able to see against working
mares in foal at all limes from two days after they have been

bred until a day or two before foaling, but it must be done
with judgment. The mare in foal cannot stand excessively

hard work and "banging around " without injury. More than
the usual care should be taken to see that the harnessfits com-
fortably and does not rub and irritate her; the collar should

be at- large as she can work in comfortably and without injury.

She should not be asked to work in inclement weather. Com-
mon prudence dictates that she should be sharp shod when
working on the roads during the winter. A careful man can
work a team of mares from the time they are bred until the

day before foaling without injuring them in the least. A brute

who jerks and kicks and strikes should not be allowed to work
any horse.

If the broodmares are not needed for work during the win-
ter they ought to spend every day that is not stormy in the

fields and pastures. If outside food is plentiful and so they

can get at it easily, and shelter, either in the form of groves or

wide open sheds, is provided, the broodmare will do very well

in the fields throughout the winter. In fact, judging from my

healthy condition

A month or six

mences those that

foaling are taken

own experience I believe they are better with this kind of
treatment than when kept in warm barns. Only those mares
that take kindly to one another should be allowed to run to-

gether in the same field
; a vicious mare or gelding may do ir-

reparable mischief among a lot of mares heavy in foal. For
many years it has been my practice to turn all broodmares
into the pasture as soon as they were no longer needed for

work, and they live entirely in the winter pastures and
stalk fields uniil a month or six weeks before foaling or
spring work commences. Groves, straw stacks and open
sheds atibrd all the shelter that seems necessary, and as long
as there is plenty of food the mares seem to do "better than if

given what some would call better care. They are not allowed
to run down in flesh, and hay is hauled to them or they are
brought up at night and fed grain whenever it is necessary
to avoid this. \ broodmare must be kept in thrifty,

.1' she foals a thrifty, healthy colt,

weeks before the spring work corn-
are needed for work or are near
up at night regularly and fed well

on corn and oats and hay. Having lived for some months en-
tirely uii rough feed the stomach is distended and the muscles
are not as firm as when fed grain, consequently the mare that
has been treated in this way if put at once from the field into
the harness would rapidly run down in flesh. While she had
plenty of time she could gather enough rough feed to keep in

good condition, but when put to work she cannot eat enough
to keep in good flesh aud build up the waste in muscular tissue.

Whenever the broodmares are needed for work they are kept
in the harness up to the day or two before foaling. They are
not worked hard and no injury has ever resulted from the
practice.

I have raised a good many colts and have not yet lost one,
either at foaling time or before reaching maturity,nor has
there ever been one blemished in any way whatever or
unable to get on his legs and find his natural nourish-
ment unaided. With the exception of one time when
i accidentally discovered a mare in the field at the time of
foaling, I have not seen a colt foaled in six years, and would
not feel it necessary to sit up with one of my mares if it

seemed quite certain that she would foal in three hours. None
of ihem have everhad the slightest trouble in foaling or after-

ward since coming into my possession. In the case of one
mare I went down to the barn one morning and found her
with a lively, strong colt at her side, and as the mare was up
eating hay and both mare and colt seemed all right, I went
about my morning's work and pa d no further attention to

them. In a short time one of the neighbors came over and
noticed the uew colt. He asked when it came and on being
told expressed considerable surprise, and said Mr. B., who had
managed the farm and had the mare for six years previous to

the year before, had always had to call in help to get that

mare on her feet after she foaled. As Mr. B. had always sta-

bled the mare in the winter and fed her grain I took it as an
indication that the constant exercise and plainerdiet dvring
the winter saved me any difficulty with her. She never had
the slightest trouble in the four times that she foaled while I

owned her. It is quite likely that 1 have been unusually for-

tunate, or '" lucky,'' but it is no more than natural that I

should believe that the treatment given the mares and the

care exercised in breeding has contributed somewhat to my
" luckiness."—L. H. Granger in Breeders' Gazette.

The Orange County Broodmare Catbird.

One of the foundational Orange County broodmares, from

which considerable speed has come, particularly a few gener-

ations removed, was the brown mare Catbird, foaled about

1848. She was by Whistle Jacket, son of Mambrino, dam by

Duroc. In 1S55 and 1850 she produced by Abdallah Chief,

Virgo and Satinet, two quite speedy and very good indivi-

duals, which were considered as among the very best of the

early Stony Ford broodmares.

Satinet died when quite young, and is only known as the

dam of Messenger Duroc, which, though of late years rather

unpopular on account of the generally believed lack of stam-

ina in his offspring, was a horse of very remarkable speed, so

great, in fact, that before he became known as a sire, showed
George B. Alley, who had then had such remarkable success

with Dexter, sufficient speed, so that he offered $10,000 for

him to geld and develop as a trotter.

While many will think it is a great pity Alley did not theo

get him, Messenger Duroc has been, after all, a very uniform

sire of trotters and large, fine roadsters capable of beating 2:30-

For several years early in bis career he was decidedly the best

and most successful sire of colt trotters anywhere in the North,

so much so, in fact, that his produce were at one time barred

from most of the prominent Northern colt stakes.

Though not generally credited, it is even probable that the

uniform speed of Green Mouniaiu Maid's numerous foals was

fully as much and possibly far more inherited from their sire

than their greatly eulogi/.ed dam. Lancelot, the younyest,

has, like his sire, made a wonderful beginning in the stud,

having at live ye»»rs old to his credit a yearling with a race

record of 2:28^, a two-year-old with a record of 2:27], and a

record himself of 2:23, equaled by no other at that age.

It is not at all improbable that Lancelot may nrove as

successful a sire as his near relative which now heads the list,

and with the aid of his two full brothers, Antonio and Mans-

field, both of which are excellent individuals with remarka-

ble speed and ability to transmit it, do much towards improv-

ing the standing of that branch of the Hambletonian family.

It is wonderful what a change different opportunities will

make. Messenger Duroc and Electioneer were for a number
of seasons stable companions at Stony Ford, but while from

the services there previous to 1877 Messenger Duroc got his

2:20 performers, numerous colt trotters and fourteen of his

2:30 performers, being then considered tin- most valuable stal-

lion in America, Electioneer proved a flat failure, getting

practically nothing but blanks. From a difiereni class of

mares in California Electioneer has reached the highest pin-

nacle, while Messenger Duroc meanwhile lost ground sleadilv,

until he became one of the least popular.

It was Messenger Duroc which was wanted when Elec-

tioneer was purchased, but he could not be had for less than

four times the price of Electioneer, and from all accounts :i t

least double would then have been paid. His unite likely

had Messenger Duroc then gone to Palo Alto he would now
be holding the first place, as his ability was not unlike that of

Electioneer. Even ai Slony Ford Messenger DurOC bus

demonstrated his ability to sire trotters from thoroughbreds.

John W. (2:241 1, his gamest and best campaigner, anil Prtae-

tor (2:29}) sire of Charley Green (2:24}), are from thorough-
breds, which is undoubtedly a larger proportion than he got
from mares which were not thoroughbred.

Virgo, the full sister to Satinet, was fully a* good an indi-
vidual, and now also has in all a large number of descendants
in the 2:30 list. She is the dam of Virpo Hambletonian, sire
ot r|, iir ley Hogan (2:18^), etc. She also produced Madam
Mter, dam of Josephine (2:24

',
) and Mayfly, dam of the great

broodmare Miss AIcLeod, which in turn has produced Lord
Nelson (three years, 2:26^, Polonius, one of the most popular
sires at Chester, and Camptown, dam of the famous Egbert,
which for several years has been close to the front in number
of his 2:30 performers, and far surpa^ed all other sons of
Hambletonian at the same age in the total number of his per-
formers.

As Egbert's dam is by Messenger Duroc, he traces to Cat-
bird, through both Satinet and Virgo. In 1871 Virgo pro-
duced Helen Russell, by Messenger Duroc, which also had
both crosses, and was the fastest Northern three-year-old of
that year or up to that date.— Vision, in Horse Breeder.

A Great Band of New Pacers.

That the pacers were strongly in evidence last season was
not only demonstrated by the grand series of contests in the
free-for-alls and the fast classes, but also by the number of new
performers which entered the 2:30 list. This latter band wag
over 600 strong, and the records run all the way from Ihe

limit, 2:30, down to 2:05:}. It will be interesting to notice how
the most prominent of these new-comers are bred, and thus

trace the source of the speed. The phenomenal leader of the
band is undoubtedly the bay gelding Flying Jib, 2:05:]. This
record, made in a race, places him close up to the champion
Mascot, 2:04, and so far as race records go close to the throne.

H% is by Algona, a son of Almont, out of a daugnter of Middle-
town, a son of Hambletonian 10. Here is a trotting pedigree,

yet Flying Jib is a natural pacer, and in one season has
jumped from the dark brigade to the free-for-all class.

The next most remarkable arrival in the list is the already
famous Jay-Eye-See, who, in 1884, obtained his champion
trotting record of 2:10. He has been in retirement for several
years, but in 1892 Mr. Jackson I. Case decided to try the ex-
periment of changing his gait. He proved so apt a pupil,
that after two lessons he paced fast, and on August 26th, he
made a pacing record of 2:06 1- He has the unique honor of
being the only horse in the world with two records as fast as
both gaits. Jav-Eye-See is, as all the world knows, by Dic-
tator, out of Midnight, by Pilot Jr., and gets his pacing in-
stinct in the maternal line. The star youngster of the year
was the two-year-old bay colt Online, 2:11, by ShadelandOn-
ward, dam Angeline, by Chester Chief. Here is a fine trot-
ting pedigree. Acgeline is, however, the dam of Ontonian,
2:25, pacing. Online should be very close to the record next
season.

A sensational new arrival was the bay gelding Robert J.,

2:09}, by Hartford, be by Harold, dam Geraldine, by Jay
Gould. He was invincible till he met Flying Jib and the free-
for-all crowd. His pedigree is essentially a trotting one. San
Pedro is a converted trolter, having a record at that gait of
2:21 A, but in 1893 he paced down to 2:10^. He is by Del Sur.
A pacer bred in good pacing lines is the three-year-old bay
colt Alhambra, 2:15, by Legal Tender Jr., dam Litile Miss, bv
Blue Bull. Here is a youngster that should sire fast pacers
when he attains stud dignity. A grandly trotting-bred young
stallion in the list is the bay horse Allen Lowe. 2:161, bv Al-
cantara, dam Susie {dam of Du Barry, 2:19|, trotting), by
Happy Medium. Where in this pedigreedid the pacer come
in -o strong that his gait should predominate over the blood
of George Wilkes, Alma Mater and Happy Medium ? Another
converted trotter is the chestnut colt Blondie, trotting record
2:20, who paced to a record of 2:15. He is by Lemont, dam
Molly, by Frank Chapman.
That Dexter Prince gets extreme speed at the pace as well

the trot is proved by the fact that the chestnut colt Charley
Ford, by him out of Nettie, by Corsair, is in the list with a
mark of 2:12. Cleveland S. is another trotter turned pacer.
He has a trotting record of 2.24, but comes in the list with a
pacing record of 2:1If. He is a bay stallion by Montgomery,
dam Topsy, by Tippoo Saib. It is well known that Guy
Wilkes gets extreme speed at the pace as well as the irot, and
in the list will be found the chestnut gelding Chris Smith,
2:14o, by him, out of Lucy, 2:14 In this ea^e the gait evi-

dently came from the dam. The three-year old chestnut colt

Diablo, 2:14], is a Californian who should come fast this sea-

son. He is by Charlps Derby, dam Bertha, by Alcantara. It

is quite clear that on both sides of the line the blood of Al-
cantara takes kindly to the pacing gait. Patchen Wilkes is

rapidly coming to the front as a sire of extreme and prolific

speed. A fast representative of his in the new 2:30 pacing list

is the three-year-old colt Divan, by him out of Betsie (dam
of Blacksie, 2:20, pacing), by Draco. The hay mare, Ella
Brown, 2:11$, came honestly by her gait, for she is by Prince
Pulaski, as also did the cnestnu' mare Fleetfoot, 2:14, bv
Clear Grit, dam by Whirlwind Jr. Joe Jett, 2:14], has great
trotting lines on both sides of the house, for lie is by Billy

Wilkes out of a daughter of Fairy Gift. A precious filly is

Lottie Lorraine, 2:101, by G.trubettu Wilkes, dam Lady Wi-
ser (dam of Don Pizarro, 2:14], pacing), by Garrard Chief.
The dam's influence here held sway.

The four-year-old colt Merry Chimes, 2:14}, by Chime*,
dam Hypathia, by Blackwood Chief, shows that tin- izn-.a sou
jf Electioneer gets fast pacers as well as trotters, and thai

though the dead monarch of Palo Alio got no Slde-wbeelen
as a rule, yet his sons do. A trotting-bred aristocrat is the
chestnut stallion Nutpinc, 2:161, for In- i* by Nntwood, OQl of

Maggie Wilkvs [dam of Wilkeswood, 2:231), °J George
Wilkes. In tlii- case the gait is not hard to account for, as a

goodly percentage of the gel of Nutwood are pacers. A fas!

three-year-old coll i-* Ovid, i'I"-.. He i- by Almont .lr.

(Hamlin's), dam by Alcantara. Prima Donna, 211,, i- b)

Betterton ; Leverone, 2:16, is by General Bancock, and Re-
bus, 2:16$ by Chesterwood. These examples are a fjiir avenge
of the fast newcomers in the 2:30 list of 1892. The vast

majority of them are trotting-bred, and many of them in the

mosl fashionable lines. Fortunately for the modem breeder,

the day has gone by when the pacer was both unpopular anil

unfashionoble. The fast side-wheeler, of to-day Es able tu

earn his oats with the same facility as his trotting confrere.

—

Spirit nf the Timi -.

RKMBMBKH the Napa sile next Wednesday. It will lie ihe

small breeders opportunity to get bargains.
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The Magnificent Grandson

of Stockwell!

Breed to a Tried Eire!

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIB MODEED AND CHEVIOT.

IMPORTED LOYALIST imp. idalidm
Is Located at Bay District Track.

LOT \LIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among

other races, of the Brunswick Stakes, U miles, on TURF COURSE,

in 2:08}, the best time on record until beaten by the

reDOwned Carbine, who ran in 2:0S.

FOLLOWING IS THE HORSE'S PEDIGREE:
( Sir Hercules

(Guiccioli

, The Baron
I St. Leger. 1S45)

Irish B'trdcatcher

[ Echidna.

.

{ Economist

~t Miss Pratt

Stockwell
(SL Leger. 1852)

Cinizelli
(Dam of Mar-

i,
Pocahontas.
(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Karsi

Touchstone -
i Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836)

f Glencoe -—i __ ,.

I
(2,000 Guineasand Good- (.Trampoline

,i wood Cup, 1834)
rMuley

"Iciare

( Whalebone

Selim mare

Brocade
umeof England's
greatest brood-
mares)

| Pantaloon
(Sire of Ghuzuee)

f Humphrey Clinker...

.
Melbourne _.

(Sire of J

Bonuy)

[The Peer.
are oi imp.
Darebin; own
brother to
dam of Mar-
cbioness,
winner ofthe
Oaksi

(.Morpeth's dam .

( Master Henry

iBoadicea

j-Castrel

"lldalia

( Thunderbolt

(.Delta

CComus

Iciiakerina

( Cervantes

(Daughter ot Golumpus

(Camel

WILL BE PERMITTED TO SERVE
A LIM1TKD M..MBER OF

MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHX CASSIDY.
Point Lobos Road, about halfa mile west ofBav District

Track;
Or at the office oftheBEEEDEBAXDSFOKTSMA.v.

SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL

Turf and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893,

OMMENCING-

2 =

3 t Loyal Devoir
~

( Dam of Loyal
Lady and
Caraciacus)

L Cinizelli
( Dam ofMarch ion-

ess.The Peerand
The Marquis)

[Trumpeter
(Sire of Dislin and
others)

,

Touchstone -s

Si. Leser, i>£4 : Donees- (.Banter
. < ter Cup, 1835 and 1S36)

{ Pantaloon
(.Brocade- \

(^Bombazine

( Touchstone

(Vulture

/Redshank

(, Oxygen

i
Orlando

(Derby of iftH)

Letty West__
(Dam of Glorious)

i Melbourne

Leger, (.Mowenna. by.Touchstone

6th dam—Orville mare, by Orville,

7tb 0am— (Golden Legs' dam), by Buzzard,
Sth 'i&m—Hornpipe, by Irumpator,
9th dam—Luna, i y Herod t Tartar),

( "West Australian.
(Derby and Si

.< 1853)

f
Bay Middleton

\ Miss Letty, winner of The
oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit

|

lllh dani—Splletta, by Regulus iGodolpbin ,,,

12th dam—Mother W estern, by Smith's son of Snake,
lith dam- By UldMontague,
14lh dam—By Hautboy

STATE FAIR 1893.
THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY HAS

OPENED THE FOLLOWING COLT STAKES
FOR TROTTERS AND PACERS:

FOR TROTTERS.
Xo. I. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS 2:40Class),

$50 entrance, of which ?10 must accompany nomination;
?t5 payable July 1st, and the remaining fi5 payable
August 10th, 1633. §3-0 added bv the Society.

.\o. 2. b(lH 'IllKH-.-M.AK-llLll" AM» CX-
DhK (2:30 * lass . $K>0 entrance, of which $35 must
accompany nomination; 325 payable .luly 1st, and the
remaining J50 payable August loth, 1S93. $400 added by
the Society.

\o. 3. FORFOUR-YEAR-OLnSAVDrXRERT
(3:25 Class) Conditions same as for three-year-old
class.

FOR PACERS.

Xo. 4. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLD PACERS
(2:30'Class). Conditions as to payments and added
monev same as lor No. 1.

.\o.5. Fori THREE-^ EAR-OLDS AXD UX-
DKR (2:25 Class). Conditions as to payments and
added monev same as No. 2.

Xo. 6. FOR Fnt R-YEAR-OLDS AXDUXDFR
(2:20 Class). Conditions as to payments and added
money same as No. 2.

Entries to all the above stakes are limited to colts
whose records are no better than the class named in
conditions of each siake.
In all stak*-s, lailure to make payments as they be-

come due, forfeit^ entry and money paid in, and releases
subscriber from further liability, hive to enter, three
or more to start. Money in each stake shall be divided
as follows: To winning colt, all the stakes and 50 per
cent, of the added money ; second colt, 33 1-3 per cent.

;

third colt, li 2-3 per cent, of the added money.
Two-year-old slakes, mile heats, three and four-year-

olds, ihre** in hve. Any colt not winning a heat in three,
or making a dead heat, is barred from starting again in
that race. No added mon^y for a walk-over. Jfbut
two start in any of the stakes, they must contest for the
stakes paid in, and divide them two-thirds to winner,
and one-third to second. Otherwise National rules to

govern.
Entries to close with Edwin F.*Smiih,":Secretary, at

Office in Sacramento. March 15th, 1S93.

JOUX BOUISS,
Pri-sident.

TUESDAY,MAY 9, 1893

©e,ooo

Stakes and Purses

FOR A

FIVE DAYS' MEETING.

RUNNING STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH II, 1893.

Xo. 1. OOl.nEX EAGLE HOTEL STARE—

A

sweepstake tor two-vear-olds ; $25 entrance. ?15 forfeit;

3200 added, second to save stake. Winners once to

carrv three pounds extra: twice, five pounds: three or

more times, seven pounds extra. Beaten maidens
allowed ten pounds. I*i»e furlongs.

Xo. 2. WEIXSTOCK. LCRIX & CO. STAKE—
A sweepstake for two year-old fillies: §25 entrance, 515

lorfwt; s200 added, second tc save siake. Winners io

carry one pound extra for each ?100 won in 1S93.

Beaten maidens allowed two pounds for each defeat.

One-half mile.

Xo. 3. HALE RROS. & CO. STAKE—A sweep-

stake for three-vear-olds ; $50 entrance, half forfeit;

£250 added, second to save stake. Winuers in 1893 to

carry three pounds extra. Winuers of any race of the

vslue of §600 to carry five pounds extra. Beaten maid-
ens allowed two pounds for each defeat. One mile.
• state Agricultural Society's rules to govern.

The remainder of the running programme will be

issued the week betore the meeting opens.

'.Bay Letty
vDam of Libelous)

A, WESTON & CO 'I

TROTTING STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 15, 1833.

Xo. 1. THE PIOXKER HOP-YARD STAKE—
A trotting sweepstake for two year-olds : $25 entrance
of which §10 must aecompanv nomination, aud §15 pay-

able May 1. §100 added. One mile aii'd repeat.

X 2. LE-SEE STAKE—A trotting sweepstake

for three-vear-olds ; $50 entrance, of which §10 must ac-

companv nomination ; §15 payable May 1, and the re-

maiuiug §25 the day before the race ; §100 added. Mile
beats.

Xo 3- HALL. l.rilHS & CO. STAKE—A trot-

tin" sweepstake for yearling-, to be trotted under the
auspices of this club" in November, 1893 ; §25 entrance,

of which §5 must accumpauy nomination ; $10 payable
August 1. and the remaining §10 payable day before [be

race: >K0 added. One mile dasb.

JAMESYILLE.X. Y
(Xear Syracuse I

Will send Wheels ox
Receipt of §10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

mm

10th dam—Proserpine sister to Eclipse), by Marske.i 15th dam—By Brimmer.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell ^the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and

Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1SS4, bred by Mr. Samuet

Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on

steelv leg>=, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being

hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-

fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over *' horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point

in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Xewminster

one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-

quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the

Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
"cJetoiiier*. on Pacific

who was one of the greatest broodmares in English furf history, producing, as she did, The Coast and ndjuiuiny

Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win- States.

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their
\

Discount to Dealers Only

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf hietory as having

been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caul6eld Cup of 1890, one and a half <c&j-»^>r>i z± l Anrton -n r^f^TYi g^-r^-fT
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always Atthesaieof Messrs. Murphy and Harris, at Kiiiip,* cy^saleayard, March I5th, will also t>,

contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on

the sire's wide he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist and Loyalstone; his second dam,

Loyal Devoir, produced the winners Caractacus and Loyal Lady, the latter in turn dam of

Submiwion a heavy winner last season ; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious, a

most Buccctsful Australian sire, and titzbarding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long; the fifth dam
Uia Lelly, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and len others that

were racehorses aud sires, among the number Ltiitin, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

l kdmoi ; Loyalist*! sixth dam, the < hrville tnare, is the third dam of that famous English sire

Adventurer, w hile hll Uth dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse firsti

'

the rest nowhere" fame.

TERMS, - - $65 for the Season.
'With usual return privilege).

Apply to

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added numey in the trotting events to be

divided—60, 30 and 10 per cent. Five to enter, three

to =;tart. No added money for a walkover. Tftwo start

tbev contest for the stake money, divided two-thirds

and one-third. Failure to meet payments as they he-

come due forfeits previous pa% ments and declares en-

trv out Otherwise, National nih-s to govern.

Entries 10 the running stake will close with the -^c-

retary on Saturday, March llth. and those tor the trot-

tin" and pacing on April 15th. The first and last days

will be for trotting and paciug. The three intermediate

days will bedevoted to mailing.
Entiance to races 10 per cent., the money toi be

divided into 6U, 3o and 10 per cent. In all trotting

races a horse not winning a heat in three shall be

barred from again siartiug in the race.

J.VMES W. STAFFORD, Secretary.

F. O. Box 171.

A WONDER.
XO SCREWS >0 TOOLS

"I have seen it used uudt-r ev-
en" circumstance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen pronounce it

a wonder, and t endorse their
opinion." ALLKX LOWE.

Boston. Mass.. Feb. I, I89S

ASK FOR IT.

Sizes 2 to $ or. Sent free paid on
receipt of J2.00 per pair. Write

MITiHhLL TOE WEIGHT CO.,
Martinsville, Indiana.

us lor circu

account of the pledgee

THE GREAT SOX OF ELECTIO.YEER'S GREATEST SOX, AXTEEO 2:16 1-4.
The phenomally fast and high-bred stallion.

rjantss o.
fHatnbletonian 10

AXTEEO. 2:16 1-4
-

James Madison, J IT
1 Myrtle

G., 2:19i< ; Kedwood.
2:21 U; Maudee, £:24J{;

i Kthei Mac, -:-

Anteeo Jr.,

nod six others in

I
the list

• LADY C

ELECTIONEKR--
.-ire Of

ISC In 2:30

.COLUMBINE.
Dam of

Anteeo, 2:1614= Antevolo,
2:l9j ; Coral, 2:18; Anieros

/-GEN. DANA
Sire of

, Volunteer, 2^7, and of the
s dams Of Frank M. 2:17U

Slivlock,2:16W
QVKKN_ ;.

^ireof 41 in 2:30

(.Green Mountain Maid
Dam of 9 in 2:30

('A. W. hirbmond
J sire 1 >f 10 in ±30 and. of the dams of

"J several In 2JM)
v.Columbia

("Whipple's Hambletonian
I sire of is in list

(.Lady Crnm
Dam of Alexander, sire of -1 in 2:30

' --'•'* /-Adonis, g. s. bv Whipple's Hambletonian
Sire ofC W. S., 2:22: St. Lucas, -

BUSH SMITH M")wner Cyclone), Bav District Track.
Or to Breeder akd Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

^ Bay Morgan Mare
eolaa typical Electioneer, beautiful rich bav. i.v. bands high, four vears old, of perfect conformation

and magnldceni proportions. While being unusaally kind and well dbposit'ioned, he is full of pluck, ganieues.
ami bull-dog lenadty. .M\ this, coupled with Mb line action, great speexl and wonderful intelligence, will mark

reatesi sons, both on the truck and In Die stud
Anteeo sold Easi for (51,000, and statins at $1,000. and as but few of his sons remain in California, It Is likely to be

the last chaLce to secure u well-bred sou ol his at auction on this coast.

THE ANTEEOS ARE BREEDING ON.
KTLLIP & CO. - Live Stock Auctioneers.
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Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

SPRING AND FALL MEETING, 1893.
1st, 1893,

-=SPRING MEETTNG.=
TO BE HELD DURING THE LATTER PART OF MAY, 1893.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
DASHES—Only $10 Entrance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300.
... . _ _n ._• , c-nt nml a^ Qilrlittnrm

Mile dash; $10

I f?U"10ai"Uiu i ui0u, »*»« entrance, pay-

able M>rli 1st. 1898. and So additional from non-starters,

fo be paid at The- timeof declaring nut tbeday heforei he

race Purse to he divided Intotwomoneys: <o per cent,

to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. g&JMS
110 ..ntiince payable April 1, 1893, and *5 adihtinnal

from foMum, to be paid at the lime of declaring

out. the day beCre the race. Puree to be_d,v,ded n o

Wo moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-yBar-old Purse, S300. 8SV&E*JSS
trance, payable April 1. 1883. and So additional from non-

smm-r* to be paid at the time of declaring out. the day

before the race. Purse to be divided intotwomoneys:

75 per cent to the winner and 05 per cent to second

horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.

. Palo Alto Stock Farm. Pleasanton Stork Farm Valen-

sin Stock Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm barred.

)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.

Mile dash: 310 entrance, payable April 1, !Sy3. and $5

addlti'Mm from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-

ing out tbedav before the race. Pur?e to be divided into

two moneys: 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent,

to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
Oneand one-sixteenth rpllesdash: $10 entrance, payable
April I, 1893, and *-i additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race-

Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 percent, to the
winner and 25 per cent, to second hor^e.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
One and one-eighth miles dash: $10 entrance, payable
April i, 1*9:1, and *5 additional from non-starrers, to be
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

S500. .fra
e
3fen:

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, S400. fg

Free-for-all Trotting Purse,
trance 8t5, payable April l, 1893. and $10 additional
from noil-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys: GO, 30 and lu per cent.

Mile heats,
3: en-

trance §12, payahjp April I. 1S93, and s.$ additional from
iion-siarters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the rare. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, S500. ra "? 1&5£
$15. payable April 1,1893, and $10 additional for non-
starters lo be paid at time of declaring out the day be-
fore the race. Purse to be divided into thre° moneys:
liO, 30 and 10 per cent.

MANY ADDITIONAL PURSES
Will be given for Class Races and Special Events,

which will be made to close at 5 o'clock p m. on

each day of the meeting for the following race day,

entrance to which will be 3 per cent, from starters

and 2 per cent, additional to declare out.

FALL MEETING.
TO BE HELD IN OCTOBER, 1893.

CHAMPION PURSES.
HlKK-HIH-U.l TROTTIXG.

Yearling, PursB SI 00. ffijRWSSBESrS
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Vear-Olds, Purse WL 12Z£3?& £&
hie ?5 April 1st, 1893, and flO October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse $400.jgg£StI£&£
hie $5 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Entrance
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

ASPIRANT PURSES.
TROTTIAU.

(For the eet of Stallions that have no represen-
tative in the 2:30 list at 3 years old and under.

YpflHina PlirCP QUID Miledasb~ Entrance $5, pay;
iGdnillg rUloC, OIUU. able ?3 April 1st. 1893,and $-

October 1st, 1893.

in 3
paya-Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. S^V 2

ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st,
"~"

Three-Year-Olds, Purse S400,
??"e h

able $5 April 1st, 1893,

Entrance $20, pay
nd $15 October 1st, 1893.

Entrance ?25, paya
i April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES.
TROTTING.

(For Colts Without Records.)

(Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo Stock Farm,
Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensm

Stock Farm Barred).

Yearling Purse, $100. ESg^JSgEfisi
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. J5&£yw**£
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse S400. %Xg^%£%£
able $5 April 1st. 1S93, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. BtSM&a.
$5 April 1st, 1893, ani $2J October 1st, l$)i.

CONDITJONS.

PACING PURSES.
FRKK FOR ALL.

Yearling Purse, S100.^
1

,

,

,

;;'.- ,

,';
rl ,

f

S'
tratiw$5.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300 l'"r "»£, '- "> 3i

K> April , 8t
, 1898, andWoSSi iJfSE" M*****

Three-Year-Olds, Purse S400. ^ l::"" :"^'" ^ •-

able« Apri, ,st, ,«k „„., llSWokSSSS'* W
Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. ?'

1H;';™V;
lD *'•

ble So Apri! 1st, ,4, and HoV"b.-r SSL®"'^
The above purses will be divided SO, 80 and 10 oercent. Four entries wM be required to mate let ,5Vment In each purse. In all rices »-hire here are . "£

more starters, and the entrance money receliedtotnat
^^"'^^'•^""""^'"•""'"""tO'nepuri-uch excess shall be offered f..r another race betweS
28**22} ^J*?."""^ tl'Hthave not won moievIS
T^„s'S?,ers req

a
oTre

P
d.
aCe

°n lh" ""'" * ™» <k-

Fixed Events 1895-96.
STALLION PRODUCE STAKES.
For Foals or 1892-To Trol in 1S95

S3.UOO i;l'ARA>TKKIl.
Stallion Knlrance.-«lailions stain lint;' n l».eror«00

prover, and priyate sta]llr.n s . t„ pav s,. „ ,.„ tra„;i . ?,„,
lions stamlinst for less tbanViooTSna mSSSSn isuSnay 4,0 entrance, end stallions standing for JS1 or less,
10 nay $2.1 en'rance. Stallion entranc dueand must be
°ai<1 A

,

pr
] „'?.- m3- "nlranc- for I „!,._ kT eachnayable 810 May 1st ISM. and S15 ten days btfore therace. The directors reserve Ihe right to declare th"stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory

BROOD MARE PRODUCE STAKES-
For Foals or 189S-ToTrot In 1896.

82,000 GUAR4VTEED.
Entrance lo name Mare. *15, which must accom-pany nomination April 1st, ISO.?. K. irnnce f..r loll.

«lo each, payable $5 May 1st 1894. and SI0 ten days be^
tore the race. The directors reserve the rich! to declare
this stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory

STANFORD STAKES 1895.
For Ponls 1892-To Trot in 1895.

Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance Slul, with 8100 added for
each starter over two and up to five, and «i5 lor
ach additional starter up to ten. Pavmems- SI0
on April 1st, 1893: ,10 on January 2, 1SIM: Sib en Jannarv
2. 1895: $20 on May 1. 1895. and (SO on the lenih day pro-
ceeding the firs' advertised day of themeetmv at which
the slake shall be trotted.

No horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible

to the above purses but hor=es owned ou sideof the Pacific coast are eligible thereto, regardless of membership.
All states and Territories lying in whole or in part west of ihe Rocky Mountains are held to be part of the

8C
Vhe Di rectors reserve the right to change the hour and day of any race, except when it becomes necessary to

ante-date a race, in whl.-h instance the nominator will receive three days* notice of change by mail to address

^Entries not declared out by live o'clock p. M. of the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry to purses by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started must
be named by five o'clock- p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Five to enter and three to start.

In all dash races where there are more than six starters the number of starters shall be divided by lot; each
division shall constitute a race. For instance, should there be more than six starters and not more than

twelve there shall be two divisions. If more than twelve, then three divisions, the divisions being as

nearly ' equal as the number will permit : in case of seven four and three ; or nine, five aud four, etc. When

under this rule it becomes necessary to divide the number of starters, the Association shall add
I io„moiiiilor lh.,nu^„ ni.i.ollN.r,,,.... ,„./. JI..M .... . . . ._ . _ «•* •_ . .

""*** OMU per cent, of

_ _ > per
Trotting and racing colors shall be named five by o'clock on the day preceding the race and MTTst h«worn upon the track. ' Jltai "^
Otherwise than the above, _ National Trotting Association Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions ofthe American Trotting Association will be recognized.

<>»»" cvpuisions 01

Applications for Membership.
Personsdesirousof making entries in purses, and who have not as yet Joined theP.C.T.H B A should mat*application for membership to theSecretary beloreAprU 1,1893.

^v..snouiu make

JOSEPH OAIR.V blMPSO.V President. F. U RBLLRV, Berrrterv
313 Bush Stieet, San Francisco, Cal.

SAMUEL McfXTYRE, President. L. G. HARDY, Treasures. <;. W. PARKS, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
SSjpx"ixig: JV^Eeotixigr 1893
320,000 iitst purses. s2o,ooo

OTJTXTE3 X"7ttL to Q4tJti, Inclusive, 1893.
takes to Close March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

tabling Ample and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry -will be Void.

THE SPRING RAGES.

Salt Lake's Privlns Pork ^printr Meeting will

be held In June, 1S93 (exact dates given later;,

with the following programme of races :

SATURDAY. .IL\K 17, FIRST DAY.
Posse,

::-a) Pace fl.O'-O

2:40 Trot 400

Two-year Riakf- | No. 2] 1.000

Three-Quarter- Mile Da30 '^00

MONDAY, JUNK 19, SK^O.XD DAY.
3:00 Trot
3:00 Pare
2^5 Trot
One-Mile Dash

500
500
son
M0

TCBSDAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAY.
2:20 Trot 1.000

2:15 Pace 1*000

2:24 Pare BOO

pne-TTall tftlo Dash ^

\VKD\K-DAV, JU.VB 21. FOURTH DAY.
PUBSBL

2:20 Trot
2:50 Trot 100

Poor Year wtake i Mo. i l.ooo

Flve-fclghth-MileDash 200

THURSDAY, JINK 22. PIFTU IMV.
2:15 Trot 1,000
2:30 Pace
-•. IS Pao 100

One and One^tuartep-IiUe Da b Iflo

FRIDAY. JINK 23. SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all pace
Three-Year Slake (No. Sj 1,000
1:25 Trol BOO
One-Half-Mile Bon and Repeat - 300

SATURDAY, JINK 21, BBYBNTH DAY
Free-fhrall Trot i.roo

•-'.
i ., , . 1,000

T-erby Kon, l mlle« '•'
l

ReaervtHl lor spfn-htl and Novell) Racea.... 2^00

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RACBti FOR TROTTKR8.
Stake Race* Cloie March 15, ISM

1. Mil.- lii-ni... beal 2 in a. Herobanta' Hmkr.
1.OOO.—For Utah, H'y log and MhIh., two year-

oldsorander. Bntranoe fee as setfbrthln conditions:
|10 payable March iSth, whe tmed. Ilfi

April 15th. tl-'' May l.'.ih uml gin on or In-Cnn* 7 o'cl i'k ol

day previous to race
2, Mile Ueata. beil ! In 3. Stake ^l.OOO.—Fur

two-year-oldi or under. Botrann lorth in

condition*: 110 Davan'e Marcn ISth, when coll moal be
named, H8 A ni isih, 116 BJay 15 and 510 on or
I'rli.'-k ni iluv |irt'viniis to nice.

1. Mile R>at»,bf-sl Sin A, Make dl.OOO.—For
three-year olda or under. Entrance r.-.- us hi forth In

condition*: |to payable Bfarch 15th, when theooll moal
he named, 915 April I5th and Jioon or be-
r.,r.- ; r/clnuh ofday previous to race.

I MHr ll.--.t-. !>.-! .1 ill r».-tnkr £1 .OOO.—For
(bar-year ESntrance fee as wl forth in

condftlonn: BIO pavable March ISth.when colt most be
16 May I6tb anil flOon or before

7 o'clock of iiny prevlonn

CONDITIONS.
in pone races five 10 enter and three to start.

Kntrnncf fet :- pet oent nrhlch muel accoi
tlon, wlili additional •'* per cent, from all

winners. \ borse distancing iho field In i-

•r*U\k:> rao h Nlakp
the guaranteed valoe of race only will t»- paid, inula

nay n [|i be rel will Ijc

.mi i". 1 be a* rees the

can 'aci k rules u gov-
r] n tfonej in runnlna races dh Idi <i SO

per c.-nT 1 n Inners.
I ntrlr*

to Piirv*" mci-H rlnx.- .Im,. -..tlonal

rrottlng Aanofialli eroln pro-
eldad for.

Address all nomlnatinnn and communications to

G-. W. PARKS, Secretary.
a B76. »>iili l,»kr ORl • Utf.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE

GREAT -:- COMBINATION -:- SALE
OF

TROTTING STOCK!

TX^jDet F'sL±ir Grrounds!
WEDNESDAY, MAROd 8, 1893.

60MK OF THE BEST

Stallions, Broodmares, Fillies, Carriage and

Road Horses

EVER OFFERED AT AUCTION IN CALIFORNIA.
The lot comprises the entire collection of horses owned by Mr. John McCord, who is

going to retire from the hotve business, as his business in San Francisco requires all his time

and attention. On account of the dissolution of partnership of Coombs Bros., their entire lot

will pass under the hammer. Messrs. Zollner and Even will also dispose of all of their trot-

ting stock. All the stallions, colts and fillies individually owned by Fred \V. Loeber, of the

Vineland Stock Farm, are to be sold without reserve. This is a rare opportunity to get some

of the best to be had. Complete catalogues will be out by February 25th, and will be mailed

upon application. FRED W. LuEBER, St. Helena, Cal,

FRED W LOEBHiR'.S CONSIGNMENT
Oolor
and '

issnbrs

1X90 blk I

- r

1 .-:' •!] in

18*9 br m
1892<bc

1802 I' '

1892|b r

Same. Sire.

'a1coiiu730 (5 In list)

Alconeer 15,120

(full bro to Alcona
Jr., 2:19).

Almoin Medium
2:18M

King Wliijipletou...„ Whippletou 18S3 ..

Miss Washington-... Geo. Washington
2:20

Grandissimo
2:23^'

Privateer .....

Alconeer 15,120

2:23' 2

Grandissimo
238>g

Liz

Harold Cossack
•1402

Kentucky Whin...

Dam's Family.

Queen Mary, by Mambrino Chief 11 (6 in list and dam of 23).
Madonna (dam of Alcona Jr., 2:19, Del Rey, 2:2-l^(, and gran-

dam of Silas Skinner, 2:17, King Orry, 2:23(4 , by Cassius
SI. Clay Jr. 22 (-1 in list and dams of 28): second dam by
Joe Downing 710.

Amelia T. (full sister to Prince Warwick, trial 2:15, sold to
Austrian Government for flO.OOOi, bv Alcona 730 ; second
dam Warwick Maid (dam ot Warwick Medium, 2-year-
old record 2:35|£ on half-mile track in race), by Almont
Mambrino "til; third dam bv Delmonico 710; fourth dam
by Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22.

Kate Chapman, by Naubuc 504 (s're ofdams of 3 in list); sec-
ond dam by George M. Paichen Jr. 31 (sire of 10 in list):

third dpm by Ethan Allen 290;; : fourth dam Ea'-sfurdmare.
Nancy Rose, by Admiral 488: second dam Rattleweed (dam

of Damiana i:2tiiby Mahomet; third dam Mollieby Paul's
Abdallab; fourth dam I'Ulon's pacing m«re.

Flora i sister to Burton, 2:30^j, by Naubuc 504 ; second dam
Minnie (dam of Burton. 2:30V), by Dashaway, by Belmont.

Belle, by Blackbird 402 ; second dam by Napa Rattler.

Jesse E., by Wbippleton 1883 (sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17^, and
« others in 2:30 list): second dam Jessie Tremont, by Bul-
ger (sire ofdam of Plimkett, 2:18){)i third dam Fannie, by
son of Skenandoah 926.

Vineland Maid (dam of Lookout, 2:25), by son of John Nelson
187; second dam Fly, by General McClellan 143; third dam
s. t b. by General Taylor.

Adamson mare, bv Wbippleton 1883 ; second dam by Ethan
Allen 2'.m ; third dam by General Taylor.

Mother Taylor, by General Taylor ; second dam by Young
Rattler ; third dam by Werner's Rattler 262; fourth dam
Kitty Jones.

Neida, s. t. b. bv Lexington Jr.; second dams. t. b, by Almont 33.
Stocking chief 205S i sire of Humboldt, 2:20, and dam of Budd

Doble). Stinted to Allowood 12,670.
Thoroughbred. Stinted to -an Diego S776.

M. KEMPER'S CONSIGNMENT.
Will Justus Election, 2:2

Viz Mountain Boy .

Alice, by Admiral 4H8 isire of 5 in list}; second dam Lucy, by
John Nelson 187 (4 In [listi; third dam by Pilgrim, son of
Edwin Booth.—. by Wbippleton 1883; second dam Lucv, by John Nelson
187 (sire of dams of 7 in list); third dam by Pilgrim, son of
Edwin Booth.

J. M. "WILLIAMS' CONSIGNMENT.
1889 br m jPrllene
i-u t, .- Grand Stand..

1892 be 'Greyhound-

Privateer 8135 By Elstem, son of John Nelson 187 isire of 4 in 2:30 list).

Grandissimo Lucy, by John Nelson iS7(sire of dam of Albert W., 2:20. etc. );

2:23)£ second dam by Pilgrim, son oi Edwin Booth, by Mam-
brino Chief 11.

Alconeer 15,120 ;Kuby. by livington Chief, son of Irvington; second dam
Alida (dam of Directa, 2:26), by Admiral 483.

JOHN McOORD'd CONSIGNMENT

g
Color
and
Sex.

1890 br f

1689

1891

b in

chf

1891 or i

1890 br g

1890 cog

1891 blks

1891 bf

1890
1880

bf
bm
in in

1889

1878
bf
brin

1892 brf

1892 bf
be

1S!C ore

Hazel Mac Director, 2;17-

Mamie W Wm.Corbltt
Lady Washington.... Geo. Washintjimi

' 2:20
Maggie McGraw ! Silas Skinner, 2:17

Jeff Davis

Jim Skinner...

Jester D. 5696 .

Silas Skinner, 2:17

Rocky Mounuiln Mnuntaiu Boy...
2:27!*

Almadonna_ Alcona 730

Hazel Benton Tom Benton 15,705
Belle Admiral 488
Urania Kentucky Prince

2470

Fedora Figaro
Emaryllis Gdnstead .

(thoroughbred)

Aztec Azmoor, 2:20}^...

Eldorecta Director. 2:17
Mount in .;oy

Tricks, by Baldy; second dam Katv Tricks (dam of Conde
2:20 ; Empress 2:24.

Lucy, by General McClellan 143 (sire of dam of Princess
Alice, 2:16.

Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe, son of Hambletonian 725 ; sec-
ond dam by Budd Doble, son of George M. Patchen Jr. 31
(sire of 10 in the list).

Effie Dean, by Hambletonian 725 (sire of 16 in the list) ; sec-
ond dam Hallidie mare.

Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe. son of Hambletonian 725 isire
of 16 in the list); second dam by Budd Doble, son of
George M. Putcben Jr. 31 (sire of 10 in the list).

Irish Lass (thoroughbred), by imported Kyrle Daly ; second
dam Daisy Miller, by Revolver.

Munio, by Milton Medium, 2:25'-_- (3 in list), son of Happy
Medium; second dam by Jack Hawkins.

Susan Jane, by Dave Hill Jr.; second dam Longtong.

. by Hambletonian 10(40 in list); second dam Kateidam
of Young Brown, 2:22i

4 , Breeze, 2:24, Bruno, 2:29'^, Daniel
Boone, ?:3LV, etc.), by Bellaire. Stinted to Eros, 2:29 14.

Flora.
Woodbine (sister to Monarch, 2:28^'), by Woodburn; second

dam Victress (dam of Monarch. 2:28 i-i"i, by Belmont (Wil-
liamson's). In foal to Stonewall.

Urania, by Kentucky Prince 2470 (21 in list); second dam
Lady Belmont, by Hambletonian 10(40 in list); Jhird dam
Kate (dam of Young Brown, 2:22',, Breeze, 2:24, Bruno,
2:29!^), by Bellaire.

Elma, 2 24, by Elmo 891 (7 in list).

Lady Sargent, by Quien Sabe, son of Hambletonian 725 (15 in
list); second dam by Budd Doble, son of George M.
Patchen Jr. 31 (10 in list).

t ucy, by General McClellan 143 (sire ot dam of Princess
Alice, 216).

JuHN EVEN'S CONSIGNMENT.
1890 blk f Wbippanette Whippieton i

1890 brf .Ada Even Mountain Boy _...

1891 brf I 'Mountain Boy

I br f Whisecta Secretary..

1884 ch m Eva Steinway Steinway, 2:25 y...

I

1886 b m Annie Skinner Alcona Clay]2756..

1892 b i The Dane 11,304...

1892 chf
1892 br t

I

1889 ch e Napa Boy...
1890 chg

|

1891 brg i

Alcona 730
Mountain Boy .

Alcona 730
Happy Prince .

Mountain Boy .

Queen Ad, by Admiral 438 (5 in list): second dam Nellie, bv
Black Hawk 767 isire oi SIssom Girl, 2:23';, and dams of 5
in list); third dam by Sovereign.

Lady Lodl, by Lodi (thoroughbred).
Eva Steinway, by Steinway, 2:25?4 isire of W. Wood, 2:07, and

8 others iu list); second dam Ladv Lodi, bv Lodi (thor-
oughbred).

Maggie Vann, by Wbippleton 1S83 isire of 7 in list,: second
dam Abbie, by Naubuc 504 isire of dams of 3 in list); third
dam Julia, s. t. b by son of Dave Hill 857.

Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred). Stinted to Pilot Prince
(son of Dexier Prince;.

Lady Lodi, oy Lodi (thoroughbred). Stinted to The Dane,
son of Stamboul-Dolly McMann.

Eva Steinway, by steinway. 2:25 <4 isire of 9 in list); second
dam Lady Lodi, by Lodl i thoroughbred).

Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred).
Annie Skinner, by Alcona flay 2576 (sire of King Orry, 2:23 !-{j

second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodl (thoroughbred).
Lady Lodi, by Lodi (thoroughbred).
Annie Skinner, by Alcona clay 2756 (sire of King Orry, 2:23!4);

second dam Lady Lodi, by Lodi i thoroughbred).
Eva Steinway, by Steinway, 2-255$ isire of 9 in list); second

dam Lady Lodi. by Lodi
| thoroughbred).

COOMBS rfROS' CONSIGNMENT
lsssbrs The Dane 11,304
1881 br m Lily Stanley, 2:17'-;.

I

1S86 blk f Coloma

1889 blkm Comedy
1886 br m Grit

1891 blk f Miss Mountain..

Stamboul, 2:07 '...

Whippieton 18&3-

Alcona Clay 2756.

Director, 2:17...

Coligny 11,619..

1892 b c
I

1872 b m

jRialto...

Dolly McMauu(dam
of Lily Stanley)

'Miss Flush

Mountain Boy

Lord Clive 11,227

(Son of Sable
Wilkes, 2:18)

S. t. b. by Mam>
brino Patchen 58

Thoroughbred

Dolly McMann (dam of Lily Stanley, (2:17K).
Dolly McMann (.same as aoove). Bred and in loal to Guide .

2:16^.
Fontana (dam of Silas Skinner, 2:1\ Flora Bell, 2:24, Veron-

ica, 2:29), by Almont 31: second dam Fanny Williams
(dam of Bay Chieftain, 2:28 '4), by AbdaUah 15: third dam
by Gaines' Denmark. Stinted to Prince Red 9940.

Holly McMann (dam of Lily Stanley, 2:17J£).
Dolly McMann (dam of Lily Stanley, 2~:17m. Stinted to

Stonewall, son of Director, 2:17.

, by Alcona Clay (sire of King Orry, 2;23M), son ot
Alcona 730; second dam Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656.

Dolly McMann (dam of Lily Stanley).

Stinted to Pilot Prince (full bro to Lottery Ticket 2:19.
Thoroughbred.

R G. HEAD'S CONSIGNMENT.

Ace of Clubs 21,181.
Jessie McCone

Nellie Steinway.. .

Noontime

Alcona Clay 2756..

Lord Clive 11,227!!

Kaffir 15,045

Steinway, 2:25V-
Noonday 10,000....

Stonemason 19,665.. Mountain Boy

.

Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656 (.3 In list;; second dam Lady
Grant, by Gray Morgan; third dam bv Kentucky Whip

Kitty Clay, by Alcona Clay 27.56 (sire of King Orry, 2:23^)-
Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656 (3 In list i; second dam Lady

Grant irecord 2:40 on half-mile track twentv years ago)
by Gray Morgan ; third dam by Kentucky Whip.

Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656. (Same as above).
Nellie Steinway, by Steinway, 2:25*4' 'sire of 9 in the list, in-

cluding W. Wood, 2:07, Cricket, 2:10, etc.); second dam
Nellie Grant, by St. Clair 656; third dam Lady Grant, by
Gray Mortran.

Nellie Steinway, by Steinway, 2:25^ 'Same as above).

WANTED
\ position as trainer and driver on stock farm or will

Itxlligof tn>tlcTs and pacers to handle and cam-
polKD. Have broken and bandied a few colls with good

j. in reliable and a mechanic, have graduated
from the Ontario Veterli ary < 'ollege with honors class
• .1 -7, also t:it.--ii a special course in dentistry at Detroit,
Mi.ii.. tin! |>r fiT handling liorst-s for speed to practlc-

.
. stock tbat are In my charge.

Will enguite with tin- right party for any length of time.
"<.,"

Cure Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
iiuporn-d itfik-ian < airier Pigeons, descendant* of

ibe tioo-niiie flyers. Only a tew pair-, win be sold at
lioperpalr. Apply I.. \n i i.n.i\

2102 Elm Street. Oakland Cal.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of Lhe finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

place** in the famous Napa valley; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are line stables, barns, sheds ahd numerous box stalls, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years. As John McCoid, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

SAN ANGELO,

£%'% «p,
iS?
$>

<p

»> ^
•^

<s> \1
'?

The Attention of *11 Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Iixi"r3ex-i^l Ve>-tex*±:n.£L:irv Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horsw Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

A
SAFE, BORE ud RELIABLE REMEDY FOK ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire teuce cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

coiiHlunily on hand. For softening of the hooft- :m<l contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harnen and S:,ilclK- < ialls, etc, and a sure cure for Pile*. It is quick, safe ami sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to it- merit* at a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on
.mi-. A discount to the trade ipplication. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

per down onenjuarter gallon cans.

\,„kk- a,,, omnia to
IMPERIAL VETERINARY HOOF OINTMENT CO., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Hi i\\ KXI'IIKhh OB VBBIUHT OBARUB8. '

B&T ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS IN STOCK. ~&l
J". J\-. McKciron, Agont.

Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-205 Mason Street, San Franoisco.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,116.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE \ Its.

By GUY WILKES, 2:151-4; Dam, LI DA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

SOUTHER-:- FARM,-:- 1893.
The followiog horses will make ihe Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July l.ith, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

KUTWOOI) \VILKE« isahandsonie
chestnut In color, stands 15.3 hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of rhe best individuals a person ever
saw and ii is present record is no measure
nf liis speed.

03 S3
CO <ki

do" "5
v =

J =
> re

Q i
O E

P
2

r «UY \\ II KKv 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

1 Rup^efp) 2:11
Alannah tp

(
2:11>£

1 Regal Wilkes 2:11 *{

Mum wiikes 2:U^
Chris. Smith (p) 2:1 »S
Hazel Wilkes „2:14*f
Hulda 2:t4>j'

Una Wilkes 2:li

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

( Geo. WUke*, 2:22.
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2

I Guy Wilkes 2

i

Wilson 2

Richardson, J. B 2

Baron Wilkes 2
And Tl others in the
list and dams of 63.

L Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2
El Mahdi 2:

William L
(sire of Axtell <3i

who sold for $105,000 i

13'.'.

lfi:«.I

I
HAMBLETONIAN 10

|
' Sire of Dexter, 2:17'.;, and

J
39 others in 2:80 list: and
dams of Stambonl. 2:07,'^,

and 91 others in 2:30 list.

[ DOLLY SPANKKR
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

LIDA W.„ 2:1S 1-4.
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20,^
At three years.

IVutwnod GOO, 2;ls :t-l
Sire of

Manager 2-09%
J.ockheart 2:13
Nutburst 2J4if
Belmont Boy 2:1s

Nutpine 2151,'

And9G others from 2 16 to
2 3», and of the dams of

Arion 12), 2-10« Isold for
S125,'»n0): Sabledale (2),
2-1 <'.,; Vida Wilkes (3i,

2:H4j : Mvrrle (3i, 2:19',;

Nutwood Wilkes (3) 2:20'.,

and 40 others from 2:1 • to
230.

Belle.
Dam of

Lida W 2:18K

: MAMBRINO PATCHEN
|

Sire of 21 in the 2:30 list and
I the dams of <A. Brother
< to Lady Thorn, 2:1«!4.

[_ LADY DTJNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19V, |,

by American Star I4,slre
of I and of the dams of 45
in the 2:^0 list.

I

BELMONT (U

I Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14!i;
I

Nutwood, 2:1« 3
_, : We^ge-

.( wood, 2:19: Vikint:, 2:I9J f,

i and 38 others in iho list,

I
and of the dams of 47.

1
MI-S RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08V;
Nutwood. 2:l83j'; Cora Bel-
mont, 221'^; Russia, 2:28;
and grandam of Kremlin,
2:07M.

I

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,
I 2:27 (sire of lOin rhelistand

the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen

< 30, 2 23}$ (sire of Lucy.
2:18':,; grandslre of Stam-
boul, 2:(>7!*i).

V REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W.2-18'4)
by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27M: 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),
2:11V).

pi

S!

It
at

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15 119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARK* AT 850 FOR THE SEASOX.

CALIFORNIA XUI'lVOOD i" a handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches
high, and Is the sire of Maud P., 2:19: Annie C, 2:2.5: Albert H., 2:27V; Mollie C, 2:37 '4, and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood COO, 2:18?^'. dum by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, 2;27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fall to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

UflTF" You will hardly realize the strength of ttate breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-HU I L. rrree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great p-rformtrs in it, but the greatest ofsires
S8 well as brood mare sirps. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarelv find in the
Siedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15' j, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18-1,', Is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest bmodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare t<> either of the stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season free of service tee. Par-

' lea desiring the services of any of the above named stallions musr send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
ee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*

It, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at $10 per month. The hem of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvingt.in, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must he paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. I5ih to Aug. 1st., 1893.

Young Stock. For Sale.

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gailed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:053, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two years), 2:10^.

Jester D. 5696 ....
By Almont 33, dam Horlense, by Messenger

Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a tbree-vear-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro CalGILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cas

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4.

\j-XT J£ \A/ I T ITC HlS A few aPPr0Ved mares outside of those already en-
' gaged will be received at $750 each for the season'

SABLE WILKES,

WIL DIRECT,

AST Visitors'welcome any day, Address

MARTIN CARTER,
Nutwood Stock Farm, - Irvington, Alameda Co., Cal.

Three-year-old record, 2:18. Limited to

twenty outside mares, 1893.

SABLE WILKES, 15$ hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief;

fourth Ham by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the reason.

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very
handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Eeavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13| ; third dam by
Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:191;, Ha Ha, 2:22',, Moses S.,

2:22.1, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal reqnires it, hay or grain, or bolh, are fed, the chaige will be §12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave <he place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

WILLIAM CORB1TT,
Han Moleo Stock Farm, (son Mnteo. Cal.

JAMES MADISON
17,909.

RECORD 2:17 3-4.

IBY ANTEEO.
First dam, Lucy Patchen, by Geo. 51. Patchen, Jr.

Second dam, Fanny Braubam, by American Boy, Jr.

Third dam, Puss, by Lance, thoroughbred.

Will STAND THE SEASON OF 1893

AT THE

Oakland Trotting Park.
FEE (Cash In Advancej 8.10

Return privilege season of 1894 tf horse Is In Stuteiand

has same ownar.

Mares pastured or fed as required.

BEN WRIGHT,
OaKlai a Trottios Park.

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
»un ul Imp. I'HIIVCK CHARLIh mid WMK

HUSH. Iiv I.KXIMi I'D.V.,

WILL MAKE THE
Season off 1893

AT
SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.
This young hor^e ( half-brother to the great fnur-mller

Bushwhacker; If bred on the same line* as the mighty
Salvator, and as he i« a Hne Individual from the great-
er [Todnclne famlllps In England and America- the

ell and Lexington -must make u great sire.

AddresKall communications to M CARS
Miiiin Howe Race Trat-k.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:-

ARM.

RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE RKKEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco.

WM. KELLY.
Talbot Stock Farm. San l^>jindro.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIM 2:18.

fclRKD BV SILTAX. 2:21. DAM MADAMS BALDWIN [dam of MAJB8TBR, 2:21: BAY n < i ~ I 2:2G 1-2: mul PASHA.
Ire of HOBO, 2:27), iiv i in noon 870.

Private Stallion F*ox- 1803.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE MPB88^at,X d'«tKVBtat"

dlw pam,um ™
For further parti.-ulnrs addiro THOS BONNFR, Snnta Roea Stock Farm

Or apply to IKA I'lEKCE, 728 Montgomery St., Ban Francisco,
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUTHER F'AFLXi/L.

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

SIRE OF
CROWN PRINCE Z2:l7h

2:20
CHLOK
ROYAL PBTNCE
LOTTERY TICKET (Sy.L

PRINt ESS ALICE (p.,4y.L
CHEROKEE PRINCE ip.L

2:24

DEXTEB PRINCESS
DEL PASO - -

2tM)6

LUCILLE...- 2:26
2:29s,' 2:16

CHARLEY FORD (p.. *J. 2:12'. 2:224

Dexter Prince is fc>y

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CL4RK CHIEF , sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, '2108*4, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:lC«j; Spofford,

2:18*: Company, 2:19 %> ; Fred Folger. 230 '*; Bayonne Prince, 2:21^, and twenty others in the 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER- -by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

s-L-ter lo Sire of

DEXTER 2:17J4 Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexanders
PICT \TOR who is the sire of Director, AbdalJah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and

2:17 -ire of Direct. Directum, Margaret U0 other producine sons.

S,. Evangeline, eta, etc. -Also sire of the dam of
STAMBOUL _ 2:07)5
and of the grandarn of

KREMLIN 2:075f

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Damof Sire of the dams of
DEXTER „ 2:17H GUY 2:MHtf

ALMA - 2:58*1 ROBERT MCGREGOR 2:17^
iSTORIA HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

DICTATOR US, etc., etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam ot SHARK. 2:27 ",.

DEXTER PRIXCK is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure cait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
bui bis Individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

trotting si res-

ile is a blood bav, sixteen bands high, of greui power and substance and ibe highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 S250. DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEaSANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
:20, and many others. One of the best of

by Blacher,

Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16: J. R.

Electioneer's sons.
PLKA&»A.\TO.V6 first dam is by Tarrascnn. grandson ol AbdaUah 1; second dam Black

son of Duroc: third dam sister to American Eclipse.

Fl.hAt»\.\TO\ is large aod very one looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1.125 pounds. He is stylish , or

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1S93 .... £50. DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at tits farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $S per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
<very precaution will be taken, bat there will be no liability fur accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled

before mares are removed.
For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Oal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS. SA.\TA CLARA COCXTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, 16 hands high, foaled Jnne 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37^': three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record. 2:22^'; ftve-year-oid record, 2:16$*'.

WILL RE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASON
Season to close Junel, 1S93, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foaL Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
$11,000. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two or these are sureu be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair: time 2;56u.
Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. No responsibllityassumedforaccideutsor escapes.

AT J. BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIAN PRINCE.
i
GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:i

{Sire of 75 in 230 and of 84
sires and 61 dams of 2:30
trotters

DOLLY.

I
EL MAHDI 5232-.

Record, 2:25 1-4
Sire of

Fulano ..3) 2:23^
El Flora (p) 2S18J4

Boaz -2:17^
Houri _2:17

Mikegan 2:19^
Susette 2:18!4
ShadelandOnward 2:I8W

Dam of
Director
Tborndale....
Czarina
Onward ...

fHambletooian 10

1 Dolly Spanker

(Mambrino Chief

(Fanny
by Ben Franklin

And 57 others in the list MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
)£ ( MambrinoCbiefl

with an average of
2:23--.

LADY BUNKER {Dam of
Guy Wilkes.. 2:15^

'Sire of 30 in the list),

and
William L
(Sire of AxteU(3),2d2)

Sire of
Kate Middleton. 2:23
Lady-Stout J2i2&%.

And 17 others in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN..
Dam of

Joe Bunker

EGYPTIEXNE, 2:18.
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
sire of the dams of

Alcvonp. 2:23

Guv Wilkes. 2:15 1^
Baron WUkes .2:18
And 90 others in the list

By EDWIN FuRREST 49.
Sire of

Billy Hoskins 226J4
Champagne -2:30

I Rodes mare

r American Star 1'

t Captain Roberts
mare

(
Mainbrino Chief 1

I. Rodes mare

MAMBRINO KING 1279
Sire of

Mocking Bird. 2:16¥
Prince Resent 2il6'^
Nightingale .2:10^
Nettie King -2:2u^
Excellence 2r22V
Amy King. 2r22}£
Heir-at-Law '*-,x\y.

And 20 other 2:30 per- rHAMBLETONIAN 10.

rBav Kentuckv
- Hunter
(Doll

by Highlander

J'
formers Sire of

40 trotters in 2:30, including
Dexter Prince _2:17!4
Nettie _.2;is

Orange 2:20
DAUGHTER OF

Grandam of
Justina ;.2:20

Glendenuis 2:17.^

Ichas. Kent mare

(Golddust 150

(Daughter of imp.
Glencoe,etc

GCV Ull.KBS 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee 'PI. 5. 2:11

Regal WUkes 5 2:115{

Ahinnap 5 2:11^
Muta Wilkes 4 2:I4'

;

Chris Smith p,7_ fcMK
Hulda4„ 2:143,

Hawl Wilkes 7 2.H
E7na Wilkes «... 2:1)

Lillian Wilkes 3 2:17*.

Sable Wilkes 3 M8
Vida Wilkes 3_ 2:I8M
Nutwood WUkes 3... - .

L vii wood WUkes 2.

and 17 others In tM list

riRHIK MALONE
Rioter to

Chas. Derby. 2:2"

Stelneer

Guy Wilkes. 2:22
|

Sire of
! Harry Wilkes .2:13^

Guv Wilkes. ....2:15'4

Wilson 2:lfi'j

So So 2:17';

and 75 others in the list

I. Lady Ranker-
Dam of

El Mahdi 2r2.v
|

c.uv Wilkes. 2:15]
William L.
(Sire of Axtell. 2:12

i

I

I

' Stelnway. 2:25 3-4
Sire of

W. Wood<p> 2:07
Cricket (pj 'J:10

Caesar .'. 2:16^
strathway. 2:19

Cha.-. Derby ....2:20

and 4 others In the list

L Katy G_
Dam of

Chas. Derby. 2:20

Stelueer. 2:2!> 1 -.

I

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of

-< 40Ln2301tst

I DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

I MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
sire of

24 in 2:30 list

I LADY DUNN, by American
Star !4

Dam ofJoe Bunker. 2:19'

,

STRATHMORE 408
sir>=- of

42 in 2:30 list

L ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
^ireof

132 in 2:30 list

I.BAYHAMBLETONTAN I

Dam ot
Egyptienne .2:18

Henrietta 2:17 {

Fulano _2:23M
Grandam of

Norway isireofNor-
nette, 2:30^

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SER\ K FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED BREEDING. FEB $75.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Park bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair of shoul-
ders; fine mane and tail, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy of his royal breeding. He was not broken
until August 15tb, 1892, as I bought him at Lexington. Ky., and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. Ha
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make nJ
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him in the list if I wanted to this season, but no " tin-cup " reconf
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from ime. and I will allow yoa t|

be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Cal.
WILLIAMS <fc MOREHOUSE. Owners.

ECLECTIC 11,321
O

o
T
I
c

$100 CASHSEASON SERVICE FEE
)

With usual return privilege )

ECLECTIC is a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-TEAR OLD ARION, 2:10%,
both being *ircd bv ELECTIONEER out of Manette (dam also of Oro Fino. 2:1S) bv NOT-
WOOD, 2:18%-

eclectic tepresents the ACME of fashionable and steed-producing blood lines. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three years old, are without exception
TROTTERS; nut a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares basides his owner's.
Pasturage S1.I0 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will stand at RAN'CHO COTATT (Page's Station) in Sonoma County, until

July 1st, 1S93.

For farther particulars address owner WILFRED PAG E,

P. O. Peon's Grove, Sonoma County. Cal.

OIvTSt FOR S^S.IvE>

n\%TM\ Mill I TRIK Is a bay ^

purc-fpaiud troiu-r H»- will b-

,
perfect i

FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara

Grandam ofMaud C 2:19

conformation, stands 15.2 hands and Is a
LANCELOT.

SOXJID^LlNr S103,
MIRK OF MBIA 3 . S:29 1-4.

Sir*,!
•. re of Btambonl, 2&1K; Alcazar, 2£0!j and i. othern in 2:30 Uat), dam Lady Bab-

cock d*fn --'.: LadyOravej*, dam of Nadjy, 3:26.and Millwood, 2^»; ; [.Soudan,
; oiiiaii Ti'i sir- of nfWiL 2:'Vt iK-rtormersj ; seconddam Dubois mare, by

he Eaton Hon*' 122: third dam a. t. b. by Abdallab 1. Soudao'a progeDyare all of goodjstze, perfect in

form ct'iiUc Ii
l ' speed.

: these aialllons will malce 'he aeanon i HOO. with usujI return privilege, at
•c\l Farm. MilpUas, Cal. Pasturag- £> p*t month. Choice trotting and draft stock for Bale,

ifldreas D. J MLltl'IIV, >Ioorland Stock Farm. Mtlplta*. Cal.

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFIt I \l. It \* V. PBOGB VMMKUh.

An prepared to pay the for profiaiDmB
priviifRt*. Baftraooa (omlabed from tbe leadli

daUonaaod pah

ud •ratrttaliif Utath ,k.- the work "f

oomplllnf: prottramtnai nadabli . ibUc will

lo iii-iiitguL^hinK Um bonw,
dates nn- BJJlni rapidly for

would b<< pleaavd to haw all ecmarleaof racing uimo-

datloii- :'b u* InuDOdlataljr In regmrd to

-I BUN a CO.,
Parr Run i.» n *vi>Hpohtxwan,

The only Son of ELECTIONEER stand ing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-brown stallion, 15.1 handshlgh. He is a horse of fine conformation:
RECORD 2*27 1-2 bas a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, weli-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, tine an
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ "

i large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs, in action he is pure-gaited. As a thn^e-year-old be trotted quar-l
\
ters in 32 seconds, but was injured and placed in the stud. His colls are all blood-like, large and fast trotteta.1

Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall Lancelot is one of the surest of foal-getters. i

PEDIGREE—UM KLOT was sired by the immortal Electioneer [sire of 132 in the list), dam Linfe!
) Harris, by Conius; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harris, was a full hrother to Iowal
j
Chief 52S (sire ot Corisande, 2:24^, anrt othersi. His sire was Basbaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 list, he by Ver .

;

' nol's Black Hawk, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kent mare, the dam of HambleT
toniau 10. Vemol's Black Hawk, by Long Island Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whin, son ofBIackj
burn a Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallie Miller, by Tippo Saib: Andrew Jack :

: son, by Young Bashaw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sportsmisiress: she wasoaif,
i of Cub. by Medoc: seconddam Ann Merry, by Sampler: third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, r

-
'

I and so on to the 15th dam.

The only Son of Nut-wood standing for Publi

Service m aan Francisco .

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 16 1 hands high. By Nutwood «00. the greatest Hvl

sire. First dam. Lady Ulley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonian: second dam Lady UUeyi
gnindam of Western Girl, record 2:2 i~. Saladin has now a number of yearlings and two-year-old colts, al

Showing great uniformity In size, stvle and color. All of them are fast trotters, and several will trot in 2:30 Ihtl
vear. Nutwood GO>\ 2:18 ',, bv Belmont 64, dam Miss Russell idam of Maud S . 2:08^ . by Pilot Jr.: se^sud da""
Sa'lv Bu-scll. bv Boston. Nutwood is the sire of 101 in the 230 list. Belmont Is the si re ot :-) trotters in the £
list and of 29 sire' of 120 trotters. Ladv Utlev Jr. Is bv Sp+-culation. dam Lady ft ley. 2-3V... cranMam of Wes
ern Girl. 2:27' -. Speculation -sire of Crown Point, 2:24, Oracie S., 2:22. Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the damso|
AlftedO., 2J6U, and Waierford. 2:27). bv Hambletonian 10. dam Martha- Washington idam of HambletonU
725i, by Burr's Washlngtou; he bv Burr's Napoleon, by Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare, by Mambrlno]
ihll»1». fi.%0 FOR THK BBASUN for service ot each of these stallions. No other opportunity is o5
breeders to obtain these blotxl lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares In any manner thai ownei
nuiy desire at reasonable rateo. Vsual return privilege. Call on or address C C BKMI8. Owner, 332 MOM
gomery sireet, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy streets, where colt* and fillies o.

these stallions can also be seen. **. W. BROOR6. Agent.

PASTURAGE. SALADIN.
FlretCbUB Pasturage at f>4 per month at J. H.

While's stock Farm, Lakevllle, .Cal., 6 miles from
PMalOEM. Gwid feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responslbllty assumed for ac.
cldvnn. << 9t< ek can he seni direct bj the

every day except Sun-
day from wharf between WnsblnKtan and Jackson,

~. P.

Addresa

TBOB. ROACH. Aecnt.
Ijikevlllo, Sonoma Co., i 'at.

American Trotiing Register.
Vol. 2 In II ni.lu-lvi-

YFAR BOOKS TO DATE
I of Mock lii the Association

Hill B VI.I-: ronMderably below purchase price.

Addren
PBAHB H. in iihi..

«M Market St., -., f.

ROS KLEClIONEER - -

Sontag Mohawk

l-.llil-.IHI-: OF MIH IX THE LIST. SOKTAU MOHAWK DAM (IF .EYEV
Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

W. H. VOI«SET, P.O. Box 795. San Jose, CaL,
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
BOODLE 5029

14,341

STEIWVAY 1,808-;
Sin- ol"

\V. Wo.>d 2:07

Cricket 2:10

Caesar 2:16

Sirath\vav..._2:l9
Chas Derby. ..2:20

(Sfreoi Diablo

Lillv 2:20!*

Baden.. t&Jt
Steineer 2:29,-*

CtiSBlriy 2:30

ami of the dams of
M-udC. 2:19: Pat
Delanev, 2:27'

Ally Sloper 2:28:

Stonewall, 2:28^
and Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

STRATIIMORE 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40, and ot the
dams of 31 in the List.

ABBES*., bv Albion
Dam ofStelnway, 2:25^

;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam .

" 3 in the list:

and Vi.'ittP, dam of
Stoner Buy. 2:2654-

ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambleronian 10

Sire ofSu"Ol, 2:08(4 ; Palo
Alio, S:083f: «nd 13°
others in 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

IK*TY H
Dam ot Chas. Der-
bv, 2:20 -sire of
Diablo 13), 2:14^i

FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22'*)

GrandamofMaud C. 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—KTKI.XKER is about 16 hands in

beleht and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-finish-

ed, well-balanod and blood-like lookine horse. He bas

a neatly-tunned head, fine neck attached to well-

sloped and powerfullv-muscled shoulders: good length

of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling and broad
hips; open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full

with mnsi excellent feet and lees. H» is a clean-catted

trotter and carries hlmselt with a grvat deal of siyle.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF

1808, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBART STOCK FARM
SAX MATEO.

Service Fee, 875

with usual return privilege.

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel

lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this maeniluent farm make it tb^ most de-

sirable place In Ibis Slate for keeping horses. Mares
l can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called fur by

K. OGRADY, Manager
A. B. UOKZALKS. Owner. 1122 O'FarrellSt.S. F.

Breed Id a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD. 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double t*am on the Coast and Yolo
Ma'd fp),2:l2: Tom Ryder (pt, 2:17?-; ; Belle Button

(pj, 2:1954 : Mabel EL\(4). 2:20: Bosa MnC,2:20\,' ; Lucy
B °-2l ;

i ; Laura Z.. 2:23*-'.
; Logan, 2:2354 ; Maud C.

ifc28 . Kehoe. 2:29,4 : all those are race records ; no tin

cup marks. Fenigre*-—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Buttwi. by Napa Rattler; second
dam a pacing niafe, s. t. b. by Opperbottom. Alexan-
der 'sire ot Reliance. 2:22-* ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie

Patcben, 2:27! , , by Geo. M. Pau-hen Jr 31. record 2:27,

first dam Ladv Cmm (dam ot Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M , 2:17

i
l. bv Browns Bellfounder. Geo. M.

Patcben Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 230 list and bis sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
Qualities.

Kvery perTo'iner nired by Alexander Button [g

Out of nini-wKiudard marea at ih-- time they were
bred. Nn matter whal more* he wo- bred to every
roll from Clyd-adalt-i up could trot l"-(

.

TMOl-i-lOO FOR THK SEASO\.
All hills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi

charge Go*»d pa-turage furnished at fl per month, and
due rare taken to prevent accidents or escapes, hut no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo station.

Alt mares sent to Voln in my care will be forwarded
free of charge.

C. \\. WOODARO. Proprietor.
Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth Heat

oi

ri f
Stranger 3O30

-

Sire of
«

I
Broomal 2:17 l

,i

V!
| Bellona - 2:19*4 [

CQ I
Nominator- 2:21^ (.GOLDSMITH MAID,

SEN. WASHINGTON 1161-

j
(Trial 2:20). Sire of Poem,

2:191rf; Presto, 2:22: Prose,
2:27'-; Gen. Benhain ,2:29 '.,

Ox Eye. 2:2s 1 -: Luzerne,
2:27S: Mambrino Thorn,
2:29, and 4 oth*-rs In 2:30.

Will make the SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK. SAN JOSE.
, Vermont Hero Hi

GEN. KNOX 140,2:31}* -

Sire of 16 trotters and 21 (Dam of Searcher
sires of 32 and 14 dams of
14 in the list. r Muiubrluo Chief 11

LADV THORV.2:18<4- <
Sister to Mam*. Paichen 58 t Rhodes Mare, by Gano
and grandam nf PattI,

2:24. (Hambletonian If

ABDALLAH 15

Sire of 6 trotters and 13 (.Katy Darling
sires of 106 and 22 dams

Trotted 114 beats in 2:20] of 27 in th list. ( Abdallfih 1

and under, and won more LOLD AB. 2:40- 1
money than any other Dam ofDaniel Webster. (Untraced
trotter that ever lived.

i
Abdallab 1

i
HAMBLETONIAN 10

fire of 41 trotters and 119 I Chas Kent Mare
fJAY GOULD 197 < sires of 783, and 63 dams
I (Record 2:20"-: trial 2:19(3, |

of 72 in the 2:30 list. . American Star II

Sire of Pixlev, 2:16: Adele t LADY SAXFOKD _ -

Gould, 2:19; King Phillr., Grandam of Bella, 2:22: I Old Sorrel, bv Exton
i 2:21; Aliadin, 2:26^: An- Allie K.,2:29*?: Lizzie K.. Eclipse

sonia, 2:271.4; Dude, 2:27*-$, 230 "v.; Nannie K ,2:80 If, ,
Vermont Black Hawk 5

Dundee,2r2M,and 14 others ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:2-V--
! in 2:30 list.

|
And 2:15 with mate: sire t Messenger Hare

LTIDA (record 2:38"*:
i i of 6 trottersand 19 sires

Sisier to Le Blonde, trial' of 71, and l4damsof 15.
f
Abdallab 1

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Days Each Week, at
Baa Jo»e Race Track 2 Day*, and ai

KNinT't Hanrh, Coyote, Sant*
Clara County. 2 Day*, from

Feb. lOth to Juutr lit,

MERRIWA.

Boodle.
Moloch _...

Stanza
Hazel Dell
Nominee..
Strangler

.

Myriad .. 2:2354

Kathleen...- 2-29*5

Cebolla.. 2:29*,

Pen Horn... 2:30

. 2:2m
. 2:21 S
.

2:2"2'
l

.
2:2-1 ;

. 2:24-,

2:26'.,

a
CO
to

H

P
OI
O LBrlde. -

>X Dam of Trenton,w 2:41 '-j .full brotb'r
to Boodle, 2:21^,

1:24, record 2:34 4-. ,DAUGHTER OF..
( Untraced

BOODLE 5S29 is seal-brown in color, stand-* 16 hands high and weighs l.ioo pounds. He is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, i« kind in disposition, intelligent, lev*-l-beaded and a pure-galted trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been in harness, but two of which had any
train ine, and with little work they easilyshowed a 2:80 sait. noodle, after cracking a bone In one of bis front
legs the latter part of July, and being laid up for six weeks on that account, came out, ami with but three weeks*
preparatory work, won the 2:25 class, making his record in tbe tift'i heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.

TI£R%lfi—tflOO for the aeaaun. Ur. i?;Mui for the season, payable when be gets a record of
2:16or better.

Usual return privileges. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility- assumed for accidents or
Address C. A. STOC&TOA At to., Snn Jo.ie, Cal.

DELWIN 14,681 RE0ORD ^ 2:261 -2

i
OKI. SUR. 2:24..

Sire of
! Don Tomas
. Cousin Joe

San Pedro ip>

THE MOORS70
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
2:07S. Beautiful Bell-*, 2:29 (dam
of Bell Bov, 2:19*4, and Hinda

rClay Pilot 93. sire of Fred V.,2
. < Billy R,.2:24>4, and others.

( Belle of Wabash

...2:20 | Rose. 2:19
..2:20V LGRETCHEN
._2:10% Dam of

Bomero,
""

IMO.iKM-.
Dam of

Guide 2:lti'.4

Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

By NORWOOD 522
Sire ot

Tommy Norwood, 2:24 L

;
: Ida

Norwood, 2:26 1 -.

i

Mambrino Pilot, hire of Mara-
..< brino Gift, 2:20: Hannh.2:17 !

.

{ Canada Chief

(DAUGHTER OF .

C Hambletonian 10. sire of Klec-
i tioneer: clam ofStamboul, 2:07,4.
.Lady Fallis, by American Star i"4

dam of Gretcbeu i dam of
Clingstone, 2:14).

( American Star 14, sire of dam of
|

Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See.
< 2:10. and the dam of Nancy

j Hanks, 2*4).

DEI.WIX 14,661. Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, if he has no set- L Harry clay 45, sire of dams of

backs, pace in 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Deiwin is one of Electioneer and St. Jullen, 2:11.

the handsomest grandsons of The Mnor: in color be is a dark dapole bay. sound as a dollar; 15.1!< hand3 high,
and weighs H"00 pound-*; he is one of the finest-farmed horses f'ir gr^at speed in tbe land ; bas the same level
head and intelligence tbat his half-brother. Guide, 2:' c \f, has. Deiwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2*07 '?; he has tw o crosses ot American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of StambouI,*23J7S : one to Mambrino Chief, sire of tbe dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:1SV- '"ombinl.ig altogether the name blood lines tbat lay in
be grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:2u, >an Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Jo>",

2:20V), being a lull brother to the dam "Jof Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom, 2:29^, Sabledale, 2:lSMi and
others better than 230. Delwin's colts all'show the trot out of any kind of mares.

TERtiS 1*1(1, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not be re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can he shipped to the farm and Imme of 1'elwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Deiwin Is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,
Record, 2:l4f as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.

SERVICE FEE f\VUb uouol return privilege), payable at end of Sen*on.. .... glUO

m\ rj[ f\ was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2';; hands and in conformation,
r\ D1j* ' di-position and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will geta mark close to

2:20 at that gait thLs fall. His record, 2:1434, was made in bis second race on tbe turf and is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions: in

America. He is by chas. Derby ( record 2:20 in sixth beat;, brother to Steineer, 2:29'?, by Stelnway: dam Bertha,
sister to Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 in a sixth hea r

), by Alcantara, recTi _:J.. -.i.u.j dam Barcena dam t_»i

Alaric, sireot" Victor B., 2r20'4), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12.. on half mile track and IS

others in list); third dam Blandina.dam of six producing sires, including Swigert and King Rene), by Mam-
brino Chief 11; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21^, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of sopbronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Stelnway, dam Katy G., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19 1. by Niagara (aire or Fairmont, 2:224$

third dam Fanny Wickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of a daughter uf imp. Trustee,
etc. Tbe great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermire and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2-084J, appear in this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Steinwav, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patcben, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and tbe strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY & RICHARDS, Ownerx. .... PI,KASAXTO\, CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage f5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

In (fourth Heat.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

rAMBLKTONlAN 10

The king of the trotting world

WILDIDLE
The Ureal Pon of Imp. Australian and the

Turf Queen, Idlenlld. by LexTnston).

SIRE OP

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other i/igh-class winners,

MONDAY FINAL,
Son of Monday and I. utile J, . by Wlldldle,

Will Make the Season of 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cai.

WILDIDLE (limited to 10 maresi $2 50 for theseason

MO\D*Y M\ \L " 20 75
Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at ?8 per

month, but no resnonsioility assumed for accidents or
escapes. Mon-y to b*> paid when mare Is served, and
in all cases beinre removal of mare fnun farm. For
fbrtherpanicularsadd/ess H. C. JUUSOX.
Care «.f Wm Gshorn. Bo* 223 «anta Clara, Cal.

Ot /-DIRECTOR 2.1T....
Sire of _

Direct ~. 205S
"Directum [3)...J2:11)4

Evangeline 2:111*

Margaret S 2:12>j
Waldateln 2:22>i
Stella C 2:26

and 12 other 2:30 t*ot-

tera

^DICTATOR 113 —
Sire of the fasiestdouble-ealted horse

In tbe world. Jay-Eye-^ee, 2:10

< graod sirt- of tbe queen of tbe turf,

Nancy Hanks, 2:04, and Is sire of 35

1 In 2:30 list, etc
(.DOLLY ™- ..........

Dam Ol Onward, 2j25« ;
Thorndale, (fanny, hv Ben Franklin

2:22M ; Crarina, 2:21; Director, 1J7 ^ Grandam -f I^dWaJol

I Clara, by American star 14

hum of Dexter, 2:17J4;
2.2&V: Asioria. 2:29S

i'Mau l.Kivn CHIIcrll
I Sire of 23 slrea

rELECTIONEEK 125 ~
Sire of tHunol, 2:08J< ; Palo Alto, 2.-0SW

and 130 others In the List

Lady Majolica 2:2*> *od
Abdullah Mambrino 8716

HamblktonjaN I*

Sire of 40 in the lull

NELLY W
(Died at 4 years)

Waldsteln waa ner
only foal SISTER. ~ - —

Dam of BonanKa. 2:1B« ; Albert W.,
2iSO; Vlxi-n, dam ol Vlda Wllkea,

2:18X, and babledale, 2:18^

{John Nkuwiv 187

Sire of 4 and tbe dam * of 8 In 2*
Uat

Lamott Mahk
Dam of Aurora, 237, and trandam

ot A in the list

njuneiTCIU waa foaled In 1B»: In color, he is a dark shade ol brown with two white coronets; Rta.i.i* )6H
WALOSTEIH bamdaiin?weigh* noo lbs, rie la one of the i..nd*omi»t and mni perf^Uy Ipraaed iitolllon In

thbl Slate HLh Hr e lnielllgei*l bead, wvll-sliaped neck, strong iUOOlden, short bark, iww^rful loin, heavy quar

« itu^haned barrel b»vr, macular stifles and arms, clean, straight, Blro-K kneea and bocka short cannon

h ^ViSn^x^x^mn^A iwi at once commend him to the ohaerveraa a representative truUlnf horv. It.

SSl"or7he\3 Ta^K »|V^ tl i»_P^cUon
;
and his nu>a during hi,

lower than 2:1V,.

U) California. She was also a *reai bn-od mare. Waldaieln bas fo'>r yearlli iiuvi- recorda: one bas a rv-

iNlural tmttera, perfect In form
greateat ofnlna. To tbe student

StRlluC ILL, SbU Jn«.»Lb No I^ponmbUlU »»iuiied for soclilenu .,r_e-o.p«.. bui [|>. In»_ef eua

»r "irS S. .nofhers"*;." o.h.r S:06 .,,<! .he o.ber J:08. All M» oolu .re I

Slid m, "lor ann very nronxlT built. «'«l^leln Mnnot help bel.,« one of the

u>K*a mi air* Addna ii B. nni;i>ni>i>M uioiiiud.iai.

HABE.NA

Athollne Yatteadon

3

GOLDSBROUOH

Sylvia Firework

5i = =

?r-

2? as
= 3 S3

II
n 12

And so on to the nineteenth dam.
"MERRIWA Is a magnificent black horse, standing

15.3 hands, bred in 18«G by Frank Reynolds, of Tocal
Vide Australian Stud Book. Vol. IV.. lollo 158 By
ijoldsbrough irom Habena, by Yatterdon from Athol-
ine, by Blair Athol fr.im Habena (winner of l 000
tiulneas in Kng-la-d,, by Iri'-h Birdcatcher trom The
Bridle, by The Saddler from Mooneda, by Taurus from
Edona, by Partisan, Merrlwa Ls Lindonbtedly a very
fa^t horse and through an accident which rendered bis
temporary retirement lrom the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace bv winning. Re is des-
cended from one of Australia's ereatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races the

A. J. CSL Leger Hawkesbury C-rand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan stakes, two miles ; a*e, five vears -

weight, 128 pounds ; time, three minute*, thirty-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that lime.
Goldsbrough bad produced up to I8y3 220 winners in

tbe colonies.
Among the winners by Goldsbrough are the follow-

ing : The Broker (winner Normaudv Stakes and V
K. C. Sires' Produce Stakes and Adelaide St Leger)
Morpeth < winner Tattersall's cup, Anniversary Handi-
cap and Australian Cupi, Impulse (won Wagga Gold
Cup i, Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cupj, Sorella, Melos
i A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. K. C. Champion
Stakes). Algerian Tattersall's Spring Handicap Syd-
ney Handicap, Ac |, Cardigan (winner TattersaU's
Foal Status, Rawkesbuiy Grand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &C..I, Devotion, Merriment (winner Tram^av
Handicap and Hawkesbury Guineas), Ellerdale (win-
ner Tattersall's Cup and Hawkesbury Grand Handi-
cap), Tbe Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gift) Keith
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Rose Hill
Handicap, &c. >, Tbe Orphan. Albina, Jettison, Manola,
Cardoness, Kilmore, (winner Royal -stakes), <fcc, <tc
Alholine, the grandam of Merriwa, produced

Habena idam of Merriwa i and Narina.both winners of
Maribyrnong Plate. Geraidine and Huntingtower each
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Atbol-
Ine's stock have performed with pnenomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, tbe Maribyrnong Plate.

TERMS - - $60 FOR THK SKA80.\,
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at *5 per
month. Mares cared lor in anv manner owners mav
desire and fed on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable rates. >'o responsibility assumed foraccidenLs
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THUS. G. JOXKis. Agent.
„ „ Oakland Race Track.
Or Care Sao Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

WM, M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third slreeL Sacramento. Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Young Fashion

/
*

.

Faihioo Monarch

Horrah (Imp.-

Jovial Newmlntt*!

Fourth dam Reality : fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
lit h dam , by imp. Sentinel ; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony: eighth dam, by Imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by Sllvereya
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce e American
Stnd Book. Vol. I. page 432.

HORRAH, sire of Three Cheers, prodaced tbe
great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqulta, Ohio Loy,
Nellie Peyton, Ltttle Buttercup, Red Foi, Medusa.
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Mtddleton and
many others.
NEWMINSTKR, grandslreof Thrr-o Cheers, woo

the St. Leger at Doncaater In loSl. His dam. BEEs.
WINO, was tbe winner of nift-four rsces oat of six*
ty-four starts, among them being tbe DoncastcrCap
of l«l, 1840, 164i and |I4L the mil', horse that .vcr
accomtJ'ehed tbat renmrkuhle feat. Her slic was
DK. SVXT*X, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS com Ices, h addition to tbs

above. the greatsiral^s of Bay MlddJfton (winner of
Er>glleb Derby, St. Leger and Two Thousand Gala-
ess) sud tbe blood of tbe wonderful producing fsml-
liesofTOCCHsTOSE.Imp. TttCSTEL, EMILIUS
andSIRCHARLES.
Ai can i'f seen bv the above. Three Cheers In bred

In the speediest and stoutest lines. 11 If dam, Vouoit
Fashion, was tbe dam ot Surprise, Scottao<t (the only
horse lh-tt ever beat Asteroid a bent). Liverpool.
Co'omblaand Bonnie Rate, tbo dam of Little Butter-
cap •.. '1 the ivlng Bonnie Lltzle. His grst.dam,
Fashion was tbe g'eaiest rare mare of her era, de-
featliiK Bosl.'i in tbst btstO'lcat match at four-mile
hests th»t Is r*--. Tded as one of tbe greatest i vents
Id tbesnnalsof i... *urf.
THREE CHEF.lt.- ,*•> besutlful bsy In color, per*

fertlj sound In wlud «no limb, lie fsmllr on both
sides being noted for tbsir exemption from enrba,
spavins, roaring or «ny other i>.-rodlt*rv unsound*
ness. Ilors'-'iuen who cun sppreouta th«- hlgbrst
type of 'be thoro nab tired an* espi.-cUnt tnvltrd to lo-
•poet Three Cheers. Be has slresdt -ir.d tbt
plemlhl pi'flormiT-

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Itrnacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMsELVE-S.

TERMS.
Sf*Teiity.fl»< liollari for tbe PjBBDH

Good pastursfe st IS p*-r month. Marts oarad foi
to sov manner owq-ts msv desire sol fed on bar
sud grain, either or l.-th, »t rrasonsble rs'es. Nods
bat competent ("..-.m- rt-nr'^-'-d but m rsspoosl
fclMtv IMQD-H f-" -.- Id- u:i "i c*<«i^ •
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THE HOST FASHIONABLY-oHED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DICTATUSi
Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM.
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON - S1CO
(Will be allowed to serr* fifteen approved ontsid* marea.)

U±\J 1 IX 1 U O
^gire of gg in the^ . dami Misg lollie, by DICTATOR 133 (sire of

Ja* -Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen {dam of Felina, 2:29A, and f^andam of Hill Bo;

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4.3 (sire of Maud S., 2:03$, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07|); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pattern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

thort back, stroDg over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gasbins and arm?

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the fines

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Ihxtator cross does nol

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 1C

through his greatest sires—G-EO- WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. Hi?

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this '"'oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Service

fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Further PasticuXiAbs Address

Belmont Stocx Farm,

CLARENCE DAY,
Belmont, San Matro County, Cax

OAKWODD PARK STDCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STELWAY, 2:25 3-4.

SIRE OF
W. WOOD. Poor- Year-Old Record. 2:07. CRICKET, Five. Year.OH Record. 9:10.

C.£«\R. G-Yrar-Old Record. 2:16 l-». STRArBWAY, «- Year-Old Record. 2:19.

CRAB. DERBY. S-Year-Old Record. 2:20 Is Slilb Heal.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record. 2:20 1-4. BADB.V 5. Year-Old Record, 2:24 3-4

gTBIMIKR. 5-Yeax-Old Record. 2:29 1-2. CASSIDY. 7-Year-01d Record, 2:30.

(ALL EH" RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C. 2:19; BAROXSTBCl.dubllc trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28,

PAT DELAVEY, 2:27 1-4, ud BOLRBO.V RCngELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SLRE OF

DIABLO. Three-Year-Old Race Record— 9il4 S-4
(Bon '.r -TBI Y WAY. dam KATY li , b> ELEl T10YEER
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON tlSO

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Bon or RBD WILKES, dan MOLLY 8TODT. by MAMBRINO PATCHES..
TEEMS FOB THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
Boa or CI.OYI8. dan •» WOODFORD MAMBRUIO.
TEKMS FOB THE SEASON. „ $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mamtflhoald be nh1r>ped to Omkwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, cal., per 9. P. R. R..

rta M-ril' i-i > eat of car* flreu, hat no liability aiwumed for acctdenW or escapes. Kxcelleni paaturare $6 per
tauiiLb- ALarea fed bay and fraio, $10 per mooth. For furtber particulars and catalogues, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oak wood Park Hick Farm, DanTllls. Cantrs Coita County. Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Bro Wn.xra 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 in

1892). dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26) ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

BEADY MONEY 6968 ai an indiridua] ii an exact counterpart of Bed Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1.4*10 lha., jet bandy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He wan leased at large ex-
pense of (ape Stinaon, the noted Eastern reinaman, owner ot Genera, 2:14, and developer of
maoynoied horaea, aurh aa Patron, 2:14, Hotiri, 2:17, Home Bule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full partinilara addreaa

FRED POSTER,
Hahtobo, Ttjlakb Oodtttt, Cav

GUISE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

p
o

WHl make the season of 1893 at GEEEN OAKS RANCH, abont one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1.090 pounds. He is of tine form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGEEE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in he list

Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

(Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:241
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 (Hambletonian 10
NOBWOOD 522 i Sire of SO sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26J Great broodmare,
Ida Norwood 2:26}
and 2 others in list. ("American Star 14

DAUGHTER OF_ i Great sir> of broodmare*.
(.Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON , $ lOO
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD

fDIRECTOR, 2:17-
Sire of Direct..2:05J

Directum (3)...2:llj

Evangeline 2:1
1

f

Margaret S 2:12*
Waldstein 2:22}
Stella C 2:25|
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26J
Guide 2:16j

Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION : SID BOY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1S93, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID BOY, by Sidney, 2:19?, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Boy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Boy, dam of Allan Boy, 2:17i, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19i, by Sidney ; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON 8 50
With usual return privilege-

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, hut no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JAS. E. BEBBYMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED IBY

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT IL

WTLL MAKE THE

SEASOINT OF 109S,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

'SaN MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrates stands 16:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he Is a beautiful

ide of bay ; no white. In disposition be is perfection, while in conformation he is consid-

i ud by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and c! ass ever bronght to California

Uis action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all horse-

sen desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched horaea.

For farther particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc , apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. GAL.
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THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

Osarurteei Perfect.

TJNEIVAUED FOE
ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

and CONVENIENCE In LOADING
Beware oj cheap iron imjtatiotu

ustrated Catalogue and Price List ti

-Wesson, springneid. Mas*.

Thev "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

^fore. After.

ABSORBINE
"Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hoot, tliroughoutpln and all puffs

and swellings without removing
the ball*. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to he laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In

yours? Price, S3 per bottle.
Put up by W. F. YOUNG,

ftlerldeu, Conn*

Why Let Your Neighbor
be more progressive than you.

Remove all puffs and swellings with ABSORBI.\E.

Send #2.00 lor large bottle, or $1.00 for trial bottle by

mail. W. F. YODNG,
Menden, Ct.

I J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing belter for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 2oc or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III

O'HnK, Agent Pacific CobhI,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMDRRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Addrw. THE McMURRAY
S F18HEK SULKY CO.,

Marlon, Ohio,

D. 8. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MABEET ST.. S. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and
Combination Carts

TAKE THE LEAD.
•fy latest patent on my carts Is May 31sl, 1892, No.

475,974.

I IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOCR HORSES BUT

Bill' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

"They are the Itchiest and strongest and are made from
the best selected meterial. Nothing but the Dalzell
Centennial Axle used, which Is thp best axle made.
They are the lightest running, bold the oil the longest,
pid no dost can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my RpeediDg

and combination cart« superior to any other.
Fron-Fron and Frank M. made their (aslest time In

fhla speeding cart.
In ordering carts please state slxe of axle and height

mwheeis

.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton, Alameda Co., Cal.

— FOR SALE BY
J. A. McKKRRON. a>*-206 Mason St.. San Francisco,
n. C sHAW FLOW WORKs, Stockton, Cal.

FMMKM., I

w-- re '"-
|
FROUFROU,

1:17 1-4
I

Agenttfor 2 :2SI-4
in a I San Francisco

|
In a race to

rll.Z IABT. I sAf kauknto. I BII.Z r/.RT.

S.F.{BAKER & HAMILTON } Sacto

Call and Bee_tbem. Just what_y

Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W LtrlEENER, PARKER BROS., L. C. SMITH,
LEPEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

605 Market St.
IIHIND HOTEL BLOCK.

SEXD FOB CATALOGUES.

HORSES AND OA.TTLB.

RsVlsVATPP ^TnPf Finely bred horsesand mare.DO I OB A I Lit OlUlla. ofUils noted breed for sale at a
t >n n.'n 1 1 1. or will exchange for cattle. Address J.
HEINLE}.', San Jose. Cal.

^IIIITHFR FARM Young well-bred stock for saleduu inert ranm. pjn^iaaj breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Addn-ss SOCTHKR FAHM. GILBERT 'TOMP
KrNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. 9SiSLSnS,
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds

i

for Bale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILKV. Oukwo«d

;

Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Gal.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.,

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

TELEPHO.\E 1013.

Sporting-

Goods

C\T»I.O(;UEtv

VINEIiND BREEDING FARM. SSSSS^Sfr^
(sire of Lily Stanley. 2*172*, HomesUke, 2:lfl

Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, -1:21, Clay Dnke,
2:29, Alcona Jr.. 2:24, grandslre of Silas Skinner, 2.17):
Grandlsslmo, 2X27% ifiill brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:234). stallions, broodmares, Allies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER.SU Helena,
Cal.

PFTFB Q&Vr 2 Cnil L,ck House, San Francisco,TLItn OPAL a OUn, Cal.—Importers and BreeCers
tor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and bogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds ^SLSi'eSSS^SSi.
Catalogues. F. H. BCRKJE, 636 Market St., S. F.

THE PARKER GUN.

R. LIDDLE & SON.
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FCLL LINE OF FISHIXU TAl'ELE

SPOBTS>IB\'S UOODS.
awOrders hy mail receive prompt attention

irarcip.
Business College, 24 Post St.

SA>" FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on tne Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President S. HALEY, secy

*ySend for ClrcuLara.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America ^S
The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made. S^ STEINER'S .

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER. BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ABE YOUK DEALEE FOB THEM.

end for Illustrated Catalogue

1H1NUTAOTPBJD BT=

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
,rrims«« xo t. « ««rr» Fulton, N. *f ..

No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCItCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bar District Track.

Choicest Brands ot

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

elepbone 1485 J. U. DICKKY. Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTBB STREET, g. F.

Onolce Licitiors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER 4 CO

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

U ooruer Kearny and Bush Hirrci..

ISAN FRANCISCO.

Preston's Fenceml
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire road". VeryvUtblA :>lur» to Slock Impossible,
MadeofSo. ISSPBINtJ ST. BX Wire V
Will not ,ni orbrenk. Nearly double the si --..„:

I

of any other. Requires no su*yB, Runs uhoui ]rt fee

to the pound tS~ I -id by lendins Breeders.

Ornamental. Durable. Cconomica:

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
or address SCKODER. JOHNSON & CO., Lot Angelei Cal.

BAWLM BKOB HARDWARE) OU.. Ban RranciHCO. Cal.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

Ito Balsam of Copaiba, • s
I Cubebs and Injections. (jr\!DY

}

] They cure in48 hours theV_y
I same diseases without any incon-

Ivenlenee. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

1 quickly put up. Ask your dealer l"or It

:

he does Dot k*ep it. write lor suoiplf and tUtue

oo»«

and nil . i i —-> r
i

.

Ilivor »nd bnw.-N i tut i^hulf inrw- inin.

#ll.-f Tftkconent iw-al time. BoWbjjDr"
, tlijra

• BIPAOTCWKMICAI

•
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DOftAHl'B BROAD-4JAU1K ROUTE.

COMMENCING SUNDA Y.NOV. 20, 1892, AND un-

til further notice, boatsand trains wilt leave from ami

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

ffiScaSSlSSSSBCO FOR POINT TIBUKON.
BELVEDERE AN I. SAX RAFAEL

Wwk Pays—7.40, 9.30, 11. -10 a-m.; 3.30,5.05,6.20 p.m.

Saturdays only— All e.Mre trip at 1 50 p.m.

ItaiEm-tM). 9.311. 11.00 a.m.: 1.30. 3.30, M0, UD p.m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week DMB-8JB, 7.55, 9.30 a. in.: 11*5, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sui.days-S.10. 9.40. 11.10 a-n..: 1.40, 3 40. 5 00 b.M^m.
FROM POINT T1BURON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs-«.S0, S.20, 9.55. a.m.; 1.40. 4.05, 5.S5 p.m.

Salurdavs only—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.

Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco.

1 An
Destination

|
ganpr

Ive
anclco.

Week
days

Week
DAYS

Sun-
days

1 SUN-
|

DAYS

7:40 a u
S:30pu
5:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00PM

„ . , 1 10:40 A M I 8:50 A M
Petalunia

| 8:05PM | j^am
San^Bott

J

7:30PU
|

6:1° PM

7:40 am
3:30 p,m

8*0 AM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, ,
10:30 a m

Litton Springs, 7:30 P M , 6:10 P u
Cloverdale
and way 1

stations i

7:40 am 8:00 am
Hopland

and ' 7:30 p m
t'klab. 1

6:10 p u

7:40 am I 8*0 am
3:30 p m

|

Guemeville, 1 7:30 p m
|
10:30 a m

1 6:10 P M

7:40 am I 6:00 am
5*5 P M j 5:00 P M

Sonoma and 1 10:40 a m 1 8:50 A si

Glen Ellen | 6:05 pm| 6:10 pm

7:40 a m
3:30 P M

8:00 A m
5:00 PM

Sebastopol. t 10:40 a
| 6:05 p

10:30 a M
6:10 P w

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs:

at Geyserville forjSteagg*a Springs; Stewart's Poini.

Qualala and Point Arena: at Cloverdale for the Geysers;

at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeport and Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs-

Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Wlllits, Canto, Mendocino City, Fori
Bragg. Westport, Usal. Hvdesvilleand Eureka.
EXCCTBSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma. $1.50; to Santa Rosa, 62.25; to Healdshure
|3.40; to Cloverdale, $4.50; to Hopland, ?o-70; to Ukiah
|6.75: to Sebastopol, 12.70; to Guemeville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, 11.50; to Glen Ellen 81-80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma.tl; toSanta Rosa.Sl.50; to Healdsburg, ?2.26:

to Cloverdale, fci; to Ukiah, f4.50; to Hopland, *3.80: to

Sebastopol. $1.80;. to Guernerville, $2.?n, to Sonoma, fl ; to

Olen Ellen, f1,20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. <t Tkt. Agl.
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 7

N"otv M'onuznmery ^trtwt.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers,

i. II ll\h 1 hum Mil II MU.lllil.n:
IT'S immi;\-i.:

YOU'LL in, 1H.I.1..II i in
Prom No. I 10 No. 6 HOcentaper copy
Prom No. 7 toeud 75 " "

nil hlll-< IIIIIK TO IT Hill I III- VKAH.
It I. |>'ililiHh,-l •. I iiioiiltily dnrliiK tin- nunik' IffillHlll

and i. imt p i ii prr year. Add

GOODWIN BROS.,
7 11 Broalwar. firm York • liv.

BERG EZ's

RESTAURANT
Fiio*t-< ItiAsa. Chabobb ReawnabzaF.

I'ltl\ \TK ROOM! FOIl ¥ Will II [§

332-334 Pine Street, belov Montgomery St
JOHN BRRUBK. Proprietor.

1/Vallace's Year Boor
•-1S92-*

. . . PUBLISHED BY THE . - -

/imerican Trotting Register Hss'ri

CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the library o'

h-ery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of tln-

£ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febrn
•try t;, iSg3.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 rf

The first volume wilt contain summaries of at!

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of

trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

The second volume will contain , . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List o* 2:30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:26 Pacers in

Harness.

3. Table ofi 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table ofi 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tico or more
Dams o* 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fasttot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages ol

valuable and authentic information in regard ^
the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and racing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be so d Separately,

trders will be filled as received, and as the firs

edition will be comparatively limited, thosJ

wishing to receive tht work without delai

should order at once - ftddrcsr

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 Bl>H KH.fc.BT. S. F

P. 0. Box 2300.

Rules and Regulations
—or ths—

NATIOKTja.3J

Trotting Association
AND TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

National Trotting Ass'n Bules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

For sole at tile Odlce of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street. S F. Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome,
hree hundred paee octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
irinted. superhiv illustrated, and explains in everr
letall the reraarkahle ancce^ if CHARLES MARVIN
ind the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
us to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
ing, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sihley. the owner ol St. Bel, says ol
this book: "Tn this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain thai
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
Jevelop to tbe highest and fullest extent that colt's
apaclty as a trotter. The work impressed me so
trongly that T have ordered twenty copies, and shall
>lace one In the hands of every mbber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BEEEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
?2S Ttnsh St.. San Francisco. Cal.

Gt-o to ** Mayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
' runce on OnUfornia St.

(iaveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And nil Patent buBlnees conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and ndvlco given to Inventors without

charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDOERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P.O. Box 403. Washington, D.C.

^Tltl" Company Is managed by a combination of

the LargClt llQd most Influential newspaper* in tlio

l BtatCfi for ti - oxprftlfl purpose of protect-
In^ tliclr miiiiti'rl»»T» m-iilDHt unscrupulous

atf. ami each paper

printing n ifortboreapontU

blUtJ ud high HtuQdlng of tliu rrcw Claims Company.

RTJIiES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI RACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 per month each, In advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed li stall Is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows: Single horse, §1.50 per month: two or

more, ?1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those rentiug stalls at |8 per ton,

and oats at §1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast-

S. PROCTOR, Lessee
Lodl, Cal., October 27, 1892.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-ADD A-

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept lin first-class order. Besides stalls,

=mall and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia^ All stock sent to me will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

VETERINARY.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & GO.

13S0 and 13S2 Market Street. 25 and 2?

Park Avenue, San Francisco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full fine of Elegant Coupes and Carriages sultabh

ror visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
mg horses.

Telephone No. 3159

i
Fashion Stables,

231 ELLIS STREET.

The best accommodations aflorded for the keeping o'

-toardlng Horses. Also a choice line of Livery Stock,

vitb Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'S

AGENTS.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Bams and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contract*
taken for laree orders for whitewashing at 1 and Zoentfi
per square yard

H'M. \VAINWRIGHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Samuel Valleau. Jas. K. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steaxxi Printers

AND DEALERS IN

I'uol-Sellerti' and Book-Makera' Supplied

401-403 iSansome Street, corner Sacramento
Ran FranMwi'.

Tne Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
-: HAN OPENED A :—

PUBLIC TRAlNINd'STABLE
AT THE OAKLAND RACE TRACK,

Where lu> will he pleased to receive trotters and pucera
to train ftlid develop,

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INPIBMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth aDd Fifth. Telephone No. 457

0. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,

1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Vetebinaky Infibmaby,
-\o. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco

Take Sutler or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

*S- OPEN DAV AND XIGHT. "SB
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

I>r-Wm. IF1
. E3sdia,

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sui

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society: Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco: Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66: 5??

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W. Skaife, D.V. S. A. R.Rowat, D. V.S.
OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOUBS

10 to 12 a. U. 1.30 to 3.30 p. M

HOSPITAL FOR UOG3.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkio and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAX FRAM'ISCO.

Dr. F. A NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary SureeOD.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York .

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Surgeon-

S20 HOWARD ST., NEAR FODRTH.
Graduate of the Amer'can Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of New York, -urgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Frpe advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence at

hospital. Telephone, 3306.

DRE.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
5 10 GOLDEN GATE AVE., NEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE In city. Turkish, Rub
slan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

!

ROUS INJECTION
A PERMANENT CURE I

in from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate
^Mjee; guaranteed not to produce Stricture;

io sickening doses; and no inconvenience
ir loss of time. Recommended by pbynic.
*ns and sold by all druggists. J. Ferre,
-ncceaeor to Brou), Pharmacien, Paris. >

Vo Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball & Footballlat*.
Horse-back riders. Boxers and Oarsmen;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, skat*
or swim a Ions distance, ISL

ANTI-STIFF

oc

CO

It Is a lmrvelous preparation for Strengthening, th*

Muncular System. With Ami Stiff there is no fnitB

required; H goe^ straight for the niUKek*. and you can

feel it at wort. Ith'ia a peculiarly wjinning, conilortmg
ind Btiiauiating effect on all we;ifc or stiO muscles and
sinewa. Quick in its fiction, clennty nndple.iHJintiDU.ee.
KubJtlnto ihe muscles every niu-bt for a tortniifht, nno

you will be pleased at its Biipportmsj and strengthening
properties. There is not. nor hns been, anything like it

fill now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocations and
Liniments, both in substance ami effect. Some Athlete"

axe bo fond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
5. FQUGERA & CO., AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. WXUAM ST.. M. T
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F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.
Entries Close Marcli Stla., 1893.

LEADING SPRING SALE.
LIMITED TO 400 HORSES AXD RESTRICTED TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AXD DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISING STALLIONS, BROOD MARBB, COLTS. FILLIES. TROTTERS, PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. A.VD FAST GREEN HORSES THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to Wh}KK™S!Tc2£*

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST A.VD MOST COMPLETE
Bl II. KING IN THE WORLD IV WHIl H
TO SHOW
HORSES.

SPEED AXD SELL BLOODED

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed
i>v. rniiw cr/wtr as WP ar ISTKesi uorse i.tjuilluksi'ju ucmcto iu *uc nwni! "•••& j >^"««j "vi«™ '""^-'i *- HOIS ID America. I Jur

Uome to headquarters witn your sl*^-'Vfr
i , and successful experience of 37 years In tbe business, together with the pronounced success of our nine former combination sales, should be a sufficient guarantee- to

trade reaches every >tate in the l n
,

•
, , _, of niacin" Hue stock on tbe market and know how to bring buyers and sellers together. Choice stabling for 2,000 horses and the finest accommodations Inthe world to show

breeders that we thoroughi> unaersi^uu ^^"^^[^^^,3 f^m tne leading stock tarms In California, Kentucky and the Northern states are now pledged to our greatSprlng sale, send for entry blanks and full partic-i.

F. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.

STANDARD AND HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS

AT AUCTION.
ON

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15 1893,
AT

SALES YARDS, CORNER MARKET STREET AND VAN HESS AVENUE,

Killin t To will sell to the highest bidder about 60 head of standard and highly-bred

This offerine is a choice consignment from the stables of D. J MURPHY, J^>y., ot ban Jose,

Capl BEN E HARRIS, of San Francisco, and T. C. SNIDER, of Sacremento.

Fine Brood Mares, Promising Colts and Fillies, Stylish, Speedy

and Reliable Roadsters.

Catalogues and information by mail Remember, sale takes place

Wednesday, March loth.

tttt.t.tp & CO.,
------- Livestock Auctioneers

22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.-COUXT ANTEEO 14.692lis a

handsome dark bay in color, witb a star in the forehead

and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1888. ana

is a remarkably good horee in every respect, and while

he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-

ers In 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a

tow record this year.

PBDIGREK-Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868

,

record 2:1BS< (sire ofJames JIadisoo, 2:1, <,. Myrtle !;'

>

5!l9«, Alfred G.,2:195<,Redwood, 2:21!i,Maudee,2:24',,

Ethel Mac. 2:29'^, Sunset, 2:29-,, Anteeo Jr 2:28';, An-

teeo Richmond. 2:21 :,. Electeeo, 2:294. Eollne, 2:20,

Maud M.. 2:20' ; and two others in thelist). Anteeo was

ired by Electioneer. 125 (slreofSunol, 2:09',, Palo Alto,

2:MV. Arlon (2) 2:10«, Advertiser (3, 2 :16 and 128 others

First dam, Countess fdam of Dawn,2:18y,Strathway,

2:19, Morna. f trial t 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of

Duchess. 2:1*^. Countess was sired by Hambletonian,

725lslreof Oraves.2:19. Olivette, 2:24. Empress, 2:24,

I^Dgfellow,224'<.and 10 others In the l!st,;second dam
Fly.a very fast mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, ffBSS.&
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but

no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further

partial lars apply to or address

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 18S4;

bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal„ is 1G hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallis, 2:23 (sire

of sU in 2:30 list), he bv Electioneer: first dam Cora

(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22' , and Elected, trial 2:2G) by
Don Victor, son ot Belmont: second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 224J£, and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30

list) by Abdalla star: third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner

B0W-.29 1-, a»d Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in

2:30 list.i bv Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills

(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star Don Marvin will make the

season of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at $50 the season, with usual

return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse

in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED BV XUTWOOD. 2:1* 3-4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut. 15 y hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-

formation, and tbe nearest living likeness to his cele-

brated sire, Nutwood.of aiivstaiiion in California. First-

dam Kitty Parkhurst, bv Goldfinder, he by Imp. Bel-

shazzar: second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity In

the stud has been of the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts; several of

his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be

candidates for the 230 list this season. He is a square,

level-waited trotter, and with only five weeks track work
ayearago, trotteda iruilin 2:23: lasthalf In 1:13. After

his stud "season he will be placed in training for the pur-

pose of campaigning through the "(all circuit and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make the sea-

son of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at £40 the season, with usual

retorn privilege. Good pasturage furnished at *3 per

month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For fur-

ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

CHAS. I. LOU ELL.
Lodi, Cal.

YOU CAN SELL TOUR HORSE
rind get a uood price if you can And a customer that wants to buy
You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising In the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms
made on advertisments under this beading. Write for particulars.

For Sale. FOR SALE.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Ringwood is a dark bay; black points; 15?4 bands,
and resembles Sidney in formation more than any oi

his sons. He Is a puxe-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19! [ as a four-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

engagements, and never has been put in race since.

Ringwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several oi

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and ol fine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer ofspeed. *

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

show quarters In 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sonnd.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars,

W. W. SMITH,
ilOLCSA, HAL.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERINO. First Prize Seville 1885; he

hy lilERILLERO, from the Royal Stud of

Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 1 Flrat Prizes

In Parln. France. Madrid and Seville, Spolo,

Out of VMANTADA. No. 379,

ACPI0NI8TA stands 15 hands, 2 In.: is a rich bay
with black points, Ave Years old, with the docility dis-

tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, ami ex-

tmordlnary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship-

ment of mares, etc, apply to

C. A. BALDWIN,
Cupertino, Mountain View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal

THE TROTTING STiLLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer my

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am

offering for sale are the best bred and finest

Individuals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

bnving the entire stud will be given a very

ow price. Time will be given at 6 per cent,

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

THE TROTTING STALLIO.\

BLUE BULL,
(Known as CHISHULM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired by Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80 in theltstj'dam
Maggie Rice, by Ciage'- Logan 127 (sire of Skinkle Ham-
bletonian, 2:2.3 '.,, and 3'sire* of 12 ;iud 5 dams of 6 in the
list); grandam. Fauny Stratford, a mare s. t b. thor-
oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hambletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; grandam, Sally
Miller by Post Boy, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1S79, the property of R. B.
Chisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He Is one of the
finest-looking, purest-gaited and most Intelligent horses
in this State. His colts are all remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

A BROWN GELDING
sis years old, sired by the above stallion out oi a mare
by Gen. Reno 47&4. He is sound asa dollar, a pure trot-
ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address K.

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

Nutwood Mare,
FLORENCE R., 2:26=1-4.

A beautiful mare, large and a good breeder. For

prices and particulars.iaddress

B. P. SHAWHAN,
PAVETTK. IDAHO.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.
STANDARD STALLIONAT THK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40. EHED DRAlYXJ 48fj4,
with usual return privilege.

Long Branch Is a handsome bay bor*e, fnaled UBttt

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and particular* apply to

or address

R. HUMPHREY.
N07 Market St.. Oakland, Cal.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races It Is of prime

Importance that you acctbatki.y time your horses In

thelrKXF.BcisE. I make a specialty of horse-timers.

Hare them In nil atria
In either sold or t»llver.

Come and see them, or

Write mi' and I will tell

You all aboat them.

A. HIRSCHMAN,
113 Sutter St.. 8. F.

X. B—COIIPLICATKD WATCHW UKIM.IKFT..

(Race Record, 2:261).

By Joe Gavin 56-1 (sire of bIx in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 In the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(sire of 1G In the list.) Fred Drake 4&-H,2:26W,l8asplen

did Individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent deposition. His record Is

no mark of his speed as be can trot in :20 or better with

training next season. Reason for selling Is that owner

Is engaged In other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. B. WARNER,
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.

BLACK TEAM MARES.
Sixteen hands; used to city; b&ndBome, bat and My-

lisii. Winners u best carriage team (Oakiand)and bf*i

roadster U-am [tionJOBS] fairs last foil. Address

FIIWK H. BIRKE.
«2C Market Street, SAn Francisco, Cal

Two Anteeo Stallions

One has trotted a mile hi 2:36 uud the other in 2:2v_

Good individuals. They will stand personal Inspection

.

which I invite. Address

SAMUEL NORRIS,
ROSE DAI.K FARM - - ganla Rosa. Cal.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:11 in race; sound and In fine condition :

till lower lit* record Rve seconds this year.

M.S. I

Some BRXW ukii- and SISTERS to Swift, by B»>
L-ood,dam American Girt

I S. SMITH.
No. 110 Empire Street, Ban Jo«e, Cal.

For Sale-Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Marea 1

Grand Individuals!

COLTS ANLI FILLIES, i I !a RUHOB, TWO AA'I'
I iikki. ', SAB-OEDa

PpdtRTWB ftml Aill purllctiliun can be obtalne.1 at tl. I

office of tbp BREEDER A SPORTSiLAN,
*i,l Runh street Sao Frmndaco.

WANTED.
BJtoatlon as ttalnar on -iix-k Bum bj

driver V. Rodriguez, who drove th«: !

Into tbe 2£U H-t: Jim I... 2:2.i; Kcno, 2"2SU ; Alpheu..
2:2.'.; Hand H.,347; Han «

< . llllllltll.l I /

Care of Br^-Ut'r and Sportsman

p. o. Box 2..TO0. san Fran
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
.AUD

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
AMD WITH AiL LVTEST IMPROVEMENTS AEE TO BE HAI> ONLY OF

J. A. McKERRON,
203-205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal.

TOOMETS NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOStTeRFECT.
ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SUI.KV HAVE BEEN THE
MEANS OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 IX THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other o^e sulky made. If you want the

best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one ot our newest style, which you will find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we arejhe largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies,

should be done.

Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S. A.
Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Put up in one style only.

Price, $3.00.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
14-9 Pearl St..

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Ackuowietifc'ed by li-;nliufr liorselUtll of the wurld

to be #%* m* preparation in r he world that

the lilMUT wiirreinovvaBoiiuSpaviii-iflvr

it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

" T have thorouglilv tested Ossidink for the

removal of Splint*, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have

successfully treated with it m Ormonde. It never
failed me."
N.B.—Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MacDonougli, and the

winner of many big stakes.

SriTifoin, Common, Orme, and other well-

,
known English race-horses have recently been

j
treated successfully with Ossidink. We also havi-

I
authority to refer to Mr. Jerome I. Case, Messrs.

S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhard, and hun-

i dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

iog testimonials.

Sold by C. N. rriltenton, A. K. Van Nest & Co., and
! C. M. Moscman & Bro., New York Citv; Keeker & Wick-
! ser, Buffalo. N.Y.; George l)e B. Keim & Co., Philadel-

I phia. Pa.; Morrison, Plummer & Co.. and Peter Van
i Schaack&Sons.Ciiicaco. 111.; John I>. Park & Sons, Cin-
cinnati, O.: F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, 0.; Floyd &
Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Meyer Bros.

Drug Co., St. houis. Jlo. ; J. It. Cook & Co., Kansas City,

Mo.; Mack it Co.. San Francisco, Cal.; Rnbinson-Pettett

Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For ga>e hv Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEX, Newark, X. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent for the t". S.

Write for a special list.

Twisted Strip Fencing

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.
Pat pending.

G

Also Waukegap Barbed 'Wire and Genuine Glidden Barbed 'Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO,

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS! ATTENTION!!
Parties wishing to buy =

ITS OBJECT

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers. Check Fighters, Tongue LoUers. Write

for testimonials from the best horsemen lu America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of- S3 00

Address ROBKRT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, 111.

O^- Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULT'S

purnitu:
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
ThU Ioilv l» one of the Urgent Furniture Manufacturers on the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

bert tmortineDt of Parlor Hcut, Ih-lrnoin Seta, Dining Sets, Fancy Chairs and Rockers, Etc, All their furniture

( of ih«- vrry latMit Htylm and iH^lgnn. They also carry a large stock of Office Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Etc

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,

750 MISSION STREET.

Briwrrn Third mid Fourth Nirrrt-

J.Q'KANL

SAN FIlA.M-ISrO.

Horse Boots,

Track Harness,

Caustic
Balsam

r»3SrEJTJlVi:A.TIO TIHE! STJLK.IE8.
757 MARKET STREET, RAN FRANCISCO.

A Safe Speed? and Positive Core

The S.fe.t, Beit BLISTER erer used. Tates
the place of all lluimenls tor mild or severe action.

Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horie.
t?nd Onttle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC- lmposs\blc to produce scar or blemish.

Kverv bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

pSce SI.SO per bottle. Sold by drurelsts. or

sent by"Vpress. ehanre. paid, with full direction,

tor its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUTHI
Addrrss a letter or foetal card to

TTIK IMtESS CLAIMS COTIPANT,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,

P.O.B0I463. WASIIINGTON.D.C.

PFVSIONS PROCTRED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line of
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A TRIP ACROSS THE SIERRAS.

NEVADA FOR HORSE BREEDING.

The First Part of the Experiment Successful.-

A Favorable Result Probable.

The twenty-third of February is still early jin the year in

all sections of the country. In that part of the Great West

where I saw two feet of snow less tham a month ago, and from

which the wires brought about daily intelligence that the

Blizzard King still reigned, that date is still an undisputable

part of the winter, with the upper Mississippi hard bound in

its icy covering, and the soil frozen to a depth that a month's

sunshine will scarcely relieve. There could scarcely be a

finer afternoon than greeted those who were waiting the de-

parture of the Overland Flyer at the Oakland pier. Brilliant

sunshine and the slight breeze from the west was scarcely

sufficient to break the bay into dimples,and in place of laugh-

ing in the sun a smile was all that the salubrious zephyr could

excite. Truly tranquil the scene in that February afternoon,

and as the train wended its way along the shore of the placid

inland sea, the green of the water on the far-ofi side harmon-
ized with the emerald-hued hillsides beyond. Even the turbid

tiood flowing from the bank-full Sacramento which the in-

coming lide forced towards the Contra Costa boundary made
a pleasing contrast to the verdant slopes—bespangled with

yellow flowers which served as a frame work to the acquatic

picture, and then ere the sun sank behind the crest of Tamal-
pais it appeared to rest for a moment on the summit, a vision

, of splendor, which did not require the enthusiasm of a Fire

Worshipper to awaken fervor if not adoration.

There is far more dreary music when the snow-laden winds
soughs through the tree tops and whistles around the corner

of dwt llings and barns on a February night, on the other side,

than the full choir of frogs which rehearsed a merry round-

elay on the Suisun marshes as the train sped along. Again
came the refrain after leaving Davisville, and it had a sharper,

brisker tone when the carwheels were silent in the depot at

Sacramento. A strange sort of a cadence, when associated

with the sheen of electric lights, this ranunculi chorus, and
though somewhat monotonous, told of springtime and the ap-

proach of summer. Pleasanter than the glittering lights, now
left far behind, was the moonshine on the whitesnow as the

train neared the summit, and the berth curtain was raised to

the top of the window in order to get a view of the moonlit
scene. The prime agent in determining upon the journey was
a letter received only a few hours before the start containing
an invitation to visit "Rancho del Sierras," one sentence of

which read :
'* Now, my friend, I want you to come over and

see my mares and colts and give me your judgment of them
and my chance of raising a first-class colt in this climate."

A not very satisfactory outlook for a favorable reply that

spread of snow and the pine trees and hardy shrubbery along
the mountain sides. Not a great deal more hopes the next
morning with the Truckee river rushing along among ice-

coated boulders, and the branches of willowy and alders

pendant from being overburdened with a like frosted cov-

ering.

There was brightness at Reno, a wpalth of sunshine and a
placid air if it was somewhat eager and nipping withal,

but not so chilly as might be expected from its four thousand

feet of an elevation above the ground where the alfillerilla

and wild oats were covering the soil with a thick carpet, and
the yellow poppies and the blue and red of other flowers lend-

ing a harmonious contrast to the rich green of the grasses.

Five hundred feet higher, and though the hour was still early,

not vet 9 o'clock in the morning, the temperature was a good
deal milder, and had it been otherwise than that the >n<>«- was
well down to the basse of the mountains it would have sug-

gested a more southern latitude and a lower altitude. I had
never seen this country at a favorable season of the year. My
first visit was late in the fall, and the morning after arriving

Eit Mr. Winters' place there were a few inches of snow, which
had fallen during the night previous, and which still hung on the
fruit trees. The second trip was the middle of January of last

year, and at that time there was little contract between the
valley, as regards vegetation, and the shores of the bay. There
were meadow larks and robins, and the lower snow line on the

mountains was quite a piece up the side. I took an early

morning stroll then far up the mountain sides, the crusted

snow crackling under the footsteps, and though respiration

came quicker than when at home, and a little more jerk to

the expirations, it was an enjoyable climb. Exercise pleasant

at a slow pace and when seated on the top of a big rock and
looking eastward a scene which well repaid the labor, had
there been tenfold more toil. A circle of high mountains
magnificent in their dazzling whiteness, brilliant and awe-in-
spiring. The valley appeared to be so thoroughly sheltered by
that cordon of massive mountains as to be thoroughly guarded
from violent storms, and had we not been informed in regard
to the "Washoe Zephyrs" it would seem that the tranquil

lake on the far-ofi side of the valley was always undisturbed.
On that bright January morning I pondered over the "chances
of raising a first-class colt " in the midst of such an envir-

onment, and with my strong proclivities in favor of California,

with its uniformity of temperature, climatic advantages far su-

perior to any other country with which I was personally ac-

quainted, aDd hesitated as to the degree of failure that should
be pronounced. It could scarcely be possible that the chances
were nearly equal, and while it might be very likely that when
fully matured that equally as good racehorses might be reared,

there was little probability of obtaining stake colts which
would successfully cope wiih those reared on the Occidental
plateau beyond the Sierras. I could imagine the wonderful
transformation in that valley from January to May and the
advantages from that date until October in the shape of green
pasturage, and that, with no lack of artificial

aids to counteract adverse weather, there should be good
results, and yet as I looked at the brown valley, from the east-

ern border of which saee brush extended to the snow line, it

hardly seemed probable that there would be such youngsters
as I had seen on the banks of the Sacramento when the stock

was quartered on'Eancho del Rio. Still, if not offering the ad-

vantages which California presented, it was not inferior to

other countries where great stake colts had been bred and
nurtured, and when cogitating on that bright midwinter morn-
ing on my seat fully five thousand feet above sea level, com-
fortable as need be with the same clothing which would have
been worn in Oakland, neither overcoat or gloves, and long

enough to smoke a newly-lit cigar to the end without a sensa-

tion of chilliness, the conclusion was n)t easily reached. Mr.
Winters claimed that alfalfa hay, properly cured, would
replace the early grass as milk-producing food, and the foals, a

few of which had then come, would have plenty of lacteal nour-

ishment, the best of all for the early stages of growth. There
was one result to guide my thoughts towards a favorable con-

clusion, that being the mares and foals which had been brought
from the Sacramento farm the preceding October were all in

robust health and good condition with one exception. That was
Marion, and she was low in flesh owing to Mr. Winters' orders

to wean her colt at the usual age not having been obeyed, so that

she suckled him within three months of her next foaling time

(and by the way I shall refer to that episode again, as it has a

bearing on a point that has elicited a deal of discussion). Lit-

tle necessity for recording more fully the pros and cons of the

mental argument which, seated on that giant rock, cogitating

on the future of horse-breeding in Nevada, broken by admi-
ration of the grand scenery whenever the eye was turned from
the future to the present, the mental faculties which were
seeking an elucidation of a problem which would not be

solved until in the hereafter, given another direction by the

sublimity of Nature's handiwork. And yet one more subject

for reflection may be recorded which was forcibly presented

during that half-hour of mountain life. The effect of alti-

tude, connected with rugged surfaces, on physical and mental

development. The two must be connected in race horses as

well as in the human family, although it maybe better in con-

nection with the equine race to couple physical and nervous

forces. The best example, as it is an illustration from this

part of the world, is a comparison of the l>i<^<-r Indians of

the coast valleys and the mountain tribes, the former inferior

in every respect. Physically, far inferior; mentallv, espe-

cially in that part of the mental make-up called courage, still

farther away. From reliable information there is little ques-

tion that Apache Indians are unexcelled for activity and en-

durance by any people, and those who, fromacasnal inspection

! appear to be deficient in form, when the standard selected is

that which we are accustomed to apply, are capable

forming astonishing feats. Framework, muscle and nerve

must be in grea* perfection to give this power, or it may be

that in those specimens when frame and muscle arc not in

accordance with our ideas that the quality of the muscle and
indomitable nerve overcome the mechanical deficiencies.

The history of all races will show that if there are advantages
in different parts of the same zoue to promote perfection of
physical development, the mountainous and hilly regions
have a full share of them, and therefore in respect to that

feature of Nevada, if not a benefit, it cannot be called a draw-
back.

Something more than a year had elapsed since my former
visit, and a part of the theory would at least be demonstrated.
The new big barn, which was described in the account of mv
previous trip, was the first point to visit, and in the paddock
between that and the road were a number of mares which
were due to foal in a short time. Apart from the breeding
the mares on Rancho del Sierra are fine specimens of the
thoroughbred race. Mr. Winters has given special attention

to form and size, and, incidentally, to these important qualifi-

cations, endeavored to secure good mothers—that is, mares
which are large milkers. When such a collection are healthy
and in "good condition" there is gratifying display, and
everyone of the mares in that large paddock were at their

very best in regard to these points. That much I expected,
as with the facilities for taking care of them—warm, roomy
boxes for quarters whenever the weather is the least unfavor-
able, and a commissary supplied with everything necessary
for well-doing—matured animals should do well in nearly any
climate at all adapted for horse life. Remarkably well all of

them ; Mattie Glenn, eighteen years, nearly as juvenile in

appearance as the youngest in the band. Through the barn
into the paddocks on the eastern side, and the young foals

were gamboling and cavorting in the sunshine, just as full of
glee and as happy as ever their near kin were on the banks of
the Sacramento. Large, fine looking foals, corroborative
testimony of that presented last year that January and Feb-
ruary foals were not out of place in Washoe Valley, and here-
after it will be shown that the promise ot early youth was
fully carried out by another year's history.

As we went through the gateway between two paddocks
there was a bay mare stood quartering towards me, and Mr.
Winters remarked :

" You should know that one." " I ought
to," was the answer, but did not until the second look, and
must confess some shame at my dullness when the discovery
was made that it was one that I had known from the time she
was a few minutes old, and it may not be out of place in this

connection to recount how she put an end to "a trade" I

intended to consummate. A Mr. Lewis of Kentucky wanted
to exchange some stock for Malcolm. The mail of the
evening of May 13, 1871, brought a letter from Mr. Lewis,
oflering two thoroughbred mares hy Young Melbourne and an
Endorser gelding, which he wrote could run half a mile in 48
seconds, for Malcolm. I thought well of the offer, when a

boy came from the stable bringing theintelligence that Maggie
Mitchell had foaled. Referring to the journal of 1871, I find

the following entry :
" Five o'clock p. m.—Maggie Mitchell

had filly foal by Malcolm ; bay, star in forehead, no other
white, large and very fine. " A "dead image " of hergrandam,

; Charmer, was my first impression, and as I held Charmer to

be one of the greatest, if not the best, of the (ilencoes, the
similitude was one of value, and then as I liked the filly bet-

ter than either of the two sons of Bonnie Scotland which
Maggie had "thrown," the trade could not be entertained.

Rather mortifying that failure to recognize at a glance the

mare which I take so much pride in, and then, too, when I

recall a man, not an expert by any means in horse affairs,

who recognized in the photograph of a mare twenty-four
years old one he had it"t Been for fourteen years, i

ularly stupid. Hut when I saw Marion thirteen months lie-

fore, then almost due to foal, and thinner than I had ever
known her, and here was a mare that did not show to lie much
more, if any, than half the yen rs which have elaps.

that memorable May evening in 1871—strong, heary, with
plenty of tlcsli and as full of gambolfl BS a colt.

But if I did not recognize the old mare at first sight I had
no difficulty in Selecting her yearling colt, which I never had
seen until February 24tb. And still I will not brag on that

evidence of perspicuity, as had he been absent I

dock another would surely have hcen chosen with losl as

much confidence. There were eighteen yearlings in the two
paddocks, live of the oldest being separated from the others

as being rather too strong for those f'<aled at s later date.

The yearlings were the main point of attraction

dent of the anxiety to see them from a general point ol

there was the Question of adaptability of Kevadi
climate for the breeding of race horses ; for the real >

high clas/s of raring youngsters. I
1

to the inbabitanl section of country; the

country from the eastern slope of the Rockies to the
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side of tbe Sierras ; from Arizona to British Columbia, or at

least that portion of it which can be called the mountain dis-

irict. Many others beside Mr. Winters are interested. Marcus

Dalj, in B'itter Koot Valley, Montana, is breeding on a very

large scale. A large number in the vicinity of Denver are

Striving to rear the best and the fastest of harness horses, and

in connection with them the thoroughbred is being domiciled

on a number of mountain breeding farms. One could not ask

for a better test than that afforded by Mr. Wiuters. " It goes

without saying" that all the attention would be given which

skill, experience and liberality could afford, and the only

thing to stand in the way of success would be what nature pre-

sented, or what can le classed as misfortunes which a fair

share of human intelligence could not guard against. Here
were colts begotten in California and foaled in January and

February in Nevada. There are others begotten in Nevada
and foaled as early as from January 6th through the rest of

that month and February fully up to the standard of former

vears. Among the yearling are some which came as late as

the last part of April and in May, so that there is good data

for comparison.

To commence with Rev del Sierra, foaled January 2'2, 1S92.

Chestnut colt, white mark in lace, near hind leg white to hock,

other three feet touched with white. By Joe Hooker, his dam
Marion, by Malcolm. That much Stud Book phrasing is

easily accomplished, but when I undertake a detailed descrip-

tion "of the " Mountain King" there are obstacles in the way
which are somewhat annoying. After the long list of colts

and fillies which Marion is credited with, and the high ex-

cellence displayed, especially those of late years, which have

been extolled in all the chances which panegyric could ring,

with Emperor of Norfolk, The Czar, El Rio Rey, YoTam-
bien and Yo El Rey, so prominently on the stage, to write

that there is another to add to the group that will not suffer

by comparison with the best, that in my honest opinion he is

well, let me illustrate by an anecdote which I heard many
years ago.

There was a large dinner party at the home of Uncle Ned
Blackburn, near Spring Station, Kentucky. Many of the

notables of the time were present, among which Henry Clay.

rjncle Ned had secured a short time before the meeting of the

party the great racehorse Boston. None could more skilfully

portray the best points of a horse, none present a more graph-

ic description of one he fancied than the host. But lie had
been silent so far in regard to his latest acquisition and Mr.
Clay, bantering him in relation to his silence, accused him of

having exhausted his vocabulary and run out of adjectives

which could express his opinion without going over the old

ground. Mr. Clay instanced some of Uncle Ned's favorite

horses, Superior, Whip, American Eclipse, Grey Medoc, et

ah, repeating a few of ijie encomiums bestowed. "And now
what have you to offer in regard to Boston?" was the query
of the great orator. "Fill up your glasses, gentlemen, and
I will give you a toast which must be drank standing" was
the ready reply. "Boston among horses what Harry Clay is

among men, the king of them all."

It is a good deal to claim that so far as size and
form are concerned the youngest of the family is an
improvement on his predecessors, but surely fills my eye
as ^being a shade the best of those I have seen at the
same age. In fact it is difficult to select a place where he is

deficient. "How will his ears suit you?" was the remark of

Jimmy Welsh. The old man had growled for the year past

at my criticism of the auricular appendages of EI Rio Rey,
which I had called too short, and there was a satisfied glint

of the eye that told he had the fullest confidence that his pet

could not be faulted in even the slightest particular. Fifteen

hands at thirteen months is surely height enough,
still longer from point of shoulder to point of buttock

than he is high, tremendously muscular all over,

with such immense arms and gaskins that I am
constrained to forego giving measurements which would
surely seem exaggerated. Top of shoulder blade nearly as

high as withers, back, loin and quarters so strong that it

would be no foolish estimate that he could carry 150 pounds
now without suffering inconvenience. I would not like to say
that Rey del Sierra will mature into a better-shaped horse
than El Rio Rey, and I consider the hignest praise that can
be awarded him is '.hat he is very much like his half-brother,

and his ears are surely an improvement.
When I saw his dam a few days before he was foaled, and

learned the cause of her thinness, that being suckling the big
bay colt so long, I was apprehensive that it would affect the
coming foal. But inasmuch as she missed, for the first time
in her history, that gave the foal the whole advantage of the
maternal supply, and in all probability that barrenness wa4-

not an unmitigated evil. From all appearances she is safely in

foal again, and the embryo will have the benefit of being the
sole requirement to nourish. Eighteen yearlings, not a runt
amongst them. In place of that there is a good deal of trou-

ble in making decided selections, for though the earlier colts,

those foaled in January and February, are, of course, bigger
and stronger than the later foals, smaller yearlings which I saw
last year than any of the present eighteen are now slashing

big two-vear-olds. There is a Joe Hooker from Bonita that
is very Dearly as large as Rey del Sierra, and as he was foaled

ii the lameday it is a fair test of the surroundings being
equally favorable, and not dependant on any one animal to

\ Joe Hooker from May B. can scarcely fail to

race, and one out <if Polly Mac has the cut of a racehorse.
A lilly by Booker from Loa spencer is a big slashing filly,

and a big I ['inker <"li t'rom ( )^/illa is built mi racing lines all

through, bat as the Hunker* have gained a good place in
raring records, and growing better as the years pass bv, I

was more interested to see the El Rio Keys, anil as their
racing powers are ve\ t" be tested, ami even then can-
not be shown until late in the reason, when
they are nsk.'d to show the regulation three-eighths

• 1 breeding is the only guide. Form principally, as it

usually requi to di i >ver the "happy nicks'' and
judging from thai "f the six yearlings I Baw there are more

for them to !» worthy of their illui l rious

u ii >i.' I [attie I [umphrey by Joe Booker,
and her dam Mauie Glenn, can scarcely fall to be (one that
will do hi any omp m I [e i haped a good deal like Rey
Del Sierra, ami while it would seem Like rank heresy to lose
faith in the invincibility of the king, it is t i<> dinparag ml
of tin.- uarii^.m t<. prophesy thai his nephew will In- "thar or

when ilu' trial comes, A roan filly by Kl Rio
bil ''ii- 1

i aee i ly to her knees is

<>f a coi " which yives primus. >.i' phenomenal
le to keen up the clip, which her breeding will

warrant her accomplishing, she will ao. A bay lilly by El Rio
has suffered some from a severe attack of

i

-. hich gave her a setback, hut now, entirely recov
red. I shall build great expectations on the Inline oftbifl hand-

some miss, and so I could go through with the whole string,

with so little chance for faultfinding that the description would

read like pages cut from a sale catalogue in which the com-

piler endeavored to show oft his goods to the best advantage.

Yearlings and sucklings a testimonial to the adaptability of

Nevada for breeding and rearing colts of that age, and in the

next paper I will present further evidence, which was gathered

from other sources, and what was shown at the Reno track.

Jos. Caijkn Simpson.

THE ENGLISH RACE HORSE.

Marsk© and the Peerless Horse Eclipse.

[Written expressly for the Breeder and Sportsman. 1

[Continued.]

Marske, by Squirt, he by Bartlett's Childers, out of the Ruby

mare. She was from a daughter of Bay Bolton and Hutton's

Blacklegs—Fox Cub—Coneyskins—Hutton's Grey Barb—

a

daughter of the Byerly Turk, from a Bustler mare. This is

one of the oldest of pedigrees, and dates back to the reign of

Charles I. Like the Godolphin Arabian, Marske had an

eventful career. He was bred by John Hutton, of Marske,

Yorkshire, was foaled in 1750, and named after his birth-

place. In Mr. Hutton's stud book appears the following

entry: " In the year 1750 his Royal Highness, the Duke of

Cumberland, gave me, John Hutton, a chestnut Arabian in

exchange for a brown colt got by Squirt, bred from the Ruby
mare, and "which his Royal Highness afterwards called

Marske."
Marske was a good race horse, but he was an uncertain horse,

and could never be safely played to win for big money. He
was not much thought of in the Duke's stud, and was sold at

his sale for a small sum to a farmer, and covered twenty mares
at half a guinea each. When Mr. Wildman, who had bought
Marske's son, Eclipse, found his information respecting that

grand horse correct, he bought Marske for twenty guineas.

What a buy this was can be judged from the fact that besides

siring the great Eclipse he was also the sire of Shark, Preten-
der, Honest Kitt, Masquerade, Leviathan, Salopian and
Pontac.
Shark won £16,057 guineas in matches, sweepstakes and

plates, beating the best horses of his day at any distance. His
sire, Squirt, had also an up-and-down career. After running
and winning many races he was used as a stud horse by Sir

Henry Harpier. He was not thought much of, and Sir Harry
ordered him to be shot and fed to his hounds. As the hunts-

man was leading him out to the kennels he was begged off by
the stud-groom, and this poor, despised, death-doomed animal
afterwards sired Marske, the sire of a lot of horses whose win-
nings amounted to over £75,000. Marske died in July, 1779,

at the age of twenty-nine.

Next in|order comes the great Eclipse, Marske's most famous
sou, out of Spiletta, by Regulus, a son of the Godolphin Ara-
bian, out of Mother Western. Mother Western was by Snake,
a full brother to Williams' Squirrel, her dam by old Monta-
gue, grandam by Hautboy, out of a daughter of Brimmer,
her pedigree not preserved.

When a yearling Eclipse was bought by a Mr. Wildman, a
sportingly inclined sheep salesman of Smithfield Market. He
was bought at the sale which took place after the death of

the Duke of Cumberland, and the price paid was seventy-five

guineas. Wildtnan had a friend in the old Duke's stable who
gave him a tip as to the qualities of Eclipse's form. Wildman
made the journey to the sale grounds in haste and did not ar-

rive until after the colt he had come to buy had been sold for

seventy guineas. He instantly looked at his watch, a time-

piece he could depend upon, and found that the sale had com-
menced before the time advertised. He therefore firmly in-

sisted that there had been no lawful sale and that the lots

knocked down should be put up to auction again. The auc-

tioneer, who knew Wildman's resolute character, offered him
the choice of any lot he should choose. Eclipse was put up
again, and Wildman got him for seventy-five guineas, or about
$393.

Just before Eclipse ran for the King's plate at Winchester
in 1769 Colonel O'Kelly bought a half share in him for six

hundred and fifty guineas, and after the race bought the other
share for eleven hundred guineas. Like most of the old-time

horses, Eclipse did not run until he was five years old, when
he was entered at Epsom for the Maiden Plate of fifty pounds.
The touts had however "got onto" him, and han seen his

tricks, so no better than 1 to 4 could be had about him.
O'Kelly well knew the qualities of bis maiden colt, for he

plunged on him, even at these prohibitive adds. In running
the second winning heat the whole five horses were close

together at the three-mile post, when some of the jockeys be-

gan to whip. Eclipse who was going easy under a pull, was
frightened by the sound, ran away with his jockey and dis-

tanced the field.

In running over the York track in the following year for

the Subscription purse against Tortoise and Bellario, two first-

class horses, Eclipse took the lead, and at two miles had his

horses not only beaten, but distanced, and at the end of the
four miles they were hardly within hailing distance of him.
He started with odds of 20 to 1 on him.
O'Kelly once made a bet that he would place the horses in a

certain heat race in which Eclipse was engaged, and backed
his opinion at 6 to 4 in hundreds.
When asked to name the three placed horses he declared:

Eclipse first, the rest nowhere. He won, for Eclipse dis-

tanced the field of six, and O'Kelly landed his bets.

In 1779 the then Duke of Bedford asked O'lvelly to put a
price on Eclipse. " By the mass, my lord, and it is not all

Bedford Level that would purchase him." To properly un-
derstand the high value O'Kelly put upon his horse, it would
be as well to explain that Bedford Level was situated in the
heart of London, and, even in these davs, was worth an im-
mense sum, hut no doubt O'Kelly was feeling particularly

jubilant that day and would not, have parted with the horse
for i he whole of the city of London.

Eclipse was a peculiar horse in many ways. He had a

most determined temper of his own, and would have doubly
broken many of the Stables of the present day, for he could
DO I In- pulled. He was always allowed to run according to his
own " sweet will," yet he never swerved, and, when he had
passed the winning post, pulled up of his own accord. Still

O'Kelly was afraid that he might at sometime breakaway,
and when the horse ran at York, live miles, with 168 lbs. up,
;i number of men were placed at the winning posl tostop him
in case his jockey should lose control. Fancy a horse of the
present day with that impost trying to run away after going
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those days was Mr
- Shaftoe's horse, Gold-finder, by Snap, a fast and long-reached brown. He was neverbeaten and was to have met Eclipse for the King's plates butbroke down in his training.
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Although a strong, he was at the same time a thick-winded
horse a„d m a sweat or under fast work could be heard toblow from a considerable distance.

Eclipse lirst covered mares at fifty guineas, afterwards attwenty being stinted to fifty mares exclusive of those of his
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ng hlS get a "e ranked n0 few« 'han 334 winnersin 1/hb his feet gave waj, and he was removed from Epsom

to Cannons, and died at the latter place in 1789, aged twentv-
five years. His heart weighed thirteen pounds and his skullwas extremely large. It was shown to Dr. Spurzheim, one ofhe founders of tne science of phrenology, who thus diagnosed
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" The leadi"S character-
istics of Eclipse," he said, " were a remarkably large brain
not only m proportion to the animal but to horses in general
indicating great and high courage, unusual capacity, but de-
ficient in meekness, or rather possessed of a vicious temper "
He also remarked that the horse must have been difficult tobreak—which was the case.
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"nc",ain 'y a°°<" Eclipse's pedigree, arisingfrom the fact of her dam having been barren the previou!
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6 next c°ve,ed by both Shakespeare and
Alaiske, but he came to Marske's time, not Shakespeare's. Astrong resemblance, it is said, however, existed in Eclipse tothe get of Shakespeare in the particulars of color, temperand certain lines of form.
Of course we must take the records of these bygone davscum grano ««/,,, bin still the fact remains that Eclipse musthave been a wonderful horse. Some of our best horses of to-day trace their pedigrees back to Eclipse, aud it would be un-

generous for we of the present day to plucK the well-earned
aurels from the brow of tbe dead hero of over a hundred and
ten years ago He stood 16 hands and 2 inches, and meas-
ured from the tip of his rump to the ground 67 inches. In
length he was 69 inches from the most prominent part of his
breast to the extremity of his buttocks. Newmarket.

[To BE COSTINDEDl.

Asylum Stock Farm Sale.

SECOND DAY.
The attendance was much larger than the first day, the class

f stock batter, the bidding livelier and prices higher. The
Pancoast filly sold for $1,410, Geo. H. Fox being the pur-
chaser. J. A. Benson secured the game trotting stallion AI-
monition for $2,000, A. Joseph purchased the well-formed
Stamboul fi:iy, Helen White, for $1,000. The prices obtained
throughout the sale were fair. Over $26,000 were received,
and the average of the entire sale was nearly $200. Following
is a list of the animals sold that brought $100 and over :

South Carolina, by Alcona, dam Kate Jackson ; J. Crooks 135Tamarack, by Mambrino Jr., dam bv Belle Alta : T. Donahue 190The Baroness, by Frazier's Secretary, dam Young Countess • D
J. Murphv ' '

.-,{:=.

.Veronica. -2:29, by Alcona. damFo'otanaT T.'wV Moore'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".' 9SOMaid ot Wood, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam Lady Wood'
T.V\. Moore '

^.,
(

,

Meg, by Tom Patchen, dam by Stockbri'dge Ch'ie'fY t'.'w' "Moore lisRamona, by -oudan, dam Meg, bv Tom Patchen; 1) JMurphy •

J '

,.,,

Nettie, by Marco, dam Nellie Requa ; T. P. Newell i<io
Pansy, by C. M. Clay Jr. 22, dam Lady Richelieu ; D. Pender'"" 1 03OBrown colt, by Sidney, dam Pansy ; T. Donahue '520
Almonition, 2:21%. by Alcona, dam Pansy ; J. A. Benson " 2 000Queen of the Road, by Poseora Hayward. dam Ladv Lightfoot 'l3&Rayos Lunaris. by Ulster Wilkes, dam Jessie M. ; W. Jones ' 160Lady Milieent, by Gaviota, dam Moss Mare : J. Brown ""

165Lady Rosalind, by Gaviota, dam by Patchen Jr. : T. Donahue.' 140.Black fllly, by Leo Wilkes, dam Ladv Rosalind ; F. Dickey 100
Ulanee, by Gaviota, dam bv son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr - t"

Donahue * '
'

,qq,
Laroka, by Soudan, dam Polly, by SporBmau:''D'!'j.''iiojpny '00
Lillie S., by Dawn, dam Jennie, by General Tavlor ; Matt Wil-

liams " ,=-

Merlin, by Eclectic, dam Lillie S.. bvb'awnTp! Ferguson 100.
Linnette. by Lynwood. dam Ladv Budd : T. Donatban . 130
Bessie Pancoast, by Pancoast, da'm Bessie Bowne, bv Dictator

'•

Geo. H. Fox ' 1419
Annie Wilkes, by Fayette King, dam Kate R., by A. W. Rich-

'

mond ; J. Grimes ino
Novato, by Dawn, dam by Rustic: C. Havens......'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."!".' 2S0
Genevieve, by Grand Moor, dam Lady Hayes ; C. M. Carroll 140,
Kitty Almont, 2.22%, byTilton Almont, dam Gracie, bv Hamlet-'

C. Chrisholm gon
Helen White, by Stamboul, 2:07K, dam Kitlv Almom,"2:SB&"

A.Joseph ' 1000
Adelante, by Eclectic, dam Kitty Almont, 2:22% ; George "h"

'

Fox '
40Q.

Lady Indigo, by Alcona, dam Holcomb mare : H. J. Agnew 670.
Nellie K.. by Simmocolon. 2:13%, dam Sedina, 2:2S^ ; T W

Moore 615
Lady Mackey, by Bismark, dam bv General Dana

; T. Donahue 145.
Hermla, by Soudan, dam Hattie, by Tom Patchen : R. Ledgett .. HO
Hazel, by Exile, dam Black Swan, bv Ten Broeck ; J. Peters 150
Hazel Queen, by Soudam. dam Hazel, bv Exile ; T. W. Moore 130-
Black filly by Director Jr., dam Cesanola, bv Altamont ; T. W

'

Moore ISO
Kate, by Bellt'ounder. dam bv Waterloo; John Anderson'.'.'.' ISO
Roan filly by Gen. Benton Jr.; J. Grimes 100

Colt Stakes.

At a meeting of the directors of the Agricultural Associa-
tion, yesterday afternoon, at Hollister, the yearling colts' stake-
was declared filled, with the following :

R. I. Orr enters b f Lady P.. by Ward B.
C. P. Warburtou enters dark brown filly Fleet, by Eros.
C. W. Wood enters bay colt Ward E., bv Ward B.
John Parker enters sorrel filly Ida B., by Brown Jug.
Donnelly. Duune & Co. eaters blk colt Antimony, bv Antiuous.
L. Orr enters bay filly Miss Barron, by Ward B.
J. H. Scholelield enters Jay 0„ bv Bav Rum.
S. B Welch enters Alice W., by "Lottery.
P. E. G. Auzar enters unnamed colt by Grosvenor Jr.

The two-year-old stake was declared closed with ten eutries*

as follows :

R. I. orr enters baycolt Adonis, bv Ward B.
Ii. 11. ,1; Co enters buy lilly Letter B„ by Ward B.
George dapple enters gray colt Harry, by Jim Mulvenua.
S. U, SCholeQeld i-ulus buy lilly Lou Benton, by .Matchless.
-M. 1'. Kelly enters buy coll Little La Gloria, by Brown Jug.
i 1. It. A Cu. enters brow lit Chief, liv Ward B.

P. E. G. Anzar enters brown cult Loupe A., bv Zanoni.
L. M. Lndd enters unnamed colt, by Jim Mulvenna.
Geo. E. Shaw enters black colt System, by Mambrino Wilkes.

The two-year-old pacing stakes and two-year-old running
stakes were declared oil'.

A number of new stakes were established, of which due
notice will be given by the Secretary.—Free Lance.

Of all the sous of Electioneer, Anteeo promises to exceed
all in producing 2:20 trotters, and in the breeding-on qualities

of his get.
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The Founder of the " Morgan Horse."

in

Justin Morgan, the founder of the Morgan family of horses,

was foaled in Springfield, Mass., in 1793—just a century ago !

—and was taken to Randolph, Vt., in 1795, when an un-

broken colt, by Mr. Justin Morgan, who had received him in

payment of a small debt.

He was a bay horse, with no markings, fourteen hands high>

and weighed 950 lbs., and yet he " could out-draw, out-walk,

oat-trot, and out-run every horse that was matched against

him." Although small, he could not be beaten where strength,

speed and endurance were the tests.

What was the cause of his great strength and speed and en-

durance, which enabled him to stamp those characteristics up-

on his descendants?

The sire of Justin Morgan was True Briton, a beautiful bay,

and his dam was by Diamond, a son of the famous Wildair,

imported from England by James de Lancey, of Long Island,

ason of Lieut.-Gov. James de Lancey, who was for many
years a member of the General Assembly of the State of New
York and an extensive breeder of racehorses.

True Briton, the sireof Justin, was by Moreton's Traveler,

who was by Croft's Partner; whose grandsire was by Byerly

Turk, and in whose male line of descent occur such other

famous names as Spanker, d'Arcy's Yellow Turk, Morocco
Barb, and Bald Peg, who sire was an Arab horse and her dam
a Barb mare. In the female line are Curwen's Bay Barb,

the Selabv Turk and White-legged Low ther Barb.

The dam of Justin Morgan was by Diamond, a son of Wild-

air, by Cade, the best son of Godolphin Arabian ; and in the

line of Cade's descent are such names as St. Victor's Barb.Akas-

ter Turk, Leedes' Arabian, Spanker, d'Arcy's Yellow Turk,
Morocco Barb and Bald Peg, whose sire was an Arab and her

dam a Barb mare.
Strange as it may seem, Justin Morgan was nearly a brother

in blood to the famous Matchem, who was grandsire of the

great Trumpator, who, with Eclipse and Herod, may be said

to have been the founders of the English racehorse, for a high

authority has said ' " Every individual has descended from

either Eclipse, Herod or Trumpator, or a combination of all

three."

We find, upon the best evidence and authority, that Justin

Morgan came on his sire's side from Croft's Partner and on

his dam's side from Cade.

The similarity of his breeding with that of Trumpator may
be shown in this way :

Trumpator's paiernal g. grandsire was Cade.

Justin Morgan's g-g. -grandsire was Cade. Trumpator's
paternal g.-g.-grandsire was Partner. Trumpator's maternal
g.-g.-grandsire was Partner. Justin Morgan's paternal g.-grand-

sire was Partner. Arab and Barb blood in the same sires fre-

quently occur in the pedigrees of both Trumpator and Justin

Morgan.
The breeding of Justin Morgan's grandam is not known,

but from the fact that she is described as having " a little long

hair about the fetlocks, and for two or three inches above the

fetlock on the back side of the legs," it may reasonably be in-

ferred that she may have been of French Canadian origin.

Justin Morgan was, then, an Amerieo-Arab, and he was as

fully entitled tola place in the American Stud Book as Ameri-
can Eclipse was ; although, for that matter, Eclipse was never
registered in Bruce's American Stud Book.

Justin Morgan had in his veins the blood of Godolphin
Arabian, of Flying Childers, son of Darley Arabian and of

Leedes' Arabian ; and he had other Eastern blood strong on
both the paternal and maternal sides.

Although large mares were bred to him, he seldom, if ever,

sired an ungainly foal. His progeny partook largely and uni-

formly of his compact build, his even temper and his great

endurance.
Itgave evidence of great purity of blood ; for, without that

in the sire, the foal is almost sure to inherit more largely the

qualities, good, bad or indifferent, of the dam.
During the lives of Justin Morgan and his four great sons,

Bulrush, Woodbury, Sherman and Revenge, and their imme-
diate descendants, the Morgan seems to have predominated in

Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut and parts of Massa-
chusetts; and it is remarkable how closely this blood was
interbred for many years.

It was, probably, because it "came handy " for the farmer
to send his Morgan mare to be bred to a son or grandson of

Justin, standing for service '' near by."

In this way " they builded wiser than they knew," for thus
the type became fixed; and, the blood being good and pure.it

became after a time almost impossible to " breed it out."

Even to this day, a century after the birth of Justin Mor-
gan, with all the manifold crosses with common and degener-
ate blood, a mare or horse who has for a remote ancestor a
descendant of old Justin Morgan will show it in some one or

more of the characteristics of that great little horse.—Trelaw-
ney, in Rider and Driver.

Doble's Two-Minute Trotter.

where she will be in the company of that great trio of trotters,

i
Nancy Hanks, Stamboul and Belle Vera.

Stamboul, by the way, did not take verv kindly to the Terre
Haute weather when he first arrived there. Bred in Lower

i

California, he had always been used to the mildest sort of

j

weather, and the snow that he bad to take his exercise in was
a decided puzzle to him. He carried on quite a bit when he
was first introduced to it, but recent reports from there state

that he now appears to thoroughly enjoy his mmps in it when-
i
ever he is allowed to get out of the covered shed where his
exercise is usually taken. Indiana hay and water bothered
the great trotter at first, but he has now got accustomed to

them, and has no trouble from eating and drinking all he can
.
get.

Parkville Farm Out for the Money.

Considering the attitude that John H. Shults has always

maintained as a patron of the light-harness horse, some of the

remarks that have recently been made about him are at least

uncalled for. In a recent issue of the Kentucky Stock Farm,

Budd Doble has designs on the two-minute record for trot-

ters with a horse that is his own property, and he has been a

long time looking for the horse he thought could " do the

trick." He kept his plans quiet, but last week he got what he

had been looking for down in Kentucky. It was the three-

year-old filly Ballona, by Stranger—Lady Bunker, and he
bought her from her owners, St. Clair & Curry, of Lexington.

After the purchase had been made Doble announced that

he proposed to train the filly for the sole purpose of makings
record of 2:00 with her, and added that he was sure he would
succeed. As her record is but 2:19

j
, horsemen laughed a bit

about Doble's intention, j»nd suggested that he go and get a

plow nag and all that sort of thing to " do the trick " with.

After they had all had their laugh, it turned out that Doble
had paid a very fancy price for the filly, and that he had had
his eye on her for nearly a year, and was determined to have
her at any cost. It is said that he has seen her work half-

miles in 1:02, and that she has done quarters at even a faster

rate, and that she is one of the best individuals in the State of
Kentucky. Her appearance, instead of her breeding, is what
did the business with Doble, and he now has no hesitancy in

saying that he has always believed that she would develop in-

to a faster mare than Nancy Hanks.
Doble Bays that she will not be trained for races, but solely

for the purpose of making a record mile, and that he has every
reason to believe she will hold that record at the end of the
year. Ballona has been sent to the stable at Terre Haute,

under the caption, " A Good One on Mr. Shults," a very much
garbled account of the way in wlii^h he became the owner of

Eagle Princess is told, prefaced by a comment which would

make it appear that in being a liberal buyer at public sales

Mr. Shults was moved solely by a desire to keep his check-

book in exercise without any regard to getting the worth of

his money. Those who know the Brooklyn millionaire as he

real!y is would never draw such a distorted picture, but as a

great many more people read about the master of the Park-

. ville Stud than come in personal contact with him, the popu-

lar notion of this prominent breeder is largely formed by
' what is written. One would think that the leading turf jour-

nal of the blue-grass region would at least be careful about its

facts in telling how one of its fashionably-bred youngsters

happened to come North, but there is scarcely a detail cor-

!
rectly stated in this connection. Without going over the

; story as it has happened, it will be as well to give the true

version and let those who read both see the inaccuracies.

It will be remembered that a few years ago Mr. Shults had
a farm on the Marysville pike, near Lexington, where he

j

kept most of his broodmares and some of the stallions. This

|
interest took him frequently to Kentucky, and in the month

!
of April, 1890, in company with Steve Maxwell and W. W.
Shuit, who is now Superintendent at Parkville, he paid a

visit to Ash Grove. As the party walked towards the slables

they were attracted by a band of yearlings in a paddock, and
Mr. Shults, who is especially fond of the youngsters, proposed
for each one to pick out a colt or filly that would prove the

fastest without knowing the breeding. Mr. Shultz said : "That
lets me out, for I know the whole lot," so Mr. Maxwell was
left to test his judgment with that of Mr. Shults. The latter

picked a roan filly, and Mr. Maxwell's choice was a bav, and
on investigation learned that the roan was by Eagle Bird, out

of Addie Leggett, bv Young Jim, while the bay was a daugh-
ter of William L. and Dewy Eve, sister to Jay Bird.

"We've made our choice," said Mr. Shults to Colonel Sim-
mons, " now what is the price of each filly ?

"

" For the roan $1000 and $5000 for the bay," was the re-

ply.
" I do not want any more stock," continued Mr. Shults,

" but I would give you $500 for that roan filly just to have her

trained."
" You know we have only one price at Ash Grove," was the

response, and then, after some good-natured bantering, the

genial Colonel of George Wilkes fame presented the Eagle
Bird fledgeling to his guest from Long Island. She was sent

over to the Lexington Farm and kept there till the following

October, when with the rest of the stock left over from the

sale she was shipped to Parkville. After the usual breaking
the filly was handled a little for speed in 1S91, but did not

show much promise at the trot. Last year she was permitted
to pace, as she inclined to that gait, and one day when Dris-

coll let her step along showed a half in 1:08 and repeated in

1:05. This w°s enough to prove that Mr. Shults had made a

selection that did credit to his discernment of a speedy con-
firmation, and Eagle Princess, as she is called, is now at the

training stable where Driscoll presides,to be further developed
and tried in actual contests this season. As the bay filly

selected by Steve Maxwell was sold and put to breeding it is

not probable that there will be any opportunity of determin-

ing which made the better choice, but Mr. Shults has at least

had the satisfaction of picking out a valuable animal even,

when she was not marked up to a big price.

It is not by any means on the doings of any one animal, no
matter how promising, that Parkville Farm intends to rest

content in the future, and this season will find the stock from
the big establishment on the Coney Island boulevard more
prominently on the turf than ever. John Driscoll, who has

been head trainer there ever since the place was founded, is

now handling a string of thirteen, and will he ready to score

up whenever the campaign begins. A special palace car is now
being built by the Arms Company, to be thoroughly equipped
and ready by May 1, when Driscoll will probably take his lot

to Baltimore to get the advantage of the early season there so

as to be in shape for the opening at the Philadelphia Driving
Park on May 16. His pupils include six young stallions of

the bluest blood, the moat famous of which is, of course, Regal
Wilkes 2:llf, now six years old and fresh from his triumphs
in California, where he secured the championshipat two years

and has trained on steadily until he is now the fastest trotter

bred at San Mateo. For a big, rangy horse Regal Wilkes is

unusually muscular, and though quite low in flesh at present,

looks strong and healthy. His near relative. Jay Wilkes, out

of the dam of Sidney, is a compact feliow, and one of the sort

that progresses steadily, though he has never shown any
great flight of speed. Mozart, ason of Stamboul, is another

recent addilion who is well equipped to make a name for him-
self, as besides the speed inheritance from his sire he has for a

dam Modjeska, a strongly-bred mare by Enfield, and already

well known through the doings of her son Reference, 2:18.

Baron Rose, another high-born product of the Pacific Slope,

has been at Parkville since he was a yearling, and has grown
to be a lordly specimen of his kind, with enough natural speed
to insure his doing justice to his lineage when he makes his

bow to the public. Driscoll takes special pride in the son of

Stamboul and Minnehaha, showing him beside his two-year-

old filly out of Edith R., 2:171, and appropriately named
Edith Rose. The two make an impressive sight, nnd the filly

will al«o he trained and started in stakes for her age, one of

her engagements being the $2,000 event at Fleetwood next

September. Chan Q., by Sidney, is also a promising young
stallion, while Thistle needs no introduction, for he has been
on the turf sufiiciently since he was transplanted from the
other side of the continent to show that the highest honors are
not beyond his reach. During a short campaign in 1891 as a
four-year-old he won a heat in a field of aged horses at Phila-
delphia, and scored 2:19^. The big black brother of Gold
Leaf was intended for a longer season last year, but an acci-
dent early in the Grand Circuit necessitated a let-up in his
training. He reappeared at Hartford, and though short of
work won a good race, the last heat in a blinding storm, and
retired with a mark of 2:14. This year he has filled out aud
looks fit for any amount of work, while his great flight of
speed is always on top.

of the half-dozen mares that will be in Driscoll's string
Eagle Princess and Edith Rose have already been mentioned.
Besides them are Lou Wilkes, four years old, with a mark of
2:20] from last seascn ; Ferndale, the daughter of Fern Leaf,
by Simmocolon, two n ore productions from the sunny slope.
Maggie Pandect, a brown filly of three years, by Pandect, out
of Maggie Wilkes, and Talapa, also a brown, but a year
younger, by Baron Wilkes, dam Hildegarde, by Harry Clay.
are a likely-looking pair and bred to be winners. There is

one gelding, General Stanford, by Stanford, 2:264, dam Alaska,
by Electioneer, to accompany the twelve mentioned, and Dris-
coll evidently has no superstitious fears about having enough
horses to make up the unlucky thirteen.

Another string has been assigned to Nichols, who is now-
jogging about sixteen head. Pandect, the legitimate successor
of Paocoast at Parkville Farm, will surely add another 2:20
performer to hissire's roll and round out the fame of the great
Reina Victoria, four of whose sons have already entered the
list, two of them scoring below 2:20. As Pandect could speed
at a 2:18 clip in his four-year-old form with only about a
month's handling, there is no reason why he should* not take
kindly to further development with the more extended op-
portunity he will have this year. Linda Stanford, four
years old, by Stanford, dam Linda, by Electioneer, is the only
one of Nichols' pupils with a record, she having earned a
mark of 2:30 at Poughkeepsie last September. There is a trio

of three-year-old fillies, including Lizettea, by Pandect, dam
Lizette, by Voltaire; Avoca, by Sable Wilkes, out of Nina
De, 2:26^, and Florence J., by Hexameter, dam llzaide.

whose daughter Celerity went jn the list last year. The two-
year-olds muster a dozen strong, the colts being Cricklewood,
a chestnut by Sidney, out of a sister to Beaumont, 2:23J, and
Albert Mackay, a bay by Albert W., out of the dam of El
Monte, 2:29. The ten fillies are all of fashionable blood, among
them being such high-born demoiselles as Wiltona, bv Wilton,
dam Addie De.. 2:25f ; Liberty Bell, by Guy Wilkes, out of
Nina De., 2:26'; Mowitza, a daughter of William L. and
Lizette, bv Voltaire ; Rosebud, by Sidney, out of Rose Leaf,

dam of Falrose, 2:19, by Buccaneer; Linda Brown, by
Brown, 2:18], dam Linda Sprague, 2:19; Clover Leaf, by
Pandect, out of Clover, by Harry Clay; Varden, by Albert
VV., out of Vardee, by Echo, and Silvern, by Sidney, dam Miss
Casserly, by Eugene Casserly. There is a single representa-
tive of Pandect's sire among the fillies in Linda Pancoast, out
of Linda, 2:32}, by Electioneer. Nichols has already proven
himself a faithful tutor, and did well with the trotters he
handled at Pouuhkeepsie for Mr. Pickhardt before he came
to Parkville.

George Evans, who has been with Mr. Shults for some time,
is looking after about a score of youngsters, and will probably
have an opportunity to try his hand in public with some of
them this season. Nelly Whips, by Whips, 2:27.1, dam by Mo-
hawk Chief; Sweet Mint, by Albert VV., out of Jessamine, by
Director; The Rose, a bay gelding by Baron Rose, dam by
Warwick, and Norlette, another gelding by Norval, out of the
imported thoroughbred mare Bridget, by Foxhall, are among
those intrusted to Evans. Superintendent Shults says that thev
are in correspondence with another well-known developer of

colts, an I he will probably be added to the forces at the farm.
This is a formidable array, and if ever a breeder deserved suc-

tcess it should fall to the lot of .Mr. Shults, who has certainly

he good wishes of every turfman in the stud.—Horseman.

The Botfly.

The gadfly (Gastrophilus equi) attacks the animal while

grazing late in the summer, its object being not to derive

sustenance, but to deposit its eggs. This is accomplished by

means of a glutinous execretion, causing the ova (eggs) to

adhere to the hairs. The parts selected are chiefly those of

the shoulder, base of the neck, and inner parts of the fore legs,

especially about the knees, for in these situations the horse

will have no difficulty in reaching the ova with its tongue.

When the animal licks those parts of the coat where the eggs

have been placed the moisture of the tongue, aided by warmth,
hatches the ova, and in something less than three weeks from

the time of the disposition of the eggs the larva1 have made
their escape. As maggots they are next transferred to the

mouth and ultimately to the stomach along with food and
drink. A great many larva? perish during the passave mode
of immigration, some being dropped from the mouth and
others being crushed in the fodder during mastication. It

has been calculated that out of the many hundreds of eggs de-

posited on a single horse scarcely one out of five of the larva?

arrive within the stomach.

Notwithstanding this waste the interior of the stomach may
become completely covered (cuticular portion) with bots.

Whether there be few or many they arcanehored in this situ-

ation chiefly by means of two large cephalic hookft After the

hots have attained perfect growth thev voluntarily I

hold and allow themselves to be earned along the alimentary

n:mal until 1 1 m v i'M':i|...- wiili !!;
or later fall to the ground, and when transferred to the soil

they bury themselves beneath the surface in order in undergo

transformation into the pupa condition.

Having remained in the earth for a period ofs.il 01 seven

weeks they finally emerge from their pupal cocoon I perfect

dipterous "(winged) insects—gadlly. It tons appears thai b >te

ordinarily pass about eight months of their lifetime in the di-

gestive organs of the horse.

According to Prof. Michener, bots seldom—not more 'ban

once in ten thousand times—cause colic. They may when

present in large numbers, slightly interfere with digestion, boi

beyond this they are. with these few exceptions, entirely harm-

less. It is entirely useless to attempt to dislodge them from

tin- stomach, and they will go at their appointed time, which

is mostly daring the months of May ana Jane.*—Newspnpei

bulletin from the Ohio Agricultural Erperimen I Station
___ m

Danteeo will be sold Wednesday next at Killips.
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The American Derby of 1893. AMERICAN DERHY WINNERS.

The following table, taken from the St. Louis Republic,

shows what the various American Derby candidates did in the

line of racing during 1S91', and gives an excellent line on what

should, "on form." win the rich event this season :
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00
50
100

300
100

200
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Aldebaran 7 1

Alio Mio
Antrim In 2

A;im Duke IS 1

Beatrice colt- 5
BeH.'tilimna colt 4 1

Bellcourt 13

Bonnie True 21 3

Boundless 12 2

Buck McCann 11 1

Cadmus 2 1

Calhoun 16 7

C. H. Uillock 9 2

Chiswell 14 1

Chiswick 14 3

Clavtonia 11 1

ClilVord 1 1

Columbus IS 1

Comanche 13 1

Comrade 2

Corduroy 9 1

CougMin 14 2

Cygnua 5
Dare 2 2

Decapod 1

Delury.... 2

DonAlonzo 12 4

Hon Fulauo - 4 1

Donovan 7

Duke SteveDS 14 3

EacleBird IS 3

Elizabeth L. colt S 2

Eltham Queen 2 1

Enthusiast 19 7

Evanalus 15 4

Falstaff 22 6

First Chance 3
Fity-simmons 11 1

Flood Gate 2 1

Francis Pope 17 2

Fort Worth 4 1

George W 11 1

Glenview 4 1

Gould & curry 16 1

Governor Foraker 10 1

Green Hock 1

G. \V. Johnson 3 3
Haanigan 11 1

Hasty 6

Hugh Peuny 12 5

Idaho 6
Ingomar 11 3

Joanna 5 2

John O'Meara 3

Kimball 1

Ladv Belmont 8 1

LadvBess 5 3
Ladv Violet 14 9
Lakeland 14 1

Lawless 28 2
Lew Martin 6 1

Lidgerwood 3
Lismore 2
LoogDock„ 2
Lookout 20 9
Major Dripps 5 1

Martinet 20 6

Martyrdom 2
Midway 14
Miles olandish 3 1

Millie Mac 27 3

Mirage 12 1

Monowai S 3
Mutiny 10
Northwestern 17 5

Oak Forest, 28
Oporto 21 2

Pansy 17
Pappoose colt 9 1

Peabody 5
Plutus 8 2
Primus 4

Prince Deceiver 14 5
Quarterslafl' 1

Queen Lute 5
Quindora King 9 1

Rainbow 20 1
Ramapo 11 4
Restraint 6 1

Reynard 2

Rienzi 2
Roche 10
Runyon 5

5
Sam Urvant 2

Her 8
Sea Belle 21
Semper Lex 11

sir I'tirr 14

Sir Francis S
Sir Keel 21

Son of a Gun 7

Bparuui 2ii

IS

1

81. Jude 2
rose 2

I 2

The Baron 2
The Rca|ier '.»

II B l

Trenton 5
2

Wlidom 2

Wormser s

Arion .'i l

Young Guy 12 l

8
10

in

3

3

12

25
15

14

5

3
4
5

"5

1 ,l«.i

575

13
16 4,225
6 1 .420

K 670
1 300
3 3.345
5 1.640

12 375
S 25,290

111 100
300

1.1 100
9 3,710

25
650

200
38,185

475
500
550

5.230
22,057
2,274
2,405

3.344
4,658

1.545
400

1,050

300
525
650
502

2,800

16,165

596
60

3,425

3,190
650

1,175
32,923

1,038
5,300
500
350

5,580
550

1.050

1,460
831
910

1,350
150

2,155
20
925
126

1.040

"£36

"s!*574

300
1.480

11,860
4.S70

1 2 2 5 2,940
2 1 1 1 7,140
1 1 3 650

1 1 155
1 1 6 820
2 3 11 470
1 .8 1,430
2 4 3 5 905
2 3 3 47,360
1 a 7 8 745
2 1 4 5,374
2 9 3 6 4,100
4 4 5 3,555

1.850

"2,(^5

There were twenty-nine non-slarterH in 1892, as follow* :

Amu Lady, eta i. by Getaway UolUe Garfield.
-. Falsetto Iddle 1 1,

.I. , by Three < iheen -Belle "t the Lake.
Clioton, be, bv Alarm Adversity,
Darby, i< •, by i eonatui rrolka.

b : b) Flood
i ad; Plauel

Lawn psy.
Llillun i' bj i. iDgfellow Bofflza.

D rfonopoli B ra

o»>car, eh c, by O Gi oadl no
r»ilm>, b Bi llllanteeo

m, bri '' 1,-ir-i. lie . Perdita.
by Pepper and" Sail i ady Jane,

vmelia.
Boy, b i

lamlc <:olc.

herford Jennie B,
, i ad \ I 'live.

I

Piircbln Venture
Todd'sOoly, ch t. by C. n Todd Gerllf

.. awi kui i llanoa
Turqu< I i I i llngly,

1

I

voorhl
Walnal i

i
Inkllat.

.m lonni Hop

Winner. Second.

1R84

18S5
is*,

18S7
[
188S

! 1889
1890

1891

1892
1U

10

510,950
9,S20

8,410
13,940
14,591
15,fi90

15,510
18,860
17,180

Modesty Kosciusko....
Volaute Favor
Silver Cloud Blue Wing...

C H. Todd Miss Ford...-
Euip. of Noriolk Falcon
Spokane Sorrento
Uncle Bob Santiago
Strathmeath Poet Scout...

Carlsbad Zaldivar

2:42^
2 4! IS,

2:37 >.
i

2:?6*g
±A0V,
2;41V4

2:49H
3:04^

The following horses 6nished third in this great race, the

year being indicated by the order named : Bob Cook, Trouba-

dour, Sir Joseph, Wary, Los Angeles, Retrieve, Ben Kings-
bury. Kingman and Cicero.

The table above covers the history of this classic race since

inception in 1SS4. But one sire, Grinstead, has to his credit

as many as two winners—Volante and Silver Cloud—while
Modesty is the only filly that ever won this prize- Three
times it has been won by performers owned by the California

turfman, E. J. Baldwin, and on the other two occasions his

representatives have finished second in this race. The high-

est weight ever carried by a winner of this race was borne to

victory by Emperor of Norfolk in 1S8S, he having 123 pounds
up, while the closest a maiden in his two-year old form has

come to winning was in 1SS8 and in 1891, when Falcon and
Poet Scout ran second respectively in the two years named.
With the exception of Uncte Bob all of the lucky horses that

have captured this race were stake winners in their two-year-

old form. With the exception of 1886, 1887 and 1SSS this

race has always been run on a heavy track.

With a guaranted value of §50,000 to the winner, the
American Derby to be run at Washington Park, Chicago, on
June 24th of the present year, steps to the front as the richest

race of its character in turf history. The Epsom Derby in

England and the Victoria Derby in Australia have both in

their day, at least upon one occasion, topped the $30,000 line,

while the French Derby and the Grand Prix, the classic

events of France, have also reached about that figure ; but it

remains for America to devise a race which adds another
trophy to her long list of best on record. Save the Epsom
stakes a few years since in England no three-year-old race has
yet equalled in value the amount to be raced for in the Amer-
ican Derby this year, and, barring our own Futurity, no other
race in the history of turf sports for horses of any age ap-
proaches it in value.

In 1864 the first Derby of any amount run in America
came off" at Patterson, N. J. The victor proved Norfolk,
known to the present generation of turf followers as the sire

of the mighty El Rio Rey. Since that year nearly every
organized race track in America at one time or another has
had a Derby, but the closest approach to auy of these races in

value as compared to the event of the present year misses by
over $30,000. This great prize closed in October, 1891, with
325 nominations. Since then 176 have withdrawn by accept-

ing the declaration clause, leaving 149 out of which to make
up the field at starting time.

Thoroughbreds Dead Since January 1 1892.

Following is a list of horses that have died since January

1, 1892.

January 10—Woodvale, b c, 4, by imp. Deceiver, dam Lady Craftou.
January 22—Merry Girl, ch m, 5, by Scotlander, dam Merry Moll.
February 4—Appomattox, ch c, 4. by Fonso, dam LaGitana.
February 9—Our Ida, cb f, 4, by Tarleton, dam Unknown.
February 13—Kentucky Ban, ch g, a, by imp. King Ban, dam

Adonia.
February 17--Morristown, ch h, 5, by Milner, dam Bagatelle.
March 4—La Grippe, ch h, 6, by Luke Blackburn, dam Longitude.
March 5—Little Rock, ch c, 3, by Harry O'Fallon, dam Sallv How-

ard.

March 7—Terra Firma, ch c, 3, by Harry O'Fallon, dam Blomida.
March 17—Jim Simpson, ch h, 6. by Milner, dam Mollie Simpson.
March 26—Brennan, b c, 2, by Bramble, dam Gossip.
March 26—C. L. Brown, ch c, 3, by Springbok, dam Alme.
March 26—Umpire Kelly, b c. 4, by Duke of Montrose, dam Olivia.
March 31—Mayor Nolan, ch g, 5, by imp. Great Tom, dam Bonetta.
March 31—Bay filly, 2, by imp. Uhlan, dam Tragedienne.
April 15—Vosburg, ch g, a, by Vassal, dam Australia.
April 28—Sir John, b h, by imp. Sir Modred, dam Marian.
May 7—Prince Charmiug.;b c, 4, by imp. Sir Modred, dam Carissima.
May 24—Deerfoot, blk'f, 2, by Hindoo, dam Dreamland.
May 24:—Castaway, b h, a, a, by Outcast, dam Utopia.
June 13—Katurah, blk f, 3. by Telemachus, dam Lady Lou.
June 14—Sunday, b g, a, by Sun Dance, dam Norma.
June 22—Mephisto, b c, 4, by imp. Darebin, dam Flora.
June 27—Forward, ch c, 3, by Fonso, dam Sleepy Kate.
June 30—Bengal, b c, 3, by Iroquois, dam Punka.
July 1—Sir Leo, ch g. 4, by George Kinney, dam Lindora.
July 12—Alfred K., b g, 4, by imp. Athlete, dam Carrie Nathan.
July 22—-Imp. Fauvette. ch f, 3. by Town Moor, dam Chopette.
July 22—Charlie Lush, b c, 3, by Neptune dam Happiness.
July 24—Brown colt, 3, by Bengal, dam Mizpah.
July 29—Silver Ore, b g, 5, by imp. Silvermiue, dam Laura T.
August 6—Tom Elliott, b c, 3, ' y Luke Blackburn, dam Tidy.
August IS—Algernon, ch c, 4. by Joe Daniels, dam Faustiua.
August 21—Woodcutter, b c, 4. by Forester, dam Gleudalia.
August 23—Chaos, ch g, 5, by imp. Rayon d'Or, dam Lilly R.
August 25—Insight, b m, 5. by Duke of Magenta, dam Perception.
August 25—Julio, ch c, 3, by Onondaga, dam Lizzie Flynn.
August 27— Libretto, b h, a. by Longfellow, dam Allegretto.
August 31—Calgary, bg, I, by King Alfonso, dam Cottona.
September 5—Fannie Fuller, ch f, 3, by imp. Kingsmill, dam Fannie

Gaines,
September 16—Bash ford, ch c, 3, by imp. Woodlands, dam Sister of

Mercy.
September 20—Blue Light, gr f, 3. by Macduff, dam Lizzie Haydeu.
September 22—Ha'penny, b c, 3, bv imp. Gleuelg, dam Penny.
September 22—John Cavanagh, ch g, 4, by Eolus, dam Lady Grace.
September 22—War Path, b c, 4, bv Ban Fox or Warwick, 'dam imp.

Second Hand.
October 11—Gambler, b c, 3. by Bramble, dam Daisy Hoey.
October 26—Rex, b c. 3, by Leonatus. dam. Elbe C.
November 12—Vengeur, br h, 6, by Vandal Jr., dam Rebecca

Romctt.
November 20— Sir Roy, b c, 2, by imp. sir Modred, dam Teacher.
December 10—Hurryaway, b c, 3, bv Hilaritv, dam Lucv A.
December 17—Preston B., ch c, S. by Onondaga, dam Pianette.
December 20—Faithful, ch c, 4. by Jils Johnson, dam Bettle B.
December 27—Young Duke, b g, a, by Duke of Magenta

Hortensi-.

December 29— Applause, b g, a, by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.

—Live Stock Record

Aluminum Sulkies.

first lot at Chicago, but in the future Grand Rapids will be
the place from which they will be forwarded as a large factory
is to be erected for the purpose of manufacture. In style the
"bikes" will be about like those in present use, but the
material will, barring the steel axles and rubber ties, be en-
tirely of aluminum, including the shafts, truss and seat, and
when completed will weigh at the maximum twenty-five
pounds, while the lightest ones will weigh but eighteen pounds.
The shafts are of double casting, hollow and fastened together
with clamps. In fact, all parts of the sulky will be so fastened
together as to admit of takingapart, which will be a great con-
venience in shipping. In case of accident, where the shafts

may become bent—they are practically unbreakable—they
can be taken apart, straightened and replaced without trouble
or much delay. The spokes, of the same material, will be
protected by a plate starting from the rim, which in case of
coming together will prevent interlocking and thus avoid
many accidents which can be traced to the old style. That it

will come into general use there is not the possibility of a

doubt, and as Colonel Sellers would say, there is " millions in

it." If not, there will be thousands of them in use, and the
demand already is far beyond any present show of manufac-
ture. It has a great advantage to the heavy driver, as the
weight from the sulky will assist in reducing the load which
the horse will have to carry. The material, while light and
strong, is also cheap, and the "bike" built of this material
can be put upon the market for a less cost than those manu-
factured of wood. Firms engaged in the production of the
wood sulkies have endeavored to obtain the right to manu-
facture the new kind, but this is one of the rare instances
where the inventor will profit by the work of his brain.

A Blessing in Disguise.

dam

Sulkies made of clay ! Well, that is the size of it, for the

coming " bike" is to be of aluminum, the base of which is the

common red clay so abundantly found in the West. It is

Hlroug and endurable, will not corrode or tarnish, and is

capable of a very high polish. It is lighter and cheaper than

wood. Itisnowtobe seen in the form of ornaments, cigar

rases, etc., but the fastest use it has been adapted to is for shoes

For horses, where light ones are desired, and also in the manu-
facture nf sulkies. Mr. W. L. Boyle, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
hoi patented the improvement, and together with Mr. Leath-
ers, of the same place, is now engaged in manufacturing the

j

L

f the season

It has been the rule that periods of depression follow periods

of unnatural inflation, and the present depression in the busi-

ness of breeding, or rather in the market for selling trotters,

is no exception to the rule.

In the unnatural excitement of an inflated market men for-

get or put aside the strict principles of business prudence so

essential to success, and sooner or later the penalty is over-

production or production of less average merit or over-trad-

ing, whatever may have been the line of business in which the

the rule was violated, and in the reaction brought about many
must suffer, just as many have profited by the unhealthy ex-
pansion.

Any thoughtful reader can readily see that the general pol-

icy of trotting horse breeders during the past ten years has
been little less than suicidal. Individually nothing has been .

too poor to breed if it had a pedigree with a standard tag on.
"What is his number?" has been deemed the only thing nec-

essary to know or consider.

Every breeding farm, and the number soon became legion,

was turned into a horse mill, where every energy was bent
upon grinding outproduce; the greatest number in the short-

est possible time. It was not a question of excelling in qual-
ity, but only of producing quantity and turning that quantity
into dollars.

How many men engaged in the business from a natural love
of the horse and a natural aptitude for the calling ? How
many engaged in the business with a desire to lay the founda-
tion carefully, because it was to form a life work, and one that

it was hoped might be handed down to posterity with honor
and fame, as a few of our great breeders studs have been con-
ducted and bequeathed?
Every reader can answer these questions as well as we can,

and the answer is a sufficient reason for the state of affairs

that exists to-day in the trotting horse market.
The longer trotting matters continued as they have been for

several years past the more reckless breeders became, and the
less attention would be paid to the laws of nature or what we
term the science of breeding.

Unsoundness, iaulty conformation, undesirable color or
markiogs, a mixed gait or tendency to pace, size, everything,
in fact, was overlooked so speed could be shown or expected in

the produce.

We all know the results; there could be no other expected.
The country is overrun to-day with a lot of nondescripts, that

without extreme speed are worth less than the cost of produc-
tion.

The longer the feverish excitement contiuued the larger

became the production of low-grade trotters, and under these

conditions have we not all reason to be thankful that the
bubble has burst, and that breeders are pausing to consider
how unwisely many things have been conducted.

Hereafter when a breeder begins business he will know
what he desires to produce before he begins, and he will use
every means at his command to attain the desired result.

More discrimination will be used in the selection of the foun-

dation stock.

It has been said that a chain is no stronger than its weakest
link. So, in breeding, a sire or dam must be judged by the
imperfections and not by the best points. At this time no
breeder can aflord to overlook any imperfections. How many
breeders to-day can look over the stock on hand and feel that

it is just such a collection as he would produce if he had the

past to live over again?

Experience has been gained often at much expense, but it

is better learned now than later. We cannot grind with the

water that has passed, but the mistakes of the past can be
remedied, and but for the change in affairs no time would
have been taken to consider the mistakes.

Again, the business of breeding trotting horses has been
greatly overdone. Men have rushed into it without any
special fitness, and it will be a good thing for themselves and
others when such men rush out again. As well expect a man
without experience or natural adaptation to successfully found
a bank or practice law.

To breed and attain the highest results requires close study,

careful personal attention, a natural adaptation and a liberal

supply of brains. Without being able to contribute all of

these requirements a man had better turn his attention to

some pursuit where a larger measure of success awaits him.
The highest type of the trotter is about the grandest ani-

mal man ever prodviced. and from this time on we may expect

the average lo approach gradually much nearer to the ideal.

The greatest problem, however, with many is : What shall

we do with the culls or nondescripts already produced?—Ex-
change.

The feature of Wednesday's sale will be the forced sale o'

he preat young stallion Danteeo. It will be the opportunity
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THE GUIS.

What Is Poetry?

By Charles Wesley Kyle.

Yoii ask me what is poetry V

'Tis evening winds' soft tone

Returning from the the deep, blue sea,

where all day it hath blown.

The crimson blush of fleecy cloud,

AX kiss of rooming tight
;

Sufl evening shades where lirsi Ihesbrouil

Falls from the hand of Night.

The gushing of the mountain rill,

The soft winds' whisperings

To forests wild when all is still

Save their faint echoings.

The murmur of the deep sea waves,

Complaining to the shore

;

The wave of grasses o'er the graves

Of those who are uo more.

'Tis the bright crimson of the skies

Melting in purple hue,

When daylight sottly fades and dies

As darkness shades the blue.

It is the rose without the thorn.

The joy without the pain
;

The pleasant, peaceful summer morn

After the chilling rain.

The song bird calling to its mate

In forests deep and wild ;

All beauties which the soul elate—

The laugh of merry child.

The loving smile and tender tone.

The glance of woman's eye.

Are truest poems ever known
Beneath the starry sky.

The Yellowstone Park Segregation.

The spectators who are striving with might and main, by

every means known to lobbyists, to have the Segregation bill

pass the House have for their object only sel6sh and mercen-

arv ends. In order to accomplish their nefarious purpose

they will go to any length necessary to succeed in passing the

bill. The bill has already passed the Senate and its fate now

lies with the House. The outcome will be awaited with the

greatest interest by every lover of field sports.

The portion which this gang of speculators desire to have

cut off and thrown open contains some of the best cover for

game known to the country. Remove the timber, as will

speedily be dune, if the bill" should succeed in becoming a

law, and there will remain but a barren and unattractive

waste of desert land unfit for the use of either man or beast.

It is in the very nature of events that the speculators who
alone can hope to derive any profit from the passage of the

bill are the only active ones regarding the measure. The
great number of the citizens of Montana and of the Union

who have but a common interest in the preservation of the

Park as it now stands are not organized and have no effective

I channel throngh which to present their sentiments to Con-

gress. The public depend on the rational interpretation of

all such measures by its representatives in Congress, but these

unreached by any but fragmentary expressions of public feel-

ing are too often falling into grevious error.

If the bill passes, the hide hunters, those Black Barts of the

sportsman's world run riot over the region, and by mak-

ing excursions onto forbidden ground will soon deplete the

segregated | the Park of its deer, elk, buffalo

and mountain Bheep, as well as of other game. It seems

that no sooner is anything o! value in any sense added to the

public reservations of the country than the eagle eye and itch-

ing hand of private greed is fastened upon it. The hope of a

strong executive veu. seems to be about the only factor against

such measures becoming laws, for it is confidently believed

I

that the hobby could not influence the President on this

matter. — -
The Necessity For National Organization.

The necessity for a national organs ition, a congress, if you

please, composed of delegates from each of the several states,

t it seems to us to be obvious to every thoughtful lover of nature

fishness, its far-reaching etleet upou the future of the country,

cannot fail to enlist the sympathies and the active aid and co-

operation of every unselfish, well-meaning citizen who has an
eye for the ultimate ^oo I of the public.

This movement is one of the primal steps, one of the neces-

sary and fundamental measures which underlie the structure

of all law looking to the preservation of fish and game. The
forests must be preserved in order to preserve the streams, es-

pecially those fed by the snow which is held in reserve by the

timber of the mountains. Shaded streams are essential to

trout.

The people in common hold hut one species of property
;

an interest in our public streets and roads, our National and
State buildings, our National, State and city parks, and last

but not least, in our fish and game. Of course they also hold

in common a right to sail upon the high seas and its tide

waters and upon all navigable streams and the right to take

therefrom, under the restrictions of National and State legis-

lation, the fish and the game. If this property, the fish and
game, and these rights are to be perpetuated then some wise

and, for better eflectiveness,as nearly uniform provisions should
be established as the nature of the cast- will permit.

The preservation of all National and State parks intact is

of the first importance. The establishment of other National

parks, wherever nature has provided for such, is a matter of

the utmost importance. Colorado presents an area of thou-

sands of acres in her vast wealth of mountain territory which
should be devoted to this purpose. There are various sections

available for such purposes, and the opportunity to reduce

them to possession is one that should not be neglected. This
subject, of course, presents a field of work so vast and far

reaching that the present generation can only do its part iu a
grand work which future generations will be delighted to

The work of a National Sportsman's organization would
effect a world of good which cannot be accomplished by any
other body. Let every sportsman lend a hand now, to the end
thatthe organization may be rendered effeciive for good from
the inception of this body. Petitions are now being circulated

to the end that a full expression may be given the under-

takiug. The call is as follows ; cut it out, paste on a sheet of

paper and secure all the names you can and forward to us at

once

:

CALL FOR A

NATIONAL SPORTSMEN'S CONVENTION.
I heartily endorse the project of organizing a National Sportsmen's

Association, which shall have for its primary purpose the work re-

quired to secure greater uniformity and co-operation in th« fish and
game laws of the various States ; a more united effort to prevent the
capture, killing, shipment or sale of game during the close season

;

and establishing, where practicable, public parks in each State, where
the natural forests shall be preserved, the lakes or streams therein re-

main unpolluted, and the denizens of fur tin and feather be strictly

protected that they may multiply and replenish the depleted woods
and waters of the surrounding country.
To these objects we hereby ofler our active support, and would re-

quest that a convention be called at an early date, at Chicago, to per-
fect a permanent and useful organization.

SIGNED. NAME. ADDRESS.

The Lincoln Gun Clnb.

and of field sports.

The central idea of such an [organization should be, and

'rom the very nature of the organization would be. 'he taking

i )f such steps, the^jrystalization of such measures into law, as

learly uniform as possible in the districts which nature has

rendered similar in conditions, as to climate and g;

luction to the end, that uniformity of laws may established,

bus enhancing the facilities for the enforcement of the same.

Every man who has had aught to do with the enforcement

if the game laws has, no doubt, been brought to realize the

mportance of a uniformity of the game laws between ad"

oining states where similar conditions obtain.

Game is being continually shipped into various states where

t is nnlawful to kill the same, at the time of such shipment,

et the taking of the same is lawful in the states from

/hich it is shipped. The lawless and vicious, taking advan-

jge of such conditions which exist owing to the difference of

he laws obtaining in the different states, do not hesitate to in-

ring on prohibited territory, where the game is sought to be

reserved, and these lawless individuals do not hesitate to

ffear that the game so taken on prohibited grounds was taken

cross the line where by law it was legal to capture the same.

We are well aware that in order to carry out this idea effec-

vely will require a vast amount of effort, concentrated, de-

trained, presistent effort, but we are tirm in the faith that

ie sportsmen of the country may accomplish the enactment

'all just and proper measures which have for their ultimate

]ect the good of the entire people.

The National Forestry Congress has for years been doing a

and and noble work, a work which, by reason of its unsel-

>je

Tl

The Lincoln Gun Club grounds presented a lively scene on

Sunday last, it being the first regular match of the season for

this leading inanimate target shooting club.

This club always has a large attendance and it presents

some very able shots, so that the contests there held are al-

ways interesting. The shooting began early in the day and.

continued until a late hour. A most pleasant day was spent

by all who visited the grounds.

The main match was shot oft' with the following results :

Daniels 11000010100112000 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—14
Franztr !i 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 U 2 U U 2 2 2 2—13
Allen 00220022220200 2 tl 20002200 2—12
Quinton _ 2 2 2 2 U 2 2 U 2 2— 9

Potter 2 2 2 U 2 2 2 2 x. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0—16
Weiizel 0000022200 2 0002 2 2 00 2 00 0— 8
Whitnev - 200 2 200020220002 2 0000020 0—10
Venker* 0222 2 00022202000220020 2 0—12
Kearnev 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0—11
Foster 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—17
Ford 022022002220202022222002 2—15
McDowell 2 000200000020 0U200U2202 0— 7

The next event was at 15 singles; $1.50 entrance purse di-

vided into 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The result is as follows:

DaDiels o 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1—13
Ford 010111010011100—8
Fisher 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 0-10
Cate 11111010 oil ill 1—12
Weuzel L01011 10001011—8
Potter 1 00000111101 10 1—

8

Whitney - 000000101011111—7
Franzer 101100100101110—8
J. Doe 10001001010018—5
Drinkhouse 00010000100110 0—
Ostrander 00011111011010—
E. Cate 001100111001110—8
Kearney 000011111011010-
Venker 11111100011011 0-10
St*uf. 0010000100110 0— 4

Foster 111111010 10101 1—11
Slack 11010111110100 1—10
Allen 111110 111111 1—12
QuiDton 1 1111111111101 1-14
Walker 10010010100100 1—6
A try at sis pair of doubles, $1 entrance, two monies re-

lied as follows:

fate 10 H 00 01 00 00—4
D 1 11 10 00 11 00 01—6

11 10 11 10 H» 10— 8

10 01 10 10 Id Ul— 6

10 11 11 10 11 10—9
n ii io io n ii—io
10 11 11 in in II— 11

...« Hi 11 10 10 10 11— s

11 10 in ihi INI ih.~ 4

11 10 IKI 11 In hi- 7

11 10 10 00 01 10—6
Dl 11 10 Hi 10 10 00—6
FOI 10 10 10 11 IU 01-7

10 11 10 10 11 10— 8

The d;; joyed by all present.

A 15-ball pool toni I will take place next .Saturday

evening Mai p. M., ;ii the Yosemile Billiard

Parlors, No. 81 Francisco. Open to all com-
ers. For valuable cash prizes and trophies. The following

well known pool experts ha\ d and entered: Frank
McDonough, E. E. J amble, Geo. Becker, J.

Garrison, \V. Borland,.). Wilson and others.

Mr. W. H. NcKittrick, o been in the city

for some time pasl visiting Col r, commanding
military forces at Angel Island. Mr. McKittrickis an en-

thusiast in field sports and trap pleasun ' and while
here ordered a supply of traps and targe* tor use of himself

and friends at the metropolis of the i

The Country Club.

The Country Club opened the season's trap shooting at Oak-
land Shooting Park on Saturday las.t by engaging iu the per-

formance of the first number of six events to be given between

this and the opening of lite season for Geld shooting next

fall.

The weather was very trapropitious, the rain falling in all

the varied gradations during the day, from a rnisty, hesitating

drizzle to a copiousness which suggested that the entire lire

brigade of heaven bad been called out, and seated on the rag-

ged edges of the clouds, were turning the hose upon the Park
with all engines at full pressure.

The birds were an uncommonly good lot, and, when the
rain was not falling too hard, got up and oil in splendid mo-
tion.

This being the Club's first event of the season, called out a
very good representation, notwithstanding the state of the
weather, twenty-one gentlemen participating in the sport of
the day. Several new faces were presented at the score, and
most of them proved themselves at home with the gun.
Messrs. J. B. Stetson, D. O. Richards, \V. K. Brown, D. T.
Murphy and Win. Berg took part for the first time with the
Club on these grounds, and they all shot well for new begin-
ners at trap work.

Messrs. Webster, Babcock, Stetson and Oxnard took the
eleven o'clock boat and shot off their score before the rain be-

gan falling, and, from other causes, had much harder birds

than fell to the lot of the balance of the gentlemen later in the
day, and, as a result, the scores of these gentlemen represent,

comparatively speaking, a higher degree of skill than the
bare figures indicate. J. Downey Elarvey was present, and
not only did his part in the shooting, but kept up, as he al-

ways does, a running fusilade of witticisms, which kept the
entire company in good humor.
The presentation of the question of class shooting as appear-

ing in these columns, from time to time, has not been devoid
of substantial good.

This event was the first ever held by this club where class

shooting has been introduced. The good effects of this move-
ment was at once noticed, as in the events following the main
match of the day evpry one was eager to cross swords, so to

speak, with those of their respective class and as a result the
shooting was spirited and lively. The gentlemen shooting at

thirty yards rise comprised the first class, those shooting: at

twenty-eight yards formed class two, while class three was
made up of those shooting from the twenty-six yard score line.

No sooner than one pool was finished in any class than a new
one was formed, and the shooting ran along just as smoothly
as though there had been but one class. The purses, as a re-

sult, were not so large as formerly, but every one was highly
pleased, the contests in all of the classes being productive of

the most spirited rivalry. It kept many of the gentlemen in

the pool shooting simply because it gave them a show of be-

ing at the top of the score once in a while.

In the main match Mr. Ramon E. Wilson did some very
clever shooting, in fact Ins shooting for the entire day could
not well have been better as he lost but one bird out of all the
number fired at and he continued well up in the days' pool
shooting.

Mr. K. H. Sprague is another of the excellent shots of the
club and few of the matches were shot without his score figur-

ing well up with the winners.

Mr. F. R. Webster did not shoot in his usual form, as he
has become one of the leaders in making good scores in the
club.

Mr. Harry Babcock's position at the trap combined with
the ease and grace with which he makes good scores always
renders him a noticeable factor at all the trap events which he
attends but his love of the fields and mountains prevents him
from participating in but few of the club's regular events.

Mr. W. E. Bourn, a new man at the snore, demonstrated
that he is a first class hand with the gun.

Mr. Tallant, Mr. Atherton and Mr. Wooster shot well, al-

though the first and last named of this trio were .not shooting
up to their usual average.

STWCMARY.

Oakland, Cal., March 4, 1893—Oakland Shooting Park.
The Country Clubs first monthly shooting contest for the sea-

son for the Club's annual medals and trophies. President, F.

R. Webster; Vice-President, Robert Oxnard ; Secretary, Wm.
C. Murdock ; Field Captain, George Crocker. The score.

R.E.Wilson 1 1201251111 J— 11

R. H. Sprague 1 2012 *• 222 2 2 I—10
W. E. Bourn 2 * 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2-10
Harry Babcock 2110*111112*— 9
D.O.Richards 1 1 u 1 2 1 2 2 2 2— 9
F.W. Tallant 1121 2 01201 11—9
F. D. Atherton 2 2 12 2 10 110*2—0
F. L. Wooster 1 0212221*002 i

W. S. Kittle "1002022 2 2 2 2— 8
W. B. Tubbs 2211021)12 10 0— X

F. R. Webster 10 2 11 10 12—7
Robert Oxnard 1 212000212 0-7
J. Downey Harvey It) 1012101010— 7

Wm. Berg 1 1 1 I 2 1 i» 1— 7

A. C. Tubbs 1 01012 100120—7
H. E. Hall 220101002012—7
J. B. Stetson • 1 • 2 2 10 11—8
H. W. Woodward 1 1 1 i

George Crocker 10012002100—6
D. T. Murphy o 2 10 u 2 10 1- :•

W.S. McMurtry • 010120120* 0- s

In pool-shooting Class No. I, or the gentlemen shooting al

thirty yards rise, were as follows, with the results appended :

Wilson I 1 2

Wooster 2 1 2

Sprague 2 2 n

Tallant 2

Webster o

In the second event of this class Wilson and Sprague di

vided ou four straight kills. In the third event Sprague and

Wilson again divided on six clean lulls.

In Class No. '1, Messrs. A. <'. and \V'. B. Tubbs divided r*n

the first score. In the next event Mr. Oxnard won the pane
on four straight kills, while the followingone resulted in favor

of Messrs. Crocker »nd Oxnard, the latter winning the final

alone.

In Class No. 3. Messrs. Atherton and Richards divided on

second round. Mr. Atherton winning firsl in oexl -vent by

killing his first bird. The third event fell to Mr. II

one kill. Mr. Atherton won the nexl event by killing three

straight, dividing the next with Mr. Ball.

It was spirited pleasure during the whole afternoon in Bpite

of the falling rain.

The State Sportsman's Association has had its ranks aug

mented by the addition of the Humboldt Sporting and Eta n

ativa Club. T. A. Smith in Secretary of this club.
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The California Wing shooting: Club.

On the first of the week tbe California Wing Shooting Club

met at Oakland track and celebrated the second event for the

season of this the oldest wing shooting club in the State, The

birds were, on the whole, a splendid lot of flyers, being strong

and finely plumaged, and affording first-class sport. The day

turned out to be one of California's brightest and most cheer-

ing ones, the sun shining warm and pleasant, which rendered

the dav particularly agreeable after the heav_, rain of the pre-

vious dav and night.

It took the practice afforded by tbe dozen birds in the regu-

lar match to place Messrs. Robinson, " Slade " and Fay in

good form for shooting, and each of the trio did some hand-

some work in the pools later in the day. Dr. Chapman, a

new face at the score line in this vicinity, led the shooting in

the regular match, making some very tine shots. Mr. Ran-

dall, after missing or losing his first three birds, some of which

fell dead out of bounds, settled down to the sport in good form

and killed neatly and cleanly his remaining numbers. He
was shooting a gun which he had never before used at the

trap, but when once he "got onto" the birds he did remark-

ably well. Mr. Pendell and Mr. Duke was making their

maiden efforts, and as such they were not bad.

SUMMAKT.

Oakxaxd, Cal.. March 5, 1S93.—The California Wing
Shooting Club's second monthly match of the season, for the

Club's prizes and medals. President, Dr. S. E. Knowles
;

Secretary, Mr. Crittenden Robinson. The score:

Dr. Chapman 2 2 2 11220211 0—10
Crittendeu Robinson * 02121112 012—9
•Randall" _• 0*211111212—9
••Slade" „ 012 2 0222011—8
EdwarJ Fav 2 21001202 2 00—7
J. E. Duke 221200011*0—6
C. E. Peudell 0200 2 021000 2—5

After the main match luncheon was enjoyed at the hotel on

the grounds, when pool shooting was continued throughout

the remainder of the day. The first event was at twelve birds,

the result standing as follows

:

"Slade" 1 2211012212 2—11
Robinson 1 11101111*1 2—10
Fay . -1 1121* 2 1102 1—10
Lichteobenr _ 2 2111200211 2—10
PeDdell ....:. - 010122101012—8
"Randall" -2 110*1*210*1—7
Dake 2 0110001020 2—6

American Game Protection.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman :—From all sections

of the country favorable comments have been received regard-

ing the proposed National Sportsmen's Association. The self-

evident fact that under the present conditions the extermina-

tion of the best species of fish and game will be practically

complete within the next decade, stimulates all who desire

more uniform and effective game laws to do their utmost to

avert the calamity. The elk, moose, antelope, deer, etc., are

being rapidly diminished in numbers by the indiscriminate

slaughter in season and out of season, and it requires no pro-

phetic vision to foresee the time when the game animals will

be as rare as the buffalo if prompt measures are not taken to

prevent it. The following extracts, written by prominent

sportsmen, are worthy of careful consideration

:

The Secretary of the Xew York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, Mr. John JB. Sage, of Buffalo, says :
" 1 wish success for

the Nationai Sportsmen's Association, and if I can do any-

thing to help let me know/'
Mr. Richard O. Harding, Secretary of the Massachusetts

Fish and Game Protective Association, writes :
" I shall be

thankful for tbe opportunity to recommend so important a

subject for the consideration of our association."

Mr. J. X. Wass, of Beresford, S. D., Secretary of the South
Dakota State Sportsmen's Association, gives the following

hearty endorsement :
" I am highly pleased with the idea, and

most sincerely hope it will materialize in the near future and
bear good fruit until the remotest parts of the country shall

reap the benefits. If any State ever needed game protection,

South Dakota does. I have studied the matter fully, and mv
experience and observation teach rue that we can hope for no
protection for our very rapidly disappearing game until we
have a National Sportsmen's Association and amply paid game
warden-

The Secretary of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, John W. Dickinson J r , of Little Rock, writes :
" Once

the sportsmen assemble in a body from the different Stales, it

i* sale to say that the will have formulated a plan by which
the named association will thrive and be a pleasure and pride

to the members of each Slate association. There will never

be a place and time more favorable than sometime during tbe
World's Fair, and if any State will elect delegates to be pres-

ent at the appointed time, it-is safe to say that all delegates

HJ elected will attend."

Mr. <.liarli_^ A. I 'alley, secretary of the Kentucky Fish and
(jam*- Club, lakes occasion to say: The ail 1 for a National
Sportsmen's A^otiation I thoroughly endorse. Ourclubhas
a membership of 1,200 in Kentucky, and I can pledge you tbe

support of the entire membership. The club may be said to

represent Kentucky. Our objects are exactly those slated in

the call for a convention, and we give it hearty support.

Mr. J. I'. Barn um, a prominent sportsman of Prairie du
Wis., gives the following endorsement-' "This is a

subject I U.U1 greatly interred in, having spent much time
and no small amount of money in stocking fields and streams

for tin.- purpose of occasionally enjoying a day's sport with rod

and gun. Am snrrv to Bay mv efforts have been nearly a
failure. Pot huntent have destroyed nearly everything, and
will continue to do so as long as they can find a market for

the game."
Dr. K. S, Holmes, irb< bat formany rears been prominently

identified with the Michigan State Sportsmen's Association,

make? the following Sensible Comment : " If •pnrlMuen have
me broad, statesman-like, patriotic so as to act unselfishly

in the interest^ of tin- people of the country and posterity, I

-hall Ik; <ii fs Eation."

Bon. A .1. Turner, "t Portage, Wis., one of the most prac-

tical and enthusiastic kportamen of the Badger State, writes

tlii- .

"•
1 have attached iny signature to the call for a National

mTeotion, because 1 am heartily in sympathy with the ob-

jeetit nought. 1 rcarhed the reluctant conclusion some time
ago thai the guuic in this country is in process of speedy ex-
termination—at least practically so. This is so because there

is a woeful lack of public sentiment to sustain proper game

laws. The great mass of people look upon them with dis-

favor, or. at least, as an abridgment of their natural rights
;

and maoy " sportsmen " so grossly abuse their privileges dur-

ing the open season as to disgust people who would like to see

good game laws. The sportsmen must be educated as well as

the pot-hunter, for ihey run in about the same degree in the

mailer of slaughtering game,"
Mr. Wakeiuan Holberton, secretary of the Xew York As-

sociation for the protection of game, and author of a most ex-

cellent book on angling, says :
" I have had thirty years' ex-

perience in carrying our measures for the protection of game,

and must say that under the present conditions 1 have found

it a verv up-hill business. Our society was the first of the kind

in existence, and we have spent thousands of dollars in bring-

iug law suits and fighting poachers in the courts. I should

put the annual dues and the initiation at a moderate figure.

There should be a U. S. Game Commissioner, as well as a Fish

Commissioner."

Milwaukee, Wis., February 28, 1S93.

The above letter comes from that enthusiastic and able

sportsman, "Will Wildwood," and presents a most encour-

aging outlook for this most important of all movements in the

field of sportsmanship, looking as it does to the public good.

Losing Consciousness.

Did you ever lose consciousness ? Of course you have

often been asleep, but I mean were "you ever " put to sleep "

by a blow or accident of any nature ? I have, and I was so

impressed by the new sensation to which I was introduced

that I am persuaded to note them down before the accumula-

ing days shall have effaced the faiat
5
and subtle delineations

made on my mind at that time. Peculiar state of affairs and

somewhat paradocial, I am impressed, you .will think, when

you read the preceding sentence. Did I lose consciousness ?

Let me state my experience and then you may judge whether

I did or not.

Some weeks since, when attending the field trials conducted

under the management of the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club,

I met with an unusual experience'. Three gentlemen and
myself were riding out to the grounds in a surrey. The morn-
ing was unusually cool; a damp, thick fog lay over the valley,

rendering the drive somewhat chilly. In order to vary the

monotony of the drive and give expression to the great amount
of animal spirits which we possessed, an impromptu boxing
match, without rules or referee, was indulged in by myself and
another, the "other" being a regular "Gentlemanly Jim."
Several rounds were enjoyed when I was caught with a good,

strong blow " in the right place " as the " pugs " put it, in the

region of the heart.

Immediately 1 felt a warm, sickening sensation in the region

of the stomach, and the wave of heat seemed to sweep up-

ward. I immediately realized that I was going to faint. The
next instant 1 had passed into entirely different environments

;

into a new state of being. From a state of chilliness I became
warm, and, while retaining my power of sensation, in so much
as I can now recall every object, as it then seemed to me, yet

I was entirely different in feeling from the sensation exper-

ienced in my normal condition.

The sky and atmosphere seemed of roseate tint and I lay at

ease floating unconcernedly through the air. What seems

strange to me now is that I saw myself, was watching myself,

floating along in all the luxury of unefforted progress

as if I, the observer, and I, the observed, were two
separate and distinct beings—a segregated duality. I have

heard of this sensation being very common in dreams but this

was my first experience of the impression. Below me I could

see but indistinctly the forms of men on the ground, houses
:

trees, lakes and rivers.

The sensation changed slowly and the music that had so

charmed me died softly away in the distance and then I began

to feel a shudder pass over my body, then I heard faiotly the

sound of voices and next I could make out but dimly the

forms of those about me, then like a flash sight and hearing

was fully restored and I heard my friend, the Doctor, say

:

" We've saved him. He will be all right." Then I was in-

formed of the fact that my heart had ceased action for quite a

minuie and a half and that two minutes of inaction was the

limit to which it could have extended and any ralional hope
have remained of my recovery. Some good whiskey and ex-

ercise brought me about all right. There was no indication

of any pain whatever. I had no thought of fear. But the

"other fellow?" Well, Sam never refers to the subject with-

out growing pale,
»

The Spoonbill Gun Club of Sacramento has elected the

following officers for the ensuing year: President, John Fitz-

gerald ; Vice-President, George S'aghel; Captain, Less Mor-
rison ; Assistant Captain, George Chapman ; Treasurer, Charles

Flohr; Secretary, Joseph Maddux. A fine diamond badge
was ordered to be shot for this season, and five money prizes

were named. Its next shoot will be on the 19th inst.

The daily press of this city are in the habit of confounding

the State Sportsmen's Association with a body known as the

State Sportsmen's Protective Association. The long and mer-

itorious work of the former in the field of legitimate sports in

this State is well known to the local sportsmen, but others are

led into doubt by the errors of many of the local publications

in mentioning the names interchangeably.

* ( Di. Vernon " quotes in the Weekly Journalist of rSoston

our remarks anent the subject of turning the Yosemite over

to the National Government. The sooner this vTansfer can be

accomplished the better it will be for this incomparable Eden.

Names Claimed.

Mr. Jno. K. * »rr of this city, claims the name of Lady Bass-

ford for liver and white ticked painter bitch.

Mr. P. H. Allen's Tomah, on January 31st, threw a litter of

nine to same owner's California Alton. There are a number
of them yet to be seen at the owner's kennels in this city.

Thev are a fine appearing litter, nicely marked and of good
quality. Mr. Allen is an enthusiast on the subject of St. Ber-

nards, and this litter evinces his success in breeding them.

Mr. 11. A. Bassford of Vacaville, has presented to Mr. Jno.

K. Orr of this city, a fine pointer bitch which the latter has

placed with Mr. C. A. Loud for training at Raymond.

THE KENxN'J^L.

Dog owners are requested to send for publication tbe earliest possi

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly uames of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTCRES.
BE>"CH SHOWS.

Washington Citv Kennel Club's show, Washington, D. C„ March 14,

15. 16 and 17. F. S. Webster. Secretary.

Elmira Kennel Club's first annual bench show, Elmira, X. v.,

March 21. 22, 23 and 24. C. A- Browman, Secretary.

Citv of the Straits Kennel Club's show. Detroit, Michigan. March
21, 22, 23 and 2-1. Guy D. Welton, Secretary.

Illindio Kenuel Club's bench show. Indianapolis, Ind.. March 28,

29, 30 and 31. Chas. K. Farmer. Secretary.

Kew England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,
13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,

April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, Jane 13, 14, 15,
16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Clab's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, Xew York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Clab's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8. 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Do Dogs Reason?

What is reason ? The cynic, the othodox in thought, the

automaton who accepts and imitates without ever questioning

his leaders, the indolent who find it much more in accordance

with their languorously idle lives to follow in the old ruts

rather than lo carve out new ones for themselves, will all con-

clude at a glance that the following is none of it, but it may
serve to cause even such to think occasionally.

Of course the idea that any creature save man can reason

will not for a moment be considered by the man who is so

self-conscious as to demand all of his attention to self. To
enlarge the scope of individualities or organisms that are ca-

capable of reasoning seems to the self-sufficient to be in some
way a detraction from their special form of intelligence. We
do not wonder at this, for all such perhaps realize in some
dim way that they possess so little that if the number of indi-

vidualities possessing a part be admittedly large that this fact

will in some way take from them the honor which they deem
all their own by reason of their supposedly exclusive position

as special trustees of an exclusive gift or trust.

In speaking of the dog or for that matter anv of the animal
creation, that shows development beyond the simple power of

motion, all will concede them the power of perception and as

to the dog none will deny the power of memory. If percep-

tion and memory be conceded, then the use of these two facul-

ties must necessarily and logically lead up to reason. Memo
ry can serve no good purpose unless the power of comparison

be given by which the good from the evil may be separated

to the end that the good be chosen and the evil avoided. Some
say that instinct governs the animal creation, other than man
and " instinct " we are led to understand is a kind of general

result which is the product of all the forces surrounding thi

creature. If this be true then man is for the most part, a

creature governed by the same law. Few men thins, or reason,

in the abstract, but on the whole are governed by impressions

which are the results of their environments.

Mature creates no organ, no faculty without having a use

for the same. Perception and memory, conceding the utility

of the latter, necessarilly leads to the conclusion that reason is

involved in the use of memory.

i-

i
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Coursing at Sacramento.

There was a big crowd at the meeting of the Sacramento

Coursing Club held last week at Calby & Williams' ranch on

the Marysville road. The following was the result

:

First series—W. Healey's Lady Gay beat Andy Larkin's

Pat Spain; Tom Shepp's Muldoon beat W. Healey's Iroquois:

J. Long's Galty Boy beat M, Griffith's Banshee; M. B.

Griffith's Midnight beat Phil. Callahan's Three Cheers; J

Farrell's Amo beat D. Considines Maud S.; J. Hanford's

Blackbird beat F. Ginter's Kingneck ; C. Lynch's Tommy S.

beat P. Callahan's Sensation ; A. Xeithercutt's Valley Girl

bert F. Ginter's Minute; J. Kennedy's Lady Iris beat A.

Xeithercutt's Sunday ; E. Hines' Yolo Maid beat H. Shee-

han's Lilv ; J. Kennedy's California Girl beat M. Raney's

Pride of Ulster.

Second series—Mc.'doon beat Lady Gay ; Galty Boy beat

Midnight ; BlackHrd beat Amo ; Valley Girl beat Tommy
S.; Yolo Maid leat Lady Iris ;

California Girl run a bye.

Third series—Muldoon beat Galty Boy ; Valley Girl beat

Blackbird ; Yolo Maid beat California Girl.

Fourth series—Muldoon beat Valley Girl ; Yolo Maid ran

a bye-

Finpi series—Muldoon bear Yolo Maid, taking first money,

Yolo Maid second, Valley Girl third.

The Coming Bench Show.

The preparations for the coming bench show, to be held in

this city during the first week in May next, are progressing

finely. The committees are up and doing, working like beav-

ers with the intention of eclipsing all efforts heretofore made

on this coast in the bench show line.

It is certain to prove a most attractive and successful evenl

The labor to erysialize and focalize the kennel interests of

this entire section of country is not small, and the active

workers in the movement are to be congratulated on the fact

that so much of success has attended their endeavors in thf

line.

The selection of Mr. George Kaper as judge is proving

day. since that fact has become known, to have been a well

advised step under the circumstances.-
Geo. Raper, Esq., of Wincobank, Sheffield, England, ha;

been secured by the Committee Circuit to judge the comim
shows at Los* Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle. He nrcenll;

officiated at the New York Show and is considered one of th<

best all-round judges in EDgland. His coming will bring ou

a large entry, and we estimate 350 dogs to be benched.
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" Stock cuts " won't do any more, that is where the subject

is a dog. They have served their purpose long and, in many
instances well, in every other department save the kennel

world. Our daily papers use Lydia Piokham's well-known

"phiz" in all cases of emergency. If a telegram flashes

across the wire conveying the information that the beautiful

Miss or Mrs. so and so has eloped with the Apollo of the

whip and reins, Lydia appears as the naughty and daring
" heroine while some plugugly or slick confidence man's " cut

"

is used for the latter. Anything to keep up the reputation of

the paper for "hustling," but this fast and false business

won't do when it comes to dogs, as evidenced by the following

from Sports and Amusements. In the latter case only origi-

nals are permitted :
" Mr. Al. G. Eherhardt has been dis-

qualified for sis months by the American Kennel Club, on

the charges preferred by Dr. Perry, author of the new dog

book ' Kennels Secrets.' Mr. Eberhardt was charged with

sending tne photograph of the English prize-winning pug
Royal Duke to Dr. Perry, asserting that it was a good picture

of his pug dog Patsy Boliver. Several other charges have

been made against Mr. Eberhardt which will come up at the

next meeting of the A. K. C. Mr. Eberhardt has for some
time rejoiced in the prefix ' Square Deal ' Eberhardt."

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Gal., A. C. Davenport,

Prop., sold Flo E., blk while cocker spaniel bitch puppv
whelped July 10th. 1892, bv Bronta, A. K. C. S. B., 17.064

(ch Brant, A. K. C. S. B., 5.S46 ex. Moller) ex Fanny, to

David Winders, Stockton, Cal.

Capt. Thomas Hiegs will take a trip to Los Angeles to the

Southern California Kennel Club Show, and will also have a

splendid string of dogs, as some of our prominent dogmen of

this city will send some of their best dogs in charge rf Mr.

Higgs. He will also act as the representative of the Pacific

Kennel Gub.
*-

The Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles, are

looking forward to a successful bench show. Their arrange-

ments are now' all but complete. Thev will have a large

entry.

Special prizes are coming in fast for the Pacific Kennel

Club Show. Any person desiring to offer a prize can do so by

addressing orders to Clarence Haight, 21 Kearney street.

Mr. C. A. Swisler, of Placerville, a lover of rod and gun

and interested in good field dogs, was in the city last week and

took a look at Mr. Huber's kennel of champion pointers.

E. H. Williams, Esq., has been appointed superintendent

of the Pacific Kennel Club Show. He acted in a like capacity

in 1S89, and will surelv make an efficient officer.

The Review, of Portland, published last week, a handsome
illustration of Mr. Henry Huber's celebrated pointer, the

Duke of Vernon.

ROD.
To a Robin.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.1

Thou merry herald of the spring,
Thy liquid notes, so pure and sweet. J

ThronErhont the fields and orchards ring,

Telling of winter's sure retreat ;

Fortelling hirth of grass and flowers.

Of springing corn and waving wheat

;

All children of the sun and showers,
That cometh forth the spring to greet.

It must be that thy little breast
Is warmed and cheered by love's sweet glow :

That thoughts of tiny eggs and nest
Call forth thy sweet song's rippling flow.

Ah! robin, robin, wonld that I

Might fly with free and careless wing.
To cold and storms I'd bid goodbye.
And journey ever with the spring.

British Sharks.

The following interesting communication appeared in the

Field recently from the pen of John T. CarriDgton. It reads

as follows:

During the past autumn there has been quite an invasion of

the British waters by one or other species of the sharks which
are taken from time to time in our seas. Only recently Mr.
Matthias Dunn, of Mevagissey, so well-known as a recorder of

many rare fish, pointed out that the blue sharks in the seas off"

Southern Cornwall were so numerous that they were seriously

interfering with the pilchard tishery off" his port. Instead of

the pilchards feeding quietly as is their custom to the advan-

tage of the fishermen, they were wild and packed in shoals

and altogether in skittish mood. Recently some Ramegate
fisherfolk brought in another species, said to weigh over 5

cwt , which, in chasing its prey, had become entangled in

their nets, and committed sad havoc, breaking and tearing

fathoms of valuable tackle. This example was sold by Mr.
Catt, the local fish auctioneer, and has doubtless, by this time
become a " show."
There is one consolation about British sharks, no matter

how ferocious they may be among the small fry in the deep,

that there is little to fear from attacks upon mankind. Very
different creatures are they to those huge brethren of theirs

which one so often sees in tropical waters swimming lazily

round a ship at anchor. Aptly have they been called ''sea-

pigs," for they grovel, as it were, in the water after such un-

considered trifles as the waste from the saloon table or an old

nigger boy, if he be not quick enough to get clear of their saw-

like teeth. In some places, however, such as at St. Vincent

in the Cape de Verde Islands, there seems to be a sort of no,

demanding between niggers and sharks, for I have often seen

a nigger dive from ihe rail of a 4,000-too steamer after a shil-

ling, when two or three big sharks have been no further than

20 yards away. Both nigger and shilling invariably returned

safelv.the sharks hardly troubling to look a-- to the cause of

the plunge and subsequent splash. Very different was it one
day in another port, when a youth plunged, against orders, for

a refreshing bath, in the intense tropical heat. Hardly had

he reached the surface when there was a cry, and all else we
saw was a dark red stain of blood in the water, for both bov

and shark were gone.
The scientific position of the sharks is between the sturgeons

and dog fish, leading on to the rays. There is among British

fishes a link connecting them with the sturgeons. It is the

family Chim«?ridx% of which we have one genus, viz., Chim-
era, represented by C. monstrosa, a rare fish sometimes found
on our extreme north-east coasts and by the Orkneys. It is

known sometimes as the king of the herrings, and also as the
rabbit fish, while another name ss that of the sea rat, possibly

on account of its whip-like tail. It is well named monstrosa,
for it is a queer, uncanny looking being. The mouth is placed,

shark fashion, well under the great head, while there is on
the male a curious fleshy process above the eye-, sticking <><it

like a handle, decorated with a fringe. When taken in British

seas this species is probably a wanderer from more northerly

regions for it occurs not infrequently on the Norway coast,

where it commonly reaches four feet in length.

Our various sharks belong to the sub-order Plagiostamata,

of which we have five species forming the group Selachoidel.

as represented in the British marine fauna. It is difficult to

ascertain to what ages these animals attain, but we may take

it as a rule that, some producing comparatively few offspring

at a birth, they are long lived beings. The females of several

species deposit two ova at a time, but at not infrequent inter-

val ; the embryo is enclosed in a ca^e, which is. attached by
thread-like appendages to sea weeds, corallines, and in fact

anything that will serve as an anchor. The emptv cases are

often to be found on the sea shore, and are called sea-purses.

The blue shark, when mature in size, is said to attain a

length of no less than twenty-five feet in suitable waters where
food is plentiful. No such example has ever been taken in

our seas, ten feet to twelve feet being the usual adult size,

though from three feet to four feet appears the commoner
length. Its blue color seems to have suggested its common
names in several languages; for instance, the French call it

Le Bleu, but its scientific name is Carcharies glaucus. It is a
long tapering fish of rather elegant proportions, with a pro-

longed tail, and the snout protruding beyond the mouth
nearly as far as the distance from the mouth to the gills.

Blue sharks are migratory animals, being generally visitors

to our waters in warm weather, especially in autumn time,

but they have been seen in June, and even in the month of

March. They are nocturnal in their more active habits, taking

j

rest and sleep in the davtime, often on the surface of the

I

water, with a portion of the dorsal fin and extremity of the

tail exposed above in the air. So gentle are they in their

movements that, unlike many other monsters of the deep,

they do not disturbed the luminous noctiluca, which at the

same time will be lighting every wavelet with their phos-

i

phorescence. Blue sharks are not very particular as to what
fish thev take as food, though those which are gregarious in

their habits like mackerel, pilchards and herring, are most
commonly hunted by them. It is on record that big fish, such
as congers and the larger dog fish, were found in a dead spec-

imen from Cornwall. Occasionally they become entangled in

the drift nets set by the pilchard fishers, but these sharks will

also take a bait. Great care is necessary in landing a hooked
specimen, in case it gives a blow with its tail, which may re-

sult in serious consequence, such as broken limbs or ribs.

These blue sharks not infrequently occur on the southern and
western coasts of Ireland ; in fact their range is very consid-

erable, for they occur in all the warmer European seas and
throughout the temperate and the tropical portions of the At-
lantic and Pacific Oceans.

Our next shark is Galeus vulgaris, which should rejoice in

its number of local names. Some of these are penny-dog,
tope, toper, whitehound and rig. The French name is Le
Milandre. The usual adult size is about 6 feet long, though
7 feet has been recoaded. It is an inhabitant of warm and
temperate seas all over the world, occurring in Australiau and
Western Xorth American waters as far north as British

Columbia. It is a savage and voracious fish, eating almost

any animal food whether dead or alive, such as fish, crabs and
starfish. It is most frequently taken by the line fishermen,

and appears to haunt the bottom of the sea for its prey ; this

applies especially to the winter months, as might be expected.

The skin is d«rk grey and the underside of the fish's head and
abdomen is dirty white. The dried skin is sometimes used by
man for scouring wooden and iron vessels, the finer sorts mak-
ing good burnishers for gun barrels. It is eaten by some of

the fisherfolk of Western France, and occasionally in Eng-
land : but it is at best foul food, with rank smell. The young
are praduced alive during the summer time and the litter has
been known to extend to as high a number as 50 individuals.

At some seasons this fish is a great trial to the line fishermen

who work by night, for they are sometimes hooked off* the

Norfolk coast in large numbers, giving much trouble and but

little profit.

Of all our sharks, none is more curious than the " hammer-
head," or as it is otherwise known, the balance fish. Its scien-

tific name is Zygoma tifaUeus, the French vulgar name being
Le Marteau, This animal seems to occur in most seas of the

world, and reaches a length of some fourteen or fifteen feet. It

is far from common with us, but has not infrequently occurred

among other localities off' Scotland, Wales, Cornwall and the

Norfolk coast. It has a long and powerful tail ; Ihe body is

symmetrical until reaching the head, which is so shaped as to

give it the name of the hammer-head. The eyes are placed at

each end of the hammer-like projections. This odd organiza-

tion is very puzzling, as there seems no reason why this extra-

ordinary deviation should have taken place in the usual anat-

omy of these animals. The head is three times as wide as it

is long, projecting far over each side of the animal's total

width. The body is bluish grey, much lighter on tin- under
side.

Another shark rather resembles the " toper," but (In snout

is not so elongated. This is Mitxtrhm mhjnri-*, the smooth
hound, it is also called the ray-mouthed dog; in France.
/ / It is a le>s savage species than some of

the others, feeding on sea-snail and crustaceans. They have
about a dozen young at a birth, and are taken most commonly
on hailed hooks. Along the sides of the back is a row of

whitish spots, which are fainter or obsolete in a^ed specimens.
The smooth hound often reaches four feet in length, though

specimens of six feet have been noted. They are eaten in the
western islands of Scotland and considered good food. This
animal has a wide ran ge, extending even to New Zealand and
the coasts of South America. It is in summer ofleu common
in the sea around south and western England, being another
shark which appears- with the pilchards

/ much more shark-like than thelasr spec-

ies described. It is [he porbeagle of our fishermen, a word
supposed to come from two others, viz., porpoise from it- ap-

pearance and beagle from its habit of hunting like th

In color they are dull &rey above, and whiter beneath. Pen-
nnnl railed ihi<* specie* ihe Beaumaris shark. It is taken on
baited line*, and has occurred near Plymouth, in ' 'ornwall, and

ly offGalway ; has also occurred in t >rku.-v- und
Shetland*, Frith of Froth, Berwick, off Whitby, Bridlington,

Yarmouth, Hasting^ and many other places. It is another
species with a long range, occurring also in the Japanese seas
and Xew Zealand. Adults taken in our waters have commonly
reached 10 feet, though it may „'row larger. In summer and
autumn it is most frequently met with probably migrating
south in winter. The bodv is thick and high in front, taper-
ine rapidly towards the tail, which is largelv developed and
massive. It is a heavy fish for its size and length. There is

an instance mentioned of one of these fishes sprining at a fish-

erman and taking a piece out of his clothes : it is said to have
taken place off Penzance.
More easy to understand than the malformed looking head

of the hammer-head is the prolonged tail of the fox shark.
That species is named Alopias vuipes, and has other vulgar
names besides the fox, in thresher and slasher, both names re-

ferring to the use it can make of its powerful tail. The
French also associate it with the fox, aud call it Le
Renard. This is by no means an uncommon shark in
British seas, after attaining 13 feet in length; and I

have seen one recently killed of nearly 15 feet. It is

generally found following shoals of fi-hes, such as herrings,

pilchards and sprats, which it is said to swim round and
round until the fish are gathered into a compact mass, when it

thrashef them with its tail. It is more probable that the
splashing is to frighten the fish into a closely gather shoal, so
that it may more readily catch them. It is said to use the
same weapon upon less active animals of its own size, such a-*

the gampus ; and several accounts exist of such battles in

various parts of the world, for it is auother shark which may
be faund in anv temperate sea. It is said to be good eating,

but I have not had an opportunity of tasting it.

The largest species of British sharks is so distinct that there
need be no difficulty in identifying it by the ?ill arrangements,
for attached to them aae elastic rakers, which act like the
whalebone strainers of the baleen whale. Their object seems
to be to sift the water before passing through the gills, and
retaining small Crustacea?, etc., on which the animal feeds.

Unlike most of the sharks, Selache maxima is timid and in-

offensive, feeding upon seaweed and minute marine organisms.
It is Kno«vn by the English name of basking shark, because

j

of its habit of remaining perfectly still, probably asleep, on
: the surface of the water. The Irish name is sunfish

—

: doubtless for the same reason. In the Orkneys it is called

hoemother or homer, meaning mother of dogfish. In France
it is Ee Pelerin. Sailtish is sometimes applied, because it often

', swims with the dorsal fin high out of the water. Occasionally

!
they appear in some numbers, though generally they are found

I

alone. This shark sometimes reaches a length so great

i
as forty feet, but from twenty-five feet to thirty fe^t seems to

: be the more frequent size of adults which are found in our
seas. Being a very bulky fish for its length, individuals of

large size run to great weights, such as half a ton. Another
;

character is the beaklike projecting snout, which frowns over
the eyes like exaggerated eyebrows. The mouth, also, is far

I

forward, and not deep under the head, as in sharks generally.
1 The teeth are small and

t
conical, with smooth edr-es. ( Jill

openings are very long, extending almost the width of the
1 neck. The color of these animals is blackish brown, lighter

|

on the undersides. The snout is dark reddish, dirty whitish
UDderueath.

The baskiog sharks are not always inactive in their habits,

as they sometimes leap out of the water, exposing most of the
huge body, as though at play. Another curious habit is

swimming on the top of a smooth sea, with an undulating
motion, the snout and eyes being well clear of the water. It

is supposed that this habit is the origin of the so-called sea-

serpent, for in that condition the snout and eyes would give
the required conditions (with a little added) to fulfil the many
descriptions of the mythical beast. The capture of these

!

sharks is highlv interesting and exciting work. They are

I

easily approached whilst basking or sleeping, and will not

i

readily awake, even after the harpoon is thrust deeply into the

;

body near the gills. Once sensible, however, to the fact they
plunge with tremendous force, deep down into the sea, and
roll on to the bottom trying to disentangle the deadly weapon,
and then race away at high speed. Every care must be ex-
erted by those in the boats, or the chances are a catastrophe.

A free running line of a couple of hundred fathoms is the
first thought, for these fish make a gallant fight for life. They
are killed for the sake of the oil extracted from the liver,

which issaid to be of very good quality. A -0ft. female pro-

duces as much as loOgal. of such oil. The range of this

species includes the Mediterranean, and it is not rare around
the < 'rkneys.

The remaining species is Xotidanus griseus. which though
allied in general shape and also by the position of the gills

, with the last shark, is unlike it in habits, beim: very voracious

|

and savage. In color they are olive, and reddish grey above.

and lead color beneath. The largest British specimen meas-

ured about 12 feet ; but they grow much laiger in the Medi-

terranean, where they are of somewhat common occurrence.

Very few have strayed fo far as our shores; but it is recorded

from Badrt", in Scotland, the Isle of Wight, Mevagissei and

Polperro, in Cornwall, where it is called the six-gilled shark.

The llesh is said to act on carnivorous animals as a strong
purgative.

Are You Going Fishing?

It is one of the peculiarities of the sport of angling that the

more one follows it the more one grows to love it. < hi

parity for enjoyment is, in a measure at hast. -;ovorned by
cultivation, and it has always seemed to me that no line of

sport ever yielded Mich a prolific increase of pleasure as that

of angling * hie comes to love the rod and reel, i In- silken

ine and the beautiful Hies and the creel as if thej

ieels of sympathetic companionship. The beauty, the real

i Bporl of filling a creel with line troul is enhanced
by doing ii with a r<><Iuith which you are perfectly familiar;

with a line you havi te ted ami with ,< reel the music ofwhich
i- uol strange to your ears. I have a fly in mv book with

which I killed lour line trout in the TruCKee I'

is yet a good fly anil in a lair stale of preservation. WVr I

had killed the fourth troi spirited light. I look the

fly ofl 'he leader and preserved il for tbe good work which it

had done, substitutins afresh ><n>- ol the same make in it*

stead. Foolish, >ou think '.' Well, perhap-'it is, hut do you

know I take pleasure injtlSl such little incidents of the Sport

To me they add, immeasurably, to the general features of the

outing. The time will so lien the rod- will be in

od. We trust that their u-e may even be more general

than inthepasl on this >-.»; ( -t. We have a few genuine enthu-

siasts in By fishing, but the interest of the *port could

bv a -till Ian
i this charming man

ing a week in the mountain
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
ED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPS N .

PftOPBR CORRECTION!—The following clippiug and letters

explain tlie matter, and the letter from Mr. Ashley thoroughly

Ives Mr. Steiner. 1 a^ree heartily with Mr. Ashley that

Mr. Steiner has been misreported quite often enough, and will

- add that he has been blamed for doing his duty, repri-
j

tnanded in no light terms, where he should have been given

unqualified praise. 1 shall certainly be somewhat surprised

if at the annual meeting of the American Trotting Register

elation theS '- commended for enforcing its

laws- If these are at fault, amend, and the amendment which

will be very satisfactory to a big, a very big majority of trot-

ting horse folk, will be the abolition of trials against time;

n tthing but honestly conducted race records to count. I will

be surprised decidedly, however, if that prevails at the coming

meeting, though it cannot be long delayed.

Chicago, 111.. February 26, 1193.

Mr. Fos, - sos, i tabland, Cal.

My Dejub Mb, Simpson—I inclose you a clipping from the evidence
in the?'. stigatiou taken from the b.;ekdeb ani»3pobts-
M A N -

I do nut know that it would make any particular difference ifl

bad written a letter containing the facts as set forth bv Mr. Ashley,
but 1 am unanle to find a copy nf any such letter to Mr. La Rue or

y. and I do not think it possible that a letter could have pot-

lenouto ing copied. Neither are we able to find

books of my stenographer.
Will you kiodlv favor me by asking Mr. Ashley to send you a copy

of the letter I do not believe be bas any such letter, as I do uot re-

memberof writing' anything of the kind, certainly not in the form in
which it is put in the clipping
Kindly attend to this mutter and much oblige. Yours truly.

J. \V_ Steiner. Secretary.

Attorney Ashley then arose and said : " I would like to have this

Board when it makes its report take in cnnsideratien the letter written
Secretary Steiner to Secretary LaRue. lu this letter Secretary
er stated Mr Allen bad told htm he had received a letter from I

some man in Lodi offering to famish proof that Stamboul's record was
iiregnlai 52, >. Mr. Vllen stated the men were employes and

\

rould not Hilord to have theirnames knowu for fear they would lose [

their jobs ."

Ashley then read the letter It contains various erroneous state-

tncerning theSlambonl record, such as these : "The horse
intberain," "It was before lu o'clock." "The time was not

announced." " Four men on the track held watches and agreed the
time was 2:16." and so on.
President Smith announced the letter and ail other papers in evi

deuce would t.e duly considered.

Stocktox CaL, March 3, 1893.

Mr. Jos. Cairn Simpson. 313 Bush Street. San Prancisco, Cal.

My Peak. Sir: Your note endorsed on the letter of Mr. Steiner to
yourself, together with clipping, received. Mr. steiner is correct. I

had no such letter- What I did read was a letter from Mr. M M.
Morae containing quotations from a letter written to Mr. Morse by Mr.
Allen. Mr. Morse's letter was addressed to Mr. LaRue asseeretarv.
The quotations gave the charges mentioned in your clipping,with the
exception that the exact amount was not stated. I do not think I

used Mr. Steiner's name in connection with the letter: if so. it was
Inadvertently, as the letter read was as I state above. I think t left

the letter with the Board of Appeals. The clipping should read Secre-
tary Morse to Secretary La Rue.

I am sorry that the mistake occurred, wherever the blame rests,

because I apprehend that Mr. Steiner is misreported often euough,
anyway. With kindest regards,

Yours truly, A. H. ASHLEY.
** *

iun-iTv.— It hardly seems possible that so palpable an

attempt to wrongfully discredit the actions of reputable men
should have raised such a commotion over the whole country

as followed the conspiracy in regard to Stamboul's fastest rec-

ord. But the chance of obtaining credence for the most absurd

declarations lies in the fact that whenever the performance or

pedigrees of horses are discussed there is a proueness to believe i

stories, however marvellous. Then there also appears to be a
disposition to overlook the euormity of bearing false witness
when horses are the theme, and a general desire to accept a

Btory which disparages those belonging to families which the
listener does not like. Then, too, there is an idea quite gen-
erally prevalent that it is a creditable action to attack pedi-

grees of long standing, especially if by so doing the glory is

transferred from a tribe which is not in favor. This laxity ol

opinion in regard to what might be called equine ethics has
encourage 1 that sorl of warfare, and when some one thinks

money in it
" an attack is made, and others are will-

:ipate from the notoriety obtained. Pedigrees
have beet) the favorite point to attack, and before time per-
formance- were rated bo highly, that was the only charge
which would insure attention. Nearly certain that if an ani-
mal were unusually conspicuous some one would question the

jy, and thus the great Eclipse was said to be a son of
Shakespeare in place of Mareke, Sir Archy to be got by
< rsbriel in lieu of I Horned, while among the trotters there are

examples which arc brought forward again and again.
Had the purpose to blackmail not been so obvious in the

Statnbool case, the attack might have been ascribed to a praise-
worthy desire to sustain the honesty of the record, bm with
the latter named incentive motive there -nould have been an
outspoken profc first Not a whisper of doubt, while
" brimming beakers" of champagne were quaffed at the race
track and ]_.- ,,-r the California championship.
When th to the town and the rainfall
and cloud- could DOl nuppreSB the jubilant feeling, not an inti-

mation of denial that the trophy was not worthily gained.
That the rejoicing grated harshly on the ears of some is be-
yond question, and with the hurrahs reverberating on the tym-
penum a chord was -truck which jealomy bad Btratned to an
acute key. Bui apart from the gratification of Bpi

there was another powerful motive, the chance t<- secure a
" I big proportions. Never

' me of i track battles in lS92was the
duel bet ul and Kremlin. When Stamboul low-
ered the mark of l'ab. Alto bj one-quarter ol a ec >nd there

ition of joy. Ii was do
& dissenting voice when the improved snlfay was
of the credit When Kremlin, however, lowered

itement began. Another quartei
"rid r-

| ,1, and then the imrv was thor-
oughly awakened Not a word of doubl on tl

mow trial* -| lioned.
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i. amed that the campaign fbi 1802 musl be brought

to a close. But the conspirators saw a grand opportunity.

Stamboul was to be sold at auction in New York. He and
manv of his progeny were on the way for the sale mart.

Thousands, tens and tens of thousands of dollars were expected

for the champion and his progeny, and all that was necessarv

was to threaten exposure to bring in a big haul, secure a swag
beyond that from a stage robbery when the treasure box was

heavily loaded. There would be no time to counteract the

scheme, and they reveled in anticipation of the fruits of their

sure thing. Mr. Cross was of different metal than what the

conspirators supposed. He would not suffer the palpable im-

position to be inflicted on the estate he had in charge, and
directed the auctioneer to make public the attempt to question

the truthfulness of the record. Then the other string was
pulled and affidavits offered for sale. Championship
records have been held of such supreme importance that to re-

tain the first place in the stallion list it was supposed that the

owner of Kremlin would respond with alacrity to meet their

demands. The judicial ermine which enveloped the person of

one of the conspirators gave a grand opportunity. An en-

dorsement, effective at a distance, a certiffcate of standing

which had an influence when thousands of miles laid between
the site of the court and those who were interested in the in-

vestigation. At home there was no such glamourie. The
District Board laid bare the fraud, and had so little respect

for the Chief Justice and his associates that punishment fol-

lowed.

And still the gullibility of many people is so great, when
records or pedigrees are assailed, that there are believers yet

in the fraud. "'Convinced against their will, they're of the same
opinion still," so wrote Butler in his famous satire, and there

is another eomplet which may be quoted as appropriate in

these cases :

- For what in worth is anything
But so much money as 'twill bring".'"

That has a more direct reference to these pedigree onslaughts

in which an offer is made to fill up gaps or straighten out er-

rors for a con-sid-er-a-tion in the Trapbois sense of the word.

Thus 1 am credibly informed that the man who claimed to

have evidence to prove that the dam of George Wilkes was
not by Harry Clay priced it at two hundred dollars, and he was
quite modest in his charge, as in one instance, to mv positive

knowledge, ten thousand dollars were thought to be a fair

renumeration for the knowledge proffered. In that case there

was something to base a charge upon ; 'documentary evidence
which had come into the possession of the man who offered it

in a legal way, and he had been told by <; horsemen " that it

was exceedingly valuable, aud that he and (hem were justly en-

titled to recompense, he as the holder of the property, them,
why discoverers of its worth. Either of these cases, however,

are not on a par with one which can be cited. In that a man
claims to have formulated a false pedigree, but innoceutlv,

another admits that he knew it to be false from the time it

was promulgated, nearly fourteen years ago, but did not make
the correction, giving, to say the least, a very silly reason for

withholding the information. After the expiration of twelve

years a colt from the mare sold spuing to the very top of the

pinnacle of fame and sold for a larger sum
than any horse had brought up to the date

of his sale. A big fortune to most people the

dollars paid for this paragon, and the whole trotting world
became excited over his performances. The colt had made
his supreme effort November 10, 1S91 ; he was sold in Janu-
ary 1S92. March 22, 1S92, the seller of the dam of this colt,

nearly thirteen years before, writes his owner that the pedi-

gree as he gave it was not correct, but,in place of acquainting

him wherein the error laid, desires an interview when he will

furnish " indisputable affidavits " and ''talk the matter over with

him," the pow-wow to take place more than a hundred miles

from the residence of the man who held the information. The
couplet from Hudibras is applicable in this case.

A copy of the affidavits could have been transported by
mail at a small cost, and as it was his own false information
that was to be corrected, that would appear to be the straight-

forward course. The money it would bring would be a matter

of diplomacy and skillful handling add wealth galore.

A "grand scoop" for the paper which should first publish

this tidbit of trotting scandal, and one journal of enterprise

endeavored to secure from the man who had "bottled up"
the information for twelve long years "the facts " in the case.
'* Xo, not by any means, I consider that is 's property,"

was the answer, and again what is claimed to be truth is rated

as of commercial value.

The balance of the history will be given hereafter, and as it

is the most important of all of that class which has heretofore

come before the p\ blic, it is well worthy of exhaustive treat-

ment. That the history will weaken the faith of people in

the kind of statements which are now so readily believed is a

hope which mav never be gratified. Still I have faith that

the gullibility of the "general public" can, in a measure at

least, be reduced, and the mere outcry of a gang of knaves as

was the case in relation to the record of Stamboul, and the fool

stories in vogue to discredit long- established pedigrees, fail to

have weight. Had those men who were so ready to produce
four affidavits for a consideration put in a protest at the time
when the announcement was made that Stamboul had trotted

in 2:073 it would have carried weight. Had the man who
held the secret for so many years that a wrong pedigree had
been given corrected it at the time, or even failing in that had
be published that the phenomenal trotter's dam was from a
different mare, giving her name and breeding, than was
accorded, in place of declaring that information was p

there would have been more faith in his honesty.

\ BlG PitiZK.—There is a big prize to win at the spring

meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotling-Horse Breeders' Assoei-

tion, and it behooves every one who has any interest in trot-

ting or trotting horses to do all in their power to aid in secur-

ing the premium. With that meeting such a success as it ifl

certain to be, should there be joint effort of the horsemen of

the Slope there will be inaugurated a new departure which
cannot fail to be of vast benefit to breeders, owners and driv-
ers of trotters. Just as sure as anything in the future can be
foretold, the adoption generally of the system inaugurated by

iciation will give an impetus to harness spurts which
will be tantamount to revolution, a revolution which will
work wonders in the way of giving it universal popularity.
But it is imperative that there be no hanging back at this
initial meeting, as failure now, or even partial failure, will

alt. The tone ofthe Eastern turf papers
are generally favorable to the scheme, with Borne misgivings

a advance of the times. All of
them, oral Leasl all thai are not hopelessly bound to anti-
quated idea>, rurieede that something must be done to increase

the earning capacity of trotters, and it is just as important
that the burdens which are now borne by owners of trotters be
material! v lightened. This cannot be entirely effected by-

light entrance fees. Three per cent, even is onerous to one
who does not win, and while it is a potent relief when brought
into juxtaposition with the stereotyped ten per cent.—twenty
on the first money as usually divided—but to that must be
joined a better opportunity of paying expenses outside of
entrance fees.

It is not my purpose, at the present time, to present argu-
ments to prove that the work which is now mapped on the
trestle-board of the P. C. T. H. B. A. will be productive of
good results. That question has been partially elucidated,

and there is time to consider it more fully hereafter. But
there is no time to lose in getting horses ready for the spring
meeting, and there must be a general determination among
owners to do all in their powei to forward the good work.
With a fair share of enthusiasm among those who control
the horses, and a firm resolution to do all in their

power to give theinitial meeting a goodsend-off
(
the "public"

will do its share, and I have no hesitation in recording a
prophesy that with plenty of horses to draw from there will

be a full attendance on every day. More than that in pros-

pect. That novelities will attract is as sure as that the
magnitized needle will point to the magnetic pole, and when
these new things are backed by the proof that expectations of
better results have been fully realized every succeeding day
will add to the appreciation. Those who have uot yet com-
menced training should set the horses and colts a-going.

' There is time enough to prepare for the race which are pro-

|

grammed, as there will be no tedious contests to prepare for.

There is one thing which may have been overlooked, and
|

which it is important to keep in view. Whenever there is a
field of horses which give promise of a good race the oppor-
tunity will be afforded them. For instance in the colt races

I
which will close on April 1st, should one or more colts prove

j
much superior to the other contestants, a race afterwards be-

|
tween the slower might be of greater interest than that which

I had a regular place on the programme. The Same condition*
I will hold good all through, the governing idea being to have
, as many winners as possible, and furnish sport which will re-

turn the most money at the gate.

When there are from five to seven winners of first moneys
j

in each afternoon, and these of races which have awakened
;

the enthusiasm of the spectators ; without any just cause for

j

suspicions of unfair management, trotters and pacers will
I occupy their proper places.

Co-opebation.—From present appearances it is very likely

that other spring trotting meetings can be given than those

now advertised in California with fair prospects of success.

This would be an additional help to trotting interests on this

coast, as one of the greatest drawbacks to training here is the

limited season when harness sports are admissable. Sacra-

mento, Stockton, Woodland. Yallejo, Santa Rosa, Petaluma>

San Jose, Gilroy, in the central part of the State, and other
towns in the northern and southern divisions, giving short
spring meetings, there would be continued employment for

trotting and pacing horses. It is not necessary, under the
present condition of affairs, to formulate a specified programme
of events, as something like the same plan could be followed as

that of the trotting-horse breeders. There would be little risk

in giving it a trial, as before the expenditure is established it

will be known .what the chances are for obtaining entries, and
in place of entries for horses eligible to specified classes, eligi-

bility determined by an arbitrary close rule, which is far from
being a test of equality, and the subsequent race a flat failure,

owing to a decided superiority which could not be foreseen,

there will be close contests. Should the aggregation of horses

at the Bay District track next May be as large as there are
good reasons to expect, there will be a chance then to supple-
ment that meeting with others, and this should not be lost sight

of by the owners of horses. June could be occupied by a
series of meetings, and a portion of July, leaving only a short

interval between the close of the spring and the opening of

the summer and fall campaign.
* *

The Cleveland Sale.—The sale at Cleveland on Febru-

ary 28th demonstrates the necessity for a reconstruction of

trotting programmes, or ralher the adoption of a system

which will give horses with records a better opportunity than

they have at present for paying their way. New York Cen-

tral, 2:13£, sold for $1,400, and as he is a gelding with so fast

a record as to practically exclude him from the classes in

which he was eligible, " the road " is his only sphere of use-

fulness. The California mare Jessie, 2:22, brought $1,050,
and her stable companion, Maggie, 2:20, $1,650. Princess
Alice, pacer, 2:10, at $1,025, was not much better, and as all

of these mares are by Dexter Prince, it also shows that the
breeding ranks are suffering from plethora.

Corresponding classes of race horses retain their value as

long as they are in a condition to race, that valuation being
due to the opportunity for racing successfully. Give harness
horses a like opportunity by adopting a classification which
will bring them together, and the same results will follow.

Handicaps, selling races, penalties for winning, allowances,

change of distance, selection, etc., give a fuller scope on the
turf than appears possible to equal on the tracks, but "just as

sure as eggs is eggs" much can be done in the way of better-

ing the present state of affairs on the tracks.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Don't forget that at the joint auction sale by Killip & Co.

next Wednesday, several animals well worthy the attention of

breeders will be offered. Most noteworthy among these is the

grand chestnut matron Frankie Eaton, the dam of Marvel,
2:24} at four years, besides Hilda, Honor and Dr. Keely, all

within the list. Foals from this producing daughter of Whip-
ple's llambletonian 725 will amply repay the successful buyer.

Another opportunity for a standard and sweepstake premium
mare, is that beautiful daughter of Sidney, Sidenea. her dam
being the registered mare, Lena Bowles.the mother of Twinkle,
Grenadier, Lena Monroe and other fast ones. This young
mare possesses great speed and high form, and with age and
proper cultivation, having no public record, she is valuable for

racing purposes, and from her fashionable breeding she should
become a valuable mare in the stud, being now in foal to Al-

moin Medium, 2:2S'. There are also a number of the daugh-
ters of Adventure, the son of Venture (2:27 M whose reputa-

tion as the sire of producing dams i* fast becoming very popu-
lar. Attend the sale and get a bargain.
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Breeding from Speed to Produce Speed.
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Most breeders hold faitii in the general theory that from the

greatest trotters of to-day the greatest trotters of the future

will spring. Nobody would be so rash as to claim that there

will be no exceptions to the rule, but the tendency of heredi-

tary laws favors the assumption that from the best the best
I

will spring. We call Nancy Hanks the best mare that has yet

appeared because she is a consistent performer, and has the

fastest record made by a trotter. Of course, while this is ma-
J

jority opinion, there may be, and doubtless are, persons who

think some other mare is greater. Again there may be, and

doubtless are, mares that through accident or want of oppor-

tunity have shown nothing so remarkable as to cause any per-

son to estimate them to be the equals of Nancy Hanks, that

nevertheless possess the innate capacity to do anything she has

done or even more. The great shuttle for the honors and win-

nings of the turf assuredly bring very great animals to the
;

lop, but it does not follow that all great ones arrive relatively

near the top, nor that the greatest always reach a conspicuous

position. But the public track test gives us a knowledge that

certain ones are very great while the greatness of others is for !

want of it left merely to surmise.

So generally is the rule accepted that the greatest perform-
|

ers will, in a given number of times, produce the greatest

average performers, that most breeders would think that if
|

they had as broodmares such animals as Nancy Hanks,
Martha Wilkes, Sunol, Maud S. and Belle Vara, and such a

stallion as Stamboul and Kremlin, their chances for breeding

up a stud of very fast horses would be better than the chances
of another who had to start with untried breeding animals
that did not possess such fast records and such enviable turf

|

careers.

Given such material to start with, many breeders would I

think their chances good to beat the world at breeding trot-
!

ters when time should have enabled them to reach the ulti-

mate results of combining the blood of several of those great
\

animals in each of the pedigrees of the successive crops of
I

foals that would come of a stud thus created. While equal
j

pedigree does not necessarily bring equal speed, yet in the '

average the better the pedigree the greater the speed. By I

often creating foals with-pedigrees made up of such material,

there should be instances among them, more or less frequent,

in which remarkable trotting powers would be demonstrated.
A "world beater" is a difficult thing to produce by any
process of breeding that can be devised, but if any specific

plan of breeding can be made to reach that end, this would
seem to most breeders as likely as any to do it. It would, to

say the least, be a tempting way to try.

Such an experiment would be pronounced off-hand to be a

more advanced me! hod of breeding than has ever been put
into practice on like scale by any one breeder, and in view of

the greater light thrown upon the subject of breeding the
trotter by the results accomplished during the last decade, it

probably would be. But if such a course was now adopted
by some person of wealth who could command these very fast

animals for breeding purposes, it would not be the first time
the experiment would have been tried on a comprehensive
scale. When Fashion Stud Farm was organized, Goldsmith
Maid was relatively where Nancy Hanks now stands and Lady
Thorn was far more prominent than Martha Wilkes now is.

We can hardly say that Lady Maud ranked comparatively
with Sunol or Maud S., for she had never held the world's

record, but she was a very great campaigner and had held the
world's five-year-old record. Lucy, too, was a prime favorite

with the public, and if she did not rank comparatively as high
as the two great mares now in Mr. Bonner's stable, she stood
certainly higher relatively than Belle Vara does at present,

for she was an every-day trotter and a mare of national
fame.

For stallions Fashion Stud Farm had Jay Gould and won
with him the world's stallion record; also Tattler that had
held the world's five-year-old record and Gen. Knox, origi-

nally purchased for trotting purposes though well along in

years and already the sire of a large representation in the 2:30

list for these days. The latter had at the time two representa-

tives in the 2:20 list, both great campaigners, a distinction

that had then been reached by only two other sires, viz.,

Hambletonian and Volunteer. It was then the boast of the
Knox blood,as since that of Electioneer that its members were
P line trotters " and that a greater percentage of them pos-

sessed decided speed than was to be found in any other family-

8o U will be seen that Fashion Stud Farm started upon a
foundation of developed speed the like of which could only be
repeated in comparative importance now by the purchase of

the most famous animals on the trotting turf. When Mr. H.
N. Smith put his great trotting stable into the breeding ranks
he possessed fully one-half of all the mares that had acquired
claims to a first-class rating. This is shown by the fact that

none of the trotting associations had offered purses prior to

1877 foras fast a class as 2:19. In that year, forthe first time,
a 2:19 class was made on the grand circuit, thus throwing all

horses that had a record faster than that into the free-for-all

class and thus rating them as first-class trotters. At that time
but eight mares all told had beaten 2:10, viz., Goldsmith
Maid, 2:14, Lady Thorn, 2:141, Lucy, 2:18t,Lady Maud, 2:181,

Lula, 2:li>, Lucille Golddust, 2:10',, American Girl, 2:1G'-, and
Nettie, 2:18. These were eight very remarkable mares; every
one a game and reliable trotter and a great campaigner, far

better known to the horsemen of the country by actual obser-

vation in races than the fastest eight mares on the trotting

turf to-day. The first four of these mares were retired from
the campaigning stables to the breeding paddocks of Fashion
Stud Farm and all left produce there. Of the other four

American Girl and Nettie died without having been bred, but
Lulu and Lucille Golddust have both left very distinguished
descendants.

Lady Thorn was the first to breed at Fashion Farm and to

the cover of General Knox produced the colt <ien. Waahing-
lon which, being bred to Uoldsmith Maid, produced the stal-

lion Stranger (sire of twelve in the list including Broomal,
2:161) and the filly Rosebud. Lucy and many of the other
great mares of the stud v ere bred to Jay * ioold and :i tew to

Tattler and most of the fillies were retained, and at two years
old, if sufficiently mature, commenced breeding undeveloped,
to General Washington and Stranger.
This course of breeding, it will be noticed, resulted in com-

bining as rapidly as possible, the blood of neveral of these great
animals in each of the later generations of foals. To multiply
the number of animals bred in that way as rapidly as possible

was the aim of the establishment. Thai such pedigrees would
]

bring speed of high order was the faith of its manager. Xo
effort was made to develop the speed of the animals that were
to be retained for breeding purposes and what Hale training
was done was intended simply to bring out the speed of Buch
colts as were for sale and not intended to be reserved at the

farm for stallions. The result is that of the nine representa-

tives of General Washington in the list not one is a mare ; of

the eight by Rumor only one is a tuare. while in Stranger's

case, his foals being of a later geueratiou have received more
general training and of his iwelve in the list three are mares.

It does not follow that if Queen Nancy was bred to King
Stamboul or to Kremlin the foal would necessarily become as

fast as either parent. There might not be that perfect har-

mony of blood influences usually called a "nick" necessary

to the production of a horse so perfectly balanced in all the
requisites of a first class trotter as to create the equal, not so

say the superior of either parent. But the breeder who owned
acolt bred of such patronage would feel that the demount rated

power of the parents was surely that his colt had everything
in his composition that trotting blood could gh-e him and
through the various requisite tendencies and forces did not
happen to be in the most perfect balance in his individual

case, yet he had them in store to draw upon when crossed into

new combinations. With a colt so bred to unite with Martha
Wilkes, Sunol, Maud S. and Belle Vara, the owner would thiuk
he still had a fighting chance to produce a world beater.

Mr. H. A. Smith has doubtless reasoned in a similar way
in following out the course that has at last given the Fashion
Stud so many youngsters combining the blood of so many of

the old kings and queens of the trotting tracks. Had he
trained the earlier crops of foals instead of hurrying them in-

to the breeding department he might haue produced greater
sensations on the track, but he would have delayed the date at

which he could have obtained anything like his present num-
ber of animals having in their pedigrees the blood of so many
most remarkable trotters of their day. To do this he has
taken twenty years as it is, but it has not been without its re-

wards. Though very little training has been done, the colts

that have been for sale have as a rule, gone off' quickly at

liberal prices, irrespective of the rush for strains that have
had the good fortune to undergo a popular "boom." Even
those buyers who joined the rush for fashionable families

would turn aside to buy youngsters closely descended from so

many remarkable turf celebrities.

Having got the blood of these old trotting wonders thus
interwoven, the next move was to send some of the mares to

such outside sires as the public seemed to prefer. Willi a
" boom " sire and a dam well fortified in the blood of these

great campaigners, the colts ought to sell for great prices if

any colts would sell. And so it has proved, for not only have
most of them shown speed right from the breaking harness,

but to those who think that extreme speed is the greatest

surety for the reproduction of extreme speed, foals from these

Fashion-bred mares commend themselves as the best that can
be obtained for the various sires to which they have been
sent. NBence if a breeder was looking for a voting stallion by
Alcantara, Eagle Bird, Baron Wilkes, St. Bel, Wilkes Boy,
Red Wilkes, Kentucky Wilkes, Nutwood, Electioneer or any
other popular sire to which Fashion Stud has sent mares, he
could usually find a colt there bred nearer to his liking than
could be had elsewhere. The quiet patience with which that
establishment has labored and waited to get its foundation

right has thus began to reap its reward. Within the past

three years a goodly number of colts by fashionable sires have
been sold at splendid prices. From now forward it would
appeal that Fashion Stud, could it be held intact, occupies a

position to make money faster than almost any similar estab-

lishment in the couDtry, simply by sending its home-bred
mares to fashionable sires and selling the produce young.
With Stranger for a leading stallion for the mares bred at

home, there will continue to be no lack of extreme speed ped-
igrees in the fillies that would continue to supply the brood-

mare department of the establishment.

So keen has been the demand for the colts by Stranger and
by the outside sires that were patronized that most of them
have been sold young. Many of the fillies could also have
been disposed of at long figures, but this would have interfered

with the strength that would give the stud by going into the

broodmare ranks. Hence but few were parted with. Any
stud that can hold the strongest hand in practical race-win-

ning pedigrees can command the best bidding, public or pri-

vate, to be had in the market. That was what Fashion Stud
aimed to hold by virtue of the great collection of turf-tried

mares and stallions with which it commenced breeding.

Probably Monbars is generally considered the greatest trot-

ter yet bred by the Fashion Stud. He was sold as a yearling

when he showed remarkable speed to a breaking cart, and as a
two-year-old won several stakes, including a $5,0CM stake at

Independence, another of $1,500 at Cleveland and another of

$2,*0d at Lexington, making in the latter straight heals in

2:23, 2:1 9J, beating Annorean, Ralph Wilkes and Lakewood.
Against time he first took a two-year-old record of 2:21 ;, and
reduced it by successive stages to 2:20, 2:19J, 2:18J, 2:1S and

2:16J, all of these to old-style sulky. Though he was very

sick with pneumonia last winter, he rounded to, and as a

three-year-old closed the season with a record of 2:11
,

!

. The
large number of slake races and time records made by Mon-
bars as a two-year-old mark him as one of the very greatest

colts that lias been produced, and as lie was out of Lady Maud,
that in her day was among the fastest and greatest campaign-
ers on the trotting turf and the holder of the world's five-year-

old record, it Bpeaks well for the extreme speed theory.

But great as Monbars is, it is by no means certain that lii-

superior has not already been bred at Fashion Stud and worn
harness. The following results ofcomminglingsuch great strains

are beginning to show themselves as the latter generations are

now beginning to hi; trained. Ballona took a three

record of 2:11) by Stranger out of Lady Hanker,

2:23, by Rysdyk's Bambletonian. Sanguine admirers, whose
experience ought to make them the best judges of -

ters, regard her as one of the fastesl trotte i rer looked
down a homestretch, and talk of quarters and halves such as

were never heard of until the bicycle sulky was invented.

There are man bred al Fashion farm that to date
have shown much Faster public form than she. aoil 1

1

least one other that has shown privately indications of Bar-

passing anything yel Bhown by any of them in public, hut it is

not improbable that when another season has closed Ballona

will stand as ih rotter that the Fashion establish-

ment has produced. When first-class promise is secured the
certainty of it-- fulfillment is in no lillle degree dependent up-
on the breeding of the animal. In certainty to keep its prom-
ise no blond surpasses thai of Bambletonian when
close from the touotain. Ballona i bis best

daughters, and is by the son of ' roldsmitfa Maid, the greatest

race campaigner in trotting history.

Lucy's contribution to the fame of Fashion has been wor-
thy of her own great nam.- mi the turf. Her daughter, Lucia,
by Jay Gonld, has proved s remarkable broodmare, having
five representatives in the, li-t with records of 2:1 I

another daughter, Sapphire, has two with records of 2

and 2:21 \. She has also a granddaughter that has produced
a three-year-old in the list.

Among other trotters bred at Fashion are Poem, 2:14, bv
(xen. Washington, descended from Ladi ["horn Gen. Knox
and Jay (iould

; Bromal, 217',, by Strai scended
from Gen. Knox, .lav Gould, Goldsmith l.adv
Thorn; Hurley Burley, 2:19}, descended from Tattler, Jay
Gould and Lucy : Pixh 2 16, by Jay I iould,d< scended from
Gen. Knox, Lady Thorne and Ethan Allen ; Patti, 2:24, by
Jay Gould, descended from Lady Thorne and '-en. Knox:
also Benlah, 2:11)1, by < ten. Kno d from Jay < lould
and Lucy; Presto, 2:1 9A, by Gen. Washington, descended
from Gen. Knox, Lady Thorne and Jay Gould, etc.

Of the later generations, nearly everything shows great nat-
ural speed in the breaking harness, and if a higher pressure
training system, such as Palo A 1to and Allen Farm practice,
was put in use it would be difficult to name a stud in which
the prospects of producing the most sensational performers ol

the trotting turf during the next decade would exceed those of
Fashion Farm. IIauk CoMBTOCK,

Combination Sale at Napa.

The combination sale of choicely-bred trotting stallions,

broodmares, colts and fillies which took place at Napa last

Wednesday was very well attended, notwithstanding the

threatening wealher and the ground being thoroughly satur-

ated by the rains of the previous day. The stock was in

splendid condition, and under the supervision of Manager F.
W. Loeber everthing passed off without friction. The auc-
tioneers. W. A. MacKinder and S. Watkins, had no trouble
in disposing of any of the stock that had merit. The prices
for the stallions were low, but the rest of the stock sold for
very fair prices. The Santa Rosa Stock Farm secured Lilly
Stanley, 2:174, for §2,100, as well as several other choice
ones. Monroe Salisbury secured Comedy, a Director filly,

out of Dolly McMann, for §1,000 and The Dane, a colt by Stam-
boul, 2:07], out of tiie same mare for $700. Tbere were fifty-

eight animals sold for $15,800. an average of §292. It can be
see that this sale was, all things considered, one of the best

held in this State this year and proves conclusively that the
prices for excellent individuals are not so low as manv im-
agine :

Alcona 730, eh n. bv Alcona, dam Queen Mary, bv Mambrino
I bief; E D.Bell

Caducas 10.S40. by Almout Medium. 2:18^. dam Amelia T.; J.
Graham

King Wblppleton 18658, by Whtppleton, 1783, dam Kate Chap-
man ; H. W. Crabb

Alconeer 15120 by Alcona 730, dam Madonna, bv i '. M. Clay Jr.
22; Vf. A. Fredericks

'

The Dane 11.304. by Stamboul. 2:07>£, dam Dolly McMann ; M.
.Salisbury

Lady Washington, by Geo. Washington, dam Lucy, by Gen. Mc-
Clellan 143; W. H. Graves

Jeff C. Davis, by Jester D. 5696, dam Eme Dean : W. Trainer
Maggie McGraw, bv Silas Skinner, dam Lady Surgeut ; Chas.

Eckel
Jim Skinner, by Silas Skinner, dam Lady Sargeut ; E. B.Jen-

nines
Hazel Benton, by Tom Benton 15,705, dam Susan Jane ; I. Gra-

ham
Hazel Mac, by Director, 2:L7. dam Tricks; S ma Rosa Stock

Farm
Mamie \V.. bv Wm. Corbitt, dam Queen, bv A. W. Richmond:

C. Eckel
Almadonna, bv Alcona, dam Nuncio, bv Milton Medium : R. B

Milroy
,

Rocky Mountain, by Mountain Boy. dam Irish Lass; W. A.
Fredericks

Fedora, by Don Figaro, dam Flora ; J. Buch
Urania, by Kentucky Prince, dam Lady Belmont : Lee James...
Aztec, by Azraoor, 2:'20>£ l dam Urania, by Kentucky Prince : H.

R. Graves
Sargent Boy, by Mountain Boy. dam Lady Sargent: S. M

Crane
El Direeta, by Director dam Elena, 2:21; A McCord
Amaryllis. byGrinstead. dnra Woodbine : C. Eckel
Belle, by Admiral : H. Connolly

!
Coloma, by Alcona Clay, dam Eoniana ; Mrs, S. Skinner
< iomedy, by Director. 2:17. dam Dollv McMann : M. Salisbury
Lillv Stanlev. bv Whipiilelon, dum Dollv Mt*Maun

I

Dolly McMann (dam of Lilly Stanley. 2:17^); C. Hargrai
1 Rfalto, by Lord Clive 11,227. dum Dolly McMann : M. Salisbury
i Miss Flush, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Little Flush : s. Edwards.
Grey Driving Marc : C. Edgington
EvaSteiuway, by 3teinway, dam Kate Even : E. i\ Heald
Alice Taylor, by Alcona, dum Mother Caytor ; S, H. < fram
Ada Eveu, by Mountain Boy. dum Kate ; I t. Zing
Spring Mountain, bv M . dam Eva Stelnway; Santa

Stock Farm
Wbisecta, by Frazier/a Secretary, dum Maggie Van, bv Wblpple-

ton ; n. W Crabb
Miss Dane, by The Dane li.301, dam Eva Stetnway; C.Har-

Napa Buy, by Alcona 730, dam Kite Even : J. Bam .
i

Miss Washington, by '•
i Nancy Rose.

by admiral I8S : J. B land
Ethelona. by Alcona, do y Blackbird ; it. 'v. <

.,

Grandora, by Grandlss
, dan Flora, b; -. Ster-

Hi

Uco, bj Alconeer, >\ essle ElHoti blppli on; n. W.
Cn

\ lalma, b) I Ic iei , dam Vim i n I ! I I
I Banagne

i by Balloi it, .x : ir. w Cr bb
Kitty Clay, bj Ucona Clay, dam Nelly '-ram. by St. Clair
win Jusi is, by Electloi J, Ste rk
Bay gelding .....

- 725

:iiS

220

875

701 I

325
250

300

175

150

610

475

200

I0*i

145
350

195

100
100
17',

1.

2,100

385
no

140

250
i

I

I
,1,

120

i D

155

Everything on Wheels.

The illustrated advertisement of the I teere Implement
1 lompany published in another column should be carefully

scanned by our horsemen. There is nol :i vehicle thought of
by horsemen thai i on exhibition :ti the rare-
rooms, 305 and 307 -Market Street and the prices asked for

them are lower thao al any other place in this city. A line

ihown which embi u

every late improvement, The merchant, business man. I

man and fanner should call and sec the immense stork on ex-

hibition, a visit will repay them.

Doing a Good Business.

k report

good -., hs in thoroughbred and high-

grade Jersey cows fur family use. \i

thoroughbred breeding bogs. They insl itrons

thai it pay- Keller in handle and feed fewer and better ani-

mal- with less labor, risk and expense, and al the

time get better returns financially.

H. C. Hubbard, Hartford, Conn., write-; I cured and re
1 moved a curb in ten days with your Ahsorbine withoui

moving the hair or leaving a blemish; it removed t)>.

' flammatiori Ltonce. -uly.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

Yolo MAID, 2:12, is stepping fast in her exercise at Den-

ver.

Kejec/ted performances appear in the Year Book as "re-

jected records."

Remember entries to the Salt Lake Stake races, trotting

and pacing, close March loth.

Island Wilkes, 2:22j, by Red Wilkes, will be a member
of John A. Goldsmith's stable.

Remember the great sale of choice stock takes place nest
Wednesdav. See advertisement.

Send in your list of foals. We take pleasure in heralding

the advent of all the youngsters.

Salem, Oregon, is making a fine regulation track, to be

readv for the summer meet Julv 4th.

The Year Book for 1S92 shows Little Albert, 2:10',, the

winner of sixteen heats in races in the average time of 2:12^.

A stride of a horse is measured from a point where a cer-

tain foot leaves the ground to the point where it strikes

ground again.

The late Jas. P. Kerr's fine chestnut mare Grace, 2:29^, by
Sidney, dam by Speculation, sold for $875 at the Cleveland
sale last week.

The number of great broodmares on the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm surpasses that of any other farm in this State with the
exception of Palo Alto.

Iris, son of Eros, has a crop of yearlings and two-year-olds
at Mr. Perkins" place, Yisalia, that are more than promising;
they are "phenomenal."

t. apt. Ben. E. Harris consigns a number of extremely
well-bred and finely trained stylish roadsters to the sale which
takes place next Wednesday.

The sales of the Asylum Stock Farm horses amounted to

$26,00U, an average of nearly $200, and ''the bottom has not
dropped out of the business."

Whes Smuggler, 2:15V, won the Blanchard 810,000 cham-
pion stallion race in 1874, no two of the soes he carried were
of anywhere near equal weieht.

Thos. Keating has a green pacing mare by Dexter Prince
at Lodi that will make some of the side-wheelers oo the west-
ern circuit hustle a bit to wiggle by her.

At the recent sale the three Eclectic youngsters (none of
them twelve months old) brought an average of $250. This
is two and one-half times as much as his service fee.

L. E. Clawson purchased a colt bv Clay, 2:25, dam Lottie,

by Wayland Forrest, last summer. He has called him Terra
Cotta, and says it will take a race horse to make him " break "

this fall.

T. W. Moore, of Santa Barbara, is a thorough horseman,
and no better judge of a good animal ever scanned the outlines
of a trotter. His purchases at the Asylum Stock Farm sale

prove this fact.

Sidney's first crop of foals numbered eleven, and nearly all

were from mares of common breeding, yet ten of these colts

have taken race records and the remaining one was timed a
trial mile in 2:24.

There are fifty-four stallions in the list of 2:15 trotters, of
which twenty-two never equaled or beat that figure in a race,

while of the remaining thirty-two nine got their best records
against the watch.

W. F. Ryder, of Tacoma, has purchased the standard-bred
pacing mare Innocence, by Bayonne Prince, dam Nellie, by
Blue Bull

;
price paid $1,000. Mr. Ryder is also owner of the

fast pacer, Red Girl.

MEBSBa. Bailey a Windom, of Oregon, have had some
good offers for their game race horse Challenger Chief to go
through the MoDtana circuit, but owing to engagements made
for stud services they will not start him before fall.

A in.L sister to Chloe, 2:231, and Dexter Thome, 2:25A,
will be *old at the auction sale next Wednesday; she is only
a year old, but a prettier animal or one with greater prospects
to become a fast one has not been offered at auction for yeais.

In a letter from Luke Dubois, of Denver, it is stated that
Saraway, a full brother to Chas. Derby, 2:20, and Steineer,

ill be given a low record this fall ; he is remarkably
promising. Mr. Dubois expects to be in California in April.

Shiki.ky, by Kentucky Prince, out of Ida, by Hambleto-
nian, and hi- foal by Sidney, have been sold by J. H. Outh-
waite to Dr. .1. A. MeLeod, of Iron wood, Mich. Shirley will

remain ;ii Savannah Park, OaL, and be bred to Daghestan,
2:254 a( two year-.

THERE are a number of fine Director fillies to be sold next
Wednesday at the Bale. All <»f them are out of splendid brood-
mares, ana as the fillies by Director will he valued more
highly 'very year, an opportunity like this will not occur
again in some lime.

d, the dam of Bridal Bells.
Lwo-jear-old record ol 2:27, three-year-old record 2:22J, foaled
March Savannah Park, CaJ., the property of J.

Lhwaite, i tin- Samboul, 2:07A. Trousseau
will he bred to I tagheslan, 2:26J

.

I I'M i.v hu concluded to devote all of his attention to
hbredi here neatly he wishes to dispose of

:ill hi- trotting itock. ajivone wishing to purchase ^

animals .if very low figures will do well to inspect Mr. Holly's
ii. near Yallejo.

learly all our prominent veterina-
rians have been calh-d upon to emaKculate the colts sold.

The people who purchased the handsome, Binoolb*going
young they want road-

lied by what they have seen and the use
ii they will have hoi

in diiving.

Van E. DeLashmutt of Portland, Ogn., will go through
the Montana circuit with a stable of trotters and pacers this

season consisting in part of Blondie (pacer) 2:15 ; Susie S.,

2:lS,and Canemah, 2:20*.

Chas. Scott, superintendent of the Napa Fair grounds, will

have the track in finer fix this year than ever. He under-

stands what horsemen need, and will have no one making
any complaints if he can remove the cause.

Hambletonian 10 was foaled March 5, 1849, just forty-

four years ago. What wonderful progress has been made in

the trotting-horse industry since then, and how much are we
indebted to the grand old Hero of Chester for it.

Matt Dwyer, formerly of Fresno but now a resident of

Buffalo, has secured the racing qualities of a promising year-

ling called El Modelo, by El Mahdi. This youngster is owned
by H. M. Littel, of Macedon, and Dwyer thinks he has a
chance to beat the vearlins recoid with him.

Dr. J. W. Day has met with great success in England ; he
sold nine of the twelve trotters he brought over, and got better
prices than he would for the twelve in New York. Dr. Day
believes there is a splendid market for trotting horses in
Europe, if the right class of horses are sent there.

The following is said to be a " sure " remedy for the
scratches: Boil enough white oak bark to make two gallons of
strong juice; in this put one large teaspoonful of sugar of lead
and two tablespoonfuls of alum ; wash the legs with a cloth
(a soft sponge would be better), having the juice warm.

The following is said to be a "sure" remedy for the
scratches: Boil enough white oak bark to make two gallons of
strong juice ; id this put one large teaspoonful of sugar of lead
and two tablespoonfuls of alum ; wash the legs with a cloth
[a. soft sponge would be better), having the juice warm.

Fred. Haight, a well-known trainer and driver, has
engaged with D. J. Murphy, of the Moorland Stock Farm, to
handle his colts and fillies. We expect to see a number of
the Soudans following Nubia's example by getting in the list

this year for they are all pure-gaited and very promising.

The American Trotter is now a lively two-year-old, and
celebrated its birthday on the fourth of March by appearing
in a new cover. This valued exchange is always welcome,
for it has filled a prominent place in turf journalism as a
champion of the trotting horse industry of America. May it

live to celebrate its centennial.

L. Swan, the well-known veteran fast horse-breeder and
owner, was over from Yreka last week consulting with James
MeDonough, his partner in Georgie Woodthorpe. This fine,

speedy mare, is Mr. Swan's pet of his horse kingdom, and she
is now at Oakland, Cal., in charge of Shaner, the trainer. She
has a record of 2:26, but this year will make herself felt with
some finer performances.—Ashland Tidings.

It is a somewhat singular fact that, as largely as the blood
of Mambrino Chief figures as one of the great basic elements
in the production of the American trotter, hut one of the
thirteen trotters in the 2:10 list—Alex, 2:10—traces to him in

the direct male line, while of the thirty-four which have
trotted in 2.12 or better, but four others—Nightingale, 2:10V,

Guy, 2:10|, Gillette, 3:11}, and Walter E., 2:11$—come under
the same head.

While George S arr was at Plessanton last year he became
very much interested in a black mare by Dexter Prince, dam
by Richards' Elector. He often said he would like to own her,

and at the Cleveland sale last week he bid $900 for her, and
was the happiest man in the world when the auctioneer
said, " Sold to George Starr."

The Kern Driving Club will make a proposition to the di-
rectors of the Kern County Fair Grounds Association, to

lease the grounds and track for a term of years. In such an
event they will give occasional meetings for both runners and
trotters. Bakersfield could be made the liveliest center for
racing in the valley.— Californian.

W. C. Jones, the former owner of the kite-shaped track at

Columbia, Tenn., was arrested March 4th at Nashville, Tenn.,
upon a requisition from New York. Jones has been indicted
there for grand larceny growing out of the purchase and sale

of certain trotting horses. He claims that he will be fully

able to clear himself of the indictment.

J. H. White's celebrated stock farm at Lakeville is noted
all over California on account of its pasture, shelter and water.
This year Mr. White has decided to take horses to pasture at

$4 per month. Its proximity to San Francisco and the ab-
sence of risk in shipping per steamer makes this one of the
most desirable places in this State. See advertisement.

When asked why he did not have Chimes trained for a
fast record, C. J. Hamlin replied: " In order to give him a
fair show it would require a year's training, and the only pos-
sible benefit derived would be to add one more to the "list of
his mother, Beautiful Bells, and swell her fame as a brood-
mare. The progeny of Chimes can win their own fame."

Trainer Taylor, who has had charge of Hon. J. D. Carr's
stable of trotters at Salinas, has resigned his position and yes-
terday left for San Jose, where he will probably open a public
training stable. Mr. Taylor is a good conditioner and success-

ful trainer, besides being a first-class reinsman. He is care-
ful, patient and painstaking, and ought to do well among the
best knights of the sulky.

The severe indisposition of a number of the choicest colts

and fillies at the Oakwood Park Stock Farm last year pre-
vented many of them from completing their education, and
hundreds ot dollars were forfeited in the circuit on this ac-

count. This year " these ailing oues " are looking splendid,

and every one moves like an old campaigner. There are some
crackerjacks among them.

J. Groom is delighted with theyoungsters by Mount Hood,
2:223, that he is handling at San Jose. The first time he "let
one of them out"—a yearling, too—he trotted aquarterin
forty-seven seconds, and never was hitched to a sulky before.

Mount Hood was one of the gamest and handsomest horses in

this State, and his progeny cannot help inheriting this essential

quality. Everyone at San Jose is surprised at the " go-
aheiditiveness" of theyoungsters, and predict a bright future

for this horse as a sire.

The teamster who has a handy sidewheeler in his stable

wants the races made pace and trot, while his competitors who
babble in nothing but trotters are dead set against any such
arrangement. Pacers are getting so numerous now that there
are enough of thorn to fill straight pacing events, and in the
New England circuit, particularly, there will be more pacing
eht.ws i hi- s< :iMin than ever before. The wigglers score and
getaway too fast for the trotters.

Thk track at Petnluma has been plowed, harrowed and
rolled this winter; the hollow places have been filled and the
turns well thrown up. The superintendent, Mr. Mac-
Donald believes the course will be as fast as the Stockton
kite track ibis fall. A large number of eucalyDtus trees have
been trimmed, the stables and box-stalls have been put in
good order, and everything but the extensive ground;

I

if Home one baa been working very hard since last fair tame.

While we hear stories of wonderful speed shown bv some
trotters and pacers that are now being driven by trainers in

this State, and especially as the race meetings do not commence
for months, the comments of that " king of drivers," Orrin
A. Hickok, have an ominous ring. ' Why, I haven't driven a
mile in 40 yet ; I must get my horses ready for the races when
the judges are in the stand, and the purse is ready for me. I

am going to bring a string of horses East that will be fit to go
some! "

E. C. Walker f" Veritas "1, who for a long time has been
correspondent and manager of the New York branch of The
Morseman, left for Chicago last Saturday to take charge of

that paper as secretary and manager. Mr Walker was for

years on the Grand Circuit for the Spirit of the Times,
originated the " Track and Road v feature, established the

Eastern department of The Horseman in 1S85, and has con-
ducted it ever since. In addition he is a practical horseman,

j
bringing out and winning six straight races with Aladdin in

j
three weeks ; also won with Miss Alice, 2:17}, and Soto, 2:20],

J
and handled Haivey, 2:24', and Jewel, 2:24^, at Fleetwood

;
last season.

An expert groom gives this advice :
" Never use the comb

! on the horse's head. If he has anv spirit at al 1 he will not en-
dure it. Take the brush in the right hand and the headstall

: in the left, steady his head while brushing gently, and then,

;
with the comb in the left hand, curry the neck from behind

! the ear and the entire right side. Go through the same prc-

cess on the left side, leave no space untouched. After curry-

ing take the brush and brush the hair the wrong way, scraping
the brush at intervals with the comb to clean it. Then go the
right way with the brush : follow the brush with a woolen rag

j

—rubbing the hair up and then smoothing it. Don't spare el-

bow grease, and the horse will show his ketp and act as he
feels.

The sale of Monbars, the great three-year-old, 2:11
jf

, for

$13,000, continues to cause ugly stories to be circulated. It is

j

charged that there was considerable by-bidding at Tattersalls,
' in New York, where the horse was sold. W. B. Fasig, of the

Tattersalls-Fasig Company said to-day :

'' I hate to say it, bat
the whole affair seems to me to be much like a skin game. It

was unfortunate, but there was no way to prevent the by-bid-

ding until after the sale had been made, and that was too late.

I believed the sale was a bona fide one until it was said that

Richfield & Leathers had brought back the colt from his

buyer at the sale at an advance of $2,500. That settles it in

my mind. I think that it was a crooked transaction all

around."

There was a little colt foaled at the Oakwood Park Stock
Farm last week that prompted Superintendent Wiley to tele-

phone to J. M. Boyd, the owner, at once. This foal is by
Chas. Derby, 2:20 sixth heat, out of Bertha (sister to Bayard
Wilkes, 2:15, sixth heat, and Alaric, sire of Victor B., 2:20J-),

by Alcantara; second dam Barcena, by Bayard 53; third

dam Blandina (dam of six sires), by Mambrino Chief; fourth

dam Burch Mare (dam of two in the list), by Parker's Brown
Pilot (sire of fourth dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04). He is there-

fore a brother to Diablo, the great three-year-old that got his

mark of 2:14f in the second heat of the second race he was
ever started in. It would be difficult to set a price on this

youngster. <

The latest trotting reform advocates that in estimating a
horse's rank in a trotting summary, instead of ranking the

contestants according to the best positions obtained, and ignor-

ing the poorer places in other heats the average be taken in-

stead and money awarded thereby. There is food for thought
in the idea advanced, as there is no doubt that a horse who
simply wins one heat and is not able to get within hailing dis-

tance during the remainder of the race should not outrank
one who was close up in every heat, fighting the race out with

the winner, while the other, content with second money
securely won, drifted in each heat among the tail-enders.

The trouble, perhaps, with this and other improvements
suggested, is that it may improve in one respect and create a

defect in another.

Hancock M. Johnston, although prostrated by an attack

of sickness that would have used up a mau of less nerve and
will power, still keeps up his love for fine horses. His recent

importation, Conifer, is a horse " bred in the purple," being

by Lord Russell, own brother to Maud S., 2:08 H

;

, and sire of

Kremlin, 2:073- His dam is by Nutwood, 2:184, who was by
Belmont, out of Miss Russell, the dam of Maud S. This horse

is the only one in the United States who is inbred to the best

daughter of Pilot Jr., and when he comes to be mated with the

game and hard-legged daughters of A. W. Richmond, there

will be a new family of horses starting out from Southern Cal-

ifornia destined to become as famous hereafter as the Sultans,

and Richmonds have been in the days gone by. Coni-

fer is a good individual, and is^therefore bound to get great

horses.—Los Angeles Herald.

Mr. T. E. Hills of Ashland, Or., has recently made the

following sales of trotting stock to D. H. Churchill, of Great

Falls, Montana: Julian 6934. blk s, foaled April 29, 1SS7
;

bred bv Geo. W. Sherwood, St. Paul, Minn.; sired by Wood-
ford Wilkes, 252S, dam Margin, by Gov. Sprague 444; Bes-

sie G., b m, foaled 1S34, by Western Chief 685. dam Nellie,

by Johnson Horse; Jessie B.,b m, foaled May, 1883, by West-
ern Chief 695, dam Kate, by Morgan Horse; Fairv J., blk f,

foaled June 3, 1890, by Julian 6934, dam Nelly, by Billy V.,

son of King Herod : Custer, b c, foaled June 4, 1891, by Ju-

lian 6934, dam Bessie G.. bv Western Chief G95 ; Gypsy
Hayes, br f, foaled June 22, 1891, by Julian 6934, dam Miss

Haves, bv Ericsson 5S0; Ben Hur, b c, foaled June 25, 1892,

by Julian 0934, dam Bessie G., by Western Chief 695; Ger-

tie, b f, foaled 1892, by Julian 6934, dam Luew bv Western
Chief 695.
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The Saddle.

Racing has been overdone in Australia, and nearly all the

jockev clubs art getting in debt, according to advices received.

At a recent meeting of the Austrian Jockey Club it was

decided to spend $125,000 in purchasing English thorough-

breds.

All the Brutus tsvo-year-olds are doing wonderfully well at

San Jose. One is credited with running half a mile in 0:4< \

last week.

Miss Walling, by Spendthrift, dam Venturia, by Virgil,

has been bred to Geoffrey, brother to Guenn. Billy Marry, of

Sacramento, owns the mare.

Dr. C. W. Aby has resigned his position as manager of

Guenoc Stock Farm. He expects to return to the coist in

the latter part of this month.

We understand that one of the most promising two-year-

olds at Sacramento is by imp. Cheviot from Lurline, pur-

chased of J. B.Chase last year and owned by Wilber F.Smith.

Hon. M. F. Tarpey has his flyers at Lodi track—two by

imp. Cheviot and one by Jim Brown, out of Not Idle, Mr T.'s

good mare. They are named respectively Cheviot Chase,

Border Lassie and Albert.

A number of horses at Bay District track have had a

touch of influenza. Among the celebrites so affected are the

good son of Monday and Precious (Peel), recently purchased

by C. Chappell of Senator Stanford.

The famous colt King Lee, has for some particular reason,

been declared out of the rich American Derby. This will

take away some weight, as the great son of King Alfonso

would have had a lot of followers for this event.

Whimbrel, bv St. Albans, dam by The Marquis (sire of

imp. Loyalist and Chesterfield), won the Metropolitan Stakes

of Calcutta in January, beating Ivo, Highborn (the celebrated

Australian horse and an even-money favorite), Shur, Vicenza

and several others.

A telegram received Feb. 27 from Augusta, Ga., announced

the death of Col. J. W. Crawford, one of the most interesting

and unique figures on the American turf of late years. Col.

Crawford was known to nearly every race-goer in the country.

He was 55 years old.

MESSRS J. A. and A. H. Morris' mare, Lizzie Baker, by

Longfellow, has dropped a brown filly to Galopin and will be

bred to Friar's Balsam. Mr. Marcus Daly's mare. Iris, by

Bend Or, dam Shotover, now due to foal to Fernandez, will be

mated with Amphion.

Among the recent foals dropped at Menlo Stock Farm are

a chestnut colt by St. Carlo, dam Sister to Ruth Ryan (dam of

QuarterstatF), by Lodi; bay colt by Sinfax, dam Partisana

(dam of Joshua), by imp. Partisan, and a chestnut filly by St.

Carlo, dam Revolution.

Casey Winchell is training Naglee Burke's horses at San
Jose. Ti»e young man has grown too heavy to ride. He will

be remembered as thejockey that rode for Theodore Winters

many seasons, and piloted El Rio Rey and other cracks to

victory on numerous occasions.

Thk arrangements for the mating of Mr. James R. Keene's
English mures have been completed. As was intended, none
of them will be mated except with really fashionable sires.

Ixia goes to Saraband, Sylvabelle to Saraband, Glide to Sure-
foot, Cushat to GalHard, Editha to Galliard, Fair Vision to

Amphion, Queen of Sheba to Hampton, Princess [skra to

Sheen, Atala to Wisdom, Eccentricity to Wisdom, Sundown
to Common, and Bonnie Gal to Prince Rudolph.

The stable of C. L. Fair, of this city, will take part in the
Eastern meetings tbe coming season. Richard Havey, the
well-known, experienced horseman, is training the horses,

while the jockeys will be William J. Hill and George McDon-
ald. Both the jockeys have had experience in the saddle.

Hill rode with great success in this State last year. McDonald
is the light weight, he being able to ride as low as 90 lbs., and
rode several winners at the Fall Blood Horse meeting.

Col. North's horses became almost unmanageable when
they weie being led under the 9th avenue elevated road, New
York City, and after Eltham Queen, the three-year-old filly in

the string, had nearly succeeded in sending an old lady to an-
other land with her heels, she finally succeeded in casting a
shoe just before reaching 2Sd street ferry. The latter was
picked up by a bystander, and as he did so little Swash, who
rode ber said: "You back her every time she runs. She
can use her legs just as well in a race."

Ma.T. C. McDowell has sold to Mr. George H.Clay, pro-

prietor of the Balgowan Stud, the broodmares Goldy Cad, by

Longfellow, out of Cicily Bowling (dam of Zorling) and Fna-
daga, by Onondaga, out of Una (dam of Early Blossom).

Both gentlemen decline to make public the price.

Percy Thomas and John B. Thompson will form a racing

stable, and as a nucleus have purchased from Jack Chinn
fourteen horses, among them Ingomar, entered for the Amer-
ican Derby, and the selling-plater Major Tom. The new con-

federacy will be known as the Old Jordan Stable.

Glide, a bay fiily in the Macdonough string by imp. Cy-
rus, dam imp. Getaway, by Balfe, is said to be [he very fastest

two-year-old in training at San Jose, and horsemen from the

Garden City are very sweet on her. Another very good one

is the two-year-old by imp. King Galop, dam Glidelia.

Wesley George, the veteran owner of the unfortunate

Applause, has secured another bread-winner in the five-year-

old gelding Joe, by Conquest, dam Swift, by Three Cheers.

Joe, who was in the Thompson stable last season, won two

races for Mr. George within a week, we are happy to state.

Thk splendid Australian racehorse, Loyalist, though mak-
ing a season in the stud at Bay District track, is being given

light exercise every day, and will probably be ready to race

about the middle of May. Great things are expected of him,

as he was a high-class racehorse in the land of the kangaroo.

On Wednesday of last week Mr. H. H. Stanhope sold to Mr.
Milton Young, proprietor of the McGrathiana Stud, the thor-

oughbred broodmare, Ada Ban, by King Ban, out of Ada
Cheatham, by Lexington, for $1,000. This mare is due to foal

to Jim Gore, and the foal was reserved from the sale by Mr.
Stanhope.

A San Jose correspondent writes us that there are 300

hor?es in training there, nearly all thoroughbreds. Billy

San Francisco will have the greatest spring meeting in

her history this year, notwithstanding no new stakes have been
inaugurated. We would suggest a mile and an eighth handi-
cap race for the opening day for three-year-olds and over, §50
entrance, with $1,500 added, $:>50 to second, §150 to third,

entries to close March 18th, so that the press of this city would
have ample time to discuss the chauces of the various candi-
dates. That there would be an immense crowd present to see

that race is certain.

George E. --mith, " Pittsburg Phil," got back to Pittsburg,
after six weeks spent in New Orleans, toward the end of last

week. Before leaving the North he made up his mind that

he would not bet a cent wnile in the South. At New Orleans
he is said to have been told of sundry good things telegraphed
on from New York to Mr. M. F. Dwyer and others from North
Rergen, but he would not back them. He is therefore greatly
lauded for his determination by the local sporting pre©s. Mr.
Smith is reported as saying that he offered to purchase York-
ville Belle from Mr. Croker at a profit, but that his offer was
refused.

W. M. Murry, the well-known Sacramento horseman and
owner of Three Cheers, gave us a pleasant call last Tuesdav,
and, during the course of conversation he stated that never in

his life did he see a lot of horses better fitted for a campaign
than C. L. Fair's, trained by Richard Havey. The writer

asked Mr. Murry to pick out the best one of the ten fivers, and
he said that it was utterly impossible to do so, as they were so

nearly equal and so fast throughout. " Dick " Havey is en-
titled to great credit for the excellent work he has performed,
and we expect to see the Fair horses render a good account of

themselves.

An expert groom gives this advice :
" Never use the comb

on the horse's head. If he has any spirit at all he will not
endure it. Take the brush in the right hand and the headstall

in the left, steady his bead while brushing gently, and then,

with the comb in the left hand, curry the neck from behind
the ear and the entire right side. Go through the same pro-

cess on the left side, leave no space untouched. After curry-

ing take the brush and brush the hair the wrong way, scrap-

ing the brush at intervals with the comb to clean it. Then go
the right way with the brush ; follow the brush with a woolen
ras—rubbing the hair up and then smoothing it. Don't spare
elbow grease, and the horse will show his keep and act as

he feels.

Somebody has been playing on the cred.ility of a would-be
breeder of thoroughbreds, located somewhere in the southrrn
part of the Stale, says the Live-Stock Record of Lexington,
Ky. A few days ago one of the most prominent breeders
around Lexington received a letter from the man referred to

above, stating that he had just purchased a thoroughbred mare,
and that the owner told him that he (the Lexington breeder)
would pay a large premium for stinting the mare to his thor-

oughbred stallion, a horse who, when he is retired to the stud,

will be one of the most prominent in this or any other local-

ity. The writer got right down to business, and wanted to

know what the Lexington breeder would pay him to send his

mare to the stallion mentioned.

Frederick Gebhard is negotiating for the purchase of
The Locusts, the farm of the Countess D'Agreda, formerly Mrs.
George Lorillard, at EaUrntown, X. J. Frank Mr' abe, Mr.
Gebhard's trainer, has been inspecting tbe farm. Mr. Geb-
hard is a true sportsman ami ha* the good wishes of every true
lover of the turf. He is n libera] buyer, but has been unfor
tunate in his selection of high-priced horses. He is not
easily discouraged, however, and inlands hi remain on the
turf in the hope that Fortune will smile on him in the near
future. New Jersey is likely to become one of the leading
horse-breeding States, as many turfmen intend to -tart breed-
ing establishments in that state.

To lay out a mile track, draw a line through the center
thirteen hundred and twenty feet in length, setting a stake at

each end. Then draw another line on each side and exactly
parallel with it, setting stakes at either end of them. Now
fasten a line or twine to the center of the stake and describe
a half circle. A field of forty-two acres will do. For a half
mile, draw two straight lines six hundred feet long, four
hundred and fifty-two feet live inches :ipart. With a wire
loop find the center between these lines, and drive stakes at

each end. From the stake describe your half circle for the
turns, and throw them up one inch to the foot. Three feet

from the line will measure a full half mile.

Robert Smith, the crack jockey, now managing the splen-

did string of Hugh Kirkendall, the well-known turfman of

Helena, Mont., writes us that the horses will not take part in

the coming spring meeting, as he expected, on account of the
severe winter in Montana and consequent backwardness of

horses in that section. However, they will be ready to

race at Denver, proceeding from thence to Washington Park,

Chicago. In the fall, the Kirkendall horses will be
seen in San Francisco. "Bob" says Nevada, Montana and
Three Forks (he by Spokane) look like winners, and, as he
has fourteen well-bred ones in the stable, there should be at

least two or three crackerjacks in the lot. Mr. Kirkendall is

one of thesquarest and most liberal tu.-fmen in this country,

and deserves all the success he has had. In Robert Smith he
has a most excellent manager and a thorough horseman, and

Donathan has twelve head, and his two-year-olds are moving i Bob raade n nost of fr \enfo during his stay here this winter.
exceedingly well. Henrv Walsh is working thirtv-five, some

]

of them "as fa«l as a bu'llel." Boots has twenty/and all are , ToM GALIiAOaBB] in one of his BOSsipv , eltcre ,„ „„.,.,,;_
mg eooQ -

cjign Tribune, has the following to say about a California-bred

Dick O' Mallev, the Mariner colt in the Owens Bros.' colt that is very liable to astonish the racing world as did his

string, is said to have developed into a more than useful race
:
great sister, Yo Tambien : Yo El Rey is a colt of extraordinary

horse. Reports from Fresno are to the eflect that he can run

away from the speedy Captain Al, and his owners are said to

be bewailing the fact that they scratched him out of the

American Derby.

COL. Dan M. BURNS has purchased of Senator LHand
Stanford, Palo Alto Stock Farm, the two-year-old chestnut colt

Mutineer. He is a racy-looking little fellow by imp. Cheviot,

dam imp. Mutiny, by Adventurer; second dam Muta, by The
Duke, etc. Mutineer was immediately put lo work by Stem-
ler at Bay District track.

That good four year-old colt Rally, by imp. Kossington, out

of Helena, by Longfellow, established the six-furlong record

tor the New <>rle;ms track recently. He went the distance in

11:141,
with an impost of 124 pounds. Rally is a Kentucky-

bred horse, his sire, his dam and the sire of his dam all being

the property of the NanturaStud.

conformation. He is a bay, with a white face, four white half

stockingp
:
is slightly watch-eyed in the right eye, and is a lit-

tle pigeon-toed. Fifteen hands and one inch high, he weighs
1050 pounds and will girth six inches more than his big three-

year-old stable companion, Flood Gate. Behind he looks as

big as Raceland, and he is considerably longer barreled. A
Ion*; and immensely big colt on short leL's, he is exquisitely

coupled, and the m<>s remarkably turned piece of horseflesh

ever in this or any other country. Th ;s is not an overdrawn
picture. His body presents not a single angle. So completely
and beautifully is he set that every line is a graceful curve.

Be has short cannon bones and at first sight looks a little

light in his legs, but is nut. To particularize his points would
be superfluous. Havey covered the subject when he said :

:'Th°re he is, and I defy any horseman to find any flaw in him,
except those toes, and ! don't mind that, for tbe best race

horse I ever saw, Norfolk, was pigeon-toed."

A Londun correspondent of the The Horseman writes:
" After all the Jockey Club's scheme for licensing our book-
makers has fallen through, the difficulties being evidently too
great. However, the rulers of the turf have taken action with
regard to the proper management of meetings, and have issued
a circular to all clerks of the course intimating that unless
steps are taken to exclude rogues, thieves, vagabonds and riff-

raff in general from the stands and inclosures, their licenses
for the meeting will be in danger. The effect of this edict
has had an immediate result, and at the recent meeting at

Kempton Park it was a suhject of general remark that the
inclosures had never before been so well kept. The plan
adopted was the posting of special detectives at the gates who
steadfastly refused admission to known bad characters, who
had to return the way they came."

A St. Paul dispatch of last Monday savs : John Olaspie,
the millionaire lumberman of Stillwater, Minn., was instantly

killed and three other persons were injured in a railway acci-

dent on the Chicago and Northwestern near Baraboo, Wis., a
few minutes before midnight. Mr. Whspie's neck was broken
by striking against an iron rod. A freight train was standing
on a side track, and the sleeper in rounding a curve crashed
against the rear box car with force enough to shatter the
former into pieces. The injuries to the other three passen-
gers were not serious. Mr. CMaspie was about forty years old,

and was well known all over the country. He was an exten-
sive owner of running horses, and attended most of the large

meetings. His trip to Chicago was for the purpose of ar-

ranging to transfer his string of runners to the South in pre-

paration for the spring meetings.

The following appeared in last Wednesday's Chronicle:
"The bookmakers have evidently made a success on this side

of the bay. They are satisfied with their present headquar-
ters at the Oakland race track, just outside the limits of the

city of Oakland, where they do not have to pay any license.

When Henry Schwartz opened his racing season at the track

it was announced that he would only run for two months.
This programme has been changed, however, and the bookies

have now secured an option to locate there for two years.

The present system of betting is confined entirely to the local

racing. There is, however, considerable curiosity manifested
by people in Oakland to see whether the bookies will attempt
to play the Eastern races when the season opens. At present

there is no p-ohibitory law against bookmaking, and the
Supervisors say that there is plenty of time to act when the

evil exists. Yesterday the plans of Schwartz and his follow-,

ers were made public to a small extent when the following
document was filed for record with the County Recorder; "In
consideration of $1, I, Benjamin Wright, the lessee from Jos-
eph Mee, of the Oakland race track, hereby grant to Henry
Schwartz for a period of two years from this date the privilege

of conducting running races upon the track at any time within

the foregoing period, excepting during the holding of the an-

nual meeting of the Golden Gate Fair Association. Schwartz
need pay no compensation for the use of the track and be

entitled to receive ail of the returns therefrom, excepting from
the hotel and barroom, where W right reserves for himself.

All money for purses and stakes is to be given by Schwartz,
and said Schwartz, among other things, is to receive all the

gate receipts, and the track ground and fences are to be kept

in condition and repair, suitable for the foregoing purposes, by

Wright." We trust, now that Schwartz bus secured the track,

that he will not allow greed for gold to run away with him
and kill off" interest in racing [ii California altogether by giv-

ing our people a lot of" dog" runs.

John Ma< key, for fully twenty years superintendent-

manager of the famous Rancho del Paso of J. B. rTaggin, i-

soon to leave this, the largest thoroughbred breeding establish-

ment in the world, home of Salvator, Maxim, Sir Modred,
Ben Ali, Darebin, Firen/.i, Miss Woodford, Vandal ite, Lizzie

Lucas and hosts of other turf celebrities. Mr. Maekey goes

into partnership, it is understood, with Simeon O. Keen, the

genial millionaire steamboat owner of Portland, < >r., in the

business of breeding thoroughbreds for tin- market Over a

year ago Mr. Reed purchased 170 acres of land adjoining the

Hon. L.J. Hose's place in Los Angeles county, and lately

secured a much larger tract of land in the same beautiful San

Gabriel valley, which is hard lo excel anywhere in the world

as a place to breed good horses. Mr. Reed recently returned

from Fngland with the stallion Martenhurst [eon <>t' Wen-
lock and Ilimiulelle, by Adventurer), who will probably head

the Reed-Mackcy stuil. \ n

n

mil: the mares Mr, Re
chased in England were EyeSweel '7 rears), bi Galopin,

$2,600; Brierbuah f8 years), by Tynedale, $4,300; The
Squaw- (8 years), by Duces (son of Blockwell ,$1,000; Ira i"»

rears), hv Do**caster, $2,000; Spinning Time i7 years), by
Merry-Oo-Round—Moribund, These mares were all bred to

Bret-class sires, the lust one to Prince Rudolph (-on of Prince

Charlie). Mr. Maekey owns imp. Midlothian [son of Rats

plan or Strathconan and Ihe xn'-.ti Lufra, by Wind) od .

sire of Sir Walter. Mfonowai, Little Mid, B od others

Torso iwho was a l'*>o<1 racehorse), by Ugerine, dam imp.

Sand Lueia, by Lord Lyon, and about twenty-five royally-

bred broodmares. That Messrs. Reed A Maekey will make a

success of their venture, with such excellent material to Btarl

with, in certain, for with Mr. Mackey's experience and Mr,

Reed's excellent judgraeut and coin to back it, failure i

well-nigh impossible.
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Everything points to a wonderfully successful spring

meeting under the auspices of the Pacific Coast Blood

Horse Association. And the way things are shaping

leads a careful observer to believe that the galloper will

be raced in California nearly twelve months each year

hereafter, and Oakland bids fair to become the scene of

most of the strife for coin, if not glory. Of course the

Oakland " dogs " will be on hand here this spring, but

as there are lots of " new " horses galloping well in their

work, the "dog" will scarcely be id the Blood Horse

hunt. According to our correspondents throughout the

State, the number of horses in active training makes it

certain that the galloper is on the crest of the wave of

popular approval in California.

In Los Angeles there are perhaps forty horses being

prepared for the Blood Horse meeting, Bridges having

six or seven, Baldwin fifteen, Dickey half a dozen. L. J.

Rose about that many. Rickabaugh & Earp have Lottie

Mills, and other owners bring the total up to at least forty

that can be counted on to come to the spring meeting,

which begins April 1st. At Bakersueld, Charles Kerr

has perhaps ten in training; four or nve others will doubt-

less come from the same town. From Fresno will come

the strings of Owens Bros., Perry McKenna and others,

f >oting up perhaps twenty in all. From Hueneme and

Sinta Barbara county will come the strings of E. R. Den

J. G. Hill and others, perhaps fifteen in all. At Stock-

ton a dozen or more gallopers are in training, G. W. Tia-

hern having seven or eight. At Lodi are several gal-

lopers, AT. F. Tarpey having three. At Sacramento a

large number of horses are beings prepared, Charles Fair

having ten, Wilber Smith eight, W. M. Marry fourteen.

Frank Depoistre four or five. Todhunter several, while

the horses of various owners will swell the list at the

Capital City to at least fifty. At Oakland track there are

perhaps seventy-five in active training, at - The Arcade,"

near Sacramento forty more, in the hands of Billy Mc-

Cormick. At Bay District track there are at present

about thirty-five gallopers. In and around Eureka there

are perhaps ten, at San Jose at least sixty, the strings of

Macdouough, Boots, Donathan, Dennison. Ramsdell and

Burke, and scattered around the State probably thirty more

that will " come to the races." This makes a grand total

of 400 race horses in training in the State, of which

number the Blood Horse Association can safely count on

300 to take part in the various events at their meeting.

We are waiting patiently to hear who will preside over

the destinies of the horsemen and the public in so far as

the presiding judge is concerned. James B. Ferguson,

the genial Kentuckian, whose great ability as a flag-

wielder is acknowledged, will again officiate as starter. And
now, if bookmaking is done away with and the public

allowed to make its own odds through the pari-mutuels

and auctions, racing will take a hold on the heart of the

public on this Coast that can never be broken. The

horsemen, the association and the race-going public

would profit greatly by the change, financially, and the

t.irf on this coast would be purified as it can be in no

other way. Then, with the formation of the Pacific Slope

Biard of Control following on the heels of the estoppage

of bookmaking California would be one of the greatest

racing sections on earth, as it is now the best place known

in the world in which to rear high-class race horses.

Los Angeles to the Front.

The necessity for appointing qualified veterinary sur-

geons in every county in this State is becoming more ap-

parent every year. The spread of infectious and con-

tagious diseases through the ignorance and carelessness ot

many of our stock farmers must be kept in check. Al-

though there have been no reports of any deadly diseases

among the counties during the past nine mouths, still

every precaution should be taken to prevent the intro-

duction of them. In Los Angeles county the Super-— believe that "an ounce of prevention iswortha

pound of cure." it seems, for the Herald, published in Los

Angeles, has the following to say in its last issue:

•• The question of the appointment of « county veterinary surgeon

[snow beingaglta ... iim t ,in early day this

rented, ["be proposition now is to appoint not only
one, but three, rheae officers arc to scl as county stock inspectors.

If there shall be any stock in the county that bus a contagious disease

the stock whnll be examined, and ]f it is decided, after sach examine.
tlon, that the disease Is contagions, the stock is to be killed aud then

for each examina"
(ion he parttcipatoa In and mileage'al the rale of 20 cents per miie for

When the Btock is examined
and not condemned the owner of the -

> pay the fee ot

the Inspectors, which is [< be Used a

11 aa (he officers arc appointed we hope that the

11 every other county in this State will do

Although there may be no work for these offi-

cials to do at present, still it will be well to be prepared.

Among thoughtful breeders who are interested not

only in the breeding and developing of the light harness

horse, but also in the purification of the trotting turf, the

idea has been advanced that it is not at all advisable to

allow books to be made on trotting and pacing contests

(as proposed some time ago). It is much fairer, instead,

to have Paris mutuel boxes set up and operated at the

track. It is earnestly hoped that the bookmakers will

never get a foothold on the trotting turf. The tempta-

tions held forth by them to have the races manipulated

by drivers so that they can make a " killing " are many,

and, when ten or eleven of these sharks have " inter-

viewed" some of the drivers, the owners will get so thor-

oughly disgusted that a desertion from the ranks will

follow, and the doom of the trotting horse business will

be sealed. The amounts at stake in every race will be so

large that a small percentage of them will be a fortune for

some unscrupulous drivers who always manage to " make
an opportunity " to drive the favorite. The judges'

position will become very undesirable, and, even if a 1

driver is ruled off for " pulling," there will be more or

less doubt cast upon the actions of the other participants

in the race ; hence, a feeling of insecurity will be noticed

among the reinsmen. and a lack of confidence would take

the place of the courage we see so often displayed by our

crack drivers in closely contested races.

Disregarding these vital points and looking at the ques-

tion from a financial stand, it can easily be shown that

associations will make more money by not allowing book-

makers and having only auction and paris Alutuel boxes

at the track. The associations can purchase six of

these boxes and have them placed in charge of capable

men. who are to be paid fair salaries. The name of each

horse in the race should have a different number opposite

it, and not sold as formerly—two choices and then the

field—but separately. For instance, Goldsmith Maid has

number 1. Fullerton 2 and so on until all are numbered.

There should be one, two and five-dollar tickets, so that

the public can be accommodated. The heavy bettors can

patronize the auction pool-box, and, if one is not sufficient,

others can easily be put in and auctioneers hired by the

association.

It has been shown that pool-selling firms generally be-

come rich in a few years, while bookmakers often become

wealthy in a few weeks. Under the proposed system all

commissions accruing from the sale of pools (auctions and

mutuels) would revert to the society, and, through it.

to the horsemen, whose horses cost a great deal of

money to breed, develop and pay entrance money on in

the various meetings.

Reforms are advanced every day, but little attention

has been paid to places where the large sums of money

are absorbed, and now that the mention of this old, but

secure, one is made, discussion may be aroused and some

good may result.

We have no room, neither do we want any, for book-

makers at our trotting meetings. If they once get their

"claws" on the associations it will be hard to shake them

off". The feeling is so bitter against these followers of the

turf in France that they are prohibited from following

their business on the nice tracks there. This example

set by the " Parley Vous " across the big pond will be

followed by the associations in the United States before

many years have passed. The reform will have to be

made for the preservation of the "sports of kings;" in

the contemplation of such a result, which is certain to

come, the trotting-horse* breeders cannot afford to indulge

in the " luxury " of having bookmakers at their meeting.

The list of trotters at the Palo Alto Stock Farm that

have become standard by performance is published in an-

other column. No other stock farm in the United States

can send a statement equaling it, and when the fact is 1

taken into consideration that last year the horses from

this farm met with a serious set-back in having the epi-

zootic attack the most promising ones, the recapitulaion I

seems very remarkable. If disease does not effect the
[

horses this year the list of*winners and record-makers)

from Palo Alto will surpass that of any previous ye

and astonish even the most sanguine.

ENTRIES for trotters and pacers to the Salt Lake Driv-

ing Park Association's races, which ate to take place iu I

June, will close next Wednesday, March I5th. As many

of the o'wuers of large strings ol trotters and pacers in-

tend to stop at Salt Lake on their way East, it is of the
J

utmost importance that they do not neglect to send in

;

their nominations at once. The stakes offered are large,

conditions liberal, track and appointments first-class and

the association one of the very best. Read the advertise-

ment.
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A DISPATCH Ironi Chicago, dated March 9tb, convoyed

the following sad information: "Colonel B. \V. Wood-

ruff, the famous racing official, died last night. He has

presided at great meetings in various parts of the country

and had been already engaged for this season to preside at

the San Francisco meeting.'' Colonel Woodruff was

known in racing circles from Saratoga to .San Francisco,

and was generally liked throughout the country, lie was,

we believe, a native of Eastern Tennessee, but resided for

many years at Montgomery Ala. He was a Major in the

Conlederate army, although known everywhere as " Colo-

nel." The deceased was sixty years of age, and his

health had not been of the best for a long time. Seven

years ago Colonel Woodruff was presiding judge at New

Orleans, and it was there that Ed. Corrigan, who con-

ducted the West Side track at Chicago, now the Garfield

Park track, became impressed with his superior know-

ledge and his straightforwardness. Corrigan engaged him

to preside at his meetings in Chicago, and from then until

about a year ago he officiated at all the meetings

on the West Side track in the capacity of presiding

judge. At about that time Corrigan and Woodruff

had a falling out. It was over the reinstatement of a

steeplechaser named Linguist. The horse was pulled,

and the animal, jockey and owner were -ruled off the

course. Subsequently the horse became the property of a

man named Hartman. and, upon evidence being presented

to the effect that the latter had nothing to do with the

pulling of the animal. Colonel Woodruff signed bis rein-

statement. This did not meet with the approval of Cor-

rigan, and he dispensed with Woodruff's services. Since

',hat time Colonel Woodruff has officiated as judge at sev-

eral important meetings. He was judge at the meeting of

the St. Louis Fair Association, at Denver, and for the Pa-

cific Coast ^lood Horse Association, at the Bay District

track last fall anil this winter. He has also officiated as

judge at New Orleans meetings, and two years ago

presided over the Saratoga track. Colonel Woodruff was

a courteous, well-informed, pleasant gentleman, and news

of his death will be heard with sorrow by his large

number of friends here and by all who had the pleas-

ure of his acquaintance—from the Atlantic coas* to the

Pacific Slope.

Next Wednesday's Sale.

The Fashion Stud Farm trotting stock, which are to

be sold by P. C. Kellogg & Co. at the American Institute

Building, New York City, on March 21st and -22d, offers

opportunities for our California breeders to get descend-

ants of the greatest turf performers to cross with the

stallions and broodmares on this coast. The only repre-

sentative from this celebrated farm we have seen on this

coast are Monbars, 2:1 If (recently sold in the East), and

Boodle, 2:21.1, the handsome, game trotting stallion in

San Jose. Every colt and filly sold from the Fashion

Farm has turned out to be extremely last, and as this

is a sale of eighty-four choice ones that will prove most

valuable as an " outcross," orders should be sent on

immediately by our leading breeders to secure a number.

The advertisement only appears once.

Housemen should not forget that a number of trotting

and pacing stakes, to be contested at the State Fair of

1893, are now open. Entries to these close with the sec-

retary, Edwin F. Smith, at his office in Sacramento, on

Wednesday, the 15th of March. Read the advertisement

in another column and send in your entries without

delay.

Attention- is called to the Capital Turf and Driving

Club stake races for gallopers, entries to which close with

the secretary, James W. Stafford, to-day (Saturday, March

11th). The conditions are extremely liberal, as a perusal

of the advertisement in another column will show.

Entries mailed at any time up to 12 p. M. to-night will

be accepted.

Don't Forget.

Osborn c*c Alexander are now in a position to fill orders for

Hickory Spoke Pneumatic Live Sulky Wheels. If you can't

go in person write them. These are the famous Elliot Wheels
and the tires are the world-renowned Collimbias. There
place of business is between Fremont and Market streets.

See "ad " elsewhere in this issue.

The Sonoma and Marin Agricultural Society is the first of

our district associations to send in their advertisement of

races to be trotted and paced this fall, entries for which will

close April 1. There are to be more trotters and pacers

handled for speed this year than ever, and every owner Bnonld
make entries at once in the circuit. Colts and fillies of all

ages will have an opportunity of winning money and glory,

and as good reports are heard from all the mining and agri-

cultural sections of California, there will be more money in

circulation this fall than has been for years. Horsemen should
read this advertisement and make entries at onee.

T
Dan
The Anteeos are the fastest of the Electioneers, and
anteeo will prove no exception.

The consignments of choice trotting stock to the sale which

takes place next Wednesday at Killip & Co.'s salesyard have

been carefully selected, and the catalogues containing pedi-

grees and descriptions show that some of the choicest-bred

individuals in the State are to be disposed of. Capt. Ben E.

Harris seuds broodmares sired by Rustic 917, Henry Williams,

Alaska, Packard's Nutwood, Echo 4G2, Dave Hill Jr. fr,139,

Redwood, Avalanche, Hambletonian 72o, General Taylor,

Whippleton, Alert and Abdallah Jr., out of very chotcely-

bred mares. A few of these broodmares are stinted to his

stallions :

Adventure, son of Venture and Young Rosedale (dam of

Rosie Mac, 2:20^), by Sawyer's Messenger; second d;un Old

Rosedale, 2:27, by a son of Printer. Every one of Adventure's

progeny is noted for style, size, good color, perfect conforma-

tion and speed. As soon as they are bridle-wise thev can trot

inside of 3:00. Tempest is another one of Capt. Harris' stal-

lions. He is by Carr's Mambrino 17S9, out of Bluegrass, bv

Hambletonian 10; second dam Old Martha, by Mambrino
Chief 11 ; third dam Lighttbot, by Grayfoot (thoroughbred)

;

fourth dam Birdie, by Kentucky Woodpecker. Some of these
mares are in foal to Fleetwood (son of Nutwood 600), Brent-
wood (son of Dawn), Brown Jug and Hugo (son of Fordstan).
They have all proven themselves superior to the ordinary
roadsters, or the Captain would have disposed of them long
ago. They are pleasant drivers, stylish and pure-gaited.

Besides these there are some very promising young mares
by Adventure, Tempest, Fordstan 22,129, Prince Imperial,
Sidney, 2:l9f-, Cavalier (son of Brigadier) and a numoer of
well-trained carriage teams and roadsters. One fou-year-old
mare called Sidena, by Sidney, dam the famous prize-winner,
Lena Bowles, by Vic's Ethan Allen, is to be sold. She is in
foal to Almont Medium, 2:18], and as she possesses a world of
speed, she should be purchased by some breeder who will give
her a mark this fall. She will prove of great value either on
the track or harem.

D. J. Murphy, of San Jose, sends the very choicest of all

last year's colts and fillies to the sale, and they must be sold.

Besides these he consigns a number of excellent young geld-
ings, broodmares and young stallions. The Dexter Princes
sell extremely well, as the sire is now looked upon as one of
the greatest progenitors of speed in the United States. There
are several very choice daughters of this horse to be sold.

One in particular is Chloe Thorne (sister to Chloe, 2:23.i, and
A. Spreckles' handsome colt Dexter Thorne, 2:25:1). She is

out of Clyde, by Hawthorne, a mare that has three others
equally as fast as this illustrious pair which will go inside the
" charmed circle'' this fall. There is another Dexter Prince
filly out of a daughter of Black Prince, second dam (the dam
of Lucille, 2:26), by Blackhawk 767. She is also a promising
one. The mare Princess Lodi is full sister to Lodi Princess,
a mare that will go in the list this year. She is out of a mare
by Black Boy 2921 ; second dam by Chieftain 721 ; third dam
by Black Hawk 767 ; fourth dam by Jim Crow. That's breed-
ing good enough for anyone ; she is a good individual besides.

The Director family will be better represented at thissale than
it ever has been. Mr. Murphy's contribution is the filly Miss
Smith, by Black Tornado, out of Berlin Belle, by Berlin ; sec-

ond dam by Jack Nelson; third dam by Fred Lowe 656;
fonrth dam Mary Stuart, by Black Hawk 767. She is a
beauty and, like Direct, is a fast pacer.

T. C. Snider sends the fine filly Grace Darling, by Director,
dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:20), by Buccaneer 2656, second
dam May (dam of Apex, 2:26 ; Sterling, sire of six ; Lettv,
dam of Wayland W.,12:24f, and Maud Singleton, 2:284), by
Flaxtail 8132 ;

third dam by Boanerges (thoroughbred). This
filly is by one of the greatest sires that ever lived out of a
producing dam, by a great s'reof dams, while her second dam
was one of the best if not the best mare that Dr. M. W. Hicks
brought^here. Every animal that tracas.to her on the maternal
side has shown wonderful speed and gameness. This filly on
both sides is related to horses of extreme speed, hence her value
as a broodmare after her career on the turf ends will make
her invaluable.

L. Hewlett, of Oaklaed, consigns Hannah H. to the sale.

She is also by Director out of Brownie H., by that wonderful
son of Hambletonian 725, Priam ; second dam by Skenan-
doah

;
third dam, Black Bess (dam of Lottie M., 2:24). Han-

nah H. is ready to be given to a trainer. She is as perfect a
specimen of the Director family as one would wish to see, and,
in regard to her breeding it would be superfluous to add any-
thing—she is bred to suit the most fastidious.

D. J. Murphy sends the finest lot of Soudansto this sale he
has ever bred. They are out of mares by A. W. Richmond,
Nutwood, Rifleman, Bismarck, 2:29*, Jack Patchen and
Elmo. There are a few two-year-old stallions that are worthy
of being placed at the head of any stock farm. Two of them
—Syria 14,696 and Sitka 20,492—are by Soudan, out of
Signa (sister to Maggie McDowell, 2:21 jj, by Sidney, 2:19;

;

second dam Lady Hanna, by Arthurton (the great broodmare
sire); third dam Old Lady Hanna, by Langford. They are
good-sized, well-formed, promising trotters. Their pedigrees
need no comment, but as individuals they are just the kind for

some good trainer to take in hand.

Some one will want a very fast young pacer, and as pacers
are rapidly coming to the front, not on'y in races, but in

public estimation, the grand-looking colt ( lassia 20,491 should
fill the bill. He is bred in the purple ; hisdam is a full sifter

to Charles Derby, 2:20, and Sfeineer, 2:2!U, being bv Steinway
out of Katy G., by Electioneer. He is a wonderfully well-

formed and speedy colt.

Soudan will have a number in the list, and had not Mr.
Murphy Jisted these youngster* previous to his completing
arrangements for having them developed, he would not have
sent these to be sold, but they must " po," now that they are

catalogued.

He also send* a number of fillies out of Nutwood, Sterling-

wood and A. W. Richmond mare-- and broodmares that are

better bred than many of the heal on our large stock i

T. <
.
Snider sends Lalage. a three-year old Eclectic (illy

that is as pretty 89 a picture. She i- -nil of Keka Patchen, hy
Alexander 190; second dam Emma Steitz dam
o' Day, trial 2:17), by Mountain Boy. Lalage is engaged in

the California Futurity Stake, valtte $7,500, to be trotted for in

1893-94, and, from her smooth wav "f ^'inL'. should win it.

Eclectic fillies asgoodasttbe are hard to find. Mr. Snider
also places another good one in the sale— ' lito, by Steinway,

2:25$ (that great sire of earlv and extreme speed), out of

Maud M., grandam of Ctecar, 2:16A, by Stockbridge Chief Jr.

ftj !
: second dam by Williamson's Belmont. Clito is a grand

individual, and is stinted to Eclectic 11,321.
L. Hewlett al other good ones to the sale

besides his Director filly, and all of them are worthy oi

attention of horsemen.
M. Befferaan's two stallions, one by Venture, 2*274, the

other by Alexander, are both good-looking. stylish and very
pure-gaited trotters.

The -ah- promises, lube one of the best held in the Stale
this year, and horsemen should send for catalogues. Read the
descriptions and pedigrees, then attend the Bale. Ktmember,
it takes place next Wednesday, March 15th, at 11 a. M.

S. Toomey <fe Co.'s Infringement Notice.

IM PORTA NT TO HORSEMEN.

The marked popularity which our Truss Axle sulkies has
1 gained has caused certain other manufacturers, who Originally

;

depreciated the same, to now practically adopt our form of
! construction. We were the first to originate and put upon
j

the market a Truss Axle sulky, which our long experience in
manufacturing leads us to believe is superior to all other

)
forms. This belief lias now been confirmed by the practical
opinion of prominent horsemen and competent judges, ex-
pressed in our very largely increased trade for them. From

;
time to time it has been necessary to increase our facilities,

until now we have the largest sulky factory in the world, SO
completely equipped that we can supply every demand.
We are owners of all rights under t he following Letters

Patent of the U. S., which covers broadly all forms of Truss
Axle sulkies; No. 239,885, issued April 5, 1881; No. 294,528,
issued March 4, 1S8-1, and others.

While we are loath to disturb the business of our competi-
tors.we, respectfully but firmly wish to warn all manufactur-
ers, dealersinand users of Truss Axle sulkies that we have
counsel, and will spare no expense to prosecute all such
manufacturers, dealers in and users of, infringing Trussed
Axle sulkies, to the end that our rights may be fully pro-
tected.

Hoping that this notice is timely given, and will be effectual

in putting all innocent horsemen on their guard,
Very respectfully vours, S. Toomey & Co.,

March 4, 1893. Canal Dover, Ohio. *

HOOF-BEATS.

The register number given Mr. N. J. Stone's fine stallion,

Election Chief (formerly Election) by Electioneer, dam
Lizzie H., is 21,184.

A recent addition to the string of Hugh Kirkendall, the
Montana turfman, is the good four-year-old brown colt, Sir
Matthew, by imp. Sir Modred, dam Embroidery, that ran in

Marcus Daly's colors last season.

Fkaxk H. Burke sets the ball rolling by offering his stock
in the Register Association for sale at half price. His exam-
ple will be followed by many others who have seen the Year
Book for 1892 and are disgusted with the rulings. The book
is full of errors, they say, and is of no use.

Since tbe advertisement of Idalium appeared in this paper,
several well-known horsemen have visited John Cassidvs, and
pronounced the brotherto Cheviot and Sir Modred a " magni-
ficent horse." It was thought until lately that every horseman
in the State had seen him, but it appears not.

Frask fl. Burke is not forsaking the trotter, but at the
same time is not so narrow-minded that he fails to see some

j

merit in a good thoroughbred. He now owns three thorough-
breds, and Billy Appleby is training them at Oakland. Two
of the number were recently purchased by Mr. Burke.

The programme for the first week's races under the aus-

pices of the Blood Horse Association will soon be out. There
will be five or more races each day, and the meeting lasts

from April 1st to 30th, four days each week—Tuesday, Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday. A grand season of sport is prom-
ised.

The first filly (a two-year-old), by Bernal, dam Ashley by
Gen. Benton, second dam by Ashland (thoroughbred) trotted a
quarter the other day in thirty seven seconds. Bernal is sure

to become one of the greatest sires in America ; he has every-

thing in his favor—pedigree, record, individuality, size, color,

disposition and plenty of nerve force.

Bush Smith, the clever trainer of racehorses and part

owner of Cyclone, was summoned by telegraph io the bedside

of his father in Guthrie, Oklahoma, last Wednesday night,

and left Thursday morning for home. He left his horse in

the hands of some good friends, and if his father recovers

Bush will return here as soon as possible.

Mokowai, the Macdonough Derby colt, is said to be doing
extremely well in his work at San Jose in Henry Walsh's
hands, having already done bis mile and a quarter with weight

up better than 2:l-">, which is pretty good work for this time of

the year. Mr. Walsh is noted for getting '"an edge'" on a

horse for any certain event, and we expect to see Monowai
come to the post in great shape for the American Derby of

i 393.

The celebrated colt Arion, 2:10'.. champion two and three-

year-old, is thus described by a New York Tribune correspon-

dent who recently visited him: "It was extremely '""Id the day

the writer saw Arion. He was in a comfortable box, with only a

single blanket to cover him. The ventilation was perfect,

with no chance fordrafts. \ majority of persons expect to

see a horse at leas) I « hands high when they ask to see Arion,

as they imagine he should resemble in size tbe price paid for

him. When Arion, however, is stripped of hi- i-bubing he

is rather small, 15.1 -tinder the standard. Ili-

head is as nearly perfect a- the blghesl type of the thorough-

bred. It i^ well s.-l over a gOOa neck. I lis shoulders and
withers are extremely powerful, as are his for' leg-. I lis girth

in ;i hit over the average for ;i horse of his size. His middle-

piece is nither moderate; although he i- well coup]

loin is good, and hisquarlei proportioned. His

e abnormal!) large, with straight nina legs like those

Of a thoroughbred. He ban an en: |
bis left hind

ankle which his attendant bbvs never has given trouble, as it

he was a suckling, Arion is a bay with

two white fetlocks, and in all probability would be overlooked

by many of the shrewdest turfmen were be to be placed in

sale ring and were he unknown to the persons present. He
will remain in the stud until July 1st,
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Interest the People or Close the Gates

The croaking set up by a few malcontents that the bottom

has dropped out of the breeding business is all moonshine.

The good ones bring good money, while the bad ones bring

everv dollar they are worth. If the knife was used more the

prices would be still better. Many a fifty dollar cross-roads

stallion would make a hundred-dollar gelding.

Hundreds of short -bred colts are thrown on the market, and

because they do not bring five hundred apiece the owner

swears the breeding business is done for, when, the truth is, the

suckers sold for more than they were really worth. Pick up

any paper containing the result of the late sales. No further

proof will you need. Look fate in the face and judge by the

past. Know the worst and it can be provided for. If trot-

ting goes up, the people must work the derrick. Breeders,

owners and drivers may theorize and resolute till the cows

come home. Associations may ofler stakes that are hundred

to one shots on paper, but oue to two chances at the post.

They may oflfer tempting baits to owners, and they may get a

,'ood line" of entries, but that don't draw in the money at the

gate. Interest the people or the bottom will go out of trot-

ting sure enough. About two more years of old-time

methods and mannerisms and the trotter will be worth just

what he will fetch to draw a cart. True, it may be a dog-

cart, but as a race horse he will be below par, away

down, terribly down. Now there is no use to attempt

to evade the question. What are you going to do about it?

Better limber up, get together and do something. This is a

business where it will not do to say, " The public be hanged!"

or something worse. They must be interested, or we die

the death. It isn't too iate to till up the hole that we have

beeu digging for ourselves. Act, act, get up and hustle. Be-

cause a man offers a novel idea don't call him a crank and

turn himd'wn. Give him a chance for his life ; he may teacb

you a new idea. He would have to ofler something mighty

poor if he failed to advance an improvement on the old-time

three-in-tive-all the-afiernoon races of the past century. Tire

the people out in one day with the same old thing lasting till

dark, and they will fall over each other to get tickets the nest

day—ouly they won't. Give them shorter races and more of

them, and their money talks. The three-in-five system is a

dead sure loser ; no question about it. Salt won't save it. All

the high stakes and famed hrrses of the country won't save it

either. The money is tied up too long. A man gets in a few

dollars at two o'clock, tries to hedge at three o'clock and

sweats blood till dark. That may be all right for the pool-bos

and the drivers who can back and till, heat after heat, but it

won't do the mass of the people. They waut quicker action

for their money. If they cannot get it with the trotters they

will go where they can get it—with the runners—and all the

beautiful theories on the face of the green earth, told so win-

ningly by the good single-handed talkers among the trotting

men, will not induce them to leave the quicker action. Think
of these things and cater to their taste or be an everlasting

loser. Two-in-three races is getting nearer to the public, but

at that you are not near enough. Good money dashes at

all di-tances would catch the masses certain. In this the

trotters hold a winning percentage hand over the runners.

They can go but one way, under the saddle. The trotter or

pacer can go to sulky, to wagon, single or paired, or under

the saddle. Not a man has advanced this idea, solely be-

cause dashes are unpopular with trotting men. Gentlemen,

you have got to come to it, or perform to empty seats.

Don't progress any, except backward. Stick to your old no-

ttuus forever. The world is moving too swiftly for you, and
pretty eoon you fellows with old fogy notions will have to take

to the tall timber to keep from being run over. All the argu-

ments against the dash system are far from being sound. The
man who wrote that Flying Jib would win everything from

a 3:00 class down to 2:06 was a genius. He surely laid awake
nights to evolve that brilliant idea. It was grand indeed.

He was never around when a handicapper put in his fine

Italian hand, or he would have passed before writing such
nonsense. That matter would be adjusted mighty quickly

if a good man who thoroughly understood his business was
making up the daily programme. The horse might win

the first dash easily enough, but about the second time out

he will draw a ton. If he won then he would draw two tons,

and about the time the 2:0b' dash came off, Mr. Jib would
draw enough to anchor a locomotive. Weight could be put

on him so that a thirty horse could beat him in a big jog.

Thai is the beauty of the dash system ; horses can be brought
together more evenly, thus insuring a contest, something a
time bar alone never has done and never will. Flying Jib
could he weighed out of a 2:20 class too easy, and so any
other horse on earth could be stopped if enough weight was
packed. That great objection to dashes so flippantly brought
up is groundless and will not hold good in the face of

the means that could be brought to bear upon any horse.

The argument is but a subterfuge to hurt the advocates
<>f quick action races. It is just as easy to make a class

for a dash as for a 2:20 regular cut-and-come back old-

timer. Bar a fast one if you don't want to load him down.
If he ifl kept oat awhile and there is good money up he will

alter a time lie glad to come in and take his medicine. Go
right along without him, and directly he will be found ac-

tbe weights. It is just so among the runners.
I here U h*re and there one that packs a load to even him
up with Lhe others, and time after time they refuse the weight
only to accept al last, when their owners find they cannot get

i mi n. Itisa mighty poor s rt of a secretary

mldn't bring a field of ten or a do/,en together on fairly

equal terms, once he got liis line on them. Another objection

raised against dash races, and one that at first blush tit pretty

snogly to every breeder, is that a horse with no game nor
h..uoiii conld go "ui ami lake down the money at a mile. A
lla-hv h

; go to bum the earth for a single whirl

could throw down a good game one. (!« couldn't nave bis
I. three race, and that would mean breed-

ing down instead of op. < lameness and bottom, the do-or-die
kind, a lighter of heats, i* the only sort that it pays to raise.

careful an owner must be as to

hoW a puntt i-- won. What doefl i
1 matter how uiurli of a

sucker a hor-e is if In- rati only win.' If a skyrocket can

Quh an ol the field, where will he land when Lhe
half or three-quarters? Surely the game

me would u ol chance then. If the weal duct
'me lo win at all i. much of a

be quite a good one it he can itep about
piiek enough to till do the felloWB with ml

da I he general public
ui your breeding horse-* game as a lion, if they do not

give races they are. interested in 7 The public have baa enough

of long, drawn-out contests lasting from noon until dark and

often part of the next day, and the sooner you see it and come

down to practical business the more your trotters are going

to be worth. Put up a race that will draw the people, a race

on which they can venture a few dollars, and see how they

come out before dark, or take down your sign and close your

gates. You may wriggle and squirm along awhile longer but

von are dving standing up. Not quite yet are you ready for

burial, hut inside of two years you will be unless you get out

of the old rut. The dash system will resurrect the fast dying

interest; it may not be the only salvation, but it is mighty

near it. Betting on heats will not do. It admits of too much
manipulation. First money is not always lost when a heat

is dumped to catch the bookmaker. Granted that he is not

often caught, but instances can be cited in which he has been

stung.and stung deep. Of course poolsellers are opposed to the

dash svsteni, and why shouldn't tliey be? Experience teaches

that when the bookmaker enters the door the poolseller Hies

out of the window. In opposing thedash he isonly "rooting"

for his own game, and for that reason his argument is not ad-

missible here. During the meeting here next summer the two

running tracks will be in full blast. They cannot afford to close

as they did last year. They must make hay while the sun of

the World's Fair shines. Under the old three-in-five, catch-

as-catch-can, metnod, where will the crowds be every day ?

Not with the trotters, and you may wager your existence

upon it with reckless safety. With a couple of back numbers,

Noah's Ark contests, let the powers that be thrown in about

three hot dashes of $500 to $800, seven-e:ghths to first horse,

at a mile, a mile and a quarter and a mile ana a half every

dav, and right off the crowd will thin out at the other tracks

and patronize the trots. Doubtful, is it? Well, try it and
watch the result. How about ten or a dozen or twenty book-

makers, too, with their hundred apiece? You may break,

you may shatter their race if you will, but you cannot keep

them away. They, as well as the public, are satisfied to let a

man do the reefing for their money instead of some boy jockey

who is too often a rattlehead. Ask any one of the six book-

makers who did business here last year which lie prefers, trot-

ters or runners, and it is a hot cinch that he answers you the

trotters. Three-fourths of the jockeys know nothing of their

mounts until the flag fills and they begin to ride, and yet a

favored few close in touch ask their opinion and lay

their money on that opinion. It is about this way. An
owner engages a jockey with a reputation, tells him
the horse is good and ought to win, and as the lad is

thrown on the horse, winds up with: " The only horse to

beat is Wah Jim ; lay with him to the last furlong, then go to

the bat if necessary and come on." Wah Jim is a sprinter, and

he goes out, makingthe pace, the other, obeying orders, follows

him. At the last furlong they have raced each other's heads

off and all the bats on earth won't make either beat a steer-

that terrible last furlong. They are dead and finish eight,

nine. Would any trotting driver work such tactics, no matter

what his orders were? Though ten thousand instructions

hemmed him in he would let a sprinter race his own head off

and then step up and beat the life out of him at the wind-up.

That is the difference between the man driver and the boy

jockey, and the public would see it too quick and take ad-

vantage of it. The men who bet on races are the sharpest,

shrewdest set on two feet. Not the pikers, of course, but

the form-followers. Every man jack is a one to two shot,

and it isn't safe to copper him. Lots of them are successful

business men and go to the races only during the regular

season. Had these people the chance they would put their

money on men, not boys, and there you are. The judgment
of a man who does his own driving is far and away better

than that of a boy who rides, and there you are again.

Shorten the races if you will to two in three ; that is a long

step in the right direction, but the dash system will fill

your coffers. Let Independence give about two $500

dashes each day, with twenty dollars entrance, entries to

close the night before the race, horses to be drawn by 10

a. M. next day, and those drawn to pay an additional thirty

dollars. This to keep owners from breaking up races if they

think they cannot win. Four hundred to first horse and one

hundred to second. Would they pay? Well, from live to

fifteen bookmakers would be clamoring for stands, and some
people would go out from here that do not think they will

go now. One driver is abreast all the time. That man don't

need somebody to touch him to see if he is dead. He has

been on the running tracks and has had his eyes about him
to some purpose. He has seen hundreds throwing money at a

ten to one shot, and later the horse walk in. He realizes that

the public want quick action. If the trotters will give it then

the public, be believes, would prefer the trotter. He is will-

ing to back his judgment with his money. He goes home
and offers to be one of six to give $6,000 for a meeting, every

race to be a dash. Let us hope that he will bring the meeting

about.

As the meetings are conducted now, there is mighty little

money in trotters, and without a change in the plans there is

going to be less. Anything that will lead to a change will be

a godsend, for unless you awaken the people to an interest it

is only a question of time before the business will he blocked.

It is useless to oiler two or three hundred dollar dashes,as they

did here. The good horses will not take chances of skimming
a mile better than their record. That, then, would be the

rock upon which they would split, besides, that amount of

money wouldn't move an old selling plater out of his stall.

Give decent money, from $500 to $$(10,- and let the winner get

seven-eighths of it. It would be a mighty low-down cuss that

would talk divide if he had the ghost of an idea that he had

the winner, consequently a contest would result. Laugh and

ridicule the matter as much as you please, you will come to it

or set your trotters to plowing corn.—Charmion, in American
Trotter.

_

A i mmi'Anv has been formed at Madison, Ind., and plans

have been submitted for what is probably the most unfque race-

track in the world. The idea is the conception of Grant Lari-

ber, an electrician of some note. The plan is to build a

straightaway mile track, with just as much "dip" as is al-

lowed by the race associations. A grand-stand capable of seat-

ing about 5,000 people will be erected. This will be tuodeled
alter an electric railway car, and will run on three tracks. It

will be connected with the starter's stand, so that when he
dr >pa the Hag he can press a button, and the horses and the
car will begin their race simultaneously. Racing will be con-
ducted al night as well as during the day. A company has

been formed^ including Borne of the most wealthy men in this

part of the Stale, to give the scheme a practical test. Stock
to the extent of $100,000 has been subscribed for and ground
will be broken as soon as the weather opens sufficiently for

work to be pursued, li is hoped to get the track in running
order by July.—Exchange.

Imp. Loyalist, the Royally-Bred Race Hores.

Owing to the late hour at which we discovered imp. Loya-

list was to make a season in the stud we did not have time to

do the great horse justice in these columns, and there were

several little unimporlant inaccuracies regarding the Austra-

lian which we will now correct. Notwithstanding this, the

notice brought a number of gentlemen to this city to see the

horse, and one of them, W. II. Murry, of Sacramento, was so

pleased with Loyalist that a large advance was offered over

the price paid for the horse less than a week previous, and the

magnificent thoroughbred passes into Mr. Murry 's hands.

Loyalist will therefore make the season of 1893 at 715 Twen-

ty-third street, Sacramento. At this place mares will be at-

tended to in any manner owners may desire, the best of care

being taken of them at all times.

We make the statement without fear of contradiction that

no better-bred horse lives to-day than Loyalist, he being by

The Marquis (winner of St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas

in England and a great sire of winners), son of Stockweli

(winner also of St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas and the

greatest sire the world has ever known). Loyalist's dam,

Loyal Peeress (dam of Loyalstone), is by The Peer (sire of

Darebin and brother to Marchioness, winner of the Oaks and

dam of Fishhook, Angler and Rose of Denmark. Fishhook

was a renowned race horse and sire, while Angler sired, among
other celebrities, Robinson Crusoe, Progress and Onyx, latter

dam of the wonderful race horse and sire, Nordenfeldt. Rose of

Denmark threw the winners Florence, Hamlet, Horatio, Thy-

ra, Sovereign and Guinea.

Loyal Devoir (Loyalist's grandam), by Trumpeter, produced

the winners Loyal Peeress and Caractacus, and these were her

only foals. Trumpeter (son of Orlando, Derby winner of

1844, he by Touchstone) was a truly great sire, among others

producing Distin (sire of imp. Charaxus, who in turn sired

Ma Belle, Charade and many other first-class performers),

Boot and Saddle (dam of imp. Deceiver, one of our most fam-

ous sires to-day), Cracovlenne (dam of imp. Conveth), Land's
End (dam of St. Michael, by Springfield), Datura (dam of

Puritan and Darlington), and many other celebrities of the

turf.

Letty West (dam of Glorious), by "West Australian, Loyal-

ist's third dam, was not only a winner herself, but Glorious

turned out one of the most excellent sire&in Australia. West
Australian was by many considered the greatest race horse

ever known in England, being one of the few winners of the
" triple crown "—the Derby, Two Thousand Guineas and St.

Leger. His blood has been very successful in this country,

through his son, imp. Australian, and others. Australian

was the greatest sire of his day in America, producing, among
others, Wildidle, Spend hrift, Fellowcraft, Miser, Lizzie

Lucas, Rutherford, Baden Baden, Leinster, Ivy Leaf (dam of

Bramble and Brambaletta), Maggie B. B. (dam of Iroquois,

Harold, Jaconet, Francesca, Panique, etc.), Helmbold, Far-

faletta (dam of Fortuna and Falsetto), Zoo Zoo and many
others.

Bay Letty (dam of Libellous), Loyalist's fourth dam, was by

Bay Middleton, winner of the Derby and Two Thousand

Guineas of 1836 and a sire of world-wide reputation. Libel-

lous was a winner himself and a sire of winners.

Miss Letty (fifth dam of Loyalist), by Priam, won The Oaks

of 1837, and produced Weatherbit and ten others that were

racehorses and sires, among then Letitia, sixth dam of Cad-

mus, the American Derby colt. Priam, Miss Letty's sire, won
the Derby of 1S30, and was imported to America, where he

sired any number of winners. Almost everything with

\
Weatherbit blood .in this country has raced and produced.

j

Hindoo's grandam was by Weatherbit, while Fonso was front

! a daughter of Weatherbit. Both of these are in turn sired

winners. Waverly (sire of Duke of Montrose, Lida Stan-

hope, etc.), was from Cicily Jopson, by Weatherbit, and in our

l opinion no stronger cross can be found.

The sixth dam of Loyalist, by Orville, was the third dam
I of Adventurer, a grand racehorse and sire of Wheel of For-

tune (winner of the Oaks and 1,000 Guineas), imp. Cheviot
' (the English horse, sire of B. C. Holly's imp. Paramatta),

|
Apology (winner of St. Lpger, One Thousand Guineas and

|
Ascot Gold Cup), etc., while to cap the climax, Loyalist's

tenth dam was own sister to Eclipse, who was never beaten

|
and who was a wonderful sire. Some of the greatest horses

in the world trace to this mare, Proserpine.

To recapitulate Loyalist's pedigree :

Crosses of Touchstone 4
•• Melbourne 2
" Pantaloon 2

Whalebone 7

Crosses of Stockweli 1

Glencoe 1

Irish Birdcatcher 1

Orville 3

Loyalist, apart from his truly royal breeding, is a high-class

race horse, and will show his quality this fall on our race

i tracks. In Melbourne he won the Brunswick Slakes, mile

I and a quarter, running the distance in 2:08} (best on record

for quite a time, being on a turf course), beating the crack

Steel Arrow, among others.

Loyalist is a dark bay horse standing 15.3 hands on the

staunchest of limbs, and has never been sick a day in bis life.

His head and neck and models of symmetry and beauty, yet

everything about him betokens stamina. A more intelligent

horse, or one with a better disposition, cannot be found, and

we predict now that the get of Loyalist will in a few years

bring as much as that of any other horse in the West, if not

in the country. Read the advertisement in another column,

and book you mares to this grand' horse.

Chevy Hock, the Idaho Stable's recent addition, is the

largest two-year-old that has made its appearance in Califor-

nia in a long time. He is a chestnut colt standing at least 16

hands, and weighing close to 1,100 pounds, but very hand-

some and showing lots of "quality." He and Alliance have

not the most amiable dispositions in the world, however.

Chevy Hock is such a big youngster that he is not likely to

be campaigned very heavily this season.

High Commissioner, considered by several the best of

Colonel North's consignment of thoroughbreds now at the

Shpepshead Bay race-course, has contracted a cold and is

coughing. Dr.' Shepperd, however, says that the trouble is

not in any way serious and that the horse will be himself again

in a few days." All the rest of the string are doing well and

rapidly becoming acclimated.
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Trotting Topics From Gotham.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and sportsman.

New York, March 1, 1893.—Trotting matters have been

prominent during the Dast few days owing to the public sales,

the closing of the stakes of the New York Driving Club and

the general revival of interest in fasf road riding, now that we

are to have a boulevard or speeding driveway.

Sales of trotting stoc< follow each other so rapidly all over

the couutry that the wonder is so much stock can be absorbed

at anv price. Of course under the circumstances prices keep

sagging, and it is impossible to predict when the bottom will

be reached.

The most important sale held here recently was that of Tat-

tersalls, when a large consignment of horses from Kentucky
were sold. Unfortunately with the horses came some of the

sale ring customs that have not added to the repntation for

fair dealing of owners in the bluegrass State.

Not that all horsemen in Kentucky are dishonest bv any
means, but it is useless to deny that a certain clique have
greatly injured the horse business by manipulation, by bidding

and wash, or fake sales when the public had a right to expect

fair dealing. These methods were practiced at the late Tat-

tersall sale here, at least in one instance and without result-

ing in anything out exposure and consequent injury to the

property and all concerned.

The black horse Monbars, 2:11$, had been advertised fr"»m

ocean to ocean ana from the Lakes to the Gulf, as the sensa-

tional offering of the entire sale.

When Monbars was a yearling he developed wonderful

speed, and was sold to Richfield & Leathers of Kentucky for a

reported price of $7,500.

His career on the turf as a two-year-old was sensational,and

it is to his credit that he can yet be called " The Unbeaten
Monbars." He closed the season of his two-year-old form in

California with a record of 2:16.1. Last year he was sick and
did not reach record-breaking form until late in the season,

when he lowered the mark to 2:11 J.

At one time his value was computed at a fabulous sum, but

times have changed,and we will hear no more about $100,000

trotters. Recently it appears the owners of Monbars decided

to close out all of their stock, and the consignment came to

Tattersall's of this city.

When Monbars was led into the ring the auctioneer asked

for bids. Dunn Walton of this city promptly said $5,000.

The prices mounted slowlv until $9,000 was reached, when
Mr. Shultz, of Parkville Farm, Brooklyn, bid $10,000. Wal-
ton raised $1,000, and then Mr. Shultz stepped forward and
said :

" Do the owners reserve the right to bid on the colt ?
"

Mr. Fasig, the manager of Tattersalls, replied that it was not

understood so, and Mr. Shultz then said $12,000. Walton
came back promptly with a raise of $1,000, and there all bid-

ding stopped. The auctioneer worked hard, asserting that at

twice the sum named the colt would still be cheap, but it was
unavailing, and the hammer fell at Walton's bid.

As soon as the horse was struck off to Walton he was sur-

rounded by an eager crowd all anxious to know for whom he
had acted id the purchase. When he persisted in stating that

he bad bought the colt for himsolf the public began to sus-

pect crooked work, for Walton is well known as a small dealer

and general trader that does not put such sums into the pur-

chase of one horse. Later it was said that Walton bought the

horse for Major Dickenson, of this city, owner of Miss Alice,

2:17^, but the Major promptly denied having any connection

with the transaction.

Soon one of the former owners told his friends that he had
offered Walton an advance on the purchase price and Walton
had told the same story. This settled all doubt as to the "fake,"

and public opinion was far from complimentary to the owners
and all concerned.

Immediately after the sale a small party of gentlemen were
seated in the adjoining cafe, and over a bottle of wine Mr.
Shults made no secret of his disgust with the whole proceed-

ings. He had come to the sale prepared to pay from $20,000

to $25,000 for the col*, but as soon as he saw that he was be-

ing "roped in" to pay a big price by the "capper" or stool

pigeon he refused to make another bid.

Had the sale been bona fide it was the general opinion that

the sum represented actual value. Mr. Shults has been a
liberal patron of trotting sales, indeed, it is doubtful if any one
man in this country has ever invested as much actual cash in

trotting stock. In attempting to rob him by forcing up the

price the conspirators killed the goose that would have laid

the golden egg.

It has practically killed the standing of the owners among
turfmen, and it has hurt the value of the colt more than pen
can tell. I do not believe the colt would sell to-day under
the hammer for $10,000. Stripped of all the glitter of nicely-

worded advertisements and sensational write-ups, the public

are beginning to realize that really sensational performers and
sires are not rare, and that not one of the sensational sales of

the past ever represented an actual value of fifty cents on the

dollar.

We have passed that era, and hereafter prices will approxi-
mate actual value. Of course in the general decline much
stock must be sold at an actual sacrifice, and it will be several

years before breeding interests will recover from the recoil of

the boom period. The men that remain steadfast, however,
will reap the benefit.

The sale of Sidney by the Tattersalls at their Cleveland
Mart on Tuesday was another illustration of the great change
in values. Two years ago this horse would have sold for

$60,000 to $75,000. Asa trotting sire he is not outranked
to-day by any horse living, and yet $27,000 represented all

the public was willing to say he was worth when the day of

the sale came.*****
Some time ago the Driving Club of New York opened a

stallion stake of $12,500, hoping to attract such horses as

Stamboul, 2:07.1, Kremlin, 2:07:j, Nelson, 2:10, Directum,

2:11;|, and other sensational performer.s Trotting meetings as

a rule are poorly patronized in this city, and only a race on
the sensational order will draw. When something of this kind

is secured, however, there is scarcely a limit to the attendance.

The Executive Committee realized that should Stamboul and
Kremlin meet in a race the grounds would be filled to over-

flowing. Again, after the controversy over the record of

Stamboul, it was expected that each owner would be willing

and even anxious that the two horses should meet and settle

the question of actual supremacy. It was just these supposi-

tions that actuated the Executive Committee to order the big

stake.

Unfortunately, the race did not fill, as only four owners
made nominations, and the conditions called for five. Mr.
Harriman, owner of Stamboul, 2:07A, Mr. Nelson, owner of
Nelson. 2:10. Mr. Salisbury, manager of Directum, 2:11}, and
Mr. Shults, owner of Regal Wilkes, 2:1

1

';, were the quartette

of owners that responded, and tiad Mr. Allen come forward,

as the manaeement and the public had reason to expect, it

would have been the greatest race of modern times. The
management have now opened a number of new stakes to

aggregate the sum before offered to the stallions.*****
I received a pleasant letter from John Splan stating that

he and the entire party arrived safely at their destination with
the loss at sea of one horse. Mr. Ketcbam and Mr. Splan
suffered much from sea sickness, and it is doubtful if ever
Splan beeomes a sailor, All are much pleased with the kind
and cordial treatment extended by the horsemen of Vienna,
and on the other hand our American party are surprised at

the " horse sense" of Austrians and Germans.
* * * * *

The last sale of trotters in this city closed on yesterday and
values were slaughtered. Mr. Kellogg worked to get the last

drop of blood from the small crowd of buyers in attendance,

but it was a forlorn effort. Much of the stock were culls aud
all went at cull price. A sister to Midnight, 2:18}, six years

old, sound and regular breeder, sold for $110. Shades of the

boom ! would any man have believed, two years ago, that a

sister to a &20 trotter would go begging in the sale ring at a
paltry one hundred dollars.*****

Dr. J. W. Day has returned from his European trip, arriv-

ing on the City of Paris last night. He reports a very success-

ful tour and that he has sold all but three of the horses he
took over. " Our carts, harness and trotting traps sold like

hot cakes," said the Doctor, " and I sold the twelve horses for

more money after deducting the expenses than I could have
realized for the fifteen here."

When I met Dr. Day this morning he had already arranged
for transportation for another shipment,and it is his intention

to gather another lot and sail by March 25th. In speaking

of the foreign market and its demands Dr. Day said :
" Pedi-

gree cuts no figure in England or France; the demand is for

individuality. I have in my trunk every certificate of reg-

tration that I took because no buyer cared for the one describ-

ing this horse. "The foreigners are good judges," said the

Doctor with a twinkle in his eye, " and know a sound horse

and good trotting action. Pacers or mixed-gaited horses are

not tolerated. 'How much speed can you show under the

watch ?
' is the question after an animal has been found other-

wise satisfactory. Good, sound, pure-gaited trotters that can

Bhow a mile in 2:25 to 2:30 will sell for good prices, and I am
going back with a lot more as soon as I can find them," added
the Doctor as he hurried away. A. C. U.

Montana Horse News.

In the spring the horsemen's fancy lightly turns to thoughts

of the track with the low entrance fees and big purses, and

long odds and other things, and although the birds have not

yet commenced to twitter the Montana circuit is already tak-

ing up a great deal of attention of well-known horse-owners,

and the listof speedy and blooded animals which will be seen

in Butte and Anaconda this year is steadily increasing, says a

correspondent of the Anaconda Standard, writing from Butte.

Just at this time something about the big stables that will be

seen here will prove of interest to lovers of horse racing.

Williams & Morehouse's stable, which is now in training

at Milpitas, Cal., will be made up of the following horses

:

B s Silver Bow (6), 2:16| ; ch g John Henry, 2:26$ ; b m
Leap Year, 2:26$ ; b m Magenta, 2:31j ; a three-year-old colt

by Sidney ;
three-year-old colt, full brother to Leap Year by

Tempest, dam Eulogy ; two-year-old Silver Note, by Silver

Bow, dam Maud Singleton ; two-year-old Silver Bells, by Sil-

ver Bow, daman Anteeo mare; two-year old filly by Tempest,

dam full sister to Doncaster ; three-year-old b c Egyptian

Prince, by Eh Mahdi. 2:25A, dam Egyptienne, 2:18',. The
stable also includes the following runners: Three-year old

colt Bynum, by Glen Elm, dam full sister to Sunshine ; three-

year-old colt Tom Daly, bv Patsy Dufiy, dam full sister to

Sunshine; three-year-old colt Not Yet, full brother to Red

El a ;
two-year-old colt bv Prince Norfolk, dam by Wildidle.

As the stable now stands it is an unusually strong combina-

tion, but it will undoubtedly be strengthened by new additions

before tne summer campaign opens.

Sam Handley has in training at Deer Lodge Bud L., 2:29},

by Don L , dam Johanna ; Lady Pen d'Oreille, a seven-year-

old, no record; Incoboo, by Incas, 2:14A, four-year-old, no

record; three-year-old colt by Don L.; two-year-old colt, full

brother to Bud L; a two year-old filly by S. E. Larabie's

Waukesha. Mr. Larabie also has three or four colts which

will be entered in the stakes.

Noah Armstrong, owner of Spokane, will have several two

and three-vear-old colts by Dolgamo and Montana Wilkes in

the stakes "this year. Mr. Armstrong will in the future spend

most of his time in Montana breeding blooded horses. He
will be located at the Armstrong ranch at Twin Bridges, and

it is to be sincerely hoped thai he may be as successful as was

his father.

Mr. Hugh Kirkendall's string in Helena is now in charge

of Mr. Charles D. Jeffries, and includes, among others, the

following : Katie S , 2:25, by Director ; Erect, full brother to

Direct, by Director, dam Ecliora, by Echo, and tin-gnry,

2:29|, by Bishop. Mr. Jeffries is now giving a great deal of

his attention to the two and three-year-olds, so as to be able

to pick out the likely ones for nominations in the colt stakes,

which close April 1st. Mr. Jeffries also has Mr. Harvey Bar-

bour's pacing stud, Montana Wilkes, 2:26A, sire of Florida,

2:18L It is safe to predict that his record will be materially

reduced this year. The thoroughbreds will be in charge of

Bob Smith, and are all in fine condition for the preparatory

work, which will be given them as soon as the weather per-

mits. Among them are Montana, by Storey, dam 1'ga
;
X., by

Regent, Dott and Clara Porter, three year-olds, by Hed Boy,

and several three-year-olds by Glen Elm and Red Boy.

D. d. Bricker has in his stable at Butte, 1>. <i. B., 2:27 J, by
Stillson ; Butte, 2:29:], by by Red Wilkes; Meteor, four-year-

old, by t'om. Belmont, and a two-year-old trotter, [da !>.,

2:19i|,'is now in Iowa, but will be campaigned on the Montana

circuit this year. His bay stallion, Ellard, 2:18 J, by Charlie

Wilkes, will be in charge of Budd Doble, aud is expected to

hit the 2:1 2 notch this year.

Ryan Bros.* thoroughbreds are wintering at Miles City, and
will he trained this year by Jack Gagau, who two years ago
brought out the speedy three-year-olds Lucinda and Zillah.
The four-year-old Al 'Watts and the three-year-old Spoon,
with other two and three-year-olds, will sport the bright
green colors and, no doubt, pull down their share of the
prizes.

W. F. Mosbv's stable will go into training at Anaconda, and
it is confidently expected that T. J. WillUms will have the
horses in fine condition. The stable is now made up of the
four-year-old Mike Brown, by Vici, a two-year-old by Eolian
anda two-year-old by Regent, and will be" augmented by the
addition of a couple of three-year-olds.
George Burris has several horses in training at Dillon, in-

cluding colts from W. H. Raymond's Belmont Park Stock
Farm and C. X. Larrabie's Brook Nook Stock Farm.
The runner Periwinkle, by King Alfonso, dam Cottona,

owned by Henry Elenberg, will be put in stud this spring aud
afterwards trained for the circuit races. He was not in proper
shape last year, and will undoubtedly make a much better
showing this season, as he is as well as any horse and is a good
individual.

Racing1 at Oakland.

Oakland Race Track. March 2. 1893.—Weather tine, track fast.
First race—Four and ti half furlongs, for maidens.
W. A. Gibson's b h Currency, 3, bv imp. Greenback—Acquitto. 1C7

pounds.. Burlingame 1

T. Gough's ch g Relay, a, 120 pounds F. Xarvaez 2
W. M. Sinclair's b h Tacoma, 4. 119 pounds H. Hill 3

Time, u:57%.
Won by a neck, two lengths between second and third.
Post betting—3 to 5 Currency, 1U to 1 Relav. 2 to 1 Tacoma. Seam-

stress 118 (Speuce), 4 to 1, Bonnie Blue 120 (King), 6 to 1 also ran.

Second race—Five furlongs, for beaten horses.

Howard & Leach's b m Queen Bee, 4, by Jocko—Naomi. 99 pounds
Tavlor 1

W. P. Fin's b g Inkerman, a, 117 pounds Ed'sall •

Idaho Stable's b g Little lough, 1, 92 pounds -Hannawalt *

Time, 1:02%.
Won by two lengths, two between second and third.
Post betting—6 to 5 Queen Bee, 7 to 5 Inkermau, 3 to 1 Little Tough.

Third race—Five furlongs, selling.

W. M. Sinclair's ggStoneman, a, by Kirbv Smith—Hunkidory. 112
pounds K i ng j

G. H. Kennedy's eh k Mackey, a, 112 pounds Taylor 2
E.J. Appleby's b g Alfred B., a. 116 Williams 3

Time, 1:03.

Won by half a length, dead head for second place.
Post betting—3 to 5 Stoueman, 3 to 1 Mackey. 6 to 1 Alfred B. Joe

102 (J. Murphy), 10 to 1, Daily Oregonian 102 (Garcia). & to 1, also ran.

Fourth race—Six furlongs, welter weights.
J. Murphy's br g Nipper, a, bv Mason Chief—by Norwich, 148

pounds.. Martin 1
J. Murphy s b g Prince, a. 148 pounds Duncan 2
Fncino Stable's ch m Estrella, 3, 132 pounds J. Appleby 3

Time, 1:19.

Won by half a length, three-quarters of a length between second
and third.

Post betting—10 to 1 Nipper, 3 to 1 Prince. 3 to 1 Estrella. Wild
Robiu 151 (Moore), 4 to 5, Elwood 148 (Murphy), 6 to 1, also ran.

Oaklanh race Track. March 4, 1893.— Weather showery track
slushy. First race—Handicap, four and a half furlongs.
W. George's ch g Joe. 5, oy Conquest—Swift, 95 Taylor 1
S.J Jones' ch g Daily Oregonian, a, 122 Williams 2
W. A. Gibson's bh Currency, 3. 113 Burlingame '3

Time, 0:52.

Won by two lengths, same betweeu second and third.
Post-betting—3 to 1 Joe, 8 to 5 Daily Oregonian, 2 to 1 Currency.

Relay, 11<> (F. Narvaez), Nipper, 126 (Martin), 5 to 1. also ran.

Second race—Selling, six furlongs

W. M. Sinclair's ggStoneman. a. by Kirby Smith—Hunkidory. 114

Idaho Stable's bg Li'ttie TongnVk""ioT.V."!.

™ "."""*."
"™VJ.*fI Kaxvaes 2

Encino Stable's b g St. Patrick. Ill Spence 3
Time, 1:20%.

Won by one-half length, a length between second and third.
Post-betting—7 to 5 stoueman, 6 to 1 Little Tough. s to 1 St Patrick

Mackey. 116 (Taylor), 2>£ to 1, Alfred B.. lie. (Williams), 2 to l, also
ran.

Third race—Three furlongs.

Encino Stable's ch h Conde, 3. by Duke of Norfolk—May D., 107...

J. R. Ross' b m Nellie Vaii'.Y. "lii'V""".""".".".".".".".'.'.".".".'.!!!!'./.".!.".""' King 2
W. P. Fiue's ch m Valita, 5, 118 Burlingame 3

Time, 0:38.

Won by two lengths, three lengths between second and third.
Post-bettinR-3 to 1 Conde, 1 to 2 Nellie Van. 5 to 1 Valita. Flora

E., 118 (Sutton), 8 to 1, alsorau.

Fourth race—Four and one-half furlongs.

Idaho Stable's b g Jack the Ripper, a. by Captain Jack—Jennie
Mack. 120 King 1

W. Spence's ch m Panehita, 3, % Tavlor 2
W. P.Fiue'sch m Valita, 5, 115 burlingame 3

Time, 1:09.

Won by a good neck, a length between second and third.
Post-betting—4 too Jack the Kipper, 1 to 1 Panehita, 5 to 1 Valita

Alfred B., 120 (Williams), 5 to 1, also ran.

Oakland Race Track, March 7.—Wcnther cold, track slow. First
race—Four furlongs.

W. P. Fine's ch m Valita, 5, by Houscwarraer—by Lamplighter. 124
I'M -ilk- I

J. G.Tobln'schh Wild Robin, u, 123 Bpence 2

J. Sutton's b m Flora E., 5, 124 svitton s

Time. 0:51>£.

Won bv a length, a length between second and third.
Post-bettlng-i io l VolMft.6 to l Wild Robin, 2 to i Flora, Ban Pe-

dro, 113 (J. Murphy), 7 to 5, also ran.

Second race—Selling, six furlongs.

W. M. Sinclair's ggStoneman, a. by Kirby Smith — Mnnkidurv. 117

King 1

G.H, Kennedy's ch g Mackey, a. 112 Taylor 2
Encino Stable's cli m, 3, 105 Bpence 8

Time. 1:18.

Won under a pull by a length and a half, two leogthn bel

ond and third.

Post betting— l to 2 Stoneman, 3 to l^Maokoy, S tol Ettraila. wyann-
shott, 109 (Coin). 15 to l.also ran.

Third race—Four and one-half furlongs.

W. George's ch g. Joe, 5, by Conquest -Swift, llu ]

Q. M.miu'sbrg Nipper, a, 112 King 2
W. A. Glbsou'n b h Currency, 8, 108 BurihiKtinie 8

Time. 0*8.

Won by a neck. Sam*' between second and third.

Post-betting—2J{ Joe, 2jj{ Nipper, G to i Currency. Little Tongb, KM
if, Narvaez), 8 to &, Daily Oregonian, LOS (BL Smith), 2 lol, tiinoran.

Fourth race—Seven furlongs

Encino Slable'sbm, Fannie P., a, bv WildIdle—Sally Hart, u

w. l. Appleby'* b m Raindrop, a, 108

S. J. Jones' cli h Broadchurcb, a, IK: it. Smith :t

i
. i

)

Won by three lengths. Sunn ond and (bird.

Post-betting—8 if 6 Fannie i\. Raindrop S t<> ">. Broadcburo
Wild Robin. 113 (Coin i. 16 *o 1, also ran.

Ripan« Tannics mrp the blues.
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Palo Alto Stock Farm.

The following is a list of horses owned at

Palo Alto January 1, 1893, that are standard

by performance* It is a most remarkable show-

3TALIIOXS.

Electricity *JJ?4
Piedmont £

:U™
Bernal Z:

\L.,
Paola 2:2S^

Hugo ggX
Azmoor i\$3
Morris i?r£%
Alfred 2:-2o

Alban 2:24

Langton 2S1%
Whips. 2^27

Truman (41 2:12

Advertiser (S) 2:16

FOUR-YEAR-OLD STALLIONS.

Monaco ""ISH
Advance 2:22$6

THREE-YEAR-OLD STALLION'S.

Lent J28Ameer -&*

GELDINGS.

Fred Crocker *2>Y±
Spry 2:2S54

Cobweb 2:29}f
Neooz *W*
Millard 2:23

Azote 2:14K

BROODMARES.
Abeto 2:28^
Alameda Maid 227$$
Aldeaoa 2:'«,-
Anselma 2:29>£

Ariana 2:26

Aurora "'
Beautiful Bells 2:29>£

Carrie C 2:24

Clarion 2:2a?*

Colma 2:2aK
Coral ;1«^
Ella 2:29

Elleneer 2:21 J-2

Emaline - 2:27i-i

Emma R 2:2S%
Gazelle - 2:21

Gertrude Russell 23S%
Hinda Rose 2:19^
Idle May 2:27«

Lady Ellen 2:29>g

Ladvwell 2:16.^

Laura C 2:29M
Lorita 2:22%
Lola 2:15

Maiden 2:23

MaDzanita 2:16

Marion 2:26%
Matlie 2-22H
May Oueen 2:20

Miss Naude 2:29J^

Norhawk 2:20^
Prussian Maid 2:19

Sallie Benton 2:17%
Slight 2:28^
Sounel 2:24%
Sonoma 2:28

Suseite 2:23}*

Susie 2:26^
Wavelet 2:28

Wild Bee 2:29

Wildflower 2:21

Wild May 2:30

Wildmont 2:27%

FOUR-YEAR-OLD FILLIES.

Eldeo 2:19%
Vina Belle 2:29>£

Helena 2:21

Linnet 2:29K
Liska 228%
Lilac 2:2yX
Lucy Neer 2:27

Orphina 2:19

Peko 2:24

Tiny 228%
THREE-YEAR-OLD FILLIES.

Bonolbell 2:24%
Bessie Belle 2:29%
Belle Bird - 2:22

Atheua 2:25%
Roiveoa 2:17

Elwlna 2:27%
Loranccr 2:26%
Sweetwater 2:26

Marie Ansel 2:25
Duuchka 2:24
Elma Sontag 229
Avena 2:19%

TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLIES.

Sweet Kose(l) 225%

RECAPITULATION.
Stallions 14
Four-year-old staldons 2
Three-year-old stallions 2
Geldings „ 6
Broodmares 43
Four-year old fillies 10
Thry '.--year-old (lilies u
Two-year-old lllJies i

Total 90

Foals of 1893.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwers lor this department must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

publication, but as proof of good faith. Write the

questions distinctly, on one side of the paper only.

Positvely no questions will be answered by mail or

telegraph.

Can anv of our readers give us information regard"

ing the pedigree of the trotting stallion Frahk Med"
lev, that was in California twelve or thirteen years

B. F. C, Wheatland.—Can you give me the pedi-

gree of Yibrater. who stood in Sutter and Placer

counties in the vears '84, '85, '86 and '87 ? Answer—
We know nothing of the horse, and find no trace of

him. Write to L. Swan, Yreka, Cal. He can possi-

bly tell you of the horse.

J.. Oakland—Give breeding of Klrby Smith (sire

of Stoneman) aud Came Miller (dam of Black Wil-

low)? Answer.—Kirby Smith was by Gladiator
(brother to Langford). dam Kate Mitchell. Carrie

Miller was by Yeto, dam Fanny, by Illinois Medoc.
They were both on the turf iu 1871.

F. S. J., Cordelia, Cal.—Please inform me through
your paper: First, the breeding of Gen. McClellau ;

second, nis record; third, where made? Answer

—

Gen. McClellan 144 (sire of Dan Yoorbees, 2:23%,
etc.. and the dam of Beaury Mac, 2:14%), was by
North Star, dam untraced. Gen. McClellan 143 was
bv Drew Horse, dam by Shark (thoroughbred) The
latter McClellan had a record of 2:29. made at Ells-

worth, Me. Gen. McClellan 144 had no record.

Mips Flush, the splendid young broodmare

by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Little Flush, by

Leinster, purchased by Editor William G.

Layng, will be bred to that magnificent grand-

son of the immortal Stockwell, imp. Loyalist.

Ketchup, by Rustle, has foaled a dark chestnut
filly with white face, aired by Nutwood Wilkes,
2:2uK.

M. C. Hyland, Santa Cm/.

Reply, by Enquirer, dam Colleen Bawn. by Endor-
ser, second dam Roxana, by imp. Chesterfield, foaled
& brown colt. January 27th, by Eolian.

Lyda, by Imp, True Blue, dam Miss Ella, by En-
qulrer, second dam Hetella, by imp. Australian,
fouled a black colt February lOtb, by Eolian.

Bowdoin (sister to Joclco), by Cariboo, dam Reply,
by Enquirer, second dum Colleen Rawit, by Endorser,
foaled brown Ally February 22d, by Eolian.

Kojii'.- Bn i BNBuao, Deer Lodge. Mont.

My mar.> Nellie Bty lias a line illlv by Don Fall Is

at Eat;)* Kcst 1'nrm. W. O BOWEBS
i.iin-iiHi, Oil., March Q, 1893.

The fli earon this ranch was dropped
to-day at 12:30 p.m. it Is a light buy with star In

Blly, bj Guide, 2:10^ dam by Elector.
Yours truly, • Strangi r,"

Green Oaks Ranch, Sapa, Cal., March 8, ISfla.

1'kikk Wi.nKK, the well-known turfman,
father of the crack jockey*, John and ('hurley

Weber, has purchased three horses of Theo-
dore Winters, ofWashoe, Nev. One if* a very
promising five-year-old by Jumbo.

W. Bros., Newman, Stanislaus County, Cal.—You
would oblige us much if you would give usthe pedi

free of the following : Gray mare that used to be
riven and owned by Veterinary Surgeon Woodruff

in San Francisco, named Lady Gertrude, sired by
General Taylor, we believe. Answer—She has a
record of 2:3454, but her pedigree was not known.
William Brown, of San Francisco, entered her in the
various races in which she took part.

W., City.—Please give the breeding of Cricket,
who ran at Sacramento in the early seventies : also
of Compromise. Answer—Cricket was by Rifleman,
dam Fashion, by Williamson's Belmont. (See Trans-
actions State Agricultural Society, page 83. 1871.

She was owned by C. Lusk, of San Francisco. Com-
promise, bay stallion, was by Langford, dam Fanny
Howard, by Illinois Medoc, and owned by C. S. Wil-
liams. He ran two miles in 3:39.

San Jose, Cal.—In answer to "Diller, Wash. Co.
Oregon, in your issue of the 4th inst., will say I have
been tracing up the pedigree of Juanita Almont (the
sire of Almont Patcben, record 2:15, pacing), and
have certificates to prove that Juantta Almont, b h,

foaled 1878. by Tilton Almont 1585. first dam Benicia.
by Signal 3327 ; second dam Bell Hartand, s. t. b. by
Lexington. Almont Patchen is a br h, foaled 1S82.

bv Juanita Almont, first dam Gladys, bv Gladiator
8336; second dam Old Belle, by Belmont (William-
son's): third dam a black mare, s. t. b. a Morgan,
brought from Ohio by Thos. Henderson, of Modoc
county, Cal. . G. H. Bragg, Sec'y.

Auction Sale

Solano County Fair.

One hundred shares of stock were repre-

sented at the meeting of the Solano Agricul-
tural and Speed Association Monday evening.

It was made known that the committee ap-
pointed to confer with Dr. Trull in regard to

the sale of his land had not been able to arrive

at a definite settlement. The Doctor was will-

ing to sell the land for his original figure of

$Go an acre and the improvements for their

value. The point not decided upon was the
value of the improvement. Dr. Trull's car-

penter estimated it at $3,800, the Association's

carpenter at $2,100.

The motion was made that an offer be made
to Dr. Trull of $65 an acre for the land and
$2,500 for the improvements. The motion
prevailed.

The election of Directors was then pro-

ceeded with. Thirteen nominations were
made, out of which the nine following were
selected: Jos. Wilson, V. V. Harrier, Thos.
Smith, J. C. Anthony, B. F. Rush, Joseph
Thoreson, Frank Blanco, E. N. Smith, John
Wilson.

Dr. Trull stated before adjournment that

probably a raise of $500 on the Association's

offer might be considered by him, but the
present offer could not be. The matter was
left with the new Directors.

After the close of the meeting the Directors

met and organized by electing John Wilson,
President; Thomas Smith, Vice-President; J.

R. Whitaker, Secretary, and R. S. Knight,
Treasurer.— Vallejo Chronicle.

*
The Dundee race track was sold at auction

by the Sheriff of Bergen county in December,
1892, for $21,500. It is now reported that an
offer of $75,000 has just been refused for the

property, and that Peter DeLacy, the New
York pool-room keeper, is the party anxious
to purchase the place.

THE gray twelve-year-old gelding Stoneman
has won nine races at the Oakland meeting,
far outstripping any horse at the Athens of

the Pacific as a winner to date.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track.
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

RACES START AT 1:30 P. IH. SHARP.
u«r- '.!' A |!M.t and Geuy<«Craet cars pans the gate.

Pure -:- Bre d :-: Percheron

Stallions and Mares,
PROPERTY OF

WILLIAM. B COLLIER, Esq.,

LAKEPORT, LAKE CO., CAL..

Al 11 A. M.

Tuesday, March 21, 1893,
At Saxesyard cob. Van Ness Avenue

and Market Street.

The offering will consist of twenty head Stallions and
mares recorded in French and American Percheron
Stud Books. The choicest-bred horses yet imported
into California. Horses will be at yard Friday, March
17th.

KILLIP & CO.. - - 22 Montgomery Steeet

SONOMA AND MARIN AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

(District No. 4.)

DISTRICT AND FREE-FOR-ALL

COLT STAKES and PURSES
TO RE TROTTED Dl R1\G THE

FAIR. 1893, AT

PETALUMA.
Entries Close April 1, 1893.

The District comprises the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Napa, Solano, Contra Costa, Tolo, Lake,

Mendocino and Humbold t.

SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL

Turf and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893,

-COMMENCIXG

TUESDAY,MAY 9, 1893

$6,000
IN

Stakes and Purses

FOK A

FIVE DAYS' MEETING.

RUNNING- STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH II, 1893.

No. 1. fiOLDBiX EAKLE HOTEL STARK-A
sweepstake for two-year-olds; $25 entrance. $15 forfeit;

£200 added, second to save stake. Winners once to

carry three pounds extra; twice, five pounds ; three or

more times, seven pounds extra. Beaten maideDS
allowed ten pounds. Five furlongs.

No. 2. WEIIVSTOCB., LUBIJV & CO. STAKE—
A sweepstuke for two year-old filJies; $25 entrance, S15

forfeit; $200 added, second t<: save stake. Winners to

carry one pound extra for each $100 won in 1893.

Beaten maidens allowed two pounds for each defeat.

One-half mile.

No. 3. HALE BROS. & VO. STARE—A sweep-
stake for three-year-olds; $50 entrance, half forfeit;

$250 added, second to save siake. Winners in 1893 to

carry three pounds extra. Winners of any race of the
vulue of $600 to carry five pounds extra. Beaten maid-
ens allowed two pounds for each defeat. One mile.
Slate Agricultural Society's rules to govern. *

The remainder of the running" programme will be
issued the week before the meeting opens.

The Following

DISTRICT STAKES
Are open to the get, wheresoever owned or bred, of

stallions now owned in the District, or of stal-

lions owned elsewhere that begot colts
eligible to these Stakes, whilst

standing in the District:

Voorlinrr Q to I/O One mile dash. For foals of 1892-
iGailmg OldMJ.- Entrance $-25. payable $5 April 1-

1893, with nomination; $10 May 1,1893; $10 August 1-

three. For foals of 1891.

$100 added money. Entrance $25, payable $5 April I.

1893. with nomination; ?10 May 1,1893; $10 August I,

Ttiree-Year-I
Ptntrn Mile heats, best two iu
OlalVB." "three. For foals o( 1890.

$150 added money. Entrance $30, payable $5 April 1,

1893, with nomination : $10 May 1, 1S93 ; $15 August 1,

Four-Year-old Purse, J8flb.--5g&£S&SSf
foals of 1889. Entrance $30, payable $-5 April 1. 1893. with
nomination; $10 May 1, 189:1; $15 August 1, 1893. Four
(4) entries required to make the last payment. The
Board, however, reserves the right to declare it filled

with three final payments, without reducing the
amount of the purse.

FREE FOR ALL.

Vaorltnrr Qtal/n One mile dash. Eor foals of 1892.
loaning olaKC.'—Enrrimce $25, pavable 55 April 1,

1893, with nomination; $10 May 1,1893; v10 August 1,

1893.

Two-Year-Old Stake.-S.
1'^& ?/%£

$150 added money. Entrance *4u, payable $10 April 1,

1893, with .nomination; $10 May 1, 1893 ; $20 August 1,

1893.

ThrBB-TBar-Qld Stake.—

u

iree . For mais of 1m
$2oo added monev. Entrance $50. parable *t0 April I,

18H3, with nomination; $15 May 1, 1893; $25 August 1,

1893-

Four-Year-Old Purse, MH-ffliAWS. SB
foals of 18S9. Entrance $10, pavable $10 April 1,1893.
wllli nomination; $15 May I, 1893; £15 August 1,1893;

Four (4) entries required to make the last payment.
The Board, however, reserves the right to declare it

filled with- three final payments, without reducing the
amount of the purse.

CONDITH INS.

1. No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-
nied with first payment.

2. failure to make payments on the dates named
will forfeit all previous payments and dehnr the delin-
quent from starting In the nice

3. No added money paid fur a walk-over.
4. If only two start they shall contest for the stakes

paid lu, divided two-thirds to winner, and one-third to

second horRP. With three or more starters, the stakes
and added money will be divided (where not already
specified) GO per cent, to the winner, 30 per cent, to the
second horse and lOper cent, to the third horse.

5. The get of stallions I hat have died whilst owned in

the District i»s above ascribed) are eligible to all Stakes
berr-in advertised.

ft. To constitute ownership in the District, the owner
of a stallion must either bean actual resident therein
or his name must appear as a taxpayer on real estate
situated therein.

7. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses of the
ownership of the stallion In the District, will debar the
person making such entry from starling the same, and
also all or any other entries made by such person in

races occurring at the same meeting, and will forfeit all

paymentajnitdc to the Society.
8. Otherwise National Trotting Association rules to

govern.
Kiiu-ir* cloxe April 1 , 1493, with

THOMAS MAOLAY, Sec'ty.

J. H. "WHITE, President.

TROTTING STAKES.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 15, 1893.

No. 1. THE PIOXRER HOP-YARD STAKK-
A trotting sweepstake for two-year-olds ; $2-5 entrance
of which $10 must accompany nomination, and $15 pay
able May 1. $100 added. One mile aud repeat.

i* 2. LEASEE STAKE—A trotting sweepstake
for three-year-olds ; $50 entrance, of which §10 must ac-

companv nomination ; $15 pavable May 1, and the re-

maining $25 the day before the race ; $100 added. Mile
beats.

i\o. 3. HALL, LCHRS & CO. STAKE—A trot-

ting sweepstake for yearlings, to be trotted under the
auspices of this club in November, 1S93; $25 entrance,
of which $5 must accompany nomination ; $10 payable
August 1, and the remaining $10 payable day before the
race ; $100 added. One mile dash.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money in the trotting events to b

divided— 60, 30 and 10 per cent. Five to enter, thre
to start. No added money for a walkover. Iftwo star

thev contest for the stake money, divided two-third
and" one-third. Failure to meet payments as they be-

come due forfeits previous payments and declares en-
try out Otherwise, National rules to govern.
Entries to the running stake will close with the Sec-

retarv on Saturday, March llth, and thost for the trot-

ting and pacing on April 15th. The first and last days
will be for trotting and pacing. The three intermediate
days will be devoted to running.
Entrance to raves 10 per cent., the money to) b

divided into 60, 30 and 10 per cent. In all trottin

races a horse not winning a heat in three shall b
barred from again starting in the race.

JAMES \V. STAFFORD, Secretary.
P. O. Box 171.

STATE FAIR 1893.
THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY HAS

OPENED THE FOLLOWTNG COLT STAKES
FOR TROTTERS AND PACERS:

FOR TROTTERS.
No. 1. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS l2:40 Class),

$50 entrance, of which >10 must accompany nomination;
JI5 payable July 1st, and the remaining $25 payable
Augus't 10th, 1993. $.V0 added by the Society.

i\0. 2. FOR THHKE-\EAR-OLI»N AM) DK-
DKR (.2:30 <'las»>, $100 entrance, of which $25 must
accompanv nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and the
remaining" $50 payable August 10th, 1893. ftOO added by
iht' society.

No. 3. FOR FOUR-YEAR-OLDS AiVDU\DER
(3:25 Classi Conditions same as for three-year-old
class.

FOR PACERS.
No. 4. FOR TWO-YEAR-OLD PACERS

(2:30 Class). Conditions as to payments and added
monej' same as tor No. 1.

No. 5. FOR THREE-VEAR-OLDS V\l> L\-
DER (2:25 Class). Conditions as to payments and
added monev same as No. 2.

Mo. tt. FORFOUR.YEAR-OLDSAXDr\I»ER
(2:20 Class). Conditions as to payments and added
money same as No. 2.

Entries to all the above stakes are limited to colts

whose records are no better than the class named in

conditions of each stake.
In all stakes, failure to make payments as they be-

come due, forfeits entry and money paid in, and releases

subscriber from further liability. Hive to enter, three

or more to start. Money hi each stake shall be divided
as follows: To winning colt, all the stakes and 50 per
cent, of the added money; second colt, 33 1-3 per cent.;

thltd colt, in 2-3 per cent, of the added money.
Two-vear-old stakes, mile heats, three and four-year-

olds, three in Hve. Any colt not winninsa heat in three,

nr making a dead heat, is barred from starting again iu

that race. No added money for a walk-over. If but

two start In anv of the stakes. 'they must contest for \hfi

stakes paid In, and divide them two-tblrds to winner,
and one-third to second. Otherwise National rules to

govern.
Entries to close with Edwin F. Smith.'lSecreiary, at

Office in Sacramento, March 16th, 1893.

EDWIiX F. SMITH, JOHN BOGUS,
Secretary. President
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Oregon Breeders! Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION.

15 f9Q7-
Trial 2:20 X.4.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25 1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter,

WILL MARE THE SK W>.\ OF 1S93 AT KK.K\K, ORGUO.V.
PEDIGREE

o

rd I SIDXEY 4770

o Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:25^.-
chanipiou year;
Hug trotter,
Faus ta, 2:223f,
yearling pacer:
j-ausiino. 2:1

4

3
_j

;

Fleet, 2:24: Cupid.
2:18; Ad o nis.
2:11 '>; Gold Leaf,
2:11^; Lady H.,
2:23: Sister V.,

2:18^: Thistle,

2:14. and 16

others in 2:30 list

I

Santa < loua 2000.
2:17*

Sire of Kris Kringle,
&2SM: San Jose, 2:30;

; San Mateo. 2:28'., : &id-

; ney, 2193f, and 5
I others in 2:3011st

(.Sweetness *2:*21 1-4.

(Buccaneer 2(i ">ti

Sire of Shamrock,
|

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Hul-

I
wer,2:26H-

Hambletoniau 10

fSTRATHMORE 408
( nF£2l£*}

l?S?)

l

Ils
i5J

ld

<, Lady Walterm ire-

Dam of Marshall Nev
2034

I
Williams' Mambrino

(.Kate

Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 in 2:30

IUDTTHORXEJR.
Dam ofMoltie Mack,

2-33; Navidad, 2:22^;

fVOLUNTEER 'sT! (
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list, \ Ladv Pfltrim
.1 21 sires of 48, and 16

j dams of 16 in 2:30 list

I

ILADY MERRITT

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corlsande,

.i 2
,

24!4 and Buccaneer
j

2656

ITINSLEY MAID

§ L FLIRT
trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25^
i champion year-
ling,! ; Memo 13-

year-old triali,

220,'i ; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

Dam of Sentinel, 2:29 ^
(•Edward Everett 81

j Sire of 13 in 2:30 and 8
' sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay

(Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

.{ 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
l of 18 in 2:30

I Topsey

fFlaitall 8132
) Sire of grandams of
1

Faust, 2:24, and,Creole, 2:20
L Fanny Fern

fBull pup
Sire of Rowdy Bov,

< 2:13V. Kismet. 2_245f,
I Twister, 2:29*)'

lUntraced

, FLAXTAIL S132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

I 2:28M ; Empress, 2:29^,
Mahaska Belle.- \ and of the dams ol

Damof Fawn, 2:304., I
Gold Leaf, 2:ll J

i, and
trial, 2:22; Chicago,

I
Shamrock, 2:25 i John Bapttste

2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32 iLADY HAKE..
\

S
Sister to Fashion. (Fanny Fern

dam of Prairie Bird.

2:28M

DESCRIPTION A\U TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Frou-Frou, the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the verv best-bred voung stallions in service, having three crosses ol Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clay sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etci, and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
be traces to Canadian Pilot isireot Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, slreof Rowdy Boy, 2:18V, and two others.
Sidney Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer of
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve lending stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record oi 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
in arace on the Bav District Track, the second beat of which was made in 2:31,S, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2:20!4, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32J to 34 seconds.

He is -ixleen bands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color is a "lossy black, with both torefeet

white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and bis action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

Term-— 550. Season to close August 1st.

Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For further par-
ticulars, address

DK. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Ad.Trertisei33.eiit.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857, 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; foaled

May 17, 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a

place In each.

SERVICE FEE _____ $10o

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES MOO: dam LIZZIE, ftill sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1888. Bay horse, 15,'_ hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, first-class legs ami

feet ; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet-

SERVICE FEE _____ $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only,

season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15th, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving in foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at §5 per

month; hay and grain if desired, at 812:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

escapes.

A cordial invitation to Inspect these horses Is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. POX, P. O. Box 326, San Jo_e.

Residence. 2% miles north of San Jose on Mllpltas road.

AN

INFALLIBLE

CURE
FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

mm
I*nt up iD one stylo only.

Price, S3.OO.

A, P. BUSH & CO.,
149 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS..
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Acknowledged by lending horsemen of the world
to s~\ KJ I w preparation In the world thai

the wPILT wllIremovemBoDeSpavlmificr
it has become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to the Prince of Wales, says :

"I have thoroughly tested OSSIDINE for the
removal of Splint*, spavins, etc. I believe it li

unequalled. Among other famous horiefl I have
11 bo -fully treated with it La Ormonde. Ii never

failed roe.'
1

N.B.— Ormonde is the grrnt 1150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MncDouough, ami id--

winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoln, Common, Orme, and other well-

known English racehor-is have recently been
treated successfully with ossiiunk We nlso have
authority to refer to Mr. Jerome I. Cn.se, Heun<
S A Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Gebhunl, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we hove very flatter,

ing testimonials.

Sold by C. N. Crlttenton. A. It. Van Neat <fc CO.. and
CM. UoMOtan & Bro„ Now fork C-tys lacker.- Wick-
•i-r. Uuffalo. K.Y.; GeorRC )>c It. Kelm Si Co.. Philadel-
phia. Pa.: Morrison, I'lummnr Jt Co.. and Fetor Van
Schaack A Son*, Chicago. I!).; John I>. 1 _rk A Son*. Cin-
cinnati, O.: P. W. SloMon, Cleveland, O.; Floyd _c

Foster, and E. O. Mllei. Detroit. Mich.; Merer Brot.
Drug Co., St. l.'-u,-. Mo.; .1. It. Cook A Co., K«ni*- City,

Ho.; Muck A Co., San Francl-co. Cal.; Robinson- I'-ltett

Co., Louisville, Ky., and dr_ggi*t* and saddler* generally.

_RO_=_i EleC-Ioneer - -

Suntag Mohawk

KHO* -IKK OF NIMH l.\ THE LIST. MIMW MillUHK mil OF -K\ l.l

Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.
ADDRESS W. H. VOI-ET. P. O. Box 795. Snn Jaw, Cal..

Or F. H. Bl'KKK. 626 Market Si., s. F.

Rose Dale Breeding Farm the trotting stallion

DALY 5341,
RECORD 3:15.

By GENERAL BEXTOX 1756, sire or 18 trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, Includ-

ing Waxana I dam of Sunol, 2:08<4 ), Telig (dam of Tru-

man. 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

li"), sire of 132 in the list; second dam Lady Dooley,

2:3l,l_ (dam of I-oyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken's Black
Hawk.

DAl.Y is a horse of extreme speed and Is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS 860 FOR THE SEASO.V
LlMITKD TO 25 APPROVED MAKES.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 53.1, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above^. First dam Cygnet, by Stelnway, 2:25>4, sire of

W. Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Ciesar, 2:16; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14 l
_), etc;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino; third dam
Maud (.dam of King Jim, 2:2u'_, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal.

lab 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - $23 FOR THE SEASO.V

A return will be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA. CAL.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, Stb HEAT, 3:23 1-3.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1SS4:

bred by Sen. Leiand Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 bands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds: sired by Fallis, 2:23 (sire

of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer: first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22 S_, aud Elected, trial 2:2G

| by
Don Victor.sonof Belmont; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24 S, and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy idam of Stoner
Bov. 2:29 '-;, and Bweepstgkea sire of twenty-seven in

2:30 list > by Hambletunian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at f_0 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other puhlic stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED BY Xl'TWOOD. 3:18 3-4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 1SV hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powarftil and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-

brated sire, Nutwood, ofany stallion in California, First-

dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Goldflnder, he by Imp, Bel-

shazzar: second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity In

the stud has been of the moat limited description. He
is the sire ofcomparatively very few colts; several of
Ills oldest are, however, showing speed enough to Ih?

candidates for the 2:30 list this sensun. He is a square,
level-gaited trotter, and with only live weeks track work
ii vear ago, trotted a trial in 2:28; last half in 1:13 After
his stud season he will he placed In training for Ebe pur
pose of campaigning through the '*tnll circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make theses-
son of lS93at Lodi, Cal., nt ^0 the season, with Usual
return privilege, flood pasturuif furnished at *1 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accident* or escapes. For fur-

ther particulars, or c plete circulars, address

CHA8. . i.<>" EM..
Lodt, nil.

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

AT THK

(I AKI. \ Ml RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.

with usual return privilege.

Long Branch is a handsome bay horse, foaled 1890,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and particulars apply to

or address

R. HUMPHREY,
807 Market St., Oakland. Cal.

IF YOU WANT 'NFORMATION ABOUiHg
Adrtrrsa a letter or noptal rard to

TTIF PRFNN CLAins COM 1*AWT,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Manaqing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. WASHLMQTON, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for PoJdtors nnd Sullorn divided In the lino of

dnty In the rcsrnlnr Annyor Navv nine** the wnr.
fiurvlvorf* nt the Indian wnnt of lfttU to 1S43, and
their widows now entitled. Old and rcVrted clnlms
ft Bpcrlnlty. Tliouennds entitled to higher rnte».

Fend foni.'wlawa. Ko charge for advice Nofee
until -uccciwfuL

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
or

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI EACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 per month each, In advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed it stall is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use ol

track as follows: Single horse, ?1.50 per month; two or

more, §1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at fS per ton,

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, CaL, October 27, 1892_

fs to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; It strength-
ens the kidneys, 1

preventsscourihg,
f

colic and leg swell- L
Ing; loosens the |
hide, tattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bots,
and produces a
fine, glossv coat.
To the stall-fed
horse It has the beneficial effects and results ol grating
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows It Increase*
and enriches their milk.

llK<-OMMKM)KD BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

jd-TSKlVn FOR T88TIMOKIAL CIIU'l I.AH.

SAN ANC-KLO,

3o &>

V 'SOTBHd "I T 'f

«M.tt

5 •»

D. >
« 3
a _

5 Z

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFPICI

1

_X*_IMAT10N Fiiki

KIC.1I >l :\i
I
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FASHION STUD FARM TROTTING STOCK
n''°na^ ,om °!^^^^^^^ds±^iT^iiismdicT'k- °*—^^

AT AUCTION

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, March 21 and 22, 1S93,

COMMENCING EACH DAY AT 10 O'CLOCK. AT

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE BUILDING, New York.

Color
and
Sex.

T>am'3 Family.

3J. Dlgma 2;i5>4 b. s. ISK*' Rumor &20.

35. Outlook 16127 blk. s.

bro. to Oxide 2:29>*;.>

S6. Verdi 2:£W<S . ...

3S.Ljre

39. Blarney 2;273*..

PETER C. KELLO&G <Sc CO., -A_-uLCt±033-©ei*s 5

107 John Street. New York.

The following synopsis gives the first instalment of tbe closing onl of all the trotting stock comprised in

the celebrated Fashion Stad at Trenton, N. J. It contains all horses in training and all the colts and fillies of

1891 and older; also those brood mares that foal late enough to be handled to advantage at this date; all stal-

lions, excepting two to be reserved to serve the remaining ms-res. Tbe final instalment to be sold next Fall

tdate to be announced later) will contain all the yearlihge, all the remaining brood mares and their pros-

pective weanlings and the two stallions reserved from the present instalment.

i"he following form of advertisement was Invented by us and adopted as a trade mark. Others are respectfully

requested not to Imitate It.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

b. m. IS
b. m. 18
b. m. ts

b. g. 1891

Rumor 2:20.

Jay Gould 2&3£

Slander 2&Q&

1S91 Alcantara 2:23.«. Triangle 1C1ST...

45. Paled* .._ ch. m. 1S91 Alcantara 2:28.

46.0ctavls __ b. m. 1S91 Baron "Wilkes 2:13.

47. Gold CnlQ

-

and
Sex.

Dam's Family.

1. Pattl 2:24.— .-Jb.ro. lS79,JayGonld2:21^.

. Thomleaf _|b.m.
(atBteTPstU234.

iSrbil b.m.
.t to Lucia.)

4. Anita b.m.

b. m.5. Carmen
i dam of Kathleen

. Naomi b. in.

1SSS Jay Gould 2:21}*.

1981 .lav Gould 2:21}*.

1576 Jav Gould 23IJ*.

1577 Socrates 23<}<.

,1879 Socrates 2:$4J4-

1882 Gen. Knox 2:81}*.

8. Ylva
rto Edison 2#^f.>

9. ."ivlan
10. Gen. Washington

(8 In list.) 1161
1L Harker 10511

12-Falfca

liLaCigale..

14. Sonata
(slater to Poem 2:14

and Prose ZSTii.
15. Hypo 16121
(bro. to H azel Dell 2311

I

16. Begum 16107
fbro. to Boodle &21J*,)

17. Vara 16144
(bro. to Myriad 2:2S3*.)

18. Bublno 16169 ....

b. m. (882 Gen. Knox 2:31}*.

1SS2 Gen. Knox 2:S1K.
1S74 Gen. Enox2:3l}*.

Ii. m.

b. ..

I18S8 Gen. Washington
1161

13S7 Gen. Washington
1161

1S73 Gen. "Washington
1161.

19. Bursar 16110
'bro. to Broomel 2:17W>
30. Col. Kuser 16115..
21. Ichabod 16122....
22. Bavreuth 16106...
23. Quietus 16133...-.

24. Cebolla 259*4!

25. Cogent 16171
26. Cynthia
Tt. Casque 30983
39. Crusoe
29. Miss Nea-combe .

b. s. 1S91 Stranger 3030.

1391 Stranger 3030.

1S91 Stranger 3030.

1891 Stranger 3080.

1891 Stranger 3030.

br. s. 1880 Stranger 303).

b.s. 1891 Stranger 3030.

b. s. 18SO Stranger 8030.
b.s.

b. m.
b.s.
b.g.
b. m.

ao.Panatela

31. Zulelka

32. Salttc

S. Rumor 330 ....

I In UK.)

b. m.

b. m.

b.m.

blk. s.

15S8 Stranger 3030.

1890 Stranger 3030.
189: Stranger 3080.

( l«9l Stranger 3(30.

,1890 Stranger 3 ui.

1691 Stranger 3030.

1890;Stranger Wen.

1891 Stranger 8030.

1891 .Stranger 3030.

1879iTattler226-

Thometca | sister to Gen. Washington), by Gen. Knox 140 (16 In
list); 2d dam. Lady Thorn 2:18H- bv Mambrino Chief 11 t6 In
list). Stinted to Alcantara 2:23.

Tbornetta (dam of Pattl 2:24), by Gen. Knox 140 (16 in list >.

Stinted to Alcantara 2:i!S.

I.ocv -iiim, bv Geo. M. Patchen 2:23}* i4 in list'; 2d dam, Ladv
Clifton, by May Day, son of thoroughbred Henry. Stinted
to Alcantara 2:23.

Tldv 2::^"* i saddle', bv Ethan Allen 2:25}* 1 6in list ; 2d dam (dam
of Le Blonde 2:34}*), by Abdallah 1 (3 in list). Stinted to
Stranger 3080.

CransroD, bv Sprague's New York, son of Alexander's Abdallffc
15; 2d dam. Zenobla, hy heave's Cassius M. Clay. Jr. 20 <%

I in list'. Stinted to Rumor 250. No. 33.
.Cranston (see above*, by Sprague"s New York. Stinted to

i

Blarney 257«. No. 39.

Lucia (dam of Hurly Burly 2:19^, Beolah 2:19)*. Edcardo 2:2ft>4.

Lanrmermoor 2:2o and Lucv Pancoast 2:30 >, t>v Jay Gc-u"?
2:21}* <2S In Hsu; 2d dam, Lucy 2:18}^ (see No." 3). Stinted
to Blarnev 2 27%. No. 39.

May Bug (dam of Edison 2:273ii, by Aberdeen 27 (31 in list); 2d
dam, May Steers (dam oi Mav Bird 251), by John C
Fremont. Stinted to King Red 1&59.

Carmen (So. 5». by Socrates 2:34}*. Stinted to Blarnev '2z;T$£.

Ladv Thorn 2:13}i, by Mambrino Chief 11 (6In list): 2d dam. bv
thoroughbred Gano; 3d dam, by Son of Sir William.

Hazel idam of Hazel Dell 2:24%), bv Jav Gould£21J* 1 23 In 11s-

2d dam. Western Girl 2:27, bv Richards" Bellfounder 63.

Inez, bv Jav Gould 2vil% (23 in list); 2d dam. Western Girl 221
by Richards' Bellfounder 6S. Stinted to Rumor2:20. No. 33

Belle Strickland 2:26, by Merrow Horse $4?-. 2d dam. Welch Mare,
by Witherell Messenger 7. Stinted to Rumor 250. No. 88.

Sonnet (dam of Poem 2:14. Stanza 2:22}*. Prose 2:27M and Selma
2:S0M), by Jav Gould 251}^ (23 in lis: ; 3d dam, Martense
Maid (dam of Kumor250). "See No 33.

Hazel fsecll—dam of Hazel Dell 2:24*1 i, bv Jav Gould 2:21}* (23
in list;; 2d dam, "Western Ghl257.

Bride (dam of Boodle 25lJ*i, bv Jay Gould 251^ (23 in list); 2d
dam. Tldv (see above).

Myraidamof Mvriad 2.23}*:, bv Gen. Knox2:3l}<i < 16 in list); 2d I

dam, Sappho (dam of Patience 238V), by Jav Gould 2.21H;
'

3d dam, Le Blonde 2:34)*. by Ethan Allen 23H* (6 in list).

Euby Allen (dam of Opal 2:23 and Blarnev fcZiM), bv Ethan I

Allen 2:35}^; 2d dam. Ruby Clav. by Straders Casslue M.
Clay, Jr. 22; Sddaui, thoroughbred Flora by Revenue.

Brooch 'dam of Broomal 2:17)$), by Jav Gould 2:2iw (23 to list); I

2d dam. Ruby Allen (see above >.

Inez (see above), by Jay Gould 251)*.
Inez (see above), by -lav Gould 251}*.
Mav Bug ( dam of Edison 257%—see above), by Aberdeen 27.
May Day rdam of Discount 23H£f), by Aberdeen 27(31 In list); 3d .

dam, May Steers (dam of Mav Bird 25i i.bv John C. Fremont. '

Catawba, bv Jav Gould 251}* i23in list); 2d dam, "Western Gin j

2 27, bv Richards' Bellfo[inder63.
Catawba (see above), by Jay Gould 2:21)*.
Catawba (see above ). bv Jav Gould 25l}|.
Carmen (dam of Kathleen 2:3?}*—see 5 i,bv Socrates 2:34)$.
Carmen (see 5), by Socrates 2:34)i.
Norma, by Duroc Volunteer 3133; 2d dam, Maud 259%, by

Rysdyk's Hamb letonlan 10 (40 In the list i ; 3d dam, Starlight, i

bvSeel.'s American Star 14 (4 to list).
Pandora, by Clark Chief 89 (6 to list); 2d dam, Polly (dam oi

Cruiser 2:28J<), by John Dillard; 3d dam, by thoronghbreu
Halcorn. Stinted to Rumor 2:20. No. 33.

Zither, by Jay Gould 251}* 1 23 to list); 2d dam. Music's Dam
(dam of Music 251}*), bv Roe's Fiddler, 3d dam, bv Seely's
American Star 14 (fin list).

Speedaway (dam of Spokane 2^35), by Socrates &S1WJ 3 to Ustv
2d dam, Martense (dam of Otard 2:26)ft, by Gen. Knox 2:3iy
(16 to list) ; 3d dam, Martense Maid (dam of Rumor 250..
See No. S3.

Martense Maid, by Jackson's Flvlng Cloud 134; 2d dam, Jenny
Llnd, by Abdallah I; 3d dam, Laird Mare, by Imp. Trustee,

45. Sumner 1CI34.

53. Chello 16113 . ... b. a.

Kentuckv "Wilkes
25aM.

Kentucky Wilkes

1S91 Fayette "Wilkes

Daisy tdam of Ox Eye 2:28)*) , by Socrates 2:34^ (3 in list); 2d
dam, Daisy Burns 25i*3f (dam of Lady Dawson 2:33 and
Slander 203*), by SkenandoahS36; 3-1 dam. by Hardin Horse.

Ode (dam of Oxide 259J*i, by Gen. Knox 2:31W (1"5 In list 2d
dam, Daisy Bums 259%. See 34.

Cymbal, by GeD. Knoi 3:^1}* d6 In list); 2d dam, Zither (See
above), bv Jav Gould 251}*.

Squib, bv Gen. Washington 1161 |fl In list); 2d dam, Nell bv
Tattler 256 (4 to list.. Stinted to Blarnev 35734 . No. ss!

Flageolet idara of FlasK 2:25 pacing , bv Gen. Knox 2:31)* (i6in
list): 2d dam, zither i see above , bv" Jav Gould 2:21}*

Ruby Allen idam of Opal 253), bv Ethan Allen 255)* <6inlist)-
2ddam, Ruby Clay, bv Strader's Cassius M. Clay7Jr. 22 i4in*
list) 3d dam, thoroughbred Flora, bv Revenue.

Naomi (see6).bv Socrates 2:34U (3 in list).
Squib < see above), bv Gen. Wasblnirton 1161 (8 in list).
Odette, by Gen. Knox 2:81)2 < 16 in list .; '..'d dam. Blue Flame, by

Rysdvk's HambletoniMn lu (40 In list': 3d dam, bv Saltram
Stinted to "Wlckllffe 2520.

Creole, by Jay Gould 222B* > 23 in list i; 2d dam, Le Blonde 2:34)*.
by Ethan Alien 2:2-^ .6in list).

Guitar, by Rumor 350 (9 in list); 2d dam. Cvmbal (dam of
Verdi 2:29W—see above), bv Gen. Knox2:31)ri".

Piccolo, by Slander 2:2;}* i2 in" list); 2d dam. Flageolet (dam of
Flask 3:25 pacing—see above), bv Gen. Knox 3:31y&.

Sapphire idam of Nominator 2:'Jl")o and N'.i)iinee3-24%i by
Jay Gould 2.31^ (33 In list); 2d dam. Lucv 3:18k (see above".

Baron wiikes 2:1-,. Rosebud, by Gen. Washington 1161 iS to list >: 3d dam. Gold-
smith Maid 2:14. bv Alexander's Abdallah 15 <5inlist<-3d
dam, by Abdallah 1 (S to list).

Seamstress, bv Gen. Washingmn 1161 (Sin list': 2d dam, Sappho
(dam of Patience 25>af', bv Jay Gould 25l«<. (23 in list.<

3d dam. Le Blonde 2:34)*, bv tthan Allen 255l£ (fi in list*-
4th dam, by Abdallah 1 <3in list).— Octoroon csee42<, by Slender25SJ<; i2 in list),

blk. s. 1KW Kentucky Wilkes Cmbria, bv Rumor 25) (9 in list"; id dam
, Undine, by Gen.m \ 251)i. Knox 2:31)*; 3d dam, Daisv ?ee above*, by Socrates 2JHW

b. m. 1-31 Kentucky Wilkes Cmbria < sec above), bv Rumor 2:20 i9inllst).
br. m. lSSS Kentucky Wilkes Vivian 2:39}^. bv Woodford Mambrino 221*4 . 13 in list i- 3d dam

3:31)J. Virginia idam of Tremont 258l, bv Alexander's Abdallah 15
(5fo list); 3d dam. Grev Goose idam of Champaign 2:30,'. by
Bathgate's Norman 1777. Stinted to Blarnev 257^', Ko. 39.

Clarion (dam of Ladv Clare 2:3i)<i 2 vears). bv i.omor350 t9 in
list); 2d dam, Cymbal (dam of Verdi 253}*—see No. 36).

Viva (No. Si, bv Gen. Knox 2£1>* ( 16 in list).

Billette. by Gen. Washington U61 iS to lUt); 2d dam, Lady
Banker 2:23 (dam of Ballona 2:19m at 3 years;, by Evsdyk's
Hambletonlan 10 1 40 in list).

56. Miami blk.m. 1S91 Fayette WUkes Mignon tdam of Martvr 252)*'. bv Gen. Knox 2:31)* (16 to list);
2036i 2d dam. Mystery dam of"iioioch2:3iUi, bv Socrates 2-34%

(3 in llstt; 3d dam. Daisv Burns 2:2y?^ (dam of Ladv Daw-
son 253 and Slander 25S)*), bv Skenandoah 926.

Pansy, by Gen. Knox 2:3 }o 1 16 In list); 2d dam, Daisy (dam of
i Digma 255)f and Ox Eve 2:2S i. See above.
Vivian <see9>, by Gen. Kncx 2:31^ d6 in list i.

Auranla dam of Alamito 2:24}*'. 6v Gen. Washington 1161 (Sin
I list); 2d dam, Naomi isee 6 , bv Socrates 2:34}*.
Loto (dam of Pixlev 2:16

'. by Gen. "Washington 1161 (S In list)-

i

2ddam, Le Blonde 2:34W, bv Ethan Allen 255U (6 in list)-
!

3d dam, l>v Abdallah!
Mcotlne, by Jay Gould 251)4 (23 in list); 2d dam. Cigarette

(dam of Curio 2:25 and Kerwin 259% i, bv Gen. W"ashinsrton
1161; 3d dam. Rosalind 251%, bv Alexander's Abdallah 15.

Poesle, by Jay Gould 2:il}* (23 in list); 2d dam, Ode isee
|

above—dam of Oxide 229)*).
Dawn (dam of Ember 250W pacing), bv Gen. Knox2:3li^ Ufiin

j

list); 2d dam. Blue Flame, bv Rvsdvk's Hambletonlan lb
1 <40in list ; 3d dam, bv Saltram'
Agate, by Gen. "Washington 1161 (Sin list-; 2d dam. Ruby Allen

| i dam of Opal 2:23 and Blarnev 23334 1 . See 39.
Martha Nutwood idam of Luzerne 2:27)* and Mecca 25S), by

Hamlet 160 (5 in list); 2d dam, Jennv Nutwood idam of
1

Drift 259%), bv Saltram.
Muriel, by Gen. Knox 2:31)* (16 in list); 2d dam, thorougbred

Lilly Arthur.bvLittle Arthur—Marco—Gazan—imp. Richard
—Sir Archv.

Undine, bv Ge'n. Knox 2:31k flG in list); 2d dam, Daisy (dam of
Dlgma 2:25)4 and Ox Eve 2:^). Seeabove.

Odelljby Rumoi- 2:20 (9 in listi; 2d dam, Ode (dam of Oxide
2:29)1—see above).

La Clgale (see 13», bv Gen. Washington 11C1 (8 In list)
Daphne dam of Dazzle 3:39)^ . bvjav Gould 3:21)* i231n list)

-

2d dam. Martense (dam ot Otarrl 2:26% >. See 83
BIJou tdam of Bover2^0),by Gen. Knox 2:31)*; 2d dam, Sappho

(dam of Pa tience 2:383i i . See No. 17.
Lady Sanford. by Seely's American Star 14 (4 in list); 2d dam.

Old Sorrel, bj Exton Eclipse ; 3d dam. by Lawrence's
Messenger Duroc.

Agnes Ethel, bv Magnolia 68: 2d dam. Dolly, bv Seely's Black
Hawk; 3d dam, by Bertrand. Stinted to Blarnev 257% \*o.S9

Thornetta (dam of Pattl254—see 1 ..bv Gen. Knox 2:21^
1S91 Wilkes Bov 254)4. Svbll (No. 3). bv Jav Gould 3:21)4 i23 to list).IMn

St. Bel 254)4. Erema, bv Socrates 2:34% 1 3 in list ; 2d dam.Cranston (see above),
bvSprague's Sew Tort. Stinted to King Red 15359.

Elsie Wilkes, by George "Wilkes 2:22 , 71 in list i : 2d dam < dam of
Centennial 2:3l)i. by Alexander's Edwin Forrest 49 (2 to
list); Sd dam, by Denmark.

Rosebud (see above), by Gen. "Washington 1161 <3toHsti
Catseve, by Jav Gould 25i)j 23 In list ; 3d dam. Ruby Allen

isee above), by Ethan Allen 255)4.
Violet, by Gideon 145 (3 to list) ; 2d 3am. Lady Bach, by Hiram

Drew 2:31!*. 3d dam, Sweetser Mare, bv Eaton Horse 132.
Katie, by Kentucky Clav 194; 2d dam, by Mambrino Chief U (6

to list): Sd dam, bv thoroughbred Bertrand. Stinted to
Blarney 357%. No.'S9.

LIllv Arthur (thoroughbred), bv Little Arthur — Marco

—

Gazan—Imp. Richard—Sir Arcb'y. Stinted to Stranger 3030.
1891 Kentuckv Prince Cheroot, by Jav Gould 251}* (23 In list). 2d dam. Cigarette

2470. . dam of Curio 255 and K erwin 229*4 See No. 61.
1891 Florida4S2. Pomona, by Jersev Wilkes 2516 7 in list . 2d dam.Pandora (see

|
| above*, by Cark Chief Sy 16 In list).

ch. s. 1S91 Favette Wilkes
b. m. 1S91 Favette Wilkes

3036

. b. m. 1891 Favette Wilkes

. blk.m. 1S90 Fayette Wilkes

. b. c. 189J WickliSe 3530.

ft). Loretto 16123..

-Nicotero 16125..

b. s. 1891

62. Powell 16170 . b.

63. Toga 161S6-..-.. ]b.

64. Althea.... ... bs

65. Mona Nutwood

.

gr.m. 1891

71. Bombastus

.

73. Boadicea b.m.
(dam of Darlington 2:18$)

74. Wilhelmlne ro.m.
d. Minnie J |br.m.
76. Esma 'bran.

Wickliffe 2520.

Wlcklifle 2530.

Wickliffe 2520.

Wlckllffe 2520.

Wickliffe 3520.

Wickliffe 2530.

Wickliffe 2530.

WlcUiffe 2520.

King Red 15359.

b.m. !lS91 King Red 15359.

. ,b. g. 1891 King Red 15359.

. b. g. 139l'Klng Ked 15359.

1S64 Hambletonlan 10.

I (Rysdyk'B. i

1373 HambletonlanlO.
I

(Rvsdvk's.)
1891 Essie Bird 2-51.

r7.MarcfaWflkes__ gr.m. 1890'Baron Chief 9162.

78. Epoch 10514 b.s.
79. Collier 16U4 b.s.

SO.Poo-Bah 7716 b.s.

Si. SentinelJa b.m.

82. Lady Arthur

S3. Nym Crinkle 16126 ..

34. Piscator 16131

Sultan 254.
Epoch 10514.

1874 Sentinel 2:29%,.

gran. 1875 Bourbon Chief383.1

Twisted Strip Fencing

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

VI. Bown's Celelirated Newmarket Hnrsf? Clipusr.

£!

Also Waukegan Barbed Wire and Genuine GHdden Barbed W^ire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

^Parties wishing to buy
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CD
Fur Sale by all baddli-ry or Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEX, Xewark, N. J.

Write for Specdal List. Manufacturer's Agent for the United States.

PURKTITU
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
Tim Imm« o. lb. i.rp., Pnmlnrr. Manormcuiremon the Faclric Co«..t,.nd carrlc (he largct .ad

~, «««,.« of Parlor Sett. a»ro..m Heo., Dining 8.1a. F.i,n- Chair, and Hoclcr,. E.c. All their Inrnlture
- and Mtrav Th,., **, carry . tarm .tock ofOfflc. Ptmlture, un..«., Rm , K,e.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,
750 MISSION STREET,

SEMPLE, YET A PEKFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNflDfiTS IMPREGNflTOR.

HriMKrn ThIH and Fourth Htrrrtm. SASf KIIIM'IM-O.

Especially adapted to hard breeders, but irdispensible to every stock roan. Saves time, annoy
ance, "'opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.
Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satisfactory. With this instru-
ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service oi horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Cambridge City. Ind.. October 81. 1892.—Tb's is to certify that I have used Dr. Canadav'a Imprecnator with
groat miccess on mures which no suilllon could have got in foal. I consider ita great help 'for valuable stallions
as well a» for owners of mares.—rha«*. Kohlheler.

H.S. Covault, V. S., HagHrstnwn, Indiana, says: I impregnated a nlne-vear-old mare that had beeu bredevery year for live years a-d never was with ionl until now. 1 transferred the semen from another mare and
the horw has not touched her.

k« T^S? *lQ '
**Dt bf ma!1 P^^ld to any part of the United States and Canada on receipt of price. Send monev

r- ^ ra
r.

munpy order3 r refn-derpd letter. The money must accompany the order to receive attention. Sent
l, u. u. tty express when preferred.

Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada, J5S Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Brooders Assn.

SPRING AND FALL MEETING, 1893.
1st, 1898.

^SPRING MEETING.^—
TO BE HELD DURING THE UTTER PART OF MAY, 1803.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
SAN FRANCISCO.

DA.SHES—Only $10 Entrance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300. SS^S"^
able April 1st. 1893, ami -5-5 additional from non-starters,

to be paid at the time of declaring out the day before the

race. Purse to he divided into two moneys: 75 per cent,

to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. ?™A£g£:
*IO entrance payable April 1, 1893, and $5 additional

from non-starters, to be paid at the time of declaring-

Wit. the davbef.ire the race. Purse to be divided imo
two moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-year-old Purse, S300. 2£"St!?
e
SS

h
«£

trance, payable April 1. 1893, and SS additional from non-
sin rters, to be paid at the time of declaring oat, the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into two moneys:
75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent to second

horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.

Palo Alto Stock Farm. Plea^anton Stork Farm. Valen-
tin ritock Farm ami San Mateo Stock Farm barred.)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
Mile dash: $10 entrance, payable April 1. 18y3. and $5

additinoa' from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-

ing- out thedavhetore the race. Purse to be divided into

two moneys: 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent,

to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300
One and one-sixteenth mtlesdasb : 310 entrance, payable
April 1, ISM. and So addirional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300
One and one-eighth miles dash: 610 entrance, payable
April 1,1393. and 55 additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time of declaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, S500. l
!

l^£.
trance -*15. payable April 1, 1S93. and $10 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys : fiO, 30 and 10 per cent.

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, S400. J'gfSrS
trance $12, payable April 1. 1893, and S3 additional from
non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60. 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, S500. £SC;
$15. payable April -1, 1893, and 310 additional for non-
starters io be paid at time of declaring out the day be-
fore the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

MANY ADDITIONAL PURSES
Will be given for Class Races and Special and
Handicap Events, which will be made to close at 5
o'clock p m. on each day of' the meeting for the

following race day, entrance to which will be 3 per

cent, from starters and 2 per cent, additional to

declare out.

FALL MEETING.
TO DE HELD IN OCTODER, 1893.

CHAMPION PURSES.
FREE-FOR-ALL TBOTTISli.

Yearling, PursB SI 00. ffijrS^fiEBSS*
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Vear-Olds, Purse MOO.'gfuSSSiiic £&
ble 85 April 1st, 1893, and S10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse MOO. &5£Sy?&i!
ble 85 April 1st. 1893, and 815 October 1st, 1&93.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. i^ll'V* %&
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $M October 1st, 1893.

ASPIRANT PURSES.
TROTTL\(i.

(For the get of Stallions that have no represen-
tative in the 2:30 list at 3 years old and under.

(Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the
American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

Yearling Purse, $100. 3£#& Iffi£5S'£
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. 3K,JS;V%!5£
ble 85 April 1st, 1393, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse MOO. ^T&,%1$
able 85 April 1st, lba3, and 315 uctober 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse SB00.^5J^?i
1

I£„
,

)

ble 85 April 1st, 1893, and 820 October 1st, 1893.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES.
TROTTIXU.

For Colts Without Records.
(Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the

American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

(Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo stock Farm,
Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensin

Stock Farm Barred).

VflflrlintT PliriR ^fM bedash. Entrance $5, pav-
iBaTling rUlOD, OlUU. able S3 April 1st, 1893, and $2
October 1st, lb93.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. £&25Vs
&il

ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1S93.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse MOO. S£S?WS*£
able SS April 1st. 1893, and $15 Ociober 1st, 1893.

ir-Year-Olds, Purse S500. M25*&,,(£&&
So April 1st, 1893, and 320 October 1st. 1833.

PACING PURSES.
FREE FOR ALL.

Yearling Purse, SIO0.XE*^,u,

S?5K&S,

8
Ociober 1st, 1S93.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. ffiE£fc.£&8
$5 April 1st, 1893, and SI0 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse MOO. ggisyj 1^
able 85 April 1st, 1893. ano 815 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. &£££•£ %£
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and 820 October 1st, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Four entries will be required to make last pay-
ment in each purse. In all races where there are six or
more starters, and the entrance money received In tf»at
race shall exceed 60 percent, of Uie amount oi the puree,
such excess shall be offered f<»r another race between
the beaten horses i horses that have not won money in
said race) to take place on the following race dav.
Two starters reqnired.

Fixed Events 1895-96.
STALLION PRODUCE STAKES.
For Foals of 1892—To Trol In 1893.

£3.000 UUARA\TEKn.
Stallion Entrance.—stallions standing'n IS92for$200

or over, and private stallions, to pay 8l'0 entrance: stal-
lionsstanding for less than SCOO, and more lhao $50, to
pay 850 entrance, and stallions standing for 850 or less,
to pay 9*25 en' ranee. Stallion entrano dueand mast be
paid April 1st, 1893. hiirmir- for ( oils- f2i each,
payable $10 May 1st, 189-J. and 815 ten days before the
race. The direcmrs reserve the right to declare this
stake 08 In case the entries are not satisfactory.

BROOD MARE PRODUCE STAKES'
For Foals or 1893—To Trol in 1896.

82,OOO GUARANTEED.
Entrnnce Io name Mnre, 815, which must accom-

pany nomination April lsi. 1S93. Ki-lrance for Toll*.
?15 each, payable f5 May 1st 1894. and 810 ten davs be-
rore the race. The directors reserve the right to declare
this stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory.

STANFORD STAKES 1895.
For Foals 1892—To Trol In 1895.

Mile beats, 3 in 5. Entrance 81"0, with *100 added for
each starter over two and up to five, »nd $25 tor
• ach additional starter up to ten. Pavments: flO
on April 1st, 1893: 810 on January 2. 1894; $10 on January
2, 1895: ?20 on May 1. 1895, and (SO on the tenih dav pro-
ceeding the firs' advertised dav of the meeting at "which
the stake shall be trotted.

OOITDITIONS.
No horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible

to the above purses, but horses owned ousldeof the Pacific (.'oast are eligible thereto, regardless of membership.
All States and Territories lying in whole or in part west of the Rocky Mountains are held to be part of the

The Directors reserve the right to change the hour and day of any race, except when It becomes necessary to

ante-date a race, in whi-h instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mall to address

Entries not declared out by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to start. Dec-
larations to be in writing and to be made at the office of the Secretary.

When there is more than one entry to purees by one person or In one Interest, the horse to be started must
he named by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Five to enter and three to start.

In all dash races for the sprint: Heeling where there are more than six starters the number ofstarterssball be
divided by lot; each division shall constitute a race. For instance, should there be more than six startersand not

more than twelve, there shall be two divisions. If more than twelve, then three divisions, the divisions being as

nearly equal as the number will permit : in case of seven four and three ; or nine, five aud four, etc. When

under this rule it becomes necessary to divide the number of starters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of
the amount of the purs*1 in case there are two divisions. 60 per cent, of the amount of the purse in ca*e there are
three divisions, 90 percent, of the amount of the purse in case there are four divisions, and pro rata for addi-
tional divisions. The total amount to be equally shared between the divisions, the first horse in each
division to receive 75 per cent, and the second £5 percent.

Trotting and racing colors shall be named five by o'clock on the day preceding the race, and MUST be
worn upon the track.

Conditional entries will be treated same as regular entries and nominators held under the rules
Otherwise than the above, National Trotting Association Rules will govern. Suspensions mid expulsions of

the American Trotting Association will be recognized.

Applications for Membership.
Personsdesirousof making entries in purses, and who have not as yet Jollied the P. C.T. H. B A. .should make

application for membership to the Secretary betore April 1, 1893.

JOSEPH CAIRN *IMPSO\, President. F. W KELLRY. SerraUrv,
313 Bush SUeet, San Francisco, Cal.

SAMUEL McINTYKK, Presiokst. L. 8. HARDY, TBKAbUBER. <;. W. PARKS. SECKKTAK\.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
SpringMeeting 1893
820,000 IK0" PURSES. $20,000

JXJTXTE! X'ZttL to Q4tti, Inclusive, 1893.
takes to Close March 15, 1893. Purses 8300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

tabling Ample

THE SPRING RICES.

Salt Lake's Driving Park hnring Meet inn will

be held In June. I»s93 exact dates given later)

with the follonine programme of races :

SATURDAY, JUNE 17. FIRST DAY.
Pl-R-SE.

2:20 Pace —|I/W
2:40 Trot 400

Two-year stake I
No. 2] 1,000

Three Qoarter-Mlle Dash 200

MONDAY, JL">'E 19. SECO\D DAV.
3:00 Trot S00

2:00 Pace 500

2:35 Trot S00

One-Mile Dash 300

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAV.
2:20 Trot 1,000

J i'. Paw i.**10

iiti Pace 500

One-Halt-Mile Uash 200

and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

\VED\E5DAV, JVA'E 21. FOURTH DAV.
PUBSK

2:29 Trot ^ 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year stake<No.4) _ 1.000

Five-hlghtb-MileDasb 200

THURSDAY, JUNE 22. FIFTH U \\ .

2:16 Prot l.ono

2:30 Pace 500
2:45 Pace 400
I in.- and 'Hi'- 'inarter-Mile Dash 301)

FRIDAY, JUIfB 23. SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000

Three-Year Stake (Nov 3 1X00
2:25 Trol BOO
Une-Half-Mile Hun and Repeat _ 300

SATURDAY, JUNE 2 1. -IA h\ l ll DAY
Free-for-all Trot l.«nn

Herclianur Sink
Derby khii. I'.. mil*--. .... 600
Reserved for Special and Noveltj Race!*.... 2,800

Salt Lake Driving Park Association

STAKE RACE* FOR TROTTERS.
hmke Race- Close March 13, lh»3

1. Mile II' .1- bent 2 In 3. Merchants' Stake.
£ I .OOO. For I'tah, Wyoming and Idaho, two year-
oldsor under. Bntxancefeeai wt forth in conditions:
(In puvuhle March 15th. when colt niu*t be named. *1S
Aprill "iili. |t6 Mny I5tb and *10 on or before" o'elek of
day previous io race.

2. Mile Hinu. beats In 3. Stake #1.OOO.-For
two-year-oldn or under, Kntrance fee as set forth In

condition*: Jin pavahle March t.'.th, wh'-n colt ninil tw
named. »I5 A rll I'.th, PS May 16 and J10 on 01 I

o'clock of its prevloiis to race.
3. Mile H.it-. I.e-t :i In 5, Ktnke * 1 .OOO.— For

three-resr-oMs or under. Bntntace fee ea set forth In

conditions: 110 payable March i.iih.w hen the colt must
he nam-"), |16 April 16th, f i.> Miiv l.itb and 910 on or he-
fore 7 o'clock of day previous to race.

I Mile Heafa. beats In .V»tnkr gl.ooO.—For
r.nir-v.ar-old!! or under. Entrance f<'P as «et forth In

ms: *10 navnhle March 15th, when colt muni be
named. 1 15 April 1Mb, «I5 May 15th and |I0 on or before
T o'clock of day previous to race.

CONDITIONS.
In purse races live to niter and three to atart-

Kfitrancc fee 5 pef cent which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing the Held in Itirse or
stake met* entitled to iirxt money only, in fin -h Btake
the guarunteea value of race only win be paid. Rhcht
reserved to iii clan offany »tnhr rnc- thai doi i not nil

sniL^ftfctory to the asscfclitiloii. In which mse entrance
money will t»- refunded, In each raee money will be
divided B0, i">, 16 and l". The a«octailon res«-rv(» Ibe
rirfbt to change order of pragiamme. Usual
Cleuae In runnlnjr races «mer1cau rartnc rule* In gov-
ern. Honey in rui Lvlded 60, io and io. 2^
imt cent entrance and 2! additional from »«i winners.
Un tries t" Siak* r Kntriea
to Purse racea c\n^ June 1st, II Nntlonal
Trot t Int.* Association to govern all races not ben
vlded Ibr.

Addrewall nominations and communing

G. W. PARKS, Secretary
P. O. Box V7$ Hall l.sLr l lit >
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL

Stockwell ..- I

(St. Leeer and
i

-2n>> Guineas.
I

1952, and sire I

of 6 winners
of the former
event)

The Barou -

I

(St. Leger and Oae-
sarewch and sire

also of Rataplan

L Pocahontas _ „.

fDam of Rataplan.
King Tom and
Knight of Ears

i

(Sire ol imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchlon-
ess,w(nner of
the Oaks

»

-<

i

LCinizelli

I Dam ofMarch ion-
ess. The Peer and
The Marquis I

lLoval Devoir •!

(DamofCarac-
tacus)

, Lett? \Vest__
tDam of Glorious)

(Sir Hercules
Irish Birdcatcher \
(Oneol the greatest sires (Guicciolf
of his day and brother
to Faugh-a-Ballagh,
sire of Leamington ) (Economist

.
Echidna —J

(Miss Pratt

f
Saltan

i
Glencoe _<

]
(0,000 Guineas and Good- (Trampoline
wood Cup, 1834)

(Muley
LMarpessa -\

I

I
Camel

.

i
Touchstone _

I

(Winner St. Leger,
18M ; Doncaster
Cup, 1S35 and

CinizeUi _< 1S38>

(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-

I

of Oaks, and j

The Peert (.Brocade
{line of England's
greatest brood-

Pantaloon
(Sire of Ghuznee)

f Humphrey Clinker...

Melbourne
(Sire of Blink
Bon -y,winner of
Derby and Oaks)

. Morpeth's dam .

Clare

rWhalebone

(Selim mare

( Master Henry

(.Boadicea

fCastrel

(idalia

« Thunderbolt

(Delta

(Comus

(Clinkerina

/ Cervantes

(Daughter ol Golumpus

i
Touchstone

| (St Leger. 1834 : Doncas-
. < ter Cup, 1$-S5 and 1836)

I Brocade-

(Banter

i
Trumpeter

I

(Sire of Uistin and
others)

i Orlaudo
(Derby of 1844)

f
West Australian

i

(Derby,'2000 Guineas and
< St. Leger, 1853 >

I

I Bay Letty,
Dam of Libellous)

/•Touchstone

(Vulture

(•Redshank

(Oxygen

r Melbourne

i Mowenna, by Touchstone

("Bay Middleton

k
9th

lOt

(Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit)

dam—Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville nth dam—Spiletta, by Regulus (Godolphin),
dam— Golden Lees' dam), by Buzzard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,
dam—Hornpipe, by Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
dam—Luna, by Herod (Tartar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,
dam—Proserpine sister to Eclipse*, by Marske, 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1\ miJes, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1SS4, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands io.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-
placed, and he is all over "horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Xewminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1S62, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners; Marchioness (win-
ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition
to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, one and a half
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, ifT

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist and Loyalstone; his second dam,
Loyal Devoir, produced the winners Caractacus and Loyal Lady, the latter in turn dam of

Submission a heavy winner last season ; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous acd Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, - - $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MTJKRY, 715 Twentv-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
1AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

March 27, 28, 29, 30,31 and April 1, 1893.
-B!n tT»iftB Closed. Marcll Stla, 1893
The Leading Spring Sale.

I nn I h II TO HI" HORSKS AND RKSTRICTBD TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED, COM-
PRISING STALLIONS. BROOD MARSS, COLTS, FILLIES, TROTTERS. PACERS WITH LOW RB-

CORDS. AMI FAST GREBN HORSBS THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:13 SPEED.
1 Sales, First Week in June.

Dexte Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AND MO-I COMPLETE
BCILDING IN THE HllRl.n IV WHICH
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL Hl.mMIKIl
HORSES.Grand Breeders' Sale, May 1st to 6th

) sales! Last week iaoctob-r.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed!
Ooroe 10 headquarters with your stock. as we are the largest horse commission dealers in the world, selling yearly 20,000 horses, and are personally acquainted with all the principal breeders and dealers In America. Our

tra«»* rwn-iif*! wwy Stale in thf'l'nion. while our long and successful experience of 37 years in the business, together with the pronounced success of our nine former combination sales, should be a sufficient smttrantee to

breeder* that we thoroughly understand the art of placing Qne stock on the market and know how to bring buyers and sellers together. Choice stabling for H.000 horses and the fint-st accommoda-ions inthe world to show
peed and well under cover. A number ol great consignments from the leading slock farms in California, Kentucky and the Northern states are now pledged to our great Spring sale. Send for entry blanks ana full particulars to

F. J. BERRY & CO , Union Stock Yards, Chicago, HI.

The Attention of -ill Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Imperial Veterinary Hoof Ointment,
Hool Dressing and Hoise Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILL DO THE BUSINESS.

ASA FE, SURE and RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ALL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire teuce cuts, and owners of horses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc., and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to its merits as a healer. ALL OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on
receipt of 50 cents. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

*sr dono one-quarter gallon cans.

Airora a,,. "»..» ~
1MPEH|4L VETER | MiHY „00F 0)NTMENT co., |7| W6St van B „ ren street, CHICAGO, ILL.UK PA¥ BXPRBM OB FBBIBHT iHMu.t-

BSr ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS TN STOCK. -®|
J. ^V. McKerron, Agent.

Horse Supplies of all kinds. 203-206 Mason Street, San Francisco.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes22,ii6 RECORD, 2:201-2
AT THREE Y'RS.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.:

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.

Fee, $50 Cash

XCTWOOD \ViLHE« is a handsome
chestnut in color, stands 15.3 hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of rhe best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

<D

,2:22.

.-I CM I

<M e\i

CQ "5

H S
M£
t—i S

CD

O £

l
e

Eh

P

Rupee <p) 2:11
Alanoah (pj 2:11 '
Regal Wilkes- 2:11^
Muta Wilkes 2:14!,
Chris. Smith ip> 2:11)*
Hazel Wilkes 2:14*
Hulda 2:1435
Una Wilkes 2:1 <

A ud 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

LIDA W.. 2:18)1-4-
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:2034
At three years.

I
Geo. IVIIke

Sire of
Harry Wilkes 2:1

I Guy Wilkes 2:i

I Wilson -2:3

Richardson, J. B 2:1

|

Baron Wilkes 2 1

And H others in the '

I list and dams of 63.

I Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 21
El Mahdi 2:S

William L _

(sire of Axtell (3) 2
who sold for $105,000).

>\uIwood 600, 2:18 3-1
Sire of

Manager 2-09 v*

1-ockheart 2:13
Nuthurst- 2.I4JJ
Belmont Boy 2:15
Nutpine 2:15&
And 96 others from 2 16 to

2 30. and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2 l03f (sold for
S125,iKK)>; Sabiedale (2),
2-1 * '

4 : Vida Witkes (3),
2:H?|: Myrtle (3), 2:19'<;:

Nutwood Wilkes (3) 2:20'<:,

and 40 others from 2:1 * to

|

HAMBLETONIAN 10

I

Sire of Dexter, 2:17' :,, and
i 39 others in 2-30 list; and

dams of Stamboul. 2^)7^,
and 91 others in 230 list.

I DOLLY SPANK KR
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

Belle
Dam of

Lida W 2:l8!<j

' SIAMBRINO PATCHEN
I

Sire of 2i in the 2:30 list and
J

the dams of *4. Brother
* to Lady Thorn, 2:1B#.

I.
LADY DUNN"
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19 :

.n i,

by American Star H.sire
of I and of the dams of 45
in the 2:<SQ list.

r BELMONT 64

I Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14;.4';

Nutwood. 2:1«-V; Wedge-
< wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19<j,

i and 38 others in lh« list,

and of the dams of 47.

I
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:083,';

Nutwood, 2:18ij'; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24 '«.; Russia, 2:28;
and grandam of Kremlin.
2:0757.

I
GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen

< 30, 2-23J£ (sire of Lucy.
2:18'.,; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:(»7=-i).

•

[ REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2'18'4

)

by Williamson's Belmont
(.sire of Venture, 2:27'4; 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

2:11M)-

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15 119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARRfi AT 8-10 FOR THE SEASOX.

CALIFORNIA iVUriVOOD i* a handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half Inches
high, and is the sire of Maud C, 2:19: Annie C, 2:25: Albert H., 2:27*4 : Mollie C, 2:37 '4, and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18^. dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31,2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

MflTF* Vou will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
nill L. gree closely, then you will see that there Is not only 7 great p-riurmer* in it, but the greatest ofsires

as well as brood mare sires. You also rind a number of great brood mares, all of which ynu rarely find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2J5 1

lt is_ the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2*:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18^', is not only the greatest living sire, but is also ihe greatest broodmare sire of 1S92. he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
i-untiot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as If we- had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeot service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions musr send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at 85 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
It, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at 810 per month. The best of tare will be taken of mares, but no liability lor
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irviugton, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad. All biii.s aredue at timeof service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st.. 1893. No stock will be allowed to
leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15ih to Aug. 1st., 1893.

Young Stocls. IB^or Sale.
US?- Visi torsiwelcome any day, Address

The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f
By EleclioDeer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by ( .en.

Benion 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune - Pee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the darn of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gahed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20] (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05f, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two years), 2:103.

Jester D. 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escape", but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro Cal

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4.

Q"XJ JL \A/ TT I rC PlP> A few approved mares outside of those already en-
* gaged will be received at $750 each for the season'

SABLE WILKES Three-year-old record, 2:18.

j twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

WIL DIRECT,

MARTIN CARTER,
Nutwood Stock Farm, Irvington, Alameda Co., Cal.

SABLE WILKES, 15£ hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor;
second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the reason.

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very
handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Reavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13} ; third dam by
Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22i, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $b" per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

"WILLIAM CORBITT,
Sao Maleo Stock Farm. San Mateo, Cal.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AST

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
WILL UK PERMITTED TO SERVE

A LIMITED M. M IIKIt OP
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

JOHN CASSIDY,
l' I Loboa RoiHl, about halfa mile west of Hay District

Or at the oibcc, of the Bhkklii [ ANH SPOBT8HAN

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
Hun ..I Imp. I'BI.MK CHARLIE mid AWlh

HUSH. I>v I.H\l\i.TO\ .

WILL MAKE THE
Season of 1893

AT
SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.
Tbis young nor* (ball-brother to the great fbnr-mller

Bushwhacker, Is bred on the frame line* an the mighty
halvator, and as he i* a fine individual from the greal-
*•*! prorhiclne famlHea In England and America- the
Stockwell and Lexington musi make u great lire.
Address all communications to M i \ Kit

Santa Homo Race Track.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:-

ADFUSUC.

RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2:30 LIST.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For further particulars apply to

WM. KELLY.
Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm. San I*»n<lm.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RACE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIRED BY HILT A.N. 2:21. DAM MAIMME BALDWIN idnm or MAJESTER. 2:21 ; BAY ROSE. 2:20 1-2: u< PA8HA.
•Ire of MOHO. 2:27 i. HY IHE MOOR 870.

Private Stallion F*or- 1803.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE BW™mAT^ JHt£o™\T™'

Ka rA",um

For further particulars addrew THOS BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm
Or apply to IKA PIKKt.E, 7-8 Montgomery Ht., San Francisco,
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUT
::16ASTER

FTTZSTMSIONS
JESSIE
i>i:xter princess
DEL PASO
LUCILLE
JAMES I_ 2:295*

CHARLEY FORD (p., < y - 8:I2)j

'. 2-24M

CROWN PRINCE 2:1

MAGGIE 2:5

CHLOE 2:i

ROYAL PRINCE 2:1

LOTTERY TICKET (3 y.) 2: <

SENATOR L. - 2:5

PRINCESS ALICE (p., 4 y.)- 2:1

CHEROKEE PRINCE ip.) • 2:!

IRENE (p.l 2:25

JOezactei* Prince is toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Sod of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, SiOS'tf, etcO, and sire of Guy, 2:I0K ;

Spofford,

fcl83{; Company. 2:191» ; Fred Folger, 2304; Bayonne Prince, 2:214, and twenty others in the 2:30 list

Flret dam LADY DEXTER - by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

sister to Sire of
DFXTF.R 2:17\ Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and
2:l7.slre of Direct. Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.

S„ Evangeline, etc., etc. Also sire of the dam of
STAMBOTJL 2:07}£
and of the gxandam of

KREMLIN 2:07-&

Second dam CLARA bv AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of

DEXTER- 2:174 GUY 2:10-^

\LMA 2:28 ROBERT MCGREGOR - 2:17&
ASTORIA 2:2<t ;

. HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

DICTATOR 113, etc, etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27^.

DEXTER PRI\CK is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but bis individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

trotting sir. s,

He is a blood bay. sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He isa sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - &*250, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEaSANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Hon of ELECTTOXEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

Electioneer's sons.
PLKASANTON'S first dam is by Tarrascou. grandson oi Abdallah 1: second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse,
PI.KASASTOX is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... $50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at gs per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
*very precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOCK :-: FARM.

SILVER BOW 11,708
Bay stallion, IS hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:374: three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year old record, 2:22^; five-year-old record, 2:165f.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OCTSIDE MARES AT $150 FOR THE SEASON
Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
811,000. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two of these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time 2:56 l

£.
Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpiias. Xoresponsibilityassumed foraccidents or escapes.

ALL BILLS DUE ON OB BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIANPRINCE14,431

l
ONWARU 1411,2:25^

Sire of
! Nellie Mason 2:14
I Clara Wilkes...

(Hambletonian 10
(GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22^
I Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84 (Dolly Spanker

sires and 61 dams of 2:30

{ trotters

I DOLLY-

EL MAHDI 3232
Record, 2:25 1-4
Sire of

Fulano t3)„ 2:23'4
El Flora (p) 2:18}$

17J^
Houri _2:17
Mikegan 2:I<*V
Susette 2:18H
SbadelandOnward 2:18 l*
And 57 Others in the list i

with an average of
|

2:23M
I LADY BUNKER {Dam of

Guy Wilkes, 2:15^ I

(Sire of 30 in the list), LLADY DUNN
and Dam of

William I JoeBunker 2:19

(Sire of Axtell (3),2:12)

f
Mambrino Chief 11

\ Fanny
by Ben Franklin

Dam of
Director _

Thorndale „2:22l<£

Czarina 2:21

Onward -2:25^ (Mambrino Chief 11

MAMBRTNO PATCHEN 58-^

Sire of ( Rodes mare
Kate Middleton 2:23

1-adv-Stout .2-20}£

And 17 others in 2:30 list

I
MAMRRINO KING 1279<

Sire of
Mocking Bird- 2:16^'

I

i
MAMBRINO PATCHEN 5S

sire of the dams of

I
Alcyone- 2:23

Guv Wilkes. 2:15J4
Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 90 others in the list

( American Star 14

(.Captain Roberts
mare

(Mambrino Chief 11

I Rodes r

Prince Regent 2:16'-; I By EDWIN FORREST 49.

EGYPTIEXXE, 2:
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

Nightingale 2:10^
Nettie King 2:2uj£
Excellence 2:22V
Amy King. 2:22J£
Heir-at-Law -2:20^
And 20 other 2 :30 per-

formers

f
Bay Kentucky

; Hunter
(Doll

by Highlander
Sire of

BUly Hoskins .2:26!<f

Champagne „2:30

/Abdallah 1

HAMBLETONIAN 10- -2

Sire of t Cbas. Kent mare
40 trotters in 2:30, Including
Dexter Prince 2:17'4

Nettie .2:18

Orange 2:20 fGolddust 150
DAUGHTER OF -2

Grandamof (Daughter of imp.
Justina 2:20 Glencoe, etc
Glendennls 2:17,^

BAYHAMBLETONIAN <

• Dam ot
Egyptlenne _ 2:18
Henrietta— 2:17
Fulano .2:23^

Grandam of
Norway 'sire of Nor-

nelte,2:30)

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED BREEDING. FEE 875.
Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Dark bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pairofshoul-
ders: fine mane and tail, good )e?sand feet. I consider him worthy ot bis royal breeding. He was not broken
until August 15th, 1892, as I bought him at Lexington, Ky., and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make me
think him a trotter. I think I could easily put him In the list if I wanted to this season, but no "tin-cup" record
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from ime, and I will allow you to
be the judge. Address all communications to

P. J. "WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Oal.
WILLI A1IS .V MOREHOUSE. Owner*.MOORLAND STOCK FARM,

MILPITAS. SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064. JB>C LBCTic li.sai
'

\ $100 CASH

<;i V MII.KES 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 .2:11

Alanna<p. 5 .S9lS
Muta Wilkes 4 .2:14}4

Hulda 4 .feM
|

Hazel Wilkes 7

Una Wilkes 6.... .2:15
Lillian Wilkes 3 ..2:17^

..2:18

Vlrla Wilkes*-... ..2:181*

..2:20!j

LvNHfKxl Wilkes 2 ..SflOJj

and 17 other- In

IAKHIK M W,U\I. .

FQsterto
Derby. ..2:20

..2:29'.,

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13!*
Guv Wilkes ....2:151.4

Wilson 2:lfi',

So So 2:17'
i

and 75 others in the list

L Lady Bunker
Dam of

El Mahd! 2:25',

Guy Wilkes.. 2:15!!
William L

(Sire of Axtell, 2:12)

( Stelnwav. 2:25 3-4
Sire of

I
W. Wood(p>_ 2:07

i Cricket (pj 2:10
{ Ciesar- 2:16^

I

Strathway. ..2:lfl

Chan. Derby 2:20
and 4 others in the list

I Katv H
Dam of

('lias. Derby 2:20
Steineer, 2:29)$

I
HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of
. •< 40 in 2:30 Ifst

I

I DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 232

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 in 2:S0 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam ofJoe Bunker, 2:19Vs

I STRATHMORE 408
Sire of

i 42 in 2:30 list

1 ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 2:30 list

f
ELECTIONEER 125

Sire of
-< 132 in 2:30 list

I. FANNY MALONE. by
Niagara

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

DANTON MOl'LTRIK Isa hay stallion, black point*, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and isa
u re-gal tel trotter Be will h.- given a nice record this fall.

SEASON SERVICE FEE
With, usual return privilege

ECLECTIC is a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD ABJON, 2:10%,
both being sired bv ELECTIONEER out of Manette (dam also of Oro Fino, 2-18) by NUT-
WOOD, 2:18%.

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood lines. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three years old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares besides his owner's.
Pasturage SLOO per week; hay, grain, and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will stand at RANCHO COTATI (Page's Station) in Sonoma County, until
July 1st, 1893.

For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. Perm'-* Grove, Sonoma County, Cal.

Oor/r» for sai^b
( Election EKR 125

Sire of
Sunol Jrus'

,

Palo Alto... 2:08*j
and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

o

o
T
I

soTnoATxr sxos.
.111! I II I' VI 1>1 I •> >.An a '

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

4RK OF NUBIA 3i. 2:29 1-4.
,. Bultan fett Ore Of Suunboul, 2:07^: Alcazar, 2:20'« and 26 others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab-

O0Gk.damofElPci<>r, : i\ . ;-i; l Nil-ir.-.i,\li.f. 2 !'.>
r. Lady braves, dam of NadJv,2:2fJ.aod Rulwood 236] , Soudan

.
..

; , by Hambletnnlan 725 (sire of Hfteen 2:80 Derlormers) ; second dam Dubois mare, bv
I ton Home 122: third dam a. L h. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good'stze, perfect in

ti, pure In rail und ahow irreal speed.
will make 'he sea f 1893, ending July i-sth, at Jioo. with usual return privilege at

las, Cal. Pasturage |S per month. Choice tmning and draft stock for sale
ftwltaltlv D. J MtrU'llV, Moorland Hiotrk Farm, Milpitas, Cal

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Publir Service in San Francisco.
DKBCRfn ION i.wcki.ot la a aal-brown italllon, 16.1 bandsbteh Hebahorseoraneoinlhrmatlnn-

llllul I..11.I and nock. Bnc lollm. well-aum«< ily, .l.-i-p ll.r.,uuh il,,- l„.„rl.«li,],lni; sh.iiilclcri linear i s
ar«.| .III !.-.».,. I.lio v..,,- ,»., „l loon, |„ H ..ail „l. A. „ ,l,roo,voaM l,l l,.,?rV ted%Tr-

Injur.-.! u ,„,,i |n the »lud liis colla are all MoodJIke, laige and fu»i iroitere.

PKI n.l.l I l.\\. KI.OI wan oiro.l by [Mo Immortal Kloclloneer (8lre ol 1!2 In Hie list) clam Llrzle
""",'•:.. '".the, I.,,,, ll,,rrKu„»„ full hrolher^o Io\ya

Mlhor.). III. Klrowi.H lasliaw .'.,. .Ire nf 17 II, ibe 2M lis, he by Ver-
\'"L:l SI v" '

'
" " ! '"> Ooaa. Kent ,„aro.tl„. ,l„„;,f Harnb"-

Black Hank, dam by Webber's Ke ety whin .on "fninok-
^""-.V \£^"" "'»' k 'l""' Millor.l.v Tlm-.-Si.lh; Andrew "ok-

V
'^~'"'» Ar I Harrl. byWI

,
....... Knorlsml.lress: «"«»»,

T. bj - ,,l. t; ll.lr.l ,1,,,,, Oreoltth I'rliioos,,. I,y Mitf-kbum's Whip, and

The Uandsonte Son or BLKCTOR 2 1 TO.

|WIU make Season of 1693, ending July 15, at

BO&RD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

S :

ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:26
J. R- 2:20
Elector Jr-... .2:29V
Electrice S:27M
Electrina 2:25^
EllaM 2:2SV

I Flora M „.2:16

Leek 2:29

I
Lizzie F 2:22HJ
and G(?others in

I the 2:30 list,

I. NELLY NELSON

Gflbebta, by Fred Low 65f

Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

RfHl »"•, i

ALKCT was foaled April 13, 1S87. He is a hand-
some dark bay. two white fetlocks; stands 15.3 hands
and weighs lu"75 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioueer that ever lived. He has the finest

of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout: bis back is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy; lieis stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track in

2:26. Alect was bred as a three year-old to a few
mares, andi'hts colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TERMS SR(1 FOR THE SEASON wlth tbe usl,al reTuru privilege. Pasturage, ?4 per mouth. Mares kept In
l Liimo, «uu l Ull l u L uuivun, any manner owners may desire,bm no responsibility assumed for accidents
orescapes. For further particulars call on or address U. VM.)KlM'n\, Maunser, Orland, Cal

ALECT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes. Xemo, Noonday and St Nicholas
will be sold at auction In -Tune, 1893.

SALADIN.
: Chemnui

ii by singulation.
Haladli

Thfl only Son of Nutwood standing for Public
8ervic« in «an Francisco.

linmMI
tbe i Ire of \>

r ,((.r>. l^lil\ fill !

•Ml i-nit I HK -K V-o\ -

,

* *i*llioi»caiiiihvtK-

Girl. .

sIjiIIUti, |fl i bands high. By Nutwood (100, the greatest living
It's BambleioDlap; aeoond dam ijidv DUey

has now b nambei ol earHngn and two-vear-oid coit«, allah or Mii-in an- fn>t irottem, and several win trot in 2:80 ibis
I Man.

I a .2:08
. ,bj Pllol Jr.: sc.nnd dam

'' imoni h the sire ol m trotten in tbe 2:80
i"-''"lal

,
iIhim Ut.lv l-|l..y.

,::3S' ,, k-ninilam of Wesl-
n, ::!, urade v, 222, Oakland Bfald, 2-22, and tbe damsol

rlba Washington uhiro of Hambletonian
'" "J- ^. g Mambrino, dnm Wlllln mure, bv Mambrino.

No otb&r opporiuiiit. la offered
a or inari-5 In any manner thai owners

< C. iikmi*. Owner, 882 Mont-
' IH'H- mil-, uiKl lillH-.-, I,\

U, W. liltmih- Audit.

LOOK HERB

Napa Wilkes
BY

Guy Wilkes,
SIRE Of 32 l.\ 2:30 LIST.

1st Dam, NAPA MAID,
Bv IRY1XUTO.V.

2d Dam, NAPA QUEEN,
By Bl'UBMS VAS«BR1.V.

GUY WILKES' SERVICE FEE IS S750.

NAPA WILKES, HIS SON, STANDS FDR S30.

Will Make thk Season of 1893,
March 1st lo Jnlv 1st, at

TARPEY'S STABLE. Watsonville,
THURSDAY. FRIDAY and SATURDAY.

AT SALINAS
MONDAY. TUESDAY" AND WEDNDSDAY.

S3 FOR THE SEASON. S30
Pasturage and nest care taken of mares but no liability as-

sumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return privileges, pro-
vided horse ur mare does not change ownership.

K. \V. DAVlhS. Aeent. Watsonville. Cal.
X. B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give StOO to the

owner ofthe first of his get that makes a record of 2:30 or bet-
ter, (S7."* to the second and #50 to the third. This offer to
bold good during present ownership of horse.

John Nkisos 18?
Sire of

Xerea 2:23 >s
Aurora 2:27
and the dam of

;
Albert W 2:20

(sire of Little Albert.

j

2:10'., .

I, Maggik, by Morgan Rattler
Sire ofthe dams of S2:3n

trotters.
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

byfSTRATHMORE 40!

Hambletoulan 10

I Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 In the list.

rSTEINWAY l.SOft
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10

Caesar 2:16

Strathwav 2:19

Chas Derby. ..2:20

(Sire of Diablo
2:14?y

)

Lilly C 2:20';,

Baden _ 2;24S,
Stelneer ..2:29 '.

Oassidy 2:30

and of the dams of
M«udC. 2:19; Pat
Delanev, "J::; 1

i

Ally Sloper 2:23;

Stonewall, 2:28£j

and Bo u r bo n
Russell, 2:30.

LR\TY G
Dam of Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo (3), 2:l4->{)

ABRKSs. by Albion
Dam ofStelnway, 2:253$

;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam i * 3 in the list;

and Yi.^tte, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:26 !*j.

ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletoulan 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:03^ ; Palo
Alio, 2:0JMj; and 130
others In 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

FANXY MALONE. by
Niagara isire of Fair-
mount, 2:22K)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION".—STE1NKER is about 16 hands in

height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-flnish-

ed, well-balanced and blood-like lookine horse. He has

a neatly-formed head, flue neck attached to well-

sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders; good length

of well-rounded barrel; smooth coupling and broad

hips; open, well-formed slides; quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and lees. He is a clean-catted

trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF

1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBARTSTOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee,

with usual return privilege.

$75

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-

lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this maEruihcem farm make it the most de-

sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K. O GRADY, Manager.
A. B. GOrVZALKS. Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and_
Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD. 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:12; Tom Ryder (p), 2:171- : Belle Button

<p) 2:19'i: Mabel H.i'4,. 2:20; Rosa Mac, 2:20 :y ; Lucy
B,, 2:21J4 ; Laura Z., 2:23'* ; Logan, 2:23'^ ; Maud C.
2-28 ; Keboe. 2:29'^ ; all these are race records ; no tin

cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler; second

dam a pacing mare, s. t- b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ol Reliance. 2:22K ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie

Patchen, 2:27>,j, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31. record 2:27,

first dam Ladv Crum (dam of Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M..2:17' i), bv Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten In 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on

qualities. . _
Bvery performer Hired by Alexander Button is

out of non-standard mare* at the lime thev were
bred. No matter what mare* he wo- bred to every
colt from Clyd-sdales up could trot fast.

TERMSlglOO FOR THE SEASON.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi

charge. Good pasturage furnished at ?2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.

All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. W. WOODARD. Proorlelor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Son of Imp. Australian and the

Turf Queen, Idlewlld, bv Lexington),

SIRE OF

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,

ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other iiigh-class winners,

TOGETHKR WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
Son or Monday and l.ottle J. , by Wlldldle.

Will Make thk Season ok 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cai.

WILDIDLE (limited to 10 maresj #2 SO fortheseason

MOXOU FINAL " 30 " 76 " " "

Pasturage and best of care taken of mores at *fl per

month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or

escapes. Money to be paid when mare is served, and
in all cases before removal of mare from farm.

t

For
further particulars address H. C. JUDSON,
Care of Wm. Oshnrn. Boy 223 «anta Clara, Pal.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth HeatBOODLE 5029
Will make the SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.
/ Vermont Hero 141

rStranicer 3O30
Sire of

Broomal 2:1'

Beltona 2:19*4

I
GEN. WASHINGTON 1161..

I (Trial 2:20). Sire of Poem,
2:193,; Presto, 2:22; Prose,

237>i; Gen. Benham,2:29^. t

< Ox Eye, 2:28^; Luzerne,
2:27}$; Mambrino Thorn,
2:29, and 4 others in

I GEN. KNOX 140,2:31'-.. ....

I
Sire of 16 trotters and 21 (Dam of Searcher

< sires of 32 and 14 dams of
14 In Ihe list. ( Mambrino Chief 11

I LADY THORN, 2:18* 1

Sister to Mamb. Patchen SS ( Rhodes Mare, by Gano
and grnndani of Pattl,
2:24. (Hambletonlan 10

I
ABDALLAH 15.

Moloch 2:21 U
Stanza 2:22*
Hazel Dell... 2:24$,;

Nominee 2:24V
Strangler.... 2:26 !<j

Myriad..

j
Sire of 6 trotters and 13 t Katy Darling

aires of 106 and 22 dams
l th^list.

j
Abdallah 1

Nominator.. 2:21'. (GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14 {

Boodle 2:21,9 Trotted 114 heats In 2:20'
and under, and won more I OLD AB, 2:40 <
money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. (Untraced
trotter that ever lived.

(Abdallah 1

I
HAMBLETONIAN 10

\
\

r-ire of 41 trotters and 119 I Chas Kent Mure
Kathleen 2:29^

i
JAY GOULD 197 { sires of 783, and 63 dams

Cebolla 2:295f |
i Record^ 2:20^ ; trial 2:19J£) |

of 72 In the_2j30 list. ( American Star 14

Pen Horn.... 2:30

Bride {

Dam of Trenton, i

2:41',, .full broth'r
to Boodle, 2:2L&.

'

Sire Of Plxley, 2:16; Adele i LA.DY SAXFORD
Gould, 2:19; King Philip, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; ( Old Sorrel, by Exton
2:21; Alladin, 2:26^: An- Allie K..2:29^;: Lizzie K., Eclipse
sonia, 2:27(-i; Dude, 2:27!*., 2:30 S; Nannie K, 2:30',.

(
Vermont Black Hawk 5

Dundee, 2:2B, and 14 others (ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25^4
in 2:30 list. And 2:15 with mate; sire (Messenger Mure

{ TIDA (record 2:3S'ti i i of 6 trotters and 19 sires
Sister to Le Blonde, trial

j
of 71, and 14 dams of 15. ( Abdallah 1

2:24, record 2:34,^. L DAUGHTER OF 1
( Untraced

BOODLE 5S29 is seal-brown in color, standi 16 hands high and weighs 1,100 pounds. He is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, h kind In disposition, intelligent, level-headed and a pure-gaited trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only Tour of them have been In harness, but two of which had any
training, and with little work they easily showed a 2:30 gait. Boodle, after cracking a bone in one of his front
legs the latter part of July, and being laid up for six weeks on that account, came out, und with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:2-5 class, making his record in the fifth heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.

1KI1 M**—£10U for the inmon, Or, 02OO for the tteason, payable when he gets a record of
2:16 or better.

Usual return privileges. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or
escapes. Address C. A. STOCKTON «b CO., San Jose, Col.

DELWIN 14,681 RE0ORD ^ 2:26 1-2.

gs
OKI. *UR. 2:24

Sire of
Don Tomas 2:20

Cousin Joe 2:2n'j

San Pedro (pi 2:10%

IMO-iENK
Dam of

Guide 2:16^

(THE MOOR 870
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
< 2:07^, Beautiful Bells 2:29 (dam
I of Bell Bov, 2:19^, and Hinda
I Rose, 2:19).

GRETCHEN
Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

By NORWOOD 522
Sire ot

Tommy Norwood, 2:24J4. Ida
Norwood, 2:26^.

( Clay Pilot 93, sire ofFred V.,'2:22)

i Billy R.. 2:24;i, and others!
(Belle of Wabash

I Mambrino Pilot,

i brino Gift, 2:20;

L Canada Chief

sire of Mam-
Illinois, 2:173^.

(.DAUGHTER OF .

rHambletonlan 10. sire of Elec-
. I tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2:0734.
(Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

dam of Gretchen (dam of
Clingstone, 2:14).

[American Star 14, sire of dam of
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,

. j 2:10, and the dam of Nancy
|
_Hanks, 2:04).

I. Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
Electioneer and St. Julien, 2:11.

DELWIN 14,681, Record 2:26 1-2, will, if be has no set-
backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; In color he Is a dark dapple bay. sound as a dollar ; 15.1 >£ bands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he is one of the finest-formed horses for great speed In the land ; has the same level'
head and intelligence that his half-brother, Guide, 2:)R'4, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson ofThe Moor, Stamboul, 2;07'i; he has two crosses ot American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 3:07 J*» ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:18^), combining altogether the same blood lines that lay in
he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, ;san Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe,
2:20V, being a lull brother to the dam ;of Sable Wilkes. 2:18, sire of Freedom, 2:29^, Sabledale, 2:18'], and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out olany kind of mares.

TERMS 340, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will Dot be re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Count;', Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,
Record, 2:l4f as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.

SERVICE FEE (With uhu&I return privilege), payable at end of Season 8100

m\ T>T f\ was foaled 1889, Is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2!;. hands and in conformation,
r\ LJXJ* ' disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:l4>j, was made In bis second race on the turf and is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallionsi in

America. He Is by chas. Derby (record 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Steineer, 2:29'«, by Sleinway; dam Bertha,
sister to Bayard "Wilkes (record 2:15 In a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 2:23; second dam Barcena (dam of
Alaric, sire of Victor B., 2:20^), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12'.. on half mile track and 15

others In liatj ; third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, includiog Swigert and King Rene), by Mam-
brino Chief U; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21-1,', and Donald, 2:27], by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway, dam Katy G., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22'2 ):

third dam Fanny Wickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out or a daughter of imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermire and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08-\j, appear in llii.s pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Stelnway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY &. R1CHARD8, Owner-, .... I'll. \S \\ 1 O V CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id Fourth Heat.WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

01 ^DIRECTOR 2.17.
iO

: Sire of

oa" Direct 2:P5^
3 Directum <8).....2:HH

I
Eranceline 2:11^

",
1 Margaret S 2:12>$

- < Waldateln 2:22>i
--- I Stella C 2;2«

and 12 other 2:30 l-ot-

tan

rICTATORlia.— — —
Sire of the fastest double-calted horse

in the world, Jay-Eye-see, 2:10— ud sire of the queen of the turf,
~ anks, 2:04, and is sire of 3fi

.etc

rAHBLKTONIAff 10

The Line of the trotting world

111 UJC vtu

< Krand sire o
Nancy Han

y, I In 2:30 list, e

3 Idolly

NELLY W
(Dledat4 y»an

Waldsteln waa
only foal

I Claha , by American Star 14

Dam of Dexter, 2: 17 '4; Alma,
:.:? v ; Astoria, £29 ,

{Maubbino ChikfU
Sire Of 23 sires

Fanny, by Ben Franklin
*»•—•»» — Grandam of Ladv Majolica 2:25 and

Abdallah Mambrino 371S
(Hambletonian If

Sir© of 40 in the list

OmKKN Moonta n» aCax>
anu «w uukh «. -™ *»- Dm ol t in the Ust

fJOSTN NlLION 1«T

...,„. J Sire of 4 and the dams of 6 In- x3o
M list

ILauott Mark
Dam of Aurora, 237, aod fimndaro
of 4 In the list

Dam ol Onward, 2:26* :

2:22M; Czarina, 2:21;

Dam of Bonansa. 2:1»« ; Albert W.,
230; Vixen, dam of Vlda Wllkas,
2:1 vh, and Sabledale, 2:lStf

lUiinoTCIM was foaled in 1885; in color, he Is a dark Bhade ol brown with two white coronets; stands 154

WALDSTElH Jandsand wehrbs 1100 lbs. rfe Is one of lb*- bandBomest and mwt perfectly formed RUlllons In

ilZatZJ, His Am! in LeUhTOTt bead, well-Bhaped neck, strong shoulders, short back, pow^rtbl loins, heavy quar-

S™ «lt shanedI barrel beiry, muscular stifles and arms, clean, straight, strong knew and hooks sbon cannon

^^JllSre^anasiprnBand I^Bet at once commend bim to the observer as a representative troltinf borne. Id

^Siri^fta SSmaai be ,r kind Kentl« and levelheaded. His gall la perft.tlon, and his races during his

SSSL^Sm^^^^^^^^P^S!^1̂ 1̂ ^ hepo-ess^ His breeding cannot be sur-

He to tbs ooiy so*lot WieotorOTton«Hi^ve«^af««l»^ta»topassed.
Or his sire, ean any

1*1 his sonawud dau«hiers prove man sensational every year, and the races won bj

riMf^SUSLt DUsct Marraret S and the real stamp bim as one of the most prepotent sires? Wald
SSS^SiSSS^S^SltiSSSbmaa out of ^lster<dam of Albert W.,2:20,tbe sire of I.ltlls A Ibert, 2:»0^, tss

^IZtiDlDl^S Vixen, lbs only mars that has a two-year-old and a Um-e-yeamld with record!

R™Th«i4i. Waldilein'i third dam was the famous Lamoll marc, nne-of the jrrmteal mares that ever cams

T^m,™i SheVu also a gfeat br-KK) mare. Walds.eln has four yearlings that have records; one has a rs>

™f.f*?iu' mnolhTS'^.olher 3:06 and ths olssr 8:08. All his colts are iMtOrsM trotters, perfect In lorm,

SlMm"!o1and°w«ronf^ Waldsteln cannot help being oae of the greatest of sires. To the student

iV^F'Kt™*^ "» BWOn «"n«n»ndnf February istandeodl,,

vEHYICE FEE, $IU %£**?*. Ne rsspsislhUltr sa«HUd for accidents or _e«capea, _bsn the bval.of;

—
aassisf 1

II »
:i'i-nii or sneapea, tx

,
tllM.II|ilM»M. U

The Standard-Bi cd SLaliiou

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.-OOLWT AVTKKO 14.692 Is a

handsome dark buy In color, with a star In thr- forehead
und two white feet behind. He was f..aled In lR«w and
is a remarkably good horse In every respect, and u hlN-
he has had but little training, he can easily nliow quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired bv Anteeo. 7868,
record 2:16'.$ (sire of James Madison, 2:17V, Mynle (3j
2:19«, Alfred G., 2:19 V, Redwood, 2:21',. Muiidee,2:24u
Ethel Mac. 2:29' 2 . sunset, 2:29 -,, Ant.-,-,, Jr.. 2:20'- \u-
teeo Richmond, 2:24V, Electeeo, 2:29'4, Eolliif 2:20
Maud M.. 2:20.1

£ and two others In the list). Anteeo was
sired by Electioneer 12.5 islreof Sunol, 2:08'i. Palo Alto,
2:08 V. Arlon (2) 2:103,', Advertiser (3; 2:16 and 128 others
In the list).

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18-V, Strathwav
2:19, Morna, /trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18*6. Countess was sired by Hambletoulan,
725(sireof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,
Longfellow, 224!^, and 10 others in the list j; second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON,?£:
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares In any
munner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
I.OHJBA, CAL.

"
THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERINO, First Prize Seville 1882: he
by KUERILLERO, from the Royal Stud or
Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 4 First Prizes
in Paris, France, Madrid and Seville, Spain,
Out of VM INTADA. No. 379.

\i* KIM- i A stands 15 hands, 2 in.; is a rich bav
with black points, five years old, with the docllitv dis-
tinguishes this famous >-ace, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, shin
ment of mares, etc., apply to

C A. BALDWIN.
Cupertino, Mountain View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make ihe season of 1893 at

WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES.
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, Cal.

THKEi: CHEERS
Young Fashion

Fashion Monarch

B 9 D *

I 5
E So
• S *

Hurrs.li limp.,

Jovial NewmlDitei

o a

i?

••«i»h«. r.fti.

Fourth dun Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, bv
Mark Anthony : eighth dam, by imp. Jadub; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey; tenth dam, by Sllvereye
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.

HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced the
great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqulta, Ohio boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Medusa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady Mlddleton and
many others,
KEWMINSTEU.Brandslreof Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster In IS51. His dam, BEES.
WINO, was the winner of fifty-four races out of alx-
ty-fonr starts, ode them belux the Doncaster Cup
of 1337, 1840, i?ii and 114.', the onlv horee that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her sire »-u
DR. SYNTAX, a famuui race-horse.
THREE CHEEKH conn lnes, in addition to the

above, the (Treat st rains of Bay Middli-tun (winnor of
Englleh Derby, St. Le«er au-1 Two Thousand Uuln.
easj and the blood of thu wonderful print ucing fami-
lies of TOUCHSTONE, imp. TkUsTEIj:. EMIL1US
andSIRCHARLES.
As can he seen by the above, Three Cheers Is bred

In the speediest anu stoutest linea. His dam. Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
horss that ever beat Asteroid a heitt). Liverpool,
Co'ambia and Konnle Kate. th» dam of Little Hut tor

-

cop «. <i the . iiiK Bonnie Lizzie. Ills frrandam,
Fashion, was the Rreatent race mare of her era,do-
faatinfi BosLonln that hlstodcal match at four-mile
beats lh*t Is r**i-«"»rded as one of tho greatest events
in the annals of ti.t Turf.
THREE CHEKRbio* beautiful bay In color, per-

fectly sound In wind ana limb, bis family on both
sides belnic noted fur thoit ••temptlDn from curbs,
spavlos, roaring or any other '"'"•illiArv unsound,
oess. llorseinsn who can Hppreciato the highest
typo of <hs thoroaghbred areeap<.tciniiy invited to la
spect Three Cheers. He has already pl-> ! the
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Igrnacio

and Royal Flush,
AKD THEY SPEAR FOK THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seventy. flvi- h.il'sri for the Btwa

Good panturaga at f '< p> : month. Marts careo foT

IB any manner ohuti may desire an i foil on Ita*

an4 grain, either or both, at reasonable rates
ast csasparent er.tima cuiploTed, bat no respond
Itlty assooi^.: u • »• Id p'| » ' frcapes
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THE MOST FaSHIONABLY-BREB

STALLION ON THIS OBiST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DICTATUS:
WiH matre the Season of 1893, commencing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM.
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON
(Will be allowed to serva fifteen approved ontsid« mares.)

S1CO

DIPT A TTTS was foaled in lH9°* ^ was Bired b-
T the greai RED wrLKBS 1749

-UIV 1 IX X U O
(sire f 88 in the list) ; dam, ifisa Lolue, by DICTATOR 133 (aire of

Jav-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Naucy
Ha>k<. 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29i, and grandam of Hill Boj

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4l3 (sire of Maud S., 2:03f , and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07|); fourth

dans, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-moscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

ciod. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and.

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 1C

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. Hi?

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this '"'oast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes- Sorrice

fs« most be paid before mares leave the farm.

For Further Particulars Address

Belmomt Stocx Farm,

CLARENCE DAY,
Belmont, San Mateo Coubtt, Cal

QhKWOOD PARK STQCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD, Fonr-Vcar-Uld Record. 3:07. CRICKET. Flre-Vesr-Oli Kee*r4, 9:1*.
C.KsVB. 6-Year-0ld Record. 2:16 «-». 8TB.ATHWAY, 6-Vear-Old Record. 2:19.

CBA8. BERBV. S-Vrar-Old Record. 2:20 In Sixth Beat.

LILLY U.. 7-Year-Old Record. 2:29 1-4. BADE.V, S-Yaar-Old Record, 2:24 3-4

STBLYBER. 5-Year-OU Record. 2:29 1-2. CAsoIDV. 7-Vtar-Old Record. 2 JO.

ALL IN RACES;.

AND SIRE OP THE DAMS OP
MAUD C. 2:19; BARONSTBI.Y.KanolIc trial) 2:21; ALLY 8LOPBR, 2:28,

PAT DKLANEV. 2:27 1-4, amd BOCRBO.N RCsSELL, 2:10.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON. _ $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SLRE OP

DIABL>9. Thrae-Year-OM Race Record 9:14 9-4
It.D or 8TEI.\WAY.da*l KATY G.. k» ELECTIONEER.)
TERMS FOR THE SEASON „ «160

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TERM8 FOR THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Sea .f CI.OMi. dan »r WOOBPORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THB SEASON. *50

SEASON OOMMENOES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
litra ibould be nhlapad to Omkwood Park Slock Farm, Danville, Cor.tra Costa Coonty. CaL, per S. P. R. R.,

rl* Martlnex r*m\ of car* given, bot do liability awamed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage to per
fluntlL Mara* fed Lay ao4 train, $10 par month. For nirthar particulars and catalogues, addreaa

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
0aaw*t4 Park Stock Ptra, Daarina. CeaU-a LoiU C'eamr. Cal.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

Haxtobjd, Tulabs Codbty, Cav
FRED FOSTER,

GUISE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

o

ITiD make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, abont one an*
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1.090 pounds. He is of tine form, level-headed, intelligent, and cornea
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameneaa.

PEDIGREE
C
Hambleteoian 16

DICTATOR 113 1 Sire of 40 in he HsL
Sire ef 32 trotters and [ Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and IS sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24|
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ("Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 -j Sire of SO sires.

Sire of (. Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26J Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26*

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF J. Great si™ of broodmare*.

I. Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

DIRECTOR, 2:17.
Sire of Direct..2:05}

Directum (3). ..2:11}

Evangeline 2:11 $
Margaret S 2:12}

Waldstein 2:22.
Stella C 2:25*
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENE.
Dam of

Delwin 2:26*

Guide 2:16}

TERMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

$ lOO

STANDARD
Registration Applied Far.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect tn conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19|, No. 4770, sire of twenty-eix in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2*656
; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17*, by

Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19*, by Sidney ; also Jennie MeCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON „ * SO
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
^APA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa. Cal.

THB PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Goacb Stallion

SOCRATES 1919
SIH:E3Z> b-s:

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THE

SEASOM OF 1893.
Commencing February 1st and Ending July let,

at

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SOT MATEO.

Service Fee - $40
Socrate* stands 16:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color. be la a tu .aur . fnl

-hade of bay; no white. Ib disposition he is perfection, while in ooofortn&dom hm m oooaid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever bvoaffM to OaCforniA-

Uis action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all rices he is recommended to all arane-

men desirous of raising Urge, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched 1

RBADY MONEY 6968, by Red Wilkb 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 listr—28 in

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2.26* ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MoNhY 6068 as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 hand*, 1,400 lbs., jet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-
pense of Cape Stinaon, the noted Eastern reinaman. owner ot Genera, 2:14, and developer of

many noted bones, -urh as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

Vor extended pedigree and full particulars addreaa

For further particulars regarding condition*,

sjhipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K O GRADY,
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. CAL.
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DRUNK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill ia what you want

Clears the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the

nerves. Ifyou use lirmor at all, never be without It,

worth one-half your life. Greatest Uver and kidney
specific on earth. All dmggis s keep it 'J3 cents a box,

by mail on receipt of price, Prentiss Chemical Manu-
facturing Co., 406 California street, San Francisco; Cat

ABSORBINE
"Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, tnrougboutpln and all puffs

and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse

to he laid up. Has been success-

ful In all cases. "Why not In

yours? Price, S3 per bottle.

tMt up by W. F. YOUNG,
Jttertdeu. Conn.

Why Let Your Neighbor
be more progressive than you.

Remove all puffs anti swellings wil;u AH-U It HI \ K.

Send $2.00 lor large bottle, or $1.00 for trial bottle by

mail. W. F. YOUNG,
Meriden, Ct.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says :
" I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO..
35S Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. 0'R4*F. Asent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San FraDCisco.

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOB THESE SULKIES.

Write tor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-127 MARKET ST., 6. F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts
TAKE THE LEAD.

I IF YOTJ WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

Bilz' Training, Speeding and Combination Carts

"They are the lightest and strongest and urn made from
the best selected meterlal. Nothing but ihe Dalzell
CentcnDlal Axle used, which is the best axle marie.
They are the lightest running, hold the oil the longest,
»"id no dust can enter the arm.
Some of the noted trainers pronounce my speeding

and combination carix superior to any other.

Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their faatest time in

f bis speeding cart.

In ordering carts please state sir* of axle and height
towheels

.

J. A. BILZ,
Pleasanton. Alameda Co., Cal.

- FOB SALE BY
.1 \. HcESBBONt 208-205 Mason St., Ban Francisco.
M. C. -HAW PLOW WOBKS, StocRton, Cal.

FRANK M.,

2:17 1-4
to a

mi//, i art.

We are the

Agents for

San Fbancisco

Sacramfnto.

FROU FROU,

2:2.1 1-4

Id a ritr.' to

Ibilk cart.

S.F.1BAKER & HAMILTONjSacto

The- "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

Is the BEST in the

Marke

LARGEST STOCK OF
;

W. W. GREENER, PARKER BROS., L. C. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

605 Market St
HOTEL BLOCK

SEXB FOB CATALOGUES

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., «^J

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below^Samome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods

CATALOGUES.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Leading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Oonn,

New Yokk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

Ihe L C. SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ABK YOTJB DEALEB FOB THEM.

•end for Illamaled Catalogue.

—

M

iNOTAOTPBJD HI =
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

SIWTIEXRORn TO 1_ < BMITB Fulton. N. *.

Call and see tbeni. Juat.what.y

PREstoh's FiilwM
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOH,TELY SAFE Fence
Wire mad. VrryviMtbU . .iur* toStock hnpMBfblCh

S,,. 1 :* — I'll IMi ST. >:i. \\ in- gWW no I .n a or l.rruU. N*i»rK double the *l. • .1jtl
of un. mhpr, Requires no itaja. Rons aboot 16 let

hi.: fit,' I ico br Icndinc Rr lore.

Ornamental. Durable. Economic^:

FOLLOW CABLE MANF'G. CO., Hornellsville, N-V.
oraddreea sr.KODER JOHNSON A CO.. Los Angeles Cal.

E£WL,FY BROS HARDWARE OO.. Pan Fran"'=oo, Ol-

i quickly |(iii up. Aak your dealer for It

;

\{f_ 1
1..*-- 11 "I i,«~t. u. write for sample and price

HORSES AND CATTLE.

of this noted breed forsale ata
Darfiuli), or will excnnnge Tor entile. Address J.
n kini.k.n, Son Jose, CftL

Firet-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. AddreBB 60TJTHEB FARM, GILBERT TUMP
kins, Proprietor, Ban Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. oWffi-WB
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Vomit; stock of above breeds on hand
forsale. Warranted to be pore bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Addreee GEO. A. wiley, OakwMd
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. 'SSSSS&tSS;
fslre of Lily Stanley, 2:17S. Flomestake, 2:16'.., etc.).
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clay Duke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, trratidslre of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandlsslmo, 2:27>4 I

lull bruthe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:231*. j. Stallions, br.-odinares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, forsale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W, LOEBER, St. Helena,
CaL

PFTFR RnYP SL ^flN Lick House, San Francisco,rLILn OAAL a OUn, Cal.—Importers and Breeders
tor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sbeep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds U^VgStiSSSk
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. 636 Market St., S. F.

4
ft la.

^^

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred ; ri-li,li iii-.NC.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and nil eligible to registration.
Write fur prices, satisfaction guar-
anteed, i li k i i> m:am:.
Rinconaila Stock Farm. Maymeld, Cal.

li. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FELL LINK OF FIS.HI.Mi TACKLB

SPORTSME.VS GOODS.
oa-Ordera by mall receive prompt attention

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

jTsTEINER'S.
a

No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Cboicest Brands ot

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485 J. It. DICKEY, Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SCTTBR STREET. S. F.

Cnoice Iiiquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER & CO

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

\\ corner Kearny and Bunb Street*.

BAH FRANCISCO.

ANTAL-MTDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, x^^s
|Cubcb3 and Injections. (/t\JDY

I They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenicnce. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

- Fr-nrh
CALTHOSfrw. tod i

-Tur DUcharsv * r.ml«lon-.
< I |{i* Unominforriieflu^ irleMwl
and RESTORE 1-o-t Visor.

VON MOHL CO..
Solo Jtmrri'in .lin-nU, (Inrlnnmll. <>hlo.

• ••••••••••••••"••O00***0<.'0*0««**«
RIPANSTABULEO •

- ii.l|bo*i'U, and*

Ifilifhi"

a
- •- lrr.n,..-

• Ii,f TakooncAl HMT.I tui i

v
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San Francisco and North WALLACE'S Y EAR BoOF ElllOl HlCklT

Pacific Railway.
•-1S92-.

PUBLISHED BY THE . . .

/Imertcan Trotting Register flss'i.

THK DOXAHCK BROAD-GAIGK ROCTB. CHICAGO, ILI

COMMENCING suXIjaY. NOV. 20, 1892, AND un-

til further notice, boats and trains will leave from and
arrive at the Son Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

*ireet Wharf asfollows: „™,™.„,,,
FROM SAN FRANCISCO FOR POINT TIBCRON,

BELVEDERE AND SA» RAFAEL
Week Davs—7.40, 9.30, lL40a.m.; 3.30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.

Saturdays onlv—An extra trip at 1.50 p.m.
sun-lavs—S.00. 9.30, 1L00 a-m.; 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.20 p.m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6ja. 7.55, 9.30 a. m.; 12.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdavs Onlv—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—3-1 0,"9.40, 11.10 a.m.: 1.40, 3.40, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.
FROM POINT TIBfRON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6.50, S.20, 9.55, a.m.: 1.40. 4.05. 5^5 p.m.

Saturdavs Onlv—An extra trip at S.55 p.m.

Sundays—3-40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

DESTIKATIOK

7:40 am
S:30ru
5:05 PM

S:Wam
9:30 am]
Sc • PM

Petaluma
and

Santa Rosa

I 10:40 a M I
8:50 a m

|
6:05 P M !

10:3^ a M
' 7:30 pm I 6:10 pm

Fulton,
Windsor,
Healdsburg, i

i 10:30 a m
Utton Springs, I

7:50 pmj 6:10pm
Cloverdale

I

and way I

stations .

7:«am SATO AM
Hoplaod

and
TTkiah.

! 7:30pm
1

6:10 p M

7:40 am
SJOpm

5: • y.
|

Guerneville- 1 7:30 p m 10-.rJi a M
6:10 P M

7:40 am
5:05 p m

8:00 a M ;

5:00 PM
Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

j
10:40 a m

1 6:05 P M
S:50 am
6:10 p M

7:40 am
1:30 pm

-:"
:-. M

5:00 PM
Seb^itopoL i 10:40 a

| 6:05 P
10:30 a M
6:10 p m

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;

at Geyserville for iSkagg's Springs: Stewart's Point,

Goalsla and PointArena ; al Cloverdale for the Geysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Rartlett Springs: at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs.

Saratoga Springs. Blue Lakes. Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willits, Canto. Mendocino City. Fort
Bragg, Wesrport, Usal, Hvdesvtlleand Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma. JL50 : to Santa Rosa. *2.25 : to Healdsburg,

fS.40: to Cloverdale. £4.50: «> Hopland. 35.70: to UViab.
fs.75; to Sebastopol, S2.70; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma. *L50: to Glen Ellen J1.80.
EXCTRSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Peialuma.fl; toSanta Rosa,§1.50; to Healdsburg. $2.25;

to Cloverdale, ?3: lu Ckiah, |4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to

SebastopoL 81-80: to Guernerville. 32.5". to Sonoma, |1 ; to

Glen Ellen. $1.20.

H. C WHITrXK, General Manager.
TETER J. MCGLYNN. (Jen. Pass. A Tkt- Agu
Ticket ofllo«s at Ferry. 3fi Mnrttenmery Street, and 2

Vew MnoUmraery Ktrs*1!.

Tfce Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

This indespensable adjunct to the library o'

feery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of tht
iligh't-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febrv
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 rf

The first volume will contain summaries of axi

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1802, with a complete index of places 0/

trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

The second volume will contain . .

.

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

n. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
nder their Sires to close o£ 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tiro or m-
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastt.it Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of

valuable and authentic information in regard u.
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1S03.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Wers will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the svork without delas
Should order at once . • Addrcsr

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BCSH -1 RtHI. S. F

P. O. Boi 2300.

ColnmMa Pnenmatic Tires

Get the Genuine!

These Are the ONLY Ones on

the Market.

They Are Not Adaptations

Elliot Hickory Cycle Go. Make the Wheels.

Pope Manf'g Go. Make and Attach the Tires

The latest Improvements in Pneumatic

Tires and Ball Bearing Hubs. Complete

with tires, bearings and forks, axle

socket, ready to be fitted to saUry.

Jas- ORDER IX TIME, -©a

|{Osborn|& Alexander,

401 "MABKKT ST.. Cor. FREMOVT. B. F.

1 WESTON k CO,,

Rules and Regulations
—OF TH*—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

LSD THB

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

For sale al the Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F. Cal.

JAMESVILLK..VY.
(Xear Syracuse

|

MAXrFACTL-RERS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,!
Cones and Ailes, ready

' for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to

i
Snlky by any carriage

j

blacksmith.

PRICES :

Reduced to 840 to

CustomemoDPacific
Coast and adjoining
States.

Discountto Dealers Only

Will send Wheels ox
Receipt of $10 cash.
Balance C. O. D."

1

Training-

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1353 Market Street. 35 and 37
Park Avenue. San Francisco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best faculties afforded for board '

mg horses.
Telephone Xo. 3159

IHT OXH FROM VOIR \KWSDKALKR.
IT'S IMMENSE!

YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED
Prom No. 1 to No. 6 .50 cents per copy
Prom No. 7 toend 75

OH HL'BSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
Ill* publish**! wml-mnnthly during the racing tteanon

|

an<1 W hut £IO pt-r year. Addrem

GOODWIN BROS.,
Ill Hro.dw.v. Km York CH|».

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-' (haroeb Reasonabi.f.

pw itk booms foil famii.ikh.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery Bt

JOHN BHB.UBZ. ricmUKn

G-o to "Mayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California 9t-

This tjreat practical horse book is a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly

|

printed, superbly illustrated, and explains in everv
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVTX I

and the whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto '

as to breakinc. intinine, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keep- I

tng, racing and breeding trotters.
Read u-hat J. C. Sibley, the owner ot St. Bel. sav s of

'

this book: "In this work Marvin has let ont all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that ;

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any .

relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and i

develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
j

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so '

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall !

place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for #3.50. Address

THE BREEDER A2sTD SPORTSMAN,
?1S Bush St.. San Francisco. Oal.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Cop/rights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Informmtlon and advice given to luveatonwltaooL

Cause. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHNWEOOERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C
£^Thi« Company In managed by a combination of

the Urgent and moat Influential newspapers In tho
United State.*, for the express parposo of protect*
ins thrir Butmrrlbcra »ealnflt unscrupulous
•rd Incompetent Patent Afrents, and each paper
printing this O'lvertlnrmcnt vouches for tho rcsponfl,-
tui: j* sod highstaa fling of the Press ClaimsCompany

DO YOU DRINK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill is wbal you want. Clears

the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the nerves. If
I you uw liquor at all, never be without it, worth one-half
j

your life. Greatest liver and kidney specific on earth.
: All dnipgists keep It. 25 cents a box, bv mall on receipt
!
of price. Prentiss Chemical Manufacturing Co 406
California strvet, San Francisco Oal.

VETERINARY.

DRE.J.CREBLY,D.V.S.,
510 GOLDEN GATE ATK.,\KAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

TTKTKKXS'AKY SUBGF-O^ to Board of Health City

V and County of San Francisco. Only improved
PRICE OPERATTXG TABLE in city. Turkish, ftus

sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 22S7.

DK. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND REStDBNoii
Xo. 811 HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephune No. IS'

C. D TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,

1350-1352 MARKET ST

TELEPHON1 No. 3.159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence a>td Veteezs-aey Inttemahy,
Xo. 331 Golden Gate Avenue. San Francisci.

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

«a- OPEX DAY AXD SIGHT. "¥«i

Xo risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operatiu*
Table on the premises.

I^X*. x/v m. F. ESs^ao..
M. R. C. V. S-, F. E. V. M. «

TBTEHIXARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sui

geons, Fjigland ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate oi the New Veterinary
College, F^dinburgh: e.v-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco: Member of the California State veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary. Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone Xo. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66: 5?9

Howard St., Telephone 3153, i^an Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. s.R.Rowat, D.V.S.
OFFICE HOUES OFFICE HOfBS

10 to 12 a. m. 1.30 tn 3.30 P. M

HOSPITAL FOR ->OGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAX FBASCISCO.

DR. F. A NIEF, E Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary SureeoD.
Graduate of the University ot the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEX GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

-1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.VS.
Veterinary Sureeon-

S20 HOWARD ST.. .YEAR FOURTH.
Graduate of the American Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of Xew York, surgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Free advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospitaL Residence at
hospital. Telephone, 3006.

k
Fashion Stables,

22 1 ELLIS STREET.
I The best accommodations afforded for the keeping oi

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ot Livery Stock,
|

ttitn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'S
1 AGF2fTS.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

WM. WAINWRIGHT.
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Samuel Valleau. Jab. R. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Frinters

AXD DEALERS rX

I'oot-Sellem' and Book-Makera' Suppllea

401-4011 iRanftome Street, rorner Sacramento
Ran FmnH«v.

ROUS INJECTION
A PERMANENT CURE!
in from 3 to 6 days, of the most obstinate .

cawjes; guaranteed not to produce Stricture;

qo eickenin^ doses; and no inconvenience
or loss of time. Recommended by pbyeic.
ma and sold by all druggists. J. Ferre\

,

*uece*sor to Brou), Pharmacien, Paris.

To Athletes, CrcltHtB, Baseball A- Footballista.
Horse-back riders. Buxersnnd Oarsmenj

when too want to ride, ran, walk, row, skat*
or swim a long distance, I g»E

ANTI-STIFF

It is a marvelous preparation for Strengthening1 tbj

Muscular System. With An ti Stiff there is no fait*

required; 't goe* straight for the mui=dtf, and yon cao

reelitatworfc It has a peculiarly warminc, comfortiiiK
ind stunuiatinir effect on all weuk or stiff muecles and
iinews. Quick in its action, cleanly and pleasant in use
Hub it into the muscle? every nicbt for :i i Drtnight. an- 1

yon will be pleaded at its eupportinir nnd Ftrenvtheninji

Sropertiea There is not. nor has been, anything like tj

11 now. It differs from all Oils. Embrocation* and
Liniments, both in substance atid effec:. Some Athlete*

are so fond of it tbat they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size. $1.00.

E cOUGEfu 4 CO.. AGENTS FOR U $. 33 N. W LUAMST . N. X
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TOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
&.nd aret a good price if you can find a customer that wants to buy

Tou can reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers-

by advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisments under this heading. Write for particulars.

For Sale.

Stallion Bingwood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Rlncwood is a dark bay; black points; 15)6 bands.'

and resembles Sidnev in formation more tlian any ol

his son" He is a piire-eaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he

showed trials of speed in Cil? 1
, as a four-year-old, and

would have received a record of 238 or better but for an

accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

eneasements, and never has been put in race since.

Rin"wood is six vears old, and as a sire of speed, form

and color. Is equal" to bis noted sire, Sidney. Several of

hi* colts have been sold at high prices, and have cone

East He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,

and "a lady can handle or drive him. Bingwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-

awav |
thoroughbred , be by Williamson's Belmont, he

bv American Bov ; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer ofspeed.

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay: a great

road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.

Bingwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and
win their price in one season. For further particulars.

A. C. DTETZ, OaklaDd,
Or. Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
Intending to put my ranch in fruit,

I offer ray

Stud of Percherons
For sale at prices less than the cost of wean-

lings in France. I only intend to keep enough

of the stock to work my place, as I am going

out of the breeding business. The stock I am

oSering for sale are the best bred and finest

Individuals on the Pacific Coast. Parties

bnving the entire stud will be given a very

ow price. Time will be given at 6 per cent,

interest on approved paper.

For particulars, address

WM. B. COLLIER,
Lakeport, Cal.

FOR SALE.
STANDARD STALLIOX

FEED MAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26^).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 In the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(sireoflS in the list.) Fred Drake 4844,2r26>4, isasplen

did Individual ; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent disposition. His record is

no mark of his speed as he can trot io :20 or better with

trainirjg next season. Reason for selling is that owner

Is engaged In other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. WARNER,
p San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE •TROTTI.Vi; STALLION

BLUB BULL,
(Known as CHISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired by Wilson's Blue Bull sire of 80In the listrdam
Maggie Rice, by Gageta Loir.m 127 ' sire of SkinkleHam-
bletonian, 2:2S\

( , and .'J sires of 12 and 5 dams of 5 In the
list); grandani, Fanny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-
oughbred. Gage/a Logan was by Hambletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse: grandam, Sally
Miller by Post Boy, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1879, the property of R. B.
Chisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the
finest-looking, purest-iraited and most intelligent horses
in ibis State. His colts areall remarkably handsome,
combining' size with plenty of substance.

A BROWN GELDING
six years old, sired by the abov*1 stallion out ot a mare
by Gen. Reno 4764. He is sound asa dollar, a pore trot-
ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address R,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

High-Bred Trotting Stock,
CONSISTING OF

Mares, Geldings, Colts and Fillies,

AUCTION
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1893.

(By Order of Executor Estate Frank C. Kentfield, deceased.)

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
Will be sold at the stables, corner H:iight and Cole streets, two blocks east of tin

terminus of the Haight-Street cable line, where they can be seen until dav of sale.

THE PAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and^in fine condition

:

will lower his record five seconds thisjear.

ALSO
Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-

wood, dam American Girl.

E. S. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.

\o. 1. Brown More RKt-l\A. 12 years
hands. Foaled 1681. sire, Electioneer 123

in the list: dam Accldentdamof Wanda, 2:i73f:SolIta,
2:27; Riiiconailo, 2:23, by Elmo 891, record 2:27 (sire of 7

in the list i.

No. 2. Light Bay Mare WEAVER tilRL. >"• '„

hands, dire. Speculation 928 (sire of 4 In the list ; dam
Lady Weaver, out of ftTessenger Mare.

Xo. 3. Roan Mare. 8 years old, 16 hands. Foaled
April 12th, 18*5. sire. Monroe Chief, record 2:18

of 3 in list); dam Queen, 2:32, by Alexander -190 (sire of
4 in2:301ist.i.

\o. 4. Mahogany Bay More BIRDIE K. 8 years
old, 15.1 hands. Foaled April 21st, 18*5. Sire, Director
1889, record 2:17 sire of 17 in the list .; dam Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list), by Speculation 923, sire of the dams
of seven in the list.

Xo. 5. Bay Mare FAXXY, S years old. 15.1 hands-
Sire, Abbotsford 707, record 2:Ui'_, <sire ot 9 in the list):

dam Belle, by Abdallah (Paul's i.

Xo. 6. Mahogony Bay Gelding TELEPHONE.
7 years old, 15.2 hands. Foaled April 14th, IS86. Sire,

Director 18S9, record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the listi; dam.
Weaver Girl (Xo. 2 of this list i by Speculation 928 (sire

of 4 in the list i. This horse Is a full brother of Xo. 4 of

this list.

Xo. 7. Bonn Gelding, 7 years old, 16 hands.
Foaled June 5th, 1&S6. Sire, Monroe Chief 875. record

2:18V:, sire of 3 in the list i; dam, Queen, by Alexander
490 (sire of 4 in 2:30 list). This horse is a full brother
to Xo. 3 of this list.

No. 8. Liant Bay "-rl.Jiiu ARTHl'R OR'IHX
b pacei .

' &ars old, 16.1 bands. Foaled An
18*7. Bred by seth Coo*, Cooh Farm, Danvlll
SUe, SteinA-ay 180:
dam. Maud H., by The Moor BTO sire i.f ; in the Itel
and ifrandsireof Staroboul, 2:07

Xo. 9. Lfahl Hay fieldlm TEMPEST. I yean
old, 16.1 hands. Foaled April 10lh, US9. sir.-. Junlo
14.957, record 2:22 sireof2 In the list ; dam, Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list ,bySpeculation 928 Blreof4b i

Xo. 10. Dark Brown Filly INSPIRATION. 2
years old. Foaled April ."Jo, 1891. Sire, Direct
record 2:17 sire of 17 In the list ; dam, Reglna No. 1 ol
this list), by Electioneer ." '132 in the list).

Xo. 11. Light Bay Coll. 2 vears old. Foale

'

March 30th, 1891. Sire- Alexander Button 1997, record
2:2>.

_ Mreof9in2:30 list); dam roan mare No. I oi
tin- list . by M-mroe Chief *7">. record 2:18U 'aire oi 5
dams of 8 In the li-t .

Xo. 1*2. Bay Filly. 2 vears old. Foaled Mav 27th.
1891. Sire. Alexander Button 1997. record 2:26^ (sire ol
9 in the list.; dam. Birdie K. [No. 4 of thi* :.-

Director 1889, record 2:17 [sire of 17 In 2:30 list).

Xo. 13. Bay Colt. 2 yeara old. Foaled March
30th, 1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record
(sire of 9 in 2:30 list): dam. Fanny No. S of ibis
list), by Abbotsford 707. record 2:19 . <ire of 9 in the list.;

Xo. 14. Black More LORN A DOOX. 10 years
old. Foaled April 24th, 1SS3. Bred hv s. J. Tennent,
Pinole Stock Farm. Pinole, Contra Costa Count v, Cal.
Sire, Steinway 1808. record 2:25 -^ isireof 9 in the list);

dam, Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley , out of mare by
Benrand, Jr.

For catalogues and further particulars, address

KILLIP <fc CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco— -r- Bay STANDARD AND HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS
Stands 16 hands high, very stylish, a great pole horse

record, 2:31 ; trial, 2:23; euaranteed sound, and is ready
for fast work, as she has been jogged all winter. Host
sell for cash or approved notes. Price, §1,000. Address,

" A. B.,"

Care Breeder and Sportsman Office,
313 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.

AT AUCTION,

FOR SALE.

Broodmare, seven years old, by Nephew, dam by a

son of Nephew ; color, brown ; 15.3 hands. Address.

w. &.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

For Sale —Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares

!

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts a.xd fillies, yearlings, two axd

three-year-olds.
Pedigrees and full particulars can be obtained at the

office of the BREEDER & SPORTSMAN",
aia Rush street San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

BLACK TEAM MaRES.
Sixteen hands; used to city; handsome, fast and sty-

lish. Winners as best carriage team i Oaklandl and best
roadster team (San Jose; fairs last fall. Address

FRANK H. BURKE,
G2G Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses In any manner

owners may desire. The best ol pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
thai will be kept |ln first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful.

Everything Li new and In perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Call

fornla. All stock sent to me will receive my persona

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY.
HOBART -Tilth FARM. SA.> MATEO.

WANTED.
A position as trainer and driver on -took farm or will

take a string of trotters and pacers to handle and Cam-
paign. Have broken and handled a few COltB

success; am reliable and a mechanic, have -
from thp Ontario Veterinary College with honors class

ol '87, also taken a special course In denu-trv al

Mich , but prefer handling horses tor speed to practic-

ing as a Burgeon, except on stockthatareln my
Will engage with the right party forany length of time.

"O.,"

Care Breeder and SporWman.San Francisco.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races It Is of prime

importance that you ACCITBATKLY time your horses In

thtir exkbcise. I make a specialty of horse-timers.

Have them in nil Btyles

In either gold or silver.

Come and -i'i' them, or
Write me and I will tell

You all about them,

A. HIRSCHMAN,
1 13 Salter St., g. P.

X. B.—O'MPLIC'ATKD Watchks Kkpatrkd.

ON

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1893,
AT

SALES YARDS, CORNER MARKET STREET AND VAN NESS AVENUE,

Killip & Co. will sell to the highest bidder about 60 head of standard and highly-bred

horses, consisting of mares, colts, fillies and geldings by Director, Soudan and Dexter Prince.

This offering is a choice consignment from the stables of D. J. MURPHY, ESQ., of San Jose,

Capt. BEX E. HAJRRIS, of San Francisco, and T. C. SNIDER, of Sacremento.

Fine Brood Mares, Promising Colts and Fillies, Stylish, Speedy
and Reliable Roadsters.

Catalogues and information by mail Kemember, sale takes place

Wednesday, March, 15th.
KILLIP & CO.,

22 MONTGOMERY STREET.
Livestock Auctioneers

Special Announcement
At the sale of Messrs. Murphy and Harris, at Killip A Co.'s ;salesyard, March :

account of the pledgee
rill also be sold lor the

THE GREAT SO.\ OF ELECTIONEER'* GREATEST SON. ANTEEO 2:16 1-4.
The pbenomally fast and bigh-bred stallion.

TJ A NT£3 E O.
(Hambletonian M

,
ELECTIONEER..

•, Sire of
132 In ZM

Sire of 41 in £30

ANTEEO, 2:16 1-4...
Sire of

James Madison, 2:17^'

;

Myrtle (3), 2:19$$; Alfred
G., 2:191); Redwood,
2:21' ; Mandee, 2:2-1' ,

:

Etbel Mac, 2:29^ ; Sun-
set. 2:29V: Anteeo Jr.,

2:26,^, and six others in

tbe list

LADY C < terns of
Shylock,

I COLUMBINE.
Dam of

Anteeo, 2:10!i: Amevolo.
2:19 _; Corul, 2:1*: Anteros

-GEN. DANA
Sire of

Volunteer! 227, and oi the
" Frank M., 2:17'.,;

16

(.Green Mountain Maid
Dam of 9 In 230

I A. W. Richmond
i s ir- d ol thedams of

several
\Columbia

,
Whipple's Hambletonian

Sire of 15 In

(.Lady Crum
Dun of Alexander, aire of 4 In 2:30

/-Adonis, g. b. by Whipple's Hamhleioiilan

,C,LFF\. <
-'" "" '

~- ;: '' 9 I

(, Bay Morgan Mare
Danteeolsa typical Electioneer, beautiful rich bay, 16U hands hlrti.lbox years old, of perfacl 'information

and magtiitlccnt pru]toni<jiis. While being unusually kind and \s full of pluck,
and bulldog tenacity. All this, coupled with bis lire- LH'iiim. ltwiI speed and wonderful intelligence, will mark
him as one of his sire's erealtst sons, botiuju tbe track and in thi

Anteeo sold East for 651,000, and stands at »l,000, and as but few of Us SOUS remain in Callfomla.lt tsllkeH' tObe
the lasl chance to secure a well-bred son of his at auction on thLs coast.

THE ANTEEOS ARE BREEDING ON.
KILUP & CO. Live Stock Auctioneers.

The Well-Hnown Trolni-r and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
— : HAS opened a :—

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE OAKLAND RACK TRACK,

Where he will be pleased b receh i I rotten and pacera
to train and develop.

PASTURAGE.

American Trotting Register.
Vol. 2 lo 11 inclusive.

YEARBOOKS TO DATE
And one Shabb of stoA In the Association

FOR SALE considerably below purchase price.

Address
PRANK H. BUtKH,

Market St., 8. F.

First -Class Pasturage at ?•! per month al l B,

WnJte*S Stock Fnrm, Lakevllli'. iCal., 6 ml

Petaluma. Good feed tbe year 'round and good care

lakfn of Stock, but ao responslbllty assumed for ac

ddents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by tbe

Steamer lOold, which leaves every day excepl San-

day fr.nn wharf between Washington [and Jackson,

Streets S. P.

Address

THOS. ROACH, kgeal,
ijikeviii.-, Sonoma I i

FOR SALE.
Imports I Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

tbfi laOO-mlle flyers. Only a few pain. Will besoldat
HOperpalr. Apply L. \ IIIKH.I A.

2102 Elm Street, Oakland Cal.

Notice to Secretaries.

STERN eft? OO.,
OFFKI \l. It \ck PROGRAMMERS,

ArepreiMir'-i to pay tbe olghesi prices (brprogramme
'

'ingasso

datlons and public press, colors and numl
rytbing Utat b requisite to malm tbe worfe of

compiling programmes readable so that the public will

have no l ogtilsblasj tin- barsss.

dates are lilllng rapidly fur the spring mftetl]

would be pleased to have all iwcreiarlea of racing asso-

ciations correspond with us Immediately in regard to

their mi i

- I BRA a in
Care Breeder and Sportsman
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EVERYTHING ON WHEELS!

\o. 33. "P.MSLMATIC" SCLRV.

^OT^AJXTT?

SULKIES, CAETS, WAGONS, BUGGIES
AND

Agricultural Implements.
» RITE FOR CATALOCSCK.

SPIXDLE BODY, E.\D SPRING ROAD WAGON

VETERINARY

REMEDY.
Boyce Tableta, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going**

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Conditio*

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Feot

Remedy, Ben Roarer's HoofOintment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

Ossidine, Gombanlfs Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Core, Per-

rin's Sparin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege "Wind Puff Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation; Dr. Daniel's Colic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A McKERRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness.

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal.

.n.-ulan*.

A WONDER.
NO BCBBW8 NO TOOLS

"I hav-
pry circumstance "ii <!iri ami

n pronounce l

• <
. and l cndoi i

U.l.KN I.OUE.
1, 1693

ASH FOB IT.

ulr. Write
Mill HKIXTOE U BIUH1 CO.

MurUn-vllle, Indiana.

Business College, 24 Post St.

BAN FRAjraBOO.

—

Tin* meat popular n bool on tin- Coasu
i P. HKALD, I'raildelit - HAU
M 09 niipd tor Circulars.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.

DEERE IMPLEMENT CO.,
305 and 307 Market St., San Francisco.

T00MET3 NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SULKY HAVE BBEX THE
MEAN* OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 L\ THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON" THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other one sulky made. If you want the

best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO. - - Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A.
P. S.

—
"We remodel old sulkies. Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

should be done.

J.O'KANE.
Horse Boots,

Track Harness,
T»:isr:ETJ:M:.£LTio tire sulkies.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
' Lgbtore, Tongue LoUera, Write" MSI horsemen hi America.

iDfHncementa Vigorously Pro»wuicd.
Nickel, sue] moonttaffi complete, post paid onre

«3 00

AddrOM li. mi It I HKAR8.
i>Kk Box 440, Chicago, in.mr Price r<<iiic<-d October Lai

Thel'rentias Rectifying Pill Is what you want, -act
a box, by mail. Prentiss Chemical Co., 406 California
street, San Francisco. CoL Sold by all Druggists.

$5 to $151^^.,^
LIGHTNING PLATER
*n 1 1 platic gjrwolrr .wai c >ic»

tuMi-ware, ic Plate* <iio

Sunt of jcwrlry good u
new, on sit kloJeor mf-1
with gold, direr or alcktl.
Jin cxTxrienw. No capital.

I En rr tiouietiaj jruoda need-
-X-J'ik plating. Wholesale to
Qa^.-Qi'lS. Write for <jrcu-w

Ism. II. E. DEI.NO 4t
_ . Co., Columbus, O.

Horse Owners! Try I

GONIBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Speedy and Positive Care

The Safest. Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lor mild or severe action.
Tioninvps all Bunches or Blemishes from Hornet
nnd Cnttle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold bv aruralsts, or
sent by express, charges pnld, with full directions

for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.^

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.
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SUBSCRIPTION
FIVE DuLLAKS A YEAR.

RANCHO DEL SIERRA.

THE WASHOE VALLEY AXD RE\0.

It may be that the valley of the Truckee and that of

"Washoe have peculiar advantages over other parts of Xevada

for the breeding of racehorses, fast trotters and pacers as that

is the only part of the State with which I am personally

familiar. Years ago I spent a short time in Carson, and my
recollections of the country in the immediate neighborhood

of the town place it in about the same category, viz., fertile

plains of no great extent surrounded by high mountains.

Apart from the high altitude and severe winters (when

compared with the winter months in California, they are

severe), Kancho del Sierra is a model breeding farm, and as

it appears from what has been done that the disadvantages of

climate can be overcome by judicious management, there are

good reasons for the belief that the owner will continue to be

as successful in the future as he has been in the past in the

wav of rearing and developing racehorses of a high class.

That wilj be no small measure of success, as apart from the

Marlon family Mr. Winters has been eminently fortunate in

breeding ventures. Mollie McCarthy, Ralston, Flood, Alta,

Ed Corrigan of the older division, so many good ones of a

later period that their names would till a big space in the col-

umns of winners. He should be still more successful, the only

point in which he fails is that of locality, and as everything

seems so favorable now for that proving to be good, it is not

out of the way to reason that there will be advance in place

of retrogression. Never so well equipped with broodmares, as,

in addition to the dams of so many winners, there are a lot of

young mares which, if the usual dependent can be placed on

breeding, form and individual excellence, there must be a

glorious progeny. These have been selected with the skill that

nearly half a century of experience has perfected, and then

Mr. Winters has been almost hypercritical in demanding that

form, size and other essential qualities be combined with

breeding when he was a purchaser. With a tried stallion in

Joe Hooker, and one of the promise of El Rio Hey, the

breeding stock are such as to be a fair warranty of success,

and thus if the farm is suitable all the concomitants are

united.

There are several thousands of acres in Rancho del Sierra,

having a length on the valley of about four miles, so that quite

a laree proportion of it is level or sloping from the mountains,

with an easy gradient.

There are five Bowing artesian wells, so that in connection

with the water supply from Washoe lake there is plenty for

irrigation, insuring heavy crops of alfalfa and timothy.

There are several mountain streams which never fail, and
this affords an abundance of pure fluid for use at the houses

and barns.

The large barn built in 1891 is a model for that country.

The boxes are roomy and comfortable in the most severe

weather which prevails, and though the doors which are in

common ose open into the interior, each box has a door which
can be opened on in emergeny to the outside, so that incase of

fire the animals could be rescued. There is plenty of storage,

yo that hay can be kept loose, preferable to baling, and gran-

aries and bins for all the varieties of grain used.

And by the way, the oats and barley grown on the place

would rate A No. ] in any country, and the timothy hay can-

not be excelled. In fact", if I have not forgotten what East-

ern prime hay is, that I saw in Xevada is surely superior.

Facilities for crushing barley and oats in the shape of steam

engine and mill are parts of the equipment ; only the soundest

and best grain is used, so that there is no danger from that

source as there is when purchased ground feed may be a mix-
ture of the refuse stuM, the sweepings with just enough honest

grain to give it a name.
From the time the grass comes in the spring and until the

frosts of the winter stop its growth there is no lack of green
feed, and so from this brief statement it is evident that the

Very best experiment possible of the availability of Nevada
for race horse breeding is being conducted at Rancho del

Sierra. It was a " dead certainty," a " foregone conclusion
"

or whatever term may be used to denote high expectancy,
that Mr. Winters would use every endeavor to carry the ex-

periment to a successful termination. Nevada has been his

home ever since 1857, and while his farms on Putah Creek

and Rancho del Rio were the headquarters of nearly all the
thoroughbred stock, and a good deal of his time was spent on
these places, his favorite residence is that at the foot of Slide

Mountain and_by the side of the brook'which has sung itsjoyous
notes in his hearing for nearly forty years. Mountains exert a
potent influence on those who have dwelt the greater portion of

their lives among them. There is companionship,a magnetism
which is difficult to account for, although

t
it must be a singu-

larly unsusceptible individual who does not admire such grand
elevations as those which serve as a frame for Washoe Valley.

Slide Mountain is one of the highest of the chain, and only a
few hundred yards from Mr. Winters' house the abrupt ascent

commences. It would require plenty of strength and a goodly
share of courage to attempt the journey to the top in a direct

course, but there are routes which are not so difficult, and if I

have the good fortune to make a summer visit the top of that

mountain and Lake Tahoe will surely be seen ; Tahoe is only
twelve miles away, so that both are within hailing distance.

Very convenient the railway service between San Francisco
and Reno. When time is a disaderatumthe journey between
the two cities can be made without any great encroachment
on the hours of daylight. In this era of improved sleeping

cars and cosy dining-rooms on wheels, the trip has no discom-
forts. Something akin to the necromantic tales which are

such a conspicuous feature of the Arabian Nights, and which
Boccacio wove into his Decameron, you fall asleep on one
side of the mountains wake up on the other. If there is

plenty of time, and dislike to night-travel, the order can be

reversed and little else than daylight occupied in the journey.

But time was amain factor with me, and the days that could
be spared limited to a couple, and these were entirely avail-

able for the objective point of the tour. One whole day and
a part of another at Rancho del Sierra, the balance of the

allotted time at Reno. The race course was the main attrac-

tion. Some of the two-year-olds and yearlings I saw a year

ago were located there, and the yearlings of 1892 especially

would be valuable testimony in the case which was now
on the tapis. It is safe to say that if there has been proper
growth in colts from yearlings to two-year-olds, and with rac-

ing colts corresponding development, one of the most critical

of the juvenile stages has been safely weathered. The evi-

dence from early sucklings to thirteen months of age had
been presented at the home farm, and a transcript of that pub-
lished. The early-foaled big yearlings had been sold, and
three which were reserved in the lot offered to Mr. Fair, which
were thought to be under size at the time the purchase was
made. Three of them, Royal Prince, by Prince of Noifolk,

from Ballinette; Little Tom, by Great Tom, from Florence

A., and Attilla, from Polly Vic, by Victory. There was a

great change in the size of Royal Prince since I saw him a

little more than a year ago, though at that time I marked
him as likely to race, and now am still more impressed with

his chances. Fully fifteen hands two inches in height, and
with corresponding development of muscle. Immense quar-

ters, a good deal after the pattern of his most famous uncle,

though in electing the one we regard as the most famous of

the tribe, EI Rio Rey, that selection does not meet with
approval. When in Chicago I heard a very animated dis-

cussion over the relative merits of the Emperor of Norfolk

and El Rio Rey, the partisans of each waxing warm over
the argument and giving instances to prove that their

favorite was the greatest of all race horses. " Neither

of them better than Yo Tambien," "broke in" one who
had not taken part in the discussion, " and I would
rather own her chestnut brother than a whole stable full of

good colts." He accounted for his preference for the che tnul

members of the family, as he held El Rio better than the Em-
peror and The Czar better than Rey del Key, and with this

pronounced preference for color, Royal Prince would Barely

suit him, as he is very nearly the same shade a< hU two favor-

ites and a racing formation all through. While Little Tom
has not grown so finely as his stable companion, lie is of more
than average i

' and a sturdy fellow withal, and so isAttilla.

Pyramid, by Joe Hooker, out of Addie 0'Neil,is a three-year-

old of promise, and a three-year-old Joe Hooker from Avail,

Advance he is called, is built on the Speediest tines. That this

estimate was correct was proved by the whispered remark of

one of the hoys—"fasl at b ghost, nobody can outrun him."
There are several two-year-old fillies by Jumbo in training,

late colts, and which show the same improvement in growth.

All of them are speedy, and one of them with a double cross

of Big Gun and also two StrainB of Monday is very likely to

be the champion for the short distances which are now such

prominent features in racing programmes. A Jumbo from

Sooner mav contest the claim, and another from Rosetta may

stand the test, but before hazarding more definite predictions
will await the results of future gallops. All of them are mov-
ing well now, some with the unmistakable stamp of racehorse
merit, and what was also a surprise at this season of the year,
with a good course to gallop upon.
There is an Eastern-bred filly, or rather a Tennessee product,

which shows that the transfer to Nevada has been beneficial.

When Mr. Winters was in Chicago last year there wasan auc-
tion sale of horses by electric light. He sat in the gallerv
above the auctioneer, and one filly catalogued attracted his at-

tention from her breeding. A friend sat beside him to whom
he praised the pedigree, and he called Mr. Winters' attention
when she was offered for sale. The bidding had stopped at
S300, and Mr. W. directed his neighbor to bid fifty dollars
more. She was struck off at the bid, and when he left his seat

and got on a level with the filly he was intensely disgusted
with his purchase. Looking down from the gallery there was
no way of determining size, but when on a level he saw a
little runt of a filly, not much bigger than a goat, thin, and
though her form was good, there was so little of her that, to

use his own expression, he could easily have "packed " her
from the sale room. With his partiality for size, and the mor-
tification of having seen her before purchasing disgust 'Was

intensified, and had it been otherwise than that the storv

could have been told as a good joke he would have resold her
for what she would bring, if not more than thirty dollars, or
given her to some boy acquaintance for a riding pony. From
the time she landed in Nevada improvement was rapid, and
now, when not quite two years old, she would pass muster as a
filly of fair size. Big in proportion to her height, more than
the usual bulk of muscle, heavily limbed and with every mark
of a strong constitution. She has a marked resemblance to

Joe Howell and carries a .strong family resemblance to the
house of her grandam. That she will race is probable, that

she will prove a valuable broodmare there is scarcely a ques-
tion. Not at all surprising that her pedigree drew attention.

By imported Saxon, her dam by imported Great Tom, grand-
dam by imported Bonnie Scotland. That is the way I noted it

on the ground, but it may be that the Great Tom mare was
from Buttress, by Vigil, her dam Butter Cup, bv imported
Glen Athol, grandam Bay Flower, by Lexington, and the next
dam the great Bay Leaf. In either case the genealogy will

stand the closest scrutiny.

Pleased as I was with the stock at Rancho del Sierra and
gratified with the good prospect of our adjoining State as the
'" nursery of racehorses," there was another source of gratifica-

tion, that being the improvement of the State Fair grounds.
The track is a very good one, perhaps not quite as fast as the

best of the California race courses, but eminently safe and fast

enough for all practical uses. In fact a safe track cannot be
slow, at least so slow as to be markedly below the standard, as

that would entail being " too deep " for safety when fast gal-

lops are in the routine of work. They go fast, however, on
the Reno tracks, as the watches testify, hut unless I am in er-

ror the trials there will not mislead, and horses will duplicate

or improve on the time shown at Bono,
Capital adjuncts is qoI an unwarranted statement when

speaking of the grand stand and other fixtures of the course.

The stand will not suffer by comparison with the best in this

section. The first consideration, of course, is to enable speeta-

tom to havea good view of the races from --tar: '" finish, and
tO be comfortably Situated at the same time. These object-.

bare been accomplished, and with facilities for ingress and
egress whicn guard against crowding. In direct communica-
tion with the entrance rate, a few stcp^ bring visitors to the

landing at the foot of the stairs Then all the Other 00060801106

are admirably planned. Inning mom. ladies' drawing room,

club rooms, general and private, wine rooms, pooling-quarter-.

music stand in harmonious combination, and it is evident thai

Mr. Winters' knowledge, acquired in hlfl many trips to the

East, has been of great service in the arrangement, particularly

in seeing that all the minor details Were in keeping with the

whole plan. Practical < fgreat value in all un-

dertakings, and in a public rare course if the little things are

not closely looked after imposing BlTUCtions and ceneral

magnificence will not enable amends for the lack of knowing
how to give them the greatest value. Thejud part

from the usual mistake of elevating tie- occupants too nigh

above the horses, is appropriate, and this defect Mr. \\ ith

has overcome by placing chairs in front ami on a slope •

permits the three officials to view the finish from the

point, and h_v placing a rod before them 01

a vertical mark on the timing stand inside of the track

I can be told to an inch.

There i- an abundance of the right kind of spirit in Kco
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sustain the annual fair, and lor a Slate which is in its infancy

as regards other than mining interests, secures more attention

than it would appear reasonable to expect. Once fullT dem-

onstrated that high-class racehorses and fast trotters can be

reared there, and the interest will be heightened to a degree

which will surprise people of sections apparently far superior

in natural advantages. That other agricultural features will

be developed to an extent which ouly the most sanguine ex-

pectants deem possible now is also assured, and the fact that

the pursuit which seemed to be one of the most unsuited to

the climate being successful will stimulate enterprise in other

directions. Should the colts which are now yearlings, foaled

and reared in Nevada, prove victorious when they enter the

lists against California and Eastern-bred animals ;
should Eey

del Sierra or any of the others scarcely inferior in racehorse

lines win an important stake in the East, the whole of Ne-

vada will be jubilant. So far as came within my observation,

there is none of that jealousy which oftentimes prevails

amongst horsefolk, and a victory will be regarded as a glory

which everv inhabitant of Nevada will share in. "How do

you like ow colts?" was the invariable query which was first

propounded. Quite a place of resort in the evening is the

store of Messrs. Abrams Brothers, and from dinner, at 6 P. M.,

until the starting of the train, four hours later, a good deal of

time was spent therein. It is questionable to mewhether Mr.

Winters is more interested in the result of his Nevada horse-

breeding experiment than one of the brothers, and not agreat

deal more a majority of the callers who dropped in during the

evening than in the'hotel, too, where there was a large gather-

ing of people, the same feeling prevailed, and I must say that

there is an additional gratification in presenting a report

which will prove so acceptable. Fearful that it could scarcely

be possible that Nevada could equal California in raising

yearlings, and with only a probability that the inferiority

would be trivial, to see such a band as are at Eancho del

Sierra was something unexpected. Therefore, in reply to the

oftentimes repeated query, " How do you like our colts?" 1

can conscientiously reply, So far as good looks and confor-

mation can be taken as tokens of future excellence you have

nothing to fear. The race course is the only alembic that can

be depended upon for a crucial test of the relative value of

race horses ; that 1 will await, in this case, with abundant

confidence. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Bred in the Purple.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

At Eancho del Paso on the 27th ult. Mr. S. G. Reed's im-

ported mare Brierbush, by Tynedale—Briony, by Adventure^

foaled a brown filly by Surefoot which the owner has named

Erierfoot. This young lady comes of royal lineage and her

appearance is fully in keeping with her regal blood. Her

sire, Surefoot, by "Wisdom, is one of the great performers of

the time, his doughty deeds on the turf being of too recent oc-

currence to need recapitulation here. Her dam, Brierbush, is

a handsome, blood-like looking mare, in color a good "York-

shire brown" without white, except a few gray hairs in her

forehead, with a conformation that suggest substance and

power in every line. She was sired by Tynedale (sire of Bor-

-der Minstrel, etc.), son of Warlock (Birdcatcher—Elphine, by

Emilius) and Queen of Tyne, by Tomboy. Her dam, Briony

(also dam of Sweet Brier, the best two-year-old filly of her

year, bv Wisdom, etc.), was by Adventurer, son of Newminster
and Palma, by Emilius; second dam Maid of the Glen (dam
of 'ilen Arthur}, by Kingston, son of Venison and Queen
Anne, by Slane) ; third dam Glengourie, by Touchstone

;

fourth dam Glencairn (sister to imp. Glencoe), by Sultan,

etc Brierbush was bred by Mr. W. Blenkiron at the Middle
Park Stud, and was born on historic ground. Not only his

time from the long line of thoroughbreds famous on the course

and in the stud that have come from the Middle Park pad-

docks, but the earliest direct reference in English history to

"running horses" occurs in the reign of King John, a mon-
aich that patronized the sport and founded an extensive

breeding stud at Eltham in the very fields where Mr. Blenkiron

raised Hermit and Galopin. Her withers bear the marks of

the saddle and she knows the color of the starter's flag having

raced successfully before she was selected for the breeding

paddock. Among her stake winnings are the Down Nursery
Handicap at Liverpool, the Bradford Nursery Handicap at

Shrewsbury and the Zetland Stakes at Stockton. Her first

foal, the brown filly Bruyere (1890), by Wisdom was a two-

year-old winner in England last season and gives every

promise of being a high-class performer this year. Her third

foal, a weanling filly, by Merry Hampton, was sold at the

same sale where Mr. Reed bought the mare. Although lack-

ingtwo days of being six months old she brought 290 guineas.

Mr. Reed is quite proud of little Brierfoot. She is a bit of

silver in the little cloud of ill fortune that attended his ven-
ture of importing horses. During a tour abroad last year he
spent some time in England and visited most of the promi-
nent studs. After a consideration of pedigrees and individual

animals he selected and purchased a stallion and seven mares
to form a part <»f the breeding farm which he contemplated
establishing in California. The mares were all in foal to

fashionable and famous sires. One of the mares died in

.and although the others seemed to have made the

journey well, live of them slipped their foals after their arrival

here, leaving Brierfoot the sole representative of the in utero

mportation. It is to be hoped for many
reasons that no misfortune will overtake her. A review of

the last foal« before mentioned may afford opportunity for

probable effect they might have hud, not

only in the mental ami financial satisfaction of the owner, but

on the breeding interests of this coast, had they followed the

due nd been born alive and well. The de-

tintiuent marc- were:
1 by Kol>ert Jardiue. By

Qalopin Derby 1876 . Ue Voltigeur Mr--. Kidg-
wuv by Birdcatcher and Flyii b I Lying Dutch-
man ; first dam Whim Blossom, by Springfield (St. Albans

-Vividia, by afarsyaa] : second - lawtborn I'.loora (dam
of Fitx-Joines Heath-bird. Albert, Hawthorn, &cj by Kettle-

drum [Rataplan— Hybla,oy The Provost ; third dam Lady
Alice Hawthorn (dam of Thorn. &&), by Newminster; fourth

dam Lady Hawthorne, by Muh-y Moloch, etc., slipped foal

by lahmai i. son "i ldventorer(Neffminster Talma, l>v Emi-
lius) and Lena by StockwelL

Ira (bay—1888) bred in Hungary. By Doncaster (Derby,

Ascot Gold Cup and <ioodwood Cup 1878) son of BtockweU
and U ddington. Pirsl dam Inlante, by Bucca-

ii of Wild D by 1855) and a daughter of
Little Rej) Rover (Tramp—-Miss Syntax, by Paynator); sec-

ond dam Java, byWest Australian (2000 Guineas, Derby and St.

Leger 1S53 and sire of imp. Australian) son of Melbourne
and Mowerina, by Touchstone; third dam Joliette, by Sur-

plice, son of Touchstone and Crucifix, by Priam ;
fourth dam

Jessamine, by Knight of St. Patrick, etc., slipped foal by

Coeruleus, son of Beadsman, (Weatherbit—Mendicant, by

Touchstone^ and Bas Bleu, by StockwelL

Scotch Fir (bay—1SS0) bred by Blenkiron. Bv Scottish

Chief, son of Lord of the Isles (Touchstone—Fair Helen, by

Pantaloon) and Miss Ann, by The Little Known. First dam
Deodora, by Macaroni, son of Sweetmeat (Gladiator—Lolly-

pop) and Jocose bv Pantaloon ; second dam Sinila, by The
Nabob, son of The Nob (Glaucas—dam of Emilius), and Hes-

ter, by Camel ; third dam by The Merry Monarch, son of

Slane "and a daughter of Little John; fourth dam by Laurel,

son of Blacklock, etc. Slipped foal by Bread Knife, son of

Craig Miller (Blair Athol—Miss Roland, by Fitzgerald) and

Slice, bv Brown Bread.

Spinning Time (bay—1886) bred by W. Blenkiron. By
Merry Go Round, son of Scottish Chief and Spinaway (dam
of Busybody, Wheel of Fortune, etc.) First dam Moribund
(dam of Going Away and King Death) by Gladiateur (Derby
and St. Leger 1S65); second dam Lady Chesterfield (dam of

Armada and Bella), by Stockwell ; third dam Meavee, by

Touchstone ; fourth dam Ghuznee, by Pantaloon, etc. Slipped

foal by Prince Rudolph, son of Prince Charlie.

The Squaw (bay—1888), bred by Marquis Talon. By l"n-

cas, son of Stockwell and Nightingale, by Mountain Deer
(Touchstone—Mountain Sylph, by Belshazzar). First dam
Lulu, by Voltigeur ; second dam Jenny Diver (grandam of

Chitabob), by Buccaneer ; third dam Fairy by Warlock
(Birdcatcher—Euphone, by Emilius); fourth dam Leila, by
Melbourne ; fifth dam Meanee, by Touchstone, etc. Slipped

foal by Bread Knife, whose breeding is given above.

The importer is to be commiserated on his loss, and the pub-
lic generally who take an interest in the thoroughbred may
come in for a share of condolence.

Mr. Reed has acquired a tract of land near Pasadena, which
is now being fitted with the most approved accessories of a i

breeding farm. When that work is finished the stock will be

transferred to this new home, which has been christened One-
onta Farm. In addition to the imported mares mentioned the

following native-bredjones are the property of Mr. Reed, and
will be quartered at Oneonta Farm:

Alesia (bay—1891), by imp. Darebin, dam Ailee, by imp.
Hurrah, from Wauanita, by imp. Bonnie Scotland.

Crisalt (bay—1S90) by imp. Sir Modred, dam Columbine,

by Enquirer, from Colossa, by Colossus.
" Detrix (bay—1891) by imp. Darebin, dam Letola (dam of

Unrest), by Lexington, from Capitola, by Vandal.
Electric Light (bay—1890) by imp. Darebin, dam Agnes,

by Onondaga, from Skylight, by Jack Malone. In foal to

imp. Midlothian.

Hostess (bay—1S91) by John Happy, dam Trellis, by imp.
Great Tom, from Madeira, by Jack Malone.
Hymn of Praise (bay—1891) by Hyder Ali, dam Music, by

imp. Glenelg, from Accoustic, by imp. Australian.

Laline (bay—1891), by imp. Darebin, dam Lulu, by Virgil,

from La Polka, by Lexington.
Orange Leaf (bay—1891) by imp. Kingston (Hampton

—

Last Love, by Annandale), dam Bonnie Leaf (sister to Bram-
ble, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, from Ivy Leaf, by imp. Aus-
tralian.

Peril (brown—1S90, the celebrated "Iris filly"), by imp.
Darebin, dam Iris, by Iroquois, from Doris, by imp. Hurrah.

Potrero (chestnut—1S91) by Hyder Ali, dam Sleepy, by
imp. Uhlan, from imp. Sleepy Eye, by Orest.

Royal Purple (brown—1S90, sister to Bavarian and Lud-
wig), by imp. Darebin, dam Bavaria, by Spedthrift, from imp.
Pell Mell mare, by Pell Mell. In foal to imp. Midlothian.

Scarlet Letter (brown—1891) by imp. Kingston, dam Be-
dotte, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, from Ermengarde, by Light-
ning.

Signa (brown—1S90) by imp. Darebin, dam Cuyama, by
imp. Glenelg, from Lightfoot, by Lexington.
The Truant (bay—1891) by imp. Sir Modred, dam Teacher,

by i mp. Billet, from Belle Palmer, by imp. Bonnie Scot-

land.

Veronica (bay—1S91), by imp. Darebin, dam Verity, by
King Alfonso, from Veritas, by Lexington.
Wedding Gift (bay—1891) by imp. Sir Modred,dam Blithe-

some, by Onondaga, from Beatitude, by imp. Bonnie Scot-

land.

These mares will all be bred this year. The stallions im-
ported by Mr. Reed were selected with especial reference to the

mares destined for Oneonta. His pedigree reads as follows :

Martenharst (bay—1S8S) bred by Lord Roslyn, by Wen-
lock (St. Leger 1872), son of Lord Clifden (Newminister

—

Volley, sister to Voltigeur, by Voltaire—Martha Lynn) and
Mineral, by Rataplan (The Baron—Pocahontas): second dam
Manganese, by Birdcatcher, out of Moonbeam, by Tomboy.
First dam Hirondelle, by Adventurer (Newminster—Palma,
by Emilius) ; second dam Lady Langden (dam of Hampton),
by Kettledrum (Rataplan—Hybla, by The Provost) ; third

dam Haricot, by Lanercost (Liverpool—Otis, by Bustard);

fourth dam Queen Mary, the great daughter of Gladiator, a
mare that came nearer founding a line of her own than any
matron in the English stud book, except, perhaps, Pocahon-
tas. Martenhurst's breeding is somewhat exceptional in this,

that while he traces twice to Touchstone, three times to Irish

Birdcatcher, twice to Pocahontas, twice to Emilius and three

times to Blacklock, his pedigreeshows no strain of Melbourne.
He should be a great nick with Darebin mares, as they will

bring to his aid a strong infusion of Melbourne through The
: Peer, close to the top. As an individual, Martenhurst will fill

I
the ideal of the most exactiug critic. He raced with success

I as a two-year-old. winning valuable stakes from strong fields of
1 horses. In his three-year-old form he flew at high quarry,
but failed to bring it down, although he ran a close third in

|

the Derby of 1891 (Common's year), and was placed in other
ii races. A suspicious tendon threw him out of train-

I ing, and Mr. Reed secured him to be the chief of Oneonta,
where, from his breeding and personality, if such a term may
be applied to a horse, he should sire performers of the high-
est class. The owner of Oneonta is a welcome addition to the
company of California breeders. He is a gentlemen of ample
meaus, of breadth and posiiivity, and possesses to a degree that
other requisite, an innate love for the horse. He has enjoyed
a long and prosperous business career in > >regonand Washing-
ton, with headquarters at Portland, and the higher form of
domestic animals LS something to winch his mind always nat-

urally turned. He was one of the earliest and heaviest im-
porters of thoroughbred cattle to t lie north country, obeying
the mandate of his code, which is written in the two simple
words :

" Breed up." During one of his visits to the country
east of the Rockies in quest of cattle he made the acquaint-

ance of the Messrs. Parks, who at that time owned Bonnie
Scotland, and who offered him the horse for a small price. He
was greatly tempted, but as he had no thoroughbred mares and
there were none in his section of the Union, he declined the
proposition. Had he accepted, Scotland would have lived
and died unhonored in the wilderness, and Luke Blackburn,
Bramble and the rest of that long roll of performers and pro-
ducers with which the son of Iago and Queen Mary enriched
Belle Meade would never have existed. But that is onlv
what mi^ht have been. What is and what may be concerns
us at present. With his mind relieved from the cares of act-
ive business, Mr. Reed finds time now to iudulge his fancy for
the highest type of the genus egues, and has located in a section
which he regards as near to Paradise for all animals, whether
they be gifted with speech and reason or not. He has used
his check-book freely in the preparation, and it is to be hoped
that a full measure of success will be the fate of his undertak-
ing at Oneonta Farm.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Beeedep. aud Sportsman.]

Santa Rosa, March 12.—Horsemen are watching for the

appearance of the new Year Book with a great deal of interest.

Some of them are very caustic in their comments on the action

of Mr. Steiner, the Registrar,and advocate the organization of a

new register association on the Pacific Coast. They seem to

think the Pacific Coasters strong enough to have a little book
of their own.

A number of our breeders attended the stock sale at Napa.
They express themselves as well pleased with the prices

brought by most of the animals there. The good prices for

the Skinner youngsters was exceedingly pleasing to McGraw,
owner of Silas Skinner. " Mc " is one of the fellows who does

not think the bottom has fallen out of the horse business.

In the purchase of Lilly Stanley Pierce Bros, secured a
great mare, and she will certainly become a valuable addition
to their already splendid list of mares. At the clip these
gentlemen are adding to their stock it will not be long ere
they pass Governor Stanford's Palo Alto farm. They will

probably have a number of very good ones to go down the
line this season, and under Jim Dustin's wizard rein they can
be expected to pick some of the best persimmons.
Two of Pierce Bros.' mares have babes up to this date. One

is Carlotta Wilkes. She has a lively youugster sired by
George Norval, son of Norval, ths son of Electioneer. The
other mare, Kitty Wilkes, has an elegant youngster by Bay
Rose, the beautiful.

The aluminum sulky was predicted here by some of our
astute horsemen the day the first specimen of that material
came here, and from the article in the Breeder and Sports-
man of last week it appears that they were about right. A
party of them were discussing the new sulky Saturday,and all

agreed that with the bicycle pneumatic wheel the aluminum
sulky would be a grand improvement. They were unanimous
in the opinion that no matter how light a sulky with pneu-
matic wheels was, it would not " slough.

"'

Wyman Murphy's neat stallion Perry S., by Anteeo, dam
by Antelope, sou of Nutwood, is getting to be quite a " hoss."
Mr. Murphy has him well educated, and he can show a
pretty lively gait.

Our old friend Mart Rollins has been quite sick for the past
few days, but, we are glad to announce, is much better now.

Rufus Murphy is not working many of his horses this

spring. The Locke colt is about the only one getting regular
training. Antelope's handsome son, Cantelope, is the joint

property of Mr. Murphy and John Lawrence. He is a hand-
some horse, and is now on the island with Murphy's other
stock.

Wyman Murphy is jogging Maud M.. and she is in good
shape. She looks well, feels well, and if the spry old gentle-

man races her this year she will make some of them hustle to

keep up with her.

Dr. Long still has his horses at Pierce Bros.' track, but does
not expect to remain there very long, as he will campaign
some of them. His black stallion Jerome, full brother of the
good race mare Florida, is one of the handsomest horses in the

country. At one time Dr. Long owned Florida, and he is as-

proud of her fine performances last season as if he owned her
yet. Jerome has not been worked much yet, for he is a young:
horse, but he shows many indications of good speed. Dr. Long
has a number of good horses by Montana Wilkes. He is an
enthusiast on the horse question, but not more so than his wife.

who is never happier than when playing with her equine
pets.

I. DeTurk has reduced his list of stallions for service down
to two, Robin and Antietam. Robin was sired by Hero, he
by Director, dam by Nephew ; second dam by John Nelson

;

third dam by Morgan Rattler. Antietam was sired by An-
teeo, dam a Nutwood mare. Both are good-lookers, well-bred

aud are popular in these parts.

The boys are predicting great things of Graceful George,

the sorrel son of Alcona, Jr., the pacer John Pender bought
of George Guerne a few months ago. This fellow is swift, has

good bottom and a good set of pins uuder him.
W. Stahl has a fine Illustrious colt out of a good mare. The

Illustrious colts are being talked about here a good deal

recently.

The purchase of the great old producer Lou Milton of Mc-
Fadyen by Pierce Bros, reminds us that McFadyen made
about $10,000 out of that matron before he sold her. She was

sired by Milton Medium, and her dam was brought to Cali-

fornia from Kentucky by Banter W. C. Ralston. She pro-

duced Redwood, for which McFadyen received $5,000 for a

half interest; AUine, that he sold for $2,500, and two other

animals he sold for good prices. Two or three mares like

that would beat a bonanza mine.
The mention of Major Griffin in the Breeder and Sports-

man a few weeks ago called to m!nd that the Major once

told us he had put seven horses into the list one season. A
When we sought to learn the names of the animals the Major

said it was really not worth while.

There has been a good deal of elocution here the past week

over a herculean effort to be made to revive base-ball, horse-

racing, football and other sports in Sonoma county. Some of

the " cranks " are trying to get Petaluma and Santa Rosa into

the amateur league, and thus put the two towns against each

other, as it were. The race-horse men utter a hoarse and

melancholy laugh when they discuss a race meeting, and

shake their heads ominously. The football chaps claim to

be much alive, but time and results can only tell whether they

are in earnest or not. Pcblio"3.
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Heredity, Futurities, Dash Racing and Road
Riding-.

Incidents in Heredity—Every needful quality niav be

found in a horse that is requisite for extreme speed, but one,

and that one deficiency may be entirely accidental and have

no bearing whatsoever on the animal's ability to pruducespeed.

For instance, the action, courage, level-headedness and will-

ingness may be present in large and useful quantities and the

body may not be sufficiently long to allow the legs the neces-

sary room for the swing required for extreme speed ; and all

the trotting and race horse qualities possessed may never be

suspected on this account alone. If this lack of length were a

part of the animals direct inheritance and if it were found in

a large portion of his family it would constitute good grounds

for rejection ; but it is often the result of the accidents inci-

dent to the life of the foetus before birth, or it may be a rever-

sion to a forgotten and unfixed type in some ancestor which

has not appeared in the family for generations. \ horse whose

lack of speed was due to some such cause as this might breed

uniformly and successfully and the objectionable shortness of

body might hardly ever appear in his progeny.

In other cases the accidental lack of the proper development
of some important part may prevent the animal from showing
what a perfect trotting machine he or she is in all other re-

spects, and if this defect is merely accidental wonderful pro-

duce may come from horses that never showed any trotting

ability because hampered in that way.
This is, however, only explanatory of certain cases that have

been puzzling, and is in no sense whatever advisory in the

matter of breeding from horses that have no speed. Breed
winners to winners, trotters to trotters and don't take chances

of wasting food and care on colts that depend for their chance
of trotting inheritance on such remote possibilities as the ac-

cidental inheritance of a trotting disqualification in the sire.

Every cross of blood that has not proved its trotting ability is

a detriment to a pedigree. Even the fact that a mare has pro-

duced one or two fast colts should not have the weight that it

now has unless it is a well known fact that the mare herself

had speed and plenty of it. If every foal from a given mare
of no trotting reputation shows greatspeed it may be taken for

granted that the mare either had undeveloped qualities or may
have had some accidental inheritance that prevented her
showing what she was capable of. These accidents of breed-

ing do more to keep men poor than any other part of this

great but uncertain business ; because one horse breaks out

and trots without any visible right to do so, the world goes

broke trying to find a similar freak. Our trotters are too un-

natural a product as yet; it takes too much time and education

to bring out what is in them. They are too much wrapped up
in pedigrees that are lists of well bred failures, and the trotter

of the future must have a lineage far freer from ancestors that

cao't trot than is the case to-dav with many of our best-bred

animals. Two year old trotting and the great futurities will

do much to help out this deficiency, for there is no time to do
any great amount of educating and drilling with colts of this

age ; they must be natural trotters from the drop of the hat

—

and must drop it themselves.

Fctl'rities and T^yo-Year-Olds.—The great Kentucky
Futurity, which closed on the loth of this month, is a splendid

illustration of the possibilities of the large amounts that may be
gathered up in small payments that in the aggregate make
grand prizes and are not felt by the makers of such events.

The progressive Futurity of the Independence Association

will be worth a fortune, probably at least §30,000, and this is

all for two-year-olds, while the Kentucky Stake is divided be-

tween two and three-year-olds with a part set aside for the

colts that take to pacing. Both these stakes and many others

are very creditable to those who have organized them. Xo
one who has not tried to get up events of this kind can appre-

ciate the amount of brick-throwing that is encountered at

every turn from well-meaning, but over-conservative horse-

men. Mr. Ed. Tipton, to whom the trotting world is largely

indebted for the Kentucky Futurity, the first of the larger

ones, was fought at every point, and if he had not been made
of the most persevering material could never have accomplished
what he, with the aid of a few progressive supporters, has
done.

While the ideal Futurity has not yet appeared, the Inde-

pendence Stake is, in some respects, ahead of any in the fact

that it is entirely for two-year- olds, and the first money thereof

may be anywhere from $25,000 up. We must get the general

public more interested in racing and road riding, for the success

of the one is very closely allied to the fortune of the other. Big
stakes for two-year-olds will be the rule on the trotting courses

as it is on the running turf to-day, and these big stakes will

draw even greater crowds than now turn out for the greatest

gal oping colt stake of the year. The American people must
have the quickest possible return for its money, and as the two-

year-old form is the first period of a colt's life that can be used

to any advantage whatsoever in racing, the colts that trot best

at thisagewill always belong to the families that give the

quickest return for the time and money put out on them, and
consequently will be the kind of horses most needed to devel-

op a proper love and appreciation for road riding.

Dash racing has proved itseif thoroughly with the gallopers,

and it will do the same with the trotters. Almost every East-

ern horse paper contains some correspondence on the subject,

and the weight of evidence is so overivelmingly in favor of
this kind of racing that it is only a question of a short time
when tbe greater part of our trotting meetings will be com-

|

posed of such races. One of the greatest benefits from racing

of this sort will be the necessary development of pure-gaited

and quick-starting rapacity, the ability to get under way at a

pure and square trot and to get to top speed in a twinkling,

combined with the gamenesp necessary to carry such a faith

rate of speed to the wire. Then breaking will become de-

servedly unpopular, as there will tint be the lime required for

resting of thi.s description ; the development of pure trotting

speed, which will not be hammered out of the trotters in the

everlasting work required to stay them up under the present

fool system of all-day contests, will make a mistake in gait

fatal, and that is what it ought to be. Too many races have
been won by the horse that gave the best exhibition of sky-

rocket tactics and the recovery therefrom rather than by the

purest trotter.

Big colt stakes will interest the public ; early maturity and
dash racing will give us a race of trotters that will supply the
world with pure-gaited roadsters. We have made a good be-

ginning in foreign Ianda, but if we are to keep in front, and
we must keep in front if we expect to make any money at

the business, we must build up a race of trotters that trot early,
that trot fast, that score and get away like lightning and that
will go to the end of the road. Given such horses and the in-

terest therein that they will create themselves and will be
created for them by tbe magnificent speed roads such as New
York is now building and that will be built by other cities,

and the demand from the whole world will make the late
boom in trotting values seem almost insignificant. But the
day of the trotter that can't trot has gone forever.

(jilbert Tompkins.

Education or Instinct?

[Written tor the Breedek and Spo&tsuan.

Man has never been able to destroy an instinct or create

one in an animal. The dog was no doubt the first animal that

man domesticated, and that domestication has been going on

for more than ten thousand years, yet he has the same un-

changed instinct that his progenitors, the wolf and jackall,

have.

The barn-yard poultry have passed through five thousand or

more generations under man's care, and their instinct is the

the same now as that of the wild cock in the jungle. In the

long ages under man's protection they have had but little use

for their wings, and the muscles have dwindled away and the

feathers have been shortened, but the instinct to fly is the

same, and so too is it with the domesticated duck—civilization

has not deprived him of the desire to Hy, and while his flight

has been neglected for thousands of generations, his capacity

tor swimming is no greater than that of tbe wild duck, that

is, if you stop a duck from flying it does not necessarily make
him swim or walk faster; nor if you stop a horse from run-
ning does it make him trot faster, if left to his own in-

clination.

There are some things svhich animals and birds do that are
often called instincts, but which are habits, brought on by ex-
perience or education, and all that we see animals do in a
wild state is not good evidence that such acts are instinct, for

all animals acquire education and knowledge by age.

The instinct of a duck is to walk, swim and fly. These oper-
ations will be undertaken by the young if they never saw a
duck or anything else fly or swim, even if they were hatched
by a hen they would take to the water, as every one has ob-
served. Man has a voice, and to cry is an instinct, but
language is education. If a child should have the drums of
his ears destroyed it would never acquire a language at all, as
with the deaf the sense of sound in one case has been taken
away, and the child can have no way to understand the notes
or words that are necessary to speak.

Man can perpetuate natural traits or character of mind in

an animal, but he can not create them.
All the fancy pigeons sprung from the wild rock pigeon,

and there are several types now, among them the Tumbler.
This pigeon at the commencement was a deformity either in

brain or body, and so found by man who preserved him, and
by constant selection the tumbler pigeon is the result ; man
did not teach him to tumble, but found him doing the trick of
his own free will.

The peculiarity of a dog stopping and pointing at birds or '

animals was found in a certain individual, and not in different ;

breeds of dogs, all over the world. This one individual was
i

preserved and bred, and by constant selection the pointer and
|

setter are the results of long and patient breeding. Man
never taught him that habit, but found it in him. More than

,

one hundred and fifty generations now have come down from
that first pointer, and some of his descendants will not sit, and
will often run after or flush the game ; the instinct to run
after game can never be bred out.

Trotting, pacing, walking and running are three instincts
;

these gaits would be undertaken and performed if a colt had
never seen either horse or man, just as a child would cry
before its eyes were open. These are true instincts. So trot-

ting, as you find horses doing on the plains—without being
broke, without education—is natural. The natural trot has
never been found to exceed in speed more than seven or eight
miles an hour, and all trotting over that is like the language
in the child—it is education. If we had found a horse in a
wild state, or one unbroken, going at a 2:10 gait, then the
breeding would be the same as with the pigeons and the
pointers. This gait would always be performed without
man's assistance, and when the young horse was broken so
that he would know the meaning of the trot, he would trot

just as fast for a short distance as he would during any time
of his life, just as with the runner. A six-months-old colt

can go for a short distance as fast as he can at any other time
of his life. The only thiDg that man could do for him would
be to season him for a long and hard contest.

The fast trot, say 2:30 or even slower, in ray opinion is

entirely a matter of education. All strains of horses from all

parts of the world have been educated to perform this unnat-
ural trot, and no particular degree of blood or shape is essen-

tial.

Man has been training trick horses for the circus for more
than two thousand years, yet we have no breed of circus

horses, that is, none performing in the field by themselves,
like the pointer and the tumbler pigeon.

There is no such thing as a trotting breed or type of horses,

either in color, shape or action. The so-called trotter, the
same as all others of our common horses, are nothing but a
cross between the draft aqd thoroughbred blood.

The heavy draft horse and thoroughbred are of the same
species, but of different types, for Darwin says " Look at the
race and draft horse; their whole frames and even their

mental characteristics have been modified, but if we could
trace each step in the history of their transformation, and the
latter can be done, we should not see great and simultaneous
changes, but first one point and then another." Again he
say-, "The possibility of making distinct breeds by crossing

has been greatly exaggerated, the offspring from the first cross

between two pore breeds is tolerable, and sometimes quite
uniform in character, only everything seems simple enough,
but when these mongrels are crossed one upon the other for

several generations hardly two ofthem arealike, and then the

difliculty of the ta^-k becomes manifest."

The great variability between the so-called trotter proves
the above hypothesis, for hardly are any tw~0 of these horses
alike. Some are large and course, while others are small but
well-shaped. Sometimes they take more after the draft horse
ancestor

side.

If this fast trot is education instead of instinct, which I be-
lieve it to be, then the breeding problem in regard to the trot-
ter is settled.

If racing is to be his avocation he will pass up through
the same surviving law that tbe thoroughbred haa passed,
that is, he will be raised in blond to the thoroughbred --.and
ard. This will not be done immediately, r'<u breeders are slow
to drop cherished ideas, and nothing but constant defeats on
the turf will open their eyes. The change will be gra I

it was with the runner.
When I look over the history of the trotting turf and the

history of the trotters it recalls to my mind the historical ex-
pression made in the year 1680 by the Dukeof Newcastle and
by Sir John Fenwick. to-wit, " that tb< ack that
could be imported from Tangier wouly produce a liner pro-
geny than could be expected from the to allion in
the realm." It must he remembered that the English at that
time had horses that ran sixteen hands high. At this time,
lb'80, discussions were going on then in regard to the runner
as it is now about the trotter. It was Arab vs. native horse
then. And the above-named gentlemen took the side of the
Arab pony, and such opinions as they expressed were not pop-
ular at the time, national prejudice had been aroused, and few
men had the courage to say that a little pony was better than
a large native horse. But it was not thirty years afterwards
when more than half of the breeders had been brought over
to the Arab side, not by argument, but by the performance of
their stock, and sixty years after Fenwick and

"

proclaimed their belief in the accuracy of all ancient writers
(that the Arab was superior to all other horses

, all England
had abandoned the native element except for draft j

And it seems to me that the same unerring law is being
carried out with the trotter. If we go back fifty years or more
we wiil find many of the best trotters of that time, those that
were in the lead on the track and in the stud, were not in the
male line from the Arab. Such have gradually disappeared
under the law of the survival of the fittest, and nothing re-
mains now but those that come down in the direct line from
the Oriental horse, thus following the same law and going
through the same transformation which the thoroughbred
went through. And fifty years from to-day. if there should
be then any horses trained to trot, they will be thoroughbred
and of the best running blood ot that time. St. Geobge.

Sundries.

[Written for the Bbeedek axdShoki-

A gentleman on his recent return from the East was asked
what had created the great depression in prices of trotting-

bred horses. The answer was " too many stallions." In my
opinion that is a very small factor in the matter and a ten

times bigger one, in just as few words is, too m
Another and perhaps a much larger than both combined and
one that compasses both the others is ignorance. The breeding

of the successful American trotter is no ship-shod, hap-haz-

zard business. It requires subtle analysis of the blood lines

of two great individuals, and in connection also the analysis

of two forms. This analysis must be performed by a clear

conception and a level head. The man who goes from man
to man asking what stallion he should breed to will spend

years in becoming educated, and will, during that time, have

but indifferent or accidental success. In purchasing a stallion

to use, when you have your breed chosen, do not accept an in-

dividual that a host of breeders have rejected, thinking that

he may be a success after all. The judgment of the pnbli

right, for the public is the market. If you are rearing a colt

for strict use, after he has come into the world from the blood

lines that you desire, compare him with the great colts of

other farms of the same blood lines, and do not flatter yourself.

Of all the sure thing disasters that can come to you, misjudg-
ment of this colt will bring them most surely. I know a man
who essays to be a good judge of the line in which tr *

should be bred who got a social infatuation for a man who was
in the breeding business. The wishesofthe breeder became the
thoughts and beliefs of the other, until he became bo wrap]
up in that stock that there was no other worthy of notice. < If

course this breeder berated most savagely those lines that

were the most successful rivals against him, and hifi friend be-

came imbued with his thoughts, till in his mind the most suc-

cessful sires of the most successful race horses were not worthy
of patronage. People are becoming educated. Wealthy bloo I-

who have gone ioto breeding the trotter because they thought
the business was a bonanza are going out. I have seen the

managers of these last simple fellows who would
to buy a first-class mare and buy a third-class

one, and make the man who drew the
check think he had made a great bargain for him. It is

amusing to hear would-be seers tell what this or that failure

would have done had he had a good chance. Now in the a

of fairness did ever a horse have a poorer chance than < re

Wilkes? Did ever a horse go into a State where more
j

dice wa^ set up against him? The prejudice or the poor
chance would have killed any but a wonder. Raced till he
was seventeen years old, in the stud nine years of hi- old

'JO years old before his first 2M0 perfon I. Let it

be remembered that any horse has had as good n

20 years of age. Ami now a word to the breeder on the young
BtaUion, Better by far gambl him a little than on il Id

one who has not vet proved himself ; the old Uure,

the young one may be a BUCCeSS. Bol I have diverted ft

what I wanted !•• -ay ahull mare-.. A good OOfl is WOrtfa

that are a grade belo thai -he will pro-

duce can beat the six that the other sir mares will prod

Now that is one of the great reasons of depression in prii

and now let us see if other things are not slightly depre
and if a general depression does nor have 9ome infiuence. ' an

a man make money raising wheal or cattle at the preseol

prices? Has the farmer been getting rich any these past few

years that the boom hash) '"it of r rotters? When
general business revive- and everyb dy is making money
every body will want a good hone, then prices will revive

and horses of all classe- (thai electricity does ni

will command a living price.

I

A. K. Lamberton, Marshfield, \'t..

bine has done good work.''—.— »
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New Breeders' Association. "Sidney Guesses."

The day was dark and gloomy, and ihe little handful of

men who gathered on the balcony of the club house at Agri-

cultural Park yesterday thought that nobodj would attend the

meeting that had been called for the purpose of organizing a

trotting horse breeders' association. But as the hour of 2 p.

M. approached quite a numbei arrived on the horse cars, and

the cosey parlors of the club house were soon tilled. Willard

Stimsoa was called to the chair. After the object of the

meeting had been elated, the popular harnessmaker, H. W.
Ueiosch, was asked to till the secretaryship.

S. A. Brown, of Kalamazoo, Mich., vta? called upon for an
address in which to give his experience upon the formation
of similar organizations. The gentleman made a very intel-

ligent and entertaining speech, giving practical ideas in every
sentence he uttered. " It has come down to a question of in-

dividuality with the practical breeders of the nation,'' said

Mr. Brown. " The blood of the horse is but a secondary con-
sideration after all, the great demand being accurate form,
sound feet and limbs, as well as pure gait and a good temper.
The best blood in the world will not avail if it be not rein-

forced by the cardinal requisites 1 have given you as founda-

tions for beginning." After some disquisitions upon the way
like organizations had been founded at the East, Mr. Brown
said:

" You will hear that the bottom has fallen out of the trot-

ting horse market because some standard-bred hordes have
been sold recently in Chicago and New York for less than the

service fees of their sires, but I tell you that for men who have
stallions and mares of real merit this condition of affairs did

not come a day too soon. Men have followed the fallacious

ideas of John H. Wallace, tili*they believed that all that was
necessary to breed a horse that could trot in 2:10 was to get a

mare with five standard trotting crosses and breed her to a
stallion with the same number of trotting crosses, and the
thing was an accomplished fact. The logic of history, however,
has developed a different condition of things. Men have fol-

lowed the blind guidance of Wallace until there are now in

America two classes of trotting breeders, one of which breeds

horses that can trot, while the other breeds trotting pedigrees.

It will not be so with you if you are warned by bad examples
and make individuality the test in horses as you would make
honesty and intelligence the best of men." Mr. Brown was
loudly applauded, and Mr. R. Cadugan of Bayonne, X. J., was
called upon for a few remarks. He gave his experience of the
vicissitudes in the early career of the New J ersey Breeders'
Association, which now has the largest membership of any
trotting association in America, and a cash reserve of $4,200
in bank over and above all obligations. This he attributed to

the low rate of membership, $10 initiation and $5 annual dues,
which has led every well-to-do farmer in New Jersey to be-
come a member of the association. They had established a
rule in that society that no colt or filly could start for a pro-
duce stake unless not only its owner but the owner (if living)

of its sire, was a member of the association. This quadrupled
their membership each year in the past four years from this

cause.

Thos. B. Merry said he had listened with great attention to
both the above gentlemen, and yet he believed that they both
represented densely populated sections of couutry. The two
counties of Hudson and Essex, in New Jersey, had more
population than had California south of the Tehachapi range;
and what would answer quite well there might not answer
here. He therefore moved that the initiation fee be fixed at
$20 and the annual dues at $10.

Edward Smith moved to amend by making the initiation
fee $10, and the yearly dues $5. He thought that it was easier
to get 200 members at $10 and $5 than 100 at the figure pro-
posed by Captain Merry. Meanwhile the interest in the ad-
vancement of the association would be mure generally diffused
and its influence felt over a greater expanse of country. Mr.
.Smith's amendment prevailed.

Mr. Merry moved that a committee of three be appointed to
draft a constitution and by-laws and to report at the next
regu'arly meeting. Carried.

The chair nominated Messrs. Merry, Smith and Lockheart.
On motion the title of Southern California Breeders' Trot-

ting Association was adopted by a unanimous vote.
Un motion of Charles H. Durfee, twenty-five members hav-

ing signed the articles of organization, the meeting then pro-
ceeded to the election of a president, vice-president, secretary
and treasurer. The election resulted in the choice, by ac-
clamation : President, Hon. L. J. Rose ; vice-president, Hon.
K. ' hid ; secretary, Edward Smith; treasurer, W. Stimson.
The meeting then adjourned, to meet at the call of the Sec-

retary, which was understood to be on Tuesday, March 21st.
" Yon have done splendidly," said Mr. Brown, of Kalama-

zoo, after adjournment. " We organized an association with
-even members, and you have twenty-five to start with. Keep
it a-going red-hot, and you will have 250 before you're two
months older."

M r. < adugan said :
" If your people have one-half the en-

terprise that your public buildings and elegant residences in-
dicate, you will have 400 members by the time your Associa-
tion is a year old."

That's about the size of it. It wants every man to become
a member that has ever driven a horse capable of trotting a
mile inside of three minutes. The cradle of Stamboul, 2:07A,
will maintain its whilom prestige and keep up the traditions
that have already made it famous through the length and
breadth of the world.—Los Angslea Herald, March 8.

The Royal Cross.

There are few more promising stallions eitner on the track
or in stud than the royally-bred son of Guy Wilkes, Nutwood
Wilkes, 2:20 . II,. is out of Lida \V., 2:181, one of the fast-

est daughter* of the unapproachable sire Nutwood ; bis sec-
dam u Bell*, by <;..-<.. If. Patcben .Ir. :;i ; his third dam is

Beta) Daughter, by Williamson's Belmont. Nutwood Wilkes
is well known to all our readers as one of the handsomest and
gameot trolling bones in this State, and as he has been bred
a> a three-year-old t<» many of our choicest matrons, his future
as a sire i- brfghtnen itself. He i> advertised to stand for the
season of 181*3 at $100, and- already applicants have been
made for his services by owners of some choice mares this
year. Martin Carter has a splendid stock farm, and
of care is taken of mares lent there. The stallion California
Nutwood that is in the adjoining stall to Nutwood Wilkes i^

Doming to the front as a aire of speed. Bis list of
formers will be increased considerably this rear.

With regard to the guesses on the selling price of Sidney at

i Tattersalls'-Fasig's sale in Cleveland, Ohio, February 2Sth, we

I are informed by Mr. Fasig that about 20,000 people sent in

estimates, many of them from England, Austria, Germany

and other European countries. The work of sorting the dif-

ferent guesses was a laborious one, especially where competi-

,
tors would insist on sending lengthy articles bearing on the

I

merits of the horse ; or where some, who had evidently made

; up their mind on winning the prize, would enter into details

as to the make of sulky preferred, the mode of shipment, etc.

About a dozen competitors were ladies, and no less than three

of them have succeeded in guessing the exact amount. The

fo' lowing is a complete list of the persons guessing $27,000,

: and the two prizes will be awarded by lot on the return of Mr.

I Fasig from Cleveland :

E. Belisle. Concordia, Kansas.
1 Howell Betts. Columbus, Warren Co.. Pa.

R. Clasbv. Muir. Kv.
W. G. Freek. New "Bedford. Ohio.
Chas. Gardner, Friendship. N. Y.
O. O. Gibbs. Commercial Hotel. Casey. Iowa
Maude Greenwood. 235 West 76th Street. New York City.

D. C. C. Grinnell. Cold Water. Mich.
E. S. Hammond. Eau Claire, Wis.
L. Hardman, Box 135. Rich burg, N. Y.
G. W. Hollingsworth. Brookville. Franklin Co., Ind.
A. T. Mason. St. Petersburg, Clarion Co.. Pa.
Florence Mavhew. Niles. Alameda Co.. Cal.
F. F. Milier. Box 439, Niles. Mich.
L. H. Neighbour. Hackettstown. N. J.

W. J. Toole, 29 Saratoga Avenue, Rochester. N. Y.
C. W. Walters. Franklin, Pa.
Henry Walton. Portland, Oregon.
L. Webb. Poaghkeepsie. N Y.
Maggie Wetzel, Weston, W. Na.

The guesses varied from $3,000 to $305,000, and the average
would be quite $75,000.

Trotting Sired Half Thoroughbred in Use at

Palo Alto.

The speed produced by the half thoroughbred sires of Palo

Alto is a matter of great importance to breeders of the trotting

horse. Yet in its infancy the stubborn fact that speed at the

trot can be produced from the half thoroughbred is creating

so much interest that the papers are apprising the horse com-

munity of its success.

The get of these different stallions are few in numbers, and

but a small portion of that number having been handled,makes

the showing a remarkable one, and will cause the student of

breeding for speed to study more closely the thoroughbred
lines producing speed in the trotter.

Azmoor, 2:2(U, by Electioneer, dam Mamie 0., by imp.
Hercules, had three two-year-olds in training in 1892, the old-

est of his get ; they all got records. Rowena, 2:17, out of

thoroughbred Emma Robson, Bonnibel, 2:24}, and Clarion,

2:34}, an average speed of 2:25 1-3. Is there any other horse

unuer the same conditions that has equalled it ?

Whips, 2:27', by Electioneer, dam thoroughbred Lizzie

Whips, has had but few of his produce handled, yet nis per-

formers, Azote, 2:14}, Navidad, 2:22£, and Warlock, 2:24},

are substantial evidence of his ability to produce speed.

That Palo Alto, 2:08?, would be a success as a sire of trot-

ters was never in doubt at the farm where it was the owner's
intention that he should reign as the premier stallion.

In 1S92 there were but two two-year-olds at Palo Alto ; his

produce, Avena, got a record of 2:192. Erastus C. showed
quarters early in the spring in thirty-seven seconds, but was
taken sick and thrown out of training. Palo Alto will be
represented on the turf this season by colts and fillies one,

two and three-year-olds. Let their performances speak for

the half-thoroughbred sire.

The Petaluma Fair.

The interest being taken in the annual fair at Petaluma

even at this season of the year proves conclusively that the

successful termination of all previous fairs will be eclipsed in

this Columbian year. The display in the pavilion and the

poultry exhibit is the talk of the town amon g the fair sex

and when the races are called visitors will be agreeably sur-

prised to see the improvements made for their comfort at the

track. The course has been plowed, harrowed and rolled, all

the hollow places have been filled, the turns thrown up to the
regulation pitch, and wherever the surface needed extra care

it has received it. The idea of the directors is to have the

fastest track on the Coast, and if hard work, guided by intelli-

gence, will accomplish that object, they will be satisfied. The
programme of races is published in our advertisment columns,
and all owners of trotters or pacers should make entries in the

events at once. Entries will close April 1st. The bottom has

not dropped out of the business, a greater interest will be
taken in racing than ever, and Petaluma's fair will have a

larger attendance than its most sanguine officers can imagine,
for by the time the fair takes place evervone will try to be
there.

Eros—Sire of Nine.

It is not often that a sire has as many claims to attract the

attention of breeders as Eros, 2:29}. His owner has refrained

from placing a number behind his name, although the horse

is entitled to one by every rule. Eros has proven himself a

sire of speedy and game performers that have color, disposition

and uze. He is a typical Electioneer in form, and as he re-

sembles his sire in this respect, he goes still further like Elec-
tioneer, the sire of 132 in the list—he has a great broodmare
for a mother, Sontag Mohawk, the dam of seven in the list,

i and one of her daughters is the dam of Starlight, 2:23?. This
,

broodmare is one of the greatest in the world and ranks with
Green Mountain Maid, Emetine and Miss Russell as one of the

|

few to which every owner of a fast trotter will like to trace in

|

a few years. Eros never had many opportunities in the stud,
i yet he has proved himself one of the best sojs of Electioneer,
and every colt and filly by him that receives any preparation
will enter the 2:30 list. Among all the .sales that have taken
place in the East this past winter not an Eros youogster was

I conBignpd hy the owner* lo them; that the descendants of this

I
.-(in of Electioneer are appreciated this will demonstrate.

How to Get a Mare in Foal.

A correspondent writes the Rural World as follows on a sub-

ject of importance to breeders

:

"Sometimes it is difficult to get mares to breed. It may be
thev are valuable mares and mares with splendid pedigrees,

and their foals would command high prices if bred to good
sires. There is scarcely a breeder that has not one or more
mares to trouble him this way. The writer had a mare of

this kind that he had purchased for breeding purposes, by

i

Ethan Allen, and out of a fast pacing mare. She was so*"e-

!
what advanced in years, and for four years 1 tried to get htr
in foal. I had bred her to different stallions. She would
periodically come in season, and was as regularly bred, re-

ceiving one, and perhaps two services at each of such periods.

Believing that she was permanently barren, I was trying to

dispose .^f her at a merely nominal sum. Being at Kalamazoo,
Mich., about a year ago, inspecting the trotting stock of S. A.

i Browne & Co., of that city, I was telling him of my trouble
with this mare—that I had tried for years to get her in foal,

,
and that I was confident she would never breed. Mr. Browne

1 —who, by the way, I consider one of the best horsemen in the
United States and one of the cleverest of gentleman—said to

me, " Send her to me, and I will see that she gets in foal." He
said he had a number of just such cases, and he had never
failed to get them to breeding ; but I was so positive that It

could not be done that I would not send the mare to him. I

asked him, however, what he would do to cause her to breed,

a d he said it might be necessary to insert the hand to open
the passageway to the womb, if closed, which horsemen un-
derstand, at the time she came in season, and then let the
stallion cover her once a day during her entire period of heat,

and the mare would be aim >st certain to conceive ; that some
time during the period the egsr that is deposited would be-

come fertilized, and the mare in due course oftime would have

|

a foal. He said he had never failed to succeed in this way. I

|

received this information last January a year ago, and im-
mediately wrote to my superintendent to try the experiment
the first time the mare came in season. She did come in

, season the first of February, and the stallion was bred to her
for five days in succession, when she refused him, and on the
oth ofJanuary of this year she dropped a fine horse foal, and
both are doing well. By Dot having this information I had
kept this mare for four years at heavv expense, and had
wasted time and effort to accomplish a result which could
have been very easily obtained at any single period of heat,

probably, during that four years. I shall feel under lasting

obligations to Mr. S. A. Browne for the information he gave
me."

+.

From 1885 to 1892.

For the past two years the trotting pessimists have on all

possible occasions, in and out of season, asserted that the in-

terest in light harness races was rapidly declining; that trot-

ting meetings all over the country were losing money and
public attention and patronage transferred to the running
turf. The statistics of 1891 properly collated and prepared
showed such assertions to be without foundation ; those of
1892 intensify that showing and fullv warrant the assertion

that never since the first 2:30 performance has the trotting

turf been as prosperous or numerically and financially strong

as during the past season. In support of this assertion the
following comparative statement epitomized from the Year
Books of 18o5, Volume I, and 1892, Volume VIII. is

submitted

:

1885. 1892.

Number of races, trotting 3,869 9,987
Number of races, pacing 575 2.175
Number of special and time performances,

trotting 5S 1,680
Number of special and time performance,

paciDg 13 264

Total.- 4,515 14.105

*Numberof horses which competed, trotters 5,428 16.643
Number of horses which competed, pacers 711 3,457

Total 6.193 20.100

Number of meetings... 1,071 1,931
Xumberof days trotting and pacing.- 2.530 6.859

fValue of purses, stakes and premiums 51,181.135 54,840,700

*Each horse counted but once.
tPartially estimated for each year.

This is an increase in number and value of races, and in the
number ot horses which performed during the season, that

should be satisfactory to the most ardent admirer of the
American light harness horse. We do not believe the statis-

tics of the running tu r f will show either a like ratio of in-

crease or as large a total either in number or value, and this,

notwithstanding the fact that the racing season is continuous
from January to December, while the trotting and pacing
meetings virtually commence in May and end with November.
—Wallace's Monthly.

" Chancellor is a Race Horse."

There was not a better known stallion on the California

circuit than the fine dark chestnut stallion Chancellor, owned

by E. D. Fox, of San Jose. He proved himself a racehorse

in every event he started in. His last halves in every mile

were faster than the first, and the ease with which he van-

quished his opponents proved conclusively that his present

mark, 2:21, is no measure of his speed. Chancellor is pro-

nounced by competent judges to be one of the strongest-made
and most evenly-balanced trotters seen for years. He is level-

headed in all his work, and shows a degree of intelligence

tint is almost marvelous. He is sired by Bismarck, ^:29J,
out of Lucy Patchen. by George'M. Patchen Jr. 31. Bis-

marck is by Index 2S56, son of Keokuk 546, he by Black-
hawk 5, out of a Bishop Hambletonian mare. All the pro-

duce by Chancellor resemble him in every way. Mount Hope
14,206 is to stand for this season on the same stock farm with
Chancellor, at the Sanla Clara Valley Nurseries. Mount Hope
is by the great stallion Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out of Lizzie, sister

to Chancellor, 2:21. He is a very promising young horse, and
from the little work he has had proves that he will enter this

list and get a very low record in his races. His conformation
is perfect, and breeders who desire to get the services of the

best stallions for their mares should inspect this pair before

going elsewhere. See advertisement.

Eugene Llii.h has sold the six-year-old bay horse Inferno

by Bend Or, out of Billet Doux.to the Western horseman
H. StauHer, and the horse has been sent to Washington to

race.
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THE GUJS.

To

[By Charles Wesley Kyj.e.1

I've seen thee oft when roses wreathed

Upon thy features garlands bright

;

When thy fair bosom fondly breathed

In ecstasy of pure delight.

When thy brown eyes with pleasure shone :

Your lips were red with passion's glow.

And knew thy heart was all my own.

When love was one unbroken flow.

When shadows came not to annoy
Our perfect harmony of bliss :

When every pulse was one of joy,

And all our life was loveliness.

Since then I've seen the roses fade.

And in their place the lilies lay :

Oh, shame! to think, fair, lovely maid,

That I had chased the bloom away.

Oh, dearest maid, I do confess

I have those roses lalsely slain ;

But. darling, come and let me kiss

Those blooms of Cupid back again .'

A National Sportsman's Association.

The widespread interest manifest in the columns of the

sportsmen's journals over the country regarding the question

of obtaining and enforcing game laws that will protect the

game of the country, emphasizes the necessity of the forma-

tion of a National Sportsman's Association to the end that the

laws of the country be made to reflect the best and highest

thought on this subject. Much can be accomplished by thor-

ough organization, while on the other hand but little can be

accomplished without united effort. The conditions of the

country as regards the game and fish interests, more especially

that of the former, are in a deplorable condition. If any

movement is to be made looking toward the preservation of

the game, it must be done at once. Where are the millions

of buffalo that a few short years ago covered the vast plains ?

Hear the account of the great hunting parties that a few years

ago slaughtered these great animals by the hundreds, leaving

them to be devoured by the wolves ! What a useless and
wanton slaughter it was! The other species of game are

being destroyed in the same manner to day. Is it not time

for every thoughtful sportsmau to act?

Can there be but one answer to the question as to what the

condition of the country will be as to the supply of wild game
in the near fuiure? Read the answer in the already well nigh

depleted fields and hills of most sections of the country. What
can be done to check the destruction of the game? Whatii
your idea, my fellow-sportsman, whose eye may chance to

glance over these lines? Have you any plan that may be fol-

lowed to the end that the game may be preserved ? Come,
let us reason together, and prepare to act upon the conclusions

reached. The call which will soon be issued in response to

the petitions now being circulated over the country, favoring

the formation of a National Sportsman's Association, should

act upon every sportsman as a bugle call summoning the loyal

to act in defense and preservation of the estate of the public

in this behalf. Do not put off your eadeavors in this matter.

Let every State and Territory in the Union respond that a

representative body may be formed, pledged and devoted to

the work of preserving the game and such collateral measures

as are necessary to this object. Preserve the forests
; stock

the streams; preserve the game. Short open seasons with re-

strictive measures governing the taking of game and fish.

Preserve our National Parks and labor on effective lines to

have new ones established; work in conjunction with the

National and the several State Fish Commissions, pushing
forward the laudable work in which they are engaged. The
whole question is one of the first interest to the whole people,

and one which Ises next the heart of every lover of nature.

Have you signed the petition for the call to form such an as-

sociation ? If not, will you not do so at once? See last week's

issue of this journal for a copy of the petition; cut it out,

paste on a sheet of paper, secure all the signatures to it that

you can, and forward to this office at as early a date as pos-

sible.
_

Trap Shooting.

expenses or his living bv his expert shooting does it because

it is a pleasant and, to him, an easy way tu do what he has to

do to live ; be naturally devotes his entire energy to the one

ohjec', the ability to break more targets than any one else,

while we who are making our livingotherwisejpay the freight

It is just as inevitable as any other law of cause and effect.

Now handicap your expert ; do it fairly ; he simply lets nut

another link, and the inexpert still loses.

Trap shooting ''as she is now shot," is one thing, the one-

time system another reform the one, revive the other, but let

us try to do both in the true spirit.

I heartily agree with Mr. Kirkwood's suggestion of the dis-

tance handicap, at least, as an experiment, though here again

we are simply making several classes were formerly were but

three, viz., expert, semi-expert and amateur; in other words,

eacli distance would be a class. But there is more than that

in any system of handicap, for, if you put any one of a dozen

well-known experts anywhere within the range of the gun he

shoots, it will be but a few days ere he is still the same expert.

He is in it, as all are who shoots not alone for the pleasure,

but the money ; hence, it seems to me that the money is what
must be divided so that the amateur can get some share of it.

As Mr. Kirkwood says, the moneys should bear some relation

to the number of birds to be shot, and for local shooting clubs,

undoubtedly the small entries are the best.

The Jack Babbit system is the only system that prevents

dropping for place, and that alone should stamp it as some-
thing to be admired. A more natural or abominable practice

than this dropping for place is not known in trap snooting,

and no distance handicap can, or will prevent the expert from
i doing pretty much as he pleases in getting a place.

Is it possible to formulate a plan by which the 60 per cent.

man can attend a shoot at some distance from his home, pay
railroad fare, hotel bill, buy cartridges, shoot in every event,

and come home with the expense account balanced by his

winnings ? Isn't it an absurdity on its face.

Now that there are two associations in the field something
should be done, and I would suggest a plan based upon that of

putting horses on the track, or matching prize fighters. Let
the shooters of the country be classified; this can easily be
done with the present acquaintance between the association

managers and the men ; then match experts, semi-experts and
amateurs together. The moment a man is seen to be shooting

ahead of his class, put him up and keep him (here If h'e don't

like it, let him stay home; better, by far, keep away a few

disaffected ones, and catch the crowd, then vice versa. Make
the shooting for the experts at distances, and throw smaller

and faster targets, and let their money be divided as it is in

live-bird shooting and correspondingly higher entries. Let
each man empty five traps, all traps to be kept filled and
sprung by a wheel, gun below the elbow. Make the semi-

expert shooting less difficult than the expert, distance the

men and have them each shoot at five birds, or three birds, or

even at one bird, gun below elbow, until the entire score is

shot out, and divide their money, also pro rata, according to

the number of entries-

Now, if you choose, as there are so many more amateurs
than even semi-experts, let them shoot the rapid fire system,

but intersperse just as many events where a single man shoots

at so many birds, unknown trap and angle, gun below the

elbow. Platoon firing becomes automatic, and there are men
who by nature are better adopted to become automatons than

others. Changing the nature of the shooting would serve to

break up the automatons, and would not hurt the others.

Such a plan would necessitate three sets of traps, three sets

of men, etc. But are not the associations rich enough to do
this ?

Just as soon as a tournament is advertised, wherein :
' Greek

meets Greek," and the amateur can go knowing that he will

meet only amateurs, just so soon the crowd will turn that way;

but my word for it, that no system of fair haudicap will ever

be invented wherebv the expert will not win, the unexpert

lose and he who can not break over 60 per cent, had better

not go away from home until he can do better.

Every person who shall buy, sell, offer, or expose for Bale,

transport <»r carry, or have in his p ssestiion any deer <>r deer-

skin, or any deer hide or pelt from which the evidence of BOX
has been removed, or any <\f the aforesaid game at a time
when it is unlawful to kill the same, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor.
[Every person who, in the State of California, shall, within

the two years next after the passage of this Act, hunt, pur-
sue, take, kill, or destroy [or have in his possession, except for

purposes of propagation,] any.pheasant, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.]
[Every person who shall, at any time, net or pound any

quail, partridge, or grouse, and every person who shall sell,

transport, or give away, or offer or expose for sale, or have in

his possession any quail, partridge, or grouse that has been
snared, captured, or taken in or by any meaus of any net or
pound, is guilty of a misdemeanor.]

[Proof of possession of any quail, partridge, or grouse
which shall not show evidence of having been taken by means
other than a net or pound, shall be " prima facie" evidence,

in any prosecution for violation of the provisions of this sec-

tion, that the person in whose possession such quail, part-

ridge, or grouse is found, took, killed, or destroyed the same
by means of a net or pound.]
Every cold storage company, person keeping a cold storage

warehouse, tavern or hotel-keeper, restaurant or eating-house
keeper, marketman or other person who shall sell, expose, or
offer for sale, [or give away,] or have in his possession in this

State any deer, quail, bob-white, partridge, pheasant, grouse,

dove, or wild duck during the time it shall be unlawful to kill

such animnl or bird, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
[Every person who shall use a shotgun of a larger caliber

than that commonly known and designated as number ten

gauge, for the purpose of killing or destroying any wild duck,
rail, quail, partridge, pheasant or grouse, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.]
Every person who, upon any [inclosed cultivated] grounds

which are private property, and where signs are displayed for-

bidding such shooting, shall shoot anv quail, bob-white,

pheasant, partridge, grouse, dove or wild duck, without per-

mission first obtained from the owner or person in possession

of such grounds, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Any person found guilty of a violation of any of the pro-

visions of this section shall be fined in a sum not less than
twenty dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail in the

county in which the conviction shall be had not less than ten

days, or be punished by both such fine and imprisonment.
One-half of all moneys collected for fines for violations of this

section shall be paid to the informer, one-quarter to the Dis-

trict Attorney of the county and one-quarter shall oe paid into

the Fish Commission Fund for the purchase and distribution

of game birds in the various countries of the State.

Sec. 2. All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict with this Act
are hereby repealed.

Sec. 3. This Act shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage.

The Amended Emeric Bill.

I am glad to see such practical letters as those of Mr. Kirk-

wood, and can shake hands with him upon most of his argu-

ments, but it is my belief that trap shooting, as he means it,

is not to be revived, says Samuel J. Fort in Shooting and Fish-

ing. First, because the manufacturers are averse to any change

in the present methods. Second, because the " rapid fire"

system suits the average man better than any other, because

he gets all the shooting he can stand in a given time. It is,

of course, to the benefit of the manufacturers that enormous

quantities of ammunition shall be used and thousands of tar-

gets shot at, for therein lies their trap-shooting profits, and I

for one would not care to interfere if I could with legitimate

business, though I mourn the decadence of the one-time sport

where a man went : o the trap, emptied all five, and stepped

back. That was sport, pure and simple, and, properly de-

veloped, would have remained a popular recreation.

The generous offer of $50 for a handicap that will handicap,

caused a smile ; the association might just as well have offered ! meanor,

The Emeric Bill as amended and finally passed by the

Senate and Assembly reads as follows:

An act to amend section 626 of the Penal Code, relating to

the preservation of game birds and animals, and provid-

ing punishment for the unlawful taking, killing, and
transportation thereof.

The people of the State of California, represented in Senate

and Assembly, do enact as follows :

Section 1. Section six hundred and twenty-sis of the

Penal Code of the State of California is hereby amended to

read as follows

:

Section 626. Every person who, in the State of California,

between the first day of March and the first day of [Septem-

ber] in each year, shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy

[or have in his possession, dead or alive, except for purposes

of propagation], any quail, bob-white, partridge, or grouse, or

any kind of wild duck, [snipe] or rail, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.
Every person who, in the State of California, shall take,

gather, or destroy the eggs of any quail, bob-white, partridge,

pheasant, grouse, or dove, or any kind of wild duck, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who, in the State of California, between the

first day of [March] and the first day of [August,] in each

year, shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy, [or have in his

possession,] doves, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who, in the State of California, shall, within

the two years next (except from September 1st to October loth

in each year) after the passage of this Act, hunt, pursue, take,

kill or destroy any male deer, elk, antelope, mountain sheep

or buck, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every person who, in the State of California, shall at any
time hunt, pursue, kill, take or destroy any female deer, ante-

lope, elk, mountain sheep or doe, shall be guilty of a roisde-

The Recreation Gun Club.

$1000, for they willl never find what they want. You can

handicap until the cows come home, but a handicap that is

fair for all will not prevent the expert from coming to the

front in trap shooting any more than the handicap of humrfn
existence prevents the expert from going to the front.

I think there is too much stress put on the expert. We
would all be experts if we could, and there is not a man who
reads these words who would not win everything in sight if

he could do it fairly; that is human nature. The expert is

the natural result of conditions; the man who can make his

Every person who shall at any time hunt, pursue, take, kill

or destroy any spotted fawn, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every person who shall take, kill or destroy at any time

any bird mentioned in this section, unless the carcass of such

bird is used or preserved by the person so taking or slaying it,

or is sold for food, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
[Every person in the State of California who shall at any

time sell, or offer for sale the hide or meat of any deer, elk,

antelope, or mountain sheep, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.]
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The Recreation Gun Club met for their inaugural of trap

shooting events at Oakland Shooting Park on the first of the

week. The day was particularly fine and the sport passed oH

with a degree of spirit which rendered the occasion of more

than ordinary interest. The Club's membership was iucreased

by the addition of Messrs. George Crocker and F. L. Wooster.

Luncheon was served at the hotel and a pleasant hour

passed at the table. It was well toward evening when the

party returned to the city well pleased with the sport of the

day.

" Randall " proved himself the champion of the day by
killing all of his birds in splendid style. He is a remarkably

quick shot and killed his birds before they could get beyond

the ten yard line from the traps, in almost every instance. Mr.
T. R. Barney followed closely with but one "goose-egg" in

his score. " Slade," Haas and Tibbetts followed with nine

kills each. The score is as follows

:

"Randall" 1

Bbmey i
'• Slade "

Haas 2
Tibbets 1

"Wooley " 1

Schroedoj- 1

" Worm " 2
Liddle 1

Golchcr 2
George
Smith
Allen •

" Randall " won first prize, a line leather gentleman's dress-

ing case; Barney, second prize, a fine silver-top leather-cov-

ered flask ; "Slade" and Haas standing for third prize, a fine

sp'it bamboo fishing rod being won by the latter on '.he second

six-bird match following, each of these contestants having

killed all of their birds in the first subsequent match to the

regular one.

The first six-bird match resulted as follows :

" Slade " 2

Baas 2
Golchcr
Johns 2
" Randall " -

Barney 1

" Levi" 1

"Wooley"
Smith
George a u

Another trial at six birds gave the following resnll

Johns
Haas 1 2 2
Barnev " 1 9

Golcber. o i

(

»

"Randall" - 2

An interesting event was a triangular match participated in

by Liddle, I ..urge and Smith, {fi entrain c, I "nil.- Robert win-

ning liy one bird over his competitor-* in H -ix-bird race.

Haas and Barnev divided in a subsequent pool, while

Barney and "Levi" won subsequent honors. This club is

growing in numbers and bill- fair to beoneof the leading clubs

of this city.

Meeara. Clabrongh, (iolcher & Co. will shortly erect a good

substantial club house at < laklaud .Shooting I'ark for n.

venience of those desiring to shoot blue rocks.

The E. T. Allen Co. are making extensive improvement -

in their sporting goods emporium at 116 Market Street.
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The Alameda Gun Club.

The Alamedas held their opening trap event of the season

mi Saturday last under a cold, gray sky, which, at intervals.

emitted baptismal showers during the early hours of the day,

finally settling into a steady rain, the conditions being ren-

iil more uncomfortable by a raw, stiff breeze which

blev continually, thus rendering the shooting very uncertain.

In the i; 'litest of the Club match the scores stood as follows

Mr. A. Russell Crowell referee:

r !: Barney 11211120212 2—

n

0110 2 0111111—9
McAnlmr 1 12 100001 111— S

.Son 1 12 2 2 2 2 1 0—

S

H.HaighU 1 00 2 02001112—7
- 12 2 2 2 2 1—7

\V. Mathews 2 1 200 1 1000 1—6
_0 00001111120—6

« U.Osborne 1 2 o o l 2 o 1 2 o 0—6
eder o n l l l 2 o 2 l o 0— 6

ii 2 1 il 1 1 1— 5

In the first freeze-out Schroeder, Mayhew and Adams
divided the money. Worth wou the second and Barney the
third. Mr. Barney's shooting this year is remarkably good,
could scarcely be better, and we anticipate before the season
is over that his record will entitle him to a first place in the
rank uf the best shoolers of the country.

The library of the Mechanics Institute will shortly put in

a set of the American Kennel Club stud books. This will be

of great advantage to all the kennel men of the city, and no
doubt but thev will be in well-nigh constant demand.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

ole notices J, sales as mes claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

F1XTCRE6.
BENCH SHOWS.

Elmira Kennel Club's first annual bench show, Elmira. N. Y..
March 21, 22, 23 and 24. C. A. Browman, Secretary.

City of the Straits Kennel Club's show, Detroit, Michigan, March
21, 22, 23 and 21. Goy D. Welton. Secretary.

Illindio Kennel Club's bench show, Indianapolis, Ind., March 28,
: i SI. Coas. K. Farmer, Secretary.

New England Kennel Club's bench show. Boston. April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. JV. Newman, Secretary,

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver. Colo.. April 11. 12,
13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,
April 19, 2 I, -I and 22, C. A. Sumner. Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear. Secretary.

Worlds Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,
16 and 1". Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture. Chicago.

.American Pet Dcfj Club's bench show. Lenox Lvceum, New York,
May SO, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
fan.. September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Mr. Matt Kerr has imported a fine wire-haired foxterrier

t hat will be benched at the coming show.

The Pacific Kennel Club's coming bench show will be held
in the Mechanic's Pavilion May 3d to 6th inclusive.

Mr. Howard Vernon has purchased the pointer, Carmel
i Bepo III.—Champion Sally Brass IL), of Henry Huber.

Some new blood, of the very rirst quality in cockers, will
be exhibited at the coming bench show in this city. Lookout
for hot competition.

.».

Does not the fall in the prices realized for first class St. Ber-
nards imply a boom for the breed? We are inclined to so re-
gard the situation.

Mr. (ieorge Raperwill judge at Manchester, England, on
March 21, 22 and 23, leaving England in time to reach Los
Angeles at the appointed time.

H*. _

In the puppy classes .t the coming show, cash prizes will

be given in all classes where five or more puppies are shown;
-*es will receive diplomas.

The excellent illustrations appearing in the American Field
are rapidly introducing the leading dogs and kennel men to the
public, in the most favorable manner.

The work on the compilation of the catalogue for the bench
Bhow is well under way, and is being well patronized by adver-
tittrs. The show will be a grand success.

Dial Kennel Club is showing the spirit of en-
terprise which has made Denver famous the world over. It
may be unl an infant in a^e but it is a Solomon in wisdom and
a Jumbo in sue.

We have it on good authority that there will be presented
It the coming bench Bhow or the Pacific Kennel Club an

tter dog thai will surprise the fancy. He is said to be
one of the royal bio

Mr. K. P. Shell will send Lady Gladys and Lady Delight
"the 1. bench show. In the same string will be

v; all of them being fine repre-
•entatii 3t Bernard family.

Tti.- Los Angeled bench show will ..pen on April lOandcon
2] inclusive. There will be a very respectable num-

ntries this year, far above, ii ie anticipated, the entry
held at that place.

fhe Philadelphia Show bad four hundred and eighty-six
l to have passed off very smoothly
emenl Bight jod

this important part of the exhibition.

Mr. Hugh McCracken will exhibit a brace <>f very superior
bench show, This bra I

md hli etlnrts during the vear
elevation of these speedy dogs.

Theji for the coming benoh show !o be
held !• iel i flab in this otty, May di

dready large and constantly growing. Let
eresled in this matter call On or write Mr.
retary, 21 Kearny street, lor.full infor-

irticnlnni regarding the «how.

The enterprise of the bench show circuit in the West, in

securing the services of Mr. tieorge Kaper as judge of the

bench shows on the Pacific Coast, is to be commended. This
gentleman stands unchallenged as one of the first authorities

on dogs now before the country.

Mr. Henry Hnber will exhibit four grand pointers at Los
Angeles and also at the Pacific Kennel Club's show in this

city. The string will be composed of Champion Glenbeigh,
Champion Duke of Vernon, Champion Sally Brass II. and
Lucy S. (Duke of Vernon—Sally Brass II.)

The Occidental Coursing Club will hold a coursing meet at

Newark to-morrow. This will probably be one of the last

events of the season at that point. Plenty of good strong hare
have been secured and a grand season of sport is expected on
this occasion. Go down and enjoy a pleasant day.

Mr. L. L. Campbell is making up a string of dogs to take
to the Southern California Kennel Club's bench show at Los
Angeles next month. Mr. Campbell succeeded finely with the

dogs under his charge last year presenting them in the ring

in first-class condition. He is a thorough worker in this line.

Capt. Thos. Higgs will attend the Los Angeles bench show
with a string of dogs from this city and vicinity for exhibition

at the coming show at that place. It now looks as if a good
representation would attend from this city on that event. This
is the proper spirit and should be encouraged in every way
possible.

We have received the premium list of the Continental Ken"
nel Club Co., of Denver, Colorado, advertising the fourth an-

nual bench show to be given in that city on April 11 to 14 in-

clusive. Entries close March 27. Mr. John Davidson will

judge all classes. Mr. F. W. Band, secretary.

The- managing committee of the coming Bench Show
are looking for an office conveniently located for, the trans-

action of the business of the show. They will open the office

and place a competent clerk in charge about April 1. This
move is a most commendable one and will, no doubt, do much
in forwarding the interest of the show as abundance of time
will be required to discharge the duties of the office.

Mrs. F. H. Shepard, of Butte, Colorado, the owner of the
famous St. Bernards, Ben Lomond and Marvel, has them now
at her ranch near Morrison, that State. As all the fancy know
these specimens stand well to the fore of the St. Bernards the
world over. We are pleased to note this stroke of enterprise

in kennel mattets by the lady, and trust that the Rockies wilt

continue to improve in the matter of securing the best dogs in

the country. Colorado is in touch with California, not only
in a topographical sense, but also in the matter of enterprise
in all progressive lines.

W. M. Cunningham, the leading sportsman and dog fan-

cier of Honolulu, shipped his Irish setter bitch Elcho Belle,

(Champion Elcho Jr. ex imported Katie IX} to the Bay View
Kennels of West Berkeley to be bred to Brace, he by Pat
O'More ex Belle C. Elcho Belle is a very handsome red
bitch showing a good deal of quality as a field performer. She
is reported to be a good one. Mr. Cunningham has several
other Irish setters in the kennels and intends " breeding noth-
ing but the best." In sending Elcho Belle to this State he
should have by this cross some first-class ones.

St. Bernards In England.

Mr. J. F. Smith, reviewing the St. Bernards of '93 in the

English Kennel Gazette, says

:

The falling: off in quality has been due in a great measure to

the exportations of some of our best breeding stock (both dogs
and bitches) to America and elsewhere. Another, and, I

think, a more serious cause, is that for years past breeders
have been breeding away from the type. This has been done
by continually breeding the roughs together, which, in my
opinion, is a great mistake, as by so doing we are breeding
back to the Newfoundland and Pyreunean Wolfhound cross.

If you want St. Bernard type in the roughs, you must use the
smooth blood occasionally. This has, 1 believe, been done
more or less during the past two years, and I look forward to

some grand young roughs being exhibited next year, if not be-

fore.

Another craze has been the continual trying to get size ; bv
this I mean height at shoulder. The consequence of this has
been that several over-grown specimens have been exhibited
which have caricatured the breed. They have simply been
monstrosities, which could hardly, much more walk." A St.

Bernard that is 3X1 inches at shoulder is tall enough for any-
thing, and even this height is very difficult to get, commen-
surate with symmetry and good movement. A St. Bernard
ought to be able to move well, and for long distances, too.

Whoever saw hunters 17 hands, carriage horses 18 hands, or
dray horses 20 hands high, that were worth anything except
to exhibit at a penny show in a fair? They simply could not
carry their own weight with ease.

1 am glad to see the dewclaw farce is now at an end, and
we may hope to see better hind legs aud freer movers. A step
in the right direction would be to remove these malformations
when the puppies are about a week old.

'Jh-.

Chetwynd, Litter Brother to Glenbeigh.

In speaking of the family of pointers to which Mr. Henry
Saber's Glenbeigh belongs, the English press speaks of his

litter brother Chetwynd as follows:

" An excellent all-round pointer, and one that bears critical
examination natisfactorily."—The Field.
"Open Dogs were a good lot, in which Chetwynd won: a

liver and white, with capital head, though not quite nice in
expression; good in shoulders, body, legs, feet and bone."

—

Stock-Keeper ion Liverpool show)?
" A remarkably smart white and liver dog.'*—Canine

World.
n<] U own brother to Glenbeigh, winner of first

Pointer Puppy Stake and Champion Prize for best pointer or
-eller puppy. National Trials, 1891, also first pointer, Derby,
and extra prize for best pointer or setter, Kennel I Hub Trials,
1891. The only pointer that has ever won the double event.

L Instinct " or " Reason."

Some few weeks ago I noticed that some correspondents

were discussing the above subjects. Some of them I agree

with, others not so. I will venture to tell your readers a true

tale of the reasoning of an old English sheep dog whose image

is indelibly stamped on the tablet supposed to exist in the box

that I possess for casing brains, says a correspondent in Shoot-

ing Times.

List then, for here goes.

A few years ago it was my father's custom, in sending the
draught of sheep for sale, to start the lot about five o'clock in

the morning from the farm, accompanied by a man and the
dog (whose name by the way was Cyrus, a tribute, I suppose,
to the ancient king of that ilk), and follow himself in his dog-
cart, later.

This plan worked well for several years, until " Cyrus'" be-

gan to be troublesome in the fair, by becoming so jealous of
his beloved charges that he would challenge any other tyke
that came near the pen in his keeping to mortal combat.
And, be it understood, he could right, and many a gory field

of battle have I seen after his mode of persuading the other
tykes to keep off.

Well, this, naturally, in no small degree riled the farmers
who had their flocks penned adjacent to Cyrus's charges. So
it was decided by my father that for the future two men should
pilot the sheep into the next fair, assisted bvthe dog, until

the entrance to the town, and then the dog was to be sent

home.
Well, this little plan, it was thought, would work admirably,

aud on the first time it was tried, Cyrus, ever obedient to the

word ofcommand, trotted back from the entrance-to the town,
apparently unconcerned.
Xow I have often wondered what passed through the brain

of that true and faithful dog as he wended his homeward way,
for I have to mention that the shepherd, having mistaken his

orders the preceding day, had neglected to separate and mark
the sheep for sale in the usual manner, consequently that task

had to be done in the early morning, aud at that performance
the dog had assisted.

This, of course, was a very unusual thing, so unusual,
indeed, that "Cyrus" evidently reasoned within himself that

his command to return home had something to do with this

deviation from the usual mode of procedure, for at about noon
a tremendous commotion could be seen from the sheep fair

existing in the cattle fair at the top of the town and through
which the sheep had to pass in order to arrive at their pens,
and as the crowd moved to the right and to the left, we could
distinctly hear the yap, yap, which, by the way, is such a dis-

tinctive feature of the old English sheep dog, and not until

my old optics become closed in endless night shall I forget

the look of surprise depicted on every fVe of ihose jolly old
rustics of long ago at the sight of the grand old dog conducting
in faultless style his flock of sheep through the herds of bul-

locks, separating his charges from the flocks gone before,

dashing here, dashing there, his familiar yap, yap, which the

sheep knew so well, until he brought them light up to the pen
in which the others were enclosed, and then, with a joyous
bark and a look that conveyed far more intelligence than
could be found in half the cranks and apes boiled down
together, who speak of a dog as something to be despised.

"Only fit for a dog," they say. Bah ! A dog reasons, a dog
studies, aye, and almost anticipates his master's slightest wish.

Kick him, ye monsters of creation, what does he do but return

to lick your hand, aye, and die for you.
" I have said "die for you," and verily, so far list again, ye

cranks, and apply this unction to your souls :

This self-same dog saved his master's life, and in this way :

My father, twice in each year, went a distance of eighteen
miles to collect the half-yearly rent due from certain freehold

property (and I fancy it would puzzle any man's wit to find in

the whole of Wales a more lonely road than that which we
had to travel by. Now, two weeks previously, a murderous
attack had been made on a farmer travelling the same road,

and I recollect well my father's jocular remark before starting.
" I had better take ' Cyrus,' in case of trouble on the road "

—a presentiment which came true before that day was out

—

for when he was returning along the most lonely part of the
road two men rushed out of the darkness, one seizing the
horse's head and the other paying his attentions to the occu-

pant of the dog cart. But while this latter fellow's foot was
on the step. Cyrus thought fit to interfere and introduced his

f ngs into the pantaloons of the energetic but unwelcome in-

terviewer of the driver. This sudden rear onslaught quickly
brought the ruflian down, of course the whip was applied,

and 1 am pleased to say my father arrived home safely. But
the dog? No sign of him, and I assure you great was the
concern as to the faithful old fellow's safety. I well remem-
ber, as it were but yesternight, how, for a long time, we all

discutsed his probable fate, so you may guess the joy that

prevaded that house when we, bewailing with bitter and
scalding tears, as we thought, the fate of our staunch and true

friend, suddenly heard a "yap! yap!" and a scratch at the
door of that dear old farm house.

But, oh ! when the old dog rushed in, the idol of evervone,
we could have jumped for joy, but he was bespattered with

mud and blood, so we diligently set to work washing him, to

see where he was hurt, but when the performance was com-
pleted not one single scratch was found upon him. I guess,

therefore, that his manipulation of those descendants of Dick
Turpin must have made them rather uncomfortable. A lot

more I could tell you about this dog, aud perhaps I will on
another occasion.

Death of Judge 7512.

We are very sorry to learn of the death of Mr. E. P. Schell's

grand St. Bernard dog Judge 7512, which occurred on Sunday i

evening last after three weeks illness, from rheumatic fever.

Judge was a grand specimen of the royal St. Bernards, show-

ing quality and character of the first order. His had one 6f (

the best dispositions imaginable and an account of his com-
J

panionable disposition, his loss is keenly felt by Mr. Schell and

his family. Judge has left a large number of the very best

get on the Pacific ' ioasl and his introduction here and careful

management under Mr. Schell's charge has done very much to

raise the quality of this grand breed of dogs in this city and

vicinity.

His death will he deeply regretted by every kennel man in-

terested in this grand breed, as well as of that larger circle of

the fancy who love a grand Jog of whatever variety. His
master hurried him with that care and sorrow which attends

the loss of » true and sincere friend.

IK*
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The Los Angeles Bench Show.

The Los Angeles Herald of recent date discourses of the

the coming bench show and kennel interests of that city as

follows

:

'• April is generally chosen as the month for bench shows of

dogs in California, although they are held much earlier in the

year at the East. Here, however, it becomes a matter of fine

weather, as nobody will attend a bench ahow in the dav time;

and in order to secure a good attendance at night it is neces-

sary to have no rain. The lover takes his best girl to the

show, and while he bows and they exchange vows the canines
ejaculate their bow-wows as well. Everybody goes to the dog
show.
The Southern California JKennel Club have left no effort

unspared to make this the great show of the entire coast.

With this end in view they sent to England to secure the ser-

vices of George Raper, who is probably the best judge of di»gs

in the world, so much so that his services have already been
secured as judge for the great show to be held in Chicago dur-
ing the World's Fair, as well as at the New York bench show
to be held during the present month. The owners of fine dogs
are jubilant over the prospect, and feel good at the idea of

securing the best judge that money will hire. Indeed, so

world-wide is the fame of Mr. Kaper that if the question of

selecting a judge could be left to the dogs themselves Mr.
Raper would be elected by so large a majority that the other
fellow would not know that he was a candidate.

The intelligent man cannot use his dog except as a com-
panion. Even the professional duck-shooter, who is virtually

dependent upon his dog for his daily bread, does not treat him
as a menial, but as a friend. The aristocratic Gordon setter,

with his glossy coat of black and tan, and his tine hazel eye
;

the shaggy Skye terrier, with his rough jacket and intelligent

face ; the mighty St. Bernard, with his burly frame and broad
forehead—all these are types of the animal which is a com-
rade rather than a servant. The Angeleiios are aiming to get
up a bench show that shall equal San Francisco's, if not sur-

pass it ; and as the leading men have dogs to exhibit, it is

liable to be liberally patronized."

The Pacific Kennel Club.

The Pacific Kennel Club met last evening at 21 Kearney

street, Mr. E. P. Schell in the chair. There was a good at-

tendance and a lively interest in the current arrangements for

the coming exhibition.

The committee appointed for the purpose of harmonizing

matters relative to the circuit and the securing of the same

judge for the shows composing the circuit reported a satis-

factory state cf affairs. A guarantee fund was started and re-

sulted in raising $240 in the meeting. It is expected that this

fund will be raised to $500 within a few days. This matter
was placed in the hands of Mr. J. B. Martin with instructions

to secure the desired amount, which will no doubt be readily

done.

The attention of the club was called to the fact that the
Mechanics' Pavillion was claimed by the State Floral Society

for the same dates advertised for the bench show. No trouble

whatever is anticipated, as the bench show is secure in its

anangements. Mr. Schell will look after the matter in order

to set all doubts to rest anent this subject. Arrangements
have been completed with the Pacific Coast Pigeon Society

whereby the latter will join their exhibits with the Kennel
Club, thus adding materially to the attractious of the event.

The official announcement that Mr. George Raper had been
secured as judge of the show was formally made.
The discussion then became general as to the coming ex-

hibition.

The annual meeting of the club will be held on May 5th at

the committee rooms in Mechanics' Pavillion.
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How They Picked Out the Prize Sheep.

Mr. Chas. Hancock, the celebrated animal painter, relates

the following story

:

" I was once staying with Lord Kinnaird, at his seat in

Scotland, when his lordship expressed a wish that I should

see some of his prize sheep, which were then feeding, with

some hundreds of others, on the brow of a hill about three

miles from the house. So calling his shepherd he asked him
to have the prize sheep fetched up as quickly as he could.

The shepherd whistled, when a flue old sheep-dog appeared

before him, and, seated on his hind quarters, evidently

awaited orders. What passed between the shepherd and the

dog I do not know, but the faithful creature manifestly under-

stood his instructions. He darted off toward the sheep, at the

same time giving a significent bark which called two younger
sheep-dogs to join him. Accustomed as I was to the remark-
able sagacity of collie dogs, I was amazed at what now took

place. On one side of the hill was a river, on the other side

a dense forest. One of the younger dogs, on arriving at the

foot of the hill, turned to the left, while the other darteJ off

lo the right. The former stationed himself between the sheep

and the river, while the latter stood between the sheep and
the forest. The old dog now darted into the middle of the

Hock, when the sheep scampered right and left, but were kept

at bay by the two watchers. The old dog speedily singled out
the particular sheep required, and in a few minutes the dogs

were quietly driving them toward us."

Mr. C. H. Schultz, of Lake, Coos county, Oregon, is now in

the city, and tells of some of his experiences in that section

whidh set the nerves of the listening sportsmen atingle with

longing to go to his lone log cabin by the wild mountain
lakes where trout and game abound in great quantities. His
cabin is miles away from any other human habitation and he

keeps a typical hunter's home. He related to us but yester-

day astorv of thrilliug adventure in which one of his faithful

dogs saved him from a horrible death. He was awakened
about midnight by the baying of dogs near by; there was no
moon and securing his bull's eye lantern and taking his shot

gun heavily charged with buckshot he went out to investigate.

He found the cause of the disturbance near by in the thick

"sallal" brush. Thinking it only a 'coon he ventured in,

urging one of his bear dogs on. The dog went forward but in

a moment came whining back with one of his ears nearly torn

from his head. The next instant a monster panther leaped

upon him and but for the gallant fight made by the dog would
have undoubtedly used him up in short order. He finally

killed the panther, with a lucky shot, the gun being literally

pressed against its body. He yet bears the scars received in

the conflict.

ROD.
Things to Love,

By Chaeles Wesley Kyle.

I love all beauty, let it be

In sky, or flower, or leafy tree;

In babbling brook or humming bee.

I love it well

When sunset on the calm blue sea

Casts beauty's spell.

All nature speaks of beauties rare :

In every cloud that floats In air

And all around us everywhere,

Will we but see,

The master hand of beauty there-
Divinity !

The Glory of Sierra Streams.

Ah ! yes, barefooted boy, will you ever forget your long

tramps over the slippery rocks down into the cool alder

avenues, says E. McD. Johnstone in American Angler. Do
the birds sing now as they did then ? Do the daisies nod to

you as they used to, and the kingfisher alight near by. to see

what luck you are having, bob his tail a few times and then

go singing down the stream ? Does the first song of the bobo-

link or the coming of the sandpiper in the spring affect you

as it did then?

That honest country bumpkin face, with its ruddy glow of
health, liberally sprinkled with freckles, is much changed, I

see, and your outfit, too, split bamboo rod or " Kosmic," sil-

ver-Dlated automatic reel, silk lines, and flies with names and
tails as long as the devil's darning needles your big brother
used to tell you would " go clean through small boys," an osier

creel, rubber stockings, and I know not what.
Well, do you mean to tell me, my dear sir, that if you had

the power, you wouldn't swap that gilt-edged outfit for the
old home-made one, be a brown-faced, barefooted boy again
for one good long day in June, and try your luck in the "Big
Line Brook," or in the " West Branch?" We know one man
who would gladly make such an exchange, and give several
dollars to boot.

The true angler does not find his chief and only joy in the
bare fact that he can slaughter so many dozen fish per diem.
He must take a genuine pleasure in Nature's various moods.
He of all others will discover that she is very shy and modest,
hiding away in her secret places much of her choicest handi-
work, and he who finds must seek. He must have an open
eye for thp minutiie as well as the mighty in her works.
The little water ouzel " on the margin of the river" in the

middle of his song, plunging into the stream, then bobbing
up serenely to take up his music where he left off, as though
this little by-play belonged in the piece. This spry little

chap is always amusing.
Strange flowers and ferns cluster about the roots of old trees,

along the brooks, as they do not elsewhere.

There are cool dank grottoes, vine-trellised and luxuriant,
which one ray of sunlight bursting through the fretted vault
of green transforms into miniature realms of glory. Every
dew drop is a gem, every vine a diadem. You may scare the
from its eyrie on the cliff, and he will show you in his

heavenward rising cycles how puny a creature you are with-
out wings.

There are vistas of glory along our Western streams that

can only be fouud in mountainous countries, vistas with back-
grounds of eternal snow and skies of sapphire, and, brother
anglers of all countries, upon the veracity of the fraternity of
the West, we assure you that you will find congenial spirits

here, and as fine liars, for the opportunities they have had, as

there are in America, barring, perhaps, the State of Maine.
We have trout in this country with the same scarlet-dotted,

silvery-mottled sides as navigate other streams of the world.

They are as large, as active and as gamy as anybody's fish,

and, if you should come this way, we will guarantee to take
you up some streams that have their origin in the greatest

mountains of North America—streams flowing under the

shadow of El Capitan, and the mighty Sequoia, that have
been tossed and tumbled and torn in their rugged journey
from the High Sierra to the sea ; streams, too, that ripple and
sing their way down through the exuberant undergrowth of

the coast range canons, and there are fish in all of them.

Artificial Flies and Natural Baits.

when I reflected that not until the middle of July, after the
great rush of water from the melting snow banks had suffi-

ciently subsided, would fly fishing be attended with any ap-
preciable amount of success, and by that time what percentage
of the fish would be left for the man who prided himself on
using no other lure than the fly, after Indians with bait, and
other fishermen with spears and dynamite, had first put their

ideas on the subject to a very practical test?

I have found by experience that during the spring and lin-

early summer a few fish may occasionally be enticed bv the fly

on the eastern slope of the Sierras; but, given a falling stream
and the trout will not rise in the cold spell that cau-es it*

abatement, while warm weather speedily sends down a fresh
consignment of discolored water. Are all of us, whose con-
sciences forbid us to catch a game fish in any other mauuer
than with light fly rods and tackle, to look on contentedly for

several months while others are decimating the inhabitants of

the streams? My idea and definition of game fish are those
kinds that can be taken on artificial flies, under favorable con-

.
ditions, with' fairly satisfcatory results; there are many kinds

,
of fish that cannot be taken, and, consequently, the most fas-

tidious angler must admit that the practice of capturing them
with a bait is a pleasing amusement and a legitimate branch
of the craft. In winter, also, many fishermen find good sport

in lowering a bait through the icy coverings of the lakes, where
fly fishing would be absolutely impracticable.

I know of no positions in the world the rules of which are

so stringent that they are not alterable by circumstances ; and
I do not think that the rules of angling are made of cast iron

;

it seems to me that we should be guided by our surroundings
instead of leaning entirely to extremes ; of course, under no
citcumstances should the use of the spear or of dynamite be
tolerated, if for no other reason than that both methods are

forbidden by the laws of the land. In places where all sorts

and conditions of men (except fair sportsmen) are slaughtering
the fish with as many various and more or less barbarous
means, bait fishing is, as the law says of some kinds of homi-
cide, not only excusable, but even commendable. And we
should not overlook altogether the perfect luxury it must be

to a trout to find itself hooked at the end of an elegant light

fly rig, or the comparative comfort it feels when taken on the

lithesome phantom. Un the other hand, the man who would
venture to use bait or spinning minnows for game fish, in wa-

ters frequented by gentlemen, fishing in the most approved and
least greedy way, deserves to be immediately ostracized from
all genuine sporting circles.

Favorable opportunities for angling seem generally to fall

to the lot of those who either least deserve them or care noth-

ing for them ; many a man living in the vicinity of a fine

stream or lake would stand aghast at the idea of subsbribing

to an angling journal, a paper in which he could not see the

market quotations of either lard or bacon.

I think we must admit that the proposition of W. C. Prime
is, in the main, correct ; still, if the only pleasure to be
derived from angling is the mere catching of fish, it could be

performed more advantageously by deputy ; those who find

not " a pleasure in the pathless woods," those who feel not the
'' rapture on the lonely shore," had better catch their trout at

the nearest fishmonger's stall with the copper or gold hooks
mentioned in a recent article by l)r. Mitchel. The man who
may be so kindly favored by the fates, who order the good
things of this, our earthly probation, as to possess a ranch by
the bank of a stream, had better give his hired man orders

over night to harpoon a fine fish for breakfast next morning
with a pitchfork, "just while yer doing yer chores, yer know,"
and that luckless individual will sally forth in the cold, gray
dawn, his devotions and ablutions being confined to muttered
imprecations against early rising and vicarious fishing. Com-
mendable as are some kinds of homicide in the eves of the

law, very few people care to ac'. as public hangmen ; com-
mendable as bait fishing may be under some circumstances,

there are probrbly many of your readers who will not conde-

scend to its use.

Perhaps I may be allowed a few words, in conclusion, on
flies. Those that we now buy are certainly marvels of manual
skill, and very nice and pretty the fluttering exponents of the

fly-tyers' art book, displayed as they are for sule on neat cards;

but is there not at present a tendency to make them too
" dressy "? Are they designed to be as attractive to the trout

in a stream as they are to customers across a counter? The
more soberly attired flies of our youth, "where are they,

where ?
"

Benn'e Patent Fly Book.

When the fly can be used it always should be used, but where the
fly is impracticable, or where lirst will not rise to it, he is a very foolish
angler who declines to use bait.—\V. C. Prime.

One April day I was wandering up the East Walker River,

having just crossed the State line from Nevada into Califor.

nia ;
the stream, as is usual at that time of the year, was high

and discolored, says W. Bullen, and I knew that fly fishing

was out of the question; my fly books consequently remained

stowed carefully away in Dot's pack, but on reaching the head

of the can»n, where the mountain streams converge after

watering the meadows of Bridgeport, in Mono County, I met

a party of Indians on horseback, all on fishing intent. Be-

hind each dusky rider was perched a grinning papoose, hold-

ing his father's unvarnished, yet highly effective willow pole.

Then it was that the above quotation from W. C. Prime was

presented to my mind in the form of the question :
" Are we

fools?" By " we " I mean those anglers who, in many ways

educated up to their conscientious standard by the .study of

principles advanced in your journal, adhere entirely to the

use of the fly.

What cared the members of that happy little cavalcade for

differences of opinion as to whether a trout should be caught

otherwise than with a fly? Did a fish taken with a worm*

held conveniently in the mouth of a favorite squaw until re-

quired for use, lose any of its flavor? A trout was a trout
" for a' that

;

" and a light fly rod possessed no more attrac-

tions to their understandings than a knowledge of the integral

calculus.

And again I asked myself the question, " Are we fools?''

As the season for angling approaches, the lovers of the rod

turn their attention to an inspection of their supply of tackle

i
n this line. It is well known that but that little of tackle

lhat is taken on an outing and used at all is ever fit for further

use unless the angler bare a perfect book and conveniences for

securing the leaders and flies in perfect form.

In this connection we desire to call attention to a patent

book, the product of the ingenuity of Mr. John S. Benn, cf

822 Folsoru street, the well known Hy-tyer of this city.

The book is made of good, heavy sole leather, convenient

for carrying in the hip pocket. The book is about 3A by 21

inches and one inch deep. In this the flies are placed in pat-

ent envelopes, peculiarly adapted to the use intended. The
different varieties of flies are placed in separate envelopes,

and then placed in the book, which they arc made to lit

neatly. About one-fourlh of the top of the book is made into

a flap or opening. A ribbon fastened lo the bottom of thebook

at the other end runs up over the end piece of the book nt

the opening, and is fastened lo the outer part of the book,

When the angler desire- to secure any Bpecial variety of flies,

he places the second linger in [he loop <>r portion "f the rib-

bon extending over the end of the book, which pulls it taut

and has the effect of raisini; the ends of the envelope which
rest upon it next the Opening] BO thai the desired Hies m:iv In-

secured. It is a very convenient pocket fly book, and
angler should have one, as they will materially add to the

pleasure of an outing.

I The activity noticed at M'-^srs. Clabrougb, < rolcher A ' •'-
.

in tilling orders for all kinds of anglingsupplies indicates thai

the demand for this class of goods is starting in early ibis

season.

Name Claimed

Elcho Cocker Kennel. Stockton, Gal., A. <
'. Davenport,

proprietor, claim name Mis* Genevive for black and white

and ticked cocker Spaniel bitch puppy whelped Januar

by Bronta, A. K. C. 8. B. 17,001 ich Brant A. K.<

B 5,86663 Holler) ex Bell Dot K.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EPITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Interesting Additional Information.—As will be

seen by the following, letter Mr. Wiggin has supplied some

more verv interesting information regarding the treatment of

his. great mare, Martha Wilkes.

At the outset, I must say in. answer to his request for

suggestions from me, that to pro tier advice to one who is so

puinstaking/and who scans so closely all the minutiae of train-

ing, and with the success that has resulted his "ordering,
1 '

would be, to say the least, an indication of over-con6dence in

being able to better the situation. There is nothing like

adapting feed and exercise to the animal which is the subject

of treatment, and when a high degree of success- follows it

would be dangerous to change.

Forty years ago. and anterior to a date that far in the past,

the general opinion among trainers was that the greater

amount of feed a horse would eat, and the more work it could

endure without the legs suffering, the better condition could

be obtained. Some carried that principle still further and
trained to a poiut that a let-up was essential before the race

came off. Joseph Cliuton, who trained Grey Eagle, and who
was employed at Woodburn previous to and during the early

part of the war, informed me that his preceptor in the art

would gallop his horses until thev could not run a mile in

two minutes ; that if a horse showed spirit after his work an-

other two miles would be ordered. He had the knack, how-
ever, of giving tbeni just the necessary rest, or comparative

rest, to restore their speed and still retain the endurance which
the hard work had prevented, and was very successful. Mr.
Clinton added that he was the only one he knew wbo could

perform such tactics without decided failures, and his own
practice was more in accordance with that of Arthur Taylor,

who trained for Wm. R. Johnson, the "Napoleon of the

Turf " from the days of Reality to Boston, that being to

start the horses into a campaign " big and lusty " and trust to

the early races to perfect their condition. The most sensible

niethod,evideotly, when more than one race is marked to take

part in, but modern systems vary still more from the ancient

than divergences between old-time professors. But in what-
ever school trainers were educated there were greater pains

taken with feeding than at present ; finicalities some of them
might truthfully be termed.

Oats were put into a stout barrel and chopped, i. e. pounded
with the sharp edge of a spade until the husks were loosened,

and these were carefully winnowed from the kernels. Hominy,
cracked corn, was also cleared of the mealy part, and these in

proportion of three of oats to one of hominy thoroughly
mixed.
Hay was "pulled," stripped by pulling it apart so as to

remove every particle of dust. "Fodder," especially favored

by southern trainers, viz., corn blades taken from the stalk

when the corn was standing, a handful of which were stuck
behind the ears to cure and afterwards packed in bales. Some
were so particular as to " stem," the central rib being thrown
away. Five feeds during the day, walks before and after the
gallop, and quite a long one in the afternoon, were the order
of things.

The object, of course, in feeding is to sustain robust health
in the animal ; if exercise to bring the faculties into the best

conditions to sustain a rapid pace for the distance that races

will be run or trotted. To fix imperative rules in either case
is beyond human capacity, that is a rule which will govern in

all cases. There are certain fundamental principles which
lie at the base, and even those which appear to be absolutely
necessary may require, in specific cases, modulations.
That Mr. Wiggins' success, remarkably so when his stable

for the past six years has not suffered from colds, distemper,
strangles or sickness, and containing forty or fifty animals
every winter, is the best endorsement of his practice. I fully

agree with him in discarding bran. For years not a pound of
it was fed to my horses, and as for the past nineteen years I

have only lost one animal through sickness, and that might
have been owing to a surgical operation, the treatment has not
been far wrong. Flaxseed in the proportion he uses it is surely
a valuable adjunct, and Dr. Bowhill informs me that he uses
it in the same manner as described in the letter, adding a small
portion of nitre. As I have an implicit belief that all kinds
of mendicaments had better be confined to ailing horses I
should leave them out of the daily routine, but if tempted to
vary from my custom it would be on Dr. B—'s recommenda-
tion.

The exercise which Martha gets appears rational, and again
to be guided by the good old rule, " let well enough alone," no
change should he made until nearer the time of going into
more active training.

The la--t query 1 shall not attempt to answer. The best plan
to increase muscular development outside of formulas gener-
ally practiced i* rather difficult to determine. Feed and exer-
cise, but just what kind of feed and the amount of exercise
must rest with the person who has the animal in charge. With
so careful an observer as the owner of Martha Wilkes the
chances are that the effects of wrong treatment will soon be
noted and changes made. Years ago I preferred an animal to

be "high in llesh," if not fat, to commence with, but that
wan when a greater part of the winter was passed in compara-

M'-oess, the idea being that bulkiness was in a great
measure due to enlargement of muscular fibre, and that when
the extra adipose tissue wan removed, if the removal was
properly managed, the mass of muscles would remain. When
at Atwood PJace 1 bad BCales put in the barn and noted the
effect* of wor* and sweats on the avoirdupois. People who

visitors would Bay. "
is gaining flesh, much

ii m wlnu I vu here before. You must look out or she
will not be in order for the races, now close at hand," when
the fact was that the scales showed a decrease of weight. The
critical eve was deceived by the augmentation of muscle
which bad grown with work, and the lessening of weight due
to the absorptiOD of fat in the interior to a greater extent
thai) that between and coating the mOJ I'

Hut growth o .i id Boing of muscle—by fining I

mean given power and elasticity to the tissues—hi a subject
which \. M than cm be awarded by me
hi present Thai growth of muscle is more readily obtained
by food rich in albuminoids than those which have a surplus
of starch but le- " proteine

1
'

is beyond question. The mix-
ture which Mr. Wiggin uses should promote muscular growth,
and be also a palatable and wholesome diet for horses.

Bellixgham, Mass., March 6, 1S93.

Dear Mr. Simpson: Your remark " And if others followed it and
'reported progress,' we would know a great deal more than we do

j

now," is only too true. It is really too bad that so many able writers .

will sav anything to make an argument to down "the other fellow"
instead of trying to present facts to the public. It is on account ot

'

Your disposition to enlighten the public—on points which I realize
j

have taken so much time and study—that I sent the facts I did.

I thank von for the compliment paid Martha and her race-record,

and will sav that she is in the pink of condition. I am jogging her
twice daily. Water at 6 a. m., feed four pounds ground oats and corn !

(one-quarter corn) ; 7:30 A. M. jog two miles : water at 11:30 a. m.; 12 m. .

feed two pouuds same feed. Ai 2 p. m. she is jogged from eight to
j

fifteen miles according to day and track aud the way she feels : at I

i 1-. m. water and 4:30 eight pounds timothy and clover hay ; at 6 p. m. i

four pounds ground teed with a pint of boiled flaxseed. I put two I

quarts whole flaxseed into a twelve-quart tin pail and let it simmer !

half a dav. when it becomes a pail full of jelly. About a pint of this

will make the manure look as if they had been fed on grass for twenty
minutes.
The crude proteine in oats is 11.8 pounds to the hundred ; corn. 10.5

i

pounds ; while flaxseed has nearly 33 pounds.
j

I have been trving to find something to add to oats to supply the '

waste while in training. Shorts or brau by the roller process I cannot
|

believe is digested, and if not we get no benefit except to open the i

horse's bowels, and I am in doubt if it is a benefit. I have fed ground
flaxseed for the past six Years instead of bran, and have had excellent
results. No sickness or* colds, and no colt distemper or strangles, i

Have had from fortv to fiftv head every winter.
I have risked the Pillsburv and Washburn Mills, and followed the

wheel from the time it enters the first roller until the end and taken !

samples of all the grades. It seems to me that the gluten is all out of !

the bran ; nothing is left but the outer huck of the wheat, which is

silica, and perfectlv indigestible.
I write this fullv, thinking you will be kind enough to tell me what

you think of my way of caring for Martha. The snow is quite deep
here, but ;i have kept mv track broken up so that my horses have
only missed one day in three weeks. Martha will eat twelve quarts of
oats while in training, but I believe that is not sufficient to supply the

|

waste while she is trottiug a race a week below 2:12. The question is, i

what can I feed that is rich in proteine besides oats ? Have you had
any experience with cooked or ground flaxseed that would help me?

j

Also would like your opiuion about driving twice daily from now
uutil actual training begins, which will be May 1st? Martha wore an I

eight-ounce plain shoe and a four-ounce toe-weight when she made
|

her record ; made from steel 1 inch by 3-16 punched a la Simpson with
1% ounces behind. Martha will go with a heavier shoe, say 12 to 13 >

ounces, but had so much action that she hit her elbows. 1 think she .

will go this year in one ounce shoe without toe-weight ; shall try her
that way. She carries her legs in a straight line, so straight that in
standing in front or behind her you can only see one set of legs. She

:

pulls the hind feet from the ground as Geo. Wilkes is described as
doing. The only spot she touches is at the coronet on the near hind
toot in going around a turn or when yon take her bacn quick, strikes

it in center of tool. She wears her shoes true, and I do i_ot know of
anything to do for her except to put hei in perfect physical condi-
tion. She is as sound as a new dollar. Tell me how to feed and
drive her to gain every ounce of muscle possible ?

Yours truly, E. D. Wiggin.

* *
Examine the Programme.—The programme for the fixed

j

events of the Spring and Fall meetings of the Pacific Coast

Trotting-Horse Breeders Association has been already pub-

lished, and that and accompanying entry blanks will be before i

overy owner of light harness horses on this Coast ere another
\

number of the Breeder and Sportsman is issued. I sin- \

cerely hope that a response will follow in the way of numerous
!

entries, as that will be a potent indorsement of the action taken
j

by the Board of Directors. As has been stated before, that

action has excited widely spread interest and in place of a
|

merely local feeling, there is a general desire to note the sue- ;

cess of the innovations. Everyone who has any interest in
|

this branch of horse economy is concerned in the issue, and in ,

order to give it a fair trial must do everything in their power
j

to aid in carrying it through. With this aid I have the ut-

most confidence in the result, and that an impetus will be
j

given to trotting, and, of course, pacing, which will be felt over
J

the whole country. It rests with our people to expedite the
|

general acceptance of a new era in harness sports. That it :

cannot be long delayed is a sure forecast unless " all signs fail,"
j

and the quicker it is inaugurated the better. Far easier to -

make changes in the machinery which require renovation
1

than to construct new, and should there be a partial collapse .

even, the undertaking to regain lost ground is more difficult

than when the work is progressive. The changes instituted at

the meetings of 1892 proved beneficial, and there are good '

reasons for the belief that the more radical departure from old
j

methods will be still more so. There is one obstacle which !

will necessitate unanimity to remove. That is the apathy
\

which has heretofore prevailed in California in regard to
j

Spring trotting meetings. There has been a lack of concerted

action to ensure success, and without that a full return cannot

be expected. So far as my information extends that supine-

ness which has weighed so heavily in the past does not exist,

and the intelligence received from all parts of the country is

favorable. But until the returns are in it cannot be definitely

settled, and should there be a lack of entries shown faith will

not be so strong. With a favorable showing, in that respect,

I will feel that the first battle is a victory, a victory which
will be a token of invincibility in the future. Not by any
means will 1 lose heart should the primary not come up to

my expectations. With so good a cause to battle for, defeat

in the first skirmishes would not be disastrous, though I must
say that the gratification of taking the lead at the start would
be immense. With that secured, tbe advantage will never be

overcome, and New Departure beat Old Methods the whole
leneth of the stretch.

* *
Records.—Valuable as the basis of classification which

records surely are, giving the means of formulating a distinct

ground for competition, and which, outside of age and sex, is

about the only way to prepare a trotting programme with en-

tries closing some time before the decision of the events, they

cannot be called legitimate data for constituting handicaps.

Especially the slower records, as it is well known that like

figures are no criterion of equal capacity. For instance, in a

2:30 class. there may be half a dozen horses which have trotted

from 2:29} to 2:35 which are not far apart, others with still

slower marks, or none at all, which are far superior. Good
enough as far as it goes, but look over the field in which range
trotters which cannot stand any change in the classes to

which they are eligible, and unless that, field has very large

acreage it will be densely packed with animals comparatively
worthless. Cable lines, electric street cars and bicycles have
encroached so far on the domain of road horses that the out-
classed geldings are emphatically supernumeraries, lagging
superfluous on the stage, their usefulness nil. The breeding
farms arc overcrowded with mares, and as was proved by the
aale at Cleveland finely-bred, well-formed mares, and with
last records to boot, selling at moderate^ very moderate prices
to what they would were there opportunities of the same
stamp as the genuine handicap offers to gallopers. The
temptation to ringing would not be nearly so great if a
horse with a mark could find legitimate employment. Far

more efficacious than penal laws, a better guarantee for -* hon-
est trotting" than the penitentiary doors ajar, when honesty
was the pronounced best policy to pursue. G-ive every horse
that can be classed with others of the same caliber a chance.
If beaten in one gang, let him try again with a slower, and as
there is under the present condition of affairs a surplus of non-
winners, there will be no lack of material.

It will not take long for the public to appreciate the differ-

ence. Spectators will be gratified with closer contests, and
then there will be the satisfaction of new combinations. The
races of one day pave a smooth way for the succeeding. "H hen
classification on the basis of equal speed prevails, there will be
a lot of amateurs in the art ot selecting. The beaten horses
will present a study. One which trotted third in one race
may be close company for the winner of another, and two of
the close seconds in others " fall in" with those which here-
tofore have not secured a place. No very difficult matter to
obtain the lime of every horse in a race, especially when the
starters are limited as they will be in the dash races at the
coming meeting. The official timers, under the rule, mark
the first and second, and there are always plenty of holders of
timing watches who will secure the others. A clerk can be
appointed whose duty will be to collect and record, at the con-
clusion of each heat, the time made, and in furtherance of this
plan cards might be printed with blanks for the name of the
horse, the time made, the position at the finish, and the
" breaks" during the journey. When there is a certainty
that the largest proportion of the races of the meeting will be
made up after the horses are ou the ground, the inferior
horses will attract attention, a close scanning of relative speed,
an ever varying problem in the adjusting of capabilities. Own-
ers will have greater inducements to make entries, as defeat in
one race may insure a better chance in another. Let us sup-
pose that in the races which are already on the bills, the colt
races for instance, that with tbe first and second out the others
would make a close thing of it. Another trial may be more
interesting than the first, and then a contest between selections
from the four and three-year-olds result in a " capital race."
Handicapping is a fine art. Experts bring race horses very
closely together by adjustment of weights. It may require a
still higher faculty to select trotters and pacers which in an
equal rig will have nearly equal chances of victory, and yet it

seems to be well within the bounds of probability. Easier
after the season is further advanced, but at all events in the
springtime there will be enough of the "glorious uncertainty"
to stimulate attendance.

*
Not Novel.—When I heard a short time ago of the pro-

posal to handicap trotters ^by placing weights on their backs

in addition to the harness it appeared to me that it was a new
idea, but Solomon's saying that "(there is nothing new under
the sun," seems applicable to this as well as other imagined
novelties. That Solomon would have corrected that opinion

had he lived at the present time " goes without saying," or if

too obstinate to change his belief lose his reputation for
wisdom. In place of having the merit of novelty that method
of equalizing trotting speed has been one of the* appliances in
use by the Austrian handicapper from the joint information
obtained from The Horseman and Horse Keview lately re-
ceived. In the Review is ,the following paragraph: "An-
other valuable animal in McPhee's stable is the mare Lula,
an Austrian inlander with a mark of 2:4(U. She has won Dan
a lot of money and has been retired from the course to be
bred to Prince Warwick. She is a great mare on a standing
start, and won last year at Budapest, handicapped with a
driver thirty pounds overweight and a pad of lead weighing
sixty-eight pounds fastened to her saddle besides by the offi-

cial handicapper."
The account in The Horseman is more explicit and the

system presented so fully that all the points are clearly pre-
sented. In order that it may be understood by our people
who are now so much interested in the question that much of
the Vienna letter is copied in full

:

ODe evening recently I had tbe pleasure of meeting at a dinner
Rudolph Winkler, the official handicapper oi tbe Vienna Trotting
Association, and was much interested in learning from him something
of the powers possessed and methods employed by him in "placing"
the horses in a trotting race. 1 found the methods differing consider-
ably from those employed by a handicapper in a running race, and
was surprised to learn of tbe almost absolute power placed in the
hands of this official. Mr. Winkler has followed the occupation of a
handicapper for manv years. This office is a necessitv in this country
from the fact that the starters in a race are possessed of such widely
varied speed. Instead of a 2:10 class, for instance, the starters may be
possessed of records far below 2j40, aud which, with us, would render
them ineligible. To overcome this difference in relative speed the
horse with the faster record is set back a sufficient distance to equal-
ize the difference in his speed-record by tbe handicapper. Again, if in
the judgment of this official, a horse shows greater strength than his
competitor, he frequently handicaps that horse by placing a saddle of
lead across the horse's back, of such weight as hisjudgment indicates
will place tbe horses on an equal fooling in the race. In addition to
this, every horse must carry a fixed regulation weight of 150 pounds in
the driver, the handicapper employing either distance or weight or
both, in his handicapping.
Again, if one horse has a long-distance record ot say 2:40, and an-

other has a short-distance record of the same mark, the endurance
qualities of the long-distance fellow are handicapped in an attempt to
place both on an equal footing.
In the free-for-all trottiug races the handicapper looks over the en-

tries, and, acting entirely on his knowledge of the various horses'
abilities and records, he handicaps them according to his own best
Judgment, and from his decision there is no relief.
Tbe position of a handicapper previous to his announcement is an

enviable one, as every horseman is anxious to claim him as his per-
sonal friend, but just so soon as tbe official's announcement is made
public he is cursed and derided (under breath, of course) on all sides.
There is no appeal from the handicapper's decision, the only relief

possible being the withdrawal of the horse, whose owner considers
him unnecessarily handicapi>ed, aud this is very often done.
An allowance is made by the handicapper of nine seconds in favor

of a horse with an American record, our tracks being credited with
being that much faster than the Austrian. The age of a horse and
length of time that has elapsed since obtaining his record are points
also considered in favor of a horse in handicapping.
The office of handicapper is necessary here on account of there not

being a sufficient number of horses of any one class to make a race.
With the " mixed race " aud the handicap the number of starters
range from eight to eighteen.
This official is paid a salary of 2,500 florins (about SI .0001 a Year for

his services, besides a small charge allowed him on each "declara-
tion " of handicap made public by him. American* Abroad.

With the far greater number of horses to select from it seems
plausible that our trotters can be brought together without
adopting such extreme measures as prevail in Europe. That
" improved sulkeys" have simplified the problem of handi-
capping harness horses is apparent, as with the unquestionable
advantage they confer over the old-fashioned, and the differ-

ence between them and carls of various weight, without re-

sorting to very heavy vehicles, horses within a few seconds of
each other can be placed on comparative equality. Contests,
close contests and these without the provoking delays inciden-
tal to past methods are what is demanded by the sport-loving
people of the present. The livelier and more exciting scenes
enacted upon the turf have intensified the desire to be relieved
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from the mnui engendered by a repetition of the same acts

through a long afternoon, and if trotting cannot be lifted out

of the old ruts the beginning of the end is close at hand.

With implicit belief that trotting can be made equally at-

tractive to racing, and that it will be before many more years

are added to history, I feel that the labor in aiding the prog-

ress of good work is not time misspent.
*

Nettie, Nellie, Neva.—The progeny of Three Cheers

are especial favorites of the ladies of Mr. Winters' family-

Mrs. Winters has a ".driving team " of them which are hard

to excel for good qualities, and the daughters have each a

saddle horse of the tribe which are highly valued. And

rightly so, combining the beauty of their sire—and I always

regarded Three Cheers as one of the pre-eminently well-formed

horses—with the other traits which are required in a tirst-

class saddle horse for ladies' use. They are of a temper, how-

ever, which requires proper treatment, and a tilly which was

put in training resented the abuse of a stable lad so vigorously

that she was ungovernable. Miss Nellie Winters took her in

hand, and with more skill than a man would have the

patience to display, succeeded in transforming what was

wrongfully termed viciousness into amiability, and in direct-

ing the high temper so that it was beneticial in place of detri-
j

mental. The spirit which prompted resentment to injuries,
|

when properly controlled, was an adjunct to education, and
|

when the right course was pursued there was a high order of

intelligence as well as determination.

In a sketch of the journey to Nevada made in January,

1S92, appeared a history and description of the handsome
filly, but the ownership and tutorship awarded to Miss Nettie

Winters in place of her younger sister, Miss Nellie, and as all

these take more than a warm interest in their pets, it was a

grievous blunder on my part, for which I ofter this late apol-

ogy. I was not aware of the mistake made until my wife,

who accompanied me on the late trip, informed me, and, man-
like, when th^re is a chance to throw the blame on some one

else, and therefore shift the onus to Mr. and Mrs. Winters as

the parties who should be named in the indictment for the

christening which led to the error. Nettie and Nellie are so

near alike that the crossing of the l's did the mischief.

Jos. Calrn Simpson.

The directors of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-
tion have just let a contract for the erection of one hundred
box stalls on the Haywards property formerly occupied by
The Villa. This property frouts on Fifth Avenue, and is op-

posite the Bay District Track.

.1. N, C'arlile bus sold out his two-thirds share in the rac-

ing firm of Carlile & Shields and is going into the breeding
business with Col. Jack Chinn, near Pueblo, Col. The pur-

chaser of Mr. Carlile's share of the stable, which includes I >un-

garven, Brookwood, Governor Adams, Lew Carlile, Robert
Weitbreck, Senator Walcott, etc., is Joseph Werlin, of Den-
ver, Col., the owner of Mart Walden and Justice.

HOOF-BEATS.

Eugene Leigh has purchased the aged black horse Re-

porter, by Enquirer, out of Bonnie Meade, and he will be

placed at the stud.

Hon. L. J. Rose, the Los Angeles turfman, was in the city

this week. His string will probably take part in the Blood

Horse spring races.

Bert Hart, B. C. Holly's old jockey, is training H. D.

Brown's horses. "Moose" Taylor, the crack light-weight

jockey, will do the riding for Brown.

Don Fulano, the crack Alta—Marilee colt
:
is going like a

shot at Bay District track. Mike Kelly is training the three-

year-old, who is looking fine for a youDgster that had quite a

siege of sickness last season.

There were seventy-four green trotters that entered the

2:20 list last year—never waited until they held a place in the

2:30 list for a few years ; of tbis number twenty-two are cred-

ited to the Pacific Coast trotters, a very good proportion.

One of the most prominent veterinary dentists in this city,

I. Barker Dalziel, of 1212 Golden Gate Avenue, who has bis

advertisement in this issue. Mr. Dalziel is considered to be

one of the leading men in the profession, and his large and in-

creasing practice is indicative of his success.

Thomas S. Griffith, Spokane, Wash., has purchased from

the Standard Trotting-Horse Company, Kenosha, Wis., the

chestnut three-year-old stallion Depha 13,954, by Patronage

4143, dam Delphioe, by Tramp ; second dam Delancy, by

Green's Bashaw ; third dam Fanny Foss (dam of Bashaw Jr.,

2:21j}), by Young Green Mountain Morgan.

Wilber F. Smith has engaged twelve stalls at Bay Dis-

trict track for the Blood Horse meeting. In his string are

Orta, Blondinette, Steadfast, Cuidado and two Cheviot two-

year-olds. Mr. Smith is an excellent judge of a horse, a great

student of bloodlines and a good conditioner, therefore his

horses should win a fair share of races at the coming meeting.

Let us hope he has something in his two-year-old list as good
as Zaldivar was.

Charles Marvin says: " In general if you can win at all

you can win in straight heats, and that is the clean, straightfor-

ward way to do it, besides being much better for your horse.

In four cases out of five where heats are laid up they are laid

up with reference to the pool box. The motive is generally

not to make sure of winning the race, but to influence betting,

and this very thing has in a measure tended to disgust people

with trotting."

A. W. Longley, of Janesville, Wis., formerly owner of

Monroe Chief, 2:18 V> is stopping at the Palace Hotel. Mr.
LoDgley has been visiting at Sacramento, Pleasanton and
Lodi, shown around by Monroe Salisbury, and while in the

former place purchased of J. B. Haggin a fine mare by Al-

gona. In New York he purchased a mare by Echo, dam
Alice Brown, by Hambletonian 725; second dam Ali:e Dan-
iels (dam of Jackson Temple), by George M. Patchen Jr.

M. McKenzie has James Madison, 2:17?f, the fine, large son

of Anteeo, 2:16}, looking splendidly at the Oakland Race
Track. Breeders should not let the opportunity of breeding

to such a racehorse pass. He stands ata very low figure, and,

considering his breeding, conformation and performances, his

book should be filled. James Madison will have some in the

list this fall, and as he will be sent to lower his record next

year, owners of good mares will regret that they did not breed

to him this season.

A dispatch from Long Branch, N. J.. says: "There was a
stormy meeting of the committeemen and the citizens of La-
mond Township in West Long Branch today, regarding the

protest made against the license granted to the Monmouth
Park Racing Association. About tifty citizens were present.

Dr. Beach and William Mount of West Long Branch acted as

spokesmen for them. Committeemen McFadden, Hopper and
Van Note were present, aod while the latter was in favor of

revoking the license his two associates upheld their action in

granting the license."

Gideon & Daly have purchased from Joseph I. Van Mater
his farm of eighty acres, which adjoins their farm in Mon-
mouth county, N. J. It is the intention of the purchasers to

establish a breeding farm of a high-class order. Theirs is the

most beautiful estate in this section of the country and now
contains 234 acres. They propose to outlay about $20,000 on
the place during the present year in erecting barns, stables,

paddocks and other suitable buildings, fencing, and the like. A
new training track and stable will also be built. Their farm
cost them about $45,000. They have at present about a dozen
broodmares on the place, and Ludwig, the stallion. They ex-

pect to tit up a place worth while having.

J. Groom has ten head of trotters at San Jose belonging to

Messrs. Talbot & Pierce. One is the Dexter Prince mare,
Dextreana, out of a Chieftain mare that is very promising.

Amy, a two-year-old Silver Bow filly, out of Breeze, by Ulster

Chief; Hyash, a two-year-old by Guide, 2:16}, dam Billy Hay-
ward ; Freda (3), by Steinway, 2:25], dam by Simmons; Olie

S., by Hawthorne, dam Fanny Bayswater; Skagit (2), by Eros,

dam Yosemite, by Egbert; Princess McCarty (2), by Dexter
Prince, dam Lady Fracture (dam of two in the list) ; Sophia
S., by Sidney, 2:19£, dam Sadie, 2:36, by Reliance; Violette,

by Kaffir, dam by George M. Patchen Jr. 31 ; Tyee Hood (2),

by Mount Hood, 2:22], dam Sadie, 2:36, by Reliance.

1

Sam Clay, who robbed Bookkeeper Tommy Shannon of

$7,000 in New York last winter, has been released. Shannon
spent over $1,000 to effect his capture. Shannon's mother
was visited by Clay's mother, and the earnest prayers for

mercy from the unfortunate mother aroused the sympathizing

nature of Mrs. Shannon, and her pleadings, so it is said, have
induced him to withdraw the persecution. Clay made a book
here last fall for a short time, but being recognized by Starter

Ferguson's son, flew the coop.

Beaurt Mc, 2:14.V, never looked finer in his life than he
did a few weeks ago ; and Wm. Fieldwick was quite happy
in the contemplation of the victories he would achieve with

this game sou of Nephew ; but, alas ! one morning he went in-

to the box stall where Beaury was and found the horse hardlv

able to move. He seemed to be injured in the whirlbone, and
how he received the injury is one of those inexplicable acci-

dents that never can be accounted for. Everything was done
to cure him, but so far the prospects for him being able to

meet the best horses in California this fall are very dim.

Everyone will be sorry to hear this news, for no horse on the

circuit attracted greater attention or merited unstinted praise

more than he.

Tacoma Items : N. Harrison's horse, Soudan Patchen, son

of Soudan, 2:27^, and Patchen Molly, dam of Commodore Nut-

wood, has grown to be a beautiful horse ; his book is full for

this season. Barring accidents, this horse will be in the 2:30

list this fall. Terry Chambers has him in charge. Robt.

Breeze is driving Lady Mack, 2:'23\. James Brokaw is driv-

ing Bishop Hero, 2:2S, and mate. Black Jack, 2:27^. Colin

Mackintosh has a beautiful span of mares in Mr. chambers'

stable, both sorrel, one by California Nutwood and one by
Eugeneer, by Electioneer. In the same stable are two fillies

that are bred in good lines. One is a brown, by Caliph, son

of Sultan ; her dam is by Volunteer 55. The other, a bay, by

Bland, by Hambletonian 10 ; her dam is by Ingram, by Vol-

unteer 55.

C. H. Gillock, secretary of the West Side Park Associa-

tion, at Nashville, Tenn., has decided to embark in the breed-

ing business, and has just added seventeen mares to the estab-

lishment. They are all winners and finely bred. The mares

purchased are : Addie T. Norinna, Eloquence, Illian, Jennie

Mack, Venus, Julia Miller, Dew Drop, Miss Maggie, Lyda,

Spavonia, Letter Go, Salvania, Come On, Kstelle M., Lillie B.

and Flavella. The lot is headed by the well-bred and speedy

stallion, Harry Russell, by Eolus. out of Tillie Russell, which

will be the premier stallion of the establishment for the pres-

ent. Mr. Gillock expects to increase the number of brood

mares to thirty in the next few weeks, and will endeavor to

secure another suitable stallion.

A collision between two racehorses running at full speed

with a third horse standing on the track occurred at Mont-

gomery Park, Memphis, Tenn., on March 3, and resulted in

injuring all three horses and their riders. Eugenia and

Ed. Greenwood, the most promising of Capt. Wynne Carron's

racing string, were being speeded five furlongs, when a green

stable boy on a two-year-old drew up squarely in front of

them. A collision followed, and the three horses and their

riders fell in a struggling heap. John Larkin, the jockey on

Eugenia, was probably fatally injured. The other boys were

bruised from head to foot. Eugenia and Ed. Greenwood were

so badly injured that they will be unable to start at the Spring

meeting, and will probably be disabled for the season. The
colt that caused the trouble was only slightly bun

Mr. T. E. Hillh, of Ashland, Or., has recently made the

following sale, of trotting stock to D. H. Churchill, of Great

Falls, Montana; Julian 6934* hi k 8, foaled April 29th, 1887
;

bred by Geo. W. Sherwood, St. Paul, Minn., sired by Wood-

ford Wilkes 2528, dam Margin, by Gov. Sprague444; Bessie

G., b m, foaled 1884, by Western Chief 695, dam Nellie, by

Johnson Horse; Jossie B., b m, foaled May, 1883, by Western

Chief G95, dam Kate, bv Morgan Horse; Fairy J., blk f, foaled

June 3, 1890, bv Julian 6934, dam Nellie, by Billy V., son

of King Herod; Custer, b c, foaled Jane 4, 1891, by Julian

6934, dam Bessie G., by Western Chief 695: Gypsy Hayes,

br f, foaled June 22, 1891, by Julian 6984, dam Mise Hayes,

by Ericsson 580; Ben Hur, b c, foaled June 25, 1892, by

Julian 6934, dam Beanie G., by Western Chief 095 ; Gertie, b

f, foaled 1892, by Julian 6934, dam Lucy, by Western Chief

685. This Block was shipped direct home to Montana.—Free-

man's National Farmer and Turfman.

A Chicago dispatch, dated lu.si Wednesday, read: "In a
special train over the Northern Pacific Railroad fourteen of
Marcus Daly's crack racehorses reached Chicago from the
Riverside ranch, in Bitter Root valley, shortly after noon.
Matthew Byrnes, the fatuous trainer of the copper king's sta-

ble, was in charge. Resting for only two hours, the precious
cargo started in the same costly way* for the East, and on Fri-
day night fourteen Montana-wintered thoroughbreds will join
their companions in the Daly paddocks at Gravesend. There
Byrnes will at once set the great string at hard work for the
turf campaign of 1S93. The horses that passed through ( !hi-

cago to-day were Montana, Tammany, Silver Fox, Sir Mat
thew, The Pepper, Steve Estes (imp.), Duke of Hamilton,
Delury, Lillian Russell, Dr. Garnett, Tenacious, Senator
Grady, Sam Lucas, Matt Byrnes. Sir Francis and others
owned by Daly have wintered at Gravesend. The trip from
Montana was uneventful. The horses are not big and fat, but
have been strongly exercised and galloped at the ranch, and
are ready to begin such work as is demanded of thoroughbreds
two months before the actual season opens. Byrnes said he
was more than satisfied with Montana as a winter rfcsorl fin-

racers. As to his plan of campaign Byrnes was unable to tell,

inasmuch as no definite system of dividing the stable had as
yet been determined upon. Garrison and Midgely will be the
jockeys. It is practically certain that Montana, Tammany,
Sir Matthew, The Pepper and Steve Estes will be worked in

preparation for the Brooklyn and Suburban Handicaps, and
that those raced at Gravesend will be shipped to Chicagoafter
the meeting, together with Sir Francis and the others reserved
for the Washington Park racing. Sir Francis is almost a

Bure starter for the American Derby, and Delury or The
Baron may be his pacemaker."

It is announced that Lord Dunraven has been offered C,000
guineas for the broodmare L'Abbesse de Jouarre, and if he is

well advised he will take the money, says au English paper.
L'Abbesse de Jouarre seems likely to prove a shy breeder. It

is a fact beyond all question, moreover, that the majority of

mares which have emineptly distinguished themselves on the
turf prove the most abject failures when they are relegated to

the stud : Marie Stuart, Jannette, Fraulein, Gamos, Dutch
Oven, Wheel of Fortune, Corisande are a few cases in point.

Of course, says this authority, there are brillliant exceptions,

such as Blink Bonny and St. Marguerite. Spinaway was sold

for an enormous price at Lord Falmouth's sale, but she has
produced nothing which could win a race since she foaled

Busybody, twelve years ago. In America we have many
striking examnlesof this fact,as witness the almost total failure

at the stud of such grand race mares as Fashion, Mary Ran-
dolph, Lady Lightfoot, Black Maria, Lida Stanhope, Ferida,

etc., all of which ran many hard races at heats of long dis-

tances, the severe preparation for which undoubtedly weak-
ened their physical constitution and thus tended to their

failure as stud matrons ; while the result of the foals of such
fine race mares as Duchess, Girofle, Miss Woodford, Modesty
and Firenzi is yet to be determined. It is, however, pretty

generally conceded that when mares are too severely worked
in their youth it so depletes their physical organization that

they are far less likely to produce their own equals than would
otherwise be the case. This theory, however, does not apply
with equal force to the modern race mare, since horses now
are rarely asked to go over a mile and a quarter, and long dis-

tance heat races are a thing of the past. It is quite probable,

however, that any first-class filly of suitable breeding, if early

retired from the track, and without having had many severe

races, would prove of far greater worth as a matron in con-

sequence, and would ultimately repay her owner far belter by
the sale of her offspring than she would by being kept on the

track and winning races, but it seems hard to owners of good
mares to abandon the glittering prospects of present winnings
for the future prospects to be made by breeding.—Turf, Field

and Farm.

The Montana Circuit.

The programme printed in this issue includes running, trot-

ting and pacing. The tracks are full mile, regulation, well

cared for and absolutely safe. The stables are large and con-

structed with a view to permanency The belting is not

equalled outside of the big cities, and the privileges will be in

the hands of capable men, well-known to all horsemen. Last

year over $1,000,000 passed through the pools, aside from the

books, and with the increased local interest it is certainly safe

to predict larger sales this year. The distances between points

o n circuit are short (only 100 miles for Anaconda, Butte and

HeIeoa),and without doubt all railroads running into Montana
will, as in the past, make rates of one fare for both ways from
all points on their lines. This circuit immediately follows

and hinges on to the meetings at Denver and Salt Lake City,

as well as those at Port! and,Salem and other points in Oregon
and Washington. Finishing the Montana Circuit, horsemen
have ample time to reach the fall meetings at above named
points or those in California or the East. The climate of

Montana is unsurpassed for summer racing, and the atten-

dance will average better than cities of several times the

population. The successful meetings heretofore held should

lie sufficient guarantee for this season, and waring horsemen

liberal treatment, it is hoped the Montana racing organiza-

tions will receive your patronage and entries. Address all

communications to D. P. O'Connor, Acting Secretary, Butte.

Mont., and remember that entries close April 1, [898. Read
(he advertisement in this issue closely and enter liberally

without delay.

PercheronB at Auction.

Next Tuesday at eleven o'clock, in the salesyanl on Market

street, near Van Neffl avenue, Messrs. Killip & Oo. will Bell

the finest collection of thoroughbred Percheron stallions,

broodmares, colts and fillies ever brought to < alifornia. They
are known as the celebrated " Collier " collection, and have

become noted from Bbaata to LosAnjrelee for their ei», beauty

of furu), soundness, perfect disposition and quality. Mr. I "I

tier is giving up the business of breeding, and has sent all of

his stock to the sale. They will be sold without reserve, and

farmers who are seeking to keep up with the times bv improv-

ing their stock of horses should attend this sale next Tuesday,

March -1st. See advertisement.

_Tu]'<.alj,ant, in the Storn stable, is shaping up'well, and

is" expected to be a bard horse to beat this season.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

Horse-breeders, send in your lists of foals.

Anteeo RlCHMONB, 2:2-1,, is registered 22,4, -1.

Nothing appeals so strongly to the best elements in a boy's

nature as a horse.

There is DOthing more'attractive than horse raising to a

man of refined tastes.

Thb friends of "Wayland W. are looking for him to en-

ter his teens this year.

S. A. Browse, the well-known horse-breeder of Kalamazoo,

Mich., is at Los Angeles. He will soon visit this city.

E. X. Dvrby, Esq., was elected secretary of the Oregon

State Breeders' and Speed Association last Saturday at Salem.

Rachel, 2:26^, by Woodford Mambrino, dam Princess

Ann, by Abdallah 1, is dead. She was the dam of Earnona,

&19|.
'

The Montana circuit has changed its rule of 10 per cent, of

purse, pay or play. If a horse for cause can't start he gets a

rebate of 5 per cent.

Monroe Salisbury says there are just three great young-

sters that never made a mistake in their races: Direct, Mar-

garet S. and Directum.

Orris A. Hickok starts East about the first of May. He
alwavs leads the Californians on their journey to meet the

champions on the circuit.

The bookmakers will not be allowed to transact business at

many of the leading race tracks in the United States during

the trotting meetings.

Steve H. Crane, of Turlock, will have a string of trotters

and pacers on the circuit this year. No better judge is to

be found in the State than he.

J. Clakk is working a full brother to Katy S., 2:25, at the

Fresno race track, and believes he will have no trouble get-

ting him in the 2:30 list this fall.

The light harness horses at the Bay District track have

gone to other courses, for the bang-tails, with their " kinder-

gartens of kids," have full possession of the place.

Black Pilot died February 24th near Eckley, Or., aged

thirtv years. He was raised by Moses Mansfield, Tolo, Jack-

son county, Oregon, and was a son of Vermont 322.

At a meeting of the Thirty-seventh Agricultural District,

which comprises the northern party of Santa Barbara county,

it was decided to hold the next fair at Santa Maria.

The Montana Legislature, failing to elect a United States

Senator, the Governor has appointed Lee Mantle, who was for

years secretary of the West Side RaciDg Association.

Don Lot, by Anteeo, 2:161, dam Luella (dam of Myrtle,

2:1SU), by Nutwood ; second dam Ruth Ann, by Bell Alta, is

now in Lee Shaner's string, and is a promising trotter.

Anteeo stands for $1,000. His full brother, Conrad, stands

for $50, and good judges say that the latter is a horse of ele-

gant finish, fine size, excellent conformation and action.

H. Hellman will, in all likelihood, have charge of the

trotters from the Agnew Stock Farm this year. Mr. Hell-

man drove Emma Temple in all her races two yeais ago.

The trotters and pacers from Senator J. G. Fair's stock

farm near Lakeville, Sonoma County, are to be sent over to

the Petaluma track to be trained for the races next month.

There are more trotters and pacers in training in Califor-

nia at present than has ever been known before. Every owner
is determined to have an entry or two in the dash races this

fall.

Millahd Sanders arrived from the East a week ago last

Wednesday. He has been busy ever since his arrival at Val-

ensin's, and will have a number of good ones ready for the

fall meeting.

James Dcstin has taken charge of the horses at the Santa
Rosa Stock Farm. We expect Jim will be seen in front of

many of the largest fields of horses this fall with the young-
sters he will select there.

Lilly Stanley, 2:17J, was the first really fast mare ever

bred to Director, and as she was just as game as he in her races,

the produce cannot help being fast. We would like to see her
bred to Direct next year.

Wm. Kiej.dwick (St. Julien Bill) is going toSan Jose with
his utring of trotters. He has had more applications from
owners of col to than he had any idea he would. Merit, honesty
and industry always make friends.

ClJlBKHCE Hill has quite a string of promising youngsters
at the Napa track. The " queen " of the lot is Myrtle Thorn,
2 8 i. bol Hun- are two others that are by the same sire, Gran-
ditisimo, which will be heard of this fall.

" B&EED, feed and weed," is the motto of the successful

Not every Well-bred animal is good enough for

breeding, and the best breeding and individual merit must be

maintained with good feed, care and attention.

L. I . Smi'i'KE has gelded nearly every yearling and two-
yt-ar-nld colt on his farm; he will send a big String to the

Stockton track about the first of April in charge of James
Thompson and Jos. L. Boston! the well-known trainers.

DAQHXBTUf, 2:25), is pronounced hy horsemen to be the

bang and one of the moel promising stallions in

Southern California. If nothing happens, this, "the most
I nil lire/' will be inside the teens as a three-

year-old.

LAX , "f Lakeport, owns a stallion called Advo-
- Be i by Attorney, out ofa Green's Bashaw mare. The

him an- known as Judge, Prisoner: Executrix,
IB) Defendant, Witness, Constable, Administratis,

use] and Testatrix.

Con. Griffin has charge ofa few of A. Spreckles' horses

at the Bay District Track. Among them is Senator L., 2:29,

and a Dexter Prince filly out of a mare by Priam. They are

all looking well, and will'be prepared for the races this fall.

H. D. Brown, the well-known trainer and driver of trot

ting horses, has been engaged by A. B. Rodman, of Lakeport,

to take charge of his string of trotters. Mr. Brown's ser-

vices will be in active demand in the Switzerland of America.

Creole, 2:20, the handsome son of Prompter 2,305, will be

seen on the Montana Circuit this year and T. C. Snider, his

owner, will then take him to Portland and from there there

through the California Circuit. Mr. Snider will have a string

of mighty good ones beside Creole also.

Lilly Stanley, 2:174, was purchased by Henry Pierce at

the Napa sale last week for $2,100, as an addition to the

harem of famous broodmares on the Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
Shortly afterwards he made arrangements with Monroe Salis-

burv to breed her to Directum on shares.

Dr. J. W. Day, owner of the Patchen Stock Farm at

Waterloo, X. Y., who has just returned from Europe, says

there is a ready market in England, France, Germany and
Italy for first-class trotting stock. The Doctor will send over
two hundred head of colts in a few weeks.

Almont Medioi, 2:18$, by Happy Medium 400, dam
Lady Chiles by Almont 33, has been sent from Salem, Oregon,
to Iowa, to make the season of 1893. Almont Medium was one
of the best race horses seen on the circuit, and, bred as he is,

he should do a large business in the stud this year.

James Dwain has received at the Salinas race track from
Supervisor Julius A. Trescony a fine two-year-old colt by Eu-
geneer, dam Lady Johnson by Carr's Mambrino. The colt is

a promising one, and if nothing happens to him Julius expects

to be in it with the best of them about fair time this fall.

J.D.Harris, son ofN. R.Harris, of the Secret Service De-
partment, has four very promising trotters at the Pleasanton
track. Delmas, 2:24J, is the best one he has, and as he has

had an unusually good preparation so far this year, there is no
reason why he should not get a mark far below 2:20 this fall.

Peter F. Shields has Director Jr. in Sacramento, and in-

tends to stand him for the season. Director Jr. is by Director,

2:17, dam Brainey, by Echo, second dam thoroughbred. He
is brother to Corrector, one of Mr. Salisbury's most promising
stallions, anr1 will be given an excellent opportunity in his

new owner's hands.

Dashwood, 2:22, by Sentinel Wilkes (son of George Wilkes
dam by Nutwood, 2:18^, was sold by C. L. Ingham,of Buffalo)'

N. Y., last week as private sale to Lake View Stock Farm for

$10,000 cash. This is the highest price ever paid for an Erie-

county horse. Dashwood is a five-year-old, and is expected to

trot in 2:10 this season.

The following "stud " card was observed by a traveler in

San Luis Obispo Co.: "Prince Horse will stand at Cambria
and Cayucos at the Home ranch and any other placed desired,

$10 for the season, $5 for the single leap, $15 for insurance;

$7.50 payable at first service; just as good as $10 at end of

season. Pedigree—Descendant of the old Killpatrick Sam."

Messrs. Robinson & Perkins are busy with their young
trotters at their track near Yisalia. There are some young-
sters by Iris (son of Eros, 2:29^), out of Bay Rose mares that

will be seen on the circuit this fall. Richmond Chief, the

"blue horse" that showed such phenomenal bursts of speed
last year, has become steady, and wiLl prove a formidable one
for some of our fastest ones.

W. H. Graves has one of the best appointed stock farms
in this State. It is located in the famous Sonoma valley.

There are rows of box stalls, a splendid race track, paddocks
and pasture fields. Frank Lowell has charge of the stock , and
every one of the youngsters shows great care. Mr. Graves is

a lover of horses and is remarkably well-posted on the history,

races and pedigrees of the most famous trotters.

Peter Brandoyv has only two trotters at the Bay District

track ; one is called Prince Ira. He is a very fine-looking

stallion by Dexter Prince, dam Luella, by Sultan, 2:24, second

dam Ella Lewis, 2:27, and belongs to Ira Ramsdell. The
other is also a bay stallion by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by

Nephew. This one is a pure-gaited trotter, and, like his

stable companion, will enter the 2:30 list at the first oppor-
tunity.

Direct will be given * lower record next year. He has

paced quarlers in twenty-seven seconds and halves in less than
one minute in his work, while he was hardly fit to go a mile.

The constant training and work he received has caused Mr.
Salisbury to give the little fellow a good rest this year. Direct

is as sound as he ever was, not a pimple is to be seen on his

clean, hard limbs and after he gets in trim the two-minute
mark will be in danger.

In the breeding industry we should do the best we can
right where we are. Finish up all things perfectly as we go
along, and if we only appear to accomplish half as much as

others, let it be well accomplished. The palm is generally

given not to the man who does something no one else has ever
done, but who does perfectly well what others seem to do in

an unfinished manner. It is a difference in degree of perfec-

tion rather than in kind.

A bay colt by Direct, out ol a fast road mare, was dropped
at the Creighton Stock Farm last week. The foal came a few
nights before it was expected, and whenfound, about bedtime,
it was in a state of collapse. Mr. Creighton took the little

fellow into the kitchen and, placing him before a range, ad-

ministered warm mare's milk and whisky. Mr. Creighton
and his assistant sat up with him all night,and the next morn-
ing the little fellow was able to stand up and nurse.

In i.makch, 2:11J, will probably be in the Doble string,

which will give him three for the free-for-all stallion races:
Stamboul, 2:071; Delmarch, 2:111, and Axtell, 2:12. Mr.
George Starr has had his hands full oi correspondence, since
his return from Philadelphia, which indicates that he is

iirranKing for a long string of horsesj to add to Miss Alice,
2:17 I, who is one of the leaders. Last year there was agreat
desire to see a contest between her and Martha Wilkes, 2:08,
as they were daughters of Alcantara and Alcyone, who were
he sons of Alma Mater, by George Wilkes. Miss Alice was
riven a trial mile in 2:12A last season,Jand is considered a
reat trotter.

There were only thirteen mares by Buccaneer 2,b"56 ever
foaled. Of this number eight are producers : Grace, (dam of

Creole 2:20); Roseleaf, (dam of Falrose, 2:19) ; Flight, (dam
of Fleet, 2:19|, Sid Fleet

:
2:26i); Flirt, (dam of Fiou Frou,

2:25J) ; Ivy (dam of Hibibi 2:21 \) ; Unnamed mare (dam of
Monroe Prince 2:30) ;

Titania, (dam of Santa Reta. 2:241),

Highland Lass, dam of Highland Lass (2), 2:30). Of this

eight five are out of Flaxtail mares. This is quite a showing.
Every Buccaneer that has been bred will appear as the dam
of a performer.

A gentleman has just returned from Los Angeles. He
visited the stock farm at Savannah Park and saw J. H. Outh-
waite's horses, and reports all of his youngsters looking well.

Mr. Outhwaite is building a number of box stalls at the half-

mile track; the location and soil cannot be excelled for the

purpose. At the Los Angeles track Walter Maben and Chas.
Durfee are very busy ; the youngsters by McKinney and Gos-
siper are very fine-looking and promising. Both books of

these stallions contain the names of some of the best mares in

Southern California.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England has wisely pro-

posed to give no prizes to foals that have been docked, and
when England gives up the fad our New York dudes will

abandon it as an English craze. An English writer, explain-
ing to tenant farmers the loss they sustain in docking their

foals, says: Having made inquiries of the great London
dealers about high-class carriage horses, I find they will not
buy them if docked, as they are made unsalable thereby. It

is also a rule made by army remount purchasers that no
horses are taken which have been docked.

The last issue of Clark's Horse Review, a Chicago author-

ity in turf matters, contained the finding of the Pacific

Board of Appeals in relation to Stockton time performances.
This comment wrs appended :

" This investigation and its

satisfactory ending is a matter congratulatory to both the Na-
tional Trotting Association that was sufficiently fearless of

consequences and obedient to a conservative public sentiment
to order an official review of the facts, and to the Stockton
Association, the integrity of which was thoroughly vindicated

by the report of the District Board."

Woodward & Shanklin sold forty head of trotting stock

at auction at Lexington, Ky., on the 6th inst., for $20,270.

The attendance was good and the prices realized were in keep-
ing with the stock offered. Only four horses brough $1,000
or over. They are as follows : YerHnda B., 2:20, gr m, 7, by
Orin, dam by Mambrino ; Columbus,E. X). Pendleton, Norfolk,
Va., $2,500. Martha H. 2:23i, b m, 4, by Gambetta Wilkes,
dam by Kimbrough's Abdallah ; Frank Helfield, Dubois, Pa.,

$1,000 ; Mimic, 2:21, b s, 9, by Messenger Chief, dam by
Brown Chief; Orr & Cran, Laporte, Ind., $4,150; Aeleta,

2:29A, b m, 6, by Abdallah-Mambrino ; Alex. Harthill, Jr.,

Louisville, Ky., $2,350.

A Kentucky horse-owner suggests the following as re-

gards handicapping trotters :
" The better way to handicap

with records is to allow them to enter in purse races in the

same way that has been customary. Then, if a horse trots

faster than the class in which he is entered before that particu-

lar race is off it shall be optional with the owner to start him
in a purse race of the same size with horses of the same class

of his new performance, or to refund to the owner the en-

trance money." Handicapping trotters is a subject now at-

tracting considerable attention in the WT
est, and the prevail-

ing opinion is that no horse should be allowed to start in a
slower class than his own record.

Lee Shaner has a string ol sixteen very promising trot-

ters and pacers at the Oakland track. He received an addition

of two very good ones from Yreka the other day; one is by
Antevolo and the other is the gray mare Georgie Woodthorpe,
2:24, by Altamont. This mare is a long, low-sized, heavy-
muscled, plain-looking mare, with feet and legs like iron. She
will get a lower record this year. Mr. Shaner has had great

patience in waiting for the thoroughbreds to forsake the Oak-
land course so that he could work his horses properly, and Mr.
Wright says that inside of two weeks every stall will be ready
for the reception of trotters, and he will prepare the track to

suit them.

The trotting-horse industry has weathered in good shape,

an era of dangerous inflation, and is now passing safely

through a period of liquidation. Losses have been squarely

met, values are once more on a conservative and sound basis,

and the industry is in a healthier condition than ever. At no
time in the past ten years has the purchaser or patron of pub-
lic stallions had a better opportunity than the present in

which to buy or to breed with more certainty of profit. As
in all cases of liquidation, the tendency has been toward an
extreme of low prices, so that with the end of the spring sales

a very material stiffening of values may be looked for all along

the line, and the "tops" will command more money than
ever. __
Budd Doble, while here this week, leased from B. G, Cox

a large part of Ware Park for one year from March 1st, says

a Terre Haute (Ind.) dispatch. He will have the fine, large,

modern barn with twenty stalls opening into the paddocks and
sixty acres of land, which will include pasture lots and shady
groves. It is just a mile from the Terre Haute race track by
good road. Mr. Doble will keep there his own colts and
mares, such horses as may need to be turned out and the

broodmares to be sent here this season, of which there will be

ten for Stamboul and from six to ten in all for Lee Russell,

2:1S1; Axel, 2:27A, and Drextell. Delmarch, 2:1U, will

probably be in the Doble string, which will give him three

for the free-for-all stallion race, as follows: Stamboul, 2:07 £
;

Delmarch, 2:11*, and Axtell, 2:12, the latter the $105,000
beauty.

Orrin A. Hickok has had to leave the Bay District track

on account of the large number of thoroughbreds arriving

every day, and the work being done on the track to make it

suitable for the " children of the winds." Mr. Hickok is now
at the Souther Farm, and will remain there until the first of

May, at which time he will leave for the East. The horses

he has at work are Angeline, 2:18|, by Wilkes Boy, dam Molly,

by Kentucky Clay 194; Hulda, 2:14J, by Guy Wilkes, dam
Jenny, by Bull Pup; a brown mare belonging to Ariel La-

throp called Alejaodra, by Dexter Prince; Adonis, 2:11$, by

Sidney, dam Yeuus ; Dexter Thorne, 2:25^, hy Dexter Prince;

Antarees, a very promising Anteeo stallion, and Charley C,
2:18A, Jesse Potter's handsome Piedmont stallion. There will

be eight or nine Palo Alto youngsters added to complete Mr.
Hickok's string.
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A quarter of a million dollars will be put in a new track

at Cleveland this year.

Miss Adda, the chestnut mare, by Bank Koll, dam Belle,

by Firetail (son of Norfolk), has been mated with imp. Mer-
riwa.

The famous race mare Modesty, by War Dance—Ballet, the

property of Ed. C'orrigan, dropped a fine bay colt to Long-
fellow on March 2.

Mr. Harper says that his fine old stallion Longfellow will

serve a few mares at $2,500 this season, and they must be win-

ners or dams of winners.

Foshall Keene has been lucky in his purchase of Eng-
lish mares. Nineteen out of twenty-three are in foal to the

pick of English stallions.

Marcus Daly's string is now on its way to New York
from Montana. The horses are to be stabled at Monmouth
and worked on the old track.

The new racing rules have been decided upon by the com"
•uittee appointed by the Board of Control and will be reported

to the board at its next meeting.

W. M. MuRRY, of Sacramento, has engaged ten stalls for

his flyers during the coming Blood Horse meeting. Most of

the string is composed of two-year-olds.

Sallie McClelland, by Hindoo, dam Red and Blue,

Byron McClelland's good race mare, has been sent to the

Nantura Stud to be bred to Longfellow.

All reports to the contrary notwithstanding, the crack
jockeys, John and Charley Weber, have not engaged to ride

for any particular owner during the coming racing season.

L. & G. Straus, of Lexington, Ky., has sold to Thomas
Morgan, of Philadelphia, the chestnut stallion Bannerette, 6,

by King Ban, dam Lida Gaines, by War Dance
;
price $1,000.

Fred Gebhard is said to have purchased the Locust Farm
at Monmouth from the Countess d'Agreda. He will look

after the training of his horses more closely this spring and
summer.

Fellowchakm, Major Ban and Lodowic will be trained

this season for L. TJ. Shippee, of Stockton, and great things

can be expected of Lodowic, at any rate, if he is properly pre-

pared for the fray.

The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Assoctation has leased "The
Villa" stable ground, and will erect thereon a number of

stables to accommodate the large number of horses that will
" come to the races."

At Cumberland Park the horses are now being trained for

the Memphis and Nashville meetings. Yo Tambien was out
at West Side Park for the first time last week. She is now in

first-class condition.

Monet is being lost daily at the Ivy City track, and it is

likely to be closed in a few days. It will make no difference,

however, if the racing is continued ; the meeting at Bennings
will open as usual in April.

The late Major B. W. AYoodruff, who died in Chicago last

week of pneumonia, was fifty-eight years of age at the time of

his death. He passed away at the residence of his friend,

Frank Koot, on Paulina street

The great " Iris fillv," belonging to Simeon G. Reed, has
been given a name at last—Peril. We suppose the various

three-year-old stakes in which she is engaged
t
are» in peril if

she comes to the post fit and well.

Semper Idem, by Glen Athol, the dam of Longstreet,

dropped a bay filly by Longfellow about two weeks ago. This
little stranger is a full brother to Longstreet. Semper Idem
has been bred back to Longfellow.

Monitor, George Lorillard's game old gelding by imp.
Glenelg—Minx, died last week at the farm of Countess d'

Agreda, formerly Mrs. Lorrillard, aged seventeen years. He
won forty-two races out of 117 starts.

Mr. J. B. Ferguson will officiate as clerk of the scales of

the Washington Park Club's meeting. It is very evident that

the association fully intends to have the best available men to

represent them in official capacities during their star meeting.

—Daily Spirit.

Ed Corrigan is having a streak of bad luck. On Saturday
an indictment was found against him as a member of the Chi-

cago Racing Association for keeping a gambling house at

Hawthorne Park, and then came the decision against him in

the Huron case.

Dan Dennison, the veteran horseman, has a string of ten

horses in training at Sacramento. In the string are Grandee
and Tigress, and we understand the former has got rid of the

lameness that kept him off the track during the greater part of
the last Blood Horse meeting.

Mr. Ed. Corrigan was in Lexington last Sunday on his

way to Washington City. He has signed Jockey Robert Hog-
gett for the coming season, who has bound himself to ride at

105 pounds. (t Monk" Overton will remain with Mr. Corri-

gan and will ride his stake horses.

We understand the entire lot of horses belonging to the late

Robert E. Bybee, of Oregon, will be disposed of at auction at

the Bay District track during the second week of the Blood
Horse meeting. Misty Morn and Rosebud should bring large

sums, as will a two-year-old sister to Misty Morn.

Jockey Andrew Perktnson purchased at the Shippee
sale last fall the chestnut colt Progression, now three years
old, for $260. Since that time Perkinson has won seven races

out of nine starts with the colt, who is by Wildidle, dam
Ernestine, by Bertram. It is not always the high-priced horse
that proves the best.

When Ha'penny fell and broke a leg at the Brooklyn
meeting last fall David Gideon gave the horse to Dr. Shep-
ard. The latter put the animal under the influence of ether
and set the fracture. The leg was encased in plnster of paris.

Now comes the news that the bone knit well and that Ha'-
penny is running around the stable at Lexington.

Superintendent Bellairs, of the St. Louis Fair Asso-
j

ciation, says the best-looking race horse he ever saw at St.

Louis, barring El Rio Rev, is St. Augustine, the four-year-old

brother to Firenzi, by imp. Glenelg—Florida, owned by Dr.
Crowley, of the Missouri metropolis. He is pretty well entered
in stakes.

Longfish, who won the St. Louis Derby in 1889, has been
purchased by Mr. Schaefer of Galatin, Tenn., for $6,500, and
will be retired to the stud. Longfish has been wintering at

the St. Louis Fair Grounds. Mr. Schaefer has also purchased
Elmer and Freda, two strapping mares, which he will use for

brood purposes.

It is rumored that the Elkwood Park Racing Association
will hold a meeting next summer and probably race on alter-

nate days with Monmouth, from which it is not far distant.

This property is said to be held by moneyed men, of whom
Philip Daly is one of the principals. A large grand stand is

being talked of, and will probably be commenced at once.

Of all the flyers in the Williams string Fidelia seems to be
the pick of the local horsemen that have seen the members of
that string. The bay daughter of Flood and imp. Flirt is both
rangy and racy-looking, and has thus far shown as much
speed as any of the Coast American Derby candidates. Picton
has his admirers, though, who think he is of proper Derby
timbre.

The bay colt FalstafT, three years old, by imp. Deceiver

—

Falsino, died at the East St. Louis track recently of lung
fever. The colt was in charge of Jerry Gough, and was
being prepared for the coming season's campaign. Falstaff

was a fair two-year-old. Out of twenty-two starts he suc-

ceeded in earning brackets six times. He was well thought
of as an American Derby candidate.

James Wilson, one of Australia's most celebrated gentle-

men steeplechase riders, gave us a pleasant call this week, he
having arrived a short time ago from the land of the Kan-
garoo. Mr. Wilson will, in all probability, engage to ride
" over the sticks " for some prominent owner of steeplechasers

in the East. He can train as well as he can ride, and will

doubtless have no trouble in his dangerous line.

The scratching of Sir Francis for the Volunteer and the
Bowling Brook Handicaps,the only far Eastern events in which
he was entered, confirms the rumor that he will be sent to

Chicago to run for the rich American Derby. His quoted price

for that event is 10 to 1, and as he may be looked upon as a
sure starter, this price seems quite a fair one. He is a colt of

the improving kind, and will be up with the leaders at the
finish.

The Louisville Jockey Club held a meeting March 6th

at the offices of the club in the Courier-Journal building. The
condition of affairs was found to be very satisfactory in every
respect. The old officers were re-elected as follows : M.
Lewis Clark, President ; D. Swigert, First Vice-President

;

M. H. Smith, Second Vice-President ; St. John Boyle, Third
Vice-President ; Jos. Swigert, Secretary ; C. F. Price, Assist-

ant Secretary.

Old race-goers declare that there was never a more bare-

faced rob perpetrated than when Mischief secured first money
at Oakland last Saturday. This horse opened at 8 to 1, and
notwithstanding he was outclassed by every horse in the race

by a large majority, a constant stream of money went in on
Mischief, the odds at the close being 3 to 5. Given four lengths

the best of the start, a few aver that even then Flora E.
was the winner by a head.

A big bet on Ramapo, the Annie F. colt, was booked in

Chicago last week. It was $10,000 to $500, made in the name
of Bud Renaud, but Mr. Gideon is said to have half the
wager. Frank Van Ness got $5,000 to $50 against Fitzsimmons,
who, while he was not a brilliant two-year-old, is a wonder-
fully good-looking colt, and very probably one of the improv-
ing sort. Another bet of $5,500 to $55 was also booked about
Fitzsimmons, while $2,000 to $200 was taken about Sir

Francis.

Trainer Davis, of the Ocean View Stable, has his charges

in grand shape for campaigning. " I dread the trip across

the Rockies," said he, "and only wish Wildwood could be

landed in Brooklyn as good as he is to-day." Joe Cotton is

looking and feeling good, and in Davis' hands will be even a

better horse than he was last season. A three-year-old JohnJ
A. filly out of Miss Flush, by Kyrle Daly, is small, but oh my
but she's racy-looking. There is in this stable, also, a $50
gelding by Wildidle that is shaping up well, and looks like

he would make a fine sprinter.

The Ocean View Stable of" Pedigree " Charles Brown, in

charge of Trainer Davis, will leave for Brooklyn on or about
April 1st, going the southern route and stopping off at Mem-
phis, Tenn., in all probability. If Wildwood lands in the

City of Churches in as good shape as he is in at present it will

take a rare good one to make the big brown colt stretch his

neck, but it is a long journey to New York and there are

great climatic changes to be experienced, and Trainer Davis

dreads the trip. Joe Cotton is looking better than he ever

did, and the Prince of Norfolk—Eda two-year-old colt is a

substantial fellow.

Fitzroy Somerset, Duke of Beaufort, the most representa-

tive sporting man of Great Britain, will race his horses at

Washington Park this summer. This information came to

Secretary Brewster last Tuesday straight from the Duke of

Beaufort, who cabled that on or about April loth he would
ship two or three thoroughbreds from Liverpool direct to

Chicago. As the Duke of Beauforl has only three stake en-

tries at Washington Park, it is reasonable to suppose that his

shipment will consist of two or all of his nominations to the

American Derby. These are: Son of a Gun, a bay colt, by

Petronel—ithola ; Strathrose, a brown colt, by Highland
Chief—Queen of Roses; St. Jude, bay colt, by St. Simon
Palraula.

Mr. CHARLESR Price, the elhcient secretary of the Louis-

ville Jockey Club, is convalescent from a few weeks' illness.

Mr. Price is a strong illustration of the value of a wide-

awake secretary to a racing association. Since his appoint-

ment he has labored early and late for the upbuilding of the

Louisville Jockey Club, and the result of his intelligent efforts

may be seen in the fact that the coming spring meeting at

Louisville promises to be the best in years, if not the best in

the history of the association. Mr. Price has not sat do.vn

and waited for things to come to him, but has gone out after

them and he generally got what he went after.—Live Stock

Record, Lexington, Ky.

King Thomas, the $40,000 brother to Ban Fox and King
I
Fox, will be bred to eighteen or nineteen mares at San Simeon
ranch this season, and has been retired from the turf. Ban

j

Fox got but two foals (Brown Fox and Montana) before the
accident occurred which resulted in his death, and both were
winners, so that King Thomas may prove a great sire. Del
Mar, the good race horse by Somnus out of Maid of the Hills,

|
by Yattendon, has been retired to the stud also.

E. F. Fali.on, of Mollister, Cal., has sold to San Francisco
!

parties, the bay jinare Abbic F., foaled 18SS, by Judge Mc-
,
Kinstry (sire of Esperanza), dam Lottie L., by Wildidle;

' second dam Vixen (dam of Skipaway and Susie Williamson),
by Williamson's Belmont; third dam Silver Cup, by Ameri-
can Boy, Jr.; fourth dam Liz. Givens (dam of Langford and
Bonnie Bell), by imp. Langford, and on to the thirteenth dam.
Abbie F. will, il is understood, be bred to imp. Loyalist.

A meeting of the members of the Kern Driving Club was
i

held last evening at the office of C. R. Thurlow, at which a
1 number of names were presented for membership and consid-
erable business was transacted. The Secretary was instructed

i to correspond with the Secretary of the Sacramento Jockey
Club in relation to holding a spring running meeting at

Bakersfield. A spring meeting would be a great card and
attract a large attendance of horses and sporting men from all

parts of the State. The club starts off under very brigh-

auspices, and as the officers are possessed of a thorough knowlt
edge of turf affairs, the club is destined to become an import-
ant factor in the racing affairs of the State.- -Kern Califor-

nian.

W. L. Whitmore, of Mayview, Wash., recently returned
from La Grande, Or., where he purchased six of the Ladd
thoroughbred mares. Five are by Richard lit, and one by
Vanderbilt. Richard ill is by Crichton, son of imp. Glencoe.
Crichton's dam, by Wagner; second dam Cherry Elliott,

by Sumpter, son of Sir Archy. Richard Ill's dam, Irene
Harding, the great race mare, by Jack Malone; second dam
Macaria, by Avalanche; third dam Eureka, by imp. Glencoe,
Mr. Whitmore is going into the business of breeding thor-

oughbreds on a large scale, and he has already reared some
winners by his good horse Coloma, son of Joe Hooker and
Callie Smart.

The anti-winter racing bill which was passed by the New
Jersey Legislature on March 11th aroused the ire of the Gut-
tenburg people particularly. They declare that they will now
begin a war on William J. Thompson and the race tracks
governed by the Board of Control in New Jersey as a retali-

atory measure. Racing will be continued until December 1st,

and a clash of dates with Monmouth Park, Elizabeth and
Linden is expected. The new track will be built within a
mile of Thompson's track at Gloucester. An effort will also

be made to move the indictment now pending against Tbomp-
!
son in the Camden County Court. Such was the edict the
Guttenburg managers declared would be the result of the anti-

winter racing bill.

The best for a mare in foal is oats, bran, some corn, a little

oil cake, carrots, corn fodder, and good hay in small quan-
tities. Concentrated food is best where there is a tendency to

relaxation of the bowels. A large quantity of feed given at

any time, in connection with vigorous exercise, is liable to

bring a miscarriage; oats or flax straw in large quantities may
produce diarrhoea, and abortion may follow. Regular exer-

cise and good, nourishing food in moderate quantities is al-

ways the sure road to success with a mare in foal. After the
foal is up and around it should have a free operation of the
bowels. If it should not you will notice that it is uneasy ; it

will switch its tail, draw up at the flanks, breathe short, and
staring more or less. It is time now to prepare an injection

of slippery-elm water, flaxseed water, or even castile soap
suds, and inject it into the bowels until the big bowels are

emptied ; to be repeated if found necessary. But don't resort

to physio unless you are compelled to. Better depend on
laxative sood for the dam than to derange the stomach of the
little fellow by medicines that irritate.

The Coney Island Jockey Club has again gained a point in

its litigation with the horse-owner, Edward Corrigan, by a de-

cision handed down on the 6th inst. by the general terra of

the Superior Court. After Corrigan had succeeded in his

fight to have his horse, Huron, run in the Futurity of 1801,

and the horse came in second in that race, Mr. Corrigan was
unable to collect the second money. He then brought suit to

recover the money, andjin that action also soueht to have re-

scinded and revoked the action of the Board of t'ontrol of the

Racing Associotion, excluding him from entering any of his

horses on any of the tracks which they controlled, and that he
be allowed the same privileges that are accorded to other per-

sons in good standing. The Jockey Club interposed a de-

murrer to the complaint at the special term of court, but that

demurrer was overruled on the ground that the complaint
presented a legal cause of action, namelv.to recover the second

money in the Futurity of 1891. From this decision the club

appealed to the general term of the Superior Court,which now
reverses the action of the lower court, and grants a judgment
for the club on the demurrer with costs. This confirms the

right of the jockey clubs to acceptor decline entries.

Washington Park Club's racing management has decided

upon a step that must reduce the changes of crooked work
during this year's meeting to the minimum. It will have a

hoard of stewards, not in name only, but :t trio ol

expert horsemen, who, in connection with the tWO official

judges, will form :i board of control. These 'ivc men will

decide questions of suspicious racing and riding and will have
absolute charge in all matters pertaininc to the sport that re-

quire judicial investigation. This is a splendid and 01

W

move. It will relieve the judges of much work ih:il H

not do satisfactorily and should not be called upon to do

With such a provision to guard the interests of its patrons,

the Washington Park ' 'tub can safely promise square dealing

to all, and the public is certain of extending it-- moral and

financial support. That the proper timbre for the board of

stewards will be selected is proved by the acceptance of an

offer tojoin it by W. S. Barnes, of Lexington, Ky. Secretary

Brewster last week extended " the Apollo on the turf" an in-

vitation to become one of the club's officials, and the famous

turfman at once decided to accept. The secretary intimated

that no refusal would be entertained, and properly paid B

high compliment to the honesty and efficiency of Mr. Barm

The latter will also be presiding judge at Latonia, and

less in the stand. He achieved great distinctioi

success during his active career on the turf, and now o*

splendid MelOOUrne stud, where JimfJore and fifty
:

bred mare-, are quartered.
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUTS JOCKEY CLUB-^Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLCB May 1 to May 13
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLCB—Spring meeting .May 10 (9 days)
P. C.T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
VANCOUVER. WASH June 14 (four days)
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 13 (three days)
PORTLAND June 24 (seven days)
SALEM July 4th, sth and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting...May 16 to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.i—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TCRF AND DRIVING CLUB-Spring MeetinK...Mav 9to 13OVERDAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting May 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, mo—Summer meeting

June 24 (25 days)
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE July 3, 4 and 5
DILLON Julj-5 to 8
MISSOULA—Regular circuit July into 13ANACONDA— Regular circuit July 17 to 29
BUTTE-Reimlar circuit July 31 to Aug. 16HELKNA— Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALI.< Aug. 29 toSept.2
STURGIS

I
Mleh) July 31 to Aug. 5

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting. Aug. 1 to Augll
GLENBROOK PARK August 29 to September

2

FLEETWOOD PARK sept 5 to 8CALIFORNIA"sTATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 inclWASH I NGTON PARK (The N. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16CUMBERLAND FAIR AJS'D RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

-April 1

..April 1MONTANA CTRCUI 1' STAKES ASri l ]

P. C. T. II. B. A.—Spring and Fall Meetings April 1PETALUMA Am.n i

CAPITAL TCRF AND DRIVING CI.UB-Trottlng Slakes April 15STOCKTON FAIR .April 15

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
- D. Amlertoo. Otikland. CalALEXANDER BUTTON G. W. Woodard, Vol,, Oil

B0OW.R 0. A. Stockton. San Jose, CalBAY RDSEo.sn Tbos. Bonner, Santa RoBa. CalCALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Marlln farl.-r. Irvlniton
OHANI i i E.D. Pox. San Jose
i II-,- DERBY Geo. a Wiley, Danville Cal

W. w. smith, Colusa, Cal
D. I. Murphy, Mllpltas.Cal

!?£!',.,
K" Rosedale Br ling FarmDKLWIH. Sanni.-I Ganihlf, I)un\ 111,. ( j,l

[•RINi i 11,303 - .mi,. , Farm, San l..>andro CalDIOTATUM Clare bay Belmont.Cal
DiorrAue u i,i K

—

i,i,, i:,,., I,,,,.- !;„•;„
DIABLO .Murray A- Richards, Pleaaanton I MDos UAR1 (-, Cha«, l. i.oc,.ii, i, „,!,•

' I"' Souther Farm, San Leandro
EC '-I Wll ((-,,,, c, Irove.Sni ,,-,,
I LI l !,170 I,. Richards, Gray • ,, Cal

EL BENTON Souther Farm, San Leandro
.; Frank II. Burke, 626 Market St'•"

,

I

1

',' '' Souther Farm, San
,),.

V "- K '~ Wm. Corhlli. San Mateo, cS
A. T. Hutch, 12 Flood Building, City

souther Farm, San Leandro
C. C, Bern ,

.'•: Montgomery BlLONO BRANCH It. 1

1

, ikland.Oa]
lo I W II !— Btol r.Sanl Cal

,'v "-'" -
'

'

'^AI'A" 11 I- V. (,., II '
,

,||,. i ,,,

-,.(1, !,„(,,
NDTWOi Martin Carter, iSTngtoi!

SouU ,
I

Rl D MO (li .,. ,„,i
I hu . ( . \.

,

ready MONEY Fred Foster, llanlbrd. Cal
11 '

,.« i

MA LA DIN -
,

I

Ml D R"Y
SILVER BOW P I, Willi

I. .1 Muri i

SUI llaloo. CHI
nrtlle Calii ,, Brilnla CalVOTER, I!,,,,,, Rollout Cftl

I I IN I.' •'7 II. M. nd I

-: nvllle Cal\WL DIRECT ..,,,.( orbllt, -.,, ,

THilROl GHBREDS.
ACCIONTSTA (Imp. Arabian stallion ,

C. A. Baldwin. Mountain View station. Santa Claaa Co
DON CARI OS M. Carr, Santa Rosa. Cal
IMP. IDALTUM John Cassidv. Citv
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Murry, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES (.Coach Stallion) K. O'Grady. san Mateo, Cal
MERRIWA Thos.G. Jones. Oakland Race Track
MONDAY' FINAL H.C. Judsoo, Santa Clara, Cal
THREE CHEERS Vm. M. Murrv, Sacramento, Cal
WILDIDLE I H.C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal

Attractive Innovations.

The novel programme of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association for their spring and fall meet-

ings, which was made public a few weeks ago, has occa-

sioned more comment among writers on turt topics, and

horsemen generally, than anything that has appeared for

years. The subjects, handicapping trotters, the dash

system, the two-in-three races and the novelty races,

furnish themes for discussion in almost every city in the

United States.

Our live organization is the first one to introduce re-

forms at trotting meetings, and the success attending our

efforts in the past has caused the officers of all similar

organizations to wait patiently to see what we shall do

and what the result of our annual changes will be.

There are large stakes and purses given in the great

Eastern cities on the famous tracks there that will attract

the best of our California horses, but still we have no

doubts regarding the outcome of our home meetings, for

from almost every little town in the State, wherever a

race track is made, reports are received that there are

more promising horses in training this year

than ever and nearly every good one is going to

appear at the Breeders' meeting to contest in the spring

races, entries for which will close April 1st. The public

will appreciate the efforts of this association after the

first day's sport, and the rapid and systematic way in

which the various eveDts will come off will strike a popu-

lar chord, for if anything ever killed trotting meetings

on this coast it was the long-drawn-out contests, and the

tiresome waits between heats.

There are several other reforms to be adopted that will

also help to popularize trotting races as soon as we can

get the people interested. The moving of the distance

flag nearer the wire ; the placing of a number of $2 Paris

mutuel boxes instead of the single five-dollar ones in

use ; the numbering of horses and the costuming of the

drivers so that they can be easily distinguished from

each other, are under consideration. Then then there is

another feature that will appeal to the members of the

association as breeders, and that is the introduction of

liberal stakes for geldings and mares only. An authority

says: "Such stakes are given on the thoroughbred turf,

and formerly geldings as well as mares received a sex

allowance. It was often stated that the desire to obtain

this allowance had caused many good stallions to be

spoiled, but it was a fact also that 'ihis same cause had

prevented many horses that would have made good geld-

ings being allowed to develop into indifferent stallions.

The burning necessity of the trotting turf just at pres-

ent is a much more liberal use of the ecraseur—the

really good individuals will escape it, and it will weed out

the defective ones, that can well be spared—and any-

thing that will encourage this is worthy the attention of

all breeders. Trotting associations of all kinds, especi-

ally breeders' associations, should endeavor to make it an

object to every man who owns trotters to castrate his

colts, reserving only the very best as good enough for

stud use."

The lack of first-class geldings as roadsters is on the in-

crease in California to-day, and the introduction of stakes

for stylish, well-formed, pure-gaited, good-sized roadsters

will also meet with favor. Owners of stallions and brood-

mares must sooner or later come to realize that every

horseman who loves to drive a horse for pleasure does

not expect to get a track horse, but they do want the

easiest-driving, most stylish and best-trained roadster that

has good trotting action, a good disposition, size and

and speed. It is not expected to get a 2:25 buggy horse,

for they are very scarce, but the horse that is wanted is

one that needs no boots to go a mile in 2:40 or better on

the road.

Good Rules Recommended.
The meeting held in New York City last Wednesday by

'Id' piles Fr the National and American Trotting Asso-

ciationsand the American Trotting Register Association

had for its object the adjustment oi the record perform-

ances, so thai hereafter there will be no misunderstanding

regarding the interpretati f the rules. The publica-

tio 'the new Year Book for 1892, which contains the
Drill's ,,l' over Clin ivj,.(l(,| p,.,-i;,i- cos, lias been the

" mpl among a large number of oar most
prominent breeders, who, while they believe the law re.

garding the time records was not carried out, claim tha

the wording of that law was such as to be easily misin-

terpreted by the majority of its readers. The clashing of

the rules of the different organizations last fall has had a

most demoralizing effect upon the trotting-horse industry,

and the strength of these organizations has been weakened

by its enforcement. The demand of the breeders to have

the laws in regard to time performances and match races

made so that there could be no mistaking their object has

resulted in the recommendation of the following rules

which, it is hoped, will be adopted and remained un-

changed for years

:

" Performances against time must be made at regular

meetings of some societyin one of the national associa-

tions, conducted by regular judges and timers and in

accordance with the rules of the national organization to

which the member belongs. No horse shall be allowed

to start against time pending a heat or a trial by another

animal. The time shall be taken by three timers. There

shall be three judges in the stand, who shall act as

timers.

" No performance against time shall be made earlier

than 10 A. M., and no performance against time shall be

made at a postponed or continued meeting unless such

postponement or continuance is made in accordance with

the rules of the National or American Trotting Associa-

tion. The animal must start to beat or equal a specified

time.

" A regular meeting means a meeting advertised in at

least one newspaper not less than a week before the meet-

ing, at which meeting there shall be no less than two reg-

ular events, or matches against time shall not be allowed.

Entries for performances against"time must be made with

the secretary not. later than 7 p. m. on the day before, and

must appear in the printed programme of the day.

" Match races shall be regarded as performances

against time, and the time made in such races shall be

similarly treated and designated.

" Pending the investigation of a reported record by

either the National or American Trotting Association

the reported record shall operate as a bar until the matter

is adjusted.

" It was decided that the distance limit beyond which a

horse is declared out of the race be made fifty yards for

races in which not more than eight horses start and

seventy-five yards for larger fields. The former distance

was 100 and 150 yards respectively.

" It was decided that licenses be granted drivers, and

that drivers must have a license to go in a race ; that

races consist of best two in three heats instead of three

in five. After a discussion of various other matters the

conference adjourned to meet in Chicago on April 4th."

New Racing Rules.

Following is a synopsis of the new rules adopted by

the American Turf Congress

:

Horses must be ridden out for second or third place under the same
rules that govern first place ; no one interested in the result of a race

can act in any official capacity ; no horse's name shall be changed

after he once runs under a certain name : owners and horses shall be

suspended for non-payment of forfeits : no person but the rider shall

be permitted to strike a horse ; abusive language by a starter or as-

sistant prohibited ; all jockeys must obtain a license from the Turf

Congress, through the License Committee : jockeys will not be per-

mitted to have valets : jockeys will not be allowed to bet, except on

horses that they are riding ; jockeys owning in whole or in part a race

horse in traiuing will not be permitted to ride horses other than their

own ; a person shall be ruled off who uses any injection of drugs or

electrical, mechanical or other appliance other than the whip and
spur for the purpose of stimulating the endurance or speed of a horse

in a race : bets shall not be declared oft' because a horse that finished

first carried more or a horse that ran unplaced carried less than i

officially announced weight ; when two or more horses, owned wholly

or in part by the same person or persons, start in a race they shall be

coupled and sold as one horse or entry in all pools, and when two or

more horses so coupled are placed bets on them shall be paid as if

the best-placed one only had run, and the others coupled with him
shall be treated as if they bad not started, and horses finishing next

after them shall be placed by the judges and the bets paidaccordingly.

It is to be regretted that our local racing association is

not a member of this body, so that all these most excel-

lent rules would be religiously enforced at San Francisco

meetings. Some of these, however, are a part of the

Blood Horse Association's regulations, we are happy to

state. The most important of the regulations are the

ones prohibiting any one interested in the result of a race

from acting in any official position, suspension of owners

for non-payment of their forfeits, the licensing ofjockeys

and prohibiting them from betting except on the horse

they are riding. The ruling off of any person who uses

any injection of drugs, or electrical, mechanical or other .

appliance other than whip and spur for the purpose of

urging a horse to win is a most humane measure, and

>ne that should have been enforced long ago. In short,

the rules are sensible and good throughout, and will meet

with the commendation of every one that has the welfare

of the thoroughbred racer at heart.
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The Blood Horse Stake Races.

At the coming meeting of the Blood Horse Association

four stakes will be contended for—the Pacific Derby, Tidal

Stakes, California and Racine Stakes, and greater interest

is felt in these events than has been manifested in a num-

ber of years. The Derby is, as the name implies, a mile

and a half contest for three-year-olds, the Tidal Stakes a

mile and a quarter run, the California half a mile, for

two-year-olds, and the Racine three-quarters of a mile for

two-year-olds also. The Derby has a large number of

entries this year, and will be worth to the winner at

least $2,100. No less than twenty-one horses are eligible

to start at this time, and as some of them are unknown

to fame as winners, but well thought- of by their owners

and trainers, the event is an unusually attractive one.

We hardly expect to see the American Derby colts of

Messrs. Holly and Fair start in the Pacific Derby, but

the following are likely to come to the post : Cadmus Pic-

ton, Conde, Pasha, Flood more, Hermitage, Alto Mio,

Sir Reel, Duke Stevens, Ledalia, Alliance, Linville, Hug*
and Grandee. If this field should face Starter Fer-

guson it would indeed be hard to pick a winner. Pasha,

Floodmore, Linville, Grandee and Hugo are " unknown

quanties," while Alliance and Ledalia performed

excellently as two-year-olds. Conde has shown himself

to be a wonderfully speedy fellow thus far this season,

Duke Stevens was fast last year, while Alto Mio and Sir

Reel are said to have vastly improved in the past few

months. This Grandee in the Pacific Derby is a " green "

colt by Hidalgo-Veracity, and is not to be confounded

with the game gray colt of that name. Matt Storn's colt.

Hermitage, was a splendid two-year-old, and if started

will be in the hunt. Last season he defeated Charmion

at Denver. Alliance and Ledalia has shown their liking

for the longer distances, and so, under the circumstances,

the Derby of 1893 is invested with no end of interest.

Alliance has had a good rest, is shaping up well, and

the one that beats him local horsemen will expect to get

the winner's end of the stake. That Mr. Williams will

start Cadmus and the " maiden," Picton, we have little

doubt, and their appearance will be awaited with great

interest.

There are twenty-two in the Tidal Stakes, Floodmore

and Gift not being in this event. However, Comrade, by

Tyrant ; Vendome, by Duke of Norfolk, and Unalaska, by

Alta, not entered in the Derby, are in the Tidal. There-

fore there should be as much trouble experienced in pick-

ing a winner here as in the Derby.

There will be a sensational race for the California

Stakes, in which there are at present eligible to start

some fifteen youngsters. From San Jose come reports of

the great speed of Mr. Macdonough's bay filly Glide, by

imp. Cyrus—imp. Getaway, who may not, however, be

started here. Mr. Williams' bay filly Flirtation, a sister

of the mighty Flambeau, is said to be a beauty, and it is

hinted that she is an excellent representative of the Flirt

family. Prince, in the Palo Alto stable, is a good-looker

and as he is by imp. Cyrus from the dam of Princess,

that he is likely to be a hard one to beat goes without

saying. Mutineer, in the Burns & Waterhouse stable,

is a racy-looking fellow, as is the Cheviot-Phoebe Ander-

son colt, Thornhill. From Sacramento comes good re-

ports ot J. H. Miller's colt, Jim Lee, by John Happy,

while Chevy Hock and the Duke of Norfolk-Neilson colt

are not likely to be overlooked.

Normandie, Claire, Quit and Sallie Miller, that are

entered in the California Stakes, are not in the Racine,

but Pricelle (by imp. Cyrus—Precious), Carmel, by Duke

of Norfolk, and a brown Hidalgo colt take their places,

and will make matters mo3t interesting. As all are un-

tried in races except Claire, it would be a hard task to

pick the winner, but that they are a very superior band

of youngters, taken all in all, is certain.

Following were the winners of the various stakes men-

tioned,' together with the placed horses and time made

since they were inaugurated : .

WINNERS OF PACIFIC DERBY—1% MILE3.

Vr Name of Winner. Sire op Winner. Second Horse. TlMK.

Surinam... 2:38%
2:36
2 41

Cheerful
2-A2'4i-hj Duke of Norfolk...

The winners of the Pacific Derby have been singularly

unfortunate. Surinam broke down at the East after win-

ning one good race in 1888, when he was bnt three

years of age. The Czar, a grand colt, died on the way to

Chicago when a three-year-old ; Flambeau, another crack

-

erjack, never faced the starter as a four-year-old ; Rinfax

was a good three-year-old, but a mammoth disappoint-

ment as ;i four-year-old; while Janus, the winner of

1892, won only the Pacific Derby last season out of

eleven starts. Most of the Pacific Derby horses have,

however, been high-class enough to win anywhere.

WINNERS OF TIDAL STAKES-1^ MILES.

Y'E Name of Winner. Sire of Winner. Second Horse. Time.

2:10K
Wildidle

2:18K
2:131892 Elmwood Nathan Coombs... Bessie W

It will be observed that the winners of the Derby in

1888, 1889, 1890 and 1891 also proved successful in the

Tidal during the same years, but the placed horses were

difierent except in 1S90, when Flambeau and Racine had

all the three-year-old stakes in this section at their mercy.

WINNERS OF CALIFORNIA STAKE—% MILE.

The American Stud Book.

Y'r Nameof Winner. Sire of Winner

ls79.Tillie C
ISM) Frank RUoads
lSsllAnita'
1SS2 nano
1883 Prince of Norfolk.
1881 Estill

1885 Billow
1886 ''traciosa
isst Pocatello
L888 Trarle Mark*
1589 Raciue
1590 Fairy
laot.Toro
IS'J-j Castro

Wildidle
Leinater
Ruthfd orG'stead
Grinstead
Norfolk
Norfolk
Longfield
Imp. Glengarry
Joe Eooker
Imp. Kyrle Daly...
Bishop
Argyle
Alta
Sobrante

Second Horse.

Euchre
Waterfd-LSimp'n f

Albert C
Panama
Callie Smart
Alta
Norfolk-Jessie R. f.

Robson
,

Geraldine
Faustine
Guido
Homer
Folly
Sir Reel

Time .

0:5lS
0:51^
0:51

0:52K
0:53

0:50
0:53

0:49
0:51

0:48%
0:49

0:54
0:49 3-5

In 1879 the weightsiu the California Stakes were 86 pounds for colts,

83 pounds for fillies ; in 1880 they were raised to 100 pounds for colts,

97 for fillies. In 18S3 the weight's were raised to 110 pounds for colts,

107 for fillies.

*In this race Don Jose jumped the track about thirty yards from the
wire, when leading, killing Sidney Marsh, a spectator.

The Norfolks have cut a wonderful figure in the Cali-

fornia Stakes. In 1S83 a son and daughter of Norfolk

ran first and second; in 1884 sons of Mr. Winters' great

horse were one-two ; in 1885 a daughter of Norfolk ran

second; in 1886, Robson, from a Norfolk mare, ran into the

place ; in 1891 Toro, a grandson of Norfolk, won, and

in 1892 Sir Reel, a grandson, was second. The Kyrle

Dalys are well represented, too, as Trade Mark won the

stake in 1S8S and in 1S92 Castro, a grandson, proved a

victor. Imp. Fairy Rose is the only mare that has

thrown two winners of the event (Racine and Fairy), but

had not Don Jose jumped the fence Countess Zeika

would have produced two winners, as Pocatello was a

winner of the California Stakes of 1887.

WINNERS OF THE CONNER, GANO, SO-SO AND RACINE STAKES,
THREE-QUARTERS OF A MILE.

Year Name of Winner. ?ire of Winner. Second Horse. Time.

1879...

Frank Rhoads
Del Norte

1:1934
Duche'3 of Norfolk

1SS2"..

Norfolk Lizzie Dunbar
U16H
1:19lSRot-

1886... Napa Enquirer
Kyrle Daly (impJ

1:20

1888tt

Philander and
Flood Tide, d h 1:14%

1:14^
1:1534

1891...

1892... Sobrante 1:20%

* Changed to Gano Stake on account of Conner's best two-year-old
time being beaten.

f Dead heat with Porter Ashe, but Ed Oorrigan won run-off in above
time.

ft Sonoma finished first, but disqualified for a foul. Named So-So
Stakes.
** Changed to Racine Stakes on account of So-So's time being

beaten.

Gano, Racine and Castro, it will be seen from the

above, were the only youngsters that showed " form "

enough to win both of the rich two-year-old events of

the spring. A number of excellent stakes have been in-

augurated by the Blood Horse Association in years agone,

but the only spring stakes that have withstood the test

are the ones tabulated above. We are informed that

there will be a number of liberal stakes gotten up, to be

in running order by the next spring, and the association

will doubtless see the feasibility of falling into line in the

work of doing away with forfeits and bookkeeping by

having the conditions of the new stakes read: " $10 to

accompany nomination, $40 additional to start," or some-

thing of that kind.

THE Assembly last Wednesday passed the Senate bill

making a ticket of admission to racetrack or other place

of amusement a contract, and all that now remains to

make the bill a law is for it to receive the signature of

Governor Markham. This measure was drafted bya well-

known newspaper man of this city, who last fall was ruled

off by the Blood Horse Association for criticizing the

riding of Jockey Joseph Narvaez, among other matters.

I'm. attention of all who intend to have trotters,

pacers or thoroughbreds race this year is called to the

fact that entries to most of the important meetings will

close April 1st. By referring to our advertising columns

all information can be had. Last year there were many
horse-owners who regretted their lack of forethought in

not having this rnosl important thing attended to.

The sixth volume of this important and invaluable adjunct

to the turf and breeding interest of America is delayed in con*

sequence of the failure of a large number of breeders to re-

port their stock. The stringent rules adopted by the Board

of Control, which follow, seem to be ignored. They read

:

Board of Control ok the MONHOOTB Park ASSOCIATION, COMET 1

Island Jockey Club, Brooklyn Jocks* Club, New York
i

Jockey Club.
\

Otflces, Fifth avenue, cor. Twenty-Second street, i

New York, Dec. 29, 1892.
S. D. Bruce, P. O. Box 362. New York City

:

At a meeting of the Board of Control, held this day. the following
was adopted :

The office of Bruce's American Stud Book Is designated by the Boarc
of Control as the registry office for the time being
The registry office Is established for the purpose of identification of

all race horses, whether foaled in the- Doited stales or foreign bred,
and the certification ot their pedigrees.
The registration shall comprise the name, If any. the color and

marks, if any. whether a horse, mare or gelding, and the owners, with
description of sire and dam as registered or otherwise made public.

If the dam was covered by more than one stallion, the nairn or ,

scription in full must be stated.
Horses foaled ia the United States must be registered by Julv loth ol

each year.
Foreign bred horses must be registered within a reasonable time

after their arrival in conformity with Rule 21.

No horses will hereafter be allowed to start in any race unless duly
registered.
The registration fee shall be one dollar for each animal.
Owners desiring to register in conformity with the above resolution

can address their registrations to the office of Bruce's American Stud
Book, Times Building, Park Row, New York City.

W. 8.. Vosbubgh, Secretary.

In order to fully understand the proper mode of reporting,
all breeders should report the foals of the years not reported,
with barren mares, slipped foals and to what stallion the
mares were bred in 1892, to anticipate the foals of 1893.
The foals of 1893 should be reported as soon as dropped

that as many as possible can appear in the sixth volume, and
the stallion to which the mare is bred correctly stated.

This done at once the work can be gotten out very soon. In
reporting foals, give date of foaling, sex, color and marks on
each one, with name, if any, and the breeder and owner's
name of the mare. Many breeders who have sold yearlings
at auction in the past few years have not reported them for

registration, notwithstanding our personal appeal in writing.

All such are disqualified under the rules abovequoted. Own-
ers should see to this ere it is too late.

"Wednesday's Combination Sale.

The attendance at the combination sale last Wednesday was

large, but the bidding was very slow. Many of the horses

offered were very ordinary, and the consignors could not ex

pect to get large prices for them. The best-bred ones only

brought fair prices. Following is a list of the horses that

brought $100 and over and the buyers

:

Hannah H., by Director, 2:17, dam Brown H.,|by Priam; J. N.
Hastings 700

Kitty Matthews, by Soudan, dam Mollie M., by Jack Patchen

;

R. D. Fox lfio

Grace Darling, by Director, dam Grace, by Buccaneer ; T. W.
Moore 600

Glide, by Tempest, dam Lolita, by Alexaader ; Geo. Roe 105
Miss Mem, by Adventure, dam Annie Loucks, by Dave Hill Jr.;

Steve Burke 150
Princess Ebony, bv Dexter Prince, dam by Black Hawk ; H,

Pierce 220
Syria, by Soudan, dam Signa, by Sidney ; R. D. Ledgett 160
Miss Smith, by Director, dam Berlin Belle, bv Berlin ; W.

Page 230
Sitka 20,492, by Soudan, dam Signa, by Sidney ; G. McDonald... 170
Cassiar, by Soudan, dam Carrie Malone, by Steinway ; G.

Smith 19.i

Grav colt, by Soudan, dam Caine, by A. W. Richmond ; \V. J.

Ford » 200
Chloe Thome, by Dexter Prince, dam Clyde ; E. E. Hessler 320
Echora, by Echo Jr. ; Jno. Murphy 10>
Fannie, by Gen. McClellan : Jno. Murphy 115
Lalage. by Eclectic, dam Reka Patchen ; C. P. Griffin l.>i

Cleto, by Steinway, dam Maud M.. by Stockbridge Chief Jr. CT2 126

F. J. Berry & Oo/s Star Spring Sale.

This immense six days' breeders' sale, March 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and
April 1, in the Chicago Dexter Park Horse Exchange, comprises the

grandest collection of royally-bred trotting stock ever catalogued Tor a
combination sale. The brilliant offerings include the eel of I be 91

famous sires and represent sucn dazzliug stars as Axis, oy Axtell. 2:12.

sold for S105.000. out of Ella Louise, by Louis Napoleon ; second dam
Seldom, dam of Uncle Sam, three-year-old record 2:28& by Durango,
2:23%; third dam Shadeland Gem, oy Satellite; fourth dam Romper,
dam of Golden Bow. 2:27%, by Volunteer, and fifth dam gxandam ol

Grace, 2:27, by American Star.

Pimento, full brother to Prelude, 2:28%, by Onward, 2:25V*. out of
Laura S., dam of Prelude, 2-.2S

1
/,, by Almout.

Nutpatch. by Nutwood, 2:1^4. out nf Patcberj HIaid, dam of Astral,
2:is, and Marshal Kleber. sire of Mistake, 2:29% by that fashionable
brood mare sire, Mambrlno Patchen.
Mambrino Abdallah 13C9, by the great Mambrinu Patchen

Rosina, the dam of Sally Cossack. 2:22'.., trial 2:18, by Alexander's A.b

dallah.
Julian C, by Joe Bassett.sire of Johnston, 2:0f% Joe Bat

j:iV|. etc., ontof Daisy, by M ly,2:]
!

Lucille Wilkes, daughter of Lexington u ilki s. -on of l feorge WItke*,
2:22, ontof Lucille, by Moody. 2:18k and second dam by EEooney Bone,
sire of Pedro, 2:2"> 1

.,. and Cling. 2:29%.
Element, full brother to Acolyte, - -', sold tor 140,000, and Daphne,

2:30, by Onward, 2:'^',,. the greatest -ire of his age living, onl ol Lady
Alice, dam of two m 2aJ0, by Umont, and second dam Mary Main
bnno, by Mambrlno Chief
Young Cossack, by Don Cossack, 2:28, oi Electa, dam

Co acl . 2:29] ,. by Electi bi
i

i & ond dam I ad'

Ruby Duroc. diim of Stephanie, 2:22% Golden Gem, 224, and second
dam of Jewel VVUkes, 230, and Blecl Cossack, 2:29% by I

Hatiibk'toiiiaii, and third dam Montgomery Maid, by Beely^ '

Star.

Altwood, by High wood, 2:21%. son of Notwood, 2:18%, oul of Dtnka
Coa aok, I iter to Atlanta, dam ol Dr. Catoi

2.28 1 set I dam Misnomer, grandam of Dr. Caton,
L!:;j; third dam by Alexander's Kdwln Forresl and fourth dam by
Mambrlno Chief.

CiUaloiriies issued March P". and mailed 0D application.

one to F. J. Berry .\ Co. Dnton Stock

Arabian Stallion Accionista.

The greatest prize-winning imported Arabian stallion that

ever came to America is now in California. Ho is called

Accionista, and the most competent horsemen in the I aited

States declare him to be unei|ii:iled. I . \. Baldwin, of Cuper-

tino, Mountain View, Santa Clara county, purchi

horse, and, in order to give breeders an opportunity ol

ins his services, has set the fee at fifty dollars, ko io

nearly bfteen hands three inches i" height, a rich d

with black points, and is a perfect model of symrn

disposition he is perfect, and his trotting action i

eellent.
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The Big Eastern Handicaps.

There has been a number of additional declarations from.

the spring handicaps since last ween's list was published, and

raanv of the more recent ones are more important than those

it lirst announced, since they comprise what are known as

popular favorites, says the Turf, Field and Farm. Long-

street's withdrawal is not a matter of general surprise, and as

he is now out of both the Brooklyn and Suburban it begins to

look as though his astute owner has little hopes of his stand-

ing training. This view of the matter has long since been ex-

pressed by the writer, and that he will soon be retired forstud

service there is little doubt. He should make a grand stallion.

Lamplighter, who was entered in nearly all the handicaps, has

been declared out of both the Morris Park events, and left in

those at Brooklyn and Coney Island, while Tammany has also

been declared out of the Metropolitan, in which he and Lamp-
lighter each were allotted 134 lbs., but, as thev both remain
in the Suburban, there is still a chance that they may come
together. As was expected, the Brooklyn Handicap is run too

early in the season to suit Mr. Croker's beautiful filly York-
shire Belle, and she has been declared, as have also Victory,
Slrathmealh, Lowlander, Tulla Blackburn and Candelbra. It

is evident that Green B. Morris will again rely upon Judge
Morrow to do battle for him, and hence his chances are en-
titled to great respect. Great accounts reach me of the im-
provement of the Californian, Wildwood, and as the climatic
conditions in the section where he is being worked, favor an
early preparation I must keep him on my side, believing that

he will prove the most dangerous outsider in the race. In
fact, notwithstanding that my early choice was expressed in
favor of Pactolus, Parvenu, Leonawell and Nomad, I am in-

clined to favor Wildwood as much as either of these well-

known performers, and confidently anticipate that a bet
placed upon him in the winter books will prove a good in-

vestment.

With Lamplighter and Tammany both remaining in the
Suburban, it is only natural that they should be made the
winter favorites, and each will have plenty of backers, but
even should they both come to the post it is my opinion that

others will be fDund capable of beating the pair, for grand
horses and wonderful performers as they undoubtedly are, I

have no reason to believe that either of them can concede
eleven pounds to His Highness, should he come fit and well
to the post. He has wintered finely, and after his long rest

should return to his two-year-old form. There is no doubt in
the world that the cause of his "going off'

1

so seriously last

spring was attributable to the tremendously severe trial which
he was given just previous to the Suburban, and based upon
which one of his owners told the writer personally that he did
not see how the colt could be defeated if he ran up to that
trial. The horse, however, never showed any "vim" in the
race, and was one of the first horses to succumb, although
the race was run but little faster than His Highness had run
his trial.

The experience of the past will no doubt be taken advan-
tage of in the future, and the horse will receive more careful
handling for the coming season. As a two-year-old he was
pounds better than either Lamplighter or Tammany, and his
early three-year-old form warranted the belief that his develop-
ment had been equal to that of his compeers, but he went
amiss, either from overtraining or other cause, and was early
retired for the season. There appears, therefore, to be no
reason to rate his capabilities any lower now than if he had
never started as a three-year-old, and that he is very nicely
handicapped at 116 pounds no one can deny. It is yet very
early in the day to make a single selection for so important
an event as the Suburban, but as many of my readers desire
to take a " tlyer" at long odds on some horse in the Winter
books, it is well that they should invest where the chances are
mDst in their favor, aud that they will get a good run for their
money if they back His Highness is only a question of the
horse remaining in such health as he enjoys at present, and
standing training for the event. Both Messrs. Gideon and
Daly are ambitious to win a Suburban, and nothing would
afford tbem greater pleasure than to witness their pet redeem
himself from his past defects. He is one of the truest, gamest
colts that ever raced, and he will, barring accidents, surely
render a good account of himself in the Suburban of 1893.

\)r. Hasbrouck, contrary to general expectation, has been
declared out of the Toboggan Slid'3 Handicap, at six furlongs,
and out of the Metropolitan, at a mile and an eighth, and is

nevertheless left in the Suburban, which is at a mile and a
quarter. This seems to indicate that his owner has confidence
in his ability to stay the route, and as he is very nicely placed
at 116 pounds he would be a very dangerous customer should
the distance not prove too far for him. He has never yet
been asked to go the journey, but his victory in the Bronxdale
Handicap at Monmouth Park, when, with 126 pounds up, he
negotiated the mile in 1:39

'{ on the circular course, is fresh in
the minds of those who witnessed the performance, and cer-
tainly entitles him to be seriously considered in any event in
which he takes part. He ran once last year in a race at a mile
and a sixteenth and was defeated by Raceland, the distance
being run in 1:47 ; bat the longest trip that he went was in

Hill Stakes at Saratoga, at a mile and an eighth,
which was won by Lowlander in 1:53, Dr. Hasbrouck finish-
ing uecood. With advancing years this best son of Sir Mod-
red may be able to sustain his marvellous speed for a greater
distance, and should this be the case he will surely be in the
first fight at the finish.

Oroker's Big Deal.

NASHVILLE, March 15.—One of the most important deals

in the hintory of the turf in the United States has been con-

summated. Richard Croker, <>f New York, purchasing a half-

interesl in tin- Belle Meade stud for *2'><>,000. The report of

-action, with the exception of the price, wax confirmed
l.v

I ;. ueral William EL Jackson, owner of the Belle Meade
Farm, whose gUWl < Piker hafl been for several days.

Croker met .Jark^m in Wa*ln nylon :«-<-< irdiug to a prcvioim
arrangement) Jackson having ome mootba before extended to
the Tammany chieftain an invitation to visit him in the
spring, which invitation waw accepted by Croker. They came
to Nashville together, and since hie arrival at the celebrated
farm, which is located A% miles west of thin city, on the Hard-
ing turnpike, be has made a thoroogfa inspection of the place
ana the BtOCE. Be wan */ t favorably impressed that lie deter-
mined upon making tin- large investment in question, and the
trade wait clotted.

The Belle Meade farm is one of the most extensive breeding
establishments in the world, containing about 4,000 acres of

land. The stud comprises some of the most famous sires in
the country. There are : Luke Blackburn, Iroquois, Inspec-

tor B.. Great Tom, Enquirer, Tremont, imported Loyalist
and Clarendon. There are 135 brood mares at Belle Meade.
Croker has no interest in the farm, which is the sole property
of Jackson.
Under the terms of the sale Croker does not get an interest

in this year's crop of colts. Jackson is to receive a salary of

$5,000 a year for managing the stud, and, in addition, is to be
allowed §10 a month for the keep of each mare and $12 a

month for the keep of each horse.

Croker to-day purchased at the Tennessee breeders' inaugu-
ral sale a team of seal-brown horses, for which he paid $975.
W. O. Parmer, who matched the horses, says they will be the
finest team in New York City. Croker oflered Charles Reed
of the Fairview farm $50,000 for the brood mare Thora, the
dam of Yorkville Belle, but Reed declined to sell, saying that

he woul d not take double that figure.

The Kentfleld Sale.

Trotters at the "World's Fair.

At an early date a meeting will be held at Lexington to

consult with the Hon. John W. Yerkes in regard to the Ken-

tucky live-stock exhibition at the World's Fair, to be held at

Chicago this year. This will be an important occasion, and it

is desirable that trotting-horse breeders should be well repre-
sented. The most peculiarly American animal to be shown
at the World's Fair is the trotting-horse. Thoroughbreds,
hackneys, shire horses, Normans and the like, as well as breeds
of cattle, hogs, sheep and other domesticated animals, are to

a great extent European, but the trotting-horse is an Ameri-
can product—the crown and glory of American breeding. On
this account alone it would be peculiarly fitting that the trot-

ting-horse should be particularly well represented. Our best

specimens, so far as practicable, of stallions, mares, colts and
fillies, should be forwarded, and foreigners should be afforded
an opportunity to learn what we are producing in the way of
fine harness horses. Representatives from every civilized na-
tion in the world will be in attendance at the Columbian
Exposition, and these representatives will consist largely of
the wealthier people—men who are able to travel and who
can afford to buy what they want. There has never before
been so favorable an opportunity afforded to make a good im-
pression on so many people of so many different nationalities

and the opportunity will certainly not recur during the pres-

ent century, and probably not for many years to come.
There need be no fear that foreigners will not fancy the

trotting horse, if once his merits can be properly placed before
them. We learn that Dr. Day, John Splan and the party that
accompanied them have sold every hoof they took to Europe,
and have not even a horse blanket left. At the World's Fair
we will be able to show our horses without a tedious and ex-
pensive trip to Europe. Europe and many other countries
will be in Chicago. At least they will have thousands of their

people there, and those people will be largely composed of
the very classes we desire to reach. Just at this time there is

no trotting-horse breeder that does not fully realize the im-
portance of a foreign market. The way to make one is now
open to us, and we will be sadly lacking in sagacity and enter-

prise if we do not avail ourselves of it.

The immediate object of the meeting to be held at Lexing-
ton will be to advise with Commissioner Yerkes as to the best

disposition to be made of the fund in the hands of the Ken-
tucky commissioners for the purpose of assisting the people of
Kentucky in making a display of their live stock at the
World's Fair.

We think the meeting should go further than this. As we
suggested in a previous issue of the Stock Farm, we believe

that there should be a concerted movement among the Amer-
ican breeders to have the greatest trotting meeting at Chicago
during the World's Fair ever held on the continent. The
Northwestern Association has already advertised a splendid
meeting, and that its stakes and purses will be well filled goes
without saying. But in addition to to this there should be a
grand movement on the part of all the trotting-horse breeders
of the country to make the best display of trotting speed pos-

sible. The population of Chicago during the World's Fair
will be extremely fluctuating. A stream of foreigners will

be rushing in and another pouring out. These people will be
pleasure-seekers—sight-seers. Naturally they will want to

run the whole gamut of American sports—at least so far as to

witness them—and attractive trotting meetings, well adver-
tised, will draw as scarcely any other sort of amusement will.

Those who have never seen a trotting meeting (and their

number will be very large) will be drawn to them as novelties.

Those who are accustomed to them at home will be anxious to

learn the peculiarities of our methods and the points of differ-

ence between their own and American trotting.

In our judgment a committee should be appointed at the
proposed Lexington meeting to correspond with breeders in

the different States with a view to organizing a great meeting
or series of meetings at Chicago during the World's Fair on
the most extensive and liberal scale practicable. Local jeal-

ousies should be entirely ignored, and the breeders of the
country should unite in a common movement, which cannot
fail to redound to the benefit of all.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

Memo is in Oregon.

The people of Oregon are to be congratulated on having the

fine large Sidney stallion Memo in their State. Memo was

one of the phenomenally fast ones, and his sister, Frou Frou,
still holds the champion crown as the fastest yearling in the
world. Thedam, Flirt, by Buccaneer, is out of a producing
dam, by that " king of speed," Flaxtail. Memo has not had

j

much of an opportunity in the stud to demonstrate his worth,
|

yet it is asserted by everv owner of his young progeny that

for size, conformation, color, and pure trotting action they are
unexcelled by any others. There has never been a Memo !

sold at auction in this State that did not bring a high figure,
,

while at the Reavis sale in the East, last spring the young i

Memos outlooked and outsold those by every other sire.

Memo will make the season of 1893 at Eugene City, Oregon,
and the opportunity breeders will have to get the famous Ham-
bletonian-Flaxtail cross, by breeding to him should betaken

jadvantage of. The value of the Buccaneer-Flaxtail blood
when crossed with that of the great Sidney can never be
overestimated, and Memo is one of the best representatives of
this rich cross. His services have been placed at the low '

price of $60 for the season, and owners of well-bred mares will i

make no mistake in breeding to him. Dr. T. W. Harris has 1

the Btallion on his stock farm, and will be pleased to answer all
questions regarding him.

i

On Tuesday, April 4th, at the stables, Haight street, corner

of Cole, Messrs. Killip & Co. will sell by auction fourteen

head of grandly-bred trotters. This collection has been

gathered by the late Frank C. Kentfield, of Redwood City,

and by a perusal of the list it will be seen that he used exceed-

ingly good judgment in breeding, while an inspection of the

animals offered shows that he was a most excellent judge <J
conformation. The mare Regina, by Electioneer 125, out of
Accident, dam of Wanda, 2:17|, Rinconado, 2:23. Rex, 2:27$,
and Solita, 2:27, is a perfect type of the great Electioneer
family, and should be given a record this fall She is sound
as a dollar, her limbs are perfect and no purer-gaited mare
was ever hitched. Her filly, by Director, 2:17, called Inspir-
ation, will show what a broodmare she is, for, without ex-
aggerating, this filly is one of the finest ever shown in a show
ring, and she is a trotter, toe. Her bloodlines should make
her invaluable in the stud or harem.
Every animal in the lot is trained, single and double, while

none of them have been worked for speed. The roadsters Tel-
ephone, Arthur Orton, Tempest and the roan horse are just
what our roadites are looking jfor; they are of good size and
show splendid action. Telephone should be given to a trainer,as

he is a very promising trotter, and as he is by Director out of
Weaver Girl (also in the sale), is the making of a racehorse.
Weaver Girl is a well-formed mare, and a gamer one never
looked through a bridle. She was one of the best roadsters
used in this city, and her produce show her to be a broodmare
that will rank among the best. There are fillies and mares by
Alexander button, the sire of extreme speed, which will pay
to give to a trainer. Besides the horses, there will also be
sold two elegant Brewster buggies, a Larkin buggy, phaeton,
a breaking cart and light Chicago cart. The sale is made by
order of the executor, and everything must be sold. The t>tock

can be seen at any time previous to the sale at the new
stables on Haight street, corner of Cole, and every animal
catalogued will be shown in harness and speeded on Cole
street, so that buyers can see and judge for themselves of

the superiority of the stock offered on the day of sale. See
advertisement. 4

Contagious Influenza.

This very annoying and very expensive—although not very

fatal—disease among horses is of an extremely persistent and

obstinate character. There are few, if any, of the cities of

considerable size in our country in which efforts to " stamp it

out" have met with complete success, and in many instances

where it was thought this much-desired object had been at-

tained it has again unexpectedly made its reappearance, and,

like Banquo's ghost, will not u down."

The characteristic genius of the bacillus of this disease has
not yet been determined. Its origin, mode of propagation,
vital energy and duration of existence are all points yet to be
established by scientific investigation and research, as well as

the means for its expurgation. While in the main it is con-
fined to the city stables, where nearly every incomer from the

farm must take his " seasoning," yet it is sometimes transported

to the country and spread from farm to farm through exten-

sive neighborhoods, alarming and annoying owners and inter-

fering seriously with the marketing of these horses.

It is not the design of this article to enter upon a discussion

of the essential elements of this malady, but rather to direct

the attention to the approved methods of the treatment and
care of the patients during its invasion and progress to termi-

nation. In a large majority of the cases where there is no
complication and the animal is in fair condition when attacked,

the tendency is to a recovery in from two to three weeks.
Good care constitutes the most important feature of treat-

ment.
In an ordinary or critical case a stable fairly ventilated but

well guarded against draughts, plenty of light, rigid cleanli-

ness, frequent watering, and if in cold weather, the water
should be slightly warm ; light feeding and occasional bran
mash, and all the time a courageous hopefulness, and the

patient is having everything done for him that the case

demands.
But in some attacks the inflammatory action may become

local, as in the lungs, the bowels, the kidneys or the lymphatic
system, and assume grand and alarming features. In such
cases the " home treatment " may be attended with more or

less risk, and the counsel of an intelligent and experienced
veterinarian may be profitably sought, as no general direc-

tions can be safely relied upon when symptoms are frequently

changing. Should the time ever arrive when this malady is

completely eradicated, there will be great rejoicing among
horsemen and stablemen.—E. L. Booth, Vt. Dept., Randall's
Horse Review.

«.

M. W. Hicks' Trotters.

The advertisement of a closing-out sale of the balance of

the stock of youngsters owned by the late Dr. M. W. Hicks,

of Sacramento, appears in this issue to-day. The value of the

Flaxtail-Hambletonian cross is acknowledged to be greater

than ever by all progressive horsemen. The animals to be
sold are representatives of this cross, the sires being choice

representatives of George Wilkes, Belmont 64 and Sidney, and
the mares are all related to producers. Theoe yearlipgs were
reserved by their late owner to be shipped East, but his death

intervened, and consequently they remained here, and will

now be sold to the highest bidder. We understand there are

some grand-looking trotters among them.

As the youngsters sold at the- Hicks sale are considered

invaluable by their present owners, an opportunity is afforded

breeders to secure at low figures individuals that are even
better-bred than those heretofore offered. The sale will take

place next Saturday, March 25th.

Trainer John Splan has safely reached Vienna with

the following string of American trotters: Brown, br h, 8,

2;18|, by Combat—Gauntlet, bv Dictator; Gothatum, br h, 7,

2:291, by Dictatum—Ruby Gothard, by St. Gothard ; Sir

Gothard, br h, li. by St. Gothard ; Vitello, br h. 5, by Lord
Byron—Vesolia, by Stamboul; Swarthmore, br c, 1, bv Strath-

more—Friendship; Lady Duroc, ch m, a, 2:21 A, by Iowa
Duroc—Lady Green, by Bashaw ; Lvcum, ch g ; Lycus, ch g

;

Chief, br g, (J, by Messenger Chief; Gavotte, br g, 6, by Adonis
—Elsie, by Harold, sire of Maud S.; Kitty W., br m, 8, 2:53,

by Pennypack—Game, by Rocket; Rutledge, gr g, 9, 2:271,

by Onward—Estella, by Clark Chief.
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L. J. ROSE ON " PA " HAMLIN.

His Late Owner Gomes to the Defense of Stam.
boul and Criticises a Critic.

Los Angeles, Cal.—No doubt the public have heard enough

of Stamboul, yet there is such au unkind criticism by Mr.

Hamlin, a conclusion based upon no knowledge or fact, that

it is hard for me to pass it by. He says: "Stamboul for

$41,000! I think the stallion is not worth that amount."

Again, " His get are not bread-winners, not even speedy."

Again, " He is not in my judgment a valuable stud horse."

As to his value that is a matter of opinion, and if his record

is a fraud, if his colts do not train uniformly and attain speed

easily and are not bread-winners, then his conclusion is a just

one. But I think he is in error in his premises. Stamboul

did trot in 2:07 j, whether it is allowed or not, and as to his

colts not showing speed, or not being bread-winners, is cer-

tainly very wide of the mark if I am any judge in this matter.

When a stallion at ten years of age has thirteen that have
trotted from 2:30 to 2:1S, it can hardly be claimed that he is a

grand failure. True, some of these are not now records, but

they trotted in the time given all the same. Some of these,

however, made their records in races.

I have two that trotted last year at the fair held at Los
Angeles, and with very little training. Vera, a three-year-

old mare, was started in the 2:35 class, in which there were
eight starters, and she won the second, third and fourth heats,

making a record of 2:23 and trotting the last half of the fourth

heat in 1:11. A few days after she again started in a stake for

three-year-olds, which she won without being extended.

Again, Faika, a two-year-old filly, trotted in two stakes and
won both, trotting two heats in one of them in 2:28, 2:28.

These must be considered creditable performances in any
country, and both of them could have trotted several seconds

faster. In view of these farts Mr. Hamlin's criticisms seem
harsh. I believe that this is an exceptional showing for so

young a horse as Stamboul, and I remember only one horse

who can claim to show a better or more numerous 2:30 list at

ten years old.

Then it may be taken that the opportunities have been very
unfavorable, for very few of them have ever been trained ex-

cept breaking and gaiting them, for nearly all of them were
sold at auction when two years old or under, and, as a rule,

were used for breeding purposes, and, as to training for speed,

entirely snuffed out. What I sold as two-year-olds all showed
nice gaits and speed for their handling. In fact, I never

handled one of his colts that I doubted to be able to make trot

in 2:30 or better, and I never owned a stallion whose get were
so uniformly trotters as Stamboul's.

I am aware that there were some of his colts worked by
those who bought them and were deemed failures, but this

can't seem strange to Mr. Hamlin, for his experience must
have taught him that there are only very few trainers that in-

telligently handle colts and make anything out of them. No
doubt he has sold valuable colts—coltsof great promise which
would have ful filled that promise if they had remained under
his direction and care, but, for the want of intelligent hand-
ling, were ruined and never heard of again. In fact, no man
can now make any reputation for his stock without he gives

the matter his thought, his attention, and has an intelligent

trainer, and no one is the superior in working up to this rule

to Mr. Hamlin, nor can it be claimed that Stamboul had ad-

vantage »n the number of his colts.

In 1885 he had one, a filly, that had a record of 2:30, and
has been breeding since. In 1886 he had four ; in 1887, four-

teen; in 1888, fourteen ;
in 1889, twenty-one, and in 1890,

twenty-six. Since then I have no data, nor would it be ex-

pected that it could cut any considerable figure in making
2:30 performers. But it may be taken that he has never made
a heavy season, for Mr. Hobart had only a small, select num-
ber of mares, and never allowed any of his colts to be trained,

although it is a well-known fact that some of them showed re-

markable promise. To the above list maybe added say twenty
outside colts belonging to other parties. Now with these facts,

which Mr. Hamlin certainly could not have known, is he jus-

tified in saying that Stamboul is a failure, and in view of all

these facts, together with the further fact of a horse 15.3 hands
high, of a beautiful seal brown color, a conformation which
has been the admiration of all students of form, a form which
is without blemish and a perfection which all critics have
been unable to find one fault with or one point which suggests

a modification, with a gait which is the poetry of motion and
a disposition as endearing and gentle as a woman's, with a

speed that has increased with every year, and the end of

which, I believe, is not yet, is such a horse not worth $41,000?

Can such a horse be condemned and said to be " not a valuable

6tud horse?" It is strange how a gentleman with the years

of experience of Mr. Hamlin can wantonly and without any
reason or facts except his dictum go out of his way and say

that Stamboul is not a valuable stud horse.

It is strange what an amount of prejudice many men enter-

tain who are owners of stud horses, and this feeling is taken
up by localities, by partisans and by sections of country.

Kremlin may be a better horse, may be a faster horse, may be

a better racehorse than Stamboul (time will tell); but who
believes, when in the quiet commune of his own thoughts,

reversing the localities, placing Kremlin in California and a

California-bred horse, and placing Stamboul in the East and
bred in Kentucky, with Mr. Allen as owner, and pall-bearers

to keep things busy, that the record of Stamboul made in

Tennessee would not stand? Do you believe it? As to the

theories about training, sapping the vitality and interfering

with success in breeding, much could be said on both sides, but

Stamboul does not show that he has been injured in that way,

for I take it that when a horse for eight years every year

shows imDrovement, it may be believed that kis vitality is all

right for every purpose.

Were his theory infallible, then his favorite horse, Chimes,
would have a right to be a failure, for Beautiful Bells, the

dam of Chimes, was put to hard use and tasks by excessive

training, excessive racing, abused by running and working un-

til she fell, then trotted in, say, two months as a four-year-old

in seven races, nearly all of which were seven heats, and none
less than six heats, and with all that she won six of them.
Also The Moor, her stre, was equally abused in training and
racing. If, after all this, she can be the mother of Mr. Ham-
lin's favorite stallion, then I may be excused if I have a differ-

ent theory, and how can the continual improvement be ac-

counted for if not upon the belief that continued use for a

purpose, continual trotting makes conformation adapted for

trotting and an instinct to wish to trot ? I have written at

greater length than I intended. I have no direct interest in

this matter, except to have justice done to Stamboul. He has
my affection, my love, my admiration, and to me he is the
ideal horse of the world. L. J. Rose.

Price of Service Fees

The year 1892 was certainly a very important one in

America, particularly as regards extreme prices paid for both

trotters and thoroughbreds, and also for the extreme and

generally high service fee as compared with the present or

any previous year. It will, perhaps, be interesting to com-
pare the prices of just a half century previous, namely, the

year 1842, as taken from the list in the American Turf Regis-

ter and Sporting Magazine, which was the most reliable turf

journal of that day. This was seven years before Hamble-

tonian, Ethan Allen or George M. Patchen were foaled, and

as the real foundation of our trotting families was then

scarcely laid, the highesc fees were nearly all for thorough-

breds.

That season Abdallah stood near the Union Course, Long
Island, at $20 by the season. Cock of the Rock, by Duroc,
dam Romp, sister to Miller's Damsel, by imported Messenger,
was near Jacksonville, Ala., at $25. Commodore, by Mam-
brino, dam by True American, was at Lexington, Ky., at $10
by the season, $12 to insure. American Eclipse, by Duroc,
dam Miller's Damsel, by Imported Messenger, was a mile and
a half from Georgetown. Kv., but his service fee is not given.
Gano, by Elipse, dam Betsy Richards, by Sir Archy, was at

the Lafayette Coarse, Augusta, Ga., at $30. Imported Glencoe
stood at Forks of Cypress, near Florence, Ala., at $100 for the
season.

The famous Grey Eagle, by Woodpecker, dam Ophelia, by
Wild Medley, was near Georgetown, Ky.,at $50 by the season
and $75 to insure. Imported Leviathan stood at Gallatin,

Tenn., at $150, which was the highest service fee in America
for that year. Imported Margrave was at Amherst, Va., at

$30. Imported Monarch was near Columbia, S. C, at $60.
Monmouth Eclipse, by American Eclipse, dam by Imported
Expedition, was near Frankfort, Ky., at $100.
Imported Priam at Robinson's Bend, near Nashville, Tenn.,

stood at the top notch of $150, which was equaled only by Im-
ported Leviathan. Imported Sovereign was at Augusta, Ga

,

at $30. Imported Trustee made that season at Spring Grove,
Hanover Co., Va., at $40. Wagner's fee was $50, and he was
then at Gallatin, Tenn. Woodpecker, by Bertrand, dam by
Imported Buzzard, was in Bourbon county, Ky., at $50.

There are very few, but thoroughbreds, in this list, as this,

as stated above, was before the time of the famous trotting

stallions and the very few except thoroughbreds then com-
manded high fees. In 1892 Longfellow and St. Blaize were
the only thoroughbred horses as far as we know standing as
high as $1,000. Of the trotters Arion's fee was $2,500, while
Nutwood, Axtell, Allerton, Red Wilkes, Guv Wilkes and
Stamboul stood at $1,000, and Nelson at $750.

'

It would be very difficult, if not impossible, to name all of
which were advertised to stand at $500, and from that price
down the number was still more numerous. Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian was the first trotting stallion to be placed at $500,
and five years ago the only others which had reached that

figure were Dictator, Electioneer, Daniel Lambert, Volunteer,
and it is said that one season Ethan Allen's fee was placed at

that price, though very few, if any, of his Eastern services
were above $100—Am. Horse Breeder.

Pool-Rooms Raided in New York.

Nfw York, March 14.—The police have again raided the

pool-rooms of New York, savs a special to the Chronicle of

this city. It came like thunder out of a clear sky, and ap*

parently the most surprised of all were the bookmakers, who,

seated in their thousand and one dens all over the city, invite

gambling upon the so-called racing in Guttenberg and

Gloucester.

Six years ago the New Ycrk Legislature passed what is

known as the Ives' pool bill, which, permitted the selling of

pools on race tracks within certain months of the year. The
argument was that there would be no racing if people were
not permitted to bet upon the results, and to encourage racing,

those who actually went to the tracks were to be free to back
their opinions. The restriction of betting to the tracks would
it was thought, do away with the inducements for stay-at-

home indulgence in the same luxury.

The proprietors of the city poolrooms, by the advice of

trained lawyers, speedily drove a coach and four through that

construction of the law. They reopened their rooms and in-

vited their patrons to indulge as usual, saying, " For a com-
mission of, say twenty-five cents, we will act as your agents,

aod send your money to the track, and you can win or lose

according to the dictates of your judgment."
So the game went on. Several spasmodic arrests were made,

the pavment of commission was proved, and the pool men
laughed at the easy way of evading the law. Apparently
there was no remedy, although everybody kn*»w that it was
simply a subterfuge and that no money was sent to the tracks.

Years ago the police could have done exactly what they did

to-day—prove conclusively that money was taken ostensibly

to be sent to the tracks to be wagered upon results after the

race had started.

The open question now is why Superintendent Byrnes has

started in to do what he could have done at anytime since the

Ives pool bill became a law. Better late than never, say the

opponents of the pool-rooms. <H course, the pool people do
not propose to give up their sDlendid profits without a strug-

gle. They have money in plenty, and able lawyetp can he

secured. They propose as a last resort to attack the constitu-

tionality of the Ives bill, which permits bets to be made on
the track which cannot be made in a city.

Meanwhile the pool-rooms are closed, but about them are

gathered a sorry-looking and measly crowd of people, who
find their occupation gone, for the moment, at least. Byrnes
evidently means that this time they Hhall be closed until the

highest court decrees their re-opening.

Hon. T. H. TONGUE, Hillsboro, < >r„ has sold to W. L.

Whitmore, of Mayvuw, Wash., the following horses: Lena
Howard, ch ra, foaled in 1876, bred by Hon. T. J. Megibben,
Cynthiana, Ky., by Enquirer, dam Emma Sampson

; ch m by
Glen Dudley, dam Lena Howard ; Laura C, b m, foaled in

1*7*1, bred by T. J. Megibben, Cynthiana, Ky., by Enquirer,
dam by Planet.

Colic and Its Treatment.

Colic maybe due to acute indigestion, or from other causes,

such as parasites of various kinds, or from concentrations in

the intestines, forming what are known as intestinal calculi

and similar disturbing influences. Horses may also havecolic

pains from other causes than any trouble directly connected
with the intestinal tract, such as some obscure trouble with
the liver, spleen, kidneys, all of which are abdominal organs.

There is a little parasite, a round worm, known as the tirongy-

lus anwtus, that naturally takes up its habitation, for part of

its existence, anyway, in the equine blood vessels, and it most
frequently chooses the mesenteric artery or its branches. This
worm often causes a dilation of the artery, forming what is

known as a " verminous aneurism," and this may be a cause

of recurring attacks of colic. There are certain horses that

from time to time have severe attacks of colic to which it is

impossible to assign a cause, and in such cases the safest
advice to giyean owner is to sell the horse, unless he prefers
to have it die in his possession some fine day, rather than to
have another man own it at the time of its" decease. These
animals subject to frequently recurring attacks of colic will be
found upon post-mortem examination to have 6ome such
trouble as has already been described above, that is, parasites,
calculi, aneurism, a tumor in an abdominal organ or some-
thing of the sort, and during life an expert would be unable
to make an exact diagnosis of the case, and could only surmise
what the difficulty might be.

Colic, which is due to acute indigestion, pure and simple,
can usually be accounted for by finding that the patient has
received a large quantity of coarse, indigestible foo"d or that it

has been fed and watered before it has become properly cooled
and rested after a hard day's work, or some similar cause, and
if the animal recovers it is not likely again to recur unless the
indiscretion that caused it before is repeated. Colic has been
termed by some writers as true a.ndfuhe, true colic being acute
indigestion accompanied by great pain, and false colic being
colicky pains manifesting some other diseased condition than
indigestion pure and simple. For example, strangulated her-
nia in the stallion may have colicky pains as a symptom, and
yet the treatment usually resorted to for colic would not afford
relief. Colic is also spoken of as spasmodic and flatulent. In
the former there are intervals of spasmodic pain, with little or
no gas accumulated in the large intestines, while in the latter
there is an accumulation of flatus, usually in the large colon,
and its volume may even be so great as to cause death by suf-
focation by the pressure of abdominal organs against the lungs.

Spasmodic and flatulent colic are, however, probably simi-
lar in a way, that is, spasmodic colic is an scute indigestion,
and it may or may not be accompanied by flatulency depend-
ing upon whether it is caused by food of a fermentable char-
acter or not, and the quantity of fltus depending upon the
amount of fermentation going on, the gas produced being re-
tained in many cases as a result of the spasm of the intestine,
which prevents its being expelled, and as the colic subsides
the horse generally relieves himself naturally by passing wind
every few moments until the condition no longer exists. In
the case of M. F. D. it is not easy to ascribe a cause for the
mare's repeated attacks of colic ; it would not seem to be due
to any dietetic errors at present, unless the old frost-bitten

grass produced a disturbance of the digestion from which she
has not fully recovered. If this were the case ordinarily, a
good cleansing out would be the proper thing to do, eitberby
means of a pint and a half of raw linseed oil, or a phvsic ball,

but in this instance we are confronted at once by an objection;
the mare is pregnant, and a violeut cathartic is likely to pro-
duce abortion, therefore all that can be done is to keep the
bowels well open with bran mashes, and to give a tonic to the
digestive organs, one also that may have an effect on parasites
if any are present, and for this purpose iron and gentian is

perhaps as good a remedy as there is.

R.
Pulv. Sulphate of Iron
Pulv. Gentian Root - - - aa oz. iv.

Mix.

Give mare a heaping teaspoonful in her food three times
daily.

In case of an acute attack of colic the following may be used:

R.
Laudanum ----- oz. H.
Sulphuric ether
Sweet Spirits of Nitre - - - ua oz. i.

Mix.

To be given at one dose in a pint of water, repeated in hal f

or three-quarters of an hour if pain is not relieved. Be sure
and give the above in a full pint of water, as it is strong
enough to blister the mouth if it is not well diluted. Always
remember in drenching a horse that the medicine is to be
given slowly through the mouth. Pouring fluids down a
horse's nostrils, or pinching the throat to make htm swallow,
are ways in which medicine gets down the windpipe instead
of going to the stomach, and many a valuable animal has been
killed by setting up a mechanical pneumonia by getting Quids
in the lungs, when if no attempt had been made to treat the
primary disease, whatever it may have been (often purely im-
aginary), the patient would undoubtedly have recovered itself.

In fact, there is nearly always a tendency among horsemen to

thank the medicine if a horse recovers, and blame the animal
or the disease if it dies, when in many cases it is the reverse,

and if the horse dies it may be the medicine that Killed, and
if he recovers it is often in spite of what ought to have caused
death.

Horses are not made of cast iron, and they should receive

gentle treatment on all occasions, particularly when they are
being given medicine. Injections of warm suds often aid in

relieving colic, and here again care must be taken not to in-

jure the rectum when introducing the syringe; it is n»it un-
common to see the rectum lacerated by the nozzle of a syringe,
and it has ever been perforated (causing death by the end of
the syringe being introduced by a rough, careless stableman. )

There are other means of treating colic too numerous to men-
tion here, many of which are only available to the skilled

veterinarian, particularly treatment by means of various hypo-
dermic injections, tapping with the trocar and OftDOll it

of flatulent colic, and the like. External applications, Bach us

hot cloths to the abdomen, or mustard water, or even mustard
paste, applied to the abdomen, washing it oil' in aboul half an
hour in warm water, often affords great relief in severe caw*
of colic. Colic as a result of indigestible food or from taking

cold may terminate with inllammation of the bowels, in ivhicn

case opiates and hot cloths tothealxlomen are the chief

odsof treatment. Here cathartics above all things at.

avoided.—American Horseman.
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3*70,000 I3XT STAKES A3XTIP FTJRSES.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.

Dillon,

Missoula,

July 4 to 7 1 Anaconda,

July 10 to 13
I
Butte, -

- July 15 to 26

July 29 to Aug. 15

Helena, - - Aug. 19 to 26

Great Falls, Aug. 29 to Sept. 2

Stak.es Closing -A.p>r:il 1st:

Dillon Fair and Racing Ass'n.

Dillon, Mont.
TROTTING—Uate City Stakes forTwo-Venr-

Olds. «50 each. J-250 added. -2 in :i.

TROTTlXli—South Montana Stake lorTuree-
Year-Olde. «50 each, §230 added, 2 in3.

RCXVIMJ—Be-vcrliead Stake Tor Two-Year-
Olds. WO each, $250 added. Five furlongs.

Above Stakes open to colts bred and raised in Wyo-
ming, Utah, Idaho or Montana.

W. H. RAYMOND, President.

W. A. JOKES. Secretary.

Anaconda Rac ;ng Association,
Anaconda, Mont.

RUNNING—Bankers' Stake, for Two-Y ear-
Olds. $50 each, $250 added. Five furlongs.

RUNNING—Montana Suburban, for Three-
Year-Olds. $50 each, $250 added. One and one-quar-
ter miles.

MissoulaPairandRqcing Ass'n. wZ2EE?&£KiJ'J& !'££•"" Two -

IWiaQmilsi Mrvnt TROTTINU—Upper Works Stake, lor Three-JXUSSOUia, jxlohi. Year-Olds and Under. S50 each, $250 added. 2 in 3.

TROTTING—Hotel Stake for Two-Year-Olds. TROTTING—Breeders' Stake, for Two-Year-
$50 each, $260 added, 2 in 3. Olds. $50 each, $250 added. 2 in 3.

All full mile, regulation tracks.

Stables ample and most substantially built.

The Spring meetings at Denver and Salt Lake City joins us ou the south, while those of Oregon and Wash-
ington Joins us on the west. Circuit ends in ample time for all Fall meetings. Climate unsurpassed for Summer
racing. No large fields of starters.

Over 31.000,000, in Auctions and Mutuels in 1893. (Four Meetings.)

TROTTING—Bitter Root Stake for Three-
Year-Olds. £50 eacb, $250 added, 2 in 3.

Above Stakes open to colts bred and raised in Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, The
Dakotas or Montana.

FRANK G. HIGG1NS, President.

E. A. WINSTANLKY, Secretary.

TROTTING—Breeders' Stake, for Three-Year-
Olds and Under. ?50 each, §250 added. 2 in 3.

Breeders' Stakes open only to colts bred and raised
in Wyoming, Utah, Idaho or Montana.

\V. M. THORNTON. Secretary.
J. B. LOSEE. President.

West Side Racing Association,
Butte, Montana.

RUNNING—Anaeonda Stake for Two-Veor-
Old*. S50 each, 5500 added. Five furlongs. Winner of
Banker's Stake to carry three pounds extra. Non-
winners ot any race ou circuit allowed three pounds;
those not running a second allowed five pounds extra.

RUNNING-West Side Derby for Three-Year-
Olds. 550 each, $500 added. One and one-half miles.
Winner of Montana Suburban to carry five pounds ex-
tra.

TROTTING—Moulton Stake for Two-Year-
Olds. $50 each. $500 added. Two in three.

TROTTING—Silver City Stake for Three-
Year-Olds and Under. $50 each, $500 added. Two
in three.

RUNNING—Standard Stake for Two-Year-
Olds. $50 each, 5250 added, four and one-half furloners.

Winners of any stake on circuit to carry three pounds
extra ; beateu maidens allowed five pounds.

TROTTING—Montana Stake for Two-Year-
Olds. Eligible to 2:50 class. $50 each, $250 added, 2 in 3

TROTTING-Montano Stake for Three-Year-
Olds and Under. Eligible to 2:40 class. $50 each, $250
added, 2 in 3.

Standard and Montana Stakes open only to colts bred
and raised in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colo-
rado, Wyoming or"Montana.

MARCUS DALY. Pres.
D. J. HENNESSY.Sec'y.

CONDITIONS FOR STARES.
Each nomination must be mailed April 1, accom

pauied with $10, and a full description of the animal A
second payment of $15, on or before June 1. The third
payment for starters of $25 each must he paid as in other
races, through the entry box, before 6 p. m. of the day
preceding that upon which the race is to take place. A
failure to make the payments as above specified de-
clares the nomination out of the stake.

Special rates from all points on railroads running into Montana.

Entries to trotting and pacing purses close July 1. Five per cent, to enter and five per cent, additional to
start. Purses divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Running purses close night before race, five per cent, to start. Purses divided 70, 20 and 10 per cent.

The rules of the American Trotting Association and the American Racing Rules will govern all races.

FOE COMPLETE PROGRAMMES AND OTHER GENERAL INFORMATION ADDRESS

D. P. O'CONNOR. Acting Secretary, Butte, Montana
Entries to the Blood Horse Association Stakes.

Following is a list of the horses left in the various stakes to

be contended for at the coming meeting of the Pacific Coast

Blood Horse Association, and they are a very high-class lot :

PACIFIC DERBY—ONE AND ONE-HALF MILES, FOR THREE-YEAE-OLDS.

Thomas Fisher's ch c Conde. bv Duke of Norfolk—Mav D.; Estrella,

by Duke of Norfolk—Belle W.
J. B. Chase's be Hermitage, by imp. Friar Tuck—Mistake.
E. A. Ducker's ch c Hugo, by Cyclone—Brown Bess.
Chas. L. Fair's br c Flood Gate, bv Flood—imp. Rosetta.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's br c Floodmore, by Flood—imp. Patilla ; ch

c Pasba, by iron. Cyrus—Laelia ; ch c Ohiyesa, by Argyle—imp.
Amalia ; ch c Gift, by imp. Cheviot—Bessie Hooker.
ThomaH H. Williams' br c Cadmus, by Flood—Cornelia ; ch c Picton,

by imp. Cvrus—Amelia.
Maltese Villa Stock Farm's b c Alto Mio, by Alta—Smilax; be Sir

Reel, by Alta—Dizzie Blonde.
Kennedy Bros.' ch c Duke Stevens, by Duke of Norfolk—Edna K.
Elmwood Stock Farm's b f Ledalia. by Argyle—Leda.
W. F. Mellick's b c Alliance, by Hidalgo—Maggie S.

W. L. Appleby's b c Orrin, by John Happy—Jess.
Chas. Thomas" b c Lou Martin, by Gano—Armeda Howard.
B. C. Holly's b c Green Hock, by imp. Greenback—Eda.
('. N. Post's be Linville. by Warwick—Shasta,
Suisnn Stable's br c Hidalgo—Vevacity.

TIDAL STAKES—ONE AND A QUARTER STILES, FOR THREE-YEAR"), I'S.

L. I. Kohc's ch c Comrade, by Tvrant—Blithesome.
Tb<«s. FMicr'x ch c Conde. bv Duke of Norfolk—May D. ; ch f Es-

trella. by Dulccot Norfolk—Belle W.
w. tfaben'flch o Vendome, by nuke of Norfolk—Vedette.
J. 1',. Chaw'fl b C Uerirnlagf. by imp. Friar Tuck—Mistake.
E. A. Ducker's Ch <• Hugo, bv Cyclone—Brown Bess.

C. I- Fair's br c Flood Gate, by Flood—imp Kosetta.
T. H. Williams' br c Cadmus, by Flood—imp. Cornelia ; ch c Picton.

by imp Cyras—Imp. Amelia.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's ch c Pasha, by Imp, Cyrus—imp. Laelia : ch

eOhlyeaa, by Argyle—Imp. Amelia.
Maltese Villa stubles b C Alio Mio. bv Alta—Smilax ; Sir Reel, by

Alta—Dlzzk* Blonde: bf I'nalHska, bv Alta—Thetis.
Kennedy Bros.1 ch o Duke Steven*, by Duke of Norfolk—Edna K.
Elmwood Stock. Farm's Ledalia, bv Art'yle—Leda.
W V. Mellick's 1. e Alliance, bv Hidalgo-Maggie S.
W. L. Appleby'! b c Orrin, by John Happy—.less.

B. C. Holly's b e Green Hock, bv imp. i ireenback—Edu.
('. N. I'<*i'h d c Linville. by Warwick—Shasta.
Suisnn Stable's br c Grandee, by Hidalgo—Veracity.
Chas. Thomas' l> c Lew Martin, by Gano—Armeda Howard.

'Ai.MOKNlA STAKE*—ONE AND ONE HALF MILES. FOR TWO-YEAK-ni.ns-

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b I Glide, bv lmn. Cyrus—Imp. Gctawav ; b
i Flirtation, by Wildidle—FHrt ; b f Rosalie, by Imp. Cyrus top.
Kosetta cb o Prince, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Music ; ch c Thbrnliill, by
Imp. CI be Anderson.
Bums it. Waterhouse's ch c Mutineer, by Imp. Cheviot—imp.

Mutiny.
Almona Stable'* br c Augustus, by Sobrantc,—Orinda ; b f Jovita,

by Bobmnte—Clyle.
w. k. IfelUek'i eta o Chevy Book, by Imp. cheviot—Eda.
Qeorn l». Poorman'ib f Normandlo, bv Imp, Kvrle Duly—Extract.
I

I

"mi 'b f Claire, by Duke of Norfolk— Lakme.
J. II. Miller'sbc Ihu I/-, bv lolm Ibq.j.v (Hive .

I'll f Sally Miller
byTbrt i Cheei Little Sophy.
lobs C&vananffh'c eta route, by Joe Hooker—Trifle.
I. L. Itamsdell'sch c by Imkeof Norfolk- "•

STAKKH—THREE UJA..TKKM Of ft MII.K -FORTWO-YBAR'OLDfl,

3. n. UiUer*i h Fohn Sappy i illve,
i

i Dm ch a uniiti. by Duke ol Sorfols I bnncu.
in • aha bevy Hock, by Imp, I bovi il Edft.
AlmODJ BUtbli i.briuit.' orinda

: b f Jovita, by
Bobi i

Palo Alto stock Farm'sb f Glide, bj Imp. Cyrni Imp,
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Racing at Oakland, Cal.

Oakland Race Track, March 9, 1893.—Weather fine, track slow.

First race—Four and one-half furlong, for maidens.

T. Gough's ch g Relay, a, by Big Sandy—Smilax, 120 pounds
J. Narvaez 1

J. Cavanaugh'sch f Hattie Chipman, 3, 102 pounds Garcia 2
C. L. Don's ch c Carmel, 2, 80 pounds Turbinville 3

Time, 1:00.

Won by a length and a half, same between second and third.
Post-betting—2 to 1 Relay. 1 to 2 Hattie Chipman, 5 to 1 Carmel. Sir

Gordan 123 (Bally), 6 to 1, Bonnie Blue 120 (F. Narvaez), 6 to 1, also
ran.

Second race—Six furlongs, selling.

E. J. Appleby's b g Alfred B,, a, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Fortuna, 112
pounds J. Narvaez 1

W. M. Sinclair's g g Sloneman, a, 120 pounds King 2
W. Spence's ch m Panchita, 3, 104 pounds Spence 3

Time, 1:19,

Won by a good length, two between second and third.
Post-betting—4 to 1 Alfred B., 2 to 5 Stoneman, 2 to 1 Panchita.

Mackey 112 (Taylor), 4 to 1, also ran.

Third race—Four furlongs, for beaten horses.

J. Sutton's b h Bonnie Blue, a, by imp. True Blue—Bessie Douglass,
116 pounds F. Narvaez 1

C. L. Don's ch f Claire, 2, 77 pounds Turbinville 2
W. P. Fine's b g Inkerman, a, 125 pounds Edsall 3

Time. 0:52.

Won by half a length, a length between second and third.

Post-betting—10 to 1 Bonnie Blue, Z% to 1 Claire, 1 to 3 Inkerman.
Cherokee 86 (Sharp), 3% to 1. also ran.

Fourth race—Handicap, five furlongs.

T. Bally's eh g Charger, a, by Wildidle. 117 pounds -.Bally 1

W. M. Sinclair's br g Nipper, a, 112 pounds King 2
J. G. Tobin's ch h Wild Robin, a. 105 pounds Spence 3

Time. 1:04%.

Won bv a length and a half, a length between second and third.

Post betting—1 to 2 Charger. 3 to 1 Nipper, 6 to 1 Wild Robin. Mis-
chief 86 (Turbinville), 10 to 1, Estrella 96 (Taylor), 3 tol, also ran

Fifth race—Handicap, one mile.

W. L. Appleby's b m Raindrop, a, by Wildidle—imp. Teardrop. 106

Cots, 1
Eucino Stable's b m Fannie F., a, 110 Spence 2
Encino Stable's b g St. Patrick, 4, 83 Rvan 3

Time, 1:46%.
Won by two lengths, a half-length between second and third.
Post-betting—3 too Raindrop, 6 t-> 5 Fannie F., 4 to 1 St. Patrick.

Foals of 1893.

Lottie J. . by Wildidle, dropped March 15th a large chestnut colt,
with star in forehead, left hind foot white, by Vanquish (formerly
Billy Duncan), he bv Vanguard. Yours trulv. Henry C. Judson.
Santa Clara, Cal.

March 11.—B f by Sidney. 2:19%—Maud V., by Buccaueer, 2:24.
Valensin Stock Farm. M. F. Saunders, Supt.

Athaline (dam of Athadon 1, 2:27) ou March 10. 1893, foaled a brown
colt, right hind foot white, sired by Onsphinx 20.989. son of Sphinx.
2:20>£. by Electioneer. Athalie and foal are owned by me. The breed-
ing qualities of Athalie have been leased to Paulin & Co. for the year
of 1893. and she will be bred to Panjabi, son of Patron, 2:14.

Fresno, Cal. George L. Wari,ow

January 21.—Bay colt by Dawn, dam Analysis, by Autevolo.
January 26.—Bay colt by Dawn, dam Flora G., 2:25, by Altoona.
Hillsdale, Cal. Harry J. Agnew.

Oakland RaceTrack, March 11, 1893.—Weather showery, track
slushy.

First race—Three furlongs, for all ages.

N. A. IHckev'sb h Mischief, 3. by , dam Flora May Garcia 1

J. Sutton's bm Flora E , 5, 118 F. Narvaez 2
Idaho Stable's b g Jack the Ripper, a, 120 Hill 3

Time, 0:$9}£.

Won by a length, two lengths between second and third.

|
Post-betting—Mischief, no price ; 4 to I Flora E.

p
6 to 5 Jack the Rip-

per. Volita, 118 (Edsall), 3 to 1, also ran.

Second race—Six furlongs, selling.

W. George's ch g Joe, 5. by Conquest—Swift, 104 Tavlor l

W. Spenge'scb m Panchita, 3. 85 .Turbinville 3
Idaho Stable's b g Little Tongh. 4. 107 F. Narvaez 3

Time, 1:21.

Won by two lengths, three lengths between second and third,
Post-hettlnc;—Evens Joe, 2tol Panchita. 3 to 1 Little Tough. Alfred

P...I1I (Williams). 2>£ to 1, San Pedro. 113 (J. Murphy), 5 to 1, also
run.

Third race—Three furlougs, for two-year-olds.

W. A. dlbson's b c Cherokee, by Fcllowcbarm—Gleucola, 110.

Burlingame 1
I in inn stable's eh v. Durango, 110.... Spence 2
C. 1-. I low's eh I Claire, 107 J. Murphy 3

Time, 0:88>£.

Won by i"i ir length, two between second and third.
Posl btiling—1 to 2 Cherokee, 3 to 1 Durango, 6 to 5 Claire.

Fourth race—A match for S250 a side, live furlongs.

T. BalW'ech g Clutter, a. by Wildidle, 118 Bally 1

W. M, Sinclair's gg Stoneman, a. 117 .King 2
Time, 1:0424.

Won by three lengths.
I'm.

i Ihiihk- i in 'j i 'burner, 2 to I Sloneman,

Feb. 18.—Ch f bv Sidney, 2:19%—Alice C, bv Wilkes Boy, 2:24%.
March 4.—B f by Sidney, 2:19*4—Pandora, by Patron, 2:14.

March 7.—Br c by Sidney, 2:19%—Souvenir, by The Moor.
Valensin Stock Farm. M. F. Sanders, Supt.

At Rancho del Paso. Property of S. G. Reed, Oneonta ;Stud, Pasadena,
Feb. 27.—Br f Brierfoot (imp. in ufero), by Surefoot, dam imp,

Brierbush, by Tyuedale ; second dam Briony, by Adventurer ; third
dam Maid of the Glen, by Kingston ; fourth dam Glengourie, by
Touchstone ; fifth dam Glencairn, sister to imp. Glencoe, by Sul-

tan, etc.

TROTTERS.

B c by Azmoor—America.
Ch f by Palo Alto—Elsie.

Ch f by Palo Alto—Gazella.
Ch c by Truman—Aggie G.
B c bv Lottery—Mamie C.

Ch c by Piedmont—Monona.

B f by Truman—Helpmate.
Ch c by Palo Alto—Ashby.
B cby Alfred—Regina.
Ch f by Advertiser—Esther.
B c by Electricity—Belle D.
B c by Moses S.—Knoxwood.
B c by Truman—Lizzie.

THOROUGHBREDS.
B f by Flambeau— Precious, B c by Flood—Imp. Cornelia.
Ch f by Flambeau—Evangeline. Be bv Flambeau—Mozelle.
Ch fby Flood—Imp. Rosetta. Ch f by Flumbeau—Flam.

L. C. Ferguson, Palo Alto Stock Farm.

For A Horse.
For accident, too hard

work, and skin diseases,

Phenol Sodique does

wonders. For all ani-

mals and human flesh.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggists. Take no substitute.
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ATHLETICS.
CurrentNotes on Out-Door Athletics.

Wrestling — Football — Swim-
™i"g-—Cricket—Rowing

—

Cross-Country Run-
ning, etc.

Edited by Arphippus.

Dorinc the past year several new cricketers have
arrived in this city from England and the Colonies,

And an unusual boom in this branch of field sports

may be expected during the coming season.

The members of the Olympic Club are particularly

interested in swimming just now. and in all proba-

bilities the coming season will see an increased in-

terest manifested in natatorial pastimes, not only by
the club members, but by the general public.

The Dolphin. Triton. Ariel. Alameda and other

rowing clubs are getting ready for the coming sea-

son. For nearlv two veara but little interest has
been taken in aquatic sports, but since the organiza-

tion of the University crews the members of the

local cluhs are beginning to realize that they have
been taking part in the Laggard drama for a long

while.

The turf will shortly become springy, and the

roads will soon become navigable. Genuine lovers

of out-door snorts should begin to get ready for the

opening of the cross-countrv season. The defeat of

the Olvmpic Club team by the students from Berke-

ley on last Decoration Day should not disfourage

local athetes. Practice makes perfect, and cross-

country running is one of the most essential exer-

cises that a field athlete can indulge in before taking

part in a cinder track contest.

Within a vear foot-ball >ibs become a very popular
pastime. The University players first attracted the

notice of our California' spnrt-loving public to the

game. but. like all other branches of popular sports,

the game has been prostituted in this section of the

globe by the interference of would-be athletes, who
know as much about the game as a cat does about a
holiday. The University kickers, as a general rule,

are all athletes of the first water, and they thor-

ouehlv understand the purpose for which they are

sent into the field, but the majority ot the men who
take part in the games plaved under the auspices of

the Gaelic and other associations are better fitted for

CTOggerv hand-fights than thev are to get ouf in an
onen field and exhibit their science as foot-ball

players before a crowd of respectable people.

Quite a number of the local athletes are taking an
interest in the comine out-door meeting of the Olym-
pic Club, which will be held at the club grounds on
Saturday afternoon. March 25th, commencing at 2:30

o'clock." A second programme has been arranged,

which includesawalking event. When wereceived
the first list a few weeks ago we remarked the omis-

sion of a walk, hut it seems that the athletic com-
mittee have decided to Rive the pedestrians a chance,

and ereat discretion has been displayed in making
the addition. The walkine event will be one and a
quarter miles. The handicapper should not be too

severe in placing Mr. Coffin, as that gentleman is

ever ready to defend the colors of his club. It can-

not be expeeted that he will hold his best form for

twelve months out of the vear. The entries will

close Saturday. March 18th. at 8 o'clock.

It is a question as to whether or not the usual an-
nual championship games will be held this year.

For several vears past it has been cnstomarv for the

athletes of this State to assemble once a year for the

purpose of deciding who the best men were at the

different evpnts included nnder the heading of a
championship list. Until last year the members of

the Olympic Club bravely maintained that their

team was the strongest one" that California had ever

produced, but on Mrv30. 1R92 the team representing

the UniTersitv of California took awaythe long-worn
laurels of the Olympics, and now it is a question as

Napa
Agricultural Association

(District No. 25).

Colt Stakes and Purses

To be Trotted During the Fair, 1893,
at Napa.

Entries to Close April 1st, 1893

FREE-FOR-ALL, TROTTING.
YEARLI\<i6. PCK8E $100. Mile dash. En-

trance 9-5, payable April 1, 1893.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PUR«K 3300. Mile heats,
> in 3 Entrance ?15, payable #> April 1, 1893, and 810

August 1, 1893.

THREK-YKAR-OLD«, PrRSE $300. Mile

heats, 2 In 3. Entrance *15, payable |5 April 1, 1893, and
$10 August 1, 1893.

FOCR-YKAR-OLD*. PURSE $300. Mileheats,

2 In 3. Entrance *15, payable *5 April 1, 1893, and *10

August 1,1893.

DISTRICT TROTTING.
YEARMN««* PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance f5. payable April 1, 1893.

TWO-VE*R-OLR«. PURSE $300. 3AO minute
clans Mile heats, 2 In 3. Entrance *15, payable 95 April

1, 1893, and J10 August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE $300. 2:40

class Mile beats, 2 In 3. Entrance S15, payable 15 April

1, 1893, and §10 August 1, 1893.

FOCR-YK4R-OLD6. PURSE $300. 2:30 clam-

Mile heats,2 In 3. Entrance $15, payable 85 April 1, 1893,

and 810 August 1,1893.

FREE-FOR-ALL, PACING.
YEARLINGS, PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance 85, payable April 1, 1893.

TWO-YK4R-OLD8, PL'RSE $300. Mile heats.

2 in 3. Entrance |1 5, payable 8-5 April 1, 1893, and 810

August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300. Mile
heats, 2 in 3. Entrance 815. payable So April 1, 1893, and
810 August 1, 1893.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE $300- Mlleheats
2 io 3. Entrance 815, payable 85 April 1, 1893, and |10

August 1, 1893.

The above pumes will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Eight entries required to fill and four entries

required to make last payment in each purse. All go-

trance money paid In, In excess of 60 per cent, of the

purse, will be added to thp pnrse.
National Trotting Association Rules will govern.
For information or entry blanks, address.

FRA.\K R. DEVLIN, Secretary.

Napa, Cal.

to which team is the beet. Want of practice and
interest lost last year's pennant for the Olympians,
but If they would only make up their minds to a
man once more even the development of new
material at Berkeley would not lessen their chances
of success were they to try again. Stanford Univer-
sity will not help the U. C, even though the latter
team should have a walk-over at the proposed lutcr-
collegiate championship meeting. The Stanfords
are a new set of athletes, and they cannot be expected
to display the same knowledge of athletics as their
older brethren. The O. A. C. team think that they
can win back their lost laurels again and it would
be honest policy for the Berkeley students to forget
all trifling differences and meet their defeated foe-

men once more on the old battle ground, when the
question of superiority would be forever settled.

The much talked about quarter of a mile foot race
between A. S. Henderson and John D.Gamson toot
place at the Bay District track on Tuesday afternoon,
March 9th. About 160 men were present to see the
contest, and the backers of Henderson returned to
town with heavy hearts and much experience.
Henderson was in fine shape and was fit to cover
the distance in 55 seconds or under, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the track was soft and the wind
strong. He declared himself to be defeated by Gar-
rison in 60 seconds, and now arises the question. Was
the race a fake? Garrison was not in good condition,
and if reports be true he should have been left yards
in the rear by his opponent. One thing certain is

that the race was a pool-room contest, and each of
the contestants. Garrison especially, placed more
than one dollar in the pool-box. Experts say that
the time was ridiculous and that Henderson held
himself back. The majority of sprinters who have
been asked what they thought about the affair
seemed to concur in the opinion that the race was
not on the square Garrison is about to leave this
State and Henderson, it is also understood, will
shortly move south. The shadow of suspicion which
surrounds the whole affair will remain for a long
time to come, but in course of time circumstances
may clear it away, leaving the true state of affairs re-

vealed.
Owing to want of space we are unable to notice

the Olympic Club wrestling tournament in the pres-
ent issue.
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SONOMA AND MAJtTN AGRICULTUBAI,
SOCIETY.

(District No. 4.)

DISTRICT AND FREE-FOR-ALL

COLT STAKES and PURSES
TO BK TROTTED lit HI M. THE

FAIR, 1893, AT

PETALDMA.
Entries Close April 1, 1893.

The District comprises the Counties ol Sonoma, Marin
Napa, Solano, Contra Costa, Yolo, Lake,

Mendocino and Humboldt.

Two-Yaar-Olds, Pacing Stakes. f°? .
c

,

OLT
,
8

DISTRICT. 1100 added. Mile heater In 3? Vntrance #25, payable^ April 1st,w wi „ „. mlnatlon
110 May 1st, 1893, and |10 August 1st 1893 "om"""10,,

•

Thk Following

DISTRICT STAKES
Are open to the get, wheresoever owned or bred nfstalltons now owned In the District, or or staj

'

lions owned elsewhere that beeot colte
eligible to these Slakes, whilst

standing In the District:

Yearling Stake.--2;f™.'tdjshi_??.r.

,°?j« .<>".««

San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association

STOCKTON PAIR, 1893.

Trotting and Pacing Colt Stakes,

Sixteen Stakes with $2800 Added.
835 Entrance, of which 85 MUST accompany nominattonB.

§10 payable Juue loth, and §20 the Saturday before the opening of the Fair of 1893. Failure to make pay-

ments when due forfeits all previous payments. This rule la Imperative.

OPEN TO THE PACIFIC COAST.
Trotting and Pnclng, each—For yearlings, mile and repeat. One Ihour between heats. Distance 150 yards.

§100 added to each stake.
Trotting and I'ncinK, each—For 2-year-olds, 2:35 class, best 2 in 3, §250 added to each.
Trotting and Pacing, each—For 3-year-olds or under 2:30 class, best 2 In 3, §250 added to each.
I rotting for -1-year-olds or under 2:30 class, best 3 in 5, §250 added.
Pacing for 4-year-olds or under best 3 in 5, §250 added,

FOR THE DISTRICT.
The offer of all above Trotting and Pacing Stakes Is repeated for the District, with #iOO added

to each, for yearlings, and 8150 added to each for 2, 3, and 4-year-old class. 16 Sts&es Id all.

i ONDITIONS.
In all races four moneys: 50,25, 15 and 10 per cent.

National Association Rules to govern, except as
otherwise stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

races alternate! v, or to call a special race between heats;

alpo to change the day and hour of any race if deemed
necessary.
A horse winning a rao1 entitled to first money oolv,

except when distancing the field, then to first and third

moneys.
All colts properly entered In district slakes, If sold,

are entitled tostart In such races.

Any colt not winning a heat in three, or making a
dead heat, Is barred from starting again in that race.

If it Is the opinion of the Judges, b*'ore startinga race,

that ft cannot be tioished on the cluing day ot the fair,

it may be declared off or continued at the option of the
judges.

In all races noted above, five or more full paid-up
entries required to fill and three or more colts to start.

If only two colts to start, they may compete for the
stake paid in only, twc-(hlrds and one-third.

Trotting and raclngcolors to be named In all entries
and used in all beat*.

Stables, hay and straw free to competitors during the
fair. Entries to above-named stakes close April 15, 1893,

with the Secretary.
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Four-Year-old Purse, $300.---^ /Xe &,
Jala of 1889. Entrance SOT, payable^ April 1, 1893,' withimlnatlon; 810 May 1, 1893: J15 Aupiat 1,1893 Four
^entries required to make the last pavmenu The
Blrd, however, reserves the right to declare It filled

"'""ntoTthe u
Paymenls

,
without reducing the

FREE-FOR-ALL.
Telling U,L„ ...One mile dash. Eor foals of 1892.
I893wlth nomBZ" Entrance 115, payable S5 April 1,
1893 "'on; 810 May 1, 1893; $10 August 1,

TWlYeir-Old SJaill ...M[,e heats, best two In
$150dded money. ^ .* three. For foals of 1891
1893vllh .nomination ; >hce *!t,, pavable #10 April 1

1893 "-v 1,1893; |20 August 1

Thue-Year-Old Stake.---^.- >„v t„ m
f2O0added money. Entrance $50, payable *io -»r iggQ
1893wlth nomination; f15 May 1, 1893; $25 August"

For-Year-Old Purse, S400.--JK!iS
,

5a.SS
foal of 1889. Entrance *J0. pavable ?10 April 1,1893.

wit nomination; $15 May 1,1893; 315 August 1,1893;

For (4) entries required to make the last payment.
Th Board, however, reserves the right to declare it

fllld with three final payments, without reducing the

anount of the purse.

CONDITIONS.
. No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-

nfcd witn first payment.
;. Falluia to make payments on the dates named

will forfeit ail previous payments and debar the delin-

quent from sUrting in the race
3. No added *noney paid for a walk-over.
4. Ifonly two start, they shall contest for the stakes

ppid In, divided tvo-thirds to winner, and one-third to
second horse. Wr.h three or more starters, the stakes
and added money win be divided (where not already
specified) 60 per cent, to the winner. 30 per cent, to the
second horse and 10 ptr cent, to the third horse.

5. Theget ofstalllom that have died whilst owned in
the District («s above asoribed) are eligible to all Stakes
herein advertised.

B, To constitute ownership In the District, the owner
of a stallion must either be an actual resident therein
or his name must appear as a taxpayer on real estate
situated therein.

7. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses of the
ownership of the stallion In the Dis'rict, will debar the
person making such entry from starting the same, and
also all or any other entries made by such person In
races occurring at the same meeting, and will forfeit all

payments made to the Society.
8. Otherwise National Trotting Association rules to

govern.
Entries close April 1, 1*93, with

THOMAS MACLAY, Seo'ty.

J. H. WHITE, President.

L. U. SHIPPEE, President
A- H. ASHLEY, Secretary.

OVERLAND PARE CLUB,
SPRING MEETING 1893

May 30 to June 10 inclusive.

RUNNING AND TROTTING MIXED. THREE RUNNING RACES AND TWO
TROTS EACH DAY.

Purses from SQOO to S600
Full programme will be issued before April 15. Information promptly furnished upon

application to nn _F
O. B. RHODES, Secretary,

819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddockB, and

in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

Fob Further Information Apply to

JNO. McOORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

A DMIMSTRATOR'g SALE OF

Trotting Colts and Fillies

AT AUCTION,
Being the entire and uncoiled produce of the

PICK OP DR. HICKS' BROOD M \RKh.

reserved from his closing sale. These youngsters are
deeper bred In trotting lines than can bo found on any
other farm in the Stale. They are all yearling**, aired

by the richly-bred Wilkes horses Wllkewlale, 2:29

fbrother to Miss Alice 2:13Vi, Darfee (tutu of Kal«er.
2:28, a producing son of Geo. Wflkeaj: the Belmont
stallion Sterling (sire of seven In 2:VH, and Prompter
(sire of four in list). They include a filly by \Vllkc«dale,
2:29, dam Pearl, KSSJjL by Blue Bull 7fi; second dam
Lightfoot (dam of Pride, 2:32!i, at one year, and winter

to Fernleaf.dam of three from 2:25 to 2:11Vhy Flax-
tail; third dam fanny Fern, by Tuckahoe, etc A
colt by Durfee, a richly bred grandson of Geo. Wilkes,
dam by Sidney, aecoDa dam by Prompter, third dam
thoroughbred.

COMK TO UKT A BARGAIN, AS THK
COLTS WILL M-i.l CHKAP.

TheBpeedy Flaxtall-Hambletonlan crow exists on
these coiw, through great members of both tarofllM.

They will be Bold at auction at Sacramento, nt the old

Hicks alablea, F street, bet. lBth and 17th Btrwta.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2Sth. |s»:i. at 1.30 » m.

By order of the Superior Court.

PETER J.SBXSLDB,
Administrator, Sacramento Cal.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mile and a half from Redwood City, I am prepared

to take hom-M for pasture. There an1 small and lam
HvMs mid paddocks, box stalls. ntablt-H, etc

.
and pltDQ

ol running water. The climate Is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for Block. Pasturage

|4pef month: stall room. etc., extra. EwO pn
train and handle colts and roadster*, and will u
beat of care of all homes sent me.

D. C. MrRFHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Cn

. (
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SPRING AND FALL MEETING. 1893.

EUNTTIFt-IEJS OJjOSE 1st, 1893.

-=SPRING MEETING.*
TO BE HELD DURING THE LATTER PART OF*-**. 1893.

BAY DISTRICT ^RACK.
SAN FRANCIS^)-

DASHES—Only $10 Entrant from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300.
Mile dash: $10
entrance, pay-

JbieVpril 1st 1893, and S3 additional from non-stanere,

?o be raid at the time of declaring out the day hofore tie

race Purse to he divided Into roomoneys: ,5 percent,

winner and i5 per cent- to second horse.

Three-xir-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
'

me-sixteenth miles dash; $10 entrance, payable

?"tn5*B98. and $-5 additional from non-starters, to be
APriI xhe time ofdeclaring out the day before the race,
paici to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the

,

u
.£r and 25 per cent, to second horse.

, lur-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.

ThrPR-Vear-Old PUrSe, S300. ,e]mrSik° toll :^e and one*igtatk miles dash: SIO entrance, payable
mrBB JCm um ',', '.,,"" %%& addition

:April 1. 1893, and 85 additional from non-starters, to be
SIO entnince payable .

April 1. iij.1. »»? *» a°< "J ld , th ti of declarillK ou , u,e day before the race.
from non^tarters. to be paid at Hie time o a£'»"j ^^ l0 be dlvlded into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
out. the day before the race. Fun* to be dlx ided i ^ and ^^ hon.&
two moneys: IS per cent, to winner and Jo percen

second horse. >hth

Four-year-old Purse, S300. 2&"8t£*£:
trance, parable April 1. 1693. and S5 additional <^ duy
slarterslto be paid at the time of declaringVj^eys:
before the race. Purse to be divided into VJ'toecond
75 per cent, to the winner and 2o per <•

horse. -

ENCOURAGEMENT wfiJKKL
Palo Alto stock Farm. P'^aateo Stock Farm arred.)

,!!" ;:rtn'iouragement Purse,S300.
I WU"jDflJ" i" entrance, payable April 1, 1893and >5

jlilt. riiai from non-starters, to be paid at timeotieclar-
.."^ out thedaybeiore the race. Purse tobedivied into
two moneys: 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 pr cent.
to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, S500. ?£*?£
trance ¥15, payable April 1, 1S93, and *10 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys: 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, S400. rgfS^
trance

.f
12, payable April 1. 1S93, and $8 additional from

non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, S500. ££&&£
$15. payable April 1,1893, and $10 additional for non-
starters to be paid at time of declaring out the day be-

fore the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

MANY ADDITIONAL PURSES
Will be given for Okss Races and Special and
Handicap Events, which will be made to close at 5
o'clock p. m. on each day of the meeting for the

following race day, entrance to which will be 3 per

cent, from starters and 2, per cent, additional to

declare out.

FALL MEETING.
TO BE HELD IN OCTOBER, 1893.

CHAMPION PURSES.
FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTIXG.

Yeaning, PUrSB $100. able
5

33 April ls't, 1893,Vnd J2
,
O.

PACING PURSES.
FREE FOR ALL.

Yearling Purse, SlOO.S^iS^S^trg
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-olds, Purse S300. £&Kj*S£B
TWO-Y8ar-0ldS, PUrSe SSOO.^trance^lsT pay'a: j^AprU 1st, island S10 October 1st, 1893.

ble §5 AprlJ 1st, 1893, and flO October 1st, 1893,

Entrance ?2C, paya-
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and 815 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, PursB S500.S£^2
,

V£ &£
ble $5 April 1st, 1893. aDd $20 October 1st, 1893.

ASPIRANT PURSES.
TROTTING.

( For the get of Stallions that have no represen-
tative in the 2:30 list at 3 years old and under.

(Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the
American Trotting Register Association shall be bars, t

Yearling Purse, S100.SSni"SK
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. S'bSSW.SS
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

ThreB-Year-Olds, Purse S400. ffiSS",^-
able 85 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse $500.I£kn
h
c?^: PaVa

3

>

ble 85 April 1st, 1893, and 820 October 1st, 1893.

ThreB-Year-Olds, PursB S400. 1™™^.^':
able 85 April 1st, 1893, and 815 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. ££££",£*&
ble 85 April 1st, 1893, and 820 October 1st, 1893.

det? tThe above purses will be divided" 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Four entries will be required to make last pay-
ment in each purse. In all races where there are six or
more starters, and the entrance money received in that
race shall exceed 60 percent, of the amount oi the purse,
such excess shall be offered fnr another race between
the beaten horses (horses that have not won money In
said race) to take place on the following- race dav.
Two starters required.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES.
TROTTING.

For Colts Without Records.

(.Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the
American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

i Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo Stock Farm,
Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensin

Stock Farm Barred).

Yearling Purse, SI 00. ^£ft rii

1

5?3K
,
fcff£

October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse S300. ^LiTm 2&&
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

ThreB-Year-Olds, Purse MOO. M^Tt&Vr-
able 85 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Mile heats
Entrance 825, payable

5 April 1st, 1893, and 820 October 1st. 1893.

Fixed Events 1895-96.
STALLION PRODUCE STAKES.
For Foals of 1892—To Trot in 1893.

S3.OOO (iCARAXTEKD.
Stallion Entrance.—Sta!lionsstandinginl892forS200

or over, and private stallions, to pay 8100 entrance; stal-
lions standing for less than 8200, and more than $50, to
pay 850 entrance, and stallions standing for 550 or less,
to pay $25 entrance. Stallion entrance due and must be
paid April 1st. 1893. Kntranc- for Colts-$25 each,
payable SIO May 1st, 1S94, and 515 ten days before the
race. The directors reserve the right to declare this
stake off in case- the entries are not satisfactory.

BROOD MARE PRODUCE STAKES
For Foals of 1893—To Trot in 1896.

Si. OOO GUARANTEED.
Entrance to name Mare, ?15, which must accom-

pany nomination April 1st, 1S93. Entrance for Colt*.
$15 each, payable 85 May 1st 1894, and 810 ten days be-
tore the race. The directors reserve the rightto declare
this stake off in caso the entries are not satisfactory-

STANFORD STAKES 1895.
For Foals 1892—To Trot In 1895.

Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance 8100, with 3100 added for
each starter over two and up to five, and $25 lor
tach additional starter up to ten. Pavrnents: $10
on April 1st, 1893: $10 on Januarv 2, 1891: $10 on Januarv
2, 1S95; $20 on May 1, 1S95. and $50 on the tenth dav pro-
ceeding the first advertised day of ihemeeting at which
the stake shall be trotted.

CONDITIONS.
No hor^s and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible

to Ihe above purses, but horses owned omsldeof the Pacific Coast are elig«ble thereto, regardless of membership.
All states and Territories lying in whole or in part west of the Rocky- Mountains are held to be part of the

Pacific i lout
The Directors reserve the right to change the hour and day of any race, except when it becomes necessary to

ante-date a rare, in which Instance the nominator will receive three days' no-ice of change by mail to address

Entries not declared out by rive o'clock p. »r. of the day preceding the race s\iall be required to start. Dec-
larations to t»e In wrltingand to be made at the ofllce of the Secretary.

WIipii then- is mure Hum one entry to purses ny run.' person or in one interest, the horse to be started must
be named by live o'clock p. it. of the day preceding the race.

Fiv.- to enterand three to start.

In ail dash races for toe Spring Meeting where there are more than six starters the number ofstarters shall be
dividedby lot; '-ach divisionsnailconstitute fl race. FV>rInstance,Should there be more than«ix starters and not
more thaii twelve, there Shall be two divisions. If more than twelve, then three divisions, the divisions being as
nearly equal us the number will permit ; in case of seven four and three ; or nine, five and fiur, etc When

under this rule it becomes necessary to divide the number of starters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of
the amount of the purse in case there are two divisions, 60 per cent, of the amount of Ihe purse in ca*»e there are
three divisions, 90 per cent, of the amount of the purse in case there are four divisions, and pro rata for addi-
tional divisions. The total amount to be equally shared between the divisions, the first horse in each
division to receive 75 per cent, and the second 25 per cent.

Trotting and racing colors shall be named five by o'clock on the day preceding the race, and MUST be
worn upon the track.

Conditional entries will be treated same as regular entries and nominators held under the rules.

Otherwise than the above. National Trotting Association Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions of
the American Trotting Association will be recognized.

Applications for Membership.

Persons desirous of making entries in purses, and who have not as yet joined the P. C.T. H. B A., should make
application for membership to the Secretary beiore April 1, 1893.

JOSEPH CAIRX SIMPSON. President. F. W. KELLEY, Secretory.
313 Bush Stieet, San Francisco, Cai.

: BL McINTYRK, Pp.kwidknt. L. O. HARDY, ThEASUBEE. G. W. PARKS, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
Spring HVEeetiiig; 1893

Br!

S20.000 I3NT PURSES. S20.000
TTXTXTE XT'tti. to 34tli, Inclusive, 1893.

Stakes Closed March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

THE SPRING RACES.

Hall Lake*! Driving Pork Hiring Meeting will be held 111

Pimm. L89S with Ihr follow Intl [>ro«l n n ul r !.•-.

- \ It HI1W . Jl \K 17. FIRST DAV.
Pl'lUK.
11,000

400
1 1,000

UleDub 200

HONDAY, ii m 1». -i « -i\i» DAY,
600

.1:00 Puce ...

2:U TtOl .-ill

Dun 300

II B8DAV, JUNJB ;u t Mini. DAT.
Prol 1,000

IjOOO

1..1I Mil.- Hfc-I. JOO

WEDNESDAY. JUXE 21. FOURTH DAY.
Purse.

2:29 Trot S 800
2:60 Trot 400
Knur Yew .stake (No. A) 1,000
l-'iv.' Rlyhlb-MUe Dash „ 200

THURSDAY. Jt'XK 22. FIFTH DAY.
2:16 Trot i jooo
2:80 Pace 500
-' 16 Pace .ioo
One mid Onc-Quarter-Mlle Dash 300

FRIDAY. JOKE 23. SIXTH DAY.
rree-for-ull Pace 1,000
Three fear Biakr No. ;t

, i'ooo
2:26 Trot gooHue Hun aflli Ban and Repeat „ 300

SATURDAY. JtXE 21. SEVENTH DAY
1 m -r.iDill n»1 1 oqo
Merchants' 8take,S-yearw>lda (No. 1 1,000
Derbj Ron, ty mil.* .. '«»

'
i") Npeclui and Novelty Races 2,800

CONDITIONS.
In purse races five to enter and three 10 start.

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent from all

winners. A horse distancing the field in Purse or
Stake races entitled to first money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare offany Stake race tbat does not fill

satisfactory 10 the association, in which case entrance
money will be refunded. In each race money will be
divided 50, 25, 15 und 10. The association reserves the
right to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American racing rules to gov-
ern. Money in running races divided 60, 30 and 10. 1%
per cent, entrance and 2'a additional from all winners.
Entries to Stake races close March 15th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PABKS, Secretary.
p. O. Box 975, Salt Lake City, Utah,
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RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI EACE TRACK.
Kent of stalls, $2 per month each, in advance, with I

track privileges. Rebate allowed it stall is not used
[

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use oi

track as follows : Single horse, $1.50 per month ; two or

more, §1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $S per too

and oats at 31.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

In addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls nave been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodl, Cal., October 27, 1392.

Rose Dale Breeding Farm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:15.

By GENERAL BEXTOX 1755, sire of IS trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing Waxana (dam of Sunoi, 2:08^0. Telig (dam of Tru-

man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list: second dam Lady Dooley,

2:31,4 (dam of I.oyaleer, 2:30), by Mccracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY is a borse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work

His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and

general conformation.

TERMS - 360 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Approved Mabes.

The Standard-Brad St%fiion

Count Anteeo
14,692

\TILL MAKE THE SBAgetT

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIFTION.-COPN'T AJVTEBe 14.6*2 in a

handsome dark bay in color, with a star in the forehead
and two withe feet behind. He was foaled in lisv and
U a remarkably good borse la every respect, aad while
fee has had but litcle training, he can easily show quart-
ers kt 37 seconds and, barring: accidents, will be riven a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 78*8,
record 2:16 U (sire of James Madison, 2:17^. Myrtle t3)

2:19>i, Alfred G., 2:19\, Redwood, 2:21 'i, Maudee,2:24 1

^,

Ethel Mac, 2:29' 2 , Sunset, 2:29^' • Anteeo Jr., 2:264, An-
teeo Richmond, 2:24V, Hecteeo, 2:29'-;, Eollne, 2:20,
Maud M. . 2 :20 '- and two others In the list). Anteeo was
sired by Electioneer, 125 (alreof Sunol, 2:G* l<, Palo Alto,

2:0?V, Arion i 2
1
2:10-',*, Advertiser (3) 2:16 and 12* others

In the list).

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18^, Strathway.
2:19, Morn*, (trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam oi

Duchess, 2:18^. Countess was sired by Hambletonian,
72i(sireof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 3:24,
Longfellow, 22-4 !*, and 10 others In the list); second daru
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, $69 FOR THE SHIM, SGS}.£
1st of Jury, LS93. Excellent care lakeB of mares In any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates but
no responsibility assumed for accidenta or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
( OlJBA, CAL.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Mred by DALY 5341, record 2:15 ifur pedigree see

above.). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:25V. sire of

W. Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Csesar, 2:16; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 isire of Diablo, 2:H !

_-j. etc.;

second dam Liah, by Woodford's Manabrino; thlrddam

Maud .dam of King Jim, 2:20!;., and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Hex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal-

lab 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE BE W>\

A return will be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare

nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best ol care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time ot

service. For further information address

Rose dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA, CAL.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERI.NO, First Prize Seville 1882; he

by ill'ERILLERO. from the Royal Stud of

(Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 4 First Prizes

In Parltt. France, .Madrid and Seville, Spain,

Out of VMWTADA. tfo. 379.

AC*'IO!*ISTA stands 15 hands, 2 In.; is a rich bay
with black points, live years old, with the docility dis-

tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, and ex-

traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For farther particulars regarding conditions, ship or address
mem of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN.
Cupertino, Mountain View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 18S1;

bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal.. is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallls, 2:23 (sire

ofsLx in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer: first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22J£, and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Victor, son of Belmont; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2243$, and Kebecca dam of five in 2:30

list) by Abdalla Star: third dam Fairy i dam of Stoner
Bor, 2:29*-;, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in

2:30 list i by Hambletonian 10 ; fourth dam Emma Mills

fdam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star Don Man-in will make the
season of 1S93 at Lodl, Cal., at £50 the season, .with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED BY MTWOOD. 2:18 3-4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15V hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-

brated sire, Nutwood, ofanv staiiion in California. First-

dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Goldfinder, he by Dnp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in

the stud has been of the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very- few colts; several of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for the 230 list this season. He is a square,

level-gaited trotter, and with only five weeks track work
a year ago, trotted a trial in 2:28; last half in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed in training for the pur-

pose of campaigning through the "tail circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make the sea-

son of 1S93 at Lodl, Cal., at flO the season, with usual

return privilege.- Good pasturage furnished at J3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but^no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For fur-

ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

CUAS. I. LOWELL,
Lodl, Cal.

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

at the

OAKL.VMl RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.

with usual return privilege.

Long Branch is a handsome bay horse, foaled 1890,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and particulars apply to

Oregon Breeders! Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,9Q7.

R. HUMPHREY.
807 Market St.. Oakland. Cal.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
SIRK OF

O

(jj I" SIDNEY 4770
_! -1' Ha
o

Trial Q:20 X.-4-

Full Brothsr tt Frou-Frou, 2:25 1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter,

WILL MAKE TUB SEASOX OF 1893 AT EUUBNE, HHKi;aV
PEDIGREE. /Hambletonian 10

/STRATHMORE *r, 1 J^VLi','? J?."*
™d

Sire of 39 In 2:10 list I ,°1 '£,!£?'°',J?
U *"

and 3 sir. of 3 and 6 "-^J.**^":,
1™

>
dams of 8 In 2:36

Sir.,- oi Frou-
Frou, 2:25s.
champion year;
ling iroupr,
Fan at*, 2:22*f,

vearttng pacor;
Fausiirt). *:14%T.
Fleet, iM; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:ll>£;Gold Leaf,
2:11*; lady H^
2:23; Sister V.,
l-Ai^: Thistle,
1:14, and 16

others in 2:30 ilst

['hSBl. «'l»ur, 20O0
2:17H

Aire Of Kris Krinelc,
| 2.t8\4 : San Jose, 220;
I S*n Mateo. 2:28'4 ; *id-
• ney, 219V and 5

t others In 2:3011st

1

1

Marshall NeyDam
2034

LLADY THORNEJR. (William* Mambrino
^mcrJ^tlleMack,

\ KAte
2 33; Navtdaa. !:.",

CT^VXtSruP. f
»»rnbletonlan»

Sire of 29 In 2 J« list.

I 21 sires of 48. and 16

: dams of 16 In 2:30 Ilst

LLADY MJ5RRITT.

.

/'NurctDear 2GS6
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Hul-
j

wer, 2:26>£

iOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Cori&ande,

2SA% and Buccaneer
2856

TTNSLEY -UAin

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Bam of Ftod-
F r o u, 2:25*4

(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

vear-old trial
J

,

2:20S ; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 205

i Mahaska Drlle...

Dam of Fawn, 2:30 |£
trial, 2:22; Chicaeo,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

I Ij.Iv Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2ia .

^Edward Everett SI
Sire of 13 in 1LM axi-i a

' sires and 16 dam*
I By Harry Clay

( Bashaw 50
Slreof 17 in 2:30 list and

10 sixes Of 20 and 11 dama
I of 18 hB 230
LTopeey

{Flax tall 8132
Srre of grandams of

Faust, 234, andCreale, 230
Fanny Fern

fBull Pop
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

< 2:13V Kiamet, 2r_-(\

I
Twister, 2.-2SJi

. Ubtraced

*TT. 8132- .„
Sire of Prairie Bird,
."«

; Empress, -^> :

.

.

and of the dams ot
Gold Leaf. 2:11!^, ami
Stiamrwk, 2r25 i John Bapttste

LADY HAKE.
\

Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Pern
^ dam of Prairie Bird,

22834

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou-Frou. the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he la also one of

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses ot Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harrv
Clay, sire ot Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc >

T and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaitail

he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire ol Pilot Jr. 121, through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13V and two otheir>.

Sidney Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the jest young sire in the world, as a producer of

extreme speed a: an earlyage. The average speed of h's progeny Is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted Id pnbllc in his two-vear-old form, obtaining a record ot 2:49, though he was close to Granae**
In a race on the Bay District Track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31'^, the tirst In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed v\ lien three years old, for on the Oakland track be was timed a mile in 2:20*4, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32# to 34 seconds.

He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color Is a glossv black, with both lorefeet

white. His disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

Terms—8S0. Season to close August 1st.

Good pastorale at reasonable ratea. No rsBpoDSibility assumed for accidents or escarps. For farther par-

ticulars, address
DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

The HandsomelSon of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1693, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

RECORD, 2:26.

f ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

1 Alect 2:26

I J. R 2:20
Elector Jr ,2:20V

I
Electrice 2:27! s

Electrina 2:25!..{

EllaM 2:2S*i
Flora M _.2:16

Leek 2:29

|
Lizzi«»F __2:22!^
and 6l"others in

I the 2:30 list.

1, NELLY NELSON

Electioneer 125
Sire of

Sunol -

Palo Alto 2:08^
and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

I, Gixbeeta, by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1887. He Is a hand-
some dark bay, two white fetlocks; stands 15.3 hands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioueer that ever lived. He has the hnest
of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; bis back is short, hLs loins strong and
quarters heavy ; he is stylish and very level-beaded.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mileover the Stockton track in
2:26. Alect was bred as a three year-old to a few
mares, andi-his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TERMS ^fifl FflR THF SEASON wilh the usual re,nrn Privilege. Pasturage, 84 per month. Mares kept inikiimu, «uu i un i hi. UL.HUun,any manner owners may desire. but no responsibilityassumed foraccidents
orescapes. For further particulars call on or address D. A.M>KIU'UV Manager. Orland. Cal.

( John Nelson* 187
Sire of

Nerea 2.-23};

Aurora 2:27

! and the dam of
* Albert W 2r2o

(sire of Little Albert,
2:10H).

I, Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 32:30

irott«-rs.

ALECT and about thirty bead of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St. Nicholas
will be sold at auction in June, 1893.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10,179
RACE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat Xl^'^V^V;

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT
STOCHTO.\ THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS AXD SATURDAYS A.\D AT HKI.I O 1 V THK

BALA.VCE OF THE H l.kh AT
$100 FOR THE SEASON. $50 FOR AXY MARK WITH A RECORD.

By ELECT out of dam ol STEYE WHIPPLE. 2:11 . ivill» ftaDcl at the same place and times as Steve Whipple for

323 THE SEASO.V
By DEXTER PRINCE 1 1,363, out ofdam or

.J STEVE WHIPPLE, 2:11, and AND* n.

(full brotber to Steve Whipple;, will stand at BEI.I.uTA BT1 n'K KAKM mi *2.1 THE SEASON.
Address I'll.lS. E. XEEDHAM. Bellota, San Joaquin County, Cal.,

Or Buttrlck's New Huuter-street Stables, Stockton.

LOOK HERB GOY WILKES' SERVICE FEE IS S750.

NAPA WILKES, HIS SON, STANDS FOR S30.

FLORA M 2:16

i. R. Jo.lyn 2:20

LI/./, IK F 2:22 1-2

CIORA 8 2:27

EI.BCTRESS 2:27 1-4

MM 1 2:2«

ALLY 8LOPER I:2»

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MDBIflNQ IJLORY 2:27

ELEl'TRIXA 2:2S 1-4

Ml I II. €. 2:2S

PLEA8A.VTOX 2:29 1-2

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:2* 3-4

By ULY WILKES. Sire of 32 Id 2 30 ll.l: I .1 dam X IP % M AID. by lr» in«lon : 2d dam
XAPA IIIEEX. by hogeue Ca'.rrlt

.

WILL MAKK THK BKASOK OF 1 -' H VU'll l-i 1" JVTLY 1-T. AT
Tarpcy'H Slable, Wat.oiivllle, Tliur.'la, . Friday and Saturda> : al Halloa. Monday. Turaday nnd

Wcdnc.day. at 8311 FOR THE BBABON.
Paaturairo and best care taken of toares, bin DO 1IaMIM\ BaBamed fbr aecklenlaoi esca] ini privi-

leges provided boraeor mare doesnotcbank'e '>un.r-lil|i. K. W. IIAIIK*. \aeui. U nl.on, lllr. Cal.

S B-—The owners of Xapu Wilkes will Klve s> I OO : .: that makes a record of

23Darbetter r?7.y totbeaeeoOdaMU] BSOlOltieUllrd, riii-"lb'rtoholdgooddurlni:pres»'ntownershlpofhorse.

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FILL SEASON AT $^50 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, - - Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal

ERO Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

KUnSMIHE OF XIXB IX THE LIST. SOXTIIJ MOIUHK DAM O'HVIV
Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS W. II. VOHIET. P '> EoxT^.Saa Joae, OaL,

•r». H. BCRRK.tn Market SL. 8 F.
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL,

!

Sioctwell .— -

i St Leeer and
30O.) Guineas,

]

1S52, and sire

of 6 winners i

of the former
event)

I The Baron
I (St. Leger and CSe-

sarewch and sire

also of Rataplan

Irish Birdcatclier .

Pocahontas -

(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kara.

i

„ i

Touchstone— —
(Winner St. Leger,
18S4 ; Doncaster
Cap, 1S35 and

.Clntoell. i 1SS6)

(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
of Oats, and |

TnePetr .Brocade —
lime of England's
greatest brood-
DUUCS)

( Sir Hercules
euer i

(One of the greatest sires (.Gnlcciol:

of his day and brother
to Faugh-a-Ballagh,
sire of Leamington

)

f
Economist

Echidna - < w „_,(.Miss Pratt

(-Sultan

| Glencoe -S „_
i (2,000 Guineas and Good- (.Trampoline

J wood Cup, 1834 >

(Muley

\ciare

I

Whalebone

\selim mare

( Master Henry
(.Banter ..

'Pantaloon
(Sire of Ghuznee)

\Boadicea

(-Caslrel

(Idalia

Thunderbolt

(
Humphrey Clinfeer...

!!

The Peer-
Sire ol imp.
Darebln aod
own brother
to Marchion-
ess,winner of
iheOaksj

Melboarne _
I (Sire of Blink

Bonnv.winner of
Derby and Oaks)

. Morpeth's dam .

" (Delta

rComas

(.Clinkerina

I

Cervantes

(.Daughter ot Golumpus

LCmizelli
I
Dam ofMarch ion-

ess.The Peerand
The Marquis)

f
Trumpeter

(Sire of Distin and
others)

Loyal Devoir
- F'amofCarac-
lacus.

C
Camel

f
Touchstone - -t

| (St. Leger, 18S4 ; Doncas- (.Banter
. < ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

f Pantaloon
l.Brocade_ <

(.Bombazine

( Touchstone

(Vulture

( Redshank

* (Oxygen

,
Melboarne

• Orlando ~
(Derby of 1S4J)

r West Austral tan.
• (Derby,2000 Guineas and (Mowenna, by Touchstone

LettyWest- ~ { St. Leger, 1653)

(Dam of Glorious) l ("Bay Middleton
[Bay Letty <

(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Lettv, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit) .

6th dam—Orville mare (dam of Mis* Fanny), by Orville Uth dam—SpUetta, by Begulus (Godplphin „

7th dam—(Golden Legs' dam », by Buzeard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's son of Snake,

Sth dam—Hornpipe, bv Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,

Sth dam—Luna, bv Herod (Tartar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,

1 0th dam—Proserpine I
sister to Eclipse), by Marske, 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1} miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on
record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:0S.

There are Onlv Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1884, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on,

steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over *' horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, ^ewminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1S62, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-
ner of The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1890, one and a half
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Lovalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone aDd Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, i^etty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, "Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the Dumber Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MURRY, 715 Twentv-Third St, Sacramento.

Or to Bkeedep, axd Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL., .

May 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.
Enteries Close -A-jpril 1. 1893

The Leading Spring Sale.
LIMITED TO 400 HORSE? A.\D RKSTBICTBD TO HIGH STANDARD STOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISING STALLIONS. BROOD MARB8. COLTS. FILLIES. TROTTERS. PACERS WITH LOU RE-
CORDS, A.N'D FAST GREEN HORSES THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPBBD.

Sales, First Week in June. Sales, Last Week in October.

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
BClLDI.Ne IN THE WORLD IX WHICH
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL BLOODED
HORSBS.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed

!

mcpd and^n undercover Vnumberol great consignments from Uie leading stock tarma In CalLtomia, Kentucky and the Xortnern states are now pledged to our great Spring sale. Send for entry blanks and fuU particulars to

F. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, HI.

The Attention of all Horse and Stock Owners. A Mighty Remedy.

Irn/perictl Veterinarv Hoof Ointment,
Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, The Greatest Hoof Grower Known.

WILD DO THE BUSINESS.

"

A
SAFE, SURE^and RELIABLE REMEDY FOR ADL DISEASES of the HOOF, a sure and positive cure for barb-wire fence cute, and owners of horses should keep this article

constantly on hand. For softening of the hoofs and contracted hoofs it has no equal. A prevention and positive cure for Thrush, Mud Fever, Scratches, Bruised and Sore Heels,

Quarter Cracks, Brittle Hoofs, Sore Neck, Harness and Saddle Galls, etc, and a sure cure for Piles. It is quick, safe and sure. A fair and impartial trial will convince the most skeptical

in regard to it* merits as a healer. ADD OWNERS OF HORSES SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEND FOR A TRIAL HALF-POUND BOX. Sent to any address on

receipt of 50 cent*. A discount to the trade on application. One-half-pound boxes, $3.50 per dozen ; one-pound boxes, $6.00 per dozen. Hoof Dressing and Horse Foot Remedy, $3.00

dozen one-quarter gallon cans.

ADDEB8 *ix oed™ to
|ipE(i|iL VETERINARV HOOF OINTMENT CO., 171 West Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.WI PAY KM'HKMH OR PRBIUHT CHARUBH. '

10- ALL DEALERS SHOULD KEEP OUR GOODS LN STOCK. ~SU
J. -A.. MoKerron, Agent.

Horse Supplies of all kinds. 2O3-205 Mason Street, San Franclsoo.
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S0UTHER,--FARM,-:-1893:

1393.

Fee, 850 Cash

RECORD, 2r20 1-

V J THREE TO.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.;

Tlim ited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

The folktw.og horses will make the Season at this Farm i nSeason begms February 15th and ends July 1.5th 1

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f
B^mr™m'

d3m NdHe *"«">. "r Gen.

LIMITED TO
Glen Fortune

FORTY APPROVED

MTWOOn WILKES is a handsome
chestnut In color, stands IS.3 bands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best iddividu&ts a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

(D

ta~s
H S
M =
•J =
[> «

CB

O £

p
Eh

f GUY \\IIK:.v 2:15 1-4-

I

Sire of
Rupee <V 2:11

Alannah ip) 2-.11W

Regal Wilkes, -2:11^
Mma Wilkes 2:UH
Chris. Smith (P)_ 2:1 1

-

Hazel Wilkes. 2:14a,-

Hulda. 2:141,'

Una Wilkes _2il5
And 23 others with records
from 2:1$ to 2:30.

. LIDA W..2.1S 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2^0'n
A L three years.

I
Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

Sire of
Harry Wilkes 2:13^
Gny Wilkes &15J4

! Wilson 2:16*4

1 Richardson, J. B. 2:16-V
Baroo Wilkes -2:18

And 71 others in the 2:30
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2.1H54
El ilahdi JZ125H
William L _

(sire of Ax tell (3) 2:12.

who sold for ?IG5,00&).

\utwood 600. 2:18 3-4
Sire of

Manager 209V
Lockheart — 2:13
Nuthurst_...„_„ 2.145,
Belmont Boy 2:1*.

Xutplne 2:151,
And 96 others from 2:16 to
2 30, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:103* (Sold for
5125,000) : Sabiedale (2),
2:1-3,': Vida Wilkes (S),

- l- i : Myrtle (3), 2:19>£;
Nutwood Wilkes (3) 1SH%,
and 40 others from 2:1, to
2:30.

Belle.. _
Dam of

Lida W „ .2.18K

I
ttAMBLETOXIA>' 10 I

| Sire of Dexter, 2:17'$, and
I 30 oUiers In 2:30 list; and

dams of Stamboiil. 2:07}«i1
and 91 others In 2:30 list

I DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 222

; MAMBRINO PATCHED
I

Sire of 21 in the 2:30 list and
J the damt of &4. Brother
\ to Lady Thorn, tkl%%.

[ LADY DTJNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2i9^'].
by American Star 14, aire
of l and of the dams of 45
in the 2:10 list.

f
BELMONT 64

1 Sire of Fred Arthnr, 2:14^:
Nutwood, 2t1MJ: Wedge-

J wood, 2t19: Viking, 2:19'^,

1 and 33 others in the list,

t and of the dams of 47.
' >n.SS RUSSELL

Dam of Maud S., 2:08s,:
Nutwood, 2:13m; Com R.|
mont, 224 b; Russia, 2:2S

and grandam of Kremlin.
2:07*.

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2 23 1* (sire of Lucy.
2:18 l

i : ETandsire of Stam-
boal, 2:Vt 1*').

REBEL DAUGHTER
(.Grandam of Lida W. 2:13'.,

)

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 233%; 8
dams of 2:38 trotters, and
grandeire of Directum (8),
2:11 M).

iy Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Oldest produce two i

SbanghaiMary, the data of Green MounTaln Maid'and grandam of Electioneer

goSS^m^. °'d "* «**-«
APPROVEDLIMITED TO FORTY

Jon Figaro 20,233

taiS' •^o?rF
e
^ l
?ambl

t
toniaD

.
d«n Sister to Vol-

Iks
1 (?m

,

b
!
em J> the grandam of Fly

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Je:-

Fee, $15 Cash

<j>\ *fUM «™f t
• >1 ,

s^iaam of F y ng JibIPJ. ^.UaJ, and claimed to be the trranrlam „(T •

(two years),' 2:10J.
grandam of Anon,

*er D 5696

»h. '« i- . ?.
Bt aDd two four-year-old pacers

Pastut
6

,

2

f
° hff

'
"" ln ™* a°d to olistyle sufky

time rates s
n* f

f
d f°r mares bred to these horses, $S per month „„ . T i

Usual r
S
.

Pe c0!»ract. ' * per m0Dth UP t0 July 15th
; after that

for accidents"
11 PriviIege if horse bred to is alive and in m„ „„« •

Proprietor.1TOMPEXNS
For further information

ban Leandro, CaL

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARE* AT 350 FOR THE SEASOX.

CALIFORNIA. MTUOOD i* a handsome chestnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches
high, and is the sire of Maud C. 2:19; Annie C, 2:25; Albert BL, 2:273^; Mollle C, 2:37M. and several othersEyHnp; at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:13V- ^a™ by Geo. JL Patchen Jr. 31, 2:27. This represents the
best Btralns of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
Dorses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

yflTC- You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until yoa examine the above tabulated pedi-
HU I L. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find In the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15' ,. is the only horse living or dead with 8 In the 2:15 list. Nat-
wood, 2:18V, is not only the greatest living sire, but Is also ibe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he havine
pot in twenty-seven and his rtaughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlinw, I

cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get thai

nine times oat often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season free of service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service

fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at *5pe<" month, and when the condition of the animals require*
it, hav or grain, or both, will be fed al 110 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability for

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvlngton, Alameda County, CaL, via broad guage
railroad. All niiis are due at time of serriee, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1393. No stock will be allowed u<

leave the place until ail bills are settled, season from Feb. 15th to Aug- 1st., 1833.

Yoxins Stocls. For Sale.
Visitors welcome any day. Address

MARTIN
Nutwood Stock Farm,

CARTER,
- Irvington, Alameda Oo~, Oal.

SAN 1ATE0 STOCK FARM
racer™E F GUY WILKES,"

nrry W (Relation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4,

^KES, t^JlpP™Ted "»'" ontside of those already en-

Q AT2T TP T£ g^ **
reCeivcd atm°^h for ">e seion.

bA-b-Uiij V\T,TTF,S I
hTee-

-TC
"-?i

d ™°rd
> * 18- Ii-Hed to

SABLE WILKES, 15* her ~-± en '7 °UtSlde marcs
'
1S93-

second dam Gretchen, by M b
.

Iacthorse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Mm, .

fourth dam bvFanning'sTob^oMo'; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief
'

TTTTT DTRBin mP
'
LeTiathaiL ^"Ofof the season.

'

, ?
Ia
^
k stalHon, three years old, 15.2 hands Very

and a trotter that will make his fi nandsome. powerfully built, the best of feet and leo,
stands at the head of all stallions «s a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes wh
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam 5 a?e as a producer and sire of race horses. First' da
Lancet, son of McCracken's BlaclJ3™' Black Bird, sire of Vic H -'13r • third dam h
2:22J, and others. $100 for the sea'k, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22} Moses S

Mares not proving with foal mt
Parties engaging the services of any returned the following season free of service fee
of service money with engagement. 1 above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,
animal requires it, hay or grain, or bofage $6 per month, and when the condition of the
care will be taken of all mares sent to t/ed, the charge will be $12.50 per month Good
•r escapes. -n, bnt no liability will be assumed for accidents

Mares may be shipped direct to me a

All bills are due at time of service, bGrove Station, San Mateo County,
lowed to leave tie place until all bills are'* be paid by August 1st No stock will be al-

Season commences February 1st and en
gust 1, 1893.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
."• Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

Breed to a Tried Sire!

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SLR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
MILL BE PERMITTED TO SERVE

A LIM1TKD M'MBER OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHJS CASSIDY,
Point Lobos Road, about halfa mile west of Bay District

Track:
Or at the office of the Breeder and Sportsman.

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
»"'• ol Imp. PRIME CHARLIE and ANNIE

ill -ii. by i.k\im;tu\ .

WILL MAKE THESeason of 1893
AT

SANTA ROSA EAOE TRACK.
l bJe young horse (ball-brother to the great four-miler

Bushwhacker, is bred on the same lines as the mighty
^lYaTor, and as he Is a line individual from the great-
est producing families ln England and America- the
T2Skwe 'l an<] Lexington— must make a great sire.
Addreesall communications to M. CARK.

Santa Rosa Racr Track.

7\f=fcT»-,

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 ->W«m
STANDARD-BRED STOCK

FOE SALE.
SPEOIA. NtyjE.

«500 WILL BE GT-EN T^FTE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNlH0OD'i^»r TO ENTERXBE
2:30 LIST.

Vgitens at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Snndjry. Far-fmther pmrticnlarB appryto

WM-ELLY,
Or to F. C. TALBOT. 204 California Street, San Francisco. TmlbotStock ft gan Lean**

SANTA ROSA STOCK FAR1
HOME OP

BICE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

HIRED BY SLLTAA, 9£M. DAM MADAMS RAI.»tVI\ '4am of MAJKMTKR, 2:24
•Ira or MORO, 2:27), BY THE MOOR 870.

I»r-i-V7-«t© Stallion For 1893
BAY BOTE. 2-.2« I-»; aaa I'iH.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE
For farther particulars addrefia

Or appiy to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Franciso*.

RBPRB.I.1T1TMK1 OF ALA. THE l.m
THE UNITED STATBS

THOS. BONNER. Santa Rosa

tllMi FMtLJ«l» i

Stock Fwm-
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DEXTER PRINCE H363
AT THE

f*aje*.^/l.

ASTER
FITZ3IMM0NS

I?KX1KI< prjKSbss
DEL PASO
LUCILLE.
I ^>[ HS L
CHABLEK FORD (p., IRENE (p. >

. 2:16

. 2:20

254 .

•;::>'

. 2:26

. 2:29',

. 2:12S

CROWN PRINCE....
MAGGIE
CHLOE ••
ROYALPBrnra
lotSerYFicket (sy.)- j:g
SENATOR I

1'IUNCESS ALICE (p.,4y.).

CHEROKEE PRINCE (p.)....

ITino© is toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470
a.-c^Stt^KKS 3'1 etc.). and sire of Guy, 2:10 ',

:

and twenty others in the 2:30 tot.

Spofford,

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
PACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISmarCK 2**57. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; toaled

Mayl7, 1384. Chestnut Horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered in eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a
pla-e in each.

SEEVICE FEE - - - $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,200.

:i)pany

Firs, dam "DY DEXTER...^.

^
1,1 VvrcR «»*S is tie sirs cfDu-ectcr

'

il? "sire of Direct. Directum. ilarmr.-I

s.. fevKHgdlne, etc.. etc.

^BS,^»^,S«'
. 2:07^

Second dam CLARA tjgJJ-y
DEXTER
ALMA
ASTORIA-.
DICTATOR 113. etc., elc.

.... 2:17*

.... 2:28S
2:29M

STAMBOUL •

andofthegrandamor t-mr,
KREMLIN
by AMERICAN STAR 14."'

sire of the dams of

P.CBERT MrSEECOR -~_~

HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others

Third dani McKINSTRY MAKE, dam of SHA.RK,*»*
,n the last ,ew years he has pro, Join's

„„>-^=o pbivi-k is one of the best-bred horses l « -. "
. a k t in a sec„on wIcst ,, lnBOEVTEB PR1>CE is one of !^S^«*.^i!^.Ssi,1?rSlS?-« BTta«

^„.s*teenha«^^^^
8250, DUE AT TIME

privilege if horse Is alive and at tils farm.FEE FOB

SERVICE

1*93
Usual return I

PLEaSANTON, 22:9 1-2

By ELECTOR 2170

Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J.

One of the best of
2:20, and many otb

rCk Bess, by Blucher,

PLEiVwrOX-S first dam ^^ Tar^con^ndson 0. Ahdallah 1 ;
second dan^

of Duroc: third da™ •

PLKASANTOX i

splendid conformation, »™ D(JE

Eleetioneer's sons.

son c^Mro*^^dam^« S^American Eolips^^ high] welghs ,^
PLEASA>TU!V i^larce and v«yn ^^^ w be VBlmble . flME OF SERVICE

FEB FOR 1893
With usual return privilege if horse Is alive and at tils fa^^

fa ^^^^^
. „i u ner month to July 15th. The farm'sui charges must be settled
S ai Pf' „„hiilfv for flc^lc

.very precaution will be taken, but

betore mares are removed.
Forfur,ierinforma,,on,addres,

ouTHER ^^^
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

.

*ndro, Cal.

SILVER :-: BOW :-: STOP
'"

: FARM.

SILVER B0W4708
1:37)41 three-year-old record, 2:48;

W,LL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE! TWKJTY ODT8IDR tu„ p^i.e^^ --s^not p^oving^

BeMon to close June 1, 1893, as we ta^™£jW 5™.™Sawn I
of them, and two of these are sure t

*>»** ?",!." *£n.S: ^°^in^Tds
r
tn'5 s'SS We lu.^«»t the&nj^ Falritoea:.*^

colta are "o-yeai^lds this^Sprtag. .. -.^^po^ibiiityossumedforaccklents or escapes.i^^S^S^Z^S^^BE JUNE 1, 1893.
$11,000. His oldest

fast trotters.

ALL BILLS

THE
DUE ON OB

STANDAR,T
rALLI0N

EGYPTIANP*NCE14'
431

J f8l..MARBI «l S j.CO Record, 2.2.|V
Fulanp

t3, ,._

oirirJ-TJni.M

Hambletoulan 10

I

GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22^
Sire of 75 in 2:30 _and of 84 ( Dolly Spanker

sires and 61 dams of 2:30
trotters

Ilk
-

;,'-' 17 IDOLLY-"k*a-tA7% Dam of

fMambrino Chief 11

(Fanny
2:17 bv Hen Franklin
&22M

£te...
/leland'or'

Director....

l2:19V Thomdale.
. 2:1*1, Czarina

rd^lSVj Onward 2:25^ fMambrino Cbiefil
the list

i
MAMBRINO PATCH EN 58-

Htb .„ enge of Sire of
l:?&'< Kate Middleton_ 2:23

DV 'bpvER < Lady-Stout...:. 2:20}$

Dftmj I
And 17 others in 2:30 list

ur,,j<; 2:15i<J

Jb In the !l«n.H LADY DUNN.

I Rode mare

— *"d
Willium
(Strt»Axt«ll(8),2:12)

Dam of
Joe Bunker 2:19

'-VrTIKVVK, o*-

Ht-iirletl*

KAWIUNO KIMG 127»
41 re ef

Moklnir Btrd_ 2:lflV
Prtoo Kerent 2:n; !

Nlyhlinrale. _2:10'-j

N«tl<- King 2:2U^
Eioelience 22SV
Any Klnrj ItlX^
HMr -»t Ijiw :...M0^
Ami 20 Otbn a-J0 per-

(brmcra

I MAMBRINO PATCHEN 53
Hire of tbe dams ot

AlcyOne 2:23
Guy Wilkes 2:16'|

Baron Wilkes 2:18
And 90 others In the list

(BT EDWIN FORRKST 49.
Sin- of

Billy Hoeklns 2:2814

Cbampojrne 2^0

(American Stnr n

( Captain Roberta
mare

MambrinoChiel 11

t Rodea mare

fBav Kentucky
- Hunter
(DoU

by Hlghlniulei

r Abdallah 1

(Chas. Kent ma
HAMRLKTONIAN 10..

Sire of
40trolteni in 2:30, Including
Dexter Prince 2:17ji
Nettle 2:18
Orange 2:20
DAUGHTER OF \Grandam oi I Daiid.tcr ol imp

2:20 Glencof.etc.
Glcndennia 2:17',

fOoldduHl 150

WYHAMRLKTONIAN
I'uni Ol

Kg>'|iili-niii_' « 2:18
Henrtatt*. 2:17 i.

Pnlano l-.mM
'.rmnd»m of

Norway (air* or Nor-
ih'H... :m,

Vihh in: \|,| 0>if» TO HKH\K FIFTKK% HABBB OF APPBOVSDBRBRDJNU. KKK #75.
I ends Jane 1st, i«u. mh.-r oondlUons tmme as Silver Bow,

"'"" a L ,T-n
H
'**L*, tC t rrr

1 r*"" l

,

r" u " u
\

M rU,
-vo '

U1, ^, •-v,,, »"*«Un«r. H« w«A n.„ broken
al»w v.. ' V '

' /,V " L^*" " fc h '
h 'm "

'
'
-^ x

'
»«'--"• ,K v *

'

Ml «» unable to k-
i
him uhlpped out i

U, b« a IrtttllT. Hill nit ! funH1.«- nnrl ha /.,... ! „....... _v* !._>..
{1I | r ,,,,

... .-.* , irmtlli IIUU Ml l.l-X lltf 14 lll,,l\ V

iMiik V.iN
"' '""*

. fl!
.**!-*. tlY'u

.1
r Ml"ff»'ti«i*HiiUi.YW

,
nmi ho can allow>pe«d onough ireadj Lo i

lu'n^'i'r;'
H
;riiwi T'"

1 ISS P l^toUae Ikl if I trantod toYfita SU««TDut «... S?nSip» record
b* K'ffiU^Ad^jJJS^lS&Li?? *^l"*»*--snooo«m. Birrom»e,uml I win allow you b

WM.Uahi a Mniil-iiiii mi-: Own
P. J. "WLLiLilAMS, Milpitas, Oal.

Sired by §ABLE WILKES 8100; dam LIZZLE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1SS9. Bay horse, \b% hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tail, flrst-elass legs and
feet ; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE - - - $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15th, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving in foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at §5 per

month; hay and grain if desired, at 812:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

A cordial invitation to inspect these horses is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. FOX, P. O. Box 336, San Jose. \

Residence, 1% miles north of San Jose on Milpitas road.

M00BLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

Gt'Y WILKES 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rapee (p), 5 2:11

Begal WHkes 5 2:U3(
AJftnna(pi 5. 2:11 }£

MtJta Wilkes 4 2aMJ<
Chris Smith «p) 7 2:14)*

HuMa 4_ _ 2:143<

Hazel wafcee? '.2:14^
TJna Wirkesfi 2it5
LLUiaa Wilkes ».™ 2:17 u

Sable WUkeal 2:18

VWa "Wilkes 3 2:18^
Nctwood Wilkes 3 .2i26^
Lynwood Wlrkes 2 2SO>^
aod 17 others in 2:30 list

CARRIE MALO.Vfi
Sister to

Chas. Dexijy— -— 2:20

Stemeer , ,,, ..fc2»#

f Geo. Wllkea, *:»3
Sire of

Harry Wirfces 2:J3W
Guy Wilkes 2:lf%

t W-flson 2:16^
So So.. _VM™ 2:17M

| and 75 others in the list

I Lady bunker..-
Dam of

El Mafcdl 2.-25K
Guy Wllkea 2:1&W
William L.
(Sire of ArusH, Z-.JS)

HAMBLETONIAN 1*
Sire of

40 ha 2JO list

BOLLY SPANKER
Dam oi

Geo. WBkes, 2t22

MNO PATCHEN U
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Starr 14

Bam ofJoe Bunker, 2:l»U

( St«inway, 3:35 3-4-..-
,

Sire of
W. Woodr»- - 2«7
Cricket (p) „..J"....2:10

Caesar_ I „ 2;'16M
StraUiway. _.„ 2:19

J
Cbas. Derby- 2:80
and 4 othem m tbe Hit

L Ka«y G —
Dam of

Obas. Derby- ». 2^6
Steineer- 25»>6

STRATHMORE '408

Btoaf
42 in 2t3» list

, by Albion
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

f
KLE€TIONEER 126

Rfcre.of

I 132 to 2:38 Hst

I FAITNY MA LONE, by
Niagara

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

RECORD, 2^7.1-2.

LANCELOT.

[ $100 CASH

O

CoivTS FOR SAlvE

BANTON MOULTRIB is a bay stallion, black r.

pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this

SCXCTIXAJLNr 5108,
91RE OF NUBIA (3), 3:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultaa. 234 Cebre of Stamboul, 2.-67^; Alcazar. 13Dhi and 28 others in 3£0 list), dam Lady Bab-
cock, dam of Elector," 2:21 %, grandsireof Joe, 2:29'^; Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy, 2:26. aod fitrlwood, 228!^, Soudan,
2r37>J, sire of Nnbia, 2:2S^i, by Hambletonian 725 (sire of fifteen 2:38 perlormers); second dam Dubois mare, by
lison of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect in

form, gentle in disposition, pare in gait aad show great speed.
Both of these stallions will make the"season of 1S93, ending July 15th, at (100, with usual return privilege, at

the Moorland Stock Farm, Mtlpltaa, Cal. Pasturage $5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address B. J. MURPHY, Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal.

The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LAiVCELOT Is a seal-brown staHion, 15.1 hands high. He is a horse of fine conformation

;

has a beautiful bead and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ol feet and legs. In action he is pure-gaited. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, but was injured and placed in the stud. His colts are all blood-like, large and fast trotters.
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:38 list this fall Lane-lot is one of the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE—LANCELOT was sired by tiit immortal Electioneer
;
(sire ot 132 in the liBt), dam Lizzie

Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Conius, the sire of Lizzie Harris, was a full brpther to Iowa
Chief 528 (sire ot CorLsande,-2:2-i^, and others). His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 ha the 2:30 list, be by Ver-
nol's Black Hawk, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kent snare, the dam of Hamble-
tonian 10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by LoDg Island Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son ofBlack-
burn s Whip. Long Island Black Hawk bv Andrew Jackson, dam Sallie Miller. by Tippo Saib; Andrew Jack-
son, by Young Basbaw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sportsmistress; she was oui
of Cub, by Medoc: second dam Ann M-»rry, by Sumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and
and so on to the l5tb dam.

Q Jl T A T^TTV The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public
ma\XjJ%XJXXI • Service in fcSan Francisco ,

—~

-

BESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 16 1 hands high. By Nutwood 600, tbe greatest living
lire. Flnt dam, Lady Utley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambleioniar; second dam Lady TJUey,
grandam of Western Girl, rpcord 2:27}$. Saladln has now a number of yearlings and two-year-old colts, all

showing great uniformity in size, style'and color. All of them are fast trotiers, and several will trot in 2:80 this

year. Nutwood 6M, 2:1*^', bv Belmont 64, dam Miss Russell (dam of Maud S.. 2:03^), by Pilot Jr.; second dam
SaUy Russell, bv Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 in the 2:30 list. Belmont Is the sire oi 74 trotters in the 2:30

list and af 29 sire* of 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. Is by Speculation, dam Lady Utley, 2:38W, grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:27}*, Speculation (sire of Crown Point, 2:24, Oracle S., 2;22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams ol

Alfred Q„ 2:19^, and Waterford, 2:27), by Hambletonian 10, dam Martha Washington (dam of Hambletonian
725), by Barr's Washington; he by Burr's Napoleon, by Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare, by Mambrino.
TERMS, $»*» FOR THE SEASOft. for service ot each of these stallions. No other opportunity is offered
weeder* to obtain these blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares in any manner that owners
may desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call on or address C C. BEMI6, Owner, 332 Mont-
camery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also be seen. <-i. W. BROOKS. Acent.

ECLECTIC 11,321
SEASON SERVICE FEE

With usual return privilege

ECLECTIC Is a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD AKION, 8:10%,
both beinp fiired by ELECTIONEER out of Manette (dam also of Oro Fino, 2J8) by NUT-
WOOD, 2:1854.

eclectic represents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood line*. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three years old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer In the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares besides bis owner's.
Pasturage 81.00 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will stand at EANCHO COTATI (Paqb's Station) In Sonoma County, until
July lit, 1898.

For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAQE,
P. O. P«nn'a Grove, Sonoma County, OaJ.
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

...2:07

. .2:10

...2:16

...2:Hl

BTEIXWA* l.MIS
Sire of

W. Wood-
Cricket
Caesar
Strathw iiv.

Chas Derby. ..2:20

iSireot Diablo
2:14 \.

|

Lilly C 2X20%
Baden. a#44J
Steineer 2:29^
©assldy 2:30
and of the dams of
MBudC. 2:1!): Pat
Delaney, 2:21 '.

:

AllvSloper 228;
Stonewall, 2:2S\,

and Bo ur bo n
Russell, 2:30.

KATY «J
Dam oi Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 isire of
Diablo f3>, 2:145(1

fSTRATFtMORE 408, by
HambletonianlO

Sire of 40, and ot the
dams of 31 In the list.

ABBESS, bv Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25*f

;

Solo, 2:28 : Soprano
dam i * 8 in the list;

uod Vu^tte, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:2G' 4 .

byELECTIONEER 125
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:08!^ , Palo
Alto, 2:0Sa4 ; and 130
others in 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

I FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22 1

«."i

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

1 o thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STEI\KER is about 16 hands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-Q nish-
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has
a neatly-lormed head, fine neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders: good length
of well-rounded barrel; smooth coupling and broad
hips; open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and legs. He is a clean-galted
trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBARTSTOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee, - - $75

with usual return privilege.

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this magnificent farm make it the most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K. O GRADY, Manager.
A. B. UOftZALUS. Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Gels Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OL" RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p), 2:12; Tom Ryder (pi, 2:17!^ ; Belle Button
(p), 2:19^ : Mabel H. (4 |, 2:20 ; Rosa Mac, 2:203. ; Lucy
Ii.. 2:21 !

i
: Laura Z., 2:23J£ ; Logan, 2.23M ; Maud C,

2:28; Kehoe. -.-:. ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button Is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. h. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
.1, r Blreol Reliance. 2:22J< , Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27'

i i, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,

first darn Lady Crum 'dam oi Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M., 2:17'

t
>. by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.

Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and hla sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
qualities.

Every performer Hired by Alexander Button i-

out of non-Hlnndnrd mnreH at the time they were
bred. Xo matter what mare* he wb« bred to every
colt from Clyd**»idale>t up could trot fast,

TKHM-i- MIU FOR I Mi: SEASON.
All bills must he paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi

charge. Good pasturage furnished at $2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, hut no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about oik- and out-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free « if charge.
<i W. WOODARD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co,, Cal.

WILDIDLE
The i; rt-ni Son oT Imp. AuHlrallan and the

Turf Queen, Idlewlld, by Lexington),

SIRE OF
FLAMBEAU, Wl L-DWOOD. SINFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a hoet of other nigh-class winners,

BOODLE 5029
Will make tie SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRl'AKY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth Heat

r

ei

<£
m
$
J
P
O

pq

GEN. WASHINGTON 1161...

(Trial 2:20i. Sire of Poem,
2:193< ; Presto, 2:22; Prose,
2^7fe; Lien. Benham,2:29 l

v ,

Ox Eye, 2:28!?; Luzerne,
2:27Jj; Mambrino Thorn",
2:29, and 4 others in 220.

Straager 3030 ....

Sire of
Broomal 2:17'^

Bellona 2:19'<i
Nominator.. 2:21)^
Boodle 2:2t*s
Moloch 2dH^
Stanza 222»-4
Hazel Dell... 2M%
Nominee ..._ 2:24?.,

Strangler .... 2:26,^
Myriad 228}*'

Kathleen 229'-^
j

JAY GOULD 197

GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14™

J

Trotted 114 heats in 2:20 I

and under, and won more [

money than any other
trotter that ever lived.

Vermont Hero 141

GEN. KNOX 140,2.814* 1
Sire nf 16 trotters and 21 (.Dam of Searcher

sires ul 32 and 14 dams of
14 In the list. ( Mambrino Chief 11

LADY THORN, 2:18^'
-J

Sister to Mamb. Patchen 58 (Rhodes Mare, by cano
and grandam of PattJ,

2:24. r Hambletonian 10
ABDALLAH 15 i

Sire of 6 trotters and 13 (Katy Darling
sires of 106 aod 22 dams
of 27 in th*- list. (Abdallsh 1

OLD„AB, 2:40 -J
Dam of Daniel Webster. (-Untraced

(Abdullah 1

3 (Chas Kent Mare

Bride - i
Dam of Trenton, I

2:41 Vj .full brotb'r
to Boodle, 2:21 S.

Record 2:20>-; trial 2:19^)
|

Sire of Pixlev, 2:16; AdelelLADY SANFORD
Gould, 2:19; King Philio,
2:21; Alladin, 226^; An-
sonia, 2:27S,. Dude, 227^,
Dundee, 2:28, and 14 others
In 2:30 list.

iTIDA (record 2:38'*)
Sister to Le Blonde,

2:24, record 2:34>£. (DAUGHTER OF

HAMBLETONIAN 10„...

Sire of 41 trotters and 1

sires of 788, and 6* dams
In the 2:80 lhrt. fAmerican Star 14

Grandam of Bella, 222; lotd Sorrel, by Exton
AllieK. .2:29 ^: Lizzie K„ Eclipse

Vermont Black Hawk 52:30^; Nannie K., 2:30?*. (ETHAN ALLEN 43. 225J£-j
|

And 2:15 with mate: sire (Messenger Mare
i of R trotters and 19 sires

trial |_ of 71, and 14 dams of id. fAbdallah 1

I Untraced

BOODLE 5829 is seal-brown In color, stands 16 hands hLfjh and weighs 1,190 pounds. He is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, i* kind in disposition, intelligent, ifvpl-headed and a pure-galted trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been in harness, but two of which had any
training, and with little work they easily showed a 2:30 salt. Knodlf, after crackinga bone in one of his front
legs the latter part of July, and helng laid up for six weeks on lhat account, came out, and with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:25 class, making his record in the flfpi heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.
TERMS—#100 Tor the season. Or, 82UO lor the nt-ason, payable when he gets a record of

2: 1 6 or better.
Usual return pttvftegea. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or

escapes. Address V. A. sTO< k I u \ dc CO., San Jose, Cal.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p), 2:26 1-2.

I
DEI. SIR. 2:2 I

Sire of
I Don Tomas 2:20

i I CousittJde
San Pedro (p)

•

IMOGEKB ,

Dam of
Guide 2:16!*'

THE MOOR 870
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
2:07,^, Beautiful Bell 1

", 2:29 (dam
of Be'.l Boy, 2:19'4,and Hinda

„. Rose, 2:19).

20'4 tGRETCHEN
2:10% Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

(BY NORWOOD 522
Sireot

Tommy Norwood, 2:24V*; Ida
Norwood, 2:26)1.

(DAUGHTER OF .

f Clay Pilot 93, sire ofFred V.,'222^
i Billy R.. 2:24W, and others!
I Belle of Wabash

[
Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam-

< brino Gift, 2:20; Hannis,2:17'-.
(Canada Chief

(Hambletonian 10. sire of Elec-
i tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2rf)7'^.

( Lady Fallis, by Amtrican Star 14
dam of Gretchen i dam of
Clingstone, 2:141.

{American Star 14, sire of dam of
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,
2:10, and the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04).

Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
Electioneer and St. Juiien, 2:11.

DELWflV 14,681 . Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, If he has no set-

backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he Is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar ; \5.l}4 hands high,
and weighs 1P60 pounds; he is one of the finest-formed horses for gr°at speed in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that his half-brother, Guide, 2:f c '-4, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2;07'^; he has two crosses of American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10. sire of the dani of Stamboul, 2K)7 [

2 ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
'>rthe great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:18?4, irombim.ig altogether the same blood lines that lay in
be grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:2o. San Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Causin Joe,
2:20 l4, being a full brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes. 2:18. sire of Freedom. 2:29^, Sabledale, 2:18)4', and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out of an' kind of mares.

TERMS 840, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but win* not be re-

sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., perS. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble. '

11,404,

Record, 2:l4f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track. Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE IViih usual return privilege), payable at end or Season 8lOO

"p\T a r)T f\ was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut In color, stands 15:2'j hands and In conformation,
L/X r\ DJLj* / disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will geta mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14?.;, was made In his second race on the turf and Is no mark of his
speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions] In

America, He Is hy chas. Derby (record 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Steineer, 2:29 u, by Steinway; dam Bertha,
sister to Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 In a sixth heat), bv Alcantara, record 2:23; second dam Barcena (dam of
Alaric, aire of "Victor B., 2:20H), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12^ on half mile track and IG
others in list); third dam Blandlna, dam of six producing sires, including Swtgert and King Rene), by Mam-
brino Chief 11; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21^, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,
sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway, dam Katy G., dam of two In list,

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Malone (.grandam of Maud C.,2:liii,by Niagara ism* nf Fairnumt, 2 :
22

'

third dam Fanny Wick ham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of a daughter of Imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Buich
Mare, Lady Waltermlre and Fanny G-, great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08^, appear in this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Steinway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY <fc RICHARDS, Owner*, ...
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage 95 per month.

PLKASANTO*, CAL.

WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05£.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id Paarth Heal.

0) f-DIRBCTOR 2.17

TOaKTHF.H WITH

^Hambletonian 10

rMCTATOK .18 „ _ i
Tb« ™-" thC ,r0ttlne WOrtd

She of th, fascest doubl^taltjd horse ^ „ American Slar 14
Id the world, Jay-Eye^«e, 2:10 D ' i rjex.pr 2-17W Alma

,.<|
jTandslreof Uw„4<?« <>'.£• .££• SS*; AMorti tail

Siretf"
*

Sancy Bank., 2:01. aod r. air, of » fxJg&fS^
Irect 2:05>i In 2:30 liar, etc

J Blre of n sirtsDirect.
Directum (3) 2:11»<

Evangeline 2:11^
Margaret S 2:12H
Waldsteln 2:22)*.

Stella C 32«
and 12 other 2:» k«otr

Mm

>K1,1 . W
(Died at 4 jfn\

W*l

i

lutein was ber
oaiT foal

DOLLY
Dam ol ODward,

2:22J< : Czarina, V

and 1M othem la Ux lint

BISTER, —
Dam Of Bonanza. 2:I»'-» ; Al
320; Vixen, dam of Vlda Wllken,

2:1«H> *" (1 Sabledaia, 2: i*S

1'^tESS^rl Ifannt, by Ben Franklin
,2:21, DlrtCt*»T, 2J7 Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and

Abdallah Mambrino «71B
Haubletonian l#

rlLECTIONKIB 12L _ __.... '
Slre °f «""*•"«

Sire of »nnol, 2:08X ; Palo Alto, Ma« (.Oaaan Mooktaij. Max*
Dam ot • la tha llrt

fJoan* Naxao.v lfl

J Sire of 4 and the dama of I tat £&
r-\ list

;' iLaMOTTMAaa
Dam of Aunira, l», ana trandam
of 4 In the hi

Tl/r/\TCrX\ A TT "CTWr A T uilinOTCII waa foaled In 1BS5: Incolor. he to a dark shade ot brown with two white coroneta: Hands 16>4

ITl U VJ ±fA I XlXlAJL, WiLDSTtll hMd?andwel»hs 1100 lbs. Helaoneof the band^rneet and m.»l perfeotl:

Non of Monday and l.ottle J., bv Wlldldle.

Will Makk thk Skason of 1803 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cal.

WILDIDLE (limited to 10 mares) 825* for the season

MONDAY KIWI. " 20 " 75
Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at |8 per

Corinth, but no i-f*poiisir,i]ity assumed far accidents or
tscapc-,*. Money to he paid when mare la served, and
la all cases VWore removal of mare frrun farm. For
brUter }>arurula»iuddreas II. C. JUDSOIV,
Care 6 f Wm.OfUx.rn. Box 223 SajtU Clara, OaL

thli Stat*. His fine, Intelligent head,

tern, well-shaped barrel, heavy. mu«:
bones, eicel lent paaterns and f«—

ll-ahaped neck, strong ibnuldere, short back, powerful lolas, baavy quar
llle.i and arms, clean, straight, utrong- knees and ln-ck», »hon cannon
commend him to the observer as a reprasen tat tve trotting bone. In

HlngaH Is perfection , and his races during hit
'

} poaesfle*. Ills breeding cannot b« sur-
tandlng for service. Of bis aire, san any

ore seDaaUonal every year, and Utts races wos bj

Dli^otov, £v>«' » aljn ** on*
tain's dam

1^-vJirthai- 2^T™Vald«tein't~thlrd"da'ni was tie taaioas Lanaolt mare, one'sr the greatest mares that ever cat

ti raUfr.rnla She was alfw a ureal br<*HJ mare. Waldsteln has foor yearllnga that have records: one bat a rs-

i-i.ril nf-iSlW another 3:^6, another 8:08 and theothsrl«. All hts oolta are natural trt.ttera, perfect In form,

solid in color'and very ntronf '>" bt|m- Waldsteln Mis] b«l- helas; one of the greatest of sires. To the student

nl breedlnx conformation and quality he tills the Weal.

arstulAT ' rrr l»en (with usual relurn ,ir1vll»c»l, foe Om ssason commer,clng Febroary lal and ending
itHlUlt rtt, ilU JDM sih No rasponsthAhliy assssasd tor accidents or amcapes, hui the he-i / caw
..U. W -arw AMJSM M * HOt-OBOOM. Wssslan.. Cal.

dtonoaltlon he Is faultltas, belntklnd, eentle and lerel-headed. H s aarl

short career on the traik ably rtemonltrate the tame Qualities which hi

passed. Be I. tie only son of Director oot o7 an tilecUoneer a, a re

nT 7r^-_tB# oe said than that hla sons and damrhtera prore more aeoaatiosal e,ery year, and tne race, won b,

nlr-oJr Evanaellne Direct. Margaret H, aod thereat ataaop hUnasone of the moat prepotent slrraT Wald
'

li by the lrnniortal Klectloneer out ol Sleta^dam of Albert W.,I:M,tbe aire afl.lule Albert, Itievi, it..

w^n |„ n^2. aDd Vixen, the only mare that has a two-year old and a three-year^ild with word.

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the season of IslB al

Oakland Race Track 3 Day. Katb Week, at
rsnn Jose Race Track 2 Days, nod at

Fisher". Rinch, Cotote, 8anta
Clara Co.. 2 Days, from
Feb. lOth to June 1st.

MERRIWA.
HA-BENA GOLDSbJoUGH

Athollne Yattendon Sylvia Fireworks
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And so on to the nlneteenth*dam.
MERRIWA Is a magnificent blacK horse, standing

15.3 hands, bred In 1886 by Frank Reynolds, of Tocal
vide Australian Stud Book, Vol. IV., folio 158 Bv
Ooldsbrouch Jrom Habena, by Yuttendon from Athol-
lne, by BUiir Athol from Habena (winner of 1000Guineas in England), by Irish Birdcatcher from The
Bridle, by The suddier from Mooneda. by Taurus from
Moiiii, by I'iirtisJLii, M.-rrhvu is himI.hJ llv lt V i-rv
fast horse, and through an accident which rendered histemporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fairchance to prove his great pace bv winning. He is de-scended from one of Australia's greatest families
(Joldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, theA. J. C. fet Leger Hawkesbur>- Grand Handlaip, andGreat Metropolitan Stakes, two miles age 6 vears •

weight, 128 pounds; time, three miuutes! ihlrtv-two
« ^v<

l:
tenU

i
s secoill]s

.
^test on record at that time,

Goldsbroughhad produced up to 18!>3 220 winners Inthe colonies.
AmSS*^ winners by Ooldsbrough are the follow-

ing: I he Broker i winner Xormandv Stakes and VR. C. Sires' Produce Slakes and Adelaide St Leger"*
Morpeth ( winner Tatttersalls' Cup, Anniversary Handi-
cap and Australian Cup i, Impulse i won Wagga Gold
Cup), Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cup i. ^-orella Melos(AJ. C. Derby and Leger and V. R. C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian (Tattersa)is' Spring Handicap, Syd-ney Handicap Ac). Cardigan (winner TfltlErMUJs'
t-oal stakes, Hawkesbury Grand Handicap Great
Metropolitan stakes. Anniversary Handicap, SummerCup &c), Devotion, Merriment [winner Tramwav
Handlcap and Hawkesbury Guineas), Ellerdale (win-
ner Tattersalls' Cup and Hawkesbury Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A.J. C. Christmas Gift) Keith(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap. Rose Hill
Handicap, &Cl, The Orphan, Albina, Jettison, Manola,
Cardoness. Kllmore (winner Royal Stakes), 4a Ac,

Athollne, the grandam of Merriwa, produced
Habena (dam of Merriwa) and Narina, both winners ofMarihyrnong Plate. Geraldineand Huntingtowereach
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Athol-
lne s stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, the Marlbvrnong Plate

TERMS - - S60 FOR THE SEASOX.
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at S5 permonth. Mares cared for in any manner owners may
desire and fed on hay or grain, either or both at rea-
sonable prices. No responsibility assumed foraccidents
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS.

Or Care san Jose Race Track.

JOKES, Agent,
Oakland Race Track,

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street, Sacramento, Cal.

THBFE CHEERS
Tonrjg

Ftuhlon

i 1

Fashion

Monarch

riv S
E B
E
a

Hnrrah (Imp,,

Jovial NewmlDitei

to m a J
Vm * 9 O
5s i i i

nS a. o -B
B I " I

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
tzth dam, by imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by Imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by Sllverey*
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce s American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.
HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, produced the

great winners Bonnie Llxzle, Chaqulta, oblo Boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup, Red Fox, Meduaa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Litdy Mlddleton and
many others,
NEWMIN8TER, grandslreof Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger st Doncaster In I8fil. His dam, BKKm.
WINQ, w.aa the winner of flftv-four races oat of six*
ty-four start*, aaong tbem being the DoncssterCnp
ot 1337, hmu. Mi and Hit, the only horse that ever
accompllnbed that remarkuble feat. Her sire was
DR. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREB CHEEKm com! Inen, In addition to tbs

above, the great strains of Bay MlddJr-ton (winner of
Engllnh Derby, St. Leger an '1 Two Thousand Guln
eas) and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies ot TOUCHSTONE. Imp. TKUHTKE, EMILIUH
sad HIRCHARLES.
As can be seen by the above, Three Cheers In bred

In tba speediest ana stoutest lines. Ills dam. Young
Fashion, waa the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
hors* that ever beat asteroid a best). Liverpool.
Columbia and Honuie Kato.thp dam of Llttlo Butter-
cap urn! the IvItiK Bonnie Lfxzle. His grandam.
Fashion, vu the greatest race mare of her era, do.
fs*tlng Bosunlnthat historical match at fuor-mlle
heats th«t in r.-r. Tiled ss on* ot the greataatt vents
In the annsls of tr.r tnrf,
THREE CHERRbissbesntlfal i... v Incolor.per-

tectly sound In wind and limb, his family on both
Idea being noted for than rxemptlon from curbs,
spavins, roaring or sny otbet heredltarv unsound.
nets, llorsemsn who can (appreciate the highest
type of ha thoroughbred ar<' riiiwdm.j Invited to ln-
spect Threa Cbeera. He haa already slrrd ths
slendld performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery. Cheer-
ful, Applause, Itrnacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TERMS.
Seventy.Ave Dollar* Inr 'lie Keaann.

Good pastnrags at 15 p« : month. Mares aaj
la any manner ownnn may desire sou fed on ,:»'

tD. rralu, either or both, at reaaonablo rsres.
bst cssspstant grooms xmplo*. 'd. but [in r "-

blilty aasumad for acs4dwnta or escapes
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THE ISST F.SHIONABli-BnEB

STALUDN ON THIS CUST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DICTATE
Will make the Season of 1893, commenoing February 1st

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

SERVICE PEE FOR THE SEASON _ $100
(Will be allowed to serva fifteen approved outaida narea.)

LflUiaiUO
(gire f 88 in the net) ; dam, Mies Lollib, by DICTATOR 133 (aire o(

Jjlt-Ete-See, 2:16, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hawks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29}, and graodam of Hill Bot

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 5S); third dam by Harold

4l3 (sire of Maod S., 2:03 J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07 J); fourth

dam, Emily Cheater, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (das* of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskina and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH IS. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief, His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this r'oast

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents

Am most be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Fubthmb Particulars Address

Bxxmovt Stocx Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmont, Saw Mateo Gotmr, Gix.

OhKWOQD PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD. Fonr-V«»r-OI<i Record, 2:07. CRICKBT, Flv*-Year-OM Retort, »:1*>.

C.S8AR, 6-Vnr-Old Record, 2:16 1-3. STRATH WAY. S- Yo«r-Old Reesra, 9:1*.

CHA8. BBRBY, 3-Ycar-Oll Record, 2:30 la Stub Heat.

LILLY C. , 7-Ycar-Old Record. 3:30 1-4. BADBN, 5-Y«»r-Old Record, 3:34 1-4

8THUTBBR. *.Year-OU Record, 3:38 1-3. OA88IBY, 7-Yoar-OU Racer*. »:*•.

(ALL IN BACKS)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, 3:18; BARO.V8TBI.\, (subtle trial) 3:31; ALLY 8L0PEB, 3:3S,

PAT DL'LANBY, 3:37 1-4, sad BOURBON RUSSELL, 3:80.

TERMS FOE THE SEASON - »150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OF

DIABLO. Throo-Yoar-OM Raeo Record..

(so of STBIttWAY.daai KATY <;. , by BLBl TIO.VEBR.)

TERMS FOR THE SEASON ...__—„.

Sll4 S-4

tiso

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Boa or RBD MILKBS, dsn MOLLY STOUT, kv MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)'
TEEMS FOR THE SEASON $lSO

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(8oa or (1.0 VIS. dos> bv WOOBromD MAMBRIN8.
TERMS FOR THB 8EA80N . •oo

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY let
Msvrce ihoald be -h ippod to Otvkwootl Plvrk Stock Farm, DiarlUe, Contra Cost* County, C*l., per a F. It. B..

Tti Mafilnn '-fl -f nn firm, hnt nn llwHlttT BsTsnirnrrl for attCldeatB or escapes, Excellent p*vatur»*e |E per
" UavrM fed tiay uU fjmtn, #10 par moaih. For ftirlhw p»vrtiCQL»»rB and calalorues, avddrea*

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
O«kwo*d Park RtMk P»rm. Davarflft*. CaMr* Cmu C»uatr. CaL

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY HONEY 0968, bv Rkd Wit kib 1749 (sire of 88 ia ths 2:30 list—IS in
1892), dam Moonbeam (dam nf Wick, 2:264 ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), bv John Dillard.

READY MONEY BOOS as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, befog
16 hands, 1,400 lbs., jet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-
pense of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ol Geneva, 2:14, and developer of
many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:H, Hoori, 2:17, Home Rule, etc

For extended pedigree and fall particulars add ias

Hinroati, Tuxins Cochtv, Cav
FRED FOSTER,

GUIDE RECORD, a 16 1-4

o
CO

Si
©

DIRECTOR, 2:17.
Sire of Direct..2:05J

Directum (3)...2:ll|

Evangeline 2:llf
Margaret S 2:12$
Waldetein 2:22|
Stella C. 2:25£
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENS
Dam of

Delwin 2:26}
Guide 2:16}

Wffl make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gamenes*.

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 16

Sire of 40 in he list.

Clara, by American Star M
3 pacers, and IS sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

(Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 28 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndaw 2:24}

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ( Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 -j Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (Lady Fa His, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26 1 Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood.... ..2:26i
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

DAUGHTER OF \ Great si™ of broodmares.
( Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON • lOO
Usnal return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration applied Fir.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, Eve years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19$, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list
Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17}, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19}, by Sidney ; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON „ * B»
With usual return privilege.

, ...
Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
2sAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THB PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED IB-ST

LANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THB

SE3ASOKT OF X893.
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SA.N MATEO.

Service Fee .... $40
Socrates stand* 16:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, to Is a hranftfnl

shade of bay; no wait*. In disposition ha if perfection, while in conformation ha is eonsid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California'

His action is perfect, and a* he is sound and free from all vices ha is recommended to ail ]

men desirous of raising large, fina-loolring, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly i

For further particulars regarding conditionaS

- ahipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. CAL.
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ABSOHBINE!
Will remove WIND PUFF, CAPPED HOCK, THOR-
Ol'GHPIN. SHOE BOIL, ENLARGED GLANDS,
and all Puffs and Swellings. Will strengthen weak
and sprout: tendons. Does not remove the hair under
banoace. Does not require the horse to be laid up.

82.00 PER BOTTI.K
of your harness dealer or druggist, or sent upon receipt

of price. W. F. VOCMi, P. U. F.

.

Merldeu. CI.

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dte-

ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; it strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and legswell-
ing; loosens the
bide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bote,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has the beneficial effects and results oi grazing
without the softening effects of a season nf grass with
loss of time and money. For mP^h cows it increases

and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTELLmgf!
\6£3 HOWARD ST

SANFRANCISCO
-

: cau-

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

Oa-SEIVD FOB TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

IF YOU WANT 'NF0RMAT10N ABOUT

Address a letter or'postal card to
THE PRESS CLADIS COMPANY,

JOHN WEDDERBURN, Managing Attorney,
P. O. BOX 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

dnty in the reeular Army or Naw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send fornew laws. No charge for advice, No fee
until aaccess!uLmm*

Business College, 24 Post St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

Z. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY, Setfy

WSeod for Circulars.

J. K. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says :
" I

have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
borse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

O'KWK, Aicent Pacific CoomI,
7fi7 Market Street, San Francisco.

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

Marlon, Ohio,

U.S.A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor our new circular.

. Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421.427 MARKBT ST.. 8. F.

FRANK M.,

217 1-4

to a

P1LZ CART.

We are the

Agents for

San Fhaxctbco

Sacramkntt..

FROU FROU,

2:25 1-4
In a race to

I BILK C.».RT.

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

LAR&EST STOCK. OP

W. W. ^KEENER, PARKER BROS , L. O. SMITH,
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., «°l^k
.!L

st

SKXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Go.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

TELEPHONE 1013.

Sporting

Goods.

CATALOUUES.

S.F.{BAKER &RAMILTON:Sacto
Call and see them. Just what you want.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Oonn.

New Tobk Sauskoom, 97 Chambers Street.

The L. C. SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK IOTJB DEAIJEB JOB THHf

.

•end for Illaaoaled Catalogue.

M l TTPTAOTPBIP B l =

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
•trfTB»n«N TO 1_ C. «1ITM Fulton. N. X.

PREstoh's fencewM
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Vrnj vtoiMr. : -A|ur? to Stork lmponnihlr.

UadeoflYo. 13 SPRING ST; EL Wire gal

W>i< not -n u or lirm U . Nearly double the mi • .._ -

»l uii» other. Requires no stay*. Runs ulioin IB fet

u> Uie pound 49" L"Hed by leiuliiia Breeder*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAIM'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y.
or address SCHODER. JOHNSON & CO., Los Angeles Cal.

BAWLJiY tsKOB HAKDWABB 00.. Ban Francisco, OaL

Kjutllv and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for II

:

be doej nut k.4?pil. writ* for sutnple and price.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

of thlri noted breed for sale at a
oargaln, or will exrnnnne Tor cattle. Address J.
HEINLEN. Sun Jose, CaL

SflllTHFR FARM v " 111 "-' well-bred stock for naieOUUintn rnnifl. Flm-cla-is breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded,
age. Address SOUTH Kit FAItM,
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

Excellent paetur-
UILBERTTuMP

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM. ftgtf.JrSS
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus aid
Galloway cattle. YoungBlock of above breeds on nand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakwood
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaL

VINELAHD BREEDING FARM. !!:
eof Whlppletejo

1883, died April, 1690,
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17)*, HouieMake, -2:164, etc).
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clay Duke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandMre of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandlssimo, 2:27^ ifull brothp- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23H ). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena,
CaL

PFTFR SfcYF % ^flU1 Lick House, San Franciaco,TLItn GOAL a OUn, CaL—Importers and Breeders
lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and bogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds SJge&sg^&SSE,
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. 636 Market St., S, F.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
I li.,. ou£hlir.J . U-I1-.U ii.^i.f^cL-el.

Orders filled for Pigs of ull ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
oi premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing fines; Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with Teed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and ill I eligible to registration.
Write for prices Siitisfactir.il guar-
anteed, v 1,1 i: t I- \i;u.i;.
Rlneonada Stuck Farm, MaViield, C.4
R. LIDDLE & SON,

538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL Ll.VK OF H-111M; TACKLE

6PORTSMK.VS UOODS.
C3~Orders hy mall receive prompt attention

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTEINBR'S.
&

No. 3U Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands oi

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485 J. R. DICKFY. Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SETTER STRBET. S. F.

Oaoice Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN "' NIGHT

J. M. PARKER A CO

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Kearny and Bmb Street*.

SAN FRANCIRCO.

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND,
EUROPEAN CONTINENT,

ADVERTISING AGENCY, LTD.
Capital f2.JO.000. H»nry Sell. Mamurer, editor and

founder of "(Sell's World's ITess.")

Full particulars recanting British or European
Advertising, sample paper*, CBt8*i etc.. at the London
Oflire. 167-168 K t street, oral
NEW YORK OFFICE, Xl Park Itow.iimund Floor.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules arc superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, j \

1 Cubebs and Injections. (JtUDY

] Tbcy cure in48 hours theV J
Isamo diseases without anyincon.

Ivenlence. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

RIPANS TABULES r.pUt*-j
i the rtomach. h»i:r and boweU,ana»
Itpurlfvthfltl'H.Ni: n re «»!> and eflec-»

n/y ^^H i
:

*

\,\T -ej/di'ln*. !i..n. bLli-'tmnew. headache,*
)L4ft\\X>y <"..n.itijmti..ii. .iTr-T^p-la, chronic*
A^^U*' liTrrtmul '«d cm-

J

p|,
hrMith *

nnnrli..

a• liver and txiwrN
#llrr Taki
• triivl »«»ttli'-'Tii l.-v mall >in r. • .ii.i

• KIPAVSri'r.MJf.M. ' " . 1 ' York. •
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THK OOKAHCB BROAD-UAUttB ROUTE.

COMMENCING SUNDAY, NOV. 20, 1832, AND un-

til further uotlce. boats aud trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

street Wharf as follows: ____,,
FROM SAW FRANCISCO FOB POINT TIBUBON,

BELVEDERE AND BAN RAFAEL.
Week Davs—7.40. 9.20, 11.40 a.m.; 3.30,5.05,6.20 p.m.

Saturdays' onlv—An extra trip at 1.50 p.m.
sundavs'-S-OO, 9.30, 11.00 a.m.; 1.30. 3.30, 5.00. 6.20 p.m.

FROM SAN BAFAEL FOB SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs-6.25, 7.55. 9.30 a. m.; 12.45. 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saiurdavs Onlv—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sundays—3.10. 9.40. 11.10 a.m.; 1.40. 3.40. 5.00, 6.25 p. m.
FROM POINT TIBURON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6.50, 8.20, 9.55, a.m.; 1.40, 4.05, 5.35 p.m.

Saturdays Only—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.
Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Frauclsco.

Destination
Arrive

San Franclco.

Wbek
DAYS

SUN-
DAYS

1 SUN-
|
DAYS

Wekk
DAYS

7:40 a M
3:30 PM
5:05 PM

8:00 am
9:30 a M
5:00 pm

Petaluma
and

Santa Rosa

10:40 A M
6:05 PM
7:30 PM

8:50 A M
10:3 > a M
6:10 p M

7:40 am
3:30 pm

8:00 am

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg,
Litton Springs,

Cloverdale
and way
stations

7:30 PM
10:30 a M
6:10 km

7:40 am 8:00 AM
Hopland

and
TJkiah.

7:30 P M 6:10 p M

7:40 A M
3:30 pm

8:00 am Guemevllle. 7:30 p M 10:80 a m
6:10 pm

7:40 AM
5:05 P M

8:00 am
5:00 pm

Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

10:40 a m
6:05 p M

8:50 am
6:10 p m

7:40 a M
3:30 PM

8:00 am
5:00 pm

SebastopoL 10:40 A
6:05 P

10:30 a M
6:10 pm

3 connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;

at Geyservllle for iSkainr's Springs; Stewart's Point,

Gualaia and Point Arena 1

; at Cloverdale for the Geysers;

at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs: at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,

Saratoga Sprincs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willi ts. Cab to, Mendocino City, Fori
Bragg. Westport, Usal, Hydesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $ 1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, 82.25 ; to Healdsburg,
tS.40; to Cloverdale.84.50 ; t0 Hopland, |5."0; to Ukiah.
|6.75: to Sebastopol, fl~0: to Guemevllle, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, 11.50; to Glen Ellen *1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma.fl; toSantaRosa,«1.50; to Healdsburg, 12.25;

to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, H-50; to Hopland, $3.80; in

Sebastopol,|1.80;,toGuernerviUe,$2.5n, toSonoma |j:m
Glen Ellen, |1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. <* Tkl. Agl

.

Ticket offices at Ferry, 3fi Montgomery Stree and 2

Npw Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

IIM-. I- HUM 1 »l II M-.Hl.IIKM.MI.
IT'S IMMKN8K!

YOU'LL HI. Iil.l.l<;il I 111

From No. I to No. 6 Ooeutaper copy
Prom No. 7 to end 76

(III -I ll-i'HIIIK TO IT Mill THIS VK VII.

It In piiblhhM aeml-monthly during the racing hpbhoi
km) In out £10 i.er yrnr. AddreHH

GOODWIN BROS.,
141 Broadway. Raw York Cllv.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
FlRST-< J Cbabobb Keaxonahi.k.

PHIVATK ROOMS Mill I \ Mil II -

882-884 Pine Blreei, Mow Montgomery Ri

JOHN III Hi. K/.. Proprietor.

GrO to *'lMCa.3ro»"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Kuiraice oo California 8t,

Wallace's Year Book Hit MOIT WlOfllil
•-lS92-#

. PUBLISHED BY THE •

American Trotting Register Hss n

CHICAGO, tLL,

This indespensable adjunct to the libra. . ->

•Very Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of thr

£ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID T !"

The first volume will contain summaries of aii

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places o,-

trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan i

and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, vizt

I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List 0$ 2:25 Pacers in

Harness.
3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

U. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

6. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:26 Pacei
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of ttno or m
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of CbamDion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of

valuable and authentic information in regard u,
the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

Tht Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Were will be filled as received, and as the firs
1

edition will be comparatively limited, those1

wishing to receive the work without deb*
should order at once - . Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
M-l BITkH STRbET. 8. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

ia

Get the Genuine!

These Are the ONLY Ones on

the Market.

They Are Not Adaptations

Elliot Hickory Cycle Go. Make the Wheels.

Pope Manf'g Go. Make and Attach the Tires

The latest Improvements in Pneumntic

Tires and Ball Bearing Hubs. Complete

with tires, bearings and forks, axle

socket, ready to be fitted to sulky.

;«£- ORDER IX TIME. -£H

Osborn & Alexander,
Agents.

401 MARKKT ST., Tor. FREMONT. 8. F.

A.

Rules and Regulations
—OF TH*—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

AND ID

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30e
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

For nale at the Ofllce of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. P. Cal

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse boo* Is a handsome,
three hundred page octaTO, bound in cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly Illustrated, and explains in every
rletall the remarkable success ->f CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
as to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
ing, racing and breeding trotters
Read what J. C. blbley.the owner of St. Bel, sayi oi

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that celt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for 93.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
81" 3uab St., San Francisco, 0*1.

JAMESVILLH.X. Y.

(iVear Syracuse 1

MANUFACTURERS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheals

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to 840 to

Customers on Pacific
Coast and adjuinine
States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash.
Balance C. O. D.

PATENTS
Uaveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted lor

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to luventorsvfithou<

cnarge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDOERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

nyThis Company is managed by a combination of

the largest and moat influential newspapers In the

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscribers against unscrupulous
and Incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1330 and I3A'2 Market Street, 25 mil '27

I'nrlt Avenue. San r'rancltico, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full .Ine of Klejmnt Coupon and Carriages suitable

tor vtHltlnie purposes. Best facilities aDordea for hoaid
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159

"tollrj 4 Co.

Fashion Stables,
SSI KLI.Ih HTRKKT.

i i" i» -ii accommodation* afforded (or the keepliu; ol

Boarding Horn**. Also a choice line oi Livery stock,
j

wliii Bonn and Vehicles of every description.

Oi l.r* ran be lefl with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'S
AUJOfrb*

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mall. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

WH. WAIiWVRIUHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Samuel Valleatj. Jas. R. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam. Printers

AND DEALERS IN

• ool-SellerH* and Book-Maker*' gupplleu

•101-403 Sanaome Street, corner Sacramento
San Eranrln/vi.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the most, obstinate cases of Gonorr-

h^(ffl beta and Gleet, No other treatment8

m.
required. Non-poisonous. No Stricture,

No inconvenience. Hold by ALL
dnicclsts. J. Ffrre, (successorto Brou),
rjiurujucien, Parly,

VETERINARY

DR.J0BN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Sureeon.

820 HOWARD ST., XE.Ui KIlKl'H.
Graduate of the American Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of New York, surgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Free advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence at
hospital Telephone, 3306.

I BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.
Examination Frkk.

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavia Street.

Telephone: JHSa,

DRE.J.CREELY.D.V.S.,
510 (iOI,l>fc\ (JATK AVR., iVEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of *90.j

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health Cilj

and County of San Francisco. Only Improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Rus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Fret-

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate ol Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. «7

0. D TAYLOR.

Veterinary Dentist,

1350-1352 MARKET ST

THiEPHONE No. 3.159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Residence and Veterinary Infirmary,

So. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Franciitco

Take Sutter or McAllister Street-Cars.

Telephone 3069.

189- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. -£«
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operatinn

Table on the premises.

X5x»- *Wm. r1
- E§an,

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sui

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh ; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 52P

Howard St.. Telephone 3153, Sau Francisco.

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S. i.R.Rowat, D.V.S.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S^

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST. 1

Telephone 4032, Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

V* Athletes* Cyclists, Basebnll <V Fnothnlllno
Horse-bacic rider-. Boxers and Oure n;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, «.Uai>

or swim a long distance, U t*E

ANTI-STIFF

taD

OO

It is _
Muscular System, with Anil-Stiff there in no falU
required-'t goa* straight for thf ruunclt^, and you cut
feel it at worli. It hue a peculiarly wiirmiiij-'. coml'nrtiu^
ind stimuiatinp: effect on all weak or stifi muscles anc
sinews. Quick in its notion, cleanly and pleasant in iipe

Kub it into the muscles every nijrht fur a fortnight, auo
you will be pleased at its eupnortiuc and etrenL- then mij

Eierties. There is not, nor uas been, anything like it

low. It differs from al) Oils. Embrocations and
inente. both in substance and effect. Some Athlete*

are so fond of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size, $1,00.
t. FOUGERA & CO., AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. \VLL!AHI ST , N. T
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YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
And 8«* « good price if you can find a customer that wants to buy.

Yaa oaa reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

by advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

made on advertisements under this heading. "Write for particulars.

For Sale.

Stallion Ring-wood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Rlngwood is a dark bay: black points; 15'4 hands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than any of

his sous. He is a piire-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, be
showed trials of speed in 2:19M as a tour-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

engaeemeuts, and never has been put in race since.

P.iutrwood is six vears old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several ot

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and ot fine disposition,

and a ladv can handle or drive him. Ringwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
.vav" 1 thoroughbred'!, he by Williamson's Belmont, he

bv American Rov: second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer ofspeed,

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great

road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars,

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder ami Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
STANDAED STALLION

FEED MAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26}).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 in the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(sire of 16 in the list.) Fred Drake 4844, 2r26^',isasplen-

did individual; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., Is of excellent disposition. His record is

do mark of his speed as he can trot in :20 or better with

training next season. Reason for selling is that owner

is engaged in other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Will be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. WARMER,
San Gabriel, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE TTROTTIXU STALLIOIY

BLUB BULL,
(Known as CHISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired bv Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80in the listfdam
Maggie Rice, by Gage*d Logan 127 1 sire of Skinkle Ham-
blelonian. _:">

;

. und ''• sires of 12 and 3 dams of .5 in the

list); grandam, Fanny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-

nu"hhred I luge's Logan was bv Hambletonian 10 out
of Lady Wallace bv Ohio Eclipse; grandam, Sally
Miller bv Post Bow son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1S79, the property of R. B.

Chisbolm of Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the
finest-looking, purest-gaited and most intelligent horses
in this State. His colts areall remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty ofsubstance.

A BROWN GELDING
six years old, sired by the abovp stallion out ot a mare
bv Gen. Reno 4764. He is sound asa dollar, a pure trot-

ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
Address R,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

High-Bred Trotting Stock,
CONSISTING OF

Mares, Geldings, Colts and Fillies,AT ATJCTIOKT
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1893.

(By Order of Executor Estate Frank C. KenltieKI, deceased.!

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
Will be sold at the stables, corner Haight and Cole streets two blocks east of the

terminus of the Haight-Street cable line, where they can be seen until day of sale.

FOR SALE.

THE PAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record -

2:13 in race; sound anc£in fine condition;
will lower his record five seconds this^year.

ALSO
Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-

wood, dam American GirL
E. 8. SMITH,

>*o. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

No. 1. Brown Marc RK(il\A i.l years ..Id, h. ,

hnnds. Foaledl&Sl. she. Electioneer 125 (aire of 182
in the list*; dam Accident dam of Wanda, 2:17 % ; Solita.
2:27; Rinconado,2:23, by Elmo B91, record 2:27 (sire of 7
in the list).

No. 2. LIsht Bar Mar* WEWER tilRL, 15 '_

bands. Sire. Speculation 92S isire of -1 in the list); dam
Lady Weaver, out of Messenger Mare.

No. 3. Roan Hare, 8 years old, 16 hands. Foaled
April 12th, 1835. Sire. Monroe Chief, record 2:l(

of 3 in list); dam Queen, 2:32, bv Alexander -190 [Blre of
1 in 2:30 list).

No. 4. Mahogany Bay Mare BIRDIE K . 8 years
old, lo.l hands. Foaled April 21st, 1AS5. sire. Director
1SS9, record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the list); dam Weaver Girl
fXo. 2 of this list), by Speculation 928, sire of the dams
of seven in the list.

No. 5. Bay Mare FANNY, 8 years old, 15.1 hands-
Sire, Abbotsford 707, record 2:19' : sire of 9 in the list)-

dam Belle, by Abdallah f Paul's;.

No. 6. Manosony Bay ttelding TELEPHOXE.
7 years old, 15.2 hands. Foaled April I4tb, 1886. Sire,
Director 16S9, record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the list >; dam,
Weaver Girl (Xo. 2 of this list ) bv Speculation 928 -ire

of 4 in the list). This horse is a full brother of Xo. 4 of

this list.

No. 7. Roan Gelding, 7 years old, 16 hands.
Foaled June 5th, 1886. Sire, Monroe Chief 875, record
2:18)4 (sire of 3 in the llstj; dam, Queen, by Alexander
490 .sire of 4 in 2:30 list). This horse is a full brother
to No. 3 of this list.

FOR SALE.

Broodmare, seven years old, by Xephew, dam by i

son of Xephew ; color, brown ; 15.3 hands. AddresSj

W. G-.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

Standard and Registered Bay

Mare.
Stands 16 hands high, very stylish, a great pole horse

record, 2:31 ; trial, 2:23; guaranteed sound, and is ready
for fast work, as she has been Jogged all winter. Must
sell for cash or approved notes. Price, $1,000. Address,

" A. B.,"

Care Breeder and Sportsman Office,
313 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE.

BLACK TEAM MARES.
Sixteen hands; used to city; handsome, fast and sty-

lish. Winners as best carriage [tarn .Oakland .and best
roadster team (San Jose; fairs lust fall. Address

FRANK H. BURKE,
626 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

\.» S. Lfgbl Bnv Keldlnc ARTIIl'K ortiiv
(a pacer), 6 years old, 16.1 bands. Foaled April 7th.
1887, Bred by Seth Cook, Cooh Farm,
sire, Btelnway i- *ireof9 in the
dam, Maud H., by The Moor 870
and grandslre of Biambool, fc07

No. 9. Light Bny Gelding TEMPEST.
Old, 16.1 hands. Foaled April
i i.''".T. record . £2 Bin '2li e list); dam We
(No.2of thlsllst),bySpeculaUon928 i

No. lO. Dark Brown Filly INSPIRATION,
years old. Foaled April 22d, 1891. Sire
record 2:17 isire of 17 in Hie li-t ; dam, Reglna No. I Ol

this list), by Electioneer Vir, sire of 132 In the

No. II. Light Bay Colt. - yeai
March 30th, 1891. Sin-. Alexander Button 1987,
-:--; 3ire of9 Ld 2: 10 Itel

i
d oan mar

this list), by Monroe Chief 875, record 2:18J4 Cairo of 6
dams of 8 in the list..

No. 12. Bay Filly. 2 vears old. Foaled May 27th.
1891. Sire, Alexander But Ion 1997, record 2:26'^ (sire ol
9 in the list); dam. Birdie K. [NO. 4 of this

I

Director 18S9. record 2:17 sir.? of 17 in 2:30 list).

No. 13. Bay Coll. 2 years old. Foaled March
30th, 1891. Sire. Alexander Button 1997, "
(sire of 9 in 2:30 list); dam, Fanny -No. 5 of this

list), by Abbotsford 707, record 2:19^ i sire of 9 in the list.,

No. 14. Black Mare LOR.VA BOON, 10 year*
old. Foaled April 24th, 1SS3. Bred by S. J. 1

E

Pinole Stock Farm, Pinole, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Sire, Steimvay 1808. record 2:2V-., isire of 9 in the list :

dam, Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley, out of mare by
Bertrand, Jr.

For catalogues and further particulars, address

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

^Parties wishing to buy^

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares

!

Grand Individuals I

ALSO
COLTS AXB FILLIES, TEABLTSGS, TWO AND

THRKE-TEAH-OLDS.
Pedigrees and fall particulars can be obtained at the

office of tbe BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,
313 Rush street San Francisco.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAX MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. Tbe best of pasture and running

water are on tbe place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that wUl be kept iin first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erything Is new and in perfect shape. It Is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Cali_

fornla. All stock sent to me will receive my persona

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAX MATEO.

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.
Pat, pending.

G

PASTURAGE.
FirstrClass Pasturage at $4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, iCal., G miles from

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responslbllty assumed lor ac

cidente or escapes. Stock |can be sent direct by the

Steamer [Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-

day from wharf between Washlngtan {and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
THUS. ROACH, A-.'iM .

Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

nitu:
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
This housejs one of the largest Furniture Manufacturers on the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

best assortment of Parlor Sets, Bedroom Sets, Dining Sets, Fancy Chairs and Rockers, Etc. All their furniture

Is ol the very latest Styles and Designs. They also carry a large stock of Office Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,

750 MISSION STREET,
Between Third and Fourth Streets. SAX FKAMi-ro,

Auction Sale BLOOD HORSE RACES

CAJJ BE LAID ASIDE.

Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollere. Write
for testimonials from the best horsemen In America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of. *3 00

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, 111.

BW Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
— : has rii'KNKU A :—

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE OAKLAND RACK TRACK.

Where he win be pleased t*> receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

Pure -:- Bred :-: Percheron

Stallions and Mares,
PROPERTY OF

"WILLIAM. B COLLIER, Esq.,

r.A KEPORT, LAKE CO., »/AI..,

AX II A. M.

Tuesday, March 21, 1893,
At Sai.K'Y.\ri> oob. Van Nbsg Avenue

and Market Street.

The offering win consist of twenty hew
mares recorded in French and American Percheron
stud Books. The choicest-bred bone
Into California, Horses will be ut yard Friday, Uan u

17th.

km in' a </o.. - - 22 Monlcomery Steeet

Bay District Track.
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

RACKS START AT 1 :.tO P. H. SHARP.

fisrMcAllisier and Getty-street cars pass the gate.

American Trotting Register.
Vol. 2 to li Incloslre.

YEARBOOKS TO DATE
-ii li of stock lii the Association

FOR sale considerably belon pnrrtmn pxics>

Address
FR.V\K H. Ml Ithl

826 Market -

FOR SALE.
Imported Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

the 1200-mile flyers. Only a few pairs. Will besold at

110 per pair. Apply L. VILLEHSIA.
2102 Elm Street, Oakland Cal.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

OuKM'.eel PorfKi.

'UNBIVALED FOE
ACCURACY, DURABILITY.
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

V~X ))""s CONVENIENCE In LOAOING

mm Sender Illustrated Catalogue and Price List to

•MITU «i»WESSONi SprlnnHeld. 5In«».

GETTINGANEDGEON!
in making'nadyfhi the early races H la "f prime

imjKirtancf thai ; your horses In

thfilrsocKBCism i make aspecialty of horse-Umen*.

Hove Hi. in in all Itylet

In either gold or nllver.

('.inn' nnd aee Ihrm, or

Write me and I win toil

Vou all about thrm.

\. HTRSCHMAN,
1 13 Suiter «l.,S. F.

K. B.—O'ill'I n atkd WATCBia ItKI'Air.Kl'.

STERN efc? OO.,
OFFICIAL inn. I'lnit.if wnu i; -

lared to pay the bl«hpM prltx-s for proflrrummo

prlvUegSB. Beftm : ugasso

d public press, colors and numbers furiiLibcl

and evt-O'thluK that Is requisite !> make thawoifc of

..m|illliii;proKnunint« readable so that tbe public will

have no trouble In dlMiiih'iiLshing tho horses. As our

dates are filling rapidly for th> ting* w«

would Im- plcas«l to have all secretaries of racing aaan-

iui with us ImmtdkUtly In r.

i UngB.

-I l 11% A CO
ii m>l II .Ml »-i
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McKERRON

CHECK BIT
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

EILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding- on the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

T«tlx.e tli© Lead..
IF YOU WAJST TO SUCCEED WITH

YOUR HOUSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDI.VU AND

COMBINATION CABTS.
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no

dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivers and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

In ordering carts please state size of axle and height of wheels.

Sole Agents for San Francisco.
J. A. McKERRON, Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer

203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

9
767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

jgjT3©oi£ll Ofr©r-"I« order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TKACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moffit's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

3PxX©TUOCUSl'tAo Stl.l3i.i.©S»——Will have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

ecause I sell the best goods for the least money.

SEND FOR NEW IATALOBIE.
J. O'KANE.

TOOMEY'3 NEWEST :=
PNEUMATIC SULKY

With Extended TRUSS AXLE.
UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THK ADVAHTAGB8 OF THE FAMOUS Tilts* AXLE SULKY HAVE BEEN THE
Mh\\* OF GIVING MORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 3:06 TO 2:30 UV THE PAST
THAN aYIA OTHER IMPROVEMENTS OX THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR, NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

tleveloping qualities than can possibly be had in any other one sulky made. If you want the
best and FASTEST IiIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find

riubt in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and yourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-
turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO., Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies. Send on your
M Ik- done.

frames, and we will do vour work as it

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

We Bown's Celetatei Newmarket Horse Clipper.

FOR

Curb, Splint,

Ring, and
Sidebone,

all Bone
Enlarge-

ments,
Sore Shins,

etc.

Put up in one style only.

Trice, S3.00.

A, P, BUSH & CO.,
I 49 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.,
Sole Agents for United

States and Canada.

Beware of Imitations.

Acknowledged by lending horsemen of the world
to be *> at| fl "V preparation in the world that
the ^#1^1 »W T will remove aBoneSpavinafter

it bus become ossified.

It Cured Ormonde.
Mr. JOHN PORTER, trainer to thePrinceof Wales, says :

" I have thoroughly tested Ossidike for the
removal of Splints, Spavins, etc. I believe it is

unequalled. Among other famous horses I have
successfully treated with it is Ormonde. It never
failed me."
>\B.—Ormonde is the great $150,000 horse re-

cently purchased by Mr. MacDonough, and the
winner of many big stakes.

Sanfoin, Common, Orme, and other well-
known English race-horses have recently been
treated successfully with OssmiNB. We also have
authority to refer "to Mr. Jerome I. Case, .Messrs.

S. A. Browne & Co., Mr. Fred. Cebhard, and hun-
dreds of others, from whom we have very flatter-

; iug testimonials.

Sold by C. >*. Crittenton, A. K. Van >*est & Co.. and
C. M. Moseman ,t Bro.. Sew York Citv; Becker ,fc Wick-
ser, Buffalo, N.Y.; George De B. Keim & Co., Philadel-

i
phin. Pa.; Morrison, Plummer it Co.. and Peter Van
Schaack & Sons, Chicago, 111. ; John I). Park & Sons, Cin-

!
cinnati, O.; F. W. Slosson, Cleveland, 0.; Floyd &

I

Foster, and E. G. Miles, Detroit, Mich.; Mever Bros.
Drug Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; J. K. Cook & Co.. Kansas City,

Mo. ; Mack A; Co., San Francisco, Cal. ; Robinson -Pettett
Co., Louisville, Ky., and druggists and saddlers generally.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine G-lidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CIO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.
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i oi Bale t>| rill Ball lei*Y or Hnrdwnn- Home

Write for Special List.

Horse Owners! Try
GOMBAULVS

Caustic

CD

a>

P. HATDEN, Newark, N.J.
Manufai foi tin ' nited States.

Balsam

PRINTERS

A Safe Speedy and Positive fare

The Safest, 15* -(.BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments tor nnia orsevereaeuon.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from }*"r™*
And Tattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR INC- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price SI.50 per bottle. Sold by druceists, or
pent by express, chnraea pnWl, wltbf ull directions

for Its use. Send for descriptive circulars.;

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland 0.

A WONDER.
.\0 SCREWS NO TOOLS

Horse ft Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F. 1

T bave Been it used under
circumstance ou dirt

iw. Horsemen pronounce 1

onder, and I endorse ttaei

[on." ALLBN LOIVK.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 1

id

03

ASK FOR IT.

•Sizes - to S oz. Sent free paid on
receipt of 92.00 per pair. Write

MITCHKLLTOE WKIUHTCO.,
Martinsville, Indiana
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CAKE OF THE NEW-BORN FOAL.

The greatest period of danger to an animal is the first few

clays of existence, before the animal economy has been accus-

tomed to the surroundings imposed upon it at birth, at which

time all environments are radically changed, the functions of

some organs of the highest importance during fetal life must

now be abolished or greatly curtailed in importance, while

organs that have remained dormant up to birth must take

responsible parts in the maintenance of life.

Chief among these in point of danger to the life of the

young animal are those in connection with the organs directly

concerned in nutrition, before and after birth, and a careful

study of the mortality of young foals will show that fully

90 per cent, of it is referrable to the changes in these organs

necessitated by birth.

In mammals inta uterine or fetal life is maintained by a

blood supply from the mother through the medium of the

umbilical (naval) cord, consisting principally of the two

arteries, and the anterior opening of the bladder, known as

the urachus. At birth this cord of union between mother

and young must be severed, which is attained in a state of

nature by sufficient pulling or dragging upon it to cause its

rupture, a method possessing several points of decided superi-

ority over those sometimes improvised by attendants.

The rupturing of the arteries of the cord by this natural

method of tension causes the vessel walls to give away at dif-

ferent points in a rough, irregular manner, which, aided by
the contractile power of the muscular and elastic coats, serve

to retard the flow of and entangle the blood so that a firm clot

is formed, completely sealing the ruptured vessel, and hence
it is very rare that serious bleeding occurs when its rupture is

left entirely to nature.

On the other hand, if the cord be divided by a knife or other
sharp instrument, profuse bleeding at once ensues from the
clean-cut ends of the arteries, which is likely to prove fatal

unless stopped by further artificial interference in the form of

a ligature. By the natural method the liquid parts of the
blood which separate from the more solid parts of the clot

which serves to hermetically seal the divided ends of the
blood-vessels are freely permitted to slowly exude from the

ruptured end of the cord, and like opportunity is also given
j

for the escape of a very considerable amount of similar fluids I

-from that part of the cord remaining attached to the body of
!

the foal, while a ligature retains this moisture to a very
j

dangerous extent by preventing its exit from the ruptured
end, while the sides allow but slight evaporation of liquids

through their well-nigh impervious serous covering.

The retention of this moisture in the cord forms a highly
favorable breeding-ground for those living micro-organisms
(bacteria, etc.), which are now recognized as the essential

factor in the decomposition of organic matter, whether animal
or vegetable, and thus may. and not infrequently do, originate

serious disease processes.

The point of danger most ineffectually guarded by nature
in the ruptured naval cord is the umbilical or navel vein, the
walls of which, being but scantitly supplied with muscular or
elastic tissue, do not undergo that rapid and firm constriction

which so effectually closes the broken ends of the arteries, nor
is it necessary so far as bleeding is concerned that this vein
should close so firmly, as the flow of the blood through it is

toward the heart, while that from the artery is outward, and
besides the arterial blood pressure is far greater than that of
the veins.

In recent years, by the aid of the microscope, it has been
clearly demonstrated that living organisms (bacteria, microcci,

etc) play a highly important role in most animal diseases and
are recognized as the essential factor iu contagious maladies
and in the disease processes such as occur in wounds and in-

flammation of various tissues and organs.

Bearing in mind that after rupture of the navel vein of a
young animal it remains comparatively open, it will be readily

understood that there is good opportunity offered for the en-
trance of these disease-producing germs which,once in the ves-

sel, find a location highly suitable for their multiplication.
In this rich breeding ground their progress may be limited to

the immediate vicinity of the navel by a Arm blcod clot or
plug in the vein, or this barrier proving inadequate, these
germs may multiply or extend aloog the course of the vessel,

soon reaching and gaining entrance into the great portal veinsoon rei

at its entrance to the liver, and thence these germs and their

products are rapidly disseminated throughout the entire system
by the blood current.

Should the entrance of these germs and their products into

the general circulation be effectually barred by a firm clot in

the navel vein, there appears at the navel in one to several

weeks after birth a considerable hard swelling, which later

softens and breaks, discharging pus, and, if properly cared for,

eventually heals without producing serious results.

If, however, the blood clot in the vein proves an ineffectual

barrier against the invasion of the micro-organisms, and these

gain entrance, with their products, into the general circula-

tion in considerable quantity, they promptly inaugurate ser-

ious systematic disturbances, and the foal from two to rive

days old, which has previously appeared in perfect health,

suddenly refuses the mother's milk, becomes dull, stupid and
listless, with drooping ears, a pinched, painful expression,

rapid breathing, great weakness, constipation of the bowels,
which may be early followed by diarrhcea, high fever, etc.

These symptoms, which in many cases prove rapidly fatal, are
probably due to the poisonous produces (ptomanies) of the

disease germs themselves-

Generally, in cases which do not prove rapidly fatal, these
primary symptoms abate somewhat in a few days, or in milder
cases the above related condition passes unnoticed, when a

wholly different and exceedingly varied train of symptoms of

no less serious import than the former are developed, due to

the lodging of aggregations (emboli) of the disease germs in

some of the fine blood vessels.

In this way occur sudden and severe inflammations of the
various joints, attributed generally to the dam treading upon
the foal's legs when down. The joints most commonly
affected are those of the stifle, hock, elbow and knee. The
affected joints are swollen, hot, painful ; appear suddenly,
sometimes disappear equally abrupt and reappear again in

some other articulation. They may suppurate and result in

an open joint, which, if healed, will leave the joint stiff and
enlarged. When occurring in the stifle joint, dropsy (hydrar-
throsis) occurs, which causes a partial dislocation of the
patella (whirl-bone) which slips out and in at each step with

a cracking noise; an infirmity which is likely to persist

throughout life.

Most cases, which have inflamed joints from this cause, suc-

cumb to the disease after enduring much suffering, becoming
greatly emaciated and covered with bed-sores. In the majority

of cases of this disease the bowels are quite irregular, at one
time seriously constipated ; at another equally serious diarcho?a

is present. \Ve quite often find, also, abscesses in the liver,

lungs and other internal organs of the body, which result

fatally, while in other cases an acute inflammation of the eye
may occur, or extensive abscesses may form in the large mus-
cles. It will thus be seen that we have here to deal with a

very serious malady affecting the entire system and develop-

ing an endless variety of local symptoms according to the

location or organ in which the aggregation of disease-produc-

ing germs may find lodgment, and when any of this varied

train of symptoms are present a careful examination of the

navel will ehov, in most cases, a small opening extending in-

ward and forward, into which a probe can he passed and from
which a slight discharge takes place while in many cases

the discharge changes, causing a reopening of the bladder,

resulting in the dribbling of urine from the navel.

Although the veterinarian, by means of medication, can in

many cases do much good, vet the chief and most valuable

interest to the breeder lies in the means of preventing these

micro-oganisms from gaining an entrance into the body.
The disease is evidently more common in recent year-, and

there must be some reason for this in the changes in methods
of breeding and the environment of the new-born foal. It has

been suggested that our present breeds are not so hardy, and
hence more prone to such affectations, but since the malady is

due solely to focal infection we must rind some marked differ-

ence in the navel cord itself todemonstrate this theory, but it

appears that the navel of a draft or roadster colt of today is

the same as several decades ago, and both classes of foals given

the same surroundings seem equally liable to attack; so we
must look to the surroundings as the essential cause in all

cases. By far the greatest number of cases occur in foals

dropped in the stall or barnyard, or brought into them soon
after birth and allowed to lie down with the freshly-broken

cord and navel vein in direct contact with decomposing
manure and filth, and it is a well-known fact among scientists

thai this decomposing dung, urine, bedding, etc, form a highly
favorable breeding ground for a variety of disease germs, and
that such barnyard filth is constantly teaming with them.

Here, too, are found the germs of tetanus (lockjaw), and so
we occasionally see young foals die from this disease, evidently
due to the germs having found entrance into the system
through the freshly-ruptured navel.

It consequently happens that this joint, or navel (omphalo-
phlebitis, or pyosepthamia) occurs mainly in very early foals
before the weather will admit of mares being kept on pasture
where the foals can be dropped and remain on clean grass ; it

then largely disappears in late spring and early summer, and
becomes proportionately more common again as the hot sea-
son advances, probably owing to the carrying of infection ma-
terial, to the newly ruptured navel by means of flies. I have
already noted that ligating (tying) the cord frequently tends
to produce the disease by preventing the escape of fluids from
the remnant of the cord, thus interfering with the drying pro-
cess.

The suggestion naturally follows that the freshly severed
navel cord should be carefully guarded against infection vmtil
it is hermetically sealed by drying, and, if this be done, expe-
rience has shown that the disease cannot occur, but these pre-
cautions must be taken early, as soon as possible after birth,

as infection may occur very quickly, and once the germs have
gained an entrance into the cord the drying of it is of no avail,

so that many cases of disease occur in which there are no no-
ticeable symptoms of local trouble at the navel. It niav be
stated that as a rule the greater local symptoms at the navel
(swelling, suppuration, etc.) the less the systemic disturbances,
and vice versa, and, as before noted, this may be explained
upon the ground that an effectual plugging of the navel vein
between the navel and liver confines the disease germs to the
immediate vicinity, and compels the discharge of disease pro-
ducts externally, while if the plug in the vein be destroyed
and no effectual barrier to the entrance of the disease germs
and their products into the system remains, the navel is left

free to dry up and assume an appearance differing butslightly,
if at all, from health.

It is worthy to remark that this disease rarely occurs in the
young of animals which freely lick their newly-born offspring,

especially those with prehensible tongues, like the cow, bitch
and others; but let the cows be dented the opportunity by
being closely confined by the head, as is common in dairies,

and the malady becomes common in their young.
It is well known that saliva is a reliable antiseptic, conse-

quently free licking of the remnant of the navel cord tends to

destroy such disease germs as may have lodged upon it. Two
thoughts are then suggested for the prevention of this disease:

First: *iave the foal dropped and kept in a scrupulously
clean place, preferably in a clean pasture.

Second: Protect the navel carefully immediately afterbirth

by the proper application to the severed cord of remedies
which destroy living germs, combined with agents which will

tend to rapidly dry and hermetically seal it against further
danger. When such application is made before infection has
taken place, and antiseptic precautions carried out until the
navel is dry and sealed, the danger from this disease is passed,

and many veterinarians in breeding districts now furnish such
remedies to their patrons, with good results.

The second group of diseases which the new-born foal is

specially liable, those of the digestive system, and more readily

prevented generally by the breeder and far more effectually

treated by the veterinarian. They consist in general of two
conditions—constipation and diarrhoea.

The first condition, as usually seen, is due to retention iu

the bowels of the fecal matter, which is already present at

birth (meconium), and which the breeder should see is safely

expelled shortly after birth, and, if necessary, aid it by means
of warm water enemas.

Later, constipation may result from a bad quality of milk,

want of exercise, or from eating hay, bedding or rubbish.

When milk trickles from the mare's udder for several days
prior to foaling, thus losing the first milk (colostrim), which
acts as a gentle aperient to the foal, constipation is quite likely

to follow as a result i lonstipation of any considerable amount
demands the attention of the veterinary surgeon, as it is quite

likely, if neglected, to lead to a fatal inflammation of the

bowels, or bv the straining to induce rupture or increase the

size of one already established, or it may lead to protrusion of

the bowels, and quite commonly it ends in the second—diar-

rhea
Diarrh«va, when not due to constipation or infection through

the navel, is generally caused by the taking of too great a

quantity n( milk, and not infrequently to the eating of hay,

straw, etc., when the foal has not yel the necessary teeth (>•

masticating such food and the -l"maeh and i iwi El

sufficiently developed for digestion. In foals that b.
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of diarrhea I have seen large accumulation? of unchewed

hav wadded together in the stomach, while in other cases the

discharge are freely mixed with broken, undigested straws,

which act as a serious irritation. In other cases it is due to

unhealthy milk, either from ill-health, improper feeding or

overheating of the dam. Allowing free access to the mare

after the foal has been kept from her until very hungry is a

fertile source of this disease.

A studv of the causes of diarrhcva suggests rational means

for preventing it. The prevention or relief of constipation re-

moves one fertile source of diarrhcea, while partially milking

the mare at proper times effectually prevents overeating, and

the eating by the foal of hay, straw and rubbish should be pre-

vented bv placing in a clean pasture, where such material is

not available, or if kept in the stable or barnyard, by muzzling

and thus confining it strictly to a moderate allowance of its

mother's milk. Thus, by proper attention, the causes which

lead to this affection can be largely overcome and diarrho;a

rendered very rare, and its severity, when not prevented,

greatly lessened.

There are other diseases, defects and accidents which may
imperil the life or future usefulness of the foal, but these

largely come within the domain of veterinary medicine and

surgery, and are always far less common than the two groups

of the diseases here considered, the prevention of which should

be the constant aim of every horse breeder, since once this

danger period is safely passed there is little hazard to the life

of the animal until maturity.

It may be safely slated that in the hands of most breeders

more fatalities occur, or the foundation for them is securely

laid during the first week of the foal's existence the following

three years.—W. L. Williams, V. S.,in Western Agriculturist

and Live Stock Journal. ^
Free-for-All Trotters.

Prominent among the candidates eligible to au open-to-all

class are

:

Stambonl. b h, bv Sultan 2:07>£
Kremlin, b h, by'Lord Russell- 2:07%
Martha Wilkes, b m, by Alcyone 2KB
Sonol. b m. bv Electioneer 2M%
Belle Vara. bin. bv Vatican 20831
Maud S.. ch m. bv Harold. 2:0SJi
Allenon. br h. by Jay Bird 2:09%
Alii, b m. bv Patronage- 2:10

Moqoette, b'h, by Wilton 2:10

Nelson, b h, bv Young Rolfe 2:10

Little Albert, ch g. bv Albert W - 2:10K
Lord Clinton, bit g, bv Denning Allen — 2:10%
ArioQ. b h. by Electioneer 2:10%
Greenleaf, b g.bv Simmons 2:10%
Nightingale, ch in. bv MambrinoKing 2:10%
Gov, blk g, bv Kentucky Prince- 2:10?i
Lobasco, b h, by Egnxrat 2:1054
Directum, blk h, bv Director 2:11%
Gillette, blk g. bv Cyclone..-- 2:11%
Mattie H., bm, by Abdallah Mambrino 2:11%
Delmarch. b h. hv Hambrino 2:11%
Erminie, blk m, by Plymouth £11K
Jack, gr c. bv Pilot Medium 2:11%
Rvland T.. b'g. bv Ledger Jr 2:11%
Fred S. Wilkes, m h. by Hector Wilkes 2:11%
Monbars. brh, bv Eagle Bird- 2:11%
Regal Wilkes, b h. bv Guv Wilkes. 2:11?J
Walter E. bg. by Patcben Mambrino 2:11%
Axtell. b h. by William L 2:12
Truman, bb, bv Electioneer -2:12

Charleston, ch h. by Bourbon Wilkes 2:12%
Kitrv Bayard, gr m. bv Bayard 2:12%
ConstanUne. b b. bv Wilkes Boy 2:12%
Czar, ch h. by Russia - 2:12%
Egtborne, b. b, by Egbert- 2:12%
Magnolia, b m. bv Hawpatcb 2:12%
Margaret S.. b m, by Director— 2:12%
McKinnev. b b. bv Alcyone - 2:12%
Belle Archer, b m. by Rene - 2:12%
Belle Hamlin, b m, bv Hamlin's Almont Jr_ 2:12%
Keller Thomas, gr b. bv Pilot Dnroc- 2:12%
Marv Marshall, b m. by Billy Wilkes 2:12%
Pacfolus. b h. by Patronage 2:12%

Of these, count not upon Sunol and Maud S., because their

owner, adhering to the clearly defined rule of his life, will not
enter in a race. It is not likely that Axtell or Guy will be
found in a free-for-all field, nor is it probable that McKinnev
will leave his home on the Pacific Coast to contest the supre-

macy with the stars of the East. We doubt very much if

Doble will consent to start Stamboul in an open-to-all class,

and the stud engagements of Kremlin are so heavy that he
may be held in reserve for the struggles of 1894. The candi-
dates, which are reasonably sure to compete, are Martha
Wilkes, Belle Vara, Alii, Moquette, Nelson, Little Albert,

Lord Clinton, Greenleaf, Nightingale, Directum, Gillette, Er-
minie, Fred S. Wilkes, Monbars, Regal Wilkes, Walter E.,

Constantine, Belle Archer and Belle Hamlin. It is loo much
to expect that all of these will start for the same purse, but
the chances are thai they will be nominated at different times
far draws free to ail Should those that we have named meet,
we think that it would be safe to put a little money on Green-
leaf and Nightingale. Alix was a wonderful four-year-old,

and she will be hard to vanquish this season. Belle Vara is a
great mare, but she has not the speed of Martha Wilkes. The
open-to-all class, with its number and quality, furnishes a field

for an endless amount of speculation.—Turf, Field and Farm.

Daly, 2:15.

The fastest son of the great stallion Gen. Benton will make
the season of 1893 at the beanliful Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
Santa Rosa, at the low price of $60 for service fee. Daly is

out "f Dolly, by the immortal Electioneer, sire of 132 in the
li-i, and his second dam is Lady I)oolev, 2:31J (dam of
Ixiyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken'R Black Hawk. Dalyisone
of the finest looking stallions on lite coast and from the easy
way he trotted to his record it would not be boasting to say
that he will gel a mark below 2:10 if given any work. Dagila-
li- the other Million standing at this farm is bv Daly,
2:16,00 of Cygnet, by Bleuway, 2:2.-., sire of VC. Wood,
£07, Cricket, £10, Slrathway, 2:19, Chaa. third dam Maud
second dam I^eah, by Woodford Mambrino; third dam Maud

la f King Jim, 2:20$, and the dam of Attorney, sire of
Attorney Jr, 2:18, and Others), by Abdallah 15; fourth dam
by Robi-rt BruOB. lie will stand for $25 the season, and in
J uly will be prepared for a record. Digitalis is as handsome
and perfect in conformation as his sire, while his bloodlines
are of the very beat Bee the advertisement in this issue.

A New Training Stable.

William Boyd, the well-known (alilornia trotting-horee
sir.oer, who has been employed by Marcus I »aly for the last two
yean shoeing and balancing his trotters, has opened a training
stable at Stockton. Boyd has shod and balanced for all the
knights of the sulky for the last twelve years. If he can corn-

Band the steel in the horses' mouth as he can on the foot he
will lie an artist at the business.

PARTS MXTTTTELS AND AUCTION POOLS

Benefits to be Derived by Substituting This

Style of Betting for Bookmaking.

[Written for the Breedeb a>t> Spobtsma>\]

The articles regarding the abolition of bookmaking

that have appeared in the Breeder and Sportsman

recently have attracted widespread attention, and almost

without exception race-goers and fair-minded horsemen

have endorsed you and declared against the bookmaker and

his " cinch " odds. Bookmaking would not be so bad if

the pencilers acted fairly throughout and gave reasonable

prices against the chances of the various horses entered

in the races, but the fact is that many of the bookmakers

are not averse to putting up a job to pilfer the public

purse, and seldom give anything like fair odds against most

of the horses. The profits of bookmaking as conducted on

this coast are immense, and bookmakers that a few years

ago did not have street-car fare or were satisfied to drive

one of these vehicles are now the possessors of heavy

bank -rolls and horses galore, the money to pay for which

came out of the pockets of the players of races.

There are so many benefits to be derived from the

abolition of bookmaking and consequent closing up of the

pool-rooms that it would be hard to embrace them in one

article. Suffice it to say that the racing would be fairer,

the odds almost invariably better on money wagered ; the

money that now goes into the hands of the bookmakers

(there to remain) would go to the horsemen, and thus

give an impetus to racing that nothing but larger purses

and more stakes can give. The bookmakers are non-

producers, and are only doing business for the money that

they can squeeze from the public through making a steel-

ribbed "cinch" book, not through any love they bear

the noble animal that furnishes the- " sport of kings." As
showing how bold the well-fed, bediamoned bookie has

become in San Francisco, we have it on good authority

that one of the guild was asked the other day at Bay
District track if he had seen the horses that were going

to take part in the coming meeting. " Naw," he said,

with a toss of his head and a sneer ;
" What in h—1 do I

want to look at the horses for? It's owners and jockeys
that I want to see." This was more truth than poetry

in what this fellow said. All bookmakers are not as

bold or as bad as the penciler mentioned above, but

as the public suspect nine out of every ten bookmakers
of practicing fraud, and as there is no necessity for them,

we say, remove the cause for this feeling of distrust, and
there will be a great gain in attendance and ten-fold more
interest in racing. As an Eastern writer truthfully re-

marked recently :

M No member of the Stock Exchange
is regarded as carrying on a skin game, and why should

a racing man be if there is no possibility of fraud ? So
long as pool-rooms and bookmakers exist, that opportun-

ity exists. But do away with these, and in their place

adopt the Paris mutuel system, and betting becomes a

speculation in which common sense and judgment play

as much and chance no more a part than these do in

Wall street." Superintendent Byrnes has just closed up
all the New Yerk pool-rooms (for good, it is hoped), but

the keepers of these resorts are wealthy and will fight to

the bitter end. There are comparatively few of these

places now in the country, we are happy to say, and were
they all done away with racing would be looked on with

a great deal more favor and receive far more support at

the hands of first-class business men, and the poor, de-

luded beings that almost live in these rooms would be

forced to go to work and the better class would attend

the races where they do not at present.

Under the paris mutuel system of betting it would not

matter which horse won a race, some bettor or bettors

would get the money. At present, under the 'booking"
plan, a "rank outsider" upon whom abet has not been
laid comes first under the wire, and the bookmaker
gathers in all the coin that has been wagered in his box,

and this amount is taken away, never to be returned, in

all likelihood. The circulation of that coin is at an end.

L'nder the mutuel system, there would be no occasion

for unprincipled men to give an owner, trainer or jockey
more money to lose a particular race than the purse or

stake amounted to. This has been done time and again

by bookmakers in America and other countries, if re-

ports from reliable sources are to be believed. There
would be little or no ''stiffening " of horses to fool the

public. Nowadays this is not uncommon. Bookmakers
have seldom scrupled at giving a dishonest owner half

the amount taken in on that particular person's horse as

a fee for filling the animal with water, giving it some
stupefying drug, having the jockey ride wide at the turns

or get the horse in a convenient pocket. Any observant
race-goer knows that such things as told of above have
been done times without number. Stop bookmaking,
and a long step is taken in the work of purification. There
are only two objections being urged or that can be urged
against the pari-mutuel or auction-pool method of bet-

ting. I Ine is thai the bettor does not know just what odds
he is going to receive in the former, and the " plunger "

thinks be cannot get his money on in time. In answer
to these objections we will state that they amount to

nothing. A perusal of the papers where both book aud
mutuel beta are made will show that the odds received are
almost invariably better in the, mutuels than in the
books. What matters it, then, if one does not know ex-
actly for a few moments what odds he is getting against
his money .' The element of chance about the matter

should lend an additional charm to the average bettor. In
regard to the " plunger" " getting his money on," it can
he so arranged that every man would have little trouble
in betting all he desires. There could, without discom-
fort, be three or four auction pool-boxes going at the same
time, and that would accommodate most of the heavier
bettors. In addition, there could be $1. $2 and S10 mu-
tuel tickets sold on every horse in a race, and these prices
would allow the small, as well as heavy players to wager
all the coin they desired. Put in a dozen of"these mutuel
boxes, if necessary, and let the associations emplov their
own auctioneers and ticket-sellers, thereby securing the
commissions, instead of the bookmaker, who has enjoyed
a good thing, and abused it, until the public cry out "for
reform. As racing associations are not formed for the
purpose of making money for the members, and the
amount received from commissions would go to the horse-
men, in the shapes of stakes and purses, that all honest
owners of racehorses would herald such a change as we
have proposed with feelings of joy is certain. A crusade
against non-producing, greedy, dishonest pencilers is be-
ing made in all the racing centers of America, and the
bookmaker must go. Pro Bono Publico.

Horse-Raising in Canada Northwest.

Editor Breeder asd Spobtshan:—Having received
the other day a letter from a friend who has a ranch in Canada
Northwest, just east of the Rocky Mountains, I thought it

might be of interest to some of your readers to hear his views
on raising horses in Canada.

He says
:
My preference is horses, but there is more money

;n cattle. It is pleasant to work with horses, but not so with
cattle, though there is more money in the latter, and that is

the main thing here. The kind of horses raised is principally
the heavy draft—Clydesdales chiefly. They do, and will con-
tinue for some time yet, to bring a good price, but the all-

round, general-purpose horse is slowly, but surely, coming
into favor.

r

It would pay a man well to begin now breeding that class of
horse. Short, chunky and thick set, with good action—in fact,
the English work horse is the kind wanted here—an animal
that will plough, ride or drive equally well.

There are one or two ranches here which raise thorough-
bred horses, bat I don't know whether they make anything
out of it or not. This part of the country has not the class
of people who like thoroughbreds, as you may readily im-
agine ; they are nearly all farmers who can think of nothing
but heavy brutes—the heavier the better.

I will await with interest the result of the first experiment
of sending horses to the old country. If there is once a mar-
ket there, crossing the thoroughbred on the draft man will
produce the cavalry horse they require. The most profitable
horse at present here is, as I said before, the draft horse, but
the general-purpose animal is gaining great strides. The time
of branding and halter-breaking is six months of age. The
colt, in castration, is merely roped, thrown, tied, castrated
and immediately let loose, but they are not castrated till they
have attained a year's growth. They are broken to harness
between two and three years, but after three years is the best
time.

Not many of our horses here are sent out of the country
; a

few go to British Columbia, a good many to Eastern Canada,
and a few are brought up around here.

"

It is only the very large ranches that institute the "round'
ups." The owners of fifty to a hundred head only take a day
or so to get theirs, but the owner of three thousand takes
about three months. The cold here is very dry, and though it

is forty below zero and the mercury frozen solid in the tube
I only wear my usual winter clothes. We get covered with
frost from head to foot after a ride and the horse covered with
frozen steam, but no one thinks of that. To-morrow it will
likely be seventy degrees in the sun and a hot Chinook wind
blowing.

I remember it over thirty below zero in the morning and at
night we were eating supper with the door wide open and
neither coat nor vest on.

At the present moment my partner is engaged in the (to
you) outrageous task of sawing some bread, to thaw out in the
oven for dinner, with a hand saw.
At night everything is usually frozen solid as a brick and

our first task is to thaw out the provisions, etc, etc, etc."
I am an old friend of the above writer and can vouch for

the accuracy of any statements he makes. From this letter
one can judge of the difference in raising horses in Canada
northwest of California. Hoping this will prove of interest,
Sincerely yours, F. W. Skaife.

One of the harmful practices of the auction business has
been Ihe buying of stallions at private sale at a nominal price
and then putting them in an auction sale and bidding them up
to a fabulous figure, which is heralded all over the country as
the correct price. The practice is simply a bunco game, "and
good men have been engaged in it. Talk'abont the " widows "

of the South End being thieves, they are no worse 'han the
men who have played the first game mentioned. Take the
evil practices of the turf—selling, buying and pulling races,
the dropping of a heat by a horse which has speed enough to
win—all are on a par, perhaps, above the methods which have
inflated the prices of trotting horses by quoting fictitious
values. When the produce of such horses will not sell at two
years of age for their service fee, then those who have played
the game will find that their boom was a boomerang, and that
the sharper is a "sucker."'

The English broodmare Wandering Nun, by Hermit, dam-
Yoga, by Stockwell. recently dead, calls to mind one of the
closest finishes ever recorded in the history of the turf in any
country, says the Turf, Field and Farm. '

It was in the Ast-
ley Stakes at Lewes, and five horses finished so close together
that the public could not pick the winner from the lot. The
judge's verdict was :

" A dead heat for first place between
Wandering Nun, Scobell and Mazurka

; these three a head in
front of Cumberland and Thora, who made a dead heat for
second place." This decision was not without manv dissent-
ers, and scarcely a dozen people who witnessed the contest
could be found but what placed the horses diffeiently from
their neighbors, and as it was possible for these five horses to
finish 120 different ways, the tremendously wide difference of
general opinion can be easily imagined.
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Metropolitan Trotting Topics. A Plan for a Futurity.

^Special Correspondence of the Beeedek and Sportsman.] [Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

New York, March 15, 1893.—The conference of the dele-

gates or rather representatives of the two trotting associations

and the Register Association took place in this city this week, '<

beginning on Monday. Major P. P. Johnston, Hon. G. M.

Fogg and Major H. C. McDowell represented the National

Trotting Association; Hon. W. P. Ijanis, C. L. Benjamin and
,

Hon. G. B. McFall the American Trotting Association, while

William Kussell Allen and F. E. Perkins represented the

Registry Association. The secretaries, J. H. Steiner and M. '

M. Morse, were also present.

It was my good fortune to have a pleasant chat with Mr.

Steiner and some of the delegates before the convention. I

found all hopeful for an amicable and harmonious meeting.

"I am in hopes both associations will practically adopt the .

rules governing time-records formulated and adopted by [he

Register Association/' said Secretary Steiner. I found a very
j

strong undercurrent in favor of doing away with time-records

entirely. '* They have served their purpose, if indeed any
good purpose could ever be credited to the custom,'' said a

j

delegate.

Of course any reader can infer that Mr. Steiner s expressions

of opinion foreshadowed the action of the American Trotting

and American Register delegates, as he is registrar of one and

secretary of the other. This would constitute the balance of

power and leave the National delegates to stand out as a

minority or acquiesce.

After a long discussion the conference adjourned until yes-

terday morning, when the rules of the Registrar Association

were practically adopted by the following, drafted by delegates

Fogg, Allen and McFall and accepted by the entire confer-

ence.

Performances against time must be conducted in accordance

with the following rules and regulations

:

They must be made at a regular meeting of a society in

membership with the National Trotting Association or Amer-
ican Trotting Association ; said performances to be conducted

by the regularly appointed judges and timers for the day,

strictly in accordance with the rules of said National or

American Trotting Association adopted by the member.
No animal shall be permitted to start against time pending

a heat or tiial by another animal, nor until the result of such

heat or trial shall have been duly announced.

Time shall be taKen by three timers engaged in the stand

during the performance.

There soall be three judges in the stand during such per-

formances, who shall not act as official timers.

The adoption of these rules will prevent a track filled with

horses following each other in rapid succession in efforts for

records against time. It was a sight to bring a blush upon
the cheek of any one having the best interests of the trotting

turf at heart to witness such scenes as have been prevalent up-

on some track during so-called record meetings, when horse

after horse followed each other for the word until the proces-

sion became almost a continuous line. And such performances

are accepted and count as records just as much as the heats

won by a good game horse in the thick of battle. Is it not a

travesty upon horse racing ?

To-day the delegates adopted several important changes to

roe present rules, among others changing the distance stand

from 100 yards when eight or less horses start and 150 yards

when the field comprises over eight to fifty yards and seventy-

five yards, or exactly one-half the former distance. This will

do away practically with laying up heats, and is much better

than the useless rule enacted some time ago giving judges dis-

cretionary power to allow a driver to lay up a heat.

Another important change was in relation to the Dosition

of starting in the nest heat by two horses having made a dead

heat. The National rule was to draw lots for the pole and
the American that each should start according to the posi-

tion at the finish of the dead beat. This latter has now been

adopted by the delegates.

Another important point decidpd was that hereafter there

shall be more complete reciprocity between the two trotting

associations. Hereafter all penalties by either association

will be observed by the other, and penalized drivers or owners

will not be allowed to start by either association while under

penalty. All fines of $25 or over will be collected by either

association for the other and paid over, and the penalty be-

comes removed at once upon payment to either. This will

prevent dishonest turfmen from renewing practices upon the

grounds of one association when driven off' the grounds of the

other.

Hon. G. B. McFall then offered the following resolution,

which was adopted :

There shall be a joint standing committee on rules, consisting of the
president of each association and four others, two from each associa-

tion, the president to name the members to represent the association

of which he is an officer. Such committee shall meet two days prior

to each biennial confess at the place of meeting of such congress,

and all proposed changes in the rules shall be referred to such com-
mittee, to be reported on by them to the congress. The joint Standing
Committee on Rules shall constitute a Board of Arbitration, to whom
all qnestionsof difl'ereuce arising between the National and American
Trotting Associations shall be referred for final determination, and
for that purpose they may call in one person who is not connected
with either association to preside over their deliberations, and such
person shall have a vote in case of a tie.

The conference then adjourned to re-convene at Chicago on
April 4th next.

Secretary Parker informs me that the Executive Committee
of the National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders have

decided to open the following stakes, which will close on Mav
loth:

Stakes for foals of 1§93, to be trotted in 1805, graded for £30 and 2:40

classes, $50 each.
ADnual Nursery Stake, free for all foals of 1892, to be trotted in 1895,

$75 each.
Everett House Stake, for foals of 1892 by stallions none of whose get-

have beaten 2:30 as three-year-olds or nnder, to be trotted in 1895,

KOeacb.
National Trotting Sire Stake for foaK of 1892. Sire* to be named

May 15, 1893 ; colts named January 1. 1894: To be trotted In 1895. 825
to name sire, and S2t additional for starters.

Matrou Stake, for foals of 1892, to be trotted in 1865 ; $5 to name
mare, and 520 additional when nominating foal, the balance to be
paid before starting.

Fidelia and her half-sister. Flirtation (sister to Flambeau i,

are built on identical lines. They have handsome heads and
beautifully curving necks, short backs and immense quarters,

with clean, steely-looking limbs. They both have long bodies,

and are deep enough, in all conscience, through the heart,

and if they do not prove stake-winners it availeth anyone not

to look at equine shape, for they haveth the appearance of

crackerjacks.

Two-year-old racing has greater possibilities than almost

any other branch of trotting, and it will do more to give us

a race of profitable trotters than any other form of this sport.

By proper management great and valuable stakes can be easily

gotten up for colts of this age. Witness what is earned by the

two-year-old gallopers; for instance, look at the list of win-

ning thoroughbred sires and see what fortunes are won by

good two-year-olds and the money that is made in furnishing

yearlings to those who are in the business of racing for these

stakes.

The trouble with many of the futurities given heretofore is

that there is too little encouragement given to any but the

colt that wins ope of the main divisions of the purse. Trotters

are such expensive things to develop that it takes all the

money earned by a phenomenal colt to pay the expenses of

the rest of the string, even if the average excellence is high-

The gallopers show their hand quickly, and a comparatively

short time is needed to get a fairly accurate line on their capa-

bilities, but it is a different story with the trotters. A Her ton

trotted to a slower record than 2:40 as a two-year-old: Nancy
Hanks only took a three year-old record of 2:24.!, and both

were worked for all there was in it. So if we wish to improve
the trotter's chance to make his oats and boot bill we must
provide an opportunity for young horses to earn something
while they are being developed, provided they haa been entered

in the futurities that can be so generally established under a

proper system of arranging conditions. Heretofore the bulk

of the money gathered together has been won by a representa-

tive of one of the great stock farms, and but three or four of

those entered got any portion of the funds. Even where part

of the stake has been set aside for a consolidation purse, the

prospect of being distanced in the main race has prevented

many a good colt from having a try at the consolation.

If a futurity has a guaranteed value of say $15,000, this

amount should be so divided that while the winner of the main
stake should receive a large sum, at least twenty of the colts

nominated should have a show to earn something towards what
it has cost to bring them up. This arrangement would prove

a great attraction to nominators, and would do wonders for

the building up of these most necessary stakes.

Suppose a stake of this description to be giveo, with a

guaranteed value of the above amount, $15,000. The whole
amount should be for two-year-olds, as the development of

money-earning capacity at this age will make it possible to

sell yearlings in straight lots, after the manner of the best of

the thoroughbred establishments ; and the entries should be

made in the spring of the year in which the foals are born.

A five-dollar payment would be made on the mares at that
i

time, and a payment of ten dollars would be made on the

foals at about weaning lime in the fall. No further payments
should be asked for until the night before the race; and the

event could be made a perfect trotting carnival, with oppor-

tunities so attractive that the original entry list would run
into the thousands. The distance should be a mile dash

—

there is no sense in asking two-year-olds to repeat ; and the

entries should be divided by lots into divisions that should

start in trial heats to determine who should compete for the

main stake. The money should be divided as shown in the

following conditions

:

The Trotting Encouragement Futurity, a stake for two-year-old
trotters, with a portion reserved for those that take to pacing, for foals

of 1893. to be trotted in the fall of 1S95. Fifteen thousand dollars
guaranteed and divided as shown in the following conditions: Foals
to be entered under the names of their dams on May 1, 1893. and shall

at that time make the tirst payment of 55. The only other payment
up to the night before the race will fall due on Octooer 1. 1893. when
each foal shall be reported with its name, marks, and the second pay-
ment of S10. In case mare proves to be barren, or slips foal, or foal

dies before the date of the second payment, the nominator may sub-

stitute another foal of the same year without regard to ownership ;

but no paymeDt will be returned.
The starting payment of $50 shall be made at or before six p. m. of

the evening before tbe race. Nominators liable for the amount paid
in, but failure to make specified payments forfeits all previous pay-
ments.
All portions of this race to be dashes ot a mile to harness, and not

more than six colts shall start in any one portion : the right to start

in the main stakes.and consolation stakes will be decided as hereafter
explained.
No stock farm or individual shall start more than one colt in the

trotting and one in the pacing portions of this stake.
Money to be divided as follows :

Main Stake, trial heats $2,000
1st money- 5.000
2d money 2,000

3d money _ 1,000

First Consolation :—
Trial heats..
1st money ...

2d money....
3d money...,

400
750
300
150

$10,001

1

1,600

Second Consolation :—
Trial heats 100
1st money 250
2d money 100
3d money 50

Sl'EKD Pkkmilms .

Restricted to non-winners of
9300 or over in this race.

Main Stake, trial beats 400
1st money - 500
2d money 200
3d money 100

Ltitffl I*un*:—
Trial beats 100
1st money 2-10

2d money 100
3d money - 50

Spked Pasimnis :—
Restricted to non»winners of

$100 or over in this race. 200

$15,000

Tp.ial Heats:—
Not more than six shall start in any part of the met: at one

time, and tbe entries shall be divided into a* nearly
equal divisions as possible. The money set apart for

tnal hunt* shu.'! be equally divided among the differ-

ent divisions, and of the purse thus awarded each divi-
sion the winner of the trial heat shall lake 7.'i percent,
and the second horse 25 per cent.

If there are two divisions, tbe colts placed first. *econd and
third In each beat shall start in the Main Stake.

If there are three divisions, the colts placed first and second in
each heat shall start in the Main Btske.

If there are four divisions, the winners and the second homes
In each of the two fastest trial heats shall start In the
Main Stake.

If there are five divisions, the second horse In the fastest trial
heat shall start with the live heat winners in the
Main Stake.

With six divisions only beat winners shall start in the Main
sinke. and should there be seven or more divi-
tbe winners shall trot another series of trial heats, tacb
for a special puree of ISOO, to determiue which shall
start in the Main Stake.

Should but Bixorlesa enter, all shall start for the trial heat
money and in the Main Stake : u money in
Main Stake 'inly barred in first consolation, and win-
ner-
barred from - iation. If there are not over

Marten for either consolation parse tbe trial heal
money shall be added to the purse for that consolation
race and divided proportionately,

In each eousolatiou and in the main nee there shall be but
ooe money tor each horsf ot trial beat
money, a walk-over takes first money, two starters
first a.id -ei'mid moneys, and three starters three
moneys.

Consolation Purses:—
First Consolation.—All starters for main slake trial heats

eligible except winners of first, second or third money
in main stake.

Second Consolation—All starters for main stake trial beats
eligible except winners of trial heats (main stake, not
first Consolation), winners of money in main stake and
of first and second mouevs iu first consolation.

Speed Premum- :—
Open to all starters iu maiu stake trial beats who have not

wonKioJorover in any pan of this race. Ten pre-
miums for exhibition miles ro rule, to be awarded to
the colts making tbe - provided that first,

second and third premiums shall be awarded to those
colis that trot the fas - miles witbont mak-
ing a break; alt perform,: ^'rictly
to ruleas regards repeated breaking. One trial only to
be allowed after nodding for the h

First S200 Sixth 70
Second 175 Seventh 60
Third 1.50 Eighth 50
Fourth 125 Ninth 40
Fifth 100 Tenth 30

PacingPurses:—
For colts entered in this stake that take ' nditioDS

same as in trotting part of stake witn the omission
of all relating to second consolation ; in speed pre-
mium

Speed Premiums:—
Pacing—Open to all starters in main (pacing) stake who Lav.

not won $100 or over. Four premiums for exhibition
miles to rule, to be given to the colt making the best
records ; one trial only allowed.

First S7n Third 540
Second... 60 Fourth „ 25

Provided—That tirst and second premiums shall be given to
those colts that pace the fastest miles without making
a break ; all other performances to be paced strictly to
rule as regards repeated breaking.

Surplus :—
If the amounts paid in tor entrance exceed the guaranteed

amount ot $15,000, the surplus shall be divided "amoDg
the original nominators of those coits that win money
in proportion to the amount won by the colts re-

spectively nominated.

Such a stake would receive an immense number of entries,

as there would be a chance for any well-bred colt that had
been trained at all to make a part of the money that had been
spent on him. There has been altogether too much of a wrong
spirit shown in the question of colt training ; the idea seems
to have been that a colt that could not get out and beat any-
thing in sight, regardless of opportunity or handling, should
have no earthly chance to win anything. It is not to be
wondered at that utter lack of substantial encouragement given
any but a fev> of the most advanced, who may owe their

superiority more to the fact that they have had greater advan-
tages and have been handled by more skillful trainers, rather

than to any natural superiority. Trotting is supposed to be
for the encouragement of the breeding of a superior class of

trotting stock, and if it is to be properly encouraged it mast
give colts whose owners cannot compete with million-dollar

stock farms and ten-thousand-dollar trainers a reasonable

chance to make part of the expense of their development,
provided that they can make a creditable showing ; and when
it is considered how much a question of education trotting is

even with the most natural trotters, there is nothing inappro-

priate in giving stakes so arranged that a colt as a two-year-

old trots a level mile in anything better than three minutes
can earn a few dollars.

As stated above, Allerton, who trotfed to a record of 2:091

to an old-style sulky, took a two-year-old mark slower than

2:40, and there is no telling how manv good colts could be

developed if the money that could be earned in the early trot-

ting years could be used to further educate and deve.op the

trotting gait and habit.

Such a stake should receive a thousand entries ; suppose we
say 800, as a point to figure on :

800 first payments at $5 $ -1.000

600 second pavmentsat $10 6.000
30 starting payments at $50 1,500

$11,500

leaving $3,500 to be provided for by the society giving the

stake, which amount would easily be made from gate money
and privileges. There is no patent on this scheme.

< rtLBEBT Tompkins.

Where the Money Is.

A large number of California horsemen visited Montana

last year and their unanimous opinion was *' That's where the

money is." The running, trotting and pacing races :it the

Montana circuit surpassed anything they had ever seen. The

kindness of tbe officials, liberality of the people, excellence of

the tracks and splendid accommodations will never be for-

gotten and this year it is understood that In these and many
other "advantages " the diffi slions there will try i«i

excel. The large -tiered iu stakes and parses

by the four lesociatione and entries for the raj

next Saturday, April 1st. Blanks are ready at the

the Brkedek anp Sportsman and advice in regard to this

great meeting will be given to all inquirer.-. The clii

Montana during the summer months is unsurpassed. The

distances between points on the circuit are short, only Khi

miles for Butte, Anaconda and Helena. The railroad officials

will make liberal term- to all visit.

As this circuit follows the Denver aud Salt Lake meel

well as those at Portland and Salem, Oregon, horsemen will

have ample lime to get back to California to reach

meetings or to go East. The all former meetings

should be a guarantee for this, and as the poolmen d

that over $1,000,000 passed through their 1

was handled by themnny bookmakers, a fair id.

ceived of the way the money was placed :t"<l the reason why

every stranger said " That's' where the money i-.' R

advertisement and enter liberally without delay, forn

entries close next Saturday, April 1st.

Ripans Tabules cure scrofula.
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Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder jlnd Sportsman]

Santa Rosa, March 20.—There is considerable discussion

indulged in here over the scaling down which has been made

in stallion service fees. Some of our breeders think it should

not be done, while others say prices were loo high and had to

come down. To confirm their judgment thev point us to

numerous instances where colls have failed to bring, when put

up for sale, not one-half so much as the stallion service fee.

Thev tell us thai this is not business, and. in the end, has a

depressing effect on the horse-breeding industry.

James Dustin has arrived and already has his hand in at

Pierce Bros.' track. "Jim,"' as all the boys call him. is a

valuable addition to the coterie of horsemen that abides here.

It does not require a prophet to see that he stands well with

his fellow-horsemen.and they have all extended him a cordial

welcome to the " City of Roses.
1

' No work has been done at

the track siuce he came, owing to copious rains with which
the country has been blessed. Consequently all the jogging
that has been done lately has been done on the roads, which
in these parts are not just what they should be. There is a

general howl for better roads here, but thus far nearly all the

work has been done in the minds of the howlers.

Bye- Bye, the grand mare Pierce Bros, bought at the Hobart
stock sale, has foaled a splendid colt by the king of trotters,

Stamboul. The infant is a filly,and as frisky as can be. The
event was expected two or three weeks before it materialized.

As the mother cost her owners ten thousand dollars, it can be
readilv seen that the little shaver is pretty carefullv guarded
hv the lorce at the stables. There is a big crop of youngsters
expected at the Pierce stables thisspring,and everybody there
is alert to give them the proper kind of a reception.

Lil March and Bey Robinson have left Santa Rosa. They
have gone to the new State of Washington, where, it is

rumored, they will purchase a large farm and stock it with
Eastern-bred flyers.

By the departure of Robinson there was made a vacancy in

John Pender's force. That is now filled by Gimmel, who
will probably accompany Mr. Pender on his travels this sea-

son. Pender ,s a good man to work for and is in every way
a practical horseman.
The Mountain Boy filly, owned by Belden ct Helin, dam

Ada, by Admiral, has been placed in McGraw'? hands for

training this season. This tilly shows good promise, aod
" Redbeard " is very proud of his interest in her.

The spring crop of colts at Rose Dale Stock Farm has started,

one little Daly having arrived last week. A number of others

are expected soon. The young stock at this farm is all in ex-
cellent condition and 'growing finely.

J. M. Roney, one of our oldest citizens, died at his home
here last week. Mr. Roney was one of the generous-hearted
gentlemen of the good old school, and had a host of friends

among horsemen all over the State. He owned a number of

good horses, one,ofthem being Crownhead. a very promising
Anteeo stallion. No man in Sonoma county was more liberal

than " Matt " Roney, and he is sadly missed.

It is reported that A. McFadyen has given up the horse
business and returned to his first love—lumber manufacturing.
Mr. McFadyen was a very successful lumberman long before

he went into the horse business.

Another Santa Rosa horseman will soon give up the race
horse busin ?ss. It '.$ "Rufe" Murphy. Mr. Murphy a few
days ago purchased the Hotel Curtis at Ukiah, and is already
in possession, we believe. The well-known generosity and hos-

pitality of Mr. Murphy will be a sufficient guarantee that he
will make a successful landlord. We predict that his house
will be im^ien-elv popular with horsemen, for who can talk
horse more eloquently than " Rufe?"
The Hon. J. X. Bailhaiche, of Healdsburg, came down last

Tuesday to help burv his old friend, Matt Roney. Mr. Bail-

haiche has been wrestling with a bad attack of rheumatism for

some time, but is much better now. His troubles kept him
from enjoying the good races made by his horse Anteeo Rich-
mond last fall, and we hope he will be more fortunate this

fall.

Horse newsdo not necessarily include matrimonial notices,

but when one of the happy party is a horsemen the mention
becomes allowable. We refer to the wedding of Dr. P. C.

[>avenport, the well-known veterinary surgeon, which oc-

curred here a few days ago. The fortunate lady was Miss
D.iUy Smith, a fair native of the State of the Golden Gate.

dwell, son of the late E. B. Colwell, has left the Palo
- • ok Farm to take a place at Pierce Bros.' farm under

his old friend, James Dustin. Colwell expects to follow the
hor>e biisirK-ss, and is reputed to be well up in that line.

Joseph Purrington has a Saladin filly which knows nothing
but trot She is four years old, from a fine mare and will be
given a chance to show her mettle this year.
John Walker Jr., owner of the great old pacer and ex-cam-

1 load, had an exciting experience recently. Cloud is

-till able to throw dost in the eyes of about anything that
tr.iv.-l- ih»—•_• roads, and Walker was out with a friend having a
little ride when a gentleman with a dashing pair drove up be-
hind him. JThiuking to show the gent a little trick, he let the
old pacer out t" his very best clip, expecting to see the team
fall back with alacrity. * ir<-:tt vrafi his astonishment, however,

the team not only keep up, but to trot by him and
clear out of right He has not found out the name of the man
who owns the team, but he is sure he had a pair that cau trot

better than a "thirty " gait. It is suspected that U wasa team
belonging to Senator Kair.

Rayford Peterson, the hop man, has two Silas Skinner colts
that he thinks a good deal of. One is a suckling and the other

urling. The dam is well bred.
There is a good deal of talk here about the new race track

harrow invented and built by Schmidli A: Baker, of Mendo-
reet. Recently they received an order from Kashville,

Tennessee, Put a

I used for holding annual race meetings. There is also a cov-

:
ered training track of one-eighth of a mile. There -are 40

box-stalls and room for 60 horses under shelter.

Mr. F. W. Kelley (administrator of the estate of James P.

i Kerr) has sent to Dr. Harris from California the stallion

Memo to make the season at Eugene. Memo is a glossy black

,

stallion, eight years old, sixteen hands high, of powerful
build. He is by Sidney, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer; second

dam by Flaxtail. Memo is full brother to Frou Frou, 2:25],

the world's yearling record. Millard Sanders recently said he
could drive Frou Frou this year and lower ihe three-year old

record. Memo trotted m public in his two-year-old form, ob-

taining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee in a

race at Bay District track, the second heat of which was

trotted in 2:31$, and the first in 2:32. Memo exhibited a phe-

nomenal speed as a three-year-old, and was timed at Oakland
i in presence of a large number of horsemen in 2:20}. This
I horse will no doubt receive a large patronage from the North-
western horsemen. He looks well and is in good condition to

1 begin the season.

Dr. Harris owns as pretty a piece of horseflesh as ever

lived in his highly-bred stallion Oregon 5709 (Oregon Wilkes).
I This horse is a beautiful bay, black points, 16 hands high,

weighs 1200 pounds, very symmetrical in form, co-nbining

fine style and unusual substance. He has fifteen generations

of thoroughbred blood in his veins. The sire of Oregon is

Lvle Wilkes, sire of Wood Wilkes, 2:25 ; Chief, 2:26.1 ; Dan-
vi'lle Wilkes, 2:27; Sir Bell, 2:29; Konantz, 2:29] ; Mattie
Wilkes, 2:30. Oregon's first dam is Maggie Hamlet (sire of

Loretta E., 2:1S} ; A. V. Pantlind, 2:20|) ; second dam the

premium show mare Chum (Mattie Kenney), the dam of Le-
land Stanford, 2:24A, and half sister to the dam of McKinney,
2:121 (Chum was by Duke's Norman, son of Alexanders
Norman, sire of Lulu. 2:14| ; May Queen, 2:20) ; third dam
Rose Kenny, (sister to Gen. Geo. H. Thomas, grandam of Mc-
Kinney, 2:12},) bv Messenger Chief, sire of Maud
Messenger. 2:16}; Neddie H., 2:17i ; Susie Walton, 2:20i;

Col. Bradshaw, 2:20}, and ten others : fourth dam Lady
Messenger,the dam of General Geo. H. Thomas, sire of Annie
H., 2:20; Annie W., 2:20; Scott's Thomas, 2:20, etc. Lady
Messenger's sire was Mambrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorne,
2:1S}, and others.

Oregon combines the blood of the great Hambletonian 10
through his most prepotent son, George Wilkes, sire of Lyle
Wilkes, together with that of Mambrino Chief, Alexander's
Norman and American Clay, based upon the best tLorough-
bred blood known to the stud books. This is the breeding
which has given us the greatest trotting horses in the world,

and the uniform great individuality and extraordinary speed
at the trot shown by all the sons and daughters of Oiegon that

have been tried justify the hope that he will soon become one
of the most distinguished sires in the Northwest. The greatest

racing four-year-old known to trotting history, viz.. McKin-
ney, 2:12^, is very closely related to Oregon, he being by Al-
cyone, half brother to Lyle Wilkes, and out of Rose Sprague,
half sister to Chum, the granddam of Oregon. The speed of

Oregon has only been partially developed, hut Chas. Wood
has repeatedly driven him quarters in thirty-five seconds, a

2:20 gait, thus demonstrating that he is not lacking in speed,

the essential quality of a race horse.

Among other fine animals owned bv Dr. Harris we mention :

Katie Lee, br m, 2:29}, by Rockwood 1467, dam by Kisber;

second dam by Grey Eagle.

Ben Drew, b m (dam of Dick Flaherty), by Todd's Nelson,

son of John Nelson, dam by Butterfield's St. Clair; second
dam by Black Leg, son of Biggart's Rattler ; third dam by Jack
Hawkins, thoroughbred son of Boston ; fourth dam by old St.

Clair.

Daffodil, ch m, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Kis-
ber; second dam by Paul Jones, sire of dam of Jane L., 2:19}.

Minnie Wilcox, ch m, by Alwood (sire of Klatawa, 2:231);

dam bv Milliman's Bellfounder; second dam by Comet, son of

David'Hill Jr.

Oregon Belle, br m, by Rockwood; dam (full sister to

Mark Twain, trial, 2:24) by Bellfounder 62 ; second dam Black
Satin (dam of Mark Twain, trial. 2:24), by Wapato George.

Nellie Menlo, b m, by Menlo, 2:21, son of Nutwood 600,

dam by Owen Dale, son of Williamson's Belmont.
Vinie Comstock (dam of Anita, 2:35), gr m, by Vermont,

sire of Parrot, 2:26, Ella Lewis, 2:25, etc., dam Snowflake, the

grand dam of Van Tromp, 2:29; second dam by Atlanta.

Bay mare, by Oregon 5709, dam by Rockwood Jr., sire of

Anita, 2:35 ; second dam by Wrecker, son of Wm. Rysdyk,
sire of Clingstone, 2:14 ; third dam by Bacon's Hambletonian.
—R. F. in National Farmer.

Sacramento Horse Notes.

Dr. Harris' Trotters.

BUGUTB, OreooN, March 13.— La*t week oneof our repre-

vntatives had the pleasure of a drive over Dr. T. W. Harri-'

' no farm, two q • Eugene, ' 'r.fcjon, where we saw as

fine a collection of Irotting-bred stock as is to be found in the

S*"rthwest. The farm contain* 160 acre?- and is a lord tract

ginning to end, being Mubdivided into suitable pad-

and li titled with a one-mile track that is much supe-

rior lo many of the tracks of the North Pacific Coast thai are

Every horseman, if he knows anything about his business,

will tell you that thoroughbreds, when under severe training,

are susceptible to the slightest atmospherical change ; that

anything malarial in character or that is conducive of lung

trouble will be noticed on the finely-trained animal quicker

than on a human being. Do you think they have not studied

the climatology of this State? Do you think that they would

keep animals worth $50,000 each for weeks, months and years

in Sacramento City and county if this were not the healthiest

portion of the State ? Do they do it ? The number of ani-

mals now in training here is sufficient answer.

There are more thoroughbred horses, both in number and
value, in this city and coun'y than there are in the balance

of the State, one ranch—that of J. B. Haggin—alone having
stock valued at a million and u half dollars. He raises as

many thoroughbred colts annually is do the rest of the large

breeding farms of the State combined. The Rancho del Paso
has a name and fame throughout America and Europe. Santa
Clara had a few cattle farms a few years ago, but the owners
have closed them out and gone into politics and wine-making,
those two industries being more to their taste and better pay-
ing businesses.

At Agricultural Park the track is in superb condition—in

fact, it is the only first-class and well-appointed race course on
the coast, and is capable of accommodating the tens of thous-
and-- who assemble here during the State Fairs.

Yesterday all day long the runners by the score occupied
the inner track, and the trotters and pacers were sent whizzing
around the outer track. There were many good brushes made
and many watches held on those who made rapid quarters.

Dick Havey, well known to all turfmen on the i - :tst , has a

stable of the good ones at the track. Among them are the
noted Dare and Floodgate, two that will participate in the
great events East this year. One or both will start in this
American Derby.

James Garland, another old-timer known on almost every
track in America, always winters in this city and comes out

in the spring with sure-sbot winners. He has five under his

charge. Homer is considered an invincible. He also has a

two-year-old that is showing up in fine form. His entire

string are out^in the track every day, and show up in as fine

form as do the best bang-tails of the blue-grass country.

Frank Dupoister, the one-armed trainer who worked for

Theodore Winters for many years, and handled Foster, Mollie

McCarty, Ballot Box, Prince of Norfolk and all those old-

time favorites, has a stable of eight at the park, equal in looks,

breeding and action to anything that ever walked on four feet

or looked through a bridle.

"Hanger" Jones has in his stable nine speedy ones, among
them the celebrated Motto. He also has Almont, a two-year-

old, the property of General A. L. Hart, that promised to be
a record-clipper in her class this season.

Hoag & Watson have four youngsters in their string,

amongst them a tine two-year-old by Regent that is doing well.

Ab Stemler, the old-time trainer, has charge of eight prom-
ising youngsters belonging to D. M. Burns. They have been
picked up all over the State, most of them at Shippee's sale,

and it is needless to say they are of the best strains of blood,

form and action that money could buy.
W. M. Murry has twelve in his stable, all in training for

the Spring meeting. Murry is one of those who always car-

ries or)' his share of the purses, and he is confident that his

stable will be strictly in it this season.

Wilber F. Smith is never without a score of good horses in

his stables, just outside of the entrance to the park. He has
a promising three-year-old by Steadfast, and a very speedy lit-

tle mare called Otto. He also has in training a three-year-

old belonging to McShafter, which gives great promise. Also
a tine two-year-old he calls Marvin, which was sired by Chev-
iot; also a rapid filly. Queen of the Scots, and Gillot, by St.

Savior.

Dan Dennison, one of the oldest racehorse men on the Coast,

who has put in over forty vears training horses in this city,

is still strictly in the business, and always to be found at the

same old stand. He has, besides several of his own, charge of

McDonougb's string, comprising a dozen or more of the speed-

iest colts in the State. Dan says the red flag will not fall in

theface of anything he starts this year. He has, like all the

rest, a number in special training for the Spring meeting of

the Capital Turf and Driving Club.

Daniel Miller has four bang-tails under his charge, among
them Ida Glenn and Charmion.

Bart and John Cavanaugh, who have several good ones,

left with them for Oakland a few days since to participate in

a few local events there, but will return for the Spring meet-
ing here.

D. Smith* has charge of Oakland Boy and another good
youngster.

Willard Gardner has a runner which for his remarkable
swiftness he has named North Wind. He expects his horse

to sweep everything before him.
Phil Siebenthaler's stable contains four good runners,

headed by the famous Sheridan, who has won many a hard-
fought battle. Mr. Spooner is the trainer of this stable, and is

rounding up the entire string for the spring contest.

Sammy Cooper has two speedy ones by Three Cheers.

The above are a (evr of the running stables at the Park.
Those containing trotters and pacers are still more numerous.

Willard Gardner has four or five trotters, all in training for

the Spring meeting. His Dexter Prince colt he intends to

put in the roadster class. He owns Crescent by Tommy Ben-
ton and Clarion by James Madison that are showing well.

Thomas Holmes has Harper's stable. Among them are

such celebrities as^Hvlas Boy, Brilliantine and Maud Patchen.
He has also a pacing mare by Prompter which belongs to Bert
Cantrell, and is working Hermit up to the road class for Bert
Kidder.

George Kenear has charge of Hugh Casey's stable of five

trotters, all of whom are very promising in their work, two of

them being quite speedy.

Oregon Smiley, one of the old-time trainers, is here with six

trotters, which "he brought with him from the " Webfoot"
State. Those who have watched him handle them say they

are all good ones. He can be seen training them at almost

any hour in the day in the circus ring in the middle of the

park. Besides his own, he has in training a promising Albert

W. colt which belongs to H. S. Beals.

Wilber F. Smith, besides his Urge number of runners men-
tioned elsewhere, has also a score of fast trotters. Among
them is his peerless colt Kebir. He also has a promising two-

year-old coll, the pioperty of General A. L. Hart.
Charles Schlusher has in his stable the famous little mare

Almonta and a couple of other speedy ones belonging to Gen.
A. L. Hart. He also has a Don Marvin two-year-old that be-

longs to Charles Goddard that is working out quarters in 40
seconds. Most of this stable will take part in the Spring
meeting.
While out at the track yesterday the horse reporter saw Sid

Eldred exercising Boxer, the property of Dr. Root. He is

entered in the roadster class.

Worth Ober, another turfman from boyhood, has a stable

with more trotters in it than any one at the track, and among
them are some of the best in the State. He has a two-year-old

by Normandy, a full brother to Frenchy (2:22), which he was
working out yesterday at an exceedingly lively clip. He is

also jogging his stallion Ross S. and expects to get a record

for him of 2:15 or better this Fall.

W. O. Bowers' stable of trotters embraces the following:

Sadie Benton, bv Tom Benton, dam Brown Jennie; Silver

Bee, by Silver Bow, dam Belle Mack ; a yearling, Norhor-
wood, by Cornelius, son of old Nutwood 600, dam Belle Mack.

J. W. Wilson has a promising two-year-old by DonMarvin,
dam a thoroughbred mare.—Sacramento Evening News.

F. J. Berry <fe Co 's May Sale.

As will be seen by the announcement in the advertising

columns of this journal, F. J. Berry & Co. will conduct a

mammoth six days' combination sale May 1, 2, 3, 4. 5 and 6,

in Dexter Park Horse Exchange, Chicago, comprising high-
bred trotting stock, carriage teams, ideal roadsters, saddle

horses, trotters and pacers with records from 2:30 t<> 2:15. Al-

ready choice consignments of fashionably bred animals from
the leading breeding establishments, including one of the best

producing sons of George Wilkes, are listed for the sale. Also
the entire stud of one of the most prominent Northwestern
stock farms will be closed out in this sale. May is the best

time to sell and Chicago oilers the leading market of the world
for speed and breeding. Entries close April 1. Send for entry
blanks to F. J. Berry A Co

s
Union Stock Yards, Chicago.
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HOOF-BEATS.

The Wallace Year Book rejects 265 records which the

National and American Trotting Associations accept.

The racing colors which the young millionaire, \V. <>'B.

Macdonough, has chosen, are green with orange sash, white

sleeves and cap.

The mare Jessie, 2:22, by Dexter Prince, which Geo. H.
Hammond, of Detroit, Mich., purchased at the Valensin sale,

will be campaigned this year.

Dr. A. W. McAlisteb, of Missouri, lost by death, February
22d, the imp. mare Halloween, foaled 1S67, by Carnival or

Macaroni, dam Austrey, by Harkaway, out of Zeila, by

Emilius.

Uihlein Bros., owners of Alcazar. 2:20',, call attention to

the fact that in the new Year Book Bric-a-Brac, 2:281, and
Sacramento Girl, 2:30, are not given credit for making these

records as three-year-olds.

J. O. Doxner, the owner of the Ramapo stud, is all smiles,

and forgets sugar long enough to tell his friends that Girotia

foaled a handsome colt by Fontiac—the finest looking animal,

he says, ever foaled in the East.

Marcus Daly, whose colors have previously been the well-

known copper with green cap, under which Tammany and
Montana scored their many famous victories, has decided to

make a partial change, and in future his jacket will have
si'ver sleeves; for second colors, green bands will also be

added.

American roads are probably on the whole rougher than
those of almost any other country in the world, nevertheless

it is doubtful if there are elsewhere such generally surefooted

horses as in America, and it is a noticeable fact that every

where in Great Britain broken-kneed horses are vastly more
numerous.

Capt. Ben E. Harris writes as follows regarding the death

of the great prize-winning broodmare: " Lena Bowles foaled

her last on the 17th inst , and died the same night, apparently

without a struggle. The little one she left is quite lively and
has become very fond of cow's milk and sugar. The old mare
has raised thirteen foals and lost two."

From Lexington, Ky., comes news that Richard Crokerhas
purchased from J. E. Madden the handsome two-year-old bay
filly Mary, by Bishop, out of Graciosa. She is said to be very

promising, and is heavily engaged in the stakes. She will be

sent East at once. Mr. Croker will probably add several more
to his string before he returns from his trip.

A. C. Beckwith, the new Senator form Wyoming, is largely

interested in trotters. In 1889 he campaigned Faust and
Wanita. He was also expelled that year at Denver, Col., for

abusing the judges, but was afterwards reinstated on receipt

of an apology. He can take bis own part anywhere, as he can
handle a gun with due western rapidity and talk horse by the

hour.

Jockey F. Doane, who was heavily thrown against the

rail while riding Dr. Helmuth at Guttenberg on Wednesday,
through the horse stumbling, was seriously injured. When
he was examined by the track physician it was learned that

two ribs had been broken and that the right lung had been

pierced. The boy was taken to a hospital, where he is pro-

gressing favorably.

Flora Temple broke the world's trotting record five

times, Goldsmith Maid performed the same feat six times,

and Maud S. seven times, Dexter twice, St. Julien and Nancy
Hanks, each three times, are the only other trotters that have
put champion figures on the board more than once, and it is

extremely improbable that the achievement of Maud S. will

ever be surpassed.

Stemwinder (dam of Directum, 2:11]) will be bred to

Direct, 2:05:1, this year. She was a very game and resolute

trotter, and John Green, her owner, regrets exceedingly that

he did not give her an opportunity of lowering her record of

2:31. He says he has written to Ben Roodhouse, of Carrollton,

Illinois, in regard to the sire of the dam of Stemwinder, but

has received no answer.

D. T. Pulsifer intends to breed Tenny, one of the greatest

public favorites that ever appeared on the turf, to twenty ap-

proved mares. .Tenny is greatly admired by Kentucky breed-

ers. Mr. Pulsifer made a liberal offer to some horse owners
recently. He said he would breed Tenny to twenty mares
at $200 each and purchase every yearling from the mares at

$1,000 each without any stipulation.

J. W. Knox, formerly with Fashion Stud Farm, is now
located at Terre Haute

;
Ind., where he will handle a public

stable. His list will include a sister to Direct, 2:05] ; Arena,
by Alcantara, dam by Gen. Knox, and Lugano, by Rumor,
2:20, dam Lucia (dam of Beulah, 2:10A, Hurly Burly, 2:19},

Edgardo, 2:20-1, Lammermoor, 2:23, and Lucy Pancoast, 2:30);

second dam Lucy, 2:18}, by George M. Palchen.

There is one consolatiou about the decline in prices for

untried, untrained colts and fillies, and tiiat is that all owners
of sons and daughters of Guy Wilkes, Director, Electioneer,

Steinway and other California sires will be developed and
trained for speed. The old way of attaching fame like a

coupon to the record made by a brother or sister has passed

into oblivion and every fair-minded horseman is glad of it.

The Newark, N. J., Sunday Call waxes thus eloquent over

the merits of the Charles Kent Mare :
" The dam of Ham-

bletonian 10 and grandam of Green's Bashaw does not need

standard rank to keep her memory green in the minds of l he

trotting turfmen of the country. Her name cannot be disasso-

ciated from that of her great son, and the mountains will be

turned into dust and the streams that supply the ocean run dry
before his name and fame are forgotten."

It is a general belief that there will not be as many mares
bred this season as have been heretofore. This is a healthy

sign and pretty sure indication that those bred will be of a

better cl&ss, that they will be bred to belter horses, that fewer
colts will be kept entire, and that the knife of the castrator

will be used on many plugs that have been playing "stud
horse." Many of the gentlemen who have been breeding

standards will abandon that branch and go to breeding horses.

Then will come the horse millenium and we will hear no
more about the " bottom falling out of the trotting horse

business."

It is reported that Mrs. Bybee has sold Misty Morn, Rosy
Morn, Rosebud and Broadchurch to Charles E. Miller, of the
firm of Huntington, Hopkins & Co., San Francisco, for $13,-

000. She has shipped to San Francisco about thirty head
more of the stock from the Bybee farm, near Salem, which
will be sold some time in April.—Oregonian.

The sale of the personal effects of the late millionaire, D.
Edgar Crouse, opened this morning at Syracuse, New York,
last Tuesday, when his costly stud of twenty-four horses was
put under the hammer. Chelsea D., the famous chestnut
gelding with a record of 2:18^, was bid in for W. D. Rocke-
feller for $l,0OH. King Almont, who cost $10,000, brought
only $335, owing to his age. The total realized was $14,600

A whiter iu an exchange says: " Some time since 1 no-

ticed an inquiry in your paper for a remedy for scouring in a

yearling colt. White oak bark tea saved the life of a three

weeks' old colt for me when it had got so weak that it could
not get up alone. Also at one time I had a fine litter of young
pigs taken with scours just as they began to eat a little out of

the trough with the mother. I gave the oak bark tea in milk
to both mother and pigs ; had lost one before using it, and did

not lose any more. Have just tried it on a cow with good re-

sults. This is so simple and so easy to obtain I send it for the

good of others.

Here is an old remedy for heaves which is highly recom-
mended by many practical horsemen

; do not expect, how-
ever, that it will cure the disease. It will, however, greatly
relieve the animal, even in the very worst cases: Beat three

eggs into one quart of pure white vinegar, and after about three

days, or when the mixture is well together, add one pound of
strained honey. In tablespoonful doses it can be given with
the feed twice a day, or placed on t he tongue of the horse. It

is equally good for human beings as for horses, and a great

palliative for chronic coughs.

Tom McTague, of Deer, was in Butte this week. He en-

tered Panama Pat, a twu-year-old, Glen Elm colt, full brother

of Ida Glenn, in all the two-year-old stakes of Anaconda and
Butte. Tom's stable wintered at Winnemucca, Nevada.
They are in charge of Williams, who makes the Montana cir-

cuit every year, and will be remembered as the owner of The
Jew, the fast quarter and three-eighths horse. Gold Bar, one
of the stable, has been lame since he left here last fall, but is

getting all right again, and will be in good shape for the Mon-
tana circuit—Butte Inter-Mountain.

Enos, commonly known as " Pedro," is at Mavview work-
ing some thoroughbred* for Mr. Whitmore, which will be
seen at the Portland June meeting, says the Oregonian. There
is a two-year-old Yanderbilt filly, twoColoma three-year-olds,
and a four-year-old full sisier to Laura D. So the impression
many have formed that Mr. Whitmore will be without a string
since he sold lchiban and Nwifusiire is erroneous. Mr. Whit-
more has purchased six of the thoroughbred Ladd mares at

La Grande. Five are by Richard III, and one, a Vanderbilt
five-year-old, he is working.

There is considerable excitement in horsemen's circles in
and around Hoi lister over the probability of a match race tak-
ing place in the San Benito metropolis on May Day at three-
eighths of a mile. The inhabitants of Hollister generally and
the owner of Valledore fan Ironclad horse) in particular will

not believe any horse in the State can beat their representa-
tive in a dash of three furlongs. E. F. Fallon's trainer, James
Smith, is of contrary opinion, and thinks he has found a

sprinter that can give Mr. Duncan's horse dust, weight and .i

beating, and not try verv hard either. Theflyer is not ' leral-

dine, but is little behind the mare as a short-distance animal.
As the owner of Valledore is said to be willing to back his

horse with $2,000 or a tri tie more, a considerable amount of

money is likely to change hands over the result of the race

between the unknown and Valledore.

E. Harrimax has shipped the following mares to Terre
Haute, Ind., to be bred to Stamboul : Elsie Wilkes, by Young
Jim, dam by Ericcson, 2:3(H ; Tangle Legs, by Sorrento, out

of Rowena, 2:24V, by George Wilkes: Tabbie Wilkes, by Guy
Wilkes, dam by Nutwood

;
Queen Annie, by Red Wilkes, dam

by Forest Mambrino ; Gypsy, by Heptagon, dam by Abdallah
Messenger; Alcyola, by Alcyone, dam by Smuggler; Fly, bv
Electricity; Beatrix, by Albert W., and Songstress, by Xut-
bourne, dam Music, 2:21 J, by Middletown. Five of the lot

are now in foal to Nutpan, son of Nutwood and Issaquena, by
Pancoast. -

For the fourth time in its history, extending over a period
of forty years, Woodburn Farm has gone from its own trot-

ting stud for a cross, and for the first time has sought the

blood of two stallions on an outside farm. Lucas Brodhead
has booked Lady Russell, the sister of Maud S., 2:08$, to

Kremlin, 2:07^, and Wavelet, 2:24£, to the five-year-old

champion sire, Lancelot, 2:23. At the age of ten years Lady
Russell is the dam of Expedition, 2:195, Re-Election, 2:27},

and Electrix, 2:2SA. Wavelet is the sister to Viking, 2:19],

Waterloo, 2:19|, \\arder, 2:29J, and of Sprite, Fairy Belle

and Naiad, all famous speed-producers.

Al Hutchings has sold to A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia,

the black mare Ermine, 2:13}, by Plymouth, dam Fan, for a

fancy price, supposed to be somewhere in the neighborhood of

$10,000. Ermine will be campaigned through the grand cir-

cuit this year, along with Moore's other fast ones, which will

be handled by Millard Sanders. Ermine has been shipped

for a week or ten days, but so well has the secret bpen kept

that only two or three persons knew of the sale until Saturday.

J. T. Huguely bought Ermine for about one hundred dollars

before she was developed, and the same luck that characterized

his other deals in horse-flesh followed him in this instance.

A. Mcser, of Chicago, is one of the old-time horsemen who
has had a great deal of experience. In aconversation with a

number of others at the Palace Hotel one evening last week,

the subject of brittle hoofs came up. Mr. Muser said that

some years ago Budd Doble was handling a mare for him
that had very brittle hoofs. He told that king of drivers to

rub glycerine around the coronets and upper portion of the

hoofs. Budd thought it was a foolish idea, but to suit Mr.
Muser he did so, and was astonished to see the improvement
it made. He continued using the article and the mare's hoofs

grew strong and tough. He would not be without glycerine

in his medicine chest since, and wherever he goes he tells

of its virtues.

The fire near Franklin, Tenn., recently, that burned the

barn of William Ewing, was a great misfortune for this en-

terprising young breeder and his sister, Miss Carrie. It

burned up all his feed and fifteen head of fine broodmares and

young stock. It was discovered about one o'clock and had

been burning some time. The most valuable animal de-

stroyed was the broodmare Rowena, dam of Dallas (p), 2:1H,

and Miss Kent, 2:25. A two-year-old colt from her was among
the number destroyed. Rowena was valued at $5000. Part

of this stock were entered in sale here next week. Total loss

about $12,000 ; insurance $1,475. It is thought to have been

incendiary, as many barns have been burnt in that neighbor-

hood.— Breeder and Turfman.

THE Turf, Field and Farm, in a notice of the death of

Daniel J. Murphy's stallion Rosemeath, that was in W. Don-
' athan's string of runners, says : " Alcazar is by Sultan, out of
1 Minnehaha, by Bald Chief. The Moor is by Clay Pilot, out

of Belle of Wabash, a mare that Mr. Wallace tried to make
, the public believe was of low and unknown origin. \- RoSe-

meath had a double cross of The Moor and was able to run a

quarter in 24A seconds, conviction grows that Belle of Wabash

]
was what Mr. J. W. Browning claims her to be, a thorough-

;
bred daughter of Bafsinger.son of Lieutenant Bas»inger. The

:
pedigree of this mare should be changed in the Trotting

Register. Bald Chief, the sire of Minnehaha, the great

|
mother of that great mother of trotters, Beautiful Bells, was

[

by Bay Chief, a horse full of thoroughbred strains. Rose-

meath, it would seem, was dominated by the blood which had
I asserted its power on the running turf."

The entry lists for the summer meetings at Grand Rapids
and Sturgis are out, and are very satisfactory. Despite the
hard luck at Grand Rapids last year, horsemen have entered
many horses there, the nominations numbering as follows:

Yearlings. $500, 49 entries; two-year-olds, $1,000, 21; two-
year-olds, 3:00 class, $1,000,45; three-year-olds, 3:00 class,

$1,000,25; three-vear-olds, 2:25 class, $1,000 13; four-year-
olds, 2:35 class, $1,000, 18; 2:30 class, $2,500, 20; 2:30 class,

pacing, $2,000,21; 2:20 class, $2,000, 13; 2:20 pace, $2,000,

21 ; 2:24 class, $2,000, 22. Sturgis has numerous entries.

There are 5S and 37 in the 2:30 trots : 18 in the 2:18 trot ; 40
in the two-year-old, 2:40 trot; 33 in the 2:30 pace; 21 in the
2:20 pace ; 40 in the yearling trot ; 61 and 51 in the two-year-

olds, 3:00 class ; 32 and 27 in the three-year-olds, 2:30 trot ; 18

in the three-year-olds, 2:25 pace ; IS in the 2:25 pace.

The famous old bay gelding, St. James, owned by E. J.

Baldwin, died at the Santa Anita ranch last Thursday night
after an illness of a few hours. He was bred by Peleg Jones,

of Bristol Center, N. Y , and foaled in 1866, being a few weeks
under twenty-seven years old at the time of his death. He
was bv Champion, 80S (Gooding's), out of a mare whose breed-

ing was a myth, unknown. On the 8th of August, 1873, he
got his record of 2:23}, which he was never able to reduce to

any great extent. He was never regarded as a very game
horse, and was generally supposed to be much speedier than
his contestants to win at all. He was evidently a horse, how-
ever, that had to have his mood, and would trot if he felt so

inclioed. At the State Fair of 1876, driven by J. N. Killip,

the well-known pool-seller, he beat a large field of horses,

everyone of which is now dead. That race he won after six

obstinately contested heats, trotted on a very hot day, when an

irresolute horse would have given up the contest for a bad
job.—Los Angeles Herald.

Messrs. Craik & Co., Montreal, Canada, have purchased
the chestnut horse Gladiator, own brother to lhat grand race

horse Glenmore, by imp. Glen Athol, dam Lotta, by Hunter's

Glencoe, out of Sally Lewis, by imp. Glencoe, she out of the

famous Motto, by imp. Barefoot. This horse is from a grand
racing family, and has been a winner on the flat and over

timber. Gladiator has more of the invaluable blood of Glen-

coe than any horse living. His sire, Glen Athol, was a great

grandson of Glencoe, through his sire Blair Athol, who also

had the Sultan blood through hisgreat-grandam Heatherbelle,

by Bay Middleton, son of Sultan, sire of Glencoe. Lotta, his

dam, was by Hunter's Glencoe, son of imp. Glencoe and Fiatt,

by imp. Hedgeford ; his grandam, Sally Lewis, was by imp.

Glencoe, out of Motto, by imp. Barefoot, son of Tramp, the

sire of Trampoline, dam of imp. <l!encoe. Sally Lewis was a

great broodmare, dam of John Morgan, Hunter's Lexington,

Linda Lewis (Linden's dam), Lotta (Glenmore's dam, four-

mile heats in 7:20',, 7:30',, 7:31, the fastest three heats ever

run), Glenrose, Susan Beane Idam of Susquehanna, Potomac's

dam), Stratford, Onondaga, Sensation, etc.

Fred Cabrillo, one of the best jockeys that ever pulled

a leg over a horse on the Pacific Coast, but who went wrong
in 1889 and was ruled off' for "pulling" the four-year-old

crack, Al Farrow, in a race at Bay District track, has.

we understand, been reinstated by the Pacitic * oast

Blood Horse Association and engaged to ride the ex-

cellent horses composing the Macdonough string. Car-

illo is now at work helping to gel ready the young million-

air's horses at San Jose. The "crooked " work which caused

Carillo's expulsion was discovered by an Examiner reporter

(Phillips), the jockey, while under the influence of liquor in

John Martin's saloon, bragging over the fact that he had
pulled the wool over the eyes of the public neatly. The
publication of his remarks by the clever quill-driver present

resulted in the ruling off of (arilln. <'. Y. Topper, the owner,

and Jim Brown, trainer. The lesson has been a severe one

to Carillo, and it is said he will never leave the path of rec-

titude again. Let us hope so, for he is a magnificent rider.

The Breeders" < iazette publishes a little table about the

Stamboul record, and gives the names and the time made by

four of the men who were present, hut neglects to publish the

names of the many others whose affidavits were aent in. Mr
Covey's time (he was in tin; stand when the horse started i was

2:07 '•'; Mr. Thompson's watch also marked 2:07 A ; Mr. Crowe,

who drove the teaser and declared be forgot to stop his watch,

was 2:17 j : Mi (Jooby, who testified thai he was 250 yards

away, and, on cross-examination, swore he did not see the horse

I come under the wire. Dill Stopped bis watch Bfl the bell lapped to

Call hack the driver, marked 2: IS. Mr. Campbell, the
; gentleman who bad his watch going long before the horse

started, and averred lhat bis watch was not reliable, stated

that the time he made ua- J;Iii
!

. and BOW CODDCS John Kngle-

man, a Kenturkv trainer, who was employed by i \ov. Stanford,

and he wrote W.C. Franca that Stamboul knitted in 217;, and

/,. timed him. Samuel Gamble sent on $800, which he want-

tolpnl against $100 of Mr. Engelman's money, that It-

eleven miles nearer Stamboul on the day i lie horse made the

record than Mr. Kngleman was. The evidence given at the

investigation should be carefully read by the editor of the

j

Gazette, and then be should publish the testimony of Kearnev

and McClood if he wants toatreogtheo hisargnmenl ; be unw
McHugh have forgotten thee three " dis-graces" when

published the article.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

Send in vour list of foals.

Entries for the Napa Colt Statces close April 1st.

The second payment in the Buffalo Park stakes is due
April

The earniog capacity of the trotter will be greater this year

than ever.

CHIEF ThorNE, 2:20A, will be in Barney Demarest's stable

this

How will people know you have a stallion unless yon ad-

vertise the fact?

Robert Orb lost a tine colt from Mary 0.. by Rupee, on

Wednesday morning.

About twelve mares will be all that Staniboul will be al-

lowed to cover this year.

Study the blood lines of the winners, and judge for your-
selves how the most successful trotters are bred.

The roads within the enclosure of the Agricultural Park,

San Jose, Cal.. art a disgrace to the Garden City.

Entries for the colt stakes and purses to be trotted and
paced for the Napa and Petaluma Fair close April 1st.

The Detroit purse and stake list will foot up to §50,000,
and $21,000 in special nurses have been alreadv announced.

K. I. Ore's mare Mary O., will be shipped Saturday to the

San Mateo Stock Farm, to be mated with the great Sable
Wilkes.

H. S. Henry, of Philadelphia, owns Frou Frou, 2:25}, the

champion yearling, and will give her a mark as a three-year-

old this spring.

Sid Fleet. 2:26;.. as a two-year-old, has been sent to the
Valensin Farm to be handled by the celebrated reinsman,
Millard Sanders.

Speaking of prices, I. V. Baker says: "Maud S. only
brought a little over $200, but the sale was worth a quarter of

a million to Woodburn."

The protracted spell of rain has caused nearly all classes of

horses to be "stall-bound." In many places in this State the
water is quite deep in the stalls.

Fleetwood's $12,500 stallion race is declared off. There
were onlv four entries made, kelson, 2:10; Directum, 2:11£

;

Regal Wilkes, 2:114, and Nutpan.

Horsemen should remember that entries in the races on
the Montana circuit, as well as at Napa, Petaluma and the
P. C. T. H. B. A., will close April 1st.

Every stall at the San Jose race track has been engaged and
if the proper care is taken, this track would be made the best

training track for trotters in the State.

A trotting track has just been established at Pau, in the

south of France, where so many Americans spend the winte1
"

months. It will be opened with a meeting early in April.

Remember the sale of trotting colts and fillies. The en-
tire product of the pick of Dr. M. W. Hicks' choicest brood-
mares will be sold at Sacramento to-day. See advertise-

ment.

Owners of good mares should not forget that Steineer,

2:29^ (brother to Chas. .Derby, 2:20), is making the season of

1893 at the Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, for the low price

Frank H. Burke purchased four mares at the Palo Alto
^ale a year ago and has every one in foal. Other breeders on
this coast are besieging him with inquiries as to how " the
thing is done."

The sale of the Kenttield broodmares, colts, fillies and
roadsters, besides Brewster buggies, road carts, etc., will take
place April 4, at stables, corner Haight and Cole streets. Send
for catalogue.

WIL Fieldwick has a very promising young trotting stal-

lion called Birchwood at the Bay District track. He is by Red-
wood, 2:27, and if nothing happens him this year he will get
a mark close to 2:20.

The directors of the Woodland Association are thinking of
offering a $1,000 guarantee stake for yearlings, to be trotted at
their lair each year. It is to be hoped they will do it, and
other associations will follow.

That good little horse paper, the Spirit of the Hub, a short
time ago advised its readers to knock all their 2:40 scrub stal-

lions in the head, and now it wants them also to shoot the
undersized, poorly-bred colls.

The breeder who has no love for the animals he raises,

beyond that of the dollars he expects to get out of the business,

ated thai he rarely advances sufficiently to get
even the dollars as his return.

K\ ERT man who owns a trotter, or pacer, will have a chance
to make some money at the Breeders Bpring meeting which
will take place daring the latter part of May. Kn tries will
close April IsL Kead the advertisement.

The chestnut filly Queenie Trowbridge, five years old, by
Aliunde—Ada Lambert, died at Columbus, Ga» yesterday

property of McCbflerty a Wish
and w«.ri *\x of her twelve races butt fear.

Wm. Yioget has quite a string of good ones at the San
Jose track. Most of them are two and three-year-olds by
Eros, out of mares of unknown breeding, yet when the bell

rings they will make their " mammies famous."

Flora, the dam of Roy Wilkes, 2:07$, died Thursday at

the Hayden Stock Farm at Waterloo, Ia. She was 24 years

old. Her breeding had never beeu definitely established,

though it was claimed she was a daughter of Blue Bull.

THe Stanislaus Stock Breeders'
1

Association will hold their

srpiog races at Modesto on March 25th, 27th and 28th. There
will be nine running races and one paciug and one trotting

race. The races are over-night entries with $10 entrance, half

forfeit.

D. C. MntPHT, the well-known livery stable owner of

Redwood City,has leased the i> agnificent stock ranch formerly

owned by Andrew Smith, deceased, and is prepared to take

stock for pasturage, and train horses for track or road pur-

At theOakwood Park Stock Farm last week the Adminis-
trator mare, Princess, dropped a bay colt by Steinway, 2:25^,
that is a brother to the five-year-old mare Neva which will ap-
pear on the circuit this fall. Princess was out of Priceless

(dam of Ernest Maltravers. 2:22A) by Volunteer 55 ; second
dam Silvertail (dam of Driver, 2:191), by Aaron's Gray
Messenger, and a finer-formed broodmare will be hard to find

on any farm.

Adolph Spbeckxes has a broodmare called Sunrise, by
Regent, near San Jose ; last week she dropped a coal black

filly by Aplos Wilkes (brother to Hulda, 2:14f) that good
judges declare is the most perfect-formed youngster they have
ever seen.

The mistake is made by horsemen to suppose that a suc-

cessful career on the race course is the chief end of the trot-

ting and pacing horse of America, when, in point of fact, the
ultimate and most important use to which the light harness

horse if put, is to become the gentlemen's and driving horse.

Rcfe Smith has sold his fine Napa Wilkes" two-year-old

colt, Champion "Wilkes, to Hunter & Harris, the well-known
horse importers of Fort Collins, Colorado- He shipped the

colt from here yesterday morning. The price received for

this promising voungster was $400.—Salinas Journal, March
16th.

By all means try to breed high finish. A handsome horse
will always command a much better price and much readier

sale than one of plain conformation. Beauty detracts nothing
from speed, and the breeder who seeks to breed stylish road
horses will find as large a per cent, of fast trotters as he who
seeks for speed.

The new agricultural district of Kern county has been
formed with an appropriation of $3,000. This makes our asso-

ciation independent of Tulare county, and places the Kern
County Fair Grounds Association on a substantial footing to

develop its property interests, supported by the Kern Agricul-

tural Association.

The qualified veterinarians who have their diplomas are

very much exercised over Governor Markham's delay in not

signing their bill that recently passed the Legislature. Nearly
every State in the Union has had a similar bill passed, and
the work it has accomplished has proven of untold value to

their live-stock interests.

The bangtails that are being exercised on our muddy tracks

do not deserve to be called " skates " for we have no ice here.

These unfortunate equines should be called " crabs," "mud
larks," or " rails." Its bad enough to cover the " children of

the winds " with mud and give them proper names, but to

call them " skates " is a very frigid joke.

J. K. Newton has made arrangements with D. C. Murphy,
the lessee of the celebrated Andrew Smith Stock Farm near
Redwood City, whereby he will stand his handsome stallion

Antevero, by Antevolo, 2:19$-, dam Renie, by Whippleton.
Mr. Newton will take the horse to Menlo Park, Mayfield,

Mountasn View and Saratoga every week.

Chas. F. Foster, the young trainer formerly employed by
Martin Carter, of the Nutwood Stock Farm, and was very
successful while on this coast, is now employed by H. J. Mar-
bold, of Greenview, 111., and is preparing a string of trotters

for the circuit Charley is a very painstakiug, intelligent

reinsman ; one that will make friends wherever he is.

Asteione, the daughter of Alcyone and Jessie Pepper, pur-
chased by H. S. Henry, at the Hobart sale, dropped a colt by
Staniboul, 2:07± at Penn Valley Farm, February 25th. On
the same day Berna, by Baron Wilkes, 2:1S, out of Axtell's

(2:12) dam, dropped a colt by Allerton, 2:09|, and Mayenne
(dam of Crescendo, 2:24), by Wedgewood, 2:19, a filly by
Anteeo, 2:161-

F. C. Talbot will sell thirteen head of fine roadsters,

broodmares, colts and fillies next month, as he intends to con-
fine all his training to the progeny of his handsome stallion,

Mount Hood, 2:22^. Among those offered will be sons and
daughters of SimmocDlon, Eros, Lancelot. Cartoon, Sidney,
Fred Arnold, and other stallions, out of mares that were noted
for speed and gameness.

Belle, the dam of our great California sire, Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31, is also the dam of New Jersey Volunteer, sire

of Gen. Marion, 2:27A 'sire of Marion (p), 2:21;), and Maud,
the dam of Nelly $., 2:23}. Belle was, according to W. A.
Hendrickson, the owner of George M. Patchen Jr., one of the
most bloodlike-looking large mares he ever saw, and she has
proved herself a producer.

SOUK one has been stating in the Eastern turf journals that

the norse that has produced the three fastest horses that ever
went in harness was Tom HaL Let us see, Hal Pointer, 2:041,

Little Brown Jug, 2:11$, Brown Hal, 2:12J—total 6:28$,

average 2:09 7-12. Director, has Direct, 2:05 J ; Directum,
2:11 1 ; Evangeline, 2:11?, total 6:28], average 2:09 t>-12 or 1-12

of a second in favor of Director.

W. A do, New York, purchased the Dex-
ter I'rin .1 Cleopatra at the sale in

Cleveland them a chance to win
-Jirne money on the i lit thin fall.

! the race track and grounds
at Agricultural Park. A iiher clears he

the place in i- r. Mr. Bunch is a
worker and we believe he will have the coui>> in better fix

than it ever ha> been. If there were uue-hundred more good
box stalls erected at the park they would be occupied this

DMT.

Why does not some of our associations offer stakes for

Eacing yearlings and two-year-olds? Many a breeder breeds
is mare to a trotting stallion and is astonished to find she has

:i side wheeler and if he is disappointed at that discovery he
becomes disgusted when he finds there is no " route" open for
him to make any stake money with the little innocent. Even
:i grub -lake would be acceptable.

THE North Pacific Trotting Horse Breeders' Association
has decided to hold its annual race meeting on the Portland
track, and October 4, 5, G and 7 are the dates. About $5,000
in stakes and purses will be trotted for at this meeting, and,
judging from the number of horses being worked by various
trainers, the entries in both stake and purse races will be very
large. Nominations for stake races close April 1. Owing to
the bad weather, the youngsters that are likelv to take part in
these stake events are scarcely broken. Therefore, all will be-
gin on even terms.

S. A. Brov^ne, of Kalamazoo, Mich., saw Daghestan, by
Stamboul, out of Alta Belle, daughter of Beautiful Bells, at

j
Savannah Park, Cal., a week ago and in the presence of ten

\

gentlemen pronounced him the most perfect horse he had ever
seen. " If 1 had the making of a stallion," said Mr. Browne,
" this horse would be my model. He is the superior of Stam-

I
boul." High praise for one who owned Bell Boy, Anteeo and

|

Ambassador.

The offer authorized by the Solano County Speed Associa-
tion to be made to Dr. Trull for his race track and improve-
ments was submitted to him last week by the Board of Direc-
tors and accepted. The offer was §65 an acre for the seventy-
acre field and $2,500 for the buildings and improvements.
This track will therefore be immediately prepared for the
coming fair, and we will have the best district meeting ever
held in Solano county.—Vallejo Chronicle.

The handsome bay mare Ripple, owned at La Siesta, is to
be bred to Diablo, 2:14J, this spring. Bipple is a sister to

j
Creole, 2:20, being by Prompter, out of Grace by Buccaneer

;

j

second dam Mary (dam of Apes, 2:26, Sterling 6223, etc), by
I Flaxtail ; third dam by Boanerges (thoroughbred). This
I
union ought to produce a record-beating fast pacer. Hippie
had a filly last year by Durfee that will be seen on the cir-

cuit as a fast three-year-old ; it is a pronounced sidewheeler.

A Santa Ana despatch to the Los Angeles Herald says

:

" A Herald reporter, in company with E. B. Giffbrd, visited

the race track this morning, and found upwards of thirty

flyers being worked out. The track has been placed in ex-
cellent condition, any many fast young horses are being
trained. It is expected that within another month every stall

on the grounds will be occupied, but the fair association will

erect buildings to accommodate all. The colt stakes are fill-

ing satisfactorily, and from present indications, the race meet-
ing this fall will eclipse all previous ones."

At a Directors' meeting of the Vaca Valley Driving Asso-
ciation, held on Wednesday, it was decided to give a series of

trotting and running races on July 4th and 5th. We hope to

be able to give the speed programme next week. Jos. Stad-
feldt has been elected manager of the Association's track and
will at once put it in first-class order, when owners of horses
(of which there are many good ones ^in the valley) will have
an opportunity of giving them a proper training. The Asso-
ciation having been admitted to membership in the National
Driving Association will hereafter be governed by the rules

of that organization.

F. H. jEKirrx, Secretary of the Pacing Horse Register,

and owner of a large Dumber of very fine young trotters and
pacers, called at our office the other day. Mr. Jermyn is in

California attending to his mining interests in El Dorado
country. He is very proud of his fast pacing colt Carazo, by
Alcantara, dam Lady Jenkins (dam of Maxie Cobb, 2:13}),
and as it has paced quarters as a yearling in 29£ seconds and
eighths in 14 seconds, he has a right to be. Beside Carazo.
Mr. Jermyn owns Allen Lowe 12,279, record 2:16A, and Red
Wilkes, out of Betsey-and-I (dam of Moquette, 2:10, and
Glencoe Wilkes, sire of Pansy Blossom, 2:23), by Ericcson.

The directors of the Dixon Driving Park Association held
a meeting at the bank Friday, and decided to hold the usual
picnic and races on the 1st of May. Committees were ap-
pointed to hold a programme of amusements to include games,
dancing, etc. A speed programme was agreed upon as fol-

lows : Five-eighths and repeat, running, $5 entrance, §50
added. One mile and repeat, $7.50 entrance, $75 added.
Pacing, Yolo and Solano colts under four years old that were
never in a race, purse of $100. Pacing, free for all, 2:40 class,

purse $150. Full particulars concerning the meeting will be
given as soon as the various committees have reported.

—

Dixon Tribune.

David Yotsg, of Stockton, brought down some mares last

week to breed to Prof. E. P. Heald's tine young stallion Pilot

Prince 20,439. This horse is now five years old, and is full

brother to Lottery Ticket, 2:19-j, being by Dexter Prince
11,363, out of Emma Nutwood, by Nutwood" 600 ; second dam
Lady Emma 2:36, by Blackhawk 767 ; third dam the Newby
mare, by General Taylor; fourth dam Rosalie, by William-
son's Belmont. Pilot Prince won all his races as a two-year-

old, making a record of 2:31^ in the two-year-old stakes at

the Breeders' Meeting at Napa in 1S90, This, however, was
no measure of his speed, as he had worked out 2:27 before

starting out on the circuit.

The California correspondent of Dunton's Spirit of the
Turf who writes over the nam (it plume of Occident ought to

be 3 little more careful to stick to the truth hereafter. Among
other wild and rambing statements in his last letter he says
" John Green, owner of Directum, 2:11}. and his dam, Stem-
winder, has very little knowledge of horses." Mr. Green has
been in the horse-raising business long before said Occident
wasboru,and if he catches the quill-driver who wrote the ar-

ticle he will kindly '' raise him," and he will do it with
spirit of the turf that will surprise him. Such correspondents
who indulge in reflections upon people who are unable to pro-

tect themselves should receive a polite note from the able edi-

tor of this, one of the best horse journals published.

Read the half-page advertisement of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association's spring and fall meetings.

Entries for the stakes and purses will close next Saturday,

April l*t. Every owner of a promising trotter and pacer can

get a slice of the money by making an entry and paying
only five per cent. The races will be two in three ; the dashes

will be novel, and everyone should aid this association by
making liberal entries. Much depends upon the success of

this spring meeting, and no one having an interest in the

welfare of the trotting-horse industry can afford to stand aloof. I

j

Let everyone make an effort, and after the first afternoon's ,

novel sport is ended, the attendance will increase each sue- )f
ceeding day. There will be more enjoyment in witnessing

the contests than in viewing the "sprinting" of the thor-

oughbreds over the same course thereafter. Remember it

takes but a few dollars to make your entry, and the books will

close nest Saturday, April 1st • read the advertisement and
act accordingly.
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The Saddle.

King Lee, one of the best three-year-olds in the West, has

an ailing leg and was 6red recently.

It is not as yet settled whether Baldwin will send the horses
i

In Emanuel Harding's charge to the Blood Horse meeting or
!

to St. Louis.

The five-year-old gelding Black Bart, by Three Cheers,

dam Bonita, by Norfolk, died recently at the East St. Louis

of lockjaw.

Mr. W. H. Craig, of Cornwall, Can., has purchased from

Mr. Comstock the stallion Saltpetre, half brother to Salvator,

by imp. Glenelg, dam Salina.

Morello, the Futurity winner of 1892, was exhibited at

the New Orleans track on the 11th inst., and was loudly ap-

plauded by the great crowd present.

Wilbur F. Smith has named his two-vear-old bav colt by

St. Savior—Mistake, by Wildidle, GUead,and the bay colt by

imp. Cheviot—Lurline, by Longfield, Marvin.

Lew Martin was declared out of all the Blood Horse
stakes, according to Assistant Secretary Brough, although his

name appeared in our list of entries last week.

R. A. Swigert has sold to the Whitten Bros., Wilmington,
111., the five-year-old mare, Marmose, by imp. Glenelg, out of

Marmot, by Kentucky. Price private. She will be raced at

the winter tracks.

Silver State, the Cheviot-Bessie Shannon two-year-old

filly in Senator Thompson's string, is built very much like

Firenzi, a long, low, raking, racing craft that is likely to Kidd
many who may think she's not too fast.

Wilder F. Smith has retired the fast Joe Hooker—Mar-
guerite mare, Blondinette, from the turf, and has bred her to

that excellent sire, imp. Midlothian. Blondinette is a mare
full of nervous energy, and should make a good broodmare.

We understand the Palo Alto Stock Farm will not have a

string at the coming meeting of the Blood Horse Association.

This is to be regretted, as it is understood a large number of

good ones are being trained by that capable horseman, Cy.

Mulkey.

Kiro. the six-year-old son of Joe Hooker and Faustus, that

won eight races in 1S92, has been purchased by S. E. Law-
rence, of Maple City, Kansas, and goes into the stud. He is

"dickey" in his forelegs, otherwise Bud Erwin would not have
disposed of him.

Marty Bergen, who is said to be the richest jockey in

America, says he believes he can make more money by not at-

taching himself to any one stable, and notwithstanding he has
had several tempting offers from wealthy owners, prefers to

be on "the outside."

Morello, the great winner of The Futurity of 1892, was
started for the first time in 1S93 at New Orleans on the 15th
inst. He won in a gallop from Maud, Ansel Jr. and Readina,
and did the six furlongs in 1:14, the track record. Morello is,

without doubt, a grand race herse.

The Oakland track is in a bad shape—so bad that Schwartz
postponed the races on the Athens of the Pacific indefinitely.

The bridge over the creek on the backstretch was, we under-
stand, washed away by the recent rains, and as the course is

of adobe,it takes many days to dry out.

Dr. Thomas Bowhill's flyers will arrive at Bay District

track next Monday from Napa. He has three fillies, and all

are said to be doing welt in their work. They are by imp.
Mariner, imp. Friar Tuck and Birdcatcher, and out of mares
respectively by Shannon, Lodi and Wildidle.

JohnMackey, superintendent of Rancho del Paso, denies
emphatically that he contemplates leaving his present posi-

tion to engage in breeding thoroughbreds with Simeon G.
Reed near Los Angeles. He declares that no one was author-

ized to state that he intended leaving Rancho del Paso.

The noted thoroughbred broodmare, Saucebox, by Star
Davis, out of Skedaddle, died of old age, one day last week.
She was the property of the B. F. Pettit estate, and was in her
twenty-fifth year at the time of her death. Her only foal

since 1887, was the three-year-old filly Deception, by imp.
Deceiver.

Ireland Bros., of Paris, Ky., have sold to Frakes &
Turner, the five-year-old chestnut horse, Yale '91, by Onon-
daga, out of Zaidee, by imp. Intruder, for the sum of $5,000.
Yale '91 is a good race horse, game to the backbone, and his

new owners should be able to win him out directly after the
spring races begin.

The California boy Piantoni, who was recently in trouble
at Chicago, came very near causing a serious accident at Haw-
thorne Park last week. He attempted to go through on the
rail with Miss Knott, and in so doing threw Dollikins, with
Leonard up, very heavily. Luckily the other jockeys had time
to pull up, and a general catastrophe was averted. Leonard
escaped with a severe shaking up and u sprained ankle.

Last Monday afternoon a car-load of race-horses arrived at

Bay District track from Los Angeles, including the strings of

Dave Bridges and Jockey "Shrimp" Cook. Bridges brought
Donna Lilla, Waif, Typesetter, Bartlett, Lucy S. and Montal-
vo, while Cook has Cassim, Alto Mio, Trumbo and Vendome.
Mr. Thompson, of the City of Angels, sent along a good-look-
ing filly by his imported English stallion Conveth, son of
Favonius (Epsom Derby winnerof 1871) and Cracovienne, by
Trumpeter. Alio Mio is one of the most promising of the
Pacific Derby candidates, and looks well, though he has not
as yet been given much fast work.

Mrs. John Wolfskill, of Santa Monica, according to a
gentleman who recently visited the ranch, is greatly pleased
with the youngsters by her Australian horse, Plenty, son of

Suwarrow and Lurline, the dam of imp. Darebin. Edelweiss
(by Joe Hooker—Yolone) has a gray yearling filly.also a bay
filly foal at foot. Heliotrope, who has been almost paralyzed
with rheumatism for many months, has recovered to some
extent, and has been mated with Plenty. Heliodora, the
three-year-old Wildidle filly, also goes to Plenty. Daphne is

to be trained. Mrs. Wolfskill has sent two two-year-olds to

Sacramento to be trained. They are by Qano and Verano.
Plenty has developed into a beautiful horse, combining the
" quality " of his sire with great muscular powers.

Imp. Loyalist, the splendid Australian racehorse in W.
M. Murry's stable, though making a season in the stud at Sac-
ramento, is taking slow work, with a view to getting him
ready for the fall races. Loyalist's book is rapidly filling.

The latest additions are the dam of Late, by Hercules, and a
mare by Joe Hooker, dam by Leinster.

Reports from San Jose are to the effect that Parasite (form-
erly Glide), the Cyrus-imp. Getawav filly in the Macdonough
string, is a real, live " phenom." The best proof we have of
this is the fact that Charles Boots has a couple of Brutus
youngsters that are capable

1

of stepping along quarters in 23
seconds or a trifle better, and still Mr. B. is more than sweet
on the lively Parasite. Therefore, if Mr. Boots thinks the
daughter of Cyrus a world-beater, it must be assumed that

she has gone as far as his pair, if not a little faster, and that
lick will do in any man's country.

One of the largest purchases in the history of Pasadena
occurred in that city a few days ago, by which Col. G. G.
Green acquired much of the large and valuable holdings of
Senator L. J. Rose in that city and vicinity, involving the
sum of $110,000. The lands acquired lay for the most part in

this city and Altadena, the Hotel Green being included in the
Pasadena property ; also 700 shares in the Rubio and Millard
Canon water companies. This latest purchase, in addition to

his already large holdings in that city, makes Col. Green one
of the heaviest property owners in that section.

John Reavey, the clever horseman, recently purchased of
a breeder who resides near Stockton two wonderfully cheap
horses, if looks count for anything. One is Hinsdale Chief, a
chestnut horse, five years old, by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe
Daniels, the other an unnamed black gelding by John A.,

dam the dam of Hinsdale Chief. The last-named is an unus-
ually handsome fellow, neatly turned as well as showing lots

of strength. He won a six-furlong dash at Stockton during
the progress of the fair of 1891, and has not been started since,

so far as we know. The black son of John A. is a rangy, raw-
boned fellow with clean, flat limbs and immense withers. He
is not over-handsome, but we would not be surprised if he
could go as long a journey as the next fellow.

It will doubtless be very interesting to our readers to know
how the mares will be mated at Palo Alto Stock Farm this

season by Superintendent Cy. Mulky. Through the kindness
of Mr. Mulkey we are enabled to furnish the information. To
imp. Cyrus—Rosebud, Shannon Rose, imp. Fairy Rose, Ger-
hardine, Marcella, imp. riridget, imp. Getaway, imp. Cut-
away, Lady Evangeline, imp. Music, Phoebe Anderson, Riglin,

Kathairon and Playmate. To Racine—Fostress, Muster, imp.
Gorgo, imp. Flirt, imp. Queen Bess, imp. Mutiny, Aurelia,
Evangeline, imp. Ouida, imp. Berna, Faustine and Bessie

Hooker. To Flambeau—Fannie Lewis, imp. Amalia, Piney
Lewis, imp. Amelia, imp. Petroleuse, imp. Goula, imp. Lielia,

Piecious, imp. Rosetta, imp. Cornelia (by Isonomy), imp
Teardrop, Glendew, Mozelle and Flam. To Flood- -Imp.
Cornelia (by Cornelian) and Phoebe (by Grinstead). The se-

lections seem to us very excellent, and the produce will doubt-

less bring splendid prices.

The best food for a mare in foal is oats, bran, some corn, a
little oil cake, carrots, corn fodder and good hay in small
quantities. Concentrated food is best where there is a ten-

dency to relaxation of the bowels. A large quantity of food

given at any time, in connection with vigorous exercise, is

liable to bring a miscarriage; oats or flax straw in large quan-
tities may produce diarrhoea, and abortion may follow. Regu-
lar exercise and good, nourishing food in moderate quantities

is always the sure road to success with a mare in foal. After

the foal is up and around it should have a free operation of

the bowels. If it should not you will notice that it is uneasy;

it will switch its tail, draw up at the flanks, breathe short, and
stare more or less. It is time now to prepare an injection

ofslippery-elm water, flax-seed water or even castile soap suds

and inject it into the bowels until the big bowels are emptied
;

to be repeated if found necessary. But don't resort to physic

unless you are compelled to. Better depend on laxative food

for the dam than to derange the stomach of the little fellow

by medicines that irritate.

The clever turfman, Peter Weber, of Oakland, has pur-

chased of E. F. Fallon, Fairlawn Stock Farm, Hollister, Cal.,

the chestnut three-year-old gelding Manhattan and the two-

year old bay gelding Crescent Monarch. Consideration for

the two, $1,500. Both are said to be very promising" maidens."

Manhattan is by Birdcatcher, dam Ursula, by Duke of Mont-
rose; second dam Sozodont, by Longfellow. Crescent Monarch
is by Birdcatcher, dam the good race mare Lottie L. (half sis-

ter to Susie Williamson, dam of Neilson), by Wildidle. Mr.
Fallon has left for sale four excellent young horses and the

Wildidle brood mare, Lottie L. They are Hathaway, black

colt, four years old, by Ironclad (sire of Inkerman and Sam
Mount), dam Skipaway, by Wildidle ; Sir Edward, brown
gelding, three years old, by Birdcatcher, dam the splendid

performer, Harriet, by Flood ; Maximillian, yearling colt by
Birdcatcher, dam Lottie L., by Wildidle, a splendid individual,

and Pauline, yearling filly, by Birdcatcher, dam Skipaway
(sister to Lottie L.), by Wildidle. Birdcatcher, Mr. Fallon's

stallion, was one of the greatest horses at any distance from a

mile and three-quarters upward ever known in California,

beating Jocko, the conqueror of Lucky B., and the best horses

in the West during his turf days.

The jockey owner, Ezell, and the jockey, Random, have
been indefinitely suspended at Hawthorne Park, for pulling
St. Albans and Noonday respectively. In the latter case an
effort will be made to discovi-r who prompted the lad to his

dishonesty. Charles Me' "aM'erty had some trouble with Judge
Pettingill on Monday, refusing for a while to start hi- horse
with the jockey who had originally weighed out for him.
Eventually he consented, but it is claimed that no great effort

was made to win with the horse.

The following special dispatch came from Los Angeles last

Sunday night: The Examiner representative to-day visited

E. J. Baldwin's stables at Santa Anita, where the horses are

being prepared for their journey to Chicago. Santa Ana has

thickened out into a great, strapping mare, as one could

imagine the great Beeswing to have been. Galindo is a beauty

and there is no four-year-old in America more shapely than
the gallant gray son of Freda. Next to him is another gray
by Rutherford out of Ophir, which "Doc" Williams is

schooling over the hurdles. Then comes a great, leggy chest-

nut mare called Lady Bess, by the Emperor of Norfolk, out of

Arritta. She won three out of five races last year in good
company, and will be Mr. Baldwin's candidate for the Ameri-
can Derby. She looks as if she might be able to go at a great

pace and last over a goodly distance, but her durability as a
campaigner is exceedingly doubtful on looks. She is very

different from a little dark bay two-year-old by Cheviot out of

Alaho that stands in a ^tall two or three doors away from her.

This youngster is modeled very much on the lines of that little

hero, Volante. In the adjoining box to him is the pearl of the
ranch, a chestnut filly by Cheviot out of Viente, sister to

Volante. The horses as a rule are very fit, and look as if they
would make their mark in the 1.

Matt Storn's string of eleven are looking and doing
splendidly at Bay District track, with the exception of Cen-
tella, who has had a severe attack of intlnen/.a. The great
mare, is, however, coming around again very fast. Hermitage,
the imp Friar Tuck—Mistake colt, is a solid-looking bay
colt, and that he has speed in plenty was demonstrated at

Denver when he defeated Charmion for the Pacific Coast
Stakes. Topgallant is in fine shape, and a beautiful animal
he is. Red Prince has rounded to, and will be a most useful

horse this season. Marigold is all right, and will have some-
thing to say in races of a mile and an eighth and upward,
Modesto, by Hyder Ali, Tobasco, by Judge McKinstry, Ex-
cuse Me and several excellent two-year-olds makeup a string
that will keep up California's good reputation at the East.

After racing here the Storn horses go direct to Brooklyn.

An important deal in thoroughbred horseflesh was made
last Monday, when Charles E. Miller, a young gentleman of
this city, secured of Mrs. Robert E. Bybee, Salem, Oregon, the
entire string of horses that were in training by her husband
and S. J. Jones at the time of Judge Bybee's death. The con-
sideration for the horses, a list of which follows, is understood
to have been about $12,000: Misty Morn, b m, 5 years old, by
St. Paul (son of Alarm and Lady Salyers, by Longfellow),
dam Why Not, by George Wilkes (son of Asteroid) ; Rosebud,
b f, 3 years, bv St. Paul, dam Neyella (holder of the five-fur-

long record, 1:00J, for a long time
1

*, by California (brother to

Joe Hooker)
;
Seabreeze, b f, three years, by St. Paul, dam

Billow, by Longfield; Broad Church, ch h, aged (brother to

Canny Scott), by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dunbar, by imp. Bon-
nie Scotland); Rosy Morn, ch f, 2 years (sister to Misty Morn):
ch f, 2 years, by Oregon (son of Monday), dam Oceanica, by
Flood; Marmore, b f, 2 years, by Broad Church, dam Keep-
sake, and Wyana, ch f, 2 years, by Oregon, dam Superba, by
Flood. Misty Morn is probably the best mare ever raised in

Oregon, and, while she did well in California, has never been
seen ai her best. She was valued at $6,000 by Mrs. Bybee.
The three-year-old, Rosebud, defeated the great Geraldine at

Oakland not long ago, and was valued separately at $5,000.

Broad Church, if his temper could be improved, would be
more than a useful horse, and the concensus of opinion cannot
but be that at $12,000 the Bybee horses are a great bargain.

Longstreet is doing slow work regularly and looks well.

His stable mate, Yorkville Belle, seems to have rounded to

nicely, if ever there was anything at all serious the matter
with her, and looks as if she will be up to her best form again
this year. The generality of the local talent are not particu-

larly taken with the way Don Alonzo has wintered. He has
grown " up in the air," and not lengthened nor let down to a

proportionate extent. This was the way he was inclined to-

ward the end of last racing season. C. H. Gillock is voted a

really good sort, and the concensus of opinion is that he will

play a part of no small importance among this ye r's three-

year-olds. Red Banner has been on the sick list, and does

not look her best at present, though she is rounding to. By
the by, Don Alonzo's ex-stable mate. Sir Francis, is one of

the principal attractions at Morris Park. The colt has not

done altogether as well as Mr. J. W. Rodgers would have
wished, and though in reality he has been doing more than
shed work, he looks light beside the other horses in the sta-

ble and strikes the eye as if he had been put along pretty

sharply. He is probably a rather delicate colt, but it will be
remembered that, though his half sister, Yorkville Belle, did

none too well in the winter of 1891-92, she began to "go the

right way " when spring had fairly set in. It may be hoped
that Sir Francis may do likewise, but the fact that he was de-

clared out of all his spring engagements shows that it is not

thought likely that he will come to hand early.—Daily Spirit.

Politician Jim Neil last Saturday found Checkmate (his

John A. colt), that some one stole out of the enclosure at Bay
District track about a month ago. Ever since the racingly-

inclined thief got in his deadly work on the entering wedge of

a great stable of racehorses Jim has been sleuthiug through-

out San Francisco and her suburbs, and as a final revolt visited

the City Pound a second time, there to learn that the object

of his long search had been clutched by the dog-grabbers on
the 2d of March and sold to R. Meins for $30 on March 6th.

A look through the pound resulted in Mr. Neil finding the

colt's halter, on which ''.lames Neil" stood out (to those

capable of reading) in bold relief. Branding the dog-enatcb

ers with terms more appropriate than elegant! the owner of

Checkmate at once procured a search warrant, secured the

services of a police officer, and proceeds] to I, \l. ins' dairy

at Twenty-fifth and Point Lobos avenues, there to sea

the prospective winner of tame and fortQJM—-the young name-

sake of the celebrated Checkmate. There, immured in a -tall

that had evidently never felt a pitchfork, was Check—And ye

godfll what a wreck of his former self, what a clever imita-

tion of a skeleton with a hide stretched over it ' '

'•'

the lack of condition, the colt's shoulders bad tn

badly and was swollen a la Joe Harding, while the 1

had been the pride of his fond ownei lo hey had
passed through throe modern threshing machines slowly,

and with tears ever and anon (Veiling hi- sad eyes, the gentle

racehorse owner led along his sorry charge to swell
livery -table, the owner being a vn v good friend ol

else he would never Im\ > .-
1
1.. v. ! tins unhappy son of John

A. to occupy a stall in hi- phi-. HD

counted for by the fad thai the Mfains boys are no! very well

upintheari of training, and had perhaps read soni

on training racehorses printed in 1723. I ii is un-

derstood, was every morning taken from Twenty- fifth avenue

i near the Cliff House i to Hay I>i-iri I. •re. he

was galloped until be perspired pore, and then, the pn

number of miles being given him Oil the track, the i

run back to the dairy over tin- macadamised road blanketless.

The use of rubbers were unknown to the milkmen-trainers,

and the only wonder i- thai ' Iheckmate h

heaven, there is join Eclipse, Diomed, Highflyer,

OUSly, it WOUld appear that Mr. N-il I-
I

treated, as the halter with Kail'

given the pound officials nn inkling as to who ,,

horse. Besides, tl lei advertised extensively thai

coll had been stolen.
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P. C. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB Mav 1 to Mav 13
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting May 10 (,9 days)
P. C.T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
VANCOUVER. WASH June 14(fourdays»
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND June 24 (seven davs)
SALEM July 4th, 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RACINi : ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting...Mav 1(J to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB {Covington, Ky.;—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TURF AXD DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting...May 9 to 13
OVERLAND PARK CLUE—Spring Meeting Mav 3d to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 10 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, JJl.i—Summer meeting

June 24 (23 days^
BUTTE, HELENA AND DEER LODGE Julv 3, 4 and 5
DILLON July 4 to 7
MISSOULA—Regular circuit Julv in to 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit julv 15 to 2(i

BUTTE-Kegular circuit July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA— Regular circuit Aug. 10 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 toSept.2
8TTJRGIS Mi. In Julv 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
OLENBROOK PARK August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to 8
CALIFORNIA BTATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 Incl.
WASHINGTON PARK [TheN. W.A.T.&P. H. B.i...September 4 to lfi

CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

MONTANA CZRCDl V STAKES April 1

P.C. T. H. B. A.—Spring and Fall Meetings April 1
PETALUMA April 1

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING 0LUB—Trotting Stakes April 15
STOCKTON FAEB April 15
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C. A.Stockton, San Jose, Cal
Thos, Bonner. Santa Rosa, Cal

Martin Carter. Irvlngton
R. i>- Fox, sun Jose

Geo. a Wiley, Danville, OaJ
W. W. Smith, Coin .... .'i
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- B lale Breeding Farm
Samuel i ramble, Danville. <;i'
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ACCIONISTA (Imp. Arabian Stallion .. .

C. A. Baldwin, Mountaiu View Station, Santa Claaa Co
DON CARLOS M. Carr, Santa Rosa. Cal
IMP. IDALIUM John Casaidv, City
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Murry, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES iCoach Stallion) K. O'Grady. Min Mateo, Cal
MERRIWA Thos. G. Jones, Oakland Race Track
MONDAY FINAL H.C. Judson, Sauta Clara, Cal
THREE CHEERS Wm. M. Mnrry, Sacramento, Cal
WILDIDLE H.C. Judson, Santa Clara. Cal

movement in favor of Carillo's reinstatement is on foot,

I but as jet the Blood Horse Association has not acted on

the matter.

P. C. T. H. B. A. . Spring Meeting.

Never in the history of trotting in this State has there

been such a necessity for united effort among horsemen

to sustain the interest in the trotting-horse business

as now. The live organization called the Pacific Coast

Trottiug Horse Breeders' Association has, as usual, come

to the front with a programme of races to be trotted and

paced at its spring meeting which, if encouraged by lib-

eral entries from all owners of colts and fillies, will be a

success ; and this success means more for the breeders

than the mere financial returns of the meeting.

The public have, during the past few years, shown
their disregard of the long three-in-five races, and con-

sequently they will not attend the meeting. In this age

of progression no fair-minded person can blame them.

Horse-owners who have bad to pay large sums for en-

trance and then see their horses trot for the money paid

in by their fellow-breeders are also disgusted. These two

grievances have almost proved fatal to our trotting meet-

ings, but a change is to be made, and, if the success of the

coming Spiing meeting is assured, its example will be fol-

lowed by every other similar organization in the land, and

a greater interest will be taken in the meetings than ever.

The programme is published in^ another column and

blanks will be sent to every member of the association to-

day. Entries for this meetiug, as well as the fall meeting,

will close next Saturday, April 1st, and the importance of

attending to them at once must be apparent to all. The
purse races for two, three and tour-year-olds in the dash

races are sure to prove attractive, and as they will be

" sandwiched " between the regular two-in-three events

each afternoon the spectators' interest will never be al-

lowed to flag. [Like a play where there is no long inter-

mission between acts, every ictor as well as the audience

will become enthusiastic over the systematic way in

which the entertainment is conducted.

There is some talk of this association holding a summer
meeting if this one proves successful (and there is no

reason why it should not) ; all that is necessary is for

horse-owners to send in their entries now.

Nearly every member of this prosperous associa-

tion is interested in some representative of a worthy sire

and dam ; let these gentlemen, therefore, take a personal

interest in this meeting and see that the entries are made,

and, when the last day's races end, they can look back

upon their work with pleasure, for large audiences have

been delighted, good races have taken place and close

contests and exciting finishes have marked each day's

sport ; the gate receipts have been larger, and everyone

will feel happy. The news of our success will be tele-

graphed all over the land, and a new era for the trotting

horse industry will dawn that is certain to become brighter

and brighter even' year. Therefore, let every member
act as a committee of one to make this meeting a success,

and with this unity of purpose there cannot be a failure.

Kemember, entries will close next Saturday. Do not

forget that this is the last call.

James B. Ferguson, of Lexington, Ky., who is no

stranger to California, will start the festive gallopers at

the Blood Horse meeting which begins next Saturday.

His work has almost always been of the best under the

Hying start system, and we look for a continuation of it.

Clinton li. Riley, of Chicago, will be presiding judge, and

a lung experience as racing reporter on metropolitan

newspapers, close study of the racing rules and years of

experience in the stand should fit him for the position.

Who the official handicapper will be cannot be guessed,

but we trust the association will see fit to put aside the

moss-covered idea that the gentleman's name must be
kept secret, and swing into line with the first—class, pro-

gressive racing organizations at the East, that allow

bheii ecretariea to appoint the weights and take the

blame. Everything done by organizatitns of this kind

should l>e open and above—board, and until it is known
by the horsemen and the public who fixes the handicap

n ci| in - there will be dissatisfaction and consequent
lark of confidence.

We were misinformed regarding the reinstatement at'

Jockey Fred Gariljp, a statement appearing in another
portion of this paper thai the Blood Horse Uso-
ciation had taken him back. Ii is true he is working for

Mr. Mfacdonough, under Henry Walsh, and ii U said a

The Spring Blood Horse Meeting.

Sunshine and cheerfulness has been exchanged tor

long-continued sky-weeping and dreariness. With the

I

change of weather for the better comes the arrival daily

of many strings of gallopers at Bay District track, to-

gether with hopeful trainers and happy-faced urchins

that do the horse-piloting or rubbing. At the present

time over 100 horses have " come to the races," and in-

I

dications are that the 106 new stalls built on " The Villa"

!

ground will soon be occupied by the "children of the

|

winds." In fact, no less than 325 horses will participate

i in the Spring Blood Horse meeting, and the number is

likely to be swelled to 350. The inclement weather and

|

consequent sorry condition of the tracks throughout the

i

State has resulted in the thoroughbreds being backward

in the work of preparation, those trained at Bay District

track and Sacramento, however, being further along than

their brethren prepared iu San Jose, Oakland and other

points, owing to the nature of the ground composing those

race courses. In fact, so bad has been the track at San

J

Jose for the past six weeks that little or no work has been

I done over it.

Already the " tout " and his stop-watch is on hand,

j

every good " work-out " being duly noted by the parasite

of the race courses.

Perhaps the most interesting lot of horses at present

|

domiciled at Bay District track are those controlled by

I Thomas H. Williams—Fidelia, Picton, Cadmus and Flir-

tation, the first three three-year-olds and the latter a two-

year-old sister to the mighty Flambeau. Fidelia, on looks,

is the best of the older division, while every trainer and

race-track devotee is loud in praise of Flirtation. Cad-

mus, is declared to be " hot rags," andit is thought he will

go the American and Pacific Derby routes in excellent

shape.

C. A. Brown's Ocean View Stable, quartered where B.

C. Holly's horses were last fall, will not race at the Blood

Horse meeting, but proceed East about the 1st of April.

Wildwood, Joe Cotton and the Prince of Norfolk—Eda

two-year-old colt have been got in beautiful condition by

Trainer C. Davis, and are sure to render a good account

of themselves at Brooklyn and other far-Eastern courses.

Mike Kelly is working Don Fulano, The Spaniard

is without doubt a great colt, and that any three-year-old

in California can beat him we very much doubt. He is

a model of symmetry and beauty, and it is hard to realize

I that the brown son of Alta and Marelee that is stepping

as light as a dancing master was a mighty sick colt less

' than one year ago. St. Croix and two two-year-olds are

also in Kelly's stable, and the fast sprinter first-named

is likely to have some say in the six-furlong races.

Matt Storn's eleven will give an excellent account of

themselves, no doubt. Centella is the only one that has

been sick te an extent worth mentioning. Hermitage is

doing beautifully, and is a very handsome, sturdy-looking

three-year-old colt. Topgallant is looking and ieeling

well, and as he was more than a useful horse last season,

when we say he is now as good as he was last year it will

be understood that be will cut a considerable figure in

his races this season. Marigold is the same good mare

she was in 1S92. Red Prince lias rounded to, and will be

heard from. The two-year-olds are good-lookers, but, of

course, as yet unknown quantities.

Ollie Johnson, a clever horseman, is working three

horses for Burns & Waterhouse—the five-year-old bay

gelding by -Top Hooker, dam Louisa D., by Norfolk ;

Hugo (Derby candidate), a chestnut colt by Cyclone,

dam Brown Bess, by imp. Hercules, and. Mutineer, a

chestnut colt, two years old, by imp. Cheviot, dam

Muniiy. All are maidens, but are good-lookers. Muti-

neer especially is a racy-looking fellow.

" Hanger" Jones, who graduated under one of the

most famous of our old-time horsemen, the late Captain

Thomas G. Moore, of Crab Orchard, Ky. (who trained at

one time for J. B. llaggin), has nine at work, and an

excellent lot they arc. Phil Archibald owns three of the

number—Swiftsure and Ichi Ban, two-year-olds by Co-

loma, and doe D., an aged sprinter. Old Almont and the

Sir Modred mare. Motto, are doing well. Dr. Ross, the

Cheviot-Beauty colt, is a much improved one, and is

likely to make it warm for most anybody's horse.

Dave Bridges, Carner and Al ("Shrimp") Cook came

in from Los Angeles last Monday with Donua Lilla,

Wail', Typesetter, Lucy S., Button and Montalvo, Truinbo,

Vendome (Maben's Duke of Norfolk colt), Alto Mio and

Cassim, the last-named quartet being iu Carner and

Cook's bauds. Montalvo (half-brother to John Treat) is
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a very promising, fine-looking two-year-old. Old Type-

setter is showing up excellently well. Alto Mio, a grand-

looking Alta colt, is not likely to be started in the Pacific

Derby, as the route is a little long for him this season of

the year, he being a great, lengthy, growthy fellow.

Bert Hart, B. C. Holly's old jockey, is training the

string of H. D. Brown, composed of five horses. Quar-

terstaff is the star of the stable, and a colt that is likely

to prove a pie-winner.

Dan Miller's horses got down from Sacramento this

week in the hands of Trainer Dan Meeks. There are

four in the stable—Charmion (who has been coughing a

little), Ida Glenn and two two-year-olds.

Charles Boots' string of ten arrived last Wednesday

—

Sir Walter, Ledalia, the Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt Peter

the Great (2); gr f 2), by imp. Brutus—Ledette
;
b c

Komulus, by imp. Brutus—Beauty ; ch c (2), by imp.

Brutus, dam by Bob Wooding ; br c (2), brother to Sir

Walter ; b c Mercury (2), by imp. Brutus—The Sway-

back ; b m Initiation (6), by Inauguration—Brown Maria;

br c Sir Rhodes (3), brother to Sir Walter. A better-

looking lot of two-year-olds or a string that appears more

fit for a campaign than the Boots horses, never came to

Bay District track. Peter the Great is already a winner,

but on looks Bomulus and the colt from the Bob Wood-

ing mare are his superiors. Komulus especially im-

presses us favorably. Nine others will be brought up

later on. James Nelson, the trainer, deserves credit for

the appearance of the horses. Binstine and Hinkey wiP-

ride. Just how Ledalia will go in the Derby and Tidal

is hard to say at present, In view of the fact that she

has been quartered at San Jose, where the track was a sea

of mucilageanous mud.

The Suisun Stable is on hand with seven or eight

horses, among the number being Braw Scot, and " the

other " Grandee.

John Beavey has a small but select string, at the head

of which is the good-looking five-year-old chestnut horse

Hinsdale Chief, by Joe Hooker. The black half-

brother to Hinsdale Chief is a big-boned fellow with

clean-looking limbs and unusually prominent withers.

C. W. Chappell has a good string in charge, composed

of Peel (who has fully recovered from his attack of in •

tiuenza), Alliance, Chevy Hock, Guadaloupe, Wallace, a

John A. gelding, Jack the Ripper and Little Tough.

Great hopes are centered in Alliance, who is a vastly im-

proved colt.

" Bush " Smith, of Smith Bros., has the game old bay

horse Cyclone in charge, and the old fellow is the same

breadwinner that he was of yore. Bush has just returned

from Oklahoma, and great credit is due George Woods for

the horse's excellent condition.

Billy Donathan, of San Jose, is expected to be on hand

with Atossa and a .number of others that have

races up their sleeves, and Henry Walsh is likely to

bring two or three of the Macdonough youngsters. If he

fetches Glide along there will be heavy hearts among the

owners of two-year-olds that know the filly's capabilities.

Senator William Thompson has a most excellent string

in charge of Maurice Peppers—Martinet (a grand chest-

nut Derby colt), The Drummer, Silver State (a beautiful

bay filly, long-bodied on short legs, by Cheviot—Bessie

.Shannon), and a couple of youngsters by Nee Ban.

W. M. Murry is due to arrive next Wednesday from

Sacramento with nine or ten horses, including Belfast,

Pricelle, Thornhill and a number of two-year-olds.

Wilber F. Smith, of Sacramento, will also come in early

next week from the Capital City with a string of ten or

eleven, among the number being Orta, Steadfast and

Cuidado, and Dan Dennison will have fully as many

coming from the same place, including the gray Grandee,

Tigress, Wicklow and the two-year-olds Chartreuse, a

chestnut filly by imp. Cheviot, dam Zara ; Border, bay

colt, by imp. Cheviot, dam Sister to Ruth Ryan (dam of

Quarterstaff ), and a chestnut colt by imp. Cheviot, dam

Aunt Jane (dam of Wicklow).

Dr. Bowhill's three come down from Napa next Tues-

day morning. They are all fillies, by Birdcatcher, imp.

Friar Tuck and imp. Mariner.

Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield ; E. R. Den, of Santa

Barbara ; J. H. Miller, of Sacramento ; G. W. Trahern,

of Stockton ; Owens Bros, and P. McKenna, of Fresno
;

J. li. Kill, of Ventura; L. J. Rose and Rickabaugh &
Earp, of Los Angeles ; Billy McCormick, of " The

rcade," Sacramento county ; Ira Ramsdell, of this city;

ee Burk, of San Jose; Frank Burke, of Menlo

ark, and many others are expected to send strings, and

iat there will£be the best meeting this spring in the

history of the Blood Horse Association is certain.

It Must Not be Destroyed.

It is not within the province of a turf journal to speak

of the depreciation of real estate values in the suburbs of

San Francisco, but certain newspaper writers have taken

upon themselves the herculean task of almost driving the

Board of Supervisors to believe there is a boom in real

property, and to make them perform acts that will be of

no particular benefit to anyone ; and these writers threaten

to do this by bringing an improvement club's influence to

bear upon our city fathers. We step outside our bounds,

however, when the interests of horsemen are at stake, es-

pecially when the principal aim is to have the Bay Dis-

trict track fences torn down, the stalls destroyed, the

track obliterated and streets cut through the inclosure.

If there was any immediate demand for outside prop-

erty, or if there was a la'-ge number of people in San Fran-

cisco who could not find a place to live or a vacant lot on

which to build, then by all means we would be in favor

of doing exactly as these local agitating writers demand,

and would help them in every way to accomplish the

work.

Our real estate dealers are not jubilant over the " pros-

pects " of an increase in the value of lands in the suburbs,

as alleged in the articles referred to. Along the Point

Lobos road there are acres of fenced lands ; out on the

Mission road there are miles of unimproved property
;

toward South San Francisco and beyond, the same level

expanse of unimproved property meets the eye.- Where

the steam dummy draws its load of pleasure-seeking pas-

sengers to the ocean beach there are acres of almost

valueless wastes ; beyond Seventh Avenue there lies an

unbroken stretch of country to the beach that will some

day be built up ; over toward North Beach there are

more lots and many acres awaiting a buyer. These

places have all been " boomed," until the unfortunate

owners who paid high prices for their holdings would

willingly sell for one-half of what they paid. There is

no denying the fact that there are more unoccupied

houses in San Francisco to-day than has ever been known

in its history, and many of the inhabitants have moved

from then- mortgaged homes to rented apartments. This

can largely be attributed to the effects of the " boom."

The improvement clubs which induced the Supervisors

in the past to erect electric lights and lay down water

and gas mains, etc., were composed of property-owners

who had paid for grading and macadamizing their streets

and were anxious to have their property improved. The

demand of the times was for little homes, and these own-

ers found little trouble in renting the cottages they

erected. That was when the boom was at its height. The

clubs deserve a great deal of credit for what they accom-

plished then, and if the improvement in the prices could

have been sustained every citizen in the land would re-

joice with these fortunate people. We admit with sorrow

that such a thing could not be, and the "j/roperty-holder

must wait patiently for years for a revival in real estate
;

then, and not till then, will it be advisable to cut streets

through the Bay District track and the graveyards this

side of it. When that time comes this journal will unite

with all others to boom the work of the improvement

clubs and have Senator Stanford sell his land where the

track is. But the builders of streets (with their pens) have

no patience, and would have him open up a new lot of

land now to place beside the squares of unoccupied ter-

ritory surrounding it, just because the track is in

the way.

The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association has gone to

considerable expense to make the place presentable, and

were it not that the directors are continually harassed by

newspaper articles decrying their work, thousands of dol-

lars would be expended where only hundreds are paid out

monthly to beautify the enclosure. The great industry of

raising horses in California must have an exhibition

ground whereon the thoroughbreds, as well as trotters and

pacers, can be shown and their qualities developed. This

State is destined to lead every other in the United States

in this respect, not even excepting ' Old Kentucky," and

as the other lands on the peninsula are very scarce or are

placed at such exorbitant figures that they can hardly be

purchased, we believe the members of the improvement

clubs will agree with us when we say, " I^et us exercise

patience until the ' boom ' comes, and then if the law

must be enforced, let us have streets cut through the Bay

District track and build a track elsewhere." All other

pieces of valuable property occupying the choices! sites

in our suburbs (yet much nearer the City Hall), which are

at present being used as places of enterment, mttnt also

receive the attention ot the improvement clubs, and we

will help them. The bodies of the deceased who have

'requiescat in pace" on their tombstones must be re-

moved, and macadamized streets lie cut through, ft will

be a public necessity, and if the law is] enforced in

one case it must in the other; therefore, until there is

need for a change, we humbly ask the reporters to re-

strain their ambitions and pray for a " rise" in values.

Scientific Shoeing.

" No foot, no horse " is an old but true saying, yet how
many hundreds of horses are ruined by the ignorance of horse

shoers who never made a study of that wonderful work of

nature—a horse's foot. Badly shod, the horse while in action

often strikes himself and becomes unfit for any work

thereafter. T. Doyle, the celebrated horse-shoer, makes a
study of scientific horse-shoeing, and gives his personal atten-

tion to all details. He has fitted up two large shops, one is at

628 Howard street the other on Park avenue near Larkin
street, opposite the New City Hall. In these places Mr.
Doyle has stalls erected for horses that are under the veteri-

narian's care for cracked heels, quarter-cracks, thrush, grave!

or other ailments. Every care is taken of them, and numer-
ous testimonials have been received by this practical work-
man for the good work he has performed.
Mr. Doyle has patented a clasp for quarter-cracks and a

horseshoe that prevents any concussion, and they are a
success wherever used. A patent chair in which horses are

led to be shod is another innovation ; it affords comfort to

the horse and protection to the workman. A cordial invita-

tion is extended to horsemen to visit these establishments for

they are models of comfort, and anyone having horses that

interfere or forge should call and see how quickly Mr. Doyle
can remedy these defects.

Sulkies To Chicago.

Mr. Bilz, the machinist and carriage manufacturer of this

place, yesterday shipped one pneumatic tire sulky and one

speeding sulky to the World's Fair to be held in Chicago.

The sulkies are handsome structures and should bring home

the winning prize for their class of vehicles. They were de-

signed and built here Jin Pleasanton by Mr. Bilz, and show
him to be a skilled mechanic. His workmen in every de-

partment of his large factory are first-class in every re-

spect. These sulkies are begun and finished completely be-

fore they leave the factory, that is to say, they are wooded,
ironed, painted and upholstered.

Mr Bliz also shipped two plows of his own patent and
manufacture to the World Fair—a one-horse vineyard plow
and a two-horse gang plow. He also shipped two speeding

sulkies to Palo Alto, and to-day will ship one combination
cart to John A. McKerron,his agent in San Francisco.—Pleas-

anton Times.

All of a Family.

Chas. E. Needham, of Bellota, San Joaquin county, is one

of our best-known horsemen, and this year he has placed his

advertisement of the four-of-a-kind stallions in our colums.

There is Steve Whipple with a race record of 2:14 in fourth

heat, and in third heat he was separately timed in 2:11', ; in

this heat he was sent away last and had to go to the outside

of a field of horses and was only beaten a head. Every one
knows Steve Whipple and i* would be as useless as trying to

gild refined gold or to paint the lily as to speak of his merits.

His two half brothers, Voter, by Elect, and Prindex, by
Dexter Prindex, besides his full brother Andy R., are all to

stand for the season of 1S93 in Stockton and Bellota accord-

ing the advertisement and owners of good mares should avail

themselves of the opportunity of breeding to them. Voter,

Prindex and Andy R. will be given race records this fall, and

they will be of the Steve Whipple kind, too.

Napa Colt Stakes.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisemen t

of the Nana Agricultural Association. There are races for

yearlings, two-year-olds, three-year-olds and four-year-olds,

trotting and pacing, entries for which will close nest Satur-

day, April 1st, and every owner of a good youngster should

not forget to make an entry. The track at Napa will be put

in first-class shape, and Chas. Scott, the superintendent, will

have everything in readiness to make this the best fair ever

held in the beautiful city.

The officers of the society are working hard to make the

coming annual meeting a grand success. The Napa track has

been the battle ground over which many of the most famous

trotters and pacers in this State have won fame, aud now that

it is to be placed in better itx than ever, we can look for some
verv fast records being made. Remember entries close April

1st."

McCormick Machines.

The reputation of the celebrated McCormick farm ma-

chinery is world-wide. Every improvement that can be

thought of has been added to m«ke them as near perfection as

possible. Their mowers, reapers and binders are universally

used by our leading farmers and they would not have any

other. The Deere Implement Company of :'•""' :m<l .".07

Market street, are t In- Pacific < Soasl agents br these celebrated

machines. A large line of assorted sizes are always on exhi-

bition in their extensive warehouses, and a cordial invitation

is extended to all to visit aud inspect tin-.' useful ionpi

Write for catalogues and prii

Stonewall 11,050.

The handsome, black stallirn Stonewall 11,050, sired Ijy I'.

rector, 2:17, out of Nellie Steinway, by Steinway, '-:•_'

vertised in this issue to make the season of 189:1 at the Maps

-ace track, at the low fee of $o0. After the season ends he

will be given to a competent trainer and will, no doubl

low record. Stonewall is a large, well-f

be'is a model of symmetry and is remarkably pure-gait

disposition is perfect, lie should make a gre.it si

Im-eling ennitnerids him. :mcl tie' ' liiiKili.nl
.
>f I

Steinway and St. Clair blood backed ap I' inghbre.

cross<-s is difficult to excel. Read the advertisement.
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THE GUN.
The Scenes of Youth.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.1

Though still and dead.

My soul is wed
To thoughts and scenes of other years ;

My early youth,

I love foresooth.

For its sweet innocence and truth,

t

Far better than my later years.

Its shadowy hills.

Its pleasant rills.

Its meadows fresh and gardens fair.

Undimmed I see,

Afi then so free,

I wandered o'er the^rassy lea,

And breathed their fresh and fragrant air.

I lore to walk
Again and talk

By memory's aid beneath the trees

;

Down in the glen,

To list again

To song of robin or ot wren.

Where Xature strives thejheart to please.

Through evening's gloom.

The bitiern's.boom

It seems that I can plainly hear,

When breath of spring

Is on the wing,

And voice of sedge-grass whispering.

Is borne by low winds winging near.

The sea, the sky.

Alone defy

The change which marks the flight ot years ;

Secure for me.
In memory.

Are hung in youth's bright gallery

Loved sceLes that flight of time endears.

The San Francisco Gun Glub.

The San Francisco Gun Club met at Oakland Shooting

Park on Saturday last, celebrating the second event of the

season in their regular annual programme- There were

twenty-two sportsmen in attendance who engaged in the match

and it proved one of those happy events for which this orga-

nization is noted at the trap The day was damp, decidedly so

the air being so veiled and darkened with the dividing con-

dition between mist and rain, that a dark, low-flying bird was

rendered very difficult of alignment. Notwithstanding these

conditions several of the gentlemen made excellent scores, the

shooting, in the main, with some striking surprises, being very

good.

Mr. R. B. Woodward shot his score in his old form missing

but one bird.

Mr. F. W. T-Olant killed to his last bird, which being a

very swift bird to right quarter, escaped with but little pun-
ishment.

Then followed six gentlemen who scored ten birds each, all

doing excellent shooting.

The scores of the first sixteen gentlemen, as given below,

shows well for an amateur club.

The scores in ihe main match are as follows;

R. B. Woodward 22120112211 1—11
F. W. Tallent 2 1112111111 0—11
F. R Webster -1 111 0201222 1—10
R. H.Sprague -2 202 2 021121 1—10
W. S. Kittle -21 222222020 2—10
H.W.Woodward 1 2122 2 10021 2—10
Harry Babcock 1 0111111011 2—10
J. O. Cadman 2 21211**212 1-10
A.C. Tubbs 1 1201102112 2—10
F. H. Sanborn 102101022212—9
F. V. Atherton 2 022*222210 2—9
Robert Oxnar.1 1 12292022200—8
J. H. Jallett - 210020112011—8
.1. F. Kilgarif. 00211101112-8
Alex. Hamilton .2 2 2 111*02002—8
Edward Donohoe .2 10129 2 11020—8
Howard Black 000 2 2212011—7
'ieorge Levlson 1 1 1000202010—6
<\ H.chapin 02022020012—6
Wm. Levison 12100000110—5
F. 3. Butler 1 00110000100—4
JohnK. Orr * 202*0***01*— 3

In pool-shooting, in 30-yard class, Messrs. Sprague and
Babcock divided the first purse; Messrs. Babcock and Web-
ster the purse on second " freeze-out;" Messrs. Babcock and
Tallant divided in the third event and Messrs. Tallant and
Cadman won the money in the fourth event.

In the 28-yard class Messrs. A. C. Tubbs and Hamilton di-

vided the money in the first " freeze-out," the latter winning
the purse in the next event ; the third was a repetition of the
tin-t trial.

Messrs. Sprague and Cadman then finished the birds by
shooting some twenty odd birds each, Sprague winning but by
one bird. It was a very interesting race.

Important to Every Sportsman.

No question hat* ever been presented to the sportsmen of

America equaling in importance the project now before them

of forming a National Sportsmen's Association. The sports-

men of the country are to be congratulated on the favorable

opportunity which the general gathering at Chicago, at the

World's Pur, proenla for the formation of such a body. The
rbicfa will be produced by the operations, by the de-

mands and intelligent labor of SQCh ;• representative body of

nntlemeo, pledged and devoted in all of its eAorta, as it will

be, to the sccomptiibmeot of designs and projects having for

their centra] aim and object only the public good, cannot fail

of achieving a succession of grand and noble purposes.

The sportamen of American have become legion and the

public are but jut beginning to realize that thev are a body of

men, in so much as field sports are concerned, that is devoted,

primarially, to the furtherance of snefa aims and object as

are of the tir»t importance to the people a» a whole. T.tere

is, there can be nothing of a selfish nature iu their vork.
The preservation of the forests, the establishment of Na.ional
;md Slate Parks, the protection of tijth and game, the jropa-

gKtiou, breeding and i asportation of the same, are all objects

upon which every true, loyal citizen can unite. These ob-

jects, all, are for the education, refinement, use and pleasure of
the whole people.

To every lover of nature, thev are objects which appeal with
a force which must call forth most earnest and conscientious

endeavor for their accomplishment. To every sportsman
these objects present the projects which lie next the heart,

and there can be no question as to the need and also the

feasiability of pushing, to a successful issue, the work which
would come before such a body. Nothing may be done with-

out honest, united, painstaking effort. Will it be done ? Yes,
the banner under which we are called to rally is so broad, so

liberal and the cause it represents is so just that none can be
heard to successfully deny or controvert any of its repre-

sentations.

The call has gone forth and the rallying of our forces are

already indicated ; from New York to San Francisco and
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico the answer comes
as from one man favoring the movement. The sportsmen of

the country, have, within the ten years last past, become no
mean factor in the sum total of the business and social world

;

they are increasing in numbers daily and there can be no
question of the absolute demand for just such an organization

as shall give voice to the sentiments and Jesires of this large

body of men.
It is a matter which will require the thoughtful study and

constant care of the wisest minds in our midst—the formation
of a National body in such a manner as to render it most ef-

fective for good.

The whole country is being awakened to the importance of

such a movement and from the present outlook it may be safely

predicted that the " call " when formally issued for the orga-
nization of the body at Chicago, during the summer, at such
time as will best suit the majority interested that there will be
not only a large, botja most earnest practical gathering to found
what we confidently predict will prove to be the grandest and
most effective organization for the good of the cause of general

sportsmanship that has ever been formed.
Are you doing your duty in the matter of calling attention

to this subject ? Are you throwing your personal interest into

the matter and laboring in the behalf of the organization of

this body ? If not will you not now begin ? Let every one
do his part and the movement will prove a grand success.

In the trout fishing line there was something of yet greater in-

terest to the party. Taking their yacht and sailing over to the
mainland to the mouth of the Nepagon river which flows down
into the lake from Canadian soil, they struck somejtruly won-

j

derful sport in the trout fishing line. ''Never," says Professor
Macallister, " have I experienced such sport as we here en-

! joyed, and I have ' dropped a line ' in all of the more notable

|

angling waters of the globe." The trout in the river were
! large and exceedingly gamey, and fought with that degree of

I vigor which gives to the true sportsman his highest experi-

, ence of the art of angling."

The famous Silver island is near the Isle Royal, yielding a
very great per cent, of silver. On the island was found a
large number of hardened copper tools which art was lost

with the obliteration of the more advanced civilization of the
pre-Columbian age in North America. Silver Island lies be-
tween IsleKoval and the mainland, about equi-distant between
these points. It was a submerged column about three hun-
dred yards one way by two hundred the other, the whole body
being largely composed of silver. Its sides, or rather its cir-

cumference, for the entire distance of seventy-odd feet, were
practically perpendicular. The discovery of this astonishing
rich formation of silver ore was made by a fisherman who had
been in the habit of anchoring his boat upon it and fishing in
the deep water near. A bright object glinting through the
shallow water which covered the top of the rock attracted the
fisherman's attention, and with his gafi-hook he broke it off

and secured it. Like many a lucky man who has discovered
a good thing, he was induced to sell the find for a song, and if

living yet is, no doubt, a professional fisherman stilL

Turning a Trick.

Isle Royal.

Did you ever go out with the very best shot on earth ? The
one who never fails to kill more birds than any other man he

ever went with a-field, regardless of any exception? No?
Well, you never knew my self-alleged friend Boggs. Boggs

lived out in the midst of the best hunting district near which
I lived. He was one of those wrecks which we find all too

|
frequently floating about on the sea of life. But then he was

! a good, social fellow, and occasionally he would flash up with
! some indication of his long-lost heritage of cultured blood and

|
good breeding which rendered him a very pleasing com-
panion. He had blown full, in an unlucky moment, upon the
reefs of rock and rye and had literally been broken to pieces,

On the northern shore of Lake Superior is to be found one

of the most interesting islands to be met with in any of the

group of great lakes. The Isle Royal lies about fourteen

miles from the main land and presents many features of at-

traction not to be met with in any other section of the

country.

This island is about twenty-seven miles in length, varying

in width from two to three miles. Along its farther or lake-

facing side and distant from it but a mile or less runs a chain

of islands so near together that one might with ease pass from

one to another on foot. These small islands seem to be piers

of natural stone, on some of which soil and vegetation has
grown wherever the islands, so called, are large enough to

sustain such vegetation. They serve as a perfect protection

to the Isle Royal from the high seas which come sweeping in

unbroken billows for hundreds of miles. The sand has drifted

against them, being v. ashed up by the tide until the island

proper is secure from the effect of the storms which at times
sweep the lake with great violence.

Between this chain of small islands and the main one is one
of Nature's perfect harbors, where the entire fleet of the lake
niigh anchor with perfect safety. An entrance may be made
into this harbor by the largest vessels Jat either end of the
islands and also in the center of the smaller chain of islands.

The water in this natural harbor is found to be some sixty

feet ; the walls of the Isle Royal are perpendicular for the

same distance.

On the island are to be found a large number of smaller
lakes and these lakes practically have no bottoms, and but a
few years ago were literally filled with trout as fine as were
eyer taken from the rushing mountain streams of the higher
mountains. It is needless to say that the rocky walls of these
small lakes were literally alive with the natural food of the

trout, which accounts for finding them in such great numbers
there, all in the best condition.

Professor J. M. Macallister, the world-renowned mysticist,

ran onto this charming island some years ago in one of his

constant excursions into every part of the habitable globe.

Professor Macallister is a thorough sportsman, handling the

rod and gun with equal skill and each of them in the most
skillful manner. He has hunted in the wilds of Australia and
India, and on his three trips around the world has visited

almost every point of interest to the intelligent traveller.

In conversation with him recently, he remarked that Isle

Royal presented some features of interest of the most striking

nature, the formation of the island, its lakes and the wonder-
ful quantity of trout found in them on the occasion of his visit

there, being not of the least.

The small lakes of the island proper are formed in the links

of a chain, most of them being connected with narrow passage-

ways which to my mind suggests the manner in which the
small islands above described were dismembered and formed
into the columns as now presented.

The Professor and his companion spent a month on the
island, visiting the odjacent points of interest on the shore of

the lake. An experience is related by the Professor relative

to the quantity of trout in these small lakes that is well nigh
incredible, and yet, knowing him as we do, we do not hesitate

to vouch for the absolute truth of the statement. He was
strolling about the island one day shortly after his arrival

there when he observed a disturbance in the water, and from
the bubbles judged them to be made by fish ; taking a long
pole or stick he thrust it down into the water, and, behold !

he had killed a fish ! Again and again was the same thrust
made with like results, each effort was, almost invariably,

rewarded by securing a fish. The trip and experiment re-

sulted in sport with the rod galore. In casting, every fly on
reaching the surface would be nabbed at once, so eager were
the trout for the lure.

Angling with a full leader was soon dispensed with, and in
;i Bhort time, even with but one fly the sport grew wearisome
because of the ease with which the trout insisted on being
slaughtered. The trout in these lakes were small, hut of the
most delicate flavor, and the gentlemen there lived on them
until nature called for a change in their diet. How long was
that? I was not informed, but 1 can testify that for me it

would be some lime, distant time, in the uncalculated future!

so to speak.

He loved his dogs and guns and in sports a-field found his

principal pleasures of life. When he went out hunting he in-

variably came back with the largest bag of any one of the
party. He always insisted in going out with the best shot he
could select in the party as his shooting companion. This
was a usual custom with Boggs.
He worked it in this wise. When a bird would rise and

his companion would drop it, Boggs' gun would crack at the
same instant and he wou'd be heard saying, " Bai Jove ! did

ye see me kill 'em!" His companion, as a rule, would be
too much of a gentleman to protest against the palpable old

cheat and Boggs would stow away the birds in his hunting
coat and walk on onlyjto repeat the performance at the next
opportunity. No wonder that he was successful in bagging
more birds than any one else.

The occasion of mv first experience with the old fellow I

shall never forget. It happened in this wise.

A party of a half dozen or more went out to the old fellows

place for a few days hunt ; there was an air of ease and care-

less comfort about it : the old house was low and rambling
with plenty of room in every appartment. The kenn-ls were
well regulated and contained a number of fine dogs. I was de-

lighted with the prospects of having some fine sport, as were
also my companions, all of whom had been there befori.

In the evening I was most agreeably surprised on answering
the dinner call to find at the table one o( the sweetest and
most charming creatures whom I had ever had the good for-

tune to meet. I think I should have stood spell bound by the

sight of the beautiful maiden, had not one of my companions
pulled at my coat, at the same time whispering into my ear

the verv sage aad oft-repeated words of advice " Don t be a

fool
!"

I sat down quite abashed and I fear that I cut a sorry figure

through the whole of the dinner hour from a feeling of con-

cious slavery to the beautiful being opposite.

Kitty Boggs! Lord! it can't be that she is old Bogg's

daughter! Impossible! But nevertheless it was true and
when introduced I managed to stammer a few platitudes about

the weather and other equally unimportant subjects. With
many winks and knowing nods, my friends sent me out with

Boggs for my shooting mate for the first day, being first care-

ful to wager the wine with me that 1 would bag less birds than

any member of the party—a wager which 1 was not slow to

lay, taking all comers until I had quite a book.

We had not been in the field but a short time, until I '•tum-

bled," if I may be allowed to fall into slang. I could not be

rude to Kitty's father, for strange and ludicrous as it may seem,

I was fairly nettled in the meshes of her winsome ways and

wonderful charms.
But I must secure by stealth what I was losing by open-

handed robbery. Bird" after bird that I had knockeel down
went into the capatious pockets of Boggs' hunting coat.

I began working the old fellow by plying him with liquor

from my flask, but behold ! he drained the whole of it,

and walked better and played his game of robbing me of my
birds more boldly than before.

Luncheon hour brought me the desired opportunity. Bogg6

had so many birds in his hunting coat that he was obliged to

lay it aside in order to secure any rest during luncheon. At a

favorable moment I quickly filled my pockets from those of

his coat, replacing the bulk and" weight of the b ; rd* removed
by damp moss from the brook near by. Boggs did not ob

serve the deception which I had practiced on him until Aunt
Cbloe inquired that evening: ''Which one ob dem gen'len

been done an' fill his huntin' coat wif moss an' bark ter make
believe he kill a heap ob de birds !" The boys never knew
just how I managed to circumvent old Boggs.

The effectiveness of the small bore gun on game is conceded,

but at the trap at live birds it seems doubtful if it may become

in general use. The fact of Mr. John K. Orr's shooting in

(

the match of the San Francisco Gun Club on Saturday last,

]

proves pretty conclusively that it requires a heavier gun for

this shooting, but it should be remembered that he shot at 28-

vards, no provision having been made in this club for handi-

capping gun.

The Country Club meets at the trap to-day in Oakland

Shooting Park.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest posei

[k notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

a their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

lam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BE^'CH SHOWS.

Illindio Kennel Club's bench show, Indianapolis, Ind., March iS,

29, 30and 31. Chas. K. Farmer. Secretary.

Mew England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
j

7 . J. \V. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Clnb's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,
]

13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,

April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show. San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show. Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7. 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Mr. Coke's greyhound Character, almost unknown to the

local fancy, won the Waterloo Cup at the recent meeting.

Mr. J. B. Coryell's St. Bernard, St. Elmo, is turning out to

be a verv fine specimen, fulfilling every promise of his puppy-

hood.

There was some good coursing at Newark Park on Sunday

last. The Occidental Club will hold two more events tbis

spring.

The Pacific Kennel Club has engaged an office at 623

Market street and will receive entries for the bench snow on

and after April 1st, by which time the Premium List will be

ready.

H. \V. Jones Esq., of Alameda has a splendid kennel of foi-

'erries and will have one of the largest exhibits in the coming

show ; his kennel building is nicely decorated with diplomas

won by his dogs in Canada.

David Sinclair has been engaged as clerk for the Bench

Show Committee and he is a competent gentleman for the

position. He has had a deal "of experience in the East in

connection with kennel clubs.

Reports from Los Angeles indicate that there will be a very

much better entry for the bench show there this year than

there was last. The show begins on the 19th of May, contin-

uing until the 21st inclusive.

H. McCracken claims the name of Lady H. Glendyne for

white, black and greyhound bitch whelped February 24, 1889.

Trales—Lady Graham Gledyne. This bitch is related to such

dogs as Fullerton, Gay City, Paris, Hinc Hulloa.
-*.

Several surprises await the St. Bernard fanciers in this city

and they will be sprung upon them at the coming dog show.

Owners of previous winners should not be too confidenl of win-

ning again, as the competition will surely be of the keenest

kind in all classes.

The work involved in the preliminaries for the coming

bench show, to be given by the Pacific Kennel Club, May 3d

to 6th inclusive, at the Mechanics' Pavilion, is now well in

hand. The show will, beyond all doubt, prove to be the best

ever given on this coast.

Capt Thos. Higgs has now a string of some eighteen dogs

that he will take to the Los Angeles bench show. The ken-

nelmen of this city and vicinity are showing a fraternal dis-

position toward our brethren of the State's southern metropo-

lis that is pleasing to note.
—

Dr. Regensburger has just cause to feel proud of his St.

Bernard puppy, Reglov (Safford—Mountain Queen). This

dog is less than one year old, and yet runs well with the largest

dogs of this class on this coast. As a puppy we think he

would be placed well to the front in almost any company.

In the recent run for the Waterloo Cup the great Ful'erton

—the Napoleon of the (English; greyhound family—met his

Wellington, found his Waterloo, but lost the cup. The grand

old dog was defeated in his second course. But it will be a

long time, we predict, before any dog will eclipse his winning

record.

The pigeon fanciers are making extensive preparations for

the exhibit to be given by them in connection with the bench

show. During the show, each day, carriers will be liberated

from the top of the Palace Hotel for trips to Stockton, Sacra-

mento, San Jose and other points, the time of flight to the

different points being posted on the blackboards at the show in

the Pavilion.

The Chicago Inter Oceans's chestnut roaster pulls the fol-

lowing one out of the fire and sends it around, but having no

especial use for it we pass it along

:

"Didn't you find him just as represented ?"

Lady (indignantly)
—"No, sir ; you said he was a bird dog

and he'hasn't sang a note yet, and I've had him two weeks !

"

The al'^mportant matter of the sanitary measures govern-

ing bench shows will be carefully looked to in the coming

bench show to be held by the Pacific Kennel Club by Messrs.

Skaife A. Rowat, the well-known veterinarians of this city.

very exhibitor may rest assured that the dogs enlered will

j given the very best of care which skillful, painstaking,

watchful care can guarantee.

The Managing Committee of the Pacific Kennel Club have

secured an office at 628 Market street, where all busings con-

nected with the coming exhibition will be promptly and

courteously attended to. Mr. David St. Clair has been placed

in charge, and will, no doubt, prove the right man for this im-

portant position, as he has had previous experience with some
of the leading shews in the East in like capacity.

Immortality For Animals.

Ever since that Webster and Otis of the pulpit, Henry
Ward Beecher, electrified and astounded the sleepy-going

world of his profession and their unquestioning followers by

speaking of a '* horse heaven," there has been more or less of

speculation as to the subject of immortality for all animal

life. Why not? Nothing save the inordinate egotism of man
is responsible for the claim that he alone is to be granted the

boon of eternal life. In view of the daily demonstrated fact

that man falls, even lower than any other form of animal

creation, the fact of his claim to the exclusive care of the Al-

mighty is preposterous. Our Dumb Animals, speaking of this

matter in a recent number, says :

One strong argument in favor of human immortality is de-

rived from the undeveloped powers and unfulfilled capaciti^,

mental and moral, which are observable in human life. Man
is capable of a perfection, personal and social, which seems to

be clearly contemplated by his nature, but which is never
actually attained. In the higher, that is, in the social and
moral strata of their nature, men are still apparently in an
embryotic condition. It is therefore argued that, as the em-
bryo is the germinal beginning of the life to be developed,

so our embryotic human life is but the beginning of

a fuller life hereafter in which, "when that which is perfect

shall come, that which is in part shall be done away." If

there is a wise God at the heart of things in this world, a God
who means something for the future in whatever He does in

the present, that is a sound argument in favor of a future life

for men. But it is just as good in favor of a future life for

brutes. For in them, quite as surely as in man, there are un-
developed powers and unfulfilled capacities. There is not one
intellectual faculty in man of which we do not find at least the

humble counterpart in some dumb brute; and there is not a

single social and moral virtue of which the higher brutes do
not appear to have at least the elementary capacity, and some-
times the highly developed reality.

Another argument for a future life is that of the inequali-

ties observable in this life. Gran'ed that there is no favorit-

ism in the dispensations of Providence when it sets up one

man and casts down another; grant that the gifts of God are

at His own discretion ; aad still one would expect to see some
equality of method in the distribution of His gifts. That is

what we do not see in this world. In the struggle of life it is

not the best but the strongest that succeed ; and the craftiest

are often the strongest. Plato, in a remarkable dialogue,

pictures the perfect man, and asks what the world would do to

such a man, if he should appear. The answer is that they

would crucify him ! Now, in a universe over which a just

God rules, that cannot be an ideal state of things in His sight;

and since it is the actual state of things here, God's

just purposes must have their ultimate fulfilment for

His earthly creatures in some world which lies be-

yond the prasent. Why does not the priuciple of this

argument apply to brutes? In the lower animals we see one

universal struggle to the death. Whole races seem to live

only that other races may live by devouring and destroying

them. The struggle is utterly immoral ; for the survival of

the fittest simply means the survival of the strongest, the

craftiest, the most selfish. If there is any purpose in those

countless lives, it cannot surely be that they shall come and
go, devouring and being devoured ; and if there is a moral

purpose in it all, the fulfilment of that purpose, which is never

reached here, must be reserved for a life beyond.

The argument from the inequalities of life is strongest

when it is put into the form of an argument from the unde-

served sufferings of lile. It is said that sin is the cause of all

suffering. Perhaps it is ; but it is not always the sinner who
suffers ; and myriads of human beings are involved, through

no act of their own, in sin as well as suffering. There are

thousands of children in the world, born of sin that they did

not commit, ; born with a taint of sin in their blood that is

absolutely certain to work out into sins of their life; born

suffering and to suffer, the consequences of the sins of their

progenitors. In this world these poor creatures have no

chance to escape either sin or suffering; and unless God has

created and ordained them for the express purpose of sinning

and suSering, which a just God could not do, there must be a

way out of this dark problem somewhere. In this world no

such way has yet appeared ; and if God be just—we need not

even say benevolent—the way will surely be made plain in

some other world than this. But again we ask, Why is not

this argument as powerful in behalf of dumb creatures as in

behalf of human beings? In this ca*e there is no sin to be

thought of, yet there is unlimited suffering, for " the whole

creation groaneth and travaileth in pain even until now,

waiting for * * redemption." And unless St. Paul blun-

dered, that " whole creation shall be delivered from the bond-

age of" its present cruel " corruption, into the glorious liberty

of the children of God."

We have spent many a profitable hour in years gone by in

studying the strange revelations of the Sage of Sweden, some
of whose followers have so far departed from his counsel and

example as to found a sect called "The Church." We have

had, and we still have, many esteemed friends belonging to

that church. Some of them are strong supporters of our

societies, as they arestrong supporters of every good word and

work. It is now many years since we read the works of

Swedenborg, and we do not recollect what he says, nor in-

deed whether he says anything, on the subject of animal im-

mortality ; but it has always seemed to us that, of all people

in the world, the members of the New Church ought to be

predisposed to believe in that doctrine. For animals have

life; and Swedenborgians believe that "all life is from the

Lord." How, then, can any form of life be perishable—as to

its essence, at any rate ? Moreover, Swedeuborgiaus believe

that life i-- permanent in the degree to which it belongs : that

natural life remains an a natural state forever ; that when an

influx from the Lord raises a natural man into the spiritual

plane, he becomes a spiritual man forever; and that when a

higher influx still raises him to the celestial order, he remains
.

I -ill forever. Thus, there might be a lifting up from the

natural into the spiritual and from the spiritual into the

celestial ; but the infernal is only a perver-ion of the natural.

Even in hell a man is still a natural but self-deluded, self-

lormentetl man. Now, if ail this be true, would not a fair

analogy lead one t<> infer that there most be a like law of

permanee and possible advancement for creatures bdou the

natural life of man, until, as Wesley thought, the life of

humanity might become their heaven, as the celestial glory is

the utmost possibility of human life in any sphere ?

Japanese Spaniels.

Some six or eight months ago I wrote to you on the subject

of Japanese Spaniels, says a correspondent in English Stock-

Keeper, and you were good enough to publish ray letter, and
also a letter from K. Crang the following week, in which he

agreed with ray remarks, and hoped that I would write to you
again and give my ideas as to points, etc. Unfortunately,

iflness, and then absence from home, prevented my doing so

at the time, but my attention having again been drawn to the

subject by seeing the Japanese dogs at Liverpool Show, I am
venturing again to address you on this matter, believing it

will be of interest to many of your readers.

I will commence by remarking on the good quality of the

exhibits at Liverpool. It is most encouraging to lovers of

this breed to note that the least good specimen at Liverpool,
viz., Mr. Orindrod's Pearl (which got v. h. c.) was the second
prize winner at Birmingham this year in a class of eightdogs.
This, I think you will agree with me, says much for Liverpool
quality.

Then there is another point I would refer to. Your reporter
says: ''Reserve was a very pretty red-and-white, which had
too pale a nose, or probably would have been higher." In this

view he is quite correct, as the judge expressed his admira-
tion of the dog in question, and said he liked " its head im-
mensely, but a pink nose was fatal "—or words to that effect.

Now, in an English Toy Spaniel, a pink nose is undoubtedly
a great bernish, but I should like to ask your numerous read-

ers if any one of them ever saw a Japanese dog with red or
lemon markings and a black nose? I seek for information. I

may mention that I personally have no interest whatever in

this particular red-and-white dog, but I have owned several

of a similar color and seen several others in Japan, and I can
not recollect one with a black nose—the nose has always been
the color of the markings. It would be of interest to all Jap
fanciers if any reader who has undoubtedly seen a pure-bred,
red-marked specimen with a black nose, would communicate
the fact through your columns ; if, as 1 believe, such a thing
does not exist, the sooner judges are aware of the fact the
better.

I may remark en possant that at the Troy Spaniel Club
Show, two years ago, a very small lemon-and-white dog with

pale pink nose was placed first by Mr. Lindsav Hogg : but he
is a judge who confessedly considers snail size, the most im-
portant point in a Jap—so size may in that case have
accounted for his judgment. This brings me round to the

question of size which may last letter discussen, and I would
like to say that several readers of it who have spoken of it in

my hearing (of course without the least idea as to authorship),

seem to have gathered a wrong impression of its intention.

It was most certainly not my idea that a big Jap is preferable

to a small one ; on the contrary, if the points are equally good
I would always place a small dog first, and I think most
judges would agree with me—liot only in Japs, but in any Toy
breed—but what I did wish to enforce,is that a bad dog should
not beat a good one, merely beoause it is small. Bv all means
let a well-made small dog beat an equallp-good big one.

Every breeder knows the great difficulty of getting good
head and body combined in a small dog, which is compara-
tively easy in the larger-sized dog, and as far as my own views

are concerned, I consider coarseness one of the worst faults a
Jap can have; it should always (whatever its size ) be a small
boned dog, with slender legs and dainty feet, and general air of

breeding and "finish." Only do not sacrifice health to size is

my advice to breeders; an unhealthy, delicate dog can never

have the style and smartness so necessary to Japs, but with car*

moderately small, hardy specimens can no doubt be bred occa-

sionally, without continued inbreedings. Now I am afraid.

Mr. Editor, I am writing an unconscionably long letter, so

will hurry on to a scale of points, merely remarking that the

question of name of the breed is not settled. Are they Pugs
or Spaniels? At present they are called either or both.

Head.—Very broad and slightly rounded at top of skull,

large for size of animal.

Ears.—Well feathered, but not large, carried rather high on
head, and slightly forward when excited.

Muzzle.—Strong and wide, very short from eyes to nose.

Nose.—Full, black or red according to color of dog's mark-
ings, i. e., black with black markings, red with re I.

Eyes.— Dark, lustrous and large, prominent and wide apart.

Neck.—Rather short and thick.

Back.—Short, slightly arched towards tail.

Body. —Cobby in shape, not lanky or too much tucked up.

Legs.—Slender, but as short as corapatable with great

activity, well feathered.

Feet.—Long and narrow, tufted, but not large.

Tail.— Well-feathered, and carried in a i-url over the back.

Color.—Black and white, or red and white; colors distinct

and evenly marked.
Weight.—From six to nine pounds.

General appearance.—Smart, showy, quaint; very dainty

and high-bred looking, with profuse long coat, feathered ears,

legs, thighs, feet and tail.

I think these points will be generally considered correct,

and believe that several judges do already judge by the them
—or very similar ones—if, however, any improvement can
be suggested I hope your readers will bring them forward

As to relative value of these points, it is hard to say ; roughly,

I would say head points first, then coat, then size. Yet,

granted head and coat at all equally good in two specimen"',

tet size have great weight, and never overlook legs and iVvt -

they show breeding more than almost anything.

There is just one point more, an undershot mouth, though
not an advantage, is not a great blemish, 1* » my mind, provided

the muzzle remain* short.

Now, with many apologies for the length to which this

letter has run, and hoping it may prove "f interest to QU ij

An Important Matter.

The action of Mr. Everett Millais in resigning fi

Kennel Club has been the subject ol wide-spread comment.

Speaking of the matter, an Exchange says

"Something of a sensation has been caused in England by

the withdrawal of Mr. Everett Millais from the Kennel < Hub,

and the publication of bis reasons'in an open jetter to Ihe

committee. With the particular charges of Mr. Millais against

the committee we arc not here concerned, but it does concern

us and all lovers of dogs to know that the same ohm

might often be justly made against the managers of dog

in tliU country, Usually BUCO allow* are held under tl.
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blished patronage of well-known gentlemen, and exhibitors

have a right to understand that the honor of the patrons is

pledged to the proper management of the whole afiair. Yet

it is also usual for the show to be a matter of pecuniary profit

to somebody, and it very often happens that when the interest

of the exhibitor or the health and comfort of the animals con-

flicts with the profit of the business, the latter is well taken

care of, while the former is shamefully neglected. It is to the

interest .hat the number of dogs exhibited should

be as large as possible, and hence very little trouble is taken

to ascertain the condition of the dogs that are oHered for

entry. Hardly a dog-show is held at which animals suffering

from infectious diseases are not admitted either knowingly or

through sheer carelessness, and consequently, after nearly

every show, many valuable dogs die of diseases caught at the

exhibition. We ourselves have lost several valuable animals

in dp ciselv that way. and we have always fell that the patrons

of the exhibitions which were so recklessly conducted, were

morally bound to prevent such recklessness. If they are not,

whv do they allow their names to be used to mislead the pub-

lic.' 1 1 they are. they ought to see that their pledge to the

public is faithfully kept."

A High-Class Greyhound.

ROD.
Why is it Thus ?

By Fp.ank C. Riehl.

The Pacific Coast is to be congratulated on the acquisition

of new blood in the greyhound stock, Mr. H. McCracken,
having recently added to his kennel the black and white bitch

Lady H. Glendyne. She was bred by D. X. Heozer. Esq.,

Great Bend. Kan., whelped February 24. 1889, and is, there-

fore, four years old and in her prime. This bitch is of royal

blood, being out of Trales—Lady Graham Glendyne, the lat-

ter being sired by the celebrated English dog, Jester, who is

the sire of the most noted dogs of England of the present day.

Trales, sire of Lady H. Glendyne, won American Field Cup,

1SS9, and four puppies out of Trales divided the same cup.

1S90, also Lady Barton won 1S92. and Scavenger, another

puppy (all by Trales), won the Derby, 1S92.

Name Claimed

Whj is it, I should like to know.
That one cannot a-iishine go
In these degenerate days, without

Submitting to unhallowed donbt

His word and reputation

:

When, from a mosi successful cast

He comes, his trophies safe and fast,

And, just to please inquiring friends.

Reluctantly himself unbends
To give the day's narration?

Why should they look in feigned surprise.

And mildly intimate he lies'.'

Although he may from early youth

Have been a sturdy child of truth.

And true disciple of it.

They coyly quote the Holy Book.

And hint about the silver hook,

Ev'n affidavits count for naught.

Unless some friendly kodak caught

A photograph to prove it.

This should not be, it is not right.

Because, perchance, some graceless wight.

Who had not any fame to lose.

Should have employed so base a ruse

And told a fishy story

;

That honest men should have to pay
A photographer every day

To "take them " iu the catching an.

Or forfeit all the better part

Of piscatorial glory.

The Edible Crab.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport,

Prop., claim name Robair E. for liver cocker spaniel dog
puppv, whelped Jan. ISth, 1S93, bv Giffer E. (Giffer ex. Lady,
Ladv*bv ch bib Pete. A. K. C. S. "B. 4910. ex Miss Nance. A.

K. C. S. B. 12,599) ex Fanny.

Sales.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., has sold mastiff

bitch pup. whelped Feb. 6, 1893, by Don G., ex Bess, to Mr.
A. E. Chutch, Dixon, Cal.

mastiff bitch pup, same Utter, to Senator D. EL
Eonett,San Francisco, Cal.

Visits.

Capt. Thos. Higgs bred his Chesapeake Bay bitch Bess, on
March 6th, to same owners famous stud dog, Trout. Trout is

by Drake, out of Dundee ; Bess, by Duke, out of Wave,

It was on a very warm day in the mountainous district of

Oregon that I started out for adav^s hunt, said Mr. Karl E.
Meyer to the writer the other day. I had with me, he con-
tinued, a splendid English setter dog. The morning hours
drew a fine bunch of chickens and I cached them in the soft

soii near a spring. Going on for some two miles my dog came
to a point and when ordered on, flushed a large cock grouse.

We were on the edge of a gorge, deep and rocky and filled with
long grass and brush. As the grouse darted over the bank I

took a snap shot and saw him fold his wings as he dropped
into thegorge. I ordered my dog to retrieve. Away he went,

but after a long interval returned without the bird. I sent

him back again, speaking sharply to him. He returned again
without the bird and I scolded him roundly and told him to

get the bird or I would whip him. After being gone a long
time he returned with a bird which I saw at once to be a
chicken. The old dog did not act in his usual joyous man-
ner, but wore a pronounced "hang-dog" look. As subsequent
investigation proved the dog had gone back and dug up one of

the birds I had cached and brought it to me ! He had been
to water and found no trouble in finding the grouse.

Messrs. Sanborn. Vail & Co., the well-known and popular
Market street dealers in art goods, pictures, picture frames,
engravings, paintings and artists' materials always have the
happy faculty of securing the best of everything for their
patrons. There large an emporium is always filled with the
very choicest goods in their line, no department being over-
looked. They have some very fine paintings of dogs, but re-

cently received, any one of which would make the heart of
every sportsman glad who may chance to look upon the col-

lection. The striking subjects of a setter on a " point " and a
pointer retrieving.are finely executed, as are also a large num-
ber of other subjects wherein the dog is brought out faithful

to life.

Board of Fish Commissioners,

Applications for fish for stocking public waters of the State
muBt answer the following questions :

1. Name of applicants?
1'urt ofliee a<Mr

tnted?
4. To t« cii'iriMiti-! where"
6. Tribul.ur

Igfa what ixuutlea.'
"

- vale '

i-tnDceodeleteriouH to fisb emp-
tied in the wntere?

in be.
I ^llth*

r during year.
!- H u ran through wild or cultivated land-'

eptb iitnl character of bottom
14. What is the local nentlment in regard to enforcing ii.-h and

k'tme laws "

kind boen planted there?
IT

.alon where Mih are to be landed.
vv wagon, from railroad station

lowat'
20.

''
' men In t-hnnte of Osh at station '

I ..1 pay all local expenses?

All expen^eo of planting fish, including ice, cartage, help
and living expenses of attendants, from time of arrival :it rail-

road Htation until returned thereto, must be paid by parties
making application.

Flat are not planted in private waters, unless under con-
tract whereby the Commission is given exclusive privileges of
taking name, for public waters, for number of years.

Very few restaurants understand how to cook a crab, and,

curious to say, the simplest way is the best. First, with a very

sharp knife, remove the mouth of the crab, which has sand in

it; then gently lift each end of the shell and cut off the lungs

spongy substance which are readily seen ; then turn the crab

over on its back and detach what is called the pocket book, or

under lap of the top shell, and your crab is ready for the pan.

NVhen the latter is hot, put in a good-sized lump of butter;

let it brown a little, and then place the crabs on their backs,

as the top shell is thicker than the under one. After frying

until it gets a good, rich, red color, turn it on the other side

and iry fjr about ten minutes. Turn the crab over again on
the back and fry for 6ve minutes more. It is then ready for

serving. This is the only proper way to retain the natural

juices an d preserve the full flavor of the crab. The restaurant

method of cooking a crab is to cover it with meal or bread

crumbs, which absorb all the juice-; and turn it into a dried-

up chip, with all flavor lost.

Another crabbing method in vogue is to get scraps of lean

meat (when it is too fat it will not sink) and tie them on the

end of a fish line about twenty feet long, then let them sink to

the bottom, and, as soon as the line is seen to stiffen, there is

a crab at the bait. You must have a good hand net ( " scalp

net" technically), the larger it is in diameter the better, and
plenty of patience and some degree of skilL I remember early

one morning a friend and myself started about sunrise with
minds intent on crabbing, to be done from the deck of on old

and dilapidated canal boat tied to the shore of the Harlem
River on the Haigh estate, add known to all the crabbists and
fishermen of the Harlem as " Haigh/s Dock.*' When we had
made our way carefully over the broken and half rotten tim-
bers of the old craft, we set eight lines as baited above, drop-
ping them from the end of the boat, so that thev would tall

upon the soft bottom of the river. Crabs must have been in a
very good state of mind that morning, not to speak of a very
poor state of stomach, for the way we caught
them was a caution ; the Hues stiffened so

fast that we could hardly attend to them by taking
turns at pulling them up and scalping the crabs. The sport

almost got fatiguing, for we had to keep up a regular round
without stopping. As we were trespassing on private property,

a policeman came down to put us off, but he was so astonished

bv the multitude of crabs—we caught them three and four at

a time on eaeh bait—that he at first stood a silent spectator,

and then took part in the fun himself, white gloves and all.

The bait may not be limited to meat, as a capital one is the
head of a fish, and when the fish are small a whole one is tied

to the line, and a small weight attached to sink it. But the

bait most prized of all and most eagerly sought after by crab-

bers who " know the ropes," is a skinned sheep's head, but in

this case we cannot use the short hand net with advantage, so

the head is put into a large, round lobster net, about two feet

in depth and two feet in diameter. After being lowered it is

pulled up about every five minutes, and it is seldom empty.
1 would suggest to all those who intend to go " a-crabbing H

that they provide themselves with a large hand net made of
stout cord, painted green, with a very short handle of about
four feet in length, and that, above all, they go in a good-sized
and comrortable skiff, or there will be no such thing as ease
of motion, and dexterity with the net will be seriously handi-
capped.

Crabs begin to swarm in from the ocean up the shallow
creeks and small rivers, in the vicinity of the places I have
mentioned, about the middle of July. When they have
reached their summer home they remain quiet, spying out the
land, as it were. Then they begin to move nearer the shore,
selecting a spot suited to their taste. An individual, having
chosen his place, becomes perfectly quiet, and soon the upper
shell shows signs of swelling about its edge at the back. After
a time this edge becomes wholly disengaged, and the crab has
the difficult task before it of freeing its claws and legs from
their coveriug, which they are enabled to do by an opportune
softening of the muscles. The crab now stands whollv un-
dressed, and settles down in the soft bottom, into which it

gradually sinks till it is covered so as to escape observation,
for it is at present in a perfectly helpless condition. Where
there is an abundance of eel grass and sea cabbage, the crab
will cover itself with this, and it will require a very skillful
and practical observer to find out its retreat. In these stages
the crab is helpless, but within forty-eight hours its fighting
instinct asserts itself once mere, and "it is restored to the exer-
cise of all its functions.

I don't see how crabs can ever have an attack of dyspepsia,

even if they are American born, for their stomachs are fitted

up with a splendid set ot teeth, and they have ten or twelve
pairs of jaws in addition. Being such ready fighters, thev are
of course quick of eye and ear, especially as regards their eye-

sight, and. in catching them the net must be lowered in the
water some distance from the bait and then moved very slowly
and carefully under the crab, the instsnet of which leads it,

on the approach of danger, to seek the bottom, and of course
it falls right into the net underneath.
Among the delicacies which tempt and please the palate of

man, the soft-shell crab ranks with the canvas-back duck and
the diamond-black terrapin, and no one who has eater a fat,

soft crab cooked while alive, in butter, will ever forget the
! flavor, nor will he wonder at the price which they demand in

the market.
In some localities near the ocean, where the tide runs

swiftly through the tortuous creeks and water courses, the
rushing waters leave no safe holding or hiding place for the
soft crab in his defenseless condition. We know of a large
town in Southern New Jersey, situated on such a rapidly
moving stream, where, of course, the soft crab is seldom, if

ever, found; but innumerable quantities of crabs "in full

armor bright" are taken and consumed, and many of these
hard crabs are made to do duty as soft crabs by having their

shells and claws torn from them and their walls crushed with
a rolling pin, then they are cooked and served as " soft crabs,"

nor are they a bad substitute for the real thing, j

The Farmer and the Sportsman's Club.,

In many farming communities a feeling exists, to some ex-
tent justifiable, against the so-called sportsmen's clubs, says

the American Angler. In certain sections this prejudice as-

sumes an accentuated form, and it has been found impossible
to procure a verdict against a man guilty of willful trespass,

or caught in the act of killing game or fish on the preserves
of a club. The people are opposed to thinking over the mat-
ter at all. They simply believe it to be an infringement on
the free rights of the citizen for an association of wealthy per-

sons to conBrol in fee simple, or by lease, the waters and the
1 lands, on and over which free passage and usage has been

i

their conceded right for generations. They do not, and will
' not, give thought to the fact that utter destruction of fish and
game would ensue were liberty to kill unrestrained ; that

clubs foster protection and increase; that club lands are pri-
' vate property, as much so as the acres of a small farmer ; that

i
to repeal the law of trespass would be to take away the inher-

|
ent right of ownership—absolute control ; that the adjacent

[

lands and fluvial waters, flowing from and into the preserves,

!
are made more fruitful of fish and game by the stockings and

]

protection done at the expense of the clubs. " It is God's
i acre," comes the cry from the shooters and fishers of the small
towns and villages, and the influence of it would be all-power-

ful were it not that the owners of farm lands are subject to a
stronger one—that of the mighty dollar. The victory is to

l
the mightiest, but the sore spot remains, showing itself in the

j

jury-box, and sometimes on the bench and in the District At-
torney's office.

This condition, which certainly exists, is to be deplored,

]
and it becomes the duty of intelligent and thoughtful sports-

I men all over the country to consider how to placate this local

I

sentiment, and at the same time enlarge the field of their

,
own recreation ; uphold the game laws and broaden the
sympathy that exists between genuine sportsmen, be they

I
bullionares or plough boys.

It is conceded that if the game laws were strictly enforced,

j

and stocking conducted liberally and with judgment, the
waters of the country would teem with game fish, enough to

satisfy the most insatiate of fishermen. Such a condition

;

would do away with the necessity of private preserves for

. club use. Plenty of fish, protected and caught under wise
regulations, would soon take away the financial prop from
under club formations, except in a few isolated cases, where
unhealthy exclusiveness is born of unwieldy bank accounts.
We question, provided a concensus of opinions could be
reached, if there is one angler out of a hundred who would
prefer to fish preserved rather than wild waters. Clubs spring
up from a scarcity of fish and from love of social communion.
Given plenty offish, with liberty to roam, hither and yon, in

pursuit of them, and the clubs with exclusive rights would be
measurably limited, although club quarters for social inter-

course would multiply.

The Breeding of Commodore Mambrino.

Editor Breeder a>~d Sportsman :—In January 15, 1890,

I wrote to Dr. Herr as follows

:

** In 187-5 or 1S76 Mr. J. A. Merrick brought to this Stale a bay horee
named Commodore Mambrino which heclaimed to be bred as follows

:

By Mambrino Patchen. dam by Downing-'s Bav Messenger: second
dam by Bertram} ; third dam a thoroughbred mare bred by Captain
John Hutchcreft, of Bourbon county, Kv.
"Commodore Mambrino bred by Jonathan Owen, of Bourbon county,

Ky.; foaled in 1S73 ; bay horse, sixteen hands.
•' Will you be so kind as to refer to your books and inform me

whether the statement given agrees with your books.
" Respectfully yours, (Signed) Wilfred Page."

Dr. Herr returned my letter in due course, and written across

each page are the following words

:

"The pedigree is correct. L. Hef.r."

It is possible that by publishing the above you may be able

to learn whether the " Downing Bay Messenger mare " alluded

to in pedigree produced anything, whose chances to breed on
fell in more favorable places than did those of Commodore
Mambrino. Yours, etc., Wilfred Page.

Ed. D. Thorpe, agent for the famous Putnam horse shoe
nail, is in this city. The excellence of the article makes it

very easy for him to demonstrate its superiority over all others

when tested by every experiment that can be thought of. Our
horsemen are unanimous in demanding that the Putnam horse

shoe nail only should be used, for they have come to the con-

clusion that it is the only one thai approaches the old-fash-

ioned, band-made, hot-forged nail that was in use twenty years

ago.

Herbert Ki>'g, the well-known horseman, returned fro*
a trip to Cleveland, Chicago and Minneapolis last Monday
night, and will open a public stable at once. He has a few

thoroughbreds in view, and will doubtless experience little

trouble in securing all the gallopers he can handle.

The attention of horse breeders is called to Dr. Lyford's

celebrated Impregnators. They have been used with great

success and are highly recommended by every one who has

used them. Send for catalogue and price list.
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The Kentfield Sale.

The opportunities presented by a closing-out sale of horses

and carriages are always taken advantage of by horsemen. The

greatest bargains have been secured at such sales and many
who have " looked with longing eyes" at the pure-gaited^

handsome trotters belonging to an- acknowledged judge of

horseflesh, never fail to attend when the slock is offered for

sale at public auction.

At Redwood City, the late Frank C. KeutHeld kept a few

good horses and mares which he used on the excellent roads

around that pretty little place. No one drove better ones nor
used greater judgment in the care of them. He bred the mares
to the best sires procurable and intended to have a little breed-

ing farm stocked with the very best, but just as he was getting

well interested, he was stricken with illness which proved fatal,

and in order to settle up his estate the executor concluded to

otter all the horses and vehicles for sale at public auction in

this city, on Tuesday, April 4th, at the stables, corner of
Haight and Cole Streets.

The first one to be offered is the thirteen-year-old mare
Regina, bv the immortal Electioneer , dam Accident (dam of
Wanda, 2:17$ ; Rinconado. 2:23 ; Solita, 2:27, and Rex, 2:27 j 1,

by Elmo, 2:27, sire of Alfred S., 2:16$ ; Overman, 2:19-], and
five others in tbe list; second dam Cy, by Chieftain 721.

Regina is perhaps the last of the Electioneer mares to be of-

fered for sale in California, and as she is out of one of the
greatest broodmares in the United States, one whose produce
are yearly adding glory to her name, it can easily be seen that

Regina is " a jewel rare." Being endowed with great speed,
having trotted in public in 2:24 on the Bay District track,

driven by John A. Goldsmith, she is to-day as sound as a dol-

lar, and able to go out and get a niarE of 2:20 with very little

preparation. Individually, she is a very fine-looking, strongly-
built, well-muscled, dark-brown mare, a perfect Electioneer,
and her clean, hard limbs, intelligent head, fine neck, good
barrel, heavy quarters, clean, strong joints and excellent feet

at once proclaim ber to be a remarkablv fine-looking

mare. She was never bred but once, and her filly, Inspiration

talso in the sale), demonstrates the kind of a broodmare she
is. Electioneers daughters have twenty-two in the list, and
none of them have a better license to be the dams of several

great ones than Regina, tor herdam is a proven producer. Who-
ever gets her will have a perfect driving animal, a game and
handsome trotter, and whenever it is deemed best to place her in

thebroodmnre ranks her produce will always bring good prices,

for breeders ars looking for youngsters out of jast such dams.
Weaver Girl is the name of a bay mare that was bred by

Wm. C. Ralston. She is by Speculation 92S (sire of Crown
Point, 2:24, Grace S., 2:22, Gus Spreckles 2:23 and Oakland
Maid, 2:22), out of Lady Weaver, a very fast road mare.
Weaver Girl will not need any praise when she steps in front

of the auctioneer's block. She is a very evenly-formed, good-
sized mare. Looking at her either from the side, in front, or
behind, she is a perfect picture of a good-looking roadster, and
when in harness the impression is strengthened by her clean
way of moving. She is a sure producer, and all of her get
show that they inherit all her qualities. Weaver Girl is a
pleasant driver, and no better pole-mare is to be found anv-
where.

Monroe Chiefs daughters are esteemed very highly as

broodmares, and such individuals as Duchess are very scarce.

She is out of Queen by Alexander 490 ; he by Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31, out of Lady Crum. Duchess is broken single

and double, and is one of the most pleasant roadsters
imaginable and of the kind that can go all dav without
any apparent tiring. Duchess has been bred to Alexander
Button, and her produce by this union will be disposed of on
the day of sale.

Director mares are in demand, and Birdie K., out of the
game trotting mare Weaver Girl, by Speculation, is a good
representative of the family. She is sound and kind, and al-

though never worked for speed, has shown her abilitv to

become a race mare of the first-class. Birdie K. is an* ex-
cellent roadster and has no bad traits.

Fanny is a low-sized counterpart of her sire Abbotstord,
she is a well-muscled, gentle-looking, game, driving mare,
and is just the kind for a lady to drive. She has the Abbots-
ford heavy mane and tail, small, well-shaped head, good
limbs and fept, and is as pretty a coated mare as one could
wish to look at.

Some one at the sale will want to purchase a geldiDg to

enter in the races this fall. Telephone will come nearer fill-

ing the bill than any other one to be found. He is the right
color, size and formation, and is bred to stav. He is bv
Director, 2:17, dam Weaver Girl, by Speculation 928.

Another representative of the great Director and one of the
finest individuals led out for inspecttion is the two-year-
old filly Inspiration. She is dark brown in color and in con-
formation resembles her dam Regina, by Electioneer. She is

heavy-boned and well-muscled and a perfect type of a trotter.

Her blood lines are of the best ; the rare combination of
Director and Electioneer blood, backed up by that of the great
broodmare Accident (dam of four in the list), by Elmo, an-
other great sire, makes her one of the best young mares for
either the track or harem in this State, or, in fact, anv other
State in the Union. She is a trotter and will make a reputa-
tion as soon as given an opportunity. Some one will get a
bargain in this fine young animal.

There is a black mare in this consignment called Lorua
Doou, by Steinway, dam Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley, second
dam by Bertrand Jr., third dam by Pacolet, fourth dam by
Sir Solomon that shows a great deal of quality. She is a per-
fect animal in conformation, disposition and trotting

action and is one of the choicest trotters offered. The Stein-
way mares are bound to become famous in the harem and this

stylish-looking mare will prove her worth anywhere.
Then there are a number of extra fine looking sons and

daughters of the great stallion Alexander Button out of the
broodmares referred to, one ;

is out of Birdie K., by Director,
another is out of Fanny, by Abbotsford and still another out
ot Duchess, by Monroe Chief. Alexander Button for his

chances is considered by competent judges to be one of the
greatest sires of extreme and early speed in California and
these representatives are bred to make famous roadsters if they
never appear on a race track.

The pacer Arthur Orton, bySteinway, 2:25}, out of Maud
H., by The Moor 870 is a slashing, big, sniooth-gaited pacer

—

one that will pay to train. He is six years old and very prom-
ing.

The buggies in the sale are made bv Brewster »& Co., the
leading buggy manufacturers in the United States. A three-
quarter top buggy in excellent order made by Larkins & Co.,

a fine Chicago cart, a breaking cart, a canopy top pbreton and
a single seat, side-bar, top buggy made by CaJFrey & Co., of
Camden, New Jersey, complete the list of vehicles oflered.
Every one should send for a catalogue to Killip tV Co.
All the animals will be shown in harness and everyone attend-
ing will be able to judge of their appearance and action. Re-
member the sale takes place Tuesday, April 4th. The horses
can be seen at the stables at any time previous to this date

"Los Angeles Trotting Club.

ATHLETICS.
EniTF.lt BY ARPHtPfTS

The committee appointed to draft a constitution for the

newly-organized trotting association, incorporated March 7th,

met in this city yesterday afternoon and completed their

labors before adjournment. The constitution does not limit
the membership to any given number, but fixes the initiation

fee at $10 and the annual dues at $-5. It vests the governing
power in a Board of eleven directors, one of whom shall be
the president_of the association and two of them vice-presi-

dents. The treasurer and ^secretary may be chosen from the
directors or not, in the discretion of the members, who shall

call an anmal election for that purpose on the second Tues-
day in January of each year, at which time four new directors
are to be chosen in addition to the president, two vice-presi-

dents and the secretary and treasurer. Of the directors there
will always be four hold-overs after the first year. There
being eleven in all, three of these are to be citizens of Los
Angeles county; two of Orange county; two of Ventura
county, and one each from the counties of Santa Barbara, San
Diego, San Bernardino and Riverside. Sis directors will

therefore comprise a quorum for the transaction of any and
all business.

The section of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'
Association allowing the competition of Eastern-bred horses

in purses and stakes given under the auspices of the associa-

tion, provided that their owners are members of the associa-

tion, was stricken out, it being the design of the committee to

confine competition in its races to the products of California

only. They also limited the time for paying annual dues to

the first Tuesday in July of each year. This will give them
some funds with which to arrange for fall trotting meetings

,

to be given either before or immediately after the regular an
nnal district fair.

Edward Smith is secretary of the new concern, and will call

a meeting for the 22nd inst. to ratify or reject the constitution,

as they may see fit. It is quite probable that the association's

ranks will be largely augmented by new applicants for mem-
bership within the ensuing ninety days. Any good, well-to-

do farmer can join the association and increase the prices of

what horses he has to sell by paying $10 the first year and $5
for each subsequent four years. He will more than get his

money back whenever h^ sells a colt with his engagements, and
he will have some fun for his money in the meantime. The
moderate membership fee is in itself an inducement for every
man to join, not only as breeders, but as those who love a good
horse and enjoy a ride on tbe road.

In connection with this it is proposed to give an annual din-

ner party at the close of the regular race meeting, on which
occasion speeches will be made upon subjects connected with
the purposes of the association. England has kept up this

custom for many years, and made it pay, by bringing men to-

gether in a sociable way and promoting an interchange of

sentiment. Southern California has always been prominent
in breeding the light harness horse ; and there is every reason
to think that, in this new venture, she will maintain her long
established and widely acknowledged prestige.—Los Angeles
Herald, March 17

Richards' Elector 2170.

<JL

There is no horse in California that has acquired greater

celebrity than the stallion known as Richards' Elector. Like
the famous sires, Geo. Wilkes, Blue Bull and old Abdallah,
early life was not cast in the most pleasant places. Consid-

ered unfashionable bred and being deemed unworthy of being
mated with good mares he at last found a home in the San
Joaquin valley where a standard-bred mare was unknown,
and the only ones he was bred to were work animals that

were driven on the roads on Sundays and holidays; yet, with

this class of matrons he proved his worth as a sire, and to-

day leads every other son of Electioneer. His progeny are

very uniform in color and conformation, being dark bays with
little or no white markings, heavy-boned, well-formed and
perfect in every way, with dispositions remarkably gentle . As
a sire of speed the fifteen whose names are given in bis adver-

tisement attest his value there. And as most of them have
only been seen on the track during the past two years, it

would not be an idle boast to say they could all lower their

records if given an opportunity this year. Elector is one of

the most remarkable sires foaled in California, and if

ever given an opportunity on a stock farm would astonish even

the most sanguine believers in the breeding-on qualities of

Electioneers. The colts and fillies by him are all pure-gaited

and speedy, and what is better still they seemed to be en-

dowed with that great quality called nervous energv, which
always gives them courage to extend themselves and do their

utmost every time they are called upon. Richards' Elector

will stand for $2-50 the season. His fee will not be lowered

this year. Mr. Richards will have a number of young Electors

on the circuit this falL

The Pneumatic Sulky Question.

Mfinv horsejnen. last season, were lncxperience<l in the matter of
pneumatic tires ar.mn sulky wheels. They are Attracted by advertise-

ments "i" low-priced articles. Many accidents and mncfa expense was
tin.- result. The most practical device yet mlere<l f->r pmutnnti.- sulky

thai ol the "Victor" make, Thia cousutc ol an outer
elastic fast-, and an inner, separate tube. This tube is removable in

. and without tools, in case ofdamage t<> (In- an Inner tube
is pulled into the lire, the lire Inflated, and the sulky lit for immediate
use. These inner lubes weigh but a few ounces, and are wry cheap.
The sulky wheels nn<l tires made by ' can be fitted to

utiv milk'. 1 ol sulky, and, by extremely Ingei e, nil side
i rattle is obviated by a Bleeve-oul and boll arroi

both simple and effective. Makers of this pneumatic tire

been knows in the bicycle trade, ami Bland ai the head of
h of nusfness.

Our riders are referred to the uyerman Wheel Company, Bicycle
Makers, 309 I.arkin Street, San Francisco, for further

The above cut is a verr good likeness of Mr. Edward A. Kolb, the
leader of the Olympic Club, of this city. Mr. Kolb was bora in the
East, but has been residine- in this city ever since he was a boy. He is

a splendid specimen of a typical athlete, and his looks do not belie

bis ability. Tbe popular Olympian stands 6ve feel seven and tbree-

qaarter inches in his regular gymnasium, shoes, and when in condi-
tion weighs IbS pounds. His chest measurement is 4l>£ inches, and
the other measurements of his body are equally up to the standard of
a well-built athlete. Mr. Kolb has been identified with all kinds of
athletic sports, both in and out-door, ever since he could stand on his

feet, and his collections of medal and prizes attest the fact rhut he
has made a thorough success of his ambition to excel as a wrestler
and all-round gymnast. Besides being a thorough gymnast, be has a
splendid record as an oarsman and a rield-aihlete. He is a member of
the Dolphin Boat Club, aud before connecting himself with the Olym-
pic Club he was a member of several of the local vereins. H°. is now
servine his third term as Leader of the Olvmpic Club, and it must be
pleasing to him to know that although much opposition was brought
to bear against him when he was nominated at the last annual meet-
ing of his club, his name was announced as being far in the lead after
the ballots had been counted. Mr. Kolb is a very good-lonking vonng
man who has not as yet arrived at the age of thirty, and personally
he is a model as far as refinement and snciabilitv are concerned. It
was chiefly owing to bis exertions that the recent boxing and wrest-
ling tournaments held in the Olympic Club gymnasium were a suc-
cess, and be is now doing all in his power to aid the other officers of
tbe clnb in trying to make a success of thecoming Roman Fair, which
will be opened in the Mechanics' Pavilion on the 17th of next month.

The Petaluma Fair.

T. W. Muore, of f?anta Barbara, who has been ;i liberal

buyer al several of the late sales, is an excellent judge of

ih. He i- wealthy, enthusiastic, energetic, progres-

sive in his ideas, and the kind of a man that will be gladly

welcomed in the ranks of California breeders. Be has se-

lected Steineer, 2:19$, full brother to Charles Derby, to breed

a number of his mares to. The selection is a good one, as

Steineer is considered by the best judges to be one of the most

promising young stallions on the Coast.

The advertisement of the district colt stakes and purses to
be trotted during the fair at Petaluma appears in another col-

umn. The prospects for a good meeting were never better,

and as the superintendent of this famous track, under the su-
pervision of the able Board of Directors, has been preparing
the track in the best possible manner, horsemen who are anx-
ious to give their horses records over a fast track will be
accommodated. Everybody will try and attend the Petaluma
fair this year, for the reports from all owners of trotters are to
tbe effect that they will not save their horses for the kite track-

but will name them in (the various events to which they are
eligible in the district fairs. There has never been so liiany

horses engaged by competent trainers before, and all these
knights of the sulky declare they will ''drive to win," and
make reputations for the horses as well as themselves. Entries
will close for the Petaluma races on April 1st. The accom-
modations are 6rst-classand the conditions very liberal. Re-
member, this is your last notification.

Another Remedy for Scratches.

A subscriber sends us the following: "1 saw an item in

last week's paper of a remedy for " scratches,'' and below
yon will find a remedy which I know from practical ex-
perience, to be a positive cure for " scratches "in their worst
form as I have used it for them.
Take one quart of the best cider vinegar, simmer not boil)

it down to one point, anil every Once in :i while skim ofl the
scum which will appear on the surface, then take nine
of litharge and mix will warm, but not too hot, wash ellected

parts wefl with white castile soap, Lhen apply a little of the
paste, and after a few applications all soreness and scratches

disappear and leave the Bkin with a perfectly smooth sur-

face and no white hair marks.

Napa Wilkes

There are u Wilkes thai have a bettei

r nt" speed than Napa Wilkes. When
he was a yearlineil was claimed by Messrs. < 'orbital loldsmith
and Rogers that he was the fa-test Guy Wilkes they had evei

seen, and greal things were expected of him, hut an a

threw him out of training. Nape Wilkes is oni of Napa
Maid, by irvington, second dam Napa Qui

serly, and the owners i i the owner of the nral

get that makes a record of 2:30 or better J7fi to tbe

and (60 to the third, this offer to remain good durinj

ownership. Napa Wilkes will make thi

Watson ville and Salinas at the low price

tisement.
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The Last Call.—One week from the issue of this number

of the Breeder and Sportsman the entries to the open

events of the Pacific Coast Trotting-Horee Breeders will close,

and thi> is the last opportunity to call the attention of our

distant raiders in lime to prepare them for the closing. It is

in compliance with the rules when the letter containing the

entry is plainly postmarked on the day of closing, but a safer

plan is not to put it off to the last moment.

There are favorable prospects for entries, and certainly a

breeder of trotting horses who does not give hearty support

will not promote his own interests by holding back. Then

the trolling interests of the whole country are dependent on
some "move which will tend to popularizing harness racing,

and the new departure on this Coast surely has a trend in that

direction. At all events, a fair trial should be given, and it

will not be long until proof is forthcoming, and if successful

here the ladvocaies of reform will have a precedent to war-

rant further trials.

There isjan existing state of affairs which will retard entries,

that being the unusually long period of wet weather. As a

rule there are two months between the two divisions of the

rain; season when with the exception of occasional showers

the weather is favorable for training. February and March
have been unpropitious, and many are impressed with the

idea that horses cannot be got in order to trot as early as May
20th. Were the old conditions to govern, and races in prospect

with a whole lot of heats to struggle for, the point would be

well taken, but in cases where in all probability three heats

will be the extent of the prolongation of a race, and
dashes when one great efiort is only needed, the objection

does not hold good. There can not be a single place in Cali-

fornia >vhere adverse conditions exceed those at the Oakland
Trotting Park. Not only wet, but the race horses have been in

full possession ever since early in January, and to get from the

stables to the macadamized or graveled streets mud has been

so deep that the horses had to wallow through a slough of

misery. Still the trainers have been industrious, and with the

certaintv of only a few weeks' favorable weather in April and
May they will be in readiness. Better prepared for what is

before them, in my opinion, than if it had been permissible to

rattle them through the old course.

* *

BlXDlKG on the Hlsd Feet. In a recent letter received

from the owner of Martha Wilkes, the information is given

that he tried several experiments to determine the cause of

the difference in the spaces between the hind and fore feet, in

which weights of various amounts were tried. In his own

words he writes :
" I added weight first to one foot and then

the other, but finally made up my mind that it was on account

of her feet sliding after striking the ground. Martha's for-

ward feet remain where they land, but her hind feet slide from

three to eight inches. She is pure-gaited, and forward and

hind feet strike the ground at the same time."

Mr. Wiggin is certainly in error in coming to that conclu-
sion, for if both struck the ground at exactly the same time
both must slide if either moves. But the interval is so short
between the striking of both feet that the eye and ear cannot
detect the difference, as even in the longest slip, eight inches,

only one-sixtieth part of a second would mark the difference.

A trifling inequality in the surface would be suSicient as go-
ing down grade the fore foot would be somewhat retarded in

wresting the ground from it, being further from the foot, and
on the up-grade accelerated.

The camera has caught and retained what the eye and ear
failed to record, and the plates show plainly tint the hind foot

touches the ground first and retains its hold longer than the
corresponding fore foot. This being the case, the movement
of the hi.id foot, when iu the air, must be more rapid than the
front when the touch is so nearly synchronous. I have been
greatly interested in the reports from Mr. Wiggins, and hope
that wben he resumes training in the Spring he will continue
experimenting. Could the stride be lengthened with anv de-
gree of certainty, and that without entailing the strain on the
ligaments and tendons, consequent upon the use of heavy
weight on the feet, training trotters would be simplified. The
variation in the length of the stride of the great race trotter
is a peculiar feature; some five feet in passing from what
would be a fast rate in good trotters to the fastest I have ever
heard of fhown by a trotter, and the extreme length two feet

longer than any I ever measured. Then her increase of speed,
dependent upon extending the stride without increasing the
rapidity of stroke, is another interesting feature.
That Mr. Wiggins' experiments, and noting sominutelv the

result, will stimulate others to pursue a like course, is alto-
gether probable. Some time ago, in fulfillment of a promise
made in < IbicagO, I sent Hudd* Doble a copy of Horse in Mo-
tion, and that clever educator of trotters will pay greater
attention to that branch of the trotting curriculum. That

' least, baa resulted from the articles in this
paper and Wallace- Monthly aneut trotting action, viz.. se-

curing Mr. Wiggin-' papers on the stride of Martha Wilkes
tin;.- attention which will stimulate further research.

That the importance of an accurate knowledge of the action
of trotters ha.- been overlooked in the past is somewhat in-

comprehensible, espetiaUj when the possible modulations of
idered. Preparation of the

lent and various patterns of shoes, extra weight in the
and weighted boots, spreaders, over-

checks, an almost useless array of contrivances, and then such
Koorancc in regard to action that one of the

u the subject had not the least con-
tnentS made by a fast trotter. Mr. Doble

in awelcouM- aspirant in pursuing investigations. He is in a
I anv one man

in the s The number of celebrities under his

ualed facilities for observation, and the
'. teachers insure attention which would

t be j.' of inferior poeitfoiL One hundred peo-
cted when nancy Hank-, Btamboul or

the illustrations to one of
inferior fame. Thus, Martha Wilkes, at the bead of all race
trotters, not only as regards time made, but, if my memory is

not at fault, she won all of her races ia straight heals up to

the lime she met her first defeat, in 1892, drew the attention

of every one whose eye fell on the page.

If Mr. Doble will note the length and peculiarities of the

different strides of his most noted horses, and also of a few of

those which are in the junior ctass, he will confer a favor on

the whole body of educators of harness speed, and I will be
" more than pleased " to receive a transcript. Could these

annotations show as thoroughly as the records of Mr. Wiggin
the stride at various degrees of speed, weights of shoes if they

would be still more acceptable. The assumption has been

heretofore that the stride given was when the horse was at

full speed, but that was conjecture and a greater niceity in

observation gives superior data. Very interesting to learn if

celebrated trotters are indebted to increased rapidity of action

or increased length of stride for accelerated speed, and
whether Martha Wilkes is an exceptional case or not. It may
appear that it was taking " lots of trouble " for little recom-
pense the measuring, the timing, and recording the stops, but

after a little while the trouble will not be so great, and the

gain far greater than expected. With a blank book of size

enough to give room, in one abbreviated for the requirements,

thus:

5.6 Hind

Stride, 19 feet.

SAHCY HA2?KS.

4 Fore 5.6 Hind Fore

Snoes S ozs. in front, 4ozs. behind.

A page for each horse, and each leaf would give room for sev-

eral trials. Any fractional distance would answer, the handiest

one-tenth of a mile 528. feet. Twelve seconds for that distance

would be the rate for a mile in two minutes and as a majority

of the best timing watches mark fifths of a second every fifth

would represent two seconds. With a very little practice a
glance at the watch would be all that would be accessary to

give the rate and with a flagman to signal one and sufficient

accuracy result.
* **

Time Classification.—When there is a whole country

to draw upon, as is the case with the places which compose

the Grand Circuit, an arbitrary classification, with time rec-

ords an absolute condition, will present interesting features,

and result in good races. The best of- each class congregate,

and nearly every State in the Union that breeds and trains

trotters to any extent represented at these big trotting centers.

California comes in for a full share of the honor*1 and emolu-

ments of victory, and when it is taken into consideration that

it is fully two thousand miles from the nearest field of action,

it is one of the most forcible arguments that can be advanced
of the superior adaptability of the soil and climate for the
production of fast trotters. In urging amendments to the past

methods of conducting trotting meetings, 1 would not ignore
time classificatian, neither do I undervalue that system which
has been such a potent influence in developing trotting sports.

A grand improvement on the original methods which were in
vogue a half century ago in bringing trotters together.

Money won was then the basis and time made rarely con-
sidered.

Eut with the immense addition to the array of light harness
horses, a change which proved so eminently beneficial re-

quires supplementing, and still there is a necessity for inno-
vations to keep up to the requirements of the times.

Longer meetings are demanded where the population is so

dense that extension will be met with adequate attendance,
and when programmes cover two weeks, in place of four or
five days, these programmes must be arranged so that there
will be no decline in popular interest. Can this be accom-
plished with record classification? Even with colt stakes,

which are deservedly growing in favor, a twelve-day meeting
will necessitate a greater variety than can be accomplished
when records and age are the only methods of classification.

Especially when dashes and heats of two in three are the

order. In place of two, three or four races in an afternoon,
and these prolonged until spectators are thoroughly wearied
over the intolerable sameness, five will be the mininum, so

that from sixty to eightv events will have to be provided for.

Following the plan of racing association the programme for

the first week can be formulated, and that can be governed
by records and age. For the succeeding week the basis may
still be governed by equality in time provided steps are taken
to learn the capacity of every horse engager in previous races.

The stumbling block in the way of carrying that to a successful

issue being the temptation to cover the actual speed,and show an
inferior rate by the drivers of horses which cannot win in their

first engagements. Not an insurmountable obstacle as when
there are warranted suspicions, those guilty of hiding capacity

can be barred from making entries,and onlv those which have
given an honest exhibition of their poA'ers allowed to partici-

pate. Or when there are good reasons to believe that certain

horses have been trotted to deceive as to their speed, place

them in classes which will be sure to be a test, and when it is

fairly demonstrated that honesty must be the policy adopted
to secure remuneration that will prevail. If too much to ex-
pect of ft ail human nature that the practices of the past,

among a few men connected with trotters, and who are still in

the ranks, to be wholly abandoned, let us hope for some regen-

eration, and that self-interest will so far overcome ingrained
dishonesty that conversion will follow. . The stumbling-block
alluded to has troubled racing managers, but in the contest

between owners whose main endeavor was to deceive handi-
cappers, in a majority of the cases the weight adjuster got the
best of the fight, and the much-fancied tactics resulted in

the imposition of a "crusher" when straightforward work
would have met its reward by a fair allotment of weight.

That longer periods for trotting meeting will prevail in the
centers of population is already assured. If not carried so

far as to entail antagonism it will be a welcome boon to own-
ers. The expense- while •« route with a stable of horses are
very large, and owing to a monopoly of the business of carry-
ing horses by the Eastern express companies the burdens are
constantly increasing. A sojourn of two weeks in place of
one will not only reduce that expense as it will lessen the risk

of travel. In extending the time, however, due regard must
be observed in presenting attractive bills of sport. The first

consideration is to please the public. The dollars at the gate
and thos*' from other legitimate sources of revenue are the
corner-tones, the pillars and the buttresses of the temple.
The rest- .1 the superstructure must be built to subserve the
owners' interests in general.

Endeavor to arrange the purses so as to secure the largest
number of winners, and multiplying events will give a far
betfa r opportunity to effect that purpose than when restricted

to the usual routine. For instance at Cleveland, which I take
to have been one of the most successful in the circuit, there
were five days' races, with eleven purses, beside double teams
and special. There were ninety-seven starters in these races,

and from a causal examination one race was the limit for any
one horse to start in. As they were all 3 in 5, there was the
prospect of plenty of work in one race so that it could not be
expected that the large entry fees would be risked, when at
the most only three days would intervene between the en-

i

gagemen ts.

It is conceded that only first or second money will cover
expenses, so that there were seventy-five of the horses which

j

took part in the races at Cleveland, which yere behind, fiftv-

three of them entirely outside of the money.
Let up suppose that these five days had been supplemented

with five more in the following week, what an opportunity
there would be for arranging a series of interesting races

!

In the 2:21 cla-s Lady Belle won tne first heat in 2:18} ; she
was third, eighth and seventh in the other heats in 2:21,

2:201, 2:2U, the race won by Myrtle R.. Pedro L., 4, 2, 3. 2,

Phcebe Wilkes 6, 9, 2, 3. These were the four money win-
ners, but Keokee, who ranked next with 7, 4, 4, 4, beat the
winner of second money in two heats, and of the fourth
money one heat. Taking the summary entirely for a guide,
and it would appear that Pedro L. would hold all the others
safe when the winner was excluded, and then it may have
been that when the driver of Lady Belle found that he could
noL beat Myrtle R. and had the second money safe he did not
make further efiort. There is little doubt that under skillful

management in the way of reclassifying that a second week
in Cleveland, with the same horses to draw from, would have
offered superior attractions to those which were trotted and
paced. Knowing that such was to be the case, and the specta-
tors, now enabled to make comparisons, would feel a greater
interest from the opening day on, as their curiosity would be
be stimulated to learn the success of their forecasts. The
greater the uncertainty, the greater the charm in either trot-

ting or running to that division of race-goers who make up at
least nine-tenths of the assemblage, and now that there are so
many trotters and pacers to draw upon, the chance for secur-
ing contending fields is very good. Wherever the population
will justify a meeting covering two weeks, money enough can
be " hung np " and races enough offered to attract plenty of
material. That properly handled will give such an impetus
to light-harness sports as will surprise and gratify the breeders
who are now somewhat despondent.

*

Naxlixg.—That many others in addition to myself were

interested in the Martha Wilkes articles has been abundantly

shown by the comments I have heard, and especially the

queries which have been made in relation to this sentence

" Martha wore an eight-ounce plain shoe and a four-ounce

toe-weight when she made her record ; made from steel 1 inch

by 3-16, punched a la Simpson." What is meant by a la

Simpson ? is the oft-repeated question, and an answer in print
will explain the phrase to those who have made inquiries by
letter.

Early in the sixties, thirty years ago, I adopted a shoe with
a swedged rim, the nail holes punched inside of the rim which
at its base was from one-quarter to three-eighths of an inch
thick. But in place of giving a new description will copy
from Horse Portraiture, and as the part copied appeared in

the paper in which it was first published, before incorporated
into book form, February, 1S66, was written as early as 1864,
and as I still follow that system of nailing, many years' prac-
tice have demonstrated that it has merit. I mention the dates,

as in 1865 J. B. Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia, published
Illustrated Horse Management by Edward Mayhew, M. R. C.

V. S., in which the same system is recommended. X did not
obtain the book until 1S67 or 1S6S, and up to the time it came
into mv possession, supposed that the method of nailing was
original with me, but that supposition was based on a lack of

information, as from Stonehenge's Stable and Field, published

1869, I learned from that that inner nailing had been prac-
ticed in France long anterior to my adoption of the plan.

The plan I now follow is to have the fore shoes swedged with a tool
that leaves a rim all around the shoe of three-eighths ofan inch at the
base, coining to a dull edge at the apex, being abont the same depth
as it is wide. The remaining part of the web is concaved on the in-

side, and on the outside the crease is cut where the web and rim join,
with an inward inclination. The nails are driven from the inside of
the crust in place of the middle, with a slope that will bring them out
bait an inch above the shoe. The reasons for adopting this system of
nailing are that, as the hoof is composed of a great number of thin
plates or laminae overlaying each other—the libers running up and
down the foot—when a nail is driven in the center it has a tendency
to divide the layers, and either split them asunder or cause an undue
pressure when driven higher thau the insensible sole. By starting the
nails from the inside of the crust and taking more of a horizontal di-

rection, the lamina? are not divided, but perforated, giving a far better

hold for the nail, with no danger ofeither wounding the sensitive parts
or pressing on them to cause pain. When the nail is driven through,
the point is twisted off, and in lieu of taking the rasp and filing an
ugly crease that weakens the hoof by destroying the enamel, a very
small gouge merely removes enough* if the horn to hide the clinch
riveted with a punch, and, of course, entirely out of the way of doing
injury. The clinches " cannot raise," as the heads of the nails are
completely protected by the swedged rim. There is a small clip at the
toe with the additional security of a nail driven in that strongest part
of the foot: three nails on each side giving ample assurance that it

cannot be displaced. These nails only go back as far as the widest
part of the foot, leaving the quarters unobstructed in their motion.
The hind shoes differ in being a great deal lighter, and in place of the
swedged rim are so concave that they have an angle or bend of about
forty-five degrees. The crease is cut in the nm, and when the nails

are "driven they are. filed away till the whole shoe is left so smooth
that, if even a horse "grabs," it slips off the quarter without doing an
injury. The back part of the web of the hind shoe is what gives the
wound when a horse outs his quarters, and when turned over thehorn
of the anvil—as is the oust..mary plan— is almost as sharp as a knife.

You can satisfy yoursell tnat this is the part of the shoe that does the
mischief by observing the wound, which is always triangular, the
point being the place where first struck, and the flap or torn skin fall-

ing back and attached at the lower end or base of the triangle. But
still the most conclusive proof is, that with the shoe made as I have
described, with no toe calk, sharp web or nail heads, there never will

be a wound. The quarter may be bruised by a blow from the iron, but
even that will be mitigated "by the smooth surface. There are, of
course, horses that could not be shod in this way, from their feet beiug
diseased or defective—some requiring round or bar shoes, others with
a gutta-percha or leathern sole, and still others with a great part of
the horn and shoe cut away to guard against the result of faulty ac-

tion arising from wrong shape, «C,, &C
A natural, healthy foot is the one I am now directing to bz shod. s>

as to do the work in the best manner required, and keep it in its nor
mal condition. Those who still stick to the first shoe I have described
will say that it is the only one for a trotter, without deigning to give
any reason whv it is so. Theadvantages I claim for the continuous
rim or calk, are, that it is more like the natural unshod foot, bringing
the support where it is required, directly under the wall ; that it gives

a firmer hold of the ground, enabling the animal to retain every inch
he progresses, and adds to the confidence he has of not slipping, so
that he striki-s out boldly to the limit of his stride. Should the track

be verv hard, there is less concussion than where there is an inch and
a half "of tlat metal to meet it. Should it be inclined to cut or give.

the concavity gives a far better traction than the flat, with less ten-

dency to " pick up." In t he mud. no one will deny its advantages
over "the cusiomarv wav of placing the points only at the heel and toe.

In preparing the foot to receive this shoe. I mav still be thought singu-
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lar. I will give my reasons, and until some one converts me to another

Elan, by force ot" argument, I shall continue in my own without the
:ar of ridicule, which has no better logic than a laugh to carry its

point I suffer no part of the foot to be pared, only the wall, and that
is cut till it rests on the floor in a natural manner. Great care must
be taken tuat the proper amount be cut from toe and heel to effect

ihis. I think the general error is in allowing the heels to be too high.
When it has been cut with the rasp and knife, a smooth file finishes

the preparation, so that there are no inequalities to keep the shoe from
touching every place. When nailed on, the shoes must come exactly
to the edge of tbe'hoof. in no case projecting the least beyond it. If

this fitting has been properly done, there need be no rasping or filing

the horn "to injure the outward coating and destroy the elasticity of
the hoof.
Thesole isleft just as nature made it, and we will try and keep it.

It has a rugged appearance that will mortify the backsmith.but will

retain the moisture better than any stopping, and, when the surplus
portion needs removal, will exfoliate before it comes in the way.
Many blacksmiths will need watching, in their anxiety to do a finished

job, which consists in pariug away soleand frog, opening the fissures

between the bars and frog, and rasping the outside ot the horn to

within an inch of the hair. The natural mechanism of the horse's

loot is beautiful. His domestication requiring of him artificial duties
necessitates artificial aid. How much it ought to be our study to

ameliorate the ills forced on him. and make the willing servitude, as
much as lies in our power, a pleasure! In no way can there be so much
unnecessary suffering relieved as by attention to shoeing. Any one
who will take his station for an hour on the crowded streets of a city

will be convinced of this. How rarely do you see a horse stepping out
with the free, grand motion, resulting from sound teet ana limbs.

They come hobbling by, some of them with dauntless spirit, enduring
torture, partially hidden bv a jaunty air, that would make the most
heroic biped grate his teeth with pain.

The swedged rim has been, in a measure, given up, not from

a lack of appreciation, but the difficulty" in making, and then

for tips it was not so appropriate. The only valid objection

I ever heard or read to driving the nail from the inside of the

wall was that it separated the small tubes of which the horn

is composed and cut off the supply of matter with which they

are filled. But as the separation is so near the terminus'of the

tubes, that in all probability, the small portion which is de-

prived of connection is not injuriously affected, and if so the

injury is so slight as to be trifling in comparison with the

benefits which Mr. Mavhew thus describes.
" According to the above plan, the hold would be much

firmer ; it would embrace the two kinds of horn, which nature

ordained should unite to form the wall of the hoof. The nail

would pierce those tough and resistant substances which were
designed in their unity to support the animal's body, in-

stead of being driven perpendicularly in the most brittle cov-

ering of the foot, thereby dividing the fibers and frequently

injuring the hoof, by ciusing large Hakes to chip off its pro-

tecting envelope."

There is little chance, however, for the general adoption of

this system of nailing the horseshoe to the animal's foot.

Hand-made shoes, when the prejudices of the Smith are over-

come, can be punched as far from the edge as is required,

though machine-made are all after the old pattern, the crease,

or fuller as the English call it, being stamped close to the

edge. Countersinking is better than creasing,'especially when
the holes are at a distance from the outer edge of the shoe.

In giving the weight of the shoe which Mr. Wiggin thinks

will be suitable for Martha Wilkes, there was a typographical

error which escaped the proof-reader. One ounce when ten

ounces was correct. That could only leave the weight in

doubt, as even with aluminium for the metal used a trotting

shoe could not be fabricated. Racing plates, however, have
been made very light, and I have seen one worn by Miss Foote
or Reel which was a very trifle over one ounce avoirdupois.

Stop the Shootisg, Mb. Wbight!—Wednesday last

I tramped through the mud on Hollis street to the "Oakland

Trotting Park. The report came that the bridges which cover

Temescal creek where it crosses the stretches had been washed

away, but that I found to be false, and though some damage

had been done, so slight was the injury that repairs were

nearly completed.

There was a pigeon-shooting contest under way, and unfor-

tunately the parties to that were scoring a good many misses,

and all around the field, on the inner and outer tracks, on the

driveway from the entrance gate to the hotel, in front and
back of the grand stands, outside shooters blazing away.
From the deep notes of No. 10 guns to the sharp
pop of small-bored rifles a constant fusillade, and
it is safe to assert that every bird which escaped from the
circle brought from three to twenty shots. A perfect pande-
rnomium of noise. What with the reports of the guns, the

shouting of the rabble and the yelping of dogs it was some-
what surprising that there were not several runaways among
the horses which were subjected to the ordeal of passing from
street to stalls.

Apart from the danger of a dose of shot or being made the
target for a rifle ball there were many annoyances. Light-
weight riders, to whom a gun was a decided novelty, to six-

foot high grooms, to all colors from the towheaded jockev to

black in its intensity, a regiment as grotesque as that of Fal-

staff.

Put a stop to it, Mr. Wright, and it may be that this short
printed reminder will be more potent than a hundred verbal

protests in abating the nuisance.
*

* IE-

Well Doxc.—When this part of my work for the week

was finished the N. Y. Spirit of the Times came with a report

of the action of the joint committees of the National Trotting

Association, the American Trotting Association and the Amer-
ican Register Association. All of the proposed amendments
are lirsl-rate, and if there had been incorported another,
restricting records to those obtained in stakes and purses, the
work would have been exceedingly well done.

Al '.hough not provided for, following the analogy that dis-

tances in 3 in 5 races are to be seventy-five and fifty yards,

'i in 3, will h- forty yards, though why there should be the
difference in heats, and heats best 3 in 5, has never been satis-

factorily explained. Let us be thankful for the benefits

granted, and, with true optimistic spirit, hope for still better

in the near future. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Portland Speed and Trotting Association.

To the Portland Speed and Driving Association is due the

gratitude of every person who desires to see horse-racing pro-

moted as a sport on the North Pacific Coast. This organiza-

tion comprises a few Portland gentlemen who, undeterred by

previous pecuniary loss, went heartily into the project of

equipping the city with a speed ring and accessories that

could not be eclipsed in point of completeness west of the

Mississippi, and it is cheering lo note that their plans are

rapidly approaching satisfactory consummation. Their $30,-
000 cash outlay will find public appreciation on J une 24, when
the new track at Albina, now in course of construction, will

be thrown open for a six davs' meeting. This is the programme
arranged last evening at a meeting of the directory, compris-
ing President George B. Markle, Secretary E. S. Rothchild,
and Messrs. C. M. Forbes, John Parker, R. (_'. Smith, A. G.
Ryan and Van E. DeLashmutt

:

FIRST DAY.

First race—Introductory scramble, running, one-mile dash, purse
S400. The winner of one" race this year to carry three pounds pen-
alty ; of two races, live pounds penalty ; of three or more races, seven
pounds penalty : maidens allowed seven pounds.

Second race—Running, one-half miledash
;
purse $300.

Third race—Trotting and pacing. 2:21 class, one and one-fourth of a
mile dash ; purse, S2U0.
Fourth race—Trotting, 2:29 class, two in three heats

; purse, $500.
Fifth race—Pacing, 2:15 class, two in three heats

;
purse, 8500.

SECOND DAY.

First race—Running, two-year-olds, five-eighths of a mile dash :

purse, $250 Winner of one race this year to carry three pounds pen-
alty : of two races or more, five pounds penalty.
Third race—Troll ing, three-year-olds, two in three heats; purse,

$300.
Fourth race—Trotting, 2:50 class, two in three heats

; purse,.S350.

THIRD DAY.
First race—Running, seven-eighths of a mile dash

;
purse, $350,

Second race—Trotting, 2:35 class, one and one-sixteenth of a mile
dash ; purse. $150.
Third race—Trotting and pacing, tree-for-all, one and one-half of a

mile dash
; purse, S300.

Fourth race—Trotting, two-year-olds, two in three heats, purse,
S250.

Fifth race—Trotting, 2:24 class, two in three heats
;
purse, $500.

FOURTH DAY.

First race—Running, three-quarters ot a mile dash ; purse, $350-
Winner of seven-eighths dash to carry three pounds penalty.
Second race—Running, three-eighths of a mile dash

; purse, $300.
Third race—Trotting, 2:40 class, two in three heats ; purse, $350.
Fourth race—Pacing. 2:35 class, two in three heats: purse, $350.
Fifth race—Trotting, 2:20 class, two in three heats ; purse, $600.

FIFTH DAY.

First race—Running, five-eighths of a mile dash ; purse, $300. Win-
ner of seven-eighths mile dash to carry three pounds penalty, and
winner of seven eighths and three-quarters miles dashes to carry five
pounds penalty.
Second race—Pacing, 2:25 class, two in three heats; purse, $250.
Third race—Pacing, for two-year-olds, two in three heats, purse,

$250.
Fourth race—Trotting, 2:27 class, two in three heats; purse, $500.

SIXTH DAY.

First race—Running, eleven-sixteenths of a mile dash "and repeat

;

purse, $400.
Second race—Running, one and one-sixteenth miles dash; purse,

$500. Winner of mile dash to carry five pounds penalty ; winner of
mile and seven-eighths dashes to carry seven pounds penalty.
Third race—Trotting, 2:35 class, two in three heats ; purse, $450.
Fourth race—Trotting, free-for-all, two in three heats

; purse, $700.
Trotting and pacing entries will close June 1, and running entries

will close June 15.

This is in every respects the most attractive race programme
put up in this district. Its purses, aggregating about $10,000,
are heavy enough to tempt owners all over the Pacific slope,

and the events are sufficiently varied to satisfy the general
public. There is not a three in five heats race in the entire

list, and the people who have been clamoring for races of
shorter duration are deprived of cause of complaint. The
contract for construction of the grandstand and other build-

ings will be awarded some time this week. Meantime the
work of grading the track goes on as rapidly as the weather
permits, and the directors are confident that everything will

be ready for the pnblic's complete accommodation before the
first race of the spring meeting is called.—Oregonian.

Suburban and Metropolitan Handicap Odds.

American Derby Transfers.

Following are the odds quoted by a Naw York firm of book,

makers on the various Suburban and Metropolitan Handicap

candidates. Wildwood will, at 25 to 1 against his chances,

doubtless be played hard by the plungers hailing from this

section of America. It will be observed that Yorkville Belle,

with 122 pounds up, is favorite in the Metropolitan at 8 to 1,

St. Florian (the rejuvenated) second choice at 10 to 1. Mono,

wai, the game little Midlothian colt, is a 50 to 1 shot. Other

Californians in the race are Lawless, Nomad, Rey de Rey and

Sir Matthew. In the Suburban the heavily-weighted Lamp-
lighter is favorite at 7 to 1, Hig Highness going at 8 to 1, Dr.

Hasbrouck at 10 and Banquet at 12 to 1. Besides Dr. Has-

brouck the following Californians are in the race : Montana

Nomad, Rey del Rey and Tournament. Lowlander, at 50 to,

1, has but 105 pounds up, and appears to have a good chance
METROPOLITAN HANDICAP—TO BE BUN AT MORRIS PARK MAY 3lST—1 1-8

MILES.

Odds
to win.

20

Odds
to win.

40
50
100

100
50
40
40
25

Adelbert (4) 105
Ambulance (5) _ 110
Arturo (5) 104

Beansey(5) 98
Casssius (a) 106
Charade (4) 101

Demulh (6) 113
Fidelio (4) 105
Glenmoyne (3) 99
His Highness (4) 125

50 High Commissioner (6)... 116

100 Iddesleigh (a) 115
50 Illume (4) 95
30 Julien (4) 100
30 Kennebec (4) 102
20 Locohatchee (4) 124

30 La Tosca (5) 125
50 Loantaka (aj 116

20 Leonawell (4) 114
30 Lady Violet (3) 103

100 Lawless (3) 90
20 Madstone (a) 119

20 Mars (4) 114
'" Monowai (3) „ 95

Mis* .Simon (4) 96
Nomad (4) „ 118

JIM)

20

SLBt'KBAN HANDICAP,

(5) 122
Parvenue (4) 117
Paclolua (4) 117
Picnicker (5) 116
Pickpocket (4) 109
Russell ,'5) 119
Rey del Rey (5) 116
Rough and Ready (6) 107
Runyon (3) <rt

St. Florian (4) 133
Stockton (a) 107
Silver Fox (4) 95
Sir Matthew (4) 100
Spartan (3) 93
Steve Estes (4) 92
Sir Arthur (4) 90
The Pepper (4) ilfi

Two Bits (4) 110
Terrifier (5) 108
The Ironmaster (4) 97
Victory)-!) 112
Vestibule (4) 103
Wildwood (4) 112
Willie L. (5) KM
W. B. (4)

Yorkville Belle (4) 122

JUNB 17TEI.

Odds
to win
12
50
30
25
10
25

-TO BE KIN AT BHSBP9HBAD BAY
Wa MILES.

|
Odds
to win.

Banquet {a) 125
Cassius fa) 103 I

Charade (4) 106
,

Demuth (a) 100

Dr. Hasbrouck (5) 116 I

Fidelio (4) 105
,

His Highness 116

.. High Commissioner (6).... 108
I

50 Iddesleigh (a) 105
20 Judge Morrow (6) 117

|

7 Lamplighter (4) 127

30 La Tosca (5) 119

25 Leonawell (4) 112
20 Locohatchee (4) 116

50 Lowlander (5i 105;
20 Mars (H 112
20 Major Domo (a) 115 I

40

20 Montana (5) 116
20 Nomad (4) 110
15 Parvenue (4) 112
20 Pessara (5) 115
30 Kaceland (a) IIS

100 Reclare (a) 97
40 Rey del Rey (6) 100
15 Russell (5) 105
50 Silver Fox (If 100
10 Strathmeath (5) 118

loo Sieve Estes 98
full Tammany M) 127
40 Terrifier (5) 96
20 The Pepper (-1) _ 112
25 Tournament (8) 107

60 Two BID* Mi 10*'.

25 Victory (I) lot;

The American Derby, guaranteed to be worth $50,000, is

absorbing ihe attention of the turfmen, both in the East and
in the West, and the public is not a little interested in the

candidates that are eligible to take part in that noted contest-

The public always likes to know to whom a noted horse be-

longs, and to satisfy that curiosity, The Live Stock Record
publishes the changes that have been made in the ownership
of American Derby candidates. The ownership of those who
have not changed hands can be found in the original nom-
inations.

The transters are as follows :

Anchoret, b c, by Hermit, dam Substitute, from John Hunter to
Marcus Daly.
Banshee, b f. by Kingfisher, dam Bellora. from August Belmont's

estate to Marcus Daly.
Bay filly by St. Blaise, dam Dauntless, from August Belmont's es-

tate to J. E. Segrana.
Bijur. b c, by Bramble, dam Tarantula, from S. Brvant. to T.

Kiley.
Bonnie True, br c, by Regeut, dam Lida, from John Bielenberg to

Liberty Stable.
Boundless, br c, by Harry O'Fallon. dam Endless, from W. 8.

Barnes to Cushing & Orth.
Bellegrade, ch f. by St. Blaise, dam Bella, from August Belmont's

estate to Blempton Stable.
Barmaid, ch f, by The IU-Used, dam Bahama, from August Bel

mont's estate to Marcus Daly.
Bay filly by St. Blaise, dam Sultana, from August Belmont's estate

to J. E. McDonald.
Calhoun, ch c, by Buchanan, dam Annie Lisle, from Scoggan

Brothers to Cushing &. Orth.
Currency, be, by Greenback, dam Acouitto, from L. V. Shippee to

W. E. Gibson.
Clifford, formerly Sidnev Lucas, b c, bv Bramble, dam Duchess, from

R. A. Hardin Jr. to C. Poter & Co. and from latter to R. L. Rose.
Cadet, ch c, by Blue Eyes, dam Clarina, from J. W. Daly to C.

Fleisehman.
Chorister, b c, by Onondaga, dam Beatrice, from Foxhall Keene to

J. R Keene.
Chestnut eolt bp Pontiac or Runnvmede, dam Annie F., from Ram-

apo Stable to Gideon & Daly.
Clacquer, ch c. by Three Cheers, dam Belle of the Lake, from W. L.

Underhill toW. Biehler.
Castro, b c. by Sobrante, dam Clyte, from H. I. Thornton to C. E.

Trevanthan.
Comrade, ch c, by Tyrant, dam Blithesome, from L. J. Rose to

Champion & Spooner.
Chicago, br c, by Tremont, dam Echoless. from John Hunter to M.

F. Dwyer.
Clarinda, b f, by St. Blaise, dam Clara, from August Belmont's es-

tate to Blempton Stable.
Chestnut filly by Prince Leopold, dam Adosinda, from the same to

Henry Harrison.
Corduroy, b c. by The ni-Used, dam Cordelia, from the same to

Blempton Stable.
Chestnut colt by Prince Leopold, dam Carmen, from the same to

John Daly.
C. H. Gillock, be, by Enquirer, dam Bonnie Meade, from J. M.

Brown & Co. to M. F. Dwyer.
Don Alonzo. b c, by Long Taw. dam Round Dance, from F. C. Mc-

Lewee to M. F. Dwyer.
Dick O'MaUey, b c. by Mariner, dam Rosy, from Rye A Kingsbury

to Owen Bros.
Dare, blk c, by Darebin, dam Carrie C, from the same to C. L. Fair

.

Delury. eh c, by Kingfisher, dam Delilah, from August Belmont's es-
tate to Marcus Daly.
Eagle Bird, b c, by Chance, dam Locust Bloom, from Bovle & Little-

field to Waicott & Campbell.
Flood Gate, br c, by Flood, dam Rosetta. from Palo Alto Stock Farm

to C. L. Fair.
Faithful, b f, by Longfellow, dam Miss Primrose, from E. Purser to

W. Lakeland.
Fort Worth, b c, by Luke Blackburn, dam Tullahoma. from J. M.

Brown & Co. to C. Fleisehman.
Francis Pope, b c, by Red Boy, dam Bolis, from H. R. Baker to

Orange Grove Stable.
Freize, chc, by The Ill-Used, dam Fillette, from August Belmont's

estate to J. A. & A. H. Morris.
G. W. Johnson, br c, by Iroquois, dam Brunette, from J. M. Brown &

Co to Oneck Stable.
Gould & Curry, ch c, by Joe Hooker, dam Mattie Glenn, from Theo.

Winters to Primrose Stable.
Governor Foraker, ch c. by The Ill-Used. dam Madcap, from Au-

gust Belmont's estate to C. Fleisehman.
Halcyon, b t, by Hindoo, dam Prairie Queen, from W. S. Barnes to

C. Fleisehman.
Idaho, b n. by The Miser, dam Acquittal, from Rye A Kingsbury to

Frank C. Marvin.
Industry, br f, by The Ill-Used, dam Florence M , from August Bel-

mont's estate to Fred Eshner.
Ingot, b c, by The Ill-Used, dam Simple Gold, from the same to

Blemton Stable.
Jessie Lee B., eh f, by St. Blaise, dam Geuevra, from the same to C.

Fleisehman.
JohnO'Meara. brc, by Emperor, dam Darya, from C. Porter &C0. to

J. M. Brown & Co.
Lew Martin, b c, by Gano, dam Armeda Howard, from Charles

Thomas to Titus & Thomas.
Lady Violet, b f, by The Ill-Used, dam Lady Roseberry. from August

Belmont's estate to Blemton Stable.
Lady Belmont, b f, by St. Blaise, dam Favotiia, from the sameto

Weingardt &' Lakeland.
l^ovelace, blk or be, by Fremont, dam La Traviata, from John Hun-

ter to M. F. Dwyer.
Lidgerwood, o c. by Luke Blackburn, dam Tuscarora, from F. C.

McLewee lo J. R. Keene.
Mr. Parker, b or br c, by Jils Johnson, dam Miss Joieon, from H. B.

Durham to J. H. March.
Oporto, b c, by Mariner, dam Eufaula, from Rye & Kingsburv to D.

J. McCarty.
Oakland, b c, by John A., dam Alnmeda, from Rve A: ECIngSbory to

E. D. Smith.
Pansy, ch f. by St. Blaise, dam Wood Violet, from August Belmont's

estate to Weigardt & Lakeland.
Pioneer, b c, by Leonatus. dam Plan tress, from ('. Woodford to P.

Dunne.
Prince Deceiver, ch c. bv imp. Deceiver, dam Princess Chuck, from

C. R. Jaynes toT. H. Stevens,
Queen Lute, b f, by Kingfisher, dam Belladonti, from August \wi-

mont's estate to W. F. Schultc
QuarterstalV. be, bv Friar Tuck, dam Sister to Ruth Kvan, from \\\

O'B. Macdonough to H. D. Brown,
Sir Roy, be, by Sir Mod red, dam Teacher, from L J. Rose to

K. Smith.
Rightaway, i >r c, by Hyder All. dam Nodaway, from Marcos Daly to

Rldi*ewood Stable.
Runyon, brc, bv Longfellow, dam Fnnfare. from P. C. McLewee to

Walcolt & Campbell.
Steadfast, b c. bv Sobrante, '111111 Narcola from It. I. Thornton to

W. F. Smith.
St. Domingo, ch c. by St. Blaise, dam Lady Primrose, from August

Belmont's estate to J Ruppert, Jr.

St. Leonardo, ob c by St Blaise, dam Belladona. from Angusl Bel-
mont's estate in J. k Keene
Shelly Tattle, cb o, by >ir Hodred, dam Glad By

Daly to C. Cornehlson.
Sam Weller. ch c. by Mr. Pickwick, dam sftai Dance, from 1'. C.

McLewee 1" Witleoll A: OunpUtl
3ir Francis, ch c, by Mr I'lckwirk, dam Thorn, from the

Marcus Da I v.

The Hunter, b c, by Springbok, dam Edith, from Young, Lync .<.

Strauss to ('. Fleisehman.
Traverse, be, by Deceiver, dam Travlata, from Rye A Kingsbury to

1 Plelscbman.
Uncle llm. be, by Long Taw, dam Mary An<ter*on, from ilic -nine

to John Efealy
Wormster, ch 0, by Panlque, dam Sweetheart, from P C McLewee

to 1
;,.,(,

I- Smith.
Young Arion. t> e, by Miser, dam Olencalrne, from the sai

Ruppert. Jr.

K. 1 . Kell«-v & Co., Inftvillr, Conn, writes Ti-

me three (8) untiles "f v. .or Vh*nrhine It had tloi

didlv."
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Blood Horse Association Programme.

Following is the programme for the Blood Horse Associa-

tion races of April 1st, 4th, Oth, 7th and 8th—first 5 days.

JIRJT H.VY.SATI'KIUY, Al'KILl.

KIRST K XCE-lNrKOl'lXrORV, PURSK $J00—For three-year-olds
.- ooet of a ^YL-epstake of t»ny value in 1892 to carry

proper weight, Horses that have not won a Handicap or purse-race that

. ie of fWO 10 the winner ;LlIi.>we.l '> pounds ; of £JG0 allowed

impounds. B--.«ivn rum-winners in 1S3-J, If three years old, 12 pounds; if

vtigs.

i> RACE—PURSE *500-Por two-year-olds. Winners this

yo-nrof one ratv to carry 3 poun-ls; two or more. » pounds extra. Half

THIRD RACE—SELLING. PL'KsE s-lou— For three-yearmlds and up-

ward* The winner lo he sold ;ii auction for I&50Q ; if for less, 1 pound
(Olnwed Ibl »I,500; then 2 pounds for each f100 to §1,000. Win-
ners oft w.. January Hit 7 pounda extra; ;> or more, iu pounds
extra, six and a half furlongs.

FOURTH BACK—PURSE 8500—For three-yfiftr-Olda Winner of a
January nth.;', pounds; two or more, 5 pounds extra. .Maidens

allowed 7 pounds, six. furlongs.

FIFTH RACE—SELLING, TCRSE §400—For all ages, winners of two
races since January t ith, :< pounds extra. The winner to he sold at auction

for 91 ,500: It" tor less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 3

pounds for eachflOOtO iSOO. Six lurlongs.

SHOKP DAY, TL"&l)AV, APK1L 1.

PURSE 9500—Fori thxee-yearolds and upwards. Winner of a race in

189Softbe ' -pounds, or of two races in 1S93 of any value, 5

i
- that have not won a race in 1892 of the value of

$500, or two races of any value in 1893, allowed 5 pounds. Six furlongs.

ID BACK—PUBSE SJoo—For two-year-olds. Winner of two
races in 1893, 5 pounds extra. Four and one-half furlongs.

THIRD RACF—SELLING, PURSE flOO. For three-year-olds and up-

wards, ihe winner to be sold at auction for?2,5UO ; it" lor less, 1 pound al-

lowed fur > 91,500; ther 2 pounds for each 8100 to 81,000. Win-
ners of two races since Jan. 14th, 5 pounUS extra. Seven lurlongs.

FOURTH RACE—PURSE 8500—For all ages, lu pounds belowithe scale.

Horses that have won a race in 1S92 or 1893 of the value of §700, 5 pounds
extra ; 81,000, lo pounds extra. Uue mile.

FIFTH itACK—SELLING, PURSE 3400—For tliree-year-olds and up
wards. 7 pounds above scaie. The winuer to be sold at auction for $1,000 '

ii for less, 2 pounds allowed for each §100 to 8600 ; then 5 pounds for each
*100 to 8100. Winners of two races since Jan. 14th, 7 pounds extra. Six
furlongs.

THTKD DAV, THURSDAY, AFRIL6.

FIRST RACE—SELLING, PURSE 8400—For three-year-olds and up-
wards. The winner to be sold at auction for jl.ooo; it for less, 3 pounus
allowed for each 8100 10 8500; then 5 pounds for each $100 to 8100. Six fur-

longs,

SECOND RACE—PURSE 8400—For two-year-olds, maidens. Half-
mile.

THIRD RACE—HANDICAP, PURSE $500—For three-year-olds and
upwards. Entrance 815, only 8*5 if declared. Entries close 20 minutes
alter last race, Tuesday, April 4th. Weights and declarations, Wednes-
day. April 5th. Une mde and fifty yards.

FOURTH RACE—PURSE 8500—For three-year-olds and upwards. 10

pounds below scale for horses that have started and not won two
races this year. Seven furlongs.

FIFTH RACE—SELLING, PURSE 8400—For horses that have not
won two races since January 14th. The winner to be soldiat auction for
#2,500: if for $-,000, allowed 5 pounds; $1,500, 12 pounds: fl.000, 20
ponnds. One mile.

FOtTBTH DAY, FRifiAY, APRIL 7TH.

FIRST RACE- SELLING—PURSE $400—For three-year-olds and up-
wards. The winner to be sold at auction for $1,000 ; 11 ior less, allowed 2
pounds for each $loo to 8500; then 4 pounds for each $100 down to $100. Six
furlongs.

SECOND RACE—PURSE 8400—For two-year-old maidens that have
started and not won at this meeting. Those unplaced twice allowed 5
pounds; three or more times, 7 pounds. Five furlongs.

THIRD RACE—PURSE 85o0—For three-year-olds and upwards. Win-
ners since January Hth once, to carry 5 pounds; twice, 1C pounds; three
or more times, :aj pounds extra, starters at this meeting, and non-winners
since January 14th, allowed 5 pounds: if beaten twice, impounds; threeor
more times, 20 pounds. Fifteen-sixteenths of a mile.

FOURTH RACE—PURSE $400—For three-year-olds and upwards.
Winners this year to carry 3 pounds extra for each win. Beaten maidens,
if turee-year-oius, allowed, .i puiiuda; four-year-olds, IU pounds; five-year-
olds or over, 15 pounds. Six lurlongs.

FIFTH RACE—SELLING, PURSE 8500—Horses entered to be sold for
$4,ouu to carry weight for age ; if for less 2 pounds allowed for each $i50 to
*-,'"..<; then 6 pounds for each $250 to 8l,00o. One mile and a sixteenth.

FIFTH 1)AV, SATURDAY, APRIL 8TH.

FIRST RACE—SKLLING, PURSE $400—For non-winners at this
meeting, an ag-s. Horses entered to be sold for $800 to carry proper
weitrht; If for less, 5 pounds for each $100 down to $100. Winners in '93

twice, 5 pounds: three or mure, 10 pounds extra. Six furlongs.

• !> RACE—PURSE 8500—For two-year-olds. Beaten maidens
allowed 5 pounds: those having run at this meeting and have not been
placed as good as second, allowed 10 pounds. Four and a half furlongs.

THIRD RACE—SPECIAL HANDICAP, PURSE 8750, of which$100 to
second and 850 to third, for all ages. Entrance $25, $lo il declared, entries

enty minutes after last race, Thursday, April 6th; weights and
declarations April 7th. One mile and a furlong.

FOUBTH RACE PURSE $400—For all ages, maidens. Horses that
have started twice at this meeting and not been placed 1-2, allowed 7
pounds ; not been placed 3d, 15.pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

—FIFTH RACK-SELLING, PURSE $400—For three-> ear-olds and up-
wards. TUB winner to be soluai auctlou lor 82,500; if for less, l pound al-

: 100 to *i,.">oo, then 2 pounds for each $ioo to $l,oo0. Win-
ners of two races since January 14th 7 pouudS extra; three or more, 10
pounds. Seven lurlongs.

In all the above selling races, only the winner to be sold or claimed:
oue-haif surplus o%'tr entered price to go to BeconrJ horse, the other
one-null lo ABSOCiatiOU. Entrance and declarations in all the above

<> to the Association. Entrance in all the above races when
not speciiied in the conditions of the race will be Slu : nothing addi-
tional if declared, except when there are more than ten entries. In
all races other than handicaps, declaration is free down to ten horses.
in handicaps, owners can scratch up to 12 m., day of race, by paying
lull entrance,.

gs and two-year-old Allies allowed 3 lbs, mares 5 lbs in all
races other than handicaps.

in all the above purses races, when not otherwise specified in the
conditions, 870 oi the puree money goes to second horse and §30 to
third.

The Board of Directors reserve the right to refuse any entries.

COL. H I. THORNTON, President.
R. B. M1I.KOY, Secretary.

THE famous race mare Los Angeles has been mated with
The Hook, haldwio's old Australian horse. The foal by Em-
peror of Norfolk that died was not larger than the proverbial
'* pint of cider." hlsperanza was bred to the Emperor, bat is

in training in Emanuel Harding's string.

Chicago Racing Association Stake Entries.

Following are the California entries to the various stakee

to be contested for at the meeting which begins at Hawthorns

track May 16th and ends June 23, 1893 :

THE LASSIE STAKES.—A sweepstakes for two-year-old fillies.

$1,500 added. Five fnrlougs.
Liberty Stables' ch f Auut Lida, by Hyder Ali—Mottle : b f Princess

Louise, bv Hidalgo—Unit. May & Hall's b f Chevereuse, by Cheviotr-
Cosette. S. G. Reed's ch f by Hyder Ali—Sleepy ; b f by Sir Modred—
Blithesome; b f by Tyrant—Cleo : gr f by Hidalgo—Helen Scratch,
Santa Anita Stables' b f by Emperor of Norfolk—Savanna : b f by imp.
Cheviot—Atalanta. Undine Stables' ch f Flirtation, bv Wildidle—
FUrt.

THE C. B. & Q. STAKES.—A sweepstakes for two-year-old colts

and geldings. Si,500 added. Five lurlongs.
Liberty Stables' br c Dr. Hurd, by Joe Daniels—Sweetbriar : rn c

King Calico, by Warwick—Daruna. "S. G. Reed's b c Booze, by Cheviot
—Wildidle : ch c by Midlothian—Young Flush ; ch c by Florentine

—

Sozodont : ch c by Sir Modred—Typhoon. Santa Anita Stables' b c by
Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie McCarthy's Last : br c by imp. Cheviot—
Alano.

THE HAWTHORNE STAKES.—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-
year-olds, $1,500 added. Five furlongs.
LibeJty Stables' rn c King Calico, by Warwick—Daruna ; br c John

W. Gou, by Hyder Ali—Repartee ; br c Jennie June, by Hyder Ali

—

Bagatelle. S. G. Reed's b c Booze, by Cheviot—by Wildidle; ch c
. by Midlothian—Young Flush; ch c , by Florenciue—

zodont ; ch c , by Sir Modred—Typhoon. Santa Anita Stables' b
c , by Verano—Belinda : b c , by imp. Cheviot—Janova.

THE EMULATION HANDICAP.--A handicap sweepstakes for two
year-olds, Sl,500 added. Five furlongs.
Thos. Hazlett's ch f Princess Gardner, by Prince of Norfolk—Laura

Gardner. Libertv Stables' ch f Aunt Lida, by Hyder Ali—Mottle : br
c Dr. Hurd, by Joe Daniels—Sweet Briar; b

1'
"Princess Louise, by

Hidalgo—Unit : r c King Calico, by Warwick—Daruna. S. G. Reed's
b c Booze, by Cheviot—Wildidle ; ch c ——. by Florentine—Sozo-
dont ; en c *-

, by Midlothian—Young Flush: ch c , by Sir

Modred—Typhoon. Santa Anita Stables' b c , by imp. Cheviot
—Santa Anita; br c , by imp. Cheviot—Alaho. Undine Stables' ch
Flirtation, by Wildidle—Flirt.

THE CHICAGO HORSEMAN STAKES.—A sweepstakes for two-
year-olds. £2,000 added. Six furlongs.
Liberty Stables' ch f Aunt Lida, by Hyder Ali—Mottle; br c Dr. Hurd,

by Joe Daniels—Sweetbriar; b f Princess Louise, by Hidalgo—Vnit

;

rn c King Calico, bv Warwick—Daruna : br c John Wilson, by Hyder
AH- -Repartee. May Jc Hall's b f Chevreuse, by Cheviot—Cosette. S.

G. Reed's eh c by Midlothian—Young Flush ; ch c by Florentine

—

Sozodont ; ch c by Sir Modred—Typhoon. Santa Anita Stables' b e by
Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie McCarthy's Last ; be by imp. Cheviot-
Santa Anita: br c by imp. Cheviot—Alaho. Undine Stables' ch f

Flirtation, by Wildidle— Flirt.

THE CHICAGO DERBY.—A sweepstake for three-year-olds. 35,000
added. Mile and a quarter.

S. G. Reed's blk c by Darebin—Ventura. 'Santa Anita Stables' ch f

Lady Bess, by Emperor Norfolk—Aritta h c San Francisco, by Ruther
ford—Jennie B. L. P. Sharkey's ch c Antrim, by Apache—Brook. H
I. Thornton's blk c. by Hidalgo—Bertie W. Undine Stables eh c
Picton, by Cyrus—Amelia ; b c Cadmus, by Flood—Cornelia : b f

Fidelia, by Flood—Flirt ; br c Don Fulano, byAlta—Marilee.

THE ANNUAL STAKES.—A sweepstakes for all ages, 52,750 added.
Seven furlongs.
G. W. Leihy .fc Son's ch h, a, Oregon Eclipse, by Joe Hooker—Lulu

Riggs. Liberty Stables' ch c, 3,Bismarck, by Regent—Nannie Holton.
McCaffertv & Wishara's b g, 5, Nero, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess. S.

G. Reed's b f, 3, Annie Bishop, by Sir Modred—Kiss Me Quick ; br f. 3,

Irma, by Darebin—Iris. Santa Anita Stables' b h, 6, Santiago, by
Grinstead—Clara D. ; b m, 5, Santa Anna, by Grinstead—Clara D.
Undine Stables' b b, 6, Racine, ,by Bishop—Fairy Rose; ch c, 3.

Picton, by Cyrus—Amelia.

THE COMPETITION STAKES.—A sweepstake for fillies three years
old, $1,500 added. One mile.

S. G. Reed's b f Annie Bishop, by Sir Modred—Kiss Me Quick ; br f

Irma, by Darebin—Iris. Santa Anita Stables' ch f Lady Bess, by Em-
peror of Norfolk—Aritta; b f Alano, bv Emperor of Norfolk—Paola.
Undine Stables' b f Fidelia, by Flood—FUrt.

THE CHICAGO STAKES.—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds, S,1500
added. Mile and three-sixteenths.
Santa Anita Stables' ch c San Francisco, by Rutherford—Jennie

B. L. P. Sharkey's ch c Antrim, by Apache—Brook. Undine
Stables' cb c Picton, by Cvrus—Amelia ; Undine Stables' b c Cadmus,
by Flood—Cornelia ; bf Fidelia, by Flood—Flirt.

THE ULLMAN HANDICAP.—A handicap sweepstakes tor three-
year-olds and upwards, $2,500 added. Mile and a quarter.

McCafferty & Wishard's b g Nero, 5, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess.
Santa Anita Stables' b h Santiago, 6, by Grinstead—Clara D; b m
Santa Anna, by Grinstead—Clara D. Ed. Savage's ch h Janus. 4.

by Duke of Norfolk—Elaine. H. I. Thornton's blk c . by Hidalgo
—Bertie W. Undine Stables' ch c Picton, S, by Cyrus—Amelia; be
Cadmus, 3, by Flood—Cornelia; b f Fidelia, 3, by Alta—Marilee.
THE EXPOSITION STAKES.—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and

upwards, S1.500 added. Mile and a furlong.
McCafferty & Wishard's b g Nero, 5, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess. Un-

dine Stables' b h Racine, 6, by Bishop—Fairy Rose ; b t Fidelia, 3, by
Flood—Firt ; br c Don Fulano, 3, by Alta—Marilee.
THE SELLING STAKES.—A selling sweepstakes for all ages, $2,500

added. Seven furlongs.
Tony Lacalzi's ch f Palomita, 3, by Jim Brown—imp. Paloma. May

& Hall's ch c Delusion, 4, by Warwick—Illusion. McCafferty & Wis-
hard's b g Nero, 5, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess.

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL STAKES.—A selling sweepstakes for

three-year-olds and upwards. $1,500 added. Mile and a sixteenth.
McCafferty & Wishard's b g, Nero. 5, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess.

Ruddy Bros.'s ch h Good Bye, 6, by Hyder Ali—Jennie Rowett.

THE STOCK YARDS STEEPLECHASE.—A handicap steeplechase
for all ages. Full course.
Santa Anita Stables' ch h Amigo, 6, bv imp. Prince Charlie—Mission

Belle ; gr c Eldorado, 3, by Rutherford—Op hir. Taylor & Caldwell's
b h Aristocrat, 5, by Flood—Cuba.
THE SPECULATION HANDICAP.—A handicap sweepstakes for

three-year-olds. $1,500 added. Mile and a furlong.
S. G. Reed's b f Annie Bishop, by Sir Modred—Kiss Me Quick ; br f

Irma, by Darebin—Iris. Santa Anita Stables' b f Alano, by Emperor
of Norfolk—Paola. L. P. Sharkey's ch c Antrim, by Apache—Brook.

Every one of these stakes haye an unusually large number
of entries, and it is due to the liberal and sensible conditions—
a small sum to accompany nomination, the balance on start-

ing. That is the only way to get up stakes, and does away
with a world of book-keeping and worry.

State Fair—Entries to Colt Stakes.

(closed march 15, 1893.)

for trotters.

No. 1. For Two-Year-Olds (2:40 class).

Oakwood Park Stock Farm names blk c Best Wav. bv Prince Red
994C. dam Calypso, by Steinway ISO* : b c Amphion, by Steimvav isos,
dam Iuex, by Sweepstakes 20S.
Palo Alio Stock Farm names be Rio Alto, bv Palo Alto 5353, dam

Elsie, by General Benton 1755 ; blc f Palatine, by Palo Alto 5353, dam
Elaine, by Messenger Duroc 106 : br c Welbeck." by Electricity 5344,
dam Lula Wilkes, by George Wilkes 519 : be Marston, by Piedmont
904, dam Maiden, by Electioneer 125; bf Attractive, by Electioneer
125. dam Emma Robson, by Woodburn.
Dr. K. D. Wise names b s Flaxitv, bv Emin Bey, dam Flowermont,

by Fieldmont 5050.
San Mateo Stock Farm names br m Laura Wilkes, bv Sable Wilkes

Slot), dam Laura Drew, bv Arthurton 365 ; br c Burlingame, bv Guv
Wilkes 2867, lam Sable, by The Moor 870.

L. IT. Shippee names b f Stambella, by Stamboul 5101, dam Maggie
S.. by Hawthorne 10,935.
Chas. Godard names blk g Little Mac. by Don Marvin 7927, dam bv

Alpheus.
W. 0. Bowers names sr f Silver Bee. bv Silver Bow 11,708, dam Bel 1

Mc.
Buckman & Carragher names b f Esta C, bv Ross S., 18.900, dam

Nellie C.
Albert Joseph names b f Helen White, by Stamboul 5101, dam Kitty

Almont, by Tilton Alraont 1583.
R. O. Newman names br c Albert Basler, by Consolation, dam by

Diamond Denmark : b c Homeward, by Strathway 13,214, dam Ida
May, by Grosvenor.
Los Cerritos Stock Farm names b f Marchioness, by Sidmoor, dam

Kittie Irvington.
Myers, Myers & Myers names b f Red Nutling, bv Red Wilkes, dam

Hildegarde, by Harold ; grc Commodore Red, bv'Red Wilkes, dam
Hettie H.. 2:26>^. by Richmond 5790.
There is one entry from P. McAleenan in process of correction as to

pedigree that is to be added to this list.

No. 2. For Three-Year-Olds and Under (2:30 Class).

Oakwood Park Stock Farm names b g Meteorite, bv Steinwav 1S0S,
dam Lydia Bright, by Triumver 2616 ; b f Bay Rum. by Steinway 180S,
dam May, by Anteeo 7S68.
Palo Alto Stock Farm names be Altivo, by Electioneer 125. dam

Dame Winnie, by Planet ; b c Teazle, by Electioneer 125, dam Telie,
by General Benton 1755.
Dr. K. D. Wise names b f Adelaide Simmons, bv Simmons 2744, dam

Adelaide, by Milwaukee 603.
Vendome" Stock Farm names b c Hillsdale, bv Antinous, dam Net-

tie Nutwood, by Nutwood 600.

Alfred H. Cohen names blk c Sable Steinwav, bv Steinway 1S08, dam
Algerdetta, by Allandorf 7462.
Ben E. Harris names dk bm Phantom, bv Fordstan 22,129, dam Rose

Abbott, by Abbotsford 707.

Geo. W. Woodard names g s Bird Buttou. bv Alex. Button 1997, dam.
Lillie. by Blackbird 402.

San Mateo Stock Farm names b m Grace Wilkes, bv Guv Wilkes.
2867, damBlanche, by Arthurton 365 ; ch m Mary Best, bv Guv Wilkes
2867. dam Montrose, by Sultan 1513
La Siesta Ranch names br f Willema, bv Eros 5326. dam Maud, bv

Brigadier, 2:21^ (797).

Payne J. Shafter names g f Secret, bv Secretarv, dam Pastime, bv
Rustic 917.

L. U. Shippee names ch s Bv Thorne, bv Hawthorne 10,935, dam
Brown Priam, by Priam 179S.
Buckman &. Carragher Dames br c George Dexter, by Dexter Prince

.

11.363, dam Nellie C.
R. O. Newman names b c Homeway, by Strathway 13,214, dam Ida

May, by Grosvenor.
Thos. Wall, Jr., names gr f Sidlett, bv Sidnev4770, dam by Silver

Thread.
Los Cerritos Stock Farm names b- Moorzuke.by Sidney, dam Queen,

by Sultan.
R. Gross names cb s Mustapha 11,716, bv *ruv Wilkes, dam Lalla

Rookh, by The Grand Moor 1193.

No. 3, Four-Year-Olds and Under (2:25 Class).

Oakwood Park Stock Farm names blk f Coquette, by Wilton 5982,
dam Julia Clay, by Henry Clay 45 ; br f Ali Baba. by Steinway 1808,
dam Nora S.

Palo Alto Stock Farm names b c Electioneer Rex, by Electioneer
125. dam Lady Viva, by Three Cheers ; b f Athena, by Electioneer 125.

dam Ashby, by General Benton 1755; b f Luta, by Electioneer, dam
Lula Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes 519 : be Lent, by Electioneer 125, dam
Lizzie, by Wildidle.

D. J. Murphy names b g Nubia, by Soudan 5103, dam Emma
Anderson.
Paulin .fc Co. namesb s Panjaba, by Patron, dam Nora Wilkes.
San Mateo Stock Farm names b g Charles James, by Le Grande 2868,

dam Hannah Price, bv Arthurton 365 ; blk g Puritan, by Sable Wilkes
8100, dam Jane E,, by Bellfounder 62.

La Siesta Ranch names b m Abanteo. by Anteeo, 2:16}4 (7S6S), dam
Abbotine. by Abbotsford, 2:19% (707).

Hebert & Hebert names b s Bruno, bv Junio 14.957, dam Dolly, by
Mozart.
Thos. Wall Jr. names br h Antioch, bv Antevolo 764S, dam Fanny,

by Mambriun Wilkes 60S3.
Los Cerritos Stock Farm names Kittie B.. by Sidney 4770. untraced^

FOR PACERS.

No. 4—For Two-Y'ear-Olds (2:30 Class).

L. U. Shippee names blk s Matsys, by Hawthorne 10,935, dam Lady
Pet. by Ruben.
B. F. Langford names blk c Prince Lot, by Dexter Prince 11,363, dam

Luella. by Nutwood 600.

W. O. Bowers names br f Sadie Benton, by Tom Benton, dam Brown
Jennie, by Dave Hill Jr. 17.139.

No. 5—For Three-\"ear-Olds and Under (2:25 Class).

Oakwood Park Stock Farm names ch c Cascade, bv Chas. Derby
4907, dam Idol Belle, by Idle Wilkes 512.

T. J. Crowley names b f Madcap, by Steinway 1808, dam Maggie
McGregor, by Robt. McGregor 647.

Geo. W. Woodard names b m Vidette, by Alex. Button 1997. dam
Viola.

R. O. Newman names b c Stoneway, by Strathway 13,214, dam Eliz-

abeth Basler, by Bill Arp.

No. 6—For Four-Year-Olds and Under (2:20 Class).

Geo. W. Woodard names b s Hollywood, dam Arillia. by Albert VV.

J. B. Iverson names b m Ivolo, by Antevolo 2648, dam Salinas Belle,
by Carr's Vermont 322.

L. U. Shippee names br s Major Lambert, bv California Lambert 10.-

936, dam No. 50. by Hawthorue 10,935.

Thos. Wall Jr. names b m Albena, by Albani, dam Nellie, by
Chieftain.

Charles Boots believes in the Lorillard plan of starting

a horse or two in every race, and on the opening day of the

Blood Horse meeting will enter no less than five of his flyers.

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

May 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.
Entries Close A-p>ril 1.1893

The Leading Spring Sale.
LIMITED in IOO M(ill-l- AVI) II I - I nil Inil TO HIGH -rwiilllll STOCK nil lll\ I.IOI'III SPEKD. COM-

PRIHIM; KTAM.I0X8. BROOD MARK*. COLTS. VI 1 .1.1 1 — . I II" I I hll» PACERS WITH LOW RE-
CORDS. AMI PAST cm I \ HORSES THAT CAN SHOW 2:80 TO 2:15 SPEED.

Sales, First Week in June. Sales, Last Week in October.

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AMI MOST COMPLETE
HI II. dim; l\ the world in which
TO SHOW SPEED AND SELL BLOODED
HORSES.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed

!

.villi vfinr itock immlflSlon dMlera In int.- world, Belling yearly 2O,000 horses, and are personally acquainted with all the principal breeders and dealers In America. Our
I'' 11 iiintc And nucc-«*rul experience of 37 years in the business, together with the pronounced success of our ten former combination sales, should be a sufficient iruaraiiiee to

tilv unili-rttunri the art of plftclng Hue ntnok on the market and know bow to briny buyers and sellers together. Choice stabling for 2.000 horses and ihe finest accommodations Inthe world to show
A number Of ftTMt OODalgnmena from the leadingtOCk farms In CnUtornta, Kentucky and the Northern States are now pledged to our great Spring sale. Send for entry- blanks and full particulars to

P. J. BERRY & CO., Union Stock Yards, Chicago, IU.
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The two living foals produced by the old

pacer Buffalo Girl, 2:1 2£, to the cover of

Jerome Eddy, are both trotters, as is also the

one she produced to Red Wilkes. This spring

she will produce one by Direct, 2:05.1. Will

it pace or trot ?

P. J. Mann has entered his Altao, 2:17}, by

Altamont, in I he stallion stake of $10,000 at

Terre Haute, Ind.

Napa
Agricultural Association

(District No. 25).

Colt Stakes and Purses
To be Trotted IDurlne the Fair, 1893,

Entries to Close April 1st, 1893

FREE-FOR-ALL, TROTTING.
YEARLINGS, PURSE SIOO. Mile dash. En-

trance $5, payable April 1, 1893.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300. Mile heats,

2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 April 1, 1893, and $10

August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS. Pl'RSE 8300. Mile
heats, 2 In 3. Entrance ?15, payable $5 April 1, 1S93, and
#10 August 1,1893.

FOUR-YKAR-OLDfl.PUBSE 8300. Mileheats,

2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 April 1, 1893, and $10

August 1, 1893.

DISTRICT TROTTING-.
YEARLINGS, PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance 5-5, payable April 1, 1893.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 8300. 3*0 minute
class Miie heats, 2 in 3. Entrance S15, payable ?5 April

1, 1893, and ?10 August 1, 1893.

. THREE-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 8300. 2:35

class Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance ?lo, payable $5 April

1, 1893, and 310 August 1, 1893.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 8300. 2:30 class.

Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable ?5 April 1, 1893,

and ?10 August 1,1893.

FREE-FOR-ALL, PACING-.

YEARLINGS, PURSE 81O0. Mile dash. En-
trance $5, payable April 1, 1893.

TW0-YE4R-0LDS. PURSE 8300. Mile beats,

2 in 3. Entrance *15, payable $5 April 1, 1893, and S10

August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE 8300. Mile
heats, 2 in 3. Entrance 315. payable 35 April 1, 1893, and
$10 August 1,1893.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 8300. Mileheats
2 in 3. Entrance 315, payable $5 April 1, 1893, and ?10

August 1, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per

cent. Eight entries required to fill and four entries

required to make last payment in each purse. All en-

trance money paid in, in excess of 60 per cent, of the

purse, will be added to the purse-
National Trotting Association Rules will govern.
For information or entry blanks, address.

FRANK R. DEVLIN, Secretary,
Napa, Cal.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track.
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

RACES START AT 1:30 P. M. SHARP.

B^~McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

SONOMA AND MARIN AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

(District No. 4.)

DISTRICT AND FREE-FOR-ALL

COLT STAKES and PURSES
TO RE TROTTED III »l\i: THE

FAIR. 1893. AT

PETALUMA.
Entries Close April 1, 1893.

The District comprises the Counties ot Sonoma, Marin,

Napa, Solano, Contra Costa, Yolo, Lake,

Mendocino and Humboldt,

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

Two-Year-Old$, Pacing Stakes.
F
,?
R
,d ^'\H

DISTRICT. S1P0 added. Mile heats (2 in 3i. En-
trance 825, payable $5 April 1st, 1893, with nomination;
§10 May 1st, 1893, and ?10 August 1st, ISM.

Rec. 2:251-4

Will make the season of 1893 to a limited

number of approved mnrex
AT THE

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
(Season closes July 1, 1893.)

PEDIGREE.
ANTEEO JR. 22.372, 2:3ft 1-4, la by Anteeo

7868, record 2:16!-$ (Mre of James Madison. 2:17%;
Myrtle (3), 2:19'.: Alfred G., 2:11',; Redwood, 2^1^;
Maudee, 1:24' f; Ethel Mac. 2:29^; Sunset 2:28 [i An-
teeo Jr., 2:25 l

-i : Anteeo Richmond, 2:21 !

, ; Electeeo,

2:29Ji; Eoline,2:20; Maud M., 2:20^, and two others In
in- List i. Anteeo was sired by Eleciioueer 1 25 (sire of
Suool. 2:0*"

i
: Palo Alto, 2:08-S,': Arlon (2), 2:10', ; A -

1

-

vertlBer i3i, 2:1«. and 12* others In the llslj.

Dam Lady signal, by signal 3227, sire of Carrie T.,
2:21)'; ; Dan Rice, 2:20,S, and Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
AVI EEO JR. 22.372 Is a handsome dark bay

horse, with black olnts, He Is a perfect model of sym-
metry throughout, He ban an excellent disposition,
and U remarkably Intelligent and level-headed: a pnre-
gaited trotter; gume and speedy far beyond his record.
Hi Ami coll Hailstorm, tro.ted In 2:25 as a three-year
old, and every* colt and llliy by him seems to have in-

herited his pure-action, tine lorm and perfe^ disposi-
tion. For particulars, address

J. C. SMITH.
Oakland, Cal.

The Following

DISTRICT STAKES
Are open to the get, wheresoever owned or bred, of

stallions now owned in the District, or of stal-
lions owned elsewhere that begot colts

eligible to these Stakes, whilst
standing in the District:

VoorMnrj Qta I/o Cme mile dash. For foals of 1892.
IBdMINg OLdllt!. Entranced, payable f5 April 1,

1893, with nomination ; $10 May 1, 1893 ; $10 August 1,

Two-Year-Old Stake.-iSimSS $\&
5100 added money. Entrance $25, payable $5 April 1,

1893, With nomination; ?10 May 1,1893; $10 August 1,

three. For foals ot 1890.

$150 added money. Entrance .$30, pavable ?5 April 1,

1893, with nomination ; $10 May 1, 1893 ; $15 August 1,

1893.

Four-Year-Old Purse, $300.-^ ?„Ti.S
foals of 1889. Entrance $30, payable $5 April 1, 1893, with
nomination; $10 May 1, 1S93; $15 August 1, 1893. Four
(4) entries required to make the last payment. The
Board, however, reserves the right to declare it filled

with three final payments, without reducing the
amount of the purse

FREE-FOR-ALL.
Vcafiinrr Cfal/o One mile dash. Eor foals of 1892.
ItJdlllllg OldrVC. Entrance $25, payable $-3 April 1,

1S93, with nomination ; $10 May 1, 1893; $10 August 1,

1893.

Two-Year-Old Stake.---^.
1^' Jffi Ti£

$150 added money. Entrance $-10. pavable $10 April 1,

1893, with inomination ; $10 Mav 1, 1893 ; ?20 August 1,

1S93.

Thr88-Year-0ld Stak6.—

u

ir(fe. ^ortoaisonsm
$200 added money. Entrance $50, payable S10 April 1,

1893- with nomination; $15 May 1, 1893 ; $25 August 1,

Four-Year-Old Purse, 8400.-^^,^.^
foals of 1889. Entrance .$40, pavable $10 April 1, 1893.
with nomination; $15 May 1,1893; $15 August 1,1893;
Four (4) entries required to make the last payment.
The Board, however, reserves the right to declare it

filled with three final payments, without reducing the
amount of the purse.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-

nied with first payment.
2. Failme to make payments on the dates named

will forfeit all previous payments and debar the delin-
quent from starting in the race

3. No added money paid for a walk-over.
4. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes

paid in, divided two-thirds to winner, and one-third to
second horse. With three or more starters, the stakes
and added money will be divided ('where not already
specified) 60 per cent, to the winner, 30 per cent, to the
second horse and 10 per cent, to the third horse.

5. The get of stall ions that have died whilst owned in
the District tas above ascribed! are eligible to all Stakes
herein advertised.

To constitute ownership in the District, the owner
of a stallion must either be an actual resident therein
or his name must appear as a taxpayer on real estate
situated therein.

Entries made under fraudulent pretenses ot the
ownership of the stallion in the District, will debar the
person making such entry from starting the same, and
also all or any other entries made by such person in
races occurring at the same meeting, and will forfeit all
payments made to the Society.

8. Otherwise National Trotting Association rules to

govern.
Entries clone April 1, 1893, with

THOMAS MACLAY, Sec'ty.

J. H. "WHITE, President.

PACER!
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
A good road horse, gentle and Dice drivei; pacing

record, 2:24^: nine years old: drive single or double;
Just out of pasture nod In good condition. For par-
ticulars address, P. O., box 700, San Jose.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

AGCI0NI8TA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MKitiMi. First Prize Seville 1882; he
by IfUERILLKRO. from the Royal Stud or
Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 4 Firm Prize*
in Pariti, France, Madrid and Seville, Spain,
Out of YM INTADA, l*o. 379.

ACCIOMSTA stands 15 hands, 2 In.; is a rich buy
with black points, five years old, with the docility dis-
tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship-
ment of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN,
Cupertino, Mountain View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal.

Rose Dale BreedingFarm

DALY 5341,
ltl.( i miii 2:15.

By GENERAL BENT iN [756, aire or is trotters In

the 2:30 list and of the dams <>{ 20 in the 2:30 List, Includ-

ing Waxanu dam of Stinol, 2:us'
j i, Telle dam of Tru-

man, 2:12j. Daly's Ural dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 In the list; second dam Lady OooLey
2:.

,

:i
i

J (dam of Loyaleex, 2:80), by UcCrackea'B Black
Hawk.

DALV Is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but nix weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in Speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS 860 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Approved Mares.

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

at the

OAhl,\\n RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.

with usual return privilege.

Long Branch is a handsome bay horse, foaled 1890,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and particulars apply to

or address

R. HUMPHREY,
807 Market St.. Oakland, Cal.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above i. First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:25Jtf, sire of

W.Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Ctesar, 2:1(1: Stralhway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:1 P.. .. etc;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Manibrino: third dam
Maud (.dam of King Jim, 2:20;*, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:1:}), by Abdal
lah 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASO.\

A return will be allowed the following season If the

mare proves not with foal, prodded that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best ol care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time ol

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SA\TA ROSA. CAL.

tonewall
X 1 , O S O-

BLACK HORSE; 15.3 HANDS; FOALED 1889.

f Dictator 113..

;
DIRECTOR 1989, 2:17

Sire of
Directum (3) 2:ll>;, Evangeline ?:Utf
Margaret's. (3).. .2:11 l

.j Guide 2:16,^
Waldstein 2:22,v. Direct (p. 2:05»£) 2:18)4

And 12 others in 2:30
VELLIE STEINWAY

\.

i Hambletonian 10

1 Clara

/ Mambrino Chief 11
• \ Fanny, by Ben Franklin

, rStrathmore408
f Btelnway 180S. 2:25V{1^^
lmi_m n> . CSt. Clah-656

Zo Nellie Grant-
1 Lady Grant, 2:34 \.

1st dam, NELLIE STEINWAY by STELNWAY 1808, 2d dam NELLIE GRANT by ST. CSCAIR 656
(Fred Low ), Sire ot dams of

Fav 2:25
Lilac (3) 2:19'

f

Elector 2:'l

Oostello (p)- 2:24J4
Sam Lewis (pi 2:25

Record, 2:2554, Sire of
Strathway 2:19
Chas. Derby 2:20
W. Wood (p) 2:07
Cricket (p) 2:10
Caesar (p) _2:16 1

s

3d dam, LAJDYURANT (2:34^1 by GOOD IKEfCook's) 4th dam by KENTUCKY WHIP
By Grey Morgan. 5th dam by COPPEKBOTTOM

Stonewall is one of the finest looking sons of Director 2n this State. He Is larger and heavier-boned than
the majority of the Directors. He is a horse that impresses a bystander as one of great substance and power.
He has limbs, joints, and feet like iron. His body, shoulders, hips, quarters, neck, head, and, In fact, taking
him as a type of a rugged trotting horse, he is one that fills the ideal.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON AT THE NAPA R\CE TRACK. TERMS. 850 FOR THE SEASON.
Good pasturage at 34 per month and the best of care taken of mares, but on responsibility assumed (brood*

dents or escapes. Forfurther particulars address

R. G. HEAD, Napa, Cal.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COUNT ANTEEO 1-1,092 Is a

handsome dark bay In color, with a star in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
Is a remarkably Rood horse In every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show (plan-

ers in 37 neconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo. Bind by Antiw, 7*r,K,

record 2:lfi'4 'sire of James Madison. 2:17V, Myrtle
"1-r

. AllYi-.l ti.,'J:i:i ',. Redwood, 2:21 ',. Maudee, 2:21' ,,

Ethel Mae. 2:29! [.Sunset 2:28 ,, A DteeO Jr., 2:26 *», An-
teeo Richmond. 2;2I -,, Electeeo, 2:28«, Eoline, 2:20,

Maud M..2:20' and twoothera In the list |. Anteeo won
Hlrpd by Electioneer 125 I Hire of Sunol, 2:0*',, i'alo Alto,

2:iwij', Arlon' 2 )'2:ltt-',,(Advertiser (3j 2:16, and 128 other*
in the Usl i,

First dam, Countess (dam ofDaWO,2:18V.8trathway.
2:19, Morim, trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam 01
hurti' CxranUaswaflBlreabyHambletonlaD,
726tBlreof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:21, Empress, 2:2-1,

Longfellow, 2:21" lt and 10 Others In :ne lint :
*erond dam

Fly. very fiu^t mare.

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, Kl^"
1st of July, 1808. BbtceUeni care lalceo of mures in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates, but

no respoiedhihty UBumed tor accldenui or

Mar'- riiny lie KOI to tl oderslKiied. For further

particulars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH.
( nl.l « \. CAL.

^'*Uyford's Impregnators. Book on Barren Hares, St.OO.

C.C.LYFORD. Minneapolis, Minn.

SIMPLE, YET A PEKFECT SUCCESS.

FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

CflNRDnY'S IMPREGNnTOR.

ment two

Cambridge riiy, inri., Octooffl 21.1899 Tblfl h tnrertifv thatJ have, used Dr. Canadav'n Impr
i; ,,:i ' on mares which no stallli ] foul. I OOlUldl icould have got I

as well as for owners of mans. -Cbaa. Koblbeler.
> ii -Heware of Infrlngmenl, Thla l» Ht nrlnliml. and nil Imlletlooa and InfrlogmenU «in

hi- prl.-rcnieil a- toon ok patenl Is nlluwril. l'or(le« piirchn-ltiK nn> Inlr iiiueinent H,, ... nl llirlr OWB
rl--K n- lliey arc eyunllv liable to pro.eeullon in u-lnit thrill.

[•rleeSlu sent t,v mall prepaid toanv part ol the United Stat* ind Caoad
by dratt. money order or p-glster.d letter. The money muM a<-e.ni|>»ny i rdei 10 KCMTl RtUDl

r' 1 1. d. by expran when preferred.
. . , , .. <^.i_

(Bioago Medical Specialty Howie, Sole Agent* for U. B. and tnnada. t.a t* "-ngo.
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SYOiOOO I3XT STAKES AUXTIP PURSES-

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.

Dillon,

Missoula,

JuJy 4 to 7

July 10 to 13

Anaconda - - July 15 to 26 Helena,

Butte, - - July 29 to Aug. 15 Great Falls,

Aug. 19 to 26

Aug. 29 to Sept. 2

St£ils.es Closing: ^Vpx-il 1st:

Dillon Fait' and Racing Ass'n.

Dillon, Mont.
TROTTIMi—liate City Stakes forTwo-Year-

Old- $50 each, $250 added, 2 In 3.

TROTTI\«—South Montana Stake for Three-
Year-Olds. SoO each, §250 added, '2 in 3.

RUNNING—Be-verhead Stake Tor Two-Year-
Olds. $50 each, ?250 added. Five furlongs.

Above Stakes open to colts bred and raised in Wyo-
ming, Utah, Idaho or Montana.

\V. H. RAYMOND, President.

W. A. JONES, Secretary.

Mi sou'a Fair ahdR^cing Ass'n.

Missoula, Mont.
TROTTIXG—Hotel Stake for Two- Year-Olds.

950 each, $250 added, 2 in 3.

TROTT1XG—Bitter Root Stake for Three-
Year-Olds. ?50 each, $250 added, 2 in 3.

Above Stakes open to colts bred and raised in Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, The
Dukotas or Montana,

FRANK G. HIGGIIVS, President.

E. A. WliVSTANLEY, Secretary.

Anaconda Rac ng As&ociation,
Anaconda, Mont.

RUNNING—Bankers* Stake, for Two-Year-
Olds. ¥50 each, §250 added. Five furlongs.

RUNNING—Montana Suburban, for Tbree-
Yenr-Olds. S50 each, §250 added. Oneand one-quar-
ter miles.

TROTTING—Lower Works Stake, for Two-
Year-Olds. §50 each, §250 added. 2 in 3.

TROTTI.XG—Upper Works Stake, for Three-
Year-Olds and Under. §50 each, §250 added. 2 in 3.

TROTTING—Breeders' Stake, for Two-Year-
Olds. §50 each, §250 added. 2 in 3.

TROTTING—Breeders' Stake, for Three-Year-
Olds and Under. §50 each, §250 added. 2 in 3.

Breeders' Stakes open only to colts bred and raised
in Wyoming, Utah, Idaho or Montana.

W. M. THORNTON, Secretary.
J. B. LOSEE, President.

West Side Racing As ocution,
Butte, Montana.

RUNNING—Anaconda Stake for Two-Veer-
Old«. 850 each, §500 added. Five furlongs. Winner of
Banker's Stake to carry three pounds extra. Non-
winners of any race on circuit allowed three pounds;
those not running a second allowed five pounds extra.

RUNNING-West Side Derby for Three-Year-
Olds. §50 each, $500 added. One and one-half miles.
WinnerofMontana Suburban to carry five pounds ex-
tra.

TROTTING—Moulton Stake for Two-Year-
Olds. §50 each. §500 added. Two in three.

TROTTING-Silver City Stake for Three-
Year-Olds and Under. §50 each, §500 added. Two
tn three.

RUNNING-Stondard Stake Tor Two-Year-
Olds. §50 each, §250 added, four and one-halffurlones-
Winners of any stake on circuit to carry three pounds
extra ; beaten maidens allowed five pounds.

TROTTING—Montana Stake for Two-Year-
Olds. Eligible to 2: 50 class. §50 each . §250 added, 2 in 3

TROTTING-Montana Stake for Three-Veor-
Olds and Under. Eligible to 2:40 class. §50 each, §250
added, 2 in 3.

Standard and Montana Stakes open only to colts bred
and raised in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colo-
rado, Wyoming or Montana.

MARCUS DALY, Pres.
D. J. HEN NESS V . Sec'y.

Address ail Butte communications to D. P. O'Connor
Ass't. Sec'y.

CONDITIONS FOR STARES.
Each nomination must be mailed April 1, accom-

panied with $10, and a full description of theanlmal A'
second payment of §I5,on or before June 1. The third
payment for starters of §25 each must be paid as in other
races, through the entry box, before 6 p. m. of the day
preceding that upon which the race is to lake place. A.
failure to make the payments as above specified de-
clares the nomination out of the stake.

All full mile, regulation tracks.

Stables ample and most substantially built.

The Spring meetings at Denver and Salt Lake City joins us ou the south, while those of Oregon and Wash-
ington joins us on the west. Circuit ends in ample time for all Fall meetings. Climate unsurpassed for Summer
racing. Xo large fields of starters.

Over ^I.OOO.OOO. in Auctions and Mutuels in 1893. (Four Meetings.)

Special rates from all points on railroads running into Montana.

Entries to trotting and pacing purses close July l. Five per cent, to enter and five per cent, additional to
start. Purses divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Running purses close night before race, five per cent, to start. Purses divided 70, 20 and 10 per cent.

The rules of the American Trotting Association and the American Racing Rules will govern all races.

FOR COMPLETE PROGRAMMES AND OTHER GENERAL INFORMATION ADDRESS

D. P. O'CONNOR Acting Secretary, Butte, Montana

REAPERS!
?/-•-»*<

*'"£v

MOWERS!
BINDERS!

Mccormick mower
CUT THIS OUT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

^m>
Mccormick •• daisy" reaper. Mccormick "all steel" binder.

DEERE IMPLEMENT CO., 305 and 307 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Brooders Assn.

SPRING AND FALL MEETING. 1893.
1st, 1893

=SPRING MEETTNG.=
TO BE HELD DUHING THE LATTER PART OF MAY, 1893.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
SAN FRANCISCO

DASHES—Only $10 Entrance from Starters.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. &lnt
£°

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300. fnW<Sh:
pIJ.

able April 1st, 1993, and $5 additional from nOD-atarters,

to be paid at the timeof declaring- out the day before the
race. Purse to bedivided into two moneys: 75 per cent,

to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

and one-si x-

i miles dash

;

$10 entrance payable April 1, 1893, and -«5 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at the time of declaring
out, the day before the race. Purse to be divided into
two moneys: 75 per cent, to winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-year-old Purse, S300. Sf^iS?^1

,!

1

.

trance, payable April 1, 1893. and >5 additional from non-
starters, to be paid at the time of declaring out, the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into twomoneys:
75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent to second
horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.
(Palo Alto Stock Farm. Pleasanton Stock "Farm, Valen-
sin Stock Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm barred.;

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
Mile dash: $10 entrance, payable April 1, 1893, and $5
additional from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-
ing out the day before the race. Purse to be divided into
two moneys: 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent,
to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-sixteenth m iles dash ; $10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and $5 additional from non-starters, to bp
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the
winner and 25 per cent, to second hor^e.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-eighth miles dash: $10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and $5 additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time of declaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Free-for-all Trotting Purse, $500. ?$?%?£
trance 315, payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys: 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, $400. ?Bf5r£
trance $12, payahlp April 1. 1893, and $8 additional from
non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, $500. £"«! e'if»ni
$15. payable April 1,1893, and $10 additional for non-
starters to be paid at time of declaring out the day be-
fore the race. Purse to be divided Into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

MANY ADDITIONAL PURSES
Will be given for Class Races and Special and
Handicap Events, which will be made to close at 5
o'clock p m. on each day of the meeting for the

following race day, entrance to which will be 3 per

cent, from starters and 2 per cent, additional to

declare out.

FALL MEETING.
TO BE HELD IN OCTOBER, 1803.

CHAMPION PURSES.
FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTISG.

Yearling, PursB $100. ^Ta^eTS^%
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300. "^bSS?,,? g£
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Mile heat
Entrance $20, paya-

ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1693.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse $500.£&£ff*S fjt
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

ASPIRANT PURSES.
TROTTIIV4S.

(For the get of Stallions that have no represen-
tative in the 2:30 list at 3 years Old and under.

(Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the
American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

Barling Purse, Si 00- abie$3Apruist,iss3,and $2

October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300. ^JSSW^S
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Entrance I

able $5 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Entrance $25, paya)
ble 55 April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES.
TROTTING.

For Colts Without Records.
( Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the

American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

(Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo Stock Farm,
Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensin

Stock Farm Barred).

Yearling Purse, $100. SKI'&n^S^ffS
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300.f^V2^
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse $400. I^TtS,^
able §5 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse $500. %£££&&£&
§5 April 1st, 1893, and §20 October 1st, 1893.

PACING PURSES.
FREE FOR ALL.

Yearling Purse, SMffiMriWSKSftr*-
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300. B8£S»S&8
$5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse $400.KS8
»g'S&

able 55 April 1st, 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893. '

Four-Year-Olds, Purse $500. BBiSfJJ %?l
ble $5 April 1st, 1898, and 520 October 1st, 1893.

The above purses will be divided GO, 30 and 10 per
cent. Four entries will be required to make last pay-
ment in each purse. In all races when- there are b£e or
more starters, and the entrance money received in thai
race shall exceed 60 percent, of the amount oi the purse,
such excess shall be offered for another race between
the beaten horses i horses that have not won money Id
said race) to take place on the following race dav.
Two starters required.

Fixed Events 1895-96.
STALLION PRODUCE STAKES.
For Foals ol I892-To Trot In 1895.

£3,000 GUARANTEED.
Stallion Entrance.—Stallions standing in 1892forf200

orover, and private stallions, to pav $mo entrance; stal-
lions standing for less than $200. and more than $50, to
pay $50 entrance, and sLallious standing fur 850 or less,
to pay $25 entrance. Stallion entrance dueand must be
paidApril 1st, 1893. Knirm for Co IIs-CSS each,
payable $10 May 1st, 1894, and $15 ten davs before the
race. The directors reserve the right to' declare this
stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory.

BROOD MARE PRODUCE STAKES
For Foals of 1893—To Trot in 1896.

$2,000 GUARANTEED.
Entrance to name Mare. =15, which must accom-

pany nomination April 1st, 1893. Entrance lor Colts,
$15 each, payable $5 May 1st 1894, and $10 ten days be-
tore the race. The directors reserve the rieht to declare
this stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory.

STANFORD STAKES 1895.
For Foals 1892—To Trot in I $95.

Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance $100, with $100 added for
each starter over two and up to five, and $25 (or
ach additional starter up to ten. Pavments: 310
on April 1st, 1893; $10 on Januarv >, 1894; *fo on January
2, 1895; $20 on May 1, 1895, and $50 on the tenth dav pro-
ceedine the firs' advertised dav of the meeting at which
the stake shall be trotted.

CONDITION'S.
No horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible

to the above purses, but horses owned ouisideof the Pacific Coast are eligible thereto, regardless of membership.
All States and Territories lying In whole or in part west of the Rocky Mountains are held to be part of the

Pacific Coast.
The Directors reserve the right to change the hour and day of any race, except when it becomes necessary to

ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mail to address
of entry.

Kntrles not declared out by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to start. Dec-
larations to be in writing and to be made at the office of the Secretary.

When there is more than one entry to purses by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started must
be named by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Five to enter and three to start.

In all dash races for the Spring Meeting where there are more than six starters the number ofstartersshali be
divided by lot; each division shall constitute a race. Forinstance, should there be more than six startersand not
more than twelve, there shall be two divisions. If more than twelve, then three divisions, the divisions being as
nearly equal as the number will permit ; in case of seven four and three ; or nine, five and four, etc. When

under this rule it becomes necessary to divide the number of starters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of
the amount of the purse in case there are two divisions. 60 per cent, of the amount of the parse in case there are
three divisions, 90 percent, of the amount of the purse in case there are four divisions, and pro rata for addi-
tional divisions. The total amount to be equally shared between the divisions, the first horse in each
division to receive 75 per cent, and the second 25 percent.

Trotting and racing colors shall be named five by o'clock on the day preceding the race, and MUST be
worn upon the track.

Conditional entries will be treated same as regular entries and nominators held under the rules.
Otherwise than the above. National Trotting Association Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions of

the American Trotting Association will be recognized.

Applications for Membership.
Persons desirous of making entries in purses, and who have not as yet Joined the 1'. C.T. II. B A., should make

application for membership to the Secretary belore April 1, 1893.

JOSEPH CAIRN MMP60N, President. F. \V KELI.EY, Secretary,
313 Bush Stieet. San Francisco, 0*1.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

L0D1 RACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed It stall is not used

full month.

Those riot renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows: Single horse, $1.50 per month; twoor

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
l-odl, Cal.. October 27. 1892.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

- Guaranteed Perfect.

_UNEIVALED FOE
ACCURACY. DURABILITY,
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

land CONVENIENCE In LOADING
Bewareofcheap iron imitationi

illustrated Catalogue and Price List tc

WESSON, Soriuicllrld. Mam..s.tlLTU
Sendf-i

OVERLAND PARE CLUB,
SPRING MEETING 1893

May 30 to June 10 inclusive.
RUNNING AND TROTTINO MIXED THREE RUNNING RACES AND TWO

TROTS EACH DAY.
Purses from $800 to $600

Full programme will be issued before April 15. Information promptly furnished upon
application to

O. B. RHODES, Secretary,

819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10,179
RACE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat .!JB.,

r
iT.M.rh"

le uut-
ur.e. i

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1K93 A 1'

STOCKTON THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS AI\D SATURDAYS A.\D AT BKIXOTA THE
IIAl.AM K OF c III. u I IiK AT

$100 FOK THE SEASON. $50 FOR ANY MAKE WITH A RECORD.

Bv I I I I out of diim ol -111! WHIPPUB. 2:1 I . "ill

sluntl at the name placi- urn! re Whipple for

32S l III SKASO.V
Itv DKXTKII PRINCE II.3U.1. out ofdam of
STBVE UIIIPPI .!.. 2:11, anil

/k -1^ | m »a^eg^^ [Fall brother to Steve Whipple}, wBl Bland at BBLLOTA
r^- I ^J 1 -* J_ _L C > STUCK FARM lor 32STHK SKASO.V

Address CHAS. K. \KKIIHAM. Bellota.Huii Joaquin County, Cal..

Or Buttrick'H New Bnnteretreet Btablee, Stockton.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HKAT, 'i-.'Zt 1-2.

Don Marvin Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bredbySen.IralandStanford.Fsdo Alto, Cal., la 18 bands
hum, and weighs Ijoo pounds; sired by Fall Is, 2:23 fslrc
of six in 2:80 list), in- by Electioneer: Brst dam Cora
(dam of Dun Marvin, 'j-.rj , and Elected, trial I

Don Victor, sou ol UHmom; second dam Clorabel (dam
of cilfton Bell. 2:-i\\., and Rebecca dam of Ave in 2:30
list by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy dam <>f Btoncr
Hoy, -:£ |; , and Bweepstgkes aire of twenty-* i

2:30 llsl by Bambletonlan 10; fourth dam Sauna Hills
(dam of i in i r bomes that have sired 2£0 perfbrmen by
Seely's American Star Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 al Lodl, I aL, al I II

return privilege, which makes him the cheapest bone
Ln the State, record and breedln |, having
win, i mi olber public stallion I

proilin-liii; il.-inis

Nutwood Boy.
B1BBD HI M I Moon. 2:18 S-4,

Nutwood Boy la Qne chi tnu h, and
ids, with n powo

i. and the nearest In Ins likeni
bratedslre, Nntwood,ofany stallion lnCaUfbrnla
diim Kitty Parkhunt, by Goldflnder, b<
-lui/./jir

: sec i dam I ild R at* grand
son of Imp. Mi en ...

i inTty in
the stud has been or the most limited description. Be

nil .if

IiImoWwi are, hi

candidal I'm I'm. the -

level-milt i^i trotter, and with only Ave weeks track »ork
o, trotted a trial In

eason ho will tx placed In training' for the pur
i campal the "loll drcolt" and
Kainfrurlilm a record. Nutwood H
son ol 1893 .n l -II. Qnl-i at HO the season, w li I

retain privilege 1
1

1 pa turagi lura hi

month. Mares will !" - ed, bu
Rponnlbllity Bssumod for acddeni
tliur particulars, or compl-

0HA8. I. LODI Hi
1a»\-
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Nutwood Stnrk Farm souther ->farm, -:- 1893.
U l I IV UU \r lU Ull U I The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes22,n6 record, aaoi-s
AT THREE YB*.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 (-4; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4J

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

JTIIVOOD WIUSE* is » handsome
chestnut in color, stands 1&.S hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best indivktaals a person ever
saw and his preseacraeord is do measure
of his speed.

(D r GUY U'll KK«, 2:15 1-4..

^ cJ Sire of
"J • Rnpeeip) _ ill
1—1 "^" Alannah ip) 2:U>4

Regal Wilis 2:11V
Muta Wildes. 2:11';

Cbris. Smith t py_ 2:n
j

Hazel Wilkes.- 2:14 i
Hulda. ::U i

Una Wilkes -2:15
And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to iSO.

CM S3
CM cvi

tfl
"5

H S

9 =
O £

I
e

H

z

LIDA W..2TIS 1-4
Pirn of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20;-:

At three years.

f Geo. Wllke», 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2:«M
Guv Wilkes 2.UJ*
Wilson 2:lfi«<

RicbaT.ison, J. B. 2;16V
Baron Wilkes -218
And 7i others in the 2:S0
list and dams of 63.

I Lady Bunker
Dam of

Gay Wilkes &15J4
El Mabdi .2:25!*

William L _

(sire of Ax tell <3) 2:12.

who sold for $iU5,Ot»).

Nutwood 600. 2:18 3-4...
Sire of

Manager- 2095,'
Locklie&rt _2:13

ISutburst- 2.MK
Belmont Boy 2:15
Nutptne _ 2:15^
And 36 others from 2:16 to

2 3o, and of the dams of
ArioG (2), 2:103* .sold for
5125,000): Sabied*le i2),

2-1--V Vida Wilkefl [3>,
2:1*3,: Mvrtle [3), 2:19)4;
Nutwood Wilk"s iS) 1-2u% y

and 40 others from 2:1 1 to
230.

Belle-
Bam of

Lida W 2M&%

f
KAMBLETTONIAN 10
Sire of Dexier, 2:17'4, and

39 others in 2:30 list; and
dam? of Stamboul. 2*7*4,
and 91 others in 230 lisL

DOLLT SPAXKRR
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2=22

MASTERING PATCHEN
Sire of 24 in the 2:30 list and
the damt of m. Brother
to Lady Thorn, fclSfc

.

LADY DUKN
(Bam of Joe Bunker, MSJ«).
by American Star 14,stre
of 4 and of the dams of 45
iDthe2:J01isu

BELSIONT 64
Sire ot Fred Arthur, 2:14V<:
Nutwood. 2:1A3{; Wedge-
wood, 2:19: Viking, 2:1&J<,
and 3S others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.
MISS RUSSELL
Bam of Maud S., 2:08^

;

Nutwood. 2:18=4 ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24^ ; Russia, 2:28;
and gran ila.ru of Kreml in

.

2:07*.

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 81,

2:27 (sire of 10 iu the list and
the dams of 17 2:36 trot-

ters, by Geo. M\ Pateben
30, 223>» (sire of Lucy.
2:l8'.j: grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:073*).

REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:1S' J

)

by Williamson's Belmoul
(sire of Venture, 2:27^ ; S

dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum [8),

2:lli4'i

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR TUB SEASON.

l'\l,IFOR\l A XLTWOOD i* a handsome cbestnnt horse, stands sixteen hands one knd a half inches
nigh, and is the sire of Maud C, 2:19: Annie C. 2:25; Albert K„ 2:27^: Mollle C, 2:37'4", and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18Jf, dam by Geo. M. Pateben Jr. -31. 2:27. This represents the

OS of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce last and game ra^e
horses, as well as great broodmares.

t r pedijive of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, see tabulated pedigree above.)

unyr, You «ill hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
HU I C. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires

as well as brood mare sires. Yea also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely 8nd In the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15 ,, is the only horse living or dead with S in the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:1$*;,, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also ibe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters tweniy-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlinas. I

cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stalhons, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get thai
nine times out often. Mares not provingId foai maybe returned the following season freeot service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services ot any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent- of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at |5 per month, and when the condition of the animals regnire-
it, bay or grain, or both, will be fed at f!0 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cai., via broad guagi?

railroad. All Ml* are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st-, 1893. No stocte will be allowed to

leave the place until all bills are settled, season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st., 1893.

Yoixns Stocls. For Sale.
tar Visitors welcome any day. Address

MARTIN CARTER,
Nutwood Stock Faruu, - — - Irvington, Alameda Oo., Oal

The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1S93.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Becord made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTT APPROVED MARES.
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:203 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05J, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
^two years), 2:10|.

Jester D. 5696 - Fee, $15 Cash
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106 ; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $S per month np to July 15th ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in mv possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro CalGILBERT TOMPE3NS, Proprietor.

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RAGE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4.

f-rTT i[ \A/ TT iK HlPl A ^ew approved mares outside of those already en-
^^ ^ "^ *^* gaged will be received at $750 each for the season.

Q A "DT TJI \W TT T^'PCl Three-vear-old record, 2:18. Limited to

O.T3..1D-LJJZJ Wll l lN XUQ, twenty outside mares, 1893.

SABLE WILKES, 15i hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

\X7 TT i DIRECT Black stallion >
three y^™ °ld

>
l5 -2 hands

- Ver
.
v

' Handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stand* at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race hordes. First d»m
Fideii3, by Director; second dam by Keavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13} ; third dam by
Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22s, a°d others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent.

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chatge will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are doe at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave tfee place until all bills are paid.

Season cummences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, Sua Mateo, Cal.

Breed] to a Tried Sire!

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIOM
WILL BK I I II Ml I ll.li TO -l-.Hll.

A I.IMITisll MMHKIl OF
MAIlh* IT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY Ti>

JOHfl ( 'ASM 1 1 Y,

rjalTamUewestof Bay DL

Or at Un« ofhrv of ih<- Rkkkdkk a.vl» sportsman.

Point l-ob-n Boati, .I'-.nt halTftmliewesl ol Bay District
Tract

:

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
-...i .rl I. "|. I'HIM K III llll.lh nn.l LHME

III 1H, I v LBX1H1STON
WILL MAKK THKSonBon of 189Q

AT
SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.

eai four mlloi
,

from Ibe graai-
liiclntt braille* in Engl I tod Ami..:..

M i .1,1,

snuln ltu-i* KarrTrnik.

T
HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:•

AZFLIVE.

RECORD, 2:223-4

STANDAED-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 VvTLL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THB
2:30 LIST.

ViHrt*w at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome eyery day except Sunday. For-fortker particulars appry to

WM KELLY,
Or to F. C. TALBOT. 204 California Street, San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandn.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RACE RECORD 2:20 i-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18. -

-nihil Ml 8ULVTAK, 2:*4. DAM MAIIAML MLBtt IX (dam of MAJKSTER, 2:24; BAY ROSB, 2:20 J-*; aad PASHA.
• Irr of .11 OKU. 2:17), BY THB MOOR S70.Private Stallion For 1893.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE BBPBKSKXTATIVK8 or al*. the leading families m
THE D^rTKD STATES.

For further parliculiirs address

Or apply to DtA I'IKKCE, 928 Montgomery St., tian Francisc*.

THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

i Stockwell
St. Leper and
200ft Guineas,
1852, and sire
of 6 winners
of the former
event)

The Baron
(St Leger and Cie-
sarewtch and sire
also of Rataplan)

Sir Hercules
Irish Blrdeatcher -^

(Sire of Knight of St. (<iutcciol;

George and Warlock,
SU Leger winners)

Pocahontas
( Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Karsi

i
Glencoe

(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 183-i

)

I5«l

as
I

ICinizelli
(Dam of Mar-
ch ionesa, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

i
Touchstone-

j t. Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1S35 and

< 1836)

i
Camel

i Sire of Launcelot, win-
< ner of St. Leger 1840

1

Eh

S|

O

i Brocade
[One ol' Eogland's
greatest brood-

i
I

ill

I
The Peer-

i (Sire ol imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchion-
ess.winner of
the Oaks)

i

Melbourne
|

(Sire of Blink
Bon"y,winnerof
Derby and Oaks;

. { West Australian,
triplecrown win-
ner i

LCiuizelli <

(Dam ofMarchion- J

ess. The Peerand I

The Marquis i

iTrampoliue

( Muley

1Clare

(Whalebone

(.Selim mare

( Master Henry

(.Boadicea

fCastrel

"(idalia

j
Thunderbolt

I Delta

fComus
I

Humphrey Clinker ...~-;

(Sire of Rockingham, (.Clinkerina

{ winner St. Leger 18?3)

;
Pantaloon

I (SireofGbuznee, winner
\ of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Legerj
L Bombazine

[Morpeth's dam .

Touchstone.
(St. Leger, 1834i; Doncas-
ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

( Cervantes

(.Daughter oi Goluuipus

("Camel

1 Banter

Touchstone

~ (Loyal Devoir-
3 ( Dam ofCarac-
c lacusi

i
Trumpeter

(Sire of Distiu and
others)

<

, Orlando -<

I
(Winner Derby of 1844, (Vulture
and sire of Imperieuse,

!
St. Leger and 1000 G. t

iCavatina !

(Redshank

(Oxygen

(Melbourne

L. Letty West
(Dam of Glorious;

;
West Australian -,

,
(Derby,2000 Guineas and ( Mowenna, by Touchstone

.. \ St. Leger, 1853)
rBay Middleton

(Bay Letty <
(.Dam of Libellous) ^Miss Letty, winner of The

Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbiti -

6th dam-OrvUle mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—Spiletta, by Eegulus (Godolphin),

7th dam— i Golden Legs 7 dam i, bv Buzzard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,

8th dam—Hornpipe, bv Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
- 9th dam—Luna, bv Herod i Tartar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,

10th dam—Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske, 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2;08.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 18S4, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over ,(
horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point

in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster,

one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1S62, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-
ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1890, one and a half
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the

latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season ; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, "Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MtTKRT, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders! Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,9Q7.
Trial 2:20 X-4.

Fall Brotbsr te Frou-Frou, 225 1-4, Ghampren Yearling Trotter,

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT EUGENE, OREGON.
PEDIGREE. fHambletonian 10

c

fSI»NBY477©

Sir.; ot Fiou-
Frou, 2£E>%,
champion year;
ling trotter,
Fau sta, 2:221),

yearling pacer;
r-'ausiirw. 2:Mtf

;

Fleet, 2:24;CupW,
2:15; Adonis.
2:liy-;Go)d Lea£
2:11M = J *dy &-,
2:23; Sisier V.,

2:18H: Tblalle.

2:14, and 16

others la 2:30 List

J 2:1)

rSa«ta <1»U5 2000-
2:17^

Sire of Kris Krioglo,
2:28 W: San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo. 2:28'* ; ^id-
Dev, 2 1'j'i. and 5
others In 2:30 list

Smctieu, 2:21 1-4.

/-Buccaneer 2656
Sire ot Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bul-

I
wer, 2:26#

Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

j and 3 sires of 3 and 6
"1 dams of 8 in 2:3©

ILADY THORNS JR.
Dam of Moliie Made,

2-33; Navlrtad, 2r22'4;
Santa Claus,2:17>£

/-VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 in 2 :30 list,

J 21 sires of 48, and 16
") dams of 16 in 2:30 list

I t.atiy MERRTTT

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2iU l4 and Buccaneer
2856

iTENSLEY MAID

Dam of Marshall Key
2034

j-Williams' Mambrino

(Kate

c Hambletonlan 10

\Ladv Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 229V

/-Edward Everett II
Sire of 13 in 240 And 8

aires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Froo-
FtOD, 2:25M
(champion year-
ling): Memo (3-

year-old trial),

220;4 ; Geo. V.
(3-year-obi), 2US

I

_.]

Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and
19 sires of 20 and 11 dams
of 18 in 2:30

ITopsey

fFlaxtail 8132
Sire of grandams of

"
|

Faubt, 2:24, am I Creole, 220
I,Fanny Fern

/-Ball Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

Mahaska Delle.-
Dam of Fawn,2:30M,

trial, 2:22; Chicago,
2*5; Wing Wing, 2:32

(John Baptist*

I.Fanny Bern

/YIiAXTATL 8132- { 2:13V. Ki.smet,

Sire of Prairie Bird, |
Twister, 2:29*

22S!<; Empress, 229!$, ITJntraced
and of the dams ot
Gold Leaf, 2:11 tf, And
shamrack, 22-5

I.lady HAKE.
Sister to Fashion.

2 dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28H

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only la Memo full brother to Frou-Frou. the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he 1b also one nf

th* verv beVbred young stall k-ns In nervier having three crosses ot Ky»dyk'H HambletonJan one of Harrv

n!v sii gIghS Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc), and Lw Island Hack Hawk, Through Fiaxu.1i

bi.racSto Canadian Pilot (.sire ol Pilot Jr. 12„ through Bull Pup, slreof Rowdy Boy, 2:13 W, and two nth-,,

Kdn^rMHitfa sire Lfl universally known and recognized as the ^est young Mre In the world, as a producer ot

extreme speed at an earlyage. The average speed of h!s progeny to lower than that of any of the get of the

iw.lveik"1 Log
*d j^o fjiic^rfnis't^wo-vear-old form, obiainlnga record or 2:4fl, though be was close to Granoee

In JEEin^SeBay Btotrtet Track, the second beat Of which was made In 2:31.!,, the drat In 2:32. He whibiled

phtnomeual speSl v : -n three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 220)^, and Inqueutly

trotted quartera in uwi^ w.^34 *«»
werfW bQUd throughout. Bin color is a glossy black, with both lore/eet

whiter His disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-setter.

Go^paJMrutt^TtWDmMe rates? No napoosiblllty assumed for accidents or e*c*r 38. For further par-

ticulars, addresa _ v_ _ ... IT . Tllllt , ^ —
I)R. T. W. HAKKIN Lugene, Oregon.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER

SERE OF

FLORA M 2:16 ALECJ' 2:26 NETTIE O .2:28

J. K. (Joslvn) 2:20 ALLY SLOPER 2:28 PLEA8ANTON 2:29 1-2

LIZZIE F 2:22 1-2 DESPERADO 2:29 1-2 LECK 2:28

CORAS 2:27 MORNING GLORV...2:27 ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELECTRES8 2:27 1-4 ELECTRINA 2:25 1-4 ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON. *

L. A. RICHARDS, - - Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal.

RECORD, 2:26.

EROS

The Handsome Sou of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1893, ending July 15. at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

\LKCT was foaled April 13. 1887. He Is a hand-
some darkbav. two white fetlocks: standi 15.3 bands
And weighs 1075 Ito. He Is symmetrical In confor-

mation, perfect In disposition, and as pure-salted as

anv Electloueer that ever lived. He has the tjnest

of "legs and feet, and Is remarkably well-muscled
throughout: his back Is short, his lolna strong and
quarters heavy; he Is stylish and very level-headed.

Alect never received u trainer's ran*, yei.he trotted

wlthoutany work a mile over the Stockton track in

2:26, .Meet was bred as n tbree-year-eid to a few

marc . and bla coluj and QUlea are all models of

symmetry, beauty and trotting action: all are'Ol

good color.

( ELECTOR 2170 ;

Sire of
Alecl 2:28

J. It 2:20

Elector Jr
Electrlce 237]
Electrlna 235]

|

Ella 31 - 28

Flora M 2:16
Lock 229 (

U7M-V
and 6 othere In

the 2:30 list.

1, NELLY NELSON ;

( KI.KTTIONKKK L2S

Sire of

I

Snnul 2M .

Palo Alto imH
ami 1 in other 'J::'," trot-

tea.

>-. QrxBESTA, by Fred Low 966
sire of2 2:80 performers.

John Nkisos 183

Sire or
Nerea
Aurora 2:"
und the dam of

Albert W 2W
.. uttle AJbert,

2:10^ .

by Uorgan Battler

li.if.r

TlHMS, S5D rUH i Ht ot&oUrl, ilDy manner owners may desire. but nor. i

Ltb the iihubJ return privilege, Pasturagei :i per i

ay manner owners may deaire.bul no responsfbllltj ai nmi
further particulars call on or address I). AJVOKRTO.V Minoitrr, Orland. t'al.

\LKCT and about thirty head of colts and Allies by Alect, Ouy WllkOS, .Nemo. N.sinduy and 8t Nicholas

v ill be Hold at auction In June, 1893.

LOOK HERB! UH'IHUKli SKBIIIK KLK !>. 1^7.10

\ »i"\ « ll.hu-. Ill«-ip\.« I \Ml~ H ill r.to .

ELECi'IONEER - -

Sontag Mohawk

EROS SIRIi OF RINK l.V THE LIST. *ONTA<J MOHAWK Dt>l OF KEVK>.

"Will make the Season of 1893, at San Joae.
.-ADDRESS \V. H. VIOUET, P. BOX TSS.Hin JOM, Oal,

Oi F. il. BL'RKE. Kifi^Mark'-l SL.JS, >'.

WII.KKS.Slr.-of 32la2:30IUI: l«t d»m IfAPA MAJD, l.V Ir, llistol.
; 2 J dun.

NAPA ItlKKV bv Eugrnc CsMflrly.

WILL MAKE THE SE.VSON OF 1WS. MAJtCH InT To .11 l.V 1ST, AT

Tarp.v'-Stobl.-. WH.om lllc, Thur.n.y. Frld»v nud Saturday ; al Sollna. Monday. I'uc.d.v »
H.-.I.I.—Ini . al 830 FOB THE REASON.

r;u-i..rai.- -...!„ ,..,r.-„.k.:.."l mar.-.. Lot , ,o liability n«im.-.ir..r ,.. II CO '

oare does not chango owner. h. «. UA» IBS. A««nt. Wat.
N H -Theotnwraof Napa WllltaswUl give*lOO lo the owner ol the nn. -: iln -'^tj."^ .

••50 orbell.-r *7S It, tin- sou n,l and »50 f. in-
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

AST] R ..„ 2:16

K! rZSIMMONS
Jl SSIE
Hi \ 1 ER I'lUXCESS 2:34J4

DEL PASO

JAMJt'S L- 2:29K
CHARLEY FORD (p.. 4 y )

-2:12^

CROWN PRINCE 12:1

MAGGIE 2:!

CHLOE 2:5

ROYAL PRINCE 2:5

LOTTERY TICKET (3 y.) 2:5

SENATOR L 2:5

PRINCESS ALICE (p,4y.) 2:1

CHEROKEE PRINCE (p.)- 2:!

2:25

Sire of the dams of
GUY 2:101f
ROBERT MCGREGOR 2:17}£
HAPPY" MEDIUM 400, and many others.

Deleter Prince is "fc>y

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2KMM, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10*4 .

Spofford,

2:18 ; Company, 2:19^; Fred Folger, 2:20!... ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21}«i, and twenty others in the 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER by HAMBLETONIA^T 10.

Sister to Sire of

PKXTER 2:17J4 Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's

DICT VTOR who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and

2:17, sire Of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.

s., Evangeline, etc., etc.
"-TAMBOUL

° m
2-07*

and of the grandam of
KREMLIN 2.07-Jf

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of
DEXTER 2:17W
ALMA 2:283*

ASTORIA 2:29,»£

DICTATOR 113. etc, etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam ot SHARK, 2:27?4.

DEXTER PRINCE is one of the hest-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself

a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing

but bis Individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

He Is a blood bav, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of tbe fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He lsa sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - • - 8230, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANTON^ 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, aud sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

PLKASANTON'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1 ; second dam Black Bess by Blucher,

son of Duroc: third dam sister to American Eclipse. ,

IM.KASANTON is large and very fine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1H93 ... - 850, DCE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that

tvery precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled

before mares are removed.
For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.

G-tLBEBT TOMPKINS, Agent.

SILVER :-: BOW :: STOCK :-: FARM.

SILVER BOW 11,708
»Tf«&]H»B. KhMdshigb. foaled Jiid«2«,]887. Two-year-old record, 2 :37!* : three-year-old record, !:*;

foar-year-old record, 2:22*4; flve-year-old record, 2:165(-

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OCTfitlDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASON
Reason to close Jane 1, 1898, &s we Intend racing him thin Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
he In foal. Stiver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakra over
|l 1.000. Hb otdest coHaare twe-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two of these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the Sao Jose Fair; time 2:563^.
Good pasturage at |S. Mares can be shipped direct to MHpIias. No responsibilltyassomed for accidents or escapes.

AT.T, BILLS DUE ON OR. BEFORE JUNE L 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

EGYPTIANPRINCE14,43

1

fHambletonian io

•BXORGE WILKES 519, 2:22-?

Biro of 75 in 2:30 and of 84 (Dolly Spanker
gtres and 61 dams of 2:30

EL MABVI 3232
Rrror4, 2:23 1-4
Sir* of

Fulaao (3)_ 2:23Wm Fioi»4») ana*

BuvrnsnuvE,
luU Hint to

3:11

:J7

fOKWARD 1411, 2:2V
Sire of

Nellie Mason 2:14
Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boar,.- 2:17}£
Houri 2:17
Mikegan 2:19*
Susotto fcBjM
ShadelacdOnward fcSM
And 57 others in the list

with an average of

LADY BUNKER.
Dam of

Guy Wilkes.... 2:15*
(Sire of SO to the list),

and
William L

(Six* of A*t«lltt),2J2>

&UfBRING fcrtr*« I27»
fllreef

Mocking BtaL. 2:16V
Prince Regeoi. 2:16^
Nigh lineal* 2:10}*
Bottle King .-23»M
Kicellonce X2«2
Amy King _ fc2i>tf
JT<-1T-»I~I.»W „._fc»)j
And 20 other TM per-

formera

tDOLfaY _..,

Dam of
Director
Tbofndale....
Czarina
Onward ..

(Mambrino ChiefH

2:17

2:22%
2:21

:25W

(Fanny
by Ben Franklin

f Mambrino Chief 11

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58^
Sire of I Rodes mare

Kate Mlddleton. 2:23
Lady-Stout 230J$
And 17 others in 2:J0 list

(American Star 14

.LADY DUNN
\Dam of ( Captain Roberts

Joe Banker 2:19 mare

i Mfimbrino-OtMel 11
r MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58-!

Hire of tbe dams of (Bodes mare
Alcyone. 2:23
Guy WUkes -2:15^
Baron Wilkes .2:18

And 90 ethers in the list (Bay Kentucky
fc
BT KDWIN FORREST 49 ..J Honter

Sire of I Doll
Billy Hosklns 2:2BJ4 by Highlander
Champagne... .2:30

SAMBLKTONIAN !•„
Sire of

40 trotters In 2:30,

1

Dexter Prince -2:17X
NctOe _AI8
Orange 2:20
DAUOHTFR OF

Grandam of
Justlna tan
Glendeonla *M%

rAbdaltak 1

( r h as. Kent r

|GoWdust ISO

(Daughter ot Imp.
Qlencoe.etc.

baUY IIA.MBUCTONIAN^
Dam of

Kgypileoae - .2-. is

Hrarirtia 2:17 I

Itolano . "n :

,

O randan of
Norway dire of Nor-

oelte, 2 -JO)

WILL BR ALLBWBB T« MBJIVK FIFTEEN MARKS OF AFPROVBB BREEDING. FEB 873.
OD cummaoces February fat and enda Jnoe 1st, 1883. other conditions name as Silver Bow.

DEFM'KIPTrON— Dark bay; 15.3 bands; foaled inn. Bine bead and neck well set on to strong patrofshoul-
'1'Ts; Orw' iiB»f knJ tall, grM'td !^rt aait fr*t. I oonitdrr him worthyof his royal bwdlng. He was not broken
until Augnat rSUi. 1*92, aa 1 bought lilnj at I^xlngV.n, Ky , and vvn* .inutile in* K.t hlrn Nliipped out iwonpr. He

-hy*ta hiinaHf tor* a tn.uw. flin gall ! fanltlifv, and lif can *how npeeil enoiwh already to make me
ililuk him a troUor. I U>t«k I OOBMomIIt put bias In the llwl If I wanted U> thh Hcasoo.but no "tin-cup" recon.
for nte, an I rahe horaea ta win roaaoy with. Ola kreedlng ntmXn no comment from laae, and I wilt-allow you t<>
bo Ike Judge. AdaVa—sni ccmiaiMaatlam la

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpitas, Oal.HilUOU A WORhllOlM, •wnera.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; foaled

May 17, 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high aud weighs 1150 lbs. ; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleveu races and trotted ten of them, getting a

place in each.

SEEVICE FEE - - $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,200.
Sired by SABLE WILKES SlOO; dam LIZZLE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15,^ hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tail, first-class legs and
feet; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE - - - $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June loth, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving in foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at $5 per

month; hay and grain if desired, at 912:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

A cordial invitation to inspect these horses is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. FOX, P. O. Box 326, San Joae.

Residence, 2}£ miles north of San Jose on Milpitas road.

MOOBLAND STOCK FAKE,
MILPITAS, SANTA CLARA COUSiTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

GUV WtLKBS »:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (B), S._ 2:11

Keg»l Wfikes 5 2:11 5j

Alnnua (p> 6. 2:11)4

Mot» Wilkes 4..._ .fcMM
Chris Smith (p) 7- fcMJi
Hulda 4. 2:H*
Hazel W«««7 2:1*5,"

Dn» WUt»« _ 3a«
Lillian Wilkes I.— 2:t7J,'

SaMe WHImsS.- 2:1S

Vida Wilkes *- «*SW
Nutwood Wilkes* A29S
Lynwood WUkes 2. Sfl0«
and 17 etbecs io 2£& list

CARRIE MALOBfR. _
Bister to

Clias. Beihy— -£2C

Btebieer l-7»»i

Geo. WUkM, »:X3
Sire of,

Harry WQlBCS.
Guy Wakes
Wflson
So So _ _.

and 76 others in the list

Lady Bunker.
Dam of

Ei Mahd1._
Guy Wilkes _.._—
William L
(Sire ot AxteH, KB)

2:13'»

2:15*
.2:l6'i

.2:17!,

2a!SK

r Steiaway. 2:34 3-4—.
Sire of

W. Woodfp) _
Cricket (p)

( Csesar-. .— : ™
Strathway
Chas. Berby «

—

aad 4 othen as the B*
K**r G

Dam of
Chas. Derby .. «_..
Stelnear

..2A9

A

HAifBLBTONfAN H
Sire of

«iB2JOIlst

BOIiY SPAJ^KTEK
Paw at

Geo. Wmr.es, 322

MAMSKfKO PATCBBN H
Sire of

24 in 2:7.0 list

LADY D^Hvii, by American

Dam ofJoe BitotacE, aosM

STP.AXHKOBE 49S
Slie-of

42in23*-ust

ABBESS, by Albion
Sam of

2 in 2:30 list

KLECTIONEKR BS
PSre of

Rem 2:39 *«

I KANNY MALONE, by
._235r» Niaeara

GrandatB UMaud C. 2:19

hi coaformation . staads 1S.2 hands and Is a

RECORD, 2^7.3^3.

Ii\\ I'ON MOOLTRIB Is a bay stallion, black DomtB, aerfeet

piire-sMited'fcrottaa. He will.be-giTen a race record tbfe &11.

tSOXT13-A.n>ir 5103,
SIRE OF NCB1A (3), »;29 1-4.

Sired by SuUan.2fM 'sire of Stamboul, 2,-87^; Alcasar, 2:20S and 26 others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab-

cock dam ofElector, 2:21 Vi, grandsire ofJoe, 2:29^ ; Lady Graves, dam of N"adjy,2 :26. and Solwaod, iSBM, Scutiaa,

2:27'*.. sire of Nubia, 2:29^1. by Hambletnnlas 725 (sire of fifteen 2:3» performers); second daat Dubois mare, by
a Bon of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam a. t> b. by Abdallah 1. Sondan'a progeny are all of good size, perfect lb

form, gentle in disposition, pore io gait and show great speed.

Roth ef these stallions will make the season of 1893, ending July 15th, at *100, with usual return privilege, at
~ rm, Mllpttmfl, Cal. Pasturage io per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.the Moorland Stock Far

For further particulars address D. J. MURPHY, Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-brown starHon, 15.1 hands high. He is a horse of fine conformatioD,
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs, in action he is pure-galted. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed in the stud. His colts are all blood-like, targe and fast trotters.
Several of them areelitrible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall Lane-lot Is one of the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE—L\.\CELOT was sired by tht immortal Electioneer .'(sire of 132 in the list), dam Lizzie
1 ranis, by Comus ; second dam by Arnold Harris. Corous, the sire of Lizzie Harris, was a full brother to Iowa

i lilef 528 (sire ot Corisande, 2:24}£, and others). His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 list, he by Ver-
iiq.'s Black Hawk, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kent aoare. the dam of Hamble-
iitnlan 10. VernoPs Black Hawk, by Long Island Black Hawk, dam bv Webber's Kentucky Whip, son ofBlack-
burn s Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallle Miller, by Ttppo Saib ; Andrew Jack-
Bon, by Young Bashaw, sen of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sportsm Istress; she was om
of Cub. byMedoc: second dam Ann M-ury, by Sumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and
and so on to tbe 15th dam.

The only Son of Nutwood standing for PublicSALADLN. Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 16.1 hands high. By Nutwood 600, tbe greatest living
sire. First dam, Lady Ufley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletoniar; second dam Lady TJUey,
grandam of Western Girl, record 2:27,4. Saladin has now a number of yearlings and two-year-oM colts, all

showing great uniformity in size, style and color. All of them are fast trotters, aud several will trot 1b 2:80 this

year. Nutwood «0a, 2:l*a{, bv Belmont 64, dam Miss Russell (dam of Maud S.. 2:08%O, by Pilot Jr.; second dam
Sally Russell, by Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 In the 2:30 list. Belmont Is the sire of 74 trotters in tbe 2:30

Hat and of 29>sireri ef 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. is by Speculation, dam Lady Utley, 2:3S)£, grandam of West-
ern Girl, 227$£. Speculation (sire of Crown Point, 2:24, Grade S., 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the damsol
Alfred G., 2:KHV, and Waterford, 2:27), by Hambletonlan 10, dam Martha Washington (dam of Hambletoiilai.
725), by Burr's Washington: lie bv Burr's Napoleon, by Young Mambrlno, dam Willis mare, by Mambrino.
TKRMH, SAO K»R THE SEASON- for service of each of these stallions. No other opportunity is offered
areeders to obtain these blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares in any manner that owners
may desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call on or address C- C BEMIS, Owner, 332 Mont-
gomery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies br
these stallions can also be seen. Q. W. BROOK'S. Agent.

ECLECTIC 11,3^1
O SEASON SERVICE FEE

With rjsa&l return privilege

Iv
E>
O
or
i

I $100 CASH
ECLECTIC lfl a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD AJUON, 8:103*,
both being Bired by ELECTIONEER out of Manette (dam also of Oro Fino, 218) by NUT-
WOOD, 2:18%.

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood linea. He
breedfl speed.

ECLECMCS colts, the oldest of which axe now three years old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares besides his owner's.
Pasturage SI .00 per week; hay, grain and stahling extra.

eclectic will stand at RANCHO COTATI (Page's Station) in Sonoma County, until

July Ut, 18SS.

For further partlcuLam address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. Fenn's Grove, Sonoma County, Oal
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER
14,341

i
STRATJTMOR*. 408, by

HanibletonLanlO
I

Sire of 40, and of the
dams of 31 In the list

ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25-\j '<

Solo, 2:2S; Soprano
dam t,

" 3 in the list:

and Vltrette, dam of
Stoner Boy.SzK)*.

ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol. 2.-08)4 • Palo
Alto, 2:08%; and 130
others in 2:30 list, etc.,

etc.

6TELWVA1 1,M>8
Sire of

W*. Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10
Caesar _2:16
Strathway... _2:1

9

Chas Derby. ..2:20

(Sire ot Diablo
2:14V)

Lilly C 2:20-
Baden.

_

2^4^
Steineer 2i2Sy.
Cassidy 2:30

and of the dams of
MaudC. 2:19; Pat
Delanev, 2:27)g,
Ally Sloper 238;

5 Stonewall, 228*4
and Bourbon

2 Russell, 2:30.

? KATY U <
Dam of Chas. Der- i

by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo 1 3), 2:141,")

I FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22%)

Grandam ofMaud C- 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STE1YFER is about 16 hands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-finish-
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has
a neatly-lormed head, tine neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders; good length
of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling and broad
hips: open, well-formed stifles: quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and lees. He is a clean-gaited
trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBART STOCK FARM
SAN 3IATEO.

Service Fee, $75

with usual return privilege.

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this magnificent farm make it the most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K. OGRADY, Manager.
A. B. i;o\/,U.K-. Owner. 1122 O'Farrell St.,S. F.

Dreed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUB-YBAB-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:12; Tom Ryd<r (pi, 2:17'4 ; Belle Button
<p, 2:l*J'i: Mabel H.f4 1,2:20; Rosa Mac, 2:20*4 ; Lucy
B., 2:21',: Laura 7... 2:23,W : Logan, 2:23)4 : Maud C,
2:28 ; Kehoe. 2:29}j : all these are race records ; no tin

cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button Is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Battler ; second
•lam a pacing mare, s. t. b. bv Copperbottom. Alexan-
der i -ire ol Reliance. 2:22}^ : Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27)4 *• by Geo. M. Paichen Jr 31. record 2:27,

first dam Lady Cram (dam of Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M.. 11:17'! i. by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patcben Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
qualities,

•Kvery performer sired by Alexander Button Is

out of nou-staudnrd mares at the time tbev were
bred. Xo matter what mare* he wax bred to every
colt from Clydosdnlen up could trot fartt.

TKRMSlSlOO FOR THE SEASOX.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may he returned next season free oi

Charge. Good pasturage furnished at *2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, hut no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
(i \V. WOODARD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

WILDIDLE
'The Great Son of Imp. Australian and the

Torr Queen, Idlewlld. by Lexlncton),

SIRE OF
FLAMBEAU, WlLDWOOD, SINFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and x host of other nigh-class winners,

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth HeatBOODLE 5029
Will make tbe SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PAKE, SAN JOSE.
, Vermont Hero Ml

(GEN. KNOX HO, 2:31,S <
Sire of 16 trotters and 21 (Dam of Searcher

sires ol 32 and H dams of

227jg; Gen. Benham,2:29*5,
Ox Eye, 2728S; Luzerne,
2:27)$. Mambrino Thorn,
2:29, and 4 others in 2:30. ( ABDALLAH 15..

Mambrino Chief 1114 In Ihellst.
LADY THORN, 2:18^--.
Sister to Mamb. Patchen 68 ( Rhodes Mare, by Gano
and grandam of Parti,
2:24.

,
HumbleIonian 10

I
Sire of 6 trotters and Ui(Katy Darllxtr.

GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14,... < sires or 106 and 22 dams
Trotted 114 heats In 2:20 of 27 in the list, r Abdallah 1
and under, and won more [ OLL> AB, 2:40 _„-<
money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. (.Untraced
trotter that ever lived.

(Abdallah 1

f
HAMBLETONIAN 10 J

Sire of 41 trotters and 119 ( Chas Kent Mare
3ajifJAY GOULD 197- i sires of 7«3, and 61 dams
2:29j( (Record 2:20^ ; trial Zr.19%) ) of 72 in the 2:30 Bat. (-American Star 14

Sire of Pixley, 2:16; AdeleCLADY SANF641D ..— 1
Gould, 2:19; King Philip, Grandam of Bella, 222; <01d Sorrel, by Exton
2:21: Alladin, 226^: An- AHieK,,2=29H: LtzzieK., Eclipse
sonla,2:27^; Dode,2:27!4, 2:30 '->; Nann4eK.,2J0V- ( Vermont Black Hawk 5
Dundee, 228, and 14 others (ETHAN ALLEN 43, 2:25^-2
In 2:30 list, 1 And 2:15 with mate; sire (Messenger Mare

LTrDA(record2:3S ,4) / of 6 trottexaaod 19 sires
Sister to Le Blonde, trial) of 71,andl4dam39f 15. fAbdallah 1

2:24, record 2^4)$. (DAUGHTER OF -J

(.Untraced

BOODLE 5S29 is seal-brown in color, stands 16 hands high and weighs 1,100 pounds. He Is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, is kind In disposition. intelligent, level-headed and a pure-gaited trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been In harness, but two of which had any
training, and with little work they easily showed a 2:30 gait. Boodle, after cracking a bone in one of his front
l^gs the latter part of July, and being laid up for six weeks on that account, came out, and with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:25 class, making his record In the fifth heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.

TJSRMfi—$100 for the season. Or, 8200 for the neason, payable when be cettt a record of
2 : 16 or better.

Usual return pri-rOvs**. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or
escapes. Addres3 C. A. STOCKTON «fc CO., Sao Jose. Cal.

Stranger 3030—
Sire of

Broomal 2:17*^1

Bellona 2:19 l< I

Nominator- 221J4 {

Boodle 221H
Moloch. 221)4
Stanza 222y
Hazel Dell... 2tt%
Nemlnee 2itA%
Strangler.... 2:26^
Myriad __ 228!*
Kathleen ..

Cebolla
Pea Horu.... 250

I Bride. {
Dam of Trenton, i

2*lM4ullhroth'r
W Boodle, 2^21^.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p), 2:26 1-2.

DEI. SCR. 2:24
Sire of

Don Tomas 2:20

Cousin Joe 2:20*4

San Pedro (p) 2:10%

imo&e ye _
Dam o/

Gnlde

THE MOOR 870.
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
2:07"*;, Beautiful Bells,2:29 fdam
of Bell Bov, 2:19)4, and Hinda

I Rose, 2:19).

LGRETCHEN „
Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
iBCas, [2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

fBY NORWOOD 522 __
{Sire ol

Tommy Norwood, 224%; Ida
Norwood, 2:26%.

DAUGHTER OF »._

.

rClay Pilot 93, sire of Fred V.,^22%
A Blllv R,. 2:24t 4 , and others.

I Belle of Wabash

( Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam-
•J

brino Gift, 2:20; Hannis,2:17^.
I. Canada Chief

rHambletqriian 10. sire of Elec-
} tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2*7,4.

. Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
dam of Gretchen idam of
Clingstone, 2:14).

(American Star M, sire of dam of
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,
2:10, and the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2*4).

Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
Electioneer and St. Jullen, 2:11.

DE1,\YI\ 14,681. Record 2:26 1-2, will, If he has no set-

backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwln Is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor : in color he is a dark dapple bay. sound as a dollar ; 15.1 '-i hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he is one of the finest-formed horses for gr**at speed in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that bis half-brother, Guide, 2:J A '4, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2*7'^; he has two crosses of American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonlan 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2*7^ ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of thegreat Pilot Jr.,sireof the dam of Nutwood, 2:l8$f, combining altogether the same blood lines that lay rn

he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Cousin Joe,
2:29%, being a full brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes, 2:13, sire of Freedom, 2:29?^. Sabledale, 2:18%, and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out ot an/ kind of mares.

TERMS 840. with usual return privilege, Goodwater and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not be re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwiu. the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Cost*- County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. SEEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin Is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (With uHual return privilege), payable at end of Season... . 8100

t\t * T)T rv was foaled 1S89, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2)*; hands and in conformation,Uln JJ-Ljx / disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will geta mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14V, was made in his second race on the turf and Is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallionsi in

America. He is bv chas. Derbv i reenrd 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Steineer. 239J6, by steinway; dam Bertha,

sister to Bayard Wilkes (recoVd 2:15 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 2:23; second dam Barcena fdam of

Alaric, sire of Victor B., 2:20!$), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12 1
-_. on half mile track and 15

others In list i ; third dam Blahdina, dam of sbc producing sires, including Swigert and King Rent), by Mam-
brino Chief 11; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21'.,, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway, dam Katy G., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer; second dam Fannv Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Nlagara(slre of Fairmont, 2 :22S>:
third dam Fanny Wickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by Imp. Herald, out ot a daughter of Imp. Trustee,

etc. The great broodmares Katv G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermlre and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:03^, appear in this pedigree, besides such
siresas Electioneer, Stelnwav, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY & RICHARDS, Owners. ... - PLEASAVTO.V CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id r»urtli llril.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05£.

TOO FTTH KB. WITH

0i rDIRBCTOR 9.17—
tO

I

Sire of

of Direct 2:P5fc

2 Directum (3)... _2:1154

1
Evangeline 2:11*
Margaret S 2:12)4
Waldflteln 2:22)4

Stella C 22«
and 12 other 2:10 pot-

rMCTATOR .1. _ J Th, H»« of the ttotuw -orW

Sire of the fulMt donble-calted horse [q^^ bT American St.rH
to the world *V-E»«f«. *>» rmm it Deiter, 2:17X;

< grand 8 re of the qoeen of the turf. 2^*v Astoria 2i2»4»
1 fitaey Hanks, 2:04, and b sire of Si rKASS^cS3» 1»

In 2:S0 list, etc
J B(re of a ,,1,^,

I,DOLLY- - — ". <

Dam ol Onward, 2:26* ; Thorndale,
2'22i4 ; Czarina, 2dll ; Director, 2J7

flLECTIONEKR 121^

Sire of Hanoi, 2:0SM : Palo Alto, 1:01*

and ISO others ha the list

(Died at 4 yean)
WaldBteta wa» b»
only foal

«Alto,tt»* T

(.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Ladv Majolica US and
Abdallah Mambrino S716

Hambletonian It
Sire of 40 In the llw

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
will make the Season of 169S at

On

M

iiiid Race Track 3 lloyx Each Week, ai
San Jour Race Track 2 H»> -. and ai

Fbiher'H Rinch, Coyote. Sautu
Clara Co. , 2 liny-, from
Feb. lOlli to June lat.

MERR1WA.
HASEN

A

GOLDSBHOUGH

Sylvia Fireworks

r a

— o
ttt: I* 1 il

=.'

And so on to the nineteen th~dani.
MERRIWA isamagnilicent blaca borte. Standlns

15.3 bandB, bred in 1SS6 by Frank Beynolds, of Tocal
vide Australian Slud Book, Vol. IV.. folio 158. By
Goldsbrough Jrom Habena. by YattendOQ from Athol-
ine, by Blair Athol from Habena (winner of 1000
Guineas in England), by Irish Birdcateher from The
Bridle, by The Saddler from Mooneda. bv Taurus from
Mona, by Partisan. Merrlwa is undoubtedly a very
fast horse, and through an accident which rendered his
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace bv winning, lie Is de-
scended from one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, the

A. J. C. St. Leger Hnwkesbury Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan stakes, two miles, age. 5 years
weight, 128 pounds: time, three mluutes, tttlrry-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that time
Goldsbrough had produced up to 1838 220 winners In

the colonies.
Among the winners by Goldsbrough are the follow-

ing: The Broker (winner Normandv Stakes and V
R. C. Sires' Produce Slakes and Adelaide St. Legen
Morpeth (winner Tatttersalls' Cup, Ann!versa rv Handi-
cap and Australian Cup), Impulse (won Wagga Gold
Cup), Arsenal (winner Melbourne Cup >. foreUfl

.

(A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. K. C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian (.Tattersalls' Spring Handicap, Svd-
ney Haudicap, &c i. Cardigan (winner TattersaMs'
Foal Stakes, Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, summer
Cup, &c), Devotion. Merriment (winner Tramwav
Handicap and Hawkesbury Guineas i. BUerdali
ner Tattersalls' Cup and Hawkesbury Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gift i, Keith
(won tHawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Bose Hill
Handicap, <fcc(, The Orphan, Alblna. Jettison. Uanola.
Cardoness, Kilmore (winner Royal Stakes), Ac. Ac

Athollne, the grandam of Merriwa, produced
Habena (dam of Merriwa i and Narina. both winners of
Maribymong Plate. Geraldineand Huniingtowereach
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Alhol-
ine's stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate.

TERMS - - get) FOR THE SEASOX.
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at ?o per
month. Mares cared for In any manner owners mav
desire and fed on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable prices. No responsibility- assumed foraccidenls
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS. (i. JOiVES. Agent,
_ _ _ „ Oakland Race Track.
Or Care .San Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MURKY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street, Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Tonng Fashion

Fashion Monarch Jovial Newmlnatei

BISTER. „ — —-—-—

-

Dam of Bonania. 2:lt«; Albert W„
220; Vixen, dam of Vlda WUkea,
2:18M, and Sabledala, fcUJf

{Jomif Nzlso.v 14T
Sire of 4 and the dam* of • Ini *J0

lint

Lamott Mark
Dam of Aurora, 137, and frandam
of 4 In the list

WT/\TWTT\ A \T T^TTVT A T MamMrM •«• rnalnl In IRK Incolor, he ta a dark shade ot brown with two white coroneta; stands IS*

II I I IN I J A Y r I Ft A Jj WALDSTE I SS£SilS£imvS. SetaCWOf UM handsomest and most perfectly lormed sialllons in

Ssb af Mooday and Lottie J., by Wlldidle,

Will Mark tbc Skason o» 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Oal.

WILDIDLE (limited lo 10 mares) 82SS toe Ifce kwoi
MOVDAT FINAL " 3) " 75 " " "

Pa^turaffe ftnO be*t of care taken of mares atf. per
laont,, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or

rtpes. Mooey to be paid wben mare Is served, and
all cases before removal of mare from farm. For

tvttex particulars address H. C. J0D8OH,
tenf Waa. Oaten. Box SI 8a«aa Uara. Oal.

..,, „,.,. hi, line luii-llln'rft bead, wpllsliaped neck, stronj sbouldera. abort back, powerful loin

££ wen Pbaoe. barr" befry muscular aUfle. and arms, clean, .tralebt, strooir knees and booka,

K nUrSrSf.S! riitera ami Veel at once commend blm to tbe ol^rrer as a representatlTe trotu

^^t^he L, SuIhS^ o-lnkklnd,mnUeandleYel-be»ded. Hls»»lt a, perfecUon. and bla racdl«P«Uonbelsfaumeas.M M.m^je be oosesses. His breedlnr

y quar
books, sbon cannon
'« rrtitUnf bnrse. In

,nd bla races durtof bit

!S?!a^ro"lbVui^'ablTdemcirtrawthe™B«q His breedln. oannot be sor-™ir^alZ tie oolT son
'
ol Iiliector out oian Electioneer mar. atandlbi for aervloa. Of bla sire, can any

ETSr^.r»ii be mid than that bis twos and dau»btem prove more sensational every year, and Of races won by

S^i^.n^eMne. D^ec M.rtaret s.and thereat stamp him as one of tbe most prepotent aire.' WalJ
SSS&StfgaS&SEXlSSSuKl «l Ol Mstertdam of Albert JJ:»,tb. -re .f Little AML *WL lb.

~™ltSouir aian loM8K and VUen, tb« only mar. Uiat haa a lwo-ye«r-old and a tbree-year-old with record,

h^^h^ i 1» Wal l.T;i* . third dam was tbe famous Lamott mare, on. of tbe tre.le.1 mares tbal ever cam.

to^nt^lL SbeVas al-o aVeal DrOOu mare. W..dat«ln ha. four y.srllnir. that have records: one ha. a re-

SL£T„fMiu aiotber! Js ."o^er 3:W and the otber »«. All bla colts are nauiral Hoaeim, perfect In lorm.

2S.m"!orV"^SS»m. w.ldstelncanr^l^,beln«o«eoftb.«T».te«»f*rea. To lh. tiodeot

ol breedlo«, conformation and quality be Oils tbe
1" — ama.] return pn.—

Na iiutinslbfyiT mmmt* tor aocld«utla or encajpaa, bat Lh* i
-

-
-* t of oar*

H. 0. UIII.OBD.M Um.Iiii.. Cal
.Q ggg iM-tfl wtarn pgtt^fpQb-te^JtmonttmmnttmjmKtm^ 1st* mtlm

Fonrth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
sixth dam, by imp. Sentinel, seventh dam, by
&£ark Anthony; eighth dam, by imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by Sllvereye
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce's American
Stad Book, Vol. I. page 432.

HURRAH, sire of Three Cheers, prodaced the
great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqulta, Ohio Boy,
Nellie Peyton, Little Buttercup. Red Fox, Mi>dusa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostage, Lady MJddleton and
many others.
NEWMIN9TER. grandeireof Three Cheers, woo

the 8t. Leger at Doncaater In 1851. Hlsdam, BEr,-v
WING, was the winner of fl.tv'four races oat of six-
ty-four starts, among them being the DoncasterCop
ot 1S37, 1M0, 161 1 and 194:, the only horse that ever
accomr-JIshed that remarkable feat. Her sire was
DR. SYNTAX, a famous raco-borao.
THREE CHEKKH combines. In addition to ths

above, the great strains of Bat MlddJfton (winner of
English Derbv, 8t. Leger aud Two Thousand Onln-
eas) and the blood of the wonderful product f'g fatnt-
UesofTOCCUsTONE, Imp. TkUSTKi:, EMJLIU8
aadSIRCHARLES.
As can be seen by the above. Three ('lifers In bred

Id the speediest and stoatent llr.es. Ills dam, Young
Fashion, was tbe dam of Surprise, Scotland (the ontv
horse that ever beat Asteroid a beat>. Liverpool,
Colombia and llooole Rate, the dam of Little Uutter-
esp ...id the flying Bonnie Little. Ills grandam,
Faablou. «aa the graatewt race mare of her era.de.
faatlng Bosion In that hfntortcal match at four-mils
heats that Is Tv-c^rded as one of the greatest < "nta
Id the annals of 1 1.< turf.
THREK cnEKRMn * beautiful bay In color, per.

fertly sound Id wind and limb, bis family on both
sides being noted for thslr exemption from enrbs,
spavins, roaring or any other hereditary unnoiind.
nees. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
type of 'he thoroughbred areespecUlly Invited to In-
spect Three Cheers. He has already sired ths
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

TF.RMS.
Srvrnty-flve Dollars lor Mir «•>...

n

Oood pastnrafe at IS per month. Mares cared Tor
Id aov manner owners may desire ana fed on hay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable n»»,
but competent groom* ••mplojed, but do reipori-
bHlty assumed for accidents orescapea.
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THE HOST FASHI0NABLY-8REB

STALLION ON THIS G8AST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

HDICTATUS
"Will make the Season of 1893, commencing February lot

and ending: June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

$100SERVICE FEB FOR THE SEASON
(Will be allowed to terra fifteen approved mitfddV i

DTPT A TTT^ was foa!ed in l89°- Bt WM rired b* tne 8"« BED wilkes 1749,UVJlalUD
(sire of gg in the list) . d»mi Mls3 Lollie, by DICTATOR 1S3 (aire of

J ay-Etl-Sie, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam*f Felina, 2:294, and grandam of Hill Bo;

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdullah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4x3 (sire of Maud S., 2:08 J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07!); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskina and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escape*. Service

fee most be paid before mares leave the farm.

For Foethib, Particulars Address

Belmoht Stocjc Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmont, Saw Matso Couhtt, Cal.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD. Four-Vur-OU Record. 3:07. CRICKET, Fire- Vo.r-OU Reeer*. »:1«.
CESAR. 6-Year-Old Record, 3:16 1-3. STRATH WAV, (-Year-Old Record, 3:1».

CIIAS. DERBY, 5- Year-Old Record, 3:30 In Sixth Heat.

LILLY V. , T-Year-Old Record. 3:30 1-4. BADEN, S-Yaar-OM Record, 3:34 S-4.

8TB1NBBR. g-Year-OU Record, 3:39 1-3. OAS8IDY, 7-Viu.OU Record, 3:»0.

(ALL nr RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD C, B:1»J BAaO\STEI.\,K»nbltc trial) 3:31; ALLY SLOPBR, 3:3*,

PAT OELA.VEY. 3:37 1-4, «>d BOURBON RU88KLL, 3:9)0.

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON „ „ $150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SLRE OF

DIABLO, Three-¥««r-Old Race Record — Sll4 »-*
(Sod of 8TEIHWAY, daai RATY «., by BLBCTIONBBB.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON ........ tlfiO

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Sob of RED W1LKB8, dam MOLLY 8TOCT, bv MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
<*•• or CLOV1S. d»n kv WOOSFORO MAMBRINO.
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $8©

SEASON OOMMENOES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY let
Mart* should txr uhlppod to Ofckwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, CaL, per S. P. B. B.,

tIr Martliif-x i'-eat of car* flT«n, bat no liability aasumed for accident* or escapes. Excellent pastorate 95 par
mouth. Hares fed bay and fain, |10 par month. For further particolaiB and cataloruea, addresa

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oahwaoa Park Statk Fan*. Daarma. C*atx* Co»la Ceaatr. Cat.

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Bed Wilkes 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 in
1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26} ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 6968 u an individual i» an exact counterpart of Eed Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1,400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly Hninhed. He was leased at large ex-
pense of ( 'ape Stinaon, the noted Katttern reinaman, owner ot Geneva, 2:14, and developer of
many noted horses, aurh aa Patron, 2:14, Hoari, 2:17, Home Eule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

Habfokd, TcLAms County, Caa.
FRED POSTER,

.HIDE

o
CO

*i
if

Hi

RECORD, a 16 1-4

Wffl make the season of 1S93 at GREEN OAKS BANCS, about one and
one-half miles vest of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands K.3
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
from blood lines that are Doted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
(Hambletonian 19

Sire of 40 in he Be*.

Clara, by American Star M
3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklia
Thorndale 2:24}
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 622

-J

Sire of SO sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by Americas Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26} Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26}
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

DAUGHTER OF„ i Great sir,>. of broodmares.

t Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $ lOO
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD

fDIRECTOR, 2X7.
Sire of Direct..2:05}

Directum (3)...2:ll|

Evangeline 2:11}
Margaret S 2:12}
Waldstein 2:22}
Stella C 2:25}
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENE
Dam of

Delwin 2:26}
Guide 2:16f

Jon Applied For.

' DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is

perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19f, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17}, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19}, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOB THE SEASON « BO
With usual return privilege.

, ...
Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 199

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT IL

WILL MAKE THE

SBASO]\r OF X093.
Oommencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:

SaN. MATEO.

Service Fee .... $40
Socrates stands 14:1} handa, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beaotfful

shade of bay; no whit*. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he ia oonsid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California'

His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all I

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly matched

!

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. OAL.
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.efore. After,

ABSORBING
Will remove wind-puffs, capped
hock, throughoutpln and all puffs

and swellings without removing
the hair. Easy to apply. No lost

time. Does not require the horse
to be laid up. Has been success-
ful In all cases. Why not In

yours? Price, 82 per bottle.
tut up by W. F. YOUNG,

JHtricUii. Conn*

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

Is to prevent dis-

ease, to regulate
the bowels and
driii'-; It strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and legswell-
ing; loosens the
hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petlte, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bots,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat
To the stall-fed
hor=e It has the beneficial effects and results of grazing
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases
and enriches their milk.

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Corbftt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

e«-*K\n FOB TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

rF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUT

Address a letter or postal card toTHE PRESS CLALTIS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDERBURN. - - Managing Attorney,
P.O. Box 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

duty in the regnlar Armvcr Naw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1S42, and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a sDecialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates,
fiend for new laws. Ko charge for advice. No fee
tiptil successful.

T
1mm

Business College, 24 Post St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s bool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY, Setfy

WSend for Circulars.

it. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. P.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Kl I.I. I.IVK OF K I - J 1 1 M i TACKLK

6PORT8MB.VS GOODS.
VOrders hy mall receive prompt attention

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

WE IKE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
,

FOR THESE SULKIES.
Write for our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

tai-127 MARKET ST.. 8. P.

DRUNK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill Is what you want

Clears the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the
nerves. If ycrn use liquor at. all, never be without it,

worth one-half your life, Greatest liver and kidney
specific on earth. All drnggta* n keep it 25 cents a box,
by mail on receipt of price. Prentiss Cnemim ! Mann.
kctuxingCo., 406Califoruiastreet, San Francisco. CaL

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W KEENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' (JBAXD HOTEL BLOCK.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under this beading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLH.

BaYSWSTER STORK Fln"lv brc ' 1 hOlBeaend mares

??Sf
1
.'." , " r *'"' •'•enaniie for cattle. Address J.HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SOUTHER FARM X°" n,; ""*«' moclt for saleouumtn rnnm. Yh . r ,nn Goo(r
track. Horses train..! un.l b .],,!.

1

see Address 80UTHEB I'AKM, ..Il,i:|. I:

KINs. Proprietor, San Leandro.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM. RES' "ME
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aierdeen-Aagru 'and
Galloway cattle. YoungstOClC Of above breeds on band
for sale. Warranted to be |, or.- l,r.-d. recorded and aver
age breeders. Address flKO. A. WILEY rmkivMd
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co Oal

SE\D FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. Allen Co.,
416 Market St., below Sansome

VIHEUND BREEDING FARM, i;:::;;;,::-^',-
(sire .of Lily Stanley, 2:17'-. Homesluke. 2:le
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24. I lay Duke
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:21, grandslre of Silas ski
Orandlsslmo, 2:27M (full brotlie- to Urundee, Ibree-vear-
old record 2:23 si j. suillions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad.
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SI. Helena

Sporting

Goods.

CATALOGUES.

PETER SAKE & SON Llck Housc
'
**" Francisco,rtltn. OIUL a OUn, ( •a]._lmporlers and BreeCera

for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein ThoroughbredsS^^I^KSE.
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. <W Market si., s. F.

THE PARKER GUN.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
I hui uuehbnd i Dgllah : i . -.1,1 .^^ti.

Orders rilled for 1'igs of oil ages by
reniwiied Mvptpsuke boars and out
of premium sows of equul merll in
blood unci priidiiciric lines. Slock
crated and delivered at express cilice
with feed for trip, free of charge
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, und till eli-ihle tc re-istnttlon.
Wiitf fur prices. Satisfaction giinr-
anteed. t m i;i > hi;aLE,
ftlnconada Stock Eann.MAYiTELD.CAi*

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Tori Sale-book, 97 Chambers Street.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay Di-irlci Track.

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS wines «r cigars.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485 J. R. DICKEY. Prp.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "J
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO..
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. O'KAXE. As:ent Pacific Count.
T67 Market Street. San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

STBINER'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAX FRANCISCO

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET. 8. F.

Cnolce Ijldiioi-s
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN \LL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER A CO

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUB DEALEE FOB THEM.

and for Illurtiated Catalogue.

—

M

>NOTAOTPBaD " —

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
surrnwin to i_ t: bjiitm Pulton. N. I.

PREstoj's Fence wil
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fencr
Wire tniub: Very visible, tojury toStork ImpOMnlble.
>t ;.-:-.. i No. 13 SPRING sTiKL Wiro taJ

Will not mac or brrnk. Nearly double the mi <-._:>

of nnr Olbrr. RCQUlTM no stays. BoOSHbOUl 16 flM

to Mi'- pound. Co I -id by Icnrilna Breodarfc

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V
or address SCHODER. JOH N SO N A CO., Lo» Angeles Cal.

BAWUSY tfKOB. BAKOWABBI OO., San Francisco, Oal.

Ally nnd quickly pat up. Ask your dealer for If. If

not keep It, write for sample and prlc

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME B.IRRIS, Proprietor.

\\ corner Kearny and Bu.h HIrert.,

SAN FRAN('ls((),

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

Ito Balsam of Copaiba, f"*y
ICubebs and Injections. (flUDY
I They cure in48 houra the \^^
I samo diseases without SDj

lyenicnce. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

v g 1. 1 tl,.'

CALTHOS rrw.

'•Tni* in.. hnnr*-« J I ml--' ...
{ I Id Nprrmntorrbnk.1 «H. .,-,},

Ud BSSTORE I (Ml ^ 1c«r.

/

VON MOHL CO..
ftot* Amrrl'ln AffenU, I Infinniil. OUa,

R I PANS T

• Hvt'-r and bowcln ' »nr '

• i

• trlftl bottli utii «
• mi'ANsri'KMUM .... lOSpmcti au.Vrm York. •
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THB DONAHUK BROAD-«iAl'<iK ROUTE.

i^lOMMEXCING SUNDAY, XOV.3 1892, AND un-

\Jtll further notice, boats and trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-

SSSTS&lESSkn FOB FOWT TIBUKON,
BELVEDERE AND SAB RAFAEL.

Week Days—7.40, &20, 11.40 a.m.: 3.30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.

Salurdavs only—An exlrs trip at 1.50 p.m.

sund»v»-8.00. 9..W. 11.00 a.m.: 1.30. 3.30, 5.00, UBnm.
FROM SAN RAFAEL FOR SAX FRANCISCO.

A'eefc Davs-6.05, 7.55. 9.30 a. m.; 1-2.45, 3.40, 5.05 p.m.

Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.

Sundays-S.10, 9.40. 11.10a.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 5 00,625 p. m.
FROM POINT TTBUROH TO SAX FRAKL'ISCO.
\v«k Days—6.50, 8.20. 9.55, a.m.; 1.40. 4.05, 5.S5 p.m.

Saturdays Oulv—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.

Sundays—8.40,' 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.S0, 6.55 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco.

An
Destination

| san Ft
ive
ancico.

Week
DAYS

Week
DAYS

Son-
days

1 SUN-
l

DAYS

7:40 am
S:30 pm
5:05 Pit

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 pm

„ , . |
10:40 am I 8:50 amPetaluma
6:05 p m I

10:3"» a m

San*Rosa |

7:30 pm
|

6:10 pm

7:40 am
3:50 PiM

8:00aM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, i
1 10:30 a m

Litton Springs, 7:30 P M
j

6: 10 pm
Cloverdale
and way 1

stations |

7:40 a M 8:00 am
Hopland

and ! 7:30 p m
Ukiah. 1

6:10 p M

7:40 AMI 8:00 a m
3:30 P m

|

Guerneville. 1 7:30 p m 1 10:30 a m
|

6:10 pm
Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

SebastopoL

i connect at Santa Rosa for Mark "West Springs;

at Geyaerville fonSkag^s Springs: Stewart's Point,

Gualaia and Point Arena 1

; at Cloverdale for the Geysers;

at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at tlkiah for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willits, Cabto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bra^g. Westport, TJsal, Hvrtesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, {1.50 ; to Santa Rosa. $2.25 ; to Healdsburg,
$3.40; to Cloverdale. $4.50: to Hopland, $5.70; to Ukiah,
•6.75; toSebastopol.f2.70; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, $1.50: to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma. $1; to Santa Rosa, $1.50; to Healdsburg, 52.25;

to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to
Sebastopol,fl.80;toGuernerTllle,$2.5n,toSonoma |];to
Glen Ellen, $1.30. _____

H. C. WHITING. General Manager.
TETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. & Tkt Agt

.

Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Stree i and 2
N«»w Montgomery Rtrwt.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

• .II IIM-. I HUM VOIR M-.H»IIKAI.I-;il.

IT'S IMMKX8K!
voll.l. in; iiKi.iiiiiThn

From No. 1 to No. 6 McenLaper copy
From No. 7 to end 76 " "

on -I ll-i mill. TO IT FOR THIS VKAU.
It In pulilljilitvl wml-monthly dnrliiit tile racing hgosod

Mud Im but iglO prr yenr. Addreea

GOODWIN BROS.,
141 llrotdwav. Utm York Cllr.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Kirkt-< < iiAROEs Reasonable.

PRIVATK IIOOMH FOR FAMILIK8.
:'..<,l-.VAi Pine Btroet, In-low Montgomery St

JI1HV BBR43BZ. Proprietor.

G-0 to "Mayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance oo California St.

Wallace's Year Boor ElllOt HlCKOry Wta S
•-lS92-#

. . . PUBLI5HED BY THE • •

flmerlDaq Trotting Register flss : i

CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libi_. . j.

ttery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
£ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID T mf

The first volume will contain summaries of ail

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places o-

trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan :

and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

I. Alphabetical List of 2=30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

*L Table of* 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer •

under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table ofi Horses, Sires of tioo or nv
Dams o# 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages oJ

valuable and authentic information in regard ,.„

the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately,

ltders will be filled as received, and as the firs h

edition will be comparatively limited, those 1

wishing to receive the work without dels*
finould order at once - Address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BFmH STRhBT, S. ¥.

P. O. Box 3300.

ia

Get the Genuine!

These Are the ONLY Ones on

the Market.

They Are Not Adaptations

Elliot Hickory Cycle Go. Make the Wheels.

Pope Manf'g Go. Make and Attach the Tires

The latest improvements In Pneumatic

Tires and Ball Bearing Hubs. Complete

with tires, bearings and torks, axle

socket, ready to be fitted to sulky.

•jBST ORDER IX T1MK. "vii

Osborn & Alexander,
Agents.

401 MARKKT ST.. Cor. FREMOKT. 8. F.

VETERINARY.

I

Rules and Regulations
—OI THH—

Trotting Association
LSD THB

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

National Trotting Ase'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 6O0

JAMKSVILLE.N. Y.

1 (Xear Syracuse )

;
MAXrFACTI'REBSUl.'

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

I

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRIORS:
Reduced to S40 to

Customer* on Paeillc

Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels ox
Receipt of $10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

For unle at the Oflice of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street. S P. Oal

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book la a handsome,
three hundred'page octavo, bound in cloth, eleenntly
printed, superbly Illustrated, and explains in fverv
detail the rnmarkahle miccew if CHARLES MA RVTJS
and the wlioip plans and methods pursued at Palo Abo
aa to breaking, training, shoeing, jailing, driving, keep
lue. racing and breeding trotters.

Read wbat J. C. Sibley, the owner ol St. Bel, saya ol
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all ihe
mysteries of the craft, and It is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has auy
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
stronery that I have ordered twenty copies, and shaU
place one in the ban.is of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for 9&60. Addresn

TiBE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
til 3ush Bt| San Francisco, Oal.

NEVADA STABLES.
B. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 aiid 27
Park Avenue, Son Francisco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
tug horses.

Telephone Mo. 3159

Mm McCorfl i Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 Kl.l.ih STRRHT.

Th»» best accommodal lona afforded tor the keeping ol

Hoarding Horses. Also a choice line ot Livery Stock,
wltn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left wJUi UNITED CAKKIAUK CO.'H
AOKNTH,

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventorswithout

Charge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

ItyThls Company la managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in the

TTnlted States, for the express purpose of protect*
lug; (lieir anbacribers against unscrupulous
and incompetent Talent Agents, and each paper
printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company.

Dk. F. A NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University ot the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

DO YOU DRINK
The" Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. Clears

the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the nerves. If
you use liquor at all, never be without It, worth one-half
your life. Greatest liver and Vldney specific on earth.
All druggists keep It. 25 cents u box, by mall on receipt
of price. Prentiss Chemical Manufacturing Co., -106

California street, San Francisco Cal.

Samuel Valleao. Jas. R. Broiue

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam I»x*iia.toirs

.AND DEALERS IN
' and Book -Ma kern' Suppllex

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for tho most oostlnate cases of Gonorr-
hoea and Gleet. No other treatment
required. Non-poisonous. No Stricture-

No inconvenience. Sold by ALL
druggists. J. Ferre, (successor to Brou),
Phorrnnclen, Paris,

DR. J0BN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Surgeon.

620 HOWARD ST., \K.VR FOURTH.
Graduate ot the American Veterinary College, Uni-

versity of the State of New York, surgeon to the
American Veterinary Hospital. Free advice and med-
icine to the poor day or night. The latest improved
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence at
hospital Telephone, 3306.

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.
Examination Free.

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavia Street.

Telephone 4622.

DRE.J.CREELY,D.V.8.,
510 liOLDEX GATE AVE., NEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County ot San Francisco. Only Improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Bus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., B. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 455

C. D TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE No. 3,159. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Residence and Veterinaby Infirmary,
No. 331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
«»- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. -*«

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operatic*
Table on the premises.

3Dr.Wm. ^. Ssan,
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 52P
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S. l.R.Rowat, D.V.S.
OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOtTRS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 3.30 P. M

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN FRANCISCO.

Wo Athletes. Cyclists, Rnseball A- FootbnlllnM-
Horse-back, rlder&u Boxers mid Oarsmen;

when you want to ride, run, walk, row, ukat*
or swim a long distance* I >1-

ANTI-STIFF

CO

:ti» a marvelous preparation for Strength eninp tb;

Muscular System, with Ami-Stiff there is no fait!

iilred; *t (roe* *trai«rbt for the muscles and youM*
!et)l it at work. It has a peculinrly wnnuimr, comtortm?
ind 8tinnu.i:ini.' effect on all weak or Pliff muscles anc

iinewa. Quick in its notion, cleanly and pleasant in use

Rub it into the muscles every uic-ht for a iortnik-ht. am 1

rou will be pleased ut its Hupportmu anil sireiik'tbemnij

,»roperliea. Them is not, nor has been, iinvthiiiir like
»J

till now. It dihers from all Oils Kuibi options an<J

Liniment*, both in substance and effect. Some Athlete*

ore bo loud of it that they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.
Trainers size, $1,00.

5- F0U6ERA & CO., AGENTS FOR U- $• 30 N. WILLIAM ST.. N. 1
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YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
Uitd a good price if you oan find a oustomer that wants to buy.

reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

^"advertising in the BREETrER AND SPOKESMAN. Speeial Terms

L»d» on advertisements under this heading. Write for particulars.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous >on of Sidney.

Ringwood is a dark bay; black points; 15% hands,

and resembles Sidney in formation more than any ot

his sous. He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19'.; as a four-year-old, and
would have received a record ol 2:18 or better but lor an

accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

engagements, and never has been put m race since.

Ring-wood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form

and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone

East He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-

awav (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he

by American Boy ; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer ofspeed.

IAU30 FOR SAIiE

iTippoo Tib,
>lding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

ow quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great

ad horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.

Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put In training and
win their price in one season. For further particulars,

address
A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,

Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

the past pacer

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and in fine condition

;

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-
wood, dam American Girl.

E. S. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.

Stancard and Registered Bay

Mare.
Stands 16 hands high, very stylish, a great pole horse

record, 2:3! ; trial, 253; guaranteed sound, and is ready
for fast work, as she has been jogged all winter. Must
sell for cash or approved notes. Price, §1,000. Address,

" A. B.,"

Care Breeder and Sportsman Office,
313 Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE iTROTTIXIi STALLION

BLUE BULL,
(Known as CHISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired bv Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of 80in the list) dam
Maggie Rice, by Cage' Logan 127(slreot"SkinkleHam-
blefonlan, 2:2S-i,, and 3 sires of 12 and 6 dams of 5 In the

list); grandain, Famiv Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-

oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hatubletouian 10 out

of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; grandain, Sally

Miller by Post Bov. son of Duroc. This handsome Blue

Bull Stallion was foaled in 1879, the property of R. B.

Chisholmof Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the

finest-looking, purest-galted and most intelligent horses

in this State. His colts are all remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

also

A BROWN GELDING-
sLt years old, sired bv the above stallion out ot a mare
by Gen. Reno 4764. He is sound asa dollar, a pure trot-

ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.

Address R. m
Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

STANDABD STALLION

FEED DRAKE 4834,
(Race Record, 2:26J).

By Joe Gavin 564 (sire of six in the list), he by Mes-

senger Duroc 106 (sire of 20 in the list), first dam, Min-

nie Drake (dam of 2 in the list), by Louis Napoleon 207

(sire of 16 in the list.) Fred Drake 4844, 2:26M. Isasplen-

did individual ; stands about 16 hands high, and weighs

over 1,100 lbs., is of excellent disposition. His record is

no mark of his speed as be can trot in :20 or belter with

training next season. Reason for selling is that owner

is engaged in other business and has not the time to de-

vote to the horse. Wlil be sold at a reasonable price.

For particulars address

H. R. VVAR\KR,
San Gabriel, Cal.

High-Bred Trotting Stock,
CONSISTING OF

Mares, Geldings, Colts and Fillies,

-A.T AUCTION
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1893.

(By Order of Executor Estate Frank C. Kenttield, Deceased.)

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
Will be sold at the stables, corner Haight and Cole streets, two blocks east of the

terminus of the Haight-Street cable line, where they can be seen until day of sale.

Xo. 1. Brown Mare RHUIXA 13 years old, 16^
hands. Foaled 11*81. Sire. Electioneer 125 < sire of 132
in the list); dam Accident dam of Wanda, 2:17V > Sollta,
2:27; Bineonado, 2:23, bv Elmo 831, record 2:27 (sire of 7
in the list).

\o. 2. Light Bay Mare \\ I \\ I It GIRL, 15S
hands. Sire. Speculation 928 tslre of -1 in the list); dam
Lady Weaver, out of Messenger Mare.

Xo. 3. Roan Mare, 8 years old, 16 hands. Foaled
April 12tb, 18*5. Sire. Monroe Chief, record 2:18?} (sire
of 3 in list); dam Queen, 2:32, bv Alexander 490 (sire of
4 In 2:30 list).

Xo, 4. Mahogany Bay Mare III It IH I- K 8 years
old, 15.1 hands. Foaled April 21st, 1S8.5. Sire, Director
1889, record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the list); dam Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list), by Speculation 928, sfre of the dams
of seven in the ltet.

Xo. .1. Bay More FAIVXY, 8 years old, 15.1 hands-
Sire, Abbotsford 707, record 2:19'*; (sire of 9 in the list)-

dam Belle, by Abdallab (Paul's).

Xo. 6. Maboeouy Bay Gelding TELEPHONE,
7 years old, 15.2 hands. Foaled April 14th, 1886. Sire,
Director 1889, record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the list) ; dam,
Weaver Girl (No. 2 of this list j by Speculation 928 (sire
of 4 in the list). This horse is a full brother of No. 4 of
this list.

Xo. 7. Roan Gelding, 7 years old, 16 hands.
Foaled -June 5th, 1886. Sire, Monroe Chief 875, record
2:18',.j (sire of 3 in the list); dam, Queen, by Alexander
490 (sire of 4 in 2:30 list). This horse is a full brother
to No. 3 of this list

Xo.8. Light Boy Gelding ill in it ORTOX
(a pacerj, 6 years old, 10.1 hands. Foaled April 7lh,
1887. BredbySeih Cook, Cook Farm, Danville, Cal.
Sire, Rteimvny m)3

T
record 2:25 \{ (sire of 9 in the list,;

darn, Maud H., by The Moor 870 (sire of 8 in the list
and grandslre of Stamhoul, 2:07^j.

Xo. 9. Light Bay Gelding TEMPEST, 4 rears
old, 16.1 hands. Fouled April 10th, 1889. Sire, Junlo
14,957, record 2:22 (sire of 2 in the list >; dam, Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list), by Speculation 928 (sire of 4 In the list;.

Xo. lO. Dark Brown I- illy IXSPIRATIOX. 2
years old. Foaled April 22d, 1891. Sire, Director 1889,
record 2:17 (sire of 17 in the list); dam, Regina (No. 1 of
this list), by Electioneer 125 (sire of 132 in the list).

Xo. 11. Light Bay Colt. 2 years old. Foale

'

March 30th, 1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record
2:26,'^ (slreofO in 2:30 list > ; dam roan mare (No. 3 of
this list), by Monroe Chief 875, record 2:18', (sire of 5
dams of 8 In the list).

Xo. 12. Bay Filly. 2 years old. Foaled May 27th.
1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997. record 2:26,4 (sire of
9 in the list;; dam. Birdie K. (No. 4 of this list) by
Director 1889, record 2:17 (aire of 17 In 2:30 list).

Xo. 13. Bay Colt, 2 years old. Foaled March
30th, 1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record 226.4
(sire of 9 in 2:30 list); dam, Fanny (No. 5 of this
list), by Abbotsford 707, record 2:19'2 (sire of 9 In the list.)

Xo. 14. Black More LORXA DOOX, 10 years
old. Foaled April 24tb, 1883. Bred by S. J. Tennent,
Pinole Stock Farm, Pinole, Contra Costa County, Cal.
Sire, Steinway 1808. record 2:25^ isireof 9 In the list);

dam, Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley, out of mare by
Bert rand, Jr.

For catalogues and further particulars, address

KILLLP <& CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

FOR SALE.

Broodmare, seven years old, by Nephew, dam by a

son of Nephew; color, brown; 15.3 hands. Address,

W. G.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

Grand Individuals!—also—
colts and fillies, yearlings, two and

TH REE-YEAJtr-OLDS.
Pedigrees and full particulars can be obtained at the

Office of the BREEDER & SPORTSMAN,
si a Rush street San Francisco.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

SPLENDID RACE 1RACK
that will be kept tin first-class order. Besides stalls,

email and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erytbiu? Is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

noucced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Call

fornia. All slock sent to me will receive my persona

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K O'GRADY
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

THE LINDdEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.
Pat. pending.

G

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at ?-l per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakevllle, tCal., 6 miles from

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good cure

taken of Stock, but no responslbllty assumed for in-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer iGold, which leaves every day except Sun-

day from wharf between Wasblngtan jand Jackson,

Street. S. F.

Address '

p

THOS. ROACH, Agent,
Lakevllle, Sonoma Co., Cal.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races It Is ot prime

Importance that you acciratkly time your horses In

their exercise. I make a specialty of horse- itinera.

Have them In all ntyle«

In either sold or silver.

Come and nee them, or

Write me and I will tell

You all about them.

A. HIRSCHMAN,
113 gutter £t..S. F.

X. B.—OiMPLJCATKO WaTCIIKS EtBPAXBKD.

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

for testimonials from the best horsemen In America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecuted.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of. . *3 00

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 3-10, Chicago, III.

S~ Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

Tne Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
PUBLIC TRAtNINl* STABLE

AT THE OAKLAND RACK TRACK,
Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers

to train and develop.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about 0De hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more deshable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

HOUSEKEEPERS ! ATTENTION !

!

=Parties wishing to buyE

TXTITTJ
Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
This house is one oi the largest Furniture Manufacturers on the Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

best assortment of Parlor Sets, Bedroom Sets, Dining Sets, Fancy Chairs and Rockers, Etc. All their Inralture

Is ot the very latest Styles and Designs. They also carry a large stock of Office Furniture, Carpets, Ruga, Etc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,

750 MISSION STREET.
Between Third and Fourth Streeu. SAX HUM IH O.

Pasturage.
Having a Inrgestock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mile and a half from Redwood < Ity, I am prepared

to take horses for pasture. There are small and lurgL-

fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc., and plena

ot running wnier. The climate Is warm ami I here I-

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
i per month; stall room, etc, extra i am prepared to

train aud handle colt* and roadster*, and will lake the

best of care of all horses Bent me.

D. C MURPHY.
Redwood City. Kan Mateo Co., Cal,

Wanted Situation.
i

A Isteady man of experience with Malllons In the

stud, also with colts and trotters, would like a position

handling either; good reference. Address

R. M.

JI2-I Howard Street, Ann Franclaco.

A DMINISTRATOR'S SALE OF

Trotting Colts and Fillips

AT AUCTION,
Being the entire and uncalled produce of the

PICK OF DR. HICKS' BROOD MARRH,

reserved from his closing sale. These youngsters nre
deeper bred In trotting lines than ran be found on any
oilier farm in the State. They are all yearlings, aired

bv the richly-bred Wilkes horses Wllkesdale, 2:29

(brother to Miss Alice 2:18)4), Dorffefl 'son of Kaher,
2:28, a producing son of Geo, Wllkesj; the Belmont
stallion Sterling (sire of seven In i:M)\ and Prompter
(sire orfour In Oat). They Include a ally by Wllkesdale,
2:29. dam Pearl, 2:82Mj, by Htue Bull 76; second dan.

LlgbtfOOt [dam ill ['ride. 2:3,1! ,, at year, and sister

i., Fernleaf, dam of three from 2:26 to 2:it;;.) by Flax-
tall; third dam Kamiy Kern, by TUCkahOe, etc. A
colt by Pnrfee, a richly bre.l grandson of Geo. Wilkes,

dam by Sidney, second dam by Prompter) third dam
thoroughbred.

nmi TO tJET A BARIiAIX. A8 THK
COLTS WILL. SELL CHEAP.

The speedy Flaxtall-Hambletoitlan cross exlstl 0D
these colts, through great membors of both bunllles,

Thev will be sold ill auction al Sacramento, nl the old

Hicks stables, F street, bet. lftlh and 17th streets.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2.1th. IStt.l.at I.SOpm.

By order of the Superior Oomt
PETER. J. SHIELDS,

Administrator, Sacramento Cal.

FOR SALE.
Imported Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

the lino-mile fivers. Onlv a few pairs. Will be sold at

L. MI I I M.I \

210-2 Elm Street. Oakland Cal.
|10 per pair. Apply

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 first st., s. f

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFICIAL HACK PROUR kMMERS.
\ 1 . i-npui-e.l to pay the hluhr-M |,i],; -. j",,r programme
privileges. Refer.

I I

ling asso

clatlons and public press. OOlOTj and number* fuinlstnsl

nnd everything thai Is requisite to make the work ol

compiling programmes readable so thai the public will

have no trouble Id distinguishing the horses. An our

dates aie lining rapidly for the spring meeting! wt

would be pleased to have all secreuirlw* of ratio..

claiions correspond with us Immediately In regard tu

tiieir meetl

8TBRN a CO.,
i are hkkm-kh anuSfortbmam.
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CHECK BIT
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount'to the Trade.

Sole Agents for
J. A. McKBRRON,

J. A. BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding or, the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

TaXsL© tlx© Iiead.
IF YOU WAST TO SUCCEED WITH

TOUR HORSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CABTS,
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and stroDgest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no

dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivers and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

tPEOU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

I In ordering'carts please state size of axle and heigh t of wheels.

San Francisco.
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer

203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

'9

767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

fJcOLESl

OSSIDINI

Special Offer--In order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moral's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

I»la_eix:m.a"t±0 SllllS.ieS"Will have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

ecause I sell the best goods for the least money.

SEND FOB NEW CATALOGUE. _.._.. ,,..„
J. O'KANE.

TOOMEY'S NEWEST :=

Anhfattihle Care
Iflj FOR CURB l)J
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t KALAMAZOO FARM.
Gentlemen :—We have used Cole's Ossidine for the past twoyears. and consider

it invaluable for Sprung Tendons, Curbs.Ringbone.and Spavins ; there is nothing

equals it; and for us it effected a permanent cure where firing failed, although

performed by one ofthe most successful veterinaries on the continent. We have

recommended it to others with like success, and believe it has more merit than

anv blister ever used. Very respectfully vours,

Kalamazoo, Mich. S. A. BROWi-E & CO., Fbop'B.

This scientific preparation is an absolute cure for all

bonv or callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "firing," without creating the

slightest blemish. After a few applications the excres-

cence is so palpablv reduced that even the sceptical

frankly acknowledge that it is by far the most valu-

able outward remedy for horses ever invented.

*"% Ikl I ^/' preparation in the world that

after it has become ossified.

ivill remove & Bone Spavin

PNEUMATIC SULKY
With Extended TRUSS AXLE.

UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST PERFECT.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST RUNNER.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST RECORD-MAKER.

FAOTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS!
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FAMOUS TRUSS AXLE SULKY HAVE BEE\ THE
MEAMs OF GIVLNGMORE HORSES RECORDS FROM 2:06 TO 2:30 IK THE PAST
THAN ALL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS OX THE REGULAR SULKY COMBINED.
OUR NEW BALL BEARING TRUSS AXLE BIKE contains more speed-

developing qualities than can possibly be had in any other one sulky made. If you want the

best and FASTEST BIKE in the world, try one of our newest style, which you will find

right in principle, right in construction and right in every way. Don't risk the life of your
valuable horse and vourself in a frail and weak constructed sulky.

We build strictly the HIGHEST GRADE ONLY, of which we are the largest manufac-

turers in the world. Send for circulars and description.

S. TOOMEY & CO.
P. S.—We remodel old sulkies.

uhould be done.

Canal Dover, Ohio, U.S.A.
Send on your frames, and we will do your work as it

E Your GLADDING'S HOOF DRESSING

Put up in one style only. Price, $3.00 perbottle.

j A. P. BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

"We prepay express when money'acenm.
pimieg ordeV, or send C.O.iD., at buyers
Axpenie.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., w*<-
I have long used it in my stables, and find it to be all that la

claimed for it in removing callous and unnatural bony growths with-

out leaving The slightest blemish. From my experience, I most

Strongly recommend the use of Cole's Ossidine. and feel that it la %
necessary adjunct to every' stable. Tours respectfully,

r . tjjitSH n lyu.

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

C. K. CEITTBSTOB. A. Tt.YAS KEST i f0, and C. H. JIOSEXAS 4BR0,
New York City; BECKER ft WICK8KB, Buttalo, N.\.: OKOBGB Be

E. KM* CI*. 'Philadelphia. Pa.; H0RBI80N. PIUJIER, ft CO.

and PETER VAN SCHAACK A- SOSS. Chicago, ill.: JOHN p PARK
ft SOSS, Cincinnati, O.: FI.OTD ft FOSTER and E. G. MLF.S De-

troit. Mich.; JIETKR BROS. DRCC. CO., St. Lou.s. Mo.
;
J. R. C005

ft CO., Kansas Citv. Mo.; BACE ft CO., Sau Francisco, Cal.i ROB.
1NS0N-PKTTETT CO., Louisville, Ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine G-lidden Barbed 'Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

Dealer for

^.xx<X

frJuftBWs
HOOF DRUSSIN

.rV'iW

*1

,,. ',;---

TOSTl£,
Jl:

'

Tctlx-o no otlier.
This design shows label on Gladding's Whale Oil and Tar

Hoof* Dressing and Liniment; get the Genuine] take no sub-

stitute.

^It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of good

horses, und from the good results it has given they recommend
it to others ; it will positively soften and toughen horses'

feel that have become hard and brittle from constant driving

on hard roads.

top oanSt with a brash for each cao. Aisoiguiion
cans, with screw top.

Price per oan $1.00
Price perl gallon oan 3.00

For Bale by all Harness Stores in U. S., or by

P. IIAYDEN, Newark, X. J.

Wholesale Agent.

Write for a special list.

The Prentiss Rectifying Pill 1b what you want.
ft box, by mail. Prentiss Chemical Co., 406 California
street, San Francisco, CaL Sold by all Druggists.

SPRAY YOUR TREES.
Whitewash Your Barns and Fences!

WAINWRIGHT'S PUMPS
Do Either Successfully.

Catalogue and testimonials sent by mail. Contracts
taken for large orders for whitewashing at 1 and 2 cents
per square yard

WM. WAINWRIGHT,
No. 5 Spear Street, San Francisco

Horse Owners!* Try
GOMBAULT3S

Caustic
Balsam

home, Bcliinji

LIGHTNING PLATER
l\nil plntlng Jewelry, watches
milk-ware, Ac. Platen the
Oncal of Jewelry good tu
new, on all kind* of mc!*l
Wild gold, silver or nickel.
No experience. Ko capital,

Every home hu Roods need-

SinKplntlnR. Wholesali- to
&rcdi.h$5. Write forctreu-
lori. U.K. DEI,NO A
'.'•j-, Columbus. O.

A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the Place of all liniments for mild or severeaction.
Removes all Bunches or Blemlsffes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or otermsri.

Every bottle Bold is waVranted to give satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold bv drueglsts, or

sent by express, chnreen paid, with full directions

for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland 0.

A WONDER.
SO SCREWS \<> TOOLS
"I have seen it used under ev

jery circumstance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen prouonnce I

a wonder, and I endorse ttiei

opinion." ALLEN LOWE.
Boston, Mass., Feb. I, II"

ASK FOR IT.

Sizes 2 to S oz. Sent free paid oi

receipt of $2.00 per pair. Write
UBforcirculars. MITCHELL TOE WEIGHT CO

Martinsville, Indiana

id

:
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G-EORG-E "WILKES.

Many great discoveries have been made accidentally, as it

"were, and it has been so in showing how some of the great horses

were bred. George M. Patchen's dam having gone lame

she was put to breeding, and it was so with Dolly

Spanker. She was a roan brown mare about fifteen and a

half hands high, owned by Harry D. Felter, of New York

City, who used her as a driving mare for a few years. She was

a fine driver, and could trot in three minutes with two in

the wagon ; some say she could trot a 2:45 gait. She was sent

to Col. Tbeo. Felter, of Xewburg, Orange County, to be fared

to Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Col. Felter bred her to Hamble-

tonian the season of 1S55. Nothing was said or known as to

her breeding at this time. The next season, 1856, she brought

a dark bay or brown colt which, when found, was standing on

the dead body of its dam, he being] her first and only foal.

The colt had to be raised by hand, and as a colt was fed by the

women of the place, and it is stated was fed milk, sugar and

-Jamaica rum. Why or how long the rum was given is not

told. He may at first have needed a little stimulant. Hardly

anything has been said as to his colthood. It is understood he

did not look very promising the first year. The fall after he

was two the Colonel removed to Hyde Park, Duchess County,

N. Y., about twenty-three miles from Newburg, taking the

colt with him. It was soon learned what a high bred-colt the

Colonel had, and many called to see it, and when they were

shown him they winked, shrugged their shoulders and laughed,

as he was a sorry-looking colt with long hair, standing

the wrong way. They were told that it was caused by his

losing his dam and being raised by hand ; that he would beat

anything they had when grown. The colt did well that

winter, and the next May the Colonel drove him with a calico-

colored one to Daniel, called at Dominie Wiggs' shop at the

village, and Mr. Wiggs was the first to shoe him. After he

was shod the Colonel asked Mr. Wiggs to take a ride with

"him and see what a trotter he had. Mr. Wiggs did, and he

states the colt could trot as fast as the other could run ; that

the Colonel drove him mostly single to a heavy wagon, using

a black snake whip, and that he was boss on the road; that

the Colonel was ready to try it with them any time; that he

frequently drove with them three or four times in an after-

noon. Mr. Wiggs states the driving the colt got then was

injurious, and took the snap out of him. Mr. Wiggs often

rode with the Colonel, who weighed 190 pounds, and Mr
Wiggs weighed 235 pounds. One time a man in a sulky passed

them. The Colonel said he could beat him, and started the

colt at his best pace, and passed him as they entered the

village. Mr. Wiggs states the colt had a good disposition,

would stop instantly when going fast, at the word of command,

was a dark bay, would not serve mares when at Hyde Park,

because his owner having him in his shop one time, when

there was a mare there that in heat, the Colonel whipped

him to make him keep still.

One writer states the Hyde Park road was the favorite one

for all the speedy ones on both side* of the river, and that the

Felter colt was the boss of the road ;
that there was a three-

year-old at Kingston, called Black Jack, by Victor, that was

called verv fast, and one in Kingston said he would match him

against the Felter colt for $500 a side. When the Colonel

heard it he drew his check for $500 and gave it to one, and

told him to go and make the race, and if he did he would give

him $100. The friends of Black Jack declined to make the

match, and it was the last heard of matching the Felter colt

at Hyde Park. In the spring of 1860 Colonel Felter moved

back to Newburg, takinp- the colt. He matched him that sea-

son against Guy Miller, a four-year-old bay colt by Hamble-

tonian, dam bv Nanny Bolivar, and owned by ( rOV Miller, of

Chester, Orange covnty. The Colonel had Harold F. Jones,

•of New York City, take the colt to fit for the race, which was

for $250 a side, $125 forfeit. It was when Mr. Jones had the

Felter colt in his stable, and the last of August, that Mr. Z E.

Simmons saw him. He had been told Mr. Jones had a very

speedy colt by Hambletonian. Mr. Simmons states that he

was attracted to him by his looks and general appearance, and,

knowing he was by Hambletonian, he wanted him. The price

was soon made, and he bought him of the Colonel. One of

Mr. Simmons' friends told him at the time he had made
a fool of himself buying the colt. Mr. Simmons, not car-

ing to have the colt trot for so small a sum, paid forfeit,

thinking and expecting another race would be made for a large

sum. Mr. Simmons states when he purchased the colt that he
would kick another horse if he came behind him if he
(Wilkes) was not harnessed, that he was all right when in the
harness. He was told he had sired four or five foals, and
that one of them was kept for stock, was owned in Illinois, and
called Young Wilkes. Guy Miller was taken to California

the fall of 1861, and died there that fall.

It was the season of I860 or 1861 that the Felter colt was
named Robert Fillingham, and he was so named at the re-

quest of his trainer, Horace F. Jones. Robert Fillingham
was Mr. Jones' particular friend. He lived in London, Eng-
land, and was a saddler. It was August 1, 1861, that Dolly
Spanker's son, Robert Fillingham, trotted and won his first

race in four heats, Bellfounder taking the second heat, Abdal-
lah Chief distanced in the first heat. Time, 2:33, 2:33], 2:33',,

2:333. A- very good showing then for a five-year-old.

Just how the race between Fillingham and Ethan Allen
came to be made has not been stated. Jones, it is said, made
the match. Wilkes' Spirit for August 15, 1862, states: "That
the horses had been matched for $5,000 a side, that the brown
stallion had been for some time the property of Z. E. Simmons,
of this city." The next Spirit states : "That the race will be
trotted September 10th, and that the brown stallion was bred
by Mr. Felter, of Orange County, and father of Henry D.
Felter, this city." The next number of the Spirit, August
30th, states :

" The movements of the stallions are closely

watched; that Ethan was accurately timed a quarter in 33
seconds, a 2:12 gait. Did not think Mace meant to have his

time caught. It was believed that Ethan was a better horse
than ever before. That his races with running mate had
probably increased his speed, and that the Simmons stallion

was being backed by a strong, wealthy party." The night
before the race Mace said Ethan was in the best condition he
had ever been, and could have trotted a mile better than 2:20.

Mr. Holcomb came round and said he would watch with
Ethan so that there could he no tampering. The next morn-
ing Mace states he found Ethan all off, but thought nothing
wrong. Holcomb was with the horse all the time until

the race was called. Before it was called, it was seen that the

knowing ones were betting on Fillingham ; that he had the

call at 100 to 40. Why was this? The speed that Ethan
had showed did not warrant it. Was it not understood that

Ethan would not be able to show the speed in the race that

he had in private. It is understood that as a geueral rule the

old heads who bet on races get hold of it some way which
horse to bet on, though they sometimes get caught. Much
was said and claimed about the private time Fillingham had
shown, and it was claimed 2:21 would be made in the race.

Fillingham was driven by Mr. Jones. They scored several

times for the start, Ethan having the pole and the foot of his

rival. When the word was given Ethan took the lead and
was three or four lengths ahead at the quarter, Fillingham
breaking. Then Ethan tired and would not respond to the

whip; Fillingham went on and won in 2:24:J. When Ethan
stopped he commenced making water, and Mace states he
made more than a gallon ; a veterinarian was called, and he
said Ethan was a very sick horse and the trouble was
diabetes. Mace said he believed the doctor was the oik; who
mixed the dose that Holcomb gave Ethan. In the second

heat Ethan took the pole and led to the half, Fillingham
breaking three times; ilien Fillingham p&ffied Ethan and woo
the heat in 2:25:,'. Ethan took the pole again in (he third

heat, was two lengths ahead at the quarter, then he tired and
Fillingham passed him and won the heat in the slow time of

2:31 and the race. It is said that $100,000 changed hands on

the race. Mace said he lost all he had, $1,700, and two horses.

After the race was decided theowner of Fillingham announced
from the stand that he would bet one thousand dollars against

ten thousand that his horse could trot in 2:15. This was done
as a blind, as Fillingham showed the next month in his race

with Butler that he could not trot in anv such time. The race

called the attention of the public to the merits of Hamble-
tonian as a sire of trotters, as he was little known at that time
outside of Orange county.

Five years after the race Ethan, iheu owned by Wm. L.
Sim ' >rgfl Wilkes' own^n won a great race with run-

ning mate, beating the mighty Dexter. Some of the particu-

lars are given, so it can be seen that Ethan won much more
money when allowed to win than was lost on him when not

allowed to win. Dexter at this time, 1867, was the King, and
was considered invincible. Ethan with running mate the first

of the season had beaten Brown George and running mate, get-
ting a record of 2:19, and it caused the public to think of a
race between him and Dexter. They were matched for $2,500
a side. The day before it was to come off", it was said, Ethan's
running mate Charlotte F. had fallen lame, and they sent to
Connecticut for Brown George's running mate. When the
race was called the party backing the team declared it off and
paid forfeit. They then said for the gratification of the crowd
they would make anew race and match Dexter for $250 a
side, and did not want to bet more as Ethan had never been
driven with Brown George, runner, did not know how he
would act. The offer was accepted and the most of them be-
lieved Ethan would stand no chance to beat Dexter with a
runner he had never been driven with. This caused Dexter
to have the call in the betting at two to one and three to one.
They were accommodated, and it is said that a quarter of a
million was bet on the race. John Morrissey was the manag-
ing chief for the team, and it was said his share of the win-
nings was forty thousand dollars, the team winning in 2:15,

2:16, 2:19 It is admitted the team could have trotted the first

heat in 2:12. They did the first half in 1:04. The day after

the race Ethan was given a trial with Charlotte F., that was
timed in 2:17, the last half in 1:04. It is understood Brown
George's runner had not been in Connecticut.

After Fillingham's race with Ethan he was matched against
Gen. Butler, Fillingham to harness, and Butler to saddle for

$2,000 a side. The race came off Oct. 8, 1862. Before the
start Fillingham had the call at 100 to 30. Mr. Mace rode
Butler and Mr. Jones drove the stallion, Butler winning in
four heats, Fillingham taking the second. Time, 2:21.], 2-24,,
2:23, 2:27. The third heat was a close one, Butler winning by
half a length. It was quite dark when the last heat was trot-

ted, and Jones claimed Butler did a great deal of running.
Mace states Butler collared the stallion coming up the home-
stretch and beat him in 2:27. It is presumed Mace did not
feel very bad winning, though it is believed he would have felt

better to have won with Ethan. The race showed what Fil-

ingham was capable jf doing at the lime—that 2:23 would beat

him. A large amount of money changed hands on the race.

It was stated Fillingham was lame the season of 1S04 and
he was not trotted. It was the season of 1865 or 'GG that his

name was changed to George Wilkes, at the request
of his former owner, Z. E. Simmons, he now being owned by
his brother, Wra. L. Wilkes showed well the seasons of 1865,

1866, 1867, beating some of the best ones. But he did not
train on as some of the great ones did that he beat at first.

It is claimed he showed a two-mile trial in 2:54 and a
mile trial in 2:19 and 2:18;. He won his record, 2:22, at

Providence, R. I., October 13, 1S0S, beating Rhode Island

and Draco Prince in four heats, Draco Prince taking the first

heat and was distanced in the last. This beat the stallion

recoVd held by George M. Patchen one and a half seconds,

which was made on the Union Course, August 2, i860. Wilkes
held the stallion record until beaten by Jay Gould half a sec-

ond at Buffalo, August 7, 1872.

The trotting register credits George Wilkes trotting
r
»6 races

to harness, winning 25, and trotting 56 heats in 2:30 or better.

He won a wagon record of 2:25, and a team record with
Honest Allen as trotting mate. It can be said,George Wilkes,
as a trotter, did not meet the expectations raised by his first

races. The fast ones that he first beat proved the best. Lady
Thorn, 2:18|, beat him nine of their twelve races; Lucy,
2:18',, four of the seven races they trotted; American Girl.

2:16$, beat him two of the three they trotted; Goldsmith Maid
beat him the final race they trotted, Wilkes making a dead
heat with her of 2:22( in the third head. Dexter beat him
the only race they trotted.

S. T. Harris says Wilkes wan a very honest trotter; that he
would Htick to his trot no matter how hard he wan pressed and
out-trotted by a rival, or bealeu by his driver behind;
that he rarely broke, sometimes shifting his trot to a pace;
that he was over twelve years on the course. His gait,

an experienced horsemen that knew him well says, was un-

like that of any other trotter he ever saw. Charles Foster said

of his trotting, " his hind leg when straightened out in action,

as he went his best pace, reminded me of that of a duck swim-
ming." His picture shows him a rather plain-looking horse,

but some say he was clean-cut and Mood-like M lOJ stallion

in the land, lie was called rather small] being bat fifteen

hands high. It is claimed the way In- via r,u-..-d, stunted

bis growth. He had good bone and atibet&noe, and length of

body, was higher behind than forward, The day he beat Lady
Thorn to wagon he weighed 970 pounds, and in good H

weighed 1,100 pounds. His color was a. very dark bl

most a black at times. Mia right hind foot ww win (•
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ning up a little above the pastern joint. His disposition was

not as good as that of his sire; he did not like strangers

around.
Wilkes' day as a trotter now over, which was the reason

been why he was put in the stud. One reason is given that

his owner, with some friends, had been to see Messenger
Duroc; it was when his reputation as a sire of trotters stood

high. It was then talked over what a great horse he was, and
some of them said that he was the best one of Hambletonian's
eons. Mr. Simmons said that he had a better ene, and would
prove it, and so sent Wilkes to Kentucky the spring of 1873.

Some claim that it was through the advice of W. H. Wilson
that caused Wilkes to be sent to Kentucky. He (Mr. Wilson),
taking him there and having charge of him the first season.

S. T. Harris stales that when Mr. Wilson took the horse to

Kentucky he stopped at Cincinnati a few days to let him rest,

and that he (Mr. H.), was asked to look him over, and he
tells what a tine, noble-looking horse he was, that in color he
was darker than a wine-colored brown ; muzzle and flanks

shaded into a rich tint of deep tan.

Mr. Harris says that Wilkes was just 15 hands high, that his

stock average 15.] hands, some were 16 hands or more,
and a few were under 15 hands. His owner states that Wilkes
had not sired twenty foals when taken to Kentucky. He was
advertised the season of 1S67 at the Fashion course at $250 to

warrant, $75 to be paid down. At that time he was the fast-

est" stallion there, yet he had but little business. The
pnce may have stopped some. Two of the foals he sired that

season entered the 2.30 list, May Bird and Young Wilkes.
May Bird entered the season of 1S74, getting a record of 2:27.

She has now a record of 2:21, a saddle record of 2:19^, a.

wagon record of 2:24^, and 69 heats in 2:30 or better. Her
dam was by John C. Fremont. Young Wilkes entered the
2:30 list the season of 1S75, when he got his record of 2:28},

and five heats in 2:30 or better. His dam was by Prince of
Wales, son of Royal George. Wilkes was seventeen years old

when taken to Kentucky. None of his get were in the
charmed circle. With these facts in mind the breeders of

Kentucky could not see any great treasure in him. Yet some
were jealous of him at first, and to put breeders on their
guard one of the sporting papers was asked how many times
Lady Thorn had beaten George Wilkes. When this was known
it could be seen that it would be much safer to breed to an own
brother of Lady Thorn. Could they have looked into the
future and seen what a gold mine he was going to prove to

them, how different they would have felt and done ! That
they should have at first looked and felt somewhat coldly to-

wards him is nothing strange. The price charged at first was
$100 the season, and it is said that he did a very fair business

the first two seasons, then his patronage was light for a fevr

seasons, but when the first of his get in Kentucky began to

show their great speed, then his value as a sire was seen and
his services were in demand, and the price was raised to $300
the season.

It is stated his services were worth ten thousand dollars a
season at the time of his death, and that his book was full. He
died Thursday, May 18, 1892, of pneumonia ; was taken with
it the sixteenth, was attended by Drs. Herr and Haggard.
Shortly before he fell and expired he walked to the door and
gave a neigh, something as Almont did. Some one says he
saw the horse early in the spring, that he looked strong and
healthy as though he would live to be thirty; that a very
warm spell of weather was followed by cold, rain and wind,
and that it was this change that caused his death. The same
writer states that Simmons missed shipping a lot of mares
from the East of doubtful breeding to breed to him, that they
did not force the growth of his colts, nor develop their speed
any too much. That it would have been better for the repu-
tatiou of the horse if they had purchased Kentucky-bred
mares to have bred to him rather then the ones they did
from the East.

His owner states that he sired but about 350 foals in Ken-
tucky. Considering all the facts it is doubtful if any horse
has made so good a showing. The first of his get to enter the
2:30 list in Kentucky was Blondine, 2:24}, and So So, 2:24.

They entered the season of 1S79 ; they made his four in 2:30

list. The season of 1880 six entered, Alcantara, 2:23, one,
making his number ten : 18S1 two entered, making his num-
ber twelve; 1882 eight entered, making his number twenty

;

1883 six entered, making his number 26; 1884 nine entered,

making his number 35 ; 18S5 nine entered, making his num-
ber 44; 188G eight entered, making his number 52; 1887
seven entered, making his number 59 ; 1888 seven entered,

making his number 06 ; 1889 two entered, making his number
68; 1890 four entered, making his number 72; 1891 three
entered, making his number 75; 1892 two entered, making
his number 77.

Though George Wilkes was by Hambletonian and was a
Hambletonian, as are his descendants, yet have the Hamble-
tonians so covered the land that they are divided into families,

and it is believed the greatest one will be called the George
Wilkes family, or it will be shortened to the Wilkes family.
Horses tracing to him are now called Wilkes, the same as
those tracing to Volunteer are called Volunteers, those to
Electioneer, Electioneers, those to Happy Medium, Happy
Medium", and those to Almont, Almonts.
Some don't want to admit that George Wilkes was the great

sire he was and that it was coming out greater in his de-
scendants. They argue that if Alexander's Abdallah and Elec-
tioneer had had Wilkes' chance in Kentucky they would have
done as well if not better. No one can believe that if they
been trotted, campaigned and abused till they were seventeen
(as Wilkes was) and then put into the stud, they could have
done as well as Wilkes did.

It is claimed by some that a horse to be a sire of trotters

must be one that has proved a great and lasting trotter him-
self and they instance George Wilkes an example proving
their claim. If George Wilkes had not been trotted more than
Alexander'* Abdallah and Electioneer were when he was sent
to Kentucky he would no doubt have proved abetter sire. It
in interesting to know that these three great horses were by the
same sire and (hat their dams trace to the same source. Alex-
ander's Abdallah'fl dam was by a son of Andrew .Jncksnn.

George Wilkes' dam by Henry Clay, a son of Andrew Jack-
Kon and Electioneers dam by Harry Clay, a great great grand-
er, of Andrew Jackson. Those that claim that there is noth-
ing in pedigree or breeding must admit that this cross has been
very prepotent in transmitting speed. Henry I lay's darn was
the trotting mare Lady Surry, so called because she came from
the town of Surry, X. II. She was bred by William Perkins,
of Sorry, and sold to a distant relative, Mark I>. Perkins, of
Surry, and he void her t<> a Mr. GUmore, who rode her to New
York City. It is claimed Wilkes' grandson, Old Telegraph's
irreat grands! re, was by a son of the original Morgan horse. If

9nrry wa* by n Morgan hone, which i*. probable, it

gives Wilkes' dam two Morgan crosses. This some may claim
was what caused in part, Wilkes to be so great a sire, and it

no doubt helped, as the Morgan blood gives lasting and stay-

ing qualities with beauty and intelligence.

Just how Dolly Spanker came to be called a Mambrino mare
may never be known. Some were not as particular in getting
the facts at first as they should have been. If some one under-
stood or heard it said so, and it was the popular blood it was
put down so. It has been hard at first for some to give up these
dear old false pedigrees. But the truth is mighty and will al-

ways prevail. It was understood after awhile that Dolly
Spanker's breeding was unknown, because no one had given as

her origin or breeding. These facts must be known to have a

pedigree stand. Though some horses show their breeding
strongly in their looks, and it is known at once that they are a
thoroughbred, a Morgan, a Black Hawk or a Lambert.
To Mr. Wallace belongs the credit of bringing out the

facts as to the origin and breeding of Dolly Spanker, though
they had been known a dozen years or so before. Varich
(A. B. Palmer), had had it written out to give the public, but
concluded best not to. It was at the breeders' banquet, Dec.

1877, that Mr. Wallace first met Harry D. Felter and Wm. L.
Simmons and he asked them if all hopes of finding the breed-
ing of Dolly Spanker had been abandomed, and they replied
in the afirmative. Mr. Wallace then asked Mr. Felter if he
could give the name of the person he bought the mare of, and
Mr. Felter replied he could, as it was on his books, and he
promised Mr. Wallace he would look up the name and send
it to him. Mr. Wallace was soon informed that Mr. Felter

bought the mare of W. A. Delevan, who bought her of I. S.

Lewis, of Geneva, N. Y. From these facts Mr. Wallace was
able to learn the origin and breeding of the mare. It was
found she was bred in Bristol, N. Y., by Clark Phillips,

sire Wadsworth's Henry Clay 8. dam a brown mare, 15 £ hands
high, called Old Telegraph, and sired by Baker's Highlander,
a bay horse, 15 hands high, and by Paul's Highlander, a
handsome bay, 15f hands high, by Highlander, that was taken
from Massachusetts about 1S25, and said to be by a son of
the original Morgan horse. The owners of Wilkes were not
pleased, as the Clay cross was not then a popular cross. Had
it been as popular then as now it is probable it would have
been all right. Many are not fair in having the facts known.
If the pedigree as they have it, suite, they do not want to give
it up for one that is not considered as popular. Captain Rynd-
ers tried hard to have it stand that Aberdeen's grandam was
by Abdallah. Taggart's Abdallah 16- had a false pedigree
which stood over forty years, and so it was with the dam of

Black Hawk 5. Some do not like the facts recently given
as to the breeding of Gipsy Queen, the dam of Thomas Jeffer-

son.

What the honest breeder wants is the true pedigree, so as to

give each family or breed its just credit, and then they can
see what crosses give the best results. It is claimed the Clay
cross shows itself strong in Wilkes' descendants. Many of his

sons have the black color and white marks of the Clays.

They are bays, browns and blacks, averaging 15J hands high,

and some are 16 hands and weigh 1,300 pounds, like Red
Wilkes and Abdallah Wilkes. A few are small, less than 15
hands, and 1,000 pounds in'weight, like Lumps, 2:21, Wilton,

2:19if. It is said that his daughters are mostly bays. It is

interesting to know that Wilkes had a large box stall and
yard to run in and was driven winters in Kentucky.—Spirit of
the Turf.

The National Trotting Association.

of 2:07.] of the bay stallion Stamboul, made on the grounds of
the San Joaquin Valley Agricnltural Association, District No
2, Stockton, Cal., November 23, 1892, and the following is the
official report of the action taken :

AVe find that the meeting held at Stockton between Octo-
ber 13th and November 23. 1S92, inclusive, was duly andreg-

j

ularly advertised to commence on the 13th and to continue as
|

long as the weather would permit ; that there were two purses
j

hung up by the Association, and entries dulv made for the
record races

; that the races were regularly adjourned from
day to day and the announcement of the adjournment made
from the judges' stand

; that notices of the races were in the
daily papers, gate money collected at the gate, judges regu-
larly on the stand, drivers weighed in and out, and the rules
ot the National Trotting Association faithfully observed.
That on November 23d, the day on which Stamboul made-

the record of 2:07^, was an adjourned meeting; that on that
day gate money was charged at the gate ; the judges were in
the stand; two judges, Mr. Covey and Mr. Thompson, men of
unquestioned reliability, were selected and acted as timers •

that the race was after 10 a. m., and the reported time, 2:07^'
was justly and fairly made and so reported and announced
from the judges' stand; that the driver of Stamboul carried
the required weight, and that after the race no doubt was ex-
pressed or objection made as to the correctness or fairness of
the time.

We find that the judges' book>as signed by Langford and
Parker, and by LaRue for Kearney by authority given LaRue
by Kearney shortly after the time was announced and before
the parties left the track.

_
We believe that the effort subsequently made to discredit the

time was for a malicious and dishonest purpose, and we find
the charge is not supported by any reliable evidence, but that
parties active in making the charge are implicated in a con-
spiracy to levy blackmail.
We find that the record of 2:07* made by Stamboul at

Stockton on November 23, 1892, together with all other rec-
ords made at Stockton between October 13, 1892, and Novem*
ber 23, 1892, as shown by the judges' books of the San Joa-
quin Valley Agricultural Association, were justly and fairly
made under the rules of the National Trotting 'Association,
and all such reeords must stand as true and correct records
and it is so ordered.

It is further ordered that John A. McCloud and John S.
Kearney be and are hereby suspended, and that Henry Mc-
Hugh be and is hereby expelled.

(Signed) Frank Shay, Secretary.
The above is the official report[sent to the office of the Na-

tional Trotting Association. M. M. Morse, Secretary.

Death of a Horse Trainer.

A meeting of the Board of Appeals of the Pacific District

was held at San Francisco, Cal., on Dec. 23, 1892.

Present: Messrs. N. T. Smith, of San Francisco, and J. D.
Carr, of Salinas, Cal. Frank Shay was appointed Secretary

of the meeting.

The following cases were considered and decisions rend-

ered :

F. C. Chapman, of Vacaville, Cal., vs. Solano Agricultural
and Speed Association, District No. 36, Vallejo, Cal. Appeal
from the decision of the judges in the three-year-old class for

named horses.

The race was awarded to the sorrel filly Dollicant, owned by
Mr. Thomas Smith. Plaintiff protested and claimed that
Dollican should have been distanced for running. After hear-
ing all the evidence the Board decided that it was not in the
power of the judges of the race to waive a distance in this

case, and that they had committed an error in permitting
Dollican to start in the second heat, and thereupon
Ordered : That the money awarded to Dollican by the

judges be distributed to the parties entitled thereto.

W. B. Bradbury and chestnut gelding Little Hope vs. Solano
and Napa Agricultural Association, District No. 25, Napa,
Cal., and San Mateo and Santa Clara County Agricultural
Association No. 5, San Jose, Cal. Protest and application for
release of himself and horse from payment of suspension.

It appears that in 1888 Mr. Bradbury entered his chestnut
gelding Little Hope in a four hundred dollar pacing race at
San Jose and in a five hundred dollar pacing race at Napa,
but, at the time of making his nomination, he did not send
the entrance fee. At the time of the races Mr. Bradbury was
not in this State and somebody, on his behalf, promised each
association that the entrance fees would be paid upon his re-

turn. Neither association, therefore, took any action towards
suspending Mr. Bradbury, but permitted the matter to run on
with the expectation that when he returned to the State he

j

would pay up. Matters ran along until 1889, and, in that I

year, as Mr. Bradbury was about to start his horse in a race
j

at Oakland, the Secretary of the Santa Clara Society and the
]

Secretary of the Napa Society notified the Secretary of the
i

Oakland Association to withhold the amounts which they i

claimed to be due them. Bradbury protested, but the amounts
were withheld. Mr. Bradbury claimed that his entries, not
having been accompanied by the entrance fee, as required by
the rules of these associations, were void. Upon this point
the decision of the Board of Appeals was against Mr. Brad-
bury. Mr. Bradbury's nest point was that the respective
societies, having failed to suspend him for non-payment, had
lost their rights in the matter, and, upon this point, the Board
decided in favor of Mr. Bradbury. It was the opinion of the
Board that in order to maintain its rights, a society must
follow the course laid down by the rules ; that, if it chooses
to pursue some other course, and, instead of suspending for
the non-payment of entrance fees, prefers to trust to the honor
of the owner of the horse, it must take the chances.

(Signed) f Frank Shay, Secretary.
Ily direction of P. P. Johnston, President, the Pacific Dis-

trict Board of Appeals convened February 10, 1893, atStock-
ton, Cal., to investigate the alleged irregularity of the record

Reno, Nev.,' March 23, 1893.

C. J. Brookins received this morning a letter from J. M fc

Haller, Constable at Gait, Cal.. inquiring if Mr. Brookins
could give any information concerning E. P. Window, who
was knocked off the bridge at that place a short time a«o.
The writer says :

" We got him out and I took charge of him and took him
to the Sacramento hospital, where he lived only an hour after
his arrival. He never knew anything after the train struck
him. He was a stranger and tramping the road. He was-
about fifty years old and well-dressed, but had only ten cents
in his pockets. He had apparently been a horse jockey as he
had a number of blanket safety pins on his person. He
was buried from the hospital at Sacramento."
A letter from Mr. Brookins was found on the person of de-

ceased, which caused the ^Constable! to write the note of
inquiry.

The unfortunate man 'was evidently E. P. Winslow, the
horse trainer who trained Tam O'Shanter for Mr. Brookins,
and also Frank M. and Sensation for the Lee Brothers. He
was wellknown in Reno, and in fact all over the Coast, and
was considered one of the best trainers in the country. He
left here about the first of January, and was in Oregon when
he received Mr. Brookins letter.

Deceased was a soldier in the war of the Rebellion and came
to the Pacific Coast at its close. At one time he was quite
well oflT,_ having a fine saloon in a large California town. He
left a wife in the East from whom he had not heard for a long
time, when he accidentally discovered that she had divorced
him, married again and was living with her husband but a
short distance from where he was then doing business. This
appeared to break him completely down. He took to drink-
ing heavily and in a short time was a financial wreck. His
services as a trainer were always in demand, and had he lived
be would have been engaged in that capacity here next
summer.

How to Feed.

Compiled for the Missouri State Board of Agriculture by
Chas. P. Fox, assistant chemist in Missouri Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Columbia, Mo :

Rule 1. Feed animals as much as they can disgest without
injuring their health.

Rule 2. Feed a " balanced ration," i. e,, one in which the
composition is in proportion to their needs.
Rule 3. Food is required to maintain animal heat ; save

food by providing warm, but ventilated shelter for your
stock.

Rule 4. Stimulate the digestive capacity ofyour animal by
a variety of food, salt, etc.

Stock foods are composed of substances usually arranged in-
to six groups.

1. Water. The amount varies with kind of food. It is of
no economic importance.

2. Ash. This is the residue left after burning away the
combustible portions. It supplies the mineral ingredients
to the animal body. A portion of. the ash has a manurial
value.

3. Protein. This is the nitrogenous portiou of the food.
It is used in the animal economy to form "muscle" and
all other nitrogenous portions of the body; it also aids in.

the formation of fat. It is the most valuable ingredient.
4. Fat. This substance produces animal heat, or is stored

up in the body as fat for future use. One pound of fat will
will produce as much heat as two and one-half pounds of car-
bohydrates.

5. Carbohydrates. This group includes the starches, gums,
sugars, etc. They produce fat and heat.

6. Fiber. This substance has about the same composition
as the carbohydrates, but is much less digestible; it is of bnt
little value.

Ripans TabuJes cure dyspepsia.
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THE ENGLISH RACE HORSE. At the San Jose Track.

Pot-8-os, Escape and Beeswing.

[Written expressly for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Pot-S-os was one of the many good ones that came from the

loins of the great Eclipse, and was one of the best. He was

a bright chestnut in color, and stood sixteen hands. His dam
was Sportsmistress. He was foaled in 1773, and was bred by

the Earl of Abingdon. At the Newmarket first spring meet-

ing of 17S8 his owner had stated pnblicly that he intended to

dispose of several of his horses. Pot-8-os was in a sweep-

stake of one hundred guineas each, eight entries, and just be-

fore the start Lord Grosvenor, who had heard of Abingdon's

intentions, asked him the price of Pot-S-os. " Fifteen hun-
dred guineas," was the reply. " With the stakes if he wins? "

"Oh, certainly." The bargain was closed, and in a short time
horse and purse were the property of Lord Grosvenor. The
oddity of his name is said to have come about in the following

manner : A favorite old groom of Lord Abingdon's was asked
to name the horse soon after he was foaled, and being a better

hand with a horse than a pen, christened the horse " potatoes,"

and spelled it in the manner which has since become histori-

cal. He no doubt hailed from the Emerald Isle. Pot-S-os

died at Home Park, Newmarket, in 1800, aged twenty-seven.

Most of our most esteemed pedigreee of thoroughbreds trace

back to him.
Highflyer was one of the most celebrated racehorses on

lecord. He was never beaten, and never paid a forfeit. He
was a bay horse descended from King Herod, and was foaled

in 1774. He was bred by Sir Charles Bunbury, and sold by
him to Viscount Bolingbroke, who afterwards sold him to Mr.
Richard Tatter«all. Highflyer swept all before him from
1776 to 1780. He saw the inauguration of the St. Leger,

Derby and Oaks, and was the first prominent horse to break
through the so long established custom of not running horses

until five years old and over. Charles Fox, the great British

statesman, was present at the festive gathering when the

grand colt was christened Highflyer. Although he never
started after five years old, his winnings amounted to over
nine thousand three hundred pounds, or $60,000, the value,

by the bye, of the American Derby of 1893. His immediate
descendants won for their lucky owners no less than £573,000.

This grand horse died at " Highflyer Hall," Cambridgeshire,
a villa near Ely, the property of Mr. Tattersall, who named
the place'in honor of the horse, in 1793, aged nineteen years.

Probably no horse ever created more excitement Jon the
British turf than Escape, a son of Highflyer. He was the
property of George IV, then Prince of Wales. Chifney, the

leading jockey of his time, was retained by the Prince of

Wales, and rode Escape in a sweepstakes from the " Ditch-

in," about two miles. Running in the same race were Sky-
lark, Pipator and Ccriander. The last named won. Next
day Chifney rode Escape against the same horse a distance of
four miles, and won. In the latter race odds of 4 and 5 to 1

were laid against Escape, while in the former he was a hot
favorite. It was rumored that the Prince of Wales had landed

a big stake in the latter !race, but this he flatly denied, and
stated that £400 was all he won. He believed that Chifney
had " pulled " the horse in the first race, as did the general

public, and, to clear himself, moved that a public, investiga-

tion be held, the whole resulting in the trial of Chifney, and
the retirement of the Prince of Wales from the turf.

Escape beat the best horses in England over a distance of

four miles, and was himself beaten over the same course by
inferior animals. He was an uncertain horse. He beat

Nimble, the fastest horse of his day, at a mile and a half, and
was beaten in a private trial at the same distance by Don
Quixote and Lance, both inferior horses to Nimble, by almost

a distance. In another trial, two miles, over Epsom course,

he beat Baronet and Pegasus,giving the former, a horse of his

own age and a good winner of big races, twenty pounds. Then
Baronet beats him at the same weight and distance a few days
later at Ascot. With all the knowledge of the horse's un-
certain running, it appears to us of the present day unfair to

condemn owner or jockey. As Chifney most aptly observed

at his trial, " I notice that horses change in their true run-

ning. If a horse is in perfect fitness for running he im-
mediately becomes exhausted, little or much. He must
change in his running. A horse cannot keep his perfect fit-

ness for running more than one race until lested. I have seen

ane sweat between a horse twice running change him for the
worse astonishingly." The same holds good to-day.

Chifney, who was not only a crack jockey but a master band
at training, was very much opposed to the heavy sweating of

horses then in vogue, and which is now practiced to a large

extent by some trainers in California who do not know any
better. For the benefit of these we give Chifney's opinions in

vexed question

:

" It is destruction to horses to sweat them in the manner
they are sweated at Newmarket, as the practice there is to

sweat them once in six days, and sometimes oftener ; and be-
tween these days of sweating it is usual for the horse to go out
twice a day, each time having strong exercise. On these

sweating-days the horses are mostly covered with cloths two
or three times doubled, and go in their sweats six miles, more
or less, and at times go tolerably fast. Directly the horse pulls

up, he is hurried into a stable. As soon as he gets in, there

are often more clothes thrown upon him in addition to those

he had been sweated in. This is done to make the horse sweat
the more ; and he stands thus for a time, panting, before he is

stripped for scraping ; and with being thus worked, clothed

and staved, he is at times so affected that he keeps breaking

out into fresh sweats, which pour from him when scraping as

if water had been thrown on him. Nature cannot bear this.

The horses must dwindle."

Beeswing, back to whom so many of our race horses trace,

was a wonderful mare. She was bred by a Mr. W. Dede, of

Nunnykirk, Nuthumberland. Her sire was Doctor Syntax,
the winner of twenty-nine races out of forty-four starts. Her
dam by Androssan, out of Lady Eliza, by Whttworth, she
from Sylvia, by Young Marske. Her blood is directly trace-

able to the Darley Arabian. She made her debut at Newcastle
in June, 1835, for the Tyro Stakes, but ran out when in a

|

good place. In 1836 she ran .for the St. Leger, but was beaten
by Elis. Beeswing ran for eight seasons, starting sixty-four

times and winning fifty. She won for her owner over $35,000.
Newmakket.

Online holds no less than four world's records. His race

record over a half-mile track is 2:20. His time record over
j

a half-mile track is 2:17. His race record over a regulation '

track is 2:13], and his time record over a kite track is 2:11, (

Work at the track has slackened a little during the wet
weather of the last few days. Advantage has been taken of

the bad weather by Superintendent BuDch to put the track in

fine condition. Owing to the constant work of a large number
of horses during the past two months, the clay had packed
closely, and had lost, in a measure, its elasticity ; when the
recent storm began an extra team was employed, and the track
was torn up and worked to such a depth as to put it back in
as tine condition as it was when it was first clayed, some three
years ago.

The attaches of different stables are anxiously watching the
progress of their pets, especially those entered in the races of
the Blood Horse Association. The meeting for thoroughbreds
under the auspices of the association, to which horsemen are
looking forward just now, will take place at the Bay District
track April 1st, and will continue about four weeks from that
date, at the end of which time many prominent stables now on
the coast will go East to follow the circuit there. J. Naglee
Burk's thoroughbreds are among those that will go. They
have been training at Naglee Park during the winter.
The Bay District races for trotters under the auspices of the

Blood Horse Association diner somewhat from the usual line
of races. They will continue for one week, and it is the in-

tention of the management to make every race a contest. This
will be accomplished in part by handicapping the horses, as is

the custom in running races. The races will all be dashes
except one, and that will be best two in three. There are a
great many advantages to be obtained by this plan, and the
good results expected will probably be especially apparent in
the case of horses driven by the young and less experienced
drivers. These cannot be shut out by combinations, as they
may sometimes be in heat races. This plan will give the
faint-hearted and cautious driver a chance, and in these
respects at least will be fairer tests of the real value and speed
of the horses. The meeting takes place about the middle of
May, and owing to the early date it was thought until recently
that only a few of the stables now at Agricultural Park would
compete. This* however, was a mistake, for a number of
horses are now actively training for these events, and it is

probable that a good share of the money staked then will be
earned by horses from San Jose and vicinity.

William Donathan has six or eight entered there. Henry
Walsh has a large string, which consists entirely, as does that
of Mr. Donathan, of thoroughbreds.

C. T. Bunch, of J. W. Rea's Vendome Stock Farm has a
number of trotters entered, and among them are Laura R.,

2:21}, who will start in the free-for-all; Pink. 2:231, in the
two-mile dash ; Alviso, by Brown Jug. out of Big Lize, 2:24,

will start in the four-year-old; Tip Tinous, a three-year-old,

by Antinous, will start in the three-year-old ; John D. Evans,
a bay colt, will start in the two-year-old.

Billy Vioget has three or four trotters entered also. One of
Billy's beauties is a mahogany bay, a very promising animal,
called Wilima, by Eros, 2:291, out of a mare by Abbotsford,
2:19. Wilima will start in the three-year-old class. He has
also a three-year-old and a four-year-old for those classes re-

spectively.

C. H. Cox has T. B., 2:26, a pacer, who will start at the
spring meetings, and two trotters also.

Of course it is impossible to tell at this time how these
horses will work out, as the season for working is now quite
short, not more than two months remaining.
The talk of removing the State capital to San Jose, has, of

course, caused more or less speculation among horsemen as to

whether in the event of a removal the annual State Fair
would follow the capital, and be held thereafter at Agricul-
tural Park. Naturally it is to be presumed that it would do so.

There would be something peculiarly appropriate, at least

from a horseman's view, in bringing the State Fair, or at least

the racing portion of it, San Jose. Aside from having as good
track facilities here as can be found in the State, this valley

has been for many years the natural home of the trotter, and
is fast becoming famous as quarters for the thoroughbred as

well.

The prominence of Santa Clara valley as a producer of trot-

ters can be traced to the progeny of two horses—Electioneer
and Nutwood. Of course, everybody is familiar with the fame
of Electioneer and bis colts, but the praises of Nutwood have
not been so widely sung. Nutwood was brought here by his

owner, J. W. Knox, about a dozen years ago. He got a rec-

ord at Stockton of 2:184. He was a half-brother to Maud S.,

the mare whom so many people consider the queen of the
turf. She made her record (2:08| in 1885) drawing an old-

fashioned sulky, for this was before either the Toomey or Caf-

frey sulky was in use, not to mention the pneumatic-tired,
ball-bearing sulky of to-day. Neither did she have the bene-
fit of the kite track, but made her mile on a regulation track.

These facts have encouraged Robert Bonner, her owner, to

think she can still in her age, for she is now eighteen, lower
the record of Nancy Hanks if hitched to the latest improved
sulky. She is, therefore, now in training for a trial some time
this year. Maud S. has been mated to Ansel (2:20), by Elec-

tioneer, but she has so far failed to produce.

Nutwood was not an unworthy relative of Maud S., for he
is second only to Electioneer as a sire of speedy trotters. His
breeding was exceptionally good, his sire being Belmont 64
and his dam the dam of Maud S. Among his get there are

a number of fine mares still remaining in Santa Clara Valley,

and here are the names of a few of them

:

Maggie E., 2:19' ; Manette, dam of Arion, whose two-year-

old record is 2:10}; Lyla W., 2:18}, dam of Nutwood Wilkes,
2:20A

;
Eva W., 2:25, now the property of Senator Stanford

;

Kate Kelly, 2:34J, sister to Laura R., 2:21.1 ; Lady Nutwood,
2:34s, and a number of other fine and famous mares.

Facts are numerous substantiating the proposition that

Santa Clara county is pre-eminently the greatest producer «f

horses of any like area in the world. The two greatest trot-

ting sires that ever lived stood within fifteen miles of San
Jose—Nutwood and Electioneer. This was the home of the

former and the latter's was at Palo Alto. Their entire families,

except those sold to*non-residents, are now in this valley.

The trotting records of the world were all held at one time by
horses foaled and raised in Santa Clara county. The largest

sale of trotters ever made from one locality was made from
here, and the highest price ever paid for a trotter, $125,000,
was for Arion, a Santa Clara county horse, who was always
kept here until he was sold. The world's stallion record for

trotters is held by a horse from this valley—Stamboul, 2:07A,

and before him Palo Alto, 2:08^,another horse born and raised

here, has held it.

The first yearling that ever trotted a mile in 2:30 was foaled

nnd raised in thi» valley. This was Freedom, 2:29?, by Sable
Wilkes, 2:18, out of Mollie Drew, and he got his record

Napa in 1890. The two greatest broodmares in the world are
owned bv Senator Stanford at Palo Alto—Beautiful Bells and
Sontag Mohawk.

Beautiful Bells has a record of 2:29], but it is not her rec-
ord that made her reputation, but the records of her sons and
daughters. The list of these includes Bell Bird, vearling.
2:261 ;

Bell Boy, three-year-old, 2:19j ; Bell Flower, 2:16J ;Bow Bells, 2:19',; Hinda Knse, lM:>\ as a three-vear-old"

;

Palo Alto Belle, three-year-old, 2:22| ; St. Bel, four-year-
old, 2:24.1

; Chimes, 2:30$. The sons and daughters of Beau-
tiful Bells have rivalled their dam as producers. Bell Boy,
2:191, is the sire of Bridal BellN two-year-old, 2:22A, and
Princess Belles, two-year-old, 2:29. St. Bel, the pro'perty
of Miller & Sibley, the Pennsylvania stockmen by whom
Marvin is now employed, is the'sire of Bellman, 2:28} ; Bell
Town, 2:25!; Bell Onward, two-vear-old, 2:23; Free, 2:25

;

Gold Point, 2:20:1; Honey Dew, " 2:29 '.
; Legacy, 2:30, and

Silver Ore, two-year-old, 2:29. Chimes, 2:S0|, while not
himself in the list, is the sire of a large number with records
below 2:20. The names of some of them follow : Chimes Boy,
2:25.\ ; Chimes Girl, 2:2b' as a two-year-old

; Curfew, 2:2R',
;

June Bug, 2:291; Midnight Chimes, three-year-old, 2:16*;
Prince Royal, two-year-old, 2:20 ; Merry Chimes, pacer, 2:14}.
Besides these the dams of Mont Rose, 2:18, and Sweet Rose,
yearling record of 2:25, are daughers of Beautiful Belles.
Sontag Mohawk, the other mare mentioned above, has an

equally long string of swift sons and daughters. Seven of the
most remarkable, with their records, are here given : Sallie
Benton, 2:17^, dam of Starlight, three-year-old, 2:23!

; Nor-
hawk, three-year-old, 2:20!

; Sport, 2:22:f; Colraa, 2:2o"l ; Con-
ductor, 2:251 ; Sonoma, 2:28; Eros, 2:29!. The latter is th
sire of Wanda, 2:17]; Oro Fino, 2:18 ; Mount Hood. 2:22^
My Mv, 2:25$ ; Maraquita, 2:30 ; Daylight, 2:27[ ; Rinconado,
2:23; Solita, 2:27; Donzello, 2:29:| ; all trotters.

The theory that a three-quarter thoroughbred could be made
to trot fast, and that a mixture of thoroughbred blood would
greatly improve the trotter originated with the leading horse-
owner of this valley—Senator Stanford. This theory has
been developed until now it is an accepted fact. Palo Alto,
Sunol and many other fast ones are the result of experiments
along this line, as is also Rowena, with a two-year-old record
of 2:17. The blood of all of these is rich in thoroughbred
strains. And while talking about the trotter it must not be
forgotten that the veteran campaigner, St. Juiien. the first

horse that ever trotted a mile in 2:11, is kept in a paddock
near San Jose.

Not quite so fine a showing has been made with thorough-
breds, but this is because less attention has been paid to them
by the breeders here. However, with the little attention they
have received the runners from this valley have done credit
to its reputation for fast horses. It is not generally known
that the world's running record for regulation track is held
here by Racine, 1:39!. This horse got his record while mak-
ing the circuit successfully, last under the management of
Thomas Williams.
More attention will be given to the breeding of thorough

breds in this valley hereafter. The importation of Ormonde
by W. O'B. Macdonough at a cost of $150,000—the largest
price ever paid for a horse—is sure to lend impetus in this
direction. Mr. Macdonough's fine stable is here now, and this
great horse will be kept at his stock farm in this valley. Or-
monde is an English horse, and is famous bMh as a racer and
as a sire. He never lost a race while on the turf, and three
of his colts have won all the races in which they were entered.
It will not take long for such a horse to excite an interest in
the breeding of thoroughbreds.
Santa Clara county has already some good runners and some

good running sires. Among them is Brutus, the property of
William Boots, a great stock horse whose colts show up won-
derfully.

It is probable that with such advantages the State Fair
might be easily made to follow the capital if the latter is

brought here. It seems probable that before many years the
racing portion of the fair will naturally gravitate in the direc-
tion of San Jose whether the capital is removed to this city

or not, for the greatest interest—horses—will naturally center
in the place that has the largest number of fine horses to

show.—Mercury.

If He "Was Only There !

John Engleman, the first one todeclare that Stamboul trot-

ted in 2:16, instead of 2:07!, when the " King of Stallions "

made his record, came from Montana to this State, we believe

and is one of those men who delight to spread doubtful stories

for the sake of becoming "celebrated." Samuel Gamble has

telegraphed $300 to placeagainst any amount from $100 down,
that Mr. Engleman may chose to put up, that he was nearer
Stockton that day than Mr. Engleman. From his confession

in the Kentucky Stock Farm, Mr. Gamble will have a " mor-
tal cinch" on the coin, for Mr. Engleman says: It was all

hearsay talk. He was at Palo Alto, and could not say that the
record was falsified, but adds " we had a two-year-old that we

wanted to start that day to beat 2:30, but the track was so
heavy that she was shipped home instead." Mr. Engleman
was not one of the ice, but knew very well (if he knew any-
thing) that no one denied that it rained exactly as described

in the evidence given before the District Board of Appeals,
and the track was too heavy for the filly to start

came in ; but the liarse was not started beea

hi'iinj for lii r. Mr. Covey, through courtesy, consented to let

Stamboul trot in preference to the (illy, because the sky looked

threatening and not because the (rack was too heavy.

The evidence in this case is all in. Campbell swore that he
could place no dependence on his watch, and did not know
whether he started it when the horse was going to score or af-

ter he started. Kearney was proven a falsifier. The far-away

man, Goobey, stopped bis watch when the bell rang to call the

timer, Mr. Thompson, back to the stand. Every other person

with one exception, who timed the horse, made it 2:07j and he
made it 2:08. The man Crow, who drove the teaser, gol ex-

cited and forgot to Btop his watch or start it (he did not know
which) after ne had marked the time to Lhe half 1:05$, and
lestilied that the horse came home the last halffatter than h>-

hml during Uu pi 1 won
In looking over the letter written by Mr. Engleman, one is

tempted to remark that some people like to circulate I-told-

you-so stories because, from force of circumstances, they an

not allowed to join sewing circles «>r wriU journals.

Mr. Engelman was not at the track and knows abfiolutelj

nothing about the time made, but if lie writes to the Na
tional Association he will become enlightened ; to do so he

ought to have as an amanuensis some talented genius

II. Mcllugh. The latter gentleman is out of work an

cultivate Mr. Engleman's acquaintance ut once.
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THE GUN.
Heard in the Hills.

The Lincoln Gun Club.

[By Chables Wesley Kyle

Hear the son winds staging low

O'er the meadows as they wing ;

a to the river's liuw

And tbe wild birds as they sing:

Wake .' wake ! babble, little stream
;

Wake ! wake : pretty flowers, and beam:
;r sweet perfume arise

To the bright, blue-vaulted skies.

Wake! the beamings of the sun

Wait for each and everyone
;

Lilies pale and roses red

Rear, each one. your winsome head.

Spring, with kisses, comes to woo
Back to bloom each oue of you.

See the grasses as they spring.

Answering the sunbeam's kiss

:

Mark the robings which they fling

As in joy they echo this

:

Wake! wake! babble, little stream

:

Wake ! wake '. pretty flowers, and beam
;

Ltt your sweet perfume arise

To the bright, blue-vaulted skies.

Wake ! the beaming? of the sun

Wait for each and everyone :

Lilies pale and roses red

Rear, each one. your wiusome head.

Spring, with kisses, comes to woo
Back to bloom each one of you.

The Country Club.

i >n Saturday last, at Oakland Shooting Park, the Country

Club met for their regular monthly trap event. There was

a large number present, in fact the great number of persons

shooting is about the only drawback, if such it may be termed)

to the trap events of this body. There were twenty-five

gentlemen shooting on this occasion, and when it is consid-

ered that some four of them shot up back scores, it may well

be imagined that the waiting between rounds gave each of

them more than ample time in which to steady their nerves.

The birds were far better than average, but occasional
'* duffers " were found among them, such birds as uever should

be placed in the traps at all. To have anything like good

uniform birds some one should inspect them with an eye to

securing good, strong birds instead of allowing all the poor
ones to be placed in the trap with the sole view of selling

them to the clubs. A step in this direction would materially
enhance the sport.

Messrs. J. L>. Grant and H. E. Hall were the only gentle-

men taking the eleven o'clock boat, and as a result they se-

cured some excellent sport before the main body of sportsmen
arrived.

Some of the leading shots of the Club failed to measure up
with their general average at the trap.

The division of the shooters into classes has had much to do
in increasing the interest in the sport, and we predict that it

.vill not be long until it will become necessary for the Club to

have two meetings at the trap each month in order to accom-
modate all desiring to participate in the sport.-

The scores made on this occasion stand as follows:

THIRTY YARD CLASS.

....- 2
1

Kdwaril Dnnohou..
F. L. Wooster
Harry Babcock
k n. Spragoe i

P. W. Tallam 2
F. K. Webster 2
EL B. Woodward 2
Kdward Donahoe 'Feb. score] 1

It. B. Woodward (Feb. scorei l

W. S. Kittle 2

2 ii 1

1 1 2
1 ]

2 1 II

2 1

2
1

1 2 -lIt. E. Wilson ii 1

TWENTY-EIGHT YARD CLASS.

2 2 2 1

2 1—11)

1 1—10
10—9
2 0—9
2 2— 9
1 *— 9

10-

•
. Downev Harvey

' irdoch l it ii

II 2 1

W, C. Murdoch i Peb. -'-ore) 12
J, I>. Grant u 2 2
W. B Tub!/, 2 *

i D.Grant (Feb. score) 2 l o
RobL Oxnar.J n \ \

Ueorge Crocker 2 2 2

TWENTY-SIX YAKD CLASS.

0.5. Hall- 2 2 2 110
P. D. Atherton o 2112212
W. B. Bourn 12 2 12

'-' -2 110*0
H. W. Woodward • l 2 212**22*2
C O. Richards 1000*02

rWBKTY-FODB YARD -lass,

W 3. UcHnrtT] ,.0001 2
I' 1 Murphy o 1 2

1 2
1

2
2

1

1—10
1—10
0—10
1—10
1— 8
2— 8
0- 7
1— 6
0— 4

2 1 1— 9
0— s

12 0—7
2 1 2— G

2 1—6
0—5

11- B
0-3

The day vu well Bpenl when the main match was finished,
ad the

;

in. This waa kept up until the day-
light and birds were finished. The Brat pool in th* thirty-yard
clanB resulted in a division <>f the purse on fifth bird between

ic and Tallaut
; in the following one Messrs.

Tallant and Wilson divided on fifth bird, in thenext Air.

Wooster won on first bird.

Hi. 1' 11, Bourn and Richards, in the twenty-six
yard das-, Boot off m time, than were
ever shot on these grounds in the same length of time. Thev
enjoyed the claw* competition very much.

-
'
— ^

rough.Golcher <& < daveryhand-
abstantial and convenient bine-rock Rhooting quarters

;tt Oakland Shooting Park, and placed in fine set of
trapi for tbe use ana accommodation of

there. We predict thai the sport will become
quits popular here be! over. Everyone in-
i»-resw-d in trap shooting may enjoy ilii <-!:i-s of sport, ss il is

no
1 nearls ting.

On Wednesday of last wees Messrs, Win, Kittle am
Woodward spent s very enjoyable hunt Bay, bag-
ring twepty-nine black brant Tbi

1 and it wae rare sport for the gentlemen i" engage
l

!

dish here.

The Lincoln Gun Club held the first medal shoot of the

season at their grounds at Alameda point on Sunday. The
day was perfect and the membership attending was large. The
sport was commenced at an early hour and continued during

the day. The medal for the first class was won in the shoot-

ofi by Cate, Burns and he breaking fifteen out of the twenty
fired at in main match. In the second class Sutton came in

an easy winner. The scores of the main events stood as fol-

j

lows:

FIRST CLASS.

Daniels 1001101100911110110 1—13
Cate 1001111001101111111 1—15
Kearney 10001010001011000000—6
Venker 0101011101101001000 1—10
Ford 0000111110010011000 1—9
Utal 1100110011101111111 1—15
Wenzel 00000111000000011011—7
Whitney 0001101111000000110 0— S
Allen 110111010111101) 010 1—14
Hellish 01101010111011 01101 1-13
Franzen 10010001111000010111—9
Bruns 110 101001111101 "1 111 1—15
Bolander 1111000100111011110 1—11
Potter 0010010111011011101 0—11
Forster 1111111011100011010 0—13
Swiveler 1000111000111100110 0—10
Quiuton 1110011101110000110 1—12

SECOND CLASS.

Fisher 00000000100010000000—2
Oisen 0100001011101111010 0—10
Hall 11001000010000101000—6
Ostrander 0110011110010010000 1—9
Macdonough 01100010100110001110—9
Sutton 0011011111101110011 0—13
Cohen 0110000000100111000 1—7
Venker 1110110001000 withdrawn— 7
Elliott 1011001000000101100 1—8
The club has arranged for an open shoot on April 9th. A

large programme has been arranged and all are invited to at-

tend and participate in the shooting of the day. Much in-

terest has been awakened in target shooting and the chances
are that the year will witness much more of it here than has
ever occurred heretofore.

An Excellent Beginning.

The following from the Oregmian, of Portland, will be good

news to every true sportsman in the country. We trust Mr.

McGuire will keep his eye on the field and arrest every one

found hunting in violation of the law. The account runs:

" Fish and Game Protector McGuire received a telegram
from Sheriff J. E. Xoland. of Lane county, last Saturday after-

noon, announcing the arrest of Messrs. Thompson, Mulford
and Earr, and the Powers brothers, all of Foley Springs, for

killing elk during the close season, and that all of the defend-
ants had pleaded guilty. This is the first case that has come
up in the game protector, and he is highly elated at its speedy
termination. It seems as if it were an exceptionally aggravat-
ing case, as the lawbreakers are all highly respected citizens

of the county, and were killing the elk, not for the meat,
which is worthless at this time of the year, but simply to ob-
tain the antlers and hides. It appears the hunters have re-

cently bagged a number of fine bucks over on the McKenzie,
about fifty miles east of Eugene City. Mr. McGaire's atten-

tion was called to the matter by a gentleman residing in Eu-
gene, who learned that the guilty parties had been sending to

a well-known gun store in that city for glass eyes, to be used
in mounting the heads. The gentleman wrote, furthermore,
that he thought that the sheriff of the county knew the facts

of the case, but would not prosecute. When Mr. McGuire
went to Eugene last week he looked into the matter, found
plenty of evidence against the parties, and ascertained that the
sheriff was willing to prosecute, and Mr. McGuire accordingly
placed the matter in his hands. Tbe dispatch received yes-
terday tells the rest of the story. The elk law is very string-

ent and provides that no elk shall be killed from December 1

to August 1. The minimum fine is $50 and the maximum
§250, so that, in any case, the sheriff will receive $125 for his

trouble, for the law provides that whoever secures the convic-
tion of a breaker of the game laws shall receive one-half of

the fine imposed.
"We found all of the evidence necessary against the guilty

parties right in Eugene City," said Mr. McGuire, " but I did
not expect to secure a conviction without a fight. A great deal
of credit is due to Sheriff Xolan for the part he has taken in

the matter, and I will say that if every sheriff and prosecuting
attorney in the state would give me the assistance Sheriff No-
lan has in this case, it would be but a short time before the
game laws of the state would be religiously observed."

A Fowl's Gizzard.

A fowl's gizzard, where so many lost articles turn up, is a

curious trap as well as a necessary vital organ of the fowl.

Diamonds, pearls, coin, buttons, tacks, orange peel and about

everything else save dynamite have been found in the gizzards

of fowls.

A study of this organ is interesting. Experiments have

demonstrated that what may be called the gastric juice in

fowls lias not sufficient power to dissolve their food without

the aid of the grinding action of the gizzard. Before the food

is prepared for digestion, therefore, the grains must be sub-

jected to a triturating process, and such as are not sufficiently

braised in this manner before passing into the gizzard are
there reduced to the proper state by its natural action.
The action of the gizzard is, in this respect, mechanical,

this organ serving as a mill to grind the feed to pieces, and
then, by means of its powerful muscles, pressing it gradually
into the intestines in the form of pulp. The power of this

organ is said to be sufficient to pulverize hollow globules of
glass in a veay short time and solid masses of the same sub-
stance in a few weeks. The rapidity of this process seems to

be proportionate generally to the size of tbe bird. A chicken,
for example, breaks ap Bncb substances as are received into
its Btomach teas rapidly than the capon, while the uoose per-
forms the Bauie operation sooner than either. Needles, and
even lancets, given turkeys have been broken in pieces and
voided Without any apparent injury to the stomach. The
reason undoubtedly is that the larger species of birds have
thii leer and more powerful organs of digestion.

loug been the general opinion that, from some de-
Live apparatus, fowls are obliged to resort

to the ii-<- of stones and gravel in order to eoable them to dis-
1

1
the food which they consume. Some have supposed

that the use of stones is to *healhe the gizzard iu order to fit

it to break into small fragments the hard, angular substances

which might be swallowed. They have also been considered

to have a medical effect. Others have imagined that they
acted as absorbents for undue quantities of acids in the stom-
ach or as stimulents to digestion, while it has even been
geavelv asserted that they contribute directly to nutrition.

Repeated experiments, however, have established that peb-
bles are not at all necessary to the trituration of the hardest
kinds of substances which can be introduced into their stom-
achs, and of course the usual food for fowls can be bruised

without their aid. They do, however, serve a useful auxiliary

purpose. When put in motion by the muscles they are capa-
ble of producing some effects upon the contents of the stom-
ach, thus assisting to grind down the grain and separating its

parts so that the digestive fluid or gastric juice comes more
readily in contact with it.

The Prairie Hen.

Among onr native wild birds, there are few that seem

worthy of domestication, as they possess economic qualities"

that are of value says H. S. Babcock in American Agricultur-

ist. Among these there is none that seems more worthy of a

systematic attempt at domestication than the pinnated grouse

or prairie hen. Its general color is yellowish-red, with black

markings. It has a short and rounded tail. The male has

two remarkable characteristics ; the neck-tufts, composed of

long narrow feathers, sometimes measuring five inches in

length, and the pouches of wrinkled skin along the neck for

two-thirds of its full extent, which are capable of inflation, and

when filled with air, resemble quite closely medium-sized

oranges. This resemblance to oranges extends not only to

size, but to the color and peculiar surface of the fruit. In

the winter the birds congregate in large flocks, in summer
these flocks break up into smaller bodies, dispersed, probably,

for the better performance of the operations of hatching and
rearing the young. As tbe breeding season approaches, the

males strut about like turkey cocks, dropping their wings to

the ground, erecting the feathers on their neck and inflating

their orange-like pouches. At this season, many meet in cer-

tain places in the western part of our country, about daybreak
usually, and engage in their displays to attract the females,

ending in severe battles. When the sun is up, the conquerors
and conquered retire from the field. The pinnated grouse was
once common in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, as well as on
the prairies of the west, but, like the Indian, it has disappeared
before the advancing wave of civilization. Its food is not dis-

similar to that of domesticated poultry would obtain, if com-
pelled to shift for themselves. It feeds upon seeds, berries,

buds of trees and bushes, insects and the like. The flesh of

this bird is good, aud in the parts of the country where it is

rare, is highly prized.

Could it be domesticated—and it is by no means impossible

that it could—there would be added to the feathered stock

about the farmyard a fowl with excellent llesh, a new figure to

please the eye, and probably a fairly-good layer. It now lays

quite as well as the original bird from which the domesticated
fowls are supposed to be descended, and, under domestication,

its laying powers might be equally increased. In its wild state

it shows more or less variation, and as variation is increased

under domestication, if it were domesticated its size might be
enlarged, its color ynd markings more or less changed, its fig-

ure modified and its prolificacy augmented. In this way its

economic properties might be greatly improved, and it might
be found to be fully as useful and profitable as the fowls that

now supply our table with delicate flesh and eggs.

Imported Song Birds.

The success of the efforts of our northern neighbors iu Ore-

gon in importing song birds is attested by the following, taken

from the Oregonian: Speaking of this subject, it says:

" Reports are coming in from a number of places to Secre-

tary Pfluger, of the association for the importation of song
birds, in regard to the return of the birds from their winter

migration.
The song thrushes are back. One pair, which raised broods

of young out near the cemetery, are again building in the same
locality, and the male is regaling the people around there with

his sweet songs. A number of other thrushes have been seen

in the city and neighborhood. The black starlings have also

returned, and a pair are building a nest near the heart of the

city, where they nested last year. The male is frequently

heard singing from the top of a church-spire. Mr. Frank
Dekum went around to have a look at them the other day,

and was much pleased to see them back. Goldfinches and
chaffinches have returned in large numbers. The skylarks do
not migrate. Flocks of fifteen or twenty of them were seen on
the Riverside road while the snow was on the ground, and a

number of them were fed by Mr. R. Scott, of Milwaukee, dur-

ing the cold spell. They are now heard singing on fine

days, but they have not had a chance to sing much of late. A
number of black thrushes have been seen at Summit and in

Washington and Marion counties. The only report in regard

to nightingales last season came from Mr. Hughes, who lives

near Silverton. He wrote that a pair of nightingales had
been Desting near a spring on his place, and had raised broods

there for two or three summers. He will report if they return

again this season.

On the whole, the results of the importation of the song-

birds have been very satisfactory."

The well-known sporting goods house of E. T. Allen Co.,

410 Market Street, has been for some time past undergoing ex-

tensive alterations, enlargements and,repairs, so that on step-

ping into the house to-day, one sees but little that is familiar

save the smiling faces of the genial proprietor, and those of

the clever gentlemen whom he has called to his aid in the

transaction of so large a business as this house is conducting.

The angling season is just opened and the rush for all kinds of

lure and fishing tackle generally is most astonishing. If you
don't see what you want call for ask for it and you will be

cheerfully supplied.

" A track of moonlight on a quiet lake
Whose small waves on a silver-sanded shore
Whisper of peace, aud with the low winds make
Such harmonies as keep the woods awake.
A slumberous stretch of mountain-land far seen.
Where the low westering day. with gold and green.
Purple and amber, softly blended, fills

The wooded vales and melts among the hills

;

A vine-fringed river winding to its rest
On the calm bosom of a stormless sea."
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White-"Winged Blaokfairde.

The white-winged blackbird consorting with the red-winged

seems to have been observed by two many persons to permit

an explanation on the mere theory of albinoism, extensively

as that freak in " coloration " among birds and animals is seen.

A correspondent of ours, who is a good observer, makes an

important statement when he saysthewhite-winged specimens

are smaller than the red-winged. That circumstance would

seem to indicate a different species. Possibly there is an error.

At any rate we will give the explanation of an observer who
has watched the phenomenon of the white-winged blackbird

with some persistence.

He says the white spot on the shoulders or upper wing is

due after all to the curious effect of light reflected from a

ruddy surface when the wing is at certain angles. In other

words, it is a deception. He claims to have followed this out

and proved it. It seems to be a fact that the red place on the

blackbird's wing does change its appearance decidedly in cer-

taiu aspects during night; but we do not present this theory

as a conclusive explanation of the appearance.

Miss Lillian F. Smith, "The California Girl," who has

startled the shooting world the country over, by exhibitions of

her marvelous skill with the rifle, recently at Stockton, broke

til previous records with the rifle by breaking 50 swinging

^lass balls in 40 seconds. Chain lightning work that was, we
should say.

THE KENNEL.
FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

5, 6 andNew England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5,

7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,

13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,

April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace VY. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-

partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,

May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,

Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Entries for the Los Angeles bench show must be made on

or before Saturday next, the 8th of the month.

The deerhounds belonging to the estate of the late Dr. G.

W. Winter are for sale. All information regarding the same

may be had by addressing 1014 21st Street, this city.

We have a number of entry blanks for the Southern Califor-

nia Kennel Club's bench show which can be had on applica-

tion. Remember, the entries close on April Sth and the show

opens on the 19th running until the 22nd.

We hear well-authenticated rumors of several of the lead-

ing dogs of different breeds going to the bench show to be

given in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition

at Chicago this summer. There are a few dogs on the Pa-

cific Coast that will show up well there.

Mr. A. Russell Crowell has opened his kennels in East

Oakland and has already a fine line of English setters and

several cockers of the first quality on hand. He is a first-

class experienced kennel man and any dogs placed under his

charge will be taken care of in first-class shape.

The premium list of the Southern California Kennel Club's

rifth annual bench show to be held on the 19th to 22d of the

present month is before us. Entries close on April Sth ; do

not allow this fact to slip your mind : forward your eDtries

now. Upwards of one hundred classes h*ve been provided

for, and the special prizes already listed is a long one and con-

tains in the aggregate much of value.

Mr. C. A. Sumner, the efficient and gentlemanly Secretary

>f the Southern California Kennel Club, informs us that the

coming bench show at Los Angeles to be held from the 19th

to the 22d of this month, as indicated from the present out-

look, v. ill be a good one. The hall secured is ample in size,

and convenient to the public. We trust that the club will

realize its full expectations in giving the show.
-

Mr. J. M. Tracy, the well-known animal painter, especially

of dogs, and judge of dogs and field trials, is dead. He passed

away at Ocean Springs, Miss., on the 20th of last month.

In his art Mr. Tracy found his chief pleasure and lo his

anxiety in this mattPr may justly be attributed his death, as

he gave way to nervous prostraction owing to over work

while attempting to complete some paintings for exhibition

at Chicago at the World's Fair.
«•>

We are informed that Mr. T. J. Watson, of this city, has

purchased from A. L. Crans the black, white and tan English

setter "Sam Weller" 14,001, A. K. C. Stud Book. By
Rodriego 3514 ex Dixie 8299; she by Dashing Berwyn 1535

ex Magnolia, she " Leceister " 148 ex Sauboons Nellie " 457.

Sam is a dog of good type, was bred by J. Shelley Hudson.

Coverton, Ky., whelped December 27, 188S, and was broken

by Frank Richards who pronounced him one of the best dogs

on game he ever handled.

In the coming bench show there will be a gathering of the

kennel interests of this city and vicinity such as has never

been witnessed before. One unaccustomed to keeping track

of the importation of new dogs into the country will be sur-

prised at the growth that has been made in this particular

during the year past.

The work of preparation for the show is now well under

way and every step is being carefully taken which looks to

the insuring of a large and successful exhibit. An office for

the transaction of business has been opened to-day at 62fi

Market street, where the public will receive all information

regarding the show from efficient and gentlemanly clerks and

attendants. Make your entries as rapidly as possible, BTow

is given the opportunity for every lover of the dog to do some

eflective work by making the show a success. Do not fail to

do your part and all will be well, t

Mr. George Raper.

We herewith present by courtesy of E. T. Allen Co. the

picture of Mr. George Raper, who will judge the coming

bench show in this city on May 3 to 6 inclusive, and at Los

Angeles April 19-22 ; at Seattle May 17-20. Mr. Raper has

made a very favorable impression in this country as a faith-

ful, conscientious and intelligent judge of dogs, and there can

be no doubt but that he will give the best of satisfaction in

that capacity at the coming shows on this coast.

Instinct and Reason.

Editor Beeeder axd Sportsman :—In reading the

Breeder asd Sportsman of this week, I noticed an article

headed " Instinct and Reason " taken from the Shooting

Times. The stories told of dog Cyrus are indeed remarka-

ble, and clearly demonstrate the almost humau intelligence

of that class of dogs. That crossing does not affect their

intelligience is also proven by the following true story.

Several years ago I was presented with an ill-favored speci-

men of puppyhood, a cross between an imported Scotch collie

and a Newfoundland bitch. In spite of the many adverse

comments bestowed on it by numerous visitors at our home,
the pup thrived, and began to develop into a haddsome dog.

He early evincad a desire to learn and was taught many clever

tricks. When it became necessary to shut the poultry up at

night Rex was always on hand, and many an obstinate chicken

he coaxed out from under a neighboring barn and brought

safely home. During the summer, after the breeding season

was over, my Silver Wyandotte and Langshan females were

allowed to run together in the garden. On occasions when it

was desirable to separate them, all that was necessary was to

give the word of command to Rex, and the birds of each va-

riety were carefully driven into their respective quarters. The
chickens never seemed to be afraid of the dog, and no material

difference was ever noticed in their egg production on that

account, a point which many poultry men take an opposite

view of.

When Rex was a year old my brother Guy, then a lad of

twelve, broke him to harness, and drove the dog tfaily, hooked

to a light two-wheeled cart. At the approach of winter a sled

was constructed with shafts, and the "turnout" became a

familiar sight about the city.

At half-past eight every week-day morning, except Satur-

day, Rex always appeared at the front door of the house,

ready to be harnessed to draw my brother to school. When
the building was reached the sled was placed in the hall, and

Rex turned loose. He invariably returned home ami took up
his post as guard on the porch. Intuitively he seemed to

know the time of day, for at half-past eleven he was waiting

at the school-house door, ready for the return trip.

The same performance was repeated in the afternoon. At
four o'clock, instead of going home, the lad and his faithful

canine friend made their way to the office of the Evening

Herald. As soon as the paper went to press and the carriers

received their bundles of dailies, Rex was ready for business

again. The dog knew the residence of every subscriber on the

route, and always waited patiently at the gate until the paper

was delivered by my brother inside the door. By means of

his dog-horse the papers were delivered in one third the time

it would have required on foot. It seemed as though there was

no limit to the dog's ability to learn, and a more obedient

animal it would be hard to tind. Unfortunately, he was either

too good a watch dog or else he possessed the shrewdness of ;i

detective.

At the approach of the mail carrier Ilex was always greatly

disturbed, and on several occasions tested the quality of the

material used in the uniform of Uncle Sum's employee. The
carrier usually called in the afternoon wheu all members oi

the family were away, and Bex evidently intended to do his

dutv "m their absences.

One murning the dog Was found still ami sold in death, ly-

ing under a large cottonwood tree, a victim of poisoned meat.

I while suspicion perhaps pointed to the letter carrier a the

!
guilty party, nothing was ever proved against him on that

I ground, but two years later he was convicted of stealing regis-

' tered letters. The question which has often been i li

never satisfactorily settled bv member* and friends of the

family, is whether the doe really km-w of the carrier's crooked

;

work. Although on friendly terms with the grocer, the butcher

and others who called at the house frequently, no
1 made by the carrier were ever reciprocated, and to the day of

! his death Rex was the acknowledged enemy of Uncle Sam's

; "man in gray." Arthur E. Gbaftqn.

An Historic Dopr.

Marie Louise's dog was a slim Italian greyhound, and as far

as she was concerned, it proved to be a very winsome bit of

dog flesh, says a writer in the Art Journal. It twined itself

into her affections bv its graceful wavs. She had her other

pets, her singing birds and her parrot in her boudoir in Vienna,

a room where, we read, there was "scarcely a thing, down to

the carpet on the tloor, which was not the work of some loved

hand." Madame Junot says when the archduchess became

empress she had to leave her fawn colored favorite at Vienna,

In the memoir of the Empress Marie Lonise by St. Arnaud.

he says it was at Munich "she was compelled to separate from

a little dog she loved dearly, which the countess (Lazanskv-'

had to take back to Vienna with her." The reason of this

was that Napoleon did not like dogs. The empress cried bit-

terly when she found the plaintive-faced little hound had to

return. She longed to keep her coaxing little friend beside
her, because she knew it alone cared to be with her, not
because she was wife of the man who had so much of Europe
in his grasp, but simply because it worshipped her from the
depth of its true Utile heart. "It was a cruel separation,"
writes Madame Junot," and "the empress and her favorite

parted with a duo of complaint." " The acquisition of a colos-

sal empire did not console the sovereign for the loss of a little

dog," says another historian. It is satisfactory to know that

the timid, shrinking hound was not long parted from the em-
press. Berthier told Napoleon of Marie Louise's tears over
leaving her dog, her feathered friends, her room made dear by
cherished association, and Napoleon prepared a delectable

surprise for his wife, a strategy to win her love. Leading her
from the balcony of the Tulleries, where he had presented
her to (he people who had thronged below, he led her, in
wonderment as to her destination, up a dimly-lighted corri-

dor. A woe-begone greyhound had been sitting in a room
there, forlorn and puzzled, till it heard a step it knew, and,
whining with impatience, sprang out when Napoleon opened
the door. The empress greeted her recovered pet with effu-

sion. She knew its adoration was genuine. The fickle mul-
titude that cheered her might turn on her as they had turned
on her grand-aunt, the queen of France; but this four-legged

friend was genuine. In the room where her trusty favorite

awaited her, Marie Louise found her birds, her music, "in
fact every article in the same manner as she left them on quit-

ting her paternal roof." Napoleon was pleased with the de-
light his kindly thoughtfulness gave the empress. Four years
after this the dog left the Tuileries with the empress and her

j

son, and it returned to Vienna with her. These historic dogs
of France were no time-servers. They took little heed of re-

verse of fortune or change of dynasty, well content if allowed

I

to attend their owners in prison or palace, to the throne or the

! scaffold. Lord Bacon says: " Take an example of a dog and
mark what a generosity and courage he will put on when he

i finds himself maintained by a man who to him is instead of a

|
God." A dog has no wish to command. Ich dien is their

1 motto, and more willing, easily-remunerated servants it is

j

impossible to find. Their fidelity is proverbial, their con-
I stancy is not to be bought. If there is a life beyond this for
'. them as well as their masters, they will not only love them

j
"to the death" here, but "out beyond into the dream to

I
come."

The Pacific Kennel Club met on Tuesday evening last at 21
I Kearney street for the purpose of electing a president to fill

: the position heretofore held so acceptably by Hon. Ramon E.

I

Wilson, who, owing to the pressure of professional business,

!
resigned, feeling as he does that owing to the great amount of

j

work before the organization that an active man who is in

|
thorough touch with the kennel interests and who has the

; time to attend to the duties of the othce should occupy the

chair of chief executive officer of the organization.

The whole kennel interests regret, to a man, that Mr. WW-
j

son has felt compelled to take this step, as all recognized him
to be the right man for the place, and all remember the able

j

work which he has accomplished in holding the club together

and working under the most discouraging circumstances for

the elevation of the kennel interests of the Pacific Coast.

Now that he sees the club on the high road to success, in

popular favor and without a cent of obligation and plenty of

money in the treasury be feels like taking a well-earned reel

which no one who knows ought of the circumstances of the

post will say that he is not richly entitled to. Mr. Edgar
W. Briggs was elected to the position of president of the club,

and there can be no doubt but that the duties of the office will

be faithfully and ably discharged by him. The success of the

coming show is already fully assured, and with the spirit

manifest for the upbuilding of the kennel interests by the

large membership there can be no doubt of a full representa-

tion at the coming show.

Mr. Henry Huber's celebrated champion pointer Grleobeigh

is pedigreed as follows ;

Oronse V. 18,180..

OLENBBIGH

f
Dou

"\jct

|
Chance

• Jack

I Kate

I

Rev, Drew'i
i Heile <

L»vi

Stud book number 31,047, bred by EL J. Meredith. Tins

dog is a beauty, as well as being one ol the basl bred dugs in

the land.

Tin- following amusing telegram appeared in the newspauera

ol this city on Wednesday morning tasl i

" A g

has been caused in sporting circles by the inexplicabli

pearance of the famous racer and winner of the Waterl

Fullerion. The horse w;is taken from the stable ol i

North al Etham Saturday." When it is remembered thai

" Fullertcn " is the famous greyhound, winner of the

i ip, and that no prize of that nature was ever off

a horse race, the joke is apparent.

Mr. Edgar W. Briggs, wl Bll the

. Biased by the resignatj f Hon. Ram n
:

as President of the Pacific Kennel Club, is a good, stl

for the position, and we predict, fur the club, a -

career under his administration.
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ROD.
The Sun-Kissed Sea.

(Chables Wesley Kyi.e.]

A beauty rare beyond compare

Is sun-kissed sea

;

No scene so calm, no scene so fair

As this to me.

When floods of light dispel the night,

The morning's kiss,

On waves which sparkle with delight

Is loveliness.

When ends my day I trust and pray

My voyage be,

O'er waters where some golden ray

May kiss the sea-

Beautiful meadows down by the river.

Dotted with daisies and buttercups sweet.

Jeweled with dewdrops which sparkle and quirer.

When night before morning beats hasty retreat

;

Beautiful meadows, beautiful night,

Beautiful, beautiful morning light.

Black Bass.

Shall the black bass be introduced into the waters of Ore-

gon ? asks S. H. Greene in The Keview.

Our sportsmen are now considering this question, and the

interest manifested is indicative of its importance. Even the

daily papers are printing papers on the subject, but thus far

nothing has been presented upon which an intelligent opinion

can be founded.

Of course, the objections urged to the introduction of the

bass are founded the theory that they will be injurious to the

salmon and trout. If this theory is correct it must be ac-

cepted as sufficient, notwithstanding the fact that the days of

" the goldsprinkled living arrow of the water " are numbered.

Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of the Leland Stanford

University, the acknowledged king ofAmerican ichthyologists,

and the best-informed man living on the salmon and trout of

the Pacific Coast, says on page 19 of bulletin No. 4 issued by

the Board of Fish Commissioners of California :
" This is

the last generation of trout fishers. The children will not be

able to find them. I know ofbut one river in North America

by the side of which you will find no paper collar or other

evidence of civilization. It is the Nameless river."

Painful as this contemplation must be to all lovers of the

gentle art we are forced to recognize it as a fact; but our love

for the trout and our reverence for the happy past would for-

bid the premeditated introduction of any other fish that

would jeopardize his rights.

As we view the matter, two propositions are involved, each
entitled to consideration viz: First, would the bass imperil

the salmon and trout ? Second, conceding the affirmative of

the first proposition to what degree would the acquisition of

the bass repair our loss ?

It is very doubtful whether the bass would to any great de-

gree interfere with salmon and trout. Particularly may this

be asserted of the large-mouthed bass. M. Dolomiei, on page

402 of The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the U. S., pre-

pared under the direct supervision of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission avers :

" The srxiallmoutbs are said, generaliy, to pre-

fer deep or swift, cool waters, while the largemouths live in

muddy, black pools, or in the shelter of old stumps or ledges.

We do not seek the mountain trout in such waters.

He further says that through private enterprise and the

labors of state fish commissioners nearly every available body
of water in New England and the Middle States have been

filled rfith bass. So it seems that the spreckled trout of the

Atlantic States and the bass are now living in peace and har-

mony. Mr. William S. Downs, Birmingham, Conn., State

Fish Commissioneer, while on a visit to Portland last August
was questioned on this matter. He stated in unqualified terms
that ihe bass would not injure the salmon and trout to any
appreciable extent.

He further stated that a portion of the Willamette river,

whifh he bad seen, particularly that portion about the mouth
of the Clackamas, would be a paradise for the bass. Dr. James
H. Henshall, author of " Book of the Black Bass," superin-

tendent of the fish exhibit of the Chicago World's Fair, says

on page 26*2 on " Fishing with the Fly" that the bass inhabit

larger and deeper streams than the trout.

However, we expect to soon be able to publish the opinions
of the most eminent authorities in America on this matter.

The direct question has been put to them and we are only
wniting replies.

On the second proposition we must confess that the fate of

our beloved brook trout is sealed, and that the bass Is his

appointed successor. Dr. Henshall says :
" That the bass will

eventually become the leading game fish of America is my oft-

expressed opinion and firm belief. This result, 1 think, is

inevitable ; if for no other reasons, from force of circumstances
occasioned by climatic conditions and the operation of im-
mutable natural laws. Another prominent cause of the
decline and fall of the brook trout is the erection of dams, saw-
mills ami farlories upon trout streamy which, though to be
deplored, can not be prevented; the march of empire and the
progress of civilization cannot be stayed by the honest, though
powerless protest* of angler*. But while the ultimate fate of

the brook trout i- scaled beyond peradventure, we have the

satisfaction ot knowing, that, in the black bass we have a fish

•qutilly worthy, both an to game and edible qualities, and
which, at the same time, is able to withstand and defy many
of the causes that will, in the end, effect the annihilation and
extinction of the brook trout."

' Inn l> 1 1 i! lock, the poet angler, has said :

*' No doubt the

baas is the appointed successor of the trout ; nol through heri-

tage, nor selection, nor by interloping, but by foreordination.

Truly, it is f-ad to contemplate, in the not distant future, the
inn of a beautiful race of creatures, whose attributes

hove been sung by all the poets; but we regard the inevitable

with the same calm philosophy with which the astronomer

watches the burning out of a world, knowing that it will be

succeeded by a new creation. As we mark the soft vari-tinted

flush of the trout disappear in the eventide, behold the sparkle

of the coming bass as he leaps into the morning of his glory !

" We hardly know which to admire the most, the velvet

livery and the charming grace; of the departing courtier, or

the flash of the armor-plates on the advancing warrior. No
doubt the bass will prove himself a worthy substitute for his

predecessor, and a candidate for a full legacy of honors."

Fishes of America.

One of the most interesting foreign species (South American)

is of the genus Dorm, of which some twenty-five species are

known, all from tropical America. Gunther tells us that

these fishes have excited attention by their habit of traveling,

during the dry season, from a piece of water about to ury up,

in quest of a pond of greater capacity. These journeys are

occasionally of such length that the fish spends whole nights

on the way, and the bands of travellers are sometimei so large

that the Indians who happen to meet them fill many baskets

of the prey thus placed in their hands. The Indians supposed

that the fish carry a supply ofwater with them, but they have

no special organs, and can only do so by closing the gill open-

ings or by retaining a little water between the plates of their

bodies. Hancock, the naturalist, say they make regular nests,

in which they cover up their eggs with care and protect them,

male and female uniting in this parental duty until the eggs

are hatched. The nest is constructed, at the beginning of the

rainy season, of leaves, and is sometimes placed in a hole

scooped out in the beach.

Other foreign species have strikingly physical features, sin-

gular habits and unusual habitats. One, peculiar to the river

Nile, never grows longer than one and a half inches ;
another,

called "Prenadillas " by the natives, are said by tbem to be

ejected in great numbers from the bowels of active volcanoes.

In others, instead of the usual barbels, there is developed a

thick hirsute growth in the shape of a huge bunch of bristles

hanging from the anterior end of both jaws ; some are nearly

eel-shaped, with a prolonged snout ; others^ which inhabit

mountatn streams, are furnished with an adhesive apparatus,

situated near the throatlatch, which enables them to hold on

to stones, thus preventing the current from sweeping them
away. Another foreign species possesses an electrical dynamo
of considerable power.

It is in one of the siluroids, a catfish of South America
that we see developed a strong and unusual maternal love

;

male fishes, as a rule, take care of the young, but Nature, in

this case, has provided the female with the means, and de-

volvad upon her the duty of protection. During the period

of propagation, the integuments of the lower side of the flat

trunk of the female assume a soft and spongy texture. After

depositing the eggs, the female attaches them to, and presses

them into, the spongy integument by merely lying upon them.

She carries them upon her body as the Surinam toad carries

the ova on her back. When the eggs are hatched the excre-

scence on the skin disappears, and the abdomen becomes as

smooth as before. Silas Sterns tells us of a similar instance

of paternal care shown by one of our native salt-water fish

—

Arius felis. The spawn is deposited in the sand and impreg-

nated with the milt. One of the parent fish (sex not stated)

then takes the eggs in its mouth, and, by some movement
fixes them against the gills or between the leaves of the gills,

The eggs are carried in this position until the embryo fish are

hatched and have become perfectly able to take care of them-

eelves. The eggs when full size resemble white grapes, and

sometimes the jaws of the parent fish are much distended by

the eggs and young, presenting a comical appearance. South

American waters, which teem with curious phases of fish life,

furnishes a dwarf catfish, the largest of which appears not to

reach the growth of half of an inch—a parasitic catty.

It is the common impression that the catfish delights only in

sluggish or roiled waters, and that any other habitat is one of

necessity, not of choice, but we find a South American genus,

the majority of which occupy waters of very high altitudes,

up to 14,000 feet above the level of the sea. The streams of

the Andes are full of these fish. Again, the channel cat of our

native streams, a clipper-built fish, certainly exceeds all others

in flavor and gameness when taken from waters flowing from

mountain sources. The cattish from the Schuylkill River,

near Philadelphia, has passed into local history, owing to its

former popularity among then bon vivants of that staid city,

with whom a social festival was not well rounded when Wis-

sakickon " catfish and waffles " were omitted from the menu.
These fish lived and throve in the Schuylkill River when the

acid factories and woollen mills were evils of the future, but

to-day any visitor to that city who chances to be an early

riser, will hear the shrill cry of " c-a-a-a-a-t-fish," and see

balancing upon the heads of 6turdy huckster women large

wooden platters filled with catfish, skinned and disemboweled,

ready for the pan. And a large sale of these truly delicious

fish is made daily, but they are imported, as few, if any, " to

the manor born " are left in the river from whence the drink-

ing water of that large city is taken. The catfish can't live

in it, but the people have to drink it. Fish of the same choice

species are very abundant in the Potomas River, and I hear

that many Washingtonians perfer them as a pan fish to any
other local variety. It may be well to add that these catfish

are best for table when the bodies measure from six to eight

inches; the heads are never served up. A catfish of this size

when taken from clear, sweet water and properly cooked
(fried in butter and rolled in Indian meal), has, to our taste, a

delicious savor about it second to no fresh-water flsb that flirts

a fin. With this fact in view, and the facility

with which they can be propagated, it should become
the duty of the United States Fish Commission to dis-

tribute them in extenso. They are, in truth, what was un-

happily trumpet-tongned of the carp years ago—a farmer's

fish. Tenacious of life, indifferent to environment and
prodigal in reproduction, they can be safely transplanted

to any distance, placed in a ditch of turpid water, and, with
out care or artificial feeding, they will increase enormously,
for they have an old hen's paternal anxiety and incessant care
for the young. Bullhead is an appropriate name for them,
for they have the pugnacity of the bulldog in defense of their

fry. All the farmer will have to do with his ditch-raised cat-

ties when he wants a fish breakfast, is' to select the desired
number from his stock fish and put them in the running water
of the spring house for a few days ; the fish will scour them-
selves internally and externally, and are then fii for a queen's
table. Befnre killingthem, we stall-feed our hogs and pen up
our poultry, that they may be free from the taint of the barn-

yard and of the strong food obtained by foraging, and we
should, whenever practicable, adopt the same treatment for

our fish, particularly those that live in waters receiving the

refuge of towns and cities. Our noble game fish, the black

bass, is not eaten by many anglers, owing to the earthy taste

imparted to its flesh by the impure waters from which it is

taken. Under this treatment, it will equal as a food fish its

congener of a spring-fed habitat. Even the^filthy and abhor-

rent carp is said to become fairly palatable after being con-

fined in spring waters for several weeks, especially if boiled in

beer, which happly neutralizes the natural flavor of the fish.

The Fourth New England Charr.

Monday evening, March 13, Professor John D. Quackenbos

read a paper before the Biological Section of the New York
Academy of Sciences, at Columbia College, upon, " The Suna-

pee Lake Trout or Saibling, a Fourth New England Charr."

To illustrate the subject of his paper, Prof. Quackenbos pro-

cured four life-size pictures of a male and female four pounder,

in summer and late autumn coloring says A. N. CheDey in

Shooting and Fishing. A fine water color illustrating the

most prevalent deformity, also life size. A painting of the

yearling and of the eggs. A magnificent mounted six -pound

specimen by Fraine, in full plumage. Specimens from half a

pound to three pounds in alcohol, and a wall-may which Prof.

Quackenbos made, showing the actual and traditional habitat

of the fish. The paper itself was the result of some years of

investigation into the history of this much-discussed fish, in

which the varions views of scientists and laymen were care-

fully considered, and reconciled as far as possible with the

author's intimate personal knowledge of his subject, and was
an exhaustive summing up of all the facts, and some of the
fancies, obtainable concerning the habits, habitat, and history

of the Sunapee saibling. The three New England charrs,

which, with the Sunapee saibling, made four for that favored
division of the United States, are the brook trout, fontinalis,

lake trout, namaycush t and blue-back, oquossa. This leaves out
the Dublin pond troul, Salvdiiuis agassm, which Garman has
described as a variety of the brook trout.

The discovery of the Sunapee saibling is thus recorded

:

" As far as is known, the first specimens of this new fish to be
distinguished from the well-known forms were taken in Sun-
apee lake, Merrimac county, New Hampshire, during the
summer of 1S81, by Lieut. Ransom F. Sargent and Mr. Alonzo
Cheney, respectively of New London and Wilmot, experienced
anglers who immediately recognized, in the three individuals

captured by them, specimens of a salmonoid distinct from the
namaycush and from the brook trout of the region. The fish

weighed from two to three pounds each." This, added to the
fact that the writer ot the paper had in his possession, at Sun-
apee lake, in the summer of 1SS2, a four-pound specimen of

this saibling, is the great stumbling block to the theory or

direct importation of saibling eggs previous to the identical

year that the fish were discovered in Sunapee lake. To show
that science sometimes gropes in the dark before coming to

the light, it is noted that when specimens of the Sunapee fish

were sent to the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cam-
bridge, Mass., and to Dr. T. H. Bsan, Curator of the Depart-
ment of Fishes, National Museum, they were pronounced, at

both centers, varieties of the brook trout, although Garman
said that "a knowledge of the younger stages of this fish from
the same locality may lead to a separation of the form ; " and
Bean, upon a more minute examination, pronounced the fish

"a salvelinus or oquassa type, but of so enormous a size that he
did not suspect its relation to that species."

I need not rehearse the subsequent discussion which took
place in Shooting aad Fishing, in which Bean called the
Sunapee saibling a new species with the specific name Salve-

Unus aureolus, and Garman held that it was the Alpine saib-

ling, S. alpiniw, and Jordan compromised on S. alpinus aur&>-

lus. Col. Hodge is given deserved credit for the persistency

with which he adhered from the beginning to his belief that

the fish was new to the waters in which it is found ; tnat is,

new in the sense that it had not been described previous to its

discovery in Sunapee, for he claims that it is aboriginal to

Sunapee and other waters ; and he is quoted as making out a

very good case, except in his claim that perch destroyed the
saibling until black bass were introduced that destroyed the
perch. This seems so utterly untenable as to weaken an other-

wise plausible defense of his position. Prof. Quackenbos says

that the new salvelinus is represented, so far as is positively

known, in Sunapee lake, Dan Hole pond, Carroll county, N.
H., and Flood's pond, in the town of Otis, Maine, three dis-

tinct drainage basins in New England. In his anatomscal
description of the Sunapee saibling, Prof. Quakenbos was as-

sisted by Dr. Bashford Dean of the Department of Biology,

Columbia College, and arrives at different conclusions from
those of Bean and Garman :

" Such differences in individuals

from the same locality would seem to impair the value of an-
atomical peculiarities as diagnostic marks."

Perhaps the latest evidence on this subject is Jordan's,

who says that in the lakes of Greenland and the eastern part

of British America the European charr is as abundant as it

is in Europe, a fact which has only latery been made manifest,

and Prof. Quackenbos adds :
" it certainly does not require a

very serious exercise of one's reasoning powers to carry this

charr across the Canadian border into Northwestern Maine."
The paper says in conclusion: "The Sunapee charr is, un-

doubtedly, a representation of the European form ; but rea-

sons have been given why it is believed to be a native of this

Continent. It diflers no more extensively from the several

European varieties, than they do.- among themselves. Von
dem Borne, Profs. Beuecke and Delmar, Wittmack of Berlin,

all speak of important differences in form, size and color, ac-

cording to age, sex, season and habitat. All authorities allude

to the solid sea green or dark blue of the back, the yellowish

sides, and the red or orange belly . . . as to spots, there is

eldless variety. Some forms have none ; some, large spots

;

others, small—yellow, orange, red—and singularly, in certain

species, each spot is surrounded by a white ring or halo. The
fins take their color from the back and sides, and have the

broad white band. . . We conlidently recommend this

charr to the attention of State Commissioners interested in

placing a valuable aud easily propagated food-fish within

reach of the people. It is facile pit ntxps, from its rush at the

cast smelt to the finish at the breakfast table. These who best

know it most enthuiastically endorse, with a light amend-
ment, Prof. Jordan's apothegm : 'Nothing higher can be said

of a salmonoid than that it is a (Sunapee) charr.'
"
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Mutuels vs. Book Betting.

We expect to see the mutuel system of betting very popu-

lar on this coast ere long, and it is probable that our racing

associations will inaugurate a new way of doing business, viz.,

instead of selling on two or three horses, and then the field,

tickets on each horse (separately) will be disposed of in the

mutuel box. And then there is the " place mutuel," thus fai

something almost unheard of on this coast. This can and

probably will be one of the innovations in the line of betting

in this part of the world shortly. At least it is our idea that

fully as many place tickets could be disposed of as straight,

and probably a great many more. There would be no " field,"

each horse being represented by a ticket on which is printed

a certain number. At the East the place mutuel box is lib-

erally patronized at all times wherever it is put up, and the

beauty of this method of betting is that it almost invariably

pays better than if the same amount had been invested with a

bookmaker.

Usually a " penciler," in a race where there are five or

more entries, gives you one-third the odds for place that he

does straight—up to S to 1. For instance, where the odds are

3 to 1 straight against a horse, even money will be offered that

the horse does not run first or second ; 6 to 1 straight, 2 to 1

a place ; S to 1 straight, 3 to 1 a place ; 10 to 1 straight, 4 to 1

a place, etc. Pick up any paper that prints the amounts the

place mutuels pay, and it will at once be seen that the mutuel

box is the place to play the money for place, the odds being

generally from 5 to 40 per cent, better. We will instance a

few cases. At North Bergen, N. J., on March 21st, in a five-

horse race, Azrael went to the post at 10 to 1 straight in the

books and 2 to 1 against her chances of getting a place.

Therefore, had one wagered $2 in the books $4 wonld have

been won. Place mutuels tickets ($2) on this race paid $G.%5,

or a win of $4.25. In the next race Khaftau was at 3 to 1

straight and even money a place, and yet the field mutuel

ticket (several horses bunched, too) paid on that event $4.15

(15 cents more). In another race the bookmakers ofiered no

place odds at all on Firefly, who went to the post a favorite at

5 to 2 on. Yet the $2 place mutuels paid $2.30. Against

Westchester the bookmakers on the same date offered place

odds of 1 to 3—in other words, bettors were asked to bet $3 to

win $1. In this case the $2 place mutuels paid $2.95, or 95

cents profit on $2—over 30 per cent, better odds than the

bookmakers offered. And so it goes, the best inducements be-

ing offered bettors to play in the place mutuel boxes in nine

cases out often.

In Goodwin's Guide the following example is given of how
to calculate the amounts place mutuels will pay, as follows:

Number of tickets sold 1,924

Reduce to dollars 5

Deduct 5 per cent-

Balance S9.139

Add together the number of tickets sold on each horse, i. e.,

Come-to-Taw 202
Strideaway 93

295
5Reduce to dollars-

Deduct this amount from 89,139. i. e., 59,139
1,475

57,664

Divide $7,664 in halves, which makes $3,832 each. Divide $3,832 by
202, which is the number of tickets sold on Come-to-Taw, and also by
93. which is the number sold on Strideaway.

COME-TO-TAW. STRIDEAWAY.
202)3*32(18.95 93)3*32(41.20

202 372

1812
1616

1960
1818

112

190
186

1420 40

1010

To each of the above results (is.95 and 41.20) must be added the orig-

inal investment monev of$5 each, which was deducted in the first in-

stance, so that Come-to-Taw pays $23.95 and Strideaway $46.20 for each
place ticket.

In the event of two horses running a dead heat for first place, the

money is divided in the same manner as in the division of the place
money in the Come-to-Taw-Strideaway case.

When two horses run a dead heat for stcond place the division is

made as follows : The winner receives his full share of half the place
raonev, and the two dead heaters receive half each of the balance or
one-fourth each of the whole.
The " field." in the mutuels, comprises one or more horses which are

'•lumped" together and sold as a single horse.

If a norserun in a race, whose name is not included in the mutuels,
and that horse should win. all the straight monev goes to the horse
which comes in second, and the place money is divided between the
second and third horses.

Once the public realize that the bookmakers make a big

"percentage" book at all times, or, in other words, have a

large percentage the best of the bettors, no matter which

horse wins, there will be an urgent demand on all jockey

clubs to do away with bookmakers and bookmaking. At no
time is more than 5 per cent, commission charged on the sale

of Paris mutuels, and only 3 per cent, is taken from the sales

of auction pools, yet our bookmakers do not hesitate to make
a book where, no matter who wins, they have anywhere from

10 to 30 per cent, the best of the game.
Following are a few samples—races that took place here in

1892, with the correct odds. We first give the name of the

horse and the odds against its chances. Then follows, in the

next column ol figures to the right, the amount the bookmak-
ers could take in on the horse at the prevailing odds to make
a "round" $1,000 book, where, no matter who wins, they (the

bookies) prove winner. The last column of figures shows
how much the penciler would pay out ; for instance, if Castro

won he would dispose of $1,040; if Oporto was successful,

$975, and so on.

RACINE STAKE*. KIN
Total of

Odds. Am't Bet. Ticket.

Castro 8 to 5

Sir Reel 2j^tol
Orrin 3 to 1

Alliance - 3 to 1

Oporto 12 to 1

400
290
250
250
75

I l.dIO

1,015
1,000
1,0-

*

975

This sort of book (about 2b' per cent, in favor of the book-
maker) was actually made on the 30th day of April at Bay
District track, and what does it show ? Simply this—if Orrin
won the bookmaker would pay out $1,000 and take
in $1,205, pay out $1,000 on Alliance, less on Oporto, $1,040
on Castro—iD short, would be anywhere from $225 to $290
winner, no matter which horse proved successful. The fol-

lowing "book" was made at the fall meeting, and is only a
fair sample of most of the "games" the public are asked to

patronize

:

Total of
Odds. Ain't. Bet. Ticket.

Joe Cotton 8 to 5 S 400 S 1,040
Joe Harding fi to 1 145 1,015
Jack the Ripper 15 to 1 55 975
Nell Flaherty 6 to I 145 1,015
Ida Glenn 5 to 1 165 990
Joe Hooker Jr 20 to 1 50 1.050
Jim R 5 to 1 165 9,905
Jennie Mintzer 30 to 1 30 930
Typesetter 30 to 1 30 930

$1,185

Of course this is only about 18 per cent, in the penciler's

favor,but if the bookmakers got an " inkling " that Joe Cotton
was a sure winner and rubbed the odds against him out all

around the ring, as they often do, when one, smarter than the
average does this sort of thing, the outside bettors would have
an excellent chance to win, wouldn't they ? In the race that

Guadaloupe won at the fall meeting with odds of 30 to 1

against him at the opening it is said a certain bookmaker
did not quote any odds at all against the horse, and conse-
quently made a clean scoop of everything, wagered in his

book. But by " holding out " at all times a 30 to 1 shot most
thinking men would be led to the conclusion that the book-
maker in question " knew suthin'," and that " suthin' " came
out all right—for his pocketbook, if not for his reputation.

When bookmaking is the only method of betting that can be
reached by the smaller speculator around a race course these

small bettors should be protected, and it would not be a bad
idea for the racing association to appoint men whose duty it

shajl be to watch the fluctuations in the betting, and when the

odds are suddenly cut down by a bookmaker or bookmakers
without apparent justification or where a penciler fails to

quote aDy odds against a horse's chances he should be
made to explain his actions to the satisfaction of the judges^ if

called on. Doubtless this hauling over the coals would resultin

much good,so far as the purification of the turf was concerned,

and at the same time the betting public would be accorded the
protection that they deserve.

Blood Horse Association Directors Meet.

Last Tuesday night the Board of Directors of the Blood

Horse Association met in Parlor A of the Palace Hotel to

dispose of several important matters and arrange the prelimi-

naries to the spring meeting which begins to-day. Thos. H.

Williams presided, in the absence of Col. Thornton. The mat-

ter that took up most of the time of the racing officials was the

disbarment (as a bookmaker) of Henry Schwartz, who is,

among other pencilers, denied the privilege of doing business

at the spring meeting on this side of the bay on account of his

making a book at Oakland when forbidden to do so by the

local racing organization.

A long document was read coming from Schwartz setting

forth that he, the bookmaker-manager, had endeavored to set

the dates of his Oakland merry-go-round so that they would
not conflict wifh the Blood Horse meeting, and (out of the

goodness of his heart, it is presumed) had postponed its com-
mencement even until the California Jockey Club meeting
came to a close (of course scarcity of horses did not cause Mr.
S. to change his plans). Mr. Schwartz's document in effect

said that his meeting was a model one in point of fairness (this

sounds well when the accent is put on the word ,;
fairness "),

and that at no time had he done anything that was calculated

to sully the good name racing enjoyed on this coast. (As a
matter of fact people sometimes get tired of seeing a lot of

short-bred, drummed-to-death dogs mosey around a track, and
it injures meetings where a higher class of racing is given).

Bookmaker Schwartz requested the directors to thoroughly in-

vestigate his conduct, if they suspected crookedness on his

part. In conclusion the well-known shouter of odds submitted

his lease of Oakland track to the officials, which lease he had
obtained from Ben Wright before he learned of the intention

of the Blood Horse directors to prevent him from making a

book at the spring meeting. In his opinion the disbarment
edict would be very severe on himself and fellow-shouters if

if allowed to go into eflect. When the secretary had finished

reading the communication Adolph Spreckles moved that the

directors consider the matter in executive session, and the

motion prevailed.

Schwartz was called into the room, but, notwithstanding the

"heart-rendering" tale of woe that came from the odds-

shouter of the harrowed capitalist, the officials remained un-

moved, and the resolution stands in its entirety as originally

adopted. This must be a bitter pill to a man who thought
himself such an important, can't-do-without me factor in af-

fairs of the California turf as the bookmaker fondly imagined
himself not so very long ago.

Xo action was taken in the case of Jockey Claude Burlin-

game, whose entries have been refused and who has besides

been given to understand that he cannot ride at the coming
meeting of the Blood Horse Association. The jockey is ac-

cused of trying to bribe parties controlling Queen Bee to pull

that mare, so that his (Burlingarae's) entry, Patricia, could
win. The young man is also said by a prominent turfman to

have " doped " Red Prince, so that the horse not only lost,

but was in a lamentable condition, physically, for a long time

after the race mentioned. Burlingame, however, claims to be

able to prove that he backed the horse, and declares that he
has not been treated fairly by the P. C. B. II. A. officials.

Pneumatic Sulky Frames and Tires.

The cleverest device in the way of a pneumntirtire attachment fo*

&sulky, is that made by the "Victor" concern nf Ban Krancisco.
These wheels and tires may bo fitted toany make of sulky, and when

titled, all aide shake, rattle and jar. is adjured completely by the
sleeve-nut and bolt arrangement, which is both simple and effective.

The pdenmat I c- tire otlered by this concern, Is one thai any boy
can repair hi ten minutes. To provide against low ofa race OH
oi •! possible accident to the pneumatic-tire. <-\trn Inner tabea may be
bad &1 a flight coat. These tubes are the life <>r the tire, and are
quickly palled Into the tire, the tire then blown up bard, and the
sulky ready for Instant use, The "Victor" pneumatic issostmple
and stronj,'. it commends itself to every horseman who proposes using
a pneumatic sulky during the season.
They are made by the Overman Wheel Company, Bicycle Milkers,

,ci!i i.nrkln street, Son Pronclsco.

Thrush in Horses' Feet.

Little is known about the origin of the term " thrush" as

applied to a diseased condition of the " frog " or bold triangu-

lar centre, visible on the ground surface of the horse's foot,

but the cause or causes giving rise to the disease are well

known, and, therefore, should be understood.

Filth is the chief factor in the development of thrush. Some
owners believe thrush to be contagious, but there is no con"

tagion about it at all, for remove the filth, clean the feet, and
often the disease will cure itself. Canker of the foot is a con-

tagious disease, however, and is due to a parasite of vegetable

origin.

Mares sutler from thrush oftener in the hind feet than do
studs or geldings, who suffer in the fore feet principally. The
reasons for this is obvious.

Some animals are predisposed to thrush, and those animals
suffering from navicular trouble often have thrush as a symp-
tom. Therefore, when purchasing a horse with thrush in one
foot, or in both, for that matter, be sure you are not buying
trouble as well as a horse.

Thrush is an unhealthy state of the frog, accompanied with
an offensive ichorous discharge from its clift or central tis-

sue, not necessarily producing lameness, except when the frog
strikes a bold stone, but as the disease advances from neglect,

then the deep-seated structures become inflamed and the foot

hot and tender.

Thrush may be associated with internal disease of the foot,

as before mentioned, in navicular disease, but horses are often
left with thrush or a tendency that way after laminitis. So that
all cases will not respond to treatment that we will now ad-
vise for ordinary cases of this disease ; therefore, if this course
of treatment fails look for a chronic cause, giving rise to
thrush and needing special internal treatment as well as ex-
ternal. Cases of ordinary thrush will yield to calomel, and in

using it the following directions should be observed

:

Cleanse the stable, and use some of the many sweet antisep-

tics to sweeten the stable atmosphere. Then wash the feet

clean every night after work, then dry the feet. Have at

hand an ounce of calomel, four ounces of the compound tinc-

ture of aloes and myrrh and some medicated cotton. Take a

feather, dip it into the tincture and work it into the cleft. Do
this thoroughly. Then put some dry calomel into the fissure

or cleft with a paper-knife or thin piece of hard wood. After
the calomel is gotton to the bottom of the cleft take a piece
of the cotton and force it into the cleft with the paper-knife,

so as to hold the calomel there, and, at the same time,
keep the dirt and grit out. Repeat this every night until

cured.

If the horse is of full habit a good dose of physic will expe-
dite matters, and if the stable is damp alter it.

Electricity For Cribbing Horses.

A gentleman living in a village a few miles north has a val-

uable six-year-old trotting horse which some time ago formed

the very bad habit of cribbing ; that is, it would chew at the

wood of the manger and parts of its stall, says the Utica Ob-

server. The habit grew and grew till he was cribbing so con-
stantly that he lost flesh and did not eat a sufficient quantity
of food. The owner sent a statement of the condition of things

to Thomas P. Nightingale, and asked him if he could suggest

a remedy. Mr. Nightingale thought the matter over and
replied " Yes." He then went to work at the arrangement
described, hereafter.

He had anfinduction coil wound. Three cells of a battery

were used. A flexible cord was led from it to the horse's back
under the surcingle. The stall was lined with tin where the
horse had the habit of chewing or cribbing. The connection
was made so that when the animal touched his lips to the tin

at any point the electric current ran through his head and
along his back to the spine under the surcingle. This was
enough to make him turn away his nose and lips with all the

disgust an equine can show. After vain efiorts to touch any
part of either the manger or stall without getting the dose he
gave it up, and the result is the animal is again eating and
digesting his food naturally, and has lost his taste for manger
and stall wood.

The Sale Next Tuesday.

Ine little collection to be sold at auction next Tuesday at

the stables corner of Haight and Cole streets embraces repre-

sentatives of many of the choicest trotting families. The Di-

rector filly Inspiration, out of Regina, by Electioneer, is pro-

nounced by competent judges to be the acme of perfection.

Her dam, Regina, is one of the few of Electioneer'sdaughters

out of a great producing dam ever offered at auction. She is

a grand individual, large, strongly-built, perfect in shape and
disposition, and a pure-gaited trotter. She ought to be placed

in a trainer's hands, and with little work will enter the 2:30

list. Besides these two choice ones there area number of

colts and fillies that are the making of first-class roadsters, if

they never go on a race track. They have good dispositions,

are well-trained single and double, and with the little work
they have had show great speed. Sale commences at eleven

o'clock.

Great Chicago May Sale.

F. J. Berry «V Co. are in receipt of numerous rich consign-

ments from the leading stock farms of Kentucky, Michigan

,

Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, California and many other States

representing gilt-edged breeding, and including several full

brothers and sisters to well-known performers. Several con-

signments are listed of thoroughbred Kentucky and Missouri

saddle horses, besides a grand array of premium carriage

teams and high-class roadsters, besides several trotters and

pacers, well-known performers in the Western Circuit. En-

tries close April (>th. Send for entry blank- 1" !". J. Berry a

Co., Union Stock Yards, rhicago.

Cha*. Smart Training Stable, South Meriden, DeC
Dsab Sir—One of my horses in training had splint and

sore tendon, which made him lame. I blistered him, but he

was Tin bettor, so I decided to try your " tbsorbine," which I

did with the beet results. The lam D U improve at

once, and was completely cured in ten -lavs. He has been go-

ing square ever since. Send me one half dozen b

once. J shall recommend it toall horse train

Yours truly. CtUkB, &
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB^Sprlng meeting April 29 to June 2.3

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB Mav 1 to Mav 13
LOCISVII.LE JOCKEY CLnB—Spring meeuog- .May 10 (9davs>
P. C.T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting See advt
SAVTA BARBARA August22 to August 26 incl
LOMPOC .. -August 29 to September 2 inclHUEXEME September 19 to September 23 incl
SANTA ANA - September 26 to September 30 incl
LOS ANGELES October 2 to October 7 incl
VANCOUVER. WASH June 14 (four davsl
INDEPENDENCE. OR Jnnel5 (three days)
PORTLAND - .June 24 (seven days*
SALEM „ July 4th. 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June 23
1.ATONIA JOCKEY CLL'B (Covington, Ky.l—Spring meeting

- May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TURF AND DRTYTNG CLUB—Spring Meeting...Mav 9 to 13
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting Mav 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, HI.';—Summer meeting

•- - June 24 (25 davsi
BUTTE, HELENA AND DEER LODGE - July 3, 4 and 5
DILLON .Jnlv4 to 7
MISSOULA-Reirular circuit Julv into 13ANACONDA—Regular circuit July 15 to 26
RUTTE -Regular circuit July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 toSept.2
STURGIS ' Mlcbl Julv 31 to AUE. 5
BUFFA ixi DRIVING PARK-Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
GLEN BROOK PARK _August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to S
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 Incl.
WASHINGTON PARK (The N. W. A. T. A P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'S October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

NAPA.. April 1MONTANA CIRCUIT STAKES April 1

P.C. T. H. B. A.-Spring apd Fall Meetings April 1PETALCMA April 1

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB-Trottlng Stakes -April 15STOCKTON FAIR ZZ April 15OVERLAND PARK CLUB Denver , -Stakes Races April 25
MuylfiPniBM .

TULARE...
SAN JOSE COLT STAKES -

..April 25
May 1

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ANDY R...._ ChaaE. Needbam, Bellolta, CalANTEEO JR.;22^72 J. (-. Smith, Oakland, Cal
AT.K'T —

—

D. Anderton. Oakland, CalALEXANDER BUTTON G. W. Wnodanl. TolO I 'a

I

BOODLE C. A. Stockton, San Jo=e, CalBAY ROME 9.814 Trios. Bonner, Santa Rosa. CalCALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Martin Carter. Irvlneton
CHANCELLOR 14,058 R D. Fox. San Joie''»> DERBY Geo. a Wllev. Danville la'Ml EO 14.692 w. W. smlll,. c..l,w, r"lDANTON MOULTRIE D. J. Murphy, Mllpltas CalnA

.!',VM" Roaedale Breedlne Eurm
DEI.\\ I\ .„......_. Samuel Gamble. Danville, I aldexter prince iLja Souther Farm, Ban l^>andro Cal

2!rr^T,
u

.

H ssar— CuMencalW.BeliiWcal
DIGITALISI6.7M I!,. I!, Bn InK FarmDIABLO Murray a Richards, Pleaaanton.Cal

R25 i.'.;
u

.';,'!
N

'

'

Lowell, Lodl, CalDON FIGARO Bontiier farm. Sjin Leundro
ECLECTIC 11/SI -Wlllred Page. I I'aGr^eTsnnoma Co

L. Rlrhanla, Graven CalEGYPTIAN I'KINIE '" ' William* Mllplta»:CalRLBBnTOB Souther Kami, Ban I^aiKlro
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1 ACCIONISTA (Tmp. Arabian Stallion
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DON CARIOS M-Carr, Santa Rosa. Cal

• IMP. IDAI.rUM John Cassidy, City
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San Francisco's Spring Meeting.

The Breeder an-d Sportsman- congratulates the

Bluod Horse Association on its race programme for the

fi rst week of the spring meeting, with the exception of

its selling event conditions, and races where penalties are

inflicted on horses that ran at Oakland, but at the same time

we hug ourselves joyously when we think that the officials

have done many things that we have fought for desper-

ately in times past. Eecently we have strongly urged on

the local racing organization (one of the wealthiest in

America) the lengthening of the distances of their races,

thereby relegating to the " bush " country the short-bred

skates who display their " yellow dog " streaks in a run

of four or four and a half furlongs. A perusal of the first

five days' programme will satisfy even" one that the

Blood Horse officials have had their fill of sprinting,

sprinters and their scheming controllers, and desire their

presence no longer. Now the public will not see a, crowd

of buck-jumping skates at the post for half an hour to an

hour trying to get the best ot the send-off, which is so im-

portant in contests (?) of this character. There are no

races for three-year-olds and upwards where the distance

is less than six furlongs, and while we argued for making

the minimum distance one mile, we are glad to see this

change for the better. A member of the equine race that

cannot go a mile at a high rate of speed is not possessed

of racehorse qualities entitling it to any consideration at

the hands of the public. Hundreds of athletes through-

out the country think nothing of running a mile at almost

their highest rate of speed. Therefore, a horse, ten times

stronger, should certainly not be distressed in going a mile

at his best " clip." Of course, with the rainy season of

such long duration, the work of preparation for racing is

necessarily backward, and it may be that three-quarters

of a mile is far- enough to ask some of the horses to go at

this season, but a mile would please the public more.

The purses aie very liberal, the selling-platers having

a chance at $400 in their races, while the regular purses

are $500. "We would like to see our association take the

initiative and make the gelding allowance five pounds, the

same amount of weight allowed mares. This would en-

courage the use of the knife on many colts of unfashion-

able breeding and bad habits, and place them where they

could, perhaps, shine—in the gelding ranks.

Another excellent point about the first week's pro-

gramme is the large number of events provided for three-

year-olds and upwards. Many racing associations in Amer-

ica,we are sorry to state, have turned everything worth hav-

ing over to the owner of the two-year-old. They have heeded

too long the cry of many greedy, cruel youngster-owners

" We want quick action for the money we have invested

in horseflesh!" and in putting so many two-year-old

events on their programmes have dealt a blow to thor-

oughbreds the force of which they are just beginning to

wot of. If racing organizations all over the country would

follow in the footsteps of the Blood Horse Association

and have not more than one two-year-old event per day

they would go far in the work of lengthening the lives of

that grand horse, the thoroughbred. And it would be still

better if there were no racing of two-year-olds at all—that

is, for the horses. An eminent veterinarian has estimated

that 30 per cent, of the thoroughbreds throughout the

world never face the starter at four years of age. This is

attributable to nonsensical and inhuman treatment (rac-

ing dozens of times) of two-year-olds. When horse-racing

was first inaugurated in England, no horse under five

years of age was trained for racing, and no race was of

less distance than four miles. Few carried under 16S

pounds. Statistics will show that under those conditions

the average age of horses was much higher than that of

the present. That should prove conclusively to any think-

ing person that the carrying of heavy weights over a great

distance of ground is not as injurious as racing the two-

year-old as it is done to-day.

It is undoubtedly short-sighted policy (outside of its be-

in.' cruel) to win, say $10,000, with a two-year-old and
break the youngster down, when by. not training the thor-

oughbred until he is a three-year-old you could have him
racing for you four or five years longer, win you a great

deal more money and improve the lung power, stamina

and bone of the racehorse. It is certain that the thor-

oughbred is not fully developed until it is between four

and five years of age. Nowadays they are broken and

put to work in the fall, when less than yearlings. At
two years old they are drummed harder than at any

period of their lives, owing to the associations hanging up

richer purses and more of them for youngsters of this age.

At three they are scantily provided with class races, and

there is hut one four-year-old stake race in all America.

What a grand thing it would be for our local organiza-

tion to take the lead in cutting down two-year-old racing

and inaugurating three and four-year-old stakes to take

their places ! They will be applauded by everyone in this

country having the welfare of the thoroughbred at heart.

Take the human race as an example to follow. A two-

year-old colt is to the equine race what a nine-year-old

boy is to the human, estimating that the human be-

ing lives, on an average, four and a half times as long as

the horse. A three-year-old colt, then, is as well along in

his career as a boy of 13 J years, and a four-year-old can

be likened in point of development to an 18-year-old

youth. At four and a half years, when a thoroughbred

horse is about fully developed, the human being, on the

same basis, would be a man of twenty years and three

months. Suppose the nine-year-old boy were given

harder work to perform than he was asked to do at any

time in his life, what would be the result? Why, an

undersized, wizzened, spiritless, broken-down being at

fifteen years of age, and in his grave (if he had to keep

on with the hard knocks) at eighteen. Just so with the

thoroughbred, and it is cruel man's greed for gold that is

hurrying four-year-olds to horse heaven.

Year Book for 1892.

The Year Book or 1892 has been received. It consists

of two volumes, each containing about 600 pages of

closely printed matter. Part L contains, besides the com-

plete summaries of all trotting and pacing races during

the past year, one of the most useful of all departments

of the entire Year Book, viz.: The alphabetical index to

all horses that participated in races or official trials

against time in 1S92, showing the name, sex and color of

the horse, the number of times starting and where started,

how many races lost and how many won, and gives all

records made from 3:00 down. All records which were

accepted by the trotting associations are entered in their

places, but those which were rejected by the register office

are preceded by an "t" to give proper notice of the fact

of rejection.

Part n. contains the alphabetical lists of 2:30 trotters

and 2:25 pacers. Tables of 2:20 trotters and 2:15 pacers

;

the great table; tables of champion trotters, great brood-

mares, and fastest records ; while on the last four pages of

the book is the table of rejected performances. As the

books will not be sold separately, inquirers should send in

their orders immediately, the price set is $5 for the two

parts. A large supply is on the way from the East, and

will be ready for distribution in a few days.

That $1 and $2 Paris mutuels are exceedingly popu-

lar has been proved conclusively in the various pool-

rooms of San Francisco. Take the sales on fistic contests

as an example. In many of the rooms on several occa-

sions more than 2,500 $1 tickets were disposed of, and

the dividends were exceedingly satisfactory in every •.

case, while in the auctions there was often not more than

this sum bet. This speaks volumes in favor of the

mutuels. It shows that it is by far the most popular

method of betting, when the sums received by the smaller

bettors nearly equals the amount received in the pool-

box from the high-rollers. The trouble (what little there

was in the Colonies) was that the commission charged

was by far too large—10 per cent. There the Govern-

ment received 2.} per cent, from the sales of mutuels, 2A

per cent went to charitable institutions and the racing

association received 5 per cent. In this country the con-

ditions are different, and there is no necessity for a charge

of over 5 per cent., if indeed 3 per cent, would not prove

beneficial. In Louisville and other places there are

three methods of betting—you can buy auction pools or

mutuels (straight and place) or can patronize the book-

maker. In this way the bettor is protected. If he sees

he can get better odds against his money in the auctions

he can go there, and if that does not suit him he has re-

course to the mutuels. It is not a case of " take the odds

I offeror don't bet," a monopoly pure and simple, for an

opportunity is given to go elsewhere and receive reason-

able odds. The result is that the bookmakers give very

respectable prices against the chances of horses, and the

people do not feel that they have any cause for dissatis-

faction.
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Ancient and Modern Racing Methods.

What mighty changes have taken place in the matter

of weighting racehorses since there has been any system

regarding conducting racing events, what a sliding up and

down, what a variety of opinion ! The first great race-

horse—the one that became world-renowned—-was Fly-

ing Childers, the unbeaten, a chestnut horse with a nose

partly white and four white feet, foaled in 1715. It was

something almost unknown in those days to train a horse

to race until he was five years old, and the distance run

was seldom short of four-mile heats. Under that system

the racehorses seemed to thrive, and the average age of

the thoroughbred was much greater than at present, when

he is drummed hardest as a two-year-old and seldom seen

on a race course at seven. We find, upon investigation,

that when Flying Childers was six years old, the first

year of his turf career, the lowest weight he carried was

8 stone 7 pounds (119 pounds) and the highest 140

pounds, when he defeated the Earl of Drogheda's

Chauuter in a six-mile race for 1000 guineas. He lived

to the age of twenty -six years.

In 1745 we find Robin Hood matched against a brown

horse owned by Lord Manvers at four-mile heats, each to

carry 168 pounds—twelve stone. In 1752 Skewball, by

the Godolphin Arab (Barb) beat Miss Sportly, by Vic-

torious, four miles at the Curragh of Kildare, the weights

carried in that event being 126 pounds for each. Bay

Malton, a great horse in 1764, by Sampson, dam sister to

Leonidas, beat the famed Gimcrack for 500 guineas, car-

rying only 7 stone 7 pounds, or 105 pounds. Afterward

he won with 119 pounds up. Thus we find in a period of

forty-three years a variation in weights of no less than

sixty-three pounds, from lowest to highest. In 1773 there

were several matches at 112 pounds. In 1795 we ob-

serve a match at four-mile heats between Mr. Sitwell's

gray mare and Mr. Johnson's chestnut gelding, for £200,

over the Doncaster course, each to carry sixteen stone, or

224 pounds. By this it will be seen that horses ran four-

mile heats, six and eight mile dashes in those days carry-

ing, as a general thing, such crushing weights as 168

pounds, time cutting a very small figure. Endurance was

the great desideratum.

According to the turf laws of the early part of the

last century the horse that had won the first and second

heats (generally of four miles) was obliged *o start

for the third, and to save his distance in that, to entitle

him to the prize. In 1719 it is noted that a bay mare by

Basto, belonging to the Duke of Devonshire, ran three

matches against Mr. Frampton's Nutmeg, the first two at

six miles each, the last at eight miles, each to carry 118

pounds. Four years later Neal beat Ruffler and Othello

at Newmarket four-mile heats, every horse carrying 168

pounds. In 1732 there was a twelve-mile match at New-

market, where the contestants carried but 105 pounds

each. In 1746 Mr. Keating's Grenadier ran sixteen

miles, beating a field of four, for a purse of £100, carry-

ing 168 pounds. Just think of the difference between

those days and the present ! Now our horses can win

over one hundred times that amount in one event (The

Futurity), colts carrying 118 pounds when not penalized,

and where the distance is a trifle short of three-quarters

of a mile. Hollandaise, the third winner of the Don-

caster St. Leger (1778), carried 140 pounds to victory in

the King's Plate at Newmarket in 1781, and this seemed

to be about the usual weight carried by aged horses in

almost any kind of race at that period.

Sir Charles Bunbury, owner of Diomed, first winner of

the Epsom Derby, was the originator of a new scale of

weights for horses, as well as the introducer of two-year-

old stake races. About the year 1786 the first two-year-

old stake race was run, though these events were not

patronized to an extent worth mentioning until 1797,

when only forty-eight two-year-olds ran in public in

England, though July was as early as it was thought a

two-year-old should run. From this time began the sac-

rifice of stoutness for speed. Some aver that there came

a great change in the conformation of horses, the race

horse of the eighteenth century, asked to carry usually

168 pounds over anywhere from four to sixteen miles of

ground, being shorter-legged and more substantial in

build than the flyer of the nineteenth century, who is

more of the leggy, " wasp-waisted " type. It is estimated

tbat thirty per cent, of our horses are drummed so hard

as yearlings and two-year-olds that they are either of

little worth or are in the boneyard at three years of age.

Two-year-olds are trained to the same pitch nowadays as

old horses used to be, and seldom get a holiday during a

racing season except when they catch the distemper or

go to coughing. It is fully as brutal to drum a

baby rarer through twenty to thirlv'ra <- as ir used

to be to send a five or six-year-old to a few races of four-

mile heats with 16S pounds on his back. It was Sir Jo-

seph Hawley's proposition not to run two-year-olds until

July, and it is to be regretted that it was defeated and

the youngsters allowed to run earlier in the year. Had
the baronet's proposition been carried we should have

had a hardier race of thoroughbreds beyond all doubt, for

it was nearly fifty years ago when he submitted his plans

to the Jockey Club of England.

From the time two-year-olds began running up to a

very ^ew years ago the weights on older horses were grad-

ually reduced, both in England and America, until, in

1S54, when Lexington was in his prime, the weights for

three-year-olds in America in an all-aged race were 86

pounds; four-year-olds, 100 pounds; five-year-olds, 110

pounds, six-year-olds, 118 pounds ; aged horses, 124

pounds, mares and geldings allowed three pounds ; in

England they were about the same, perhaps a little high-

er. This low scale remained in force for many years,

but onr people clung to heat races much longer than the

English. During the past ten years there has been a

tendency toward increasing the weights and shortening

the distances, until at the present, in America, two-year-

old colts are asked to carry in their stake races 118

pounds; three-year-old colts, 122 pounds. In all-aged

events, three-year-olds in the month of May are asked to

carry in races of a mile to a mile and a half 106 pounds;

four-year-olds, 122 pounds ; five-year-olds and upward,

126 pounds. The weights are now close to what they

should be, but a raise of four pounds all around would be

advantageous, in that we should have in the saddle a bet-

ter lot of jockeys—pilots capable of riding a hard finish

without fainting through the " reduction " process. Jock-

eys riding from 110 pounds to 130 would undoubtedly

have more sense and greater success than the little fel-

lows that nowadays have mounts at 85 to 105 pounds

and who can only get to this weight for perhaps one

season. We would like also to see the minimum weights

in handicaps fixed at 90 pounds, with the limit of weight

for the " crack " to carry fixed at 150 pounds. If the

horses could not be brought close together under this

system we miss our guess. The Toboggan Slide Handi-

cap weights for 1893 were close to our idea of fairness,

and now, if racing associations will band themselves to-

gether and say that no two-year-old shall run in over

half a dozen races in a season and no three-year-old or

over be allowed to run in races of less length than one

mile we shall see a vast improvement in thoroughbred

horses throughout the world.

The famous controversy between Messrs. Thomas H-

Williams and R. Porter Ashe over Geraldine and four

two-year-olds by Alta came to an end last Wednesday

night in Judge Hunt's court. After deliberating over

three hours the jury rendered the following verdict

:

" We, the jury in the above-entitled cause, find a verdict

in favor of the plaintiff [Williams] for the return of the

property in the complaint described, and we find the

value of his interest in the said property to be the sum of

S4,909.'74." The jury stood 9 to 3 on the above—just

enough for the plaintiff to receive a verdict. Thus ended

one of the most interesting cases where thoroughbred

horses were involved ever tried in America, and not a

little bitterness was shown, the preponderance being on

the plaintiff's side. At first, from the way the verdict

read, Mr. Ashe thought the tide had turned against him,

but Attorney Wallace dispelled the gloom when he read

the verdict and announced " Ashe wins." This was,

after all, just what Mr. Ashe had been fighting for—to

pay his indebtedness to Mike Kelly and retain the horses.

That the verdict was a popular one there is no gainsay-

ing. A portion of the testimony elicited during the

progress of the trial regarding the value of the horses was

surprising, to say the least. Several men were found

who on the stand declared that Geraldine was not worth,

in their opinion, over $2,000, while one set her down as

worth but $1,500. In view of the fact that the mare

holds the world's race records at four furlongs, four and

a half furlongs and six and one—half furlongs, and has

run miles in 1:40) and 1:41, besides being beautifully

bred, and is to-day as sound as a dollar and cer-

tainly in as good shape as she ever was in her career

for racing, these gentlemen rated a very high-class

racer very cheap, to our mind. One or two gentle-

men expressed their willingness to give $5,000 for Geral-

dine ; she is certainly worth nearly that sum as a brood-

mare. During two of the seasons Geraldine was raced

she was ailing, and did not face the starter many times,

but during her six years' racing career has managed to

scratch out over $32,000 in stakes and purses, or an

overage o) over $5,338 pel y.<ar. Bred to a popular

horse like Salvator, El Rio Rey or St. Blaise, that one of

her foals would bring from $3,000 to $5,000 is pretty

certain, leaving out the fact that she will win many a

dollar on the race courses of this country this season if

nothing serious occurs. But the battle is over, for the

present at least, and the names of Ashe and Geraldine

are bound together firmer than ever.

A Southern Circuit.

Five of the Agricultural Associations in the southern

part of California have formed a circuit for the fall meet-

ing. The districts and dates claimed are as follows:

Santa Barbara, August 22d to 26th, inclusive; Lompoc,

August 29th to September 2d, inclusive ; Hueneme, Sep-

tember 19th to 23d, inclusive ; Santa Ana, September

26th to 30th, inclusive, and Los Angeles, October 2d to

October 7th, inclusive.

The large number of stock farms, and the great interest

being awakened among horsemen in this thriving section,

augurs well for the success of such a circuit. Many of

our very fastest trotters trace to Los Angeles-bred horses,

while the old families have been increased by the addi-

tion of many of the best-bred youugsters in the United

States. The beautiful roads and fine tracks there afford

plenty of enjoyment for lovers of good roadsters, and when

the races end this fall there is no doubt that large acces-

sions to the 2:30 and 2:20 lists will be credited to the

competitors that meet on this newly-formed circuit.

The breeder's association recently organized at Los

Angeles will give an impetus to the breeding, developing

and racing interests also, that will do more toward

bringing this favored section into prominence as a horse-

breeding paradise than anything heretofore thought of.

With such an organization to aid the districts named and

keep alive the spirit of competition, it will be only a

matter of a few years until the associations in the north-

ern and central portions of this State will have to gird up

their loins to meet this new competitor from the orange

groves and pampas-plumed section of our great and pros-

perous State.

Entries Close To-day.

This is the last call for owners of trotters and pacers to

make entries for the races to take place at Napa, Peta-

luma and the Spring and Fall meetings of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association and on the

Montana Circuit. The prospects for good meetings were

never better : there are more horses in training this year

than were ever known before, and many owners who have

heretofore refrained from placing their youngsters in the

hands of a trainer, are this year seeking hard to get the

best ones procurable in the State.

There should be no hesitancy on the part of horse

owners in making entries. The two—in-three rule will

prevail, while dash races will prove attractive, and at the

same time horses will be able to earn more money than

they would by the system formerly in vogue.

Again calling the attention of all horsemen to the fact

that this is the last day, we hope to hear of large lists of

entries in all the meetings advertised.

We have called the attention of the former Superin-

tendent of Streets to the condition of our principal drive-

way to the Golden Gate Park, called Golden Gate

Avenue. For some reason only promises were made

that the street would receive the necessary repair-

ing, but, like the roadway, they were badly broken.

The condition of this expensive roadway is a- dis-

grace to this city. There are "chuck hole~" by

the dozen every square, and the breaking of axles and

the ruining of vehicles is a common occurence. Horses

meet with injuries and arc sent to veterinarians for strains

and sprains. Visitors to this city who desire to ride in car-

riages to the Golden Gate Park have a poor opinion of

the enterprise of our leading citizens, and much less of

the executive ability of our Street Superintendent and the

Board of Supervisors. We hope that steps will at once

be taken to place this beautiful street in :i first-clasi

condition.

ALTHOUGH Btallion-ownera may notbo able to boa&t of

the large number of mares booked to their bones, the;

have this satisfaction, tin' mares are of a far better class

than any heretofore bred; most of them an' standard,

while a number have earned n rds, The value of a

stallion will be enhanced through the performances of the

produce of these mares, for the; are owned by men who

believe the " false bottom " is knocked out of the horse

business, and values will not decrease much further,

therefore, they will raise horses thai the public- a- well a>

the breeders are seeking.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Skxd in vour orders for the Year Book of 1SV2.

The Kenttield sale of trotters takes place nest Tnesday.

Cricket, 2:10, is with foal to Sidney, 2:19$. What a pacer

that will be?

Entries close at Napa, Petalunia and the Breeders' meet-

ing to-day, April 1st.

Buffalo horsemen are very much in love with Fausta,

2:22;, the great Sidney filly now in \V. B. McDonald's stable.

Sidney can have sixty mares booked him at *300 each this

season, which would bring to his owner $1S,000. Yet he sold

for but $27,000.

Sweetne^, 2:21' (dani of Sidney, 2:11*5, and Jay Wilkes,

2:3-5), has a brother called St. Leon 1523 that is the sire of

Tomoka, 2:281.

Jack Dawsus is the name of the stallion by Director,

2:17, out of Favorita, 2:25.1, by George Wilkes, that has been

sent to George Marr.

Witch, dam of Cricket, 2:10, lost a beautiful bay tilly by

Steiuwav last week, and Mr. Meek, the owner, has the sym-

pathy of all horsemen.

The bay hurse Thor, by Alcazar, 2:20-}, out of a daughter of

Fleetwing (dam of Stamboul, 2:07A), will" be trained this year.

He is said to be very fast.

E. A. Colbl'kx, of Colorado Springs, Col., writes that he

has engaged Thomas H. Gritiiu, of California, as trainer and
driver for the coming vear.

Maj. Dubois, of Denver, owner of Yolo Maid, 2:12, and
Superior, 2:17',, is a great stickler for the blood of American
Star, and thinks no pedigree is perfect without it.

The sale of the stock of fine roadsters, broodmares, colts

and fillies owned by F. C. Talbot will take place at Killip it

Co.'s salesyard April 19th, catalogues of which are now being

printed.

The long spell of wet weather has had a bad efiect upon the

pastures in this Stale, and most of the stock has had to be kept

up and fed hay since the first of January. This is something
very unusual.

Dox't dose the broodmares with physic and condition pow-
ders. If they are costive feed a few apples or potatoes. If

these are not to be had, give an occasional bran mash nearly

as thin as gruel.

Among the latest reported additions to Geo. Starr's string

are Czar, 2:12.1, by Russia ; Newberger, by Jay Bird ; June-
mont, 2:14, by Tremont; Myrtle R., 2:1a}, by Monaco, and
Yalissa, 2:19, by Yasco.

Augustus Sharpe, Louisville, Ky., has purchased from
H. S. Shultz, Lexington, the chestnut filly Faustissima, by
Sidney, dam Faustina (dam of Faustino, 2:14$, and Fausta,

2:22.j), by Crown Point.

Orestes Pierce has one of the sweetest driving mares in

Alameda, in fact, she is the queen of the road. He pur-

chased her in the southern part of this State ; she is called

Kate Castleton, and has a record of 2:26A.

El Mahdi's colts are showing phenomenal speed, and bis

friends predict that their work this year will demonstrate the

fact that in the death of the sou of Onward and Lady Funker,
the trotting turf lost one of its greatest figures.

E. D. Bither, driver of Kremlin, 2:07:;, writes his old

schoolmate, J. W. Bailey, of this city, that Kremlin will not

be on the turf this season, but will be out in 1894. He says

that Kremlin is doing well and can beat any stallion in the

world.—Oregonian.

C. P. Chamberlain, owner of Royal Prince, 2:24A ; Char
ley Ford, 2:124 and Harry F., 2:26, died a few days since at

Tacoma. Mr. Chamberlain was born in Polk county, Oregon.
His horses are reported to be in charge of James Irwin, at

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

In 1891 Almont had 39 sons with 90 trotters and 20 pacers
in the list, and 20 daughters had 19 trotters and 5 pacers in

the list. In 1892 he had 75 sons with 235 trotters and 34
pacers in the list, and 75 daughters with 61 trotters and 6

pacers in the list. Almonts breed on.

JajcksE. I'.errvman finally concluded to open a public
stable at the Napa race track, and started last Wednesday and
< has. Scott, the new superintendent, will have this course in

perfect order. He is working night and day to make it the
greatest training grounds in the State for trotters and pacers.

Betsy AND I, the dam of Moquette, 2:10, the fastest four-

year-old trotting stallion in the world, is by Ericsson, and Nell,

dam of Belle Yara, 2:081, that trotted the fastest first heat in

a race on record, is by a son of Ericsson. The blood of the old
trolling champion does not appear to be a bad element in a
pedigree.

Bowek.man Bkos., of Lexington, Ky., have sold to Captain
Sara Brown of Pittsburg the ibree-year-old Wilton stallion

Winchester, dam by Mambrino Patchen
;
price said to be $10,-

000 or thereabouts. Winchester will be put at the head of

Captain Brown stud in Kentucky. He can trot in 2:20 and
is said to be one of the most promising young stallions in the
country.

I
'. 1-

.
Mo

i i.ruN, of Redwood City, ha* a road team that are
"i all t!"- nuiiiiti-s, and a_s he is one of those gentle-

men who take pride In his hones, and is a skillful reinsman,
it i- 1 pleasure to see him drive, and a still greater one to ride
with him. < hie of the ln.r-. i- by I'.hn I. I lalph, the other

i tnd a better-waited team or more speedy
i,

II \V. M i:i k, oi 1. i d iIm services of that
i:iy, for this season. There

are some) twelve head of promising trotters and pacers at tin-

track, and the latter will be pill io Eh I li condition imme-
diately, The Electioneer-Notwood stallion Luster 2:29$, will

be iraim and fillies by such sirea aa Elector, ia-

teinway, Hawthorne and Redwood
will also receive their Brat li ' ti in the wa» they should

Alamo, Contra Costa county, is looming up as a (1 horse

center." Mr. John A. Benson, surveyor, has been having his

beautiful farm divided into paddocks. New stables and barns

are being erected, and his rapidly-increasing stock of horses

will soon be seen on the race track to be built there. There

are about thirty rive men employed ac present, and if all Mr.

Benson's plans are carried out, he will have one of the model

stock farms of the State.

Maktin Carter, of Nutwood Stock Farm, has determined

to let his horses out on shares this year. Andy McDowell
will have a few. Salisbury has Maud C., 2:19, and she is look-

ing very well. At Valensin's Direct Line is receiving work,

and a number of colts and fillies will be sent to other places

and given records. Mr. Carter has crop of youngsters by Cal-

ifornia Nutwood and Nutwood Wilkes that are remarkably

handsome and speedy-looking.

THE $10,000 broodmare By By, by Nutwood, out of Rapi-

dan, by Dictator, that belongs to the Santa Rosa Stock Farm,

will be bred to the mighty Guy Wilkes, 2:15J. The produce

will be as gilt-edged as any ever bred in the United States.

This mare was pronounced as perfectly-formed as any ever

foaled, while Guy Wilkes comes as near being her equal as

one egg is to another, so the youngster ought to be handsome.

We congratulate the Pierce Bros, on selecting such a sire.

A correspondent of an Eastern exchange states there are

live horses on the way from Denver to Boston. The slowest

has a record of 2:26 ij-, and the fastest a record of 2:17 J.

According to the correspondent, they are known in the West
as ringers. If so, apply the law to their controllers when
caught breaking it. Almost all the States have laws against

the starting of horses out of their classes, and it is the duty

of trotting associations to hand over to the proper authorities

all detected in breaking the law.

A novelty race has been arranged by the management of

the Detroit track. It is a trot for horses of the 2:20 class, and

after three heats have been contested the two horses whose

rank is then first and second will be awar led first and second

moneys, respectively, and sent to the barn. The winner of the

fourth heat will be given third money and go to the barn,

while the winner of the fifth heat gets fourth money. This is

a move in the direction of shorter contests and will probably

meet with favor among horsemen.

The Independence Driving Park Association is out with a

very novel futurity stake, worth $10,<X)0, far foals of 1S93, to

be trotted in 1895. Mares are to be nominated on or before

May 1, 1S93, and $10 makes all payments until the night be-

fore the race, when §100 will be collected from the starters.

Foals bred, foaled and developed in the following twelve

states are eligible :
" Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North

Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Ne-
braska, Kansas, Missouri and Iowa.

Secretary Edwin F. Smith, of the State Agricultural

Society, writes :
" In the list of entries sent you last week of

colt sweepstakes, there was an error in the entry of Mr. W.
O. Bowers The entry of br f Sadie Benton, by Tom Benton,

dam Brown Jennie, by Dave Hill Jr., was entered in stake

No. 4 (two-year-old pace) whereas it should have been entered

in stake No. 3 for four-year-old trotters, as she is a four- year-

old trotting mare. This will leave but two entries in the two
year-old pace, which is not sufficient to fill, consequently it

will be necessary to declare that race off."

On Saturday afternoon a meeting of the British Columbia
Jockey Club was held in the Vancouver City Hall, Victoria,

! B. C. Mr. Wm. Cargill, the secretary, reported that the
' repairs to the grand stand had been almost finished, and that

in another week or so the track would be completely drained,

The next meeting will be held in May, after that in Victoria,

and before the meetings in Washington and Oregon. A suc-

I

cessful year is anticipated, as a number of inquiries have
been received. Several new members were proposed, and will

be elected at a meeting to be held next Saturday. The annual
meeting of the club will be held in April.

According to his promise, W. B. Fasig lost no time in com-
pleting the competition for the two prizes offered by the Tat-

tersalls Company to those who made the nearest estimate of
' the price Sidney brought at Cleveland. As the guesses of

I more than 20,000 had resulted in twenty persons getting at

; the exact sum realized for the son of Santa Claus and the

{
prizes were not divisible, their apportionment was decided by

' lot. The aid of a local contemporary was invoked, and

J

through the medium of an office boy who possessed the qualifi-

cation of being deaf the award was made. The result of the

drawing is that the sulky goes to West Virginia, Miss Maggie
Wetzel, of Weston, the chief town of Lewis county in thai

State, being the favored one for the first prize. Another of

, Columbia's daughters gets the gold-mounted whip, the win-
' ner of this being Miss Florence Mayhew, of Niles, Cal., which
is located in the same county where Sidney himself won his

reputation as a sire.

At the Hicks sale last Saturday nine head in all were sold

by Auctioneer Simmons. Charles Schlutius bought for $125 a
brown colt by Durfee 11,256, dam Italia, by Sidney, 2:19^,

grandam Dot, by Prompter, great grandam thoroughbred.
Buckman & Carragher made what is thought by horsemen to

j
be a very luckv hit. For $125 they secured an eight-months'-
old bay filly by Wildesdale, 2:29, dam Pearl, 2:32$, by Blue
Bull 75, grandam Lightfoot, byFlaxtail 8,135, great grandam
Fanny Fern, by Tuckahoo. C. F. Dillman bought for $105 a
bay colt by Durfee-Sadie, by Prompter, grandam Viola, by
Flaxtail 8,135, greet grandam Madam Buckner, by Tom Hal.
A bay colt by Sterling, dam Jennie, by Prompter, grandam
Jennette, by Belmont, was bid in by W. F. Peterson for $90.
A chestnut filly by Sterling, dam Mollie, by Prompter, grand-
dom Lady Narley, dam of Empress, 2:29:}, by Marion, son of

Mambrino Chief II, etc., ahandsorue and racy -looking animal,
fell to Edward Pickett of Elk Grove for $110.

An Eastern horseman was going the rounds of the old stalls

at the Pleasanton track, and remarked: ''It's a pity to put
such jewels into such poor settings.'. He looked at Diablo,

and before he asked his name, said :
" With the exception of

his color, he is the most perfect likeness to Alcafitara I have
ever seen, and if he is not a fast one I will treat all hand's.

What's his name, young man?" " Diablo ! He has a record

of 2:144 as a three-year-old," was the reply. The Eastern

man seemed pleased, and as he critically examined the horse,

said :
" Well, if that fellow does not rub out our fastest pac-

ing record and then get a low mark as a trotter it will be be-

cause some accident has befallen him, for such individuals as

he are not seen in a month's travel in any country."

The handsome bay stallion Pancoast, owned by Benjamin
Johnson, of Bardstown, Kentucky, died last Tuesday. Pan-
coast had a race record of 2:21 :}, and was sired by Woodford
Mambrino, dam Bicara (dam of Monte Carlo, 2:29$), by Har-
old 413

;
grandam Belle (dam of Belmont 64), by Mambrino

Chief 11. He was bred by A. J. Alexander, Spring Station,

Kentucky, and once sold for $28,000. Pancoast was badly in-

jured by a stroke of lightning shortly after, and for a long
time he was considered valueless in the stud, but by good care
gradually recovered. Pancoast was the sire of Patron, 2:14j,

Ponce de Leon, 2:13; Prodigal, 2:16, Cuylercoast, 2.16$, Gar-
net, 2:13' and eleven others in 2:30 list.

A number of gentlemen visited Pleasanton last Saturday
and were delighted by the exhibition of trotters at the Pleas-

anton track. Vic H. is looking and moving better than she
has for a long time, and, barring accidents, will be a danger-
ous competitor in her class. San Pedro, the double-gaited

son of Del Sur, formerly called the Los Angeles hearse horse,

was pronounced the sweetest-gaited trotter on the track, and
will get a very low mark this year. Dr. Latham's big bay
Dexter Prince mare is moving well. Charley C, another
"green" trotter, will ripen into a record-breaker in time.

Directum has grown big and strong. One of the gentlemen
present asked Sam Gamble what he thought Directum was
worth as Kelly headed down the score.

u Oh ! I would say
about thirty thousand dollars." As the little fellow passed by
Sam said: "I'll take that back; he is worth forty thousand,
and I don't know but a great deal more. He has the most
perfect action of any trotter I ever saw, and he holds himself
always in readiness to go faster when called upon."

SrNCE the publication of the records made by the fastest

performers sired by Director and Tom Hal in last issue our
attention has been called to the great Electioneer and the
three records made by his fastest sons aud daughter, and they
were trotters

—

no pacers

:

TOM HAL. DIRECTOR.

Hat Pointer Y2A%
Little Brown Jug 131%
Brown Hal 132j|

Seconds 3S3%

Totals in minutes 6:28%

Direct 125 V4
Directum ]3P4
Evangeline lSlw

i^econds 388%

There was a foal dropped at the Santa Rosa Stock Farm
recently that]carries plenty of Wilkes blood, combined with that

of Electioneer, Clark Chief and Pilot Jr. He is called Val-
lotta, and is by George Xorval, out of Carlotta Wilkes (sister

to Arrival, 2:244), by Charley Wilkes, 2:21 \\ second dam
Aspasia (dam of Arrival, 2.24.1), by Alcantara; third dam
Miss Buchanan (dam of Escape, 2:261), by Clark Chief; fourth

dam Nep, by Sebastopol ; fifth dam by imp. Monarch. Geo.
Norval is by Norval, 2:14$, out of Kitty Wilkes (dam of Ra-
jah, 2:29.)), by George Wilkes; second dam Snip Nose (dam
of Garnet, 2:19), by American Clay 34. Charley Wilkes is by
Bed Wilkes, out of Kate Bradley (dam of three), by Clifton

Pilot. Alcantara is by George Wilkes, out of Alma Mater.
Vallotta traces to the migbty George Wilkes three times.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Gonzales
Racecourse Company was held last Monday at the office of the
president, W. Sarles. The following directors were elected

for the ensuing year: W. Sarles, Alfred Gonzalez, A. Wide-
iii;uin, Peter Chrisman ;ind Dr. Gordon. The company is in

a prosperous condition, being out of debt and having quite a

snug little sum in the treasury. The Board of Directors were
requested by the stockholders to erect a suitable judges' stand
and a hou^e for the track-keeper. Immediately after adjourn-
ment the new Board of Directors met and organized by elect-

ing the following officers: President, W. Sarles; Vice-Presi-
deot, Alfred Gonzalez ; Secretary, Dr. Gordon ; Treasurer, A.
Widemann. The Board of Directors have, in accordance with
the request of the stockholders, decided to build a judges' stand
and a house for the track-keeper. The buildings will be com-
pleted before the first of May. Peter Chrisman, A. Widemann
and I >r. I rordoi) were appointed as a committee to get up races
and report the result of their labor to the Board.

Average 2:09 7-12 2:09 6-12

ELECTIONEER.

Suuol V2&hi
Palo Alto 12S%
Arion 130}^

Seconds ZS7%

Total in minutes 6:27X

Average 2:09 1-6

The Electioneers therefore take the lead by one-third ot a

second. It does not look to be much, but it means a great deal.

Bcdd Doble is charged with having fixed his affection up-

; on the young trotting tilly Ballona, 3, 2:19], that, it is said,

\
could show a quarter at a 2:00 clip in her three-year-old form
and have something to spare, and is expected to be a sensa-

tional performer in the hands of that great reinsman. This is

not the first time, by any means, that this expert horseman
has selected a comparatively green one and brought it up to a

I generous fulfillment of his prophecies, as, passing over recent

years which arc studded with successes of this character, the

year 18157 found him hesitating between accepting the cap-

I taincy of two trotting mares that were destined to become
famous. One of these had a record of 2:32 and was rough-

gaited and hard to understand; the other was smooth-gaited,

fair dispositioned and had a mark of 2:2S. Mr. Doble had
watched the two mares in races, and, while liking both, had

! decided which one he preferred, and, the proposition to train

j
each of them coming by ihe same mail—it being impossible to

accept both—he took the one with the slow record and rough

gait. In ten years she had trotted 332 winning heats better

than 2:30 ; won, in his hands, tens of thousands of dollars, ob-

I

tained the world's championship record of 2:14, and her name
: had become a household word. This was Goldsmith Maid.

]

The mare he passed by was Lucy, 2:1S', that came into Mr.

I

Doble's stable later and was given a mark of 2:22] by him. It

|
is perhaps a trifle strange that Ballona, the young mare that

has captivated the veterau trainer, should be by the best son

. of his old-time choice, Goldsmith Maid, and if the filly should
' go on and 'prove as sensational as Dame Kumor would have

;
us believe Mr. Doble expects hor to be, it could be referred to

! truthfully as a remarkable coincidence. Ballona is by Stran-

ger 3030, son of Gen. Washington and Goldsmith Maid (the

dam of Gen. Washington heing the famous Lady Thorn, 2:18i),

dam Lady Banker, 2:23, by Hambletonian 10, so that if she

|
chooses to jump out and set a new mark for Miss Nancy some
of these tiay it will be strictly in keeping with her speed heri-

i tage.—Horse Keview.
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The Saddle.

There will be about 300 horses to take part in the Blood

Horse spring meeting.

Dr Bowhill's colors will be light blue jacket, bright gold

sleeves, light blue cap.

Judge Burele will be offered the position of presiding

judge at the Si. Louis meeting.

Kingston has won $124,797 during his racing career. He
looks as well as ever this spring.

"Big Jim" Garland, we are informed, will not bring

down the string of Ira Ramsdell until about the middle of the

meeting.

Conners & Cook have a very racy-looking fellow in

Trumbo, by Jumbo, a chestnut with white legs and white

strip in face.

If, after a thorough examination, Tenny is found in condi-

tion, he will not be relegated to the stud after all by Mr. Pul-

sifer, but put in training at once.

Old Sorrento won a mile and a sixteenth race at North
Bergen, X. J., on the 20th of March, defeating such good

ones as King Crab, Rhono, Headlight, Nativity and Perlid.

Peel has thoroughly recovered from his recent attack of

influenza, and is taking his work well. This old fellow is

one of the very handsomest horses in training in this horse

paradise.

Ab Stemlek, trainer for Burns & Waterhouse, will not

come down from Sacramento until the middle of April, his

string not being " on edge" at present. He has eight in hand
at present.

Last Monday a large force of carpenters began work on

100 additional stalls at Bay District track, making in all 215

new ones. The demand for stall room is great, insuring the

attendance of close on to 350 horses,

The Sacanmento delegation of horsemen got down last

Wednesday in great force. The horses of Wilber F. Smith,

Billy Murry, Frank Depoister and Cavanaugh are likely to

cut quite a figure at this meeting, for they all look elegant.

Frank James, a prominent Missourian, who used to dis-

play a fondness for stopping railroad trains with a brace of

pistols, is no longer booking at Guttenburg. He has turned

player, and in common with King Kelly of baseball fame, is

the Hon of the rising generation.

J. J. Dolan, former owner of Revolver, has a yearling colt

by imp. Brutus, out of Young Jule, the dam of Revolver, and
the day he was twelve months old he stood fourteen hands two
and one-half inches high, and weighed 700 pounds. This

speaks volumes for California as a breeding center.

Eugene Leigh has sold the following broodmares to Col-

onel J. E. Pepper: Sadie, by Duke of Magenta, dam imp.

Genista, by King Tom ; Nelly Stanley, by Springbok, dam
Fanny Hall, by Norfolk; Nocturn, by Falsetto, dam West
Wind, by King Alfonso, and Genevieve, by imp. Stonehenge,

darn Eccola, by King Ernest.

On the 22d of March, Californians ran one-two in a race at

North Bergen, N.J. Rhono, by Flood—Rosetta was the win-

ner, while Brooklyn, son of John Happy and Lizzie P., was
second. At the same place on the same date Fagot, a four-

year-old brother to B. «\ Holly's Happy Day, won a dash of

five and a half furlongs from a good field.

A. W. Small has a half-brother to Jack the Ripper in

training at Bay District track, and he is a very good-looker,

too. Mr. Small says that while little or nothing is known of

the breeding of Jennie Mack, dam of the Ripper, her foals

show so much quality and race so well that he is inclined to

believe her nearly if not quite thoroughbred.

Imp. Loyalist is looking "
fi ner than silk," according to

advices received from Sacramento this week. He is being can-

tered over the roads leading out of the Capital City, and is al-

most certain to render a good account of himself this fall.

Geoffrey has been tired and blistered, and it is expected he

wiP be ready to race at the fall Blood Horse meeting.

Charles Kerr, Bakersfield's well-known breeder and turf-

man, arrived last Tuesday about noon, as did his horses, ten

in number, including Crawford, Connaught and a lot of two-

year-olds, most of whom are by Apache. Mr. Kerr's stock has

wintered fairly well, but owing to the long-drawn-out rainy

season he will find out just how good his horses are in races.

The jockey, " Tiny " Williams, has contracted to ride for*

Mr. T. H. Stevens, proprietor of the Walnut Hill stables, this

season. Some of this stable are at present at New Orleans in

charge of A. C. Franklin. The balance are at Lexington. Mr.

Stevens has trained some good horses during his turf career,

among them Waxy, Locohatchee, Palestine and others of high

repute.

Dan Dennison, the "jaynial" veteran, arrived last Satur-

day night from Sacramento with Tigress, Grandee, Wicklow
and five Cheviot two-year-olds, among them being half-

brothers to Wicklow and Hueuenot. They are all looking

well, and as Mr. Dennison always has a race or two up his

sleeve, we shall look for some of the youngsters to win their

share of the money.

The regular racing season opened in London on March
20th, the first meeting being the Lincoln spring meeting.

The events the first day were of little consequence, but the next

day the race for the Lincolnshire handicap attracted a large

crowd to the course. The race was won by Mr. J. W. Smith's

brown colt Wolfe Crag; Sir J. Blundell Maple's bay colt

Gangway second, and R. Viner's chestnut colt Marchions

third. '

There will in likelihood be a meeting this fall of a num-
ber of noted thoroughbred stallions now making a season in

the stud in California, among the number being such celebri-

ties 'as Flambeau, Racine, imp. Loyalist, imp. Merriwa, Peel

anp Gooflrey. That these horses petted against each other

would make an interesting contest goes without faying. Many
will be astonished to hear that Flambeau is being trained

again, after a retirement of three years from the turf. Racine

has been a stranger to race tracks for over a year, Loyalist for

ovet two years, Merriwa for as long a time, while Peel and

Geoffrey have not faced the starter for nearly four years.

The horse Tramp proved himself to he anything luit a
tramp March 20th at New Orleans, aud people" who backed
other horses that day begin to think that he is somewhat of a
gentleman. And we are strongly of that opinion ourselves,

from the way in which he walked away from horses of more
aristocratic names. His three-quarter mile run in 1:1-1!, '23
pounds up, is a great performance at New Orleans, as that
is anything but a fast track.

.1. W. Rogers has ten horses in his stable, including Sir

Francis, who will be trained by M. Byrnes when the season
begins. Pickpocket is a greatly improved horse, and is almost
sure to prove a bread-winner. May Win is another of the use-

ful sort. The Moyne gelding, now called Glenmoyne, is likely

to prove a tough customer in the three-year-old division. The
horses in Rogers' stable are all high in flesh, and are in per-

fect health to begin the season.

Newspaper men are in demand as racing judges in this

section, apparently. Clinton C. Riley, who will be presiding

judge at the spring Blood Horse meeting, is a Chicago racing
reporter; Norman Brough, the first assistant judge, was at

one time editor of the thoroughbred department of the
Breeder and Sportsman, while Charles Trevathan, the sec-

ond assistant, is an ex-reporter, during his reportnrial career,

being on the Chronicle, Examiner and Turf.

The new grand stand at the Elkwood track, near Long
Branch, is to cost $25,000 and to be 140x3S in dimensions.
The betting ring will accommodate 1,500 persons. Pony con-

tests may be the feature. The officers of the association are as

follows: President, George W. Brown, ex-Mayor of Long
Branch; Vice-President, Philip Dal v, Jr.; Treasurer, Philip

Daly, Sr.; Secretary, William R. Warwick, Jr.; Directors,

Walter R. Patten, K. C. Burt, A. P. Cuberly and A. C. New-
i"g.

W. M, Murry, of Sacramento, arrived last Wednesday with

six horses that are booked to take part in the Blood Horse
meeting that begins to-day. The string consists of Thornhill,

Pricelle, The Lark (by Wildidle, dam by Monday), Gracie S.,

Belfast and Miss Walling—quite a useful lot. They all look

sleek except Gracie S. and Thornhill. The former is rather
" waspy," while the latter's knees have been blistered, making
him look a little rough. However, he is in excellent racing

form.

B. C. Holly arrived bright and early this week from Flos-

den with his string of twelve good ones, consisting of imp.
Paramatta, Sympathetic's Last, Revolver, El Rayo, Happy
Day, Green Hock, Sidney, Francesca (sister to Acclaim) and
a lot of two-year-olds by Reveille and Prince of Norfolk.

That this string is a most formidable one is certain, and we
expect to see Mr. Holly's horses place him close to the head
of winning owners at the Blood Horse Association's spring

meeting. W. Clancy will do the riding, and there, again, the

stable is strong.

Belle Meade yearlings to be disposed of this year num-
ber seventy-one, and include full brothel's and sisters to Helen
Nichols, Addie, TulU Blackburn, Egmont, Eurus, Haydee,
Blackburn, Reporter, Rambler and Tringle, and half-brothers

and sisters to Tammany, Red banner, St. Croix, Inspector B.,

Erebus and other noted racers. Iroquois has nineteen year-

lings, Luke Blackburn fourteen and Inspector B. ten, the

remainder being divided between Black Dean, Vanguard,
Bramble, Tremont, Deceiver, Rossington, Enquirer, Heimdal,
Glenelg and Great Tom.

At a meeting of the new board of control March 14, appli-

cations of the following for licenses were reported favorably:

Trainers—W. B. Gilpin, William Heuston, Robert W. Tolles,

Thomas Green, Thomas J. Haley, James McLeer, S. W.
Street, W. C. Daly, Wm. Kerrick, Jas. Harrison, Scott Wil-
liams, Augustus Hinnon, John E. Cook, Matthew M. Allen.

Jockeys—Frederick Taral, Albert Thompson, James Cottrell,

Paul Fox, Walter Schofield. Michael Bergen, Reginald Har-

ris, William Harrison, Tenny Burgess, P. G. Rogers, James
Lambley, John Keefe, Wm. Lilly.

F. C. Lxjsk, the eminent legal authority of Chico, Cal., is

apparently as well up on Bruce as on Blackstone, he having
certainly used excellent judgment in breeding his mare by imp.
Midlothian, dam by Norfolk, to the splendid Australian horse

Loyalist. The result of this union will have in its make-up
no less than five crosses of Touchstone, besides Stockwell, Mel-

bourne and Glencoe blood galore, and if it is of " male per-

suasion " should be a great sire. A large amount of Touch-
stone and Stockwell blood, especially on the sire's side of the

house, is valued by all who know anything of breeding.

The Duke of Milpitas, who until recently was about as

gentle at the post as a Kansas cyclone with a lone shanty on

a wide prairie, has developed into the greatest miler ever seen

at New Orleans. He ran one race over the Crescent City

track in 1:42], and that was considered very good, but a few

days thereafter he made the circuit of the course in 1:42 flat,

which is the track record at the distance. Charley Boots had
this son of the Duke of Norfolk in his stable forquite a time,

but he was too tough for the Milpitas breeder of thorough-

breds, and he sold the colt to parties that took him East.

Dan Dennison has a string of nine at the track, and their

splendid condition reflects the greatest credit on the veteran

trainer. In the string is the four-year-old mare Bessie W.,
the three-year-olds Wicklow, Grandee and Tigress, and five

two-year-olds, all by imp. Cheviot. One of the best-looking

in the string is a two-year-old by imp. ( 'heviot out of a sister

to Ruth Ryan (dam of ' JuarterstafT), aud the half-brother to

Wicklow greatly resembles his stoutly-built relative. Another
of the Cheviots (a bay) much resembles Oano. Wicklow and
Grandee work together, aud the gray fellow has been thor-

oughly cured by Mr. D— of the lameness (pronounced by

some veterinarians navicular disease), wnich is a very gay
feather in Mr. Dennison's glory rap.

FROM SeU ramento comes news that the Fair string will not

race at the Blood Horse meeting, and when the owner of this

magnificent stable goes Hast itwll he to stay. The loss to tin-

turf of California of Mr. Charley Fair is great, for his

horses were always out to win. In the Fair lot are

Flood Gate, Dare, PrincetH, Gibson, Yo El Rev and five

two year-olds. Two of the latter will he left behind.

Notwithstanding the talk that Princess will never face

the starter again, she was never in better shape for racing than
at present. Gibson is not taking a lame step, having got rid of

the corns that made racing intolerable to the cnscpieror of

Geraldine. Dare is doing letter at this time than Flood ( iate,

and the form therefore i* fancied most for the American
Derby.

Mb, Jambs B. Ferguson, the well-known starter of race
horses and proprietor of the Kingston Stud Farm, near Lex-
ington, Ky., has a brown yearling filly of peculiarly rich
breeding which he has decided to withdraw from his yearling
sale and retain for a broodmare, selling only her "running
qualities, says a NTew Orleans exchange. She is bv Lisbon
(he by imp. Phaeton, and he by King Tomi.dam imp. Home-
ward Bound, by Coltness, and he by King Tom Thus the
youngster has a double cross of the Bpeedy, Btoul end highly-
prized blood of King Tom very close up in her pedigree.
Homeward Bound is the dam of Prodigal Son, and Lisbon,
besides being the sire of other good ones, has the famous Trou-
badour to his credit. This richly-bred filly has been named
Margaret.

J. J. Hyland has the Daly A Gideon horses ready to begin
work for a long and severe campaign. His Highness looks
every inch the great race horse that his owners say he is. That
he will be hard to beat in the Suburban every unprejudiced
horseman concedes. He is a picture of health at present. St.

Michael has rounded to his lines. He is now one of the most
highly-finished horses in training, and reilects credit on his
birthplace, the Brookdale farm. Kinglet, another product of
the same farm, is a splendid animal. He is built from the
ground up. Every action of his denotes usefulness. The
Annie F. colt, now called Ramapo, is of double parentage,
Runnymede and Pontiac dividing the credit of being his sire.

He is one of the improving sort, and is a favorite of Mr.
Gideon, who rates him as first-class.—New York Tribune.

Robert C. Pate, the well-known breeder and turfman, has
returned to St. Louis, Mo., after a four months' sojourn in
Mexico. The object of his visit to the land of the Montezu-
mas was to make arrangements for introducing horse racing to
the people of that country. The owner of Monogram counted
on being well treated by a people noted for their civility, but
he hardly counted on the warm reception tendered him. There
is a growing sentiment in favor of doing away with bull fight-

ing, and Mr. Pate's horse racing scheme was looked upon as
just the thine: to work the abolition of the popular but barbar-
ous pastime. The Congress has awarded to Mr. Pate the ex-
clusive right to build and operate race tracks within the coun-
try, and has taken the tariffoff the importation of thorough-
bred animals for breeding purposes.

Belle Meade now holds another best of record, combined
the stallions now doing stud service there, having themselves
won on the turf more money than the horses in the stud on
any other stock farm in America. The lis* and what they
accomplished on the turf is as follows : Both Iroquois and
imp. Great Tom made their racing records in England: Iro-

quois started 26, won 12, second 4, third 3, won $101,613;
Inspector B. started 49, won 23, second 10, third 5, won $58,-

282; Luke Blackburn started 39, won 25, second 6, third 2,

won $49,460 ; Tremont started 13, won 13, won $40,085 ; En-
quirer started 10, won 7, won $21,500; Clarendon started 29,

won 7, second 10, third 1, won $9,925 ; Great Tom (imp.)
started 10, won 3, second 4, third 4, won $6,665. Total starts,

182; won, 90; second, 24; third, 15; total amount won,.

$287,530.

A Washington dispatch of March 17th was as follows

:

"The attempt to establish a winter race track in this city, in

imitation of the notorious track at Guttenburg, has proved a
failure. It was reported that it was to have the support of
some of the prominent members of Tammany Hall, and that
' Boss ' Croker, who used to be a brakeman on the New Cen-
tral Railroad, but who has made money enough out of New
York Democratic politics to investigate $250,000 in a fancy
stud, was to be the chief backer of the Ivy City track, but this

was probably unfounded. At all events the racing meeting at

Ivy City has come to an end. The failure of the new club to

induce the New York pool-rooms to take the races, together

with general local indifference, caused the collapse. The
local lovers of genuine sport do not care for winter horse-rac-

ing, and the gambling element is too small to support such a-

meeting. It is said that $20,000 has already been lost and the

club is in debt several thousand dollars."

A prominent American horse-breeder now in England
writes home this bit of information :

" There is one thing con-
nected with horses here that is far superior to America; that

is the manner of transportion by rail. If you want to ship a

horse, all you have to do is to go to the depot, same as you go
a passenger, and thirty minutes is all the notice they require,

and you can have your horses on the same train you go your-

self, rjoxes for three horses are in readiness in every passen-

ger station at all times to load horses and on all trains, and
the cars are all fitted with padded stalls with a large halter

hanging in each and feed boxes ; also a good apartment at the

end of each for traps and a seat for a man in charge. The
expense of a horse is only a trifle more than for a man, and
the train runs forty to fifty miles per hour. 1 shipped two
horses 200 miles in four and one-half hours. It is not half as

much trouble or care to travel with a horse here as it is with

a dog in America. Thus I have seen one thing here that I

like better than in America."

Will "Moose" Taylor, the clever little Colorado light-

weight, be allowed to ride at the meeting which begins to-day'.'

is the question that is puzzling Taylor, his employer, II. D.

Brown, and many other owners who desire the lad's services.

It is claimed by Mr. Brown and the jockey that "Curley"
Shields, of the old firm of Carlile A Shields, is playing "dog

in the manger" in this case not having a contract with Taylor

himself, but desiring to hold the little fellow nevertheless and

prevent h!ra from riding for anyone else. Taylor claims his

contract with Carlile & Shields expired the 1st of lost Jan
uary, and that he did Dot renew it (having run away pre-

viously). Shields declares the contract holds good until Jan-

uary 1, 1804. An official of the 111 II 1 nun, we
are informed, some time ago asked Mr. Shields to seud on a

copy of hfa contract with Taylor, but the dooumeol h

]
been forthcoming, notwithstanding ample time has been nl-

lowed for the ' olo-ado turfman to make good his claims

The question ofthe hour is, iaSbieldsor Taylor mistaken

I

This is ;i point thai il Id be settled al once by the Blood

Bone \ sociation officials, for if Shields has no contract with

I Taylor it will certainly be working B bardahi| the young-

ster, who could doiibl less j,'.-t tour or live -
dav, such a reputation ilm for piloting winners,

i >iir informant stated the reason Taylor gave for running away
was that he was abused by Mr. Shields for riding to victory

horse that the Coloradoian had rwi wagered a cent on, the

the animal, however, that Taylor rode, beating a galloper thai

Mr. S had staked a respectable pile on With the ex|

tion of making "a killing." That the local association

settle the contrr-**^v without delay everyone ackm
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Still is Time.—A great many of our readers will receive

this Dumber of the paper in time to make entries in the

events of the P. C. T. H. B. A., which close to-day. Those in

the vicinity can save the trouble of mailing by calling at the

office, 313 Bush street, where the Secretary will be found at

his post from 9 a. St. to 5 p. m. People are quite apt to over-

look the closing of entries by putting it off, and then when the

limit of time is realized forget until too late to answer the

purpose. Scarcely a purse but some one will claim to have

forgotten, and in a number of cases secretaries have corre-

sponded with all the Uve nominators in a stake to obtain per-

mission from them to admit the dead ones who desire to join,

but " forgot."'

It will also be learned from the advertisements in this paper

that there are several other places which will close a part of

their stakes and purses to-day, April 1st. At Petaluma and
Napa the colt purees to be decided at the fair this fall,open and
district, trotting and pacing. There should be a liberal

response to the requests for entries from these popular places.

The tracks are on a par with the best of any country, and there

are no pleasauter surroundings. Were I compelled to award
the preference to one of the California places where autumnal
fairs are held, the task would be too trying altogether, and
only the old method of placing a witness prone on the floor

and" piling weights on him until he was either pressed flat or

siguitied his readiness to tell would be effective. Even if

permitted to name several as being too nearly equal to permit

an authoritative decision, there would be quite a list, at the

very top of which would be these two places. A person that

cannot tind plenty of enjoyment during the annual exhibition

at either has many grains of dissatisfaction in his composition,

or must have the worst kind of bad luck in endeavoring to

guess the right horses.

The stakes of the Montana Circuit also close to-day, and
very liberal are the conditions. Not having enjoyed the good
fortune to visit that region, rich in metals, in grand scenery

and liberal people, personal knowledge is lacking, but the uni-

versal eulogies spoken by those who have participated in the

good things of that mountain land are the best endorsements,

it might be said, to be sounderthan what was based oo indivi-

dual experience. The Montana Stakes are both racing and
trotting, so that there is ajunction of interests. I feel quite

confident that the entries will be full all around, and should

that feeling be sustained by the results, will not feel at all re-

luctant in prophesying the grandest season for sport ever

known on this side of the big rivers.

** *

The Trotting Stride.—As I expected, the strides which

Martha Wilkes has shown, and which was so Kindly sent by

her owner, has attracted a great deal of attention all over the

country. Some of the papers have copied it without com-

ments, and others have called attention to the peculiarities so

strikingly exemplified by Martha Wilkes. In Clark's Horse

Review of March 21st there is copied the. different strides

from a 2:20 to a 1:43 gait, and the following remarks ap-

pended :

It is certainly not a common sight to see a trotting horse materially
Increase bis speed entirely, or nearly so, by length of stride, the ma-
jority of horses undoubtedly combining length of stride with increased
rapidity of action to accomplish that end. But Martha Wilkes is not
alone iu this peculiarity, as it is called to mind that the bay gelding
Gloster, 2:17, one of Bodd Doble's pupils, increased but slightly the
rapidity of the step when changing from a 2:30 to a 2:17 clip, his stride
at the latter rate of speed being increased to the astonishing distance
of twentv-seven feet.

North Ann, with a record of 2:2-5%, is another example of a mare
with the same peculiarity, her action at a 2:30 or a 2:15 gait, which she
has frequently shown, being very* nearly the same as respects rapidity
of step. It might seem at first sight that the statement that a trotter
might increase his speed by twenty seconds in the mile with little, if
any. increase in the rapidity of step would be absurd, bnt it seems to
be substantially true ofsome horses. The writer was privileged to wit-
ness the race at Evansville, Ind., Sept. 29 last, when Martha Wilkes,
with Gillette as her only contestant, made the memorable race which
gave her the world's record of 2:08&. and remembers distinctly how
the mare deceived bim by dropping from the 2:18 gait, at which the
tiiM two heats were won. down to the record-breaking clip of the last
beat without any appreciable increase in the rapidity of step.
As to the iniiuence of the long toe iu increasing thestride.it is un-

doubtedly true that balancing a horse accurately will increase his
stride, t'Ut even where a horse issqunrely balanced the long toe must,
as a rule, increase the stride for the following reasons, if forno other :

The winging of the trotting leg is somewhat similar to that of the
peudulum and governed in part by the same law of physics. Lengthen
the pevtfulmn and increase the weight at its extreme dependent
point *.rrt the arc of the circle described by it will be greater and the
circle Itself enlarged materially. It follows, therefore, it would seem,
lhaL inasmuch ai a lengthened toe can only come from an increased
hoof growUi. tbeadded weight and the further fact that it takes longer
M " Break over " on a long toe than a short one, the rule, though it

ha»e its exceptions, must be that the lengthened toe increases the
stride in the average animal.

The editor of the Review has been erroneously informed in

regard to the stride of Gloster being twenty-seven feet, and it

U altogether improbable that there ever will be a trotter which
will cover 23 feet. When Martha Wilkes can show a race-

horse clip on a stride of 22 feet it is utterly impossible that an
animal can so far excel as to make five feet further. In order
to cover as much as nineteen feet in a trotting stride there
must be velocity of motion to enable an animal to make the
necessary flight through the air. The difference between a
' standing-jump" and a " running-jump " is proof enough of

this, though when three consecutive jumps are taken there is

additional testimony to establish the point. Hut in regard to

Gloater I have a belter knowledge than can be obtained from
hypothesis. In 1873 I stood by the side of Mr. Alden Gold-
tmitfa when i lloster was at excrete. I remarked that he was
a '* long-strider." " What was the longent trotting stride you
ever measured I" queried Mr. Goldsmith. Twenty feetand
*i\ inches was the reply. That was Queen of the West by
Pilot .Jr., one of the very fastest horses I had ever neen up to

that time, ami pot libly afi fast as any I have seen since. "Glos-
ter will show more than that "wan his answer. " I have seen
him go on twenty-three feet." He was brushed down the
Btrilch and lh< idewas identically the same as that

oC Queen of the Wesl twenty feet and six inches.

A horse "stands over n deal <>f ground " when there are four

f*t between ihetoe of the fore foot and the toe of the hind foot

-that is when the fore feet are in line, opposite each other,
id the hind feet also. The movement in the square trot is fore

e fore and hind feet on opposite sides to strike the ground
arlj in unison. At the instant of contact they are thrust

forward, and if in this thrust both are at the same angle the
distance of separation would be tbe same as when at rest.

Owing, however, to the greater length of the hind limb and
to its greater freedom of motion, the angle between that and
the horizontal line of the body is more acute than that of the
anterior limb. Therefore in as large a horse as Abe Edginton,
nearly sixteen hands, when going under the saddle on an
eighteen feet three inches stride, the space between the sup-
porting feet was only three feet six inches. But that phase
of the question has been presented in previous articles, though
it may be well to repeat that the variations in the stride are

mainly due to differences in the airtiights. The pendulum il-

lustration is not altogether correct when applied to the action

of horses, apt as it is from a mechanical standpoint. A long
pendulum with a heavy weight at the end while it will de-

scribe an arc of greater radius requires more force to keep it

in motion. The clock pendulum is given impetus near the

center of motion, the legs of a trotter from the muscles above
the hocks and knees connected by tendons and ligaments, the
mainspring muscular fiber, the attachments for propulsion ex-

erting an influence all the way down to the feet. The swing
of the legs while the body is in the air is pendulistic, the ex-

tensors carry the feet upwards and forwards, b.it the impulse
is given by the contraction of the elastic tissue the fulcrum be-

ing the foothold on the ground.

The effect of weight on the feet of trotters is uncertain. In
apparently identical cases the results are different. The effect

is positive in galloping horses, and were it feasible a big gap
between two horses, when equally shod, could be brought to a

close contest with a few ounces in the shoes, the slower being

favored with the lighter pattern. Weight on the end of the

pendulum entails extra exertion on the part of the running
horse ; on the trotter it may have such beneficial effects on the

action of the trotter as not only to counterbalance that, but

also increase the speed to a degree that might be called mar-
vellous.

The longest galloping stride I ever measured before

coming to California was twenty-six feet. Chance, a big

colt by the trotting horse Venture, 2: 27 1, and from An-
nette, the dam of Ansel, 2:20, outdid that by two
feet, making twenty-eight feet for several strides one
morning in a brush on the Bay District course. But I would
as readily look for a galloper to stride thirty-five feet as a

trotter to make twenty-seven feet in one stride, and as a
" water jump " has been made of nearly-thirty-nine feet, one
huge effort might result in astonishment at the force of the

equine muscles. The muscles have full power, however, in

the gallop, whereas they are restricted in the trot. The race

horse after the airflight touches the ground first with one hind
foot, the next hind foot strikes, both of these being on the

ground at one lime, then a fore foot and the last impulse
before the body is hurled through the air is from the other

fore foot. One, two, three, four and a bound, the impetus
from the first contact increased by the second, third and fourth,

the whole uniting to send the superincumbent weight to the

limit of distance which the power will effect.

Two airflights in the trotting stride, and the force not so

judiciously applied. One two-one two after each a short

bound, and as was shown by the diagrams of the stride of

Martha Wilkes, each airflight covered more than six feet. If

I am not greatly in error, our knowledge of trotting action

will be much increased in the "near future." The importance

of the study is now recognized, and with a general search

after a better knowledge it will be singular, indeed, if a good
deal of light is not thrown on the question. As before stated

1 look for a great deal of information from Messrs. Wiggins,
Doble and others who will be incited to take part in the search,

and in place of the present ignorance in regard to trotting and
pacing action, an intelligent understanding which will lead to

improved methods of teaching.

And, by the way, further than that the pacing gait is a
synchronous movement of the limbs on tbe same side of the

body, " lateral " in place of " diagonal " to distinguish it from
trotting, I am entirely in the dark in regard to pacing action.

For nearly thirty years I did not own a pacer, and one that I

have now is the first in that long interval. Sharing in the

prejudice against, this, the fastest harness gait, and without

reason save that which gave the preference to another method
of progression, if a colt showed any tendency in that direction

the propensity was checked, and as to buying a colt of pacing
ancestry, that was out of the question. The very best family

horse I ever owned was a pacer, and with few exceptions none
better on the road for a long drive, and a " rare-good 'un " on
a brush. A big black over sixteen hands and very handsome.
My wife drove him to a two-seat family carriage and as soon

as that was loaded with children, he seemed endowed with a

sense of responsibility, and no matter what happened he could

be depended upon. A big raw-boned, roan mare was nearly

as far back in the fifties, faster than the black, in fact by far

the fastest horse I had driven up to that time, and, in all

probability, as fast as any, but in these early days horses were
an interlude, lands, farms and lots the business of life, and
their movements so long as they were satisfactory, given little

consideration.

From what others have done there is little doubt that pac-

ing action is readier to improve and that speed, as a rule, can

be developed quicker than at a trot. The records for year-

lings are evidence in favor of that ground, as 2:20J and 2:22

J

are a good deal better than 2:25} and 2:26}, bnt all the other

ages of colthood are in favor of the trotters. The pacers have
got their innings now and will henceforth draw a full share

of attention, and, therefore, their action will be an interesting

study.

* *
California Enthusiasts.—" I like an enthusiast," re-

marked a man who is noted for his executive ability and the

faculty of selecting the right man for the place he desires to

fill, " a crank if you will, which is only another name for an

enthusiast, provided he can show that he is endowed with a

proper degree of common sense to give his ardor a fair trial."

Crankiness,.when applied to human beings, has obtained a

scope in late years, and its original significance has been lost,

or rather the word"ciank" has been applied to so many
peculiarities that to a majority of people it is synonymous
with a mild sort of insanity, harmless it may be, the person
who is stigmatized with the appellation, and yet to be avoided
as a very disagreeable companion. That there are people who
are so warped from the normal standard as to harp on one
idea in and out of season that they are intolerable bores is

beyond denial, but to associate that class with another which
has still more enthusiasm and discretion enough to press their
views at the proper time is not a fair combination. It is not
my intention, however, to write an essay on cranks in general,
the Califomian being the objective point in this article, and

especially that branch of the tribe which is interested in

horses and horse affairs.

That Californians are an enthusiastic people has been
abundantly demonstrated. Not merely the "native sons and
daughters of theOoldeu West," as a few years' residence is

sure to intensify the feeling, or lead to the antithesis of en-

thusiasm, despair and depression which can see no other re-

lief than to extinguish the light which shines so brightly for

others. That the climate and surroundings have a potent
influence to raise the spirits to a pitch of exaltation at limes is

a just inference, and that exaltation gives a tinge to expres-
sion, and it may be inclined to hyperbole in describing the
glories of the country and climate. And the horses, too,

which are the particular fancy of the eulogist, come in for a
share of the high praise. All right when the enthusiasm is

restricted to praise, though unfortunately many are in one re-

spect like Oliver Goldsmith, who had the frankness to admit
that he could not bear to hear another praised unless that he
was awarded a big share of the flattery. Thus some of our
horse enthusiasts are prone to disparage in order to heighten
the merits of the families which occupy the warmest corner
of their hearts, and while extolling to the limits of their

vocabulary, switch off occasionally to attack with the same
a rdor.

This may be termed crankiness in an offensive shape, and
when a person "runs down" all but one of our noted families

he lacks the element of common sense which my friend in-

sisted made cranks. Valuable agents for the transaction of

business.

There are four California families of world-wide renown,
and though only one of the quartet was foaled on California

soil, all are admitted to be of the Pacific Slope. Electioneer,
Director, Guy Wilkes and Sultan. We can all become en-
thused when any of these horses are mentioned with good
grounds for even florid praise, but when a rosy color is used
in one portrait, and sombre gray or a dead black in the others,

the artist is a sure enough c-iank.

There is another phase of California entbuiasm which is

very agreeable to me at this time. No one can deny that when
compared with the past the present market for trotting stock

has taken a serious downfall. It comes harder upon breeders

who are thousands of miles away from that market than those
who are more favorably located. The difference in expense
is a material consideration, and the risk of all kinds greater.

While everyone recognized the true situation I have not met
or heard from a single person who has lost courage or given
up hopes for the future of trotting sport. " "We will make a
better home circuit and we will still breed a fair share of win-
ners for the big circuits of the East. We will join heart and
hand in any reasonable project to make trotting more popular
with the masses who are fond of outdoor sports ; if we fail in

one direction will try another. That trotting and pacing can
be made popular in a country like this we are positive in the

belief, and the move that the Directors of the P. C. T. H. B. A
have made is a good beginning. Do not be discouraged if the
first deviation does not strike the right course, that at least

will show the error 'and give a guide for rectification."

These and other encouraging words have been the welcome
tales I have listened to with gratified feelings for the kind
wishes, and hearty enthusiasm expresspd. I am not prone to

discouragement, in fact maybe too optimistical in my make-
up: and hence when others of experience share in the views
there is a great d°al more confidence that the outcome will

be all right. Were the subject of less importance, the anxiety
would be lessened, but when the advancement of one of the

great sports of the country is at stake, and with which I have
been so closely connected for more than a third of a century
there is an intensification of the feelijg, an overpowering de-

sire for the innovations which have been decided upon by the
Trotting-Horse Breeders to be successful from the start. I
write breeders instead of association, for though there was, if

my memory can be depended upon, practically unanimity
on the part of the directors, every breeder that has spoken
has been in favor of a trial.

The remark which one of them made that if the experi-

ment did not prove to be just right in all its features it was
worthy of trial, as the weak points could be strengthened in

the future, recalled a practice in my younger days which may
serve for an illustration. By far the largest part of the sur-

veying I was engaged in was in the big woods of Pennsyl-
vania. The job might be dividing a large body of lands into

such sized lots as would attract the various grades of pur-
chasers. Our boundary might be the banks of a stream, and
these mountain streams as a rule run in an erratic course, and
the other sides of the lot at various angles. In those old days
the magnetic needle was the only guide, as that was before the
invention of the solar compass. Measurements over hills and
mountains and through laurel and tamarack swamps were not

very exact, and when two points were to be connected calcu-

lations made on these data were not to be depended upon. A
trial line was the first move, and that was not expected to

come very close to the mark. But the error gave the cue for

rectification and the back course was run with confidence and
the line " blazed " on the trees.

Something similar and yet widely different this trial line-to

find the proper course to popularize the trotting sports. Popu-
larize it in two ways. In the first place to increase the attrac-

tions so that the gate receipts will, show manifest improve-
ments ; in the second to give owners of horses and those who
manage them a "better-paying business." With these objects

accomplished enthusiasm regarding the future trotting is not
misplaced. The hope adds to the prospect, and an enthusiasm
which will not subside, however dark the future may appear,

is nearly a certain guarantee of ultimate triumph. A fore-

runner of anticipated victory; a tuning of the bells which
will ring joyously over the re-establishment of the truly

American sport. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Speed Carts.

The demand for J. J. Deal & Sons speed carts for track use

and fast driving is on the increase in California, Oregon and
Washington territory, Messrs. Baker <& Hamilton, the agents,

have filled hundreds; of orders for them, and have yet to hear
of a single case of dissatisfaction from the buyers. No better

endorsement is needed than this, and the low price for such
strongly-made, highly-finished vehicles is quite an induce-

to owners of good youngsters who desire to ride fast with per-

fect safety. Everything about these vehicles is carefully

selected and first-class in every particular. Read the adver-

tisement

W. B. Reis, of Alamo, has a number of choicely-bred thor-

oughbreds and trotters on his beautiful stock farm. Among
the latter are the two promising young stallions, Harry I. and
Sid Salisbury, they will enter the charmed circle this fall.
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THOROUGHBREDS THAT WILL RACE.

WillList of the Blue-Blooded Gallopers That

Take Part in the Local Events.

Bay District track has been a very lively spot for several

days, and will be considerably livelier from this out, for the

bell taps to-day for the first race in a meeting which promises

to be the best in the history of the Blood Horse Association.

Not only are there close to 350 horses on the ground, but they

have come to race, and that is quite different from the state of

affairs at many race tracks in the East, where can be found 500

to 1,000 horses and meagre entries to the various events. Few

indeed are the horses at Bay District track that are not in rac-

ing shape, and the many excellent trials with weight up is

calculated to turn a person's head and make him believe that

it will be mighty hard to pick a winner.

In the older division such excellent horses are likely to

come together during the meeting, as Happy Day, Sheridan,

Dr. Ross, Sympathetic's Last, Marigold, Cyclone, Esperanza,

Initiation, Almont, Motto, XellieG., Misty Morn, Topgallant,

Joshua, Miss Walling, Peel, Hotspur, Revolver, Captain Al

and Royal Flush. There are more good three-year-olds to

keep one guessing than one would imagine until the list is gone

over. Among the promising ones and those

that have been successful as two -year -olds

might be mentioned Don Fulano, Hermitage, Fidelia,

Picton, Tobasco, Alto Mio, Grandee, Wicklow, Craw-

ford, Rosebud, Hugo, Vendome, Castro, Alliance, Quarter-

staff, Green Hock, Charmer, Atossa, Conde, Ledalia, Cur-

rency, Martinet and DickO'Malley, while many a "green one"

is being kept as dark green as possible, no doubt, to surprise

people and set the tongues of lovers of a good horse a-waggtng.

The speedy two-year-old is legion, and it would take a clever

judge to single out the taker of the first money if Romulus,

Peter the Great, Last Chance, Mercury, Montalvo, Thornhill,

Don Mengano, Jim Lee, Chevy-Hock, Flirtation, Cherokee,

Durango, Bordeaux, Parasite, Silver State and a couple each

from the stables of Wilber Smith, Matt Storn, Dan Dennison
and Charles Kerr came together.

Below will be found a complete list of horses that were in

training at Bay District track and expected to take part in

the spring meeting up to Thursday night. The stables of

William Donathan, \V. O'B. Macdonough, Perry McKenna,
; Frank Depoistre, Ira L. Ramsdell, the horses being trained

for Burns & Waterhouse (by Ab. Stemler), J. G. Hill, E. R.

Den and many others, are expected to arrive within the next

few days, swelling the list to the extent of perhaps fifty.

STABLE OF MATT STORN AND JA ME3 B. CHASE.

Marigold, ch m, 6, by Mimer—Katy Pease.
Topgallant, eh b, 4, by imp. Mariner—Lady Clare.
Hermitage, be, 3, by imp. Friar Tuck—Mistake.
Red Prince, ch b, 5, by imp. Woodstock—Otlohoma.
Tobasco, b!kc, 3. by Jud»e McKinstry—dam by Kingston.
Centella, ch m, 4, by Joe Hooker—Katy Pease.
Excuse Me. ch g, 6, by Dudley—Claret.
Lochinvar, b c, 2, by imp. Cheviot—Arathusa.
Del None, br c. 2, by imp. Greenback— Prisciila.

Amanda, ch f, 2, by Warwick—Mischief.
Modesto, br c, 2, by Hyder Aii—Visalia.

ELMWOOD STAELE—JAMES NELSON, TRAINER ; RINSTINE AND H1NKEY,
JOCKEYS.

Initiation, b m, 6, by Inauguration—Brown Maria.
Sir Walter, b h, 5, by Nathan Coombs—Bessie.
Ledalia. b f, 3, by Argyle—Leda.
Sir Rhodes, br c, 3, by Nathan Coombs—Bessie.

Peter the Great, b c, 2, by imp Brutus-Bonnie Jean.
Romulus, be. 2, by imp. Brutus—Beauty.
Sir Thomas, br c, 2, by Nathan Coombs—Bessie.

Mercury, b c. 2, by imp. Brutus—The Swayback.
Torchbearer, ch c, 2, by imp. Brutus—dam by Bob Wooding.
Gr f, 2, by imp. Brutus—Ledette.

H. D. EROWN'S STABLE—BERT HART. TRALNEB ; ''MOOSE" TAYLOR,
JOCKEY.

Malcolm, ch h. 5, by Regent— Lillie Langtry.
QuarterstatT, br c, 3, by imp. Friar Tuck—Sister to Ruth Ryan.
Flagstaff, b c. 2, by Glen Elm—Carrie B.
Fred Parker, b g, by Capt. Jinks—Fannie Simmons.
Sir Ashe, be, 2, by Alta—Mother Hubbard.

" HANGER " JONFS' PUBIC STABLE.

Almont, b h, a, by Three Cheers—Question.
Motto, ch m, 4, by imp. Sir Modred—Mottle.
A'ticus, b c, 2, by Argyle—Glenloch.
Orizaba, ch c, 2, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Laelia.
Swifisure, ch c, 3, by Coloma—Laura D.
Ichi Bau, b c, 3, by Coloma—sially Duffy.

Joe D . b g, a, by Sherman—untraced.
Dr. Ross, b h, 4. by imp. Cheviot—imp. Beauty.
Joe Douglass, br g, a, by Joe Daniels—Sister to Jim Douglass.

JOHN BEAVEY'3 STABLE—J. REAVEY, TRAINEE.

Hinsdale Chief, cb b. 5, by Joe Hooker—dam by Joe Daniels.
Eddie Foy. blk g, 4, bv John A.—dam by Joe Daniels.

Jim R., brg, a, by Conner—untraced
Last Chance, ch c, 2, by Duke of Norfolk—Vidette.

DUNLAP A PROWSE'S STABLES.

Joshua, bh, 4, by Cyclone—Partisana.
B c, 2, by Cyclone—Partisana,

H. TIMSON'S STABLE.

Blk f, 2. by imp. Partisan—Black Willow.
Ch f. 2, by Duke of Norlolb—Little Girl.

BCRNS &. WATERHOl'SE'S STABLE—OL.LIE JOHNSON, TRAINER.

Joe Winters, b g, 5, by Joe Hooker—Louisa D.

Mutineer, ch c, 2, by imp. Cheviot—imp. Mutiny.
Hugo, ch c, 3, by Cycloue—Brown Bess.

"dagqie" smith's stable.

Oakland, br g, 4 , by John A.—Alameda.
Berkeley, ch f. 3, by John A.—Alameda.

CO.VNERS & COOK'S STABLE—A. COOK, JOCKEY.

Alto MIo, b c, 3, by Alta—Charlotte.
VeDdome, ch c, 3. by Duke of Norfolk.
Cassim, b h, 4. by Clifton Bell—dam by Norfolk.
Trumbo, ch g, by Jumbo—Orgolina.

OCEAN. VIEW STABLE—C. A. DAVL4, TRAINEE.

Wildwood, br h, 4, by Wildidle—Fedora IV.
Joe Cotton, b g, a, by Winters—Cotton Nose.
Prince of Orange, b c. 2. by Prince of Norfolk—£da.
Follv. cb m, 4, by Wildidle—Fostress.
Blk 'f, 3, by John A.—Miss Flush.
Blk c, 2, by John A.—Alameda.
Br c, 2, by Monday Final.

STABLE OP DAVID BRIDGES—D. BRIDGES, TRAINEE ; J. PETERS, .lOCKEV,

Typesetter, ch g. a, by Hock-Hocking—dam by Ben Wade.
Donna Lilla, b f. 3, by Gano—Blue Mountain Belle.

Waif, ch f, 3, by Bachelor—Society Girl.

Lucy 8., grm.6, by Accident.
Button, bg. bvsid.
Montalvo, b c, 2, by Sid—May Belle.

IDAHO STABLE—C. W. CHAPPELL, TRAINEE ; C. EPPEBSON, JOCKEY.

Peel, b b, a, by Monday—Precious.
Wallace, b e, a, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.
Jack the Ripper, b g. a, by Capt. Jack—Jennie Mack.
Little Tough, b g, 4, by Glen Elm.
Cooper, ch g.3, oy John A.
Red Chappell, ch g, 3. by Major Ban.
Alliance, b c, 8, by Hidalgo—Maggie 3.

STABLE OF HON. W. THOMPSON—M. PEPPERS, TRAINER
Martinet, ch c, S, by Imp. Mariner— Marin.
The Drummer, b c, 3. by Ed Corrigan—Fannie D.
Silver State, b f, 2. by imp. Cheviot—Bes -tie Shannon.
Ch f, 2, bv Nee Ban—Swift, by Three Cheers.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS' STABLE—GEO. COVINGTON. TRAINER T GEO. MIL-
LER, JOCKEY.

Fidelia, b f, 3, by Flood—imp. Flood—imp. Flirt.
Picton, ch c, 3, by imp, Cyrus—imp. Amelia.
Cadmus, br c. by Flood—imp. Cornelia.
Flirtation, b f, 2, by Flood—imp. Flirt.

STABLE OF DAN MILLER—D. MEEKS, TRAINEIt.

Charmion, ch f, 3, by Tyrant- -Unit.
Relampago, b c, 2. by Three Cheers—Narcola.
Ida Glenn, ch m, a, bytilen Elm—Queen.
Gordius, b c. 2, by Argyle—Gerhardine.

BUISDN STABLE—H. HOWARD. TRAINER ; COOMBS, JOCKEY.
Hotspur, b h, a, by Joe Daniels-Bister to Jim Douglas.
Regal, b g. a, by Regent—Bessie Douglas.
Bud Broods, a, by Milner—dam by Norfolk.
Braw Scot, grg, 4, by imp. Midlothian—Helen Scratch.
Grandee, cb c, 3, by Hidalgo—Veracity.

W. O'B. MACDONOUGH'S STABLE—DAN DENNISON. TRAINER.

Bessie W., bm, 4, by imp. Darcbia—Glendora.
Wicklow. ch c. 3, by Leinster—Aunt Jane.
Tigress, b f, 3, by Prince of Norfolk— Katie A.
Grandee, grc. 3. by Warwick—Helen Scratch.
Chartreuse, ch f, 2. by Imp. Cheviot—Zara.
Border, b c, 2, by imp. Cheviot—Sister to Ruth Ryan.
B c, 2, by imp. Cheviot—Verona.
i.'h c, 2. by imp. Cheviot—Aunt Jane.
13rc, 2, by imp. Cheviot—Bertie W.
K. C. HOLLY'S STABLE— B. C. HOLLY, TRAINER ; W, CLANCY, JOCKEY.

Imp. Paramatta, b h. a. by imp. Cheviot—Scraps.
Svmpatheiic's Last, br h. a, by Fairplay—Sympathetic.
Revolver, b g, a, by Joe Daniels—Young Jule.
El Kayo, ch h. a, by Grinstead—Sunlit.
Happy Day, brg, 5, by Emperor—Felicity.
Gladiator, b g, a, by Grinstead—Althola.
Kyrene, ch m. 4, by imp Kyrle Daly—Irene.
Green Hock, be, 3, by imp. Greenback— Eda.
Franeesca, b f, 3, by Three Cheers—Rosette.
Sidney, b g, 3. by Sid—Ninena.
Ch g 2, by Prince of Norfolk—dam by Three Cheers.
Ch g, 2, by Reveille—Niuena.

DE. THOS. BOWHILL'S STABLE—J. CURTIsAraINER.
Rosalie, b f, 2, bv imp. Mariner—Rosy.
Wildflower, b f. 3, by Birdcatcher— Lottie L.
Maid Marian, ch f, 3, oy Friar Tuck—Boggs mare, by Lodi.

NAGLEE BDEK'.S STABLE—CASEY WtNCHELL, TRAINER ; FRANK MOBRIS,
JtX'KEY.

Reta, b f, 3, by Argyle—Riglin.
Flame, b f, 3, by Argyle-Fiam.
Ardeute. bit f, 2, by Hidalgo—Touche Pas.
Sister to Charmer, ch f, 2, by Wildidle -Turban.
Vivage, ch c, 2, by Flood—imp. Amelia.
Agitato, b c, 2, by imp. Cyrus—Frolic,

STABLE OF ORVTIXE APPI.KBY—O. APPLEBY, TE.U.VEE; W. SPENCE,
JOCKEY.

Little Esperanza, 4, bv Judge McKinstrv—May D.
Fannv F., b m, a, bv Wildidle -SalJy Hart,
Estrella, ch f. 3, by Duke of Norfolk—Belle W.
Fortuna, br f, 2, by imp. Brutus—Viola Rea.
Seamstress, b 1,3, by Three Cheers—Una.
Conde, ch e, 3, by Duke of Norfolk—May D.
St Patrick, bg,4, by Judge MeKinstry—Viola Rea.
Durango, ch c, 2, by Duke of Norfolk—May D.
Solitaire, b c, 2, by imp. Brutus -Fanny F.

W. SPENCE'S STABLE.
Ch c, 1, by Cyclone—Brown Bess.

STABLE OF J. B. ROSS—J. R. ROSS, TRAINER.
Nellie Van, b m, 4, by Vanderbilt—Victoria.
Miss Adda, ch m, a, by Bank Roll—Belle, by Firetatl.

B. iE. CAVASAfGH'a STABLE—JIM BROWN, TRAINER ; P. O"KARA, JOCKEY
Guiltless, b f, 2, by Major Ban—Acquittal.
Quirt, ch f, 2, by Joe Hooker -Trifle.
Addie Chipman, ch f, 3, by Joe Hooker—Trine.

STABLE OP HOWARD (t LEECH—J. HILTONT, TRAINEE,; FRANK KINNEY',

JOCKEY.
Queen Bee, b m, 4, by Jocko—NaomL
Mounts ini Boy, br g, 5, by Little Alp—Nellie Chandler.
Bay Dick, b g, 6, by Ironclad—dam by Norfolk.

STABLE OP E. J. APPLEBY.
Alfred B., b h, a, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Fortuna.
Clacquer, ch c, 3, by Three Cheers—Belle of the Lake.
Morton, ch g, a, by Leinster.
Lord Dunbar, b h, a, by imp. Darebin— Lizzie Dunbar.
Wild Robin, ch h, a, by Kevstoue—by Norfolk.

public stable of w. l. appleby"—f. cota, first jockey \ j. iluephy '

second; f. turbinville, third.
Garcia.b g, 6, by Wildidle—Nighthawk.
Dinero, b h, 4, by Alia—Charlotte.
B c, 2, brother to Dinero, above.
"Vanity, b g, 5, by Al Farrow—Vesta W.
Ornn, b c, 3, by John Happy—Jess.
Imp. San Pedro, br h, 5, by Waxligbt—Judith.
Wyanasbott, ch c, 3, by Oregon—superba.
Raindrop, b m, 6, by Wildidle—imp. Teardrop.
Castro, b c, 3, by Sobrante—Clyte.
Genoa, br f, 3, by Flood—Imp. Goula.
-Erolite, br t, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Aurelia,
Jackson, b h, a, by Luke Blackburn—Ivy Leaf,
Bordeaux, blk c, 2, by imp. Mariner—Eufaula.
Claire, ch f, 2, by Duke of Norfolk—Lakme.
Carmel, ch c, 2, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmeu.

STABLE OF G. W. TRAHEBN—TBTOS. HEFKEEKA.V, TRAINER,
Montrose, ch c, 4, by Prince of Norioik—Sally Hanton, by Boots.
Doodr Juana, ch f, 3, by Prince of Norfolk—Blue Bonnet, by Joe

Hookpr.
Recardo, ch c. 2, by Wildidle-BIue Bonnet.
Billy Foote, ch c, 2, by Prince ol'Norfolk—Retta B.

JOHN KINO'S STABLE—J. KIN'J. TRAESKR.
Red Cloud, b g, 4, by Red Iron—Maggie D.
Samantha, br f, 3, by Sobrante—Lady Dooley. •

A. W. SMALL'S PUBLIC STABLE.

Augustus, br c, 2, by Sobrante—Orlnda.
Jovlta, b f, 2, by Sobrante -Clyte.
Joe Hooker Jr., cb g, a, by Joe Hooker.
Jessie S., o m, 4. by Ironwood—Jennie Mack.
Frank S., b c. 2, by Ironwood—Jennie Mack.
Arrowwood, b g, 4, by Ironwood -the dam of Lealherwood.

STABLE OF W. A. OIB-jON—C. TREADWELL, TRAINKK.
Currency, b c, 3, by imp. Greenback—Acq uitto.

Cherokee, b c, 2, by Fellowcbarm—Glencola.
YV. M. SINCLAIR'S HTAB1.K- JAS. ABBOTT, TRAINER.

Stoneman.gTg, a, by Klrby Smith— Hunkldora.
Tacoma, b b, 4, by Mllnur—Llna.
Walter Overton, b h, a, by Joe Hooker—Bay Kate.
Marmose, b C 2, by Broadchurch— Keepsake.
CanDy Scot, ch h, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar.

W. P. FINK'S KTABLK—W, SHORTT. TRA1NK1I.

Altua, b h, 5, by Billy Bollincer-Della Walker.
Inkerman, b g, 6, by Ironclad—Alice.
Vollta, cb ni, 0, by Housewarmer- bv Fox.
B C % by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid.
Ch f, t, by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid.

UE'l. L. KIl.'llAllltSUNV MAlll.l.

Democrat, ch g, 4, by Joe Hooker— JIattie Ball.
CarterB., br h a. by Duke of Kent—Bellona.

STABLE oi J. BYliEK—J. BYBKK, TRAINER; JOHN CUFFOBD, /OCXJCY*

Broad Church, ch h, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar.
Dully OreffOnlan, by Opblr Blue Mountain Belle.
Lasrt t.f Ton nil.-.-, b m, >. by Wild (die — Wali-la-wah
Thanks, ch m, 5, by Bfc, Pan] Becky K.

i
Rosebud, b r. 9, by Bt Paul—Neyelhi
MlMv Morn, 1. in. by St Paul—Wnvnol,
Rosy Morn, b i', 2. by St. Paul -Whynot
santa Paulo, b c, 2, by st. Paul—Neyeiia.

TflOB. ISA I.I.Y's STABLE—T. HAI.LY, TRAINKII!.lVI.|J'" Kl

Charger, ch g, S, bv Wildidle.
Charmer, cb f, a. by Wildidle—Turban,
sir Gordon, eh h, 6, by Conner -Flora M.
Mackey, ch g, 0, by Alta—by I-antriord.

Joe Frank, brc,2,by Joe Marsh— Flora M

P. SIRBENTHALKh'S STABLK—C. SPOONEB, TKAJKKB.
Sheridan, ch h, a, by Young Bazaar— Lost GlrL
Jim Lfe, b c, 2, by John Happy—Olive.
Seaside, ch f, 2, by Imp. Mariner—Marin,

[
Comrade, ch c, 3. by 1 ;:::- 1'Hi 1 . -i n .-

3TABI R or CHARLES KERK—JOHN RICHARDS, TRAINER '. JACKSON.
JOCKEY.

Rilllto, h 1,2, by Apache—Brook.
Belle Platte, b f. 2 bv Munster-Wlld Rose.
Semele, b f, 2. by Apache—Emma Longfleld.
Connauglit, ch c. 3, by Joe Daniels—by Wbeatly.
Crawford, cb g, 3, by Apocui*—Emma Longfleld.
Cli I, -. bv Apache—by Jim Brown,
Bailie .Muck.ch f, 2, by Apucbu-by Wln-atly.
Jennie D.,cb f, 2, by imp. sir Modred—Echota.
JliaoRa, br I, 2, by Joe Daniels-fluilui.
Gussie. ch r, 2, by Hyder All—Attraction.
TABLK OF W. M. HOBBY—W, M. MIKRY. TRAINER; KD LLOYD, FIRST

JOCKKY . C. LBONABD, SECOND JOCKEY.
Miss Walling, ch m, 4. by Spendthrift—Venturlo.
Belfast, ch g, 4, by Longvlew.
Prlcelle, b c, 2, by Imp. Cyrus -Precious,
Thornhill, ch c, 2, by Imp. Cheviot— Pha-bc Anderson.
The Lark, b 1, 2, by Wildidle—by Monday.
Oracle S.,gr f, 3, by Prince of Norfolk -Gllroy Belle.

W. OEOBQS'a .STABLE.

Joe, cli g, 5, by Conquest—Swift, by Three Cheers.

Orta, b t. :!, by Warwick—Illusion.
Steadfast , b c 3, by Sobrante—Narcola.
Goodwin, D >, 8, by St. Savior— N'ightlmwk.
Culdodo, cb c, 3, by El Corrlgan—Slnllre.
Golden Eagle, ch g, 3. by Prtncaof Norfolk—Irene Harding
Stampe le, b c, 2, by St, Savior—Xlgluhiiwk.
Gilead, b c. 2, by St. s.tvlor— Mistake.
Queen of Scots, b f, 2, by Imp. Cheviot—Lady Elizabeth.
Morvln, b c, 2, by Imp. Cheviot—Lurllne.

8. BOWLEY JR.'S STARLE.

Ch c, 3, by Prince ol Norfolk—by Leinster.

CHOS. H. WILLIAMS, JR.'S STAB E—MIKE KELLY", TRAINER: JOB
NABVAEZ, JOCKEY.

Don Fulano, br c. 3, by Alta—Marilee.
Corncob, cb c, 2, by Imp. Mariner—Cantenoc.
St. Croix, b c, 4, by King Daniels—by Bayswoter.

fltrPPBS it DlVIS' STABLE—A. A. FRANKS, TRAINER.
Nellie O., gr m,0, by Sampson.
Lodi, b g, a, by Ned Parkinson.
B g, 5. by Joe Daniels.

H. NEWTON'S STABLE.
Nipper, brg, a, by Mason Chief—by Norwich.

L. BLASINGAUR'8 STABLE.
The Drake, br h, 5, by L<?onatus—The Teal.
B c, 3, by Longlellow—The Teal.

OWENS BROS.' STABLE—C. AMBROSE. TRVINER ; L. SEAMAN, JOCKEY .

Captain Al, br h, fi, by Kingston—Black Maria.
Mero.bg, 5, by Wildidle -Precious.
Royal Flush, ch c, 4, by Three Caeers—Rosette.
Imp. San Jacinto, b c, 3, by Othello— Phcebe Marks.
Moonftower, b m, 4. by Wildidle—Moonlight.
Dick O'Malley, b g, 3, by imp. Mariner—Rosy.
Gold Dust, bg, 3, by Oro—Gold Cup.
Two Cheers, br c 2, by Tnree Cheers—Corona.
Pulaski, bg. 2. by Capt Al-Gold Cup.
Lady Intruder, b f, 2, by imp. Intruder—Lady Emma.
Seven others.

RICKABAUGH &. EARP'S STABLE-
Lottle Malls, b m, 4, by Col. Clark—Gratitude.
Esperanza, bm, 6, by Grinstead—Hermosa.

HOAQ & WATSON'S STABLE—J. HOAO, TRAINER.
Solitude, b c, 3, by imp. Darebin—Altitude.
Realization, b c. 3, by Regent—Sadie.
Ch c, 3, by Joe Hooker—dam by Bays^vater.

D. MCINTOSH'3 STABLE.
Boreal's, ch g, 4, by imp. Mariner—Aurora.
Bronco, ch g, a, by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston.

Veterinary Bill Passed.

Governor Markham signed 'the bill for the regulation of the

practice of veterinary medicine and surgery in California

which passed the Legislature, and appointed the following as

the State Veterinary Medical Board: W. F. Egan, San
Francico ; R. A. Archibald, Sacramento; E. F. VVhiltlesy,

Los Angeles; Thomas Maclay, Petaluma ; W. B. Roland,
Pasadena. This is the bill as adopted

:

An Act entitled an act to regulate the practice of veterinary medicine
and surgery in the Slate of California. Th** people of the State of
California, reprt-senied in Senate and Assembly, do enact as ifollows;

Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to practice
veterinary medicine and surgery In any city, city and county, or town, in

this State, having a popula'ioo of two (2) thou-and or more, without hav-
ing previously obtained a diploma from a college duly authorized to grant
such students in veterinary medicine and surgery, or to those who have
passed satisfactory examinations before the State Veterinary Medical
Board, as hereafter provided for.

Sec. 2. No. 1. This Board of Examiners shall be known as the State
Veterinary Medical Board, and shall consist of rtv« duly qualified practi-
tioners in veterinary medicineandsurirery, whose duty it shall be to carry
out the purposes and enforce the provisions of this Act.

2. The members of the State Veterinary Medical Board shall be
appointed by the Governor of the Stale.

3. The Board so appointed shall hold their offices for fcir '4) years,
and the compensation uf each member ot said state Wterlnary Medical
Board shall be Ave dollars per diem, exclusiv of all necessary expenses
while actually engaged iu (lie duty ol their office at the meetings of said
Board

4. A meeting of the state Veterinary Medical Hoard shall be held at

least once In every six months after the appointment of s*ld Board by the
Governor of the State ol California, such meetings lobe held alternately
in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

5. Three members of the state Veterinary Medical Board shall con-
stitute a quorum.

6. Said compensation to be paid out ol the lees and penalties received
under tbL- provisions ol this Act, and no part of the sulary or other ex-
penses of the state Veterinary Medical Board shall be paid out of the BtUe
Treasury.

7. All moneys received by said StateVeterinary Medical Board os'such
fees and penalties. In excess of the compensation and expense of the State
Veterinary Medical Board, shall be annually paid into the siate Treasury.
and become a part of t lie General Fund of the Siatp,
Sec. 3. 1. Said State Veterinary Medical Board shall examine all

diplomas as to their genuineness. Each applicant DDt hoMirig a dluloma
shall submit to a theoretical and practical examination before the State
Veterinary Medical Board: said examination to be written or oral, or
both, and sufficiently siriet iu satisfy Bald Board that the applicant Is com-
petent to practice veterinary and sui L.-ry.

2. An examination fee ol live dollars shall !* paid to the State Veteri-
nary Medical Board by the holder of a diploma, and i.-n dollars by an
applicant not holding a diploma; Raid money BliaU l" paid by the appli-
cant before examination

3. In case of failure ot approval, said too shall be forfeited to the Statu
Veterinary Bledlcal Board.

S.-C. 4. All examinations ol persons not graduate* -ball be made directly

by the State Veterinary Uedlcal Board, and the certificates given by *aid
Hoard shall authorize the possessor i>> practice veterinary medicine and
Blirgery In the state ot California. All examinations Ol ungraduated
practitioners niust i

! place before the thlity-llht day of December,
eighteen hundred and aim ty*threo» Alter thai data no oactlfloate shall be
granted, except to persona presenting diplomas from legally chartered
colleges.
Bbo.6, Upon the approval ofcredentials, or upon the pp

examination ofan applicant, said State Veterinary Medical Hoard »haii

grant him or her a license to practice In tins state, end shall receive there
offlvedoUara; salallcen latlb oadbya majority of tin*

Hoard.
sue, 6. Any person qualified, as required by this Act, -bail, upon receipt

of his license to practice, have said license prominently displayed In hat

office, and a true copy thcreorshall be filed Intl era* of the
county in >• hlcn be reside . Any pei
practice nhall flic tin* Ik-cnte in like manner In the countj to which h«

The holder shall pay lo the O tyi'l.ik the usual fees for

tiling. Any pen tdlng such license who shall relu

prominently dlsplaj In bl offioi ,oi die ><

uierk, as above directed, within sla ithsaftei receh an
shall forfeit I

to the original bolder except on the panneni L'etarlnary

Medical Board the sum of tv uuusasa penalty f.-r «uch failure.

oegleci oi i

-i i ,7, Any person Shall be regarded >v pmrtleliu,' veterinary me-llelnc-

ry, within the meaning of this Act, who slis

strued to pioblbll meraborsof the i riblng for

domestic animals In case of emergpney, and eoi

to prohibit -rratullou* fwrvlct-s In an cmi-rfreiu-y, '>' prwn
from prm tlclag velerlnary medldno or surgery on any animal beiooginit

oi herself, hod this Art shall nol apply tooommii :

li i surgeons lu the i alb d States Army.
>, . s \u-.- |„ , on pracili log '" " r nrgery in tnfj

Slate eontrarv lo ttie provhions of thin Act shall t«- Rlillty of

meanor, the penally of which -hail t«- a fin.' of not i«" than on«

dollars r|100> nor more than live hundred dollar* (|MQ .

ment of not exceeding six (0i mouths, or by both.

Sec. 9. This Act shall take effect sixty days from oo and after
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Scoring the Trotter.

Will any person bring forward his objections to rules for

scoring '.' There never were any written. Everyone knows

the custom, and the only rule is the rule of custom. What I

beg to know is, what are the objections to written rules ?

Tedious scoring oftentimes is disastrous to owner and horse.

Many times a horse is " knocked out " in the exertions of re-

peated scores, especially in the early season and hot season.

The attendance, that part of it attracted to see the contests in

heats, or for its gaiety,or to catch the exhilaration of the occa-

sion, as apart from those who attend to win or lose, are an-

noyed, disgusted, and oftentimes worn out by the tediousness

of the score. These people are essential to the maintenance

and advancement of trotting tracks.

1? it not wanton to so disregard the pleasure of this element

.»!' our support? Oftentimes it results in a postponement which

is :i Jisappointment to many.

How often are the judges laughed at, hooted, it may be to

iheir mortification, for some error in judgment because the

"grandstand" is wrought up and on edge from pure disgust

at the delay in scoring. All this is against the sport and to

the advantage of no one, unless possibly some game old trotter

without much speed and the u boy on the outside."

Who doubts that much of this annoyance can be obviated

by legalized rules ? If judges were blocked out of any par-

ticular kind of timber, such rules might not be so essential,

but, as everyone knows, they are not. Some judges of races

never owned a trotting race horse, never trained or drove
one ; some, as the saying goes, " never have seen a race "—(of

course that came from " the boy on the outside ")—and only
so far as habit or custom governs there are no two alike.

Does not this establish the necessity for specific rules in con-

ducting the score ?

Now I have asked for objections, if there are any, and of

course there are, and with the objections offered I expect an
offering of rules at the same time, so my inquiry has the
double purpose of getting a two-headed vote. Votes are now
in order.

Permit me to submit my plan of shortening the score. The
effort should be to get the horses together " head and head."

I would begin the ruling at the commencement of the score,

requiring the three head or leading horses at the start to take
up the rule-

Rule 1—The leading horse shall pull back to the second
horse, and the second horse shall pull back to the third horse.

Rule 2—No horse shall come on and ahead of the third
horse before reaching the wire.

Rule 3—No horse shall come to the wire ahead of the pole-

horse.

To secure obedience to these rules judges may fine the
drivers and collect the money for any disobedience at their

discretion as in any other fine. If any driver neglects to com-
ply with these rules and is sent off' disregarding the rule, and
such horse comes in ahead, he shall be set back double the dis-

tance he was ahead in going away.
I expect some will howl at this penalty, but it is fair. There

must be a penalty, and this last penalty has an element of
danger in it, an uncertainity in it, that I think will sustain

the rule. Some say it will be a difficult matter to determine.
Very well. It is no more difficult than the same form of pen-
alty governing a gaining break. No one hesitates at taking a
place in the stand because of Rule 30.

There must be some additional effort in overcoming any er-

ror according to its needs. Now there is gross neglect permit-
ted in scoring. It is to the great detriment of the trotting in-

terest, and to correct the error judges and drivers should be
strained up to the necessary effort. Some will say horses
should not be sent off " disregarding the rule," but should be
called back and fined. Very well. I grant that, where it can
be done without too much delay. Delay in starting the heat
is the chief object in applying these rules.

Now then, if the rule is complied with three horses will be
" head and head " before reaching the wire. If there are four
horses in the field and the pole-horse is back of the three
head hordes at the commencement, and the rule is complied
with, four horses will be head and head at the wire. While
these leading horses are getting together, or head and head,
the rest of the field are coming to them if they can.

X'. horse can bulge ahead of the third horse without break-
ing the rule.

Some will say, how is a driver to determine which is the
third horse? Just the same as he determines whether he is

in the third or fourth place at the finish. Does anyone doubt
that he can do that? He may not know this alwa s, but if he
is so close that he cannot decide it he is in no danger of being
fined or set back. The first three or four may come in head
and head. Very good, but the chances are that they will not,
and that some horse is being taken back, and while this is the
result in front the rear horses are closing up if they can. The
rule applies equally to the pole-horse, and if he has the lead
in coming up he is being taken back or is disregarding the
rule. Three efforts should be the highest average in scoring,
instead of eight and ten and sometimes fourteen scores, as we
have all • n

Each driver is .supposed to know the rules before starting.
If there are no rules, and he is obliged to " catch on " to them
as he becomes acquainted with the new judge, then a prompt
application might be thought a hardship, but if the rules are
established then he should know them, and their application
is just as fair in the first score as in the last. The custom is

to fool away two or three or four attempts in scoring before
any definite rule is applied, except, perhaps, "score with the
pole- horse," and who has not seen the pole-horse come ahead
of all others repeatedly before he is cautioned to take back to
the Held?

II.- ihonld be lined the first score if he came ahead, and
. vry disobedience of the established rules should meet the
same fate. Apply the rule to the first .score and not compel a
driver lo work away at a judge three or four scores to gel on
to his way?-. How often a refractory horse is permitted to

delay the score from one t«. ten times ' Three chance i all

that should be permitted, a-s I believe.

If he is nut ahead and therefore ont of place at the third
him go and take his chances. A race should not be

delayed to accommodate one h'-rse longer than this. It is a
lottery at best, and if a man does oof want the worst of it in a
rat « lei him come with a well-trained and reliable horse or
take the consequences.

! !<>w often good horses are all worn out Mooring, and (hen
by a refractory horse that would not come to the wire

at all, while the struggle is going on with good horses as

against each other and finally getting the word tired, the re-

fractory horse,being comparatively fresh,is able to win. Three
chances are enough for any rattle-headed fool that is allowed
to compete in good company. If he is not good after three

trials let him go home to his trainer and not be allowed to

wear out the patience of competing drivers and the audience.

I see no hardship in the application of these rules. Others
will, and that is what 1 am asking of you. They may call for

a better control of the horses in a race and the necessity of

more skill in driving, and what of that ? The quality of the

horse and the ability of the driver are more and more in de-

mand, and why not ?

The time is coming when '' mile and repeat" will take the

place of three in five; some predict that dash races are near at

hand and races of greater or less' severity, adapted to the

capacity of the different horses, even as the running races are

conducted.
People want more fun to the hour—more heats, quicker

decisions-and less scoring in place of so many " jim-jacks "

and "side-shows " that cost money, with no possible returns

except at the gate. Running races are not defaced with these

tin-plate exhibitions. Horses enough and heats enough bring
the multitude and multiply the receipts. Let the monkey
shows be monopolized by the pumpkin shows, and where, as

Luken says, " the bull-beef standard of the stand-still breed "

is pre-eminent.
The demand on a race-track is for music and money and

races, and while these are the attraction of the hour the Amer-
ican people will not forget the day.—\Yilliaru B.Smith in

The Horseman.

Black Hawk's Dam and Record-

It is a little remarkable how long a false statement will

sometimes last, or stand, whether made by accident or design.

In looking up a pedigree too many will have a feeling or wish

to have it so and so, and if some one that knows nothing about

it tells them that it is so, they accept it and the horse's pedi-

gree is recorded so as a fact. If the horse proves a remarkable

horse, some one in time will investigate it that has no feeling

only to have it as it is, and if the pedigree is true it stands, if

not it fails. Such pedigrees are generally found to be false.

Some give their horse a false pedigree -knowing it to be false,

and it often lasts as long as they want it to. Farmer's Beauty,

the sire of Taggart's Abdallah 16, had some such a pedigree

given him. His owner had it on his bills that the horse was
bred at Rockingham, Vt., and foaled at Wells River, Vt., in

1842 and sired by Gifford Morgan, and he claimed, too, but

not on the bills, that he was sired by Gifford when he was kept

at Walpole, N. H. Gifford was not taken to Walpole until

1845. It was so in regard to the breeding of the dam of Black
Hawk 5. She was called by Mr. Hill a three-quarter Eng-
lish blood mare, raised in the province of New Brunswick.
At this time the English or thoroughbred cross was the popu-
lar cross, and many a horse was called English or part thor-

oughbred when they knew nothing about it. The Canadian
or pacing cross was the unpopular cross, as it was believed, or

called low or base breeding or blood. Hardly any one that

had a nice horse wanted to have it that it was part Canadian
or pacing blood.

Mr. Linsley in his " Morgan Horses" does not state it quite

as strong as Mr. Hill. He says " Black Hawk's dam was raised

in New Brunswick and is described as a half-blooded English
mare, a very fine animal, black, and a fast trotter." It will

be seen Mr. Linsley leaves out one-quarter, but Mr. Solomon
W. Jewett states it stronger than Mr. Hill. In an article of

his, published in 1879 he said :
" The dam of Black Hawk

was a thoroughbred English mare owned in Canada near the

north line of New Hampshire where Black Hawk was foaled.

It was from this stain of blood that the crow hairs were de-

rived." Every one at all posted knows that Black Hawk was
bred and foaled at Durham, N. H-, and the false statement of

Mr. Jewett's that he was foaled in Canada, shows how unre-

liable his statements must be. The false breeding given Black
Hawk's dam stood or lasted some forty years. It was in 1885

the public were given part of the fact as to Black Hawk's dam.
Benj. Kelly, the breeder of Black Hawk, swapped for Black
Hawk's dam in Haverhill, Mass., and she was called by him
a Narragansett mare. This was in the summer of 1S31 and
while Mr. Kelly owned her at Durham she was called the Old
Narragansett mare. She was a course, scrawny, dark colored

mare with gray hairs intermixed, had a white strip in the

face, was mixed gaited, inclined to pace and single foot at

times, and was called quite fast. It was understood she had
been worked in a butcher's cart at Concord, N. H. John Bel-

low, the owner of Sherman Morgan, the reputed sire of Black
Hawk, stated a short time before his death that he had known
all the time as to her origin and breeding, that she was bred

at Walpole. N. H., by James Wier, foaled about 1819, sire

Old Traveler, dam a black Narragansett mare from Rhode
Island, that his uncle took her to Concord and sold her
there.

< >ld Traveler was a very fine black English horse from
Hartford, Ct. He sired the Hawkin's horse that Linsley states

was by Justin Morgan, and too, Paddy or Young Traveller,

the sire of Black Hawk. Another statement as to Black Hawk
should be proved before it is told any more. It is put down
in all the horse books that Black Hawk's record is 2:42, but
no one has told when or where he got it.. These facts must be
told and proved before a record can be admitted and allowed.

The 2:42 record that is given Black Hawk is, we believe, as

false as some of the other statements made in regard to him. It

originated in the brain of the one that states that he was foaled

in Canada. In a pufl* wrote for Black Hawk, published in

the June number of the Albany Cultivator in 1845, Mr. Jew-
ett states " Black Hawk, when a colt, trotted in harness on
Cambridge Park one mile in two minutes and forty-two sec-

onds without any training." Mr. Linsley put this statement
in his " Morgan Horses" as a fact, and Mr. Wallace copied it

from Mr. Linsley into the Trotting Register. Black Hawk
never was taken out of New Hampshire until he was five years
old ami, of course, never trotted on Cambridge Park when a
colt. There can be little or no doubt that the 2:42 record that
has been given Black Hawk is false, and no one should repeat
ii unless they can show when and where it was made.—Dun-
lin Spiritof the Turf.

A BILL has been introduced into the Legislature of South
Dakota providing that anyone whoshaH enter his horse under
an assumed name in any race for money shall be liable to im-
prisonment in the penitentiary for one to three years, or in
the county jail not lees than six months, and a fine not to ex-
ceed $1,000.

San Jose Fair.

District 5, Agricultural Association met last Monday at the

office of Austin, Pott & Co., San Jose. There were present

President William Buckley and Directors E. Topham, James
W. Rea, James T. Rucker, George B. Polhemus and T. W
Hobson. William Buckley was re-elected President, G. H
Bragg, Secretary and the Garden City National Bank treas-

urer. The meeting then adjourued and a joint meeting of

the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society and the District

Association met with Directors William Boots and William

Quinn also present.

The following colt stakes were made up to take place dur-

ing'the fall fair.

Trotting stakes, the get of the following horses : Eros, Bis.

marck, Treewood, Royal George, Nutwood Boy, Orion, King
William, Tommy T., Stranger, John Sevenoaks, Colonel Ben-

ton, Wilmington, Dick Patchen, Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy
Thomhill, Ampian, Magic, Monte, Chancellor, Crisman's
Hambletonian, Boxwood, Nutgrove, Prince Albert, Alex.
Graham, Designer, Cyrus R., Harry Almont, Rea's Nutwood,
Boodle, Elect, Mambrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna, Brown
Jug, Menlo, C. W. S., Henderson's Henry, S. B. Emerson,
Carr's Mambrino, Prince Warwick, Henry Buar, Antinous,
Almont Patchen, Electric Light, Argent, Delmar, Rollie H.,
Haywood's May Boy, Doemsky's May Boy, Dawn, Boswell Jr.,

Price Wilkes, Silver Bow, Administer, Ward B., Hazelwood,
Alphin, Election.

Trotting, for yearlings ; S25 entrance, of which S5 to be paid on May
1st. £10 on July 1st, S10 on September 1st, with S100 added. One-half
mile and repeat.

Trotting, for two-year-olds ; S30 entrance, of which SJ0 to be paid on
May 1st, §10 on July 1st, $10 on September 1st, with 5150 added. One
mile and repeat.

Trotting, for three-year-olds; §50 entrance, of which S10 to be paid
on May 1st, Slo on July 1st, £25 on September 1st, with $200 added.
Mile heats, three in five.

Trotting, for four-year-olds ; StiO entrance, of which S10 to be paid on
May 1st. $25 on July 1st. §25 on September 1st, with S250 added. Mile
beats, three in five.

FREE-FOR-ALL TEOTTING STAKES.

For two-year-olds : $50 entrance, of which $10 to be paid on May 1st.

$15 on July 1st, $25 on September 1st, with $200 added. One mile
and repeat.

For three-year-olds ; $60 entrance, of which $10 to be paid on May
1st. $25 on July 1st, 525 on September 1st. with $250 added. Mile heats,
three in five.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING STAKES.

For two-year-olds without a record ; $50 entrance, of which $10 to be
paid on May 1st. $15 on July 1st. $25 on September 1st, with $200
added. One mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.

Entries to all the above stakes to close Friday, May 1st, 1S93. Five
to enter, three to start.

Stakes and added money divided 60 per cent, to first. 30 per cent, to
second and 10 per cent, to third.

If only two colts start they may contest for the stakes paid in,
divided two-thirds and one-third.
For a walk-over the colt will take the whole stake, but no added

money.
Declarations are void unless accompanied by the money.
Nominations not making payments when due forfeit previous pay-

ments.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trotting, except as

herein stated.
RUNNING STAKES.

The Santa Clara Stakes.—A sweepstake for two-vear-olds ; $40 each.
S25 forfeit, or only $20 if declared out on or before September 1st, or $10
July 1st, or So June 1st ; with $200 added ; the second to receive 50 per
cent, and the third 25 per cent, of the starting money. Winners to be
penalized two pounds for each win, up to eight pounds. Six furlongs.
Six entries required : three to start.

The San Jose Stakes—A sweepstake for.'three-year-olds ; $40 each,
$25 forfeit, or only $20 if declared out on or before September 1st, or $10
July 1st, with $200 added ; the second to receive 50 per cent, and the
third 25 per cent, of the starting money. Winners of two or more
three-year-old races to carry three pounds extra. One and one-six-
teenth miles. Five entriesrequired ; three to start.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse rules to govern, except as herein stated.

The matter of making up some Futurity stakes was dis-

cussed, and on motion, President William Buckley and Direct-
ors T. W. Hobson, E. Topham and William Boots were
appointed to make up the same and report at the next meet-
ing.—Mercury.

Capital Turf and Driving Club Stake Entries.

The entries for the running stakes for the spring meeting of

the Capital Turf Club closed with the Secretary on the 11th

inst., as follows :

Golden Eagle Hotel Stake for two-year-olds, a five-eighths of a mile
dash, S200 added. W. M. Murry's ch c Thomhill and b e Pricelle j W.
F. Smith's b c Gilead and b c Marvin

; George I). Poorman's b f Nor-
mandie ; S. E. Parker's b f Red Chief : Watson it Hoag's b c Realiza-
tion ; B. W. Cavanaugh's ch f Quirt and b f Guiltless ; Owen Bros.' U
g Polasba ; D. Bridges' be Montalvo.
Race No. 2 is for the Weiostoek & Lnbin stake for two-year-olds, &

dash of half a mile, $200 added. The entries are as follows: B, W.
Cavanaugh's ch gQuit and B. F. Guiltless, Willard Gardner's s f Tillie
S. ; George D. Poorman's b f Normandie ; W. F. Smith's b f Queen o
Scots ; Frank W. Thompson's ch f Rhodauthe ; Owen Bros.' b f Ladv
Intruder.
The Hale Brothers & Co.'s Stake for three-year-olds, a one-mile dash

,

$250 added. W. F. Smith's b c Orta and bebv Sobrante ; George W.
Watson's b f Solitude ; B. W. Cavanaugh's b f Addie Chipman ; Owen
Brothers' b c San Jacinto ; D. Bridgesv b f Pons Lilla and G. H. Ken-
nedy's ch f Charmer.

Advancing- The Standard.

The following are the proposed new rules of registration to

be submitted to the shareholder's meeting next Wednesday,

April 5, 1893, to take effect on or after the first Wednesday

in April, 1894

:

1. Any stallion that has a record of 2:30 or better, provided two of
his get have records of 2:30 or better, and provided his sire or dam is

already a standard animal.
2. Any mare or gelding that has a record of 2:25 or better.
3. Any mare that has a iecord of 2:3Q l provided her sire is standard

and her dam is by a standard horse.
4 Any stallion that is the sire of four animals with records of 2:30

or better, or the sire of three with records of 2:25 or better, or two
with records of 2:2C or better.

5. Any mare that has produced an animal with a record of 2:25 or
better, or two with records of 2:30 or better.

6. The progeny of a standard horse when out of a standard mare.
7. Any mare whose sire is standard, and whose first and second

dams are by standard horses.
Standard for pacers the same, except that they are to be recorded

in a separate part of the volume and given numbers with a ciDher
preceding them.
The produce of mares served in lS'Jn shall be eligible under the

old rules, provided the same are registered ou or before December 31,

1891.

—Kentucky Stock Farm.

The Keutfield sale takes place next Tuesday, April 4th.
Everyone who wants a good roadster, or a well-bred colt or
filly should attend.
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Fashion Farm Sale.

There was only a moderate attendance at the American In-

stitute building yesterday morning at the opening of the twe

days' sale of stock from Fashion Farm, Trenton, N. J., says

the Daily Spirit. Though the crowd was not large, there

were several good buyers. Mr. J. H. Shults, the Master of

Parkville, was on hand, and in addition to being a liberal

buyer was also a lively bidder. Robert Steel, of Philadelphia,

catalogue in hand, was ready to pick up anything choice and

did so. Among the crowd might have been noticed Colonel

R. P. Todhunter, Lexington, Ky.; Dr. Day, Waterloo, N". Y.;

Hon. J. W. Keyes, South Branch, N. J.; A. Welch, Hartford,

Conn ; J. W. Daly, D. S. Hammond, Captain J. Dawson, F.

S. Steinway, C. H. Keraer, Judge Freedman, T. C. Eastman

and George Scattergood.

The highest sale of the day was the two-year-old filly Gold

Coin, by Baron Wilkes, dam Rosebud, by General Washing-

ton; second dam Goldsmith Maid, 2:14. The tight for this

filly was between Mr. Welch, of Hartford, and Mr. Shults,

and the latter's bid of $1,700 won the day. The big bargain

of the sale was the two-year-old colt Piscator, by Florida, dam
Pomona, by Jersey Wilkes, which also went to Mr. Shults at

$400. A capital three-year-old colt, Verdi, by Rumor, dam
by General Knox, wis bought by G. Hildebrecht, of Trenton,

N. J., at $850. At the same figure Mr. F. T. Steinway got

the good four-year old colt Digma, 2:25}. He is also by Ru-
mor, dam by Socrates. The bidding was lively on the two-

year-old filly Wilhelmine, by Eagle Bird, dam Thornetta, by

General Knox, but Mr. Shults would not be refused, and at

$1,500 he went across the big bridge. That fast mare Patti,

by Jay Gould, found her value at $1,000, and became the

property of A. Aymer, of East Orange, IS". J. Forty-Dine

head of stock brought $18,955, or ao average of $387. The
sale will be cootioued to-day. Below are the details :

Cynthia, b f, 1891, by Stranger—Catawba, bv Jay Gould ; W. H.
Orr, Reading, Pa S «0

CebollR, 2:29%, 1888, by Siranger-Catawba. by Jay Gould; E. C.

Luquer, Saco. Me 525

Cogent, br c. 1S90, by Stranger—Catawba : A. S. Carmolt, West-
on, \V. Va 300

Falka, b m. 18R7, by Gen. Washiugtou—Inez, by Jay Gould ; G.

F. Mead, Sing Sing, N. Y 280

Icbabod. b c, 1S91. by Stranger—Inez, by Jay Gould ; ;j. H.
Shultz, Brooklvn. N. Y 175

Colonel Kaser, b c. 1890, by Stranger -Inez, by Jay Gould ; G.

O. WilsoD, Baltimore, Md 410

Hypo, b c. 1891, by Stranger—Hazel, by Jav Gould ; D. Hagney,
New York 260

Harker. b h, 18.S8.by General Washington— Hazel, by Jay Gonld;
T. Dunn, Hackensack, X. J " 100

Patti. 2:24, 1S79, bv Jay Gould—Thornetta, by General Knox ;

H. Avmer, Eas't Orange, N". J 1,000

Thornleaf, b m, L885, by Jay Gould—Thornetta, by General
Knos : G. J. Harley, Great Neck, L. I 700

Wilhelmine, rn f. 1891, by Eagle Bird—Thornett, by General
Knox ; J. H. Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y 1,500

General Washington, b h, 1S74, by General Knox—Lady Thorn,
J:1SX, bv Mambrino Chief; George Heldebrecht, Trenton,

riDg. However, there were many good judges Tpresent, and
when any offering of real merit was under the hammer Mr. !

Kellogg did not have to wait for bids.

The last sale of the day was that of the famous old ex-king,
Jay Gould, 2:21A. It was reallv pitiable and pathetic to see
the once great horse in all the decrepitude of extreme old age
standing patiently while the auctioneer begged for a bid. He
looked indeed a veritable equine King Lear with no kind
daughter to wait upon him. The well-known horse shoer,
James O'Neil, of New York, at last bid $50 and got the old

hero. He will give him a good stall and kind attention for

the balance of his days. The Fashion sale for the day footed

up to $16,040, with an average of $471.70. The total sale for

the two days brought $34,905, or an average of $421. Ii0. Be-
low are the details of the day

;

Mona Nutwood, b f, 1891, by Wickliffe—Martha Nutwood, by
Hamlet ; Wm. Dumphev. Peekskill. N Y 5 600

,Vif>L-Hfffc>—VinnMrm ht- Tnir CmlH •
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Answers to Correspondents.

Aowen lor this department mist be accompanied by the name and ad-
dreae of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but a.« proof of [rood
ItiiUi. Write the questions distinctly, on one side Of the paper ODlv.
Poattvely no questions wUl bt answered by wall or telegraph.

\\\ P.—Can you giveus any information regarding the mure Nettie,
by Qulen Sabe, dam by Jack Bawklns ? 3ho .- lam of Sensation
who made a record of 2:22 nt Susan v ilk* , Cal., iu !--. H<- has mii<<-
reduced this to 2:18 in the Hast?

W. R, M., willows. Oil.—Kindly inform me through the columns of
your most valuable paper the breeding of Henry Belmont. He is agon
of Wilmington's Uelinoiu. Au^vvr.—We do not know his flam
Write to W. M. Williamson. San Jose.

. H.

160

270

210

130

130

155

270

1.550

2.000

700

GOO

N. J-. 460

Digma, 2:25}£, b c. 1889. by Rumor— Daisy, by Socrates; F, T.
Steinway, New York "50

Outlook, bite. 1891, by Rumor— Ode, by General Knox ; James
Rilev, Brooklyn, N. Y 180

Powell, b c. 1891, by Wickliffe—Poesie, by Jay Gould ; H. P.

James, Jamesville, Ya - 385

Ontlet. b c, 1S91, by King Red—Odell, by Rumor; Frank Miller,

Bridgeport. Conn 175

Phcenix, b f, 1891, bv Fayette Wilkes—Pansv, by General Knox;
W. S. Lawson, Portchester, N. Y 340

Endula, bf, 1891, by WicUiffe—Undine, by General Knox: W.
Hurst. Albany. N. Y 200

Uganda, bf, 1791, by Kentucky Wilkes—Umbria, by Rumor: E.

P. Benson, Colliersville, N. Y 190

Umberto. blk c, 1890. by Kentucky Wilkes—Umbria. by Rumor;
Henry Brown, Bridgeport, Conn 160

Miami, blk f, 1891, by Fayette Wilkes—Minon, by Mystery; W.
H. Orr, Reading. Pa - 450

Verdi, b c. 1890, by Rumor—Cymbal, by General Knox ; George
Hildebrecht, Trenton, N. J 850

Triangle, b c. 1891. by Alcantara—Guitar, by Rumor ; C. W. Car-
penter, Peekskill, N. Y 540

Palette, ch f, 1891. bv Alcantara—Piccolo, by Slander; W. H.
Orr, Reading, Pa" 600

Lvre, blk f, 1891, by Rumor—Flageolet, by General Knox; W. B.
Cox, Locust Grove, L. 1 310

Zuleika. b f. 1891, by Stranger—Zither, by Jay Gould; J. H.
Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y 450

ohello, b c, 1891. bv Fayette Wilkes—Clarion, by Rumor ; J. H.
Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y 225

Van tine, ch c. 1891, by Fayette Wilkes—Viva, by General Knox;
E. Vollmau, Trenton. N. J 160

Bavreuth, b e. 18%, by Stranger—May Bug, by Aberdeen; T.

Lynch. New York 500

Quietus, b c, 1891. by Stranger—May Day, by Aberdeen ; P. Hen-
son, Colliersville. N. Y 160

Nannie, b f, 1891, by Blarney—Naomi, by Socrates ; J. H. Shults,

Brooklvn, N. Y 500
Naomi, b m, 1879, by,Socrates—Cranston, by New York ; A. B.

Coxe, Heckley.Pa 200

Alvo, b c, 1891. bv Wickliffe—Aurania, by General Washington :

J. H. Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y~ 200

Vixen, blk f, 1890, by Fayette Wilkes—Vivian, by General
Knox ; L. Worth. Flatiands. L. 1 210

Vivian, b m, 1882, by General Knox—Carmen, by Socrates; T.
B. Harmes & Co.. New York 110

Carmen, b m, 1877. by Socrates—Cranston, by New York ; W. R.
Chapman, Ford bam. N. Y 120

Casque, b c. 1891, by Stranger—Carmen, by Socrates ; E. H. Cun-
ningham, Naiick. Mass 300

Crusoe, Dg. 1890, by Stranger—Carmen, by Socrates; T.H. Mark-
le/. Hatboro, Pa_ 170

Esma, br f. 1889, by St. Bel—Erema, by Socrates; Robert Steel,

Philadelpoia, Pa 290

Oporto, blk c. 1891. by Kentucky Wilkes—Octoroon, by Slander:
J. W. McCov & Son, Wilmington, Del 260

Octoroon, b m, 1886, by Slander—Odette, by General Knox ; J.

O'Learv. West Milford. N. J SO

Toga, b c. 1891, by Wickliffe—Dawn, by General Knox: R. V.

Conover. Trenton, N. J 410

Gold Coin, b f. 1891, bv Baron Wilkes—Rosebud, by General
Washington ; J. H. Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y 1,700

Epoch, b h. 1HS8. by Suitan—Rosebud, by General Washington :

C. A. Kittle. Mount Kisco. N. Y 56U

Mosaic, gr f, 1891, by Wickliffe—Mariel, by Gen. Knox; W. Hurst,
Albanv, N. Y 230

Ladv Arthur, er m, 1875, by Bourbon Chief—Lilly Arthur, by
Little Arthur ; E. B. Teicbman. New York 70

Panaiela, b f, 1890, by Stranger—Pandora, by Clark Chief; A.

R. Miller. Pataskala. O *
Piscator. h c. 1891. by Florida—Pomona, by Jersey Wilkes; J. H.

Bhnlls, Brooklyn, N. Y «*i

Boadicea. t> m. 1873. by Hambletoninn 10—Agnes Ethel, by
Magnolia : S. Wilkina, Chester. N. Y 75

Forty-nine head. 18,955

Average per head, 8387.

The attendance at the American Institute building on the

second day of Messrs. Peter C. Kellogg & Co.'s sale of stock

from Fashion Farm, was rather light, but it was a good buy-

ing crowd. The stock offered on both days was in very rough

condition and not groomed up as all stock should be for this

market. It is quite evident that the courts are poor handlers

of choicely bred trotting stock, and are grossly ignorant of

the condition in which they should be brought into the sale

Nicotero. b c, 1891. by Wickliffe—Nicotine, by .lay Gould ; J
rushing. Anthony, L I „

Nym Criugle, be, 1891, by Kentucky Prince—Cheroot, by Jay
Gould ; W. S. Lawson, Portchester, N. Y

Pooh Bah, b h, 1887. by Mikado—Violet, bv Gideon : M. J- Mc-
Corde, New York

Marcia Wilkes, gr t, 1890, bv Baron Chief—Elsie Wilkes, bv
George Wilkes : Robt. Steel, Philadelphia

Barbara Fox, b f, 1891, by Fayette Wilkes—Billette. by General
Washington ; Robt. Steel. Philadelphia

Content, br m. 1888, by Kentucky Wilkes—Vivian, bv Woodford
Mambrino; Robt. Steel. Philadelphia

Simla, b f, 1&90, bv Rumor—Squib, by General Washington :

Robt. Steel. Philadelphia
Sagasta. b f, 1891. by Blarney—Squib, bv General Washington ;

Dr. P. C. Collins, New York
Beulah, 2:19K. b m, 1882. by General Knox—Lucia, by Jay

Gould ; A. S. Carmalt, Weston, W. Va
Octavia. b t, 1891, bv Baron Wilkes—Sapphire, bv Jay Gould ; J.

H. Shults. Brooklyn. N. Y .".

Minnie J., b f, 1891, by Wilkes Bov—Sybil, bv Jav Gould ; J. H.
Shults, Brooklyn, N. Y

Sybil, b m, 1881. by Jay Gould—Lucy. 2:18*4, by George M.
Patehen ; H. S. Heurv. Morrisville. Pa

Rumor, 2:20. blk h, by Tattler—Martense Maid, by Flying
Cloud : W. H. Orr, Reading, Pa .*.

Sonata, b f. by General Washington—Sonnet, by Jay Gould ; J.

H. Shults. Brooklyn. N. Y 2,000
Saltic, b f, 1891. bv Stranger—Speedaway, by Socrates

; J. H.
Shults, Brooklyn, N Y

Delbec, bg. 1891. by King Red—Daphne, by Jay Gould; Tbeo.
Dunn. Hackensack, N. J

Loretto. b e, 1891, bv Wickliffe—Loto, by General Washington ;

J. E. Carrier, Sanfordville, N. Y
Yara, b c, 1891, by Stranger—Myra, by General Knox ; A. S. Oar-

malt, Weston. W. Va
Sumner, b c, 1890, by Kentucky Wilkes—Seamstress, by General

Washington; E. M. Harlam, New York
Bombastus. b g, 1891, by King Red—Bijou, by General Knox

;

F. Miller, Bridgeport. Conn
Cabot, b g, 1S91, by Slander—Creole, by Jay Gould; C. C.

Hingle, Trenton, N. J
Blarney, 2:27%, 1881, by Jay Gould—Ruby Allen, bv Ethan

Allen ; A. J. Welch. Hartford, Conn
Rubino, br c. 1891. by Stranger—Ruby Allen, bv Ethan Allen ;

J. H. Shults. Brooklyn. N. Y
Althea, b f, 1891, by Wickliffe—Agate, by General Washington

;

J. L. Gardiner, Gardiner's Island, N." Y
Bursor. br e, 1891, by Stranger—Brooch, by Jay Gould ; H. P.

James, Jamesville. Va
Collier.bc, by Epoch—Catseye. by Jay Gould; E. P. Henson.

Colliersville. N. Y
Begum, b c. 1891, by Stranger—Bride, by Jay Gould ; B. C.

Patehen, Wayland, N. Y
Anita, b m, 1876, by Jay Gould—Tidy, by Ethan Allan ; James

Burns, New York
Tessa, b f, 1891, by King Red—La Cigale, bv General Washing-

ton ; E. B. Coxe, Eckley, Pa
La Cigale, b m, 1878, by General Washington—Belle Strickland.

by Morrow Horse : J. W. McCoy A: Son. Wilmington, Del
Miss Neweombe, b f, 1891, by Stranger—Norma, by Duroc Vol-

unteer; R. W. Lentham, Brooklyn, N. Y
Sentinella, b m. 1S74, bv Sentinel—Katie, bv Kentucky Clay ; T.

H. Harms & Co., New York
Jay Gould, b h, 1864, by Hambletonian 10—Lady Sanford, by

American Star ; James O'Niel. New York

Total for34 head
Average for the dav, $171.76.

Total for S3 bead, two days' sale, 534,995.
Average for two days. S421.60.

Racing at Oakland, Oal.

W. C, PetalumiL.—Please give the breeding or the thoroughbred
mare Jenny Walker. Answer—She was originally called Ale*
was by Boston, dam by Medoc: second dam by HaxaU's Moses; third
dam by Sumpter, etc.. and was owned by G. W. Uoag, of Red Bluff,

D. - lum. < ni.—i. please give the breeding of the trotting-horse
called Robin (or Robins); think he was campaigned ttaroi
northern circuit last year. 2. Is h._- Btandarddjred, and what la his
record, if any. Answer—A roan horse named Bobbins, 2:29&, t»
Black Walnut, was campaigned through Montana last year, anil
Robin B., a pacer, by Little Rex. was laced In California in 1892. The
latter has no record. Neither are standard-bred, we Ik- I leve.

1,550

1.050

100

470

250

220

130

160

825

n:-ki

220

310

80

50

. 516,040

J. M. Sacramento, Cal. 1. Please tell me what Singleton's number
is and in what volume he is registered.' J. How many 230 i-erform-
ershashe'.' 3. Hashis sire any 2:80 performer)? I Baw the horse's
number some time ago in the Bkeei>kr am> Spobtshan, but I have
forgotten it. Answer.—1. No. 20.S.S6. in volume 12 •>. One—Maud
Singleton, 2:28%. 3. One—Mollie B.. 2:29k. Willie Schepper's num-
ber is 17,359.

D. D., Bakersfield.Cal. -Please inform me through the columns of
your paper the extended pedigree of Captain Webster, son of William-
son's Belmont, also of Simmons, son of George Wilkes, also the names
and records of Captain Webster's get below 2:30. How manv did
Williamson's Belmont have in the list 1 Answer —Captain Webster
was by Williamson's Belmont (son of American Boy and imp. Prunella,
by Comusj, dam uutraeed. Simmons is by George Wilkes, 2:22, dam
Black Jane, by Mambrino Patehen 58. second dam Ladv Stanhope.
Captain Webster's 2:30 performers are Frank (pacer), 2:2u! and Free-
stone, 2:29. Williamson's Belmont got but one 2:30 performer—Ven-
ture. 2:21%.

'

W. J. L., Gonzales.—1. Can you inform me who is the owner of
Victor, also color and age? Then record and breeding? 2. Please
give the Old Gilpatrick's pedigree. 3. What do you think of Dr. Cana-
day's impregnator? Answer—l.G. A. Doherty.and we think he lives at
Sierraville, Cal. Victor is a dark bay horse, and we do not know his
age. but should say he is about twelve years old. Bis record is 222.
2. Gilpatrick, according to a communication from J. R. Rodehaver.
of Petaluma, printed in this paper on April 11. 1889. was a bay stallisn
with white stripe in the face and near white hind foot, foaled in 1851
He was sired bv Bailey's Leviathan, dam by imp. Consternation, sec-
ond dam by Grey Messenger, son of Mambrino, he by imp. Messenger.
Bailey's Leviathan was by Weaver's Leviathan (son of imp. Levia-
than), dam of Stockholder, second dam by Stockholder, etc. Gil-
patrick's dam was brought to Oregon by the late John Welsh, in com-
pany with Rifleman, son of imp. Glencoe. Mr. Rodehaver bongbt
Gilpatrick of John O'Brien, and afterward sold him to E. Poe, of
Healdsburg. 3. It is highly recommended.

J.V. K.Wailuku, Maui, H. I.—The horse I referred to was a stallion,
not a gelding ; in regard to his name, I am not sure which it was of
those two names. Defiance or Reliance. He was a high-bred horse of
some of the trotting families, and was very fine-looking iabout 15-J4 or
16 hands high); in fact, was the best-looking stallion I ever saw. He
was a double-waited horse, and in road-cart would go very fast at
either gait. He is dead, but has left a name as the finest getter of fine,
fast roadsters ever brought to the islands. I have been informed that
he won this record of 2:26 in 1880 or 1881 at San Francisco, Cal. If you
will kiudly inquire of some party in Petaluma, Sonoma county, Cal.,
probably we will find out his true' name and if he has a record of 2:26.
I have written a number of letters to this Mr. Merchant, but have
received uo auswer from him. Kindly try and oblige a subscriber of
your good paper. Answer—Reliance, a bay horse, foaled in 1874. marie
a record of 2:22% at Stockton. Cal., September 8, 1882. He was by
Alexander 490, dam Maud (dam of Magdalllh, 2:23%), by Mambrino
Rattler, son of Biggart's Rattler. We never heard of this* horse going
to the islands, however. —

,

.
Foals of 1893.

Following are the summaries of the first, last and only day's

meeting at Oakland, under Bookmaker Schwartz's manage-

ment:
Oakland Race Track, March 25, 1893—Weather fine, track slow.

First race, fourfnrlongs. for maidens.

J. Cavanaugh'sch m Addie Chipman, 3. 102 Taylor 1

C. L. Don's chf Claire. 2. 77 Peters 2
P. Weber's b h Huguenot, 3, 107 C. Weber 3

Time. 0:53.

Won bv two lengths, a length between second and third.

Post-betting—13 to 10 Addie Chapman, 10 to 1 Claire, 4tol Huguenot.
Sir Gordou, 123 (Bally), 10 to 1, Spot, 122 (Mitchell). 2'A to 1, Borealis,

116 (Nichols), 6 to 1. Durango, 80 (Turbinville), 10 to 1, also ran.

Second race, four and a half furlongs.

Howard & Leach's b g Mountain Boy, a, 105 H. Smith 1

W. A. Gibson's b b Currency, 3, 110 Burlingame 2

J. R. Ross' braXellieVan, 4, 102 Spence 3
Time, 1:01.

Won by three-quarters of a length, a length and a half between sec-

ond and third.

Post-betting—'2% to 1 Mountain Boy, 6 to 1 Currency, 8 to < Nellie

Van.
Annie Moore, 111 (J. Weber), 1 to 1, Flora E . 121 (Williams). 8 to 1.

Nipper, 123 (King), to 1, May Pritchard, 87 (Ryan), 10 to 1, also ran.

Third race, six furlongs.

W.Spence'schfPanchita, 3/.S9 Turbinville 1

K. J. Appleby's b g Alfred B., a, 117 King 2

H Schwartz's bg Vanitv. 5, 102 C. Weber 3

Time. 1:27%.

Won by a length and a half, two between second and third.

Post-betting—l to 1 Panchita.3 to 1 Alfred B..ti to l Vanity.

San redro. 111 (Murphy), 6 to 1. Joe. 108 (Taylor), I to 5, Borealis, 102

(Nichols), 10 to 1, alsornn.

Fourth race, handicap, one mile.

T. Bally'8 ch g Charger, a, 10S Taylor 1

H Schwartz's b c Dinero, 4, 100 C. Weber 2

Encino Stable's b m Fannie F . a, 10S Spence 3

Time, l:60K>

Won by a length and a hall, three between second and third.

Post betting— 7 CO 6 Charger. B to 5 Dinero, > tol Fannie P.

St Patrick.no (Ryan), B to l, Democrat, 106 (F. Narvaez), G to t,

Raindrop. 108 [Cote), J to 1, also ran.

Names Claimed.

I desire to claim ihe following names fur recent foals of tbiayear:

Ki
I

1 ID, black colt by Secretary, the ^on of (Director 198U. dam Kl-

morene, by Elmo 891 ; second dam princess, by Woodford Mambrino

DnCKUMO, bnv lillv, bv Brentwood. Mm of Dawn 6407, <^"ni

Freena Froma. by Adveuture ; second dam Bluegrass, by Hamblc-

social.' bay filly by Almont Medium (2:18X1761, dan
(standard), bv Sidney4770 ; BOCODd dnm Lena Bowles treg.), by Ethan
Ellen 2W3.
Watcba, bay (illy, by Geo. Washington (2:".'n ai four y

Ventura, by Advciitun.-. SOD <>f Wnuire, 2:27% ; second dam hcbola,

by Echo 462, son of Hambletonian 10.

L L iLena's Last), bay filly. DJ St. Eric, bv St. Just, SOD of Eke
tioneer 125. dam Lena Bowles (reg.j, by Vic's Ethan Allen 2903; Cond

dam Lady Schafer.bv Williamson's Belmont. Bf.n E. Harris.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Palo Alto, March 20. In addition to the
list of foals I left iu your office last Friday, I now add some new-
comers. They are as follows :

March 18—Imp. Teardrop dropped a eh c by Flambeau.
March 19—Riglin dropped a b f by Peel.
March 19—Bessie Hooker dropped a o f by imp. Cyrus.
This leaves only five mares to loal. They are : Kathairon, in foal

to imp. Cyrus; imp. Ouida, in foal to Peel : imp. Bern a. in foalto Flood:
Faustine, in foal to imp. Cyrus ; Glendew, in foal to Flambeau.

Yours truly, Cy. Mulkf.y, Sup't.pj
TROTTERS.

B f by Electricity—Marion.
B c by Langtou—Coral.
B f by Paola—Guess.
Ch c bv Advertiser—Telie.

B f by Electricity—Elaine.
B c by Lottery—Fairest.

B c by Advertiser—Celia.

B f by Bernal—Blarney.
B c by Piedmont—Kitty.
B c by Paola—Medoca.

B cbv Azmoor—Leclair.
B f by Nephew—Eva Clay.
Be bv Piedmont—Nova Zembla.
B f Electrieitv— Eliza Dolph.
B f bv Piedmont—Cassie V.
B c by Good Gift—Robin Girl
Bf by Good Gift— Maria
B fby Bernal—Estella M.
B c by Nephew—Tippera.
B f by Wild Boy—Lbuie Collins.

THOROL'<;HBREOS.

B t by Flambeau—Grise Ida. B 1 by Imp. Cvrus—Bessie Hooker.
B t by Imp. Cyrus—Neva. B f by Peel—Riglin.
Ch c bv imp. Flambeau—imp. Ch c Flood—imp. Bernal.

Teardrop. Dk b fby imp. Cyrus—EfeosUne,
L. C. FERGOSOH, Palo Alto. March 28. 1893.

Foaled at Mr. A. J. Alexander's Woodborn Farm, spring station.
Kentucky, property of HarcUS Daly :

March 8, 1893—Bay colt by Prodigal. 2:16. dam Manon, 2:JI (dam of
Eclipse. 2:2o%), bv Nutwood. Manon will be bred to Expedition.

2:19J4.

Foaled at Mr. Marcus Daly's Bitter Root Stock Farm, Hamilton.
Montana

:

March 10. 189?—Bay colt by Prodigal. 2:16. dam Fantasia,
Rancbero, 2:22'.^

March 22. 1893—Bay colt by Prodigal. 2:in. bun Helen 1

Arion, 2:10^), by Electioneer, second (tain Maiiutte. by Nutwood.
Le grand Lucas, Superintendent, Hamilton, tfc

I have to report: January 31—Br co'.t by Etalhbono, dam Bliss

Melbourne, by Gano ; second dam Victoria, by Wlldldle; third dam
Cuba, by imp. Australian
February 21—Ohestnut ,,,, li by Katbboue, dam Victoria, by Wildtdle ;

second dam Cuba, by imp. aUStrallan j third dam Betty Ward, b>

Lexington. E. & PaDI
Rancho El Molino, Forestville. Souoma County. Mai

Fiom May, by Milton Medium, dam Lady Belmo)
ad a Doe Blly this morning by Oonnl Antoi

This young Ally Is dark bay, witb one white fool bebii

leeo. She Is beautiful, and resembles old Anteoo both tn color and

Ijikeport. ''ai.. March 21st ^__
Mondav hllv. bv Monday, dnm Mary Glnna, by iwen \>n\* •

b 21st. a large ohostnnl tilly by Wlldldw, with star in

forehead. Utile white on nose, right Mud foot white.
Yours truly. BXHBV '

'. JOMON,
Wildidlc Farm. March 22, I

Young Jole, the dam ol Roto I a foal, a baycolt.no
.. March 1 1 1 b. i.v K\i->. Bhetuu been brod back alreadyto

B.C. Holly's Paramatta (imp.). J.J. D<

At Hnclno Kamli, on MarrL
while Strip
anzaand Conde), by WHaIdle—Sally liar;. Marc bred to Imp. Mertlwa

O. AITU.IJY.

At Laurelwood Farm, Banta Olara, on March i-t. Young Ladr Hei
iy u ol Norfolk, dam Lad j I

bf Imp. Brntus, Mare bred to Imp. Merriwa March 21th
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HOOP-BEATS.

It seems that Mr. C. E. Miller did not get the Bybee horses

after all, though it was supposed he would take them as late

as Wednesday night.

B. C. Holly's good bay horse, imp. Paramatta, by imp.

Cheviot—Scraps, pulled up lame in his work this week.

Four of the ilolly horses came down.on Thursday, the balance

yesterday.

Mor.viN and Queen of Scots, two-year-olds in the string of

Wilber F. Smith, are as handsome and racy-looking a pair of

youngsters as any one ever saw, while the balance of the string

looks exceedingly well.

" Starter J. B. Ferguson arrived last Thursday from New
Orleans, where he has been weilding the nag for some ninety-

five days. He is the same genial, popular gentleman, not-

withstanding he has had a siege of hard work.

The thoroughbred mare, Blue Lodge, by Fellowcraft, out

of Bonnie May, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, is to be bred to

Anon, 2:10*. She was a fast mare and frequent winner her-

self upon the running turf and is also the dam of several win-

ners.

Al ^>n-£ER is advertisedto make the season of 1S93 at John
McUord's place, Napa, and in July will be prepared for the

races. That he will get a low mark is a foregone conclusion,

for he is pure-gatted and speedy. As a sire, all of his first

crop of youngsters attest his worth.

Dr. Day reports that the people of Europe ask very little

about pedigree. The qualities they demand are soundness,

size, good gait, good mouth and individuality. If horses pos-

sessing these qualifications are supplied to customers the de-

mand for oar trotters will steadily increase.

The Derby winner of 1S74, George Frederick, bought at

the late Mr. Hume Webster's sale for $195 by Mr. Guy Beth-

ell, has just been sold by the latter fur $1,500 for exportation

to Canada. George Frederick, now twenty-two years of age,

is the oldest Derby winner alive, the nest being Galopin, who
is a year younger.

J. O. Keis, of this city, purchased the Humburg farm near

Alamo a few weeks ago, and is going into the business of rais-

ing fine horses- -thoroughbreds and trotters—on a small scale.

Mr. Keis is a thorough horseman, and will use good judgment
in the selection of his broodmares and the sires to which he
will breed them. We welcome him to our ranks.

Yo El Key, the $27,000 brother to Yo Tambien, worked
half a mile at Sacramento last Thursday in 0:50 over a heavy
track with his head pulled around to his side. Flood Gate out-

ran Dare three-quarters easily, doing the distance in 1:19.

Among the fillies in the Fair stable Ella Lewis is said to be

the most promising. Kiehard Havey goes East in about three

weeks with the stiing.

At Mason City, Iowa, last Tuesday night, a tire broke out

stock barns owned by the Kirk Brothers, and the famous stal-

lion Storm, that got a record of 2:08^ at Nashville, Tennessee,

got burned to death. Storm was foaled in lb87 ; he was sired

by Brown Hal lii,93o, out of Zephyr, by John Dillard Jr.;

second dam Tampo, by Thompson's Traveller. In the same
barns three other tine stallions that shared a similar fate

were Brown John, by Brown Hal ; Ked Clay, by Ked Wilkes
and Edmund C, by Ked Clay. The loss on horses alone is

fully $100,000.

Wx. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, finds that he
has more pasture than he needs for his stock and advertises to

take horses at £6 per month. Every horsemen in the State

knows what an excellent place this farm is for stock, and no
better pasturage can be found anywhere. The proximity of

this celebrated stock farm to this city, and the great advan-
tages it has over many others, makes it a most desirable place.

It is well-sheltered, fenced and watered, while the appearance
of the youngsters raised there attest the excellence of the
natural feed.

Hon. I. V. BaKER, of Comstocks, N. Y.. says that since the

majority of the horses which now pass under the hammer are
purchased for road and track purpoes instead of breeding
ranks, records will multiply very fast. The get of stallions

will be thoroughly tried in the development school, and the
records will come so thick and fast as to greatly exalt the
rank of the sire. The kuife will be more freely used than
ever before and Sllies will not be held in reserve for the
harem. This will put a check upon supply, and the value of
well-bred youngsters should increase.

S. H. Crane, of Turlock, purchased a colt by Mountain
Boy, out of that famous road mare Lady Sargent, at the Napa
sale, that promises to be one of the fastest youngsters in this

State. The siories circulated about its speed approach the
marvellous : we only hope they are all true. At the sale he
showed more speed than any other one, and it was predicted
then that he would become a race horse. Mr. Crane purchased
the Alcona filly, Alice Taylor, at the sale, aod she shows
extreme Bpeed also. He will put her in the list this year.

That excellent judge of a horse, B. C. Holly, in an inter-
view this week, declared that Sir Francis should win the
American Derby of 1893. He thinks so because the colt is

by Mr. 1'ickwick, who got horses that could " go the route"
and pack big weight, and because he is out of Thora, by Long-

'<ne of the best mares over the longer distances ever
Men in America. Then Bir Francis, Mr. H. says, is being
trained by that king among conditioners, Matt Byrnes, and
will be ridden by American's "star" jockey, Snapper Garri-
son. How can such a combination be beaten? Mr. Holly's
pick will undoubtedly be "lhar or tliarabouts " when the rich
slake has been contested for.

LOCAL breeders, you are all right. Don't look back ; keep
your eye on ihe bull's eye ind you will sooner or later hit the
mark. Trotting horse breeders in some sections of the coun-
try may be obliged to abandon the business; in fact, there is

DO question about it. They -will fur the simple reason that
you can produce- tin- stock for so much less than they that they
cannot live, but bo long as you can as you now do, raise poor
slock on land ihui has cost you but $25 or $30 per acre, pro-
duce ihe Bn< >| timothy bay at |6 per ton and the best of oais
for 20 t> u have ihj best of it. Let breeders
in other necliout. of the country stop breeding. That's all the
better for you, for the fewer trotters bred the greater the
demand and the more they will bring. Don't say a word but
keep breeding, keep training and keep campaigning,—-Amer-
ican Trotter.

The Austrian Government and the Vienna Trotting As-
sociotion have purchased three of the best horses in the Ket-
cbam-Splan shipment and the best three horses ever imported
into Austria. These are the stallions Brown, four years old,

record 2:18$, by Combat, dam by Dictator ; Gothatum, by
Dictatum, dam by St. Gothard, and Sir Gothard, by St.

Gothard. These horses will be used in furthering and foster-

ing the trotting horse interests of this country, horsemen here

uniting in acknowledging that the American sire is Austria's

only hope of securing speed.

J. R. Ross, the well-known horseman of the State of Wash
ington, said to a representative of this paper last Thursday at

Bay District track :
" I will run Nellie Van against any piece

of horseflesh, on any kind of track, three-eighths of a mile, the

weights to be carried 100 pounds each, and will wager any
sum from $1,000 to $5,000 a side. These people have got on
their dignity and lengthened the distances in their races, but

all the same Longstreet and La Tosca ran five and a half fur-

longs at Morris Park, to build which it cost $1,500,000. Prob-
ably those horses class with a few of the California-bred ones.

At least I would like to see something of a higher class than
they run in San Francisco."

An English exchange states that " Orme has greatly im-
proved in appearance during the winter, and is now a very

beautiful horse ; but of his racing form nothing can be known
until he has been some time in strong work. Orme is not to

run before Ascot, where he is engaged in the Rous Memorial
Stakes on the Thursday, and in the Hardwicke Stakes on the

Friday, and La Fleche is entered for both these races. He
will also start for the Eclipse Stakes, which is run at Sandown
Park on July 14, and this ought to be one of the most inter-

esting races of the season, as the list of acceptances also in-

cludes Meddler, Milford, Silene (much fancied at Newmarket
for the One Thousand Guineas and the Oaks), Marly, La
Fleche, Dunure (a much-improved horse), Glenwood, Rseburn
and Chene Royal. Orme is perfectly sound in his wind at

the present time."

R. Porter Ashe applied for stalls at Bay District track

last Thursday forenoon, andinformed us that, much to his sur-

prise, he was told that there were no stalls for him. In view of

the fact that there were a number of empty stalls and a large

number being built, it looked as if revenge might be at

the bottom of this refusal Whether Mr. Ashe's entries

will be accepted at the meeting which begins to-day is not

known, but the fact that stall-room has been refused Mr.
A would lead one to think that if stalls can be refused en-

tries can be also. Mr. Williams was seen last Thursday night,

and declared that while Geraldineand the four two-year-olds

would not be allowed to start at the Blood Horse meeting, he

would go out of his way to procure stalls for any other of Mr.
Ashe's horses that would be raced. Mr. Williams declares he

wou the suit, and that Mr. Ashe has nothing to say about Ger-
aldine et al. Besides, the Board of Directors had declared the

horses should not start To us it looks as if the racers are con-

trolled by Williams until Ashe pays the amount of Williams'

interest, $-4,909.74. Then they will pass to Porter Ashe.

Of promising two-year-olds in the Eastern stables a New
York exchange says : ''The Oneck Stable, at old Jerome, is

discussed in manner half envious by ambitious rivals. Among
its inmates are ten youngsters, half of whom could race next

week, if called upon, so industrious has Walter Rollins been
with his shed work. The flower of the collections are two Mid-
lothians, one a big chestnut colt out of Probability, and the

other a trim brown filly out of Lima. They are as gentle as

dogs and as fast as quarter horses. At Morris Park, Walcott
& Campbell boast a St- Blaise colt and a filly by Kinglike,

dam Nina, that are pictures of speed even at this early date.
' Billy' Donohue has a couple of Misers that he is also very

proud of. The Lorillard stable is filled with grand-lookers,

but nothing is known by the public regarding their respective

trials. ' Snip' Donovon says they are tough asgoats and will

pose as world-beaters until they chase in their respective fields

a time or two. Jack Pincus has two clever ones among the

lot atSheepshead. They are Downcast, a bay gelding by Ill-

Used—Royalty, and Love Not, a bay gelding by Tremont, dam
La Traviata. Downcast is pronounced a juvenile wonder."

Jat-Ete-See, the famous little black gelding, will be cam-
paigned again this season, and his owner, Jackson I. Case, ex-

pects to see him materially reduce his record. Jay-Eye-See
is now fifteen years old. He secured his trotting record of

2:10 at Providence, R. L, August 1, 18S4, -after which he went
into retirement, and it was not until 1SS7 that he was again

trained, and after trotting an exhibition mile at Freeport in

2:12} he was shipped to Lincoln, Neb., where on September
14th he trotted the half-mile track there in 2;15 1, which was
the best performance on a half-mile track up to that date.

During the fall of 1887, while being prepared for a race, he
strained a tendon, and it was thought that his racing days
were over. He was fired and blistered, and all seemed to do
but little good. Last spring, after being jogged on the road
all winter, he was placed in training and converted from a
trotter to a pacer. The first mile he was asked to go in pub-
lic was at Racine, where, on August 6th, he started to beat

2:25, and paced a mile in 2:17. August 6th he started at

Washington Park to beat 2:17, and paced in 2:08| ; at Inde-
pendence, Iowa, August 26th, he started to heat 2:0SiJ, and se-

cured his present record of 2:06}. During last season he
started in public seven times, and in every instance, with the

exception of one, he equaled or beat 2:10.

At Village Farm recently Supl. Bradburn sent for Lady
Bunker, and when the famous veteran was led out before

Beveral visitors he said, '* I'll bet $500 she is in foal." He had
formed that opinion several weeks ago, but to be sure he
waited until yesterday before making the annouueement. If
Mr. Bradburn has been successful in his efforts to get her in

foal he has performed a feat that no other man in the breed-

ing business could accomplish, and which will place him at

the head of stock farm superintendents. Lady Bunker is one
of the greatest broodmares living. She was bought by Ger-
hard Lang in 1886 for $6,500, and for seven years she has
been bred to such sires as Sultan, Gen. Hancock, Hylas,
Wilkes Boy and Prince Regent without results. Last Septem-
ber Mr. Bradburn bred her to Mambrino King, and she is in
foal. Being the dam of that famous racehorse and sire Guy
Wilkes, whose get will bring more at auction than the pro-
ducer of any American sires, and William L., sire of Axtell,
2:12, and of El Malidi, the t>ire of Fultfno, 2:18}, and others,
a foal out of Lady Bunker would be worth thousands of dol-
lars, and if a regular breeder she would bring an immense
sum at auction. Several breeders have offered as high as
$25,000 for one of her colts sired by any great stallion.

—

Buffalo Enquirer. '

"A horse's chances are more than ten to one of the mare's."
Take a six-year-old horse that has been in the stud since a
four-year-old; he has covered probably fifty mares in those

two years, and, if any good, has thirty living foals, or say even
twenty, allowing for deaths. A six-year-old mare bred as a
four-year-old could have but two foals (barring twins) ; so the
horse has twenty representatives to trot for his reputation

where the mare has two only (not allowing for deaths), and
as the horse grows older his chances increase, as he covers
more mares ; the mare's chances remain the same, with a los-

ing chance added, if she misses or a foal dies. Therefore,
''dam of two in the list" is as good or better than "sire of
twenty."

According to the veracious chronicler Mike Bowerman
has just recently discovered the penchant New Yorkers have
for sitting up until breakfast is ready. He further says he's

lighting shy of newspapermen: ''
I'll tell you A-hy. I was

in New York this winter and spending a night chatting with
a happy crowd—you know it isn't fashionable to sleep in New
York; everybody stays up ail the tweuty-four hours—and
among my companions was a quiet little 'duck 'who sat

sleepily in the corner and never touched anything but apol-
lonaris. But, oh, how he did chime in when the lunch came
around I He was ( dead in it ' then. Well some fellow got up
and began blowing about Stamboul and Kremlin, and this and
that, and belittling Moquette. I jumped up and offered to

bet $5,000 or $10,U00 or §1,000 that Moquette would down
any of them in a race the coming season. Nobody took me
up and the incident was forgotten. But, ah ! when L got home

!

My wife was there with a newspaper in her hand and she be-

gan :
' Look here, Mike, I'd like for you to explain how you

can bet $10,U00 on a horse-race when you haven't had enough
money to buy me a new dress in six months.' And 1 haven't
got through explaining that matter yet.—Horseman.

Death of Steineer, 2:29 1-2.

A. B. Gonzales, owner of Steineer and a number of other

very promising Uotters at the Hobart Farm, in company with

some friends visited the beautiful farm last Tuesday and were

delighted to see how handsome and strong-looking Steineer

had become under K. O'Grady's care. That afternoon the

horse took sick wilh acute colic and the veterinarian was called.

The patient became worse and although every care was taken
and all that medical skill could be devised was done the ani-

mal died early the next morning.
Steineer was foaled March 21, 18S7. He was sired by Stein-

way, 2:25^ (at three years); dam Katy G., dam of Chas,
Derby, 2:20, by Electioneer 125; second dam Fanny Malone,
grandam of Maud C, 2:19, by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, p,
2:22A); third dam Fauny Wickham, the noted twenty-mile
trotter, by imp. Herald ; fourth dam by imp. Trustee ; fifth

dam by imp. Barefoot ; sixth dam by Sir Archy ; seventh dam
by Florizel ; eight dam by imp. Alderman, then to thirteenth
dams thoroughbreds.

He was sold as a yearling to A.. B. Gonzales for $1500, and
gave promise of being a remarkably fast horse, but the first

trainer to get hold of him almost destroyed his chances of
ever being a five-minute horse. His owner tben took him in

hand and nursed the handsome fellow until he was able to

trot. Last year at Kent, Washington, over a rough country
track, Steineer got a record of 2:29^, and this year it was pre-

dicted by all who had seen him work that 2:15 would at least

be his record. He was a remarkably handsome horse (a little

larger than his brother Chas. Derby, 2:20), a seal brown in

color, sixteen hands, and weighed 1200 pounds. He was one
of the types of a perfect horse that is seldom seen, and his

loss to the trotting-horse interests, as well as to his owner, will

be deeply felt. He was valued al $15,000, but it is doubtful if

that sum would be taken for him.

Dr. W. F. Egan, the veterinarian who attended jSteiueer,

held a post-mortem examination Thuisday, and ascertained

that his diagnosis was correct ; the animal died of stangulated
inguinal hernia, which could not be reduced, and caused acute
inflammation of the bowels. On cutting open the scrotal sac,

it was discovered that there were bloody feces in with the

testicle on the left side ; the latter was black, showing great in-

flammation. The part of the bowel that was strangulated was
also dark, bloody and inflamed.

The Famous Toomey Sulkies.

The attention of horsemen is called to the advertisement of

the Toomey sulkies, of which J. O'Kane, of this city, is the

agent The superiority of these vehicles over all others is

acknowledged by the leading drivers in America, and to-day

orders are coming in so fast for them, that the entire force of

men at the great works at Canal Dover, Ohio, is at work night

and day manufacturing them, and shipments of vehicles are

being made to all parts of the United Slates and Europe. Aa
ihe time is rapidly approaching when every one who has a
fast trotter or pacer will be battling for purses and stakes on
the various race courses on this Coast, it is of the utmost im-
portance that they provide themselves with a ''first-class

sulky," and the Toomey truss axle with its advantages of

strength, rigidity and weight answer the description in every
particular. Call and inspect ihem at the agency and where O'-

Kane will take pleasure in showing how meritorious these ve-

hicles are. Ask our best and most noted drivers what
they think of the " Toomey sulky."

How to G-et a Mare In Foal.

Covina, March 22, 1S93.

Editor Breeder and Spobtsman:—In the issue of

March ISth of the Breeder and Sportsman I saw a com-

munication entitled, " How to Get a Mare in FoaL'' Having

many years' experience in the use of the same method, I

would like to make what 1 consider a very valuable sugges-

tion. Trim the nails ol the hand closely and woik carelully,

so as not lo cause any irritation, then immediately let the

stallion cover the mare

—

once only. Do not molest the mare
until after the eighteenth day is parsed. Then should the

mare come in heat, make an examination, the same as before.

Usually the one operation is all lhat is necessary. I write the

above for the benefit of owners of valuable stallions. As a
rule stallions are allowed too many covers during the season,

and believe by experience that one cover will secure the

necessary results more often than the continued use of the

stallion during the entire period of heat
Yours resp'y, A. C. King.
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VETEKINARY.
Conducted by Win. F. Egan. M.R. C.V.S., F.E.V.M.8.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through
this column in all cases of sick or injured horses or

cattle by sending an explicit description of the case.

Applicants will send their name and address, that

they mav be identified. Questions requiring answers
bv mail 'should be accompanied bv two dollars and
addressed to Wm. F. E«an. M. R. C- V. S., 1117

Golden Gate Ave., San Fiancisco.

II D. J; Montague, Siskiyou.—I have a horse that is

lame, and I find that be has splints about four Inches
•

i above the ankle, between the coti and bone on the In-

. I side. Is there any cure for it? It there is answer in the
'I next i-sue and what to use. Answer—Remove the hair
i from over the splint*, and rub the followingbltster well
into the part. Blniodlde of mercury one dram, vase-

. line one ounce. Tie the horse's head up for a few days
so that he cannot touch the blistered part with his

jmouth. Cauterizing the parts with a red-hot iron before
UppMng the hlister niaKes the treatment more effro-

tual.'but should be done only by a veterinary surgeon,
,lur some one who understands how to do it. Otherwise

; he mav leave a bad scar which will remain there for

life. A month or six weeks' rest should be given in

either case.

I P. J. W., Gridley, Butte Co.—1. I have a work mare
,

that Is subject to colic f?he gets it at all times. Can
vou give me a preventive? 2. I also have a four-year-

\ bid mare that I broke to work this winter. I worked
net about Three weeks, then she was iturned out, and
about two we^ksago I noticed that her left shoulder

I was =unk in ; the skin is loose : she is not lame ; I am
sure it did not come from the work she done. What
must I dt> tocure her? Answer—1. Don't feed her any

j oajkj - Don't give her a big drink of cold water when
-be Is warm. Don't give her a drink of water after she
nas eaten a feed of grain. Don't feed her grain, es-

pecially barley, when she is warm, or even when she Is

tired after a bard day's work, even though she may not
oe warm. Don't give her cut feed that has been resting
jntil It is beginning to get sour.before being fed. It

bese precautions do not prevent a recurrence of colic,

alease communicate with us again. 2. Atrophy of the i

DDscles of the shoulder, or what is commonly called
' sweeney," is generally caused by a sprain. Hard work
snot always necessary to cause it. Sometimes a stnm-

ole or a flip In traveling is sufficient to cause it. A blis-

1

:er applied over the part oraseton introduced beneath
he skin, are the usual modes of treatment.

Saddle-horse.

For every degree of

back -irritation, Phenol

Sodique. A raw place

takes on a proper scab

in a night. For all flesh.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggists. Take no substitute.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track.
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

&ACBS START AT 1:30 P. M. SHARP.

("McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

THE LINDSEY
BUMANE -:- BIT.

it. peudlng.

c

r ti&

CAN BE LAID ASIDE.
Cores Pullers. Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write
>r testimonials from the best horsemen In America.

Infringement- Vigorously Prosecuted.
Itckel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of._ ?3 00

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box HO, Chicago, 111.

(W Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL

Turf and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893.

$6,000
In Stakes and

Added Money
FOR A

FIVE DAYS' MEETING.
THREE RUNNING AND TWO TROTTING

AND PAGING DAYS.

FIRST DAY. MAY 9TH.
So. 1.—Trotting Purse, ?300 -2:35 class.
No. 2.—Free-for-all trotters and pacers; purse, $500.

SECO\D DAY, MAY lOTH-Running.
THIRD DAY, MAY 1 lTH-Running.
FOURTH DAY, MAY 12TH-Runnin«.

The running programme will be issued the week
before the meeting opens.

FIFTH DAY, MAY 13TH.
No. 4.—Trotting Purse, $300—2:25 class.

No. 6.—The Pioneer Hop Yard Stake—A trotting
sweepstake for two-year-olds; $25 entrance, of which
$10 must accompany nomination, and $15 payable May
1st; $100 added. One mile and repeat.

No. 6.—Lessee Stake—A trotting sweepstake for three-
year-olds; £50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination and $15 payable May 1st and the remaining
$25 the day before the race; $100 added. Mile heats.

Entries close with Secretary April 15, 1893.

TROTTING AND PACING COLT
STAKES FOR 1893.

XO. A. -HA 1. 1,. LUHRS & CO. STARE—

A

trotting sweepstake for yearlings, to be trotted under
the auspices of this club in November, 1893 ; $25 en-
trance, of which $5 must accompany nomination ; $10
payable August 1st, and the remaining $10 payable day
before the race ; $100 added by the club. One mile dash.

CONDITION'S.
Stakes and added money in the trotting events to be

divided 60, 30 and 10 per cent. Five to enter, three to
start. No added money for a walk-over. Lf two start
they contest for the stake money, divided two-thirds
and one-third. Failure to meet payments as they
become due forfeits previous payments, and declares
entry out. Otherwise, National rules to govern.
Entrance to purses 10 per cent. In all trotting races a

horse not winning a beat in three shaU be barred from
again starting in the race.

J. W. WILSON, President.
Geo. C. McMclle-v, Vice-President.

C. A. Lchks, Treasurer.
James W. Stafford, Secretary.

P. O. Box 171, Sacramento.

Address all correspondence to the Secretary-
-

EACING SULKIES
WITH G. AND J. PNEUMATIC TIRES.

Steel Ball-Bearisg Bicycle 28-racH

Wheels, with the Celebrated G.

and J. Pneumatic Tires, per pair,

with pump aod patching outfit $100

Wheels Complete as Above, with
Braces Fitted to ant Sulky $125

Sulkies made to order of desired

weight and design.

punctures.in g. and j. pneumatic
Tires can be Kepaired in from

Three to Eight Minutes.
SKVIl FOR CIRCULAR.

Thos. H. B. Varney,
Rambler Bicycles and 6. and J. Pneumatic Tires

I041 MARKET ST., S. F.

LOOK OUT FOR THE
-: ADVERTISEMENT OF THE

SALE OF CHOICELY-BRED

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies

SAN JOSE COLT STAKES.
To Take Place During The Annual Fair of 1893 of The San Mateo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Association, November 5, 1893.

District Trotting Stakes—The Get of the Following Horses :

Eros, Bhtin«irck. Treewood, Royol iieunf, Nutwood Boy, Orlou. Kins William. Tommy T.,
Strauuer. John Sevenoakc*. Col. Bt-ntoii, Wilmluglon, Dick Patehen, Bay wood, Fleetwood, Billy
Thorulilll, Amplan, Magic, Monte, Chancellor*. Curltfman'a Hauibletoufan, Boxwood, \ulgrove.
Prince Albert, Alex liraham, Designer, tyrut* H., Harry Aim.ml. Rea'« \utwood. Boodle, Klect.
Mamhrlno Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna, Brown Jua, Menlo. C IV 8, Hendemon'* Henry, 8. B.
Emerson, i.Can- >laml»rlno. Prince Warwick, Henry Burr, Autlnoun.1 Almont Patcben, Kleclrlc
Light, Argent, D.-hr.i-. Kollle H.. Hayward'M May Boy, Ooemnky'ii May Boy, Dawn. Bonwell Jr..
Prince Wilkes, Silver Bow. Administer, Election. Ward B. , Hazlewood, Alpheun.

THRER-YKAR.OLD 8TARE8-Entrance *50.
payable $1<J May 1st, with nomination, $15 July 1st, fcti
Sept., 1st; with f9W added Une-mlle heals, 3 hi 5.

FOUR-YEAR-OLD STARES—Fntrance $60, pay-
able }10 Way 1st. with nomination, $£5 July 1st. ?25bept,
1st; with $250 added. One-mile heats. 3 In A.

Free-For-All Trotting Stakes.
TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES-Eotrance ?50, pay-

I THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES-Entrance 860,
able $10 May 1st, uurj nomination, $15 July 1st, ¥25 Sept. payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, |0o Julv 1st, |26
1st; with §200 added. One mile and repeat. 1 Sept , 1st: with $250 added. Oue-mlie heats, 3 in 3.

Free-For-All Pacing Stakes.
TWO-YEAR-OLD STARES—(2:30 class); entrance §50, payable $10 May 1st, with nominaUon, |U

July 1st, >25 Sept., 1st; with §200 added. One mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money divided 60 per cent to first, 30 per cent to second and 10 per cent to third.
If only two colts start they may contest for the stakes paid lo, divided two-tnirds and one-third.
For a walk-over the colt will take the whole stake, but no added money.
Nomina ors not making payments when due forfeit previous payments.
Otherwise the National.Trotting Associations Kules to govern.

Running Stakes.
THE SANTA CLARA COUNTY STARES-A l THE SA\ JOSE STAKES—A sweepstake for

sweepstake for two-year-olds, $10 each; §25 forfeit, or §20 threey ear-olds; §-10 each. §25 forfeit, or $20 If declared
it deelared out on or before sept., 1st, or §10 July 1st, . out on or before Sept., 1st, or 810 July 1st, with |2O0
with §200 added ; winners of any race this year to be added: winners of two or more three-year-old races this
penalized two pounds for each win. six Furlongs, year, to carry three pounds extra. One and oue-«Lx-

I teeulb miles.

CONDITIONS.
Six to enter and three to start-

Stakes divided, second horse to receive 50 per cent and third 25 per cent ofstarting money.
Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horsr Rules to govern. Entries close May 1. t»93.
G. H. BRAUG. Secretary, 6an Jose. Cal. WM. BUCKLEY. President.

YEARLING STAKES-Entrance §25, payable §5
Mav 1st, with nomination, §10 Julv 1st, §10 Sept., 1st;
with §100 added. Hall' Mile and Repeat.
TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance §30, pay-

able 310 May 1st, with nomination, §10 July 1st, $10
Sept , 1st; with 9:50 added- one mile and repeat.

OVERLAND PARE CLUB,
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2 :29 Class, Trotting 8700 Guaranteed

2:22 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

2:30 Class, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:40 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

Above Stakes close April 15th. Payments required;
§17.50 April 15th, when named, and §17 50 May 16th.

when Purse Kaces close also.

RUNNING RACESawill all be over-night events.iand purses fir same will be liberal

Regular programme Issued May 20th. Write for entry blanks and full information. Address

CLASS RACES.
TROTTING—2:22. 3:00, 2:30, 2:50, 2:31.

2:37, 2:33 and 2:25 Clausen.
Purse Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

PACING—2:22, 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 Classei.
TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for.and

will be made up from the horses at the track when the
meeting begins. Above Purse Races are for §400 to 9500
each, and will close May 16tb. Entrance 2^ per cent,
when named, and 2**. per cent, additional to start.

C. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

No. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class in all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched closed

J. J DEAL Sl SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

' Jonesvllle, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

BAKLER. cfe- HAMILTON, jSLsexvtS,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

HOUSEKEEPERS! ATTENTION!!
^Parties wishing to buy =
rktittjue

Should Visit the Extensive Warerooms of the

Indianapolis Furniture Co.
This house,Is ono of the largest Furniture Manufacturers on tho Pacific Coast, and carries the largest and

beat assortment of Parlor Sets, Bedroom Bets, Dining Sets, Fancy Chairs and Rockers, Etc All their tnrnliun*

Is of the very latest Styles and Designs. They also carry a large slock of Office Furniture, Oarpeu, Rug*. Ktc.

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO.,

750 MISSION STREET,
Hfinrni Thlrd'nnd Fourth Street.. -I\ HIIMWll.

AND

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTERS
TO TAKE PLACE

Wednesday, A-Tpril 19i
AT KILLIP & OO.'S SALESYABD.

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Hrmoilus the Hnir.
Will your hon*« he more valuable':

i large bolOe. delivered, oi
•1 lor trial bottle by malt

*»'. F. YOUNG, Mcriden.Cono.

The Well-Known Trainer and DrWer

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: has oncvm a :

—
PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE

AT THB ,\APA RACK TR \VH.

Where he will be pleased to receive trotU.TR and pac«-r<

to train and develop.
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Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

SPRING AND FALL MEETING. 1893.
1st, 1893,

=SPRING MEETING.=
TO BE HELD DURING THE LATTER PART OF MAY, 4893.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
SAN FRANCISCO.

DASHES—Only $10 Entrance from Starters.

FREE-FOR-ALL, COLT PURSES.

Two-year-old Purse, S300. %SL£t:J£
able April 1st, ISM, finci ^additional from non-starters,

to be paid at tlie time of declaring out the day before the
race. Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent.
to winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Three-year-old Purse, S300. SS^mnSTX
§10 entrance payable April 1, 1893, and ?5 additional
from non-stoners, to be paid at the time of declaring
out, the day before the race. Purse to be divided into
two moneys: 75 per cent, io winner and 25 per cent, to

second horse.

Four-yoar-old Purse, S300. S^rTi'l**-
trance, payable April 1. 1833, and ?5 add "'onal from non-
starters, to be paid at the time of dec' ^riiig out, the day
before the race. Purse to be divideu into two moneys:
75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent to second
horse.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.
;Palo Alto stock Farm, Pleasanton Stock Farm, Valen-

tin stock Farm and Sau Mateo Stock Farm barred.)

Two-year-old Encouragement Purse, S300.
Mite dash: ?10 entrance, payable April 1, 1393, and $5

tal from non-starters, to be paid at time of declar-
ing out the day betore the race. Purse to bedivided into
two moneys : 75 per cent, to the winner and 25 per cent,
to second horse.

Three-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-sixteenth miles dash: $10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and §5 additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time ofdeclaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to the
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, $300.
One and one-eighth miles dash; §10 entrance, payable
April 1, 1893, and §5 additional from non-starters, to be
paid at the time of declaring out the day before the race.
Purse to be divided into two moneys: 75 per cent, to
winner and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Mileheats.
Free-for-all Trotting Purse, S500.
trance §15, payable April 1, 1893, and $10 additional
from non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out
the day before the race. Purse to be divided into three
moneys: 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

2:28 Class Trotting Purse, $400. ¥$?%*&
trance §12, payable April 1, 1893, and §8 additional from
non-starters, to be paid at time of declaring out the day
before the race. Purse to be divided into three moneys
60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Free-for-all Pacing Purse, $500. g!J!S
§15. payable April 1,1893, and §10 additional for non-
starters to be paid at time of declaring out the day be-
fore the race. Purse to he divided into three moneys :

60, 30 and 10 per cent.

MANY ADDITIONAL PURSES
Will be given for Class Races and Special and
Handicap Events, which will be made to close at 5
o'clock p. m. on each day of the meeting for the

following race day, entrance to which will be 3 per

cent, from starters and 2 per cent, additional to

declare out.

FALL MEETING.
TO RE HELD IN OCTORER, 1893.

CHAMPION PTJKSES.
FREE-FOR-ALL TKOTTINti.

Yearling, PursB SIOO.lffi^'STS&Jiffe
October 1st. 1893.

Mile heats. (2 in 3).

Entrance §15, paya-
ble §5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Two-year-Olds, Purse S300.-

Entrance $2C, paya-
ble §5 April 1st, 1893; and §15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, PursB WO.H&K'VS 5£
ble §5 April 1st, 1S93, and §20 October 1st, 1893.

ASPIRANT PURSES.
TROTTING.

(For* the get of Stallions that have no represen-
tative in the 2:30 list at 3 years old and under.

(Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the
American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

Yearling Purse, $100. JgrffSJSSSSSTi
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300. ^ heata
- -

,2 in3)

ble §5 April 1st, 1893, and
"

Entrance §15, paya-
10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse $400. BJ^SW©
able §5 April 1st, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse M)0.i£&£ft?£&
ble §5 April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES.
TROTTING.

For Colts Without Records.
('Records made at Stockton and not accepted by the

American Trotting Register Association shall be bars.)

f Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo Stock Farm,
Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensin

Stock Farm Barred).

Yearling Purse, $100. ffi?**J'.*i!*?».?t
October 1st, 1893.

able $3 April 1st. 1893, and §2

Two-Year-Olds, Purse $300. ffitK'W'&S
ble §5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

ThreB-Year-Olds, Purse $400. SSV* p£
able §5 April 1st. 1893, and $15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse $500. £££Sk<5&&
55 April 1st, 1893, and §20 October 1st. 1893.

PACING PURSES.
FREE FOR ALL.

Yearling Purse, MOO.JSSri'ftA^aSf&STS
October 1st, 1893.

Two-Year-Olds, PursB $300. ££.!£&.£&8
$5 April 1st, 1893, and $10 October 1st, 1893.

Three-Year-Olds, Purse $400. SSasSS^
able So April 1st, 1893, and §15 October 1st, 1893.

Four-Year-Olds, Purse S500. %£££*£%&
ble $5 April 1st, 1893, and $20 October 1st, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Four entries will be required to piafce last pay-
ment in each purse. In all races where there are six or
more starters, and the entrance money received in tbat
race shall exceed 60 percent, of the amount oi tbe purse,
such excess shall be offered for another race between
the beaten horses (horses that have not won money in
said race) to take place on the following race day.
Two starters required.

Fixed Events 1895-96.
STALLION PRODUCE STAKES.
For Foals of 1898—To Trot in 1895.

33,000 GUARANTEED.
Stallion Entrance.—Stallionsstandlngln I892for§20U

orover, and private stallions, to pay §100 entrance: stal-
lions standing for less than §200, and more than §50, to
pay §50 entrance, and stallions standing for §50 or lesa,
to pay §25 entrance. Stallion entrance dueand must be
paid April 1st, 1893. Entrance for rults- J2-S each,
payable $10 May 1st, 1894, and §15 ten days before the
race. The directors reserve the right to declare this
stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory.

BROOD MARE PRODUCE STAKES
For Foals or 1893—To Trot in 1896.

32,000 GUARANTEED.
Entrance to name Mare, *15, which must accom-

pany nomination April 1st, 1893. Entrance for Colin.
$15 each, payable §5 May 1st 1894, and §10 ten days be-
tore the race. The directors reserve the right to declare
this stake off in case the entries are not satisfactory.

STANFORD STAKES 1895.
For Fools 1892—To Trot in 1895.

Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance §100, with 3100 added for
each starter over two and up to five, and $25 lor
• ach additional starter up to ten. Pavments: §10
on April 1st, 1S93; §10 on January 2, 1894: §10 on January
2, 1895; §20 on May 1. 1S95. and §50 on the tenth day pro-
ceeding the first advertised day of the meeting at which
the stake shall be trotted.

CONDITIONS.
ifo horses and colts owned on the Pacific Coast by others than members of tbe P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible

to the above purses, but horses owned ouiside of tbe Pacific Coast are eligible thereto, regardless of membership.
All states and Territories lying in whole or in part west of the Rocky Mountains are held to be part of the

Pacific Coast.
The Directors reserve tbe right to change the hour and day of any race, except when it becomes necessary to

ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mall to address
of entry.

Entries aot declared out by five o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to start. Dec-
larations to be In writing and to be made at the office of the Secretary.

When there is more than one entry to purses by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started must
be named by five o'clock p. u. of the day preceding the race.

Five to enter and three to start.

In all daah races for tin- sprint; Meeting where there are more than six starters the number ofstartersshali be
dWlded by lot leach division hhalhjonstl tinea race. For Instance, should there be more than six startersand not
more than twelve, there shall be two divisions. If more than twelve, then three divisions, tbe divisions being as
uearly equal as the number will permit ; in case of seven four and three ; or nine, five and four, etc. When

under this rule it becomes necessary to divide the number of starters, the Association shall add 30 per cent, of
the amount of the purse in case there are two divisions, 60 per cent, of the amount of the purse in ca^e there are
three division?, 90 per cent, of the amount of the purse in case there are four divisions, and pro rata for addi-
tional divisions. The total amount to be equally shared between the divisions, the first horse iu eKch
division to receive 75 per cent, and the second 25 percent.

Trotting and racing colors shall be named five by o'clock on the day preceding the race, and MUST be
worn upon the track.

Conditional entries will be treated same as regular entries and nominators held under the rules.
Otherwise than the above, National Trotting Association Rules will govern. Suspensions and expulsions of

the American Trotting Association will be recognized.

Applications for Membership.
Persons desirous of making entries in purees, and who have not as yet joined thep.C.T. H.B A., should make

application for membership to the Secretary belore April l, 1893.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON. President. F. W. KELLRY, Secretary,
313 Bush Stieet. San Francisco, Cal.

SAMUEL MclNTYTiE, Puehidknt. L. Q. HARDV, Tbeasdiier. G. W. PARKS, SECKKTAKY.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
jg-piringr jygeeting; 1893
$20,000 inr i»tt3E*.»:e:s. ssso.ooo

JTJTVTES J/Ztla. to 24tli, Inclusive, 1898.
Stakes Closed March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

THE SPRING RACES.

Halt L*ke*a Drlvliiu Pork Hnrliis Mi«-ilu« will be held In

Juim*. 1H!I3 with the following uroitrnnimc of rnee* :

BAT1 KDAV, JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.
PURHE.

- |l,0f«

-ioo

: I «... 1,000

i Mil© Dean 200

MONDAY, JUNE 19. -mom. DAY.
MX)
600

. ... 600
«W

I I hHDAY, JUNE 20,1111110 DAY.

Pro • <.ooo

1.000

1 M Pace .

.

fioo

Balt-Mll* Dtwli '•*»

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, FOURTH DAY.
PUB8X.
800

Four Year Stake (No. 4)..
Flve-Efghth-Mile Dash

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:16 Trot 1

2:30 Pace
2:45 Pace
One and One-duartcr-Mlle Daah

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-fbr-oll Pace 1
Throe-Year Stake (No. ai
2:26 Trot '""

One-Half-Mlle Run ami Repeat ".'."

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot

1

Merchants' Stake. 2 year-olda [No. I)...."""
Derby Run, iu mil.-*
Reserved lor Special and Novelty Race* .'." !'.'.'. ".'.""!"

2

CONDITIONS.
In puree races live to enter and three to start.

Entrance lee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing the Held in Puree or
Stake races entitled to Bret money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare off any Stake race that does not fill

satisfactory to the association, In which case entrance
money will be refunded, in each race money will be
divided 50, 25, 1 5 and 10. The association reserves the
right to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American racing rules to gov-
ern. Money In running races divided fiO, 30 and 10. 2}j
per cent, entrnnce and 2'-- additional Trom all winners.
Entries to Stake races close March l.'.th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all Dominations and communications to

a. W. PAEKS, Secretary.
e. O. Box 976. ' Sail L«ke City, Ctoft,
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San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association.

STOCKTON FAIR, 1893.
o

Trotting and Pacing Colt Stakes,
j

tonewall
IX , O 5 O .

BUCK HORSE; 15.3 HANDS; FOALED 1889.

f
Dlcmiur 113 jIUinbleloiiLin 10

1 Dolly .

DIRECTOR 1989, 2:17
Sire of

Directum (3) 2:11! i Evangeline 2:11V
MargaretJS. (3)...2:U!<( Guide _.2:16S
Waldsteln __2:22,<

:. Direct (p. 2:05^) 2:18.'* fS ,-illw - v , HnH «.,,, v /Strathmore-iOS
ADd 12 others In 2:30 I

"leiuway l»US. Z.*3\
\ AhhefW

NELLIE STEIN WAY-

f Manibrlno Chief 11

\ Fanny, by Ben Franklin

I
Alibt-s

Entries Close April 15, 1893.

Sixteen Stakes with $2800 Added.
$35 Eutrance. of which 85 MUST accompany nominations.,

710 payable June 15th, aud $20 the Saturday before the opening of the Fair of 1S93. Failure to make pay-

ments when due forfeits all previous payments. This rule is imperative.

OPEN TO THE PACIFIC COAST.
Trotting and Pnclus, each—For yearlings, mile and repeat. One hour between heats. Distance ISO yards.

|100 added to each stake.
Trotting and Pacing, each—For 2-year-olds, 2:35 class, best 2 in 3, $250 added to each.
Trotting and Pacing, each—For 3-year-olds or under 2:30 class, best 2 in 3, $250 added to each.
Trotting for 4-year-olds or under 2:30 class, best 3 in 5, $2-50 added.
Pacing for 4-year-olds or under best 3 In 5, $250 added.

FOR THE DISTRICT.
Ttie offer of all above Trotting and Pacing Make- is repeated for the District, with S UtO added

tn each, for yearlings, and SI SO added to each for 2, 3. and 4-year-old class. 16 Stakes in all.

IXellle Grant. [ft
<*

idy Grant, 2At."~

2d dam XELLTK GRANT by ST. CLAIR 6S6

Fay
Lilac (3)..
Elector...

(Fred Low), Sire ot dams of
2:25

I 1

Costello (p)„ 2:24ii
Sam Lewis (p) 2:2s

1st dam, NELLIE STEIXWAY bv STEINWAY 1808
Record, 2:25M. Sire of

Strathway 2:19
i Chas. Derby 2:20

I
W. Wood (p) 2:07

1 Cricket (p) 2:10
Cfesar (p) _2:16>£

' 3d dam, LADYGRANT (2:H!*) by GOOD IKEiCook'S) -1th dam bv KENTUCKY WHIP
By Grey Morgan. 5th dam .. .by COPPERBOTTOM

Stonewall is one of the tinest looking sons of Director 2o this State. He is larger and heavier-booed than
I the majority of the Directors. He Is a horse tbat Impresses a bystander as one of great substance and power.
I

He has limbs, Joints, and fV-et like iron. His body, shoulders, hips, quarters, neck, head, and, in fact, taking
: him as a type of a rugged trotting horse, he is one that nils the Ideal.
' WILL MAKETHE SEASON AT THE NAPA RACE TRACK. TERMS, 850 FOR THE SEASON.

Good pasturage at $4 per month aud the best of care taken of mares, but on responsibility assumed for acci-
|

dents or escapes. For further particulars address

R. G. HEAD, Napa, Oal.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10.179
RAGE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:111-4 Third HBatlVorr"

< ONDITIONS.
In alt races four moneys: SO, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
National Association Rules to govern, except as

otherwise stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

races alternately, or to call a special race between heats;

also to change the day and hour of any race if deemed
necessary.
A horse winning a rac*> entitled to first money onlv,

except when distancing the field, then to first and third

moneys.
All colts properly entered in district slakes, if sold,

are entitled to start in such races.

Any colt not winning a heat in three, or making a
dead heat, is barred from starting again in that race.

If it is the opinion of the judges, beiorestartiugarace.
tbat it cannot be finished on the closing day ol the fair,
it may be declared off or continued at the option of the
judges.

In all races noted above, five or more full paid-up
entries required to fill and three or more colts to start.
If only two colts to start, they may compete for the
stake paid in only, two-thirds aud one-third.

Trotting and racing colors to be named in all entries
and used in all beats.

Stables, hayand straw free to competitors during the
fair. Entries to above-named stakes close April 15, 1893,

with the Secretary.

fa Held of horse*
WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT

STOCKTON THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS AND AT BELLOTA THE
BALANCE OF THE WEEK, AT

$100 FOR THE SEASON. $50 FOR ANY MARE WITH A RECORD.

A. H. ASHLEY, Secretary.
L U. SHIPPEE, President

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY=
DlSTliKT No. 15.

District Colt Stals.es and Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DURINtJ THE FAIR, 1893, AT

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 25, 1893.

ltST The District comprises the Counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District stallion Produce Stakes—Stakes for two I 'So. 1. Two-Year-Old Stallion Produce Stakes-
and three-vear-olds, the get of stallions named on April Mile heats: 25 minutes between heats; distance 100

25, 1893, to "be trotted during the Fair 1893. Entrance yards.

ot Stallion the season price of 1889 of stallion named: \o. 2. Three-Year-Olds—Mile heats, three in five,

dead stallions at price ot season of 1389 or last previous I The following District Stakes are open to any colt

season; private stallions that have not been bred for owned in the District comprising the above named
pay. if with record of 2:30 or better, $100; others $50; counties.

lowest entrance ?2i. If the stallion entered has only No. 3. Yenrline Stakes—%. mile heats, best 2 So 3

two-year-olds, entrance to be one-half ot the season 1 for foals ot 1392. Entrance *3o. payable *-5 April 25. 1893,

price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the
,

with nomination, 310 June 1,1 1893: 315, August I, 1893.

right to settle ail questions concerning stallions' fees as No. 4. Two- Year-Old Stnke—Mile heats, best 2

seems best. Stallions to be named April 25, 1S93, aDd in 3 for foals of 1891. Entrance 340, payable -*10 April 25,

entrance payable Jul vl, 1893; colts to be named July 1, 1S93, with nomination, 315 June 1, 1893, $15 August, 1, lftyt.

1893, for 35, $10 additional ten days before the first ad- No. 5. Three-Vear-Old Stake—Mile heats, best

vertised day of meeting. One-half stallion entrance for I 3 in 5, for foals of 1890. Entrance £50, payable ,*io April
two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. 25, 1893, with nomination. $2'-> June 1, 1893.320 Aug. 1, 1893

One-half for three-year-olds, with all three-year-old pay- So. 6. Four-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3

ments added. Money divided in each stake 50, 25, 15 I in 5, for 'oals of 1889. Entrance 350, payable 310 April
and 10 per cent. 25. 1893, with nomination, 320 June 1, 18*3, 320 Aug. 1, 1893.

CONDITIONS.

By ELECT out of dam ot STEYE WHIPPLE. 2:14t, will
stand at the same place and times as Steve Whipple for

825 THE SEASON.
By DEXTER PRINCE 11,36?, out ofdam of

.j STEYE WHIPPLE. 2:14. and

/% Tyyn^^^ '¥' m 'Full brother to Steve Whipple), will stand at BELLOTA
jC^^Am\i * M JL. J- %-») STOCK FARM lor 325 THE SEASON.

Address CHAS. E. NEEDHAM, BeUota, San JoaquinlConnty, Cal.,
Or Buttrick's New Hunter-street Stables, Stockton.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

AVILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.

RoseDale BreerlingFarm

DALY 5341,

L No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-
nied with first payment.

2. Failure to make payments on the dates named
will forfeit all previous payments and debar the delin-

tiuent from starting in the race.

in the District 'as above described 1 are eligible to all
stakes herein advertised.

5. To constitute owoership in the District the owner
of a stallion must be an actual resident therein.

6. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses ot the
,
residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal-

ITonlytwosmrt. they shall contest for the ^stakes I n0D jn the District will debar the person making su^h
entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
entries made by such person in races occurring at the
same meeting, and will forfeit all paj*ments made to
the Society.

Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to

paid in, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-thLrd to

second horse. With three or m-re starters the stakes

will be divided (where not already specified* 60 per
cent to winner, 30 per cent, to second horse and 10 per
cent, to third horse.

4. The get of stallions tbat have died whilst owned ' govern.

W. B. CARTMILL, President. Entries Close April 25, 1893, with c;. W. ZARTMAX, Secretary.

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

-at iee

OAKLAND RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - §40.

with usual return privilege.

Long Branch is a handsome bay horse, foaled 1890,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont- For terms and particulars apply to

or address

R. HUMPHREY,
807 Miirl.fl St., Oakland. Cal.

Business College, 24 Post St.

8AN FRANCISCO.

The most popular s hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President

•9*Send for Circulars.

S. HALEY, b«C)

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;

bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal.. Is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds: sired by Fall Is, 2:23 (sire

of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer; first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22!,.. and Elected, trial 2:2(1 1 by
Don Victor, sun ot Belmoui; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell. 224}$, and Rebecca dam of live in 2:30
list) by Abdalla star: third dam Fairy idam nf Stoner
Boy, 2:29':, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in
2:30 list! by Hamhk-tonlan lo; fuiirth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers] by
Seely's American Star Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Ludi, Cal., at $50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED BY NUTWOOD, 2:1*4 3-1.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15V, hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
foimation, and tbe nearest living likeness to hla cele-

brated sire, Nutwood, ofany stall ion In California. First-
dam Kitty Parkliurst, by Holdtinder, he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old KaN*. by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nntwood Boy's opportunity in

the stud has been of the mo-t limited description. He
la the sire ofcomparatively very few colls; several of
his oldest are, however, mowing speed enough to DO
candidates for the 2:3011st tblsseason. He is a square,
level-galted trotter,and with only five weekstrack work
ayearago, trotted a trial In 2:2*: lasthalf In ii

I

bu stud season be will bo placed In training for the pur-

pose of campaigning through the "lull Circuit'' and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make thosea-
BOn of 1893 at Lodl. Cal. vitli usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at j3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for aeeldenlsor -scape*. For fur-

ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

CHAS. I. in will
Lodi, Cal.

DESCRIPTION.—COUNT ANTEEO 14,692 is a
handsome dark bay in color, with a star in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had but little training, be can easily show Quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2:16' 4 (sire of James Madison. 2:17^. Myrtle (3)

2:19'-, Alfred ("i., 2:19 V* Red wood, 2:21 '

4 , Maudee. 2:24-
f,

Ethel Mae, 2:2ft 1
-.. sunset, 2:29V, Anteeo Jr., 2:26 St An-

teeo Richmond. 2:24V, Electeeo, 2:29}£, Eoline, 2:20,

Maud M.. 2:20'--; and two others in the list). Anteeo was
sired by Electioneer 125 i sire of Sunol, 2;03'i, Palo Alto,
2:08 V. Arionji 2 :2:10 V.IAdvertiser (3) 2:16, and 12S others
in the list).

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn, 2:18 V, Strathway,
2:19, Morna, ft rial i 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18m. Countess was sired by ITambletonlan,
72.5 i sire of Graves, 2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,

Longfellow, 2:24V;,', and 10 others in me list i: second dam
Fly. a very fast mare.

TERMS,' S60 FOR THE 8EI80B, SSSS*™ ffi
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates, but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further

particulars applv to or address

W. W. SMITH
COLUSA, CAL.

RECORD 2:1.5.

By GENERAD BENTON 1755, sire o" 18 trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:0SU). Telig (dam of Tru-

man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list ; second dam Lady Dooley.

2:31^ (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30i, by McCracken's Black
Hawk.

i
DALY Is a horse of extreme speed and is a natoral

: trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
|
His colts resemble htm very much In speed, color and

j

general conformation.

TERMS 3130 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Appeoved Marks.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 ifor pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Stelnway, 2:25V, sire of

W.Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Ciesar, 2:lG; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14';.. etc.:

second dam Laah, by Woodford's Mauibrinu; third dam
Maud (.dam of King Jlm,220': , and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:18), by Abdal
lah 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce i thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASON

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

Rec. 2:251-4

WIN make the seoHon of 1893 to n limited

number of nnproved marex

OAKLAND RACE TRACK, ,

(•Season clones July l, [80S.

PJBDIQREB.
ANTEEO JR. Z2.372. 2:25 1-4, ! by AntWO

7868, record 2:16' i c-lre nf Jametl Madison. 2:17V: I

Myrtle (8), Z:\9i4i Aifn-.i *:., 2:18 [; Redwood, 221M;
Maiid.-e, 2:21 ,; Etb.-I Mac. 2:2'i

:
-i,i,-.-i, 2 J'i .; An-|

teeo Jr., 2:25V* Anleeo Richmond, 2:21.,: I

2:28 , i:*.lme,2:20; Main! M., 2:20.., and IWO Others lh '

In'- list
,

Anteeo was sired liv EleC iOUeOT 12.

s 1, 2:0AJ4 : Palo Alio, 2:09 f; Arloi
vertUer (S), 2J6. and 128 others In the list ,.

Dam Lady Signal, by Rljrnal 8227, Sire of rarrlc T.,

2:20 ; i tan i LIi. 2 : <
. , and Pmnlan Uald, 2U9.

DESCRIPTION.
AN1EKO JR. 22,372 is a handsome ilark hay

horse, with black olnla, ECe las perfect model ofarm'
metry throughMiii. He bus an exo-lli-nt dlspi^ith n,

and is remarkably intelligent and levei-tuaded; a uure-
CTited trotter; nmc and peedy far beyond his record.
ins first coll Halhrtorm, troaed ln2s!$asa tl

old. and every colt and tllly by htm seems to have In-

herited his pure-action. Hoe form and perfect dlsposl-

01 particulars, address
J O. SMITH.

Oakland, C*L

A return will be allowed the following season If the

marc proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best ot care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1888. Money du*_- at time ot

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
Sim KOK\. I'VL.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

j

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Bind by MERINO, Plrsl Prlae Barilla 1689; be
by LI KMII.IKHO Inmi thr Royal Slud of

Spain

Dun No, 710. b] BACRISTAN, I Pint Primes

In I'uri-. France, Madrid and Si'vlllr, xi.nln.

Out Ol VM \N I \l>\. No. B?9,

I

KilDNMA :u , |S i u i . n.; I- rlcb bay
with bhVc tbe docUliy dis-

Ungulahes thta Ihmo and e»-
tneirdiuary trotting w

SERVICE FEE, $60.

For nirther particulars ngardlng coodltlona, ship-

ment of mares, etc., apply to

i \ BALDWIN.
Cupertino, Mounta View Station. S»otaClar;L'
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 2M12
RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE YBS.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this'Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July loth, 1S93.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation

track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

By GUY WILKES, 2:151-4 ; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

NUTWOOD WILKES is a handsome
chestnut In color, stands 15.3 bands high,

la level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

CD

CM
CM

'

I

co-
rn

M,

£'

O

I'

GCY W1I.B.ES, 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

Rup*>e <p) 2:11

Alannah (pi 2:11^
Regal Wilkes- 2:115,'

Muia Wilkes 2:14^
Chris. Smith (p) 2:14^
Hazel Wilkes _2:1494

Hutda- 2:14%
Una Wilkes 2:15

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2

Guv Wilkes 2
Wilson -2

Richardson, J. B 2

Baron Wilkes 2
And 7^ others iu the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guv Wilkes 2

El Mahdi 2

William L _

(sire of Axtell (3)

who sold for $105,000).

13W

in

lft

:25'
(

2:12.

LIDA W.. 2:18 1-4
Dam of

Xutwood Wilkes 2:20,S
At three years.

r Xulnnod 600. 2:18 3-4-
Sire of

Manager. 2 09%
Lockheart -2:13

Xuthurst 2.14-V
Belmont Boy 2:15

Nutpine "--15
.

And 96 others from 2 16 lo

2 30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2 10% (sold for
$125,000 1 : Sabledale (2),

2-l<%; Vida Wilkes (3),
2 1*%: Mvrtle i3), 2:19!*£;

Nutwood Wilkes (3) 2:20^,
and 40 others from 2:1 i to

I Belle-
Dam ol

Lida W. 2:1BM

I

HAilBLETO'IAX 10

]
Sire of Dexter, 2:17)1, and

39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of Stambonl. 2:07W
and 91 othere in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

: MA1TBRTNO PATCHEN
I

Sireof 21 in the 2:30 list and
|

i the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, &18&.

{ LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19* i,

by American Star 14, sire

of l and of the dams of 45

in the 2:10 list.

I
BELMONT 64

| Sire ol Fred Arthnr. 2:14 Vi;

Nutwood, 2:1"%: We^ge-
.; wood, 2:19: Viking, 2:19J$,

i and 38 others in lh*» list,

and of the dams of 47.

L MT-^S RUSSELL
Dam of Mand S.. 2:fiS%;

Nutwood. 2:18%; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24W; Russia. 2:2S;

and grandam of Kremlin,
2:07%.

MARES.
Pee, $15 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are

good-gailed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20} (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:051, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,

(two years), 2:10^.

Jester D. 5696 ....
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old

trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers

in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility

for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every

care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information

address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cah
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

Pee, $15 Gash

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-

ters, by Geo. M. Patchen

)
30, 2 23** (sire of Lncv.
2:18U: grandslre of Stam-
bonl, 2:<>7M.

i REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of LidaW.2-1810
by Williamson's Belmont
sire of Venture, 2-27M; 8

' "* dams ol 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MAKES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON.

CALIFORNIA XCTWOOD is a handsome cheetnnt horse, stands sixteen bands one and a half inches
high, and Is the sire of Maud C, 2:19; Ann*e C, 2:25; Albert H , 2:27% : Mollie (_'., 2:37'^, and several others
knocking ai the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18%, dam by Geo. M. Patclir-n Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hamb'etonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. JL Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

HATE* You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine' the above tabulated pedi-
HU I C gree closely, then you will see that there Is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires,

as well as brood mare si res. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedlgreeof two voung stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15)4. is the only horse living- or deadwkhSin the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18%, is not only the greatest living .sire, but is also ihe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twentv-seven and his daughters twenty-four. .Wilh such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions, Nutwood
WUkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out of ten. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following seasou freeot service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services 01 any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at S5 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
It, hay or grain, or both, wilt be fed at $10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability tor
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad. All hiiis aredue at tlmeof service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st.. 1S93. No stock will be allowed to

leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. I5ib to Aug. 1st, 1893.

Yoxxng stocli IPor Sale.
am- visitors welcome any day. address

MARTIN CARTER, - '

NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, OAL.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OP GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

f3. I I V \A7 TT l*T HiPI A few approved mares outside of those already en-UU X VV X I 1 1^ I iKJt gaged w,n be received at $750 each for the season.

e*t » T>X TTI TTTTT IS Ll'Q Three-year-old record, 2:18. Limited to

?-> A K l ihl W ILlXV-UlP, twenty outside mares, 1893.

SABLE WILKES, 15} hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot; third dam Kitty K.rkham by Canada Chief;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. J300 for the season.

WTT , TYTT? TTiiTP Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very
-XJ XyAAMA-IVy J-,

handgome. powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who

stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam

Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Keavis1 Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13}
;
third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, aire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses SI

2:22J, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service mnney with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.50 per month. Good

care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st No stock will be al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February'lst and ends August 1. 1893.

8®* Horses pastured and given the best of care at $6 per month.

"WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AXD

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIB MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
WILL 111. PERMITTED TO SBR\ B

A LIMITKD M'MRBR OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHN CASSIDY,
Point LobOB Road, about halfa mile west ol Bay District

Track;

Or at thcomcc of ibe Bkkedkband spoetaUan.

The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
Hon of Imp. PRIME CHARLIE and AWll.

III -II by i.km\i;tii\

WILL MAKE THESonson of 1808
SANTA ROSA iRACE TRACK.
ThU Toung hone (balt-brothonio'thi* great four mller

Hi->iwhv-K'ri li hrttl on tho Kami' lines aatho mighty
tor. and an hi '* n Mm* Individual from tho k'reat-

I
'i.rni and Amei

Stockwell anil !- vlntfton - mint make n BTOfct V\n
AddnWRll <Xirn:i.'iulWji| 1 .i 1 «. mi " M 1 -\tni »

SQii,0.o»*«1Ui-r Track

T AJFLJML.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- record, »««.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER XHB
2:30 LIST.

VklterBat the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. For fur'.her particulars apply to

Or to F. C. TALBOT. 204 California Street, San Francisco.

WE KELLY,
Talbot Stock Farm. San Leandro.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

BICE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

olHfa'U BV HIXTA.V 1M DAM MADAME B.VLBW1V (dam of MAJBSTBR, 2:24 ; BAY BOIE.
• Ire or tlORO. >:•>) BV TUB MOOB 8TO.

Private Stallion For 1803.
2:20 l-»; ..d l'A.UA.

3TANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE um™mTA™^°
n̂
TgA££m 't fam,l""' "

For further particulars address THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm,
Or apply to 1KA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Franciso*,
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OP STOCKWELL

StoctweW
tSL Lecer and
^M Guineas,
1852, and sire
of 6 winners
of the former
event)

r The Baron

I

(St Leger and Ose-
sarewich and sire
also of Rataplan)

f Irish Birdcatcher
(Sire of Knight of St.

George and Warlock,
St. Leger winners)

{ Echidna

Pocahontas _-.

(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Karsi

f
Glencoe

|
i 2.000 Guineas and Good-

1 wood Cup. 1834)

Cinizelll
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, wln-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

r Touchstone -

I

(Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and

{ 1836)

(Camel
(Sire of Launcelot, win-
ner of St. Leger 1840)

I Brocade
((me of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

Pantaloon
(SireofGhuznee, winner

of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine

= f

J ;'

ss-
a-
a =

The Peer-
(Sire oi imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchfon-
ess.wfnner of
the Oaks)

I

Melbourne __

(Sire Of Blink
Bon-y.winnerof
Derby and Oaks;

{ TVest Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

f Humphrey Clinker
(aire oi Rockingham,

[ winner St. Leger 18^3)

[Morpeth's dam

CCinizelli
("Dam ofMarch ion- .

ess.ThePeerand (.Brocade,
The Marquis)

r Touchstone _ -

I
(St Leger, 1834'; Doncas-

( ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

(Sir Hercules

"CGulccioll

('Economist

"\mIss Pratt

< Sultan

^Trampoline

fMuley

1Clare

i- Whalebone

(Selim mare

,
Master Henry

(Boadicea

fCaatrel

"lldalia

i Thunderbolt

"\Delta

(Comus

j.Clinkerina

( Cervantes

i. Daughter of Golumpus

C
Camel

\ Banter

c Pantaloon

(Bombazine

Blh dam-
7th dam-
8th dam-
9th dam
10th dam

IfTouchstone
f Orlando \

(Winner Derby of 1844, I,Vulture
Trumpeter { and sire of I mperieuse,

(Sire of Distin and | St. Leger and 1000 G.)
f
Redshank

others) { Cavatina <
t Oxygen

Loval Devoir- <

i Dam ofCarao- 1 f Melbourne
lacus) f West Australian -i

(Derby,2000 Guineas and (.Mowerma, by Touchstone
1. Letty West i St. Leger, 1853)

(Dam of Glorious) rBay Mlddleton
I Bay Letty. <

(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit)

-Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—Splletta, by Regulus (Godolphin),

-(Golden Legs' dam) by Buzzard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,
-Hornpipe, by Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
-Luna, bv Herod (Tartar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,
-Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske, 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among otber

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, l\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08J, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2;0S.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1884, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
steely leg?, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over '' horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the

Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-
ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1830, one and a half

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam, Bay Lettv, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist'6 sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

"W. M. MUERY, 715 Twenty-Third St, Sacramento.

Or to Bkeedee and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
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Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou. 2:Z5't-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT LUIiE.NK, OBEUOX.
fHambletonlan 10

Sire of 39 in 2:*0 list . 1 tJoV \ValtermU?
/-Santa runs 200O...— J and 3 sires of 3 and 6 ^

2:17^
Sire of Kris Kringle.

SIDXKY4770
2:19*{

Sire ol Froa-
Frou, 2:25'4.

champion year
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:223*.
yearling pacer;
Pausilno, 2:14^:
Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Ad o nls.
2:ll>i;Oold Leaf,

2:11!4; I-ady H.,
2:l«; Staler V.,
2:18'^: Thistle.

2:14, and 16

others In 2:30 list

2:28 W: San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo. 2:28'i: kid-

ney, 2 19T$. and 5

others In 2:30 list

Sweetness, 2:21 1-4.

1
dams of 8 In 2:3

LADY THORNE JR- f
WUllams' ^mbrino

Dam of Mollie Muck,
2 33; Navidad. 2:22'4;
Santa Claus, 2:17,'*

{VOLUNTEER 55
Sireof 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 In 2:30 list

LADY MERRITT

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Froo-
F r o u, 2:25^
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trlalt,

2:20J4; Geo. V.
(3-year old ), 2:35

Buccaneer 2656-. J
2:24 '4, and Buccaneer

Sire of Shamrock,
2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer,2:26>£

(.Kate

r Hambletonian 10

(Ladv Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29#

f Edward Everett 81

] Sire of 13 in 2:30 and 8
i sires and 16 dams
I By Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50

Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
flOWA CHIEF 528 < 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

Sire of Corisande, I of 18 In 2:30

I Topsey

f Flaxtail 8132
I Sire of the grandams of

•S Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20
iFannyFern
{Bull Pup '

Sire of Rowdy Boy,
2:13V, Kipmet, 2:24$$,
Twister, 2:20;if

Untraced

2656

LTLNSLEV MAID..

I Miihn-kn Belle -
Dam of Fawn,2:30!4,

trial, 2:22 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wtng Wing, 2:32

(FLAXTAIL8132_
sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28)4; Empress, 2:29!<;
and of the dama of
Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and
Shamrock, 2:25 ( John Baptlste

LADY HAKE. -.{
Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern

S dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28*

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Vol only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou, the champion yearling trotter In the world but lie Ib also one of

the verv bit-bred voung stallions in servlr-P, having thre<; crossea «f Rywlyk's Hamhletonlu... rme or Harry

Clav Sre oForeen Mountain Maid flam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long InI.umI Black Hawk Through FluUall

faotncel to SSlan™Pilot (Blre of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pop. aire oi Rowdy Boy, 2:i3y, and two other*

StaeTMSlo^^flSS ta universally known and recognlzorl as the best young sh-efn the world, as n producer of

«ireme • peed at an early age- The average speed of bis progeny Is lower tl bat ot any of the gel of theThe average speed of his progeny

^JlSSfefIn^Wlctahte mo-y«.w>ld form, obwlnlne a record of 1M. IhougJ heWMCloMtO OmndM
In a racoon hpBa"- District tmck, the leoond he.it of which ,«« made In 2:31 If, the_

Oral In 2; 2. 1 c exhlblle,!

phenomenal speed when .hree year, old for on the Oakland track be was timed a mile in 230«, and frequently

,r°
He ?,3?«n"na

f
n°d

m
hlil.'and of powerful build throughout. His color Is a glossy black. «Hh both forefeet

wh'te H'{•
i .ll'nnslilon Is all that could be desired, and his actio,, s ro. Me Is a sure fbal-getler.

TBRtIS *"• Season to'close August 1st. Oood pasturageat reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed

for accldenhs or escapes. For further particular, address

dr ^ ^/HABBni El,gene, Oregon.

BOS KLECi'IONEER - -

Sontag Mohawk

BROS SIRE OK M\K l.\ THE LIST. gO.\TAIJ MOHAWK DAM OF -IM-.\

Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.
ADDRESS —

—

\V. II. VIOIiBT, P. O. Box ;o.vs«n Jose. Oil.,

Or F. H. BURKB, 6S6.Market St.,.S. F.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
SIEE OF

FLORA M 2:16

J. R. (Joslvn)....: 2:20

LIZZIE F 2'.22 1-2

CORA S 2:27

ELECTRESS 2:27 1-1

ALECT 2:26

ALLY SLDPKR 2:28

DESPERADO -2:29 1-2

MllRMMJ GL0RV...2:27

ELECTRIKA 2:25 1-4

KETTIB C -2:28

PLEAS VVTOX -2:29 1-2

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'i50 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal.

RECORD, 2:26.

ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:28

J. R 2:20

Elector Jr 2:29%'

Electrlco J;'-:
1

Electrloa 2:26^'

Ella M 2:28)j
Flora M 2:18

Leek Z2D
LlwleF .. -:: 1

,

and 6 others In
the 2:30 list.

I. NELLY NEI^ON

Ele<tioneeh 12o
Sireof

Sunol
Pulo Alto 2*8V
and 130 other 2^0 trot-

ters.

^ Oilukhta, by Fred Low $66
Slro of 2 2::t0 performeia.

The Hondxonie Sou of bLECTOH '2 17U.
Will make Season of 1693, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

AI<KCT was foaled April 13. 18S7. He In a hand-
some dark hay. two white fetlocks; stands 15.3 hands
and weighs 1(>75 IhH. He In symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect In disposition, and as pure-salted U
any Eleoiloueer that ever lived. He lias the linest

of legs and feel, and Is reruarkubly well-museled
throughout; hi** hunk Is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy, he is stylish and very level -ln-inii.-il.

Alect never received a (miner's care, ye' he trotted
without any work a mileover the s>i«i'kion truck In

2:26. Alect was bred as a three yearold to a few
mares, and his colts and tilllf-s are nil models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all areof
good color.

TPRMQ ocn COD TUP ^PA^flN vvUn ,,l<> ,"-llaI return privilege. Piusiurng--, *
i par montlL Uarce kepi la

I LnlTIo, OjU rUn I tlL OLnOUn, „,,., manner owners may desire, but no reap*

C John Nklsox 187
sir.- Of

2:23S
Aurota 2:27

and the dam of
AJben V 2.-20

il Little Alt>vrt,

-

v Morcim Rattler
.< dama or 32:30

or "-<"W" i, Poi furtaex puriicuiars call "ii ox addren D. \ MH.lt in \. ,\UiiAttrr. Orland, Cal.

ALBCT an<l about thirty head of colla and fllllea by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday an! m RlotaolH
..Mi be sold at auction In June, IflBS,

LOOK HERB i;H'\\IIHK» MH\IIH KKK I- r-7.^0

\ \1> \ VI II hl-N. HI* - I N... r \M)n Hill .*-m.

11% i.l \ WII.KKB, Bin Of S9 In 9:S0 lUt; l«Unra IVAPA JIAII), III Inlmlon; 2d dam
NAPA rtOBBN, liv Lumne Vkncrlr.

WILL JIAKE TUE SEASON- OF 1893, MARCH I8T To JULY 1»T, AT
TnrpoV'«8li>blc, HkUonYllle, Thur«d»v. frldnv nnd Knliirdnv : «l K»lln«» Monday, Tpciday «Dd

H.-.I .. hi -::ci FUR i ill BBASON.
Pa*tun»k- anfl r%wt cftrp taken ol marts, bin no liability u.-%siimc-<1 for "

lAEMprovldedbrjiMormMVdomnotobanattrrmierahlp. K. IV. iiihh- \ rni il

N. B.-Th,' OWDCtSOf Napa WUkfiSWlll give "« IOO 10 the owner el the Bl

230 or better, 373 to the wcond and r*30 to the third. Tola offer to hold good during pre»entownej»l,'.i
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUTHER ^\AJEWME.
ASTER
FTTZSIMMONS
JESSIE
DEXTEU PKINCKSS
DEL PASO
LL"C[LLE-
.JAMFS I.

CHARLEY FORDCp.,-) y.)

2 !V>
1 :a'.

. 3:29J<
- 2:12*

CROW'S PRTNCE
MAGGIE-
CI1LOE
ROYAL PRINCE
LOTTERY TICKET (S y.)
SENATOR 1 2:29
PRINCEss ALICE (p.,4y.)- 2:16

CHEROKEE PRINCE (J).)
2:22',

..;2:17>-
.. 2:20
._ 2:24
.. 2:24fc

. 2:25

IRENE (p.) - 2:25

Dexter 3F»i-iiace Is toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF islre of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2«8M, etc.). and sire of Guy, 2:103,

;
Spofford,

••183) • Company, 2:19^ : Fred Folger, 220)4; Bayonne Prince, 2:21:4, and twenty others in the 2:30 list.

First diirn LADY DEXTER- by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

sister lo bire ot

DEXTER
"

• 207)4 Klectioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's

DICTATOR! who Ls the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy -Medium 400, Dictator 113, and

J:17, <ire oi" Direct, Directum. Margaret 110 other producing sons.

S., Evangeline, etc., etc. Also sire of the dam of
STAMBOUL 2:07ji
and of the grandani of
KREMLIN 2:07?.,

second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14 .

mrYTFR **'17!4 i;VV 2:10&j

Jnjf ::; zz.z". 2:2s ; robert m..-gre<.or 2:17*

ASTORIA.'.'.'.V.V.'.'.'."."..
"."."...."." 2:29Ji HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

DICTATOR"lis," etc.,' etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam oi SHARK, 2:27*;'.

DEXTER PRII\CE is one ot the best-bred horses living, and in the last tew years he has proved himself

i sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing

dividual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

ro
Hcfls a blood bav, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known

that be was one of the fastest colls ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - $250., DCE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

PLEASANTON'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson ot Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of DiirocVihird dam sister to American Eclipse. „.,,-,.
PLEASAXTOX is large and very fine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs l,l2o pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1S93 ... - 830, DCE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that

very precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled

before mares are removed.
For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCK -:- FARM.

XI ,*700 -
Two-year-old record, 2:37^; three-year-old record, 2:26;

:22M; rive-year-old record, 2:16^'.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWEXTY OLTSIDE MARES AT SlSO FOR THE SEASON

Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not pmviug to

be In foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over

#11,000. His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two ol tiie.se are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time2:56 ]

j

Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpitas. No responsibility assumedforaccidentsorescapes

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFOKE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Egyptian Prince 14,431
Hambletonian lo

Dolly spanker

OQ
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H
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>

;
n. m \ mil A2.V2

Record, 2:2ft l-l
BIN '.f

&2SI4
El Plora p

; GEORGE WILKES
I Sire of 75 in 2:30 and

sires and 61 dams of 2;

, i trotters

> 519,a:22J
nd of 84 I

ONWARD 1111. 2:25)....

Sire of
Nellie Mason 2:14 I

Clara Wilkes 2:17 IDOLLY
Boaz _2:17K- Dam ot
Hourl 2:17 Director 2:17

Mik.-tian 2:ifl>4 Thorndale 2:22}$

Buaette 2-.18W Czarina 2:21

SbadelaudOnward 2:18 ><j onward 2:25'. , Mamori
And &7 other? in the list MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58*

i Mambrino Chief 11

i Fanny
by Ben Franklin

EUYPTIENNE, 2:11
1 nil i

Rctirlotui .

.vlth an average of
:_.;

.LADY BUNKER
Dam of

tiny Wilkes.

_

2:15*
(Sire of 30 In the list),

and
WlUlaui J

BlrOOf AXteU(8 ,2:12;

MAMBRINO KING 1278

Sin of
m..i Icing Bird 2:16%
Prince Recent 2:ni'.

Nightingale 2:lu'.

Nettle King „ -:-",
lence 2:22 w

Amy King 2;'22Jj

Hell -nt-ljiw 2:20J-;

And 20 Other 2:80 per-
formers

sire of
Knie Middleton 2:2:1

lAdy-Stout 2:20!-,

And 17 others in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN..
Dam of

Joe Bunker

I

MAMBRINO 1'AIX HKN 58
Hire of the dams ol

Alcyone. 2:23

Gny Wilkes 2U5J4
I Huron Wilkes 2:18

And QOothers in the list

l
r.v UDWXN FORREST «..

Sire Of
Hilly Hosklns 2.-28J*

Champagne 2:30

( Rodes mare

/ Ameriejui Star 14

I Captain Roberts
mare

Mnmbrlnn Chiel n
t

I Rodes mare

HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of
40 trotters In 2:30, Including
Dexter 2:i7><

Nettle 2:18
I (range <:lrl 2:20

OOL ST
Grandam ot

.IiiHtlna 2:20
Gicndennls 2:17'-'

Hunter
tDoll

by Highlander

|
Abdallah 1

(.Gins. Ken! mare

("Golddiihl 160

1 Daughter ot Imp.
Glencoe, etc.

IBAY HAMBLETONIAN
Dmd <>1

Hgvptleiine 2:18

Henrietta 217
Fillano 2-.23 l

-l

On
Norway UAte Of Nor

. 2:30)

WILL 111. ALLOWED TO SERVE PIPTBBN MARES OF APPROVED 11HII DIM. I 1 I - 7 ;,

cm commences February 1st and ends Jam ' 186 Other conditions same as silver Bow.

bead and nock well set on tost rone patrol sboal.
1 tall, good leas and feet, 1 < slder him worthy ol hi- royal breeding. n»' was not broken

nriiii An 1 vasunable i" gel bun shipped onl sooner. He
1 be a trotti»r. Hi* gait U iaultli I he can shot* speed enough already "1 make me

tblnk him a trottei [think 1 sally put him In the iim h 1 ed tothl as on7butno Mtuw)up" record
ior m<% a* I rmij-- home* ti> win money with. Bi breeding needs no comment (rom me, and 1 will allow you to
'» Uii- JuiIri-. Addrew ull coinunmli ii'lmis n>

P. J- WILLIAMS, Milpitae.
« 11. 1 1 \mk a miihkhol«k. Owner.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857, 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; toaled

May 17, 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1180 lbs. ; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered in eleven races and trotted ten ot them, getting a

place in each.

SERVICE FEE - - $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES 8100; dam LIZZIE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15^ hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tail, first-class legs and
feet ; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yeL

SERVICE FEE - $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15tb, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving in foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at £5 per

month; hay and grain if desired, at 812:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

escapes.

A cordial invitation to inspect these horses is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. FOX, P. O. Box 326. San Jose.

^Residence, 2,u miles north of San Jose on Milpitas road.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 1 7,064.
[
HAMBLETONIAN 10,

Sire of
( Geo. W liken. 2:22 < 40 in 2:30 list

Sire of
Harry Wilkes 2:13H I DOLLY SPANKER

UUY WILKES, 3:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 „ ..-.2:11

Regal Wilkes, & .2:11^'

Alanna (p), 5 2:11-^

Muta Wilkes, 4 2:14'4

Chris. Smith ;p),7 .2:14)6

Hulda,4 2:14?^
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14?$
Una.Wilkes, 6 2:15

Lillian Wilkes. 3 2:1734
fable Wilkes. 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18'4

Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20t«
Lynwood wilkes, 2 2:20>|
and 17 others in 230 list

. CARRIE MALOXE
Sister to

Cbas. Derby „220
Steineer -..2:29^

Guy Wilkes ....

Wilson
So So
and 75 others in the list

1:15 'i

.2:1 ti' j

I, Lady Bunker—
Dam of

El Mahdi _2:25J4
Guy Wilkes 2:15,',-;

William L_
(Sire of Axtell,2:l2j

( Steinwny. 2:25 3-4-
Sire of

W.Wood (p) 2:07

I Cricket (p) 2:10

Caesar 2:16,1t
Strathway 2:19

Chas. Derby -2:20
and 4 others in the list

I. Raty ti
Dam of

Chas Derby 2:20

Steineer— 2:29 »«

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19V»

STRATHMORE 403,

Sire of
42 in 2:30 list

. ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:1

DAVTOY MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 handsandlsa
pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this tall.

jsoxjiD^LTxr sxos

,

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

SIRE OF MB1A ;3), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (sire of Stamboul, 2:07'-: Alcazar, 2:20'^ and 26 others in 2:30 list), dam Ladv I
cock, dam of Elector, 2:21 '4, grandsireof Joe, 2:29' j; Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy, 2:26, and Sulwoori, 2:26V), Soudan
2:27'.., sire of Nubia, 2:29' j .1, by Hambletonian 725 (sire of fifteen 2:30 performers), second dam Dubois mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect In
form, gentle In disposition, pure m gaitaud show great speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1893, endiug July 15th, at $100, with usual return privilege, at
the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage §5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address D- J. MLRPHV, Moorlaud Stock Farm. Milpitas. Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for
Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands hieh. He is a horse of fine conformation'
has a beautiful head and neck, tine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action he is pure-caited. As a three*year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, but was injured and placed in the s'ud. His colts are all blnod-like, large and last trotters.
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot is one ot the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE—LANCELOT was sired by the immortal Electioneer (sire of 132 in the Hsn, dam Lizrie
Harris, by Com us: second dam bv Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harrls.was a full brother to Iowa
Chief 528 (sire of Corisande, 2:24M, and othersl. His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 lis', he by VernoPs
Black Hawk, dam Belle bv Webber's Tom Thumh; second dam r-tms. Kent mare, the dam of Hambletonian
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Inland Black Hawk, dam hv Wehher's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn'B
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam SaUie Miller, by Tippo Salb; Andrew Jack«on, by
Young Bas-haw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sponsmistress; she was out ot Cub,
by Medoc: second dam Ann Merry, bvSumpter: third dam Grecian Princess, bv Blackburn's Whip, and so in to
the 15th dam

The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION' AND PEDIGREE—Chestnm stallion. lRlh*ndshf?h. Bv Nutwood 600. the greatest living
sire. First dam. Lady Utley Jr., bv Speculation, son of Rvdsyk's Hambletonian; second dam. Lady Utley,
grandam of Wes'ern Girl, record 2:27W. Saladin has now a number of yearling and two-vear-old colts, all
showing great uniform! tv in size, s'yle and color. All of them are fast trotiers, and several will trot in 2:30 this
year Nutwood 600, 2:185f , by Belmont 64, dam Miss Russell idam of Maud S..2:nstf». by Pilot Jr.: second dam
Sally Russell, by Boston. Nutwood is the sire of 10] In the 2:30 list. Belmont is the sire of 74 trotters in the 2:80
list and of -29 sires of 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. is bv Speculation, dam Ladv Utlev. 2:3s 1

.;, grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:27'... Speculation isire of Crown Point, 2:24, Gracie S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of
Alfred G., 2:19V, and Waterford, 2:27*. bv HamhMonlan to. dam Martha Washington f dam of Hamhletonian
72-5), by Burr's Washington: be bv Burr's Napoleon bv Young Mambrino. dam Willis mare, bv Mamhrino.
I'EHMS. #50 FOR THE SKA«OY. for service of each of these stallions. No other opportunity is offered
breeders to obtain thes* blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares In anv manner that ownem
may desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call on or address, f.. C RKMIS. <">wner. 332 Mont-
gomery street, nr at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also be seen. ti. W. BROOKS. Ayenl.

SALADIN.

gCL/BCTIC 11,32
O

o

I

I
- - - $|00 CASHSEASON 8ERVICE FEE

With usual return privilege

ECLECTIC is a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD AKION, 2:1 0*X

both being sired by ELECTIONEER out of Manette (dam also of Oro Fino, 2:18) by NUT-
WOOD, 2a&%

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood lines. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three years old, are without exception

TROTTERS; not a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares besides his owner's.

Pasturage 81.00 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will eland at RANCHO COTATI (Page's StatioM) in Sonoma County, until

July 1st, 1893.

For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. 1'e.nn'H Grove, 'Sonoma County, Cal.
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THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

STEINEER

RECORD, 2:21^
In Fifth Heat

14,341

Kii:i\u v. i.siis
Sire of

W. Wood 2:07

Cricket 2:10
Caesar 2:16
Strathway...„2:l9
Chas Derby ...2:20

(Sire ot Diablo
2:1430

Lilly C 2:20^
Baden. 2;24V
Stelneer 2:29s
Cassidy 2:30

and of the dams of
MaudC. 2:1!'; Pat
Delaney, 2:27**;
Ally Sloper 2:23;

Stonewall, 23&%
and Bourbon
Russell, 2:30.

KATY G
Dam ot Chas. Der-
by, 2:20 (sire of
Diablo 13). 2:14V

STRATFtMORR 408, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40. and ot the
dams of 31 In the list

ABBESb, by Albion
Dam ofSteinway, 2:25 aj ;

Solo, 2:28; Soprano
dam cf 3 in the list;

and Yivstte, dam of
Stoner Boy, 2:26*<f

.

f ELECTIONEER 125, by
Hambletonian 10

Sire ofSunol, 2:03^ ; Palo
Alto, 2:0S^; and 130
others in 2:80 list, etc.,

etc.

iFAN'XY MALONE. by
.Niagara (sire ot Fair-
mount, 2:22!^)

Grandam ofMaud C. 2:19

To thirteenth dam thoroughbred.

DESCRIPTION.—STEIXKEB is about 10 hands in
height and weighs 1200 pounds. He is a grandly-finish
ed, well-balanced and blood-like looking horse. He has
a neatly-tormed head, fine neck attached to well-
sloped and powerfully-muscled shoulders; good length
of well-rounded barrel: smooth coupling and broad
hips: open, well-formed stifles; quarters deep and full

with most excellent feet and legs. Hp is a clean-gaited
trotter and carries himself with a great deal of style.

STEINEER WILL BIAKE THE SEASON OF
1893, commencing February 1st and end-

ing July 1st, at

HOBART STOCK FARM
SAN MATEO.

Service Fee, - - $75

with usual return privilege.

Care taken of mares in any manner desired and excel-
lent pasturage at reasonable rates. The many improve-
ments on this magnificent farm make it the most de-
sirable place in this State for keeping horses. Mares
can be shipped on the cars to San Mateo, where they
will be called for by

K. O'GRADY, Manager.
A. B. GO\ZALKS. Owner, 1122 O'Farrell St.,8. F.

JTBgd to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Hares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOCR-YK VU-Ol.D RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:l2; Tom Ryder (p), 2:l7.U ; Belle Button
p . 2:l'.»'.

t
: Mabel H.f4i, 2:20; Rosa Mac, 2:20 V ; Lucy

B., 2:21 '.; Laura Z„ 2:23)2 ; Logan, 2\2Z%\ Maud C.
2:28 ; Kehoe. 2:29'^ ; all these are race records ; no tin

cup marks. Periiirree—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler ; second
dam a pacing mure, s. t. b. bv Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ol Reliance. 2:22't ; Tommy Todd, 2:21 ; Nellie
Patchcn, 2:2714 j, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,

first dam Lady Crum 'dam ol Gen. Lana, sire of dam
of Frank M.. 2:17'

1 1. by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Pateheii Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
rmaJitles.

Kvery performer sired by Alexander Button Is

out of non-nlniidnrd mares at the time tbey were
hrt-d. \o mailer what mares he no« bred to every
colt from Clydesdale* up rould trot r«»i.

TBRMSlSlOO FOR THE SEASOX.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi

Charge. Good pasturage furnished at ;2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Wlllsland at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. W. WOODARD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

WILDIDLE
(The 6reat gen of Imp. Australian and tho

Tnrf Qbki, Idlewlld, ay Lexlncton),

SIRE OP
FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SINFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winners,

TflOKTHX* WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
S*o «r Monday and Lottie J., bv Wlldldle,

Will Make thk Skason ot 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cal.

WIL.DIPL.E (limited to 10 mares) 825* for the seafloa

MONDAY F1XAL " 20 " 75 " " "

Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at *8 per
toontta, but no responsibility assumed for accident* er
ascapss. Mout-y to be paid when mare Is served, and
ta all cases before removal of mare fr"m farm. For
tainm particulara address H. C. JCBgOIf,
Ca»«f wnvtwwrp, boiew mam ca«*m CM,

BOODLE 5029
Will make tbe SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSK.
[ Vermont Hero 141

!GEN. KNOX HO, 2::;i

Sire of Hi trotters and 21 (Dam of Searcher
sires ot 32 and 14 dams of
14 in the list. t Mambrlno Cbier 11

LADY THORN, 2:W,i <
227*£;Gen. Eenham,2:29'^, Sister to Mamb. Patchen '« (Rhodes Mare, by Ga.no
Ox Eye, 2:28',; .Luzerne, and grandam of Patti,

2:27>b: Mambrino Thorn, 2:24. ('Hambletonian M»
229, and 4 others in 2:30.

f
ABDALLAH 15 i

Sire of G trotters and 13 (Katy Darling
.GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14 { sires or 103 and 22 clams

Trotted 114 heats In 2:20 1 of 27 In the list. (Abdallah 1

and under, and won more (OLD AB, 2:40 <
money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. (Untraced
trotter that ever lived.

fAbdallah 1

f
HAMBLETONIAN ML 1

I Mre of 41 trotters and 119 (Chas Kent Mare

Stranger 3030—
Sire of

Broomal 2:17*4

Bellona _ 2:19'
j

Nominator- 2:21**

Boodle 2i2lH
Moloch- 221 Ji
Stanza—™ 222*4
Hazel Dell._ 2:243f
Nominee 23A%
Strangler 2:2G'4
Mvriad __ ±2S\4
Kathleen.— 229'*;

f
JAY GOULD 197-.

Cebolla- ..

Pen Horn 2:30 I

.Bride. <
Dam of Trenton, l

2:4IHJbLlbroLh'r
to Boodle, 2c2l>£."f

sires of 733, and <

( American Star 14(Record 2:20 't; trial2:19^)j of 72 in the 2:.10 list
Sire of Pixley, 2:16; AdelelLADY SANFORD {
Gould, 2:19; King Phliin, Grandam of Bella, 222; (Old Sorrel, bv Exton
2:21; Alladin, 2:26>«; An- Allie K. ,2:29k: UzzleK., Eclipse
sonia, 2:27!^; Dnde,227's, 2:30'-; Nannie K-, 2:30^. (Vermont Black Hawk i
Dundee, 2:23, and 14 Others (ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25"^
in2:30hst. And 2:15 with mate: sire (Messenger Mare

(TIDA(record2:38U) _/ of 6 trottersand 19 sires
Sister to Le Blonde, trial 1 of 71, and Hdamsof 15. fAbdallah 1

2:24, record 2:34^. (dauGHTKR OF 1
(Untraced

BOODLE 5S29 is seal-brown In color, stands 16 hands high and weighs 1,100 pounds. He is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, is kind in disposition, intelligent, level-headed and a pure-suited trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been in harness, but two of which had any
training, and with little work ihey easily showed a 2:30 sail. Boodle, after cracking a bone in one of his front
legs the latter part of .Tuly. and being laid up for six weeks on that account, came out, and with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:2.5 class, making his record in the iifth heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.

TERMS—SlOO for the season. Or, 8200 for the reason, payable when he gets a reeord ol
2 : 1 < or better.

Usual return privOeg**. Excellent Of* taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents «
escapes. Address C. A. STOCKTON dc CO., Son Jo»e, C«4.

DELWIN 14,681 reoord ^ 2:261 -2 -

THE MOOR 870
Sire Of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
DEI> BUR, 2:24 i, 2:07k, Beautiful BelK2:29idam

Sire of I of Bell Boy, 2:19^, and Htnda
Don Tomas 2:20 | Rose, 2:19).

Cousin Joe 2:20' 4' LGRETCHEN
San Pedro (p) -2:10% Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:14), and Sable Cdam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

fBY NORWOOD 522(Sire ot
Tommy Norwood, 2:24!^; Ida

Norwood, 2:26M-

DAUGHTER OF

( Clav Pilot 93, sire of Fred V.,^£2M
. < Billv R.. 2:2414, and others.
L Belle of Wabash

[Mambrino Pilot, sire of Alam-
i brino Gift, 2^0; Hannw,2:17^.
I Canada Chief

f Hambletonian 10. sire of Eleo
< tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2:07^,
LLady Faliis, by American Star 14

dam of Gretchen (dam of
clingstone, 2:14).

i' American Star 14, sire of dam of
-( Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,
i 2:10, and the dam of Nancy
I Hanks, 2:04).

(.Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
Electioneer and St. Jullen, 2:11.

DELAVIN 14,681. Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, if be has no set-

backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay. sound as a dollar; 15.1 '£ hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds ; he is one of the finest-formed horses for gr^at ^jiee-I in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that his half-brother. Guide, 2-J«\£, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2;07'^; he has two crosses ot American Star 14. also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2:07'-£ ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
nf the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:I8-#, uombiniug altogether the same blood lines that lay in

he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, ^an Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10. and Cousin Joe,

2:20V$, being a full brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes. 2:18, sire of Freedom. 2:29^, Sabledale, 2:I8>4, and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out ot an/ kind of mares.

TERMS 840, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not he re-

sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm anfl Imrne of Delwin, the MeeseStock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costs'- County, Cal., perS. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. 5IEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin to owned by Wm, Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,

as a Three-Year-'jia,

of 1893. commencing February
Record, 2:14f

Will Make the Season .

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasa^tor,

SERVICE PEE (With usual return privilege), payable at end of Seatton -„-

T\T A TJ>T r\ was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2^ hands and In conformation,
Ul/A L>±J\ t deposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

220 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:11 i, was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallionst in

America. He is bv Chas. Derbv i record 2:20 in sixth heat ), brother to Steineer. 2:29 '., by Steinway; dam Bertha,

sister to Bayard "Wilkes ( record 2:15 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 2:2.!; secuiid dam Baivena (dam ot

Alaric, sire of Victor IJ.,2:20'i i. bv Bavard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12V. on hall mik- track and 15

others in listj; third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, including Swigeri and King Kene), by Mam-
brino Chief n; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:2t 1

,, and Donald,2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancv Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway. dam Kn!y G., dam ol two in list.

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Maloue (grandam of Maud C, 2:19). by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, *j:'J2v. ,:

third dam Fannv Wickham. the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out ol a daughter Ol Imp. Trustee,

etc The great broodmares Katv G., Abbess, Alma Mater, tureen Mountain Maid, Barcena. Blandina, Burch
Mare, Lady Wall.-rniire and Fannv G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08^, appear in this pedigree, besides such

sires as Electioneer, Steinway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Cbiet 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY tfc R1CHARD8, Owners. ... - P1>EASA\T0\, CAL. '

Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

Id Fourth Heat.WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record for Five Miles, 13:05^

Q rDIRBCTOR *.1»—
Sire of

Direct 2:05H
Directum (3). ..-2:11H
Evangeline 2:ll$f

Margaret S 2:12#
Walustelo 2:22%
Stella C 2:2*

and 12 other 2-.80 V^ol-

1 In 2:30 list, etc
I^DOLLY

—

- ._r
..............

Dam ol Onward, 2:26* ; Thorndale,
2-22)4; Czarina, 2:21; Director, 2J7

Alma.

rfHAMULKTONIAN 10

__ _„ J The klnff of the trottlmr world
ICTATOR113..„- ......_......_. <

"*

Sire of the fastest double^galted horae [clARA by American Star 14
In the world, Jay-Eye-Mee, 2:10 Djtm ' & DeT i Pr, 2:17M;
grand sire of the queen of the turf

2;28V! Astoria, 229>i
Kancy Hanks, 2:04, and to sire of 36 o&aubriso Chief U

I Slreof 2SBlres

(.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and

("XLECTIONEKR 126 —
Sire of Mono!, 2:08^ : Palo Alto, 2*8X
and 180 others In the list

L NELLY W —

-

(Died at 4 yean)
Waldsteln waa W
only foal (BISTER...

Dam Of Bonanza. 2:19M ; Albert W.,
220; Vbteu, dam of Vlda Wilkes,

2: l»14 , and SabledaU, 1.18S

Abdallah Mambrino 3716

Hambi.ktonlan It

Sire of 40 In the list

Oiken Mountain Katd
Dam ot $ In tht list

fJoanf NnaoN 187

J Sire of 4 and the dams of B I nil £80
•S list

lliAuorT Mare
Dam of Aurora, 23T, and rrandam
of 4 In tht list

....mftTi-iu wu foaled In 1885; Id color, he to a dark shade of brown with two white coronert; itands WS
W&LDSTE N hTSdsand welthVl 0U lbs. He Is one of the handsomest and most perfectlyformed sUlllons In

rhl-Wmte HW ih?e l" ll^e ft head, well-shaped neck, strong shoulders, short back, powerful loins, heavy qunr

IS ™n'pli?nPd barrel heavy, muscular stifles and arms, clean, straight, strong knew, and bocks short cannon
tere, wel1*' *P^

"!^rn« «nrt fUl at once commend him to the observer as a representative trotllnf horvr. In

^^ifi'nlr i S. ilU ^^b" 1K kind genUe and level-headed. His gait Is perfection, and his races during hU

anorfcSrSJ?on\he raV^ably demu.\».ra.e the game qualities which be posesse... His brainy cannot be_ sur-

^ He is the only son of Director out ol MfflwttOnw™

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
Will make the Season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Oays Each Week, at
8nn Jotte Race Track 1 Day**, and al

PIslier'H Rtnch, Coyote, Santa
Clara Co., 2 Days, from
Feb. lOlh to June I -.<

.

MERRIWA.
HA BEX

A

Atholine

GOLDSBROUGB

Sylvia

And so on to the nineteenth dam.
MERRIWA Is a magnificent blaca horse, stand im;

15.3 bands, bred In 1886 by Frank Reynolds, of Tocal
vide Australian stud Book, Vol. IX,. folio 158 Bv
i.oildsbn.ti-li Ipjiii Ilabeiiit. bv YaHendon from Vthoi-
Ine, by Blair Athoi from Habena (winner of 1000
Guineas in England), by Irish Birdcateher from The
Bridle, by The Saddler from Moonedh, bv Taurus from
Mona, by Partisan. Merriwa Is nndoubtedlv a v*>ry
fast horse, and through an accident which rendered his
temporary retirement from the turf, has not bad a fair
chance to prove his great pace by winning. He Is de-
scended from one of Australia's greatest families.

tioldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, the
A. J. C. St. Leger Hawkesbnry Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles, age. 5 vears :

weight, 128 pounds; time, three mluutes, tblrtv-iwo
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that time
Goldsbrough had produced up to ISO.! 220 winners in

the colonies.
Among the winners by Gold>brough are the follow-

ing: The Broker i winner Normundv Stakes and V.
H< C. Sires' Produce Slakes and Adelaide St. Leger-
Morpeth (winner Tatttersalls* Cup, Anniversary Handi-
cap and Australian Cup), Impulse (won Wogga Gold
Cup), Arsenal 'winner Melbourne Cup;, -orella Melon
(A.J. C. Derby and Leger and V. R. C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian (Tattersalls' Spring Handicap Syd-
ney Handicap, &c ). Cardigan {winner Tauersa"l!s*
Foal Stakes, Hawkesbury Orand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &c), Devotion, Merriment (winner Trainwav
Handicap and Hawkesburv Guineas i. Ellerdale (win-
ner Tattersalls' Cup and Hawkesburv Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Christmas Gilt i, Keith
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Rose Hill
Handicap, <fcc), The Orphan, Albina, Jettison, Manola.
Cardoness, Kiinmre (winner Royal Stakes^, &c. &c

Atholine. the grandam of Merriwa, produced
Habena (dam of Merriwa

i and Nartna,botb winners of
Maribyrnong Plate. Geraldine and Hun tingtower each
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Atbol-
ine's stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy of all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate

TERMS - - SCO FOR THE SEASOX.
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at ?5 per
month. Mares eared for in any manner owners may
desire and led on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable prices. No responsibility assumed foraccidents
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS. G. JOXES, Agent,

__„ „ , Oakland Race Track,
Or Care San Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MUERY'S STABLES,
"15 Twenty-third street, Sacramento, Cal.

THREE CHEERS
Young Fashion

Fainlon Monarch

Hurrah (Imp,)

Jovial Newminitei

sUndtnK for service. Of his sire, can any

solid incolor'and very strongly r ...

i^iV'cZK™^^^^"^ 1^^ 16' "** ^^ wmmencln «
rebruarv ist.ad^dln,

SEfiVlGE FEE, $S0 Jo».3»th. Noi»i»BalWUtya«amadforaocidMUor_as^^
UOUOBOOM. Wm4I»4. Cal.

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
ilxth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seveDth dam, br
Mark Anthony; eighth dam, by Imp. Janus; ninth
dam, by imp, Monkey; tenth dam, by Stlvereya
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Bruce'a American
Stud Book, Vol. I. pace 432.

HDHRAH, sire or Three Cheers, prodaced the
Sreat winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqatta, ublo Boy,
Teille Peyton. Little Bntterctp, Red Fox, Medusa.

Brad, Referee, Monk, Hostag . Lady Middleton and
many others.
NEWMINSTER.grandBlr of Three Cheers, won

the SI. Leger at Doncaster It. 1851. His dam, BKKS-
WING. was the winner of fifty-fonr races oat of six*
ty-four starts, among tbem being tho Doncaster Cap
of is:i7, 1840, lSli and 1842, the onlv horse that ever

THRKK CHKEKH comldnee, in addition to the
above, the great strains of Bay MlddJ»ton (winner of
English Derby, Ht. Leg'ir and Two Thonsand Gala-
eas) and thu blood of tbe wonderful producing faml-
lh-n of TOrCH STONE, Imp. TRUSTEE, EMJLinti
andSIRCHARLES.
As can be teen by the above. Three Cheers is bred

In the speediest ana stoutest lines. His dam. Young
Fashion, was tbe dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
horse that ever beat Asteroid a heat), Liverpool,
Columbia and Bonnie Kate, tho dam of Little Batter,
cap .. "i the flying Bonnie Llnte. Hla grandam.
Fashion, was the greatest race mare of her era.de-
foatliig Boston J n that historical match at fonrmlle
heats Unit la rwirded as one of the greatest , vrnta
In the annals of ti.e turf

.

TFIRKK CHEEIts ik a beantlfnl bay In color, per-
fectly eound In wind ana limb, his family on both
•fdt'fl bring notfd for their exemption from curbs,
spavlnB, roaring or any other h<Teillt»rv unsonnd*
ness. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
typo of i he thoroughbred areespoclally Invited to lo-
•pect Three Cheers. Ho baa already aired tbe
plendld performers

Acclaim, Alraont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, I&rnacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSSLVRS.

TKRMS.
STTrniy-fiT" Dollarn lor tbe Season.

Oood pastnrageat |5pcr month. Mares oar*d for
In any manner owners may desire and fed on hay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable rate*. Nona
bat competent grooms employed, but no reepout>
blilty Miamed for accidents or aacapea
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BnEB

STiLUOl 01 TIIS C8AST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

HDICTATUSi
'Will make the S«ason of 1893, commencing February —

t

and ending June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

SERVICE FEB FOR THE SEASON _ $100
(Will be mllowed to eervs fifteen approved outside mere*.)

ULKJ L fl
- * U ° (aire of 88 in the list) ; dim, Miss Lollib, by DICTATOK 133 (sire ol

Jay-Ete-Set, 2:10, DiascTOK, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Nancy
Haszs, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Feline, 2:29.1, and grandam of Hill Boj

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino ibdillih 2201 (son of Mambrino Fatchen 53); third dam by Harold

4x3 (sire of Maud S., 203}, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07|); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2.-23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
T.ATT 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The best of care taken of mares, bnt no liability assumed for accident* or escape*. Service

fas meat be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Fukthxk Pazhculabs Addeess

Bci .miai Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmont, Sax Matso Cotnrrr, Cax

QAKWQOD PARK STOCK FARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

SIRE OF
W. WOOD. Ponr.y.w-Old BeeerS, »:07. CRICKET. FlTs-Ysar-Ola BecetS. »:!«.

C-Ea ifl, 6-Year-OM Record. 3:16 1-3. STRATH WAY, 6. Year-Old Record. 3:1».

CBA8. DERBY. S-Ysar-Olt Beeers, 3:30 Lb Sixth Beat.
LILLY C. 7-Year.OU Record. 2:29 1-4. BADE.Y, 5-Ysar-OId Record, 3:34 »-4.

8TBLVKKB, S-Year-OU Beeard, 3:3* 1-3. CAS8IDY, T-Yaar-OU Racers, 14«.
(ALL IN RACES)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
HAOD ft, 2:19; BABONSTBCl.KvabUe trial) 3:31; ALLY SLOPER, l.tt,

PAT DELAJVBY. 3:37 1-d, amd BOURBON RUSSELL, 3:30.

TERMS FOB THE SEASON-.-™, __ ™„.„_™ *_0

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SLRE OF

DIABLO. Tta~-l»*r-oH Race Beeerd _______
by ELELTIO\EER.)IS.o ef 8TBI.1WAY. da- RATY G.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON .

PRINCE RED 9940.
(b.o of RED W1LKB8, dan MOLLY 8TOUT, >r MAMBBLKO FATCBET*.)

TEEMS FOE THE 8EASON „__ $160

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
ia_ .f CIO VIS, S— kr WiOiURB MAMBB1RO.
TERMS FOB THE SEASON •80

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
__res _bo_d b# ihtppad t» OmJnrood Park Stock F__ , D»_t1U«, Oontrm Cos— Count", C—-, per _ 1». R. R.,

V— -tftrUnr- 'Kcat of ear* flveo, bat no liability MMimed for acctdeoU or escapea, Excellent p**U_c*ct tS P*r—*__. i_u_t fed __/ __4 »r——, $10 par _oni_. For (___• partico__ and caUuoffU—, _ddre_

CEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwwes Fat* wok Pana, Di.tD., Cum Ohu Ceaalv. Cat,

GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

Blood Of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONET 6068, by Bed Wiucis 1749 (sire of 88 in tha 2:30 list—ZS in
1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 226) ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by Jobn Dillard.

BEADY MONEY 6968 aa an individual is an exact counterpart of Bed Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1,400 lbs., yet bandy, clean-limbed and highly finished, lie wan leased at large ex-
pens* of Cape Stioson, the noted Eastern reinaman, owner 01 Genera, 2d4, and developer of
many noted hones, such aa Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Homa Rule, etc.

Fox extended pedigree and fall partirMlari artdiia*

xLuifobxa. Tula— Od—xi, C_
FRED POSTER,

is.a

2s

o

DIREOTOR, 2J7-
Sire of Direct..2:05i

Directum (3)...2:11J
Evangeline 2:11}
Margaret S 2:12)
Waldstein 2:22J
Stella C 2:25*

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENS..
Dam of

Delwin 2:261
Guide 2:16}

WHl make tbe season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS BANCH, about see
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION I GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old,
hands high, and weighs 1,090 ponnda. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent,

fram blood lines that axe noted for the qualities of speed and gamenesa.

PEDIGBEE.
fHambletsnian 19

fDICTATOB 113 1 Sire of 40 in -he Est.

Sire of 32 trotters and ( Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers, and IS aires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Fraullla
Thoradaie 2:24}
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
NOBWOOD 622 •] Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (. Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26) Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood 2:26i
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

DADGHTEB OF. \ Great sir.? of broodmares.
(Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the abore pedigree, which shows three crosses of »

AmericaD Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON „ ,

Usual return privilege.

• 100

STANDARD
Registration applied Far.

DESCRIPTION : SID BOY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He i.
perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID BOY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list
Dam Miss Boy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; second dam Ella Boy, dam of Allan Boy, 2:17), by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19i, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 ouBay
District track without training.

TERMS FOB THE SEASON „ _ ^»™.„. $ 60
"With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
^AFA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stailioi

SOCRATES 99
SIR-ID _fsr

LANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT IX
WILL MAKE THE

_.SOIV OP 189JJ
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SAJT MATEO.

Service Fee .... $40j*
Socrates aUads 16:1 J hands, and weight close to 1,400 pounds. In color, as la a beaadfnl

shade of bay; no whita. la disposition be is perfection, while in conformatiom ha k coosid. j

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of bis sge and class ever broogat to CalMornis

His action is perfect, and u he is sound and free from all vices he u recommended ts all a_»

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly 1

For further particulars regarding condition-,

ahipment, and care of mares, etc, apply to

K. O'GRADX
SAN MATEO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. OAL.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FIFTH AXNUAL

Bench Show of Dogs
rXDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

Southern California Kennel Club,

:o: WILL BE HELD AT :0:

APRIL 19lh. 20th, 21«t AXD 22d.

TS THE HALL

Noe. 31 ? -315 N. Main Street,
(Near St. Elmo Hotel).

GEORGE RAPER, Esq , JUDGE,
SPECIALLY FROM ENGLAND TO JUDGE

ON THIS COAST.

Entries Close April 8th,
AT 107S. BROADWAY. LOS AXGELES.

Deer Hounds For Sale.

Pack of four thoroughly trained Deer Hounds, the

propertv ol the late W. G. Winter. Address or apply

folOlJ Tweutv-First Street, San Francisco.

ITS OBJECT
i l& to prevent dls-

I ease, to regulate
> the bowels and
urine; it strength-
ens the kidneys,

,
prevents scouring,

: colic and legswefi-
ing; loosens the

| hide, fattens stock,
• promotes the ap~
petite, cures

,
coughs, destroys

. worms and bote,

I and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
[To the stall-fed
*

horse it has the beneficial effects and results ol grazing
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows it increases

I and enriches their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTELL.mgr.,

1

k6£3HOWARD SV
1

SAN FRANCISCO '

CAu-_

RECOMMENDED BY

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

WSK\n FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUTH
Address a letter or postal card to

THE PRESS CLAIMS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P.O.B0S463. WASHINGTON, P. C.

PENSIONS PR0CTRED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

dnty In the regular Army or Naw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian war? of 1832 to 1842, and
th"lr widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Bend for new laws. No charge for advice. No fee
antu successful.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer* in

3UNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FULL LINK OF FI.-HIM; TACKLR

8PORT6MK,VS GOODS.
WOrdera hy mail receive prompt attention

THE McMURRAY & FISHER SULKIES.

U.S.A.
WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
SB* FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor oor new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421.427 MARKET ST.. 8. F.

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W. vwtEENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O 7 7 BRASD HOTEL BLOCK.

SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST.. BELOW R4XSOME.

1ST El ~W" T ^L O K. U 3E3 .

ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC REELS,
ENGLISH STREAM REELS,

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES,

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,
SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO

AND GREENHARDT RODS,
NEW STEEL FLY RODS,

GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers gf Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Aak your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.-

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

The L C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUB DEALZE FOB THEM.

Send for Illnvtiated Cataloerne.

—

M

. WCTA0TUB1D BT=

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
jriHTWORS TO L C. HuTI. Fulton. N. 1\.

pRESTON-s fence wire;
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fenc
Wire nude. VeryvUtbU. r^iurT to Stork impn-iiUi-

Nn. 13 SPRING STc KLWirr
WU1 not nag or brcuk. Nearly double (he »i

.
*-.i_: •

of nnr other. Bequlrai no stays. Uunsohniu 18 tot

u> the pound t V'med by leading Breodwv

OrnameniGf. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
oraddreos SCHOOEB. JOHNSON 4 CO., Lo< Anqelti Cal.

HAWLBY BROS. HABDWABB OO., Ban Francisco, Oal

*Uy and quickly pat op. Ask ynur dealer for It : It

loe3 nut keep It. write for sample and pric

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under this heading 60 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLH.
RAYSWATFR STARK Flnely bred norland maresDni^nniLn OlUUa. of this noted breed forsalc at a
bargain, or will exchange for entile. Address J.
HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SflUTHFR FARM YounS well-bred stock for saleOUUIHLn mnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TuMP
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. ^^.fillS'lTj
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for Bale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakwo*d
Park Stork Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. gSSSS^SCSR
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:1736, Homestake. 2:16',, etc.).
Sires—Alcona 730 (aire of Flora Belle, 234, Clay Duke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24. grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17):
Grandlsslmo, 231% (full broUie- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 233M). Stallions, brvodmares. tillles and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SL Helena
Cal. *^ '

PFTFR SWF & SflM Llck House, San Francisco,
rr.tr.fl OflAL ft OUH, Cal^Importera and Br^e^ers
lor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds
" r

Catalogues. F. H.
registered Berkshire swine

BURKE. 636 Market SL, S. F.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Th,irouC hhr.-d I n-Iisli I M s bfdCcd.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and oat
of premium sows of equal merit In
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eliuibl" to registration.
Write for pries. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. \ LI Itl It Nt.ALE,
Rinconada Stock Farm. Mayiteld, Cal.4AL. ^

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., say6: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten rears. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART <fc CO.,
35S Dearborn Street, Chicago, I1L

J. O'KAXK. Agent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTEINER'S.
No. 311 Bush. Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

Near entrance to Bay Dititrlct Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1485- J. R. DICKEY. Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 6CTTEK STREET. S. F.

Cnoice Liciuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER 4 CO

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Eearnv and Bosh Street*.

SAN FRANCISCO.

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND,
EUROPEAN CONTINENT, ETC.

ADVERTISING AGENCY, LTD.
Capital $250,000, H»nry Sell, Hanager, (editor and

founder of "Bell's World's Press.")

Full particulars regarding British or European
Advertising, sample papers, rates, etc.. at the London
Office, 167-16* Fleet Street, or at
NEW YORK OFFICE,!] Park Umv.iironnd Floor.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Oopolbft, x^"v\
I Cubeba and Injections.

f/r\IDY
1 They cure in48 hours the V J
[same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

R I PANS TABULESf'trul*^*
the Rtomoch. llrer and bowel*, and •
purify the bli -"11 ; an* aafoaad effee- •

- .rual ;tbo bc«t mrdlclne known for*
t*3/lrnlit'. -'

ijBVlvy oon3lpaUon. dy^pepria. chronic

•

=-=-^ h-
"

ptrxl«n,dliiirn-«.otTer»«lrr- breath Z
anil . riwh.;

• Uvrr and bowpl*.
*Upf. Takflonrnt m<-Al time. S..M I.t Jimnrtata. A c
• trial bottle Kent br mail on rr-*-i|>t of t& (VOU *
• R1PANS CHSQCALCO . lOBprnM BL N- w Tortc ••«*»•••••*•••••***••-*••*•••«•
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San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DOXAHCE BBOAD-UAOiB ROUTE.

COMMENCING SONl>AY, NOV- 20, 1S92, AND un-

til further notice, boats and trains will leave from and .

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market- !

SBwSS'lKScfeoO FOR PODCT TLBCROS,
BELVEDERE ANT> SAN RAFAEL.

Week Davs—7.40, 9.20, U.40 a.m.; S.30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.

tSaturdavs" onlv—An eAtra trip at 1-50 p.m.
->'—8.00,9.30, lt.00a.ni.: 1.3 l, J.

I ". ^i) p.m.

FR.'.M SAX RAFAEL FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Days—aas, 7.55, MO a. ni.: 12.45, 3.40. 5.05 p.m.

Saturdavs Only—All Extra nip at 6.30 p.m.

Bandars—SJ0, y.40. 11.10 a.m.: L40, 3.40, 5.00. 6.25 p. m.
FROM POINT TIBCKON TO SAN FRANCISCO.
Week Davs—6.50. S.20, 9.5.5. a.nx: 1.40. 4.05. 535 p.m.

Saturdays Onlv—An extra trip at 6.55 pjn.

Sundays—S.40, 10.05, U.35 ajn.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.oo p.m

Wallace's Year Boor ElliOtlCtOFF Wheels

Leave
San Francisco.

DESTINATION"

7:40 a m 8:00 a U
2:30 P M 9:S0 A H
5:05 PM 5:00 pm

Petaluma
and

Santa Rosa

10:40 AMI 8:50 a M
I

6:05 P M ]

10^"> a M
. 7:30 p m 6:10 p m

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg,
Linon Springs,

Cloverdale
and way
stations

I
10:S0 a M

I 7:30 PM
j

6:10 pm

Hopland
and

Ukiah.
7:30 pm I

6:10 pm

GuernevUle.

Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;

At Gevserville for iSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point, ,

Gualala and Point Arena-; at Cloverdale for the Geysers

;

at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartleti Springs: at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bart'.ert Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,

Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Winer Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, WHlitB, Cahto, Mendocino City, Fort

Bragg. Westport, Usal, HydesviUe and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma. Jl.50 ; to Santa Rcsa. 8&2S : to Healdsburg,
13,40; to Cloverdale, ft-50: to Hopland. fo.70: to Ukiah.
|6.75; to Sebastopol, fi-70; to GuernevUle, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, jL50: to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaiuma.il: to Santa Rosa. 81.50 ; toHealdsburg.$2.2S;
to Cloverdale, 83; to Ukiah, fi.50: to Hopland, 53.80; to

Sebastopol, S1.S0: to Guernerville, ?2.50, toSonoma jl:to

Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H. C. WTfTTENG, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN. Gen. Pass. ± TkL Agt

.

Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Stree 1 and 2

New Monurricoerv Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

•-1S92-*
. • . PUBLISHED BY THE * •

American Trotting Register Hss n
CHICAGO, ILL.

This mdespensable adjunct to the libm. , 3i

feerv Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
£igHt-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
aryi;, 1S93-

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^-*^^

The first volume will contain summaries of all

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of

trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan.cs
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE, GREAT TABLES, viz:

I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in
Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in

Harness.
3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

n. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer*
under their Sires to close of 1892.

G. Table 0$ Horses, Sires of tiro or m-
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of

valuable and authentic information in regardw
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and racing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Irders will be filled as received, and as the first

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delaj
should order at once . . - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA N,
312 BCSH STREET, 6. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

Get the Genuine!

These Are the ONLY Ones on

the Market.

They Are Not Adaptations.

Elliot Hickory Cycle Go. Make the Wheels.

Pope Manf'g Go. Make and Attach the Tires

The latest improvements in Pneumatic

Tires and Ball BearingHubs. Complete

with tires, bearings and iorks, axle

socket, ready to be fitted to sulky.

;<-- ORDER L\ TIME, -u 1

Osborn & Alexander,
Agents.

401 MARKKT ST.. far, FBEMOST. 8. F.

A, WESTON k CO '!

Rules and Regulations
—OI THK—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

ASS TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules : Morocco Bind'gi 60c

For sale at the Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F. Oal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

JAMESVILLB,-V V.

(Near Syracuse.)

MANTFACTCEERSOF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to

Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to S40 to

Customer.'- on Pacific
Coast and adjoining

States.

Discountto Dealers Only

"Will send Wheels ox
Receipt op 310 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

liKT 0.\B FROM VOIR \KWSDUALKR.
IT'S IMMB.\8B!

\ (H 1 1. UK IlhMi.ll 1 Kit

From No. 1 to No. 6

From No. 7 toend

OR Bl'BSCRIBB TO IT FOR THI6 YEAR.
It la published semi-monthly during the racing season

and la but 01O per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
341 Broadway, Xew York City.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Fihot-Clasb. Chabqes Reasonable.

private hoomk for t vmm ii .-.

332^34 Pine .Street, below Montgomery St
JOH\ IIMII.KZ. Proprietor.

GrO to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St-

This great practical horse book is a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly illustrated, and explains in everv
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alro
as to breaking, training, shoelnc, waiting, driving, keep
lag, racing and breeding trotter*

.

Read what J. C. Sibley, the owner of St- Bel, says of
Ibis book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the

,

mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that i

any brwder. owutr. trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
pbwe one In tbe hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for 93.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
VJZ Bush St., San Francisco, CW.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

13.10 and 1352 .Market Street, 25 and 27
Park A remit*, San Francisco. Cfll.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full HUB of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board
jdk' bonea

I • -b-[.hour Rfo. 3159

Fashion Stables,
221 F.I l.l» HTRKBT.

The beet accommodations afforded tor the keeping ol
Boarding Horw. Also a choice Une ol Livery Stock.
with H'-n+esand Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED, CARRIAGE OO.'S
j

AGENTS, I

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copjrignts,

•And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to InventoiaWiUUTO!

Cbarge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDOERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washxn-gtox, D. C.

<5"This Company is managed by a combination of
the largest and most Influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect*
injj their subscribers against unscrupulous
and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printing this a dvertiscment vouches for the responsi-

bility End high standing of the Press Claims Company.

us tor circulars.

A WONDER.
_\0 SCREWS \0 TOOLS

•'I bare seen it used under ev
ery circumstance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen prononnce i

a wonder, and I endorse thei
opinion." ALLKX LOWE.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 1, XS93

ASK FOB IT.

Sizes 2 to 8 oz. Sent free paid on
receipt of ?2.00 per pair. Write

MITCHELL TOE Utli.HT CO.,
Martinsville. Indiana

VETERINARY.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. i. R. Rowat, D.V.S
OFFICE HOUES OFFICE HOTTRS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 3.30 p. h

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(.Between Larbin and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SA>" FBAXCISCO.

i

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. &j
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of the University of the State of Xew Yoi
OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST,
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Restdexce—1342 BCSH STREET. Telephone

DR. JOHN CAMPBELL, D.V.S.
Veterinary Sureeon.

820 HOWARD ST., AEAR FOCRTH.
Graduate of the Amer'can Veterinarv College, Unl I

versitv of the State of New Tort, surgeon to thf
American Veterinary HospitaL Free advice and med
icine to the poor day or night. The latest Improver
Price operating table at the hospital. Residence a f
hospital Telephone, 3306.

I. BARKER DALZIELJ
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenoe.
EXAMXJsATIOX FBEE.

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavia Street.

Telefhose 452!

DKE.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
510 G0LDE\ GATE AVE...\EAR POLK.

{.Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.1

VTETERLNART- SURGEON to Board of Health at)
V and County of San Francisco. Only improvec
PRICE OPERATTNG TABLE in city. Turkish, Bus
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Fm
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENOB
Wo. 811 HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 4S

O. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist
1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHOIS-i: Xo. 3,159. XEVADA STA3LZ!

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Residence asd Veteeisaby Lntlbmaby,
Xo. 331 Golden Gate Avenue. San Franciiro.

Tate Sntter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

J«- OPE.\ DAY AAD MGHT. "«•
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on tbe premises.

IDx*. Wm. DF*. S3s^xx,
M. R. C. V. S-, F. E. V. M. S.

VBTERIXARY S L* R G E O \ .

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary
geons, England: Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue-
Telephone No. 412S.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 5»
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. K. Bbodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,

Steam Printers
._ AND DEALERS IN

Pool-6elleni' and Book-Makers' Supplier

401-403 iRansome Street, corner Sacramento
San Franciunt.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE

. t^^H for the most obstinate eases of Godoit-
ts™Q|^ hcea. and Gleet* No other treatment
^b*^J required. Non-poisonous. NoStrlcture.

No inconvenience. sold by ALL
dros£lst& J.Ferre^successortoBrou),
PfcjgB^an, Paris.

L*

Vo Athletes, Cyclists, Baseball & FootballU
Horse-back riders. Boxers and Oar-am enj^

when you want to ride, run, walk, row,
"or swim a long distance, t"*E

ANTI-STIFF

fcaO

oo

;ti^ a marvelous preparation for Strcnctbenin? tW
Muscular Sv.-tem. "vtith Anti-Stiff there i? no falu

neqni^ed; H poe* ctraieht for tbe muxdu: and yon c«
eel it at work. Itbne a" r-ecubsrly warmiTur, comfortinK
ina stimuuitinir effect on all weak or ttiff n tie

sinews. Quick in its action, cleanly tied pleasantM 'f
•;ub it into the muscles every niLrbt f.ra lortmcbt, an<

foil will bepleaeed at its supporting and Ptrenfftn^MH
.ln^j-eriiee. There is not. nor has been, anything lite »

till ».ow. it diOt-r.- from all OiK EmbrooitinnB anrt

Limments. both in substance and effect. Some Athiei»
are so i ^nd of it tnat they rub it all over them.

Price 20c. and 35c. per box.

Trainers size. $1,00.
£. FOUEERA & CO., AGENTS FOR U- S. 30 N. WILLIAM ST.. «•

'

}
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TOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
1^,^, -^ ft good price if you oan find a customer that wants to buy.

tXaa oaa reaoh the greatest Dumber of possible and probable customers

hy adwtising m Sie BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Term*

^Lfr oa advertisements under this heading. "TCcite for partioulara.

For Sale.

Stallion Ring-wood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Ringwood is a dark bay; black points; 15,^ hands,

and resembles SIdnev in formation more than any ot

his sons He is a pure-gaited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he

showed trials of speed in 2:19! J as a four-year-old, and
would have received a record ot 2:18 or better but for an

accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his

engagements, and never has been put in race since.

RIngwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form

and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have goue

East He is a sure foal-getter and of fine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Bingwood is

highlv bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-

awav'i thoroughbreds, he by Williamson's Belmont, he

by American Bov; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted

roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer of speed.

IAXSO FOB SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great

road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.

Bingwood or Tippoo Tib can be put In training and
win their price in one season. For further particulars,

A. C. DIETZ, Oaklaod,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
*With record 2:13 in race; sound and in fine condition

;

will lower his record five seconds this year.

AXSO

Some BBOTHEBS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-

wood, dam American GlrL
SMITH,

No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE '(TROTTING STALLION

BLUE BULL,
• Known as CHISHOLM'S BLUE BULL).

Sired by Wilson's Blue Bull isire of 80ln the list>"dam

Maggie Rice, by Gage'- Logan 127 1. sire of SkinkleHam-
bletonian, 2:2S j(, and o sires of 12 and 5 dams of 5 in the

list); graudam, Fanny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-

oughbred. Gage's Logan was by Hambletonian 10 out

of Lady Wallace by Ohio Eclipse; graudam, Sally

Miller by Post Bov, son of Duroc. This Uandsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1S79, the property of R. B.
Chisholm of Kane County, Illinois. He Is one of the

finest-looking, purest-gaited and most intelligent horses

in this State. His colts are all remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

A BROWN GELDING
six vears old, sired bv the above stallion out of a mare
by Gen. Reno 4764. He Is sound as a dollar, a pure trot-

ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.

Address &» „
Breeder and Sportsman Office.

FOR SALE.

Broodmare, seven years old, by Nephew, dam by a

son of Nephew; color, brown; 15.3 hands. Address.

W. G.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

High-Bred Trotting Stock,
CONSISTING OK

Mares, Geldings, Colts and Fillies,

JSJT ATTOTIOIVr
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1893.

^y Order of Executor Estate FraDk C. Kenttield, Deceased.)

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
Will be sold at the stables, corner Huight and Cole streets, two blocks east of the

terminus of the Haight-Street cable line, where they can be seen until day of sale.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

G-rand Individuals 1—aiso—
colts isd filijis, yearlings, two and

three-year-olds.
Pedigrees and fall particulars can be obtained at the

office of the BREEDER <fc SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush street San Francisco.

PACER!
FOR RALE OR EXCHANGE.
a good road horse, gentle and nice dxivei; pacing

record, 2:24}£: nine years old: drive single or double;

just out of pasture and in good condition. For par-

ticulars address, P. O., box 706, San Jose.

Wo. 1. Brown Mare HKUIVA 13 years old, 16'.;

hands. Foaled 1&80. Sire, Electioneer 125 islre of 132
Id the list); dam Accident dam of Wanda, 2:17 ^ ; Solita,
2:27 ; Rinconado, 2:23, by Elmo 891, record 2:27 (sire of 7
in the list).

No. 2. LU-htBny Mare WEAVER GIRL, 15%
hands, siire. Speculation 928 (sire of 4 in the list); dam
Lady Weaver, out of Messenger Mare.

•\o. 3. Roan More. 8 years old, 16 hands. Foaled
April 12tb, io<5. Sire. Monroe Chiet, record 2:ISh sire
of 3 in llstl; dam Queen, 2:32, bv Alexander 490 (sire of
4 in 2:30 list).

No. 4. Mahogany Bay Mare BIRDIE E. 6 years
old, 15.1 hands. Foaled April 21st, 1SS5. Sire, Director
1S89, record 2:17 'sire of 17 in the list); dam Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list), by Speculation 92S, sire of the dams
of seven in the list

No. 5. Bay Mare FANNY, 8 years old, 15.1 hands-
Sire, Abbotsford 707, record 2:19.'^ (sire ot 9 in the list);

dam Belle, by Abdallah (Paul's).

No. 6. Mabogonv Bay Gelding TELEPHONE,
7 years old, 15.2 hands. Foaled April 14th, 1886. Sire,
Director 18S9, record 2:17 (sire of 17 In the list); dam.
Weaver Girl (No. 2 of this list j by Speculation 928 (sire
of 4 in the list |. This horse Is a full brother ofiNo. 4 oi
this list.

No. 7. Roan Gelding, 7 years old, 16 hands.
Foaled June 5tb, 1886. Sire, Monroe Chief 875, record
2d8M (sire of 3 In the list); dam, Queen, by Alexander
490 (sire of 4 in 2:30 list). This horse is a full brother
to No. 3 of this list.

No. 8. Light Bay Gelding ARTHUR ORTON
(a pacer;, 6 years old, 10.1 bands. Foaled April 7th,
1887. BredbySeth Look, Cook Farm, Danville, Cal.
Sire, Stefnway lw)3, record 2:25 y < sire of 9 in the list);
dam, Maud H., by The Moor 870 'sire of 6 In the list
and grandslre of Stamboul, 2:07,S).

No. 9. Light Bay Gelding TEMPEST, 4 vear*
old, 16.1 hands. Foaled April lOih, 1889. sire, Junlo
14,957, record 2:22 (sire of 2 In the list ,; dam, Weaver Girl
(No. 2 of this list), by Speculation 928 'sire of 4 in the list).

No. 10. Dark Brown Filly INSPIRATION. -

years old. Foaled April 22d, I89L Sire, Director 1889.
record 2:17 Tsireof 17 in the list ); dam, Reglna 'No. 1 ot
this list), by Electioneer 125 (sire of 132 in the list .

No. 11. Light Bay Colt. 2 years old. Foaled
March 30tb, 1881. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record
2::V. vi re of 9 in 2:30 list,: dam roan mare (No. 3 oi
this list), by Monroe Chief 875, record 2:18^ (sire of 5
dams of 8 in the list i.

No. 12. Bay Filly. 2 years old. Foaled May 27tli,
1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record 2:26& (sire oi
9 in the list ^ ; dam. Birdie K. (No. 4 of this list) by
Director 1889, record 2:17 (sire of 17 In 2:30 list).

No. 13. Bay Colt. 2 years old. Foaled March
30th, 1891. Sire, Alexander Button 1997, record 228,^
(sire of 9 In 2:30 llsti: dam, Fanny (No. 5 Of this
list), by Abbotsford 707, record 2:19'£ (sire of 9 In the list.;

No. 14. Black More LORNA DOO.V 10 years
old. Foaled April 24th, 1883. Bred by S. J. Tennent,
Pinole Stock Farm, Pinole, Contra Costa County, Cal.
Sire, Stelnway 1808. record 2:25*j isire of 9 In the list i

:

dam, Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley, out of mare by
Berlrand, Jr.

For catalogues and further particulars, address

tttt.T.TP <fe CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept |in first-class order. Besides ;stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erythiag is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali

fbrnla. All stock sent to me will receive my persona

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,

THE LINDSEY
HUMANE -:- BIT.

HOBART STOCK FARM. SAX MATEO.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races it is ot prime

importance that you accurately time your horses in

their exercise. I make a specialty of horse-timers.

Hare them In all style"

In either sold or silver.

Come and see them, or

Write me and f will tell

Vou all about them.

A. HLRSCHMAN,
113 Sutter St., 8. F.

N. B.—COMPLICATED WATCHES REPAIRED.

CAJST BE LAID ASIDE.
Cures Pullers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers. Write

lor testimonials from the best horsemen In America.

Infringements Vigorously Prosecated.

Nickel, steel mounting, complete, post paid on re-

ceipt of.„ *3 00

Address RORERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, 111.

«3- Price reduced October 1st, 1892.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

Stock Farm For Sale.
•

One of tbe finest stock farms in California, consisting of about ooe hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Xapa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at S4 per mouth at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, iCal., 6 miles from

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responsiblity assumed for ac

cldents or escapes. Stock can be seat direct by the

Steamer [Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-

day from wharf between Washington ;and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
THOS. ROACH, Agent,
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch of rich pasture laud about

one mile and a half from Redwood City, I am prepared
to take horses for pasture. There are small and large

fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc., and plenty
ot running water. The climate Is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
fi per month ; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the

best of care of all horses sent me.

D. C*. MURPHY,
Redwood City, San Mateo Co., Cal,

FOR SALEr"
Imported Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

the 1200-mile flyers. Only a few palrn. Will be sold at

«10perpalr. Apply L. VILLEHJIA,
2102 Elm Street, Oakland Cal.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
c IF THE

LODI RACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, $2 jwr mouth euch, In advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed II stall Is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls wilt be charged for use ot

track as follows : Single borse. |L50 per month ; two or

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at fs per ton

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarter* for horses on tbe

Coast-

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodl, Cal., October 27, U8S,

F. J. BERRY & CO.'S Grand Spring Combination Breeders' Sale
AT

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO, ILL.,

May 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.
ESii-trios Close A-p>ril 1.1893

The Leading Spring Sale.
I IMITED TO 40O HORSBS AND RESTRICTED TO HIGH STANDARD BTOCK AND DEVELOPED SPEED. COM-

PRISING STALLIONS. BROOD MARES, COLTS. FILLIB8. TROTTERS. PACERS WITH LOW RB-

CORDS. AND FAST GREBN HORSES THAT CAN SHOW 2:30 TO 2:15 SPBBD.

Sales, First Week in June. Sales, Last Week in October.

Dexter Park

Horse Exchange.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLBTK
BULKING IN THE WORLD IN IHIll II

Hi -Mil v\ 1PBBD nil »h'l. I. BLOODED
HORSBS.

Chicago the Leading Market of the World for Standard-Bred Horses and Developed Speed

!

trade rewbes every State in the Union, wbHe
i

OM long and ™'?f"™ "£e™ "^^ ™d know how o bring hover, .no ullera together. Choice .tabling for 2,000 borees anil the I »bo«
breeders^«

a
^»S*Vnambe^o I g?en."cod"'gnnfen?. fron!fu!«l",idlng%Sk l.ra\" In SlUornl.. KentucW and the .Northern «at« .re now pledged to oar great Spring -al.-

F. J. BERRY & CO , Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.
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J. A. BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Tafce ttL© Lead.
EP YOU WAJTT to succeed with

YOUK HORSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS.
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

that it Call D6 US8Cl IOr COltS a,S W6ll aS aged IlOrSeS. centennial Axle used, which is the best Bile made, They are the lightes: running, hold the oil longest, and no
dust can enter the arm.

Prououoced by the leading drivers and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

FROU-FROU' and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart
In ordering carts please state size of axle and heigh t of wheels.

for San Francisco.

CHECK BIT
It is an educator,

control of the horse.

It is humane. It gives perfect

It is made in different sizes, so

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

Sole Agents
J. A. McKBRRON, Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer

203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

'9

767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

TOOMEY'S -:- NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

Special C3fFor——In order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS tjiis Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moffit's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

I*XX©"U.IXl.ia,t±0 S"U.llX.±©S— -"Will have a complete stock of

T X>MEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

KMi FOR \K\\ I .VTALOtil K.

J. OKANE.

KALAMAZOO FARM.

Twisted Strip Fencing
RESULTS OBTAINEO AT
THE WELL-KNOWN

Gentlemen :—TVe have used Cole's Oseidine fur the past two years, and consider
it inv:iluableforfipnmgTciidons,Curbs,Ringbone.and Spavins; there is not nine
equals it; and for us it effected a permanent cure where firing failed, although
performed by one of the most successful vetcriiiaries on the continent. We have
recommended it to others with like success, and believe It has more merit uau
anv blister ever used. Verv rcspectfullv vonrs,
Kalamazoo, Mich 6. A. BKOWKE <fc CO., PSOP'S.

This scientific preparation Isanabsolatcenrcforall
bony orealUiu » lump! on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "firing," without creating the
i blemish. Aft- rnfcwappllcationstlicexcres-
cuc- U so palpably reduced thai even the ?.<-'. j-'iic.il

frank.iv acknowledge that it is by fur the motl raln-
abJe outwjr i raseoj f * >r horse* ever In v i.

-

7 Hill I V ,,r ' ''"ration In the world thai
s/lllsl v.,11 reman a lionc Spavin

after Ithu become osilflcd.

Put up In one style only. Price, $3.00 per bottle.

* A. P. BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET. BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Ak-enu ftrUnttad States and Canada.
TVc pi-

**imy npri-M when mnnry'iirpnm.
punira order, wr n.inl I'.O.V., hi buyer*
DBSsBlfeBhi

says :-Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc.,

I have long used It in my stables, and find it to be all that U
claimed for It In removing callous and unnatural bony growths with-
out leaving the slightest blemish. From my experience, I moit
strongly recommend the use of Cole's Ossldlna, and feel that it is S)

necessary adjunct to every stable. Yours respectfully,

¥. GEUUARD,
Long Branch.

SOLD BY

t ». ramintTOS, A.R.TAS KE8T a CO, and C. M. HOSEMAX *BR0^
N.x Ynrk ( iiv; nUkJlt k V.KKSER. liuftolo. N.V.; GKOB01 It*

B. KEIB* CO'., Philadelphia. Pa. ; HrHiniSON. I'UHJIHl, * CO.,
• ml ram VAI M1IA.uk A suns. Chicauo. 111. ; JOHN D. PARK
* 80S 1-. Ci.rin. til, ii. El,mil a FOSTER. »nd E. O. MILES, De-
tr.ii Blfeh.; IBTRB linos, intrc ro„ St. Louis, Mo.; i. R. roos
a in., Kaasai < Ity, Mo.; back a CO., San l-'rancii-co, t'al.; UOBt
LISOVI'ETTETT Hi.. LoalfffUlc, Kv„

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine (Hidden Barbed "Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. TJ0.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

DetJrTr CLADDING'S HOOF DRESSING
And

Horse Owners! Try
GONIBAULT'S

'Caustic

.Balsam
a Safe Xpttti and Poilt \u run

Thr HnTrat, Brat BLISTER -v<r u«ed. Takes
lha plsve of a" liniment for mud ot u ret* Mtlon.
RemOTes all Sunehr<« ur HN-nilMien Irnm Iliir«rs
andCalllr. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR INC- i,rtr>>ifu>U to produce tear or blrmUh.

Bvorr bottle lOl 1 l* warranted to bIto aatli*faction
Price 9(.50 *0M I'T drugatsta, or
Mnl by express, rlmnri pnlil, with full directions
(or IU u«e. B I

I of dsswriptlTO circulars.

-

TIIR LAWUKN' IB-WILLIAMS CO.. Cloroland O. Ivoi IndlgotUoi
RniggtStB. ttOODtM i\ !>

Talie no other.
This design shows label on Gladding' s Whale Oil and Tar

Hoof Dressing and Liniment
;
get the Genuine ; take no sub-

stitute.

It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of good

horses, und from the good results it has given they recommend

it to others; it will positively soften and toughen horses'

feet that have become hard and brittle from constant driving

on hard roads.

Pncki-d in quart screw top cans, with a brush for each can. Also 1 tr/allon

cans, with screw lop,

Price per oan $1-00
Price per 1 gallon 3.00

For sale by all Harness Stores in U. S., or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Wholesale Agent.

Write for a special list.
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

Opened on a Good Day Before a Fair-

Sized, Enthusiastic Audience.

SEVEN SPLENDID RACING EVENTS.

The Winner* Prove to Be Sir Walter, Brnlus-Bonnie Jean

Colt. Kyrle Daly-Abra Filly, Dinero, Drnmmer,

St. Croix and Gladiator—Two Very Exciting

Finishes—Description of Ail the

Racine Events to Date.

FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1893.

UK race-goers were never furnished

as good a programme as the one

of to-day. Seven races to open

the spring Blood Horse meeting,

and in every event some excellent

racing material. While all the

enthusiasts were present, it can

be said with truth that the quality

of the sport furnished by the as-

sociation was good and the quan-

titv immense, therefore it was surprising that the attendance

was not larger, not many over 3,000 being present. >"ot a

cloud of any color flecked an azure sky, but a strong wind

blew in the faces of the horses as they strained every muscle

coming down the homestretch, making fast time out of the

question. The track was simply in perfect condition, and

Superintendent Fieldwick is to be congratulated on that

account. Many that attended the races to-day drove out in

the handsomest of equipages, and not only were the stalls full

of carriages, but many lined up against the fence in the

picturesque (if not handsome) enclosure. The grand and

members' stands were fairly well filled with handsome ladies,

bedecked in costumes to secure which doubtless made the bank

account of their fathers and husbands groan and to gaze on

them cause the eyes of their friends to sparkle with delight.

Twenty-two bookmakers made the grand stand quiver with

their discordant notes, and as five favorites got home first, the

pencilers' load of coin was materially lightened when the last

race was o'er. Only two firms are reported winners. Among

the bookmaker'-* boxes were many new signs but a multitude

of well-known visages. However, there were not a few brand-

new betting men in the arena of speculation, for instance,

Frank Northey, well-known in political and other circles
;

Captain Henry White, ex-commander of the famous yacht

Aggie ; Ralph Curtis, a youth who has made several on-

slaughts on the strong boxes of the bookies in the past who

thought he would try being on "the inside" a little, just to

see how it went ; Mr. Cohen, another young man who has

been connected with the betting establishment of Henry

Schwartz for many years, and last, but not least, a firm of

gentlemen from Gaul, who were quite at sea on Betting Boule-

vard. Of the animals in the Grand Prix of Paris they might

have some knowledge, but of ours they savied not to an alarm-

ing extent. However, a modest young " tout," rejoicing under

the name of " Kid Blazer," initiated them into the intricacies

of the American bookmaking game, and if it did cost the

"Parlez Vous" firm something, the experience should be

worth a good deal.

Starter Ferguson had not a little trouble with the fields of

horses he was asked to send off, there being a number of

"'green" horses and jockeys to deal with. However, he did

not make a bad start. In the second event Johnny Weber,

on Claire, as anxious, honest jockeys often do, tried to get a

flying start on that filly several times. According to the

youth, Starter Ferguson cut him twice with a " blacksnake "

whip, and two heavy welts across the back attest that some

one struck him. Weber was also fined $50. He rode the day

out, however, and was successful on two occasions. His father,

Peter Weber, declared that he would not allow either of his

boys (John or Charles) to ride any more at this meeting un-

less Mr. Ferguson apologized for his actions and agreed to

accord him better treatment in the future. [Later—Weber

and his two sons were suspended for one'year by the Blood

Horse Association.]

In the iudges' stand were Presiding Judge ClintonX^ Riley

and Associates Xorman Brough and Charles Trevathan, and,

while there were a couple of rather close finishes, their deci-

sions gave general satisfaction.

In addition to the excitement over the races, not a little

bubble of the same was occasioned over the bidding on winners

of selling races. In the sixth race St. Croix, entered at $900,

was run up by an unsnown gentleman to $1,300, but as

Trainer-owner Mike Kelly and his employer, Thomas H-

Williams, are credited with making a neat clean-up on the

race, a trifle of $400 to keep the horse is of little moment.

After the last race there was plenty of excitement when Henry

Schwartz ran the winner, Gladiator, up to $1,500, at which

price the owner, B. C. Holly, let him go.

R. Porter Ashe bred two of the winners—Dinero and Drum-

mer—and was naturally proud of his success. Charley Boots

was a very happy young man over the success of his horses-

Sir Walter and the Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt carried off the

honors and coin in the first two races, while Initiation ran

third in the sixth event—a wonderful showing for the Elm-
wood Farm horses. The horses of Senator Thompson, of

Nevada, did well, too, running second on two occasions, (Silver

State and Martinet,) and winning once {the Drummer) at long

odds. W. O'B. Macdonough's horses showed to excellent

advantage, also, the Kyrle Daly—Abra filly being victorious,

Grandee running second and the Three Cheers—Hattie Ball

filly finishing third.

The new band played the plungers* hoodoo, " The High

School Cadets," by mistake, but afterwards improved on its

selections and rendered good service in the work of enliven-

ment. Following is an

ACCOUNT OF THE DAY'S BACXNO.

The introductory event was a seven-furlong dash, and
brought out eight of the best horses quartered at the track for

that kind of race. Sir Walter opened in the betting at 4 to

1, but a persistent plunge on his chances all around the ring

forced the odds down to 7 to 5. Towards the close the odds

receded to 2 to 1. Quarterstaffard Dr. Ross were ployed for

a killing, and Martinet had a host of admirers. The latter

arterstaff are American Derby candidates. The rest

of the field, except Wicklow, were practically overlooked.

The flag fell to a moderately good start, Joe Narvaez having

j
his horse, Sir Walter, well under way in front, with Charger

;
second and Cyclone third. Martinet got away badly. Sir

Walter and Charger ran lapped until nearing the half, < Krclone

about three Lengths behind. Soon after leaving the half-pole

;

Sir Walter gave Charger the slip, Martinet moved op and
Cyclone fell back. For a moment Martinet looked dangerous,

! bul once in the straight Sir Walter came a-.

1 soon put two lengths between himselfand Senator Thompson's
1 good colt, who, however, came gamely, and was gaining a

trifle as Sir Walter passed under the wire an easy winner by

a little over a length in 1:28$. Martinet, in the place, was

i
two lengths from I >r. Ross, who came'up well in the last quar-

i ter of a mile. Wicklow was fourth, over a length behind the

i
Doctor, Cyclone a length behind the Maedonongh colt, Quar-
terns ti next, Charger seventh and Captain Al last of all. The
time was excellent, in view of the prevalence of a heavy wind,

which blew in the horses' facescoming dowu the homestretch.

The second race, half a mile, for two-year-olds, had six

starters, Montalvo and the Brutus-Beauty colt being scratched
out. The Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt was considered an " air-

tight," with Montalvo out of the race, and was played with all

kinds of money. Claire repeatedly dashed away in front in
the breakaways, and there was a long delay at the post. Starter
Ferguson fined Johnny Weber, on Claire, £50. George Miller
was up on the favorite. At length the bunting cleft the air,

and the favorite was the leader, Claire second, and the Three
Cheers-Hattie Ball filly next. Miller took a wrap on the
favorite, and allowed Claire and the Three Cheers filly to
make the pace. Once straightened out in the homestretch the
big, handsome son of Brutus came away, and won very easily
by a length. Atticus, last to get off", made a magnificent
run in the stretch, and was gaining fast at the end, getting the
place, a length separating him from the Hattie Ball filly,

third. Thornhill was fourth, Claire fifth and Last Chance
last. Time, 0:51.

The third race, also half a mile, had for a favorite Mr. Mac-
donough's filly, fresh from San Jose, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam
Abra, consequently a sister to the good Candelabra. There
was not so much trouble in getting this lot of youngsters away,
although there were three more starters. Silver State was the
leader at the outset, with the Abra filly at her neck, Realiza-
tion a bang-up third. This was the order until about a six-
teenth from home, when the favorite passed to the front at a
great pace and won easily by three lengths, Silver State sec-
ond, two lengths from Realization. Jennie Deane.who got
away badly and was absolutely last coming into the home-
stretch, came wonderfully fast the last quarter, and was lapped
on Realization at the finish. Then came Morven, Cherokee,
Guiltless, Fortuna and Corncob, in the order named. Time,
0:50.1.

The fourth race, thirteen-sixteenths of a mile, had eight
starters of very fair quality, and the Sir Modred mare, Motto,
was considered a good thing and accordingly made a slight
favorite over the well-played Revolver. Dinero opened at S
to 1, but was played hard in nearly all the books, forcing the
odds down to 4 to 1 at the close. Nellie G. was not considered
out of the hunt, and at 4 to 1 was played to a considerable ex-
tent. Motto, as usual, dashed away in the lead, and opened
up a three-length gap going to the half-pole. Between the
half and three-quarter marks she commenced to come back to
her field, and half-way down the homestretch Dinero got on
even terms. A sixteenth from home he had his neck in front,

and held her safe to the wire, winning by a neck. Revolver
came with a rush at the end, and was beaten by the fast-fading-
away Motto but a head for place money. Time, 1:21 f. Motto
ran the first six furlongs in 1:14}. Henry Schwartz is credited
with winning between $4,000 and $5,000 on the victory of
Dinero, while Col. Burns and Moee Gunst were also heavy
winners.

The fifth race was for three-year-olds, six furlongs, and
Grandee, at 2 to I, was the favorite. Ledalia, Alliance and
(raw ford were well thought of, while Drummer was nibbled
at A long delay was occasioned by the circus tactics adopted
by Solitude and « "lacquer, and when the flac fell, after a vexa-
tious wait of over half an hour, Solitude was left to soliloquize
at the starting-point. Drummer that We always claimed was
close to a world-beater if he coold be cured of bolting, simply
made monkeys out of everything in the field of nine that op-
posed him, leading all the way and cantering in a winner by a
len^'t h ; ;i the way)
in the place, Alliance third, two lengths in the rear of the
gray colt. Time, 1 :1 6.

St Croix was favorite over the field in the second race, one
of six furlongs, Ida Glenn and Initiation being next in

public favor. The favorite led Inkerman all the way into the
stretch by over a length, pulled away easily in the lasi fur-

long, and won by three lengths, Inkerman, the place hor-

far from [nidation, third. Regal, Mero, Alto Mtia and Ida
I followed in the order nan^ed. Time. 1:16. A stranger

ran St. Croix up to $1,300 ($400 over his entered selling price),

T. M. Williams retaining the horse, however.
Gladiator, in the last race, >ix furl r:

. mer favor-
ite even than St. Croix, but there ffU quite a pl:iy on M acker.
The latter led Gladiator by over a length to the bomestretCtL
but died away like a "cold-blooded critttir" in the last six-

teenth, Gladiatot winning by three part- of a length from Cur-
rency, who came up like a flash in the it and beat
Mackey out half a length. Time, 1:16 . Schwarti then ran
the winner Q] »ver his entered selling price.

Following are the summaries of the day's races. rVe
day a new style of summary, the lir-t column allowing

readers (in a short time) to trace a horse's perform!

this meeting, every race having a number, so that
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instance, appears in the first column, before the horse's name,

it will be found he started in race 2.

BOMHARXES OF THE HAY'S RACK?.

R v F 1 -Bvv District Tkack, April 1, 1893, Spring Meeting of

lh rill a Horse Association—First race, introductory

;, ir ..: - -
. r three-year-olds and upward: winner of a sweepstake

St ,uiv value in 1992 to carry proper weight. Horses that have not won
a handicap ur purse race iu that vcar 01 the value of S600 to the win-

ner allowed o pounds; of Ki-Mi, allowed 8 pounds. Beaten non-win-

ners in IMS, If three years old, allowed 12 pounds; it older. 13 pounds.

Seven furlongs. post
Finish. Odds

— Elmwood Stock Farms b h SIR WALTER (5), by
Nathan Coombs—Bessie. UW pounds .J. Narvaez 1 1 to 2

_ VT. Thompson's ch c maktinet (3), by imp.

Mariner- Marin. 110 pounds King • o to 1

— 11. Jones' b h UK. ROSS (4). by imp. Cheviot

—imp. Beauty, 109 pounds &pence 3 10 to 1

— \V. O'B. Uacdonougtfs ch c WICKLOV* (S), by _
I viu-cer-AiiTil Jane. lOo pounds Sullivan i to 1

— Smith & Co.s br h CYCLONE (a), by Jim Sher-

wood—May Edwards, 119 pounds w . Clancy 30 to 1

— H. D. Brown's br c QUARTEKSTAFJ? (S), by imp.

Frair Tuck-Sister to Ruth Ryan, 102 pounds
H. Smith 4 to 1

— T.Eallv:;th . UIAI . El. I ) by Vl ildidle-un _

traced. 113 pounds J.Weber 0.....12 to 1

— Owen Bros.' blk h CAPTAIN AL (61. by King-

ston—Black Maria, 124 pounds seaman 20 to 1

Time—1:28%.
Won easily by a trifle over a length, two lengths between second

and third.
.

EACE > —Second race, for two-year-olds, purse S500; winners this

year of one race to carry three pounds, two or more, five pounds extra.

Haifa mile.
post

Finish. Odds.

— Elmwood Stock Farm's b e by imp. Brutus—
Bonnie Jean. 121 pounds Miller 1 1 to 2

_ G. Vau Gorden'a b c ATTICUS, by Argyle—Glen-
loch. 118 pounds Rafour 2 6 to 1

— W. O'B. Maedonough's b f by Three Cheers—
Hattie Ball. 115 pounds Sullivan 3 4 to 1

— \V M. Murrv'seh c THORNIIILL. by imp. Chev-

iot—rbcebe Anderson. 118 pounds Leonard o 8 to 1

-- c. L.Don's chf CLAIRE, by Duke of Norfolk—
Lakme. 115 pounds J. Weber 10 to 1

— J Reaver's chc LAST CHANCE, by Duko of Nor-

folk—Vidette J- Narvaez 5 to 1

Time—0:51.

Won by a length easily, same distance between second and third.

RACE 3.—Third race, for two-year-olds, same conditions as second

race, purse S400. Half a mile.

Finish. Odds.

— V? O'B. Maedonough's ch fby imp. Kyrle Daly--

Alira, 115 pounds 1- Weber 1 2 to 1

_ W Thompson's b f SILVER STATE, by imp.
Cheviot—Bessie Shannon. 115 pounds King 2 S to 1

— Watson AiHoag's be REALIZATION, by Regent
—Sadie. 118 pounds w. Clancy 3 3 to 1

— Antrim Stable's ch f JENNIE DEANE. by imp.
Sir Modred—Echota. 115 pounds Jackson 15 to 1

— W F Smith's b c MORVEN. by imp. Cheviot—
Lurline. 118 pounds McClane 15 to 1

— W. A. Gibson's b c CHEROKEE, by Fellowcharm
—Gleiicola. 121 pounds F. Narvaez 0.. ..10 to 1

— Cavanaugh Bros.' b f GUILTLESS, by Major Ban
—Acquitto, 115 pounds O'Hara 10 to 1

— Encino Stable's bfFORTL'NA, by imp. Brutus— ..; B77
Viola Rea. 115 pounds Moody 15 to 1

— Dndine Stable'sch c CORNCOB, by imp. Mariner

—Cantenac. lis pounds Miller 6 to 1

Time—0:50)4.

Won easily bv three lengths, same between second and third.

RACE 4.—Fourth race, selling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse

J400. Six and one-half furlongs.
Post

Finish. Odds.

_ H Schwartz's b c DINEKO 111, by Alta—Char-
lotte. Ill pounds, 51,500..... 1. Weber 1 4 to 1

— G. Van Gordon's ch m MOTTO (41, by imp. Sir

Modred —Mottle. 109, S1.800 C. Weber 2 6 to 2

— B C Hollv's b g REVOLVER (a;, by Joe Dan-
iels-Young .J ule. 116. S2.000 Miller 3 3 to 1

— Villa Stable's ch h BRONCO (a), by Joe Hooker-
Laura Winston, 119, 52,000 Seaman 15 to 1

— Snnnyside Stable's b c CASSIM (4), by Clifton Ben
—bv Nortolk, 81,300 King 6 to 1

— H. Daniels' ch g DEMOCRAT^), by Joe Hooker
—Hattie Ball. 113, 12.000 F. Narvaez .... 8 to 1

_ Idaho Stable's b g LITTLE TOUGH (4), by Glen

Elm, 'is. 51,000 C. Clancy 2 to 1

— J H. Davis's gr m NELLIE G. (6), by Sampson
—untraced, 11 1, 52,000 Spence 4 to 1

Time—1:21%.:
Won rather easily by a neck, head between second and third.

RACE 5,—Fifth race, for three-year-olds ; winner of arace since Jan-

uary Hlli 3 lbs ; two or more. 5 lbs. extra ; maidens allowed 7 lbs.

BlxftirlODg*
post

Finish. Odds.
_ W Thompson's bg DRUMMER, by Ed Corrigan

—Fannie I>.. 112 pounds King l 6 to 1

— W. O'B. Maedonough's gr g GRANDEE, by War-
wick—Helen Scratch, 122 Deunison 2 2 to 1

~ Idaho Stables' be ALLIANCE, by Hidalgo—Mag-
gie S 122 Epperson 3 5 to 1

— Elmwood BtOCk Farm's b f LEDALIA, by Argyle
Miller 3 to 1

— Antrim Stable's ch g CRAWFORD, by Apache—
rfleld, 113 Jackson 0..... 6 to 1

— W. F. Smith's b C STEADFAST, by Sobrante—
Narcola, 116 seaman 20 to 1

— E.J. Appleby's ch c CLACQUER, by Three cheers
—Belle ot the Lake, lKi Williams 12 to 1

— B. C. Holly's b g SIDNEY, by Sid-Ninena, 112...

, W. Clancy 10 to 1

— Dr. Thos, BowhlU's b f WILDFLOWESR, by
Blrdcatcher—Lottie L.. 110 Cairnes 20 to 1

— G. W. Watuon'H bf SOL1T1 DE, by imp. Darcbln—
Altitude, 110 Slocum (L. at post) 10 to 1

'i [me—1:16.

Won very easily by one and hair lengths, two between second and
third.

RACE '..-sixth race, selling, purse $ico. Six furlongs.
Post

Finish. Odds.
_ t ,

i
bcST.CROIX [4), bj King Dan-

iels—br I'.i" inds,S9O0 r. Narvaez I l to 2
- INKERMAN [a), by Ironclad—

Allci- I 100 i pi ei on 2 12 to l

i
, .

|
-itiation, by In-

auguration Brown Maria, UC pounds, 11,800 Miller 8..... 5 to 8

_ Bu i;
'

; nt—
Coombs 8 to i

>y Wlldldle—Pre-
Seaman 16 tO 1

_ Bui MIO i)
(
by Alta-

Bmfh King 8 to 1

_ |, Glen Elm—
Gqi in, 103 pound .

..........< Clancy -l to l

Lfl

Won easily by three lengths, two t id and third.

7.—seventh w flltlona as sixth race, purse WOO.
~\x (Ul

POBt
I- illl' ll I I

I
-

I .

w. Clanoy i i to 2

8 to 1

i

I

B. C.
W. '

— W. A CCRR1

i h i.i. G b Mta by Lang-
Bpcnco a .... i to l

- w H r g
1,200 Hlnr

I |

W. George's i Conq iCSt-Swlft, 90
1. Murphy to 1

— D. Bridges' gr m LUCY S. (a), by Accident, 91

pounds. SJ00 Peters . ..15 to 1

— Sturgill i Fisher's ch g JOE HOOKER IR. (a),

by Joe Hooker—Lady Pacific, 93 pounds, $400 by
J

. . „ Hanawalt 10 to 1

— Bums & Waterhouse's b g JOE WINTERS (5), by
Joe Hooker—Louisa D.. 102 pounds, $700 H. Smith 6 to 1

Time—1:16K-
Won rather easily by*three-quarters of a length, half a length be-

tween second and third.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1893.

The racing at Bay District today was excellent through-

out, close and exciting, finishes being the rule. Close to 3,000

persons saw the contests. The track could scarcely have been

in better condition, but quite a heavy wind was on hand, in-

terfering somewhat with the making of fast time. Joe Nar-

vaez covered himself with glory by piloting three winners to

the front in the five events, Miller riding the other two.

Bronco, a 10-to-l shot, got home in advance in the first race,

to the delight of the bookmakers, Topgallant, an even-

money favorite at the post, being bowled over and the well-

played Drummer and Dr. Boss as well. The Brutus-Bonnie

Jean colt, with 123 pounds up to 115 and 118 on the others,

got away well, and was never headed, showing marked supe"

riority over his fellows. St. Croix won a fast seven-furlong

race from the fast-coming Revolver and the fast-dying-away

Motto, but had Clancy moved a little sooner on Eevolver the

chances are a victory would have gone to the Holly stable.

As it was, St. Croix won by a short neck in 1:28$.

Sir Walter's win can be credited to Miller's superb riding

and the poor work in the pigskin of little Coombs, who not

only got away badly and slow, made too much use of the colt

in the first part of the journey, but went to sleep half-

way down the homestretch. Miller timed the finish beauti-

fully, and landed Sir Walter a winner by the scantest of mar-

gins.

Currency's win can also be laid at the .door of magnificent

horsemanship. Narvaez nursed the handsome colt along un-

til the homestretch was reached, and, by brilliant riding)

managed to beat out the well-played Morton by a neck. Cur-

rency's victory, however, made the bookies very weary, they

being hard-hit.

A feature of to-day's racing was that three horses that won

last Saturday got home first to-day—the Bonnie Jean colt,

St. Croix and Sir Walter. In the Bonnie Jean race Atticus

again ran into place, as he did on Saturday. The books won

to day in a majority of cases.

The springing of the Board of Control's forfeit list on Porter

Ashe created another sensation, and it was regarded as mere

vindictiveness on the part of Mr. Ashe's enemies that

prompted the action, though there is a Blood Horse
rule regarding unpaid forfeits. It appeared that Ashe
owed something like $2,900 in the shape of forfeits

on stakes, run on Board of Control tracks. These were brought
forward at a very late hour by the judges to Mr. Ashe, and as

he could not secure the sum at a moment's notice, his entry,

Sir Reel, had to be scratched out of the first race. The sym-
pathy of the race-goers was undoubtedly with Ashe, who had
been told any of his entries outside of Geraldine would be ac-

cepted.

THE DAY'S RACING.

Topgallant was at all times a hot favorite, going to the post

at even money. Dr. Boss and The Drummer had an army of

friends, while hot tips were out on Tigress and Eoyal Flush.

Bronco was first away, but had not gone many strides before

Nellie Van passed him, Dr. Boss was all but left at the post.

Bronco assumed command again at the end of a quarter of a

mile, and led into the homestretch by two lengths, Nellie Van
dying away and Topgallant coming up fast. In the straight

The Drummer made a spurt, but let go again, and Bronco
won, ridden out, by three parts of a length, Topgallant second,

a length from Inkerman. Time, 1:14.!—by odds the best run
of the meeting thus far. The winner carried 119 pounds, and
is an aged brother to Snowdrop.

Twelve* youngsters faced Starter Ferguson in the second
event on the card, four and one-half furlongs. The Brutus-

Bonnie Jean colt was backed down from S to 5 to even money,
notwithstanding he was carrying 123 pounds. Atticus and
Abbess (formerly Abra filly) were played to some extent,

principally for place. The balance were practically over-

looked. The favorite was first off", and in the first half-dozen

jumps had put over two lengths between himself and his near-

est opponent, Jennie Deane, Abbess lying third and The Lark
next. The Bonnie Jean colt was never headed, and won eas-

ily by three lengths. Jennie Deane ran up fast and then died

away in the homestretch (Jackson losing his whip), and
Atticus came up from the extreme rear and gave
battle to Abbess. The finish between Van Gorden's colt and
Maedonough's filly was a hair-raising one, Atticus getting

home half a head in advance eventually. Silver Plate was
fourth, The Lark fifth, the rest strung out, Button last. Time,
0:55 ;—fast indeed for a youngster with a house on his back.

Revolver was a hot favorite in the third race, selling, seven-

eighths of a mile, though every horse in the race was backed
except Charger. Revolver set the pace for about an eighth
of a mile, then Motto, who got away third, headed him and
passed to the front, opening up her customary daylight space.

St. Croix passed Revolver between the half and three-quarter

poles, and made play for Motto, who entered the homestretch
a length and a half to the good. Cries went up that the mare
was winning, but she quit badly, and St. Croix apparent had
the race won easily less than an eighth from the wire. Here
Revolver commenced to come up like a Kansas cyclone, and
was gaining at every jump as St. Croix passed the winning-
point first by a neck, Revolver beating Motto a good length.
Time, 1:28J.
The fourth race, mile dash, had for a torrid favorite

Thompson's <-<.lt, Martinet, who went to the post at even
money. Sir Waller was hacked down from 4 to 1 to 2 to 1,

while Quarterstaff and Almont had their moneyed friends.

Quarterstaff and Sir Waller were first off, the favorite being
slow to move out of fifth place, Quarte-i-stafF led past the
quarter and half by a. couple of lengths, and Coombs was rid-

ing hard on Martinet, placing him second as they swept by
the half, Sir Waller being third and hard-ridden, also. Com-
ing around the turn into the homestretch, Martinet got his
head in front, ami a shout went up that it was all over. Mil-

Post
Finish. Odds.

1

ler, who had not let up at any point on Sir Walter, now came
through on the outside, and Coombs, overconfident at first and
rattled as he saw Sir Walter coming at him, lost a race that
should easily have gone to Martinet, through inferior riding
making too much use of the colt after getting away badly, go-
ing to sleep in the homestretch and then being out-ridden.
In a wonderfully exciting finish Sir Walter won by the scant-
est of noses from Martinet, who was two lengths from Quar-
terstaff, third, Almont fourth, Wicklow next, Sheridan sixth
and the maiden, Belfast, last. Time, 1:42}.

Currency was at all times a favorite in the last race, though
there were several warm tips out on Morton, Regal and Alto-
Mio. Litile Tough led the way at the start, attended by Mor-
ton and Dick O'Malley. Then the latter sailed to the front,
and led to the turn into the homestretch, when Morton and*
Little Tough sailed away and Joe Narvaez went to work with
a Vengeance on Currency. By dint of splendid riding, this
after getting in a pocket a little over an eighth from the wire
Currency passed Morton in the last dozen strides and won a
fine race by a neck, Morton second, half a length onlv from
Little Tough. Time, 1:16.

SUMMARIES OF THE PAY'S RACES.
RACE S.—Bay District Track. Tuesday, April 4, 1S93.—Second Dar—First race, for three-year-olds and upward, purse 5500 • winner of arace in 1S92 of the value of §700. 5 lbs., or of two races in 1S93 of any

value, 5 lbs. extra; horses that have not won a race in ]S92ofthevalue-
of 5500, or two races of any value in 1S93, allowed 5 pounds.
Previous
Race, Number.
4 D. Mcintosh's eh h BRONCO (a), by Joe Hooker

—Laura Winston, 119 pounds J. Narvaez 1 10 to— M. Storn's ch h TOPGALLANT (4). by imp. Mar-
iner—Lady Clare. 121 pounds Miller 2 even'

6 W. P. Fine's b g INKERMAN (a), by Ironclad-
Alice, 116 pounds Epperson 3.. ..15 to 1— W. O'B. Maedonough's b f TIGRESS (3). by Prince
ot Norfolk—Katie A., 100 pounds Sullivan fi to 1

5* W. Thompson's b e THE DRUMMER (3), bv Ed.
Corrigan—Fannie D , 105 pounds King 4 to l

1 H. Jones' bh DR. ROSS (4), by imp. Cheviot-
imp. Beauty, 116 pounds Rafour 0.. 7 to 1

7 T. Bally's ch g MACKEY (61, by Alta—by Lang-
ford, 116 pounds Spence 30 to t— Owen Bros.' ch h ROYAL FLUSH (4), by Three
Cheers—Rosette. 116 pounds Seaman 10 to 1— J. R. Ross' b m NELLIE VAN (1), by Vanderbilt
—Victoria, 111 pounds F. Narvaez 20 to 1

Time—1:14%.
Won in a drive by three-fourths of a length, one length between-

second and third.

RACE 9.—Second race, for two-year-olds, purse $400 ; winner of two
races in 1S93, 5 lbs. extra. Nine-sixteenths of a mile.

Previous post
Race Number. Finish. Odds.
2* Elmwood Stock Farm's b c, by imp. Brutus—

BonuieJeau, 12? pounds Miller 1 1 to 1
2 G. Van Gorden's b c ATTICUS, by Argyle—Glen-

loch, US pounds Rafour 2 7 to 1
3* W. O'B. Maedonough's ch i ABBESS (form. Abra

filly), by imp. Kyrle Daly—Abra, 115. pounds
Sullivan 3 3 to 1— W. Thompson's ch f SILVER PLATE, by Nee

Ban—Swift, 115 pounds Kin" ,J to 1— W. M. Murry's b g THE LARK, by Wildidle—by
Monday. 115 pounds Lloyd 15 to 1— Elmwoood Stock Farm's b c by imp. Brutus-
Beauty. 118 pounds Rinstine 10 to 1— J. H.Miller's b c JIM LEE, by John Happy-
Olive, 118 pounds .".Spooner 15 to 1

3 W.F. Smith's be MORVEN, by imp. Cheviot—
Lurline, US pounds McClane 0. 15 to 1

3 Antrim Stable's eh f JENNIE DEANE, bv imp.
Sir Modred—Echota, 115 pounds Jackson 20 to 1— F. W. Thompson's ch fRHODANTE, by imp. Con-
veth—Brunova, 115 pounds Long 20 to 1— Pueblo Stable's b c AGITATO, by imp. Cyrus—
Frolic, US pounds Morris 0....10 to X— D. Bridges' br c BUTTON, by Sid—Idler, IIS
pounds Peters 20 to 1

Time—0:5554.
Won easily by three lengths, halfa head between second and third.

RACE 10.—Third race, selling, purse 5400 ; winner to be sold at auc-
tion for $5,500 ; if for less, one pound allowed for each $100 to SI,500 ;
then two pounds for each 5100 to 51,000 ; winners of two races since
January 11th, five pounds extra. Seven furlongs.

Previous post
Race Number. Finish. Odds
6* Undine Stable's b h ST. CROIX (4), bv King

Daniels—by Bayswater, 10=> pounds '....J. Narvaez 1..., 4 to 1
4 B. C. Holly's b g REVOLVER (a), by Joe Daniels

—Young Jule. US pounds W. Clancv 2.... 7 to 5
4 G. Van Gorden's ch m MOTTO (4), by imp. Sir

Modred—Mottle, 111 pounds Rafour 3. 4 to 1

I

7* Burns & Waterhouse's b g GLADIATOR (a), by
Grinstead—Althola. 109 pounds King 4 to 1

4 J. H. Davis' gr m NELLIE G. (6), by Sampson,
114 pounds Murphy 0....15 to 1

1 T. Bally's ch g CHARGER (6), by Wildidle, 110
pounds Sullivan 0....20 to 1

Time—1:28%.
Won driving by a neck, a length between second and third.

RACE 11.—Fourth race, for all ages, purse $500, 10 pounds below the*
scale. Horses that have won arace in 1892 or 1893 of the value of 5700,
5 pounds extra ; 51,000, 10 pounds extra. One mile.

Previous Post
Race!Number. Finish Odds.
1* Elmwood Stock Farm's b h SIR WALTER (5),

bv Nathan Coombs—Bessie, 115 pounds Miller 1. . 2 to 1

1 W. Thompson's ch c MARTINET (3), by imp.
Mariner—Marin, 96 pounds Coombs 2 1 to 1

1 H. D. Brown's brc QUARTERSTAFF (3), by imp.
Friar Tuck—Sister to Ruth Ryan, 9b pouuds,

Donathan 3 10 to 1— H. Jones' b b ALMONT (a), by Three Cheers-
Question, 120 pounds Rafour 15 to 1

1 W. O'B. Maedonough's ch c WICKLOW (3), by
Leinster—Aunt Jane, 100 pounds Sullivan 0.. 8 to I— P. Siebenthaler's ch h SHERIDAN (6), by Young
Bazaar—Lost Girl, 120 pounds Spooner 15 to 1— \V. M. Murry's ch g BELFAST (1). bv Longview,
108 pounds Richards 25 to 1

Time—1:42^.
Won iu a hard drive bv a nose, two lengths between second and

third.

RACE 12.—Fifth race, selling, purse 8400, 7 pounds below the scale.
The winner to be sold at auction lor SI,000 : if for less, 2 lbs. ullowed
for each $100 to 51,000: winners of two races since .lanuarv l lth, 7

pouuds extra. Six furlongs.

Previous Post
Race Number. Finish Odds.
7 W. A. Gibson's b c CURRENCY (3). by imp.

Greenback—Acquitto, 115pounds, 5900 J. Narvaez 1 2 to 1

— E. J. Appleby's ch g MORTON (a), by Leinstcr—
LillvH., 115 pounds, $500 Williams 2 8 to 1

4 Idaho Stable's bg LITTLE TOUGH (4), by Glen
Elm,u7 pounds, s200 Garcia 3 12 to 1

G Sunnvside Stable's b c ALTO MIO (3), by Alta—
Smilax, 104 pouuds, 5500 King 4 to 1

6 Suisun Stable's b gREGAL (a), by Regent—Bessie
Douglass. 120 pounds, 5600 O'Brien 8 to 1

— Ocean View Stables's ch m FOLLY (4), by Wild-
idle— Fostress, 118 pounds. $S00 Lawless 10 to 1

— Encino Stable's b g ST. PATRICK (5), by Judge
McKinstry—Viola Rea, 112 pounds, 5500 Spence 8 to 1

G W. F. Smith's b c STEADFAST (3), bv Sobrante—
Narcola, 105 pounds, 5600 C. Clancy 15 to 1

7 W. M. Sinclair's br g NIPPER (a), by Mason
Chief— Norwich, 120 pounds, 5600 Epperson 15 to 1

— Owen Bros' b g DICK O'MALLEY (3), by imp.
Mariner—Rosy, 101 pounds, $500 Seaman 6 to 1

Time—1:16.

Won in a drive by a neck, half a length between second and third.

[Continued ok Pack :?JS.]
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Leading Sires of 1892.

Comparisons of the standing of different families and sires

are always interesting, and now, when the statistics for the

past year have all been gathered, and calculations may be

made with no fear of being overturned by later reports, is the

time to sum up the results of the last season's work and see

what changes the battles of the year have made in the relative

positions of the various tribes. The rejection of so many well-

authenticated records by the Register Association has made
the preparation of these statistics much more difficult, for The
Horseman, in common with the great body of well-informed,

right-thinking breeders and horsemen, considers those records

accepted by the National and American Trotting Associations

worthy of credence, and so has included them in all its com-
pilations. This necessitates much research to obtain informa-

tion that is usually found within the tables of the Year Book,

but it makes the statistics printed by The Horseman accurate

and trustworthy, instead of following the incomplete and un-

satisfactory returns in that publication. Another feature of

these tables is that they include only trotters, pacers having

been omitted altogether, and the sires are compared on a

basis of trotting performers alone. The first table shows the

number put iD the list during 1S92 by each stallion, and all

who added as many as five performers that season are included.

SIRES WHO .CONTRIBUTED FIVE OR MORE TROTTERS ^TO THE 2:20 UST
DURING 1S92.

Electioneer 27
Onward. 2:25% 21

Nutwood, 2:18% 20
iled Wilkes IS

Guv Wilkes. 2:15% 16
Robert McGregor. 2:17>£ 13

Baron Wilkes, 2:18 12
Gambetta Wilkes, 2:22% 12

Happy Medium. 2:32% 12

Mambrino King 12
Alcantara, 2:23 11

Ben Franklin, 2:29 11

C. F. Clay, 2:18 11

Dexter Prince 11
11

, 10

St. Bel, 2:24% 7

Simmons, 2:28 7
Young Wilkes, 2:2S% 7
Anteeo. 2:16% 6
Charles Caffrev 6

Egotist. 2:22% 6
Hambrino. 2:21% 6
Landmark 6
Lumps, 2:21 6

Nephew 6
Sidney, 2:1954 6
Staraboul, 2:07% 6
The King, 2:29% 6
Victor von Bismarck 6
Altamont, 2:26% (w) 5

Ansel. 2:20 5

Bourbon Wilkes 5
Chimes. 2:30% &
Director. 2:17 5

Earl, 2:23% 5
Hamdallah 5
Kentuckv Prince 5
King Rene, 2:30% 5
Madrid 5
Mambrino Startle 5

Phallamont 5

Santa Claus, 2:17% 5
Seneca Patchen 5
Squire Talmage 5

Egbert.
Ambassador, 2:21%
Jav Bird, 2:3154 y
Pilot Medium 9
Wilton, 2:19% 9

Aberdeen 8

Dictator 8
Phallas. 2:1354 8
Sable Wilkes, 2:18 S

Wilkes Boy, 2:24% S
Young Jim 8
Alcyone. 2:27 7

Cyclone, 2:23%. 7
Egmont 7

Elector, 2:31 (Richards') 7

Princeps 7 i

Of course Electioneer leads, with Onward and Nutwood close

together in second and third places. A curious coincidence

in this connection is the fact that according to the Year Book
each of these three added the same number in 1892—Elec-

tioneer having the records of eight of his get rejected, On-
ward two and Nutwood one, thus placing all three at the nine-

teen mark. Of the fifty-nine sires included in this table,

seven are sons of Hambletonian, eighteen were sired by
George Wilkes, five trace to Alexander's Abdallah, one of

them through Almont and three through Belmont, and six

are sons of Electioneer. All but eleven of the total are de-

scendants in the direct male line of Hambletonian, and seven

of these trace to Mambrino Chief, two are Clays, and two are

descendants of Vermont Black Hawk.
The second compilation is designed to show the standing of

all sireB having as many as twenty trotters to their credit at

the close of 1892, together with the number credited to them
in 1890 and 1891. This shows Electioneers wonderful in-

crease in the last two seasons,comingfrom sixty-three in 1S90,

when he was tied with George Wilkes for first place, to 127

in 1892, which places him over fifty per cent, in advance of

his closest competitor, who is Nutwood with eighty-two.

Happy Medium is pretty well up with seventy-eight, and he

is followed by George Wilkes and Red Wilkes with seventy-

one and sixty-seven respectively. Onward and Blue Bull,

with fifty-eight and fifty-six, complete the list of those with

over half a hundred to their credit.

SIEES HAVING TWENTY OB MORE TROTTERS TO THEIR CREDIT AT THE
CLOSE OF 1892.

Electioneer 1868

Nutwood, 2:1.854 1870
Happy Medium, 2::i2% 1863

George Wilkes. 2:22 1866

Red Wilkes 187-1

Onward, 2:25% 1875

Blue Bull (Wilson's) 1854

Egbert 1875

Alcantara, 2:28- 1876

Robert McGregor, 2:17%... 1871

Dictator 1S63
Hambletonian 1849

Belmont 1364

Stratbmore 1866

Daniel Lambert 1858

Almont 18G4

Pilot Medium 1879

Harold „ 1864

Princeps 1870

Swigert 1866
Aberdeen 1866

Gov. Sprague, 2:20% 1871

Alcyone, 2:27 1877

Volunteer 1854

Simmons. 2:28 1879

Sultan. 2:24 187,

Bourbon Wilkes 1875

Guy Wilkes. 2:15% 1879

Kentucky Prince 1870

Jay Bird. 2:3154 1878

Mambrino King 1872

Sweepstakes 1867

Victor von Bismarck 1867

Ben Franklin. 2:29 1873

Jay Gould, 2:21% 1864

Masterlode 1868
Mambrino Patchen 1862

Hambletonian (Wood's. 1868

King Rene. 2:3u% 1875

Messenger Duroc 1865

Young Jim 1874

Young Wilkes. 2:28% 1868

Hambletonian
Belmont
Hambletonian
Hambletonian
George Wilkes, 2:22
George Wilkes, 2:22

Pruden's Blue Bull
Hambletonian
George Wilkes, 2:22
Major Edsall. 2:29
Hambletonian
Abdallah
Alexander's Abdallah..
Hambletonian ,

Ethan Allen, 2:25%. ,

Alexander's Abdallah
Happy Medium. 2:32%.....

Hambletonian
Woodford Mamb.,2:21%.
Alexander's Norman
Hambletonian
Rhode Island ,

George Wilkes, 2:22
Hambletonian
George Wilkes, 2:22
The Moor
George Wilkes, 2:22
George Wilkes, 2:22
Clark Chief
George Wilkes. 2:22

Mambrino Patchen
Hambletonian
Hambletonian
Daniel Lambert
Hambletonian
Hambletonian
Mambrino Chief
Alexander's Abdallah....
Belmont
Hambletonian
George Wilkes, 2:22
George Wilkes. 2:22

1890 1891

63 100
44 62
57 66
63 Sfl

28 l'>

28 87
.VI 54
24 85
u 30
15 m
sa a?
40 in

82 35
34 36
88 86
u 84
11 26
80 31

a 27
24 29
22 24
26 28
14 n
29 n
II 21

22 24
16 21
7 HI

18 21

9 16
10 v.;

20 21
14 111

9 12

19 22
lb '1

II 18

LH '.Hi

14 16
17 '.:n

11 ID

7 13

Of the forty-two horses in the table fourteen are bobs of
Hamblesonian, while six trace to him through Alexander's
Abdallah and his sons, and ten were sired by George Wilkes
and one by Happv Medium, making a total of thirty-two out
of the lot-of Hambletonian blood. Of the ten remaining, one
is Blue Bull, who claims descent from no strain of trotting
blood; one is Daniel Lambert and another his son Ben Frank-
lin, who trace to Vermont Black Hawk ; Princeps, Kentucky
Prince, Mambrino King and Mambrino Patchen are descend-
ants of the house of Mambrino Chief, while Swigert comes
from the Norman line. Governor Sprague's sire was by
Whitehall, son of North American, and Sultan, son of The
Moor, is a representative of the Clay family.—Horseman.

Sires of Performers,

Of all the lot the only one whose list can be considered

closed is Hambletonian, whose final contribution was made in

1887. Almont and Volunteer, who seemed to have dropped
out of the race, each put in one last year, while Blue Bull

added two. Daniel Lambert failed to score any in 1892, though
he had three the season previous, and he may add to his list

t his year.

Get. Average

In former years it has been my habit to publish tables of

the average speed of the get of horses who have four or more

performers of standard speed to their credit, and considerable

interest has been created by them. But the numbers have

swelled so enormously of late that I have concluded to make

a change, and to confine the averages to more prominent ani-

mals, taking only those who have sired ten or more trotters or

pacers of standard speed. Even this is a very laborious task,

for when it comes to dealing with the Electioneers, the Nut-

woods, the Onwards, and the Red Wilkeses, the columns of

figures to be dotted up are quite formidable, and make the un-

happy compiler feel as if he had been turned into a calcula-

ting machine.
No less than 143 and sires are found to be eligible to this

table, and these are arranged in accordance with their aver-

ages. The year in which the horse was foaled is given, as

well as the number of his get in the 2:30 trotting and 2:25 pac-

ing list. As a rule, ths Year-Book versions are followed, with

an exception in the case of Colonel Wood, who is credited to

Charley B., where he belongs, and another in the case of Elial

G., who did not sire Nixon, and, therefore, does not enter the

table. Nixon is by Architect, and when he made his record

in 1885 the owner of Elial G. distinctly denied that he was
by his horse. Brown Hal and Tempest Jr. come in for the

fastest average, all of their get being pacers ; but Guy Wilkes
fairly holds the place of honor. I now present the table

:

SIRE. Foaled.

Brown Hal 1879
Tempest Jr _ 1859
Guy Wilkes 1879
Almont Jr. (Hamlin's) - 1872
Sidney 1881
Director 1877

King Rene 1875
Pancoast 1877

Alcyone 1877
Alexander Button 1877
Tennessee Wilkes 1880
A. W. Richmond 1862
Edward Everett 1S54

Baron Wilkes 1882
Young Jim 1874
Legal Tender Jr 1869
Dexter Prince 1879
Ensign 1873
Cyclone 1876
Hambletonian (McCurdyV) 1874
Mambrino King 1882

Wilton - 1S80
Kentucky Prince 1S70
Pocahontas Boy - 1865

Aberdeen 1866
Hambletonian Tranby 1872
Gambetta Willies 1881

Adrian Wilkes 1878
Florida 1867
Hawthorn 1878

General Benton 1868
Pilot Medium 1879
Mambrino Russell 1S78

George M. Patchen Jr 185-
Electioneer 1898
Volunteer 1854
Onward 1875
Wilkie Collins 1879
Royal Fearnaught 1873

Red Wilkes 1874
Wedgewood 1871

George Wilkes 1856
Alcantara 1876
Messenger Chief 1S70
Nutwood 1S70
Bourbon Wilkes 1875

Bayard 1863
Favorite Wilkes 1-877

Dr. Herr 1868

Wilkes Boy 1880
Louis Napoleon 1866

Bay Middletou 1867 '

Menelaus 1867
Stranger - 1880

Anteeo 1879
Ajax 1867

Stratbmore 1866

Happy Medium 1863
Mambrino Startle 1880
Simmons 1879
Victor Von Bismarck 1867

Lumps 1875
Dauntless 1867

Almont 1864

Harold 1861

Nugget 1878
Warwick Boy 1870
Ambassador 1825
Sultan 1875
Phil Sheridai 1862

Princeps 1870
Belmont 1870
Crittenden 1871

Landmark 1873

Lord Russell 1881

Artemus 1870

Piedmont 1871

Sable Wilkes 1884

Smuggler 1866

Jerome Eddy 1875

Echo 1866
Governor Sprague 1871

HIatoga (Scott's) 1858

Egbert 1876

Robert McGregor 1871

Pretender 1877

Hambletonian (Wood's) 1858

Nephew 1873
Messenger Duroc 1865

Almont Jr. (Bosllck's). 1871

Jay Bird 1878
Bashaw (Green's) 1855

Blue Bull 1868

Eros. 1879

Hamdallah 1873

Seneca Patchen 1863

General Knox 1866

Dictator 1889

Rumor 1879

Wospie
Young Wilkes 1"68

Pasacas 1870
Cciyler 1868
Woodford Mambrino 1863
MIddletown 1860
Thomas Jefferson 1863

10
11

31
22
26

16
3'i

21
10
13
21
28

33
11

33

IS
47
12
10

132
S3
67
11

15
88
18
78
51
17

95
31
13

13

10
10
18
14
12
42
81
10
30
28
17
IS
38
39
10
12

26
29
12

11

12
16
10

13
10
10
15
17

33
in

57

13

11

22
18
22
18
27
17

69
11

13

18

16
i:.

10
10
21

10

15
13
13
14

2:19.50
2:20.27
2:20 99
2:21.26
2:21.27
2:21.76
2:21.81

2:21.85

2:22
2:22.07
2:22.45

2:22.37
2:22.57
2-22.77
2:22-78

2:22.81

2:22.90
2:22.97

2122.98
2:23
2:23.04

2:23.15
2:23 22
2:23.25
2:23.27
2:23 29
2:23.36

2:23.53
2:23.60

2:23.64
2:23.87
2:23.87

2:23.89
2:23 90
2:23.92

2:22.93
2:23.94
2:23 95
2:23.97
2:24
2:24

2:24.05
2:21.09
2:24.15

2:24.17

2:21.22
2:24.23

2:24.23
2:24.27
2:24.27
2:24.29

2:24.37
2:21.37

2:24.38
2:24.44
2:24 56
2:24.56

2:24.57
2:24.57

2:24.62
2:24.63
2:24.65

2:24.68
2:21.72
2:21.72

2:24.72

2:24.73

2:24.74
' 2:21.76

2:24.79
2:21 79
2:24.79

2:24.88
2:24.95

2:24.97

2:25
2:25.02

j 25.02
225.02
2:25.08
2:25.06
2: 22.116

2:25.07

I

225.09
226.15
2 26.18

225.19
226.21
226.25
226.26
225 26
2:25 26

2:25.27

226.29
2:25.31
2:2'. 15

225 16

!!25, 17

226 17

226.49

2 2S.65
2 25 66

226.59
225.61

SIRE.

Hambletonian (Whipple's)
Aristos..
Abdallah Mambrino
Champion (Gooding's)
Mambrino
Hambletonian (Rysdyk'8)
Jay Gould
Masterlode
Knickerbocker
Abbot tsford
Hambletonian ISlrader's)
Stamboul
Fnirv Gift.....

Elector
Egmont
Administrator
Star of the West
Phallamont
Stillson
Altamont
Sweepstakes
Daniel Lambert
General Stanton
Swigert
Charley B
Young Columbus
Hambletonian Prince
Mamhrino Patchen
Ben Franklin
The King
St. Gothard
Phallas
Grand Sentinel...
C. F. Clay
Tramp
Earl

This table is full of meat, and will be carefully studied by
many. By placing the standard for admission as high as ten

performances, a reasonably fair comparison is aftorded.and. cer-

tainly, the average is the best of tests.—Griffin, in Turf, Field

and Farm.

oaled. Get. Average.

1861 15 2:25.62
1870 14 22S.69
1870 12 2:25.70

1853 16 2:25.70

1869 28 2:25.70
1819 40 226.76
1884 21 2:25 75
1S63 23 225JO
1885 10 2:25.85

1872 10 225.90
1866 16 2:26
1 182 11 2:26

1878 14 2:26.02

1879 15 226.13
1S73 22 2:26,17
1863 14 2:26.13

I860 10 2:26.25

1881 12 226.42
1870 10 22:6.42
1875 19 2:26.52
1-6 7 27 2 26 l-

1858 35 226.09
ISI',6 14 2 26.61

1886 34 226.66
1869 is 227
l*i'2 11 2:27.02
1813 14 2:27.111

1862 25 2:27.11

1878 22 2:27.20
1*74 10 2:27.31
1876 15 2:27.31
1877 11 2:27.11
1-7.: 13 2:27.46
1881 17 2:27.51
1864 13 2:27.71
1880 13 227.98

Rich Running Stakes.

Statisticians have been busy all the winter and spring on

the reports of thoroughbred racing in|1892, but they have pro-

duced no more valuable or interesting compilations than those

reprinted below. The first includes the twenty most im-

portant fixed events decided in 1892, with the gross'value of

each. The Futurity leads, and only two of the Western

Stakes arelargejenough to find a place in the table, these be-

ing the American Derby and the Hyde Park Stakes, run at

Chicago. Tammany won three of these stakes, and Sir Wal-

ter and Lamplighter gathered in two each, these being the

only animals to win more than'once.

Futurity Stakes
Matron Stake?
Realization Stakes
Great Trial Stakes
Brooklyn Handicap.
Suburban Handicap
Omnibus Stakes
Produce Stakes
Jerome Stakes
Lorillard Stakes
American Derby
Bridge Handicap
Great American Slakes
Great Eclipse Stakes
Junior Champion Stakes....

Metropolitan Handicap
Hyde Park Stakes
Fort Hamilton Handicap..
Twin City Handicap.
Great Eastern Handicap

Winner. Gross
value.

Morello
Sir Francis
Tammany
Cbiswick
Judge Morrow....
Montana
Yorkville Belle-
Elizabeth L
Tammany
Tammany
Carlsbad
LampliEhter
Sir Walter....
Sir Walter
Don Alonzo
Pessara
G. W. Johnson....
St. Florian
Lamplighter
Lady Violet

S4 8.975
41,270
31,725
26,800
25,000
25,000
22,1190

21,865
21,665
20,5*10

20.280
20,000
20,000
20.000
19.S55

15,400
13.155
10.000

10,000
8.990

The second table gives a comparison of the ten greatest win-
ners in 1891 and 1892. His Highness heads the 1891 list,

with the largest sum ever won by an American horse in any
year, and Kingston brings up the rear, with the least money
but the greatest number of wins to his credit. In these days,

when the rich plums are all hung up for two and three-year-

old racers, it is indeed remarkable to see an aged horse stand
even tenth among the great money winners of the year. Tam-
many's four victories in 1S92 give him the place of honor for

that year, while Morello's win of the valuable Futurity places

him next in rank, and Montana's lucky fluke in the Suburban
makes him a member of this select list. Yorkville Belle and
Tammany are the only ones that ranked among the ten great-

est winners both in lS91and 1892.

CD

51
5"

1892.

>
3

c
3

%

S

3

2

2

3
'i

1891.

i >
5" B
a «•

o

s

2
Tammanv 4

Morello 14

Yorkville Belle 9
Sir Francis 2

Sir Walter 5

Yo Tambien 18

Don Alonzo 4

Lady Violet 6
Montana 1

S 73.310
55,260
50.470
49.440
47.340

43,495
38,320
38,185
32.923

29.580

Ills Highness
St. Florian

9 3109,400
7 38,745

2
2
3

1

Yorkville Belle
Rey del Rey
Tammany
Dagonet
Poet Seout
Kingston 1

6 33.790
5 30.953

2 30.070
I 28,761

1 28.390

S 28,205

The third table of the series gives the greatest winner of

each season from 1S70 to date. One thine; that emphasizes
the value of the two and three-year-old stakes over those for

the older division, is the fact that every year the greatest

winner has been of either of these ages. The only horse that

earned this distinction twice is Wanda, who headed the list in

1884 and 1885.

i -

7

1870
1S71

1872

1878

1874

187 .

1876
1S77

1878

1879

1880
ls-sl

1882
1HS3
iss,

lsV,
is.,:

1**7

1888
1 889
1890

1891
1 in

Kinciisher
Hnrry Remit.
Jo,- lianlela

Tom Bowling...
Yuudnlite
Aristides..

s

'>
1

II3: Vigil 141 9

SBazll - i

3!Duke of Magenta 12 11

:: Spendthrift
3 Luke Blackburn 21

8 Hindoo 20

Pearl Jennings IB

Mi- W.wdford .. 12

Wanda
Wanda II

Tbe Bard 17 ..

Hanover
Proctor Knott
Salvator

3 Tournament
His Highness
Tammany I 5 4

129,7011

25.850
27.150
23.760
l 1,700

25.790
22.160

It 975
49.100
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"Waxy.

Waxy was one of those brilliant performers on the English

turf in the last century, having won the blue ribbon in 1793.

He came from the best of blood io both sides of his breeding.

He was the produce of the Eclipse and Herod cross. His

sire was Pot-8-oa and his dam Maria, by Herod.

Pot-S-os was a great racehorse in his time, having won or

walked over for about twenty-live races. His sire was the

great Eclipse, his dam being Sportsniistress, who was also the

dam of Sir Thomas, who won the Derby of 1788. In the year

1790 Asparagus, a son of Pot-S-os, ran second to Khadaman-

thus for the Derby, and the same year his daughter Mistletoe

ran second to the Oaks, So it would seem that the Pot-S-os

stock was coming to the front before the appearance of Waxy,

i >n Mav 16th nest it will have been one hundred years since

Sir F. Pool's bay colt Waxy, ridden by Clift, won the Derby,

and from that time commences the history of a family of

horses that for great performances upon the turf and in the

stud stands unequaled in the annals of the turf. Waxy was

the sire of four Derby winners—Pope, Whalebone, Blucher

and Whisker.
Whalebone won the Derby of 1S10 and was piloted to

victory by Clift, the same jockey who rode his sire seventeen

years before. The second horse in the race was The Dandy,

by Gohanna, a son of Pot-S-os, and this reverses the old

phrase, "That the first shall be last and the last shall be

first," for it will be seen that the sire of the winner of 1S10

was the winner in 1*793, aud that the sire of the second horse

in 1810 was himself the second in the Derby in 1793.

Whalebone was the greatest son of Waxy. His dam was
Penelope, who was by Trumpator. His breeding is the Eclipse

and Matchem cross.

Whalebone was the sire of three Derby winners—Moses,

Lapdog and Spaniel—but it was through his sons Camel and
Sir Hercules that he was to perpetuate his fame. Sir Her-
cules got The Corsair, winner of the Two Thousand

;
Corona-

tion, winner of the Derby, aud Faugh-a-Ballagh, winner of

the St. Leger, and Birdcatcher, who was a speedy and great

racehorse.

Birdcatcher and Faugh-a-Ballagh were full brothers. It is

the Eclipse and Herod cross, their dam being Guiccioli, by
Bob Booty, who runs in direct line to Herod. Birdcatcher

was the sire of Daniel O'Rourke, winner of the Derby in 1852;

Songstress, Oaks in the same year; The Baron, Warlock and
the Knight of St. George, all winners of the St. Leger. He
was also the sire of Oxford. The Baron got Stockwell and
Rataplan : the latter got Kettledrum, winner of the Derby in

1861. Stockwell was a chestnut in color, foaled io 1849, and
was out of Pocahontas, who was by Glencoe, and his breeding

i- the same as that of Waxy—that is. it is the Eclipse and
Herod cross. Stockwell got four Two Thousand Guineas win-

ners—The Marquis, Lord Lyon, Bothwell and Gang Forward

;

three One Thousand winners—Lady Augusta, Repulse and
Achievement : one Oaks in Regalia ; three Derby winners in

Blair Athol, Lord Lyon and Doncaster, and six St. Leger
winners—St Albans, Caller-On, The Marquis, Blair Athol,

Lord Lyon and Achievement. The two latter are brother

and sister, and are the only two that ever won the St. Leger
in succession. Lord Lyon got Minting, who won the Grand
Prize of Paris in 18S6". Blair Athol was the sire of Silvio,

winner of the Derby and St. Leger; Craig Miller, winner of

the St. Leger, and Prince Charlie, winner of the Two Thous-
and Guineas. St. Albans got Springfield, who is the sire of

Sanfoin, winner of the Derhy in 1890. Doncaster was the
*\re of Bend Or, winner of the Derby in 1880. Bend Or was
the sire of the great Ormonde, who won all the races he started

in, including the Two Thousand, Derby and St. Leger.
Faugh-a-Ballagh was the sire of Fille de l'Air, the French

filly who won the Oaks in ISli-i, was the sire of Leamington,
who got Longfellow, Eolus and Iroquois, the latter winning
both the Derby and St. Leger in 1881, and being the sire of
G. W.Johnson, one of the best two-year-olds out last season.

Eolus is the sire of Morello, the crack two-year-old last

year and the winner of the Futurity.

Oxford got Sterling, who was the sire of Paradox, Har-
vester, Enthusiast and Isonomy. Harvester won the Derby
or ran a dead heat with St. Gatien. Both Paradox and En-
thusiast won the Two Thousand, and Isonomy was the sire of
Common, the Triple Crown winner of 1S91.

Whisker was full brother to Whalebone. He got Econo-
mist, who sired Harkaway, who got King Tom. King Tom
was the sire of Kingcraft, winner of the Derby in 1S70, and
was the sire of three Oaks winners in Tormentor, Hippia and
Hannah. He was also the sire of Phaeton and King Ban.
Phaeton sired fen Broeck, King Alfonso and Lisbon. Ten
Broeck sired Teuton. Lisbon sired Troubadour, and King
Alfonso is the sire of Foxhall, winner of the Grand Prize of
Paru in 1881.

Camel was the sire of Touchstone, winner of the St. Leger
in 1834, and, next to Stockwell, was the greatest of stallions.

His breeding is Eclipse and Eclipse cross, his dani being Ban-
ter, who was by Master Henry, who was by Orville, by Ben-
nintjhurough, by King Fergus, by Eclipse.

Touch sireof four TwoThousand Guineas win-
ners—Cntherstone, Flatcatcher, Nunnykirk and Lord of the
Ides. Be nf three Derby winners—Cotherstone,
Orlando and Surplice—and three St. Leger winners—Blue
Bonnet, Sarplice and N'ewmiuster. Orlando was the sire of
Fazzeletto, Fit/ Rowland ami Diophanthns, winuers of the
Two Thousand, and linperieuse, winner of the St. Leger, and
he was also the sire of Trumpeter, who got Plustus, the sire
of Flageolet, the -in- of Rayon d'< >r. who is the sire of Tenny
and Chaos, the Futurity winner in 1889.

.WwrniiM.r was the sire of two Derby winners—Musjid and
Hermit and one St, Leger in Lord Clifden.
Hermit ruthe sire of two Derby winners in St BlaUeand

rae the sire of Potomac, who won the
Futurity in 1890.

Lord < lifden got four St Legerwinru-rs I lawt hornden. Wen-
lock, Petrarch ami Jannette. He was also the sire of Hamp-
ton who got two Derby winner- in Merry Hampton and Ayr-
shire. He wan also the -ire 1

1" Buckden, who was the sire of
Buchanan, winner of the Kentucky iJerby.

of [thuriel, who got Longbow, the
aire of Toa< phoUte,who waa the aire of Musket, who was out of
a daughter ot Weal Ajutralian,and his breeding is like Whale

it lathe Eclipse and Matchem cross. Musket
is the sin Nordenfeli and Maxim. What a line
of brilliant performers and produi

Waxy** descendant* in the mule line have won in the last

ni'.re Pwo Thousand Guineas, more Derbys and

more St. Legers than all the descendants in the male line from
both Herod and Matchem combined. The greatest two stal-

lions in the last fifty years were Stockwell and Touchstone, the
greatest stallion ever in Australia was Musket, the greatest in

America was Leamington—all in the male line from Waxy.
The greatest racehorse that this country has produced is Iro-

quois, Carbine the best in Australia, and England's greatest is

Ormonde—all descending from the same horse, Waxy.
Then what could be more fitting during the Columbian Ex-

position and in the one hundredth anniversary of Waxy's
victory at Epsom than that a a cup (two miles) should be
given by some of the racing clubs around Chicago to commem-
orate his deeds, and where turfmen from all parts of the world
who are familiar with his name and the performances of his

sons down to the tenth generation could take part in celebra-

ting the one hundredth anniversary of Waxy's Derby.—St.

George in Horseman.

Navidad, by "Whips.

From the fact that the bay gelding Navidad has been

named in some stakes this season it is evident that the

Ketchum Farm people, near Toledo, Ohio, where Navidad is

owned, think that the big bay gelding will stand training.

Navidad was bred by Senator Stanford, and is by Whips,

2:27n, and out of the Williams' Mambrino mare that pro-

duced Santa Claus, 2:17]. The dam of Whips is the thor-

oughbred mare Lizzie Whips, at one time quite a well-known

performer on the running turf, and she was one of the first

thoroughbred mares selected in Kentucky for Senator Stan-

ford and shipped to California to be bred to Electioneer. She

was foaled in 1S74, and is by that remarkably fast horse, En-

quirer, dam by Vandal. As a trotting broodmare she has ac-

quired the distinction of producing two 2:30 trotters in

Whips and Linnet, the latter having a record of 2:29}. Both
are by Electioneer, and Whips is doing something in the way
of siring speed as he has four in the list. When it is con-

sidered, however, that he was foaled in 1SS0, and on account

of Senator Stanford's fondness for his blood lines on the ma-
ternal side has been given a very good opportunity at Palo
Alto, it cannot be argued that he has proven a brilliant suc-

cess in the stud or a powerful argument in favor of the

theory that stallions by trotting sires and out of thorough-
bred dams are the ones to which we should look for ex-

treme and early speed. Azote, that came out last season

under Orrin Hickok's management and made a

record of 2:14i, is the fastest of the get of Whips
and he is strongly trotting bred on the side of his dam, who
was a daughter of Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam by
Speculation. Among the early lot of brood mares purchased
for the Palo Alto farm by Senator Stanford, was the dam of

Santa Claus, which latter horse was in those days creating

quite a sensation as a trotter. It washer union with Whips
that produced Navidad, and in 1890 when this horse was a

four-year-old, he could haul an old-fashioned sulky in 2:16,

and crack in about as many heats close to his limit as any
four-year-old then on the turf. He was rather an unsteady
horse in races, however, the thoroughbred blocd of his sire's

dam seeming to crop out with unpleasant certainty when his

head should have been free from bees, and it was on account
of this weakness that in the race where he made his record of

2:22}, he lost a couple of heats to Kremlin, then a three-year-

old, and one to another horse. Perhaps a good share of Navi-
dad's speed comes from his dam, as another of her foals, Santa
Claus, was about as fast a trotter in his prime as stood on iron,

and he is breeding on grandly through his son Sidney, in ad-

dition to which he has the great two-year-old trotter, Wm.
Penn, 2: 18J, to his credit, and six others in the 2:30 list.

When all these strains of performing and producing trotting

blood in the pedigree of Navidad are taken into consideration,

it would not be strange if he should prove one of the sensa-

tional harness horses of 1893. If he has improved as much
since his retirement three years ago, as might fairly be looked

for, a mile by him in 2:10 would not be surprising.—Dunton's
Spirit.

The Trotting Season of 1893.

The healthy and rapid growth of trotting sport during the

last seven years is the best guarantee to the breeding interests

that for trotters which can trot there will always be a healthy

and growing market. A comparison of the figures compiled

*roni the Year Boois of 1885 and 1892, as published in Wal-

lace's Monthly, shows a wonderful advance. In 1SS5 there

were 3,869 trotting races, 575 pacing races, 59 specials and

time trotting performances and 13 pacing events of the same

character. In these events 5,482 trotters and 711 pacers par-

ticipated. The number of meetings were 1,071 and the amount

competed for was about $1,150,000. In 1S92 the number of

trotting races were 9,987 ;
of pacing races 2,174; specials and

time trotting performances, 1,6S0, and 264 smaller events in

pacing. No less than 16,643 trotters and 3,457 pacers com-

peted during the year. There were 1,931 meetings and over

$4,000,000 was competed for. It will be noticed that, while

the number of meetings have not quite doubled, the horses

have increased three-fold, while the stakes and purses have
increased four-fold. In spite of a few failures it must be con-
ceded that the season of 1892 was the greatest from all stand-

points in the history of the trotting turf, and the question has
been asked, and will be asked again, Was 1892 an exceptional

year? Did it mark the crest of the wave? or was it the
natural growth of the sport and a part of the general expan-
sion of prosperity due to the increasing wealth of thecountry?
A glance at the prospects of 1893 and the outlines of the pro-

grammes so far us they have been published, lead to the belief

that the season of 189"! will be as great, if not greater, in all

the essential features of trotting sport than its predecessor. If

these prospects are realized 1892 will not rank as an excep-
tional year, but simply one of progress in an era of advance-
rm-rit.

The Grand Circuit is this year stronger in the number of
its members than ever, Detroit in the West and New York in

the Easl being new members, and it retains all its old ones.

New 7oak is a distinct addition to the trotting fixtures of the
year, as Fleetwood Park has had no meeting of magnitude for

three years. This year the Grand Circuit series will cover
ten weeks, with parses, stakes and specials which will foot up
close to .5500,000. The advance guard of stakes in their pro-
grammes is already before the public. Detroit has five stakes

open worth $21,000. Cleveland has closed stakes to the value
of $13,000. The Buffalo meeting will occupy two weeks, and
itspurse and stake list aggregate $75,000. Rochester has $11,-

000 in stakes. Springfield and Hartford have not yet an-
nounced their stakes, but the latter has two closed stake

events of $10,000 and $15,000 each, and will certainly renew
its classic $10,000 Charter Oak Purse, so that, as usual, the
great Connecticut meeting will be the greatest Eastern gather-
ing of the year. The Driving Club of New York has closed

three stakes of $2,000 each, and has $12,000 in stakes now
open. As the general conditions of these stakes are liberal,

it is safe to assume that the Grand Circuit of 1893 will attract

a full representation of the best horses in the various classes

and stakes, and that its statistics of sport will exceed its great
record of 1892.

The Great Western-Southern Circuit has thirteen mem-
bers, and its programme is sufficiently disclosed to he able to

show a purse and stake list which will foot up to the same
amount as the Grand Circuit. The Northwestern Breeders'

meeting at Washington Park will take two weeks, and its bill

of fare will include purses and stakes to the amount of $100,-

000. Terre Haute has five stakes worth $30,000, with a purse
list yet to come. The Lexington meeting will attract, as it

always has done, the best horses of the continent, with a pro-
gramme which touches the $50,000 mark. It now has open
a $25,000 Futurity, which is worthy of the attention of every
breeder in the country. Several other associations have al-

ready announced programmes which place them in the front

rank. Narragansett Park, R. I. will have a great meeting
September 18th to 22d, with a list of purses and stakes

amounting to $37,000. The New York State Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association have $12,000 in stakes uow open. The
Pimlico Driving Club, Baltimore, at its spring meeting, has

I two stakes of $1,200 each and a card ot $7,400. The Chilli-

j

cothe Driving Park Company announce $14,000 in stakes,

with a programme of purses to follow, none of which will be
less than $1,000 each. To these events must be added the

long list of futurity stakes which closed prior to the present
year. A moderate estimate, based upon the past season, the

;

stakes at present known and reasonable future prospects,under

! the most conservative estimates, will place the trotting sea-

son of 1893 in front of all its predecessors.—Daily Spirit.

The Dwyer Horses.

The horses belonging to the two Dwyer brothers always

i

play such a formidable part in Eastern racing operations, that

I

the following from the New York Herald is bound to be o*

interest to Western turfmen :
" Heading one division was

S

Longstreet, whose legs looked just the same as they did at Mon-
mouth last summer, aud probably the doubt as to whether he

! would stand the hard preparation necessary for two such races

as the Brooklyn and Suburban is one reason for his withdrawal
from both of these events. Banquet, who was in Longstreet's

i

lot, looked big, robust and wider across the hips than ever

;

before. His legs are as sound as the day he was foaled, so that

another severe campaign, presumably, awaits him. Raceland,

I too, would stand the scrutiny of any " vet" as far as his legs

' are concerned, and although no chicken—he is now in his

eighth year—his burden of 116 pounds in the Brooklyn should

i

give him a chance second to none. In estimating his form it

I must be remembered that last year he was bearing the colors

I of a man who never spares his animals—a policy which is all

I against a delicate horse like Raceland. For this reason he is

|

much more likely to be himself in his first race of the season

,
than at any other time-

" Kingston, who is fully entitled to be termed the evergreen,

j

like his aged companion, Raceland, is as sound as a 'bell of

I
brass,' for the wonderful son of Spendthrift and Kapanga is

. without a ' pimple.' While on the road yesterday he acted

j

like a fractious two-year-old. and any one who had not seen

I

him before would have thought he had yet to run his first

1 race. Judging from previous years, however, he is not to be

I

considered in early contests. Nomad, the remaining Brooklyn
' candidate, looked big and lusty, and, as compared with Ban-
quet and Raceland, looked as if he would want a lot more
gruelling work to get him ready than either of the other two.

Of the others, Yorkville Belle was just the same—no more
nor less. She has not widened one iota. Don Alonzo is more
of a giraffe than ever, as be has gone ' up in the air ' instead

of lengthening out, and it will be a surorise to me if he ranks

among the cracks of this year when the season is concluded.

Red Banner, so far as appearances go, is a disappointment.

She does not seem to have grown, is very light-ribbed, aud her

forelegs are decidedly light. G. W. Gillock is somewhat com-
mon to the eye, and his forelegs might be cleaner. Lovelace

is another who has not grown a bit, and he sweated profusely

after the moderate work he was given. Hammie is the same
wear-and-tear colt in appearance he was last year, but as he

does not seem to have grown any it does not seem likely that

he will improve much upon his three-year-old form.

The two-year-olds all look well, the brothers to Hammie
and Leonawell catching the eye as likely youngsters, while

I costly Dobbins is a well-built, smooth-looking colt.

"Turning to ' Phil' Dwyer's contingent, the two Brooklyn

|

candidates, Leonawell and Reclare, have weathered the win-

ter in good shape. The first named has lengthened consid-

erably, but in height he is the same pocket edition of a thor-

oughbred. His legs look as clean as a new in, and there is

no earthly reason why he should "stand up" the whole season.

Reclare, about as unlucky a mare as ever stood in a stall, is

to all appearances as right on her legs, and so that nothing

shall be neglected to change her long spell of bad luck two

horseshoes are hanging outside her stall. The most formida-

ble of the others will probably be Fremont, who at present is

as well as one could wish. Of the two-year-olds the most tak-

ing is Eolite, a filly by Charaxus-Eola, sister to Eon. She is a

bigger and racier edition of Hammie. The fancy of the stable,

however, is Handover, a brother to Hanover, but he is too

' peacocky ' to look like a smasher."

Hartford, Dec. 2, 1891.

Dear Sir:—Your " Absorbine" I have used on my mare

with good results. I am pleased to recommend "Absorbine"

to horse-owners as a valuable remedy for Wind-galls, Strained

Tendons, etc. Yours truly, Chas. Francis Root.

On Every Bridle.

Springfield, 111.

Mr. Sears—Dear Sir :—After giving your bits a thorough trial, I

do not hesitate to recommend them to all trainers and. drivers, also

to all owners of road horses. I have ordered your bits put in every
bridle on the farm. Yours truly, Frank Starr,

Supt. Sangamo Stock Farm.
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THE GUN.
A Summer Noon.

[By Charles Wesley ICvle.1

Soft, mellow skies their arches Qizig

Above us;like a sea,

Where feathery cloudlets, slow of wing,

Are floating dreamily.

A mystic veil of royal hue.

The distant mountains hood,

And, like a robe of silvery blue,

Lies on the lake and wood.

Deep silence broods o'er land and sea,

Save meadow-brook's low toue

Aud drowsy hum of honey be*

—

No other sounds are known.

Oh, ocean deep,

Why dost thou weep,

And moan, and sob. and never sleep ?

Is there no rest

For thy poor breast?

Unanswered still thy heart's request V

Must sorrow's shades ere o'er thee creep.'

The Recreation Gun Club meets at Oakland Track tomor-
row. There will doubtless.be a good attendance and a pleas-

ant day's sport for all who may be there.

The reports from most sections of the country east of the
Sierras show that the past winter has been most severe on
quail, and that protection for the coming season is imperative
if the supply is to be kept up.

The Kansas legislature has passed a bill prohibiting any one
from hunting on the land of another without, first securing
permission so to do, and prohibiting the sale of quails and
prairie chickens. This is a long leg in the right direction.

The movement looking to the formation of a National
Sportsman's Association has been growing since the first

suggestion was placed before the public, embodying that idea.

The times are ripe for it and the circumstances demand that

each and every sportsman act at once in the matter to the end
that some substantial good may be accomplished in the matter
of protecting the fish and game interests of the country.

From the activity noted in different points of the country it

would seem that the Mongolian pheasantis destined to become
quite a prominent factor in restoring the game supply of the
country. The Mongolian Pheasant Association is the name of
a new club but recently formed at Belleville, 111., the central
object of which is the securing and breeding of these splendid
biids.

The importance of having similar provisions for the same
States where the conditions are similar, is evinced bv the old
trouble regarding the slaughter of elk near the Wyoming and
Colorado line. The sneaking vandals when approached on
the matter have no hesitaacy in swearing that the game was
killed in either state, best suited to their scheme of evading
conviction on the charge of violating the game laws. A
National Congress of sportsmen alone can successfully deal
with this and many similar questions.

Ex-President Harrison loves a gun, but he is not a sports-
man in any sense of that term. We are sorry that a man so
conspicuous as he, should violate every rule of true sportsman-
ship by indulging in spring shooting. For this class of wan-
ton sport there can be found no sufficient excuse. The ducks,
many of them, are nesting long before many of the men who
go shooting are aware of this fact. On the marshes of this

State, as early as the middle of March, ma. lard's nests with a
good nesting of eggs have been found. This should be a full

and final, conclusive answer to all those who favor spring
shooting in this State. The law which should govern in all

lines of sportsmanship are, like most other laws, but the dis-

covery of Nature's laws and a statutory recognition o.f them.
The great majority of sportsmen are sadly in need of educa-
tion on the laws and conditions which Nature lays down for

the government of fish and game, their customs and habits as
to propogation and breeding.

"Wild G-oose Shooting.

The California "Wing-Shooting Club.

On the first of the week the California Wing Shooting Club

met at Oakland Shooting Park to participate in the regular

monthly meeting of this organization. The weather was fine

shooting passed off very pleasurably in the presence of a large

number of spectators.

The birds were a good lot and several of the gentlemen did
remarkably well in the skillful handling of their gun-;.

Mr. Cadman led the shooting in the main match by killing

all of his birds. The score stood as follows, the match being
refereed by A. Russell Crowell.

Lake 2 1221221221 1—12
Robinson 2 1111 1 1 o 1 1

> i-\\
Allisou 1 1 -1 • 1 12 12 1 2—11
Fav V > 1 2 1 (P 2 2 "J 2 2 2— 1U

Haas 11021102102 1—9
H. Golchei 2 1*222] 1 it 2 i> 2- :>

"Johns" 11021002 2 2 2— S

"Slade" U 10100 2. 2101 1—7
Chapman 1 **2» 2 011200— 6
Liddle 20011000*12 u— r>

Van Dyke 1 0*002010000—3
After lunch pool-shooting was indulged in for the balance

of the day.

Mr. William Bruce Leffingwell's answer to " Skeptic's "

criticism of his articles on wild goose shooting makes good

reading; it appears in currant number of American Field.

Any man who has had experience in wild goose shooting

along the Platte river in Nebraska, say from Clark's station

on the Union Pacific Railway to Grand Island, would con-

sider any man a novice who used other than a 10-gauge gun
or less for that purpose. We prefered a 12-guage gun, and in
season when the birds were plentiful, have often bagged from
ten to twenty fine birds in a couple of hours or during the
flight of the birds from the river to their feeding grounds in
the fields back of the bluffs on the south side of the river.

The largest goose ever falling to our gun, fell to a charge of
3i drachms of powder and 1 1-8 oz of No. 5 shot in a 12-

guage gun. Our method of shooting them was to select a
morning when the wind was coming in from the south ; taking
position in the edge of the corn fields back of the bluffs near
the river we would await the flight of the birds, which invari-
ably began at daybreak. The birds coming np against the
wind would be flying very low, presenting as they came over
us, the easiest shooting possible. It was not much of a trick
to secure a bird with each barrel and often have two birds
fallen to second barrel by reason of their awkward bunching
after first fire.

In order to note, intelligently, the steps in wild goose shoot-
ing one must hunt them under all kinds of conditions. But
8-guage guns! Well, if anyone wishes to carry them all

right, but these guns are frightful things to behold as well as
tiresome to hold. Every experienced sportsman knows that
Mr. Leffingwell speaks but the true facts regarding wild goose
Bhooting.

Shooting over decoys is the most pleasurable as well as the
only way in which the sport can be continued with survey,
and the most pleasure be derived from it.

The Game Laws.

The recent Legislature passed the following relative to fish

and game, enabling the county boards to govern the matter as

thev may elect.

This power should be used to cure certain glaring defects

in the general law, as the shooting of quails on September 1st

is to kill them when not half grown, at least, in this part of

the State. The section quoted hereafter appears in the bill en-

titled " An act to establish a uniform system of Countv and
Township government," and is numbered as Article 294. It

reads :

"To make regulations for the protection of fish and game:
when such regulations are made as provided in this section

relating to game, the laws of the State for the protection

thereof are suspended in such county, and to regulate the size

and kind of nets and seines to be used for fishing."

Ibex Shooting in Baltistan.

ahovA correspondent of the Asian, in speaking to the

subject, says:

Lovely weather on June 25—sharp frost, yet a clear, blue
sky and bright sun. I was up this morning before five o'clock,

feeling as fresh and fit as anything, breakfasted, then off up
the hills. A couple of hours' climb took us to the Crestline of

the range, separating this from the next nullah, the view be-

ing magnificent, miles aod miles of snowpeaksin every direc-

tion, while far down below a winding river, twisting along its

broad, sandy bed like a long thin snake, trended away north.

Clambered on among some very rocky peaks till suddenly
Sharpoo, who was leading, slowly crouched flat, whispering:
" The ibex, the big bucks." Crawling up to him, I saw far

away below from twenty to thirty ibex, all bucks with good
heads, not a female among them—without doubt the herd
we were after. Creeping back, we descended under cover,

then again crept up and peeped over—we were nearer, but still

at the very least a good 200 yards from the nearest ; five lying

asleep on the hillside, while beyond them were the others,

either standing listlessly gazing downhill, or else slowly feed-

ing, little thinking what was above them. It was a long and
awkward shot, very straight below, and the animals lying
down, which is always objectionable; still we could not get

nearer, and I did not like to wait, as most of the herd were
gradually grazing away from us.

Sharpoo, all anxiety lest they should escape after our get-

ting so near, said :
" Don't fire unless you think you are sure

to kill." The nearest was lying on its side in thesun, and I

felt pretty confident, so took my time, fired, and, to my dis-

gust, up it jumped and went off as if untouched, my second
barrel having no effect either, yet I felt certain I was "on" it.

At once there was a tremeneous scrimmage, the whole of

the ibex rushing to some rocks on the opposite hillside, so I

turned my attention to them as they scrambled away, though
they were very far off, over 300 yards. One stood for a sec-

ond—bang, and to our delight he fell headlong down into the

grassy slope below.

Three others were close together, just turning a corner, so

bang went the left barrel at the nearest—apparently no result,

but just at that minute there was a great clattering, showers
of stones came rattling down, and we saw the buck I had first

fired at, and which I had thought missed, came rolling over
and over from where he had climbed up among the rocks.

Hurrah ! Two, and I really began to fear we were not going
to score at all.

Down to them as fast as we could climb, just in time to do
the "hallal" before they gave their last kick—both good
heads, 35.1 in. and 33A in., but why in the world the first one
had not dropped at once I cannot make out, for my shot had
crashed through its ribs, smashed up its liver and all the part

round, then broken two ribs on the opposite side, yet it went
off as if not touched.

Shoufla and Soubani set to work cutting off the heads and
skinning the bodies, while Sharpoo wandered off* to have a

look over the next ridge to see by their tracks in which direc-

tion the ibex had gone, so I lay down on the grass, basking in

the sun, reading an old Field and watching the skinning oper-

ations.

In about ten minutes I chanced to look towards where Shar-
poo had gone, and saw him waving and gesticulating like any-
thing for me to come quickly. Down with the Field, seized

the rifle and off to him at "the double." What is it.' I

knew it was something good, for he was beaming with delight.

He said he had been following the tracks, wheu he suddenly
came on drops of blood, and going on tracking for about half

a mile had seen one of the ibex, badly wounded, standing
among some very precipitous cliffs. He r/aa about right in

saying the beast was in a precipitous place ; we had a real

nasty climb before I got within shot and killed it ; a very

handsome pair of horns, just under 35 in., very wide-spread-

ing and curving outwards instead of straight back over the

animal's shoulders, as is usually the case.

A rare, good day, this ! In spite of the long shooting, three

?;ood ibex bagged. An hour's rest for lunch; then heavily

aden with the three heads, we made for home—home being
my blankets on the hillside, and Muddy Bux, with Ins kettle

and frying pan, preparing dinner, a good one, too ; then hot

whisky and water, and between the blankets, for a sharp frost

came on at dusk. To-dav, high up on the hills, we caught a

young ibex (a brick ) only n few dny- oM, such

chap, with great big grey eyes. I sent him straight back to

camp, to be put to one of my nanny-goats for milk.
June 20'.—Dp at daybreak, rolled up bedding and returned

to camp, getting in by nine o'clock. The youug ibex is doing
well, sucks away at his goat-mamma, pounding her with his

head, and switching his little tuft of a tail all the time ; he i-

a pretty, grey, wolly-furred little beast, with a dark line down
his back and sumeHack markings abuut hi- lugs, and isalready
quite tame, clambering about the rock- round my lent, skip-

ping and playing as if born and bred in civilization.

Though one of the ibex 1 shot to-day had horns, both in

spread aud curve, so different to the ordinary type, I do not
for a minute believe the theory that there are two or more spe-
cies in this part of the world, but feel sure that there is only
one kind of ibex in Kashmir, Astor, and ilallistan, variety in
colour being due either time of year or age, and, as for the
way the horns vary in -i/.e; thickness, spread and curve, it

signifies no more than any man having a long, pointed nose,

another a short llat one. Sharpoo agrees with me, but I see
Jerdon talks, in his "Mammals of India." of a dark-coloured
species of ibex in Baltistan; these were probobly shot very
early in the spring, and were the ordinary ibex in its winter
coat.

June >'>—Sent my ten' and baggage off down to the village
at the entrance to the nullah, I myself going for a couple of
day?; on the hilltops, meaning eventually to work along the
ridge down to camp.
Saw a herd containing one very tine head, got within an

hour's climb, marked them take up their quart er> for the night,
then turned in myself, on the hillside, at between Ib.OOOft. and
17,000ft., very cold, though June 30. Had a disturbed night,

owing to a mousehare, which came ont of the rocks and kept
continually waking me up by a too close inspection ; never
being molested, in fact, rarely if ever seeing man, they are

very fearless and run about close to one—too close on this

occasion.

July 1—Breakfast at 4:30 a. m., in the open and a snow-
storm, then when day broke found the ibex gone, and the
place when 1 got to it, covered with just-made leopard tracks

—

confound the brute. Worked all the cliff's, even to going along
the face nf those on which I got the wounded ibex last week;
very difficult climbing—precipitous no name for it: but all we
saw was an enormous herd of females and kids on a grass slope,

ever so far down below ns. In the afternoon clambered back
up to the summit of the range to where we had left the coolies

with my bedding, Ac. It was nearly three o'clock. Query,
what to do? No fuel or cover where we were and snow coming
on ; on the other hand, my camp at the village far away down
below, ever so far off', and doubtful if we could reach it before

dark.

Decided to go for camp—no end of a long trudge (no top,

too, of a very tiring day), all downhill certainly, but very steep

and rough going, decending from 17,000ft. to ^.OOOfr., and it

was just on eight o'clock when we reached where my tent was
pitched even Sharpoo pretty '"done." Ibex shootinf is not all

"beer and skittles."

Saw any number of marmots to-day at from 15,000 feet to

17,000 feet, and shot some ; they vary in color, some very
ruddy, but, apoarently, like all of us as we get old, they fade

with age, for many—which Sarpoo says are the verv old ones

—are quite pale, yellowish grey. Both kinds are about the

same burrows, so they are not to likely be of different species.

Unless killed quite dead, thev invariably escape into their

bu rrows.

One of my dak-coolies turned up to-day, a perfect wreck,
having been very ill with cholera, and his companion having
died straight off in a few hours: 1 thought something must
have happened, they were so long returning, over six weeks.

Cholera is very bad in Kaslmir, especially in Srinuggar,

which is deserted by all Europeans, trade at a standstill, and
the natives dying bv hundreds; it is about the worst epidemic
on record there. Owing to the disaster of ray dak-coolies I

found myself today reduced to my very last rupee; however,

in a ^evr days, reached a large village, in which I managed to

''raise the wind," for I discovered a Kashmiri "bunnia"
(merchant) had settled there, and by swearing it was not "a
stiff" un," also adding the inducement of ten rupess and a

packet of tea (the last he vms very keen on), I persuaded him
to cash me a cheque on India for lis. 300, so am again in

funds, which will last till I can get more from Srinuggar.

Sharpoo came to me just now and said he and theosher
men have had so much hard work, will I stay here for a few

days to let them rest and also to celebrate their " burra din "

—a kind of native Christmas? I could not well refuse, so

said all right, and that I would give them a couple of sheep
for their big day.

From July 2 to 12, bar our few days' halt, I was on the

march, winding up on the 12th with a long day over a snow-

pass, but there was no sun, so the snow was hard and ea-y to

travel over; descending the slope on the other side, we went a

few miles down the valley and camped on* nice stretch of

grass at the entrance to a likely-looking ravine. To-day, also

on many other occasions, I saw in a tame herd a very ibex-

looking goat, with ibex horns, and have little doubt that the

wild ibex occasionally "courts" the village gnats when he
comes across them on their grazing grounds, high up among
the mountains. Sharpoo, too, agrees with me; moreover, -ay-

he knows of one in a Kashmir village with really fine ibex-

horns, bred from a gallivanting tame nanny goal, which wax
" absent without leave " for some time among the hills, and
soon after its return presented its owner with a young ibex. I

shall try an experiment with my young buck ibex when he

is old enough. He is doing uncommonly well, getting very

tame, and when only a week old, by « B - hi- ability,

gave one or two skips, then bounded up one side of my lent,

over the ridge-pole, and down the other -hie, a- it' ii were

nothing. His favorite sleeping place i- i he top ol "i I*- "i my
kiltas (boxesi

;
hut if the nigh) i- wet or verv cold, be

into my servant*' tent and makes bimaeli comfortable among
their blankets. After all. this nullah, the Shamdun, as the

natives call it, good a- it looks, -em- to hold nothing bo I fe-

male and a few mall buck-ibex. Perhaps it i- di-turbed by

the presence of a " bran beep-fold ol rough

stones) at its mouth ; the grassy hill-id. above being COD
with sheep, and with them several splendid yak-— the long-

haired cattle of Thibet Thin morning I saw ;t ^reai Bght be-

tween two hage bolls, magnificent ' • aats, and I very mncfa re-

gretted 1 am not a photographer ; in travelling

in this country ought to be for I r< >j>f ! phed -tireetly

after being shot, any especiaJiy grand enery, view-

of theglaciei fields, would form moat inter,

momen' St ings.

July 18.— \ very early, also verv wei. morning. I p

ordered my lent later in the day to l* movi
i wn the valhv. then started, beginning the (1
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etead* climb of over an hour up the steep slope above where

1 had camped, then worked along the hills after oorin, the

wild sheep of Ladax—now suppesed to be identical with the

oorial of the Punjab Salt Range, through the Ladak variety

(the sha-poo) is decidedly a finer animal, carrying larger,

thicker horns than its Indian representative. Excellent oorin

grounds, innumerable deep stony ravines running down the

hillside, but for a long tims we saw nothing, not even tracks,

and about ten o'clock came to the entrauce of a big nullah, so

clambered out to a rocky point to prospect.

Sharpoo (my shikari) was bussy with the telescope examin-

ing the opposite cliffs to the valley below us, and far away

down near the mouth of the nullah saw something move.

"Quick, the telescope !" and the "something" proved to be

a flock of twelve or fifteen oorin, among them some fairly

gooe rams. A very rapid stalk lest they should move, and we
crawled out on an undulation of the hillside above the flock,

and as near as it was possible to get unseen, but just too far

;

between 250 and 300 yards, however, I pointed out to Sharpoo

that a wide snow torrent was just below the animals, aud

whichever way they eventually moved must bring them
nearer to us, so the only thiug to do was to wait.

Some were lying down among the stones, others wandering

listieisly about : but in half an hour they begun to graze to-

wards us, then two rams which had been lying in the sun half

asleep rose, and the whole lot began to move away uphill, at

first straight towards us, and I had great hopes of a close shot;

but they turned, and I saw would pass about 150 to 160 yards

to our right.

A ram with small horns was the first to appear round a

bend in the hill, so we crouched without a move, and he did

not see us, our clothes being just the color of the stones ; then

close behind him came one of the biggesi heads, so slowly

raising the rifle I fired—a scramble, and the ram and a shower
of loose stones went rolling down the hillside together, the

rest of the flock bolting like lightning over the brow of the

hill, never giving me a chance with my second barrel. I

never saw animals go off" faster, a cloud of dust, rattle of stones,

and they were gone. The ram bad a fine head, and luckily

the kill was not far from my new camping ground, so I sent

for coolies to carry home the meat—very excellent mutton it

is, too, if kept a few days.

July 14th was very wet, but Gunga (nay " bearer "), whose
ideas of fine weather seem a trifle vague, dug me out before

rive, so, being thoroughly awakened, 1 dressed, then tried to

find some more oorin, but saw nothing, though I went several

miles. There is a bear here, and 1 have had a chance of

shooting it ; but its coat is like an old door mat, all the fur

coming out, so I held my hand, for it is no use Killing them
now when their skins are useless—they shed the hair about

the middle or end of June, as a rule, unless on very high

ground.
July 15th.—L'p the smaller of the two nullahs, and soon

spotted some ibex, four find males and eight females: but,

though a long way off, they undoubtedly had seen us before

we discovered them ; but they went away so slowly, gazing
as they went, that we deluded ourselves into the idea they

were on the move simply because it pleased them, followed

them the whole morning, and the wind up was, that we even-

tually saw them far ahead, right up against the sky, all look-

ing back towards us, and evidently perfectly aware they were
beiDg tracked. A pity they saw us so soon in the first in-

stance, for they were well placed for a stalk, and two of them
had horns of between 35in. and 40in.

Worked home along the crest of the hills, once getting right

over and within very easy shot of a herd of ibex lying in the

sun, but the best of the bucks had not horns of more than 20in.,

80 1 did not fire, for, much as 1 want to kill one to make a

total twentv, it must be a good one, Sharpoo very seedy, quite

knocked up, as much as ever he could do to get back to camp,
every half mile he had to sit down and rest for ten minutes

;

in fact, he is rather bad.

ROD.
"Willful Ignorance.

No greater exhibition of parsimanyand ignorant assump-

tion has ever been shown by the Governor of a great State,

than that exhibited by Governor Altgeld, of Illinois, in his

message sent to the General Assembly of that State in which

be says :

"First—The Fish Commission. This board was created in

1889 and has up to date drawn $35,496.34 from the State

Treasury, and, however, able the members may be and what-
ever the theory may have been which led to its creation, it is

apparent now that the people of the State have at present very
little to show for this large expenditure of money. The ex-
periment has been tried sufficiently to demonstrate that it does
not pay and as it costs the State on an average of $7,000 per
annum to maintain the commission, I recommend that it be
abolished and the State be required to execute the law against
the use of nets in the waters of the Stale."

The American Field in commenting on this exhibition of

willful ignorance, if, indeed, the action of the Governor should

not be designated by a stronger term, says:

Further, on the day after this remarkable exhibition of par-
simony toward the people of Illinois, it is stated that the
Governor made it plain to Dr. S. P. Bartlett, that in his
capacity a* the Chief Executive he would not sign any bill

appropriating funds for the use of the Illinois Fish Com-
mtssion.

What a different view regarding the disbursement of public
funds Governor Altgeld, only a year or two ago, when he sued
the city of Chicago for damages to a piece of his property in
a sum aliuo-t :i- hir^e u ihat expended in five years bv the
Illinois Fish Commission. The defence made proof, if we
remember aright, that the Judge had knowledge of all the
facts al the lime he purchased Ihe property, and the jury cut

down the award for damages very materially. Judge Altgeld
did not advocate then such exceisive economy in the band-
line of public funds a- now actuates Governor Altgeld.
The reason* given by the < Vovernor sor his desire to abolish

the Illinois Fish Commission in untenable, when Tiswad id

the light of modern progress and of public good. The Slate
of Illinois, one of the large- 1, richest sod grandest common-
wealth" in the United States, ha* altrajS been niggardly in its

appropriations for its 1 ish Commission, far behind other
States less able, and stingy compared with its equals.

|li>- expanses of the entire work have been very small,

••nmpared to tin- benefits which have resulted to the public
inner N

.

K. Fairbank draws no salary, and Dr. S. P. Bartlett, who as

secretary has carried on the work, received nothing from the

State, but draws a salary from the United States Government
as Assistant United States Fish Commissioner. Dr. Bartlett

has done good work for the State of Illinois, and the only

return the United States has had from Illinois has been in the

shape of fish fry.

For about three years Dr. Bartlett has used a small steamer,

with which he has"superintended the work of seining millions

of young fishes in the rivers, bayous and sloughs, during high

water and after spawning season, in the Spring of each year.

The greater part of the fry has been distributed in Illinois

waters, which accounts for the fact that those waters have now
a plentiful supply of good fishes ; but Dr. Bartlett has fur-

nished a portion of this fry to the United States Fish Com-
mission, for distribution in other states, thus in a measure

recompensing the Government for his time spent in the ser-

vice of Illinois.

In this manner the fish supply of that State has been kept

up at verv small cost compared to the accrued benefit to the

general public, and to do away with the possibility of con-

tinuing this good work is false economy, and any steps tend-

ing that way cannot be too harshly criticised.

In the American Field of February 4, the fact was noted

that Governor Altgeld contemplated the action he has taken,

that being the first notification of the Governors intention,

and we then pleaded urgently with Governor Altgeld, that he

so deeply into the subject of fish protection and fish culture

before takiog any steps in that direction. We cited to his no-

tice that in many other states ample financial support was
given to fish commissions, and grand results were attained.

We pointed out that throughout the length and breadth of

the land thousands of families derived their sole support from

catching the very fishes fostered by the Stat° fish commissions.

We cited Governor Flower of 2Cew York, as stating that his

travels in company of the Fish Commissioners of that State

had interested him greatly in the work, that every acre of

water in the State should produce as much food as an acre of

land, and that the work there would be greatly expanded.

We cannot believe that Governor Altgeld has studied this

matter closely, for his message to the Assembly says, " It is

apparent now that the people of the State have at present very

little to show for this large expenditure of money."
To begin with, according to the message itself, the Fish Com-

mission has drawn from the State funds a trifle more than

eighty-five thousand dollars since 18S9, in five years. Gover-

nor Altgeld is wrong about the amount drawn in five years.

Eighty-nve thousand and odd dollars is the amount which
has been drawn since 1879, fourteen years. Can Governor
Altgeld show us in what other manner the same amount of

money has been expended with the same amount of benefit?

Let him remember that in his false economy he is striking at

a great food-producing industry, sustained at a minimum cost

to the people.

We have pointed out in these columns previously that the

scanty appropriations by Illinois for fish purposes have been

a disgrace to so wealthy a State, and far less tuan those made
by much poorer states.

We cannot believe that the legislators of Illinois will be so

recreant to the trusts imposed upon them by the public as to

carrv out the retrogressive, suicidal policy outlined by
Governor Altgeld. Should they prove, however, so lost to all

sense of their duty to the public, we believe the people should

confront Governor Altgeld with figures and facts showing
that the State's wealth had increased through the judicious

expenditure of the publie money, and demonstrate the false

economy of the measure he proposes. Should he still insist

upon abolishing the Illinois Fish Commission, and refuse to

sign any appropriations for its use, then the Legislature should

pass the appropriations over his veto, and increase them to a
vearly sum commensurate with the wealth, dignity and im-
portance of the State of Illinois.

The old adage says: " A new broom sweeps clean." It is

evident that the recently inaugurated Chief Executive of

Illinois intends to make a record for economy. But he has

started out on false premises in this matter, and has taken a

I

position he may find it difficult to maintain. He does not

I stand out for economy, for the little seven thousand dollars

i
per anDiim, as it has been expended, adds much 'more than

that sum each year to the general wealth of Illinois. The
people, as a whole, will be against Governor Altgeld on this
;ssue, for it is neither economical, just nor even politic, and
the sooner he ascertains the truth of our statement the better

for all concerned.
4.

Blinding a Shark.

On the Klamath.

A successful diver must possess great courage and nerves of

steel. Such a man, connected with a large wrecking company,

was visiting the pearl fisheries in the gulf of California. On
one of bis trip* inquest of the pearl oyster hehad a Darrow es-

cape from a fearful death.

He had been instructed never to stir from the bottom until

he had looked up and around. Fortunately he heeded the ad-

I

vice. Having filled his bag he glanced quickly about, and

!
caught sight of a hngh shovel-nosed shark watching him.

In an emergency men think fast. Near the diver was a

,
large rock. He moved quickly to the other side of it, hoping

i to dodge the ferocious monster. But the maneuver did not

work; the shark watched every movement, changing his po-

, sition by a slight motion of his powerful tail.

Time was precious, and the diver conceived the idea of

blinding the shark by stirring up the mud. Under cover of

that he might escape. He worked for dear life, and had the

water thick with mud in less than half a minute.

Slipping around the rock again he rose to the surface, hav-
ing barely strength enough to reach the side of the boat, and
was hanlea on board just as the voracious man eater made a
rush for him.

>hurk.> have lately been affording contributions to science.

The biologists have been vivisecting them for the purpose of
finding out about the functions of the ear, which in fishes is

made to -ome extent on the same pattern as in man. The fact

has been known for some time that the ear is not merely an
organ of hearing. It has to do with the sense of equilibrium.
Light has l»een thrown on this matter by removing portions of
i" ;niiltiory apparatus of sharks, wbidi are thus rendered un-
able to maintain their balance in the water. The part on
which this faculty seems to depend is the "1 abyrinth," and the
nunc effect is produced bv cuuing the nerves"communicating
wild il.

Potwine Rapid is five to six miles down stream from the

ford ; it is a long, deep rapid, terminating in several beautiful

pools, from which, by the way, I never succeeded in taking a

fish, though I never could resist the temptation to try. This

water is generally best early in the season, but I do not think

it as good a place for the large fish as above Rocky Ford to

the mouth of Spring Creek. At the rapid, once in the month

of May, a party of six, myself among the number, took twenty-

nine fish, the largest three and a quarter pounds, iu a day's

fishing; not a phenomenal catch by any means, but then it

must be remembered that we had to drive fourteen miles in

the morning and the same distance back again in the evening

,

which took off" a good deal from the day, especially as we did

not get an early start. On this occasion we found a large

" professor" the best fly, but the fish did not rise freely at it

or anything else, as the caddis flies were just leaving the water
and the fish were feeding on them, and were so gorged that

I they were not to be tempted by an artificial fly unless it bore

a close resemblance to the live one. One of our party, by
using them on his hook in addition to the fly, had quite good
success, but though he caught more in numbers than the

I

others of the party, his fish were not as large, probably because

! he could not make long casts without whipping oflf the bait,

and so could not reach the large fish, which keep well in the

middle of the stream, where the water is deep. As a general

thing my time was limited when at Fort Klamath, and one
; days's fishing was all I could have, but in July, '87, I had the

pleasure of camping for three days on the Will'amson at

Rocky Ford, having a very delightful outing, though I think

,
we all agreed that the fishing might have been a little better

than it was.

We—there were four of us—left Portland, Ore,, on the
! afternoon of 15th of the month, with dog, guns and fishing

I tackle, prepared to rough it for ten days or two weeks. At
Central Point, Ore., the next morning we left the cars, and
after breakfasting aad changing our clothes, were ready to be-

gin our long drive. We were met here by a complete outfit

I
from the fort, a strong mountain wagon, drawn by four good

!
horses, for the passengers, and another wagon for the baggage,

I etc., also tents and cooking utensils; we had our own bedding
and provisions. Besides a driver for each wagon there was a

j
cook and two men to help about camp and with the animals,

I so altogether we were as well equipped for an outing as a party

need be.

Our first day's drive was thirty miles to Hull's ranch on
the Rogue River, the first part of it being through a well-

cultivated country ; the ranches soon became further and
further apart and the country wilder and rougher, and by the

time we reached Hull's we had about left civilization hehind

us, that being the last settlement until the fort is reached.

Our camp was pitched just above Hull's fence on the bank of

the river, and although it was late, and the stream, owing to

melting snow, was high, we determined to try to get enough
fish for supper and breakfast the next morning, and succeeded

beyond our expectation, catching in all twenty-five fish, the

largest one and a half pounds, which, considering the stage of

the water, was doing very well, for we could fish only in one

or two places, the banks of the river at this point being very

! steep and lined with thick bushes to the water's edge, while

wading, owing to the depth of the water and the strong

current, was out of the question.

From Central Point to this camp the road was comparatively

level, but here it turned into the mountains, and our second

day's ride was up grade all the way, following closely the

course of the river, which we crossed above the falls shortly

before going into our second camp, which was made on a

branch of the Rogue River known as L'nion Creek, a beauti-

ful stream, but very brushy. Our driver, who had lived and
driven in this part of the county for many years, tuld us we
would get no fish here, as there were none above the falls of

the Rogue River; his reason for the absence of fish was that
' the streams became such torrents when the snows went off'

that the fish, if there ever had been any above the falls, had
been swept down and had never been able to get back again.

The falls are an obstacle, as at them the river narrows and
plunges down a gorge with such velocity that I am quite will-

ing to believe that no fish could get up ; still there are fish above

the falls in other streams, and we thought he might be mistaken

about Union Creek, but after a very thorough trial and a

most dismal failure, we were forced to admit he was right

about there being no fish, whatever the Jcause for the lack of

them might be. On the return trip I not only fished Union
Creek a second time, but also worked my way to the main
river and tried it too, but did not get so much as a rise for my
pains.

Our next days drive brought us to the fort ; from Union
Creek to the divide near Crater Lake the road is up grade all

the way, but none of the hills are very steep, while from the

divide to the post it is down hill and the road is good.

At the post we remained over night and most of the next

day, leaving in time to make the drive to Rocky Ford and get

settled in camp before darkness came on. Two of the officers

from the fort went with us, and as soon as a site for a camp
was selected we all set out to try our luck at the fish, the re-

sult beine twenty-one rainbow trout, the largest twenty-fonr

inches in length and weighing six pounds exactly.

Of these twenty-one fish fourteen were taken by one person I

who used a small fly with dun wings and a sort of yellow

palmer-like body, which seemed to be iust what the fish

wanted ; as no one else had a flv like this particular creation,

they had poor luck, though fishing at the same place. During
that afternoon and evening the writer took but three fish, but

as the six-ponnder was one of them, he was not disposed to

complain. This fish was taken in the dusk of the evening,

after the rest of the party had gone back to camp ; my efforts

had not been attended with much success, and I was working
toward came, fishing as I went. I made a long cast and con

eluded to give it up, so reeled in my line carelessly. Just as

it was at my feet almost I saw the V shaped wake a large fish

makes in still water when swimming rapidly near the surface,

aud knew that my fly had been followed by a fish. Without
waiting to let out more line I immediately made a cast, and

the fish struck at once, and then began a fight that taxed

all my skill and gave me all the work I could do

for the next half an hour. My tackle was a nine-ounce

Orvis rod, fifty yards of line, a heavy single gut

leader and one large fly. Xo sooner did this fish feel the

hook than away he went up stream like a shot, making the

reel hum and running out nearly the whole fifty vards of line

before be slacked up, which he did only to go into the air,
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jumping clear of the water time and again, shaking and
twisting himself and doing his utmost to rid himself of the
hook, which unfortunately for him was well set. Finally he
slackened and let himself be reeled in, and I thought the
fight was over, but here I was badlv fooled, for no sooner did

he find himself near the bank than ofi he went a second time ,

with apparently as much vigor as the first, running out quite

as much line and leaving the water repeatedly, first on one
,

side of the river, then on the other, until I began to fear he
would wear the hook loose. Once he made a short run right

toward me, and the slack line he gained made me think I had
I

lost him, but the hook was too well fast and he could not shake
j

it out.

His third and fourth runs were shorter, and it was evident
he was exhausted, and I was not long in leading him to aplace
where I could reach him with the landing net. I have taken
larger fish, but never one, larger or smaller, that was more
game or made a better fight than this sis-pounder.

The day will come when the owners of good fishing rods
will be ten times as numerous as they are at the present day

;

when the owners of rane poles and dollar-jointed rods will

purchase five, ten and twenty-dollar rods without swallowing
a lump and turning white, and as nonchalantly as they now
pay out a hundred for a gun. It takes time for all things,
but it seems to me most singular that our sportsmen, who have

j

shot according to principles for years, and who would no more
j

think of killing a woodcock or quail on the ground than they
would trap them, will persist in using a stiff pole and no reel.

We will allow them the credit by saying that if they once
used a first-class, flexible rod they would never return to the
rigid stick, with no give in it. To a reasoning man it must
appear as a conviction that to haul a fish out of the water
with a stiff pole is in no sense more scientific than potting a
bevy of quail as they huddle on the ground. I do not go in
as a stickler as to quality of rods and reels. I have no axes
to grind. Let every man have his choice as to make. All I
want to impress on ray readers is that, at the present day, stiff

poles correspond to flint-lock muskets, and one who habitu-
ally fishes with a stiff pole trots in the same class with the un-
sportsmanlike chap who pots his feathered game on the
ground.

Entries for the Los Angeles Bench Show close to-day.

A number of gentlemen will attend the Los Angeles show
from this city.

Nearly thirty entries of dogs from this city will be made at

Los Angeles bench show.

Dr. Bowhill will exhibit his wire-haired fo.xterriers at the

Lou Angeles bench show.

The Los Angeles Bench Show opens on the 19th. A large

number of dogs will be shown there from this city.

The question as to where the next field trials will be held
is one of interest but seems to be sleeping quietly now.

The interest in the bench show is increasing daily and there

can be no doubt of the complete success of the undertaking.

Mr. H. Schreiber, of Oakland, will exhibit several dogs at

the coming bench show under the auspicies of the Pacific

Kennel Club.

For all information regarding the coming bench show ad-

dress Managing Committee, Pacific Kennel Club, 628 Market
street, this citv.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi

Die notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,
n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Xew England Kennel Club's bench show, Boston, April 4, 5, 6 and
7. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

Continental Kennel Club's bench show, Denver, Colo., April 11, 12,
13 and 14. F. W. Rand, Secretary.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,
April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,
16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show, Lenox Lvceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Borrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show. Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Little Roy's Lost Rover.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

Mister.l's you the paper man.'

'Coz you is it'ayou 'atscan

Tell the peoples Rover's lost

:

Pa'll pay you all the cost.

Rovers woolly an' ez black

Ez you'r hat there in the rack,

"Ceptin' white along the nose

An' some on his forrid toes.

He will eomeef you des say :

Hi ! hi ! hi ! loud, that away ;

Sometimes when I dis begin,

I des call by whistelin'.

He's tbe bestest dog I know,
Alius wiilin' fer to go.

An' ain't quarrelsome, but he 'icks

Everything I at him sic's.

Curls his tail over his back.

An' des trots along the track :

I don't know most what to do.

'Cept to come an' talk to you.

I plays ' horse ' wifhim in play

Some the time most even' day

;

He'll jest haol me upan" down.
'Long our street an' over town.

I dis went out fer ter play,

Fust time I wuz oft" ter day

;

An' des whistled an' called ' Hi !

'

But old Rover wuzn't nigh.

Wisbt ez ever *at you conld

Find 'im fur me 'at you would
Do et fur me's best you can.

An' I love you, paper man.

The bulldog used at the new National theatre, corner Jones
and Eddy streets, in the Black-Crook, is a sad commentarv on
the hall, which for so many years has been the "Hall of
Howls" as the bencb shows for some time past, given in this
city, have been held there. The noble canines would howl
most dismally should they be compelled to witness the horri-
ble farce which has been going on there for the past week. The
presentation of the Black Crook has fallen in every sense, far
below the moral tone of that piece!

. ~

—

The rows anent the conducting of the arrangements of the
bench show at the Columbinn Exposition are already filling

the air with their discords. All of the judges selected for that
(event do not seem to suit everybody. Whoever supposed that
they would ? The managing committees are not omnipotent.
Do not ask of them impossibilities. Turn in and help the
exhibition all you can, and if this be your desire yon will
have but little time to promote dissentions.

The St. Bernard class at the Pacific Kennel Club's show,
will be a surprise to those who have not kept posted on this

line, since the last exhibit.

President E. W. Briggs, of the Pacific Kennel Club, bears

his honors in that courteous and gentlemanly manner
which makes officers popular.

The Pacific Kennel Club held a meeting on Wednesday
evening last, at which time the current business anent the

coming bench show was dispatched.

The Mechanic's Pavilion on May 3-6 should be visited by
every lover of the canine world. There will be no end of in-

terest there for every lover of the dog.

"Ashmont's" Kennel Secrets is a work of such value as to
become indispensible to every kennel man. It contains tin-

gist ul the knowledge of all the kennel world on matters r<-

lating to the care of dogs. If you have a dog you cannot af-
ford to be without this work. It is ;i perfect compendium on
all kennel matters- Messrs. Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 605
Market street, the well-known sporting goods dealers, have it

on wale. It is handsomely and profusely illustrated and is just
such a work as will satisfy each and every earnest inquirer
after information on this subject.

Alongside ran our small pack of bear dogs, a breed peculiar
to this district, but much resembling the Ksquimaux dog in

j

general appearance, with powerful frame covered with a long
wavy coat and set on short legs with broad feel, a short thick
neck, broad head with a short, sharpened nose, small, erect
ears, bright, intelligent eyes, and a magnificent bushy tail curl-

I ing over the back like a squirrel's, says Temple Bar.
They are very savage and spend most of their leisure time

j

in getting up fights among themselves; nearly every one of
I
our small pack showed by a hanging ear or a "gashed lip that
he had not been made free of the guild without paving his
footing.

In bear minting these dogs are invaluable
; their keen scent

enables them to "detect his berloga or winter lair at a con-
siderable distance and through all but the deepest snow, while,
when he is started, they will follow his track with unerring
patience, giving tongue every now and then to assure the hun-

I

ter it is '"all right,'' and guide him through the forest till the
final chorous tells that they have come up with the bear, and

j

you rush up to obtain an easy shot as he stands at bay. The
I dogs are very active in avoiding the fierce blows which the
bear aims at them, and soon learn the wisdom of attacking
him in the rear, so that though every now and then they limp
away bleeding from an ugly gash from the bear's claws, but
after sitting down in the snow and licking their wounds care-
fully over they trot contentedly home and come out the next
day as keen as ever. We usually took out five, all good dogs,

,

and all of different colors, Sobol, a splendid iron-gray dog with
a voice like a bloodhound's and a frame wirv and strong as a

|
wolfs, holding the proud post of leader.

The Mechanic's Pavilion is a splendin hall in which to hold
the coming bench show, to be given in this city by the Pacific

Kennel Club. May 3d to 6th it will doubtless be filled with

the best of San Francisco society.

M r. George Kaper, who will judge the exhibits at the com-
ing bench show is one of the most popular and experienced
judges of dogs in the whole country. Do not fail to enter

your dogs and have him pass his opinion on them.

If there be any truth in the signs of the times there will be
such a gathering of the kennel interests of this country at the

Columbian Exposition as will not likely occur again for a
great length of time. It will be an event worth attending.

The St. Bernard Club met on Tuesday night last at which
time Messrs. McGinley and Benjamin were admitted to mem-
bership in the club. Mr. McGinley owns a fine dog, Monk
(Celtic Ralman—Gipsy of Pine Grove), that he will enter for

the comiDg exhibit.

Mr. E. P. Schell is an enthusiast in any and all matters in

which he takes part and in no venture has he shown more
energy and enterprize than in that of his kennel investments.

He is working like a Trogan for the success of the coming
bench show to be held in this city May 3-6.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. Davenport, Prop.,

claim name Lady Josie for black and white markings cocker
Spaniel bitch puppy whelped January IS, 1893, by Giffer E.
(Giffer ex Lady, Lady bv ch blk Pete A. K. C. S. B4910 ex
Miss Nance, A. K. C. S. B. 12,599) ex Fanny.

Now is the time to'make your entries for the coming bench
show. Do not delay the matter a single day, but call upon or
write the Managing Committee at 6^8 Market street for full

information and enter your dogat once. This action will be
much on your part to insure the success of the show.

When living near Neosho Falls, Kan., a neighbor, who was
a market bird-hunter, went from there to Western Missouri

!
for the purpose of hunting quails and prairie-chickens in the

j

fall of the year. He took with him a favorite pointer dog.

;

The route taken was southward some fifty miles to Parsons,

j

Kan., by railroad, thenee northeastward to Fort Scott, and on
' into Missouri, nearly due east from the latter point, says the
Brandon Banner.

All went very well for a few days after he began hunting,
I but by some means the dog became lost from him. He spent
two days hunting it, and, as it was no use to try to hunt with-
out the dog, he went home, and there found the dog, all right.

j

According to the report of his family the dog had reached
there within two days from the time he had lost him, and, as

!
the distance was more than seventy-five miles, it is quite cer-

1 tain that the dog look a near cut for home. Now, if this dog
had no sense of direction, what had he that led him to take
what we may confidently believe to be the straight and true
course for home, when he had passed over the other two sides
of the triangle by rail?

Who does not know that a cat or even a half-grown kiiten,
taken a long way from home in a bag, nearly always finds its

way back? When living in northern Michigan I had a cat
we tired of. I took her in a boat directly across the lake,
about two miles, and turned her loose. Although it was about
six miles around the end of the lake, a circuitous course, and
certaily one unknown to her by sight, the next morning she
was back at the old place.

Another case is just staled to me of a cat that was taken by
rail fully twenty miles in southwest Missouri, and the next
day he walked in all right at his former home.

A Fine String-.

Mr. James E. Watson offers for sale the splendid black
pointers, George P. and Doctor P., each ot them Derby win-
ners, also Billy P., litter brother to the above. These dogs are

good ones in every particular, and any one looking for first-

class field dogs can do no better than secure one of them.

The pigeon exhibit that will be given in connection with
the bench show in this city at Mechanic's Pavilion promises
to be something of unusual interest. The pigeon fanciers of

this city are a strong body and represent enterprise and energy
sufficient to make any object which they should desire, an
accomplished fact.

The amount of enthusiasm engendered by a bench show is

readily understood when one realizes that the canine world
holds more of man's affection than any other of the animal
creation. It would seem that many men in this city are

thinking of but little else than the coming show, at present.

This argues well for the success of the exhibition.

The Pacific Kennel Club met on Wednesday evening last,

President E. W. Briggs in the chair. Albert Beverly, L. K.
Carngan, Frank Vernon and Dr. C. M. Sel fridge were elected

to membership and J. J. Tompkinson was proposed for mem-
bership. There is $612 in the treasury and a guarantee fund
of $450, makingagood financial showing for the club.

The Bay View Kennels will present at Los Angeles two
very fine puppies in Irish setters. Glenmore Hoodlum

I Fin-

filas—ex Kuby Glen more) and Maid of Glenmore (Finglas

—

ex Betsy Croflts). These puppies are very fine-lookers, and
are said to possess fine quality in field work as far as de-

veloped. Mr. Campbell is justly proud of his possessions in

Irish setters.

A kennel show is a most important and potent factor in the

education of the public along the lines in which they should

receive information. The exhibition of several hundred dogs
is not only interesting, but it also leaves an impression on the
mind of every one who looks upon it the fact that man, some
portion of the great family at least, is kindness and attention

to the best interests of thisspecies of the animal creation.

Kindness to animals and en abiding interest in their develop-
ment is a noble principle which should be encouraged.

Mr. H. T. Payne has lately brought all his English setters

up from the south. They consist of Countess Noble, winner
of second in the Derby at the late trials, a handsome hitch al-

most clear white, Lilly C.—the dam of Countess Noble—

a

large bitch of splendid form and grand head. Lilly C. is by
Cable (Dick Loverack—Liddesdale), out of Winnepeg Belle
(Rocketer Manatoba Belle). Jolly Fay, a small, compact
bitch, bv Jolly Planter (Plantagenet—Countess Flirt t, out of
Los Angeles (Grouse II.—Princess Claude).
At the head of the kennel is the well-known Fred \\\, by

Count Noble, out of Spark (Carlowitz—Magnet), he is a
black, white and tan, of good size and form and with one of
the finest of heads, and perfect ears. He has proven himself
a splendid sire

; the records of the Eastern trials showing that
his get has, at various times, defeated such cracks :l _, ( hum.

.

Daisy's Hope, Fred Galis, Cant Bethel, The Corsair, Tribula-
tion and others. To these Mr. Payne has added another
youngster, Del Bur, received last Monday from Tennessee.
DelSur is bred in the purest of the purple. He is l>v Eugene
T.—a field trial winner—by Count Noble, out of Ruby's * > i rl

(Gladstone—Ruby II.) Del Sur's dam i- by Chickasaw II.

(Gladstone—Sue), out of Gladetle, by ' ihulstone's Boy, out of
Flirt C, by Coleman's London, out of Belle of Elatchie,
Coleman's London, by Gladstone, out of Clip.

Thus while Del Bur is sired hv a worthy son of Count
Noble, he carries in his veins the blood of Gladstone in live

crosses, of Leicester—Dart in four crosses, and of Druid

—

Kuby in three crosses.

Countess Noble and Jolly Fay are both in whelp to

Fred W.

Bred.

< -. I>. Birrell, Esq., Sao Francisco, < a],, h;i- bred Governor,
fox-terrier bitch, by Captain— Flora, to .1. B. Martin's Blem-
ton Reefer, by Champion Venio—Champion I: u

D. Shannon, Esq., San Francisco, Cal.. has bred Judy, foi-

terrier bitch, hv !.«• Logo-—Vixen, lo J. B. Martin's Blemton
Reefer 19662.

— m

Names Claimed.

J. B. Martin, Ban I ranci-co, Cal., has claimed the name
Golden Flash for fox-terrier bitch, whelped Jclt ''. 1898) by

Brockenhurst Tyke— Hillside Spinster.

Sales.

A. Ii. Townsend, Esq., Bonner's Ferry, Idaho, has told fox-

terrier bitch by Hrockenhurst Tyke— Hillside Spinster, to J.

B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal.
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

SUXD FROM Pii

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 189o.

This was a typical April day. with its sunshine and showers,

and, while thrre was lots of mud to the square inch, the people

turned out 2,000 strong to see six races run over a stick v track.

There was but one close finish, and that was in the rirst race,

won by Charger. Flirtation, the much-touted sister to Flam-

beau in the Undine Stables, won her race with ridiculous ease

aiter gettiog away fourth. She is fully as good as her friends

claimed her to be. Quirt. :he white-faced Sacramento filly,

won the third race almost as easily as Flirtation did the sec-

ond. The Drst and greatest " dump " of the entire meeting.

eame when Red Prince beat the backed-ofi'-the-board favorite

El Kayo, and other good ones in the mile and fifty yards

handicap. By this victory it would appear that Red Prince,

while in Burliugame's hands, was run in and out, for he beat

horses of higher class than he ever did last fall. Grandee,

heavily backed and a favorite at the post, made a procession

out of the fifth race, Bronco, ridden by Miller and the open-

ing favorite, finishing a ridiculous fourth, over a dozen lengths

behind Mr. Macdonough's gray colt, who is certainly a phe-

nomenal performer on a heavy track. Wicklow, also in the

popular young turfman's stable, put the last race to his credit

as easily as his stable companion did the previous event,

Dinero never being at all dangerous. Of the five races Mr.

Macdonough's horses captured two and ran second in another,
and that he and Trainer Dan Dennison have cause to con-
gratulate themselves goes without saying. Little Sullivan
did well to-da. , though he bestrode on two occasions the best
horses by long odds. He had two wins and a second and third
to his credit out of four mounts. Thad Williams rode Charger
splendidly, while the other successful jockeys were Miller.
< >'Hara and Joe Narvaez.

THE OAT'S RACLWG DESCRIBED.

Charger opened a warm favorite in the first race at S to 5,
but hot tips gettiog out on Lodi, Stoneman and Ida Glenn,
Bally's horse went to the post at 21 to 1. Ida Glenn was first

to show to a beautiful start, with Charger second and Mero
third. The field had not gone much over 100 vards when
Charger passed to the front and commenced opening up dav-
light at a great rate. He swung into the homestretch two
lengths to the good, Joe Hooker Jr. now second, having run
up rapidly from fourth place, past Ida Glenn and Mero. The
latter came fast a sixteenth from home, and in an exciting
finish Charger, nursed along by Williams, passed the winning
post a winner bv a neck, Joe Hooker Jr. second, as far from
the fast-coming Mero, who would have secured the place had
Seaman made his move a little sooner. Ida Glenn was fourth,
lapped by old gray Stoneman. Time, 1:20$.
The second race needs little description. The great favor-

ite, Flirtation, got away fourth in the field of six, moved up
second coming around the turn into the homestretch, and
heading Ardente «oon after entering the straight, won pulling
up with great ease by two lengths. Rosalie, fourth into the
homestretch, came fast at the finish, and beat Silver State out
in the last dozen strides to the extent of half a length. Ar-
dente was fourth, the much-fancied (for place) Realization
fifth and Bordeaux last. Time, 0:52;.

Quirt, a well-touted chestnut filly with a blaze face from
Sacramento was an even-money favorite. Shegot off third to
Fortuna and the htavily-played Alexis, but Gussie, fourth
away, moved up very fast and assumed command ere a six-
teenth of a mile had been traversed. Quirt passed Gussie at
the entrance to the straight track, and coming away with

SC3TJIABIES OF THE DAY'S RACES.

RACE 13.—Bay District Teack, Thursday, April 8. 1S93.—First race,
selling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse $400. Six furlongs.

Previous Post
Race, Number. Finish. Odds.
10 T. Bally's ch g CHARGER (6>, by Wildidle, 115

pounds. SSOO Williams l..._5 to 2
T Sturgill & Fishers ch g JOE HOOKER JR. (a),

by Joe Hooker—Lady Pacific, &6 pounds, £300
Hanawalt 2...\b to 1

6 Owen Bros." b g MERO, by Wildidle—Precious.
106 pounds, SoOO Seaman 3 6 to 1

6 D. Millers ch m IDA GLENN" (a) bv Glen Elm—
ijueen, 104 pounds. S500 C. Clancv 0-...4 to 1

— \V. M. Sinclair's gr g STONEMAN (a), by Kirby
Smith—Huokidora. 115 pounds, SSOO King 0.....4 to 1

— J. H. Davis' b g LODI (a), bv Ned Parkinson, 96
pounds. SSOO Coombs 0...V2 to 1

7 W. George's ch g JOE (5), bv Conquest—Swift, 96
pounds, SS00 Peters 0...10 to 1

— H. Schwartz's b g VANITY (51. bv Al Farrow-
Vesta W.. 101 pounds, 5400 Murphv 0...25 to 1

— J. E. King's or f SAMANTHA (3), by Sobrante—
Kate Dudlev, 90 pounds. $500 Turbinville O...lo to 1

Time—1:20K-
Won rather haudilv bv a neck, same distance between second and

third.

RACE 14.—Second race, for two year-olds, purse $400. Haifa mile.

Previous Post
Race. Number. Finish Odds.
— Undine Stable's b f FLIRTATION, by Wildidle—

imp. Flirt, 115 pounds Miller ] 1 to 3— W. O'B. Macdonough's ch f ROSALIE, by Hyder
Ali—Rosemary. 115 pounds Sullivan 2 4 to 1

3 W. Thompson's b f SILVER STATE, by imp. Che-
viot—Bessie shannon, 115 pounds King 3 4 to 1— Pueblo Stable's blk f ARDENTE, by Hidalgo—
Touche Pas, 115 pounds Morrii 0...-10 to 1

J W.-iison & Hoag"s b c REALIZATION, by Regent
—Sadie IIS pounds W.Clancy 0..._ 6 to 1— L. J. Rose's blk c BORDEAUX, bv imp. Mariner
—Eufaula. IIS pounds ." Cota 0....J.0 to 1

Time—0:52J^.
Won very easilv bv two lengths, half a length between second and

third.

Finish.

RACE 15.—Third race, for two-year-old maidens, purse 5400. Haifa
mile.

Previous
Race, Number.
— Kavanangh Bros." chf QUIRT, by Joe Hooker-

Trine. 115 pounds O'Hara 1.— Antrim Stable's ch fGUSSIE, by Hyder Ali—At-
traction, 115 pounds -Jackson 2.

3 Encino Stable's br f FORTUNA, by imp. Brutus
—Viola Rea. 115 pounds Spence 3.

— Garden City Stable's b c ALEXIS, by Argyle—
Frisa, IIS pounds R. Donathan 0.

— P. Siebenthaler's ch f SEASIDE, by imp. Mariner
—Marin, 115 pounds ..SDOoner 0.

— Owen Bros.' b g POLASKT, by Captaiu Al—Gold
Cup, 115 pounds Seaman 0.

— H. E. Stimpsons blk f WILLOW, by imp. Parti-
san—Beach Willow, 115 pounds Slimpson 0.

Time—0:53>i.
Won easily by two lengths, three lengths between second and third

Post
Odds.

... evens

... 6 to 1

... 6 to 1

... 5 to 2

._ 5 to 1

...25 to 1

..25 to 1

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

RACE 16.—Fourth race, handicap. forjthree-year-olds and upwards,
purse 5500. One mile and fifty yards,

Previous Post
Race. Number. Finish. Odds.
— M. Storn's ch h RED PRINCE |5). by imp. Wood-

stock—Oklohoma, 115 pounds J. Narvaez 1 5 to 1— C. L. Wright's b m RAINDROP (6), by Wildidle
—imp. Teardrop. 100 pounds J. Murphv 2 lo to 1

o Idaho Stable's b c ALLIANCE (3), by Hidalgo-
Maggie S.. 106 pounds. Sullivan 3 5 to 1— B. C. Holly's ch h EL RAYO (6). bv Grinstead—
Sunlit, 115 pounds Miller 1 to 3— W. O'B. Macdonough's br m BESSIE W. (4), by
imp. Darebin—Glendora. 116 pounds Murphv 8 to 1— Encino Stable's b m FANNIE F. fa), bv Wildidle
SallieHart, 1O0 pounds Peters 15 to 1

Time—1 :50&,

Won easily bv nearly two lengths, two lengths between sec-
ond and third.

Previous
Race. Number.

frreat ease, won by two lengths. Gussie secured the place just
j

Race. Number.
as easily by three lengths, Fortuoa third, half a length from
the "good thing,"' Alexis. Time, 0:53|.

A mileand fifty-yard race, handicap, was fourth on the day's
programme, and oh what a plunge was made on El Rivo! Iu
less time than it takes to tell it he was rubbed off nearly all the

-o anxious were the plungers to back him at 3 to 1 on.
Ked Prince and Alliance, at 5 to leach, had a few friends
with the courage of their convictions and some coin. To a
good start Raindrop showed in front, with Bessie W. second
and Ked Prince third. Be-sie \Y. went around the first turn
very -j^edily, and led past the quarter, with Raindrop second
and Red Prince third. The favorite was fourth. Bessie \V.
commenced to tire at the half-pole, and was leading Raindrop
but a head at that point. Ked Prince now commenced his
move, and headed the procession between the half and three-
quarter poles, where it was apparent the favorite was beaten,
for he wa* being ridden and did not gain an inch. Red Prince
was never thereafter headed, and won in a romp from Rain-
drop by about two length*, the latter two lengths from AI-
liance, who moved up from fifth place in the straight. The
favorite ra fourth, Bessie W*. lifih aud Fannie F. last Time,

l [rood run on such a sticky track. Matt Storn owns
the winner, which i- ;t beautiful chestnut horse by imp. Wood-
cock "in of i Iklohoma, by Breathitt.

Bronco opened favorite in the fifth race, seven furlongs, but
a continual rush of 'iraudee money made the grav coll a
slight favorite at the close. The remaining two were little

fancied. Grandee got off second, over a length behind Bronco,
but when the quarter-pole had been reached was one and a
half lengths from Royal Flush, who rapidly passed Bronco, as
did Cawim. The further (inmdee went the more ridiculous

d his opponents, and the gray son of Warwick won,
pulled almost to walk, by three lengths from Dr. R

RACE 17.—Fifth race, for three-year-olds and upwards, purse S500;
ten pounds below the scale : for ho'rses that have started and not won
two races this year. Seven furlongs.

Previous Post
Finish. Odds

W. O'B. Macdonough's gr g GRANDEE (3). by
Warwick—Helen Scratch, 100 pounds Sullivan 1 evens

S H. Jones* b h DR. ROSS (4). by imp. Cheviot-
imp. Beautv, 111 pounds Morris 2 fi to 1

i A. Coot's b c CASSIM (4), by Clifton Bell—bv
Norfolk, 111 pounds H. Smith 3.. ...15 to 1

S D. Mcintosh's eh h BRONCO (a), fcy Joe Hooker
Laura Winston, 116}£ pounds Miller 0.... 6 to 5

S Owens Bros.' ch c ROYAL FLUSH (4). by Three
Cheers—Rosette, 111 pounds Seaman 0.... 12 to 1

Time—1:33J£Won pulling up by three lengths, ten between second and third.

RACE IS.—Sixth race, selling, purse S400. for horses that have not
won two races sioce January 14th. One mile.

Post
Finish. Odds.

W. O'B. Macdonough's oh e WICKLOW (3). by
Leinster—Aunt Jane. 106 pounds, $2,500 Sullivan 1 7 to 10

H. Schwartz's b c DINERO (4), bv Alta—Char-
lotte. 109 pounds. S1.500 _ J. Narvaez 2..._ evens

B. (.'. Hoilv's b g Sidnev (3), by Sid—Ninena, $6

pounds, '$1,000 .*. Peters S 6 to !

Time—1:50%.
Won in a jog by eight lengths, six between second and third.

Horsemen Should Have Them.

When sea-faring men "go down to the sea in big ships''

they know that a physician's services cannot be had, so they

provide for all emergencies that may arise, by tilling a chest

with drugs, liniments, lint and bandages that might be useful

in case of sickness or accidents. Horsemen who have any re-

gard for the health of their animals should have a chest made
and lay in a supply of liniments, ointments, colic cures and
other medicines, to be used in case accidents should happen.
All of the large stock farms have a " veterinary department

"

Pedigree of Arion—The following cut from The Chroni-

cle of last Tuesday regarding the action of the Executive Com-
mittee of the A. T. R. A. anent the pedigree of Arion requires

correction.

In place of a "great amount of evidence" to support the

charge that Emblem was the dam of Manette, the only evi-

dence were the affidavits of Allen and French, and these

through the newspaper controversy, were shown to be so weak
that there was no end to the tinkering and cobbling to patch

them up. As will be learned from a copy of the paper I sent

to the association, which is also appended, the reasons for not

attending the meeting were plainly stated to be that the whole
proceedings could only be a farcical imitation of legal methods
and the mere formality of an oath being administered did not

change its features.

I presume that the reasons for the members of the com-
mittee being " required to take oaths " were that in a letter to

L. Brodhead, one of the committee, I objected to Mr. Jones, of
Kenosha—a townsman of Mr. Allen—showing so much par-
tiality for the Emblem side, and to Governor Coleman for
publishing in his paper, The Rural World, that it was shown
that Emblem was the dam while the controversy was yet un-
settled. In the reply Mr. Brodhead proposed " swearing them
offthe bench" the antitheton of swearing them on was adopted.
I should have had no hesitancy in accepting the committee
without swearing ofl'or on if steps had been taken to make the
examination as strict as it would be in a court of law, but to

submit evidence under the only rule which could prevail
would be a loss of time.

Could Mr. Knox be subjected to a legal examination, his
memory refreshed by data in my possession, I have the fullest

faith that his testimony alone would settle the question that

Addie is the dam of Manette. That I shall show so clearly
in the future that conviction must follow.

It is hardly necessary to state that Governor Stanford fully
agreed with me in not putting in an answer.

Special Dispatch to the Chronicle.
Chicago, April 3.—Arion's disputed pedigree, so Ear as the American

Trotting Register Association is concerned, has been settled. The
executive committee of the association met in special session this
afternoon and spent three hours in listening to witnesses and in read-
ing affidavits bearing on the case. As was expected, it was decided
that Manette, Arion's dam, is out of Emblem, bv Tatiler, and not out
of Addie, by Hambletonian Chief. The registration will be corrected
accordingly.
The case first came up before the committee on January 17th, when

the records of Stamboul were ^considered. Joseph Cairn Simpson
came all the way from California to prove that Manette was oat of
Addie. A great amount of evidence in support of Emblem being
Manette's dam caused him to ask a continuance of the case until to-

day.
When Simpson returned to California he severely criticised the com-

mittee for listening to witnesses who were not under oath. In order
to prevent a repetition of this criticism every witness was nut under
oath to-day and members of the committee were also required to take
oath.
• Registrar Steiner refused to make the evidence in the case public.
This will not be done until the committee's work is completed, which
will not be for a day or two. The most important evidence, however.
was the affidavits of Messrs. Allen and French, who were in charge of
both mares Addie and Emblem at the time Manette was foaled
Both are positive that Emblem is Manette's dam, and in the absence

of evidence of so positive a nature in favor of Addie there was but one
course for the committee to take. It is probable that Mr. Simpson
submitted the testimony in favor of Addie, but that it was unsatis-
factory is shown bv tbe committee's decision.
The"affidavit of Messrs. French and Allen assert that Manette was

foaled August 7. 1S7S, and that Addie could not have been the dam of
a chestnut colt foaled in lfe.S. That tuese men did not get Addie and
Emblem mixed is proved by sections of their affidavits. The change
does not detract from the excellence of tbe coil's breeding.
Arion as a two-vear-old had a record of 2:10?4, and was .purchased

for 5150,000 by J. Malcom Forbes, of Boston, Mass.

made a good run -•..,! after peering the half-pole, Cassim of this description, and thousands of dollars, besides the lives
Unshed third, ten lengths behind Dr. Ross." Bronco was
fourth and Doja) Flash (eat Time, l.

I'ii" 1 at the opening in the sixth race,
one mile, but Wicklow1

! chancei were liked so well thai
il tbe play was con lined to the chestnut colt. The

1 Wicklow vent i<> the post a favorite al 4 to '.

of many valuable animals, have been saved through having
these simple remedies on hand. In our advertising columns
.1. A. MiKerron, the man who supplies evervthing horsemen
need, notifies the public in a very simple and concise manner
that they can «tock a medicine chest with, useful remedies that

will pay for themselves the first time they are used. How
rrom2to 1 ,D en money and Sidney horsemen on farms that are miles away from a drugstore can

lunero h front at the start and under afford to be without these simple remedies! is incomprehen-

CM
• pi

il
whip. I. in Wicklow passed to the fore in the first dozen >irid«-s

f by Sidney. Ti M - pair lasl named passed tbe
narter !, but Wicklow soon -I k ofl the Bolly
It and tthatal the half he was six lent

am molested from ibis out, led into
n lengths and won in a jog by eight

sible. The cost is trifling, while the benefits are incalcuable.
Do not neglect to send in your orders at once for some of these
indispensible articles.

To the President, Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the
American Trotting Registry Association.

Gentlemen : In relation to the charge brought by C. W. Allen, of
Kenosha, Wisconsin, that Manette is not the daughter of Addie, the
consideration of which is now before your honorable body : acting as
the representative of Leland Stanford, the owner of Manette. I decline
to take part in said case or present an answer to testimony already
admitted, or what may hereafter be offered. My objections are, that
under the conditions which govern investigations in yourassociation.
tbe rules under which evidence is received are altogether too slack to

give testimony the weight it should have, especially when large pecu-
niary interests may be at stake, and on consultation with promi-
nent legal authorities, learn that there is no way of overcoming the
difficulty.

I was not aware until attending your session in January last, that
testimony was received without even the formality of an oath, and
when I solicited a postponement that was done on the presumption
that steps could be taken which would ensure compliance with es-

tablished legal precedents, and that penalties conld be inflicted for
violations in accordance with law and the statutes -jf the State in
which the investigation was held. When sworn testimony can be re-

modeled by tbe addition ot simple stories ; when corrections and in-
terpolations are offered and accepted to cover discrepancies in sworn
affidavits heretofore published, talk, more talk allowed to effect what
statements, duly authenticated by oath, and duly signed failed to
prove there is so little chance for rebutting that kind ot evidence, that
a journey from San Francisco to Chicago ou such an erraud, might
be termed, to say the least, a Quixotic expenditure.
To take further part in these proceedings, would, in a manner, com -

pel acceptance of the verdict, and that risk, in justice to mvemplover,
1 canuot accept. To decline being a party to the trial "is theonlv
course to pursue, to escape entanglement hereafter. Simply this. It

is beyond question that no action in accordance with legal methods
can be taken by your Board, and safeguards thrown aside, protection
is voluntarily surrendered.

It must be"evident to everyone who is capable of forming conclu-
sions, that onder such a lax system of presenting and receiving evi-

dence, and that. too. without a chance for amendment, that impor-
tant affairs should not be subjected to an ordeal, when the hazard is

all on one side.

I feel abundantly confident that if anyone of you gentlemen were
placed in the same situation, and gave that situation the stuiy ami
consideration I have given this case, that while feeling perfectly safe,

and ready to accept a verdict based on a thorough and legal investi-

gation, vou would reject with emphasis, a trial in which your interests

were in jeopardv, and dependent ou such evidence as might be pre-

sented, and I will add, as has been presented in the one under con-
sideration

-

Therefore, I present this paper without an apology or other plea
tbac that offered. It is not the court I enter a protest against.bat
witnesses who are under no coDtrol. and which the court, as now or-

ganized, cannot govern, lam with assurances of respect, your obe-
dient servant. Jos. Cairn Slmpson.

Agent for Leland Stanford in the Manette case.

Ttjbf Autocracy—The government of turf sports is sup-

posed to be democratic, inasmuch as the members ot the cabi-

net are elected by the vote of the association. If not pre-

cisely democratic then it is presumed to be at the most oli-
kintkndent Bki.lairs telegraphed us last Wednes-

day that J. J. Burke would act as presiding judge and James
lengths irom Lhnero, woo beat Sidney six length', for place.

! F. Caldwell as starter at the coming great meeting in the garchical, as the President and Board of Control, Trustees,

Mi oori metropolis. I directors, stewards, or whatever heir offices may be denomi-
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nated is composed of four or more individuals. In the Pacific-

Coast Blood Horse Association there are seven directors which
are granted bv the Constitution and By-Laws authority to

conduct the business in accordance with turf law and prece-

dents; the rules of the association being the guide and when
these fail, the general statutes in the shape of "established

custom" has to be depended upon. Questions outside of

those which are provided for by the by-laws and rules are

constantly arising, and these are oftentimes exceedingly

troublesome. "Precedents and usages" occasionally fail to

cover a few of these cases. As English racing antedates that

of all modern countries, when our own practices are inade-

quate what has been done in like instances there is a guide
which is the safest to follow. Oftentimes there is a necessity

for immediate action, and then some one person must be em-
powered to decide. There may be no time to summon a

quorum of directors, or even to council with others, mid dis-

tasteful as the name may be to a democratic body, an autocrat

is an imperative necessity. But when the necessity for prompt
action does not exist there is no excuse for one-man-power,
and that cannot be seized without awakening antagonism and
a determination not to submit to edicts which have been
framed and promulgated by one person.

That there is a wide-spread dissatisfaction at some of the

rulings of the Pacific Coa8t Blood Horse Association is too

evident to be controverted. Members of the association, own-
ers of horses, the general public, or that portion of the general

public which has a penchant for racing, unite in denouncing
the course pursued, and the expressions of discontent and dis-

approval are so nearly unanimous that it may be termed uni-

versal condemnation. Strong language is the most fancied in

signifying their disapproval, and manv of the critics are not

particular in selecting " words that burn " from their some-
what copious vocabulary of striking phrases. Quite a pro-

portion ascribe the tyrannical edicts to one person, and charge

that the vice-president, Thos. H. Williams, Jr., has usurped
the power which should belong to the directors. While there

are reasons to found this belief upon, I do not share in that

further than as there will be always a greater display of activ-

ity on the part of oae member of a board, and as Mr. Williams
has a superabundance of odic force, he has been more conspic-

uous than his fellow-officers in all the business of the associa-

tion. He has been the most prominent actor in every scene,

and, therefore, when there were personal considerations in-

volved, whenever the ruling favored his side of the question,

people could not be blamed for giving that more weight than
those with an inner and better knowledge were aware that it

should bear. So far as the discussions of the questions go, it

does not matter whether there was unanimity in the council,

and that every member of the board voted in favor of the pro-
positions carried, or that there was only a bare majority, the
right or wrong is present in either case, and I will confine my-
self to that feature of the controversy.

There are three cases of late occurrence ivhich I consider of

paramount importance. The first I shall mention was com-
menced some time ago, but the culmination of the wrong was
last Monday night. That was debarring those who made
books on the Oakland races from following the same business

at the meetings of the Blood Horse, reaffirming that decision

last Saturday, and then revoking it in the case of only one
man, and that one the prime offender, if ofiense were com-
mitted, on Monday. To justify that first move the action of

the Board of Control in regard to " winter racing " in New
Jersey was the precedent though they are certainly not parallel

cases. At the close of tne last Blood Horse meeting two others

were advertised, one the "California Jockey Club," which
would hold its meeting on the Bay District course, the other

a venture of Henry Schwartz on the Oakland course. So far

as I know both were speculations on the part of individuals,

with no apparent reason why one should be favored, the other
condemned. Without personal knowledge of the manner in

which these races were conducted, as I was in the East when
they were held, and did not attend on a single day when a
subsequent meeting to that of Schwartz was in progress on the
Oakland track, I cannot testify further than to reiterate what
was said in regard to the honesty of the Schwartz races, that

being that with one exception they were remarkably free from
all suspicion of jobbery, and that being granted, it would
surely not lose by comparison with the big meeting which had
preceded. The reasons I have heard given for the order of

debarment was that these extended meetings were detrimental

to the true interests of the turf, and that there was only a lot

of inferior, played-out horses to participate. The first I hold

to be sound contention, but an association which had carried

a meeting from October to January and gave notice of a still

longer for the following winter could not, with any sense of

fairness, enter the plea. The second is too trivial for answer
further than at the lime of writing there have been two days
of the spring meeting concluded, and horses which partici-

pated in the Oakland debauchery have won six of the twelve
races decided.

It was surely wrong to prohibit on one side of the bay what
was heartily welcomed on the other. Adhering to the wrong
had the merit, at least, of consistency—removing the ban in

the case of one and leaving the others still excommunicated,
an exhibition of favoritism which should not be shown in a

deliberative body.

I have nothing to say regarding the merits of the contro-

versy between Mr. Williams aod Mr. Ashe as to the owner-
ship of the horses. Both sides claim a victory, and until

that is decided it will be a waste of words to argue that

phase of the question. But when the Association refused the

person wlio had legal possession of the horses in dispute a

stall for Geraldine, or permit her to lake part in their races,

it was certainly reprehensible. There is no point of view
that I can take which will place that order iu a favorable

light. So charge had been made at the time affecting the

standing of Mr. Ashe, and though subsequently it was
learned that he stood in the forfeit list of the Board of

Control, that knowledge cannot be entered in mitigation of

the injustice done. In fact, it has a peculiar bearing, if my
information be correct that the knowledge was obtained in

reply to a telegram, and that it was the first instance of

forfeits from that body being recognized by the Association.

I am not prepared to object to a treaty of reciprocity between
our Association and the Board of Control, though if made at

this juncture, it is somewhat unfortunate. Washington Park
did not enter into such an agreement until December 22,

1891, and there are a number of the racing associations of

the interior which are yet outsiders.

There was plenty of sympathy fcr Mr. Ashe before the
forfeit part of the imbroglio came in. The Association is not
expected to let sympathy influence its decisions, but there
is nothing to prevent me from lamenting over the bad luck
which has apparently culminated. May there be a rift in

the black cloud I fervently hope, and were it in my power
all straightforward racing and trotting men should receive

nothing but smiles from Dame Fortune.
The third charge, in my estimation, is by far the most

serious. That is, the suspension of Peter Weber and his two
sons, growing out of the thrashing of the elder jockey by the

starter. It may be that I have not obtained correct informa-

tion in relation to all the particulars, but so far as heard,

there have been no dissenting voices regarding the incidents at

the start. That was, that the boy persisted in breaking away
in front, was fined $50, and, according to the Examiner de-

scription, " Ferguson also slashed Weber with his whip, se-

verely cutting his back." There was some rough talk by the

boy's father, and he handed back the badges. He was called

before the directors at a subsequent meeting of the Board and
one of the officials told me that if he had made a suitable

apology he would have been let off with a moderate fine. In

place of that, he demanded an assurance that there should not

be a repetition of the castigation, and on the admission that

he was acting for the boys as well as himself, all three were
suspended for a year. There may have been more cause for

the punishment, as the conversation was broken off abruptly,

but assuming that there was a great deal more, under the

provocation of his son's being subjected to a public castiga-

tion, cut so severely that welts were ridged on his b«ck, a

father showed a commendable command over his temper to

restrict himself to even harsh language and a return of badges.

The Association, of course, is not responsible for the chastise-

ment the starter inflicted, and, under all the circumstances,

the directors could scarcely be expected to punish the starter

or give Mr. Weber the promise he demanded. It seems,

from what I am told, that the practice of castigating refrac-

tory jockeys by the starter has been tolerated heretofore, but

I am pleased to say that in the thirty years' turf experi-

ence such an example has not come under my observation.

It is certainly contrary to the rule?, which limit penalties to

fines and suspension. Among the rules in force of the

American Turf Congress, the last section of Rule 111 is:

" With the sanction of the officers of the Association, the

starter may appoint his assistants, and neither he nor his

assistants shall strike a horse at the post or use abusive lan-

guage towards the jockeys—and for a violation of this rule

the jockeys shall impose a fine upon the starter."

That would be mandatory as the word shall admit of only

one construction. But there is no such clause in the rules of

the P. C. B. H. A. though they do limit the penalties to fines

and suspension. s If not responsible for an infraction of their

rules by the starter, but sutler an infringement to pass with-

out rebuke or censure, their dignity might so far be waived as

to condone a lack of decorous conduct when a parent's feel-

ings were so grossly outraged. I may look at this in a differ-

ent light from a majority of racing men, but if in my turf ex-

perience a jockey—white or black—who was riding one of my
horse?, had been subjected to such abuse it would have been
resented to the best of my ability, and if the association on
whose track it was committed, upheld the act an embassy
would not be employed to return its badges. I have not the

slightest foundation to assume that the act was justified by the

association, though I have heard apologies offered for chastis-

ing jockeys, but write plainly so that I shall be placed on the

record in a shape that cannot be misunderstood. Again though
there is biblical authority for the verdict that "' the sins of the

fathers shall be visited on his children" it isharuly applica-

ble in this case. It is altogether unlikely that Mr. Weber
would suffer his sons to ride where there might be a repetition

of the indignity, and they are so competent that their ser-

vices will be in demand in other places. But if there was a

general confederation of racing clubs, as there is trotting asso-

ciations the injustice would weigh heavily.

The starter has an arduous position, and I can readily un-

derstand the trials he has to undergo. That in one of these

he should so far lose his temper as to strike a blow, while it

is to be regretted, the temptation might be so strong that rea-

son for a moment could not govern According to the reports

which I heard at the track on Tuesday last there was an es-

pecial reason to resort to flagellation. There I was informed
that it was a common practice with Mr. Kowe, and he has
been extolled to the skies for his proficiency in starting. Oc-
cupying the ground where flogging the jockeys had met the

approbation of club and people it is not at all surprising that

Mr. Ferguson should make the mistake that he did. A de-

layed or inferior start would be the cause of instituting com-
parisons between him and the other official in which he
would be sure to suffer, and when a fine was inoperative a
touch of Kowe was the remedy which was likely to be effect-

ive. Therefore my comdemnation is for the method much
more than the agent.

And this, too, had in all probability a bearing on the action of

the directors. From having been the practice under the Rowe
dispensation, it was not regarded with the disapprobation it

would had it been the first transgression, and then the chances
are that Rowe struck lighter.

Palliation only. An impulsive man might make mistakes
on the spur of the moment that he would regret when com-
mon sense resumed its sway, but a body of reflective men, some
of them at an age when impulse is held in check by the wis-

dom which years' bring can scarcely claim extenuating cir-

cumstances. But then again, age may bring a desire for ease,

and the elder members of the Board turn over the power to

their youngster confreres. The young men are a majority of

the directors, and it is only natural that youth should adhere
to youth, and juvenility is always ready to take extreme meas-
ures—a valuable trait when properly guided, and justifies the

old-time axiom : "Old men for counsel, young men for

action."

* #
Trotting Entries—As will be learned from the list of en-

tries to the spring and fall meetings of the P. C. T. II. B. A.,

there is a grand prospect for this year in the way of harness

sports. The entries for the spring meeting'are only an indi-

cation of what it will be, though from other information there

is not the least doubt that the gathering in May will far excel

anyprevious springtime show. The purpose is to regulate

the largest share of the purses by the attendance of the
horses, which can be formed into classes, and from all parts of
the State reports come of intended participants in the sport.

I fervently hope that every one interested in the future of
light harness horses will lend their aid to make as much as
possible of the meeting, which will be a test of the new de-
parture. The whole country is interested in the result, and
much depends on the initial attempt. With a sufficient num-
ber of horses to permit proper classification tor a number of
races on each day of the meeting, there h* no danger of failure

and a very good chance to show that the innovations are a
past benefit to truiling interests.

I feel that it is the inaugural of a new era in harness sports,
which, after general adoption in all parte of the country, will
enhance the value of harne-s horses, and that the consequent
appreciation will rest on a solid foundation. There need be
no apprehensions of too many horses appearing, and that
there will be a lack of opportunity for them to get into races.
A great many races under the new system can be decided in
the seven days for which the Bay District track is engaged,
and should it appear that the meeting can he carried over a
greater number of days with advantage, there will he nothing
in the way to interdict the extension.

Another change has been made which will he found advan-
tageous. In place of commencing on the *20lh of May, as was
the original intention, the 27th has been fixed upon for the
opening, the lateness of the season being less determined than
under the first arrangement. The possession of the track is

given on the 22d of May, so that there will be ample time to

put it in order for trotting. The deep harrowing necessary
for racing upon it will give an elasticity which would not
have been present without that preparation, the only require-
ment to make it both fast and safe, to solidify and smoothen
the surface. Mount Shasta to a molehill that the May meet-
ing of the Pacific Coast Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association
will prove the best vernal trotting festival ever held on the
Pacific Coast. Jos. Cairn SlMPSON.

A Wedding- and a Death.

A happier assemblage of young people never met than were
in attendance last Monday at the marriage of James Maguire,
superintendent of the Edgemont Park Stock Farm, Los
Angeles, and Mary J. Mackey, eldest daughter of John
Mackev, superintendent of Rancho del Paso. On Sun
day Mr. Maguire came from the City of Angels to meet
his intended, and the following day the wedding took
place, which was largely attended by friends of both parties.

At the home of the bride a wedding feast was spread, at which
toasts and congratulations were offered. There was no one
present more jovial nor apparently happier than the grooms-
man, John H. Mackey, the brother of the bride, and the little

incidents of the afternoon made the time pass only too quickly.
The bride and groom departed for their southern home. The
guests, after bidding the couple " God-speed," dispersed to
their respective homes, never for a moment thinking that
the grim visitor. Death, would, ere morning, take away
one of their number, but young John Mackey, as he
familiarly called, was found lying on the sidewalk the next
morning totally unconscious of his surroundings ; his neat-
fitting suit was covered with the dirt of the street; the little

boutenterre that his loving sister placed in the lapel of his coat
before going over to the church to be married, was still fresh
and fragrant, but the owner was beyond all medical skill. The
patrol wagon was sent for and the young man was conveyed to
the receiving hospital where he died three hours later.' The
shock to the bereaved family was terrible and everyone who
remembers the kindly, genial, warm-hearted young man, will
never forget the pang of sorrow it gave them when they heard
of his death. The autopsy revealed the cause of death, to be
laudaunm pof-oning. It is claimed that he became despondent
over troubles that he believed he could not withstand and be-
ing of a highly sensitive nature he resolved to end all. John
Mackey was our New York correspondent last year, writing
over the nom de plm/ie of "Salvator." He was an excellent
judge or horses and a charming descriptive writer. Had he
lived, there is no doubt he would have achieved an enviable
position among the turf journalists of the day.
Last summer, after attending a veterinary college for
several months, he was married to a young lady of
this city, and while East on his wedding tour
purchased a number of horses at auction and private sale
of W. O'B. Macdonough, the young millionaire of this citv.

He returned to San Francisco with the horses, and shortly
after his arrival here his bride died. Mr. Mackev resumed
newspaper work, being connected with the Chronicle for sev-
eral months and latterly with the Call, and did excellent work
as police reporter for the papers he represented. Since his
wife's death he has been very despondent, and his friends
have noticed the change and commented upon it. Mr. Mackey
was unusually well-posted on thoroughbred horses, their pedi-
grees aod performances, and was besides an excellent judge of
conformation. At the time of his untimely death he was
twenty-four years of age, and was born and reared in San
Francisco, where he had a host of friends who mourn his sad
ending. The funeral took place yesterday from the residence
of his parents, 1115 Valencia street, this city.

Salem's July Races.

Salem, Or., March 31.—The directors of the Oregon
Breeding and Speed Association held a special meeting the
other day, when the programme adopted a few days before for

the .July race meeting was revised and added to in several
particulars. It was decided to continue the races for foiur

days, instead of during three, as first contemplated. The
races will commence on .July -1th, and close on Friday, the
7th. Daily the prospects for its success grow brighter. The
meeting is to be held on the State Fair grounds near this citv,

and the new regulation track which is now in course of con-
struction, will be completed in time to be dedicated by the
new Association, which has increased its capital Stock from
(2,600 to (£,000. The new track will be of the regulation
pattern, and there is no doubt but it will be very speedy, as
the soil is first -class, and it will in- well worked before Ho-
races are held. The programme for the July ineeeting is an

follows

:

FIBSI DAY,

Runniug—One-eighth mile dash. S200.
Pony race—'jou paras, two I

- 1 "".

Trotting. 2:25 class—Two in three
Trotting, two-year-olds—Mile dash. WW.

I

Pacing, £25 dass—Two in three, -

Running— Sal
Running— Hull mile ao'l repeat, 8200,
Trotting. J ::."> class—Two in three. SiW.
Trotting, 2:24 class—Two-mile dash, 1200,

ninth DAY.

Running—Three-eighths mile dash, 8100.
Running—Mile daub, 8250.

Trotting, 'J:2ft class—Two in three. I

Pacing, two-year-olds—Mile dasb,S150,

B DAY.
Running—One-fourth mile dash, 8100.

QenUemen's roadster race—Two in three, Sioo.

Pace and trot, free for all—Three in live. $600.

For all of these races the horses are to be named by June
1st.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

THE dam of Hal Dillard, 2:15}. will be breti to Sidney this

year.

There will be a race meeting at Gonzales, commencing on

tbe second of May. A splendid programme is being prepared.

A-rniONE, by Alcyone, 2:27, dam Jessie Pepper, foaled a

colt by Stamboul, 2:071, February 25th at Mr. Henry's Penn
Valley Farm.

PAMLICO, 2:16}, the game young stallion that the late James
A. Goldsmith brought down the grand circuit will be cam-
paigned this summer.

The two-year-old filly Waneta, by Clay, 2:25, dam by Gam-
beta Wilkes, is said to be a very fast one. She is entered in

several of the large stakes.

A fast quarter or a half early in the spring frequently sets

a horse back in his development, and sometimes knocks out

liis chances for a season's campaign.

The owner of the celebrated English Hackney mare Drab,

it is reported, will send that mare from Brighton, Eng., to this

country, to be bred to Allerton, 2:09]

.

Quite a crowd of horsemen alight from the trains at Pleas-

anton every Saturday. The answer to the question " where
are you going ? " is,

"' over to Salisbury's.
'

\V. D. Doherty, Clinton, Ont.. has sold to George Whitely,
Seaforth, Ont., the four-year-old stallion Young Sidney, by
Sidney, dam Highland Lass, by Buccaneer.

Mii.lard Sanders told W. B. McDonald to match Fausta,

2:22}, against any three-year-old pacer for any reasonable

amount, and he would take one-half the wager.

T. C. Snider, of Sacramento, is jogging Creole and a few
green trofers; he will be out alter some of the purses this fall.

Dabec, 2:27^, his mainstay, is working splendidly.

It is said that Jack Groom has a two-year-old by Silver

Bow, 2:16j, that is surprising everyone at the San Jose track.

All the Silver Bows are fast, but this one is a wonder.

Ira Ramsdell's fine Dexter Prince stallion, Prince Ira>

has been sent to J. Cassidy's, on the Point Lobos road ; that he
will enter the charmed circle this fall is a foregone conclusion.

Tuu hundred and eighty-six thousand Jdollars worth of

hoises have been sold at Lexington, at public auction, the
past three months. They averaged §371 per head. That is a
good average price.

Every trainer should have an extra pair of shoes raedy
when his horses go into races, so that if one is thrown and lost

it can quickly be replaced. He should also carry a full set of
horse-shoeing tools.

The track at Lorenzo has been torn up and is being put in

first-class order; Messrs. Strobridge, Knox, Meek, Gray, Mar-
Lin and Rohde intend to have their strings of trotters and
pacers there this summer.

Every time you open your lips to say a mean thing about
your neighbor's horses, just pause and ask yourself the ques-
tion whether you would like to have someone make the same
remark about vour horses.

The directors of the Santa Clara Agricultural Association
set a number teams working on the track last Thursday
and have kept them going constantly ever since, consequently
the track is in fine condition.

With the distance stand half way between the wire and the
place that it now stands the people will see more close finishes,

but the fields will be smaller, as a man with an unsteady nag
will be a trifle shy when it comes to making entries.

There were more representatives from the horse breeding
ranks at the Kenttield sale last Tuesday than have been seen to-

gether for years. The two magnets to draw them were
the Electioneer mare Reginaand her daughter Inspiration.

Thos. Murphy is working about ten head of very promis-
ing trotters at the Petaluma race track. This course has hardly
been pul in proper shape; if the weather continues good it

will not lake more than a week to have it in first-class order.

Wm. VlOGBT has a big string of yearlings and two-vear-
oldfl :u the San Jose track. Some of the best are by Eros,

Me has a four-year-old mare by Anteeo, out of an
Abbot^ford mare that will get in the list this fall very easily.

< >nk of th.- f;i st,_-[ yearlings at the San Jose track is Tyhee
Hood, a hod of the game trotting stallion Mount Hood, 2:22:].

From the way he trou, his owner, F. C. Talbot, will, in the
future, be collecting first money in every race in which the
youngster starts.

I-.. I'. WlOOIN, owner of Martha Wilkes, has decided to
place his stallions, Ulandorf and Charley Wilkes, 2:21f, in
training :i- soon as iheir stud duties are finished. The son of
Alma Mater u tin pears "hi and has no record, but is credited
with a trial in 2:28.

[fl :ir.- .in announcing race* on the Salinas track
Saturday, \pril 29lh. There will he two trotting races, one
for a purse of M25, and one for a purse of $100, anda running
wcefora he entrance fee in each race to he
add* dto toe pui e.

I». ('auk and James P.. I vcr*on, of the Monterey
Agricultural A ire going"to "boom " their fair this
rear. The trick at Salinas is - <.r ihe besl in the State, and
by a little judicious advertising and push every stall on
the grounds should be filled.

l' lt|Mi Wbodbarn's mightiest matrons, died at
that fkmotu Harmon Bunday. in some respects she was the

he nad twenty foals,

and of tb li t, six of ber sons are sires of

produced 2:80 speed.
Her ">" ' ire ib Pi inceps, her Aral foal, who is

inted by thirty-four trotters in the j ,o hi. Primrose
tnder/s A.bdallah,ou! of the famous

Black Rose, th« dam of Darkness and Native American, lew
ron haw :i place in trotting annals.

At Chico, Mr. Mcintosh has a number of youngsters by his

fine stallion Arthur Wilkes. 2:28£, on the track jogging
dailv. The progeny of this handsome son of Guy Wilkes in-

herit speed, conformation and good dispositions. Some of

them will appear in the races this fall.

The bottom is all right. Tbe trouble is there is too much
"muck"' on top, and it is into this muck that breeders are

sinking their money. Every horse or mare that has a pedi-

gree is called a trotter, when in truth about half of them could

not run fast enough to get into the list.

Milu Knox is the happiest man in Haywards. His trot-

ting mare, Fanny K., by Redwood, 2:27, foaled a beautiful

black filly by Directum, 2:11 V- The Direct filly, Nina, out of

the same mare, is now in Salisbury's string. She is a Simon-
pure trotter and " cannot pace a little bit."

Regina, by Electioneer, dam Accident (dam of four in the

list) has been sent to Walter Maben, Los Angeles, and will be

given a low mark this fall. Mrs. M. Severance, her owner,

believes she is as speedy as any of her relations, aud no one
doubts her judgment after seeing the way the mare moves.

W. B. McDonald will campaign Maggie, 2:20, by Dexter

Prince; Fausta, .2:223, by Sidney; King Daniel, by Mam-
brino King; May Homer, by Homer; Miss Viley, by Abbots-

ford ; Max F., by Red Wilkes and the chestnut mare Miss
Aline, that showed a few fast miles last season.—Sportsman.

We see by the Mirror and Farmer, published in Manches-
ter, New Hamphire, that l< B. S. Walker, the well-known

Vermont trainer, will soon be on his way to Santa Rosa, Cal.,

where he will establish a training stable. He will carry lots

of good, old-fashioned horse sense into the country where trot-

ters are born."

Hopeful, 2:14|, by Godfrey's Patchen, died March 22dat
Rising Sun, Md. Hopeful was one of Dan Mace's great cam-
paigners, and won many a race for the famous driver. After

the death of A. W. Richmond, who drove him on the new
York roads, Hopeful passed through many hands to his last

owner, G. G, Sill.

The sale of all the trotting stock owned by F. C. Talbot that

is not sired by his horse, Mount Hood, 2:223, wiU be sold in

this city April 19th. Horsemen lookjng for first-class road-

sters, broodmares, colts and fillies will do well to send for a

catalogue to Messrs. Killip & Co., and see what a splendid col-

lection will be offered.

P. J. Williams is handling Egyptian Prince, Silver Bow,
Silver Note and a number of others at the San Jose track,,

and the way they are moving augurs well for the success of

this string this fall. Mr. Williams is a very competant
trainer, and his trotters show that he understands keeping
them in first-class condition.

Andy McDowell has a number of extra good colts in his

string. He has two Steinways that absorb so much of his en-

thusiasm that he has been thinking serionsly of going over to

the Oakwood Park Stock Farm and making an offer for the

sire. He says " he never saw such pupils, and they are the

kind that stick to their lessons too."

John Gordon, the driver who was so badly injured at

Petaluma during the fair, has entirely recovered and is seen
in the sulky every day at the San Jose track. Mr. Gordon's
little Abbotsford stallion C. W. S., 2:27, never looked finer;

and with the other eight he is handling this driver has
splendid prospects for a successful year.

Kirkpatrick & Whittaker, of Knight's Ferry, have
shipped the handsome bay stallion, Constable 22,02S, to Utica,

Ohio. Constable is by Campaign 9811, dam Gridelia, by Sil-

verthreads 1S,635 ; second dam Feny, by Bonner ; third dam
Sophia, by Williamson's Belmont. Constable left a few very
promising youngsters in Stanislaus county.

Millard Sanders is in clover. The youngsters at the
Valensin Farm that he is handling are moying exactly as he
wants them und if he does not astonish us with a few Sidney
yearlings this fall we will be disappoidted. There is not a more
painstaking driver in the State than he and with his knowl-
edge of handling youngsters he is bound to succeed.

The overproduction of trotters is often given as an excuse
for the low pirces at some of the sales of trotttug-bred horses.

If those who make the statement would change it so it would
stand " the overproduction of horses called trotters, but that

cannot trot," they would then be right. There never has been
nor never will be an overproduction of trotters.—Horse
World.

Robert Ford, of Salinas, has a splendid farm of 2,000
acres of bottom land in the banks of the Salinas river ; he has
it stocked with some of the finest horses in Monterey County.
He has some trotters among them that will be developed this

fall. He has one in particular^ Napa Wilkes filly,outof a mare
by Fred Patchen, that shows her speed inheritance very
strongly.

P. McAleenan's colt Samoa, which has been sick for some
time past, died yesterday morning. It was thought Saturday
that the auimal would recover, but he had a relapse yesterday
and died. Samoa was an Ira colt and was one of the most
promising on the coast. His owner was deeply attached to

and proud of him and deeply regrets his loss, as do other
horsemen, for much was expected of him in the future.—Hum-
boldt Times.

Says C. M. Nelson: "Stallions and mares ill-shaped and
undersized that cannot be harnessed and driven with safety
for fear of being kicked out of your seat behind them should
not be bred to any more than those with other faults, as they
are all transmissible. Do not in the future breed to any stal-

lion or mare whose sire, dam, secon 1 or third remove you
would not be satisfied with for your foal."

ATTENTION is Called to the Merchants and Manufacturers
Slake of the St. Louis Agricultural Fair, for three-year-olds
and upward. $5 to accompany the nomination if made on
January 16, 1898, or $25 if made on April 15, 1893, when the
race will close, $45 additional for starters; $1,000 added,
of whu-h $200 to second and $100 to third. The winner in
L898of a race of $1,500, three pounds extra; of two such races
or of one of $5,000, seven pounds. Non-winners at any time
of a race of $3,000 allowed five pounds ; of $2,000, ten pounds;
of $1,000, fifteen pounds; $600, eighteen pounds; of $300,
irentj pounds. Mnidens, five pounds in addition. One mile.

The fine gray Nutwood stallion Jim Mulvenna, 2:19}, has
been sent by his trainer, Patrick Farrell, to Sargents, Santa
Clara County, to take a good run at grass and also to be bred
to a few good mares. Jim Mulvenna never looked better than
he does to-day and when he is taken up and worked it is

dollars to doughnuts that Mr. Farrell will give him a record

of 2:15. The horse understands this reinsman, and a better
" team " never came up for the word.

The bay filly Bet Madison purchased at Col. H. I. Thorn-
ton's sale is in Los Angeles, and it is said she can out-trot any
two-year.old seen there. Bet Madison is by that well bred
son of Anteeo, James Madison, 2:17 1, and like him has that
smooth, frictionless way of going that always counts. The re-

ports from every owner of colts and fillies by this stallion are
very encouraging and breeders who are neglecting the oppor-
tunity of breeding to him will regret it.

There are over fifty horses at the Woodland race track
and among them are a number of very promising Alexander
Buttons and Waldsteins. The long, wet spell of weather has
prevented the traiuers from getting their youngsters into good
shape, but with three weeks' warm weather there will be the
greatest inprovement noticeable in their appearance. The
youngsters by Hoppin's Cubit are all very handsome and of

good size ; a few of them are also to be seen on the track daily

The following formula for making a superior salve is given
by a writer in the National Stockman and Farmer :

" To one
pint of fresh milk add one gill of spirits turpentine, one heap-
ing tablespoonful of lard. Boil over a slow fire for about two
hours, stirring it occasionally. After it is removed from the
fire set into cold water and stir continuously until cooL It is

then thick as jelly, easily applied, and will heal cuts, bruises

or sores of any kind more speedily than any liniment or salve

that I ever used."

M. D. Peterson, of Davenport, la., has booked his royally-

bred filly, Bridal Bells, 2:22}, by Bell Boy, 2:19 ; dam Tros-
seau, 2:28, by Nutwood, to Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, and will leave
with her for California this month. Mr. Peterson also owns
the roan stallion, Red Bird, by Eagle Bird, 2:21, out of the
same dam as Bridal Bells, 2:221, that he will make a short
season with, and then be put in training for a record, and he
will get a low mark without fear, as he can show a 2:16 gait

very handy.—American Trotter.

C. E. VanDusen, of Lincoln, Nebraska, has recently pur-
chased the brown stallion Persimmons, 2:291, a son of Sim-
mons, 2:28, who at fourteen years of age is the sire of twenty-
nine in the list. Persimmons is eight years old and is out of

a mare by Administrator, 2:29V, second dam by Ericsson,
2:Z0l, the one-time champion who has lately come into special

prominence through the performance of Belle Vara, 2:08f,
and Moquette, 2:10. The record of Persimmons was made in

he third heat of a race at Franklin Park, Massachusetts.

A horseman writes as follows :
" I have the following

recipe for removing bloody warts frem mules and horses, and
pronounce it very valuable, easy of application and very
cheap : "Take a quart bottle of common coal oil, put in the
stopper a goose quill or turkey tail feather so as to let the oil

squirt through it, throw a teaspoonful of the oil on the wart
about three times a day, and in two or three weeks the wart
will have disappeared entirely. I have never known this

remedy to fail. I now own and work a valuable mule that I
bought six years ago for $40 less than her value because of a
large and bleeding wart on her leg. 1 cured her in two weeks
and worked her all the while."

Hippophagy is common in the leading European cities. It

would seem that the supply is unequal to the demand in
Paris. An agent of a French concern is now in Wyoming
buying up worn-out horses from the ranges. He gets these

bronchos at from $6 to $15 a head. A branded horse that has
been used with cattle is now considered of no value. Ranch-
men are raising better sorts. Formerly the worn-out cow
ponies sold in the East for pets and street railways. Now there
is no market for them, as their places are filled by animals of
better breeding. There are therefore thousands on the prairies

that will be cheap enough for the block if the French scheme
can be carried through. This agency is established in Salt
Lake.

Horses require daily exercise in the open air and can no
more be expected to exist without it than their owners. Ex-
ercise is an essential feature in stable management, and, like

well-chosen food, tends to preserve the health of horses.

Daily exercise is necessary for all horses unless they are sick;

it assists and promotes a free circulation of the blood, creates

an appetite, improves the wind and finally improves the whole
system. We cannot expect much of a horse that has not been
used to daily exercise, while such as have been daily exercised

and well managed are capable of great exertion and fatigue.

The exhaustion produced by want of rest is dangerous, such
horses being among the first victims of disease, and when
attacked their treatmeut is embarrassing and unsatisfactory.
— [Exchange.

Toledo wrote from Vienna, Austria, to the Daily Spirit

under date of March 14 :
—

" I thought you might be interested

in hearing that the Vienna Trotting Association has taken

John Splan upon their shoulders and placed him upon their

pedestal of honor, awarding him the highest gift in their

power—the gold medal in recognition of his services in en-

couraging trotting sports and for his valuable assistance in

forwarding the purposes of the Vienna Trotting Association."

By this you will see that the Ketcham-Splau party have not

only won the gulden of the Austrian sportsmen, but their gold
and silver medals as well. Mr. and Mrs. Splan will break

away from the rest of the party as soon as the auction sale is

over, and leave for London, having engaged passage home on
the Paris, sailing on the 25th inst. from Southampton.

Nettie Nutwood, the fine large broodmare owned at La
Siesta, died of cerebro-spinal meningitis last week; she was
due to foal on the 30th of March. Nettie Nutwood was by
Nutwood 600, out of Lady Seulley (dam of Vanderlynn, 2:21)

by Joseph ; second dam Old Seulley, by Easton's Black Hawk.
There was a standing offer of $1,500 for every one of her foals

by Eros, 2;29J, but Messrs. Vioget & Burke say that the price

for her last filly is $3,000, and not a cent less will take her.

Nettie Nutwood was a very fast mare and should have had
a record. She trotted trials in 2:20, but just as she was being

prepared for a race, a horse kicked her on the point of the

shoulder, and despite all surgical aid, she never recovered the

use of the limb. All of her produce showed remarkable speed.

She was valued at $5,000 and was considered one of the best

broodmares on the farm.
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The Saddle.

Tammany is now favorite for the Suburban Handicap, at

4 to 1.

Transit, a brother to Jim Gore, won a good race at North
Bergen recently.

Henry Walsh goes direct to Brooklyn with the Macdon-
ough string April 20th. Just how many he will take is not

known.

The sister to Martinet (Seaside), in Phil Siebenthaler's sta-

ble, is a regular second edition of the American Derby colt

in Senator Thompson's string.

Kingston, the little brown, will be for the first time seen

at Washington Park ibis season. He is coming to down all

mile records, and we think he can.

Baldwin's Esperanza was taken sick last week, and did not

come along with Lottie Mills. Pescador, the one-eyed horse,

was brought up by Dickey, however.

JoE Xarvaez and George Miller appear to be having al-

most everything to themselves. Last Tuesday the former

landed three winners and Miller the other two.

Is the Fairview yearling sale this season there will be five

Cheviots, five Exiles, one Moscovy, Ill-LTsed, Miser, Long
Taw and Laggard, while one is by either Miser or Laggard.

Robert Smith, manager of Hugh Kirkendall's gallopers,

is expected here late next week, and will in all likelihood

accept a number of mounts, for his services will be in great

demand.

The Willows Agricultural Association elected the following

officers last week: W. R. Merrill, President ; J. R. Troxel,

Vice-President; Bank of Willows, Treasurer, and W. V.
Freeman, Secretary.

Phil DwYERsays that he will surely race at New Orleans
every winter after this. An Eastern combination will take

hold of this famous old track and will make it the whiter

Sheepshead of America.

Mr. W. L. Whitmore, owner of (Joloma and more thor-

oughbreds than any other person in the North Pacific, has,

during the week, bought six broodmares and fillies from Mrs.
R. E. Bybee.- -Rural Spirit.

Ramapo, Dave Gideon's American Derby candidate
(known last year as the Annie F. colt), has grown wonderfully.

Some judges think he is a trifie leggy, but Trainer J. J. Hy-
land doesn't share that opinion.

Dr. Thos. Bouhill has engaged the well-known rider,

Stanford, to train for him aud ride at 122 pounds. Stanford
has been with Baldwin for about fifteen months, and is said to

bean excellent hand with a horse.

Solitude, who cut up circus pranks at the post in the fifth

race last Saturday, is aptly named, surely, for she ran off over
a quarter of a mile, refusing to come up anywhere near her
field, showing that she liked solitude.

The Boots horses did great work on the opening day, win-
ning the first and second races easily, and running third in the

sixth event. Joe Nelson, the trainer, deserves great credit tor

his work. However, the material was excellent.

H. De Cottrcy Forbes, President of the New York Jockey
Club, was an interested spectator at the Blood Horse races last

Tuesday afternoon. The gentleman is here loosing after his

mining interests in particular and incidentally attending the

races.

In the list of seriously injured in the railway wreck on the

Rio Grande road late last week was the wife of James Wilson,
the young steeplechase rider of Melbourne. The lady r

s head
was cut seriously. We were exceedingly sorry to hear of this

misfortune.

Chicago newspapers are pretty well represented at the local

race track. Clint Riley, the presiding judge, is of the In-

ter-Ocean ; Tom Gallagher is of the Tribune, and a Mr. Ben-
nett of the Herald. The latter is said to be an artist of no
mean ability.

President H. DeCourcy Forbes, of the New York
Jockey Club, left last night for California to look after his

mining interests there. He hopes to return in time to see

win the Brooklyn Handicap.—N. Y. Spirit of the
Times, March 27.

Burlington, by Powhattac, dam Invercauld, one of the

best three-year-olds that ever looked through a bridle and
could always win at either a long or short price, has broken
down. He went lame in his work recently, and will prob-

ably never race again.

A number of splendid bargains were picked up at the
Shippee sale last fall, among the number being Currency,
Progression, Oakland and Four Flush. The last-named, in

I Pedigree" Brown's stable, has not started as yet, but is said

to be a very fast little filly.

The New Orleans racing stewards fined Jockey Hennessy
$50 for " willfully fouling Bret Harte," but refused to dis-

qualify Rampost, Hennessy's mount, allowing him to win sec-

ond money. This is as queer a ruling as frequently crops out
on some other winter tracks.

Lewis R. Martin, who selected the broodmares and sires

for Baldwin's Santa Anita breeding establishment, is spending
his declining years at the beautiful place in lovely San Gabriel
valley. Mr. Martin has been blind for a long lime, hut is one
of the best judges of blood lines in America.

Williams & Moorehouse have three younjsters in the

hands of Joe Courtney at San Jose track, and will probably
make some additions to their list of thoroughbreds in the near
future. Whether they will race at the Blood Horse meeting
or wait until thev strike Montana has not vet been decided.

Billy Donathan arrived at Bay District track from San
Jose last Tuesday morning with a splendid string of twelve
horses. In the lot are Atossa, Alexis (by Argyle—Frisa)
and many other good ones. For the latter colt Mr. Donathan
recently refused a large sum, and he is said to be very promis-
ing.

Jennie Deane's run in the third race on the opening day
was something to marvel at. Getting away all but last, she
ran up in the bunch, only to be pocketed. * Then her jockey,
Jackson, took her back last nearing the turn into the home-
stretch, and she finished a bang-up fourth, gaining at every
stride.

Atticus, the runner-up in the second race last Saturday,
really ran a better race than the winner, the Bonnie Jean
colt, as Van Gorden's colt got away absolutely last and was
beaten but a length. However, just how much the son of
Brutus had up his sleeve is not known, but it is presumed
considerable.

The Blood Horse Association is enforcing Rule 4S of their
''Rules of Racing." relating to forfeits, now, but is it not odd
that Porter Ashe should be the first man of any prominence
whose entries were refused, when a certain capitalist was al-

lowed to start his horses last fall with (it is said) close to

$4,000 owing the association in the shape of unpaid forfeits?

H. D. Brown informs us that Jockey "Moose" Taylor's
contract with Carlile tv Shield's really expired on the 1st of
last January, but as the youth was engaged on the 23d of April
(verbally) and Shields wants to hold him, Taylor will not be
allowed t<» ride until April 24th. Contracts generally date
from January 1st to January 1st, or at least expire on Janu-
ary 1st.

Charles Kerr, the Bakersfield turfman, last Tuesday
telegraphed to his trainer, Billy McCormick, now at " The
Arcade," Rancho del Paso, to send him down six two-yeai-
olds. As there are a number of high-priced ones in the lot

being trained by that excellent conditioner, McCormick, these
youngsters will doubtless cut quite a figure at the meeting now
in progress.

Chevalier will take a lot of beating in any company this

season. He is a very big youngster, and as game as a pebble.
Mr. Jeffcott has a good bread-winner in this son of King
Galop. His dam. The Maid, is by Erdenheim, a son of
Leamington, out of Kate Mattingly, who is by John Morgan.
This shows him to be bred to go a route, and he has already
shown his great tlight of speed.

The formal decision of Judge Dugro dismissing the com-
plaint in the action brought by Edward Corrigan against the
Coney Island Jockey Club, over the difficulty that he had
with the club with reference to permitting his colt Huron to

run in the Futurity of 1*91, was handed down Wednesday in

the Superior Court. The Judge holds that Corrigan was not
entitled to run Huron in the Futurity.

There are two English Derby winners in America, Iro-

quois and St. Blaise, and when George Frederick arrives at

Montreal there will be three. Ormonde, also owned by an
American, is in England. The United States have of late

years drawn on the English turf for its Derby winners with
indifferent success. Wenlock, Ossory, Kingcraft and Blue
Gown died on the voyage to this country, and Prince Charlie
died in Kentucky three years after he was imported.

Frank Van Ness has in his stable a big slashing bay colt

called Fitzsimmons, and racing men say this fellow is more
tl.an an ordinary horse. He is in the American Derby, and it

is hinted that his chances are first-class. Of course Van Ness
does not intend, if it is possible, that anybody will be on to

him, but the other day, at New Orleans, he was seen to work a
mile and a quarter, and went the last half in 49.. seconds.
Pretty good work that is, and coming from a person who is a

first-class judge, we think well of " Fitz."

W. O'B. Macdonough has leased for a term of two years,

with the option of buying, a very fine farm adjoining the Val-
ensin place, two miles out of Pleasanton. On this farm will

be kept a number of yearlings, weanlings and broodmares, and
Ormonde and about a dozen royally-bred matrons will arrive

in June or July and make their home there. Herbert King
has been appointed superintendent, and will look after the

work of building as well as attend to the horses. A better se-

lection could hardly have been made, for Mr. King is not only
a thorough horseman but an excellent veterinarian.

A brief but peculiar racing career was ended when W. C.

Winters, the owner of King Crab, and more commonly known
as Tinker, died of consumption at the home of his sister in

Hoboken. Some year or so ago Winters began to bet and
phenomenal luck attended him. He turned $7 into

between $25,000 and $30,000 by the end of the Sheepshead
Bay spring meeting, his good fortune did not last, and though
at the time of his death he owned King Crab and Strau, he
was a poor man again. His business before he became bitten

with the betting fever was that of a beef carrier in Washing-
ton Market.

It is a remarkable fact that the two sons of Onondaga (Dr.

Rice and Locohatchee) started eleven times each in Iniil',

were each four times winner, four times second, twice third

and twice unplaced. Dr. Rice was a two-year-old and Loco-
hatchee three years of age. Another remarkable thing about

the Onondagas. Critic, a three-year-old, started sixty-two

times and Content, of the same age, sixty-oue limes—which
speaks volumes for the lasting powers of the family. Others

by this horse that were drummed hard were Midway, that

started forty-nine times ; Chime*, forty-six, and Miss Spot, a

two-vear-old, thirty-eight.

It would be a good idea for the State Agricultural Society
to inaugurate a stake race for this fall's State Fair, one and
one-eighth miles, for stallions that have been one or more sea-

sons in the stud. The race would attract any amount of

attention, and the following horses would probably come to

the post: Imp. Loyalist, Flambeau, Racine, Kellowcharm,
Major Ban, Lodowic, nop. Merriwa, Geoffrey, Peel. Captain
A.I, imp. San Pedro and imp. Reggy.

Although Milton Young, of McGrathiana stud, ow re

noted stallions than any man in America, J. B. Haggin ex-

cepted, he has shown that he has enterprise and a broad

mind by sending to the farms of Messrs. Shipp and Hawkins
the following mares to be bred to the great Longfellow : Imp.
Kapanga, the dam of Kingston

;
Mrs. I Ihubbs (dam "f Glock

ner), by Wanderer, out of Nannie McDowell, by imp. Lenin-

ington; Fonwith (sister to Fonso and dam ol

by King Alfonso, out of imp. Weatherwitch, bv Weatherbit
Change, by Alarm, out of imp. Presto, by Pretender; Bavlight,

by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Valeria, by imp. * ilenelc or Vir-

gil, and Maria D., by Lisbon, out of Crucifix, by Leamington.

The foal nut of Maria D., by Longfellow, will be nearly :i full

sister or brother i" Leonatus.

The Memphis Jockey Club intends to have a grand meet-
ing this spring. Everything that can possibly be done to in-
sure a successful meeting is undergoing preparation. There
will be twelve days1 racing; of five nice- each day, with $41,-
500 in stakes and purees, and all kinds of conditions, so
owners want to have their burse-; well in order to contemplate
racing there, as a good lot of New Orleans horses will be
there, and among them will be man; who have been especially
prepared for the Memphis meeting.

Jockey Britton will ride for Capt, Sain Brown this sea-
son after all. In the opening negotiations the salary asked
was considered too large, and no engagement was made.* Since
then, as Britton told very recently, satisfactory terms have
been arranged. Trainer Wimruer wrote Britton the other
day to report at Mobile aboiU the 26tb to give the horses a
high trial before they are shipped to Memphis. By the way,
the animals in the Brown string are reported as'doing re-
markably well. Britton will ride Afternoon in the Tennessee
Derby. Perkins the light-weight of the establishment, ranks
with the best light-weight riders in the country.

Lank & Liuht, of Lakeview. Or., have purchased of \V.
O'B. Macdonough the stallion Sinfax ; consideration, private.
Sinfax, who was one of the best two-year-olds ever produced
in California, winner at that age of a mile and a quarter race
in 2:074, is by Wildidle, dam Fostress, by Foster (son of Lex-
ington); second dam Planetia, by Planet (son of Revenue);
third dam La Henderson (dam of Ferida, JClIa, Virgilian
and Vanguard), by Lexington: fourth dam Kitty Clark (dam
of Maiden, the dam of Parole, Charlotte, Buford and Dr.
Lindsey), by imp. Glencoe. As Sinfax gets a cross of Lexing-
ton through Wildidle, he has three crosses of that great race-

horse in his make-up. AsSinfax'sget bear the stamp of their
sire, that he will be a valuable horse in the stud we believe,
especially so on imported mares.

Major J. L. Rathboxe, es-Cousul-Ueneral of the United
States to Paris, was among the interested spectators on the
clubhouse balcony last Tuesday. He and J. G. Follansbee,
a cousin of Foxhall Keene's, were ea^er to view a finish,

and they stood upon chairs to see the horses as they
came down the stretch. The Major leaned too far forward
and his chair tipped, throwing him to the grouud. In his
fall his loins brought up aguinst the back of the chair, caus-
ing him painful injury. He was assisted to his feet by Mr.
Follansbee and W. O'B. Macdonough and supported to a
sofa in the clubhouse. It was quite evident that he was a
very sick man, but he persisted in saying that he did not
want the attention of a physician. He maintained that his
pain would soon pass away. Half an hour later, when the
Major rose and was talking to his friends, he turned ashy
pale and swooned into their arras. A physician who is reg-
ularly in the employ of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation attended the sick man, and he left the track with
his friends, Follansbee and De Courcy Forbes. The physician
declares that the injury is not of a dangerous nature, but is

liable to produce excruciating pain.

The three-year-old Sir. Francis, by Mr. Pickwick, dam
Thora (Yorkville Belle's dam), has left Morris Park, where
he has wintered in Brown & Rogers' stable, and joined the
balance of Marcus Daly's horses at Monmouth under Matt
Byrnes. This colt it was which last October won the great
Matron Stakes at Morris Park, valued at §40,000, and in
November, at the Ehret sale, Marcus Daly paid $26,000 for

him. The colt has wintered well enough as far as health
goes, but he has not grown as much as expected, and looks
light and dainty. I don't think he will ever be different. He
always was a beautiful colt, but as I wrote to you when he
won the Matron, he is one of rather delicate habit, quite un-
like Yorkviile Belle, who is quite a sturdy mare. That he is

a fine natural racehorse I am certain, but 1 doubt if he will
ever prove a stout one. A hard race will upset him. Mr.
Daly will send him to Chicago in all probability, but he is one
I should dislike to railroad on the eve of a race. He has got
into good hands for one of his delicate habits, as Matt Byrnes,
his new trainer, while a great preparer, does not start his

horses often.

The programme for the spring meeting at the Victoria
Driving Park, under the management and direction of the
Victoria Jockey Club, May 25, 2b* and 27, has been decided
upon, and presents few—and those few desirable—changes
from the cards of former years. The money in the meeting
is about as usual, $2,250, and the chief events in point of in-

terest will be the (Queen's Plate and the British Columbia
Handicap, the latter the first two-mile dash ever run in this

province. In it it is hoped to have every race horse in the
province, as the weights will be so arranged as to equalize
the chances of all. Already several Queen's Platers are
training at the park, and the track, now under the manage-
ment of Mr. J. S. Bowker, is expected to be faster than in

any previous year. The rules of Che Blood Horse Association
adopted 1S$7, with the rule-, and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, will govern all events, and particulars,

as well a.s entry blanks, can be obtained at any time From the
Hon. Secretary, Victoria. Fntries for the Queen's Plate

close at noon on May 2d, and all other entries at noon on
Tuesday, May 23d.

The big horse Major Domo has made his appearance at

Morris Park and he is closely watched, as it is thought that

if aught goes wrong with Lamplighter he bas an excellent

chance Of winning the Brooklyn, while his Suburban ch:n
are well worth considering at the weights. Major Domo has
run second for the Suburban llie past tWO years. A fate -eems
to hover over him. In \s\t] In-, owner thought he should

have won bad In* been properly ridden. Last year he seemed
to have (be rare won and his revenge complete when half a
furlong from home be faltered j ten out by tiarri-

son's tremendon rush on Montana. .
<( n-e was

made of the horse, as lie raced in front like a hare for more
than half the distance. Tin re can In im doubt that lasl May
Major Domo wasabonl a is could be found od
the American turf. But ever since he went to

been ''on the shelf. He fell lame, and ti rally

looked upon his as a hopeless case. Mr. Spiers, his owner,

stopped him, hoping by waiting until Bpring to bring him
on) right, bnl the hone Is one of the largi it and heavies! on

the turf. I le weigh I pounds, and when bo heavily

topped a one as he gets wong in bis legs it is hard to bring

turnaround. Mr, S| irel of his hopes. He
he horse shows do signs ol vet he bai

not been moved fast enough to bring it out. 1

1"

preparation (Imi- will be a gr-e.U manv surprised hoi

hereahnht-
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A few people who have been placing fictitious values

upon horses, and especially their own, have been urging

upon all owners of horses the necessity of at once unload-

ing their stock " for the bottom has dropped out of the

market'" and adding to this statement, ,; what is the use of

breeding trotters, when no one wants to buy?"

The demand for horses that are bred to trot and can-

not trot is, we are happy to say, at a lower ebb than it

was. This is one of the healthiest signs of the breeding

business ; it demonstrates most clearly that buyers are

further advanced in their ideas and have learned by

high-priced experience that there are horses that never

fulfilled the purposes they were created for, and are a

drug in the market. The demand for good, level-

headed trutters that can trot and are well bred, good-

looking, large-sized, and " perfect in wind and limb, " is

as strong now as it ever was, and just so long as people

love to ride, just so long will the demand for such horses

always exceed the supply.

For the first time in the history of the trotting horse,

breeders are having the scales dropped from their eyes

enabling them to see what the public wants. For years

the cry has been :
" We want speed, speed, and more

speed," and this clamor came from a large number of

people who thought there was a Robert Bonner or a Mal-

colm Forbes in every city and town who were neglecting

their hours of sleep in a search for the two-minute

horse. These sanguine and intelligent people who have

posed as breeders, by sacrificing the size, conformation,

disposition and constitutions of their youngsters, got
i( speed, speed, and more speed," but the plethoric

purse came not, and, as they surveyed the poor,

attenuated, rattle-headed, delicately-formed, spindle-

shanked "phenom" whose earning capacity had

"depleted" their purses, they became disgusted, and

forthwith sent the victim with a 2:12$ record to be sold

in some advertised combination sale in the East. The

breeding on the sire's side was fair,dani"s side unfair, but

the horse had a record, a wonderfully fast one. He was

offered at auction and sells for $1,200. Even" journa-

list who is not less than 1,000 miles away from the

animal sold, and every despondent theoretical breeder

who is good at mathematics and pedigrees, immediately

publishes items about the li bottom dropped out of the

market, judging by the price that great trotter brought!"

The next week despondent breeders everywhere talk

the matter over with their neighbors who are entirely

ignorant of the causes of the apparent depression in the

business, and these consoling friends agree that " the best

thing to do is to sell before the horses are given away."

Forthwith a list of horses is sent on to the auctioneer

and the sale takes place. The shrewd buyers who at-

tend the offerings secure some royal good ones, that have

never been developed, at a fair price, and, by a judicious

expenditure of money and the employment of competent

trainers, the value of the horses the[despoudent breeders

sold are considerably enhanced and the poorest ones are

lost forever to the world of trotters. This in itself is a

splendid omen.

There is another very healthy sign noticeable in "these

trying times, " and that is. the reluctance shown by own-

ers of poorly-bred, ill-shapen. sour-tempered mares in

breeding them to stallions standing for public service, and

the owners of these horses are more than pleased to see.

that their books are not being filled with the names of

such mares. The stallions standing to-day are tar superior

to those often years ago and it is about time that the class

of broodmares should improve also. Most of the men in

the business have become educated to ihe value of

individuality as well as bloodlines, and the " pedigree"

must have performers on the dam's side i<> be considered

valuable, and those performers must not be known as vi-

cious, wasp-shaped, unsound quitters, either. The trotting-

horse business has become a science. It is not a theo-

retical Btudj but an established reality, and it claims all

the thought, care, skill and attention that the practical

breeder can impart to it. Every man who gives it strict

attention and exercises sound judgment will succeed,

The present time to buy is the veby best for all who be-

lieve the market for good trotters that fill every require-

ment is. and always will be, a good one. The great ma-

jority of our best trotters are not the results of accidents,

but rather of skillful and intelligent breeding. A man

might as well think of looking for success in any other

calling by reason of an accident as to expect it in the horse

business. A breeder who seeks to acquire wealth and

achieve fame by getting a trotter from a nondescript

mare by a nondescript sire will find in a few years that

he has missed his vocation in life, and must forsake the

place in the ranks that he thought he could fill.

Every sale of horses which has taken place in this State

this year has been productive of much good to the trot-

ting-horse industry, for most of the animals have brought

their actual value. The best individuals have gone into

the possession of progressive horsemen who will develop

and train them ; and the poorest have been purchased by
men who will have to learn what good horses are. and

they can only do so by following in the footsteps of the

most successful and progressive men. If they purchased

horses at sales that had neither conformation, size, nor

breeding, and intend to stock a farm with them, they had

better stop and consider what the prospects for selling the

prtduce will be; the probabilities are they will be sur-

prised to see that they cannot get even a low rate of in-

terest on their foolish investments.

The Law for Veterinarians.

The bill for the regulation of the practice of veterinarv

medicine and surgery in this State as signed by Governor

Markhani and published in our last issue is one that will

—if its provisions are fully carried out—prove of incal-

culable benefit to every farmer and breeder. Situated as

this State is, on the edge of these great United States,

fronting the broad Pacific ; its principal cities offering

the nearest ports of entry for Australian, China, Japan

and the islands of the Pacific, it is of great importance

that the officials in these foreign lands should know that

the most stringent laws for the eradication of contagious

and infectious diseases in the bovine and equine species

are rigidly enforced, and that statutes have been made for

their enforcement.

The "glanders scare " that was described in a sensa-

tional article in one of our enterprising dailies created a

feeling of distrust among our foreign neighbors, and

especially in the land of the kangaroo, where all live-

stock, such as horses and cattle, exported from this State

were not allowed to land at certain ports, but were com-

pelled to be placed in quarantine for six months before a

clean bill of health was issued. Before this time there

was quite a market for our trotters and thoroughbreds in

that country, but the article in question acted as a bar to

further exportation, and the gates were closed in such a

way that breeders considered it a losing speculation to

send stock there. Xow, by the provisions of a State law

a Board of Veterinarians is appointed whose duty is to let

the foreign powers know that by the duties devolving

j
upon them the existence of all contagious and infectious

diseases will be investigated and destroyed.

This is a duty they owe the profession, the State and

|
themselves. They should endeavor to see that all of

the veterinarians appointed by the County Boards of

Supervisors are capable of discovering such diseases and

reporting the results of their investigations. The bill was

not passed as a measure to benefit the profession exclu-

sively ; it was to benefit all our citizens. These qualified

professionals who compose this State Board must care-

fully examine all applicants for diplomas, and ascertain

if they are competent or not. A great responsibilitv rests

therefore upon them. The gentlemen on the Board have

had more or less experience in the past with " cow-

leechers " and " quacks," and have been called to

check the most dangerous diseases that have been allowed

to thrive through the ignorance of this class of impos-

tors : therefore, it is incumbent upon them to see that all

of these so-called practitioners who apply for a certifi-

cate shall undergo a most rigid examination. The success

in i California of the great profession in which they have

devoted years of study and -application depends upon

their efforts. For years qualified practitioners have been

laboring to get aid from our Legislature which would en-

able them to be "ii the same looting iu this State as they

most of the other States, and success Iris crowned their

(Torts. Let them show the public that they appreciate

the efforts made in their behalf, and make this new

office a model oue in even-

respect.

The law adopted is a good one. Amendments may, in

the future, be deemed necessary to make it stronger;

time and praetiee will determine this. The exit of the

quacks to other climes and the influx of competent, quails
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fied veterinarians is at hand; consequently, farmers, cattle

breeders and horsemen will have greater confidence in the

members of the profession hereafter. The notification to

other States that there is a law here that forbids im-

postors to practice will also have a beneficial result. If, in

this " equine paradise," there is an opportunity for the

founding of a veterinary college, wherein our young men

may have an opportunity of perfecting themselves in the

profession, the presence of none but qualified veteiina-

rians, who have never forgotten their collegiate experi-

ence, will be a great aid in placing such an institution on

an equality with that of any other in the world. We
congratulate the members of the profession and the

horsemen and farmers of this State in having a State

Board of Veterinarians, and believe that an era of prog-

ress in the profession is dawning.

The B. H. A.'B >~ew Track.

[Written expressly for the Breeder and Sportsman. 1

Entries Close.

That live organization, "The Capital City Turf and

Driving Club," will hold its five days' spring meeting

May 9th, 10th, 11th. 12th and 13th, at the race track,

Agricultural Park. There will be three days devoted to

the thoroughbreds and two to the trotters and pacers. En-

tries for the latter class will close next Saturday, the 1 5th.

Entries for the Stockton Fair will close upon the same

date, and owners of trotter and pacers should send for

blanks and make entries at once. Then the Overland

1'ark Club, of Denver, Colorado, also claims next Satur-

day for the time for the closing of its entries, and by

reference to the advertisement it will be seen that the

terms are very liberal and the purses and stakes large.

Reference is called to this date of closing because many

horse breeders and owners have been regretting that they

did not pay more attention to this important matter be-

fore, and, in consequence, are in a quandary to know just

what to do with their most promising trotters and pacers.

The suspension for one year of Peter Weber and his

two sons, John and Charley, has been the principal

topic of conversation among race-goers and horsemen

during the past week. The opinion generally expressed

was that the Board of Directors of the Blood Horse As-

sociation punished the Webers too severely—in fact,

should have looked over his passionate words, uttered

under the circumstances. That Mr. Weber had reason

to be indignant at the treatment accorded his son John

all thinking man will admit. No racing association in

the world has any rule allowing a starter to strike a

jockev, and therefore. Mr. Weber, as a father, had just

cause to be angry at Mr. Ferguson. The Blood Horse

Association rule covering the case reads as follows :
" A

jockey misconducting himself at the post, refusing to obey

the commands of the starter in any respect whatever,

willfully turning his horse round, hanging behind, not

starting when the flag is dropped, or otherwise attempt-

ing to take any advantage, shall be fined or suspended by

the starter, but the suspension of a jockey shall not take

effect until after the last race of the day of his suspen-

sion, and the Board of Directocs may modify or remit

penalties imposed by the starter." Mow, if Johnny

Weber disobeyed the commands of the starter, Mr. Fer-

guson had a perfect right to fine or suspend the jockey,

but was certainly wrong in lashing the boy with a black-

snake whip. Did not the father take the part of his boy,

wrongfully flogged as he was, he would indeed be con-

sidered a poor specimen of manhood. Peter Weber was

right in feeling himself aggrieved, and anything he said

in the heat of passion should be passed over as lightly as

possible. The suspension for a year is by far too severe

a penalty, and if he used insulting language to the Board

a small fine, under the circumstances, would have been

sufficient. On tracks under control of the Turf Congress

the starter, far from being allowed to flog disobedient

jockeys, must use decent language at all times, and a

starter that swears at the boys can, on complaint, be

punished severely. This is as it should be, for a string

of oaths flung at a host of young jockeys is certainly not

calculated to improve the morals of the youths.

Senator Leland Stanford has sold to John Adams, of

Woodland, Yolo county, the bay horse Shannon, foaled 1872,

by Mondav, dam Hentiie Farrow, by imp. Shamrock. Shan-

non has sired a number of winners, the best being Homer and

Bishop. He is a brother to Mollie McCarty and half-brother

to Flood.

The race-track band, out during a blinding rainstorm last

Thursday, played a very appropriate air, entitled ''One More
River to Cross." As the gutters on each side of the street bade

fair to develop into rivers and the Bay Mistrict track could

easily be mistaken for the roaring Calaveras, the selection of

this piece by the leader was exceedingly timely.

Tin: attention of our 'eaders Is called to a splendid son of

Ouy Wilkes, 2:151, that is offered for sale by J. Dewitt Butts,

of Oregon. This is a handsome bay stallion out of May
Sproule '.lam of Margaret, 2:28), by The Moor. See ad.

" Why, where on earth did you come from, old man ?

It's a coon's age since I've laid eyes on you '.

"

" I've been buried in the Alaskan mining country for

five years—oft' in the wilds, 2,000 miles from nowhere.

I ve made a neat clean-up, and I'm glad to get back to

old San Francisco, I can assure you."

The above conversation was overheard on Market street

the other evening, the speakers being old-time residents

of this Pacific Coast metropolis.

After a hearty handshaking, the " old boys " retired to

the Cafe Royal to moisten their whistles. They were

lovers of good racing, and the resurrected gentleman soon
brought up that subject.

" I've got back just about in time to take in the races

at Bay District track, I suppose. If I remember aright,

the spring meetings used to commence about April 1st."

" Bay District track ! Why, that old blot of a place

was torn up and streets cut through it over two years ago.

You have been buried alive, sure enough, not to have

heard of that," said No. 1.

"Is it possible? I imagined that the Blood Horse
people were so wedded to old Bay District track, with its

ramshackle grand stands and stables and unsightly en-

closure that they would never let go of it."

" Well, it did look that way, I'll admit, but the associ-

ation got some new blood in it, just as it was about to

kick the bucket over factional rows, and bought a tract of

175 acres in the warm belt back of Oakland—Fruitvale

—

you remember Fruitvale. The papers, you see, shamed
the Blood Horse folks into giving up the playground of

the wind-gods, commonly known as Bay District track,

and now, without exaggerating the case a bit, I can say

they have the finest track west of Chicago, and in no
place of its kind in America can such beautiful lawns and
grounds be found."

" How in the world did they ever make the riflie ?
"

" Easy enough. A young capitalist formed a stock

company, and took 850,000 worth of the stock himself for

a starter, then other wealthy men followed in his foot-

steps so fast that they could easily have raised that day

§2,000,000 instead of the $400,000 necessary to put the

institution in order. In the first place they bought 175

acres of land at S750 an acre. Then they built a sub-

stantial, come-to-stay sort or grand stand that comfort-

ably seats 25,000 people, and a very handsome clubhouse

that is situated about seventy-five yards north of the

grand stand. In the former are nicely-upholstered seats

for ladies, and there are three tiers to the stand, including

the large amount of room on the roof. In the basement

of the grand-stand is a fine restaurant, and their cooks are

the best in the land. Prices so reasonable, too, for every-

thing. West, or back of the grand stand, about fifty

yards, are the betting quarters and a saloon as handsome
as this one. On three sides of the stand, and also in

front of the members' clubhouse is a beautifully-kept

lawn, and I tell you the ladies of San Francisco and
Oakland look simply superb, with their vari-colored cos-

tumes, promenading on that carpeting of green on
fine afternoons during the races. Oh, I forgot to

say that you drive up to the grand-stand through a splen-

did avenue of elm and pepper trees. And the track !

You will say it is simply perfection when you see it. As
far as that goes, there are a combination of tracks. The
Breeder axd Sportsman printed some time since cuts

of a combination track, invented by a gentleman con-

nected with that paper, and the Blood Horse Association

saw its superiority over other courses at once, and had the

combination track built. It gives great satisfaction to

both horsemen and the public. There are training

tracks on the inside of the regular ones, and one portion

of the combination course has been sodded, so that they

can have races ' on the grass ' for a novelty."
•' You bewilder me with all ':his. I never imagined

there was so much enterprise in San Franciscans."
" Hold on. I have not finished describing the

place yet. The stables are all over at the east end of the

grounds. There is stall-room for 1,000 horses, and at the

very first meeting they gave over there every stall was

filled. Talk about turning out ! You ought to have seen

the crowds."
" Why, I thought people would not go to races if

they had to cross the bay. That used to be the cry before

I went to Alaska."
" I know that, but if you have a good stake race or

two every day and a two and three-mile race every once

in a while for good measure, the people will go a good

deal further than Fruitvale to see the contests, I can as-

sure you. Why, the crowd commences to come as early

as 10 o'clock in the morning. They are there for a day

of recreation and pleasure—a much-needed outing—to

observe things that are pleasing to the eye, the beautiful

green sloping lawns, level tracks and enclosure, to Bee the

fountains playing and feel the excitement over tin races.

At convenient spots around the grand stand and bettiug

quarters are marble reservoir?, containing ice water, ami

attentive waiters are at hand if a person wishes :i lemou-

ade or something stronger."

What a great change from the old method. It is

hard to realize that so much has been accomplished dur-

ing my absence."
' " Yes, but that's not all. They only have one judge

now, and the timing is done by electricity. The electric

clock is so large that anyone can tell the time made in a

race from its face 75 yards nil'. When the Pacific Cup
(2' miles) was run last fall we had a crowd estimated at

75,000, and it is a common thine to see thirty-five I !:-

making firms doing business at the Fruitvale course.

Why, the association in two years' time has been able to

clear the place and declare a handsome dividend."
" Why, how could they do that in such a short time .'

"They had, as I said before, at least one stake race

every day, and many novelties that were attractive from
time to time. The average paying attendance was 7,000
per day, or $7,000 in cash; at least thirty bnokmaking
firms were cm at Sinn per clay each, while the commis-
sions on auction pools and mutuels amounted to some-
thing like $1,000 daily. Then lock at the amount re-

ceived by the association from keepers of pool-rooms.

There are perhaps 75 pool-rooms paying the Bl I Horse
people $10 each per day for the entries, track odds, etc-.,

or $750 daily for that privilege. About $3,000 was given

out in stakes and purses on racing days, and running ex-
penses amounted to about $750 per day, making a net
profit of about $8,000. They have- held lour meet-
ings since you were away of twenty days each,

making a profit of solo. exclusive of stalls-rent,

and so they have paid for their beautiful

track, grounds, stables, grand stand, etc., and have-

about $240,"On in the treasury. There is nothing
like pluck and enterprise. It carries the day every time.

And how the country has built up all around the new
race course—a regular colony of racing men. They have
their own residences paid for and their private training

stables as well, and all seem to be prosperous, too. Well,
their expenses are comparatively light the way they live,

and they lead much more respectable lives than they used
to, going around the country like a band of gypsies, or

even worse. All they have to do is win five or six races

with their little strings of horses during the year to have
a neat sum to live and keep their families on. Another
good thing about a track being away from a city a con-
siderable distance is that lads will not be so likely to run
away from school and become stable boys or touts. There
was too much temptation about a place like old Bay Dis-

trict."

" How do you account for the large attendance at the

Fruitvale races ?
"

" Why, San Francisco has a population of 375,000, and
a vast amount of wealth—more than any city in the world
of its size possesses, probably. Then there is Oakland,
with 75,000 inhabitants, Alameda with 15,000, Berkeley
with perhaps 2,500 more, making 467,500 to draw from,

to say nothing of other large cities not very far away.
Seven thousand out of this number is a very moderate
average, and in a few years there is no reason why San
Francisco should not turn out nearly as large a crowd to

see a big racing event as they do at Melbourne on ' i lup

Day,' when 160,000 have been present. Why not?"
Of course the reader will have understood long ere this

that the story above is merely drawn from imagination,

but there is no sensible reason to be advanced why such

things cannot be brought about in the next two years.

Almonition in the Stud.

This handsome son of that sire of trotters, Alcona 730, is

advertised in our columns to make the season of 1S93 at the

Alamo Stock Farm. Everyone who attended the races last

year will remember this game, strong-moving, blood-like look-

ing trotter. He was the ideal four-year-old of the year, and
the way he won all of his races proved that he must have been
well bred. When one comes to investigate his pedigree it is

very evident that he was bred to stay the route. His dam.
Pansy, is also the dam of King Orry, 2:23}, and she was by
Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22, the great sire of great dams : his sec-

ond dam was Ladv Richelieu l,dam of Alfred, 2:26); third dam
Lady Vance, by American Eclipse; fourth dam by Joe tiale

;

fifth dam by James Lowery : sixth dam by Consul ; seventh

dam by Imported Medley. With such a sire as Alcona and
such a dam, there is no reason why Almonition should not he

a good one as a sire as well as a trotter. He will stand for $100
the season.

In an adjoining stable is the racy looking ^l:illi Steinol

18,654, a son ofSieinway and Phaceola, bvSilverthreads ; sec-

ond dam Minnehaha (dam of Beautiful Bells, 2:29c}, and four

other trotters). Steinol will be given an onportunity of get-

ting a record this fall after his season in the stud ends.

Excellent Pasturage-

The attention of our readers who have hursts they wish to

pasture is called to the advertisement of the Lakeville Stock

Farm. The pasture never looked better ; and every care

will be taken of stock. There arc no wire fences on tin 1 place.

Watering troughs are in every field, and they are supplied

from never-failing springs. Stock can be shipped per steamer
<4old every day except Sunday from the wharf between Jack-
sou and Washington street-.

Early this week the weights in the Washington and I [an

thorne Park handicaps came to hand. In the I fata ! ban
dicap, mile and an eighth, run at Washington Park. Lamp-
lighter and Tammany have been assigned top weight with 127

pounds. Riley 123, Ida Pickwick 122 and Poel Seoul 120,

are next in ordc-i The California horses bai

very well by the handicapper. Here the} are: Yo T&mbien
119, Racine 119, Guido 114, Santa Ana 110, Wildwood no,
Homer 108, Zaldivar 107, Galindo 106, Dolly ticCone 108,

Hotspur 108, Gloaming 101. Uero loo. Rio Grande
ion 96, Picton 96, Fidelia 94 and Ln TheOakwook
handicap is one and one-eighth mile<. The Great Western
has a splendid entry list, especiallj , red that

the race is one and oue-hfl ll demonstrate-- thai

horse-owner- are to running their horses over a dis-

tance when fair money is hung up. Tammany and Lamp-
lighter are both handicapped at IS slifonna

horses are weighted :i^ follows: Yo Tambien ll8,tHentiago

114, Long- hoi [10, So 18, Wildwood 107, Zaldivar
lor,, Hotspur 10 I' illy M :l i ne 10

90, Alliance 90, tod Antrim

and Don Ftdano appear to have been treated extremi

handicapper.
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Moondyne at Mendocino.

The horsemen of Mendocino City, Mendocino county, have

long been seeking the services of a first-class, well-bred, speedy

stallion for their mares, and this search has at last been

rewarded by the advent of the black three-year-old stallion

Moondvne. This youngster was sold at the dispersal sale of

the Asylum Stock Farm horses, and the way he moved on

that day and the remarkably easy, frictionless gait he seemed

endowed with made him a great favorite among the hundreds

of horsemen assembled there.

Moondyne was foaled in ls90; he is coal black in color, a

handsome, clean-limbed, strongly-built type of a pure trotting

horse. He has everything to commend him, breeding, disposi-

tion, conformation, constitution and speed.

Moondyne is by Director Jr., out of Cesanola, by Altamout

3b00 ; second dam by Mike M403 ; third dam bj Old George

Savage's).

Director Jr. is by the Black Cyclone, Director, 2:17 (sire of

tVirect, 2;0oA, Directum, 2:11}, Evangeline, 2:11 {, Margaret

.S., 2:12A, Guide, 2:271, and fourteen others in 2:30), dam

Rrainev, by Echo 462 (sire of sixteen in the list and of the

dams of Annie C, 2:2-5, Direct, 2:05'., Flowing Tide, 2:24, and

Pink, 2:23!); second, dam Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley

(thoroughbred) ; third dam by Bertrand Jr. ; fourth dam by

Pacolet; fifth dam by Sir Solomon, son of Sir Archy. Direct

was bred in similar bloodlines to Director Jr.: he was by Di-

rector
tand his dam was by Echo, second dam, thoroughbred.

As Director Jr. has only had limited opportunities in the

stud there is no reason why (with the advantages he now has

in Sacramento) he will not appear as a sire of a large number

of game and reliable trotters. He xs one of the handsomest

sons of the old horse and the way he transmits all of his

quality can be seen at a glance at his son Moondyne. The

blending of the blood of Director and Echo has proven a very

happy one and as Director Jr. is the only representative of

this cross outside of the Pleasanton farm, he will soon prove

his worth. Moondyne is the first colt he sired and no better

proof of what a his future as a sire is than this fine youngster.

Cesanola, the dim of Moondyne, was one of the best trot-

ter:- in i tregon although never have been giveu a record she

showed her ability to enter the charmed circle before she was

driven two months. Herowner then bred her to Director Jr.

Her sire is Altamout 3ti00 with a record of 2:26i{ to

wagon. He is considered one of the handsomest sous of the

mighty Almont. He has eighteen trotters and only one pacer

in the list and this year there will be at lea-st ten more that

will go in. Among Altamont's progeny are the great trotters

Altao, 2:17! ; Lady Daphne, 2:21
\ ; Canemah, 2:20\ ; McMinn-

ville Maid, 2:22; Alta, 2:23! ; Del Xorte, 2:22! : Stemwinder,

2:251: Lady Beach, 2:26! ; Pearl Fisher, 2:25; Pricemont

2:26; Altena, 2:26!; Althaia, 2:27!. Altamont's dam was

Sue Ford (dam of Trouble 509, 2:37 sire of Lizzie Craig, 2:23!,

Trifle, 2:29V and the dams of Albion, 2:25| ; Foxhunter, 2:30;

Andrew Allison, 2:22A ; Cadmus Jr., 2:26 and Dr. Almont,

2:2l.j), by Brown Chief 4445 (sire of Maggie K., 2:29| and the

dams of Altamont, 2:26$ ; Frank P. Porter, 2:27A ; Goodwin
Jr. 2:29i and Lady Majolica, 2:25) he by Mambrino Chief 11

sire of sis trotters, twenty-three sires of ninety-two and seven-

teen dams of twenty-four trotters in the 2:30 list. Altamont's

second dam was by Imp. Hooton (sire of dam of Lula, 2:15

and gmndams of Olrnedo Wilkes, 2:26', ; Fanny Bess, 2:27} J

Clermont, 2:291 : Altamont, 2:26;,' and others) ; third dam by
Bertrand, the great four-mile race horse; fourth dam by
Woodpecker, sire of the famous Grey Eagle. Sue Ford ap-

pears also as the dams of Alburn 4720 (sire of Almont, 2:17£

and the dams of lone, 2:27 and Young Voltaire, 2:30; May
tjuesne, 2:291). Her daughter Almiraisthe dam of Laclede

1895 (sire of ihree in the list), and she is also the grandara of

Celerity, 2:2'.' 1— all trotters.

Moondyne's second dam was by Mike 3403 (sire of Barney
2:251, and the dams of Alta, 2:23! and Altena, 2:26!), by
Vermont 322 (sire of Ella Lewis, 2:27, Lollie T., 2:28',, Par-
rott, 2:26, and the dams of B. B., 2:21! and Saladin, 2:11 J)
by Independence, son of Black Hawk 5. Mike was out of
the Perringer mare, by BeaPs Horse.

Th<- third dam of Moondvne was by Savage's Old George, a
thoroughbred. It can thus be seen that Moondyne is as well

bred as any horse north of San Francisco. He traces to

Mambrino Chief four times, twice to American Star and
three limes to Harablelonian and to Pilot Jr. through Sue
Ford. The combination of such blood lines as Director and
Altamont, backed up by the be-t and strongest strains of the
thoroughbred and Black Hawk families as represented, com-
mend him to the attention of breedei

lyne will be allowed to nerve a limited number of

mareB in and around Mendocino City and after the first of

July he will be placed in the hands of a trainer and given a
record. Bis Former trainer, Thos. Murphy, declares that the
colt ha* trolled halves in 1:13 and did it su easily tint In- wu-,

confident of makingquite b reputation with the horse this fall

and felt aggrieved to heat that be had to part with him.

Owners ol broodmares who an- seeking to improve their

stock should avail Lhemselve of the opportunity of breeding
ihelrbe < matroni to this young bone this season before be
ha.su.lu,-, ,„. j-j,,. mighty Axtell stood

for $26 his Aral year in the stud; after he got his record hi

*crvi i,
,

, on and even then he wan

Uipaus Tabulu i-u Li<

The Kentfield Sale.

The attendance at the Kentfield sale of horses last Wednes-

day showed that the interest in fine trotting stock is as strong

in this State as it ever was. There were representative

breeders from all parts of the State, and the auctioneers had

no trouble in calling out their names. Among those present

were noticed : Messrs. T. W. Moore, Henry and Ira Pierce,

Frank H. Burke, John F. Boyd, Wm. Vioget, Geo. A. Wiley,

Chas. F. Seal, F. C. Talbot, W. Powning, T. C. Snider, G.

Glide, John McCord, C. Crittenden, Jesse D. Carr, James B.

Iverson, T.J. Crowley, C. C. Clay, John Keis, Prof. E. P.

Heald, F. Lowell, J. Rosenbaum, M. Carter, Alfred Seales,

T. Seales, C. Durfee, Thos. Smith, J. McKerron, J. Cassidy,

W. Fink, J. O'Kaue, C. Cooper and F. W. Chapman. The
bidding was spirited, and the prices obtained were fair. Mrs.

Mark Severance, of Los Angeles, secured the gems of the col-

lection, Regina and Inspiration. The following are the names
of the animals, buyers and prices obtained:

Regina, brown mare, foaled 1SS0, by Electioneer, dam Accident
(dam of lour) by Elmo : Mrs. M\ Severance Sl.GcO

Weaver Girl, bay mare, by Speculation, dam Lady Weaver; J,

50

90 !

:,n !630

Robinson..
Ducbess, roan mare, by Monroe Cbief, dam Queen, by Alexan-

der; J. Sullivan
Birdie K., bay mare, by Director, dam Weaver Girl ; J. Robin-

son
Fanny, bav mare, by Abbotsford, dam Belle, bv Paul's Abdal-

lah ; J* Cassidy 165

Telephone, bay gelding, by Director, dam Weaver Girl ; J. Rob-
inson 315

Agitator, roan fielding, by Monroe Chief, dam Queen, by Alex-
ander ; D. L, Crowley 125

Arthur Orion, bay gelding, by Steinway. dam Maud H., by The
Moor ; C. Johnson 235

Inspiration, brown filly, foaled 1S91, by Director, dam Regina,
by Electioneer ; Mrs. Mark Severance 1,825

Dirigb. bav colt, bv Alexander Button, dam Duchess, by Monroe
Chief; C. Cooper 125

Juliet, bay filly, bv Alexander Button, dam Birdie K., bv Direc-
tor ; J. Smith 250

Investment, bay colt, by Alexander Button, dam Fanny, bv
Abbotsford ; C. V. Hanlon 130

Lorna Doon, black mare, by Steinway, dam Ladv Dudley, by
Tom Dudley

; J. Reis 340

Total $6,931)

Average 13 bead §533

horses be the object, a pleasant disposition and quick, graceful

action are very essential. In horseflesh especially is a thing
of beauty a joy forever, and other things being equal, the
handsome horse will quickly outsell the one of plain confor-

mation.

By all means discard the culls. Put the unsound or ill-

shapen mare to work on the farm, or do anything with her
rather than reproduce her defects. Begin this season with
the determination to produce the best lot of foals you ever
bred, and carry it far enough to risk none that will be liable

to lower the general average. Remember it is still a true

adage that the first loss is usually the least, and get rid of every
undesirable broodmare.
The chances are if you decrease the quantity and raise the

quality it will be a very profitable change. Only the highest
type will find a ready market amid the general depression
that is sure to be the rule for a few years to come. Breed with
the same care you would if you knew the long-expected finan-

cial panic was to be a thing of the near future, and that values

of all kinds were to be correspondingly depressed.

Such a course if generally pursued would soon curtail the

production and raise the general average of excellence, and
these two are the keys to the future welfare and prosperity of

the business of breeding the light harness horse.—Horse
Breeder.

Mrs. Caudle.

Important Meeting of Blood - Horse Direetors.

Last Monday night the Blood Horse directors, by resolu-

tion, reinstated Bookmaker Henry Schwartz, and he was de-

clared to be entitled to go on and make a book at the meeting

now under way. He was suspended because he did not heed

the resolution of the Board passed on January 16th last, pro-

viding that any person making a book during the race meet-

ing then in progress in the Athens of the Pacific should be

debarred at the spring Blood Horse meeting from doing busi-

ness as a bookmaker. Vice-President Williams stated that

the balance of the Oakland bookmakers would be also. It was
stated further that Schwartz was reinstated because he had
made an open, manly fight against the Blood Horse Associa-
tion, and had not carried on business under an assumed name
(as many are at present doing at Bay District track).

The case of * ( Moose" Taylor came up, the clever young-
jockey petitioning to be allowed to ride. The Board decided

that Taylor had broken his contract with Carlile & Shields,

the Denver turfmen, and therefore would not allow him to

take any mounts here in races. However, we understand the

contract expires on the 23d of this month, so the young
fellow can then ride for any one be pleases.

The most important case of all passed on was the suspen-
sion for one year of Peter Weber and his two sons, John and
Charles. It is said Mr. Weber was still very indignant at the

treatment of his son John at the post on Saturday last, when
the bov rode Claire and received two severe cuts across the

back with a blacksnake whip. Weber Sr. tendered the badges
of himself and sons to the officials of the association, and we
have it that he afterward appeared before the Board of Di-
rectors of the Blood Horse Association and used such lan-

guage at their meeting last Monday night that he and his

sons were suspended for the term of one year. He was asked
if he spoke for his boys, and said he did.

Draw the Lines Closer-

It may seem like threshing straw to again urge upon

breeders the necessity for greater care in the selection of

breeding stock, but in this course only may we hope for a

speedy deliverance from the ills that now, like clouds, darken

the horizon of the breeding world. We are suffering from a

violation of all the rules that should have served as guide-

boards to success. We are reaping just what we have sowed

and with the assurance that this law will ever hold good, shall

we not seek to raise the standard or quality of the sowing, and

thus at once raise the value of the harvest ?

It is easy to err on the side of laxity, but no error can be
made on lines of being too exacting. Reject every imper-
fection. Breed as near perfection as your judgment can
dictatr. This course followed for a few years would have a
wonderful effect upon the general appearance and value of

trotting stock in general.

Why should a breeder accept imperfections at this time?
There may have been some excuse for passing imperfections
when the business was in its infancy and high-class sires and
dams were more rare. A curb, or an impel fectly formed leg

;

lack of size or absence of beauty; faulty gait or conforma-
tion ; the lack of any one of these may have been pardoned
when the animal averaged high in other qualities; but to-

day (he breeder that expects to attain the highest measure of
success cannot afford to pardon anything. He must insist

upon the- highest excellence gauged by the type he seeks to
prnchier.

By this we do not mean that a type of the general purpose
borne, or one thai can be termed a general utility animal, will

be found the most profitable to produce. The highest point of
excellence in a draught horse might be a very ordinary qual-
ity in the trotter, just as the light, rangy conformation of the
thoroughbred would be a pour characteristic to reproduce in
the ("art horse.
There are some qualities, however, that every type de-

mands—soundness, size, grace and beauty. These are necessary
mid should be indispensable qualities in any harness type. If
•I hrppdor Reeks to produce race horses, he will naturally Reek
ri " i " lypu [urination and geirerul inuke-up, If coad

Mr. Cyrus Lukens, of Philadelphia, sends the following
interesting letter about Mrs. Caudle to W. T, Chester, of Turf
Field and Farm, which, while not directly proving anything
seems to indicate that she was of Morgan blood :

Dear Sir—Over three months since you asked for infor-

mation relative to Mrs. Caudle, dam of Ericcson, and grand-
dam of Clark Chief, remarking that your attention had been
called to her by the great speed shown by many of her de-

scendants. Thirty years ago my attention was called to the

same subject, although the fast speed element was not so

plainly apparent. February, 1865, my old friend, Charles L.
Sharpless, and our mutual friend, Charles Mathers, visited

Kentucky. While on this trip, Mr. Sharpless purchased Lady
Montague, by Mambrino Chief, whose daughter, Lydia Mon-
tague, by Tippoo Bashaw, is now dam of two in the 2:30 list.

At the same time Charles Mathers purchased Mambrino Whip,
by Mambrino Chief. He was a very handsome brown stal-

lion, bred by R. F. Van Mater, and showed his tine thorough-
bred inheritance on his dam's side, descended from Whip and
American Eclipse. He could show about a three-minute

gait.

After the stallion arrived at Mather's home, Penlynn, Mont-
gomery County, Pa., while looking him over, I said :

" Char-
lie, why did you not buy Clark Chief?" Said he: "Cyrus,
you are right; the best-gaited Mambrino Chief stud in Ken-
tucky ; but if I had brought him home my friends would have
said :

' Charlie, what did you bring that big fiat-footed horse
home for ?' " To which I queried, " Is that a fact ?" :( Yes,"
said he, " the largest Hat front foot you ever saw." The fact

that his grandam had been Mrs. Caudle was the reason why 1

had called Mathers' attention to Clark Chief. I knew that

she had been a fast trotting mare of a pure, square gait, and
that she had been brought from New England down to New
York somewhere in the forties and had been claimed to have
been of Morgan descent.

Mr. William T. Porter, then editor of the only sporting

horse paper in New York City, had bought this mare, and had
sent her to a friend, from whom he had purchased her, in Sa-
vannah, Ga.
She was used there some years, and when Mambrino Chief

went to Kentucky there was more fuss made about bim than
there had been when he was up in Dutchess County, N. Y.,

which attracted her owner's attention, and he shipped her to

Enoch Lewis, of Kentucky, who bred her to that stallion and
produced Ericsson, who was driven bv Warren Peabody a

mile to wagon in his four-year-old form in a race, the fourth

heat in 2:30-1 !

This Morgan history of Miss Caudle stuck to her through
all these years, and Ericsson was for a time, when quite young,
known as Morgan Chief, combining the names of the two fam-
ilies in one, as has so frequently been done. Although bred
in Kentucky, Ericsson, like a large percentage of our' most
famous trotting stallions, owed his ancestry to the trotting

horse families bred east of the Alleghanies. During August
meeting of Charter Oak Park, 1878, 1 was in the smithshop of

W. B. Smith with old Mr. J. P. Gilbert while he was assisting

in shoeing Croxie, 2:19, and talked with him about her large,

flat front feet, remembering full well Charlie Mathers' remarks
of twelve years previous. I have noticed large, flat front feet

in other descendants of Clark Chief, now famous as a brood-
mare sire. I shall never forget a story Mothers used to relate

about their visit at that time (1865) to Dr. L. Herr. Chas. L.

Sharpless was quite taken with Dr. Herr's colt, as they called

him, now known as Mambrino Patchen. He was shown to

halter, and Mr. Sharpless offered $5,000 for him. Dr. Herr
wanted $10,000, because the colt was said to have been a full

brother to Lady Thorne, who at that time was more to us trot-

ting horse enthusiasts than Nancv Hanks is now, and we never
will lose that feeling about it. Sharpless insisted on seeing

the colt in harness. There seemed to be something in the

way of that. Dr. Herr very kindly and hospitably entertained

them and amused them for two days, at the end of which time
he showed them Mambrino Patcben in harness. Mathers
said :

" That as the Doctor drove away from *here they stood

Sharpless watched the horse closely for a time, but suddenly
he wheeled about and made a straight line for the house,

" and," said he, "if you could have seen that little Quakers
cojt-tail standing straight out back as he rushed to the house
it would have made you laugh. He never made another offer

for Mambrino Patchen." Cyrus Lukens.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 27, 1893.

A Clever Pneumatic Tire for Sulkies.

Fully aMuneh care in the selection of a good tire for your racing
sulky, us In the proper trainiug of your horses, is a necessity.
Do you want to lose a race by having your pneumatic tire "blow

up" or become soft at the last moment'.'* The tire has to take hard
service, it is in constant contact with the ground. If anything hap-
pens tii it and repair? canooi be made instantly, you run a big chance
of being knocked out of race. The most easily repaired pneumatic
lire and one upon which this quick repair is at the same time, a per-
manent one, la that ol the " '\ LctOT " make. It consists of an outer
case of Para rubber and linen canvas which acts as a protection m
an inner tube.
The inner tube holds the air and is therefore the life of the tire.

When an accident happens a new inner tube can be instantly
pulled into the tire by any boy, and the tire is as good us new. These
inner tubes are of pure rubber, weigh but a few ounces and cost but
$2.50 each.

Before ordering your sulky attachment examine this pneumatic tire.

They can be seen at the Overman fyiieul Company's store, H09 I.ar-

i. in Street, Sun Francisco.
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HOOF-BEATS.

The Roby (Ind.) race track resumed business on March
29th with a small crowd in attendance, but before the pro-

gramme was finished six constables from Hammond, Ind.,

raided the place for a violation of the Indiana pooling law.

Manager Argo and two bookmakers were arrested. The races

were not stopped.

J. R. Whittaker, secretary of the Vallejo Agricultural

and Speed Association, recently informed us that it is the

intention of the society to make a number of improvements at

the track. About eighty stalls are to be built ; the track will

be harrowed, rolled and placed in first-class condition. Backed
up with the enterprise of the large number of horsemen in

and around Vallejo, there can be no doubting that success will

attend their efforts. Mr. Whittaker is the right man in the

right place, and horsemen will find that he is one of the sec-

retaries they are always glad to meet.

Americans pretend to be the smartest people on the globe,

yet they are still grovelling in the dark ages on the road ques-

tion. We make wagons with tires that cut up the roads and
drag the horses to death to pull them through the ruts. In

France they do things differently. The French law requires

the ties of all wagons shall be six inches wide, and in four

wheeled wagons the front axle is six inches shorter than the

rear axle, thus making a roller two feet wide out of every

wagon. Such wagons do almost as much towards improving
the roads as the graders themselves, and are much easier on
the teams. In that country a horse is expected to pull from
two to three tons, at least twice as much as he could haul on

our roads.

John E. Turner, of Ambler Park, near Philadelphia, has

begun working the large string of trotters under his charge on
the old fair ground track. Among the animals in his string

are: Abbie V. (7), 2:16|, by Aberdeen; H. C. T. (6), 2:17 J,

by King Almont; Rose Filkins (4), 2:22, by Melrose;

Happy Lady (4), 2:2S at two years, by Happy Russell ; Belle

Trust'on (4), 2:37 A, by Truxton, he by Young Wilkes; Rig-

marole (4), 2:331, black mare, by Prince Orloff; Nvanza (4),

2:29$ at two years, bay mare by Quartermaster; Nutshell (4),

bay mare, by Bavonne Prince : Willow (3), bay stallion, by
Santa Claus ; Dudley Alcott (5), 2:26}, chestnut stallion, by

Albert W.; Corryan (5), bay stallion, by Cornelius; Daylight,

bay stallion, by Gen. Benton ; Fourth of July (4), bay stal-

lion, by Santa Claus; Reiser (3), by Kentucky Prince; a

three-year-old bay filly by Woodnut, and a three-year-old bay
filly by Santa Claus. Santa Claus, 2:17o, by Strathmore, now
eighteen years old, is looking well.

Old Swigekt, one of the most famous trottiug sires in the

West, is dead. He was owned by the F. -J. Dwyer Stock Farm
at Burlington, Wis., where he died on Saturday. Swigert was
foaled at Woodburn Farm in 1866. He was bought by Rich-

ard Richards of Racine, Wis., as a yearling and was taken to

Meadow Lawn Farm, where be was owned until 188S. As a

producer of fast horses he had few equals in the West. With
limited opportunities he sired 37 horses with records of 2:30

or better, including the noted campaigner and sire Moody,
2:18A ; also Brilliant, 2:17-], and Governor D., 2:21. Eighteen
of his sons have produced 22 performers, while nine of his

daughters produced 10 performers, including Vic H., 2:13},

and Addie Hayes, 2:19}. He was sired by Alexander's Nor-
man 25 ; dam Blandina, dam of that good sire King Rene and
Abdallah Pilot, by Mambrino Chief; second dam the Burch
mare, dam of Rosalind, 2-21^ and Donald, 2:27, by Brown Pi-

lot.

The yearling and two-year-old gelding records are nearly

ten seconds slower than the best for colts and fillies of those

ages, and the difference is not much less with the three and
four-year-olds, which is additional evidence that practically

all which are of any account are still being kept entire, along

with hundreds of others that all know to a reasonable cer-

tainty Dever will amount to anything either on the track or

in the stud. There are numerous advantages, as well as much
less risk, in castrating early. Many colts may be castrated as

sucklings and most of the balance as yearlings. Dexter and
Rarus, though able to become the champions, did more for

the general trotting interest as geldings than they would ever

have done as stallions, and paid better, as one of them finally

brought $35,000 and the other was sold by his breeder for

$36,000, which is more than was realized for all the others

from their dams. Only a very small proportion of what are

now being kept entire are needed for stallions, or will ever

pay the much greater expense of raising as such. It would
be well if every State breeder's association should now offer

inducements in the shape of liberal purses for geldings one,

two, three and four years old, and another open to geldings of

all ages. The relative demand for geldings is fully a hundred
fold greater than for stallions, and the public sales are now
demonstrating that, with the exception of the very best bred,

those from great dams and by the most fashionable sires, they

are not now bringing'as good prices if entire as though gelded.

—Horse Breeder.

Lady Suffolk was a beautiful dapple gray mare in her

young days, says L. C. Underbill, foaled in 1833, and she was
therefore twelve years old when she made her record of 2:26.

She stood 15.2 hands high, and her action was low and sweep-

ing, such action as in the hands of a Marvin or a Doble would
have carried her a merry mile. In a journey over Long
Ieland a tew months since I saw the stable where the Lady
8uffolk passed many days of her life. Everything was in

the primitive state of half a century ago, even to the latch

string, that still hangs as it did when David Bryan and his

famous mare were still among the living, [t was fourteen

years after Lady Suffolk surprised the country with her record

before 2:20 was beaten, and this honor fell to the gallant

little Flora Temple. She was bred in New York State, and
before her best performance 6he had become so famoifs that

the owner of Woodburn Farm, Kentucky, had purchased her
dam and the noted horse Edwin Forrest, that was the promi-
nent one of her family in the male line. Flora, only a pony,

standing 14.1 hands high, but she had the grit of a tour-in-

hand, and was the biggest for her inche- that ever figured

among prominent trotters. Her record was made in L859,

and to say that the performance created a sensation would be
a mild statement. Nothing in the nature of a turf record,

either before or hence, has equalled it. The limit of trotting

speed has been placed at 2:20, and she was the lirst one to

break through the lines. What Flora Temple would have
accomplished, aided by all the arts and knowledge acquired
durine the past thirty years, is of course idle conjecture, but

she was followed by one that I have always believe I the equal

of anj trotter living or dead. I refer to the mighty Dexter.

If you have a horse with the size, form, gait and natural
speed that would make him a good road-horse, spare no pains
in educating him and in developing those qualities to such an
extent that he will be a road-horse in every sense of the word.
First-class road-horses are not plenty, and if you have the
good fortune to produce one or a dozen, a ready sale will be
found for one or all of them at most remunerative prices,

provided they have been thoroughly educated and fitted so
that they may pass direct from your hands to the man who
wishes to use them- for pleasure driving.—Horse World.

In a recent chatC. J. Hamlin referred to the pleasant side
of the horse business in the following style. "The happiest
moment of my life—when I feel just like kicking up my heels—is when 1 see one of my own horses, which I bred, raised,
and developed winning a turf battle down the stretch in a
nose by a magnificent burst of speed at the finish. I believe,

too, that being engaged around horses is conducive to health-
fulness, provided a person's habits are properly balanced.
There is a certain degree of magnetism between man and
beast, a sort of silent telephone. What is more invigorating
than a spin down the park roads on a bright morning behind
a high-bred trotter? It is not the ride that does you good,
but the magnetism of your horse. If you don't believe it,

then tike an hour's trip to-morrow morning out to the Park
Lake on a trolley car and go over the route tucked up in a
newly-painted road wagon, drawn by your favorite roadster,
the next day at dawn, and draw your conclusion."

The game trotting mare Fanny D., that got her record of
2:26 at the Oakland track September 3, 1891, was the follow-
ing spring placed in the breeding ranks. She was bred to
Wilber Field Smith'slfine Alcazar stallion Kebir, 2:28}, and
last week dropped a handsome bay colt " the image of his
sire." W. A. Hendrickson, owner of this mare, sent her to
Pleasanton Monday to be bred to Richards & Murray's stal-

lion Diablo, 2:14$. Fanny D. is credited to Anteeo in the
Year Book ; this is an error. She is by Mansfield Medium,
out of a mare by Doble's Black Bashaw; second dam a pure
Arabian mare. She has all the Arabian light flesh-colored
markings noticeable in this breed. Mansfield Medium was by
Happy Medium 400, dam Black Bess (dam of Edith, 2:22},
and Happy Princess, 2:23]), by Black Oscar, son of George
M. Patchen 30. He was a very fast horse. J. A. Phillips,
the well-known trainer, took him to the Philadelphia track
and with but very little work the horse trotted trials in 2:22,
but meeting with an injury the stallion was thrown out of
training and has never beea started since. He is at Columbus,
New Jersey, the place where Fanny D. was foaled.

The interest in the thoroughbred contingent quartered at

Monmouth Park will be greatly heightened by the arrival of

Mr. Marcus Daly's string, which is due there to-day unless

Matt Byrnes shall have deemed it advisable to stop oversome-
where en route, says the Daily Spirit of March 17th. This he
did not do at Chicago, for the horses were in such fine order,

having made the trip trom Montana on a special train, that

there was no apparent necessity for resting them at Washing-
ton Park, as had been intended. In fact, up to that point in

the trip the only delay had been occasioned by a stoppage of

ten hours in a Dakota snowdrift. There are fourteen in the

lot. The older horses are Tammany, Montana, Silver Fox, Sir

Matthew, The Pepper, Steve Estes, Duke of Hamilton, Delury
and Lillian Russell, the remaining five being two-year-olds as

follows: Tenacious, bay colt, by Iroquois—Tassel ; Dr. Gar-
rett, bay colt, by imp. The Ill-Used—Feu Follet; imp. Matt
Byrnes, brown colt, by Hampton—Cherry ; Sam Lucas, bay
colt, bv The 1 11-Used—Mehallah and Senator Grady, chestnut

colt, by Iroquois—Satinet. They were a high-priced lot of

youngsters. Tenacious cost $10,200 ; Senator Grady, $3,900,

as yearlings; while Sara Lucas and. Dr. Garrett brought

$6,100 and $3,000 as weanlings at the Nursery Stud sale in 1891.

A writer, over the signature of Fides, in the Spirit of the

Turf, says: "Greatness, that mysterious faculty, marked by
the full time posts long weary distances apart, often comes
where least expected. The despised little broken-kneed Teaser,

that founded the English thoroughbred family had nothing to

indicate his wonderful greatness. What was there about the

unbeaten Eclipse that made him great? His sire got many
others, but there never was another Eclipse. Where did the

questionably-bred Messenger get his greatness? And Bill

Rysdyk's Bull—the real progenitor of the greatest and best

family of horses the world has ever seen—by what license

could greatness be expected of him ? His sire, Abdallah, got

many other sons, but the Hero of Chester is absolutely the

only thing that saved his name from oblivion. Then there

wastheshort bred Geo. Wilkes, whose name will shine eter-

nally in the firmament of equine stars ; and Electioneer that

was out of the wicked, kicking:, willful unmanageable brown
mare, that in turn was the daughter of the ragged-hipped,

high strung old sorrel mare with white legs and a blaze that

came from Ohio, and whose breeding no mortal knows. That
little short-bodied sorrel pony with a monstrosity of a neck, a

broken leg, and a blind eye, and no known breeding, a teaser

for a Jack, named in derision, Blue Bull. What was there in

him to make great !"

In a conversation with W. A. Hendrickson, the gentleman

who brought Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31, to California, the his-

tory of Lady Woodard was alluded to. Mr. Hendrickson
said, "I never knew her breeding, she was a large, handsome
blood-like looking mare that was brought across the plains

from Kentucky and sold to Wm. Woodard the sporting man.

I bought her from him and often after driving her to San
Jose {fifty miles), in six hours and a half, she would feel

like coming back again. I never sat behind a better formed,

stronger built, purer gaited, sounder or gamer mare than she.

I liked her so well that I bred her to Geo. M. Patchen Jr.,

and she produced the horse called Budd Doble, and he was a

slashing good one, I can tell you. The following year, Steve

Whipple begged me to send her to his horse, Whipple's

Harabletonian, and she produced the chestnut colt that was

afterwards known as Westfield, he was gelded and used as a

roadster; he proved to be too fast for the road, so Tom Farrell

got him and at the State Fair races, Sacramento, in 1873, in

a field of eieht, he got his record of 2:2^', and won
the fourth, filth and seventh heats, and race. The mare was

sold to a Mr. Donahue, over in Mariue County, ond I lo-tt all

track of her. She never bad but two foals while I had her.

Budd Doble is the sire of Barney B. 2:27',, and the dams of

Jim Mulyenna, 2:291: Peacock, 2:231; Kcno, 2:231 and Mary
O., 2:29V, and they tell me all of his get are good looking,

heavy-limbed, game and intelligent. I believe some credit

should be given to Ladv Woodnrd, his dam, and I hope thai

in the nest Year Book she will get the credit ^hedt^erves,'
1

It seems that this has been an unfortunate year with many
of the English breeders, particularly so in the case of Lord
Alington, the proprietor of one of the best studs in England.
Not only was Thistle, the dam ofCommon and Goldfinch, bar-
ren to Donovan, but Match Girl (own sister to St. Blaise),
slipped her foal by St. Simon. Certainly Lord Alington has
cause to complain of ill fortune, and he seems not to have
been the exception that proves the rule.

It is noticed in one of the Eastern papers, in a comparative
statement of Electioneers produce as to number of foals that
he had produced, that what he produced in California was a
known quantity, but that he must have sired a great many
East before reaching the West. The facts are a<* furnished
by Chas. Backman, that Electioneer got nineteen foals in the
East ; of this number one died at four days old, one at thirty-
six hours, the other the year it was foaled, leaving sixteen
live foals over a year old.

The Blood Horse Association has evidently taken a strong
liking for the Board of Control all at once, that organization
doing business over 3,000 miles away. It will make a grand
mistake if it does not form a Pacific Coast Board of Control,
with its own set of rules and officers, and not be tied down to
such a far-away lot of turf legislators. A turfman remarked
the other day that the association had recognized the Board of
Control in everything for a longtime, and a bystander wanted
to know of him if that were true how it was "that the clever
jockey, Joseph Narvaez, suspended for the balance of the sea-
son of 1892 for reckless riding, was allowed to take mounts at

last fall's Blood Horse meeting in San Francisco. The answer
was that Narvaez had been reinstated. As the suspension
came along about October, it would be interesting to know if

he was reinstated just when it occurred.

The old Mambrino Chief mare Bacchante Mambrino
figures in the pedigrees of a number of good ones. She is the
dam of two producing daughters, Jenny Hamilton, by Lake-
land Abdallah 350, and Minerva, by Pilot Jr. 12. The former
is the dam of Mambrino Swigert, 2:30, sire of four in the list

while the latter (Minerva) is one of the great broodmares.
She is the dam of Meander, 2:26i (sire of four in the list)

;

Nugget, 2:26 J (sire of ten and one sire of two and the dam of
one), and Egmont (sire of twenty-one and three sires and the
dams of three in the list). The dam of Bucchante Mambrino
was Grey Bacchante, by Downing's Bay Messenger. She was
the dam of Sheldon Messenger 9690. sire of Geo. Wolf, 2:30,

and Ed. Barton, sire of Nemo, 2:21^. The grandam of Bac-
chante Mambrino was by Whip Comet, and she wa? known
as the dam of Clifton Pilot 2026 (sire of Jack Lewis, 2:23}),
third dam by Grey Messenger.

Castrating Colts.

A week ago I answered a correspondent's inquiry as to the

proper time to castrate colts, and in your issue of February

23d is a reply to my answer by James Shelp. V. S., who also

asks why castration interferes with the development of the

sheath any more than with that of the leg or other part of the

body.

It needs but a moment's thought to see that depriving an
animal of its testicles destroyes its verility, and, if the opera-
tion is performed early in its life, will in a great measure ar-

rest the growth of every organ connected with the virile parts;
and this is the main reason why the sheath as well as the
yard remains undeveloped. The leg is not affected by that pe-
culiar virile influence which flows to every part of the gener-
ative organs, and sutlers no visible loss by the emasculating
act; but is not the neck affected, losing its beautiful crest,

and is not the mental and nervous system affected—the eye
losing a great deal of its fire and brilliancy, the voice its

strength, and the whole animal become more docile and less

courageous? Now, will Dr. Shelp tell us why the neck, eyes
and voice are changed, while the legs manifest no change
whatever? Before the days of Gregory it was a common
practice among Catholics to castrate a certain number of boys
that they might retain the beautiful tenor voices of childhood

I

and youth, for the contrasted boy's voice never changes, and he
can always sing high tenor. But when Gregory came into

power he put a stop to this practice, and gave the churches to

understand that if they wanted tenor or soprano voices in the
churches they must let women help to do the singing. Be-
fore that time women were not allowed to sing in their

churches. Now, will Dr. Shelp tell us why castrating boys
prevents the changing of their voices and does not arrest the
growth of their big toes?

The castrated boy becomes larger than he would have been
otherwise. The horse, the dog, the cock, all grow larger, but

the vim, the fire, the courage are gone. No sportsman ever
goes forth cock-fighting with a capon under his arm. The
bull can master a field full of oxen. I wish, Messrs. Editors,

I possessed the skill to present your readers with a true illus-

tration of a game cock, in all his pride and glory, and com-
pare it with the capon. We are also told by Dr. Shelp that
" capons made the best mothers for the chicks." But would
capons make " the best mothers" if they bad not been muti-

lated until self-respect, courage, and vim had been driven out

of them ? The ox is not as good-looking as the bull. He al-

ways looks ashamed of himself, while he is not more useful in

the yoke ; neither can he pull as heavy a load as the bull when
properly broken. The stallion, even, is as docile as a gelding

when properly broken and not used for procreation.

If castration is to be done, let it be in the mo«t humane
manner and at the most suitable age, which I still maintain is

at a year or two old for the colt. The injury of performing
this operation too early does not consist entirely of the non-
development of the yard and sheath, thereby causing fouling

and wetting of the legs ; but it should be remembered that

the inguinal rings in a colt three or four months old are weak
and liable to give way from alight injuries, and being still

rather relaxed by castration and the pressure of the intestines

upon ibem, the result if rupture and frequent deaths.

One of the choicest colt* I ever bred was castrated at four

months of age with an ecraseur, and for aught we kuow the

operation was properly accomplished
;

yet, notwithstanding,

irreducible hernia supervened, resulting in death. Hydrocele
can never occur in a castrated animal, no matter by what

method the operation was performed.

I am surprised that a man acquainted with modern anti-

sepis should recommend beo'fl oil U I me&Qfl to cleanse a foul

horse. If the oil tfl old, ii [fl very liable to be rancid
; if not,

it very soon becomes so when applied. I would suggest that

mildly carbolized vaseline: is far preferable to hen's oil, and

will not become raueid J J Mimkh, M I > in Punt n

Spirit.
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Entries Oolt Stakes and Purses for the Spring and
Fall Meeting.

The followiDg is a list of the entries to the Colt Stakes and Purses which closed on April

1st, for the Spring and Fall Meetings of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Associa-

tion. The programme for aged horses for the Fall Meeting will be published in due time to

give all an opportunity to make entries. The Association will also gire its usual Summer

Meeting, which will take place in August, the programme for which will be published after

the Spring Meeting. A meeting of the Board of Directors will be held on Monnay, the 10th

inst.. to pass upon the entries.

SPRING MEETING.
FREE-FOR-ALL COLT PURSES.

Ko. 1. Two-Year-Old Pane, $$300. Mile dash.

Entered By. Name. Sire. Dam.

Palo AltoStock Farm b c Rio Alto Palo Alto Elsie..

Sire of Dam.

...Gen Benton
..Messenger Duroe

Jr.
blkf Palatine " •• Elaine

w O Bowers „..sc SilverBee. SilverBow Belle Mc Ensum Gold Dust

La Sie*ta Ranch bf Soubrette Eros Algonette Algona

F. W. Thompson bf JessieTemple Jack Temple Lady Almont Tilton Almont

Ko. 2. Three- Year-Old Purie. $300. One and one-sixteenth mile dash.

La Siesta Ranch br f Willema Erosi Maud Brigadier

P W. Murphv gr m Maud Alemeda...Gaviota Mary O „ ........

T F Ricks " bf Lou Ira Electric Newlands Ham man
Thos.Wall Jr gr f Sidlette Sidney By Silver Threads

No. 3. Four- Year-Old Purse. $300. One and one-eighth mile dash.

W. O Bowers bm Sadie Benton Tom Benton Brown Jennie ...Dave Hill Jr.

La Siesta Ranch b f Abanteeo Anteeo Abbotine Abbotsford

Thos. Wall Jr brh Antioch Antevolo Fanny Mambnno w likes

ENCOURAGEMENT PURSES, FOR COLTS.
(Palo Alto Stock Farm, Pleasanton Stock Farm, Valensin Stock Farm and San Mateo Stock Farm

barred.)

No. 4. Two-Year-Old Encouragement Purse, 8300. Mile dash.

LosCerritos Stock Farm..bf Marchioness Sidmoor Kitty Irvmgton...Dawn
Oscar Mansfield blkf Glendora Sable Wilkes Amy Fay Anteeo

Thee Smith ch g Little Mc Election Daisy S McDonald Chief

Silver Bee SilverBow Belle Mc Ensigu Gold Dust Jr.

Monarch Fordstan Rose Abbot Abbotsford

Soubrette Eros Algonette Algona
John D. Evans... Antinous Alta Almoon
JessieTemple Jackson TempleLady Almont Tilton Almont

, O. Bowers.
B. E. Harris ch c
La fiesta RaDch bf
Vendome Stock Farm...be
F. W. Thompson bf
Jesse D. Carr ......"!!!!blk m Genevieve Eugeneer Flossie Carr's Mambrino

No. 5. Three-Year-Old Encouragement Purse, 8300. One and one-sixteenth mile dash.

Chas. Baab be Jake Holmes Redwood Lady Sherman
LosCerritos Stock Farm..be Moorzook Sidney Sultan Queen Sultan

Octave Morrhand bf Lady O T. O Baby
B E. Harris brf Phantom Fordstan Rose Abbot Abbotsford

La Siesta Ranch br f Willema Eros Maud Brigadier

Vendome Stock Farm...brm Tiptinous Antinous Belle Houghton. ..Geo. M. Patehen Jr.

O. A. Lowe grs Bird Button Alex. Button Lillie Reavls* Black Bird

Maud Alemeda...Gaviota Mary O
Secret Secretary By Rustic

Alwood K Woodnut Alice B Admiral
Tanis Mortimer Daisy UambriDo Wilkes
Lou Ira Electric Newland's Ham'nian
Sidlette Sidney By Silver Threads

P W. Murphv gr m
P. J. Shatter gr I

F_ B. Jennings sr s

A. L. Hinds bf
T. F. Ricks bf
Tbos. Wall, Jr grf

Ho, 6. Four-year-old Encouragement Purse, 8300. One and one-eighth miles dash.

Los Cerrltos Stock Farm.bf
Thos. Smith ch f

W. O. Bowers b m
La Siesta Ranch b f

Vendome Stock Farm. ...b c

Thos. Moran ss
E. B. Jennings sr s

Jos. Cairn Simpson bf
A. L. Hinds bf
Thos, Wall, Jr brh

Kittv B Sidney nnknown.
DoUican Mambr'o ChiefJrFanny Wilson McClellan
Sadie Beaton Tom Benton Brown Jennie ....Dave Hill

Abanteeo Anteeo Abbottine Abbottstord

Alviso Brown Jug Big Lize G. M. Patehen, Jr.

Gladstone Xed Gifford Dolly Rifleman, Jr.

Alland Alcona Queen N'orbuck
Altavolo Antevolo Parissien'e Dam'lW hippie's Hambleto'n
Hera Mamb'no Wilkes by Conductor
Antioch Antevolo Fannie Mambrino Wilkes

No. 7. Free-for-all. Trotting, Purse 8500. Mile heats, 2 In 3.

A. McDowell ch m
La Siesta Ranch b m
Vendome Stock Farm b m
L.J.Rose. Jr bg
E. B. Jennings b s

Keating & Ottinger ch g
Thos. \\'&ll, Jr b m

Edenla Endymion Empress
Wanda.. Eros Accident Elmo
Laura R Electioneer Lady Farmer Young Lexington
Richmond, Jr_...A. W. Richmond.unknown
Lenmar Admar Lenore Gladiator
Aster Dexter Prince by Genl. Dana
Flora M Richards' Elector

No. 8. j2:28 Class Trotting, Purse 8400. Mile heats, 2 in 3.

Pet Orphan Boy unknown
Solano Chief. Mambrino Cbief.Fanny Rose Ethan Allen
Daylight Eros Crazy Chiettam
Alex. Button Jr.. Alex. Button by Jno. Nelson
Princess Woolsey Oakland Maid....Speculation
Neva Steinwav Princess Administrator
Langford Mansfield Med'm by... Godfrey's Patehen
Hera Mamb'no Wilkes by Conductor
Menlo Fallis Electioneer
FloraS Dexter Prince
Rex Anteeo Accident Elmo

Chas. Baab gr m
Tbos. Smith ehg
La Siesta Ranch org
G. W.Woodward bs
Sonoma Stock Farm grm
Oakwood Park Stock Fmb m
Wm. Hendrickson bg
A. L. Hinds bf
Keating A: Ottinger b s

Thos. Wall. Jr rnm
Jesse D. Carr bg

No. 9. Pree-for-all Pacing, Purse 8500. Mile heats, 2 In 3.

A. McDowell „..brn Rosie;C OregJ n Pathfind'r _

R. H. Newton br g Tom Ryder Alex. Button by Black Ralph
G. W. Leek srm Daisy Mc Mount Vernon.... by McClellan
Keating &. Ottinger b g Our Dick Gibraltar by Dave Hill, Jr.

FALL MEETING.
CHAMPION PURSES—FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING.

No. 1. Yearling Purse 8100. Mile dash.

Zella Palo Alto - Viola, General Benton
Cresslda_... " " Clarabel Abdallah Star

brc Glubar Electricity Jennie Benton-General Benton
ch f Mi;Jin Advertiser! Mamie Hambletonlan Jr.
b f Narlda Palo Alto- Lulaneer Electioneer
gr f Nordlca Advertiser Saille Bentou...General Benton

...b c Worthwood Cornelius Belle Me- Ensign GolddustJJr.
..b f Algonlta Eros Algonette Algona
...b I Perantha.. Balkan Da.i>y- Mambrino Wilkes
,..sr c Dr. Leak Fresno ....Lady Almont.. .Tilton Almont
...be Klon .Comrade Blanche T- Nephew
...brc Viva La. Whips, Jo Viva Joe Hooker

W. O. Bowers.
La Hlesta Ranch
H.J. Hill

0. w. La**
L. J. Bone-
JoaOlrn Simpson

Ko. 2. Two-Yenr-Oldi, Purie 8300. Mile heats (2 In 3).

Palo Alto Stock Farm be
u h •• u Drc

bile f
bf
be
bf
b r

..brc
brf

San Mateo Stock Farm

Rio AUj Palo Alto_ Elsie - General Benton
Welbeck Electricity Lula Wilkes George Wilkes
l'uluilfie prtio Alto- Elaine Messenger Duroc
Creeping Flower...Piedmont-... Floweret Electioneer
Cblco Electricity Sister General Benton
Aria Bernal Ashoy " "

Attractive Electioneer Emma Robson..Woodhum
Burllngame Uny Wilkes Sable The Moor
Lnuru Wllke*.. Sahle Wilkes Laura Ore w_...Arthurton
Silver \W>- silver Bow Belle Mc. Ensi?n GoldlDust Jr.
Soubrette, K,ct» Algonette. ........Algona
Lurooi ....Soudan, Polly Sportsman
Jewle Temple. Jacknon Temple Lady Almont-.Ttlton Almont
Orllmla. Kudondo La Granda- Le Grande
Stamboul Belle. ...Stamboul _ Belle If

ileal Way- .....PrL.ce Red Calypso Stelnway
Ampblon- ...Steluway Inex Sweepstakes

Wo. ». Thrrr-Year-OldH. Pur»e 8 10O. Mile heata (2 In 3).

W. O. Bowers.....
L* Siesta iuiucn i>f

D. J. Murphy- Hi f

F. W. Thompson bf
L, J. R/*~ br
B O. Reed brf
Oftkwrxxl park stock Kmblk c

Pfclo Alto Block Farm hi
bf

« .. .. h r
ch I

J. H. Olthwnlt/* br c

ban Mateo Stock Farm. ...b f

Ob r

Jack Hallinan bf
La Hiram Hatch
O. a Law* gr»
p. \v. Mar] grm

I. J. Be* «r f

(MkwoodPark

E. B. Gobi D . ..blk c
r p.Bii hi

Vull. Jr grf

Row* rut Azmoor _ Emma Robson-Woodburn
Athena Electioneer - Ashhy General Benton
Lent— '• Lizzie Wlldldle
Avena Palo Alto - Astoria General Benton
Diwchwstan Stamboul - Alta Belle Eleciloneer
Urac* Wilkes- Guy Wllcea- Blanche Arthurton
Mary BM " *' Munlm**- Snllan
i^-'ia h. Sidney Grlndelli QeneiaJ Benton
w iii'iim Eros. .....Maud Brigadier
Bird BuliOD Alex. Button Ullle Kuavls' Black Bird-
Maud Alameda Oavlota- Mary

D. J. Harpny. nik f Mln Evens ...Soudan i>

bg Mil! i .. ,, by b.,1, Wfjodlng
Fat ki t Stambonl .^..BlaochoT Nrpbew
Clbolo.. i iiu-.. l>erby Addle Aahe Iii.ilaniiptdh

BtAlnwair. t.y.llu BrlKlit Triumver
Bay Bum •' M..y Viiteeo

'iwuy. " AlRcrdPttn Allnndorf
.Klectrlr . Ni-wiuudS HumblcliVii

Bldleue BldDej t.^ Silver T attx

Entered Bt.

Ko. 4. Pour-Year-Olds,
Palo Alto Stock Farm..._.h f

' " bf
" " " " be

Los Cerrltos Stock Farm...b f
be

Dr. R. Gross ch c
San Mateo Stock Farm... .b g

" blbg
Thos. Smith bh
Jack Hallinan br f
W. O. Bowers b*m
La Siesta Ranch b'f
D. J. Murphy _ bg
Paulin & Co. b c
L. J. Rose _br m
Oakwood Park St'k Farmbrm

" blkm
WilberF. Smith..... bs
Thos. Wall Jr brh
K. Topham _brm

Porse c-500. Mile heats (2 in 3).

-Orphina Norval Orphan Girl Piedmont
Luta Electioneer -Lula Wilkes ...-Geo. Wilkes
Electioneer Res.._ " Lady Viva Three Cheers
Kitty B —Sidney unknown
Don Lot -Anteeo Lueila Nutwood
Mutaspha Guy Wilkes Lalla Roofeh-...Grand Moor
Cha?. James Le Grand _Hannah Price-.Arthurton
Puritan _ Sable Wilkes -..Jane E ....Milliman'sBellfouuder
Columbus S -McDonald Chief Fanny Rose Ethan Allen
Eva M Director Grindelia General Benton
Sadie Benton -Tom Benton. Brown Jennie. ..Dave Hill Jr
Abanteeo Axiteeo Abbottine Abbottsford
Nubia Soudan — Emma And'sonWapsie
Panjabi Patron _ Nora Wilkes..—Lyle Wilkes
Vera _ Stamboul „ Jarred Junius
Alia Baba Steinway Nora S -McDonald Chief
Coquette Wilton Julia Clav Harry Clav
Kebir. Alcazar .Tferba Santa Santa Claus
Antioch Antevolo Fannie Mamb'oWilkes
Minnie B Billy Thomhill- Laura R: Electioneer

ASPIRANT PURSES—TROTTING.
'For the get of Stallions that have no representative In the 2 30 list at three years old or under Recomade at Stockton and not accepted by the American Trotting Register Association will be bars.)
>o. 5. Yearling Purge 8lOO. Mile dash,

Palo Alto Stock Farm brc Glubar ...„ Electricity Jennie Bsnton-General Benton
Ir'n gr fXordica Advertiser —Sallie Benton. - " "

chf Mtthra " Mamie Hambletonion Jr
Nazir. _ Amigo _ Telle General Benton
Marguerita Elective Chief. Daisy Magic
Cerrltos _ Sidmoor by Billv Havward
Worthwood Cornelius Belle Mc Ens!«u Gold Dust Jr
Perantha Balkan Daisy Mambrino Wilkes
Dr. Leak Fresno —Lady Almont.. .Tilton Almont
Kion Comrade Blanche T Nephew
Virginia Vasto Vasto -Virginia..- Junto
Tokalon. -..Grandissimo Whisp Wbippleton
VrvaLa Whips Joe Viva_ Joe Hooker

Pilot Prince Nellie Nelsou....Jno. Nelson
Gallagher Sultan Pasha. Tillie Almont- -Tilton Almont
Lady Salinas Eros] Bertha Carr's Mambrino
Purge 8300. Mile beats (2 In 3.)

Welbeck Electricity Lula Wilkes Geo. Wilkes
Chico " Sister- General Benton
Aria -Bernal Ashby " »

Lagoon Electricity Lizzie Wildidle
Jesse " Jennie Benton.-General Benton
Edison " Sallie Benton.... " '

Marchioness Sidmoor Kittylrvington Dawn
Altoonita Altoona

i -Dolly -Mozart
Campaigner Geo. Washington Kate Chapman Norbuck
Josephine ..„ Secretary Giosev. E ho
Silver Bee Silver Bow Belle Mc Ensign Gold Dust Jr
John Bury -Antinous _Muldocn G. M. Patehen Jr.
JessieTemple -Jackson Temple Lady Almont.. Tilton Almont
Orlinda Redondo —La Granda. Le Grande
Illustrator —Illustrious -Tilton Maid Tilton Almont
Eyraud Eros Whiso -Whippleton
Sadie Mc Mount Vernon by -Electioneer!
Best Wav -...Prince Red Calypso Stelnway
Swift Bird Waldstein Possie Poscora"Hayward

Grandissimo -Flora B Wbippleton
" —Eva "

Genevieve —Eugeneer Flossie ....Carr's Mambrino
Kenwood Maid— .Celtic Nellie -Italian Chief
Writer Secretary oy Whippleton

Xo. 7. Three- Year-Olds. Parse 8400. Mile heats (2 in 3).

Los Cerrltos Stock Farm -b c Treasurer Secretary ..by Anteeo
I. De Turk ...brg Major Brown Philosopher .Miss Brown Brown's Volunteer
Octava Marchand b t Lady O T. O Baby
Hush Robison _ _br f Maud Fox Iris Miss Thomas ...A. W. Richmond
Vendome Stock Farm br m Tiptinous Antinous Belle Houghton Geo. M. Patehen Jr

" ' be
Chas. Baab — ch f
Los Cerrltos Stock Farm-ch c
W. 0. Bowers _ b c
S. J. Hill b f
Dr. G. W.;Leak _src
L. J. Rose b c
Sonoma Stock Farm _br f
H. W. urabb brc
Jos. Cairn Simpson. br c
Napa Stock Farm ch c
Vineland Stock Farm br c
Jessie D. Carr blk f

Ko. 6. Two-Year-Olds.
Palo Alto Stock Farm br c

'• be
" " " " bf
" " " " be
" " " " be
" ' " " br c

Los Cerritos Stock Farm._b f
Z. Hebert & Son.... b f
Thos. Smith- _ ch c
I. De Turk blkf
W. O. Bowets _ £ c
Vendome Stock Farm b c
F. W.Thompson b f
L. J. Rose _b f
Sonoma Stock Farm brh
H. W. Crabb b c
L. H. Fpx b t

Oakwood Park St'k Farmblk c
H. S. Hogoboom- .,..ch f
Vineland stock Farm b f

" " " blk f

Jessie D. Carr _blk t

B. O. Van Bokkelen .sr f
G. C. Fountain bg

J. H. White b c
H. W. Crabb_ sr f
Thos. Moran ...gr m
O. Mansfeldt b s
A. L. Hinds b f

Vineland Stock Farm. blk f

Aldin W Marco .Kate Milli man's Bellfounder
Louis Grandissimo _
Sister Witch Ned Gilford BellejKIng PaddvMcJee
Mars St. Nicholas Jane _Red Boy
Tanis Mortiner Daisy Mambrino Wilkes
Myrtle Thome '.Grandissimo Belle Thorne....Wbippleton

Jesse D. Carr -.blk h Eros Jr Eros -Bertha .Carr's Mambrino
C. H. Corey blk 1

B. 0. Van Bokkelen br f
G. C. Fountain blk g

No. 8, Four-Year-OhU.
Z. Hebert & Son b c
L. H. Mcintosh bh;"
Thos. Moran ss

Dolly C Almont Patehen—Annie Hanks -Capt. Webster
Daisy D Oneco by Woodburv
Altissiino —Grandissimo by ..Toronto Chief Jr
Purse 8500. CMile heats (2 in 3)

.

Bruno -Junio DoUy ..Mozart
;Welcome Arthur Wilkes Lettie Wavlaod Forest
Gladstone Ned Gifford Dollv Rifleman Jr

Jos. Cairn Simpson _bf
,
^Altavolo Antevolo Paris'ne Dams'l Whipple's Hambleton'n

ENCOTJRAG-EMET PURSES—TROTTING.
(For Colts Without Records.)

Records mude at Stockton and not accepted by the American Trotting Register Association will be bars.
(Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo Stock Farm, Pleasanton Stock Farm and Valensin Stock Farm barred.

So. 9. Yearlings, Purse
W. R. Overholser b"c

Chas Baab ch f

Los Cerritos Stock Farm.ch c
R. S. Brown blk c
Thos. Smith bt
W. O. Bowers b e
B. E. Harris h f

La Siesta Ranch bf
H. P. Perkins b gii

« » b g
S. J.Hill bf
Dr. G. W. Leak —sre
L. J. Rose b c
H. W. Crabb brc
O. Mansfeldt ch f

Jos. Cairn Simpson. br c
Agnew Stock Farm ch c

Napa Stock Farm ch c
Vineland Stock Farm brc

Two-Year-OldsXo. 10.

W. R. Overholser- srg
Los Cerritos Stock Farm.-b f

i

C. F. Nurthup blk c

T. E. Keating sr c

Z. Hebert & Son bt
I. DeTurk blk f

W. 0. Bowers s c

B. E. Harris. ch c
La Siesta Ranch bf
H. P. Perkins brf

» st
Vendome Stock Farm be

ii .. D m
Albert Joseph. b f

D. J. Murphv- be
F. W. Thompson b f

L. J. Rose- bf
S. G. Reed br f

H. W. Crabb srg
L. H. Fox. bf
i i.ikwnod Park St'k Farmblk c

be
Agnew Stock Farm- blk f

ii ii > Drc
Thos. Wall, Jr be
Vineland Stock Farm bf

ii ii blkf
B. O. Van Bokkelen br f

G. C. Fountain bg

8100. Miledasb,

Oak-heart -Oaknut Jip " Sou ot Bayswaler
Marguerita ^.Elective Chief. Daisy Magic
Cerritos Sidmoor _by Billv Hayward
Select -Secretary ..Elmorine Elmo

Mambrino Chiei Wood Nvmph.Nutwood
Worthwood Cornelius Belle Mc Enshju Gold Dush Jr
Rival Dawn -Frona FreemanAdventure
Algonita Eros Algonette Algona
Jasper Ayers i-Iris Baby Altamont
unnamed Rosiris Pearl -Elmo
Perantha Balkan Daisy Mambrino Wilkes
Dr. Leak Fresno Lady Almont.. .Tilton Almont
Klon Comrade —Blanche T Nephew
Tokalon .Grandissimo Whisp Whippleton
Patti Wilkes Anteeo Wilkes Thaddv Thad. Steveas
Viva La .Whips Joe Viva Joe Hooker

Dawn .Baby Nine
Pilot Prince .Nellie Nelson. ..Jnn. Nelson

Gallagher Sultan P asha Tillie Aim ont...Tilton Almont
, Purse 8300. Mile heats (2 In 3).

Free Press Oaknut Dolly- Trustee
Marcbloness Sidmoor. Kitty IrvingtonDawn
Advocater Secretary- Debonaire Sultan
Prince Albert'- Dexter Prince. Eva D Black Boy
Leonora Altoona Patehen May.. ..Geo. M. Patehen Jr
Josephine; - Secretary Gipsey Echo
Silver Bee Silver Bow Belle Mc Ensign Golddust Jr.
Monarch Fordstan.. Rose Abbott Abbotsford
Soubrette _ Eros. Algonette Altgona
TJnnamedL Iris _ Scratch Loppy
fnus " Rosy Lee_ Bay Rose
Jno. Bury Antinous _ Muldonu G. M. Patehen Jr
Miss Barnes " Lady Barnes.
Helen White Stamboul. Kitty Almont-.Tilton Almont
Gov. Piro .Soudan.. Carrie Maione...Steinwav
Jessip Temple Jackson Temple Lady Almont-.Tilton Almont
Orlinda Redondo .....La Granda Le Grand
Stamboul Belle Siamboul Belle H
VerannB _ Grandissimo ButUmer Mare.
Sadie Mc. Mount Vernon by Electioneer
Be<t Way Prince Red Calypso Stelnway
Ampliion _ Stelnway Inex Swet-pstakes
Twenty-third- Director Nettie Nutwood
Stiatford Dawn-...Dawn ....Clara P
King Dent Pasha Lindon Bell Mambrino Wilkes

Grandissimo Flora B Whippleton
:.

" Eva *'

Skipmont- Altamont _ Skip Vermont
Writer .. Secretary _ by Whippleton

ENCOURAGEMENT—THREE-YEAR -OLD S.

Ko. II. Three-Year-01d», PurMe 8400
Chas. Baab b c
Los Cerrltos Stock Farm...b c

I. De Turk brg
Jack Hallinan bf
Octave Merchand- bf

~ Harris brf
Hugh Robison. b f

Vendome Stock Farm b c
<>. A. Lowe grs
P. W. Murphy b m
Jno. O. Reis • nlkic
n .1. Murphy b c

Paulin A Co h t

L. J. Rose- bh
H w. crnbb srf

blk I

Tbos. Moran gr in

O. Manaleldt .hs
" " hrs
Oakwood Park St'k Farmb g
E. B. Cohen blk c

G Bead bit i

k. B. Jennings are
A I. Hluil-_ M r

Mile heats (1 In 3).

Jake Holmes.,. Redwood Lady Sherman .".

Moorzouk Sidney Sultan Queen ...Sultan
Majnr Brown _ Philosopher Miss Brown Brown's Volunteer
De'la H Sidney Grindelia General Benton
Lady O T. O Baby
Phantom Fordstan.- Rose Abboit Abbottstord
Louis R- Iris unknown Julius
Hillsdale Antinous Nettle NutwoodNutwood
Bird Button Alex Button Lillie Reavls" BacklBird
Carrie Danlela. Gav(bta Emma B Bayswater
siii Salisbury Director Alpha Medium ,

Danton Moultrie...Guy Wilkes Carrie Malone...Siein\vay
Flossie Reverisco Gracte
AlC&mai ....Alcazar .....Jarred Junius
Louis Grandissimo _

Lullaby " Cappie Norlolk
Sister Witch Ned GPTord Belle King Paddy McGee
Mars st. Nicholas...- Jane Red Boy
Fay Wilkes Guy Wilkes...- Amy Fay Anteeo
Meteorite _ Steinwav Lydla Bright Triumver
sable steinwav. " Alcerdetta Allandorf
Xooutimv Noondaj Nellie StelnwayStelnway
Alwood K Woodnut Alice B Admiral
Tanis Mortimer Daisy Mambrino wiikw
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ENCOURAGEMENT—THREE-YEAR-OLDS.—Continued.

Entered By.

Thos. Wall, Jr -gr f

Vineland Stock Farm blk 1

C. H. Corey b f

B. O. Van Boktelea nr f

G. C. Fountain blk g

Xo. 12. Four-Year-Olds, Parse 8500
K S. Brown or f

I. DeTurk b c

Jack Hallinan br f

W. O. Bowers b m
La Siesta Ranch bf
Yendome Stock Farm b c

L. J. Rose b h
Thos Moran ss

Siek. Dam. SieeofDam.

Sidlette Sidney by Silver Threads
Mvrtle Thome Graudlsslmo Belle Thornc... Whippleton
Donna Blllv ThornhllU Minnie L- son of Nephew
Daisy D_. Oneco by Woodbury
Altlssimo Grandlsslmo by Toronto Chief Jr

Mileiheats (2 In 8).

etta Anteeo -Debonaire .Sultan

Kobin ' Hero Bessie Nephew 1220

Eva M Director Griudella General Benton
Sadie Benton _Tom Benton ..Brown Jo nnle... Dave Hill Jr

Abinieea Aateeo -Abbottlne Abbottsford

Alvtso Brown Jus Bl? Lize G. M. PatchenUr
Comrade stamboul, Victoria Electioneer

Gladstone Ned Gifford .....Dolly -Rifleman Jr

jtt!<MmSbmi»on "Z~"jb f Aliavolo Antevolo Par la'jne Dani'l Whipple's Harobleton'n

PACING PURSES—FREE-FOR-ALL.
Xo. 13. Yearline. Purse 8tOO. Mile dash.

r. t Afnmhv blk t JUta Richmond Soudan

HS.Hogoboo"m""-. brf Waldsteiu_..

B. o. Van Bokkelen b c Klnlan Noonday

..Jane Haydei
-by
..MinnieiK

...A. W. Richmond
..Grand Moor
...Billy Conr

PACING—TWO-YEAR-OLDS.

Xo. 14. Two-Year-Olds

A. McDowell brc
.. « bf
T. E. Keating blk c

R.S. Brown blk t

B. 0. Van Bokkelen b f

Xo. 15- Tliree-Year-Old

A. McDowell -br
f_

Octave Matcband..... br f

t; W. Woodard bm
Santa Rosa Stock Farm. ..blk t

F.M.Day- chs
Oakwood Park St'k Farmch g
T J.Crowley - nf
C. H. Corey...- brc

Xo. 16. Four-Year-Olds.

J. L. McCord- s m
G W. Woodland bs
ii .. c brm
Chas. J.'Cox* blk g
Wm. Murray- ch s

Tnos. Wall Jr bm

. Purse 8300. Mile heats (2 In 3).

Jakey OliverW
Anient! Steinway
Prince Nutwood-... Dexter Prince
Inza. Secretary-
Addie R Adirondack

Purse 8400. Mile heats (2 in 3).

...tay| Rajab
..by Idol Wilkes
...Lnella N .twood
...GIp Young Fred
..Belle Rockwood

Thursday...
T. Fa
Videtta
Directrix ...

Dictatus
Cascade
Madcap
Cinnabar....

Noonday
T.O
Alex. Button
Director
Red Wilkes
Chas. Derby
Steinway
Almont Patcuen..

Purse 8500. Mile lieats (2 in 3).

Tom Benton
Hollywood Woodnut
Mutiie B Alex. Button

Loupe John Sevenoaks..

Diablo Chas. Derby
Albana— Albani

..by Director

..A Haifa
i

Bismarck
..Viola Flaxtail
..Lady Wattles... Abbottsiord
..Miss Lollie- Dictator
..Idol Bplle Idol Wilkes
. M'sieMcGregorRobert McGregor
.Nellie Patchen_C. M. Patchen

.Fanny Dave Hill Jr.

..Arillia Alhert W.

..Ladv Don

..Lalla Rojkh Echo
Bertha Alcantara

..Nellie Chieftain

FIXED EVENTS.

STANFORD STAKES 1895-(For Foals of 1892-To Trot in 1895)

Mile heats, 2 in 3.

„. , m . K1I.. r,o.- Roll PaioAUo Beautiful Bells...The Moor
Palo Alto Stock farm but Da> Bell

'^tricity lennie BeotoQ...Geu. Beutou
brc
chf Mithra advertiser

.

Nordica .

bf
.. .. - • bf

be
*• br f

» .. " ' be
,< .. <• " be
.. .< •< " bf
W R Overholser be
J. H. Outhwaite b s

Mamie Eambletoaian Jr.

Sallie Beaton Gen. Benton

bit f Cressida .".'.'.'-' Palo Alts Clarabel Abdallah Star
.. Lulaneer Electioneer

.i '.
"""" Viola Gen. Benton

Azmoor ....... !.....Rosemont Piedmont
Elsie Gen. Benton
Elain Messenger Duroc

Narida ..

Zella
Rustam..
Erac
Iran Palo Alto.

. advertiser .

J. B. Iverson..

R. s. Brown..

W. O. Bowers
\a Siesta Ranch...

Worthier.
Emir
Oakhearl Oaknnt
La Honda Red Wilkes..

Welbelm Whips
.blk c Select Secretary

br f Demerara Eclectic.

..Emma Robson...Woodburn

...br c

..be

..be

..br s

..be

L. J. Rose
H. W. Crabb
D. J. Murpbv
Oakwood Park Stock F'mb c

be
"be

Jos. Cairn Simpson brc
bf

Jesse D. Carr...,

E. Topham

..Jip Son of Bayswater

..Trousseau Nutwood

..WilheLmioe Messenger Duroc

...Elmorine Elmo

%kzr - Ero=
.
isssr^.-M*-*" ..Blanche T Nephew
Whisp Whippletou

...MollieT Rifleman
..Calvpso Steinway
Inex Sweepstakes
Nanny Smith Red Wilkes

...Toe Viva Joe Hooker

..Santa. Cruz Double Cross

..Bertha Carr's Mambnno

..Silvia Grosvenor

..Comrade
..Grandissimo .

...Soudan
..Prince Red ...

Kion..
Tokalon...
Gogo
Geo. Wiley.-..
Our Jack Steinway
TJncle Dan Chas. Derby
Viva La Whips
Santa Rita "

.blk f Ladv Salinas Eros.

bf Dawny Dawn

BROODMARE PRODUCE STAKES-(For Foals of 1893. To Trot in 1896)

82.00O (JUARAXTEKD.

Entries for colts close May 1, 1894.

Palo Alto Stosk Farm blkm Beautiful Bells ...The Moor
bm Emma Robson....Woodburn
bm Rebecca Gen'l. Benton

« •- b m Jennie Benton.... "
.. " <• " grm Sallie Benton "

blkm Valdosia' Nutwood
chm Tirzah Dexter Prince

bm Monique Fallis
' bm Rosemont Piedmoot

b m
bm
chm
chm

• " » " bm
u .. " " bm
,. •. .< •• bm

" • " bm
•• « " cbm

Vt. O. Bowers .....b m'

May Day Wissabickon
Marjette Nutwood
Lorita Piedmont
Waxana Gen'l. Benton
Sontag Mohawk..Mohawk Chiet

Ashbv Gen'l. Benton
Gertrude Russell Electioneer

Coral
'"

America Hambletomau 10

Elaine Messenger Duroc
Mamie Hambletonian, Jr.

Belle Mc Ensign's Gold Dust. Jr.

Ben E 'Harris.'."^;.;."! ch m Ventura Adventure

J. L. McCord brm Brown Jennie -.-.pave Hill, Jr.

Whisp Whippleton
Granda Le Grand
Katie G Electioneer

H. W. Crabb bm
Thos. Moran srm
Oakwood Park Stock F'mbr m

•* " " " bm
•I bm

" " chim
' ch|m
brm

PETALUMA FAIR.
ENTRIES TO COLT STAKES.

Inex Sweepstakes
Nannv Smith ....Red Wilkes
Flash! Egmont
Etna G Guy Wilkes

„ Princess Administrator

Thos Smith blkm Daisy S McDonald Chief

Agnew Stock Farm br m Flora G A
,
lto^a w

Peter Brandow blk m Foxy \ Meredith

Napa Stock Farm bm Nona Y £;L
miIr.

•• blkmBettina whippleton
*• bm Western Queen...Western

chm Hawthorne Maid Hawthorn
Vineland Stock Farm grm Jessie Elliott Whippleton

Jesse D Carr brm Flossie Carr s Mambnno
• '" •• brm Bertha

STALLION PRODUCE STAKES—(For Foals of 1892. To Trot in 1895)

83.000 fil'ABA\TBBD.

Entrance for colts closes May 1. 1894.

DiitrlrlTwo-Year-Old Paring Stoke,
B. R, Bowman enters b f Vivian, by Secretary, dam Daisy, by Aoctloneer Johnnie
R. S. Brown enters hlk f Inza, by Secretary, Ham GIp, by Yonns: Fred.
G P. M'Donald enters ch c Petaluma Boy, by -ourtan, rlam by Hldnpy.
H. W. Crabb enters b ( Blue Bells, by San Dieeo. 'lain Etia, by ^aubuc.
Thomas Alaclav eoters be by Secretary, dam Sybil, by Frank MjicLellan.

DUtnrt One-Year-Old Trottlne.
Sonoma Stock Farm enters b t Virginia Vaste, by Vaste, dam Virginia by Junto.
W. R. Overhalser enters b c Oakheart. by Oaknnt, daro Jlp, bv son of Bayswater.
A. T. Hatch enters b C Dasmon, by Guide, dam D wrmon, by Adraar
Dr. G. W. Leek enters Dr. Leek, by Fresno, dam Lady Almont by Tilion Almont
R. 8. Brown enters blk c Select, by Secretary, dam Elmorine, by Klrao.
Los Cerrttos Stock Farm enters ch c Cerrltis. by SHraoor. dam by Billy Rivward.
H. W. Crabb enters be Tokalon, by Grandissimo. dam Wblsp. by Wbippl.-lon.
Napa Stock Farm enters ch c by Pilot Prince, dam Vellle Nelson, by John Nelson.
D. s. Frasler enters sr f Sonoma, by Secretary, dam Pacheco, by Hubbard.

District Two-Yeor-Old Trottiun.

Sonoma Stock Farm enters b c Illustrator, bv Ill"strlous, dam TUton Maid by Tllton Almont.
W. R. Overhalser enters ch c Free Press, by Oaknut, dam Dully, by Trustee.
C. F. Northrup enters blk c Advocator, bv Secretary, dam Deb m;ilr. by Sultan.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm enters b f Rose Belle, by Bay R'»se, dam Po^ora Belle, by Billy Hayward; b t Rom>

Gem, by Bay Ro^e, dam Maud Palmer, by Nutwood : br I Ltdy Roy. by Koy Wilkes.
Los Cerrltos Stock Farm enters b f Marchioness, by Sldmoor, dam Kitty Irvington, by Dawn.
I. De Turk enters blk f Josephine, by Secretary, dam Gipsy, by Fxdio.

H. W. Crabb enters sr c Uranus, by Grandissimo. dam Ru turner M.ire, by son of Ethan Allen.
B. L. Tallman enters b f by firandissimo, flam Eva, by Whlppletori.
Vineland Stock Farm enters b t by Grandissimo, dam Flora B., by Whippleton 1883.

Hv. Scnloper enters be Clay S , by G rover Clav, dam by Wbiopleton 18S3.

Thos. Smith enters si c Campaigner, by Geo. Washington 11(623, dam Kat«? Chapman, by Naubuc.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters blk c Best Way, by Prince Red, dam Calypso, by Steinway ; b c Amphlon.

by steinway, dam Inex, by Sweepstakes.

District Three-Year-Old Trotting.

T. F. Ricks enters b f Lou. by Ira 13,877, dam Etectris, by Newland's Hambletonian.
P. J. Shatter enters sr t Secret, by Secretary, dam Pastime, by Rustic.
Sonoma Stock Farm enters g m Alameda Maid, by Kros, dam Oakland Maid, by Speculation.
Thos. Murphy enters b c Alden W., bv Marco, dam Kate, by MUllraaa's B^llfounder.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm enters ch f Memento, by Woodnut, dam Trix, by Whipple's iHambletonlan : bry

Directress, by Director, dam Phaceola, by Silver Threads.
O. W. Lowe enters gr c Bird Button, by Alex. Button, dam Lily.

H. W. Crabb enters si f Louis, by Granrllssfmo.
Vineland Stock Farm enters blk t Myrtle Thorn, by Grandissimo, dam Belle Thorn, by Whippleton.
Thos. Smith enters b f Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince, dam Molly Patten, by Whippleton.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters b g Meteorite, by Steinway, dam Lydla Bright, by Trlumvur: be Clbolo

by Chas. Derby, dam Addie Ash. by Indianapolis; b f Bay Rum, by Steinway, dam May, by Anteeo.
W". Wattles enters br c Dynamo, by Director, dam Young Miami, by Paul's Abdallah.

Dhttrict Four-Year-Old Trotting.

E. B. Jennings enters si g Alland, by Alcona, dam Queen, by Naubuc.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm enters ch m Maud W., by Woodnut, dam Maud Palmer by Nutwood.
R. S. Brown enters br f Rayanetta, by Anteeo, dam Debonair, by Sultan.
Thos. Smith enters ch f Dollican, by Mambrino Chief Jr. 11,623, dam Fanny Wilson, by Gen. McClellan 144.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters br m Alia Baba, by Steinway, dam Nora S., by McDonald Chief; blk m
Coquette, by Wilton, dam Julia Clay, by Harry Clay.

W. Wattles enters b c Mill Brook, by Anteeo, dam Young Miami, by Paul's Abdallah.

Free-For-All Yearling Trotting Stake.

L. J. Rose enters b c Kion, by Comrade, dam Blanche T.
Ben E. Harris enters b t Rival, by Dawn, dam Froua Freeman, by Adventure.
Dr. G- W. Leek enters — c Dr. Laek, by Fresno, dam Lady Almont, by Tilton Almont.
Palo Alto Stock Farm enters blk f Crissida, by Palo Alto, dam Clarabel, by Abdallah Star; hr c Glubar, bv

Electricity, dam Jennie Benton, by Gen. Benton; ch f Mithra, by Advertise"-, dam Mamie, by Hambletonian Jr.";

b f Narida, by Palo Alto, dam Lulaneer, by Electioneer; gr f Nordica, by Advertiser, dam Sallie Benton, by Gen.
Benton.

Free-For-All Two-Year-Old Trotting.

L. J. Rose enters b f Orlinda. by Redondo, dam by Le Grande.
Ben E. Harris enters ch c Monarch, by Fordstan 22,129, dam Rose Abbott, by Abbotsford.
D. J. Murphy enters ch f Luroka, bv Soudan 6103, dam Polly , by Sportsman.
Palo Alto stock Farm enters br c Welbeck, by Electricity, dam Lula Wilkes, by George Wilkes : blk f Pala-

tine, bv Palo Alto, dam Elaine, by Messenger Duroc; be Chico, by Electricity, dam Sister, by Gen. Benton: b t

Creeping Flower, by Piedmont, dam Floweret, by Electioneer; b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto, dam Elsie, by Gen.
Benton ; b t Axia, by Bernal, dam Ashby, by Gen. Benton ; b t Attractive, by Electioneer, dam Emma Robson,
by Woodburn.

San Mateo Stock Farm enters brc Burliugame. by Guy Wilkes, dam Sable, by The Moor; br t Laura Wilkes,
by Sable Wilkes, dam Laura Drew, by Arthurton.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters blk c Best Way, by Prince Red, dam Calypso, by Steinway ; b c Amphlon.
by Steinway, dam Inex, by Sweepstakes.

K. D. Wise enters b c Plantynx, by EminiBey, dam Tempest, by Sultan.

Free-For-All Three-Year-Old Trotting.

J. Hallinan enters b f Delia H., by Sidney, dam Grandalia, by Gen. Benton.
L. J. Rose enters g m Faika, by Stambou', dam Blanche T.
Ben E. Harris enters br f Phantom, by Fordstan 22.129, dam Rose Abbot, by Abbotsford.
D. J. Murphy enters b g Billy Evanns. by Soudan 5103, dam by Bob Wooding.
A. T. Hatch enters br fI Direct, by Director, dam Ida, by Irvington.
J. C. Reis enters blk c Sid. Salisbury, by Director, dam Alpha Medium.
Los Cerrttos Stock Farm enters b c Moorzouk, by Sidney, dam Sultan Queen, by Sultan.
Palo AltO Stock Farm enters b f Rowena. by Azmoor, dam Emma Robson, by Woodburn ; b t Athena, by

Electioneer, dam Ashby, by Gen. Benton; b c Lent, by Electioneer, dam Lizzie; by Wildidle; ch f Avena, by
Palo Alto, dam Asteria, by Gen. Benton.

C. H. Corey enters b f Donna, by Billy Thornhill, dam Millie L., by Meliss.

ian Mateo Stock Farm enters b f Grace Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche, by Arthurton; ch f Mary
Best, by Guy Wilkes, dam Montrose, by Sultan.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters b g Meteorite, by Steinway, dam Lydia Bright , by Triumvur ; b c Clbolo
by Chas. Derby, dam Addle Ashe, by Indianapolis; b f Bay Rum, by Steinway, dam May by Anteeo.

E. B. Cohen enters blk c Sable Steinway, by Steinway, dam Algerdetta, by Allandorf.
Paulln & Co. enters b f Flossie, by R^verisco, dam unknown.
Thomas Wall Jr. enters gr f Sidlett, by Sidney, dam Sliver Thread.
K. D. Wise enters Adelaide Simmons, by Simmons, dam Adelaide, by Milwaukee.

Free-For-All Four-Year-Old Trotting.

J. Hallinan enters brf Eva M., by Director, dam Grindelia, by General Benton.
L. J. Rose enters br m Vera, by Stamboul, dam Garrid.
D. J. Murphy eoters b g Nubia, by sultan 5103, dam Emma Anderson, by Wapsie 688.

Los Cerritos Stock Farm enters b f Kitty B , by Sidney.
Palo Alto Stock Farm enters b f Orphina, by Norval, dam Lula Wilkes, by George Wilkes ; b c Electioneer

Rex, by Electioneer, dam Lady Viva, by Three Cheers.
San Mateo Stock Farm enters b g Chas. James, by Le Grande, dam Hannah Price, by Arthurton ; blk g Pur-

itan, by Sable Wilkes, dam Jane E., by Millinian's Bellfounder.
Thos. Smith enters b s Columbus S-, by McDonald Chief 35S3, dam Fanny Rose, by Ethan Allen 2903.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm enters br m Alia Baba, by Steinway, dam Norah S„ by McDonald Chief; blk m
Coquette, by Wilton, dam Julia Clay, by Harry Clay.

Dr. R. Grass enters ch c Mustaplfa, by Guy Wilkes, dam Lallah Rookah, by The Grand Moor.
Paulln & Co. eaters b s Punjab!, bv* Patron, dam Nora Wilkes, by Lyle Wilkes.
Thomas Wall Jr. enters br s Antioch. by Antevolo, dam Fanny, by Mambrino Wilkes.
K. D. Wise enters b f Adelaide McGregor, by Bonnie McGregor, dam Adelaide.

Palo Alto Stock Farm b s

b s
" •< • " brs

blk s

b I

Wilson Chamberlain bs
La Siesta Ranch br *

L. J. Rose bs
H. W. Crabb b s

Oakwood Park St'ck F'mb s
' bs

brs
Thos imith bs

bs
Agnew Stock Farm ch s

Napo Stock Farm..

Palo Alto (dead (Elect ionefr Dame Winnie Planet

Azmoor "' Mamie C Imp. Hercule*
Advertiser

" Lula Wilkes Geo. Wilkes
Electricity

" Midnight.. Pilot Jr.

Whip* Lizzie Whips Enquirer

Thos Rysdvk Rysdyk 63S Largesse

Mountain Boy ...Kentucky PrioceElise

Comrade Stamboul Victoria
Grandissimo Le Grand Norma
Steinway Ktrathmore Abl*sw
Prince Red «l
Cbos. Derby Steinway Katie G
Mamb'o Chief Jr.;McDonald Chief Venus
Geo Washington Mamb'o Chief Jr.Fanny Rose
Dawn Nutwood Countess......

Pilot Princ*- Dexter Prince ...Emma

Monitor.

The famous old gelding Monitor, who died

last week at "The Locusts," near Eatontown,

N. J., will recall many reminiscences to such

as were accustomed to enjoy the sport of kings,

when it was indeed a sport, and before the mad

desires and rush for money had turned it into

a business and driven the greater part of senti-

ment and pleasure from the sport.

Monitor was bred by Mr. M. H. Sanford and

was foaled in 1876. He was purchased by Mr.

3-eorge L. Lorillard at the sale of yearlings

the following year. He was by imp. Glenelg,

out of Minx, by Lexington. In the seven

years that he raced he took part In 117 races,

of which he was 42 times first, 3S times second

and 19 times third, which show* that during

his entire career he ran but 18 times unplaced.

He was a great racehorse in tbefulleH sense of

the phrase, and at his death still held the rec-

ord for two and one-eighth miles, which he

made in the Pimlico stakes at Baltimore Octo-

ber 20, 1880, when he beat the great horse

Uncas, and covered the distance in 3:44},which

still stands as the record for the distance.

Next to Parole he was probably the most

popular horse on the American turf during hia

day, and his victories were always hailed with

shouts of rejoicing from the multitudes, and

elicited expressions of gratification, even from

those who did not have a bet upon him.

Monitor raced successfully until he was eight

years old and started in one race a year later,

but was unplaced in the race, which wat won

by Euclid, Lida Stanhope second and Clonmel
third. Only six horses started and Monitor
was a poor fifth. This demonstrated to his

humane owner that his racing days had come
to an end, and thereupon the late Mr. G. L.
Lorillard ordered that he be given a paddock
to himself and permitted to enjoy the remain-
der of his days in peace. This was in 1885,
and he has roamed at will in peace and plenty

until his death last week.—Turf, Field and
Farm.

A team of white mules purchased in Mem-
phis by Starter James F. Kowe for use on the

race tracks, arrived in Jersey City on the

Pennsylvania railroad yesterday morning.
They are now at Jim Duffy's Horsemen's
Headquarters, 27 Montgomery street. The
team are 1-5.2 hands high, of spotless white,

and are well matched. It is said they form-

erly travelled with Barnum & Bailey's circus.

Starter Rowe will drive to the post with them.

C. L. Wright last -Saturday purchased of W.
Appleby the good bay mare Raindrop, six

years old, by Wildidle, dam imp. Teardrop, by
Scottish Chief; consideration, $900. The mare
is half sister to imp. Brutus and imp. Cyrus,

and ran second in a handicap last Thursday
in her new owner's colors.

Mr. F. M. Mills, President of the Mills

Publishing Co., has bought the great stallion

Egbert 1136, and will add him to the stud at

Mambrino Park, Des Moines, along with

Chestnut ff*ilkee. 2:201.
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American Derby Bets.

Chicago, March 20.—In the course of the

last ten davs there has been no abatement in

the average of business over the American

Derbv, and some very heavy and important

transactions have been recorded in the Ullman-

Ech. r:-0'>"eill $30,000 |book. Friday a well-

known Eastern man put $500 on the Duke of

Beaufort's coll, Son of a Gun, $400 straight

and $100 to run first, second or third, it being

in some respects the most significant The

Reaper has been backed to the full extent of

the book, and "full" is now written against

his name.
A number of the bets listed recently nave

come straight from owners or persons acting as

•gents for owners, and as near as can be ascer-

tained G. W. Johnson, Sir Francis, Don Alon-

zo. Aldebaran Cadmus, Dare, Buck McCann,

Calhoon, Clifford, Floodgate, Fidelia, Worm-
ser, Pansv, Northwestern, Major Dripps, Mo-
nowai, Ingomar, Hasty, Hush Penny, Green

Hock, Tobe Bell, George W., Plutus, Enthu-

siast, Francis Pope, San Francisco, Spartan,

The Reaper, Tero, Perdition, Walnut, Fitz-

simmons, Kamapo, Son of a Gun and Turquoise

have been backed by their owners.

The leading wagers since the last quotations

were as follows : $20,000 to $400 against Son

of a Gun ; $15,000 to $100 Turquoise ; $5,000

to $200 The Reaper; $6,000 to $100 Alde-

baran : $6,000 to $15 Antrim ; $10,000 to $100

Buck McCann ; $2,100 to $35 Clifford ; $1,000

to $10 Calhoun; $1,000 to $10 Don Alonzo

;

$2,500 to $50 Fidelia ; $2,000 to $20 Enthusi-

ast: $2,500 to $50 Green Hock: $1,600 to $200

G. W. Johnson ; $2,000 to $100 Hugh Penny
;

$5,000 to $50 Hasty; $3,000 to $50 Ingomar

;

$3,000 to $1,00 Lookout; $2,000 to $20 North-

western: $1,000 to $100 Sir Francis; $1,000

to $100 Son of a Gun; $10,000 to $50 Tom
Reed ; $8,000 to $10 John O'Meara

;
$2,000 to

$20 Joanna; $20,000 to $100 Cordurov; $10,-

000 to $100 Wormser; $3,000 to $100 St.

Croix; $15,000 to $10 Qundora King; $10,-

000 to $100 Plutus ; $12,000 to $20 Decapod :

$6,000 to $10 Lady Belmont, and $5,000 to $50
Governor Foraker.

One odd feature of the wagering so

far done is that no backing has yet cropped up
for Lady Violet. She was easily the best filly

of last year, and in her greatest race gave Sir

Francis twenty pounds and a handy beating,

and in the same race beat Don Alonzo and
Helen Nichols.

THIRD ANNUAL

Dog Slio'w
I'XDKR THE ACSPICES OF THE

Pacific Kennel Club,

W,U be held al Uie

Mechanics Pavilion,

LarkiD and Hayeg Streets. San Francisco, Cal.

May 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.

UEOBGE' RAPEB of England, judges all classes.

Entries Olose April 29th.

C. A. Haight, Secretary, 628 Market Street.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P.—all Derby winners. Also BILLY P. (litter brother
to abuvej and other younger puppies. Have also a
number of English Foxhounds. Address

JAMES E. WATSOX.
P. O. Box 1838,

Or >~o. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track.
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

RAVES BTABT AT 1:30 P. M. SHARP.

OS"McAl]lsu?rand Geary-street car? pass the gale.

IF YOU WANT 'SFORMATIOH ABOUT

Address ft letter orr.ostal card to
THE PRESS (Hills COJIPAlfT,

JOHN WEODERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P.O.Box 463. WASHINGTON, D.C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled In the line 01

duty in thereamlKr Annyor Naw Mncethe war.
Burvlvnn of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842; and
their widows, now entitled. Old and rejected claims
« swcUlty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send for now laws. Uo charge for advice* No lee
iirntiiiiHiiirni

SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL

Turf and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893.

$6,000
In Stakes and

Added Money
FOR A

FIVE DAYS' MEETING.
THREE RUNNING AND TWO TROTTING

AND PAGING DAYS.

FIRST DAY, MAY 9TH.
So. 1.—Trotting Purse, $300-2:35 class.

No. 2.—Free-for-all trotters and pacers; purse, $500.

SECOND DAY, MAY lOTH-Running.
THIRD DAY, MAY 1 1TH—Ruunin«.
FOCRTH DAY. MAY 12TH-Kunnins-

The running programme will be issued the week
before the meeting opens.

FIFTH DAY, MAY 13TH.
Xo. 4.—Trotting Purse, $300—2:25 class.

No. o.—The Pioneer Hop Yard Stake—A trottiug
sweepstake for two-year-olds; $25 entrance, of which
$10 must accompany nomination, and $15 payable May
1st; $100 added. One mile and repeat.

No. 6.—Lessee Stake—A trotting sweepstake for three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination and $15 payable May 1st and the remaining
$25 the day before the race ; $100 added. Mile beats.

Entries close with Secretary April 15, 1S93.

TROTTING- AND PACING COLT
STAKES FOR 1893.

NO. 6.—HALL, LL'HRS «fc CO. STAKE-A
trotting sweepstake for yearlings, to be trotted under
the auspices of this club in November, 1893 ; $25 en-
trance, of which $5 must accompany nomination ; $10
payable August 1st, and the remaining $10 payable day
before the race

; $100 added by the club. One mile dash.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money in the trotting events to be

divided 60, 30 and 10 per cent. Five to enter, three to
start. No added money for a walk-over. If two start
they contest for the slake money, divided two-thirds
and one-third. Failure to meet payments as they
become due forfeits previous payments, and declares
entry out. Otherwise, National rules to govern.
Entrance to purses 10 per cent. In all ironing races a

horse not winning a heat in three shall be barred from
again starting in the race.

J. \V. WILSON, President.
Geo. C. McMullen, Vice-President,

C. A. LfHRS, Treasurer.
James W. Stafford, Secretarv.

P. O. Box 171, Sacramento.

Address all correspondence lo the Secretary..

AUCTION SALE OF CHOICE

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies
AND

WILL TAKE PLACE-

AT KILLIP & GO'S SALESYARD, Cor. Van Ness Avenue and Market St.

Representatives of the following leading sires of trotters will be sold: Sidney, Simmo-
i.olon, Junio, Eros, I>en Sur Junio, black Hawk 767, Noonday, Steinway and Grand Moor,
beside* other*. S. nd for Catalogue

SAN JOSE COLT STAKES.
To Take Place During The Annual Fair of 1S93 of The San Mateo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Association, Xo. 5.

District Trotting Stakes—The G-et of the Following Horses

:

Eros. Bismarck, Treewood, Royal (Jeorje, Nutwood Boy. Orion, Kins William, Tommy T.

,

Stranger. John Sevenoakes, Col. Bentou, Wilmington, Dick Patchen. Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy
ThornUill, Ampian, Magic, Monte, Chancellor, rhri-in an - Hambletonian, Boxwood, \utgrove.
Prince Albert, Alex Graham. Designer, Cyrus H.. Harry Almont, Rea's Xutwood, Boodle, Elect,
Mambrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenua, Brown Jus, Menlo, C W S, Henderson's Henry, S. B.
Emerson, Carr's Mambrino, Prince Warwick. Henry Burr, Antioous, Almont Patchen, Electric
Light, Argent, Delmas, Rollie H-, Hay ward's May Boy. <»oem*ky's May Boy. Dawn. Bos well Jr.,

Prince Wilkes, Silver Bow, Administer, Election. Ward It Hazlewood. Alpheus.

1. YEARLIXG6TAKES—Entranced, payable 55 3. THREE-VEAB-OLD STARES—Entrance^.
May 1st, with nomination, $10 July 1st, 810 Sept.. 1st; payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $1.5 July 1st, $25
with $100 added. Half Mile and Repeat. Sept., 1st; with i20G added One-mile heats. 3 iti 5.

2. TWO-YEAR-OLD STARES—Entrance 530, 4. FOCR-YEAR-OLD STARES Entrance $60,
payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $10 July 1st, $10 payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $25 July 1st. $25
Sept , 1st; with #150 added. One mile and repeat. Sept. 1st; with $250 added. Une-miieheat.s. 3 in 5.

Free-For-All Trotting- Stakes.
5. TWO-YEAR-OLD STARES—Entrance $50, I 6. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrauce $60,

payable$10 May 1st, with nomination, $15 July 1st, slo payable $10 May 1st, with nomination. $25 July 1st. $25
Sept. 1st; with $200 added. One mile and repeat. ( Sepl , 1st; with,9250added. Ooe-mile heats, 3 in 5.

Free-For-All Pacing Stakes.
7. TWO.YEAR-OLD STAKES—(2:30 class); entrance $50, payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $15

July 1st, $25 Sept., 1st; with $200 added. One mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
Stakesand added money divided 60 per cent to first, 30 percent to second and 10 per cent to third.
If only two colts start they may contest for the stakes paid In. divided two-tairds aud one-tbird.
For a walk-over the colt will take the whole stake, but no added money.
Xominaors not making payments when due forfeit previous payments.
Otherwise the National Trotting Associations Rules to govern.

Running Stakes.
m. THE 84XTA CLARA COCXTY STAKES—A

|
9. THE SAX JOSE STARES-A sweepstake for

sweepstake for two-year-olds, $10 each; $25 forfeit, or $20 three-year-olds; $40 each. $25 forfeit, or $20 if declared
if declared out on or before Sept., 1st. or $10 July 1st, . oui on or before Sept., 1st. or $10 July ls«, with $200
with $200 added; winners of any race this year to be added: winners of two or niore three-year-old races this
penalized two pounds for each win. nix Furlongs. year, to carry three pounds extra. One and one-six-

I teenth miles.

CONDITIONS.
Six to enter and three to start.

Stakes divided, second horse to receive 50 per eeutand third 25 per cent uf starring money.
Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horsr Rules to govern. Entries elose May 1. 19*t3.

G. H. BRAGG. Secretary. San Jose. Cal. WM. BUCKLEY, President.

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY^-
District >"o. 15.

District Oolt StaU.es and Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DCRIXG THE FAIR. 1893. AT

TTJUmAJIE, <DJ±.TLm-
ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 25, 1893.

egr The District comprises the Counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District tallion Prodnce Stakes—Stakes for two I Xo. I. Two-Year-Old Stallion Produce Stake*-
and three-vear-olds, the get of stallions named on April

:
Mile heats: 25 minutes oetween heats: distance 100

25, lS93,to'be trotted during the Fair 1S93. Entrance yards.

ot Stallion the season price of 1S$9 of stallion named: Xo. 2. Three-Year-Olds—Mile heats, three in five,
dead stallions at price ot season of 1SS9 or last previous The following District Stakes are open to anv colt
season; private stallions that have not been bred for owned in the District comprising the above named
pav. If with record of 2:30 or better, $100: others $50; counties.

lowest entrance $25. If the stallion entered has only Xo. 3. Yenrlins Stnkeis— .. mile heats, best 2 in 3
two-year-olds, entrance to be one-half ot the season for foals ot 1S92. Entrance $30. navable $5 April 25 1693
price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the with nomination. $10 June 1.U&93: $15, August 1, 1893
right to settle all questions concerning stallions' fees as Xo. 4. Two-Year-old Stake—Mile heats, best "

seems best. Stallions to be named April 25. 1S93, and in 3 for foals of 1S91. Entrance $40. payable $10 April 25
entrance payable Julvl, 1S93; colts tobe named July I, 1893, with nomination, $15 June 1. 1893,915 August] ism"

, for $5. $10 additional ten days before itbe first ad-
vertised dav of meeting. One-balf stallion entrance for

two-vear-olds, with all two-year-old naymenis added.
One-hall for three-year-olds, with all Ih ree-year-.il d pay-

ments added. Money divided in each stake '50.2-5, li

and 10 per cent.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-

nied with first payment.

2. Failure to make payments on the dates named
I ,5- To constitute ownership in the District the owner

will forfeit all previous payments and debar the delin- of* stallion must be an actual resident therein,

quent from starting in the "race.

Xo. 5. Three- > ear-Old Stnke—Mile heats, best
in 5. for foals ot 1S90. Entrance $50, pavable >10 April

25, 1893, with nomination. $J0 June 1. 1S93. >20 Au" 1 "*93
Xo. 6. Four-Year-Old Stake—Mite heats best's

in 5, for 'oals of 1R89. Entrance $50, pavable $lo April
1 25, 1SS3. withnomination,$it June 1,18 3,S20Au" 1 1S93

l in the District (as above describe.!) are eligible to all
1 stakes herein advertised.

If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-third to

second horse. With three or mrre starters the stakes
will be divided (where not already specified) 60 per
cent to winner, 30 per cent, to second horse and 10 per
cent, to third horse.

S. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses ol the
residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal-
lion in the District will debar the person making Burn
entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
entries made by such person in races occnrrhiir at the
same meeting, and will forfeit all payments made to
the Society.

Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to
4. The get of stallions that have died whilst owned ' govern.

W. B. CARTMILL. President. Entries Close April 35, 1893, with G. \V. ZARTMAX, Secretary.

OVERLAND PARK CLUB;
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOB

2:29 Class, Trotting S700 Guaranteed

2:22 Class, Trotting 7O0 Guaranteed

2:30 Class, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:40 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

CLASS RACES.
TROTTIXG-2:22, 3:00. 230, 2:.%0 231

3:37. 2:33 and 2:25 Classes'.
Purse Races for three-y ear-olds and two-year olds

PAC1XG—2:22. 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 ClassenTWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and
will be made up from the horses at the track when tuemeetine beams Above Purse Races are lor $400 to $500
each, and will close May istb. Entrance 2>. per centwhen named, and 2J* per cent, additional to start.

RUXXIXG RACES I will all be over-night events.'and purses f <r same will be liberal.

Regular programme issued May 20tb. Write for entry blanks and full information. Address

C. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

Above Stakes close April 15th. Payments required:

$17.50 April 15th, when named, and $17 50 May 16th,

when Purse Races close also.

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTERS

Property of F. C. Talbot and Josiah Sessions,

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse % Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST.. 5. F.

The Well-Known Trainer find Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: has orENED a:

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE XAPA RACK TRACK.

wiii-i a tie win be pleased lu receive (ratten and pacers
i t . train and develop.

A WONDER.
XO SCREWS XO TOOLS
"I have seen it used under ev

ery circumstance on dirt and
snow. Horsemen pronounce i

a wonder, and r endorse thei
.opinion." ALLKX LOW K.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 1, 189S

ASK FOR IT.

Sizes 2 to S oz. Sent free paid on -

receipt of fiOO per pair. Write
MITCHELL TOE WEJtiHT CO.,

Martinsville, Indiana

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removinc the Hair.
Will your horse be more valuable ?

Send ?2 for large bottle, delivered, or
*1 lor trial bottle by mall.

fore. After."
3" « *' VOUNW, >lerldeo. I'wiiu
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DNLESS YOUR HORSE FEELS JUST RIGHT

You Can t Expect Him to go in Two Minutes.

In the following list, remedies will be found for every ill that

equine flesh is heir to.

CONDITION POWDERS
Daniel's, Dixon's, Going's, California.

LINIMENTS
Kitcbel's, Boyce Tablets, Sparkhall's Specific, Daniel's Wonder
Worker, DeBoise, Pond's Extract, Elliman's Embrocation.

BLISTERS
Daniel's, Steven's Ointment, Perrin's Spavin Cure, Kendall's Spavin

Cure, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam.

HEALING AND HOOF OINTMENTS.
Daniel's, Knickerbocker, Imperial Veterinary, Ben Roher's,

Perrin's. For Scratches and quarter cracks.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Dr. Daniel's Colic Cure, Daniel's Worm Killer, Daniel's Fever

Drops, Going's Worm Powders, Going's Colic Powders, Going's

Cough Powders, Bege Wind Purl Cure, Imperial Veterinary Hoof

Dressing, Grand's Cribbing Preventive.

J. A. BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

T«,l£.e tlxo Load.
IF YOU WAST TO SUCCEED WITH

TOUR HORSES BUT
BILZ'S TRAI.VIXG. SPEEDING \M>

COMBI.VATIOV CARTS.
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and Btrongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

t'entennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, They are the lightest runnlog, hold the oil longest, and no
dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivere>nd trainers to be superior to any others In the market.

FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

In ordering carts please stateislze of axle and height of wheels.

Sole Agents for San Francisco.
J. A. McKBRRON, Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer

203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

9
767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

Special Off©r-"I" order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moffit's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

Pneumatic SXilIS.l©S——Will have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
J. O'KANE.

:ossidini
fallible Corel] OSSIDINE

L >

rtRmfj&SHebonerSp;
ALL

Bonelnlar^ema^oreStiLLTS^

KALAMAZOO FARM.RESULTS OBTAINED AT
THE WELL-KNOWN

Gentlemen —We hove used Cole's Ossldfnc for the past two years, and consider

it Invaluable for Spnm^Teiidutis.Curbs.RinBbone.and Spavins; there is nothing

equals U : and for us ii effected a permanent cure where firinc failed, although

performed bv one of the most successful veterinaries on the continent. We have

recommended it toothers with like success, and believe it has more merit than

any blister ever used. Very respectfully tours,

Kalamazoo, Mich. S. A. BBOWKE & CO., PROP'S.

Thla scientific preparation Js an absolute core for all

bony or callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "tiring," without creating the
•lightest blemish. After a few applications the excres-
*wnce is so palpablv reduced that even the sceptical
franL.iv acknowledge that it is by far the most valu-
able outward remedv for horses ever invented.
—. ^^ BV] i\j preparation in the world thatw 1 1 L 7 will remove a Bone Spavin

after It has become ossified.

Put up In one style only. Price, S3. 00 per bottle.

*> A. P. BUSH & CO.,
H9 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

We prepavexpre«« when money'necnnv
Punier order -

f&pente.
or Kcnd CO.D., at buyer

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., «*;«--

I have long used it in my stables, and find it to be all that ii

claimed for it in removing callous and unnatural bony growths with-

out leaving the slightest blemish. From mv experience, I most
Stronglv recommend the use of Cole's Ossidine. and leel that it is a,

necessary adjunct to every stable. Yours rewectratty. .^
1 ' • LI ll.VKD,

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

r. CHITTE5TOS. A.H.TAB SE9T k CO. and f. ". SIOSEBAS ABBO..
Sew York Ciiv BECKED & WHKSHt. Buffalo. N.V; GEOEfl D»

1. KF.lJt* CO.. Phili.lel-.lnn. Pa.: JIt.lt U.SnN rLTHaKR * CO

md PETER TAN SUH.il R k SONS. Chirac. II.; JOHX p_PAHk
k SOX< Cincinnati, O : ELOTD A FOSTER, on.) E. (1. HILTS, Dr-

rr.it Mirh'nEYMt mil*, urn.. (.>.. mi...... m..; J.R.rouK
t CO., Kan'u< Cit\. Ho.; HATE a. CO., San Francuco, Cal. j

ROB?
.NSOX-PETTKTT Co., LooJnille, Ky.,

AN0 DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

SIMPLE, YET A PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

3
DR. CflNflDflY'S IMPREGNflTOR.

ft

Especially adapted to hard breeders, but mdispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.

Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satisfactory. With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service of horse, thereby saving his vitality.

Cambridge Cily, Iod., October 21, 189'i.—This Is to certify that I have used Dr. Canaday's Impregnator with
great success on mares which no stallion could have got in foal. I consider it a great help for valuable stallions,

as Well as for owners of mares.—Chas. Koblheler.
.V B.—Hewure of Enlrioemeat. This l<4 the orlslnal. and nil lmflntion* and lnTrlnnmetilH will
prosecuted a* noon an patent I- allowed. Parties purehmlnu any Infringement do mo at their own
k, ax they ore equally liable lo prosecution in uaina: Ihem.
Price $10, sent by mall prepaid to any part of the United States and Canada on'reeelpt of price. Send money

by draft, money order or registered letter. The money must accompany the orber to receive attention Sent
C. O. D. by express when preferred,

Chicago Medical Specialty House. Sole Agents for U. ft. afid Canada, 3S8 Dearbarn St.. Chicago.

TOOMEY'S -:- NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine (Hidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & M0EN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

Tl AltffPT 'Q ^ Forged Genuine Steel

UAIUMj Polished Bits.

REGISTERED IN

GREAT BRITAIN

AND IN THE

UNITED STATES.
.Su. 1. EiOuW.

For sale by all dealers in Saddlery, or by

Send for Special List.

OVER

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS
HAVE

lil-.K\ SOLD.

Safe, Reliable.

vonaa

UNSURPASSED
Do not bo deceived

Look for the

-TRADE MARK-

V. Brodhurst & Co.'

P. HAYDBN, Newark, N J
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A,

JAMBSTILLB. N. V.

..Xear Syracuse, j

MANr#ACTCaEBSOF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,

Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made aod attached to

Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to £40 to

Customer* on Pacltlc

Co&at and adjoining

Stale*.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - $3.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 3.50

Hip* Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Care* Puller*. Check Fighters iTongue Lollert*.

" To tnow it is to use IL"Robebt Bonn eh.
** Want one In every bridle.**—Frank Stark.
*' It gives you the best results."

—

Bcdd Dobliu
" It Is superior to all bits.'

1—Ed. D. Bither.
Address ROBERT BEARS.

Lock Box 340, Chicago, 111.

CTOLISTS, UAHSitiL.,, ouLtrUYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It has a partictilarlv W.irmine. Comfoi in? and
Btimolating effect on all Weak or Slifl' .Muscles;

qaick in action; clean and pleasant in nee.

JwStletyBraegistsaidSea'.e:- In Sporting Coodi,

E. F0UGERA A CO., s<- o Agents,

. S6-SO N. VWHiorn Street, 1.. Y.

PATENTS
Carats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Cop/rights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventors wltno'i'

Cbarge. Addreat

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDER BURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D.a
aWThl* Company la managed by a combination of

the largest and moit Influential newspapers In tho
United States, for the cxprcu purpose of protect-
ing; their sabscrlbrr* against unscrupulous,
•ad Incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper
printing this advertisement vouches for tho mponaU
bUltytad LlibiUndlni of the Pre** Claims Coilpany.

dM©
Business College, 24 Post St.

BAM FRANCISCO.

The mo.t j*>pul»r bool on the COUL
JL P. II KALI). Pmldeol 8. HALEY, Bftfj

3 tor Circular..

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1S93 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COl"\T ANTEEO 14,692 isa

handsome dark bay in color, with a star In theforehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled in 1SSS, and
is a remarkably good horse in every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-
ers in 37 s**conds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 786S,
record 2:16!s ;sire of James Madison, 2:173{, Myrtle (3)

2:19^, Alfred G., 2:19a,, Redwood. 2:21 ii, Maudee. 2 :24 :

4 ,

Ethel Mac, 2:29 4>, Sunset, 2:29*4, Anteeo Jr., 2:26 1

3 , An-
teeo Richmond. 2:24*1, Electeeo, 2:29^. Eoline, 2:20,

Maud M..2:20Sand two others in the llst>. Anteeowas
sired bv Electioneer 125 i sire of Sunol, 2:08K, Palo Alto,
2:0S^, Arion; 21^:10^,lAdvertlser (S) 2:16, and 128 others
in the list).

First dam, Countess 'dam of Dawn, 2:18a;, Strathway,
2:19, Morna, (trial) 2:23 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:l8?*i. Countess was sired bv Hambletonian,
725 isireof Graves,2:19. Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,
Longfellow, 2:24 '..j, and 10 others in tne list .i; second d^m
Fly. a very fast mare,

TERMS, S60 FOR THE SEASON, J?}^^
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares in anj-
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates, but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may be sent to the undersigned. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH.
I OLUSi. CAL.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 3th HEAT, 3:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallis, 2:23 (sire

of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer; first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22 \., and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Yictor.sonof Belmont ; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24^, and Kebecca dam of five in 2:30
llsti by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner
Boy,2:29 J

£, and sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in
2:30 list i by Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1S93 at Lodi, Cal.. at $50 the season, witb usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
HIRED BV NUTWOOD. 2:18 3-4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15 _, hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy eon-
foimation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nutwood, ofany staliion in California. First-
ilam Kitty Park burst, by Goldnnder. he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar: second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. "Nutwood Boy's opportunity in
the stud has been of the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts; several of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidalesfortbe2:30]isttbisseason. He is a square,
level-gaited trotter, and with only five weeks track work
a year ago, trotted a trial in 2:2S; last half in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed in training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "iall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make thesea-
sonof 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at $40 the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at $3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-
sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For fur-
ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

(HAS. I. LOWELL,
LodI, CaL

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACGIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired bv MERINO, First Prize Seville 1882; he
by i . I Kit II Lr UO. from the Royal Stud of
Spain

Dam No. 716. by SACRISTAN, 4 First Prizes
in Paris, Prance, Madrid and Seville, Spain,
Out of VM WTADA. No. 379.

ACCIONISTA stands 15 hands, 2 in.: is a rich bay
with black points, five years old, with the docility dis-
tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary' trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship-
ment of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN.
Cupertino, Mounta View Station.Santa Clara Co., Cal.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Fibst-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOH.V BBRUBZ. Proprietor.

YOU DRINK
1 he rn-ntlw Rectifying Pill Is what you want. Clears

id.- bead, correct* boot nomach, steadies the nerves. If
JOB ii«' Itquo] 11 Lil i, Dl v.t be Wltnaul It, worlh one-half
fOtirUfe. '.r.m.-vi IIv..t iii. d kidney specific on eanb.
All druggist* keen It. 25 cents a box, by mall on receipt
ol price, rrenliss Chemical Manufacturing Co., 406
California slreot, San Francisco Cal

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
ALMOST 33

f
Abdallah 15

i Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires

j
of 279 in the list and 49 dams of fi7

, I in the list

(.Sally Anderson

I

Mumbrino Chief II

(.Untraced

fCassias M. Clay IS

i
CASSIUS M. CLAY JK. 22....

Sire of 4 in the list and 10 sires (.By Abdallah l

of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

LADY RICHELIEU
Dam of Alfred, 2:26 '. Lady Vance, by Eclipse

_L , ALCONA 730-
. |

Sire of
ZS Alcona Jr 2:19 I

QUEEN MARY
X" I

Flora Belle 2:24™ < Veronica. 229
e" [ Almonition - *4 „o Clay Duke -2:27^

I
Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

"S LPAN-Yo Dam ot King Orry, 223 l

jE 4th dam by Joe Gale
«3 5th dam by James Lowery

6th dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley

ALMONITIOX is a handsome black horse, foaled 1SSS, stands nearly Ifi hands, is iaultless in conformation,
pure-gaited and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-
able young stallions in the West.

TEEMS UOO FOR THE SEASON

STEITXTOHi 18,654
By STELNTYAY. dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42!*, by SILVERTHREADS 15.653; 2d dam Minnehaha i dam of

Beautiful Bells, 2:29';.. and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOK THE SEASON

KTonpareil (Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Stands 16&j hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

and America.

TEEMS $35 FOR TRE SEASON

j3"U"r"l,C">"t (Imp- French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 bands, weighs 1S00 pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter aud first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASON CLOSES JULY 1ft. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R-, via Martinez. Best of care triven, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. Excellent pasturage 15 par month. Mares fed bay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars
and catalogues address A A ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,

Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra i usta County, Cal.

Stonewall
XX, O S O-

BLAGK HORSE; 15.3 HANDS; FOALED 1889.

-
i DIRECTOR 19S9, 2:17

Sire of
| Directum (3) 2:1134 Evangeline 5:115$

I
i Margaret S. (3)...2:il'. Guide _.2:16W

Waldstein „2:22'- Direct (p. 2:05>6) 2:\8'a
And 12 others in 2:30

i I XELLIE STEII\WAY

( Mambrino ChiefU
\ Fanny, by Ben Franklin

GO
1st dam, NELLIE STELVWAY by STETNWAY 180S,

Record, 2:25?i, Sire of
Strathway 2:19

Chas. Derby 2:20

W. "Wood (p) 2:07

Cricket (p) 2:!0

Csesar (p) .2:16^

3d dam, LADYGRANT (2-M)t) by GOOD IKE {Cook's
|

By Grey Morgan.

i Dolly

Stein'

*elHeGr«U- {ZffSSt.**

retelnway 1808.2:25^ {SgSf
01* 408

2d dam NELLIE GRANT by ST. CLATR 656
iFred Low), Sire ot dams of

Fay. 2:25
Lilac (3, 2:19*4
Elector ?i
Costello (p)_ 2:24*4
Sam Lewis (p) 2:25

4th dam bv KENTUCKY WHIP
5th dam by COPPERBOTTOM

Stonewall is one of the finest looking sons of Director 2n this State. He is larger and heavier-boned than
the majority of the Directors. He is a horse tbat impresses a bystander as one of great substance and power.
He has limbs, joints, and f«-et like iron. His body, shoulders, hips, quarters, neck, head, and, in fact, taking
him as a type ofa rugged trotting horse, be is one that fiLs the ideal.

WILL MAKE THE SEASOX AT THE NAPA R\CE TRACK. TERMS, 850 FOR THE SEASON.
Good pasturage at $4 per month and the best of care taken of mares, but on responsibility assumed for acci-

dents or escapes. For further particulars address

R. G. HEAD, Napa, Cal.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10,179
RACE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat

:

In a race on the out-
ilde nl a lie Id of nur-e-

WILL 3IAKE THE SEASON OF 1S93 AT
STOCKTOX THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS A>D SATURDAYS AXD AT BKLLOTA TUG

BALANCE OF THE WEEK. AT
$100 FOE THE SEASON. $50 FOE ANY MAEE WITH A RECORD.

will

Or Buttrlck's New Hunter-street stables, Stockton.

By ELECT out of dam ol STBYE WHIPPLE. 2
stand at the same place and times as Steve Whipple for

$23 THE SEASOiV.
By DEXTER PRI\CB 1 1, 36.1. out ofdam of

p STEVE WHIPPLE. 2:14. and

Full brother to Steve Whipple;, will stand at BELI.OTA
.ap STOCK FABMfor 825THE SEASON.
CHAS. E. NEEDHAM, Bellota, San Joaquin.Coimty, Cal..

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

Rec. 2:25 1-4

Will make the seaaon of 1893 to a limited

number of approved ntare.4

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
.Season closes July 1, 1893.1

PEDIGREE.
ANTEEO JR. 22,372. 2:20 1-4, is by Anteeo

7868, record 3tlBU (*lre of James Madison. 2:17^;
Mvrtle (3), 2:19'-..: Alfred G., 2:1<"J : Redwood, 2:21^;
Maudee,2:24'.,; Ethel Mac.2:29'^: Sunset. 2:291,'; An-
ieeo Jr., 2:25*4: Anteeo Richmond, 2:24*^; Electeeo,
2:29'-.-; Eolme,2T20; Mnuct M.. 2:20'-.., and twoothersin
t tie listi. Anteeo was sired by Electioneer IS* (sire of
Sunol, 2:08'^; P«tlo AHo,2:0SV Arlon i2i, 2:10"^; Ad-
vertloer (3), 2:16, and 12* others In the list).

Dam Lady Signal, by Signal 3227, sire of Carrie T..

2:20.S ; Dan Rice, 2:20,S, and Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
AN1KEO JR. 22,372 Is a handsome dark bay

borse, with black < olnts. He Isa perfect model ofsym-
metry throughout. He has an excellent disposition,
and in remarkably Intelligent and level-headed ; a pure-
gulted trotter; game and speedy far beyood his record.
Hla flrai colt Hailstorm, troaed In 2S6aB a three-year
old, and every coll and filly by htm seems to have in-
herited his pure-action, tine lonn and perfect disposi-
tion. For particulars, address

J. O. SMITH,
Oakland, CaL

RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI KACE TRACK.
Rent of stalls, ?2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges, -Rebate allowed if stall Is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use ot

track as follows : Single horse, $1.50 per month ; two or

more, §1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton

and oats at iix-o per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

In addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, Cal., October 27, 1892.
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUTHER FmJ\JFL~Ei/L.

ASTER 2:16

FITZSI5L5IONS 2:20

JESSIE 2:22

DEXTER PRINCESS. 2:2IX
DEL PASO 2:24'-

LUCILLE 2:26

JAMES L 2:29»<

CHARLEY FORI) (p., I y.j 2:12S
IRENE (p.)

CROW'X PRJCTCE !2
MAGGIE 2
CHLOE 2
ROYAL PRINCE 2
LOTTERY TICKET (Sy.)_ 2
SKNATOR L - 2
PRINCESS ALICE (p., J J-.)- 2
CHEROKEE PRINCE u».) 2

24
24),
25

ID©:^t©r r»rir3LC© is Toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
«on of CL4.RK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:08',,, etc.*, and sire of Guy, 2:10 ftj ; Spoflbrd,

aslSJf; Company, 2:19V Fred Folger, 2:20*63 ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21»$, and twenty others in the 2:S0 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER. by HAMBLETONIAN 10

sister to Sire of

DEXTER 2:17', Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexanders
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah ifi, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and

2-17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.

S.. Evangeline, etc.. etc. Also sire ot the dam of
STAMBOUL 2:07^
and of the gTandam of

KREMLIN 2:07^

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAKH.
Dam of Sire of the dams of

DEXTER- 2:17^ GUY 2:10V
ALMA. 2:28V ROBERT M. GREUOR _ 2:17,4

ASTORIA 2:29)2 HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKJXSTRY MARE, dam ot SHARK, 2:27V-

DFXTK.R PRIXCK is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself

a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nut Inn-;

but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living

T0
He is a blood bay sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known

that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - • 8450, DCE AT TIME OP SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

PLKiSANTO.VS first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

sonofDuroc: "third dam sister to American Eclipse.

HLKASAXTOX is large and very line looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1S93 .... 850, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that

«very precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled

before mares are removed.
For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.

GLLBBBT TOMPKINS, Agent.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCK -:- FARM.

XI , -z O O -
Bay stallion. 16 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2:37'4: three-year-old record, 2:26:

four-year old record, 2 :22}4 ; five-year-old record, 2:16^.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWE.\TV OUTSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SEASON

Season to close June 1, 1893, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not provlug to

be in foal Silver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won In purses and stakes over

•11 000 His oldest colts are two-vears-olds this Spring. We had three or them, and two of these are Bure to be

fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time _:5b 1

i

Good pasturage at $5. Mares can be shipped direct to MUpltas. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes

ALL BILLS DUE OX OK BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Egyptian Prince 14,431
'Hambletonlan 10

EL MVIIhl 5232
Record, 2:23 I - 4

Sire of
Fnlano i3i_ 2:23 '.j'

El Flora (p) 2:I8>{

ONWARD 1411, 2:25^
Sire of

Nellie Mason 2:14

Clara Wilkes 2:17

Boaz 2:17)$

Houri 2:17

Mikegan 2:i9«
Susette 2:18)4
SbadelandOnward2:r~'

'

[GEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22-J

Sire of 75 in 2:30 and of 84 (Dolly Spanker
sires and 61 dams of 2:30

trotters

j-MambrlnoChlefll

1 Fanny
by Ben Franklin

DOLLY-
Dam of

Director -i:17

Thorndale 2:22)4

Czarina 2:21

Onward 2:251$ (Mambrlno Chief 11

And 57 others in the list (MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58

with an average of Sire of

20&H Kate Mlddleton. 2:23

LADY BUNKER ( Lady-Stout 2_0#
Dam of I

And 17 others In 2:30 list

I Rodes mare

Guy Wilkes.- 2:15tf
.Sire of 30 In the list), L

and
William I

(Sire Of A.TtelI(3),2:12)

("American Star 14

( Captain Roberts
mare

fMambrlno Chief II

I Rodes mare

EliYPTIKWE, 2:18-
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

5IAMBRINO KING 1279.

Sire of
Mocking Bird 2:16^
Prince Regent 2:16!$

Nightingale 2:10'$

Nettle King _2:2UIi

Excellence 2-2J*

Amy. King 2:2>J*
Helr-al>Law 2:20)$

And 20 other 2:30 per-

formers

LADY DUNN
Dam of

Joe Bunker 2:19

fMAMBRINO PATCHEN 58

sire of the dams of

Alcyone 2:23

Guy Wilkes 2:15)*

] Baron Wilkes 2:18

And 90 others In the list ("Bay Kentucky
l By EDWIN FORREST 49... -J Hunter

Sire of (Doll
Billy Hosklns- 2:2G'i by Highlander
Champagne -2:30

I

Abdullah 1

HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of (Chas. Kent mare
40 trotters in 2:30, Including
Dexter -2:17J4
Nettle -.2:18

Orange Girl 2:20 (Golddust 150

GOLDDUST <
Graudam ot (.Daughter ol imi

Jusllna 2:20 Glencoe, etc
Glendennla 2:17,"$

He was not broke

, and wasunable to' get him shipped out sooner.

el? to be a trotter His nit Is faultless, and he can show speed enough already to make ni.-

I think I could easily put him In the list If I wanted to this season, but no " tin-cup " record

™ps m win money with His breeding needs no comment from ime, and I will allow you to

V*

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RAOE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31: foaled

May 17, 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs. ; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten ot them, getting a
place In each.

SERVICE FEE - - - $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES S10O; dam LIZZLE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15)$ hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, first-class legs and
feet; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE ______ $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15th, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at $5 per

month; hay and grain If desired, at $12:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

A cordial Invitation to Inspect these horses Is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. FOX, P. O. Box 326. Sao Jour.

sidence, 2)$ miles north of San Jose on Milpilas road.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAg, SAYTA CLARA COC.VTY.

Danton Moultrie 1 7,064.

( «TJY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 2:11

|
Regal Wilkes, 5 2:113$
Alanna (p), .*> 2:ll-$

I Muta Wilkes, 4 2:1414
Chris. Smith ;p),7 -.2:14)$

Hulda, 4 2.-14K
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14^
Una Wilkes, 6 .2:15
Lillian Wilkes. 3 2:173»
fable Wilkes. 3 2:18
Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18M
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20?$
Lynwood wllkes, 2 2:20)*.

and 17 others In 230 list

V. CABRIE MALO.NE
Sister to

Chas. Derby _2_0
Steineer ...2:29)$

r«Jeo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2:13?i
I Guy Wilkes.... 2:l5Vj

•! Wilson 2:16>^

I So So 2:17tf
and 75 others in the list

I. Lady Bunker--
Dam of

El Mahdl J2:25!j
Guy Wilkes- 2:15M
William L

(Sire of Ax tell, 2:12)

HAMBLETONIAN 10,

Sire of
40 In 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN «
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2;J9 1

<

STRATHMORE 40*,

Sire of
42 In 2:30 list

L ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 in 2*0 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 In 2:30 list

FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maod C, 2:19

DAXTOX MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect In conformation, stands 15.2 bands and la s

ure-galted trotter. He will be given a race record this talL

Steinway. 2:25 3-4-
I Sire of

W. Wood (p) 2:07

I Cricket (p) 2:10

i, Cresar 2:16)$
I Strathway 2:19

Cbas. Derby 2:20

I and 4 others In the list

I Eaty K-
Dam of

Chas Derby 2_0
Steineer— 2:29*$

sot_t__>___i\r sxos

,

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

SIRE OF NUBIA :3), 2:29 1-4
Sired by Sultan, 2:2-1 (sire of Stamboul, 2^07'$: Alcazar, 2:20)$ and

cock.dam of Elector, 2:21 'j, grandsire of loe,

2:27^, sire ""

son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Ahdallah 1. Soudan's progeny
form, gentle In disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.

others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab
i of Elector, 2:21 l4, grandslreof loe, 2:29'^; Lady Gravas. dam of Nadjy, 2:26, and Su 1wood, 2:26 ,

i < Solid „-
; of Nubia, 2:29!^ i, by Hambletonlan 725 isire of fifteen 2:30 performers), second dam Dubois mare, by a
i Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Ahdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect In

^ itle In disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.
Both of these stallions wlU make the season of 1893, ending July 15th, at 3100. with usual return privilege, at

forthe Moorland Stock Farm, MUpltas, Cal.
For further particulars address

Pasturage $5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.
D. J. ML'RPHV, Moorland Stock Farm. MUpltas. Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELEOTIOUEER standing for
"

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LAIYCELOT Is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He Is a borse of fine conformation;
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deeptbrougb the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action he Is pure-galted. An a three»year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, hut was Injured and placed In the s'ud. His colts are all blond-like, large and fast trotters.
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot Is on*1 of the surest of foal-getters,

PEDIGREE— L4i\CEI.0T was sired by the Immortul Electioneer (sire of 132 In the llsti, dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comu«, the sire of Lizzie Harris.was a full brother to Iowa
Chief 528 (sire of Corlsande, 2:24^. and others). His sire was Bashaw 50, sl~; of 17 In the 2:30 lht. he bv Vernol's
Black Hawk, dam Belle by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chns. Kent mare, th*> dam of HanShl*»tonlan
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Inland Black Hawk, dam by Webber^ Kentucky Whip, son of Rlackhnrn's
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallle Miller, by Tippo Salb; Andrew Jack*on. by
Young Ba-shaw, foo of Grand Ba=baw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam SnortKmlsiress: sh<* wan nut ot Cub,
by Medoc; second dam Ann Merry, by Sumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and so tn to
the 15th dam

Q A T A T^TTCT The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public
D-l-UxJLJJxJLl • Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 1« I Ixuids hh'h. Rv Nutwood BOO, the gnaieol living
sire. First dam. Lady Utley Jr., bv Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonlan: second dam, Lady rtN>v.
grandam of Western Girl, record 2_7& Saladln baa now a number of yearlings and two-v^ar-nld colt*, a'll

showing great uniformity In size, s* vie and color. All of them are fast trotters, and several will tnl In 2:80 MiU
year. Nutwood 600, 2:18 V. bv Belmont 6t. dum Mki Russell (dam nf Maud a, 2*8 l

i |, by Pilot Jr.: ReOOnd .l«ni
Sally Russell, by Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 In the 2:30 list. Belmont In the wlreof 74 trotters In the 2:30
list and of 29 *tres of 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. Is bv Speculation, dam I-adv Utlev, 2u"MU, grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:273

f.
Speculation (sire of Crown point. 2:24, Oracle S.. 2:22. Oakland U—Id, 2—2, ami the dams of

Alfred G., 2:19\', and Waterford, 2:27>, by Hambletonlan 10. dam Martha Washington < ilum of HamblecnnlftD
725), by Rurr's Washington: he bv Burr's Napoleon bv Young Mamhrlno, dam Willis mare, bv UfUBbrloO.
TERMS. 1*50 FOR THE SRA^OY. for service or each of these stallions. No other opportunity Is offered
breeders to obtain thes" blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares In any manner that owner*

i

may desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call onoraddress, V.. C BKMIS. Owner. 332 Mon t-

gomery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and Allien by
these stallions can also be seen. tl. XV. BROOKH, Agent.

ECLECTIC 11,31-Jl
f

- - $100 CASH

BAY HAMBLETONIAN i

Dam of
Egyptlenoe 2_8
Henrietta 2:17 I

Fulano 2:23M
Grandam of

Norway (sire of Nor-
nette,2:30)

WILL BK ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEEN MARES OF APPROVED RREEDIM2. FEE 87.^

Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1893. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION—Dark bay; 15.3 bands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well set on to strong pair ofjihoul

ders; floe mane and tail, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy ot his royal breeding,

until August 15th, 1892, as I bought blm at L^-,c
,

tn5lon '

1

1
>^.''

already shows himself
think him a trotter. 1
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding n

> the judge. Address ^communication, to

p. J. WILLIAMS, MilpitaS.
WILLIAMS A MOREHOC1E. Owner..

SEASON SERVICE FEE
With usual return privilege

ECLECTIC ll a tuU brother to tho CHAMPION TWO-YKAK OLD AKIOM
»:10Jj.

both being elred by ELKCTIOKKEB out of M»nette (dam alio of Oro Flno, 2J») by NUT-
WOOD. 204%

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of Isshlonable and speed-producing blood lines. Be
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three years old. are without exception

TB0TTER8; not a pacer In the lot so far. although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number ot mares besides his owner's

Pasturage 11.00 per week; hay. grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will stand at BANCHO COTATI (PiOs's 8TATIOH) In Sonoma County, until

July 1st, 1MB.

For further parUealars address owner WILFRED PAGE,

F. O. Peon's OroTe, Sonoma County. Cal

Oo__/r«> FOR SiVIvB

o

I
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

1 !
Sir Hercules

Stockwell
iSL Lerer and
200' Guineas,
1S52, and sire

of 6 winners
of the former
event)

l The Baron
(St. Leger and Oai- j

sarevvich and sire (.Echidna

also of Rataplan)

Irish Birdcatcher -v „,_,..
tSire of Knight of St. (.Guiccioli

George and Warlock,
Sl Leger winners)

Pocahontas _

Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Ears')

!Glencoe -•—•--

1,2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, ISM)

Marpessa

IClnlzelli
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

Touchstone _

(Winners:. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836)

f
Camel •„ ——

(Sire of Launcelot, win-

i ner of St. Leger 1840)

,
Economist

""(Miss Pratt

( Sultan

(.Trampoline

filuley

(Clare

r Whalebone

\sellm mare

(

Master Henry

(Boadicea

Brocade
(one of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

(Sire c
of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine

The Peer.
iSire oi imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchton-
ess,winner of
iheOaks)

Melbourne _
(Sire of Blink
B on* y,winner of
Derhy and Oaks:
West Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

LCinlzelli
(Dam ofMarchion-
ess. The Peerand
The Marquis)

f Humphrev Clinker
(aire or Rockingham,

\ winner St. Leger IS 3)

[Morpeth's dam ...-
;

f
Touchstone.

SL Leeer, 1S34 •; Doncas-

< ter Cup, 1S35 and 1S36)

( Thunderbolt

"(Delta

rComus

(Clinkerina

^
Cervantes

(Daughter ot Golumpus

( Camel

(Banter

f Pantaloon

(Bombazine

( Touchstone

(Trumpeter
(Sire of Dlstln and
others)

| Orlando
(Winner Derby of 1844,

i aodsireof Imperieuse,
St. Leger and 1000 G.)

L Cavatlna

Loval Devoir
(DamofCarac-

lacus.i

Letty West™
(Damol Glorious)

{West Australian
(Derby,200Q Guineas and
SL Leger, 1653)

Bay Letty.
(Dam of Libellous)

(Vulture

('Redshank

(Oxygen

( Melbourne

(Mowenna, by Touchstone

/ Bay Middleton

(Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(.Dam of Weatherblt)

«h datn-Orvllle^J-rj^^).* OrvWe nthSEEffl&tfJggS jgSKSggi,Snake,
13th dam—By Old Montague,
14th dam—By Hautboy,
15th dam—By Brimmer.

7th dam—'Golden Legs' dam
8th dam—H"rnpipe, by Trumpator,
9th dam—Luna, hv Herod iTartar),

10lh dam—Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:0S.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

tnat Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1SS4, bred by Mr. Samue
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being

hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-

fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over " horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point

in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Xewminster,

one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-

iuis, won the Doncaster St Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the

)erby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,

who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-

ner of The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having

been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, one and a half

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always

contend that Lovalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by Xew-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on

the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the

latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal

Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, .Letty West, produced Glorious, a

most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,

Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, AVeatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt.

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, - - $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MURRY, 715 Twenty-Third St, Sacramento.

Or to Breedzb asd Spobtsmax Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.

O

Trial, 2:20 l--a=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25'1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT ECIJB\E. ORBGO.V
fHambletonlan 10

„m,,~_,,e, tna Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
fSTRATICJORE 4t».........

\ Qt 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list ^Ladv WaUermire

(•Sanla 'Mans 20O0 J and 3 sires of 3 and 6
i dams of 8 in 2:30

Sire of Kris Krinele,
I 2.-2814 : San Jose, 230;

glDXBY 4770 J
Sao Mateo, 2:23',

:
Md-

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

2:19-,

Sire ol Fron-
Frou. 225'4,
champion year
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:22*,
yearling pacer:
rau-illno, 2:14V;
Fleet, 231. Cupid,
2:18: Adonis.

Gold Leaf,

2:1!*; Lady H-,
2:1-: Slsier V.,

Z.Ut£. Thistle,
2:14. and 16

others in 2:30 list

FLIRT
(trial 2:15)

Dam of Pron-
PrOO, 2:2.V<
(champion year*
iinK'". Memo t-

Jear-old
trial >,

:J» , ; Oeo. V.
(i-jear old;, 2:35

ney, 2 19V- ***&

others In 2:30 list

• ««iik--i, 2:21 1-4

IlADYTHOKCEJR- l™""™5' Mambrino

DamofMollieMack, ~i v . tp
2 33: Xavidad. 2:22^; ^aMt

V^LU* TEEif£* f
Hambletonian 10

|
Sire of !9 In 2:30 list, \Ladv Patriot

21 sires of 48. and 16 » Dam of Sentinel,

(Edward Everett 81

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER

dams of 16 in 2:30 list
2:29 ,

I. LADY MERRITT. .

IOWA CHIEF 528

Sire of Corisande,

Bocranecr 2656—
J

2:24#, and Buccaneer
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25: Flight, 229; Jttul-

rer,226>f LTIXSLEY MAID..

1FLAXTAIL8132-
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2^8*; Empress, 2:29 >4;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:ir,, iLi.i

Shamrock, 2:25

LADY HAKE..
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

DESCRIPTION' AXD TERMS

{ Mohnnka Belle
DmmorFawn,2£0>f,

trial, 2:22
J

Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 231

Sire of is in 2:30 and 8

} sires and 16 dams
l By Harry Clay 45

:
Bashaw 50

Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

|
of 18 in 2:30

LTopsey

Flaxtail 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust. 2:24, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

(Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13V. -Kismet, 2:24^',

Twister, 229V
Unlraced

(John Baptlste

t Fanny Fern

FLORA 31 2:16

J. B. Joslyn 2:20

LIZZIE F _...2:22 1-2

CORA S 2 :27

ELECTRE6S 2:27 1-4

: SIRE OF :

ALECT 2:26

ALLY SLOPER 2:2fc

DESPERADO -2:29 1-2

MORNING GLORY...2:27

ELECTRI\A 2:25 1-4

NETTIE C 2:2S

PLEASANTOX .2:29 1-2

LEGE —2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal.

RECORD, 2:26.

«ot only 1» Memo full brother lo Fran Frou. the champion yearling trotter In the worM, but he Is also one of

v-rybA.Uir.-d TOung V, bavin* three Crow* Ol l:y.-.lyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry

re of ureer. Mouiiu • Long Island Black Hawk. Through FlaxtaU
, and two others

the .

CUr. all* of Green Mountain Mi ieer.eic

be tracei to t'ana.llai PI IrlJ , tl,r..ugh Hull Pup. »lre ol Kowdy Boy.

•.Idn-v Memo-, sir.- I- universally known and recognized as the best y. flure In tlie world, as a producer of

„.~1 at an early age. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than that ol any of the get of the

twelve^ ^1^|
,

,|™;;b';[(.'fn
ra
h'',C

<

S;o.year*ld form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee

In a receon the Bav hlmiict track, theaecond heal .,f which »». made In 2-11 S. Ihe llrst In 2*2. He exhibited

pbenomanaJ .peed when :, fur on the Oakland track he was timed a mUe In 2:20)4. and frequently

'""He SSJurnhaSia hFgh. and'oT]" w'lrful build throughout. HLs color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet

Wh'te HI- dlapoeltlon Is all that could be de»lred. and his actio., supero. He Is a sure'foal-getter.

I K. 1 1 M — - ... I'asturageal reasonable rates, No responsibility assumed

for aoddenta or eacapea. For furlber parllculara addreJB
DR. T. W. HARRIS, Euftene, Oregon.

( ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:2.;

I J. R- 2:20

Elector Jr_... .2:29 ^
I

Electriee ..

J Electrioa
\ Ella M

Flora M...
Leek

I
Lizzie F.—
and 6 others in

I the 2:30 list.

I NELLY NELSON...

( ELECTIOJTEEB 125
Sire of

, Snnol 2:0854

J Palo Alto 2:0S^(

J
and 130 other 2:80 trot-

ters.

L Gilberta, by Fred Low 65e
Sire of 2 2:30 performere.

. .
;.-:-

.

..-.2:16

229
X

The Haodsooie Son of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1S93, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1SS7. He is a hand-
some dark bav. two white fetlocks:sLand« 15.3 hands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical In confor-

mation, perfect In disposition, and as pure-gaited as

anv Electioueer that ever lived. He has the tin est

of 'legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout: bis back Is short, his loins strong and
quarters heaw; he is stvlish and very level-headed.

Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted

without anv work a mile over the Stockton track in

2:26. Alect was bred as a thro*?- year-old to a few

mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of

symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of

good color.

TTDUC OCnCnDTUrCrAQnil with the usual return privilege. Pasturage. ?4 per month. Mares kept in

Itnfnu.oJUrUn I ML OLflOUM, anV munner owners may desire, but no responsibility assumed foraccidents

or escapes. For further particulars call od or address D. AAUKRT.UV Manager, Orland, Gal.

joun Nelson is?

Sire of
Xerea 2:2SS
Aurora 2:27

and the dam of
* Albert W 2:20

(sire of Little Albert,

|

&10X).

i^ 3Laggie, bv Morgan Battler
Sire of the dams of 32:30

trotters.

ALKCT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alwt, Guy WUkes, Semo, Noonday and St. Nicholas

will be sold at auction in June, 1893.

LOOK HERB t;lV Wll.RKS SKHWCE FEE l» ^751>

\ \P\ H ILKKBjHIg JQ\.»TA\n* FOR gSO.

BOS Elec:ioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

IT_.K

BUM KII1K Itf M\K l\ TIIK l.lnr. BONTAG MOHAWK DAM OF rjEVK^.

'Will make the Season of 1803, at San Jose.
ADDRESB \V. H. VIOUBT. P. O. Box 7M,^n Joee, OaL,

Or V. H. BLRB.K. «26 MartatbL^S. F.

Bv GCY WILKES. Sire or 32 In 2:30 Hal; 1st dam XAPA MAID, by Irvincton; 2d dam
NAPA l(lt:K\. by Eugene L'aaserlv.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1ST TO JULY 1ST, AT
Tarpey'i. Stable, n atnonTllle. Tburaday, Friday and Saturday: at Salinas Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, at 830 FOR THE SEASON.
Paslunure and best care taken of mares, hut no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return.privi-

leges, provided horse or mare does not chanlre on nen.hlp. K. W. DA» Ihs. Aaent. W atsoni tile. l,ai.

SB -The owners of Napa Wilkes will give If lOO to the oivner ol tbe drst of his get that makes a recoMOi

2M or better, 87 ft to the second and goO lo the third. This offer lo hold good during present ownership ot Lorae
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DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 53-11, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above"). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:25 \f, sire of

W. Wood, 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Cesar, 2:1G: Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14 _ , etc.:

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Manibrino: thirddam
Maud (.dam of King Jim, 2£0<^, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13). by Abdal
lah 15: fourth dam by Robert Bruce I thoroughbred i.

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SE \«0\

A returu »ull be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best oi care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA. CAL.

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

at thf.

OAKLWI) RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.
with usual return privilege.

Long Branch is a handsome bay horse, foaled 1890,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, second

dam by Belmont. For terms and particulars apply to

or address

R. HUMPHREY,
807 Market St., Oakland, Cal.

Rose Dale BreedingFarm I

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:15.

By GENERAL BENTON" 1755, sire of 18 trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing Waxana i.dam of Sunol, 2:03*4), Telig fdam of Tru-

man, 2:12i. Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list ; second dam Lady Dooley.

2:31)4 (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS - $60 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Approved Mares.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth Heat.BOODLE 5829
WiH make the SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.re Vermont Hero 141
,2:81!* —..-<

rs and 21 (J
EN. WASHINGTON WXA.A
(Trial 2 :20). Sire of Poem,
2d93*; Presto,2:22; Prose, I

2:27)*: Gen. Benham,2:29»j:,
Ox Eye, 238K; Luzerne,
2:27,S; Mambrlno Thorn,
2:29, and A others In 2:30.

'GEN. KNOX HO,:
Sire of K» trotters and 21 'Dam of Searcher

siresot 32 and 14 dams of
14 in the list. rMambrino Chief 11

LADY THORN, itISH i
Slater to Manab. Patehen 58 (Rhodes Mare, by Gano
and gxaodam of Pattl,

H&mbletonLan M
(ABDALLAH 15 i

BelLona -2:19^ Sire of fi trotters and IS (.Katv Darling
Nominator- 2:21)$ (.GOLDSMITH MAID, 2:14_.J elres of 106 and 22 dams
Boodle— 2i21>i Trotted 114 heats in 2:20] of 27 In thr list. fAbdallah I

and under, and won more {.OLD AB, 2:40 -

money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. (.Untraced
trotter that ever lived.

AbdaUah 1

Moloch 221*
Stanza _ 222^
Hazel DelL- -:14\
Nominee 2:249^
Strangler 2:2654
Myriad. 2£S!«i
Kathleen 229*
Cebolla 2£Mf
Pea Horn— 230

Bride...... <
Dam of Trenton, I

2:41^JuUbroth'r
to Boodle, 2 21*.

'

iHAMBLBTOXIAN H).

Mreof 41 trotters and 119 (Cfaaa Kent Mars
sUes of 783, and 6S dams
of 72 In the 2:30 list. (American Star 14

LADY SANFOBJD \
Gould, 2:19; King Phil lo, Grandam of Bella, 222; IOM Sorrel, by Eiton
221; Alladin, 226*: An- AUieK.229*; Lizzie K-, Eclipse
son!a,2:27M; Dode,227*, 2$0j£; Nannie K.,2^04<. (-"Vermont Black Hawk •
Dundee, 228, and 14 others (ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25*-?
in 2:30 list. ) And 2:15 with mate: sire (Messenger Mare

LTTDA (record 2:38 >£) i of 6 trotters-and lSslres
Sister to Le Blonde, trial

J
of 71, and l+dams«f 15. fAbdallah 1

2:24, record 2:34*. (DAUGHTER OF ?

(TJntraced

BOODLE 5829 is seal-brown In color, stand* 16 hands high and weighs 1,100 pounds. He Is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, is kind in disposition, intelligent, level-headed and a pure-waited trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been in harness, but two of which had any
i raining, and with little work they easily showed a 2:30 gait Boodle, after crackinga bone in one of his front
legs the latter part of July, and being laid up for six weeks on that account, came out, and with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:25 class, making his record In the fifth heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.
TERMS-$100 for the season. Or, 8200 for the season, payable when be sets a record of

2:1 6 or better.
Usual return prreAegoa. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or

Address C. A. 6TOORTOA' <Sc UO., San Jose, Cal.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p), 2:26 1-2.

r Clav Pilot 93, sire ofFred V.,?22J<
.. < Billy R.. 2:24M. and others.

L Belle of Wabash

DEL SUR. 2:24...
Sire of

Don Tomas.._ 220
Cousin Joe

.

San Pedro (pj.

IMOGETE _
Danao/

Guide

-2:20W (

2:10%

..-

(Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam-
..< brino Gift, 220; Hannis,2:17*.
(.Canada Chief

I
Hambletonlan 10. sire of FJec-

~2:16tf

("THE MOOR 978

a« Sire of
v
-'_i Sultan, 224, sire ofStamboul,

2:07^, Beautiful Bells, 2:29 (dam
of Bell Bov, 2:19)4, and Hinda
Rose, 2:19).

GRETCHEN —
Dam of

Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, (2:141, and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

fBY NORWOOD 522 < tioneer;damofStamboul,2*7J4,
Sire ot I Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

Tommy Norwood, 224X; Ida dam of Gretchen fdam of
Norwood, 2:26*. Clingstone, 2:14).

" American Star 14, sire of dam of
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,
2:10, and the dam of .Nancy
Hanks, 2*4).

DELWIW 14,681. Record 2:26 1-2, wlli, if he has no set- l. Harry Clay 45 sire of dams of

backs, pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin Is one of Electioneer and St. Julien, 2:11.

the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay. sound as a dollar; 15.1 !£ hands bigh,
and weighs WOO pounds ; he is one of the finest-formed horses for great speed in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that bis half-brother. Guide, SJfiVi, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson ofThe Moor, Stamboul, 2:07 "t : he has two crossesot American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonlan 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2:07 J£ ; one to Mambrlno Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:lS3f, combining altogether the same blood lines that lay in
he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomaa, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe,
2:20*, being a roll brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom. 2:29^', Sabledale, 2:18*. and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out of any kind of mares.

TERMS (*40, with usual return privilege. Goodwater and pasturage at |5 per month, but will not be re-
sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra CostP- County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. JEEESE ok SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Derwlm Is owned by Wm Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble. ^^___

(DAUGHTER OF .

\

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme SpBed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (pi, 2:12; Tom Rvder (pi, 2:17'^ : Belle Button
(pj, 2:iy^ : Mabel H. <A i, 2:20 ; Rosa Mac, 2:20 4 ; Lucy
B., 2:21'.,; Laura Z., 2:23'^ : Logan, 2:23'i : Maud C,
KZ8 ; Keboe. 2:29'4 ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. PedigTee—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler ; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22S ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27! i ), by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,

first dam Ludv Crum I dam ot Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M. 2:17' 4 j, by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2JO list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
qualities.
Every performer Hired by Alexander Button i-

ont of non-standard mares at (he time tbey wern
bred. \o matter what mares he wa» bred to every
Colt from Clydesdale* up riiulJ trot i'u-t.

TKRMSlglOO FOR THE SEASON.
All bills most be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi
I

charge. Good pasturage furnished at $2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Win stand at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
*i. \V. WOODARD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

WILDIDLE
<¥lto Great Baa of Imp. Australian and Ibe
Turf Queen. IdlewtU, ay Lexington),

6IRE OF
FLAMBEAU, WILDWOOD, SLNFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a beet of other nigh-clam winners,

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-uia,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencirjg February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton,
SERVICE FEE (With usual returu privilege), payable at end of Season —»., —— ftino

TAT A DT A was foaled 1889, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2}£ hands and in conformation,
LJ±J\ DJLA/ disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14V, was made In his second race on the turf and Is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. HLs breeding entitles bim to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions! in

America. He is by Unas. Derby 'record 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Stelneer, 229)£, by Steinway; dam Bertha,
sister to Bayard "Wilkes > record 2:15 in a sixth beat), by Alcantara, recora 2:23: second dam Barcena i dam of
Alaric, sire of Victor B., 220'-.i), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12'^ on half mil.' track and 15

others in list): third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, including Swlgert and King Rene], by Mam-
brinoChief 11; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21 'li, and Donald, 2:27). by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway. dam Katy (i., dam of two In list,

by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny Malone tgrandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22^);
third dam Fanny Wickham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by Imp. Herald, out of a daughter of imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermlre and Fanny G„ great grandam of Palo Alto, &089f> appear in this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer, Steinwav, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletonlan 10 and
Mambrino Chief ll, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MURRAY <fc RICHARDS, Owners. .... PLBASANTOX. CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-2

In Fourth Heat.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record For Five Miles 13:05 1-2

Ol DIRECTOR 2:17
m Sire of

Direct. _2£5K
Directum (81 2:11- Evangeline. ,., -:ii

;

2
Margaret 8 2:12'

Waldsteln 2:22,S
Stella C 2:2H

bej and 12 orher 2::V> trot-

H ters

en

u
J ( Died at 4 vear-i

< Waldsteln was her
nnlv foal

DICTATOR 113_

Sire of the fastest double-gaited horse
In the world, Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 grand-
sire of the queen ol the turf, Nancy
Hanks, 2*1, and Is Blre of 35 In 2:30

List, eta
DOLLY
Dam of Onward. 2:25V: Thorndale.
222)4: Czarina. 2:21; Director, 2:1""

Havblkton-ian 10
The king of the trotting world

Clara, by Amerlcao Htar 14

Damof Dexter. 2:17', : Alma,
2:28 j ; Astoria, 2$a>

\

( MaubbinoChikk ll

Sire of 23 sires

i
ELECTION LKR 12S

I 8lre Of Sunol, 2:0S^; Palo Alto.

and ISboihem in theltat

TOaETKJCK WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
«• »f Mon<l-v *n4 Lottie J., hy \Mldldlr.

WltA Make th*C 9kas*M of 1(T93 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cal.

WILDIDLE (Ibnltea to 10 mares) g25« Tor the season

MO\DAY KIWI. " 20 75 " M "

1

Pasturage and aevt of care taken of mares at *f per
toontk, but no reepo»»lblllty iwumed for accident! er
i*c»pp*. Money to be paid when mare Is served, and
y all caaea before removal of mare frr-m farm. Fur
rtaw paniculare addrtm H. €. JPTtHOM,
Gkn %I Wav OM»tk. Ba* XM S«Mt» Cha OmL

I

I
Fansy, by Ben Franklin
Orandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
AbdaUah Mambrlno 871H

I HAMBLKTOXIANf 10
j Sire of 40 in the Usl

IOkekn MnrxTAiv Mait-
Dam oft< in the II

Jonsi Xklsos 187

I, SISTER I Sire of 4 and the damsol B in 2d0
[> Dam ol Bonanza, 2:29>i ; Albert W.,1 list^ 230; Vixen, dam ot vida WUkce, LahottHasz

2z\6H' and Sabledale, 2 18 Dam of Aurora, 2:27 and grandam
ol 4 In the list

uiii nQTCIIi ' l (oaledln ISA5: in color, he Is a dark shade of brown with two white coronets: stands 15HnflLUo I Lin bandtsand weighs UOO lbs. He Is ODe of the handsomest and most perfectly formed stallions In
this State. His fine. Intelligent head. welMbaped neck: strong shoul era. short back, powerful loins, heavy quar-

haned barrel, heavy, muncular atllles and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
bones, excellent pasterns and feet at oncecommend bim »'. tne observe) aa a retire snlatlve trotting horse, in
disposition he la Qraltleai, being kind, senile and level beaded. Hi- gall I porfectlon, and his races 'luring his

short career on the truck ably demonstrate the game qualities which h>
i

ttts breeding cnniioi besor-
passed. Be la the only son of Director out of ao Electioneerman standing tor service, of ids sire, can any

e be said than that his sons and danghters prove more sensational every year, and the mean won by
Director, Evangeline, Direct, Bdargarei 8. and <h<- test slump him as one of the mr>st prepotent sires. Walrj-

. stein's dam Is by i ii+- Immortal Electioneer oui olSlstex dam of Albert W.,220, the sire of littleAlbert. 2:10*. the
gamest trotter seen In 1892. and Vixen, the only mare that has a two-yi .r-<iid with reoords
lower Hum 2:19.-. Waldsteln'a third dam was the tamooi Lamotl mare, om ofthegi ..

ItoCalitot" 1 i ' i so a great brood mare, Waldsteln baafbur yearlings that have records: one imiao--
0Ordof2i61 , another S:06, another SAO and theothei 8:0A All bis colu- ar.- imtural trotters. jM-rfi-ct In form.
solid in color and very strongly hum. Waldsteln cannot help being one uf tL..- greatest of sir--. Ti- thf student
Mi'hri'vi ling, conformation und quality he Oils the Ideal,

?ERVIPt CPP ^fifl ,wltil "s 11" 1 return privilege), for the season commencing Febroai
oLnllur. rtt, 0UU

i ,,,. gntn v.

I taken of mores. Addn H. M. IHm.hIioom . \\ t i < „l

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MEREIWA
Will make the Season of 1893 at

Oakland Race Track 3 Days Each Week, at
8an Jo«te Race Track 2 Day*, and at

Fi-ii.-i '- it-iii.-i,. Coyote, squir
Clara Co., 2 Dayn, Trom
Feb. 10th to June In.

MERRIWA.
HABENA

ndon

GOLDSBROUGH
Sylvia Fire w.jAth dine Yatw rks
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And so on to the nineteeuthdam.
MERR I \VA is a magnificent blacs. horse, standing

Io.3 bands, bred in 1886 by Frank Kevnolds, of Tocal.
vide Australian Stud Book, Vol. r\'.. folio 158 Bv
Goldsbrough irom Habena, by Yattendon from Athof-
ine, by Blair Athol from Habena (winner of 1000
Guineas in Kugland ), by Irish Birdeatcber from The
Bridle, by 1 he saddler from Mooneda, by Taurus from
fllona, by Partisan. Merriwa is undoubtedly a very
fast horse, and through an accident which rendered bis
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a lair
chance to prove his great pace bv winning. He Is de-
scended Irom one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, the

A. J. C. St. Leger Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles, age 5 vears -

weight, 128 pounds: time, three minutes, thlrtv-two
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that time
Goldsbrough bad produced up to 1593 220 winners In

the colonies.
Among the winners by Goldsbrough are the follow-

ing: The Broker (winner Normandv Stakes and V
K. C. Sires' Produce Slakes and Adelaide St, Legeri
Morpeth 'winner Tatttersalls' Cup. Anniversarv Handi-
cap and Australian Cup \ Impulse won Wagga Gold
Cupl, Arsenal winner Melbourne Cup I, sorella" Melofi
(A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. R. C. Champion
Stakes), Algenan (Tattersalls' Spring Handicap, Syd-
ney Handicap. &c i. Cardigan (winner Tattersalls'
Foal Stakes. Hawkesbury Grand Handicap. Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversarv Handicap. Summer
Cup, <Sx), Devotion, Merriment i winner Tramwav
Handicap and Hawkesbury Guineas). Ellerdale 'win-
ner Tattersalls' Cup and Hawkesburv Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A J. C. Christmas GiftTrKeith
(won i Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap. Rose Hill
Handicap, Ad. The Orphan, Albina, Jettison. Manola.
Cardoness, Kilmore (winner Royal Stakes), &c. Ac

Atholme, the grandam of Merriwa, producedHabena < dam of Merriwa) and Narina, both winners ofMarlbyrnong Plate. Geraldineand HunUngtowereach
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough' and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will thus be seen that Athol-me B stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy ol all racing men, the Marlbyrnong Plate.

TERMS - - 360 FOR THE SEA60\.
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at *5 per
month. Mares cared for in anv manner owners mav
desire and led on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable prices. Xo responsibility assumed foraccidents
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS. G. JOAES, Agent.
_ Oakland Race Track.
Or Care san Jose Race Track.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

THREE CHEERS
Will make the season of 1893 at

"WM. M. MTJRRY'S STABLES,
715 Twenty-third street. Sacramento, CaL

THREE CHEEKS
Young Faahlon

FaahlOD Monarch

S s s BBSD
• c •

Hami i Imp,

i

Jovial Ne.ralnit,!

as

n
o

Fourth dam Reality; fifth dam, by Imp. Medley,
tlxth dam, by Imp. Sentinel; seventh dam, by
Mark Anthony: eighth dam. by Imp. Janos; ninth
dam, by imp. Monkey: tenth dam, by SUvereye
eleventh dam, by Spanker. (See Brace's American
Stud Book, Vol. I. page 432.
HURRAH, elre of Three Cheers, produced the

great winners Bonnie Lizzie, Chaqulta, Ohio Boy,
Nellie Peyton. Little Bnttercrp, Red Fox, Medusa,
Brad, Referee, Monk, Hoetag . Lady Middleton and
many others.
NEWMINSTER.grandBlrof Three Cheers, won

the St. Leger at Doncaster it, 1851. Hladam, BKSS-
WING, was the winner of flftv-fonr races ont of six-
ty-four starts, among them being the Donc*st«r Cop
of 1S37, 1810, 181l and 194.'. the only horse that ever
accomplished that remarkable feat. Her sire was
DR. SYNTAX, a famous race-horse.
THREE CHEEKS combines, in addition to the

above, the great strains of Bay Mlddjet on (winner of
English Derby, St. Leg^and Two Thousand Uoln.
easj and the blood of the wonderful producing fami-
lies of TOTCH^TONE. Imp. TKCSTEL, EMILIUS
andSIRCHARLES.
As can he seen by the above, Three Cheers Is bred

In the speediest and stoutest lines. Ills dam, Young
Fashion, was the dam of Surprise, Scotland (the only
horse that ever beat Asteroid a heat >, Liverpool.
Columbia and Bonnie Eate.tbodam of Little Butter*
cap ».id the lying Bonnie LIsxlo. His grandam.
Fashion, wu the greatest race mare of her era, de-
feating Boston in that historical match at four-mils
heats that Is rt-enrded aa oo* of the greatest treats
Id the annals of tLi tort,
THREE CHEERcis a beaatlfnl bay in color, p*r-

fectiy sound lo wind and limb, bis family on both
sides being noted for their nemptton from curbs.
spavins, roaring or any other hereditary unsound.
ness. Horsemen who can appreciate the highest
typo of i he thoroughbred are especially Invited to in-
spect Three Cheers. Ho has already sired the
splendid performers

Acclaim, Almont, Mystery, Cheer-
ful, Applause, Ignacio

and Royal Flush,
AND THET BPKAK FOIt THXMSXLVX8.

TERMS.
•evrnty-OTe Dollar* for the Wesson.

Good pasturage at 15 prr month. Mares cared for
la sot manner owners may desire and fed on bay
and grain, either or both, at reasonable rates. Nona
bat competent grooms employed, bat do respont
fell fry iMum*<1 for sc<M6>ots orstcao*11*
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THE 1DST FASAI0NABLY-B8EB

STiLUOl OK TIIS BOAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictator

DICTATE
"Will make the Season of 1833, commencing February la*

and fmriftig June 1st, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

KBBVKSE FEB FOR THE SEASON $10O
(Will bo allowed to serva fifteen approved outside marc*-)

XJLV 1 li. 1 U O
(6ire of gg in the 1M) . dlm Kjg, lojj^ bj DICTATOR 188 (aire of

J ay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Namcy
EUhks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29}, and irraudam of Hill Boj

(p). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by Harold

4lS (sire of Maud S., 2:08J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07f ); fourth

dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

abort back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskina and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hooks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does not

exist to-day. Hie breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escape*. Service

fee most be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob Fuhtbee* PinncvLAns Addbesb

Belmoht Stock Farm,

CLARENCE DAT,
Belmoht, Saw Mateo Coubtt, CAl.

0AKW00D PARK STOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

STEHWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD, Pear-Year-Old Reeera, J:OT. CRICKET, Flve-Yaar-OM lUssrt. SilO.
CESAR, 6-Yaar-Old Record, 3:16 1-3. STRATHWAY, S-Year-OI* Keeera, ill*

CHU. DERBY, S-Year-Old Record, 2:30 la llxth Heat.
LILLY C. T-Yc«r-Old Record, 2:2* 1-4. BADEN, O-Year-Ola Record, 3:94 S-4.

8TBINBBR. t-Year-Ola Record. 3:39 1-3. OA88IBY, 7-Year-OU Rocerd, 1M.
(ALT, TN SACKS)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF
MAUD ft, 2:1»; BARONSTBLVKaoMIe trial) 3:31; ALLY 8LOPBR, 3:3*.

PAT BBLANBY, 3:37 1-4. aad BOURBON RD8BBLL, 3:S».

TERMS FOB THE SEASON _.„_.... S150

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SIRE OF

DIABLO, Throo-Yoor-Otd Roco Rooord-
(S.o or 8TBINWAY, dooi KATY 8., kr BLBCTIONBBR.)
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON aoo

PRINCE RED 9940.
CBoo of RED WILKES, dom MOLLY STOUT,
TERMS FOE THE SEASON

These Stallions will be Bred

WILD0 9637.

by MAMBRINO PATCHEN.)
$160

to Approved Mares Only.

(Bom of CLOVIS. d.n. kv WOO»FOrlB MAMBRINO.
TEEMS FOE THE 8EASON •0©

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mire* ihoold be shipped to Otvkwood Pirk Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Countv, CaL, per&P.n. R.,

via Martin*™ I'.eat of care »tv«n, bat no liability assumed for accident* or eacap«. Excellent pastnraa-e |£ p*»r
tmoutA. Maxas fed baj atwi rmla, #10 per month. For further particulars and catalogues, addreaa

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwrxj* Park Hto*k Paraa. Daavllte, C*a4»m Caata Caaair. Cat.

Blood Of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6968, by Red Wilkes 1749 (sire of 88 in ths 2:80 list—28 in
1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26} ; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

READY MONEY 6968 as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being
16 hands, 1,400 lbs., yet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ax-
pcnae of Cape Stinson, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ot Genera, 2:14, and develop** of
many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars arid i (as

HAirroKs, TuLaaa Oooktt, Cav
FRED POSTER,

GUIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

Wffl make the season of 1893 at GREEN OAKS BANCS, aboat oae ana
one-half nriles west of Napa City.

DrSSCBlPTlON : GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.3
hands high, and weighs 1,096

j

from blood linos that are i

O
03

D

DIRECTOR, 2-J.7.
Sire of Direct..2:05 J

Directum (3)...2:1H
Evangeline 2:llf
Margaret S 2:12*

Waldstein 2:22}
Stella C 2:25}
and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

IMOGENS
Dam of

Delwin 2:26}
Guide 2:16}

He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and comes
E for the qualities of speed and gamenest.

PEDIGREE.
f Hambletonian 10

f DICTATOR 113 1 Sire of 40 in *e Est.

Sire of 32 trotters and (. Clara, by Americas Star M
3 pacers, and 18 sires of Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fume, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24}

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ("Harabletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 i Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26} Great broodmare.
Ida Norwood.... ..2:26}

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF- ! Great sire of broodmares.

I Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON _ „.. * ICO
Usnal retain privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied Far.

- DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He L
perfect in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in
1893, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID ROY, by Sidney, &19f, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 j second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17}, by
Patches Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19}, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track withont training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON „
, ,, $ 6©

With usual return privilege.

.
Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CA.L. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT IL .

WILL MAKE THE

SESASOIVT OF H.093,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

AT

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:

'SAN MATEO.

Service Fee ... - $40
Socrates stands 18:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 pounds. In color, he is a beaattfnl

nb«de of bay; no whita. In disposition ho is perfection, while in conformatioa ho b consid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever brought to California

His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all 1

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly sistoWs

For further particulars regarding conditiona,

shipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY
8AN MATBO. SAN MATEO COUNTY. OAL.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE YRS.Nutwood Wilkes22^
By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this*Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f Fee, $50 Cash

\UTWOOD WILKES isahandsome
chestnut In color, stands 15.3 hands high,

Is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.
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GUY WILKES, 2:13 1-4..
Sire of

Rupee Cp) 2:11

Alannah Cp) 2:1 1,W

Regal Wilkes 2:113$

Muta Wilkes Z:14M

Chris. Smith (pi
2:14l_.

Hazel Wilkes 2:14Jj
Hulda 2:14^i
Una Wilkes ....._2:15

And 23 others with records
from 2:1S to 2:30.

I
Geo. Wilkes, 2:22...

Sire of
Harrv Wilkes 2

Guy Wilkes 2

] Wilson 2

I

Richardson, J. B 2
Baron Wilkes _2

And 76 others in the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Bam of

Guv Wilkes 2

El Mahdi 2:

William L
(sire of Axtell (8)

who sold for $li)5,000i

By ElectioDeer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.
Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation

track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune .... Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are

good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED

:I5J4

:25M

I LIDA W..2:18 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20'.

At three years.

f Nutwood 600, 2:18 3-4...
Sire of

Manager 2:09^
Lockheart 2:13

Nuthurst, 2.14J4
|

Belmont Boy 2:15

Ntitpine 2:153,

And % others from 2:16 to
2:30, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:10^ (sold for
$125,000); Sabledale (2),

2:U%; Vida Wilkes (3),

2:18^: Myrtle (3), 2:19J£;
Nutwood Wilkes (3) 2:20^,
and 40 others from 2:lj to
2:30.

Belle.
Dam of

Llda W 2:18!4

HAMBLETONIAN 10

Sire of Dexter, 2:17K, and
39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of Stamboul. 2:07}*;

and 91 others In 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 24 in the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18H-

LADY DUNN
(.Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19;-., ),

by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
in the 2:30 list

BELMONT 64
Sire or Fred Arthur, 2:14 '.,

;

Nutwood, 2:18%; Wedge-
wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19^,
and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08%

;

Nutwood, 2:18V. Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24'2 ; Russia, 2:2S;
and grandam of Kremlin,

f
GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31

I

2:27 (sire ot 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-

ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23>£ (sire of Lucy.
2:18!., ; gTandslre of Stam-
boul, 2:o7'."j.

I REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of LidaW. 2:18^' >

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27J4; 8
dams ol 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

2:llM).

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:20.1 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05|, and claimed to be the grandam of Arioo,
(two years), 2:10$.

Jester D 5696 - - -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by"
1

Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old

trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th
;
after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility

for accidents or escapes, bnt the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOB THE SEASON.

I.*, iFOBNIA NUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches

hizhand is the sire of Maud C, 2:19; Annie C, 2:25; Albert H., 2:275,'; Mnllie C, 2:37«, and several others

knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:13?.,', dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the

best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot iail to produce fast and game race

horses as well as great broodmaies.
(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

UHTC- You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-

NU I L. n-ree closely, then you will see that there Is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires,

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which yon rarely iind in the

oedlcree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15' :„ is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-

wood •>•]*'• is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having

out in" iwentv-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I

cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that

nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeol service tee. Par-

ties desiring the services ot any ot the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the seryice

fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at *5 per month, and when the condition of the animals requires

it hav or (Train or both will be fed at 310 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

accidents or escapes Mares mav be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad' All hills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st,, 1893. No stock will be allowed to

leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st, 1893.

Young Stocls. For JStfilo.
t&- VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOOK FARM, IRVINGTON,|ALAMEDA CO,,CAL.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OP GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

/^J. I I V \A/TTiK HiR A few approved mares outside of those already en-
VX \J J. VV -L I I IVXJUi gftzei will be received at $750 each for the season.

SABLE WILKES, Three-year-old record, 2:18.

twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

WIL DIRECT,

SABLE WILKES, 15$ hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot j third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Fanning^ Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very

_ _ handsome, powerfully built, the best of feel and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who

stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam

Fidelia, by Director ;
second dam by Keavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. ->:Vi\

;
third dam by

Lancet, son of MeCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S

,

2:22$, and others. $100 for the season.
.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the charge will be $12.o0 per month. Good

cue will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

AH bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season cummeneea February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

J8^"* Horses pastured and given the btst of care at jii-mnnth

WILLIAM CORB TT,
Sail Mateo Block Farm, Sou .Mateo. Cal.

j:

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

,
Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SLR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
WILL BE PERMITTED TO SERVE

A LIMITED NUMBER OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOH.N CASSIDY,
Point Lobos Road, about halfa mile west ot Bay District

Track;
Or at the office of the Bkkederaud Sportsman.

. The Fashionably-Bred Thoroughbred Stallion

Don Carlos
Son or Imp. PRINCE CHARLIE and ANNIE

BUSH, by LEXINtJTONj,

WILL MAKE THE
Season of 1893

f

JSJFLML.

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$6O0 WILL BE OTVEN TO THE BREEDER OP

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
»eo list.

Visitors at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. Far further particulars apply to

Or to F. C. TALBOT, 284 California Street, San Francisco.

WM. KELLY,
Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

SANTA ROSA RACE TRACK.
This young horse (baLr-brothertto;tbe great four-mller

Bushwhacker) is bred on the same lines as the mighty
SHvator, and as he is a fine Individual from the great-

est producing families in England and America— the
Htockwell and Lexington—most make a great sire.

AdAress all roniniuuicationr] to M. CABR.
dii mi I a Rosa Race Track.

RACE RECORD 2:25 t-2 TIM Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIBBB BV SULTAN, »:»*. DAM MADAMfc Ul.au l> Mu «f MAJBgTBR, »i24 : BAY ROKK. 2:20 t -»] •< PASHA,
•Ire of MOHO, JJ7J, »T TBB MOOR 8TB.

Private Stallion For 1893.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE BMnmmAm̂

Z,iiiJSSJ!^!
>aG '**"""

"

For further particulars address THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, J2I Montgemery St., San Francises.
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VETERINARY.

X>x*. "\7\7"xrx. IF1
. Ssan,

M. R. C, V. &. F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SIB6B0JI,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Soi

peons, England : Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Soclerv; Graduate ol the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-

cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association. ^
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Omw, removed

to HIT Golden Gate Avenue
Telephone No. 412ft.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 529

Howard St., Telephone 3155, San Francisco.

F.W. Skaife, D.V. S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.
OFFICE HOUES OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 a. M. 1.30 to 3.30 P. M.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

6AX FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of Xew York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAT ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 259L

I. BARKER DALZIElT
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE: KESTDEXCE:
1212 Golden Gate Avenue. 620 Octavia Street.

Examination- Fbee. Telephone 4522.

DRE.J.CREELY.D.V.S,
310 UOLDEX UATE AVE.. >EAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

TTtTERDfABY SURGEOX to Board of Health City

V and County of San Francisco. Only improved
PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Res
sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DK. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Mo. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. P.

Between Fourth and Firth. Telephone 2fo. 451

C. D. TAYLOR,

Veterinary Dentist,

1350-1352 MARKET ST.

TELEPHONE Xo. S459. NEVADA STABLES

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Residence and Veterinary Infirmary,
\o. 331 Golden Gate Avenue. 6an Francisco

Tate Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

«9~ OPE\ DAY AND MGHT. -*s
I»o risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

R LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FILL LIVE OF H-HIM; TACKLB

-Poll I -Mh.\ • GOODS.
av*~Orders by mall receive prompt attention

ITS OBJECT
Dt U> prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; It nirpnglb-
ena the kldn^yn,
pn-virtiUmcourlnfr,
colic and le*swrl|.
Ing; loownn the
talde, lattena stock,
promotes the ap-
pfltlte, cures
oongtsi, OMtnrji
WORM Md r»,i>,

and produce* a
An*, closay coaL
TTo tba suii-r.-d
borsc It ban the beneficial vflVcta and reaultaol grazing
without Uit» noflinlriR t-ffects of s season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows It Inf
aod enrlchn their milk.

MANHATTAN

CKERTELL.mgr
.623 HOWARDS'!

SAN FRANCISCO
CAu- '

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless
Is the BEST in the

Market.

LAKGEST STOCK OF

W. W. UJttEENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' ' liRlvn HOTEL BLOCK.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

of this noted breed for sale at a
Bargain, or will exenange for cattle. Address JHEETLEN, San Jose, CaL

SOUTHER FIRM X°™s "ell-bred stock for saleouuintnmnm. Firswlass breeding ferm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTH DTI FARM, GILBERT TOMPKEN S, Proprietor, San Leandro.

6E>D FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLciN CO.,
416 MARKET ST.. BELOW j.t.V-OJit.

^J" IE S7ST T -A. O !IS. Xji 3H .

ALUJIiXUM AUTOMATIC KEELS,
ENGLISH STREAM EEELS,

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

OEVIS SEW FAVOEITE FLIES,

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LI^E,
SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO

AND GEEEXHAEDT EODS,
NEW STEEL FLY EODS,

GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. ITZff^S
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway rattle. Toongstock of above breeds on bag
for sale, warranted to be pure bred, recordedand aver*
age breeders. Address GEO. A. "WXLET. Oakwssd'
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaL

VINELAND BREEDING FARM.K»
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2d7Js. Homestake, 2:16^, etc..
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clav Dnke,
-:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinne'r, 2:17V
GrandissLmo, 2:275- I full brothe- to Grandee, three-year^
old record 2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-nage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena
CaL

peter saxe a soH, g^ssa^^ssa
for past IS years ofevery variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds SifiLSiSKLSSS
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

R1NC0NADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Tbvroufbbred f n;-liih Dttb^ced.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages ov
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and ilelivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
Write for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFRED SF.AJLK.
Rinconada Stock Farm, Maykteld, CaL.4

Oldest Maoufecturers ©f Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask tout Dealer for them «r send for esfedogoe. 1

PAEKEK BROS., Makers, Meriden, Oonn.

Nrw Tobi Saxsboox, 97 Chambers Street

The L C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

J. K. Stice, Jacksonville, HI., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on maOj
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART «fc CO.,
353 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

J. O'H.AXE. Agent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

STBINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. a DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN" FRAJS'CISO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST

Aear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGA]
A Delightfol Resort,

elephone 14S5. J. R. DICKEY, Pnl

"RECEPTION,"
206 SCTTER STREET, g. F.

Cnoice Iiiquori
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIG

J. M. PARKER & OO

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United Stales.
ASK TOriB DEALEB FOB THEM,

Send for Illnetiated Catalogue.

-SLLSCTiCTUBID BI=

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

"Laurel Palace,"
ROUE HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Eearnr and Bush SlreeU.

SAN FRANCISCO.
uni

MEN
We send the mairelnns Frencll
r.fmejy CALTHOS free, and
le^al Guarantee that Caltuos will

j STOP ni.,'h U rCf- A- EmlMloBhJ
* t'L KE *Dermatorrheft.Vnrie<
^ and RESTORE I^»t Xlcor>

Use it andpay ifsatisfied.
Aldno. VON MOHL CO.,

Sol. Am.Heui Agtob, CtndDn.il. CW

Jrnwums Ti> I_ < SlITal Fulton, N. ?.,

Ill I OMMLMII.li BV

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbltt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

•«-«K>II F(IK TKhTIMOMAI. Ml

PRESTON'S FeNGEWIRE.
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. VaryvWtOe. iu.inrT to Stock Impossible.
WadtfofNo. 13 SPRING STtKLWire gtd-.wuzZ
Will not hub or break. Nearly double the sn'e'Jitl
of any other. Requires no stays. Runs about 16 fee
to the pound. jJ3" Used by lending Breeden*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical.

HOLLOW CABLE MAIM'FG. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y.
oraddre»« Sr.HOOER. JOHNSON & CO.. Ui Angelas Cal.HAWLHY BB06. HAKDWABH OO., San Francisco, OaL

iANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are

[to Balsam of Copaiba,

I Cubebs and Injections,
[flfljf]

I They cure in48 hours theV _j)

I same diseases without anyini

Ivenience. SOLDBYALLDRUGGIS

^

Kj«.ny and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It : it*- doea Dot keep it, write for sample and price.

RIPANSTABULESi
. the stomach, liver and bow
1 purifv the blood; are safe and effec

- r-sy • T-n » jnial ;the best medicine known to
T/*v* y^* <5S(/ indigestion, biliousness, beadachi

Ta^ffllVy corutiparion. dyspepsia, cnronJ
^a* "^ liver troables. dysentery- bad con

plexion. dizziness, ot^ensiv^. breatl
and all disorders of the stomacl

• liver and bowels. One tabnle gives immediate r*

lief. Take one at meal time. Sold bv Drnppiate.
• trial bottle sent by mail on receipt of 16 centa
• RTPAKS CKEHICAL CO.. ID Sprnoe StL, New Tor*

P{
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YOU CAIN SELL YOUR HORSE!
'^j^j —jt a good price if you can find a oustomer that -wants to buy.

Yoa <jaa reach the greatest number of possible and probable customers
,

fcy advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Term*

teads on advertisements under this heading. "Write for particulars.

FOR SALE.
THE "iTROTTlXS STALLIOX

BLUE BULL,
(Known as CHISHOLM'SIBLUE BULL).

r Sired bv Wilson's Blue Bull (sire of SOin the list)"dam

Maggie Wee, by Gage'- Logan 127 . sire of Skinkle Ham-
bleibnian, 2:23

"

4 , and 3 sires of 12 and 5 dams of 5 in the

list); grandam, Fanny Stratford, a mare s. t. b. thor-

oughbred. Gage's Logau was by Hambletonian 10 out

of Lady Wallace bv Ohio Eclipse; grandam, Sally

Miller bv Post Bov, son of Duroc. This handsome Blue
Bull stallion was foaled in 1S79, the property of R. B.

Chisholmof Kane County, Illinois. He is one of the

fl nest-looking, purest-gaited and most Intelligent horses

In this State. His colts areall remarkably handsome,
combining size with plenty of substance.

also

A BROWN G-ELDING-
sti years old, sired by the abovt* stallion out ot a mare
bv Gen. Reno 47&I. He Is sound as a dollar, a pure trot-

ter and as game as a bulldog. Prices very reasonable.
K,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

Great Green Trotter

FOR SALE CHEAP.
FlVE-lEAR-OLD (JELDIXti. bright bay, with

black points. Stands 15.3 hands. Will make a great

racehorse this year. Was only broken last year. Is

' now being handled by the undersigned, and with but

very little work trots miles better than 2:25 easily,

quarters in 34. Pure-gaited, level-headed and goes best

in company—all the points of a racehorse. Who wants

a wlnnerforall the green classes? Price $1500. Address

WALTER MABE\,
Race Track, Los Angeles.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and in line condition;

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-
wood, dam American Girl.

E. 6. SMITH,
No. H9 Empire street, San Jose, Cal.

For Sale.

Stallion Eingwood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Rincnood is a dark bay; black points; IS 1^ hands,
and resembles Sidney in formation more than any of.

his sous. He is a pure-?aited trotter, and has shown
remarkable speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19 l

i
as a four-year-old, and

would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his
engagpmeots, and never has been put in race since.

Ringwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color. Is equal" to his noted sire, Sidney. Several ot

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and ot fine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood Is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Boy; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma is

a noted producer of speed.

IALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:26. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will
show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road horse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one seasou. For further particulars,
address

A. C. DJETZ, OaklaDd,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

es

Sale!

PACER!
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
A good road horse, gentle and nice drive;; pacing

record, 2:24 '4: nine years old: drive single or double;

just out of pasture and in eood condition. For par-

ticulars address P. O., box 706, San Jose.

Five years old, 151i hands high, weighs about UOOlbs.,

is a splendid individual. Sired by GUY WILKES; dam
atAY SPROUL, by THE MOOR, dam ofMARGARET
2:28, the dam of REGAL WILKES, 2:15^'. A rare

chance to secure one of the best stallions on the Coast;

will be sold at a reasonable price. For further par
ticulars address J. De WITT BCTT6,

Ashland, Oregon.

For Sale—Thoroughbreds
Two Royally-Bred Brood Mares I

Grand Individuals!—also—
TWO AND

Pedigrees and full particulars can be obtained at the
Office Of the BREEDER & SPORTSSLAN,

S1H Bosh street San Francisco.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the 6nest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Xapa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are 6ne stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and

in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

tbem he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

HAVI.VG LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses In any manner I

owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running •

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

—AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept lin first-class order. Besides stall?,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erything Is new and In perfect shape. It Is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock form la Call

fomla. All stock sent tome will receive my persona

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAX MATEO.

GETTINGANEDGEON!
In making ready for the early races it is oi prime

Importance that you accuratkly time your horses In

their exercise. I make a specialty ot horse- timers.

Have tbem in all styles

In either gold or silver.

Come and see them, or

Write me and 1 will tell

You all about them.

A. HIKSCHMAX,

N. B.—C«:

1 13 Suiter St. . 8. P.
mplicated Watches Kki'aikkd.

PASTURAGE.

Pasturage.
Having a largestock ranch o! 'id about

One mile and a 'half from Redwood City, 1 am prepared
to take horses for pasture. I h

fields and paddocks, box 3ta nrt plenty
"I running water. The cliin warm and there is

plfnty of shelter the year round for Block. Pasturage
•1 per month; stall room, etc.. extra. I am prepared lo

wain and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
"""it ot care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Co., Cal,

Flrst-Clasa Pasturage at *! per month at J. H.
White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, iC'al., 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round nnd good care

taken of Stock, but no responslblity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer ;Gold, which leaves every day exo
day from wharf between Washlngtan |and Jackson,

Streets S. P.

Address

THOS. ROACH, Agent,
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FOR SALE.
Imported Belgian Carrier Pigeons, descendants of

the 1200-mile fivers. Only a few pair?. Will besoldat
lioperpatr. Apply L. \II...KH;i\

2102 Elm Street, Oakland Cal.

Wallace's Year Book
•-1S92-*

• • • PUBLISHED BY THE • - .

American Trotting Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libr.
aery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
iight-Hamess Horse, wiU be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID SSOO^Msatf

The first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of
trotting and pacing, and of performers' narr.es
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GRBA.T TABLES, viz:
1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

Harness.
2. Alphabetical List of- 2:25 Pacers in

Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

a. Tabic of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacor -

under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tiro or m
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Cbamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard u,
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Orders will be filled as received, and as the first

edition will be comparatively limited, ihose
wishing to receive the work without delaj
should order at once - - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BCSH STRbET, S. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

Rules and Regulations
-OI TH*—

NATIOBfAL
Trotting Association

AHD TBI

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Boles.

National Trotting- Ass'n Rules -J30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Eind'g)|60o

For sole at the Offlce of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F. Oal.^J

Training

The Trotting Horse,

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
as to breaking, training, shoeing, gaitlng, driving, keep-
lag, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C &fbley, the owner of St. Bel, aay 1 oi
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries-of the craft, and it Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I liAve ordered twenty coplee, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER ASTD SPORTSMAN,
US 2uab St., San Francisco, CaL

I

San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

TUB IIUMIIIK Hitu \i|.i; AL<;i. KOI TK.

COMMENCING SUNDAY, NOV. 20. 1S82, AND un-
til further notice, boat* and trn r<>rn and

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-
street Wharf as fol
FROM SAN FRANCISCO FOR POINT TLBCRON,

BELYKDKKK AND SAN RAFAEL.
Week Days— 7. -10, 9.20, 1 1.40 a.m.; 3,30, 5.05. 6.20 p.m.
Sato rdays only—A Q extra trip at L60] 1

Sundays—S.00, 9.30, 11.00 a. id.; IJJ0. 8JR), >."), 6.30 p.m.
FROM SAN RAFART, FOB BAN FRANCISCO.

Week Days—6.25, 7.55, 9.30 a. m.: 12.45. 3.40, 5.05 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—s.10, 9.40, 11.10 ajn.; MO, 3.40, 5.no, 6.25 p. m.FROM POINT TIBURuN TO s.\N FRANCISCO.
Week Days—6.50, 8.20, 9.55, a.m.; 1.40, 4.05, 5.35 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at 6.55 pjn.
Sundays—S.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

7:40 a m
3:30 pm
5:05 pm

7:40 a M
3:30 p M

SUK-
DAVS
8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 pm

Dkstixation Arrive
San Francico.

Petaluma
and

Santa Rosa

j
10:40 AMI 8:50 A M

I
6:05 pm I0:30am

i 7:30 pm 6d0 PM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg,
Litton Springs,

Cloverdale
and way
stations

UfcSO J

,
6:10

1

Hopland
and

TJkiah.

8:00 am I Guerneville.

Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

8:00 a sr I

5:00 p m
I

Sebastopol.

I
6:10

1

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at Geyserville for iSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala aud Point Arena'; at Cloverdale for theGeysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay.
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs: at Hopland for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willi ts, Cahto, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg, Westport, TJsal, Hvdesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdavs to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1..50; to Santa Rosa, 82.25; to Healdsburg,
13.40; to Cloverdale, $4.50; to Hopland, $5.70; to Ukiah,
$6.75; to Sebastopol, 32.70; to GuernevUle, *3.75; to Sono-
ma, 31.50: to Glen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays onlv, to
Petaluma, ?1; to Santa Rosa, 31.50; to Healdsburg, $2.25;
to Cloverdale, 33; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to
Sebastopol, 31. 60;. toGuernerville.32.50i toSonoma f to
Glen Ellen, $1.20.

w~~ H. C. WHITING, General Manage
PETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. * Tkt- Agt
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Stree • and 2

New Montgomery Street.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1330 nnd 1332 Mnrkel Street, SS nnd 27

Park Avenue. Son Kroncl.ro, ("nl.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Caniagee nuitahle

(or visiting purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board
log horses.

Telephone Ifo. 3159

HKT.ONBIFHOJH * Ol it ;>KU HiiiiMi.
;it> immhm-f:

VOl 1,1. OH DKI.UiHTBD
From No. 1 to No. f 50centapcr copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " "

OR flH-ciiniK TO IT FOR TI1IB YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly during the racing *ea*oo

and Is but $10 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
211 Broadway, New York City.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the most obstinate cases of Oonorr-

r'-aUncnt

j

>1snnous. NoStrlctura
No inconTentenoa Bold by all

I rto Brou),

PtLarmafiiSQ. Parts

Fashion Stables, QDI INK
KIXIS 8TRBBT. W M WL. % "I ills 8TRBBT.

The beat accommodations afforded lor the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Slock,

with Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orderecan be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.*8
AGENTS.

The Prentiss Rectifying Pill Is wlitt you want
Clears t.h L- head,
nerves. Lf y- ii uso liuu'>r a: i

worth one-half your Ufa (in-aUst li^er asd
specific on earth. All dnu.-gia*» kwp it

by mall cm i
•

factuiingCa, 40eCaIuomIaBtreet, SanFranct.-
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MAKE MONEY ON RAINY DAYS

HENLEY MONARCH FENCE MACHINE.

Farmers Make Your Own Fences.

The Henley Fence Machine is the Best Made

The Lightest Running and Most Durable.

-\7VHIT:E3 IFOH. prices

DEERE IMPLEMENT CO., 305 and 307 Market Street, San Erancisco

The latest Frazier Pneumatic Sulky that

attracted so much attention at Lexington

,

Ky., and Nashville, Tenn., last Fall.

The only Sulky mechanically correct in

every detail.

A Necessity if you intend to drive to

win. Either steel or hickory wheels of our

own design and manufacture.

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: A- '.YE!,!. AS :

r'retasiox* - Oarts - off - All - Kinds
FOR SALE AT THE

Studebaker Palace Carriage Repository,
MMIKKI \\l> TKVm STREETS, SA>" FRANCISCO. CAL.

Horse Owners! Try
GONIBAULT'S

'Caustic
Tin mr Fill In what you want.

»bat 1
« Ob«miical Co.. 406 California

ttrect. San Francboo. C*L Sold by all DmsgUU.

Go to **7\^a-yos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Balsam

No. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class In all respects, caretully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are"
used on these carts, "which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J- DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

™,^» * * . Jonesville, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

BAK.ER efc? tt a rvr-rT.i'«-»ivr
) Agents,

SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.
MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

RACING SULKIES
WITH G. A>"D J. P.XBL'MATIC TIRES.

A Safe 8p«dr and Positive Tare

The Ni»IV«t, Root BLISTER over UBod. Tftkea
tho place of all llnlmenta lor mlii! or severe action.

, till Bnnrlies or Hlonilsl.es irom Horae*
no. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY

OR FIRING- Imputable to product tear or blemith.

Even' bottle sold Iswiirranted to dive satisfaction
Prico 91.50) per bottle. Sold by drags!
font by express, cliarncK pnl.l, with fell directions

- u«o. Send for descrlpttvo circulars. -

T1IE I.AWRfcNCE-WH.UAMS CO., Cleveland
-

O.

Steel Ball-Bearing Bicycle 2S-lnch

"Wheels, with the Celebrated G.

and J. Pneumatic Tires, per pair,

with pump and patching outfit 8100

Wheels Complete as Above, with
Braces Fitted to any Sulky $125

Sulkies made to order of desired

weight and design.

Punctures in G. and J. Pneumatic
Tires can be Repaired in from
Three to Eight Minutes.

-i;mi i ou CIRCULAR.

Thos. H. B. Varney,
Rambler Bicycles and G. and J. Pneumatic Tires

mil MARKET ST., S. F.

The McMurray & Fisler

PNEUMATiC

SULKIES.

IMPROVED FOR 1893.
ling the largest manufactur-

I

ere of track work iu the world,
we can furnish a better sulky for
lessmoney than any other house
in the country. Write for cuts
and prices for 1S93. Address

THE McMURRAYoa FISHER
-SULKY CO., Marion, Ohio, U.S.A.

\V£ AKE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write tor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

121-127 MARKET ST.. 8. P.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. E. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

AXD DEALERS EN

I'ool-Sellers' and Book-Makers' Supplies

401-403 iSausome Street, corner Sacramento
San Francis™.
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

Race-Goers Treatei to a Series of Unwel-

come Surprises Last Saturday.

WYANASHOTT, BELFAST AND REGAL.

isir Walter Asain Shows Himself the Best Handicap Horse of the

Meeting—Big Winning on Belfast—Motto's Surpris-

ingly Game Victory—All the Interesting Con-

tests Described.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, APRIL ..

OMETIMES there is a.i out-and-

out " off day" with men, and just so

with horse*. This was one of them-

5 The entries were nieage r, the quality

not of the best in most of the events,

while the track was as slow as

the mills of the gods, and had a good

deal more mud about it. The at-

Tendance, however, was exceedingly encouraging, about 2,000

braving the threatening weather. Charger was favorite over

the field of three opposing him, and when he finished a bad

last the judges called Jockey Thad Williams to the stand and

asked him why tliis was thusly, and wound up by suspending

him for an indefinite period. While it did look strange that

Charger should one day defeat as good a field as the one he

met to-day comparatively easy, Williams should be given a

fair trial, in view of the fact that he is an excellent rider and

that his reputation has been very good for honesty. We do

not agree with one of the local writers that Williams was a

notoriously crooked rider, for, if he was, such a man as Mar-

cus Daly would certdnly have not employed him for several

years. If Williams was guilty of "pulling" the horse, he

should be punished, but if Charger was " off" or was " fixed
"

in the stable, the jockey should not be made to suffer. Charger

got away in front, but went back so fast that it looked as if

something was wrong with him, and if a pull was made it

was certainly a barefaced one and deserved^ruling off for life.

The successful owners to-day were George Van Gorden (whose

horses won two>aces), W. A. Gibson, B. C. Holly and Charles

Boots. Morris, a new jockey to San Franciscans, distinguished

himself by riding the^winners, Atticus and Motto, and his ride

on the latter was something that wiil be remembered by lovers

of clever horsemaDship for many a day. The faint-hearted

daughter of SirModred was nursed along to a victory that no

one expected her to achieve, afier being almost collared soon

after entering the homestretch by Conde and Topgallant.

Morris did not once strike her with his bat, but rode as fine a

finish with hands and feet as any one ever .saw in San Fran-

cisco. Atticus made one of the swiftest moves in the last

sixteenth of a mile that local race-goers were ever treated to,

and so fast did he appear to be going that the others appar-

ently were all but paralyzed. Revolver beat Swiftsure handily;

but a little later on we shall expect to see Archibald's colt

make it warm for Revolver or anything else out this way.

Conde surprised his friends by his close finish with Motto, and

will in all likelihood be a hard horse to beat in any race up

to seven furlongs before many days. Sir Walter, with top

weight up, indulged Garcia with the lead to the homestretch,

where he came on and won, running like a wild horse, by

three lengths from Revolver, who wasjbolishly made a favor-

ite over the field, for what reason, though, it would be hard to

explain, for Sir Walter had certainly performed much better

than the Joe Daniels gelding. Joe Narvaez, Miller and Rin-

stein rode one winner apiece to-day, and the former is doing

much to regain his lost^prestige.

THE DAY'S RACING.

Charger opened at even money, but was plunged on so hard
that he went to 7 to 10 at the close. Currency, with Joe Xar-
vaez for a pilot, had lots of friends, however, and Stoneman
was nibbled at. The flag fell with Charger in front half a

length, Little Tough second, Stoneman third and Currency
last. Charger was passed by both Currency and Little Tough
nearing the half-pole, at which point the last-named were head-
and-head. Soon after passing the half-pole old Stoneman
commenced to gain, and going around the turn into the

homestretch so well was he going that a shout went up that

the old gray was going to get all the money. At this point

Charger was absolutely last. Once in the straight Stoneman
went up to Currency as if he meant to dispose of him easily.

Then a beautiful finish was seen," and excitement was ivorked

up to a great pitch. In the last three strides Currency, nose-

and nose with old Stoneman, was given a couple of stinging

cuts with i he whip, and he responded gallantly, winning by
the scantest of noses, with Little Tough two lengths away and
Charger a bad last. Time, 1:194. Williams, who rode Charger,

was called into the judges' stand and questioned, and later

was suspended indefinitely.

Atticus was favorite at 7 to 10 over his two rivals, Ovation
(formerly Hattie Ball filly) and the much-fancied and touted

Brutus- Beauty colt. Ovation led the Beauly colt over a length

to the last turn, Atticus lying away three lengths back of him
arid apparently out of it. The Beauty colt now showed that

he had speed, for a moment looking a winner and entering the

homestretch half a length in advance of Ovation, Atticus

still a-* far in the background as before. A trifle over a six-

teenth from home the favorite commenced his run, and got

through one of the narrowest openings, against the pole, im-
aginable. When he did get through his opponents appeard to

have stopped, for in less than a sixteenth of a mile he not

only passed the others, but went on and won by three lengths.

The Beauty colt shut up badly, allowing Ovation to come up
and win the place money by two lengths. Time, 1:06. After

this race many expressed the opinion that Atticus would make
it decidedlv sultry for the Bonnie Jean colt at six furlongs.

The third race, fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, had but two

starters—Swiftsure and Revolver. The latter was at 1 to 10,

Swiftsure at 8 to 1. Revolver indulged Swiftsure with the

lead to the extent of about a length until about 100 yards of

the wire, when the Joe Daniels geldtng was turned loose, and
won handily by half a length in 1:40—a very slow affair.

Topgallant was at 4 to 5 in the fourth race, six furlongs,

Motto going at from 2 to 1 fo 3 to 1, 2\ to 1 at the post. Red
Cloud was strongly tipped, while a few nibbled at the chances

of Charmer. The flag flopped with Jackson half a length in

front, Motto second and Charnier third, Topgallant, Conde
and Red Cloud following in a bunch and Sir Gordon practi-

cally left at the post. Motto passed Jackson about 100 yards

from the start, and Conde ran up rapidly from fifth place, and
was second, but a little over a length from the flying Motto

passing the half, Topgallant third, close up, Charmer over a

length behind. Xearing the three-quarters Conde and Top-
gallant both moved up on Motto, and the latter led Conde
into the homestretch only half a length, Topgallant nearly a

length away from the Encino Stable's colt. Everyone at all

posted expected Conde and Topgallant to " run over the top "

of Motto, but, contrary to the ceneral rule, neither bat nor

spurs were plied to the mare, and Morris was urging her with

voice, hands and feet. Conde, gamely fighting, could never

get up, and in a finish that, will linger in the memories of

those who saw it for many months, Motto passed under the

wire a winner by half a length from Conde, who was a little

over a length to the good of Topgallant. Time, LISA.

A plunge was now made on Revolver to get even, he going

to the post at 4 to 5. Sir Walter, carrying 1 17 pounds opt-ncd

at 2 to 1. went up to 3, at post-time being backed down to 2\

to 1. Garcia was not larking for friend-, with but 108 pounds

in the saddle and Sullivan for a pilot, (i.irrin dashed away
in front at the fall of the Hag, and led Quarterstaft", last to

get away, nearly two lengths at the quarter, Nellie G. being

third, lapped on Qnarterstaff, Sir Walterover a length behind

the gray mare, and Revolver last of all. Sir Walter went

through the bunch between the quarter and half, and iru

within a length and a half of Garcia, Nellie G. still third, at

the halT-pole. Garcia was indulged with the lead until with-

in an eighth of home, when Sir Walter, running like a wild

horse, came away and won easily by three lengths from Re-
volver, who made his usual good finish, the favorite two
favorite two lengths from the fast-fading-away Garcia. Time,
1:54.

SU143IABIESOF THE DAY'S HACKS.
RACE 19.—Ray District Track, Triday, April 7, IftflS. First raw,

selling, for three-year-olds and upwards, puree £100. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. Si H Kin.
•12 CURRENCY, a(.T. Narvaez, 110. ?i,oon,,3 to 1 __ 4 1 1 1 Ins
13 STOXEMAN.a (Rmstem, 115, $700., 8 to 1 3 4 2 2 2 31
12 UTTLE TOUGH, 4.-Jackson, fW.^JW i,6 to 1 2 1 3 3 Sll

•IS CHARGER, C Williams, 117, fSOO,, 7 toIO _! :i 4 4 4
Time—1:19J&

Won driving. Winner, b c by Imp. Greenback—Acqaltto, entered by
W. A. Gibson.

RACE 20.—Second race, for two-yeur-old maidens, purse §400; for two-
year-old maidens that have stalled and not won ui ilns meeting; those
unplaced twice, allowed live pounds ; three or more, seven pounds. Five
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. - H tin
9 ATTICL—, be iM-htLs, US, 7 to 10 :; 3 3 3 1 SI
Z OVATION, b f (Sullivan, Uo>, 4 to 1 1 1 2 2 2 21
9 BRUTUS—BEAUT v r, Di.MUIer, HSi, 7 to 5 2 2 11*

Time—1:06.

Won easily- Wluner by Argyle—Glenloch. Entered bv George Van
Gorden.

RACE 21. -Third race, for three-year-olds and upward, purse $100 ; win-
ners since January 14th once to carry live pounds; twice, ten pounds;
three or more times, twenty pounds extra; Burners at the meeting and
non-winners siuce January 14iu, allowed live pounds ; if brateu twice, ten
pounds; three or more times, twenty pounds. Fifteenth-sixteenths of a
mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odtls. a !<( X V H. Fin.
10 REVOLVER, a (Miller. Ill), Ito 10 2 2 2 2 2 lj^l
— SWIFTSURE, 3 (King, 110), S to 1 .1 11113

Time— 1: 16.

Won easily. Winner bg by Joe Daniels—Young Jule. Entered by B
C. Holly.

RACE 22.—Fourth race, for three-year-olds and upward, purse WOO;
winners this year to carry 3 pounds extra for each win; beaten maiden*,
if three-year-olds, allowed 5 pounds; lour-ywir-oUU, 10 pounds; five-year-
olds or over, 15 pounds, 6Lx lurlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeysand Closing Odda - ••% u Flu.
10 MOTTO, 4 (Hurris, 116\), 5 to 2 2 1 I 1 1 X 1

— CONDE, 3(Spence, 116>, 15 to 1 5 - ! 2 IlXl
8 TOPGALLANT. A i J. Narvaez, 121 1, 4 to 5 4 3 3 3 121
— CHARMER, 3 (Williams, lUi.S to 1 .14 4
— JACKsON, a (Murphy, 124), 30 to 1) 1 4 6 6 5— RED CLOUD, 4 (.Lawless, 121), 6 to 1 6 6 5 5 6
— SIR GORDON, a (Garcia, 109j, 30 to l 7 7 7 7 7

Time-

1

Won driving. Winner ch m by Imp. Sir Hotired—Hottle. Entered bj-

George Van Gorden.

RACE 23.—Fifth race, selling, purse f»0. HUft and a Sixteenth.

Previous
Race, No. Btartexs, Jockeys and Closing Odds. st \ s, » it Flu.
•11 SIR WALTEB, 5 fRinstein, 117), 5 to 2 ii I 2 2 131
•21 REVOLVER, ji (Miller, ill., 4 to 5 2 6 4 4 4 2*1
— <; w:rIA,6 (Sullivan, 103i,3 to 1 I 1111 3 1% 1

— NELLIE G..6 'Speiic. lot:. 12 I" 1 3 .13 3 3 4
— Qt7ABTKBSTAFFt 8(JaCkSOD,106>, lOtoL - ..5 5

Time '.'I.

Won easily. Winner t> h by Nathan ptftfed by
Elmwood stuck Furiii owners.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, APRIL 8.

The programme offered to-day was an exceptionally good

one. Six races contested, and four of them surprises. Over

4,000 persous saw the events, and when the majority of those

present headed homeward it was with the old-time, tired fool-

ing, that hoii raein' is a mighty onsartin' business. The book-

makers went to the bat this afternoon, and the way they

pounded out dollars was calculated to rattle the veriest old-

timer. How the ladies did turn out, too. At a distance the

balcony resembled one huge (lower garden, such a profusion

of Easter bonnets were there to charm lovers of gentle flora.

The weather was snperb, but the track was not exactly nice,

being dead and lumpy.

M<>. ton was a well-played favqrite, but got off' last and fin-

ished there. Regal, who when lit and well can do his six fur-

longs in 1:14$, laid second to Joe Hooker Jr. mo4 of the way,

and until the homestretch was reached, then ran away from

the Lake-county horse as if he were tied up, winning with

ease by four lengths from Little Tough, who was vigorously

ridden down the straight by Jackson, and beat Mackey out for

the place by a couple of lengths. The Brutus-Bonnie Jean

colt, asked to carry no penalty, won the two-year-old raoe

rather easily, but Agitato, ridden by Morris, came through at

a great pace in the straight, and proved himselfa One

did The Lark just at the finish. It was the Bonnie

fourth consecutive win this season, ^ir Waller, by
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123 pounds and defeating such good ones as Martinet, Hermt-
j

tage and Almont, showed that it will lake a real erackerjack

to beat him at any distance over a mile al even weights. Mar.

tinet was, in our opinion, made rather too much use of too

early in the engagement, aud when it came to a hard finish he

had little left. Sir Walter did not win easily—in fact, was all

out—and had Martinet laid along with Sir Walter, or even

back in the bunch, he might have beaten Mr. Boots' honest

bay horse. Almont, too, seemed to have the foot of the entire

party, and had he a more desperate finisher on his back than

Rafour or had the horse been taken out in front, he would

have been in a hard one to catch this day.

(Jreen Hock, the handsome American Derby candidate in

B. C. Hollv's string, made a very poor showing in the six-fur-

long race, where nothing but three-year-olds contested, Wyana-

shott, a 15 to 1 shot, winning, with a 10-to-l-er, Steadfast, in

the pl*ce. Green Hock went up like a shot for a time, then
j

fell back again, and it may be he was a trifle short of work.

This colt is such a good-looker that it is hard to see how he
|

can fail to be a erackerjack, and rumors were in circulation

some weeks ago that be was at least the equal of anything in

the Holly string. That he will do better when he gets used

to running in company, in races, we do not doubt.

Bronco got the best of the start by a considerable margin in

the fifth race, seven furlongs, and led to the homestretch,

where Belfast (whom Col. Dan Burns had played for " a kill-

ing ") came through and won with ridiculous ease, to the as-

tonishment of about 99 persons !out of every 100. Wicklow

got the place, about three-quarters of a length from the heavily-

weighted El Bayo, who is pretty close to a race about this

time. Dr. Ross was again badly left at the post.

Lodi, a slight favorite, made a great finish, after running

last to the homestretch, and won from the tiring Lucy S. and

Joe like a sure-enough race horse.

THE DAY'S RACING.

Morton, with Sullivan up, was a well-played favorite in the

first event, six furlongs, selling, but Regal also had a host of

friends. Mackey had Joe Narvaez for a pilot, and was

played not a little, and Mero's chances were not despised. Joe

Hooker Jr. got away slightly in advance of Regal, and held

his advantage on sufferance to the homestretch, where Regal

was given his head, and came away in grand style, winning

easily by four lengths. Little Tough, fourth into the straight,

came up well under Jackson's vigorous riding, and landed the

filace money by two lengths, Mackey quitting badly in the

ast eighth and just managing to finish third. Morton, the

favorite, was absolutely last under the wire. Time, 1:171.

The Bonnie Jean colt was a favorite at 1 to 5 in the second

race, four and a half furlongs, for two-year-olds, he carrying

no penalty. Claire led to the homestretch, with the much-

touted Valencia second for nearly a quarter of a mile. Once

in the straight the favorite drew away, and won handily by

two lengths. Agitato, fourth into the homestretch, made a

fine rush at the wiad-up, and secured the place, half a length

from The Lark, who came also like a whirlwind at the end.

Valencia was fourth. Time, 0:56J.

Martinet, at 2 to 1, was a favorite for the special handicap,

mile and an eighth, but a large amount of money went into

the ring on Almont and Sir Walter. There was considerable

kicking up at the post, Martinet getting in a hard one on

Grandee, and the latter taking his revenge out on Sir Walter.

The flag fell to a splendid start, and Raindrop led the way by

a neck, with Martinet second and Grandee third. Passing the

stand Grandee went to the fore, closely attended by Sheridan

and Martinet, Sir Walter fourth. Martinet was shoved along

by Morris, and led Sheridan three-quarters of a length as they

swung by the half-pole, Sir Walter third, and being ridden

hard by Miller. At the three-quarters they had not headed

Martinet, nor into the straight, and Miller had gone to the

bat and was urging the game son of game Nathan Coombs

with hands and feel and encouraging tones. A little less than

an eighth from home, and it was evident Martinet was tiring,

but was still game. Sir Walter had very few speed links

left himself, and Almont was running back third with lots to

spare, apparently. On they came, Martinet and Sir Walter

heads apart. Three strides from the finish Miller is beating a

merry tattoo and riding with all the determination he is pos-

sessed of. Sir Walter makes a final effort. Martinet is un-

able to respond to the call of Morris. Amid intense excite-

ment Sir Walter sticks out his neck as he is fairly lifted un-

der the wire, and for the fifth consecutive time Mr. Boots'

horse is a winner—this lime ,by but a neck—but just as safe

as if it weie half a dozen lengths. Two lengths away was

Almont. Time, 1:58.

Now came a shock to the talent. B. C. Holly had two in

the fourth race, six furlongs—Green Hock and Sidney—and

declared to win with Sidney. Green Hock was naturally,

touted as he was, a hot favorite, and it did look a lav-down for

him to win. Reta was well played at 2 to 1, and a strong tip

was out on Timbuctoo. Iclii Ban led the way, attended by

Steadfast and Wyanasbott. Sidney was fourth. Between the

half and three-quarters Green Hock made a bold move, but

fell back again a moment later. Once in the stretch Wyana-
shott moved up, and came away in the final sixteenth like a

sure-enough race horse, to the surprise of nearly every one,

winning by two lengths from another surpriser, Steadfast,

who beat Ichi Ban three parts of a length for place. Time,

1:18.
. . ,

Wyanahhott'swin was not more surprising than the victory

of Belfast in the liflh race to most people, though Col. Burns

and a few others are said to have cut a large slice off' the rolls

of the bookiefl by the win of the maiden from Missouri in

Murrv's liable. Bronco was at all times a favorite, though

there was a strange turn in the odds against El Kayo, who
opened at H to 5 and went to the post at 8 to 1. Belfast

opened al 15 and was backed down to G and S. Bronco got by

far Ihe b*8l of a -.tart, and was, besides, well under way when

the flag fell I'r- Boss was almost left. Bronco led Wicklow

and ETBajTO nntil nearing the three-quarter pole, when Bel-

fast commenced t" gain on everything at an astonishing rate,

ant", when called upon in the homestretch, c < away and

won in a romp by a length and a half. Wicklow gave El

,, th. coin in tin- last 76 yards, and landed the place

m mey by three parts of a length. Bronco finished absolutely

1 <t. Time, 1:80—a fasl race on such a track.

Toe and Lucy S. wan' well played in the last race, six fnr-

'o «, but a mighty plunge on Lodi made him a slight favorite

-' •, H Fin.
3 n 1 21
4 A 4 2 '-. 1

5 ft jj 3
" 3 a 4

1 i .»

t> t> 6

al the close. Joe and Lucy S. had it hammer-and-tongs all the

way to the homestretch, Sidney, Nipper, Joe Winters aud

Lodi following in the order named. Coming around the turn

into the straight young Turbinville commenced urging Lodi

vigorouslv, and that horse responded so well that be got up

on even terms thirty yards from the wire, and then won by

half a length, Lucy's! second, a neck from Joe. Time, 1:17.

M-JIMARIr^ OF THK HAY'S RACTNO.

RACE 24.—Bay District Track, Saturday, April S, lSOS.—First race'

selling, purse $400. Six furlongs.

Previous , __ _.
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds, bt g H t± tin.

12 REGAL, a (Coombs, 10C, $500), 3 to 1
'f

3 2 I 141
19 LITTLE TOUGH. 4 i Jackson, 98, £100), 10 to 1 4 4 4 -1 221
S MACKEY, 6 (J. Narva?/., 106, $500) 4 to 1 ? 2 3 3d
13 JOE HONKER JR.,inH:uiawalt,96.$2C0j, lOtol x

\ l I *

13 MERO, 5 (Seaman, 10C, 5490 1, 6 to 1 & I I S I
12 FOLLY, 4 (Ames, 111, ?700i, 12 to 1 - f> 6 fa b b

12 ST. PATRICK, 4 (Speiici:, 10:1, $500., 8 to 1 - < i ' < '

12 MORTON, a i Sullivan, H"h5. S500), 2 to 1 8 8 8 8 8

Tfma,l:17Jf.

Won easily. Winner b g by Regent—Bessie Douglass. Entered by
Suisun Stables.

RACE 25.—Secoud race, for two-year-olds, purse ?500; beaten maidens
allowed ft pounds; those bavins run at this meet mi: »nd not been placed

first or second, allowed 10 pounds. Four and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds.
•9 BONNIE JEAN C. (Miller. 118), 1 to 3

a AGITATO (Morris, 103), in l<» 1

9 THE LARK (Llovd, 105j, 40 to I...

— VALENCIA [Sullivan, 113), 6 lo 1

2 CLAIR (Suence, ioS), 15 to l

— AUGUSTUS iRinsieiii, 118), 30 to 1

— BORDER J. Murphy, US). 15 to 1

3 CORNCOB i.T. Narvaez, 108), 20 to 1 8 8 8 8
— HAPPY BAND (Donation, US), 30 to 1 9 9 9

Time, 0:56%

Won easily. Winner b c by imp. Brutus—Bonnie Jean. Entered by
Eimvvood Stock Farm owners.

RACE 26.—Third race, special handicap, for all ages, purse $750, of

which $100 to second, $50 to third. Mile and an eighth.

Previous _.
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. S SdJ* lA % -H *m.
-23 SIR WALTER, 5 (Miller, 123i,2' . to 1 4 4 4 3 2 2 Ins
11 MARTINET, 3 i Morris, 100), 2 to 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 3Z1
11 ALMONT, a (Rafour, 118], fa to 1 -5 5 5 5 5 4 3
— HERMITAGE, 3 (J. Nnrvaez, 106 1, 3 to 1 6 6 fa fa

J»
o 4

It SHERIDAN, 6 (WClancv, 115), 8 to 1 7 2 2 2 3 3a
4 DEMOCRAT, 4 (F. Narvaez, 105), 20 to 1 8 8 8 8.6b
16 RAINDROP, G (Spence, 103i, 30 ro 1 2 7 7 7 8 7 .

"17 GRANDEE, 3 (Sullivan, 104i, lOtol 1 114 4 8 8

Time, 1:58.

Won driving. Winner b h by Nathan Coombs—Bessie. Entered by
Elmwood Stock Farm.

RACE 27.—Fourth race, fur maidens of all ages, purse $400 ;
horses that

have started twice at this meeting and not been placed first or second, al-

lowed seven pounds; i ot.placed third, fifteen pounds. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. M 9* H Fin.

— WYANASHOTT, 3 ispeuce, 110), 15 to 1 3 3 3 3 121
12 STEADFAST, 3{Peters, 95), 10 to 1 2 2 2 2 2^1
— ICHI BAN, 3(K1oe,107),6 to 1 1 1113
18 SIDNEY, 3 (Coombs, 92) 4 to 1 4 4 4 4 4
— TIMBUCTOO, 3 (J. Narvaez. 110), 7 to 5 -7 5 5 5 5
— GREEN HOCK, 3 (W Clancy, 110), 7 to 5 -5 6 6 6 6

— RETA, 3 (Winchell, 105), 2 to 1 6 7 7 7 i

Time—1:18.

Won easily. Winner by Oregon—Superba. Entered by W. L. Appleby.

RACE 28.—Fifth race, selling, purse §400 ; winners of two races since

January 14th, seven pounds extra; three, or more, ten pounds. Seven
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. St \£ M & H Fin.

11 BELFAST, 4 (Spence, 102, 81,200), 8 to 1 4 4 4 4 211,41
18 WICKLOW, 3 (Sullivan, 110. $2,500). 5 to 1 2 2 2 2 3 2

'._. 1

[lfi'ELRAYO.fa (W.Clancv, 124, $2,500), S to 1 -...3 3 3 3 4 3

5 INKERMAN, 6, (J. Narvaez, 111, §1,500), 6 to I 5 5 5 5 5 4

1 CYCLONE, a (King, 114, $15,000), 10 to 1 6 6 6 6 5
17 DR. ROSS, 4 (Morris, Ufa, $2,000), 3 toll.... 7 7 7 7 6

17 BRONCO, a (Miller, 119, 92,000), 8 to 5 1 1117
Time—1:30.

Won easily. Winner ch c by Longview—Annie Veto. Entered by W.
M. Murry.

RACE 29.—Sixth race, selling, purse §400, for non-winners at this meet-
ing, all aces; winners in 1893 twice, five pounds ; three or more, ten pounds
extra. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. St ^ % H Fin.

7 LODI,aiTurbinville.9r.,$300).5to2 6 6 6 fa 1 '* 1

7 LUCYS..6(Peters,S9,$200),4to 1 2 2 2 2 2n
13 JOE. SCXMurpnv. 101. $200). 3 to 1 I 1113
27 SIDNEY, 3 (Coombs, 92, $500), 7 to 1 4 4 4 4 4

12 NIPPER, a (Rinstein, 106, $500), 5 to 1 5 5 5 5 5

7 JOE WINTERS, 5 (Smith, 101, $400), 5 to 1 3 3 3 3 6
Time— 1:17.

Won handily. Winner b g by Ed. Parkinson—untraced. Entered by
J. H. Davia.

SIXTH DAY—TUESDAY, APRIL 11.

This was an out-and-out April day, with its sunshine and

its showers, and there was a surfeit of the latter. Notwith-

standing the rain, there could not have been present less than

2,000 persons, and no doubt the California Stakes was the

principal magnet. The association for the first time pro-

vided white, numbered saddle cloths, similar to those worn by

horses in far-away Kangarooland, and the innovation is re-

garded in such a favorable light that it will doubtless be

adopted by not only the Blood Horse Association, but racing

organizations in all sections of this country. A number of

the formerly boycotted bookmakers transacted business at

the track to-day, showing that the Blood Horse folks saw the

folly of making fish of one firm and fowl of another.

Six events were on the card, and favorites passed the wire

first in four of them. The non-favorites that fooled the talent

were Gypsy Girl, who won with odds of 15 to 1 against her

chances at the post, and Revolver, who at one time was at 10

to 1 in some books. Gypsy Girl had top weight, 124 pounds,

aud won all the way, Ida Glenn and Stoneman moviug up

like cyclones at the end, forcing the daughter of Little Alp to

extend herself to the utmost in order to win by a neck. Mar-

tinet's victory was an easy one. He waited on Wicklow until

the homestretch was reached, then came away with ease and

won by three lengths.

Flirtation getting away second in the California .Stakes, had

her nose in front at the three-quarters, where she began to

leave Quirt. The Duke of Norfolk-Xeilson colt, a maiden

that just arrived from the Capital City last night, came

out of the bunch, and Miller was forced to ride the favorite

hard most of the way down the homestretch in order to land

his mount a safe winner. The much-touted Normandie

showed up poorly, but Thornhill, the heavy-backed, blaze-

faced colt in Murry's string, getting off seventh, ran up well

around the turn and down the homestretch, finishing

fourth. The time made by Flirtation, 0:49"i, on a track at

least three seconds slow to the mile, or equal to 0:48 j on a good

course, shows her to be a high-class stake filly, and she will be

a hard one to beat in any man's country, especially when the

track is heavy. " A Wildidle for the mud " is an old Califor-

nia axiom, and when that Wildidle has for a mother such a

producer of winners as imp. Flirt (dam of Gorgo and Flam-
beau), who is sister to Friar Tuck, it will take a real cracker-

jack to head her. The Neil=on colt ran a great race, too, es-

pecially when it is considered that he never faced a starter

in his life previous to this, and had a Miller been up on this

fellow and got off' well on the strong-looking one-eyed colt we
would have seen " a hoss-race " beyond peradventure.

Revolver laid third to the homestretch, behind Garcia and
Sheridan, and then won in a romp from the quitting Schwartz

gelding by about a length. The Ariola colt, plugged from 3

tol to 4 to 5 at the post, got off second, behind Khodanthe,
and just did win by a short neck from the game, fast-coming

Hyder Ali filly in Mr. Macdonongh's stable, Rosalie. Jennie

Deane got away tenth and last, and came like a shot in the

straight, securing third place. She should win a race ere

long. The fourth and one-half furlongs, run in 0:554, marks
a remarkable performance, condition of track considered.

Crawford, the favorite, ran second to Joe D. to the home-
stretch, and then won handily by a neck from the riving Orta

and Volita, heads apart.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RACES.

Tigress was played with all kinds of money in the first

event, five furlongs, selling, forcing the odds from 4 to 1 to 24.

Strong tips were out* on Mountain Boy, Ida Glenn and Joe
Hooker Jr., and they were strongly supported, while
at the last moment the stable money went in on Gypsy
Girl, who was at 25 to 1 at one time, 15 to 1 at the post.

Mackey was first away, with Gypsy Girl at his neck, and Jack
the Ripper lapped on her. Gypsy Girl went to the front at

the half-pole, led into the homestretch by two lengths, and
then had all she could do to win by a neck from the fast-com-
ing Ida Glenn, Stoneman third, half a length behind the little

Miller ruare. The favorite, Tigress, was fourth. Time, 1:02§—a surprisingly fast run.

Martinet was a warm favorite in the second race, one mile.

Wicklow was plunged on by Col. Burns and others as 2 to 1,

while Vendome. Clacquer and Swiftsure were at anywhere
from 20 to 25 to 1, and neglected at that. Wicklow led until

nearing the quarter-pole, where Clacquer got his head in

front. Then Wicklow pulled away again, leading Clacquer a

length at the half, Martinet a length behind Johnny Apple-
by's entry. Wicklow came into the homestretch but a head
in front of the favorite, and the race was practically settled

in favor of Martinet, who came away with great ease and won
by three lengths from Wicklow, who was as far from Clacquer.
The latter had a hot fight with Vendome for third place,

landing but a head in front of the brother to Last Chance.
Time, 1:45.

The event of the day, and one of the attractions of the
meeting (the run for the California Stakes) followed. Flirta-

tion was for a second or two as good as even money, then
went down to 1 to 2, then up to 3 to 5, loads of money going
in on the handsome sister to Flambeau. Thornhill opened at

8 tol, but coin in bundles coming in from all quarters, he
went to the post at 3 to 1. Quirt had her moneyed friends,

while there was a torrid tip out on Normandie, the Kyrle
Daly-Extract filly, that had arrived from Sacramento on Mon-
day night. The Duke of Norfolk-Neilson colt had a few ad-
mirers, while Claire, Jovita and Mutineer went to the post
practically unbacked. In the warming-up the Neilson colt

and Flirtation showed to splendid advantage, while Thornhill
looked greatly improved. When the blankets were removed
and they paraded before the stand Flirtation, looking
as strong as a lioness, her bay coat shining, and the favorite

jockey, Miller, up, came in for most of the admiration. Nor-
mandie looked substantial and muscular, while the rangy,
white-faced Quirt appeared as fit as the proverbial fiddle.

Jovita is a trim-built little bay racing craft, with black points,

and a sister to the winner of the stake last season—Castro.

The Neilson colt, a bright chestnut, looked big and hand-
some as he came out with the plaid colors of Ramsdell on and
little Sullivan in the saddle. Claire is a very pretty, rangy
chestnut Ally, while Thornhill, with his white face and four

white feet, attracted no little attention. Mutineer, a racy-
looking chestnut colt, also by imp. Cheviot, made up the field

of eight that gave Starter Ferguson a world of trouble at the

post. Claire and Quirt were the chief source of annoyance at

the starting point, either dashing away in front or holding
back to spoil a good send-off.

Normandie, too, was fractious, unruly and prominent la

most'of the breakaways. At length, after perhaps a fifteen-

minute wait, the flag fell to a fairly well-bunched start. Quirt,

ever quick at the start, is first to show, with Flirtation at her
neck, Jovita next, then Claire, Neilson colt, Normandie,
Thornhill and Mutineer, in the order named. Quirt holds her
advantage for perhaps 200 yards, when Miller, already at

work on Flirtation, shoves his mount's head in front. Coming
around the turn into the homestretch the Neilson colt has
worked up from fifth place to third, and is coming in such a

sweeping stride that Miller is alarmed and call into play
everything he knows in the way of jockeyship. Next to last

is Thornhill, coming at a rare pace around that turn into the

straight track. Flirtatiom is kept at her work, and only once
does she falter—about a sixteenth from home. But she is too

far ahead to be eaught, and the pace is beginning to tell on
Quirt. The Neilson colt snatches the place away from Quirt

at the drawgate, and Flirtation is a winner by two lengths

from the Neilson colt, slowly crawling up on the favorite all

the way down the straight. Two lengths behind the Rams-
dell entry, and third, is the tiring Quirt, and a trifle over a
length in the rear of her Thornhill,. fourth. Then follow,

strung out, in the order named, Claire, Jovita, Normandie and
Mutineer. Time, 0:49.]—a wonderful run on a track three

secondsslow, at least, to the mile. While the field was almost,

as well-bunched as it was possible to get one in this race at the

start, the need of a standing start was never better shown than

in this race, for undoubtedly several of the youngsters were
not fairly on their stride when the flag swished.

THE STAKE WINNER.

Flirtation, the California Stake winner, is a strapping bav
filly, standing about 15.2 hands, a bay, with star in forehead,

near hind coronet white, foaled February 2, 1S91, bred and
owned by Senator Leland Stanford, and leased of that gentle-

man by Thomas H. Williams, Jr. Flirtation is by Wildidle

(by imp. Australiau, and sire of Flambeau, Nomad, Wild-

[Continued on Pa<;e 876.
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Metropolitan Trotting Topics.

Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.

New York, April 5, 1S93.—The only Splan and his es-

timable wife returned to these shores on last Saturday and on
]

Monday departed for their home in Cleveland, Ohio. I had
J

l he pleasure of spending a few hours with them and learning

much of the customs of the Austrians that should interest
,

vour readers. " As horsemen, the Austrians far excell us,"

said Mr. Splan, " and a gentleman there thai drives will equal
j

in skill our professional drivers."

To quote Mr. Splan's ideas without giving his exact words,
j

I may say everything pertaining to horse matters in Austria,
i

is done with much more thoroughness than here. A gentle-
j

man will go with a professional hackman and learn driving
!

paying for his tnitton. Every one drives at a breakneck pace I

and it is an inspiring sight to witness the throng in the Park,

evervthing from a six-in-hand to a single trap going as if pur-
|

sued by the evil one. It requires dexterity to drive as they do I

and keep clear from accidents.

- The track of the Vienna Trotting Association is located but

a few moments walk from the heart of the city and the drive

to it is a magnificent one through the Park. Here a long line

of officers stand in the center of the driveway and two throngs

of carriages move swiftly in opposite directions while a bridle

path on either side accommodates the devotees of the saddle

and the sidewalks are thronged with spectators. From Mr.
Splan's description it is such a drive as we should have in

New York.
As an example of the high average of horseflesh used in i

Vienna, Mr. Splan said that the hackman patronized by the

guests of the hotel where the Americans stopped, drove a pair

of horses that could draw the carriage a mile in 2:50, and the

type of driving horse in demand there is a large, handsome
animal, with bone and substance that can draw a heavy trap

from a 2:35 clip to a 2:50 gait. Speed alone cuts no figure,

and a homely horse is not tolerated. " I did not see a horse

in Vienna wearing a check-rein," said Mr. Splan, " nor did I

see a horse with a curb; in fact, unsoundness of any kind is

the exception, and as for legs and feet—well, the roads are as

hard as stone, and every one drives at top speed, rain or shine,

mud or dust." The small percentage of unsoundness is due to

the fact that everything in breeding is controlled and regu-

lated by the government. No man can advertise or stand a

stallion without a license issued by a duly appointed officer,

and the examination before the license is granted is strict.

This shuts out unsound, undesirable horses, and prevents re-

producing the defect.

Mr. Ketcham sold three horses to the Austrian Govern-
ment, these being Brown, 2:1 Sir, and two young horses bred at

Dreamland Farm, Leroy, N. Y., the price received for the

three being $11,000. This transaction alone insured the party

against loss on the venture. The balance of the horses were

sold by public sale and brought satisfactory prices.- The stal-

lions were placed in charge of the Vienna Trotting Associa-

tion an 1 sent into nearby interior localities, with a moderate

service fee to encourage breeders and prevent any monopoly
or discrimination. Brown just filled the demand for a stock

horse, and any private individual could have placed his fee at

a good round sum and have secured a liberal patronage. It is

the policy of the Government, however, to extend the great-

est good to the greatest number. Prince Warwick, the young
horse purchased last year from Orrin Hickok, is very popu-

lar, and every horse of that type placed abroad does much to

help the standing of the American trotter.

It is a mistaken idea, however, to suppose that our horses

outrank those in Europe or at least in Austria. Mr. Splan

says that we are far in the rear. The Austrians will excel us

in breeding road horses in five years," said Mr. Splan, " but I

question if they ever produce a 2:04 trotter. Speed alone is

of little value to them ; they want useful horses. I became so

thoroughly conversant with the different types," continued lie

| that 1 could almost tell at a glance what particular work a

horse was designed for. They breed and train, or educate there

for a special purpose and even the tram or street car horses

are a distinct type easily recognizable. Then, again, they spend

a loDg time in educating a horse to the work for which he is

designed and in this way a high degree ofexcellence is reached

in every type."

The Americans were very kindly received by such promi-

nent men as Count Kalman Hunyady, President of the Trot-

ting Association, Count Charles Esterha/.y, a prominent breeder

and a man of large wealth, Dominick Graff Herdegg and
others. Both Mr. Ketcham and Mr. Splan were presented

with medals and shown many special honors. Mr. Splan is

especially proud of his gold medal and why should he not be?

It is a token of recognition that any man might feel proud to

win. The accompanying parchment reads:

THE VIENNA TROTTING ASSOCIATION.
Mr. John Solan, of Cleveland, O.. U. S. A., for his services in encour-

aging trotting sport and for his valuable assistance in forwarding the
purposes of the Vienna Trotting Association, is hereby awarded the
Gold Medal.

(Signed) Count Kalman Hunyady. Field Marshal Lieutenant,
President of Vienna Trotting Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Splan left Vienna on March 19th, it being the

twentieth anniversary of their wedding day, and the event was
not overlooked by the friends formed during their stay at the

Austrian capital. Many of the kind expressions of regard and
wishes for future happiness will long be cherished by ,:

Little

Splan.
1 '

Mr. Ketcham and his wife are still in Europe, and will

ret' ain for several months enjoying a trip of the Continent,

also Ireland. That the trip as a business venture has been

successful is cause for congratulation, but the experience

sained may be summed up in one remark Mr. Splan made:
" If I should collect another lot to take over, the best I could

find would not be any too good."

Notes From Vina.

however, they have developed well and show plenty of trot

;

everything considered we can show as fine a lot of youngsters
as any slock farm on the Coast.

They have thrown up the turns of the Chico track and i

made improvements which will make it one of the fastest

tracks in the State (regulation) ; so look out for fast races

through the Circuit this fall.

Barney Simpson has Mr. Mcintosh's horses looking fine at

Chico, and expects to make them go some when the bell taps.

Jim Lindon has a string of trotters at the Chico track, and
is lather sweet on a four-year old filly by Monroe Chief, that

could show lots of trot last fall, besides some other good ones
in his string.

Arthur Mount has a string at Red Bluff, among them the
three-year-old colt Escort, ihat showed hisabilitv to trot close

to 2:30 last fall.

I might mention that Mr. Mcintosh has just completed a

three-quarter mile kite track at Chico. " Chico."

there was scarcely standing room. The onlv competition of

the evening was the high jump between .J \V and Mizra.
which was decided a draw, both jumping 4 ft. 9 in., with men
up. The high school class riding was quite exciting through-
out, and the show was a decided success in everv respect, and
we hope to Bee the seed now sown reap a rich harvest.—Rural
Spirit.

Racos at Marysville.

The Portland Horse Show.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and sportsman. 1

Vixa, Cal., April 8.—It is some time since I sent you any

news of our horses at Vina. We have a lot of good horses

for the racew this year, good-lookers and trotters. We will

have an entry from every class, and I feel satisfied the horse

or colt that wins in the Northern Circuit this year will have

to go some.

The weather here has not heen all one could wish, and a-, a

' result we have not been able to give the colts much work

Portland's first horse show opened to a large and enthusiastic

crowd at the Riding Academy, Monday evening, April 3d.

While the weather has been anything but desirable for a

large display of outside horses, the show surpassed the ex-

pectation of everyone, and ariiner display of saddle horses and

stallions has never been witnessed in Portland, and if anyone

thinks the spirit of admiration of our most noble animal is

lost to the people of this city a visit to this show would re-

move all doubt, for a more enthusiastic gathering never Jmet

in our fair city.

The opening address of Dr. J. W, Hill, of Bishop Scott

Academy, paid an eloquent tribute to the horse as a man's

truest friend, and his general usefuless to healthful, outdoor

exercise.

Ered G. Englehardt, as master of ceremonies, acquitted

himself with all due honor.

The first on the programme was the exhibition of two-year-

old stallions, in which R. R. Morrill entered H;issalo, by Al-

tamont, dam Timosa, by Almont Rattler. Wm. Kerr, on
chestnut colt by Tom V., dam by Hambletonian Mambrino,
and chestnut colt by Tom V. The first prize was awarded to

Hassalo, and second and third to Tom V. colts.

Wm. Kerron's three-year-old colt by Tom V. was awarded
first prize as a three-year-old.

The next event was the exhibition of gentlemen's saddle

horses—conformation, manner and style of going at the walk,

trot and gallop were the points. There were entered J. W.,

by J. W. Hill; Q'iro, by W. J. Burns; Dick, by Geo.

Goode ; Rats, by I. L. White ; Dandy, by Col. Beebe ; Dolly,

by A. K. Velton ; Harry, by Joe Liebman ; David, bv Capt.

Symons; Dude, by Y. N. Hughes; Pomeroy, by II. J. Green;

Magee, by E. House ; Cocett, by Lee Hoffman. The judges

on saddle horse performance—Messrs. Major Jackson, Carl

Spuhn and W. B. King—were compelled to devote consider-

able time in making their decision, for the horses .vere all

quite evenly matched in their different performances, and
made a most magnificent showing as they pranced around the

ring in single file. Dude was awarded 1st, Dick 2, and Cocett

3d, prizes.

The next event—being the best performance over regular

hurdles (horses ridden by ladies), George, ridden by Miss C.

L. Wilson ; Joe, by Miss S. H. Lewis; Lady Gray, by Mrs.

Buffum ; Rosebud, by Miss L. H. Hawthorne—was quite ex-

citing throughout, and the ladies deserve a great deal of

credit for their acquired skill in equestrianship. Miss Lewis

was awarded 1st, Miss Hawthorne 2d and Miss Wilson 3d

prize.

Mrs. Dihan exhibited Caprice, a beautiful Challenger mare,

in fancy riding, showing the great intelligence of the mare to

the satisfaction of all present.

The tandem riding by Captain and Mrs. Dilhan was greatly

applauded, and the entertainment closed for the evening with

the wrestling match on horseback between Messrs. Green and
Anderson—Anderson winning the fall.

On the second day the show opened to a larger and more
enthusiastic crowd than on the first day—if such a thing is

possible. A visit among the stalls and seeing the anxious-

looking horses before the ring was opened, was convincing of

the entertainment in store for the evening.

The first event being the exhibition of stallions—aged class

—Challenger Chief was the first in the ring, where he was

paraded, without rein, in style and action equal to an old show
horse. Chief was greatly admired by all, and more so by Capt.

Dilban and class, from the fict his favorite saddle horses are

Challengers. The next stallion to enter the ring was Colonel

B, who performed some very handy tricks under the manage-
ment of Mr. Beebe. Then came King Patchen, a son of the

great and renowned show horse, Mambrino King, who did

himself credit on his first appearance before the elite of our

fair city. Prince, a Shetland stallion, attracted his share of

attention—taking size into consideration. Challenger was

awarded first prize for aged stallions, King Patchen for four-

year-olds.

The next event was for best ladies' saddle horses, conforma-

tion, manner and style of going at the walk, trot and canter.

Miss Wilson's George, Miss Lewis' Joe, Mrs. Uurliim's Raven,

Miss Gild's Lady Gray and Miss Hawthorne's Rosebud were

the contestants. Lady (fray was awarded first, Raven second

and Rosebud third prize.

Then came gentlemen's saddle hordes over hurdles. Dick,

by Mr. tloode; -1 W, by Mr. Hill; Bats, by Mr. White;

Harrv, hy Mr. Liebman; Pomeroy, by Mr. tireen ; Mizra, by

Mr. Strain; Dude, by Mr. Hughes. Harry was awarded first

and J W second prize.

The great event of the evening was ('apt. Dilhan on his

mare Caprice, whose gait on the walk, trot and gallop was per-

fection. Her fancy steps, forward, backward and side move-

ments at command, shows beyond question the great intelli-

gence of the horse, when properly educated.

A short description of this mare, we think, would not be put

Ol place here. She is a heautiful bay, 15 hands, and will weigh
1

close to 1,000 pounds, having heavy quarteis, dean ll-it bone,

a masculine neck, set on a well arched shoulder. She has a

i

perfect head and a large, prominent eye, showing full well her

|
great intelligence. She was sired by Challenger I0G4; dam

i
by Cornet; second dam by Veto; third dam by Walnutbark.

I

Capt Dilhan has had this mare le>s than one year, and her

performance under the saddle is pronounced by all as being

equal f" the besl Irnii i (I h n •
- in larger nitiof

the third and last evening brought out a full house and

At a conference of those interested in the spring race meet-

ing at Marysville, it was decided on Saturday that the races

should be held at the Marysville race track on Friday and

Saturday, May 5th and 6th. The following officers were

elected: President, S. E. Inlow : Treasurer and Secretary, -1

O. Gates ; Directors—William Hogoboom, J. J.]McGrath and

A. Wade. The following programme was agreed on, entrie*

having already been received for one of the races :

FIKST DAY.

First race—Half-mile running, purse $S0. free-for-all horses

owned in Butte, Sutter and Yuba Counties, best two in three;

entrance fee 10 per cent.

Second race—Two-year-old trotting, purse >iS0; free-for-all

colts in Butte, Sutter and Yuba Counties. One-mile heats, two
in three ; entrance 10 per cent.

Third race—Wheelmen's race, one mile for medal ; entrance
free.

Fourth race—For named horses, purse $80. One-mile heats,

two in three; 10 per cent.

The following parties have named horses for this race :

West Walton. John Kimball, John Stevenson, Dr. Gabbey, P.

Kerrigan, George Jenkins, Charles Raish, E. A. Ilornung,
Ben Mansferd, Ed. McGowan, Charles Lucas, John Shannon.

SECOND DAY.

First race—Five-mile race, free-for-all, purse, $50 ; three

horses to be used by each rider, change every mile ; entrance,

10 per cent.

Second race—Farmers' trotting race, purse, $50 ; forall un-

trained horses that have never trotted for public monev,
owners to drive; entrance, 10 per cent.; mile heats, two in

three.

Third race—Fat man's race, 100 yards, purse, £10 ; starters

to weigh over 200 yards; entrance free.

Fourth race—Saddle-horse race, 600 yards,'two in three;

free-for-all saddle horses.

All races to be trotted and run under National Trotting As-
sociation rules. Entries to close with Secretary, April 25th.

Salem's Fast Horses.

Our representative visited the Salem, Oregon, horsemen last

week, and found the following animals in that city :

Charlie Riely's string.—Rockwood 1467, b s, by Fleetwood 2:29, dam
Montezuma, by Abdallah 15. Rocbwood is the sire of Blackwood,
race record 2:21J4; Lady Maud, race record 2:23*-+: Xuutilla, race
record 2:30, Katie Lee 2:29 ; and he is the sire of the dams of Van-
quish, three-year-old record 2:19 : Raven Wilkes, lhree-yciir-old ret-

old 3:30 and four-year-old record 2:23; and Trumont, four-vear-old
record 2:29^.
The Church Mare, by Young Emigrant.
Mollie, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Black Stranger: sec-nil

dam by Vermont.
St. Patrick, yearling bay colt by Director, dam the Church Mare, by

YouogEmigrant.
Sam Crowell's string.—Pilot Lemont, 2:22^, ch s by Lemont 1271^,

dam Mollie Mack, by Deadshot, by Alcalde 103. by Mambrino Chief 11.

Amber G., br m, 5,* by Bedouin, by Sultan, daman inbred Winthrop
Knox.
MarkSkift'. br c, 1, by Pilot Lemont, dam by Mason Chief, by Mam-

brino Patchen 58.

Lee Mosher, br c, 1, by Pilot Lemont, dam by Mason Chief.
Two-year-old blk c, by Director Jr., by Director, dam by Allamont.

Bright and Cox's stable.—Rosemond, bs, record 2:30%, by Bellmont
64. dam Seagull, by Stratbmore.
Yearling bay colt by Rosemond.

Nelson Steele's string.—Maud, b f, 2, by Rockwood, dam by Sfagua

Lou K., b f, 1. by Oueco, dam by Hambletonian Mambrino.
O. K., b f, 1, bvOneco. dam by Magna Charter.
Ricbreall, sg, 5, by Rockwood. dam by Nappa (thoroughbred).

B. O. Van Bokkelen's string—Holmdel, 2:1S
;

(
;. No. 5290. br s, by

Hermes, 2:27>£, dam True Love, by Peacemaker, by HambleU'iiinn in.

Holmdel is standard-bred and standard by performance. Mr. Van
Bokkelen said to our representative :

" Holmdel wem the Ohio Breed-
er's Stake in a jog at Cleveland, Ohio, September IS, 1887, Obtaining a

record of 2:44J4- I" 1-888 he won the Patron Stake for three-year-olda

at Cleveland, obtaining a three-year-old record of 2:25K- Two weeks
later at Philadelphia he showed a half-mile in public in 1:11. [n 1891,
four weeks after having been shipped from Montrealto Missoula, Mon-
tana, he obtained a record of 2:24?-i, and in 1S92 he won his race, only
being out of stud duties three weeks, taking a record in second beat

of 2:18% and defeating a field of seasoned campaigners. All of Boun-
ders performances have been made hitched to an old-fashioned, high-

wheel 8ulkv, and in bis work has shown a half-mile in 1:0-1. the last

quarter of which was finished in 0:31;;. We feet coniident that when
in condition, hitched to a bike sulky, he will greatly reduce his pres-

ent record, as he is still a young horse, full ofstrength and vigor.'

Celtic, 2:50%, ss, by General Grant, dam Lady Fellows.

Cazmo, b s, by Allamont. dam by Almont Rattler.

Robert D. 19,698, br s, 4, by Senator N.
Golden Wilkes, s s, by Judge Kyle, dam thoroughbred.
Walter. 2:23, gg, by Royal Feiirtmnght, dam by Pilot Medium.
Daisy D., br in, 3 {two-year-old record, 2:59%), by I Ineca, dam by a

thoroughbred.
Kenwood Maid, s f. 2. bv Celtic, dam Nellie. 2:2-S<,,.

Belle R.. br f, 2, bv Altamont. dam Skip, by Vermont.
Topsy, blk m, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Paul Joni

Neia, b f, 4. by Oueco, dam bv Pathfinder.
Nellie R., b f.'4. by Dawn P., dam by Inauguration.
Joy br m, 5, hy Hambletonian Mambrino, dam bv Black Stranger.

Celticlan, bg, by Celtic, dam Clara C, by l>ou Cossack.
Sorrel yearling colt by Celtic, dam N'.-llie, 2:28%
Sorrel yearling (-nil bv Celtic, dam Mary, by tra Wilkes

Minnie K. (p), 2:18%, bin, by Hilly Cane, dam Morgan Mary.

Addle R. (pi, b m, 2, bv Adirondack, dam by Rockwood,
Tim Flnhertv (pi, b g. :;. by I'lck Flaherty.

Yearling colt ip), byNoonday, dam Minnie K . 2:18%

Runners— Phillips (t Darr have Sunday. Louis 'and JimM
latter a a c, 8. by Bi . Paul, dam Why Not.

Leslie Galbrelth's String.— Patsy o'Nell £W II

Blephenson, dam Maggie K.

Valley Forge, b a. I. by Woodbury -Novice, by Norfolk.

Hello, « g, v by Sbai n—Mattle K
l.el.i rani, b f.'2. by St. Paul (8lTO Of Mi-ry M..rn, PMrlClo and ROM

bud i— a Woodbury mare,
Ben tm. b r, 2, by Bt. Paul- Hclcet n . by Woodbury.
Eva Reggleston, b f. 2, by B O. Bruno—Ella Elttbom, nj 3lr ^rchli

Bonnie Belle, b f. 2. bv Billet (by imp. Bill

Lesli.- tiiill.rvilh mdc tied Dick in IT
1

Oyrey Girl. Who ran second in a half-mil'- run- when i

the world's record In 0:48 on a '* straightaway."—Nortl
Farm i

V. J. M< \Ia\n will Dot vi-it the Montana circuit this year,

but he hay entered bis stableof trotters in some of the leading

events at Syracuse, Neb., and Council Bluffs, [a. These tracks

. ii leased by Messrs. Pyle & Briggs, and their plan of

conducting the two meetings is rather unique. The gate re

ceipts will be divided pro rata am the horsemen who en

ter, and every dollar of the $46,000 guaranteed in purses will

he paid as fa-i ns !( i« won. The experfuv »' will be watdifi

with inter* I
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Justin Morgan's Sons.

There are only six sons of Justin Morgans of which we

have any reliable record. They were Sherman, Bulrush,

Woodbury, Revenge, The Fenton Horse and The Hawkins

Horse.

Kevenge was foaled in 1S15 and his dam was called a

Narragansett pacer. He passed through many hands and left

some good stock. He died suddenly in 1S37.

It is said that only one of his colts was kept as a stallion,

and this one was owned at Dunham, Canada East, in 1853.

He was called " the fastest horse in the neighborhood."

" The Fenton Horse " was foaled in 1S0S. His dam was

an " excellent animal," of unknown breeding. This horse

was considered one of the best, if not the best, of Justin

Morgan's colts, and resembled him very closely.

He was gelded when he was six years old, because he bit

his owner. It is believed that no son of his was kept as a

stallion.

"'The Hawkins Horse" was foaled in 1S06 or 1807. It is

not known how his dam was bred ; but she was a mare of fine

form and excellent action.

This horse was taken to Canada and was lost sight of. He
was a black horse, about 15 hands high ; a very showy horse,

and said to have been the fastest of Justin's six sons.

The three sons of Justin Morgan in which we are the most
interested are Sherman, Bulrush and Woodbbry, for the rea-

son that they left many descendants and producing sons in

Xew England, which caeated the Morgan family of horses.

Thev were, without doubt, the best three sons which left de-

scendants.

Sherman was foaled in 1808 or '09, at Lyndon, Vt Little

is known as to the breeding of his dam. Probably the most
reliable statement is the one made by George Sherman, the

son of James Sherman, who bred and owned Sherman. He
says that his father brought the dam of Sherman from Crans-

ton. R. I.; that she was a chestnut, of good size, high spirited

and an " elegant animal,'' and adds, "we called her of Spanish
breed." Other accounts state that she was an English mare.
Whether an English thoroughbred or of Andalusian or

Spanish blood, she was of Eastern origin, and so of affinity

blood to Justin Morgan.
Lindslev, writing in 1S56 (from whom we get reliable data

of the Morgan horse), says : "Sherman was a chestnut, 13|-

high and weighed 925 pounds. His off-hind leg was white

half way up to the hock, and he had a stripe in the face. His
head was clean and well-shaped, ears small and fine, eyes in-

clined to be small, bat full, prominent and lively. His legs

had some long hairs on the back sides, but were broad, flat

and sinewy. He had a capital chest, with the breast-bone

very prominent, the shoulders were large and well-placed, the

neck excellent, the mane and tail full, but not remarkably
heavy. His hips long and deep, the loins broad and muscu-
lar, but he was a little hollow or " sway-backed ;

" still, no
suspicion of a weak back could attach to him, or he would
have broken down under the rough treatment he received in

early life."

Sherman was put to hard work at four years old, and for

ten months in the year he had little rest from work. During
the winter his owner drove him with his half-brother (by Jus-
tin) steadilv in a team between Lyndon, Vt., and Portland,

Me.
His "little team" became famous at every inn between

Lyndon and Portland, for their owner was always ready to

match them to draw or run against any team of any size, for a
trifling wager; and they were seldom, if ever, beaten.

Sued was the kind of work Sherman was put to from the

time he was four years old until he was ten.

He stood in many different places in Vermont, Xew Hamp-
shire and Massachusetts, and finally died at Lancaster, X. H.,

in 1835. He was apparently perfectly well in the morning at

ten o'clock, and at one o'clock of the same day he was found
dead. He was free from blemish or any kind of infirmity on
the morning of the day he died, as he was when he was foaled.

Although not so nervous and high tempered as Woodburv,
he was more tractable, very spirited, and a rapid driver, with
great powers of endurance ; and he needed neither whip nor
spur.

Woodbury was foaled in 1816, at Tunbridge, Vt. Nothing
is now known of his dam's breeding. She came from Bethel
Vt., and was five years old when Woodbury was foaled.

She was over 15 hands and weighed about 1,190 pounds, a
bay, with black points and a white spot in her forehead. She
was rather flat ribbed, but had a good chest, fine shoulders
and hip>, and excellent limbs. Her head was fine and she
carried it high, and was a free and spirited driver, and called
fast ^he paced and trotted, breaking from a pace into a trot

U she increased her speed ; and she was a very fast walker.
In 1 S2G Woodbury became the property of William Walker

and was known as the " Walker horse." Afterwards he was
owned by Peter Burbank and was called the " Burbank
horse," lint he -hould not l»e confounded with his son, who
was also called the "Walker horse" and the "Burbank
horse." In 1836 he was sold to Norman Baglee, who took
him to Gainesville, Ala., where he died in 1838.

W.Kwlbury was M J hands high, and weighed 988 to 1,040
pounds. In color, a chestnut, his off hind leg was white half
way to the hock, and he had a white stripe extending from
the upper lip more than half-way to the eyes. His mane was
neither thick nor long; his tail was curly, and both mane and
triil the same color an his body. The hair on his body was

n and soft. He was closely and compactly built,
with heavy quarters and deep Hanks. His chest was good,
and shoulder well shaped, with a short back and broad,
ninewv loin-. His head was small and lean, with fine muzzle
and large nostrils—very wide between the eyes, which were
laree and prominent. His ears were small, short and wide
apart.

He had a bold, resolute way of going, and was very ner-
vous and, although he was a good driver, he appeared to bet-
ter advantage under tin- -addle. In disposition he was play-
ful and pleasanL
When sent to Alabama he was shipped on a sailing vessel,

and Buffered much from a long and stormy passage, and never
fully recovered from the effects of it. Woodbury's form was

rmrnetrical than either of the other sons of .Justin.

o full and prominent as Sherman's; but
deeper in the flanks ami letter quartered. No horse

Martial music roused and delighted him,
i nothing for the firing of guns and the waving of

foga.

Bulrush was foaled in 1S12 or '13, probably in 1812. The
breeding of his dam is unknown. She was a bay mare with
black points, low and compact, with large limbs and large
joints, and rather a long neck. She was a sharp trotter, but
not a spirited driver. She was said to be, and had the ap-
pearance of being, "part French." Probably a French-
Canadian mare, and weighed about 1,100 pounds.

Bulrush stood in Randolph, Hartland and Maidstone, Vt.
Two years he was in Maine, and afterwards in Bradford, Vt..

Keene, X. H., Lyme, Chelsea, Burlington and Fairlee, Vt.;

and in 1S42 was sold to F. A. Weir, of Walpole, X. H., who
kept him until he died in 18-48.

Bulrush was a bay horse with black points. His mane and
tail were very heavy, the former reaching to his knees : and
his foretop came to his nose. His legs were large, close-jointed,

broad, flat, and with more muscular development than those
of Woodbury or Sherman. His back was longer, but very
broad and straight. His hips were not so long as Sherman's,
and he was not so well quartered as Woodbury; but he was
deeper in the chest than either of them. His shoulders were
thick, but not so well placed, and he carried his head low. He
was not so proud in his carriage as Woodbury, and he had not
the short, nervous step of Sherman ; but he was faster than
either of them. He was remarkable for his powers of en-

durance—in this respect he was without a rival. He was 14
hands high and weighed 1000 pounds.

It is noticeable that these three sons of Justin Morgan were
out of mares of unknown breeding, but who were all of them
spoken of as having great individual excellence.

But because their true breeding was unknown, it does not
follow that they were not well bred.

In the earlier part of the century, and in the preceding
years, a number of Arab or Eastern horses (I think ten or
twelve) were brought into New Eogland ; and sons of Mes-
senger, Wildair, Duroc, Eclipse and other horses of good blood
were owned there.

As early as 1766 the horse known as Lindsey's Arabian was
imported into Connecticut, and his stock and his descendants
were noted for their beauty, their speed and their endurance.
During the siege of Boston in 1775 and 1776, many of the

cavalry were mounted on these horses and attracted the at-

tention of General Washington, who was a lover of a good
horse; and by his advice and direction the horse then known
as Hanger was sought out and purchased, and was taken to

Virginia by Mr. Lindsey, which led to his afterwards having
been called Lindsey's Arabian.
Sherman, Bulrush and Woodbury were treated much alike

They bad hard work, with no especial care, no blanketing, no
warm stable, and were early accustomed to labor and fatigue.

Through these three channels the blood of Justin Morgan
has poured into the native stock of Vermont, mingling largely
with Arabian, English and other Eastern blood, bred back
upon itself, doubled, tripled and quadrupled in their descend-
ants as time went on, until the tvpical form and characteris
tics of the Morgan became fixed, and a distinct breed of
horses was produced. To-day they are almost entirely gone,
owing to the absurd fashion of " crossing," which means the
destruction of the family or type.

The " time standard," like a vampire, has sucked out the
blood from the veins of our most valuable horses, and we have
left as our typical horse what is called the " American trot-

ter." He cannot very well be described, for hardly any two
of him are alike. He is the result of extreme training, and
he is gauged by records which seem to be manipulated by a
" turst clique."—Trelawney in Rider and Driver.

The Kentucky Derby.

G-hosts of Old Drivers.

The history of the trotting turf is replete with romance and

interest. Commencing with Hiram Woodruff's time, which
was an era in trotting annals, we must conclude that he was

the first trainer and driver of trotting horses who made a

really high mark in trotting history. The horses which were

in his stables irom time to time were first-class animals of their

day, and from the"ffreat Dexter, which had the lowest record

of them all, back to Dutchman, Ripton and Americus, they

were horses whose names will go down to posterity with a

elamour and highly-flavored historic interest. The shaft that
marks the grave of Hiram Woodruff in the cemetery on Long
Island, points to the last resting-place of a man who, in his

profession, was esteemed very highly, and was considered a
king of his art.

Dan Mace acquired his fame as a reinsman after Hiram
Woodruffs decease, although he was very prominent before
that. He first came into prominence through his connection
with the mare Lady Sherman. When a boy his father kept
a riding school in Boston, and Dan was well up in horse
matters even then. A greater judge of sleighs and all pertain-
ing to the snow path never lived, and the long list of horses
which he trained and drove proclaim him second to none in
his profession in trotting history.

Contemporary with Dan Mace were M. Roden, B. Daniels,
John Shook, Dan Phieffer, Ben Mace, John Lovett, Walker,
of Long Island, Billy Borst, John Rogers, John Murphy,
Doble, Sr., and John Phillips, with others of the old drivers,
who have all passeu over to the silent majority. All of these
had more or less fame as trainers and drivers of trotters, and
some of them held front rank, notably John Murphy, who was
highly esteemed and was a prince of drivers. Death, it will

be seen, has cut a big swath in the ranks of the old-timers, and
in some ways their places will never be filled. When these
worthies flourished there was more romance than now about
a race, for in these prosaic days there are so many of them
that people view them more mechanically. The glamour and
the novel interest has fled, until it is like the difference between
a sailing and a steam yacht. Ghosts of former days, these
men appear to the old turfman who sits cosily behind his
bright fire these cool nights and reviews the past" sports of the
trotting turf.

Among the old-timers still hearty and hale are Uncle Sim
Hoagland, Darius Tall man, Isaac Woodruff, John Turner,
Orrin Hickok, Budd Doble, Charlie Green, Jack Feek, John
Moore and Peter Manee. Long may they flourish.

Old Fko.

Hartford, Nov. 18, 1891.
Dear Sir:—I have used your " Absorbine*' on my bay

mare and have found it the only thing that will remove Wind-
puffs, which it has done to my full satisfaction in this case. I
also used it on another mare to remove a Callous Bunch on
fore leg, which it has done to my full satisfaction. 1 cheer-
fully recommend it to all horsemen. Yours truly,

Jas. P. Allen-,
President Hartford, Conn. Driving Club.

The Buchanan colt Calhoun is beginning to attract consid-

erable attention as a Kentucky Derby candidate. There are

quite a number of good turfmen, who have closely observed

the colt's turf career, who think that he can beat King Lee.

Among these are the Scoggan Bros., who bred and developed

both these colts and are in a mighty good position to iudgeof
the qualities of each.

To a reporter of the Louisville Commercial Mr. Hiram
Scoggan gave expression to the following opinions a few
days ago :

" The horse's performances last year were excellent, and
when the season closed he was in fine condition. He is a
powerful horse and a great stayer. In that particular he is a
far better horse than either G. W. Johnson or Don Alonzo.
Don Alonzo, in my opinion, is a better horse than Johnson,
thought both are, I think, inferior to Calhoun. We raised the
colt and thought a great deal of him, and sold him to Cushing
& Orth, for $3,000. Before the season closed we would have
paid $5,000 for him, and only last week I went to Chicago to
offer $7,000 for him, ready to go to $10,000. His owners
wanted $30,000 for him, and we did not feel justified in pav-
ing that for a horse when we had sixty-eight already. The
borse has as magnificent legs as can be found under anv horse
in the country, and is. as I say, a staying horse. He Is a big
animal, but all nerve, and, if he gets away well, I venture to
say will keep in the lead.

" Don Alonzo is a very fast horse, but he can't go the Der-
by distance at all. Of Calhoun, Johnson, Sir Francis and Don
Alonzo, I consider Alonzo the speediest horse, but he can't
stay with the others in a long race. Johnson is, I think, a
poor-legged horse. Hp was burned and fired last year, you
will recollect, snd, in my opinion, is not as great a horse as
Calhoun by a great deal."

" Calhoun," said Mr. Scoggan, "is entered for the Derby
here, which will this year be the best we have had for several
seasons. If he and King Lee go to the post together the race
will be between them. Calhoun will not go to Xashville, but
come here at once and go to work. He is now at Memphis.
Of the two horses I think Calhoun the better and the probable
Derby winner."
Calhoun belongs to Cushing & Orth, and Will McDaniel,

their trainer, also thinks mighty well of the colt's chances in
the Kentucky Derby. This stable is now at Little Rock, Ark.,
and all the horses belonging to it are doing well, especially
Calhoun.

_
In a letter to The Record, Mr. McDaniel writes

the following in regard to Calhoun and other members of his
stable

:

" Calhoun's last four starts, last year, were winning races,
having won at a mile in 1:45, lr43£, 1:43 and 1:42$. His la6t

race he won in 1:42], and gave such a mare as Ethel, a stake
winner in her two, three and four-year-old form, thirteen
pounds, and Dungarvan, a good handicap horse, fifteen pounds
in the fastest mile that had ever been run up to that date over
the Hawthorn race-track. He showed in all his races that he
liked a distance, and always finished good and strong. He is

out of a "War Dance mare and I think he will make a Derbv
horse sure. He likes a distance better than any Buchanan I

ever saw.
" Cushing & Orth have three strings to their bow, in Look-

out, Calhoun and Boundless. In Boundless I think I have
an awful good colt ; in his work here he is showing himself
to be a good colt. The last time I breezed him a mile he went
in 1:51, in the middle of the track and with a 120-pound boy
up. The best mile ever run over this track here was 1:44.

Boundless was off the most of last year, so Mr. Byron McClel-
land told Mr. Cushing when he bought him at Lexington last

fall. Lookout is a good colt and won more races than any
horse in the American Derby for '92 did last year. I don't
think we will start him until" June at Latonia, He is a big
colt and weighs 1025 lbs.

" In regards to the Tennessee Derby, there is only two in
it on last year form, and they are Calhoun and Hugh Penny.
Mr. Corrigan will not have anything south of Louisville
this spring; Afternoon is wintering at Louisville and I don't
think he will beat Memphis this spring, and G. W. Johnson,
Fort Worth, C. H. Gillock and Red Banner are all East and
will not be there. The best of them are selling platers and
maidens, although S. S. Brown's Bob Speed was thought well

ot by his trainer, Mr. Pete Wimmer. He did not start last

year, owing to leg trouble, and may not be able to stand a
Derby preparation. The horses here are all going along
pretty fast ; miles are being rolled off every day or so in 1:51

and 1:52 handily, and they are all well advanced and seem to

be doing fine. My horses are going fine, especially Calhoun.
Boundless and Torrent. I am not doing much with Lookout
and Carrol Donder."'

"That all round racing man, C. H. Pettingill, at present
presiding judge at Hawthorne, bad a narrow escape from plod-
ding along through life as an ordinary every day trainer,''

narrated G. R. Tompkins in the course of a recent conversa-
tion. " Two years ago last summer I was on a trade with Pet-
tingill. He was in hard lines, and I had one rattling good
horse and a few bad ones. Taragon was my bread-winner.
The day I closed with Pettingill as trainer for the balance of

tbe season, Taragon broke down. I explained matters fully to

him, pointed out how poor our Saratoga prospects were and
advised him to look elsewhere for a stable. He good-naturedly
agreed with me, fell in with the Gloucester people, and a few
weeks later obtained his real start in life on the opening of

that track. A year ago Pettingill went to Garfield Park, Chi-

cago, as starter, at a $20,000 a year rate of salary, and he is

to-day the best paid racing man in tbe West. This season he
will hold the flag at the Washington Park World's Fair meet-

ing. My releasing Pettingill gave him his chance and the

turf world an admirable official.''

The broodmare Jamaica, who will ever remain on the scrol'

of fame as the dam of Foxhall, died last week at the celebrated

AVoodburn Stud in Kentucky. A daughter of Lexington and
Fanny Ludlow, by imported Eclipse, she was foaled in 1S71.

and produced her first foal in 1878, which was the redoubtable

Foxhall, the winner of the Grand Prix, Gesarewitch and
Cambridgeshire in 1881. Jamaica was apparently satistied

with having given to the turf world one Foxhall, for none of

her other produce could rank as race horses. Potosi, a

younger brother to Foxhall, was probably the only other of

her sons and daughters who could claim any pretensions to

being a race horse, and he was only able to land a few selling

races in England.

Ripans Tabules cure constipation.
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The Alameda Gun Club.

The Alameda Gun Club met on Saturday last at the trap in

Oakland Shooting Park. The attendance was very good and

in many respects the meeting was a remarkable one, princi-

pally noted for the large number of ''goose eggs'' recorded

during the day.

It is something strange and unaccountable to find thai an

entire body of shooters will "fall down" in their shooting at

times.

The Alamedas have long stood as one of the leading and
most skillful clubs appearing at the traps in this vicinity.

The following score is no i-riterion whatever of the average
skill of the club. The score is as follows. Mr. A. .Russell

Crowell referee

:

T. R. Barnev 2 1*22*2 2 21 1 1—10
H. Schroeflur : 21 122001012—9
"Slade" 1 12220100220— S
Chas. Lainer 1 2 2 111000110—

S

C. M. Osboru 11011220100 1— S
P.K.Noves 2 10220210200—7
"Worth" „ 21011101100—7
"James" 1 10 2 0020200 0—5
C. T. Morrison 2 02001100200—5
J. G. Bliss 01102100010—5

In the pools the work started off as follows :

FIRST. SECOND.

Scnroeder 1112 1 1—6 Slade 112 1 1—5
Osborn 1112 1 0—5 Barnev 2 12 1—

i

Bliss 2 112 1 0—5 Bliss.- 10 2 1 1-^
"Slade" 2 1110 1—5 Scnroeder 2 12 2 0—4
Lainer 1 12 2 0—4 Osborn 10 —

1

Barney _ 112 2 0—4
•Wortn 1110 —3

The day passed oft very pleasantly and the event proved
that the social features of the club in no sense depends upon
the class of the scores made by the shooters. It must be re-

membered that the California birds at this season are second
to no bird that flies for swiftness. On this occasion many of

the birds darted away like rockets and the man that hesitated

was sure to have a " goose-egg " placed to his account.

The Recreation Gun Club.

On the first of the week the Recreation met at the traps to

celebrate the second monthly meeting of this organization for

the season. The birds were a very lively lot and gave the

contesting sportsmen all that their skill could manage to

accomplish the scores which they did.

The scores in the main match showed Mr. Barney to be

shooting in excellent form, killing all of his birds. Mr. G. C.

Golcher came next with ten credits, while Mr. W. J. Golcher

and Mr. C. J. Haas each secured nine credits. Mr. A. Russell

Crowell referee. The score :

FIRST CI-ASS.

T- R.Barney 2021011022 1—12
H. C. Golcher 2212210221 1—10
W.J. Golcher 1012111 1012—9
C.J.Haas 2112011110 1—9
"Slade" 2021011022 1—8
H. Scnroeder 1 01111002 2 20—8
"Randall" 2102011020 1—7
Woods 11220022010—7

SECOND CLASS.

C. F. Morrison 00112211002 2—8
R.Liddle „2 1110001000 1—6
Geo. B. Sperrv 1 20102000200—5
E. E. Woods 2 00100100010—4
Dr. Gere 02 2 00000000 1—3

The pool shooting was brisk and interesting for the balance
of the day. Barney and Haas divided the first pool on clean

scores; Barney and " Woods" divided tho nest freeze-out on
three straight kills. Haas won the fourth event on five straight

kills ; Schroeder and Barney fell out on their fifth bird.

Haas and ''Woods " indulged in a spirited contest, honors
being held and remaining about even to the close.

Sport in the Yellowstone National Park.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—It is a curious fact

that comparatively few sportsmen know of the variety and

gaminess of the fish to be found in the streams and lakes of

the Yellowstone National Park, or the opportunity for pure

sport, which this wonderful section affords.

These waters seem to be the very home of the trout, which

are so plentiful that we doubt there can be found any stream

in the country which presents more temptation to the fisher-

man. The different varieties of trout that can be found there,

in themselves, afford the true sportsman not only sport, but

information as well ; while the grayling, a fish so rare in this

country, and which is found here in great numbers, adds extra

pleasure to the day s sport. These waters are so seldom fished

that it is believed in them can be solved the question, " To
what size will the trout, when allowed to live, grow ? " In
the waters of the Upper Yellowstone trout weighing eight
pounds have been caught. It would seem that a country,
which has become by reason of its natural beauty and won-
ders, the haunt of the tourist, would be fished out by this time;
but it must be remembered that these pleasure-seekers gener-
ally go there to see the country, grown so famous, and seldom
bring their rods and tackle with them.
Each of the different hostelries in the Park is within easy

riding and driving distance from one or more of these streams,

so that the sportsmrn, even while fishing in waters so seldom
disturbed by the swish of the fly-rod, is always assured of a

good resting place for the night.

In Blacktail Deer Creek, near the Mammoth Hot Springs,

good fishing can be obtained, and trout weighing a pound each
are very abundant ; aod in Glen Creek, above the Golden
Gate, the Eastern Brook Trout, planted by the Fish Commis-
sion some years ago, are now large enough to afiord good
sport. It is but a day's ride from the Mammoth Hot Springs
to the headwaters of the Gallatin River. In this and its va-

rious tributaries, troutandthe rare grayling are abuudant, and
take the fly readily.

From the Firehole Basin the folks of the Madison River
can be easily reached, over a good wagon road, and here again
one has the grayling as well as the trout. The road from the

Upper Geyser Basin to the Yellowstone Lake passes near
Shoshone Lake, where Lake and Loch Leven troutare found,
having been planted by the Fish Commission. The largest

catches can, however, be taken at the outlet of the Yellow-
stone Lake. Yancy's, accessible from the Mamouth Hot
Springs or the Canyon, forms a convenient point from which
to make excursions.

The Yellowstone River itself affords nearly fifty miles of

the finest trout fishing within the borders of the park ; the

East Fork and smaller streams, are easier to fish, and the

trout not less gamey ; at Tower Falls the swift current and
deep pools make ideal fishing.

The park is on the very summit of the Rocky Mountains,
and is about 7,000 feet above sea level ; in fact |the springs,

which are the sources of the streams, are themselves within
the Park, thus making the waters cold all the year, insuring

a gamey fish. One of our members in a day's fishing last sum-
mer, landed ninety-nine trout, weighing a trifle over 150
pounds tor the catch.

I have mentioned but a few of the many spots in this

region which offers so many attractions to sportsmen, and
should be better known to all .lovers of outdoor sport.

The fishing season runs from the middle of June to the

first of October, and the Park is open to the public between
those dates. M. H. Bryan,

Helena, Montana, April 1st.

The Olympic Club Fair and Circus Maximus.

Revival or" Ancient Graeco-Roman games, Caesar's court, a

Roman holiday, this great revival to be produced and the fair

held in the new Olympic -£lub building, on Post street, from

Monday. April seventeenth, to Saturday, April twenty-secondt

mdcccxciii ; afternoons, xn to vi ; evenings, vm to xi

under the immediate patronage of more than one hundred of

the leading ladies of the city, among which appears the names

of most of those who are prominent in all leading social

events.

The directors of the Olympic Club have decided to hold a

grand fair, and to give a series of entertainments during the

week ending April 22d, on a scale that has never been at

tempted in the history of the city of San Francisco.

The success of the fair will depend entirely on the kind as-

sistance and support of the ladies of the city, in asking which
the directors feel that they have only to make their wishes
known to insure the success that the Olympic Club so well

merits. Ladies in the different residential hotels in the city

are cordially invited to form committees among themselves,

and conduct booths, to be named after the hotel in which they
reside, on any plan they may suggest ; in this way the manage-
ment thinks the ladies will be able to obtain the best results

with a minimum of labor.

The ladies of Mare Island and the Presidio are also cordi-
ally invited to work f jr and be represented at the fair.

The leading newspaper proprietors of the city have kindly
offered to establish booths at the fair, and the co-operation of

all is earnestly invited.

Contributions or donations to the fair are solicited from
those willing and able to assist in the great work undertaken,
the object of which is to extinguish a floating debt of $25,000.

All communications may be addressed to the Manager of

The Olympic Club Fair, 305 California street, who will be
pleased to assist in organizing committees, and arranging for

the distribution of booths, individually and collectively; and
ladies who are so kindly disposed towards the club will pro-
mote the success of the Fair by addressing him at their

earliest possible convenience.

The afternoon programmes will include promenade con-
certs, juvenile revival of ancient Gneco-Roman games, aqu-
atic sports, and series of special entertainments.

The evening entertainments will consist of grand reproduc-
tions of ancient Gneco-Roman games by the entire strength of
the Olympic Club.

Cassar's Court will be represented by one hundred leading
society ladies and gentlemen of the city in Roman costumes.
Prators, senators, soldiers, gladiators, slaves, and dancing
nymphs will form part of the procession.

Amadee JoulHn will have charge of the artistic arrange-
ments. H. J. Stewart has consented to act as musical direc-

tor. A restaurant will be opened on the right of the main
entrance to the building, under the management of Ludwig.

Season tickets, costing $5.00 each, which will admit two
persons to the entire series of twelve entertainments, can be
obtained from the manager, as above, or at the office of the

Club on Post street.

The National Sportsman's Association.

We have no apology to offer for dwelling on this subject at

length and often. The subject is of the first importance and
we are pleased to note the general awakening of the sports-

men of this section of the country on the question. There

can be no questioning the fact that very great good will

spring from the annual meeting which this body, when organ-

ized, will hold. It should be remembered that the growth of

the interest in sportsmanship, the county over, demands that

i
such an organization be formed to the end that the sentiment

|

of the guild be so concentrated as to be effective fur v'ood in

|
this matter. Organization is the watchword; organization is

I
the only means through which the work that must be done

I in order to preserve from destruction the game of the streams

I and forests, can be accomplished. We must have uniformity

of laws for the sections of county common to certain species

of game. Nature provides by the maturing of the game a

definite opening season and by the laws of breeding and
propogation the time when the season should be closed. In-
formation touching upon these important points is absolutely
essential in order to intelligently legislate upon this question.

How can this knowledge be best obtained? When obtained
how can it be best applied so as to conform to the natural con-
ditions ? Is there not something of importance to do ?

The inability which to-day exists, all over the country, to

enforce the game laws in the regions along the border line of
adjoining States, especially in wild and mountainous districts,

is one which can only be met and handled by a body composed
of representatives from such States acting in unison.

The greatest possible good would arise from the fair and
equitable adjustment of such questions by such a body as we
have been pleased to advocate.

The influence of such a gathering would be of the greatest

power for good. Have you signed the petition for such a
call ? If not, will you not do so at once and thus lend your
aid to a cause of the first interest to all sportsmen of the en-
tire country ? No time has yet been determined upon for the
preliminary meeting in Chicago, but it perchance will be at

a time when some of the great shooting tournaments will be
held at that place.

We know that the best element on the Pacific Coast in-

terested in sportsmanship is heartily in favor of such a meet-

ing and no doubt but that this State will be fully and ably

represented at Chicago at that time.

No Time for Aim.

Messrs. Clabrough, Golcher & Co., the well-known sporting
goods dealers at 605 Market street, make the following an-
nouncement, which will be of interest to all sportsmen in and
about this city

:

"We take pleasure in notifying you that we now have our
grounds at the Oakland Driving Park in order for inanimate
target shooting. Having put in the latest expert traps with

electric trap pulls, etc., together with other improvements,
makes it the best-arranged grounds on the coast for shooting
inanimate targets.

" We shall have shooting every Saturday and Sunday, open
to all, but during the other days of the week, if parties are
desirous of having private shoots, we can accommodate them
at a few hours' notice, and will reserve the grounds for their

use accordingly.

"The birds will be furnished and trapped for three cents
each. We will also have cartridges specially loaded for this

kind of shooting for sale on the grounds.
" We will bold a tournament shortly; the programme and

conditions of same will be sent you in a few days.

"Hoping that the promotion and encouragement of this class

of sport will meet with your approval, we remain, yours very
truly. ClabrouctH, Golcher & Co."

There can be no questioning the fact that this movement
will prove an important addition to the shooting interests at

the popular shooting grounds at Oakland Park. The sport of
shooting at inanimate targets is bound to come into favor
more and more each year, and this movement will doubtless
prove a most important one to the sportsmen here.

The initial number of the Rod, Gun and Kennel published
at Louisville, Kentucky, under date of April 6th, is before us.

A glance at its pages proves it to contain a large amount of

most excellent matter on a variety of subjects of the first in-

terest to sportsmen generally. It presents on its title page an
illustration, having chosen " Lad of Rush" for the subject.

If this be a " pointer " as to the future course of the publica-

tion, it will, no doubt, prove a grand success.

Possibly none of the larger wild animals of the plains sooner

takes alarm from the advance of civilization and so quickly

retires before it, than the elk, the noblest in my opinion of all

our game animals, says Sergt. Frank Burke in Rod, Gun and

Kennel. His habits are migratory and he requires a very ex-

tensive area of absolutely wild country over which to range

and graze. He prefers the rough broken foothills in close

proximity to the mountains, though occasionally found upon

the plains as well as high up among the mountain ranges. No
more congenial home for the animal ever existed Derhaps>

than the section of country in tne vicinity of the Snowy moun-
tains near Central Montana. This range, and other small ones

adjacent to it, has in the past been the home of large numbers

of elfc, and even to-day the remains of former great herds are

still to be found.

It was on the Western slope of the Snowies, not far from
the present town of Copperopolis, that the writer saw for the
first time a large band of these animals and experienced the

pleasure and pride of seeing the first one fall before his rifle.

I was a member of a military expedition which started from
Helena, Mont., late in October, 1882, our objective point be-

ing Fort Maginnis, near the entrance of the vallev known as

the Judith Basin, and about 200 miles from Heleoa. Wesaw
no game of consequence until after passing White Sulphur
Springs eighty miles out. Leaving that place, we entered a
country of high, bare bills, covered with abundant grass and
having a dense growth of underbrush along the little creeks,

which flowed through the ravines which separated them. We
had been told at White Sulphur that we should find plenty of

game along our route, but this prediction did not prove true

the first day, for, though we traveled about twenty miles of

the country we saw nothing but a few stray antelope and deer
which, from their exceeding shyness, must have been hunted
very recently. I was greatly .disappointed, for I had heard
from old hunters that this particular bit of country probably
contained more elk than any other section for hundreds of

miles around.

That night we camped near the summit of a little divide

not far from the cabin of a miner who was engaged in sinking

a shaft into the hill in search of copper. He, like most \\Y>i-

ern miners, had very expansive notions as to the future of his

claim, and given the place the name of Copperopolis, and so

it is set down upon the maps. But his glowing recital of the

superlative richness of his mine and generally brilliant pros-

pects for himself and his property, had only a passing interest

to us, until he incidentally remarked that he had seen that

morning a large herd of elk covering the next hill, about a
mile distant. It was too late then to take any action upon
this information, but it was at once agreed between myself and
one of the officers of the detachment, that we should investi-

gate the matter in the morning as soon as there was sufficient

light. We were awakened by one of the guards at 5 o'clock,

and arranged-that we should pursue nearly parallel (racks; he
to take the left of the range of hills that bore away to the

west of us, and I the right. The morning was chilly and the

hills were covered with a dense fog, or mist, which extended
from these summits half way to the valley below. The path

was very rough and was intersected at frequent intervals by
deep ravines between the hills. It was thought that these

ravines would be the most likely place for game, since each of

them contained a small watercourse and the grasses and brush

upon which the elk feed grew there in greater luxuriance than

upon the hills.

I had gone perhaps two miles, and though signs Were abun-

dant, I saw no living thing. I had given up hopes of success

for that morning at [east, and turned into one of the ravin. •

mentioned, for the purpose of joining my companion on the

other side of the hills. Owing to the dense fog win 1

,

vented me from seeing more than twenty Tarda in an

tion, I was compelled to proceed very slowly. I ha
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perhaps, half var through, when my attention wasatrested by I

n Midden snort, and a second after, from the noise, it would

seem as though I was in the midst of a charging regiment of

cavalry. The shadowy forms which arose apparently from

the ground on all sides of me, were distorted in twice their

actual size by Wing seen through the fog. I had walked

directlv into a large herd of elk.

For a moment I had a bad case of the " buck fever," but

quicklv recovering raised my ritle and tired— 1 must confess
j

at random, for there was no time for sighting—into the mass

of animals as they were tearing at full speed over the hills. I
j

could hardly have missed if I had tried, but did not anticipate

my good luck in seeing one of them fall and remain upon the

ground behind his BeeiDg companions. He was shot through

both shoulders 3nd was helpless, though he made vicious

lunges at me with his antlers as I approached him. A second

bullet soon dispatched him and secured to me the grandest

prize of all my hunting experiences. It was a large bull and

his antlers, though not by any means the largest, were by far

the most symmetrical 1 ever saw. I secured them and the

!ie:id and still preserve them as mementos of the adventure.

My companions heard my shot, and though the herd came

close to him, he could not make them out on account of the

fog. We soon reached camp and a detachment brought in the

elk just in lime for the members of our party to enjoy some

of its steaks for breakfast.

The Pastime Gun Club.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—According to your

request I am happy to announce the organization <rf the

Pastime Gun Club, in our city, with a membership of thirty-

tive, of which some leading business men of the city are

active members. We have furnished some club rooms very

comfortably and are ready to entertain any visiting sportsmen

Irom other cities. We have regular weekly practice shoots,

using the Expert Blue Eock trap. We would be grateful for a

sample copy of your paper for our table. Yours,

J. B. Badoley, Pres.

San Diego, Cal., April 7, 1S93.

\\*e are very much pleased to note the enterprise of our

brother sportsmen of San Diego, and congratulate them and

the sportsmen generally of the West on the addition of so

able and effective a body as the Pastime Gun Club will be

sure to prove to be. The gentlemen of this organization may-

rest assured that the Breeder And Sportsman will become
a regular visitor. ^^^^^__^_^^^^^^_

ROD.
The Glories of Shasta and the Sacramento.

( >n the 11th of June I had said :
" This is the supreme

day for Mount Shasta and the upper Sacramento. It never

was so beautiful here before and never will be again." On

the *25th day of October I was fully convinced of my mistake,

and am now ready to aver that he who has seen the upper

Sacramento only in June—magnificent as the sight is—knows

little of its true glory. That compares to this only as green

baize to cloth of gold, says J. K. McLean in The Angler.

I wish to make another correction, accompanied by an

humble apology to my adopted State. I have been accustomed

to admit that all mouths in California must give precedence to

two in New England and New York—those of June and

October. I now solemnly, and with acknowledgment of

wrong in having made such admission, withdraw it, especially

as concerns October in the northern part of our State, for I

am firmly convinced that the days beginning with the 17th of

October, and continuing to the 27th, were unparalelled by

any Eastern October; and I am in a state of mind to add, by

anything this side of immortal glory. No more deliciously

or magnificently perfect examples of weather 01 of landscape

could be contrived.

As usual, with all best glory, this was born in pain. October
14 to 10 was frosty, snappish, chill and gloomy. Visitors had
reason to say—and made no scruple in saying it

—" This is not

what we came for. October has aborted for this year. This
is grim November. Worse than the worst we have about the

bay." Saturday night, the loth, this untoward condition cul-

minated in a pouring, roaring rain. Nothing could keep up
the temperature. Great wood fires, roaring up wide-throated
chimneys, made no impression on it; they only drew in drafts

of cold air, made colder by the drawing. The lower hilltops

were white on Sunday morning. On the higher elevations,

pines, firs, cedars, all slanted their heavy branches to the
earth. It wasa picture of Norway winter. Shasta refused to

<li-cloac himself at all. Apparently, the donning of his new
suit he did not judge a transaction proper for the public eye.

But on Monday morning! Sky clear, low mountains steam-
ing, higher ones gleaming, and the great monarch resplendent
in a suit of Bcklesa ermine, which covered his very feet. And

mii hue to the air; such a clean-washed sky; such
-Inning oak leaves and Mich glittering pine needles. And such
faint biota and touches here and there of autumnal color.

And withal, what fishing. Such fishing so environed ! Para-
Well, Paradise will have to start in early in the morn-

ad work late at night, to beat it.

And the growing wonder of it is, that each succeeding day
baa been like its predecessor, only more abuudant. The golden

in the air has deepened day by day, the halcyon tones
growl ill more spiritual, and the colors upon the
mountain ridee and along the river much more vivid. A
marvelous garment of green and gold, green and terra cotla,

green ami been woven in the loom of the last ten
day*, and Dung over the labyrinthined mountains in a perfect
prodigality of splendor. 1 wi-h I o»uld place all Oakland

—

though unequipped with pul and tackle—along certain bends
-if the Sacramento which I have haunted from bud to sun, and
through these wondrous days. They are points where the
mountain >ul of the emerald stream to the height
of <

: feel and at an angle of forty- live degrees,
ih. lomewhat thinly clad with loose growths of

pine and cedar, leaving abundant o|>onings, which dogwood,
maple, oak and laburnum occupy. The steeps face northward.
Th> just roll along their summit, but Bcarcely
pet-1 me days its shine haa not found me till high

Now Jul look. Pint of all is the green, clear, rattliug,

noisy river. Growing out of its brink are the great umbrella

shaped and sized saxifrage leaves, green in summer, but now
gorgeous in all the colors of the rainbow. Nest bevond these

come azalea bushes, which last June illumined the place with

their pinkish, yellowish white blossoms, and now irradiate it

with their frost-painled leaves. Above tliem stands the dog-

wood of a deep, rich terra cotta. And higher yet—the crown
and glory of it all—the large-leaved, soft maple, rising in i

broad blotches all the way to the mountain top. These show
|

as great masses of pure gold, the goldenest sort of gold. And
the dusky twilight of the over-hanging, various-shaded green,

makes splendid contrast and background for it.

This is beautiful all the day through, even before the sun

had slanted his first beams up toward the ice cap of Shasta.

But as the morning goes on and the air grows warmer, and
,

the light behind this grand decoration grows stronger—the

trout meanwhile rising vigorously—why, one has fairly, now
and then, to even stop his fishing and give himself absolutely

up to admiration. (Fishermen will know how much is said

in saying this, especially when I add that the trout landed in

such surroundings by the same hand which pencils this,
,

weighed, many of them, three-quarters of a pound apiece, a

dozen at least a full pound each, one two paunds, and another

a full two pounds and a half. To knock off fishing in favor
!

of scenery at such a time, stands for much.) But, increasingly

beautiful is it as the day goes along, for the climacteric of the

grand display is reached when at length, near noon, the sun

finally does glance over the apex of the ridge, and floods the
,

entire curved hillside. There's ao illumination indescrible,
i

unsurpassable ! Each one of those brilliant masses of foliage
|

is transfused with splendor- The tine gold of an hour ago is i

burnished gold now. The crimsons, terra cottas, and all the
I

reds take on strengthened tints. It is a grand illumination
|

without the jostle, a colossal pyrotechnic without smell or
[

smoke. It is the coronation of the year.

But I must not forget, amid all this splendor, my dusky
little fisherman friend, the water ouzel, that wee, sweet phil-

osopher, poet and musician, the making of whose acquaint-

ance were in itself a sufficient justification for a five hundred
male trip to the mountains. Although in himself an incon-

spicuous personage enough, he adds, in my mind, by his en-

joyment of it, even to all this radiance of glory. He appar-

ently takes it all as meant for hinj- It is his vacation time.

All summer long he has been rearing children. He no more
than gets one brood off his hands than he takes on another.

And a very devoted parent is he. I have for an hour watched
a busy pair earning food to their nestlings beside some pool

where I have been fishing. Their visits, never empty-billed,

average at least once each two minutes. But now domestic

cares are off his mind. His children are all grown up, and he
is giving himself well-earned leisure. All day long he flits

up and down the spraying stream, delighting most to rest on
some rock tip where the water runs swiftest. And very soci-

able he is, particularly toward other fisher folk. He really

seems to court their company. I have often b^d one this sea-

son, as well as at other times in autumj, pause in their rapid

flight up^or down the stream, turn about and light on rock or

stone quite near me, evidently in part curious to see what is

going on, in part conscious of kinship with all anglers. For
this little bird, about the size of a robin, though not properly

a water bird at all, lives always by the water, and gets his

living out of it. And though, not in summer—in these days

he is singing. He* has a song much like that of a canary,

quite as varied and mellow, and as full of runs and trills, but

much weaker. He reminds one of a weak-throated,

low-voiced canarv. By the quarter hour will he sit some-

times, and trill and turn his head and courtesy. He is quite

tame, too. I have been allowed to come within fifteen or

twenty feet of him without at all disturbing the current of

his song. He is a delightful little fellow to all observers, but

I have the idea he thoroughly unbosoms himself only to fish-

ers. He recognizes the cratship not only, but knows that peo-

ple of such, taste and calling can thoroughly be confided in.

But even fishermen see this bird at his best only in October.

Perhaps I have said enough to shake the good opinion of

my friends in my vacation soberness. But there still remains

the October afternoon on Mount Shasta, an appearance
wholly apart from anything I have ever beheld there at any
other season ;

perhaps because of the unusual amount of new-

fallen snow, perhaps because the tavern of Castle Crag stands

at the proper angle from the setting sun and the mountain to

catch the light to best advantage. But I am disposed to

think it is the peculiar quality of this October light—its rich

golden hue. At all events—not every night, but often—the

great mountain's helmet glows and gleams with a depth and
richness of color quite equal, it seems to me, with that seen

on Jungfrau.
In a word, many things, great and small- -the absence of

dust, heat, insects (even that audacious freebooter, the yellow-

jacket—the Evans and Sontag of insects, who robs you boldly

before your very face, then lingers in the neighborhood, de-

fying arrest and refusing to go away, while he plans how to

rob you more—seems to have suspended business for the

season), the absence of smoke from forest fires, and, may one

add, the infrequency of the summer tourist—all these things,

together with the positive beauty and bealthfulness of the

frosty mornings, combine to make the upper Sacramento in

October a region as much superior to the same in summer as

the upper Sacramento in summer is superior to the lower

Sacramento at any time.*

Treasures of the Government Reservations.

Where will one find the best fishing in the United States

seems a hard question to answer, but if it be fresh-water fish-

ing, I believe the Yellowstone Park is the place, says Walter

W. Weed in Washington Post. It has been said that whoever

tastes of the waters of the Yellowstone cannot help exaegd'a-

tion : but this is unnecessary, lor truth about the Park is

stranger than fiction. It is now an old story, the tale of trout

caught in a cold mountain torrent, with a hot spring

at hand in which to cook them without stirring from the spot,

but true, nevertheless. It is, however, not of the wonders of

this region but of the sport to which attention is called. In-

deed, it is not surprising that tlu- curiosities "f ibis geyaer-
land, wherein nature has wrought 30 many miracles, should
monopolize attention, ami that afany visitors should depart
knowing naught of the attractions it oilers to all disciples of
the revered Isaac.

It has been my good fortune to spend many .summers in this

delectable region, and to have employed such leisure hours as
could be stolen from a study of the rocks in fishing its streams,
and there is scarce a lake or a creek in the region in which
1 have not cast a By. Nature provided mountain ttout in

more than abundance the gamey grayling and the whitefit,!)

in almost all the waters, and an indulgent Government,
through the Fish Commission, has stocked the remaining
waters, inaccessible to na'ive fish by reason of waterfalls, with

Van Behr, rainbow, eastern brook and lake trout. It is be-

lieved that there is no spot in the country where so large a
variety of trout may be caught in the wild state. Good fish-

ing is, naturally, a variable term. The man who laboriously,

yet with keenest enjoyment,] whips a New England brook to

bring home a string of speckled trout, would find rare pleasure

in casting a fly in any of the streams of this region. He who
wishes to catch a number that will arouse the envy of his fel-

low men, and wishes to do it with the least pessible effort, can
also fulfill his heart's desire if he but visit Yellowstone lake.

The native trout of the region is the spotted or mountain
variety. The red and the orange-colored male, (speckled
with black) is the equal in beauty of his imported rivals. The
mountain trout [Salmo mykiss is a Pacific Slope fish that has

made its way over the Continental divide into the headwaters
of the Y'ellowstone and Missouri, an easy task by way of the
divided creek of Two Ocean Pass. Indeed, it is quite evident
that he came this way in the Yellowstone region, since he is

found above the 400-foot falls of the river, but in all the other
streams is found only below the waterfalls. The larger fish

are found in the waters of the Yellowstone itself, from which
specimens weighing as much as ten pound have been taken,
in the deep pools of its lower canyon. In the Yellowstone
Park the fish are nearly uniform in size running from three-

fourths to a full pound and a half in weight. In the smaller
streams they rarely exceed this weight, but the fish vary con-
siderably in gameness, and the readiness with which thev take
the fly.

The outlet of the Y'ellowstone Lake must ever be a favorite

spot for fishermen. On the quiet waters of the lake, as they
join the pine-environed Yellowstone, one may at almost any
time see literally hundreds of trout, all over the surface, rais-

ing or leaping in midair, after the files and insects that float

over or upon the water. Fabulous catches have been made at

this spot, as Prof. Bickmore, of the Museum of Natural His-
tory and many other New YTorkers can testify. To tell of

them here would be to invite suspicion. The lake is, how-
ever, well supplied with trout, and as this is the favorite feed-

ing spot, enormous catches will always be possible—at least

for many years to come. At the Thumb, hot springs bubble
close to the shores of the lake, and one mound of white sinter

rises as an islet above the fake waters a few feet from the

shore. Upon it the bold fisherman may stand, and casting

his fly, land his fish in the kettle-like hot spring in the apex
of the mound, appropriately known as the Chowder-pot. It

is not sport, but is a curious feat none the less.

And right here let me say a word for the trout of the Yel-
lowstone Lake, currently reported to be all wormy. A large

proportion—perhaps one-half—will be found to contain a white
worm along the side, these fish being readily recognizable by
their lack of vigor and general cadaverous appearance. Curi-

ously enough, that strange bird, the pelicm, which, with a
species of seagull, is abundant on the lake in summer, has been
found to be responsible for this singular fact. During the

summer months this beautiful white-phnnaged bird may be
seen lazily floating upon the surface of the river and pocketing
many struggling tro it in its capacious pouch. In the bird

the parasite finds a new home, and in its new form completes
that alternation of generations that once proved the puzzle of

naturalists. It is now seriously proposed to kill off the peli-

cans, as without them the strange parasite would soon die

out.

In the river below the lake capital fishing may generally

be had, though as elsewhere there are times when fish may be

seen by hundreds, vet not one will rise to fly or bait. Such
was once my luck when encamped upon the river's brink. I

whipped the stream long and patiently, but brown hackel and
coachman, scarlet ibis and black gnat, all failed to attract.

Then, with a desperation borne of long diet upon bacon and
beans, I tried that usually irresistable bait, a grasshopper, but

also without success, when a final resort to a pickerel spoon
and line proved the means of landing a savory mess. In one

of the tributaries to this part of the Yellowstone, known as

Alum Creek because of its strong puckery taste, I have seen a
hundred fish taken out. in as many minutes from the pure

headwaters, the fish being confined to this part of the stream,

which a few yards below became a boiling, steaming torrent

with the waters of numerous hot springs. These smaller fish,

generally called brook trout, are the same species as the larj

fish of the lake, though differing much in appearance.
Below the falls of the Yellowstone the trout are mi

gamier, as would be expected from the fast and furious current

of the stream which here flows between the gayly-tinted walls*

of the famous Yellowstone canyon. Where the waters of

Tower Falls empty into the riuer, the fishing U ideal, as Col.

Appletou of the gallant Seventh can testify. But if yon en-

joy casting a line into such waters, and struggling with rod

and reel to land your trout, despite his wily dashes and

plunges into the seething waters, stop a while with my good .

;

;."j

host " Uncle John" Yancev. No one kno»vs better whew
the biggest fish may be caught, or how to tempt them, or how
better to cook them. Moreover, Uncle John can tell true tales

of fishing and hunting that will outdo the utmost efforts ol

one's imaginatiou. Take a good luncheon if you go out for »

fish here; you will probably forget it, as all else in the excite

ment of the sport, bnt it will come handy towards dusk.

Perhaps the journey tired his ancestors and he baa hi

herited the trait, but I believe the trout of Atlantic flowing

waters is less gamey than his brother across the continenta

divide. That parting of the waters is twice crossed by tin

traveller from the geyser basin to the lake, but not where thi

native trout may be caught, for a waterfall prevents his ac

eess to the beautiful Shoshone LaKe in which Loch Le 1

and hike trout have been planted, and now await the fisl

man. But in the Snake Kiver, some miles to the southwi

and the various streams whose waters eventually join

Columbia, the trout difier somewhat in appearance, as tl
,

certainly do in gaminess, from those of the Yellowstone. Th
ardent fisherman will find if a delightful trip, with the best I

sport, if the forks of the Snake be reached. A lakelet ths

forms the head waters of that stream, on Two Ocean Plateai

is so full of fish in spawning time as to lend belief to the ol

story that the natives of Siberia cross the streams on th

shoals of salmon that fill the waters.

In lSb"n and 1890 the agents of the United States Fish Cuu

mission planted eastern brook trout (Stilcclinus fon

the waters of the Gardiner River above its falls, rainbo

trout (Salma irideus) in the Gibbon River, and Yon Behr c

brown trout (Salmo fario) in the waters of Nez Perce Creel

while Loch Leven and Lake trout were placed in Shoshor

and Lewis Lakes. All these fish are now spawning, and fisl

iug in these waters will be permitted this coming summer.

:

lM\
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners axe requested to send for publication the earliest possl

ole notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Southern California Kennel Club's bench show, Los Angeles, Cal.,

April 19, 20, 21 and 22. C. A. Sumner, Secretary.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show. San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6

Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15, ,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show. Lenox Lyceum, New York,
]

May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Earrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton
Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

Captain Thos. Higgs will take a string of upwards of twenty

dogs to Los Angeles.
» t

Forty-four entries have been made from this city and vi- .

cinity in the Los Angeles bench show.

Mr. L. L. Campbell will have a large string of dogs in his

charge at the Los Angeles show from this city and vicinity.

The Foxterrier Club will give a banquet in honor of Judge
Raper and the press, sometime during the coming bench show

: meeting.

The preparations for the coming bench show are progress-
\

ing finely and substantial evidences are to be observed on every
[

i hand pointing to the success of the undertaking.
„.

The interest in the coming bench show is daily increasing,

[and there can be little or no question but this event will

it prove far superior to any one ever presented in this city.

A number of the cups provided by the Foxlerrier Club for :

^competition this season, bear the engraving of the celebrated

Ifoxterrier bitch Vessuvienne. They are very handsome.

The owners of Los Angeles entries may be noted each day
.aking their favorites out for constitutionals. The dogs that

win this season in most classes will be very good specimens.

On April 7th Henry Bamber's (Hollister) foxterrier bitch

Flirt, by Punch out of Nellie, threw three pups (two dogs) to

ame owner's Golden Tip (No. 21,651), by Blemton Shiner,

tut of Beatrice.

The St. Bernard class will be a large and most interesting

ne at the coming bench show to be given by the Pacific Ken-
el Club. The acquisitions made in this lioe during the year

ast havestrengthened the breed in this city and vicinity.
j

Mr. Henry Huber and Mr. J. B. Martin will attend the

[enchshowat Los Angeles, starting probably on Monday
Evening. It is long ride to the metropolis of the orange belt

lad good company is an essential in making the trip pleasant.
-*. —

| Judge Raper will find a large contingent of kennel men
this city to greet him at Los Angeles. The well-known

ipitality of the Los Angeles kennel men is warrant enough
assure all attending the coming show at that place of a

:-.'i-.} feasant visit.

The recognition which some organizations give to' class

I pers that expend thousands of dollars annually, for the in-

stof their special line of business, is apparently in the na-

» of a half-hearted apology, but in reality it amounts to a

nn you," for favors received.

! t was the intention of the Huron Coursing Club to hold a

ite coursing meeting this week. Unless the hare are en-

ely different from those in this State, the sport will have

>ven a failure. Spring coursing here is most unsatisfactory

auseofthe condition of the hares. They are not fit to

at this season.

r ust now, in San Francisco, you can meet at almost every

i ner the man who has a wise, self-satisfied look and whose

jh mysterious air informs you, in the strictest con-

•nee, of course, that he has "a wonder " in this or that

kl of dogs that will make the fancy open their eyes when
dog show opens.

ihe gentlemen who are intending to exhibit their dogs at

Angeles have all their preparations for starting their

; on Monday next so as to give them a day's rest there be-

benching them. This is highly proper for the ride is a

i j one for the dogs and they will need the rest in order to

I laced on the bench in proper condition.

is said that the many "kicks" against the judges au-

iced as having been chosen for the bench show to be held

Chicago during the World's Fair, are being made at a

te" list. We are inclined to think that it would be the

P> of wisdom in our friends not to " kick " at all, but if

It must "kick" first be sure that there is something to
" :k" at.

^
. .'."-'tie St. Bernard Club met on Tuesday evening last, Dr.

fc.msburger in the chair. The desire was unanimous for the

iltre^MUing of the Constitution of the club so as to permit of

l^Mi' funds being used for providing prizes at the bench shows.

Jflii We was found to be about $75 in the treasury. After at-

• !^*^Lngto the routine work of the club the discussion of the
qu ion of general interest occupied the time until adjourn-
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Roumanian Doge.

The best individual specimens of small doghood to be found

in Roumania partake of the character of our own rough-

haired Terriers, and I have met with some really decent in-

stances of dogs possessing Irish Terrier type, says Morraan

in English Stock-Keeper, but then lor all that there is no-

where any attempt made to maintain a recognized strain,

and although no doubt these Terriers are due to ancestors

of British origin, the type has never been properly main-

tained, and in litters ot pups one or two of them may be all

right and the rest mongrels of the most disapproved de-

scription. The continuons stream of British trading steamers

coming up the Danube must account for the prevalence of

very fair rough Terriers in the towns, because one or, at the

most, two dogs are quite sufficient on shipboard, and litters

which, if biped, would belong to Stepney parish, are given

away by the captains to friends and business connections

ashore, and in this way many well-bred Terriers reach the

country. As these dogs are less disposed to promiscuous

race-combinations than many other breeds, the stamp of dog

getting a footing, some good specimens of good type, but all

the same bad manners, are frequently to be seen. Our

Vice-Consul at Sulina has a good strain of smooth haired

Foxterriers, and from his kennel a fairish number are spread

over Galatz and Braila, and their fame is even represented

by some few specimens in Bucharest. There are a large

number of dogs of the Bullterrier type to be seen, as also

some fairish long-haired, short-legged ones, " as represents"

the Scotch Terrier. I have also come across a few canines

much akin in looks to Airedales—good, hardy, useful dogs,

fit to tackle a wolf or a fox, but more frequently employing
themselves to harry the lean and hairy swine, which, with

stolid indifference, perambulate the less "frequented streets of

the town, and also pick up a precarious existence on the split

grain on the quays of the riverside towns.

Of Dachshunds there are plenty, but of breed in the same
there is a famine in the land. I do not know where you
could find a more varied collection of Dachshund mongrels
than in this conntry. There are great numbers of Germans
in the towns, and there is a large percentage of them who
affect their dog, but oh j spook of Belgian Herr, what in-

genuity of mispurpose has overcome their breeding. A friend

of mine in Braila (It is you, Major, to whom I allude) has a

good strain of liver-colored dogs, which are rapidly tending

to improve the general breed in that town ; and so noted is

the head of the clan, Toby of that ilk, that the expression is

often heard "Este mi Toby, rara Encflem" fit is a Toby dog,

an English breed). There are also numbers of those hairless

dogs about Roumania, a breed too suggestive of an animated
Lyons sausage to secure my fancy, but still much affected by
the female department of polite Roumania society.

Coming to the nondescript canine population, how can I

catalogue the multifarious mongreldom of the thousands of

dogs which lurk in and around the towns, the villages, and the

hamlets, and even the fishermen's huts in the marshes, and on
the endless heterogenous craft, lighters, caics, and tugs which
ply upon the Danube and its arHuents? From the meanest
whelp, all ears and tail, to big gaunt beasts, more wolf than
dog, I verily believe every possible specimen of mongrel-bred

dog is to be found. Scavengers of the streets and outskirts of

the towns, they appear with the night and disappear with the

day. It is not enough that poor humanity should be frozen in

winter, boiled in summer, shaken or blown inside out with

earthquakes and windstorms, but night is made hideous with

their howlings and barkings. Last summer I had a house

overlooking the Danube at Braila. No sooner had the hum,
like the roar of a distant sea, of the rising mosquitoes at even-

tide given place to the hoarse croaking chorous of millions of

bullfrogs, than that in turn gave place to canine pandemonium.
A small white dog usually gave the signal outside my win-

dow. He was answered from a lighter on the river below, a

running fire of different barks spread for a mile or mare over

the craft anchored in its stream, the fire spread to the limits

of the town, and in five or ten minutes there was a girdle of

canine discord entirely round the place. Thousands of dogs

joined in, and until the morning sun waxed out the discord-

ance used to continue. By surreptitiously shooting the pio-

neer, I managed to delay the performance till after my dinner,

but it always went on, and I believe in course of time if I

reach a green old age, I mav get used to it and find the

million voices of the canine chorus soothing and provocative

of sleep. Roumanians and Greeks, Turks, Jews and Armen-
ians, apparently enjoy it ; and why not also.

That Talented Clerk.

On the Trail.

The legal talent of the Saturday Press is guilty of inflicting

the following upon the public.

After mature deliberation and having taken into considera-

tion all of the mitigating circumstances we are of the opinion

that the collector herein after mentioned should procure a

mongrel of vicious nature and sic it upon the " lalanted

clerk." Read this and see if our judgment is not correct

:

Attorney-Generals have curioas law questions suhmitted to them.
Here are three recently propounded from a neighboring State :

To the Atorny Ginral

:

Dear Sue:—Please relieve a perplexed coleckior :

1—If a man is assesed for a dog and wout pay it, what shall i do?
2—If the dog dies after it Is assessed and before it is payable must i

coleckt it? ...3—If a man is assessed for a dog who never had a dog how sbal i gil

rid of it?

A lalanted clerk deputed to answer, did so as follows, after consult-

ing Ram on Facts:
1—Make the dog pay it.

2—Yes, nnless it is too far gone.
3—Tie altin can to its tail.

Names Claimed.

\«iii i:*mi V would it not be a good idea to offer a prize to the ex-

5
f
A ^m\ >p having the most tastefully-arranged stall. A little

Trt^ jH attem Pt at making dog shows pleasing to the eye would

Ijlefirf'UJ harm, says the Fancier's Journal, and we quite agree

% ^tti^ ProPosi li°D - Dogs are
»

*a mosl cas' - 'cePt a8 com "

PM as and pets, and the public, generally in visiting bench

W , would be pleased to note the elaborate decoration of

• alia in which the dogs are shown. Many of the exhibi-

i this city have, in the past, been quite noted for this

1 f work, and we hope to see more of it than ever before

• coming show.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport,

proprietor, claims the name Lady Vina for black Cocker

Spaniel bitch puppy whelped January 18, 1893, by Differ E.

(Gifler ex Lady, Ladv by Ch. Black Pete, A. K. C. S. B.

4910 ex Miss Nance, 'A. K. C. B. B. 12,599), ex.

A. K. C. S. B. .

•-

Whelps.

The speciality clubs in this city are doing much to advance

the interests of the breeds to which they are devoted

A correspondent in Shooting and Fishing gives the follow-

ing interesting incidents to the public through the columns of

that journal

:

" I hear that Henry Wright, of Ashby, Mass., had an odd
adventure on one of the last days of the fox-hunting season.
He was out with his* little hound, Sport, and had started a fox
without much trouble. The hound was driving about half a
mile from the hunter and just out of sight behind a knoll,
when suddenly he began to yell. Mr. Wright knew at once
that he was in trouble of some kind, and fearing that he had
been so unlucky as to get caught in a trap, hurried toward
him. When Mr. Wright had almost reached a place from
which he would have been able tosee his hound, Sport stopped
screaming and began to tongue as he always does on a fresh
track. In a few moments a fox came in sight, and the hunter
killed it. It proved to be a vixen. When .Sport came in his
master found that the fox had caught him by the ear, and
made two long slits in it. These wounds were so severe that
it was necessary to sew them up. Sport is said to be a gritty
little hound that will kill a fox in quick time if once he gets
hold of it, but in this case it is evident lhat the vixen was too
quick for him. The gentleman who related this incident did
not tell me whether any marks of the dog's teeth were found
on the fox or not.

"The incident which has just been related is certainly
unique. Those who have bad long experience in hunting
reynard have occasionally known an old dog-fox to bristle up
and run towards the hound, and it is not a rare occurrence
for a vixen, when she has young, to follow a hound and make
a rush at him ; but the foxes that are bold enough to do this
are always very careful to keep out of reach of the hound.
This is the only case that has come to my notice in v hich the
fox has had sufficient bravery to actually tackle its pursuer.
To be sure, the evidence in this instance is entirely circum-
stantial, but, nevertheless, it seems to be sufficient to prove the
case.

" A friend of mine who lives on Cape Cod, in the vicinity
of Hyannis, Mass., told me not long ago an interesting in-

cident of the hunting last fall. Early on one November
morning he heard the hounds coming directly towards his

house, and hurried to the window to see what he could of the
chase. He was just in time to see a fox come slowly through
the open field which separated the house from the woods.
Scarcely had the fox made his appearance when two hound*
came into view, running—or I ought to say walking—the
track of tne fox. As they caught sight of their quarry the
excitement of the moment gave them a little fresh energy", and
they closed on their prey. It was difficult to tell which of ihe
three actors in this drama of the woods was the most ex-
hausted. The chase had evidently been a long one, for the
fox had run till he could run no longer, and the pursuing
hounds were ready to drop with fatigue. The fox. rinding
escaps impossible, turned on the hounds, ready to die game,
and there, within twenty yards of my friend, the battle was
fought. The fox mustered all the little strength he had re-

maining, knocked down the leading hound, bit the second
one severely, and with one last effort for life disappeared in

the woods at the back of the house. The hounds could go no
further, they were done, and that gallant fox, who struggled
so splendidly for his life, will live, I hope, to run many an-
other race."

The Foxterrier Club.

The Foxterrier Club met on Tuesday evening last and de-

cided several matters relative to the future action of the club,

one of which was that in the future the club would direct ita

attention to providing much more elaborate and costly cups

than those now offered for competition. Ten cups have been

hung up by this club for the Los Angeles show. Anent the

question of foxterriers we quote the following from the Eng-

lish Stock-Keeper

:

"We this week publish an illustration of Roche Talma, one
of the most deservedly successful wire-haired foxterriers now
before the public. This very typical son of Bodger and Vic
was first brought out by his owner. Mr. J. W. Taylor, of Old-
ham, at the Kochdale Show in the February of last year, when
under Mr. A. Ashton, the new comer won in all the classes in

which he was entered, and in addition secured the cup offered

for the best foxterrier in the show. The next appearance of
Roche Talma was at Oxford, where he won in the novice,

maiden, and Tyro classes, the three-pound special, and the

wire-haired foxterrier fifty guinea challenge cup being also

included in his list of victories. Pursuing his academical
career with much diligence, Roche Talma next took a double
first and special at Cambridge, these successes being supple-

mented by firsts at Amsterdam, Bradford, Altrincham, Stock-
port, Oldham, Carlisle, Derby and Bochdale, whilst upon the

two latter occasions special cups were added to his former
triumph. It will thus be seen that Roche Talma pooBOSBOfi

the strongest possible claims to be considered one of the best,

as he is undoubtedly one of the most successful specimens of

his breed that has existed, and we trust that before the present

season has passed over his head a new and equally creditable

sequence of victories will be recordei in his favor. Mr. Taylor
advertises him at the stud in our columns, and if there i> any
foundation whatsoever for the saying that like begets like, the

owners of well-bred bitches should certainly expect to derive

substantial benefits from availing themselves of his services."

The illustration is a good one and bears out all that our
contemporary has said as quoted above referring to this special

animal. The picture shows that peculiar character in a full

degree that has made the wire-haired lerriersuch a Favorite.

The Selby Medal Shoot.

The Selby medal will be shot for on Sunday the 23d imt.,

at the Oakland Shooting Park commencing at 10 o'clock.

Mr. Frank B. Norton is the challenger, Mr. Thos. K. Barney
holding the medal over from last year.

—. «
The probabilities are lhat the rains that have rendered the

inaugural days of the angling seanon so barren of results are

now about over. Thii will, if true, prove a most welcome an-

nouncement to the lovers of the rod who have hid, BO far this

season, little save disappointment on every hand.

The San Francisco 3uo Club meets this afternoon at 1 >ak-

land Track. There will be a large shooting membership pres-

ent and as a result a fine time will be enjoyed.
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

[CONTINUED from Page 370.J

wood, May P., Alfarata and hosts of other'winners), dam imp.

Flirt (dam of Gorgo, Faustine and Flambeau, wieners, and

sister to imp. Friar Tuck), by Hermit (winner of the Epsom
Derby of 1867), son o( Newminster, he by Touchstone. George

Covington trained the winner, who is a sister to the mighty

Flambeau, and deserves great credit for the condition in

which he brought her to the post.

Below will be found a table showing the winners of the

California Stakes since its inauguration and other interesting

points in connection with the event:

WINNERS OF CALIFORNIA STAKE—}£ MILE.

\"r Name.of Winner. 9irbof Winse?.. Second Horse. Time.

1879

1881

Tillie C
Frank Rhoads
Anita
Gatio
Prioce of Norfolk.

1884 ' -till

1885 Billow.
1886

1887
1888

1889

[890
1*91

1 B92

Qraciosa
PocateHo
Trade Mark*.
Racine
Fairv
Toro
Castro
Flirtation

Wil3idle
Leinster
RnthfdorU'stead
Grinstead
Norfolk
Norfolk
Longfield
Imp. Glengarry
Joe Hooker.
Imp. Kyrle Daly...
Bishop
Argyle
Alfa"

Sobrante
Wildidle

Euchre
Waterfd-LSinip'nl
Albert C
Panama
Callie Smart
Alia
Norfolk-Jessie R. f..

Robson
Geraldine
Faustioe
GnMo
Homer
Follv
Sir Reel
D. of Nor.-Neilson c

h;1;k„

0:5lg
0:51

0:S2}i
0:53

0:50
0:53

0:49
0:51

:48^
0:49

0:54
0:49 3-5

U:49'i

In 1879 the weights In the California Stakes were S6 pounds for colts

So pounds for Allies ; in 1SS0 thev were raised to 100 pounds for colts

97 for allies. Iu ISS8 the weights were raised to 110 pounds for colts

107 for lillies.

•la this race Don Josejumped the track about thirty'yards from the
wire, when leading, killing Sidney JIaish, a spectator.

It will be observed that daughters of Wildidle won this

stake the tirst and last time it was run for, aud in the same
time. In no other years have the Wildidles heen successful

so far as this event is concerned.

FOURTH RACE.

Sheridan, with Miller up, was a hot favorite, because it was
thought he was more at home on a heavy track than the

others, except Bessie W., who was not thought to be exactly

on edge. Bessie W. led Garcia and Revolver passing the

quarter, then Garcia took up the running, striking the home-
stretch two lengths in front of Sheridan, he over a length

from Revolver. Once in the straight, Revolver carae up like a
flash, and, collaring Garcia 100 yards from the wire, the latter

gave it up, Revolver winning in a romp by a length, Garcia,

fast dying away, second, a neck from Sheridan. Time, 1:51.

Revolver went to the post with odds of from 6 to 10 to 1

against his chances. Sheridan lost lots of money for his

friends. T. H. Williams secured the horse at §2,350, or $350
over his selling price.

Ten two-year-olds faced Mr. Ferguson in the fifth race,

four and a half furlongs. The Brutus-Ariola colt opened at

3 to 1, but a ton of money, more or, less, crushed the odds
down to 4 too at the post. Rosalie had lots of fanciers at 3
and 4 to 1. Rhodanthe was first away a neck, the Ariola colt

second, Realization third, about a length in front of Rosalie.

The favorite led Rhodanthe into the stretch by a couple of
lengths, with Realization still third, Rosalie fourth and com-
ing fast. The latter gained considerably, and 100 yards from
the wire Sullivan commenced to ride her desperately. So
gamely did shr> respond that had the wire been thirty yards
further the Ariola colt would have run second to the filly.

A- it was the favorite won by a short neck in wonderful time
—0:55A. Six lengths away, third, was Jennie Peane, who
was absolutely last cominginto the homestretch.

The last race, five furlongs, had eleven starters, and Craw-
ford was backed down from 8 to 5 to even money at the post.

Volita was most fancied of the others. Joe D. led into thb
homestretch by about four lengths, Crawford being second, and
when Phil Archibald's sprinter shut htsjacknife Crawford
came and won handily by three parts of a length from Orta,
who was coming like a shot at the end, as was Volita, who
was but a head behind her. Time, l:03j. B. C. Holly ran
the winner up to $1,250, $250 over his entered selling price,

bat Mr. Kerr kept him at $1,255.

i mm w:ri-> on iik n.w 's K ycks.

i rEicr Tback, Tuesday, April 11, 1893.—First race,
"fill iik'. i'u i i

i, i.,r l im !',
i !u olds and upwards. The winner to be sold
LwopOUndsallowed for end i .-100 to $500 ;

i .1 each -ii.'i ,i,,v. M to 9100. A winner of two races this
rear to carry Ave pounds extra j tbree or more, elghi pounds extra. Five
rarlongs.

tkeys and Closing Odds, SI . H Fin.
!

i
l lappa, i-i. 82,000 ,15tol..., J l I 1 n

109. 1500 .'I i" 1 5 S 4 2 '. 1

>NKMAX.a(RlnHtoln t 121,3000),5tO 1 9 8 3
-i 000j, 5 to 2 i\

' -
-1

K Til R RIPPER, a I Epperson, 121, MOO), 10 to i 8 8 3 G
ii. Smith, ii;. 1000), 6 to l T 6 *'•

IS

* Nl u.li; van. i F. Narvaez, 100, fWOJ, b to 1 I 7 7 7
24 M H R I

.
.

'. Hpence, 107, WOO). 10 to 1 l
.". 6 S

25 JOEHOOKERJR. (Hnnnwalt,10H,f800 I ol 3 8 9 9
5800), i to 1 in in in in

Won driving. Winner ch m by Little Alp Gypsy iQueen. Entered by
| upps.

I
' Winners of two

Aten maiden-, allowed tenpOlindK.
OnemUa
Prevl «ii-«

u ii '
i idds. 81

RTIKET Miller, 122 ,

1

2
28 WICKLOW (Dennwon, 122). 2 in 1 1

<1 ., 1 5
15 tOl 4

Jl SV.'i .,i

i
'

farlner Uni In.
•| noitipvin.

I
II Fin.

. J LSI11112 3 1

Knt'-ivd ;liy \V.

- each, im
to winner.

Huir n mils.

Start*rtl Jocl nod « losing Odds. si , ii pin.

i 2)14 FLU Pin ...2
NORFOLK S I ,,, U8),

B

I

2 TIIO to 1 7

4

a
0.4 to 1 «

- Ml ... l g
nine—fcttjf.

Won mthor evilly. Winner b f iby Wildidle—Imp. Flirt. Entered bymrm r/ndlni Buna

2 2 1

8 8 8

RACE 33.—Fourth race, selling, purse 8500; horses entered to be sold
for ?4,000 to carry weight forage ; If for less, two pounds allowed lor each
$250 to $2,000 ; then three pounds for each $*5Q to $1,000. One mile and a
sixteenth.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. SI ', % % H Fin.

23 REVOLVER, a (W. Clancy, U4, $2,000), 7 to 1

1 3 -1 3 S 111
25 GARCIA, 6 (Spence, 105, $1,250), 4 tol 3 2 1 1 I 2 n
26 SHERIDAN, 6 i Miller, 121, $2,500), 7 to 5 6 4 3 2 2 3

23 NELLIE G.,0 i' Peters, 105, 81,600), 15 to 1 4 6 6 8 6 4
16 BESSIE W.. 4 (J. Mtirphv, 112, g2,5f>0),fi tol 2 12 4 4 5

5 LEDALIA, S .Morris, 109, 51,750), 15 to 1 5 5 5 5 5 6

27 STE4DFAST. 3 iNeherviilf, SU. ?1,0*0), 10 to 1 7 7 7 7 7 7
Time—1:51.

ii Won easilv. Winner b g by Joe Daniels—Young Jule. Entei"edbyB
C. Holly. I (Revolver bid up to 32,350 and^knocked down to T. H. Wil-
liams.

RACE 34.—Filth race, purse $400, lor two-year-old maidens: beaten
maidens, if not placed second, allowed five pounds. Four and a half fur-

longs.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jockeys and t losing Odds. St •# H Fin.
— BRTTUS-ARIOLAcoIt (Miller, 118), 4 to 5_ 2 1 1 1 n
14 ROSALIE (Sullivan. 115), 4 to 1 4 4 2 2 61

9 JENNIE DEANE i.Iacksoo. 110), 15 to 1 10 10 10 8

9 RHODANTHE (Long, 110), 15 to 1 12 3 4
14 REALIZATION (J. Narvae/., 113), 6 to 1 3 3 4 5
25 THE LARK (Lloyd, 110), to 1 .7 8 8 6

15 SEASIDE (W. Clancy, 110), 15 to 1 S 7 7 7

9 MORVEN iSpence, 113), IMo 1 9 5 5 3
— ANNIE R. (J. Murphy, 115), 15 to 1 6 9 9 9

25 AUGUSTUS (H. Smith, 113), 20 to 1 5 6 9 10

Time-0:55 !i.

Won in a drive. Winner ch c by imp. Brntus—Ariola. Entered by
Elmwood Stock Farm owners.

RACE 35.—Sixth race, selling, purse 3100, for three-year-olds and up-
wards. The winner to be sold at auction for $1,000; if for less, 2 pounds
allowed for each 3100 to 3590; then 4 pounds for each $100 down to 3100. A
winner of two races this year to carry 5 pounds extra; three or 8 .pounds
extra. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race No. Starters, Jockeys and cio>ing Odds. si >« % H Fin.
5 CRAWFORD. 3 (Jackson, 106. $1,000). evens [3 2 2 2 1 5{ 1— ORTA, 3 (C. Clancy, 102, 3900), G to 1 7 4 4 4 2h
— VOLITA, 6 (Epperson. 117, 3500], ii to 1 1 .1 3 3 3

22 JACKSON, a <J. Murphy, 127, $1,000.. 10 to I 6 8 8 4 4

— ST. JOHN, 4 [Sa&ankey, 96, 3-0'm.2oio 1 8 5 5 5 5

12 DICK O'MALLEY, 3 (Seaman, 100, 3700), 5 to 1 5 6 6 6 6

29 LUCY S.. a (Peters. 97 §200), 8 to 1 _ 8 10 10 9 7
— BUD BROOKS, u ('Coombs, 99. $200 1, 10 to 1 9 9 9 8 8
(C) WILDFLOWER.3 (Morris. 104,41,000), 12to 1 4 7 7 7 9
— JOE D., a (King. 121, 31,000), 10 to 1 2 1 1 1 10
— MARY ANN i Hanawalt, 96, $600 1, 6 to 1 10 U 11 11 11

Time— 1:03.^.

Won driving. Winner ch g by Apache—Emma Longfield. Eutered by
owner Antrim Stables. Crawford bid up to 31,255, but retained by Charles
Kerr.

SEVENTH DAY—THURSDAY, APRIL 13.

Favorites and long shots divided up the spoils this beauti-

ful day, and close to 4,000 persons saw them do it. Motto

dipped the talented in Conssmme Lake in the first race, the

winner turning up in old Inkerman. Bronco and Motto went

out and set such a pace that it was suicidal to their chances,

for they had nothing left to finish on. Tigress looked very
much like a winner a sixteenth from home, but Inkerman,
under whip and spur, came with an irresistible rush down the

homestretch, winning in the last jump by his ironclad nose.

The Brutus-Ariola colt won all the way in the second
event, five furlongs, Atticus and Valencia making a pretty

fight for place honors, the former securing it by a neck.

The winner of the mile and an eighth handicap, ten starters,

turned up in little Willie Murry's white-legged Missouri cy-

clone, Belfast, who beat the supposed invincible Sir Walter
and the heavily-played Almont, among others. Belfast is a
stayer of the first water, and as game as the proverbial pebble.

Getting oil" eighth, he was second at the quarter-pole, went to

the front nearing the tnree-quarter mark, and although he
went back to Sir Walter a little about a sixteenth from home,
he came again like a sure-enough race horse and won handily
from Boots' horse, though about all out, by nearly a length.

Belfast went to the post at 5 to 1, being backed down from S

to 1. Most of the play was on Sir Walter, Almont and Dem-
ocrat, the latter being a hot tip.

Martinet had an easy task set him when he beat five three-

year-olds of rather mediocre ability. Rosebud, last all the

way around to the homestretch, made a good run down the
straight, and will probably be heard from after another race

or two.

Sympathetic^ Last won from Bessie W. and a few poorer
ones in ridiculously easy style.

THE DAY'S RACING DESCRIBED.

Motto was an even-money favorite in the opening race, six

furlongs, and well-played, though Bronco and Inkerman were
not lost sight of in the rush. As several clever horsemen pre-

dicted, the two speedy ones, Motto aud Bronco, went out to

have the race to themselves, and so hot did they make the
pace that both died away in the homestretch, and Tigress
moved up from fifth place and looked an easy winner until

within 100 yards of the wire, where Inkerman commenced to

gain perceptibly with one of those old-time rushes of his, and
getting up, won in the very last stride by the scantest of

noses, Tigress second, a length from Bronco, who was hut a

bead from Gladiator. Motto finished eighth and absolutely
last. Time, 1:15.

Several dollars were wagered on the second race, five fur-

longs. The Brutus-Ariola colt had the greatest number of

moneyed friends, and was a favorite at 9 to 10, but Atticus
lacked not for admirers who liked to put coin on him at odds
of 2\ to 1. Valencia was much liked for place. To a beauti-

ful start, Ovation was away a neck in advance of the Ariola
colt, but the latter passed her ere 100 yards had been run, and
led Valencia into the homestretch two lengths. Miller rode
the favorite beautifully all the way down the straight, and won
easily by a length and a half. Atticus got away slowly, but
came like a shot the last eighth of a mile, and nipped the
place by a head from Valencia.
The nine furlong handicap, third on the programme, was

very interesting. Ten owners accepted the weights tor their
horses, and everything, except perhaps Little Esperanza, Pes-
cador and Raindrop, was backed well. Sir Walter and Al-
mont went to the post equal favorites at 2 to 1. Belfast
opened at 8 to 1, but coin forced the odds down to 5 to 1 at

the close. Democrat was played for a killing. A good start

was eflected, and Pescador, on the fly, fifth as the flag dropped.
led the way pausing the stand, with Raindrop and Almont his
closest rivals, but all pretty well bunched for such a field.

Dinero ran up fast around the first turn from sixth place, and
led passing the quarter by nearly a length, Belfast in the
place, he having moved up from eighth place. Pescador was
third and Raindrop at his neck. At the half-pole there was
no materia) change. An eighth of a mile further along, though,
and a considerable shifting was indulged in, Belfast taking the
lead from Dinero and swinging into the honie«Lretch about a
length to the good, Raindrop third, Red Prince fourth, while
Sir Walter was fifth and beginning to come up fast. A great
shout went up that Boots' good bay horse was gaining so
fast that he would win, and a little over a sixteenth from the

finish Belfast faltered for a second or so, but when Sir Walter
and Raindrop came up close to him the Longfellow blood in

the chestnnt Missourian began to surge, and he pricked his

ears, extended himself like an eagle, and flew in a winner by
nearly a length, Sir Waller second (beaten at last, but not dis-

graced), a neck from Raindrop, old Sheridan a good fourth,

the rest strung out, the hot tip, Democrat, last of all. Time,
l:56i. Almont was not in the hunt after a quarter of a mile
had "been run. Belfast is a good horse, and will scarcely get

in another handicap soon with 106 pounds up.

Martinet, with odds of 1 to 5 against his chances, waited on
Clacquer and Wicklow until the homestretch was reached,

when he came on and won easily by three parts of a length

from the ridden-out Wicklow, he a neck from Rosebud, that

was probably a little short of work. Time, 1:30.

Sympathetic^ Last and Bessie W. went to the post equal
favorites at 7 to 5. Castro and Red Cloud had a few friends.

Sympathetic's Last went up second soon after passing the
half-pole, and when Clancy let go the brown horse's head
(about half-a-dozen strides from the finish) he came away
from Bessie W. as if she was tied up, winning in a romp by a

neck. Red Cloud ran up into third place in the homestretch,
being one and one-half lengths behind riessie W. Time,
1:22}.

Stoneman and Oakland were pluneed on heavily, both clos-

ing at 2 to J. Quiet tips were out on Jackson and Alfred B.

The start was anything but pretty, Cassim and Jackson hav-

ing at least two lengths the best of it. Jackson, vigorously rid-

den by Johnny Weber, was soon in front by daylight, and
though closely pressed around the turn into the homestretch
and in the first part of the straight by old gray Stoneman,
shook that fellow off, Oakland taking up where the gray left

off. At thedrawgate Little Tougi; came up with a fine burst

of speed, he and Oakland passing the finishing point head-

and-head in a dead heat. Jackson won the race by one and
a half lengths. Alfred B. was one of the worst sufferers by the

start, but finished fourth. Time, 1:15. W. Clancy, the good
rider of the Holly Stable, who had (he mount on Francesca in

this race was kicked severely just below the right knee by Cas-

sim, and at first it was thought Clancy's leg was broken, but

it proved to be only a bad bruising and abrasion of the skin.

However, it will be many days ere Clancy will be in the sad-

dle again, it is feared. The youth was conveyed to the upper
story of- the club-house and attended by the Association's

surgeon, Dr. Quinlan.

Johnny Weber, who made his reappearance in the saddle

to-day, after being unjustly ruled off by the local association,

did very well,, indeed, riding Jackson to victory, Bessie W.'

and Wicklow second and Valencia third.

Sl-MMABIES OF THE DAY'S BACKS.

RACE 36.—Bay District Track, Thursday, April 13, 1893.—First race,

selling, puree $350, ofwhich 850 to second, $25 lo third. The winner 'to be
sold at auction lor 32,000 ; if tbr less, one pound allowed for each giro to

31,000; then 2 lbs. for each 3100 to 3500. Winners since January nth of
two races, 5 lbs. extra, ; three or more, S lbs. extra, six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, IJockey3 andiClosingiOdds. St % ft H Fin.

2S INKERMAN, a (Epperson, 110, 31.500), 6 to 1. 5 5 5 5 1 ns
30 TIGRESS, 3 (Peters. 95.31,000), 15 to 1 6 6 6 6 21 I

2S RRONCO.a (Miller, 119, .31,5001,-1 tol 4 2 1 1 3 h
10 GLADIATOR, a I J. Weber. 111,31,000), 6 tol 1 3 3 3 4

19 CURRENCY. lUJ-Narvaez, 110. sl,200i, 12 tol 2 4 4 4 5

G INITIATION, 6 (Hlnfcey, 114, §1500), 10 tol 7 7 7 7 fi

•24 REGAL, a < Coombs, 101. $5it0i, 15 tol 8 S S S 7

22 MOTTO, 4 (Morris, 110, 32.0* 0), evens 3 12 2 3

Time— 1:15.

Won driving. Winner b g by Ironclad—Alice. Entered by W". P. Flue.

RACE 37.—Second race, for two-year-olds, purse $100. Winners at this

meeting to carry 3 lbs. extra for each win, beaten horses allowed 2 lbs. for

each time beaten at this meeting. Five furlongs.

H Fin.

I US I

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeysand^Closing Odds.

•34 BRUTUS-ARIOLA, c (Miller, 121j, 9 to 10..

•20 ATTICUS ( Morris, 121), 5 to 2 o o o * u
25 VALENCIA f J. Weber, 113), 4 tol -1 2 2 2
32 NORMANDIE (Jackson. It3), 10 tol 4 4 4 4

9 JIM LEE iSpnoner, 116), 30 tol 8 6 5 5
20 OVATIOX (Sullivan, 111), 10 tol 5 5 U

14 SILVERSTATE (J. Narvaez.lll), 15 tol S 3 3 7

3 CHEROKEE (Epperson, 116). 30 tol 7 7 S 8

Time—lKKjf.
Won handily. Winner ch c by imp. Brutus-Ariola. Entered by owners

Elmwood Stock Farm.
RACE 33.—Third race, handicap, purse .3500, for three-year-olds or up

ward. Mile and an eighth.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds
•23 BELFAST, 4 (Sullivan, 106). 5 to 1

•2t! SIR WALTER, 5 (Miller, 1251.2 tol 2 5 5 7
26 RAINDROP, i

Herbervil'e, 95>, 20 to 1 12 4 4
:;:; SlIERIDAN.fi (Spooner, 111), 10 tol 9 9 6 8

•16 RED PRINCE, 5 (J. Narvaez, 116,., 8 to 1 7 6 7 5
15 DINERO. 4 .J. Weber, 110), 10 tol- 6 6 11
26 ALMONT, a (Morris, 115). 2 tol 4 3 8 6
— PESCADOR. 4 (Nichols, 121), 20 tol 5 13 3— LITTLE ESPERANZA, 4 i Peters. 105), 20 tol... 3 9 10 10

26 DEMOCRAT, 4 (W. Clancy, 95), 6 tol : 10 10
Time, 1:56&

Won driving. Winner ch g by Longvlew—Annie Veto. Entered by
M. Murry.

RACE 39.—Fourth race, purse 3500, for three-year-olds. Maidens
lowed 5 lbs.; beaten maidens, 10 lbs. Winners since January 14th to carry
2 lbs. extra for each win. Seven furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds.

•31 MARTINET (Miller, 124), 1 to 5

St. S. H % % H. Fin_

. 8 8 2 2 1 1 \\\
.. 2 5 5 7 5 5 2 11

4 3 3 3 11

8 8 7

) 10 10 10

lllK

-

Ill VI

:

....

::

\ {

foil

St. -,-
-V S H F1U.'

.. 2 4 4 4 4 1 X ifj

.12 1115

3 3

31 WICKLOW (J. Weber, 1241, 6 to 1 3 1 2 2 2 2»
— ROSEBUD (Clifford, 119). 10 tol 6 6 6 fi 5 SB)
35 ORTA i C. Clancy. 107), 15 to 1

.11 CLACQUER i
Murphy, 112). 40 u> I

27 WVANASHOTT iSpc-iice. 124 \ 20 to I

Time, 1:30.

Won easily.lWinnerichiabyiMann.T— Marin. Eutered by W.Thompson

|

RACE 40.- Fifth race, selling, purse 3500, the winner to be sold at a
tlon for 33,000; if for $2,000, allowed 7 pounds; 31,500, 10 pouuds; 31.0"

pounds. Winners since January 14th to carry 2 pounds extra tor t

win. Six and one-half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters.'Joekevs and Closing Odds. St W *»' H 1

— SYMPATHETIC'S LAST, a (W. Clancy, 124, 33,-

000), 7 to 5 1

13 BESSIE W.,4 (J. Weber, 116, 83,000), 7 to 5 ' 2

22 RED CLOUD, 4 (Lawless, 121,33.000). 8 to 1 €

35 BUD BROOKS, a (F. Narvaez, 110, 3 over. 51,000), 30

— CASTRi\'':r(XNSir\; H\'v.yi(W.'Vo\'o'r. 32,^)0 1, 4* In 1."
.'.'".'

S

Al/rus, 5 (Epperson, 117, 32,000), 15 to 1 5 t> t> s d

Tiin"e-1:22'..

Wnii very easily.Winneri bnh by Falrplay—Sympathetic. Kntc
by B. C. Holly.

RACE II.—Sixth "race, selling, purse 3350, of which 350 to second, |25 tj

third. The winner to be sold fbrf200; Iffor less, l pound allowed foref"
3100 to 31,000; then 2 pounds for each 3100 to $500. Winners since Janui

Mih ni*2 races, 5 pounds extra.1; three or more. 8 pounds extra. Six t

tongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. St )* >M H Fin.

35 .1 U'KSON', a i J. Weber, 114. > 1,000). 6 to 1 '2

24 LITTLE 1 OUGH, 4 (Jackson, 93, 3500;, 10 to 1 5

:»> OAKLAND. 3 i Nichols, 97. 31.000) 2 to 1 4
— ALFRED R.. aiJ. Narvaez, 109. $505) 8

30 STONEMAN, a iRiiiMeln, 111, £600), 2 to 1 3

17 CASSIM, 4 (H. Smith, 112, Sl.OOtn.O to 1 1
— ESTRELLA, 3 (Peters, 93, 3900), 12 to 1

'6

— FRANCESCA, 3 (tSpence, 105. $2,000), 10 to 1 7
— MARSHALL J., a [Llovd, 110, 3S00), 20 to I ;9

Time—l:\5H-
Won In a drive. Winner b h bv Luke Blackburn—Ivy Leaf. Enter

by E. Savage. tFrancesca's original Jockey, W. Clancy, was kicked Ji

below the knee by Cassim In this race, and was quite painfully

jured.
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Next 'Wednesday's Sale.

The opportunities owners of stock farms have had this

winter to purchase tirst-class broodmares, colts and fillies at

lower prices than the same grade of stock ever sold

for before, have been many. The picgressive breeder, the

one who believes in making money out of the business by

breeding and developing trotters that will trot, and well-bred

horses that will sell, has been present and profited by his

purchases. The eras of apparent depression in al! brancheM

of business come at regular intervals, and the men endowed

with forethought and wisdom who liveup to the axiom, "Bay

when everything is low and sell when everything ishigh,"are

always the successful ones. The chances for horsemen to se-

cure'real bargains this year are growing less every month, and

when such a consignment of stock is offered as that to be sold

next Wednesday at Killip & Co.'s salevard, horsemen should

attend and see whit an aggregation of really first-c'ass ones it

is. The sale is absolute. Messrs. Talbot and Sessions are too

well known to our readers to need an introduction, and as

judges of horses, they stand as high as any two men in Cali-

fornia. Mr. Talbot owns Mt. Hood, 2:22f, and as his stock

farm is small, he does not care to train and develop any

but the progeny of this horse, therefore he sends every brood-

mare he owns that is not bred to Mt. Hood and every colt and

fill v that is not by this game son of Eros to the sale. Mr.

Josiah Sessions is one of our pioneer horsemen, and as he savs,

"he is too old to stay in the business, and is offering all the

choicest ones he has selected and owned for the past few years,

because he wants to be relieved of the cares attached to own-

ing fast trotters. Let others get them and they will call me
blessed, for a finer lot of horses were never hitched."

There are thirty head to be sold in all
;

fourteen of t hese

are the property of Mr. Talbot. They are all broken and are

pei fecilv gentle ; they do not pull on the bit while being

driven; they are of good size and have had all the care lav-

ished upon ihem that this horseman could think of. Their ex-

hibition of speed will surpass that of any lot ever brought

to this city and as their breeding will justify all the auctioneer

can say aDd the purchaser can hope for, we know that every

one who gets one of these individuals will be more than satis-

fied.

The stock is nearly all registered and certificates will be

given with the hill of sale.

The chestnut filly Violetta foaled 1891, by Kaffir 15.045,

dam Violette, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 ; second dam Viola,

by Echo 462; third dam Woodbine (sister to Monarch, 2:2S|),

by Woodburn ; fourth dam Victress {darn of Monarch, 2:28],

and the dam of Lohengrin, 2:271), by Williamson's Belmont.

This is the kind of breeding that is being sought for by all

loyers of fine-looking, good-sized, game trotting stock. Vio-

letta is stylit-h and handsome and although never having re-

ceived any track work has shown enough to warrant a buyer

in giving her to a trainer. Her breeding commends her to

all seeking a broodmare that will produce well-limbed intelli-

gent and pure-gaited trotters : Sultan, Hambletonian Patchen,

American Star, LexingtoD and Williamson's Belmont blood.

All strong bloodlines that are noted as great on the maternal

side of many of our greatest trotters' pedigrees.

Hyack is an Indian name for a two-year-old brown filly by

Guide, 2:16}, out of Travers mare, by Billy Hayward, 2:31],

and the second dam is the Kansome mare, a famous road mare
that was a winner on the Cli If House road at all distances.

Guide, 2:16}, is by Director, 2:17, out of Imogene (dam of Del

Win, 2:26$, and Guide, 2:16.},) and is oneof the best bred sons

of the Black Cyclone in this State, his progeny control and
wiil trot fast when given an opportunity. Billy Hayward, the

sire of Hvack's dam, was one of the gamest sons and best sires

bv Geo. M. Patchen Jr. and his dam was by The Morse Horse,

sire of Gen. Taylor, so it can be seen that Hyack inherits speed

from every side. She is a large-sized, good-looking, pure-

gaited trotter and will be useful anywhere. She will show
what she can do in the way of trotting.

Kitsap is by Sant'i Eila 18,018, one of the finest-looking

eons of Buccaneer out of the Perfection mare, a mare that could

pull a bu^gy in 2:50 at any time and never knew what it was

to he tired.
" Kitsap is the making of a nice roadster. She is

inclined to pace, although her sire and dam were pure-gaited

trotters.

Some one will want a gray trotter, one that will make him-

self as famous as Jack of Pilot Medium fame. The
yearling Utsalady 20,174 will fill the bill; he h bred

away up in G, and can trot as fast as any Sidney in th« Suae
that has had no greater opportunities than he. Utsalady is to

use a horsey phrase, "a corker," and he inherits speed from

his sire, dam and grandam. Anna M:i<_'e<J
,
his flam, is by Capr.

Hanford 804 Abetter known as Paddy Magee); she got her

record of 2:37 i while heavy with foal, and had hut three

weeks' track work then. A liner mare would be difficult to find

anywhere. Her dam Winona was a great one and was by

Bmbletonian 7l'"> out of Yanona Fee s t b,by Illinois Medoc.
Utsaladv has perfect limbs, a well-shaped, intelligent head, fine

sck, splendid shouldersand quarters and he can trot fast.

There are some sons of Electioneer that have never had the

tportunilies they should have had, either on the track or in

stud, and Lancelot, the sire of Klikitat is one. lie trotted

rters as a three-year-old in 33 seconds repeatedly, bat be-

in) ii red never was able to get a record. He wat placed in

estud, but. got very few good mares. Seminary Girl (that

to be -old in this sale) is, we believe, one of the best ever

Dt to him. Her filly, Klikitat, is a beautifully-formed

leslnnt, and can ^how as ranch trotting ability as any
ie in the ^nle. She is thoroughly broken and very gentle,

d will make her sire and dam famous if she is put on the

k. Seminary Girl, the dam of this equine beauty, is a

wn mare that P. A. Finnegan used to pass everybody

Ith on the roads. Xo one knows how fast she can go. She
perfectly sound, for after she trotted a mile in 2:28 at Pleas-

ton, Mr. Finnegan put her to breeding, believing he had the

test matron in California. Having to go to Europe, he
»ld her to Mr. Talbot, and, in his possession, she dropped the

ndsome foal by her side. Mr. Talbot did not breed her, and
ny one who wants a first-class road, track or broodmare

Id secure her. Words are inadequate to express her
rite.

Teekelat 22,166, by the great Sirnmocolon, 2:13], out of

ressida, bv Yo«euaite 4906, second dam Maud fi. (sister to

; lez, 2:30)', by The Moor 87d ; third dam Katydid (dam of

iez, dam of Vesolia, 2:20
'.J, bv Fireman, is a good one.

• digree needs to be more fully set forth, for everyone will
' ant to know where he gets his wonderful speed from. S»m-
ocolon is by the great Simmons, 2:18 (sire of Greenleaf,

10} ; Xew York Central, 2:103, and twenty-seven others in

2:30), out of Colon bv Strathmore 408, second dam Coral,
(dam of Coralloid. '

2:14^ ,, by Clark Chief 89, etc.

Yoseniite, sire of Cressida, is by Egbert, out of Leah
(sister to Malaga, dam of Woodbrino, 2:25J, sire of four in

2:30), by Woodford Mambrino; second dam Maud [dam of

King Jim, 2:204, and two sires of eleven in 2:30), by Abdallah
15, etc. Teekelat is a black colt, and as the catalogue truth-

fully states, is one of the Hnest-formed, strongest-made, best-

jointed and purest-gaited sons of Simmocoloo ever seen. He
will pay any one to train him. His bloodlines are of the best,

while his dam has a two-year-old Noonday colt that will get in

the 2:30 list the first time he is started. Teekelat is thor-

oughly broken to harness.

Skagit, by Eros, out of Recess, by imp. Kelpie, is another
fast one, and will reflect credit on her sire and dam in the

first race she starts. She is a good one in everv respect, and
will never need urging coming toward the wire, she is not
bred that way.
Don Tomas, by Antevolo, out of Elack Bess, by Venture,

2:271, second dam by Easton's David Hill, is a grand-looking
four-year-old stallion, thoroughly broken and just in right

condition to be given to a trainer to get a low mark this fall.

He comes from the best of sires and dams, and will make a
splendid stock horse.

Tote, by Eros out of Jenny (dam of Perkin's stallion Iris)

will need no praise from the auctioneer. She is grand-look-

ing, good-sized, pure-gaited, stylish trotting mare, the ideal

road horse, sound, kind and a pleasant driver.

The gray mare Judy 2:40 that will be sold has no known
pedigree, but she has speed, disposition, gameness and a perfect

conformation—a model roadster endowed with superior intelli-

gence. There are others in the Talbot consignment that will

attract attention as they are the kind lovers of horses like to

see and own.
Josiah Seisions' lot includes La Tosca (full sister to Niles

Beauty, 2:25 j), a grand individual being by Ulster Chief
18,011, out of Puss (a great broodmare), by Skenandoah 926.

She is stinted to Steinol, son of Steinway and Phaceolo, by
Silverth reads, and is the making of a great broodmare.
Bernwood is another good looking mare that can trot fast

;

she is also stinted to Steinol.

Bonnie Bernwood, by Figaro, out of Bernwood, by Fleet-

wood, is a good-sized, well-formed, strong-limbed filly that

can trot fast for the little handling she has had.

Laughing Waters is the name of one of the nicest-looking

mares in the sale. She is by Noonday (son of the mighty
Wedgewood), out of Nokomis, by Del Sur, 2:24. Laughing
Waters is one that will pay for her training, while her blood-

lines can hardly be improved.
Sir Derby, by Chas. Derby, 2:20 (one of the most promising

sires in California) will cause every horseman to wish they
owned him as soon as he is led out for inspection. He is also

out of Nokomis, one of the gamest daughters of Del Sur.

Mr. Session's favorite roadster, King Orine, is to be sold

and whoever wants a first-class trotter, one that needs no boots

and can trot all day, should not let this one pass into the

hands of some one else at the sale.

Jessie Ebony is the name of a filly by Abdol, 2:28, out of

Jessie, by Ned Forrest, and will make a first-class roadster.

She has been bred to Steinol.

Ulster King, by Lister Chief; Major, by Abbottsford and
Lady Urine are all good ones and will prove their value any
where.

Eva, by Grand Moor Jr., out of Nancy, by Johu Nelson 187

is a stylish voung road mare. She can show quarters in forty

seconds and can trot all day.

Tempest, by Junio, out of Weaver Girl was not oftered at

the Kentfield sale, but will be sold at this one. Mr. Kentfield

concluded to put him in here. Tempest is a large, fine-look-

ing bay gelding and is an excellent road horse.

Kitf K iff is by Jocko, a thoroughbred, and inherits the blood

of Lexington, Leamington and Glencoe. She is an excellent

broodmare.
There are several others iu the sale that are really excellent

individuals. Tne sale will commence at 11 o'clock a. m., and
every one who wants a good roadster, broodmare, standard

colt or filly should attend it. It is the closing out sale of good
ones. The stock will be at the salesyard to-morrow for in-

spection until time of sale. Send for catalogue.

One For California.

The "Washington Park Olub Handicap Weights.

The OakwuoU lIuiHlieftp.—A sweepstakes forull ages, S60 each. ha) f

forfeit, or only 810 if declared out on or before Hay 1. 1888; Sl.500
added; the^on'! to rvcdve 3300 and the third ilOo out of the
Welcbt.s to be auiHiunccd April I, 1893. a winner ofany race after the
publication of weights of the value of-: i [bs. extra. 126
nominations. Ony mile and a furl- hl^-.

lbs.

L27

127

128

lamplighter
Tammany
Riley :

Lin Pickwick
Poet Scout
Yo Tambieu (1)

Itaclne Hi

Montana ;5)....

Balgowan [)••••
Pessarra
IiOeotmtehee
Aloha (in...

l.a Tosca (5)....

Ban Chief. (6)....

Guido li'.i....

Faradav (!)....

Verge d'Or (a) ...

Parveuuc (4)....

Carlsbad (declared) ....(4)...,

Yale '91 "......

High Commissioner. ..i'".)...

Diablo no....

Ililrr.ii (4) .

VanBuren 15)....

Blilzen (4)...

Newton 14 1...

The Pepper (4)....

Iddesleigh iu i...

Tulla Blackburn [8] ..

Santa Anna (8)—
Wildwood (4) 110

122
120
119

119
UN
Us
117

116
116

116

115
114
111

. 114

, 114
. II I

112
112

. 112

112

. Ill

. Ill
111

. mi

. mi

.
mi

Charles Kertell has been East on a business trip in the

interest of the celebrated Red Ball Brand stock food. He
has succeeded in selling oyer six car-loads for consumption iu

ihe large breeding establishments as far east as New York.
One lartre order in particular he is much pleased to chronicle;

it is from Foxhall Keene, and is to be fed to Tournament and
his other flyers.

The TJllman Handicap Weights, Hawthorne.

A handicap sweepstakes for tbree-year-olds and upwards. En-
trance SI-t each to accompany the Domination. S50 additional m start,

500 added, of which fedOtosecond and Si.tu to third. Weights
to appear April I. A winner, afler the publication ot weiirhls. of a

patake race of the value of 31.000. to carry three pounds: of two
such, or of one of the value "f 92,500, live pounds penalty. Mile and
a quarter.

ACE. LUS.

Rudolph ii.| 105

Biitzen ill 113

Emma Primrose 141 92
Dungarven (61 110

Brookwood .(6) 1112

Longnsh
Baj 8

AGE. LBS.

Illume ill 1112

Bmllta Ml 'Jl

Plevmar (8) '.»)

Xero.. mi 110

Aloha lai 1211

la) 85 QueenIeTrowbrldge...(&] dead
1, mi Got. Fifer (8)

'.«'.

Huron in ii" Hockiey (6) 10.1

Eiley 'fi) ISO HughPenny (81 102

Phil' 1 iv. v. 1 1 111:1 Helen Nichols [a 105

Funnies (4) 106 Btralhmeath 5J 128

Joe Murphy CD 102 Judge llorrov i) 121

Union (31 9"i

Copyright 141 109

Blue Banner (6) 96
Harrv Lvman 14) 90
Hawthorne [8j 98

Enthusiast
Patrick 51 108 Santlagl 6) lis

Verge dor ..;. 112

Fakir in 97

wn 6 911

Lorenzo • 113

I 107

Big Three 111 B8

Joe Blaokbnra <fii 112

Little Annie 5) 90

8t. All.an* 'in 95
Protection (6) 106

Bnnnybroeck [a 9o

Ella Blackburn (.'•) 94

Ingomar (8)..

Bird's Rye 8)..

MajorTora (6)..

King Mm-
Balgowan
Ornile

98

87
IDS

. 10n
11:.

102

Santa Anna
Janus ' 1 '...

Ban Cblel ...

Vallera
Buck McCann
Blk c

Cadmus
Fidelia
Don Fulano (Hi...

Marmosa (6)...

117

109
"..

'.1

'«'

'i.:

-7

ml

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisement

of the closing of the colt stakes of the Santa Clara Agricultural

Society. Horse owners cannot atlord to let this opportunity

pass, for these entries are advertised to close May lsu

Highland..
Kay S3

Boliver Bucbncr
Elhel
Rough and Ready-
King Lee
Homer
Somersault
Zaldivar
Phil Dwyer
Lorenzo
Lester
Ignite..

..(5)..

.. I)..-.,

..(41....

..to....

..13)....

(5)....

-<«....
HI.-
(4).-
(51--
(4)....

-!!>-

no
109

. 109

. I OS

108
108
Hi*

. 108

. 107

. 107

. 107

. 107

. 106

. 106

. 106

. 106

. 106

. 106

. I
rfi

Nina Archer
Hotspur (a) ic«
Dundi

'
' 103

llloamlng 16) lul
Paul Rosa (4) 101
Ml -i" " 101
Rnrka 101

Bessie Bis] 1 1 ii 101
Steve Bstet I) 101
Bess Macduf 1. 100
Bine Bonner r,, mo
Henrv Jenkins „(4J

phi

Semper Fidele |5) phi

Maid Marian (;!j 100
Nero (5) 100
Hocksey (a) 100
Baunterer "".) 100
Strathtnald 1 ii

Exiierience
First Ward
- oe i' 98
Hlndoolan.l ill 98
Old Pepper 11 98
Jennie iinniing (4) 97
Lucille Ma 97
Cicely >4) 97

Helen N 14)

Ormonde
Rio Grande
Tyro
Sir Charles 1 ij

Cadmus
Picton
Roslyn
Big Casino i .

Wampezo (81

Semper Lex (8) :"

Onion fii) 9-1

Forest Rose [51 94
Deception ideclaredi 18) 94
Fidelia 3) 94

-

98

97
'iT

'T

96

Bonnie Bvrd 101

Philora _(5).

Galindo (4).

Yallera _(5).

Semper Rex (4).

Helen Nichols (3).

Fannie S 14) 106

Arturo (o) 105
Falero (4) 105

Copyright (4) 105

Eli Kindig 1 I5i 105

Rudolph ioi 105

Sir Matthew (41 105

Kirkover -to) 104

Silver Fox 14) 104
Irish Chief. ill 104

Dolly Mccone i4i 103

Hugh Penny (3) 103
Sunshine Whiskev i4) 103

Eltham Queen (8).,

Lola A (81 ...

Lollie

Aidebaran :'' ....

Sha.tow :',i ....

Dutch Oven
Lord Willowbrook 14)..

Charmer 181...

Ella Blackburn V ..

Taylor Hayden ::

Kimball
Mai. Dripps 18) ..

Miles Btandisb 131...

LeooaS
Gazette :'•' ..

Lakeland :;, 91

Bugle (declared] 5) 9u
Sterling 3) 9u
Mr. Dunlap i3i 90
Beautiful Bill- (3) 90
Antrim IS) 1111

Queenie.Trowbridge Dead

94

93

1.

9::

93

91
91

The Great Western Handidap.—A sweepstakes lor all ages. S50 each
h. f., or onlv $10 if declared out on or before May 1st, 1S9:J: 52.000
added : the second to receive S500 and the third S200 out of the stakes.

Weights to be announced April 1st, 1893. A wiuner of any race alter

the publication of weights of the value ot SI,500 to carrv 5 lbs. extra
102 nominations. One mile and a half.

Lamplighter 14) 126

Tammany <4i 126

Riley t0) 125
Ida Pickwick (5) 120
Poet Scout t5) 120

Yo Tambien (4i lis

Montana (5) 119
Santiago (6) 114

Aloha (a) 114

Ban Chief. (6) 114

Nero (5) 100
Jennie S t4) 100
Saunterer (6) 100

Semper Fidele i"ii 100

Locohatcbee 14)..

Wadsworlh (Ii..

Verge d'Or (a)..

Faradav 141...

Carlsbad (declared) 1 1)...

Joe Blackburn (6)...

Newlou : 11...

Van lsuren (5)...

Longshot (al...

The Pepper (4)...

Santa Anna (5)...

Blitsseu 14)...

Ray S ill...

Boliver Buckner (4),..

Wildwood (4)...

Kin:.' Lee (81...

Lorenzo (51...

Zaldiviir (3) .

114
.... 114
.... 112

.... 112

.... 112

.... 110

.... 110

.... 110

.... 110

Astrakhan..
Preakness
Maid Marian...
Hocksey
Annie Brown .

Helen N..

...I...

-

- I

1011

:'*

98

97
:

95
:•:.

Helen Nichols (3) 103

Vallera (5) 105

Lester 14) 105

Move On (41 105

Semper Rex ill 10-5

Res] -'
(&] 105

o.l.l Fellow m I"l

Fan - c 101

Macbeth 11 a). 103

Falero 1 103

Kinscem ni> 10:1

Philors .
.

.

5) it"

Copyright (4) 103

l;u ph . 3 nil

Casslus on 103

Vlrgle ....
"" 101

Miss Dixie 11 10

1

mi. Hi.'.- 5) 101

Hotspur (al lol

Prince ol Darknest I 10°

Hugh Penny 81 100

Dare.. (81 loo

Dolly McCone .4) 100

Flood Gate (8) 9-

Kenwood 15) '-

Henrv Jenkins ill 98
old Pepper (4) 97

Hlspania (4) 97

Janus ill

Gllson .1

Lake Breeze 1 I

Cadmus
Bialo id

Tvro
Perdition
Hawthorne
Sir 1 Inn les 9

Picton 95

Outcry
Semper Lex 81 95
Fidelia -ii •..::

Union .3) 92

Tempest .311 92
Mirror
Aldebaran..
. ol S .31 'ij

111 [Si. 92

Lollle
I.iuna s

Madras
Beckton

Mi Dunlap IB]

KI111l.nl] '

1 1'iilano

Alliance
sir Cnrr
Martlnel
1 akeland.,

it Lore
1

Gov. Brown ::i

Dead
Queeuie Trowbridge Dead

92

91

91

:•!

•0

-..

:«|

90

'.,

:•'

Vallejo Races.

The advertisement of the races to t;,l-. place .' Vallejo

appeats iu this issue, entries for which will close May Huh
It..- track has been placed in first-class order; everything

about th. course will be in bctd 1 shape than it has ever been.

The nllicers of this association are eiii'lgelif, elitliu-i:

anxious to begin their fair with lurge entries for the different

races. Sonoma, Marin, Napa. Bolano, Contra Costa, Yolo,

Lake. Mendocino and Humboldt are nine very large counties.

Surely there must be a number of trotters and
i

era among
tin- tl sands of horses th.-re to make the Vallejo Fair an

ing one. I. el every horseman tin hi- be

his neighbor to send some of his raosl promising ones to thu

fair. Bead the advertisement and make entries at

Ihe time of going to press and too late to 1

the advertisement, a telegram was received al lb

the secretary of the Vellejo Association.

ninl fonr-year-olds, besl three in live, in free for-all and

District punes.

Evbry horeemau in the land who wants to keep

with the times si Id visit Birscbman at 118 Suit..

and purchase one of his celebrated timers. He supplies nearli

all the trainers and drivers on this coast, and has yet to hear

of any dissatisfaction among the buyers.
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TURF AND TRACK
The Sulky.

Sexd for a sale catalogue of the Taloot-Sessions' hor ses.

The horses to be sold next Wednesday are to be seen at the
salesyard to-morrow and every other day until the sale.

Everybody who wants to see marvellous exhibitions of

speed should attend the Talbot sale next Wednesday, April
19th.

C. H. Neuson has bought back the fast mare Aubiue, 2:19},

and will hitch her double with Nelson. 2:10, for a trial against

the world's double-team record.

There is a youngster by Noonday, out of a Steiuway mare,
over at Meese's Stock Farm, near Danville, that will be the
first Noonday to enter the 2:30 list.

James E. Berrymax is working four very promising trot-

ters at the Napa track and when the bell taps he will be ready
to win some of the money hung up.

Bex Kensey has bought from John E. Madden the bay
pacing stallion St. Patrick, 2:14£, by Volunteer, dam Young
Saline (dam of Monroe, 2:27A). by Guy Miller.

Pivny & Co., of Fresno, have moved all their stock o f

fine trotters to the Laurel Creek Farm, near Belmont.
ITiey have some very promising youngsters among the lot.

Orrix A. Hickok is very busy at the Souther Farm race
track. His horses are all doing well, and by the first of the
month he will have them in first-class condition to send East.

The seal brown Red Wilkes stallion, Ed. Wilkes, that
stood for a short season at Petaluma last fall, is at Portland,
Oregon. From a letter received we learn that his book is al-

most filled.

Advocator is the name of a very promising colt by Secre-
tary, dam Debonair, by Sultan, that is going exceedingly well.

He is owned by Chas. Northrup, the popular harness maker
of Petaluma.

The colts and fillies by Del Win over at Danville are all

trotters of the kind that will sell well. They are large,

heavy-boned, well-muscled, bay or brown, and have the purest
of trotting action.

Applications for stalls at the Petaluma track are coming
in rapidly. From present indications the largest gathering
of trotters and pacers that was ever seen there will be at this

fine course this fall.

James Maguire, the superintendent of the Edgemont
Park Stock Farm, has the finest lot of youngsters to work on
he has ever seen. Jim is a splendid hand and will have quite
a string of good ones this year.

In 'he division appropriated to horses at the World's Fair
the American trotting horse occupies the place of honor in

the premium list. Besides two diplomas and a medal, there
is the sum of $5,100 in premiums.

If you want to get a standard trotting mare, colt or filly,

attend the sale next Wednesday at Killip tic Co.'s salesyard.

The collection of first-class stylish roadsters that eanjrot will

surpass any heretofore offered in this city.

Ed. Connolly, ihe trainer who had Dr. Wise's string on
the Montana and California circuits last year, will be seen at

the fall meetings in this State behind a number of fine ones
belonging to Richard Gird, of the Chimo Farm.

The Oakland Trotting Park is deserted by the thorough-
breds and the trotters are now dashing up and down the
stretches and around the turns. The inside track is very
convenient and is highly appreciated by horsemen.

It is reported that M. C. Delano, who is in the granite
business at Rocklin. Gal., will return to his old home in Maine
to resume his favorite calling as trainer and driver. It is on
dit that among others, he will handle Robinson D., 2:24£.

The service fee of Allerton, 2:09], last year was $1,000. At
the commencement of this season Williams put it down to

$300, and now it is $i00. Williams' star seems to be waning.
He announces that Allerton will not be trained this year.

Wm. Overhulzer's Dawn stallion Oaknut is at Petaluma.
He will be seen on the circuit this fall, and at the same meet-
ings there will be at least two of his get to make him noted as
a sire. It is said they are as fast as Dawn was at their age.

BEX ChkboyA is with Millard Sanders at the Valensin
Stock Farm handling the young Sidneys. Ben is an able
lieutenant and some day we shall see him have a string of
trotters on the circuit as good and as speedy as any in the
State.

Chas. C McIver, the genial proprietor of Linda Vista Stock
Farm, has hud a few really good coltsand fillies at Pleasanton.
La*t week he sent two of the be>t to Mr. Salisbury to be hand-
led by that prince among reinsmen, J. Kelly, and the balance
he had sent to his stock farm near Irvington.

The following have been appointed Directors of Agricul-
tural Societies by the Governor : J. A. Trescony, District No.
7, Monterey county; John C. Boggs, George SV. Towle, Dis-
trict No. 20, Placer county : F. D. Baldwin, D. M. Locke, R
C. Kirby, District No. 14, Santa Cruz county.

Free Hanky, the Petaluma trainer, is at Lodi. He has a
colt by Daly, 2:15, belonging to Win. Uihler, that he believes
will be winnine money this fall. Daly will have a number of
good ones to hit* credit in a few years ; everyone who owns a
colt or filly by him believes he has a race horse.

Ma. W. A. Paxton, Jr., Omaha, Neb., lost last week by
pneumonia, the race mare, Maud li . by Bed Wilkes, dam by
(Jeorge Wilkes, Mr. I*. BOBtailU quite a Loss in hur, as Bhe \v:ls

the ' Blue Ribbon" broodmare of the " Keystone Farm,"
wan bred lu*t year t<> Nutwood and due to foal bood.

Marvin in driving on the covered track at Meadvillea ten-
months-old til 1 y by the Electioneer stallion < onductor, dam by
Wood's Hambletonian, and has already stepped the youngster
i quarter in 44 seconds. This is certainly phenomenal, and
Marvin aays that he expects to lower the yearling record with
'his daughter of Conductor.

Marcus Daly is long-headed as well as good hearted. He
wrote Secretary Ed. A. Tiptom to return all moneys sent by
breeders nominating mares in the Kentucky Futurity that

were in foal to Prodigal, 2:16, and to draw on him for the
amount due, as it was his intention to pay the fee for nomina-
ing all mares in foal to him.

There is a two-year-old Sidney in Kelly's string at Pleas-
anton that was not deemed worthy of being named for the

Eastern events. Everybody in the little horse kingdom of

Pleasanton is regretting this, for this Sidney side-wheeler is a
Hal Pointer, Direct and Flying Jib all rolled into one, and its

a " living whirlwind of speed."

From present indications, owners of trotters and pacers are
bound to make the spring meeting of the Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association a success. The special races will give
all the horses a chance ; it is believed that nearly three hun-
dred trotters will be at the Bay District track, and most of

them will be seen in the races.

Stammoor, by Stamboul, 2:07}, dam Moor Maid, by The
Moor, is at Petaluma. He is considered one of the finest-look-

ing sons of the "King of Trotters;" his coltsand fillies are
large, fine-looking and pure-gaited trotters ; they are all bays
and browns. Stammoor never got but one chestnut filly and
she is a very dark one, out of a light golden chestnut mare by-

Dawn, 2:185-

Dictatus, the premier stallion of the Belmont Stock Farm,
is having his book rapidly filled with the names of some
grandly-bred mares that are owned by men who believe in the

game qualities of the fashionable Red Wilkes-Dictator cross.

Maggie C, 2:25, by Hambletonian 725, owned by Dr. D. A.
Hiller, of this city, was sent to him last week. Dictatus will

get a low record in Wm. Fieldwick's string this fall.

Mike McManus has charge of Dr. Wise's string at Los
Angeles. Adelaide Simmons is the best of the lot. Emin
Bey, 2:23}, by Guy Wilkes, has been thrown out of training
for awhile. Glendine, 2:20, by Judge Salisbury, will be en-
tered in the 2:20 class race that is to be placed on the pro-

gramme of the Breeders Association of Los Angeles. This
will be a good one for Gossiper Alto Rex. Native State, Larco,
and Ben Corbitt will be also compete.

The ringers will not in future be allowed to make South
Dakota a favorite stampingground. A bill providing that any
one who shall enter a horse under an assumed name in apy big

race for money shall be liable to imprisonment in a peniten-

tiary for one year to three years, or in the county jail not less

than six months, and fined not more than $1,000, has passed
both houses of the South Dakota legislatuie, has been signed
by the Governor, and is therefore now an existing law.

Dan Mizner, the well-known trainer and driver of Peta-
luma, has been seriously ill for about four months. Last Mon-
day he was able to sit on the porch of his cottage in the sun-
light for the first time. Dan believes that the doctor will have
him "conditioned" for the races this fall and he is taking
his condition powders and medicines with rare good grace. He
wants to drive Plunkett, 2:13}, through the circuit this year
and R. S. Brown, the owner, says he can have him if he gets

strong enough to ride.

The young stallion wonder Arion of $125,000 fame, sired a
filly March 31, the first of his get. The dam is Maggie Sultan,

2:30, by Sultan, out of Maggie Prescott, by Jim Monroe;
grandam Laura Logan, by American Clay. She was bred by
J. T. McMillan, Paris, Ky. This filly's career will be care-

fully watched on account of the bluest of blue blood of her
sire and dam. Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes has said that after a
limited stud season he would again put Arion in training for a

go at the champions this year.

Teekelat 22,166 is an Indian name for the Simmocolon
colt out of Cressida, by Yosemite 4yQ6, second dam Maud H.
(sister to Inez, 2:30, dam of Vesolia, 2:29i), by The Moor
870, etc., that is to be sold at the Talbot sale. The Simmo-
colons are considered the greatest of all the youngsters in the

East, and Teekelat will occupy a similar place in the estima-
tion of all whosee him next Wednesday disposed of at auction
to the highest bidder. He is one of the best made, strongest

built and purest -gaited trotters seen this year.

In publishing the list of entries to the P. C T. H. B. As-
sociation's meetings last week through an error the following
were omitted : Jos. Cairn Simpson's bay filly Altavolo, by
Antevolo, dam Purissima Damsel, by Hambletonian 725 in

the free-for-all colt purses for the spring meeting, and the en-
try made by B. V. VanBokkelen of the bay filly, Daisy DM by
Oneco, dam by Woodbury in the three-year-old Encourage-
ment purse should have been placed in the three-year-old
champion purse for the fall meeting.

Payne Shaetek is busy training a lot of young Rustics,

Secrelarys and Antevenos that are very promising. Mr.
Shafter loves to surprise the boys with an unknown at the
Petaluma and Napa fairs, and somehow he always succeeds.

As a driver and conditioner, Mr. Shafter has ideas of his own,
and many of our young drivers are anxious to learn a few
of them. He brings his horses to the post in perfect condition
and drives them under the wire in front of a field of com
petitors with as much coolness as Budd Doble.

About ten years ago, during a season of financial depres-

sion all over the country, the trotting horse breeders were put-

ting their stock on the market at very low prices. Many fine

horses were purchased then, the sellers being ready to accept
almost any price, while the purchasers who took advantage of

the low market reaped a large profit in a very few years.

Money is scarce in business circles now, and the horse in-

dustry feels it as keenly as any other business. History re-

peats itself, and those who purchase judiciously now will cer-

tainly make a profit.

Since our article on Lady Woodard appeared last week, we
have received a letter from J. H. Troy, of Oakland, who adds
more glory to the fame of this great mare as follows :

" The
mare Lady Woodard sold by Mr. Wm. Hendrickson to Peter
Donahue, is the dam of the colt, Pat Malloy. He was by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr. 31, and is known as the sire of the dam of

Como, 2:26|, and others whose names I do not now recall. Pat
Malloy was a grand individual ; he got first premium at the

State Fair as a four-year-old. He was very speedy, but Mr.
Donahue was not in the business of training trotters. Pat
Malloy was for years at tlie Col. Gift ranch, Martinez. I be-

lieve that Ed. Newland, of Oakland, has a wonderfully fast

colt that is out of a daughter of Pat Malloy's." We would
like to hear of more of the get of this horse. Lady Woodard
is therefore the dam of Westfield, 2:25.1, Budd Doble 3764 and
Pat Malloy.

K. O'Gkady, of Hobart Stock Farm, has a royally-bred

young stallion ; a glance at his pedigree will prove this. He
is called Hart Boswell 13,699. He is sired by the great On-
ward, 2:25J (sire of 64 trotters, 24 sires of 56 and 10 dams of
12 in the list), by George Wilkes, 2:22, out of Dolly (dam of

Director, 2117, Czarina, 2:21, Onward, 2:25}, and Thorndale,

2:22}), by Mambrino Chief 11, etc. Hart Boswell's dam is

Nancy Lee (dam of the Queen of the Turf, Nancy Hanks,
2:04, and Dictator Wilkes, sire of Richard Jay, 2:17}), by
Dictator 113 (sire of 45 in the list, 20 sires of 66 "and 19 dams
of 27 2:30 performers) ; second dam Sophie (grandam of

Mike Wilkes, 2:152, Ira Wilkes, 2:22|), by Edwin Forrest 49;

third dam Sophronia, by Brown Pilot (Parker's) ; fourth dam
by Bertram!; fifth dam by Lance; sixth dam by American
Eclipse; seventh dam by Gray Dungannon. This colt is a
three-year-old, and will stand for a few mares this year at the

farm, for the low price of $50 the season.

Parkville Farm will have three strings of trotters and
pacers this year. Johnny Driscoll will have about ten of the

aged horses with records, while the second and third strings

will be in charge of Nichols and Evans. Parkville boasts of

a score of horses with records better than 2:20. They are in

spleadid shape, and as the track is good just now Driscoll and
his aids are working those that are to be sent after the money
this year, so that they will be ready when the bell rings. The
most improved horse in Driscoll's string is the Californian,

Regal Wilkes, who trotted in 2:11| at Stockton. Thistle, 2:14,

the pacing whirlwind, injured one of his eyes a few days ago,

but the sight has not been impaired. This great son of Sid-

ney should take a reeord of 2:10 or better this year. The filly

by Favorite Wilkes, bought last autumn at Poughkeepsie by
Mr. Shultz, can go "like a thoroughbred," to quote Driscoll,

who let her move this morning. Eagle Princess, by Eagle
Bird, is going to make some of the green pacers tired this

year. A new arrival on the Boulevard is Charles E. Swan, of

Derby, Conn. Mr. Swan has quite an extensive string, with

Blizzard, 2:16 J, the fastest of the lot.

A writer in the Breeders' Gazette thinks that one of the

greatest detriments to horse breeding is that farmers, as a rule,

do not realize the importance of kind and gentle treatment of

the mares in foal. He firmly believes that the destiny of the

future horse is to a great extent determined while in the

mother's womb. A great deal is said about stunting the colt

the first year of his life; he believes there is more at stake

while the fo?tus is being formed and developed than at any
time afterward. He says :

" It is a well-known fact that the

colt takes its constitution and disposition mainly from the

mother, and thus it follows that it is of the greatest importance

to give careful attention to the broodmare in every respect. A
slight chill or other mishap, even if it does not cause a mis-

carriage, is liable to check the growth of the fcetus. It is all

the better to work a brood mare till within a few weeks of her

time, but the practice of putting her through all sorts of work,

weather and couditions is very foolish and unjust. It should

always be seen to that they are provided with dry; comfortable

quarters, and supplied with good nourishing food. Unless

careful attention is given the animal that has double work to

do there will be a draining of the vitalizing powers and each

organ cannot properly perform its duty. Mares are oftentimes

allowed to become thin in flesh towards spring ; this is the

time when special attention is needed in order to give the

mare full strength to prevent a back set at foaling time, and

also to start the young colt on a healthy career.

Jose H. Neal, the able superintendent of the Pleasanton
Stock Farm, in the last issue in Dunton's Spirit of the Turf,
handles its California correspondent " Occident" without
gloves. He shows this knight of the quill up to be a a ' Mun-
chausen" and calls Editor F. J. Berry's attention to the fact

that if " Occident," cannot tell the truth he had better say
nothing. Mr. Neal omitted to state that the charge made in
the letter against Wallace Mendenhall was an warranted
falsehood and we state this one fact for " Occident's " con-
sideration.

The Kentucky Futurity Stakes, for foals of 1893, valued at

$26,0(Kh has received 1379 entries. The heaviest contributors
are: William Simpson, 40; William Russell Allen, 36 ; H.
S. Henry, 32; A. H. Moore, 25; San Mateo Farm, 25; Palo
Alt<. Farm, 24 ; Hermitage Stud, 21 ; Marcus Daly, 21 ; Glen-
view Farm, 21; H. C. McDowell & Son, 20 ; John H. Shults,
20; Village Farm, 20 ; W. C. France & Son, 18; B. J.
Treacy, 16

; La Siesta Ranch, 15;*Schmulbach & Park, 15
;

Standard Trotling-IIorse Company, 15; Edgewood Farm, 13
;

I- V, llarkness, 13; J. R. & C. J. Smith, 12; C. W. Wil-
liams, 12; H. C. Jewett, 11 ; T. C. Anglin, 10; S. A. Browne
& Co., 10; G. & C. P. Cecil, 10 ; Ketcham Farm, 10 ; A. A.
Kitzmiller, 10; Leonard Bros., 10; C. A F. Ridgley, 10;
Colonel John E. Thaver. 10.

As Eastern horseman, who is visiting the stock farms in

this State, was not satisfied with one visit to Palo Alto but .

had to repeat it, and on his return to this city, spoke as fol- I

lows :
" I visited Palo Alto nearly six years ago, and I thought J

then that I had seen the most perfect establishment of the kind I

in the United States, but, on my two last visits I found so many
improvements I could not help expressing my admiration.

Mr. Covey is the right man in the right place, while Messrs.

Fergusson, Reynolds, Phippen, Nolan and the other able men
are doing more for the great institution than I expected after

the reports I had read of the place in the Eastern turf jour-

nals. There are more fast trotters in proportion to the num-

ber of young horses there than on any other three breeding

farms in America. The great-thoroughbred cross in trotters

is exemplified on this place to a marvelous degree for its worth

as a potent factor in getting extreme speed, gameness, sound-

ness, docility and perfect dispositions can be seen at once. Why,
I saw a filly by Palo Alto, out of a three-quarter thoroughbred

mate, that was only hitched up four times, stop in front of me
as his proud driver (whom I had not seen for years) spoke for

about five minutes about the ' boys at home,' and the little

thing never stirred while the horses were trotting past us on

that track at a 2:30 clip ; she looked around like an old cam-

paigner, and I could not resist the temptation of caressing her.

The outlook is good for the stock at this farm. Every young-

ster handled that is by a son of Electioneer seems to be

endowed with all the requirements needful in a handsome,

stylish, level-headed, pure-gaited and speedy trotter. 1 only

wish I could convince all the owners of our large Eastern

stock farms to come to Palo Alto, and see for themselves that

this is the nursery of record-breakers and the training school

p«r excellence of the trotting world."
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The Saddle.

Chables Boots last "Wednesday refused an offer of $3,500,

made by B. C. Holly for Sir Walter.

Dr. C. W. Abt, looking sunburned and hearty, arrived in

the city from New York last Saturday.

The Australian-bred mare, Repose, by Apretnont, did not

prove in foal to Peel, aud has been bred to Flambeau.

H. R. Potter, of Merced Country, brought up to the races

late last week two three-year-olds by the Australian horse,

Kelpie.

Charles Boots is considering an otter of $10,000 for the

Brutus- Bonnie Jean colt, who is well-engaged in stakes at

Chicago.

At the end of the first week Miller led all the jockeys at

Bay District track, with Joe Narvaez a close second and
Morris third.

The famous mare Thora, dam of Yorkville Belle and Sir

Francis, has foa'ed a filly by St. Blaise, making seven St.

Blaise foals at Fair View up to dale.

Blitzex, who is commonly called the " iron horse," heads

ihe iist of winners at Guttenburg with fifteen races. Panway
and Kirkover come next, with eleven victories each.

Some twenty mares are due to foal to imp. Midlothian this

season. If another Sir Walter is developed this year the lot

should prove a veritable gold mine to John Mackey.

The Blood Horse race programmes issued by Stern & Co.

have been very correct, and are giving general satisfaction.

The conditions in all the races are given—a very good
feature.

Tony Hamilton, who is under contract to ride for August
Belmont, has arrived in New York from St. Louis, where he !

spent the winter, and will begin to fit himself for the Brook-
[

lyn meeting.

The -Etna stable has signed Jockey J. Irving for the com-
ing season at a salary of $4,500. Irving has been liding for

j

D. Waldo, but his contract expires April 7. Critics all speak i

well of him as one of the best light-weights around Chicago.
|

Bob Smith, the well-known jockey-trainer, will not be able

to attend the Blood Horse meeting, his services being required

by Hugh Kirkendall in the work of getting the big string of

the Montana turfman in shape for the Washington Park
meeting.

The. chestnut two-year-old brother to Parvenue, Slight-of-

Hand, by Uncas, dam Necromancy, in Boyle & Littlefield's

stable, is said to be something quite out of the common. Mr.
Littlefield pronounces him one of the best two-year-olds he
ever saw.

Imp. Merriwa has been mated with Faralone. by Norfolk,

dam Golden Gate, by imp. Leamington, and her daughter,

Lady Winters, by Kyrle D. (son of imp. Kyrle Daly and Mag-
gie S., dam of Alliance, by Bayonet). This is breeding royal

enough for anyone.

The Bakersfield Californian says the star of Charles Kerr's

stable is a brown two-year-old filly by Munster (son of imp.

Darebin), dam Wild Rose (dam of Jennie K.), by Norfall.

This is the first of Munster'sget.and her performances will be

watched with interest.

James Bybee, the veteran horseman, father of the late

Judge R. E. Bybee, together with S. J. Jones, has leased of

Mrs. R. E. Bybee four excellent horses—Misty Morn, RosC-
' bud and their full sisters, and will enter them shortly at the

I Blood Horse meeting.

Reports from Los Angeles are to the effect that Lady Bess,

the Emperor of Norfolk- Aritta filly, beat Santa Anna in a mile

trial late last week. She is at 100 to 1 in the American Derby.

Galindo is showing up well in his work, and Amigo promises

to make a high-class jumper.

That good two-vear-old, The Lark, is a brother to Alfa-

rata and Juniatta, being by Wildidle, dam the Monday Mare;
second dam Mary Givens (dam of Wild Oats), by Owen Dale

;

third dam Liz Givens (dam of Langford, Bonnie Belle, Pele

and Gladiator), by imp. Langford.

Abington Baird was buried April 1, in the family vault

at Stichell, Scotland, his pallbearers being seven of his cous-

ins. His money which, despite the inroads he made on his

capital, must have amounted to a much greater sum than is

indicated in the cable dispatches, all goes to his mother.

Jockey "Moose" Taylor arrived in San Francisco last

Monday from Ogden, in response to a telegram he received
from H. Brown, at Bay District track. He was on his way to

Denver, and it was thought the directors would offer no ob-
jections regarding his riding, but to Taylor's surprise the offi-

cials did nothing in his case last Monday night.

Dr. Thos. Bowhill has secured the services of Alf. Stan-
|

ford as trainer. Stanford was reckoned an excellent jockey in
;

Australia and India, and did good work at Chicago for Bald-
win last season, but got too heavy to ride, and devoted his at-

tention to condiiioning horses. He ha^ in training Wild-
tlower and Rosalie, Maid Marian having been sent to the
ranch.

In Joe Nelson, the Elmwood Stock Farm owners have a
jewel of a trainer. The victories of the Bonnie Jean colt and
Sir Walter attest Nelson's value, and everything in the string

is doing well. It is astonishing that the Boots horses have
accomplished so much, for the San Jose track, where they
were trained, was a sea of mud for several weeks before the

Blood Horse races began.

Messrs. Goodwin Bros, will introduce two new features

into the first issue of their Official Guide, which was to appear
about the 10th inst. In the index the customary bracketing
for wins will be supplemented by placing the figures 2 and 3
after the number whenever a horse has been placed. This
should prove a very great aid in reference. Secondly, instead

of merely describing a horse as " aged," after six years old

he exact age will be given.

H. Cox, of San Jose, is the first man in California to use a

set of aluminum shoes on a galloper. These shoes are nearly

half an inch thick, and weigh but 2\ ounces forward and 2

ounces behind. He has had them on the horse over one
month, and they show little signs of wear and tear at the toe,

that is all. The beauty of aluminum shoes is that they do
away with constant plating and in the long run save consider-

able money and the foot of the horse. However, it is tough
on the blacksmith. Thick aluminum shoes are destined to

take the place of plates.

There has been considerable talk about bringing Wildwood
and Sir Walter together at something like weight forage.
The owners of Wildwood want a race at a mile and a sixteenth,

while Mr. Boots prefers 1} miles for his horse. It would be a

good idea to compromise on 1 1-8 miles, the association to

hang up a purse of $750 or $1,000. Nothing has so far been
found able to take Wildwood's measure, but so good has Sir

Walter proved himself this spring that many think he could
defeat the brown colt. Such a card would certainly draw
immensely.

H. R. Potter, of Merced County, tells us that Minnie
Smith, dam of Bessie Sedgwick, was not by Starlight, but by
Owen Dale, and that Bruce's Stud Book has it entirely wrong,
as Owen Dale never stood but one season in Stockton. He
was stinted that year to Fanny Howard, by Illinois Medoc,
and produced Minnie Smith. That can bs proved of Wil-
liam Williamson, of San Jose. Mr. Potter says further that

Starlight was not out of Fanny Howard. George Brennan,
former owner of Billy Wallace, still living in this State,

according to Mr. Potter, told him that Starlight was given
credit for producing Minnie Smith just to boom his stock.

A wkiter in a local contemporary under the non d*s plume
of "Justicia" goes on to give a lot of examples of book-
making at Bay District track, and by his own showing the

pencilers have from 7 to 37 per cent, the best of the bettors.

Still he argues in favor of the bookmaker against the Paris

mutuel, where the commission charged is but 5 per cent.

Leaving morality out of the question, his own mathematics
strike a heavy blow on the fat stomach of the bediamoned
bookmaker and speak volumes in favor of the Paris mutuel.
" Protect the public" should be the motto of racing associa-

tions, and if any men or set of men have from 7 to 37 per

cent, the best of a game and bettors are forced to wager their

money with bookmakers or not at all, we fail to see where
fairness comes in.

The Australian horse, Kelpie, that ran here about ten years

ago, and which has been reported dead, is in excellent health,

ind owned by H. R. Potter, of Merced County. This gentle-

also owns Sir Arthur, by Bayswater, dam Ruth Ryan, by
Lodi, and this horse's produce are grand-lookers, Mr. P. says.

A syndicate of Lake county horsemen have made up a

yurse and purchased the great race-horse Sinfax, paying

$1,000 for him. F. P. Light last week went to San Francisco
ifter the stallion. Sinfax holds the world's two-year-old

ecord for the best time at 11 miles.—Jacksonville (Or.)

Democratic Times.

Trainer Billy McCormick arrived at Bay District track

Monday from " The Arcade," Rancho del Paso, with a

lumber of two-year-olds belonging to Messrs. Kerr, Mackey
nd Reed. "Big Jim " Garland came in on the same traio

'ith Ira Ramsdell's Homer and the fine-looking Duke of

Norfolk— Neilson two-vear-old colt.

p

The noted high-jumping horse, Filemaker, whose record is

feet 4 A inches, bad an accident last week at Kalamazoo,
lich, which may prove fatal. In jumping a fence he was
npaled on a picket which penetrated to a depth of about
iven inches. Filemaker will be remembered as the big, raw-
oned horse that graduated from a coal cart.

The broodmare, Gold Ban, foaled 1882, by imp. King Ban,
im imp. Cicily Jopson, by Wealherbit, died at Mr. E. C.

leadley's Beaumont Stud last week. The mare's death, which
as caused bv congestion of the heart, was almost inslan-

oeous, her owner having been looking her over only a few

I

inutes before she was found dead. Gold Ban was a fair race

are, and was owned by J. B. Richards as a two-year-old and
a three-vear-old hv Milton Young.

The largest crowd ever seen on an Arkansas race track

turned out on the opening day of the Little Rock meeting to

see the Arkansas Derby run. There were six starters. Bound-
less and Calhoun, Gushing & Orth's colts, were coupled in the

betting at 5 to 4 on. Boundless, with Graham up, was never
headed, and won by a length from Buck McCann, that much-
touted Western colt. Calhoun was third. The distance, 1A

miles, was run in 1:58. Brownwood, Francis Hope and Con-
stantine also ran. Boundless belongs to W. S. Barnes of Lex-
ingtou. He is by Harry O'Fallon. out of Endless. He was
only an ordinary colt last year, having won only two races out

of eleven starts. At the fall meeting at Gravesend last year

he landed a sweepstakes race, beating the Girolla colt, Heads
or Tails, Sam Weller and others.

E. Tiekney, of Eureka, Cal., has purchased of Mrs. R. E.

Bybee the chestnut horse Broad Church, aged, by Leinster

(son of imp. Australian and Luileme, by Lexington), dam
Tibbie Dunbar (dam of Canny Scott, Lena and Lizzie Dunbar),

by imp. Bonnie Scotland ; second dam Brenna (dam of Strath-

more, Sir Waller, Athalaricand Brademante), by imp. Knight
of St. George ; third dam the immortal Levity (dam of Ruric,

Lightsome, Mildred, Lever, Legatee and the dam of Grin-

stead), by imp. Trustee, etc. No better-hred horse was ever

foaled in America than Broad Church. The horse will prob-

ably make a short season in the stud in Eureka, be given a

few months' rest, and then taken up about the 1st of August

and trained for the fall races. Broad Church should make a

good sire, and, fit and well, is a fair race horse.

At an executive session of the P.O. Blood Horse Asso-

ciation directors last Monday night Jockey Fred Carillo,

Trainer Jim Brown and ex-owner Charles Tupper, ruled off

in the Al Farrow case just about four years ago, were rein-

stated, they having been deemed sufficiently punished foi

their action at the time. Fred. Carillo has been at work
exercising for Mr. MacdonOUch this season, ami was one of

the best jockeys that ever straddled a horse in California at

the time of his forced retirement. Jim Brown was once a

ciack jockey, later a most excellent trainer, and as he reaped

little or no financial benefit from the Farrow swindle, he had
the sympathy of a majority of the race-goers and horsemen.

Tupper was a young man and was perhaps more finned

against than sinning. It was expected the cases of the Webers
would he taken up and acted upon as well as that of Jckey
Thnd William" but it woe not.

The License Committee of the American Turf Congress
met in Lexington, Ky., on Thursday, March 30th, Messrs.

Clay, Clare and Tarlton present. The following were granted
jockey licenses : Harry Ray, Leon Gemoets, Charles A.
Thorpe, \\\ Perkins, Clarence Bryant, Joe West, Lester Reiff
and J. J. McCallerty. The committee unanimously con-
strued Rule 160, which reads: "If a jockey should own in

whole or in part a race horse in training he shall not be per-

mitted to ride horses other than his own on any course of this

Congress," to apply to a jockey having a horse in training
on the track where he is riding. The Secretary of the Con-
gress was directed to have the following noiice to jockeys
published: " The License Committee would call the atten-

tion of jockeys to the fact that, under the rules, they will not
be allowed to ride on any of the tracks belonging to the
American Turf Congress unless they have a license or have
theretofore applied for one. The racing on the Congress
tracks in 1803 will begin at the New Memphis Jockey Club,
Memphis, Tenn., on April 13th. Applications must be made
prior to that date by jockeys who intend riding there."

Stewart Bros., of Moscow, Idaho, recently sent us the

following interesting communication :
" We are away up here

in the panhandle of Xorth Idaho, where most breeders of good
horses think it is too wet and cold to think of raising a good
horse, but, Mr. Editor, we think this is just the country for

that business. It will give them bone, sinew and muscle that

many warm climates will not give. We have but few horses

to start with, but our mares are increasing very fast, so we
will soon have as many as we can take care of. On a half

section of land we have some of the finest looking yearling

colts that we think a man ever looked at. They are as fine

individuals as a man ever saw, all thoroughbred and all

registered. We will give you the breeding of some of them.

i

We have at the head of the stud that good race horse Vici, by

i

Virgil, dam Nutwood Maid. Broodmares—Queen, by imp.

|

Billet, dam Bonnie Maggie, by imp. Bonnie Scotland ; Bonnie

j

Oaks, by Nathan Oaks, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, dam Bonnie

|
Maggie, by Bonnie Scotland ; Lucy Long, by Nathan Oaks,

! dam Queen, by imp. Billet; Belle Evans, by Humphrey
i
Evans (by Asteroid), dam Nancy Hanks, by Brigand; Lady

I D., by Glen Dudley (by imp. imp. Olenelg), dam Lucy Long,

i

by Nathan Oak<= ; Miss Oaks, by Glen Dudley, dam Bonnie
I Oaks, by Nathan Oaks; Miss Stewart, by Glen Dudley, dam
! Bonnie Scotia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland. The balance of our

i

thoroughbreds are all colts by Vici out of the above bred

j

mares."

Tattersalls (of New York), Ld., have issued the catalogue

of Mr. J. B Haggin's Rancho del Paso yearlings, which will

be sold at Morris Park during the first week in June, begin-

|
ning Monday morning, June 1. There are no less than eigh-

I teen sires represented in the lot of 146 yearlings that will

come under the hammer, though three of these, Tremont,

j

Three Cheers and Milner, have only one each, while Argyle
and Longfield have two each, Alexander (brother to Foxhall

)

and Fresno four each and St. Blaise three, the last-named lot

being out of Carina, Flavina and Mentmore Lass respectively.

I
Salvator's get numbered fifteen. Six are colts out of the fol-

,
lowing mares: Chimera, Daruna (half sister to Dewdrop),

;
Electra (dam of Hidalgo, Fitz James, Marian, etc,), L<)u

Lanier (dam of five winners, including Kildeer, Katrine and
!
Kaleidoscope), Mabel (sister to Ban Fox and King Fox), and
that great old mare Vandalite. His fillies are out of Aurelia,

Bella B., Electricity, Ethel (dam of Comanche), Katrine

(dam of Kilkenny), Lizzie Lucas (dam of Cyclops, Chimera,

!
Cambyes, Cerise, etc.), Lydia (dam of Julien), Miss Woodford
and Peoria. Sir Modred will be represented by twenty-seven

j

yearlings. Among the mares that were mated with him were

I
La Scala (dam of Sir Walter), Katie Pearce (dam of Lizzie S.,

Ballard, Katrina, etc.), Letola (dam of Cayuga and Unrest),
i Tourmaline (dam of Fitzsimmons), Preciosa (dam of Uncle
I Jess), Explosion (dam of Dewdrop), Embroidery (dam of Sir

I Matthew), etc. The catalogue is a large volume in itself, and
I as is always the case with those issued by this firm, wonder

;

fully complete andaccurate

Wildwood, the great brown colt by Wildidle—Fedora IV.,

I
was purchased last Saturday of C. A. Brown by Keating &
Ottinger. and, together with Jce Cotton and one or two others,

will proceed East in a few days to fill engagements at Brook-
lyn and elsewhere. The terms were private. C. A. Davis
the well-known Eastern conditioner, will train the horses,

Wildwood is a brown horse standing fully 16 hands, and is

rather on the long, leggy order, having a somewhat similar

make-up to most of our latter-day champions of the turf. C.

A. Brown purchased Wildwood (formerly Hickory Withe)
from Henry C. Judson, of Wildwood Stock Farm, Santa
Clara, as a yearling, for $500, and while the colt showed a

great amount of speed as a two-year-old, he was a sick colt

until about the first of September. Notwithstanding this, he
ran third to Motto and Bessie WM but one and a half length

from the winner, conceding each of the fillies twelve pounds,

the six furlongs being run in 1:14). Then he ran second to

The Peer (beaten a neck) in a six furlong dash, beating Ro-
mair, Motto, Bessie W. and four others and unplaced to

Pescador in a wonderful six and one-half furlong run. Last

season Wildwood opened the season by running third to Lottie

Mills and Esperanza in a handicap, mile and an eighth, liv-

ing seven pounds away to each of the fillies, the distance be-

ing run in I:o-jj. After that Wildwood did not suffer a de-

feat, winning six races itwn in one day), and doing a mile in

1:42 in a big gallop and a mile and an eighth l:5o4, carrying

120 pounds and running around a big field. Wildwood is a

good horse, and his trainer says he is not as delicate bv far as

reported in several journals, and a very fair doer. That he

will render a good account of himself at Brooklyn and else-

where if he arrives in good health there is no doubting.

Thf. fair grounds at Newark, u., are no doubt the DDOSl his-

torical grounds of the kind in the world. The track is built

within a sort of a fortification, built by whom no one knows,

hut it insupposed to have been Hone by the mound-builden
who lived years ago. The fortification is a true circle about

three-quarters of a milt* in circumference and about eight

feet high with a trench on tin- inside ol the same depth.

There is but one opening in it, and that i- on the easl ^ide and

about Sixty feet Wide. In the center field there is aim

perfect image of an eagle lying on its breast with its a

apreadout built in the form of a mound, it i- about forty

feet through. The trenches are paved a nicely u could be,

in fact the whole thing has been done by master hands, mak-
ing it a place that should always Ik- Kept and well taken care

of. Adam Seymore is the present secretary , and any pei

I who may chance tube there will have a very pit

and be highly entertained by cajljng on him Mid g ifmj

tbe IT*
.
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San Francisco, Saturday, April 15, 1893.

Dates Claimed.

P. 0. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUISJOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting —April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLC8 Mav 1 to Mav 13
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting- May 10 9davs,
P. C. T. H. B. A.- Spring Meeting- Mav 27 to June3iocl
CHIOO Aue. 2 to 29 indsAMA BARBARA Augrjst22 to August 2h Incl
LOMPOC -August 29 to September 2 incl
IIUENEME -September 19 to September 23 incl
sANTA ANA - September 2« to September 30 incl

- .ELES October 2 to October 7 incl
VANCOUVER. WASH June It (lour days.
INDEPENDENCE, OR JnnelS (three days)
PORTLAND June 2-1 'seven davs
~ALEU July 4th. 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting..Mav 16 to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLCB Covington. Ky. —Spring meeting

Mav 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting..Mav 9 to 13

OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Sprinc Meeting Muv3llto JuuelO
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK..:. June 17 to SI
WASHINGTON PARK 'Chicago, HI. 1—Summer meeting

-Juue24 r2odavs
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE _ -Julv 3. 4 and 5
DILLON Ju!v4 to 7

HISS >U I.A-Regular circuit July 10 to IS
AN Ai ONDA—Regular circuit _ Julv 15 to 36
BUTTE-Regular circuit - _ July 29 to Aug. 15
T1ELKNA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
G REAT FALLS - - Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
sTUR'-IS Micb Julv 31 to Aug. 5
EUFFA LO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
GI.ENBKOuK PARK - -August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to 8
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 incl.
WAS R I NGTON PARK The N. W. A. T. A P. H. B. ....September 4 to 16
MODESTO -....Sept. 26 to 29 incl
H" LI.lsTER October S to 7 incl
rTMBERLAND FAIR A Nil RACING ASS'N October 16 to 2S

Entries Close.

CAPITA I. TURF AM' DRIVING CLUB-Trulting stakes April 16
STOCKTON FAIR April 15
"YEI'.I.AND PARK CLUB Denver —Stakes Races April 25

- Mav Ifi

TULARE April 25
SAN Jose COLT STAKES Mav 1

NAPA—Pacing Colt Stakes Mav I

VALLKJ" May'lo

Stallions Advertised.

TIIOTThH*.
ALMONITioN
AMBASSADOR
ANDY K
ASTEEOJR..2L37?

ALEXANDERBUT1

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD..
CHANCELLOR !' "•

89!
DAMON MOUI.I nil
DALY Mil
DBLWIN
DEXTKIt PRINCE II JO
DICTATUB
Dion
DIABI."
DOX MARVIN
DON FIG \H"

EROS
'.Ll.N I '

: :.K I
-

V A. Armstrong. Alamo. CW
> A Bpm ne & Co., Kalamazoo. Mich

Chas. E Needham, Beliotta, Cal
J. C. Smith. Oakland, Cal

I'. Auderton. Oakland, Cul
-G. W. Woodard. Yolo, Cal

0. A. stocktOD. San Jose, Cal
11..-. Bonner, Santa Rosa, Cal

Martin carter. Irvington
R- D. Fox, San Jose

'>. A WJU-y. Danville, Ca!
-

!'. .1. Murphy. Mllpl
lt"sedale Breeding Farm

Sam nel Gamble, Danv
Bontbar Farm. Sao 1-eandro. Cal

,....:.-.,'., Day. Belmont, Cal
H

Murray* Richards, Pli«*amon, Cal
I. Lowell, Lodl, Cal

SALADLN — „ -C. C. Bern Is, 332 Montgomery St
SII> KOY - -A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Building. Citv
SILVER BOW „ „ P. J. Williams, Milpitas, Cai
SOUDAN - D. J. Murpbv, Milpitas, Cal
STEINWAY Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
STKINOL 18.654 - -A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Ca
STEVE WHIPPLE- Chas. E. Needham, Bellota, Cal
VOTER Chas. E. Needham. Bellota, Cal
WALDSTELN 12^97 H. S. Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal
WARLOCK -S. A. Browne O Co., Kalamazoo. Mich
WILDO 9637 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
WIL DIRECT - Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo, Cal

THOROUGHBREDS.
ACCIONISTA <Imp. Arabian Stallion

C. A. Baldwin. Mountain View station, Santa Claaa Co
BUNO T ' Imp. Frencn Draft Stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal
IMP. LDALIUM John Cassidy, Ciry
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Murry, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES 'Coach Stallion. -K. O'Grady. >an Mateo, Cal
MERRIWA Thos. G. Jones. Oakland Race Track
MONDAY FLNAL H.C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal
NONPAREIL ' Cleveland Bav Stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal
THREE CHEERS— Wni. M. Murrv, Sacramento, Cal
WILDIDLE H. C. Judson. Santa Clara. Cal

The Outlook in California.
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The long spell of wet weather in California this winter

will never be forgotten by horsemen. The rainstorms,

coming as they did, just after the tracks were in periect

condition, have had a disastrous effect upon the hopes of

many owners who have taken a pride in " getting horses

in the list in January." The year 1892 was a remarkable

one in that respect : but, it is noticed by taking a retio-

spective glance at the events of that year, that the trainers

who gave their colts wonderful records and trials very

early in the season, were unable to drive them in the

fall, because the youngsters had "gone wrong."

The tendency among most of our California drivers to

keep pegging away all winter with their colts, and giv-

ing them a little too much work for their strength has

not proved beneficial. The colts, if tbey do not become

injured, get " track sour " and act as if the sight of the

long, low white fences on the endless track is obnoxious.

The winter of 1892-93 will teach most of the ambitious

drivers that horses that are just exercised enough over

the roads for a few months, will improve more rapidly

and race with greater zest when the bell rings and the

circuit opens than they ever did before. The additions

to the 2:30 list may not be as large at the end of the year,

but they will be made in " races." The " tin-cup " per-

formances have injured the trotting horse industry, and

it is unlikely that horse owners will neglect the regular

races this fall to save their horses for these " delusions,"

just before the rainy season commences.

The agricultural societies are beginning to advertise

their meetings, and every horseman who believes in the

permanency of the trotting-horse industry, and that the

demand for well-bred trotting horses that can trut, and

well-bred pacers that can pace, will never be fully supplied,

should make entries before they close. Novehy races,

dashes and the regular two-in-three events, will make the

year 1 893 memorable in the history of the trotting horse

in California. The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association, as usual, is foremost in promulgating ideas

that will be copied throughout the United States and

Canada, anil even in Europe. The programme they

oiler at their spring meeting will be an excellent one. for

every horse on the track, that is fit to go, will have an

opportunity of showing what it can do. It is of vital

importance to all the members of this association as well

as to the horsemen on this Coast that they help make this

meeting a success, lor u,.on it depends much of the wel-

fare of trotting.

No one owner can claim that any other lias had the

advantage of a longer time to prepare his horses for the

races, for the heavy rains we have had, and the con-

ditions of the tracks preclude all possibility of such an

assertion being founded on facts.

The programmes of the Spring meeting (a portion of

which has been published) gives only an idea of the sur-

prises that arc in siore for our horsemen, their friends and

the public. The Bay District Track, with all of its im-

provements, will be put in excellent order for the trotters,

ami as thousands of dollars have been spent to make it as

presentable a- it is. the inaugural trotting meeting, since

t has been so. greatly changed, will attract large numbers
"1 people fro'n everywhere. The overnight races, the

• lashes ,,| fractional miles, the handicaps and the long-

distance races will prove great novelties ; tandem races

and team races may be also introduced, and the rapidity

with which the events on the programme must be carried

through will insure the endorsement of every lover of

horeea who attends. The public will patronize it because

it ..pen- a new field for enjoyment, and the memory
of the long, tiresome waits that almost killed trotting

meetings in the past wil! be lorgotten.

Now is the time fur horsemen to take an int. -i est in

ilopmenl of their youngsters ; the warm days have
conic, the crops arc all in, the orchards arc blooming and
hillsides and valleys are clothed in their brightest raiment,
while proud broodmare- witl| the little tr,.,tt,-r, bv theii

sides are knee deep in the luxuriant pastures. At present

there is little for our farmers to do but attend to the de-

velopment of the stock that will add wealth to their

little savings and fame to their homesteads. Hence, they

should use every means in their power to have their trot-

ters ready to compete in the contests that will make them

rejoice at having succeeded in their ideas of breeding,

training and developing. Besides, they can look

upon the old broodmare which produced that trotter

with greater pride than ever, and feel that in owning her

they have a treasure that money cannot buy. There is a

magnetism about it that never can find expression, and

from the humblest farmer to the greatest statesman, there

is a fraternity which this ownership of a trotter claims

that is stronger than any tie outside of the family circle.

Standing- Starts 'Wanted.

The success of Mr. James Ferguson as a starter at the

Blood Horse Association meeting last year had much to

do with attracting large crowds to the races every day,

and loud and long were the praises bestowed upon him

by the press and public. The spectacle of the starter, flag

in hand in the box, the colored assissant with his long

whip moving among the nervous flyers, bunching them for

the flying start." was something new and progressive,

and the oid-time habitues of our tracks were delighted

with the changes made at the old Bay District course, and

new life was infused in the sport,

Unfortunately for Mr. Ferguson, he had an engagement

in another city, and therefore was compelled to bid adieu

to the Pacific Slope. In his stead, the Association se-

cured the services of James Eowe, ex -jockey and trainer,

and one of the best starters in America. If Mr. Fergu-

san's work in the box was surprising. Mr. Rowe's was

marvelous. The beauties of a " standing start " dashed

across the intellects of all the visitors, the quiet and gen-

tlemanly manner in which the jockeys were controlled,

aud the uniformly fair " send-offs " became the principal

topic of the day among horsemen. Every one who pat-

ronized the " bookies " were sure their horse would not

get the worst of the start, therefore they bet their money
liberally, and at the end of the season were satisfied. Its,

success was heralded from the Atlantic to the Pacific and

from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, and prediction of the

coming Spring meeting were freely indulged in. conse-

quently the number of the horses at the track increased

and the bookmakers' ranks were almost doubled when the

meeting now in progress commenced.

Mr. Ferguson returned ; it was an unfortunate thing tor

him that the public had been taught how much fairer the

standing start was than the one called the " flying " that

had made him famous.

Numerous complaints against Mr. Ferguson's system of

starting are now heard on every side, and the demands.

for a standing start are becoming louder and more

demonstrative.

Mr. Ferguson's unfortunate action in the Weber case

the first day of the meeting has had a great deal to do1

with this state of affairs. The jockeys seem to be be-

wildered ; and all the advice in the world will not re-

store confidence as long as the flying start is in

vogue. The superiority of the system under which they

formerly got their horses going has made them skeptical

regarding the efficacy of the present system, and

as one of them remarked, " iVeoften got away better iD

the breakaways than we do when the flag falls. No one I

seems to be sure of his position at any time except those I

who are used to this style of getting away."

The starter's position is not one that many people caul

fill with satisfaction ; it is one that demands a quick eye.
|

good judgment and a thorough knowledge of thorough-l

breds and the dispositions of the boys, and. like a cap-

1

tain, he must have the confidence of those under him at

all times, and they must know that he will protect (

and give no one the advantage. Mr. Ferguson shoo

thoroughly understand this, and adopt Rowe's popular!

style. The public must be protected and no favors

shown to any jockeys at the track. People pay theuj

money to witness the races : they back their favorites anc

rely upon the officials of the Association to give them '

run for their money." The standing start is the

way this can be accomplished.

If a reform is not inaugurated soi.u the result of

meeting will not be creditable to the Association, and i

i- feared that interest in the breeding and developing

of the beautiful " children of the winds " will have die

in its incipiency, aud the bright future of this great ii

dustry will be greatly dimmed. Justice and fair play

all that is expected, and the public will endorse by the!

presence the actions of the association that has no. ej

single to that desired end.
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P. C. T. H. B. Association.

J. meeting of the Board of Directors of the Pacific

Coist Trotting Horse Breeders' Association was held on

Monday last to consider the entries for the spring and

fall meetings, which closed on the 1st inst. There were

present Messrs. Simpson, Burke, Boyd, Heald, White,

Loeber, Page, Covey and Brown. President Simpson

reported that he had leased the Bay District track for the

spring meeting, the association to take possession Mon-

day, May 22d, the meeting to commence on May 27th.

It was also agreed in the lease that should unfavorable

weather compel postponement, the lease would be made

to cover such extra days. The association will give a

four days' meeting, commencing Saturday, May 27th, and

continuing the following Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, and, should there be the great number of horses at

the track that there is reason to expect, the association

will probably give a number of extra days so as to accom-

modate all of them with races, if possible. The leading

events of the meeting will be the overnight races, and in

all probability there will be a great number of first-class

race horses at the track to select from. The dashes and

handicaps will prove most interesting to everyone.

It was decided at the meeting of directors to declare all

the purses and stakes filled except the Stallion Produce

and Broodmare Stakes, there not being a sufficient num-

ber of entries in these stakes to warrant the amount guar-

anteed by the association. The president appointed

Messrs. Heald, Covey and Boyd a committee to prepare

Broodmare and Stallion Produce stakes to take the place

of those declared not filled. The new stakes will contain

more attractions and be based on a more liberal plan, so

as to secure a greater number of entries.

The president appointed an Executive Committee con-

sisting of F. H. Burke, E. S. Brown aud Wilfred Page :

and a Printing Committee of E. P. Heald, Jno. F. Boyd

J. H. White. With such efficient gentlemen on these

committees, there is little doubt but the advertising will

be well done and that nothing will be omitted to make

the spring meeting a grand success.

The following list of applications for membership was

presented and the applicants elected : S. G. Reed, Pasa-

ilena; Jno. 0. Reis, San Francisco; P. J. Shaffer,

Olema; Thos. W. Moore, San Francisco ; F. AY. Thomp-

son, San Francisco ; E. G. Head, Napa; Octave Mar-

chand, Oakland ; Jas. G. Fair, San Francisco ; Dr. K.

Gross, Eureka ; T. F. Ricks, Eureka ; W. O. Bowers. Sac-

ramento ; A. L. Hinds, Oakland; P. W. Murphy. Santa

Marguerita ; F. D. Myers, Oakland ; 0. A. Lowe,

Woodland; Smith J. Hill, Oakland ; Wilson Chamber-

lain, San Diego; A. McDowell, Pleasanton; Louis Henry

Fox, Stockton; W. H. Paulin, San Mateo; P. J. Crow-

ley. San Francisco ; Alfred Cohen, Fruitvale ; C. F.

Xorthup, Petaluma; W. R. Overholser, Petaluma, and

G. C. Fountain, St. Helena.

Considerable space has been taken up in Eastern

turf journals about that wonderful sire of speed, Flax-

tail 8132. In next week's issue we shall publish all the

information that can be procured at present regarding

this neglected sire. Dr. M. W. Hicks immortalized his

name the day he purchased this horse, and, as a large

number of our California trotters and pacers that have

helped to make their sires famous trace, in the maternal

line, to Flaxtail, it will be interesting to read of his his-

tory and the efforts made to establish his breeding.

The summer meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

iorse Breeders Association will probably commence

lAugust 5th, and a number of prominent horsemen have

lidvanced the idea that as there are two circuits this year

\'jo claim similar dates, some plan should be decided up-

»n that will prevent confusion. The following little

l«chedule will be useful to Secretaries who do not wish to

lave a repetition of the jealousies that marred the meet-

I of last year and caused so much trouble among h<>r*e-

i who made entries :

rs' Meeting August 5-12 MuryavilJe August 5-12
llama August *2l-2*". Willows August 21-26

o August u-19 Napa August 14-19

and. August 2»-Sept. 2 Woodland Autrust 28-Sept. 2
Sacramento .September 4-16

Stockton September 18-23
Vallejo September 23-30
8au Jose October2-7
Breeders' Meeting October 9-21

Handicap "Weights.

Somebody under the nom de plume of " A Yankee " re-

cently wrote to a London Sportsman the following letter on

" Handicap Weights," which, as it bears directly on a subject

which has been innch ventilated here of late, we quote in

full:

" Will you allow me a little of your valuable space to ven-

ture an opinion on an oftmooted question, viz., handicapping?

There is an old saying that a race-horse atid a donkey can be

brought together, but bow can this be accomplished ? You
cannot raise the donkey to the height of a race-ho.se, there-

fore the horse must be brought down to the level of the

donkey, and it seems to me that the same principle would
hold good in regard to bringing together good, bad and in-

different horses. A horse will, under a certain weight, which
may in some cases be higher, in others lower, according to the

conformation cf the animal, give very nearly his full speed,

and the taking off of weight, no matter how much, below that

mark will not increase his speed to any perceptible or practi-

cal degree, whereas the addition of even a limited number of

pounds will materially lessen it. To prove this statement, let

me refer to America, where every race is timed to one-fifth of

a second, and as nearly all races there are run from start to

finish, time plays a far more important part than here, where
even, with the same class of horses, one race is run slowly and
the other fast.

"El Rio Rev, one of the greatest two-year-olds America has

ever known, ran six furlongs with 126 lbs. (9st.j up in 1:11,

and could not excel this record among equally good horses

and ridden out with 11 lbs. less on her back. In the last

Cambridgeshire we saw La Fleche with S st. 10 lbs. on her
back beat Pensioner, carrying ti st. 4 lbs. Now 1 maintain
that if Pensioner had only had 5 st. 4 lbs. to carry the mare
would nevertheless have won, but with 10 lbs. added to La
Fleche's burden I think the verdict would have been reversed.

Let us have a scale of weights ranging from 7 up to 11 st.

The minimum will allow bovs of sufficient strength to ride,

and any horse capable of winning a race at all can win under
that weight, and there will be sufficient play up to the maxi-
mum to make hancicaps what they should be—an equalizing

as nearly as possible of all contestants. For reasons which
are evident from the foregoing, I do not think the raising of

weights in a handicap, where no horse with 9 st. or over ac-

cepts, an equitable arrangement, as a horse carrvingSst. 7 lbs.

might beat one carrying S st., but with i'i st. on his back
might be beaten by the other with S st. 7 lbs. to carry."

Whoever the writer may be, there is a vast deal of good
sense in his letter. It might be said of handicaps that there
is always room at the top so far as the scale is concerned. The
half unconscious notion that many persons entertain here that

handicaps are after alt little but g'orified weight-for-age races

is all wrong. At the present time in England, though the

four-year-old Orme has 139 lbs. allotted him in the Kempton
Jubilee, people are clamoring for a higher scale of weights.

Here the general tendency Is to keep down the top-weight,

Why ? So as to keep the best horses in and this, of course,

means that the others are driven out. The point made in the

above letter in regard to the fact that the taking off of weight
will in many cases not increase a horse's speed, while the ad-

dition of even a small amount will materially decrease it, is

well taken. It strikes the keynote of the situation. In other

words, a handicap must be made from the top, else horses can
never be brought together.

Patronizing Young Stallions.

stance (2.-211), Promoter (four years, 2:19, and Vatican (2:18),
Miss Seely (2:20*), Mabel A. (2:23}). Lookout (2:2-5), Sweet-
heart (three years, 2:22$) , Leone (one year, 2:23*), are bv
three-year-old sires. Eruva '-:!!_

. QnkamOt two years
2:274 |, the yearling trotter Ella Woodline LVJ'JD.are by two-
year old sires.

Kremlin, who twice reduced the stallion record last season
whose mark now is 2:07:;, and considered by many as the
fastest trotting stallion yet bred, was by a live-yea r-old coll. as

was also the famous Nelson (2:10), which now holds the
champion trotting record on a half-mile track, Martha Wilkes
(2:08j with a race record of 2:081, which is the champion race
record to date), Simmocolon (2:13 ime campaigner
Bonnie Wilmore \2:14A), Roy Will filch has held
several champion pacing records, Hattie Woodward (2:151),
Lady Wilkins (2:15i), A-trai [2:18), Jewett f2:20, pacing 2:14),
Allie West (2:25), H. B. Winship (2:201, with running male
2:06), which is still the champion record that wav of L

r 'in_-

There are actually several hundred others bv horses
had not reached maturity that have entered the 2.30 list. Of
the small number of yearlings *hich entered the list 1

son, Leone, with a race record of 2:2SA, and Ella Wocdbine
-:-''

. were got by sires of two and three years old, and the
dam of Leone, a* was also the ca>e with the dam of I'nkaroet,
were only four years old when these remarkable youngsters
were got.

Of course there is some degree of uncertainiiy in breeding
to any untried horse, but where the blood lines are superior
and speed is unquestionably possessed, the risks become very
small iudeed, particularly where a reasonable degree of in-
telligence is exercised in the mating, and the records 6how
that there is very little difference in the proportional success
of sires at any time during their career from their first services

to extreme old age, though it would be natural to infer thai
the most uniform success would be when in their prime ; still

when we take into consideration the quality of the mares
which are bred to them, the evidence is strongest in favor of
the very young sires.

.«,

The Professional Trainer.

Peter Weber and his two clever sons, John and

arley, were reinstated last Wednesday by Col. H. I.

'hornton, who was empowered by the Board of Directors

f the Blood Horse Association to|act as he saw fit. Their

nstatement was certainly due, under the circumstances.

3 fact, the Webers did nothing justifying their ruling-

I'by the Blood Horse Association officials at the time.

have been unjustly punished, humiliated and kept

Om earning several hundred dollars when the fault was

i the part of the starter and the hot-headed officials who

Jed with Mr. FergusoD against a father who was trying

s utmost to protect his sons against future abuse.

The attention of owners of pacers that are four years

d and under is '.ailed t<< the advertisement of the Napa

;ricultural Association. All other colt pacing stakes,

previously advertised by this Association, are declared

'. Entries will close Hay 1st. Here is an opportunity

at must not be overlooked by owners of side wheelers in

is State.

There is a general impression that a horse should be a much

more successful and decidedly better sire when fully matured

and in his prime than when very young or extremely old,

still, while that certainly looks reasonable in theory, it is by

no means in accordance with the records, which show very

plainly that in numerous instances the very best ever got by

evm the most successful sires were before they reached matur-

ity. On the other hand, the very last from a very old and
enfeebled sire as often prove among the best he ever get. This

is perhaps largely due to the fact that after a reputation as a

successful sire has been fully established, and the class of

mares with which he is most successful clearly demon>trated,

his very last patronage is such as he is best adapted for, and
they are usually much more valuable and better mares than

would have been sent to that horse earlier in his career. It

is very different, however, with a young horse, a? the patron-

age is then almost solely untried mares or those not considered

of much value, and when superior ones have been included it

has usually been accidental rather than intentional, says

American Horse Breeder.

It was as a two-year-old and free of charge that lly-dyk-

Hambletonian sired Alexander's Abdallah, and many are of

the opinion that in his whole career he never got a better son.

It is absolutely certain that Alexander's Abdallah. though his

stud service was far more limited than that of his Bin

got another which, as a trotter and campaigner, was any com-
parison to Goldsmith Maid, which he sired before reaching

maturity.

Princeps has lo his credit no belter performer than Trinket

(2:14), which at one time held the champion four-year-old

record, reducing it to 2:1S 4

:

, and subsequently taking B

of ~:14, and she was the result of his first year's service* The
game campaigners Alcrvon 12:15), tons -17 . Pennant
(2:15), Marv.Marshall (2:12: .Paragon 2:131), P*tron(2:14R
Sax.,,. (2:22$), Sarah B. (2:20j), Annie W. 2:20), Maud T.

and a very large number of Qtben quite as

fast, were hy four-year-old sires. Jack (2:11 j !. the '

his verv successful sire, So Long (2:13] , fasfl

WniUsoi I
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What the trainers and drivers think they don't know about

the profession is not worth learning. We do not refer to

hose mechanics who are acknowledged artist iu the business,

for we have always found them modest and cautious in their

pretensions and opinions. A little learning makes one mad, but

to drink deep at the fountain of knowledge sobers one againt

In the history of many members of the drivers' association there

is an egotistical period in which the knight of the sulky has

mastered the whole curriculum of the business. We speak of

the average trainer and driver, not men who have met with
success in the profession but men who have made failures.

The latter are the ones who think they know more about every-
thing that a trotter requires than the men who have been able

to drive a good many that were among the greatest winners.
There are scores upon scoies of men who profess to be able to

develop colts and to train trotting and pacing horses according
to the latest and most improved methods who do all their shoe-
ing, tubbing, harnessing, rubbing, etc., etc., ad infinitum, in an
old-fashioned, stereotyped way, just because they think they are
doing it right and never stop to reason why nor ask whether
there could be any better method or any more satisfactory way.

\
More than one good horse has been ruined by men who honed

i them out in the old rut with utter disregard for the laws of
common sense and the dictates of reason. It would be impos-
sible to attempt a description of all the weak methods that

incompetent drivers have, and the puerile reasons that are ad-

vanced, if they can advance any reasons at all, for adopting
such methods. We have just received a letter from a gentleman
in the East who has never considered himself much of a practi-

cal horseman, and who, on entering the horse business, got a few
that could trot some and was necessarily at the mercy of the
drivers in whose hands he was obliged to place his horses.

Last spring everything was rosy and the prospects were tine for

his yonus stallion to take a low record and win some good races,

for he was showing enough speed to warrant the belief that Iu*

could materially lower the record with which he closed the sea-

son of 1891, and which was several seconds slower than 2:30.

Now that the snows of winter have arrived and this young horse

has failed to distinguish himself, we cannot help hut recall the
fairy tales that were told in the spring. After continued dis-

appointment the New York man took his horse away from the

driver who had been handling him and decided to take care of

the horse himselfand have him under his own personal supervi-

sionduringthewinter. Thiswasway along in November. He
drove him a few times on the road, and one day while driving
down Jerome avenue,he tried conclu-iuns with a pacer lhat only
a week before had been driven a mile and repeat over the Fleet-

wood track ih 2:1*1 and 2:18$, and with his owner driving
him to a road cart, the young stallion seemed to have no
trouble in beating the pacer down tin- road. Then his owner
thought he would see now much speed he really had, and he
carried his blankets and everything needed to work
horse, and took him <>m to

I Park. He tells the

story of his experience in the following lai

his heavy shoes in front and put on light ones, thai weighed
live ounces each ; I took off his martingales, his blinders and
I

; Iu in
;

l d iwn mncfa lower than he had ever carried it be-

fore in hi- life. All the trainei

that he would smash things all to Harlem. But he did not, mid
(Hence wit- 1 drove him a faster mile than he wa-

ever driven l>e!"orc by any man without company. 1 worked
him out the lirsl mile in 2:40, last halt in l:lu', last quarter in

iii od mile be went the distance in 2:26b the last

half being nude in 1 II,, after a stand -still hreak in ihc

Now what do you think of that. Sine* then h*- has been im
proving every day, anil I believe that I can drive hirn over
Fleetwood a mile in 2:20."

In the letter, a portion of which is quoted, no reference is

i lie lack of skill, or lo nut it more plainly, ignorance
of ttie drivcr> who have handled Ihi lion, nor dow
he take to himself the credit of being proficient in any Way
in the business. Here we have an BZam]
the trotting horse business who ai the rir-t attempt,

originality and some common sen-e, h:i

piisfa more (li.-oi those wh ' r adepts ill tl

training and driviog trotters have iplish in

a couple of years. Men of braini

Men "f hone-Sense are needed to handle horset if thej

them to meet with success. This i< only one of ihi

that show which way the wind blow;*, and the turf needs

great, big ojclode thai ep ofl the race trad
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The Spring Trotting Meeting—''Signs fail in a dry

time" was an oftentimes quoted maxim in the country

where I was " raised," and as a drouth of a few weeks dura-

tion was seriously detrimental to crop prospects it was the

only consolation that prophets with optimistical tendencies in

their vaticinations could derive, when h day after day, day

after day," there was not a cloud and the sun sank in a lurid

blaze, like that of Indian summer months before the season

when it was a welcome winding up of the autumn. But when

the prophesy is uttered that the coming spring meeting, or

rather the gathering which will embrace the last days of

spring and the opening week of a glad summer time, will be

the best ever held on the Pacific Coast there are luore reliab'e

indications than those which are studied by the weather sharps.

There was a full board present at the meeting of the directors

on Monday last, no less than nine answering to the roll call,

and a more harmonious body could not be assembled. Mr.
Woodard, from Yolo, reported that in bis section of the

country there was plenty of enthusiasm over the trotting pros-

pects, and Messrs. Page and Brown, from Sonoma, told that in

the rich country where the trotting horse is held in high
esteem, there was plenty of spirit and no misgivings about the

future of light harness horses. Mr. Boyd is well pleaded with
the prospect of a large delegation from Oakwood, and Mr.
Covey says that the Palo Alto contingent will contain a good
many ready to take part in the fray. Mr. Burke did not say

much, but there wa. a satisfied twinkle of the eye which, in

his case, tells much to one who can interpret ocular language,

and though La Siesta Rancho—the euphonious title of the
farm where Eros reigns—would indicate a Rip Van Winkle
tendency, it is far from being a counterpart of

' A pleasing land of drowsy-head it was.
Of dreams that wave before the half-shut eye ;

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass.
Forever dashing round a summer sky."

the proprietor has his eye fully open, and though he may
dream of a two-minute offspring of his favorite, when the
fragrant smoke is curling from the cigar, in the make-believe
Siesta, his ratings will be founded on a better basis than day
dreams.

Without exception, those who own or have horses in
charge are so well satisfied with the new arrangement that
they signify their approbation in unequivocal terms, and the
only doubt expressed is in finding a place for each and all of
the fast trotters and pacers that will be assembled on the Bay
District course the last week in May.
That need not occasion any misgivings as a great many

races can be decided in the seven day now embraced in the
lease and there is a chance -to extend the meeting an-
other week if there are horses enough to make that
necessary to accommodate all. The races, which are now
closed, are six dashes, and three of heats of a mile, 2 in 3.

Even should the dashes bring the number of starters up to
enough to cause a division, there will be nine dash races and
three of heats. From five to seven races can be handled each
day, so that under pressure forty can be decidcd, as now ar-

ranged. Doubling this, and it is apparent that a great many
horses can be accommodated. By restricting the heat races
to one on each day of the meeting, more than seven can be
handled when the afternoons are so long as they are at the sea-
son when this mpeting will be held, and that without en-
croaching on the usual dining hour of San Francisco people.

Strenuous rules to guard against lagging behind will be rig-

idly enforced, and it is safe to assert that there wili be less loss
of time between the trotting events than there is now in
racing. Life, spirit, a constant succession of varying pictures
the aim, and that aim will surely be carried through.

# *

The Blood-Horse. (
" What sort of men are the directois

The DIRECTORS. ' of the San Francisco racing club?"
was a question propounded at a coterie of turfmen congregated

at The Wellington in Chicago last January. The papers had
given sensational accounts of the races which had just come
to a close, and the comments of the Eastern turf journals were
unfavorable. I corrected the false impression so far as laid in

ray power, but was unable to overcome the prevailing idea

that among so many tales of wrong-doing some must be true,

and that the officials were derelict in attending to their duites,

or lacked experience in the management of racing. At this

time, when there is a good deal of adverse criticism over the

methods pursued, it will not be out of place to give a sketch
of the members of the Board, though at the outset I

must acknowledge that my acquaintance with some of the

individuals is very blight. Happy to state, however, that those
with whom I can claim intimate relations, there has been
nothing but the most friendly feelings, and though it was a
duly I could not shirk, when objections were written and pub-
lished to management which was surely detrimental to turf

i

,
there never was the least diminution of my regard

e who did not look at the situation in the same light
that others wre guided by.

1 '" l " ident, Col. Harry I. Thornton. Genial, gentle-
manly, generous, a whole string of eulogistic adjectives could

lescribing the qualities of the president of the club
without eliciting disapprobation from anyone who can claim
an intimate acquaintance. Well worthy of admiration, esteem
and re pect-aod from the commencement of our intercourse
until now, these have bei n my feelings towards him. A man
of in lent, of information, ol i opacity, of prominence in public

ial Ufe, he has been b con picuous figure in i ialiforni i

for more than thirty years. No more delightful compi in,

for what -v.-r Mibjeei is of the most interest to his mandates he
is thoroughly capable o! taking his part in the conversation.
Natural genius improved by education, widened by travel and
active participation in public affairs, and all thai reinforced
by manners ho perfect thai he may be at cepted :is the type of
a true l i o otho io whatever is connected with

e pecially those of the royal lines ot breeding, and
alj posted in pedigree* and performances, with a

critical eye for form, he Ei one of the few who can safely be
'i prol '!" arl "i fioi

i
won hip, n

least that part of horsemanship which is designated The
Tusf. Honor his guiding star, warm friendship one of the

main, if not the very foremost maxim in his creed. With
those good qualities inherited and acquired, he should be a

model president of a racing club, and notwithstanding I have
disagreed with him, and still hold opposite views regarding

some things, there is no question in my mind of his fitness for

the situation. The only drawback that I cin see is that he
has been on the invalid list for several years, and, were his

bodily health such as to permit a more active participation in

the duties of racing management, little fault could be found
with the way the office would be filled. In the many years

of close acquaintance I have enjoyed with Colonel Thorn-
ion, never the least acerbity displayed by him until there was
a jangle over some of the rulings and somewhat harsh
criticisms verbal and printed appeared.

It was an error when a vote by ballot was refused at the last

annual election, and that is the only wrong act that he can be
charged with individually. With his warm, friendly feelings

for his associates, he is more likely to be warped in his judg-

ment than a man of colder temperament, and therefore it is

not at all surprising that he should see the greatest merit in

their side of the controversy. Then, again, Col. Thornton is

a breeder, but does not race, and thus while deeply interested

in the future welfare of the turf, there are no personal inter-

ests to interfere with the proper discharge of his duty, could
he afford the time to give full attention to the business of the
association.

The vice-President, Thos. H. Williams, Jr., is the most
striking figure on the canvas, a figure to be noted wherever
encountered. Unusually tall—I should judge considerably

over six feet in height—spare in flesh, keen, dark eyes and
mobile lips, without coming strictly wit hin the definition of a
handsome man, there is an individuality, a force of character
evident to even a careless observer, and which will attract

attention in any crowd. Genteelly habited, without the least

approach to dandyism, or any solicism offensive to good taste,

his apparel harmonizes with his tall, spare form, the whole
picture, as artists would say, " in keeping." Socially, and
among " his set" he is a great favorite, and here I must say
that, in several years' intimacy, my intercourse with Mr. Wil-
liams has been more than usually pleasant. His word as good
as a bond endorsed and guaranteed in every point where as-

surance of compliance with the terms was requisite, and no
matter how great the loss consequent upon keeping that word,
it would as surely be kept as that life and reason were undis-
turbed. He has many qualifications that fit him with pecu-
liar appropriateness for the position he occupies; there are
others and existing conditions which are seriously detrimental.

He is energetic, persistent, of undaunted courage, self-reliant,

with plenty of confidence in the justice of his convictions, a
thorough knowledge of racing rules, and fairly posted in rac-

ing usages and turf precedents. A keen observer of men and
familiarity with the management of race horses, he has the
knowledge to counteract fraudulent schemes and the nerve to

punish offenders.

On the other side of the page must be written. Too much
under the influence of impulse, prone to act without proper
consideration, feelings in place of judgment governing and
put in execution before reason has time to exert its power,
and when executed reluctant to make amends. His good
qualities enable him to dominate in the counsels, and the
warm friendship of his associates sustain him in carrying out
measures which are inimical to the welfare of the association.

A little less caloric in his brain, a more sedate flow of blood
in his arteries and an sbsence of conditions which now exist
would make Mr. Williams one of the very best managers of
racing meetings. The conditions alluded* to are so plainly
antagonistical to the position of prime manager of the racing
that denial of an adverse bearing would be an indication of
utter ignorance or a manifestation of imbecility, neither of
which I am prepared to accept. He is a heavy bettor, prob-
ably the biggest turf speculator in California. No matter how
straightforward, honorable and honest the active manager of
a race meeting may be, it gives the opportunity for severe
criticism when there are large sums depending, with him as
gainer or loser. The judges, starter, and handicapper are
employed by him, and should there be the least chance to

throw blame on these functionaries, and accuse them of favor-
itism for their employer, it will be gladly seized.

While the ownership of racehorses and the management of
a prominent racing stable does not have so unfavorable an ef-

fect on public opinion as wagering large sums of money, it

would be better if such owner and manager were not active in
the affairs of the club which controlled the races in which he
participated. A vast deal depends on the arrangements, and
should the programme for the week show even fanciful ad-
vantages, there will be grumbling and discord. Some have
claimed that the suspension of Weber's sons was due to the de-
sire to have them out of the way, and this manifestly erro-
neous accusation is given credence by a large number of people.
So far as my knowledge of the man and the facts in the
case will warrant a conclusion, neither betting interests or
ownership interests have influenced Mr. Williams, but are
readily explained on other grounds. To take the cases which
were mentioned last week for illustration. The warfare with
the bookmakers who did business at Oakland was retaliatory
for supporting a meeting which was in opposition to one which
Mr. Williams was directly and personally interested in.

Something of the same kind of a war as that which raged
with so much ferocity between Hawthorne and Garfield. Had
that been confined to the rival institutions it might have been
termed legitimate. When the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation took a part in the frav it could only be accounted for
on the presuniDtion that Mr. Williams' high temperament
prevailed over what his judgment should have dictated, and
had he given the welfare of the institution, of which he was
the second officer, due consideration, that mistake would never
have been made. Had Washington Park joined hands with
either of the other race courses, tabooed the bookmakers on
one, arranged the penalties so as to cover performances at one
and not. the other, there would have been a protest from
" Maine to < leorgia," from the Gulf of Mexico to Vaucouver
Bay, at the injustice done. 1 could not understand why "since
January Mth " penalties were imposed until informed that
on that day the races of the California Jockey Club came to a
close

;
those of Henry Schwartz on the Oakland track com-

menced.
An to the Williams-Ashe controversy. I have nothing

further to say than what appeared last week, the partisanship
of the association being the action condemned.

Bui tlit- suspension of Weber and his sons cannot be charged
to Williams' determination to get them out of the way of his
jockeys, that also being due to a preponderance of hot blood.
From Inter information—that obtained from Mr. Weber, and
porrpqorafed by a person who was present, Mr. Weber asked

Mr. Ferguson if he had not struck the boy too hard. Mr.
Ferguson's reply was an emphatic No ! and that he would do
it again, and at that Mr. Williams said that he, Mr. Weber,
should not talk to the starter, ordered him away and tailed

for a policeman to eject him. Again, when summoned before

the Board, Colonel Thornton asked Mr. Weber what proposi-

tion he had to make. He answered, assurances that his boys

would not be maltreated, when Mr. Williams became the in-

terlocutor, with the results as heretofore published.

This much is repeated to prove my position that had Mr.
Williams a better command of his temper, and could make
his personal feelings subservient to general interests, he would
be admirably adapted for the position he occupies, and though
the general public would not have the same confidence as if

he eschewed betting, there would be no fear on my part on
that score.

The second Vice-President, Mr. P Quinlan, I am only
slightly acquainted with, that being restricted to a few meet-

ings since his election to the Board, though that was some
time ago. He is a gentleman of pleasing manners, and is un-
questionably a " business man " of a high class. He spent a
great deal of time last summer in superintending the improve-
ments at the parte, and next to Mr. Williams the most active

member in the line of getting things in readiness for the fall

meeting. The work was so thoroughly done in the short
period alloted for what might be called a complete renovation
of the old, and a big addition in the shape of new, that all

who were engaged in the happy transformation are entitled

to a great deal of credit, for work done without other re-

muneration than "the good of the cause."

Those who are intimates of Mr. Quinlan speak so well of

him that he can be emphatically endorsed as " under the
tongue of good report."

General W. H. Brown is one of the oldest members of the

Board, and he has had quite a long experience in racing

affairs. He bought Golden Gate when she was first brought
to California, and that fleet daughter of Leamington turned
his fancy to the " legitimate." He has attended every meet-
ing of importance, either trotting or racing, and is familiar

with race management. A man of position, Sheriff" of El
Dorado county, several terms in the State Senate, Surveyor
General and Harbor Commissioner. His prominence in

political sircles show the estimate his party places upon his

services,and from his practical knowledge of the turf it would
seem that when his attention is called to the mistakes made
there will be a change for the better. In all probability his

time is so fully occupied that little of that valuable com-
modity, to a business man, can be given the affairs of the as-

sociation.

A. B. Spreckles is a member of the. Junta who is a great

favorite with his many friends. Rightly so, as he is sociable,

gentlemanly iu his demeanor, ready to oblige, and, taken all

together, very popular. Should there be anything to militate

against his efficiency as a director, it will be found in such a

strong desire to support his friends, right or wrong,
that other interests are held subordinate to the demands of

friendship. That and it may be a lack of knowledge of racing
law and usages are the only impediments in the way of his

being a valuable auxilliary. So far as ownership extends his

fancy is for the trolting side of the sport., Hu Ida, the fast

Guy Wilkes mare, which did so well on the Eastern tracks

last year, and likely to do still better in the coming cam-
paign, is owned and was bred by him, and he has quite a
collection of highly-bred animals on bis ranch at Aptos, and
is now in possession of Dexter Prince and other trotting

celebrities, several of which are in training on the Oakland
track. He has been a director in the P C. T. H. B. A. for

several years, and as he has only attended one meeting since

I have been a member of the Board, it is fair to infer that he

does not trouble himself to any great extent with racing

questions.

Chas. A. Wieland I have little acquaintance with. He
was also a director in the trotting association last season and

took very little interest, so that there are good reasons, to sup-

pose that he is not an active member in the government of

racing.

Until on one of the race days when Mr. Burke accosted Col.

Thornton and spoke of a meeting of the Board when the

Colonel was not present I did not " know him by sight," and

further than that he is the owner of a racing stable, and that

he bears a good reputation among those whom I have heard

speak of him, my knowledge is too limited to be of any service,

and assuredly too slight to praise or condemn. Far more

pleasant to commend than to rebuke, and were it not that a

sense of duty compelled presenting the actions of the Board
in a proper light condemnatory articles would not have been

written. The sports of the turf are threatened from many
sides, and the greatest danger lies in the mistakes of those

who have them in charge. To draw attention to the danger

is an imperative obligation of everyone who has its future

welfare at heart and is especially binding on people who are

connected with turf journals. It cannot be shirked without a

surrender of self respect, and when there is so gross an outrage

perpetrated as the brutal castigation of a defenseless jockey,

and that in a measure sustained by the association, it might be

said, approved and intensified by adding additional punish*

mont, one in my position would be a craven of the whitest

hue who failed lo enter a fervid protest, and demand rectifica-

tion.

There is another charge against Mr. Williams which is cer-

tainly unfounded. The directors gave him the full power to

select officials, and in making selections a few were Eastern

men. At this meeting the presiding judge and starter are
(

the only ones, so far as I know, outside of residents of Califor* I

nia. When better men could be obtained from a distance it

was clearly bis duty to make -them the choice. So long as he

thought the interests of the association would be best subserved

by choosing people from other parts of the world than the

" Pacific Coast," that is the ouly justification necessary. There

is no chance for censure on that score, and unless those who

make the charge can show that other reasons than fealty to

the interests of the association were the motive, it falls to the

ground.
Since the above was written and in type 1 have heard that

Mr. Weber and his sons have been reinstated, which affords

me great satisfaction. From fhe Examiner of Wednesday

morning I also learn that the bookmakers who plied their

business at the Oakland races were in line on the Bay Dis-

trict. Thus I am doubly gratified, in the first place that

justice has been done Mr. Weber and his sons, and in the sec-

ond that the association has signified its willingness to correct

errors. As can be learned from a perusal of the New lork

Spirit of the Times of the 8th inst. the acts of the association

have elicited caustic criticism, and the reversal will remove

[,tye obloquy in a great measure. \s ^reniedjeJftCtJGfl ff
88

r-*f*
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taken before the Spirit reached San Francisco it can only be

ascribed to the desire to make amends when the situation was

better understood.

It is exceedingly unfortunate that the Ashe trouble cannot

be overcome, but as it stands if the Board of Censors has rati-

fied the treaty and agreed to reciprocate there is little chance

to rectify. It may be that the telegram, and the answer,

which the Spirit mentions, is the only correspondence between

the parties and that being confined to two individuals, and

not ratified by the governing bodies the old statues might be

revived. As stated before I heartily sympathize with Air.

Ashe, and would be greatly pleased" to have him given a

chance to recover from the ill fortune which has beset him,

but a still greater pleasure will be derived from the fact that

men whom I hold in such high esteem have risen superior to

the frailties of humanity and done themselves justice.

Again it will not be out of place to state that the horse in-

terests of the Pacific Coast, California especially, are of great

moment to me, and the welfare of the Pacific Coast Blood-

Horse Association ardently desired. While it is true that

only a few of my old associates, who did such good service in

organizing the institution, are now connected with it, and
none in an official station, so long as it bears the name that

feeling will exist. Therefore I call attention to what I con-

sider is not only likely to impair its usefulnesss, but brings

reproach on the turf here and all connected with it. There
is a far better prospect now, and I cordially congratulate those

who have done that much service.

* =
*

A Closer Watch.—In old times, perhaps still employed,

in Bell's Life vignette there was an open eye and the Latin

motto, Xtai'- semper paratus, that is if my memory of what I

have seen many years ago can be depended upon. The eye

and the motto, concisely interpreted, would be always watch-

ful, and a very good one it is for a paper like the great sport-

ing sheet of the olden time, aud not altogether inappropriate

when "modern racing" has to be looked after. Under the

" old dispensation," when heats at long distances, ruffled shirts,

spotless big cravats, honour (put the u in, compositor, as it

may be that striking that apparently superfluous vowel out of

the word has partly impaired the obligation so far as racing

matters are concerned) were so prominent on the race course,

the unseating a jockey before the race commenced by the

officials in charge would have been resented so vigorously, that

sunth of Mason and Dixon's line, and in other regions, it

would have been held sufficient grounds for a duel to the

death. When first adopted I thought that it was worse than

injudicious ; that it was a direct imputation of wrong intent

which could not be sanctioned without injury to racing, and
that the proper course would be to let every owner " put up "

his choice of jocke. s, not debarred by the rules, and if shown
to be guilty, expel, with no chance for reinstatement. Modern
racing and honor without the u require guards, which were

useless provisions in the days when distances was held to be

a lest of race horse quality. These short sprints are readily

decided by the start when the contestants are nearly of the

same caliber, and whencuteness—the u figures in that word

—

is held to be superior to honor.

Saturday, the opening day of the racing on the Bay Dis-

trict track, I only >-aw the first and second events on the pro-

gramme, having to attend to important business in the city.

Tuesdav there was longer time at my disposel, and four races

were taken in. One of them was a mile, and, consequently,

the start was in front of the stands. There were seven horses

to start, not a very big field, and a good deal of trouble in get-

ting them in a position which would warrant dropping the

flag. Most of it was occasioned by a chestnut horse and
colored rider, or rather, by the black jockey who did not make
an attempt to secure a fair start. The grossest incapacity or

evident intent were the only explanations, and among those

on the clubhouse balcony who expressed opinions intent was
the charge. The others were in good position, the delinquent

several lengths behind when the start was made, and he made
no pretention to racing in any portion of the mile.

The articles I had written denunciatory of the practice of
"' taking down jockeys " were forcibly recalled. It did not re-

quire an expert to make up his mind that the animal was not

meant^ or that his jockey was an embodiment of stupidity, and
here in plain view of three judges, starter and officers of the

club, it was allowed to pass. Were it instigated by wrong in-

tent, the audacity of the scheme insured the success which fol-

lowed. If it were ascribed to miserable jockeyship, and lash-

ing a jockey permissible under any circumstances, a taste of

the catgut to such a laggard would be far more righteous than
when applied to one who was too anxious to win.

I was not all surprised when the papers of Sunday morning
brought the intelligence that the last on Tuesday was the first

on Saturday, when Miller's name was coupled with the horse.

Bin these smart fellows, the bookmakers, must have been
blinded as successfully as the judges. When the money com-
menced flowing in, and the odds dropping and dropping, a

little retrospect would hav^ brought the start and the running
of Tuesday vividly before them and the book marked full, or

the rates so strenuous that a great deal of money would be re-

quired to win a little. Their lack of perception in a great

measure exculputes the judges, and there are so few races

when the start is forenent them that they hare small practice

in that kind of a race. Depending on them to keep a watch-
ful eye on what was passing in their immediate vicinity, the

starter was not so much to blame, and hence there is little

chance for recalcitration from anyone. The public, misguided

mortals, shout too loudly where there arejonly fanciful causes

for complaint, and then so many are carried away with the

brilliancy of the coup that admiration in place of indignation

is the prevailing feeling. One eye will not do to watch all

the iu and outs of modern racing. That huge old fellow with

a hundred active optics should be the emblem, and for a

motto, French is more modern than Latin, and abandon faii

larron the better reminder.
Jo3. Gairn Simpson.

S. A. Bkowni:, Kalamazoo, Mich., is ;i director iu the

Kegister Association, but he does not value the present stand-

ard very highly. He says: "Knowing full well several

years ago that the present trotting standard was a failure and
disappointment to the practical and intelligent breeders of

America, I hoped and entreated for a change. I found that

no argument would convince the multitude of breeders who
were loaded up with the stufl'that parsed as standard but could

not trot. The present Trotting Register is useful as a record

of the names and breeding of the animals therein recorded.

That is all. It has no other value. The present standard is

p *nnr<- und -f urnhltng-bln^V- "i th<- inmteur breeder."

How Anteeo "Was Bought and Sold.

This is the caption of an article that appeared in the Los

Angeles Herald a few weeks ago written by " Hidalgo." It

made a very pretty story and was copied in many of the lead-

ing turf journals in the United States. The writer, no doubt,

intended to confer a favor upon S. A. Browne, of Kalama-

zoo, Michigan, and if he had taken the precaution to take

notes of the conversation and the place where it occurred, its

correctness could never be questioned, but, in justice to Mr.

Browne, some contradictions to it must be made. He called

upon " Hidalgo " in Los Angeles after the article appeared

and pointed out the discrepancies in it. The latter was sorry

and wished to make every reparation possible. On our recen'

visit to Mr. S. A. Browne in this city, the article happened to

be mentioned, and so dissimilar were the facts from the story

that we deemed it due the gentleman that he should not

leave California with this story bristling with falsehoods

confronting him wherever he might go. The story of the sale

(as far as is necessary,) as published, is given in small type, the

facts in large type

:

" Tbere isa tall and slender man. with sandy hair and beard, with
deeplv-set and searching grey eyes, to be seen daiiy on the streets of
Los Angeles just now amoDg the army of climate refugees that will
soon be leaving this section again and returning to their Eastern
homes. Although hugging the lee shore of sixty years pretty closely,
his figure is still erect and nis shoulders well laid back, while his step
is light and springy as that of most men of forty-five. His name is

Samuel A. Browne, and he is interested in large manufacturing en-
terprises at Kalamazco, Mich,, where he is likewise interested with
Senator Stockbridge in one of the leading trotting-horse larms of the
nation. He was at one time the partner of Mr. Bissell, the mannfac
turer of carpet-sweeping machines, but the partnership terminated
with that gentleman's death in the winter of 1890. Mr. Browne at-

tended the meeting organized to form a breeders' trotting association,
at Agricultural Park last Tuesday, says Hidalgo, in the Ix)3 Angeles
(Cal, i Herald, and by his sage counsel and intelligent remarks, made
an excellent impression upon his audience. On the ride back from
the track to the city I got into conversation with him, and finally it

drifted upon the California stallion Anteeo (I go before), bred by
Joseph Cairn Simpson, of Oakland, and owned from 1888 to 1891 hy
Mr. Brown and the late Mr. Bissell."

He never was a partner in the carpet business with Mr.
Bissell. Mr. Bonner was a lumber merchant all the time he
was in business. The conversation between he and Hidalgo
took place on the porch of the building at the Agricultural
Park, Los Angeles. He did not own Anteeo from 1888 to

1891 ; he had him but two seasons, 1S88 and 1889.

" I wilt tell you now how I became the owner of tint horse. I was
out here in California in the winter of 1886-R7, and stayed at the
Palace Hotel in San Francisco. Every night there would be a crowd
of horsemen in the barroom, sitting about those great round tables
and telling of the exploits of their horses. There wasn't a mania
the crowd that didn't put up a dozen green colts into the 2:30 list be-
fore he went to bed. Doble, Hickok, Van Ness, and a host of the
sulky, were there in their in bib and tucker, while the breeders were
always represented by Col. Thornton, William Corbitt, Ariel Lathrop
and a host of others, but they were all new men to me. Still, I did
not Jack for acquaintances, for " Budd " introduced me around quite
liberally, and I found tbem very pleasant gentlemen. Mr. Lathrop
got us up a little excursiod to Palo Alto a few days later, and there
we saw Electioneer in all his glory and surrounded by all his mighty
sons. In the whole lot of them, however, there was but one of them
I wanted, and him I kuew I could not get. There was not enough
to have tanen him off that ranch."

After Mr. Browne arrived in January, 1887, from his long
trip across the continent, he registered at the Palace Hotel
and, after doing so, felt as if he was not so far away from some
of his old time acquaintances, for among those assembled in

the office, he was delighted to see \V. R. Armstrone, W. H.
Crawford, Orrin A. Hickok, Mr. Bride and other horsemen
whom he knew. Mr. Lathrop was not there, neither was Col.

Thornton nor William Corbitt. He called upon Mr. Lathrop
in his office on business as he had purchased Bell Boy previous

to coming to California, and that geatleman kindly furnished

him transportation tickets for himself and friends to go to

Palo Alto. Mr. Browne never met Col. Thornton at the

Palace Hotel that he remembered, and as for Mr. Corbitt, he
met him at a later period.
" You would have been willing to give a goodlprice'forhim, then?"

I asked.
" Yes, but a principality wouldn't have bought that horse. He was

the apple of the Senator's eye."

Mr. Browne never made such a statement and don't know
to what horse Hidalgo refers.

" So I came back to San Francisco no wiser than wheu I had left

it. That night the pool was full at the Palace, and I saw every man
but the one I wanted to see most of all."

"And who was that? " I asked.
••Joe Simpson, the best of friends aud the most honorable of foes."

Mr. Browne said : "This much disrespect for Mr. Simpson
I never had. In fact I never in my life called him " Joe." Mr.
Simpson must have been astonished to see that I used such
language. ' I never spoke about best of friends and the most
honorable of foes. I am not a newspaper man."
Whatever pet theories he may have in which I do not concur, you

must at least accord him the merit of sincerity and honesty of pur-

Eose. He never spoke nor wrote a word in which he did not firmly
elieve himself. So. after waiting two or three days without seeing

him. 1 went over io Oakland and paid him a visit. We had known
each other in Illinois, and I foand him in poor health, bnt the same
genial gentleman as ever. After looking over all his horses he priced
Antevolo to me at SIO.UOO. but I did not want him."
" He was a great horse beyond question," Mr. Browne," said I.

"Yes, a great turf horse, but not my ideal of a breeding horse for

light-harness use. He was a very consistent trotter, and Mr. Simpson
had an open challenge to trot him two-mile-heats against any stallion

in America. This met with no response, showing that all the trotting
horsemen were very much of Mr. Simpson's opinion. But Antevolo
did not fill ray eye as a sire of light-harness horses. He was over 1G

hands high and looked more like a coaching stallion than a sire of
trotterv So I did not buv blm, of which I am very glad, for it en-
abled Mr, Simpson to sell the horse at a considerable advance upon
the price at which he ottered It to me."

The facts in regard to this are to the effect that the horse
Antevolo did nol impress Mr. Browne as Anteeo did when he
first saw him. In the interview he said to Hidalgo: "I con-

sidered him a little leggv for a stock horse, yet he was a hand-
some and good race horse, but I had no desire to purchase."

Then Mr. Browne added : "I am sorry Hidalgo dia not take

notes of the interview. I was not aware he was a newspaper
man and had no idea he would distort facts as he did

However, when I showed him how full of misstatements his

"pretty story " was, he admitted that he wrote the article

some Jays after the conversation occurred, and that he had
no notes to work from.

" And did you go back Baal without seeing Anteeo at all?" [asked,
" I did, myself, timt rery thing, i was told Mr, Simpson had sold

him loan . breeder! up In the Russian river valley, and
i could have gone up there and seen blm, but I let the time

Blip away without doing It The ut-xt spring 1 vras down at Lexing-
ton with a ciiM^nni- lit "\ horses to one of the spring sales. It wason
the third day of the combination that 1 met J. \V. Kiioi, to whom
you are Indebted for what Nutwood blood you have in this Stale. 1

asked Mini where lit- was from, aud he s&ldjhe had lustcome from Cal-
ifornia, aud brought on Anteeo to 'stand »t Leimgtou for V2potb*
.-• -i

This language, " I did, myself, that very thing," will cause
people who know Mr. Browne to wonder whether he
was affected by the climate or the aroma of the orange
groves. This statement, said to be his, is also noted for other
errors. The sale had not commenced at the time Mr.
Knox arrived, and as for Kussian River valley Mr. Browne
did not know of such a place.

" 'The horse is down at the track and Just off the cars, so he don't
look much like wbat he really is.' said Knox, ' but you'll see a great
horse when you see him. When can you come out for a look at him '

'

" Now," was my reply: and we were in a buggy, bound for the
track, in less then ten minutes. I shall never forget how I fell as In-

putted the light serge oQ" Anteeo and led him out. Here was the horse
1 had been looking for all my life. Here was all the muscular power
of Hambletonfan, with a quality and a finish thai tin: Ulto of ciie*ter
never knew. Here was a vitalized energy, a characterised foree that
was pictured in my mind for years, but had never before beheld face-

to face. The rugged trotting elements of his sire's ancestry bad been
rounded into classic lines by the hot thoroughbred blood that came to
him through his maternal veins. In a word, he was the horse of which
I had thought and dreamed."

The horse was at the stable three blocks from the hotel >"

hence we did not take a buggy to go to the track. It was early

in the morning in winter and Mr. Knox and I walked to the
stable. Anteeo bad two heavy blankets on; we never put a

light serge on our horses in the winter in the East. Mr. Knox
had the blankets taken off and his man to lead the horse out
for my inspection. I was much impressed with him and began
negotiations for his purchase at once.

The balance of the printed article that is now being copied
everywhere is just as full of errors as it possibly can be, and
the few extracts given above show conclusively that Hidalgo
allowed his imagination and a fruitful mind to annihilatefacts
for the sake of filling space. The propositions regarding
prices, wording of telegrams and correspondence is full of mis-
takes. The last statement in Hidalgo's epistle is the unkind-
est cut of all, and is as false as all the other statements. Mr.
Browne owns the great Wilkes stallion Ambassador, and
although he esteems Anteeo highly aud believes he will make
one of the greatest sires, he never used the flowery language
that Hidalgo credits him. Everyone who has known this great

horseman for forty years will smile when thev read it, and
wonder what effect this climate has had upon Mr. Browne to

make him as eloquent as Daniel Webster. He never forgot

himself so far as to make use of this expression in all of his

flights of oratory, even though Hidalgo says he did :

"I don't know whether Anteeo is the best horse in the world or
whether he is even the best son of Electioneer, but one thing I do
know—he was a good deal the best horse I ever owned.

Taking it all in all, the story of " How Anteeo Was Bought
and Sold" was well couched, but somehow it appears in some
of the Eastern journals under the title " Anteeo's Romance;"
how much more appropriate it would be if headed " Hidalgo's
Romance?" «

A Little Criticism From New York.

The following, taken from the Daily Spirit of the Times, of

New York, strikes the officials of the local racing association

a " corking blow on the jugular:"

The directors of the Blood Horse Association decided be-

fore the opening of their spring meeting not to rescind the
rule debarring all bookmakers who had operated at Oakland
from doing business at the Bay District tracK. This is in line

with later news which shows that Tom Williams is running
the meeting in autocratic style. Peter Weber and both his

boys have been ruled off the Bay District race-course for a

year. This trouble grew out of a difficulty between Johnny
Weber and Starter Ferguson on Saturday, the opening day of

the meeting. Young Weber was over-keen at the post, and
the starter, taking the law into his hands, applied the whip to

him and his mount. His father made complaint in somewhat
unmeasured terms and repeated his remarks at a meeting of

the directors on Monday evening. Some of his speeches must
have hit home, for the officials meted out the apparently un-

warranted punishment mentioned.
Nor are these the only instances. Williams is evidently

determined to debar Porter Ashe from the privileges of the

Bay District track by some means or other. He recently

wired to a well-known Eastern official inquiring what Ashe's
forfeits amounted to. This he learned in due course, the

amount being $2,650. The actual standing of Porter Ashe in

the Eastern Forfeit List shows that he is in arrears for for-

feits, owing for the years 1890, 1891 and 1892. For the first

of these years he owes $160 to the American Jockey Clnb.

For the two other years he owes to the Brooklyn Jockev Clab
$90; to the Coney Island Jockey Club, §l,67o; to the New
York Jockey Club, $570, and to the Monmouth Park Associa-

tion, $155. The letter giving the information can scarcely

have been received when Ashe's entries were refused on this

score. Of course it will be an advantage to the Board of < !on-

trol if the Blood Horse Association will collect their forfeits

for them, but "sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander."
There is at least one of the most prominent stables on the

Pacific Coast that is much deeper iu the forfeit list than Ashe,
and if he is to be made to pay up before he can race at San
Francisco, other persons in the same case should be also. S«>

far there has been remarkably little about the way of conduct-

ing meetings in that part of the world that is likely to induce
Eastern owners to patronize such great winter meetings a*»

have been proposed.

Wire or Hickory-

We had the pleasure of inspecting a wire " bike " wheel out

at the Overman Wheel Co.'s office the other day that was an
object lesson. It was one of the latest style of ball-bearing

pneumatic tire wheels, with fine wire >pok<--. A It-

jumped on it with both fore feet, and whilst the wheel WM
nearly doubled up, not a spoke was broken. Had the spokes

been of wood, several of tnem would have been broken and

the horse injured for life. To those interested iu the question

of the coming wheel, a look at this one will be a convincing

argument in favor of the wire spokes when properly made.
Call and see it at 309 Larkin street.

Pneumatic Sulky Argument.

Much trouble was experienced last sea llh piion-

nmlic sulkies, on account «f the poor tires. The lira wonld become
Uat and soft, and often punctureo, ami the «ir would no
lit the tires. When repairs wen made '" this dam <<i lire, m '

tires both, had to be sent to tin* simp: a matte] lemyand
annoyance:
A practical and easy method to repair n pncumntic sulky. El lo have

vour BOlky tlttetl with (be " Victor " urn fee til tin-. In raw ofnccldeut.
knv bov can readily pun a new Inner, tut*.- In

taking the tire offuo wheel, or disturbing the sulky frnnu it:

Thli Inner tube is tin* lifts of the tire, andrthonew one n
fit for Immediate use. The repair made In the above mi
manent and reliable.

Tin- • Victor" pneumatic-lire* «rv made by the Orel
fompaiiv '
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HOOP-BEATS.

Electioneer is the only one of Green Mountain Maid's

eons that ever sired a pacer and be sired but one.

If L. B. Hicks, of Sacramento, is in this city, by calling at

this office he will bear of something to his advantage.

Porter Ashe has sold Sir Keel, and the newowner having

paid all outstanding forfeits against that horse, he started

yesterday.

Charles Marvin will have more race-winners in his

string this year than in any former year, and some of them
will be in the top-sawyer class.

The time to breed yonr mare is when other fellows fail to

breed theirs. By the time you are ready to sell your colt there

will not be so many youngsters for sale.

Captain Al, supposed to be broken down, has been shipped

to the Owen Bros/ ranch in Fresno county, and at present it

is thought he will never face the starter again.

Send in your orders now for the famous Toomey sulkies.

Wm. D. O'Kane, 767 Market street, is the agent. These
Bnikies are used bv all the leading: drivers in America.

Cadmus, the Derby colt in Williams' string, is going like a

shot, and good judges pronounce him the best three-year-old

on the track by long odds, which is saying a good deal.

John E. Tqrner will have several of the get of his horse

Santa Claus, 2:17A, in training this year, including Willow, a

fast three year-old, and Fourth of July, a good four-year-old.

The Blood Horse Association officials have decided thai

the Tidal Stakes, one and one-quarter miles, shall be run on
Saturday, April 22d, and the Pacific Derbv on Saturdav, ihe

29th.

We understand that last Wednesday the boycott against the

Oakland bookmakers was taken off by the Blood Horse offi-

cials and in future ihe pencilers will be allowed to transact

business at Bay District track.

Al Peacock has Fresno Prince, son of Dexter Priuces, and
a standard-bred mare, at Central Point fairgrounds, Oregon,

where the horse will make the season. He is a beautiful ma-
hogany bay and "Weighs 1160 pounds.

Last Wednesday night two horses in the Macdonough
string, trained by Henry Walsh at San Jose, arrived at Bay
District track, and were taken charge of by Trainer Dan Den-
cison. One was the sister to Sir John (Lady Marian), the

other, a two-year-old.

The chestnut gelding Peepo'-Day, by Dawn, 2:18|, that

was bred by Wilfred Page, of Kancho Cotat', belongs to John
Splan, and that great driver wrote to B. L. Allen, of Juliet,

Illinois, to enter this horse at the races that are to take place

at Chicago, Illinois, during the World's Fair.

Mkrbtwa last season was only bred to one mare, Lizzie

Idle, bv Wildidle, and last week produced a beautiful colt.

The Todhunter estate of Sacramento is the owner of this

mare and youngster, and so well pleased are they with this

new arrival that they booked seven mares to Merriwa at once.

We congratulate Mr. Jones on having leased this sire.

David Bay, of North Vernon, Ind., has a good stable com-
panion to Prompter in the stallion Sterling9223, by Egmont
1828, dam hy Flastail ; second dam thoroughbred. His dam is

a producer of speed of the raciest kind, while he, himBelf, is

the sire of several in the list, besides being of noble lineage.

—

Western Horseman.

A. Smith McCann, of Lexington, Ky., made an assign-

ment Tuesday. Four years ago he purchased Fairlawn, the

home of the late General Withers for $105,000. At the time
of the sale §35,000 was paid down and McCann's indebtedness

at the present time amounts to about $83,000. The stock now
on the place belongs to Miss Nannie Smith. She is McCann's
aunt.

The Fifty-third Congress promises to be quite a " horsey "

one. There is in the Senate Stanford, Stewart, Stockbridge
and Mitchell of Wisconsin, all large and eminent breeders.

In the house there will be Sibley of Pennsylvania ; Hatch of
Missouri ; Hayes of Iowa ; Wadsworth of New York ; White
of Ohio; Price of Louisiana; Bailey of Texas, and several
others.

Sidnety will make his owner 60 per cent, on the purchase
money. That is better than putting it in bonds or stocks or
even in hogs, as you have heard so much the past year. His
first crop of foals numbered eleven, and nearly all were from
mares of common breeding, yet ten of these colts have taken
race record* and the remaining one was timed a trial in 2:24.

Yet you will hear intelligent breeders all over the country in-

sisting that he was sold for all he was worth.

Owing to the large number "of entries so far in every
race and the excellent patronage given racing here, the Blood
Horse Association has decided to give five days of racing each
week hereafter, instead of four, "Wednesday being the added
day.

The announcement that Theodore Winters will hereafter

send his horses to the Blood Horse races is hailed with great

pleasure by those who have California racing interests at

heart. It is understood that Mr. Winters became dissatisfied

at the way meetings were conducted here a couple of years
ago.

Thos. H. B. Varney, the well-known bicycle manufac-
turer, is advertising a sulky that has many points of excel-

lence, and he will take pleasure in showing them to horsemen
at his warerooras, 1041 Market street. The demand for pneu-
mat'c sulkies will be heavy this year, and it is to the interest

of every horseman to get the very best.

The numbered saddle cloths now used by the Blood Horse
Association, and presented by the owner of The Turf, are a

great aid to spectators in placing the horses at the finish. The
Breeder and Sportsman nearly two years ago suggested

this (an Australian plan) to the local racing organization, and
it bids fair to be adopted by racing clubs all over this country.

Captain S.S. Brown, of Pittsburg, Pa., has decided to go
into the trotting horse business. He has bought of Bowerraan
Bros, and John E. Madden the following broodmares : Louise
(dam of Axminster, 2;22J), by George Wilkes, with foal to

Wilton; Lynn Sprague, 2:28, by Governor Sprague, with foal

to Egbert; a daughter of Baron Wilbee and a daughter of

Happy Medium with foal to Red Wilkes.

In examining the legs of a horse the purchaser should first

stand with his face to the broadside of the horse as he stands

on level ground and observe whether he rests perpendicularly
on all his legs, having thenatural proportion of his weight on
each straightly, squarely and • directly, or whether he stands

with all his legs straddled out, or with all drawu together un-
der the center of his belly as if he were trying to stick them
all into a hat ; or, lastly, whether he favors one or more of his

legs either by pointing it forward or by placing it in any po-
sition in which no weight at all or a very small stress of

weight is thrown upon it.

Ethan Allen was the only horse, except Axtell, that got
to be king of Ironing stallions while a colt. Heattained this

distinction at four years of age and held it six years. During
that lime he made a record of 2:28, which was the first record
in the 2 30 liht by a stallion ; he Hfterward trotted in 2:254,
and in 2:15 with running mate when eighteen yearsold. Itie
alno mid of him that rigged in that way he once trotted a
quarter of a mile in 'J.h', seconds, a 1:54 gait.

There is strong probability that the Blood Horse Associa-
tion will offer a trophy for a match between Mr. Boots' Bru-
tus-Ariola colt and Mr. Macdonough's Rosalie, byHyder Ali
—Rosemary, at five furlongs. Mr. Macdonough is not satis-

fied with the result of the race of last Tuesday, when the

splendid pair of youngsters met, believing that, had his filly

received as good a send-off*as the Ariola colt, Rosalie would
have proved victorious. This four-and-a-half furlong race,

run in 0:55V on a heavy track, was undoubtedly the best of

the whole meeting, and if the pair meet, as proposed, there

will be anv amount of interest shown.

Now is the time of year when a great deal of good work
can be done to advance the interests of every breeder of the

land. The ecraseur should be taken in hand and vigorously
used among the many young stallions to be found on every
stock farm. The good work should not stop there, however,
for there is many an aged horse that the country can well

afford to have join the gelding ranks. The time for well bred,

crooked-legged, ill-shaped stallions has passed, though he
comes from the most royal family known to fame. The " full

brother" story has lost its magnetic effect, and nothing but
strong breeding and superb individuality stands in a right po-

sition to court success.

A very serious objection raised by foreigners to the Ameri-
can trotting horse is his lightness of bone below the Knee and
bock. That this objection is well founded can be easily de-

monstrated by anyone who has not already observed it. How
many horses there are cut away below the knee and with im-
perfect hind legs. The craze for speed has brought with it

many serious mistakes in breeding and by no means the least

is the lack of substance, in many of the trotting-bred horses.

There are any number of horses, however, that do not possess

these defects, and no matter how well-bred a horse may be

there is no longer any necessity of breeding to him unless he
is a perfect individual. There are plenty who fill the bill.

Josiah H. White believes in breeding his broodmares to

the best stallion procurable. Last Monday he shipped Kitty
Almont, 2:23$, to Pleasanton to be bred to Direct, 2:05*.

Kitty Almont is the dam of Albert Joseph's Helen While by
Stamboul 2:07 J now in Wm. Fieldwick's string. As Kitty
Almont is black as a coal and Direct is also a decided brun-
ette the boys at Pleasanton, who love to be always on the safe

side, are willing to bet any sum of money that the produce of

this union will also be " off color." Kitty Almont is the fast-

est representative of her sire, Tilton Almont, and as Direct

holds a similar place of honor on his sire's roster the young-
ster ought to be a good one when it comes.

iNanother column will be found advertised some two and
three-year-old thoroughbreds, among the number being those
of the ebioie of the late J. McM.^hafter.by St. Savior (brother
to the mighty Eo)e),dam Nighthawk, by imp. Haddington.
Nighthawk was one of the very best racing animals on the
the PaciticCoast in her day, winning stake races in fasttime
from the pick of horses in this pection. Besides, she is the
dam of the good Garcia. These gilt-«dged youngsters will be
Bold next Saturday by Killip &Co. at Bay District track.

The Kcntncky Association of Trotting Horse Breeders has
ooiuninmated il« consolidation with ihe Agricultural and
Michnt. hi of Lexington, K v., so far as the

tmrk ia concerned. The breeders' asso-

dent S T. Qarbinson, of the A.
id M. Association, the sum of $40,000 fora half ownership,

paid over to i he consolidated board $25,-

j •() which win ended in widening and improving the
'nek &nd bofldfng a new grand-stand. The entire work is to

> d before the *. on meeting.

Clara, the dam of Dexter, although she has but one pro-

ducing son (Dictator), has the distinction of being one of the

most remarkable mares, in regard to her produce breeding that

ever lived. She produced three foals by Hambletonian 10

that trotted better than 2:30. Two of them were mares, while
Dexter was a gelding. In the first generation, therefore, Clara
produced three performers. In the second she has forty-seven

that have earned standard rank ; in the third she has 119,

while in the fourth generation she has forty-nine with records

of 2:30 and better, making a grand total of 215. Had Dexter,

2:171, the fastest of his own produce, not been gelded, there is

no doubt but what she would have had the most imposing
array of 2:30 descendants of any trotting broodmare—Western
Horseman.

A H. Moore, of Philadelphia, writes as follows: A6 I

have not a stable of my own horses sired by Director to cam-
paign during the season of 1893, in order to encourage the
racing of his produce owned by others, and to sustain his

title as the great sire 'of racehorses and money-winners, I

offer the following prizes for the get of Director that begin
the racing season of 1893 eligible to the 3:00 class of trotters

or pacers : $500 for the one that wins the greatest number of
races, and $500 for the one the greatest .amount of money.
Prizes to be paid by me in cash Dec. 1, 1893, to owner of
hones. J. 11. Steiner, Secretary, American Register Associa-
tion to decide who the awards shall be made to, from reports
of American and National Trotting \fwnriationR, as compiled
for the.Vear Bo*k, Horses owned by me lobe barred from
;ibove prize*

S. A. Browne, the well-known Kalamazoo (Mich.) horse-
man, now on a visit to this State, has the following string in

training at the fair grounds at Lexington, Ky. : Lochie, ch f,

2, by Warlock, dam Mollie, by Twilight. Lady Roseberry,
b f, 3, by Baron Wilkes, dam Lena S., by Electioneer ; second
dam Restless, by Kentuckv Prince ; third dam Lady Rysdvk
(grandam of Problem, 2:241), by Hambletonian 10. Valerine,

b f, 3, by Warlock, dam Valeria, by Baron Wilkes
; second

dam Vivette (damofStoner Boy, 2:26}), by Stratbmore ; third

dam Abbess (dam of Steinway, 2:25|), by Albion. Amazon
Belle, b f, 2, by Warlock, dam Belle Monroe, by Jim Monroe.
Wardance, br f, 2, by Warlock, dam Daisy Blackwood, 2:29},

by Blue Bull. Alacrity, ch f, 3, by Warlock, dam Alacrity,

by Harold; second dam Juliet (dam of Mambrino Pilot,

2:27A), by Pilot Jr. Mabel Russell, ch f, by Warlock, dam
Kate Henderson, by Cazique, son of Idol 177 ; second dam
Big Beck, by Ericsson. Flint B>ck, b g, 4, by Warlock, dam
by Smuggler ; second dam by Volunteer ; third dam by Black
Rose, by Stockbridge Chief; fourth dam by Mambrino Pay-
master.

W. H. Raymond, proprietor of the Belmont Park breeding
farm, held the first public auction sale of blooded horses ever
attempted in Montana at the fair grounds yesterday. Mr.
Raymond is highly pleased with the result, and is satisfied

with the prices obtained. About 200 people were at the sale

from all parts of the State, and the bidding was spirited.

Especially was this true of the bidding for the colts. All the
colts are entered in the Montana trotting stakes for two-year-
olds, and the struggle in the bidding for the youngsters was
ample evidence of the gentlemen's interest in trotters. All of

the colts were sold at good figures, and Mr. Raymond said he
could have sold a dozen more had he had them. The black
stallion Luminary was knocked down to Sprinkle Bros., of

Chinook, Montana, for $450. Dr. McDonald secured the bay
stallion colt Occident for about $250. Mr. Ryner, of the Mis-
soula banking firm of Wolf & Ryner, secured Oakbar for $250.
Judge McHatton secured a handsome black gelding roadster

at a very low figure. Lavell Bros., Charles Langlois, G. W.
Gregg and a number of men from outside towns attended the

sale. Several ponies were also sold at prices ranging from §55
to $75. The geldings brought from $105 to $200 each. Only
a few horses remained unsold. Mr. Raymond is encouraged
at the result, and will very likely have a regular annual pub-
lic sale in Butte in the future.—Butte Inter-Mountain.

Truly Royal Thoroughbred Broodmares.

Tried producers will bring a good price in any American

market. In another column will be found an advertisement

that should be very interesting to breeders of thoroughbreds

—telling of the proposed sale of Whynot (by George Wilkes,

son of Asteroid, dam Flora A., by Tom Bowling), dam of the

great mare Misty Morn ; Neyella, holder for some time of the

world's record at five furlong*, by California, dam Laura
Barnes, by Norfolk, and in addition dam of Rosebud, who de-

feated Geraldine this season at Oakland ; Billow, winner of

the California Stakes of 1885, by Longfleld—Medea, and dam
of the truly phenomenal Kvrle Daly horse, Eclipse. Then
there are Oceanica (sister to Flood Tide and Annie Lewis),

by Flood—Lady Evangeline, and tracing through the greatest

of racing and producing families to the immortal Levity, on
the dam's side of the house. Thea there is Keepsake, a half-

sister to Kylo (by Flood—Kathairon ; second dam Kathleen,
dam of the famous George Kinney), and Lina, dam of

Tacoma, by King Alfonso, dam Tilania, by Lexington, and
her daughter, Lenora, and o'.hers of little less note. The
owner, Mrs. R. E. Bybee, widow of the late Judge- Bybee, of

Portland, Or., prefers to make these sales privately, otherwise
these truly royal mares will be disposed of at auction on the

last day of the Blood Horse races.

Del Win, Son of Del Sur.

The advantage of having a sire of speed and a dam that has

produced two in the list by different sires is exemplified when
such a game horse as Del Win is mentioned. This horse, not-

withstanding a succession of injuries that would have killed

any ordinary horse started right out of thesliugs and gamelv
earned his record. He has shown his ability since then to get

a mark close to 2:15. He is a very strongly-made, well-mus-

cled, good-looking horse, intelligent and one that is the mak-
ing of a sire of speed. He is bred as well as any horse in this

State; he is by Del Sur, 2:24, out of Imogene (dam of Guide,
2:16], ahd Del Sur, 2:26$-), by Norwood 522; second dam by
American Star 14; third dam by Harry Clay 45. Del Sur i6

by The Moor 870, out of Gretchen, the greatest daughter of

Mambrino Pilot. With such bloodlines there is no doubting
the fact he is fashionably bred and the foals by him this year
prove conclusivesy that he transmits all of his quality to his

progeny in a remarkable degree. All of them are trotters.

He would have trotted fast were it not that he was injured

he then took to pacing and showed that the speed was in nim,

to go fast and stay the route. His service fee has been set at

$40. Read the advertisement in our columns.

Coming Auction Sales.

The attention of our readers is called to the three auction

sales that are to take place in this city within a few weeks.

Next Wednesday Messrs. Talbot and Sessions will sell (through
Killip & Co.) thirty head of splendid trotters, suitable for

road, track or breeding ranks, at the salesyard on Market
street. On Saturday, April 22d, at the Bay District track,

these auctioneers will sell two extraordinary good St. Savior

colts, and on May 3d, at the salesyard, all of the thorough-

breds and trotters belongiug to the estate of W. B. Todhunter,
deceased, will be sold. Catalogues are issued for these sales,

and will be sent on application to Messrs. Killip & Co., auc-

tioneers, 22 Montgomery street.

Educating for Annexation.

A bike of the latest'design—hickory spokes, etc., and an ele-

gant assortment of horse-boots just shipped to Honolulu by J.

O'Kane causes that gentleman to believe in the ultimate an-

nexation of these islands, for he reasons : Any people that are

determined to be up with the times and get th*1 latest and best

are sure, sooner or later, to come into the Republic's fold.

Lightning's Terrible Stroke.

Nashville, Tenn., April 13.—The barn of Charles Reed,
a prominent horseman in this State, near Gallatin, was struck

by lightning last night and twenty-five broodmares, in foal

hy the celehrnted horse ^t, Blaise, were instantly killed -The
lu^ is over :?H>,0uU
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Sale of a Good Horse.

Prof. E. P. Heald, of San Francisco, has sold his black stal-

lion, Loeber 13,683, to C. H. Robinson, of Fresno, Cal. This

horse is one of the handsomest stallions in the State, and was

named for that genial and popular horseman of St. Helena,

Mr. F. W. Loeber. This horse was raised at Napa, and is

very popular in that valley. He was the premier stallion of

the Xapa Stock Farm for several years, and left there some

very fine colts. His get are untformy of good size, solid

color and speedy. They make the finest roadsters in the

world, and are ideal gentlemen's driving horses—handsome,

spirited and fast. His first foal, now four years old, is owned

by E. T. Sterling, manager of the Schreuheit Medicine Co., of

San Jose. She is generally admitted to be the handsomest

mare in Santa Clara county, and is noted throughout that sec-

tion for her beauty und great roading qualities. At the Napa
, Stock Farm there are now many of his produce equally prom-
ising.

Loeber is exceptionally well-bred, being by that noted horse

Whippletou 1883, out of a mare by Irvington 379, son of Ham-
bletonian 10. Not only is his dam standard-bred and regis-

tered, but also his grandam. Whippletou was noted for not

only producing fine carriage animals, but also good race horses.

California h;ts produced tew finer campaigners than Lilly

Stanley, '2:17j, and the prospect is now that she has never
produced & better broodmare, either. The Whippleton family

is very popular in Napa Vallpy, and it is greatly to be
regretted that the best son of the old horse is to be taken away
from that section. Fresno, however, is to be congratulated on
this addition to its breeding ranks. Loeber has five direct

crosses to Hambletoniau 10, and therefore can not fail to pro-

duce speed. Pie will, from his good size and fine finish, pro-

duce and extra class of carriage animals when bred to large,

roomy mares. We hope the stockmen of Fresno county will

understand the value of this horse and breed to him. When
a crop of his colts shall have arrived to speak for him, we are

certain he will he appreciated in that section. We expect to

hear good accounts of him in the future, and congratulate

.Mr. Robinson on his purchase.

Eureka Horse Notes.

South Park presents quite a lively appearance on asunshiny

day, when the various horses and colts are taken out for an

airing or for a little exercising on the track. At present there

areabout twenty-five horses of all kinds and ages kept at the

atables, which we had the pleasure of inspecting in company
with that veteran horseman, and manager of the^stables, P. H.
Quinn. Following is a list :

Cooper's Ira, 2:24}, by Piedmont. This horse is too well

known to need any further description. Mr. Cooper also has

a fine Ira colt, recently purchased from Mr. jBlack of Table

Bluff.

Dr. Gross has Mustapha, four-year-old by Guy Wilkes,
Grand Moor dam; also a very promising yearling by Musta-
pha, dam Quinn's June Bug, and a two-year-old filly by Ira,

dam by Grand Moor.
Connick's Wayland W., record 2:24, by Arthur Wilkes, dam

by Wayland Forest; also two two-year-olds by Ira, and a
yearling by Wayland W.

P. H. Quinn's list consists of June Bug, a standard bred
mare, by Electric, with young colt by Wayland W., also black
mare sired by Grand Moor; Maud P., two-year-old, by Pat-
chen; standard bred two-year-old filly, Fortuna, by Ira, dam
June Bug. Both of the latter are in training, and give evi-

dence of becoming speedy animals.

T. F. Ricks keeps Lou, by Ira, dam by Electric ; she has
been entered in several races as a two-vear-old, and has been a
credit to her illustrious ancestors. Mr. Ricks also has a two-
year-old by Ira, dam Bessie, and a Pascora yearling, dam by
Electric.

L. Hunt, two-year-old Ira filly, from thoroughbred mare ; a
yearling by Canny Scott, and a thoroughbred mare with
young colt by Canny Scott.

Besides the above is a two-year-old Ira colt, owned by Alex.
Forbes, of Elk River ; three-year-old filly owned by J. Show-
ers; Clark's Wilkes Moore, by Wilkes Moore, dam by Echo;
Samoa, two-year-old by Ira, dam by Poscora Hayward, owned
by I\ MaAleenan; three-year-old, by Waldstein, dam by Rifle-

man, owned by Ed. Miller
;
yearling colt by Mustapha, dam

by Overland, owned by Drs. Wallace & McKtunon ; three-

year-old Ira filly, dam by Overland, owned by M. McGarag-
han ; two-year-old Ira colt, dam by Bonner, owned by L.
hTinsey.—Eureka News.

Answers to Correspondents.

Anwerslor tbisdepartment must be accompanied by the name aod ad-
drees of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof of good
faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the paper only.
Pjsltvely no questions will be answered by mail or telegraph.

Sabscriljer. City— .Vhat|year did|True Blue and Tbad Stevens run?
Answer—1873.

J. F.. Merced, Cal.— Let"me know iu your paper the pedigree and
number of tbe horse A. T. Stewart. Answer—By Mambrino Patcben
68, dam by Mambrino Chief. He has no number in the register.

E. L. S., Alturas, Modoc eouuty. Cal.—Can you give us any in-
formation us to the whereabouts of Thos. Raymond, tbe owner of
Klamath? Tbe last we knew of him be was in Spokane, Wash. An-
swer—A letter addiessed to bim.cure oi Clark a: Ogle. Olene. Or.,
should reach him.

G-. B. G., Carson City.—Please give through your paper the pedigree
of Greta's Bashaw, or name and address o( some party who could
furnish tbe information, and oblige. Answer—Bashaw 50 (Green's)
died in 1S80 the property of a. a. Young, Inland, IU., ana was by
Vernol's Black Hawk, dam Belle, by Weboer's Tom Thumb.

E. E.. Lemoore. Cat—Please inform me through the columns of your
paper of the pedigree and 2:20 performers of Signal. I don't kuow hU
Dumber. He stood at or near Marysvllle soinu time ago. Answer-
Signal 3327 wa.s by Bunday'a Rub Roy, dam not traced. Thret-, all

pacers— Prussian Maid, 2:19 ; Carrie T., •j:
,

ju»-x ; Dan Rice. 2:20^.

F. J., Alameda.—Cau you kindly inform m« through your valuable
paper if there U a mare called Baby Mine, record (paolog) 2:20. regis-
tered, and give bcr breeding. She Isfi i two white hind
feet, white on point oi nose. Also, who bred ber ' Answer—We tlnd
a black more named Bab ig record of237 at

October 13,1887. Wi d that she baa a
pacing record of 2:20. This one was by Nephew 1220, dam Lady Bum*,
by Black Boy. sou of Black Hawk 7*37. She was bred by John Burns,
of Stockton, Cal.

G. P., Wild Flower, Cal.—Will you please give tbe pedigree of A. W-
id and how many he has In the 2-30 list, and their names and

what time they made, also The Moor, and "how many he has in the
list, their names and the time they made ? Answer -A. W. Richmond
1687 was by Blackbird 4 "1, dam bv Rattler, second dam by Spotted
Ranger. ]Ten in the list—Dick Richmond, 2:23; Larco. 2-28*
Leon. 2:22w

: Richelieu, 2:29W : Richmond Jr., 2:15 ; Romero. 2:19^ :

Rosewald. J:20^: What Ho, 2:27% ; Arrow, p, 2:13^ ; Elmwood, p.
2X1%. The Moor 870 was bv Clav Pilot 93. dara Belle of Wabash, by
Bassincer. He got six list performers—Beautiful Bells. 2:29% : Del
Sur, 2:24: Inez, 2:30; Sir Guy, 2:28% ; Sultan, 2:21; Tommy Gates,

Entries to Colt Stakes—Napa Fair 1893.

DISTRICT YEARLING, PUBSB $100—WILE DASH.
Jas. G. Fair enters b f Virginia Vasto, by Vasto—Virginia.
Wm. Overhalser enlers b c Oakheart. bv Oaknut—Jip.
BobLS. Brown enters blk c Select, by Secretary—Elmorlne.
E. P. Heald enters ch c , by Pilot Prince—Nellie Nelson.
A. T. Hatchenters b c Dagman.by Guldo—Dagomar.
Los Cerrltos Stock Farm enters ch c Cerritos. by Sldmoor—by Billy

Hayward

.

H. W. Crabb enters br s Tokalon, by lGrand Iss!mo—Whlsp; gr f Blddle,
Black Pilot— Bldoie Toole.

Peter McLaren enters ch f Lorolta, by Stanmoor- Nellie K.
P. J. shatter enters blk f Spotless, by Leo Wilkes—Pastime by Rustic.
A. F. Naher enters br c Gallagher, by Sultan Pasha—Tlllle Almont, bv

Tllton Almont
D. G. Frasler enters si f Semona, by Secretary—Pacheo.
M. Smith enters b c Sunrise, by George Washington— Kitty S.
River View Stock Farm enters be Cuno, by Jas. Madison—Oakwood, by

Bob Lee.
Thus. Smith enters b i , by Mambrino Chief Jr.—Woodnymph, by

Wood nut.
Dr. G. W. Leek enters Dr. Leek, by Fresno—Lady Almont, by Tillie

Almont.
DISTRICT TWO-VEAR-OLD, PURSE $300—3:00 CLASS—MILE HEATS 2 IN 3

Harvey W. Peck enters chc Dusk, by Dawn— Nellie.

P. J. Shatter enters s Verio, by Antevenio—Bay. by Rustic.
C. F. Northup niters bIK c Advocator, by Secretary -Debonalre.
W. R, Overhalser enters s g Free Press, by Oaknut— Dollle.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm cnteis bf Rose Belle, by Bay Rose—Poscora

Belle; b-- f Rose Gem, by Bay Rose—Maud Palmer; br t Lady Roy,
by Roy Wilkes— Happy Signal.

John McCord enters br f Maggie McGraw, by Silas Skinner—Lady
Saignant.

Vineland Stock Farm enters b m , by Gran dlsslmo -Flora B., by
Whippleton.

B. L, Tallman enters blk m ,by Grandissimo—Eva, by Whippleton
G. C. Fountain enters b g Writer, by Secretary—by Whippleton.
H. W. Crabb enters b s Eyraud, by Eros—Whlsp ; s g Uranus, by Grandis-

simo—Bullimer Mare.
I. De Turk names blk f Josephine, by Secretary—Gipsy, by Echo.
River View Stock Farm enters b f To-day, by Noonday—Amber, by Mon-

roe Chief.
Thos. Smith enters s c Campaigner, by George Washington—Kate Chap-

man, by Naubuc.
EL S. Hogahoom enters ch f Swift Bird, by Waldstein—by Poscora

Hayward.

DISTRICT THREE-YEAR-OLD, PURSE $300—2:35 CLASS—MILE HEATS 2 IN 3.

T. Whitton enters b f Louis, by Grandissimo—by Jno. Nelson.
Ja<». G. Fair enters gm Alameda Maid, by Eros -Oakland Maid.
M. Kemper euters sc Alwood K„ by Woodnut—Alice B.
Thos. Murphy enters b r Alden W., by Marco—Kate.
P. J. ^bafter enters ?r f Secret, by Secretary—Pastime.
Santa Ro^a Stock Farm enters ch f Memento, by Woodnut—Tiix ; br f

Directress, by Director—Phaceolo.
Vineland Stock Farm enters blk m Myrtle Thorn, by Grandissimo—Belle

Thorn.
A. T. Hatch enters br f I Direct, by Director—Ida, by Irvington.
Los Cerrltos stock Farm enters b s Treasurer, by Secretary—by Anteeo.
H. W. Crabb enters blk m Lullaby, by Grandissimo -Cappl.
I. De Turk enters br g Major Brown, by Philosopher—Miss Brown by

Brown's Volunteer.
River View Stock Farm enters b f Midday, by Noonday—Amber, by

Monroe Chief.
Thos. Smith enters ch c Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince—Molly Patten, by

Whippleton.
G. C. Fountain enters blk g Altissimo, by Grandissimo—Toronto Chief Jr.

DISTRICT FOUR-YEAR-OLa, PURSE J300—2:30 CLASS—MILE HEATS 2 TN 3

R. G. Head enters blk c Stonewall, by Director—Nellie Stanley.
E. B. Jennings enters s g Alland, by Alcona—Queen.
Robt. S. Brown enters b f Rayanetta.by Anteeo—Debonaire.
F. C. Chapman euters b mLady Vaca, by Fallis—Fannie McCraden.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm, eaters ch f Maud W., by Woodnut—Mand

Palmer.
I. De Turk enters b h Robin, by Hero—Bessie, by Nymph.
Thos. Smith enters ch m Dollican, by Mambrino Chief Jr.—Fannie Wil-

son, by Geu. McUIellan.
Dr. R. Gross enters ch h Mestaplla, by Guy Wilkes—LallaRookh, by Tom

Moore.

YEARLING FREE-FOR-ALL, PORSE $100—MILE DASH.

L. J. Rose euters b c Kion, by Comrade—Blanche T.
Ben E. Harris enters b f Rival, by Dawn—Freena Froman.
C. W. Goddard enters be Little Don, by Don Marvin—Alpheus.
Palo Alto Stock Farm enters hlk f Cresslde, by Palo Alto—Clarabel, by

Abdallah Star ; br c Glubar, by Electricity—Jennie Benton, by Gen.
Benton; ch f Mlthra by Advertiser—Mamie, by Hambletonlan Jr.;

b f Narida, by Palo Alto— Lulaneer, by Electioneer; Iron grf Nordlca,
by Advertiser—Sail!e Benton, by Geu. Benton .

P. J. Sbafier enters blk f Spotless, by Leo Wilkes—Pastime, by Rustic.
Agnew Stock Farm enters ch c , by Dawn—Baby Mine.
Dr. G. W. Leek enters Dr. Leek, by Fresno—Lady Almont, by Tilton

Almont.
FREE-FOE-ALL, TWO-YEaB OLDS, PURSE $300,—MILE HEATS. 2 TN S

L. J. Rose enters b t Orllnda, by Redoudo—La Granda.
Ben E. Harris enters ch c Monarch, by Fordstan—Rose Abbott.
W. O. Bowers enters s c Silver Bee, by Silver Bow—Belle Mc
D. J- Murphy enters ch t Laroka, by Soudan—Polly.

F. W. Thompson enters b t Jessie Temple, by Jackson Temple—Lady Al-
mont.

C. W. Goddard enters bk g Little Maid, by Don Marion— Alpheus.
S. G. Reed euters br f stamboul Belle, by Stamboul—Belle H.
Palo Alto Stock Farm enters b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto -ElBle, by Gen.

Benton ; br c Welbeck, by Electricity—Lula Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes;
blkf Palatioe, by Palo Alto—E'aine, by Messenger Duroc ; b f Creep-
ing Flower, by Piedmont-Floweret, by Electioneer; b c Chtco, by
Electricity—Sister, by General Benton ; b f Aria, by Berual—Ashby,
by Gen. Benton ; b f Attraction, by Electioneer—Emma Robson, by
WoiHiburn. .

Hy. Schloper enters b c Clay S., by Grover Clay—by Whippleton,
Oakwood Park wtock Farm enters b c Ampblon, by Steinway—Inex ; bk

c Best VVay, by Prince Red—Calypso.
La Siesta Ranch enters b f So brette, by Eros—Algonette, by Algona.
Agnew Stock Farm enters bk t Twenty-Third, by Director—Nettle Nut-

wood.
L. H. Fox enters b f Sadie Mc, by ML Vernon—by Electioneer.

K. D. Wise enters b b Plantynjt, by Emln Bey—Flowermont, by Fleld-
mont.

FREE-FOR-ALL, THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE 9300—MILE HEATS, 2 LN 3.

T. F. Ricks enters b f Lou, by Ira—Electric.
L. J. Rose enters g f Faika, by Stamboul—Blanche T.
Ben E. Harris enters br f Phantom, by Fordstan—Rose Abbott.
Jack Halltnan enters b f Delia H-, by Sidney—Grlndella.
D. J. Murphy enters bk f MUs Evens, by Soudan.
J. C. Reie enters blk c Sid Salsbury, by Director—Alpha Medium.
O. A. Lowe enteisgrs Bird Button—by Alex. Button—Ll'He.
J. H. Outhwalte enters be Dughestao, by Stamboul—Alta Belle.

Palo Alto Stock Farm entersb 1 Rowt-na, by Azmoor—Emma Robson ; h
t Athena, hy Electioneer—Ashby, by Gen. Benton ; b c Lent, by Elec-
tioneer—Lizzie, by Wlldldle ; ch f Avena, by Palo Alto—Astoria, by
Gen Benton.

C. H. Covey enters bf Donna, by Thornhlll—Munle L., by M'llss.

Oakwood Park stock Farm enters b f Bay Rum, by Stelnway-May : b g
Meteorite, by Steluwuv— Lvdla Bright ; be Clbolo, by Charles Derby
Addle Ash.

E. B. Cohen enters b k Sable Steinway, by Steinway—Alg*rdetta.
River View Stock Farm enters br c George Dexter, by Dexter Prince-

Nellie C„ by Kllniflb.

La Siesta Ranch extenhr ( Wlllema, by Eros—Maude, by Brigadier.
Paullo A Co. enters b f Flwdf.bv Reverisco—unknown.
K. D. Wise enters b f Adelaide Simons, by Slmmon»--Adclalde, by Mil-

waukee.
Thos. Wall Jr., enters gr fSldlett, by Sidney—by Silver Thread.

FREE-FOR-ALL, FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PUBSE 8300—MILE HEATS, 2 TV 8.

L. J. Rose enters br m Vera, by Stamboul—Garrld.
W. O. Bowers ontere b f sadle Benton, by Tom Benton—Brown Jennie.
Jack Halllnan enters br f Eva M., by Director—GrindeU.
D. J. Murpbv enters b g Nublm, by Soudan—Emma Anderson.
Pali. Alto stock Farm enters b f Orphlna.by Norvat-Orprmn Girl, by

Piedmont ; b f Lnin, by Klr-ctinnpcr—Lula Wtiwes, by George Wtlken ;

b i- Electioneer Rex, hy Kli-cili»rn-<T--lji<ly Viva, by Thr.>c Cheers,
Oakwood i^rkMiH-k Parm entersbrm Alia Bab*, by 9telnway—Nora h.,

i>1K in i briquette, by Wilton—Julia Clay.
Iji Siesta Ranch enters b f Abanlevo, by Anteeo- Abbotlnp.by Abbots-

ford.
Ltb .-nier*bwColutnbusS.,by M- tD011*1 d I ' • T-Fanny Ro»e, by

Btben Allen.
Paulln .t(.'o. euterf bn Panjabl, by PfttrOD—Nnru Wllk**, by Lyle Wllttca,
K, D. Wise BQten b f Adelaide McGregor, by Bonnie McUrvgor—Adelaide

by .Milwaukee.
il, Jr., enters br h Aotloch, by Anievolo- Fannie, by Msmbrloo

WUkes

Foals of 1893.

Msy D.. by Wlldldle. dam Nettle Brown, by Rifleman, dropped,
March 25th, chestnut colt by Vanquish ff,»r. Billv Duncan), he by Van-
guard (Ron of Virgil), dam Fanuv Mac, by Revolver. Marks, lona
strip In face, right hind foot white.

Dntebess. by Antelope, her da-n Imp. Ladv Egerton. dropped. March
29th. bay colt, no marks, bv Wlldldle or H. C. J. Henry C. Juoson

Santa. Clara, April 4, 1893.

March 22d. bay filly by 9ldnev. dam lennle H. by Echo.
March 24th. bay colt by Glen Foitune, dam by Grosvenor. Property

of C. B. Gould .

Marcn 27th, bay filly by Dictator Sid. dam Mollle Megown by
Sterling.

& '

March 3lst,— by Sidney, dara Highland Law, by Buccaneer.
M. F. Sandeks, Superintendent.

Foaled at Sacramento. March 2, 1S93. property of Mr. S. M. McMul
len. Fort Bragg, Mendocino countv, Cal:
Chestnut Ally, by Three Cheers, dam Stella Moore, oat of Saltie

Blackburn, by Wheatly. G. W. WAtsox. Sacramento. Cal.

At McRae Ranch, Spring Valley, San Diego Co., Cal., property of
Mrs. W . B. Prentice

;

Bay filly, foaled March 2S. I*1

**, bv Redondo. 2:23 (he by StambouL
2:07*4), dam Daphne, sired by Buccaneer 2656.

March 5th—Chestnut colt br Dawn. 2:tS^.son of Nutwood, 2:\&£.
dam Old Flora, by Whipple's Hambletonlan 725.
March 8th—Bay colt by Dawn, dam Lena Monroe, by Monroe Chief

March 9th—Chestnut colt by Dawn, dam Nettle Nutwood, by ?^
wood 600, 2:18%.
March 10th—Bay colt by Dawn, dam Veronica, by Mambrino

Wilkes 60»3.
March 2iUh—Bay colt bv Dawn, dara Clara P., 2:29V£, hv Mambrino

Wilkes 6083. Harry J. Agnew, Agnew Stock Farm.

B f by Langton—Celina.
Br g by Elect] icitv— May.
Be by Wi Idnut—Helena.
B f by Bernal—Tirzah.
Brc by Wildnut—Ladvwell.
B c by Hugo— Miss Beecher.
B c by Palo Alio—Gertie.
Brg by Advertiser—Felippe.
B f by Electricity—Pianette.
B f by Lancton—Manzanita.
Ch c by Piedmont—Addie W
B f by Truman—Lady Viva.

THOROUGHBREDS.
gby Peel—imp. Ouida. Be bv Flambean—Glendew.

S. C. Ferguson, Secretary Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Brc by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells
B f by Truman— Lilly Thorn.
B c hv Good Gift— Florester.
Bf by Whins—Nina.
B f by Nephew —Li fieri as.
Br c by Nephew—Line K.
Ch c by Piedmont— Firtne.
Brc by Electricity—Miss Rowett.
Brc hv Paola— Isma.
Bf by Good Gift—Amlet.
B f by Nephew—Alleen Aroon.

Names Claimed.

I wish to claim the name of Eolus for bav colt foaled June 15. 1*92,
sired by Eros, 2:29^. dara Eva L.. by May Boy 3621. and Warders, for
dark bay colt foafed May 15. 1892. sired bv Ward B.. dara Eva L., by
May Boy 3611. C. W. Wood, Los Banos, Merced Co., Cal.

Barb-wire
cuts. Apply Phenol Sodique

before inflammation sets in. He
will hardly know he is hurt

Better late than never. For

man and all animals.

HANCE BROTHERS S: WHITE, PMidrfpMm.

At druggists. Take do substitute.

HIGH-OLASS

THOROUGHBREDS

AT AUCTION,
BY ORDER OF EXECUTRIX

ESTATE

J. McM. SHAFTER,
(DECEASED).

AT 1 O'CLOCK P. M., AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK

Saturday, April 22, 1893.

'During Meeting Pacific Blood Hon*
Association'.

TWO AND THREE-YEAR-OLD COLTS

By ST. SAVIOR
.'Full brother to KOLK mid ol KOI.l R sod

WAR BOSG, by WAR tlA.\CK)d»m

the fsmous race-rjmre NIG II r

HAWK by Imported

HADDINGTON.

Tb««e colta sre now In QM liable of Wtlbor Field

smith, at Bay District Track, and will be shown at any

Urns to Intending purchasers.

Mi I "'* CO., A'M'II...
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Pacing Colt Stakes
TO TAKf^LACRIDrRIXliTTHE FAIR OF

1693 AT XAPA.

All Other Colt Pacing Stakes as

Previously Advertised De-

clared Off.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MAY 1. 1893.

Foor-Year-Olds or Under. h
p£5^30£,,S

|1S. payable $5 5£ay l*t, 1S95, and $10 August 1st, 1883.

FR-WK R. DEVLI.V Secretary.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track
Racing Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY.

RACKS START AT 1 :30 P. N. SHAH P.

0^-McA Ulster and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

No Disputing"
Any record made when timed with one of

my split second Chronographs. I have the

best in the world. And can give them to

you in either gold or silver cases. If you

have a complicated watch to be repaired

send or bring it to me. I make a specialty

of this work.

A. HIR-m\lA\. 113 -Lim-r Street.

THOROUGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removinc the Hair.
"Will yoor horse beroore valuable*

Send $2 for larce bottle, delivered, or
*l for trial bottle by mail.

-rfere. After. .V. F. YOC\«. Merfden. Conn

: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

J n-KA\F.. T&3 Market Street,San Francisco, Gal.

MACK A CO., 9-11 Front Street. s*n Francisco, Cal.
R J. BEEBV. MM Broadivav. robland. Cal.

WfX'DABD, CLARK <fc CO., Portland, Oregon.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

Hobart StockFarm
AT SAK SLATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ol pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept lin first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needfuL

erything Is new and in perfect shape. It is pro-

nourced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali
;

fornla. All stock sent to me will receive my persona

attention. Bates verv reasonable.

K. O'GRADY.
HOB Mil STOCK FARM. BAN MATEO. !

rou CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
good price if you can find a oustomer that -wants to bay.

Too obb reach the greatest number of possible and probable custom***

fcy adrerrising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Terms

a^4s on advertisements under this heading Write for particulars.

IFTOU WANT ^FORMATION ABOUT

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and in fine condition

:

will lower his record five seconds this year.

AlfiO

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-
wood, dam American Girl.

E. S. SMITH.
Xo. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.11 FOR SALE.

THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

Address a letter or postal card to
THE PRESS CL1DIS COSPATT,

JOHN WEDDERBURN, - Managing Attorney,
P. O. Box 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIOKS PROCTRED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line oi

dntvin the repolar Army or NawsiDcethe war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1S32 to 1842, and
their widows, now entitled. Oldand rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send for new laws. So charge for advice, So lee
until SUCCcSSfoL

PASTURAGE.

Sire of Thapsin. record i2U4', Kate Ewiug, 2:21,

Dennis Bjan 2:20, and others in the East equally as
last. He can show a 2:20 cait any morning at Agri-
cultural Park, Sacramento, if necessary. For particu-
lars enquire of H. s. BUALS, 62? J Street, or
1213 K Street, Sacramento.
X. B.—For sale at a low figure to raise the money

:

must sell. Berlin is bv the same sire (Blackbird '< as
Vic H., record 2:13V Edwin Forrest, 2:lS.

PACER!
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
A. good road horse, geuUe and nice drive.; pacing

record, 2:24,^: nine years old: drive single or double:
nst out of pasture and in good condition. For nar-

Iculars address, P. O., box T06, San Jose.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Rfnenood is a dark bay; black points; 15 ; - hands,
and resembles Sidney in formation more than any of
his sons. He is a pure-paited trotter, and has shbwrj
remarkable speed from a colt. "With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19'i as a iour-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:16 or better bn t for an
accident at the Napa track, and was drawn from his
engagements, and never has been put in race since.
Ringwood is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, is equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of
bis colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter and o; fine disposition,
and a lady can handle or drive him. Ringwood is

highly bred on the dam's side. Airna was by Dash-
away (thoroughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, be
by American Boy: second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma Is

a noted producer ofspeed.

[ALSO FOR SALE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:28. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will
show quarters in 0:32: 15^: high; light bay: a great
road horse: single or double, and perfectly sound.
Ringwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For runner particulars,
address

A. C. DIETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

First-Class Pasturage at S4 per month at J. H.
White's Stock Farm, LakevUle, -CaL, 6 miles irom
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responsiblity assumed for ac
adents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-

day from wharf between Washingtan jand Jackson,

Streets S. F.

THOS. ROACH. Agent,
LakevUle, Sonoma Co., CaL

Pasturage.
Havinga large stock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mUe and a half from Redwood City, I am prepared
to take horses for pasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc, and plenty
oi running water. The climate is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
£4 per month ; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to
train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
best of care of all horses sent me.

D. V. MCRPHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Co., Cal,

AUCTION SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS,
THE PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE OF

TO7*. B. TOT3HU1VTER,
DECEASED).

BY ORDER OF THE EXECUTRIX.

11 YEARLINGS AND 3 2-YEAR-OLDS
THE GET OF

I
PR1XCK OF XOBFOLK 'Sire of Prince's First, Tigress, Gracie S. and others!, SlYFAX : Fillies by Imp.

INTRUDER sire of the dam of Spokane, Grey Cloud, etc.), and by JACKSOX and FOSTER
from Wildidie, Bullion, King Alfonso and Pownattan mares.

ALSO FOR SAME ACCOUNT

SEVEN HEAD OF TROTTING-BRED YOUNGSTERS
The get of DEXTER PRI.VCE. IDAHO PATCHES, etc,

-btoyal inorougnbreQ ijroodiriareSi AT salesyakd cob. van >-ess aye. and market st., sax fran-cisco, os

r^OnsS^LXjU. M31SQ3
TO BE DISPOSED OF AT PRIVATE SALE, IF POSSIBLE, OTHERWISE WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, lOVO, AT 11 A. M.

TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION" AT

Bay District Track
OB THE LAST DAY OF THE BLOOD HORSE ASSOCIATION'S SPRING

RACE MEETING.

MOST OF THESE ARE TRIED PRODUCERS, DAMS OF TURF CELEBRITIES.

FOLLOWING IS THE LIST:

This lot of thoroughbreds are in fine order, having been kept up and fed all winter. Catalogues will be
ready April ISth.

KILLJP & CO., Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery St , San Francisco

WHYYOT. ch m, foaled 1883. by George Wilkes,
4am Flora A, by Tom Bowling: second dam Florence
I., by Imp. Australian, etc. Whynot is dam of Misty
Morn. See Brace's American Sttid Book, vol 5,

page 738.

SEYKLLA, br m, foaled 1880. by California, dam
Laura Bame*. by Norfolk; second dam Kvadne, by

kgo, etc. Neyella Is dam of Rosebud. See vol.
s, Bract
BILLOW, cb no. foaled lt£3, by Loncfleld. dam

Medea, by Norfolk: second dam Mary Given* 'lam of
wild Oats-, by Owen Dale, etc BUlnw won California
Ktaknt at Bay liMrlct tra^k In li«. and is dam ol the
rr»-»t Ecllpw. Bee vol. 5, p. 15fl, Bnice's American Stud
Book.

DCBAJnCA,d) m. foaled 1685. by Flood, dain Lady
Ev»njr#-llnf, by Leloster: second dam Tibbie Dunbar
dam of Canny Scot and Broadchurch , by imp. Bonnie

Scotland Oceanlca is a sister to Flood Tide, Lady Eliza-
beth and Annie Lewis. See Brace's American Stud
Book, vol. 5, p. 399.
L1\A. b m, foaled 1881, by King Alfonso, dam

Titanfa, by Lexington; second dam Amy Farley, bv
Planet, etc Linalsthe dam of Lenora and Tacoma.
See Brace's American Stud Book, vol. 5, p. 437.
LK\ORA,bm. foaled 1885. by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam

Lina fabove). See Brace's American Stud Book, voL
S, p. 437.

KOHINOOR, ch m. foaled 1689. by Hyder All. dam
'

Assyria, by Lever: second dam Asia, by imp. Austra-
lian, etc See iBrace's American Stud Book, voL 5, I

p. 120.

KKKPKAKE. b m. foaled 1863, by Flood, dam
Kathalron dam of Kylo and Kathleen), by Harrv of

I

toe West; second dam Kathleen 'dam of George
by I exlngton.etc. See vol.5. Brace's Amer- -

lean stud Book, p. 385.

AUCTION SALE OF CHOICE

Broodmares, Colts and Fillies
: AN'D :

FIRST-CLASS ROADSTERS

Property of F. C. Talbot and Josiah Sessions,

WILL TAKE PLACE -

TERM* OF 8AI.B—One-ball cashanr) balance approved notes at 6 monies drawiog 8 per cent, ioterest.

PROPERTY OF MRS. R. E. BYBEE, PORTLAND, OR.
: APPLY TO :

JAMES F. BYBEE, Bat Distbict Track,

Or K I I.I.I I' .\ O '.. 22 Montgomery -tree!, S. F.

Lyford's Impregnates. Book on Barren Mares, Si .00.

C. C. LYFORD, Minneapolis, Minn.

"Wednesday, -A.p>ril 19,
AT KLLLLP & OO.'S SALESYARD, Cor. Van Ness Avenue and Market St.

Representatives of the following leading sires of trotters will be sold: Sidney, Simmo-
oolon, Junio, Eros, Den Stir Junio, Black Hawk 767, Noonday, Steinway and Grand Moor,
besides others. Send for Catalogue.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

nil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed
places in the famous Napa vallev ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the
Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended
it. The magnificent two story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment .than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

F"K Further Information Apply to

JNO McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street
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SAMUEL MclNTYRE, President. HARDY, The O; W. PARKS. Secrktaby.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARE STprzLngf 3VEoo"tixigr 1893

JXJ3XTE; X'ZttL to
S20.000 I3>0" PURSES. S20,000

Q4t±i, Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes Closed March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Eaoh. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Olass. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

THE SPRING RAGES.

Salt Lake's Driving Park Spring Meeting will be held in

June, 1893 with the following programme of races :

SATURDAY, JUrVE 17, FIRST DAY.
Purse.

2:20 Pace $1,000
2:40 Trot. 400
Two-year stake (No. 2) 1,000

Tbree-Quarter-Mile Dash 200

500
500
500
300

MONDAY. .)l\h 19, SECOND DAY.
3:00 Trot
3:00 Pace
2:35 Trot
One-Mile Dash

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAY.
2:20 Trot 1,000

2:15 Pace 1,000

500
200

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, FOURTH DAY.
PinsK.

2:29 Trot * 800
2:50 Trot 400
Four Year stake (No. 4) 1,000
Flve-Elghth-Mile Dash 200

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot i,000
2:30 Pace 500
2:46 Pace 400
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash 300

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000
Three-Year Slake (No. 3) 1,000
2:25 Trot 600
One-Half-Mile Run and Repeat 300

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot 1,000
Merchants' Stake, 2-year-olds (No. 1) 1,000
Derby Run, l^ miles _ 600
Reserved for Special and Novelty Races 2,800

CONDITIONS.
In purse races live to enter und three to start.

Entrance fee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A burse distancing Iul- Held in Purse or
Stake races entitled to first motiev only. I n each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Klgbt
reserved to declare oil any stake mcethat does DO) Bll
satisfactory to the association, In which case entrance
money will be refunded, In each race money will be
divided 50. 25, 15 and 10. The association reserves the
right to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American racing rules togoi -

era. Money In running racs divided 60, 80 and 10. 2!-.

percent, entrance and 2 ;
. adilltloiml from all winners.

Entries to Stake races close March 15th. 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro
vlded for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PARKS, Secretary.
P. O. Box 975. Salt Lake City, Utah.

SAN JOSE COLT STAKES.
To Take Place During The Annual Fair of 1893 of The San Maleo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Association, No. 5.

District Trotting Stakes—The Get of the Following Horses

:

Eroa, BUmarck, Treewood, Royal George, Nutwood Boy, Orion, King William. Tommy T.

,

Stranger, John Sevenoakes. Col. Beutou, Wilmington, Dick Patchen, Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy

Thoruhlll, Amplan, Magic, Monte, Chancellor, ChrUman's Hambletonian, Boxwood, Nutgrove,

Prince Albert, Alex Graham, Designer, Cyrus R. , Harry Almont, Rea'g Nutwood, Boodle, Elect,

Mambrluo Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna, Brown Jug, Menlo, C W 8, Henderson's Henry, S. B.

Emerson, Carr's Mambrlno, Prince Warwick, Henry Burr, Antinous, Almont Patchen, Electric

Light, Argent, Delmas, Rollie H. , Hay ward's May Bov, Doemsky's May Boy, Dawn, Bosweli Jr.

,

Prince Wilkes, Silver Bow, Administer, Election, Ward B., Hazlewood, Alpheus.

1. YEARLIXUSTAKES—Entrance ?25, payable ?5

May 1st, with nomination, £10 July 1st, $10 Sept., 1st;

with $100 added. Half Mile and Repeat.

2. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $30,

payable $10 Mav 1st, with nomination, $10 July 1st, $10
-Sept , 1st; with $150 added. One mile and repeat.

3. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entranced,
payable $10 Mav 1st, with nomination, $15 Julv 1st, $25
Sept., 1st; with $200 added Une-mlle heats, 3' In S.

4. FOUR-YEAR-OLD STARES- Entrance $60,
pavable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $25 July 1st. $25

| Sept. 1st; with .$250 added. One-mile heats, 3 In 5.

Free-For-All Trotting Stakes.
5. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $50, I 6. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $60,

payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $15 July 1st, $25 payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $25 July 1st, $25

Sept. lat; with $200 added. One mile and repeat. | Sept, 1st; with$250added. One-mile heats, 3 In 5.

Free-For-All Pacing Stakes.
7. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—(2:30 class); entrance $50, payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $15

July 1st, $25 Sept., 1st; with $200 added. One mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money divided 60 per cent to first, 30 per cent to second and 10 per cent to third.

If only two colts start they may contest for the stakes paid in, divided two-thirds and one-third.

For a walk-over the colt will take the whole stake, but no added money.
Nomina ors not making payments when due forfeit previous payments.
Otherwise the National Trotting Associations Rules to govern.

Running Stakes.

H THE SANTA CI ARA COUNTY STAKES—A I 9. THE SAN JOSK STAKES-A sweepstake for

sweepstake for two-vear-olds, $40 each; $25 forfeit, or $20 three-year-olds; $40 each, $25 forfeit, or $20 If declared

U declared out on or before Sept., 1st, or $10 July 1st, . out on or before Sept., 1st, or $10 July 1st, with $200

with $200 added; winners of any race this year to be added: winners of two or more three-year-old races this

penalized two pounds for each win. Six Furlongs. year, to carry three pounds extra. One and one-six -

I teenth miles.

CONDITIONS.
Six to enter and three to start.

Stakes divided, second horse to receive 50 per cent and third 25 per cent of starting money.
Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horsr Rules to govern. Entries clone May 1, ls*#3.

G. H. BRAGG, Secretary, San Jose, Cal. WM. BUCKLEY, President.

?
OVERLAND PARE CLUB

DENVER, OOI*.
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 inch

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2:29 Clam, Trotting STOO Guaranteed

2:22 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

2:30 Class, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:10 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed
Aoove Stakes close April loth. Payments required

$17.50 April 15th, when named, and *17 50 May 16th
when Purse Races close also.

CLASS RACES.
TROTT1.VG- 2:22. 3:0O. 2:30, 2:50. 2:31,

-,37. 2:33 and 2:25 Classes.
Purse Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

FACI\G-2:22. 2:25. 2:45 and 2:15 Classes.
TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and

will be made up from the horses at the track when the
meetine begins. Above Purse Races are for floo to $500
each, and will close May 16th. Entrance '2'

2 per cent,
when named, and 21*. per cent, additional to start.

RCNiMiVG RACES will all be over-night events.land purses f.r same will he liberal.
Regular programme Issued May 20lh. Write for entry blankB and full information. Address

C- B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

TULARE C0UNIY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY^
District No. 15.

District Oolt Stals.es axlcH Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DURING THE FAIR. 1893. AT

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 25, 1893.

0»- The District comprises the Counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District -lalilon Produce Stakes—Stakes for two l No. t. Two- Year-Old Stallion Produce Slake*.
and three-year-olda, the get of stallions named on April Mile heats: 25 minutes netween heats; distance 100

25 1893, to "be trotted during the Fair 1893. Entrance ' yards.

ot Stallion the season price of 18«9 of stallion named; i j\o. 2. Three-Year-Oldtt—Mile heats, three in five,

dead stallions at price ot season of 1889 or last previous The following District Stake** are open to any colt

season- private stallions that have not been bred for owned In the District comprising the above named

f>ay.
If with record of 2:30 or better, $100; others $50; counties,

owest entrance 825. If the stallion entered has only \o. 3. Yearling Stakes— ,'i mile beats, best 2 in 3

two-year-olds entrance to be one-half or the season for foals ot 1892. Entrance $30, payable $5 April 25, 1893,

price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the with nomination, $10 June 1,11893: 915, August 1, 1893.

right to settle all questions concerning stallions' feesas
i

JVo. 4. Two-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 2

seems best. Stallions to be named April 25,1893,and in 3 for foals of 1891. Entrance fin. payable $10 April 25,

entrance payable July 1, 1893; colts to be named July 1, ' 1893, with nomination, $15 June 1, 1893, $15 August 1, l«yt.

1893 for ?5, $10 additional ten days before,the first ad- No. 5. Three- Year-Old Stake—Mile beats, best

vertised day of meetiog. One-half stallion entrance for 3 in 5, for foals oi 1890. Entrance $50. payable *10 April
two-year-olds with all two-year-old payments added. 25, 1893, with nomination, $20 June 1, 1893. $20 Aug.l, 1893

One-ball for three-yea r-o Iris, with all three-year-old pay- 1 No. 6. Four-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3

menta added. Money divid.-d In each stake 50.25, 16 1
In 5, for loals of 1889. Entrance $50, payable $1" April

and 10 per cent. 25, 1893, with nomination, $2o June 1, 18 <3, $20 Aug. 1,1893.

CONDITIONS.
In the District (as above described) are eligible to all

stakes herein advertised.

5. To constitute ownership In the District the owner
of a stallion mn-i be an actual resident therein.

(J. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses of the
residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal-
lion in the District will debar the person making such
entry - from starting the same, and also all OT any other
entries made by such person in races occurring at the
same meeting, and will forfeit all pay menta made to
the Society.

Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to

1. No nomination will be accepted unless accompa-
nied with first payment.

2. Failure to make payments on the dates named
will forfeit all previous payments and debar the delin-

quent from starting In the race.

3. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-third to

second horse, with three or m-re starters the stakes

will be divided (where not already specified) 60 per
cent to winner, 30 per cent, to second horse and 10 per
cent, to third horse.

The get of stallions that have died whilst owned govern.

W. B. CARTMILL. President. Entries Clone April 25, 1893, wllh 3. W. ZARTMAN. Secretary.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE

Mailed Free

GEM STEEL WIND MILL
WITH GRAPHITE BOXES.

NEVER REQUIRES OILING OR CLIMBING OF TOWERS.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than other mills that are oiled.

Practically these mills require no attention. Trclv a Okm, and worth Its

weight In Gold. It combines beauty, strength, durabl lly and simplicity.

Governs itself perfectly. Is easily erected, and is sold on lis merits; in fact,

it Is the best mill on earth. They are geared back three to one—the whwi
making three revolutions to one stroke of pump—making them run In the
lightest wind or breeze. The mill is made entirely oi Steel and Cast Iron,

Each one of our Gem Wind Mills Is warranted. If not satisfactory, freight

will be paid both ways.and money refunded. We also carry Pomp* of all

Hinds. Tanks, Pipe Flttlnga, hi.-.

WOODIN & LITTLE, So. 312 MARKET STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO.

SACRAMENTO
. CAPITAL

Turf and Driving Club

SPRING MEETING, 1893.

$6,000
In St.kes and

Added Money
FOR A

FIVF DAYS' MEETING.
THREE RUNNING AND TWO TROTTING

AND PACING DAYS.

FIRST DAY, MAY 9TH.
No. 1.—Trotting Purse, $300 -2:35 class.
No. 2.—Free-for-all trotters and pacers; purse, $500.

SECOND DAY. MAY lOTH-Kunulng.
THIRD DAY. MAY 1 lTH-Runnlnit.
FOURTH DAY, MAY 12TH-Ruamng.

The running programme will be Issued the week
before the meeting opens.

FIFTH DAY, .MAY 13TH.
No. 4.—Trotting Purse, $300—2:25 class.

No. 6.—The Pioneer Hop Yard Stake—A trotting
sweepstake for two-year-olds; $25 entrance, of which
$10 must accompany nomination, and $15 payable Mav
1st; $100 added. One mile and repeat.

No. ti.—Lessee Stake—A trotting sweepstake for three-
year-olds; $50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany
nomination and |1S pavable Mav 1st and the remaining
$25 the day before the race; $100 added. Mile heats.

Entries close with Secretary April 15, |£S3,

TROTTING AND PACING- COLT
STAKES FOR 1893.

Ml. 8.—HAM, If lilt- .v CO. STAHB-A
trotting sweepstake for yearlings, to be trotted under
the auspices of this club in November, I8B3 ; $25 en-
trance, of which $5 must accompany iiunilriatl.ni

; $in
payable August 1st, and th.- remaining $10 pavable .lav
before the race ; $100 added by the club, One niliedash.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money In the trotting: events to be

divided «>, 30 und u) per cent Five to enter, three t"
start. No added money for a walk-over. If (wo niun
they contest for the stake money, divided two-thirds
and one-thini. Failure to raeel payments is they
nen.nie -In.' forfeit* previous imyim-iiiH, and it-

entry nut. otherwise, National rules tn gn 1

Entrance to purses 10 per cent. In nil trotting races
horse not winning a heat in three thai] be barred Oram
again starting In the race.

j. w. WILSON, President,
Gko. C. McMi'llkm, Vice- President.

C A, Lrnits, Treasurer.
Jawks \V. s-r \i-i <inn, Siir.-tarv.

P. 0. Box 171, Sacramento,

Address all correspondence to the Secretary-

SOLANO AGRICULTURAL AND SPEED ASS'N
(District No. 36).

Colt Stakes and Purses
TO BE TROTTED FOR DURING THE

FAIR, 1893, AT

VALLEJO.
Entries to Close May J 0, 1893
The District comprises the Counties of Sonoma, Marin.

Napa, Solano, Contra Costa, Yolo, Lake.
Mendocino and Humboldt.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING.
YKARLIXtiS. PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance $5, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE £300. Mile heats,
2 iu 3. Entrance $15. payable $5 May 10, 1693, and fin
August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OI.OS. PURSE -:t(in. Mil.-
beats, 2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 with nomination
and August 1st $10.

POUR-YEAR-OLDS. PI H*E -.100. Mileheat-
2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 with nomination, ami
August 1st $10.

DISTRICT TROTTING.
YEARI.lXiS, PURSE r?IOO. Mile .lash. En

trauce $5, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE S300. 3:00 minute
ela^s. Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance $15. pavable $-5 with
nomination, and 910 Augnsi 1, [893.

THKKK-YKAR-flLliS. PURSE 930O.
Class. Mile beats. 2 in 3. Entrance $15, pavable $.'.

with nomination, and $10 August I, 1S93.

POUR-YKAR-OLIIS. PURSK i*.tOO. 2:30 class.
Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance 115, payable B5 w ith nomi-
nation, and $10 Ahl-iim I

,

GrO to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING.

tra
YE\RLI\US. PURSE £lOO. Mil-

with nomination.
•lash. En

1
« n-\ k mi.ui i'-. ri RSE#300. Mile heats,

2 in three. Entrance 815, payable 95 May in IE

$10 August I, L893

THKEK-YEAR-OI.I1S. PURSE #30 . Mile
heats, 2 in three. Eninu us, payable ?-'> with nomi-
nation, ami |I0 AugU' I

1

mm it.\ k\h-oi.ii».puhhK9300. oOlehaats,
2 iii three. Entrance 116, payable -> with nomination
and $10 August < <

The above purses will '•»• divided DO, SOand Ipper
'.•em. ESIghi entries required t<> iin and four i-mrim re-

aulred t" make lasl paj ntln each punw
ntol the

purse, win !» added hi the puna.

CONDITIONS.
1. Ni> noi 11 be accosted

1 dm payment.

2. Fallon mention the datft namad, win
f<, 1 } w all pi

from starting in thi

,i. tr only two lart,

paid In, divided two-thirds i" winner, and one-third t"
t*ooini bona.

National Tmitlng ANOctaUon Bales l" (ovarii.
Fur Information or entry bUUKB ti'ldivm

.1. K. Will l'\KKK, Secretaiy,

Vallcjo, l»l.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Crabosb Reasona Bi,r.

rill> ATK BOOMS FOR FA.MII.IKh.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgom.
Jllll> BBRUBZ. Proprietor.
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RULES AND

REGULATIONS
OF THE

LODI EACE TRACK.

Bent oi stalls, |2 per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Bebate allowed U stall Is not used

fall month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for ose oi

irack as follows: Single horse, 91-50 per month; two or

more, |L00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $S per ton

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds

in addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodl, CaL, October 27, 1892.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

A,i m
JAMB9VILLB.X.Y.

(,Xear Syracuse.)

MA2TCFACTCREBS Of

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,

Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
he made and attached to

Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to 840 to

Customer- on Pacific

Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will sen'd Wheels ok
Receipt of $10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
ALMX»"T33

Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires
of 279 In the list and 49 dams of 67
in the list

I

Abdallati.15

(Sally Anderson

QUEEN MARY ...

( Mambrino Chief 11

(.Untraced

.»
\ind 10 sires {.By Abdallah 1

Casfuus M. Clay 18
CASsrcs if. clay jr. 22...

Sire of 4 in the I'St and
of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

fRichelieu, by Mambrino
LADY RICHELIEU J Cbief

Dam of Alfred, 226 ( Lady Vance, by Eclipse

Ik McMurray & Flsle

PNEUMATIC

SULKIES.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - J3.0O

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 8.50

Band Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Core* Pollers, Check Fighters. Tongue Loliers.

"To know it is to use it."Robert Bon-neb.
" Want one in every bridle."—Frank Stabb.
"It gives you the best results."—Bvdd Doble.
" It is superior to all bits."—Ed. D. Bithek.

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, nL

ITS OBJECT
Is to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and
orine: It strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scour! ruj,

colic and legswell-
ing; loosens tbe
bide, (aliens stock,
promotes tbe ap-
petite, cares
couglis, destroys
worms and bote,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse it has tbe beneficial effects ana results of
without tbe softening effects of a season of gr
lorn of time and money. For milch cows it

and euricheo their milk.

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
OKERTELl.mgr^
\6ZZHOWARD ST

A

san francisco
: cau-

IMPROVED FOR 1893.
Being the largest manutactux-

1

ers of track work in the world,
we can furnish a better suJ ky for

lessmoney than any other house
in the country. Write lor cuts
and prices for 1S93. Address

THE McMURRAY& FISHER
-. SULKY CO., Marion, Ohio, U.S.A. ^

WE ABE THE

Manufacturers' Agents
FOR THESE SULKIES.

Write lor our new circular.

Truman, Hooker & Co.,

421-427 MARKET ST., S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Bets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares,

RECOMME.XDBD BY

Martin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

Wells,

Alexander Button 1997,
FOCR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p), ^:12 ; Tom Ryder (pi, 2:17& ; Belle Button
(p), 2:19'4 : Mabel H. (4 i. 2:20: Bosa Mbc, 2:203,' ; Lucy
B-, 221V : Laura Z., 2:23>j : Logan, 2:23^ : Maud C
2i2S ; Eeboe. 2:29,4 ; all these are race records ; no tin

cup marks. i'edigre*1—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der -190, dam Lady Button, by Napa Battler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. u b. by Copperbottotn. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22^ ; Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie
Patcben, 227J4>, by Geo. M. Paicheu Jr 31, record 2:27,

first dam Lady Cram ( dam of Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M., 2:17'^ ), by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patcben Jr. 31 Is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
qualities.
Kverv performer aired by Alexander Button li

ont ofnon-Btandard mares at the lime they were
bred. Xa matter what mare- be w a- bred to every
colt from C'lyd-sdalea up could trot fnst.

TBRM6 8 LOO FOR THK 6BAS0V.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free oi

charge. Good pasturage furnished at *i per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
ii. W. WOODARO. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

f ALl 0\ 4 730. „
Sire of

Alcona Jr _ 2:19
Flora Belle 2:24

{ Veronica. 2:29
Almonitfon 2:245*
("lay Duke _.2:27
Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

.PA\«i
Dam nt King Orry, 2:23 !^

4th dam by Joe Gale
S3 5th dam by James Lowery

6th dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley

ALMOXTTION" is a handsome black horse, foaled lSS?. stands nearly ifi hands. Is faultless in conformation,
pure-gaited and a game rac** horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-
able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOE THE SEASON

{STJrSIjXTOILi 18,654
By STEENWAY, dam PHACEOLA. (2), 2:42^, by SILTERTHREADS 18,653: 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of

Beautiful Bells, 2:29)£, and4otbetsIn the list); 3d dam by Cassias M. Clay Jr.

TERMS ...., $50 FOR THE SEASON

KTonpareil (Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Stands 162j hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

and America.

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

BllllOt limp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 hands, weighs 1SCO pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEA SOX r LOSES JTLY l*i. Mare s should be shipped to AJpmo Ptcck Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., perS. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of caie given, but no liability assumed for accident? or es-
capes. Excellent pasturage 65psr month. Mares led hay and grain, $10 per month. For forther particulars

d catalogues address ^_ A armstroNG, Superintendent,
Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra * o-ta County, Cal.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAg, SA.VTA CLARA COC.\TY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

f GUY WILKE6, 2:15 1-*-
Sire of

Rup*-e (p>, S— _ 2:11

Regal Wilkes, 5 2:113*
Alanna (p),5 .2:11 ^
Muta Wilkes, -J 2:14^
Chris. Smith ;p>,7 -2:14.^
Hulda, 4 _2:!4$£
Hazel WLlKes.7. _ _.2:14^
Una Wilkes, 6 _2:15

LlUian Wilkes. 3. 2.17«
t-able Wilkes, 3 2:18
Vida Wilkes. 3 J2:18H
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20,^
Lynwood "Wilkes, 2 2:20J^
and 17 others in 2-30 list

I IAHRIK M ALO\t
Sister to

Chas. Derby -2:20
Stelneer _2rS,^

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes-
Gny Wilkes. „
wa«on
So So

I

and 75 others in the list

Lady Booker-.

..2:13K

..2:1 5H
.2:16- 4

.2:1-,

Dam of
El MahdL
Gny Wilkes-
WU iamL.

(Sire ot Ax tell,:

gteinway. 2:25 3-4—.
Sire of

W.Wood ip)

Cricket (p)

-_2:-:5' i

..2:15,'

KAMELETO>"IA2f 10,

Sire Of
40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPAXKER
I'am of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMRRLXO PATCHES S3
sir** of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUXN, bv American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Banker, 2:1914

Straihway
- Cbas. Derby

I and 4 others in the list

(. Katy ti
Dam of

Chas Derby.- -

Steineex.

..2:07

..2:10

..2:16Vj;

-2:19

-2:20

f
STRATHMORE 40S.

Sire of
t 42 in 2:30 List

(. ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ot

3 In 2: j0 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:3u list

•OKMi FOIl TKSTIMOM1L CIRCLLAH.

CTCLISTS, 01RSME':, 'aLFliYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

Tt b*a parllrclarlv W'^rmin^. CnrnfoTtlng and
flUmolaUnc rnYc on all Wm^ r M»U" .Muaciaai
a^icK to Action: daw)

fa Wi tj Infjliti »-.i Z::.s . :: :;:::::- j.Ax.

, E. F0UGERA i CO.. Sola «genlt,

sa-ao n. v.. ..-. y.

Dec. 2:251-4

Will make tbe nea»on of 1893 to a limited
number of approved mare*

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
(Season closes July 1, 1893.)

PEDIGREE.
A1VTRBO JR. 22.372. 2:2ft 1-4, i- by Anteeo

7868, record 2:16W Mre of James Madison. 2:17¥:
Mvrtle (8), 2:lfl.'t : Alfred G-, 2:19V'. Redwoort. 221)4;
atBUdee, 2:24!^; Elli<-1 JJac.229,^: Sunset. 2:2»X: .An-
leeo Jr.. 2:2fit< : Anteeo Richmond, 2:24«; Eiecieeo,
2:2M>i: EoliDe.2:20; Maud M.. 2:20H, and iwonihpraln
f e MM). Anteeo wan ulrrd by Elec loueer 12*i (sire of
Sunol, 2:o*j<; p#.lo Al»o, 2:f8^; Arlon (2), 1:10V; Ad-
vfrl»er (8). i:16,and 128o'hers In the llsi).

Dam Lady signal, by Sljrnal 8227, sire of Parrle T.,
23o,S ; Dan Bice, 2:20.S. arid Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
AMKKO JR. 22.372 In a handsome dark bay

bom*, with black olnta. He l»a p*rfec model of «vm-
metry UirouttliouL He h*s an excellent deposition
and Id n-marltably Intflllffent and levei-htaded; a pure-
Kxlted trotter; gtttnt and npoedv fur bevomi his record,
iflnflrpi colt llall-torm. tro.ti-d ln2rJSasa three-year
nld. and every cot I and Ally by Mm Beenm to have In*
h^rited hU pure-«ctlon, tine lorrn and perfect dlspoal-
Uon. >'wr particulars, addrsaa

J. C. SMITH.
Oakland, C«J.

DA\TO.V MOTLTRIE Is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in
pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this taU.

SOTJIXAJXr 3103,

.220 i FA2T>TY MAXOXE. by
,229Jj Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

SIRE OF NUBIA 3 . 39 1-4.
Sired by Sultan, 2:24 'sire of Stamboul, 2:07 "a: Atca?ar, 2:20'-^ and 26 othen in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bah

cock, dam of Elector, 2^1' 4 , grandsireof loe, 239}4i Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy, 226, and Sulwood, 2:26)4, Soud* b
2:27Jsi sire of INubia, 2:29'j\ by Hambletonian 725 isire of fifteen 2:30 performers i. secona dam Dubois mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horsp 122; third dam s. u b. by Abdallan L Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect in
form, gentle in disposition, pure in gait and show gT-eal speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1S93, ending July 15th, at $100, with usual return privilege, at
the Moorland Stork Farm, Milpitas, CaL Pasiurase id per month. Choice uottins aud draft stock for sale

For further particulars address D.J. ML'HPHY. Moorland »tock Farm. Milpitas. Cal.

The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing- for

Public Service in San Francisco.LANCELOT.
DESCRIPTION— I,AM'KI.OT is a seal-orown stallion. 15.1 hands high. He is a horse of fine conformation;

h&p a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep idroueb the heart, slopinc shoulders, fine arms,
lame stifles and t'e very best ot feet and lees. Inaction he i* pure-gaited. As a Three-year-old he ironed quar-
t*rs in 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed in the s>nd. His colisareall bh od-llk**, large and fast trotters.
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot is onp of the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGKEE— L4il('BI-OT was sired by the immortal Electioneer (sire of 132 in ibe list i. dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comns: second dam by Arnold Harris. Comu°, the sire of T.Izzie Harris-was a full brother to Iowa
Chief 528 (sire of Corisande, 2:2-1^, and others). His i-ire was Bashaw 50, si»e of 17 in the 2:30 lis*, he by Vernol's
Black Ha» k, dam Belle bv Webber's Tom Thumh; second d*m < hna. Kent n are, the dam of Hambletonian
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Inland Black Hawk, dam by Wehr>pr's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island B'ack Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sa'lle 3Iil'er, hy TippoPa'b; Andrew Jack=on. hy
Yoong Ba>baw. ^on of Grand Ba-haw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sponsmistress; she was out ol Cub,
by Medoc; second dam Ann Merry, by Sumpter; third dam Grecian Princes?, by Blackburn's Whip, and so in to

"

ihe 15th dam

CJ A T A ^^TTff The only Son of Nut-wood standing for PubiicQA XjftjiJlJJl • Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion. Ifi 1 hands high. Bv Nutwo -d BOX the greatest living
sire. First dam. Lady Ctley Jr., bv Speculation, so'i of Rydsyk's Hambletonian: seooud dam, Lady Vtley,
grandam of Wes'ern Girl, record 2:27S. Saladln has now a number of yearlings and two-year-old colts, all

showing great uniforo.ity in sl« s yleand color. All of them are fust trotters, and several will not in 2:30 this

vear. Xutwood 600, 2:18\£, by Belmont 6t. dam Mi's Russe'I 'dam of ^faud S., 2ASIO, by Pilot Jr.: second dam
Sally Russell, by Boston. "Nutwood Is the sire of 101 In the 2:30 list. Belmont Im the sire of ~A trotters In ibe 2:30

lUl and of 29 sires of 120 trottera. Lady Utley Jr. Is bv Speculation, dam Ladv Cuev. 2:3^'-;. grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:i7M< Speculation (sire of Crown" Point, 2:2-1, Grade S.. 2:22. Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of
Alfred <J.,2:19V.and Waterford, 2:27 >, by Hamhletonlan 10. dam Manha Washington t dam of Hambletoniau
725), bv Burr'H Washington: he bv Burr's Napoleon bv Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare, bv Mambrino
TBHMg. #50 FHK THK SKAnOV for service of each of these stallion*. No other opportunity is offerf
breeder* to obtain these blood llnesat«uch prices. Excellent t-are taken of mares In any manner that owner'
mav deslie at reasonable ratet(. Csual n-turn privilege. Call onoraddress, <*. C HK\1IS. (nvnex. 3S2 Mon.
gomery s'reet, or m private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streeis, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also be seen. (J. \V. BHOOKj?, Agent.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10,17

9

RACE RECORD. 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat .!Je*-
r,c-'- -"

"""•"
sideofa ili-kl ..I tn. r-i--

WILL MAKE THE SEASON* OF 1893 AT
STOCRTOX THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS AXD AT BELLOTA THE

BALA.Y'CB OP THE tVBEK. AT
$100 FOE THE SEASON. 850 FOR ANY MAKE WITH A RECORD.

Or Bultrlck's New Hunter-street stables. Stocfctcc

By ELECT out of dam ot STRYB WHIPPLE. 2:11 . mil
stand at tbe same place and times as Steve Whipple fc»r

£25 THE SBASO.V.
By DEXTER PRI7VCB 11.3(1:1. outofdauior
STEYE UHIPPLE. 2:14. and

(Full brother to Steve Whipple), will stand at BELLOTA
y STOCK FAESIfor 825 THE SBASOX.

CHAS. E. AEEDHAM. Ballota. San Joaqom*Coanty. Cal.,
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DEXTER PRINCE 11,363 Kalamazoo Farm Stallions
AT THE

ASTER 2:16

FITZSIMHONS 2:20
J ESS IK 2:22
DEXTER PRINCESS - 23H4
DEL PASO
LUCILLE. 2:26
JAMFS L 2:29?(
CHARLEY FORD I p.. I y. |

- 2:1%
IRtNEip.)

CROWX PRTXCE "2:1

MAGGIE 2::

CHLOE 2:1
ROYAL PRINCE 2:i
LOTTERY TICKET 13 y.) 2:5
SENATOR L. 2:1

PRINCESS ALICE (p,4y.)_ 2:1
CHEROKEE PRINCE ,p.)_ 2:S

u_ 2:25

Dexter Prince is toy
KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.

Son ot CLARK CHIEF (Sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES. 2:08\L etc. 1, and sire of Guv, 2:10^: Spofford,
2:18^'; Company, 2:19% : Fred. iTolger, 2:20'., ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21M. and twenty others in tee 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER- -by HAMBLETOXIAN' 10.

sister to Sire of
DEXTER '2:17'

,
Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's

DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director. AbdaLah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113. and
2:17.=ireof Direct. Directum. Margaret 110 other producine sons.
S.. Evangeline, etc., etc. Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07H
and of the grandam of

KREMLIX 2:073*

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Sire of the dams of
GUY 2:103,
Robert McGregor 2:17,4
HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

Dam of
DEXTER 2:17'*
ALMA 2:28y
ASTORIA 2:29^
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKISSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27^.

DEXTKR PRI\CK is one oi the best-bred horses living, and In the last lew years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but bis Individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

Be is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance aDd ihe highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 $250, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
£on of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

Electioneers sons.
PLKASAVI'OX'S first darn is by Tarrascon, grandson ol Abdallah l; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
I'l.KASAXTuX Is large and very Hue looking, sixteen bands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... §50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at gS per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation Is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Oal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCK -:- FARM.

XI, "ZOS-
Bay stallion, 16 handshigh, foaled Jnne26, 1SS7. Two-year-old record, 2 :37K : three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22)$; five-year-old record, 2:16J{.

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE TWENTY OL'TSIDE MARES AT 8150 FOR THE SKASO.\

Season to close June 1, 1393, as we intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege for mares not proving to
be in foal. Sliver Bow has trotted twenty-six races and won sixteen. He has won in purses and stakes over
(11,000. His oldest colis are two-years -olds this Spring. We had three of them, and two or these are sure to be
fast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose Fair; time 2:56^.
Good pasturage at \"i. Mares can be shipped direct to Milpltas. No responsibility assumed foraccidents or escapes

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

THE! STANDARD STALLION

Egyptian Prince 14,431
fHambletonlan 10

fGEORGE WILKES 519, 2:22 J
Sire of 75 In 2:30 and of 84 ( Dolly Spanker

sires and 61 dams of 2:30
trotters

(MambrinoChlefll

(.Fanny
by Ben Franklin

EL MAHDI 5232.
Record, 2:2ft 1-4
Sire of

Fulano i3) 2:23',i
El Flora (p) 2:18m

OXWARD 1411, 2:25>;

Sire of
Nellie Mason 2:14

Clara Wilkes .2:17

Boaz -2:17,S
Houri 2:17

Mikegan 2: 19J*

Susette 2:18^
ShadelaodOnward" *"

DOLLY
Dam ot

Director —2:17
Thorndale ..2:22},

Czarina -2:21

Onward -2.-25 VC

And 57 others in the list fMAMBRLNO PATCHEX 58
average ofwith

2:28M
I LADY BUNKER ^

Dam of
Guy Wilkes.- 2:15X

(Sire of 30 In the list), i

and
William J.

(Sire of Axtell(3>,2:12)

Sire of
Kate Mlddleton 2:23

Lady Stout ,2:20,S
And 17 others in 2:30 list

LADY DUXX..
Dam of

Joe Bunker

(Matnbrlno Chief 11

( Rodes mare

MAMBKlXO PATCH KN V*

IeUVPTIKWK, 2:18-
Full sister to

Henrietta 2:17

MAMBRIXO KING 1279

Sire of
Mocking Bird.. 2:16%
Prince Regent 2:lfiU

Nightingale 2:10

Nettle King -2:2o>i
Excellence 2r22y
Amy King. 2:2:'..

HMr-at-Law -2:20 '_.

And 20 other 2:30 per-

formers

Mre of the dams ot
Alcyone- 2:23

Guy Wilkes 2:15'
t

Baron Wilkes 2:1*

And flOothers In the list

Bv EDWIN FORREST 49.
Sire of

Billy HoflklQA. 2:26',

Champagne... -2:30

(American Star 14

(Captain Roberts
mare

(Mambrino Chief 11

( Rodes man?

f Bay Kentucky
Hunter

(Doll
by Highlander

Abdullah I

HAMBLETONIAN 10 . .

Sire of i

( bat, Kent mare
40 trotters In 2:30. huludlnx
Dexter - -2:17U
Nettle 2:18
nnuigeGIrl 2:20 i Golddust 150

- i

Grandani ot ( Daughter of Imp.
Justlnu 2:20 <;i»ncoe,etC
Glendfiuii- 2:174

LBAYHAMBLETONIAN^
Dam ol

Egyptlenne 2:18 1

Henrietta.- 2:17 1

Fulano 2:23',

Grandam of
Norway ^IreofXor-

nelte, 2:30]

WILL BE ALLOWED TO SERVE FIFTEB\ MIIIK- OF APPROVED RREEDIM;. PKK -T.-v

Season commences February 1st and ends June 1st, 1693. Other conditions same as Silver Bow.

DESCRIPTION— Dark bay; 15.3 hands; foaled 1890. Fine head and neck well sel on to strong 1
ml r nf shoul-

ders; flue mane and tall, good lees and feet. I consider him worthy Ol hi- royal breeding-. He was not broken
until August 15tb, 1892, afl I nought him at Lexington, Ky.,and was unable to get him shipped out sooner. He
already shows himself to be a trotter. His gait Is faultless, and he ian show speed enough already to make m-
think him a trotter. I think I could easllv put him In tue Hat If I wanted to thb season , bu t no "tin-cup" record
for me, as I raise horses to win money with. His breeding needs no comment from ime, and I will allow you to

be the Judge. Address all communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, MllplUs.
WILLIAMS * MOREHOlsE. Owner.

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:2! 1-4

By George Wilkes 519. dam Lady Carr by American Cay 34, aire ot 26 In
six sons have slreu 11 In 2JO, and two daughters produced 2 In 2:30 and belter.

30 and belter, 6 In 2:20 or better

-£Lt S850 tile se>AjsoxL.
HOOK FULL FOR 1V.I!

WARLOCK 3378 IIKI'HKII 2:33 J. I

SlOO Ha© soasoii.
SAN JOSE 8737.

By Grand Sentinel. 227U, dam Josle Wilkes (dam of Wardship. 3 yeare, 2:23* Klnzmoor lrlal2-2Si^ h»
George Wilkes 618. secoDd dam Josle 2:30>s, by Nlgbi Hank 5H.

*""'' "^ *&>*), 07

S2S tlao soasoia
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21 'i, dam Eminence 2:185)'. by Empire 2378. second dam toprano (dam ol 3 In ".30 •> In MBand better,, by Stnuhmore 408. third dam Abbess (dam ol 2 la 2:30 and belter)' by Albion.
"

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BBOWNE & CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.
;Q:04.^

THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1393 at HOBART STOCK FARM. *

Onward Jt4tl
(.Record 2 :23>4

)

Sire of Nellie Mason,
]

2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17: (.Dolly
Artisan. 2:18*1; Boaz,
2:17J4; Wheatland On-
ward,2:1753 .and 64 others
in the list and 24 sires of

56 and 10 dams of 12 in

2:30.

HambletonianlO, slreof 130 speed prc-
. during slreaand olrism-oi stambuulGeorge Wilkes if19 (record ,2:22). { 2:074* and yi others In the list

Sire of Harry Wilkes, 2:13'$; (iuy )

Wilkes, 2:15M: Budd Crook, 2:15^: [.Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8Wilson, 2:16^; J. B. Richardson,'
2:16'4, and 73 others In the list and /"Mambrino Chief 11, sire ot Ladv

sires of 792 and ol damsof65.
j

1 home, 2:I8Jf, and 5 others In the
. _. -J list and ofdams ofDirector 2-17 andDam of Director. 2:17; Thorndale, ) 26 others in '30

i""*- lur
-
-".ana

2:2214 ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25^,
and John F. Payne, sire of one. (.Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of

Lady Majolica, 2.-2o, and 1 sire ot 8
and dam of laprlce, 227.

^Dictator 113
j

Sire of dam" ofNancy Hanks.
Keller Thomas, ""

'

2:13; Garnet,
Brown, 2:18^

2:1914 ; Nellie'McGregor, 2:19
20 others in the llsL

rHambletoDlan 10, sire of Dexter, 2-17W
[

and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of $'•

. < in list.

Thomas, 2:12%; Lockhean, Lciara, by American Star 14, dam olismet, 2:1-1; Northwest. 2:16: J'cxter. 2:17- ,; Alma. '-'<
i, stnr,a

'V-'iifKv .
Vlctor^,5 ilkes

:
2:29-^ Dictator. slnTol WiuSSEi.Vflucv L.ee j

Dam of Nancv Hanks,

,

2:04, and DictatorW Likes
B231, sire of Richard Jay
tP) anTji.

I Sophy
Grandam of Mike Wilkes, 2:15^.

,

Ira Wilkes, 2:22V, and the alreslsophronia, by Brown Pilot- 4th dam
Adriani Wilkes and I» Wilkes, by Bertraud; 5th dam b? LanarSSdam by Gray Dungaunon.

'

HART BOSWFXL is a chestnut horse, foaled 1S90, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked for speed
but as a sire he should become one of the best in the State. As it Is late in the season his service leehasbe^n

S50 'J HE »KA*O.V with usual return privileges. For further particulars a.idress

and of2intne list.

f Edwin Forrest 49. sire of 2 In the list

J
and 5 sires of 6 and 10 dams of 13 In

. 2:30.

placed at S50 '

K. O'GRADY,
i privileges. For further particulars a-idress

Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2851. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; foaled
May l", 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and soond as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a
place In each.

SERVICE FEE - - - $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES MIOO; dam LIZZIE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1839. Bay horse, 15,4 hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, flret-class legs and
feet ; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yeL

SERVICE FEE - 875
And Limited to Ten Mares ' inly.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15th, 1893. Ucual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at |5 per
month; hay and grain If desired, at |I2:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accldenui or
escapes.

A cordial Invitation to Inspect these horses is extended to nil. Address all communications to

R. M FOX, P. O. Box .126, Hun .!....-

Residence. 2.S miles north of San Jose on Mllpltms road.

ECLECTIC 11,321
| $100 CASHC

Iv

C
T
I
Colts i^or sj^vle

SEASON SERVICE FEE
With rjsaal return prlrilet*

ECLECTIC b) a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-TKAR OLD ARION, IrlOJi,
both being sired by ELECTIONEER out of Manette {dam also of Oro Fino, 2J8) by NUT-
WOOD, 2:1SJ£.

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of feahionable and speed-producing blood line*. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colta, the oldest of which are now three yean old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer in the lot so far, although bred to pacing maim

ECLECTIC will be allowed to corer only a limited number of marcs besides hli owner's.

Pasturage IL00 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC wtU stand at &ANCHO COTAT1 (Paox's STiTioK) In Sonoma County, until

Jttljr 1st, 189*.

For farther partieulan address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. Perm's Orors, Sonoma County, OaL
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

Stockwell
St Leeer and
200. Guineas,
lS52,and sire
of 6 winners
of the former
event)

The Baron
)

(St. Leger and Ose-
sarewich and sire

also of Rataplan >

Pocahontas _

i Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kara)

( Sir Hercules
l

Irish Blrdcaicber -

(Sire of Knight of St, (GuiccloU
George and Warlock,
Sl Leger winners)

Echidna..

Glencoe
(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 18*4)

Cloixelli
(Dam of ITar-
chioness, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer

I

Touchstone _ —
(Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and

f Camel
(Sire of Launcelot, win-
ner of SL Leger 1840)

The Peer—
Sire ol imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchion-
ess,winner of
the Oak*

Brocade
tine of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

Melbourne __ —
,

Sire of Blink
Bon"j",winner of
Derby and Oaks;
west Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

Pantaloon -

(Sire ofGhuznee, winner
of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine — •

,
Economist

"\iflss Pratt

<- Sultan

(.Trampoline

f
Muley

\ciare

C
Whalebone

(Selim mare

( Master Heary

(Boadicea

|Castrel

lldalia

( Thunderbolt

\ Delta

(*Comus
i Humphrey Clinker J

i
(aire oi Rockingham, (.Clinkerina

.<; winner St. Leger 18T3)

( Cervantes
(Morpeth's dam

^
I Daughter ot Golumpus

LCinizelli
Dam ofMarchion-
ess, The Peerand
The Marquis 1

!

I

Touchstone- —
i St. Leger, 1S34 ; Doncas-

< ter Cup, 1835 and 1838)

,
Camel

(Banter

{ Pantaloon

1Bombazine

( Touchstone

,
Trumpeter

j
(Sire of Dlstin and
others)

Orlando
(Winner Derby of 1844, (Vulture

{ and sire of Imperieuse,
St. Leger and 1000 G. >

I Cavatina

Loyal Devoir. {

i Dam ofCarac-
lacus

i

C
Redshank

(Oxygen

I Letty West-..
(Dam ol Glorious)

nta dsui-
7th dam-
8th dam-
yth dam-
./Qthdam

( Melbourne
West Australian -?

(Derby^OOO Guineas and (Mowenna, by Touchstone
St. Leger, 1653)

rBay Middleton
.Bay Letty. -i

(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbir

Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—SpUetta, by Regulus (Godolpbin),
(Golden Legs' dami, by Buzzard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,
Hornpipe, bv Tmmpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
Luna, bv Herod i Tartar . 14th dam—By Hautboy,
-Proserpine vsister to Eclipse), by Marske, 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LO YALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08^, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Onlv Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1884, bred by Mr. Samue
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
eteely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His bead and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over " horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Xewminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1890, one and a half
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacns; the third dam, l^etty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, "Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MUERY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder asd Sportsman- Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
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Trial, 2:20 X.4.
Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25'l-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MARE THE SEASO\ OP 1893 AT ECGEXE. OREGON.
(TTftmbletonlan 10

STRATHMORE408 _.•! 5a™IQd

Sire of 39 in 2^0 list I J** wlSfnSlr?'and 3 sires of 3 and 6 ^ rW™, J5fiS£Li„ii ^„
dams of 3 In 2:30 J*™ ot Maraha11 *ey

lLADYTHORNE JR_ (Williams' itambrioo

Dam ofMotile Mack, "i trot.
2 33; >"avidad, 2.-22'^;: t-"w
Santa Claus,2:I7S

VOLUNTEER 55.

SIDNEY 4770 ....

2:19*
Sire ol Ftou-

Fron, 23SW.
champion year
line trotter,
Faust
yearling pacer;
I-austlno, 2:14V,;
Fleet, 2:24: Cupid,

Ad o nla.

I-ady JL,
U:l«: -

Thistle,
2:M. and 16
others In 2:30 list

Sauta « laus 2O0O
2:17*

Sire of Kris Kringle,
[ 2:28'.*; San Jose, 2:30;

J
Sao Mateo. 2£S 1

4 : Sid-
ney, 219*f. and 5
others In 2:30 list r Hambletonian 10

»Mf-rto<-.-. 3:21 1-4
Sire of 29 in 2 :30 list, 1 ,^ ^_

>1 rfnac of AH dnrl lfi
1-L^flV faUTOI

21 sires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 In 2:30 list
2295,'

iLADY MERRITT.

.

QQ

FLIRT
[trial 1

Iiftm of Frou-
Proo, SAM
'Champion year-
ilnR : Memo 3-

vear-old trial),

220X; Oeo. V.
,3-ytrar -

('Buccaneer 20.16
Bin of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bui-
trer,2dSS)4J

f IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

. ! 224M, and Buccaneer
\ 2656

TfNSLEY MAID

Dam of Sentinel
,'Edward Everett 81
i Sire of 13 in 2:30 and 8
; sires and 16 dams
L By Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50

Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
•! 10 sires of 20 and 11 darn s
I of 18 in 2:30

I Topsey

Flaxtail 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

Mahn-ka Belle. -
Dam of Fawn, 2:304,

trial. 222 ; t'blcago,
t»; Wing Wing, 232

Twister, 2293,'

I Untraced

^ John Baptlste

(Bull Pup
Sire ol Rowdy Boy,

2U3%f, jKLsmet, 2:24V,
aire oi rrarne ciru,

22S=i; Empress, 2:29!*:
and of the dams ofa! (lold Leaf. 2:11^, and

t*year old, ,2:35 trial, 1^1 : L'hicago, I Shamrock. 225
LADY HAKE.. *

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern« dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28M
in »- mi' I Ki\ \ \ li TERMS.

Not only la M*mo full brother to Frou Frou, tbechamplon yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of
~:tir.-d young stallions In wrvlo, havlnit three croases of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry

Clay, air*1 of Green Mountain Maid (dam ol Electioneer, etci and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
he tntoen to Canadian Pilot talre of PUoi Jr. I2i. through Bull Pup, aire ol Rowdy Boy, 2:13^,, and two others

r»-. li inilvtTMill> known mul recognized as the best young sire m the world, as a producer of
- : .

•*! ot an early w. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than thai oi any of the get of the
• 'Adlngfttalllont. o( America.

c in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record ol 2:49, though be was close to Grandee
In a rao>- - d track, the second heat of which wax made In 2-31 u. the first In 2-J2. He exhibited

ars old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 220H< and frequently
ii 32S to 34 mOOO

i of powerful build throiik'hout. His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
: red, and his action supero. He Li a sure foal-getter.

I MK1* SAO. Sea n lodon Aosoal lot Good paaturageatreasonabierates. No responsibility assomed
tor arddenU or escarx^a. For further partlculara addn-st

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
: SIEE OF :

FLORA M 8:16

J. R. (Jo.lVD).... 2:20

LIZZIE P _....2:22 1-

CORA 6 _ 2:27

ELECTRBSS -2:27 1-

ALECT.. 2:26

ALLY SLOPER. 2:2S

DESPERADO -2:29 1-2

MORMMi GLORY .2:27

ELECTRIXA -.2:25 1-i

\ETTIE C...... 2:28

PLEASAXT0\ 2:29 1-2

LECK- 2:28

ELECTOR JR -2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal

RECORD. 2:26.

S

( ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

! Alect 22$
|

J.R- J>20
Elector Jr_....229i,*

I Electrice 2:27 ;

4

Electrioa 225 l

4
EllaM _-•

|
Flora M 2:16

|

Leek 229
| Lizzie F -.2:22'a

and 6 others in
I the 2:30 list.

^ XELLY NELSON

C Electioneer 125
Sire of

I Sunol 2:03 '.i

I Palo Alto 2.-0SV

J
and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

L Gixbebta. by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

The Handsome Son or ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1593, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April IS, 1SS7. He is a hand-
some dark bay. two white fetlocks;stand.a 15.3 hands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect In disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the finest
of legs and feet, and Is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; bisback is short, bis loins strong and
quarters heavy; he Is stylish and very level-beaded.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track in
226. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry^ beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TFRM^l ^nFflRTHF'xFA^iili witn the usual return privilege. Pasturage. H per month. Mares kept in
I LnrnO, gdU run I flL OLHOUn, a0y manner owners may desire, but no responsibility assumed for accidents
orescapes. For further particulars call on or address D. A.MIERTO.V. Manager, Orland, Cat.

John Nelson 187
Sire of

|

Nerea 223,^
I Aurora 2:27
' and the dam of
\ Albert W 220

(sire of Little Albert,
2:10', i.

I, Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 3 2:30

trotters.

ALECT and about thirty head of colts and Allies by Alect, Ouy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and SL Nicholas
will be sold at auction In June, 1S93.

LOOK HERB HPl WILKES SKWMCB FEE IS 875Q
V4P\ WII.KKS. HIS >»n\. STANDS FOR33Q.

xsxsos Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

l mi- -in I. UK MM! IN I III. LI8T. -u\ I M. MOHAWK DAM OF gBVK.V
Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS W. H. VIOUBT. P O. Box TMSuiJom.OjlI.
r ii m iiRi - i

^

Bv (U V WILKES. -In' or 32 In 2:30 Ult; lat dam \APA MAID, by Irvlnglon: 2d dim
XAPA lil'KK.V bv l.u.vnr <n..erlv.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON" OF 1S9J. MARCH 1ST TO JULY 1ST. AT
Tarpev', glabfe, W&UonYlllc. Tburaday. FrldBV nod Saturday; at Salinas Monday. Tueaday and

Wedneaday. at 830 FOR THE SEASON.
Pasturage and best care taken ol toares, but DO liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return privi-

leges, provided borse or mare does not change ownership. K. W. DAVIhS. Asent. WatsonTllle. Cal.
St. B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give rj lOO to the owner ot the first ot bis get that makes a record of

2J0 or better. 87 S to the second and 8SO to the third. Thisorler to hold good durlngpresent ownership of horac
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Rose Dale Breeding Farm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:15.

ByOEXERAL BENTON 1755, sire of 18 trotters In

ihe 2:30 list and of the dams of 2t; in the 2:30 list, Includ-

ing Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2.08X), Tellg t,dam of Tru-

man, 2:12j. Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list; second dam Lady Dooley-

2:31>£ (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by Mccracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with bat six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS - StiO FOR THE SEASOX
Limited to 25 Approved Mares.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 tTor pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Sleinway, 2:25 i

\i, sire of

W. Wood, 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Ciesar, 2:16; Strathway,

• 2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2a4Js>, etc;

"second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 2:2uf-, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal

lab IS; fourth dam by Robert Bruce i thoroughbred r .

$25 FOR THE 6EAS0\TERMS

A relurt. *iL be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare

nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best ol care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time ol

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA, CAL.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCI0M8TA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERIXO, First Prize Seville 188fc; he

by <;i)'ERlLLERO. from the Royal Stud of

Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAIV, 4 First Prizes

in Paris, France. Madrid and Seville, Spain,

Out or VMAMADA, ffo. 379.

ACCIOXISTA stands 15 hands, 2 in. ; is a rich bay
with black points, live years old, with the docility dis-

tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship
meru of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN,
Cupertino, Mounta View Station, Santa Clara Co., CaT.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIK MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIOM
WILL BE PERMITTED TO -KIU I.

A LIMITKD MMBER OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHN CASSIDY,
Point Lobos Road, abouthalfa mile west of Bay District

Track;
Or at the office of the Brkedkrand Sportsman.

WILDLDLE
(The Great Son of Imp. Australian ana tba

Tarr Queen. Idlewlld. by Lexington),

SIRE OP

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SLNFAX,
ELLA DOAKE, MAY D., NOMAD
and * host of other high-claw winners,

MONDAY FINAL,
Hon of Monday and Lottie J., by Wlldldle,

Will Make thk Sxasom ot 1893 at

WILDIDLE ST00K FARM,
Santa Clara, CaL

W1LDIDLE (limited to 10 mares) 8350 for flfcenmoi
MOXDAY F1\AL " 20 - 75 " "

Pasturage and best of care taken of marea at H per
toontri, but no responsibility assumed for accident* or

iscapea. Mout-y to be paid when mare Is served, and
ta all canes before removal of mar" from farm. For
hither paxUcuiant address U. C. J (J 1)8OB,
Oua> «f Waa. Qafaora. Boa Bi Baaka ( .lara, Oai.

RECORD, 2:21^

In Fifth Heat

cq

BOODLE 5829
WiU maketbe SEASON OF 1893, commencing FEBRUARY 1st and ending JUNE 1st,

at AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE.
( Vermont Hero 141

!GFX. KNOX HO. 2:31 S -

Sire uf lti trotters and '21 ( Dam of Searcher
aires ol 32 and 14 damsor
H in Ihe list. ( Mambrino Chief II

LAHV THORW,S:18^ i

227)$; Gen. Benham ,2:29 '-, Sister to Maoab. Patehen 53 I Rhodes Mare, by Gano
Ox Eye, 2:28«; Luzerne, and srrandam of Pattl,
2:27'=: Mambrino Thorn, 2:24. ( Hambletonlan M
2:29, and 4 others in 2:.%. ( ABDALLAH 15 ~<

Sire of d trotters and 13 ( Kary Darling
.. { sires of 10G and 22 dams

Trolted 114 heals In 2:20] of 27 in lh" list r Abdalhth 1

and under, and woo more [OLD AB. MO <

money than any other Dam of Daniel Webster. lUntraced
trotter that ever lived.

( Abdallab I

{HAMBLETOXIAX 10 1
Mreof 41 trotters and 119 (Chas Kent Mare
sires of 733, and 63 dams
of 72 in the 2:80 list. CAmerlcao Star 14

LADY SAJSFOKD _-!
Gould, 2:19; Kin? Philip, Grandam of Bella, 2:22; (Old Sorrel, by Exton
2:21; Alladin, 226%, An- Allie K.,2:29'-.: Lizzie K., Eclipse
sonia, 2:27'4; Dude, 2:27'*., 2:30m; Nannie K.,2;30^. f Vermont Black Hawk •

Dundee, 2:
,

28, and 14 others [ETHAN ALLEN 43. 2:25^-1
in 2:30 ibit.

j
And 2:15 with mate: sire (Messenger Mare

LTIDA (record 2:38'^) { of 6 '.rottersand 19 sires
Sister to Le Blonde, trial] of 71. and 14damsof 15. (Abdallah 1

2:24, record 2-M%. (DAUGHTER OF J.

I Untraced

BOODLE 5129 la seal-brown In color, stand* 16 hands high and weighs 1,100 pounds. He is a horse of good
proportions, has excellent limbs, if kind In disposition, intelligent, level-headed and a pure-gutted trotter. His
oldest colts are seven three-year-olds. Only four of them have been In harness, but two of which had any
training, and with little work they easily showed a 2:30 gait. Boodle, after crackinga bone in one of bis front
legs toe latter part of July, and being laid np for nix weeks on that account, came out, and with but three weeks'
preparatory work, won the 2:25 class, making his record In the fift'i heat at the P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall meeting.
TERMS—$100 for the season. Or, 8200 for Ihe reason, payable when he (.eta a record of

2 :16 or better.
Usual return prrrtk***. Excellent care taken of mares, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or

escapes. Address C. A. STOL'hVTOX &. CO., riau Jose, CaL

Straneer 3030.
Sire of

Broouial 2:17!4* I

Bellona 2:19'4 I

Nominator. 2:21S (.GOLDSMITH MAID,
Boodle 231)*
Moloch. 2:21)4
Stanza 2:22V*
Hazel DelL_ 2:24*<
Nominee. 2:24*X
Strangler 2:26^
Myriad 2i28'4
Kathleen— " ~

Cebolia
Pen Horn.... 2:30

o
Q L Bride.

pq

<
Dam of Trenton, I

2:4lV4-tfullbroih'r
to Boodle, 2 21H.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD (p). 2:26 1-2.

DEI. SCR. 2:24..
Sire of

Don Tomas
Cousin Joe 2:20M iGRETUMEN .

(THE MOOR 870 „..

Sire of
Sultan, 2*1, sire of Stamboul,

2:07H., Beautiful Bells, 2:29 fdam
of Bell Boy, 2:19M. and Hinda
Rose. 2:19),

San Pedro (p)....

IMOGENS -
Dam of

Guide

.-2:10% Dam of
Romero. 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire of

Incas, (2:14), and Sable (.dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

fBv NORWOOD 522 __
Sire ot

Tommy Norwood, 2:24}*; Ida
Norwood, 2:2634.

rclav Pilot 93, sire of Fred V.,"2£2^
_{ BUly R.. ±Z4i4, and others!

L Belle of Wabash

f
Mambrino Pilot, sire of sram-

{ brino Gift, 2^0; Hannis,2:17^-
I Canada Chief

DAUGHTER OF .

{Hambletonlan 10, sire of Flee-
< tioneer; dam ofStamboul, 2a)7'^.

I Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
dam of Gretchen tdam of
Clingstone, 2:14).

( American Star 14, sire of dam of
I Dictator (sire of Jay-Eve-See,

....{ 2:10, and the dam of Nancy
|

Hanks, 2*4).

DELWIN 14,681, Record 2:26 1-2. will, if be has no set- ^r^iSll^'^lM?^ /?
backs, pace in 2:16 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of Electioneer and sl Julien, _.ll.

the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay. sound as adollar; 15.1^ hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he is one of the fin est-fanned horses for qr«-at spet*il in the land ; has the same level

bead and intelligence that bis half-brother, Guide, l-Jf-'i, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson ofThe Moor, Stamboul, 2;07 l

i ; he has two crosses ot American Star 14, also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2:074 ; one to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood, 2:135^, combining altogether the same blood lines that lay in

he grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20. San Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10. and Cousin Jo*,
2:20V<, being a full brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom. 2:29 *£, Sabledale, 2:18}^, and
others belter than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out ol an/ kind of mares.

TERMS S40, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not be re-

sponsible for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin, the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Cosh*- County, CaL, perS. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, CaL
DelwlB Is owned by Wm Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

11,404,

2:14f as a Three-Year-uia,Record,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commenciEg February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.

SERVICE FEE (With usual return privilege), payable ot eud or Season 310O
t\t * 13 x r\ wasfoated 1889, is a handsome chestnut in color, stands 15:2S hands and in conformation,

Dl J\ D±J\ ) disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

220 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14"j, was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the m.-.-t fashionably-bred stalHonsi In

America. He is hv Chas. Derbv (record 2:'J0 in sixth heat i, brother to Stelneex, ^:29U, by Stemway; dam Bertha,

sire of Sophronia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Stemway, dam Katy G., dam oftwo in list,

bv Electioneer; second dam Fannv ilalone (grandam of Maud C, 2:llii, by Niagara ism; ol Fairmont, 2:22^):

third dam Fanny Wickham, the great twentv-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out ot a daughter ot imp. Trustee,

etc The -Teat broodmares Katv G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barccnii. lllaudlna, Burch

Mare Lady Waltermire andFanny G., greatgrandam of Palo Alto, 2:08!* appear in this pedigree, besides such

sires as Electioneer, Sleinway, Alcantara, Ueo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchco, Hambletonian 10 and
Slambrino Chiei 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known. Address

MLRRAV & RICHARDS, Owners, - PLEASAXTO.\, CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage ?5 per month.

RECORD 2:22 1-

I n Fourth Ih-ni.WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record For Five Miles 13:05 1-2

?

DIRECTOR 2:17
Sire of

Direct
Directum (3).

Evangeline...
Margaret S...

Waldsteln
SleUaC
and 12 other 2:30 trot-

ters

2*l5j

2:1 1 !
-

2:11 |

. -
:
U

2.*22

Hamblrtonian 10

DICTATOR 113- j The king of the trotting world
Sire of the lastest ilouble-galted horse)

In the world, Jav-Eve-see, 2:10 grand- lci.*»a. by American Star it

sire of the queen ol the turf, Nancy Dam nl Dexter, -:1T', : Alma.
Hankw, 2*4,1 and is sire of 35 in 2:30 2:2fl ; Astoria, --''

list, etc. kin. i tniKK ll

in illv j wire of28 sires

Dam of Onward, 2:25V Thnrndale,]
[: Czarina, 2^3; Director, 2:17 (.Fannv. by Ben Franklin

(iniiidaui of Lady Uajollcfl £26 and
Abdalluh Mambrlnd371S

( Hamslbtoni in 10

KI.KtTIOXKKR 125 ••) Sire of 10 In the LEM

Sire of Sunol. 2:08W; Palo Alto, 2#8jn
hi I|j.' liMt IGBS30) M"l NTAIN JfAir.

Dam of In the Usl
and 13(1 others In

E

O \KLLV W <

J i Died at 4 yearn j ,„
2 Waidstelu was her fJ«m» Wtooh MR
^ only foal 3IBTEB j Sire of i and the dams ol 8 In ZOO
t> Dam of Bonanzu, 2:29,^; Albert W.,1 list

C* Vixen, 'lani ot Vidu Wllkt-^. i Lammtt Maiik
i-.

. and Sabledalei2:U)M Dam of Aurora, 2:27 and crandam
0(41 1

mil noTCiy was (baled in 1885; in color, ba Is a dorb t n wiih two roronets; sta

bands ami weighs i i<mi iij«. He is one of the band I and
his state n in til"- Intelligent bead. welMbaned neck; strong sboul ers. short back, poA-erfu! loins, he.

ten wellsbaped barrel, heavy muscular stitli a and arms, clean, straight, ntrong knees and hocks, short cannon
. . commend blm to the ol erver n t repn it ntlve irottlng h

lie and lev<»l headed, UIs .hiring hh
Bhott career on the track ably demonstrate the game I

(

passed He lathe onlj wn of Director out of an Blectlui

I than i hat ills sons and daughtei prove re ensatlonal pvery ires

Director, EvanLT.-i m-' Direct, Margaret 3. and the rest stamp him m one ol U Wain-

stela'sdamlsby tbelmmorti,] i :
PAlberL2:10^,tho

.i,.,
, ,, ,,, i-'tj, .-mil Vlxcn.ll lyn ! " "id with record*

2:191 V/al(L>teln'8 third dam nou Lamoti man m -t mam thai -

raal hro id mare, parllngs that Ita'

cord oi !:5I anothi i 05, an ithei i
i
nd tt iher 8:0". All his l In Ihrm.

solid in color and nn strongly bnllt. Waldsteln cannot help bi

'•- Hiik cniil'., rniatloii ami (omlitv In- I

"" with usual rt'tnrii privilege . for the i on i
• menclng February i-t and ending

accldantl --r ewaiM.-s. hut th.- Ii»-*i ot
II B, Mu-.-mnuM \\ ii,,, ,i i ,,

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

MERRIWA
WIU make the SeaM>n of 1893 at

tl,,l.,,iii,i Hace Track 3 Oava Each Week, ai
Son Jo«e Bice Track 2 Day*, aud al

r*l.hcr'« It'tiiri,. Coyote, Santa
Clara Co. , 2 Day., from
Fell. lOlh to Juur l.t,

MKKH1WA.
HABEXA GOCDSBTtOUOH

Alhollne

a' WSJ
aB =;
as =

-

YuUeuUOD Sylvia Ftreworka

S--^

n --i

^1

And so on to the nineteenth dam.
MERRIWA Isamagnificent blacK horse, standing

15.3 bands, bred In 1886 by Frank Kevnolds, of Tocal
vide Australian Stud Book, Vol. IV. . folio 158. By
Goldsbrough Irom Habena, by Yattendon from Athoi-
ine, by Blair Athol from Habena (winner of I00U
Guineas In England;, by Irish Blrdcatcher from The
Bridle, by The Saddler from Mooneda, by Taunis from
Mona, by Partisan. Slerriwa is undoubtedly a very
fast horse, and through an accident which rendered nia
temporary retirement from the turf, has not had a fair
chance to prove his great pace by winning. He Is de-
scended from one of Australia's greatest families.
Goldsbrough, his sire, won amongst other races, the

A. J. C. St. Leger Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, and
Great Metropolitan Stakes, two miles, age. 5 years-
weight, 128 pounds: time, three miuutes, thlrtv-iwo
and two-tenths seconds, fastest on record at that time.
Goldsbrough had produced up to 1888 220 winners in

the colonies.
Among the winners by Goldtbrough are the follow-

ing: The Broker (winner Xoruiandv .stakes and V.
R. C. Sires' Produce Slakes and Adelaide St. Leger)
Morpeth (winnerTatttersalls'Cup, Anniversarv Handi-
cap and Australian Cup), Impulse r won Wagga Gold
Cup), Arsenal < winner Melbourne Cup >. -orella, Melos
(A. J. C. Derby and Leger and V. R. C. Champion
Stakes), Algerian (Tattersalls' Spring Handicap, Syd-
ney Handicap, »Sc ), Cardigan (winner Tattersalls'
Foal Stakes, Hawkesbury Grand Handicap, Great
Metropolitan Stakes, Anniversary Handicap, Summer
Cup, &c). Devotion, Merriment (winner Tramwav
Handlrap and Hawkesbury Guineas;, ElleTdale i win-
ner Tattersalls' Cup and Hawkesbury Grand Handi-
cap), The Jewel (winner A. J. C. Lbris'tmas Giftf; Keith
(won Hawkesbury Autumn Handicap, Ko*e Hill
Handicap, &c), The Orphan, Albina, Jettison. Matiola.
Cardoness, Kilmore (.winner Royal Stakes), <tc, Ac

Atholine, the grandam of Merriwa. produced
Habena i dam of Merriwa) and Narina, both winners of
Marihyrnong Plate. Geraldine and Huntinglowereach
ran second in that race, while Gainsborough and Blair-
gowrie each ran third. It will ihus be seen that Alhol-
ine's stock have performed with phenomenal success
in that envy ol all racing men, the Maribyrnong Plate.

TEtlMS - - S60 FOR THE SEASO.V
Payable at time of service. Good pasturage at f5 per
month. M ares cared for In any manner owners may
desire and led on hay or grain, either or both, at rea-
sonable prices. No responsibility assumed foraccideiiLs
or escapes. For further particulars apply to

THOS. (J. JOAES, Agent,
Oakland Race Track,

Or Care San Jose Race Track.

eCDLHPC CCC CCfl 'With uiual return privilege
otnlluL rtt, dOUjm,, s»ih. No respoiiribUHy assumed >or_accldents.or_eacape§, but Hi,- i.

taken, of oia res Addrem

Don Marvin.
RALE RECORD. 5th HEAT. 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 18S4;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds: sired by Fallis. 2:23 (sire
of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer; first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin. 2-22,:

... aud Elected, trial 2:26| by
Don Victor.sonof Belmont; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell. 2:24'.. and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30
list

i by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy <dam of Stoner
Boy, -:-' 1

. and i-wiet.'pstL.'kes -ir,- ,,t" twenty-seven in
230 list) by Hambletonlan I0; fourth dam Emma 31 Ills

(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers by
Seely's Anierkrau Slur Dun Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodl, CaL, at §50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the Cheapest bone
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:- fbui
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
Hlll.li BV MTWOOD. S:18 8-4,

Nutwood Boy Is D tin.' chestnut, IS | hands high, aud
weighs 112.1 pounds, with ;i powarftii and speedy con-
fbrmatlon, and the nearest living likeness to b

brated sire, Nutwood, ofan \ 'stallion ln< iaUibrilUk Firsi-
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by GoldOnder, he by Imp, Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, umnd
aon "t" Imp. Messenger. N atwood Boy's opportunity In
the stud has been of ihe most limited description. He
Is the sire ofcomparatively very tow oolte; seveal of
in- old< -i ft] e, I i enough to be
candidates tor Hi- LSOU. He i-

ifv l-galted trotter, and with only jive week- track work
a year ago, trotted a trial in 2::^: last half In IJ& After

le will be placed In training (br the pnr>
pose of campaigning through the "i»ii circuit" and
gaining him a record, Nutw i Boy win main thesea-

th tuual
return pn pastunup* fbrnUhed ai ?; per
month. Uares will *• carefully handled, but no re-

sponslblllty assumed f'>t ;
. , For fur-

ther purlieu hi rs. or complete circulars, .l-
1

1 II \*. I. LOWELL.
Lodl, cal

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Fridays

l UK

OAHLAMl RACE Til Vt k

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - 840.

Long Brunch t*a handsome bay horse. f,iiii-i t»',»'.

sired by Olbrallar, drat dam bj ->vnnd

dam by Belmont. For terms and pant,
i

.

R. HUMPHRL
h07 %tnrkrl K

t . 0*1
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TIE IDST FISBIOUBIY-BREB

ST1LUOI U THIS MAST.

Red Wilkes
:-: Dictatoi

EDICTATOS:

STEHWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SLRB OP

WOOD. Pear- Year-OH Be*er«.3:07. CRICKET, Flre-Year-Ola Rmri, »:10.
OA8AH, •-Xeax-Ole Record, 3:1S 1-3. STRATUWAY, 6- Year-Old Record, S;l»

CHA8. DERBY. S-Y«»r-01d Beeara, 2:20 In lUth Beat.

LILLY C, 7-Year.OH Record, 2:20 1-4. BADEN, 5-Year-Olc Record, 2:24 **
BTBIABkR, e-Year-OU BVssara. 3:20 1-2. 0AS8IBY, T-Vui-OU Record, jat.

(ALL IN RACKS)

AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OP
MAUD C, 2:1»; »,AR01*8TBI.\,l(eabli<- trial] 2:21; ALLY gLOPER, IM.

FAT DBLA.fBY. 2:27 1-4. smd BOLRBO.V RUSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON _ $160

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
SERE OP

DIABLO, Three-Yeer-OW Ree. Reeera
(leu it STBI* WAY. tmm RATY U. , by ELECTIONEER.)
TEEMS FOB THE SEASON «lflO

PRINCE RED 9940.
(800 of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, kr MAMBB1NO PATCHEN.)
TEEMS FOB THE SEASON $160

These Stallions will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Baa .f CI.OVls. eeai kr WOonrwRD MAMBBUO.
TEEMS FOB THB 8EASON •SO

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California.

READY MONEY 6068, by Em WnjKBS) 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—18 in

1892), dam Mooobeam (darn of Wick, 2:26}; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.

BEADY MONEY 69G8 aa an individual ia an exact counterpart of Bed Wilkes, being
18 hands, 1,400 lbs., jet handy, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large ex-
pense of Cape Stinaon, the noted Eastern reinsman, owner ol Geneva, 2:14, and developer of
many noted horses, suck aa Patron, 2:14, Houri, 2:17, Horn* Bule, etc.

For extended pedigree and foil paitionlirs artrlnea

ILurroam, Tnun Oouwrr, Cia.
FRED POSTER*

.HIDE RECORD, 2:16 1-4

r : GUIDE ia a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stanch 16.2

s 1.090 pounds. He ia of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and oosnes

re noted far the qualities of speed aed gameness.

WW make the Saason of 1893, commencing- February la*

and ending June let, at

BELMONT STOCK FARM
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, OAL.

SERVICE PEE FOR THE SEASON $1C0
(Will he allowed ts serve fifteen approved outside mareaj

L/lUliilUD
(8ire f 88 in the liat) ; dam. Miss Lollie, by DICTATOB 133 (aire o

'

Jat-Etz-Sze, 2:10, DrBBcros, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of Najjc

Hawks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29}, and grandam of Hill Bo

ip). 2:20, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patched 58); third dam by Harold

413 (sire of Maud S, 2:08 J, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07 J); fonrtl

dant, Emily Cheater, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; fifth dam Palsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (aire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star in forehead, on<

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, ver

theft back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the fines

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and

taking him all in all, a more perfeet representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does no

exist to-day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian li

through his greatest lores—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL
T. ATT 16. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice and three times to Mambrino Chief. Hi

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast

The best of care taken of snares, bnt no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Servic

lee most be paid before mares leave the farm.

Fob FusviMJUt Pabtiovlabs Address .

CLARENCE DAY,
Bxucobt Stock Fabm, - Belmoht, Sab Matxo Oornrrr, Cm

0AKW00D PARK STOCKFARWi
(FORMERLY COOK FARM.)

o
co

CD

f
DIRECTOR, 237-

Sire of Direct-2.-05}

Directum (3)...2:lli

Evangeline 2:llf
Margaret S 2:12}
Waldstein 2:22}
Stella C 2:25*

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

TS make the season ef 1833 at GREEN OAKS BANCS, abost aw and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION
l..inds high, and weighs
from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed

PEDIGREE.
f Harneleteerfn 19

f DICTATOB 113 \ Sire of 40 in <ae ts*.

Sireef 32 trotters and I Clara, by American Star M
3 pacers, and 18 aires ef Great broodmare.
54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief It
Sire of 28 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Freaks*
Thorndale 2:241

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 rHambletosrka 10

fNOEWOOD 622 \ Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of (Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
Tommy Norwood 2:26* Great broodmare,
Ida Norwood-.. ..2:26}

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
DAUGHTER OF. \ Great sire of broodmares.

(Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three erases of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares : Imogens, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOR THE 8EA8ON • lOO
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD

IMOGENS.
Dam of

Delwin 2:26}
Guide &16J

Registration Applied Ftr.

DESCRIPTION : SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years oM. He is

perfect tn conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast and will be given a low record in
1S93, barring accidents.

PEDIGREE : SID BOY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty-six in the 2:30 list

1

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656 ; seeond dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Boy, 2:17}, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19}, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TEEMS FOB THE SEASON „
.

s) SO
With usual return privilege,

, ...
Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bilttv assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH, 42 Flood Building. San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, CaL

THB PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Hare* ihoold b« RblpfMd to Omkwoool Park Stock Farm, Dan rl lie. Contra Costm County, CaL, per & P. It. R..

rU Uvtlnn Iteat of cart five a, bat do liability amumed for accident* or escapes. KxcelleDt pastorale $5 per
ssfcoaLk. Mara* fed bar *a«i grata, |10 par month. For furtbar particulars and catalogues, addreai

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwee* raan Sleek Pan. DaarBle, Ceeura CeiLa Cenalr . CaL

SIB.EH3 rBT

LxANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZE,

by MAGNAT EL
WILL MATTE THE

SEASON OF1 X89S,
Commencing February 1st and Ending July 1st,

-:- Hobart Stock Farm, -:-

SAN MATEO.

Service Pee .... $40
Socrates standi 18:1} hands, and weighs close to 1,400 porrnda. Ia enter,W fa a boaultfnl

shade ef bay; no whit*. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation ho Is oonaid-

ered by competent judges to be the best stallion of bis age and das* ever brought to California

(lis action is perfect, and as he ia sound and free from all vices he is recommended to all

men desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly

Tor further particulars regarding condition*,

ahipment, and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATBO. SAN MATBO COUNTY. OAL
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,116.
RECORD, 2:201-2
AT THKKK YRS.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W, 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

MTWOOD W1LKBS Is a handsome
chestnut in color, stands 15.3 hands high,
is level-headed, kind and Intelligent, and
one of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and bis present record is no measure
of his speed.

CD IS 1-4... •

MJ

CD

8 -
O £

«CY WILKES
Sire of

Rupee (p) 2:11

Alannah (pi 2:11 V£

Regal Wilkes -2:113i
Muta Wilkes 2:HJ*
Chris. Smith (p) 2:14&
Hazel Wilkes. -.2:14^

Hulda _ 2:14*j

Una Wilkes -2*15

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

Geo. Willi en, 2:22...
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:

Guy Wilkes 2:

Wilson .2:

Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes .2

And 7<i others in the
list and dams of 63.

I .n.d V Bunker
Dam of

Guv Wilkes 2
El Mahdi 2

William L _

(sire of Amtell (3)

Who sold for $105,000).

15',

25^

I LIDA W..2:18 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20 ?s

At three years.

Nutwood 600, 2:18 3-4.
Sire of

Manager 2:09 3rj

Lockheart „2:13

Nutburst- 2.l4if
Belmont Boy 2:15

Xutpine _ 2:15
j

|
And 96 others from 2:16 to
2 30, and of the dams of

j
Arion (2), 2:10^' fsold for

I
$125,»00); Sabledale (2),

i2:n4|';

Vida Wilkes (3),
2:14$: Myrtle (3), 2:195£:
Nutwood Wilkes '3, 2:20' ..,

and 40 others from 2:H to
2-30.

L Belle-
Dam of

Lida W. 2:18^

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17! j, and

39 others in 2:80 list; and
dams of Stamboul. 2*7^
and 91 others In 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEX
Sire of 21 in the 2:30 Hat and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18,4.

. LADY DUNN
[Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19 :

j i,

by American Star 14, sire
of 1 and of the dams of 45
In the 2:10 list.

[
BELMONT 64

I
Sire ot Fred Arthur. 2:14' 4 ;

j Nutwood, 2:183f; Wedge-
^ wood, 2:19: Vikinjr,2:19' 1 ,

i and 38 others in the list,

I

and of the dams of 47.

I
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08%';
Nutwood, 2:18V: Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24^; Russia, 2:28;
and gTandam of Kremlin,
2:07V-

|
GEO. M. PATCH EN Jr.

I 2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen

\
30, 2-23W (sire of Lucy.
2:18' i; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07!*;).

l_ REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:lS'i i

by Williamson's Belmont
isire of Venture, 2:27H; 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
gTandsire of Directum (3),

2H1J0-

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1093.
The following horses will make the Sea-son at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f Pee, $50 Cash
mmKmm, By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune - Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old thiB spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20] (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05'J, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two years), 2:10^.

Jester D 5696 ....

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers

in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility

for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, CaL

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY HARES AT 830 FOR THE SEASOX.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches

bleb and Is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W.. 2:25; AlbertH , 2:27V : Moilie C, 2:37'.,. and Reveral others

knocking ai the door. He is by Nutw ood 600, 2:18V- dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the

best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race

horses, as well as great broodmaies.
'For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

ynxr. You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
Fl U I L. cree closelv, then you wiU see that there Is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest ofsires,

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarelv find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes. 2:15>.i, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood 2:18V. is not only tbe greatest living sire, but is also ibe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he baving
put in* twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I

caouot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that

nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal maj' be returned the following season freeot service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services ot any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service

fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at 55 per month, and when the condition of tbe animals requires

It hay orgraicorboth, will be fed at ?10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability tor

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. Isl, 1893. No stock will be allowed to

leave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st, 1893.

"SToixxls Stools IPoi* Sale.
fiS- VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON,;ALAMEDACO, CAL

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

f^J.TT'V" \Kf T T i K HiPl A few approved marea outside of those already en-

V-T \J J- vv -L
j
MX XJkJ, gaged will be received at $750 each for the season.

SABLE WILKES, Three-year-old record, 2:18. Limited to

tweDty outside mares, 1893.

S4BLE WILKES, 15J hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third dam Kitty Kirkham by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

WTT . TlTT:?TPif'l
rr Black stallion, three veare old, 15.2 hands. Very

- X/1XVJ-IW J-,
handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable V likes, who

stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam

Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Reavis1 Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13J ;
third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22 J, and others. $100 for the season.
_ .

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the eondition of the

animal requires it, hav or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.o0 per month. Good

care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

6^" Horses pastured and given the best of care at $6 per month.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
Sau Mm.o Muck F.rni.8an Mateo. Cal."!?"1

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COITIVT ANTKKO 14,692 is a

nandHorae dark hay In color, with a star In the forehead
and two white fret behind. He was foaled in 1888. and
to a remarkablv good horse In every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-

ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2: 16 V, isire of James Madison, 2:17V- Myrtle f3)

2:1»4, Alfred G.,2:I9V. Redwood, 2:21 '4, Maude*
Elhpl Mac, 2:29 '-a, Sunset. 2:29V. Anteeo Jr.. 2:2'; A '•-

bPeo Richmond. 2:24V, EU-cteeo, 2:29s. Eoline, 2:20,

Mjui'1 M..u::'i -and two others In the list). Anteeowas
sired by Electioneer 125 (elreof Sunol, 2:08Ji, Palo Alto,

2:08 f,
ArlonV2)l2:10M,iAdvertlser(3)2:16.audl28oUierB

In the list). *

First dam, Countess (dam of Dawn,2:lS i.Strathway.
2UB, Morna, arlal) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam <>\

Duchess, 2:18%. CounU>ss was sired hv Hambletonian,
725 is! re of Graves, 2:1 9. Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:2-1.

Longfellow, j^l'4.and 10 others In tne list j: second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, $60 FOR THE SEUM,Sti£.&
1st of July, 1893. Excellentcare taken of maresinany
manner that owners may dedre at reasonable rates, but

ao responsibility assumed for accident-, or scape*
Mares may be sent to the undersized. For further
particulars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
I'PLCSA. < ii.

rp TOOK.
HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:-

ASBLIVL.

RECORD, 2:22 3-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$500 WTLL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER THE
2^0 LIST.

VisrtorB at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome erery day except Sunday. F»r further particular* apply to

WM. KELLY,
i >r in F C. TA I.BOT. 201 California Street. San Francisco. Talbot Stock Farm, San Leandro.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RICE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

HIKED BY SULTAN, 2:24. DAM MAD 1MB llll.iraiN (dam of MAJBgTBR. 2:24 ; BAY ROSB. 2:20 l-»l «»J PASUA.
• Ire of MOPtll. 2:27), BY TUB MOOR 8TO.

Private Stallion For 1898.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE

For further particulars address

Or apply to IK A PIERCE, 7.2S Montgomery S*^ San Fraodse*.

RKI'RKHKNTATIVKH Or tl.l, THE IK MUM. K Will II -
I

lilt IMII.Ii STATU*.

THOS BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

THIKD ANNUAL

Dog Slio^w
r.\DKB THfe AUSPICES OF THE

Pacific Kennel Club.

Will be held at the

Mechanics Pavilion,

l.nrkln and Havn Slrfrts. San Franci.co. Cal.

May 3, 4. 5 and 6, 1893.

UEOBGE RAPKR of England, judges all classes.

Entries Olose April 29th..

C. A. Haight, Secretary, 628 Market Street.

The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointer* GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P -all Dertr winners. Also BILLY P. Utter brother

to above
I
aiid other rounder poppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds. Address

JAMES E. WATBOK,
P.O. Box I83S,

fir No. 51G Siirramento SL, San Francisco. Cat.

VETERINARY.

Advertisements nnder this headId? 50 cents per line per
month.

"ORSES AND CATTLE.
.- bred horses and mares

• of th is noted breed for sale at a
bargain, or nil) excnanee for cattle. Address J.

II EINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

BAYSWATER STOCK. 5ft

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W (TttEENER, PARKER BROS , L. C SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., « S*£?
SK\D FOR CATALOGUES.

H E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

t;nulnateof Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

RtWIDESCK AND VETEEISABY ISTIEMAEY,

,*\o. 331 Golden Gate Avenoe. gan Francisco

Take Sotter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

OW OPEN DAY AND XI6HT. *»
No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

Dr. -\7S7~X30.. F- Bgan,
>L R. C. V. S., F. E. V. 31. S

V E T E R I X A R Y SIBGEOX,
Member ot the Roval College of Veterinary Sni

treoni England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

Medical Society; Graduate oi the New Veterinary

College. Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary surgeon to the

Board ol Health, for the City and County of ban Fran-

cisco: Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association. , ,„
Veterinary Infirmary. Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue
Telephone So. 4128.

Branch offices-1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 5»
Howard SL. Telephone 3155, San Francisco.

F. W. Skaife, oTvTs! A.H. Rowat, D.vTs.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(_Between Larkio and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN FRAXCISCO.

E. T. ALLN CO.,
416 MARKET ST.. BELOW SAXSOME.

3XT IE3 A7V" T -A. O 3X. L 0E5 .

ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC KEELS,
ENGLISH STREAM REELS,

iLLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FMES,
ORYIS XE\Y FAVORITE FLIES.

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LTNE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS.

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODSlFORBEVERY SPORT.

QnllTUm riQU Young well-bred stock for sale
OUUIfiLn ranffl. Firsrx-lass breeding tann. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor-
ale. Address SOUTHER FARM. GILBERT TyjMP
KLXS. Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. $t£RZ?S£
horses. Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recordedand aver
age" breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakw»«d
Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Co., CaL

vihelakd Breeding farm, sssstsscsk
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:174., Homestake. 2:16)6, etc.).
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle. 2:24. Clav Dnke,
229, Alcona Jr., 234, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandlsslmo, 2:27t- < full brothe*- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER. SL Helena,
CaL

DTTCB <UYP 2 ^flil Lick House, San Francisco,
rtl Ln OPAL a OUM, Cal.—Importers and BreeCers
for past IS years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds sL^MhSSK',
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE. P56 Market St, S. F.

SHEEP

THE PARKER GUN.

-I and breeder of the ve>y choicest breeds of
sheep. My flocks are considered superior io th«ee --l

auy others in America. Representatives ol these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
fa Ir.slif.xred.Tln,ro U;hbr,-d I o-li

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, svnd all eligible to registration.
Write for prices. Satisfaction giuir-
anteed. ALPICKD KKALE.
Kiiic-onarta Sfx*k F»rm. M.vs>ik

4

Dr. F. A NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate ol the University ol the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Rxbidexcb—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591,

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PAKKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yob* Salsssoom, 97 Chamber* Street

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.

Examixatjon Prkk,

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavia StreeL

Telephone 4K

The L, C, SMITH HAWIIWERLESS GUNS

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.
IO i;OI,DK\ (SATE AVE., NEAR POLK.
(Winner ol Faculty Gold Medal Class of *90.)

TTETEKINAKY BURGEON to Board of Health City

V and County ol San Francisco. Only Improved

PRICK OPERATING TABLE In dry. Turkish. Rus
Klan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENt h
Xo. XI 1 HOWARD ST.. S. P.

Between Fourth and FlfUi. Telephone No. 45",

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

W l.i.l- -n !. j. it.] Retail llri.li-i. In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Fll.l. Ull OF U-Ml\c. t\< KI.K

BPORTBMBK'e S00D8.
mrOrden, hy m.ll rro-lvr limmi'l .tu-ntlnn

ADVEKTISINO IN EKOLAKD,
EUBOPEAJS ' ON

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.

ABK IOOB DEALEB FOB THEM.

end lor lilnroated catalogue

MtrgTmrmrmiri Bl =
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY",

J. K. Stice, Jacksonville, III., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing: Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing betler for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."

Mailed for "2oc or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn street, Chicago. III.

J. O'RUK, A sent Pacific Coast.
767 5farkel Street. San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTBINBR'S
j

No. 311 Bush Streot.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

^DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elephone 1485 J. B. RN'REV, Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, 6. F.

Cnoice Liciuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER <fc CO

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

\V corner Kearny and Bn*h Streets.

BAN FRANCTSOO.

StliXCKOKS T<> «- «'. aniTB Fulton. N. 1.

ADVI
Capital *2.V.O.i. U<:

.•\--rVK."
i

UjlK "II'I' !.

fitnrOTfllHCt B" BRAIDED, BARB«-.S%,bi

PRESTON'S Fence wire.
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.

' The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Witv- made. IVry t-

; . .h.r' ro Stock Impossible,
m r No. 13 SPRING ST: RI« Wire galv^nScs:

;

Wl not mna or break. Nearlj double the Btreaftll
i>r itny other. Beqalree no sihjs. Runs about 16 fee',

i

found. A*~ l"»ed br lending Breederfci

Ornamental. Durable. Economica.

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N-V
or Hilar™ SCHODER, JOH NSON A CO.. Los Anseles Cal.

HAWLBY BBOB. H&BDWABB CO., San Francisco, Oal.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, s^^\
I Cubebs and Injections. (/tVlDYj

] They cure in48 hours theV J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

| venience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

RIPANS TABULES repulafrBJ
.the stomach, liver and bowels. ana»
1 purify the blood; are safe ande:ffec-»
jrual ;"the best medicine known for•
/ indigestion, biliousness, headache,*
" constipadon, dyspepsia, chronic J
liver troubles, dysentery, bad com-^
plcxion,dizziness.offenaJve breath q
and all disorders of the siomacn. #

Iliver and bo-wets. One tabule gives immediate re-«
#Uc£ Take one at meal time. Sold by DrngpJstS. A»
• trial bottle sent bv moil on receipt of 15 cents *
• P.FPANS CHEMICAL OO.. J i> Spruce St, New "i ort. •
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Twisted Strip Fencing
WALLACE'S Year Book San Francisco and North

...r"" ™. ... Pacific Railway,

/imerican Trotting Register flssn
cmcAao, ill.

I'HK DOWHIK BROAD-liAOISB Itol IK.

Also Waukegan Barbed 'Wire and Genuine (Hidden Barbed 'Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

KALAMAZOO FARM.
Gentlemen:—Wehavensed Cole's O&sldlne for the past twoyears,and consider

it invaluable for SprungTeiidons,Curbs.Kingbone,aild Spavins; there is nothing
equals it: and for us it effected a permanent cure where firing failed, altlmneh
performed bv one of the most successful reterinaries on the tominent. Wc have
recommended it to others with like success, and believe it has more merit, than
anv blister ever used. Very respectfully yours.
Kalamazoo, Mica- S. A. BROWSE & CO., PBOP"fl.

"his scien title preparation is an absolute cure for all

lyorcalJn-' - In nips on horses, and is a more power-
absorbent than "firing," without creating the
[Westblemish. After a few applications the excres-
Ce is so palpably reduced that even the sceptical

nfclv acknowledge that it is by far the most valu-
e outward remedy for horses ever invented.

^%|\| I x/ preparation in the world thatUllUT will remove a Bone Spavin
;r It has become osaifiL-d.

; up In one style only. Price, $3.00 per bottle.

A. P. bush & CO.,
9 PEARL STREET. BOSTON. MASS..
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc.,

I have long used it in mv stables, and find it to be all that is

claimed for it in removinp callous and unnatural bony growths with-

out leaving the slightest blemish. From my experience, I most
strongl v recommend the use of Cole's Ossidine. and feel that it is a
necessarv adjunct to every stable. Tours respectfully,

' J
P. GE15HARD,

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

C S." CRITTEVTOS. A.B.TAH VEST ft TO. and C. M. SOSEKAS tBRO..
New York Citv: RKCKHI 4: WICKS* R. Buffai*, N.Y.: «KORGK 1»*

B. KEIJIS TO:. Phlla.i.-lphia, Pa.: MORRISON, PLIHJU:]:. & CO..

and PETER TAN SC1IA.UK A *u\S. Chita-,'... 111.; JIWS » PARk
k SONS Cincinnati. O.: PLAT9 4 FOSTER, ami E. G. MILES, De-
troit. Mich.: BEVIIR BROS. URl'G TO.. St. Loui*. Mo.; J. R. < OOK
k 10.. Kaiisa* Citv. Mo.; HACK It r«„ Sjan franciieo, CaLj ROB-
ISSOX-PKTTETT Co., Louisville, KyM

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

This indespensable adjunct u< the tibx*. , ,

Stery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
ught-Harness Horse, will be issued about Feb™
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 OO^^^a^T

The first volume will contain summaries of ail

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1802, with a complete index of places of
trotting and pacing, and ol performers' nan
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:
I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:23 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table otf 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer

-

under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of turo or m
Dams 06 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Cbamoion Trotters.

9. Table of FastboC Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard t„
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1803.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately,

biers will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, chose
wishing to receive the work without delas
=hould order at once - . - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BUSH 6TRhET, 6. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

COMMENCING MM. a V.
•

-..sit un-
til further nut ice, boat.* and trains will leave from and

;
arrive at the 8an Francisco Passenger lK-noi, Mark*:
street Wharf as I .

FROM SAN FRANCISCO FOR POINT TIBURON,
BELVEDERE AND 8AJJ RAFAEL.

Week Days—7.40, 9.20, 11.40 a.m BO p.m.
Satunlaye only An extra trip ai 1 so pjn.
Sundays—8.00, MO, ILOOa.111.; 1.30, 1.81), .S.00, 6.39 ii.ru

FROM SAN RAFAEL FOR -AN ! KAM
rt'eek Da;

.
' ". p m.

, (Saturdays Only- An Extra trip at BL30 p.m.
3undays—8.10, y.40. 11.10 a.m.: 1.10, 3.40. 5.00, 6.23 p. m.
FROM POINT TIEURON TO -AN FRANCISCO
Week Days—6-50, 8.20, 9.55, a.m.: 1.4C, 4.05, 5J5 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip al (LSS |'.m.

,

Sundays—3.40. J0.U5, 11. V, a.m.; 106, LOS, 6M, Su66 p.m.

Destination Arrive
San Francico.

BUS-
I

WfcKK
DUTfl

7:40 a h
1:30 fir
i:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 p «

Peialunia
and

Santa Rosa

1 10:40 a it
[ 3:50 A x

I
6:05 P M

I
10:30 a M

. 7:30 PM 6:10 pm.

Fulton.
Windsor,

Healdsburg,
Litton Springs,

Cloveraale
and way
stations

I

10:30 a m
6:10 PM

Hopland
and

TJkiah.

I 10:40 am
j

3:50 am
I

6:05 pm i 6:10 pm
I 10:40 a
I
6*5 p

10:30 a m
i
6J0PM

Rules and Regulations

NATIONAL

T1A1UTPT 'Q ^ Forged Genuine Steel

UAlllIiL O Polished Bits.

Trotting Association
AND TH1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'gl 60c

For -n !.- at the Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman^
313 Bush Street, S. F. Cal.

"
Training 1

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Spring

;

at Geyserville for iSkagg's Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala and Point Arenat; at Cloverdale for the Geysers:
at Pieta for Highland Spriugs. Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs: at HoplancI for Lake-
port and Bartlett Springs; at Ckiab for Vichy Springs,

I Saratoga Springs, Blue Lakes, Wilier Springs, Upper
Lake, Lakeport, Willits, Canto, Mendocino City. Fort
Bragg, Westport, TJsaL HydesviUe and Eureka,

EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdaj-s to Monda>-s,
to Petaluma, ?1^0 ; to Santa Roea, 82.25 ; to Healdsburg,
83.40; to Cloverdale, H50: to Hopland, S5.70; to Cklah
|6.75; to Sebastopol, 82.70; to Gaernevllle, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, 81.50; to Glen Ellen fl.80.
EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma, $1; to Santa Rosa, S1.50; to Healdsburg, 12.25:
to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, ?4.50; to Hopland, $3.80: to
Sebastopol, 31.80; toGueraerville.?2.5n; toSonoma % to
Glen Ellen, |1.20. ______

H. C. WRITING, General Manage
PETER J. McGLYNN. Gen. Pass. ± TkU Agt
Ticketoffices at Ferry. 3fi Montgomery Stree t and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

nrcniH

i

neats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copjrrighls,

And all Patent business conducted tot

MODERATE FEES.
tatonnatlon and advice given to Inventors witnonf

arge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

O. Box 463. Washington, D. a
1 9~l'als Company Is managed by a combination of

i largest and mo3t Influential newspapers In tho

lted States, for the express purpose of protect*
K their ttobneribcru against unscrnpulous

1 Incompetent Patent Agent3, and each paper
nttn? tb is advert lsi'-mcnt vouches for tho responai-

ity and Ugh standing of the Press Claims Company.

B R O U
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE

1 for the most obstinate cases of Gonorr-

I hoea and Gleet. Ko other treatment

I required. Non-poisonous. No Stricture.

No Inconvenience. Pold by ALL
| druggists. J. Ferre, (successor to Brou),

I
PhAroi^c^n, Parts.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SA2J FRANCISCO.

The most popular s bool on the Coast.

E. P. HEAED, President S. HALEY, Setfy

«f»~Send for Circulars.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse Stock Catalogues

The Hick5-Judd Co.

23 first st., s. f.

This treat practical horse book Is a handwme,
three hundred page octavo, bound lo cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly Illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVLN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
as to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
ing, racing ana breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Slbley.the owner ol St. Bel, sayi of
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it Is so simple and plain that
anv breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
812 Buab St., Sao Francisco, OaL

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: HAS OPENED t

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE NAPA RACK TRACK,

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1302 Market Street. 2a and 27

Park Avenue, Son Fronrlxco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line ot Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board
log horses.

Telephone V. 3159

IJBT liM. FROM YOl'R M U -IU \1 Kit

IT'S IMMF-NM :

VOC'LI. HI IM I ICHTKIi

From No. 1 lo No. fl SO cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " "

OR 8CBSCRIBK TO IT FOR TI1IH U.tll

It In published semi-monthly during the racing asaano
and la but 010 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
241 Broadway.« York City.

Alex. McCorfl 4 Co,

Fashion Stables,
221 LI M- 8THEBT.

Tbe best accommodations aflorded for the keeping ot

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Stock,

witn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE 00/8
AGENTS.

os lorcirculars.

A WONDER.
\n BCRBYV8 \o TOOL*

"i have nan H 'i-- 1

'! dj

dirt aii'i

snow. Horsemen pronounce I

i
. and I andom

opinion." ALLKN I.OWK.
Boc-

OB IT.

Pee paid ..ii

|M-rpn!r. Wrltr
MIT* ill i.i roi ^^ BM3HTCO.,

Martinsville, Indiana

Samuel Valleac. Jab, R. Brodik

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

AND I'KAI.KIO IN

r<>oi-Hrllrr-* and Book -Maker*' Bappllr*

401-MS Bansome Htreet, corner Sarrameoto
Ban Franctanrt.
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ml i:b.viu>. Aire prick. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

J. A. BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding o& the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talie tlie Lead.
Horse Boots,

Pine Harness,
T XJ H. ^ O O O I> S .

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and Style.

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HORSES BUY

BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND
COMBINATION CARTS,

COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Datzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, Thev are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no
dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivers and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding oart

In ordering carts please state'size of axie and height of wheels.

J. A. McKBRRON, Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

TOOMEY'S -:- NEWEST
* EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

9
767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

SX^GCi&l CiJyjEEoX*^"^ order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moffit's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

I*ne"U.:mia,-t±0 S"U.llSL.iOS~Will have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

SEND FOR 1VEW CATALOGUE.

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: AH WELL AH :

Frazior - Carts - oT - -A-ll - ISLiixcU
FOB BALE AT THE

Studebaker Palace Carriage Repository,
si VHKKI AMI TKVril KIUKKTM, BAN FRANCISCO, OAL

M HHIItlllK Kill

The Breeder and Sportsman
THE TURF AUTHORITY OF THE PACIFICCOAST.

J. OKANE.

NO. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class In all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" lo a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

Jonesville, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

IBja.IS.E;^L cfc HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, OAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agenls for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

WITH <;. AND J. PNEUMATIC TIIIHs.

EACING SULKIES Horse Owners! eTry
GONIBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

„ '

A Safe Speedy and PositireCort

TheSarcat, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes

the place of all liniments tor mild or severe action.

Removes nil Bunches or Blemishes from IIorJM
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING. Imjinssiolc to producesrar or buimsn-

Every bottle sold Is warranted to piYe satisfaction

Price 31.50 per hottlo. Sold l.y drupclnts, or

sent by express; chnrees paid, with full directions

for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.;

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO. , Cleveland

Steel Ball-Bearing Bicycle 2S-inch

Wheels, with the Celebrated G.

and J. Pneumatic Tires, per pair,

with pump antl patching outfit $100

Wheels Complete as Above, with
Braces Fitted to any Sulky $125

Sulkies made to order of desired

weight and design.

1'unctures in G. and J. Pneumatic
Tires can be Repaired in from
'Puree to Eight Minutes.

BEND Hill INK lil.AIt.

Thos. H. B. Varney,
Rambler Bicycles and G. and J. Pneumatic Tires

IO-I1 MARKKTiBT., 8. F.

w
Never left in using Fieniiss Hectitying fins, cure

biliousness, lurpid liver, indigestion mid constipation.

Druggists, ih cents a box. Try them.
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

The Best Racing Ever Seen in San Fran-

cis co Delighting Our Enthusiasts.

FIVE FAVORITES BEATEN IN ONE DAT.

At'llic Van, Ronnie Jean Cult, Lottie Mill-, El Bayo, Tigress and

QunrterstaiT Victorious on Friday—Flirtation Wins the

Racine Stakes Easily—Rosalie's Easy Victory

Over ill'- Brutos-Ariola Colt—All the

Events Described.

EIGHTH PAY—FRIDAY, APRIL 14.

[ IYE favorites failed to finish first this

fine afternoon, in consequence

of which the bookmakers smiled

angelically and the talent scowled

when thoughts of pocket-book Bat-

tening and incidentally the day's

^racing flashed o'er their troubled

/ thought domes.
r~z-- Nellie Yan started the ball of

disaster a-rolling by winning gamely at five furlings when
1 they " said she couldn't go over three. The Brutus-Bonnie

Jean colt, barred in the betting by most bookies, romped in

an easy winner, Seaside, a sister to Martinet, to the surprise

of a host of plungers, running a good race, and finishing a good

second under the whip. Montalvo, the well-touted half-

brother to John Treat in David Bridges' stable, ran fast to

the homestretch, where he tired badly and finished a poor

fourth.

Lottie Mills, fresh from Los Angeles, made her first ap-

pearance of the meeting to-day, and met and defeated easily

in a six-furlong dash the best horses at the distance in this

part of the world—Misty Morn, Topgallant, Joe Cotton and

Sympathetic's Last—the last-aamed being a slight favorite.

Mills laid away third until the head of the homestretch wa s

reached, when Johnny Weber called on her, with the result

that she said " ta-ta" to Topgallant and Misty Morn and won

handily by a length and a half from Misty Morn, who was a

trifle short of work and a little sore in her forlegs. Joe Cot-

ton and Sympathetic's Last were never in the hunt, and great

things were expected of the latter, too, on account of his fine

run Thursday.

El Rayo, with 125 pounds up, showed what a high-class

horse he is when on edge by conceding a lot of weight to

everything and beating the heavily-played favorite, Dinero.

as he pleased, the latter under whip and spur the last eighth

of a mile. St. Patrick was interfered with at the head of the

homestretch, or he might ^have won a ton of place money for

his friends.

St. Croix was played oft" the boards pretty much all around

the ring, going to the post at 1 to 5. All the same Tigress, a

a 4 to 1 shot, beat him at " every mark on the road," to the

great joy of her admirers and consternation of the plungers

on the supposed copper-bottomed cinch.

The agony of the favorite-players was further intensified by

the victory of Quarterstaff. Sir Keel was hammered from 2

to 1 to 6 to 5 and Conde the same, Quarterstaff going at the

close to 5 to 1 from 3. He remained third, within good reach-

ing distance, until they turned into the straight, when Sulli-

van gave the brown colt his head, and he won easily by half

a length from Crawford, who came up fast also in the home-

stretch. Conde was third and the "air-light," Sir Keel,

fourth, after leading into the straight. This proves that

Quarterstaff runs a far better race when saved for the finish

The attendance to-day exceeded 2,000.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RACES.

Ida Glenn was at all times a favorite in the first race, five

furlongs, though plunges were made on Mountain Boy and
Nellie Yan. To a good start the latter led Ida Glenn all the

way, coming into the homestretch over a length to the good.

About a sixteenth from home Nellie Yan experienced that

tired feeling for a second or so, but Spence gave her a dose of

ivhip cordial, and she responded gamely, winning a good race

by three parts of a length, Ida Glenn second, as farYrom Lodi,

Oakland fourth, Mountain Boy (third most of the way) fifth,

the rest strung out. Time, 1:022-.

The Bonnie Jean co't was barred in most of the books, and
Montalvo was played heavily for place at 3 to 5. The favorite

indulged Montalvo and Seaside with the lead until well into

the homestretch, when he came away and w^n easily by a

neck from Seaside, who ran well under the whip at the close.

Ovation was third, over two lengths away. Time, 1:02J.
The third race was a heavy betting affair, the money going in

especially lively on Lottie Mills. Misty Morn and Joe Cotton
were not considered in the best of shape for a bruising race.

Topgallant led Misty Morn and Lottie Mills for about
three-eighths of a mile. Then Misty Morn got her head in

front, and Lottie Mills began to move up. The race down
the stretch between Misty and Mills was very pretty, but the

latter had considerable up her sleeve, coming away at the

drawgate^and winning easilv by a length and a half, Misty
Morn second, two lengths from Topgallant, the favorite. Cot-

ton and Lady Marion hardly in the hunt. Time. 1:14$

—

much slower than such horses were expected to do the six

furlongs.

Dinero couldn't lose, and El Rayo was carrying too much
weight, said nine out of every ten persons that gave much
thought to the fourth race, one mile, where El Rayo was
packing 125 pounds to Dinero's 114. Mero led Dinero passing

the quarter and half poles, with El Rayo third, back about
three lengths. Dinero passed Mero soon after leaving the half

but led El Rayo into the homestretch only half a length.

They raced together down the straight, D'nero under whip,
El Rayo under a pull, and in the last 75 yards Clancy gave
the good son of Grinstead his head, and he sbot in an easy win-

ner by half a length. St. Patrick, in a pocket nearing the

three-quarter mark, got through and finished third, two
lengths behind Dinero. Time, 1:42$.

St. Croix was a burning favorite in the fifth race, six fur-

longs, and most of the play was on Tigress for place. Regal
and Addie Chipman were played a little to receive second

honors. Tigress, second to Regal at the start, soon flew to

the fore, and was not headed on the journey. An eighth from

home Narvaez was urging the favorite with whip, spur,

hands, feet and voice, but he could not get up, and Tigress

won rather easily by two lengths, St. Croix second, three from

Regal. Time, 1:14|.

Conde and Sir Reel were heavily-played favorites, going to

the post atG to 5 each. Especially strong was Sir Keel played.

Conde got the best of a poor start, with (raw ford second and
Quarterstaff next. Sir Reel passed to the front nearing the

three-quarter pole, and led Conde a head into the homestretch.

All this time Quarterstafl' had been runoing easily in third

place, and when well straightened out Sullivan let Brown's
brown colt have his head, and he soon shot up to the leaders,

winning quite easily in the last few strides by half a length.

Crawford came up fust in the straight and nipped the place

from Conde by half a length. Time, 1:14$.

BUHVABrSfl OFTHIDAY'6 ' I

ELACE 12.—Bay District Thack, Friday, April n, ISM. Flrel rurr,

selling, parse MOO. Seven pounds above scale The winner i<> bo old ai

auction fur |i,200: If fi.r less, 2 lbs allowed (mi- each |100 i" WOO; then lbs.

fur each $ioo to *ioo. Winners oftworeceaalnoe January 14th, 7 I

Five fUrlOttgf,

Previous
Baco, No. Btiirters, Jockeys and Closing Odd*. St. % [,H I

80 NELLIE VAN. \ [Bpenco, I0S, MOO), l u, i I l 1 1 1 \(1

80 r i >.\ GLENN, a i w, Clancy. 100.1600). 8 i" i - - - 2 2,1
•29 LODI.aCF. Nnrvaes.101, SSOOj.lO to 1 r, 4 4 4 3 h
41 OAKLAND, 3 (King, l«,fl.aJ0),0 to 1 4 fl 6 fl I

SO MOUNTAIN B 111 '•> 1 1 8 I

roi Hi IOK EH .1 i:
. a Pi ihm.ih, 108, H00 , 10 I 7 8 8 8 8

80 MACK I.Y. 6 Moi rl 111,1 • , IB to 1 ,87077
86 ST. JOHN, 4 (Lefrankey, 98, 1800), 20 to 2 9 9 9 8

OKRIN J Weber, 110, HOD ,8 to I 10 10 10 10

80 JACK THE RIPPER, [Epperson, 127, 1600), 10 to 1. * 1
i , .

Won driving. Wlnnoi h m by Vanderbilt—Victoria. Entered b] I

I' !

RACE 43.—Second race, for two-year-olds, purse fliMi. WlnnFTS of one
race to carry :! lbs extra: two or more, 5 lt>s. exim: beaten horses that have
run unplaced at this meeting allowed 5 lbs. Five ftirli

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St, 'j *f n Fin.
•25 BONNIE JEAN colt (Miller. 12.li, 1 to 10 4 2 .1 3 In
34 SEASIDE (Spooner, 110), 50 to 1- 13 2 2 g 2J ! 1

20 OVATION (Sullivan, I l.-ii, 20 to 1 3 4 J 1 8n— MONTALVO (J. Weber. 118), 10 to 1 2 1114
15 GUSSIE (Jackson, 115), 20 to 1 g 5 5 G G

Time, l:023q'.

Won easily. Winner by imp. Brutus—Bonnie Jean. Entered by owners
Elmwood Stock Farm.

RACE 44.—Third race, for three-year-olds and upward, parse 8350, ct
which 850 to second, Si", to third. Horses that have not won a race In 18K
or 1893 of the value of $600 to the winner, allowed five pounds; of 1300, al-
lowed eight pounds ; beaten non-winners In 1892, if also non-winners in
1893, if three years old, allowed seven pounds ; if older, fifteen pounds ad-
ditional. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. SL - U II. Fin.— LOTTIE MILLS, 4 (J. Weber, 116), 8 to 5 2 3 3 3 UW)— MISTY MORN, 5 (Clifford, 114), 8 to 1 5 2 1 1 221*
22 TOPGALLANT, 4 (J. Narvaez, 121), 8 to 1 1 12 2 321— JOE COTTON, a < W.Clancy, 1161, 10 to 1 3 5 4 4 4
"40 SYMPATHETIC'S LAST, a 1 Miller, lift). 7 to 5 4 4 5 G G— LADY MARION, 3 (Sullivan, 100), 20 to 1 6 6 6 6 6

Time— 1:14^.

Won handily. "Winner b m by Co). Clark—Gratitude. Entered bv
Rickabaugh it Earn.

RACE 45.—Fourth race, selling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse
$500. The winner to be sjld at auction for §2.500 : If for less, one pound
allowed for each $100 down to $1,500 ; then two pounds for each #100 down
toSI.000. Winners of two races since January 14th, live pounds extra:
three or more, eight pounds. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St, Id ' •,' H. Fin.
28 EL RAYO, 6 (W. Clancy, 125, $2.500, 3 to S 5 3 3*2 2 IK 1

33 DINERO, 4 < J. Weber. 114, $1,500), 3 too 2 2 2 1 1 22 1

24 ST. PATRICK, 4 (Turblvllle, 98, 81,000), 15 to 1 4 6 4 3 3 3 1,41
24 MERO.5 (Seaman, 106, 81,000), 20 to 1 3 114 4 4
33 LEDALIA, 3l Donatlnm, :wi, <2.noo

, 5 to 6 5 5 5 5 5— DONNA LILLA, 3 (Peters, 85, 81,200), 8 to 1 1 I 8 8 6 6
Time—1:42 ..

Won easily. Winner ch h by Grinstead—Sunlit, Entered by B, C
Holly.

RACE 46.—Fifth race, selling, purse ?400: for three-year-olds and over.
The winner to be sold al auction for $2,500; If for to-, 1 pound all. >«.] f.u
each $100 down to 31,500, then 2 pounds lor each 1100down to 11,000. Win-
ners of two races since January 14th, 5 pounds extra; three or more, 8
pounds. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race No. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. Si Ji V H Fin
3d TIGRESS, 8 (Peters, 05. $1,500), 4 to 1 2 11112 1

•10 ST. CUOIX, t (J. Narva- 7, 112, II .800), 1 to G 8 8 2 2 2 3 1

3IS REGAL, a (Coombs, 101, $l,nou 1, 15 to 1 1 1 I 13 41— ADDIE OHIPMAN, 3 (C. Clancv, 105, $2,500), 15 l«i 1 4 2 3 3-4
Time—l:H ,.

Won handily, winner, h f by Prince, of Norfolk—Katla Entered by
w. O'B. MiiedonoiiKh at $1,500 but sold at 81.600 to Tboa it. Williams Jr.

RACE 47.—Sixlh race, purse $350. of whirl, |G0 l<> s.-cmid. $25 to third;
(br three-year-olds and upward. Horses thai have noi won a race Id 1882
or 189801 the value of |G00 to thewlnner.allowed 5 pound
8 pounds. Beaten non-winners in 1892, If also non«wlnoerf In

three-year-olds, allowed 7 pounds; ii older, 16 pounds addltloi
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Slnrters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. -

.
!«' H Fin.

23 QUAB1 ERSTAFF, (Sullivan, I05),8to1 3 S :t
I

85 CRAWFORD, 8 (Jackson, 102 pounds), 6 to 1 2 4 4 4 2 H I

22 CONDE, 8 (Spence, 10G), 8 to G 1 1 I 2 811— SIR REEL, 3 (Seaman, 102), 6 to G t 23 14
22 CHARMER, 3 (Morris, 100), 10 to 1 G G 5 8 S
27TIMBTJOTOO

I 8(0. Claiicy, l<i2>,2ui,i l ,. 1

Time—1:14
f.

Won handily. Winner br c by Imp. Friar Tucl nth Ryan,
Entered by 11. i>. Brown,

NINTH DAY—SATURDAY, APRIL 15.

Seven races certainly should satisfy any crowd lor one

afternoon. That number of racing events came oil' to-day al

Bay District track, and fully 5,000 persona witnessed the con-

tests. The track looked fust, but it wasn't, being dead and the

running over it was unprofitable in most cases—to the book-

makers. They were bard-bit when Revolver, Rosalie and El

Rayo won, and the victories of Jackson and Tigress did not

prove balm to the gentlemen from Qlleod Uld oilier places

that bookmakers hail from. Thornhill's second to Flirtation

did not sweeten their cups of ice-cold tea, sod it is pre

to say that the only race they broke anything like even on was

the one captured by Valencia.

The features of the day's sport were the excellent riding of

Johnny Weber, the easy victory of Etosalie in the match

against the Brutos-Ariola colt, the good form 'shown by the

Maedonough and Holly horses and t lie suspension of Kinnie

for his deliberate pull of Hay Dick in the last race. We be-

lieve it was Kinniefa Bi i jockey, and ii ws

ably be his last mount as well.

Col. II. I. Thornton, the popular President of the I'
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Coast Blood Horse Association, to the surprise and regret of

many, tendered his resignation to the Board, which he

subsequently called together, aud T. H. Williams Jr. was

elected to 611 the vacancy. A. B. Spreckles was then made

First Vice-President and Louis Lessak elected a director.

Col. Thornton gave as his reason for retiriug ill-health and

important business cares, which would not allow him to give

the affairs of the association the attention he desired.

THE RACING.

Revolver was at all times a hot favorite in the first ra'-e, one

mile, though Garcia was well played, and Little Tough backed

down from 15 to 8 to 1. Garcia, off fourth, dashed to the

front, going around the first turn, and led to the drawgate,

with Initiation second most of the way. Revolver was fourth

into the homestretch, and made his characteristic fine finish,

almost walking in a length in front of Garcia, who was two

from Little Tough. The latter was sixth into the homestretch,

and made a good finish. Time, 1:44.

Flirtation, of course, was "a foregone" in the Racine

Stakes, sis furlongs. Opposed to the sister to Flambeau were

Thornhill, Jim Lee and Carmel. Thornhill, though carrying

twenty-seven pounds' dead weight, was played heavily

for place. He got off a neck in advance of Oarmel aud led

up to the last of sixteenth of a mile. At the half-pole the

favorite was last, and was third to Thornhill and Jim Lee

into the stretch. At the drawgate Flirtation got her head in

front of Thornhill, and little Weber, on the latter, went to

the whip. The favorite simply romped in half a length in

front of the whipped-out Thornhill, who beat Carmel about

four lengths. Time, 1:16|—surprisingly slow.

The match race at four and a half furlongs between Boots'

Brutus-Ariola colt and Macdonough's Rosalie followed, and

this was considered as big a cinch for the former as Flirtation

was in the Racine Stakes. 1 to 4 Ariola colt, Zl to 1 Rosalie

were about the average odds. Just on account of the odds,

however, the Macdonough filly was well played. The Hag fell

with Rosalie a neck in advance, and both well under way.

The favorite ran away from the filly at an astonishing rate

around that far turn, and the crowd shouted: "All over!

she's beaten now." Not so, however. The colt commenced
to come back to the game little daughter of Hyder AH near-

iDg the three-quarter pole, where he was leading a length and

a half. It looked very much like a victory for Mr. Boots as

the pair swung into the stretch, but to the surprise of nearly

every one the filly not only held her own, but gained inch by

inch. An eighth from the wire they were on nearly even

terms, and Miller had gone to the bat. "She's got him,"

yelled the spectators. "See, Miller's whipping the colt!"

The colt responded gamely enough, but Rosalie had the speed

this day and won easily from the badly-punished colt by three

parts of a length in 0:56^, a full second slower than the loser

ran the distance over a heavy track. Rousing cheers went up
for Johnnv Weber and Rosalie on their return to the stand.

The special handicap, one and three-sixteenths miles, came
next, and six horses of excellent quality responded to the

saddling-np bell. El Rayo, with but 109 up, was considered

to have the race at his mercy, for in his last run he had taken

up 125 pounds and gone a mile in 1:421 easilv. Almont still

had friends with coin to back him, while quite a plunge was
indulged in on Raindrop and Hermitage for place. Almont
went out and stt a merry pace passing the stand, quarter and
half poles, attended closest by Hermitage and El Rayo. Be-
tween the half and three-quarters Hermitage assumed com-
mand, with El Rayo moving up like a flash around the final

turn. Hermitage was first into the homestretch by a neck, El
Rayo second, a length from Almont, Raindrop fourth, half a

dozen lengths away and out of it. El Rayo and Hermitage
raced along evenly, to within 100 yards of the finish, the

former under a strong pull, and when Clancy called on him
he darted away from Hermitage and won by half a length

easily, Hermitage, in the place, two lengths in front of Al-

mont. Raindrop was fourth, Sheridan fifth and Alliance

last. Time, 2:02]—a wonderfully good run on a "dead"
track.

Seven two-year-olds contested in the fifth race, five-eighths

of a mile, and the big maiden from the Antrim Stables, Belle

Platte, a good-looking daughter of Munster and Wild Rose
(dam of Jennie K.), was made a favorite. Valencia was well-

eupported. A great tip got out on the gray half-sister to

Grandee, the Hidalgo—Helen Scratch filly, and she was backed
from to 1 down to 3 to 1. Bordeaux got considerably the

best of the stari, and ran into the stretch about a length in

front of Valencia, Belle Platte being third, the chances of the
Helen Scratch filly going glimmering with the fall of the

flag, she not being on her stride. Rosalie, Dr. Bowhill's filly,

ran well, send-ofi' considered, to the homestretch, and t ben was
eased up, Morris seeing little chance of making up the gap.
Bordeaux died away soon after entering the straight, Valencia
and Belle Platte having it hammer-and-tongs to the wire,

which Valencia reached a neck in advance. The Lark ran
up from sixth place into third in the homestretch. After
Belle Platte returned to the stand it was discovered that she
had pulled one of her plates nearly off, to which mishap her
defeat can probably be attributed. Time, 1:03.

The sixth race, five furlongs, was a great betting affair,

Bronco opening an even-money favorite. Gypsy Girl was
played with all kinds of money, being backed from 2 to 1

down to to 5. Jackson was plugged pretty hard by a few
in the know at 8 and 10 to 1. Gypsy Girl piloted Mountain
Boy into the homestretch at a great clip, Jim R. being third
and Jackwon next. Bronco's jockey, Miller, tried to get a good
move on his horse in the rear, but those in front unexpectedly
closed in, forcing him to pull up or get a fall. Johnny Weber
set to work on Jacknon in the homestretch, and the old half-

brother to Bramble came like a shot that last sixteenth of a
mile, nipping the tiring Gypsy Girl in the very last stride and
winning by a head. Only three parts of a length behind
Gyp v i ;irl came Jim K.— bin first time out for quite a while.
Bronco finished fourth, and would have been close to the
front had he not received a set back at the start. Time, 1:01:}

—the fastest run of the meeting thus far.

Tigress was an oddH-on favorite in the last race, also five

farloDgS, but Ida Glenn and Bay Dick wen- played to win ;i

big pot of money. Volila and Tigresscut out tiie pace, ihe lat-

ter leading aft. r tin- lirst HiOyard" bad been accomplished.
Kinnie, a new jockey to San FnincincanH, took a regular Stans-

bury pull on Bay'DicIl at the Start, as the horse dashed
Pivayat the fast clip, and when at length the unknown gol

going again good he took another reef in the llycr'n speed

man ami Ida Glenn moved up Hist going around
lie Inm into the homestretch, the mare a length in advance,

in front of all, Volita second and tiring. Sullivan cut

ilenn loose, pulling her directly in front of the old gray

st a % H Fin -

..34331 \i 1

,. 1 1 1 1 2 41
...22443
..43224

horse, and causing Rinstein to pull him up or get a-fall. Then,

after a little bump, Sullivan put steel to Miller's little mare,

and, a little over a sixteenth of a mile from home, tried to get

through closer to the rails, but Hitte Weber set sail in the

same direction with Tigress, taking Glenn's track and causing

a set-back. Tigress passed the winning-post a winner by half

a length, Ida Glenn second, two lengths from Stoneman. Sulli-

van claimed a foul, but the judges refused to allow it. The
patrol judge reported that Kinnie made a very suspicious ride

on Bay Dick (backed to win a fortune by a prominent capital-

ist), and the jockey aud horse were subsequently suspended

indefinitely.
Sl'MMARIliS OF THE DAY'S RACING.

RACE 48.—Bay District Track, Saturday, April 15, 1593.—First race

selling, purse S400. For three-year-olds and upwards. The winner to be

suld ift auction ibr s2,500, i (Tor less 1 pound allowed for each £100 down
to$l,5"0; then 2 pounds for each $100 clown to $1000. Winners of three

races since January 14th, 7 pounds extra. One mile.

Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % }& # H Fin.

•33 REVOLVER, a (W.Clancy, 122, $2,500), S too 1 3 4 4 4 111
33 GARCIA, G(J. Weber, limine!, lover, $1,500), 3 to 1 4 1111 221
41 LITTLE TOUGH, 4 (Jackson, 101 inch 3 over.

$1,000), S to 1 2 6 6 6 6 3

3G INITIATIONS (Hinkey, 113, incl. 3 over, $1,-5001,

20tol -7 5 2 2 2 4

31 WICKLOW, 3 (Sullivan, 100, $2,51,0), to 1 3 7 5 3 3 5

3G GLADIATOR, a (J. Narvaez, 112, incl. 1 over,

$1,500), 10 to 1 5 '17 5 5 6

16 FANNIE P., a (Spence, 111, $1,500), 30 to 1 8 8 8 8 8,
— MISS WALLING, 4 (Peters. 104, $1,400), 20tol 6 2 3 7/8

Time, 1 :44.

Won easily. Winner b g by Joe Daniels—Young Jule. Entered by B.

C. Holly.

RACE 49.—Second race, Racine Stakes, for two-year-olds, $50 each, $500

added, or which $100 to second, $50 to third.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and ClosiDg Odds.

•32 FLIRTATION (Miller, 115), 1 to 10

15 THORNHILL (C. Weber, 118). 15 to 1

— CARMEL (J. Weber, 118), 20 to 1

37 JIM LEE(Spooner, 118), 20 to 1

Time, 1:16&.

Won easily. Winner b f by Wildidle—imp. Flirt. Entered by owner
Undine Stable.

RACE 50.—Third race, match, cup added by the Association. Four aud
a half furlongs.
Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and ClosingiOdds. St % % H Fin.

34 ROSALIE, 2 (J. Weber, 115), 3 to 1 1 2 2 2 1 -# 1

*37 BRUTUS-ARIOLA colt (Miller, 118), 1 to 4 2 1112
Time—0:563S.

Won handily. Winner cb f by Hyder Ali—Rosemary. Entered by W.
O'B. Macdonough.

RACE 51. —Fourth race, special handicap, purse $750, of which $100 to the

second, $50 to third. One mile and three-sixteenths.

Previous „ „,
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St Sd % % % H Fin.
*45 EL RAYO, 6 (W. Clancy, 109), 4 to 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1.^1
20 HERMITAGE, 3 (J. Narvaez, 103), C to 1 3 2 2 2 112 21
38 ALMONT, a (J. Weber, 113), 3 to 1 1 1113 3 3 31
38 RAINDROP, 0(C. Weber, 95), 8 to 1 5 5 5 4 4 4 4

36 SHERIDAN, (Spooner, 10S), 8 to 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 5

llj ALLIANCE, 3 (Jackson, 102), 5 to 1 6 6 6 6 6 6
Time—2:02K-

Won easily. Winner ch h by Grinstead—Sunlit. Entered by B. C.

Holly.

RACE 52.—Filth race, purse $400, for maiden two-year-olds. Those
beaten at this meeting allowed 2 lbs. for each time beaten. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys aud Closing Odds. St % % H Fin.

37 VALENCIA (Sullivan, 111), 1% to 1 2 2 2 2 In
— BELLE PLATTE (Miller, U5i, 8 to 5 3 3 3 3 2^1
34 THE LARK (Llovd, 109), 8 to 1 4 6 6 6 3
14 BORDEAUX (J. Weber, 116), 6 to 1 1 1114
— HIDALGO-HELEN SCRATCH, f (Rinstein), 3 to 1.. 6 5 5 5 5

15 ALEXIS (Dunalhan, 116), 6 to 1 1 5 7 7 7 6
— .ROSALLE (Morris, 115), 6 to 1 7 4 4 4 7

Time—1:03.

Won in a drive. Winner cbf by Hidalgo—Yum Yum. Entered by W.
O'B. Macdonough.

RACE 53.—Sixth race, selling, purse $350, of which $50 to second, $25 to

third The winner to be sold for $1 ,800 ; if for less, 2 lbs. allowed tor each
$100 down to $900 ; then 3 lbs. for each $100 to $100. A winner of three races

this year to carry 5 lbs. extra, of four ;or more races 8 lbs. extra. Five
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St )£ % H Fin.

"41 JACKSON, a(J.Weber,H2,$i,200),8tol 4 4 4 4 Ih
"30 GYPSY GIRL, a (Capps, 120!i,incl. 2% over, $1,500),

GtOS - 1 1 1 1 2^,1
— JIM R., a (King, 107, $1,100), 8 to 1 2 3 3 3 311
36 BRONCO, a (Miller, 115, incl. 3 over, -$1,200), 8 to 5 6 5 5 5 4

42 MOUNTAIN BOY, 5 (Donathan, 94, $600), 12 to 1 3 2 2 2 5

36 CURRENCY, 3(C. Weber, 102, $1,200^8 to 1 5 6 6 G 6
Time—1:01#.

Won in a drive. Winner b h by Luke Blackburn— Ivy Leaf. Entered
by E. Savage.

RACE 54.—Seventh race, selling, purse $350, of which $50 to second, $25

to third. Same conditions as Race;53. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % % H Fin.

•10 TIGRESS, 3 (C. Weber, 94, $1,300), 7 to 10 3 1 1 1 1 ;<J 1

42 IDA GLENN a, (Sullivan, 101, $000), 3 to 1 4 3 3 3 22 1

41 HT()NKMAN, a {'Rinstein, 110. $800), 6 to 1 2 4 4 4 3

35 VOLITA, 6 (Epperson, 114, $1,300), 8 to 1 12 2 2 4

41 ESTRELLA,3 (Peters, 86, $900), 10 to 1 6 5 5 5 5
— BAY DICK, a (Kinnie, 115, $1,500), 8 to 1 5 6 6 6 6
— BENITO. 2 (Turbiville, 82, $1,800), 20 to 1 7 7 7 7 7

Time—1 :02;<.

Won in a drive. Winner b f by Prince^of Norfolk— Katie A. Entered
owner Undine Stable.

TENTH DAY—TUESDAY, APRIL 18.

This was a day of excitement, and that excitement came by

more than one route. Revolver, favorite by force of public

money, was declared by the judges to have been ridden in a

most suspicious manner by the elder Clancy when Almont

finished four lengths in front of Holly's old bay gelding.

Clancy was called into the stand, aud admitted that he had

made a poor ride, taking Revolver too far back nearing the

half ever to get up. He had, he stated to questioners, backed

his mount to the extent of $100. The judges suspended

Clancy indefinitely, pending investigation. While Revolver

has been winning races easily with big weight up, he has

been meeting horses that do not class at all with

Almont, it must be remembered. He (Revolver) beat

Garcia a mile in 1:44 easily, and took up the same

weight to-day, and ran the mile and a sixteenth in

just about that notch. Heretofore, too, Revolver had done

his best running in the homestretch, but in our opinion that

gelding, with such a speedy horse as Almont striking the

Btraight four or five lengths in front of him, can not make up

anything like that distance in the last quarter. Of course, the

race looked " rocky," for our race-goers have been used to see-

ing Revolver mow everything down with ease in the home-
Btretch, but Almont is in a higher class than Revolver when
anything like right. T. II. Williams, president of the Blood
Horse Association, had quite an argument with Col. Dan
Burns over the Revolver-Almont episo'de, the latter con-
tending that Revolver was not "meant" to-day, Williams
the reverse. Finally Williams offered to bet Burns any sum
from $5,000 to $10,000 that Almont could beat Revolver at

the same distance and with similar weights up, other-
trainers to take charge of the horses. However, he would in-
sist on Joe Narvaez again riding Almont. Burns did not ac-
cept the wager.
The directors to-day formally reinstated Jockeys Claude

Burlingame and Thad Williams. Frank Kinney and Al
Leech, respectively the rider and lessee of the horse Bay Dickr
" pulled" last Saturday, were ruled off for life. Poe, the-

owner, was not punished, it being proved that he had nothing-
to do with the crooked transaction. Emile Steiner was ar-
rested by Capt. Callundan and charged with stealing $5 (due
on a winning ticket) from the wife of one of the editors of the
Abend Post.

The track was in very fair shape to-day, and a crowd of
fully 3,000 saw six events run over the course.

Joe Narvaez distinguished himself by riding three winners,
Rinstein, Miller and C. Weber were the other successful horse
pilots.

Cadmus, Tom Williams' Derby colt, made monkeys out of
Sir Reel and others, winning at seven furlongs with his head
erect and ears pricked in a romo in the good time of 1:29|.
Jim R. was a hot favorite in the first race, five furlongs,

Stoneman and Currency were nibbled at. The others were
practically overlooked. Volita got away in front, and, at-
tended by Mount Carlos to the three-quarter pole, looked a
winner. Then Jim R., who had been lying third, made his-

move, entering the straight first, and old gray Stoneman came
up like a flash from fifth place to give him battle. The en-
gagement did not last long, for the gray gelding came away
and had the favorite beaten a sixteenth from home. Stoneman
won handily by two lengths from Jim R., who beat Mount
Carlos a length and a half for place honors. Time, 1:02|.

Agitato, Thornhill and Jennie Deane went to the post at 3-

to 1 each in the second race, for two-year-olds, five furlongs.
The Beauty colt was played a little at 6 to 1. Thornhill was
played considerably the hardest of the first-mentioned trio,,

being backed down from 4 J- to 1 to 3 to 1. Jennie Deane re-

ceded from 21 to 3. A splendid start was effected, Thornhill,.

Silver State and Jennie Deane noses apart, the balance in a
compact bunch, except Pricelle, who was not on his stride

when the flag flopped. Jennie Deane, with Seaside but a
head away, led into the homestretch, Thornhill running third
under a pull, about a length off. Jennie Deane fell away
badly an eighth from home, and Claire commenced to move
up. Thornhill was shaken up just a little a sixteenth from
home, and came away like a sure-enough crack, winning-
easily by half a length from the ridden-out Claire, who was-

one and one-half lengths from the Brutus-Beauty colt, who-
made a fine run from the rear in the homestretch. Realiza-
tion was an indifferent fourth. Time, l:02f.
The third race, seven-furlongs, was considered a " fall

down" for Cadmus, who was at 1 to 5. Sir Reel was well-

played for place. The Australian-bred filly, Atossa, by Dun-
lop, dam Catherine Wheel, by Wellington, made her debut in

this race, and ran poorly, though she did show consider-
able speed at the start. Gracie S., third away, dashed to the
front at a great .rate, leading Vendome past the quarter-pole a

neck, Cadmus third. Gracie S. was five lengths in the lead at

the half, Cadmus and Sir Reel necks apart. Gracie died away
nearing the three-quarter pole, and Cadmus came first into the
homestretch, with Sir Reel at his heels. The favorite won as he
pleased by three length? with his head up and ears pricked,

and was sent a Derby distance by Miller in good shape. Sir
Reel, second, was six lengths from Gracie S. Time, 1:29|.

Almont opened a favorite at 4 to 5 in the fourth race, mile
and a sixteenth, but so much money went in on Revolver that

at the close the odds were : 4 to 5 Revolver, 3 to 5 Almont r

4 to 1 Jackson (from 6), 15 to 1 each St. Patrick and Initia-

tion. Past the stand Almont was a head in front of Jackson,,

the others bunched. Initiation now took up the running,
and ran past her field nearing the quarter-pole, Jackson be-
ing second, Almont third and Revolver fourth. Almont
moved up past Jackson between the quarter and half, and,
nearing the last-named point, Clancy took Revolver back.
Between the half and three-quarter marks Almont made a
wonderfully fast move, and led Initiation into the
homestretch a good three lengths, Jackson third and
Revolver fourth, the latter at least six lengths away
and apparently out of the hunt. Clancy rode Revolver some
going around the last turn, and he easily disposed of Initia-

tion and Jackson in the homestretch, but Almont was too full

of run, and Revolver did not get closer than four lengths-

Jackson was third, as far behind Revolver, St. Patrick fourth

and Initiation last. Time, 1:503—a mere romp for Almont.
W. Clancy, after weighing out, was called into the stand by
the judges and questioned, with the result narrated above. It

is doubtful if Revolver ever saw the day that he could defeat

Almont, if the latter was in good condition, and while
Clancy made a mighty poor ride, we do not think the result

would have been any different bad he made a good one.

In the fifth race, six and one-half furlongs, lots of trouble

was experienced in getting the horses away, and when the
flag fell it was to one of the worst starts seen at the present

meeting. St. Croix was a good length in front of Inkerman
and moving fast, while the favorite, Motto, was absolutely last

away. She ran past everything but St. Croix, and gave him
a lively fight clear into the homestretch, where she gave it up,,

the effort at the outset telling the tale. St. Croix came on and
won easily by two lengths, Bronco (third around to the straight),,

in the place, two lengths from Red Cloud, third, Inkermar*
fourth, Motto fifth, the rest strung out. Time, 1:21.

Oakland was at all times a favorite in the last race, five-

eighths of a mile, and was played strongly. A hot tip got out

on Orta, and she was backed down from 5 to 2 to 1. Joe D. r

Phil Archibald's skyrocket, led around into the homestretch;

by two lengths, then Oakland, who was second into the

straight, came away from him and won easily by three parts

of a length from Lucy S., that made a fast run in the final six-

teenth. Vanity was third, but half a length behind the gray

mare, and Orta, first away, was fourth". Time, 1:02.

SL'MMARIKS OF THE DAY'S BACtNQ.
RACE 55.—Bay DISTRICT TkaCK, Tuesday, April 18, 1893.—First race,.

selling, purse S:150, of which $50 to second, $25 to third. The winner to be
sold at auction for $1,000; if fur less, 2 pounds allowed tor each S100 to '9500;

then -i pounds for each 3100 to $100. Winners ol three races this year to-

carry 5 pounds extra. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % % H FiD._

1TONEMAN, ailUinsloln, 1 Hi, #500), -1 to 1

53 JIM R, a {King, 113, $000), 8 lo 5 2 ;

— MOUNT CARLOS, 5 (Hlukey, 119. $000), 15 to 1 4 2

5-1 VOLITA, li iKdsiill, 118, S700J, 15 to 1 1 1

53 CURRENCY, .1 (J. Narvaez, 115, $1,(100), 7 to 1 7 7
!•: JACK THE RIPPER, a (Epperson, 118, StiOOj, 15

to 1 3 4

41 CAWSIM, 4 (H. Smith, 111, $500), 12 to 1 5 6

Time—l:02Jtf,

Won handily. Winner gr g by Kirby Smith—Kunkidora
,V. M. Sinclair.

5 5 2 1 21
1 2«l
4 3|1# f

[Continued on Page 410.]
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FLAXTAIL 8132.

During the past year there has been considerable interest

taken in the breeding of the stallion whose name heads this

article, and many communications from many sources have

obtained some further and more satisfactory- information U)>ont be sub-
ject, as on page 573 ofVol. VI. of the Wallace War Book he makes the

' Flaxtail 8132, dun horse, foaled about I8&4, by Bullfollowing entry
Pup."
In Vol. III., page 105, of Wallace's Trotting Register, we And the

following: "Bull Pupipaeen, brown horse. Coaled 1887, got by Old
Pacing Pilot, dam represented to be a Canadian also : purchased 1 3 12
of Joseph Dill, of Louisville. Ky.. by Joseph A. Mitchell, and taken 10

appeared in different publications devoted to the breeding and
,

Bedford, Ind, He left excellent stock, mostof them pacers
. „ , , , , „ ., ,. , ,. I Flaxtail S132 is registered In Voi. VII , page iM'J, of the Wallace

Register, as follows :
• Flaxtail, dun or cbestnul horse, foaled about

1851, Nothing is really known of the blood of this horse. From loca-
tion, color, description and markings it is probable he was got by
Pruden's Blue Bull. He was taken from Indiana to Iowa by Joe
Mitchell, and became the property of M. W. Hicks. Keokuk. Iowa."
In addition to the above records I have tne following letter, with
" certificate of M. W. Hicks thereto attached :

"San Francisco, Cal., December 14. 1891.
Dr. M. W. Hicks—Dear Sir: I am endeavoring to have Flaxtail

8132 registered as being sired by Bull pup. and I understand, from
conversations with you, that you purchased Flaxtail 8182 from T. T.
Tinsley. of Mahaska county. Iowa, and that said Tinslev informed
you that he was sired by Bull Pup, and that he had purchased him
from a man named Mitchell, who came from Salem, Ind. If the facts
as herein stated are correct, please certify to the same ami oblige

"Alfred H. Coiikn."

" I hereby certify that the above facts are correct. M. W. Hicks."

From the records of J. H. Wallace above-referred to, and the certifi-
cate of Hicks, it appears that the same man. Mitchell, owned Brill Pup
and Flaxtail in Indiana ; that he took him to Iowa and sold him to
T. T. Tinsley, from whom Hicks purchased him. and that Hicks owned ,

him subject to a lease to G. II. Nelson until he died iu the fall of 1880.
Clearly from these records and the certificate of Hicks, it appears

that Flaxtail could not have been by Pruden's Blue Bull, and that he
was by Bull Pup. But eo.ua] I v as strong and conclusive evidence that
he was not by Pruden's Bull Bull is the registration of Pruden's Blue
Bull in Vol. III. pagelM, of the Wallace Register, which shows that he
was never in the State of Indiana at any time when it would have
been possible for him to have sired Flaxtail S132, and no man at that
time would have taken a mare from Indiana to Ohio or Kentucky to
be bred to such a horse, and reads as follows : "Blue Bull (Pruden's),
dun horse, foaled about 1844, got by Merring's Blue Bull, formerly
called Ohio Farmer, dam not traced. Bred by Samuel McKean. But-
ler county, Ohio ; sold to Absolom McKean, then to Solomon Bedinger,
now of Harrison, Hamilton county, O.; then taken to Boone couuty,
Kentucky, about 1858, and there owned by Charles Griffin, then by
J. N. Early, and in 1861 he became the property of G. B. Loder, who
kept him in the same county till 1863, when be* traded him to James
Pruden, near Elizabethtowu, Hamilton county, o. He was a natural
pacer, a large, strong and rather coarse horse, leaving his color and
habits of action with many of his offspring."

It appears tome that this showing is sufficient to warrant a corrected
registration of Flaxtail 8132. I am fully satisfied that he was bv Bull
Pup (sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13 ;v4': Kismet, ±'24%, and Twister. 2:29J£),
son of Canadian Pilot, sire of Pilot Jr., the sire of the dams of Maud
S.. 2:0^54 ' Jay-Eye-See. 2:10. and many other fast ones.
San Francisco, Cal.. February 3. 1R92. E. I. Robinson.

Mr. Robinson also has in his possession the originals of the
letters written and signed by M. W. Hicks, copies of which
are as follows:

Sacramento. February 5, 1892.
Mr. E. I. Robinson, Sau Francisco

—

Dear Sir: Yours of yesterday is received, and in replv I have to
say that I never heard Mr. Tinsley say by what stable-name Mr.
Mitchell called Flaxtail. I have heard others than Mr. Tinsley call
bim Bull Pup. but never heard anyone call him Bull Pup Jr." Mr.
Tinsley himself called the horse Flaxtail, and nothing else, and iu
answer to rav question as to his breeding, simplv answeied :

" He is a
Bull Pup and by Bull Pup." Respectfully, M. W. Hicks.

Bbeedep. and Sportsman :—A friend has just called my attention
to a clipping from the Breeder and Sportsman which reads :

" From
the entry of the registration of Flaxtail, it appears that M. W. Hicks
purchased him from Joe Mitchell, which fact straightens out the dis-
crepancy between the names of James and Joseph a.., referred to in
Iowan's communication." This is a mistake. I bought Flaxtail from
a man by the name of Mitchell, from Salem, Ind. He did-not give
his first name, and in answer to my question as to his stock, said:
" He is by Bull Pup." I knew nothing of that stock, and I afterwards
came to believe, from what seems reasonable evidence, that Flaxtail
was sired bv the sire of Wilson's Blue Bull. M. W. Hicks.
December 19, 189:.

Dr. Hicks, in a communication to this paper June 13, 1S91
about the horse, writes as follows :

Flaxtail's owner drove him and one of his daughters to a lumber
wagon, a hundred and fifty miles to the Iowa State Fair at Keokuk.
When he got there bis shoulders were raw from the collar. He was
shown an " exhibition trial" of a quarter of a mile on the circular
half mile track under saddle in thirty seconds. His daughters won all

their races, a double team race, two harness races and a saddle race.
The stock was sun burned and showed an entire want of training or
conditioning. My attention was attracted to them and I bought one.
I was so pleased with this purchase that the last of the uext February
I went to the owner's farm iu the interior of Iowa. I arrived after
dark and found the old gentleman's "fiddle son" practising his art,

and his newly married son quite as happy practising the blanishmeuts
lhat appertain a newly married life. The osculations of the one aud
the ravishing strains of the other were soon interrupted by a con-
troversy as to whose " turn " it was to feed old Joe (the stable name
of Flaxtail i in the morning. The duly consisted in poking eight or
ten ears of corn and a lock of prairie hay through one ot the many
cracks in his pen.
Shall I describe the abode of this wonderful horse? As I have a re-

gard for my reputation for veracity I hesitate, but as I was so im-
pressed by the structure that I can now see it plainly as I write, I will
do so, truthfully and without exaggeration. It was a log pen, ten
feet square, made of round logs a foot in diameter, notched together,
leaving eight- inch.spaces between the logs. These were not "chinked"
and the wind from whatever direction it blowed had a free sweep
through this well-ventilated structure. Poles were placed across the
top and prairie hay piled on them for a roof. This the horse had
eaten away until a bunch the size of an ordinary hay cock in the
center was all that remainedof "the roof." The old South Carolina
gentleman was very fond of his horses, but had some peculiar notions,
one of which was that a stallion's duties were so exhausting that he
should do no other work, and the old hor.se was never out of htspen
from the end of one season to the beginnihg of tne next, except to go
to the State Fair and two or three ot the nearest country fairs. The
droppings of the horse from September until the last ol February, and
the debris from prairie hay that was half rosin weed had raised the
floor of his pen about three feet, and when from curiosity I measured
the height or the door from the inside it just reached the second
button on my overcoat. When I bought the horse they hud to pry up
the logs on each side even with the top of the door, mid poll out two
logs in the end over the door to get him out.
When the old gentleman took me to his " wood pasture " to show

me the young things in their kindergarten work, he sel the dog on
them, and the flights of speed they showed as they tied from the
vicious canine was something wonderful, never leaving their feet ex-
cept to bound over some fallen tree or log that lay tn their way. The
stock always bad a fearful hatred of a dog. His neighbors said he
was In the habit of setting the dogs on them to the bottom to winter
on cottonwood " brouse." At this time I bought the old bo
five of his daughters, making six in all of his daughters that I owned,
Ave of which I brought with mc to ('alifornia, and have di

elsewhere in this letter. M. w. 1 1 1
• k-

We have selected and here republish from the Chicago
Horseman, KentuckvStock Farm and other papers, a number
of communications which bear upon the subject and &eem to

be of interest to many of our reader-.

Indianapolis, Ind., Januarj 10, I

Editor Horseman :—In the la=t Isste of your paper F. M. 31

Oskaloosa, Iowa, protests against Mr. Stelner registering Flaxtail us by
Bull Pup, and in the course of his article say II known
that men here have worked on Flaxl i

years. These men gained evidence that satl
'

was sired by Pruden's Blue Bull. I btli - Mr. Shangle I

and honest In the abovf assertion, bnl i

" these men "
to prodace the first particle of evidence thai flaxtail

wasby Praden's Blue Bull, [do not know where or bow Mi
produced his evidence, bnl I ha'
history of Fhtxtnll.andam perfect id by Bull

Pop sonof old Pilot. He was foali Indiana, The
owner of h owner of the bono till he was foai

Id he was by Bull Pup. The man who bought and took him
;

-
i

i Ira and sold him as bj Bull P

seasons under that pedigree Iu Iowa, and th

that he was aired bv any other horse until he fell into the bands of
Dr. Hicks. Then
enal sire, an I the I>0

improvement of the horse, and after carefully reading and dis-

passionately considering oil of that which has been said in re-

lation to his breeding, we have become thoroughly convinced

that the registration of Flaxtail Sl32 as it now stands in Vol.

VII, page '202, of the "Wallace Register, is not correct, and j^
should be corrected. That registration reads as follows

:'

"Flaxtail, dun or chestnut horse, foaled about 1S54. Nothing

is really known of the blood of this horse. From location,

color, description and markings, it is probable he was got by

Pruden's Blue Bull. He wa« taken from Indiana to Iowa

by Joe Mitchell, and became the property of M. W. Hicks,

Keokuk, Iowa. " That entrv was made upon and at the re-

quest of M. W. Hicks, who did not give Mr. Wallace all of

the information which he possessed bearing upon the breed-

ing of the horse in question, but only such as would induce

the registration to be made in the form which he favored and

desired. He never informed Mr. Wallace that Mr. T. T. Tins-

ley, from whom he purchased Flaxtail, claimed and repre-

ented the horse to have been sired by Bull Pup. son of Cana-

dian Pilot, sire of Pilot Jr., but, as we now believe, purposely

suppressed and kept such and other information- bearing upon

the subject from him. Mr. Wallace seems afterwards to have

become convinced that the horse was differently bred, as is

shown by the entry in his Year Book, Vol. VI, page 573, which

reads as follows: "Flaxtail S132, dun horse, foaled about

1S54, by Bull Pup."

That which we have herein said of Mr. Hicks w'll be clearly ;

and fully borne out by his correspondence upon the subject

with Mr. Wallace, and which is undoubtedly on file with

uis application for the registration of Flaxtail and the certifi-
i

ates and letters herewith presented to our readers, signed by I

him.

Dr. M. W. Hicks, of Sacramento, was stricken with paraly-

sis shortly after most of the youngsters out of his Flaxtail

mares were able to be driven, and E. I. Robinson, an attorney-

at-law then of that city, now residing in San Fraucisco, who
was interested in horses, transacted a great deal of his busi-

ness, and was a believer in the breeding of Flaxlail as often

told him by Dr. M. W. Hicks, which was, that the horse

was by Bull Pup. There are other horsemen now in Sacra-

mento who have heard the same story from Dr. Hicks, and

will testify to these facts. Alfred H. Cohen is another prom-

inent attorney who has given this subject considerable study,

and the last affidavit signed by Dr. M. W. Hicks is in his

possession.

Some time in January, 1892, a letter over the signature of

F. M. Shangle, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, appeared in the Chicago

Horseman, in relation to the registration of Flaxtail, which

was so clearly and conclusively answered by a resident of this

city,who has, perhaps, given more attention to,and hasaccumu-

lated more information upon the subject than can now be ob-

tained from any other source, and as his letter to the Horse-

man, in reply to Mr. Shangle, slates the case so clearly, we

think it is well to here republish the same, as follows :

Permit me to answer the letter of F. M. Shangle, of Oskaloosa, Iowtt,
published in your issue of January 28th, in relation to the pedigree of
Flaxtail 813'2. Judging from the communication of Mr. Shangle it is
very evident that he has but slight knowledge of thesubject which he
attempts to discussjand that he has never examined the records of J.

H. Wallace bearing upon the history of the horse Flaxtail.
Although living a long distance from Chicago I have some informa-

tion upou the subject, and believe that I can safely assert that the
Registrar has not at any time contemplated altering the present regis-
tration of Flaxtail until after he shall have fullv examined the rec-
ords and snch additional proofs as may be presented to him, and then
only upon condition that be should be convinced that the old regis-
tration is not correct, and to only make such corrections as the rec-
cords and evidence will warrant.
Mr. Shangle is mistaken when he says that the old horse had been

registered as by Pruden's Blue Bull, the entry of registration reads
" said to be by Pruden's Blue Bull." Mr. Shangle sa;s ;

" Nearly all
the men who have been directly interested in Flaxtail during his early
life are now dead. There is nothing line the facilities for gaining
testimony mst from first hands as there was when Flaxtail'B pedigree
was established as registered by J. H. Wallace."
The evidence presented to and compiled into the record by J. H.

Wallace shows that Flaxtail was taken from Indiana to Iowa by a man
darned Joseph Mitchell. Dr. M. W. Hicks purchased a horse "from T.
T. Tinsley, of Indianapolis, Mahaska county, Iowa, who informed
Hicks that he purchased him from Mitchell, at.d that he was sired by
Bull Pup. Dr. Hicks owned and kent possession of the horse after his
purchase from Tinsley until just before he came to California, when
he leased him to 'J. H. Nelson, of La Harpe, III , in whose orchard he
died during the fall of 183 >.

So far as the records and history of the horse go, Joseph Mitchell,
T. T. Tinsley, M. W. Hicks and G. H. >"elson are the only men who
were ever directly interested in and owned the horse. Llicks now re-
sides at Sacramento, Cal. : Xelson at La Harpe, 111. Whether Mitchell
and Tinsley are yet alive I am unable to state, but certainly all of the
information that was ever obtained from them in relation to Flaxtail
and presented to J. H. Wallace can be found on file among the records
of the American Register Association, so that practically the facilities
forgaining information and investigating the subject' are about as
good now as they ever were. Fiaxtail died in the fall of 13S0, and he
was not reeistered until six or seven years thereafter. Mr. shangle
further says

:

' It is well known that men here have worked on Flaxtail's history
arid pedigree for vears. These men gained evidence that satisfied
them that Flaxtail was sired by Pruden's Blue Bull."

If such satisfactory evidence was ever obtained by Mr. Shangle or
his acquaintances in Iowa, why have they not presented it to the Reg-
istrar, so that the pedigree of the horse could be fully established and
recorded ? As a matter of fact, so I am Informed and believe, no man
in either Iowa or Indiana ever took the trouble to a.-k for thi
tion of Flaxtail, nor to present any information upon the subject to J.
H. Wallace. Flaxtail,was registered at/he request of u gentleman re-
siding in California. Mr. Shangle also says: " Now what we would
like to know Is what evidence has Mr. Ste'incr. who. we believe, is a
railroad man rather than a horseman, in overruling that verdict and
deciding that he Is by Ball Pup'"
Or coarse I cannot state how much evidence la now In the possession

nf Mr. Stelner. bat I hot* in thi- communication to present soStaled
evidence to convince almost any fair-minded man
not by Prudence's Blue Bull, and that he was by Bull Pup, sou of Ca-
nadian Pilot, sire of Pilot Jr 12 rf Mr. Shangle had taken tho trouble
to examine the records he would have found enough therein to con-
vince any person willing to be convinced of the right that Flaxtail
was not by Pruden's Blue Bull, and that In nil probability he was by
Bull Pup. Notwithstanding the fact that J. H. Wallace compiled and
printed In Vol. VIL, page 202. the original registration of Flaxtail,
which reads "said to be by Pruden's Brae P.nU," he appear* to have

like the Blue Bulls, and as ho was very near the age of the Wilson
horse he would not claim bim as his sire, but changed his name to
Flaxtail, and announced that he was by Pruden'- Blue Bull, the re-

puted sire of the Wilson horse. Had It not been for the thei

popularity of the Wilson horse the Flaxtall-Pruden'a Blue Bull storv
would never have been heard of. for there is not a scintilla of proof
in support of It.

" The wish was Esther to the thong
Mr. Shangle seems to think it an outrage, and that he and other

owners of the descendants of this Bull Pa] rse have been di

by this change in registration ; but II be will "possess!
tlence" till Randall's An to the pub-
lic, be shall DO thorough I bat Pruden's Blue Ball wu- not
theslrcof Wilson's Blue Bull, and this may reconcile him and them
to the fact that their stock possesses thi

that worthless scrub, Pruden's Blue Bull, nol oncol
ants was ever able to pace or trot a mile in tour tnlnui

N. A. Kanimu..

CANTON. N. V.. February 1
I

Editor Hobsbuan :— 1-\ M. Shangle has considerable to say iu last

week's Issue io regard to Secretary Stelner registering ETlaxta
ing by Bull Pup, He makes the statement that Flaxtall ha I been reg-
istered as by Pruden's Blue Bull, and would like to know tip i

evidence Mr. Stelner has overruled a decision which has
years. Mr. Shnngiesiuuendoes in regard to Mr ig more ol
a railroad man than he is a horseman, and thai it is not probable he
has given the necessary attention and investigation to the matter that
would warrant him iu throwing out the evidence collected bv thon
interested iu the breeding of the horse Is, as It strikes me, uncalled
for.

Mr. Shangle is in error iu staling that Flaxtail's nedieree w
lished and regi^tercl i>y J- II. Wallace as by I'm leu's Blue Bull. ' In

the contrary Finxtail's pedigree was established and registered as by
Bull Pup. by Mr. Wallace, long before Mr. Stelner was Secretary. Bo
all of Mr. Snaiigle's big guns about "evidence collected, too. when the
horse was alive," recoils against his theory that Flaxtail B182 was by
Pruden's Blue Bull, for the reason that Mr. Wallace gives credence to
the Bull Pup breeding. That I am correct about this, I refer Mr.
Shangle to the last volume nf Wallaces Year Book. Vol. VI, page >73,

under the head of 2:80 pacers under their sires, where he will (Ind the
following breeding of Flaxtail 8132: " Flaxtail 8132, dun horse, foaled
1S34. by Bull Pup. etc (Great Table)." By turning to page 571 ol same
book we see that Bull Pup is bv Pilot (Helnsohn's), sire of Pilol ir..

that sired dam ot Maud S., and that Bull Pup [stbeslre ol Rowdy
Boy. 2:VA%. It would appear to mc from this that Mr. Stelner did nol
have to exert himself to establish the breeding ot Flaxtail 8132 as be-
ing sired by Bull Pup. Of course, iu the same volume of Wallace's
Year Book, where one will get left about every time he expects EO Bad
anything accurate, page 429, the breeding of this horse Flaxtail 8132
is given as follows :

" Flaxtail 8182, don horse, foaled 1854, said to be
by Blue Bull i Pruden's)" It will be noticed that this is simply a said-
to-be pedigree, whereas on page 573 the breedine is given positively,
to-wit, " By Bull Pup." P. R. McMONAOI.E, Jp„

We copy the following article written by L. E. Clement, from the
last issue of Column's Rural World :

"Western Resources is, as usual, like a cow's tail, always behind,
and completes the caricature. They say

:

Flaxtail 8132, whose daughters produced the pacers Gold Leaf, 2:11 , .

and Thistle, 2:14, as well as a number of fast trotters, bus always b*>en nm
down as " pedigree not traced." One. Warwick Miller, who lived (oar
miles below Louisville. Ky., now comes to the from with the assertion
that he bred, raised and named the horse Bull Pup. sire of Plttxtall He
was by Old racing Pilot : dam bv Tom Hal, sun ofTom CilOWder, and he
by Old Pacing Pilot.

"There has never been any question about the breeding ofBoll Pup.
who sired Rowdy Boy, 2:13%, and at the time the Morrisons took "id
Flaxtail to Mahaska county, Iowa, and sold him. they represented
that he was by Bull Pup. as on account of Rowdy Boy, who at 'bat
time held the world's pacing race record. Bull Pup was at his zenith.
When ufterseeiug Fiaxtail and his daughters oerform at Keokuk, la..

Dr. M. W. Hicks purchased them, he went back to Indiana* his former
home, and satisfied himself and Mr. Wallace that the dain ol Flaxtail
was in toal to Pruden's Blue Bull when purchased by/lorrlson, and
that the produce was Flaxlail.
"At the time of the death of Dr. Hicks, Secretary steiuer was in cor-

respondence with the Doctor, and after his death wrote me : 'The
Doctor was uuable to satisfy ine that Flaxlail was by Pruden's Blue
Bull, but did satisfy me he was not by Bull Pup.' Do you see it—Re
sources Mr K. W. Johns, of Carthage, owniuga full brother toxoid
Leaf, 2:11% at four years, Thistle, 2:14, pacing, and out of the dam of
the first stallion totrot in 2:25 in his two-year-old form, and she a
daughter of this same Flaxtail, is interested, and i- not sorry to know-
that the probabilities are so strong that the wonderful Blue Bull and
the great Flaxtail were both sired by the same horse. Under Mr. Wal-
lace Flaxtail appeared ass. t. b. by Blue Bull. Undersecretary Stelner
be appears as un traced, and as Dr. Hicks was more interested than'
any one else, and is dead, it will probably always go as it stands now.
' untraced.' "

Western Resources is exactly right and their critic is talking on a
subject he knows nothing about, lie is one of those chaps that swal-
low everything as gospel that they tind in the Trotting Register and
Year Book aud then pose as a walking encyclopedia of pedis,

among people as ignorant on the subject as themselves. To show I

we have " got Clement down just right" let as dissect tbe first sen-
tence of his reply to Western Resources. He says: "There has never
been any question about the breeding of Bull Pup. who sired Etowdy
Boy, 2:l:i 14 " Now. iu the first place. Bull Pup wns always said t" b<'

an'imported canadiau 'till we gave his pedigree correctly, us Western
Resources bus it. I ft the next place Bull Pap did not sire Rowdy
Boy, but was dead live years before Rowdy Boy was foaled. Then the
sentence of this smart Xlec continues : "and at the time the Morri-
sons took old Plaxtail to Mahaska county, hi., and sold him they rep-
resented that he whs by Bull Pup. as on account of Rowdy Bo\, who
at that time held the world's pacing record Bull Pap, was at his

zenith." How ridiculous I Themes are thai Plaxtairwent to Iowa
before 1870. and Howdy Bov did not make his record of 2:13^ 'till

August II, 1874! And the idea of Bull Pup being at his "zenith."
Probablv that's a new name lor a bone-yard or bone heaven.
Aud further. Dr Hicks did not satisfy Mr. Wallace that " the

dam of Flaxlail was in Goal to Pmden'a Blue Bull, tor in registering
him Wallace merely says: "From location, color, dercrlpupn and
marking it is probable he wasgol by Pruden's Blue Bull:" he does
not pretend tohnven particle of evidence to support this color and lo-

cation theory. Furthermore oo man by the uai f Morrison owned
the dam of Flaxtail. either before or alter that horse was [baled, and
Morrisons did not take Flaxtail to Iowa. And if I »r. Hicks " did satis

iy Mr. Stelner that Flaxtail was not by Ball Pup, it would be Imle
trouble to mak< i an satisfied that the moon was ma
green cheese.
A few years ago this same Clemen) was equally positive that High

.'ark- was by Bine Bull, because Walla nd [bought be bad
scared asharp point when he sncerlngly remarked in Coleman's Rural
World thai "Randall, who is c piling a Pacing Register, does not
know thai High lack Is by Blue Bull " B i ive the true
pedigree ol High Jack by Ross rom< aowdei md Mr. Wallact

his Year Book and Register, the
i ira< le closed up II ki n clam :
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west—and ou the Knoxville Hoe of the Rock Island road, 50 miles eas

of that prominent horse center.

It was in this countv (Keokuk) that Flaxtail S132 (aire of three in the

list and the dams of twelve in the list) made his start. From the style

and conformation of his produce it is very likely he is closely related

to Wilson's Blue Bull. Probablv they were both sired by ibe same
horse. From history grained from old settlers, we learn that in 1S61 or

1*65 a Mr. Llnsiey, a stock buyer, was in Missouri, and hired a young
man to help him drive some cattle to this State. Tbe voting man was
riding a rlax-tailed sorrel horse, three years old. Whenever the boy
would tab ". be noticed the colt would pace like a shot,

and seemed to hare do desire to leave his feet ; in fact, he could pace

about as fast as anv horse in the party could run. Mr. Tinstey, after

considerable dickering, gave 5200 for the colt, Che ymmg man at the

time saving he was a high-bred coll he brought from the East. But
: early day, not much attention was paid to that part

of the trade.
After Mr. Tinslev had the horse souk- little time there was a man

who came here claiming the colt was stolen from him. and the con-

aeqnenee was Mr. Tinsley had to buy the colt again at ijuite an ad-

rance over the first price.

triers here say this horse could pace quarters in 31 or S2 sec-

b a man on his back, but was never in a condition to pace a

mile out. Even if he was, at that time they had no way to give him a
proper trial, as the only tracks they had were straight tracks used for

running quarter-horses.
This horse stamped his offspring with the same color, style and con-

formation. No cold-blooded horse could have been so uniform a
breeder as he was. Thev all had the same head. neck, grand sloping

shoulders, strong loins, ions: hips and a S©bd many inclined to be a

little o:i the curby order.
The vouugest ol" his ^et arouud here now must be about eighteen or

uineteeu years old. These old mares are much sought after by breed-

,ii here about 1872 or M7 '-. and went to Keokuk, and from
nia. His daughters have produced Goldleaf. 2:11, and

isatioual performers. There are om; or two of his sons in this

ably the most notable one is Stringfellow's Tuckahoe.
owned at Oskaloosa, twenty-five miles west of this place. After his

blood was so sought after a gentleman in Oskaloosa went to Kausas
and purchased this horse, one of his best sous, he being by Flaxtail,

dam by Irwiu's Tuctahoe : second dam by Flaxtail. He has another
sou. Joe Neffor Umber Joe. 2:34& trottiog. owned at Harper, Kan..
that should have success in the stud if crossed on the right kind of

mares, as his dam was bv Canadian Bull Pup. If Flaxtail had had
the advantages of other horses he would have been a very prominent
sire as most of his colts from commou mares showed a desire to pace.

and were very s needy at thai gait. None of his colts were handled in
• :!. and the "old horse was never properly appreciated until

he had been sold and gone from the olaee.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

In the last above article republished, it is stated that Flax-

tail wis brought to California, but that is a mistake. He was
never in California. When Dr. Hicks came to California he
loaned the horse to G. H. Nelson, in whose possession he re-

mained until he died at La Harpe, Illinois, as stated in the

letter of Mr. Robinson.

L. B. Hicks, son of the lute M. \V. Hicks, testifies as fol-

lows :

it concern :

I have often heard my father say that he was sorry the story

ever was printed that the horse was by Blue Bull. This story

about Flaxtail being by this horse got out the year that horse

got twelve in the 2:30 list. I knew that father claimed that

Bull Pup was the sire of Flaxtail, but Wallace had the horse

registered as "said to be by Pruden's Blue Bull," and for

some unaccountable reason he oever had it changed. Bull Pup
was an unknown sire almost, while Blue Bull was quite popu-
lar. Bull Pup was bv Canadian Pilot. L. B. Hicks.

April 18, 1893.

We think tbe showing is sufficiently strong to warrant the

Register Association in wiping out the present registration of

Flaxtail and substituting therefor the following :

" Flaxtail, dun or chestnut horse, foaled about 1S54,
sired by Bull Pup, son of Canadian Pilot, sire of Pilot Jr.;

taken from Indiana to Iowa by a man named Joseph
Mitchell, and by him sold to T. T. Tinsley, of Mahaska
County, Inwn. and by him sold to M. W. Hicks, who there-

after owned him until he died, in 1880, at La Harpe, Illinois.

The Standard.

We present below the present trotting standard and the one

recently adopted which will go into effect January 1, 1895:
Till. PBESBKT TROTTING STANDARD.

[n order to define what constitutes a standard-bred trotting horse,
and LoestAbltsb a breed of trotters on a more intelligent basis, the
following rules are anopted to control admission to registration. When
an animal meets the requirements of admission and is duly registered
it shall be accepted as a standard-bred trotting animal

:

First—Any trotting stallion that has a record of two minutes and
thirty aecoi better; provided any of his get has a record of
J::l!> trolling, or better ; or provided his sire or dam is already a stand-
ard trotting animal.
Second—Any mare or gelding that 1ms a trotting record of 2:30 or

better.
Third- Any horse that is the sire of two trotters with records of 230

or better.

bal is tbe sire of one trotter with a record of
ii:30 or better; provided he has either of the following additional

—A trotting record of 2:25 or better. 2—Is the sire ol
r animals with t rut tins record* ol" '2:.ib. 3—Has a sire or dam

already a standard trotting animal.
Fifth—Any mure that im- produced a trotter with ;t record of 2:30.
-ixtii—The progeny of a standard trotting horse when out of a

Matidnnl trotting

progeny ofa standard trotting horse when out
ofa mare bv a standard trotting horee.

female progeny <»t a standard trotting horse when out
ofa man whose dam u a Btandard trotting mare.
Ktnth—Any mare that has a trotting record of 235 or better, whose

lard trotting animal.

Mi). NEW raOTTlHG STANDARD.
in order to define what constitutes a standard-bred trotting horsy,

i of tpitiera on « more intelligent basis, the fol*
lowlDgrv amission to registration. When
Hti animal meel admission and Is duly registered,

cepledai a stand "ing animal.
[alhcin that Iiili a record of two minutes mid

tedanyof bis gel has a record
ire or dam Js already a

il ling animal.
itro Ini rei ird of 2:80 or

better, whose
Third -Any boi two trotters with records ol £80

.r betti

Fourth—Any born thai trotter with a record of
Ibe following additional quail-

>oi better. 2—is the sire ol two
. B ; b oi dam thai

Fifth- Ai taprod
sixth- J w hen out ol a

st*nd»r.!
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ndard hor»c.

Performances Affaiust Time.

Mm' adopted
during the tri-conference al New York ofthejoinl committee

i anil American rVaBociationa and the American

adopt
i
hi Trotting R Delation

ril 6, I8U2. v- a matter of interest tbej? arc giren below

:

:.:..
I

strictly in accordance with the rules of said National or American
Taotting Associations adopted by the member.
No animal Bhall be permitted to start against time pending a heat

or trial by another animal, nor until the result of such trial shall have
been duly announced.
Time shall be taken by three timers engaged in the stand during

the performance. There" shall be three judges in the stand during
such performances, who shall not act as official timers. No perform-
ance against time shall be earlier than 10 o'clock a. si.

There shall be no performance against time at a postponed or con-
tinued meeting unless such a postponement or continuance is made
in accordance with the rules of the National or American Trotting
Association to which the member belongs. In performances agai nst
time the animal must start to equal or beat a specified time, and a
losing performance shall not constitute a record nor a bar.

A regular meeting is hereby construed to mean a meeting advertised
in at least one newspaper not less than one week before the com-
mencement of said meeting, and at which meeting no less than two
regular events (purse or stake) are advertised tor each day, one of
which must take place. A match race shall not be considered a regu-
lar event.
Matches against time will not be allowed. Entries to performances

against time must be made with the secretary not later than 7 p. m.

the dav before the performance, and must appear in the published
programme of the day, or if there is no printed programme, then a
written copy shall be posted conspicuously at the judges' stand.
Match races shall be regarded as performances against time, and

such time made in such races shall be similarly treated and desig-
nated. Pending an investigation of a reported record by either the
National or the American Trotting Association, the reported record
shall operate as a bar until the matter is adjusted.

The Register Association Meeting.

The secoud annual meeting of the stockholders of the

American Trotting Register Association convened yesterday

(Wednesday, April 5th), at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,

says The Horseman. The attendance|was small in comparison

with the first meeting, and the 544 shares of stock represented

were principally by proxies. Among the well-known breed-

ers and horsemen present were W. R. Allen, Lucas Brodhead*

Hon. N. J. Colman, L. A. Davies, C. J. Hamlin, C. F. Emery,

F. S. Orortou, Judge Halsey, W. P. Ijams, Morris J. Jones,

Major H. C. McDowell, H. D. MjKinuey, E. D. Morse, Ed
ward Hayes, Judge M. W. Oliver, W. P. Powell, W. A. San-

born, C. L. Benjamin, F, J. Berry, S. H. Wheeler, H. D. Mc-
Kinney and S. G. Boyle. After the report of the committee

on credentials the Secretary read the following report and

financial statement of the directors :

Chicago. 111., April 1, lSitS.

To the Stockholders of the American Trotting Register Association :

Gentlemen"—The Board of Directors herewith submit for your con-
sideration a report of the operations of the association for the past
year.
"Financial statement of assets and liabilities of the American Trotting

Register Association, April 1, 1893 :

ASSETS.

Cash in hands of Treasurer 510,023 74

Due Wallace Trotting Register Company 119 79
Petty cash fund 100 00

S 10,843 03
Franchises 130,631 41

Unsold capital stock 54,000 00
Personal property purchased by American Trot-

ting Register Association 1,025 9G
Personal property received from Wallace Trot-

ting Register Company 500 00
1,525 90

Plant bought of C. D. Sibley _ 3,065 20
Amount due from Monthly ou advertisements... 691 43
Amount due from Western News Company 404 25

1,094 68
Ledger accounts due from individuals 1,293 01
Merchandise 9,704 76
Sundry accounts due, including C. O. D.'s and bills out for

Vol. VII Year Book not yet returned .:<,357 so

Total §217,516 35

LIABILITIES.

Bills payable J 23,000 00
Capital stock 150.000 00
Ledger accounts due individuals 210 67
National Park Bank, overdraft 72 82
Open account Vol VIII. Year Book, etc 5,563 55
Unpaid interest on bills payable 2,967 45

Total $181,314 4y

Assets over liabilities
, 35.601 S6

During the year the indebtedness iucurred in the purchase of the
properly has been reduced Irom S35.00U to $23,000, and on May 10th
next there will be made a further reductiuu of $5,000, making a" total
reduction of $17,000 and leaving but $iy,oo0 of purchase price of the
property unpaid.
For the first lime in the history of trotting a complete Year Book

containing summaries of all races trotted, besid es the great tables, was
issued for the year 1B91, comprising about twice as much matter as was
contained in the previous volume. The work was sold at the inade-
quate price of $2.50 in hopes that the sales would be large enough to
cover the increased expense without additional cost to the breeders of
the country. The result was a disappointment, and entailed a loss on
the association of $4,618.70, which has been paid out of the earnings of
tbe association for the past year. The Year Book for 1S92 became so
large as to necessitate its being issued in two volumes, thereby increas-
ing the cost on account of binding the extra volume, besides"the addi-
tional cost entailed by containing twenty-two per cent, more matter.
In view of these facts the price of the two volumes was placed at the
reasonable sum of $5 postpaid for orders of less than ten copies, and $4
per copy for orders of ten or more, with an additional reduction to the
large turf journals that carry an advertisement for the book and
purchased same for their customers. The present price will recoup
the association for tbe outlay and prevent a similar loss to that in-
curred for the previous year.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Year Book for 1892 is bound in

two volumes and contains twenty-two per cent, more matter than its

predecessor, it has been produced at a less cost, thisowiug to improved
methods in handling the matter and to lower prices for printing
resulting from former experiences and competition.
The Association has now on hand several bidB for the work of 1S93,

which show that a still further reduction in the cost can be made,
which will insure, as it should, a fair profit on this most important
and valuable text-book of the trotting industry.
Tbe directors lake pleasure in informing the" stockholders that they

secured the Index Digest " on such favorable terms as will insure a
prolit to the Association The work is a very important one. and no
doubt will have an increased sale as soon as "the breeders of the coun-
try realize it- advantages to them.
During tbe year the Association has issued the two volumes of the

Year Book, the Index Digest, Vol. XI, of the Register. Wallace's
Monthly, and has compiled ready for the printer Vol. XII of the Reg-
ister.

The detail work of the oltice is simply enormous. Horses are not
registered on tradition, by favor, or rejected on accouut of prejudice
against individuals or lines ol blood, but the same proof of breeding
Ol every animal registered is required from the most illustrious breeder
in the country and our most obscure patron, and tiled as authority
fur the acceptance of tbe pedigree.

1 o nij'ii-ii ihr work it was necessary to write 25,159 letters aud
wclatlon during the war has registered 16,148

amtferred 887, issued 8.641 certificates or registration, re-
applications tor registration, and refunded ibe fees paid.

Me i- Qroohead, ColmaD and sauooru were appointed a commit-
arcouiit* and .xamiue the Looks or ihe Secretary and

ll '" following report.
Board op J >i ai <torb :

Hilling Committee beg leave to report that it has made an
examination ol the receipts ana expenditures during the year, and
has approved the lame, It has also examined tbe books ul the Secre-
tary and Treasurer, and fiud ibem to be correct

-<icd] l. Bbod
Norman J. ColUak,
W. A. SANBORN.

lion. X. J. Column called the attention of the meeting to

ibe action of tb< i:
i Committee hrid recenfo fn New

York, and read the report recommending the rules governing
records against time, which were recently printed in these

columns, and these were adopted unanimously. The following

directors were elected

:

Directors for one year—W. R. Allen, Pittsfield, Mass.; Lu-
cas Brodhead, Spring Station, Ky.; S. A. Browne, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.- N. J. Colman, St. Louis, Mo.; S. G. Boyle, Lex-
ington, Ky.; E. H. Harriman, Ne*v York City ; F. D. Stout,

Dubuque, Iowa; C. F. Emery, Cleveland, O.; May Overton,
Nashville, Tenn. Directors foi two years—F. S. Gorton, Chi-
cago, III.; A. M. Garcelon, Lewiston, Me.; C.J. Hamlin, Buf-
falo, N. Y.; W. I. Hayes, Clinton, Iowa ; W. M. U. Hill, Dal-

las, Texas ; George W. Hooker, Brattleboro, Vt; W. P. In-
jams, Terre Haute, Ind.; Morris J. Jones, Kenosha, Wis.; H.
D. McKinney, Janesville, Wis.; H. C. McDowell, Lexington,
Ky. Directors for three years—Judge M. W. Oliver, Cincin-

nati, O.; F. E. Perkins, Providence, R. H.; F. Rockefeller,

Cleveland, O.; J. J. DuBois, Denver, Col.; J. Malcolm Forbes,

Boston, Mass.; W. A. Sanborn, Sterling, 111.. David Bonner,
New York City ; F. S. Waters, Chicago, 111.; C. W. Williams,
Independence, Iowa; Samuel Baker, Chicago, 111.

Major McDowell moved to stride out rules 7, S and 9 of

the standard, the change to take effect after January 1, 1895}
and after discussion the motion prevailed on a viva voce vote.

The second rule of the standard was then amended to read

thus :

Any mare or gelding [shall be eligible] that has a trotting record of
2:30 or better, whose sire or dam are standard.

L'nder this revised standard, to go into eriect January 1,

1S95, a mare to be standard must be by a standard horse and
her first and second dams must be by standard horses.

At an early hour in ithe afternoon the meeting adjourned,
after which the directors met and re-elected all the old officers,

excepting that F. S. Waters retires from the Vice-Presidency
in favor of Samuel Baker, of Chicago.

Canadian Pilot.

Mr. J. W. Forman, of Little Rock, Ky., gives a graphic

account of Old Pacing Pilot, the sire of Pilot Jr., who came

to New Orleans in the fall of 1834, says Duuton's Spirit of the

Turf. A man by the name of Beau took him there with

another horse named Billy. Bean was from Canada, and

brought the horse from there. He was not a Frenchman

He came there alone, brought Pilot to pace against time; he

was a terrible puller and paced in breeching and had pulleys.

When first he came I got up in the night and took him into

the stable. Billy was a race- horse, a black gelding, lb'.I or 2
t

reckoned couldn't be beat, for he brought him to race with

Cow Driver, who had beaten everything. A few days after

he came, Billy was taken sick and died. Beau acted like a

crazy man, walked about the streets doing nothing, and Charles
Barker, who was in New Orleans at the time with horses land
with whom 1 was), and old man Dubois, bought Pilot of him
and kept him there that winter. Pilot was a young horse then,

four or five years old, not over six anyhow. Bean was abou
,

thirty or thirty-five. It was at old man Norton's
stables w here he brought th e horses, on a

street with a French name like Chomptttlly,

running up and down with the river. Norton lived on Syca-
more street. At lhat time drovers were accustomed to take
their horses to his stable aud board with him. Bean was a
tine-looking man, low and heavy-set, had dark hair and would
weigh about 163 to 170 pounds. Dubois brought horses to

New Orleans to sell, as did Barker ; 1S34 was the la^t trip I

made there until 1854. I made my tirst trip in 1S29, and was
there in 1830, '31 and '32, when the cholera broke out, and 1

rode home. 1 was there in '33 and '34. I am satisfied it was
in '34 that Pilot was brought there. I am satisfied it was
after the cholera. Don't think anybody had ever seen Bean
before that night. Wooley, a butcher, had Cow Driver. I

kept Pilot myself in New Orleans one winter after Barker
bought him. Major Lindsey, of North Middletown, Bourbon
county. Ky., got Pilot of Barker after Barker came to Louis-
ville, and stood him at North Middletown one season, I think
ls3u\ Jim Rogers, of Cane Ridge, has the book. He is brother-

in-law to Col. Stouer. Col. Stoner's mother-in-law, who lives

at Cane Ridge, might know more about Pilot.

Pilot was a black, no white, about 14.2 or 3 high, heavy
blocky horse, heavy mane and tail, pretty neat head. Old.

Faro was the first Cauadian horse I ever saw. He came
from Montreal. John Bayless brought him to Kentucky.
Bill Rogers bought Faro of him. He was the same kind of

a horse, ouly white." In regard to Faro, we wish to say
that Col. Abbot, the owner of the stallion Col. West, tells

the following story :
" I was about to go to Canada to buy

horses for saddle purposes. Before leaving, John Bayless

asked me to buy him the best horse I could tind. I thought
no more about his order to purchase for some days. A few

nights after my arrival in Montreal I sat down at a faro table,

and when I got up from the table 1 was $500 winner. I don't

know that I slept any better that night than I would if I bad
quit loser that much,for in those days I thought uothingof win-
ning or losing that amount at a sitting. Next morning after

breakfast I was standing on one of the principal streets when a

beautiful while stallion and rider came in view. The horse was
one of the tinest-looking saddlers I had ever seen, and the

thought flashed into my head that I might buy him. On the
spur of the moment I hailed the man. When he drew rein

and came up to the curb stone where I stood, I begged his par-

don and then inquired, 'Is that horse for sale?' Tbe man
evidently intended to put the price beyond the reach of the

rough-looking would-be purchaser, and therefore said :
' Well,

yes, for $500.' That amount just sized the faro pile, and the

thought instantly seized me to nip the trade in the bud. Suit-

ing the action to the word, I said, ' Here's your money.'

That's how the horse came to be called Faro, and that is the

way he came to Kentucky." This effectually extinguishes

the ingenious story put forth by the scholastic turf writer

who asserted that the intention was to call the horse Pharaoh,

after ibe olden Egyptain kings, but lhat owing to general

familiarity with Faro and the limited acquaintance with

Scripture among turfmen, the name when put in writing ap-

peared Faro, and that spelling was never corrected. Col.

Abbot had sufficient reason in naming the horse, and was as

accurate in hitting the spelling as he had becu the nighl

before in making las bets.

SORVKYOBS are at work near Angels' Camp, Calaveras

county, laving out a kite-shaped race-track. The track is to

be one mile and will be made ready for the summer season.

Kipiuis Tubule* cture the blue*.
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THE GUN.
The Sportsmen's "World.

Every man should choose some particular sport, in which

he may become interested, to such an extent, as to take up his

attention when needing a rest from his business cares.

We think this proposition one which should be followed by

every man, as it will invariably prove of benefit to him in

more ways than one.

It is sate to say that every man does have some particular

way of spending bis leisure moments. The important ques-

tion then arises: Is that method of pleasure one of an unob-

jectionable nature? "All work and no play makes Jack a

dull boy/' runs the old saw, and in a pronounced sense all

men are or should be at times boys, in the sense, at least, of

seeking recreation and relaxation from ft the troubles that

worry, and cares that annoy."

The pastime with gun, at the trap or in the field, furnishes
much that is to be commended and nothing that is objection-
able. The sport with the gun is exhilarating, inspiring and
arouses the blood to a healthful state of action.

It is much better than almost any of the other sports we
know, in that it does not enervate and exhaust the system,
but on the contrary it serves to stimulate the system to a
pleasant degree.

It is a matter of felicitation that sports are growing in this

line and as a consequence have a tendency to draw away from
those lines of pastime of which little that is commendable may
be said.

The salvation of the world lies through the doorway of
healthful sports and recreations. The man is only so strong
and advanced as are the ways and means employed in his
leisure moments. Whom shall be heard to successfully con
tradict this proposition ? We do not think it possible to be
done. Do you? If so, how ?

Looking at the subject from this standpoint we hesitate not
to state that the sportsmen's papers and the active promoters
of legitimate sports and pastimes are engaged in a most com-
mendable vocation. In fact they become the practical hand
of the "Gentlemen of the cloth." If the work that has been
proposed and outlined by the promoters of the idea to form a
National Sportsmen's Association, |be carried out the practical
gocd that will flow from it to the public at large, will be ines-

timable. The only practical good that one can be instrumental
in forwarding, is a work which has for its object the bettering
of the condition of the race. The establishment of National
and State parks, the propogation and protection of fish and
game, the only community property we may now hold, is a
work of the first importance and should receive the active en-
dorsement and support of every one interested in the public
good.

Grand Shooting Tournament.

The enterprisingsporting goods house of Clabrough, Golcher

<& Co., announce the following grand shooting tournament

which will take place at Oakland Track on Sunday, the 30th

of the present month.

The prizes are all of the first quality and are worth coming

from a distance to shoot for. The announcement is as

follows

:

" Below we hand you copy of the list of prizes to be shot
for at our coming tournament, which will be held at our
Shooting Grounds on Sunday, April 30th. The programme
of the day's shoot is as follows. Shooting will commence at

10 A. M.
Event L 1U single targets, entrance $1, purse divided 50,

30, 20 per cent, (targets included in entrance.

Event 1. 25 single targets (entrance price of targets.)

First prize, 1 L. C. Smith Hammerless 12 Ga. Gun value
$80. (Donated by Hunters Arms Co.)

Second prize, Marlin Extra Finished 22 Cal. Rifle value
$35. (Donated by Schoverling, Daily & Gales.)
Third prize. Split bamboo rod, reel and enameled line.

Value $20. (Donated by Wm. Mills & Son.)
Fourth prize, 1 Sole leather trunk gun case. Value flO,

(Donated by W. Fred Quimby Co)
Fifth prize, 2 quarter kegs Wood powder. Value $10.

(Donated by American Wood Powder Co.)

Sixth prize, 1 extra heavy tan-colored sweater. Value $6.

(Donated by Wright & Ditson.)

Seventh prize, 1 Safety revolver. Value $5. (Donated by
J. Lovell Arms Co.)

Eighth prize, 1 book" Kennel Secrets," by Ashmont. Value
$3.50. (Donated by Dr. H. Clay Glover.)
American Association Rules to govern. All matches will

be class shooting. Rapid firing system. Ties shot off at 5
single target. Pool shooting after match.

All are invited. Matches are open to all. Three cent« each
will be charged for targets."

We take particular pleasure in announcing the above event
as we are satisfied that all such movements are in the line of
encouraging legitimate sports with the gun. The sport of

inanimate target shooting has been neglected and passed over
long enough in this city and vicinity. Let every one turn
out and take a hand in this shoot. It will prove a grand
event.

The San Francisco Gun Club.

The San Francisco Gun Club met at Oakland Shooting

Park on Saturday last to try the sport of pigeon shooting.

The attendance was large, some twenty-two shooters par-

ticipating in the sport.

The fact that the shooters were about equally divided into

squads made tha shooting pass ofi most pleasantly and with-

out the usual long intervals between calls as has frequently

been the case where the entire number shoot together. The
birds were a fair lot and gave the sport a zest which added to

the interest of the occasion. A number of the shooters did

excellent work making some commendable scores.

The new method of arranging the brass balls and bit of

red flannel cloth attached for scaring up the birds gets many
a " dufler " into the air tbat otherwise would set, aggrevatingly,
on the ground refusing to rise.

Mr. F. R. "Webster's first bird managed to sustain itself for

a foot or so beyond the boundary where it fell stone dead.

The balance of his birds he killed neatlv, scoring eleven out
of the twelve in the main match.

Mr. R. B. Woodward regained his old form, standing with
Mr. Webster at the close of the match, his seventh bird falling
dead over bounds.

Mr. W. S. Kittle killed all of his birds hut two of them fell

dead out of bounds.
Messrs. Eyre. W.J. Golcher and Atherton also scored ten

birds each in the match.
The score in the match stands as follows:

F. R. Webster *111 1222211 '—11
R.B.Woodward 2 221 2 2*1] 12 I— 11
R. D. Sprague i 12 11211] 2 1-lu
W. S. Kittle 2 2 * 2 * 2 2- 2 2 2 2 "—10
P.Eyre... l -± « 12 12 2 2 1 2-10
\\. J. Golcher 2 2 110 12 2 1 1 1—10
F. D. Atherton 2 12 2 2 2 12 2 2—10
Harry Babcock i 112 11 *_*0110— <*

F. L. Wooster o 12111100122—9
H. Black 21220002212 0—8
J. O. Cadman 2 2 2 12 10 2 2—8
F. W. Tallant 0120*1120211—8
F. W. Cbaphi 2122202** li: 2 u— 7
Harry Woodward o 2 2 L 1 I n 2 l o 0— ?
F— Bourn o 11012210010—7
J. H. Jellett 011002*1010 2—6
Robt. OXDard 002001110220—6
Geo. Levfston * * 1 2 o 2 1 6 o 2 1— 6
A.C. Tubbs * 1 1 1 2 1 1 0— fl

J. D. Harvey 112020002010— 6
Ales Hamilton 001 2101020 u 2— 6
F. H. Swett n 100022*0110—o

Mr. Wooster won the first pool in the 30-yard class on
three straight kills; Messrs. Webster and Sprague divided
second pool purse on five straight kills.

Messrs. Harvey and Hamilton won first pool in 28-yard
class on three straight kills, while the latter-namen gentleman
took the purse in next pool on same score as made on first

pool.

The birds were all shot away in good season and the party
returned to the city in good season.

Inanimate Target Shooting.

On the first of the week at Oakland Shooting Park, Clab-

rough, Golcher & Co. opened their new inaminate target

shooting grounds.

There were a large number of sportsmen present who greatly

enjoyed the shooting. The grounds, club house, electric traps

and all other arrangements for the enjoyment of the sport are

perfect.

These new traps send the targets spinning through the air

in perfect form and present the acme of sport in this line.

The following are a few of the many scores made during
the day.

A grand tournament is one of the events to be provided for

the delectation of the sportsmen in the near future :

Robinson 111111110 11111 1—14
Fay llllOlllllliio 1—13
McMurchy 11111111011111 0—13
Slade OlllOOllllliii 1—12
Golcher 11111011 101011 1—12
Johns 11110011111110 1—12
Liudsley 101011011 1-1101 1—11
Lake 11110 1110 10 11 1—11
Simpson 11100111 1001100—9
Forster 1 llOlOlOllOOOlO— S

In another match the score stood as follows :

McMurchy 11101111111111 1—14
Slade 11111110111001 1—12
Lake 1 1101111011011 1—12
RobiDSon 01111111111110 0—12
Lindsav 1 1110C01111111 0—11
Barker „1 1110001111111 0—11
Johns 11110111101011 0—11
Simpson 10111111111001 0—11
Golcher 011101110101010—9
Delmas 101000001110011— 7

In the third event "Johns" came in a winner by one bird.

Johns l l l l l 1 l 1 n l l l l 1—13
McMurehv 111110 10111011 1—12
Lake 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1—11
Robmson 00110111110010 1—9
Slade 1 1110101001010 1—0
Maskev 1 010111011 11000— 9
Lindsay 01011 1010110001—8
Barker 101110001010110—8
Golcher 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 0— S
Delmas 010011010000110—6
, In another event Quinton carried off' the honors.

Quinton 11100111111111 1—13
Cate lllOllluililio 1—12
Allen 11101110111001 1—11
Thorn 01111111010101 1—11
Golcher 0110111111011 l—II

Daniels 01111011010011 1—10
Karney I 1 1 1 1 1 u n 1 1 1— 9
Bruns 1 01011010011011—9
Wbitnev 100011001111010—8
Richardson 100101111100010—8
A match at doubles resulted as follows :

Daniels 11 11 10 ll 11 01—10
Allen 11 10 10 ll 11 10—9
Bruns 10 11 10 10 11 11—9
Quinton 10 10 10 11 11 01— S
Cate 10 10 11 01 11 01— 8
Thorn 10 10 10 m 11 11— 7

Franzen 00 10 10 II 10 10— 6
Golcher 11 0U ou 10 ll 10— 6

Karney 10 11 10 10 10 00— 6

Bolander 00 11 \n 00 11 00—5
Mstrander 10 10 10 00 10 00—4

In the final match Daniels did the best work of the day :

Daniels 11111111111111 1—15
Cate 1111110 1111111 0—13
Quinton 11110011011111 L—12
Allen 011110011114 11 1—12
Karney illllOlOll'0110 1—11
Venk./r _ 1100011111111 1—11
Norton' 10111110011111 0—11
Whitney 1 1110101100111 1-11
Brum..* 1 10011011110 hi I— 10

Mellist 1 0101010111110 I—10
Doe 1 1 o 1 1 n 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 B

Olsen 1 1101 010001001 1—8
Richardson 110 1 1 1 1 I u I 11- s

Oatrander 1 010010101 1 1 10 0-8
Cohen 00111111010010—8
Pottei" 000111110010010—7
Andrews n 1 » 1 i) n 0— 2

In shooting at the trap on Sunday last the following matches
and " freeze-outs " were shot off. The first nix bird match re-

suited as follows

:

H. C. Golcher..
Fay..
Barker..

2 2 2 11 1-fi

112 111-6 21102 1—5
112 11 1—6 2 I M-

I

McMurchy 11111 0—.'. 10 11' -::

LIndsley 2 2220—1 2 2 201 2—5
"Johns" 1 1 -2 12 1 2 2-5
Delmas 1 2 —2 --0

"Lake" 2 -110 2 —2
Robinson —011102 1—5
"Slade" —o 2 10 —2

The Indians "Were Surprised.

"One of the most astonishing incidents 1 ever witnet

said a lover of the ritle recently, " was some years ago—

I

think it was in 1874 in Minnesota. 1 was at that lime en-

gaged in the lumber trade, and consequently was brought into

close and constant communication with the Indians of the

timbered districts of tbat region.

At the time of which I speak a large number of one of the

tribes had come down to East Minneapolis for the purpose of
trading their furs and trophies of the hunt, bead work, etc.,

for such articles—arms and ammunition, principally—as thev

desired. While passing through their tamp I remembered
that Professor J. M. Macallister, the world-renowned and
justly-cplebrated prestidigitator, was performing in Minne-
apolis, and that he* was startling his audiences beyond meas-
ure by a most thrilling act, which has to this day been one of
the deepest mysteries in the many of that line of*wonders thai
I have ever witnessed.

The trick was performed in such a manner that it defied
detection. It was this, at least the following is all that the
audience could see or comprehend : A rifle of ordinary pattern
was taken by the Professor and handed out to the audience
for inspection. He would then pour the charge of powder
into the weapon and ram it down, having passed several bul-
lets to the audience with instructions for each one who should
get hold of a bullet to mark it so they would know it again.
The rifle was then passed about to them and they would drop
into the rifle with their own hands the bullets so'roarked.
A good shot would then be called up from the audience and

the Professor holding a plate before his face would instruct
the marksman to fire at the center of the plate. The rifleman
would pause, invariably, and demur to take part in a scene
which to his mind could but terminate in the Professor's
death !

But after being assured that the principal performer would
exempt the shooter from all blame in case of a sure shot, the
gun would be tired, when to the astonishment of everv one, a
small hole, as if made by a bullet, would appear in the center
of the plate and the Professor would spit the bullets from his
mouth. They would then be handed back to those in the
audience who had marked them, when they would be dulv
identified.

I struck me that this trick would surpise and interest these
Indians. I induced several of them to attend the performance
of the above trick, as above described and it was the only time
I ever knew of an Indian, being thoroughly surprised, giving
veDt to numerous "ughs" and grunts expressive of that
feeling.

The Tenderfoot and the Cinnamon.

Professor J. M. Macallister, whose world-wide experiences

as a traveller has stored his mind with a wealth of interesting

incidents, relates the following, which, perhaps, will be re-

called by many readers of Frank Leslie's publications where

the first account of it appeared.

The Professor found himself in the city of Denver, in the

spring of 1S76, with some two weeks' leisure time on his

hands. Being an ardent lover of field sports, he determined

to go into the mountains for an outing. On arriving

at Middle Park, he found himself in one of the wildest

game regions to be met with in the Rockies

This section of the mountains has been, and still is, one of
the favored haunts for large game of everv nature, and with
the fond anticipation of meeting, favorably, a bear, the Pro-
fessor shouldered his Winchester and strode forth from the
hotel. There were assembled at this place at that time a
number of o'her gentlemen with the same general end in

view—the enjoyment of rod and gun in the mountains and
streams about.

After being om from the hotel a short time, the Professor
came across a young man who, from his dress, and more es-

pecially a light shotgun which he carried, presented positive

proofs of being a ''tenderfoot," fresh from the hot-bed of the
more populated districts of the world.

The usual salutations were passed when the Professor nat-

urally inquired as to the purposes of the stranger in carrying
a bird gun only in that region.

" I am looking for bear," replied Mr. Tenderfoot.
The Professor thought the man joking and hence laughed

pleasantly over the serious manner in which the stranger

spoke of such an absurd undertaking. This nettled the ten-

derfoot, and he replied somewhat tartly to the remarks which,
of course, were calculated to arouse umbrage in the minds of

any so ignorant of the situation as to go hunting l>ear with a

fowling piece.

Half believing the fellow to be in earnest the

Prolessor cautioned him to return to the hotel ami secure

a good heavy rifle, and then pursued his wav. He had not,

however, gone but a short distance traveling in a circle before

he heard the ''bang-bang" of the fellow's shot gun. Hushing
around to the spot from whence the sound of the shooting

was wafted he was horrified to see a large cinnamon bear lit-

erally tearing the tenderfoot to pieces..

The bear was so intent on making way with his human foe

that he did not witness the Professor's approach who tired at

close range and luckily sent a hall to a vital part, killing the

great brute instantly.

The people at the hotel were notified and the remains of the

ignorant hunter were collected and brought to the hotel,

where the Professor learned that the unfortunate was a repre-

sent.! live of Knink Leslie's publications. The house was
uotitied of (he sail result of the vounnir man's venture and bll

remains were ordered home for burial.

The moral to this truthful yet horrifying incident is that

when one goes to hunt bear they had best slay at home.

The K. T. Allen Co., 116 Market street, have just completed
and dressed one of the handsomest sporting goods display win-
dows that we have looked upon for many a day. This de-

servedly popular house is doing much of recent date to still

further enlnrge their already well established and extensive

trade and their bid for public favor and patronage is of the
most eflective nature, which is to furnish the best of goods for

reasonable prices. Give them a call.

The quick shot with first barrel and the instant repetition

with second barrel is the only sure and safe way to MOOJDi

good pigeon shot.
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ROD.
The Maid to the Ocean.

by Charles Wesley

Roil gently, ye billows.

Ye deep rolling billows-

Roll gently, roll gently, I piay,

As light swaying willows,

As ead, weeping willows,

In soft bree7eof briptu summer day.

For over tbe ocean.

The deep, restless ocean.

There saileth a ship for this shore :

Be gentle thy motion.

Create no commotion
"Til Its voyage safely be o'er.

I now ask it. oh, sea,

Oh, thou deep, heaving sea.

For that ship bears my lover trite
;

Bring him safely to me,

And forever will we
Be grateful and thankful to you.

The First Kick of Spring-.

The time of the singing of birds has come, and the voice of

the brook trout is heard in the land, says Kit Clarke in Ameri-

can Angler.

Such being the case, I want to go on record as the first

,£ kicker" of Spring, and start in with the erudite fish pre-

varicator.

It has been estimated that there are at least 40,000 anglers

resident in New York and its vicinity, and the figures are

rather below than above a fair computation.

During the season, the early boats and cars carry great

crowds to the fishing resorts in every direction, and the array

of rods and baskets are monumental.

There are more than one thousand incorporated fishing

clubs in the United States, and, allowing a membership of but

fifty persons to each club, which is certainly a small estimate,

we have a total of fifty thousand men whose angling banners

float gayly to the breeze.

Every city and village can boast of its angling coterie, its

little clique of fishermen, who flock by themselves, and are

not members of any organized club.

In lair numbers, it may safely be assumed we have at least

a quarter of a million devotees of rod and reel, and you may
be sure they are stalwart, honest and intelligent men.

The fool does not go a-fishing.

Some of the ablest men in our country find delight in " the

thrill of the rod and the pulse of the reel."

When I say "ablest,'' I mean men of biains and brawn,
men who make and control great events, men who are fore-

most in scholarship, law, politics, commerce, science and the
arts.

Yet, for some curious and mysterious reason, if one happens
to be amid friends to whom the art and pleasures of angling
are a mystery, and he should say, " I'm going a-6shing to-

morrow," the assertion at once provokes an array of sublime
hilarity.

" Going fishing, eh '.' " and then they laugh, and that hoary
'•chestnut" of buying your fish at the market is touched ofl,

followed by more laughter.

If the question were asked :
" What are you laughing

about V" the woman's standard answer would doubtless fol-

low—" Oh ! because."

Poor, misguided mortals; as the Gilberlian phrase hath it

:

" They mean all right, but they don't know." The smile that
is born of ignorance would laugh a siege to scorn.

" Sassity," does not go a-fishing along the water-brooks.
Oh! do, iu lures are deftly cast into the boiling waters of fickle

fashion, and many a plastic sucker is gayly landed from its

circumambient flood.

Then society laughs, and the larger the sucker the 'more
profound and lavish the exhilarating laugh.

In .short, it " don't go."

It is vastly dillerent with the angler who inhales health
and wisdom beside the singing streams, for their endless
melody is the song of the free, tbe happy and the blessed.

So, when you tell your friends that you are going fishing,
fear not the rapid, ironic smile ; forgive them, for they know
no better. It is the smile of ignorance—the thinnest, the
most insipid substance in existence.

There's another "chestnut" that merits cracking, to wit :

that anglers are given to prevarication. This is hairless,
toothless and wrinkled with old age, and its propagation is

due to a few brainless fish liars employed to fill space in the
columns of certain frayed newspapers.
That the fish liar is ubiquitous in the cold type of the news-

paper, will be confessed, but what's the matter with the gro-
cery liar, whose" pure sugar." thoroughly well-sanded, is found
on every corner, the clothing liar, whose guaranteed "all
wool " garments ;nv four-fifths unadulterated shoddy

; the jew-
elry liar, whose fourteen-karat gold is two-thirds raw brass; the
gin mill liar, whose pure old rye is composed principally of
fusil oil, and the most gaudy ami giddy of all liars, the illus-
trious newspaper fish liar himself?
This adorable fish Ii:tr will lie ami stick to it like a porous

plaster, a pleasant Bouvenirof the amiable French lady, who,
upon the witne,^ stand, was asked her age,

"Thirty yean-, sir," she n.-plied.

Bat," said the magistrate, " you told me you were thirty
when you appeared before me as a witness five years ago."

" I think it quite likely/' <-aid the lady. " I am not one of
those women srl thing today and anothei
row."

Go to and come <>it, thou flittering qoibbler, thou paltry
tor of the truth, thou of ii*h liars

I

It'- time you fell a] with the amalgamated force
of ten thousand Lrip-hamm< b haimv, ambro-
sial and well*merited rest.

The reading columns of the newspapers, however, are
dreadfully surpassed by the occasional lies that appear as paid
and well-displaved advertisement*.

Last summer was announced in flaming type: "A whole
fishing outfit for $5. Fine braided silk line, fine nickle and
rubber reel, and a fine split bamboo trout or bass rod." This,

however, is now supplemented by the advertisement offering
" good split bamboo rods for only §1.88."

It may be of interest to add that the name of a hitherto re-

spectable house was attached to this array of transcendant
lies.

Any man possessed of even a portion of the brains of a
house fly, with barely a fragment of knowledge regarding
fishing tackle, is aware of the conspicuous fact that a fine split

bamboo rod can no more be purchased for five dollars, not to

disturb the remaining dishes in the proffered course, than
that the vote of a New York alderman could be bought at the
same ridiculous figure.

Both propositions are equally farcical and proposterons,

and the idiot who is inveigled by such palpable misrepresen-
tation, deserves no sentiment save that of derision.

The reputable house which perpetrates such a scheme, ad-

vancing the thin excuse that competition compels it, may feel

absolutely certain of the commixed maxim, "Cast thy bread
upon the waters and it will come home to roost."

I want to protest against the gin-guzzling angler, the man
who goes a-fishing with a little bit of tackle and a large array
of whiskey.

If a tongue were given to the pure and undefiled water
coursing peacefully in its bed of gravel down the mountain
side, it would talk plainly and like this : "Get out of here,

you hog. Snuggle in your village rookeries, and pour rivers

of the nasty stuff into your equally vile self amidst befitting

surroundings, but don't defile my vicinity, and blacken my
respectable reputation, by bringing the miserable stuff near
me. Be a drunkard among thy class. Go away and stav

there."

And the brook would be talking like a gentleman, and an
honor to its kindred.

Liquor has its places, and they are a-plenty, but it is very
much out of place in the creel built for the immaculate brook
trout.

Land-Locked Salmon in Onawa Lake.

The lake which I propose to describe is situated about

i ninety miles north of Bangor, and just seventeen and one-half

miles east of Moosehead Lake, says Edward B. Jackson. Be-

fore the Canadian Pacific Railroad extended its lines east of

Montreal, crossing at the foot of Moosehead Lake, and open-

ing to tourists the beautiful body of water I am about to name,

there was no road, not even a path to guide the sportsman's

steps into this magnificent country, where the echo of the

woodsmen's axe had yet to be heard. Nestling between the

bases of two large mountains, name Bore Stone and Green-

wood respectively, is a body of water of three miles in length,

to three-quarters of a mile in width at the widest part. To
the old inhabitants of Moosehead Lake and vicinity this place

was known as Ship Pond, from three tall trees on a small

island which resembled a vessel close reefed. As soon, how-

ever, as the pond was open to fishermen, it was given the

more poetical name of Onawa Lake. North of this lake the

country is exceptionally flat, though heavily wooded with
hackmatack and cedar, and serving as a secure retreat for

numerous deer, caribou and moose. To the east, towering to

stupendous height, is Greenwood Mountain, being the largest

of any in the vicinity, while to the west, standing alone in its

majestic beauty, its rough sides of solid rock in bold contrast

to those of its companion on the opposite side, is the celebrated

Bore Stone Mountaiu, easily distinguished by its prominent
summit, to be seen at a distance of thirty miles. The eastern
side of this mountain is entirely bare of vegetable growth, as

is also the north and south. The western side, however, is

partially covered by scattering fir and spruce trees, gradually
diminishing toward the base, the latter sloping gently. To
the south, for a short distance, it is a comparatively level coun
tiy, beyond which a series of mountains form a rather pictur-

esque background.
The formatiou of the lake is quite peculiar, resembling

somewhat an immense V, It runs north and south by east,

and the water in several places attains a depth of from sixty
to eighty-seven feet. There is but one inlet and one outlet,

the former in the northwest extremity and the latter in the
southeast, both of which are excellent places for taking small
salmon and brook trout, as they run up the stream to spawn
late in the fall. One of the chief attractions of this place is

the convenience in getting there. The railroad runs within a
hundred yards or so of the southern end, and a small station
has been erected for the use of sporting parties. On a little

bluff overlooking the water is a first-class log cabin, large
enough to accommodate at least one dozen people, and man-
aged by two enterprising young Americans, who furnish boats
and their own services as guides, a' a reasonable price. They
dwell close to the fishing grounds, and are always fair and im-
partial towards their guests. Another chief attraction is the
immense iron bridge which crosses the stream at the lower
end of the lake. This is a beautiful piece of workmanship,
and well worthy a visit.

Regarding tbe salmon fishing, the fish bite better here in
August than in any other month, they then either go into
shallow water or remain inactive, as only scattering ones are
caught during September in deep water. For one who has
had little or no experience in salmon fishing, I should advise
strong tackle, say a ten-foot rod weighing not over twelve
ounces, made of any good wood, according to taste or whim of
the fisherman; it might also be well to have the name of some
prominent manufacturer upon it—it will add to the confidence
of the user. As I have always preferred small hooks to large,

I should advise Kirby No. 2 or 4 for salmon ; the former
for stream fishing, the latter for lakes. Undoubtedly
a great many anglers will disagree with me in this,

for I notice that it is the prevailing fashion to use
n very large hook, especially for heavy fish. Of course we are
all entitled to our opinions on this subject; while one mav
have success with large hooks, another may surpass him with
the small, and vice wrao. Use a multiplying reel ; one of
Kentucky manufacture is superior to all others. They are
quite expensive, but worth the money invested. For lines, I

have used oiled silk and black braided with perfect success, al-
ways drying them thoroughly after a day's fishing before
winding them on the reel, and being careful not to rub them
against metallic substances. A line not shorter than one hun-
dred feet will answer all requirements, and about as much as
he a verage reel will take comfortably. X am not the suppor-

ter of a three-foot leader attached to the line in bait fishing,

for I believe that a hook with a double snood is fully as
good, if not better, and certainly less apt to break. The priu-
cipal bait used in Onowa Lake are smelts and angle
worms, the former abounding in great quantities. The salmon
is far from quick in striking the bait, but once hooked in the
side of the mouth so he can close his jaws, I promise the
sportsman rare sport for the interval of fifteen or twenty
minutes.

The depth of water on the fishing grounds of Onawa Lake
is about eighty feet, the bait being allowed to rest about four
feet from the bottom. If there are more than two anglers in

a boat, it would be advisable, when a salmon is hooked, for

the others to take in their lines, otherwise a grand snarl will

be developed, which usually causes the loss of precious time
and the fish. As soon as a salmon is fairly hooked he will

rise to the surface and throw himself out of water. If the
fisherman has not hurriedly taken in the slack line, ten to one
the fish will dislodge the hook, and then farewell to him.
But few salmon are taken from this lake on the fly,

though in the fall small ones can be caught in the
streams by this method. Hardly any are taken unlawfully,
as there seems to be a certain amount of respect for the law
iu this locality, and I am sure this is very gratifying to tne
State authorities, as well as to the sportsmen who make it their

summer home. While the salmon here do not attain large

growth, it is an easy matter for a party to take from forty to

sixty pounds in a day, perhaps a dozen of which will average
a weight of from four to five pounds apiece. To my knowl-
edge, the largest on record is eight and three-quarter pounds,
but I have heard of belter ones being lost.

During the month of August, last year, a party of ladies and
gentlemen were camping on Onawa Lake, two of the latter be-

ing inhabitants of Greenville, a little village at the foot of
Moosehead Lake. One bright morning the two Moosehead
gentlemen arose early, and, grasping their rods and bait, pad-
dled swiftly down the pond in the direction of the fishing

grounds, wishing to exceed their companions in the day's
catch, by getting an unusually early start. There was not a
particle of wind to make paddling laborious, and here and
there the placid waters of the lake were rippled by the breaks
of many fish. As they rounded a sharp point and came in

view of the lower end of the lake, the sun arose from behind
Greenwood Mountain, and, casting its brilliant rays upon the
forest and on the rocky sides of old Bore Stone, threw upon
the water sparkling millions of diamond reflections. Inspired
into increased exertion by the loveliness of the morning, and
the numerous rises of large salmon, the two men continued
their journey. About half-way between the point they had
just passed and the log cabin at the southern extremity of the
lake, they met a solitary individual in a canoe, over the bow
of which protruded a fishing rod and the barrel of a Winches-
ter rifle. At a glance the sportsmen recognized him as an old
hunter living several miles north, and^ thinking he might
have with him a string of salmon, they paddled over to
ascertain. Their surmise proved to be correct, for the man
had that morning taken over fifty pounds of large fish,

and on their asking where they were caught and were they
for sale, he replied: " Thev sartinly is." In a few
moments, after considerable bantering, a satisfactory agree-
ment was reached, the entire lot selling at five cents per pound
at estimated weight. Chuckling to themselves about how
neatly they would fool those city chaps with a tremendous
string that night, they eased their efforts and proceeded slowly
to the little wharf, above which was stationed the log cabin.
On arriving, one of the men took the fish to the house, with
instructions that they would call for them about noon

; after

which he returned to the canoe with radiant face, and, push-
ing off, they were soon fishing about three hundred yards be-

low, behind a little ledge point, just out of sight of the camp.
About: ten o'clock the other party hove in view, and, on

advancing within hailing distance of their frtende, anchored
and began to fish. About noon it clouded up and began to

rain, a fine, disagreeable mist, but, as neither party had taken
hardly any fish, it was deemed advisable to remain a while
longer. At last, however, the ladies became thoroughly dis-

gusted, so the second party pulled up anchor and started home,
leaving the others to fight it out. On passing the camp, one
of the ladies conceived the idea of stopping to procure a hot
cup of tea, and, as this was immediately seconded by another
lady, there was nothing left but to gratify their wishes ; so the
boat's course was changed, and they ran up alongside the
wharf. While waiting for the beverage to be made, the cook
informed them very graciously that Mr. Jones had left some
salmon there, and, asthey were going home, he guessed they
might as well take them. The surprise to the party was
slight in comparison to the joyousness with which this news
was received. They not only consented to take the fish, but
radiant in the prospect of turning the joke upon their com-
panions, gave the nnn twenty-five cents for keeping the sal-

mon. Thev then paddled gleefully back to camp.
Alougin the neighborhood of 3 o'clock, the two fishermen,

happy in the thought that thev had taken the largest string,

shipped anchor, and, in buoyant spirits, paddled hastily to

the cabin. The proprietor met them at the door with a bland
smile upon his face.

t: All right, Mr. Lane," they exclaimed, "we'll take the fish

now."
" The other party took them," answered he, without a change

of expression.

That settled it, and the two luckless fishermen, crestfallen

and weary of life, glanced sadly at each other, then, shaking
their heads and looking meaningly at the proprietor, they
wheeled slowly around, and, with reluctaut steps, regained
their places iu the canoe. They entered the camp with
gloomy countenances, and were received with hilarious laugh-
ter.

Some men go fishing with set and fixed purposes, rigid as

the laws of the Medes and Persians are said to have been, but

others go to catch fish and are not slow to use spoon, bait or

other lure in order to till a basket. All secure a full measure
of pleasure, and as this is really the object of an outing no
one should be blamed. To hear the exclusive man speak of

his fellow anglers in terms ungentlemanly because they follow

not the set custom prescribed for himself, in this line of sport,

is not pleasant. Fish and let fish, is a good motto for all to

follow.

The waters are clearing, and in a few more days the ang-

ling will be as good as the season can present. Lovers of fly-

fishing, in this State, cannot expect very much of pleasure be-

fore th*» first of June, especially in the lakes and upper
mountain streams. In the southern portion of the State,

especially along the coast streams, the sport may be enjoyed

in a measure, perhaps a month earlier.

\
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest po^si

Die notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

q their kennels, in all Instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show, San Francisco, May 3, 1, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

May 17--20—Seattle Kennel Club's bench show, Seattle, Wash., F. R
Atkins, Secretary.
May 3u—June 1—American Pet Dog Club's bench show, New York.

T. Farrar Kackham, Secretary.
World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May '20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's hench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 3u, 31, June 1 and 2. T. farrar Kackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.
September 12—Manitoba FieldTrial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.

A. Holloway, Secretary,
November 15— American Field Trial Club's second annual trials. W.

J. Beck, Secretary.
November 20—Easttrn Field Trial Club's trials, High Point. X. C.

H. Odell, Secretary.
MEETINGS.

May y—Regular meeting of the Pacitic Coast St. Bernard Club. John
HerJernan. Secretary.
May :>—Pacitic Kennel Club's regular month Iv meeting at 21 Kearoy

street, San Francisco. Honice Orear, Secretary.
May 2—Regular meeting of the Pacitic Fox Terrier Club at 21 Kearny

street, San Francisco. J. B. Martin, Secretary.
May 5—Pacific Fox Terrier Club's annual meeting at Mechanics'

Pavilion. J.B. Martin, Secretary.

Capt. Thomas Higgs left on Monday morning last for Los
Angeles having a large number of dogs in his charge for the
Los Angeles bench show. The following is an imperfect list

of the string of dogs which were sent down under bis charge :

E. P. Schece's St. Bernards, Lady Gladys, Lady Delight,

Judge Jr. and Duke of Edinburgh.
Dr. A. T. Kegensberger's St. Bernard dogReglov (Saffbrd

—

Mt. Queen).
Hugh McOocken's greyhounds Donard and Lady H. Glen-

dine.

R. K. Gardiner's two English setters.

C. A. Haight's pointer dog Honest John.
T. J. Watson's English setter Starlight (Dan Gladstone-

Miss Alice).

Howard. Vernon's pointer Carmencita (Beppo III—Sally

Brass II).

Wm. ftchreiber's wire-haired foxterrier dog Jack.
Capt. Thos. Higgs* Chesepeakes, Trout and Bess.

Mr. L. L. Campbell started on Sunday evening last for Los
Angeles with the following entries for the bench show at that

point

:

A. Lorsbach's Irish water spaniel dog, Barney L. (Jerry P.

—Nora P).

J. H. Sammi's Irish water spaniel bitch Nellie ; J. F. 0.
Comstock's bull-terrier dog Adonis (Gully the Great—Edge-
wood Fancy ),"iaod bull-terrier bitch Twilight (Hinks—Ch.
Starlight).

J. 0. Cline's English retriever Dude (Key—Juno) ; M. J.

Doolin's Newfoundland Prince ; J. F. H. Wohler's Great
Dane bitch Nora(Maloch—Hulda) ; H.W. Fore's fox-terriers

Pickle and Kismet ; W. H. McFee's fox-terriers Le Logos,
Hillside, Gaudy and another.

Dr. A. C. Davenport's cracker spaniel dog Bronta (Ch.

Brant—Mol lie).

J. B. McVav's cracker spaniel bitch Mollie May I Toby Mc
—Black Nellie).

James E. Walson's foxhounds.
L. L. Campbell's Irish setters Glenmore Hoodlum (Fing

las—Ch. Ruby Glenmore) Maid of Glenmore (Finglas—Betsy
Crafts).

F. H. Allen's St. Bernard California Alton (Alton—<_'or-

rette) Tamah (Mascot Bernard—Merchant Princess).

George Fugard's St. Bernard puppy Zaidee (California

Bernard dog Bernardo (Duke of Well-
Alton—Tamah).

J. G. Barker's St.

ington—Tamah).

Mr. D. G. Rowland, in Rod, Gun and Kennel, in speaking

of field trials and dogs in Kentucky, says

:

As one interested in the progress and development of the

high-class shooting dog, I request the privilege of using a

short space in yo ir columns to call the attention of Kentucky
sportsmen to the importance of organizing at once a "Field
Trial Club" in our Stale. Such an organization would do
more toward advancing the standard of our dogs than twenty
years of private breeding; in fact, the only true test of a dog's

field qualities are the tests applied under field trial rules, where
competent judges see all the work done and note every error.

As the case now stands we have no intelligent method of

testing our dogs, and if we desire to breed our bitches to high-

class dogs of public and undoubted field merit, we are com-
pelled to go a long distance from home and pay heavy express

charges in order to get the services of such animals, and even
then the risk is very great, as bitches are subject to many
accidents, and the result is often a failure. There are many
well-bred dogs in Kentucky, and their owners are justly proud
of them, but their field qualities are unknown to the public,

and consequently they are not successful either in the stud or

as brood bitches.

Sportsmen who desire a first-class dog cannot afford to

either buy or breed to a dog who has nothing to recommend
him but a pedigree. The Kentucky trotting horse is known
the world over, und has brought much fame and money to our
State. How was it accomplished? Not by simply breeding

to a pedigree and keeping them hidden awey at home. Would
Nancy Hanks be queen of the turf to-day if her owner had
never placed her in public competition? Would the world
ever have known that Gladstone was one of the greatest dogs
of his day had he never entered a field trial ?

If I am not mistaken the first field trial club ever formed
in America was in Tennessee, and as a result more first-class

dogs are produced in that State than any other in the Union.

Capt. Poole, the ardent fancier of the St. Bernards., sent h is

dog Gillot, that won so much favorable comment from the

fancy at the show last year in this city, to the bench show at

Los Angeles.
«.

Dr. Thomas Bowhill sent his wire-haired fox-terrier Todge
to the Los Angeles bench show.

Benched at Los Angeles.

The Los Angeles Bench Show opened on Wednesday last

under the supervision of the Southern California Kennel
Club with 187 entries.

This is the fifth annual bench show given by this club, and
in quality, at least, is undoubtedly away ahead of any of the

previous efforts in this line in that city.

Mr. C. A. Sumner, the genial and courteous secretary of the

Club, was on hand at all times during the show, attending to

the duties of his office in a manner which proved him to be

the right man for that important office; in fact, all of the

officers and committees of the club performed their duties in

first-class shape, rendering the machinery of the show, so to

speak, smooth and well oiled.

The dogs were well benched, and the awards are reported

to have been well received, but if the reports given do not stir

up something more than the usual contention, then we are

mistaken ; but to please everybody, or to judge all classes in a

show and do it justly, is a task that few, if any one man is able

to do.

The awards, as far as we have been enabled to receive them
at this hour (Thursday), are as follows:

Mastiff Dogs—First prize, Bishop, owned by M. S. Sev
erance, Los Angeles; second, Wooglin, owned by Miss Bake-
well, Riverside; third, Maro A,, owned by E. Templer Allen-

Los Angeles.
,

Mastiff Bitches—First prize, Phyllis, owned by M. E.
Bragdon, Beaumont; second, Lometta Hilda, owned by John
W. Mitchell, Los Angeles.
Mastiff Dog Puppies—First, Lometta Caution, owned

by John W. Mitchell, Los Angeles ; second, Lometta Prince
;

third, Lometta Wotan, owned by Jacob Muller, Los Angeles.
Mastiff Bitch Puppiks—Lometta Minting first.

St. Bernard Dogs—First prize, California Bernardo,
owned by John G. Barker, San Francisco ; second, California

Alton, owned by Frank H. Allen, San Francisco; third, Reg-
lov, owned by Dr. Arthur Regensburger, San Francisco;

Judge Jr., -V. H. C, E. P. Schell, San Francisco; Capt.

Wm. Pool's Giliot, H. C; Monk of Snowden C, Arthur S.

Auchincloss, owner.
St. Bernard Bitches—First, Tomah, owned by Frank H.

Allen, San Francisco : second, Lady Delight, owned by E. P.
Schell, San Francisco ; third, Lady Gladys, owned by E. P.
Schell, San Francisco.

St. Bernard Dog Puppies—First, Reglov, owned by Dr.
Arthur Regensburger, San Francisco.

St. Bernard Bitch Poppies—First, Zaidee, owned by
George Fugard, San Francisco.

Newfoundland Dogs—First, Strap, owned by J. H.
Banning, Wilmington ; second, Priuce, owned by M. J. Doo-
lin, San Francisco; third, Turk, owned by Jack Marietich,
Los Angeles.
Great Dane Dogs or Bitches—First, Titan, owned by

John G. Borglum, Sierre Madre; second, Markjel, same
owner; third, Rituado, same owner; Nora, V. H. C, John
F. Wohler. San Francisco.

Great Dane Dog ok Bitch Puppies—No first prize;

second, Victo, owned by William L. Willis, Los Angeles.
Greyhound Dogs, challenge class—First, Leo, owned by

G. W. Gordon, Los Angeles.
Greyhound Dogs, open—First, Donard, owned by Hugh

McCracken, San Francisco ; second, Falcon, owned by S.

Tyler, Pasadena; third, Leo Jr., owned by K. C. Klukke, Los
Angeles ; V. H. C. Wallace Go, J. Tannamacher owner ; H.
C; Charleston, W. F. Barber, owner.
Greyhound Bitches, open,—First, Lady H. Glendyne,

owned by Hugh McCracken, San Francisco; second, Pronto,

owned by S. Tyler, Pasadena; third, Lily Ha Ha owned by
W. F. Barber, Chatsworth Park ; H. C. Maggie M., W. F.

Baiber, owner.
Greyhound Bitch Puppies—First,Meida, owned by J. D.

Bethune, Los Angeles ; second, Dena, owned by W. R. Man-
Ding, Los Augelos; third, Fly, owned by Joseph F. Heitz,

Los Angeles.

Foxhound Dogs—First, Rover, owned by James E.^Watson,

San Francisco ; second, Dixie, owned by Thad Lowe, Pasa-

dena; third, Lead, owned by Hooper & Baldini, Los Angeles.

Foxhound Bitches—First, Music, owned by Thad Lowe,
Pasadena ; second, Patty, same owner.

Pointer Dogs under 55 pounds, Challenge class— First

prize, Kankoo. owned by E. K. Benchley, Los Angeles.

Pointkk Dugs over 55 pounds—First, Jap, owned by W. P.

Kerckhofi^ Los Angeles ; second, Commodore, owned by R. D.

Standeford, Mojave ; third, Ben, owned by Jenssen & Silvers,

Ontario; V. H. C. Koko, F. W. Ingalls, owner; H. C. Rube,
Bob Hamilton, owner.
Pointer Bitches over 50 pounds—First, Amaryillis,owned

by H. M. Tonner, Ontario ; second, Bess, owned by George
W. Marsh, Los Angeles.

Pointer Dogs, open, under 55 pounds—First, Ben Hur,
owned by T. E. Walker, Lus Angeles; second, Commodore,
owned by H. Y. Evans Jr., Redlands; third, Honest John,
owned by Clarence Baight, San Francisco.

Pointer Biiches, open, under 50 pounds—First, Kioto,

owned by Edward K. Benchley, Los Angeles; second, Tep-

petta, owned by H. Y.Evans, Redlands third, Dessy, II. fe.

Green owner, Los Angeles.

Pointer Dog Puppies— First, l!ol>, owned by A. Iv Mi-
serly, Los Angeles; second, Grover.owned by G. A. Ralph, Los
Angeles. Y. H. C. Guard, Joseph Singers owners; II. I Bin

Mark, H. M. Tomer.
Pointer Bitch Poppies—First, chic M., owned by M.

Leonard Goodman, San Diego; second Fanny II., owned by

J. F. Heitz, Los Angeles.

English Setter Dogs, open,— First, Kash, owned by G. A.

Yanderbeck, Ln? Angeles ; second, Mercury, owned hv A. P.

Kerckhoti"; third, Starlight W., owned by T.J. Wnttson, San
Francisco; V. II. ('., Stamboul, J. F. Holbrookj Los Angeles

;

II. C, Sam K. Gladstone. \\ m. G. KerckhoH", Los Angeles.

English Settek Bitches, open—First, Countess Noble,

owned by H. T. Payne, San Francisco; second, Kstrella, owned
by K. 1\"

I lardiner, San Francisco; third, Betsy Mark, same
owner.

Irish Setter Do(,H,open— Firsi,Glen more Hoodlum,owned
by L. L. Campbell, West Berkeley; second, Mac B., owned
by J. B. Banning, Los Angeles.

Irish Setter Bitches, open—First, Maid of Glenmore,
owned by L. L. Campbell, West Berkeley.

Irish setter, dog puppies—First, Glenmore Hoodlum, owned
by L. L. Campbell, West Berkeley.

American Gordan or Black and Tan Setters, Dogs—
First, Doc, owned by J. A. Gorman, Los Angeles; second,

Frank, owned by W. H. Geeenwood, Los Angeles; third,

Donald, owned by C. H. Brown, Los Angeles.

American Gordan or Black and Tan Setters,
Bitches—First, Lady Clara Jane, owned by John W. Ed-
wards, Redlands.

Puppies, dogs or bitches—First, Ruth, Mr. Snow, New
Jerusalam.

The Auckland Kennel Olub.

in every land where man n
The whole ol tola greai earth around :

Wherever Joy and peace abides
The sportsman and his dog i- f

The above may not be poetry, that is, not to any great ex-
tent, but then the truth expressed will carry it through with
the lovers of the dog. The Auckland Star of March 23d
contains the following announcement anent the kennel show
at that place.

" The first annual show in connection with the recently-

formed Auckland Kennel Cub was held on February '24th

and 25th, and was a success. About 170 dogs were on exhi-

bition, including six tine mastifis belonging to Mr. II J Rod-

gers, and The Baron, an English setter and champion pri/.e

winner from Wellington, besides two greyhounds. The Baron
is the property of Mrs. F. W. Maddox. In the class for col-

lies the local dog Donald, belonging to Mr. W. H. Cooper was
awarded first prize, beating Young England, a Christchurch

dog, owned by Mr. Rudolph Ward. Mr. H. N. Watson, of

Gisborne, well known thronghcut the colonies, and Mr. A. A.

White, of Auckland, were the judges, and Mr. Chas. Grosve-

nor was Secretary.

The New Zealand Kennel Club's trophy, valued C'i, for the

best dog in the show, was awarded to -Mr. W. W. Phillips'

Ponto, who was also first in his class and gained T. and S.

Morrin's special prize. One of the features of the show is the

exhibition of eight beagles, belonging to the Pakuranga Hunt
Club.

Visits.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., has bred Golden Flash,

fox-terrier bitch, by Brockenhurst Tyke—Hillside Spinster,

to his Blemton Reefer, by Champion Yenio—Champion
Rachel, upon April 2d.

T.J. "Watson's English setter Alice Gladstone II., 28,545

(Dan Gladstone—Miss Alice) to same owners Sam Weller,

14,001 (Roderigo—Dixie) April 15th .

Names Claimed.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport
Prop., claim name Zillie E. for black, white and tan cocker

spaniel bitch puppy whelped January 29, 1S93, by Bronta

A. K. C. S. B. 17,064 (Ch. Brant A. K. C. S. B. 5,S56 ex

Moller), ex Bell Dot E.

If you have not entered your dogs for the coming show you
should do so at once. The office of the Kennel Club is at t>2S

Market street. Write or call at that number for all informa-

tion legarding the show.

Mr. J. B. Martin, one of the leading fox-terrier fanciers on

this coast, took two of his dogs of this breed, Blemton Reefer

and Blemton Rapture to the Los Angeles show.

The office of the Pacitic Kennel Club, at 028 Market street,

is a busy place during these days of preparation for the eom-
ing bench show.

The Los Angeles show was well attended and the Southern

California Kennel Club are much pleased over the success of

the show.

Two Larks.

The lark is up to meet the sun.
Which is, of course, quite right

:

But when the son would meet the lark,

He always chooses night.
—Oakland ^lar.

And when the morning comes again

1 bat son's a woeful tale;

He reaps, alas ! but bitter pain.

Caught from tbat night-In -gale.

Mr. Harvey McMurchy, the genial and gentlemanly rep-

resentative of the " L. C. Smith " gun, is on his anuual visit

to this Coast. Mr. McMurchy is one of those gentlemen whom
to meet is a pleasure in a social way, and if you are a sports-

man and desire to meet him in a business way the pleasure

will be vastly increased, as the "Smith " gun is " a thing of

beauty and a joy forever."

Mr. M. F. Lindsey, the well-known sportsman, has been in

the city for some time past representing the wood powder.

The excellence of this powder has been fully attested over

and over again. It is safe to say that Mr. Lindsey would suc-

ceed in selling almost any thing he might undertake, but whtu
his article is so well known as " Wood '' is OD tlii* a
business must be akin with pleasure.

The live bird shooting on Sunday last was very interesting.

Some excellent work was witnessed. Hobinson, Fay. Mc-

Murchy, Lindsey. "Johns" and "Slade" doiog some excellent

work.

The " Selby Challenge Medal" will be contested for to-

morrow, Sunday, the 23d, in open shoot at live birds at Oak-
land Track. Uatcfa opens at 10 o'clock. Every body in-

vited.

Mr. Abingdon.

A llnsh Of life' rn I*

A yuuthmis3i*.-ni~a glitter ot gold,

A winning I l

'>ve.

An actor's role, a woman

A luckless trip to foreign i

\ rin-. it chili— tt.

Tnr. bottom has dropped out of almost everything in Aus-

tralia, according to recent advice*, <lu-- to drouth in (he past

few years and Hoods this, land booms ami -irlke-. Horses are

DOW selling at ridiculous figures that three or four Years ago

at auction would have fetched prices high up in the

ands, and according to our correspondent " everything ba^

gone to the devil entirely."
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Send in your lists of foals.

The stakes for the Boston stallion race have been increased

to$ll,000.

Jay-Eye-Sle, who is now lifteen years old, will be cam-

paigned again this season.

It is reported in the Oregon papers that John Pender now
of Santa Rosa, will return to that state this summer.

Henry Belmont, sire of the dara of Rustic, 2:30 (separ-

ately in a race in 2:27), is brother to Venture, 2:27',.

John Goldsmith has selected the Poughkeepsie track on

which to prepare his stable for the coming campaign.

Daye Cclross is second trainer under John Kelly at the

Pleasanton Stock Farm. His work is very satisfactory.

G. Perano, the leading merchant of Lodi, has a Dexter

Prince mare that will go into the list quite easily this fall.

The 61Iy My Trinket, by Stamboul, 2:G7J ?
out of Trinket,

2:14, is one of the fastest young things at Parkville Farm.

Regina, by Electioneer, dam Accident (dam of four in the

list), has been sent to the San Mateo Stock Farm to be bred to

Guy Wilkes.

Wanda, 2:17 J, is at the San Mateo Stock Farm in charge

of John Dexter; she has been bred to Guy Wilkes and is now
being prepared for the races this fall.

From the large number of trotters and pacers at the Pleas-

anton Stock Farm, it will be a difficult matter for Monroe
Salisbury to select a string to take East.

Wilfred Page is supervising the training and developing

of his young Eclectics; we understand that there are a num-
ber of really wonderful trotters among them.

J. Crow has twenty trotters and pacers at the Oakland
track. A. L. Hinds, P. McKenzie, C. Griffin and E. S. Smith
are all busy with trotters and pacers there also.

Garret Elosser goes to Lompon with three trotters to at-

tend the May Day races. Purses are offered aggregating$l,000

and that is what calls the horses out.—Santa Maria Times.

Pavlin & Co., have Panjabi, the handsomest son of

Patron, at the Laurel Creek Farm, Win. McLaughlin, the

trainer, is satisfied he can give this trotter a record below 2:25

this fall.

Orrin A. Hickok will start East about the 12th of May.
He has not taken up the Palo Alto " nine" yet, he is await-

ing the arrival of Senator Leland Stanford, who is expected
every day.

The track at Melrose is being put in first-class order, and
the lurtites of Alameda are waiting patiently for the gates to
be thrown open so that they can ''turn them trotters and
pacers loose."

The warm weather during the past week has had an exhil-

erating effect upon our trotting horse drivers ; they are up
with the lark and working hard to prepare their trotters for

the fall meetings.

Bon Bon, 2:26. by Simmons, dam Bonnie Wilkes, by Geo.
Wilkes, has been bred to Directum, 2:11]. Messrs. Pierce &
Griffiths the owners of this beautiful mare, are determined to

breed to the best.

J. Harrison, of Lodi, has a three-year-old chestnnt stal-

lion by Dawn, 2:18], out of Kitty Irvington, that he calls

Dusk. The 2:30 list will be increased when he starts in his
first race this fall.

Jtdge W. E. Greene has a colt by Simmocolon,2:13:f, out
of Lynwood (dam of Judge G., 2:21$, and Sidwood, 2:18), by
Lynwood, that is one of the finest-limbed, purest-gaited trot-

ters at Pleasanton.

Allandork, bv Onward, dam Alma Mater, bv Mambrino
Patchen, and Charley Wilkes, 2:21^, by Red Wilkes, dam
Kate Bradley, by Clifton Pilot, will both be put in training as

soon as their stud seasons are over.

Senator B. F. I. an-, ford feels w»rse than if some pet
measure of his had been defeated in the Senate, for his hand-
some Brigadier mare, Hazel Kirke, 2:24, lost a beautiful foal

only a week old, sired by Directum, 2:11',.

S. A. Browne of Kalamazoo, Michigan, departed for home
hist Saturday. He made many friends while here who will
be delighted to welcome him to the Slope. If his business
care* were not so many, we believe he would make California
hie home.

THEClaireview Slock Farm has sold to Dr. D. E. Stone,
Frederick, Md., the two-year-old bay colt, Alarco, bv Ante-
volo, out of Pauline, by Masterlode ; "second dam Ida Mills,
dam of Clara Bell, 2:29, and Middlewav, 2:22, bv Mambrino
Chief Jr.

There is a brother to Senator L., 2:29, by Dexter Prince,
Mianding at Merced that is attracting the attention of horse-
men in and around that city. He is a dark chestnut in color,
and shows great substance and qualitv. His dam is Lady
Bayswater, by Bayswater.

Tiik race track at San Jose is "alive with trotters and
pacers." Won. Vioget has quite a big string, so has P. J.
William, while J. Gordon, J. Groom and at least a score of
other nrominent driver* appear upon the circular course be-
hind their Utile baby trotters every day.

B. F. Sj-ka.,1 k, of Lodi, has one of the best-formed, highest
finished young Btallionsin California, lie is called Re-Elect,
and ha* a mark of 2:28. He is bv Elect, son of Electioneer,
and his dam is Lizzie, by Nephew 1*220. He will be trained
this fall and given a much lower record.

" Thk two-minute trotter has arrived !" is the way one of
DUr Grayson subscribers lieads his letter. This youngster is
1

jr Richards' Elector, out of a roare by Dexter Prince, and his
«rfeet form and trotting action receive much praise from all
e horse critics in that horse center. Richards' Fleet r colls

all Ana looking, but this fellow must ho " extra-fin*-
"

There are over 200 trotters and thoroughbreds on the

Hearst ranch, which is sometimes called the McCarty Stock
Farm. These horses have been well-fed all winter, and Wm.
Gillespie the manager of the place has them down on the flat

in front of the house where tbey are knee-deep in alfalfa, al-

fillerie, clover and grasses. There isnot a sick horse on the

place.

The statement that public interest in trotting horses is de-

clining is refuted by the fact that many new associations will

be opened up, and that the purses and prizes offered

this year are much greater than ever before. It is estimated
that about $9,000,000 will be hung up for trotting horses this

year in premiums, prizes and stakes by agricultural and trot-

ting associations.

A well-known horseman of this city called the attention

of Monroe Salisbury to the buildings adjoining his famous
Pleasanton race track. He answered :

" Yes, you may not
see anything pretty about them ; I know there are no steeples

to be seen, but I believe 1 can lead more speed out of them
than any other man in America can in proportion to the num-
ber of stalls they contain."

The string of trotters owned and driven by D. Harris, of

this city, at Pleasanton, cousists of Delmas, 2:25|, by Almoon
20,503, son of Algona 11,543, dam Queen, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. 31; Delsid, a yearling by Sidney, 2:19|; Rollie H., by
Anteeo, 2:16}, out of Queen, and Delzell, by Delmas, 2:2of,
out of a George M. Patchen Jr. mare. This quartette of trot-

ters will be seen on the circuit this fall.

The subject of costuming the drivers of trotters in colors

which can be distinquishable at any portion of the mile
track, is being discussed all over the United States. In Cali-

fornia the drivers are unanimous in the opinion that it will

add a great attraction to the events, and to facilitate matters
and prevent confusion, these columns will be placed at the

disposal of these gentlemen to state the colors they wish to

claim.

A number of horsemen visited J. Green's farm near Dub-
lin, last Friday, and after inspecting the yearling colt by
Richards' Elector, out of Stemwinder (dam of Electrina,

2:23| and Directum, 2:11.1 ), declared he was the finest-looking

young trotter they had seen. He can trot fast and never
breaks when being led. From such a sire and dam this young-
ster which is called "Electrical" ought to prove a record
breaker.

Tiiehe is a gelding by Norval, 2:14$, out of the imported
thoroughbred mare Bridget, by Fox hall, in training at Park-
ville, L. I. Foxhall is, by the way, an American horse and
the only one which ever won the Czarewitch and Cambridge-
shire, the two great English handicaps for horses of all aees.

This he did as a three-year-old—a feat never duplicated by
an English horse—and also won the Grand Prix de Paris the
same season.

Monroe Salisbury believes the spring meeting of the
Breeders' Association should receive all the aid that can pos-
sibly be given it by owners of fast horses. He will send the
greatest drawing cards in his string: Flying Jib, Directum,
San Pedro, Little Albert and Vic H. to take part in some of
the specials, or show the people what is meant by fast quarters.
"Little Kelly" has not given any of these trotters and
pacers a mile better than 2:40 yet.

DlBBCI will, without doubt, become oneof the leading sires
of trotters in America if the few of his progeny already shown
are any criterion. There is a mare by inca at the Pleasanton
track that has a foal by the " little b'lack king." It is called
" 2-Soon," and for a three months old trotter showed enough
speed to be loudly cheered by an audience of about 150 last
Saturday. He hadn't a halter on, but independent of every-
thing, with head and tail up, he trotted an eighth of a mile in
a manner that made everybody present wish they owned
him.

Henry Sanders, brother to Millard Sanders, has the

latter gentleman's filly Sansouci at Cleveland, Ohio. She is

entered in over 875,000 worth of stakes, and from a letter re-

ceived regarding her, we have good reasons for believing she
will win a number of the principal ones this fall.

The mistake is made by horsemen to suppose that a sue-
j

cessful career on the race course is the chief end of the trot-

ting and pacing horse of America, when, in point of fact, the

ultimate and most important use to which the light harness

horse if put, is to become the gentlemen's driving horse.

The free-for-all class to be trotted at Fleetwood Park in
|

September filled better than was expected at one time. The :

nominated are Martha Wilkes, Regal Wilkes, Lord Clinton, !

Little Albert, Directnm, Walter E., Geneva and Greenleaf,
!

and if all face the starting judge a fine race will be witnessed.

Last year E. S. Rothschilds of Portland, purchased the
;

green WMppleton horse Frank 0*Neil from Keating ec Jones
of Sacramento, and gave him a record of 2:29, and last week
he purchased the trotter Bishop Hero, 2:26. This horse is

bv Bishop 16KS, dam Lida Kendall, by Hero of Thomdale
549.

It is said that Millard Sanders is going to have a team of

perfectly matched yearlings by Sidney, 2:194, that will come
near making a world's record this fall. It will be a novel
sight to see these baby trotters move around at 2:30 clip on a

track. It is not every driver in America that could drive

them.

Governor Markham has appointed and commissioned
the following Agricultural Directors of District No. 40, com-
prising the counties of Colusa and Yolo: W. B. Gibson, L. B.

Adams, T. S. Spaulding of Woodland; G. W. Woodard,
Yolo ; Peter Peterson, Sites ; Jackson McElroy, College City;

D. H. Arnold, Colusa.

E. J. Travis of Chicago, is visiting California, and at the

Palace Hotel a gentleman asked him if he had seen Dan Mc-
Carty. He answered, "Oh, yes, Dan is as busy as a bee trad-

ing horses and dabbling in real estate. He has some very
valuable property there and is booming it in great shape."

Dan, Dan, wonderful Dan McCarty!

There have been many " fads " ampng turf writers and
horsemen during the past ten years, the most prominent of

them being: "The thoroughbred in the trotter," "controlling

sex," "the standard," "inbreeding" and "the Clay cross."

The latest and best of all is the "emasculation of many of our
colts," which entitles it to be called "The Gelded Age."

The following opinion from the gentleman who owns
Nancy Hanks and Arion, is rather peculiar: "In studying
the breeding of our trotting families, I find that the most of
the best of them are closely connected to the thoroughbred
horse, and I believe we must improve our present trotter by
bringing more thoroughbred blood into the trotter of the fu-

ture."

The ball-bearing axle device has been adopted by a Con*
necticut inventor for use on all kinds of wagons. The use of

the ball-bearers upon wagons for heavy work will greatly re-

lieve teams, it having been demonstrated that one horse will

draw a given load with the new-fangled apparatus with quite

as much ease as four would with the old gear. The new affair

can be applied cheaply. A carriage can be hune: up with the
invention for $25, the extreme pr«ce being $35 for heavy
wagons, while a sulky can be rigged for $15. Each is fully

warranted for twenty years.

L. M. Morse has a beautiful farm about two miles from
Lodi, on which there are a number of Dexter Prince mares
which he is breeding to Hero, a son of Director, dam by Santa
Claus; second dam by Bull Pup, sire of dam of Hulda, 2:143;

third dam Lady Peters, by Geo. M, Patchen 30. From such
a cross this horseman cannot fail to secure some game trotters.

He is breeding a sister to Chas. Ford, 2:12£, to Hero, and as

she is as grand-looking an individual as he, the produce ought
to compare most favorably with any youngster in this State in

all the points needful in the trotter.

Three or four years ago the trotting horse world would
have wondered at the presumption of a man who would have
named a horse in the 2:20 class that had never faced a starter

in a race, but now several men have done that very thing,

and there is no wonder expressed at all over their actions.

No man is to be more pitied than the trotting horse breeder
who has produced a family of horses that have proven unable
to win races in high-class company, and yet refuses to recog-
nize the superiority of those which defeat them, and keeps on
breeding in the same lines that gave him his failures.

For the meeting of the Yaca Valley Driving Association
at their paik on July 4th and 5th they have prepared the fol-

lowing special programme, entries to close June 10th. 1.

Trotting—2:38 class—Purse $200. Free for all. 2. Trotting
- -2:50 class—Purse $150. For horses owned in Solano
County. 3. Trotting—Two-year-olds—Purse $75. For
horses owned in Vacaville Township. Half-mile heats, best

2 in 3 ; five to enter three to start. 4. Trotting—Buggy
horse trophy—Value $25. For horses owned in Vacaville
Township since March 15; owners to drive. 5. Running

—

Free for all—Half mile and repeat; $5 to accompany entry
;

$5 additional to start, $75 added.

Pursuant to notice John McCord on Saturday afternoon
sold at public auction the chestnut gelding, Jim [Skinner,
a son of Silas Skinner. Herbert Shaw was the purchaser, and
the price paid $150. The horse was among the lot put up by
Mr. McCord at the combination horse sale at the Napa race
track on March 8th, and was bid in at that time by E. B. Jen-
nings for $175. Mr. Jennings, however, failed to take the
animal or put up the amount of his bid, hence the sale on
Saturday. It is understood that Mr. McCord <vill now hold
Mr. Jennings for the difference in the price realized for the
animal and the costs incurred by reason of the second sale.

—

Napa Journal.

T. F. Ricks intends to soon take his three-year-old mare
Lou to San Francisco, as she is entered in several trotting

evenis which come oft" at the spring meeting. She is entered
in two dashes of one and one-sixteenth miles each, one of
which takes place on the 27th of May and one later on, in one
of which there are four and in the other thirteen entries.

She will also take in the fall meetings, being entered for a
race at Petaluma and one at Napa, and will probably be en-

tered in races at other points in the circuit. Lou has a two-
year-old record of 2:27, and Mr. Ricks expects her to make a
good showing this season. The mare will be in charge of
Henry Haas, and will be taken to the city on the 15th inst.

—

Humboldt Times.

J. Sutherland has quite a collection of promising young-
sters at his stock farm, among them is the following : A filly

by Guide, 2:10]-, dam Alice R. (dam of Redwood, 2:27, and
Eva W., 2:25), by Naubuc, belonging to Mr. Cropsey; L.
Shafer's filly, by Thistle, 2:14, a chestnut pacer that will be
seen on the circuit ; G. E. Whitney's Sidney colt and Noon-
day filly, both out of a mare called Western Girl ; W. Clark's

two-year-old by Billy Thornhill, 2:24.], out of a marebyGros-
venor; Dr. Selfridge's colt by Grand Moor and Dr. Dunn's
yearling Director, out of a mare by Antevolo, second dam
Pansy (dam of Almonition, 2:24A), besides a two-year-old by
Guide, 2:16}. All of these are looking well and show that

they are cared for by a master hand.

About one hundred men and half as many teams are rapidly

transforming the Portland Speed and Driving Association's

grounds at Albina into a first-class racing park, says the Ore-

gonian. Dirt has been flying at a lively rate since the weather
cleared up, and it will not be long until the graders find their

occupation gone. Coutracts for the erection of the fences and
buildings were awarded a couple of weeks ago, but until the

track assumes proper shape the carpenters will hardly com-
mence work. Of two things the horsemen and the general

public can rest assured—that the track will be ready for the

June meeting, and that it will eclipse in all the essentials of

attractiveness any race meeting ever held in the Northwest.

The latter assertion is based upon the weight of the purses of-

fered and the variety of events programmed. Big prizes will

tempt the horsemen, and each day's card will embrace some-
thing to appeal to every owner of race-loving taste.

The Los Angeles Herald's horse reporter took a flying trip

to the track on Friday, long enough lo see Walter Maben's big

string of nineteen horses, all of which he works every day
with the assistance of his lieutenant, Lewis McArthur. Among
them the reporter noticed Native State looking finer than

anybody's horse; Bet Madison, by James Madison, 2:17 J, as

showy a mare as ever peeped through a bridle ; Young Stam-
boul," by Stamboul, and Perfection, by Count Sinlons, owned
by J. W. Gardner; and the pet two-year-old of the south,

Stamboul Belle, by the record-breaker, out of Belle H, 2:18$,

by Belmont. This filly is owned by the Oregon steamboat

millionaire, S. G. Reed, who says he has no use for the 2:30

list for two-year-olds. Hence the filly will not be hurried,

and at five years old she will be sent out for a low mark. Mr.

Ryan has the course in superb order, and the horses are all

free from lameness.
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The Saddle.

Colonel Jack Chlnn has been engaged as starter for the

spring meeting at Lexington, Ky.

Three days of racing will be given at Paisley, Lake county,

Or., beginning on the 15th of June.

The Tidal Stakes will be contended for to-day, and the

best three-year-olds on the Coast are booked to start.

"Snapper" Garrison has gone to Babylon, L. I., to re-

duce his flesh and get in training for the coming season.

"Tiny" Williams, the jockey, has contracted to ride this

season for T. H. Stevens, the owner of the Walnut Hill

Stables.

WiLDWOODis beiog sent East too late, we are afraid, to be-

come acclimated, as he will not depart for Brooklyn until

late next week.

Naglee Burke offers ten acres of the Gen. Naglee place

at San Jose, for the new capitol building, and will add to his

gift $50,000 in coin.

Calhoun, winner of the Tennessee Derby so easily last

week, was looming up as a prominent candidate for first hon-

ors in the rich American Derby in 1893 when scratched.

Don Fulano was reported to be dying from blood-poison-

ing, but all the same he is galloping mighty well for a dying

horse, and is likelv to be in the first flight in the American

Derby of 1893. '

The San Benito Advance says that at the race meeting at

Hollister on Saturday, May 6th, there will probably be a

match race between Sam Mount and Yalledore, three-eighths

of a mile dash, for $250 a side.

Imp. Brutus appears destined to become a most successful

sire, because as yet he has had few really fashionably-bred

mares, and still has produced two high-class youngsters in the

Bonnie Jean and Ariola colts.

The largest winner on the French turf for 1S92 was the

German Baron, De Schikler, whose winnings amounted to

$125,000. The next largest winner was M. Edmond Blanche,

who won $115,000 in stakes and purses with his horses.

The Directors of the Capital Turf and Driving Club last

Monday night postponed the spring meeting from May until

June 6th, owing to so many horses being engaged at the

Blood Horse and Trotting Horse Breeders' races at San Fran-

No half-mile records were broken in 1892, Geraldine's
time, 46 seconds, still standing. The new records of last year
on circular courses are as follows : Four and one-half furlongs,

Toano, 116 pounds, 0:54; five-eighths, Dr. Hasbrouck, 122
pounds, 0:57; three-fourths, Yemen, 100 pounds, 1:09^ ; seven-
eighths, Kingston, 128 pounds, 1:26; one mile, Kildeer, 91

pounds, 1:37}.

J. J. McCafferty makes a practice of employing Mexican
boys in breaking and training his young race horses, who, he
says, " can ride anything that wears hair if it goes on four

legs." Tbe fillies and colts broken by these boys are, he claims,

the best of actors and quite as famous. The big Mexican sad-

dle is used in breaking them, the boy, saddle and bridle usually
weighing about 140 ponnds.

The Vancouver Jockey Club Asssociatiou met on the after-

noon of April 4th, The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: President, F. C. Cotton; vice-president, F. C. Cope;
second vice-president, D. Oppenheimer ; secretary, W. Camp-
bell; committee, W. Templeton, E. E. Penzer, J. A. Fuller-

ton, T. Dunn, C. A. McKinnon. The spring meeting will be

held on the 23d and 24th of May.

Dr. Aby came down from Gebhard's Lake county ranch

yesterday with five thoroughbreds which he shipped per

steamer Zinfaudel to the city. Two of the horses will be

started in races at the Blood Horse meeting.—Napa Register,

April 15.

A New York morning paper said last Tuesday : "Tam-
many's chieftain, Kichard Croker, has purchased the famous

horse Longstreet from Michael Dwyer ior $75,000." This is

a pretty stiff" price, and we should say 625,000 would be nearer

the mark.

J. G. Follansbee's two-year-old colt at Morris Park, by

Surinam—Paloma, has been named Armitage, and his chest-

nut gelding, by Kyrle Daly—Springlike, has been named
Springtime. Armitage is one of the most promising two-year-

olds at the track.

The Fair string will leave the Capitol City to-day for

Washington Park, Chicago, in charge of Dick Havey. That
the brother of Yo Tambien will make the best of them walk

some is certain, and it is said there are others in the list little

inferior to Yo El Rey.

The following jockeys were licensed by the Board of Con-

trol on April 8th : George Miller, William J. Hill, George

McDonald, William J. Fitzpatrick, William Donohoe, Chris-

topher Riley, Charles Flynn, Edward Mosier, Charles Han-
cock, Cassius Sloan, Dennis Watson and William Simms.

The Brooklyn handicap is now attracting the most atten-

tion among Eastern horsemen. Parvenue, Judge Morrow,

Russell and Diablo have shown the best work, and the race is

considered to be between these four. Leonawell and Nomad
ire carrying heavy commissions, and may win if in condition

at the post.

A Woodland man had a horse that slobbered so much as

to excite the owner's disgust. He read an advertisement in

an Eastern paper where a man for a dollar promised to send

a receipt that would cure the horse of his annoying habit. He
Bent for the receipt, which simply read, " Teach your horse to

spit."—Lakeport Democrat.

G. H. Phillips, the millionaire mining man, informed

ub the other day that all the papers had the sale of Wild-

wood wrong, some crediting his purchase to A. Ottinger

entirely, others to Keating & Ottinger. He (Phillips) and

A. Ottinger own the horse jointly, and Mr. Keating has no in-

terest in the great son of Wildidle and Fedora IV.

The largest number of entries that was sent in for the

Monmouth Park Association stakes that were closed April 3,

was 180 from the Rancocas stable. J. A. & A. H. Morris sent

in 158; McCafferty & Wishard, 109; M. F. Dwyer, 100;

Walcott & Campbell, 97 ; J. R. &. F. Keene, 91 : Blemton
Stable, 85 ;

Marcus Daly, 79, and Gideon & Daly, 70.

Last week the two-year-old filly Mary, by Bishop (sire of

Racine), dam Bessie Belle, was shipped from Lexington, Ky.,

to New York. This miss was purchased by the Tammany
chieftain, Richard Crocker, of John E. Madden, during a re-

cent visit to the Bluegrass region. Mary was to work a quar-

ter in 0:22^ before being shipped, or the sale did not go.

A correspondent from the Hunter River Valley of Aus-
tralia writes : The Hunter Valley is ruined for some time

4 ' to come. We have just experienced the highest flood ever

known, even to the oldest residents. Every one that had a

farm is ruined for some time to come. They have either lost

their homes or all their stock. The Hon. John Ealea lost

nearly all his thoroughbred mares (nearly sixty of them), so

the flood had no respect for persons. Maitland, about four

miles from Morpeth, is a complete wreck. It came so suddenly

on the people that they had no time to save anything. Twenty-
five inches of rain fell in twenty-four hours."

The noted broodmare Fonwitch (dam of Beautiful Bells,

Chimes, Grace, Eli and Chapman) died at McGratiana Stud
Farm, Lexington, Ky., April 8th. She was sired by King
Alfonso, out of imp. Weatherwicb, by Weatherbit. She was
a full sister to Fonso, and her dam also produced Florence,

Hindoo's dam. A yearling out of Fonwitch last year sold for

$2,£00. Her loss is estimated at $5,000.

May 10th will be the opening dayof the Louisville Jockey
Club's spring meeting, when the Kentucky Derby will be con-

tested for by King Lee, Calhoun, the winner of the Tennessee
Derby, Buck McCann, Rejection, Jake Johnson, Enthusiast,

Plutas, Fort Worth, Mirage, Midway and others. Anions: the

entries for the Kentucky Oaks, to be run May 15th, are Helen
Nichols, Elizabeth L., Red Banner, Kentucky Lady, Johnetta

and Dutch Oven.

Carlsbad, the winner of the American Derby last year,

will be dangerous in the all-aged events of 1893. Mr. Swi-

gert, his owner, has already refused $20,000 for him, as he
proposes to retain him for breeding purposes. Reports from
Lexington state that he has wintered well and grown in every

way and spread out immensely. In honor of the horse Mr.
Swigert has changed the name of his breeding establishment

to Carlsbad Stud.

The City and Suburban handicap was won by a head on
April 12th by Mr. A. Taylors four-year-old King Charles;

Windgall second and Lady Hermit third. King Charles won
no distinction in last year's races. Windgall took second
place in the Leicestershire Royal handicap, September 21st,

and won the Newmarket handicap eight days later and the

Liverpool cup on November 11th. Lady Hermit took third

position in the Oaks, June 3d.

Just how the Daily Report can make it out more " sports-

manlike" to send the horses away in races to a flying start, it

would be interesting to know. Our argument in favor of the

standing start is, that often when the flag drops to the " flying

start " some horses are not only in front of others, but in mo-
tion, while other horses may be standing, thus giving an un-

due advantage that could not be secured were the animals

sent away with all standing in a line.

It is alleged $600,000,000 per annum changes hands in the

betting: rings on American events. On this basis $10 could be

allowed for betting purposes to every man, woman and child

in the United States. The question is being constantly asked,

Who reaps the benefit of this money ? It is certainly aot the

players, for, outside of " Pittsburg Phil," Lucky Baldwin,

Mike Dwyer, " Cull " Holland and Colonel Bill Harding, one
never hears of any remarkable winnings.

Wolf's Craig, the winner of the Lincoln Handicap this

year, cost as a yearling £1,300. He was subsequently sold by
his owner to Mr. J. W. Smith for the sum of £340, and has

now credited his latter owner with the nice sum of £1,595,

the value of the handicap. Wolfs Craig started at the re-

munerative odds of twenty to one against, and beat Sir J.

Blundell Maple's Gangway by a length and a half. The
favorite, Mina, was nowhere—ia fact, was beaten before one-

third of the distance had been covered.

A Chicago friend writes Matt Storn, the well-known turf-

man of this city :
" Garfield is being prepared for running.

They are harrowing the track and repairing the stables. There
are about 150 horses there now. I understand that the three

tracks have pooled their interests, so that when one shuts down
another will start up. Corrigan bested them all. The Hank-
insesare running their horses at his track, so that you see every-

thing is O. K. Carter Harrison and ' the boys' have kissed

and made up. The Berry bill will not pass the Senate, and the

Mayor will have all to say any way. If he says run, they will

run, and if he says stop, stop they will.

Billy McCormick expects to go East early in May with

the string of Simeon G. Reed, the Portland millionaire. The
flyers in his charge are bred in the purple, and are as follows :

Brown filly, 3, by Darebin—Iris; bay filly, 3, by Darebin

—

Ventura; black colt, 3, by Hidalgo— Birdie W.; bay filly. '-'.

by Tyrant—Cleo ; chestnut colt, 2, by Midlothian—Y'oung

Flash; bay colt, 2, by Cheviot—by Wildidle; brown colt, 2,

by Darebin—Letolo ; chestnut colt, 2, by Three Cheers-
Charity ; chestnut colt, 2, by Sir Modred—Moll ie Walton

;

bay fillv, 2, by Sir Modred—Blithesome ; chestnut colt, 2, by

Sir Modred—Typhoon; chestnut colt, 2, by Florentine—Sozo-

dont; chestnut filly, 2, by Sir Modred—Plaything; hay filly,

2, by Sir Modred—Teacher.

One of the Baldwin strings left Santa Anita last Saturday

in charge of that clever colored trainer, Emanuel Harding,

the destination being St. Louis. Harding is one of the befit

trainers in America, and has some excellent material in the

following: Santiago, 0, by Grinstead—Clara D.; Amigo.6, bv

Prince Charlie—Mission Belle ; San Francisco, 3, by Ruther-

ford—Jennie B.; Aloha, 3, by Emperor of Norfolk—Paola

;

San Diego, 3, by Volante—Blossom ; bay colt, 2, by Cheviot

—

Santa Anita; bay colt, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie
McCarthy's Last; bay lilly, 2. bv Cheviot— Viente; chestnut

colt, 3, by Verano—Josie C.; bay filly, 3, by Volante—Vienle;

bay colt, 2, by Cheviot—Genova; bay colt, 2, by Emperor of

Norfolk—Clara D. The crack two-year-old in this lot is said to

be the one by Cheviot, out of Viente. San Francisco is Bald-

win's American Derby colt. Santiago is said to be a much-
improved horse.

The horse sheds at the track of the St. Louie Jockey t lub
were destroyed by fire late on the afternoon of April 8th, in-

volving a loss to the club of $50,000. The sheds were filled

with valuable horses training for the spring races, which will

begin April 21. There was great excitement among the horse-
men until their hornes had been rescued from the burning
sheds. Only one horse was lost, Vatican, 0, by Vanderbill,
owned by George Grassmuck. GrasMiniek had expected to

do good work with the horse and was giving it a *horough
training. The fire will not interfere materially with the rac-
ing programme, so temporary quarters will In- at once ron-
strticted.

J. J. McCafferty considered Rees, who recently died, the
greatest horse he ever saw. He says (hat as a yearling at
Columbia in 1891 Helen Nichols could not exercise Rees
(who was by Enquirer-Glengary ), and that when he found
the two-year-olds could not make him gallop he sent him
along with old horses for three-eighths or more with 130 pounds
up, but even then he could outrun such sprinters as Fred
Taral. Although he had been offered $30,000 for him, it oc-
curred to him that he could make an immense killing with
him in the Washington Park Derby. He had intended to

ride Rees himself in that event, and if he could have got it on
expected to bet $"20,00u on the horse.

In the betting for the Metropolitan handicap, Yorkville
Belle is favorite at 10 to 1, with His Highness, Locohatchee,
Picknicker, St. Florian and The Pepper next at 15 to 1.

Nomad, Mars, Pessara, Parvenue and Russell are quoted at

20; Glenmoyne and Pickpocket at 25, and Fidelia, La Tosca,
Leonawell, Lady Violet, Madstone, Two Bits, Victory and
Vestibule at 30. The books are full on Tammany for the
Suburban, and the leading quotations are : Lamplighter, 7

;

His Highness, S ; Dr. Hasbrouck and Strathmeath, 10; Ban-
quet and Russell, 15, with Locohatchee, Mars, Major Domo,
Montana, Nomad, Parvenue and Pessara at 20 each. For the
Brooklyn, Lamplighter is so universally liked that no books
have been made against him.

Cy. Mvlkey, the superintendent of the Palo Alto thor-

oughbred department, attended the races last Saturday. He
has ten youngsters in training at the big stock farm. The
three-year-olds are Charm, Pasha and Ohiyesa. The last is

by Argyle, dam imp. Amalia. Charm is almost certain to be
a grand race mare. She is by Cheviot and her dam is Fairy
Rose, who is famous as the dam of Racine and Fairy. Pasha
is by Cyrus, dam imp. Laelia, an English mare bred by
Leopold de Rothschild. The two-year-olds in training by Mr.
Mulkey are by imp. Cyrus, imp. Cheviot, Shannon and Flood.

Mr. Mulkey has broken eleven yearlings—one a half brother

to Racine. Thirteen of the best mares on the ranch have been
bred to Racine, including Flirt, Gorgo and Fostress, the dam
of Sinfax.

Mr. J. O. Mack, Secretary of The Dalles Association, was
in Portland last week, and said that the winter value of The
Dalles track has never been more apparent than during the

past six months. Several horses are in training there which
will be here at tbe spring meeting, says the Oregonian. The
onlv trotter is the bay mare Anita, by Rockwood, Jr., owned
by M. E. Welch. Among the runners are; Siretta, bay mare,

owned by Mack and Macdonough, sired by Joe Hooker; Ne-
halem, three-year-old brown colt, by Leon ; Rockland Boy, by
Montana; Mr. Strickland's four-year-old grey mare, Mamie
S., by Sam Stephenson, which was here at both meetings last

year ; Wiseman & Brogan's two-year-old Sam Stephenson colt,

Tilden, out of Nellie Ward, and the sorrel Ophir mare, Ruby,
which ran both at Salem and Portland last spring.

Parvende, with his 114 pounds, is considered the most
formidable Brooklyn Handicap horse now located at Morris

Park. He ran eleven races laat year and was defeated but

once. While it is admitted that " Pittsburg Phil " and his

trainer brother know the science of placing horses well, even

then Parvenue's record, added to his present good showing,

makes him formidable in the eyes of judges. Parvenue still

has lots of fat inside that must be gradually worked off. If

he had his way he would have run a Brooklyn handicap
Tuesday afternoon, when in company with his full brother

and Wormser he was given strong gallops on the Morris Park
track. He was full of lifeand motion and was with difticulty

restraiued. He was given half a mile in a minute, which
Trainer Smith considered fully good enough for the present.

—

New York Herald.

A dispatch from Newport, K. I., dated April 7th, says

:

"Realizing the necessity of doing something to increase the

attraction for the coming Newport season, a number of gentle-

men interested in sport have formed an association for the

promotion of all sorts of outdoor sport, principally horse rac-

ing, both trotting and running. A trotting meeting will be

held in June or July, a three days' race meeting in August, a

cattle show and fair, for the first time in seven years, and there

will be races, games and baseball, etc., on various intervening

dsys, and also on all holidays. Suitable grounds will be

secured in the immediate vicinity of the city and put in proper

order for comfortable occupancy. The organization is called

the Newport Racing Association, Limited, and the ofticers

include H. A. Carey, president, who was elected to the Legis-

lature on Wednesday on the Democratic ticket by the largest

mojority ever recorded here; L. L. Lorillard, vice-president

;

Roland King, secretary and treasurer: Prescott Lawrence, F.

Ware and W. R. Hunter, Executive Committee. A number
of the permanent residents are included among the mem-
bers.

THE Goodwin Bros., of New York, writes as " Following

out our customary line of progress, we take pleasure in calling

your attention to* two of the mosl important improvement!

which we have ever adopted in connection with our Official

Turf Guide, the finU issue of which, for this yc:ir, will be

published about the 10th inst. The improvements referred to

have never, to our knowledge, been followed by any similar

publication in any country, and arc :t- follows ! Inconjunction

with the customary numbering of the horses in the Index we

have added smaller figures of twos and threes wl

Decenary, which will invariably denote when an animal has

run second and third. The usefulness of this, particularly t<>

secretaries of jockey clubs, etc., is very apparent, and to the

racing public we are confident it will prove B welcome inno-

vation. The second improvement, also applicable to the

Index, will be the giving of each horse its correct age, no

matter what that may be. It has been customary, in racing

parlance, to term an animal ' aged ' whenever it has reached

seven years or over; whereas, by the radical change which we

have inaugurated, a horse will lie designated by an 8, 10, 13,

etc., according to its years.'*
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. B. H. A April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUIS JOCK EY C LUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB May 1 to May 13
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting May 10 (9 days)
p. c. T. H. B. A.- Spring Meeting. May 27 to June 3 incl
CHIOO. AU2. 2 to 26 incl
SANTA BARBARA Angnst22 10 August 26 incl
LOM POC August 29 to September 2 incl

H EN EME September 19 to September 23 incl
SANTA ANA .September 26 toSeptember30 incl

til .ELES October 2 to October 7 incl
y INI I iUVER. WASH June 14 (tour days

i

INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND _ June 24 (seven days)
SALEM Julv 4th, 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCLATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June 23

LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington. Ky.)—Spring meeting
May 20 to June 24

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meelimt...June6 to 30
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting Mav 30 to June 10

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, 111. i—Summer meeting

-June 24 (25 days)
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE July 3, 4 and 5
DILLON July 4 to 7
MISSOULA— Reeular circuit _ Julv 10 to 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit ....July 15 to 26
BUTTE-Reeular circuit _ July 29 to Aug. 15
HIXKNA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS _ Aug. 29 toSept.2
STTJRGIS (Mlcbl July 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
i ; I.EN R ROOK PARK August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to S
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 incl.
wash I NGTON PARK The N. w. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September4 to 16

Sept. 26 to 29 incl
HOI.I.ISTER. October 10 to 14 incl
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'S October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

OVERLAND PARK CLUB (Denver..—Slakes Races April 25
Purses _. May 16

TULARE April 25
SAX JO-E COLT STAKES- May 1

NAPA—Pacing Colt Stakes Mav 1

VALLFJO MaylO

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ALMOITmON
A.MHAS-Alwm
ANDY R
AST! I

ALEXANDER BUTTON
BAY Rl IS

A. A. Armxtrone, Alamo, Cal
Browne A Co., Kalamazoo, Mich

...Coas. E Xeedham, Bellolta, Cal
J. C. Smllh, Oakland, Cal

D. Ainlerton. i lukland, Cal
G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal

Thw. Bonner, Simla Rosa, Cal
CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Marlln Carter. Irvlnslon
'HAN' El. I."I! H.OM _ R. I,. Foi.SanJOM
' H \- DERBY Geo. A Wiley, Danville, (*!

- W. W. Smith. Colusa, Cal
DAXTON M'H I.I P.IE D.J. Murpllv. Mllpllas, Cal

n Rosedale Breeding Farm
DEI.WIN sjiiuii,.! Gamble, Danville, Cal

i: PRINCE 1I.-V3 Souther Farm. San [.eatidro, Cal
.Clarence Day, Belmont, CM

III' . IT A l.ls !«,.:v, Rosedale Breeding Farm
DIABl.'i „ Murray <t Rleuanls. Pleasanton, Cat
DON MARVIN Chan I. Lowell, Loril, Cal

Souther Kami, San Leandro
Willi, Orovi .sonomuCo

I.. Richards, Grajacn, CM
El. BENTON

,
souther Farm. San Leandro

F.MINENl ~ \ Browne A Co., Kalamazoo. Mich
.Frank If. Burke, 626 Market St

OLKN FORTUNE Soother Farm, Kan Leandro
ui'Y wii.Kl.i Wm.Corbltt.8ati Ma Cal
OUIDl A. T. Hatch, 42 Fl

Woollier Farm, Sao Leandro
' ' Bcmis,M2Montironiervst

IRANI H Mklaiel.'lal
Dr. T. W- Harrh. Bngene.On)

MOUNT H""lil2.o« Win. KcUy, Hon CeandroCal
I'. 1 1. Fox, sau Jos.-

NAPAW1LKEH i \v imvH-, Wataonvule, OalSUTWOOO BOl .......... i II, Lodl.Cn!
i. he- Martin Carter, Irvlnglon

PLEAMANTI IN s,:nl,rr Farm. San U-andro, Cal
PKINCK RED W40 (,..,. A. wn, v, Dunvllle. Cal
PRINDI \ Clint.. E. Ne.-.ll, on. B..lloia, Cal

KY Fred 1.. or. Iliuifbnl, Cul
-.\ I'.l.l. Wl l.K I.- K ,o. ' oroiti, Sao U

.v : .... k.Lliioia.-.K,. Ml-!,
BALADIN C a Bemla,m Mom
-111 ROY A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Bull. link", 1'llv
SILVER BOW _ P.J. Williams. Mil pita*. Cal
BOUPAN _ D. J. Muri'lo , Milpluu, CalBTELNWAY Ott, A. WUey, DanvUte,Oal

STETNOL 1S.654 A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
STEVE WHIPPLE- „ Cnas. E. Xeedham, Bellota, Cal
VOTER Chas. E. Xeedham. Bellota, Cal
WALDSTELN 12,597 - H. S. Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal
WARLOCK JS. A. Browne Co., Kalamazoo, M ich
W1LDO 9637 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
WIL DIRECT -Wm. Corbltt. San Mateo, CM

THOROUGHBREDS.
ACCJONISTA (Imp. Arabian Stallion

C. A. Baldwin, Mountain View Station, Santa Claaa Co
BUNOr (Imp. Frencn Drait stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
IMP. IDALIUM John Cassldy, city
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Murrv, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES i Coach Stallion) _.K. O'Grady. san Mateo, Cal
MONDAY FINAL H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal
NONPAREIL (Cleveland Bay Stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
WILD1DLE H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, Ca

Reflections for Horse Breeders.

The statement lately made that Senator Leland

Stanford's experiment in breeding trotters will be looked

upon by horsemen ten years from now in a far different

light from what it is at present, is true. His use of

the best thoroughbred blood to make the trotter gamer and

better and his crossing the Clay blood with that of Lex-

ington, Planet, imp. Hercules and Williamson's Belmont

blood will do more toward elevating the type of the trot-

ting horse than most people (who do not study pedigrees

or are afraid to look for hot blood in the trotter) are aware

of. These people forget all about the great sire:, and

dams that had this " hot blood " very close up, and yet

they long to find the names of these sires or matrons in

the pedigrees of their very best ones. They want Mam-
brino Patchen, Seely's American Star, Cuyler, Edward

Everett, George M. Patchen, Happy Medium, Pilot Jr.,

The ploor, Louis Xapoleon, Wedgewood, Young Jim,

Woodford Mambrino, Edwin Forrest, Kentucky Clay, A.

W. Richmond and their sons and daughters ; but they

adhere so strictly to that line that they forget they are

not infusing any " warm blood " into the youngsters. The

pioneer who was placing new thoroughbred strains in

his trotters has met with little encouragement, even

up to the present; but the time is rapidly ap-

proaching when the colts and fillies bred at Palo Alto

that are by the trotting-bred sires out of thoroughbred

dams will be as eagerly sought for in pedigrees as those

we have mentioned.

The great foundation of our fastest trotters were thor-

oughbreds, or individuals that are recognized as hav-

ing had all of the characteristics of thoroughbreds. These

were bred to the coarser French Canadians, Morgans,

Hackneys, Norfolk trotters, Xarragansett pacers and other

classes or breeds of horses that were found scattered

throughout the Xew England and Middle States after the

Revolution. Our Californian foundations are built of

better material for speed, because more attention has

been paid to the requisites sought for in the progeny.

Judgment based upon close study and a thorough knowl-

edge of the anatomy and instincts of the horse has

guided all the work ; consequently, the class has im-

proved, notwithstanding the craze for the " standard."

When it is taken into consideration that Mambrino,

foaled in 1806, Abdallah 1 foaled in 1823, Seely's Ameri-

can Star in 1837, Mambrino Patchen in 1862, all carried

a large percentage of thoroughbred blood, and are now

looked upon as of inestimable value, is there any reason

why the " thoroughbred in the trotter " should now be

looked upon with credulity by many who claim to be

enlightened ? Has any one the courage to prophesy what

place in the great trotting world the sons and daughters

of Electioneer, out of thoroughbred mares, that are now

considered " great," will occupy twenty years hence ?

The industry of breeding and developing trotters is pro-

gressive, and America will yet supply the world with the

light harness horse. The European market is now demand-

ing our best trotters. Were it predicted by any sanguine

breeder ten years ago that America would be supplying

the government breeding establishments of Europe with

horses, the prophet would be laughed at, and told " that

the insane asylum would never be full until he was in it."

The breeding of our trotting sires to hackney mares

has already proven a most successful experiment. A
large number of Orloff trotters, and the mares of Austria

and Germany, are to be bred to our American trotters

from this time on. Everything is in the experimental

stage with our " cousins across the big pond," but the

latest advices are very encouraging for the future of our

best-bred trotters and the work they are accomplishing

in improving the breeds there.

The Columbian Exhibition will be the magnet to draw

thousands of the wealthiest of all nations, aud the wide-

awake breeders of trotters in America will have an oppor-

tunity of showing what their horses can do. It will be

as an object lesson never to be forgotten by the specta-

tors. There is talk of a Palo AUo kindergarten being

built to show how the baby trotters, which have just been

weaned, trot as if they had been campaigned from the

day they were foaled. The thoroughbreds that, in the

opinion of all people, are supposed to know no other gait

but the gallop, will vie with their trotting-bred compan-

ions as " trotters." The results to be achieved by pur-

chasing a trotting stallion from America to cross on the

thoroughbreds of Europe, Asia, Australia, South Amer-

ica, Mexico and Africa will be exemplified by the " half

thoroughbreds " that may be sent from California, and an

active market will be created. Even thousands of Amer-

icans will have a better idea of this great cross than they

have ever had before, and will learn from whence the

game qualities of the greatest of our trotting representa-

tives descended.

We may not show such noted horses as American Star,

Mambrino Patchen, Abdallah 1, The Moor, Woodford

Mambrino, Cuyler, A. W. Richmond, or the balance of

these named above, but we can show horses and mares

that have an inherent right to be superior, and whose pro-

duce will make them even more famous, for they will

have greater opportunities on the track and in the harem.

The thoroughbred in the trotter theorists have reason

to be proud of the records made in 1892, and the Breeder
A2JD Sportsman takes especial pride in reviewing the

wonderful work of the trotters and pacers, because, for

ten years, it has been an advocate of this great cross, and

under its founder it has had many a battle with the might-

iest writers and breeders in the land, who have graciously

surrendered (with few exceptions) and acknowledged that

there is more in the infusion ofthe " thoroughbred blotd"

than they had any idea of.

Flaxtail, by Bull Pup.

The discussion in regard to the pedigree of Flaxtail

has been given considerable space in the columns of this

paper, because, for the sake of the horse, he deserved it.

The story that he was by Blue Bull, or said to be by Blue

Bull, is false. They looked as much unlike as two horses

possibly could. In conformation they were not uniform,

and the only reason that Flaxtail's pedigree was not veri-

fied before is that Dr. M. W. Hicks, who owned the horse

but a few years, was very pari ial to the blood of the popu-

lai sire, Blue Bull, and he did not care to have anything

that traced to Bull Pup. Samuel Gamble states that he

saw both horses in 1864, and they were as unlike as they

possibly could be, and no one claimed Flaxtail was by

any horse except Bull Pup. This was long before Dr.

Hicks purchased him. The evidence given shows that

Dr. M. W. Hicks " stood in his own light," and did not

act in the matter of registration as he should have done,

but showed a total disregard for the value of the authen-

ticity of the claims made by others regarding Flaxtail's

breeding. This statement may appear strange to many
people, but, nevertheless, it is true.

Flaxtail's blood is being appreciated more and more

every year, and, when blended with that of the descend-

ants of Hambletonian 10 and Bashaw 50, it has proven

its value wonderfully.

We trust that the registrar will take cognizance of the

testimony and facts, as shown, for after a deliberate re-

view of them we cannot see how he can publish the pedi-

gree of this horse Flaxtail as " untraced." This subject

will not be dropped at present, for there are numbers of

breeders in Iowa who will remember the facts in regard

to the horse, now that their attention is called to it. In

California the claim that the horse was by Blue Bull has

been always looked upon with suspicion by those who re-

member the Blue Bulls, and when the gentlemanly owner

of Flaxtail was ever cross-questioned he invariably an-

swered :
" He was by Blue Pup, but he is registered in

Wallace's book as said to be by Pruden's Blue Bull, and

I will not change it now."

Secretaries Should Meet.

The little no'ice that appeared in these columns 1

week in regard to the time for the fall meetings to com-

mence has been the cause of much comment. The sec-

retaries in the circuits mentioned are anxious to have

such dates set as will be agreeable to all, and in order to

facilitate matters it the, directors will hold meetings and

appoint their secretaries to cojne to this city and meet in

the office of the Breeder axd Stortsmax at any time

they may choose everything will be placed at their dis-

posal. Such a meeting will be productive of much good,

and a number of questions regarding specials, handicap-

ping and novel';y races can be discussed. This year's

meetings promise to surpass those heretofore held, for a

greater interest in being taken in them by owners of trot-

ters and pacers than ever. By communicating with this

office a date can be set for the secretaries' meeting. There

is no time to lose, and this important subject should re-

ceive the attention of all directors of the associations im-

mediatelv.

aat
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The Blood Horse Meeting.

In nearly every respect the meeting now in progress at

Bay District track has been the most successful in the

history of the Pacific Coast. The entries have been

larger, the finishes closer and the attendance greatly

increased over former meetings. We want to especially

commend Judge Riley and his associates for their vigi-

lance and promptness in putting down fraud and punish-

ing offenders. During the past seven days the " crooked "

lessee and jockey of Bay Dick, respectively A. Leech and

Frank Kinney, have been ruled oft" for life, as was W. M.

Sinclair, who, according to the testimony of unimpeach-

able witnesses, stated to Jockey Rinstein his desire to

have him " place " old gray Stoneman second, and no-

where else. Rinstein told his employer, Charles Boots,

as honorable a turfman as lives in any country to-day, of

Sinclair's request, and Mr. Boots promptly refused to

allow Rinstein to ride the gelding. Sinclair then engaged

Wash. King, and upon Rinstein informing the judges of

Sinclair's instructions, the matter was investigated with

the result mentioned above.

In the case of W. Clancy, B. C. Holly's first jockey,

suspended indefinitely for his ride on Revolver last Wed-

nesday, when Almont won, we believe that while the boy

made a mighty poor showing and could have been much

closer to Almont at the finish had he not taken Revolver

hack as far as he did, it is not at all certain that Revolver

could have won. In fact. Almont fit and well, is, in our

opinion, capable of giving Revolver from 7 to 10 pounds

in any race where the distance is over a mile. The re-

instatement of Jockey Thad Williams was just and

proper. A reputable veterinary surgeon certified that

the horse was sore in both shoulders and back. Regarding

the reinstatement ot Jockey Claude Burlingame we know

nothing of the merits or demerits of the case—only that

certain turfmen made charges against him—of strong-arm

work and "dosing" Red Prince.

One thing we would like to say to the gentlemen of

the evening press who have tried, to deride the stand

taken by the Breeder and Sportsman on the standing

start question. They are either allowing their strong re-

gard for Mr. Ferguson to sway them in their writings, or

else have not given the subject sufficient thought. Now,

as far as Mr. Ferguson is concerned, there is no more

genial, popular man in America than he, and as he came

from the same section of country as the writer, we naturally

like him very much. But that has little to do with the

case. The fact remains that James Rnwe, with his

standing starts, made the greatest of hits in San Fran-

cisco, and praise of his work came from everyone that

pretended to know anything of starting. There were

no howls from owners that they were getting the worst of

it. The horses were 'ined up like a troop of cavalry,

the flag swished, and no one had the advantage. Mr.

I Ferguson is a man of just as good sense as Rowe, and

has had more experience in the starter's stand. That he

can make just as good standing starts as the ex-jockey-

trainer we have little doubt, and our single wish in the

matter is to see the starting give general satisfaction—to

owners and the public alike. In no other way can fair

send-offs be given at all times. It is well-nigh possible

to get a good-sized field of horses away to a " Hying ''

start, all on their strides, and bunched. While not wishing

to ape the English or Australians, any fair-minded man
that has given the matter any study will admit that

those countries are ahead of us in the liue of racing horses.

More interest is manifested there, the fields and crowds

' are generally much larger and the management fully as

good as in America. If the " flying " start were prefer-

I' able to the standing, would not the older countries have

adopted the former long ere this? It stands to reason

that the two styles have been closely studied and the

standing start chosen. An old turfman gave us a very

good example bearing on this case recently. Said he
,

" My father was" 47 years of age, and a fairly active man,

when a famous sprinter came to reside in our town in

Kentucky. The runner was quite a blowhard, anJ my
father decided to teach him a lesson, if possible. So he

made a proposition to the sprinter to run bim 75 yards

he (the old gentleman) to go back about twenty-five yards

»od come up at his best clip, the sprinter to stand on the

nark until father just passed him. Then he was at

iberty to go. The sum of $100 a side was put up, the

'elebrity being very anxious to make the match. Now,
ather was not by any means a wonderful runner, but he

>eat that sprinter under those conditions by about three

ards handily." It is just so with a " flying " start,

vhere all are not on the fly. The horse that is not on his

tride when the flag falls has to accept a big handicap,

hat is certain, especially jn dashes of six furlongs and

under. In races at the longer distances it does not matter

so much, but it undoubtedly makes a vast difference in

the Bprints.

The resignation of Col. H. I. Thornton as President of

the Blood Horse Association was something of a sur-

prise, and acceptance was made with regret. Ill-health,busi-

iness cares and inability to give as much attention to the af-

fairs ofthe association as required were the reasons the pop-

ular gentleman gave for his retirement. Thos. H. Williams

Jr., the Vice-President and most active official in the or-

ganization, was elected to fill the position of President,

while A. B. Spreckles was made Vice-President and

Louis Lessak a director. Mr. Williams is progressive

and thoroughly posted on racing matters, and the Blood

Horse Association affairs will assuredly be well managed

and popular innovations adopted. If a new track, credit-

able to a city like San Francisco, were going to be built

soon, we would say that this city bade fair to be the

greatest racing center in America, but there are few

straws being blown in the desired direction. However,

there has been a great change for the better in the line

of racing in San Francisco during the past two years

and California will, in ten years' time, outstrip even

Kentucky as a State where large numbers of great race

horses are bred and raced.

A Famous English Trainer Talks.

There is an erroneous impression existing among

horsemen regarding the length of time chosen for the

Breeders' meeting, commencing May 27th. Its duration

will depend entirely upon the number of horses assembled.

The contract for the Bay District track covers twelve

days, five for preparatory work and seven for races. Some
of those allotted for preparation can be utilized, and the

lease, in all probability, will be extended, if necessary.

Arrangements will be made to have the fastest horses on

the coast appear at this meeting, and from the interest

being taken in it by owners of trotters and pacers, its suc-

cess is almost assured. There should be no hesitancy on

the part of eveYy one interested to boom this meeting, and

help make it one of the greatest inaugural events in the

history of the light harness horse in California.

Macdonough's Flyers That "Will Go Bast.

W. O'B. Macdonough's two big strings, one of which goes

direct to Brooklyn to-day or to-morrow, have been made up.

Henry Walsh shipped five youngsters from San Jose to Bay

District this week. The flyers in Walsh's hands, which are

expected to attract much attention among Easterners to Cali-

fornia, are as follows

:

Monowai, 3, by Midlothian—Eliza ; Grandee, 3, by War-
wick—Helen Scratch; chestnut colt, 2, by imp. Kingston

—

Jewelry ; bay colt, 2, by Sir Modred—Glendora ; bay colt, 2,

by Sir Modred—Mabel; black colt, 2, by Darebin—Alfareta :

chestnut colt, 2, by Sir Modred—Tourmaline ; bay filly, 2, by
Darebin—Fleurette: chestnut filly, 2, by Midlothian—La
Scala; bay filly, 2, by Cyrus—Getaway; bay filly by Gulore

—

Glidelia ; chestnut colt by Sir Modred—Schoolgirl.

There aresome high-class two-year-olds in this lot. Accord-

ing to all accounts, the Cyrus filly is the fastest ever trained

by Henry Walsh, and as he has handled all the stars at Palo

Alto for years, there is every reason to believe that this filly

will be another Helen Nichols. Monowai v ill, in all proba-

bility, make his first start in the Metropolitan handicap on
Decoration day. He is on at 95 pounds, and the winter books

are already all fall on theCalifornia colt. About thirty-three

horses will be raced in the McDonough colors this year.

The veteran Dan Dennison will take the seventeen to

Chicago after the Blood Horse meeting closes, as follows:

Bessie W ,4, by Darebin—Glendora; Wicklow, 3, by Leinster

—Aunt Jane; Rosalie, 2,by Hyder AH—Rosemary; Valencia,2,

by Hidalgo—Yum Yum; Abbess,2,by Kyrle Daly—Abra; Ova-
tion, 2, by Three Cheers—HattieBall; Chestnut filly, 2, by
Sir Modred—Faux Pas; bay filly, 2, by Kyrle Daly—Emo-
tion; Bonito, 2, by Ben Ali—Chiquita; black colt, 2, by Hi-

dalgo—Sister to Jim Douglass; chestnut colt, 2, by Cheviot

—

Lizzie P.; bay colt, 2, by Joe Daniels— Electricity; Border, 2,

by Cheviot—Sister to Kuth Ryan; chestnut colt, by Cheviot

—

Aunt Jane; brown colt, by Cheviot— Bertie W.; bay colt, by
Cheviot—Verona; chestnut colt, by Cheviot— Little Flash.

Sullivan and C. Dennison will ride the Western string, it is

understood.

The Talbot Sessions Sale.

One of the largest gatherings of horsemen ever assembled at

a sale were seen at Killip & Co.'s salesyard last Wednesday,

for the trottibg stock belonging to Messrs. Talbot & Session,

was to be sold. The animals were shown in excellent condi-

tion, although the prices realized were only fair. Following

are the names of the hordes, buyers and prices over $100 re-

ceived :

Admiral, by Admiral, dam by Bismarck 19.240 . Cnas. Hughes..-* m
Judy ; E. B. Stone : MB
Violet ta, by Kaffir. 15.015. dam Violcite. by tieo. M. Paichen,

Jr.; T. Donobue 1">0

Hyack. by Guide. 2:16^. dam Travers mare; J. Altlten 200
Utaalady 20.174. by Sldnev. dam Anna Magee ; G. B. I'olbemu-,. 12j

Teekelai. 22.166. by Simmocolon. 2:13%, dam Crearida, by Y«»

Semite: G. Tompkins 270

Seminary Girl, by Cartoon, dam Nerea. oy John Nelson; I

Hughes *.

• W5
BkBglt, by Bros, dam Recess, by Imp. tCelple ; T. itooahue 2.*»

Tole, by Eros, dam Jenny, by BlmO : J. B. F. Imvi* „ Z7U
Buckley, by Fred Arnold ItiU

Klog Klmore, by Orlne, dam May Queen Ally
i J < uslak .. M0

Eva, by (j'rnnd Moor Jr.. dum Nancy, by John Nelson; C. 3. nt-
teii'len 11"

Tempest, by Jnnio. dam Weaver <>lrl, by Speculation 210

Very few people at the races yesterday afternoon were aware
that one of the most interested spectators there was none otber
than Charles Morton, the celebrated English trainer and
horse-owner.

" California should be an ideal place to raise racehorses,"
remarked the visitor to a Chronicle reporter, " and, don't you
know, I do not see why we couldn't have dirt tracks in Eng-
land like your tracks. Our races are all run on turf, and the
horses naturally slip a good deal."

Mr. Morion is on a tour round the world and has just ar-

rived here from Japan. Before starling out on his journey
Mr. Morion trained for Abingdon Baird. and was reiy roach
surprised to hear of his death at New ( Irleans.

" He was the most liberal roan one could imapini
.

Mr. Morton. "He was also very peculiar and never backed
his horses for any large amount while I trained for him, un-
less especially advised to do so by me. Another strange coin-
cidence is that Colonel Montague, another gentleman that I

trained for, also died while I was away from England."
" What is now the greatest English sire '.' " interrupted the

reporter.
'' Minting is the coming horse of England. Ormonde, the

stallion recently purchased by your Mr. Macdonongh, was the
only horse that ever lowered Mintine's colors in a race.

"No; I do not think that (150,000 was too much for Or-
monde. His progeny in England are si- owing wonderful
speed and staying quality as well. 1 am very sorry thai Med-
dler will not be able to start in the English Derby, owing to

his becoming ineligible on account of the death of hi* owner.
I trained him as a tivo-year-old, and he was a great colt. It

was generally conceded that the Derby lay between rsioglaSfl

and Meddler.
" Yes, I know Midlothian, who is now owned in your State-

He was a very fast race horse, and should be a succe.-^ in the
stud. By the way, I once owned Reggie, the latest English
importation to this State. He is well-bred. The best jockeys
in England, and the only ones who could be compared with
such riders as Archer, Fordham and Cannon, are Watts, Webb,
G. Barrett and M. Cannon. The latter is a son of old Tom
Cannon. I was not favorably impressed with the jockeys I

saw in this city."

Mr. Morion will visit the leading race-tracks in America
before returning to England. He does not think that Son of
a Gun will win ihe American Derby. "He was only a
moderate two-year-old," said the English expert, "and will

have to train a whole lot to develop into a high-class horse. St.

Simonian was a high-priced horse, but he is only a fair horse

at the best. El Diablo is a first-class handicap horse."

Mr. Morton will hereafter train only for himself. He has

trained such famous horses as Meddler, Bird of Freedom, Lady
Roseberry and Father Confessor.—Chronicle, April 19,

Mr. Morton saw the Australian horse, Highborn, win the

Viceroy's Cup in India recently, and says he thinks this fel-

low good enough to win in anv country. Mr. M. is here with
the Clement Scott party, and may visit some of our leading

stock farms.

A New York turf paper is the authority for the statement
that G. W. Johnson, a candidate for the American Derby, is a

sound horse and full of speed. This paper says: "And turning

to the horses, both of the cracks, Sir Walter and G. W. John-
son, look well enough to please the most exciting critic. Sir

Walter, while the same rather leggy fellow as last year, has

put on flesh to a marked degree, and although he only moved
yesterday at under a two minute gait, showed in good form for

this early in the season. As for the brother to Huron, he is a

race horse of the first water—bar accident. He has come
through the ordeal of firing and blistering in a manner calcu-

lated to enthuse all hands, from the veterinarian who advised

the heroic measures, down to th» owner and trainer of the colt.

As he fought for his head vesterday circling the figure eight

course of the old saddlebags track, G. W. Johnson was a

picture of virile, lusty health, and if he meets with no setback,

he will go close for the $60,000 stake at Chicago."

The revised book of the American Derby is full on Francis

Pope, Or. W. Johnson, Hasty and Major Dripps. The favor-

ites are Sir Francis and Don Alonzo, 10 each ; Dare, Raraapo,
Monowai and The Reaper, 15 each : Hugh Penny, Runyon,
Lady Violet, Floodgate and St. Leonards, 20 to 1 each ; Tyro.
Wormser, Son of a Gun, Picton and Cadmus, 2o to I : St.

Crotx, Lookout, Niles Standish and Spartan, 30 lo 1. If the

book fills up, or in other words, stands to pay the same
amount of money on each of the above twenty-five horses, it

will have $120 in the b>x for every $103 it will have to pay
out. no matter which of the above horses wins, and besides

could let all the other eighty seven horses run for the book for

nothing.

The jockey, J. Watts, who was under a long engagement to

the late " Abingdon " Baird, has been offered 6,000 guineas a*,

a three years' retainer by Sir Johu BlundeU Maple. The
stewards of the English Jockey Club 6nd that the Duke of

Portland, who has second claim on him, is now entitled to

first. The executors of Mr. Baird, however, are likely to take

theground that Mr. Baird's death does not release the jockey

from his contract, and that if he accepts a new 6,000 guineas

retainer, it shall be paid to the estate and not the jockey.

Breeders of thoroughbreds should not fail to purchase

some of the royally-bred broodmares offered for sale by .lames

F. Bybee, who can be seen at Bay District track. Mo
mares are tried producers of high-class perfon

The Haggtn sale of trotters and roadsters will take place on

the 4th and oth of May in this city.

Don't forget lo attend the sale of theShafter thoroughbreds
at Bay District track to-day.
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"Rambler" at Marysville.

Special Correspondence of the Bbeedee and Sportsman.]

Marysville, April 14, 1893.—While making a hur"

ried trip to this place and visiting my old friend, J. B.

McDonald, the pioneer horseman of this city, my attention

was frequently called to some as fine specimens of that famous

old campaigner, Brigadier, as one could wish to see, and re-

membering your request for items when passing among the

breeders, 1 have hurriedly dotted down one or two. Iu 1876,

Mr. McDonald, while on a visit to Kentucky, saw Brigadier,

and at a round figure bought him. During the summer and

fall he gave him a little track work, and at the Chico fair of

that year the new-comer acquitted himself with a three-year-

old record of 2:30. This at once established his reputation as

the best campaigning son of Happy Medium, and King of the

California turf. His title was well earned, and he enjoyed the

distinction of being a Brigadier, not only in name, but liter-

allv, when on the battlefield. As a sire, he became very pop-

ular in this part of the country, and being surrounded by a

class of appreciative breeders, he was liberally patronized, and,

as a result, there are more ofhisget in this section of the State

than of any other stallion Breeders are just beginning to

realize the value of his daughters as broodmares, and when
speaking of their merits as such the common remark is, " Re-

member, she is a Brigadier.'' They are indeed a very uniform

lot, and much resemble their sire ; especially is this the case

when considering their gait, it being an easy matter to distin-

guish them from all others by their facsimile movements of

the old horse, and in this respect it is an easy thing to follow

ihem through the third generation.

At Sewel Harris' RANCH— I saw a number of Briga-

dier's daughters and granddaughters. This gentleman is not

partial to any particular strain of blood in the trotter ; like

your humble servant, he believes iu a good horse, no matter

from which branch in the great tree it comes. His pastures
[

contain the blood of Director. Venture, Autevolo, Don Mar-
|

vin, Electioneer, Billy McCracken, the Wilkes family and
others, but among them all he can boast of none superior, and
I doubt if any equal in gait to the Brigadiers. Mr. Harris is

a wise and judicious breeder, and as a trainer displays good
judgment in handling his youngsters, having in his string

some of the most promising two. three and four-year-olds I

have seen. One two-year-old filly by his son of Director, out

of a Brigadier mare I saw in harness. She is a cracker-jack,

and my judgment is greatly at fault if she does not prove to

be one of the brightest stars among the constellation of Cali-

fornia's phenomenal trotters. H. J. Tomb, iu enterprising

ice merchant of this place, is also an indulgent lover of equine
beauties. He is the happy possessor of a very trustworthy

son of Alcantara, upon which he greatly relies for the safety

and comfort of his family, his wife being so partial to him as

to refuse holding the riboons over any other horse, while

Frank himself pairs off behind a beautiful three-year-old

daughter of Brigadier, which he thinks will, in due course of I

time and with proper handling, take her place among the

leaders of tbe most fashionably troiting-bred youngsters of the

Pacific Coast. Success to you, Frank, you deserve a good
one.

There are many others around Marysville who love to in- !

dulge in the growing sport of sitting behind a trotter. I

Among them may be seen a young banker who mates his

regular daily visit to the stall of a petite son of Sable Wilkes
j

io which he takes great pleasure. In the same stable Mr.
Kimball has a two-year-old colt by Dawn, the great son of!
Nutwood GOO. Mr. K. does not say much of his pet, but the

j

expression of his countenance when seated behind the beauti-

ful colt is enough to assure perfect satisfaction.

A FEW MINUTES AT MARYSVILLE.

A few minute* drive from the lively city of Marysville
brought me to the race course of D. E. Knight, where the
thirteenth Agricultural District holds its annual fair. On
turning into the short avenues which leads to the track from
the county road, I met Wm. Hogoboom who has charge of Mr.
Knight's horse*. He seems to be an intelligent person and is

a man who has had as much as twenty years experience with
horses, and on conversing with him one can easily see that he
has made horses his study. Wm. Look, his assistant, is a
young man of twenty-three years, who has improved his time,

and is quite an expert in the sulky. < )n examination, I found
the track well kept and in excellent condition, the paddocks
are covered with a coating of green which makes them very
pleasing to the eye. Mr. Knight has made marked improve-
ments in arranging new barns and grand stands since the track
fell into his possession. He is an enterprising man and one
whose counterpart is much needed in every locality where good
honest racing is- its aim. On going to the stables we were
joined by " Larry *' a St. Bernard, and as fine a specimen of
the canine family as one would wish to see. He weighs 160
pounds and is Mrs. Hogoboom's special favorite. On entering
the training department I found it well arranged, large roomy
Malls in numbers with enclosed driveway in front, so that
when out on a windy day one can drive in "from the storm and
be under cover while doing up his "Smoker." The first horse
led out was Patti Boca, a tine looking filly eleven months old,
a rich bay in - solor. fair i-ized and as well formed as most
three-year-olds: although a little bad tempered she is Mr.
Hogoboom's favorite, as she can show better than a three-
minulegait. She is f-ired by Silver King, dam by Yuba Bov.
The next shown was Marmaduke, a two-year-old, full brother

|

to Patti Rosa, a dapple brown in color, is of good size, with a '

welUhaped body, neck quite long, well-muscled limbs that
Htand firmly undtr him and a loin of unusual strength, he re-

minded me very much of Sunol on firel Bight ilonn H., a
two-year-old, mu next brought out for inspection, by Silver
King, dam Dais/, by Friday McCracken. He is a bright

lion and ia a race horse in ap-
pears this early date in the season. Nfaxie Eammil
was next led out, :i three-year-old aired by Alfred D, dam
Knight Hawk, by Brigadier, he also i- I well-formed horse

|

inclined tu pare when walking, hut when at his be
M can DC round, and i- v.-rv rapid in his

action. After ibis one «a- put back Balance All was shown.
he is tiner-lojking than ever, and is going strong in her work

• I i- quieter than heretofore. Bhe is to be mated with Mr.
'

_ 'boot Lson, which will rarely produce a
race horse, as Lyomont is a royal-bred animal, and, as Mr.
Hogobootn informed me, made a record of 2&0| last season
with but thro nrk. King of the B
exhibited

I rrel, four yeai in hands,
SUvei King, dam Knight

Hawk, by Brigadier. He has shown his ability to trot with
the best, but was inclined to sulk ; if the operation of emascu-
lation has the desired effect, Mr. Hogoboom thinks he will be
hard to beat before fall. Xext came the ''King Pin," which I

was Mr. Hogoboom's stallion Lynmont 21481. He is a fine !

individual, seven years old, weighs 1,150 pounds, sixteen
hands high, is a blood bay, dark mane and tail, right hind
foot white and star iD forehead; his well-shaped body
is supported by as fine a set of limbs as possibly could I

be found, and without a blemish upon them. He is a
j

perfect horse, which is saying a great deal, but his

breeding and form will substantiate the statement. Lynmont
i

is by Almont Medium, 2:18}; he by Happy Medium ; Almont
'

Medium's first dam Lady Chiles, by Almont 33; second dam
j

Lady Rothchilds, by Mambrino Patchen 53 ; third dam Roth-
|

childs* dam by Edwin Forrest. Lynmont's first dam Livona,
[

also by Almont 33; second dam by Mambrino Champion, he
!

by Mambrino Chief 11 ; third dam the dam of Wake-up-
;

Jack, by Downing's bay Messenger. On leaving the trotters'

stables, I met Mr. F. P. Schwartz, proprietor of the Charade
;

Stable; he has only two in training at present, but judging
from appearances they will be equal to some stables of a
dozen. Mooreanna, a three-yesr-old, by Joe Hooker, dam
Queen, by Simon Girty; second dam Dutch Girl. She is a

;

queenly-looking filly, 15 hands, weight 1,000 lbs., is a bright
j

sorrel, right hind hock white, white strip in face ; she did
j

not show well as a two-year-old, but her owner thinks she will

surely be up in the lead this season, and has already shown
i

her ability to exercise anyone's horse. He also has a sprinter !

that is a likely-looker which he will not say anything about,

but intends taking him out on the circuit this season. He is

one of those enterprising men who first agitated the spring !

meeting, which has already been organized with Samuel Inlow
as President ; J. O. Gates, Secretary: Wm. Hogoboom, J. J.

McGrath and Gus Wade as Directors. The programme,
which promises to be very entertaining, is Ureadv out for May ,

5th and 6th. and to judge from the material on hand, there is I

a bright prospect for good sport, and, withal, a very pleasant
I

time. Rambler.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

without consulting me,' ( What horse is it ?' said Stanford.
' Anteeo,' he said. ' Well,' replied Stanford, ' he has bought
the best son of Electioneer, and he can trot in 2:12.' Then I
got a dispatch from my partner congratulating me upon my
bargain."

Mr. Browne is still enthusiastic over Anteeo, and says he is

sure to be heard from in Pennsylvania soon. He has been
bred to some of the best mares in the world since going to that

State. Mr. Browne speaks well of Alfred G. as a sire, and he
thinks he has a bright future.

The base ball fever has broken out afresh here. The Santa
Rosa club is a member of the Central California Base Ball
League, and the opening game of the campaign took place
here Sunday, between the Santa Rosa team and the Scotts &
Gilberts, of San Francisco. The Central League includes the
Santa Rosa, E. T. Aliens, Scott i Gilberts, and Petaluma.
The game here Sunday was well attended and made a very
good beginning in what promises to be a very successful base
ball season. The Santa Rosas won by a score of 19 to 2.

POBMUS.

News Notes From Olema.

Special Correspondence of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman.

[Special Correspondence of the Breedee and Sportsman.]

San'ta Rosa. April 17.—The weather has finally settled,

and the boys are once again able tcspeed the favorites at the
|

fair grounds. A well-known California trainer who visited

here last week said that the track of Pierce Bros, is one of the .

best he ever rode over, and marvelled at its splendid condi- !

tion.

A number of promising young stallions owned here were '

castrated last week. It is nothing against their value to state

this, but there are too many stallions hereabouts, and the

horsemen are wise to thin them out. Some of them are very
!

well bred and good movers, and will be raced, and there is no
doubt but that most of them will trot better as geldings.

The spring crop of colts is coming on nicely at the various

stock farms about Santa Rosa. The Rose Dale Farm has two
j

or three Dalys, and they are daisies, they say. Pierce Bros. !

have some additions, among them being a fine Stamboul colt,

out of the fine mare By-By.
Ed Walker has sent his great old thoroughbred mare, Jenny

Lind, to Lake county to be stinted to one of Mrs. Langtry's
stallions. This old mare, during the racing days of many
moons ago, made it very warm for all competition. Her colt

foaled a few days ago, by Harry Peyton, is as frisky a little

youngster as one ever saw.

Dan Carter's Launcelot mare will drop an Illustrious colt

in a few days. While she is on her furlough Dan is using one
of De Turk's fine young Anteeos.
Speaking of De Turk reminds us that his grand mare Myrtle

is in fine fettle this spring, and the chances are that she will

lower her record this season. There is no doubt but that she
is better than she ever was before, and we think she will go
down the line in a way to make the gossips wag their tongues.

Monroe Salisbury and Captain Griffith spent a few days
here recently. Mr. Salisbury closed negotiations with George
E. Guerne for his horse Anteenut whereby he takes him,
works him and races him to the mutual profit of all concerned.
Mr. Guerne will send five of his splendid Anteeo and Nut-
wood mares down to Pleasanton Farm to be bred to the match-
less Direct. This will leave Philosopher the only horse in

Guerne's stables. It is reported that Air. Guerne will shortly
go back to Kentucky to look after his large horse interests in

that State.

Rose Dale Stock Farm has a new trainer and driver. He
is Dr. Gauling, and he is a thorough veterinanian. a graduate
in dentistry and a good all-around horseman. He saw a Daly
at Lodi which impressed him most favorably, and so he came
down to see the sire, and the visit led to his engagement.

Col. Mark L. McDonald, besides being very much interested

in the Chicago World's Fair, of fthich he is a Commissioner
at Large, is very much interested in good horses, and he has a

little Sil?s Skinner that he is very proud of. It is from a
thoroughbred mare, and is an unusually good one.

There have been a number of changes in horse ownership
here recently. W. H. Lee, of Lee Bros, o: Co., is now owner
of The Flood, a promising young ranner, formerly owned by
W. B. Sanborn. Wilson Barnettsold his fine Anteeocolt and
Sanborn's horse, Harry Peyton has changed hands. W. H.
Grissam purchased Sanborn s colt out of Rosette, and sired by
Three Cheers. Judge Dougherty has brought Christ Near's
promising Daly youngster. R. L. Crook's latest purchase is a

grand specimen of the draught species, and James Dustin has
bought a well-bred young horse of Pender. Thus it can be
seen that there is considerable stir in the local horse market
after all.

Samuel A. Browne, of Kalamazoo, Michigan, well-known
by alt horsemen, even though they may not nave seen him,
paid :i visit to bis old friend, I. De Turk, a few days ago. Mr.
Browne is a very :itliible gentleman, and one it is a pleasure to

meet. Mr. Browne, it will be remembered, was one of the
gentlemen who bought Anteeo. Speaking of that illustrious

Borae, while here, Mr. Browne said :

" I'll tell you something
about that 1 bought Bell Boy for $5,000. When I took him
home my neighbors said, ' We'll have to send Browne up on
the hill,' meaning tu the insane asylum, near town. But I

made and won over-*o,000 on him, and sold hint for $35,000,
and the fellows who wanted to send me up the hill tuok their
hats off to me. I went down to Kentucky and saw Auteeo. I

telegraphed to De Turk to name his price. He did so, and I

took him up at once. When my partner, who was a United
Bnator, heard about the purchase, he went to Senator
1 and said ;

' My partner baa bonghr n :*:**.,<XM> horse

Olema, April 17.—For the sake of old " Lang Syne/' I do

not doubt the notice in the Turf and Track column appeared

of me. You say I am training " youngsters " all from Rus-

tics. Alas ! Rustic is no longer young, and as I have no

young mares of outside blood, he is now a Rusticus. The old
" hoss," twenty-three years old, no doubt reflects upon the
day when he won the championship of his district from Alex-
ander (who sighed for more worlds to conquer^ Newton Booth
and Volunteer.

Rustic has a box-stall 14x2'2 to roam about in. Out-doors
he has a big yard to roll and graze in, in which he can kick
up his heels and be a boy again. If I had young mares of
outside blood I would breed to old Rustic, second to none.
My friend, Mr. McConnell, of Petaluma, will breed Kitty
Irvington, the dam of the sensational yearling Marchioness
in Lee Shaner s string to the " old hoss." " What bone ! what
action!" said McConnell, "not a pimple on him and he
twenty-three years old !

" Well, Payne, ever since you beat
my Myrtle F., full sister to Redwood, 2:2U, with Rustic King
I wanted to see the old grey 'hoss.' I like him, and I'll be
darned if I don't breed Kitty Irvington to him." As Mac is

a Keotuckian, a born horseman, his preference for my old
favorite pleased me.

I am working Secret, by Secretary, dam Pastime, by Rustic,

yearling record 3:03, two-year-old record 2:42, trial 2:So.

Venio (I come), by Antevenio, dam Baby, by Rustic, small,

but sweet-gaited ; Spotless, by Leo Wilkes, dam Pastime, 14
hands and 1 inch high behind and a trotter.

I have been only jogging and brushing them an eighth on
the roads on account of the rain. There is but one Budd
Doble. It will take an infinite number of Payne* to make
another Budd. Your article makes me feel a fullblown Budd,
my two daughters said that their aged parent blushed clear up
onto his head, whereat I reproved them for calling me bald-

headed in front of our school teacher. This want of respect in

the young to the aged is a marked sign of these degenerate
times.

Budd Doble does not believe in early development of the
young, that is, in colt races, None can display the same
ability in the grand preparation of the baby, as in a mature
horse. Count Yalensin, who was a very close observer of
horses and trainers, told me Budd, in his estimation, ranked
first, James Goldsmith next. Mr. Yalensin's judgment was
given before Ed Geers had appeared upon the scene.

All great drivers are modest and observant ; none more
so than Orrin Hickok. It is a treat and pleasure to

listen to Mr. Hickok discourse on training and driving.

He does not say a thing is so, unless he can substantiate what
he says. I remember well Mr. Hickok, Orrin, as his inti-

mates call him, saying many drivers get off last, or are pock-
eted going round the turn ; once on the backstretch, the
driver sets sail and perhaps catches the leader, at the edge of

the stretch. Now said tbe Nestor of the turf—pull back your
flying steed lay a length back—let the leader set the pace, go
as slowly as you can : your horse has closed a big gap, your
opponent has waited to be pushed ; he has his brush bottled

up ; all he has got to do is to pull the cork. After you have
gone say 400 yards pull out alongside your adversary; now or

never. You will most likely catch your opponent napping
and get in the lead before he knows what you are at. Your
horse will have caught his wind and rested himself somewhat,
he may not brush as far as your opponent's horse, but remem-
ber you now have the lead and it is only a little way to the

wire, no one knows that as well as you do. True courage

and intelligence go hand in hand. Why do you breed the

level-headed Electioneer, and the big-braine I Director to thor-

oughbred mares if the stud does not give the gait and disposi-

tion? If this were not so, why not breed the thoroughbred
stallion to the trotting mare ? But as Rudyard Kipling would
say, that is another story. Perhaps I will tell it at another

time. P. J. Shaftkb,

Reed's Loss at Memphis.

Xasayille, Tenn., April 14.—The loss sustained by

Charles Reed, owner of Fairview farm, in the destruction by

fire of one of his barns, together with twenty-five broodmares,

most of which were young, is estimated at from $80,000 to

$S5,000. No estimates as to individual values have vet been

made. The mares destroyed were :

Algebra, by Highlander, dam Algeria ; Annie, by Mr. Pick-

with, dam Bonnie Wood; Bar Sinister, by Prince Charles,

dam Mrs. Campo ; Dame Durden, by Forester, dam British

Beauty ; Careful, by Forester, "dam Caretaker ; Daylito, bv

Tremont, dam Fair Lady ; Elaine, by Highlander, dam
Helen, by Yauxhall ; Athenair Frederica, by Forester, dam
Empress ; Glenlocb, by Flood, dam Glendew ; Her Highness,

by St. Blaise, dam Princess : Hanna, by Glenelg, dam La
Favorita: Brownie, by Pickwick, dam Holmdel ; Disagree,

by Pickwick, dam Jury ; Josephine, by Longtaw, dam Brad-

amaiite ; Jumda, by Esterling, dam Tigris ; Sacheris, by

Rayon d'* >r. dam L' Argentine ; Sautilla, by Rayon d'Or, dam
Liatunah ; Merry Christmas, by Zealot, dam Christmas Box

;

Roodee, by Forester, dam Mary Aun ; imp. Pisa, by Par-

mersan, dam Mrs. Wolf ; Pretend, by Forester, dam Pretense ;

Pungent, by Pickwick, dam Pique ; Sovereign, by Pickwick,

dam Countess; Tesswick, by Pickwick,dam Countess: Siberia,

by Muscovy, dam Yibrate; Malice, by Longtaw, dam Slander

;

Lily R., by Glenelg, dam Florence. Lily R. belonged to .1

R. Keene, of New York
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A PLEASANTON MATINEE.

Wbat the Great Trotters and Pacers are Doirifir

on the Race Track There.

By Arnaree.

The rumors of wonderful trials agaiust the watch by the

trotters and pacers at the famous Pleasanton track could not

restrain your representative from visiting the place last week.

The morning was lovely and the ride across the bay aod then

on the cars through the wild and picturesque Xiles canon was

thoroughly enjoyed. The glimpse of the rolling hills sur-

rounding the great Livermore valley was one that had a pecu-

lar charm at this, the most p'easant time of the year. The
valleys, hillsides and mountains were clothed in emerald hue •

the fields all dotted with patches of wild flowers, blue and

violet, yellow and brown ; the streams tilled to overflowing,

rushing toward the bay; the cattle, sheep and horses grazing in

the meadows, while the landscape, as far as the eye could see,

was dotted with neat farmhouses, barns, orchards and vine-

yards. The train moved slowly down the steep grades into

the valley and stopped at the little station of Pleasanton
where friends were in waiting with teams and carriages to

convey us to the famous track from which so many
record breakers have graduated. Monroe Salisbury and his

able superintendent, Jose H. Xeal, seemed to be "everywhere
at once," and no time was lost in getting the horses in readi-

ness. The grand stand, which had, in the good old times,

served its purpose as a point of observation for hundreds of

senors and senoritas at the famous quarter races of early days,

was well filled with farmers and horsemen who came from alt

parts of the valley to enjoy the stirring events set down on the
programme for this matinee. The little square packing box,
set upon four uprights, held a number of fair judges and
timers, and before the bell rang we took a few notes of the
people there: Judge W. E. Greene and Dr. Selfridse of Oak-
land, Capt. Griffiths, P. Studebaker of Studebaker Bros., of
South Bend, Indiana; Chas. Deere, of Moline, 111.; A.
W. Longley, of Chicago: E. J. Travis, of Chicago ; J. H.
Butler, of Montana; Milo Knox, of Haywards ; G. Lapham,
of Alameda ; Dr. H. Latham, of Pleasanton ; J. Nash, of In-

dependence, Iowa ; J. McFarland, X. K. Harris, J. Blan-
chard, A. McDowell, Josiah Sessions, W. Mendenhalt, Wm.
Murray, Martin Mendenball, J. Hallinan, J. Sutherland,
John Green, C. Blum, J. Johnson, aud at least a hundred and
tifty others, including many ladies.

The time is rapidly approaching for the great trotters and
pacers to leave for the battlefields in the East, and as many of
our readers have heard much but never have seen the pilot of
the outfit, John Kelly, a description of him and the way he
works maybe of interest. He is about thirty-five years of
age and weighs about 140 pounds. He is a neatly-built little

gentleman, and his clear-cut, intellectual face, bright, spark-
ling eyes and genial ways at once attract and win the obser-

ver's attention. He has a very modest manner, yet when sit-

ting behind a horse he shows that he is master ot his business,

and his decisiveness, judgment and executive ability are no-
ticed in an instant. He is a born horseman, and is gifted

with all the attributes that assist in making him one of the
most remarkably successful young drivers that has appeared
this year. He is a close student of form and gait, and under-
standsjgetting out all the speed there is in a colt without ruin-

ing the animal ; in this respect he is very much like John A.
Goldsmith. The first one he drove was a large, fine-looking
chestnut Del Sur mare called Belle S. She has no record, but
by the way she stepped along toward the wire there is no
doubt she will be blessed with one before long. This mare is

out of a daughter of Hambletonian 725. Dave Colross came
out to accompany her with a son of Robert E. Lee (by Nut-
wood), and gave her quite a brush for first place, but she left

him easily.

Monroe Salisbury purchased a fine brown stallion at the
Napa sale three weeks ago. He is by Stamboul, out ot Lilly
Stanley's dam, and at that time a four minute horse would
easily have beaten him, but, under Kelly's watchful eye and
rnagic hand, he can step along close to 2:30 now

; he is called
The Dane.
A beautiful bay mare, one that many a person present

wished they owned,was now driven on the track ; she is called
Director Flower. Her sire is the great Director, while her
dam is the pure-gaited Elmo mare that Dan McCarty pur-
chased at the Seales' sale a few (years ago for $82*5, and
then took her to Chicago and sold her for $5,000. This mare
was one of the most beautiful animals that ever left this coast
and her daughter is worthy of all the praise lavished upon
her by the delighted audience. She will get a low mark wheo-
even called upon. Her appearance, as well as that of every
animal at the farm, speaks volumes for their trainer. Never,
at that this time of the year, has there been such a lot of

choice animals in as fine condition. They look well, feel well

and move as if il is a pleasure *br them to go fast.

The gray gelding White CaD, " Flying Jib's park partner,"
paced a 2:25 clip quite easily, and, like Jib, he needs neither
boots nor weights.

Vic H., 2:13.1 ,
grand looking, bold moving aud healthy,

never appeared in such a perfect condition, nor moved as fast

for a quarter than she does at present. She is " rigged " dif-

ferent ; her head is higher and her feet are better balanced.
She has all her speed and a UUU more this year.

Little Albert, 2:10',, the game gelding, has only been here
a few weeks; he has been down on his knees and shows the
effects of the fall quite plain. This accident occurred before
he was sent to Pleasanton. In appearance he is big and fat,

but Mr. Kelly says he is a very easy horse to get in order.

Little Albert will meet some crackerjacks this year, but he
will shake them in his races as if they didn't belong to his

*et. He was not speeded for us. and will not be given any
work for a month yet.

Here comes the " King of Pacers,'' the great Flying Jib.

He has a different appearance from the day he started away
last summer, and be paces different, too. The old rolling and
appropriate motion for a flving jib is absent, and with head
ana tail up, he sails down past the crowd and then trots back
for a start. His driver holds him gently but firmly, and at

the bend of the stretch he lets go the reefs, holds taut on the
lines, and down toward the stand he comes. It would be an
act of unfairness to give the time he made for a quarter of a
mile, but suffice it to say, there was a smile on Mr. Salisbury's

face, as he carried his " reliable Waterbury " over to the little

group of exciud Eastern visitors and showed tbem how fast

this bay inn of Algona moved.

San Pedro was next 6een and Mr. Kelly wasjust as fresh
as the horse. The old-time hearse horsej that paced and
trotted hia way from obscurity to glory last year was jogged a
Httle and then by way of an " asloniaher," was 'Met out a
leetle bit on the homestretch down." San Pedro is a perfect
trotter and a fa«t one, too. He, nor none of the other horses,
have been driven a full mile yet, but he can move along a
quarter of a mile to suit the most fastidious.

A gentleman was seen leading a well-made, bloodlme-looK-
ing black mare in the gate and Mr. Salisbury walked over
briskly and led her on the track, the proud owner, Jno. Green,
of Dublin, following. "This is the dam of Directum and
Electrina" Mr. Salisbury said, "she is called Stemwinder, and
has a trial of 2:28 on a half mile track. Did you ever s<iea

more racy-looking mare?" Every body inspected her, it

seemed, and the unanimous opinion heard was: "She is a
wonderfully-muscled and perfectly-formed mare."
The crowd resumed their seats as a filly by Thistle out of

Oriole, by Monroe Chief was next shown. She is a beauti-

fully-gai;ed trotter and was shown beside a Sidney pacer driven
by D. Culross. They moved along at a merry clip down the
homestretch. It is a foregone conclusion that both of these will

have 2:20 opposite their names before snow crowns thesum-
mit of the Sierra Nevadas.

Directum, 2:11}, was driven by Monroe Salisbury last even-
ing, and to get the black rascal to go better than forty-five

seconds to the quarter kept this veteran horseman busy. This
morning when Kelly got up behind the colt no one living

knew how fast that rcgue could go. He is the greatest horse
ever bred in California, and when he returns to this State, if

no accident befalls him, the band will strike up the grand old

tune, "Hail to the King of Trotters." Messrs. Studebaker,
Deere, Longley and Travis declared that it was worth coming
all the way to see him go an eighth of a mile. Kelly seems
to make him go without any labor or excitement, in fact, he
just steadies the horse and talks quietly to him. He can drive
him in 2:15 with one hand.
A bay colt by Director, out of Aurora, the dam of Guido,

the famous racehorse, was next driven by Mr. Kelly He is a

pure trotter and the name Gymnast his been given him. Next
year this fellow will be seen on the grand circuit for the non-
believers in " thoroughbred in the trotter " to stare at. He
will upset their theories, we are afraid.

Mr. Salisbury now came out to show us what Direct is do-
ing as a sire ; he drove a fast pacer ca! led Killarney Maid in

his buggy, while General Miller, a celebrated driver, was seen
in a sulky behind a filly by Direct, wbose dam was by Red-
wood, 2:27. The way the little lassie trotted showed that, like

her sire, " she meant.business," and a prettier mover, or more
ambitious little thing to stick to the trotting gait would be
hard to find.

The next one brought out was by the same sire, out of an
Antevolo mare, and again we witnessed a marvelous exhibi-

tion of speed. Mr. Salisbury smiled with satisfaction as he
followed the little one in, and said :

" I only wish I had bred

Direct as a three-year-old. Even now I will bet $4,000 to

$1,000 I will give one of these, if not both, a record next
year of 2:20, but I have another fellow I want you to see, and
he is out of a Hock-Hocking mare, and his second dam is by
Wheatley, and so on, all thoroughbred."

Gen. Miller drove the youngster out. He was like the

other two, well made and of good 6ize. "Be the powers! "

exclaimed an Irishman near us, " he's a faster colt than the

others and he's as stidy as any ould harse we've seen to-

day." The man was right, for this hot-bred trotter is a

stranger to every other gait, and will make a race horse of the

first class if nothing happens.
Charley C, by Brown Jug, was now brought out by Mr.

Kelly. He is one of the most substantial built trotters shown
and will be a good one in the 2:25 class this year on the East-

ern circuit. He suits his owner.
Maud C, 2:19, by California Nutwood, is another trotter

that will lower her record while in Mr. Kelly's hands ; she
is woiking very well.

There was a large seventeen-hand Dexter Prince mare
driven a quarter of a mile in thirty-four seconds quite easily.

She is called PrineessDexter, and as she has only her first

pair of shoes on this year, having been running out all winter

on the hills; she will be a very valuable mare. Kelly and
Salisbury like her very much and believe she will be as fast

and game as any Dexter Prince ever foaled.

There were several others of this string that are in train-

ing but none of them were given any fast trials.

Mr. Kelly and the Salisbury horses were not the only ones

to elicit words of praise from the interested spectators. That
other prince of drivers, Andy McDowell, seated in a pure
white pneumatic sulky, kept everybody timing his horses.

When the bell rings this summer he will have a string of trot-

ters and pacers that will be as good, if not better, than those

of any other trainer on the coast. Andy is a great conditioner,

and his "flyers" look strong and muscular and are not worked
to death. His system of short dashes is the same as that in use

by Mr. Kelly, and as the time for the meetings approaches
the distances the horses are to work will be increased.

Andy has a " love of a cottage all covered with lloweriog

vines," almost opposite the race track ; in the rear, he has
built a number of stables and barns, in which he has par-

titioned large, roomy, well-ventilated box-stalls.

He came over to the track early in the morning with D. J.

Murphy's bay gelding Nubia, 2:291, by Soudan, 2:27J, and the

way this fellow moves would be a surprise to the San Jose

people. He likes the track, is perfectly-level-headed, and
suits Andy. What more can be said of him 7 That this trot-

ter "will stay the route" this reinsman will wager any amoul
of money.
The pacer Jakey Einstein was the next one driven. The

way this Roman-nosed baby rriov=d was enough to convince

anyone that he will, if there is anything in sticking "strictly

j
to business" get to the wire 6rst.

Ashton, 2:24$, by El Capitan, has La'ien to pacing, and will

|
get a low mark this fall at that gait. He is a bold, resolute

i mover, and is just thekind ofa green one to pay for bis train-

! >ng.

Thursday is the appropriate name for a beautiful seal brown
filly by Noonday, out of a mare by Director. She is a side-

|
wheeler of the smoothest kind and will be a credit to her ure
and dam this year.

Belle McCregor, by Koberl McGregor, mil of Wyoming
Belle, has forgotten all her foolishness since being placed in

Mr. McDowell's care. She is trotting well and will be a 2:26

performer this year, unless some accident happens.

Billy W., by Lumps, is a good green trotter, and will be

eligible to go into the list when the time comes. He has been
worked very carefully; in fact all of the members in Mr.
McDowell's string have received hi* eutire attention aod they
.br.w il.

The seal brown stallion Administer, by Grosvenor, that is

well known at San Jose, has just been sent to Mr. McDowell,
and has become quite a favorite already. He is a good trotter
and has a very resolute way of going that encourages this
trainer to give him a chance.

Rosie C, 2:16}, is also in this string. She is moving well
and seems to have her old-time speed.
The black Steinway colt owned by F. E. Clawson is doing

I well and will be seen on the circuit this fall; it will be no
trouble for him to enter the list after a little more preparation.
One of the pels of the Pleasanton boys is the bay filly Ar-

|

genta, by Steinway, dam Idol Belle, by Idol Wilkes 512. She
i is one of the handsomest fillies seen there and like all the
' Steinwa, s is dead game and one that will add glory to

j

her famous sire.

Mr. McDowell will have no cause for regretting his return
to California. Everyone knows his capabilities as a trainer
and driver, and a more genial horseman could be hard to find.

Wm. Murray has his fine horse Diablo looking well ; he jogs
him a little every day. Messrs. Salisbury and Kelly would
like to take him East but Mr. Murray believes he would sooner
keep him here. He may have him on the fall circuit.
The fine Richard's P^lector mare, Cora S., is being worked

by this capable trainer, and shows that she is as fast as ever
and appears to be in better racing turn.

As the train was almost due we reluctantly bade good bye

j

to our pleasant friends in Pleasanton and were home again at
' 7 o'clock, convinced that we had spent a most enjoyable day
among most hospitable peoDle.

How Salisbury Found Kelly.

Monroe Salisbury, while on the train to Pleasanton, was
asked by a gentleman, how he happened to select John Kelly

|

as a driver, for he had not achieved a great reputation as a

driver when this horseman selected him.

"Well, I'll tell you," replied Mr. Salisbury. "You know I

have traveled a great deal and have always been a close ob-

server. I have been around horses ever since I *as old

enough to know anything and I always liked to be with them.

,
I have owned and handled a great many and have had a great

I deal of experience with drivers. When I had Johnny Gold-
smith I knew I had the greatest driver in America, and I

!
have never changed my opinion. He is unequaled as a

I
driver, and always told me everything about my horses and 1

never found him wrong in his judgment. He is a natural
horseman. Then I had Andy McDowell and Geo. Starr both
excellent men. Two years ago I brought Direct and a string
of trotters and pacers to Janesville, Wisconsin, to rest them
a little before the campaign commenced. I kept them at

Little Kelly's stables there and asked him to help Starr exer-
cise them. I liked the way he moved about the horses, and,
as he got into the sulkey behind Direct, I saw that I had 'a

team' there. He drove Direct in 2:19, and after getting out
of the sulky, he said :

; Mr. Salisbury, that is the fastest pacer
I ever sat behind ; I believe I could drive him in 2:10. He
is a wonderfully smooth-going little fellow,' I said nothing, but
determined to let him jog all my horses that I did not need
on the circuit, for a month. He agreed to do so, and after the
time was up, I saw that he had carried out my instructions to

the letter.

"Last year, while in Chicago, 1 met a man from Janesville,
and as I needed an assistant badly, I thought of Kelly at once,
so I asked this man if the little fellow was in Janesville yet.
He said 'yes/ Would he come to me, if I telegraphed? I in-

quired. 'Yes' he replied, 'I know he would.' So I tele-

graphed, and in a few days Mr. Kelly came, and I gave him
an opportunity of showing the people of the East that I had
secured a little fellow that was able to drive with the very
best men there.

"He came to California, and everybody talked about him,
but he never complained to me. AH I have to say is that
he is not only a great driver but one of the be.<t conditioners
in the UniteJ States, and if you will get oft* the cars at the
next station, which is Pleasanton, I will show you a string of
horses that will prove all I have said in this regard, and I will

let him show you how he can drive at any rate of speed you
may desire, and at any part of the mile, too. I expect we will

hive to meet the best horses and the best drivers on the
circuit this year, but I am not losing any sleep over it, for

they will all have to move a little when they meet our Cali-
fornian strings."

The Dr iver's Vindication.

"It was at a race in one of the Southern counties that an in-

cident occurred which I have never forgotten," said a well-

known horseman to a few others that were seated in the grill

room of the Palace Hotel the other evening.

" What was it?" inquired one.

" Well," said the speaker. " it was at a pacing race during

{
one of the meetings there, I happened to be acting as a judge.
There were five sidewheelers contesting and the second heat
had just been paced. The finish was very close and it was
noticed that one of the drivers after dismounting, made his
way through the crowd*, ascended the stairs and addressed us

!
in an excited tone :

"Judges, I was fouled in that heat by one of the drivers;
my horse's shoulder is cut by the wheel of his sulky

".'"

" Who did it '.'" asked K— , the presiding judge.
11 Mr. X— , the driver of that pacer from the citv."

Mr. N— was called to the stand, and as he stood before u*

.

I actually felt sorry for him. He trembled from head to foo

:md appeared as nervous as if about to be sentenced to be
hanged. Judge R— looked him straight in the eye. and. in a
most Impressive manner, said :

" Mr. X— you are accused of foul driving in that heat, and
by that act prevented another driver from winning."
The man looked aghast, and appeared to be speechless for a

fen seoooda; he finally attend these words w? slowly
" Jedge, who made this complain) *gin

" Mr. W— . tlii- gentleman."
Ai the mention Of bit Dame, the latter came forward and

i stood in front of the thoroughly frightened Xorthern driver.

Turning to him and lilting hi< hat as if about to take an
oath) Mr. N — raised liN righl hand and looking straight at the

elderly gentlemanly driver, he asked in measured tones:
" Mr. W —, did 1 ever commit a foul on you in mv whole

life?"

The irentleiiian questioned, took "if his hat with his

I

left hand, then raising his right above his bald head replied in
' the most earnest manner:

X ., }',<; * you never did '
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

iNTTrTUKD FROM PAGE 39S.J

RACE 56.—Second race, lor maiden two-year-olds, purse $400. If beaten
twleeat tbismeetlngallowed 5 lbs; threeor more times, allowed 12 lbs;

If unplaced (1-24) three or more times allowed 12 lbs. Five lurlongs.

Previous _
Race, No. starters. Jockeysand Closing Odds. si ^ --. H Fin.

*9 THORNHILL(J.Karvaez.lll), S tol ; 1 8 S 3 I If]
Lncv,10S),&)to 1 7 7 6 5 2 If* 1

30 BRUTUS-BEAUTY COlt (Rinstein, 118X610 1 9 8 5 6 S

34 REALIZATION t' Madden. 114, including 3 lbs.

over.. 25 10 1 4 4 14 4

[g (SIDE P. Narva-?/, 108), IS to 1 - 5 - 2 - 5

14 JENNIE dean (J. Weber, M2 .. Including i_

over), :; <° ' - -1 l
'

l *'

" SILVER STATE (W. Clancy. Ill,including 3 over),
10 tO 1 - 4 8 8 7

25 AGITATO Morris 118), 8 to 1 6 6 7 7 P
— pricelle (Leonard, 118). 20 to 1 8 9 9 9 !>

Tlme-i "-

Won rather easily. Winner oh c by Imp. Coevfol -Pbcebe Anderson.
Entered by \\". M. Murry.

RACE 57.—Third race, purse £400, for three-year-olds. Non-winners in

1891 allowed 7 lbs.; ifmaideus, 151bs. Seven furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St ', - -j H Fin.

LDMTFS (MUler, 122), I to 5 i 3 2 I l 131
17 SIR REEL King, 115), 8 to] 4 i 3 2 2 261

kCLES, Leonard, 117), 40 to 1 3 1 1 3 3 8

1 VENDOME H. Smith. 115), 40 to 1 2 2 4 4 11
- IMP. ATOSSA iDorialhai-. 10S), 20 to 1 1 4 5 5 6 5

Time—1:29 ,.

Won very easily. Winner b c by Flood—imp. Cornelia. Entered by
mvuer Undine Stable.

RACE 58.—Fourth race, selling, purse $500. The winner to be sold at

auction for $3,-' : lifror less, - lbs. allowed for each 8250 to 82.000 ; then 3

lbs. for each $250 to $1,000. One mile and a sixteenth.

Previous
Race. No. Starters. Jockeys aud Closing Odds. 61 L _ _• . H Fin.

51 ALM"NT. a (J. Narvaez, 121, $2,500), 8 to 5 1 :: 2 i i l 4 l

•46 REVOLVER, a W. Clancy, 122. #3,000), 4 loo 3 4 4 4 5 251
•53 JACKSON, a <J. Weber, 114, $1,750), 4 to 1 - 2 8 3 8 8

- PATRICE, 4 Peters, 9S. $1,000 >, 15 to 1 -5 5 5 5 5 4

48 INITIATION, 6 (Cota, 106, 81.500), 15 to 1 I 112 2 5

Time—1:50 ii.

Won easily. Winnerbh by Three Cheers—Question. Entered by H.
Jones. W.Clancy wassuspended indetiullely for his riding of Revolver.

RACE 59.—Fifth race, selling, purse $400. The winner to be sold at
auction for $3,000; if for $2,000, allowed 7 pounds: $1,500, 10 pounds: $1,000.

14 pounds. ill ami one-half furlongs.

Ptarters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. si '.
tj H Fin.

ST.tROIX. I i.I. Narvaez. Ml. $1,500), 4 to 1 I 1 1 1 121
53 BR"Xo '. ;, W. Clancy, 114,81^00), 8 to 1 3 :t 3 3 221

iULOUO.4 (Lawless, 114,82.000),6 lo 1 - fi 4 5 5 8

KINKERHAN.a C. Clancy, 111,91,500), 6 to 1 2 4 11
r. WVh.T. lo:i. t2.iXn;i,,3 to 1 H 2 2 2 5

t; CHARMER.:-; -Mnrris, 105 $3,000), 30 to 1 .", 5 6 66
M SHERIDAN, 6 (Hlnker, 117, $2,000), 30 to! 4 7 7 7 7

IG"KEOAL,a Coombs, 107, 31,000), 25 to 1 7 8 8 8 8

18 GARCIA, 6 (J. Weber, 111,81,500), 4 to 1 - 9 9

Time—1:21.

Won easih . Winner b h by(King Dank-ls-dum by Bayswater. Entered
by owner Undine Stable.

RACE 60. Sixth race, selling, for three-year-olds and upward, purse
$35", of which t :' > to second, $25 to third. The wiuner to be sold at auction
for$l.u00: It for less, 2 lbs. allowed for eacli $10j to $500: then 4 lbs. for
each j'OC to $100. Winners. to three races this year to carry 5 lbs. extra.
Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys aud closing Odds. St. -J* 4 BL Fin.

4 2 OAKLANI), 3 'C. Weber, 100, $700), 4 to 5 3 4 3 2 1 % 1

85 L0CTB..6 I
Peters. 97, $200), !2 to 1 G 5 4 4 2 ',

I

I : VANITY, 5 iTurbfville, 99, $200), 0O10L 7 G H 1 3 l'.l

39 OKTA,S(C. Clancy, 102,8900). 2to 1 1 3 3 3 4

D.. a (King, 121, $1,000,6 to 1 2 1115
42 ST: JOHN.5 (Lafraukey,96,*200),30 tol. 4 2 2 5 6
29 JOE. 2 J Murpliv. 104,*2DQ), 15 to 1 6 7 7 7 7

II MARSHALL J., a (Cusick, 1H, $900i,30 to 1 8 8 8 8 8
Time, 1 02.

W.ni c-asllv. Winner b g bv John A.—Alameda- Entered bv E. F.
Smith.

ELEVENTH IjAY—WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19.

Favorites won three races to-day, and non-favorites two.

The day and track were perfect, but a meager crowd attended
1

tbe races. The people have become educated up to having .

six and seven races per day, and when there are furnished any
less they are not likely to respond so eageily.

Revolver did not make any better showing to-day in Law-
less

1 hands than he did when Clancy rode the gelding, finish-

ing a poor third to Dinero and Quarterstaff. The last-named
pair, ridden by the clever Weber boys, had it hammer-and-
tongs all the way down the straight, and Dinero, through
superior jockeyship, stretched his neck and won by the scant-

j

est of noses in a finish that will long linger in the minds of !

our race-goers. It was a battle for blood, and no favors were
asked or received.

In the last race a job bubbled to the surface, aud the judges
promptly punished the offender. It appears that W.M. Sin-

clair, owner of 8toneman, asked Rinstein, one of the Elm-
\

wood Stock Farm jockeys, to ride the old gray gelding, and
stated that he only desired to get a place with Stoneman, who

j

on form should have been a hot favorite. Rinstein refused to

ride the old son of Kirbv Smith, acting on the advice of
Charle- Boots, Ins employer. Then Wash. King, who has not

'

been considered the Bquar&t jockey at the local track, was
; the mount on Stoneman by Sinclair. The judges in

some manner got wind of the intended robbery of the betting
public, took King down and put Miller up, placing the old
horse in the hands of Matt Storn for safe keeping. Subse- !

quent testimony given by Charles Boots and Jockey Rinstein
resulted in W. fit. Sinclair and his honest old gray gelding
being ruled off for life. This is as it should be, for Stoneman
went on and won the race handily. Prompt action in such
cases bv the judges will resuh in much good, and the officials

can not be commended too highly for their good work in 1 he
Stoneman case. Probably iono other section of the world have

j

so many palpable jobs been allowed to go through as on the
Pacific Coast, and that has resulted in keeping people away
from race tracks that are naturally inclined to encourage the

if conducted honest) v.

Oakland was made favorite in the opening race, seven-
eigh'hs of a mile, Alfred P.. and Currency being well sup-
ported, however. The flag fell with Alfred B. over a length
in front, Little Tough second and Wyanashott third. Oak-
land was seventh away. He ran up rapidly and was third to

Alfred B. and Little Tough passing the quarter-pole. This was
the order until nearing the homestretch, when Oakland went
up second to Alfre reen the half and three-quarter
poles Reta. next to last, on the outside of the track, stumbled
and fell throwing Morris so hard that he became insensible
for a moment. The mare and rider were comparatively unin-
jured. Alfred P.. fell buck and Oakland and Wvanash oil

V-
went to the front Near the drawgate Little Tough

tried to get up on the inside, bat it was too late, and when
they posted under the winning po*1 Oakland was tir.-i bv half
a length, Wjanashou second, nearly length from Little
Ton. j |> ><iriy ridden, was fourth and Alfred B.,

. etch, fifth. Time]
The Lark, with hut 102 pound- up, was played for all kinds

ofmoi race, live furlongs, and Agitato
M plunged nn liv a few wle.

:_li! the; kne* something. After a la be Hag
10 a Irulv I* ligation, Quasi e, Agitato,

Montalvo, Jim Lee was tbe order to ihi h, the

first-named appearing to have the race well in hand up to the

time Joe Narvaez drew his bat. There was no end of foul

jostling in the homestretch. However, Jim Lee, a 20 to 1

shot, came away in the last sixteenth and won easily by a
length, Gussie second, three parts of a length from Montalvo.
The Lark was carried wide at the turn, jostled and pocketed
twice, but notwithstanding this, finished fourth. Time, 1:03.

Misty Morn was backed down from 7 to 5 to 7 to 10 in the

third race, a handicap, six furlongs, notwithstanding she had a

good field of nine to give weight to. Motto was as good as 20
to 1 straight and S to 1 place at the post, while Sympathetic^
Last was, at 6 to 1, second choice. They were at the post a
full half-hour when tbe flag dropped with Jackson slightly in

front, Nellie Van second, Topgallant third, Motto fourth and
the favorite fifth. Motto went to the front at a killing clip,

piloting Xellie Van and Topgallant clear into the homestretch,
where she was in front two lengths. An eighth from home
Sabbath-school John Clifford gave Misty Morn her head, and
she soon wrested the lead from Motto with remarkable ease,

winning in a gallop by a length and a half, Motto second, as

far from Topgallant, who was a head from Jackson. Time,
1:141,

As good as 2 to 1 could have been had against Revolver in

the fourth race, who, at 116 pounds, appeared to outclass Quar-
tet-staff", Dinero and Braw Scott considerably. Toward the

close Revolver was backed down to 8 to 5, Quarterstaff going
at 2 tol, Dinero at 24 and Braw Scott at 20 to 1. Dinero, just

away, led Revolver half a length at the quarter, Quarterstaff"

third and running easy. Lawless took Revolver back going
to the half, Quarterstaff going up second, being a length

away. Dinero was but a head to the good of Quarterstaff at

the three-quarter mark, and the latter was going so easily, ap-

parently, that it was all over but the shouting. Johnny Web-
er drew his whip on Dinero, and he darted away from Quar-
terstaff] coming into the homestretch half a length in front.

Then was witnessed one of the most exciting of struggles.

Dinero and Quarterstaff were nose-and nose to the drawgate,

the younger Weber plying the whip on Quarterstaff, who, un-
der punishment, darted a little past Dinero. The elder Weber,
though, was saving Dinero, and nursing his mount along, he
gave the son of Alta a couple of sharp cuts with the whip
thirty yards from the wire. Dinero responded nobly, and the

race went to the credit of Schwartz's bay colt by the scantest

of noses through superior jockevship.
Ida Glenn opened at 4 to 5 in the last race of the day, five

furlongs. Stoneman was at 3 to 1 (King up), the others at

from 6 to 15 to 1. Irish Johnny was at the latter figure, but

so much money went in on him that his price was for a time
but 3 to 1. About ten minutes before post-time the judges,

smelling a good-sized rat, took Wash King down and substi-

tuted Miller as Stoneman's rider. Then there was a rush to

get in on Stoneman at 6 and 7 to 5, and Ida Glenn and the old

grey gelling went to the post at 6 to 5 each. Ida Glenn, a

length in front of Ada Chipman, led to the three-quarters,

Stoneman nearly three lengths away. Chipman led Glenn
into the homestretch a neck, and looked a winner an eighth

from home, but Stoneman, saved for a finish by Miller, came
up like a whirlwind, and, passing Quirt's sister 100 yards from
the wire, won rather easily by half a length. Ada Chipman,
in the place, was one and a half lengths from Ida Glenn, Lucy
S. fourth. Mountain Boy fifth, Irish Johnny, who had run
awav three-quarters of a mile before the start), last. Time,
1:021.

si'HMARIES OF WEDNESDAY'S RACES.

RACE 81.—Bay District Track, Wednesday, April 19, 1893.—First
race, selling, purse s-JW, fur all ages, seven pounds above scale. The win
ner tn be sold for 81.2(hi; if for less, one pound allowed ior each 8100 to $G00:

then three pounds foreach 100 to $100. Seven furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockeys aud Closing Odds. St H M ; II Fin

60 OAKLAXD.3 iC.AVebT, 114, 31,200|, 2tol 7 3 8 2 2 1
!

39 WYANASHOTT, 3 (Spence, 10S, 8500,, 10 tol -.3 5 5 3 3 2&1
18 LITTLE TOUGH,4(Eppen>on. 11G. $500), lOto 1 2 2 2 -1 4 3 1 1

28 CYCLONE, » (Rinstein, 127, WOO), 6 to 1 4 7 7 7 7 4

41 ALP'RKDE.
T
a(J.S'arvaez, 119.S500), 3 to 1 1 11115

45 MERO. -i (Ambrose. 122.S1.000), 20 to 1 6 8 8 8 8 6

42 LODr, a 1 F. Narvaez. 113, S500, (300), 2(1 to 1 5 6 6 5 5"
5o CL'KKKNTV. :\ Seaman 114. S9u0), 6 tol S 4 6 t; >

33 STEADFAST, 3 (J. Weber, 111 $S00), 10 to 1 10 10 10 9 9 y

27 SETA.3 iMorrls,l68,$80J),45tOl 9 9 9- fill

Time—1:30.

Won ratber easily. Winner b g by John A.—Alameda. Entered by E.
F. Smith .

RA1 l-l •i-.—Second race, purse 8400, for maidens two-year-olds, 2 pounds
allowed lor each time beaten at this meeting; if beaten three times, and
never placed first or second, allowed 5 pounds additional; never first,

second or third, "1 pounds additional. Five tur longs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. -

! 1 H Fin
49 JIM LEE. (C. Clancy, 102), 15 tol 6 5 5 5 111
43 ODSSIEfJ. Weber, 111), 12 tol -2 2 2 2 2 3{ 1

43 MONTALVO (Lawless, 116), 5 to I - 3 4 4 4 311
52 THE LARK (C. Weber, 102), 7 to 5 -7 7 7 6 4

56 REALIZATION (J. Xarvaez, 105), 8 to 1 1 1115
56 AGITATO 1 Miller, 112), 3 to 1 4 3 3 3 6
— SUE ABBOTT (Donntltan, 1151, 25 tol 5 6 6 7 7

52 WARWICK-HELEN SCRATCH t 1 Rinstein, 113),
in 10 1 -S 8 8 8 8

Tim*-. 1:08.

Won handily. Winner beby John Happy—Olive. Entered by .1 L.
Miller.

RACE 63. —Third race, handicap, purse S500, for three-year-olds and up"
wards, SIS entrance, ?5 declaration. Entries Closed Monday. 3:30 p. m.

Weights and declarations Tuesday. Sl\ turlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. Si ,

-

4 H Fin.

44 MISTV MORN, 5 (Cllflord, 120), 7 to 10 5 .15 5 1 1% 1

59 MOTTO, 1. Donathou, ll'Oj, 20 to 1 4 1 1 1 2 1«* 1

44 TOPGALLANT, 4 (J. Nftrvaez,H7), Stol 3 4 3 3 3h
58 JACKSON, a (J. Weber, 118), 12 tol 1 3 4 4 4
•42 XEU.IEVAX.i (Turblvllle,9o),50 tol 2 2 2 2 5

17 CONDE, 8 Spence, 104, with 4 over), 20 to 1 7 6 6 6 fi

M SYMPATHETICA LAST, a (Lawless, US), 8 tol 8 8 8 7 7
"38 BELFAST. 4 (Lloyd, U7), 10 to 1 10 9 9 8 8
in CASTRO, 3 (O. Weber, 95), 20 to 1 6 7 7 7 9

\i. FLUSH, 1 [Seaman, 105 . into I...A -. 9 10 10 10 10
Time—l:14V

Won very easily. Winner h m by St. Paul- Whynoi. Entered by
Bybee,

ka< F. 'j. Fourth race, selling, purse *500. The winner to besoldat
auction r< >. 2 pounds allowed for eacb $250 down to $2,000;
ibeaSpoundi t\«- each $250 to fiooo. One mile and severiiyryards.

Race, No, StartemJockeys and CiosinKOdds. St 4 ^ V H Fin.
|.~> l.lXKito. I <.l. w, Ur, lie, -i.:'.ii

. J , ru l 1 1 I 1 1 1 ns
Ql i.RTEBSTAFF,8(C. Weber, 106, $8,000), 2 to 1 8 8 2 2 2 231
REVOLVER,! Lawlet 116, --

.

- 10 S 2 2 8 8 8 8 21
It ItAW SCOTI. \ 1 l.n-i 1. ii". -J, 1

,
2iMu 114 4 4 4

1 imi 1
l

drive Wtnnen b c by Alto—Charlotte, Entered by

RACE For three year-olds and up-
fhe winner to be sold at unction for

ipoun lor on b 100 to M00; thou 1 pounds for
this meeting 5 pounds extra. Five

Pr 1 Ion
H icr So ' and I losing Odds, Si I II Fin.

,

I*. \ hi 'I Kt Ilil'MAN, :: I .\i.i\ in ,
, [12 12 2 2 I 2 Ihi 1

M I h.\ 1
1

i
, ' 1

in
1

. ..11123
:. B 5 1 1

to 1 14 4 4 5
H JOHNNY, ;,'. . .

.,
fl

1, Q Q
1

1

g hj Kirbv Smith—Hunlcldora Entered

TWELFTH BAY—THURSDAY, APRIL 20.

Only two favorites won to-day, three races feoing to rather

long shots, especially in the case of Little Esperanza, who
at 30 to 1 at the close, A. crowd estimated at 3,000 saw some
good racing to-day. Garcia won the fourth race, but was cor-

rectly disqualified for fouling. So badly was Bronco jostled,

just as he was making his run and looked all over a winner,

that he was knocked completely off his stride, and Bronco

was forced against Bessie W., who was close to the rails.

Gypsy Girl was an even-money shot in the first race, but Jim
R. won cantering by three lengths in 1:01 f, showing that he is

pretty " hot goods" at this writing. Atticus woo like a race

horse. In fact, not one of the pace-setters were successful this

afternoon. Little Esperanza simply out-footed Red Prince

down the homestretch, managing to squeeze home winner by

a very small margin. Sir Walter is apparently going back.

Martinet is running so well that his chances in tbe American

Derby should not be despised.

Gypsy Girl, a heavily-played favorite at even money in

the first race, led Addie Chipman into the homestretch a

head, when Jim R., who got off sixth and was third as they

entered the straight, came on and made monkeys out of every

thing in the race by all but walking in in 1:0 L|. Gypsy Girl
was second, a length from Addie Chipman. Time, 1:01 J.

Atticus went to the post a favorite in the second race, for

two year-olds, five furlongs, though Quirt was for a time the
choice of the talent. Belle Platte, Munster's big daughter,
led the way past the half-pole and nearly to the three-quar-

ters, when Quirt took up the running, attended closely by
Montalva. Just below the drawgate Joe Narvaez, on Atti-

cus, dashed through a narrow hole against the railSj and, go-

ing like a shot, won by a neck from Montalvo, he a head
from Quirt. Belle Platte was fourth, a length and a half be-

hind the Sacramento filly. Time, 1:03. Joe Narvaez made
a nervy ride on ihe winner, and no mistake.

The mile and seventy-yard handicap came next, and Sir

Walter was a hot favorite at 1 to 2. Belfast was not neglected

at 3 to 1, nor Red Prince at 10. Gladiator and Little Esper-
anza were practically unbacked. Gladiator piloted the field

past the quarter and half, attended closest by Red Prince and
Little Esperanza. Between the half and three-quarters Red
Prince took up the running, and, turning into the homestretch,
where Gladiator was second, Sir Walter third and Little Es-

peranza fourth, in a bunch, looked a winner. Little Esper-
anza came out of the crowd soon after entering the straight

and give Matt Storn's horse battle, and in a desperate finish,

head and head to within thirty yards of the wire, the little

filly gamely stuck to her work and won a good race by a short

neck. Red Prince, second, was two lengths from Sir Walter
third. Belfast was fourth and Gladiator last. Time, 1:474.

Tigress was at all times a hot favorite in the fourth race,

seven furlongs, at one time being at even money. Plunges
on Bronco, Red Cloud and Bessie W. resulted in lengthening
the Tigress odds lo 7 to 5 at the close. Bessie W-, first away,
led Tigress to the three-quarters by nearly a length, with
Bronco running an easy third and Garcia fourth all the way.
At the drawgate Bronco commenced to forge ahead, when
Garcia, next to him, but nearer the middle of the track and
coming fast, swerved into the big chestnut horse, knocking
him completely ofl* his stride and jamming him up against

Tigress, who was against the rails, also destroying her chances.

A worse foul was never committed than this one. We think
that Bronco would have won. Garcia sailed on in his bung-
ling style, and won by about a length from Bessie W., with

Red Cloud third and Bronco fourth, a neck in front of Nellie

G. Immediately after weighing out Bessie W.'s rider, J.

Weber, and Rinstein, the pilot of Bronco, claimed a foul, and
the crowd wildly clamored for Bessie W. while the judges de-

liberated over the case. They rightly disqualified Garcia and
gave the race to Bessie W., placing Red Cloud second. In
giving Nellie G. third place they erred, however, as Bronco
finished fourth, a neck in front of Nellie G. Under the cir-

cumstances, though, the officials were excusable. That Bronco
would have won had there been no fouling there is little doubt,

for he showed he had more speed than Garcia at the time he
was knocked ofl" his stride. The time was 1:29].

Martinet was favorite in the last race, though Rosebud was
well thought of. A great tip was out on Clacquer, and he
was played down from 25 to 1 and 8 to 1. Getting away
third, the " good thing" went to the front without delay like

a quarter horse, and led Martinet into the homestretch over
a length. The favorite then sailed away, winning in a gallop

by two lengths from Wicklow, who came up well in the

straight. Charmer and Clacquer had a hot tight for third

money, the former securing it by a nose. Time, 1:154.

SUMMARIES Of THE DAY'S RACING.

RACE 66.—Ray District Track, Thursday, April 20, 1S03.— First race,
selllncr, for three-year-olds und upwards, purse S1O0. The winner to be
sold at auction tor $1,200: if tor less, -' pounds allowed for each $100 to 9600:
then 3 pounds foreach S100 to $100. Winners at this meeting to carry 3

pounds extra ior each win. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. starters, Jockevs und Closing Odds. St % H Fin.
5.S JIM R. a <C. Weber. 109, J600), •] to I ti 4 3 3 1S1
53 GYPSY UlRT,,a [CappS, US. al.OOOi. evens 2111211
65 ADDIE CHIPMAN, 3 (J. Narvaez. 104( 31,200)' 5 tol.. -1 2 2 2 3 21

55 MOUNT CARLuS, 5 (Hinkev, lU,al,00Oi,6 tol 5 5 5 5 4

55 JACK THE RIPPER, a (Epperson, 117. 91,000), 6 tol 1 5 6 6 6
- MONTBBEliLO,4 (Seaman, 103. #500), 20 to 1 7 7 7 r 7

lime— 1:01 -if.

Won easily. Winner cb gby Conner—nn traced. Entered by B. Martin.

"RACE 67.—Second race, for two-year-olds, purse $400. Winners at this

meeUng to carry 3 pounds extra tor each win; beaten horses at this meet-
ing, If not placed second, allowed two pounds lor each time beaten ; If not

third, 3 pounds for each beating. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. -*. aq H Fin;

37 ATTICI'S i J. Narvaez, 121 >,& to 5 5 4 4 3 1 n

62 MONTALVO tWllliflms, 112), 8 to I.T.*. 3 2 2 2 2 h

32 QUIRT (MlUer,lI8).et0 5 .2 3 1 1 8 |l

52 BELLE PLATTE lJ. Weber, 116), 5 to 1 1 13 4 4

54 BENITO (J. Murphy, 115), 20 tol 4 5 5 5 5
— SEMELE (Jackson. 115), 10 tol 8 6 6 « 6
57 CHEROKEE (Burlingame, 115), 20 to 1 7 7 7 7.

J

1 ^ST CHANCE (King, 115).20 tol > 8 9 8 .8

Time—1KB.
Won handily. Winner b c by Axgyle—Glenloch. Entered by George

Van 1 lorden.

HACI iX—Third race, handicap, purse §600, ot which $100 to second, $50

to third. .Mile mi. 1 seventy yards,

Previous
Roce.No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St 'j '.- V H Kin.

58 LITTLE ESPERANZA, 4 (Peters, 90), 30 tol 1 2 3 4 4 1 u

88 RED PRINCE, 5(J. Narvaez, 112), 10 to 1 '2 8 2 11 221
18 SIR WALTER, 6 (Miller, 122).l W2 4 ."> 4 3 :t 31'c l

GS BELFAST, 4 (J. Weber, 109), 3 tol _5 4 6 5 5 4

48 GLADIATOR, a (C. Weber, 90), 20 tol. _. S 112 2 5

Time— 1:47,4-

Won in a arlve. Winner cb m by Judge McKlnstry—May D Entered
by owners Enclno Stable.
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BACE 69.— Fourth rac*s selling, purse S5P0. The winner to he sold for

f3,0-»: If fur $2,000. allowed seven pounds; $1,500. twelve pounds; winners
this meeting three pounds extra for each win. Seven. furlongs.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jock<?vs and Closing Odds. St }£ ^ V H Fin.

40 BESSIE W..-HJ. Weber, 109, ?J.iX>0.. 4 to 1. 1 1113 2 1st on foul

59 RED CLOUD, -I i Lawless. 114. s-J.OOOi.fi to 1... 6 6 H ti 5 3 2d on foul

83 NELLIEG.,6 I Kins, 107,$I,S00). lot-i 1 4 4 5 5 5 5 pi 3d
59 BRONCO, a [RlDSteln, 115, si,50m, 4 to 1 3 3 8 3 2 4

64 TIGRE3-. 3{C. Weber, 93,51,00), 7 to 5 2 2 1 2 1 C
— < 'OMKADE. 3 ( Hinkev, ll>. 88.000), 15 to 1... « 7 7 7 7 7
58 INITIATION, G iCoia.m:. st.sooi, 2n io 1 .... 7 * S 8 8 8

148 FANNIE F.. a .Morris, 107, 81,500), 2010 1 9 9 8 y 9 9

.vjiiAReiA.i; speiie.;. im. :i,i-oui, s ini ;, r, i i i i^lpl;las1
Tlme-i :2n\.

Garcia won, bot was set back last for foaling Bronco. Bessie \V. b m by
Inip. Darebln—Olemlora. Entered by v. Dennlacn.

RACE 70.—Fifth race, lor three-year-olds, purse 9400. Non-winners at
this nieetloc allowed 2pmnd-sf.tr each beating; If maidens, io pounds
additional. Non-winners of any race value J50O, In 1892, if non-winners in

1893, allowed 7 pounds additional. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % X H Fin.
•39 MARTINET i Miller. 122,4 io". 4 5 2 2 121
AS WICKLOW i"J. Weber. 122 . 10 to 1 2 6 4 3 2 1^1
59 CHARMERiBurlincame. 111.. 10 to 1 1 2 3 4 3 ns
89 CLACQUER Spence. 106), 8 to 1 8 1114
89 ROSEBUD (Epperson, 115J. 7 to 5 7 7 5 5 5

61 S IEADFAST ^ Peters, 95 . 20 to I . 6 4 7 7 6

47 TIMBUCTOO \,H. Smilb. 101 1. 20 l<> 1 5 3 6 6 7

Time-1:15 .

Won easily. Winner ch c by Imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered by W-
Tbompson.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Ocr Trotting Meeting.— It may be that I overrate the

importance of the trotting meeting which will open on May
27th with, perhaps, a preliminary day or two before that date

should the number of horses in attendance demand more time

to give all a chance, but the more thought given, and the

greater number of conferences with those whose opinion is

valuable, faith is strengthened in the ultimate advantages

which will follow a general acceptance of the plan. Jn a con-

versation with S. A. Browne, while he is quite conservative

in his views, he recognizes the necessity for some changes in

the management of trotting meetings, and thought very well

of an attempt to get out of the old ruts. The interview was

short and mostly confined to general horse topics, so that ti

quote him authoritatively on definite points would incur the

risk of inaccuracy.

The roost important innovation, in my opinion, is that of

classification after the horses assemble. For instance in our
meeting, which is sure to cover seven days, and it may be
another week, nine races only are closed. This will leave at

least thirty races to make up the sport for seven days, and as

many more if the races be extended over another week. One
race with a full field of starters will open the way for another

with good chances for closer contests than the original race.

Thus in the 2:28 class there are eleven entries, and should

there be eight or more starters, three or four of the last in the

races may be of so nearly equal capacity, that a race for them
and others of the same calibre will afford plenty of the '* glori-

ous uncertainty."

There is one point no which many queries have to be turned1

and to which 1 can give a decided answer, that being an ex-

emption from delays and an absence of the " intolerable pro-

longations" which have done so much towards depopulating
trotting races. In that respect there is no hazard in stating

that sufficient guards will be set to compel obedience to

economv of time. The meetings of the association last year
were given credit for "dispatch of business," and with the

changes in the programme, ruling out 3 in 5 and substituting

dashes and heats of 2 in 3, there will be a better opportunity

for expedition.

* *

"Standard and Registered"—Again there is to be a

change in the standard, but postponed to January 1, 1895,

that in the mania for tinkering and revising it is long odds

that before the advent of that day there will be still greater

variations.

Presumably the standard was to be governed by trotting

capacity or the procreation of trotting speed, but those who
are evidently sure that, if fast trotting be permitted to remain
the test, a part of the attention may be diverted from that com-
mon type, standardity, to coin a word for the occasion, which

have all the elements to confer rank, excepting capacity to

trot last. When the amended rules come in force it might be

that the champion of all trotters, the acknowledged king or

queen of the trotting world would be ineligible to registry.

Before that time a gelding or mare which gets a legitimate

record of 2:30 or better will have the right to a place in the

books. After that, unless there he a change, even the two-

minute trotter will be debarred unless there is one parent

which wears or has worn the title. It would appear to one

who has not got his brain irretrievably muddled by studying

how to make the most of an array of trotters which cannot

trot, that a better plan would be to discard those standard fel-

lows in that large army and confer the rank on plebeians that

can trot. .Sometime ago I proposed an ex-standard class, so

that after the lapse of a couple of generations, if the trait had
disappeared, put an x before their names. That was, how-

ever, merely presented as an illustration, and now that people

have learned to rate the standard at its true value there is lit-

tle necessity for curtailment of any kind. AM that is needed

is a record of the blood of those which have trotted fast, and

if that faculty has lapsed " the public " can judge. No matter

if there is a whole lot of rubbish mixed with "good goods,"

there never will be a Stud Book free from worthless animals,

and in the future, as in the past, there will he gulls to catch at

the bait, but the Hock will grow smaller and smaller as years

bring knowledge. There has been a singular want of common
senee in instituting a Trotting Stud Book. Unwieldy and

crude, it will be a source of amazement to people of the here-

after how such a monumental blunder wasconceived, or under
what possible state of affairs it was continued. The simplicity

of people in sustaining a scheme which had its origin in the

good sense of the originator, that good sense being directed to

promoting his interests at the expense of every one concerned,

outside of those directly interested in the profils of the job, is

one of those singularities which is past accounting for. A
happy thought, so far as personal aggrandizement went, and
still barren of results until Dame Fortune came to the rescue

and the cumbersome tomes were, presto, change! a source

of profit far beyond the expectations of the owner.

Thetalismanic word was standard, that the sesame which un-

locked the door of the chamber which were stores of dollars.

and this not only enriched the proprietor of the records but
also scattered wealth among those who were marshaled under
its banner. But the scattering was too general. Tbere was an
immense army to share in the hoard, and some way must be
contrived to reduce the ranks. The gulls were not so nu-
merous, and what few were left must be the prey of a select

corps. -High standard was the watchword and with that for a
slogan, the plebians could be got rid of, and the aristocrats of
the trotting paddock gather in the spoils. The governing
idea to restrict admission to those which could trace through
several generations to lines which in many instances had not
a prominent name nearer than grandsire or grandam, some
still further away from the source of greatness. A sort of
Boiirbonic idea: ''the old regime," which one would think
" Napolean and bis marshals" had done a good deal to over-

come. Interlopers are doing so much to prove that being born
in the purple is not an absolute essential to trotting speed,
that to throw them out entirely would be rather a restricted

policy. It appears that the rule which after January 1, 1805
will govern that neither mare or gelding on speed along could
be admitted was a compromise.

Another compromise might have been offered that any mare
or gelding which trotted in 2:10 should be accepted without
further qualification, and the then advocates of ultra marine,
real topis lazuli blood would not have to endure the horror-judg-

ing from the past-ofan out-and out plebian getting into the ring

of the select 400. That would exclude such animals as Lord
Clinton, 2:10}-, and let in a host of others who were 19j sec-

onds slower, but had the benefit of a standard sire that, per-

haps, could not trot a mile in five minutes, all of his ability

inherited from the despised branch of his genealogical tree.

It may be that I associate " high standard " with a man I

met at the convention in Chicago two years ago and only on
thrt occasion. The embodiment of dignity, that sort of self-

glorificaticn the outward token of which is a turvey drop de-

partment, an air which says as plainly as words, that it was an
act of gracious condescension to mingle with such canaille as

composed the big majority of breeders of trotting horses, but

that condescension did not imply equality by any means, and
that the honor of temporary association should be accepted in

humble acknowledgment of superior rank. Asa rule such peo-

ple regard hauteur as dignified demeanor, and that gravity is

an indication of heaps of sense. It takes size to give effect to

the figure and this man was duly " balanced " on that score

Dress is also a concomitant, and a long surtout reaching nearly

to the knees, closely buttoned from waist to chin, and I was
somewhat surprised at the absence of ruffles at the wrists and
shoes without buckles. If such a gauge could be adopted as

one which would rule out the largest proportion of breeders,

the business would not be so horridly democratic, and while
pride would be gratified in belonging to a more select class,

the greater scarcity would enhance the price.

The whole object of the Stud Book is to secure a correct rec-

ord of pedigrees, or as nearly correct as circumstances will ad-

mit. That is the position I have taken from the first and a

few of the turf journals have coincided in that opinion. Two
years ago Clarks' Horse Review advocated noninterference

with the standard as it then stood and the last number of The
Horse World, commenting on the abrogation of rule nine,

publishes :
" If one owns a good mare she is a good mare still,

even though she does not quite conform to the standard, and
the simple words 'standard, registered,' do not carry the

weight they used to. The Register is valuable for recording

the blood lines of an animal, but the individuality and
demonstrated ability of the animal to trot or produce trotters

of the right kind is the certificate of the animal's worth."

That gauge will be more critically used hereafter and all

the glamourie which can be thrown around a standard, how-
ever high, will not entirely obscure the vision as it has in the

past. So long as the Year Book makes its annual appearance
there is little danger of a relapse into the old system of valua-

tion. A few gulls there will be, and a few men with more
money than knowledge of the pursuit who can be enticed into

purchase on pedigree alone. An emulator, perhaps, of the

hero of an old ballad which still comes to my recollection,

though it is more than half a century ago when heard, and 1

will be greatly obliged to anyone who can furnish the rest of

the stanzas. The opening was something like this

:

" The laird o' Cockpen he *s proud and he 's great,

His mind is ta'en up with the things ot the State.

He wanted a wife bis braw hoose to keep.
But favor the wooing was fasbeous to seek."

There is a tangle in the recollections, but that he mounted
his horses and in all the style of feudal times set out on his

journev is well remembered.
" McLeish's oe dochter of Clavershaughlea.
A penniless lass wi' a lang pedigree."

was the objective point of his travels. The result of the fash-

eous' wooing I cannot recall, or the after consequence, and

yet so nearly as the treacherous faculty of remembrance can

be depended upon it was not entirely satisfactory.

There is something of an analogy between the

penniless lass wi' a long pedigree, and the high stand-

ard trotter which cannot trot, although a far greater draw-

back than poverty. The laird could supply, out of the

exuberance of his wealth, the pounds sterling to make amends
for the dowerless maiden, but speed is the first grand consider-

ation in the trotter. With a standard up to the ideals of en-

thusiasts in blood lines, viz., fine, pure trotting crosses which
vie to make the " thoroughbred trotter," nothing less to be

recognized, there is a parallel to Scotch pedigrees, although,

in all probability, that of the Clavershaughlea damsel em-
braced twice that number of generations, or the proud states-

man would not have given the union a moment's thought.

Blood, the bluest kind of blood, without a contaminating drop

that eidolon of Cockpen will insist upon, and then be can

descant upon his favorite theme, " blood lines " and '* produc-

ing families," to his heart's content, whereas if capacity to

win races were the test, talk would have little effect unless

supported by actual performances. "The rank is but the

guinea's Btamp," "standard and registered " a sort of certificate

that the breeding is in accordance with certain rules for ad-

mission into the book of genealogy, that which holds the rec-

ords of races, and individual characteristics, the touchstone

which tries the value of the metal.

Ex Paste.— < »n one side only has testimony been offered

in the Manette case though all the papers which have pub-

lished the findings of the Executive Committee have assumed
that both sides were represented. I have given tfal I

in a previous number of this papar, for not appearing, and

printed i copy of the notice sent to the A. T. R. \ . explana-

tory of my resolution not to take part in the proceedings.

There is one paper, however, which does not state that there

was a " preponderance of evidence" in favor of tb*> claim that

emblem was the dam of Manette. That is Col man's Rural

World in which appeared the following paragraphs:

ARION'8 PEDIGREE.

The Board of Censors of the American Trotting Registry Araocfatlon

nt Chicago last week. ha>l Hi«- matter of Arlon's pertiyree up for con-
sideration and established a different version of U front that udulnally
k'iven to >rimtor stiuii. [-'!, mi'l by iiiin published in fila catalogue; In
ourjudgment the pedigree now given and established is a much
Stronger and better one than the former, as his blood Hues trace twice
to Pilot Jr. now, when before they traced only once through the sire

of his dam Nutwood. For extreme speed there Is no better blood than
that from Pilot Jr. The decision was unanimous on the part ofthe
board. Our good friend. Jos Cairn Simpson, was not present at the
meeting, and we presume will not concur in the result arrived at, but
like a loyal citizen will acquiesce. The pedigree DOW is as follows :

Adon, 2:10%. b o, foaled 1389, by Electioneer 125, dam Manette (dam.
of Oro Fiuo. 2:18). by Natwood 2:18^4 ; seeoud dam Emblem (sister to
Voltaire (2:20*4). by Tattler SU0: third dam Young Portia (dam of
Nora I>ee. 2£9}£. etc) : fourth dam Portia, by Roebuck: liftb dam by
Whip. A regal inheritance tor the greatest of colt trotters.

[ neither concur nor acquiesce in the verdict, and have the

utmost confidence of being able to prove, beyond all reasonable

doubts, that Addie u the dam of Manette. The relative value

of the two pedigrees has nothing to do with the question, so

there is no use in discussing that. The history when published

will be something of a surprise, although it may be said that

there have been already very queer features. Somewhat queer

that a man who had no apparent interests should be the one

to bring the suit, and the flimsy pretext that has been given

will not stand examination for a moment. I was not the least

surprised at the rendition of the verdict, but somewhat unpre-

pared to expect that a claim confessed to be fraudently con-

cealed for twelve years, still concealed on the plea that it was

"property," should have received recognition. I wa« in hopes

that future attempts of a like character would be frustrated by

a rule that after the lapse of a certain number of years, ten at

the farthest, changes of pedigree would not be sanctioned by

the A. T. R. A., and suggested such an amendment to Mr.
Brodhead. There is a wide-spread craze to overturn pedi-

grees of celebrated horses. Tichborne claimants will always

secure countenance, and Perkin Waibecks command men and

money to support causes, however transparent the foundation.

If Knox has not suffered a complete paralysis of memory
he knows that Addie could not have dropped a living foal at

the time that French in his affidavit swore that she did. But
when I was in Chicago, Knox's testimony was said to have no

bearing on the question at issue, the whole depending upon

the evidence of Allen and French. Knox was not summoned
to appear at the January meeting, or if he was, did not answer.

Whether he was present at the last has not been stated, as

there have been no detailed reports of the action of the Execu-

tive Committee, that copied from the Rural World being a

sample of what I have seen. The telegraphic report, sent by

the Associated Press, was the fullest.

* *

Good and Bad Ltjck.—A letter from E. A. Buck, editor

of the Spirit of the Times, brings the intelligence that his mare

Roxaline has a chestnut filly by Uncas, " said to be a fine one;

marks, white stripe in face and white legs. Where does she

get these markings? " writes Mr. Buck. Easily accounted

for. Uncas bay and his sire bay and his dam brown, but Lexing-

ton had four white legs and a white nose, and the sire of Coral,

Un^as' dam, was chestnut and his sire chestnut, with hind legs

white. Then the dam of Roxaline was chestnut and her dam's

sire of the same color. Roxaline is a sister to Marion, and all

of Marion's male foals, with one exception, by Norfolk, were

chestnuts, while the only male by Joe Hooker is a bay.

All of the fillies by Norfolk were bays, while the only filly

by Joe Hooker is chestnut. Now Roxaline's filly is three-

quarters of the same blood as El Rio Key, not to mention the

(ileocoe in both, and consequently she "has the right" to

color after her celebrated nearly double cousin, and her nearly

as celebrated cousiu Yo Tambien, and I shall be greatly dis-

appointed if she does not carry the resemblance still further

by proving herself a veritable flyer in her two and three-year-

old form. Her dam has " thrown " good racehorses, three of

them very " useful " horses, Princess, Brait and Fred B., by

Princeton, and as I have not kept track of her other foals it

may be that there are others. When Mr. Buck bought her I

advised him to breed her to a son of Lexington, so that there

is triple cause for anxiety that she may prove good, owner,

mare and advice given all having an influence in prompting

a strong desire that she should be the best filly of he»- years.

The information of the bad luck came in a letter from Vina

that my mare Del Paso had a chestnut filly by Advertiser,

foaled on April 10th that it was very weak when it came, and

died on the 16tb. As it united the Electioneer, Wilkes and

Nutwood blood and that backed by thoroughbred, Del Paso's

dam being thoroughbred, there were good reasons for high

expectations. But the letter also contained some very welcome

information that being that my mure Volila, by Antevolo, on

March 31st had a colt foal by Praevolo and that " he is a

good looking foal and doing well with the exception of having

weak fore ankles, but is getting stronger now and I think it

.vill be all right soon," Mr. Bobinson writes. Those who op-

pose inhreeding will claim that the weak fore ankles arc due

to coupling son and daughter of the same horse, but if they get

strong, which there is a good change to be the case, that will

not hold good. Very frequently the ankles of foals show weak-

ness and ultimately get as strong as the best. The sire and

dam of this colt are very dissimilar in all points excepting re-

lationship. Praevolo is as steady as a clock if he is out of a

"rattle-headed" thoroughbred, Volila, nervous. She is on

the ragged-hipped, roman-nosed order, the only Antevolo I

ever saw with a decidedly aquiline beak. Praevolo compactly

made and would pas- for a thoroughbred. She is a bng-fltrider

with speed enough to have shown an eighth in seventeen sec-

onds; all that is necessary for Praevolo to distin-

guish himself on the tracks is an increase of stride,

though I roust admit that to go very fast the lengthen-

ing will have to be greater than in reasonable to expect.

Volita's dam by Winthrop, bet grandam by Chieftain and

she takes after the Chieftain side of the house, s typical Ilia-

toga in color and form. Praevolo bears a .striking resemblance

to his uncle Advance, 2:221, at three vears old, much more so

than to his three-quarter "brother Electioneer Rex. These

two near-of-kin are surely trotters, and so it is in the family,

and therefore there "are well-grounded Jbopes that it

will crop out hereafter. By far the greatest fascination to me
in breeding is the feature which experiments present, and

hence the result of coupling these two near relatives will

awaken an interest of greater intensity than would follow the

union of acknowledged affinities. Mr. Robinson describes

thecolt as "brown, two small stars and hind ankles white." His

sire is brown without any while, his dam a light buy with

white stripe in face, and, depending on memory, three white

feet and ankles—color of the dam improved anvway.
Joe. Caibs Simpson
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RACING I>" AUSTRALIA.

Growth of the Sport—Excitement Engendered

by the Melbourne Cup.

increased several times, until now the V. E. C. gives £10,000

added money, besides all the entrance foes, forfeits, etc A
last year's meeting the first prize was £10,000, the second !

£2,000 and the third £1,000, while the sweepstakes was only
j

£50 per horse, so that the owner ot each horse may be said to
,

have staked that amount on the chance of winning one of the

_s a sport horse-racing is one of the healthiest and most eu-
j

three prizes against each of the other entries,

iovable of all amusements, but when it degenerates into a
j

There are races no doubt in Europe and the t nited States

'.
. . ---.-» of America where the winning horse lands more money, but

roil. . . „ _i.;_i. ti.__; iii.. nii. n. nn~. a>;.
there is not one to which the winner and the other competi-

tors have contributed so small a proportion.

The attendance on the ground for the past two or three

vears has been 125,000 to 130,000. Think of it ! A country

means of money-making, when it becomes a mere matter

business speculation, it is an evil which cannot too soon be

checked. In Australia it is facetiously spoken of as "one of

fhp <rrejit industries of the countrv,'' and this seems to indi- _,tne great .nuus-nei -. __ -* .

,

, i as large as the I niten States of America, with a population of

cate that it is already passed beyond its legitimate limits and
[ess th

__ 4000000i sends yearlv at least one-thirty-second of

entered that stage when it becomes a danger to the common j^ w h |e population to meet on the one race-course ! To

weal It will be interesting perhaps to trace its rise and
j
find a parallel here we must imagine America with its 65,000,-

urog'ress, with a view to showing how firm a hold it has on
|

C00 sending between two or three millions of its population to

the community.

When the first fleet arrived at Sydney in January, 17SS,

three were landed one stallion, three mares and three colts.

a siogle race-meeting, and it must be remembered that in

Australia the people travel as far as from San Francisco to

New York to attend this race. Take another view : Mel-

bourne with its suburbs contains less than 500,000 people, and

lers probably had too much to do clearing off |

more than a quarter of this number collect on the race-course

- < to see tne cup run for. Taking the population of ^ew lork,

Brooklyn, Jersey City, Long Island, Newark and adjacentscrub and other work to think of racing, even if they had had

horses. The 6rst recorded race was arranged by a publican

at Paramatta and Belfast, and was won by the first mentioned.

To eke out the day's sport there were cock lighting, wheel-

barrow and foot races and a race for girls, the prize being

"' enough calico to make a chemise." This was on April

•JO, 1S10.

It was in the beginning of this year that Major-General

Macquarie arrived as Governor of the colony and brought

out with him the the Seventy-third Regiment, of which he

was Colonel. Among the officers were several sportsmen who

took their hunters and two or three foxes with them. They

soon killed the foxes, and then finding that the dingo or

nativedog preferred fighting to running, they turned their at-

tention to racing, and had a piece of ground, now included in

Hvde Park, cleared as a course. The first meeting was begun

onOctober 14, 1S10, and lasted three days. The principal

event was the Subscribers' Plate, won by a horse named Chase.

The printed programme of this meeting is still preserved in

Svdney. The sport having been fairly introduced flourished

amazingly. Captain Piper laid out a course on his estate at

Woollabra and Sir Maurice O'Connell another at Camper-

down. Both of these are now built over, the Prince Albert

Hospital occupying the site of the grand stand at Camper-

down. Mr. D'Arcy Wentworth also founded a course at

Homebush, and this was for many years the leading course of

the colony. The last races were held here in 1S75.

In the meantime the sporting men of Sydney had applied

to the Government over and over again for a grant of land as

a public race-course, as the owners of the private race-courses

sometimes refused to allow their courses to be used. In 1S33

permission was given to race on what was called the sand

track, and in 1363 202 acres were vested

racing purposes. The grant did not give much satisfaction,

as it was said to be ''only fit to run cart horses on." The club

however, bv spending large sums of money in grassing over

the sand hills and leveling the track, succeeded in making the

Kandwick Course one of the best in the world. This work

and the building of stands, etc, is said to have cost up to the

present lime nearly £200,000 ($1,000,000).

There are now in and around Sydney no less than eight

courses- on some one or other of which a meeting is held every

week day, while on Saturdays and sometimes on Mondays or

Wednesdays two or three meetings are held. In the whole

colony 110 courses are registered under the rules of the Aus-

districts at 4,000*,000, at least 1,000,000 would have to go to

the race meeting every vear to parallel the Melbourne event.

" But," it may be said, "this cannot continue. An end

must be reached sometimes." Well, this is just what has

been said in Australia for the past thirty years. The popu-

lation of the city has gone on increasing at a rapid rate, but

the attendance at the " Cup " has also increased in a like

ratio. It has been prophesied over and over again that a

crisis must be reached, but " St. Cup " still draws its votaries

in spite of prophesies.

Up to last November, the date of the Melbourne Cup race,

there bad been expended on the Fleminglon Course, thegrand,

leger, members' stands, the lawn, hill, plot and the approaches

verv nearly £500,0u0 .$2,500,000). Besides this expenditure

of the club" the government has built a branch line of railway

some two miles long, with stations on the different divisions of

the grounds. The Melbourne Tram Company has run a special

line of cable trams to the course, and the municipal authori-

ties have constructed a magnificent driving road there. In the

first week in November, when the cup is run for, all these

means of transit prove too limited, and thousand* of people

walk from Melbourne across the Royal Park to Flemington. It

is only three miles and a beautiful road, so that even if more

vehicles were available many would prefer the tramp.

A memorable race was that of 1866, when The Barb, bred bv

Mr. John Tait, of Maitland, New South Wales, won the first

prize. This race was rendered remarkable by the fact that Mr.

Walter Craig, of Ballarat, dreamed some months before the

race that he saw a horse the color of The Barb, and the rider

wearing Tait's colors, come in first. Mr. Craig did not live to

see his dream fulfilled, as he died a few days before the race

was run, but he and some of his friends to whom he had told

, his dream backed The Barb. It was at this race, too, that

in three trustees for 1 Mr. Joe Thompson won a large sum of money variously esti-

mated at from £25,000 to £50,000 (§125,000 to $230,000).

Whatever the amount may have been it was sufficient to en-

able Mr. Thompson to build a very handsome residence* few

miles out of Melbourne. He was called " The King of the

Riog" and " The Leviathan of the Turf," but it is now re-

ported that he has lost his money during his visit to the

United States and England, where it was said he " went to

show the Yankees and the Britishers how to bet." It was

about this time that the great racing sweeps were inaugurated,

but a description of these must be held over for a future article.

To relate all the remarkable events which are said to have

taken place in connection with the Melbourne Cup would be

tralian Jockey Club. There are also numbers of other courses I
simply to report every race. According to Australian sports

which are unregistered, and in fact there is scarcely a small

township or a bush " pub" which has not its own race course

where meetings are held once or twice a year, generally about

shearing or harvest time.

In lnol the southern portion of the colony, known as the

men every race is more or less remarkable. Thus Briseis,

Chester and several other horses have won the Victorian

Derby on the Saturday and the L
' Cup " on the Tuesday fol-

lowing. Very frequently, loo, the winner of the Randwick
Cup, Sydney, has been the winner of the Melbourne Cup. and

admiration on their big Brother Jonathan, and have received
many useful and a few doubtful lessons from him, and a little

reciprocity on the part of Americans would be hailed with de-

light. From the time when the Australia i colonies received

the grant of constitutional government, America has been
taken as a model in numbers of cases, and on public holidays

the stars and stripes are as often seen waving iu the air as

the British Union Jack. But while America is welcome to

take the Australian ballot and any other Australian law or
invention which may be worth taking, it might be as well to

warn her not to make gambling on horse racing quite as

popular as it is in Australia. There are several very useful

lessons to be learned from Australia, and one of these is the

evil of making a god of the race-horse,
—"Australian" in

Daily Spirit.

Wasted Queens of the Harem.

The best of men have made mistakes in breeding their

mares to inferior stallions, first because they happen to own

those stallions themselves. Sam Gardiner,the great Australian

breeder who bred Darebin, has just been sold out by his as-

signees in bankruptcy. The cause of his downfall is sacrific-

ing good mares, like The Gem, Lurline and Ringarooma, to

such worthless stallions as Tubal Cain, Precious Stone, Fitz

Tubal and Golden Butterfly. He had to travel less than

sixty miles to find Trenton, Newminster, First King, Robin-

son Crusoe and Eridspord, all tried and famous sires except

i

the last one named. Mr. Haggin, while he has four really

good horses in his stud, has six or seven as bad as Fitz Tabal,

I

and bids fair to repeat the history of Mr. Gardiner.

Dr. Warfield, who bred Lexington, was just such a man.
, He owned Alice Carneal, and a handsomer mare never peeped
through a bridle. The doctor never bred her right but once,

and then he mated her with Boston and got Lexington as a
result. He had an old stallion called Bethune, a rotten

horse for a sire, and to him he sacrificed this great mare no
less than seven times. She was wasted herself without con-
tributing anything to the reputation of the stallion upon
which she was thrown away. John M. Botts had a fine mare
called Rosalie Somers and another called Sara Washington.
He bred the first once and the second three times to Revenue,
and then wasted them on a lot of young horses, which he was
vainly trying to build up.

To come nearer home, there was old NathaD Coombs, of
Napa, the shrewdest Republican politician in the State outside

,

of San Francisco. He had three fine mares called Emma
Taylor, Evadne and Kate Simpson, all of which he sacrificed

I

to a three-quarters bred horse called Billy Cheatham, which
he was trying to build up at the expense of a really great
horse called Ashland, also his property. The consequence
was that he won just abo.it what races were thrown off to him.
Had he not owned Cheatham he might have stood at the top
of all California breeders.

Owing to a similar narrow-minded policy on the part of

the Messrs. Williamson, who owned Belmont, the greatest of

all our early importations, Bonnie Belle, the handsomest mare
j

of her day, was sacrificed to her half-brother, Owen Dale, who
got race horses from everything but her. Only four of his get
—Farsita, Susy B. Moore, Breckinridge and Lancaster—were
tried in public, and were all returned winners. To these

j

add a horse with no public record, Kyrat, bred by John Tyee,
I of San Joaquin county. I timed this horse once a private

trial at six furlongs, when the record was 1:17. and he did it

1:16!. I believed that either myself or my watch was at fault.

i Now I believe that both was right, but Kyrat never started.

j
He was as fast a horse as I can recollect.

—
" Hidalgo " in Los

Angeles Herald.
*

The Mouth and the Bit.

Port Phillip District, was formed into a "separate colony : this is always a cause for wonder, as the Melbourne course is

named Victoria. In the same year the big diggings, Ballarat ,
a right-band course, while the Sydney course is a left-hand

and Bendigo, started, and as gold mining is something akin to ; one.

gambling, it is not much to be wondered at that horse racing

should have received its great impetus about this time. At
all events, big meetings were held at Ballarat and Bendigo.

and the prizes were cups, medals and trophies made of gold

obtained on the field.

It was a wild time, and among the stories told of the reck-

lessness of the diggers was one of a man, afterward a member
of the Victoria Legislature, who rode from Beechworth to

Melbourne, a distance of 175 miles, with his horse shod with

gold. The weight of each shoe at starling was 7 oz. 4 dwt.,

but after three days on the road they were much lighter, some

Some few years ago the late Mr. James White, one of the

most respected of the racing men in Australia, noticing that

the time in which races were run on the Australian courses

compared favorably with the time on the English race courses,

determined to send two or three colts to run in the English

Derby. He did not live to carry his experiment through

and the horses did not do so well as was expected by san-

guine Australians. There are two causes assigned for this.

One is that the colts bred in the warm climate of Australia

are injuriously affected by the cold in England. The other

and the more probable is that the colts were bred for the

of ihem being worn through, and this seems to prove that gold
i English Derby season and were therefore foaled at an un-

is not the best metal for horeshoes. When the excitement be- natural time of year in Australia. Australian horses have
gan to cool down the Victoria Racing Club began to devise

J
met English horses on the courses in India and have made

means to attract ihe diggers to Melbourne, and large sums i some very good record?, and therefore the failure of these

were expended in improving the Flemington race course. specially-bred colts in England is the more noteworthy.
< »ni of the moflt startling events in connection with racing

|
Turning from flat racing lo trotting it may be said that the

in Australia was the appearance of Alice Hawthorne. Mr. great American sport has always been pupular in Australia.

Andrew Chirnside, owner of the Werriber sheep and cattle
j
Trotting matches have been held for the past forty or fifty

station and a great breeder of horsss, had Lady Charlotte in
, years, but generally these have been private matches. Some

training for the Melbourne races. Wishing to give her a trial,
\
ten years ago, however.a track was set apart in Sidney specially

it was found that Alice, which had been used as a stock horse
i for trotting, and the Sidney Trotting Club was formed. Races

for some years and was consequently unshod and fed on grass,
| are now held regularly once a month and sometimes oftener.

was the only hor^e at hand. The stockman mounted Alice
| In Melbourne, also, a trotting club has been formed, and

and beat the trained horse Lady Charlotte from the start. The within the past few few years several trotting sires have been

fame of this hitherto unknown mare was noised all over the imported from the large studs of the United States to improve
colony, ''he was put into training and won everything at ihe

Melbourne, *«eelong, Ballarat and Bendigo race-courses. Then
Mr. < hirtuide offered to bet £1,000 on the mare against any
of the be*t three horses in New South Wales. After several

trials, Veno, a home bred by Mr. W. t'jark, of Coobat, and
owned by Mr. » *. T. Rowe, of Edensor Park, was selected lo

do battle for the older colony. The race was run off at Flem-

the trotting horses of Australia.

The climate of Southern Australia is so mild and imported
animals of all kinds thrive so well there—particularly rabbits,

hares, etc.— i hut Australians are in the habit of saying that

any foreign animal introduced into the countrv in a fevf

generations becomes improved. This has been the case with

merino sheep, Short-horn. Hereford and other breeds of cattle,

ington in October, l>*-">7, when Venu won. It is impossible to and with camels, those now being reared for packing goods
the amount of money which changed hands over this

race, bill it if* known lo have been enormous, each horse being

freely by the colony it represented. Th«» excitement

over the race wa» intense, and as there were only a few short

telegraph then in ihe country, an enormous number
id the news.

In 1861 the tir*t Melbourne Cup—AD event which fa

bec-.tii- ihe chief race in Australia—was run and was von by
Archer, bred bv Mr. E. de Meat re. of Terrara, New South

the orize offered was £2,000 for the first horse.

fbil wut considerea high at the time, but It has been largelv

acro-s the dry tracks being far larger than any to be found in

Arabia, whence they were originally imported ; and if this

holds good with the trotting horse, in ten years or so Ameri-
cans may expect to see an Australian trotting horse competing
with the descendants of Maud S.,Sunol and other cracks.

The Australians are always ready for sport of any kind, and
if there is only a fair chance of success some enterprising per-

son will soon be found to take the risk. If a little friendly

rivalry in sport would tend lo draw these two branches of the
great English-speaking community closer together it would
be worth trying The Australians have alwavs looked with

A horse, to be a fine driving one, must have a good mouth.

I
This causes the bit to be one of the most important parts of

the harness, as it touches the most sensitive part of the horse.

The bit used, and the way it is used, causes a horse to have a

I good or bad mouth. A horse that cannot bear much weight

! on the mouth or bit is called tender-mouthed. SuchoDes are

often made to have good mouths by using a pleasant bit, and

being driven by a careful experienced driver. Some horses

are rank pullers,made so by abuse, but when they have a kind,

experienced driver, they soon have confidence, and give it up.

Many a high-mettled and spirited horse is often largely re-

strained by the reason and voice of the driver, which it

driven by some, would be called unsafe, and they would be for

certain ones to drive. A kind, but nervy, high spirited horse

will sometimes go off on the bit, so that it will take all the

strength of its driver at first to control, and if the lines are

not drawn up quick their heels will go up and they will go
on a run.

A horse in a race will often give a great burst of

They want Jthen a good mouth and a strong, steady pull

keep them from breaking. One time when Ethan Allen wts
driven on exhibition by Holcomb he had so much confidence

in Ethan that he seemed to think he need not pay any atten-

tion to the lines, and let them be loose. He started him at a

fifty clip and Ethan broke, which he would not have done if

there had been a few pounds pulled on his mouth. It was said

that Ethan never pulled more than ten pounds on the bit in

his races. As a general rule a common-sized joint bit is the

best bit to drive trotters with. A horse in a break will catch

quicker with such a bit than a straight one, and thev will not

pull or lug on a joint bit, as on a straight one. The bit should

be made as pleasant to the horse as can be, and have him safe-

Many a race has been lost by ihe horse being vexed, irritated

and maddened by an unpleasant bit. Some horses want a few

pounds support on the bit from the driver, and, if they don't

get .it, they will often fall down going either slow or fast

Truck and" team horses are partly driven as the oxen are, by

the voice, and a common straight bit is all right for them.

_e_ are

I go off

pull to
hi*

--:

*i

V:

1. V. Baker is of the opinion that since the majority of the

horses which now pass under the hammer are purchased for

road and track purposes, instead of breeding ranks, records

will multiply very fast. The get of stallions will be thoroughly

tried in the development school, and the records will come so

thick and fast as to greatly exalt the rank of the sire. The
knife will be more freely used than ever before, and fillies will

not be held in reserve for the harem. This will put a check

upon supply, and the value of well-bred youngsters should

increase
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HOOF-BEATS.

The Year Book shows that 1944 starts to obtain cup rec-

ords were made in 1892.

Speed belongs to the racing stable, bloodlines to the breeder.

The returns from the former is the latter's guide book.

At Parkville Farm, Parkville, L. L, last week, Alannah,

2-11A, by Guv Wilkes, 2:15^, foaled a bay colt bv Stamboul,

2:07*.
"

The dam of Yolo Maid, 2:12, has been bred to Direct, 2:05A.

Mr. Hopper, of Yolo, wants a pacer, and he wants a very fast

one, too.

Kingston has won $700,000 for his owner, and cost $12,-

000. He has started in 96 races, has won 74, and is sound

and good for many more.

Emaxuee Den, of Santa Barbara, will go on the Southern

California circuit this season with Flyaway, Fairlawn,

Prince's First and two two-vear-olds.

Mb. BACKHANDS views have changed with the lapse of

time, and, in total contradiction to his former policy, early

development is now the rule at Stony Ford.

The Macdooough string, in charge of Henry Walsh, was to

leave to-dav for Brooklyn. Monowai has been working won-

derfully fast of late, and his trials are the talk of the San

Joseans.

Wickliefe Pkeston', of Lexington, Ky., has sold to (Jus

Straus, the broodmare Katrina, by Virgil, out of Katie

Pearce, by imp. Leamington; for the sum of $5,200. She is

in foal to Iroquois.

We understand the Undine Stable's tine-looking mare, Fi-

delia, half-sister to Flirtation and Flambeau, struck herself ia

her work last week, and was fired. It is expected she will be

all right again in about two weeks.

There will always be a place for the gentleman's road

horse—a place that can never be tilled by any style of horse

other than the high-class American trotter that has size, style.

soundness and speed to recommend him.

No mare foaled later than January 1, 1890, and no stallion

of any age can be registered under a name already taken by

another animal, unless the second applicant has started in a

race under that name prior to January 1, 1S92.

Xot less than thirty horses are expected to go to the post

for the American Derby. Secretary Brewster says that the

track at Washington Park will be widened twenty feet on the

backstretch to give the horses plenty of room.

Helen T., sister of Arion, 2:10.1, foaled a bay colt by

Prodigal, 2:10, at Marcus Daly's Bitter Root Ranch, Ham-
ilton, Mon.. March 22d. Fantasie, 2:25, by Ranchero, 2:131,

foaled a bay colt by the same horse on the 10th.

A Michigan man has invented an automatic brake for bi-

cycle sulkies, which is designed to prevent the sulky running

under the horse, in case of his rearing, and throwing him
over backwards on the driver. It is said to be a valuab.e fea-

ture, and will be in demand.

Stephen Stroud, of Xorwalk, Los Angeles County, Cal.,

has gelded Four Aces, the good performer by Hock Hocking,

dam Maid of the Mist. In his string, that will take in the

Southern California circuit this season, is a good-looking four-

year-old mare, a maiden, by Gano, dam the good race mare
Sunday, by Monday.

The Pierce Bros., of Santa Rosa Stock Farm, will hold

their annual sale of trotting stock in May. There will be

representatives of Sidney, Director, Bay Rose, Guy Wilkes,

Dexter Prince, Steinway, Whippleton and many of the best

sires in California, out of great broodmares. The date of sale

will be announced hereafter.

One of the bluest-blooded colts in this state, and probably in

the world, to day, belongs to John Mackey, and is now at the

Rancho del Paso, says "Hidalgo" in the Los Angeles

Herald. He is by Melton, the English Derby winner of 1885,

out of Kisberine, by Kisber, he by Buccaneer. The young-

ster is a two-year-old, and is the living image of S. G. Reed's

stallion Martinhurst.

The champion race stallion Lobasco, 2:10^, died on the 9th

inst., at the home of his owner J. G. Ladd, Beatrice, Xeb., of

laryngitis. A few days before his death the operation of

tracheotomy was performed on him and it was thought he
would recover until within a short time before his death. Lo-

basco was sired by Egmont, son of Belmont, dam by Gen.
Hatcb, grandam by Champion Morgan. He made his record

at St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 14, 1S92, in the third heat of a win-

ning race,

Scores of horses have been ruined on the railroads by the

shunting of cars. Some action should be taken by horse own-

ers looking to an abatement of the practice of starting cars

loaded with valuable live-stock with a jerk. In sidetracking

cars engineers will sometimes run the cars backward at a speed

of twenty miles an hour, and then bring the whole train up
with a jerk, knocking down every animal on board. If rail-

roads were mulcted in damages a few times they would be

more careful.

Following are the entries to the three-eighths and repeat

free-for-all running races at Salinas on the 29th inst.: John
Leach's br c Sam Mount, by Ironclad, dam Daisy D., by

Wheat ley ; Charles Cock rill'a br f Mary E., by Ironclad, dam
Marion, by Kyrle Daly; M. Kavanagh's b f Jennie D., by

Ironclad, "dam* Sorrel Fanny, by Orphan Boy ; Tom Nixon's

b f Bee's Wing, by Dashaway a son of Wildidle), dam by

Belmont; James Dwain's sor f Mamie D., by Ironclad, dam
Ivy, by Oliver Cromwell ; Jesse Rutherford's sor c Jesse R.,

by Ironclad, dam unknown.

The following royally-bred mares, booked to imp. Merriwa,

arrived at Oakland *per boat from Sacramento last Thursday

:

B m Estelle, by Norfolk, dam imp. Lady Jane, by Marauder,

second dam Jane Shore, by Paumon, etc.; ch m Little Rose,

by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland, by Norfolk, second dam Moss
Rose (dam of Ben Wade, Hardwood and Woodbury), by imp.

Knightof St. George.etc; ch m Minnie B..by Prince of Nor-

folk, darn Lizzie Idle (dam of Prince's First), by Wildidle,

second dam Lizzie Martin, by Norfolk, etc.; ch m Titmouse,

by Prince of Norfolk, dam Lizzie Hooker, by Joe Hooker,

second dam Lizzie Idle, by Wildidle; ch m Annie Roooey,

sWter to Titmouse.

11 You can fool all the people part of the ti*ne, and part of I

the people all the time, but you can't fool all the people all the
time." You can't make all the people or half of them now
believe a trotting horse is a trotter if he can't trot. He may
bu registered, as one of the local breeder says, in the Herd I

Book, but that only prove* that Ike Smith says he was bred so
and so. Call horses that trot trotters, and put them in a
small lot by themselves, call the balance just what they are,

failures as trotters, and put them in a great big lot by them-
selves. Then the blind man will be able to see that we have not

too many trotters, but not nearly enough.—American Trotter.

The conditions governing the Cowboy's Race from Chan-
dron, Neb., to Chicago, which will be started June 13th, have
been announced by the committee having the matter in charge,
and are as follows: '" The race open to anyone riding Western
horses; only horses bred and raised west of the Missouri river

eligible to enter; each rider shall weigh with stock saddle and
saddle blanket not less than 150 pounds; the saddles to be
' double cinch ' stock saddles to weigh not less than 35 pounds;
each rider to be limited to two horses ; to each rider will be
furnished a route map, and he will be required to register at

places designated by the committee. All horses will be branded
with a special race brand on the day preceding the start ; en-
trance to be closed by June 1st, apd start to be made from
Chadron, Neb., on June 13th; purse will be divided into four

moneys, of which the first shall not be less than $1,000.*'

A correspondent from Modesto writes us to correct i*n

error that has been going the rounds regarding the breeding
and ownership of several horses. He says that Dan McCarty
does not own the dam 6f Revolver, Young Jule, but J. J. Do-
Ian does. She is by imp. Partisan (owned by D. W. Bury
from 1878 until he died, some five years ago). Young Jule
is by imp. Partisan, dam Jule, by imp. Nena Sahib; second
dam Lady Hawkins, by Jack Hawkins; third dam Julia, by
imp. Glencoe, her dam said to be a thoroughbred mare, but
owing to certain complications it is well nigh impossible to

substantiate it at this time. Imp. Partisan, for his oppor-
tunities, did exceeding!.' well, having sired Idaho Chief, a
good race horse, and Joshua's dam, among others. The cor-

respondent winds up with : "And worst of all mistakes is

now—a two-year-old represented to be by imp. Partisan, dam
Black Willows. Suffice it to say that imp. Partisan has been
dead five years." This latter animal was recently started at

Bay District track and represented to be by Partisan, though
just what Partisan was meant is not known.

The Witch Hazel $1,000 stallion produce stake has been
closed, with thirty-one entries. It will be the richest stake
ever trotted for in the Northwest, and the breeder who neg-

lected to enter it has cause for regret. The stake was open to

all stallions in the North Pacific district making a season in

1893, whose get of 1S94 shall trot in 1896 as two-year-olds.

Every colt foaled in 1S94 by nominated stallions, regardless of

ownership, is eligible to start in this stake. All colts must be
nominated January 1, 1895, by giving name, color, sex and
breeding, accompanied by $5 and the further sum of §5 Janu-
ary 1, 1S96. Any number of colts by the same horse will be
allowed to start, provided they are owned by different parties,

but no owner will be allowed to start more than one colt. The
race to be in harness, mile heats, best two in three, under the

rules governing the track upon which it is trotted. A colt

distancing the field will be entitled to first money only, but

the balance will form a consolation purse for the starters not
gettiDg a piece of the money, to be competed for under the

same conditions at some time to be announced by the associa-

tion. Money to be divided, 65, 20, 10 and 5 per cent. If any
colt of Challenger Chief wins the stake its owner will be pre-

sented with $500 by the sire's proprietors.—Oregonian.

An adjourned meeting of the conference committees of the
National and American TrottiDg Associations was held at Chi-

cago last week, at which the former action in regard to the
new distance rules was rescinded and the following rule recom-
mended in lieu thereof: Seventy-five yards when not more
than eight horses start and one hundred yards when more than
eight start. This compromise is offered in deference to an al-

most unanimous sentiment among the drivers of the country
against the proposed course, and it is to be hoped that the

latter class will be willing to make some concession in the in-

terest of the general public at race meetings and allow the

amended action to be established without serious protest.

Every element aud faction identified with trotting as a pur-

suit should be willing to make all reasonable sacrifice for the

popularity of the sport. If the public is arbitrary or whim-
sical it must be appeased, for its support is the foundation of

the whole business. The drivers, the owners, the breeders are

merely the players, whose occupation depends entirely upon
the favor of the spectators. The demand of the hour is for

short, sharp, prompt work, and to deny it is to imperil the

support of all race-going people. Let the drivers and asso-

ciations get on common ground and work harmoniously in the

interest of the amphitheater.—American Trotter.

All the bills against pool-selling and book-making now be-

fore the Illinois Senate have been made a special order for

Wednesday, April 19th. The bills are three in number. The
first is Mr. Berry's measure that passed the House by such an

overwhelming majority, and this prohibits all this class of

gambling. The second is Senator Berry's bill, of which the

terms are virtually the same as that of his namesake in the

House of Assembly. The third is introduced by Senator

Coon and restricts pool-selling to actual inclosures where races

are run off, and also prohibits minors from engaging in buy-

ing or selling pools. When Senator Berry's bill was brought

up at the end of last week, Mr. Caldwell offered the following

amendment :
" Provided, however, that within actual inclos-

ures of fair or race track associations in this State, pool-selling

and bookmaking may be permitted by the owners or directors

thereof during the meetings of such associations on the races

which are actually run within said inclosures, buton no other

racing or other event. The meeting or meetings of each of

such associations at which privileges herein allowed may be

taken advantage of shall not continue, counting the time of

all such meetings longer than thirty day? in any one year, and
shall be held between May 1 and November 1 in each year.

When such association has used the track or ground within

any inclosure for the holding of such meetings for the full

period of thirty days, the --aid track and grounds cannot be

used by any other person or association in order to take ad-

vantage of the privilegesallowed during the same year." Thi*
would, of course, utterly thwart the original iulention of the

bill, and, so far as Chicago is concerned, would mean continu-

ous racing from May 1 to November 1, but a measure that in

reality would be better for the interests of both racing and the

community at large COold scarcely be devised,

Answers to Correspondents.

Aowers for this department mi'st be accompanied by the name and ad-
dress of the sender, not necessarily for publlcaUon. but as proof of good
talth. Write the ^uestloaH distinctly, on one side of the paper only
Poaltvely no quesUous will be answered by mall or teletjraph.

W. B., Ferndale. Cal.— Is Silver Thread, by The Moor, standard 7
If so. how? Answer—He was not standard-bred, vet he has a num-
ber—18,563.

Subscriber. Atlanta, i .:&!.—To deride a bet will vou kindly settle a
question. •* Has a horse e;ot a call " Answer-The horse's liver se-
cretes grail, like that of other animals, but a horse has do gall bladder.

Subscriber. Petaluma. Cal—Please state what color was Owen Dale.
by Williamson's Belmont : also when be died. Answer—A chestnut.
Write to W. M. Williamson. San Jose. Cal. He can tell you when
Owen Dale died, and how old he

M. S.. Lakeport, Cal.—Will you please give the breeding of a horse
Darned Stock Chief. Is ne staodard and registered? If so. what is his
number? Answer—Can hod no such horse. Do vou mean Stockbrfdce
Chief? His number is672. Heis by Stoekbrid'ge Chief, out of Bine
Bonnet, by Tom Crowder.

J.J. H.. Middleton. Lake Couoty. Cal.—Please let me know through
thecolnmosot" your paper if the horse Osceola is alive now or not,
where he made a stud season last, raised by whom, and If lie beat the
great horse Foster iu aoy race. Answer—We believe he wax raised by
Theodore Winters, of Nevada. He was owned, by Mrs. Scoggins. of
L'niou, Union county, Oregon, at last accounts.

Subscriber, Estrella.—Please give your authority for the breeding of
Bloomsbury, as Col. S. D. Bruce wishes to know in voor next issue.
Answer—We secured his pedigree from the " Transactions of the stale
Agricultural Society" for the year 1868, paeesS3 and $9, which says on
page 89 :

" Thomas Atchison enters b s Bloomsbury, by Boston, out
of dam of Orphan Bov." He was a good race horse, winning from
the best horses iu California, at two-mile heats and mile heats.

H. R. S., Sacramento.—You will kindly oblige "a constant subscriber
to your most valuable turfjournal by answering the following ques-
tions: I. How many successful producing sires of trotting speed has
there been whose dams were thoroughbred sires, also whose dams
were three-quarters and full thoroughbred, i!. How many noted sires
has there been that neither were standard by breeding nor by perfor-
mance until their produce made them such, and what are their
names? Answer—To answer these questions would entail too much
labor aud take up more time than we cau at present spare. We would
advise the purchase.of the last Year Book and close scrutiny thereof.

San Diego, Cal.—I have a mare whose breeding I am axious to prove
and thought if you would publish a lew questions in your correspon-
dence column I might obtain it. The mare is a large black mare with
white hind aukle. about 15 years old, said to be by Whipple's Hamble-
toniaD, was bought about eight or nine years since by J. Downey
Harvey, of Los Angeles, from N\ S. Blair, of Los ADgeles.'who got her
of a man named Bacon, who got her of a Mr. Canby. It is stated that
before Mr. Blair bought her she was driven double with a full sister of
hers, that they could trot in three minutes, that were both bred and
this one failed to breed, so the team was spoilt. Anv information will
be thankfully received by "w. B. Prentice.

Subscriber, City.—I have a mare given to me by a friend in Oregon.
He claimed the sire of her was Woodbury, a thoroughbred. Will you
kindly state in your coiumus what kind of performer he was and ifhe
is still living. I believe he was full brother to Ben Wade and Hard-
wood. Answer—Woodbury was a full brother to Ben Wade and
Hardwood iby Woodburn. dam Moss Rose, by imp. Knight of St.
George), oue year younger than Hardwood and two older than Ben
Wade. He was foaled in 1871, and we believe died uot long ago.
though not positive. He was a good performer, and won the Sacra-
mento Derby of 1874, oue and a half miles, beating Electra (dam of
Hidalgoi. Emma Skaggs, Eureka and Waterford. At San Francisco,
November 24. 1S74, he won a mile heat race, match, Sl.000 a side,
against Bill Hazel, by Norfolk.

Declarations "Washington Park Club Stakes.

We note the following declarationsout of stakes of the Washington
Park Club, April 1, IS93, sent us from Chicago by Secretary J. E. Brew-
ster :

THE AMERICAN DERBY.—Lismore : Sigurd; Queen Lute (bv King-
fisher, dam Bella-Donna) : Cliuton ; Sterling ; Tempest ; Gov. Foraker
(by imp. The III Csed, dam Madcap) : Quiudora King (by Buchauan.
dam Florence D) ; Lew Martin ; Darby; Sam Weller(by imp. Mr. Pick-
wick, dam Miss Dance) ; Unicorn (by Eolus, dam Lizzie Hazelwood)

;

Eagle Bird ; Lawrence iby Lougfellovv. dam Gypsy > ; The Baron (by
Hidalgo, dam My Love); Slow Dance (by imp. Darebin, dam Sly
Dance; be. by Khartoum, dam Hop: Wa'r Cry (by Onondaga, dam
Beatrice); Bellcourt (by Joe Daniels, dam Aifareta) ; Mutiny (by Hy-
der Ali, dam LotoJ ; Lidgerwood ( by Luke Blackburn, dam Tuscarora):
Corduroy (by imp. The 111 Used, dam Cordelia) ; Sarragossa (by Duke
of Montrose, dam Pappoosei : Maraschino: Todd's Only; Fal staff

:

Clacquer ; Sir Reel : Alto Mio ; Calhoun ; br c, by Hidalgo, dam Bertie
W.; brc. by Darebin, dam Venture : Quarterstaff; Gladstone; Paris;
Coughlin ; Rienzi and Oak Forest.

THE QUEEN ISABELLASTAKE3 —QueenLute (by Kingfisher, dam
Bella-Donna.) ; Crystal Slipper: Tempest ; Merry Eyes ; Promise: Alfida;
May T.: Lady Moore ; Slow Dance I by imp. Darebin, dam Sly Dance):
Clarinda iby imp. St. Blaise, dam Clara* : Leonie: Itawamba; Todd's
Only ; Columbia. (14.)

THE SHERIDAN STAKES.— LUtnore ; Tempest; Gazette; Ster-
ling; Turquoise (by Iroquois, dam Fannie Mattingly) ; Darby ; Sam
Weller (by imp. Mr. Pickwick, dam MLss Dance): Lmcorniby Eolus,
dam Lizzie Hazelwoodi ; Lawrence iby Longfellow, dam Gypsyj;
Dnke of Hamilton (by Tyraot. dam Aigrette) ; b c. by Khartoum, dam
Hop; Lidgerwood (by Luke Blackburn, dam Tuscarora): Maraschino

:

Falstatf: Glenview ; Gladstone; Alto Mio; The Baron (by Hidalgo,
dam My Love.) (18.)

THE WORLD'S FAIR STAKES —Jimmie R.; Freddie L. T.: Alethia
Allen; Symberlino ; Queenlike: Glenangle : Rhodanthe ; Hint Villa :

Castelar ; Glide: b c bv Ayreshire. data La Trappe : bf bv St. Simon,
dam imp. Red Spinner; b c by Hyder Ali. dam Aigrette: the General:
Clansman: Hornpipe; Oporto: Jack of Spades ; Carrara; Economist:
br f by Midlothian, dam Lima ; br c by Darebin, dam Chatelaine;
Graydon ; Columbia : Sauterelk-; b C by Sir Modred. dam Aurelia : b c
by Ed CorrigaD, dam Smilax; ch c by Cheviot, dam Lizzie P..

Mechanic. (29.J

THE HYDE PARK STAKE- - Pteddle J T.: Alethia Allen; Hira
Villa; Castelar: be by Hyder Ali. dum Aigrette: b c by Ayrshire, dam
La Trappe ; b f by St. Simon, cam Red Spinner; The General : Clans-
man : Hornpipe ; Oporto ; Jack ol Spades :

' 'an-arti ; BcoDOmJfct : br f

by Midlothian, dam Lima : br c by Darebin, dam Chatelaine : jt a i>\

The Bard, dam Victress ; Graydon: Mechanic; Sanicrclle: be by Sfr
Modred. dam Aurelia ; ch c by Sir Modred. dam Tourmaline ; chc bv
Ed Corrigan. dam Smilax ; b f by Sir Modred. dam Bllthesmi

THE KESWuOD STAKES.— Freddie L.T.: Nashville: b e by Hyder
Ali, dam Aigrette ; be by lam La Trappe; ohc by Tyrant,
dam Marigold ; ere bv The Bard, dam Victress ; Graydon ; Mechanic:
Thornhill. (9.)

THE LAKESIDE STAJ la-Ballngh; Rhodanihc ; Mini
Villa; Carrara ; br f by Midlothian, .lam Lima ; Oolombta : ch f by
Kvrle Daly, dam Abra; Blue and White : b f by Miicdttll'. dam Vara .

ch f by Hyder All, dam Sleepy

THE DREXEL STAKES.—Deecptlou ; Whitehead ; The Baron ; 6t.

Brandon: Hesperia : Coughlin.

Ni.u Havten, Oct 15, L89L
Dear Sir:— I have used " Abeorbine " with wonderful re-

sults ; the only remedy I know of that will remove the Wind
puff. Respectfully yours, 8 1'limmek.

I eh. 16, 1892.

Dear Sir :—I consider the " AbM>rbine " rightly named, at

it completely absorbs all bunches where applied. Very truly

yours, C M Ma.,oon.
^f - —

A N i;w Y«>rk di>patch sa_v>: *" Tin stakesol the .Monmouth
Park Association has received 2,694 enlr ufornia

entries were the last to come to hand. W. ' »T.. Mel
I royally-bred racer- : Charles L Kaireutcrs 12; I >ID

Miller 6 and Matt Storn, ol" Graver Cleveland fame, 88, M< -

Donough's stable, which comprises two»vear-old

Darebin, Sir Modred, Hyder Ali and Kingston, should make u

good showing. In his lot is the tilly bv tlalorc, out of I
I

the mure Uh- (ate Captain Qmner wa- bo fond >>f.
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VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wm. F. Egan, M. R. C.V.8., F.E.V.M.S.

Sotocribere to this paper can have advice through

nun in all casesof sick or injured horses or

entile by sending an explicit description of the case.

Aiwlleants will send their name and address, thai

ihev may be identified. Questions requiring answers

bv mail 'should be accompanied by two dollars and

addressed to Wm. P. Egan, M. R. C. V. S., ill*

Golden Gate Ave.. San Fiancieco.

I had a marc affected with a disease confined to the

heid abont which I wish to have the opinion of yonr

veterinarian. She had been isolated from other

hnrw^ fitr six weeks, no epizootic, strangles or glan-

ders known lo be among the horses within a radius

of two miles or more. Noticed her closely when
about 10 depart, at midday, and could not discern

anvthing abnormal in her appearance. She was
allowed to run loose in a lot with her colt four

weeks old. in the davtime. and stabled at night.

That evening {according to the attendant) she would

no! come when called, and. on heing led in. held

her head low. waving it from side to side, stagger-

ing somewhat as she walked; seemed to be in much
pain and was greatlv drawn. He said she appeared

easier and looked bctler the next day. He did not

nollce at.y discharge from the nostrils nor swelling

In the head. On my return, on the fifth day after, I

found her greatlv reduced in flesh, swelling above

the left eve and down the side of the head along the

curve ot "the jaw: the hollow above the eye being

pulled up so tisto be raised higher than theforehead.

A very liltle swelling under the jaw; seemed to be

unable to get her head down low enough to eat grass

when standing on a level, but could when she could

take advantage of a hillside. No indications of a

discharge until after 1 steamed her, when it came
lightly from both nostrils, that of the left

being" in excess A pressure between the

jaws under the throat caused a discharge (freely

i

of about half a teaeupfnl, but on the pressure

being removed it wonld cease The matter
wf.sofslightlvvellnwish tinge, likewhey mixed with

numerous small clots or lumpi of matter It would
not adhere to the nostrils, and (except for a halt hour

after being sieamed) after it stopped running, in fif-

teen minutes after one would after examine it closely

in order to tell there had been a discharge. She
would eat mashes freelv and grass as noted, nut it

seemed to p.iiu her tc eat hav Swelling increased

on left side of the bead after my return, till third

dav when I lanced it in two places: once about two
inches from the outer corner of the eye and at right

angles, and the other back from first and .oward
ba^e of ear. The matter that came from cuts was of

a frothy cohesive nature. Also lanced at a point

three inches from inner corner of eve on line tocen-
between ears Could not reach any matter here.

The matter from cuts whs of very offensive smell. By
this time she could not eat unless feed was placed
ou an elevation of twenty inches from ground. Be-

came more stupid with pain and weaker, soshe bad
to be assisted loget up the morning of the tenth day
from being attacked, and deeming it a hopeless case,
she was killed for humanity's sake. The last day or
two there was some swelling under the jaws and a
iitlle over the eye. After lancing, the swelling sub-
sided some on the left side. There weer no lumps
n.ider the jaw until about the same time, when one
appeared about the size of a large marble, of a soft

texture Could not discern any ulcers in the nostrils.

2. Wbnt fi»od is best to give a colt four weeks
old that has been deprived of its mother's milk? Is

accustomed to mixture of bran, middliugs, ground
oatmeal and little co<\i meal.
Answer—The above is an exact description of a

case that I have ou bauds just now, in a mare due

to foal in four days. She has now regained her
appetite and strength, bnt has one or two small soft

lumps that von mention, still. There was no need
to kill vour mare. After opening the abscesses you
should" have thoroughly washed them out with an
antiseptic solution daily; and again given her a
plentiful supply of soft nourishing food, placed a
convenient height rrom the ground. This, with the

addition of a blood purifying medicine internally,

should be the line of treatment. 2. Milk should be
the principal fool for some time yet. A little oat-

meal gruel added and increaced gradually, as the
foal advances in age and strength, will be beneficial.

Take care that he does not get constipated after the
change from the mother's milk. A little olive oil

may be given 'when necessary.

Martinet as a pace-maker it> not a success,

but as a finisher he is almost unbeatable. So
far no three-year-old has appeared at the

Blood Horse meeting capable of taking his

measure.

The Elmwood Stock Farm Stable heads the

list of winners at the Blood Horse meeting,

with close to $4,000 to its ciedit. B. C. Holly-

is second and W. O'B. Macdonough third.

m
The attention of horsemen is called to the

closing of Overland Park entries April 25th.

George Miller leads the jockeys in num-
ber of winning mounts, with Joe Narvaez a

good second and J. Weber third. W. Clancy,

Spence and C. Weber are bunched closely be-

hind Johnny Weber.

Little., Espehanza, at 30 to 1, was the

longest shot of the entire meeting to win,

though Jim Lee was a close second in this re-

spect. We understand Orville Appleby made
a neat clean-up as a pace-maker on Esperanza.

No Disputing
Any record made when timed with one of

my split second Chronographs. I have the

best in the world. And can give them to

you in either gold or silver cases. If you

have a complicated watch to be repaired

send or bring it to me. I make a specialty

of this work.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutler Street.

THE HAGGIN SALE
OF

Harness,

Work and

Draft Horses,
MEXICAN AND SHETLAND PONIES,

WILL TAKE PLACE ON

Thursday and Friday, May 4th and 5th,

AT SALESYARD

Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market St.,

BSrCatalogues Issued Immediately. Horses at Yard MONDAY, MAY 1st.

TCTTiLIP & CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street.

'1 ^CMMFIMEUU CIHU
A r&MUIMA.

Agricultural Implements and Vehicles of every de-
scription. Send for .No. 18 Catalogue.

TRUMAN, HOOKER& CO.
San Franeisco nud Fresuo.

IF YOU WANT :NF0RMAT!0N ABOUT

Address a letter or postal card to
THE PRESS CLAIMS COMPANY,

JOHN WEDDERBURN, • - Managing Attorney,
P. O. Bos 463. WASHINGTON, D. C.

PENSIONS PROCURED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

duty in the regmlar Army or Navv since the war,
Survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1812, and
their widows,now entitled. Old and rejected claims
a specialty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send for new laws. Ho charge for advice. No fee
until auccessfal.

GrO to ** JMLek,-y&&"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St-

Note Advance in Price.

STACKERS, $125.

"ACMK" BAKES, Each 860.

NET CASH; No discount to anyone.

The important and very valuable Im-

provements made in these Stackers and Bakes,

since they were first introduced on this Coast,

have rendered this advance in price necessary.

There are no better machines made.

J ickson's Improved "Eclipse" Stacker and Loader
PRICE $125.

PRI0E OP STACKER AND TWO RAKES, $245.
RAKKg ARE 860 EACH.

THESE PRICES ARE NET CASH.
Th« abo-fi la our ilandard Ntocker and Is an Improvement on all others, as it is lighter, stronger and dumps

Ul6 bay at any desired height. Instead of carrying 11 all up over Itteit, without regard to height of stack. This
I I

i quilt important in Hacking Id windy weather, as wlih the " ECLTPSB" the hay Is only raised as
liivhus itecwmiry to dump It on the stack, and tt Ih not scattered by the wind. The uprights <>f the " ECLIPSE' 1

e M leei hl«h,u thU in m long as they oan h.* shlpwd.and with them It will stack neariv or quite that
it Uij height It may be made to stack Is really unlimited, as these uprights may be spliced out as high

: and ipij i 'i with ropes.
Titto machine Is made ondet the "Acme" and Oliver patents. It Is mounted on wheels, and will build a

HtUCk U6 KOI Itlvb.
WIUi t^emkes the bay IsUken from theswatfa, when cored.Jttst asioribv the mower, or from the cock orwindrow. If It IsdOilrod to rake It before II Is cured sufficiently to slack; nun when the Rake Is loaded It Is driven

to the stacker, the rake tooth entering between ih<- pimit t.-.-th; the hay Is pressed forward npaimm thepitcher-
ir. leaving the hay In n compact mat* upon the i her, and return to

"' As soon (is th- rake Isoul of the way the ho™ attached to the pitcher rope Is started.
elevating I

, :h i. w,,,.,, tue | lltch-rope Ixpulh'd and Ihr. hav I- dr n
•'

he rvnler of the.

uSS
* bucked up, toe pitcher being brought back to the ground by "its own weight, ready for another

The "ECLIPSE" bastpeda]
,
Mack Ink- Inwlndy weather.andfor loading hav. etc.. on wagons.

It Hum,,, ihr load at any d»--lr.-<i height, from a to V> foet, while it Is easily movw], quickly set and omply
Tn'* principle of making hay. by which the expenditure of manual labor 1b reduced to a minimum, Is now

'
'"•'' " description, as th^e machine* are now In the hands of all the lamest

^rmPrT lin
!

''," ' "'" " Ult
- ThOWOrdS " makliik- hnv ure ns.-d udvlM'dlv.fnr this Stacki-r and

i i >io nil the work from thotlmetbi mower cui lliehaj I It In In tin- Kiack or on tin- wi.uon.and nootter macUnes or implement*, n-.r uu uxpendliore ol any manual labor, Is either required or even desirable

Jackson's Improved "acme" Rake& Buck Combined

PRICE $60, NET CASH.
Does the work of all other Hay or Horse Rakes, viz.. wire rakes, sulky rakes, revolving rakes, buck rakes

and "eo-devlls." It rakes from the swath, and leaves the hay in large bunches ;u once, requiring no hind work.
One man and two horses will keep up with two mowers, following the mower as soon as the hay is wilted enough
to be raked clean with any rake. It rakes olenner The hay will cure quicker without bleaching by dew or
sun. Very larse bunches can be made bv pushing fr'tm two to six rakefuls into one.

If raked and bunched bv the Improved "Acme" Rake, the hay is in very much better shape to re'oad and
deliver on the Stacker even I v and love! f loading: the rakes ell they will carry to the stack), and spreads well over
the stack, saving labor in stacking, because it has not been tangled, as it is when guttered with the sulky or re-
volving rake. Bear In mind that windrowing hav with any rake is labor thrown away, and is detrimental to the
neatand most economical working of the -'Acme" Hay Harvesting Machiuery.

THE "MONARCH" SWEEP RAKE
-MANUFACTURED BY-

ACME HARVESTER CO., PEORIA, ILL. 1 ,

"MONARCH," RING or HAKES. PASSING
THRODGH A GATE.

PRICE S60. WT.EST OASXX.
The only SWEEP RA KE made that can be transported fnm f irti to farm or one roQvlow to another,

through gales anywhere a farm wagon will go. Write for catalogue giving prices and full Information.

For Furtlior Information Address
DEERE IMPLIMENT COMPANY,

i SOLE AGENTS FOR CALIFORNIA*, 305 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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rOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE Royal Thoroughbred Broodmares
latvh mt a good price if you oan find a oustomer that wants to buy.

JYba oan roach the greatest number of possible and probable customers

Ly adrertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special Term*

Mute on advertisements under this heading. Write for particulars.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 In race: sound and In One condition;

will lower his record five secorjds this year.

ALSO

Rome BKOTFTERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-
wood, dam American Girl.

E. 6. SMITH.
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

Sire ot Thapsin, record 2:21 !rf, Kate Ewlng, 2:21,

Dennis Rjan 2:20, and other* in the East equally .as

last. He can show a 2:20 gait any morning at Agri-
cultural rtirk, Sacramento, If necessary. For particu-

lars enquire of H. t*. BK4I>, 627 J isireel, or
1213 t street, Sacra incnio.
N.B.— For sale at a low figure to raise the mon»y;

must sell. Berlin is. bv the same sire (Blackbird) as

Vic H-, record 2:I8Jtf. Edwin Forrest, 2.18.

PACER!
FOR RALE OR EXCHANGE.
a good road horse, gentle and nice drive ; pacing

record, 2:24^: nine year* old: drive single or double-;

ust out of pasture and In eond condition. For par-

iculars address, P. 0., box 706, San Jose.

For Sale.

Stallion Ringwood,

The Famous Son of Sidney.

Rlnnwood is a dark bay; black points; 15's bands,
and resembles Sidney Id formation more than any of

bis sons. He is a pure-tailed trotter, and has shown
remarkahle speed from a colt. With but little work, he
showed trials of speed in 2:19'^ as a tour-year-old, and
would have received a record of 2:18 or better but for an
accident at Ihe Napa track, and was drawn from his

engagements, and never lias been put In race since.

Rlngwood Is six years old, and as a sire of speed, form
and color, i<= equal to his noted sire, Sidney. Several of

his colts have been sold at high prices, and have gone
East. He is a sure foal-getter aud of tine disposition,

and a lady can handle or drive him. Rlngwood Is

highly bred on the dam's side. Alma was by Dash-
away (tho-oughbred), he by Williamson's Belmont, he
by American Rov; second dam Fanny Cob, a noted
roadmare brought from Canada to California. Alma Is

a noted producer of speed.

IAXSO FOR SAJVE

Tippoo Tib,
Gelding record, 2:2fi. Can trot in 2:20 or better; will

show quarters in 0:32; 15.2 high; light bay; a great
road borse; single or double, and perfectly sound.
Rlngwood or Tippoo Tib can be put in training and

win their price in one season. For further particulars.

A. C. DTETZ, Oakland,
Or, Breeder and Sportsman Office, San Francisco.

AUCTION SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS,
THE PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE OF

X*7\ TODHUKTTBR,
(DECEASED),

BY ORDEE OF THE EXECUTRIX,

11 YEARLINGS AND 3 2-YEAR-OLDS
- THE GET OF

FKi.XCK OF NORFOLK, (sire of Prince's First, Tigress;, Grade S. and others);SrVFAX; Fillies
,

by Imp.
IMRlUEK wire of thPdam of Spokane, Grey Cloud, etc.), and by JACKSON and FUSIKK

Irom Wildldle, Bullion, King Alionso and Powhatiao mares.

ALSO FOR SAME ACCOUNT

SEVEN HEAD OF TROTTING-BRED YOUNGSTERS
The get of DEXTEK PRI.VtIE, IDAHO PATCHEN, etc.,

At SALESYARD cor. VAX XESS AYE. and MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, on

Wednesday, May 3, 1893, at 11 a, m.

This lot of thoroughbreds are in fine order, having been kept up and fed all winter. Catalogues wUl be

ready April 18th.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers, - - 22 Montgomery St
,
San Francisco

if1 o n

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

eoil, tweDty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa vallev ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on ihe banks of the

Napa river. There are tine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and

in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

Fob Fukthek Information Apply to

JNO. McCOED, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - 53.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 8.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Cures Puller*. Check Ffahtenr Tongue Lollen

"To know It Is to use 1i."'Robebt Bonner.
"Want one In every bridle."— Frank Stark.
"It (rlvea von the bent results."—BrnD Dohlk.
"It Is superior to ail blts."-Eo. D. Bithek.

Address ROBBKT 8KARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, OL

CYCLISTS, flaRSMEii, BULLPUYERS,

and ATHLETtLS generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It his a partlcnlarlv Wnrmlnjr, Comforting and
Stimulating effect on all Wcnu or Stiff Musclrat
qaictt In action; clean and plinsunt in use.

lor Silo lj Duseisti j:1 Dcilsti la Cpottiag Owll.

, E. FOUGERA i CO., Sole Ajenli,

28-SO N. William Street, N. Y.

L :E2

TO BE DISPOSED OF AT PRIVATE SALE, IF POSSIBLE, OTHERWISE
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION AT

Bay District Track
ON THE LAST DAY OF THE BLOOD HORSE ASSOCIATION'S SPRING

RACE MEETING.

MCST OF THESE ARE TRIED PRODUCERS, DAMS OF TURF CELEBRITIES.
FOLLOWING IS THK LIST:

\VHY\OT, ch m, f.mled 18S3, by George Wilkes,
dam Flora A., by Tom Bowling; second daru Florence
I,, by imp. Australian, etc. Whvnot la dam of Mistv
Morn. See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol 5,
page 739.

MiYKLLA, br m, foaled 1880, by California, dam
Laura Barnes, by Norfolk; Becond dam Evndne, by
Winnebago, etc. Neyella Is dam of Rosebud, tee vol.
5, Bruce, p. 570.

Itn i.ow. ch m, foaled 18S3, by Lonefield. dam
Medea, by Norfolk; second dam Mary Glvens (dam of
Wild Oatst, by Owen Dale, etc. Billow won California
Stakes at Bay District tra-k In 18&5. and Is dam ol the
ereat Eclipse. See vol. 5, p. 155, Bruce's American Stud
Book.

OCRAMCA.ch m, foaled 1885, by Flood, dam Lndv
Evangeline, by l.einster; second dam Tibbie Dunbar
(dam of Canny Scot and Broadcburcuj, by imp. Bonnie

Scotland Oceanlca Is a sister to Flood Tide, LAdv Eliza-
beth and Annie Lewis. See Bruce's American stud
Book, vol. 5, p. 399.
LIMA, b m, foaled 18S1, by King Alfonno, dam

Tltan'a, by Lexington; second dttm Arm* Farlev, by
Planet, etc. Una Ib tue dam of Lenora and Taenia.
See Bruce's American Stud Buok. vol. 5. p. «7.
I.K.ViH \, b m, fal.-d ik&o, b.vlmp, Kvrk- Daly, dam

Llna fnbovoj. See Bruce"s American Stud Book, vol.
5, p. 437.

KltHIXOOR, ch m. foaled 1889. by Hvder All. dam
Assyria, by I.ever; second dam Asia, by Imp. Au*-trn-
llan, etc See .Bruce's Aiuerlcau Siud Book, vol. 5,

RKKPSAKK, b m, foaled 1883, by Flood, dam
Kaihalron (dam of Kylo and Kathleen >. bv Harrv of
the West; second dam Kalhleen (darn of George
Kinney), by i e.\lnL'ton,etc. See vol. 6, Bruce's Amer-
ican Siud Book, p. 385.

TERMS OF SALE—One-halt cash and balance approved notes at 6 months draw-log 8 per cent, interest.

PROPERTY OF MRS. R. E. BYBEE, PORTLAND, OR.
: APPLY TO :

JAMES F. BYBEE, Bay District Track,

Or KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgomery street, S. F.

For Sale or Exchange.
Bay colt foaled 1891, sire Proofreader 81-M (son of Ster-

ling b"2-3i, dam Sally Mclvlm, by Prompter 2305; second
dam by "Bivas' Blackbird. Brown colt foaled 1881, sire
Walker 81 '6 (son of Prompter), dam Lillian, by Romu-
lus 271; seond dam Muhaska Belle, etc. Brown eeld-
ine sired 1898, sire Privaleer 8135 (son of Buccaneer
•26561, dam Kelly Aich.bv Prompter: second dam Luhi-
foot, 2:32, etc. Bay filly foaled IS90, sire Walker 8136,
dam Winn ip, by Privateer 8135; second dam Liehtioot,
etc. Bay gelding, sire Prompter 2305, dam EfHe by
Sterling 6221; second dam Lk'htjoot This colt is a nat-
ural pacer and is Jast a<* a bullet; In fact, they are all
speedy and are eligible to registration, ran lurnish
certificates of breedine, and ihey are lor sale cheap.
Would exchange for mules.

S H. CKAXE.Turlock, CaL

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at ?4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles irom

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'rouod and good care

taken of Stock, but no responslbllty assumed for ac

cldents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-

day from wharf between Washingtan |and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

THOS. ROACH, Agent.
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch ot rich pasture land about

one mile and a half from Redwood City, I am prepared
10 take horses for pasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc , and plenty
of running wa'er. The climat** is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
$4 per month; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
best of care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY,
Redwood City, San Mateo Co., Cal,

The Most Snccessftil Remedy ever discovered
as 1C Is certain In i« effects and docs not blister.
Read proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Stab, Lake Co., Orkgo.v, Feb. 8th, 1892.

Db-B. J. Kekdall Co.,

Dear Sirs :— I have used yoar Kettdall'b Spatitt
Ccre for the lust twelve years never being without
It but a few weeks In ( liar time and I have mado
several wonderful cures with It. I cured a Curb
of longstanding. Then I bud a four year old colt
bndlv Sweeuied ; tried every thing without any
benefit, bo I triad your liniment, nod In a few weeks
be wm well and his shoulder filled up nil right, and
the other, a four year old that had a Thorouu hpln
and Blood Spavin on the snmo Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which leg it wan on. Theso state-
merits can bu proven. If nccciutary ; tho four year
olds are now seven and can bo seen any day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. 8. Z. P^XTOjt.

Price 11.00 per bottle.

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO..

Enosburgh Falta, Vermont.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ANrAL-Mi iw

Those tiny Capsules (ire superior

I to Balsam o£ Copaiba, ^»—

N

I Cubebs and Injections. O^JDY

)

I They cure in48 hours thoV J
(same diseases "without any incon-

venience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

HAVI,\G I.EASKD THE CBLKBRATBD

Hobart StockFarm
AT 8AN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses In any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept lln first-class order. Besides stalta,

"mall and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erythlng Is new and in perfect shape. It Is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Call

foniia. All stock sent to me will receive my persona
attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM. SA.\ MATEO.

ITS OBJECT
fs to prevent dis-

'
iase, to regulate
the bowels and
urine; It strength-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring
collcand legswell
lug: loosens the
bide, fallens stock,
promotes the aj -

petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bou?,
and produces a
fine, glossv coat.
To Ihe stall-fed
horse It has the beneficial effects ami rvfeiiliaol RTMlna
vltbont the softening effects of a seuiniii nf gnu** with
loss of time and monev. For milch cows It lucreast-s
tod enriches their milk.

Inarded Gold Medal California Stole Fair 1 893

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTEbL.MGR.,
\623 HOWARD SV

SAN FRANCISCO
CAu-

RECOMME.XDED BV

Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Go. and Others.

•f'»n FOR TB8TIMOMAL CIRCULAR.

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
wuhiiin [trmuilnic itir llnlr.

win your bom beroor* nlnshltT
id fjr.'i

or irlii! bOlUfl by mull.

.v. P. yoi'xu. mhu ..:

- : AI.HO koii UU iiv ;

I',: Miiri.. I8tn i,C»l.

,911 hroniMrpct, Sun I i-niidNco, Cal.

H.j. iiivi:K\ .
i

- *kl*.nd.C»l.
-

L RD, CLARK A 00., I'-.rtlnnd, Oregon.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Oi.as-. C'nAuoEa Reasonable.

IMII\ \TK BOOMS FOIl FVMH IK*

332-334 Pine Sireel, lielnw Mnnlgomery 6(

Jllll> BBHUBZ. ProprUUr.
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SAN JOSE COLT STAKES.
To Take Place During The Annual Fair of 1893 of The San Mateo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Association, No. o.

District Trotting Stakes—The G-et of the Following Horses :

Eros. Bismarck. Treewood, Royal George, Nutwood Boy, Orion. Kin* William. Tommy T.

,

£lraa«er, John Sevenoakes, Co 1. Bentou, Wilmington, Dick Patchen, Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy

Tborubllt, Amplan, .Magic. Monte, Chancellor. Chrisman'a Hambletoolan, Boxwood, Xutgrove,

Prince Albert, Alex Graham, Designer. Cyrus It.. Harry Alinont, Rea's Xuiwood. Boodle, Elect,

Mambrino Jr., Soudan. Jim Mulvenna, Brown Jug, Menlo, C W 6, Henderson's Henry, 6. B.

Emerson, Carr's Mambrino, Prince Warwick, Henry Burr, Antluous, Almont Patchen, Electric

Light. Argent. Delma-., HolUc 11.. Hayward'a May Boy. Ooemskv's May Boy, Dawn, Boswell Jr..

Prince W likes, Silver Bow, Administer, Election, Ward B. , Hozlewood, Alpheus.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

3. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance «50.

payable $10 Jtay 1st, with nomination, ?15 July 1st, £25
Sept., 1st; with §200 added One-mile heats, 3 in 5.

4. FOCR-YEAR-OLD STAKES- Entrance f60,
payable $10 May 1st, with nomination, $25 July 1st $25

I
Sept. 1st; with $250 added. One-mile heats. 3 In 3.

1. YBARLI.YGSTAKES—Entrance $25, payable $5

Slav 1st, with nomination, $10 July 1st, $10 Sept, 1st;

with #100 added. Hair Mile and Repeat
2. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance 330,

payable f 10 Mav 1st, with nomination, $10 July 1st, $10
Sept , 1st; with $150 added. One mile and repeat,

Free-For-All Trotting Stakes.
3. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKKS-Entrance $50. I 6. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance$60,

payable f 10 May 1st, with nomination, $15 July 1st, $25 payable $10 SJay 1st, with nomination, $25 July 1st, $25

Sept 1st; with $200 added. One mile and repeat. |
Sept, 1st: with $250 added. One-mile beats, 3 In 5.

Free-For-All Pacing Stakes.
7. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—(2:30 class); entrance $50, payable $10 May 1st, with nomination. |15

July 1st, $25 Sept, 1st; with $200 added. One mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
Stakes and added money divided 60 per cent to 6rst, 30 per cent to second and 10 per cent to third.

If oo.lv two colls start they may contest for the stakes paid in, divided two-thirds and one-third.

For a"walk-over tbecoltwiil take the whole stake, hut no added money.
Nomina ors not making payments when due forfeit previous payments.
Otherwise the NatioualTrotting Associations Hules to govern.

Running Stakes.
*». THESAXTA Gl ARA COC.VTY STARES—A I 9. THE SAX JOSE STAKES—A sweepstake for

sweepstake fur two-year-olds, $-10 each; $25 forfeit, or $20 ihree-y ear-olds; $40 each, $25 forfeit, or $20 if declared
U declared out on or before Sept, 1st or $10 July 1st i

out on or belore Sept., 1st, or $10 July Isr, with $200
with $200 added; winners of any race this year to be added: winners of two or more three-year-old races this
penalized two pounds for each win. bix Furlongs. year, to carry three pounds extra. One and one-six*

I teenth miles.

CONDITIONS.
Six to i-iiter and three to start
Stakes divided, second borse to receive 50 per rent and third 25 per cent of starting money.

Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horsr Rules to govern. Entries close May 1, It*93.

G. H. BRAUG, Secretary, San Jose, Cai. WM. BUCKLEY, President.

SOLANO AGRICULTURAL AND SPEED ASS'N
(District No. 36).

Colt Stakes and Purses
TO BE TROTTED FOB DURIKG THE

FAIR, 1893, AT

V^ A. Li Tj "E »T O '

Racin» Every Tuesday, Thursday,"" " V^ * Friday and Saturday.

Entries to Close May 10, 1893 April 1st to April 30th.
The District comprises the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Napa. Solano, Contra Costa, Yolo, Lake.
ilendocinoand Humboldt.

Bay District Track.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING.
\EARLI\GS, PIRSESIOO. Mile dash. En

trance $5, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE 8300. Mile heats,
2 in 3. Entrance §15, payable *5 Mav 10, 1S93, and 510
August 1, 1&93.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE 8300. Mile
heats, 3 tu 5. Entrance $15, pavable $5 with nomination
and August 1st $10.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 8300. Mile heats
3 in 5. Entrance £15, payable «5 with Domination, and
August 1st $10.

DISTRICT TROTTING.
YE4RI.I\'GS, PCRSE 810O.

trance ?5, payable with nomination.
Mile dash. En

urses,
TULARE COUNIY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY^

District No. 15.

District Colt Stals.es and
TO BE TROTTED Dl HIM; THE FAIR. 1893, ATTULARE, CAL.
ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 25, 1893.

Bar The District comprises the CouDties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District -loliion Produce Stakes—Stakes for two I So. 1. Two-Year-Old Stallion Produce Stakea-
and three-year-old'!, the get of stallions named on April > Mile heats: 25 minutes oetweeu heats; distance 100
25, 1693. to be trotted during the Fair 1893. Entrance yards. .

ot Stallion the season price of 1SS9 of stallion named;
, So. 2. Three-Year-Olds—Mile heats, three in five,

dead stallions at price ol season of 1889 or last previous The following District Stakes are open to any colt
season: private stallions that have not been bred for owned in the District comprising the above named
pav. If with record of 2:30 or better, $100; others $50; counties.

lowest entrance ?2>. If the stallion entered has only Xo. 3. Yearling Stakes—U mile heats, best 2 in 3
two-year-olds, entrance to be one-half ot the season for foals ol 1892. Entrance $30, nayable ?5 April 25, 1893,
price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the with nomination, $10 June 1,|1S93: 315, August 1, 1893.

right to settle ail Questions concerning stallions' fees as
I

Xo. 4. Two- Year-Did Stake—Mile heats, best 2
seems best. Stallions to be named April 25, 1893, and in 3 for foals of 1891. Entrance $40, payable J10 April 25,

entrance payable July 1, 1S93; colts to be named July 1, 1893, with nomination, $15 June 1, 1893, $15 August I. ISSi.

1893, fur $5, $10 additional ten days before the first ad- So. 5. Tbree-Vear-Old Stake—Mile heats, best
vertlsed day of meeting. One-half stallion entrance for 3 in 5, for foals of 1890. Entrance $-30, payable $10 April
two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. 25, 1893, with nomination, $20 June 1,1893, $20 Aug. 1, 1893
One-halt for three-year-olds, with all three-year-old pay- So. 6. Four-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3
ments,added. Money divided In each stake 50.25, 15 :

in 5. for foals of 1889. Entrance $50, pavable ?li April
and 10 per cent. ' 25, 1893, with nomination, $20 June l,18a3,$20Aug. 1,1893.

CONDITIONS.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE 8300. 3:00 minute
class. M ile heats. 2 in 3. Entrance $15, pavable $5 with
nomination, and $10 August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE 8300. 2:35
class. Mile heals, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, pavable *5
with nomination, and $10 August 1, 1893.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE 8300. 2:30class.
Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, pavable $-5 with nomi-
ation, and $10 Augu>tl, 1893.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING-.
YEARLIVGS, PrRSE 8IOO. Mile dash. En-

trance $-5, with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE 8300. Mile heats,
2 iu three. Entrance $15, payable $5 Mav 10, 1893, and
$10 August 1,1893.

THREK-YEAR-OLDS. PCRSE 830 . Mile
heats, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $5 with nomi-
nation, and $10 August 1. 1893.

FOUR -YEAR-OLDS. PCRSE 8300. Mile heats,
3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $5 with nomination
and $10 August 1, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Eight entries required to fill and four entries re-
quired to make last payment in each purse. All en-
trance money paid in, in excess of 60 per cent of the
purse, will be.added to the purse.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will ,bei accepted unless accom-

panied with first payment, -armr
2. Failure to mabepaymentson the dates named, will

forfeit all previous payments and debar the delinquent
from starting in the race.

3. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided two-thirds to winner, and one-third to
second horse.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern.
For information or entry blanks address

J. R. WHITAKER, Secretary,

Vallejo, Cal.

l. Ho nomination will be accepted unless accompa-
nied with rtret payment.

I In the District (as above described) are eligible to all
stakes herein advertised.

2. Failure to make payments on the dates named
will forfeit all previous payments and debar the delin-
quent from starting In the race.

3. If only two Start, tbey shall contest for the stakes
paid In, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-third to
second horse With three or mr re starters the stakes
will be divided (where not already specified) 60 per
cent to winner, 30 per cent, to second horse and 10 per
cent, to third horse.

4. Theget of stallions that have died whilst owned
W. B. CARTMILL, President Entries Close April 25, 1893, with G. W. ZARTMAN, Secretary,

5. To constitute ownership in the District the owner
of a stallion must be an actual resident therein.

6. Entries made nnder fraudulent pretenses of the
residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal-
lion iu the District will debar the person making sufh
entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
entries made by such person in races occurring at the
same meeting, and will forfeit all payments made to
the Society.

7. Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to
govern.

OVERLAND PARE CLUB,
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2:29 i .Iimiim; 8700 Guaranteed

2:22 CIa*H.TroltiuK 700 Unnranleed

2:30 Clan, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2-10 ClftOT, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

CLASS RACES.
TROTTL\«-2:22. 3:00. 2:30, 2:30, 2-31

3:37. 2:33 and 2:25 Classen.
Purse Kaces for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

PAC'IXG—2:22. 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 Classes.
TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and

will be made up from the horses at the track when tbe
meeting begins. Above Purse Races are for S-too to $500
each, and will close May liitb. Entrance 2"i per cent,
when named, and 2!« per cer.t. additional to start.

Itl \ mm; RACB8 win all beover-nlgbt eventajand purses f .rsame will be liberal.

Regular prognunni- tamed May 20lb. Write for entry blanks and full information. Address

O. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

Above Btakex close April isth. Payments required:
#17.50 April IStb, Ifben named, and |17 60 M;tv it'.tli.

wbvti Pm-<- Bai

11,404,
Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1893, commencirg February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.

MERVICK FKK With u-unl ri-turn privilege), payaMti nt end or Season 8lOO
mt Cbtstanl In DOlor. abUlda 16:21$ hands and In conformation,
olutely perfect. Bella pure trotter and will get a mark close to

FIVE OR MORE RAGES UGH DAY.

RACES START AT 1:30 P. M. SHARP.
«®-McAUister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS

LODI RACE TRACK.
Rent ot stalls, $> per month each, In advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed if stall is not used
rail month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged for use of

track as follows: Single horse, ?1.50 permonth; rwoor
more, ?1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting- staDs at $8 per ton

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounds
in addition to the regular track and a number of new
stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PROCTOR, Lessee.
Lodi, Cal., October 27, 1892.

A,

JAME8VILLE.X.Y,
(Year Syracuse )

Facing Colt Stakes
TO TAKE PLACE DOSING THE FATE OF

1893 AT NAPA.

All Other Colt Pacing Stakes as

Previously Advertised De-

clared Off.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MAY 1, 1893.

Four-Year-olds or Under. HBSUSSbH:
?15, payable So May 1st, 1893, and flO August 1st, 1893.

^ FRA2VB R. DEYLIIV. Secretary.

, MASTFACTrEERSOF J

Safety Ricycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle'

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Ball?
Cones and Axles, read-
for braces. Braces cai
be made and attached U
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to £40 to

Customer- on Pacific

Coast and adjoining
States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of ?10 cash.
Balance C. O. D.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCK -:- FARM.

11, zoo.
Bay stallion, 10 hands high, foaled June 26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 2 :87V : three-year-old record 2-28'

four-year-old record, 2:22|i; five-year-old record, 2:16^.

WILL Bl. Al.l.tlU Kl( TO SERVE TWENTY OUTSIDE MARKS AT 8150 FOR THE SKA80.V

K^EfS.
1
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nlenci rac,nK hlm als Fa»- Csual re'nrn. privilege for mares not proving to
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Bo
;
v bM trotled

<we"'y-sl-" races and won sixteen. He has won in purseTund slakes over
f.Ji°?L,

HIS °™ St CO,",i " re <»-ore»"-o'<ls this Spring. We had three of them, and two St these a«f sure U, befast trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake at the San Jose FalrrSme ""mSOood pasturage at 85. Mares can be shipped direct to MUpltas. Xo responsibility assumed foracdrtenM oTescapes
ALL BILLS DUE OX OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

mA It I ( >
"*" r'"V 1 "

i
ta 7 h" 1"'-" 1"" ch.Mnul In color, stands 16:2« hands and In confonnat

„ .'* UV .
'' *"0"««17 Perfect llelsn pun- Ir :-r unci will get a mark clo™

230alUiatg.lt UiU, fall Mi- record, 2:M«, wu mads In hi. second race on the turf and Is no mark of hisipeed aaa pacer. HI- b be ID d< red onr '... tbe most fashionably-bred stalTlonsi InAmerica. He I. by . hn
. 2 2D> In sixth beet], brother 1" SUBlni ar, 2S8> . bj titeloway: dam Bertha

stater to Ih.yar.1 Willi. .... Alcantara, rconro 2:23; s.-™n.i dam Bu'rcena (dam of
* ,• ^,c' ,, Kitty Havarcl.2:l2' on half mile track and IS
otlier.li.. i. in. dam of sit producing sires, Including NHIeiTt Tunl King Hene, bv Mam

mi.-:-! ..i.inl I'.iiiulil, -J :'J7 1 bv Purlter's Brown Pilot
.y.by Mei,,w„v..lam Kal>-(l.,ilamoflwolnltat'

iindam :< Maud !.'., 2:lli ,. by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22S)-''" " iliiruii.r. I,) Imp. Herald, out of a daughter of Imp. TrusteeAlma Mater.Orecn Mountain Maid, Barcena Blandlna BurchH-Ji ii II, i. pi.illgree.hesl.li'-. such
Wlllcca, Pilot Jr.. Maoibrlo., Patchen, Ilainbie muan 10 andMauibrln..! 1 II, i.ielthealroiMBatUioroiiglibr.sl families known Addn-js

uM..o.e.o.uaii iu auu

Ml ItHAV d> RICIIARI1S. Ilwnrri, .... PLKASA\TO.\ , CAL.
Fxcell.nl care taken of mare.. Pasturage tft per month

Address all communications to

WILLIAMS A MOREHOUSE. Owners.
P J. WILIjIAMS, Milpiras.

SIBIPLE, YET A PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNflDflY'S IMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted to hard breeders, but irdispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is usea.
Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satisfactory. With this instru-
ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service or horse, thereby saving his vitality.

II la made of the best material and satisfaction guaranteed If used according to directions

mW i t^ n,.M
D
.h i i

,SPmen
.:
wh

,

,cb
'? BeIf*v,

l?
enJ to anyone seeing the other and similar Instrument o<lver-umki. Toe fluid should never be taken Into the bulb or evpn near enough to be seen In the glass tube.

PRICE RBDL'CKD APRIL l-i TO @S.OO.

rt,,,5
e.^Lb^«ma".2u "S^'P1 of Prtce- Remit by dralt, money order or registered letter. In future re mltianrmust accompauy tbe order to receive attention.

Ohicaoo Medical Specialty HorsE. Sole Agents for the U. 9. and;Canada.
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Alamo Stock Farm Stallions KalamaKIM Farm StaluOIlS
ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.

l<

ALMONT 33 (AbdallahtlS

I

Sire of 37 In the list and 75 sires <

of 279 In the list and 49 dams of 67 (Sally Anderson
In the list

r Mambrino Chlet n
I
QUEEN MARY -

(.TJntraced

AMBASSADOR 1496 llli'illl) 2:21 1-

, Casslus M. Clay 18

CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 22. 4

Sire of -I In the list and 10 sires (.By Abdallah 1

of 31 and 26 dams of 3-1 in tbe list.

CRlcbelleu, by Mambrino
LADY RICHELIEU < Chief

Dam of Alfred, 256 I Lady Vance, by Eclipse

I ALCO.\* 730-
Sire of

Alcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle 2:24

Veronica. 259
Almonltloo 2SM8f~ Clay Duke .257

ZS Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

"E Lpax-yo Dam ot King Orry, 253M£ 4th dam by Joe Gale2 5th dam by James Lowery
6th dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley

ALMONITION is a handsome black horse, foaled 1883, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation,
pure-galted and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid Individuality make him one ot tbe most desir-

able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOR THE SEASON

SIVEIISrCXLi 18,654
By STETNWAY, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42^, by SILVERTHREADS 18,653; 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of

Beautiful Bells, 2:29^. and 4 others In the list); 3d dam by Casslus M.Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

UNTonpareil (Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Stands 1G%{ hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and u prize-winner. Registered In England

and America.

TEEMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

Blinot (ImP- French Draft Stallion),
( 'oal black, 17 hands, weighs 1800 pounds ; well-iormed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASOX CLOSES JfLY l*t. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemroe Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-

capes. Excellent pasturage ?5 per month. Mares fed hay and grain, ?10 per month. For further particulars
and catalogues addres* A A ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,

Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra < osta County, Cal.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM.
MILPITAS. SAXTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

By George Wilkes 519. dam Lady Carr by American Clay .1-1. sire ol 26 In 2:30and better, 6 In 2:20 or better
six sons have sired it in 2:30, anil two daughters produced 2 in 2:30 and better.

-A.t S050 tlio season..
1IOUK FILL FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 It kf 'tilth 2:33 |-4

By Belmont 64, dam Watenvitch, dam of 6 In2;30and better, sire of Warwitch 1 3 years! 222¥ "Wardship!*
years), 2:25S. Templeton, 225^, Waxcllff, 238%.

SlOO tlio season.
SAN JOSE 8737.

By Grand Sentinel, 2i27'ii, dam Josle Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25^. Klnmnoor trial 2->SK i hv
r.eoree Wilkes 519, Becond dam Josle 2:30H, by Night Hawk 5H.

* ' **»>• "'

S23 tlio soasoxa
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2 :21M, dam Eminence 2:18 '.,, by Empire 2378. second dam bopranofdam ol 3 in 2-30 2 in "-20
:
and better), by Stralbniore 408, third dam Abbess (dam ot 2 In 2:30 and better), by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BBOWNE & CO.,

,- liL'V WILKES, 2:1.% 1-4
Sire of

Rupt*e (pi, 5 - 2:11

Regal Wllkes,5 2:11^'

Alanna {p), 5 2:ll~i '. Lady Bunker.

( Geo. Wilkes. 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2J3X
I Guy Wilkes.... 2:1554

\ "Wilson 2:16H
. So So 2:1734

and 75 others in the list

Muta Wilkes, 4 2:14^'

Chris. Smith :p),7 2:14}*
Hulda, 4 2:H«
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14^
Una Wilkes, 6 -2:15
Lillian Wilkes, 3 2.-17&
hable Wilkes, 3 2:18
Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18M f Steinway. 2:25 3-4.

Bam of
El Mahdl 2:25!^
Guy Wilkes 2;15«
William L

(Sire otAxtell, 2:12)

HAMBLETOKIAN 10,

Sire of
40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Bam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN58
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19 14

) Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20?^
Lynwood wllkes, 2 2:20}|

I and 17 others In 2-30 list

V. ('Ah HIE MALUM. -{

Sister to
Chas. Derby ..2:20 I

Stelneer „229W

SOUDAKT 5103

,

Sire of
W.AVoodfp) 2:07

, Cricket Cp) 2:10
rf I CAbHIF .\IALO.\fc < Ciesar 2:10';

Sister to I Strathway „2:19
Cbas. Berby 2:20

I and 4 others in tbe list

I Raly <i.
Bam of

Chas Berby 220
Stelneer- 2:29,'4

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

DA.\TO\ MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a
are-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this ialL

BECORD, 2:27 1-2.

f
STRATHMORE 408,

Sire of
{ 42 in 2:30 list

I

I ABBESS, by Albion
Bam ol

3 in 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

FANNY* MALONE, by

SIRE OF M'BIA 3 , 2:29 1-4
Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (sire of Stamboul, 2:07'^; Alcazar, 2:20>-j and 26 others In 2:30 listi, dam Lady Bab

Jck.dam of Elector, 2:21'$, grandsireof loe, 2:29' i; Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy, 226,and Sulwood, 2:26'^, Soudan
27*^, sire of Nubia, 2:29)4 |, by Hambletonlan 72.". islre of fifteen 2:30 performers), second dam Dubois mare, by a
>D of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect In
irm, gentle Id disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.
Both of these stallions will make the season of 1893, ending July loth, at $100, with usual return privilege, at

ie Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage $5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.
For further particulars address D. J. MUHPHV, Moorland block Farm. Milpitas, Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He Is a horse of fine conformation;
a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,

rge stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action be is pure-gatted. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ra In 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed In the siud. His colts are all blnod-like, large and fast trotters,
veral of them are eligible and will eDter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot Is one of the surest of foal-getters.
PEDIGREE—LANCELOT was sired by the Immortal Electioneer fslre of 132 In the list), dam Lizzie

irrln, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harrls.was a full brother to Iowa
def 528 iBire of Corisande, 2:24,4, and others). His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 In the 2:30 list, he by Vernol's
ack Hawk, dam Belle by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam ('has. Kent mare, tbe dam of Hambletonlan
Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Inland Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's

hip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallie Miller, by Tippn Salb; Andrew Jackson, by
iiing Ba.shaw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Hportsmlstress; she was out of Cub,
Medoc: second dam Ann Merry, bySumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, bv Blackburn's Whip, and soon to

1 15th dam

1ALADIN. The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public
Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEBIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 16 1 hands high. By Nutwood 600. the greatest living
J. First dam, Lady Utley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonian; second dam. Lady Utley,
Adam of Wesiem Girl, record 2:27K- Saladln has now a number of yearlings and two-y<jar-old colts, all
wine great uniformity in size, s yle and color. All of them are fast trotterx, and several will trot In 2:30 this

I*. Nutwood 600. 2:18',', by Belmont 64, dam Miss Russell idam of Maud S.,2:09>4), by Pilot Jr.; second dam
ly Russell, by Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 In the 2:30 list. Belmont is the sire of 74 trotters In the 2:30
and of 29 sires of 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. Is by Speculation, dam Lady Utlev, 2:38 St grandam of West-
OlrL2:27"4- Speculation fslre of Crown Point, 2:24, Grade S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of

J "red G., 2:19V. and Waterford, 2:27), by Hambletonlan 10, dam Marina Washington 'dam of Hambletonian
t by Burr's Washington: he by Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrino, dam Wlllla mare, by Mambrino
H.VIS. 850 FOR THE SEASON, for service of each of these stallions. No other opportunity Is offered
ders to obtain these blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares In any mauner that owners
T desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call on or address, i'., V BEMIS. Owner, 332 Mont-
lery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy streets, where colts and Allies by
e stallions can also be seen. 45. W. BROOKS, Agent.

ITEVE WHIPPLE"iOj79
RUE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat .Ir^Te^r.-

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1»93 AT
8TOCKTOX THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS A.\D SATCRDAYg nn AT IlKI.1 .11 I \ TUB

n.M. IM K OF THK tt'BBK. AT
WOO FOR THE SEASON. $50 FOR ANY MARE WITH A RECORD.

1
«in

>r Buurlck'3 New Hunter-9treet Stables, Stockton.

By BLECT out of dam ot STKYK WHIPPLE. 2:U
stand at tbe same place and times as Steve Whipple for

S23 THE SEA8O.V
ByOEXTBR l'lll\( K 11.36.1. out ofdam of

m STBVB WHIPPLE. 2:11, and

(Full brother to Steve Whipple;, will stand at BELLOTA
9 STOCK FARM for 82S THE SBA801V.

CHAS. E. KBBDHAM. Bellota, San JoaquhVConnty, Cl..

Kalamazoo, Mich.

2:04.:
THE HAXDSOSIE STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBAKT STOCK- farat *

CQ
O
CD

CO

Onward 1411
(Record 2:2.5'-$

|

Sire of !«'
—

2:14; Clara
Artisan. 2:18V; Boaz,
2-A7&; Wheatland On-
ward ,2:17-\i,and 64 others
in the list and 24 sires ot
56 .and 10 dams of 12 in
230.

Hambletonian 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
„ m , _ ,

ducin? sires and ol damsot siamboulG
li°

rBe
f
1£llkeB

^.tu9
lTT>ri 2:22)-{ 2:07 '^ and 91 others in the list.

Sire of Harry W likes, 2:134; Guj*
|

WUkes, 2:15Jj ; Budd Crook, 2:15'..; I. Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8Wilson, 2:16' ,; J. B. Bichardson,
[2:2oVt I 2:16!^, and 73 others In the list and rMambrino Chief 11, sire of Tj»dv

^"f Mas,
?
n

- n 83siresof792and 51 dams of 65.
; Thome, 2:18^, and 5 other? in the

\\ likes. 2:1,: IDolU _! list and of dams of Dirermr ->-it a ,.^Dam of Director. 2:17; Thorndale,
2:22^ ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25; j
and John F. Payne, sire of one.

list and of dams of Director, 2:17 and
26 others In 2:30.

Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grrandam of
.Lady Majolica, 2^5, and 1 sire at s
and dam of Laprice, 2:27.

L Xanry Lee !

Dam of Sancy Hanks,

;

2:04, and Dictator Wllkes I

5231, sire of Richard Jay
ip) 2:17 '/,.

taara, by American Star 14. dam of
1'exter. 2:17'^ : Alma, 2:28V ; Astoria,
2:29,4; Dictator, sire of 45 and dams
of 2 In the list

B r Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter, 2:1714

rDic„.or 113 I ff'tef
0U>era

"' 2:3° and *«°*°'*

I

Sire ofdam* of Nancy Hanks. 2*4;
|

Keller Thomas, 2:124f; Lockhcart,
| 2:13; Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16:
; Brown, 2;I8«; Victoria Wilkes,

2:19^4: Nellie McGregor, 2:19><, and
20 others in the list.

C Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 In the list

( gophv J J5g
5sires of G and W dams of 13 in

Grandam of Mike Wilkes, 2:15V |

Ira W likes, 2:22?.,, and the sires (.Sophronla, by Brown Pilot- 4th d«ni
Adrian. Wllkes and Ira Wllkes. by Bertrat/d ; 5tb dair, bv Lance feSdam by Gray Dungaunon.

HART BOSWFLL is a chestnut horse, foaled 1890, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked fnr snM»»
but as a sire he should become one of the best In the State. As it Is late in the season his service fee hasWn
placed at $50 1 HE t-EAteO.V with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

K. O GRADY, Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2S57. 2:*9 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. 3L PATCHEN JR. 31; foaled
May 17, 18S4. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good'dlsposl-
tlon and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten o( them, getting a
place in each.

SERVICE FEE $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES 8100; dam LIZZrE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15y hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, firat-class legs and
feet; disposition among tbe best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE - $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June 15th, iww. Canal return
privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage hUnlshed
month; hay and grain it desired, at *12:50. No reeponsftOItT, however, aasumM*fl>r«ocJdi
escapes.

A cordial invitation to bones In extended to all. Addrawaltcommunicailon^ t.,

It. D. POX, IV O. Boi SS6, Sin Joae,
Re*ldPnce.2 miles oorto or San J<«e nn UJlpltaa road.

ECLECTIC 11,821
I $100 CASHSEASON SERVIOE FEE

With usual return privilege

ECLECTIC la a full brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD AJUON. S:I05£,
both being sired by ELECTIONEER out of ManeUe (dam also of Oro Flno, ;J8) by MT
WOOD, 2a8Ji-

ECLECTIC represents the ACME of fashionable and speed-producing blood lines. He
breeds speed.

ECLECTIC'S colts, the oldest of which are now three rears old, are without except ion

TROTTERS; not a pacer In the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of mares besides his owner's.
Pasturage $1.00 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra,

ECLECTIC will stand at RASCHO COTATI (Paois Station) In Sonoma Ooootr.nnU

I

July 1st, 189S.

For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAGE,
P. O. Penn'a Grove, Sonoma County, Oal.

COLTS FTOR S*AI^E>

C
I*

O
T
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

Stockwell <
1.SL Leirer and

2iX)i Guineas,
1852, and sire
Of 6 winners
of the former
event

'The Baron
IlSt. Leger and Ca>

sarew'ch and sire
also of Rataplan

]

.Pocahontas.. ,

[Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kara)

( Sir Hercules
{Irish Birdcatcher J

(Sire of Knight of St. (Gulccloll
George and Warlock,
St. Leger winners)

( Economist
Echidna .J

(Miss Pratt)C Sultan
Glencoe -<

(2,000 Guineas and Good- (.Trampoline
wood Cup, 1834)

fMuley

Cinizelll
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

Touchstone
(.WinnerSt. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836)

Brocade
tone of England's
greatest brood-

1Clare!( Whalebone
Camel 1

(Sire of Launcelot, win- (Sellm mare
ner of St. Leger 1840)

( Master Henry
Banter -J.

(Boadlcea

fCaatrel

1

Pantaloon <
(Sire ofGhuznee, winner (idalla

of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger) r Thunderbolt
Bombazine <

(Delta

6 th dam-
7tli dam-
6th d:mi
9th dam-

10 th dam-

The Peer-
(Sire ol imp.
Darebln and
own brother
to March ion-
ess,\vinner of
the Oaks)

Melbourne —
(Sire of Blink
Bon' y.winner of
Derby and Oaks;
West Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

I Cinizelll
(Dam ofMarchiorf-
ess, The Peer and
The Marquis)

[Humphrey Clinker
(sire of Rockingham,

. i winner St. Leger 18;3)

[Morpeth's dam

( Touchstone _

|
(St. Leger, 1834 ; Doncas-

( ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

CComus

(ciinkerina

( Cervantes

(.Daughter oilGolumpus

C
Camel

(Banter

(Pantaloon

(Bombazine

I

Trumpeter
(Sire of Distln and
others)

Loyal Devoir- \

(DamofCarac-
uacus)

( Touchstone
Orlando -J

(Winner Derby of 1844, (Vulture
and tire of itnperltuse,
St. Leger and 1000 G.) ("Redshank

[ Cavalina -i

(Oxygen

Letty West.
(Dam of Glorious)

i
Melbourne

f
West Australian -2

(Derby,2000 Guineas and (Mowenna, by Touchstone
i St. Leger, 1853)

i
Buy Middleton

(Bay Letty. J

(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Letty, winner of The

(Dam of Weatherbit)

Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—Splletta, by Regulus (Godolpbin),
(Golden Legs' dam), by Buzzard, 12th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son ofSnake,
Hornpipe, by Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
-Luna, by Herod iTarlar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,
Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske.l 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Kace Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1£ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:0S.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 3884, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands i5.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over *' horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beateD only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caul field Cup of 1890, one and a half

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; hiB second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the Dumber Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MTJK.RY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.

m

«

2
o

O

Trial, 2:20 1.4.
Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

« ILL MAKE THE SEASON OP 1893 AT KLGKMs. OREUON.
CambletoDlan 10

inmim - iiiun atov j »iiu o n»rD ui »uu w
ia£ waiterrmre

2:17'$
Sire of Kris Krlngle,

SID\RV4T70
2:19^

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:25>4,

champion year
Jl-ig irottfr,
KaiiHla, 2:22^,
yearling pacer;
) HUsllnn. 2:14 M">
Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Ad o ills,

2:1

1

1
-',; Hold I^ur,

2:1114; l-«ly »-
2:l«: Stoter V.,
2:18'4". Thistle.
2:14. and 16

others lo 2:30 list

; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateu, 2:2V.: : *ld-

(.Sweetness, 2:21

Buccaneer 2G36-.
sire of Shamrock,

2:25: Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer, 2:28>j;

Idams of 8 In 2

LADT THORNE JR (Williams' Mambrlno

(KateDam ofMollie Mack.
2 33; Navidad. 2:22.'^;

f
VoluNTEER"^. fHambletonian 10

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list, i T _ Pslriot
.1 21 sires of -18, and 16 " Ladn

™lr
!?i „„,..

i unmtnf Ifi In 2-80 11-tt
Dam of Sentinel

J

dams ot 16 in 2.30 list .Edward Everelt 81

[LADY MERRITT J Sire of 13 In 2"
2:29&

and 8

FLIRT
[trial 236)

Dam of Frrm-
F r ii ii, 2:2flJ4

(champion year-
ling); Memo i3-

Id trial),

. Geo. v.
(.t-yeu uid>, 2^s

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corlsande,

2:24 >4, and Buccaneer
2656

j
sires and 16 dams

i By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of 18 in 2:30
iTopsey

fFlaxtall 8132

ITIH8LEY MAID pS.^auTc'rSS^Sj

Mahimkn Belle
DumorFnwn,2:W..,

trlul. 2:21; OIiIchcu,

2:36; Wlug Wins, 2:32

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13^, .Kismet, 2:24Jf,
Twister, 2:29^

Untraced

FLAXTAIL8182
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:2814: Empress, 2:29^;
and of the dams of
Oold Leaf, 2:11M, and
ahamrnck. 2:25 ('John Bapllste

LADY HAKE i

Slsler to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
*. dam of Prairie Bird,

2:2814

DKSCRIPTIO.V AKD TERMS.
Not only In Mpmn full brother lo Fron 1'rnii, tliechaniplon yenrllnK trotter In the world, out be Is also one ot

the wry h<*l bred young stallions In serVICA, havlnit lliree crosses of Hysdyk's Hnnihletonlan, one of Harrv
Clfty,*ln "f Oreen UOUlllttln MahJ dam ol electioneer, etc.) and [.one Island ninck Hawk. Through Flaxtail
lie ir.ires n, i in, mini i pilot islre of I'llul Jr. I2|, tlirinik'li Bull Pup, sire ol Howdy Boy, 2:1.! 14, nnd two others
Sidney, Mi-iiio'h ^Iri-, Is uiilveruUy known and recognised as the best young sire In Hie world, as a producer of

peed I't mi <-nrly in.-,-. The aviTiigi; spis-il ol his progeny Is lower than that ol any of the get of the
twi-lv,- li'ii'llin: "iitlllinis ill America,

M, .in,, trntted In public In I, I. two-yearold form, ohtnlnlng a record ol 2:4», though he was close to Grandee
In a race on 'in' l'.,i.\ Mulct track, the second beat <,r which was made In 2:31,'.;, the first In 2:32. He exhibited

I when three years old, Ibr on the Oukland track he was timed a mile In 2:2u;.i, and frequently
inlted "piariiTs in rn,,n S2M tc :'.t seconds.

lie ih "Ixi bandi ninii. and i.r powerftll build throughout. His color Is a glossv black, with both forefeet
whte. Illsill-iiiwlilnn Is nil Mini Id in- desired, nnd his action supero. He Is asure foal-getler,

I'KltvlM f*mi>. Beaton 10 close AUKnat 1st <lo„ilpastunigent reasonable rales. No responsibility assumed
for accldunu or escupi^. Wot Inrilnr iiartlculant address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

hiLECrlOMEER - -

Sontag Mohawk

I.HO- Mlltl. II If MMi IX THE LIST. MIM- 11. MOHAWK DAM OF KKVK.V
Will make the Season of 1803, at San Jose.

or F. II. BURRLTS^St"^! J" W
- "• V,0OBT

- "• °- "« '«- '<** <=-

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
: SIRE OF :

FLORA M 2:16

J. B. (Joalyn) 2:20
LIZZIE F 2:22 1-2

CORA 8 2:27

ELECTRESS 2 :27 1 -4

ALECT 2:26

ALLY SLOPER 2:28

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MORMMi ULORY...2:27

ELECTRIiVA 2:25 1-4

XETT1E C -2:28

PLEASAKTON -2:29 1-1

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29S
ELLA M 2:28 S«

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Produce

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal

RECORD, 2:26.

The Handsome Son of ELECTOR 21TO.
Will make Season of l$>93, endiug July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

AliKCT was foaled April 13, 1587. He Is a band-
some dark bay, two wulte fetlocks; stands 15.3 bands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical In confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-galted as
any Eleciloneer that ever lived. He bos the finest
of Jegs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; bis back is short, bis loins strong and
quarters heavy ; be is stylish and very level-headed.
.\ Iri'i never received a trainer's care, yet hf trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track In
2:26. Alect was bred as a three year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and tlllies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:2fi

J. ft- 2:20
Elector Jr 2r29«
Elect rice 2:27m
Electrlua 2:25 '4

Ella M 2:28^
PloraM „.2:16

Leek .2:29

Llzzlf>F 2:22^
and G others In

the 2:3d list.

I. NELLY NELSON

Electioneer 125
sire of

Snnol
Palo Alto 2:

and 130 other 2:30 i

ters.

I. Gilberta, by Fred Lo'
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

1

&
John Nelson 187

Sire of
Nerea 2:

Aurora ....

and the dam of
Albert W 2:20

(sire of Little Albert,

2:10 >.,).

Ifagoie, bv Morean Battli
- Sire of the dams of 32:80

trotters.

TFRNK Wf\ FflH THF ^FA^RN «'lth the usual return privilege. Pasturage, §4 per month. Mares kept i

1 Liiifio, guu run I ML oluouii, any manner owners may desire, but no responsibility assumed forucclden
or escapes. For further particulars call on or address

.but nc
SUEKTON . Manager, Orland, Cal.

ALKCT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St. NIcholi
will be sold at auction in June, 1893.

LOOK HERB Ul'V WII.KKS SKHVU'K FEE IS S7SII

1VAP\ wii.khs. mi- unysTwns yoRrtao.

?
Hie

t.,i

-U

'•'in

»«

'id 1I11111By i:LV WILKES, Sire or 32 In 2:30 lint; lut dnm \APA MAID, by Irvii

\APA (1IKKA, by Lunelle easterly. .

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1ST TO JULY 1st, AT
Torpey'n Stable, Watttonvllle, Tliurndny, Friday and Saturday; at Salhiaii Monday, Tuesday a\

Wednesday, at 930 FOR THE SEASON.
Pasturage and best care taken ol mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return prl

leges, provided horse or mare does not change ownership. E. W. DAVihS, Aicent. WataonYille. <>*i»l.

N.B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give i£ IOO to the owner ot the first ot his get that makes a record
2^0 or better, 07 Q to the second and 850 tothetMrd. This offer to hold good duringpresent ownership of hoi

h
iiii

'-I

•35
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RoseDale BreedingFarm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 3:15.

By GENERAL BENTOX 1755, sire of 18 trotters in

die 2:80 list aDd of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:08)4), Telig (dam of Tru-

man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 In the list: second dam Lady Doc-ley-

2dlJ^ (dam of Loyaleer. 2:30), by MoCrackeo's Black

Hawk.

DALY Is a horse ol extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble blm very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS - 860 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Approved m lkes.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Stelnway, 2:25V. si™ of

W. Wood, 2.-07; Cricket, 2:10; Cassar, 2:16; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 isire of Diablo, 2:14**). etc.;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 2:20^, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal
lab 15: fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - $25 FOR THE SEASON

A return will be allowed- the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1S93. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA, CAL.

Rose

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

ACCIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

First Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERINO, First Prize Seville 1SS2; be
by (JL'ERILLERO, from the Royal Stud of
Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 4 First Prizes
Id Paris, France, Madrid and Seville, Spain,

Out ofYMVYTADA. No. 329,

ACOIOMSTA stands J5 bands, 2 In.; Is a rich bay
with black points, five yeais old, with the docility dis-
tinguishes this famous TOce, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship
ment of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN,
Cupertino, Mounta View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIE MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
WILL BE PKR.MITTKO TO -hKl K

A IJIIITHI MMBER OP
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHN CASSIDY,
Point LobosRoad, about halfa mile west ol Bay District

Track;
Or at the office of the Breeder and Spuktsman.

WILDIDLE
(Tfc* Great Sob of Imp, Australian and th»

Turf Qdmd, ldlewlU, by Lexington),

SIRE OP
FLAMBEAU, -VV1LDW00D, 8LNFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winner*,

TGOETHTCB, WTTBT

MONDAY FINAL, |

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

SOUTHER IFVAJFLIUE.
ASTER 2:16
FITZSI M MONS 2;20
JESSIK 2:22
DEXTKR I'HISfESS 2:24M
DEL PASO 2:24',
LUCI LI.E 2:2"

JAMFS L
CHARLEY FORD (p., 4 y.) ..

.... 2:29«

... 2:12.<4

CRO^TN PRrXCE '2

MAGGIE 2
CHLOE 2
ROVAL PIUXCE 2
LOTTERY TICKET (Sy.)„ 2
SENATOR L 2
PRINCESS ALICE (p , 4 y.)_ 2
CHEROKEE PRINCE u>.) 2 22'<

IRENE (p.) 2:25

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2*8' ',, etc.), and sire of Guv, 2:!0-V: Spofford,

2:18^; Company, 2:19% ; Fred Foiger, 220J4 ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21J4, and twenty others in Lhe*2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER- by HAM.BLETONIAX 10.

sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17W Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519. "Alexander's
DICTATOR, who Is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, H tippy Medium 400, Dictator 113, and

2:17, dire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producinesons.
S., Evangeline, etc, etc Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOEL _. 2:07}*
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN. 2:07*£

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of
DEXTER 2:I7W OUT. 2:10^
ALMA 2:28^ ROBERT MCGREGOR 2:178
ASTORIA _ 2:29^ HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKXNSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:275f.

DEXTER PRI!\CK is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but bis individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He Is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It Is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 3250, nCE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

Ey ELECTOR 2170.
1:20, and many others. One of the best ofSon of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J

Electioneers sons.
HLKASAVI'OX'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson oi Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sisler to American Eclipse.
I'LKASANToX is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He Is sLyllsh, of

splendid conformation, and bis colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1S93 .... ©so, DUE AT TIM
With usual return privilege if horse Is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for marps at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation Is a guarantee that
every precauiion will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
belore mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

RECORD Z:Z2 1-2

Id Fourth Heat.WALDSTEIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record For Five Miles 13:05 1-2

<a

«
l-l

&
s

n
j
<

XELLY W
(Died at 4 years)

Waldsteln was her

r Hambi.eton i an- 10

f DICTATOR 113 I The king of Lhe trotting world
Sire of the fastest double-galled horse i

in the world, Jay-Lye-See. 2:10 grand- L Clara, by American Star 14
sire of the queen of the turf, Nancy Dam nf Dexter, 2:1 7 W; Alma,
Hanks, 2:04,i and is sire of 35 in 2:30 2:28?.,'; Astoria, 2:

,J9}4
list, etc. f Mavbbino Chief 11

J Sire of 23 sires
Thorndale.l

2:22 l

i: Czarina, 2:21; Director, 2:17 (.FANNY, by Ben Franklin
(jrandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
Abdallah Mambrino 3715

f Havbletonia.v 10

f
ELECTIONEER 125 J Sire of 40 in the list

I Sire of Sunol, 2:08M: Palo Alto, 206%)
and 130 others In the list (Greek Mountain Maid

t Dam of 9 In the list

DIRECTOR 2:17.-..-
Sire of

Direct _.2^5,S
Directum <3) 2:1 1 '^ (.DOLLY
Evangeline 2:115,' Dam of Onward. 2:25^
Margaret S 2:12}£
Waldsteln 2:22)1
Stella C 2:28

and 12 other 2:30 trot-

ters

rJohn Nelson 187
. J Sire of 4 and the dams of 8 in 2:30ISISTER

Dam of Bonanza, 2:29,w.; Albert W.,1 list

2:20; Vixen, dam of Vida 'Wilkes, (.LawottMark
2:laJ4, and Sabledale, 2:18,^ Dam of Aurora, 2:27 and grandam

of 4 in the list

U/AI iKTFIU was fo&'ed in 1855; In color, he la a dark shade of brown with two white coronets; stands 15'*
iTALUo I Lin hands and weighs 1100 lbs. He Is one of the handsomest and most perfectly formed stallions In

this State. His fine. Intelligent head, well-shaped neck; strong sboul ers. short back, po.verlul loins, heavy quar-
ters, well-shaped barrel, heavy, muscular stifl-s and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and hocks, short cannon
bones, excellent pasterns and 'feet at once commend blm lo the observer as a represen'ailve trotting horse. In
disposition he is faultless, being kind, gentle and lev*d headed. His gait ,is perfection, and his races during his

shoit career on the track ably demonstrate the game qualities which he possesses. His breeding cannot be sur-

passed. He is the only son of Ulrector out of an Electioneer mare standing tor service. Of his sire, can any
more praise he said than that his sons and daughters prove more sensational every year, and the races won by
Director, Evangeline, Direct, Margaret S. and the rest stamp him as one of the most prepotent sires. Walrt-
steln'sdam Is bv the immortal Electioneer out of Sister ulam of Albert W., 2:20, the sire of Utile Albert, 2:10M. the
gamest trot'erseen in 1892, and Vixen, the only mare that has a two-year-old and a three-year-old with record*
lower than 2:19). Wald.-tteln's third dam was the famous Lamott mare, one of the greatest mares that evercame
tn California. She was also a great brood mare, Waldsteln has four yearlings that have records; one has a re-

cord of 2:51,'-;. another 8:05, another 3:06 and the other 3:08. All his colts are natural trotters, perfect In form,
solid In color and very strongly built. Waldsteln cannot help being one of the greatest of aires. To the student
of breeding, conformation and quality he tills the Ideal.
nrnyinr rrr OOfi ultn usual return privilege), for the season commencing February 1st and ending
oLntluC ill, wOU.inn,. 20th. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes, but the best ol care
taken of mares. Address ' H. 8. HUUOBOOM, Woodland, Cal,

DELWIN 14 681 "ECOHD, Pacing, 2:26 i-2 .

-:<

JHK MOOR 870
i Sire of

Sultan, 234, sire of Stamboul,
DHL SIR, 2:2-1 « 2:07H;, Beautiful Bel Is, 2:2ft idam

Sire of of Bell Boy, 2:19!-i, and Hlndn
Don Tomas -.2:20 | Rose, 2:19).

Cousin Joe 2:20M l^GRETCHKN... -

San Pedro I p) - 2:10* Dam of
Romero, 2:19; Tnra. 2:27 "-Ire ol

Incad, 2:M|. nnd SablQ [dam oT
Babia Wilkes, 2:18).

CBY NOBWOOD 522
Sire of

1 Tommy Norwood. 2:21^: Ida
llMORBNB....- < Norwood, 2:26H-

Dam of3 Guide 2:lfl!<

, Clay Pilot 9.1, sire of Fred V., 2:22M
,- Billy R., 2:24Mi and others.

I Belle of Wabash

::.

Mambrino Pilot, elre of Mam-
brino Oltt. 2:20; Hannis, 2:17,4-
auada Chief

D kl '.MTER OF..

B*b *f Monday mni Lottie J., by Wlldldle,

Will Make TBjC Sjeabok ov ISM at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cal.

WILDIDLE (limited tolO mares) 82 SO for theeeMoe
MONDAY FINAL ** 20 " 75 ** " "

Pasturage and best of care taken of mares at H per
ajonih, out do responslrjlllty assumed for accidents or
pacapFs. Money to be paid when mare Is served, and
p all cases Before removal «/ mare from fa m._ Pur

%aui ponint lmts oddrq* H. C, JU1

f
Hanibletoniftn 10, sire of Blao-

- tlooeor;dam of Htamboal. 2:07,4,

( Lady Fa'll.4, by American Star 11

dam or r iretcheo tdam of cling-
ittone, 2:14).

/American Star 14, nlro of daii of
J

Dictator (nlre of Jay-Eye-StH-,
-; 2:10, and iho dam of Nancy

Maul
t Barry Clay 45, sire of dams of

Electl mear and SU .lulien, 2:11.
1IKI.UIN 14.6HI, Record 2:2G 1-2, will If he has no set

backs, pace In 2:iG or better, and beal 2:30 trotting. l»-lwln \n one ol

lhe lituiflHorne^t grnnd'ons nf Tin- Moor; In color lo- Is a rlurk drtpplo bay, found as a dollar; 15.1 W Itntida high.

and welgbaluOO pounds; be he of tneflneat i-ri i honea for great speed in the imiti; has tin- mum.- level

bead ana Intelligence ibai hb baif-brotner, Qulde, 2:in^, has. Delwin ha« the same blood llqea i

grandson of Tbo Moor, Stamboul, UsTi
t
;beha* twocioatesof American Suu H oi f Hamhie-

tonlan 10, slro of the dam ol stamboul, 2 07Hiooe to Mambrino Chief, Hireof the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
Of the great diim ofNntw I. TAh„, i-omblnhiK »!toy,.-tli«'r the -n blood llio-. that lay In

Ihejrrundest stallions. Del BUT, -::i. aire of Hon TonUR, 2:21'. Mid iv.li... : 'I
. r ' '

i
i .

2'.20'-i. bvitnc ii lull hn.tli.-r l.. the -lain of Sable WUIteS, 2:18, om,2:29X, Sabl^Iule, 2:lb'
( ,

and
others better inan 2:80. Delwln'a colts all show the trot ou' ofany kind ofmarea.

iKKMH (f4(», with usual return privilege. Uoort water and paaiurage at |> permonth, but will not be re-

sponsible lor accidents or escapes. Mares can be shlppf-d to lhe funn and Dome Of Iieluln tlie M^-ene Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County. Cal., per S. K It. R., via Martinez. For tnrilier naitlcularn, address

WAI. MEESK or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.

Delwin Is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Oomble.

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

Rec. 2:251-4

Will make tbe -eo-on of 1893 to a limited
number of approved mares

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
(Season closes July 1, 1803.)

PEDIGREE.
AXTFEO JR. 22.372. 2:2ft LI, In by Anteeo

7868, record 2:16'4 Mre of James Madison. 2:17W;
M\nle (3\ 2:19,^: Alfred G-, 2:195i: Redw^^od. 2:2l£;
Maudee, 2:24!^; Klhe) Mae. 2S9'V : Sunset. 2:29V: An-
ieeo Jr., 2:254 ; Anteeo Richmond, 2:-t- : Electeeo,
2:2s 1*; Eohne,2:20: Maud M., 2:2i"j>.., and i wo others in
lue list). Anleeowos sired hy Elec loneer 12*. (sire of
Sunol, 2:0»W: P"'o Alio,2:(81»; Arlon f2), 2:l0i(: Ad-
verllfer (3). Z:16, and 128o'here In the list).

Dam Lady signal, by Signal 3227. sire of Carrie T.,
2:20 '

r ; Dan Rice, 2:20^, and Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
.VMKKO JR. 22,372 Is a handsome d«rk bay

horse, with black • olnta. He isa p-rfec: model of sym-
metry ibrouebout He has an excellent disposition,
and Is remarkably Intelligent and levei-luaded : a pure-
gftlted trotter; game and speedy far beyond bis record.
His first coll Hailstorm, troited in 2:26 us a three-year
old, and every colt and filly by him seems to have In-
herited hU pure-action, dne lorm and perfec: disposi-
tion. For partlcu.ars, address

J. C. SMITH.
Oakland, Cal.

Breed to- a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of fne fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Ma'd (p)-2: 2; Tom Ryder (p), 2:17,^ ; .Belle Button
(p), 2:1»;.^ 1 Uabel H.H), 2:20; Rosa MhC, 2:20V : Lucy
R., 2:21^: L ura Z., 2:23.^ ; Logan, 2:23'^ ; Maud C,
2:28 ; Keln e. 2:29}£ ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Xapa Rattler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ol Reliance. 2:22'i ; Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27^ i, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 81, record 227,
first dam Ladv Crura (dam ol Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M..2:17'4). by Brown's Bellraunder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and bis sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breedlug-on
qualities,
Kvery performer sired by Alexander Button I-

ont of non-standard mare* al the time they were
bred. i\o mailer what mare** he wa- bred to every
coll from Clyd-adalett up eouid trot f»6t.

TERMS 8100 FOR THE SEASON'.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free ol
charge. Good pa-turage furnished at $2 per montii.and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, hut no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-hHlf miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo In my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. \V. WOODARO. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bred by Sen. Le'and Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal.. Is Ifi hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired bv Fallls, 2:23 (sire

of six In 2:30 list), he by Electioneer; fiiBt dam Cora
(dam of Don Man-In, 2-22?i.aDd Elected, trial 2:26 > by
Don Vlctor.sonof Belmont: second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24 '£, and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Siar; third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner
Boy, 2:294. flnd sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven In

2:30 list) by Hambletonlan 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodl.Cal., at 850 tbe season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, havii _

what no other public stallion has on the Coast:— foui

producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED BY NUTWOOD, 2:18 3-4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15V hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powarful and sp***-dy o>»
formation, and the nearest living likeness to bis i-ele-

brated sire, Nutwood, ofany stallion In California. First-

dam Kitty Parkhiirsi, hy Uoldrlnder, he by Imp. Rel-
sbazznr; seconddam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in

the stud has been ot the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts; several of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough lo be
candidates for tlie 2:30 list this season. He Is a square,
level-galted trotter, and with only five weeks track work
ayear ago, trotted a trial In 2:28: last half in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed In training fur the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "lall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will makelhesea-
BOD of 1803 at I.odl,Cal.,al $40 the season, with uvual
return privilege. Good pasturago furnished at f3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For fur-

ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

CI1AS. I. LOU ELL.
Lodl, Cal.

THE TROTTING STALLION

Long Branch
Will make the season Mondays and Friday*

AT the

OlKl.tMi RACE TRACK

TERMS FOR THE SEASON - - $40.

with usual return privilege-

Long Branch Isa handsome bay bor»e, foaled 18S0,

sired by Gibraltar, first dam by Breckinridge, wond

dam by Belmont. For terms and particulars apply to

or address __
R. HTJMPHHEY,

HOT Market St.. Oakland. Cal
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION OH THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
-:- Dictator GUISE

DICTATUS
WILL MAKE THE SEASOX OF 1393, COMMENCING FEBRUARY 1st

AXD EN'DIXG JUNE 1st, AT

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON $100

(Will be allowed to serve 6fteen approved outside mares).

JJlVjlAlUij 1749 (sire of 88 in the list); dam, Miss Lollie, by DICTATOR 133

(sire of Jay-Eye-See. 2:10, Dibectob, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of

Uaxcy Hasks, 2:04, etc); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29J, and grandam of

Hill Boy (p). 2:20, by|Mambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patchen 58); third dam by

Harold 413 (sire of Maud S., 2:08}, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07});

fourth dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patchen 5S; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star on forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms.

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great Wilkes-Dictator cross does

not exist to day. His breeding speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10,

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patchen twice, and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The best of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Ser-

vice fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

For FtTETHEE Pabticti.ars Address
CLARENCE DAY,

Belmont Stock Farm. ------- Belmont, Sax Mateo Couxty, Cat..

OAKWOODPhRKSTOCKFARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM).

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

C-ESAR, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:16i. STRATHWAY, Sis-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2-.20K BADEN, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24}.

STEINEER, 5Y"ear-01d Record, 2:294. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(all in races) axd sire of the dams of

MAUD C, 2:19; BAROXSTELN', (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27T, and BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old B ace Record 2:14}

(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON 8150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son of CLOYIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON .$50

RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make the season of 1S9S at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in the list.

Clara, bv American Star 14
DIRECTOR. 2:17... : 3 pacers and IS sires Great broodmare.

Sire of Direct...2:05i
j

of 54 trotters.

Directum (3)...2:ll|
j

(Mambrino Chief 11
Evangeline 2:11} !

DOLLY \ Sire of 23 sires.
O
OS

Hi"

Margaret S 2:124 Dam of Onward...2:25J (Fannie, bv Ben Franklin.
Waldstein 2:22i Thorndale 2:24}
Stella C 2:253 Czarina 2:21

and 12 other 2:30 Director 2:17
f
Hambletonian 10

trotters. NORWOOD 522 \ Sire of SO sires.

Sire of I Lady Fallis, bv American Star 14
3

I LMOGENE j Tommv Norwood 2:264 Great broodmare.
Dam of 'j Ida Norwood 2:264

Delwin 2:264
|

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
Guide 2:16} ( DAUGHTER OF \ Great sire of broodmares.

I Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

TEEMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

.SlOO

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect

in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1S93,

barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:191, >'o. 4770, sire of twenty.sis in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2Qo6: second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy. 2:17i, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19-}, by Sidney; also Jennie Mc-Carty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
"With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, ?5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED rOY

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZE,
by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares nhould be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock "^arm. I>anvi11e, Contra Costa County, Cal., per 3. P. R, R. .

la Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escape*". Excellent pasturage SS per
month. Marcs fed hay and grain, 910 per month. For further particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Itnn\ ilk-. Contra Conta Countr. Cal.

Commencing February 1st and ending July 1st,

AT

:-: Hobart Stock Farm, :-

SAN MATEO.

Service Fee $40

Blood of

The Great RED WILKES
For

California

READY MONEY 6968,by Red Wilkes 1749 (sire of 88 in the 2:30 list—28 in

1892), dam Moonbeam (dam of Wick, 2:26}; Dillard Alexander, 2:30), by John Dillard.
READY MONEY 6968 as an individual is an exact counterpart of Red Wilkes, being

16 bands, 1,400 lbs., yed handv, clean-limbed and highly finished. He was leased at large
expense of Cope Stinson, the noted Eastern reinstnan, owner of Geneva, 2:14, and developer
of many noted horses, such as Patron, 2:141, Houri, 2:17, Home Rule, etc.

For extended pedigree and full particulars address

FRED FOSTER,
Hakj-ord, Tclabi CorxTT, Cal.

Socrates stands 16:1.1 hands, and weight close to 1,400 pounds. In color he is a beauti-

ful shade of bay: no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is con-

sidered by competent .judges to be the best stallion of his age an.d class ever brought to Cali-

fornia. His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices, he is recommended

to all horsemen desirons of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly

matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,116.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE YRS.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July 15th, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Xellie Benton, by Gen.

Bemon 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

By BUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Bam, LIDA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

XLTVVOOD HILH-Gmsahandsome
chestnut in color, stands 15.3 hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and his present record Is no measure
of his speed.

<D

eg

8 I
Mi
I—I J5

*!
O £

ID

f GUV WILKES, 2:15 1-4...

I

Sire of
Kup^e (p) 2:11

Alannah (pi 2:11 '*

Regal Wilkes 2:11 ij

Muta Wilkes 2:14 -

Chris. Smith Cpj_ 2:14^
Hazel Wilkes. 2:14 4
Hulda. 2.1«(
Una Wilkes 2-15

And 23 others with records
from 2:1S to 2:30.

<ieo. Wilkes, 2:24...
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2
Guy Wilkes 2

Wilson 2

Richardson, J. B 2

Baron Wilkes -2

And 76 others In the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

ijuv Wilkes 2
El Mabdi .2

William L _

(sire of Axtell (3j
who sold for $ 105,000 1

.

is
!

;

l'V,

I LIDA W..2.18 1-4-
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 230 t

At three years.

.Nutwood 600, 2:18 3-4.
Sire of

Manager- 2:09^
Lockheart _2:13

Outburst. 2.14^,'

Belmont Boy ttlfi

Xutpiue 2:15 \j

And 96 Others from 2:16 tu
2 30, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:10^' isold for
3125,000); Sabiedale (2),
2:li if; Vida Wilkes [3),
SH if; Myrtle (3), 2:19;..;

Nutwood Wilkes (3; 2:2QU,
and -10 others from 2:H to
2-30.

Belle
Dam oi

Lida W 2:18^

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17if, and

39 others In 2:30 list; and
dams of Stamboul. 2:07>fc
and 91 others In 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

[
MAMBRLVU PATCHES

I
Sire of 21 iu the 2:30 list and

j
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2.18&

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19j«j) I

by American Star 14,slre
of 4 and of the darn s of 45
in the 2:10 list.

I

BELMONT 64

i Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14; 4 ;

Nutwood, 2:18Jf; Wedge-
wood. 2:19; Viking, 2:19^,
and 3S others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08*,';

Nutwood, 2:133, ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24'»: Russia, 2:23;
andgrandam of Kremlin.
2:07V

GEO. 1L PATCHES Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire ol 10 i n the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23.4 (sire of Locy.
2:lS l

; : grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07^).

REBEL DAUGHTER
i Grandam of Lida W. 2:18 i^' )

by Williamson's Belmont
sire of Venture, 2:27 l

A', 8
dams ol 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3).

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the daa of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

2:11 : '-

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THK SEASON.

CALIFORNIA ATTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half inches
ugb.and is the sire of Maud .,2:19: Annie W., 2:25; Albert H , 2:27i( ; Mollie C, 2:37M, and several others
nocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18Jtf, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the
est strains of HambleIonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot tail to produce fast and game race
orses. as well as great broodmares.

For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above. j

yflTC* You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
HU I E. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires,

ijrwell as brood mare sires. Youalsofinda number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
edigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15i 4 , is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
ood,2:lSii, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also tbe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
Bt In twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
iDnut see how one can make a mistake In breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
/Ukes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that
Ine times out of ten. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following season free or service lee. Par-
esdesiring the services ot any of the above named stallions must send the jnare or 10 per cent, of the service

e with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when the condition of the animals requires
,hav or grain, or both, will be fed at 310 per month. Tbe best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

addents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvlngton, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
ilroad All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to

*ve the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15lh to Aug. 1st, 1S93.

Yovms Stocls. 3?*or Sale.
0»" VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
IUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON,;ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), Z:05J, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two years), 2:10iJ.

Jester D 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after th»t
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. Xo responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, CaL

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OP GUT WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

f"3-TT V \A/TTiK HiS •*• few approved mares outside of those already en-u u * vv J-*-"^ ' ">->» gaged will be received at J750 each for the season.

O A "DT TP "\T7TT TT'TPQ Three-year-old record, 2:18.

0-O.-Dl_l.Lll W l-U-E-.l-lQ, twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

SABLE WILKES, 15J hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

\A/ TT i TiTTJ.TTIOT Black stallion, 'three vears old, 15.2 hands. Verrvv J"L-i J^'-i-l-VJ-iy^' J-,
hand90me, powerfully "built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of raee horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Keavis" Black Bird, sire of Vic H_ 2:13} ; third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black" Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22J, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accident,

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August l6t- No steak —HI ha al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

Horses pastured and given the best of care at $6 per month.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
Isan Mateo Stock Farm, 6an Mateo, Cal.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Jount Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

OLUSA, CAL.
ION.-COOT AVTEEO 14.692 is a

>me dark bay in color, with a star Id the forehead
o white feet behind. He was foaled In 1888, and

.rkably good horse In every respect, and while
had but little training, he can easily showquart-
87 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
'~">rd this year.

iIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Ant
_:16!«i fsire of James Madisou. 2:17'-,. Myrtle (8)
Alfred G., 2:19 V. Redwood, .^l'i.Maudee. J : l

f,

2:29>i. Sunset, 2:29 -„. Anteeo Jr.. 2:28J . Au-
mond. 2:24\j. Klecteeo. 2:29! , BoUni

-iiid two others In tbe list . Anteeowaa
Electioneer 125 sire of Buool, 2:08! [. l*^'" Alto,

Arion'i'2);2:]0-\
)
,|Adverti:*;r 3 2:16,audl2

list).

tdam. Countess dam ol Dawn,2 :18fc,Strathway.
Horna, ariali 2:28 and Young Connies.-, dam of

Countess was sired by Hambletonian,
— .of Graves, 2:19. Olivette, 2:24." Empress, 2:24,
gfeilow, 2:24 !«. and 10 others fn trie list ;second imu
a very fast mare.

INS, S60 FOR THE SEASON,,'.:
f July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares Iu any
uer iimi owners may desire at reasonable nite-, but
responsibility assumed for accident* or escape^.
«may be seut to the undersigned. For further
Iculars apply to or addresis

W W. SMITH.
' ""-> ' »

HOME OP

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:22 3-4

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
$600 WTLL BE GIVEN TO THB BBEKDEB OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTERTHS
2:30 LIST.

WM..KBLLT,
Talbot Stock Farm, Saa

Vnhers at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome erery day except Sunday. For further pardonlart apply to

Or to F. C. TALBOT. 204 California Street, San Francisco.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

UCE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

B1BBD Bl SULTAN. 3:24. DAM >IAI> < Mb UALIIU 1% i4»tu of MAJKSTKR, 2:24; BAY BOTE, 3:2* l-»i ai

.in or MOllo 2;27 ,. BV TUB MOOR »TU.

Private Stallion For 1898.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE aEPR"*™™™

K°™i£™£™ D'* ''Ml'"° m
For further particulars address

Ur apply to If.A flEUCE, 728 iluutgemcry SL, Saa Francisco

THOS BONNER Santa Boea Stock Farm.
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

THLED ANNUAL

Dog Slio-v^
C.VDKB THE ArSPICBS OF IBB

Pacific Kennel Clnb,

W.ll be held at the

Mechanics Pavilion,

Lark In and Have* Streets, Ban Francisco, Cal.

May 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.

GEORGE RAPER of Engiaod, Jndges all classes.

Entries Olose April 29th.

C. A. Haight, Secretary, 62S Market Street.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P.—all Derby winners. Also BELLY P. liner brother

to abvTej and other younger puppies. Have also a
number of English Foxhounds. Address

JAMB8 B. \\ ATSOX,
P. O. Box 183S,

Or .No. 516 Sacramento SL, San Francisco, Cal.

VETERINARY.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone So. 457

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence a>"d Veterinary Lntibwaby,

No. 331 Golden Gate Avenue. San Francisco.

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

K«- OPEN' DAY AND NIGHT. -**
No risk In throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

Dr. "Wm. jF1
- :E3<

M.R.CV. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETBRI.NARY SURGEON',
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sui

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco ; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1 1 17 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4123.

Branch offices—1523 California St., Telephone 66; 52$

Howard SU, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.O.V.S. A.H. Rowat, D.V.S.
OFFICE HUUHS OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. ST. L30 to 3.30 F. If.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larklo and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN' FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

906 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4082. Telephone 5596.

Rzbtdecck—1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 259L

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.
• OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.
Examination Free.

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavla Street.

Telephone 4522.

DRE.J.CREELY.D.V.S,
510 GOLDEN GATE AVE.. NEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of "90.)

TTETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City
V and County ot San Francisco. Only Improved
PRICE OPERATLNG TABLE In city. Turkish, Roa
ulaii and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free
advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer. In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FILL UMB OF HKHIM. TACKXB

fcPORTBMK.Vg UOOD8.
hy mall raoalv* pmmpt attention

DC YOU DRINK
Tin PreaUai Rectifying Pill li whal roo mmL Clean

U)C||I-«M

abux, by until"'
.MHiiuiWturing Co.. 406

i .ohj1*o> Cal

Is the BEST in the

Market.

LAR&BST STOCK OF

W. W. GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O '

7 BBASD HOTEL BLOCK.
SE\D FOR CATALORfES.

E. T. ALLUN CO.,
416 MARKET ST.. BELOW SAXSOMB.

HO" IE3 -XTST T -A. O 13L li IE .

ALUMIXTM AUTOMATIC REELS,
ENGLISH STREAM REELS,

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STOXE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES.

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LLNE.
SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO

AND GREENHARDT RODS,
NEW STEEL FLY RODS,

GOODS, FOR EVERY SPORT.

Advertisements under this heading 50 cents per line ner
month.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

of this noted breed for sale at a
bargain, or will exenange for cattle. Address J
HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SOUTHER FARM ToanS well-bred stock for saleOUUinLnmnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor

i
age. Address SOUTHER FA RSI, GILBERT TOiLP

1 KENS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. gtfftiiS'K'
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and"
Galloway cattle. Youncstock of above breeds on band

.
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver'

I age breeders. Address GEO. A WILEY, Oakw»«d'
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaL

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. gSPaS^fSR
1 (sire of LUy Stanley, 2:17 S, Homestake, 2:16S, etc.).
!
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clav Dnfce
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinne'r, 2:17);
GrandissLmo. 2:27^ full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23^ , Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
nage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena,
Cal.

PETER SAKE & SUN Lick House, San Francisco,TLILn OftAC, A OUn, Cal.-Importers and BreeCere
(or past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and bogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds
of

Catalogues. F. H.
registered Berkshire swine

BCRKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

THE PARKER GUN.

G Gl IRF 910 H Street. Sacraniealo. Importer, dealeru. uliul, and breeder of the very choicest breeds of
sheep, ily flocks are considered superior to tbuse ot
any others in America. Representatives or these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited, id-
dress as above.

or

S
<i-

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
ThoroDgbbrrd ! n^lish 1 1 i-lif-cc-d.

Orders filled for 1'igsof all ages bv
renowned -sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
bleod and producing lines. Stock
crated and <lelivered :it express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with everv ani-

mal, und all <-lisribif to registration. I

Write for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed, li.l nil) NKA1.E,
Rinconaiia Stock Farm, Mayheld.CalJAt* ^^«

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask roar Dealer for them or send for catalogue. 1

PAKKETB BROS., Makers, Meriden, ConiL

Kxw Yobk SaXBBOOM, 97 Chamber! Street

The L Ci SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for I

ten years. There is noth- m
ing better for cuts, wounds I

and open sores on man, i

horse or dog. Sportsmen I
should keep it on hand." I

Mailed for 25c or 50c by I
F. G STEWART & CO.,

35S Dearborn Street, Chicago, HI.

J. O K 4\K. Aeent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTEINER'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMO>"D, Proprietor. SAX FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D £

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

elepbone 1-185 J. F. PHKEV. Ftp. '•;

"RECEPTION,"
J

206 SCTTER STREET. 6. P.

Cnolce Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN 4LL NIGHT 4

J. M. PARKER & CO

ASK TOUE DEALEE FOB THEH.

Send for lllnatiated Catalogue

—

M

imjTACTgBXD BI -

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
»rorK«*oiia to i_ c. hwitb Fulton. N. V.,

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Kearny and Basb streel..

SAN FRANCISCO.

PREstoh's fence wii;

Sully and quickly put up. Ask your dealer fnr It ; It
hedow nut keep it. write lor sample and price.

NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ON LY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. TVry v .' tcjarrtfl Stock Impo«*ib,e.

So. 13 SPUING STl-KLWlre gal\ w-s. ;

Wfl] not Nnc or break. LHeartj tlonble the t-i. ".i-.:L

of iitir other* Requires no stays. Runs about 18 fee
to tire pound. Jti" l-od by lendius Brrrden*.

We eend the marvolona French
Remedy CALTHOS frte, and a

lesal cuaranteethat Calthos will

*TO!> Diwchance* A- Emt«-li>n»,
CntF *n.rrnotorphca.Voricoc«le
and RESTORE Lost VLffor.

Use it and Pay ifsaiisjud.

A-Hress. VON MOHL CO..
Sole Arai-rican AccoU, Clnelnntll. Oblo.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical-

HOLLOW CABLE MANT^G. CO., Hornellsville. N.Y,
ora-Wresa SCHOOER. JOHNSON 4 CO., Loa Anaeles C«t.

HAWLHY BROS. Hi%JlDWARB CO.. Ban Francisco, Oal.

•••••••••••••^•ooo»» •••••*©••••
RIPANS TABULESrc-pLUitej

. the stomach, liver and bowels, and •

VparLfT the blood: are safe and eiiec-J

Trual ;tho best medicine known for*
/indurestion. biliousness, bwidacoe,

J* constipation, dysix'psia, cnronlc

.

Uvei- troubies. dysentery **>* ^St*
plexion.dizziness, offensive breatn #
and aU disorders of the stomach. t

^^
• lief. Tnkeo,- -
• trial bottle sent bv mail on receipt of 15 cento

• RIPANS CHEMICAL CO., jo Spruce bt„ New Tort. •
«_-_ .... A .^.. «. ^..a-— *>^t«-*•••••*
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Twisted Strip Fencing

Also Waukegan Barbed WireSand Genuine Glidden BarbedfWire.
'

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Fine Street.

McKlNNEY'S

Patent

CHECK HOOKS.

Xo Moee Races Lost or

Good Tempers Spoiled by

the Horse TJschecktno

Himself.

Charles Marvin, driver

ofSunoland Arion, will use

no other.

It is the most perfect devise for securely carrying
a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-
bracing STHENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY
and SIMPLICITY. At the same time it can be in-

stantly unchecked, making it most desirable when
used on a nervous or uneasy horse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or by
the manufacturer'

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Send For Circular.

EOLESLI
fosSIDINE.j

%ErfaUXbleCkrt
FOR CURB /

JpliirtBir^&SldebaDfi^parii!

ALL

0S5IDINE
RESULTS OBTAINED AT
THE WELL-KNOWN

Gentlemen :—We have used Cole's Oss:

KRLHMAZOO FHRM.
line for the past two years, and consider

valuable for Sprung Tendons. Curbs.Ui]igbone,and Spavins : there is nothing

equals it; and for us it effected a permanent cure where firing failed, although

performed bv one of the most successful veie.rinar.es on the continent. We have
recommended it to others with like success, and believe it has more merit than

anv blister ever used. Very respectfully yours,

Kalamazoo, Mich- S. A. BROWNE &. CO., PROP'S.

\ This scientific preparation Is an absolute care for all

l my or callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-
|l absorbent than "tiring," without creating the

fcbtest blemish. After a few applications the excres-

\ nee is so palpablv reduced that even the sceptical

linklv acknowledge that it is by fnr the most valu-
i >le outward remedv for horses ever invented.

n A ^\lkll V preparation in the world that
1

' UlMtUT will remove a Hone Spavin
>

: ter it has become ossified.

it up in one style only. Price, S3.00 perbottle,

I A. P. BUSH & CO.,
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS.,
I Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

Wo prepay express when money aecom-
Mie* orile'r, or -end C.O.D., at buyers

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc, «.$-
I have long nsed it in my stables, and find it to be all that is

claimed for it in removing callous and unnatural bony growths with-

out leaving the slightest blemish. From my experience, I most
stron"lv recommend the use of Cole's Ossidine. and feel that it is a
necessary adjunct to every stable. Yours respectiiiliv

1 . U Li'i 1A1. D
,

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

C. S. fRITTEVTOS. A.B.YA3 SSST & CO, and C. «.JHHIM1'

*BR0.,
New York < itv : HKl Kl I: i WH KMR. liutfa..-.. ^ViSB

£
E
rJ?

e

B. EEIHA (0.. PhNfld. :;,!.;». Pa. :
"'.ItltlSi^. PLl3IM».n, & CO..

and PETEB VAN M'HAAlK i SUN*. Chirac - HI.; JOllSDPAKk
A SON* Cinri'ii.n';. i >. : Fl.nl I) k t'OSTEK, ami E. Q. J1ILF.S. I>e-

trniLSIicl,.: MKYI K IIH0!-. hUVU I ».. St. Lous. Mo.; J. C. COOK
& CO., Kan -a- CTf-'. Mo.; HACK & CO., ban Francisco, Cal. ;

BOB-
1SSOX-PETTETT CO., Louisville, Ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY-

IJMKireTO
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Jniormation and advice given to Inventors wltlion/

Charge, Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular a hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President. S. HALEY, Sec'y

acB-Send for Circulars.

P.O.Box 463. Washington, D. C.

E^Tbia Company la managed by a combination of

the largest and most Influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscribers against unscrupulous

and incompetent Patent Agents, and each paper

printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility and high standing of the Press Claims Company.

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: HAS OPEN-ED A :

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE \APA RACE TRACK,

Where he will be pleased to receive Irottera and pacers
to train and develop.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse % Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

DRUNK
The PrentiBS Rectifying Pill Is what yon want

Clears the head, corrects sour stomach, Ertiadlea tho
nervea. If you use liquor at all, Deror be without it,

worth one-half your life. Greatest liver and kidney
specific on earth. All druggis' a keep It 26 cents a bni.

by mail on receipt of price. Prentiss Chemical Manu-
facturing Co., 406 Califoraia street, San Francisco. Cal

Wallace's Year Book
•-1S92-*

. • PUBLISHED BY THE • . .

/Imerioan Trotting Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libra] ,

Jtery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
Light-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1S93.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 OO^^^^T

The first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacingperformances
ior 1892, with a complete index of places of
trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

The second volume will contain . .

.

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:
1. Alphabetical List 0% 2:30 Trotters in

Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of
Harness.

2:25 Pacers in

Table of 2:20 Trotters.

Table of 2:13 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer*
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tiro or m
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Marcs.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over j,2oo pages ol
valuable and authentic information in regard u,
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Yders will be filled as received, and as the firs*

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delaf
should order at once . . - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 HUSH STREET, S. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

TUB great practical horse book la a handsome,
three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
as to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
ing, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sibley, the owner of St. Bel, say 1 of
this book: "In this work MarvlD has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
rehab for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that celt's
capacity as a trotter. The wwrk laapressed me bo
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for S3.50. Address

THE BKEEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
»15 Rush St., Ran Francisco, CmL

San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DOXAHl'K BROAD-CAUKB ROUE.

COMMENCING SUNLVAY, APRIL. 16, 1SS3, and on-
til further notice, boats and trains will leave from ard

arrive at the San Francisco Passenger Depot, Market-
streetWharfas follows

:

From San Frouci-co lor Tlburon, Belvedere' and
Son Rafael.

Week Days—7.40, 9.20, 11.20 a.m.: 1:30.3.30, 5.05, 6.20 p m
Sundays—8.00, 9.30, 11.00 a.m.; 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.20 p.m.

From gun Rafnr] for San Frnucfiico.
Week Days—6.25, 7.55, 9.30 11 30 a.m.; 1. 40, 3.40, 5.06 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An Extra, trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—8.10, 9.40, 11.10 a.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.

From Tlburon to San Francisco.
Week Days—6.50,8.20, 9.55, 11.55 a.m.: 2.C5, 4.05. 5.3-5 p m
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at 6.55 p.m.
Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m

Leave
San Francisco. DEsriKATKa,

1 sa^gJSto,
Week
DAYS

Sdn-
DAVS

I Sr.v-
|

DAYS
Week
DATS

7:40 a m
3:30 P M
5:05 p m

8:00 am
9:30 a m
5:00 pm

Pe
rd

ma I—™
Santa Rosa !

":30pM

8:50 am
10:30 A u
6:10 p M

7:40 a m
3:30 pm

8:00 AM

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, i

Cloverdale 7:30 p m
Pieta

Hopland
1

and Ukiah. j

10:30 a m
6:10 pm

7:40 am
3:30 pm

8:00 a m Guernevllle.
j 7:30 p m 10:30 a M

6:10 p m
7:40 am
5:05 P M

8:00 am
5:00 P M

Sonoma and j 10:40 a m
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 pm

S:50 a m
6:10 PM

7:40 am
3:30 p M

8:00 am
5:00 pm

SebastopoL [ 10:40 a
I

6:05 p
I0-.3DAM
6:10 p M

Rules and Regulations
-OI THH—

BTATIONAL
Trotting Association

AND IHI

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

Fop sole at the Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F. Oal.

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs:
at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala and Point Arena ; at Cloverdale for the Geysers

;

at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bav.
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
gjrt; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs. Saratoga Springs,
lue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper Lake, Lakepori.

Willits, Cahto, Orr's Hot Springs. Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg, Westport, Usal, Hvdesvllleand Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdavs to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, £2.25 ; to Healdsburg
$3.40; to Cloverdale, K50; to Hopland, 55.70: to Ukiah
}6.75; toSebastopol.f2.70; to Guerneville, ?3.75; to Sono-
ma, 51-50; to Glen Ellen 31.80.
EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma, SI; to Santa Rosa, $1.50 ; to Healdsburg, $2.25:
to Cloverdale, 53; to Ukiah. 54.50; to Hopland, ?3.80; to
Sebastopol, 51.80; toGuerneville,?2.5n; to Sonoma II; to
Glen Ellen, $1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN, Gen. Pass. A Tkt. Agt
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

130O and 1352 Market Street. 35 and '.* 7

Park Avenue, San Frnnclaoo, Col.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159

Alex. fflcCord & Go.

Fashion Stables,
221 ELLIS STREET.

The best accommodations afforded lor the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ot Livery Stock,

with Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'8

AGENTS.

<: I 1 ONE FROM YOIR NEWSDEALER.
IT'S IMMENSE!

\ Ol -l.l BE DELIUHTBD
From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 " " "

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly during the racing season

and Is but 610 per year. Address

GOODWIN BROS.,
2 41 Broadway. >>*» York City.

A WONDER.
\n SCREWS Mi niui-

"i have seen >t mm) di

ery (srCQmsuuioe on dirt ami
snow. Horsemen pronunnce 1

i
. and i entfon

opinion ALLEN i.OWE.
Boston. Mam., Feb. I, i«m
ASK FOR IT.

reoefpl of H2J00mr pair. Wrtn-
MITCHELL TOE WEIGHT CO..

barUnsvlllei Indiana
us lorclrculars.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the most, obstinuto cases of Gonorr-

brca and Gleet. No other treatment

required. Non-polsonoua NOStrlctnr.

No Inconvenience. fold by ALl
|,i [isia. J. Ferre, (successor to Brou;,

I Ph*riua£i?n, Parts.
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Horse Boots,
Fine Hctmoss,

TURF C3- O O ID S .

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and Style.

TURF GOODS OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
ALL GRADES. ASV PB1CE. SATISFACTION UCARA.VTEED.

J. A. BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Tak.e tlae Lead..
IP YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH

YOUR HORSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS.
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest aud strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no
dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivers'and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart
In orderiag carts please state.'size of axle and height of wheels.

J. A. McKERRON, Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

TOOMEY'S -:- NEWEST
* EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: AH WKLL AH :

Frazier - Carts - of - .A.11 - Kinds
BOB LZtB AT Tin-;

Studebaker Palace Carriage Bepository,
MAHKKT AMI T ^ I'll hTIIKKTM. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

llihl IIII1K FOR

The Breeder and Sportsman
THE TURFAUTHORITYOFTHEPACIFICCOAST.

9
767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

'JSi]3©Oi&.X C^fFoX^—In order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out of Moffil's leather
3
and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

X'Xl.O'U.XXl.JSlti.O 3S"U.llX_±©iS-»—Will have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest' Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

BEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
J. O'KANE.

No. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class In all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carls,

Jonesville, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

IB^KLIESDE*. c*3 ZEaT^rEVEXLTOrKT, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles. Cal.

RACING SULKIES
WITH G. AND J. PNEUMATIC TIRES.

Steel Ball-Bearing Bicycle 28-inch

Wheels, with the Celebrated G.

and J. Pneumatic Tires, per pair,

with pump and patching outfit $100

Wheels Complete as Above, with
Braces Fitted to any Sulky $125

Sulkies made to order of desired

weight and design.

Punctures in G. and J. Pneumatic
Tires can be Repaired in prom
Three to Eight Minutes.

bend pur circular.

Thos. H. B. Varney,
Rambler Bicycles and G. and J. Pneumatic Tires

1041 MARKKTIST., s. F.

Horse Owners! «Try
GOMBAULTS

Caustic
Balsam

i^^" A Snfo Speedy and Positive Cur*

The Safent, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lur miM or severe action.

Removes nil Bunches or Blemishes from Horgei
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR INC- Impossible to produce sear or Dtemwn.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $ 1 .50 per bottle. Sold by druefrlsta. or

sent by express, charires pnld, with full directions

for lta use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland 0-

The .Prentiss Rectifying Pill is what you want. »:

a bon, by mail. Prentiss Chemical Co., 406 California
street, San Francisco, Cal. Sold by all DruggLsta.

Samuel Vaxleau. Jas. B. Brodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoam F:r*in.tox*f9

AND DEALERS IN
Pool-Seller*' and Book-Makers' Supnlle*

401-103 Sansome Street, corner Sacramento
San Frannlwn.
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

RANCHO DEL PASJ THORO JGHBRiDS.

«WB HCSDREDAXD FORTY-SEYEX YEARLIXGS TO COME
IMiHR THE HAMMER.

Salvators, Sir Modreds, Darebms and Other

Great Sires Represented.

The majority of people are prone to overlook what may be

«e termed the minor point? in breeding racehorses. Some of

these points rise into proportions which may be classed among

the greater, for if neglected, there is nearly as much risk of

failure as when the generally recognized essentials are not

given attention. It may appear to be nonsensical to claim

that the lack of few feeds of oats to a mare when carrying a

foal was the cause of one member of a family being beneath

the average, but that was the only explanation which was at

all reasonable. The mare had been neglected for a few days

owing to a change in her attendants, and though the foal was

weak when it came he developed into a horse of high form,

many critics pronouncing him better-shaped than his brothers

in that respect, and in that alone. It must be apparent to

every observer that even slight differences tell when race-

horses are under scrutiny. The capacity to cover a mile and

a few additional yards while another is going the mile makes

the crack while the slower is comparatively without honor.

That train of thought was never brought more forcibly to

my mind than it has since a late visit to Rancho del Paso.

There have been plenty of cogitations before on the subject

and the big advantages which that place has for the breeding

and rearing of racehorses is seen at a glance and fully com-

mented upon, but now I can see that there is a great deal to

ponder over which heretofore has been passed without awak-

ening the interest which is now felt, as a solution of a problem

which has troubled me for many years appears to be found. I

will not cry Eureka too loudly, as others may not agree with

me in one point on which the ciphering is based, though so

far as 1 have heard opinions expressed they are in accordance

with mine.

I have oftentimes been reluctant to say, and especially to

write, that such a mare's foal is better than those which came
before, and that thisyear's crop of yearlings on a breeding

farm is better than prior bands, as it seems more likely to be

received as a common claim easy to present and of little

weight to listener or reader. A short time ago I looked over

the thoroughbred yearlings atRancho del Paso which will be

sent to New York during the coming month. It was the

main object of the visit and they were given as close attention

as the time would admit. There were within a few of one
hundred and fifty and this was a sight which no other thor-

oughbred stud farm in the world can equal or nearly equal.

Brief notes were taken of each and while this matter has been

the topic for reflection I have gone over the notes to see what
bearing they had on the subject. That data gives me more
confidence in stating, and I have no hesitation in affirming,

that in my opinion, ihis is the best aggregation which I have

ever seen on that farm, and after making every allowance for

failure of memory and bias for favorite strains, adhere to the

opinion. The notes, too, have given a cue to a feature which

was formerly missed, and which has a bearing among others

in substantiating the claim that on a large breeding farm with

nearly a score of stallions, and twenty scores of mares, and in

such a climate as California, every succeeding cropof year-

lings should be of higher class. That is from the same sires

and dams, as it is self-evident that a change of seed and soil

will bring different crops. S~> far as the land and climate fig-

ures that, of course, is the same as it has been. Thenianage-

ment while that is the same, every year has added to the ex-

perience of those in charge. There are few people who do not

benefit by the teachings of the past, and men who
engage in a pursuit with enthusiasm are generally

apt scholars, and there are good grounds for the belief that

the lessons have been carefullv studied at Del Paso and made
the best of. A regular grade from kindergarten to school,

from school to college, college to university. Teachers and

opportunities which can only be met on such a place. For in-

stance; a small breeder with a few mares and depending on
outside stallions, or a breeder with mares enough to keep two

or three stallions are hampered in making selections, whereas

at Rancho del Paso there are a number of tried sires, some of

them which have gained very high renown, and these rein-

forced by a corp of performers which for brilliancy cannot be

surpassed, and of breeding that the most hypocritical cannot

disparage. Never such opportunities for a mating which is

already a guarantee of success, when all the other adjuncts are

in keeping. Sentiment is subordinate to judgment. Failure

or even a slight falling off in the progeny from what was rea-

sonable to expect from the dam is followed by careful scrutiny

of form and close study of the blood lines. If either indicate

that another sire will be preferable, the choice is made of the

individual which fills the requirements, and no matter if the

one chosen is not so fashionable as the one which did not be-

get progeny which filled the standard, it is more than an even

chance that the foal from that union will be superior. It takes

nerve to carry out the system which is followed at Del Paso.

Darebins, Sir Modreds and the get of the nighly-tried stallions

will bring a better price than a better-formed yearling by a

sire which has his reputation to make, aDd if the business

were to be closed out, were present money-making the object,

the more of the fashionably begot the better. .But excellence,

real merit is the mark and hence it suits the policy better to

sell a good animal cheap than to secure a big price for one
which may not prove a good bargain. It does not require

further argument to show that in the better chance for selec-

tion, when there are so many to select from, is one good reason

for superiority of later crops of foals over those which have

come before. This is an advantage which only the large

breeders possess, though there are others which are more
likely to be found on a big breeding farm
than

r
one of a comparatively small proportions,

and yet within the reach of everyone who has the

means to carry out the same system. But as in

other kinds of business a large demand can be more econom-
ically supplied than when it is limited ; a.«d then capital has a

great deal to do in insuring favorable results. In horse breed-

ing it gives the power to secure the " best in the market"
when stallions and mares are wanted ; it permits an outlay,

however large, when that expenditure will be beneficial, and
this is one of the main reasons for the completeness of all of

our largest California breeding farms. Men with ever so many
millions, outside of the investment in land, stock and improv-

ments, do not hesitate when additional capital has to be

added, and that this has been done with judgment is proved

by actual results. Wonderful success in producing the high-

est class of animals
;
pecuniary success for it is beyond ques-

tion that the invesiments have proved remunerative, espe-

cially Mr. Haggin's venture in horse-breeding.

This may appear a singular prelude to a brief description

of the colts, and incidentally other matters connected with

horse affairs at " The Grant/' but as has been stated before,

the train of ideas which bad their origin in this trip has been

somewhat bewildering. Heretofore I have advised people

who contemplated breeding horses confining their stud** to a

restricted number of mares. It is still good advice under

usual considerations, viz., when the capital is not very large

or when the progeny is to he trained. But when the whole

aim is to produce thoroughbreds to sell by auction when the

animals are a year old the large establishment has a big pull.

So much so that if a person has taken a fancy to own a stable

of racehorses, and is not influenced by the laudable sentiment

to breed the horses which " carry his colors; " it is better to

purchase than to breed and rear." Far better from a mercan-

tile standpoint when such youngsters are offered as those

whichi will come under the Taterra! I hammer in New York
the first week in June. Doubtless very many of them will go

at high figures, and to people who can afford the risk of large

investments, even at very large prices, the venture would be

justified. But it is an nearly a certainty as certainities

I can be foretold, that there will be genuine bargains

through the list. This prophecy is made with a great deal of

confidence. I have already written that the lot is superior to

previous crops, and on that hich average is based the predic-

tion which i» given above. That is not entirely founded on

good looks, as there was a grand showing the seasons when
Montana, Tournament and other celebrities were disporting

in the paddocks on the hanks of the American Riven In fact

the Youngsters, the colts particularly, are not in M high flesh

as when the lape line showed (firths of seventy and seventy-one

inches, but the cause of a shrinkage in circumference is due to

a cuange of practice, which I feel sure will prove a change

for the better. At first paddocks of the ordinary size were
built, and though the colts when weaned were allowed to range
over the large fields during the day when the weather was
favorable until the winter was well under way, after that their

life was in the paddocks. Plenty of room according to the

prevailing idea for exercise, and surely enough, when one
watched their gambols, it seemed as though there was plenty

of it to build up muscle and give play to the lungs. The pad-

docks, however, were mainly on dead level land ; the fields

are " rolling," hilly would be the phrase in countries where
mountains are not familiar objects. In place of cavorting on
a small circle bounded by the paddock fences, a straight run
of a mile-and-a-quarter in some of the fields, none of them
much less, and up and down grade brought all the organs of

locomotion into full play. This glorious exercise evidently

had not retarted the growth, as height and length were up to

the usual standard, and there was a good enough coating of

flesh to suit me ; the muscles in full relief, the tendons tense

and clearly defined. Furlongs may not be made any faster

than the mark left by those who gamboled in the paddocks,

but when the conventional three furlongs are the aim, 1 shall

be disappointed if there is not many lively feats to record.

It is a backward season for California. Twenty Aprils since

I landed in the Sacramento valley, and this is a month be-

hind the average of the twenty. And still there was plenty
for an Eastern visitor to become enthusiastic over in the mid-
dle of the month on Rancho del Paso. The fields and pad-
docks at the Arcade, the house place were a thick mass of

herbage. At the "Bottom " the mares and foals were grazing

in alfalfa which reached their knees. The much-lauded clover

plant was not the sole occupant as in places alfillerilla dis-

puted its sway, and in others a goodlv sprinkling of wild oats.

These native grasses are surely an admirable feed for horsas,

more nutriment than the alfalfa, though for promoting a

liberal flow of milk the Chiliean herb stands unrivalled. The
wheat growing on "summer fallow " stood thick and high,

promising double the yield of that which was " winter sown."
It was handiest to commence with the yearlings in the

home stables, where Fox is in charge, and our old friend

would have taken it amiss if we had left his exhibition to

wind up the day. " Nothing like them at the Bottom," said

their enthusiastic chaperon, " or in the whole of California,

and that means that they are the pick of the world," con-
tinued Mike. I did not fee. like gainsaying him before he
commenced the exhibition and still less when they were led

out of the stalls into the bright sunlight. A bay colt with
white hind feet and a little white on nose and small star, a

handsomf ly-marked and evenly-made fellow j- st two days
over ayear old, his looks marked him for acoming racehorse,

and when the sire and dam was given Tremont—Salvators
dam,Salina, I expected this was the champion which Fox had
selected. "Devil a bit," was his response, "good enough,
but I will show you a better."

" This must surely be he then," I replied, as a big, strap-

ping chestnut with enough while in his face to give expres-

sion, and a form described in my notes as a "magnificent colt

all over, short back, long below, plenty of muscle and several

crosses appended, which, interpreted, means that he is to be

kept in mind as likely to make a .stir in the world. These
marks were made before the breeding was known, ami when
informed that he was a brother to St. Carlo, being by imp. SL
Blaise from Carina, I thought surely the leader ot the gallops

in the fields was before me. " Not he," rajfi Mike, but it waa
easy to see from the flash in his eye that he was one of his

favorites.

When such extra-bred and good-looking colts were rated

second, some faith was lost in Fox's judgment, although that

was well founded on the hundreds of trial runs he had wit-

nessed. But then, again, when a favorite is beaten there is

always some excuse, and in the Meld trials the Marl is not

always exactly level, and one may take a shorter cut than his

opponent.
A chestnut colt with blaze face and all of his legs white,

that extending well op to knee-; and hocks, had Mj.h a strik-

ing air and recalled the great racehorse bo forcibly that his

parentage on the paternal side was seen at a glance—Salvator

surety. Be was not so large aa I expected a Sal valor to he,

but he lacked a month yet of being :t year old, and wiih that

explanation he was big enough A beautiful head, ni

on, plenty of quality, nhorl hick but "covering a

ground," high over the loin, the 'trotting pilch." fl

dubbed a greater height over the loin thai withei

at frequently seen among racehor*ea as t;hoae with b

[Continued on Paue *3G.)
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Some Pertinent Facts.

EditorBreeder and Sportsman- :— I saw a few days ago

an article thai was written by an old acquaintance in which

it was charged that Dr. Warfield improperly bred Alice Car-

neal I am of the opinion that the gentleman could have had

no personal acquaintance with Dr. Warfield or his system of

breeding, or he would not have singled him out as an example

of bad judgment, because Dr. Warfield was in the habit of

breeding to pretty much all the best horses, although he gen-

erally had a stallion or two of his own.

Now it is true that the Doctor bred to Margrave, Sarpedon,

Glencoe, Boston, Wagner, Hedgeford, and, in fact, Dearly

;:; g^" ho£ tbaf was in Kentucky in his day except %g>£X with good effec,

Medoc The reason given for not breeding toMedoc:was on
of tQebest trouing and draft stoct in the State

acconnt of an unfriendliness tetweenJ>r.J,\arfield md one ot
f ^^^^^ George A. Tupper is the lacki

time ago. has been almost completely lost sight of here re-

cently. The agitation over the proposition to bond the city

for new water works has absorbed the attention of the horse-

men, as well as everybody else. They are interested in good

water, and are taking a strong hand in the fight. ....
Some of our trottiog horsemen have shown a very deci led

tendencv to get into other lines of horse business lately. One

of tbem'has acquired ownership of some very fine Normans,

which he is using to good advantage on his farm. And some

of them are in the chicken business, to a large extent After

all, they say, a good hen is pretty speedy property and very

profitable.

Mr J W. Purrington was in town Saturday. In response

to a question in regard to his horses Mr. Purrington said he

bad nothing to say just now ; but a fellow standing near whis-

pered that the gentleman was lying low, but that he had a

surorise in store for some of the horsemen, which would be

Mr. Partington has some
i State.

ckiest man in the

Daughters of old Shiloh and his son, Reveille, :ire now be-
ing bred to Atto Res, Athens, Artist (all sons of Attornev.

by Harold) and to Thomas Rysdyk, son of Rysdyk, sire of
Clingstone, Acquaintance, by Stranger, and the re-ult is a
speedy lot of colts at the trot The easy manner in which
Shiloh mares breed trotters adds to the conviction here that,

the stud book is wrong and old man Williamson is right, that.

Shiloh is bv California Belmont, and not bv Cosmo.
F. D. W.

Medoc's owners. The fact is that Dr. \\ arheld was a very
breeders. Hst His sp]endid broodmare Santa Rosa, sired by

intelligent gentleman and was not a bigot, and bred bis mares
| An and out f a fine mare, has just dropped a hoe Silas

with about as much judgment as any of the breeders ot bis
skinoer filly Sanla Rosa has had three foals, and all are

5a a proof of this, Alice Carneal was first bred to imp.

Trustee, and produced Miss Trustee. She next produced

Fance and Grev Alice, bv Chorister. Her next foal was Maid

of Orleans, bvBerihnne, a very good race mare, probably as

eood as hex mother, for Alice Carneal never was very cele-

brated as a race mare. Then she produced Lexinsrton by

Boston, and it was Lexington and Boston tbat gave Alice Car-

neal her celebritv, for she was not a great race mare herself,

and was inclined to be on the nervous, delicate order, but Bos-

ton being a horse of more stamina than any horse I ever saw,

crossed well with Alice Carneal, and Lexington was a wonder.

Of course it was unfortunate that ihe mare was not bred more

to Boston, but he was in Kentucky but a few years and died

soon after the binh of Lexington, and that endeo all chance

of breeding anv more Lexingtons.

Mice Carneal was next bred to Bnford, a son of imp. Non-

pins, and the produce was Waxy, a very good race horse.

Afterwards, in addition to being bred to Berthune, she was

bred to Wagner, producing Lavender, a very good racer and

a good broodmare. She was then bred to Le Compte, and the

colt was Umpire, a colt highly thought of by Mr. Ten Broeck

and taken to England. She then was bred to imp. Scythian
j

and the result was Annett, also taken to England.

This shows that Alice Carneal was bred to eight different

stallions, seven besides Berthune and Berthune can hardly be

termed" a rtten horse" as the gentleman terms him. Me

was evidently a better race horse than Alice Carneal and was

fairly well bred, being bv Sidi Hamet, out of busette, by Ara-

ms. Now Aratus was by Director (brother to \ ireioian), out

of Betsy Haxall, bv imp'. Sir Harry, second dam Timoleon s

dam by imp. Saltram, etc. Sidi Hamet was by A irgiman, dam

Ladv Burton, bv Sir Archy.
_

While referring to Virginian I am reminded that some time

ago some one made the statement that Virginian was not tbor-

ouehbred and gave the pedisree of some cross road horse to

Drove i'- Virginian was bred by Capt. James J. Harrison,

and was got bv Sir Archy, first dam Meretrix, by Magog

;

second dam Narcissa, bv imp. Shark ;
third dam Rosetta, by

imp. Cenlinel ; fourth dam Diana, by Clodius, etc.

Ma^og was got by Chanticleer, the best son of bymmes

Wildairandoneofthebest horses of his day, and Prestlev

the full sister of Magog was the dam of Wilkes' Madison and

Cornelia, the latter the dam of Gracchus, showing that Magog

was not onlv a race horse himself, but that the family were the

producers o'f race horses. Symmes' Wildair, the sire of Chanti-

cleer was by imp. Fearnought, out of a Jolly Roger mare and

his best son. . , ,.,,

Imp Fearnought was the most distinguished horse of all the

earlv importations and left the most decided mark on the

\merican race horse of anv prior to the days of Diomed and

Sir Archy. He was imported by Colonel John Baylor, ol
| The new firm is a strong one.

Sllies. The first is bv Ned Locke, and is one of the hand-

somest youngsters in the county, and how fast she can trot.

When the Councilman gets up behind her and starts down

the lioe he goes so fast that his hair stands up like the hair

on the back of a cat in fighting trim. Councilman Tupper is

the hornet that is stirring up the water-works fight in an in-

teresting way, and between that and his horses he finds his

time pretty well taken up.

Rufus Murphy, proprietor of the Hotel Curtis of Ukiah,

was a well-known visitor here during the week. He has

recently sold his mare Maud, dam of Maudee, 2:21, to J. H.

Hellman, his former trainer, and rumor has it that he is soon

to sell more of his trotting stock. He likes the hotel business,

and will henceforth eschew horse racing.

A number of good mares have been brought to Rose Dale

Farm, home of Daly, 2:15. recently. One came from Suisuo.

She is the dam of Frank B., 2:30 at three years old. Another

from Lodi will be stinted to the Rose Dale premier.

Belden & Hebir, the horsemen who are always looking out

for snaps for the boys, will have a " bike " sulky here in a few

days. They have a very pretty black filly Al Locke is break-

ing for them. Al says she is verv fast.

Superintendent Bonner has eleven baby trotters under his

eye now. They are little Bav Ro=es and Stambouls, and are

as frisky as can be. The colt crop at the fair grounds promises

to be a big one this year.

The boys are talking a good deal about the speed of an

Albert W." three-year-old which was driven for the first time

here one day last week. They say she can trot like the wind

already. What she will do later on can hardly be guessed,

but she has only to keep up the lick to break the record.

Mr. Noonan,'of the firm of Noonan & Towey, has some very

attractive Redwood colts of which he is very proud. The

dam is a Belmont mare, and one of the largest and best put-up

matrons in the township.

A number of Lake county horses are coming down to be

trained at Pierce Bros, track soon. About June 1st Mr. Pen-

der will pull out for Oregon and Washington. Dr. Long will

start out in June or July, but others are coming in all of the

time, so that the number will remain about the same all

through the season.

Somers B. Fulton and Fred H. Hood have bought out Wal-

ter Byington in the livery business, and are already in pos-

session. They have a ten-year lease on the building and pro-

pose to stay with the business. Mr. Fulton is one of the most

popular men in the county, as was shown by the splendid race

he made for Countv Clerk last fall. In a county that went

600 against his national ticket, he was only beat»n by about

70 votes. Mr. Hood has a host of friends. His brother, Lou

Hood, a very excellent horseman, will have charge of the

horses in the stable, while Fred will continue his law studies.

Flastail's Pedigree.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman :—Those horsemen of

California and elsewhere who are interested in the blood-lines

of that good horse Flaxtail SI 32, should be grateful to you for

the great interest you have taken, and the liberal space de-

voted in the columns of your valuable paper, to the straight-

ening out of his pedigree. The showing made in your paper

of last Saturday appears conclusive enough to warrant the

Register Association to wipe out the present registration of
Flaxtail, for that, beyond any doubt whatever, is not correct

:

and then, instead thereof, to register him in accordance with
the (testimony when presented to the Association », which you
have shown to the public through your columns. The fol-

lowing is a copy of another certificate written and signed by
L. B. Hicks, son of Dr. M. W. Hicks, which bears strongly
upon the subject

:

To Whom It May Concern :—I have often heard my lather say
that he was sorry the story that Flaxtail S132 was sired by Pruden's
Blue Bnll was ever printed. This story was first circulated the year
that Wilson's Blue Bull ^ot twelve in the 2:30 list. I know that father
(M. W. fficbsi claimed that Ball Pap was the sire of Flaxtail, but he
had been registered as "'said to be by Pruden's Blue Bull." and for
some unaccountable reason he never had the resristration changed as
it should have been. ifr. 3am Gamble is ri«ht when he says the Bine
Bulls and Flaxtails were totally uoiike. Most of tbe Blue Bulls that
I have seen were smalt horses with small ears, short heads, short
necks and very short conpled They were a good deal on the pony
order. Xow the Flastails were nearly all good of size and some of
them very large, and most of them had very long heads, lone, coarse
ears, long necks, and very long backs, and in fact in conformation,
disposition and everything else were as unlike the Blue Bulls as they
conld be. L. B. Hicks.
San Francisco.

Witness : E. I. Robinson.

It seems to me that if the breeders of California who are

interested in having Flaxtail properly registered, would, by
some concerted action, cause the evidence that can be pro-

duced upon the subject to be properly presented to the Regis-

ter Association, there would be little trouble in accomplishing
the desired object Although I have no pecuniary interest

in the subject, having no animals of that line of breed-

ing, I am ready and willing to give any information and
assistance in my power whenever the same may be desired to

aid in the proper registration of the horse.

San Francisco, April 26, 1S93. E. I. Robinson.

Virginia.

Virginian, probably the best race horse of his day never

lost but one race, and that was caused by the accidental falling

of his rider during the race. He ran along with the field of

but was distanced "for want of weight All of his other races

he won at bis ease ; no horse that he ever met could make him

extend himself. His habit was to take the track and let the

other follow. Besides being the great race horse in the coun-

try he was the finest one, being a big, strong horse over six-

teen hands high, with plenty of substance, and notwithstanding

his sixe and immense stamina, he was a horse of remarkable

beaotv, and was considered to be the handsomest horse in the

State of Virginia He died young, but was verv successful in

thestud.while living gettingsuch horses as Star, Betsy Ransom.

Pollv Hopkins and many others of the best race nags of their

dayi A few years ago, after gning into the stnd, he was pur-

chased by Col. Johnson, as the best horse in the country, with

the intention of mating him with Reality, but he had on at-

tack of the colic during the winter after he was bought and

died, which was alwavs regarded as a great misfortune, because

if Realitv could produce such mares as Slender and Bonnets

<>" Blue, by Sir Charles, she ought to produce wonders by Vir-

cinian. for Virginian was a far belter horse than Sir Charles.
B

' W. M Williamson.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

1

(Special Correspondence of the Breedeb and Spobtsmak.]

Santa Ko^a, April 24—It looks like old race-horse times

at the track these fine mornings. A lot of fine trotters are be-

ing shaped up there th'iB spring, and Santa Rosa will show up

in the fall campaign with one of her old fashioned big repre-

sentations of race horses. There have been some game races

trotted over Pierce Bros.' track and a number of the great

horses have made records there in times gone by. But it

must not be supposed that the track has seen its best days, for

it has not. There will be more heard of within the next four

years than ever before; this isour prediction, and time will

prove it correct. The days ol wild and woolly racing may be

over, hut there will be more good horseflesh and fast time

reduced there than some people have any idea about.

Charlie Kule, the ' loeroeville horsemen, was in town a few

_,yi ago. Nobody will go further to see a good horse race

than he, and nobody can come closer to making a good guess

un a winner. He has managed some very clever races in

inlr - ..... 1 L
The road question, which agitated the horsemen here some

W. H. Underbill, of tbe firm of Underbill & McFayden, of

San Francisco, and formerly of this place, called upon old

friends here during the week. He used to own some choice

runners, but bas gone out of the racehorse^ business and now

turns his attention exclusively to livery business.

A Santa Rosa druggist has discovered the elixir of horse

life, he thinks. A few days agoa gentleman who owns an old

faithful horse that was so feeble that he made up his mind he

should have to kill it called upon him for a dose to help the

old servant to shuffle off the mortal coil. He could not bear

to shoot his old friend. The druggist gave him a dose, and he

administered it to the old horse that night. Next morning

he went out expecting to see his old servant cold in the em-

brace of death. But he was not. On the contrary he was

snorting and galloping around the yard like a two-year-o!d,

his head up and his tail higher than (he United States flag at

Honolulu. He could not be" caught by his owner, and half the

men in that part of town could not catch him. At last ac-

counts the old " hoss" was as gay as ever.

The E. T. Aliens, of San Francisco, and the Santa Rosas

had a match game of baseball here Sunday, which was won by

Santa Rosa by a score of 8 to 3.

Publitjs.

San Diego Scraps of News.

Special Correspondence of the Bbeedee and Sportsman.]

San Diego, April 17.—About thirty local horsemen m e

here Saturday and organized a county horse breeders' as-

sociation. A Board of Directors was chosen as follows:

George S. Davis, \Y*. B. Prentice, E. B. Gifford, T. L. Nichols,

William Darby, H. S. Richards, E. F. Burgess, Ben Hill, H.

M. Squires and Wilson Chamberlaine. George S. Davis was

elected President, W. B. Prentice, first Vice-President, and E.

B. Gifford, second Vice-President. The Directors will for-

mulate By-Laws at another meeting to be held next Satur-

day*. The President, George S. Davis, is owner of Claireview

Stock Farm, near Detroit, and of Antevolo, Harrowgate,

Wheeling Wilkes and others.

The object of the association is generally to increa^ the in-

ten-t in light harness horses, to establish and maintain a pedi-

gree register of local horses and particularly to guarantee

futurity purses for county-bred colls and fillies. Two slakes

of this kind are already arranged for, one to be trolled ihis

year and Ihe other next year.

\V. I'.. Prentice, the real promoter of this organization,

own* a handsome slock farm in Spring Valley, and has an ex-

ceedingly promising lot of colls coming on.

The Capital Turf Club.

That fine and popular drive, the Riverside road, which

skirts the Sacramento river for a distance of five miles, is to

be given to the care and charge of the Capital Turf Club.

The road is controlled by a corporation of which only two

of the original incorporators are left. B. R. Crocker owns

most of the strip. On account of Mr. Crocker's bad health,

which prevents him from attending to his business as form-
erly, he is very anxious to turn the road over to the Capital

Turf Club. The franchise of the corporation will not expire
for four years.

At a meeting of the club last evening Daniel Flint made
known Mr. Crocker's wishes, and said that the latter would
favor any proposition, in order that the road might be taken
off his hands. Mr. Crocker would donate the road's sprink-

ling ootfits, consisting of four horses, sprinkling cart=, pumps,
tanks, etc Mr. Flint estimated that it would cost about $150
per month to keep the road in condition.

President Wilson said the Supervisors would appropriate

$50 per month, and that the remaining $100 would be contri-

buted by the proprietors of livery stables and owners of road-

sters. The drive can be made a county road, free to all.

President Wilson, W. O. Bowers and Daniel Flint were ap-
pointed a committee to confer with Mr. Crocker and the

Supervisors as to the best method of settling the matter.

The club next directed its attention to opening the entries

for tbe Spring races. There were only entries sufficient to fill

three races, and it was decided to declare off the unfilled

purses.

Owing to the fact thatduring May tbe Blood-Horse Associa-

tion, tbe Pacific Coast Jockey Club and the Trotting-Horse
Breeders would hold meetings, the club decided to postpone

its races until June 6th, when it is expected that all the races

will be filled.—Bee.

American Derby Odds.

Appended is the list now eligible to the coming American

Derby, with the current betting quotations:

Antrim 100
Aunt Lady 1000
Aidebaran _ 50
Azim Duke 200
Boundless - 50
Bonnie True S00
Buck McCann...- 50
Clavtonian 1000
C. H. Gillock 50
Comanche 100

Chiswick 50
Cvgnus tOOQ
Cadmus 25
Chorister 200
Comrade 200
Columbus ..3000

Chiswell 300
Clifford 50
Delurv 100

Duke Stevens...... SOO
Don Alouzo - 10
bur.- 15

Don Fulano 50
Decapod 50
Embiiriast 100
Eltham Queen_.. . 50
Evaiiatus 40
Elizabeth L 60
Francis Pope Fall
Fort Worth 50
Fin-t Chance too
FUtfimraoDS 50
Floodgate - 20
Fidelia 50
G. W, Johnson.... Full
George W 100
Green Hock _ 50
Glenviewr 100
Gould and Curry 20,}

Hanuigan 200

Hastv _Fall
Hueh Penny 20
Ingomax 40
Idaho _1000
John O'Meara...- 400
Joanna - 100
Kimball - 300
Lady Violet _ 20
Ladv Belmont 200
Lawless „ 100
Lookout 30
Lillian Russell ... 305
Long: Dock 100
Lakeland 200
Ijidv Bess T.z.. 50
Minnie Ms 1500
Monowai 15

Midwav _ 200
Mfljar Drips .Full
Miraee 100
Martinet 100

-

Northwestern 100
Onalaska 500
Opoito _ 200
Oscar 600
Plntus 50
Pallas
Perdition 50
Prince Deceiver. 40
Picton 25
Primus 1000
PepperCaslor 300
Pansy iw
Roche ~ 60
Runyon _ 20
Rainbow 50
Revnard - 50
Restraint 1000
Ramapo 15

Sabine _ 60
Strathrose _ 100
Sea Belle 900
Son of a Gun 25
Sir Can- _ 200
Sam Harlan _ 400
Sam Bryant _ 100
St. Croix 30
St. I^onards 20
Sir Francis 10
Semper Lex _ 100
Spartan 30
St. Jnde „ 100
San Francisco .._ 50
Tvro 25
Tom Reed 100
The Reaper 15
Trenton _ 200
TobeBell 75
Tinv Tim (for-

merly Roy - 100
Tnrqnolse _. 200
Voorhius 75
Walnut _ 100
W. W Peabodv.... 400
Will Elliott (for-

merly Donovan) 50
Wisdom - 400
Wormser 25
Youns Guy 400
Youug Arion 60
Prince Leopold-
Adosinda iilly..l000

Prince Leopold-
Felicia nlly 800

St. Blaise-Daunt-
less filly - SOO

Longfellow-
Queen B. filly.. 200
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

Bordeaux, Charmion, Seaside, Garcia,

Wyanashott and Carmel Wins.

CADMUS WINS THE TIDAL STAKES.

Martinet Gives .Mud to Topgallant, the Great Wildwood aud

Other Good Ones—Articus. St. Croix and Alfred B.

to the Front—Some Eyelash Finishes—

All the Rvents In Detail.

THIRTEENTH DAY—FRIDAY, APKIL 21.

^HERE were six races on to-day's

card, and in three of tbem long

shots got home first—Seaside,

Garcia and Wyaoashott. Bor-

deaux, ex-Senator Rose's good-

looking blade colt by imp. Mari-

ner, left the u maiden " ranks to-

day bv galloping in an easy

winner by three lengths in the

opening race, one of half a mile.

He was made a hot favorite on

account of fast trials reported—halves in 49 seconds, etc.

Charmion ran rings around The Drummer (a rank counter-

feit). Steadfast and Atossa, winning with her aristocratic

mouth wide open in a "bleedin' cantah." Seaside, at 6 to 1,

won easily by tive lengths, doing her five furlongs in 1:02.

She is a sister to the mighty Martinet, and bids fair to be as

good as her illustrious brother, whom she greatly resembles.

"\V. Clancy was reinstated to-day and rode Claire in the Sea-

side race. The Brutus-Beauty colt, favorite, was a mighty

poor third, Ovation securing the place.

Tom Bally, trainer of Charger and others, was ordered by

the judges to take his horses off the track for some reason not

made public, but it is said he is charged with having in

his possession horses that can read the odds on the book-

makers' boards, and consequently the officials desire to see

the animals placed where their faculties can be given full

play—in a museum.

Garcia, a greatly improved horse, and being, with

but 97 pounds up, given nineteen pounds by El Rayo and

seventeen by Almont, made a runaway race of the mile and

an eighth handicap, winnning by half a length from the

whipped-out El Rayo in l:5o-j—a mighty fast race at this time

of year. Wyanashott, at 20 to 1 at the opening, and well-

ridden by little Charley Weber, won a fast race by a head

from Motto, she as far from Joe Cotton, and he a neck only

from Lodi. Motto ran wide at the last turn, carrying Cotton

to the extreme outside with ber, and the pair ran locked,

heads apart, all the way down the homestretch. Wyanashott

slipped in against the rails, gaining three or four lengths

turning into the straight, aud to this can be attributed the
victory of Billy Appleby's colt. Another bead-and-head
wind-up was seen in the last race, the favorite, Carmel, get-

ting home a head in front of Polaski (son of Captain Al),

who appeared from the press stand to be a nose from Happy
Band. However, the judges declared the last-named pair had
run a dead heat for the place.

Bordeaux was a well-played favorite in the opening race,

half a mile, at 8 to 5, the Joe Daniels-Electricity colt being
next in favor at 4 to 1. The favorite, ridden bv Jonnny
Weber, was second to Mutineer at the start, but went to the

front in a few strides, led that colt two lengths into the

homestretch, and won easilv by three lengths from the Elec-
tricity colt, who passed Mutineer at the drawgate. Cherokee
was third, two lengths behind the Macdonough youngster, E.
Scratch (formerly Hidalgo-Helen Scratch filly) fourth, Queen
of Scots fifth, Mutineer sixth and Corncob last. Time, 0:50.

Charmion was a 3 to 10 shot in the second race, seven fur-

longs, but The Drummer, at 3 to 1, was plaved by a number
of well-posted persons. The Drummer led imp. Atossa a head
passing the quarter-pole, and the portions were reversed pass-

ing the half. Charmion was all but choked, so badly did she
want to go to the front. Three-eighths of a mile from home
Charmion was given her head, and passed the leaders as if

they were tied up, winning in the easiest possible manner by
a length and a half. Steadfast came through against the rails

at the drawgate, and was as far from The Drummer, Atos-a

last. Time, 1:301. Dan Milierthtis easily won his big wager
that Charmion would capture her first race of the season.

The " talent" were at sea in the third race, five furlongs,

bnt finally made the Beauty colt a warm favorite at 9 to 5.

Ovation, Claire and Gussie had lots of admirers with money
in their clothes. Seaside, at 6 to 1, and Fortuna, at to to 1,

were only nibbled at. Ovation, with Gussie at her neck and
the favorite about a length away, led into the homestretch.

An eighth from the finish Hinkey gave Seaside her head, and
a sixteenth from home she had everything beaten. The sis-

ter to Martinet came on and won a fast race by five lengths,

Hinkey sitting down and riding her out to the end. Ovation
was second, two lengths from the Beauty colt. Gussie was
fourth, over a length behind the favorite, Claire fifth and For-
tuna last. Time. 1:02.

The mile and an eighth handicap followed, and El Rayo
had shown such grand form that his chances, with 119 pounds
up, were considered of the very best, and he was a favorite at

7 to 10 at the close. Garcia, well-played, loo, was at I to 1,

and had but 97 pounds up and little Weber as a pilot. Al-
mont, with 117 pounds in the saddle, was a 5 to 1 shot, and
considerable coin went in on his chances. Almont, El Rayo,
Raindrop, Garcia, St. Patrick, Little Tough was the order at

the fall of the flag. Garcia ran rapidly to the front, and led

St. Patrick a neck at the stand, with Little Tough third, Rain-
drop fouith, Almont fifth and the favorite absolutely last. At
the quarter-pole Garcia's lead was four lengths, and Almont

was the contending horse, with Little Tough third, lapped by
El Rayo. At the half Garcia's lead was three lengths, VI-

mont second, a head from El Rayo. Still further was I

advantage reduced as they turned into the homestretch, he
now being but two lengths to the good aud El Rayo coming, a

neck from Almont. An eighth from home the crowd was
hailing El Rayo as a sure winner, but little Weber was but
nursing Garcia, and he opened up on the handsome son of
Grinstead when called on. One hundred yards from the win-
it was apparent that, although El Rayo was gaining, he could
not get up, and in an exciting tiuish Garcia won by half a
length, El Rayo second, all out and under whip, three lengths
from Almont," Raindrop fourth. St. Patrick fifth, LittleTough
last Time, 1:55-1. From wire to wire the mile was run in
1:421.

Motto and Joe Cotton, backed for heavy sums, went to the
post at even money, in the fourth race, five and one-half fur-

longs. Wyauashott had also been plunged on, opening at 20
to 1 and closing at S. Motto, third away, led passing the half-

pole by over a length, Lodi second, Regal third and Cotton
next. The latter ran up rapidly around the far turn and
past the three-quarters, getting within a neck of Motto, who
carried Cotton very wide iuto the homestretch, where tbe pair
ran heads apart under whip all the way. Wyanashott, fourth
into the homestretch, slipped in close to the pole and gained
several lengths on the favorite, and beautifully lidden by C.

Weber, won by a head from Motto, who in turn was a head
from Joe Cotton, ridden by Miller. Only a neck behind Cot-

ton was Lodi, making this the closest finish of the entire meet-
ing thus far, only a half a length separating first and fourth
horses. Time, 1:08—though PietroBrandow, officialo timero,
had it up 1:04 for about a minute—by mistake. Thomas H.
Williams secured Wyanashott at $1,300, or £700 over his en-
tered selling price. The race was timed privately by a num-
ber better than 1:07.

Silver Plate was a hot tip and a favorite at the opening, but
persistent plugging on Carmel raised the odds on Silver Plate
from 7 to 5 to 3 to 1 and lowered Carmel into favoritism at 5
to 2. Silver Plate and Jovita was the order until half-way
down the homestretch, when Carmel, Polaski and Happy
Band moved up and passed the tiring pair. So close was the
finish that it was difficult to separate them. Carmel and Polas-
ki came with rare bursts at the wire, Carmel getting the ver-

dict by a short head, dead heat for second place between Polas-
ki and Happy Band. Time, 0:511.

STilMAKms OF FRIDAY'S EaCEs.
RACE 71.—Bay District Track, Friday, April 20, 1S93-—First race-

selling', for two-year-olds, purse 5350, of which *5o to second. Sii to third-
Five pounds above The stale. The winner to be sold for$!,500: if for less-
two pounds allowed for each. siOO down to $SGO adieu three pounds for each
Sloo to 3100. Half ajnile.

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St l4 H Fin.
S3 BORDEAUX f.T. Weher.Ui'J, S-SOO). 3 to 3 2 1 1 131
— JOE DAJSIELS-ELECTRICITYct Sullivan, 113, 31,000 1,

4 tot 3 3 3 -2 2 1

67 CHEROKEE ( Biirliutrame. H'9, SS00), 6 to 1 4 4 4 3
52 E. SCRATCH, i Coombs, 103, S7o0;, 6 to 1 5 5 5 4— QtTEEX OF SCOTS i Rinstein., 110, Sl.OOC'., 10 to 1 6 G C 5
32 MCTlXEERKins. 117, Sl,200],20 to l 1 2 2 6
25 CORNCOB iJ. Xarvaez, 10?, SSOOj, 15 to 1 7 7 7 7

Time—0:50.
"Won easily. Winner bike bv Imp. Mariner—Eufaula. Entered bv L.

J.Rose.

RACE 72.—Second race, for three-year-olds, purse 3/100. Winners at this
meeting to carry two pounds extra for each win ; horses beaten at this
meeting allowed two pounds for each beating; maidens, ten pounds ad-
ditional. Seven furlongs. •

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters, Jockevs and Closing Odds. St l

i S U H Fin.— CHARMIOX (Miller, 117),3 to 10 2 3 3" 1 1 ll'-l
61 STEADFAST r Peters. 10H).20Iol 3 4 4 4 3 2T.1
S THE DRUMMER (J. Weber, 121), 3 to 1 1 12 2 2 341

57 IMP. ATOSSA (Donathan. 9Si, 30 to 1 4 2 13 4 4
Time—l:3o;-i.

Winner ch f by Tyrant—Unit. Entered by Dan

RACE 73.—Third race, for two-year-old maidens, purse S400. If beaten
twice at this meeting allowed 3 lbs; three times, 5 lbs.; four or more
7 lbs. ; if beaten twice and never placed 1-2-3, allowed 5 lbs. additional
Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. '.. u H. Fin.

56 SEASIDE iHinkev,10S..6tOl _... 5 5 4 4 151
43 OVATIOX fSuIlivan.IOSj, 4 to 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1

56 BRUTUS-BEAUTY c (Ritistein, 113), 9 to S 3 3 3 3 31'.

1

62 GUSSIE i J. Weber, 10S),«6 to;l 1 2 2 2 4"
5H CLAIRE W.Ciancv. 108), 3 H>I_ 4 4 5 5 5
15 FORTUXA (Spence, 112,, 15 to 1- 6 6 6 6 >'•

Time, 1:02.

Won easily. Winner ch f by imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered bv F.
Sieben thaler.

RACE 74.—Fourth race, selling-, pur-'- S->"", "f wui^h 3100 !<_• Be
to third. The winner to be sold fur 14,000; if for 33,000, allowed Gibs.;
$2,500, 10 lbs.: §2,000, 14 lbs.; $1,500. 20 lbs.; $1,000, 25 lbs. Winner m tl.is

meeting to earn- 2 lbs. extra for each win. Mile and an eighth.

Previous
Race, X o.l Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. s. EC, Kin.

69 GARCIA, 6 >C. Weber. 97. 31,100), 1 to 1 1111111 41
•51 EL RAYO. 6 (W. Uuiicv, 119, 8i5Q0), 7 IO10. 2 6 13 2 2 231
•53 ALMONT, a(J. Xarvarz. 117, S2.500,. 5 tol I 5 :. 2 3 -

51 RAINDROP, 6 [Coin, IOC, $2,0001, 10 to I- 3 4 6 6 5 1 I

58 ST. PATRICK, 4 Peiera, 93. 31,000). 15 to 1 S 2 2 4 4 5 6
61 LITTLE TOUGH, 4 (< 0), 15 to I. 6 3 8 S 6 6 8

Tune, 1:55';,.

Won in a„drive. Winner |b ? by Wildidle— Nighthawk. Entered by
Henry -chwart/.

RACE 75— Fifth race, selling, purse }too. Tbe winner :o fa

81,800: If for less, 1 pound allowed for each 5100 to 5900; then 8 | ads
lor eftCu :!<' i" 8200. Five and one-ball ftirloiigs.

Previous
Babe, No. Starters, Jockeys and doslngiOdds, -

. li Fin.

Gl WVAXAMIOIT. 3 iC. Wyber. Dl. .•*» ,
s lu I G 5 4 Ih

S3 MOTT ). i Donathan, 118, -l- i i 3 1 i 1 2 b
44 JOE COTTON, a Miller, 118, 31^00 1, even 1 i 2 I

61 LODIt a(Peters,91,$300),20tO J ' - ''• 5 I

M REGAL,a Coombk 100, 3500 ,3010 1 2 3 I 8 '.

19 CHARGER, 8 J. Weber. 113, 51,000), 15 i«. I.

8) AL1 i:i:iM;..:t WilliamH, ll_'.iyoui,20to 1 .77777
Time—1:08.

Won driving. Winner ch c by Oregon—Strpe I
by W. I,.

Appleby.

RACE 78. Sixth race, selling, for two-year-old >

. 525 to third. Five poum
for 9l,50o; if for Jess, 2

j

pounds |IO0L Haifa mile.

Race, No. Bnrters, Jod i [.Odds. St \ n Pin.

49 CARSd l.i- I \ i
. . . tin*

15 POLAMvl Sea 15 to I .
". 2 d li

25 HAPPY BAND latimn, l< I..™ l t A 2db
B BUTTi 'N ! ... '.

llol.., 1118
52 JOVI IA li. sim 1to, i

i

15 WILLOW (Coombs. 91, i Wj, to 1 "777
Tune-0

Won driving, winner ch c by.JMika ol Norfolk Cam Entered by
O. L. Don.

tjl ttTKESTH DAV—SATURDAY, tPRIL S2.

This day's racing was by odds the moel attractive oi* the

meeting, bringing out some of the heal two and three-year-olds

and old horses in the far West. The attendance was

4,000—good in the threatening weather and with racing over

a track at least three seconds alow to the mile. At the close
of the day's fcport it was the opinion of a vast majority of those

in attendance thai Cadmus and Martinet were two very likely

American Derby candidates, aud that Wildwood (defeated by

Martinet and Topgallant) ran a good race for the first time

out this season, high in flesh as he i* present, and conceding

the winner ten pounds al weight for age and Topgallant (a

much underrated hor-e) nineteen pound-;. Martinet won by
nearly a length, Topgallant a length and a halfin front of the

famous Wildwood. Three lengths is generally considered a

seven-pound beating, so that it can he readily seen that Wild-

wood was given a good six-pound defeat. The weights, there-

,

fore, for a close fight, should the trio meet again, should be
: about 125 on Wildwood, 107 on Martinet and 108 on Top-
gallant. Articus, George Van Gordon's Argyle colt, showed
himself to be a rare good one by beating Rosalie [conqueror

of the speedy AriolacoH) and the lightly-weighted Wildidle

j

geldina:, The Lark, easily.

Undine Stable horses won no less than three out of the six

events, hut the second race, in the opinion of many, should
have gone to C. E. Trevathan's Castro, who was fouled in the

! homestretch and carried wide besides St. Croix, even at that,

I
only won by a nose from the Utile bay horse Cadmus, who

j
won the *'tidy" Tidal Stakes to-day, stuck to Hermitage like

a leech until nearing the last turn, where Miller was forced to

J

ride a little. An eighth from home Hermitage, a neck be-
. hind Cadmus, was under whip and clearly beaten, for Miller
was sitting still and cot urging his colt to an extent worth
mentioning.

Tigress won the fifth race at the very start. It was a terri-

i
ble send-orL Solitude, the sulky Darebin filly, eighth and last

away, made a truly remarkable run, finishing third, but really

running a faster race than the winner.
Alfred B. and Orrin had the last race to themselves at the

finish, Jack the Kipper, however, leading up to the last eighth
of a mile. Alfred B. won by a meager eyelash, the horses
coming on the uneven stride.

(_'. Weber rode two winners to-day, Miller two. J. Weber
and J. Narvaez one each.

Articus was at all times a favoiite in the first race, six fur-

longs, going to the post at 3 to 5. Rosalie at 2 to 1 and The
Lark at 4 to 1 had their adherents. The Lark led Articus
about an eighth of a mite, when the favorite went to the fore,

winning easily by four lengths from Rosalie, who was two
from The Lark, a badly-ridden bird. Time, 1:19.

Quarterstaff was pounded down until he went to the post a
favorite at 9 to 5. St. Croix went from 2 to 1 to 5 to 1 at the
close, on account of never having run over a mile. Castro
was plunged on, forcing the odds on him down to 3 to 1.

Sheridan and Nellie G. were nibbled at. St. Croix, Quarter-
staff, Castro was the order for about a quarter of a mile, then
Castro took the place and ran up close to St. Croix. Nip and
tuck they ran all the way down the straight, and less than an
eighth from home St Croix fouled Castro, not, however, doing
him any great damage. St. Croix finally won by a neck on
the outside of the track, Castro second, six lengths from Quar-
terstaff, who, eased up, was but a head before old Sheridan at

the finish. Time, 1:50. A loud cry of "foul " went up, but
the judges did not appear to notice it, and let the result of
their deliberations be that St. Croix was entitled to first

money.
The special handicap, one mile, came next, and the best

field of horses of the entire meeting came together. For a
time the lightlv-weighted Martinet was a slight favorite over
Wildwood, but the money that poured in on the big b«-own

son of Wildidle soon made a change in the odds, and Wild-
wood went to the post a 4 to o favorite. Martinet b?ing as good
as 3 to 1 at the close. Red Prince was fancied not a little in

such heavy going, and Lottie Mills had many admirers. Top-
gallant had the false odds of 20 to 1 against him. The big

celebrity, Wildwood, was feeling elegantly, cavorting and
fighting for his head at the post in great style. He looked
too high in flesh to run a bruising race, though, and he did
not belie his appearance. Topgallant led from flag-fall to the
homestretch. Martinet said good-bye to Wildwood coming
around the turn into the homestretch, and full of running,
soon had Topgallant iu distress, winning with a speed reef or
two in his sails by a scant length, Topgallant second, a length
and a half from the beaten, but not disgraced, turf monarch,
Wildwood, who was giving ten pounds to Martinet and nine-

teen to Topgallant. The time hung up was 1:43,

which, if correct, would indicate that Martinet on a good track

can run a mile with 100 pounds up in 1:40 orbetler. It must
have been pleasing to Col. Thornton to see sons o( Mariner
ruu one-two in such an event as this.

The Tidal Stakes, a race at one and a quarter
miles, for three-year-olds, was fourth on the programme,
and Cadmus had scared everything out except
Hermitage, Conde and Alliance. Cadmus was at 'A to 10, Her-
mitage at 2 to 1, Alliance at 15 and Conde at 40 to 1. Conde
led at the start and passing the stand, with Hermitage half a
length away, Cadmus lapped on li i in aud Alliance last. Her-
mitage went away from Conde on the first turn, and Cadmus
moved up, and was at his neck. Hermitage's lead ol Chdmoa
was a head at the half pole, ( fcmde third, twentv lengths away.
There was nochange to the three-quarter mark, where Miller
was riding Cadmus some. As they turned into the straight

the onlookers shouted that the favorite couldn't get up, but
they were mistaken. An eighth of a mile from the wire Cad-
mus for the first time 00 the long journey got his head in

front, and John Weber, on Hermitage, went totfaebaL His
mount responded gamelj on to Cad-
mus, upon whom Uillerwas sitting like a statue. The race

n exciting one from end to end, Cadmus, however, win-
ning handily hv halia length in splendid time— 2:12'. This

ipsl iadmns
a truly go.,d coli in any man's country. Alliance finished

third, fully twenty-five lengths behind.

The winner of the Tid tl S Bikes is a strongly-built dark bay
-Hi imp. Cornelia, by twnoiDr, and

foaled Feb. 6 , 1890, al Palo Alto Mock I arm. He started

twice as a lwo*year-old lasl season, mixed once and lost, and
tbe next time proved an easy winner, running kindly. !!.

has shown himself the best three-year^>ld colt in training al

Hay District track with weight Up, and that he < an R0 10 the

route there is no denying. At the present meeting he
took op 122 pounds and i

inner of a seven-fur"

long dash in 1:29j. The Tidal Slakes, wort fa about M, 100 to

the winner this season, was run first (o l""*^. and below will

ible of winners we have compiled. It

an, Rinfax
•linns, while

k Irnwood, the

92, was bred by William Boots, of Elmwood
Farm, Milpi fas.
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WINNERS OF TIDAL STAKE3-1K MILES.

Y'r; Name of Winker

1SSS Surinam
l8S9The Czar
1890 Flambeau ...

1591 Rinfai
1592 Elmwood-
1893 Cadmus

Sire of Winner. Second Horse.

Joe Hooker_ Love Knot _ 2:13

Norrolt- iDon Jose 2:1-

\

Wildidle |Racine -

Argvle 'Lodowic
Nathan Coombs... Bessie ff..„

Flood [Hermitage .

2:09

2:13

2:!2>,

% K H Fin.

111141
2 2 2 221
3 3 S 3
4 4 4 4

St Sd H ii 5iiHjFin.

1 1 1 1 n

*2 * H Fin.

3 2 2 111
1 1 1 2 1-.]

2 3_ 3 32 "1

3 o -5 4

Tigress, a hot favorite, with but 89 pounds up, and to a ter-
j

rible start, led all the way, and won easily by three lengths

from Jackson, who was five from Solitude, absolutely last to
|

get away. The latter ran a better race than the winner. Sir

Reel was eased up in the straight, thereby losing third place

bv half a length. Time, 1:17.

"Jack the Kipper and Addie Chipman were equal favorites

in the last race, five and a half furlongs. The Kipper led
|

Chipman to the homestretch, where Alfred B. and Orrin came
j

out of the bunch and had the battle to themselves, Alfred B.

winning by less than an inch from Orrin, who was two lengths
j

from Jack the Ripper. Time, 1:12*. As the horses were

coming on the uneven stride, many thought it a dead heat,
;

while some claimed Orrin won it. It looked from the press I

stand as if Alfred B. had won it by a very wee margin.

SIMKARIES OF iATL"RDAY'S RACES.

RACE 77.—Bay District Tback, Saturday, April 22, 1S93, track
j

muddy.—First race, for two-year-olds, purse $500. Winners of three races

at the meetine, 4 pounds extra: horses beaten this meeting allowed 2
|

pounds for eaeh beating: if never placed second, 5 pounds additional; if
;

be»teu twice and never placed 1-2-3.5 pounds additional. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, So. Starters,lJockeys and Closing Odds

-67 ARTICCS<MUler,llS>,3to 5

•50 ROSALIE >J. Weber, 115i, 2 to 1

KE THE LARK H. Smith, 100. -1 to 1

76 JOVITA lO'Connell. 101), 40 to 1

Time -1:19.

Won easily. Winner b c by Argyle—Glenlocb. Entered by lieorge Van
Gorden.

RACE 78.—second race, selling, purse $400. The winner to beisold for

1S.000: if for less, 2 pounds allowed for each $250 to $2,000; then 3 pounds
for each $250 to $1,000. Winners at this meeting to carry 2 pounds extra

tor each win. Mite and 70 vards.

Previous
Rao-, >*o. Starters, Jockeys audiulosingiOdds.

•59 ST. CROCK. 4 J. Narvaez, 113, $1,300), 5 10 1 -- 1

W CASTR-*. J C. Weber. 95. $2,000 !. 3 to 1 4

«M Ql'ARTERSTAFF. 3 Sullivan, 106. $2,750), 9
to 5 2 2 3 3 3 3 h

59 SHERIDAN", Hiukev. 117, $2,000), 6 to 1 5 4 4 4 4 4

69 NELLLEG.,6 Peters. 107, $1,500). 4 to 1- 3 5 5 5 5 5
:M MORTON, a i'J. Murphy. 102, $1,000), 20 to 1 6 6 6 6 6 6

Time, l'-5C

Won driving. Winner b h by King Daniels, dam byiBayswater. En-
tered by owner Undine Stables.

RACE 79.—Third race , handicap, purse $750. of which $100 to second, $50
to third. One mile.

Previous
Race. >To. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St

•70 MARTINET,. 3 (C.Weber. 100), 3 to 1 2

6* TOPGALLANT, 4 i Sullivan, 106). 20 to 1 — 1

- WILDWOOD.4 J. Weber. 125i,4to 5. 5
•44 LOTTIE MILLS, 4 (W. Clancy. 116 1, 6 to 1 - 3

IS RED PRINCE, 5 J. Narvaez, 111), 6tol -6 6 4 4 4 5
3* PESCADOR.4 Nichols, 116>, 10 tol 4 4 6 6b

Time—1:43.

Won driving. Winner ch c by imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered by W.
Thompson

.

RACE 80.—Fourth race, the Tidal Stakes, for three-year-olds, $100 each,
half forfeiu $600 added, $200 to second, $100to third. Mile and a quarter

Previous
R»ce,Xo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St S*i -.. J£ .. H"Ful
57 CADMUS .Miller, 116), 3 to 10 3 3 2 2
51 HERMITAGE < J. Weber, US ..2 to 1 2 2 1 1

51 ALLIANCE -Epperson, US i. 15 to 1_ 4 4 4 4

63 CONDE i Spent*. 118 ,40 to 1 1 13 3
Time—^12^.

Woo rather easily. Winner b c by Flood—imp. Cornelia,
owner Undine Stables.

RACE 81.—Fifth race, selling, purse $400. The winner to be sold for
$2,000; if for less, Mb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 3 lbs. for each
$100 to $100. SLx furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. Si. % \ H. Fin.

69 TIGRESS, 3 i C. Wooer, 89. fSOO). 3 to 5 1

a JACKSON. a J. Weber, US. $1,400), 5 to 1- 2
5 SOLITUDE, -3 Lloyd, IU5. $2.000 1, 9 tol 8
57 SIR REEL. 3 (H. Smith, 105, $1,500., 6 tol- 5
« ROYAL FLUSH, 4 Seaman. 110, $1,500 1, 15 to 1_ 4
- FAREWELL a Burlingame. 114, §1.000.. 15 tol 3
- HUGUENOT. 3 (Coombs, 91. $7»») lOtO 1 7
54 ESTRELLA, 3 (Peters, 86, $700) 15 to 1 6 7 7 S t>

Time. 1:17.

Woo easily. Bad start. Winner b f by Prince of Norfolk—Katie A-
Entered by owner Undine Stables. Tigress run up to $1,250 bv D. Denni'
*on, T. H. Williams Jr. retaining her at $1,300.

RACE si.—Sixth race, selling, purse $350, of which $50 to second, $25 to
third. For beaten horses, three-year-olds and upward. Five and a hal
Itarloogs. f
Previous
Race, No. Starters,'Jockevs and Closing Odds. St. % % H. Fin.

7.'. ALFRED B., a J. Weber. Ill, $500). 5 to 1 4 4 4 4 1 ns
42 ORRIN. 3 C. Weber. 95, $300 1,5 to 1„ 6 5 3 3 221
66 JAilKTHE RIPPER, a (Jackson. 106, $600). 2 to 1... 2 1

66 ADDIE CHIPMAN, 3 (J. Narvaez, 104.$l,000i. 2 to 1 I 2
42JOE HOOKER JR.. a 'Seaman. 107. $300 , 10 to l..._ 7 5 a a &» JOE. 5 (Peters. 100. $300), 15 to 1 5 6 6 6 6
35 WILDFLOWER.3

| Burlingame, 104. 81,000), 20 tol- 3 7 7 7 7
S JOE WINTERS. 5 i H.Smith, 107, $300i. 15 tol 8 8 8 8 8

Time. 1:12 .

Won driving. Winner b g by imp. Kyrle Daly. Entered by EL J.
Appleby.

FIFTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, APRIL 25.

There were six races lo*day, and while there was nothing

of the sensational about the events themselves, there was
plenty of .excitement for the 3.000 that attended. Frank
Northey, the notorious jury-bribing ex-convict, who was back-

ing a book at the track, skipped out with the entire bank-roll

after Revolver had won the fourth race—in race course par-

lance, "welched." Jim Neal, the well-known politician, was
on the block for the firm, ard reported the matter to the offi-

cials. Just why Northey left so unceremoniously is not

apparent, in view of the fact that $-500 had just been paid for

the privilege of making a book for the entire week, and the

book, Neil said, was $500 winner on the day. The amount
outstanding and due on bets was about $400. and Xeit collected

$150 due the firm on markers, leaving the association to make
good only $250. It teaches the local organization a good
lesson. Such a man as Northey is known to be should never

have been allowed to do business in any capacity on any de-

cent race course, and the Blood Horse otlicials will doubtless

be more careful in future regarding the characters of the lay-

ers of oddB.

Little Sullivan rode two winner* to-day, J. Narvaez two.
Miller and W. ( lancy one each. Sir Keel ;it la-i was success-
ful—the first time since his inital appearance on the turf,

since which time h e ha* ru n over thirty races. The Brutus-
Beauty colt left ih e ranks of " maidens " by beating Montalvo
in the only driving finish of the day, though he cannot now be
said to be anything phenomenal, at ihe five-eighth- were ran

!251

Entered by

131
2151

3.^1

8 8 7

31M

in 1:03 on a fast track. The official timers were sadly off in

their work to-day—at least in the Revolver race—for a number
of capable watch-stoppers made the time for the mile and
and fifty yards 1:46, instead of 1:44A.

The great filly Charmion, winner of the third race to-day,

got a very bad bruise on one of her feet going around the turn
after passing the spot where the wire should be, and pulled up
dead lame. In fact, at first her attendants thought her broken
down for all time in one of her forelegs, but it turned out that

she was only bruised, as mentioned above, and we shall soon
have the pleasure of seeing the pretty daughter of Tyrant and
Unit going to the post again. Miller dismounted when he
saw how lame the filly was, and Charmion was at once led,

limping painfully, to the stable, at the southern extremity of

the track.

Gladiator, at 2 to 1, was favorite in the first race, thirteen-

sixteenths of a mile, though Regal, Sir Reel and Initiation

were well supported, and Alfred B. not overlooked. Initia-

tion, first away, led Mount Carlos clear into the homestretch,
where Sir Reel, who had gradually improved his position,

came through and won almost in a walk by three lengths from
Gladiator (who was fifth into the homestretch), Initiation

third, two lengths behind him. Mount Carlos dropped back
at a startling rate, and finished absolutely last. Time, 1:22.

Montalvo was a torrid first choice in the second race, five
,

furlongs, for two-year-olds, and the new-comer, Fatality, was
plunged on for a good thing, too. Montalvo led Semele pass-

ing the half-pole by a length, with the Beauty colt third, close

up. Coming into the homestretch, Montalvo was but a neck
in front of the son of Brutus, and in a hot struggle down the
homestretch the Beauty colt showed more stamina, and won
in the last two strides by a short head, Montalvo second, two
and a half lengths from Semele, third, the " good thing,"'

j

Fatality, last. Time, 1:03.

Charmion was a foregone in the seven-furlong dash, third

on the programme, 1 to 12 being about the average odds.
]

Charmer was most fancied for place, going at 4 to 5, Conde at

8 to 5, Steadfast at 2 to 1 and Grade S at 3 to 1. Conde led

Charmion a neck passing the quarter-pole, then the favorite
'

sailed to the front, leading Conde a head past the half-mile

mark, a length at the three-quarters add into the homestretch,
and won easily by a length in 1:30. Charmer passed Conde
an eighth from home and beat him five lengths for the
place.

Revolver, with but 112 pounds up to Almont's 121, was con-
sidered to have the best chance in the fourth event, one mile
and fifty yards, but Wyanashott was " held out " for some time
by the bookmakers. Revolver was backed down from 7 to 5
to even money, 'Wyanashott going to the post at 2 to 1, Wick-
low at 4 and Alruont at 5 to 1. Revolver went to the front

without delay, leading Wyanashott a length at the quarter-

pole, Almont head-and head with Billy Appleby's colt. Re-
volver made the daylight space half a length wider going to

the half-mile mark. Between the half and three-quarters

Wyanashott fell back alarmingly fast, Almont taking second
place. Revolver led Almont into the homestretch two lengths,

the latter one length from Wicklow, Wyanashott last but
gaining some now. Revolver was first at the finish by one
and one-half lengths, Almont second, two lengths from Wyan-
ashott, who was eight lengths before Wicklow. Official time,

l:44ij but timed privately by a number in 1:46.

Sympathetic's Last and Motto opened favorites at 2 to 1

each in the fifth race, six furlongs, Joe Cotton being much
fancied at 3 to 1. Sympathetic's Last had the largest number
of moneyed friends, and went to the post favorite at even
money, Motto staying at 2 to 1, Cotton receding to 4 to 1.

Bessie W. was at 6 to 1, Inkerman at 8. Motto, fourth away,
soon forged to the fore, leading Joe Cotton two lengths at the
half-mile mark, Sympathetic's Last third under a strong pull.

Motto led Cotton but a length coming into the homestretch,

the latter half a length only from Sympathetic's Last. Once
straightened out Sympathetic's Last said good-by, winning
rather easily from the ridden-out Motto by a length in 1:14}.

Bessie W. came with a fine burst of speed in the final six-

teenth and beat the usually game finisher, Joe Cotton, for third

place by a nose.

Quarter-staff opened favorite in the last race, six furlongs,

but loads of coin going in on Crawford, made the Antrim
Stable gelding a favorite at the close at 6 to 5, Quarterstaff re-

ceding from S to 5 to 3 to 1. The Drummer had a strong fol-

lowing. Bronco had for a rider an elongated gentleman
named Rose, who was about as corpulent as the proverbial par-

lor match, and great interest was felt in the Sycamore of the Si-

erra Nevadas. Quarterstaff, first to show,led Jackson and Craw-
ford anywhere from a length to two lengths into the home-
stretch, and won with Sullivan sitting perfectly still by a
length in 1:15 flat. Jackson came away from Crawford in the

last sixteenth after a short tussle, and secured the place by
two lengths, Crawford third and Bronco a fair fourth.

SUMMARIES (IF TUESDAY'S BACKS.
RACE 83.—Bay District Track, Tuesday, April 26, 1893. Track fast.

—First race, selling, tor three-year-olds and upwards, purse fWO. The win-
ner to be sold at auction for 51,000; if for less, 2 pounds allowed for each
f 100 to $500: then 4 pounds for each f 100 to $100. Winners of three races at
this meeting to carry 8 pounds extra. Six and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockevs and Closing Odds.
81 SIR REEL. 3 Sullivan, 110, #1.000 >. o to 1 t>

68 GLADIAT' (R,a J. Weber, 117. $800), 2 to 1 4
69 INITIATION.*; i Miller, 113, $1,000 1, 5 to 1 1

61 RETA. 3 : Wiochell.So, $500*. 10 tol 8 6 * * *
75 REGAL, a i Lloyd, 111. $500.. 10 tol 3 5 3 5 5
82 ALFRED B.. a J. Murphy. 111. $500), 10 to 1 11 111111 6
— JOHN A., gelding, 4 < L. smith, 116. ?900\ 75 to 1 10 10 10 10 7

01 \ DAJLOUPE,6 (Epperson. 117, $&00-,S to 1 „ 9 7 7 7 8
— TitCM BO. 3 (H. Smith, 100, $500,, 20 tol 7 9 9 9 9
-IiADYGWEN.6 W. cluncv. 119. $1,000), 10 to 1 - 5 S 8 8 10
S« MOUNT CARLOS, 5 (Hlnkey, IIS, (BOO) 20 tol 2 2 2 2 11

Time—1:22.

Won very easily. Winner b c by Alta—Dizzy Blonde. Entered by own-
ers Almoua Stables.

M.—Second race, for maiden two-year-olds, purse $400. If beaten
twic** ui ihib meeting allowed 5 lbs.; three or more times. 7 Ins.; If unplaced
[1-&3J three or more limes, allowed 12 lbs. Five lurlongs.

Previous
Race. No. Starter*, Jockeysand Closing Odds. 51 11 Fin.

73 BRCTt-S.REACTY.C J. Narvaez. Ul\Z'- tol— .. 3 B 2 2 1 h
97 MoNTALV<>.

,
Williams, 111.4 to 5 1 1 1 1 224.1

Welwr. 115.. 10(o 1 ..2 2 3 3 8
- FATALITY Sullivan. 115 .'J tu 1 4 4 4 4 4

Time- 1:03.

"'.—Thlnl race, for three-year-olds, puree $40li. Those beaten at
Of Aliowed three pounds for each lieatlng ; If maidens, seven

pound* additional. Seven furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Blarlsn, Jockoys and Qoslog Odds. - M H Fin.
•72 CHARMION Miller, 117), 1 to 12 ..: 2 Jill 111
70 CHARMER (Barltngame, 106 ,30 to 1 4 4 4 3 3 251

i). 20 tol * _1 1 -2 -2 2 331
57 ORACIKS, (H. Smith, 114), 40 U>1 3 3 S 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5 5
Time- 1:30.

Won easily. Winner ch f by Tyraot—DnIL Entered by Dan Miller.

Napa Race Track.

Although the Napa Fair Association has Dot claimed their

date for this years fair, the Directors are this early making

preparations for the fall show. At the race track tlie lessee,

Chas. Scott, is improving and beautifying the grounds. His

house has received a fresh coat of paint and the newly erected

fence surrounding the cottage gives the place an exceedingly
neat and inviting ap pearance.

In the W3y of improvements Mr. Scott has placed load after

load of gravel in front of the south side stalls and at the same
time pruvided for their drainage. Some of the ground has
been planted to corn and the raising of alfalfa will soon be
an industry at Napa's Agricultural Park.
Clarence Hill, the popular young trainer, has a string of

eight horses working out, headed by E. P. Heald's Dexter
Prince, Jr.. three-year-old, sired by Dexter Prince, dam
Emma, by Nutwood-
Myrtle Thome, owned by Mr. Crabb, is a magnificent black

filly and a great favorite with her trainer. She was sired by
Grandissimo, dam Belle Thorne, by Whippleton. and has a

record as a two-year-old of 2:35.

B. L. Tallman has a black two-year-old filly of great
promise (under Mr. Hill) sired by Grandissimo, dam Eva, by
Whippleton.
Grandora is another two-year-old bav filly in this string.

Sired by Grandissimo, dam Flora, a full sister to Burton
(2:23^), by Naubuc. She is the property of Mr. Sterling of

San Jose.

Fred Loeber has Alco. a bay Yearling sired by Alconeer.
dam Jessie, by Whippleton, second dam by bidder. Her
trainer savs she is the coming two-year-old pacer of the
track.

Messrs. Fred Loeber and H. W. Crabb have a bay filly, two-

year-old, sired by Grandissimo, dam Flora B.. 2:271, by Whip-
pleton.

Ooe of the other horses in this string is the black gelding
Altissimo, three-year-old, sired by Grandissimo. dam by Ar-
thurton. The gelding shows great speed like the balance of

the Grandissimo colls.

Among Hans Frellson's string of three horses are Allen
Wilkes, sired by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Ethan Allen Jr.,

a magnificent horse. A record mav be expected from him this

fall.

Mr. Chas. Winship has in this string a splendid bay geld-

iDg sired by Silas Skinner, and Dr. S. K. Rhodes has a gray
stallion sired by Victor, 2:22, dam by Hagen's Bismarck.

L. M. Turner has a four-year-old gray pacing stallion sired

by Speculation, under Lou Starr. A bay filly sired by Sitka,

belonging to Chas. Gibbs, and a bay mare by Whippleton, the

property of Dennis Hanrahan, are also promising youngsters
in this string.

Trainer Jas. Berryman has under his care Anna Belle,

2:28$, sired by Dawn, the property of the estate of W. R.
Graves, of Sonoma. Anna Belle is being driven to lower her

record.

R. G. Head bas under Mr. B.'s charge the four-year-old

black stallion StoDewall, sired by Director, cam Nellie Stein-

way, by Steinway. Mr. Berryman does not believe in tin cup
records, but wants to give his horse a race record, and to this

end works Stonewall.

The other horses in his string and working at the track

are: Ringwood. sired by Sidney, dam by Dashaway (this is

the horse, it will be remembered, that ran away with his

driver and caused such a scene at the track one fair week); a

black stallion, sired by Billy Roberts, dam by Gibralter, and
a four-year-old colt, the propertv of Archie McKenzie.

Geo. Hughes has four speedy horses at the track, the string

being headed by Lenmar,2:164, sired by Admar, dam Lenore,

by Gladiator, the property of E. B. Jennings.

The others are Alland, chestnut gelding, four years old,

sired by Alcona; Alwood K., by Woodnut, dam Alice, and a

three-year-old filly sired by Victor, dam Lady S., by Gen.
eno.—Napa Register.

Marysville Racing.

St a H H Fin.
3 3 1 31

3 21

A spring racing season has been agitated in this district for

some months, and last Saturday a meeting was held in Marys-

ville by those interested, and it was decided to have two days'

racing on May oth and 6th. The following officers were
elected to take charge of the same: President, S. E. Inlow

;

Treasurer and Secretary, J. O. Gates: Directors, William
Hogoboom. J. J. McGrath and A. Wade.
A programme was marked out, and among those who will $

enter horses for the races are W. J. Walton, J. H. Kimball,

John Stevenson, Dr. Gabey, George Jenkins, P. Kerrigan,

Chas. Raish, E. B. Hornung, Ben Manford. Ed. McGowan,
Chas. Lucas, John Channon.
The races to be trotted and run will be run under the

National Trotting Association rules. Entries will close with

the Secretary on the 2oth inst. The programme is as follows :

FIRST DAY.
First race—Half mile, moiling, purse SSo: free for all horses owned

in Butte. Sutter and Yuba counties, best 2 in 3. entrance fee ten per
cent.
Second race—Two-vear-old trotting, purse SSO ; free for all colts in

Butte, Sutter and Yuba counties. Mile heats, 2 in 3, entrance ten per
cent.
Third race—Wheelmen's race, one mile, for medal. Entrance free.

Fourth sace—For named horses, purse SSO. Mile heats, 2 in 3; en-

rance ten per cent.
SECOKD DAY.

First race—Five mile race, free for all, purse S50 : three horses to be
used by each rider, change every mile. Kntrance ten per cent.

Second race—Farmers' trotting race, purse $50; for all untrained
horses that have never trotted for public money, owners to drive:
Mile heats. 2 in 3 : entrance ten per cent.

Third race—Fat man's race, lixi yards, purse SI0. Starters to weigh
over 200 pounds. Entrance free.

Fourth race—Saddle horse race, 600 yarda. 2 in 3. Free for all saddle

horses. _,.

Hollister Races.

[OOXTIXUED on Page 438.J

The following is the programme of the spring races at the

Hollister race track, Saturday, May 5th.

First race—Named horses. 2 in 8 : Merrit I... Maud B.. Sleepy Dl«H
Ward B. Ross Jaeksou.
Second race—Running, five-eighths milu dash : for horses owned in

San Benito county : entrance 52.50.

Third race—Running, one-quarter mile ditsb for saddle horses; en-

trance, SI.

The entrance money in the above races to be divided amung the

horses according to rule.

In addition to the above races there has been arranged a match be-

tween \\m. Butts' Jim trow and Chas. Branch's Sorrel Harry,

one-quarter mile dash, for S100.
Also, on the same dav there will probably be- a match race between

the two well-known 'sprinter- Valledore, of Hollister. and "Sam
Mount " of Saliuas.

The track is in first-class condition and a good day's sport

is promised at the spring meeting.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possl

Die notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths,

n their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BE>XH SHOWS.

Pacific Kennel Club's bench show. San Francisco, May 3, 4, 5 and 6
Horace W. Orear, Secretary.

May 17-20—Seattle Kennel Club's bench show. Seattle, Wash., F. R.
Atkins, Secretary.
May ::o—June 2—American Pet Dog club's bench show. New York.

T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.
World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13. 14, 15,

16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief De-
partment of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Earrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

I
September 4—Northwestern FieldTrial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.
September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.

A. Holloway, Secretary.
November 15—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials. W,

J. Beck. Secretary.
November 20—Easttru Field Trial Club's trials. High Point, N. C.

H. Udell, Secretary.
MEETINGS.

May 9—Regular meeting of the Pacific Coast St. Bernard Club. John
Heffernan. Secretary.
May 2—Pacific Kennel Club's regular monthly meeting at 21 Kearny

street. San Francisco. Ho>-ace Orear. Secretary.
May 2—Regular meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier Clubat 21 Kearny

street. San Francisco. J. B. Martin, Secretary.
May 5—Pacific Fox Terrier Club's annual meeting at Mechanics'

Pavilion. J. B. Martin, Secretary.

The Los Angeles Bench Show.

Los Angeles, April 22.—It is not often that one not a

dog sharp enjoys the privilege of reporting a bench show for

a great, big, elegant sporting paper like the Breeder and
Sportsman. I can't say that 1 expected to enjoy it, but when

your request for a report reached me I girded on my reporto-

rial armor and went forth to the battle.

As I intimated, I am not a dog fancier. Once upon a time,

in company with a brother younger than myself, I owned a

dog. As I remember him noiv, after the lapse of many years

he was certainly spotted, and probably moslty foxhound,

though to speak with chemical exactness, he possessed

" traces" of about all known breeds of dogs. But to us he

seemed a good dog, and we loved him.

Feeling little interest and no enthusiasm, I went into the

show room of oiir Los Angeles exhibition, the fifth annual

bench show of the Southern California Kennel Club, which
closed to-night. Something had stirred up the animals just

then, and I think that every one of the two hundred dogs
present was tryiDg to prove that his or her voice was the very
loudest in all dogdom. And through the din of big barks and
little yelps there came a note which wakened memories that

had slept for long—memories of deep snow in the Wisconsin
woods and of a boy not very big, upon whose shoulder the

long-barreled, muzzle-loading rifle seemed to weigh a ton, and
of a smaller boy carrying the lS-gauge shotgun, which seemed
to weigh two tons; of aching feet covered with moecasiDs
which, in the morning, had been wet with melting snow and
in the afternoon were frozen stiff as wooden shoes and twice as

clumsy ; of two boys more utterly miserable than they could

be made by anything else on earth than the remembrance of a

shot thought to have been missed and the prospect of a long
walk in the bitter cold only to reach home empty-handed.
The sound I heard was the same sound that had sent the

eager blood up to blue lips that grew red as two boys shrieked

with simultaneous suddenness: " Hi, Jingle ! sic 'em!" The
guns grew light as feathers and the stiffened moccasins seemed
to have added unto them the wings of Mercury.

Tingle had once followed a trail of fresh blood spouting
from the side of a wounded deer ; afterward he would take up
on fainter scent, and they say he was a spoiled dog. Never-
theless, if dogs have souls as Luther thought, I pray " God
rest well old Tingle's soul," for he got us our first deer and a

man must live long to know a prouder, sweeter moment than

that which sees his home-coming laden with fresh venison,

cut from tne carcass of his first deer * * * * But this is

not that report which is expected of me.
The club was uncommonly fortunate this year in obtaining

suitable exhibition rooms, the hall being large, well lighted

and well ventilated, and located near the business center.

The exhibition as a whole showed plainly the effect of pre-

vious shows. Calitornia has never lacked for quantity of

dogs, but except the greyhounds they all seemed to belong to

the breed called curs; and even the greyhounds showed a

painful tendency to wear short legs and wag bushy tails. At
the first show in this city, held four years ago, no small part

of the work of the judge consisted of transferring dogs from
classes in which they were entered, but in which they could

not possibly belong, into classes in which they might seem
to be allowable if a lenient judge didn't open his wise eyes too

wide. Even then the judge might have considered himself

in the biggest kind of luck if all the " Newfoundlands " were
not big. curly black dogs, and if some of the "pointers" did

not have bushy tails.

Even a cursory gtaoce at the dogs on exhibition this year

shows that Los Angeles lovers of man's most faithful friend

have learned the characteristics of the several varieties and
with few exceptions have entered "show "dogs. One of

these exceptions is a white animal entered as a St. Bernard
pup which might with equal propriety be styled a polled

Angus goat. Another is a dog whereof they told Doody tales

of the pursuit and dismemberment of prisoners who had
escaped trom tbe municipal jail in the city of Mexico. Pieces

of board were nailed across this dog's stall, the top one being

marked " Dangerous," also " For sale—$200." Looking over

the fence one sees a mousecolored dog not much smaller than

a bronco horse, with a snarling face, as hideous as one of

Dante's devils.

There is something fascinating in the sight of a really vici-

ous dog—it being understood, and these presents are upon
tliis express condition, to wit : That the said vicious dog is

securely hitched to something immovable. This animal was
bo fastened, and a good many ladies and more boys stood and
watched the red-eyed brute, and lent a listening ear to his

history. I went also.

"He was raised in the jail at Mexico," said the narrator,
I

" and they couldn't handle him. He is a Siberian blood-
hound and would tear a man to pieces just as soon as he'd
eat beefsteak."

The man seemed to be oflenilad when 1 expressed a belief
that the dog was not a bloodhound, and was madder still when
X said that bloodhounds were nice affectionate dogs anyway.
He offered to turn the dog loose on me to prove his blood-
thirstiness, and even agreed that I might first go out and bor-
row a couple of lengths of stove pipe and an axehelve. 1

wasn't afraid, but I had on my best clothes and so I had to

back down and content myself with asserting that this dog
wasn't a bloodhound. It was a little humiliating before all

that crowd, but I crawled out from under when that mouse-
colored dog was led into the judging ring, as the lonelv repre-
sentative of the bloodhound class.

Judge Raper looked at the handkerchief tied over the
dog's eyes, at the muzzle over his jaws and the long chain
hooked to his collar.

" Why didn't you bring that dog in when his class was
called ?" he asked.

" This is the bloodhound class."

''Take him away, that dog's a Great Dane," said the judge.
" "With a cross of hyena," added I, in a voice as near like

the judge's as I could make it.

I wished that I had made the acquaintance of that breed
earlier, so that 1 might have known a Great Dane mongrel
when I saw it; but anyway I learned something.
A third mongrel, a big Scotch terrier, was entered for exhi-

tion. Speaking after the manner of horsemen, " Owney " is

standard by performance rather than bv breeding. He wears
a collar

—''Owney—Postoffice, Albany, N. Y," and attached
to the collar are tags and checks and medals showing that
Owney has visited most of the large cities of the Union, and
is entitled to be considered the chronic-est canine tramp of

the continent.

Aside from the three mongrels referred to any dog in the
show was a fair representative of his class, and many of them
were the very pick of their kinds, able to hold up their heads
in any dog show on earth.

A good deal of credit should be given the management for

the way in which the stalls and the hall were kept. Plenty of

help was employed and no shirking tolerated. The hall was
as free from odor as the ordinary dwelling house, and there
was neither the disorder nor unnecessary noise.

Among the pleasant incidents of the show was one occurr-
ing when the awards on fox terriers were made. Mr. Sumner,
the affable secretary of the club, has spent time, money and
energy in popularizing the club and rousing interest in the
breeding of good dogs, doing his own share by giving very
great care to his kennels of high class foxterriers. When the
awards were made and Mr. Sumner's kennels seen to have
gathered in a large proportion of blue millinery, a hearty
round of applause testified to the public appreciation of the
Secretary's labors.

The judging was done by Mr. George Raper, of Liverpool.
Mr. Raper is deliberate, not open to outside influence and has
no whims, unless a tendency to cut "big" dogs and heavy
heads may be regarded as a whim. I heard no fault found
with his decisions except by those not good judges of dogs.
The first class brought into the judging ring was the mas-

tiffdogs, fairly numerous and high class dogs every one. The
first prize was awarded to a Los Angeles dog, M. S. Severance's
Bishop (listed), a stone fawn dog of splendid size and confor-
mation, sire Amado, dam Wanda ; Wooglin, a dog of unknown
breeding, but very little inferior to Bishop, owned by Miss
Bakewell of Riverside, carried off the red ribbon, and Maro
A, sire Imperial Arno, dam Zella M.. shown by E. T. Allen,
of Los Angeles, was awarded third prize.

Among mastiff bitches M. E. Brangdon, of Beaumont, took
first with Phyllis (listed), bred same as first in dogs. Second,
J. W. Mitchell's Lomita Hilda, Lomita Kennels, Los Angeles,
same breeding.

First and second mastiff dog puppies were awarded Lomita
Caution and Lomita Prince, respectively, owned by J. W.
Mitchell, third Lomita Wotan; owned by Jacob Muller, Los
Angeles. J. \V. Mitchell's Lomita Minting was awarded first

in the mastiff bitch puppy class.

In the St. Bernard class appeared the finest field of magnifi-
cent dogs which was ever gathered together in Los Angeles.
John G. Barker's California Bernardo (26,803) Duke of Wel-
lington—Tomah won first over Frank H. Allen's California
Alton (22,347) sire Altoo, dam Corrette. A very good judge
of St. Bernards might be excused if he reversed the positions

of the dogs, Alton having the finer coat and rather the hand-
somer color. The judge gave Bernardo the full benefit of his

greater height and better carriage, and did not charge any-
thing to his account by reason of his rather surly face. Close
behind Bernardo and Alton in the race for points came Dr.

Regensberger's Reglov, sire Saffron, dam Mountain Queen.
Captain Poole's Gillott, sire Lord Burghley, dam Barry XVI,
a high-class dog good for first place in slower company, re-

ceived the compliment of a V. H. C. H. position. St. Bernard
bitches were not so numerous as the dogs, but they were no
less admirable representatives of their breed. F. E. Allen's

Tomah (13,552) sire Mascot Bernard, dam Merchant Princess

took first and E. P. Schell's Lady Delight (26,163) sire Judge,
dam Lady Gladys S, and Lady Gladys (23,043) sire Valour,
dam Edith second and third respectively. Geo. Fugard's
Zaidee (listed) took first in the bitch puppy class, there being
no opposition worthy of the name. All the St. Bernard prize

winners were the San Francisco dogs; and looking at the
splendid animals as they lay in their stalls or walked about in

the judging ring one is almost tempted to wish that the clim-

ate of Los Angeles might be a thought cooler if only we might
be given the privilege of owning this handsomest and most in-

telligent of dogs, for the heavy coat of the St. Bernard rather

prohibits his successful rearing in the semi-tropics.

In the Newfoundland class only three dogs were entered. Of
these Strap, entered by J. B. Banning, of Wilmington, a dog
of unknown pedigree, but more than a fair specimen of the

best American dog with a good flat coat and of fair size was
given first. Two other curly dogs which could claim some
Newfoundland blood were decorated with red and white rib-

bons respectively. Newfoundlands, with their fine and heavy
coats, call for a cold climate in theirs, being reputed both un-

thrifty and ill-tempered in a country so warm even as the
northern part of California. They seem to be going out of
favor elsewhere, more's the pity; for in point of courage, in-

telligence, faithfulness and gentleness the superior of the New-
foundland dog has not been produced.

In the Great Danes dogs and bitches were classed together,

there being onlysix entries in all. John F. Wohler's brindle

bitch Nora, brought down from San Francisco, was com-
mended, but the prizes were all gathered into the camp of

John G. Borglum, of Sierra Madre, who Bhowed some recently
imported dogs bred by Andrien, of Paris, France, which are
fur and away the finest Great Dane dogs ever seen in the
State, the pearl-colored bitch Marjel being regarded as the
finest bitch of her breed in America. Dr. Wm. LeM. Wills
was siven second prize for dog puppy on the rather inferior
puppy Victor, there being no opposition.
When the greyhound class was reached Los Angeles began

to show up, for the cow counties can provide daddy-long-legs
dogs to compete against any field that could be gathered. In
challenge dogs, G. W. Gordan's Leo (20,898), sire Greater
Scott, dam Nita, defied the world. Nobody responded, and
Leo, the evil-tempered, got his blue ribbon. In the open
dogs Hugh McCraHfen, of San Francisco, took first with Don-
ard, a red dog, possibly a trifle too sturdy, with beautiful chest
and excellent loins, sire Chief, dam Bessie. S. Tyler's Fal-
con, Pasadena, sire Forbes' Hector, dam Fly, took second, and
K. C. Klokke's Leo Jr., sire Leo, dam Fly, third, against a
big field and a good one. J. Tannemacbers Wallace Go was
reserved and W. F. Barber, of Chalsworth Park, got a V. H.
C. for his dog Charleston (25,715). In open bitches, as in

dogs, Hugh McC'racken took first prize, his bitch, Lady H.
Glendine (29,250), sire Trales, dam Lady G. Glendyne, taking
and deserving the blue ribbon. Styler's Pronto was placed
second, W. F. Barber's Lilly Ha Ha third and Maggie ML
same owner, H. C. In the greyhound bitch puppy class, J.
D. Bethune Jr., Los Angeles, showed Meida, sire Leo, dam
Primrose, and she proved a winner. W. R. Manning's Dena
and J. F. Heintz's Fly got second and third respectively.

The other awards were :

Foxhound Dogs.—James E. Watson, San Francisco, first. Rover,
pedigree unknown ; Thad Lowe, Pasadena, second, Dixie (listed),
pedigree unknown ; Hooper & Bandini, Los Angeles, third. Lead
(listed), sirp Sport, dam Music.
Foxhound Bitches.—Thad Lowe, Pasadena, first. Music {listed), sire

Byron ; dam Echo ; Thad Lowe, Pasadena, second, Patty (listed),

pedigree unknown.
Pointers, Challenge (under fifty-five pounds).—Edward K. Beucblev.

Los Angeles, first, Kan-Koo (15.437), sire Rush T., dam Patti Croxtetn.
Pointer Dogs, Open (over fifty-five pounds).—A. P. Kerckhoff, Los

Angeles, first, Jap (20.661). sire Kan-Koo, dam Amaryllis ; B. D. Stan-
deford, Mojave, second. Commodore (24,995), sire Tom Pinch, dam
Galatea; Jensen .S: Silvers, by H. M. Tonner, agent. North Ontario,
third, Ben (listed), sire Bruner's Nig, dam Meo.
Pointer Bitches, Open (over fifty pounds).—H. M. Tinner, North

Outario, first, Amaryllis (17,454), sire Don, dam Drab: George W.
Marsh, Los Angeles, second, Bess (listed), sire Kan-Koo, dam Gyp;
H. Y. Evans, Jr., Redlands, third, Tippetta (19,187), sire Valentine
Bang, dam Babbetta.
Pointer Dogs, Open (under fifty-five pounds).—T. E. Walker. Los

Angeles, first, Ben Hur (20.796), sire Kan-Koo. dam Amaryllis ; H. Y.
Evans, Jr., Redlands, second. Commodore, formerly Spot (29,254). sire

Idstoue Bang, dam Vashti ; Clarence Haight, San Francisco, third.
Honest John (listed), sire Dick H., dam Lady Mas.
Pointer Bitches, Open (under fifty pounds).—Edward K. Beuchley,

Los Angeles, first, Kioto (2u,353), sire Kan-Koo, dam Drab ; H. M. Ton-
ner, North Ontario, second, Pepper (listed), sire Bruner's Nig, dam
Amaryllis.
Pointer Dog Puppies.—A. E Messerly, Los Angeles, first, Bob (listed),

sire Ah Sing, dam Amaiyllis ; G. A. Ralph, Los Angeles, second,
Grover (listed), sire Ko-Ko, dam Nellie.

Pointer Bitch Puppies.—Leonard Goodman, San Diego. Chic M.
(29.072). sire Stanley, dam Queen Beaufort ; Joseph F. Hei z, Los An-
geles, second, Fanny H. (listed), liver and white, pedigree unknown.
English Setter Dogs.—G. A. Vanderbeck, Los Angeles, first, slash

(listed), sire Dash, dam Queen M.; A. P. Kerckhoff, Los Angeles, sec-

ond, Mercury (listed), siie Dick Bonbeur, dam Sunlit; T J.Watson,
San Francisco, third, Starlight W. (28,544), sire Dan Gladstone, dam
Miss Alice.
English setter bitches.—H. T. Payne, San Francisco, first, Countes

Noble (23,021), sire Stanford, dam Lily C. ; Robert K. Gardner. San
Francisco, second. (25.034), sire Champ Monk of Furness, dam Minnie
Noble ; Robert K. Gardner, San Francisco, third, Betsy Mark (29,171).

sire Champ Gaths' Mark, dam Ightfield Sophie.
Irish setter dogs.—L. L. Campbell, West Bgrkeley first, Glenmore

Hoodlum (listed), sire Finglas, dam Rubv Gienmore ; J. B. Banning.
Los Angeles, second, Mac B. (20,797). sire Mike T., dam Lady ElchoT.

Irish setter bitches.—L. L. Campbell. West Berkelep. first, Maid of
Flenmore (listed), sire Finglas, dam Betsy Crafts.

American Gordon or black and tan setter dops.—J. A. Gorman, Los
Angeles, first. Doc (listed), pedigree unknown : W. H. Greenwood, Los
Angeles, second. Fronk (listed), sire Don ; C. H. Brown, Los Angeles,
third, Donold (listed ), black and tan, pedigree unknown.
American Gordon or black and tan setter, bitches.—John W. Ed-

wards, Redlands, first, Lady Clara Jane (listed), sire Jack, dam Nellie
Crocket.
American Gordon dog or bitch puppies.—Mr. Snow. New Jerusalem,

first, Ruth (listed*, site Tipperary, dam unknown.
Irish water spaniel dogs.—A. Lorsbach, San Francisco, first, Barney

L. (listec). sire Jerry P., dam Nora P.

Irish water spaniel bitches.—J. H.Summi. San Francisco, San Fran-
cisco, first, Nellie ilisted), pedigree unknown.
Spaniel dogs, all breeds over twenty-eight pounds.—Chris Krempel.

Los Angeles, first, Tobias (listed), pedigree unknown ; Jack Marleticb,
Los Angeles, second. Tootsy (listed), pedigree unknowo.
Spaniel bitches, all breeds over twenty-eight pounds.—S. BL Laverty,

Los Angeles, first, Lady Florence (24.S64). lemon and white Clumber,
stre Bustler, dam Denver Lass ; S. H. Laverty, Los Angeles, second,
Denver Dell (24.S65), sire Hornell Silk, dam Juno II.

Cocker spaniel dogs, not over twenty-eight pounds.—A. C. Daven-
port. Stockton, first, Bonte (17.0641. sire Ch. Brant, dam Moltie ; E. S.

Slater, Los Angeles, second, Dan Slater ilisted). aire Dandy Stnbbs,
dam Fleet.

Cocker spaniel bitches (not over twenty-eight ponnds).—E. S. Slater,

Los Angeles, first. Gipsy Jane (listed), sire Bronta, dam Maud E.; J. B.

McVev. West Berkeley, second, Mollie Mc (27,S80>, sire Tobv Mc. dam
Black Nellie.
Retrievers, dogs.—Fred C. Klein. San Francisco, first. Dude i listed »,

black, sire Roy, dam Jnno.
Chesapeake Bay Dogs.—Tony Bright. Los Angeles, second, Jim

(listed), sire Barnum. dam Teal.
Collies, Dogs.—J. B. Banning. Los Angeles, first, Fordhook Bravo

Jo.siM,, sire Fordhook Paragon, dam Fordhook Fleet; P. E. Grtfilo.

Los Angeles. H. C, Zip (listed), pedigree unknown.
Collies, Bitches—Charles H. Hastings. Larnanda Park, V. H. C

Strathmorc Hazel Dell andseveu puppies (21.355), sire Strathmore Ben.
dam Kiowilla Beautv.

Collies, Dog or Bitch Puppies.—J. B. Banning. Lo* Angeles, first, Di-

nah (listed), sire Fordbook Sonire, dam Mlna.
Dalmatlon or Coach Dogs, Dogs or Bitches.—G. I. Edwards, Los An-

geles, second, Dot (listed), sire Trix, dam Fanny.
Bull Terrier Dogs—John F. O. Comstock, Snn Francisco, first, Adonli

(20.247), sire Gully the Great, dam Kdgewood Fancy: C. W. Merry.
Loa Angeles, second. Jumbo (listed), sire Duke, dam Jute.
Bull Terriers. Bitches —John T. O. Comstock, San Francisco, first,

Twilicht (listed), sire Hinks. dam Starlight.

Bull Terriers, Doe or Hi -lohn W. Weeks, Los Angeles,
third, Bessie (listed), sire Dnke, dam Gyp; John King, Los Angeles.
C. Sport (listed), sire Jack, dam Snap.
Pox Terriers, Challenge Does.—C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles, first.

Blemton Volunteer (8968), ^ire Champion Result, dam Champion Dia-
tlem.

Fox Terriers. Open Dogs.—Dauntless Fox Terrier Kennels, Alameda,
first, Le Logos (lG.6fiO), sire Veronese, dam Recent Virtue; J. B. Mar-
tin. San Francisco, second, Blemton Reefer il9.6fi2i, sire Chnmpion

id ( liampion Rachel; K. Stolen. Pasadena, third, Hamp-
den Tip (listed), hire Blemton Vesuvlon. dam Blemton Lillian ; Pytcn-
lev Fox Terrier Kennels. Alameda. V. H. C. Pytohley Pickle, aire Suf-
folk Coronet, dam Flora Tatters; C. A. Sumner. Los Angeles. V. H. C
Blemton VttOvian (14,290). sire Lucifer, dam Blemton \esia ; Thomas
S. Casey. \x» Angeles. H C, Captain (listed), sire Blemton Volunteer,
dam Frisky Viola.

F*.x Terrier Bitches. Open.—C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles, first, Bon-
nie Bess (10.OS0), sire Warren Jim, dam Warren Tormant ; Dauntless
Fox Terrier Kennels, Alameda, second. Dauntless Soxette (listed), sire

Le Logas. dam Uilhide<:audy: John W. Mitchell's Lomita Kennels,
Los Angeles, third. Lomita Wfnlfreda. formerly Winlfreda (listed).

sire Tory, dam Aphrodite: C. A. Sumner. I-os Anceles, V. H. <\. Ron-

nie Buzz (21,660), sire Blemton Shiner, dam Bonnie Bess ; J. B. Martin,

San Francisco, V. H.C.. Blemton Rapture (f>9S6).slre Champion Re-
gent. dam Champion Rachoel ; Pytchley Fox Terrier Kennels, Ala

meda, C. Pytchlev Kismutli (listed), aire New Forest, dam V 1

Nettle.
Fox terriers, dog puppies.—John W. Mitchells LomltA Ken

Angeles, first, Lomita Patch (listed), sire champion Blemton V
teer, dam Lomita Winifreda : John W. Mitchell's Lomita K

Los Angeles, second, Lomita Bean Brummei (listed), sire CI;, in:
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Blemton Volunteer, ils i freda: T. S. Casey. Los Angeles,

third Caplalu. I es. V. H. C, Tough (listed),

sire It. E 5. S J isfldena H ' '-. Recruit
-ire Bkmton Volunteer lUittuij.ion'i. liam Frisky Viola; S.

Tyler. Pasadena, H. C. Rex (listed), tire Blemton VesuTian. dam
Blaefc-eveti Susan.
Fox terriers, bitch puppies—T. S. Casey, Los Angeles, second,

Pomona.
Fox terriers, v. en.—Thomas Bowhill, Labeville,

Tartar, d«m Nell: H. w. SchrJeber, San Fran-

cisco. se< gree unknown.
Terriers - ies.- ipt. William Taylor, Martinez,

liirsi Sal - Pibroch, dam (.aura.

Toy spaniels i

• -Mrs. E. M. Kelly, Los
Angeles, tirst. i-nnch (listed), pedigree unknown.
Pugs, dogs — Mrs. Brittan, San Francisco, first, Punch [listed), sire

i
.

—D S. Wolf, Los Angeles, third. Fanny w. with four

pups (listed), - —Mrs. E. Halcomb. Los Angeles, first, Jack
sire Ted, dam Flossie; G. W. Marsh, Los Angeles, second,

Bob w i is sire unknown, dam Floss
Kennel of greyhounds.—W. F. Barber, Jr., Chatsworth Park, first,

25,715), Lilly Ha Hu. Maggie M.
Kennel of pointers —H. M. Tonner, North Ontario, first, Sing's

Mark. Amaryllis. Pepper. I

I of foxhounds.—Thad Lowe. Rasadena, first. Dixie, Music
i

and Pattv.
Kennel of foxterriers.—Dauntless Foxierrier Kennels, Alameda.

- OUtside Gaudv, Dauntless. Suzetie.

Kennel ot St. Bernards.—E. P. Schell, .Sun Francisco, first. Judge
971), Lady Glady'sS. (2S04), Lady . .

There were also a large number of special prizes donated

by citizens, but as the prize dogs look them also I do not ap-

pend the List Mokoc.
•

He Soiled the Cloth.

Eev. (?) Thomas Dixon, (God save his soul
!

) has been

brought to the knowledge of the fact that he cannot ignore
,

and break with impunity the game laws of the State of New
j

York. About one year ago he was lined f150 for shooting

robins onStateu Island. Again, with disregard for the law in ,

his heart and a shot gun in his hands, he recently visited the
j

Island and bagged forty-five robins, for which act of outlawry
J

he has just paid a tine of $300, and $150 court costs.

. enough : let the game warden keep his weather eye
|

on this "' Anointed of the Lord " a while longer. A few more

lessons in the same line may make a law abiding citizen of

the parson.

Bred.

J. E. Watson, Berkeley,- Cal., has bred Gyp, fox-terrier

bitch, by Spice—Vixen, to J. B. Martin's Blemton Reefer, by

Champion Venio—Champion Rachel, at San Fraucisco, April

17,1893.

The Continental Kennel Club's fourth annual bench show
proved a success in every particular. The entries numbered
2*7 and contained many very superior dogs. Dr. J. M. Nor-

man, the able and gentlemanly President of the club, was ably

aided in all matters of arrangement and conduct of the show
by Mr. F. W. Kund, the energetic Secretary.

The visitoas from this city to the bench show at Los An-
geles have all returned and are very loud and profuse in their

praise of the kennel men of that city for the royal treatment

accorded them. There will be a good return exhibit from Los
Angeles next week at the coming show.

Mr. D. A. Mendenhall, of Livermore, enters a mastiff for

the coming show that is said to be a good one by those who
have seen him.

ROD .

The Sunapee Saibling.

The sudden and unaccountable appearance, in large num- i

bers, of a valuable food and game fish in any of our inland !

water-, says John D. Quackenboss, A. M., M. D., member of

the American Fisheries Society, in the American Angler,

would be hailed as a most important event both in the angling

and the icbthyological world. Assume that fish to be a pro-

lific and rapidly-growing salmonoid, surpassing all congeners
'

in symmetry and brilliancy of coloration, equalling the most

delicate in table merits, and excelled in game qualities by the

land-locked salmon alone, and you may readily comprehend

the enthusiasm which, some seven or eight years ago, greeted

the discovery of a New Hampshire charr characterized by

such a t>ynthesis of trails.

Until the year 1885, but three species of trout, or more
properly I lie word meaning

were recognized as native to New England, viz.:

1. The S or common brook trout.

-• The the longe, logue, lake or

Mackinaw trout.

''* The ! ( iirard

and GuDtber; the diminutive blue-back of the Rangeley hikes

<>t Western. Maine—tl ly allied to species widely

spread through Arctic America, as well as to the European

stibiing.

From this classification is omitted Lh< -?://, of

Lake Monadnock, N. 11., no as a variety of brook
trout; and the mentioned by Dr.
Smith in bis " Natural History of thi husetls,"

d therein claimed to the true B
the Danube, It- forked tail, dusky hue and reddish spots,
coupled with i

; thai ii was brought to market in
11 frozen condition from lakes in New Hamphire and Maine,
make it probable thai the Massachusetts nucha
variety ol

Even Prof. Jordan, in an article on the salmon family, pub-
ilent as

regards fourth N< .although Pn

on the American salmun and trout 1 1885 . calls

attention, under the head ol

which be
"A ki of this Qsh'from the

same l<

nil, n, ami ich-
thyologists now admit the presence of a fourth variety
MmMII in New England, tin i a golden-hued

Alpine charr, whose life history and general characteristics it

is the purpose of th is paper to present.

As far as is known, the first specimens of this new fish to be

distinguished from the well-known forms were taken in Sunapee
Lake, Merrimac county, N. H., during the summer of lSsl, by
Lieut. Ransom F. Sargent and Mr. Alonzo J. Cheney, respec-

tively of New London and Wilmot, experienced anglers, who
immediately recognized in the three individuals captured by

them specimens of a salmonoid distinct from the namayeush and
from the brook trout of the region. The fish taken weighed
from two to three pounds each, and were known by the name
of " St. John's River trout," because they were believed to be
descendants of fry planted in the lake in 1867, by the Bret fish

commissioners of the State, and supposed by the resident popu-
lation to have come from ihe St. John River, X. B. The con-

spicuous development of the under jaw in the males led to the

local names of '* hawk bill'' and "hook bill;'*' the silvery

sides of the fish in summer gave rise to that of " white trout."'

In the two following year, 1SS2 and \88S, a sufficient number
of the deep-swimming strangers was taken to excite comment
and conjecture on the part of outsiders who had heard of its

presence in Sunapee Lake ; and in 1SS4, Col. Elliott E. Hodge,
of Holderness, the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commis-
sioner, finding confirmation in the reports that reached him
for a view he seems long to have privately held, ventured the

opinion that many Candadian and Northern Xew England
lakes contained a large charr, whose habit of retiring to the

deepest and coldest waters throughout the summer, and of

approaching the surface for a few days only at 'the end of

October, explained a general ignorance concerning its very
existence. Col. Hodge's theory received apparent substantia-

tion from his accidental discovery, in October, 1S85, of vast

numbers of a mysterious charr spawning on a raid-lake rocky
shoal at Sunapee. He wrote at the time:

" I can show you an acre of these trout, hundreds of which
will weigh from three to eight pounds each. 1 could never
have believed such a sight possible in New Hampshire. The
new fish differs from the brook trout in many ways. The
females have a brownish back and lemon-colored sides; the
males, a bluish-black back and golden orange sides. The fins

are much larger than in the brook trout, and there is an entire

absence of the mottling characteristic of the latter fish."

Thus Col. Hodge recognized icrtbis graceful, high-colored

charr, a new variety, and he lost no time in inviting the
attention of scientists to the New Hampshire bpauty.

Specimens were forwarded to the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., and to Dr. Tarlton H. Bean,
Curator of the Department of Fishes, National Museum, only
to be pronounced at both centres varieties of brook trout. Col.

Hodge resented this classification, and sent Dr. Bean other
large specimens of the new fish, together with several Sunapee
brook trout, urging a more minute examination. Dr. Bean
compared the two forms ,vith special care, changed his opin-
ion, frankly admitted that Col. Hodge was right, and pro-
nounced the Sunapee trout " a Salvetinus of the oyitasxa type,

but of so enormous a size that at first he did not suspect its

relation to that species."

The late Prof. Baird inclined to the opinion that it might
be a representative of a highlv variable Arctic charr found in

the Dominion of Canada and Greenland, viz., the Sahxlimts
alpinm arcturus.

A controversy at once arose regarding the origin of this

unique trout. Whatever its species, it was a new-comer in

the opinion of some; in that of others, a native—the oldest of

our charrs, representing the ancestral type, and now almost
extinct. Those who took the first view were chiefly residents

of the immediate region. Such unhesitatingly declaied that
they had never met with the new fish prior to 18S3 or 1SS4.
They regarded the oquassa (or "Quashy," as it began to be
called), either as a descendant of some of the salmonoids intro-

duced into Sunapee in 1807 and succeeding years by the fish

commissioners, or as a cross between one of these forms and
the native brook trout. In no other way could they account
for its sudden appearance in large and steadily increasing
numbers.
A theory of descent from blue-backs imported from Maine

in 1879, by Commissioners Webber and Powers, as a food
supply for the larger salmonidie, was soon set aside on the
ground that the little trout of the Rangeleys rarely exceeds
one-quarter pound in weightand could not possibly, even if sup-
plied with an abundance of appropriate food and exposed to the
tonic effects of a favorable change of waters, ever attain the
aldermanic proportions of the Sunapee charr. Moieover, Dr.
Bean, in a scholarly paper published in The American Angler
and the Forest and Stream, February, 1888, called attention to

six essential points of difference between the Sunapee trout
and the blue-back, thus effectually disposing of the argument.
The theory of natural hybridism found few supporters among

ichthyologists, and no introduction of charr other than the
Range! ey SalveHnusfontinalis and Salvdinus omtassa could be
proved, as none had been officially reported. From the first,

Col. Hodge, believing in theexistence of a similar charr in the
Province of (Quebec, championed the theory of aboriginality,

ingeniously combating every objection made to it

:

1. That so conspicuous a food fish could not for one hun-
dred years have escaped the notice of anglers, poachers and
scientists alike—by showing how the habits of the white trout

protected it from observation and persecution, it beiDg rarely
seen, except late in October, on mid-lake reefs, that is, at a

ii year when angling was out of season and in localities

dangerous or impossible of access in the old-style, unsea-
worthy flat-bottoms, during the autumnal wind storms. The
secluded habits ot the European charrs explain in like manner
the obscurity which has so long involved the
like history of those fishes. Col. Hodsre further claims thit
ordinary fishermen knew no difference between the white and
the brook trout, a thing not to be wondered at, when such
authorities as Garman and Bean failed at first to separate the
forms.

2. The more serious objection that no cause can be shown
why the white trout, if a native, should euddenty increase in

the lake, so an to attract the attention of hundreds of observers.
and la- taken literally by the ton—Commissioner Hodge meets
with the following clever theory: Before the introduction of
black bass, about twenty-five years ago, yellow perch swarmed
in the lake, and, there being then no smelt food, subsisted
largely on the egpS and fry of the lake-.-pau ning charr. At
thespring hatching time these perch held carnival among
the helpless alevins, almost effecting, by their periodic ravages,
the extermination of the white trout. ' But, as the black bass
increased in number, they fell upon the perch in turn, until
the lake was virtually rid of this voracious pest. Thus the
trout, which had been reduced to the verge of annihilation,
had a chance to increase. The black bass did not interfere
with it for two reasons:

1. Both bass and trout have an abundance of easily caught

1 and tasteful food in the land locked smelts, which have multi-
I plied since their introduction, until now they literally school
in millions.

'2. Bass and trout are not found in the same sections of
water at the same time, the trout keeping in a temperature of

i

forty-two to forty-five degrees (on the surface in May, sixty
feei below in July and August), the bass preferring sixty-five
to seventy degrees in summer, and hibernating in winter and
during the spring hatching time of the trout. Thus freed
from persecution, the saibliug has increased, until it is now
present in myriads. This is the most ingenious of all the ex-
planations that have been advanced. It is based on facts

throughout, and is difficult of overthrow, especially when
coupled with a theory of the writer's, that after the introdic-
tion of smelts, about twenty years ago, the saibling, if native,
learned so far to change their habits as to rise from the depths
and follow this food fish to the shores during May and June,
thus increasing the chances of discovery. Wherever the

,

smelt schools, there the saibling will be found. An axiom of
the Sunapee fisherman is, "Hold the smelts and you will
hold the trout," so the smelts are baited in certain localties

during the fishing season.

This theory of Col. Hodge encounters but a single objection,
viz.: If the perch and saibling have been fellows in the Sun-
apee basin since its excavation during the glacial epoch, why
was not the process of extermination completed centuries ago"?

It must have been in the case of other Jakes on the same
primeval water shed, unless we are prepared to admit that au
anudromous fish became lank-locked in one inland lake alone,
while avoiding other bodies of water much more accessible
and equally compatible. Geology proves that Sunapee once
discharged its waters through Newbury summit, and thus was
tributary to the Merrimac. Hence it is fair to assume that,

when these trout migrated, following like man and the larger
mammalia, but through watery channels, the retreating ice
fields and glaciers, they swarmed into many lake basins,where
they became extinct before the advent of the white man.
Were perch the instruments of extermination? If so, why
did they not put in as thorongh work at Sunapee?

1 1 is but right to state at this point that the history of the
charr in some European lakes is the history of a fish that has
disappeared within the memory of man. This is notably the
case at Loch Leven, once the home of a charr that rivalled

the magnificent fish of Windermere. The trout [fario) seems
the fitter to survive.

While the discussion just outlined was progressing, charr
identical with the Sunapee Lake form was sent from Dan Hole
Pond, Carroll County, N. H., and from Flood's Pond, in the
town of Otis, sixteen miles from Ellsworth, Mt., to Prof. Gar-
man and Dr. Bean. The water of both these lakes is deep,
clear and cold, as in the case of Sunapee. Dan Hole Pond, at

the bead waters of the Ossipee River, is tributary to the Saco.
Flood's Pond connects with the Union River, which enters
Blue Hill Bay near Mt. Desert. Thus the new Snlvelinus is

represented in three distinct drainage basins in New England.
In company with Colonel Hodge, I visited Dan Hole Pond

in the summer of 1889, but failed to secure a specimen of the
saibling. In the fall of 1890, however, several specimens were
sent from the pond to Cambridge and to Washington, where
they were pronounced identical with the Sunapee form. Olflj

residents declared them identical also with trout which had
for fifty years been speared on the same spawning bed. The
present representative from Ossipee informs me, through Coi
missioner Hodge, that he has seen many individuals of t!

species weighing ten and twelve pounds—all this, years befoi

a German saibling egg was imported.

I am indebted to Dr. Waiter M. Haines, of Ellsworth, Me.,

for the following facts regarding Flood's Pond. The pond is

three miles long bv three-quarter mile wide. It is surrounded I. ,..

by high, well-wooded land, and is one hundred feet deep, the

bottom being pure white sand or gravel. There are the usual \h~
inlets andspring holes. The outlet is a stream of considerable I ;.'' 1

size, and has been dammed in many places for the last 1^
forty years. The Flood's Pond saibling, declared

by Prof. Garman to correspond exactly with the Sunapee
c

fish, is known in the neighborhood as the '* silver "' or '* white

trout," to distinguish it from the "square-tail'' or brr ok trout, ' -

and "the togue" or lake trout. It attains a weight of five ur -

six pounds. Two hundred pounds have been taken by a

single angler in a day, but it is never caught except in one

particular locality. It spawns in the lake on a fine gravel V
beach, in three feet of water, and does not enter the inlets.!

:

: -

Xothing but smelts are ever found in its stomach. Flood's j'-".-

Pond contains neither perch nor bass.

Since, then, by reason of dams on the outlets, no fishes of 1

;

marine ancestry could, within the last fifty years, have gained

access either to Dan Hole or Flood's Pond without artificial

help—siuce landlocked salmon only have been planted in)'
-

-.

these ponds, and that quite recently—and since there seems!
L '--~-

to be trustworthy evidence of the existence of this so-called ¥*"'•'

silver trout in each body of water for 3t least half a century— :

it ts fair to conclude that the SnUrliint.s alt/inn* aim-ohis is a

native of two Maine drainage basins, and therefore is aborig-
-

inal to Xew England, an American representative of the:

European saibling, red charr or Ombre chivaUer.

But this does not prove its aboriginally to Sunapee Lake,

2s. H., although, all circumstances considered, it render

such aboriginality highly probable, inasmuch as uo data exis

to establish a plant of this variety at any time in Sunap«j *

Lake, and no German saibling eggs were brought to New
Hampshire before January, 1881. The fact that the fry froa

the eggs sent to Plymouth in that year were placed in Xew
found Lake, a body of water apparently in every way adapte<

to the nature of the saibling, but have never been heard from

is further significant here. It may prove that the foreigt

fish cannot find the necessary conditions in the New Hamp
shire lakes. The failure of-the farmers at Sunapee to d^

tinguish between the large brook trout and the saiblin

(if the latter fish was a native), is in contrast with th

positive knowledge of a difference at Dan H°l

and Flood's ponds. Its explanation may be sought in th

habits of the Sunapee saibling as already described, or in tli

ignorance of the few who in old times may ever have seen i

and who cared for nothing beyond the fact that it was goc

to eat.

Ford's Pond, in Warren, and Silver Lake, in Madiso

N. H., are associated with traJitionsof the fall spearing*

their spawning beds of large, high-colored trout, which a

believed, from reports as to their habits and appearance,

have belonged to this same species. These two ponds, the

may represent a traditional habitat. The waters of Silv

Lake and their wav 'into the Saco; I was unable to lea

whether Ford's Pond discharges into the Connecticut,

through Baker's River into the Merrimac

om- I

this
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THE GUN.

"With My Old Shot-G-un.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.1

There may be pleasures greater, but I haven't found them out.

In this country where the game birds] are a-flyingall about,

Than to listen in the morning to the whistle of the quail,

As it echoes o'er the valley and from out the mountain vale ;

Or. to see the ducks a-wluging o'er the, fields aud marshes wide.

Then alighting in the waters o'er the waves to smoothly glide.

Then with buoyant expectations, with the rising of the sun.

I love to reap enjoyment
with

my
old

shot-
gun.

There's another always with me, trotting ever by my side

;

To share my every pleasure is hi3 constant joy and pride ;

With expressions of alertness, keen of scent and bright of eye,

It is seldom that a game bird undetected is passed by.

.N'ow he's trailing up a runner that is dodging here and there.

See how cautiously he " works" him with a more than human care,

How it thrills my soul with pleasure, Lord ! but this is royal fun

To bag the gamey, toothsome quail

with
my

old
shot-

gun.

On the marshes, in the morning, when at first the grayish light-

Marks the hour when birds aquatic will begin their early flight

;

With a silence all about me lying on the lea and lake.

As of breathless expectation waiting for the morn to wake ;

I love to lie and listen for the whistle of the wings,

Which the " flappers " when low flying ever with their motion sings.

Ihen the pleasure is unmeasured when the sport is well begun,

And I drop the ducks about me
with

my
old

Bhot-
gun.

There's a wiug-tipped wiley mallard seeking in the grass to hide,

Not another thus his equal will bv no one be denied

;

He would " fool the very devil," is of him a true report.

But this will not avail him now, he cannot fool Old Sport I

There he plunges in the water, diving low beneath the bank,

Pokes his head up where the lilies grow upon the water, rank,

But Old Sport goes plunging after, and the bird his race has run
;

Glorious sport this, in the autumn,
with

my
old

shot-

All Important Movement.

The spirit of earnest activity, in the line of supporting the

movement looking to the establishment of a National Sports-

man's Association, at Chicago, during the coming summer is

a matter of felicitation. The sportsman's interests through-

out the country are too large, too important and of too gen-

eral an interest to the public to allow of any lapse of interest

in any movement which has for its object the good of the

guild.

No considerable number of men can be drawn and held to-

gether on any subject unless it be of a nature which will re-

quire their best thought and the expenditure of their best

energies- In this respect there can be no questioning the fact

of the adaptability of the subject of sportsmanship to such an

end. The Forestry Congress, as a body, will, no doubt wel-

come the addition which such a body will bring to the cause

n which that body has been earnestly working for years.

Men are daily becoming broader and more liberal, and this

fact is shown in the increased attention to all subjects which
,ave a tendency to inure to the good of the whole people.

The people at large, are not so prone, as some would at first

glance suppose, to ask, in a personal and financial sense the

question; Will it pay?
This question is evidently proper for every man to ask in

considering every subject. It must be remembered, however,

that in speaking of sportsmanship the "pay" comes in some-

thing far higher than the dollar yard-stick can measure. To
eserve the. forests, to propogate the fish, to protect the wild

me, so that it may multiply and replenish the game-ridden
districts, and the importation of new varieties, is certainly of

the first importance, whf n viewed in this light.

It will pay in every sense in which sportsmen are inter-

sted and the movement should receive the active support of

;very lover of rod and gun.

A Grand Match.

The match at inanimates to-morrow, conducted by Cla-

trough, Golcher & Co., will, no doubt, be largely attended.

The prizes are valuable and the terms the most liberal ever

iffered in a match of this nature. Let every body come and
,>ring their gun, for the sport will be first-class.

Now is the time to go hunting without a gun. The hills

, re dressed and ready " to receive." Visitors are always wel-

come. The freshness, the newness, the beauty and adorn-

lent of Nature's temples are unsurpassed. The decorations

f flowers, vines, ferns and foliage is complete in every par-

icular.

Are you interested in botany, in onnithology in piscatorial

leasures? Now is the time to seek satisfaction in the hills,

k few davs in camp, at this season of the year, will be found

) be productive of a wealth of interest and entertaining in-

ruction to be found on no printed page. Try it and see.

Mr. Harry Babcock and Mr. K. H.Sprague contemplate a

latch at the traps. The conditions are : 100 live birds, Mr.
babcock to give Mr. Sprague 10 birds the advantage, thelat-

Isr
shooting at 110 birds to the former's 100. This we pre-

ict, will make a very interesting match.
—-• —

The first fairly satisfactory outings with the rod and line

lis season are now being enjoyed. The sport in this line will

reatfy increase after a few days.

The Country Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Conntry Club took

place on Saturday last.

The weather was threatening during the morning hours,

but by mid-day the mists had broken away and the condition*

were found to be most favorable for the enjoyment of the

sport.

The fact that of the twenty-two gentlemen participating in

the sport, about one-third of their number took the eleven

o'clock boat, the balance, quite equally divided into two par-

ties, taking the twelve and one o'clock boats so presented the
sportsmen at the traps as to render the shooting much more
pleasurable to the participants.

The shooting, on the whole, was very good, the birds being,
perhaps, a fair lot, some of them being very swift as is almost
invariably the rule.

The scores in the main match are herewith presented :

THIRTY-YARD CLASS.

Babcock Harry- 1 1011121021 2—10
Wilsou R. E 12121»12102 1—10
Ewicg Thomas 2122111202 0—9
Kittle W.S 2 022201221 10—9
Tallant F. VY 10100212 1211—9
Webster E. R 1 01021 12122 0—9
Woodward R. B 2 *00122 2 001 1—7
Wooster K. L 00020211210 2—7
Sprague R. H 10000 2 20110 2—7

TWENTY-BIGHT-YABD CLASS,

Tubbs W. B 21111211211 0—11
Tubbs Austin C 112 2022112 2—10
Murdoch W. C 11200122210 1—9
Osnard Robt 1 121010200*1—7
Stetson J. B 11220112011 1—10
Hamilton Alex 11101112*102—9
Atbertou F. R „ 1*0011120112— s
Hall H. E 20221110012—8
Richards C. 1 10001111020—7
Bourn W. B 2 00*00022 2 00—4

TWENTY-FOUR-YARD CLASS.

00100212212 1—800002002000 1—30*00101000* 0—2

Buckbee S. C
McMurtry W. S..

Newhall W. S....

Mr. W. B. Tubbs killed his first eleven birds in excellent
form but the last one, owing entirely to the conditions pre-
sented—thatof making the highest score possible—was allowed
to escape. Mr. Buckbee appeared at the trap for the first

time on this occasion, and to say that he surprised the older
shooters is putting it mildly. During the afternoon, when-
ever the gentlemen were not busy at the live pigeon traps,

they were engaged in pulverizing blue rocks at the inanimate
grounds. Several of the gentlemen of the Club, notably Mr.
Webster and Mr. Sprague, are good shots on the inanimates.
After the regular match had been finished, the following
pools were shot off:

30-YARD CLASS.

Babcock 12 12 1 1—6 10 —1
Wooster 12 2 12 1—6 10 2 2 —2
Wilson 1 2 10 1 2—5 12 12 1—5
Webster 2 100 —2 11022 2—5
Tallant 2 10 —2 10 —

1

Sprague 2 00 —1 12021 1—5
Ewing —012111 1—6
A. C. Tubbs „ 12 12 1 2—6

28-YAED CLASS.

Atherton 1 2 12 2 2—

G

2 2 11 —4
Hamilton 2 110 1 1—5 111* —3
Richards 2 112 0—4 10 —

1

A. C. Tubbs 1 10 —2
W. B. Tubbs —0

A number of "freeze-outs " were then indulged in, Wilson,
Tallant, Atherton and Hamilton being usually successful in

these contests.

The Selby Medal.

1111111110111111102 2—18
2112021211011212121 1—18
0101221212*122 2 1111 1-17
0111110101112101122 2—16
2202112212110022201 0—15
1**12 000202*W

On the first of the week a number of the expert shots of the
country assembled at Oakland Shooting Park for the purpose
of contesting for the Selby medal.
The conditions governing this medal shoot is at twenty live

birds. On this occasi«n it was thought by many that it would
be the last shoot for this trophy, but the sequel proved other-
wise, and at least another, if indeed not more, in order to set-

tle the medal contest.

Merrill
Fay
Robinson
Barney
Haas
Simpson

Merrill and Fay then shot off the tie for the medal at four
birds, still being a tie, each killing all of the birds. In the
second tie Fay lost his third, Merrill killing straight and win-
ning the medal by the score of 24 out of a possible 2b", while
Fay was one bird less on same possible. This was very good
shooting, considering the quality of the birds, which was first-

class. Fay took first money, Kobinson second money.
A 12-bird pool. $3 entrance, resulted as follows:

Merrill 21011212221 2—11
Robinson 21121121*12 2—11
Barney 12101121201 1—10
McMurchy 2 11111222000—9
Haas 022221*w
Elmira 1 2 2 2 2 w
Fay 2 1 w
Lindsley 2 * 1 w
Van Slyke o l o o w
A *20 pool was then shot off, resulting as follows

:

McMurchy 1 12 2 2 12 112 2 2—12
Robinson - 2 2 12 1111 12 1—11
Lindsley 2222012220W
Fay 2 1 1 w
A $5-12-bird match gave the following result:

Merrill 2 1011212221 2-11
Robinson 2 2121121012 2—11
Barney 12 10 112 12 1 1—10
McMurchy 2 11111222000—
Hans 2 2 2 2 1 W
Elmira 1 2 2 2 2 w
Van Slyke 1 w
Lindsley 2 1 w
A repetition of the above is given below :

Barney 2 11112 2 112 1—11
McMnrchy 1 112 1110 12 1—10
Rubioson 2 110 2 11111 2-11
Fay 1 11202201202—9
Lindsley 10 2 222220120—0
Haas 1 2 101101120—8
The day was well occupied at the inanimate target score a*

well, and even* moment of the day was punctuated by the

crack of the gun. On Sunday next the inanimate target

match heretofore noted, wilL be largely attended, and some
fine sport may be expected.

A match between Mr. Edward Fay and Mr. " Slade" last

week resulted in a victory for the former.

It is now well-known that the pheasants turned out some
years ago at Tuxedo Park did well, and scattered themselves
over a «reat range of country in New Jersey and southern
New York. They are killed from time to time in Rockland
and Sullivan counties, N. Y., and seem in the wild state to be
slowly on the increase. Some pheasants imported two or
three years ago to Flanders, L. 1., by Mr. II. D. Auchincloss,
have done well out of doors and are increasing. Last season
Mr. W. Austin Wadsworth, of Livingston county, N. Y.,
turned out ten birds and they survived the hitter weather o f

the winter just past. On another page Mr. Wallace, of Con-
necticut, gives another instance of their hardiness.
We are familiar with the rapid increase of this beautiful

species on the West Coast, where all the conditions are in its

favor; where climate is milder, food more abundant and eas-
ily had, and enemies fewer. But with strict protection a
somewhat similar increase might take place in the central
West and even on the Atlantic coast.

Pheasants are great wanderers, and a few turned out at any
point will spread themselves over a wide extent of country

;

they are also great runners, and will sometimes refuse to lie

to a dog, but at other times they have to be kicked out of the
brush just as our own quail and rutted grouse do.
We know of no experiments with any exotic game which

have proved so promising as those with this pheasant, and it

would seem worth the while of sportsmen's clubs generally to
take the matter of their introduction in hand. The fact that
the birds will lay their eggs in confinement, and that the
young can be hatched out under domestic fowls, greatly sim-
plifies the experiment."

We are glad to note the following practical suggestion in
Forpst and Stream anent the matter of encouraging the im-
portation of game birds. The following truthful comments
and information relative to the adaptability of the Mongolian
pheasant should be productive of much good to sportsmen
generally, by inducing a more active interest in the breeding
of this excellent game bird. It says :

"It appears to be pretty clearly demonstrated that the Mon-
golian pheasant can stand the winters of New England and
Northern New York, and that he has nothing to fear from
climate on this coast. This has been demonstrated not by
a single experiment, but by several."

A most wonderful piece of fine pen work has just been fin-

ished by General S. S. Bamburger of this city. It is more re-

markable when it is understood that the General is nearly

|

seventy years of age, and that the work was performed with-

j
out the aid of any other help than the glasses he usually

|
wears. The entire inaugural address of President Grover

I Cleveland is written in a space 1^x2 inches. This the ordi-
nary eye may read by the aid of a microscope. This is sur-

: rounded by a representation of a laurel wreath. The heading
is of embossed or illuminated letters announcing the name and
date of the inauguration of the twenty-fourth President of the
United States. The whole design is placed on a card 3^x6
inches. The General will send it to Mrs. Cleveland with his
compliments.

A most pleasing and interesting souvenir of the enjoyment
of field sports in the north of Ireland is possessed by Mr. John
K. Urr in the form of a woodcock and a partridge which were
stuffed and placed in a case more than seventy years ago. The
birds were shot by Mr. Cur's father, who had them prepared
as they stand to-day. They have never been disturbed and
appear as fresh and perfect as though arranged but yesterday.
The taxadermist who prepared them evidently knew his busi-

ness. The good deeds wnich men do are not always buried
with them.

The activity which we noticed in the sporting goods house
of E. T. Allen Co., on dropping into that emporium for all

kinds of sportsmen's outfits, is indicative of a lively move-
ment in field and trap sports this time of the year. The im-
provements made by this house during the past few weeks is

most noticeable and very gratifying to the friends of this well
known and firmly established bouse.

It is encouraging to notice the interest taken in pistol shoot-

ing, small as it yet is, but it gives promise of growth. There
is a pistol dub which meets at Shell Mound and practices reg-

ularly in this fascinating line of sport. Col. S. I. Kellogg is

the President of-ihe club, and F. O. Young, Secretary.

The " World's Fair shoot " will doubtless he a success, now
that the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association has assumed
control over the arrangements of that event. This is a highly
proper movement, as in no other way could the matter be

made a success.

Class shooting will govern the match at inanimate targets

to-morrow, given by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

Greyhounds in the Show.

From conversation with many of the leashmen we believe

that there will be more greyhounds exhibited on this occasion

in the bench show then was ever before seen in this city.

This, no doubt, is occasioned by the belief that the gentleman
who is to judge for the Pacific Kennel Club is believed to be
well versed in all the points of a greyhound, a feeling that was
never hitherto believed about the gentlemen thatjudged other

bench shows for the club.

The Occidental Coursing Club have been singularly unfor-

tunate this season in its coursing events from the scarcity of

hares it has been obliged to postpone three times a meeting
that was advertised to take place more than three weeksago.
The hunter, who has hitherto supplied the club with hares,

seems to find it next to impossible to capture a sufficient num-
ber of the nimble jacks. However, the club will be sure to

have a sufficient number in the park at Newark by the 7th of

May when, no doubt, there will be a good meeting which will

doubtless be the last for the season held by the club.

There is every probability that by the time the next cours-

ing season opens, the lovers of the leash will have a park at

their disposal on the other side of the bay, but within easy
:h ' i to i lie city that will do credit to the BH of the

State. The park we have good rcasjn to know will be com-

plete in all essentials rivalling the famous Gosforth of England.

The coursing meeting that was to take place this month be-

tween a dozen of dogs from this city and an equal number
from Sacramento has been postponed and in nil probability

will not now take place before the fall.
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. B. H. A - ...April 1 to April 30
ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB Mav 1 to Mar 13
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLIB—Spring meeting May 10 (9 days t

P.CT. Ii. B. A. Spring Meeting _ May '.7 to June 3 incl
CHliX) Aue. 2 to 26 incl
BA N'TA BARBARA At) trust 22 to August 26 incl
LOM POC August 29 to September 2 Incl
HUESESiE September 19 to September 23 incl
SANTA ANA -._ September 26 to September 30 incl
LOS ANGELES October 2 to October 7 Incl
VANCOUVER, WASH June 14 (lour davs)
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND _ _ -Tune 24 (seven davs)
SALEM _ _ July 4th, 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RAdNG ASSOCIATION—Spring MeetiDg_.May 16 to June 23
LATONLA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.}—Spring meeting.

May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting.. .Junefi to 10
OVERLAND PARK (_'LCB—Spring Meeting Mav 30 to June 10
S4XT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, m.)—Summer meeting— .- _June 24 (25daysi
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE _ July 3, 4 and 5
DILLON .. _ -Julv4 to 7
MISSOULA— Regular circuit July 10 to 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit ....Julv 15 to 26
BUTTE-Regular circuit _ July 29 to Aug. 15
HELKNA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALL* _ Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
BTDRGIS r.Mlcbi Julr 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting. Aug. 1 to Augll
GLEN BROOK PARK -August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK _ m Sept. 5 to 8
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 incl.WAS H I NGTON PARK

I
The N. W. A. T. A P. H. B. )...September 4 to 16

MODESTO Sept. 26 to 29 Incl
HOLLISTER™ _ October 10 to 14 incl
CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'X October 16 to 28

Entries Close.

bAN JO-tE COLT STAKES. „_ May 1
NAPA— Pacing Colt Stakes May 1

VAi LEJO May 10OVERLAND PARK CLUB (Denver-Purees. _ May 16
TULARE Mav 25

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ALCONA 730
ALMONITION .

AMBA" ADOK
ANDY B
ANTEEO JR.22^72
ALECT
ALEXANDER BUTTON
BAY KOSK9.M4
CALIFORNIA M rWOOD-
CHANCELLOR H,*it>h

'II U3. DERBY
1,892

DANTON MOIL I EU I

DALY Mil
DEI.WIN
DEXTER PRINCE 11.353
DICTA1 l -

I LUSl0,7M
DIALl
DON MARVIN
DON FIGARO
BCLECTU ll T.i

wit 2,170
EL BENTON
EMINENT
EKOe

'-Vii.KKH
QUIDS
JK.-I BR D
LANCELOT

,

MOUNT H'HilJ li<M0

VW\ WILKKHmi ww. i, an ,

WOOD un.K i
•

I- 1.1 \t
PKINCK RED !'-i .

ID] I
HABLR WILKES „
- \ N JOSE.

I DIM.

KR B»JW „...

_M fclNV, a",

.- W. G. RocklifT, Healtlaburg, Cal
A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal

S. A. Browne A Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
Chas. E Needham, Belioiia, Cal

J. U Smith, Oakland, Cal
— D. Anderton, Oakland, Cal

G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal
Tho*. Bonner, Santa Rosa, Cal

Martin Carter. Irvlngton
- R D. Fox, San Jose

Geo. A Wilev, Danville, (lal
-- ...W. W. snilih. Colusa, Cal

D. J. Murphy. Mllpltas, Cal
_ Rosedale Breeding Farm

Samuel Garahle, Danville, Cal
Souther Farm, san leandro, Cal—Clarence Day, Belmont, Cal

... Kwdale Breeding Farm
Murray 4 Richards, Pleawantoii, Cal

.Chaa. I. I-owell, Lodl, Cal
- Souther Farm, San Leandro

...Wilfred Page, Penh's Grove, Sonoma Co
L. Blcharda, Orayscn, Cal

Souther Farm. San Leandro
-S. A. Browne A CO., Kalamazoo, Mich

Trunk B. Bark*, 8ZS Market St
BODthM1 Farm, San Leandro
Wm. I torbltuSaa Mateo, Cal

A. T. Hatch, 42 Flood Htiildlng, City
**omher Farm, San Leandro

-C. C. Bemlat 8<2 Montgomery St
.- Dr. T. W.-IIarri-. Kn
..-— Wm. Keiiy. Ban Lea

!

E. W. Davie*. WatMi,
_.Cha*. I. LowelL Lodl, tjil
...Martin Carter, Irvlntctou

souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal
. Geo. a. wii.-v. Danville, *«!

Chan. K. Readham, Beliola,Cal
„..Wm. Corbltt. Han Mntoo, Ca)

B \ BrOWBI & U0.. Kalamazoo, Mich
jO, GL Reinln. A32 Monlrututry St

.A. T. Hatch. 43 Flood Building, Cll

y

P.J. Will lama. MUpltaa,CaJ
D. J. Murphy, MllpltaaOal

. .. . Qm A Wiley. Danville, Cal

STETNOL 18,654 „A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
STEVE WHIPPLE- Chas. E, Needham, Beliuta, Cal
VOTER Chas. E. Needham. Bellola, Cal
WALDSTELN 12,597 H. s. Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal
WARLOCK _S. A. Browne O Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
WILDO 9637 Geo. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal
WIL DIRECT _ _ „ Wm. Corbitt. San Mateo, Cal

THOROUGHBREDS.
ACCION'ISTA (Imp. Arabian Stallion.....

C. A. Baldwin, Mountain View Station, Santa Claaa Co
BUNOT (Imp. French Draft Stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
IMP. IDAL1UM Jnhn Cassldy, City
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Murrv, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES (Coach Staxliox) K. O'Grady, >-an Mateo, Cal
MONDAY FINAL H.C. JudsoD. Santa Clara, Cal
NONPAREIL ^.Cleveland Bay Stallion) A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
WILDIDLE „ H. C. Judson, Sanla Clara, Ca

California to the Front.

The enterprise and liberality ofour citizens have brought

California more prominently before the notice of the

people of the old and new world than that of any other

State in America. The broad-minded views expressed

whenever occasion demanded it: the great undertakings

that have been accomplished as soon as thought of; the

departure from old avenues in the agricultural, horticul-

tural and viticultural world, and the adoption of newer

and better ones ; all these have aroused an interest among
our neighbors east of the Rocky Mountains and across

the sea, that has placed California in a commanding

position.

Its name has a fascinating charm that no pen can

describe, and while in mining and agricultural

pursuits it held a prominent place, it rapidly gained a

still greater prominence as the home of the greatest thor-

oughbreds and trotters that ever beat time on the courses

of the land. The fame of our California horses flashed

across the continent, and among the people from the

Bluegrass region and far East, among the hills and moun-

tains of New England, doubts were expressed as to the

truths of the stories told. The incredulous ones were

slow to believe that they could raise horses " away out in

California that could beat theirs,'' but finally they had

to acknowledge that besides the precious metals, wines*

wheat, wool and citrus fruits, California won another

claim for recognition, and that was. " it raised the fastest

and best horses."

Senator Leland Stanford, like all other deep-thinking

men, had ideas in regard to breeding trotters that were

in accordance with those held by Jos. Cairn Simpson,

and others, and, having sent the late Harris Covey, one

of the best judges of horses that ever crossed the plains, to

Kentucky, he had him purchase a number of thorough-

breds " to breed to trotting stallions." Every one re-

members the attacks made upon this way of breeding

horses, by which Senator Stanford intended to raise the

champion trotter, and many insinuations were made that

he would raise a family of horses that could neither trot

nor run, but would be noted principally for " pure cussed-

ness" and a desire to run away on seeing their own
shadows.

These self-same doubters are now converted, and at the

sales of California trotting stock which, by the way sur-

passed, in the averages received, those of any

other State in the Union during that time, they pur-

chased largely and are very enthusiastic now over the

subject of" thoroughbred in the trotter," as taught by

the progressive Californian.

Last week, in this column, there appeared an article on

the position the trotting horse would attain if properly

shown at the World's Fair, and reference was made to

the building of an equine kindergarten in which visitors

could see the Palo Alto method of training trotters. At
that time no suggestions were made public that such a

building would be erected for that purpose, but our

latest advices are to the effect that Senator Stanford is

already contemplating such a project. In a leading

Chicago paper we notice the following; and our readers

can see that it is identical with the theoretical programme

we advanced :

" Negotiations are pending, and are likely to be consummated, for

an illustration at the World's Fair of Senator Stanford's Palo Alto
1 kindergarten ' methods of traiuing. Geu. .Miles of this city broached
the subject to Chief Buchanan and found that gentleman ready to

lend a willing ear to the elucidation of the plan, which comprehends
an exhibit of thirty-five to forty colts from Palo Alto and the erection

of training stables in the arena of the live-stock pavilion, where
daily exhibitions will be given of the methods of training the young-
sters in vogue at that famous farm. If arrangements are made for

this exhibit ihc horses will be sent on shortly and the plan put into
immediate execution and maintained at least until the pavilion is

demanded for the live-stock show the last of August.*'

Senator Stanford is in Chicago and when the car-

loads of thoroughbreds, half-thoroughbreds and quarter-

thoroughbreds are turned loose in the kindergarten, each

little youngster trotting as perfect as if it was the only

gait his ancestors ever knew and were able to transmit,

we should like to be one of that vast assemblage to wit-

ness the expressions on the faces of the spectators and hear
the exclamations of delight from these people from all

part* of the world. That the desire to own one of those

brainy, game-like, pure-moving youngsters will possess

each and every visitor is a foregone conclusion, and the

trotting-horse industry will receive an impetus in this ex-

hibition that will prove beneficial. .The benefits of own-

ing and driving such trotters will be seen immediately,

and the demand for these horses will also create a de-

mand for light vehicles and harnesses that will bring

thousands, aye, millions of dollars to our manufacturers,

while all of the breeders will be benefited by the action

of this lion-hearted Californian, whose name will '.ive as

long as the English language is spoken. Others there

may be that are as wealthy, but where among their ranks

is to be found a single one who is doing, and willing to

do, as much for the trotting horse industry as he ?

Precautions Against Fire.

The telegraphic reports of the conflagations that

cremated thousands of dollars worth of horses in the East

should attract the attention of every horse owner in

California. The building of barns with haylofts and

stalls beneath should never be allowed, for when fire

commences in them, the smoke stifles the poor animals

and, if they cannot be liberated at once they lay down
and die without a struggle. The idea of building separ-

ate sheds for the horses, and building the partitions of the

stalls to the ceiling has proven the safest, and no more than

ten horses should be kept in each row. Water faucets and

hose should always be where they can be reached quickly.

The locks on most of the half-doors of the stalls are of

the combination order and are difficult to open at any

time. The ordinary hook is enough to keep horses in

and if danger from thieves or fire bugs is apprehended a

few good large English mastiffs or St. Bernard dogs

turned loose every night with the watchman will keep

them away. A little foxterrier will be found an in-

valuable assistant to arouse the stable men in time of

danger.

At the door of every stall there should be a hood made

of old carpet or other strong material to throw over the

horse's head in case of fire ; the animal can then be led

to a place of safety. If turned loose after being led from

a burning building horses will invariably rush back into

*he ruins, hence great precaution* should be taken to turn

them into an inclosed field some distance from the burn-

ing building. The hay and feed should be kept in one

corner of the building and signs should be placed in con-

spicuous places having the words "No smoking allowed"

printed in large letters thereon. If a large number of

men are employed they should be drilled in a similar

manner to that of seamen. Each man should know his

place and be taught what his duty is, so that if a fire

should break out everyone will understand the value of

system and act with coolness. Plenty of water buckets

(to be used expressly for the purpose), should be seen on

every stock farm ; the cost is trifling compared with the

loss of even one colt. The sprinkling cart should never

be left empty at night, besides the pipes that extend

to the sprinkler, there should be a large faucet that will

be found very useful at all times; most of the latest im-

proved sprinkling carts are provided with them. In time

of fire every drop of water is needful, and it should not

be thrown on top but at the bottom of the blaze to do the

most good ; one bucketful there is as good as three above

the flame.

The Time to Get Ready.

One of the most important offices connected with an

agricultural association is that of secretary. The work

devolving upon him is of such a nature that he must

have time to attend to it and be paid for it. " A laborer

is worthy of his hire," and it is hardly to be expected

that when one is even more valuable than a laborer he

should be deemed unworthy of receiving any remunera-

tion for his services. The secretary's work commences

in March and ends about one month after the fair and

races close. He is expected to attend all the meetings,

answer all correspondents, "make out programmes, an-

swer a thousand questions, if he answers one, attend to

the exhibits, assist the Superintendent of the Pavilion

and apportion the premiums accurdingto their value.

At the track he must see that all the farmers get a good

place to exhibit their stock. The chickens must be in

the coops ; the pigs in the pens ; the cattle in their stalls.

and the heavy horses in front of every other

exhibit. When the races commence, the Secretary must

act as clerk of the course, and collect all moneys due and

keep a record of all drivers who owe forfeits. He must

fill out his books and send duplicates to the National

Trotting Association ; thus it can be seen that ifever a man

earns his salary it is the secretary. But this secretary
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mast have some qualifications besides being a " friend" of

a director. He must write a legible band and insist on

getting all of his entries complete from the owners of

horses that are to compete at the lair, whether on the

track or in the show ring. He must be firm in the dis-

charge of his duties, and gentlemanly and courteous at

all times and must keep forever in view the main issue, and

that is :
" To make the fair a success."

A good, live, energetic young man that has the welfare

of the association always uppermost in his mind can, as

a secretary, do more to make a meeting successful than a

score of half-dead-and-alive directors that feel out of

place if they are not hanging around a mower or a reaper

or " talking chicken to some lady enthusiast who has a

patent incubator."

The necessity for liberal advertising is apparent to all

who wish to attract the public. What would our theatri-

cal companies do were it not for the advertising they pay

for ? Does anyone suppose they can offer better attract-

ions for one week than a first-class, well-advertised, well-

conducted agricultural fair, where everybody is united

in the work of making it successful, and are anxious to

have a large attendance every day ?

It is the annual holiday week of the farmer and stock-

maD, where wives, youths, maidens and children can

learn more and enjoy themselves better than they can at

any other entertainment of the year. The secretary

knows this, and, if he has any " progressiveness " in his

nature, he can " wake up the slumbering energies of the

directors " and have the greatest fair ever held in the

district. All that is necessary is a united effort on the

part of the directors to help him as soon as they awake to

the fact that they must furnish attractions and good races

if they wish to draw large crowds of people. If he fails

to perform his duties or shows a faint-heartedness and

lack of interest in the result of the meeting, nis place

should be declared vacant and another one appointed.

This is a progressive age and every district agricultural

association in this State that gets an apportionment from

the State Treasuay should show the State officials that

the money has been expended in a way that will redound

to their credit.

The Outlook and "Work of the Past.

Next Tuesday, May 2d, the California Jockey Club

begins a meeting intended to last fifteen days, running

every week day except Monday. We see no reason why
it should not be even more successful than the Blood

Horse meeting, for the people are now fully interested in

racing and the horses are better prepared to put forth

their best efforts in turf struggles. The judges have given

satisfaction with their decisions in almost every instance

and are doing much toward turning the rascals out into

the cold, cold world, to fill jails and neglected graves.

One thing about the large number of turfmen and

jockeys disciplined is that the offense was in almost every

case laid at the door of owners of the sprinters or of

jockeys that rode the skyrockets. This teaches a good!

moral—that most of the robbery or attempted robbery of

the public purse is done in these sprint races, and that

owners of sure-enough racehorses, capable of going a dis-

tance, as a rule run to win.

Judge Clinton Riley informed us the other day that

while the Turf Congress rule regarding distances (no race

for three-year-olds or over of less than a mile) was in

vogue there was never such interest manifested in racing

in the Wett and Southwest, and never did racing asso-

ciations coin such an amount of money. The popular

races are at a mile to a mile and a quarter, and the

sprints for " dogs " are nothing more nor less than games

of chance—haidly that, for many races of this description

are either cut and dried or decided at the start, making it

a regular " brace " game. Oar local association can make

a great hit by having only one race per day of less than

a mile, and by so doing will also weed out the no-accounts

and ultimately have a better class of horses racing out

this way. We would much like to see the change sug-

last Saturday in the mile race 1:43$, while the official

timers made it 1:43. Many other instances of this sort

might be mentioned.

In the case of Joe Narvaez we trust he will be able to

prove his innocence of intended crookedness in the saddle,

for he is a high-class horse-pilot and the turf can ill afford

to lose him. However, if he intended being dishonest to

his employer he should be punished severely, as a hard

lesson to one of such standing as Narvaez will deter

youths that might otherwise desire to be smart and tricky

from treading that dangerous path.

Horse-baok Riding.

Another Circuit "Wanted.

The Board of Directors of the Tulare County Agricul-

tural Association have decided to reopen the colt stakes

Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 until May 25th, second payment July

1st, etc., according to the advertisement, as seen in the

columns of this journal. The members of this Associa-

tion are wideawake and progressive, and, as Secretary

Zartman says, there is room for another circuit, compris-

ing Stockton, Modesto, Merced, Fresno and Bakersfield.

This is an excellent idea, and will afford good racing dur-

ing the month of November. The secretaries of these

districts should agree upon this, and by so doing they

will awaken an interest among the horsemen, breeders

and farmers of that section which will be productive of

great good. The races can commence after the Stockton

Fair and go right down the rich San Joaquin valley. We
hope this suggestion will be acted upon. Let each Board

of Directors take hold of this project immediately, and

success will crown their efforts.

The first of May is the date set for the closing of en-

tries for the pacing stakes for the four-year-olds or under

at Napa, and all owners of baby " side-wheelers " should

send in their entries at once. The purse is $300, entrance

§15, $5 payable on the date of making entry. The race

will be two in three. At San Jose, entries to all the

stakes for trotters and pacers close on the first of May,

also. Owners cannot afford to miss San Jose in their

programme. The track there will be in perfect condition,

and a large number of improvements around the stalls

and buildings have been made since the last meeting. By
referring to the advertisement information will be had of

the various stake races to take place there.

We are credibly informed that there is to be built (or

rather rebuilt, shortly) a judges' stand of only one story,

and it will be so arranged that the sighting will be on a

level with the horses' heads, as it should be. Judge

Riley will probably supervise the construction of the new

edifice, and he knows just how a judges' stand should be

built.

There has been much complaint about the timing

lately, and certain it is that there is a great variance in

some instances between the watches of the official timers

and those held by scores of horsemen and reporters.

Twenty competent men got the time made by Martinet

Buffalo Girl and Other Pacing Mares.

When the fast paciDg mare Buffalo Girl was retired from

the turf a number of years ago with a record of 2:12}, it was

generally thought that she would prove of value in the breed-

ing ranks, inasmuch as she possessed as much speed as had

been shown by any harness horse up to the time of her ap-

pearance, and in addition her temperament was of the ner-

vous sort that is generally a characteristic of producers of

trotting or pacing speed, says the Breeders' Gazette. Thus
far Buffalo Girl has produced two foals by the trotter Jerome
Eddy, 2:16.], and one by Eed Wilkes. It issaid that the elder

of the Jerome Eddy foals has a fair amount of trolling speed,

and that all of Buflalo Girl's produce are Datural trotters, not
in any way inclining to the gait at which their dam gained
so much distinction. Be the matter of their speed as it

may, the fact remains that thus far none of Buffalo Girl's

produce has entered the 2:30 list, and some of her foals are

certainly old enough, so that lack of age does not stand in

the way of their becoming standard by performance. That
the fault is not on the side of their sires is shown by the fact

that from other mares Jerome Eddy and Ked Wilkes have
sired a large percentage of 2:30 speed. Thus far Buffalo Girl
is the only one of three mares that were at one time conspic-

uous in the free-for-all pacing races that has not produced
speed. Old Lucy, whose mark was 2:14, produced the pacer
Chris Smith. 2:14}, to the cover of Guy Wilkes, and when
bred to Electioneer the resultant foal, named Luc*neer,
trained to a record of 2:27 at three years. Mattie Hunter, rec-

ord 2:12], produced in her first foal, Mattie Marco, a 2:25

trotter, and other pacing mares have shown considerable

merit in the speed-producing ranks. Pocahontas, the fastest

pacer of her day, can almost be considered the founder of a

trotting family, inasmuch as it was through her that Young
Rolfe, a wonderful sire for his opportunities, was given tolhe
world, and he in turn got Nelson, whose 2:10 record to an old-

fashioned sulky on a regulation track is still a mark for trot-

ting stallions to shoot at. It has been shown so often that pac-

ing speed can come from lines of blood which have previously
produced only trotters that the interchangeability of the trot-

ting and pacing mares should breed trotting speed, especially

when mated with stallions of pronounced trotting action and
blood lines, is only to be expected, and breeders who are up
with the times fancy pacing matrons to breed to trotting-brea

stallions that have a great amount of speed.

The Difference.

The difference between Whitiier's great poem and a school-

master? Well, one is "The Tent on the Beach," and the

other is "bent on the teach." Which reminds us that if you are

in want of any kind of a tent—one for a booth, a camping-
house, or if you want an awning, or a genuine bunting flag,

you cannotdo better than to call at 111 Clpy Street and see Mr.
M. Von Hagan Jr. He makes them; look at his " ad " in this

week's paper.

Froc Fbou is entered in $45,000 worth of stakes in the
East this year. Harvey Ernest will campaign her.

Ripans Tabules cure nausea.

Horse-back riding is not only a healthful exercise, but the

most pleasant and diverting of all sports, and though the art

is in a dormant state compared with other sports it is simply

from a mere want of knowledge of the true art.

The majority of those who ride have not received proper

training nor have properly trained horses, therefore it easily

fatigues them and they do not see in it anything more than a

means of transportation or idle show ; and, satisfied with the

appearance they can make by merely sitting on a horse, flat,

tering themselves that they are natural riders, they do not be-

lieve in, and even ridicule those schools or systems that the

true art of horse-back riding has established. If these mis-

taken amateurs would only reason for a moment and try to

realize the condition of a horse with a rider on its back thev
would soon see their error.

The horse, like every other quadruped, has a natural equil-
ibrium of its own, without which it could not go, in altering
its equilibrium by putting a weight on its back and pretend-
ing that the animal should move with it with the same and
even greater surety and agility than in its natural state (since

that is what is required of the saddle-horse is nonsensical).

It must be admitted that a system of training is indispensable,

and as the rider must keep his equilibruim "n perfect harmony
with that of the horse, he, too, needs a systematic training.

One often hears the question, " How is it then that natural
riders do such wonderful tricks?" They are tricks indeed,

and appear foolish and vapid compared with the manage
of an expert horseman. They are based on no principles aad
are merely the result of the physical strength of the rider

and the violent use of the same.
The true horseman only sees in such performances a profa-

nation of the art as regards training and a disadvantage to the
organism of the horse.

Both horse and rider need preparatory training, without
which everything will be executed mechanically, and by ac-

cident, as well by the rider as by the horse.

The system cf " breaking " or initiating rider and horse are
very similar wherever the true art is known. The methods
of imparting or instructing, however, differ. Yet all systems
regarding the training of the rider decidedly forbid that the
beginner should be initiated on an untrained animal.

Since in order to learn what he is told to do, the pupil must
feel that the horse understands and does what is required by
the given aids.

The modern system, besides that which especially regards
the training of the horse, comprises : position ; mounting and
dismounting; body exercise, by which the equilbrium of the
rider is rendered flexible and firm ; the holding of the reins,

the effect of the weight and body and of the equilibrium of

the rider; the action of the rein and corresponding move-
ments of the hands and arms ; action of the legs; mutual rela-

tion of the hands and legs and the equilibrium ; support of

the hands on the horse's mouth
;
position of the horse stand-

ing and in motion; meauo of putting the horse in motion;
means of passing from one gait into another ; uniting; gath-

ering; backing; leaping; light-riding or rising in the stir-

rups.

The pupil having grasped this part of the instruction, has,

one may say, learned the language with which he may com-
mune with the horse, and can have it do his pleasure, and
never tire of the sport.

Should the pupil at this period show also that he has tact

and skill; and that he feels the movements of the horse, he
can proceed with the other part of the art and become able to

train the horse himself. These latter qualities in a rider are

often gifts of nature, others acquire them by practice, while
many will never be able to possess them.
Some may well say that this is too much to learn, and be-

come discouraged at the start. But no. All can learn, al-

though there is indeed much to learn. It requires only de-
termination and perseverance.

And when one has learned, seeing what little effort it costs

him to manage his steed, he will forget the trouble of train-

ing and exclaim, " Well the thing is not sodifncult afterall."

Having lost his rigidity and acquired the necessary flexibility

and "equilibre" he has, as it werp, become a part of the

horse. His communicating to the horse what he wants it to

do costs him no more fatigue or effort than his changing the

gait of the horse from a slow one into a fast one.

The horse guesses his thoughts, and at times he will find

during his experience that he even anticipates them.
To make riders, though, depends greatly upon the capacity

of the instructor. He must have perfect knowledge of the
theory and practice ; because as the pupil is applying practi-

cally the explanation, the instructor must be aware that both
rider and horse have comprehended, and are ready to carry

out the order in good shape.

The demand for a good teacher of horseback riding has
long been felt on this coast ; a teacher who follows the above
system which has been adopted by the largest riding schools
of Europe, New York, Boston and Philadelphia, and lately

we have learned that there is a Mr. D. Vencliiarutti in this

city who proposes to show this system to our citizens as soon
as he has his plans perfected. He will have the model riding

school of the West and will give exhibitions that will be
creditable. If his scheme, which he is planning succeeds, it

will prove of inestimable value to our horsemen. The breed-

ing and raising of high-class saddle horses has been neglected

on this coast; while horseback riding as a healthful recreation

for young and old has never received the encouragement it de-

serves. There is no part of the Doited Btatea where so many
aveuues are open for the enjoyment of the latter. The hilis

and valleys, along the rapid-flowing streams, in forests, across

the meadows, or climbing the mountains, are always inviting

to the equestrian and equestrienne. The demand for good,

stylish, well-trained horses has been a strong one and if the

enterprise this learned gentleman proposes succeeds, the craze

for riding will increase.
—

The golden harvest times will soon be here, and the pros-

pects for great crops in California were never brighter. Now
is the time for the observant, studious, careful and economical

farmer to purchase his mowers, reapers, binders, threshers and
engines. By reference to our advertising columns, it will be

noticed that only the mn-l responsible firms are represented,

and we take pleasure in recommending each and every one to

our patrons. If they visit the city they cannot spend a few

hours more profitably than by visiting each of the places ad-

vertised, and seeing the very latest labor-saving device* iur

the harvesting of grain and making and pressing hay.
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TLTRF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Lee Shaker has taken a number of bis choicest trotters

and pacers to the famous Salisbury track at Pleasanton.

The Salinas and Hotlister Fair Associations have _an-

nouoced the same dates for their meetings—October 3d to 7tb,

inclusive.

Walter Mabex has a Stamboul cok, out of a thorough-

bred mare, in his string at Lon Angeles, that will be a 2:20

performer this year.

Orris A. Hickok is pleased with the pacer Dexter Thorn,

2:25 : be seems to be one of the improving kind and will lower

his record in his first race.

The youngsters on the Santa Rosa Stock Farm are surpris-

ing Jim Dustin. He says there are a number of really choice

one there that will be heard of in a year or two.

It would not surprise us if the following California horses

are entered for the race for free-for-all pacers at Buffalo. The
purse i* $10,000: Flying Jib, Silkwood, W. Wood, Charlie

Ford and Adonis.

ARTnrR Bennett has just finished a very life-like paint-

ing of A. Spreckles' Guy"Wilkes mare Hulda,2:14;J. This artist's

work stamps him as one of the best animal painters that ever

came to this coast.

H. W. Crabb and Fred W. Loeber were at Pleasanton last

week. We have it on good authority that the former will

breed two well-bred fast mares to Diablo, 2:14|. He wants to

get the very best, it appears.

A valuable three-year-old colt, Simon, by Re-elect, 2:2S

was run over by a freight train at Lodi last week. The horse

belonged to' B" F. Sprague, and was well bred. He had got

loose, and being gentle, did not run when the train approached.

There are all sorts of rumors afloat as to what Walter

Maben is going to do this fall ; the latest is to the effect that

be will remain here, and this seems to be the best after all,

for we cannot spare Walter very well from the circuit this

year.

The fine Almont stallion Alcona 730 has been sent to

HeaMsburg to make the season. The horsemen in the vicin-

ity of that place are well pleased with him (as they ought to

be), and applications are made for his services by owners of

some of the best mares there.

Mr. Bon>*er is very busy at the Santa Rosa Stock Fai*m

getting his horses ready for the sale which will take place in

this city about the middle of next month. The Pierce Bros.

have been liberal buyers at all our auction sales and they will

send to this one their very choicest selections.

Jim Lisdos, who piloted Killarney in so many hard races,

and who for many years was a resident of Woodland, has a

string of trotters at the Chico track, and is rather sweet on a

four-year-old filly by Monroe Chief, that could show lots of

trot last fall, besides some other good ones in his string.

Charlie Scott has theXapa track in better condition this

year than it ever has been. He is a horseman and knows the

needs of horsemen, hence it is no trouble for him to have the

stables, the course and the buildings suitable for them. From
present indications the coming Xapa meeting will eclipse all

previous ones.

Jos. Cajhx Simpson has a gray Antevolo colt that has

takeu a notion to pace and this gentleman smiles a broad
ymile as he mounts the sulky behind the youngster and goes

down the stretch at a 2:25 clip. It is quite a change from
driving trotters but Mr. Simpson seems to be "at home" be-

hind a sidewheeler.

Wilfred Page, of Rancho Cotati, reports the death of

the broodmare Leoline (dam of the $2,000 yearling Ecce), by
Clovis 4909, dam Leah, by Woodford Mambrino, second dam
Maud, by Abdallah 15. Leoline died while foaling, and as

she was one of the choicest mares on the farm her place will

be difficult to 611.

Thomas Smith, of Vallejo, has had his stallion Geo. Wash-
ington, 2:20, at Stockton during the past two months, and last

week he decided to bring him to Vallejo and prepare him for

the races. Besides this grand-looking stallion Mr. Smith has
a string of fourteen very promising trotters and pacers which
he is well pleased with.

A. T. Hatch has decided not to have any of his trotters

trained this year. His orchards and vineyards will demand all

hi« time, hence he cannot give his horse business the atten-
tion it deserves. He intends to have a sale of trotters by Sid-
ney, Guide, Lenmar, Admar and Sid Roy in June. About
sixty bead will be disposed of.

J2fOH9 A. Pender, of Santa Rosa, sold the handsome black
Stallion Khartoum, by Soudan, to .lames Dustin of the Santa

ick Farm some time ago. We have heard that this

gentleman lias disposed of him to some one else in Sonoma.
Khartoum is a model hIock horse, and would, if given an op-
portunity, prove to l>e a 2410 performer.

Li'Ella, dam of Myrtle, 2:19], recently foaled a beautiful

bay filly by Sidney, 2:19}, and was bred to Directum, 2:11V.
Luella is one of the tim-t-looking broodmares in the Slate and

lit and (illy she has had seems endowed with speed. At
lea-t three of them will be in lhe2£0 list this year. She was
bred and raised by Lot \), Slocum, of the city.

raj

m

Hon. I visiting this city. He is looking hale
and nearly, and in a firm believer in the doctrine that " the
bottom ia not out of the trotting hqrae business." Around his

home near Lo» Angeles there are more finely-bred trotters than
there ever were before, and they are valued by their owners
jiwt as highly as when the " boom " in prices iras at it? height.

Tbebb i- rejoicing in the McCord household, Sacramento,
for Brown Jen Ian i Ned Winslow, 2:15; Shylock,
" 1GJ, and Mar.- I.on, 2:19\ |, dropped a full sister tO I hi- great

Ding. She is brown in color wi'i.

forehead, and J. L. McCord savs he believe* he can almost
her come tinder the wire with a Tom Benton burst of

>rwd nnd hear the shout* of the people :
" She heats the

He savs the mother, father and babr are all doing
well.

The broodmare Lady Fracture dropped a bay colt last

Tuesday that is a brother to Jessie, 2:22 ; Fitzsimmons, 2:20,

and Princess McCarty, a two-year-old now in the hand's of J.

Groom, at San Jose, that will make a wonderful trotter.

Besides these, Lady Fracture is the dam of a yearling colt of

much promise. The Santa Rosa Stock Farm has in this mare
one of the best matrons in the State.

A max who does not know much about horses wants to

know why putting a bit in a horse's mouth, which will cut

its head in two, should not be liable to law against concealed

deadly weapons. He wants to know where the foals are in-

cubated artificially and how soon we will have some per-

formers by Squirtgun, out of Brown Bess, by A Machine.

—

Western Horseman.

Mrs. A. C. Goodrich, of Oregon, recently sold to S. S.

Warren, of Spokane, black stallion by Almont Medium,
record 2:1S, dam by Alcona ; second dam by Post's Hamble-
Ionian. Also bay yearling colt by a son of Almont Medium,
dam by a son of Alcona 730 ; second dam by Alcona. Mr.
Warren writes :

" I have broken the black stallion to harness

and he shows lots of speed/'

J. Dewais and C Rodriquez are busy at the Salinas race

track; their strings of trotters and pacers grow larger every

day, while the individuals composing them continue to im-
prove. The reports from the farmers ofMonterey County are

most encouraging and, as a greatei interest is being taken in

the improvement of stock there, the stronger becomes the de-

sire for everv farmer to own a fast horse.

Every horse on Rancho Cotati with the exception of

Eclectic (brother to Anon, 2-10A), and Holdfast, by Guy
Wilkes, has been gelded. Mr. Page believes it is easier and
far more profitable to take charge of a lot of fine geldings that

will make first-class roadsters (if they never appear on the

track) than it is to have a number of mischievous young stal-

lions that take up the attention of a number of men to watch
them, and he is perfectly rieht.

J. E. McCoy, of Huenemp, says the book of his stallion

Ben Corbitt. 2:21, has been filled with the names of some very
choice broodmares, and he thinks it advisable not to give the

horse to a trainer this fall, but next year he will have him
prepared to make a very low record. Seaside, a full brother,

and equally as handsome, will be given to a competent trainer

this fall. He is far speedier than Ben Corbitt was at his age,

and is one of the finest-formed young stallions in Ventura
County.

Advices from the Oakwood Park Stocc Farm are very en-

couraging. Superintendent Wilev has bad the mile track

there placed in perfect order and Ed Lafferty, the capable

trainer, has quite a string of promising young Steinways,

Chas. Derbys and Prince Reds in hand and will have them
ready for the races. There has been no sickness among the

stock on the farm this year, the pastures never looked so

well and the scores of choice horses and herds of cattle are

rolling fat.

Sixce the bicycle sulky came into general use collisions

have become almost wholly a thing of the past, notwithstand-

ing one set of jndges when it first begau to be used pronounced
it a ''deadly machine," and ordered the driver who appeared
in one to go back and harness to a sulky of the " regular pat-

tern." From its construction, if, when the driver is in his

seat, the horse rears he is almost certain to be carried over
backwards, but in no other respect is there as much danger as

there was with the old-fashioned, high-wheeled sulky.

Cos" Gbxffes has four very promising trotters and pacers

in his string of ten at the Oakland race track. Senator L.,

2:29, by Dexter Prince, dam Fanny Bayswater, by Bayswater,

is looking well and will, no doubt, earn a much lower record

this fall. Alfred is a chestnut gelding by Abbotsford that is

being taught to trot to sulky; he is a head-strong, self-willed

fellow and when once taught who is master will be a record-

breaker. Con has a dark chestnut pacing mare and a yearling

Dexter Prince that will be seen on the circuit this fall also.

The following good advice from one of our exchanges is

well worth reproducing: " Gentlemen of the trotting associa-

tions, every dollar judiciously expended in advertising brings

five dollars in at the gate. Don't be afraid to begin early and
then keep it up. Get a good man to keep your track and
grounds in first class order, pay your secretary salary enough
to enable him to devote more than his spare moments to the

business of your association, introduce novelties in your pro-

gramme, keep up with the times, and your balance sheet will

show a good profit every year. But don't forget to advertise."

E. P. Olcott, of this city, will have a large string of trot-

ters out this season from Round Top Farm, Bernardsville,

where Trainer George H. Martin is busy fitting them for the

route. Some of them will start at Baltimore the first week in

June, but the bulk of the stable will join the Grand Circuit

at Cleveland or Bufialo. The string will include the six-

year-old brown mare Happy Bee, 2:17}, by Happy Russell;

the game little chestnut filly Amelia, pacing record 2:21$ at

three years, by Albert W., 2:20 ; Somerset, a speedy five-year-

old gelding by Sotrento, and the three-year-old chestnut filly

Surprise, the oldest foal of Mr. Olcott's young stallion Lord
Eldon, a son of Meander, out of Xantippe, by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian. Happy Bee has grown and thickened into a re-

markably fine and powerful-looking animal, and should be a

hard horse to beat in the 2:18 class.

In the debate at the meeting of the stockholders of the

American Trotting Register Association, Mr. Berrv made the

following remarks :
" 1 shall have to take the same ground I

did before, that a mare making a record of 2:30 would be a

more desirable animal for a brood mare than many mares in

the standard that have no speed, neither their sires nor their

dams. It seems to me that a mare with a speed of 2:30 ought
to be standard. The time is coming when our scale or stand-

ard, as I said before, will be based upon performances, and we
do not want to take a step backwards. I think striking out
Rules 7 and 8 is all right, but ii seems to me that a mare with
a record of 2:30 should be standard." To this statement Mr.
Brodhead replied: n

1 will answer Mr. Berry jusi in this way.
Mr. Berry make- a proposition that horse?' should be standard
by performance. According to thai we had better throw

!
away our registers and say there i* nothing in blood. In op-
position to his statement, I -• thai u >'"

'..'
thai breeds to a

horse with with meedf will be excelled by the man who
breed* to a pedigree without the speed."

L. A. Richlieds, owner of the great sire Elector, has had
Dr. Orvis, the veterinary surgeon of Stockton, at his farm at

Grayson, castrating the colts of all ages sired by his horse.

Mr. Richards has built a new race track on the place and en-

gaged a competent trainer to develop the youngsters. A horse-

man visited the farm last week, and on his return declared he
never saw such a large number of fine- looking, pure-gaited
trotters out of ordinary mares in his life, while those from the
best-bred ones were marvels of beauty and speed.

To the superstitious it looks as though nature was taking
a hand ia regulating the horse business and getting rid of the
over-production. Nearly every day lately witnesses the de-

struction of thousands of dollars worth of horseflesh from
various causes. Besides the losses of valuable trotting-bred

animals of wide reputation already reported, two other losses

of $100,000 each have occurred within the past ten days, each
the result of tire. At Warsaw, Ind., the stables of the Indiana
Horse Breeders' Association were consumed, together with
twenty-three imported and trotting-bred stallions, and down
in Tennessee the thoroughbred horse owner, Chas. Reed, had
a barn struck by lightning and twenty-five mares in foal to

his $100,000 stallion, St. Blaise, were destroyed in the blaze

that followed. These two fires, with the one at Mason City,

Iowa, easily make a loss of §250,000. A quarter of a million

dollars worth of horseflesh gone up in smoke in a period of

fifteen days ! Does it pay to keep a large number of valuable
animals in a single stable?—Horseman.

The Los Angeles Herald's racing reporter put in three
hours at Rosemeade on Thursday last, and was entertained

very hospitably by Mr. Harry Rose, who is in charge of the
establishment Comrade is thickening out into a very hand-
some stallion, and as he unites the Electioneer blood with that

of Stamboul, his youngsters will soon be in deman I. Vera
and Faika stand in opposite stalls, the former having a record
of 2:23 and the other of 2:28], at three and two years old
respectively. The former has grown into one of the most
magnificent looking mares that ever looked through a collar,

being a rich brown with tan nose and flanks. She is filled

out at four years old as much as most aged horses, and may be
regarded as a well-furnished mare in every particular, the
writer will be very much disappointed if she does not trot in

2:20 or better this season, for she is quite as powerful as Ruby
and has a good deal better temper. Faika is a steel gray, but
looks quite black at a distance. She is a smaller and more
compact mare than Vera, and, as Harry Rose remarked,
" was never sick nor sorry." The rest were all young things,

all of good quality, but not forward enough in work to war-
rant one in forming a definite opinion of their quality.

It is always a pleasure to look upon a well-bred, well-made
and well-trained colt, and when one looks upon the yearling
owned by Millard Sanders, Superintendent of the Valensin
Farm, a strong desire to ask the price is apparent. This
youngster is a beautiful dark bay in color. He is by Patron
2-529, out of Fanny Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes, 2:22 ; second dam
Belle Clay (dam of Amy King, 2:224, and Socratist, 2:25), by
Kentucky Clay 194; third dam Betty Brown (dam of Anglin,
2:27-' ; Wilkes Bov, 2:24-1, sire of eighteen, and dams of St.

Vincent, 2:13.^, Lvdia Wilkes, 2:17.1, Glen Wilkes, 2:25,

Georgiana, 2:26}, Patchen Wilkes, 2:29], Ellerslie Wilkes,
2:221, Amy King, 2:224, and Socrates, 2:25), by Mambrino
Patchen 58 ; third dam Pickles, by Mambrino Chief 11 ;

fourth dam by Brown's Bellfounder ; fifth dam by Grey Eagle.
Patron, 2:14], is by Pancoast, out of Beatrice, by Cuyler; sec-

ond dam Mary Mambrino, by Mambriuo Patchen 5S
t
etc. The

great broodmares Belle Clay, Beatrice, Bicara, Mary Mam-
brino, Bettv -Brown, Woodbine, Grey Rose, Chas. Kent mare
and the Rodes mare appears in this pedigree, while the great
sires represented stamp him as one of the choicest-bred young-
sters in California. As a trotter he is very promising. That
he will get a low record while in his owner's care is a cer-

tainty.

The great free-for-all race that is to take place at the
Buffalo Driving Park, Buffalo, August 4th, promises to be
"the event of the season." The purse amounts to ^20,000. It

will be divided into two parts, §13,000 for the first race and
$7,000 for the second, which will be a consolation affair. Any
horse starting in the first race and not finishing better than
fourth, will not be allowed to start, and as only ten horses are
entered all but two will be able to get their money back and
sis will be winners. Entrance money will not be due until

July 17, and the fee is but 5 per cent. Following is the list

of entries April 24th. It is expected that A.. Spreckles' fleety

mare Hulda will also be in the list, but her name had not
been [received on the above date: D. Wiggins' b m Martha
Wilkes, 2:08, by Alcyone ; Budd Doble's ch m Belle Vara,
2:09$, by Vatican ; V. L. Shuler's b g Greenleaf, 2:10], by
Simmons; Standard Trotting Horse Companv's b m Alix,

2:10, by Patronage; Bob Stewart's b g Walter E., 2:11
:J,

by
Patchen ; Mambrino Village Farm's ch m Nightingale, 2:10J,

by Mambrino King; Jewett Farm's b s Favora, .2:19], by
Patchen; Anderson's blk m Nightingale, 2:13], by Osgood's
Patchen: Monroe Salisbury's ch g Little Albert. 2:10;, bv
Albert W.; Scott McCoy's ch g Ryland T.,' 2:11|, by
Ledger Jr.

The five-year-old mare Canary Bird, 2:19i, whose record
was made as a three-year-old. died recently in Independence,
la., the property of C. W. Williams. She went a mile in a
race last season in 2:13], although unable to win the heat, and
was expected to trot in 2:10 this year. An added poignancy
is given Mr. Williams' natural grief on the loss of so valuable

a mare by the fact that his paper, the American Trotter, tells

him in so many words that losing the mare was his own tanlt.

The Trotter makes the death of Canary Bird the text for a

sermon on the foolishness of owners who are anxious to put

mares in the breeding ranks as soon as they get themselves
records instead of keeping on campaigning them as long as

they are able to win money in their class. Referring to Ca-
nary Bird, the Trotter says: "It is almost a certain *hing

that she would have won a large amount of money, but her

owner, like a majority of breeders, seemed to be anxious to

assist all he could to bring about the over-production of the

trotting-bred horse, and instead of trotting her, as he should

have done, he bred her. Last week she and the colt bnih

died, and for his short-sighted policy her owner has now
neither colt nor mare, and no trotter to take her place in the

2:20 class stakes." It is tough enough to lose a fast young
mare, but to then be lectured for your folly by the editor of

your own paper is indeed gall and wormwood. However, it is

gratifying to note that Mr. Williams, the editor, does not hes-

itate to rip Mr. Williams, the horseman, up the back when-
ever occasion for this drastic treatment arises.—Breeders'
Gazette.
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The Saddle.

TrLARE was to have had races Thursday and Friday of

this week.

Martinet is a sure starter for the American Derby, no ac-

cident occurring-

Perry McKenna arrived at Bay District track from Han-
ford, Cal., late last week with Ruth, Lady Gwen and a few

others.

Loxgstkeet, so the track watchers say, will hardly be got-

ten up to a race this year, as there are already signs of lame-

ness evident.

Billy Lakeland's Victory has been given up as a hope-

less horse and will be shipped to W. H. Forbes' Farm near

Boston to be retired.

Arthur Bennett, the celebrated artist, now in this city,

has recently made excellent pictures of Topgallant, Hulda

and other turf celebrities.

Midnight, the black Accident gelding, has been returned

to his home in Santa Barbara sound and well. He will prob-

ablv be seen on the Southern California circuit this fall.

Little interest seems to be taken in the Brooklyn, the first

of tbe greatspring handicaps, as compared with former years,

:
one of the reasons being that Lamplighter, now at 6 to 1, is

looked upon as a cinch. Lucky Judge Morrow may repeat

I
again, however.

The Lake Country (Ore.) Agricultural Association has
arranged for four days' interesting racing, to begin on the 30th
day of nest June. Some line sport is iu store, for there are a

nice lot of promising youngsters in training for the event

—

Jacksonville (Or.) Democratic Times.

Henry Schwartz last Saturday bought at auction at Bay
District track the bay two-year-old colt by St. Savior, dam
Xigbthawk (dam of Garcia), by imp. Haddington. Consider-

ation, $500. This colt belonged to the Shafter estate. Wil-
ber F. Smith sold a two-year-old for $105.

The Kentucky Derby, May 10th, is another stake the Gush-

ing & Orth stable have a good chance to win with either

Lookout or Calhoun, now that King Lee is on the hospital

list

Thomas H. "Williams' horses captured three out of the

sis events contested for at Bay District track last Saturday

—

St. Croix, Cadmus and Tigress, though the formers was a foul

victory.

Lady Violet is conceded to have a better chance than any
other tilly eligible to start in the Derby, although Col. North's

Elthaiu Queen improves in favor as the date of the race ap-

proaches.

Leosaavell, now 12 to 1 for the Brooklyn, is at Grave-

send, and was punch-fired a short time ago. He is as tit as a

})nr>e can be got, working five furlongs in 1:03$, going easy

and under a pull.

Dr. Thus. Bowhill, as an amateur photographer, is a

threat .-access. Last week he presented us with a most excel-

lent picture of his Australian horse, Chesterfield, and it is a

splendid likeness of the son of The Marquis.

CENTENELLA.the Mariner—CataUna filly owned by Senator

\V. Thompson, of Nevada, is declaied to be phenomenally

fast up to and including a mile. In fact, she is said to have

shown better trials than the illustrious Martinet

Neither Sir Francis nor G. W. Johnson is likely to start

in a race until they meet in the American Derby. The former

will have the advantage of having the best trainer, Matt
Byrnes, and the best jockey, ''Snapper" Garrison.

We understand Frank Van Ness, owner of the great

Morello, Fitzsimmons and others, will not be allowed to start

his horses on any of the Turf Congress tracks, he having been

disbarred from the trotting turf for alleged crookedness.

The judges are the handicappersforthe Blood Horse meet-

ing. This much we learned from Presiding Judge Riley, who
stated that aoy one could have learned who did the handi-

capping had they taken the pains to ask the proper persons.

The turf operations of some of the English magnates are

colossal. During 1891 and 1892 Baron de Hirsch won upon

the turf in public stakes about §210,000. Of this amount
$198,125 was distributed among several large London hospi-

tals.

So far it looks as though this was going to be an oft' year

with McCafferty. He loses his best colt, Rees, now he has to

shoot old Hocksev, and he can not win a race, but it is fair to

say that he has not vet started anything above a selling

plater.

Dan Dennisok, acting for Mr. Macdonough, has sold to

A. F. Gonzales, of this city, the bay two-year-old colt by imp.

Cheviot—Verona, a mighty good-looking youngster. This is

Mr. Gonzales' first venture in the thoroughbred line, we
believe.

The Kendall Stables, of which that great filly Yo Tambien

is the bright and particular star, will this year bpgin its racing

season at Nashville. Yo Tambien. though only taking slow

work as yet, is said to be a greatly improved mare in ap-

pearance.

Baldwin is said to have a filly by Cheviot that has gone

half a mile in 0:47', over the Santa Anita ranch track.

Whether it is the tilly out of Atalanta II. or some other mare

is not known, but the one from this mare is declared to be

lightning.

Senator Thompson last Saturday telegraphed $200 to a

Chicago book-making firm to place on his horse Martinet, and

it was done. "The ticket wili read §20,000 to $200 Martinet,"

100 to 1 beingtheodds. The price was immediately cut down
to 50 to 1.

Owners of thoroughbreds will please remember that dec-

larations in the Grant & Hesing Stakes and Garfield Park

Derby, Gartield Park, Chicago, are due May 1st, and the

same will be received at the club's office. Deming Hotel.

Joseph Swigert is the Secretary.

Hon. L. J. Rose, it is said, may send East a small but se-

lect string. lie at present owns the black Mariner colt Bor-

deaux, that won last week, and a grand-looking chestnut two-

year-old bv imp. Cyrus. It is said the Los Angeles gentleman

has taken a decided fancy to Misty Morn and Rosebud, and

may purchase them. _^^
Imp. Whistle Jacket, the property of Milton Young,

has established a record in England. Before he crossed the

Atlantic he had made his first season in the stud. This year

three mares produced to his cover seven foals, one triplets,

tbe other two twins. It is to be hoped that he will not try to

beat this record at McGrathiana.

C. J. Bird (Vancouver) has purchased the great thorough-

bred stallion Oregon. The horse will be for the present in

the stud at his farm on Fourth Plain. As soon as the Port-

land new track is in condition he will be moved there. Oregon
is a chestnut horse by Monday, dam Planetia, by Planet,

therefore a half-brother to Fortress and Ned i,,**uk.

The light-weight jockey, Piantoni, is bound by contract to

G. Van Gordon, of San Simeon, Cal, for §5 per month for

a term of three years yet to run. His employer had loaned

the lad to " White Hat" McCariy, but uow insists that he go
backaud work out his contract.—Daily Spirit.

Mr. Corkicax, at the request of a number of horse owners
in California who have auimals eneaged for the event, has

consented to postpone the running of the Chicago Derby, a

Hawthorne Park event, until some time in June, instead of

running it on May 16, as was at first intended.

Mike Dwyer recently offered £2,500 for Prince George.
"Father Bill " Daly promptly refused the ofler. Subsequently

be was offered $S,000 for the colt, which was also declined.

The Brookwood stable have sold their two-year-old colt Dare
Devil, by Willful—Garrote, to M. A. Coleman.

Marcus Daly resigned as president of the West Side Rac
ing Association last evening and Thomas Lavell was elected

to succeed him. F. E.Shaw was elected vice-president and A.
C. Holmes secretary. D. P. O'Connor will continue to be the

assistant secretary.—Butte Inter-Mountain, April 20.

Dan Miller's string goes along with tbe crack Undine
Stable horses. Mr. Miller will take the great Charmion, the

two-year-old bay Argyle colt. Gordius, and Relampago, a
strapping bay two-year-old colt. Relam.jago, is by Three
Cheers—Narcola. Dan Meeks trains the Miller horses.

"Two-yeab-olds in Training, Foals of 1891," is the title

of a most useful little volume, giving the names and pedigrees

of nearly all the two-year-olds in training in America. It

was compiled by C. F. Knippel, of San Francisco, and printed

bv the Pacific Printing Co., .538 California street, this city.

E. F. Fallon, of Hollister, has a magnificent-looking colt

in the four-year-old Hathaway, son of Ironclad and Skipaway,
by Wildidle. He is 1G.1 hands, weighs over 1,100 pounds,
and has shown six furlongs, according to report, close to 1:17
over the owner's ranch track, though not in training at pres-
ent. Some clever horseman should purchase this horse, who
can, we understand, be bought at a very reasonable price.

Dick Havey left Sacramento last Monday at about noon
for Chicago with the famous Fair string, twelve in all, includ-
ing Yo El Rey, Dare and Flood Gate. The last-named pair ,

American Derby candidates, will doubtless render a good ac-
count of themselves, as their work of late has been very
satisfactory. Of Yo El Rey every horseman that has ever
seen him at his work pronounces him the equal of any colt

[
that ever saw daylight on the Pacific Coast, and El Rio Rey,

' Emperor of Norfolk, Mollie McCarthy, Gano, Geraldine, Sir
Walter, Zaldivar and King of Norfolk were a fairish lot as

youngsters, too.

The Macdonough string, in charge of the veteran trainer,
Henry W'alsh, left San Jose last Sunday morning for Brook-
lyn, N. Y. It is said the Walsh lot has been thoroughly
weeded out, so that everything in the bunch is considered a
stake animal. If Monowai and Parasite are not heard from as
winners, we will say San Jose horsemen are sadly ofl'in their
calculations. Grandee, in the mud, will be hard to head, but
on a dry track he is only about fourth-class. The youngster
by imp. King Galop—Glidelia, will be a crackerjack or we
miss our guess, and the Cheviots out of Lizzie P. and Youog
Flush are declared to be as fast as the proverbial bullets.

Theodore Winters will send an excellent string of nine
horses to St. Louis on the 5th of May, in charge of "Tip"
Williams. J. J. Grant, the genial superintendent of the
Nevadan's ranch, who was at the Baldwin Hotel last Sunday,
kindly made public the list of horses to be sent (nearly all

Nevada-bred), as follows : Pyramid, ch c, 3, by Joe Hooker—
Addie O'Neil ; Advance ch c, 3, by Joe Hooker—Avail;
Royal Prince, ch c, 2, by Prince of Norfolk—Ballinette;
Little Tom, ch c, 2, by imp. Great Tom—Florence A.; Van,
br c, 2, by Attila—Polly Vic ; Donello, b f, 2, by Jumbo

—

Sooner; Tanthe, ch f, 2, by Jumbo—Silvia; Tzetta, br f, 2,

by Jumbo—Rozzetta ; Pedigree, b f, by imp. Saxon—But-
terress. "Tip" Williams, the trainer of the above, has been
with Ed Corrigan for some years past, and handled G. W.
Johnson, Huron and other celebrities.

The recent rich addition to the ranks of turfmen, Richard
Crocker, of New York, had hard luck last week with both

Fairy and Longstreet, who were defeated in their first race of

the season. Fairy ran second in her race, Prince George
winning, while the famous Longstreet was ninth in his race.

The yearling produce ot the Ellerslie stud will be sold in

the paddock of the Brooklyn Jockey Club on May 19th. They
comprise the get of Eolus and Charaxus, and among the lot

is a sister to Russell, a brother to Charade, Mabelle and Char-
ter, and a sister to Hanimie, besides other well-bred young-
sters.

Pera, a sister to the famous Iroquois, has foaled a colt by
Himyar that is thought to be the best foal yet dropped in

Kentucky. Major Thomas, who owns the mare, was offered a

long price for the foal in utero, but declined the ofler, as he
was sure that the foal, if it lived, would fetch a big price as a

yearling.

That good "horse" paper, the Breeder and Turfman,
issued since its inception, over a year ago, at Nashville, Tenn.,

has moved its headquarters to St. Louis, Mo., having only a

branch office in the Tennessee capital. They will fit up a

parlor and reading-room in St. Louis for the use of visiting

horsemen. _•

Vic Jenkins, that thorough young horseman, has taken

chargeof the Kennedy horses lately handled by Tom Bally. In-

cluded in the lot are Charmer and Mackey. The former signa-

lized her change of trainers by running a good second to the

great Charmion, giving dust to Conde, Steadfast and others.

Vic is very popular, and in his hands the horses will not suffer.

A new daily sporting paper, called The American, was to

have come out in New York on the 1st of May. George H.
Dickinson, for several years past sporting editor of the World,

is the managing editor, and Richard Croker, the Tammany
chieftain, and Michael F. Dwyer, the turf magnate, are said,

to be the backers of the paper. Turf news is to be a specialty

of the new publication.

In a few days a carload of horses will leave San Francisco

for St. Louis, Mo. Among those that are booked to go are

Lottie Mills, Pescador, Misty Morn and Rosebud. It is in-

tended to take along six tons of California hay. E. J. Bald-

win has done this for years, as he found out by experience

that the average California racehorse does not thrive so well

on the Eastern product.

James R Keene's broodmare Sundown (by Springfield,

out of Su'ishine), foaled April 4, a bay colt, by Ayrshire,

which is said by the Cobham Stud groom, Shipley, to be the

biggest and best he has ever seen. Atala, another of Mr.
Keene's mares, foaled a chestnut tilly, by Amphion, on the

Glh inst., and this is described as " a grand one." Seven out

of the eleven mares have now foaled.

Glenloc'H, the dam of George Van Gordon's excellent

colt Articus, was burned to death at Charles Reed's celebrated

Fairview Farm, Gallatin, Tenn., on the 13th inst. A brood-

mare barn was struck by lightning, and twenty-five mares

perished in the flames. Most of these were in foal to imp. St.

Blaise. Glenloch was a bay mare, foaled at Palo Alto Stock

Farm, February 1, 1SS7, by Flood, dam Glendew, by imp.

Glengarry, therefore being a sister toGuenn and Geoffrey.

Charles Morton, the Englisn trainer who visited San
Francisco, said the Australian horse. Highborn, that won the

Viceroy's Cup this season in India, would be a good horse in

any country. If the British expert be correct, what a greut

horse Carbine must have been to give Highborn fifty-three

pouods and a beating over three miles of ground. This the

Australian champion did in the Melbourne Cup of 1890, when
he carried 140 pounds to Highboro'fl 92. "arbine at that

lime wu live years old, Highhorn iht- same.

Races have been arranged to come oS on the new kite-

shaped track at Gonzales on the 2d day of May, as follows :

At 10 o'clock in the morniog a stake race, trotting, best 3 in
5, for $30 for each horse named, will be decided. In this race
there have been named the following nominations: Clark's
Budd Doble, Widemann's Fred H., Rodriguez's Bay Pete and
Davis' Brown Angel. Promptly at 2 p. m. the running race,

000 yards and repeat, for a purse of $40 entrance added, will

be called by the judges. Following are the entries : W.
Handley's Dexter, H. Handley's Red Rover, Dixon's Bee's
Wing, Rutherford's Hayseed, Clark's Polly Hopkins and
Widemann's Country Girl. The last race is trotting, best 3
in 5, for a purse of $60, with entrance money added. The en-
tries to this event are : Chrisman's Emmett, C. Realty's Cal-
cutta, Gordon's Keno (p) and Brockman & Widemann's
Klukluck.

A New York dispatch dated April 22d says :
" Very little

interest is being taken in the Brooklyn handicap this year.

The race is less than three weeks off', and as yet bat little talk

has been heard concerning the entries in the race. Lamp-
lighter has not been taken up yet, and it is almost a certainty

that he will not face the starter during the Brooklyn meeting.
Raceland, Fidelio and one or two other handicap candidates
are racing at Elizabeth, but little is beard of any others save
Judge Morrow, who is to be raced into condition at Washing-
ton. The racing appears to be at the mercy of three or four
candidates, and this may be one of the reasons. At any rate

the bookmakers have refused to make a future book on the
event. The Morris string, now at Elizabeth, will be shipped
to "Washington, with three exceptions. They are Aleppo.
Clismic and Wolsey. They will remain in Fred Littlefield's

care until the Washington meeting is over."

E. F. Fallon's two Judge McKinstry fillies, Easter Lass
and Mollie Rogers, are working in a manner highly pleasing

to their owner at the ranch track, near Hollister, and will, in
all likelihood, be heard from later on in the season as winners.

The first-named is from Talluda, by Enquirer, second dam
Tallulah, dam of five winners and the dams of Miss Ford and
Reporter, etc.,on to the twentieth dam, while Mollie Rogers is

from LTrsula, by Duke of Montrose, second dam Sozodont
(dam of So-So), by Longfellow, and on to twenty-first dam.
Judge McKinstry, by Grinstead, dam the famous Kate Pease,

by Planet (dam of Marigold, Centella and Lurline) never had
many well-bred mares sent to him, but the dams of Easter
Lass and Mollie Rogers are certainly bred "in the purple"
and from our greatest racing and producing families. Mr.
Fallon owns a yearling brother to Easter Lass called Ray

o

del Sol t Ray of Sun) that it would take a heavy sura to pur-
cbftse, as .Judge McKinstry is now dead and he desires to re-

tain this fellow for use in the stud. Maximillian. a fine-look-

ing Birdcatcher colt, two years old, we are informed is going
to he a race horse, and great hopes are entertained of Dash-
:iway, another son of Birdcatcher, out of a Wildidle mare.

Last week was prolific in events of paramount interest in

thoroughbred circles, and may safelv take rank with that week
in 1 387 which saw the Ives pool bill go on the statute books.

Thursday the "legitimate" season of racing began at the

track of the New Jersey Jockey Club, Elizabeth, N. J. Fri-

day the Saxton bill, sounding the death knoll to pool rooms in

this State, was parsed in the Assembly by the practically un-

animous vote of 112 to 7, it being opposed by Messrs, Dinkel-

spiel, Mittnacht. Rice, Roberts, Robinson, Roche and "Dry-
Dollar" Sullivan. Their names are given for the benefit of

j>OHterity. Saturday the famous edict of the Board of Control

against winter racing was revoked. This " boycott," as it ha*

been called, went into effect DecemlK-r 22, 1891, after being in

existence a little more than a year, and during which time it

has worked much injustice and been almost universally con-

demned by liberty-loving and fair-minded lover* of the eport,

at the close of a Stormy session lasting live hour-, on Saturday,

the following preamble and resolutions were given out :

" Whereas, Racing during the winter months i* now prohib-

ited bv the legislative enacment in New Jersey ss well a 1
- in

New Yi ,k. Resolved, That the resolution of thin Board ol

December 22, 1891. be and is rescinded. 2. That all d

Urn ini irred for contravention thereof be and are r>in

- \\. H VusuL'noit, Secretary."
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of cold blood, though as a rule the " high behind " racehorses

have broader loins and bigger fillets than their plebian re-

lations.

The depth through the heart, the quality and the general

pose, every foot coming to the ground in the right

place, and if a sort of intuition could be depended upon
this was the champion which Mike had selected. There was

only a quasi-ad mission, however, on the part of Fox, and he

told of so many wonderful gallops and that every one under

his care was sure to have plenty of brackets when the seasons

rolled by.

A Balvator from Eiectrice has all the marks of racing, and

could hardly fail to show superiority of form when his ances-

try is recalled. Half-brother to a whole lot of celebrities in-

cluding Hidalgo and Flu James, and then his grandam,

Henuie Farrow, with a galaxy of stars to her credit. A
handsome color, bay with some white markings, and with a

rare tlight of speed, Mike says.

Scarcely a shade inferior to the Salvator is the St. Blaise-

Flavina colt a chestnut with a modified Gladiatuer mark in

the face, and a Milner from Gloriana, also chestnut with nar-

row white stripe in face, both fore feet while and a long stock-

ing on his left hind leg, is a brother to Kempland, and likely

to make one that could go the route from his near relation-

ship to Marigold.

A St. Blaise filly from Mentmore Lass, a handsome shade

of bay with the Turkish standard marked in her forehead, is

one of Mike's especial favorites, and if she comes up to his

prognostics she will win heapsof money.
A Maxim suckling, her dam Corrinne, was in the paddock

adjacent to these stables, and as the opinion I have entertained

of this fashionably-bred Australian is very high I was pleased

at the opportunity to see one of his get. Not at all disap-

pointed, for though a foal has to commence to shed its first

coat before an authoritative dictum can be spoken, this one
will till the bill of those who are experts in babyhood forma-

tion. The stable boys of the olden time had a sure test to

pick out the colts which were cut out for four-milers. If in

their first gambols they encircled their dams four or more
times that was enough, and it must be admitted that it was a

simpler method thai* studies of genealogy. Although this

voung Maxim was older than the rule admits, if long, easy

and fast gallops are a criterion, it is a born racehorse.

The drive to the Bottom is over the rolling hills, the road,

a private one, a good part of the way between immense
areas of growing grain alternated with open woodlands. A
beauiiful view from the crest of the hill which overlooks

buildings, fields, orchards and paddocks and hundreds of

horses, young and old, on every side. A change of name is

an improvement which could well be made. That it bears

must have been given when the rich bottom land on the north

side of the American river was the only thing to distinguish

it from the hilly part of " The Grant," and now when it is

the headquarters of hundreds of thoroughbreds and not a few
highly-bred trotters it is worthy of a fitting appellation.

\Vith the exception of Alexander—brother to Foxhall—
all the stallions are domiciled.on this part of the Rancho. A
grand coliection. Salvator, Sir Modred, Darebin, Midlothian,

Maxim, Tvrant.Ben Ali, Fitz James, Hal lowmass (brother

to St. Blaise), St. Andrew (son of St. Simon), Calva-

dos (a son of Galopin) and several others of note. The late

purchase of Mr. Keed, when in England, Martenhurst is also

a member of the band, and a magnificent animal he is, which
is to be expected from his double strain of Newminster, with
Melbourne, Rataplan, Birdcatcher, Kettledrum in addition,

and ihen in direct descent on the female side from Queen
Mary. A rare collection, worthy associates of the grand
collection of celebrities found in the near kin of the coliaher-

ateurs in continuing the rich flow of blood on this side of the

continent, a joining of the best strains of England, Australia

and America.
Fortunate in reaching the breeding quarters at the time

when nearly all of the stallions were brought out, and also

fortunate in seeing a number of mares which were to be
coupled with them.

So far as could be learned from a brief inspection of peculi-

arities of forms the selection of stallions was made with good
judgment. When it appeared as if the shape of the one
selected was not as good toeflect deficiencies as that of another,

the reason given was either that the "nick" had proved
successful or that the blood lines governed. As has been
Rtated before two hundred and forty mares and some twenty
tttallions give an unrivaled opportunity for selection, and then
the many years that have elapsed since breeding racehorses

was commenced there have aHorded the best of all tests re-

sulte of previous trials.

Salvator was, as might be expected, the greatest attraction.

I had only neen him once before, over a year ago, and while
a change was looked for, 1 was not prepared to see as much
difference as there is. It may appear absurd to claim that in

the past eighteen months there could be a structural change,
and whatever variation there Wftfl must he due to more or less

f)esb| in a horse that wa»> foaled in 1886. However out of the

WVf the estimate may be considered, I have uo hesitation in

Baying that there is a big difference. He looked rather light

in body and a trifle loot; in limb to be in absolute proportion
then; now all 1 have to say is. I hut he is so nearly my ideal

of perfection in shape, that of all the horses I have ever seen
El Kio Key is the only one that I consider his equal, and it

may be that my favoritism for the old mare's family may sway
my judgment, though if it does it is an unknown influence.

At all events I would freely walk from sun-up to sundown,
»nd that would be a good many miles, to see them together.

If Mr. Winters will Bend 018 QOrse to the State Fair at S:ic-

to this fall, it te altogether likely that Mr. I [aggin would
gratify the thousands who are interested in the highest type of

by sending Salvator. Not to oompetefor 8 premium

—

a higher aimt an "object lesson" which would tench more
i than all the professors of horse lore in all the col-

legca.

When such horses as Midlothian, one of rare form, Marten-
i, Darebin and Sir Modred have to be rated sec-

ond, tboogh good seconds, nothing more is needed to express

my opinion, < I really taken with Midlothian, I saw his son,

Sir Waller, win in the East last May, and another son, Mono-
w;ii, \sin here. Neither at first glance appeared capable of
doing inch great things, but on closer Inspection there was

ice of capacity, especially tokens of invincible gameness.
If, however, I were lo descant upon the stallions at Rancho

proportion to my appreciation, there would be
little room for anything else, lb.- colts which arc to b* Hold

are of the most interest to the readers of the Bkeedee and
Sportsman, as even among the few people I have met since

the visit to Del Paso, there have been numerous inquiries and

perseverence in questioning that shows how general the inter-

est is spread. To those who are aware of the perplexities

attending picking out the best from a small band even, it is

not necessary to state that when there is one hundred and

forty odd. the difficulty is increased in a ratio which is simply

appalling to one who realizes the bigness of the job. I shall

not attempt it. As heretofore stated in taking notes of colts

in addition to written out description, signs are appended.

Thus a cipher signifies that the animal is inferior, one x that

the colt is above the average and a greater number of crosses

a token of extra quality. Comparing with notes of previous

years which have been laid away, there is quite a preponder-

ance of x's, very few ciphers. These signs, however, are only

indicative of form, and though I am always gratified to find

that the crosses agree with the breeding, it is not always the

case, and hence there may be conflicting elements to embarass

the choice.

The colts are kept in the large groups of boxes on the hills,

the fillies in those which are among the paddocks. Fifty-four

colls, and there was no time to indulge in conversation or lis-

ten to the remarks of their attendants, had there been a dis-

position to talk. Not so sanguine, perhaps, as Fox, though

the numbers would militate against individual praise. To
copy some of the notes, omitting cabalistic signs: No. 1,

chestnut (markings not copied), by Joe Daniels—Waif, nicely

sloped, but rather small. No. 2, bay, by Ben AH—Fedalma,

well formed and on racing lines. No. 3, bay, by Ben Ali

—

Regret, good size, powerful, and truly shaped, and from the

marks the pedigree was looked up and in that the Bonnie

Scotland, Lexington, imp. Eclipse and Vandal were in har-

mony with the signs. No. 4, bay, by Kyrle Daly—Music, a

fairly shaped colt. No. 5, a bay, combining Ben Ali and

Darebin blood, a likely colt. No. 6 is a very trimly made
youngster by Sir Modred from Blithesome, and No. 7 chest-

nut by Sir Modred—Pandora, is highly formed and racing-

like.

Even when the notes are cut down to limits, as tersely

stated as in the above extracts, by the time that the list was

got through with it would be very tiresome reading, and were

the notes copied in full, it would not'Only fill a great deal of

space, but give a wrong impression. In some instances a page

is taken up with the description of a colt which was greatly

fancied, and then only a line or two, with accompanying
marks, which showed that the briefly sketched colt was more
to my fancy than the other. Actually in going over the notes

there are so many complimentary lines and such a sameness

of language in praise that 1 am averse to giving them public-

ity, as it would have the appearance of a desire to extol so

many as to lessen the value of the portraiture. And the

praise is not restricted to the get of the horses which have

already won distinction, or to the full brothers or sisters of

celebrities. There are crosses, and plenty of them, after the

get of Midlothian, Hidalgo, Alexander, Ben Ali, Tyrant, as

well as Sir Modred and Darebin. The Salvatoi colts are after

the type of their sire, and in all probability when he was of

the same age the same objections might have been made to the

colt which afterward developed into the greatest racehorse of

the day, as will be offered to his sons. As great interett will

be felt in the first of his get, the notes are copied descriptive

of a son and hereafter of a daughter.

Salvator-Vandal ite, chestnut dark shade, large star, left

hind foot white, good size, high on the croup, tail set on after

Arab pattern, middle piece rather light, but good depth of

chest, shoulder well placed, good neck and fine in the throttle,

head good, somewhat leggy, but every " angle " of the right

degree, all of the points indicative of speed. Quite similar the

notes of the other Salvator colts, -' following " the sire in con-

formation. Likely as the colts are to race, and if they fail to

be of very high class, especially the I will leave the

space blank, I will not be the only one disappointed, and
greviously, too. The fillies by him are surely destined to future

eminence. To keep the Salvators together the description of

the Miss Woodford is copied.

Salvator-Miss Woodford, brown, small star, good size, big

quarters, middle piece strong, well-placed shoulders,

tapering neck, fine muzzle, prominent eye, wide
between fore legs, large arm, medium gaskins,

immense muscles back of the stifle for a yearling,

set of the legs just right, ditto setting on of the tail, high over

the croup, while carrying the most resemblance to her mother
there is a blending of both parents.

I am almost tempted to predict that when the crucial test is

applied the filly which beats the daughters of Salvator will be

the best of her year, and that is not pinned on the Miss .Wood-

ford filly alone. Others could be selected which in my opinion

will give her a race, and there is one out of an untried mare,

that if I were racing, any stake within my means would be

gladly entered into. Then there is another untried mare that

is the dam of a Salvator that pleases me exceedingly, and a

grey Salvator that is likely to bring that color into fashion.

In extolling the Salvator fillies it must not be taken for

granted that I hold them superior to the get of the other stal-

lions, which from a conservative point of view would be rash

to say the least.

There is only one thoroughly reliable standard to be guided

by, that being public running. Form, blood, performance of

the parents and others near of kin, are a safe guide, in fact,

when the form will stand rigid scrutiny with approval, and
the form and performance of the sire, especially, meets the re-

quirements of an exacting critic, there is little risk and yet if

that be supplemented by progeny already of high standing in

racing calanders then the ''glorious uncertainty " in breeding
youngsters is reduced to a minimum.

In reviewing the notes of the fillies and comparing them
with the records, I find that the first one with crosses attached

is from a mare that has a son with 1:401-5 on a circular course

lo his credit. Another is from a mare which ran seven fur-

longs in 1:23A, the best on record, and which won $23,200 in

her three-year-old form. Another has a dam which was a
great race mare, and the sister to a great racehorse ; another
the dam of a good winner, and so in nearly every instance
where these marks are found, they will be backed by the rec-

ords. Prone to congratulate myself on falling " into line with
facts," as when the crosses were made no thought was given
to the breeding, though this self-glorification had not so good
a foundation as was thought. There'are so many celebrities

among the mares at Rancho del Paso, that it was like shoot-
ing into a flock that was closely packed, and if even the gun
used was choke-bored, execution must follow the shot. But as
some benr marks which are the first foals, if these prove cor-
rect predictions, there will be some satisfaction. But in one
instance, where the crosses come in the sire is untried, not one

of his get havingstarted,and it is the first foal of the dam who
has no racing record, so that here is one case where individual
form is not supported by the usual backing; the exception
which proves the soundness of the rule.

In selecting individual descriptions from the get of a few
stallions, it must not be inferred that the Darebins and Sir
Modreds, the Hidalgos and Tyrants, the Midlothians and Ben
Alls, the Kyrle Dalys and Alexanders are unworthy or have
been overlooked. There are twenty-six Sir Modreds, twenty-
five of the get of Darebin, fifteen by Salvator, thirteen by
Hidalgo, twelve by Kyrle Daly, eleven by Tyrant, ten by Ben
Ali, eight by Joe Daniels, six by Midlothian, four by Alex-
ander, five by John Happy, three by St. Blaise, the horse
which sold for $100,000 at auction, the largest price ever paid
for a horse at that kind of a sale, and one by the great Tre-
mont, out of the dam of Salvator. It is scarcely necessary to

repeat that I consider this year's showing of the Australian
sires fully up to previous exhibitions, and for reasons hereto-
fore given, they please me better. I have never surrendered
the belief entertained from the time Darebin reached this

coast until now that his merits as a progenitor would ulti-

mately rank very high. Already there have been illustra-

tions that the faith was well-founded, his daughter, Kildeer,
having the race record, 1:37], for a mile and quite a number
of sons and daughters which have gained the distinction of
" brackets." It would be surerfluous to do more than allude
to the Sir Modreds, so well known as the speediest horses on
the turf and the biggest kind of winners. Tournament earned
over one hundred thousand dollars, Sir John $31,000, Sir
Matthew $29,660 and Dr. Hasbrouck,who is still regarded as the
fastest horse on the Eastern turf, $25,825. As I have contended
in the opening pages of this sketch, the advantages which will

result from the adoption of the present methods of mating and
rearing, over the old plan, will be manifested whenever these
colts are trained, and still more decidedly when running in

races, and shall rest contentedly in that belief until demon-
strated. It is a question in which all breeders of racehorses

are interested, and fully justifies the scope given. There
could not be a better test of the small paddock, forcing system
than prevailed on this farm. It is rather a misnomer to call

it by the terms used, as from weaning time, until. well on in

the winter the foals had the run of ihe big fields, and the
main difference now is that the time for long straight-away
gallops has been extended to within a month, or a little more,
of the time of shipment. The paddocks were never small
compared with those on eastern farms, now they would almost
merit the name of fields in their present shape. It is safe to

assert that if present methods do not prove superior, when
the grand touchstone of racing is brought to bear, the former
is the better system, as the trial has been carefully conducted.
The trotters were not forgotten in the short visit to Rancho

del Paso, but it will hardly be fair to the harness division to

tack them on to the end of such a big thoroughbred proces-

sion as that which marches over the bottoms and hills of

Rancho del Paso. A company in comparison to the battalion

of aristocratic lineage though bearing an imposing front, and
gallant appearance. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

A Visit to Ormonde.

John Kent, the veteran trainer, has been paying a visit to

Ormonde at VVaterbeach, and in an article which he has con-

tributed to the*Anglo-American Times, he says:—Ormonde is

looking remarkably healthy and well, considering that he has

just gone through a voyage which lasted for three weeks. More-

over, he is not so full of flesh as most horses are which have

been turned out of training for as long a period as he has. Not

being let down, he has rather a leggy appearance, more es-

pecially with his bandages on. He stands fully 16 hands 1£

nch high. I never saw a horse better made over his loins and

hips, his second thighs and hocks being also very good. I can-

not say much for his largeness of bone. His other defects are

that he is rather light-bodied, and perhaps a trifle long from

the hock and knee downwards. He has rather a plain head,

and is thick and deep in the throat—a defect which I pointed

out to the Duke of Westminister when his Grace was good
enough to have the horse walked round and round so that I

might examine him thoroughly at Newmarket, just after he

had won the Free Handicap, A. FM in the Houghton Meet-

ing, 1886. Take him altogether, he is certainly a magnificent

specimen of the race horse, and, oddly enough, he reminds

me of Mus, a horse bred in 1833 by the Earl of Burlington

(great-grandfather of the present Duke of Devonshire). Upon
the decease' of the Earl in 1S34, his Grace, the fifth Duke of

Richmond purchased Mus, and the horse, having no engage-

ments, ran at three years old for the City Plate at Goodwood,
one-mile heats, which he won after running four heats, in

which he beat a fairly good five-year-old mare named Famine.

Mus ran in fifty-five races, of which he won seventeen at all

distances, including four Royal Plates ; and the Orlean3 Cup
at Goodwood (two miles and a half), in which, being eight

years old, he gave thirteen pounds and a beating to Mr. Licht-

wald's Hyllus, aged five, after the latter had run second to

Charles XII., the day previously for the Goodwood Cup. All

this has come back to my'memory from the singular resem-

blance to Mus (who ran, by the way, until he had completed

his tenth year) which Ormonde bears. I should mention that

Ormonde's shoulders are better than those of Mus; indeed I

never saw better or deeper shoulders on a race horse than Or-

monde possesses. From the general make and character of the

latter, 1 should say that compact-made mares, such as many
of St. Simon's daughters are, would suit him best. It is, I be-

lieve, the intention of his owner,lo move him to Newmarket
before long. At present he is standing at Mrs. Bennett's

stables, at the Richmond Arms, Waterbeach, close to Good-

wood Park, in which, by permission of the Duke of Richmond,

the horse takes two hours' exercise, walking and trotting,

every day.

Now and Then.

Maud Muller on a summer's day,

Raked the meadows sweet with hay.

That was the poetry of hay-making—the modern style is so

much easier and more practical. Cut your hay with one of

those Adriance Buckeye Mowers and rake it with a self-dump-

ing sulky rake (the Tiger preferred), and haying is easy, and

surpasses the old style for cleanliness, for by the use of

these modern improvements no clods, dust or dirt is gathered

in with the hav. Baker & Hamilton have the mowers and

rakes, and, by the way, they have just received a full car load

of those celebrated "Deal' 1

carts.
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•Good Prospect.—So far as can be estimated from present

indications, the Spring Trotting Meeting is sure to be success-

ful. If that estimate prove correct it will insure a general

adoption of many of the novel features inaugurated by the

Pacific Coast Association. In my opinion that means a great

deal more than is apparent from a casual survey of the grounds

on which the new edifice is to be erected.

The foundation is built on the certainty of increased public

favor following better entertainment. Close and exciting

contests, without waste of time, are the dependence for ex-

citing interest, and these conducted in a way to insure honest,

straightforward sport.

I have not the least hesitation in promising that these con-

ditions will be fulfilled and that a great majority of the races

will be stubbornly contested, and that everyone of them will

be free from fraud. In some of those already closed, the colt

races for instance, there may be a decided superiority in favor

of one or two of the contestants, but should that be the case,

a line will be obtained which will enable the management to

arrange others in which there will be an equality in those en-

gaged. Every race will afford data for others, and among as

many horses as are already promised to be in attendance there

can scarcely be a failure in obtaining good fields. Five or

more races in an afternoon will occupy the time, and with the

celerity in carrying the programme through, which is guaran-

teed from the past management, there will be no dreary in-

tervals between heats and races to weary the spectators.

It is promising a good d^al when that promise entails hon-

est trotting in every race to make it good, and still I have lit-

tle, I might say, no scruples in making that now. Under as

rigid a scrutiny as will be maintained, and with guards who
are familiar with the schemes of croobpd operators, the

chances are largely in favor of discovery, and with the knowl-

edge that certain punishment will follow an attempt to swin-

dle, it will be a bold man who accepts the risk. It will be

better to say an ingrained fool when one has so little sense as

to hazard expulsion with so little in sight, and it is well known
among those who are in a position to engineer "a rob" that

expulsion for throwing a race, or attempting to throw a race,

with this Association, is equivalent to perpetual banishment.

Now that the Racing Association, in which are joined nearly

all of the main Western and Southern jockey clubs, recognize

and enforce the sentences of expulsion of members of the Na-

tional and American Trotting Associations, and which is

likely to bring concurrent action from all the clubs, the ban

dits of the tracks will find no harbor of refuge. No chance

for a change of base, and race courses will be free from the

pollution of their presence.

There are few of that class among trotting men in compari-

son with the numbers who are guided by as nice a sense of honor

as prevails in any other business circles, but the trouble has

been that the taint of the few has permeated the whole body,

and the laxity in punishing and the readiness to condone done

immense injury to the sport. The era of swindling trotting

races has come to an end. There is a feeling prevailing all

over the country among the men who are most interested in

sustaining trotting and the breeding of trotters that the loose

. practices of the past shall not be tolerated in the future. The
press has been derelict, and papers which claimed to be guar-

dians of trotting interests have failed in their duty, some of

them so far as to apologize for, and, in a few instances com-

mend, flagrant trespasses. A great change in this respect has

taken place in the last few months. The controversy over

laying up heats has had a beneficial effect in opening the eyes

and brightening the intelligence of people who heretofore

looked at offenses against honesty in trotting as of trivial im-

portance. The mistake, to call it by as light a name as^ possi-

ble, came from ageneral belief among young and inexperienced

turf writers that laying up heats and, as a necessary sequence,

laying up enough of them to lose races, was cute management

and a common practice for sharp drivers to follow, but the

paper which permits that kind of writing to appear in its col-

umns hereafter will have little influence.

I met several of the most influential supporters of trotting

sport in Chicago last January, and there was cordial unanimity

in agreeing that the first and greatest necessity in the way of

popularizing trotting was to enforce rigid rules against laying

ap heats, and to give the public assurance that no such

management as heretofore has been tolerated, will be allowed to

prevail. This determination has given the smart drivers a

subject for study, and those of that class who have

brains enough to reach a conclusion will see that the only

course is to go straight.

In this connection I am pleased to write that the " turf

pnpers" are now on the right side, and that The Horseman
has exerted a potent influence in shaping the change. Its

fearless course in denouncing wrong-doing in high places

merits the praise of everyone who desires the future pros-

perity of the " trotting turf" (another of the objectionable

phrases in horse literature), and though the medicine may
have left a bitter taste in the mouth, the effect has been salu-

arv. Now this general acquiescense in the necessity for

purification has an influence which reaches our side of the

continent and lessens the difficulty of enforcing the most

stringent rule" in the way ofdiscipling in those who have to be

coerced into honesty. Butlmust also write that there are

few of the class which require coercion connected with trotters

this country, and therefore, with the aid of those who will

_'dently join the association in making fraud difficult to ac-

complish there are good grounds for the assumption that the

-^ming meeting will be free from the incubus.

And now there is one more point which will be briefly

lated, that being the speculative side of the question. Were
the association to ignore the propensity of humanity to specu-

late on "chances,""a grave mistake would be made. It would

be practically the acceptance of a big deficiency in the receipts.

In order to make the commissions as li^ht as possible, to give

the investors the cheapest system of brokerage known, apart

of " betting out of hand," muluel pools have been adopted in

place of books. Heretofore I have given my objections to

bookmaking on trotting races, and there is no necessity for re-

capitulation. The gravest objection to mutuels that the in-

vestor is ignorant of—the rates he will obtain until the race is

ended, or nearly ended—is overcome by the knowledge that in

at least ninety-Dine cases in a hundred that the odds will be

greater than would have been given in the books. To those

who are at all apt in arithmetic, it is only necessary to state

that in the mutuels the commission is five percent.; in the

books it must range from fifteen to fifty per cent., or even more,
to cover the extra expense of carrying on the business and
leave a margin for profits. Then the profits go to the backers,

after deducting the commission. An outsider wins, as was the

case in the race which Pescador captured, and all the Pesca-

dor money is in the hands of those who will invest it on the

same conditions. Into the pouches of the bookmakers, and it

is guarded by odds which are worse than the old California

rates of five per cent, a month, compounded at the end of

every thirty days, until the fairest possessions were burdened
by a load which transferred them to the cute handlers of a

few dollars in the start and a huge percentage to change them
to thousands.

Another objection was that the small bettors had no oppor-

tunity, but mutuel boxes which admit an investment as small

as can be made in the books overcomes that. The big opera-

tors can take care of themselves, and I must admit that if either

had to suffer the leviathians would be the party and not the

minnows. Those wli3 only need a small amount at stake to

heighten the enjoyment of the race are the ones which the as-

sociation should take every pains to please, and fortunately

with mutuel and auction pools, small and great can be gratified.

An honest contest for their money, however large, however
small, an absolute guarantee of fairness in handling the funds

by those in charge, and the speculative department is amply
provided for.

* *
*

Quality—There are a great many things in horse litera-

ture which cannot be left to slumber for only short periods,

and then some clever resurrectionist brings them out of the

wrappings and around they go again. A little change of

wording, perhaps, a line or two interpolated, and it is safe to

s ay that in every succeeding circuit it will have a far wider

radius than that which it covered before. The appended ex-
tract, cut from The Horse World, and credited by that paper

to the Country Gentleman, is one which cannot be kept cov-

ered for any length of time before it is started on a tresh jour-

ney. And in the main, the definition of quality, as applied to

horses, is correct, though in the endeavor to enlighten there

are several claims which cannot be sustained. A loog ear is

not necessary shape, and fineness being the test, a small eye,

if properly set and with an intelligent expression, the withers

may be low, but if the shoulder blade be well placed and the

neck "sprung" from that point of junction, so as to lend an
air of elegance to the carriage, that will come within the rule.

That which has been given the most emphasis, viz.: " good,

flat clean booes in the legs, as against round, coarse bones. But
this does not mean small, light bones," is nonsensical. The
cannon bones are never flat in the common acceptation of the

term applied, which, unquestionably, was intended for a flat

clean leg. A cannon or metacarpal bone when the fore leg is

meant, is nearly round the flattened surface being the posterior

and therefore the greatest diameter is across the leg. I have

the metacarpal of a thoroughbred horse which about midway
between upper and lower extremities has a diameter of one
nnd three-eighths inches, measuring across what would be a

line parallel with the spine, and a longitudinal diameter of

one and one-eighth inches, the flatness therefore being cross-

ways. A coarse bone will show greater flatness in the same
direction. The term flat bone is frequently used to convey
the idea of a flat leg when the relative measurements of bone
ligament and tendon are the proper criterion. A proper bal-

ance between the osseous and tendinous structures, and these

in harmony with the size of the animal which constitute a
good leg.

Like nearly all the other " points " in the horse, horsemen
will differ in regard to quality. One will claim that the ani-

mal under ''inspection is full of quality," another will claim

deficiency in that respect. Briefly stated it is the antitheton

of coarseness. An antique cut gem, or a cameo of excellence,

may be said to show quality in a high degree. Earthen ale

mugs, called " Tobys " are the reverse. Even these opposites

are scarcely further apart than a coarse member of a coarse

family of horses differ from a thoroughbred of quality. Some-
times great racehorses are deficient in quality, great race

mares rarely without a fair inheritance. Miss Woodford has

less than Firenzi, although far from lacking in that much-
admired attribute. I have heard "a weed" extolled as an
embodiment of quality, and a "ploughboy" pronounced a
paragon; when both together were not worth their accoutre-

ments. And yet with the exception of " ribs with good spring

from the spine, and hips of good width," would fill the fol-

lowing bill fairly well

:

The term "quality" is difficult to define in describing horses, and
yet its meaninfi is well understood. Some confound it with " style."

but it is quite distinct. Style depends largely upon action, while the
term quality may be applied to an animal at rest, as standing quietly
in his stall. It is made up of many things in a horse. It means thin,

open nostrils, as against heavy, close ones ; a large, prominent eye, as
against a small, sunken one; a long, thin, pointed ear, and not a
thick, clumsy one ; a neck well cut up in the throat and of good
length, and not a short, thick one : clean slopingshouldere. as against
heavy, straight ones ; withers ra 1 her thin and high, as against those
thick aud 1 >w ; ribs with good spring from the spine, as again9t slab-

sidedness; hips of good width without roughness, coupling rather
straight, buttocks not too steep or too narrow, mane and tall with
rather fine, silky hair. and. as important as any one point, it means
good, flat, clean bones in the legs, as against round, coarse bones.

But this does not mean small, light bones. Now. "quality " is an in-

describable mingling of all these, together with an air of excellence.
It is impossible to give the exact foi inula. The horseman perceives

It as once when he see the nnlmal, but he can't put his finger on it.

We see it in men, we oftener notice it in women, we know It when we
see it, but we never stop to analyze it. We should rather revolt at the
Idea. We are happy in the consciousness that it Is there.

»*«
Not Correct.—In the Kentucky Stock Farm of April 20th

Iconoclast, in reply to an article in The American Horse
Breeder, writes :

" So far as Pilot Jr.'s very fast performers

are concerned, I did not know before that he had any. The
fastest is Pilot Temple, 2:24£, which would not now be con-

sidered a " low record." As that was made in 1871 when the

stallion record was 2:22 it should be considered fast now. But
Pilot Temple is not the fastest of the get of Pilot Jr. as in

1864 John Morgan trotted in 2:24 and at that time the best on

record was 2:1 0^ and that the only mark which was not a good
deal outside of 2:20. John Morgan was from a thoroughbred

mare, and I trust that Iconoclast's antipathy to near strains of

thoroughbred in fast trotters is not the cause of his lapse of

memory. Then Tattler, a son of Pilot Jr., and a thorough-

bred mare trotted in 2:2G in 18G8 when five years old and that

was by far the best mark for a stallion of his age, and also

" the record," at that dav.

Probably the fastest Pilot Jr. ever foaled was Queen of the

West, but she needed the steadying tendency of a thorough-

bred dam to make her speed available as was the case with

John Morgan and Tattler. Queen of the West hauled a

wagon a half a mile in 1:03, but her fastest record is 2:26J

—

and in very many of her races she was nearly uncontrollable

—

Governor Coleuiau, of the Rural Vfojrld, -rnued and sold her

to Henry Graves, of Chicago, and Graves told me that if an
editor could drive her at the rate he had seeo before purchas-
ing, Hockey could drive her in 2:10 to a dead certainty.

When Rockey, and a far better man with a nervous, rattle-

headed trotter, John Williams, failed, I had to remind Mr.
Graves of his prophecy and with the query added "Would it

not be a good thing to send her to the editor?"
The Pilot Jrs. were, as a rule,

* ( crazy-headed," which near
crosses of thoroughbred in the dams did much to remove.
When I first bought Clifton Pilot he could not be driven
around a track, but that came from brutal usage. In a little

time he became docile, and bad it not been for a bad leg,

would have trotted very fast. St. Louis horsemen were par-
tial to the Pilot Jrs., and a large number of them were owned
there, Pilot Temple, Dixey and Tackey being the only ones
to distinguish themselves so far as I can recall.

*
* *

" Trotting Pitch."—" Aurelius " and " Iconoclast " havo
joined forces in reprobating the slan g phrases, and oftentimes
silly phrases which are in common use among those who write
horse. " Miss Russell," of the San Francisco Call, antedated
them in a vigorous onslaught on the propensity, and surely the
war was commenced on good grounds. Plenty of provocation,
and there are good grounds for the belief that the lecturing
will result in a modification of the practice. But the Eastern
knights of the pencil equine also place a taboo on the word I
have italicized without showing the reasons for banishmentor
suggesting a better. It is a good word and hard to replace,

and after a good deal of " hustling " among the convolutions
of my brain, cannot think of one that will take its place. Just
as well to discard human from the vocabulary of polite liter-

ature as equine from that which is necessarily burdened with
a sameness of incidents involving repetition that is difficult to
circumvent. It is Mount Shasta to a grain of sand that there
is no other one subject that is so much written about and
talked over as equine affairs, and of all the branches of horse
lore, the trotting horse entails the deepest study, has the larg-

est array of professors, and though students are in the minor-
ity, once in a while a freshman in the college where equinity
is taught, and these may be induced to adopt a better method
of expression.

Incited by the efforts to ameliorate the condition of readers
of equine literature, I have put on the war paint, have clutched
a weapon which may prove a boomerang, and with a wboop-
lah as sonorous as the bark of a sea-lion, proclaim that hence-
forth the compound word " Trotting-pitch " must be barred,
and that before the first of January, 1895, for owing to the
immense increase in trotting-horse journals, the space that is

given in all the big dailies to suhjects "pertaining to, or
resembling, a horse" (that is the Webster definition of equine)
that trotting pitch will be iterated and re-iterated billions of
times before the millenitim commences, when the high-stand-
ard folks will be in an ecstacy of happiness.

" Dame Winnie has the trotting-phch " and that is the rea-

son why three of her sons and one daughter are in the
•'charmed circle"—(hear in mind Judge that I am quoting)
says one. " Electioneer had the trottingpitch in an abnor-
mal degree and that accounts for his ' prepotency ' in getting
fast trotters from thoroughbred and half-bred mares," says

another. But if I were to quote one-thousandth part of the
sentences read and spoken in which that nonsensical moral is

repeated it would tire the most inveterate sticklor for a high-

behind, low-before trotter. In no sense is it a trotting inher-

itance. A great many of the thoroughbred yearlings among
the one-hundred and forty at Rancho del Paso are high over
the loin, the filly by Salvator from Miss Woodford decidedly
so. Among the old-time quarter-horses it was a common con-

figuration, especially those of Printer origin. Frequently asso-

ciated with powerful muscular development, and ability to

get into a full stride in a few bounds. In this way it may be
beneficial to fast trotters, but in place of calling it by a wrong
name let that conformation, which is not at all peculiar to

trotters, be described in words that convey a true meaning.
Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Haggin Sale.

The annual spring sale of trotting, harness, work and draft

horses, Mexican and Shetland ponies from the ranchos of J.

B. Haggin, will take place Thursday and Friday, May 4th

and 5th, at Killip *fe Co.'s salesyards, corner Van Ness Ave-

nue and Market street. The catalogues have just been issued

and contain the names and pedigrees of some very choicely-

bred ones. A number of trotters have been purchased at these

sales in the past that have proven to be fast and gime race-

horses. Guided by the experience of the past, a better class

of mares has been bred to the best stallions on these farms,

consequently the produce which will be offered next week ex-
cels any heretofore offered. There are numbers of fine work
animals suitable for all purposes, besides about forty head of

choice Shetland and Mexican ponies for children. These
little fellows are valuable and more attention is being paid to

their breeding in the United States than ever; they are as

hardy as on Esquimaux dog and cost very little to raise. On
all of our stock farms a fevr of them are to be seen. Let every-

one attend this sale, and as it will last two days there should

be no complaints heard, that bargains were secured by the

ones who come first. Send for catalogue.

Some Dont's in Horse-Shoeing.

Don't have your farm horse shod unless the wall is worn so

short that the sole is wearing away. Until then shoeing is

unnecessary.

Don't allow hoofs to become ragged and uneven, but with a
rasp keep them level.

Don't patronize an inferior blacksmith, nor leave the shop
until your horse is nhod.

Don't have shoe fitted until the hoof is properly shaped by
use of a rasp—toe or heel lowered until the foot is at the cor-

rect angle, sides lowered until exactly level on a level surface,

and this can not be done by sighting over the bottom. The
blacksmith usually takes more offof the inner side, which tilt*

the foot out and the ankle in.

Don't have the hoof burned to fit the shoe, but fit the shoe

to the properly shaped hoof.

Don't have long, dull, nor uneven calks and toes, a* they

frequently produce strains.

Don't have heavy shoes or large and many nails, as they

are unnatural and harmful.

Don't allow rasp or knife to touch sole nor outside of th**

hoof, as they protect and keep the foot moist.

Don't allow a horse to wear shoes too long, because the hoof

growth the shoe does not — National Stockman.
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LODI LEAFLETS.

Some Facts About the Famous Race Track and
the Country Surrounding It.

The stories about the superiority of the Lodi track to all

others in this State have created more or less jealousy, mingled

with curiosity, among the horsemen who have " pitched their

tents'' beside the many other tracks during the winter. The
stories are not exaggerated, and a visit to this course in winter,

or in fact to any part of the country surrounding it, will con-

vince one that here, at least, is the ideal soil for a perfect race

track.

Lodi is thirteen miles above Stockton on the road to

Sacramento. It is on the southwest corner of a plateau of

about twelve square miles of the richest silt or sediment land

in California. It is traversed by the famous Calaveras river,

from the banks of which, and along its pebbly bottom, rnanv of
the miners of early days washed out the yellow metal that

lured them to this golden shore. The soil of this section is

free from gravel, stones or adobe. Its productiveness has
made the owners wealthy, for cereals, fruit trees, vines and
smalt fruits thrive and yield enormous crops. As farasthe
eye can see (he stately oaks stand out like sentinels above or-

chards, gardens, meadows and grain fields. The residences
are all substantial and elegant, and an air of thrift is noticeable
everywhere.
To speak of the great enterprises that are as yet in their

"healthy infancy" would take up too much space; the latest

one, however, called the " Armstrong Fruit Company,"
deserves a little notice, but it is only one out of the rnanv that
will make the nime of this portion of the State famous
throughout the world. The Armstrong farm consists of three
thousand acres, devoted exclusively to the raisins of fruit.

Every variety of tree and bush that can be mentioned seems
to thrive as if this was their native soil. Figs, olives, oranges,
lemons, apples, peaches, pears, almonds, walnuts, quinces and
banauas are planted side bv side. It seems as if every inch
of the soil can be made profitable, for the strawberries, "black-
berries, raspberries, currants, grapes and melons yield more
plentiful crops here than in any other place on the Pacific
Slope. The San Francisco, Sacramento and Stockton markets
are supplied with watermelons, that grow very large and
abundant on this soil. The crops of wheat and barley har-
vested every year are also very heavy, so it can be seen that
the rich country around the famous Lodi track aids mate-
riallv in forming a most favorable impression on the minds of
the visitor.

The track is about a quarter of a mile from the center of
the town of Lodi, and, as the road is perfectly level and
smooth at all times of the year, every one walks in and out to
it. The town itself coutains about 1,200 inhabitants, a large
number of whom have lovely homes and live in luxurious
ease, while the rest are engaged on the various farms and or-
chards adjoining it. The track is as level as a billiard table,
except at the turns, and they are thrown up to the regulation
pitch. The soil, as I have said before, is peculiarly adapted
for a race track. It is of a porous nature and never muddy

;

the water percolates through it, and in three hours after the
heaviest storm the track is fit to work horses on. When the
rains are over the surface is sprinkled and the very lightest of
harrows scrapee it even. The velvet-like elasticity of the soil
never gets the horses' feet and muscles sore, and it seems a
pleasure for them to exert themselves to do their best when-
ever called upon. The infield is now a waving field of grain,
and many tons of hay will be cut from it next month. The
stalls in the buildings along the western side and around the
"lower turn" are large and commodious; about seventy-five
of them are now occupied, and will be until the races on" the
circuit commence.

In the first three stalls were noticed M. F. Tarpey's three
thoroughbreds; they are just recovering from the effects of a
touch of distemper, and appear to be getting along well. There
is a two-year-old colt called Chevy Chase, bv Cheviot, out of
Jennie Belshaw, by Wildidle; Border Lassie, a good, com-
pactly built Cheviot, out of a Wildidle raare, and a Jim Brown
two-year-old colt called Alert, out of Not Idle, bv Wildidle.
They are receiving slow work at present and will be prepared
for the races this fall.

Thos. Wall, who made his first appearance on the turf last
year with the " plow horse " Aster, and gave him his record
Df 2:16, has a few promising trotters here and they show
evidence of being well cared for. He has a gray Sidney called
Sidleet that is out of a mare by Silvertbreads, and, unless all
-it:ns rail, Sidney will have this one to his credit this fall.

In the adjoining ntall is A. 1bina, by Albrina, out of a Chief-
tain mare. Albrino is by Algona, out of Contra, bv Elec-
tioneer.

Antioch, 2:26*, by Antevolo, out of Fanny, by Mambrino
Wilkes, is also one of Mr. Wall's good ones. Antioch looks
far better and stronger than he did hist spring, and his boof,
which was injured at that lime, has entirely healed. He is one
of the finest-formed and purest-gaited trotters at the track, and
we hope he will prove a "second Aster" this year for his
painstaking owner.

Dap. McCarty ha a string of Dexter Princes in charge of
telle They are all fining well and will be seen on the

circuit this fall if the great and only Daniel returns. They
are all fast enough tn enter the charmed circle now.

Henre. Bleating & Ottinger seem to have the majority of the
good horses here. Thoa. Keating has been taking extra care
of them, and their line condition shows they are almost ready
for the fray.

In the hot Btall is a very promising marc by Dexte* Prince
out of a daughter of Hamilton chief, that, as a pacer, will be
a good one to bet on il any split heats, although she
has never been given a mile vet. Mr. Keating ays he dots not
know what she

I f, but believe* tthe will do.
he next one looked at; he has more the

appearance of a race horse than h< u- and as ie has
of liTe from the harvest Geld, he

the change. If this hoi
i the habit

he had cf mat ii kand then gaining the lost

to hav. .,, ;l ncl it i-; hoped for the
forgotten his "aay-climbioi

Mill breaks." Vster is a wonderful trotter, and if nothing hap.
pens he will

'

,d ibis fall.

0» r Dii me son of old Gibraltar, does not
necra to change much ; " he has his speed with him
times, and therefore he needs very little hard work. This
smooth-going Mdc-wlu-cler will form one of the string to go

East this year. He is wise as an old man, and knows every-
thing that his driver wants him to do, and never makes a mis-

take.

In the adjoining stall is the dark brown gelding Ottinger,

2:21 v. He is not much to look at as he stands in the stall, but
he improves on acquaintance as he comes down the home-
stretch and under the wire. Ottinger is the making of a tough,

game-like trotter. He has a pure, tireless way of going, and
sticks to the trotting gait with a tenacity that makes him a
formidable contestant in a race; he has only been worked
quarters and halves. Mr. Keating believes in the " brush "

system of training. Ottinger will return to California with a

record below 2:20, anyway, this fall.

Flora M., '2:16, stronger and better than ever, is in the next
stall. This is the first winter she has ever enjoyed good health.

She showed a desire to quit caused by a weakness across

the loins last fall and appeared unable to untrack herself, but
now there are no signs of any such trouble. It cannot be
claimed she is entirely well; campaigning will prove whether
she is or not, but at present she looks well.

Menlo Fallis, 2:27.1. by Fallis, is also one of the string. He
is owned bv P. J. Maloney, of Menlo Park, and for beauty,
style and disposition and perfect trotting action there is not
another at the track like him. He is taking to his work well
and should get a much lower mark. This stallion will attract

attention wherever he goes.

Flora B., 2:22V, is a very smooth-moving pacer, and will be
a good one to bet on if the race is prolonged. She is by
jNIambrino Wilkes.

Free Haney, formerly of Petaluma, has quite a long string

of youngsters, none of them ; however, have ever made any
stir in the trotting world. He will "astonish the talent" with
a few pacers, however, this fall.

Chas. David, the well-known trainer has a new barn, adja-
cent to the long row of stalls, well filled with trotters and
pacers. He has a strawberry roan pacer by Upright, dam
thoroughbred, that will enter the list this year. Upright was
by Hambletonian 725. out of Gilroy Belle.

In the next stall is a Dexter Prince colt out of a Bayswater
mare; nothing has been done in the way of developing
this one.

There is a pacing mare here called Geraldine, sired by Mt.
Vernon, that will be seen in front of many fields of pacers
this year if she keeps on improving. She belongs to Dr.
Clark, of Stockton.
The Sidney colt out of the dam of Directa, 2:28, belonging

to Prof. E. P. Heald, is doing well
,;
he is remarkably level-

headed and will make a valuable horse when he gets a little

older.

The gem of the collection is the black two-year-old, by
Dexter Prince out of Luella (dam of Myrtle, 2:19J), by Nut-
wood 600. He has a set of legs like iron, and in conformation
is one of the strongest made, yet he shows a great deal of
quality. He is a pacer and one of the Flying Jib kind, no
boots are needed and the even way he moves stamps him as

one of the best youngsters in this State. Mr. David has a
right to be proud of him, and whenever Senator Benj. F.
Langford comes to look at the colt he feels as happy as if

some of his pet measures in' the Senate had received the Gov-
ernor's signature. This sturdy pioneer has a beautiful farm
about five miles from Lodi that is under thorough cultivation

and if diversity of crops is sought for his farm will be found
unequaled in this respect by any Californian. He is a thor-
ough horseman, and a remarkably good judge of what a
good horse is.

J. H. Johnson has some trotters here that will " win the
ducats " for him this year. He has a chestnut colt called
Dusk, by Dawn, 2:18$, out of Kitty Irvington, that's a hum-
mer, and will be "a chip of the old block" when the bell

rings. He is very much like his sire in color, size, disposition
and gait.

He has two Dexter Princes out of a mare by Reliance that
j

will prove valuable in the 2:30 classes, and besides these he
has three others that are also doing well in the way they !

should go.

Everyone seemed to be glad to welcome the Breeder and
Sportsman representative, and on all sides words of praise
were heard which caused one to believe that the fraternity
which exists among horsemen makes one of them " feel at
home " wherever he is, and that one is Arnaree.

The Yearling- Colt.

If you stint your colt, your horse will always show it. See

that colts do not get infested with lice or worms, and if they

do, take speedy steps to rid them of their parasites, for until

you do they will never thrive. For worms in colts a good

home remedy is turpentine. It should be mixed with a little

milk or beaten eggs and given when the bowels have been

opened by a dose of oil. Turpentine is poisonous in large
doses.

During the long winter there is nothing to wear down the
colt's feet, and towards spring the toes have grown very long
and should be trimmed off with a pair of sharp pinchers. If
nothing else is at hand, a sharp chisel and mallet will do.
Neglect of this matter is frequently the cause of ringbones
and other deformities.

The colt is now a yearling, and if he is a male the question
arises what is the proper age for castration. My practice is to
advise the castration of all colts not intended for breeding at
a year old. In some parts of the world the practice is to cas-
trate the suckling foals, but apart from the fact that in many
suckling colts testicles are not detectable, there are cases of
scrotal hernia—in other words, cases where part of the bowel
occupies the sac along with the testicle—and these it would
be imprudent to touch until at least a year old, when the de-
velopment of the colt has probably effected a cure. As for
leaving the colt until he is two years old, I do not see any ad-
vantage to compensate for the annoyance that most entire
colts give between one and two years old. There is a popu-
lar idea that it will thicken the neck and improve the car-
riage of the head, but I think it is a fallacy and have seen no
cases to support the theory.
As for the proper time for the operation, there is no doubt

colts do better after it when they are on grass, so it is well to
have it done n<>t earlier than the middle of May. But with
reasonable care the operation can be safely performed at any

he year. Regarding the manner of it there are many
modes of operating—some good and some bad—but with "a

skillful operator a bad method sometimes produces good re-
sults, and I would advise the selection of a good operator and
to leave the result to him. The loss from the operation, if
well done, is very slight, and the colt will seldom show any
bad effect* from it—F. Torrance, V. S-, in Exchange,

Valensin Farm.

The heavy rains of last winter have made the pastures and

meadows on this famous farm "look as green as an emerald

sea." The broodmares, with young foals by their sides, are
knee-deep in the luxuriant and succulent grasses and alfalfa;

the yearlings and two-year-olds that are not restrained by
harness or straps are reveling in the air of freedom and tak-

ing all of the enjoyment out of their surroundings they pos-
sibly can. The cottage lacing the entrance is almost hidden
by vines and climbing ivy, fragrant lilacs and roses, and the
green lawn, shaded by lofly cypress, pines and flowing acacias,

appears prettier than ever The neat stallion barn, wherein
the mighty Sidneyheld court for months, is deserted, however.
Since his departure to a colder clime his old box-stall is va-

cant. The track, which it faces, has just received the finishing

touches of the track superintendentent and is in as perfeel

condition as when Fausta, Frou-Frou, Faustissimo and the

other great ones were driven upon its velvet surface. The in-

field is dotted with a score or more of lusty colts and fillies

that eat, play and appear to forget that some day they will be
beating time on the circle surrounding them. They are all

bays, blacks or browns—not a gray nor oil-colored one is to be
seen,

Down in tne neat rows of stalls fronting the hollow square,

about one hundred yards from the cottage, are twenty-three
yearlings sired by Sidney out of mares by Aberdeen, Dictator,

Erown Wilkes, Alcantara, Buccaneer, Privateer, Strathmore,
Combat, Valensin, Patron, Flaxtail, AllendoriF, Nutwood,
Capt. Webster, Pilot Medium, Red Wilkes, Le Grand, Arthur-
ton, Crown Point, Echo and other famous sires.

Mr. Millard Sanders has just had the youngsters halter-

broken, and is beginning to prepare them for the races this

fall. It is a pleasing sight to see how this driver goes around
the youngsters. Ben Cheboya, his assistant, is also a worker,
and between them they manage to keep pretty busy handling
about forty yearlings, two-year-olds and three-year-olds. Mr.
Sanders has not selected any favorites yet, but says th?t

among those he is handling he believes he has the 2:20 year-
lings by Sidney, and the two-year-old record will also go to

one of that horse's progeny.
The methods employed by this trainer in handling young-

sters are all original, and he has the rare faculty of know-
ing when a youngster has enough work and does not sacrifice

their limbs to beat the tireless hands of a chronometer. The
work he is doing this year, although not started as early as

that of 1S92, will be productive of better results. In about
one month a better idea can be had of the way the youngsters
are moving, and a more intelligible line can be had of what
they promise.
The premier stallion here is called Direct Line. He is a

bay horse, of magnificent proportions, sired bv Director, 2:17,

out of Lida W., 2:lSi- (dam of Nutwood Wilkes, 2:20*), by
Nutwood 600 ; seeond dam Belle, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 3 1.

When he first came here he was a little unbalanced in his

gait, but under Mr. Sanders' guidance he goes as smooth as

Directum, -and shows a marvellous turn of speed. Direct Line
will be given a record this fall. He is royally-bred, and as an
individual would attract attention anywhere.
The broodmares are looking strong and well, and the crop

of foals this year will be up to the average. Every care is

taken of them, and as they fill the ideal individually and col-

lectively of what a band of broodmares should be, the specta-

tor will never forget the pleasure it gives to see them. These
mares, with their foals, should never leave California. They
were selected by one of our greatest judges, and their produce
by Sidney will be seen on the race tracks in all parts of the

United States. It is the intention to send the yearlings, two-
year-olds and all these mares, with their foals, to the Eastern
market this fall and dispose of them to the highest bidder.

The stock farm (and it is a model one in every respect) will be
placed upon the market, and if a syndicate were to purchase
the whole establishment just as it is. and build upon the foun-

dations already laid, there is no doubt that it would prove a

very profitable investment. In a future article we will

describe the stock more fully.

Tlie Terrible Fair-view Fire.

Charles Reed writes the Daily Spirit of New York, as

follows:

Gallatin, Tenn., April 13.—Last night we had a dreadful

electrical storm, accompanied by heavy rain. At 11 P. M.,

one of my finest stables, containing 40 boxes, each 16 feet

square, was struck by lightning and burned to the ground.
It contained 2,500 bushels of oats and over 100 tons of the

choicest clover and timothy hay. All was lost. The greater

loss was, however, the burning of twenty-eight mares. I in

close a list of the mares killed. At 12:30 a m. all was gone.

With the dreadful storm that was going on it was possible

to save only five mares, notwithstanding all the help we had
to use. It is all for some good purpose, I suppose.

Yours sincerely. Chas. Reed.

LIST OF MARES BURNED.

Algebra, by Highlander—Algeria.

Annie, by Mr. Pickwick—Bonnie Wood.
Bar Sinister, by Prince Charlie— Mrs. Camps.
Dame Durden, by Forester— British Beauty.
Careful, by Forester—Caretaker.

Daglito, by Tremont—Fair Lady.
Elaine, by Highlander—Helen.
Folly, by Forester—Athenais.

Fredrica, by Fechter—Empress.
Glenloch (dam of George Van Gorden's great colt Atticus)

by Flood—Glendew.
Her Highness (half sister to His Highness), bySt. Blai

Princess.

Hannah, by Glenelg—La Favorita.

Brownie, by Mr. Pickwick—Holmdel.
Disagree, by Mr. Pickwick—Jury.
Josephine, by Long Taw—Bradamante.
Jumna, by Esterling—Tigris.

Lachesis, by Rayon d'Or—L'Argentine.
Scintilla, by Rayon d'Or—Liatuuah.
Merry Christmas, by Zealot—Christmas Box.
Roodee, by Forester—Mary Ann.
Pisa, by Parmesan—Mrs. Wolf.
Pretend, by Forester—Pretense.

Pungent, by Mr. Pickwick—Pique.
Sovereign, by Mr. Pickwick—Countess.

Tesswick, by Mr. Pickwick—Countess.
Siberia, by Muscovy—Vibrate.

Malice.by Long Taw—Slander.
Lilly P., (Mr. J. R. Keene's, an! dam of Chaos, Th

Futurity winner), by Glenelg—Florence.
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HOOP-BEATS.

Cleanliness is the best remedy for skin disease. Animal?

breathe throngh the skin as well as through the lungs ; keep

the pores open.

BrcK McCann, Lookout, Boundless,Don Alonzo, Metuchen
(C. H. Gillock), and Martinet are the only Derby candidates

who have started this spring.

Out of nine trotters that have gone better than 2:10, five

are mares, while but one among the seventeen pacers to go

below the 2:10 mark is a mare ; all the others are geldings or

stallions.

The new phrase, "The horse that pulls the plow should

get the fodder," is attributed to the Senator from North Caro-

lina. This is a felicitous variation of " To the victors belong

the spoils."

Speaking of the prosperity and progress ot trotting in

England, the London Sporting Life says: "It is very evident

that trotting as a pastime is gaining daily in favor with

English sportsman."

An excellent opening for a first-class trainer can be found

at the Huenemerace track. A really competent man can get

as large a stable of horses there as he can possibly handle.

Address T. H. Merry, Hueneme.

Mr. Spiers has finally made up his mind that any attempt

to train Major Domo is hopeless, as the big horse has been
going lamerand lamer, and will be definitely retired to the

stud, where he is likely to make quite a name for himself.

Directum, 2:111 ; Nightingale, 2:13*; Little Albert, 2:10};

Kvland T, 2:11} ; Walter E., 2:11 J; M'oquette, 4, 2:10; Lord
Clinton, 2:10', ; Kittie Bayard, 2:12], and Magnolia, 2:12J,

were bred outside of the standard and had to trot their way
into it.

The Dwvers were granted a license for their Elizabeth (X.

J.) race track, which ha* been idle for more than two years.

It holds good for five years, and they are to pay in all $25,000

for the privilege. The racing will begin on April 15th, and
continue one month.

The celebrated brood mare, Beatrice, the dam of Patron

2:14}, Prodigal 2:16, and Patronage, the sire of four in the

list, two of which have records better than 2:15, is now
owned at theShults Farm in Brooklyn, X. Y., and recently

foaled a dead filly by the pacer, Thistle 2:14.

Da. Hartkixl, the Louisville veterinary surgeon, thinks

the injury which King Lee sustained will only be of a tempo-
rary nature. The trouble from which the horse suffered last

winter has nothing to do with the present mishap. By the

wrenching of his leg he will be set back in his training for a
week or ten days.

The Messenger (San Luis Obispo), says :
" We are sorry to

learn that F. W. Barstow intends giving up the race track

grounds. Under his brief management things looked verv
promising, but not so much so to Mr. Barstow as he had been
led to expect. He proposes to sell off considerable property

and effects and return to San Jose.

Bob Smith, the clever jockey trainer, leaves Helena with

Kirkendall string about May 1st for Denver, where Nevada,
Montana, Clara Porter and others of the string and Bob's

Spokane colt. Three Forks, will run. From Denver the

horses go to Washington Park, Chicago. The horses are re-

ceiving fast work at the Montana capital.

Pierre Lorillard has returned from the South, where
he has been spending the winter, and is now at his farm at

Johnstown, N. J., where he is a daily watcher of the horses he

has in training there under the management of Mr. Higgins.

While Mr. Lorillard looks to be in perfect health, the con-

trary is the fact, and he is constantly under the care of a
physician.

The light-weight jockey, Felix Carr, had a great day at

Hawthorne Park recently. He piloted four out of the five

winners at odds of 3 to 1, 9 to 5, 4 to 1 and Z\ to 1 respectively.

He rode the favorite, Quotation, at 2 to 1 in the other race,

but was unplaced. In one race he had a succession of bad

luck, in getting off badly and then being cut oSJ but in a rat-

tling finish got up in time to win by a nose.

On public form St. Florian ought to capture the Metropoli-

tan Handicap, the only question bping, will he stand training.

Up to the time he broke down at Coney Island last year he
was the best horse of the season. This was shown in the Fort

Hamilton Handicap, when he gave Lamplighter eight

pounds and beat him easily, the field including Fidelia at 100

pounds, Leonawell 115 pounds, and Charade 110 pounds

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Three spring meetings open up this year, to-day (April

29), Lexington, Nashville and St. Louis. As St. Louis will

get the pick of the horses and attract the majority of Southern

race followers, the meetings at the other two tracks are not

likely to amount to much. Louisville and Latonia will have
St. Louis and Hawthorne to contend with. The East St. Louis
track will also keep open and do its share to interfere with the

success of all these meetings.

There is no question as to Don Alonzo starting, in the

American Derby, as Phil Dwyer, as well as the Eastern pub-
lic, believe him to be a sure winner, says the Chicago Inter

Ocean. There is a good deal of reason for this opinion, as he
is now in form, as shown by his easy victory over Prince

George. He is regarded by many as the coming three-year-

old. He has a stride like that of Potomac, the winner of both

the Futurity and Realization stakes, and his easy gait and
action seem well-nigh perfect.

The following are the recent foals at Kalamazoo Farm:
Chestnut filly by Ambassador, 2:211, dam Eminence, 2:18!,

by Empire 1378, second dam Soprano 'dam of three in 2:30]

by Strath more 401; third dam Abbes3 (dam of two in 2:30),

by Albion. Chestnut colt by Ambassador, 2:211, dim Char-
lotte by Nelson. 2:10, second dam Lady Lambert (dam of

Crete, 2:30*) by Daniel Lambert; third dam by Toronto Chief,

2:31. Chestnut colt by Ambassador, 2:21}, dam Opera by
Robert McGregor, 2:17L second dam ZMpah, by Cuyler; third

dam Zither (dam of Look, trial 2:22), by Woodford Mam-
brino; fourth dam Tulip (dam of Ulva, 2:27), by Abdallah 15.

Bay filly by Ambassador, 2:2U, dam Ethel Mack, 2:29$, by

Anteeo, 2:16}, second dam Lou Milton (dam of two in 2:30)

by Milton Medium.

We learn that a new judges' stand will be built at Bay Dis-
trict track. At least the top story of the present grotesque
structure will be torn down and the place so arranged tnat
the judges will be on the level with the horses' heads—as it

should be. As at present arranged a horse running on the
extreme outside of the track might be lost sight of. The con-
templated change is a very sensible one.

American horsemen will be represented at the sale of the
late Abingdon Baird's horses, and it is thought that the three-

year-old Meddler, by St. Gatien—Busybody, will ^be secured
for this country, as his English engagements are cancelled by
his owner's death. It is considered he would be most valuable
here in the stud, as Meddler's blood is tbejmost highly-prized

in England, his dam, grandam, and great grandam all having
won the Oaks, a case unparalleled. Busybody herself is in

the Baird lot, and also Merry Hampton, who won the Derby
of 1S87 and was second for the St. Leger.

Last Tuesday afternoon Judge Hunt handed down an
opinion by which he interprets the somewhat complex ver-

dict rendered by the jury in the suit brought by Thomas H.
Williams, to recover possession from Porter Ash, of the mare
Geraldine and certain colts. Judge Hunt decrees that under
the verdict Williams is entitled to recover possession of Geral-
dine, the colt by Alta, dam Merilee; the colt by Alta. dam
Dizzie Blonde; the colt by Alta, dam Thetis, and the colt by
Ed Corrigan, dam Smilax. Should Ashe not desire to de-
liver the animals he must pay to Williams $4909, that being
the amount of the lien on the property.

Reports from Morris Park state that Key del Rey is at-

tracting much attention, and although he has not done any
fast work yet, as he is not being hurried, it will not be safe to

back him out of the calculations for the big handicap this

year. Fred Taral a few days ago worked Pessara a half mile
in 0:58, but the horse does not seem himself yet. Pittsburg
Phil's Parvenus and Worraser are being worked daily, and
look in fine form. Eph Snedeker's black gelding by Pontiac-
Girofle worked a half mile in 52A seconds with ease, and is

likely to make his mark this season. Pickpocket is fast get-

ting into form and looks as though he could run a good race

now.

George Frederick:, the English Derby winner of 1S74,

arrived here April 4th on the White Star steamship Bovic,
consigned to Mr. J. A. L. Strathy, of Montreal, Canada. As
a sire he has been responsible for Frontin, winner of the
Grand Prix in 1SS3; Betu Brummel, winner of the Wood-
cote Stakes is 18S2 ; a favorite for the Derby which fell to St.

Blaise's share, Montezuma and Colorado. George Frederick
is a son of Marsyas and Princess of Wales, by Stockwell, and
consequently brother to Albert Victor, sire of Mr. Pierre
Lorillard

;

s stallion, The Sailor Prince. The same vessel also

brought the thoroughbred Roquefort, one of the finest

"fencers" ever seen in England, and winner of the Grand
National Steeplechase in 1885. Roquefort is to appear on the

stage in one of Mr. French's new plays.—New York Herald.

A dispatch from Hartford, Coan., dated April 18, says:
The directors of Charter Oak Park Driving Association met
last night to take action in view of the law relating to pool-
selling, purse-racing and other outdoor sports. It was unani-
mously voted to recind a former vote giving a spring|meeting,
with purses of §6,000. A committee was appointed to ascer-

tain what arrangements can be made with some other associ-

ations in the Grand Circuit to trot upon its track the Hart-
ford Colt Stake of $10,000 and the historic Charter Oak Stake
of §10,000, which was advertised to be trotted at the August
meetiDg. The directors also refused the application of the
Columbia Cycle Club and the Hartford Wheel Club for the
use of the park for bicycle tournaments, as the new law makes
the lessees of any grounds to be used for racing purposes for

prizes liable to arrest and imprisonment.

Walter B. Jennings has bought the following horses

:

From Thomas W. Sumner, of Illinois, brown filly, 2, by imp.
Eric (son of Pretender), dam Pequot, by Pantaloon; bay geld-

ing, 2, by imp. Eric, dam Fleetness, by imp. Intruder ; chest-

nut colt, 2, by imp. Eric, dam Daisy, by Pantaloon ; second
dam Darkness, by West Roxbury. From F. C. O'Reilly,

chestnut colt, 2, by imp. Verger, dam Lesbia, by Strathford
;

brown colt, 2, by imp. Verger, dam Zingara, by Jonesboro and
bay filly, 2, by imp. Verger, dam Margery, by Macaroon. The
terms are private. Mr. Jennings has also been selling some
horses to S. Ross, Washington, D. C, as follows : Bay rilly,

2, by Guardsman, dam Formosa; bay filly, 2, by John Harper,
dam Little Criss, by Revolver: bay filly, 2, by imp. Eric, dam
Pequot, by Pantaloon; bay gelding, 2, by imp. Eric, dam
Fleetness, by imp. Intruder, and bay colt, 2, by Voltigeur, dam
imp. Paragon, by Sir Bevys. It will be seen that this lot in-

cludes some of Mr. Jennings' previous purchases.

Elba L. won over $800 as a yearling last season. She was
owned by Tom Conuell and handled by Sandy Smith, and the

latter was to receive 50 per cent, of her winnings. At Salem
she got away with $448, but when it came to a division Con-
nell represented that Smith was entitled to only one-half of

¥300. Smith sued for $224, and got judgment for the full

amount, and the defendant appealed to the State Circuit

Court. The appeal came up before Judge Hurley and a jury
one day last week, and the audience was largely made up of

horsemen. They are still chuckling over a clever "bluff"
worked by Smith's lawyer. Connell had stated positively

that he h:id not written a certain communication relative to

the case, and the attorney requested him to tax his memory.
The witness did so, and repeated his statement. Drawing a

bundle of letters from his pocket, the man of law began turn-

ing them over, and gazing steadily at the witness, asked : *'Do

you swear positively that you did not send the note in ques-

tion?" The witness faltered, and then acknowledged that

his memory had deceived him. The lawyer returned the let-

ters to his pocket and calmly informed the Court that not one
of them was in any way connected with the case. The jury
sustained the decision of the justice court.—Oregonian.

East Hartford, Feb. G, 1892.

I am so well pleaded with your "Absorbine" that I feel as

if I must acknowledge its excellent results. I applied the

medicine to my horse's leg, and in ten days' time the horse

was fully relieved of those long-standing Wind-pull's. You
have a wonderful cure for such cases, and I recommend it to

all of my friends, and trust if any of their horses are afflicted

with such complaints that my horse had that they will not

only do a favor for themselves, but a much greater one to their

dumb beasts, and secure a bottle. I remain very truly yours,

II. B. Hale, Editor Gazette.

THEf blood horse meeting.

[Continued From I'age 42S.J

RACK 86.—Fourth race, selling, purse *5W. The winnw to be Hold at
auction for 83,000: if for less. 2 lbs. allowed for each $280 to ti.000; then 3
lbs. for each 8^50 to $1,000. One mile aud fifty yards.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys aud Closing Odds. St. M }i % H. Fin.

&4 HKVOLVKR.a (J. Nurvae?.. 111. $1,7501. evens-...2 1 1 1 1 1 I«l
74 ALMONT. a .J. Weber, 121, $2,600), 5 to 1 1 3 4 2 2 2 21
•7o WYANA^IIOTT. 3(C. Wfb.-r.W!, $l,<K)0j,2tol- 3 2 2 4 A 3 Si
70 WICKLOW, 3 (Sullivan, lffj.-j.v-i . i u> l,_ I 4 3 3 3 4

Won easily. Winner b ? by Joe Danlelt*—YbQlBg Jul.-. Kni(_r.-<1 by B.
C. Holly. Kim up by Dan Uennlson. but bid In by owner at $2,700

RACK P7-— Fifth race, stlling, purse $350, of which 550 to second, $25 to
third. Wlnnerto be sold atauctlon for $."!,uw; if lor $2,0OCi. allowed 7 lbs.:
$1,500. 10 lbs.; $1,000, 15 lbs. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Cloning Odds. st )_. % n Fin.
r,.t SYMPATHKTICsLAST, a VT. Clan.-v, U7. fXOOO), 1 3 3 3 111
75 MOTTO, 4 <C. Weber, 109, $2,CiO(ii, 2 t<i I 4 1 I 1 2 V 1

•69 BKSStE W., 4 (Sullivan. 109, $2,000), 8 to J h i I 1 3 ns
76 JOE COTTON, a fJ. Narvaez. 114. t&OOOl. 4 to \ 2 2 2 2 4
51) IN GERMAN, a - Epperson , llfi, foci. 2 over. $2,000).

StOl T, 5 5 5 5
Tlme-1:H ,.

Won easily. Winner brh by Falrplay—Sympathetic. Entered by B.
C. Holly.

RACK i*8.—Sixth race, selling, purs*.* $350. or which $51 to second, $25 to
third. Winner to be sold at auction for ^J.OXt : It for J2.000, allowed 1 1bfl.:
$l,500,:i0,lbs.: $1,000, 151b*. Six fhi

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. M 5» H. Fin.

64 QUARTERST/AFt-', 3 'Sullivan, 103, 32,000). 3 to L... 1 1 1 1 111
81 JACKSON, a (J. Weber. 114, $1,500). 4 to 1 2 2 % 3 2 21
47 CRAWFORD, 3 (O. Weber. 97, $1,500), 8 to 5..„ 3 3 2 2 31^1
t>9 BRONt O.a [J. Rose, 121. (ft^OOO), 10 to 1„ 5 4 4 4 4'
•64 JIM LEE, 2(TubLTvilh',*0, SS,000). 40 to I. 13 5 5 5 5
72 THE DRUMMER,;: .W.ri:uicy,l00,lncJ.3over)5tol 4 C 6 6 6

Time. 1:13.

Won easily. Winner b e by imp. Friar Tuck—Sister to Ruth Ryan. En"
tered by H. D. Brown.

SIXTEENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, APBLL 26.

Two shocking surprises were sprung on an innocent public

to-day when Pescador, he of the single optic (at 30 to 1), and
Huguenot (at from 10 to 20 to 1), 6nished in front of fields

that contained a plentiful supply of fair racing material. On
top of that was the taking-down of Joseph Xarvaez, a most

excellent horse pilot that is accused of intending to

" shoo in " Garcia with the Undine Stable colt, St.

Croix. Pending investigation of the matter Narvaez was

suspended. Last fall we criticised a_ few of Narvaez's rides-

when he was in the employ of B. C. Holly, and the last-

named gentleman took up the cudgel in behalf of the jockey

against the writer, taking the ground that we were blackening

the reputation of an innocent, clever young man. Subse-

quently other writers wrote in the same strain, and Mr. Holly,

we believe, finally acknowledged to one of them that he had

been <l taken in " by the rider, and that what had been said of

his work in the saddle was pretty nearly correct. We trust,

however, that Karvaez will be able to clear himself of the
charge, for he is certainly one of the most capable jockeys in
the West, and had the confidence of the Palo Alto folks in a
marked degree for years.

It was a red-letter day for the Three Cheers family, a son
and daughter of the old sjn of Hurrah getting home first.

"Daggie" Smith, owner of the unfortunate Oakland, we un-
derstand recently gave Peter Weber $400 for Huguenot, and
not only won the colt out, but we understand had several dol-
lars on Pescador at 30 to 1. Pescadores run was the best of
the entire meeting, and a ton of money was lost by the "good
thing" players on Misty Morn, who, at the weights, should
have been at 3 to 1 instead of 4 to 5. In this race Sympa-
thetic^ Last was cut down badly by Wildwood. The last-

named, had the start been a good one, would have been
returned a winner, in all likelihood, he getting off* a sad
seventh in a field of eight and finishing a good fourth.

Bordeaux, with Johnny Weber up, was a favorite *t 7 to
10 in the first race, eleven-sixteenths of a mile, Polaski next
in favor at G to 1. Silver Plate, Happy Band and Button
were at 7 to 1, and Jovita at 30 to 1. To a poor start, Polaski
all but left at the post, Happy Band led Bordeaux and Silver
Plate into the homestretch by a small margin. Meantime
Polaski had stumbled to his knees, but was coming like a
wild horse and eating up space at a great rate. Bordeaux
shook Happy Band off easily soon after entering the home-
stretch, and coming on, won easily by a length from Polaski,
who ran a much better race than the winner, everything con-
sidered. Happy Band was third by less than a length, Silver
Plate fourth, Button fifth and Jovita last of all. Time, 0:57}.

Oration was at S to o for a moment at the opening, but a
plunge all around the ring forced the odds down to 6 to 5.

The Joe Daniels-Electricity colt was well supported at 2] and
2 to 1. Claire and Jennie Deane were strongly played for

place. Oration led nearly the entire distance, and won easily

by one and one-half lengths from Claire, who was second most
of the way. Jennie Deane, third, was three parts of a length
in front o'f Electricity. Time, 1:031.

Third on the card w;-s the six-furlong handicap, and the
very best horses at the track completed—Wildwood, Misty
Morn, Lottie Mills, Topgallant, Sympathetic^ I.M-t. !'..-->iu W!,
Pescadorand Wild Kobin. nfiety Morn, notwithstanding her
impost of 123 pounds, was made a hot favorite, ami from 7 to

5 was pounded down to 4 to 5 at the close. Sympathetic'*
Last was second choice at 3 to 1. Wildwood was well-played

at 4 to one. Pescador was nibbled at 30 to 1. Topgallant was
fancied for place and a show, he being an 8 to 1 shot. After
quite a long delay the flag fell to a very poor send-off, Lottie
Mills and Pescador off together, Topgallant about a length

away, Misty .Morn fourth, the rest strung out, Wildwond
seventh and Bj in pat hetic'* Last absolutely last. I'escador, at a
great clip, sailed to the front without delay, at ihe half |>"1<

leading Lottie Mills over a length, Topgallant third, a length
from MiMv Morn. Tlnn came Sympathetic*! Cut, with

Wildwood at his heels. Misty Morn ran UP second to the

one-eyed colt nearingthe three-quarter mark, PesoadoT lead-

ing her a length into the homestretch, Topgallant third, a

length behind the favorite, Lottie Mills fourth, Sympathetica
Last still fifth and Wildwood next. iV-cador was not beaded,

and won handily by a length from Tnpcallnnt, who came very

strong at the end am '>* Morn half-way down the

straight, Lottie Mills came with a tine burst of speed at (he

close, and finished hut half a length behind Topgallant. Wild-
wood was fourth, one and a half lengths behind Mills. < ifficial

time, 1:13|; timed privately by a number of competr-nt n

inl:13j'. Sympathetic'* Last WSJ badly cut do* n

wood. Oh, what afall for the talent, my countrym> i

Garcia opened at 7 to G and was played so hard tba
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H Fin.

close the best odds obtainable were 4 to 5. Revolver was at

2* to 1, while St. Croix receded from 2h to 4 to 1. J. Nar-

vaez was, much to the surprise of every one, taken down and

Burlingame substituted on St. Croix. That horse and Garcia

went out, and had the race to themselves, heads apart, open-

ing up a gap of three lengths on St. Patrick, who was a head

from Revolver. The positions were not materially changed

clear into the homestretch. An eighth from the wire Garcia

fell back a trifle and swerved violently toward the rails, de-

stroying what chances he had of winning. Little Weber

whipped Garcia with might and main, but St. Croix, running

easilv, won bv two lengths, Garcia second, as far from St.

Patrick, he a head from Revolver. Democrat last and bleed-

ing profusely from the nose, was pulled up at the end. Time,

1:4?.

The last race was a battle of the skates, Solitude being a

well-plaved favorite at 2 to 1. Little Tough, second choice,

was backed down to 2\ to 1. To a poor start Joe D. led Soli-

tude to the homestretch, where he died away, and the favorite

looked a winner all over. Johnny Weber, however, was

nursing Huguenot alone third, and when he called on the

Three Cheers colt near the finish he said good-bye to Solitude,

beating her half a length. Solitude was a length from Orta,

third, she a head from Little Tough, who got away a bad

eighth. Morton, absolutely last to get away, and about three

lengths behind evervthing'in the race at the half, where they

were strung out, make up a lot of ground, and finished a good

fifth. Time, 1:16*.

SUMMARIES OF WEDNESDAY'S RACES.

RA.CK « —B\v riisTKicr Track. Wednesday. April 26, IS93.—First

race selling, for two-v«ir-olds, purse HO0. Seven pounds above scale. The
winner to he sold fbr|l,200: if for less, two pounds allowed tor each MOO

down to 3600 ; then three pounds for each $100 to Si 00.

furlongs.

Previous
*

Race N'o. Starters. Jnck^rs and Closinc Odds.
•71 ailRPKU'X (J. Weher,i:i.$l.000),7to 10..

76 POLASKl (Seaman, lift. $600>. 6 m 1 6 b a a Ji-ii

JB HA.PPY BANTXDonsthan, 110. $500), 7 to 1 -I 1113
?.-. stt.VER PLATE Sullivan. KM, $400), 7 to 1 2 -.334
76 BUTTON < Peters. 101.*20fl'. 7 to 1 4 4 4 4 5

77 JOVITA iO'Connell, 107. 830(11.30 to 1 5 5 6 6 6

Time—0:57?*'.

Won easily. Winner blk c by imp. Mariner-Eufanla. Entered by L. J.

Rose.

RACE 90.-Seoond race, for maiden two-year-olds, purse $400. Two
pounds allowed foreaeh time beaten at this meetinc: if beaten three times

and never placed second, allowed 5 pounds additional; never third, a

pounds additional. Five furlongs

Race No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St %
73 OVATION (Sullivan, 10a), 6 to 5

73 CLAIRF, iC. Weber, 105), 7 to 1

56 JEX.NTE DEAXE i Seaman, 1G2>. 8 to 1

71 ELETTRK ITY COLT 'Miller, 116),2tol 3 3 -.

52 ROSALLEfPonathan, 113), 40 to 1 6 5 5 5 5

34 RHODANTHE i,Loug, 111), 7 to 1 1 6 6 G fi

Time—1:0314.

Woneaslly. Wlonerb f by Three Cbeers-Hattie Ball. Entered by D.

DennlsoQ.

RACE SI —Third race, handicap, purse $500, for three-year-olds and up-

w&nM'|i5 entrance, $5 declaration. Entries close Monday, 3:30 p. m.

Weights and declarations, Tuesday. Sis furlongs.

Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing^Odds. St. tf H Fin.

79 PESCADOR, 4 * Burlingame, 114), 30 tO 1„ 2 1 1 1 121
79 TOPGALLANT, I (J. Narvaez 111), 8 tol 3 3 3 o 2^1
79 LOTTIE MIL1-S.4 (Nichols, 117). 20UOX 1 2 4 4 31#1
79 WILDWOOD, 4 (Hart, 125). 4 to 2 7 6 6 6 4

•6* MISTV MORN. 5 (Miller, 128), 4 to 5 4 4 2 2 5
•-7 SYMPATHETICA LAST, a fW. Clancy, 111), 2,S to 1 8 7 5 5 6

ST BESSIE \V., 4 .'Sullivan, 104), 30 to 1 : 6 5 7 7 7
— WILD HOBIN.a (Lefrankey, lOOi, 150to 1 5 S S S 8

Time—1:13%.

Won rather easily. Wlnnerib c Qy Gano—Armeda Howard. Entered
br D. R. Dickey.

RACE 92.—Fourth race, selling, purse $500. :The winner to be sold at

auction for $3,000; if for less, two pounds allowed for each $250 down to

f2,0oo; then three pounds for each $200 to 1,000. One mile and seventy
yards.

Previous
Race. No. Starters. Jockers and Closing Odds. St !j }> ^' H Fin
•78 ST CROIX, 4 iBurlinranie, 107, $1,5001.4 to 1 3 111112:
•74 GARCIA. G <\ Weber, 99, $1,000). 4 to 5 4 2 2 2 2

74 ST. PATRICK, 4 'Peters, 95, 61,000), 20 to 1 -1 4 3 4 4

•86 REVO LVER, a f\V\ Clancy, 118, §2,500), 2W to 1 2 3 4 3 3

33 DEMOCRATS (Sullivan, 107, ?l,S00i. 10 to 1 5 5 5 5 5

Time—1:48.

Won handily. Winner be by King Daniels, dam by Bayswater
lered by owner Undine Stables.

RACE 93.—Fifth race, selling 'purse $400, for, tbree-year-olds and up-

wards that have started and not won at this meeting. Seven pounds
above scale. The wluner to be sold at auction for $1,000; If for less, 2

pounds allowed for each $100 down to $500 ; then 4 pounds for each $100 to

(100. Six fur lungs.

H Fin.
1 1 1^1

3 3 3 % 1

3h

En-

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St _

i
H Fin

B1 HUGUENOT, S (J. Weber, 111, $700), 10 to 1 2 5 3 3 1J£1
M W>LITL'I)E,3(W. Clancv, 112. $1.000i.2 to 1 5 2 2 1 211
60 ORTA, 3 rJ. Murphy. 102, $500), 8 to 1 3 3 3 3 3h
74 LTTTLETOUGH. 4 Cota. 107, 3800). Z% to 1 -8 8 8 8 4

78 MORTON. a (WlUlams, 118.9600), 12 tol _io 10 9 9 5

BS JLUOY 6^6 (PeLerB. 104, 82-4)), 10 to 1 7 6 6 6 6
12 ALT" MIO.I. 'H. Smith, 107,*500),8 to 1 -.6 7 7 7 7
42 MACKEY.fn Burllngtime, 111, 3 100 \ 12 to 1 ! 4 5 5 8

60 JOE Dm ft (Klne, 122, 8700), 15 to 1 4 1119
00 VARIETY. S (Bpenoe, 114, 8400), 15 lot - 9 9 10 10 10

Tlme-l:16!<_;.

Won handily. Winner b c by TUree Cheers—Imp. Zara. Eutered by
owner Oakland Stables.

SEVENTEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, APRIL 27.

This was a fine day*for racing, and also proliGcof fouls. A
big crowd attended, and the sport was much enjoyed. Seaside

won ov2r the big favorite, Rosalie, easily, and it showed that

the sister to Martinet was of the improving kind and that

Rosalie is " going tack." Tigress, ridden by little "Moose"
Taylor, won the seven-eighths dash easily, although many be.

lieved the little filly would not "go the route." "Moose''
Taylor made his first appearance in San Francisco in thiB

race, and was given a warm reception. Tigress* victory was a

very popular one. Motto, who was second at the finish, fouled

Qoartendafl twice in the last eighth of a mile, and the judges

rightfully gave the Friar Tuck colt the place.

Cadmus, with 122 lbs. up, beat Hermitage, with 133, a little

easier to-day than he did last Saturday in the Tidal Stakes

and clinched Ins claims to the championship for three-year,

old colts, so far as this meeting is concerned, Picton madehis
first appearance iri]public, and ran a very creditable race, com-
ing especially fait in the homestretch and getting third place.

Martinet met his Waterloo \t the feet of St. Croix, who
won easily and convinced a whole lot of folk* that he was a
l '<.tu-r horse than he was given credit for being.

Morton was given the verdict in the last race, but the de-

cision did not meet with approval in most instances. If Lodi
did any fouling not a spectator could be found who saw it, and

t U presumed the verdict was given in accordance with Rule
of the "Rules of Racing" of the organization, which

read*: " A leading horse is entitled to any part of the course*

but when there is a clear opening to pass him he may not im-

pede another horse by crossing, so as to compel Mm to shorten

his stride," etc.

Rosalie was a hot favorite in the opening race, five fur-

longs, presumably on the strength, of her races against the

Ariola colt, but Seaside, sister to Martinet, had really shown

as well, and at longer distances. Relampago, Dan Miller's

Three Cheers—Xarcola colt, led at the start and past the half-

pole by a length, with the favorite second aneck, the Brutus-

Beauty colt third by half a length, Seaside last, bearing the
three-quarter mark the favorite took command, and Seaside

had moved up like a streak. She collared and passed Rosalie
soon after entering the straight, and won hands down bv one
and one-half lengths with a whole lot of links up her sleeve

in 1:03£. Relampago was third, eighth lengths behind
Rosalie and one length from the Beauty colt.

A seven-furlong dasb, selling, followed, and Tigress went to

the post a hot favorite at 9 to 5, Dinero, Motto and Quarter-
st«fi being well backed at 4 and 5 to 1. Wyanashott, at S to

1, was not friendless, but Cyclone was nearly so. Motto got
away in front this time, and led Quarterstaff at the quarter-
pole two lengths and three at the half, Tigress lying third,

one length behind Brown's colt, Wyanashott fourth, Cyclone
fifth and Dinero last. Tigress made her move between the
half and three-quarter poles, and eat up space at a great rate,

Motto leading her but a length as they swung into the home-
stretch and Quarterstaff close at hand. An eighth from home
Tigress, it was apparent, was winning easily. Motto and
Quarterstaff" were having a hard fight for place, and Motto
t*ice swerved into the colt. The filly finished a neck in front

of Quarterstaff", with Wyanashott fourth, one and one-half
lengths away. Spence, Quarterstafl's jockey, claimed foul

against Motto as soon as he weighed out, and the judges
allowed it, placing Quarterstaff second and Wyanashott third.

Time, 1:28$. "Moose " Taylor, who rode the winner on this,

his first appearance in San Francisco, came in for lots of ad-

miration, and was loudly cheered both before and after the
race.

Cadmus was thought to have a rather easy task to win the
third race, mile and an eighth, as he had beaten Hermitage
rather handily last Saturday. Cadmus' stable companion,
Picton, a sturdy-looking chestnut colt, made his initial

bow to the public in this event, but the owner of the Undine
Stable flyers declared to win with Cadmus, consequently he
was a torrid favorite. Hermitage, Picton, Steadfast, Charmer,
Cadmus was the order at the start and passing the stand.

Steadfast took second place going the next quarter, Charmer
moving up third. Cadmus was now given rein, and he sailed

by everything except Hermitage in a hurry, taking second
place passing the half-pole, Charmer still third, Steadfast

fourth and Picton last. Miller rode Cadmus bard around the
last turn and a little in the homestretch, but had Hermitage
beaten half-way down, winning from the game, ridden-out son
of Friar Tuck by half a length quite handily, Picton third,

two lengths behind Hermitage. Time, 1:561—a good ra^e,

weight and time of year considered.

Martinet, with but 105 pounds up, looked like a good thing,

and was played all around the nng at 3 to 5 in the fourth

race, also one and one-eighth miles. St. Croix (in goggles)

went begging for some time at 5 and 6 to 1. Little Esperanza
was at 4 and Red Prince at 5 to 1. Little Esperanza led the

way passing the stand and quarter-pole, with Red Prince sec-

ond, St. Croix a close-up third. The latter was now ridden
hard by Burlingame, and was leading Esperanza a length
passing the half. Red Prince half a length behind the little

filly, the favorite last and now beginning to make his run. He
had disposed of all but St. Croix as they swept into the home^
stretch. The goggled son of King Daniels wasrunning easily,

however, and the shouts of Martinet's backers died away soon
after they were straightened away, and it was softly murmured
that St. Croix was winning easily. Whipped and spurred
with might and main, the favorite could never get closer than
a length and a half of St. Croix, and the Undine Stable colt

won with ease by that distance, Martinet second, one length
from Little Esperanza, who came gamely in the final eighth.
She was a neck from Red Prince, who brought up the rear.

Time, I:56|.

Ten selling platers came to the post in the last race, and
Gladiator was a favorite at 2 to 1. Ida Glenn was backed
down from 3 to 1 to 2\ to 1. The balance, at from S to 75 to

1, were nibbled at, Mount Carlos, Lodi and Morton probably
having the most friends of the 8 and 10 to 1 shots. Lodi
dashed to the front at the fall of the bunting, with Jack the
Ripper second and Mount Carlos third. The Ripper sailed

to the fore, and piloted the crowd passing the half, with Lodi
second, Mount Carlos third, Ida Glenn next. Montebello was
fifth and Morton sixth, strung out. Lodi led into the home-
stretch, with Mount Carlos lapped on him, Ida Glenn third,

and Morton fourth, he having come like a whirlwind around
the final turn. Mount Carlossoon dropped back, and Morton
made for the pole. Some claim that Ida Glenn bumped Mor-
ton and that Lodi did riot keep his track, but moved toward
the rails, forcing Morton, who tried to get through, to pull up.

Lodi passed the winning post first by nearly a length, Ida
Glenn second, a good head from Morton. At least that is the
way it looked to the writer. Time, 1:09}. The judges
set Lodi back last and gave the race to Morton, the place to

Glenn and third to Mount Carlos.

SUMMARIES OF THURSDAY'S BACK3.

Bat District Track, Thursday, April 27. 1893.—RACE 9-1.—First race,
purse frlOO, lor two-year-olds. Winners at Uiis meeting to carry 3 lbs. ex-
tra for each win *, beaten horses at this meeting:. If not placed second,
allowed 2 lbs. for each time beaten ; If not third, 3 lbs. for each time
beaten. Five furlongs.

Previous
Kace, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % & H Fin.

•73 SEASIDE (Hlnkey, IIS), 2 tol 4 4 2 2 1 IK 1

77 ROSALIE (Sullivan, 118), 4 to 5 2 2 1 1 28 1— RKLAMHAW) \V. CliHlcv, 118), 10 tol 1 1 4 4 31 1

•M BRUT!> BEAUTY coin Miller. 121), 3 3 3 3 4
Time—1 :03K-

Won easily. Winner ch t by Imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered by P. Sle-
ben thaler.

km in.).—Second race, selling, purse ?5C0. Winner to be sold for §3.000;
If for fi,i«*i, allowed 7 ibn.; 11,600, 12 lbs.; (1,000, 18 lbs.; winners at this
NifWiiiL- '' IM. .-xtrii iur fiu/Ii win, S-.-v.mi furlongs.

Previous
Race, No

RACE 96.—Third race, purse SiOO, lor three-year-olds. Those beaten at
this meetin callowed three pounds for each beating; maidens allowed
seven pouuds ; beaten maidens fifteen pounds. One mlleaud a furlong.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St Sd W W =V H Fin.
•SO CADMUS f Miller. 122 1, 3 to 10 „ 5 5 5 2 2 2 1*1
SO HERMITAGE (J.Weber, 113, inch 3 oven, 4 tol 1 11111 221— PICTON (W. Clancv. 115), 15 to 1 2 2 4 5 5 4 321
85 CHARMER i Burlingame 102 . 20 to I 4 4 3 3 3 3 4
85 STEADFAST (Peters, S6, inch 3 over), 60 to I 3 3 2 4 4 4 5

Time—1:56 K- »

Won handily. Winner b c bv Flood—imp. Cornelia. Entered by
owner Undine Stables.

RACE97. -Fourth race, handicap, purse 3300, of which siOO to Becond
and j50 to third. Entrance £20. *io if declared. Entries clo-ed 20 minutes
after last race, Tuesdav, April 26th. Weights and declarations, Wednes-
day, April 25th. One mile and a furlong.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jocbevs and Closing Odds. St Sd '( K V H Fin.92 ST. CROIX. 4 i'Burlingame, 108). 5 tol ...3 4 2 l"l 1 1 IK 1
•79 MARTINET, 3 i Sullivan. 1051, 3 to 5 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 11
•68 LITTLE ESPERANZA. 4 i Peters, 9S1. 4 to 1... I 1 1 2*4 4 3n
79 RED PRINCE, 5 (J. Weber, 111), 5 to 1 2 2 4 s 3 3 4

Time—1:563{.

Won easi'y. Winner b cby King Daniels, dam bv Bayswater. Entered
by owner Undine Stables.

RACE 9S.— Fifth race, selling, for three-vear-olds and upward, pone-
$400. The winner to be sold at auction for $1,200 : if for less, 2 lb*, allowed
for each $100 to 5600 ; then 3 lbs. for each $100 to $100 ; winners at this meet-
ing to carry 3 lbs. extra for each win. Five and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St K 3* H Fin.
93 MORTON, a (C. Weber. 106, $500), 10 to 1 6 6 6 4 3 1st on foul
65 IDA GLENN, a (Sullivan, 104. 5500), 2"4 to 1_. 4 4 4 3 2h
S3 MOTJNTCARLOS.5 < Hinkev,117.$1.000),S tol 3 3 3 2 4 3d on foul
66 MONTEBELLO, 4 (Hanawalt. 103.$d00,,20 tol 7 5 5 5 5
83 GLADIATOR, a fJ. Weber, 116. $S00), 2 to 1_... 8 8 8 6 6
82 JACK THE RITPER, a (Epperson, 117, $1,000),

8 tol 2 12 7 7— NORTH, 4 (J. Murpbv, 103. >500), 75 tol 10 9 9 7 8
82 JOE HOOKER JR., a (H. smith, 103,5100),

10 tol 5 7 7 8 9— GENEVA. 4 (McClane, 116. 51,200), 20 to 1 19 10 10 10 10
75 LODI, a (Peters, 103,5300), 8 tol 1 2 1 1 1 foul

Time—1:09K-
Won in a drive. Morton eiven ra"e, probablv'under Rule 59, " Rules of

Racing" P. C. B. H. A. Winner ch g by Leinster—Lilly H. Entered by
E. J. Appleby.

siiiru-nt, Jockeys and Closing Odds. 6t M ^ H H Fin.
81 TIG RFss. 3 i Taylor, 90,41 ,000). to 5 5 3 3 2 2 121
•88 QUARTERSTAFF, 3 (Spence, 109, £2,000), 4

i" I _ 2 2 2 3 3 3 2d on foul
8') WYANASHOTT, 3 (C. Weber, S3, 81,000), .

b toi ............: 6
•64 DtNEKO.4 (J.Wober, 115.91.Wi).5tti 1 4
BJ I " M ^ Sullivan, 106, Sl.OOOt. 15 tol... 3 4 5 6 6 6
87 MOITO, 4 (Oonnlhnn, 112, 1^000), 4 to 1 1

Time—1:28)$.
;iy. Winner bf by Prince of Norfolk-^ Katie A. Entered by

4 3d on foul
5

The Todhunter Sale.

Any one desiring to get a good thoroughbred or trotter for

a reasonable sum should not fail to attend the Todhunter sale

which takes place next Wednesday at 11 A. M. at Killip &
Co's salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

this city. Everything offered is gilt-edged, and comes from a

farm on which has been reared some of the most famous per-

formers that ever graced a race course on the Pacific Slope.

The thoroughbreds are by Prince of Norfolk (brother to El
Rio Key), sire of Tigres?, Prince's First, Gracie S. and others

of note; the mighty Sinfax; imported Intruder, Jackson "and
Foster. The trotters are by fashionable sires, and altogether

the lot to be disposed of is hard to beat in any country. Read
the advertisement in another column of this paper and remem-
ber the date of sale is Wednesday, May 3d.

Death of John M. LaRue.

John M. LaRue, Assemblyman from the Stockton district

in the last Legislature, died at his home in Stockton last

Thursday night after an illness of five days. He was attacked

by erysipelas last Sunday, which soon settled in his brain, and

he had lain unconscious for several days, slowly dying. He
was a prominent member of the Masons and the Workmen,
and was well and favorably known by horsemen throughout

the State, having held the position of secretary of the San
Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society for many years, and was
considered ODe of the most active ones in California. He
resigned the position after his election to the Assembly last

fall. He leaves a widow and three children.

The G-elded Age.

From almost every stock farm in this State letters are re-

ceived informing us that most of the colts are being castrated.

Dr. G. W. Stimpson of 770 Nineteenth Street, Oakland, is kept

very busy and his work with the ecraseur is giving satisfaction.

The Doctor has had many years experience in this branch of

his profession and has achieved wonderful success. Horsemen
who wish to have any castration performed can secure his

services by addressing bim as above. Dr. Stimpson is a
qualified veterinarian, and was for three years assistant State

Veterinary surgeon of Illonois. Since coming to California

he has achieved a prominent place amongoar ablest surgeons.

owner Undine stnbica,
fouling (^uiirtvRiUilT.

Motto, Becond at the finish, was set bock last for

A NEW-COMER has arrived at the Rancho Del Paso which
is destined to some day cut a figure on the American turf, says

the Chronicle of Friday. Firenzi has a bay filly by Salva-

tor. Here is a combination of speed which beats the world.

The suckling should prove to be a wonder if breeding counts

for anything. Her dam was the queen of the American turf

for several seasons, and won many a classic stake race, includ-

ing the Champion stakes, the Jerome, the Monmouth Cup,
Twin City Handicap and many other important races. Fi-

renzi ran a mile and a half in 2:33, which was the world's

record when the gallant daughter of Glenelg was retired to the

harem. Lamplighter last year reduced the record for a mile

and a half to 2:325. Salvator, the sire of the suckling filly at

Rancho del Paso, was one of the grandest race horses in the

history of the lurf. He was bred by Dr. Swigert, proprietor

of the*Elmendorf stud of Kentucky, but w»b purchased when
a yearling by J. B. Haggin,of California. Salvator's brilliant

record on the turf is too well known to the followers of racing

to need more than a passing notice. He faced the starter but

nineteen times during his three years' career on the turf, and
won $114,370, being only once unplaced, which was in his

maiden race in the Junior Champion stakes and the Suburban
handicap. His victory over Tenny in the great match race

at Coney Island will long be remembered by all horsemen,

and stamped him as the king of the American turf. The
mighty son of Prince Charlie holds the world's record for a

mile, having run the distance in the sensational time of 1:35£.

In 3S90 Salvator, with 127 pounds np, captured the Suburban
in the fast time of 2:06ij,and in a trial against time soon after-

ward, ran the distance in the sensational time of 2:05. The
future of Firenzi's suckling will be watched with more than

ordinary interest.

Thos. H. B. Vabnew 1041 Market street, has the agency

for the steel ball-bearing bibycle sulky that will be seen on

the California circuit this year. It is made entirely of tubular

steel, and the advantages claimed for it are many. They are

fitted with G and J pneumatic tires, and have given satisfac-

tion wherever tried.
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Mares That Have Bred On.

We present this week under the above cap.

tion lists of some great brood mares, copied

from the Kentucky Stock Farm. These com-

pilations do not include pacers with records

between 2:25 and 2:30.

THE BOiCH MARE.
Bay mare, foaled tS->4 or 55. by Brown Pilot, dam

untraced. Produced five ioals.

PERFORMERS.

DoDald, b g. by Dictator ,

Rosalind, b m, by Abdallah .

-2:27

2:213*

PRODUCED BY DAUGHTERS.

Burchwood, bv Blackwood. Dam of—
Kingwood -2:25

PRODUCED BY SONS.

Spring Hill, sire of one pacer - 1

PRODUCED BY GRANDDAUGHTERS.

Rosalind's daughter (Cigarette) produced 2

Rosalind's daughter (Nellie Walkeri produced 2
Blandina's daughter (Barcenai produced 1

PRODUCED BY GRANDSONS.

Rosalind's son (Chas. Caffrey) sired 9

Rosalind's sou (Intrigue) sired 3

Blandina's son (Swigert) sired ..« 34

Blandina's son (King Rene) sired _ 22

Blandina's son (Solicitor) sired 2

Blandina's son (Abdallah Pilot) sired _ 3
Blandina's son (RieLzi) sired 2
Blandiaa's son (Redwood) sired _ 5

Total..

FOURTH GENERATION.

Swigert's daughters produced 15

Swigert'ssous sired - 32

Kiuu Rene's daughters produced _ 7

King Rene s sons sired 10
Solicitor's daughters produced 1

Abdallah Pilot's daughters produced 1

Abdallah Pilot's son sired 15

Barcena's son (Ataric) sired 1
Rosalind's grandaughter (Nettie Bentonj pro-

duced 3

Rosalind's grandaughter I NettieWalter) produced 1

Barcena's daughters produced. _ 2

Total..

RECAPITULATION.
First generation-
Second generation 3

tm * _ .^it™ f From grandaughters 5
Third generation { From ^n^ons SO

Fourth generation 88

Total - 177

JESSIE. PEPPER.
Brown mare, foaled 1861, by Mambrino Chief, dam

by Sidi Hamet—produced 17 foals.

PERFORMERS.

Alpha, by Alcantara ~. 2:23^
Iona, by Alcyone -.. 2:17J^

PRODUCING DAUGHTERS.

Alpha, 2:23)5, by Alcantara. Dam of—
&xon (H) ., 2:1S>£

Annabel, bv George Wilkes. Dam of—
Dollv Withers 2:29}£

Gossip, bv Tattler. Dam of—
Don Wilkes 2:24%

lola. by Administrator. Dam of—
Irene - 2:2354

Wenonab, by Curtis' Hambletouian 539. Dam
of—

Alaska _ ~ 2^2734

PRODUCING SONS.

LeGrand. Sire of
Anita 2:23H
Beaumont 2:23J^
Grandee '. - 2:23K
Grandissimo 2-23%
Le Grand 2r28>£

Hattie F (p) 2:18

PRODUCED BY GRANDDAUGHTERS.

Annabel's daughter (Estabella) produced 3

Gossip's daughter (Ashland Maid) produced 2
LeGrand's daughter produced 1

PRODUCED BY* GRANDRONR.

Annabel's son (Almont Wilkes, sired 1 pacer 1

Gossip's son (Algeria Wilkes) sired 1 trotter and 1

pacer _ - 2

Gossip's son (Don Wilkes) sired 1 trotter 1
Wenonah's son (Montezuma) sired 1 trotter 1

Starling'ssoo (Starmont) sired 1 trotter „ 1

FOURTH GENERATION.

Starling's son (Starmont) sired dam of. 1

BECAPITULATION.
First generation 2

Second generation 11

Third generation - 12

Fourth generation 1

Total.. _ 26

CLARA.
Black mare, foaled 1818, sired by American Star 14,

dam the McKinsiry Mare. Produced eleven foals.

PERFORMERS.

Dexter, by Hambletonian 10 2:17*4

Alma, by HaroMetonian 10 22*Ji
Astoria, by Hambletonian 10 2:29>£

PRODUCING DAUGHTERS.

Aida. by Hambletonian 10. Dam ot—
Alda de Clare (4) 2:26%

Alma, bv Hambletonian 10. Dam of—
America 2:23%

PRODUCING SONS.

Dictator, bv Hambletonian 10. Sire of—
Jay-Eye-See, 2:10. and 44 others 45

PRODUCED BV GRANDDAUGHTERS.

Dictator's daughters produced 25 trotters and 2

pacers 27

KearsarKe's daughter produced 1 i rotter 1

Hyacinth's daughter (Kelna Victoria) produced.. 4

Hyacinth's daughter (Geneo) produced 1

PRODUCED BY GRANDSONS.

Dictator's sons (20) sired 58 trotters and S pacers.. 66

Kearsarge's sons rj; sired 2 trotters 2

Lady Dexter's son (Dexter Prince) sired 14 trot-

ters and 4 pacers - 18

FOURTH GENERATION.

Kearsarge's sons sired the darosof. 2

Kearsarge's grandson (Oolden Dawn) sired 1

Kearsarge's grandson (Reveille) sired 8

Hyacinth's son (Metropolitan) sired the dam of.. 2

Hyacinth's cr<md*oiis sired 9

Dictator's grandson? sired 14

Dictator's sons sired the dams of 4

Dictator's daughter? produced 4 aires of. 9

Dictator's daughter produced the dam of 1

Dictator's granddaughters produced - 2

RECAPITULATION.

First generation - S
Second generation - -17

Third generation 119
Fourtn generation - 46

Alcazar 2
Autograph 2
El Capitan 1

Goldbeater 1

Medium Wilkes l
Wilkesdale 1

Algeria Wilkes 2
Dark Night 1

Quartermaster 7
Wilkes 4

ALMA MATER.
Chestnut mare, foaled 1872, by Mambrino Patchen,

dam Estella, by imp. Australian.

PERFORMERS.

Arbiter, blk h, by Administrator 2:22%
Alcantara (4), b h, by George Wilkes 2:23

Alcyone, br h. by George Wilkes 2:27

Almater, ch m, bv Hambrino _ 2:28

Alfonso, br h, by Baron Wilkes 2:29%
Au'cia, b m, by George Wilkes _ 2:30

PRODUCING SONS.

Alcantara. Sire of—
Nightingale (p), 2:13>£, and 50 others 51

Alcvone. Sire of—
Martha Wilkes, 2:08, and 30 others 31

Allandorf. Sire of—
Strong Boy (p), 2:12, and 2 others 3

PRODUCING GRANDSONS.

Alcantara. Sons—
Alcander 2
A1thus~ 1
Brick Wilkes 1
Glencoe Wilkes 2
Montezuma 1

Recorder 3

Alcyone's Sons—
Alcona 1

Arsaces 1
Don Wilkes 1

Silver Chimes 1

PRODUCING GRANDDAUGHTERS.
Alcantara's Daughters

—

Estabella produced 3 Silk produced... 1
Bertha produced 1 Alpha produced 1

Aspascia produced 1

Alcyone' Daughters

—

Moonlight produced- l

RECAPITCLATION.

First generation 6
Second generation S5
Third generation. 43

Total _ 134

GREEN MOUNTAIN MAID.

Bay mare, foaled 1862, sired bv Harry Clav, 2"29,

dam Shanghai Mary—produced 16 foals.

PERFORMERS.

Antonio, by Messenger Duroc 2:28%
Dame Trot, by Messenger Duroc 2:22

Elaine, bv Messenger Duroc „ 2:20

Elina, bv Messenger Duroc 2:28

Elista, by Messenger Duroc 2:20%
Lancelot, by Messenger Duroc 2:23

Mansfield, bv Messenger Duroc _ 2:26

Prospero, bvMessenger Duroc 2:20

Storm, by Messenger Duroc 2:26*4

PRODUCED BY DAUGHTERS.

Elaine, 2:20. by Messenger Duroc. Dam of—
Anselma _.. £29>£

Elita, by Messenger Duroc. Dam of—
Elita Russell (4)...., - 2:29%

SIRED BY SONS.

Electioneer, sired 131 trotters and 1 paeer_ _.. 132
Antonio, sired 1 trotter „ l
Lancelot. 2:23, sired 2 trotters „ 2
Mansfield. 2:26, sired 5 trotters _ 5

PRODUCED BY GRANDDAUGHTERS.
Elaine's daughter (Elsie) produced 1
Electioneer's daughters (23 trotters and 1 pacer), 24

SIRED BY GRANDSONS.

Electioneer's sous (27) sired 102 trotters and 2
pacers „ _ 104

FOURTH GENERATION.

Electioneer's granddaughters produced™ _ 4
Electioneer's grandsons sired „ 4

BECAPITULATION.

First generation _ 9
3econd generation „ 142
Third generation 139
Fourth generation _ 8

Total.. . 288

Treatment of "Wounds in the Foot.

McFerran & Clancy, of the Foundation
Stud, write: "We beg leave to announce the
following arrivals: April 5, brown colt, stripe
in face, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15{,dam Amaryllis,
by Director, 2:17; second dam Maud S. T.
(dam of Xeponset, 2;24A), by Gov. Spi-ague,
2:20A

; third dam Belle Patchen, 2:30? (dam
of Baron Wilkes, 2:18, champion sire at ten
years), by Mambrino Patchen; fourth dam
Sally Chorister (dam of Proteine, 2:1S, Belle
Brasfield, 2:20), by Mambrino Chorister. This
fellow is very substantially built, great style

and bone. His inheritance of racehorse speed
is very remarkable. April 6, cherry black
filly, black poinls, faint star, sired by Guy
Wilkes, 2:15}, dam Alicia Nutwood, by Nut-
wood, 2:18:j , second dam Alicia, 2:30 (sister

to Alcantara, 2:33, and Alcyone, 2:27), by Geo.
Wilkes; third dam by Alma Mater, by Mam-
brino Patchen. This is about as beautiful a
filly as one could find in a day's journey. Will
she do for a broodmare? Both these foals are
entered in the Kentucky $25,000 Futurity for

foals of '93. Can anyone beat this pair?"

A. H. Moore, Cloyerdell Stock Farm, Col-
mar, Pa., has a formidable string in training.

In the list are Vinette (pacer), 2:09J ; Mar-
garet S., 2:12* ; Erminie, 2:131 ; Mambrino
Maid, 2:15} ; Ollie Wilkes, 2:17V

; Position,

2flE2|; Annorean, 2:26A ; Pacific, 2:35;
General Worth (brother'to Sunol, 2:08});
Erectress, b f, by Director ; Gross Grain, b f,

by Bell Boy ; Costa Davis, b f, by Robert Mc-
Gregor; Sweetness, b f, by Alcazar; Cherry
Red, b f, by Red Wilkes ; Pearl B., blk f, by

i

Wilton; Gypsy Earl, ch f, by Earl; Minnie
Wasta, br f, by Wilton ; Sidney Boy. b h, by

j

Sidney; Wilkes Medium, b c, by Red Wilkes
;

Meta S., b f, by Stanboul ; Crispa, b f, by Clay, 1

and Waiting Maid, b f, by Bell Boy.
m -

Among the bets registered in Chicago re-

|

cently against possible starters for the Ameri-
I

can Derbv were $2,500 to $50 against Metu- ,

chen ; $10,000 against $1,000 on the chances
;

of Don Alonzo; $5,000 to $50, Delury ; $5,-

000 to $100 Eltham Queen ; $S,000 to $200,
Evantus; $7,500 to $150, Fidelio ; $1,500 to

$50, Miles Standish; $3,000 to $200, Ramapo;
$6,000 to $300, St. Leonard

; $5,000 to $500,
Sir Francis ; $1,500 to S50, Spartan, and $10,-

000 to $200, Young Arion.

Seven of the nineteen foals produced br
Mice Russell, dam of Maud S. (2:08j), Nut-
wood (2:183), etc-» were chestnut in color, an
inheritance doubtless derived from Funk's
Havoc, aire of the dam of Pilot Jr., as Miss
Russell was never mated with a chestnut
horse.

It is said that Michael F. Dwyerand Rich-
ard Croker are the principal backers of a new
daily sportiDg paper which is to be started

about the middle of next month. John E.
McDonald is to be the business manager of
the sheet.

BLOOD HORSE RACES

Bay District Track.
Racing- Every Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday.

April 1st to April 30th.

FIVE OR MORE R&GES EACH DAY.

I
RACKS START AT 1:30 P. M. SHARP.

[
US-McAllister and Geary-street oars pass the eate.

The race between Alvin, 2:14}, and Geneva,
2:14, will probably take place on the new track

at Hamilton, Ont., July 1st. As neither will

be on the edge that early in the season, fast

time will be out of the question, but it will be
a race for a man's life, and will bring together
20,000 people. The Hamilton Driving Club,

which will hang up a purse for this race, has
appointed John White, of Hamilton, secretary

of the trotting department.

Mb. Jackson I. Case, the owner of Hick-
ory Grove Stock Farm, Racine, Wis., has been
re-elected for a third term as mayor of that

city. Although this is his third term he still

enjoys the unique honor of being the youngest
mayor in the State of Wisconsin. Mr. Case
has demonstrated within the past three years
that he is at once a successful politician and a
6rst-class trainer.

te .MlLLErUS LSZTXn Sgcau.

We are nbl^lAit . »..i - lui .1.1 mu^a kii. --
: - -

Presses.

Agricultural Implements and Vehicles of every de-
scription. Send for No. 18 Catalogue.

TRUMAN, HOOKER & CO.
San Franelsco and Fresno.

Total.. .... 215

Lockjaw in horses is frequently caused by

the animal stepping upon a nail. Most cases

can be avoided by prompt treatment. We
clip the following upon this subject from an

exchange

:

" All persons owning and working horses

are liable to have them injured in their feet by
stepping on nails, thus temporarily or per-

manently crippling them. Wounds of this sort

need attention, and yet few persons under such
circumstances know what to do.

"If a wound caused by stepping on a nail

bleeds freely, so much the better, but usually

it does not. The tough, fibrous sole is very
j

elastic, and is apt, therefore, to close up and
prevent bleeding, at least very quickly after

withdrawing the nail.

" When an accident of this kind occurs, go
to the nearest blacksmith, as he has facilities

for cutting out the sole of the foot, which
should be done about the part pierced till the

blood flows freely. Then take the horse home
and wash out the bottom of the foot, and
apply to it flaxseed meal mixed with hot water

to the consistency of dough, with which fill

the cavity of the "foot. It will stay without be-

ing bound on if the horse stands on a floor.

Of course, anything else that will keep the

soil moist and soft and the wound open for free

discharge will do, but I consider a flaxseed

poultice far better than any other, all things

considered. How long a horee ehould be so

kept is a maMer of judgment, dppendimg on
how serious the injury is, and how fast the ani-

mal gets along as to fever, etc., in the feet and
ankle.

"A wound of this sort is always attended

with danger, and especially if the nail inflict-

ing the injury is rusty. Many a good animal

has been lost by such an injure that need not

had this treatment been known to the owner.

It is inexpensive, easily done, needs no pro-

fessional skill, and I think is better than any-
thing else that can be recommended. Linieed

meal can always be found at any well-equipped

d'ug store. Every country farmer should keep
two or three pounds of it on hand to be used

in cases of emergency."

Have It Ready.
The iiniment, Phenol Sodique

is so good for a wound, or worn

skin, or skin disease, that it

ought to be kept by a horse-

owner.

Equally good for human flesh.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia

At druggists. Take do substitute.

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF 4 TENT I MAKE.
THIS IS ONE FOR (AMPIMi.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

ALSO

AWNINGS. CAMP8R8* OUTFIT6, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr.,

Ill Clay Street. - - - 8an Fmnrlico.

B IWMURRAY& FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN.

These Sulkies are mode
tinder Hickory Wheel t'o's

patent, dated March 21st, 1883.

OUR

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Send
for

Circular.

!
Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We furnish hoth old Stylr and Pnrnmntir ^^/ \ \/M Horsemen Thoroughly
Whe«l«wlth ourSulklcs, undour Atlacbme utn

^ifcj \ jj Protected in using our
permit a change In a few minutes. ^^^^Sul*/. No Fancy frio—

The McMURRAY & FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio. U. S. A.

WK AKK THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.

Writ* for our new circular.
, 2 ,.., 2 7 M1RKRT BTRFET.

TRUMAN, HOOKER & CO., «a»fiu.m.-i.
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The Distance Flag.

There seems to be a great deal of opposition

to the reduction of distance between the wire

and the distance flag in harness-racers from

some drivers, and what is more surprising,

from some racing managers as well. With one

or two exceptions the turf press was almost a

unit in commending the reduction. Of course,

the writers who were in favor of the reduction

were at once sneered at as being mere theorists

by those who are not in favor of the change
;

but when Budd Doble came out and frankly

endorsed the plan for reducing the distance,

they could hardly cry "theorist," for that

great driver has driven and won more races

than any three of those who are denouncing

the new rule, so the cry was made that Doble

could well afford to endorse the new rule, for

he bad the pick of all the horses

of the country and his horses al-

ways act well. Well, what is there to

hinder otherdrivers from teaching their horses

always to act well ? If the methods employed

by Doble have placed him at the head of living

drivers, why may not other drivers employ the

same methods with profit to themselves? One
thing is certain, and that is that the race-going

public has grown disgusted with the break-

and-lay-up method of losing heats, and any

rule that will help kill it will meet with its

approval. Drivers with skip-jack horses may
be expected to disapprove of any rule that will

lessen their chances of winning, and secreta-

ries and racing managers who are looking

more closely for a large entry list than for an

attractive programme to entertain the public

with, may be expected to assist them in this

protest. Even such a combination will not

avail if the public becomes thoroughly

awakened on the subject, for there is where
the money comes from, and the only way har-

ness-racing can become popular or be kept

popular is by furnishing racing of the

quality the public demands. As for the asso-

ciations that will make an exception of the rule

reducing the distance, and thus practically defy

the two parent associations, there seems to be

no remedy. If these associations had tried the

new rule and found it a failure, there would be
some excuse for its exception. Under the cir-

cumstances the National and American Asso-
ciations seems to amount to simply nothing so

far as making rules for their members is con-

cerned, for if any rule made is distasteful to

any member, that member simply makes an
exception of the objectionable rule, and that is

the end of it. Reforms in harness-racing that

are intended to make such racing more popu-
lar, will be a long time in making any change
if the two parent associations do not devise

some way to force their members to obey the

rules they adopt.—Horse World.

THE CELEBRATED TROTTING -IRE

ALCONA 730
The Greatest Producing Mre ever offered to

the Breeders of Sonoma County.

SIRE OF
Alcona Jr 2:19 AlmonHion .2:MJ{
Flora Belle- 2:24 Clay Duke- 2:29
Veronica, 2:29 Prince Warwick

(trial
j 2:15

AND GRANDSIRE OF
Silas Skinner 2:17 Del Rey _ 2:24&
King Orry- 2:23' [ Mark Medium 2:25&

SPEED, SIZE, STYLE, BEAUTY
AL.CO.XA 730 l«* a golden chestnut, 16 3 hands high

and irelgha 130U pounds; he Is strong-boned, heavy-
muscled, clean-llcnbM, with llowlog mane and tail,

lofty carriage, and has style aud appearance, mat at-
tracts attention wherever wen. Alcona Is one of the
greatest speed-producers in <.';il I

ii in ii:i, considering his
opportunities; he lias live in the 2:80 list and three pro-
ducing BOIlfl and n prnfhiriiii; <luui;hliT. Ills colts are
l&ige, fine-toolclng, and have the oast of dispositions;
they are useful fur carriage and general purpose horses
on the iarm If they do not prove Cut trotters.
Alcona has always been b profitable Btre for the small

in.- ler; bis colts have always sold for large prices,
either private or at auction. PBINCB Warwick was
sold to the Austrian Government for $20,000; Veronica
hruiik'lit at aucliuii fciMO, Aluionitlon frlouO, and many

from Ave to fifteen hundred dollars.
Air. .mi La one nf the greatest prize-winners in Califor-

nia: he has never been beaten when Bhown with a
lamlly of colts.

PEDIGREE,
Alcona 730, sired by Almont 33 fwlre ol Weslmonl,

BlIJH, I'nrliaii, 2:10, Fanny WlthcrspOOn, 2:l« l

1 ,
1'iefl-

i.'i 32 othersIn 230 list; 76 sons have sired
260 With m I'roin -<i.

,
in :::;u; I, Is daughters are

(torn 2:14 to 2:80), son of Abdal-
la.li 15, son of Ilunil'Iii'Jiiliiti In. Dam, tjineii Mary, by
Mnmbr Intel M In ol I-udy Thorn, 2:18%; Wood-
torm Mjunbrlno,2:2] , and I othei >) 2:80 list Among
hi* greatest sons are Mambrhio Puti'ln-n. Woodford
Matni.rino, ciark Chief, etc.; bIs daughters are tbednms
of the gnat Mr.-. Rod Wilkes, Director, King Rone,
Piedmont, Onwnrd, Swlgiri and Other I.

AU:il\\ will make tlir Me.niton of l*!»3 at
llh Vl.hHlil KU Friday find Hnturdny.

And at ci.o\ i:it n \ i i
. Tniwday and Wednesday

of rach week.
Ult 1, 1898.

TRitMH - - gao ror the Season
nr.i proving with foal win tie returned (toe,

'
I chi on ncrs, Boat

or |mm<j' pi nth, ovei care taken,
Idonta, For furiin-r

particular* addl I

W.O. ELOOKLIFF, Ajgent, BaaldsburKi Cal.
i.l»W, 8, Bl L.L.0 Mi lena, I al,

Oo to "Mayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR a

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St

PRIZES FOR BRIGHT PEOPLE.

1|i£toAYlRUTH *5MS
EST IfME /;>7/Who Jfa[*

Without ?7-
r^-F YOU are one of the bright ones and can read the above rebus you may receive a
C reward which will pav you many times over for your trouble. The proprietor of

<%J the Buffalo Sunday Truth, which has been established for eleven years,
offers a first-class handsome upright piano, valued at S500.00, to the person
who semis in the first correct solution of the above rebus; a reward of a handsome
"Ladies' or Gentleman's solid gold watch, valued at $100.00, to the person
who sends in the second correct solution; a reward of a pair of genuine diamond
ear-rings for the third correct solution; a reward of an elegant swiss
music box for each of the next three correct solutions; a handsome silk dress
pattern {16 yards) for each of the next three correct solutions.

Every one sendiu<r a solution must enclose with the same so cewts (two-cent stamps,
postal note or silver) for a three months' trial subscription to the Buffalo Sunday
Truth, Buffalo's High-class Illustrated Weekly Newspaper. The envelope
which contains correct solution bearing first postmark will receive first reward, and the
balance in order as received. All letters must pass through the mails as postmark is

given precedence. Thus, persons living at a distance have an equal opportunity.
For the correct solution received last is offered a safety bicycle 2 for

the next to the last will be given an elegant pair of genuine diamond 'ear-
rings; for the third from the last will be awarded a handsome gold watch; for the
fourth from the last a swiss music box; for the fifth, sixth and seventh from the
last will be awarded a silk dress pattern (16 yards). Every successful contest-
ant must become a yearly subscriber.

Additional Prizes consisting of Silverware, complete sets of Dickens' Works, and
many other useful and valuable prizes will be awarded to Every Person Sending in
Correct Solutions. Xamcs of those receiving rewards will be published in our paper
at close of competition. All answers must be mailed on or before June 15th, 1893.

The object in giving away all of these valuable prizes is to secure trial subscribers,
whom we expect to please so well that they will renew their subscriptions and thus we
build up a large circulation and get more advertising at higher rates than we would other
wise. The Sunday Truth has been established for eleven years and occupies a
prominent position among newspaper publishers and business men as a High-class
Illustrated Weekly Newspaper. Perfect Impartiality is guaranteed in giving
the rewards. Sendinyour answer early and you may receive a valuable prize Address

The Sundav Truth, "X" Buffalo, N. Y.

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY^; —
DISTRICT NX). 43.

District Colt Stals.es and Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DURING THE FAIR, 1893, AT

TTJT-mAJFCEI, OAL.
ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 25, 1893.

The District comprises the Counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare^md Kern.

District Stallion Produce Stake*—Stakes for two and three-year-olds, the get of stallions named on
May 2S, 1893, to be trotted during the Fail 1893. Entrance of Stallion the season price of 1889 of siallion named ;

dead stallions at price of season 1889 or last previousseason; private stallions thai have not been bred for pay, if

with record of 2:30 or better, $100; others ?50; lowest entrance 5*25. If the siallion entered has only two-year-olds
entrance to be one-hall' the season price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the right to settle all ques
tions concerning stallions iees as seems best. Stallions to be named May 25, 1893, and entrance payable July 1,

1893, colts to be named July 1, 1893, for $5, $10 additional ten days before tbe first advertised day of the meeting.
Oue-half stallion entrance for two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. One-half for three-year-
olds, with all three-year-old payments added. Money divided In each stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 ppr cent.

J\'o- 1. Two-Year-Old Stallion Produce Stakes—Mile heats: 25 minutes between heats; distance
100 yards.

IVo. '2 Three-Vear-Olds—Mile heats, three In five.

The following DISTRICT STAKES are open to any colt owned In the District, comprising the above-
named counties.

Xo. 3. Yearling Stokes—Half-mile beats, best 2 in 3. for foals of 1892. Entrance, $30, payable 55 May 25,
1S93, with nomination: $10 July 1, 1893; ?15 August 1, 1893 ; $50 added money.

IVo. 4. Two-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 2 in 3, for foals of 1S9L. Entrance 840. pavable §10 May
25, 1893, with nomination ; ijlSJulyl 1893 ; $15 August 1, 1893; $75 added money.

No. 5. Three-Year-Old -take—Mile beats, best 3 in 5, for foals of 1S90. Entrance 850, pavable $10 May
•25, ls'Jo, with nomination ; $20 July 1,1893; $20 August 1, 1893 ; $100 added money.

No. 6. "
25, 1893, with

four- Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3 in 5, lor foals of 1889. Entrance $50, pavable §10 Mav
nomination

; $20 July 1, 1893
; $20 August 1, 1893 ; $100 added money.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will be accepted unless accom-

panied with first payment.
2. Failures tamake payments on the dates named

will forfeit all previous payments and debar the de-
linquent from starting tn the race.

3. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided, two-tblrds to winner and one-tbird to
second horse. With three or more starters tbe stakes
will be divided (where not already specified) GO per
cent to winner, 30 per cent to second horse and 10 per
cent to tbird horse.

Tbe get of stallions that have died whilst owned
In the District (as above described) are eligible to all I govern.

stakes herein advertised.

5. To constitute ownership In the District tbe owner
of a stallion must bean actual resident therein.

6. Entries made under fraudulent pretenses of the
residence of the owDer or of tbe ownership of the stal-
lion in the District, will debar tbe person making such
entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
entries made by such person in races occuring at the
same meeting, nnd will forfeit all payments made to
the society.

7. Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to

W. B. CARTMILL, President, Entries Close May 35, 1893, with G. W. ZARTMAN, Secretary.

iSK&JRP
:j

Lyford's Impregnates. Book on Barren Mares, $1.0

C. C. LYFOBD, Minneapolis, Minn.

PASTURAGE.
FTnit-Olaaa Pasturage nt fi per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, LalcevlIIe, iOal,, n miles from
Pi.'tiilnmii, •

; i. .1 iuo year 'round nnd good care
ink. mi of Btoolc, bat int reeponirtbllty assumed forac
ctdenta de escapes, sunk can be sent direct by the
Stenmor lOold, wlilil, loaVM every day except Sun-
day from wharf between "U'nublngtan ;and Jackson,
Htr, its s. I'.

Ad'J )
i

I HO*. ROACH, Aceiu.
l-alu-vlHe, Bonomn Co., CM.

Pasturage.

Having a lnrgentock ranch ot rich pasture land about
one mile and a half from Redwood City, I am prepared
to lake horses for pasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box atnlls, stables, etc., and plenty
of running water. The cllmntw Is warm and there Is
plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
84 per month; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared "to
train and handle colts and roadsters, and will lake the
i>est of care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Co., Oal,

REDUCED PRICES.

Ardriance Buckeye
fllOOlERS, flERPERS, BINDERS,

ALSO

HARVESTER MOWERS,
Improved Style for Season 1893.

More fldriance Buckeyes sold on this coast
than all others combined.

Don't forget to order the ADRIANCE Buckeye.

Up to within a short time no Buckeye, other than

the Adriance Buckeye, has been known or used
on this coast, but its great popularity has led to

the introduction of other machines bearing a
similar name.

If you want to get the machine which has been
used in California for the past 31 years, be sure

and order the AR0RIAN.E Buckeye.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO AND SACRAMENTO,

Vnntion this paper.

HAV1XG LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAJST MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best ot pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Here Paddocks

—AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept |ln first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

erythin? is new ani in perfect shape. It is pro-

nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Cali

fornia. All stock sent ;c me will receive my persona

attention. Bates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

CYCLISTS, O&RSMEH, BALLPLAYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It has a particularly Warming, Comforting and
Stimulating effect on all Weak or Stiff Mnsclea,

quic; in action; clean and pleasant in use.

For Sale fcy Druggists and Dealers in Sporting GoodB.

E. F0UGERA & C0. t Sole Agents,

26-30 N. William Street, N. Y.

ITS OBJECT
Cs to prevent dis-
ease, to regulate
the bowels and*
urine; Itslrenfrth-
ens the kidneys,
prevents scouring,
colic and legswell- L

Ing; loosens the
\

hide, fattens stock,
promotes the ap-
petite, cures
coughs, destroys
worms and bote,
and produces a
fine, glossy coat.
To the stall-fed
horse It has the beneficial effects and results of grazlDg
without the softening effects of a season of grass with
loss of time and money. For milch cows It Increases
and eurlches their milk.

Awarded Gold Mednl California State Fair 1892

MANHATTAN
STOCK FOOD
CKERTELLmgr.
\623H0WARDSTy

san francisco
: cav-v

RECOMMENDED BY
Marvin, Goldsmith, Gorbitt, Gamble, Wells,

Fargo & Co. and Others.

W-hK.M) FOR TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR.
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THE HAGGIN SALE STUDEBAKER BROS.,
O"

Trotting,

Harness,

Draft and

Work Horses,

Mexican and Shetland Ponies,

MARKET AND TENTH STREETS.

WILL TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. OX

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 4 and 5, 1*93,

AT SALESYAED

Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market St.

J8®** Stock may be seen at yard on and after April 30. 1S93.

CATALOGUES SOW EEADY -

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers 22 Montgomery Street

Royal Thoroughbred Broodmares
:f» o t*. sale.

TO BE DISPOSED OF AT PRIVATE SALE, IF POSSIBLE, OTHERWISE
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION AT

Bay District Track
ON THE LAST DAY OF THE BLOOD HORSE ASSOCIATION'S SPRING

RACE MEETING.

MOST OF THESE ARE TRIED PRODUCERS, DAMS OF TURF CELEBRITIES.

FOLLOWING IS THE LIST:
WHYXOT, ch m, foaled 1883, by George Wilkes,

dam Flora A., by Tom Bowling: second dam Florence
I,, by Imp. Australian, etc Whynot is dam of Misty
Morn. See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol 5.

MEYRLLA, br m, foaled 18.S0. by California, dam
Laura Bames, by Norfolk; second dam Evadue, by
Winnebago, etc. Neyella is dam of Rosebud, tee vol.

5, Bruce, p. 570.

BILLOW, ch m, foaled 1883. by LoneTield, dam
Medea, by Norfolk; second dam Mary Gfvens (dam of
Wild Oats), by Owen Dale, etc. Billow won California
Stakes at Bay District traek in 1S85. and is dam ot the
great Eclipse. See vol. 5, p. 153, Bruce's American Stud
Book.

OCKAMCA.ch m, foaled 1885, by Flood, dam Lady
Evangeline, by Leinster; second dam Tibbie Dunbar
(dam of Canny Scot and Broadchurch), by imp. Bonnie

ScoLland Oceanica is a sister to Flood Tide, Lady Eliza-
beth and Aonie Lewis. See Bruce's American Stud
Book, vol. 5, p. 399.
LI\A. b m, foaled 1881, by King Alfonso, dam

Titan'a, by Lexington; second dam Amy Farley, by
Planet, etc. Lina is the dam of Lenora and Tacoma.
See Bruce's American 8tud Book, vol. 5, p. 437.
LKXORA.bm, foaled 1885, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam

Lina (above). See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol.
5, p. 437.

KOHIXOOR, ch m, foaled 1889. by Hyder AH. dam
Assyria, by Lever; second dam Asia, by Imp. Austra-
lian, etc. See iBruce's American Stud Book, vol. 5,

p. 120.

RliKPSAKE. b m, foaled 1883, by Flood, dam
Kathairon (dam of Kylo and Kathleen), by Barry of
the West; second dam Kathleen (dam of George
Kinney), by 1 exington.etc. See vol. 5, Bruce's Amer-
ican Stud Book, p. 385.

TERMS OF SALE—One-half cash and balance approved notes at months drawing 8 per cent, interest.

PROPERTY OF MRS. R. E. BYBEE, PORTLAND, OR.
: APPLY TO :

JAMES F. BYBEE, Bay District Teack,

Or KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgomery street, S. F.

AUCTION SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS,
THE PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE OF

Art7\ B. TOT3HTJKTTBR,
(DECEASED),

BY ORDER OF THE EXECUTRIX,

11 YEARLINGSAND 3 2-YEAR-OLDS
THE GET OF

PRIACK OF NORFOLK (sire of Prince's First, Tigress, Oracle S. and others), 81\FAX: Fillips by linn.
INTRUDER Mre of the clam of Spokane, Grey Cloud, etc.), and by JAUKSOiV and FOSTER

Irom Wildidle, Bullion, King Alfonso and Powuatlan mares.

ALSO FOR SASfE ACCOUNT

SEVEN HEAD OFTROTTIIMG-BRED YOUNGSTERS
The get of DEXTER PRIXCE, IDAHO PATCHEN, etc..

At SALESYARD cor. VAN NESS AVE. and MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, ON

Wednesday, May 3, 1893, at 11 a m.

This lot of thoroughbreds arc In fine order, having been kept up and fed all winter. CutalnKnes will be
ready April 18<h.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery St , San Francisco

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE
Mailed Free

GEM STEEL WIND MILL
WITH GRAPHITE BOXES.

NEVER REQUIRES OILING OR CLIMBING OF TOWERS.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than other mills that are oiled.

Practically these mOls require no attention, Tkii.v a UKU.and worth iih

weight in Gold. It combines beamy, strength, durabl Ity and simplicity,
i

.,.'.
. -i n- iis.Mf perfectly, i pii kiy erected, ana Is sold on Its merits: in (act,

It Is the best mill on earth. They are geared bach three to one the wheel
miikiiig ihree revolutions to one stniki-i.it pomp—making them ran in the
lightest wind or breeze. The mill la made entirely o1 Steel and Quit iron.

Each one Of Oar Gem Wind Mills Is warranted. II ""' -iiM-i." i,.ry, irclirlu

will !>- paid both ways, and money refunded. We also carry Pumps of nil

HlndH, Tanka, Pipe Flttlnim. Etc.

WOODIN & LITTLE,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

PONY CARTS, WAGONS AND SURRIES.

The Only Member of the American Ticket
Brokers' Association In this City. otting-er's

Ticket Office.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5 TO SZO SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUARANTEED.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RAUUAUE CHECKED FREE.

TELEPHONE 1123

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

It will cool out the foot, soften the frog and sole, quickly and effectually heal all soreness from corns,
bruises, or contracted hoot. It is cheaper and far superior to oils or packing; made from animal or vegetable
substances, which will sour and-become putrid, thus causing unnatural heat and disease in the foot. Spelterlne
has been thoroughly tested and endorsed by Veterinary Surgeons and Horsemen. Write tor circular. Address,

ST'.HIIjTIEnR.IIIWIE OO.,
Successor to \. E. MAY & CO..

1954 Howard Street, ----- San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about ODe hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed
places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the
Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous bos-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended
it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

YOU CAN SELL YOUR HORSE
And get a, good price if you can flod a Customer that wants to buy
You can reach the greatest number of possible and probable cus-
tomers b7 advertising in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. Special
terms made on advertisements under this heading. Write for par-

ticulars.

For Sale or Exchange
Bay colt foaled IROl.sire Proofreaders! N (son of sir r

1 1 nc 0228 p, dam sally Me Kim, t>v Prompter 2806; second
dam by EUvaa 1 Blackbird. Brown coll Foaled real, aire

Walker 81 'i'. [SOD of Prompter \, dam I.llllan, by Etomu-
lus 271 ; second dam Mahaska Belle, etc Brown geld*

Ing aired 1898, aire Privateer 8185 (son of Buccaneer
in Nelly AJcn.by Prompter; lecond dam Ucbt*

I2,etc Bay Ally (baled im». Hire \VuIker8l88,
dam Winnie, by Private I

'lam Ughtfoot,
etc. Rav ceding, aire Promoter 2306. dam I

Slerllnu ftfZV, second dam LlghtiOOt. Tills roll Is a nat-

ural pacer and La last as a bullet; in foci, they are nil

speedy and are eligible to registration. Can luralsn
certnTcaten of breeding, and they are lot sate cheap,
would exchange Tor mole ,

B H. CHASE. Turlock, Oil.

FOR SALE.
THE BTA2TC)AJLD TROTTING STALLION

He. 312 MARKET STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO.

-ir.. of Tl ! ' record btljtf, Kate [Swing, 2:21,

Dennl Rjan 2:20, and oihers in the East equally na

hist Re can snow a WO nit any morning >it Agri-
cultural park, Sacramento, If neo vary. I or partlcu-

[Ulre of M. *. SEALS, 0*7 J street, or
1*213 r" Street, hncrnmento.
N. B.— For .sale at a low Qgnro to nil- > tin

must nell. Berlin Is by the .same sire i Blnckbirdi as
Vic n„ record 2:13'*, Edwin Forrest. 2:18.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
Willi record 2:13 In race: nouw) and In line condition:

will lower his roCOTd tlvr SBCOndJ this year.

ALSO

some BROTHERS and SXBTERB to Bwfft, by Boy-
wood, dam American tiiri.

E. 8. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, tsao Jose, Gal.

PACER!
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
A good road hone, jrentle and nice drive i

reconl. U:-! 1

-.-: nine yean old: drive single • i

nwt «mt of paalure and In «ood oondltlon
Iculara uddrena, P. O., box 7tw, Hun Joac
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SAMT~KL ilClNTYRE, PRESIDENT. L. G. HARDY, TEE.L&CBEE. G. W. PARKS, SECEETTABy.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
gj-p3riia.gr 3MCee"tii3.g: 1893
S20,0 O X1ST PURSES. $20,000

JtrTNTE! l"Ztla. to Q4tli, Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes Closed March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and Pirst-Class. Every Horse Must be Named -when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

THE SPRING RACES.

gall Lake's Driving Park Spring Meeting will be held Id

June, 1693 with the following programme of races r

SATCRDAY, JUNE 17, FIRST DAY.

2:20 Pace...
2:40 Trot-.

PCESE-
.. fl.OuO

Two-year stake l No. 2). —
Three-Quarter-llile Dash -

MONDAY, JUNE 19. SECOND DAY.
3:00 Trot
3:00 Pace
2^5 Trot - —
Ooe-lLile Dash ~

TUESDAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAY.

2:20 Trot. - •- 1,000

1,000
500

1 rate. - „_
One-Half-illle Dash - »»

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, FOURTH DAY.
PTJBSE.

2:29 Trot ? 800
2:50 Trot. 400
Four Year stake (No. 4) „ 1.000

Five-Eighth-Mile Dash 200

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot 1,000

2:30 Pace 500
2:45 Pace — 400
One and One-Quarter-Mile Dash 300

FRIDAY. JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all Pace 1,000

Three-Year Siake (No. 3> „ 1,000

2:25 Trot — 600
One-Half-Mile Run and Repeat 300

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot ,_ 1,000

Merchants' Stake. 2-year-olds (No. 1)— _ 1,000

Derby Run, l*£ miles — „ « 600
Reserved for Special and Novelty Races 2,800

CONDITIONS.
Da purse races five to enter and three to start.

Entrance tee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from all
winners. A horse distancing the field in Purse or
Stake races entitled to first money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare off any Stake race that does not fill

satisfactory to the association, in which case entrance
money will be refunded. In each race money will be
divided 50, 25, 15 and 10. The association reserves the
rieht to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American raclngrulestogov-
ern. Money In running races divided 60, 30 and 10. 2*4

per cent, entrance and 2}4 additional from ail winners.
Entries to Stake races close March 15th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1S93. Rules of Natioual
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PABKS, Secretary.
P. O. Box 975. Salt Lake City, Utah.

SAN JOSE COLT STAKES.
To Take Place During Tie Annoal Fair of 1893 of The San Mateo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Association, No. 5.

District Trotting Stakes—The Get of the Following Horses

:

Eros Bi«m»rek, Treewood, Royal George, Xnlwood Boy, Orion. King William. Tommy T.,

Stranger, John Seienoakes. Col. Benton. Wilmington. Dick Patchen, Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy

Thoruulll. Amplan. Magic. Monte, Chancellor, Chrisman'a Hambletooian, Boxwood, Xutgrove,

Prince Albert, Alex Graham. Designer, Cyras R.. Harry Almont, Rea'a Xnlwood, Boodle, Elect,

Mambrino Jr., Soudan. Jim Mulienna, Brown Jag, Menlo, C W S, Henderson's Henry, 8. B.

Emerson. Corr's Mambrino. Prince Warwick. Henry Bnrr, Antinous, Almont Patchen. Electric

Light.. Argent. Delmas. Rollle H., Hayward's May Boy, Ooemsky's May Boy, Dawn. Boswell Jr.,

Prince Wilkes, Silver Bow, Administer, Election. Ward B. . Hazlewood, Alphens.

1 . YEARL1XGST VKES-Entrance ?25, payable *5

Mav 1st, with nomination, §10 July lsl, 810 Sept., 1st;

wiln $100 added. Hall Mile and Repeat.

2 TWO-YEAR-OLD STARES—Entrance S30,

pavable 310 Mav 1st. with nomination, 510 July 1st, ,10

Sept , lsl; witn ,150 added. One mile and repeat.

3. THRER-VEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance 8-50,

payable 310 May 1st, with nomination, 315 July 1st, 325

Sept, 1st; with £200 added One-mile heats, 3 In 5.

•1. FOCR-YEAR-OLD STAKES- Entrance 360,

pavable 310 May 1st, with nomination, 325 July 1st. 325

Sept. 1st; with 1250 added. One-mile heats, 3 in 5.

Free-For-All Trotting Stakes.

5 TW0-YE4R-0LD STAKES-Entrance «50,
|

6. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES-Enmnce 360,

pavable S10 Mav 1st, with nomination, 315 July 1st. J25 payable 510 May 1st, with nomination, 32o July 1st, 8-6

Sept. 1st; with 5200 added. One mile and repeat. | Sept, 1st; with 3250 added. One-mile heats, 3 In 5.

Free-For-All Pacing Stakes.

T. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—(2:30 class); entrance 550, payable 310 May 1st, with nomination, «H
July 1st, 525 Sept, 1st; with 3200 added. One mile and repeat.

COSDITIOXS.

Slakes and added money divided 60 per cent to Brat, 30 per cent to secood and 10 per cent to third.

If oolv two colls start they mav contest for the slakes paid in, divided two-thirds and one-third.

For a"walk-over the colt will take the whole slake, but no added money.
Nomina ors not making payments when due forfeit previous payments.
Otherwise the 2sational.Trotting AssoclaUons Rules to govern.

Running Stakes.

» THES1XTACI AR A COCXTY STAKES—A I 9. THE SAX' JOSE STAKES—A sweepstake for

sweepstake f"r" two-vear-ulds, flO each: 325 forfeit, or 320 three-year-olds: 540 each, 525 forfeit, or ?20 if declared

U declared out on or before sept, 1st, or 310 July 1st, , out on or belore Sept., 1st, or 810 July 1st, with 3200

with t-Jf) added : winners of any race this year to be added: winners of two or more three-year-old races this

penalWd two pounds for each win. six Furlongs. year, to carry three pounds extra. One and one.six.
1 teenth miles.

COXDITIOXS.
Six to enter and three to start
Stakes divided, second horse to receive 50 per cent and third 2o per cent ofstarting money.

Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horsr Rules to govern. Entries close May 1, 1SM3.

G. H. BRAGG, Secretary, San Jose, Cal. WM. BUCKLEY. President.

OVERLAND PARK GLUE,
rDEajW-EH, OOXj.

SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOB

2:29 Cla.a.Trottlni. £700 Guaranteed

2:22 rjfi-,, Trunin;; 700 Guaranteed

2:30 Olau, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:10 ClftMK, Trotllns 700 Guaranteed

CLASS RACES.
TROTTIXG—2:22. 3:00, 2:30, 2:50,2:31,

2:37, 2:33 and 2:25 Classes.

Purse Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

PACING-2:22, 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 Classes.

TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and
will he made up from the horses at the track when the
mectlne begins. Above Purse Races are for $400 to $500
each, aud will close May 16tb. Entrance Zj£ per cent.
when named, and 2,'t per cent, additional to start.

Anovo Slakes close April IGih. Payments required:
I17.M Ai.ril r.th, trhen named, aud «17 50 May 16th,
when furae Race* clone also.

Ill NM.V; RACES will all be over-night events.iand purses f -r same will be liberal.

Kegular programme issued May 20th. Write- for entry blanks and full Information. Address

C. B. RHODES. Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1 893. commencirj g February

10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (With u.unl return privilege), payable at end of Seaion 8100mA Of (~\ wonfcalpd 1M9, laa handsome chentnut In oolor.atands 15:2S bands and in confortnauou,

/A O Lj" ' dt*po«lilon and action la absolutely perfect. He in a pure t roller and will gel a mark close to
130 at thatgalt IbLi fall. Hit record, 2:14V, won mode in his second race on the turf and Is no mark of his
peed at a pacer. His breeding entitle, him to be considered one of the mosi fashinnnbly-bred Btalllons| in
America. \l>- it by » baa. Derby r record 2:2o In Mxtb heat), brother to SUdneer, 2:29 S. by Slelnway; dam Bertha,
olster to Rayan* Wilkes i record 2:15 In a sixth Lt-utj, by Alcantara, record 223; second dam Buret*na (dam of

by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, Hire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12.'$ on half mile track and 15
i Blandlns, <iam of Mx producing Ires, Including Bwlgert and King Reno, by Mam-

ii Mare 'dam of KOaslLnd, 231 Vj, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,
Hanks, 2:04. Chaa. Derby, by Btelnway, dam Katy (j., dam of two In list,

I iiimy Malone (grundam of Mnuil C.|2:1B), by NluK&ratslre of Falrmout, 2:22 '...');

Utlrd dam Fanny Wli klis>m, the great twenty-mile trotter, by bnp. Herald, out of it daoghtar of Imp. Trustee,
" trmU broodmarea Katy O., Abbe**, Alma Mater, lireen Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Burcb

Mare, Lady Walterniir- nnd Fanny O., great srandam of Palo Alto, 2s* Vj, appear In this pedigree, besides such
*lre»as E nway. AlcanUra, Uoo. Wllket, IMIot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, Hambletooian 10 and
Mambrino Cblel 11, and the ulrouaTst thorougbbrednunllloB known Address

II UK \\ * RICHARDS. Owner*. .... PLBASAXTON, CAL.
moaiieat cars taken of marts. Paatnratfe |* p« mwiUi.

SOLA>"0 4GRICTJLTURAX AITD SPEED ASS'N
(District No. 36).

Colt Stakes and Purses
TO BE TROTTED FOR DURING THE

FALR, 1893, AT

VALLEJO.
Entries to Close May 10, 1893
The District comprises the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Napa, Solano, Contra Costa, Yolo, Lake,

Mendocino and Humboldt.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING.
YEARLINGS, PURSE SlOO. Mile dash. En-

trance f5, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE @300. Mile heats,
2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 May 10, 1S93, and ?10
August l, lh93.

THREE-1 KAR-OLDS. PCRSE $300. Mile
heats, 3 in o. Entrance ?15, payable $5 with nomination
and August 1st $10.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE S300. Mileheats
In 5. Entrance §15, payable $5 with nomination, and

August 1st $10.

DISTRICT TROTTING.
YEARI,I\GS, PURSE SlOO. Mile dash. En-

trance $5, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300. 3:00 minute
class. Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance ;15. payable §5 with
nomination, and jlO August 1, 1893.

THHEE>YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300. 2:35

class. Mile heals, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable ?"->

with nomination, and $10 August l, 1893.

FOl'K-YKAR-OI.DS. PURSE $300. 2:30 class.

Mile healB, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, pavable $5 with nomi-
ation, and $10 August 1, 1S93.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING.
YEARLI\GS, PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance $5, with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300, Mileheats,
2 in three. Entrance $15, payable $5 May 10, 1S93, and
$10 August 1,1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $30 \ Mile
heats, 3 in 5. Entrance 815, payable $5 with nomi-
nation, and |10 August 1, 1S93.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $3O0. Mileheats,
o in i Entrance $15, payable $o with nomination,
and $10 August 1, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60. 30 and 10 per
cent. Eight entries required to fill and four entries re-

quired to make last payment in each purse. Ail en-
trance money paid in, in excess of 60 per cent of the
purse, will be.added to the purse.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will' ,bef, accepted unless accom-

panied wiih first payment,

2. Failure to make payments on the dates named, will
forfeit all previous payments and debar the delinquent
from Ftarting in the race.

3. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided two-thirds to winner, and one-third to
second horse.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern.
For Information or entry blanks address

J. E. WHITAKER, Secretary,

Vallejo, Cal.

A,i m
JAME8VILLE.X. V.

\nir Syracuse, j

MAS'i'FAC-rrREits or

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls.

Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to

Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to $40 to

CuBlomerN on PsclQc
Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will bexd Wheels on
Receipt op f10 cash.
Balance c. O, D.

The Most Successful Remedy ever discovered
as It Is certain In its effects and does not blister.
Read proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Stab, Lahe Co., Oeegos, Feb. 8th, 1892.

De. B. J. Kesdaxl Co.,

Dear Sirs :—I have used yonr Kekdall's Spatct
Crss for the last twelve years never being wlthoat
It bat a few weeks In that time and I have made
several wonderful cures with it. I cured a Curb
of longstanding. Then I hdd a foar year old colt
badly Sweenied; tried every thing without any
benefit, so I tried your liniment, and in a few weeks
he was well and his shoulder filled up all right, and
the other, a four year old that had a Thoroughpin
and Blood Spavin ou the same Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which leg It was on. These state-
ments can be proven. If necessary ; the fonr year
olds are now seven and can be seen anv day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. S. 2-PiSTOir.

Price $1.00 per bottle.

DB. B. J. KENDALL CO.,

Enosbnrgh Falls* Vermont.

__ SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

RULES AND

REGULATIONS

I0DI EACE TEACK.
Rent of stalls, %Z per month each, in advance, with

track privileges. Rebate allowed ii stall Is not used

full month.

Those not renting stalls will be charged lor use of

track as follows : Single horse, f1.50 permonth ; two or

more, $1.00 per month each.

Hay will be sold to those renting stalls at $8 per ton

and oats at $1.60 per hundred.

A fine galloping track has been built on the grounda

In addition to the regular track and a number of new

stalls have been added, making this the most conven-

ient and well regulated, quarters for horses on the

Coast.

S. PRO0TOR, Lessee.
Lodi, CaL, October 27, 1892.

IF YOU WANT INFORMATION ABOUTMM
Address a letter or postal card to

THE PRESS CUDIS COMPANY,
JOHN WEDDER8URN, - - Managing Attorney,

P.O. BOX 463. T^ASHDiGTON. D. C.

PENSION'S PROCTRED FOR
SOLDIERS, ~ WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Also, for Soldiers and Sailors disabled in the line of

duty in the reenlar Army or Naw since the war.
Survivors of the Indian wars of lS3'2 to 1S42, and
their widows, now entitled. Oldand rejected claims
a Bneelfllty. Thousands entitled to higher rates.
Send fornewiawa. No charge for advice, Kofeo
until euccessfnL

.

No Disputing"
Any record made when timed with one ol

my split second Chronographs. I have the

best in the world. And can give them to

yon in either gold or silver cases. If you

have a complicated watch to be repaired

send or bring it to me. I make a specialty

of this work.

A. HIRSCHMAK. 113 saner Street
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Alamo Stock Farm Stallions KfllamaEQij Farm StalliOUS
ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.

ALMOST 33 r Abdallah|15
r Sire of 37 In the list and 75 sires J

of 279 In the list and 49 dams of 67 (.Sally Anderson
i the list

(•Mambrlno Chiei ll

I QUEEN MARY \(Untraced

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21

01 z
J Id t

(QUE

AL(0\ \ 730
Sire of

Alcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle 2:24

Veronica 2:29

Almonitlon 2r243rf

Clay Duke 2:27

Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

_ lPA\»Yo Dam ot King Orry, 2:23^E 4th dam by Joe Oale^ 5th darn by James Lowery
6th dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley

ALMONITION is a handsome black borse, foaled 1888, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation,
pure-galt€d and a game ract> horse. His breeding and splendid Individuality make him one ot the most desir-
able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOK THE SEASON

I CASSIUS 31. CLAY JR. 22.

Sire of 4 In the list and 10 sires
- of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

I
LADY RICHELIEU

Dam of Alfred, 2:26

fCassius M.Clay 18

iBy Abdallah 1

f RIchellen, by Mambrlno
Chief

( Lady Vance, by Eclipse

By George Wilkes 519. dam Lady Carr by American Clay 34. sire 01 2r, In 2:30 and better. 5 In £20 or belterHi sons have slrea 11 In 230, and two daughters produced 2 In 2:30 and belter.

-A-'t S3SO ttio season.
BOOK PILL FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 RECORD 2:33 1-4

By STEUTtVAY, dam PHACEOLA (2i, 2:42'v , bv SILVERTHBEADS 1S.653; 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of
Beautiful Bells, 2:29»*. and 4 others In the list); 3d dam by Cassias M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

TXToHlpetlTeil (Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Stands 163$ hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

nd America.

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

I3"Um.O"fc (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 bands, weighs 1800 pounds; well-Iormed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TEEMS $2o FOR THE SEASON
8EA90IV CLONES Jl'LY lt>t. Marps should be shipped to Alsmo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., perS. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of caie eiven.but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. Excellent yiBsturage ;5 per monlb. Wares led bay and grain, §10 per month. For further particulars
and catalogues address ^ A Armstrong, Superintendent,

Alamo Mock Farm, Alamo, Contra 4 osta County, Cal.

M00KLAND STOCK FARM,
MILP1TA6. SAXTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

o
a
&
o

%
<

( GUY WILKES, 2:15 1
Sire of

RupHj(p). 5

|
Kegal Wilkes, 5

IAlanna fp), 5
Muta Wilkes, 4
Chris. Smith tp),7
Hulda, 4

< Bazel W 11 ices, 7 -
Una Wilkes, 6

| Lillian Wilkes, 3.

t-able Wilkes, 3

Vida Wilkes. 3

I
Nutwood Wilkes, 3
Lynwood wilkes, 2

I and 17 others in 2-30 list

(. CAHIIIK MALOMi
Sister to

Chas. Derby
Stelneer

f Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
< Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13Ji

I Guy Wilkes 2:1514

4 Wilson 2:16'4

,
So So 2:1734
and 75 others In the list

I. Lady Bunker—
Dam of

El Mahdi „2:25M
Guy Wilkes „ 2:15)4
William L_

(Sire of Ax tell, 2:12)

HAJVTBLETOHTAX 10,

Sire of
40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRLN'O FATCHKX 58

Sire of
24 in 2:30 list

LADY DT7XX, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19J4

I
STRATHMORE 408,

Sire of

I 42 In 2:30 list

1

L ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 230 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

FANNY SLALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is i

ven a race record this fall.

...2:11

. .2:11 y

...2:11 ; B

...2:14! 4
'

.-2:14 'ii

...2:1-1'?

...2:14?,

.-2:15

...2:17V

...2:18

,..2:18M f Steinway. 2:25 3-4....

...2:20m I
Sire of

...2:20M W.Wood (p) 2:07

| Cricket (p).... 2:10

< Cssar.„ 2:16^
Stratbway -2:19

....2:20 Cbas. Derby 2:20

.-229)4 I and 4 others in the list

i. Katy G
Dam of

Cbas Derby 220
Stelneer- 2:29>:

RECOKD, 2:27 1-2.

DANTON MOULTRIE Is

pare-galted trotter. He will be glSOUDAIVT 510S,
SIRE OF MBI.V '3), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Saltan, 2:24 (nlre of Stam'ooul, 2:07^: Alcazar, 2:20^ and 26 others In 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab
cock, dam of Elector, 2:21 \4, grandsireof foe, 229*4; Lady Graves, dam ot N'adjy, 226, aud Sulwood,2:26^,, Soudan
2:27M»sire of Nubia, 2:29 l

j j, by Hambletoman 725 (sire of fifteen 2:30 periormersi, second dam Dubois mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect Ln
form, gentle In disposition, pure in galtand show great speed.

Both ot these sia11Io> s wl'I make the season of 1S93, ending July loth, at $100, with usual return privilege, at
the Moorland Stock Farm, MH pitas, CaL Pasturage ?5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address O. J. MliKPHY, Mouriaud block Farm. Mllpitaa, Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 bands high. He la a horse of line conformation;
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and tie very best ot feet and legs. In action he Is pure-gaited. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters In 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed In the s'ud. His colts are all blend-like, large and fast trotters.
Several of th^m are eligible and will enier the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot is one oJ the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGKEE— l,\\< hi o l was sired by the immorial Electioneer (sire of 132 In the list), dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harris,was a full brother to Iowa
Chief 528 (sire of Corlsande, 2:24 Si. and otr-ers). Hist-lre was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 list, he by Vernol's
Black Ha^k. dam Belle by Webber's Tom Thumb: second d»m (bus. Kent nare, ibe dam of Hambletonian
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Inland Black Hawk, dam hv Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island B'ack Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallle Miller, by Tippn Salb; Andrew Jackson, by
Youug Ba-haw, t-on of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by What'-hone, dam SportsmlStresB; she was out ol Cub,
by Medoc: second dam Ann Merry, bySumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and so in to
the 15th dam

SALADIN. The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public
Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION" AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 1« 1 rmnrls hlsjh. Bv Nutwond 600, the greatest living
sire. First dam, Lady Ulley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonian; second dam, Lady Ulley,
grandam of Western Girl, record 2:27's- Saladln has now a number of yearlings and two-ydar-old colts, all

showing great uniformity In size s yle and color. All of them are last trotters, and several will trot in 2:30 this
year. Nutwood GOO, 2:18 V. by Belmont 61, dam MLss Ric-xe'l (dam of Maud S., 2:08 \f/t by Pilot Jr.; second dam
Sally Russell, by Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 in the 2:10 list. Belmont 1m the sire of74 trotters In the 2:10
list aud of 29 Mres of 120 trotters. Ladv Utley Jr. Is bv Speculation, dam Lady Utlev, 2:38& grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:'*7& Speculation (sire of Crown Point, 2:2-1, Oracle S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:2-2, and the dams of
Alfred ll., 2:13 tj, and Waterford. 2:27), by Ham hi* ton!an 10, dam Marina Washington f dam of Hambletonian
725j, by Burr's Washington: he by Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrlno, dam WHIIh mare, by Mambrlno
TEH MS. (#50 FOR THE SKA»O.V for service of each of these Rtallions. No other opportunity Is offered
breeders to obtain thes*- blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares In any manner that owners
may desli eat reasonable rates. Usual ri-liirn privilege. Call on or address, C. C BK.MIfc. < iwner, 332 Mont-
gomery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and Mllles by
these stallions can also be seen. Q. \V. UKOOK8, Agent.

STEVE WHIPPLE 10^79
L xldeofa llv Id ol hornenRAGE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT
STOCKTON THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS ami SATURDAYS \mi AT m.i.l.ii I i THE

HAI.AM'K OF THE HhhK. AT
$100 FOE THE SEASON. $50 FOR ANY MARE WITH A RECORD.

Or Buttrick's New HaDter-etreel Stables, Stockton.

By KLHCT out of dam ot STEYB WHIPPLE. 2:l-»), will

stand at the same place and times as Steve Whipple for

S2S TUB SEASON'.
Lv DEXTER PRINCE 1 1 ,3«.1. out of dam of

STEVE VtHIPPLB, 2:11, and

(Full brother to Steve Wfclppte), win stand at BELLOTA
9 STOCK FARM for 823 THE SEASON.

CHA8. B, NEEDHAM. Bellota, San Joaqnln;Conntv, CaL.

By B
?.
mc,

S.'
M

' f'
m w"«-ra',l "'li. dam of a in 2:30 and better, sire of Warwllch [3 years,, 1:22V. WordshlpfS

years), 2:25,S, Templeton. 2^5!^-, ^ urcllir, -;-' 1

,

SXOO ttio SG£is,on.

SAN JOSE 8737.
„ By Grand Sentinel, 2i7;<, dam Josle Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25«, Klngmoor. trial 2-fflm brGeorge Wilkes 519, second dam Josle2:30>4, by Night Hawk 514. ^ ™ '

lr"i '•"'*'• "»

S25 tlxo season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21V. dam Eminence 2:185,-, by Empire 2378. second dam soprano (dam ol 3 In 2JO, 2 In 230and better), by Stralhmore 108, third dam Abbess (dam ol 2 In 2:30 and better), by Albion.
-~, - ™ *«

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BR WNE & CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

;S:04.:
THE HAKDSOSIE STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make tbe season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM. *

Onward 1411
(Record 2:25M)

Sire of Nellie Mason,
2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17;
Artisan. -:l- : fioaz,
2:17>£; Wheatland On-
ward ,2:1 7*j .and 64 others
in ihe list and 24 sires of
56 .and 10 dams of 12 In
2:30.

f Hambletonian 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
„ «..„ - „ _ I

dueing sires and ol damsot StamboulGeorge \\ liken 5119 trecord |2:22).^ 2:07,'2 and 91 others in the list.
Sire of Harry Wilkes, 2:13^; Guy 1

Wilkes, 2:15m ; Budd Crook, 2:15^: (.Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8
\\ilson, 2:16',:,; J. B. Richardson,
2:lC'4, and 73 others In the list and rMambrino Chiet J], sin? of Larlv
83 sires of 792 and 51 damsof65. I Thome, 2:18',, and 5 others in the

«o»V... -••_-•-••• •:-) "st and of clams of Director, 2:17, andDam of Director. 2:17; Thorndale.l 2G others in °-30
'.**""

2:22^ : Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25#.
ana John F. Payne, sire of one. I Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of

Lady Majolica, 2:25, and l sire ol S
and dam of Caprice, 227.

f Hambletonian 10. sire of Dexter, 2:l7'.i,
I

and 3S others in 2:30 and dams of <*2

.. < in list.Dirmtor 113-
Sire of dam?* of Nancv Hanks. 2A1;|
Keller Thomas, 2:12^; Lockheart, [.Clara, by American Star 14, dam ot

Dexter, 2:17^; Alma, 2 :2S *, ; Astoria,
2:29,S; Dictator, sire ot 45 and danuj
of 2 in the list

2:13; Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16:
Brown, 2:18V; Victoria Wilkes,
2:19M: KeUie McGregor, 2:19,^, and
20 others in the list.

f Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 in the list
and Sslres of 6 and 10 dams of 13 Ln

...< 2:30.

. Nancy Let* jDam of Nancy Hanks,"*
2:04,andDIctatorWilkes I

5231, sire of Richard Jay

M(p) 2J7J4-
I Sophy.

Grandam of Mike Wilkes, 2:15$f; ,

Ira Wilkes.2:225,
,
and

l

the 6lres LSophronia, by Brown Pilot: 4lh damAdriam Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertraud ; 5th dam bv Lance 6tJj
dam by Gray Dungannon.

HART BOSWFLL is a chestnut horse, loaled l?90, stands 15.5 bands. He has never been worked for «w«l
but as a sire he should become one of tbe best in the State. As it is late In the season his service lee lias b^7.
placed at S30 1 HE fKAbON , with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

K. O'GRADY, - Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, CaL

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion -A.<a.-*r©i*tifi»©in.©n.t.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857. 2:29 1-4; dam LCCY, by GEO. St. PATCHEN JR. 11; tooled
• May 17, 18S1. CliestDut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-
tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleveo races and trotted ten ol them, getting a
place in each.

SERVICE FEE SlOO

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by gABLE WILKES StOO; dam LIZZIE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, nnd foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15^' hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, first-class legs and
feet; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE ------ $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March I5th and ends June 15lb, 1MB. Usual return
privileges allowed for marea not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage hirnkhed at ?6 per
month; hay and grain II desired, at $12:50. No rcsponMbillty, however, assumed for accidents or
escapes.

A cordial Invitation to Inspect these horses Is extended to nil. Address all commnnlcatfon* to

R. 0. POX, P. O. Box 326. Sao Jo>r.
Residence. 2% miles north of San Jose on Mllpltas road.

ECLECTIC 11,3^
f $100 CASHo

I*

O
T
I
COI/TS FOR SiVLvE

SEASON SERVICE FEE
With tuna! return prlrOef*

ECLECTIC ll a toll brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD ARIOM, »:10%J.
both being slrod by ELECTIONEER out of Monette (dam also of Oro Fino. Tit) by NCT-
WOOD, zysyt.

ECLECTIC representa the ACME of fashionable and apeed-prodoclng blood line*. He
breeds ipeed.

ECLECTIC'S colta, the oldest of which are now three yeara old, are without exception
TROTTERS; not a pacer ln the lot ao far, although bred to pacing marea.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number of marea bealdet hi, owner',
Paiturage 11.00 per week; hay, grain and stabling extra.

ECLECTIC will aland at RA.S'CHO rOTATI (Paoi'i BTiTios) In Sonoma County, until

July lit, ISO.

For farther partlcnian addrea owner WILFRED PAQE,
P. O. Penn'a Orore, Sonoma County, Oal
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

f Stockwell —
(,SL Letter and
2000 Guineas,
1S52, and sire

of 6 winners
o! the former
event

Toe Baron
[St Leger and Cse- j

sarewichandsire (.Echidna
also of Rataplan)

o

I Sir Hercules
i Irish Blrdcatcher -!

(Sire of Knight of St. tGuiccioli
George and Warlock,
Sl Leger winners)

(•Economist

Pocahontas „

(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knleht of Kars i

Glencoe
(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 1834)

"\m1ss Pratt

t Sultan

(Trampoline

< Muley

1 Clare

CinizeUl
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, wln-
ol Oaks, and
The Peer

|

If

Touchstone -

{.Winner St. Leger.
1S34 ; Doncaster
Cup, 183-j and

A 1S36)

f Camel
<Sire of Launcelot, win-

. \ ner of St. Leger 1840

)

Whalebone

Iselim mare

r Master Henry

(.Boadicea

;. Brocade
tone of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

The Peer.
(Sire ol Imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchion-
ess,wInner of
the Oaks;

Melbourne —
(Sire of Blink
Bonny.winner of
Derby and Oaks:
west Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

LCinizelli
(Dam ofMarchion-
ess,The Peer and
The Marquis

)

rCastrel

f
Pantaloon <

I (Sire ofGhuznee, winner (.Idalia

, i of the Oaks ; Satirist,

winner St. Leger) (
Thunderbolt

(Bombazine <
(.Delta

fComus
r Humphrey Clinker _-{

(Sire of Eockingham, (Clinkerlna
.

-J
winner St. Leger 1333)

i Cervantes
[Morpeth's dam s

(Daughter oflGolnmpu

c Camel
(Touchstone. <

(St. Leger, 1834 ; Doncas- (Banter
.< ter Cup, 1835 and 1S36)

c Pantaloon
L Brocade. <

(Bombazine

Loyal Devoir

—

iDamofCarac-
tacus)

(Touchstone
f Orlando <
I

(Winner Derby of 1S44, (Vulrure
; Trumpeter

-J
and sireof Imperieuse,

(Sire of Distin and \ St. Leger and 1000 G.) f Redshank
others) I Cavatina —.-j

( Oxygen
.<

6th dam-
7th dam-
8th dam-
9th dam-

10th dam-

C
Melbourne

West Australian
-J

(Derby,2000 Guineas and (Mowerma, by Touchstone
Letty West__ i SL Leger, 1S53)

(Damot Glorious) ("Bay Middleton
1 Bay Letty -J

(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit)

Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville llth dam—Spiletta, by Regnlus iGodolphin),

-(Golden Legs' dam t. bv Buzzard, J2th dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,

-Hornpipe, bv Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
-Luna, bv Herod (Tartar), 14th dam—By Hautboy,
Proserpine Ulster to Eclipse), by Marske,! 15th dam—By Brimmer.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, H miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1SS4, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular qaarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over "horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, jSewminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St, Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win-

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, one and a half
miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart, from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, .Letty "West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Lelitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire.

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, - - $65 for the Season.
(With iisual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MUERY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25't-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASOX OF 1893 AT ECGBXE, OREGON.
fTTambletonian 10

3
n
a
•a

o

i
9

2000-

SID.NKV4770
-.

Sire ol Frou-
Fron, 225K,
champion year
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:22\,
yearling pacer;
raustin

ttt; Ail o nla.
Gold Leaf.
i-udy H.,

Staler v.,

2:18V. TtalsUe.
2:14. and 16

Others In 2:30 list

:8anta f Inun
2:17H

Sire of Kris Kriogle,
2:23 \i; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo. 2:2314 . bld-
nev, 2 19%f- aQd 5

others In 2:3011st

Swertne-.s. 2:2t 1-4..

J Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
"

]
of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30

ILady Walterm ire
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034
(Williams' Mambrlno

f
STRATHMORE 408

Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

J and 3 sires of 3 and 6

I
dams of 8 in 2 :30

LADY THOR>*E J"R-
Dam ofMollie Mack, ") Trntt,

2:33; Navldad, 2:22M.
<-
±Uiie

Santa Claus,2:17}£ /-TTnmhlprntitnri inVOLUNTEER 55
ruamDietonian IQ

;ire of 29 In 2:30 list, ^dy p^,^
Dam of Sentinel21 sires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

/-Buccaneer 2656
ISlre of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Kul-

|
IOWA CHIEF 528..

Sire of Corisande,

FLIRT
arial2:35,

Dam of Froo-
J ro n, 1 -

.

(champion year-
ling); atemo '-

yemr-old trial i.

2:20-: I

(S-yeai i

Mnha.hs Belle.
Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,

trial, 2:22 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wlng.fcfe

/•Edward Everett 81
"'re of 13 in 2:3

3 and 16 dams
I By Harry Clay 45

i'
Bashaw 50

Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
.. < 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

j
of IS in 2:30

. ! 2:24 j^ t and Buccaneer iTopsey

1
3656

r Flaxtall 8132

Tncqr rr matti i
Sire of the ffrandams of

l rir,SL*A MAID < Faust, 2^4, and Creole,2:20

LFanny Fern

Bull Pup
Sire of Bowdy Boy,

2:13V. iKLsmel, 2:24 i,,

Twister, 2:29?$
Untraced

f FLAXTAIL8132-..

f John Baptlste

,
( Fanny Fern

Sire of Prairie Bird,

j
228;4: Empress, 2:29}$;

< and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:ll'j,and
Shamrock, 2:25

I LADY HAKE.....
Sister to Fashion« dam of Prairie Bird,

2:2*'

,

DKSCRIPTIO\ \.M1 TERMS.
' mo full brother to Proa Froo. the champion yearling trotter In the world, but be is also one of

I ntallloat In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hamhletonian, one of Harry
tain Maid (dam -it Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Fhixtall

ol Pilot Jr. 12,, through Hull Pup. ulre o! Rowdy Boy, 2:13\,, and two others
mlvpnally known and recognlz^-d as the tx~ii young sire in the world, as a producer of

< :. oragC [ I rtf hln progeny Is lower than that ot any of the get Of the
II i.-rir-n.

lillr- In . ;ir-<ild form, obtaining ft record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a w»i.n the Kay nbiirlrt track, the second heal of svblcb wsm made In &81M, the (Imt In 2:32. He exhibited

ijj pe«d when tlUM nil old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2:20,'i, and frequently
In from X2H toU aecninlv

h! of powerful hulld througbont. His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
poKltloit Is all thai could 1m- desired, and hi* action nupvri>. He Is a iure foul-gi-tii-r.

IK.Itvi- 050 clo*e August IsL Go(«lpafiturageatreaeonablorate«. No responslblllly assumed
for JcctdfQUt or tMSipes. For ftirthtr partlcularnaddxefia

DB. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
SERE OF

FLORA M 2:16

J. B. (Jonlyn) 2:20

LIZZIE P 2:22 1-

COBA 6 2:27

ELECTBESS 2:2T 1-

ALECT 2 :26

ALLY SLOPER 2:2»

DEgFERAKO 2:29 1-2

MORNING GL0RV...2:27

ELECTRLVA 2:25 1-4

XETTIE C 2:28

PLBASAKTON -2:29 1-2

LECK 2 :28

ELECTOR JR -2:29 3-4

ELLA .11 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal.

RECORD, 2:26.

ELECTOR 2170.-...

Sireof
Alect 2:26

J.R-.. 2:20

Elector Jr 2:29%
Electrice 2:27^
Electriua 22534
Ella M 2:282?
EloraM .2:16

Leek 2:29
Lizzie F „.2:22 :

|;

and G others In
the 2:30 list,

i^ NELLY NELSOX

( Electio^eek 125
Sire of

Sunol 2*S :

,

J Palo Alto 2:08»4

\ and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

I. Gn-BERTA, by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

The Handsome Son of KLECTOK 3170.
Will make Season of 1S93, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1S87. He is a hand-
some dark bay, two white fetlocks:staud.« 15.3bands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the tiuest

of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout: his back Is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy ; he is stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track in
2:26. Alect was bred as a three year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and Allies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TFRM<v ^SH FflR THF RFA^flH «ith the usual return privilege. Pasturage, H per month. Mares kept in
l l 1

1
in o, JJU I u ll tllLOLUOun, ai ,y manner owners may desire*, but no rc^ponsihility assumed for accidents

JOITN" NELSON' 1S7
Sireof

Xerea 2:2" ;-

Aurora 2:27
and the dam of

Albert W 2:20
(sire of Little Albert,

2:10M).

Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
.Sire of the dams of 32:30

trotters. -

or escapes. For further particulars call on or address It. AJVDBBTOH, Mano'aer, Orland, Col.

ALECT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Xeruo, Xoonday and Sl Nicholas
will be sold at auction in June, 1803.

LOOK HERB! til \ ' WII.KKS SKRYICK FKK IS 375Q
SAP > WIIKI-S. HIS!-n\. STAPHS FOR $30.

Lllii~ MII1K OF MflfB l\ THK LIST. -i)\ I u. Mull \\\ l> DAM OF 8BVB>.
Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS W. H. VIOGET. P. O. Box 7SS San Jow. Oil.

By UCV HILKKS.SIrcor 32 la 2:30 list; l»l dura KAPA MAID, by Irvlnalon; 2d dam
XAPA 41L'EE>\. by Eugene Caggerly.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF ISO, MARCH 1ST TO JULY 1ST, AT
Tarvey^ Stable, WatdonTllle, Thursday, Friday and Saturday; at Salinas .Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, nt 830 FOB THE SEASOX.
Paslunure and Dest care taken ol mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return privi-

leges, provided horse ur mare does not cbauge ownership. E. \V. OAVlhS, Agent. WatsonTille. fnl.
N. B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give #100 to the owner ot the first ot his get that makes a record of

2:30 or better, 875 to the second and 830 to the third. Tb Is offer to hold good during present ownership ot borae
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Rose Dale Breeding Farm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:13.

By GENERAL BENTON 1755, sire or 18 trotters hi

the 2:30 list and of the daina of 20 In the 2:30 list, includ-

ing "Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:0S'..|). Telig i.dam of Tru-

man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list; second dam Lady Dooley

2:31>£ (dam ol Loyaleer. 2:30j, by McCracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY Is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work

His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and

general conformation.

TERMS - S60 FOR THE SEASON
Limited to 25 Approved M.vres.

DEXTER PRINCE 11.363

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:253,', sire of

W.Wood, 2*7; Cricket, 2:10; Csesar, 2:16; Strath-way,

239; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14)-. ), etc.;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino ; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 230& and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal

lah 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE 8GASOX

A relurt will be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare

nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best ot care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, IS93. Honey due at time ot

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SAM A ROSA, CAL.

THE IMPORTED ARAB STALLION

AGGIONISTA
First Prize Seville, Spain, Exposition 1891.

first Prize New York Horse Show 1892.

Sired by MERINO, First Prize Seville 1882; he

by UUERILLEBO, from tbe Royal Stud of

Spain

Dam No. 716, by SACRISTAN, 4 First Prizes

in Pari*, France, Madrid and Seville, Spain,

Out or YMAXTADA, No. 379,

ACriONISTA stands 15 hands, 2 in.; is a rich bay
with black points, five years old, with the docility dis-

tinguishes this famous race, perfect manners, and ex-
traordinary trotting action.

SERVICE FEE, $50.

For further particulars regarding conditions, ship-

ment of mares, etc., apply to

C. A. BALDWIN,
Cupertino, Mounta View Station, Santa Clara Co., Cal.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIB MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp. IDALIUM
WILL, BE PERMITTED TO 8ER\ E

A LIMIT Ml VUMBEB OP
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHJNT CASSIDY
,

i oint Lobos Road ,abon lhalfa mile west ot Bay District

Track;

Or at the office o itheBEKEDEBAXD Sportsman.

AT THE

SOUTHER FARM,
ASTER _ 2:16
FITZSIMMUNS -J:-20

JESSIE- 2:22
DEXTER PRINCESS 2:04K
DEL l'ASO 2:24y.
LLCI1.LE 2:26
JAMES L 2:29Jf
CHAJtLEY FORD (p., iy.

}

2:12)4
IRENE (p.)

CROWN I-UTNCE
MAGGIE
CHLOE
ROYAL PRINCE
LOTTERY TICKET C8y.
SENATOR I

PRINCESS ALICE (p,.l
CHEROKEE PRINCE ip,

2:25

'2:15

. 2:20

. 2:24
J UU

. 2:25

. 2:29

. 2:10
2:2214

Anteeo Jr.
22,372

flee. 2:251-4

JDeacter Prince is toy
KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.

Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:08),, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10*,' ; Spofford.
2:1$ -, ; Company, 2:193$ ; Fred Folger, 2:20M ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21^, and twenty others in the 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER by HAMBLETONIaN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17V.,' Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium -100, Dictator 113, and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret lift other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc., etc. Also sire ot the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07}£
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN 2:07$,'

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams ol
DEXTER _ 2:17^ GUY 2:10%
ALMA 2:283£ ROBERT McGREGOR 2:17>£
ASTORIA : 2:29>£ HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27&'.

DEXTER PRIiVCE is one ol the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - $250, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R*., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

Electioneers sons.
PLEASANTOiV'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson oi Abdallah l; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.

PLEASANTON is large and very tine looking, sixteen bauds high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... $50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this fiarni.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GLL.BEBT TOMPKINS, Agent.

Will make (Ue emou of ls'.l.t tu o limited
number of approved wares

OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
(Season closes July 1, 1S93.)

PEDIGREE.
ANTEEO JR. 22.372. 2:2ft 1-4, U by Anteeo

7868, record 2:18W "-ire of James Madison. 2:175.;
Myrtle (3), 2:19W: Alfred Q.. 2:19¥; Redwood, 2:21M;
Maudee, 2:Ji

, : Ethel Moc.229J£; Bunset. ZdSlf: An-
leeo Jr., 2:25V Anteeo Blcbmond, 2iMU\ Electee©,
2:2y'-5; Eollne,2:20; Maud M., 2:20)$, and two others in
the list). Anteeo was sired by Electioneer 12* (sire of
Sunol, 2:08><j; P»lo Alio,2:08\,; Arlon [2),2:10«; Ad-
verther (S), 2:16. and 128 (libera in the Hut;.
Dam Lady signal, by signal 3227. sire of Carrie T.,

2:20,S ; Dan Rice, 2:20,*^, and Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
AMEEO JR. 22,372 la a handsome dark bay

horse, with black
1 olnts. He Isa perfect model of sym-

metry throughout He has an excellent disposition,
and Is remarkably Intelligent and level-headed; a pure-
gaited trotter; game and speedv far beyond bis record.
Histirsi colt Hailstorm, troaed In 2:25 as a Ihree-year
old, and every colt and filly by him seems to have In-
herited his pure-actioo, tine lorm and perfect disposi-
tion. For particulars, address

J. C. SMITH,
Oakland, Cal.

WILDIDLE
(Zb. Great S.a of Imp. Auslr.Ii .. aad tb.

Turf (Ml, IdlewIU. kr L«I»il«),

SIBK OP

FLAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, 8INFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other aiga-claat winner*,

TooiaKxat WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
0*B #f MtD.IT uU l.oUl- J., by WlldUle,

WlLt MtCE XBLkC SZAa*JT «V WM AX

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, CaL

W I LDIDLE flhnlte* to 10 mares) 8359 fcrttvsMMi

MONDAY FINAL " » " M " - "

Pasturage and beat of cars taken ot marea at |S per
moruk, but no reeponsinlllty iMumtd for accldeHto »r

MC»pM. Money to tn- paid when mare is served, and
m ail GUN betora removal «/ mar** from farm. Par

B. €. JOSiiW*,
Ba^a CbKK Oai,

RECORD 2:22 1-2

In Fourth Heat.WALDSTBIN 12,597.
Champion Stallion Record For Five Miles 13:05 1-2

....•2:05 '..

I

Q (DIRECTOR 2:17
\

\Q j Sire of
Direct
Directum (3

Evangeline.
Margaret S.

Waldstein '£X£6}£

Stella C 2:26

and 12 other 2:30 trot-

ters

[DICTATOR 113...

I Hambletonian 10
.. J The king of the trotting world

Sire of the fastest double-gaited horse
|

in the world, Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 grand- IClar*., oy American Star 14

sire of tbe queen of tbe turf, Xancy Dam of Dexter, 2:17'.4 ; Alma,
Hanks, 2:C4,i and is sire of 35 in 2:30 2:28'ij: Astoria, 2:29

H

list, etc. (Mambrino Chief 11
.2:11'-.. L DOLLY
2:11-

2:1 2's

Sire of 23 sires

NELLY W"
(Died at 4 years)

Waldstein was her
only foal

Dam of Onward, 2:25V; Thorndale,
j

2:22!-J: Czarina, 2:21; Director, 2:17 (.Fanny, by Ben Franklin
Grandam of Lady Majolica 2:25 and
Abdallah Mambrino 3715

CHambletonian 10
(ELECTIONEER 12-5 „...! Sire of 40 in the list

Sire of Sunol, 2:08^; Palo Alto, 2:08*4)
and 130 others in the list CGreen Mountain- Maid

Dam of 9 in the list

( Johm Nelson 187

I, SISTER J Sire of 4 and tbe dams of 8 in 2:30

Dam of Bonanza, 2:29J-j; Albert W.,1 list

2:20; Vixen, dam of Vida "Wilkes, (.Lawott Mare
2:la}-4,andSabledale,2:18^ Dam of Aurora, 2:27 and grandam

ot4 In the list

mil nOTCllJ was foaled in 1885; in color, be is a dark shade of brown with two white coronets; stands 15$£
TTflLUO I Lin hands and Weighs 1100 lbs. He is one of the handsomest and most perfectly formed stallions in

this State. His fine, intelligent bead, well-sbaped neck; strong shoul ers.short back, po.verlul loins, heavy quar-

ters, well-shaped barrel, beavy. muscular stfnVs and arms, clean, straight, strong knees and bocks, short cannon
bones, excellent pasterns and feet at once commend him lo the observer as a representative trotting horse. In
disposition he is faultless, being kind, gentle and lev«-l headed. His gait,Ia perfection, and his races during his

shoit career on the track ably demonstrate the game (juallties which be possesses, His breeding cannot be sur-

passed. He is the only son of Director out of an Electioneer mare standing lor service. Of his sire, can any
more praise he said than Lhat his sons and daughters prove more sensational every year, and the races won by
Director, Evangeline. Direct, Margarets, and the rest stamp him aa one of the most prepotent sites. Wala-
steln'sdam is by tbe immortal Electioneer out ot Slater idam of Albert W., 2:20, the sire of Utile Albert, J'.M 1

,. the

gamest trotter seen in 1892, and Vixen, the only mare that has a two-year-old find a three-year-old wiih record.-,

lower than 2:19 j. Waldsteln'S third dam was the famous Lamott mare, one of the greatest mares that ever came
to California, She was also a great brood mare, Waldstein has four vearlings that have records: one has are-
cord of 2:51 v,, another 3:0,^. armUier 3:0*1 and Hie other 3:08. All bis colls are natural trotters, perfect in form,
solid in color and very strongly built. Waldstein cannot help being one of the greatest of sires. To tbe student
ofbreeding, conformation and quality lie fills the Ideal.

vCDUIPC
-

Crf €Cfl (Wltn "*ual return privilege), for the season commencing February 1st and ending
oLnllUL rtL, oDUjim.- 20th, No responsibility assumed, for accidents or escapes, but the best ot care

taken of mares. Address H. 8. HOUOBOOM, Woodland, €nl.

DELWIN 14,681 RECORD, Pacing, 2:26 1-2.

=;»

go

, ciny pilot M.aire ofFred v.,££3X
..J Billy K., 2:21,, and others.

I Belle of Wabash

DEL 8UB, 2:34-
Sire of

Don Tomas
Cousin Joe
San Pedro (p) -

rTHE MOOR 870
I Sire of

Sultan, 2:21, sire of Stambonl,
^ 2:07 J*S, BeuutlfLi! Bells, 2:29 (dam

l of Bell B«>y, 2:1%, and Hindu
...2:20 | Rose. 2:19), j

Mamhrhm Pilot, cire of Mum-
,.2:'J*i'

1

i OKKTCIIEN brim. Gift, 2:201 OoiinlS, 2:17'...

Dam ot ' I ianada Cbiei
Romero, l:V.i; Turn. 2:27 (aire of

Incus, 2:14). and Sable (dam of
Sable wllkea, 2:16). i

n»rnhi.-tnniitn m, sir- of Elec
fBv NORWOOD 622 - Uoneendaro ofSuunl i. -:<>: .

sire of ( Lady FttUla, by American Star m
Tommy Norwood) 2:24)4; I( ' 11 dam ofOretobeu lam of Cling*^ M10i:i.M •; Norwoorl 2:M stone, 2:1 l ..

^Z Dam of fAmerican Star 14, sire "i dam <!* Guide 2:h! 1

I
Dictator (dire of Ja:

rri iDAroHTElt OF ', 2d0, ami ihe dam of Nancy
rr

i
Hanks. 2:<>l

.

DKI.WIN 1-1,0H1, Kerord 2:2«i 1-2. will if he has P0 8©t- '.Hurry Clay 46,

backs pace In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. DelfflQ is 0110 ol Electioneer and St. hill. -ii. 2:1t

the huiidsonicHt gninth.iit^ nl'Tlie Moor: In colur hels dark dapple buy. son ml as a do I Ulds bl£h.

ami weighs 1-" i-.i.i ji
;
be n one ..r the thirst ir.no.'.

i honMs (br great op I In the land ; bus tfie same level

head and ini<oi^>-i><-*- iimt lit- imibbrotber. Guide. 2:10 f, baa D* i In baa the same blood lines as the li

grandson of TboMoor, 8tambOUl,2:07Jt; he lias Hvonoss.-s or A rl.-nn stnr 1 1, also of Clay,

tonlan 10 sire of tie- dam of Btamooul, J"7' ; r to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2U7, and two

of the great Pilot Jr., Blreofthedam or Nutwood, Z:18V. combining altogelbei :| l|,,lt la >" '"

ihp grandest stallions. Del Snr, 2:21. -ire of [ion Tonms, 2:2". San Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10, I Cousin Joe,

2:20M, being a full brotbei to the dam of Sable WUkoa, 2:18, sire of! ,, Snbledale, Z:\9%, and
others beiier than 2:80. Dei win's colts all sbow iba trot oul ofany kind ofman

XKHMN i*l», with usual return privilege. Good water and paKturage al : bul will not be re-

sponsible tor accldenta or escapes. Harca can be Bblpped to ibe (arm and borne of Delw In tbe Weese Stock

farm Danville, Contra Coeta County. Cal., per 8. P. ''•- R>, via Martin"?. For mruprpaiUcuIan, address

W'M. MEE8E ok SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.

Delwln Is owned by Wm. Meeseaod Mrs..Samuel Gamble.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD. 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:12; Tom Rvdor (pi, 2:17"-; ; Belle Button
fp), 2:I9fc ; Mabel H.r-1), 2:20: Kosa Mac, 2:20V ; Lucy
B., 2:21M; Liura Z., 2:23,S ; Logan, 2:23'^ ; Maud C'„
2:2S ; Kebte. 2:2y'.. ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der -190, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22J4 : Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie
Patchen, 2373*0, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,
first dam Lady Crura (dam o( Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M., 2:17'

i ), by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten In 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breeding-on
qualities.
Everv performer aired by Alexander Button itt

out of non-standard inure- at the time they werr
bred. IV*o matter what maren he wa« bred to every
colt from t'n d-'dnle- up could trot fatit.

TERMS 3100 FOR THE SEASOY.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free of
charge. Good pasturage furnished at *2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, hut no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo In my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. \V. WOODARD, Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is hi hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds: sired by Fallls, 2:23 (sire
of six in 2:30 list;, he by Electioneer; first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22V,. and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Victor.sonot Belmont: second dam Clarabelfdam
of Clifton Bell. 2:24';. and Rebecca dam of five In 2:30
list) by Abdalla .Star; third dam Fairy (dam nf Stoner
Boy, 2:29' -, and sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven In
2:30 list) by Hambletonlan It); fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at $50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest hone
In the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—fout
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
8IRED BY MJTWOOD. 2:18 3-4.

Nutwood Boy Is a fine chestnut, 16V hands hU?h, and
weigbs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nutwood, ofany stallion in California. First-
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Goklllnder, he by Imp. Bel-
sbazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey Beard, grand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity In

the stud has been of the moat limited deacrlptlou. He
la tbe sire of comparatively very few col is; several of
bis oldest are, bowever, showing speed enough to be
candidates for tbe 2:30 list this se:e-oi, lie Is ;i square,
level-galted trotter, and with oniv Bveweekstrack work
a year ago, trotted a trial In 2:28; last half In 1:13. After
in- si iii i Beaaoa be will be placed in training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through tbe "tall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make tbe sea-
son of 18!>3ai I.odl, Cal., at HO th" MASOU, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturag" furnished at ;:: per
month. Mares will be earefully handled, but no re-
spoiislhllliy assumed tOT aeridenls or escapes. For fur-
ther particulars, or complete circulars, address

CHAS. I. LOW ELL.
Lodi, Cal.

-cfore. -liter

THOROUGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Itcuiotintc the llnlr.

Will yout bOl 6 be mora valuable?
Send |2 for large bottle, i- iivpred.or

bolUfl by mail.

F. VOl.Mi. Wi rblen. Com.

: ALSO ]

•I 'IK AN E, 7i.7 M '
'

MACK & CO., 9-11 Kroni street, (tenKran< •
I

H.J. HKF.HV, 1084 Broadway, Oakland. Cal.

WOODARD,! LAB B & i
• ., Portland, Oregon.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules nre superior

I to Balsam of Copallm,

I Ctiliebs and Injections. f/MDY
I They cure in48 hours tho

I same diseases without any

Ucnlenec. SOLD BY ALL DRL
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THE MOST FASHIONABLY-BRED

STALLION ON THIS COAST.

Red Wilkes
-:- Dictator HIDE

^DICTATuW
WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, COMMENCING FEBRUARY 1st

AND ENDING JUNE 1st, AT

BELMONT STOCK FARM,
BELMONT, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

SERVICE FEE FOR THE SEASON $100

(Will be allowed to serve fifteen approved outside mares).

TiT^T^ A TT1 Q was ^oale<* *n 1^ 0, **e was s*re<* ky the great RED "WILKES

JJ \\j 1A 1 U 13 1749 (sire of 88 in the list); dam, Miss Loixie, by DICTATOR 133

(sire of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Director, 2:17, and 41 others in the list, besides the dam of

Nancy Hasks, 2:04, etc.); second dam, Gold Pen (dam of Felina, 2:29£, and grandam of

Hil l Boy (p). 2:20, bvIMambrino Abdallah 2201 (son of Mambrino Patehen 5S); third dam by

Harold 413 (sire of Maud S., 2:0Si{, and 41 others in the list and grandsire of Kremlin, 2:07|);

fourth dam, Emily Chester, by Mambrino Patcben 58; fifth dam Patsey (dam of Midway), by

Snowstorm (sire of Jim Irving, 2:23). He is in color a chestnut, with star on forehead, one

hind pastern white. In conformation he is perfect, being about 15.2 hands in height, very

short back, strong over the coupling, heavy quarters, large, well-muscled gaskins and arms,

limbs straight, cannon bones short, hocks and joints clean and bony, and feet of the finest

kind. His neck, head and body denote an iron constitution. His shoulders are sloping, and,

taking him all in all, a more perfect representative of the great "WiIkes-Dictator cross does

not exist to day. His breeding; speaks for itself. He traces four times to Hambletonian 10,

through his greatest sires—GEO. WILKES, DICTATOR, HAROLD and ABDAL-
LAH 15. He traces to Mambrino Patehen twice, and three times to Mambrino Chief. His

blood-lines are unequalled by any stallion on this Coast.

The b^st of care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Ser-

vice fee must be paid before mares leave the farm.

For Further Particulars Address
CLARENCE DAY,

Belmont Stock Farm, Belmont, San Mateo CottntYj Cal.

OlIMPffiSTlPil
(FORMERLY COOK FARM).

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIEE OF

\V. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

( JSAR, Sis-Year-Old Record, 2:16}. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:201 . BADEN, 5-Year-OId Record, 2:24f.

STEINEER, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:293. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(ALL IS EACES) AND SIRE OB' THE DAMS OF

MAUD C, 2:19; BARONSTEIN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27}, and BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
: SIRE OF :

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:14£

(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.
TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Man-' ftftonld i> tllpped 1 Lira I Park htock Furm, Danville, Contru Costa Coiintv, Cal., per S. P. R. R.

vtu Murtirn*/.. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage $5 per
month. Miirw fed bay and grain, 5K1 per month. For further particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oaknood Park Slock Farm, Danville, Contra Coata County, Cal.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCKS-FARM.

XI, -zo
Rayntalllou, M hand* high, foaled Jane 26, 1887. Two-y«uir-oI<l record, : -r.-<

i

- three-year-old record, 2:28;
foiir-y.-urold record, 2&2J4 ; ihe-year-uH record, &U ;•

WILL BK ALLOWED TO BBRVU TU K.\TY OUTSIDE MAItF.8 AT 8150 FOB THK *KAHO\
S4.-a.son i" 1 b Intend raolng blm this Fail, Usual rerara privilege (br mans aol proving to
tx- In fan l nice-' urn I won llxteeu. \l<- has \vi

, L k."- over
111,000, Ellai 'I'll thto spring, We had throe of them, and two of 1 areauretobe
r&M trotii-n. The only one we worked last wasoo won Hut yearling stake ul the Ban Jose Fair; time
j"o<i i-iwiura«eat #4. Ham can be ihlpped direct to Miipium. fforaponalbUltyamimedfbTaccidentsorescapefl

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNK 1, 1898,

Addrem all communications to

P. J. WILLIAMS, Milpitas.

RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make the season of 1S93 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a handsome real brown, eight years old, stands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
f Hambletonian 10

[DICTATOR 113 \ Sire of 40 in the list.

Sire of 32 trotters and ( Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers and 18 sires Great broodmare,
of 54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief H
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Waldstein 2:221 Thorndale 2:24[
Stella C 2:25} Czarina 2:21
and 12 other 2:30 Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
trotters. [NORWOOD 522

\ Sire of SO sires.

. „ Sire of (Lady Fallis, by American Star 14[IMOGENE
| Tommy Norwood 2:26} Great broodmare.

Dam of
] Ida Norwood 2:26}

Delwin 2:26}
|

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14
Guide 2:16}

i_ DAUGHTER OF \ Great sire of broodmares.

L Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

O
CO

OS
^"°
1-1

_

gg

C5

'DmECTOB2:17..
Sire of Direct...2:05.V

'

Directum (3). ..2:11}

TEKMS FOR THE SEASON...
Usual return privilege.

.$100

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect
in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1893,
barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty.six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam nf Allan Roy, 2:17J, by
Patehen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19}, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-
bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
N APA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Blood BuildiDg, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
SIRED IB-ST

LANDESSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAGNAT II.

WILL MAKE THE

sie^jsount of9 1093,
Commencing February 1st and ending July 1st,

:-: Hobart Stock Farm, :-:

SAN MATEO. I

Service Fee - - - ,.- - $40
Socrates stands 16:1 j hands, and weight close to 1,400 pounds. In color he is a beauti-

ful shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while in conformation he is con-

sidered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever broughtto Cali-

fornia. His action is perfect, and as he is sound and free from all vices, he is recommended

to all horsemen desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly

matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

NutwoodWilkes 22,116.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE HI-.

SOUTHER-:- FARM,-:- 1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

- Fee, $50 CashEl Benton 13,367, 2:28f
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by (ien.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LID& W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

XtTTlVOOD WILKES is a handsome
chestnut in color, stand? 15.3 hands high,
is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best indiriduals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

CD

d =

O £

EH

p
!5

f «UY WILKES. 2:15 1 -4-.

I

Sire of
Rupee (p) 2:11

Aldftaati (p) _ 2:11 'i

Regal Wilkes- 2:11

V

Muta Wilkes 2U4K
Chris. Smith (pi- 2:14^
Hazel Wilkes. 2:14 U

Hulda_ 2:14V
Una Wilkes 2-15

And 23 others with records
from 2J8 to 2:30.

Geo. Wilkes. 2:22...
Sire of

Harry Wilkes_ 2:

Guy Wilkes 2
Wilson 2

Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes -2
And 75 others in the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Banker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes .2

El Mabdi 2
William L _

(sire of Axtell (3)
who sold for $105,000).

IS 1

.,

irt'.,

LIDA W..2:1S 1-4.
Dam of

Nutwood WUkes 2:20ft
At three years.

\utwood 600. 2:18 3-4..
Sireot

Manager. 2:093)
Lockheart 2:13
Nuthurst- 2.14-y

Belmont Boy 2:15

Nutpine _ 2:15 ^
And 96 others from 2:16 to

2:30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2:10£ (sold for
$125,<x»j ; Sabiedale '2),

2:H3f; Vida Wilkes (3),
2:1-* 4 : Mvrtle (3), 2:19^:
Nutwood Wilkes (3; 2:20m,
and 40 others from 2:1s to

Belle.-
Dam oi

Lida W .2:18*4

HAJIBLETOXIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17!.,', and
39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of Stamboul. J:<>7 •
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

,
MAMBRIXO PATCHES

I
Sire of 21 in the 2:30 list and

i the dams of 93. Brother
1 to Lady Thorn, 2:18#.

[ LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19V.
by American Star 14, sire
of 1 and of the dams of 45
In the 2:30 list.

f
BELMONT 64

I
Sire ot Fred Arthur, 2:14

'_,

;

Nutwood, 2:18^'; Wedge-
.;

wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19}^,
i and 38 others in the list,

I and of the dams of 47.

L.
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:081,';

Nutwood, 2:isy; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24J£; Russia, 2:28;

and grandam of Kremlin,
2:07jf.

Fee, $25 Cash

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

GEO. ftL PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire ot 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23*3 (sire of Lucy,
2:l8'4; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07 W).

REBEL DAUGHTER
[Grandam of Lida W. 2:1SU

)

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 227J4 ; 8
dams ot 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASOX.

UALIFORX1A NUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a halt inches

hbrh and is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H , 2:27 ij: Mollie C, 2:37; i, and several others

knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18 4, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the

best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot lail to produce fast and game race

horses, as well as great broodmares.
(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

unTT- You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-

HU I L. in-ee closely then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires,

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the

DPdieree of two vouns stallions. Guv Wilkes, 2:15h', is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-

wood 2-18K is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1692, he having

Dut in 'twenty-seven and bis daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I

cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that

nine times out of ten Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season free ot service lee. Par-

ties deslrinc the services ot any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service

fee with the encasement. Excellent pasturage at ?5 per mouth, and when the condition of tbe animals requires

ft hav or irrain or both will be fed at $10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

accidents or escaDes Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage

railroad. All Kills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. lsc, 1893. No stock will be allowed to

eave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st, »*

"5TO-U.XLS StocU.
VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

^ox- Sale.

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOOK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, GAL.

Glen Fortune -

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the daci of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20} (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05f, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
ft wo years), 2:10f.

Jester D. 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Bos 144, San Leandro, CaL

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

("3-T T V \A/ TT IK PlPi A few approved mares outside of those already en-
^^ ^ -*- "* X.U I ^ 1-JkJ. gaged will be received at $750 each for the season.

Three-year-old record, 2:18. Limited to

twenty outside mares, 1893.

S4.BLE WILKES, 15| hands, black horse, by Gay Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor
;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Tanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

YaTTT i TlTT-?,THC^T* Black stallion, three vears old, 15.2 hands. Veryvv >-*-> J^XJ-DJ-iyy J.,
haD(jsomet p0Werfully built, the best of feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Reavis" Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13| ; third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22J, Moses S.,

2:22£, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of semce fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the charge will be $12.50 per month. Good

care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidenti

•r escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. N« Hock willW al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

g®° Horses pastured and given the best of care at $6 per month.

"WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo. Cal.

SABLE WILKES,

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COl'XT AXTEKO 14.692 is a

handsome dark bay in color, with a 8tar in the forehead
and two white feet behind. He was foaled In 1S88, and
Is a remarkabiv good horee In every respect, and while
he has had but little training, he can easily show quart-

ers In 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2:16*4 (sire of James Madison, 2:17^. Myrtle (3)

2:19!^, Alfred G., 2:19V. Redwood, 2:21 "4, MawIee,2:24S*f,
Ethel Mar, 2:29^, Sunset, 2:29 V. Anteeo Jr., 2:26' _., An-
two Richmond. 2:21 ,. Klecteeo. 2:29^, Eollne, 2:20,

Maud M.. 2:20'- and two others in the list). Anteeowas
bed by Electioneer 125 'slreof Sonol, 2AV\, Palo Alto,

\.riOTi''2)!2:10 ;

V|. IAdvertiser (3) 2:16, aud 128 others

In the list).

First dam, Countess (dam nf Dawn,2:l8i,',Stralhway,
2:19, Morna. (trial 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
Duchess, 2:18'". Countess was sired by Hambletonian,
725 (sire of Graves. 2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,

Longfellow, 2:2 IS. and 10 others In me list;: second dam
Fly. a very fast mare.

TERMS, $60 FOR THE SEAIN,£S£.£
1st of July, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares In any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates, but
no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.
Mares may he sent to the undersigned. For further
artlculars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
L .H.l - \ < \ I,.

T /\T=L3MC,

HOME OF

MOUNT HOOD 12,040 -:- RECORD, 2:223-4.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK
FOR SALE.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
«500 WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BREEDER OF

THE FIRST ONE OF MOUNT HOOD'S GET TO ENTER TTTR

2:30 LIST.

VMtcn at the Talbot Stock Farm are welcome every day except Sunday. Far farther particulars apply to

WM. KELLY,
Or to F. C. TALBOT, 204 California Street, San Francisco. TWhot Stock Farm, Saa Leandt*

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

BICE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL Lit.
81BB* BY SULTAN, »:»«, DAM MADAME BAI.B V, l> ,..ra at IHJK.1KR, 3:34 ; BAY HOIK, ? :?0 1 -Si ul PASHA,

• Ire *f MORO. J:>7). BY TUB MOOR hid.

Private Stnlllon For 1893.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SAT.F. RBPREe"*TAT

'?uB°Zl)t£D
T
?Tl^ D"a rAM" ,"9 '

For further particulars address THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stook Farm.

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 12* Monictaacy St, Sua KrancMoa.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

THIRD AHMCTA1

Dog Slio-w
IMIKB THE AUSPICES OF THE

Pacific Kennel Club,

W.11 be held at the

Mechanics Pavilion,

Larkin and Have* Streets. San Francisco, Cal.

May 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.

UBORGE RAPER of England, Judges all classes.

Entries Olose April 29th.

C. A. Haight, Secretary, 62S Market Street.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P-JIM P. and DOCTOR

P.—all Derbv winners. Also BILLY P. .litter brother

lo above; and other youncer poppies. Have also a
number of English Foxhounds. Address

j\ME6 E. \VATSOX,
P. O. Box 183S.

Or .No. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco. CaL

VETERINARY.

The "CLABROTJGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
310 GOLDBX GATE AVE., NEAR FOLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Sledal Class of '90.)

X7-ETERIXABY SURGEON to Board of Health City

V And Connry of San Francisco. Only Improved

PRICE OPERATESG TABLE in City. Turkish, Bus

Edan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
\o. Kll HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone So. 455

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

RESXDESCE AST> YETEBE.-XBT J-N* IBMABY,

Xo. 331 Golden Gale Avenue, §an Francisco
Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
9- OPEX DAY AXD X1GHT. to

1\0 risk In throwing horses. "Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

Dr. "Wm. IF1
. Egan,

M. R.C. V. S-. F. E. Y. M. &
V K T K R 1 X A R Y 6VRGBOX,

Member ot the Royal College 01 Veterinary Sm
Sons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

edlcal Society; Graduate of the 2sew Veterinary
College, Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board ol Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

10 1117 Golden Gate Avenae
Telephone So. 412.?.

Branch offices—l52o California St., Telephone 66; 52»
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.Y.S. A. R.Rowat, O.V.S.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary *na Post Sts)

BAS FRANCISCO.

Da. F. A NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate ol the University ol the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Xtafafjfaonc H - Telephone 5596.

Remuknck—1M2 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE: RESIDENCE:
1212 Golden Gate Avenue 620 Oclarkt Street.

BXAJUXATIOal FUCB. Tklephose 4522.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washinton St., S. F.,

Wbolr.ali- and Retail Dealrr. In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A BULL i.iMi OF FIBHIIfe tiikm;

M'tllt l->IKV» i;OOD8.

mw>ri]m by mall receive prompt attention

Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W. OREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.,
^Mark^st.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

• of this noted breed for sale at a
I bargain, or will exenange for cattle. Address J.

HELNLEN. San Jose, CaL

<£flllTHPR PARM Voung well-bred stock for saleOUUinLn ranm. First-class breeding tarm. Good
j track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
|
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP
KI> S. Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PARK STOCK FARM. S5*S.23"Ky
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angns and
Galloway cattle. Youngstock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver;
age breeders. Address GEO. A. 'WTLEY, Oakw»«d
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaL

SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

AriVKIlTI.-lNO IN BNGXjAUTD,
OBOPEAB CONTINENT, ETC.

E. T. ALLliN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW SAXSOMK.

:n" de ~\7st~ re jev o is. Xj :e .

ALTJMOTOM AUTOMATIC REELS,
ENGLISH STREAM EEELS,

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORYIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES,

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS.

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODSlFOR EVERY gPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask your Dealer for them or send for catalogue.'

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meridfm, Conn.

Krw Yoke Balbsboojc, 97 Chambers Street.

The L C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUB DBALEB FOB THEM.

•end for IUuottated Catalogue -

_"- _-zr-MAKTT|fArrTTTR»n ]

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,
Mirraiioni TOLf.mm Fulton. N. *..

PRESTOH'S FN F Wi;

L'TK,
Capital | v sell. ICananr, 'i-ditor anti

1 .rid'* I'nm." i

Full particular* rattan). iir Hnti-1. or European
Inc. MQjple i.;.|« -r , rat*-, etc., at the Loudon

<>mc*>. I«7 i, oral
>kw voiui UFFlCfi.il r.... . Flour.

BuOy and quickly pat on. Ajik vour dealer for it: It

pie and price.

NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wirt mad*-. VeryvUtNe. i-ijur* to Stock impossible.
MadeufNo. 13SPRING STj Kl.n'ire gaIv*D=Ec£
Will not «.n« or brenk. NVark double the »t;-*'.i^:"r,

of bdt other. Requires do hluys. Runsahoui 16 fee

to tbe pound. jay Cm'd by lcudios Breeders.

Ornamenfaf. Durable. Economics.

HOLLOW CABLE MANTG. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y-
orKddres. SCHOOER. JOHNSON & CO.. Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLHY BROS. HARDWARE 0O« San Francisco, QaL

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. ggSJS^SfSS
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17,S;, Homestake, 2:16,^, etc).
Sires—Alcona 730 (.sire of Flora Belle, 2::4, Clay Dnke,
2^9, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandissimo, 2:27^' (full brottie- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23"ij. Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. L0EBEK, St. Helena,
CaL

PETER C t¥C ft Cflll Lic^ House, San Francisco.
TLlLn COAL a OUR, CaL—Importers and Breeders
tor past 18 years of every variety or
and hogs.

ittle, horses, sheep

Holstein Thoroughbreds SsgLS&g&ggg,
Catalogues. F. BL BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

Gplinc 910 H Street, Sacramenio. Importer, dealer
QLI UL, and breeder of the ver>' choicest breeds of

sheep. 51y flocks are considered superior to those ol
any others in America. Representatives ol these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred t- nglish LH^bf-ceet.

Orders filled for figs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of eqi'"-- n^m m
blsod and producing lines, S:ock
crated and ilelivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
Viite for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. 1LFKF.D SI:AjLE.
Binconada Stock Farm, Mayjteld.CaL4

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, 111., says: "I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts, wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART 4 CO.,
358lDearborn Street, Chicago, HI,

J. 0'K4\E, Aeent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTBINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAJIOXD, Proprietor. SAX FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

_\ear entrance to Bar District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort

elephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY. Fry,

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, g. F.

Caoice Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL XIGHT|

J. M. PARKER 4 OO

''Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

W corner Kearny and Bu.b Siren..

SAN FRANCISCO.

S25to$5Q K£g
*-*-i. tltrmcii. u-int or tSr
*OIJ Reliable Plulor." C

practical way iorcplai= ru»lj

in.rn initf*. fort*, tpooav i

lulcUj doDcbv dipping in me
So txptrimot, pollthioc

ormachlneTT. Thick plate «o»K
operation; lists 5 to 10 searc Snu

finish when laim from ihe pUWf-
E»crr funilr has plaii&g to *
Plaierscllii na-iiir. ProotilargJ-

W. P. HarriKm *. C«_ Colo»lwM>.

»•••-»©«*»••••••••••
Rl PANS TABU LES i^uljiW;
the ^tomarh.hviriraDa bowels. ana»
parifv the blood ; are safe and effeo-t

mr Jraal :"tbe best medicine knowaforj
<C Jtr £3) indigestion, biliousness, headache,;~ 3B\fey constipation, dvspepsia. chronic*

»==--^ Uver tronbles. dysemerr. bad com-J
plerion. dizziness, offensive breath a
and oil disorders ol the stomach. *

Silver and bowels. One tabule give* inimediate !*#
• lief Tate one at meal time. Sold by Prupjrista, A*
• trial bonle seat bv mail on rettipt of lScents •
• RiPA>"SrFrE5n^ALCO..10SprueeSt.,3.ewTorfc. •
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Twisted Strip Fencing
Wallace's Year Book San Francisco andNorth

•-1S92-*
• PUBLISHED BY THE .

Also Waukegan Barbed "Wire and Genuine Glidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.

San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pins Stree\

McKlNNEY'S

Patent

CHECK HOOKS.

It is an absolute security
against a. detached rein.

>"o More Racks Lost or

Good Tempers Spoiled by

the Horse UxchfaTcisg

Himself.

American Trottino Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the Hbroij s.

frery Breeder, Owner, Dnver and Admirer of the
£ight-Hamess Horse, wili be issued about Fcbru
ary i;, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 *«"

The first volume will contain summaries o( ail

authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1S92, with a complete index of places oJ

trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan.t^,
and records

The second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List o* 2:30 Trotters in
Harness.

Chables Marvin, driver

ofSinoland Arion, will use

no other.

It is the most perfect devise for securely carrying

a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-

bracing STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY
and SIMPLICITY. At the same time it can be in-

stantly unchecked, making it most desirable when

used on a nervous or uneasy horse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or by

the manufacturer'
P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Send For Circular.

TOlE'Sl

OSSIDII
rlnfaUiblc Cure\

im FORCURB
f\

g&JSiaehone^JOTis

:

ALL
jcEnlar^eneictsSareStiiiKic 1

OSSIDINE
KRLRMHZOO FKRM.RESULTS OBTAINED AT

THE WELL-KNOWN
Gentlemen:—We have used Cole's Ossidinefbr the past two years, and consider

it invaluable for Sprung Tendons. Curbs.Kintrbone.and Spavins; there is nothlne

eau-ils if and for us it effected a permanent cure wlierc finiic failed, alt liouga

performed bv one of the most successful vettrinaries 011 the continent, behave
recommended it to others with lite success, and believe it has more merit than

any blister ever used. Very mMtfltalbrFgBn. «^ .

Kalamazoo, Mich- S- A. BKOWNE & CO., raoP S.

This scientific preparation 13 an absolute cure for all

bony or callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-

ful absorbent than "firing," without creating the

•lishtest blemish. After a few applicant >n*theexcres-

cence is so palpablv reduced that even the sceptical

frantlv acknowledge that it is by far the most valu-

able outward remedv for horses ever invented.

^viall »«t prrparation in the world that
Tr,eUroLl will remove a Bone Spavin

after it has become ossified.

Put up In one style only. Price, $3.00 perbottle.

© A. P. BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..

inuda.

prnm-
So!c Aurnts forVniled st:it

"We prppiiv.tnrw. when money :irrnr

UnieS or.l.r, ..,- .i-od «.«.!>.. al «uj«-

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., w—
I invc lone used it in m stnlilcs. and find it to be all that ij

claimed for it in removiiiecallfills and unnatliraluony prowths
i
«' iffi-

out lcavins the slightest blemish. From my experience. I most

stron-lv recommend the use of ' Jos Ossidlne, and l.el that it is s>

necessary adjunct to every stable. Vuurs reS
jf

ec
££

1

1
VjjABDt

Lonp Branch.

SOLD BY

c. it. chittestos. a. r.v« sfst * ro aide. *.»>5»*
n
* "RS;

«?«.»i 1..:.
1"' .^ 1.1.

1

-•. ""!!" IS""''
Iir

Ll.^' l

5
*
Pl
c&.nn1 H.TIH V* V M II t H k 4 Ml\*. < ui*aCo, m.: i»HT* 1> I** Ilk

"kS""'" ' A »\>\ » ™st«| sj \ t

c:Tn
S
(ioi

TSi.. iSrJ, Ci I -M • .: » " K * ' "• "° FnuKSW ^U HOB-

laSOX-PLTTKTT 10.. LjUi.vj:.., ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS AND S4DDLERS GENERALLY.

/

Is, Trade-marks, Design Patants, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventorswithout

barge. Address

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

atjr"Tnifl Company la managed by a combination of

the largest and most influential newspapers in the

United States, for the express purpose of protect-
ing their subscriber* against unscrupulous

and Incompetent Patent A?ent3, and each paper

printing this advertisement vouches for the responsi-

bility ted hish standing of the Pre&3 Claims Company.

The Well-Rnown Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
:has opened a :

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE XAPA RACK TRACK.

Where be will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular a hool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY, SeCy

sWSend for Circular*.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse » Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Fibst-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms por families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery Si

JOHV BERUEZ. Proprietor.

List of 2:25 Pacers2. Alphabetical
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

4. Tabic of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under tbeir Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of tixo or mcrv
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.

8. Table of Cnamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fasteot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages ol

valuable and authentic information in regard u,
the pedigrees and record oi standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vdera will be filled as received, and as the firs*

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delaf

•=b.ould order at once . - - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BCSH STRllET, 8. P.

P. O. Box 2300.

Pacific Railway.

THK do> \hi h * broadi;aii;k hoi i i

COMMENCING SUNDAY, APRIL, 10, 1383, and un-
til further notice, boats and trains will h-uve from and

arrive at the Sau FraucLsco Pa.-*—us-t I>epot. Market-
street Wharfas follows

:

Prom San Pronci»ro lor TibarOD, B«*hedrrr 111J
-111 lliil... I.

Week Days—7.40, 9.20, 11.20 a.in.: l"*.3.30, 5.06. 6.30 p.m
8uudaya—8,00, 9.30, 11.00 a.m.; l.V>. Uu, bM, 8.30 pm.

Prom Mi u Kiilfif-I for Son KrancUco.
Week Days—6.25, 7.55. 9.30 1130 a.m.: l.W. 3.40, 5.0A p.ni
SatunhivsOnlv—An Extra trip at 6120 p.m.
Sunda>-s—8.10, 9.40, 11.10 a.m.; 1.40. 3.40, 5.00, 6.2S p. DL

Prom Tiburou to 6ao FraurNco.
Week Days—6-50, 8J0, &55,1LGG im.; 2.C '>. 4.05, SJ5 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at L5S p.m.
Sundays—8.40. 10.05, 11M a.m.: 106, 4.05, 5.30, 6J>5 pan.

7:40 a m
3:30 pm
5:05 i* m

7:40 am
5:05 pm
7:40 am
3:30 Pit

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 PM

Destinati' a

Petaluma
and

Santa Rosa

I 10:40 a if I 8:50 a h
I

6:05 p M
I
10:3.1 a h

> 7:30 PM 6:10 PM

Fulton,
Windsor.

Healdsburg.
Cloverdaie

Pleta
Hopland

and Ckiah.

10:30 a m
6:10PM

GuernevIUe.

Sonoma and
Glen Ellen.

Rules and Regulations
—OI THM—

NATIONAL
Trotting Association

AND TSM

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Roles.

National Trotting- Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

For .11 1.' at Ibe Office of the

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. F. Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHABLES MARVIN.

Thk« great pracxtcai horse book la

three hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly Illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable auccesw if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans aod methods pursued at Palo Alto
ae to breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keep-
lag, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sibley, the owner o* St. Bel, say a oi

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of thecrafl, and It is so simple and plain that

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who haa any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copied, and shall

place one in the hands of every rubber on oar farm."
Mailed postpaid for 9&S0. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
fli 2osb SL, San Prancxaoo, CsU,

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark "West Springs:
at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs; Stewart's Point.
Qualala and Point Arena; at Cloverdaie for the Geysers

;

at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville. Soda Bay.
Lakeportand.Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
S)rt; at TJkian for Vichy Springs, Saratoga Springs,
lue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper Lake. Lakeport,

Willits, Cab to, Orr's Hot Springs, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Usal, Hydesville and Eureka,
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petalnma, f1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, f2.25 j to Healdsburg.
$3.40; to Cloverdaie, J4.50: to Hopland, J5.70: to Ukiah
$6.75; to Sebastopol, $2.70; to Goemeville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, 31.50; to Glen Ellen fi.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to
Petaiuma.Sl; to Santa Rosa, ?l-50; to Healdsburg, 12.25;

to Cloverdaie, $3; to Ukiah, 94.50: to Hopland, 13.80; to
Sebastopol, S1.S0; toGuerneville,$2.50; to Sonoma, tl : to
Glen Ellen, |1J20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
FETER J. McGLTXX, Gen. Pass. & TkL Agl
TlcSet offices at Ferry, 3$ Montgomery Street, and =

New Montgomery Street.

TbefjBiggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13.*VO and 1332 Market Hireel, 25 and 27

Park Avenue. Ban Frnuclnco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line oi Klegant Coupes and Carrlagea suitable

(or visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board
U)g horses.

Telephone IVo. 3159

Ala fficCorfl k Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 BLLU STRKKT.

The beat accommodations afforded lor the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line of Livery Stock,

wltn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE C0.*8

AGENTS.

IT'S IMMK\6B!
VOU'IX UK DKI.IUflTBD.

From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
FromNo.7 toend 75

OR 8UB6CR1BB TO IT FOR THIS VBAR.
It is published semi-monthly during the racing aeasoo

and la but 01O per year. Address

BREEDER AND 8PORT8M W
313 Bush Street, - - Han Pranrl«co. 4'al.

for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

as lore >

A WONDER.
\o BCRBW8 NO I niii -

"i have seen >t tmd Dodw n
ery dra rtlrt anil

snow. Romemen pn-nniince I

:i iv U

opinion." aLLKN I.IIIVK.
Boston, Haas., Fob. i, i««
\SK I

-if $2.00 p*'r pnlr. Write
Ml It MM I rOB U KII.MT IU,

Indiana

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the most obstlnato cases of I

i Gleet. No other tr

required. Non-pcrfnonoua Nos-
Ko Inconvenience Pold b

,, i ,i. f> nv, (sacceaaor c

nLiUu..»^n, Pari*
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J. A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talte tlio Load.
IP YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH

YOUR HORSES BUY
BILZ'S TIIAIMMi. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS.
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the llfrhtest and strongest, and are made from the best selected matovial. Nothing but the Datzetl

Cenlennlul Axle used, which is Hie best axle made, They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and Style. *» -«*»™..

Horse Boots,
F"ixi.e Harness,

t xtn :f g- o o i> s .

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Al.l. OH Mil - ANY PRICE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Pronounced by the leading drlvers'and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

Id ordering carts please statelslze of axle and height of wheels.

J. A. McKERRON, Horse Boot and Tnrf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

•TOOMEY'S
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: As WELL AH :

Frazior - Oarts - of - ^a.11 - IS.iia.ca.s
FOB BACH AT THE

Studebaker Palace Carriage Repository,
MMIKI-. I AND TENTH KI'HKKTH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HI IIM'itlllK FOR

The Breeder and Sportsman
THE TURF AUTHORITY OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

9
767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

JSjOOOA^tl C!^ff©X*~~In order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out o( Moftil's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness which has always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

I^XXOXlXXXjatio S"U.ll5-i©S~WilL have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
J. O'KANE.

No. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class In all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent epfings are
used on these carts, whtoh are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carls,

„ . Jonesville, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

IBA TC.EH. <*3 HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL. CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - 83.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - S.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, S.OO

Postpaid on receipt of price.

CiireH Puller*, Check FluhlcrN, TonKue Loiters.

"To know II Is to use it."R(iiucitT BONNKlt.
" Waul one ill every bridle." -Frank STABB.
"It gives you the best results."—Budd iiohlk.
"It Is superior lo all bits."— Ki>. I). Hithkk.

Address HOHKIt I KKAH8.
Lock Box 840, Chicago, Til.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. E. Bkodie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.^
Stoara Printers

AND DKALKRS IN

Tool-Bellem' nnd Book-Makem* Supplies

401-403 ,8annome Street, corner Sacramento
Bun FrunclHm.

The Snrodt, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of nil liniments lor mild or hi-wto action.

Removes nil Iiiincl.es or Blemishes from Hprae;
nnd Cntlle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING, Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to Rive satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by drucKists, or

sent by express. chnrjrcB pnltl, with full directions

for its use. Send for deh-rlptlvo circulars.

THE LAWttHJNdE'WIL'LIAMS CO., Cleveland O-

lindsey humane BIT. Horse Owners! *Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Snfo Speedy and rositivtCnn

Never leit in lining <-ieiiils» Rectifying rins. Cure
bllioUBiicsp, tcrplri liver, Indigestion and constipation.
Druggists. 26 cents a box. Try them.
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BLOOD HORSE MEETING.

Concluding Days of the Most Successful

Meeting Ever Given on This Coast.

OADMTJ3 CAPTURES THE RICH DERBY.

Carmel, Steadfast, Montalvo, Lottie Mill* and Jot- Cotton to the

Front Frldny—Undine Stable Horwen Win Four Knot's

Snturdny— Flirtation, QbarterstafT, Ciulmus, Pic-

ton. Wildwood nnd TlRrexa First Post Ihe

Pout—Wild wonil ii World-Benter.

EIGHTEENTH HAY—FRIDAY, APRIL 2S.

^INTERESTING indeed was the rac-

ing to-day over old Bay District

track, the fields being of fair size

and the quality of the contestants

excellent in five of the six events

run off. The attendance was esti-

mated at 2,500. Carmel, a good-

looking chestnut colt, by Duke of

Norfolk from that excellent race

mare, Carmen, won the opening

race for two year-olds, but had not Realization beeu cut down

and pocketed the race undoubtedly would have gone to the

exceedingly handsome young son of Regent and Sadie. As

it was, Carmel managed to win by three parts of a length

from the fast-coming Realization.

Steadfast, last clear into the homestretch, ran around his

field like a true racehorse and won the first purse of the

meeting for popular Wilber Smith, of Sacramento. Sidney

quit in the homestretch, to which he led Reta and Solitude

by a small margin, but managed to last long enough to finish

third. Abi P., an outsider by Three Cheers out of Dairy

Maid, by Shannon, made her debut in the event, and ran up

so well in the stretch that Steadfast and the filly had the race

to themselves, a neck separating the pair at the finish.

Montalvo, leading nearly all the way, experienced no trou-

ble in winning from his field, in which Claire was most fancied,

going to the post at 8 to 5, at which Montalvo was also

quoted. Lottie Mills, a favorite, and played with all kinds of

money, won handily after being shaken up about a sixteenth

from the wire. Dinero came out of the bunch like a 9hot

in the last 100 yards, and easily got the place. Joe Cotton

had his running clothes on to-day, and mnnaged to beat Craw-

ford half a length over five and a half furlongs of ground.

To the surprise of every one the Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt

had to stretch his neck to defeat Fatality, the Sir Modred-

Faux Pas filly a neck, and the time made (1:01$) was the

fastest two-year-old race of the meeting. We understand

Fatality was not bv any means at her best, so that, should she

continue to improve, it is not unlikely she will leave here

the champion two-year-old filly.

Carmel, Cherokee and Realization opened at 3 to 1 each in

the betting on the first race, half a mile, for two-year-olds,

and notwithstanding Realization was conceding considerable

weight to every one of his rivals, went to the post backed

heavier than the others and a slight favorite. Happy Rami
was in front for a second, with Carmel second, Benito thin!

and Realization fourth as the flag swished, and Carmel im-

mediately went to the front, attended closely by B mito and
Happy Rand. An eighth of a mile from (he shut Realiza-

tion was cut down by some colt immediately behind him, and

fell back nearly hist, coining again as they neared the straight,

only to be pocketed. He did not get out of the scrape until

about an eighth from home, aud lie mowed everything down
except Carmel, who was not headed on the short journey, he

winning by three parts of a length in 0:50}, Realization sec-

ond, half a length from Happy Band. Benito was a close-up
fourth.

Solitude opened a to 5 favorite in the second race, seven
furlongs, but toward the close a sizzing tip on Sidney escaped,
and a few persons went down the line on Holly's colt, forcing
a cut from 10 to 1 to 3 to 1, and the hookies badly scared at

that. Steadfast and Reta were at to 1 eanh, and Solitude
went to the post at 2 to 1. There was little play on the
remaining quartet. After a tedious delay at the post, caused
by the circus antics of Solitude and Sidney, the flag fell with
Sidney a neck in front, Reta second, Steadfast third. Reno
next. The favorite was sixth away. Sidney and Reta at

once went out in front, Steadfast falling back into last place,

Reno moving up third, the John A. gelding fourth and Soli-

tude tilth as they went by the quarter-pole. Reta w:us in front

a head passing the half, Sidney second and Solituue third,

looking dangerous. Steadfast was eighth and last at this

point, two lengths behind even Montebello. They swung
into the homestretch with heads only separating each of the
first four—Sidney, Reta, Solitude and Abi P., with Steadfast
now coming like a wild horse. Shouts went up that Wilber
Smith's colt was winning an eighth from the wire, where he
and Abi P. drew out from their field and fought out the
battle, Steadfast winning by a neck, Abi P. second, two and
one-half lengths from Sidney, who died away, as did Solitude
and Reta. Time, 1:30*.

Montalvo was a warm favorite at even money at the open-
ing in the third race, a two-year-old affair, distance live fur-

longs. Such a plunge was made on Claire, however, that at

the close she was at S to 5 in some hooks, as was Montalvo.
Polaski was not overlooked in the betting, but Chillon and
Semele were not fancied to an extent worth mentioning.
Semele was first at the lull of the flag, but Montalvo did not
delay matters long, sailing to the front and slaying there
easily to the end, winning by two lengths. Chillon, the un-
known quantity, had a little fight with Semele in the home-
stretch, but drew away at the drawgate ami landed the place
money by three parts of a length. Time, 1:04}. Claire was
fourth and Polaski last.

Lottie Mills was considered to outclass her field (Revolver,
Dinero, Jackson and Almont) in the mile run, and from even
money was backed down to 2 to 5 at the close. Revolver was
second choice at (J to 1. Jackson led the way passing the

quarter by a neck, Lottie Mills second, as far from Revolver.
The favorite soon drew away, and led Almont passing the

half an open length, Revolver third, a neck away from
Jones' old horse, who had run up from fifth place. Almont
cut Mills' lead down to a neck passing the three-quarter pole,

where Dinero was hut a little over a length away. An eighth

from home it looked as if Lottie Mills would be beaten, but
under whip she came away in the final sixteenth and won
handily by one and a half Lengths, I h'nero (who bad come out

from the bunch like a shot at. the very wind-up), second, one
ami n half lengths from Almont. Revolver was fourth and
Jackson hist. Time, 1:42:}—a good run on a slow track and
in the teeth of such a strong wind.

Joe Cotton was never as good as even all around the ring,

and closed at 3 to 5. The race was at five and a half furlongs.

Sir Reel and Crawford were staunchly supported for place,

and Sir Reel was not unbacked to win first honors. Joe IV,

the skyrocket, led Crawford by from a length to a head to the

homestretch, where Crawford went to the front and looked a
winner an eighth of a mile from home. Joe Cotton stork

resolutely to his work, however, and heading I 'raw dm I :il I lie

dniwgatc, came on in a drive and won by half a length, I raw-

ford second, two lengths from Sir Reel, he a nose from Alfred

B. Time, 1:001.

Fatality and Jim Lee were not considered in thehuul with

Boots' great Ronnie Jean colt, whe was at 1 to 15, Fatality at

10 to 1, Jim Lee at 20. It was 4 to 5 at the close on Jim Lee
and Fatality for place and take your pick. Fatality was
ijiiiekcst away, ami led the f:i\oritr two open lengths p:e-sine;

the half- pole, Jim Lee u length behind the I Ion m ie .lean colt.

Three-eighths from home Miller, rightly frightened at the

clip which Fatality was going, sel to work on tne favorite,and

it Cooked very much an if be would never he able to close the

gap. Fatality came into the homestretch nearly two lengths

to the good. Slowly the favorite moved down the space, and,

in an exciting finish, manngrd to win bv h:ill' ;i I- ie;th in

1:01 ;, i In- rastesl time made by two-year-olds al the entire

meeting. Jim Lee was last, five lengths behind Fatality Al-

though the I'.onnie Jean colt, won, there lb denying that lie

we about all on! at the finish. lie was, however, giving

Fatality fourteen pounds and the usual se\ allowance, hut, as

the Sir Modred (illy was not at her best, we shall hear from
her as a winner before many days. Her dam, Faux Pas, is

bred on the same Hues ts Salvator, being bv imp. Prince
Charlie, dam by Lexington and second dam by imp. Glencoe.

scmmaki US OF FRIDAY'S u UJB8,

RACK lift. Ray Distkh-t Tk\ck, April 28, 1803—Trnck Mr. Flnl
race, selling, purse #400, tor two-year-olds, live pounds aho\ e scale. The
winner to be sold (br#i,200; Iffbr less, two pounds aUowed (breach #100
down to#8>)0; tlieu three pounds (breach #100 to #100. Half a mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. SI , n im.
*7)i CARMEL [C. WOber, 100, 1600), tl

1

to I 2 1 1 II
G'2 REALIZATION (Miller, 119. »1,WK)}, 3 [O 1 -i 6 B 2

I

89 HAPPY BAND (Donathan, 108,8500), 10 to 1 l S 8 Sh
07 BENITO (Sullivan, 119, #1,000), 15 to 1 8 a 2 -I

84 JOVITA CH. Smith, 108, J500), .10 to 1 8 8 7 5
-- TILLIES, (Spsnco, 100, 1000). 10 tol Q 5 r>

71 CHEROKEE (J, Weber, li'j, #700), ;i' , tol fi i I 7
mi WILLOW (Stlmpson, 87, 8800), 20 to i 7 7 > s

89 Hl'TToN (Peters, 07, #200), 15 to 1 tt :> '.i n
- AMANDA lllly (Seaman, 100, #400), IS to l 1» Hi 10 in

PI 0:50&-
Won bandlly. Winner oh ei>y nuUoot Norfolk nu-m >n, Kntored by

0. i.. Don.

RACE 100. Second ra.ee. se'.Mns, purse §100, (or maidens; ten pounds
above Bcale; winner to be sold tor #1,000; twopoondsallowed (breach
8100 down to #800! then tour pounds tor each #100 toftioo. Seven hirtongs.

Previous
Uun\ No. Shu-tors, Jockeys mid Closing Odds. si ', n Kin.
DO STEADFAST. 3(J. Murphy, 100, WOO), to 1 ;l 8 8 $ L«
-- ABI P., 4 (Burliumme, 114. #000), 10 to 1 B 7 B i i 22WI
29 SIDNEY,8(W, Olaucy, 103.#700),S to 1 1 1 -J l l .in'
D3 SOLITUDE, 8 (Sillier, 115, #1,000), 8 to 5 8 B :j .1 :i 4
83 RETA, 8 (Peters, #500), 50 to 1 2 2 l 2 2 5
08 MONTEBELLO, 4 (Hanavnalt, 112, #500). 50 tol... 7 8 7 7 7
83 JOHNA. gelding. 4 (L. Smith, 112, #500), 8 tol-.., 8 i Q B i— KENO, 4 (J, Weber, 112, #500), 12 to) I 3 4 5 5 8

Time 1:80! j.

Won la a drive. Winner b c bySobrante -Naroolo, Entered by Wil-
ber F. Smith,

RAOE 101,—Third race, purse #400. lor two-year-old maidens. Those
beaten twice ai this meeting allowod 9

i
Is, three times 5 pounds, tour

or more? pounds, if beau n three or more times and never placed U-3-3)
allowed .'> pounds additional. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds, Bl \ >, n i :,,

M MONTALVO I Poters, til), 8 to 5 2 1 1 1 2 2 I

CHILLON fSulltvau, 118), 10 to 1 B D 2 3 i , I

B4 SEMELE (J. Weber, 112), 8 to S l 2 8 8 8 81
B0 CLAIRE (O. Weber, L08;,8to6 I i l l i

BO POLASKJ iSi'iuiiiili, liiti.:! 1

. tol 3 3 5 5 6
TImi ISM ,.

Won easily. Wluner.b o.by Sid Maj Belle. Entered by O. Brld i

RACE 102 Fourth race. Belling, purse |5Q0, The winner to bo sold foi
•4,000; If tor #3,00 allowed B pounds; #2,500, 10 pounds; #2,000, 1 1 pounds:
#1,500,20 pounds; #1.000, 28 pounds, winner* Hits moeUnj to carrj B
i" as extra tor eaoli win. " alio.

I'lVV I, ,11

i tne.', No. Starters, Joelceys and Closing Odds. si ', ' -, n Fin.

Dl LOTTIE MILLS, 4, (Nichols, 108, #2,600), 2 tol . 5 2 1 1 I 1 1W ]

05 DINERO, 4 (C. Weber, 100, #1,000. 8 to 1 2 4 1 B B 21 i

B0 ALMONlVa (Sullivan, 118, #2,000), 8 to 1 I 5 2 'J
"2

:i n
92 B i:v I H. \ BR, n l W . Olancj . 110, 11,600 . fl to I I 8 B i l 4
B8 .i ai'Nmi.n, j, ,.i. Weber, lie, #2,000), 15 tol i i B .'> 6 ts

Time 1:42 ,.

Won handily. Winner, b m by Col, Clark Gratitude, Entered Eh
Rlcknbaugb <S Earp,

RACE 108, Fifth race, selling, purse #400. The wlnnei to bo sold ftu
#1,800; Iffbr loss, md allowod Ibr each -: o WOO; then 3 pound fbi
ouch #100 to #200, Five and a hair furlongs,

Provloua
Race No. Btarters, Jockeys and CIosloj Oddi SI ' [HI
87 JOB COTTON, a (W. Clancy, 118, I, l to B I i ^ii
88 CRAWFORD, 8 (C Weber, 100, 1,200), 6 to 1 . 'J 2 2 2 221
"88 SIR REEl.,8 (Sullivan, ItO, #1,800), 4 tol .

88 ALFRED &, a (J. Weber, n I, FDOO ,l2tol i a
88 Ol ADALOl PE, a I Burlingame, 108, ,8lol ...
D3 JOE D., ii

i King, 118, #1,000). BO to ' i i l i

Time, i 00
.

Wbnlnadrlvo. Winner b g by Wlntoi Ool !T< i Bntored to
i, OtUngor.

ii m '!' ini. Blxlh roco, Ibi
i

; " e ftu W i n -
or i aoc i at l bla moot ing, 4 poun I b ten at the mooting,
allowed -

i
mis tor each booting; n novor placed w intj Allowed

I

i
i add! ni; if never third, B i

- m i

Pun loua
Raooj No. RtartorSj Jook'

|
I I to in Odd

,
m . , n I'm

•48 BONNIE JEAN eoll [Mlllor, 121 . 1 to IB B S I 9 ill i

84 FATALITY (Sullivan, 108), 8 to 1. 1 1 I i Bol
88 JIM LEE(Hlnkoy, ii", -'

,.......„

T i "i

NINETEENTH AND L1B1 DAI BATOBDAY, vritn. SO,

The Blood Soy b tssooiatiou's nprlng m <m i i > wotuid up
(••tiny uiih six races, four of ffhioh were wou by I 'inline

Stable hones—Flirtation, OndmuSj Pioton and Ttgreu. in

i:ui, Presideol WilHamB1
horsea won every Blake race of the

meeting, Flirtation seouring tin' Raoine and California, Cad
s the Tiihil staki's :tml l':ici!lo Derbr. San Pranolscanfl

turned oul nobly this windy afternoon, the attendance ln-ing

estimatod al between 6,000 and 5,600. The Paolfio Darby was

the drawing card, bul Ondmui icared eYerytbing oul excepl

BCermitage and ( »rrin, there being no leej than ievan boj
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The race was won comparatively easily by the bay son of

Flood and imp. Cordeiia, and the time made, 2:38}, on a dead

truck, facing a strong wind at times, and with a second or

more up his sleeve, proves to us that Cadmus can, over Wash-
ington Park course, on a good day aud track, do the "Darby"
distance close to 2:35;, making him a dangerous horse to

tackle in this richest of all American three-year-old events.

Wfi base this opinion on the fact that the track to-day was

lumpy and dead, the time in otherevents, with one exception,

not being noteworthy. Flirtation won her live furlong race

in 1:03 in a drive, Quarterstaft* seven furlongs in 1:29 j, Picton

a mile in I:43}j Wild wood a mile and a sixteenth in 1:48|

and Tigress six furlongs in 1:16*1. Wildwood's time, l:48f,

made easily, was good, but it must be remembered that he is

a great horse in any country. Therefore it can be said with
truth that the track was a full second slow to the mile and
the strong wind prevalent would make a difference of at least

half a second in a mile run. This being the case, and with

quite a bit to spare, Cadmus is not overrated a bit when
we state that he can under favorable conditions run a mile

and a half close to 2:35A.

Flirtation had to do her prettiest this afternoon when she

defeated Martinet's sister, Seaside, by a short half-length in

1:03, and has either gone back a tritie or was not as good as

we imagined her yesterday. _^
Quarterstafl" proved himself a mighty go ^^" ^**i he

was sent away a bad last, came around his fi . ae-
stretch, and won by half a length easily fromfi fir PLIANGE'd
Garcia, in 1:291. Picton waited on Gracie S. u. h
from the Hnish, when he came away and won by^LERY Is

easily in 1:43J. This proves to us that Picton is al
,

->

ever claimed for him by the Palo Alto folks, and K "

far behind Cadmus as a racehorse, or we miss our gut~
Wildwood, ofl ninth and last, ran up third around the hi at

turn and second soon after passing the quarter pole, and
heading Pescador when Clancy turned his head loose, about
an eighth from home, won pulled up to a dog-trot by a length

in L:48f for the mile and a sixteenth. That he is a truly

great horse in any part of the world he will prove if nothing
happens this season, for he carried in this race 123 pounds,

lost perhaps half a second by the send-off, and had more
than a full second of speed left that he did not have to util-

ize, making him capable of running a mile and a sixteenth

in 1:47 over Bay District track when the day and track are
favorable, if not in 1:46J. What he could do the distance in

over a course with a long straightaway to it we do not know,
but we should dislike to bet that he could not take up 123
pounds and run it in l:45fc He is one of the best horses

that ever saw the light in California, and our hope is that he
lands at his destination in the East in good shape, and it will

take a world-beater to give him dust at any distance from a
mile upward.

Tigress got off fifth in her race, ran in that position to the
homestretch, then came on and won by a length from Sir

Reel, who got away badly. Inkerman was absolutely last at

the start, and finished a good fourth.

Flirtation was a favorite at 1 to 7 in the opening race, five

furlongs, while Seaside was at 6 to 1 straight and 3 to 5 for a
place. Valencia was at 20 to 1 straight and 2 to 1 place, the
other pair, Bordeaux and The Lark, hardly considered in the
hunt by most persons. Bordeaux led Flirtation (off fourth) a
head into the homestretch, the favorite half a length from
Seaside, fifth and last to get away. Bordeaux gave it up al-

most as soon as they struck the straight track, Flirtation rid-

den hard around the turn and into the homestretch, and Sea-
side, drawingaway and having the race to themselves. It was
nip-and tuck for about an eighth of a mile aud a little over a
sixteenth from home a shout went up that Seaside was win-
ning, but not so, for Flirtation, ridden out by Miller, gamely
came again, winning in a drive by«a scant half length, Sea-
side second, three lengths from Valencia, third. Time, 1:03.

Many were of the opinion that had Seaside been ridden by as
capable a jockey as Miller Flirtation would have met Defeat,
and been her'n. This performance would indicate that the
Bonuie Jean colt is considerably better than Flirtation—we
should say eight to ten pounds. Yesterday he took up 122
pounds and ran five furlongs in 1:01}; to-day she was nearly
all out with 119 up in 1:03 over the same track and on just
such a day.

A seven-eighths of a mile dash followed, and Garcia was
the opening favorite. So much money went in on Quarter-
staff, however, that at the close it was 8 to 5 Quarterstafl", 2 to

1 Garcia. Red Cloud was at 4 to 1, the others from 8 to 15.

Red Cloud, to a straggling start, was first away, Quarterstafl
sixth and last. Red Cloud led Annie Moore, Garcia and
Sheridan to the homestretch, where Garcia dashed to the
front and for a moment looked a winner, but Quarterstaff
came like a shot from the extreme rear, and soon had the
Wildidle gelding in distress, winning by half a length from
the whipped-out Garcia, who was a couple of lengths from
Wyonashott, third, Red Cloud fourth, Annie Moore fifth and
Sheridan last. Time, 1:29}. Quarterstatf's victory was
loudly cheered, it being very creditable under the circum-
BtADCefl.

The much-talked-of Pacific Derby, one and one-half miles,
was third on the programme, and as all but Cadmus, Hermit-
age and Orrin had been scratched out, not a great deal of in-

ns manifested. It was considered a " moral " for Cad-
mus with even weight up. lie opened in the books at 1 to

10, Hermitage going at 8 to 1 and < tain at 50 to 1. Toward
the close * <admns was at 1 to 8. For a three-horse race the
start wa.« not creditable, Bermitage being first, half a length

rrin, who was nearly two lengths in front of ( bdmas,
the favorite. The latter sailed by Orrin ere an eighth of a
mile had been traversed, and passing the stand it was a pretty
race—Hermitage firel by time quarters of a length, Cadmus
second, as far from < )rrin, who commenced to drop out going
around the first turn past the stand ata great rale Hermitage
at the quarter-pole was first by a length, < 'admiiH second, live

from the tired Ornn. Cadmus went up to Hermit-
ages neck as they seared the half-pole, the mile having been
covered in 1:46, Orrin waa twenty lengths away, in the dust.
Both Weber and Miller wen- riding hard a1* the horees quick-
ened theii pace aud Hew toward the homestretch, which Her-
mitage reached first by ,-i bead. Alums! a- nmn a*- they were
straightened onl Weber, on Hermitage, went to the whip, and
it was apparent thai the race was ' laomuh', no acci-leni inter-

vening. Under whip for more than an eighth of B mile,

Hermitage could not get up, though he made a gallant Btruggle
i .'v a- a grandson of the great Katy Pease

Bhonld. Cadmus, with a number of speed-links to spare,

hi i,i ihing-poinl an easy winner by half a length in
i,: in sixth Pacific Derby was over. Hermitage, sec-

ond, waft fully thirty lengths in front of Orrin, who gave Up
the gan mile had been run. The quarter was

run in 0:27, half in 0:52£, three-quarters in 1:19, mile in 1:45,

one and one-quarter miles in 2:11, one and one-half miles in

2:38|, Below will be found a table regarding the Pacific

Derby that will prove interesting to our readers :

WINNERS OF PACIFIC DERBY—IX MILES.

i"R Name of Winner. Sire of Winner. Second Horse. Time.

1888
|.w,

.Surinam
The Czar

Joe Hooker Peel
Sorrento
Racine
Cheerful
Borealis
Hermitage

2:38 bi

Argyle
Duke of Norfolk...1892

1 sih
Janus ,

Cadmus, the winner ot 1S93, is a dark bay colt by Flood
(son of Norfolk aud Hennie Farrow, dam of Mollie Mc-
Carthy, Shannon, Electra and Mimi), dam imp. Cornelia, by
the renowned Isonomy (son of Sterling and Isola Bella, by
Stockwell) ; second dam imp. Petroleuse, by Plebeian; third

dam Resolution, by Lecturer; fourth dam Annexation, by
King Tom, etc. That Cadmus will be a hard horse to defeat
in the rich American Derby if he lands in the World's Fair
City tit and well few thinking persons can doubt, and as the
sturdy, lion-hearted colt has proven himself the best three-
year-old shown in California this spring, the hopes of a large
number of the betting residents of the Golden State will be
centered upon Cadmus when the day comes that the Ameri-
can Derby of 1893 is to be run—June 25th. Cadmus has
speed, courage and a good jockey to pilot him, and should
render an excellent account of himself on that date.

The fourth race, one mile, was nothing but a strong exer-
cise gallop for Picton, who ran a neck behind Gracie S., his

only competitor, to the drawgate, when he came away and
won by five lengths in 1:43$.

The $750 handicap, one and one-sixteenth miles, came next,

nine horses coming to the post, and Wildwood being played
hard at even money. Topgallant was next in favor and not
at all neglected at 5 to 1. Belfast was at 6, Castro and Pesca-
dor at 8 to 1, Bessie W. at 10, Red Prince and Little Esper-
anza at 15 to 1, Wild Robin at 30. The start was pretty good,
except for Wildwood, who was two lengths behind Wild
Robin, who was eighth. Bessie W. was first away, with Pes-
cador at her neck, Topgallant third, lapped on the one-eyed
horse. Pescador soon flew to the fore, and opened up a gap
of two lengths on Bessie W. going to the quarter-pole. Wild-
wood, through an opening against the rails, had made a won-
derful run, taking third place as they rodnded the first turn
and passing Bessie W. easily in the next furlong. Pescador
led the favorite a trifle over a length passing the half-pole,

Wildwood running easily, Topgallant now being third, a neck
from Bessie W. Around the final turn Clancy gave Wildwood
a little rein, and he came into the homestretch but a neck
behind Pescador. Before they were straightened out Wild-
wood was in front, and sweeping on with a resistless stride.

His victory was heralded when more than an eighth of a mile
from the finish, and in less time than it takes to tell it Wild-
wood was nearly three lengths to the good. Eased up from
the drawgate, he cantered in a winner by a good open length,
Pescador second, not quite two lengths from Topgallant, who
was about a length from Bessie W. fourth. Belfast was fifth,

badly cut down. Time, 1:481}—this with 123 pounds and
pulled up the last sixteenth of a mile.

Tigress was rubbed off most of the boards before they went
to the post in the last race, six furlongs. A warm tip was
floating around regarding Inkerman, and he was backed from
S to 1 down to 3 to 1 at the close. Sir Reel and Guadaloupe
were well-played for place. To a bad start, Sir Reel seventh
and Inkerman a sad last, The Drummer led Lodi and Guada-
loupe to the homestretch. Tigress was fifth into the straight,

but soon showed that she had the foot of the party by passing
to the front and wiuning easily by a length from Sir Reel,
who ran a fine race. The Drummer was third, a length from
Inkerman, who would have cut quite a figure in this event
had he not been all but left at the post. Time, 1:16}. Lodi
fell down at the starting point, before the race, throwing
little Peters, who was not injured much.

SHMMARIES OF SATURDAY'S RACES.

RACE 105.—Bay District Track, Saturday, April 29, 1S93.—Track
fair. -First race, purse S50J, tor two-year-olds. Winner of these races at
this meeting four-pounds extra. Those beaten at this meeting, allowed
two pounds for each beating; if never placed second, five pounds ad-
ditional ; If beaten twice and never placed (1-2-3) live pounds additional.
* ive furlongs.
Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St }t v H Fin.
"49 FLIRTATION I Miller. 119), 1 to 7 4 2 2 2 1 y, 1
•94 SEASIDE CHInkey. 115),6to 1 5 4 3 3 2 3 1
"52 VALENCIA (Sullivan, 115), 20 to 1 3 3 4 4 3 1 »« 1

77 THE LARK fH. Smith, 100), t>0 to 1 1 5 5 5 4 ~

-89 BORDEAUX (J. Weber, 118|, 30 to 1 2 1115
Time—1:03.

Won driving. Winner bf by Wildidle—imp. Flirt. Entered by owner
Undine Stables.

RACE 106.—Second race.selling, purse 3400. The wiuuer to be sold for
$3,000; if for less, two pourida allowed for ea^h $250 to $2,000; then three
pounds for each 8250 to §1,000. Winners at this meeting to carry two
pounds extra for each win. Seven furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockey and Closing Odds. St '( w a: h Fin.
95 QUARTERSTAFF, 3 'Sullivan. 103, 8750) 8to5 fi 6 fi 5 5 1 «1
92 0AB,CIA,G (Biirlingame, lu:i. $1,000), 2 to 1 3 4 4 3 3
95 WYANASHOTT, 3 t Peiers, 9-1, $1,0091,8 to 1 2 2 5 4 4
69 BED CLOUD, 4 (J.Weber, US, 82,000), 4 to 1 1 11114— ANNIE MOORE, 4 iC. Weber. Uii, $1,000), 8 to 1 5 5 3 2 2 5
78 SHEKIDAN.fi (Hinkey, HIS, $2,000), 15 to 1 4 3 2 6 6

Time—1:29Jf.Won easily. Winner b c by Friar Tuck—Sister to Ruth Ryan. En-
tered by Ji. D. Brown.
RACE 107.—Third race, Pacific Derby, for turee-vear-olds, $100 each,

half forfeit, $750 added, 9200 to second, $100 to third. One and a half miles.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys andlClosing Odds. St Sd \\ % % H Flu
96 CADMUS (Miller, 118), 1 to 8 -3 2 2 2 2 2 1 % 1
96 HERMITAGE (J. Weber, 118), 6 to 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 2 §Q 1

82 iiKRIN (Cota. 118j,50 lo 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
Time—2:381,.

won handily. Winner be by Flood—imp. Cornelia. Entered by owner
Undine smbles.

RAii: Kis.— Fourth race, puixe $-IOO,for maiden three-year-olds; 3 lbs.
allowed for each healing since March 31st. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St >.,' y2 % H Fin.

90 PIOTON (Miller, 119), 1 to 25 i 2 2 l l 151
85 GRACIE S. (H. Smith, 1U), 80 to 1 2 12 2 2 2

Time- ltfSy.
Won easily. Winner oh c by imp. Cyrus-Jmp. Amelia. Entered by

owner Undine Stables.

RAGE 109, Fifth riiLT, handicap, puree 8750, of which $100 to second
iiini &50 lo mini, for nil ages, 925 entrance, Bio forfeit, Entries close
rnursdoy; weights and declaratlona Friday, om- mile and u sixteenth.
Previous
Race, No. Stnrtere, .Wk«\vn ami Closing odds.
:»i WILDWOOD, 4 (W. Clancy, 123). evens
•01 i'kmw DOB, i >.K Weber, 121), 8 to i

01 TOPGALLANT. I (Sullivan, 107), fi to l

78 CASTRO.3 [O. Weber, 88), B to i

' BELFAST. I
I
II. Smith, lOO), to 1

Dl BESSIE v7.,4<J. Murphy, 97), i i

97 RED PRINCE, 5 (Morris, 107), 15 to l 7.

97 LITTLE ESPERANZA, 4 Petei ,94),16t0l
01 WILD ROBIN, a (C j 88),S0tOl 8 8 8 9 9

T J:l*v
Wonpulllngup. Wlnnerboby WUdtdle-tf-lora iv. Entered byA

3n

St H Fin.

» 3 2 1. 1. 1 1 1

2 I 1 1 1 : i ', l

a 4 a a a a i i

(l fi n ii it 4
l 11 5 s s 5
l u 4 4 l it

7 7 7 7 7 7

RACE 110.-si.ub nee, selling purse ?J0O. Seven pounds above scaleThe winner to be sold for 82,000: if for fes. I pound allowed lor each sirai
to 81,000; then 3 pounds for eacb J100 lo Sim. si

"
fifrloniS

Previous
Race, Ho. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St H Jf H Fin.
".13 TIGKF.SS.3 iTavlor,5, SI,300i,21oo s
103 SIR HEEL. 3 (Sullivan. 110. $l,300i. s to 1 7
SS THE DUl'MMER,) IJ. Weber, 112. jl.onu.. S to l"" 1 i i 3 JV
87 INKERMAN, a .Epperson. 11.-, SI,™ ,:j to 1 . s 8 S 7 4
S3 INITIATION, (J c Williams, 11\ $1,2001,10 to 1 .. 2 4 6 1?
98 LODI, a,l'eters, »7, S.'SOUi, 15 to 1..... .. 3 3 3 3 a
103 GUADALOUPE, a (Spence, 100, 1700), 10 to 1 6 3

°
S 7

9S NORTH, 4 (Jackson, IWI.STOO,, mil loi.... "4 I 8 I 8Time—lilfiM.

owner SinesSf " ' *' Pr'DCe <* Kortolk-Katie A. Entered by

The "Winning Owners.

Following is a table showing the total amount drawn down
by the various owners of thoroughbreds at the Blood Horse
Association's meeting, which ended last Saturday. The
Undine Stable horses not only won the largest amount, but
the largest number of races and all the stakes, four in num-
ber. For number of horses started the stable of B. C. Holly
and the Elmwood Stock Farm flyers did unusually well, as
did George Van Gorden's pair, Articus and Motto. The
sum won by the Undine Stable is estimated, but the
amounts secured by others, being in the shape of purses
altogether, is exactly correct

:

Undine Stable 8 8,825.00 I Almona Stable
Elmwood Stock Farm 4,600.00 ~
B. C. Holly 3,935.00
W. Thompson 2,5C0.00
W. O'B. Macdonough 2,355.00
George Van Gorden 1,870.00
H. Schwartz 1.730.00
M. Storn 1,445.00
W. M. Murry 1,290.00
Dan Ueunison 1.200.00
H. D. Brown 1,055.00
A. Ottinger 9S0.00
W. L. Appleby 910.00
Antrim Stable 775.00
P. Siebenthaler 770.00
C. L. Don 765.00
H. Jones 750.00
Rickabaugn & Earp 715.00
E. Savage 700.00
W. M. Sinclair 700.00
W. A. Gibson 695.00
Encino Stable 685.00
E. J. Appleby 675.00
E.F. Smith..
D. Bridges
L. J. Rose
W. F. Smith...
Idaho Stable

.

D. R. Dickey.,

612.50
590.00
575.00

540.00
512.^0
OU0.00

v 500.00
Kavanaugh Bros 430 00
Jones & Bybee 480^00W p Fine.. 475.00
D. Mcintosh 475 00
Long ctCapps 42o!o0
B. Martin 375 on
T- Bally.....

; 3£Z
J. H. Davis 360.00
Suisun Stable 330 00
J. H. Miller 330.00
J. K. Ross 300.00
Oakland Stable 300 00
Owen Bros i37 ;5o
W. E. kinr; 130.00
Watson i Hoag 100.00CL. Wright 100.00
I. L. Ramsdell 100 00
P. Archibald 1CK100
Garden City Stable.
Sturgill & Fisher
Burns & Waterhouse
C. E. Trevathau
Pueblo Stable
G. H. Kennedy
W. George-
A. Cook
James G. Quin

97.50
70.00
70.00
70.00

70.00
60.00
30.00
30.00

25.00

"Work of Jockies at the Blood Horse Meeting.

The following table will prove interesting to those who
back jockejs as well as horses. While "Moose" Taylor's
percentage is 1,000, it will be seen that he had but two
mounts—both on that fleet filly, Tigress. George Miller
ranks first, in reality, for he had a large number of mounts.
Still he rode for two of the best stables—the Undine and Elm-
wood Stock Farm, and consequently generally had the speed-
iest horses under him. C. Weber's work, therefore, must be
considered as good as that of any jockey at the track, while
his brother John is entilled to great credit. Sullivan did ex-
tremely well, as did C. Clancy. Nichols and Williams. The
most marked improvement, to our minds, noticeable in any
of the pilots, was in Peters and Burlingame. J. Narvaez as

usual, rode a large number of winners, but there are many
who claim he could have placed many more wins to his

credit had he so desired

:

~„ 3 S -2 51

Miller

C. Weber

Siillivan

Spence

33 10
9
9
4

Taylor

Rinstine
Morris

1

15 u

Seaman
F. Narvacz "'.'.!!."!!!!".!!! 10

^

O'Brien
Murphy
R. Donatlian

K.lsull

Madden
Susick
Ambrose
O'Connell
L. Smith
I. Rose
Hart
Coody

(]

II

5 9 rs
6 6 11
to 10 25

3 11

1 5 14
.1 HI IS
4 3 ?0
3 2 7
b 4 30

2 1 in
1 Ii 1
1 4 :u
a 1 in

1 1

3 6
1 1 4
2 1

4 5 9
5 3 la
u 2 X
1 1 1

1 13
1 3 vr.

1 1 12

Ripans Tabules cure scrofula.
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Salinas Races. Stockton Entries.

The races last Saturday at Salinas, despite the raw, disa-

greeable weather, were well attended, many persons being

from Gonzales, Castroville, Soledad, Chualar, San Juan and

HolUster. The Salinas band furnished the music and Leach

ran the pools.

The first on the card was a running race, three-eighths and

repeat, free for all. For this race O. Cayer was the presiding

judge, and W. J. Lynn and P. Chiisman were his associates.

There were four starters: Leach's Sam Mount, Dwain's
Mamie D., Cockrill's Mary E. and Nixon's Bee's Wing. On
the second attempt the horses got off to a good start, Sam
Mount at once went to the front and won hands down, Bee's

"Wing second, three lengths back and a nose ahead of Mamie
D., Mary E. fourth. Time, 0:36}.

The second heat was also takeu by Sam Mount easily,

Mamie D. second, Mary E. third and Bee's Wing last. Time,
0:36. Purse, $125.

The judges for the trotting races were James H. McDougall
(presiding), Al Widemann and J. W. Tholcke.

The gentlemen's roadster race, owners to drive, had five

starters. C. Z. Hebert's Black Bart, Carr's Thurman, Croat's

Calamity Jane, H. P. Brown's Daisy R. and W. A. Kearney's
Black Ben. Black Bart sold an even favorite against the

field and justified the confidence of his backers by winning in

three straight heats. In the second heat, however, Thurman
was beaten out only by a neck by the favorite. In the first

heat the order at the finish was Black Bart, Daisy K., Thur-
man, Black Ben, Calamity Jane.

The second heat at the finish the positions were: Bart,

Thurman, Daisy R., Ben, Calamity Jane.

The third and deciding heat Daisy R. nipped second place

from Thurman just as they passed under the wire. The posi-

tions were: Bart, Daisy R., Thurman, Black Ben, Calamity

Jane. Time for the heats—3:02$, 3:0H, 2:58. Purse, $150.

For the subscribers' purse of $200 the starters were Iver-

son & Vanderhurst's Alfred G., M. Lynn's Violante, J. D.
Carr's Little Change, Hebert & Son's Spokane, James JBeatty's

Calcutta and J. B. Iverson's Alex S.

In the pools Spokane was installed favorite at $5, Violante

$2.50 and the field $2.50.

At the finish of the first heat the order was : Spokane,
Alfred G., Alex S., Violante, Little Change, Calcutta.

Before the second heat Spokane became a favorite at $5,

against $2.50 for the field, with very little shortened money.
Violante went out and won the heat after a driving finish

from the favorite, Alex S. third, Alfred G. fourth, Little

Change fifth, Calcutta last.

Violante now became a favorite at $5 to $4 for the field.

Spokane, however, went to the front and won by a neck from
Violante, Alfred G. a neck further back, Little Change fourth,

Calcutta fifth and Alex S. last.

Before the horses were called up for the fourth heat, C. F.

Taylor appeared behind Albright's Alpheus, 2:25, and drove
an exhibition mile in 2:32.

Spokane was again installed the favorite at $5 to $3 for the

field.

The result of this heat proved quite unsatisfactory. Alfred

G. fought it out down the stretch with Spokane, and at the

drawgate Spokane began to forge ahead, when Alfred G. left

his feet and gained on the leader, the two finishing so close

together that the judges declared it a dead heat. This did

not please the crowd, the majority of whom thought Spo-

kane* had finished first by a head. Violante finished third,

Little Change fourth, Alex S. next and Calcutta last.

Pools now sold Spokane $5, field $3, Alfred G. finished

first, but having swung into the homestretch in second place

from the pole, he broke a little ways beyond the distance

stand and swerved into the pole in spite of all his driver,

Cavel Rodriguez could do. This threw Violante off her

stiide, and she finished second, Spokane third, Alex S. last,

Little Change and Calcutta having been drawn before this

heat. The judges very properly disqualified Alfred G. and
gave the heat to Violante.

Alex S., not having won a heat in five was drawn. No
pools were sold on this heat. Violante was first at the quar-

ter, and although hard pressed by Alfred G., finished first,

Spokane close up third.

Violante got first money, Spokane second and Alfred G.
third money. Time, 2:43, 2:41, 2:40, 2:39$, 2:42i, 2:41 J.—
Salinas Journal.

Racine: at Modesto.

At the time of the spring races last month a bet was made

by Miller McPherson of $250 that Samuel Gibson's Long-

fellow could, after a month's training, beat Torrent, who came

in ahead at that time. "VV. J. Martin, of Waterford, owner

of Torrent, covered the bet, and Tuesday was the day decided
upon for the event. In addition, two other match races were
made so that a day's sport would be had. The attendance
was very large and the pool selling spirited. The first race

was between Joseph McDonough's bay mare Tunis, D. S.

Husband's sorrel mare Spanish Belle and C, S. Sperry's bay
horse Romolo. The race was one mile, trotting, best two in

three. Spanish Belle won in two straight heats, Tunis sec-

ond and Komolo third. Time, 3:08, 3:01.

The second race was a mile, trotting, best three in five, and
the entries were: S. H. Crane's sorrel horse Frank C., J. J.

Dolan's chestnut horse Antrim, T. J. Carraichael's roan horse

Ray, Dr. Lee's gray mare Turkey and W. J. Hughes' brown
horse Pepper. The horse of S. H. Crane won in three

straight heats, the remainder of the horses taking different

places in each heat. Time, 2:45, 2:41f, 2:41.

The third race, mile pacing, two in three, was the event of

the day, and much interest manifested, many of the friends

of each horse backing their judgment with liberal bets.

The first heat was won easily by Longfellow in 2:38 J.

In the second hsat Longfellow broke badly and Torrent
came in an easy winner. Time, 2:40.

The third and deciding heat was won by Longfellow in

2:38, amidst loud and continuous applause by the friends of

the winning horse.

More money changed hands Tuesday than at any one day's

races held here.—Stanislaus County News.

If horse-owners, trainers and drivers will send in their

lists of trotters and pacers they are handling we shall take

pleasure in publishing tbem. All of our subscribers are in-

terested in these items. The owners and trainers of thorough-
breds are more progressive and anxious to let horsemen know
what they have in training than the other division of horse-

men, they know how valuable the information is.

OPEN TO THE PACIFIC COAST.

TROTTING. FOR YEARUNGS-Mile dash. $100 added.
L. J. Rose's b c Klon, by Comrade—Blanche T. Los Cerritos Stock

Farm's ch c Cerritos, by Sidraoor—Lady Htivward. bv Billv Hay ward.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk fCressido. by Palo Alto—Clarabel.by Ab-
dallah Star : br c Glubar. by Electricity—Jennie Beuton. by General
Benton ; ch f Milhra, by Advertiser— Slamie, by Hambletonlan Jr.;
b f Zella, by Palo Alto— Viola, by General Beuton

;
gr f Nordica, by

Advertiser—Sal lie Benton, by General Benton. W. R. Overholser's
b c Oakbeart, by Oaknut—Jip. by unnamed son of Bayswater. Leslie
McDonald'^lir.'t' Heroine, by Hero—dam by Shannon. R. O. Newman's
br f Birdie Busier, by Consolation—Addie, by Diamond Denmark ; bf
Lady of the Luke, by Narragausta—Maud, by Diamond Denmark.

TROTTING, FOR; TWO-YEAR-OLDS—2:35 class, best 2 iu 3. $250
added.

L. J. Rose's b f Orlinda. by Redondo—La Granda. L. H. Fox's b f

Sadie Mc. by Mount Vernon—by Electioneer. W.O. Bowers' b f Silver
Bee, by Silver Bow—Belle Mc. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b c Am-
phion, by Steinway—Inesc ; blk c Best Way, by Prince Red—Calypso
I, De Turk's blk f Josephine, by Secretary—Gypsy, by Echo 462. ' Los
Cerritos Stock Farm's b f Marchioness, by Sidmoor—Kitty Irvington,
by Dawn. Palo Alto Stock Farm's bik f Palatine, by Palo Alto-
Elaine, by Messenger Duroc: b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto— Elsie, by
General Benton : br c Welbeck, by Electricity—Lulu Wilkes, by
George Wilkes: b f Attractive by Electioneer—Emma Robsou.by
Woodburn; br c Jessie, by Electricity—Jennie Benton, by General
Benton. Dr. F G. Fay's blk g Little Mac. by Don Marvin— by Alphe-
us. Oscar Mansfeldt's blk f Glendora, by Sa'ble Wilkes—Amy Fay, by
Anteeo. River View Stock Farm's b f To-day, by Noonday—Amber,
by Monroe Chief. R. O. Newman's b c Homeward, by Strathway

—

Ida May, byGrosveuor: br g Albert Basler, by Consolation—Addie,
by Diamond Denmark. K. D. Wise's br f Nola. by Atto Rex—by
Mambrino Patchen. Vineland Stock Farm's b f Topsey, bv Grandis-
simo—Flora B., by Whippleton ; br c Writer, by Secretary—by Whip-
pleton.

TROTTING, FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS OR UNDER—2:30 class
best 2 in 3 ; $250 added.

L. J. Rose's b c Alcamar, by Alcazar— Garred. J. Hallinan's b
f Delia H.. by Sidney—Grindelia, by General Benton. H. Hugh-
son's cb c Empire, by Redwood—Mollie, by Joe Daniels. E. B.
Jennings' s c Alwood K., by Woodnut— Alliee B. Oakwood Park
Stock Farm's b g Meteorite, by Steinway—Lvdia Bright; b e
Cibolo, by Charles Derby—Addie Ash; bf Bay Rum, by Steinway,
—May. E. B. Cohen's bl c Sable Steinway, by Steinway—Alger-
detta. Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b c Moorzouk, by Sidney—Sultan
Queen, by Sultan ; b c Treasurer, by Secretary—by Anteeo. Palo Alto
Stock Farm's b c Altivo, by Electioneer—Dame Winnie, by Planet

;

dark b c Teazle, by Electioneer—Telie. by Gen. Benton ; br t Sonato,
by Wild Boy—Sontag Mohawk, by Mohawk Chief. Thos. Murphy's
bcAldinW.,by Marco—Katie, by Elector. Paulin Co.'s b f Flossie,
by Riverisco—Gracie. River View Stock Farm's br c Geo. Dexter, by
Dexter Prince—Nellie C, by Kilrust. R. O. Newman's b c Homeway,
by Strathwav—Idle May, by Grosvenor. K. D.Wise's bf Adelaide
Simons, by Simmons—Adelaide, by Milwaukee. B. O. Van Bokkein's
br f Daisy D,, by Oneeo—by Woodbury. Vineland Stock Farm's bl f

Myrtle Thome, by Grandissimo—Belle Thorn, by Whippleton. G. C.
Fountain's bl c Altissimo, by Grandissimo—by Toronto Chief, Jr.

TROTTING FOR FOUR-YEAR-OLDS OR UNDER.—2:30 class, best
2 in 3 ; $250 added.

L. J. Rcse's b h Comrade, by Stamboul—Victoria. Jack Hallinan's
br s Eva M., by Director—Grindelia, by General Benton. Dr. R. Gross'
ch c Mastapha,, by Guy Wilkes—Lalla Rookh, by The Grand Moor.
R. G. Head's bl c Stonewall, by Director—Nellie Steinway. E. Top-
ham's br m Minnie B., by Billy Thorubill—Laura B., by Electioneer.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's bl m Coquette, bv Wilton—Julia Clay ;

br m Alia Baba, by Steinway—Nora S. Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b
c Don Lot. by Anteeo—Lueila, by Nutwood. Palo Alto Stock Farm's
br f Luta, by Electioneer—Lulu Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes, b c Altivo,
by Electioneer—Dame Winner, by Planet ; dark b c Teazle, by Elec-
tioneer—Tellie, by General Benton; b c Electioneer Rex, by Elec-
tioneer—Lady Viva, by Three Cheers. Paulin Co.'s bs Panjabi, by
Patron—Nora Wilkes, by Lyle Wilkes. River View Stock Farm's b f

Midday, by Noonday—Amber, by Monroe Chief; E. B. Jennings' s g
Allend, by Alcona—Queen.

PACING, FOR YEARLINGS—Mile dash. $100 added.
(Not filled ; declared off).

PACING, FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS—2:35 class, best 2 in 3. $250
added.
N. Sutherland's br f Hulda, by Guide—Alice P. Shippee Stock

Farm's blk c Metze, by Hawthorne—Pet, by Ruben. J. H. Butler's
b f Argenta, by Steinway—Idle Belle, by Idle Wilkes. Andy Mc-
Dowell's br c Jakie Einstein, by Oliver W.—by Rajah. B. O. Van
Bokkelin'sb f Addie R., by Adirondack—Belle, by Rockwood.

PACING, FOR THREE-YEAR-OLE3 OR UNDER—2:30 class, best 2

in 3. $250 added.
T. J. Crowlev's b f Madcap, by Steinwav—Maggie McGregor, by

Robert McGregor. Wm. Long's b c Banner Wilkes, by Montana
Wilkes—Brilliant, by Mambrino Diamond. Shippee Stock Farm's ch
f Cora Thorn, by Hawthorne—by Echo, Jr. Oakwood Park Stock
Farm's ch g Cascade, by Charles Derby—Idol Belle. Louis Schafter's
ch f Delia S.. by Thistle—by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. Audy McDowell's
br f Thursday, by Noonday— by Nutwood. R. O. Newman's b c
Stoneway, by Strathway—Elizabeth Basler, by Bill Arp.

PACING, FOR FOUR-YEAR-OLD3 OR UNDER-Best 2 in 3. 8250
added.

A. G. Willson's blk g Loupe, by John Sevenoaks—Lallan Rookh.
Thos. Wall Jr.'s b f Albeua. by Albani—Nellie. Shippee Stuck Farm's
bro Major Lambert, by California Lambert—50, by Hawthorne. T.
M. Alviso's ch f Rosita A., by Adrian—by Whipple's Hambletonian.
Richards & Murray's s c Diablo, by Charles Derby—Bertha, by
Alcantara.

DISTRICT.
TROTTING, FOR YEARLINGS—$100 added.
W. H. Parker's b f Mav Scott, bv Campaign—Nettie Nutwood, by

Nutwood. David Y'oung's b c Leo, by Hero—Bessie, by Nephew. Dave
Creanor'sgr c Dave, by Mt. Vernon—Beulah. Robert Domiely's b c
Caminettl, by Campaign—by Ha Ha : second dam Fanny by Bonner.
Shippee Stock Farm's b c Dick, by Dictator Wilkes—by Hawthorne

;

b c Dr. Thorn, by Hawthorue—Lady Pet, by Ruben ; b c Mosewood.
by Moses S-, by Ebenwood, by Nutwood. Leslie McDonald's br f

Heroine, by Hero—by Shannon.

TROTTING, FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS-2:3") class. $150 added.
Mrs. M. E. Thayer's gr c Rex Giffbrd, by Atto Rex 6821—Nellie, by

A. W. Richmond 1687. J. W. Dougherty's s c Prince Albert, by Dexter
Prince—Eva D. D. Bryson's br c King Dent, by Pasha—Linden Belle,

by Mambrino Wilkes. John F. Keane's b c George M.. by Ml. Vernon
—by Kentucky Hunter. W. R. Buggies' ch c Robert T.. bv Imperious
-Belle, by Elect. L. H. Fox's b t Sadie Mc, by Mt. Vernon—by
Electioneer. Hayes Nicewonger's b c Bay Colb, by Campaign-
Nettie C. John Garrison's b c Leigh ton, by Dexter Prince—by Re-
liance. Shippee Stock Farm's br i Hattie Boynton, oy Director-
Mocking Bird, by Priam 17118; bf Stambella, by Stamboul—Maggie
S.. by Hawthorne : be Sequent, by Stamboul—Ida May, by Haw-
thorne. Con Hawkins' b c Don Maguire, by Don Man-in—Mollie Ma-
guire, by Ioaugaratlon.

TROTTING,FOR THREE-YEARS-OLDS OR UNDER—2:30 class, $150

added.

L. H. Fox's Sadie Mc.br f. by Mt. Vernon, dam by Electioneer.

Thos. Wall Jr.'s Sidlett, gr f, by Sidney. W.H.Parker's McVlcker,
be, by Campaign, dam Liddie, by Priam. Alex. Chalmers' Rex. b c,

by Campaign, dam Pattl, by Priam. Wm. Boyd's Baritone, b C, by
Lord Byron, dam Easel. L. M. Morse'fl bl r Clam, by Hero—by Dex-
ter Prince. David Young's Whistler, br by Hero, dam Bessie, by
Nephew. P. J. Chalmers' Vendome, b f, by Richards' Elector, dum
Ola Rey, by Reliance. John Garrison's Moharvey, b c, by Dexter
Prince, dam by Reliance, w. p. Jordan's Countess, i> Coy Cam*
paign, dam Fanny. Shippee Stock Farm's By Thorn, cb c, by Haw-
thorne, dam by Priam.

TROTTING, FOR FOUR-YEAR-ODDS OR DNDER—230 01888,8160

added.

L M. Morse's W. H. Graves, b c, bv Hero, dam Mollie Garfield, by
Nephew. Thos. Wall Jr.'s Sidlett, g f. by Sidney. Mary E. Warren's
Recompense, bl c, by Antevolo, dam Lottie C. W. H. Parker's 1,h

Rue, b c, by campaign, dam Clara D, by Priam. John Garrison's

Moharvey, be, bv Dexter Prince—by Reliance. RhlppeeBtock Farm's
Annie Gibson, b f. by Dexter Prince, dam by Reliance : Uncertainty,

b c, by Richard's Elector, dam Unknown.

PACING, FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS-2:35 class, S150 lidded.

(Not filled. Declared off.)

PACING, FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS OR UNDER—2:80 Class, 5150

added
(Not filled. Declared nil

|

PACING, PORFOUR-YEAJR-OLDB OR UNDER—$160 added,
(Not tilled. Declared off.)

California Entries.

The following is a list of entries to the $25,000 Futurity

Trotting Horse Breeders' Association made by our California

breeders. There was a. total of 1,846 entries and nearly all of

the California sires are well represented :

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park. Cal.—Fo&tress, ch m, by Foster,
dam Planetia ; bred to Tiuman. Lilly Thorn, blk m, by Elec
dam Lady Thorn Jr.; bred to Truman. Barnes, ch m," by Bamble-
tonian 7-25, dam by Chieftain ; bred to Whi|.s. Mamie, eh m, i.v Unm-
bletonlan Jr., dam GUda; bred to Wild Hov. Moniinie, bm.'by Pui-
Us, dam Maria; bred to Wild Bov. Valdosla. blk m. by Nu
dam Emma Arteburn ; bred to Bernal. Tir/ali. cb m. by Dexter
Prince, dam Princess; bred t<> Bernal. Gertrude Russell, b m, by
Electioneer, dam Dame Winnie; bred to Langlon. Coral, b m, by
Electioneer, dam Columbine : bred to Langton. Roeemont. b in. bv
Piedmont, dam Beautiful Bells ; bred to Paola. Beautiful Bells, blk
m, by The Moor, dam Minnehaha ; bred to Advertiser. Sprite, ch m,
by Belmont, dam Waterwiteh ; bred to Paola, Emma Robson, b ra,
by Woodburn. dam Lady Bell ; bred to Advertiser. Lore, ch m. by
Piedmont, dam Laura Keene ; bred to Azraonr. Rebecca, b m, by
General Benton, dam Clarabel ; bred to Azmoor. Nanette, b m, by
Nutwood, dam Addie ; bred to Palo Alto. Ashby, b m. bv <•< -•.!• nil
Benton, dam Ashland ; bred to Palo Alto. Waxana, eh in. by General
Benton, dam Waxy ; bred to Palo Alto. Edith, b m, bv George Wilkes,
dam Edith Carr : bred to Palo Alto. Elsie, ch m, bv General Benton,
dam Elaine; bred to Palo Alto. Gertie, b m.by Hambletonlan
Prince, dam Gazelle ; bred to Polo Alio. May Day, b m. bv \\ K-n-
hickon, dam Noia Marshall: bred to Palo Alto. Sallie Benton, gr
m, by General Benton, dam Sontag Mohawk ; bred to Elcetricitv. Jen-
nie Benton, b m, by General Benton, dam Juuiatta; bred to Elec-
tricitv.

San Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.—Mollie Drew, 2:27, ch ra,
bv Winthrop. dam Fanny Fern : bred to Sable Wilkes, 2:18. Nellie
Taylor, gr m, by Arthurton, dam Noncy; bred to Sable Wilkes.
Signet, b m, by Le Grande, dam Signal ; bred to Sable Wilkes. Susie
Hunter, b m, by Arthurton, dam Susie Cameron: bred to Sable
Wilkes. Lucindu Wilkes, b m, by Guy Wilkes, dam Hattie ; bred to
Regal Wilkes, 2:11%. Blanche, ch m, by Arthurton. dam Nancy;
bred to Guy Wilkes. Directress, blk m, by Director, dam Alice Clay;
bred to Guy Wilkes. Flora Belle, '2:24, blk ra, by Alcona, dam Font-
ana; bred to Guy Wilkes. Liudale. b m.by Sultan Jr., dam Flora
Pierson ; bred to Guy Wilkes. Mamie Comet, 2:28J<j ch m, by Nut-
wood, dam Black Betty : bred to Guy Wilkes. Anita, 2:2514, br m.by
Le Grande, dam Hannah Price; bred to Sable Wilkes. Annie G.. br
m. by Le Grande, dam Hannah Price ; bred to Sable Wilkes. Anteeo
Viva, b m, by Anteeo, dam Lady Viva ; bred to Sable Wilkes
Auntie, b m, by Dawn, 2:1S%, dam Natteo ; bred to Sable Wilkes!
Eva, b m, by Le Grande, dam Eve : bred to Sable Wilkes. Gulnare,
bra. by Princeps. dam Catina ; bred to Sable Wilkes. Hanna, ch m,
by Le Grande, dam Hannah Price ; bred to Sable Wilkes. Kate
Arthurton, b m, by Arthurton, dam Flora Langford : bred to Sable
Wilkes. Laura Drew, ch m, by Arthurton, dam Mollie Drew, 2:27;
bred to Sable Wilkes Libbie B.. bm. by Winthrop, dam Fanny
Fern; bred to Sable Wilkes. Minnie Princess, ch m, by Nutwood,
dam Belle ; bred to Guy Wilkes. Montrose, b m. by Sultan, dam San
Mateo Maid ; bred to Guy Wilkes. Rosedale, b m, by Sultan, dam
Inez, 2:30 ; bred to Guy Wilkes. Ruby, 2:19%, br m, bv Sultan, dam
Fleetwing; bred to Guy Wilkes. Sable, blk m, by The Moor, dam
Gretcheu ; bred to Guy Wilkes.
Thomas Smith, Vallejo, Cal.—Daisy S., 2:42, blk m, by McDonald

Chief, dam Fanny Rose : bred to Mambrino Chief.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville. Cal.—Allie Sloper. 2:28, b m,

by Elector, dam Calypso; bred to Prince Red. Calypso, ch m.by
Steinway, dam Alia : bred to Prince Red. Flash, ch m, bv Egmont,
dam Lightfoot : bred to Charles Derby. Princess, b m, by Adminis-
trator, dam Priceless; bred to Steinway. Empress, 2:29]^, b m, by
Flaxtail, dam Lady Narly ; bred to Steinway.
Pleasantou Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Cal.—Hazel Kirke, 2:24, b m,

by Brigadier, dam Fannv; bred to Directum, 2:1134. Kate (dam of
Kate Agnew, 2:28}£), gr m. by Oakland Bov ; bred to Directum.
Fanny K., br m. by Redwood, dam Pearl ; bred to Directum. Lilly
Langtry, b m, by Mambrino Hambletonian, dam by Seneca Chief;
bred to Direct. Cynthiana, b m. by Indianapolis, dam by Goldsmith
Abdallah; bred to Direct. Maggie, gr m, breeding unknown, bred
to Direct.
La Siesta Ranch, Menlo Park, Cal.—Ante, by Anteeo, dam Puris-

sima; bred to Eros Maggie E., 2:19J-i- by Nutwood, dam May ; bred
to Eros. May Queen, by Abbottsford, dam Pacitic Maid ; bred to
Eros. Algonette, by Algona; bred to Eros. Morna by Brigadier,
2:21%. dam Countess; bred to Eros. Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood,
dam Lady Scully; bred to Eros. Nettie Walker, by Mohawk Chief,
dam Nettie Walker; bred to Eros. Alvaretta, by George Lancaster,
dam Melinche ; bred to Eros. Bright Eyes, by Geueral Benton, dam
Prussian Maid ; bred to Eros. Gazelle, by Primus, dam Mayflv; bred
to Eros. Gyrene, by Cyrus R., dam Morna; bred to Eros. Vivian.
2:27%, by Homer, dam Clara G. ; bred to Eros. Adina, by Electioneer,
dam'Addie Lee; bred to Nutwood Wilkes. Lady Alice, bv Nut-
wood, dam by State of Maine ; bred to Eros. Ripple, by Prompter,
dam Grace ; bred to Almont Patchen, 2:15.

Williams it Morehouse, Milpitas. Cal. LoLo, bm, by Tempest, dam
Geraldine ; bred to Silver Bow, 2:16% Grape, b m, bv Park, dam
Magnolia ; bred to Silver Bow. Matena, b m, bv Tempest, dam Eu-
logv ; bred to Silver Bow. Topsy, blk m, bv 6ov. Staniord, dam
Belle ; bred to Siiver Bow. Nellie, br m, by Gibraltar, 2:22^, dam by
Naubuc; bred to Silver Bow. Hattie, b m, by Commodore Belmont,
dam Bawna: bred to Silver Bow. Libretto, b m, by Commodore Bel-
mont, dam Barona ; bred to Silver Bow.
Mvers & Myers Oakland, Cal.—Nuttila.b m, by Nutwood, dam Hil-

deearde ; bred to Red Wilkes. Albaletta. b m. by C. M. Clay Jr., dam
Laura Crockett : bred to Red Wilkes. Hope Medium, b m, by Happy
Medium, dam Hope ; bred to Alcantara. Nettie H., 2:26%, gr m, by
Richmond, dam Liz ; bred to Pancoast. Susie Simmons, b m, by
Simmons, dam Susie ; bred to Mambrino Boy.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm, Santa Rosa. Cal.—By-By, b m. bv Nutwood,

dam Rapidan ; bred to Stamboul. Biscara, br m. by Director, dam
Bicara ; bred to Stamboul. Bon Bon, 2:20, b m. by Simmons, dam
Bonnie Wilkes; bred to Stamboul. Madonna, b m, by C. M. Clay Jr
22, dam by Joe Downing ; bred to Bay Rosa. Nola, ch m, bv Nut-
wood, dam Belle Bvron ; bred to Stamboul.
H. Latham, Oakland, Cal.— Queen Wilkes, b m. by Mambrino

Wilkes ; bred to Dexter Prince. Dexter Princess, 2:24%, b m, b/ Dex-
ter Prince, dam Queen Wilkes ; bred to Palo Alto. Bellita, br m, by
Bell Alta. dam by Belmont ; bred to Guide. 2:16%.

L. A. Richards. Wesley, Cal.—Morning Glory. 2:27, b m. by i

bred to Diablo. Moss Mare, br m, bv Dexter Prince ; bred to Elector.
Wm. McConncll, Petaluma, Cal.—Kitty Irvington, b m, by Dawn,

dam Nelly Irvington ; bred to Sidmoor.
Ben E. Harris, Sun Francisco, Cal.— Starlight, ch m, by Dawn, •lam

bv Ethan Allen : bred to Commodore or Jack Dempsey. Sweetwood,
b m, by Nutwood, dam Lacy Loud; bred lo Commodore or Jack
Dempsey.
John A. Goldsmith, Washingtouville.—Serena, ch m, by Sidney,

dam Blonde ; bred to Guy Wilkes.

R. S. Brown. Petaluma, Cal.—Elmorine, b m, by Elmo, dam not
given : bred to Secretary.
William Nichols. Vallejo. Cal— Man. 1. 2:29%, blk m, by McDonald

Chief, dam Puss ; bred to George Washington.

Marcus Dalv. Hamilton. Mont—Manon. 2:21, b m, bv Nutwood,
dam Addle ; bred to Prodfcal, 2:16, Hattie D .. 2 :26K, bm. by Elec-

tioneer, dam Maple ; bred to Prodigal. Helen T. (sister i<> Arlon),

b m, by Electioneer, dam Manette ;
l-r^.l to Prodigal. Belle !'

bm. by Hasterlode, dam Belle Hastings; bred to Prodigal. Fanny
Wltnerspoon, 2:16'

J.
cb m, by Almont, dam Llute w iiher*poon ; bred

to Prodigal. Fantasia, 2:2.'-, b ni, bv RancbOTOi dum Lady Kate;
bred lo Prodigal. Vesolia 2 . - -<'

-. or m, by Stamboul. 2:0

in.- Id . bred to Prodigal. Annie feckson, br m. by Red WllkeS,
dam Miss Patchen; bred to Prodigal. Alberta (dnm of Florida,

2:183 ., i, blk m,by Dalagamo, dam Tweedledum; bred to Prodigal.
Clara D , b m, by Wooanat, dam Clara Whipple; bred to E*i

Josle Nelson, blk m, bv Director, dam by Echo; bred le I

Yuba. 2:2i'.". b m. i>v Humid, dam Yolande:bred to Ex,
Rapidan, blk m.by Dictator, dam Madam Headley; bred to Nut-

wood. Adelaide, 2:18, b m, by Milwaukee, dam Minnie B.; bred to

Simmons. Mary Cap.ch m, by Mambrino Time, dam Cap
Time's dam) ; bred to Simmons Placenta, b m, by K3og Wilkes, dam
Pulcherla; bred to Lord Rossell. Primacy, b m, by Belmont, dam
Primula ; bred to Lord Russell. Llllie Keene, ch m, by Red Wilkes,
damMvrtle; bred to Milroi. Annie Wllton.br in. by WlltO
Annas.; bred to MllroL Carrie Belle, 2 ::'.'.., b m, t.y commodore
Belmont, dam Pocahontas :

bred to Mllrol

w. a Clark, Butte City, Mont.—Tassa Wllke Wilkes,

dam Tabble Rosenbaum i
bred to Re 1 WUkes, Panoy, b m, by Nor-

\ui. dam Mecca i
bred to Jay Bird.

James Elliott, Philadelphia, Pa., owner of Aline, 2:14$,

writes of Absorbine :
" 1 think it can't beat."

X. P. Pond, Secretary of the Democrat and Chron
Rochester, X. Y . writes : Smiie lime since I sent for a !

Absorbine ard liked it so well lhat I want (6) six bolth

by express tit once.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Nelson, 2:10, will haul a twenty-five pound aluminum

bike this season.

John A. Goldsmith will prepare the San Mateo trotters

on the Poughkeepsie track this season.

The spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association promises to be well attended.

Grandmother, 2:20j, dani of Jocko, 2;16A, is in foal to

Mambrino King. She is now owned by F. U. Swarts of Penn
Yan.

In the Kentucky Futurity Stakes the names of a number of

California-bred sires and dams appear in almost every breed-

er's entries.

There are forty-rive head of trotters and pacers in train-

ing at Witch Hazel outside of the twenty-live owned by Witch
Hazel Farm.

Zephyr, the dam of Storm, 2:08|, has foaled a filly by

Brown Hal, 2:12£, that is a full sister to the famous pacer re-

cently burned.

The crippled Gene Smith, 2:151, will join the ranks of

half-mile track warriors this year and " do " the pumpkin-
show free-for-alls.

Wji. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, has had
nearly all of the colts in this famous breeding establishment

gelded this spring.

Jane L., 2:19J, dropped a (illy by Eagle Bird, 2:21*, April

15, at Bowerman's Wilton Home Farm. She will be bred to

Wilton, 2:19), this season.

Mr. Kemper, of Oakville, Napa county, has sold his colt

Will Justus, by Election, out of the dam of Alwood K., to

Joe B. Edington. The price paid was $-400.

Bernal, 2:17, will get a mark of 2:15 this year. He
never looked belter, and his colts and fillies at Palo Alto are

already attracting notice by the way they go.

Ferndale, by Simmocolon, out of the dam of Thistle,

trotted quarters last year in 36 seconds. But this year he has

gone to pacing and his owners are encouraging him.

John Mann, of Portland, Oregon, may not take his stable

east of Montana this year. He entered in some races at

Council Bluffs, la., and Superior, Neb., but they failed to fill.

The following have been appointed Agricultural Directors

by Governor Markham for District No. 3, which embraces
Butte County : F. C. Williams, L. H. Mcintosh and Daniel

Streeter.

Capt. Millen Griffith's gray pacer White Cap, is a
pure gaited trotter, but as a pacer he is much faster, conse-

quently he is Kept in the " side wheel" persuasion by John
Kelly at Pleasanton.

A fine filly owned by Henry Baker, of Santa Rosa, sired

by Robin and out of an Anteeo mare was found dead in a
hollow stump in George E. Guerne's pasture near Guerne-
ville a few days ago.

Simply neglecting to give an injection of warm water with
a small rubber bulb syringe has caused the death of many a

well-bred foal this season. It is strange that men who have
the care of foals don't read and learn.

Thistle, 2:14, by Sidney, will be out this year for a mark
of 2:10. Thistle sired the three-year-old To Order, 2:14, and
his crop of young pacers is said to be most promising. He is

owned by Mr. Shults, who paid $b',000 for him.

The latest man talked of as about to send a lot of trotting

stock to Europe is Mr. C. J. Hamlin. If " Pa" ships a lot

over next fall, he will take a better class of goods than the
people on the other side of the Atlantic have thus far seen.

The young Silver Bows belonging to Williams and More-
house at the Silver Bow Stock Farm are the talk of San Jose.
They are all of good Bize and color, and are as stylish as their
sire. Next year there will be a few of them to enter the list.

TuEmost famous trotting broodmares have been prolific.

Primrose had twenty foals, Waterwitch and Dahlia nineteen
each, Miss Russell and Jessie Pepper eighteen each, while
Green Mountain Maid, the best of them all, is credited with
seventeen.

One of the horses that came on the train Wednesday to be
added to Mr. Salisbury's string was Haviland, a pacer, with a
record of 2:271. He is to be given a thorough course of train-
ing and an attempt will be made to lower his record.—Pleas-
anton Times.

JOHNSTON, 2:06}, now sixteen years old, is as fast as the
shadow of a cloud this spring, and in a recent brush on the
covered track at Buffalo he carried Robert .1., 2:0fl ;, in a
break. It takes a good horse to do that, and he has to be at
his best, too.

Alkk.wjy Belle Acton, the pacing filly that lowered the
yearling pacing record to 2:20

j
last year, has paced an eighth

of a mile in 0:14. This was a 1:52 gait, and if she holds this
form she should he able to beat any two-year-olds she may
meet this year.

Pi.uni: in, -';!.'. ',, has wintered well and will be a dandy in

the free-for-all pacing races this year. lie is only six years
old and baa tilled out in every way. He ought to be able to
make a much lower record this year as he is one that im-
proves U he grows older.

American Gtel, by Toronto Sontug 307, was fouled in

nd ha had sixteen foals, the lasl being by Palo
Alio, 2:08}. She is one of the mosl reliable broodmares at
Palo Alto. 1 fer son Antinoua will have a few 2:30 perform-
ers to bl cred! this year.

Tin. new race track al Bants Maria is now (rompleted, and
v.itli ii little working down will be one of the hi-si ii:ul, n M

ll i l« ''I .'i :i Muor and the curves are (rue as
teel, and tin- hoi e thai makes a record on this track will
make it honestly. Thin will prove a big benefit to our local

i
and we shall expect to see some surprising speed

opments hi the next few months, Santa Maria Times,

C. W. Williams, the Independence horseman who owns
Allerton, 2:09}, and Rush Park, has given four mortgages,

aggregating $100,000, on his lands and hotel furniture to the

First National Bank, of Independence, and Richard Camp-
bell and Jack Rich, of Dubuque, la.

Peter Conover the well-known trainer and colt-handler

who has been with Colonel
r
/>. E. Simmons for many years,

and who has been sick for several mouths, is no better. His
physicians say he will never be able to drive again, and thus

the trotting turf loses an honest and conscientious reinsman.

There are only a few troiters at the Petaluma track at

present. Our Sonoma County friends have been too busy

putting in their crops and building fences to devote much
time to the trotters, but in a month or two they will all be

seen, as usual, trying to get speed out of their colts aud tillie .

H. K. Moore has in training at Lewiston, Idaho, Dolly

Withers, 2:29-} ; Warwick Medium (2). 2:35} ;
Pearl, 2:40

;

Shadeland, Norgregor (3), Shadeland Conduit (3), Belle

Medium (3), Shadeland Vintoman (2) and the two two-year-

olds by Alexis, as well as one two-year-old by Surprise.

—

Pacific Rural.

About the best Sidney that has been taken up this year by

Millard Saunders is out of Roseleaf (dam of Falrose, 2:19),

by Buccaneer ; second dam Fanny Fern (dam of Gold Leaf,

2:111, etc.), by Flaxtail 8132, He is a trotter, and for a

yearling he is large, evenly made and very much like Sidney

in conlormation.

There has been a rejection of all bids for construction of

the buildings proposed for the Portland Speed and Driving

Association's track at Albina, and new ones are advertised

for. The revised plans show a grand stand that will be a

thing of beauty and comfort, and the latter quality will be

dominant in the stables.

Senator Leland Stanford arrived at Palo Alto last

Monday; he is delighted with the appearance of the trotters

there. This time last year nearly all of the best ones that were

kept in the stalls were sick and a number died; but the new
sanitary regulations adopted since then have proven very

efficacious in preventing sickness.

The Vancouver, B. C, Jockey Club Association met on

the afternoon of April 4. The election of officers resulted as

follows : President, F. C. Cotton ; Vice President, F. C. Cope;
Second Vice President, D. Oppenheimer ; Secretary, W.
Campbell ; Committee, W. Templetoo, E. E. Penzer, J. A.

Fullerton, T. Dunn, C. A. McKinnon.

J. P. Sargent, who lives about six miles below Gilroy,

has a number of young trotters by Jim Mulvenna, 2:19},

Brown Jug and others that are as fine looking as any young-
sters in Santa Clara Valley. Mr. Sargent is a good judge of

horseflesh, and the mares he selected are of the kind that

will produce colts and fillies that will sell.

Near Oro, Wash., are several bands of wild horses. Most
of them are small, but some are good horses. The ancestors

of this band were part of Okanogan Smith's besL horses and
cayusesfrom the reserve. The horses, when caught, are hard
to break, and when turned loose, immediately rejoin the band,

taking a few tame horses along for company.

A check for §1,000, signed by J. P. Mann, the owned of

Altao, is the price Postmaster Biers, of Vancouver, Wash.,
received for his ten-months-old colt Onecona. The colt is by

Oneco, out of Venetia, and much is expected of it in the

future. The bargain was very quietly made and the check
handed over by Mr. Mann with apparent satisfaction that the

bargain was a good one.

C. J. Hamlin, owner of the Village Farm Stables, Buffalo,

has made an engagement with the State Board of Agricul-

ture to attempt to beat the world's double team record during
the State Fair at Indianapolis. The team will be made up
from Belle Hamlin, Globe, Justina and Honest George. Mr.
Hamlin says he believes he can beat the world's record on
the Indianapolis track.

The following have been appointed and commissioned
Agricultural Directors of District 43, Tulare County, by the

Governor : Henry Perkins, G. S. Berrv, Jasper Harrell,

Visalia, W. C. Cartmill, A. P. Merritt, E. D. Castle, Tulare
City, Jacob Hayes, Poplar, and G. A. Dodge, of Hanford.
J. B. Griffin, for District No. 40, for Colusa and Yolo
Counties, was also appointed.

Prof. E. P. Heald's broodmare Norma (dam of Grandee,
2:23}, and Grandissimo, 2:23}), by Arthurton, second dam

I
Nourmahal (dam of Cassidy, 2:30), by Blackbird 401, has a

yearliog bay colt by Dexter Prince that shows more trot for

its age than any youngster on the Napa Stock Farm. Next
year he will be given to a competent trainer. He ought to

be a game trotter if there ever was one.

J. D. Carter bought a horse in Polk county last week
that is a perfect mammoth in point of size. He is seven
years old, well built, and stands twenty hands high. Though
very poor his girth measure is seven feet. When properly
fattened he should weigh 2400 or 2500 pounds, which would
probably make him the largest horse in the country, as the
largest horse yet found for exhibition at the World's Fair
weighs only a little more than 2200.—North Pacific Rural.

Sandy Smith is jogging half a dozen likely-looking light-

harness horses at City View, Portland. The string embraces
" Squire" Fay's two-year-old Billy Smith, by Ham

; Charlie
Sliter's five-year-old S. S., same sire; Bud McAllister, a
rangy four-year-old, by Lemont ; Charlie Lohmire's young
Rysdyk horse, a yearling colt by the same sire and an Alta-
mont dam, and a promising pacer by Smuggler. All the
well-known performers at City View arc wintering through
this spring very nicely.—Oregonian.

The Standard Trotting Horse Company of Kenosha, Wis.,
is willing to match Mix, 2:10, against Martha Wilkew, 2:0,S.

Morris .1. Jones measured the stride of Alix last fall and
when going at Bpeed her stride measured twenty-two feel. This
was not a single measurement, but was almost exactly the same
:ill ttaeway up the stretch, Alix went a* hair mile in exactly
one minute, and F.il Tipton says if there is any hur.se that can
beat Nancy Hanks ii is this sweet-gaited daugnter of -Patron-
age. Mr. Jones himself is conservative, but he admits that
be believes Alix will hold the five-year-old championship
when 1808 draws to an end.

A curious state of aftairs exists in Connecticut. The anti-

pool law strikes at one of the most vital interests of the State

.

By its provisions it not only forbids pool-selling or wagering
on races, but it attaches a penalty to giving races for purses

and stakes. The headquarters of the National Trotting Asso-
ciation are at Hartford, and the law deprives that association

of a number of members.

There is owned at Pleasant Hill. Ivy., a gray stallion by
Young Jim that has sired so far fifty-four foals out of mares
of all colors and has never yet sired a gray, says the Harrods-
burg Democrat. His dam was of Denmark stock and black,

while his sire is a bright bay, with no gray ancestors. This
is another instance in which the gray color is present without
either sire or dam be'ng a gray, which is something not met
with once in a lifetime.

The Palo Alto string for ttie California circuit will be
made up of the following trotters : Truman (4), 2:12 ; Mo-
hawk (5), 2:20.',: Orphina (4), 2:19; Rowena (3), 2:17;
Donchka (3), 2:24; Othena (3), 2:25}; Elwina (3), 2:27;

Jesse (2), 2:34J ; Rio Alto (2), Palatine (2), Welbeck (2),

Cressida (1), by Palo Alto; Nordica (1), by Advertiser;
Glubar (1), by Electricity; Mittera (1), by Advertiser; Erac
(1), by Aztnoor, and Nazir (1), by Amigo.

While all the other prominent stallions are having vari-

ous claims of excellence made for them it is just as well to

remember that Sidney in addition to what he has accom-
plished as a sire of speed at both the pace and trot has also

given the world live yearlings that have taken records of 2:40

or better. Even in these days when yearling trotters are a
common sight there is no other stallion that in this respect

can make a showing equal to that of Sidney.

The horse breeders in the Northern circuit have had a
serious time this winter with the heavy floods, but now that
the waters have subsided they are turning their attention to

their trotters and pacers. Messrs. Woodard, Mcintosh, Boggs,
Newton, Reavis aud a score of other horsemen, are busy see-

ing how their little equine youngsters are doing. There will

be a number of fast ones appear on the northern circuit this

fall, and most of them are royally bred.

FredHaight, the trainer at the Moorland Stock Farm, is

very busy driving the young Soudans on the new three-quar-
ter mile track, just finished on this farm. It is in splen-

did condition, and is the only one of its kind in the State.

The turns are similar to those of a regulation mile course,

and each of the stretches are one-eighth of a mile shorter.

Mr. Murphy contemplates moving one of his rows of stables

closer to the track than it is at present. The stock on this

farm always looks well, for there is plenty of feed and water
there throughout the year.

Columbine (dam of Anteeo, 2:16}-, Coral, 2:181, and Ante-
volo, 2:19^0, by A. W. Richmond, has a two year-old by Elec-
tioneer called Speedwell at Palo Alto that is one of the
" coming" wonders. Last week the grand-looking bay mare
dropped a bay colt by Electricity, 2:17f, that is as handsome
as a picture, and as Electricity is the first sire the mare has
been bred to that has a record, much curiosity is manifested
among every one at the farm as to whether this new-comer
will not be as fast, if not faster, than the others. There is

plenty of good hot blood in him anyway.

Clayton and Tempest are the latest New York road team.
Each has a record of 2:10, and they are reported to be going
well together. Tempest is the California mare that was
shipped to the Argentine Republic several years ago. and
then brought back to America and started out on a "ringing"
tour, making her debut in a slow class race at Cleveland. As
she had never trotted east of the Rocky Mountains it was the
idea of those who controlled the mare that she would pass

muster as a green horse, but suspicion was aroused and the

driver escaped a term in the Ohio penitentiary only by jump-
ing a bail bond.

A local veterinarian informs me that never before in the
history of Kentucky has the castrating knife been so freely

used as it has this season. He says that he alone has castrated

over 200 young stallions ranging in age from one to eight

years. He has over a hundred unfilled orders on his book
now, and he says that he expects to castrate, all told, fully

1,000 this year. As there are five or six other veterinary

surgeons here who will also do a large business in the castrat-

ing line, it is reasonable to suppose that not less than 3,000

horses will be gelded in this section in 1893. Youngsters of

the very best breeding are being castrated, and every breeder

in this section is having the knife used freely. Many well-

informed horsemen believe this is the proper way to reduce
the ever-increasing output of young trotters. If they are

right the veterinarian's work in Kentucky this year will be
of great benefit to the trotting-horse business.—Horseman.

There is every reason to believe that there will be fewer
mares bred this season than for a long time past. Especially

is this true of youug mares that give promise of speed. It has

been the custom in the past to breed young sound mares that

gave considerable promise, because their offspring by a well

bred stallion would sell for a long price. Men would lay

aside the race mare they already had and try to get another

one for years to come. Now they are no logger doing this

and it will have a tendency to decrease the production of

trotting stock. If breeders raise fewer animals, but train

those better which they do raise, they will make more money.
There are on nearly every stock farm animals three or four

years old that have never had a harness on. Until the

breeder breaks and trains every horse he raises he is over-

stocked.— American Trotter.

Young Portia, by Mambrino Chief, out of Portia, by Roe-
buck, has had her ranks asa broodmare increased. She is the

dam of Voltaire, 2:20 1, by Tattler; of Nora Lee, 2:20',, by

Woodford Mambrino, and of Emblem, dam of Manetie, dam
of Arion, 2:10'. Yolande, one of her daughters, produced

Yuba, 2:241 (dam of Zarmouth, 2:25 j) ;
Yazoo, 2:27 J, and

Yulelide, 2:2S.|. Another, Consueln, is the dam of Connauglit

2:24. Nora'Lee trotted last season, after long: use as a brood-

mare and at the age of eighteen, in 2:29}. What would she

have done bad she been trained earlier in life? She is owned
at Hill-aod-Dale Farm by W. 11 Dickerman, and is the dam
of Sylvan, 2:27 J, and Chatham, sire of Chattel, 2:29J. Em-
blem, the dam of Manette, dam of Arion, 2:10.], is also the

dam of the Middletown mare, the dam of Flying Jib, the

great pacer with a record of 2:05}. Portia, the dam of Young
Portia, was out of a daughter of Blackburn's Whip, a thor-

oughbred. The bleeder who is looking for a gold mine sticks

closely to the great broodmare lines.
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The Saddle.

B. C. Holly has purchased of Wilber F. Smith, Sacra-

mento, the bay colt .Steadfast, by Sobrante, dam Narcola
;

consideration, SGOO.

Token, a two-year-old filly by imp. Sir Mod red—Carissima,

won a good race at Elizabeth, X. J., this being her first ap-

pearance on the turf.

CHARLES Eeli>, who lost twenty five broodmares by light-

ning firing a barn on Fair View Farm, proposes to build

stone barns hereafter.

" DAGGLE " Smith has leased of C. A.- Brown the chestnut

four-year-old mare Folly (sister to Sinfax), by Wildidle, dam
Fostress, by Foster, for the season.

Tammany occupies the stall at Monmouth that once shel-

tered Salvator, and the one Sir Francis is in was once occu-
pied by the great little Firenzi. Matt Byrnes regards this as

a good omen.

Bush Smith left last Tuesday morning for Helena, Mont.,
with his old horse, Cyclone. There he will join his brother

[

Bob in the work of preparing the Kirkendail horses for this

season's campaign.

It is stated that Col. M. Lewis Clark will officiate as pre-

siding judge at the inaugural meeting of the Americo-Mexi-
cana clood Horse Association, to be given at the City of

Mexico about November 1st.

Belfast, W. M. Murry's good Longview gelding, was
adly Cut down in the mile and a sixteenth handicap last

Saturday, and will not be able to race again in many a day,

being cut to the bone below the fetlock.

It seems to be the impression now that Van Ness has sim-
ply been the trainer of Morello for William Singerly, of the

.Philadelphia Record, and that the horse will be allowed to

fill his engagements under his proper colors.

Mi' Badge, sister to the famous little horse, Badge, by
imp. The Ill-Used, dam Baroness, by Kentucky, last week
foaled a bay colt by Emperor of Norfolk. She is owned by
Charles Kerr, of Bakersbeld, who is very proud of her.

Mr. A. F. Walcutt's bay mare Buperta, by Prince Char-
lie, dam Marguerite, has foaled a brown colt to imp. St. Blaise

at the Fairview Stud. Kuperta will be bred back to the

Derby winner on the same terms as last season, viz., $2,500.

Tammany has developed into a grand four-year-old. He
is much better-looking than his sire, Iroquois. He stands 15.3

hands high ; his head in its outlines is perfect, his heart is

deep and bis loius are stout and staunch, while his legs are

clean and sound.

A great change is being made in the St. Louis Jockey
Club bourse, The timers' stand, which has heretofore been
opposite the judges' structure, has been toru down. A second
story has been added to the judges' stand, aud in this the

timers will be stationed.

St. Domingo, the big colt by St. Blaise, dam Lady Prim-
rose, for which Jacob Kuppert, Jr., paid $30,000, promises to

be a sensational three-year-old. He is large and powerful,
and has great speed. Last season he was not started because
he was so large and powerful.

S. C. Lilli??, manager of the great Laguna de Tache rancho,
stretching for seventeen miles on the Kings river, has gone to

the World's Fair. His family is already in Chicago.—Visa-
lia Delta.—S. C. Lillis bred that k°°d horse St. Croix, by
King Daniels, dam by Bayswater.

The By bee mares, Oceanica (sister to Flood Tide and Annie
Lewis), Billow (dam of Eclipse, by Longfield), Kobinoor, by
Hyder Ali—Assyria, have been purchased by John Mackey,
of Kancho del Paso, for a friend. They are a royally-bred

collection, and fit to grace any harem.

According to the London Referee, Donovan won in stakes
£55,153: Ayrshire, t::;'.i,90U ; Gladiateur, A':i0,G27 ; La
Fleche, £29,050 ; Ormonde, £28,465; Lord Lyon, £15,565

;

Seabreeze, £24,266; Achievement. E22.445; <>rmi\ £21,197;
,

Formosa, £21,080; Memoir, £17,300, and Hannah, £16,464.
Of this eleven, Achievement won most as a two-year-old,
Donovan most at three years, and Ayrshire most at four
years.

Piekre Lorillard's two-vear-old division in charge of
,

Trainer Donovan are a grand-looking lot. De Courev, by
j

Spendthrift—Kitty, is a big, rangy fellow with lots of power,
good body and legs, and decidedly good looking. His string
con-prises twenty youngsters, among which are Chaos, a full

brother of Rubicon ; Morocco, a full brother of Morello;
Tolusa, Lochinvar, Parthian, Cataract, Monte Cristo, Kaha-
nia and Traitor.

Last Saturday there was sold at auction at Bay District
track two most excellent mares—Billow (dam of Eclipse), by
Longfield, dam Medea, by Norfolk, and Keepsake, by Flood,
dam Kathairon (dam of Kylo), by Harry of the West, sec-
ond dam Kathleen (dam of George Kinney), by Lexington.
Billow brought $1,000, Keepsake §500. C. A. Brown purchas-
ing the latter. S. J. Jones bought in Neyella (dam of Rose-
bud) for Mrs. R. E. Bybee, the owner of the mares dis-

posed of.

Buchanan, the sire of the winning voungsters on the turf
this year, is a Boyle-county product, having been bred by Col.

J. W. Guest, of this county. He is by Buckden, dam Miss
Grigsby,the old mare that always threw winners, and that died
at the Magnolia Farm a year or so ago. Buchanan was a
crack-a-jack in his day and is doing just what his breeder
claimed he would do—get race horses of high class. He is

owned by Scoggan Bros., of Louisville, who purchased him
some years ago.—Danville (Ky.) Advocate.

The bay filly Lola A., own sister to Engarita, three years
old, by Enquirer, dam Ogariia, by imp. Great Tom, was
bought at Memphis, Tenn., April 25th, by Cushing & Orth,
Minneapolis. Minn., of D. A. Bradley, Nashville, Tenn., for

$S,000. Lola A.'s work in private indicates that she holds
many a stake race at her mercy. Last season her record as a
two-year-old read two wins and one second in three starts,

and so well has she done this spring in her preparation that
horsemen expect her to prove the Yo Tambien of the year.

Sam Gamble, the well-known trotting horseman, has
patented a device for telling the positions of horses at the
finish of races—a light belt which goes arouDd the waist, to

which is attached a white shield-shaped piece of leather, fit-

ting to the right side of the rider, on which is painted, in red,

the various numbers corresponding with those on the pro-
gramme. These numbers do not slip around, and are easily

distinguishable by spectators. The scheme, we understand,
is favored by Secretary Brewster, of Washington Park,
Chicago.

George C. Ross, administrator of the estate of Richard
Ten Broeck, who died at San Mateo, has began suit in the
Superior Court of San Francisco, to recover from Mrs. M.
C. Ten Broeck, wife of the deceased, §14,700 on a
written instrument executed at Louisville, Ky., November 3,

1887. By that instrument Mrs. Ten Broeck admitted owing
her husband the amount sued for, he having advanced the
money in order that she might travel for health and pay cer-

tain medical expenses. She promised to pay the debt in four
years from the date of the instrument, with five per cent, in-

terest, but has failed to do so.

EuGJENE LEIGH, of Lexington, Ky., sold the bay five-year-

old I'runty, by Spendthrift—Janet, to a Canadian gentleman,
for a saddle horse. The bargain did not turn out well, for the
first time the purchaser had the horse out he ran awav with
him, and, it is said, seriously injnred him. Mr. Leigh has
sold Rico, brown gelding, l>, by Shannon—Fannie Lewis, to

the Khaftan Stable, and Gamester, bay colt, 3, by Bramble

—

Daisy Hoey, to J. Fleming. He has returned Blackburn,
black horse, it, by Luke Blackburn—Tomboy, to M. T. Down-
ing, at Gloucester.

The Oriental Stable have purchased from Messrs. J. A.
& A. H. Morris the three-year-old chestnut colt, Frieze, by
The Ill-Used, dam Fillette,'for *2,000. This colt should be
able to win many races in moderate company, but there is

considerable doubt about his ability to stand training.

James R. Keexe will have Jockey Doggett brought be-

fore the Board of Control for impertinence. The trouble arose

over Taral's being put up on White Rose instead of Doggett.

Doggett, who says heLad been engaged to ride the mare, lost

his head and his temper. He will probably be severely
disciplined.

Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield, Cal., has purchased of

Mrs. R. E. Bybee, Portland, Or., the bay mare Lina, foaled

1881, by King Alfonso—Titania, by Lexington, and Lenora,
bay mare, foaled 1885, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Lina. Terms
pri vate. M r. Kerr is getti ng together a splendid lot of brood-
nares, surely.

Dos Alonzo took up 123 pounds and won a mile race by
two lengths from the good Prince George at Elizabeth, N. J.,

on the 24th of April. Gold Dollar, by imp. Sir Modred

—

Trade Dollar, won a good four and one-half furlong race on
the same date, and old Kingston won easily at six furlongs

from Bolero, St. Denis and Strathmaid.

The Antrim Stable horses :charles Kerr's) left last Tues-
day for Sacramento. There they will join the string being
handled for Mr. Kerr by Billy McCormick, and the entire
lot will leave for Hawthorne Park, Chicago, on the 20th inst.

8. G. Reed's horses go at the same time. In this collection

are some high-priced youngsters, and, in McCormick's, hands,
the Californians will be heard from.

The Doctor, a two-year old colt in W. < >'B. Macdonough's-
string, died of pneumonia at Ogden on his way to Brooklyn
in Henry Walsh's hands. He was by imp. Sir Mndred, dam
Trade Dollar, therefore brother to the fast Gold Hollar and
half-brother to Trade Mark, the colt that won the California

Stakes in 18SS, when Don Jose jumped the fence and killed

Sidney Marsh. The Doctor was very fast.

It has been announced that the Elkwood Park people had
abandoned their intention of opening their new track, now
near L-'-iiM[iIt,*iion, this season. They had expected to begin

racing there on July 3, running in opposition to the Brighton
Beach meeting. But something has happened to change Lhe
plans, and if there is racing at the track it will not he before

August 1st. What the trouble is could not be ascertained.

Two new factors have appeared in the Brooklyn Handicap
—Charade, the little black colt for which $20,000 was refused
last year, and Illume, the " track-scorcher," as he was called
last summer in the West. Both are in very light. Charade
is the most advanced horse in the Eastern tracks. He is a
mud-lark

;
over a heavy track he will be dangerous. Illume,

like all of the Ill-Used, does not like the mud. With a hot
day and a dry track he can go the Brooklyn distance in rec-

ord time. Last year Charade defeated Tammany in the Ti-
dal Stakes at one mile, each carrying 132 pounds in the fast

time of 1:41 1-5. Then at Saratoga he ran a dead heat with
Strathmeath at a mile in 1:41-1.

The Great Metropolitan Stakes at Epsom, about two miles
and a quarter, was won this year by Madame Neruda II, a

daughter of Fiddler, himself the winner in 1882, and son of

the expatriated Preakness. Preakness still holds the record
for two miles and a quarter in this country with the 3:56}
made in his famous race with Springbok at Saratoga. Madame
Neruda II. covered the distance in 4:13, beating Seaton Dela-
val, White Feather, Bushy Park, Colorado (last year's win-
ner), Madame d'Albanv, etc. She was second last year. The
time she made was the second best in the last ten years, The
Cob in 1887 going in 4:11 1-5. Fiddler's time was 4:17.

It looks now as if there would be racingin California dur-

ing at least eleven months of the year, as Henry Schwartz
and his intimates are, according to report, going to have a
race meeting at Oakland track, lasting 120 days, commencing
after the Trotting Horse Breeders Meeting, which be-

gins on the 27th of this month. Some cf our best stables

will take part, viz.: the Maltese Villa, Appleby {Orrin, Wil-
liam and John), Burns & Waterhouse, Elmwood Stock Farm
and H. D. Brown. Schwartz is to put up the purses, White-
head ik Killip will sell pools and Ben Wright have the hotel

and bar privileges. It is proposed to make books at the track

on Eastern events, so the speculator is thus amplv provided

for.

Charles Kerr, the Bakersfield turfman, purchased at

private sale last Saturday, of Jones & Bybee, agents of Mrs.
R. E. Bybee, Portland, Or., the chestnut mare Whynot (dam
of the famous Misty Morn), by George Wilkes (by Asteroid,

and a half-brother to the great Mollie Jackson); second dam
Flora A., by Tom Bowling; third dam Florence 1., by imp.
Australian ; fourth dam Charlotte Buford, by Lexington

;

fifth dam the famed Kitty Clark, by imp. Glencoe, and on to

twenty-first dam, Layton Barb mare. Whynot will be bred

to Mr. Kerr's imported English horse, Reggy, by Hermit,

dam by Musjid, winner of the Derby and son of Newmiuster.
Whvnot should throw something good to Reggy.

One of the best stables in the East this year will he that of

J. A. and A. II. Morris, who hare among others such well-

known horses as Russell, Reckon, Aiu'-ulance, St, Florian,

Mars and RainDOW. The latter is a candidate for the Ameri-
can Derby, and if he should start there, Chicago will see

Fred Littlelield, the dude jockey of the board of control

track, in the saddle. Rainbow has grown into a magnificent

specimen of a Longfellow, and it would be hard to find a

belter-looking three-year-old anywhere. Mars, that game
three-year-old of last year, has improved in every way. The
rheumatism which hothered him greatly then has completely

disappeared. St. Florian has developed and thickened to a
wonderful degree. His leg is still considerably enlarged, but

it is perfectly cool. Hard to the touch, there is not the

slightest suspicion of fever about it. He W receiving a care-

ful preparation and hi" fir.-.! outing will be in the Metropol-

itan handicap, which Mr. Morris is particularly anxious to

The Morris Stable's Russell has wintered splendidly and
looks the picture of health. His legs are hard and as clean

as a whistle, not a spot or pimple being discernible on any
portion of his anatomy. His feet trouble him a good deal,

and when they begin to hurt him he shuts up suddenly.
Muddy going is his forte, and with a heavy track he will have
a great chance for the Brooklyn Handicap. Reckon, of the

same stable, whose nose was broken when she fell last fall at

Morris Park, has mended perfectly, and it will not interfere

with her breathing. She is doing wonderfully well, but will

not be seen out until late in the season. When the racing is

over she will be shipped to England and mated with the best

sire procurable next spring.

There is some trouble about the starter for the races at

St. Louis, for which the club had engaged James F. Caldwell,

who is under a yearly contract to the Hudson County Jockey
Club. The latter organization has now notified Mr. Caldwell

that it expects him to be on hand to start the horses at the

Guttenberg meetings, which are to begin on May b'th, after

the close of the racing at Elizabeth, and on June 1st, during
the Morris Park meeting. The Hudson County Jockey Club
has decided to race during the Morris Park and the Coney
Island Jockey Club meetings, though it will not run in oppo-
sition to those held at the Brooklyn and Monmouth tracks.

Mr. Caldwell tried to get Mr. Rowe to start for him either at

St. Louis or at Guttenberg during the May meetings, but had
not succeeded in his efforts up to last evening.

The Hook died on the 27th of April, at Santa Anita, Los
Angeles county, of lockjaw. The Hook, imported from Aus-
tralia, was a brown horse, foaled in 1871, by Fishhook (son of

the famous Fisherman), dam Juliet, by Touchstone, therefore

having the Touchstone cross closer up than had any horse in

America. E. J. Baldwin purchased The Hook, who was re-

markably well preserved, about two years and a half

ago, and as he proved a sure foal -getter, has some twenty sons

and daughters that will keep his memory green in this coun-
try, and besides has served a dozen or more of Baldwin's best

mares this season. These youngsters are said to be among
the most promising at the famous breeding establishment, and
the 1« ss of this horse will be keenly felt. In Australia his

get have run with considerable success, Submission, one of his

daughters, winning a number of good races recently, as has

Leviathan.

W. O'B. Macdonough has rented for a term of years the

Selby field opposite Mrs. Collins' place, for the purpose of

constructing a race course thereon, J. C. Flood, years ago,

utilized this field for a similar purpose. The course is to be

a mile. Work began early this week. Stables, sheds and the

like will be built near the track. Mr. Walsh, the well-known
trainer and former employe of the Palo Alto Stock Farm,
will take charge of the entire affair, and Mr. Macdonough's
famous horses will be brought here and exercised on the

track. Considerable training will also be done, and this will

necessitate the employment of a large number of men. The
track is expected to be in good order by the 1st of June. Mr.
McDonough has become, within the past few years, one of

the noted turfmen of the coast, and his horses have been suc-

cessful in a number of races. He possesses now some of the

best blood slock in the country. The track and buildings of

course will be strictly privnte. All of his stock will be

trained on this track and given a record before entering con-

tests of note. Clever drivers are already engaged, and noth-

ing now remains to be done in the way of carrying out the

plan excepting the completion of the track and buildings.

The Times-Gazette will give a full and detailed account of

the scheme as it progresses.—Redwood City Times-Gazette.

We have all heard wonderful stories of the ordeals to

which waggish trainers subjected aspirants for the honors of

jockeyship, but the following, which is vouched for by the

New York Tribune, is certainly a shade taller than any that

lias yet appeared :
" A good-looking young man applied for a

place at one of the Moiris Park stables a few days ago, and
his reception was simply 'immense,' as one of the owners put

it. He weighed 125 pounds. 'Too heavy.' said the trainer

;o whom his application was made. ' I'll reduce,' was the

reply. All the trainers and stable-boys on the 'rack were

apprised of the fact that there was a new-coiner, and they

gathered on the backstretch to see the fun. It was about 10

o'clock, after all the horses had had their morning's work.

Visitors to the clubhouse saw something coining down the

stretch the like of which had never before met their eyes. 1

1

was the young man. His leg-- were swathed in red bandages,

he carried four horse-bhmkets on his body and a cradle and a

hood on his head and neck. He ran at top speed down the

hill three or four times and then was taken to the scale- to

see how much he had reduced. He tipped the beam at 11.'!

pounds. 'Not enough; said his employer, lie was turned

over to the tender mercies of the stable-boys, who took him
to a manure-heap and buried him up to his neck, where they

left him to sutler and reflect for an hour. When taken out,

more dead than alive, he scaled 111 pound*, and the boys

took him oil behind a stable to rub him down. Brushei and

carry-combfl were liberally applied, and after he had suffered

a terrible laceration the bose waa tamed on. He was game
to the backbone. I lis weight was now 109 pounds, and the

train.t said: ' My boy, you'll do.
1 lie did do. He 18 DOW

at work and has the reaped of the entire track. A boy ul,

can go through what he did is bound to succeed. And he

I
was only a ' dude.'

"
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Treatment of Roaring.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Professor Smith, of the Army Veterinary School, Alder-

shot, England, at a recent meeting of the Central Veterinary

Society in London, gave a short address on this subject. The

methods of surgical interference which have been hitherto

adopted for the relief of roaring have consisted of the re-

moval of some portion or portions of the larynx. The re-

sult of such interference has not, up to the present time,

proved very satisfactory, and it occurred to Professor Smith

that we might perhaps tackle this disease through its original

channel, namely: through the nervous system.

The worthy Professor believed it was possible to put the

left recurrent nerve, which had lost its function, on to a

sound motor nerve and suture it there, and endeavor there-

by to effect a union, and, if possible, to get motor power sup-

plied to the originally paralyzed larynx. To this end the

left recurrent laryngeal, having been divided, was sutured

to a branch of the spinal accessory. The Professor was sur-

prised how rapidly union took place, but something besides

mere udion was required, and that was the conveyance of

motor impulses to the larynx through the branches of the

united nerve. This was not clearly proven, however, when
the time came to exercise the animal experimented »n, the

amount of noise during progression was something compara-

tively slight, whereas, considering the left recurrent was

completely divided, he ought to have roared badly.
_
The

animal remained at exercise some weeks and made distinct

improvement. This improvement was so great at the time

he was destroved for dissection that Professor Smith did not

hesitate in saving that the slight defective breathing could

only be detected by an expert. Examination of the parts

showed that a complete union had taken place between the

left recurrent and the spinal accessory. The condition of the

larynx was a feature of the greatest importance.

The laryngeal muscles were wasted on the left side, but in-

stead of finding them of the usual yellowish, white color, they

were pink, and so distinctly pink, that Professor Smith was

obliged to obtain the assistance of three or four unbiased per-

sons to determine, if possible, what difference of color existed

between the muscles of the rightand leftside. Microscopically

examined, the muscles of the left side showed a fatty change,

but it was perfectly clear that a certain amount of nerve force

existed on the left side of the larynx, and sufficient nerve

force to prevent the horse making anv considerable amount
of noise. Dr. McDonald has recently performed a similar ex-

periment, and, as the case is now on trial, no definite results

have as yet been published. Professor Smith is to be con-

gratulated on the scientific ground he has taken in regard to

this dreaded malady, aud it is to be hoped that his efforts

will be crowned with success, and I am sure professionals as

well as laymen await the final results of such experiments

with no little amount of interest, especially as such an opera-

tion, if proved finally satisfactory, may be the means of sav-

ing many a favorite hunter or race horse's early consigment to

the cabstand, or perhaps, further down the equine scale.

Thos. Bowhill,
F. R. C. V.S., F.R. P. S.

Oregon News.

' termined to prove Grandissimo one of the coming sires.

j

Myrtle Thorne, 2:35 as a two-year-old, has grown into a very

! large mare. She has plenty of speed, but will have to go slow

tli is season on account of her size.

The three-year-old Altissimo, of Mr. G. C. Fountain's, is

' looked upon as one of the coming colts the way he moves
through the stretch.

Cameo, a black two-year-old Grandissimo, out of Eva, by

,
Whippleton, is a very likely filly.

Graudora, by Grandissimo, dam full sister to Burton, 2:3(H,

owned by Mr. Sterling, of San Jose, is well thought of and
moves well.

The one all the boys are struck on, and are trying to find

some one to blame because they did not buy him at the recent

sale, is the yearling pacer Alco, by Alconeer, dam Jessie E.,

by Whippleton. This is a great colt. The second time he

was hitched to a sulky he stepped an eighth in 21$ seconds.

We had a visit by that very interesting horse lover now on
a visit from the East, Mr. Cadugan, the former owner of

Bayonne Brince, 2:21]. He is sojourning around Napa for

health and pleasure and, as natura'ly to be expected, his love

for the horse attracts him to the Napa track. He is much
pleased with our track and surroundings, and takes pleasure

in an occasional visit.

Mr. McGraw, who became famous as the trainer and
owner of the great race mare Lilly Stanley, 2:17o, and the

race horse Silas Skinner, 2:17, talks of returning to Napa, his

old home, to live. No doubt he has hopes of discovering

some more of the same kind, as Stanley and Skinner here.

Mr. John McCord never fails to visit the track when he is

up on Saturday from San Francisco ; that's his day of rest

and he always shares it with the equine race.

Alconeer, the son of Alcona 730, out of Madonna, seems
to be doing well in the stud at Mr. McCord's place where he
is making a season.

Mr. R. G. Head is daily expecting something par excellmce

from his mare Nellie Steinway and the great Elector.

Napa will turn out many surprises this season.

Napa.

Stamboul at Terre Haute.

[Spe*cial Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

The July race meeting of the Oregon State Breeders and

Speeding Association is going to be largely participated in by

the best horses of the coast. The programme as arranged is

an attractive one, and contains many novel races. The races

will cover four days, commencing on^ July 4th. The track

will be in prime condition, for already several dozen speedy

horses are here being worked.

The racing for the fall meeting of the state fair is going to

be far ahead of that of any previous meeting given under the

auspices of the State Board of Agriculture. A new pro-
gramme has been arranged from first to last and there is

every assurance that the number of horses in attendance for

participation in the rich events will be considerably larger

than at any previous meeting. The late legislature made an
appropriation of $11,000 for the purpose of improving the
fairgrounds and nearly the whole of this sum will be ex-
pended in the construction of new grandstands, judges' stands,
etc., and in the construction of a new regulation track. The
present course is of the old-fashioned pattern with four sharp
turns. The new track has been surveyed and work will soon
be commenced on it. It will be a mile and will be first-class

in every particular.

Yuri deLashtnutt, the millionaire horseman and banker,
was at Salem several days this week looking at property near
this city with a view to purchasing a farm upon which to
breed trotters. He realizes that this city, centrally located,

is at no distant day to become the fast-horse center of < Oregon

Cabi.

Notes From Napa.

ii] correspondence or the Bberdeb and srohTssiANj

NAPA, Gal., May I—The Napa race track is in excellent

condition, and everything is being done by Mr. Scott to make
it the best race coarse in this Suite. The trainers and drivers

located there are satisfied with what in being accomplished by
this able superintendent. .lames Berrymnn has a promising

String in training, among them Stonewall, by Director besides

a very promising son of Antevolo, 2:19J that looks like

a trotter, and the once promising Sidney stallion Kingwood
;

he MeeniM to be getting back to hispid form. Jim seems to

be well liked around Napa, and lias thus far madea favorable
impression, lie is very pain-taking and coiitiderutive. Thos.
Kinney has converted the chestnut son of Guy Wilkes, 2:15.}

,

Blonde Wilki i to pacing, and another Rupee may be
looked for. George Howes is sharpening up Lenmar, 2:16},
and In- eof his last year's ipeedt Be seems to
have lost hii heavy grip on tin- irons, and moves along at a
lightning clip without special exertion. The three-year-old
son oi Hutu I, 2:16}, A I

wood K., moves very business-like,
and will be prepared for the '•laki--. by Mr. Hewes.
The Vineuna Stock Pans --iriiJK are all improving, and

and bis able aasistant, Clarence Hill, seem de-

E. H. Harriman of New York, who paid $41,000 for Stam-

boul last December, has been at the Terre Haute track look-

ing at his famous horse. The weather has not been propitious

for a speed exhibition, but the New York banker, who has not

seen Stamboul since he bought him, is enough of a judge of

horse8esh to know he is in first-class condition. Sunday, Mr.
Doble escorted Mr. and Mrs. Harriman to the driving park,

where the costly string of record-breakers were being carefully

protected from a St. Patrick's day atmosphere. More Park,
where Doble has the broodmares and the infants, was also

visited, and later a trip was made to "Warren Park, Mr.
Ijams' stock farm, the home of Axtell. Sunday, another visit

was made to the driving park, and Stamboul, Nancy Hanks,
Belle Vara and a few others were hitched up to show Mr.
Harriman how well they could step offamile, says the Buf-
falo Enquirer.

Mr. Doble when asked if his consultation with Mr. Harri-
man bod resulted in any programme for Stamboul's work the

coming season replied that nothing more could be told now
than when the stallion came here. Neither Mr. Harriman
nor himself would venture to map out the season's programme
at this time. " It would be foolish to do so," he added,." be-

cause no one can tell what the effect will be of the change in

climate. It is a big change in the life of a horse that had
never experienced anything but California weather to bring
him here. He is now in first-class condition, and there is

every promise that he will develop finely as the season pro-

gresses."

Doble is the most conservative of all trainers in his com-
ments upon horses in his care, and what his hope may be for

Stamboul he would impart to no one. Mr. and Mrs. Harri-
man left for the East in a special car in which they traveled
here.

Palo Alto Trotters.

Orrin A. Hickok has selected the following Palo Alto trot-

ters to take East

:

Azote, b g, 7 years old, record 2:141 i" a fourth heat, by
Whips, 2:27 1, dam Josie, by Whipple's Hambletonian. Azote
is therefore eligible to the 2:15 class.

Advance, b h, 4 years old, record 2:221 as a three-year-old,

by Electioneer, dam Lady Amanda, by imported Hurrah.
Advance is entered in $11,000 Spirit of the Times Stakes for

four-year-olds, the free-for-all, four-year-olds and the 2:20
classes.

Elden, b f, 4 years old, with a three-year-old record of 2:194,
by Nephew, dam Eleanor, by Electioneer. She is entered and
eligible to the same stakes and classes as Advance.
Avena, ch f, 3 years old, with a two year-old record of 2:19],

by Palo Alio, dam Astoria, by General Benton. She is en-
tered in thestallion representativestakeand free-for-all three-

year-old stakes.

Altivo, b c, 3 years old, by Electioneer, dam Dame Winnie,
by Planet, and is therefore a full brother to the celebrated Palo
Alto. He is entered in all the big three-year-old races.

Sweet Rose, b f, 2 years old, with a yearling record of

2:25iJ, by Electioneer, dam Rosemont, by Piedmont. En-
tered in the big two-year-old trotting stakes.

Expressive, b f, 2 years old, by Electioneer, dam Esther, and
therefore a full sister to Express.
Hickok, besides the Palo Alto string will take East Hulda,

2:14 ;, Angeline, 2:1S|, Adonis, 2:111, Charley C, 2:1S and El-
hendre, by Dexter Prince.

Over two thousand trotters started to obtain tin-cup rec
ords last year, which is the best possible evidence that marks
of that character do not mean a great deal. A trotter that
with the aid of the kite track and bicycle sulky cannot step a
mile in 2:3U against the watch on a still day and with the
pole all the way around would not beat a good 2:40 nag in a
race. Not so much will he heard of tin-cup records this sea-
son as last, and the top of the market in regard to this pecu-
liar phase of the trotting horse industry was reached in 1891.
So general has ^he knowledge of the worthlessness of such
performances become, that nowadays a man is ashamed to
talk about his stallion getting a record against the watch
unless the mile is done in 2:15 or better, and even that is

nothing like as good as an old-fashioned race record, when it

was first money that the battle was being fought about and
every contestant drew a high-wheel sulky. Breeders can
make no better resolve, now that the opening of the trotting
season is at hand, than to forswear time records of all descrip-
tion.

Swigert 650.

The family of which Swigert, whose death occurred a few

weeks ago, was the most distinguished representative, although

much less numerous than several others, is one of the oldest

and has produced some very superior trotters in each genera-

tion. It has all along had quite marked family characteristics.

The members of this family have generally been large, well-

finished animals of fine style, pleasant dispositions, pure

gaited, with often rather excessive knee and hock action.

Though for many years most prominent in the South and

West, this family originated and first acquired considerable

reputation in the North and East.

About 1827 James McNitt, of Salem, Washington Co., N.

Y., brought from near Montreal, Canada, a beautiful, large,

gray horse, 16 hands high, weighing about 1200 pounds, de-

scribed as of far more than ordinary beauty, fine style, lofty

carriage and excellent trotting action. It is claimed that this

horse, though then somewhat along in years, could trot a mile

in a little less than three minutes, which was fast for a stallion

at that time. He was called European, and was represented
as having been imported into Canada from France. He was
probably foaled about 1810, and although there is no very
positive proof of his importation to Montreal it is not all im-
probable, but if such was the case he was of entirely different

stock from the Norman draught horse of France. This Mc-
Nitt horse, or " European," as he was named, being quite old
when brought to Washington County, probably got very few
foals there, and the only one of any special note was the
Morse Horse, from a highly bred daughter of Harris' Ham-
bletonian.

The Morse Horse was foaled in 1834. He was also a gray
of about the same size, and was owned for several years in

Renssellaer County. He was the sire of Gray Eddy, one of
the first to take a record ot 2:30, and Gen. Taylor, which was
taken to California, and proved one of the most famous of
long-distance trotters. Gen. Taylor took a 10-mile race record
in 1857 of 28.41$, which was the fastest at that date. The
same year he took a 30-mile record of 1.47.59, which still

stands unbeaten. He is the sire of Controller, which still

holds a champion 10-mile race record of 27.23}, and a cham-
pion 20-mile wagon record of 58.57. Controller also has a
live-mile race record of 13.15}. Daughters of Gen. Taylor are
the dams of seven, with records from 2:1S to 2:30, and a few
quite good sires and dams.
Norman was the only son of the Mors.} Horse to achieve

any special distinction as a sire. He was a large, brown horse,
foaled in 1846. His dam was an excellen tmare, concerning
the breeding of which there have been at least two different

versions, but according to each she was highly bred. Norman
was owned for several years near Johnstown, N. Y., and
when fourteen years old was purchased by Mr. Alexander and
taken to Woodburn, where he died in 1878. He was a large,

well-finished, handsome horse, and nearly all who have owned
his descendants have regarded this as a very stout and valu-
able cross.

Among his get were Lula, 2:15, one of the very fastest of
her day; May Queen, 2:20 ; Blackwood, three years, 2:31,

which was then the champion three-year-old record
; Swigert,

foaled the same year ; Norma, 2:33, dam of Norval, 2:14!
sire of the champion yearling trotter Norlaine ; Norris, 2:22}

;

Lucy Cuyler, etc. May Queen is the dam of May King, 2:20,

and Maiden, 2:23. Lula is the dam of Advertiser, 2:16, one
of the leading stallions at Palo Alto. Alice Drake, a daughter
of Norman, produced Norman Medium, 2:20, Alice Addison,
2:2S1, and Australia, 2:30. Topsy Taylor, another daughter,
is the dam of Viola Medium, 2:35, and Storm King, 2:29o,

sire of Paragon, 2:13}.

Blackwood was sold to Harrison Durkee, Long Island, N.
Y., for $30,000, was fairly successful as a sire, having to his
credit Proteine, 2:18 ; Suitor, 2:21 ; Blackwood Jr., 2:22£,
which in turn is proving quite successful as a sire; Black-
wood Prince, 2:23}, and several quite famous broodmares,
Four Lioes being the dam of Merry Thought, 2:22}; Nemesis,
2:2S, and Woodline, 2:19, the latter having to his credit when
only four years old the yearling trotter Ella Woodline, 2:29},
no other having had a representative in the 2:30 list at as

early an age.

Norman's greatest son, however, was Swigert, and he in sev-

eral particulars was decidedly the best bred. Swigert, a dark-
brown horse, lb} hands high, bred at Woodburn, was named
for the superintendent of that farm, and was purchased when
a yearling by Richard Richards, of Racine, Wis., was sold at

auction for a comparatively small amount after Mr. Richards'
death at the closing-out sale, but was purchased soon after by
Frank J. Ayers, of Burlington, Wis., whose property he died
March 25, 1S93.

Swigert has been to Wisconsin what Blue Bull was to Indi-
ana and Daniel Lambert to the East. Opportunity consid-
ered, he has had very few equals. Not only was there marked
superiority in the direct male line, but Blandina, his dam, has
no superior in number of producing sons, each of which was
an excellent individual, King Rene in particular having been
sufficiently superior to take numerous prizes in the show
ring, and he has also proven a successful sire. Barcena,
daughter of Blandina, is in the great broodmare list, having
to her credit Alaric and Bayard Wilkes, 2:15, and dam of

Diablo, 2:14|.

The Burch Mare, Swigert's second dam, was by Parker's
Brown Pilot, a strain which also appears in the pedigieeof
the champion trotter, Nancy Hanks, and several other super-
ior ones. The Burch Mare won many prizes in the show
ring, where it is claimed she was never beaten. She is the

dam of Rosalind, 2:21^, Donald, 2:27}, etc.

Swigert now has to bis credit thirty-two trotters and two
pacers with records from 2:171 to -2:30. Twenty-two of his

sons have representatives m the 2:30 list, and twelve of his

daughters have twelve trotters and three pacers to their credit,

one of which is the famous Vic H., 2:13}. There are many
others by Swigert which have been good colt trotters and race-

winners in thelocalitieswherethey have been bred, but which
have not yet entered the 2:30 list. Except for broodmares, the

Norman strain has never been really popular, and the class of

mares bred to Swigert have been, as a rule, far from the best,

so that, everything considered, he must certainly be acknowl-
edged as a sire of exceptional merit.—"Vision," in Dunton's
Spirit.

W. C. Daly ("Father Bill") has purchased of_ the Ohio
Stable the chestnut gelding Gold Dollar, by imp. Sir Modred
—Trade Dollar. This fellow won a good race at Elizabeth,

N. J., this week.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Montana has been declared out of tbe Suburban Handicap.

The Salisbury string of trotters will start for the East
about the tenth of June.

Cdpid's number is 22,872, his brother Sidney Dillon (be-

longing to Henry Pierce) is registered 23,157.

The Story of Bronco.

Matt Storn's string of eleven will arrive in Brooklyn a

day or two before the meetiug begins in the City of Churches.

Lob-Asoo trotted thirty-four races during his turf career,

and never was behind the money but twice, and eighteen
times he finished Hrst.

The bay mare Quality, by Electioneer, dam McCa, by Al-
niont, grandam Doily (dam of Director, 2:17, etc.), in W. J.

Andrews' string, is stepping fast.

There was a meeting of the District Board of Appeals on
Thursday evening at the rooms 313 Bush street, to hear tesli

mony in the case of B. D. Phillips, who was expelled at the

last meeting of the Breeders' Association.

The Duke of Beaufort has sent the brown colt Strathrose,

by Highland Chief from Queen of the Roses, as his represen-

tative in the American Derby at Chicago, June 24th. After
the race he will be at once taken to England.

Wildwood will not go to Brooklyn, we are informed by
Mr. Ottinger, and in all probability will be sent to Chicago to

till his engagements in rich handicaps at Washington Park
The famous horse may go along with the Holly string of

flyers.

Dan Dennison left Bay District track last Wednesday for

St. Louis with seventeen thoroughbreds, the property of

W. O'B. Macdonough. There are a lot of bread-winners in

the lot, and a few that will develop into excellent stake

horses. In the latter category we place Fatality, Valencia and
Bessie W.

Wm. Corbitt will only send four youngster East this year ;

Freedom (champion yearling 2:29|), by Sable Wilkes, 2:18,

dam Laura Drew, by Arthurton; Freeland, foaled 1890, by
Sable Wilkes, 2:1S, out of Mollie Drew, 2:37 (sixth heat), by
Winthrop 505 ; Chris Langand Double Cross. The pedigrees

of the two latter we have not learned.

A number of strings left this week for St. Louis, Chicago,

Brooklyn and other points, among the number being those of

Jones & Bybee, and the stables of D. R. Dickey, Matt Storn

(bound for Brooklyn), and Charles Kerr. The last-named

gentleman's horses went to Sacramento to join the lot being
handled by Billy McCormick, and the Kerr and Reedlstrings

leave "The Arcade" for Hawthorne Park, Chicago, about

the 20th of May.

(tEO. Bement, of Oakland, the gentleman who owned
Gen. Taylor, and was noted as the tirst driver of trotting

horses in California, was talking about color in horses the

other evening and said he had a bay mare by Rustic (gray),

dam Mary B. (gray), by Ulster Chief (bay), second dam
Highland Mary (gray), by Paddy Magee (gray), he by Gen.
Taylor (gray), he by Morse Horse (gray). She must have
bred back to Ulster Chief.

If touts are to be kept out of the grand stand a number of

people say that the color line should not be drawn. Last

Saturday one of the patrol men became very abusive to Long
John Wilkins because he was called upstairs by one of the

spectators. There was no necessity for his using such

language in the presence of ladies. Long John showed that

he was more of a gentleman than the one clothed with author-

ity, who seems to have missed his calling.

Jim Lee, the John Happy-Olive colt that has won a

couple nf good races this spring at Bay District track, is a

remarkable fellow, when it is considered that he was winning
when only about twenty-two months old. He will be two
years old on the 2d of June. Jim Lee (named after his

owner, James Lee Miller, of Oakland), will, with age, like

wine, improve, and as he looks a racehorse all over, will be

heard from as a frequent winner, or we miss our guess.

There is no question as to Don Alonzo starting in the

Americau Derby, as Mr. Dwyer, as well as the Eastern public,

believe him to be a sure winner. There is a good deal of

reason for this opinion, as he is now in form, shown by his

easy victory over Prince George. He is regarded by many
as the coming three-year-old. He has a stride like that of

Potomac, the winner of both the Futurity and Realization

stakes, aud his easy gait and action seem well-nigh perfect.

A Chicago dispatch dated May 4th says: "Frank Van
2sess was to-day reinstated by the Board of Appeals of the

American Trotting Association. Van Ness was expelled for

entering ahorse under an assumed name and out of his class.

Van Ness proves that he merely followed instructions, and
that the horse had been entered in the race before he was

added to the stable of Van Xess. Van Xess is well known in

this city, and is principal owner of the great Morel lo, of Fitz-

simmons and other turf celebrities.

The following, taken from the Chronicle, will be interest-

ing lo those who attended last Thursday's races and wished

to know why Carter was supplanted by Kelly as rider of

Bronco

:

The greatest coup of the season was contemplated yester-

day, but it did not come off. It was t<» occur in the fifth race.

Bronco was to do the trick. His failure to capture the tirst

money will make an interesting story. In the tirst place
Danny Mcintosh dug up Bronco from his obscure home in

Inyo county and secured a 'ease of the horse from McBride,
the owner. At the opening of the Blood Horse meeting
Bronco surprised the talent by capturing a race in fast time.

Just about this time the owner thought that he had another
Kingston in the son of Joe Hooker and Laura Winston, and
he sold him to a Mr. Rose, also of Inyo county, for fifty head
of cattle. Rose's appearance in the saddle at the Blood Horse
meeting will long be remembered, and before he left for the
ranch he is said to have remarked: "Well, it was worth
$250 to find out what a big sucker I was to come to the city

to be joshed by a lot of jockeys."

H. C. Gercken then purchased Bronco, paying something
like $3,000 for the embryo Kingston. The horse was turned
over to Jack Garrity to train, and a once famous jockey of
California was secured to ride Bronco in yesterday's race.

The matter was kept very secret. Sam Carter was the jockey
retained to ride Brocco to victory. It is some half a dozen
years since Carter has been in the saddle, as he became too

heavy to continue riding At all events, Carter promised to

be ready to ride at 124 pounds. He ran out to the Cliff House
several times and took Turkish baths by the dozen, and there

was great rejoicing when the stable found out that Carter
would be able to ride at the weight. At last the eventful race

came around and Bronco was played to win a small-sized for-

tune. The names of the jockeys were posted up and the judges
asked one another who Carter was that was bulletined to ride

Bronco. They held a confab and concluded that it would be
a good scheme to put up some jockey on Bronco who was
better known to fame than Carter. Accordingly Mike Kelly
was sent for and was instructed to ride Bronco. The owner
of Bronco was mad, very mad. He swore in two languages
and said that he would not allow his horse to stait. It was
rather rough after securing a crack jockey to have him pulled

down because the judges were in doubt in regard to his

ability as a rider, espscially as Carter several years ago rode

for Baldwin, Winters, Haggin and other crack California

stables. He rode Duchess of Norfolk in the Derby,
and has piloted such horses as Gano. Ferida and Jim Doug-
lass to victory, yet he was not permitted to ride Bronco in a

"skate" race. Gercken now says that the judges burnt up
his good money by substituting riders, but that the laugh is

on them.

Starters Should Give the Wherefores.

A telegram from Chicago aated last Thursday says:

"Trainer Dick Havey with the Fair string of thoroughbreds,

including the American Derby candidates Dare and Flood-

gate, have arrived at Washington Park. The string includes

Floodgate, Colorado, Dare, Yo El Rey, Challenge, Elder

Smith, "(Jolly Mack, Princesp, Virginia and Gibson. The
start was made April 24th at Ogden, Utah. Floodgate and

Colorado took cold and were threatened with pneumonia for

a time, but came out of their illness all right, and Havey ex-

pects to send Floodgate to the post. Interest naturally centers

in Dare and Floodgate."

The Todhunter sale, held last Wednesday at Killip &
Co.'s saleyard, Van Ness avenue and Market street, was a

success, the prices being very satisfactory. The gem of the

sale was the two-year-old colt by Prince of Norfolk, dam
Haidee (sister to the Kentucky Derby winner, Joe Cotton),

this fellow going to the nod of W. M. Murry, of Sacramento,
at $1,100, he bidding, we understand, for A. Gonzales, of this

city a younggentleman who is getting together aselect string

of thoroughbreds. B. C. Hollv purchased a bay colt by
Prince of Norfolk, dam Amy B., by Ballot Box," for $G00.

The Intruder—Lady Foster filly was also knocked down to

his bid of $400. Another bargain which he secured was a
bay colt by Sinfax, dam Minnie B , bv Prince of Norfolk, for

$300.

Secretary Crickmore, of the Monmouth Park Associa-

tion, makes a suggestion that ought to be agreeable to every-

body connected with the turf. There is too little system and

method in the conduct of American race tracks. The starter,

for instance, has uot felt it incumbent on him to mention to

anyone occurrences at the post of an ordinary nature, such
as the finttig of a jockey for disobedience, or his suspension
for impertinence or rascality of some kind. ** r^ *"^
The mere fact that so-and-so is put down is reported in the

course of time, but the public seldom learns the reason why.
Matters occur at the post which even the secretary and
judges know nothing about, but concerning which they should
be informed immediately. It is not the starter's fault that

this is so. It is the fault of the system. The judges are in

the same boat as the starter They often do things as a mere
matter of routine which nobody seems to think worth report-

ing for the edification of the public.

Mr. Crickmore thinks that the people who support racing

are entitled to all the news of the track, and he would arrange
matters so that they can get it.

He believes tnat the calendar of the English Jockey Club
should be followed in this respect.

If a jockey gives offense to a starter, and is fined or sus-

pended, the full particulars should go on record." There is no
reason for keeping such things from the eye of the public.

Of course, no effort is made to do that ; the trouble is that

the Board of Control has not thought it necessary or interest-

ing to publish such trifles. Mr. Crickmore's suggestion is a
good one. Everything that happens should be reported, and
the local club would do well to bear Mr. Crickmore's sugges-

tion in mind.
-».

The Original Kiang Horse.

A small party of French men of science, which included

Prince Henry of Orleans and M. Bonvalot, lately returned

from a journey of exploration through the vast and almost

uninhabited regions of Central Asia. The expedition brought

back several stuffed specimens of rare animals found in that

part of tbe world, and among them a specimen of the

hemoine, or Kiang horse. This animal probably approaches
as near to the primitive horse as any now found in a wild

state.

Tbe home of the Kiang horse is the high plateau of Chi-
nese Turkestan, between Lake Lob Nor and the mountainous
region of Thibet. This plateau is covered with a growth of

grass, upon which the wild horses graze. The climate is very
cold, the mercury in winter sinking to forty degrees below
zero.

The Kiang horse is a shaggy, unkempt-looking animal,

having somewhat the aspect of a donkey, except a-s to t;iil and
ears. It is, however, a genuine horse, having rather delicaU-

legs and feet, and ears by no means resembling those of a

donkey or mule.

The color of the head and of the upper part and sides of

the body is a reddish tan, shading to a bay, and though his

color grows lighter from above downward, it contrasts strik-

ingly with the pure white of the animal's belly and the inner

side of the forelegs.

Along the spine runs a well defined stripe of thick, blackish-

brown hair, extending to the root of the tail. The hair is

long and shaggy, and adapts the horse to living in a cold

country.

The Kiangs, like all other wild horses, live in bands of 100

to 200 individuals, each presided over by an old male. The
leader gives the signal when any danger approaches.

Mr. Robert Bonner Speaks of Shoeing.

There can be no doubt that it pays to look after one's

horses, not only from a humanitarian point of view, but from
its practical business side. The horse, properly fed, properly

cared for, and above all, properly shod, will look better, work

better, and if in the market will sell better. It is only under
the refining influences of civilization that men and horses are

shod. The way it is generally done adds credit and luster to

his often difficult feat of keeping his legs.

All owners should superintend and criticize work done for

their horses, says the New York Herald, for grooms, stable-

men and blacksmiths, as a rule, are the most careless and vet

most astute shirkers of their duty. Every horse lover admits

that the crying evil of the day in the equine world is bad
shoeing or ignorant and slovenly blacksmithing. Such an
exquisite piece of mechanism as the horse's foot can be most
cruelly tortured by the mistake of oue-hundreth ol an inch,

and yet most smiths hack and chop it as if it were all as hard

as steel, whereas, the only really hard part is the outer shell.

After careful survey of the horses last week an expert

veterinarian said :
" Eight out of every ten hordes that passed

me were not properly shod and did not go freely. Under ex-
isting circumstances nearly every horse has at least one foot
that he " favors," and that foot's uneasy because of the black-
smith's carelessness. Every one of the feet ought to come
down with a firm, even stroke, and ring out clear and true."
When a certain science is a passion with a man, when he

has lovingly and conscientously devoted thirty years of hard
study to it, when he possesses every book written on the sub-
ject in any part of the world and sleeps with them in reach
of his bed, that man knows whereof he speaks, and his opinion
is worth having. All this applies lo Mr. Kobert Bonner, who
probably knows more about horses' feet and horseshoeing than
any man living.

"In the first place," said the owner of MaudS. and Sunol
the great secret of successful shoeing is—keep the foot level.
A true hoof is usually a sound hoof, and this simple rule is

universally ignored. Keep the foot level ; th^re is the con-
densed lore of a hundred veterinary colleges in that sentence.
"Now, as to the dreaded navicular disease. No man can

tell, or ever will be able to tell, whether a horse has navicular
disease or not unless he dissects the foot. Fully two-thirds of
the alleged navicular diseases are merely sufferings caused by
improper shoeing? Why when Dr. Lewis A. Say re brought
his handsome mare, Fanny Miller, to me she had been lame
for months. I examined her, drove her to the blacksmith's
and bad her shoes taken oft; her hoof trimmed and the shoes
reset. Tbe mare was all right immediately and has never
taken a lame step since, yet before that one of the most
prominent veterinarians in the citv advised Dr. Sayre to get
rid of her, as he said she would never be well again.

" There's another point upon which the veterinary
authorities unanimously agree, and upon which they are
entirely wrong.

"That's a sweeping statement, isn't it? But it is truth
itself.

Professor Williams, even, the British text book writer, errs
with the rest when he says that if you raise the heels of a
horse's shoes you raise the animal's ankle, and if you raise
the toe you depress the ankle. I've proved that it's wrong
over and over again. Anyone reading their theory would
think it reasonably and apparently correct, but when you
get the bones of a horse's leg, from the knee down, and test

the theory, you will see at once that it is and must be falla-

cious from the conformation of the horse's bones. Therefore,
when you raise the heel you depress the auklf, and when you
raise the toe you raise the ankle also, all the colleges and
gilded faculties in the world notwithstanding.

" About spavin '! Well, here's my opinion regarding it.

It's far too common, and is brought about by the cruel and
gross neglect on the part of the people whose duty it is to look
after horses. It is absolutely impossible—absolutely impos-
sible—for a horse to throw out a spavin uuless he is too long
in the toe. The prevention, therefore, is the easiest of mat-
ters.

" A general misconception is the popular impression that

a running or trotting horse lands on the ground flat-footed.

This should be corrected, for a man should know exactly
how the foot works. In both running and trotting, as the
foot lands, first the heel strikes the ground, then the toe—two
distinct motions, and so wonderfully quick that the foot seems
to land flat.

" I repeat and emphasize the point—keep the horse's foot

level. For instance, strained tendons are most common,and the
horse is obliged to limp, the pain is so great, and there can
be no pleasure in riding or driving a horse that is suftering at

every step he takes. The most common cause of distress is

the fact of one side of the shoe being higher than the o'.her.

This strains the sesamolidal ligament on the low side. The
average veterinarian will bathe and blister for this. The
absurdity of this is evident, for until the strain is removed
from that ligament, all the bathing and blisteiing in the
world won't cure.

"Yes, as you say, manv people want to know how a saddle
horse should be shod. I'se a smooth shoe on him, one with-
out calks. Have the foot leveled properly, and do not go at

any pace except a walked on paved streets; when on mother
earth then it's time enough to extend your steed.

" A horse should have its weight evenly suspended, and
DODO Of the Sole should touch the ground. The fool i- elas-

tic and contrncts and expands, the frog being especially por-
ous and elastic. Anything that lends to hind the foot i-* 1111-

desirahle. The trouble is, very few blacksmiths understand
the conformation and structure of the horse's foot and how
can they fit a shoe under BUCh ciroumttaaces? II<* tries to

shoe all hones exactly alike, and makes to allowances for

differences of conformation, which, though of the highest

importance, are by him regarded a* unworthy of notice."

THB great race horse Tournament, by imp. Sir Modrcd, oul

of Plaything, by Alarm, has beeo declared oul of the Bub-ur-

ban Handicap, and the probabilities are tiiat he will never
race again. He was given :i thorough irinl bul found nol able

to stand training. Immediately after declaring bim oul «f

the Suburban Tournament wa* shipped to Kentucky, and i->

now out at Dr. E. M. Norwood's place, Mazlelon Stock Farm,
1 near this cily. lie will more than likely be put in the stud.

He is a fine individual, well* brer1, and stone time was 1 great
' race horse, so he should I" -ire.
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THE KISBER STUD, HUNGARY.

Hungary and Its People—Description of the

Famous Sires and Mares in the Govern-
ment Stud—Interesting Facts Gath-

ered by Our Correspondent.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Budapest, Hungary, March 20, 1893.—A large number

of people know there is such a place as Hungary, but very

few have an idea of its location, population, govern-

ment, soil or resources, so if it would not be taking up too

much space before describing the famous stock farm, or stud,

as we call it here, I will eive an outline of this thickly popu-

lated place. Hungary occupies a portion of central Europe,

and consists for the most part of a large, fertile and generally

well-wooded plain watered by the Danube and its affluents.

To the north and east this plain is bounded by the Carpa-

thian Mountains, while on the west it impinges upon the

provinces of Moravia, Styria and Lower Austria. To the

south the course of the Danube and its tributary, the Save,

mark the line of its Turkish frontier. Hungary has an area

of S2,S67 square miles. It is rich in mines of the precious

metals, iron, copper and coal, besides it teems with agricul-

tural wealth, growing large crops of cereals, hemp, tobacco,

etc. Its wines, especially those of Tokay, are of excellent

quality. There is a population of 14,234,205, consisting of a

number of races; there are at least seven distinct ones, viz :

The Magyars (Hungarians proper),Slovaks, Croats, Rusniaks,

Jews, Germans and Wallachs. The Magyars were originally

an Asiatic race that subdued the Avari, the holders of the

land in 694, nearly 1,000 years ago. Six years after, under
Arpad, their chief, they formed a monarchy under Stephen I

(surnamed the Saint.) For four centuries it flourished under
the rule of the Magyars, but in 1520, the Turks invaded the

country and then the Austrian government assumed control

in 1570, and until 1S4S, every one was loyal to that dynasty.

The Magyars have been struggling in defense of their

country against Turks, Russians and Tartars for almost a
thousand years, and,as a people they are considered the most
peculiar in all Europe. As a nation they have always had
the best horsemen and best cavalry in Europe, and perhaps
in the world, but they knew little or nothing about horserac-

ing, as conducted in England, until about the third decenium
of our century.

Count Szecheny was then traveling in England. He was
invited to see the races between the thoroughbreds, and be^

came so infatuated with the sport, that on his return to Buda-
pest, the capital of Hungary, he inaugurated similar races.

The prizes were small and often very ridiculous, for in-

stance, a sword adorned with precious stones. Racing became
an amusement for the noblemen only, but in 1S48 the war of
independence came, and the Magyars were conquered, their

allies, Austria and Russia, triumphed. Many leaders, gene-
rals, officers and deputies were executed, and their property
confiscated. Large numbers emigrated to England, France and
America, and during these years of national grief, all thoughts
of horse racing were dispelled.

Count Batthyaoysome years before the war founded a large

stock farm which he called the Kisber stud. Here he bred
some thoroughbreds of a very high class. After the war he
emigrated and by confiscation the stud became the property
of the Austrian government, where horses were bred for the
Austrian cavalry, iemounts,as they are called here. Eighteen
years after the war Austria was vanquished by the French
and Italians, and to save Austria's position a reconcilation

was arranged with the Hungarians, the Emperor Francis
Joseph being crowned King of Hungary, the Hungarians
received their autonomy, parliament, etc., the emigrants were
recalled and their confiscated property as far as possible re-

turned ; order, discipline and peace reigned throughout the
country.

With the dawn of peace came the desire for amusement.
All thoughts of the bitter conflict must be eradicated, con-
sequently racing became the popular sport of the community.
meetings were arranged, mares, stallions and yearlings were
imported from England, and the breeding of thoroughbreds ex-
tended. Count Batlhyany died and his heirs sold the Kisber
stud to the Hungarian government, the officials of which at

that time were buying broodmares and colts of the first-class

in England
; in a few years the Kisber stud became famous

as the largest and most important one in Europe. Kisber is

(by rail) four hours ride from Budapest, and five hours from
Vienna. It is situated upon an extensive sandy plain and
the breeding establishment occupies about 15,000 English
acres.

One of the first sires brought to Kisber was the celebrated
Buccaneer, son of Wild Dayrell and the Little Red Rover
mare. He was purchased for 2,200 guineas in England and
for twenty-two years was the premier stallion or, as we call it,

the Sultan of the Kisber Harem. We might say he laid the
foundation of the thoroughbred blood to which is due the
reputation which the horses from Hungary have enjoyed
during the past twenty-five years. Some years after his im-
portation an offer of 25.OU0 guineas was made for him by a
Sir. Stephenson, but the government refused, and Buccaneer
remained at Kisber. His beat sons in England were Berserker
and See-Saw; in Hungary among others he was the sire of
njaber (named after the stud), who won the Middle Park
Plate, English Plate and Grand Prix «le Paris. Kisber has a
daughter called Fairy Rose on Senator Leland Stanford's
farm in California that i« the dam of Racine and Fairy.
There is a brother to Kisser's now located at the Kisber stud,
Buccaneer is also sire of Vedereno, Vinea, a winner of the
Derby at Vienna, besides being the sire of many winners;
Waisenknalte (nire of the winner of the German Derby,
Stron/.ian), and Triumph.

< loe "i" the besl and most promising younger sons of Bucca-
neer is Fenek, who once won for Count Festetich, the Vienna
Derby and in a canter the Union Stakes at Berlin beating the

mpetitora forty lengths. Other good sons of
it son of Wild Dayrell were Balzaatn, Jacob, Ugod,

Filliboster, Young Buccaneer, Good Hope, Pirat, etc. Buc-
caneer di< I in JW :i i the age of thirty years and during his

rvice ;it Kisber he was bred to 260
ol the t mi and over 500 belonging to other owners.

During the time he was here the other Btafliont in use were
Teddington, Chief Justice, Boil Roussel and Ostregor; those
covered all ill'' balf-bred mures in the Btud, consequently they
had very little influence in the breeding of the thoroughbreds.

In L872 the government gaveC,000 pounds sterling to Lord

!

Stamford for the stallion Cambuscan, son of Newminster and
The Arrow (sire of Idalia, the dam of your imported Austra-
lian horses, Sir Modredand Cheviot). Cambuscan was another
good acquisition and sired the good mare Kincsem. She was,

perhaps, the best mare of her age, and won fifty-four races

! and never was beaten. In England she won the Goodwood
[
Cup ; in France, the Grand Prix de Deauville, besides more

j

than twenty races in Germany, amongst them the Jubilee
prize of Baden Baden three times in succession. During once
in her entire career, in a jubilee event, the Count Henckel's

I
Prince Giles 1 ran a dead heat with her; some said it was in

{

consequence of foul riding. In the deciding heat another
I jockey was placed on her, and she beat her rival in a canter
by sis lengths,and her glory was saved. Cambuscan had, be-

fore he left England, a very good son, Camballo, who in turn,

was the sire of The Lambkin (winner of the Doncaster St.

Leger) and Eurasian. Cambuscan's best sons in Hungary
were Pasztor, winner of the Budapest St. Leger, Czimer, Milon,
Cambusier and Kethely.
The third great stallion of Kisber was Verneuil, the cost-

liest horse ever imported to Hungary. A massive chestnut
was this mighty son of Mortimer and Regalia, and his cost

was 9,000 guineas. He was bred in 1S74 by Mons. Lefevre,
at the Charmant Stud in France, and was an excellent
stayer, and won many races in England and France. He was
one of the most productive of sires, his fertility was on an
average of seventy-five per cent, with thoroughbred and
seventy per cent, with half-bred mares. He died in 1890 of
acute peritonitis, and his death was a great loss to the Gov-
ernment. Verneuil's temper of late years had not been of

the most agreeable and gentle kind, and I remember he made
visitors climb the trees in Kis paddock more than once. His
progeny were generally 'Mate" horses; they showed their
best form seldom as two-year-olds, but later on they were re-

markably fast, all having good constitutions. The best of
them were the horses Metallesh, Goliath, Muvesr, Pajzan,
Tiick Track and the mares Zomancz, Cintra, etc.

Ruperra (a son of Adventurer and Lady Morgan) was an-
other sire of whom we expected much, but although a dis-

tinguished performer in England he had a very delicate con-
stitution and died at an early age. He left two sons, Rajta
Rajta and Achilles II., both of these won the Vienna Derby,
but they inherited the delicate constitution of their sire.

The fourth great sire was the famous Doncaster, sireofBend
d'Or, sire of Ormonde the great stallion that will soon be seen
in the evergreen paddocks of California. Doncaster was
called the sweet and shapely son of Stockwell and Marigold,
by Teddington. He was purchased for 15,000 guineas from
the DukeofVVestminister.lAlthough he died last year, he never
seemed to lose his charming conformation that was so notice-
able when he won the Derby, Ascot and Goodwood Cups.

In the list of Hungarian winning stallions he always held
a prominent place, but unfortunately he never sired but few
prominent sons. One was Kincsor, a good son of the grand
mare Kincsem. This horse died a few hours before the Ham-
burg Derby was run ; he was the favorite. The other son
was Prince II, an excellent stayer, now four years old, who
will win, I hope, some very good races this year. Now let

us look at the present list at Kisber.

The youngest stallion there is Gaga {Galopin—Red Hot).
He was bred by Count E. Batthyany, and won the Vienna
Derby for him last year. He is a powerfully built bay horse
and will only be bred to a limited number of mares, some
twenty in all, at 500 florins ($250) and his book is filled al-

ready.

The chestnut black spotted Craig Millar (Blair Athol

—

Miss Roland) is a Doncaster St. Leger winner bought for

6,000 guineas from Mr. Hume Webster. His fee has been
placed at 400 florins ($200), but his book is still open. Very
few thoroughbred mares will be bred to him this year, as his

progeny has not proven to be of the best; most of them are
"soft " and like short distances. Craig Millar has lost the
confidence of breeders,consequently if his book is filled it will

be with the names of half-bred mares.
There is another, a later importation, called Sweetbread

(Brown Bread—PerFar) which was bought from Lord Gerard.
The breeders have lost confidence in him, also, so the stud
has leased him to Count Eszterharz for the moderate sum of

2,000 florins (§1,000) per annum, and he is now standing in

the Count's stud at Tata.

A long-neglected but now favored one is Sunnersburg (by
Hermit—Hippia, by King Tom; Hippia is a full sister to

Hippolyta, dam of Fairy Rose, now at Palo Alto) ; he was
purchased for the moderate sum of 2,000 guineas by the late

Mr. Cavaliero from Baron Rothschild. His list at $200 is

full ; thirty-four mares owned by private parties will be bred
to him, among them being Haweswater, Italy, British Queen,
besides six mares belonging to the stud, so that he will have
forty thoroughbreds and three half-breds to cover. His pro-

geny are all fast, and can go over a distance of ground.
Salaor (by Isonomy—Fideline), at §150, has thirty-four

private m;res, four belonging to the Kisber stud and six half-

breds. He was bred in France by Mons. A. Lysin, and was
bought for 4,000 guineas by Mr. Lucrenbacher on behalf of

the stud. Salaor was a good race horse—reliable, strong and
very game. He won many races, beating, amougst others,

Le Lancy, one of the best horses ever bred in France.
Amongst the mares sent to him are three from Russia. His
stock, now yearlines, are very promising, and some of the

mares booked to him belong to the highest class of thorough-
breds.

Kisber-Occse was bred at the Kisber Stud. He is full

brother to the Epsom Derby winner, Kisber, now standing at

Harsburg, Germany, being by Buccaneer, out of Mineral. He
was a more promising colt than his brother, having greater
length below, a shorter back and better limbs, but owing to

an accident he never appeared on a track. His service fee is

$150, and there are thirty-six outside mares, four of the stud
and seventeen half-breeds belong to the stud to be stinted to

him this year.

Pasztor (by Cambuscan—Lady Patroness), is another
favored young sire. Bred in Hungary by Mr. Blaskovics, he
won several good races besides the Budapest St. Leger. He
is a powerful-built chestnut, showing great quality. His book
at $150 is well filled, having the names of six thoroughbreds
and seventeen half-breds of the stud, besides seventeen from
other owners, including two famous mares from Russia.
The other stallions of Kisher are young horses of second

rate, still we hope some of them will become prominent as
siri-s. They are Baldear, by Doncaster, out of Freia, at $100;
Metallic, by Verneiul, out of Mefallique, at $50; Montbar.
by Buccaneer out of Duhart, at $50; Biro, by Sunnersburg,
out of Birdcage, at $50; Edgar, by Ostregor, out of Veile, at
$50. and Filou, by Sunnersburg, out of Fidget, at §50.
The stud has twenty-eight thoroughbred mares and 154

half-breds. Amongst the former are Peffar, a grand old
mare by Adventurer, out of Caller Ou, and she is still a
beauty; Snapshot, by General Peel, out of a mare by Weather-
bit ; Gaydene, by Albert Victor, out of Flora Macdonald, by
Scottish Chief, a good race mare and the dam of many win-
ners in England ; Nyl, by Hermit, out of Nyl Gau, a lovely
mare. There is Duchess of Edinburgh, not a very old mare,
although she looks aged. She is a full sister to Prince
Charlie; she is the dam of Advocate, Equity, Pettitot and
Hopscotch. There are many other mares of note in the pad-
docks of this famous farm.

The annual unreserved sale of yearlings is held in May
during the Budapest meeting, and a singular feature to be
seen at the sale is that every yearling is loosened when led to

the rostrum and allowed to gallop around the large ring for

the benefit of the buyers. This is done before the bidding
actually begins. At the sale last year there were sixteen
yearlings sold. The highest prices received were for Mari-
gold, by Bend Or—Miss Maria,$4,025, to the Baron Springer

;

Ambassadeur, by Verneuil—Apollinaris, §3,550, to Mr.
Pechy ; Vigano, by Minting—Fortune's Wheel, $2,750, to
Mr. Szemere; Adonis, by Craig Millar—Altona, §2,325, to

Mr. Pechy; filly by Doncaster—L' Eclair, §1,725, to Mr.
Schindler

;
Petiote, by Craig Millar—Maria Galante, §1,525,

and Vicomtesse, by Kisber Occse—Verbena, §1,425 ; the
others did not reach §1,000. The average ranges annually
from §1,500 to §1,000, considering the circumstances, a very
good one.

I will send you accounts of other studs of the Government,
besides some private breeding establishments, at some other
time. There is a growing interest among the people in
Cential Europe regarding the great horses in America that
are making their sires famous, and any information I can
send to your able and enthusiastic journal will be forwarded
to you cheerfully. Renesor.

Sires From " Unknown " Dams.

The recent establishment of the fact that the dam of

George Wilkes was a mare of unknown pedigree adds a star

of the first magnitude to the list of great sires whose dams
were of obscure lineage. Apropos of this interesting fact

memory recalls the trotting progenitors whose, pride of blood

is paternal alone. The first you note is Alexanders AbJal-

lah, "dam Katy Darling, pedigree unknown." She was a

good mare and doubtless carried clean blood, but history fails

to record the lines. Her son will always rank in the records

as one of the most prepotent of the foundation sires of the

trotting breed, and there are m»ny rf-ho stoutly maintain that

the line that comes through the sire of Almont, Belmont and

Goldsmith Maid is the most productive of the Hamble-
tonian branches. Black Hawk, the trotting progenitor of
Vermont, was out of a mare of unknown blood but reputed
speed, and his greatest son, the pure-gaited and handsome
Ethan Allen, came from a mare of unknown breeding but also

of reputed speed. Henry Clay, the founder of the Clay family,
was out of ''the trotting mare Surrey, pedigree unknown," and
his best son, the original Cassius M. Clay, was out of Jersey
Kate, the mare of undiscovered lineage that produced the old-

time trotter John Anderson. The dam of Edward Everett, the
sire of Judge Fullerton, is given as " said to be by imp. Mar-
grave," but her pedigree has really never been established.

Wood's Hambletonian was out of a roan mare of unknown
but such potent blood that it controlled the color of her son
and stamps itself upon his descendants to the third and fourth
generation. Topsy, the mare that produced Hambletonian
Mambrino, 2:21 j, the sire of Wild Rake, came from the ranks
of the " unknown;" and the dam of Mambrino Chief, the
family next in rank to that of Hambletonian, came out of "the
mists of the West." Ericsson, the champion four-year-old of

thirty years ago, had a dam with a name and a reputation,

but no pedigree. Magna Charta, the noted foundation sire

of Michigan, was the son of a mother who belonged to the
equine canaille, and Pilot Jr., the founder of that great pro-
ducing broodmare line, came of undefined maternal blood.

Smuggler, the one-time stallion champion, conqueror of
Goldsmith Maid and the radiant comet of an historic season,

was the son of a pacing mare whose blood "came from the
woods," and so the list might be far extended were sires of

humbler reputation embraced.
A point in this connection that should not be forgotten is

that almost all these mares whose sons proved successful are

found upon investigation to have been good individuals, ani-

mals some of them of speed, and mostly all of forceful organi-
zation. The fact that their blood is unknown should not be
construed to mean that it was necessarily base ; on the con-
trary the merit that came from them argues that in their

veins must have flowed strains good if unknown to fame. But
the sires from unknown dams are the sires of a past day.

Everything has had a beginning, and the trotting breed was
necessarily founded upon the individual merit and success

that creates pride of lineage in the descendants. The " royal

blood of all tbe Howards " was not always royal, and if yot

trace either the most exclusive racing or trotting lines to theii

source, you find at the further end a great plebian. The
further away from the plebian the better the blood, for good
blood generation after generation rises upward and onward
by " the gravitation of natural fitness." In the Year Book of

the future, as in the racing calendar of to-day, the word
" unknown " will be itself practically unknown. In tbe

younger racing breed the history of the older will repeat it-

self, and though we are not yet far away from tbe foundation,

the day is not distant when a flaw in a trotting pedigree

within five or six generations will be regarded a bar sinister

just as in the thoroughbred dopaain.—Horseman.

'•

5

Floodgate, Charles L. Fair's great son of Flood and imp.

Rosetta,it turns out was not as sick at Ogden as first reported,

for the colt and balance of the string left Saturday and were

in fair shape on their arrival at Cheyenne Monday. Floodgate

is considered the most lively bidder for American Derby
honors from California by those who should know whereof

they shout. Dare is speedy, but is not thought to like the

route very well.

Comanche, a Rancho del Paso-bred colt, by Sir Modred

—

Ethel, won a six-furlong race at Elizabeth, N. J., April 26th,

defeating Nic<, Gold Dollar (another Californian), White
Rose, Harvest Hammie and Barefoot, who finished in the

order named. The time, hlo^j, was excellent, lime of year

considered.
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Our Thorougbreds.

Col. S. D. Bruce writes thus in defense of our American

thoroughbreds

:

Glencoe left but few males, as he, like Dioined, was more

famous through the female than male line. Diomed got no

winner of the Derby or St. Leger, which "St. George'' re-

gards as the only requisite of a successful stallion. How,
then, about St. Simon? Although unbeaten, he never won
either of these events, and he has been at the head of the

list of winning sires for the past three years. Isonomy did not

win either event, yet he sired Sea Breeze, winner of the Oaks

and St. Leger, and Common, winner of the Two Thousand

Guineas, Derby and St. Leger. Hampton, an ex-selling-

plater, won neither event, yet sired Ayrshire, winner of the

Two Thousand Guineas and Derby, Merry Hampton, winner

of the Derby, etc. Springfield did not win eitber event, but

is sire of Sainfoin, winner of the Derby. Sterling won
neither event, but is the sire of Paradox, Enterprise and

Enthusiast, winners of the Two Thousand Guineas, and

Harvester, winner of the Derby. Wisdom never won a race

nor won either of these events. Buccaneer, Master Kildare,

Bendigo, Adventurer, Melbourne, Voltaire, Rataplan, Spec- :

ulum and Bertram did not win either event, yet all these

sired winners of one or more of the events. Bertram sired

Robert the Devil, winner of the Derby and Grand Prize of

Paris. Buccaneer, Kisber, winner of the same two events,

and Formosa, winner of the Oaks and St. Leger. Master

Kildare got Melton, winner of the Derby and St. Leger,

King Tom got Tormentor, Hippia and Hannab, Oaks win-

ners"; Hannah also won the St. Leger, and Kingcraft, winner

of the Derby. Melbourne got West Australian, winner of

the Two Thousand Guineas, and both the Derby and St.

Leger ; Blink Bonny, winner of the Oaks and Derby, and Sir

Tatton Svkes, winner of the St. Leger. Voltaire got Voltigeur,

winner of the Derby and St. Leger, and Charles XII., winner

of the St. Leger, and from Voltaire in direct male line descend

Galopin and St. Simon. It is worthy of note that a decided

majority of the horses which won the two great events of the

English turf, the Derby and St. Leger, were gotten by stal-

lions which did not win eitber event, viz.: Iroquois, West
Australian, Voltigeur and Mellon. Diomed is not the only

stallion that won the Derby that has no male line descendant

in England. What has become of those from Young Eclipse

1781,Assassin 17S2,Saltram 17S3, Sergeant 17S4,Airowell 1785,

Xoblel786, Sir Thomas 17S8, Skyscraper 17S9, Rhadamathus

1790, Eager 1791, John Eull 1792, Diedalns 1794, Spread

Eagle 1795, and a host of others ? Diomed's sons in America

were Sir Archy, the Godolphin of America ;
Florizel, a su-

perior racehorse, never beaten ; Potomac, second to no horse

of his day ; Duroc, who won races as good as any horse in

his day, and got American Eclipse and many valuable brood-

mares, Vingt'un, Hamiltonian, Duchess of Marlborough,

Hanie's Maria and the dams of Henry, Shylock, Cicero, etc.

In England Diomed got Young Noisette, the dam of Naviga-

tor, Clermont, Marmion, etc., ¥oung Giantess, dam of Sor-

cerer and Eleanor, the first mare that ever won the Oaks and

Derby, and the dam of Muley, the sire of imp. Leviathan,

Margrave, Muley Moloch, The Little Known, Marpessa (the

grandam of Stockwell, Rataplan, etc.), Morgiana (the dam
of Sheet Anchor), Julia (dam of Phantom, Lvdia and Cres-

sida. the dam of imp. Priam. It would seem his blood is val-

uable in England to this day in the female lines. Sir Archy
got Sumpter, Rattler, Sir \Villiam of Transport, Contention,

Bertrand, Pacitic, Stockholder, Sir Charles, Director, Go-

hanna, Timoleon, Virginian, Marion, the good mares Vanity,

Reality, Lady Lightfoot, Flirtilla, Gabriella, Lady Burton,

etc. These, or nearly all, were superior racehorses, and as

good as the best of their day in England. Timoleon was a

good racehorse and sire of Boston, a superior one, who chal-

lenged the best racehorses of England to run one race in

America and one in England for $50,000 a side, which was

declined, and again lo run him four miles against any num-
ber of horses they might import, the owner of Boston betting

$50,000 to $40,000 and allowing them to name their horses at

the post. This was also declined. Boston got Lecompte,

Lexington, Red Eye, Ringgold, Madeline, the grandam of

Iroquois ; Nina, dam of Planet, Exchequer, etc. He defeated

all comers, and when nine years old and in the stud was

beaten by Fashion, four-mile heats, in 7:32.$, 7:45, the fastest

and best races run up to that dale in the world.

In this race Boston carried 126 pounds. Lexington was

the best race horse of his day and the best stallion that ever

stood in America. His daughters and granddaughters have

made the reputation of all the imported stallions in our day,

many of them failures in England, upon the best producing

families, and his sons who have had a chance in the stud

have left a brilliant record, and, could the best of them have

been in England, would have won the Derby or St. Leg°r.

In the male line to Diomed are found such successful stallions

as Joe Hooker, son of Monday, by Coltoo, hy Lexington
;

Bishop, by Shannon, by Monday ; Argyle, sire of Fairy, by

Monday ;*Grinstead, by Gilroy, by Lexington; Uncas and

Wanderer, by Lexington
;
Tom Ochiltree, sire of Major

Doiuo ; Pat Malloy, sire of Favor. The get of these will

compare favorably with the get of any of the English stal-

lions mentionen by "St. George," in proportion to the num-
ber of colts sired by each, and none of the pedigrees are man-
ufactured, as the great authority intimates, and are as well

authenticated as those to be found in the English Stud-Book,

and as free from error. America is a great country, reaching

from ocean to ocean, while England is not as large as the

State of New York. Her noblemen have been breeding for

over 200 years, and feeding to the hounds all the animals

possessing no individuality, except when they could send

them to America or other gullible nations. Falsetto and Em-
peror, sons of Enquirer, are decided successes in the stud.

Jils Johnson, Leonatus and Long Taw, sons of Longfellow,

are successes. The Bard and Linden promise well. None of

the sons of Eolus are old enough to show their quality, but

Elkwood and Eon, from their high-racing qualities, promise

well. Eolus has sired many first-class race horses, and his

son, Morello, was the best two-year old of the year. Long Taw
will probably leave a worthy son in Don Alonzo, while Pow-
hattan, Onondaga and Sensation will doubtless hand down the

Leamington blood unimpaired. Can any stallion in England
show so many worthy representatives nf this blood? Iro-

quois, at the head of winning sires this year, promises to

leave a .son worthy of him, if he has not already done so, in

Tammany. King Alfonso is a success, judging by Foxhall,

King Lee, Fonso, a good sire, Joe Cotton, etc. The best sons

of Revenue and Mahomet perished in our civil war. In

mentioning that there is no producing grandson of any im-

ported sire, "St. George " omits Glencoe, whose son Vandal

got Virgil, the sire of the unbeaten Tremont ; Hindoo, the

sire of the mighty Hanover, whom every unprejudiced man
must admit was good enough to win the Derby ; Ventilator,

a successful stallion; Voltigeur, now dead, and Vanderbilt,
both successes.

There are male winners of the Two Thousand Guineas,
Derby and St. Leger, foaled from 1S00 to date, 210. Of this

number only forty-five were able to sire a winner of the One
Thousand Guineas, Two Thousand Guineas, Derby, Oaks, or

St. Leger, whereas 106 sires that were not able to figure in

these events as winners claim paternity of the winners. We
will only speak of the non-crowned division.

Birdcatcher, Adventurer, Camel, Hampton, Isonomy, Ster-

ling, King Tom, Langar, Liverpool, Lottery, Melbourne, Pan-
taloon, Rataplan, Rosicrucian, St. Simon, Scottish Chief,

Selim, Sir Hercules, Sterling, Sorcerer, Springfield, Sultan,

Sweetmeat, Toxophilite, Tramp, Voltaire, Weatherbit and
Wisdom. Are they inferior or superior to the winners?
Facts are stubborn things.

The other statement that the winners of the great stake

events in the last ten years are about equally divided between
native and imported sires, and that the native sires in use

outnumber the imported ones in ratio of ten to one, is not

true. In the last ten years 453 stake events have been run
;

of these 2S2 were won by the get of native sires and 171 by
the get of imported sires. If we deduct Richmond, Pontiac

and The Admiral, that won four stakes, the proportion is

281 to 167 ;
this shows the fallacy of the statement. Lex-

ington's daughter Sprightly made Billet, Diomed's grand-

daughter Nantura and Lexington's daughters Fanny Holton
and Lida made Leamington. St. Blaise got his best son,

Potomac, from Sultana, a daughter of Leqington. The Lex-
ington blood made Rayon d' Or, Phaeton, Glenelg, and in

fact every imported horse that has figured conspicuously in

the last twenty years, and no unprejudiced student of the

stud book and racing stastics will stultify himself by stating

to the contrary. The Diomed blood is still a potent factor

in both England and America, and but for the cultivated

prejudice of Americans against native sires we will yet ex-

pect the blood necessary to build up and strengthen the

English racehorse sent from America.

The Value of Horses.

Champion Pacing Records Compared "With
Trotting.

The sooner the farmers in the United States realize the

fact that the ordinary and commonly-bred horse is likely to

deteriorate in value year by year, the better it will be for

them. The use of cables to drag street cars has already re-

duced the service performed by horses in the cities, and the

extension of the trolley system in the suburbs and the per-

fection of electric moters will relieve many other thousands

of horses from such service. It has not been so very long
since nearly all the threshing was done by horses ; now only
a very small percentage of even the threshing machines are

worked by horse-power. Practically all of the ploughing is

now done by horses ; but a cheap and practical steam plough
will be shown to visitors to the World's Fair, and it is not
improbable that in ten years from now quite a large percent-

age of ploughing will be done without the aid of horse. The
need in the cities and on the farms for fewer horses will tend

more and more to reduce their market value. Commonly-
bred horses will be the first to deteriorate in price ; indeed it

is doubtful whether finely-bred horses will suffer at all. There
is no reason why they should. The purposes for which they
are used will not be affected by any inventions revolutioniz-

ing methods of transportation or tillage. Even though we
could fly in the air with a balloon entirely under control, a

spin on the road behind a pair of trotters or a gallop across

country would give lust as much pleasure as ever it gave.

The horses who get the blue ribbons in the horse shows will

continue to he as valuable as ever, while humbler animals

—

those that dragstreet cars and ploughs—will be less valuable
year by year.

This increase in value has already been noted, so far as farm
animals are concerned, by the statisticians of the United
States Department of Agriculture. In 1S92 the average

value of a farm horse in the United States was $65.01, and of

a mule $75.55; in 1S93 the average farm horse is worth only

§61.22, and the mule $70.6S. Here is a depreciation of $3.79

in horses and $4.87 in mules. Notwithstanding the fact that

there are 703,662 more horses and 16,429 more mules on the

farms this year than last, the total value of the horses and
mules has depreciated more than twenly-five million dollars.

This is very hard indeed on the farmers. Though they have
to feed more than seven hundred thousand more horses and
mules than the year before, the stock in the market is not
worth as much as it was the year before by more than $25,-

000,000. That sum does not really represent the loss, for the

horses are eating all the while, and a source of continuous ex-

pense. Had this increase in the number of horses been en-

tirely of those that were well-bred, the value of the farm
horses would probably have appreciated instead of decreased,

and the books would have shown a profit instead of a loss.

A well-bred horse costs no more in food and attention than

a common one, and he is a very much belter investment. A
horse of common breeding is sure to be a common and unin-

teresting ho:se; but one with a crossing of good strains of

blood is apt to be very interesting. In such a horse there are

attractive possibilities, similar to those that invest a lottery

ticket with charm. Who cares to watch the development of

spindle-legs of a suckling colt when it is well known that the

mature horse will only be fit to draw a cart? But what a

difference when you look upon the awkward youngster and
recognize no reason why it should not lower the record of

Salvalor or Nancy Hanks? Failing in such high deeds,

either runner or trotter would be just as serviceable in a cart

aa the cold-bred colt for whom there was never any high

ambition.
The facts gathered by the statisticians, and the prospects

for changed motive power for transportation and for farming,

appear lo indicate clearly that in the future there will be less

and less profit in breeding other than from good strains of

equine blood.—Harper's Weekly.

Charade is going lo be a hard horse to beat this year,

from present indications. < In the 26th the brown son of imp.
Charaxus, four years old, beat Banquet, ageri, with 120;
Lepanto, five, with 95. and Kiot, five, 103 pounds. He won
by two lengths from Banquet, doing the mile and an eighth

in 1:66}. On the same date at Elizabeth Chateau, by imp.

Charaxus, won the Pamrapo Stakes, for two-year-olds, beat-

ing nine good youngsters, doing the half-mile in 0:49$. and
Blue Blood, by the same sire, beat the much-touted St.

Domingo, Traverse and Clysmic in a six-furlong dash. Three
of the six winners were therefore hy imp. Charaxus.

While there is no question but that the pacing gait is faster

than the trotting, less interest is taken in champion pacing

records, and many of them have been all the way along, and
several are still considerably behind the corresponding trot-

ting records. Until quite recently the colt trotting records

have been very much faster than the pacing records for the

same ages, but during the past two years several which have

been considerably slower are now as much in advance of the

trotting records. The best yearling pacing record uotil with-

in two years has been more than 10 seconds slower, but the

champion yearling record, held by Belle Acton, is now 41
seconds faster than the best yearling trotting record, says
American Horse Breeder.

Of the two-year-olds the trotting record is still ahead, and
is held by the trotting stallion Arion, whose record is a quar-
ter of a second faster than that of Online, the fastest pacing
two-year-old. Of the three-year olds Sunol and Arion each
have records of 2:10'., while the fastest three-year-old pacing
record is held by Manager, anil is a full second slower. * If

the four-year-olds, according to the American Trotting Regis-
ter Association, the pacers Robert S. and .Manager lead the
side-wheeled division with records of 2:09], while Alix and
Moquetie are the fastest trotters of that age with records of
2:10, a difference of only a quarter of a second in favor nf the
four-year-old pacer, but according to the records of the Trot-
ting Association, W. Wood, with a record of 2:"7, is three
seconds faster.

Of the five-year-olds Kremlin is a half-second ahead of the
pacer Blue Sign, so that for colt records honors are about
even. The harness records, trotting and pacing, are now ex-
actly the same, still the advantage is with the pfcer in that
Mascot's record was taken in a race, while the record of
Nancy Hanks was made against time.

When we come to the double teams, the advantage at pres-
ent is decidedly with the trotter, but this is chiefly from the
fact that comparatively little attention has been given to fast

pacing teams. There would, in all probability, be no diffi-

culty in getting a mate for Mascot, Hal Pointer, Direct, or
some of the other fastest pacers capable of making a mile
against time considerably below the 2:12}-, which is the cham-
pion trotting team record, held by Belle Hamlin and Honest
George and nnde last season. The fastest team race record,

trotting is 2:18}, and was made by Maxey Cobb and Neta Me-
dium eight years ago. The fastest team race record, pacing-
is held by Belle Button and "Thomas" Ryder, and is, ac-
cording to the Year Book, " 2:26J."

It is not surprising that the Californians protest against the
way the Year Book handles their champion records, throw-
ing out entirely all Stamboul's champion performances, also

the champion four-yeai-old pacing record of W. Wood of
2:07, setting him back to 2:11}, and setting Stamboul back to

2:11 ; but neither of these is any comparison to the cut there
made in the pacing team record, which is ten full seconds.

As there is no ground whatever for the rejection or suppres-
sion of ten seconds in time in this record, we have uo doubt
the compiler of that work will claim it is one of the numer-
ous typographical errors.

The facts in connection with this fastest team pacing race
record are that it was made Saturday, October 15, 1892, in

the first heat of a race, against Our DicK and Turk Franklin,
at Oakland, Cal., and the latter team, though their average
harness records single were 54 seconds faster than the average
records of Belle Button and Tom Ryder, they were distanced
the second heat. There is another instance of mistake, or at

least lack of uniformity, in the Year Book of this particular.

In Vol. 1 ihere is no " Thomas " Ryder, but numerous races

are there given as paced, and quite a proportion of them won
by the brown gelding " Tom" Ryder, while nowhere in the
second volume does the name "Tom" Ryder appear, though
a difference of less than three letters has often occasioned a
fine, and in some of the States might be even more serious.

Belle Button and Tom Ryder are both by Alexander
Button. Belle Button's dam is by Dietz St. Clair, son of old
St. Clair, while Tom Ryder's dam is by Black Ralph, a de-
scendant of Vermont Black Hawk. Belle Button has a
harness record of 2:19], and Tom Ryder a record of 2:17^,

making an average of 2:lx j, which is 2| seconds slower than
their double harness record. The beaten team, Our Dick
and Turk Franklin, have proven faster and better in single
harness, but were probably not as well matched. Our Dick
is by Gibralter, a grandson of Harnbletonian, and Turk
Franklin is by Prospect, a direct lineal descendant of Ver-
mont Black Hawk, with additional Morgan through his sec-

ond dam.
Our Dick has a harness record of 2:10',, while Turk Frank-

lin's record is 2:16}, making an average of 2:131, which is 5A
seconds faster than the average record of their competitors
and S\ seconds faster than the fastest pacing team record. It

is quite probable that pacing teams are not as easilv man-,
aged, particularly when either or both makes a break, still

for all that we are confident that there are plenty of pacers
which could he matched, and very materially reduce the
present pacing team record.

— •
A CtJBIOUS operation in veterinary surgery wis performed

at Sheepshead nay last week by Surgeon Shepard. Fred Gr&Pd
horse was troubled with a disorder of the eve and became
very nervous and fractious. Dr. Shepard washed the eye
with a lotion which removed a film, and then he was able to

discover the cause of the trouble. He saw something writ*,

gling rapidly about in the eye-ball, and at once recognized it

as a case of "snake-in-the-eye," e very rare disease in these

latitudes but more common in hot countries, and .specially

in Endia. He had the horse thrown and tied so that he was
perfectly motionle--. Fir>t an ineision was made in the eye

at the inner angle. Into this was inserted a small silver hook
formed on the plan of a bntton hook. Then he had to wait.

The shank of the hook filled the incision, while the hook
itself was in the aqueous humor where the rapidly-moving
creature was. Finally the do 'tor managed to hook the
11 snake," or let it hook itself "ear the mi Idle, and then with

a dexterous movement be drew it out.
i- The "snake "was bo

active that it was with difficulty held. Upon measurement it

was found to be three and one-halt" inches in length. When
dropped into a bottleof alcohol it quickly died. It was per-

fectly white and looked very much like s section of coarw?-

cotton -pool thread. The technical name nf this disease is

[ >r. Shepard said thai in all his experiei

had seen only three cases and thai this was the first in which
he performed an operation for its relief.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLVB—Spring meeting. —April 29 to June 23
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB ifav'J to Mav 20
LODISVIJLLE JOCKEY CLCB-^Spring meeting. Mav 10 i9 davsi
P.O. T. H. B A. Spring Meeting. Slav 17 to June 3 incl
L'HICO. .

SANTA BARBARA
LOMPOC
HUENEKE
SANTA ANA
LOS ANGELES
VANCOUVER, WASH .

INDEPENDENCE, OR...
PORTLAND
SALEM

-Aug. 2 to 26 Incl
\ugust22 to August 26 incl

-.August 29 to September 2 incl
..September 19 to September 23 incl
.September 26 to September 30 incl

October 2 to October 7 incl
June 14 {tour days;
June 15 i.three days)
June 24 (seven daysi

..July 4th, 5th and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION-SpringMeeiinc.Mav 16 to June 23
LATON1A JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.;—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
CAPITAL TL'RF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting...June6to 10
OVERLAND PARK ( 'LCB^Spring Meeting. Mav 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (.Chicago, HI.)—Summer meeting

.. June 24 (2d davsi
BUTTE HELENA AND DEEB LODGE Julv 3, 4 and .

5

DILLON Julv4 to 7
MISSOULA— Regular circuit Julv 10 to 13
ANACONDA—Rpgu tar circuit Julv 1.5 to 26
BUTTE—Regular circuit _ _ July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 toSept.2
STURGIS Mich Julv 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting Aug. 1 to Ausrll
GLEN BROOK PARK .August 29 ioSeptember2
FLEETWOOD PARK _ Sept. o to S
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 incl.
WASHINGTON PABK.TbeN. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16
MODESTO. Sept. 26 to 29 incl
H« -LUSTER October 10 to 14 incl
t UMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'X..- October 16 to 2S

Entries Close.

VAI.LEJO Mav 10OVERLAND PARK CLUB iDeaven—Purses MaVie
TULA HE Mav 25

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
'. 730

Al. M'.NITMN
-A DOR

ANDY K
ANTEEO JR. -...',2 ...

ALEXANDER BUTTON
BAY ROSE 9.8

N

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD ....

CHANCELLOR H.068....
> U \- DERBY
COUNT ANTEKO 14,632
DANTON MulLlUIE
DALY ::

DELWIN
DEXTER PRINCE 11,368
DIGITALIS 18,780 ...

DIABLO _
DON MARVIN

,

DON PIGARO
J U 11,821 ,

ELI ' TuK J.170

-•TON
EMINENT

GLEN i

' ILK! -

GUIDE „...
". D

LANCELOT
-MEM" _

MOUNT HOPE 14,206
NAPA WILKES
NT TW< m ] ); .v
NUTWOOD WILKES
PLE IMANTON
PRINCE RED WW
PBINDEX
- \IU.I. WILKES
s \N JOnE
HALADIN
H D Roy
-I EVER BOW
SOUDAN

:w i

-

K WHIPPLE
VVARIXX K
wii.i-. . :

wil. DIRECT

W. G. RocklfiT.Healdsburg, Cal
A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal

S. A. Browne & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
Chas. E Needhum, Belioita, Cal

J. U. Smith, Oakland, Cal
D. Anderton. Oakland, Cal
.G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal

Thos. Bonner, Santa Rosa, Cal
....Martin Carter. Irvfnglon

R. D. Fox, Sin, Jose
-Geo. A Wiley. Danville. <»)

- W. W. Smith, Colusa,Cal
D. J. Murphy, MUpltas, Cal
Rosedale Breeding Farm

Samuel Gamble. Danville, Cal
Souther Farm, San Leundro, Cal
- .Rosedale Breeding Farm

Murray A Richards. Pleasanton, Cal
Cba& I. Lowell, Lodl, Cal

Souther Farm, San Leamlro
..wuired Paget Penh's Grave, Sonoma co

l. Klchai
Soother Farm, SanLeandro

..._s. A. Browne & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
Frank IE Burke, 628 Market St

souther Farm. Sun Lvuudro
...Wtn. Corhiti.San Mateo, Cal

A. T. Hutch. »: Flood Building, (Sty
'toother Farm. San LeondraCC Bemls, S*2 Montgomery St

Dr. t. w.jiurrK Eugeoe, i ire

R. D. Fox -

E. W. Davit*. WatKonvllle, Cul
ChaB. L Lowell, i

Mnrtln Caller, Irvlogtoo
Bo ither Farm, San r eandro, I al

',..,. a. wn.-v. Danville. CaJ
' ..III, R-llMlU, fill

Wm i broltt. Sao Hi
. .

.-. A '- too, Ulch
I

v.i iuN. U2 UoDtgouiery Ki
-A. T. HnU'h. t: Flood Building, City

P. J. wniiiiniH, mhi
d. J Murphy, Miij.itjwt. ciii

Of >. \ Wiley, Dai
a. a a rmstrong, Alamo, Cal
..- i Needham, Beliota, Cal

..Chaa.B Needham, Beliota, Ca]

THOROUGHBREDS.
BTJNO r I

Imp. Frencn Dralt Stallion i A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal
IMP. IDALIUM John Cassidy, City
IMP. LOYALIST W. M. Marry, Sacramento
IMP. SOCRATES t Coach Stallion) K. O'Grady. san Mateo, L^al

MONDAY' FINAL H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal
NONPAREIL Cleveland Bav Stallion)...-A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
WILDIDLE H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cat

Encouraging News From Everywhere.

- \ Browne O Co. Kalamazoo, Mich
Geo \ w.i. v. Danville, Cal
v. ii.. .ri.r.- yen U

The latest reports from all cities iu the United

I States are to the effect that entries to the trotting aod

I pacing races this year, surpass those of other years. The

number of horses in training lor races (not for time

records) proves that if there is anything *o elevate the

trotting-horse market by showing the people that horses

can be and are bred to race, the breeders are trying to

achieve it. A number of strange circumstances have

prompted this activity ; circumstances that brought the

breeders face to face with a result which seemed inevit-

able, and that was " the depression of the market." The

exorbitant prices paid for animals with pedigrees, but

without individuality or race records, a few years ago,

and the flooding of the market with the progeny of these,

horses and the produce of the mares " bred in the pur-

ple,'* has done more to teach our breeders their mistake

than all the theories advanced by the greatest philoso-

phers en matters equine in the world.

The crash had to come, and we are satisfied it could

not take place at a more opportune time. The time-

record craze was a short-lived but dangerous one ; it left

its mark upon the annals of the turf that will be re-

ferred to by horsemen in the future as a "curiosity born

of a mythical necessity, nurtured by ambitious horse

owners and destroyed by overwork." It is dead and

buried, and may it never be resurrected, is the urgent

wish of every fair-minded horseman in the laud.

The man who offers a horse for sale that made his

record on the kite track, cannot take much pride in stat-

ing the fact. He dodges the question " "Where did this

horse get his record ?
"

The magic of the words " race records " will elevate

prices, and breeders who are trying to make a success of

the business are taught that this little recommendation

attached to the name of every trotter and pacer they

offer for sale will help prices amazingly. When one

considers it from a financial standpoint, it looks well,

but how much better is the priceless pride that an

owner takes in the broodmare that produced that trotter,

and, if she appears as the dam of two or more, what a

warm place she has in his estimation ! He will part

with every other animal on the farm but this good, old,

reliable broodmare that gets trotters every year and thus

helps to make her name, her produce and her owner

famous. The time records were good while they lasted,

and were fashionable, and perhaps some of the old

mare's produce got one of these " asterisk marks "on a

kite track, but that youngster is not esteemed as highly

as the one who got a much slower mark which

was made against horses that have since become famous

as campaigners. The owner feels that there is a certain

cloud shadowing the "kite-track unfortunate," and
while the record is a " bar," he believes the youngster's

name should be seen entered for some of the races this

fall and the name and reputation of all connected with

him must be upheld, hence his name is seen in the
entry lists.

Here, in California, the directors of every district fair

are astonished to see the long lists of entries received
;

tbey could not divine the cause, but, if they slopped for a

moment to refiect,how plain it would all appear ? There-

fore, they should, to keep up the reviving interest, help

the owners of these colts and fillies by giving races that

will enable the trotters to make race records. They
should cast their eyes toward the famous kite track and
say. "As that has been the battle-ground against old

Father Time in the past, and many a horse's reputation

has bgfen besmirched by the records made there,

we will try and make amends at our fair and
give plenty of races for liberal purses and help the

name and fame of our California-bred trotting

stock." They can follow the example set by the Pacific

Trotting Horse Breeders Association, and if it is success-

ful (there is no reason why it should not be), the crowds

that will attend the meetings will surpass those ever

held. Years ago, Californians used to follow the ex-

ample set by their brethren across the Rocky Mountains,

but of late these progressive people watch us and eagerly

follow iu our footsteps. We have advantages that they

never can hops t<» have, and we are glad to see that in

the list of entries in the East, sons and daughters of Cali-

fornia sires predominate.

The croakers who have been bewailing the fate of the

horse industry and .-rying about the "bottom being

dropped out of the market," are astounded to see such

long lists of entries ; it is something they never dreamed

of. Why, according to these " soreheaded " doubters

the distance flag on our race courses would be used by

the sheriff, and the racecourses of the land would all be

turned into paddocks, the buildings destroyed and all

traces of the great industry obliterated long before the

trees in the orchards were budding, or the blades of grass

were bursting from the ground. They are rubbing their

eyes with wonder, and asking everyone they meet "ifthis

boom isn't all a fake, anyway ? " For their edification

we will say that disgruntled theoretical breeders who do

not believe in developing their stock, non-believers in

castration, cranks on the subject of high prices for poor

stock, uneducated horse buyers, and time records, have

passed into oblivion, and an era of prosperity in the

horse breeding industry is dawning that is brighter and

more promising than it has been since old Abdallah died

on the sandy beach of Long Island almost forty years

ago.

The Greatest Show on Earth.

" Everybody should pass right in and see the greatest

aggregation of equine beauties ever assembled. The
largest number of the very rarest of man's best friend,

the horse! Here you will see Arabians from the desert

of Sahara ; Orloffs from Russia ; Shaggy ponies from

Shetland ; Zebras from Africa ; coach horses from Ger-

many ; hackneys from England ; Flemish horses from

Holland and Germany ; Percherons and Xormans from

France ; wild mustangs from the prairies of America
;

Clydes, Shires and Suffolk Punches from Great Britain
;

thoroughbreds from England, Australia, Kentucky, Cali-

fornia, and many of the States of the Union I Over

there in the equine kindergarten near the California

buildings is the greatest curiosity of the age. No one

has ever seen anything like it. There you will see youDg

thoroughbreds whose ancestors for generations were never

known to move in any other way but the gallop trotting

as if it was their natural gait. Out at Washington Park

you will see the fastest trotters and pacers in the known
world; handsome as pictures and fleet as thoroughbreds.

Everyone should see these wonders ! A lesson can be

learned that never will be forgotten ! This is the only

opportunity you will ever have #f seeing horses of all

breeds and descriptions ! You cannot afford to miss this

rare spectacle !

"

The above announcement is not copied from a circus

poster, but is suggested by the reports of the great

numbers of horses that are being placed on exhibition at

the Columbian Exposition at Chicago. There are thou-

sands of our readers who would like to go to the " White

City " just to look at the collection of horses there. The
foreigners, and there are large numbers of them, will get

a better idea of our great horse-breeding industries than

they ever imagined, when they look at the display, while

thousands of our best citizens (whose business ventures

take them away from the great agricultural centers of

the land) will be astonished and gratified to think that

the very richest, as well as the poorest of our farmers

have worked together, hand-in-hand, with one great ob-

ject in view, and that is to elevate the standard of the

horse industry.

The work of comparing the various types or breeds of

horses will be one that will excite much interest, and

in the great shuffle for superiority between the imported

and American-bred stock it will be seen that the breed-

ers of American horses have nothing to be ashamed of.

Many a horseman who comes to that exhibition be-

lieving he has the only breed of light-harness horses

will trade for the best road horses in the world,

known as the American trotter. Their superiority must,

however, be shown, and we believe that in the hands of

the exhibitors who will bring them there every one of

their good points will be shown.

The day of slow-moving horses, heavy road vehicles,

heavy harness and heavy shoeing is rapidly passing

away. America, the youngest of all nations, has set an

example for the older ones to follow. While they

have taught us the benefits of having perfect roads, we

can teach them that our speedy, strong and reliable trot-

ters and pacert, hitched to light vehicles, will enable

them to enjoy the blessings of those roads better than

they ever imagined.

The owners of stock farms who will send their trotters

to the great exposition will have an excellent opportun-

ity of judging of the merits and demerits of the balance

assembled there. The crowds of people from all parts

of the globe who attend the trottiug races will testify

their appreciation in every language known, and the

scenes of the exciting races will leave as deep an im-
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pression as the chariot races in the Circus Maximus left I Value of Handling Horses.

upon the thousands who were congregated to see them. Eacn driver of a horse or team as well as the owner or

The effect will be beneficial and awaken an interest those that have lo depend upon the harness horse for pleas-

atuong these people that will redound to the credit of our
,
ure or business, admits the great value of systematic training

American-bred trotters, and awaken in them a desire to

drive one of these fleeVfooted hprses. No one can fully

comprehend the magnitude of the benefits to be derived

from this great exhibition in all of its many forms, but

especially in this—when one contemplates the field that

will be opened by the exhibition of our greatest pride,

the trotting horse of America.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertise-

ment of the Spring Meeting of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders' Association, to be held May 27th to

June 3d inclusive. Every one who has horses in train-

ing should bring them to the Bay District track ; there

will be plenty of over-night events, and the officers

and members of this organization are taking a more act-

ive interest in this inaugural meeting than ever.

The Todhunter Sale.

This auction sale, held by order of Mrs. Elizabeth D. Tod-

hunter, executrix of the estate of W. B. Todhunter, de-

ceased, was a most successful one from every point of view,

and shows that there is a good market for high-class stock at

any time in San Francisco, especially in the line of thor-

oughbreds. The sale, conducted by Killip & Co. at their

or handling. We all appreciate the advantage in a team,

yet as in many other matters, we are negligent in the ma-

jority of cases in taking the means to secure the desired

effect. The time has come in the history of the horse with

its established lineage and high individual merit, that it must

have care and treatment commensurate with its inherent

value. No one would pretend to sav that the equivalent in

time of half a year's work should be spent upon a broncho or

any such creature but it is almost an axiom that training

must be applied to every draft and roadster as well as the

high bred and sensitive horse. It is only economy in the true

sense of its significance to provide the most careful handling
and attentiou for the equine which is to be sold for remuner-
ative prices. Material to work upon and that, too, on an ex-

tensive scale is demanded, if paying results are to follow.

With the great progress and rapid growth of wealth in this

country, thousands of people are more ready to give $500 and
upwards for a single well-broken horse, or$1000 for a double
team than pay §50 to $200 for the common roadster, yet this

$50 roadster is oftentimes made the $500 horse, all "by close

and systematic training and attention. It must be remem-
bered that this fiery animal is, in a natural state, far more
ungovernable than is the inspiring steam engine or electric

motor.
In the case of such mechanical appliances for power,

almost anv skillful artisan who understands a device of one
kind can almost at sight operate any similar device and do it

successfully. Every colt, however, is a separate new creature

in the world, and must be proceeded with, in its training and
handling with a triHe at least, of variation in every case to

meet its disposition and to render it fully the trained thing of

animals sold, the purchasers and prices:

PROPERTY OF ESTATE OF W. E. TODHUNTER.

Ch c fbrotber to Prince's Firstt. foaled February 8, 1892, by
Prince of Norfolk—Lizzie Idle, by Wildidie; W. M. Blurry,

Sacramento
*

Be, foaled Mav 8. 1892, by Prince of Norfolk—Fran tie Deviue,
bv Wildidie : B. C. Hollv. Flosden

Ch c (brother lo Tigress), foaled April '2. 1892, by Prince of Nor-
folk—Katie A., bv Bullion ; L. H. Todhunter. Sacramento.

Ch f. foaled March 6, J8B2, by Prince of Norfolk—Mary Foster,

bv Foster: A. W. Lauson
Ch f. "foaled March 7. 1892, by Prince of Norfolk— Kitty Lamb,

bv Boots: L. H. Todhunter, Sacramento
Ch f foaled March 10. 1892. bv imp. Intruder—Annie Rooney,

by Prince of Norfolk : L. H. Todhunter. Sacramento
B c fnaled April 3. 1892. bv Sinfax—Minnie B.. by Prince of

Norfolk; B. J. Holly, Flosden

PROPERTY OF MRS. ELIZABETH D. TODHONTEK.

Be. foaled March 20. JR91, bv Prince of Norfolk—Haidee (sister

to the Keutucky Derty winner, Joe Cotton), by King Al-

fonso; L. H. Todhunter, Sacramecto 530

B c, foaled March 3, 1892. brother to above; A. B. Gonzales,

San Francisco 1,100

B c, foaled March a, 1892, bv Prince of Norfolk— E. D., by
pownattan i brother to Parole): C. A. Brown, San Fran-

cisco

PROPERTY OF GEORGE T. TODHUNTER.

Ch f. foaled April 1. 1891. by imp. Intruder—Lady Foster, by
Foster; B. C. Hollv, Flosden

Brf. foaled May 3, 1892, by Jackson—Lady Foster, by Foster;

H. V. Lewis
PROPERTY OF W. B. TODHUNTER JR.

Be foaled March 11. 1^91, bv Prince of Norfolk—Amy B., by
BtMot Box. second dam Lulu Rises (dam of Oregon
Eclipse), bv Humboldt ; B. C. Holly, Flosden

B e, foaled February 10. 1892. by Prince of Norfolk—Mary
Coombs, bv Nathan Coombs; B. C. Holly, Flosdeu
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Where the owner or trainer knows t lie disposition of the an-
cestors, he can usually judge of the amount of lime he should
expect it would require, for an expert to turn him over to

his owner. First tench your coll what the harness and bit

is and get him accustomed to being guided with the reins,

after which hernial understand what it means to have a

bugey or cart rolling and rattling behind him. Don't put on
a cheap harness for the first time, or hitch him to a cheap
cart, for a lesson or accident learned when voting is some-
times very hard to forget. This preliminary work should
be given a colt one at a lime with an older hor^e. It is

counted by many that all this fuss does not pay. Of course
it does not pay if you haven't a good colt lo begin with, but a
youngster that is sound and right, having a good disposition
and in its veins a predominance of ihe great blood of the
land, can be trained expensively with great profit if training
and devolopiog by the owners of colts was more liberally in-

dulged in, throughout this section, there would not be the
feeling existing as it does at the present, regarding the breed-
ing of the favorite mare. There is always a market for the
well-broken, promising youngster, whereas the unbroken
grows and increases until by the weight of numbers, the
owner's heart as well as his bank account is broken.—B. O.
Van Bokkeln in Salem Journal.

Blue Laws.

salesyard, Van >"ess avenue and Market street, was well at'

tended by our representative thoroughbred horsemen, and beauty or joy, as may be the case to its owner, who aims to

the bidding was spirited. Below will be found a list of the derive from it either pleasure or profit. Starting with a well

bred colt whose ancestors for two generations on both sides

are known to be of reasonably good natural disposition, one
may feel as confident in ultimate success in training and
developing the youngster into a finished, animate product as

is the machinist who works on an engine or motor. This
statement must be qualified, however, with the further

limitation, namely that the trainer, to accomplish positive

and unvarying results, must be as skillful in his line of work
as is the mechanic referred to. Many farmers and people who
have only a few horses are disposed to undervalue the

importance of skillful labor upon the young horse, think that

they or their farm hands or help can occupy their spare time
in developing what has cost them when old enough to wean
§100 or more; here a great mistake is made. While a trainer

with less skill will require more time for accomplishing the

same results, his time, as a rule, is very much less valuable

than that of the skilled artist in this important work. It is

true that many people lack method in their plans of exercising

their horses and colts.

The majority of farmers and other people who have horses

as an incidental investment with other lines of work think
only of devoting such bits of time as are not needed in their

regular line of work, and con-equently the colt is neglected
when lie should be receiving attention, and receives a double
dose when half would suffice. Mich spasmodic efforts accom-
plish but little. It would be similar to sending i child to

school for only half a day once a month, and then be sur-

prised that no advancement is made, in which case the horse

as well as the child is liable to forget in the intervening time
all that it has learned during its brief lessons. To guard
against the extremes of too little handling and of the dangers

of too much work, is the principal occasion for anxiety in

giving the first lessons to the coming horse, and here is where
skilled labor is worth double the amount of inexperienced.

Horses, unfortunately, cannot talk, and one must be able to

tell how far to go, and not go too far, from experience and
study of the various kinds he has handled. It is the history

of too many animals that their owners have more work to do
than horses with which to do it

;
put upon a two-year old the

work of a mature horse and the same is true in developing
the promising colt trotters, for the inexperienced trainer will

put a promising colt beyond his limit in his desire to get

more speed, and thus ruin what might have been a very
skilled traiuer. Occasionally there will be found the rare

strength and constitution which enables such a victim to sur-

vive his burden and be afterwards a fairly good horse, but
where there is one such case there will probably be found a
dozen in which sluggishness, indifference to life and some-
times stubborn laziness have been the results. Yet when it

comes to the choice between the two eviis, the future of the

high-bred candidate for proper treatment will he a better one
from overwork to a limited extent than the one that is ne-

glected entirely and allowed to roam at its own free will till

bve years old, which is often the case. Place a halter upon
your colts as soon as they are able to stand, be firm yet kind

in your treatment. You will find that the little fellow will

soon learn to obey and enjoy it. If the colt is to be developed

as a colt trotter in its yearling or two-year-old form then it

should be handled by an expert from the time it is weaned
and even then the colt is not expected to make a reputation

for its father and mother. By troting, as a yearling or two-

year-old, it should by all means, be broken in the fall at its

yearling form and thoroughly broken, as there is much less

danger of accident if taken at that age than when allowed to

wait till they are four or five. Frequently an old gentleman

is the owner of young colts and lacks tact to give them their

regular exercise and systematic care, each a one should be

aroused from his lethargy and engaye the services of an ex-

pert for a month or more to give steady judicious handling
and training, such in outlay will be returned a hundred fold

in the [trice attainable when the colt is put on the market,

and if such a course was freely adopted you would not hear

the pessimistic ideas advanced bv the owner of a few mare**

and a rapidly increasing hand of colts, and instead of his fuel-

ing fault because of the dullness of the horse market he would
be disposing of his well hroken colts at remunerative prices.

A month or two of work or handling by an expert given

colt, when two ytars old, will enable any owner to
i

safely wi;h his care and training, nnle-s he or she should
show promise of speed, then it is much better to leave him
where he received his early training, for a man who hicks

experience can do more lo kill speed in 8 month's work than

the most skillful can remedy in two months. The length of

time for preliminary work will vary, with different animals.

By the recent legislation enacted in Connecticut a death-

blow was dealt to the trotting horse interests of that State. It

seems almost impossible that men of ordinary intelligence

would blindly legislate out of existence an industry of such

dimensions as the harness-horse breeding industry has reached

in Connecticut. The first object of this legislation was un-

doubtedly to stop the city pool -room gambling that is con-

ducted in many cities, but the members of the Legislature

seem to have made the mistake cf confounding harness- racing

with the so-called winter-racing that is kept up for the bene-

fit of the pool-room gamblers, when in fact there is no pos-

sible connection between the two.

Harness-racing is a sport that has become a national sport,

and it attracts the leading citizens of our country, regardless

of rank or profession. It has resulted in the founding of a

breed of horses that has become famous the world over, and

that has added millions of dollars to the breeding interests of

this country. It is carried on in a manner in striking con-

trast to that employed in the running races, and while belting

is indulged in on the results, 'as it is on almost every spori or

business where there is an element of chance, it is a secondary

consideration and is restricted to the track where the racing

takes place. A law in all the States similar to that passed in

Connecticut would ruin an industry that furnishes employ-

ment for thousands of men and sets into circulation millions

of money. To those who have given little thought to the

matter, we would a^k is such a condition a pleasant one to

contemplate? While the governments of Europe are aiding

their breeders to improve the light-harness horse in every

fiossible way. our prejudiced law-makers seem to wish to

egislate the breed out of existence in this country.

World.

-Horse

The St. Louis Jockey Club proposes to enforce strict rules

this spring in reference" to jockeys' valets. No valets will be

allowed on the grounds, and the association will provide

attendants for the jockeys. Directly a boy is weighed out he

is to be kept in seclusion without being allowed to Bpeak to

anv one but the trainer of his mount until called lo the post.

It looks rather as if this waa overdoing the thing, and that

the jockeys will make a strenuous protest. Certainly there

does not appear to he much confidence in the integrity of the

riding division in the West.

he k

hors

dam

McCafferty & Wishard's chestnul borw Hncksey, aged,

by <Tlengirry, out of Ensue, went mad last Tuesday morning
li his quarters at Montgomery Park, Memphis, and had to

be killed. He tried hard to get at the stable boys and other

horses, but was lassoed and killed before he could do any

damage.

The Castration of Horses.

The horse-raising pubiic are now debating castration, and

a few words may prove of interest. Since the market for

stallions seems rather over-stocked, many colts will be gelded

that would otherwise be kept entire, thus supplying the mar-

ket with geldings, which are always in demand at lucrative

figures as gentlemen's roadsters.

The months best adaptsd for this operation are, in my
opinion, April, May and June, and from September 1st to

March 1st. The reason I omit July, August and March are

that in March in this New England climate the roads are

usually in bad condition and the weather very unsettled. In

March the new growth of hair appears, and if the animal is

thrifty the old coat begins to fall out. This process is more
or less debilitating. Another objection is that the diseases to

which young horses are most subject, such as strangles, influ-

enza, etc., are most prevalent during that month. Daring
July and August it is my theory that the heat is somewhat
trying, together with the irritation caused by flies and other
insects. Surgical wounds, under such circumstances, do not
granulate and take on a healthy action as readily as when
these conditions are absent.

The methods which are still in use differ greatly. The
most favorite one is that u-sed by farmer .Miles, and in my
opinion it is the best. First, because it is the quickest, both
testicles being removed at once, consequently it is the ino-t

humane. Second, because it reduces the danger of hemorrh-
age to a minimum. Third, because in opening the tissues

enveloping the testicle the nervous system receives no shock,
the testicle being uninjured. Fourth, because the ecrasnre
can be used to remove a testicle from a crypt orchid (ridg-

l'ng\ and all methods other than those originated by Miles
have fallen in such cases.

Many veterinarians prefer the "tortion" method, and
some still cling to the clamps or red-hot iron.

The method of casting and securing the animal Is of great

importance, and each has its advocates. Probably practical

operators will judge "Miles's" method superior, but there
are modified forms of using the old fashioned side lines which
are good. A very secure and safe casting apparatus is one
used bv Dr. George Bailey of Portland, Me. The English
hobbles are unsuitable and dangerous, but perfectly secure.

Some operators claim it is needless to cast and secure an
animal to operate upon, but I have observed and heard of

many accidents to man or horse, and have treated complica-
tions resulting from such methods enough to convince me
that it is not the best way to peform this operation. Besides,

all cannot be done this way, and if properly performed no
accident or injury need follow casting.

The complication which is most commonly seen resulting

from castration is hemorrhage, primary or secondary, which
is seldom fatal, and a competent operator can easily control it.

Inflammation and swelling of tne dependent parts are com-
mon, but may be norrnil and seldom fatil. Tetanus or peri-

tonitis is the usual complication when the subject dies, but

death may ensue from blood poisoning (septicemia) or from
debility.

The operation for the castration of ruptured colls and stal-

lions should be performed by what is knowu as the covered

process. It is my experience that every operator should
take the temperature of an animal before the operation. If

the animal is at rest the thermometer will register ah rut nor-

mal ; if it registers many degrees above normal
|
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the operation should not be performed until the fever sub-

sides.

After the operation, its success depends largely upou the

care and judgment of its attendant. The colt or horse should

be exercised regularly, and the incision noticed, to see thai

they remain open. If the edges of the incisions adhere, the

secretions into the circulation and cause constitutional dis-

turbances.

The action of the muscles in exercise encourage discharge
of secretions, and prevent accumulations and subsequent
swelling. Excessive Or violent exercise before the operation

is objectionable, but moderate exercise either before or after

does no harm.
The castration of ridglings should be intrusted only to those

operator^ who have by experience proved that they po
accurate anatomical knowledge of the pans, :nid st ecial sur-

gical skill and manual dexterity. A lack of any of these

qualities will leid to failure and endanger ihe life of the
patient. Such a man i^ competent to perform all difficult

operations in castration.

—

V. A. Ingnin, V. B, in Horse

Breeder.

A WRITER who was wilh the Splan-Kclcham party in

Au-iria. says : It was really raughable to stand and watch the

crowds in Vienna discuss tbe merit-, and dements of an
mi turnout) when Kctchani or splan appeared behind

one of their American trotters with low, Swinging gn'it,

dressed neatly in a perfeet-fitting net of hnrne-s, bo light arid

airy ihatj the Austrians were loath to believe it of sufficient

strength to hold together. But when their eyes rested on the

light and handsomely proportioned top wagons, then was their

sin prise and BSl 1

1

gh, I I
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fairlv. it must be said that they were highly pleased with lh<

carriages, and purchased them eagerly ;«t fairlv good pri<
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The Newspaper Man.

• My son. I don't know if your youthful conception

"Has breadth in the scope of ils iiL-bulous plan

To wield comprehension of that one exception

To work-a-dav mortals, the newspaper man ;

But if vou'll agree to a feeble description

From" one of their number, I'll do what I can

To blend in the way of a little prescription

The mixture that's known as a newspaper man.

Take a brain that is steeped in solution of knowledge,
M. st varied and picturesque under the sun ;

Then mid just a pinch of the salt of the college,

A flavor ot wit and a soupcon ot fun.

For a relish, Bohemian sauce is a caper.

And a mind that will stretch from Beersheba to Dan,

In fancv or fact, when it comes to " the paper,"

Or touches the heart of the newspaper man.

• To a memorv that clutches the veriest trifle,

And a hand that is tireless when work's to be done,

\dd an eve that is quick as the flash of a rifle,

And keen as the eagle that flies to the sun.

Take strength, and endurance, and loyal devotion,

And add all the grit and the courage you can
To the heart that's as big and as deep as the ocean :

A hundred to one on the newspaper man !

• With a brew of ideas that, seething and boiling,

Run out into moulds that are models for man,
Adda ceaseless encounter with planning and toiling

For the world of to-da-1' that is ruled bv the pen.

Add the honey of friendship, the dew of affection.

And the esprit de corps that gets down to hard pan

;

And paste in vour hat the whole mortal collection

As the regular stock of the newspaper man."
—John J. Gormlv, in New York Sun.

Worms in Colts.

third mass mix one pint of new milk with a half-pint of sugar

cane molasses, and add to this a tablespoonful of super-car-

bonate of soda. Administer this by means of a bottle or horn,

and let the animal fast a few hours. Feed the patient as

usual one week, tben repeat the mashes and follow with the

milk, molasses and super-carbonate of soda. This, on the

whole, will probably prove the most satisfactory remedy of

the lot and care should be taken to adapt the dose to the age

and size of the animal. The man in charge must exercise

his own judgment in this matter to a great extent, as no fixed

rule can be laid that will apply to all cases. Some well-

grown two-year-olds will need as great a quantity as ordinary

tbree-year-olds. It is generally believed, however, that when
the dose of a grown animal is any given quantity, say one

ounce, that of a four-weeks-old foal should be about one-six-

teenth of an ounce; a six-months foal, one-sixth of an ounce;

a two-year-old, half an ounce, and a three-year-old, three-

fourths of an ounce.—Horse World.

Few breeders are aware of the amount of suffering caused

annually among horses and colts by the several varieties of

worms, which often exist in their stomachs and intestines in

such numbers as to stop the growth of young animals and

not infrequently result in death, says an exchange. How
they originate and multiply to such an extent in foals only a

few months old is something of a mystery, but when the

youngsters exhibit a lack of thrift, as indicated by a rough,

staring coat, with the hair on the body pointing toward the

ears, a craving appetite, a loss of flesh, the passage of mucous
with the feces, it is pretty safe to predict that worms is the

cause. The discovery of one or more of these parasites in the

evacuations is conclusive evidence that the subject is suffer-

ing from these pests, which are appropriating the material

necessary to supply the constant waste of the system. There

are several varieties of these parasites. That most commonly
found in young stock is a long white worm, which bears a

quite close resemblance to the common angle worm. They
inhabit the loiver intestines, and are from six to ten inches in

length, even in foals five or six months old. One of the most
effective remedies for this variety of worms is tartar emetic,

prepared and given in the following manner: Go to a drug-

gist and have him put up 14 powders, each of which shall I

contain tarter emetic one dram, powdered ginger one-half

dram. Each powder is a dose for a full grown animal. If a

three-year-old, take three-fourths; if a two-year-old, one half;

a yearling, one-third, and a six-months-old foal, one-sixth of

the quality mentioned.
One of these powders should be given before feeding every

morning for a week. On the eighth morning give the animal,

if large and fully matured, a quart of linseed oil, which
should be poured down the throat from a horn or rubber bot-

tle. Some use a glass bottle, but there is great danger of its

being broken and injuring the animal. If the subject is a

few months old foal, give a gill of oil ; if a yearling, a half

pint is about the proper dose. For a good-sized two-year-old

give one pint, and for a three-year-old, three-fourths of a

pint. Be careful to use raw oil. That which has been boiled

will not answer the purpose. The effect of the oil will be a

smart operation that will dislodg most of the worms. It will

not answer to work the animal during the time the oil is

operating, and a few days afterward. After giving the oil

omit all medicines for a week, then give another course of the

powders and follow with another dose of the oil. The pow-
ders should be given in the form of a ball. Take a table-

spoonful of linseed meal for a full powder, put into an earthen
saucer, add sufficient boiling water to make it the consistency

of a thick dough, then add the powder, mix thoroughly and
roll into a ball some 1\ inches in length, tapering to a point

at one end. Take the large ends of this between the ends of

the middle fingers of the right hand. Step in front of the

patient. Grasp the lower jaw with the left hand, pressing

the palm upon the tongue so as to hold it in place. Thrust
the right hand containing the ball as far down the throat as

possible and place the ball low down on the roots of the
tongue. Withdraw the hands, elevate the head and keep the
patient's mouth closed until the ball is swallowed. Some re-

commend drawing out the tongue. This is a danger-
ous practice, and should never be permitted. A few
years since that organ of the noted trotting mare
Cozette WSfl drawn out for the purpose of giving her some
medicine, when she closed her jaws and completely severed
her tongue. It is very important that the powders be followed
op with a dose of raw linseed oil. Unless the work is to be
done thoroughly it will be besl to adopt some other remedy.
After the effects of the oecond dose of oil have passed, have
the druggist mix thoroughly two ounces powdered copperas
with two ounces powdered gentian root. Give a teaspoonful
of this in the outs twice a day for from four to six days, but
do not continue it longer than one week. Poplar hark made
fine and fed in the oats is also a good remedy for worms, and
acts as a tonic at the same time. There is little danger in giv-
ing too much of this. Twigs of savin, a shrub which abounds
in many New England pastures; chopped line and fed in t he
ration of grain, will also rid the hones Of long, round worms.
Another simple bul effective remedy is pumpkin seeds,

thoroughly dried and ground in a collee mill or pounded in a

until tin.-. Give a teaspoonful of the powder in feed
morning and night for a Week, then give une pint of new
milk mixed With B half pint of West India molaSSCS. Any

made from sugar <ane will answer as well, but the
which in ho extensively sold for molasses will not

pr to effective.

Pumpkin eede will acl upon the kidney*, and horses which
are kepi at \vrk Bhould he ns.il with great care when taking
any kind of mi d'uiin-> which art as n diuretic. Another sim-
ple, effective remedy easily administered is super-carbonate of
soda. Before giving this tin- paiii-ni should have I lie three
bran mashes. Begin with a liberal mash at night, give an-
other the following morning, and a third the next night. This
will relax the bowels somewhat. The morning following the

The Mare During Pregnancy.

Too many colts are lost at foaling time, or soon after it, be-

cause of something wrong with the sire or dam or the hand-

ling of the mare during pregnancy. The colt inherits the

family vigor or weakness of both sire and dam. Whatever

was defective, or weak, or diseased in either horse or mare,

will be inherited in a latent or prominent condition by the

colt. The young thing when it comes is the result of all its

grand parents, and all the good and bad usage they may have

had. It is more affected by its immediate ancestors than by

those remote, and the sire and dam should have most consid-

eration.

The usage of many stallions is very reprehensible. They
are quite often too fat, with tissue that has not been put on
contemporaneous with exercise. The greatest vigor is never

found in connection with fat. The idle stud is not at himself,

his nervous system is excitable, his respiration is not normal,

his circulation is not good, nor is his alimentary system in

perfect order, and his powers of endurance are low.

Now this condition has no name among diseases, but where
stallions are kept this way for generations they lose vigor and
the progeny becomes more liable to disease. The speed horses

and road horses are not abused by idleness as much as draft

horses, and still too many men own driving horses who do
not attend to their exercise. Powers of fecundity become low
with such usage, and the weakness is transmitted to the colt.

Another evil needs attention. Stallions are used too much,
and the study of the laws of life show us that weakness in the

progeny results from overmating the sire.

The colt is the depository of all transmissible diseases as

well as tendencies to them. Europe has given us many speci-

mens of the horse in this respect says James Wilson in Brook-
lyn Chronicle.

The mare transmits just as the horse does, she has equal
prepotency with the horse if her blood is as intense and no
more. If the horse and the mare both have latent weak-
nessess. the colt will have them with added force, out she is

not as likely to transmit the weaknesses that are the result of

idleness, over-feeding and pampering as is the horse.

Men and women in the wealthy class cease to have large

families, children come seldom, come feeble and are short-

lived, then barrenness results, when the family dies out and
is replaced by the newly rich, that reform in living or go
through the same degenerating process. Reasoning by analogy
it is the same with domestic animals. There are more deaths

among well-bred colts from pampered ancestors than among
the colts of Indian ponies that are half-starved. And, on the

other hand, it can be said that the wisely-managed, well-bred

horses are the most vigorous of the equine breeds. They live

to old age, are impressive and fecund, and their progeny are

hard and vigorous.

When the mare is pregnant she needs more than the ration

of support for herself, and requires different nutriment than
she otherwise would, and diflerent handling. The embryo
horse must be fed through the ration of the mare. Its bones
and muscles and tendons and skin and hair must grow and
get nourishment through the feed of the mare. Nature shows
us object lessons here. The pasture furnishes the proper
nourishment and the broodmares thrive best on grass and
bring the healthiest colts. The winter season is the danger-
ous time for the pregnant mare if she is kept indoors.

Corn is the fattening cereal of America. It has no rival

in stuffing the tissues with fat, but nature never offers a ration

compounded as corn is to any young animal. There is not

enough of the bone and inuscle-tuaking material in corn to

grow the foetus. Tbe steer will fatten on corn alone if you
give him enough of it, so that he can get what proteine he
needs. He will waste the surplus carbohydrates. If you
add oil meal he will waste less, but the pregnant mare tied in

a stall with a colt to develop must eat what you give her.

The milk cow needs a different ration from the feeding
steer. He will lay on fat with one part of flesh formers to

six or nine of fat formers. The milk cow has a different pro-

duct to make. Nature designs her to stickle a calf and give
milk, and for this purpose she needs one part of proteine to

four or five parts of carbohydrates.
The mare has the same requirements as the cow, and her

requirements during pregnancy are quite similar to those
after foaling. When the pregnant mare foals in midsummer,
after being on grass, nature gives her the proper ration. Young
grass has one-third to one-fourth or one-fifth of the flesh

formers or proteine or nitrogenous matter. Duri.ig winter
the pregnant mare needs something succulent. Roots are
good for her and the coming colt, if fed wisely.

We fed at the experiment station pregnant cows on oil

meal and flax meal, as high as eight pounds per day to a
cow of each, after a gradual increase. None of the cows were
injured in the least. One cow dropped a calf weighing 108
pounds during the experiment, very strong and vigorous.

I suggest careful trial of a little flax to the pregnant mare,
or oil meal, depending on the rest of the ration. Oil meal
and flax meal arc very different in composition.

I need not state that pregnant mares should be carefully

handled. No sudden backing, no fast driving, no irregularity
in feeding, no slipping on ice, no floundering in snow-drifts,
no associating with kicking companions, no foul smells about
the stable, no rough usuage, no contracted quarters.

If we do not have healthy, sound horses it will be our
fault. If the colt dies young it is not its fault. We have
failed to study its wants in caring for the dam, or those who
had charge of its progenitors entailed early death upon the
progeny.

For Young Trainers.

Now that the training season is at hand it will not be out

of the way to call the attention of the youDger generation of

drivers to the fact that nearly every sensible man who has in-

vestigated the subject has reached the conclusion that in the

case of a s^und horse the practice of bandaging the legs after

a heat or during a work-out is productive of harm in most

cases, and in any event cannot do the animal any good.

One by one the old-fashioned ideas about training trotting

horses that obtained for so many years are losing their sway

and the preparation of animals for a campaign is conducted

on a common-sense basis instead of by a rigid adherence to

rules formulated a couple of decades ago and which in the

Une of recent developments are not at all applicable to the

case in hand. It is not so many years ago that the practice

of using sweat-hoods on horses was an almost universal one,

and yet at the present time the intelligent driver who has a

sweat-hood in his outfit is looked upon as being a little too

much wedded to old fogyism to stand the progress of modern
ideas regarding the preparation of a trotter or pacer. It is

not possible in the case of a sound horse to point out one
good effect which can be produced by the use of a hood, and
even with animals that have a thickening of the windpipe it

is beyond the ken of most people to discover in what particu-

lar the application of a hood will clear the obstructed pass-

ages. There would be just as much sense in putting a hood
on a horse's back as on his neck.

The idea used to be prevalent that it was the production of

profuse perspiration that caused flesh to disappear from a

horse whose carcass was overloaded with fat and muscle to

take its place, but when somebody asked how much fat could

be tried out of a barrel of perspiration it began to dawn upon
a large percentage of trainers that the sweating had primarily

nothing* to do with the destruction of the fatty tissues. That
is accomplished by the exercise or work which a horse is

given, and the perspiration is simply an adjunct and result of

such exercise. Fat men sweat profusely when they do not

take any exercise, if the weather be warm, and yet every man
who is overburdened with flesh knows well enough that he
can put on more fat by drinking one glass of water than he
can take off by a day of perspiring. The same line of argu-

ment holds good in relation to the use of sweat hoods as ap-

plicable to the bandaging of horses' legs. If a trotter has

been given a fast mile or jogged until he is leg-weary, the

first thing that an ignorant rubber, under the tutelage of a

driver whose intellect is equally beclouded bv adherence to

custom, does is to wrap around the horse's legs a series of

layers of flannel which have been wet in water or some lini-

ment, and he generally finishes the job by tying them tightly.

The manner in which this bandage is put on, fold after fold,

makes it a physical impossibility for the blood to circulate in

the limbs of that horse as it should, and there is also another

evil result produced through the inability of the skin to

throw off such excretions as would naturally be disposed of in

that manner with the leg left alone. It is well enough when
the horse has been given severe work to hand-rub each leg a

few times, but after this is dooe it is only common sense and
humanity to let the limbs alone.

Another practice that is applied by a good many of the

non-thinking and unprogressive set of trainers is that of walk-

ing a horse between heats. In a majority of cases no more
idiotic proceeding could be imagined. If a horse is tired, a

long walk after a heat is the last thing on earth that he
wants, or that will do him any good. Some men argue that

unless a horse is walked around he will catch cold, but such
people do not know what they are talking about, and their

oracular utterances are not based on any scientific knowledge
concerning the horse and his anatomy. A trotter which
comes in from the track perspiring profusely after a hard

drive would not, on an ordinary summer day, catch cold if he

were left entirely along for twenty minutes, and any doctor

will testify to the truth of this proposition. Instead of being

left alone, however, the horse is generally loaded with blank-

ets, wrapped, bandaged, rubbed, and then walked until it is

time for him to trot another heat, nearly everything that has

been done to him tending to worry, annoy and tire the ani-

mal instead of refreshing him.
Another class of people who train horses as their grand-

fathers did are very particular that only a swallow or so of

water shall be given a distressed horse, and that anything in

the way of food should be put into his stomach during the

progress of a race would to them seem suicidal. On the

other hand, some people who are naturally intelligent and
who are also willing to learn as they go along find that in the

case of most horses a generous allowance of oatmeal gruel

between heats is of the utmost value. There are other points

that could be developed at length did space permit, but in a

general way it may be said that the men who have the great-

est success in training trotters and bringing out their speed

are those whose methods are conducted on a basis of common
sense.—Breeders' Gazette.

As horses of the best constitution will go wrong sometimes

—fall off" in their appetite and lose condition—it is well when
they are in health to teach them to eat certain substances not

in the usual category of food for horses. They may be treated

to tit-bits of bread and biscuit, taught to drink milk and oil,

to consume eggs beaten up in milk or mixed with corn or a

mash. These will form, if they are accustomed to them, use-

ful relishes and nourishing foods when there are any signs of

debility—such as during the period of convalescence after an

attack of a serious and weakening disease. They should be

taught to like them in health, so that they may eat them with

avidity without loss of time when.they are presented to them

during illness, or at least when they are recovering there-

from, and when coarser, bulkier food has lost much of its at-

traction. Soup or beef-tea should also not be neglected. Pro-

fessor G-. T. Brown says that wonderful effects have been pro-

duced by feeding animals on soup made by boiling pieces of

any kind of meat. The liquor, when cold and freed from fat,

may be used to make a mash by mixing it with bran. At

first, he says, the animal's taste may be cultivated by putting

small portions of the mixture into the mouth, but in a short

time they become exceedingly fond of the new diet, and

thrive upon it in a remarkable manner.

Peter Weber last Tuesday afternoon purchased of Sena-

tor William Thompson, Franktown, Nevada, the two-year-

old chestnut filly Silver Plate, by Nee Ban (son of imp. King

Ban and Macaroona, by imp. Macaroon), dam Swift (dam of

Joe), by Three Cheers ; second dam Duck, by Rifleman, etc
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLITB RACES.

Mackey, Jim Lee, El Rayo, Regal, Claire and
Reno Win on the Opening Day—All

the Events Described.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, MAY Z.

Although the card presented for the opening of the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club meeting was a fair one, the attendance

was not very encouraging to-day, being estimated at 1,200.

Thirteen bookmaking firms did business, against twenty-one

last week. It was a good day for the shouters of odds, four

favorites being defeated in the six events. The same officials

presided over the destinies of the speculators, and there was

little change except in point of attendance.

There was considerable talk of building a steeplechase

course >n the enclosure, but as it would entail an outlay of

several thousands of dollars in filling up the gulches, we do

not believe the Blood Horse Association would care to take

the risk, especially in view of the fact that the old course

may have streets cut through it within the next year. How-

ever, should a steeplechase course be built and such races

given, they would doubtless be very attractive and bring a

number of celebrated jumpers from the East.

Mackey showed marked improvement in Vic. Jenkins'

hands, and won the first race easily by a length, leading all

the wav. Jim Lee won the second, Peters taking the lightly-

weighted gelding, The Lark, back to his field after getting

away a length in the lead, for some reason unknown. With
that straw hat weight up The Lark should have made a run-

away race of it. El Kayo won the mile and three-eighths

race easily from Almont and Morton. Regal, at 15 to 1, get-

ting away well, led all the way, and won by half a length

from Joe Cotton, who swerved (accidentally or "on purpose"'

is not known) from the inside to the extreme outside. Sir

Keel was left standing at the post, and did not get under way
until the field had a lead of fully thirty lengths. He made
up a large amount of ground, and finished seventh in a field

of nine. He must have run the six and one-half furlongs as

pood as 1:20!, Regal winning in 1:22V. The odds laid against

Joe Cotton (3 to 1), in view of the superior form he had
shown, and meeting a lot of selling-platers, as he was, made
it look as if there was a very black Senegambian hovering

around the odd-layers' money pile. He e-hould have been,

on form, not better than a 7 to 5 shot in the books, and cer-

tain it is that the "general public" plunged on the old bay

gelding in the Ottinger stable heavily, and their money was

Burned up by that very queer swerve at the finish. Cotton

has not been known as a swerver in the past—in fact, has

always run straight and fast down the homestretch—and he

is most too old a dog to catch on to any new tricks at this

late day.

Claire won the half-mile dash, but had Warrago gotten off

in the bunch, or near it, Donathan's filly would undoubtedly

have won by a big margin. She wound up a good third, and
was timed separately by several in 0:49}, some making it

even better. Claire won in 0:504 by a nose from Tillie S.

Reno, Peter Weber's recent purchase, won by a short neck

from Joe D., who was certainly not ridden very hard by King.

Guadaloupe, the "good thing," finished sixth.

Little Tough went to the post a favorite at 2 to 1 in the

opening event, five and one-half furlongs. Orrin was well

supported at 3 to 1. Mackey went begging at 6 and 7 to 1.

He got off slightly in advance to a pretty good start, was not

headed, and won easily by a length from Little Tough, who
:
got off eighth and last and ran up third at the three-quarter

l
pole. Orrin ran second for over a quarter of a mile, then

! Mountain Boy took his place. He shut up in the last six-

teenth, St. Patrick comins; up like a shot and taking third

place easily at the finish, a length behind Little Tough.

Time, 1:09}.

Silver State, with little Weber up, was plunged on, going

to the post at S to 5, Jim Lee, the original favorite, receding

frum 8 to 5 to 2] to 1. The Lark was well played at 3! to 1.

The last-named got away with a length lead, Happy Band
second, by a head, Silver State third, a head from Jim Lee.

Peters took The Lark back at once, foolishly, and he led

Silver State but a head passing the half and three-quarter

Eoles. As they turned into the homestretch Jim Lee had his

ead in front of The Lark, and it was then all over, Lee win-

ning easily by a length. Silver State died away badly soon

after striking the straight, The Lark and Happy Band fight-

ing it out for place honors, which the former secured by half

al'pngth. Time, 1:04.

El Rayo was at 1 to 8, Almont 5 to 1 and Morton at 50 in

the mile and three furlong race. Almont led El Rayo by a

length into the homestretch on sufferance. A sixteenth from

home Clancy gave the favorite his head, and he won easily by

three lengths from Almont, who was six from Morton. Time,

2:24].

Joe Cotton was played heavily at 2, 2\ and 3 to 1 in the

fourth race, tix and one-half furlongs, and it appeared that

the more money played the larger the odds got. Charmer had

lota of friends at 3.1 "to 1, and Sir Reel was well played at 5

to 1. After a long delay, caused by the bad actions of Sir

Reel, Charmer and Annie Moore, the flag fell with Sir Reel

landing still at the post, Annie Moore all but left. Regal,

third awav, was in front before a sixteenth of a mile had been

^one, and leading Nellie G. and Joe Cotton to the homestretch

by from two to three lengths, won by half a length from Cot-

:on, who swerved in the last sixteenth of a mile from the in-

•ide to the outside of the track. Clancy finally batting the

lelding hard on the right side of the head to make him go

he other way and keep from coming in contact with the

ence. Nellie* G. was interfered with by Cotton near the head

if the homestretch, but finished third, three parts of a length

lehind Joe Cotton. Inkerraan was fourth. Sir Keel eat up
. large amount of space when he got under way, and finished

eventh in a field of nine. Regal's time was 1:22$, and Sir

'eel must have done the distance better than 1:21 from his

oaiiion thirtv lengths in the rear.

To a poor start, Tillie S. soon took command in the half-

lile da-sb, Jovita attending her in the homestretch, where
'laire came up with a rush against the rails and won in the

ifit stride by a nose, Tillie S. second, a scant length from

Farrago, who got off last, two lengths behind Claire, who
"

! 'as fifth away, but in the bunch. Warrago was backed down
•om 8 to 1 to" 2! to 1 at the close, and would have won easily

Uh a clever boy in the saddle. Silver Plate finished fourth,

ot quite a length behind Warrago, the Donathan entry.

ime, 0:50].

Guadaloupe was considered a good thing in the last race,

five and a half furlongs, and was backed down from 2 to 1 to

8 to 5. The rest of the field were at from 5 to 1 to 15. North
was played so heavily that he receded from 30 to 1 to 10.

Reno was nibbled at. Reno got a flying start from the rear,

and was first half a length when the flag fell, with North sec-

ond, ahead from Joe D. Joe D. shot to the fore in the first

200 yards, and, attended closest by Reno and North, led into

the straight by two lengths, Reno second, a length from
North. Keuo was running easily, and Joe D. unusually so,

King looking over his shoulder at Reno and laughing. Reno,
hard-ridden by Johnny Weber, came ou at the draw-gate like

a flash, collared Joe D., and shook him ofl' in the last few

strides, winuing by a scant neck, North third and coming fast,

but half a length behind Joe D., and Vendome fourth less

than half a length behind North. Time, l:10i.

SUMMARIES OF TUESDAY'S BACKS.

RACK 111.—Bay District Track, Tuesday, May 2, 1S93.—Track fair.

First race, selling, purse S300. 7 lbs. above the scale. For horses that

have started and notwon since March 31st. The winner to be sold for

SI,000; if for less, 2 lbs. allowed for each §100 down to $500 ; then 4 lbs. for

each S100 to ;*loo. Horses beaten four or more times arid never second,
allowed 5 lbs. additional ; never third, 5 lbs. additional.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. % % H Fin

93 MACKEY.fi (Burlingnme. 110, S-100), 7 to 1. 1 1 1 1 III
\Y& LITTLE TOUGH, 1 (Jackson, 108, $300), 2 to 1 8 8 3 3 211
92 ST. PATRICK. ! ISpence, II 1, $500 1, 5 to 1 5 7 7 5 3 ., 1

65 MOUNTAIN BOY, 5 fH. Smith, 105. $500), & to 1 3 3 2 2 4

107 ORRIN, 3IC. Weber, 99, $300j,34o 1 2 2 s 4 5

UH) BETA, 3(\Vinchell,8s, S-lOOj.S to 1 7 6 6 7 6

60 ST. JOHN, I i Miaw, 100, $1001,20 to 1 5 5 5 8 7
93 LUCY B., 5 (Peters, 105, BOO), 3 to 1 _ 6 4 4 6 8

Time— 1:09,4.

Won easily. Winner ch g by Alta, dam byilLangford. Entered by G.
H. Kennedy.

RACE 112.—Second race, for two-year-olds, purse $300. Winners of
three races since March 3lst, -1 lbs. extia ; four or more,6 lbs. extra. Those
beaten since March 31st allowed 3 lbs. for each beating ; if beaten four or
more limes and never placed third, allowed 6 lbs. additional. Five fur-

km^s.

Previous
Kace, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St Jg % H Fin.

104 JIM LEE (Miller, 118), 2 to 1 4 3 3 1 111
105 THE LA UK t Peters, 94), V-. to 1 1 1 1 2 2^1
99 HAPPY BAND (Donathan, 106), to 1 2 4 4 4 3 11
56 SILVER bl'ATElC. Weber, 103 j, 8 to 5 3 2 2 3 4

Time—1:04.

Won easllv. Winner b c by John Happy—Olive. Entered by J. H
Miller.

RACE 113.—Third race, for three-year-olds and upward, purse $500, of
which $70 to second, $30 to third. Ten pounds below scale, one mUe and
three turlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St S3 % % % H Fin.

74 ELRAYO,6(W. Clancy, 116), 1 to 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 131
102 ALMONT, a i J. Weber, 116), 5 to 1 1 11111 261
•9d MORTON, a (Williams, 113 1, 50 to 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:24jK.

Won very easily. Winner ch li by Grinstead—Sunlit. Entered by B.
C. Holly.

RACE 114.—Fourth race, selling, purse £300. The winner to be sold for

$2,000; if for less, 1 pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 3 pounds
for each $100 to $100. Winners of three or more races since March 3lst,

7 pounds extra. Six and one-half furlongs.

Previous.
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys.and Closing Odds. - St Jg & H Fin.

83 REGAL, a (Coombs, 96, $500), 15 to 1 3 1111^1
•103 JOE COTTON, a ( W. ulancy, 116, $1,500), 3 to 1 4 3 2 2 2 li
78 NELLIE G.. 6 (Spence, lo9, $1,000>, 6 to 1 5 2 3 3 3 *, 1

110 INKKRMAN.a (King, 116, $1,500). 12 to 1 2 4 4 4 4

102 JACKSON, a (J. Weber, 114, $1,000), 6 to 1 1 6 6 6 5

96 CHARMER, 3 (Burliiifcame, 104, $1,900), 3)-. to 1-... 7 7 7 7 6

110 SIR REEL, 3 (Seaman, iQ5,$2,5u0j, 5 tol Lp 9 9 9 7
— LOUISE, 4 (Williams), 112, $1,500 1, 50 to 1 6 5 5 5 8

106 ANNIE MOOKE, 4<C. Weber, 107, $l,000j, 10 to 1... 8 8 8 8 9
Time, 1:22}$.

Won in a drive, Winner b g by Regent—Bessie Douglass. Entered by
owner suisun stables.

RACE 115.—Fifth race, selling, for two-year-olds, purse $300. The win-
ner to be sold for $1,000; if lor less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100 io$5u0;
then 4 pounds for each *ioij to $100. Winners since Marcu 31st, 2 pounds
extra for each win. Hall' a mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % H Fin

101 CLAIRE (C. Weber, 101, $400), 9 to 10 4 o 5 Ins
99 TILLIE S. (J. Weoer, lll,$aooj, 4 to 1 3 112 11
— WARRAGO (R. Donathan, 105, $500), 4 to 1 6 6 6 31)$1
H9 SILVER PLATE (Seaman, 101, $4oyj, 6 to 1 5 4 4 4
90 KUSALLE (Peters, 105, $500), 20 to 1 2 3 3 5|

99 JOVITA iH. smith, 105, $500;, 10 to 1- 12 2 6
Time, 0:50^.

Won driving. Winner ch f by Duke of Norfolk—Lakme. Entered by
C. L. Don.

RACP^ 116. Sixth race, selling, purse $300. Seven pounds above scale.

For horses that have started and not won since March 31sl The winner
to be sold at auction for $1,000; if for less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100
down to $500; then 4 pounds for each $100 to $100. Horses beaten four or
more times and never second, allowed 5 pounds additional; never third,

5 pounds additional. Five and one-hall furlongb.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J£ fc' H Fin

100 RENO, 4 (J. Weber, 116, 3500), 8 to 1_ 1 2 2 2 1 n
103 JOE lj,,a. (King, 119, gl.OuOj, 10 to 1 3 1112^1
110 NOR 1 H, 4 (Jackson, 10*, $300), 10 to 1 2 3 3 3 3 n
57 VENDOME, 3 (H.Smith, 113, *800), 6 tol 6 7 7 7 4

100 M( INTEBELLO, 4 . iiunawalt, 107, $300), 10 to 1 4 4 4 4 5

110 GUADA LOUPE, a i-Speiicc, 116, 840&J, S 10 5 7 6 6 6 6

93 VANITY, 5 (Williams, 111,.-3Wt, 15 to 1 S 8 S 8 7

81 FAREWELL, a (Kow.se, 122, 8500), 15 to 1 5 5 5 5 8
82 JOE, 5 (J. Murphy, (1U2, $200), 8 tol 9 9 9

28 NIPPER, a I
Burlinyame. Ill, $300), 5 10 1 10 10 10 10 10

Time, l:10J£.

Won driving. Winner ch g by Jumbo—Sooner. Entered by P. Weber.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, MAY 3.

A very fair-sized crowd attended the races to-day, and saw

four favorites beaten in the five events. The first fall was

given to the bookmakers in the opening race, when Lodi

romped in a winner with odds of 8 to 1 against him. The

second race fell to the favorite. Realization, who romped in

quite an easy winner from Silver State, who was at 4 to 1 for

place. El Kayo defeated Motto [a warm favorite) and Joe

Cotton in a six-furlong dash, in which it was thought the

good-looking son of Grinstead would cut little figure, the

popular notion being that the run was loo short. A prettier

finish was never seen on any race course, El Kayo getting his

head in front in the very last stride, Motto second, a short

head before Joe Cotton. A number of cute persous played

Nellie G. for a good thing, but Quarterstaff was a torrid

favorite at .3 to-5. When it came to a finish Quarterataffand

Garcia did not appear to be in it, Nellie G. fighting it out

with the long shot, Steadfast, whom li. C. Holly recently

purchased. Solitude, at 3 to 1, made a show of her field, over

which Ahi P. was a favorite. The first-named actually won
pulled to a dog trot in l:]5.ehowiog that she could have gone

the distance as good as 1:1 I, if not better.

J. II. Davis' horses (Lodi and Nellie G.) and Watsons
Hngg'n Idealization and Solitude won, and it Bpeakfl

volumes for the trainers.

Ida Glenn was for a time favorite in the first race, five and

one-half furlongs, at .".to I, but strong plays on Clacquer,

Huguenot and Jim R. sent the odds on Glenn up to 4 to 1,

so that there was no decided favorite. To a pretty fair start

Jack the Kipper was first, Ida Glenn second and Jim II., on

the lly, third. The Ripper only led for a very short time,

]

when Glenn and Jim R. drew away and appeared to have the

;

race to themselves. Lodi ran up from sixth to third place as
they ueared the final turn, where Jim R. looked a sure win-

|

ner. W. Clancy, on Jim R., evidently thought he had the
race in hand, when Lodi came up with a fine burst of speed,
collaring the big brown gelding at the drawgate and winning
rather easily by half a length, Jim R. second, two lengths
from Huguenot, who made a grand run from the extreme
rear coming into the homestretch. Time, 1:094. Jack the
Kipper finished fourth.

Realization was at all limes favorite over the field in the
second event, tive turlongs, for two-year-olds. Vivace, an
unknown quantity, half-sister to Picton, Nomad and Rinfax.
was well-touted, while the play on Silver State, Happy Band
and The Lark was confined pretty much to place. Silver
State was at 4 to 1 against for secopd honors. Realization

! and Silver State drew away from the others at the fall of the
flag, The Lark being third, three lengths behind Silver State.

Realization led into the homestretch by two lengths, and
little Weber, on Silver State, went to the bat. Under the
whip Silver State crawled up to the favorite, and less than an
eighth from home a shout went up from the admirers of Sen-
ator Thompson's filly, who, however, only managed to get
within a length of Realization as he went under the wire in
1:03. Three lengths behind Silver State came The Lark,
third.

Motto, El Kayo and Joe Cotton were slated for a six-fur-

long run, and Motto, at 3 to 5, was played with all kinds of
money. El Kayo went from 8 to 5 to 2 to l,and then down
to S to 5 at the post. Cotton opened at 5, went to 6 to 1, and
then, well-played, back to 4 to 1. For a time as good as even
money was otiered against Cotton getting a place. Motto, as
usual, was out in front, leading Cotton two lengths at the
half-pole, the latter three lengths from El Rayo. Coming in-

to the homestretch it was Motto first a length, Cotton second,
nearly three lengths from El Kayo. Once straightened in the
homestretch a Cotton shout rent the atmosphere, but it was
not of long duration, for El Rayo was bowling away the day-
light space at every stride. One hundred yards from the wire
Motto was leading but a head and was apparently in distress,

Cotton second, half a length from El Rayo. A great fight en-
sued, and in one of the prettiest finishes ever seen at the old
track, El Rayo, timed almost too finely for comfort, won by a
head, Motto second, a scant cranium from Joe Cotton. Time,
1:14*.

Quarterstaff, on his wonderful win a Tew days ago, was a
hot favorite at 3 to 5 and 7 to 10 in the fifth race, seven fur-

longs. Nellie G. was warmly tipped and heavily played by
a select few at 4 to 1, and many tacked their faith to Garcia,
also a 4 to 1 shot. Garcia led Quarterstaff a head passing the
quarter-pole, Nellie G. only ahead behind the favorite. At
the half the order was Garcia, Nellie G., Quarterstaff, heads
apart. One hundred yards from the three-quarter pole Nellie

G. assumed command, Quarterstaff" being second, half a

length away, Garcia a tiring third and Steadfast a fast coming
last. A hot fight was witnessed in the homestretch between
Nellie G. and Steadfast, but the gray mare came away 75
yards from the wire and won by three parts of a length.

Steadfast second, two lengths from Quarterstaff
1

, who was as

far from Garcia, who was last. Time, 1:29 J.

Abi P. was backed down from S to 5 to 6 to 5 in the last

race, Sidnev going at 21 to 1 and Solitude at 3 to 1. Orta was
at 8, Wildflower 15 and Louise at from 20 to 30 to 1. Abi P.
led Wildflower passing the half, with Solitude third. The
latter passed Abi P. as soon as they were straightened out in

the homestretch, and drawing away with wonderful ease, won
in a gallop by two lengths, Abi P. second, three from Sidney.

Time, 1:15.
Sl'MMARIKS OK WEDNESDAY'S RA(_ES.

RACF 117.—Bay District Track, Wednesday, May s, 1S93.- First
race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for $1,200 ; if for leas, two
pounds allowed for each ShO down to $600; then fourpounds for each $100
down to SICK). Winners since March 31st to carry two pounds extra for
each win. Five and one-huif furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. % % H Fin.

110 LODI, a (Coomos, 100, $300), 8 to 1 4 6 3 3 I M I

•H6 JIM R, a 'W.Clancv, llfi.gSuOi, 4 to 1 3 2 1 1 2 21
Vi'i HUGUENOT, 8{G Weber, 92, $400t.6 to I... 10 10 10 3 11
98 JACK THK KIPPEK, a (Spcnce, 106. $500), 12 to 1... 1 5 5 5 4
— BROAUCMUUCH.a iF. Narvaez, 113, $600), 20 tol 8 7 4 4 S
98 IDA GLENN, a (C. Clancy, 104, «500), 4 to 1 2 1 2 2 6
70 CLACQTJKR, 8 (WlUlame, 110. j1,2oo>,4to 1 7 4 7 7 7

— ANGELO, 3 vKing, 110, Sl.21.0), 8 to 1 5 3 8 6 B

54 BAY DICK, 6 (Burllngame, 102, 8400), 1510 1 8 8 8 8 9
— OTTINGER, 3 (Peters, 86, $300 j, 3t) to 1 9 9 9 10 10

Time,i:09&
Won handily. Winner b g by Ed Parkinson—untraced. Entered by

J. II. Davis.

RACF, 118.—Second race, purse §300, for maiden two-year-olds; two
pounds allowed for each beating since March 31st : ifbeaten four or more
times, and nm placed vr i, it Unwed live pounds additional ; DOt third
live pounds additional. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St ,S V H Fin.

99 REALIZATION , llurlingame, 106), 3 to 5 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

112 SILVER STATE (C. Weber. U'.'>i, 20lo 1 2 2 2 2 231
112 THE LARK (Peters, 84), 8 tol 3 3 3 3 3 LSI
-- VIVAck (Morris .116), J tf to 1 4 4 G 5

112 HAPPY BAND iDonutliau. lOHi, 10 to 1 5 5 4 4 5
Time. 1:03.

Wmi r.tMly. Wir i l.r ii\ f ; •:.-. -in s
:
iiil.-. Kntored by Watson .t

Soag.
ua< IE i i;t. —Third race, handicap, purse S40O, of whlcb potosec land

ISO tn third. Pox throe*} earmolds and upwards, Entrance 116; 16 declara-
tion. Entries closed Monday. Weights and declarations, Tuesday. Bis
furlongs.

!'r<-\ lOUa
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys an. I ciosim: imiIn. Si |

n Kin.

IIS EL RAYO, 6 (W. Clancy, 118), 8 to 6 8 8 8 8 111
' OS MOTTO, lit'. Webor, 104), 8 to 6 t I i 1 '- i.

114 JOE COTTON, a (Nichols. 110), 4 tol 2 S 'J 2 3
Time in

Won In a drive, winner ch h by Qrlnstead—Sunlit. Batarad »•

Holly.

race ISO. - Fourth race, selling, purse woo, of whli dand
I io to third ii"i ". The winner to I

niiowi t for each 8250 down to 82.000 : then I pounds ret each |t&0 to 81,000.

Winners since March SIst, 2'pouodi extra (tor each win. Seven furlong*.

Previous
Ihiei , No, Starter, Jockey an. -in.- 'M.N St ', ,11 In
ii l NELL1 E G.,0 ' ' Weber, i"''. 11,000 . i to 1

•100 3T1 \ I I \- l
.

' }' 1 1

•JOB QUAltTEKSTAFK, I IW. Maury, m-, $2,000),

1
t I

I toS..

1 1

1 I

: i

I
i

3 21
4IIHI (1AUCIA, li. Karlili:::.!..-'. |l..:, -!.•

>
,

I : 1 I

: 28 .

Wmi driving.
''-

'• by J. EL
Davis.

RACE 121.-Fifth race, selling, pum | tens twaten alnco

March Slit The Sd ror8l,000; If for less, 2 lbs, alio

each |100 '.' 1100. Those beaten I

Brlonaa,

Previous
Race, Mo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing' Odds, *t. H % *' Fin-

100 SOLITUDE, Su ' I 3 2 2 I 21

100 ABI P .
I l. Webei 113 3 1 1 1 2 31

nm SIDNEY, 3 i
. i

; 3 8ns
B3 OR1 M C Clancj . 106, |l 000 .

- to t 15 4 4 4

III LOTJIHE, l W lllh ".
'

' i
'

...,...,
82 WILD! LOWER, 3 < '. \\ . bei -1.22556
Won in a wallop. Winner b I by Imp. Darabln—AlUta

t;. W. Watoon.
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THIKD DAY—THURSDAY, MAY 4.

This was a day of tine sport, and some 1,500 enjoyed it im-

mensely. Six events were run off, and in no less than three

of these were there nose and-nose finishes. Remus, the Elm-

wood Slock Farm's half-brother Lo Ledalia, and reputed to

be chain lightning, got away badly in the opening race, and

was an ignominiously beaten last. Carmel won by a nose

from Tillie S. Green Hock, B, C. Holly's American Derby

colt, won by an eyelash from the fast-coming Charmer, and

the second favorite was downed. Alnioot could not du better

than finish third behind the easy winner, Steadfast, and the

driven out Ked Cloud. Steadfast's mite of a jockey, "Corn-
cob" Kinney, came in for no end of applause. Inkerinan,

backed from 4 to 1 down to 2A, won in a canter by three

lengths from Bronco, who had his rider changed twice. Fin-
ally .Mike Kelly piloted the big Nevada buck-jumper. Red
Cloud came up in the filth race again to tackle the once good
Martinet. The last-named was at 1 to 10, Red Cloud 12 to 1

and Wild Robin 50 to 1. Martinet and Ked Cloud, together,

ran slow to the homestretch, where Martinet, stale and clearly

not " at himself," got the lash in large quantities, only to be

beaten a nose by the long shot in a vigorous drive. A great

shout went up by the loog-shot players, and the faces of nu-
merous plungers on the horse that it was popularly supposed
couldn't lose told a tale of woe pitiful to behold. It showed
how fast good things sometimes crawl, and taken altogether

Red Cloud's victory was the most crushing blow to the talent

of the entire meeting. Lady Gwen, with a length the best

of the start, won cantering by three leneths, with Sidney,
Vanity and Broad Church behind her as named, heads apart.

Caimel opened a warm favorite in the first race, four and
a half furlongs, but it soon became spread abroad that Remus
was another Bonnie Jean colt, and the odds fell rapidly from
3| to 1 to 9 to 5, Carmel going to 2A to 1 and Tillie >. to 3.

Carmel led all ihe way, against the rails, but had not Burlin-

gauie slumbered, Tillie S. would have won easily. As it was,

Larmel won by a very scaut nose, Tillie S. second, three
lengths from the despised Button, l

Jolaski fourth and the
"good thing " last.

Charmer was at all times an odds-oo favorite in the second
race, six and one-iialf furlongs. Ledalia was played down
from 4 to 1 to 3 to 1, and a wild plunge was made on Ven-
dome also toward the close, he being at 5 to 1. Green Hock
receded from 4 to 1 to 7 to 1. Orta was at S to 1. Vendome
and Green Hock drew away from the field, Orta being third
passing the half, Charmer fourth and Ledalia last. It was
Green Hock, Vendome, Charmer into the homestretch, where
Green Hock looked an easy winner, leading, as he was, by
about two lengths. Charmer, under strong urging, gained
rapidly on Green Hock, and in a rattling drive Holly's colt

just managed to win by a nose from Charmer, who was three
lengths from Ledalia. lime, l:23i.

Almont was an even -money favorite in the third race, one
mile. Red Cloud and initiation, at 4 to 1 each, and Steadfast
at b' to 1, were well played. The last-named had a cunning
little fellow on his back that had never in his young life rid-

den in p'iblic, and his stable name was " Corncob " Kinney.
Red Cloud led till neariug the quarter pole, when Initiation
went up and led a neck. Red Cloud again assumed command,
and Almont came from the rear. Passing the half-pole it

was Red Cloud first by a neck, Almont second by a length,
Initiation third, St. Patrick fourth and Steadfast last, two
lengths behind the Encino Stable gelding. Half-way between
the half and three-quarters Wee Kinney made his move with
Steadfast, and he said good-bye to Initiation and St. Patrick
as they swung into the homestretch, and in ajiffy had collared
KedCloud and Almont. Near the rails came Steadfast and
little Kinnie, and half way down the straight it was apparent
that the little son of Sobraute and Nareola held them all

safe. St. Patrick was in a pocket. Steadfast won easily by
one and one-half lengths, white Red Cloud, in a hard drive
the last sixteenth, managed to win plave money by a nose
from Almont. St. Patrick was fourth and Initiation last.

Time, 1:44. The cheering fur Steadfast's good little rider was
loud and long continued.

Inkerman and Huguenot went to the post equal favorites
at '1\ to 1 in the fourth race. Bronco's rider was changed
twice, Carter and Williams being supplemented by Mike
Kelly. Gladiator led at the start and passing the half. In
the homestretch it was The Drummer, Bronco, Gladiator, In-
kerman, Huguenot .the latter off last). Inkerman, once in
the straight, made suckers of his opponents, winniug easily by
three lengths from Bronco, who was half a length in front of
Huguenot. Time, 1;15£.

Then came the " dump " of the meeting. Martinet was at
1 to 10, and played for thousands at those figures, Red Cloud
at 10 and 12 to 1, Wild Robin at 50. Red Cloud and Marti-
net drew away going around the first turn, and had it ding-
dong clear to the homestretch, which Martinet reached a head
in advance, ridden vigorously. Every second the plungers
expected to see Martinet draw away, but he didn't draw worth
a cent, and, i.i a hustling, sla>hing finish, through superior
joekeydiip, Red Cloud won by a short head, Wild Robin
thirty lengths away. Time, l:51£.

Bliss Wailing was played for a killing in the last race, as
was Broad Church. Lady Cwen and Sidney were well sup-
ported also. Liidy Gwen led at the start by a' length, and was
DOI headed, winning easily by three lengths from Sidney,
wh.. had a great struggle to secure the place from Vanity by
ahead. Only a head behind Vanity came Broad Church.
MlSS Walling was never in the hunt, finishing eiuhlb. Time,
1:16J.

-rw m Am i> hi rnoBaoAY's racks.
RACE 121—Fli M00, fur two-year-olds. The wln-

(1.300; 'I '"' l«*v, 1 lliiill.r.V.- I ('.I' .-HWi -JIM In i'.M. til. "II
' '" '" " MOoui |ioo a

i

.,,„.. March Blsi lo carry 8 lbs, extra
i la Pour and u hair furlongs.

Previous
era, Jockeys an j CloMtag Odds. St. jf u. Pin.

* " ,AI:
'

'

-' [CO I 1 1 1 1 ns
116 II i.l.l l. 8. BurllDgnrae, 108, MOO . : i-, i g i .i •> 3 1

; 3 Jn
101 POLA*KI -

!
o »

iBBMUB W\ .,.-, -,

s 5 :,

11, oe
Won In ft drive. Winner ch by Duke of Norfulb carmen. Enteredhj < . 1. pou,

eSSOO, 10 lbs above scale for horses beaten
1
iiuplnccd tour or more lime* allowed to Ibj Bis

and u hair ibri .,

1 at ' ^ h. Pin,
GREEN BOCK (W. annex, 120), 7 to 1 2 2 l 1 ins

1

11 CI1AKMBR
1 Btirllnsame. n:. . 1 to 6. 3 4 3 3 2 1

IW I.l.l-AI.IA IVIllUunS, 115),SlOl .', ft fi S 8
ft to i_ 1 1 : - 4

til ORTA HcCUne,ll to 1 1 8 l J I
Tuns, h23x<

Won In a drive. Winner by Imp, Greenback -Eds. Entered by b. c

RACE 12-).—Third race, selling, purse $350. The winner to be sold for
$100; if for $300 allowed 5 pounds; f2,50O, 8 pounds; $J,000, 12 pounds;
91 ,000, 18 pounds; SI,OOo, 25 pounds. Une miie.

Previous
Race No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % & ^ H Fin.

120 STEADFAST, 3 (Kinnie, 81. $1,000). 6 to 1 5 5 5 3 3 11^1
106 RED CLOUD, 4 iJ. Weber, 110. $2,000), 4 to 1 1 2 111 2 ns
113 ALMUNT, a i King. lOb, 91,500), evens 4 3 2 2 2 3 1^1
111 *T. PATRICK, 4 vFeters), 94. $1,000), lo to 1 2 4 4 5 5 4
110 INTIATIUN, 6 (C. Weber, 96, $1,000), 4 to 1 ....3 13 4 4 5

Time—1:44.

Won easily. Winner b c by Sobrante—Narcola. Entered by B. C.
Holly.

RACE 125.—Fourth race, selling, purse |300. The winner to be sold for
,

$150; if for less, l pound allowed for each $100 down to $bOo; then 4 pounds
|

for each $100 to $100. Winners of two races since March 3lst, 6 pouuds
extra, three or more 8 pouuds extra. Six furlongs.

Previous
.Race, iNo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % % H Fin.

4 4 4

5 2 2
1 31
2 HI

114 INKERMAN, a (W.Clancy, 115, $900), 2Jjj to 1 5
88 BRONCO, a (Kelly, 124, $1,000). 6 to 1 4
•93 HUGUENOT, 3 (C. Weber, 85, Incl. 2 over, $30o), 2!s

tol 7 7 7 5 3
110 THE DKVMJ1EK, 3 I J. Weber, 113, inch 3 over,

§1,500), 5 tol 2 2 114
111 LITTLE TOUGH. 4 i Jucksou, 100, $500 1, 10 tol 3 3 5 6 5
9S GLADIATOR, a (tjpence, 106. $600), 8 to 1 1 13 3 6

103 ALFRED B-, a (Burlingame, 106, $600), 10 to 1 -66677
Time— 1:15H.Won very easily. Winner b g by by Ironclad—Alice. Entered by W.

P. Fine.

RACE 120.—Fifth race, purse $400, of which $70 to second and &30 to
third. For three-year-olds and upwards. One mile and a sixteenth.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St Jtf >»£ 3f H Fin.

124 RED CLOUD, 4 (J. Weber, 122), 12 to 1_ 1 2 1 2 2 1 ns
97 MARTINET, 3 (U. Weber, 106), 1 to 10 3 1 2 1 1 2 30 1

109 WILD ROBIN, a (Howard, 126), 50 lo 1 2 3 3 3 3 3
Tlme,l:51H-

Won driving
King.

Winner b c by Red Iron—Maggie D. Entered by J. E.

RACE 127.—Sixth race, selling, purse $300. The winner lo be sold for
$1,-S00; if tor less, 1 pouud allowed for each $i00 down to $800; then 4
pounds for each $100 to $100. Winners ot two races since March 31st, 5
pouuds extra; three or more, 8 pounds extra. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. (Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % -\,' H Fin.

1 1 1 13 1

3 2 2 21l
2 4 3 3 3h

83 LADY OWENN, {J. Weber, 112, SSuOi, 5 to L
121 SIDNEY, 3 (Tuberville, 88, $500), 5 lo l 5
116 VANITY, 5 (Burlingame, lua, $600t, 15 to 1

117 BROADCHURUH, a (K. Naxvaez. 10SJ, StiOOj. 3 to 1... 4 7 6 6 4
61 MEKO.o (Seaman, 106, $600), 8 to 1 3 6 7 7 5— LEVERET tilly, 3 (King, 105, $l,500i, 10 to 1 9 9 4 4 6

111 LUCY S.,6 (Peters, S3, $200i. S to 1 6 5 5 5 7
48 MISS WALL1ING, 4 (Jackson, 98, $.500), 2 J* to 1 7 8 8 8 8— VOLTA, 3 (Donatban, lis, $S0Oj, 15 to 1 8 2 9 9 9

Time, 1:16 J^.

Won very easily. Winner b m by Joe Daniels—Emma. Entered by
E. A. Neame.

The Eaton Horse of Maine.

A Vermont horseman asks Minor and Farmer for informa-

tion about the Eaton Horse 122. J. W. Thompson, in his

work on " Noted Maine Horses," writes of him as follows:

The Eaton Horse wasa sorrel stallion with mane and tail

the same color, a horse of immense size and substance,
standing 16^ hands high, and weighing iu good flesh 1,450
pounds. He was foaled in 1842, and hence the same age as
ihe Drew horse, and one year older than Rising Sun. He
was bred by Thomas Peltun, of Anson, Me., near Madison
Bridge, got by the Avery horse, and his dam the Pelton mare
(so-called), by Wimhrop Messenger.

Pelton sold him when two years old to E. D. Robinson, of
Wilton, and he to Eliab L. Eaton, who owned him several
years and from whom he took his name. Eaton sold him in
1854, to William Beals, of Winthrop, who kept him for three
years, and then sold him to Fanning & Allen, of Nashville,
Term., to which place he was taken in April, 1857. Up to
March, 1S78, nothing was known in Maine concerning the
subsequent history of the Eaton Horse, but in Wallace's
Monthly for the above date, Mr. A. J. McKimmin, of
Nashville, says that 'the Eaton Horse was kept in Nashville
but one season, where he was not appreciated, and he was
taken from thence to Hopinsville, Ky." He further says that
" he left several good horses in Nashville, two or three of
which made trotters."

The name of Eaton Horse appears but once as a sire in
the 2:30 list, a . follows :

Grey Stranger, grg. by the Eaton Horse 2:30

Among his descendants are two more in the 2:30 list which
trace in the direct male line to the Eaton Horse,
hepherd Knapp Jr., bg, by Shepherd F. Knapp, son of Eaton

Horse 2:27%
Gratetul, ch g, by Brown Horse, he by a Sandy River Horse,

son of Eaton Horse 2:28%

Among his entire sons are Shepherd F. Knapp, Beals
Horse, Mount Vernon, taken to Philadelphia, Keunebec
Messenger, Sandy River Horse, or as he was perhaps better
known, "Sandy River trotter," Bennett Horse, who founded
a family of considerable local repute; Red Cloud, Oaks
Horse, Roman Eaton, Black Morgan and many more. The
most prominent of the above, perhaps, is the chest hut stal-

lion Shepherd F. Knapp, that went to England. He (Knapp)
was bred by George Shell of Turner, Me., got by the Eaton
Horse, and his dam by Whalebone, known by many as the
Clark horse, and he by Sherman, son of Justin Morgan.
Knapp was owned from a weanling to a three-year-old in
EJacktield, adjoining Turner, and was regarded as an exceed-
ingly promising colt, and there was talk of forming a stock
company to breed and retain him for stock purposes. The
Eaton and Whalebone families were popular at that time, but
the project fell through, and he was sold and taken to New
York, and afterwards to England. - As a three-year-old he
eot Shepherd Knapp Jr., 2:27:}, and the sorrel mare Ca-
outchouc, 2:35.], out of less than a dozen, which proves that
he would have been a successful sire here, whatever he mav
have been iu England. Knapp was a trotter himself and won
a race of two miles and a half, near Paris, France, in 1865,
the time being 6 minutes, 14 seconds, a trifle better than 2:30
to the mile.

The daughters of the Eaton Horse were famous breeders,
and have produced the following, with records inside of 2:30.

Lothnn, blk h, by Gltbreth Knox, dam bv Eaton Horse 2-29V£
Sam Curtis, b g. by Winthrop Morrill dam by Eaton Horse 2:2H
J.G. Morrill, ch g, by Winthrop Morrill, dam by Eaton Horse... 2:29

Beside the above there descended from the Eaton horse
Daniel Boone, What Is It, Village Maid, Troublesome, Cop-
per Bottom, and many other fast and useful animals.

John Splan, in a recent letter to an Eastern paper, says :

'•
1 have just returned from Kentucky and must sav 1 never

saw good horses as scarce as they are now. All the talk about
the horse business being overdone is bosh. More people are
looking for good useful horses than at any time in the past
five years. The only thing the bottom has (alien out of is
the demand for pedigrees attached to cheap horses. It has
gone never to return. The next thing to go will be the com-
bination sale business. No practical horseman need worrv,
as the business for him is better than ever."

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Mayboy-Ploughboy—I wrote Mayboy and the compositor

changed it into Ploughboy, and the proofreader could riot be

expected to be well enough posted on oldtime horse phrases

to correct the mistake. In fact a part of the error is due to

my using a word, which was common in the days of my boy-

hood, to denote a showy washy voung horse with curving

neck and Hashing eye, tail carried proudly when first out of

the stable. A sort of " flatcatcher" for those who wanted a

peacocky saddle horse, but which a person with a very limited

knowledge of "form "would reject at a glance. English

writers give Maybird as the title for that sort of a " garron "

and it is certainly better than Mayboy and in that case there

would have been no chance for changing it to Plowbird.
Mayhev thus explains: "The phrase last employed—*Mav-
bird'—may not be intelligible to all readers. Therefore, the
equestrian must pardon the author, if he interrupts the course
of the present description to explain the meaning. A 'May-
bird ' implies an animal of no great height, with some showy
points, but with no constitution to stand work. These quad-
rupeds are kept during the spring seasons in the stables of
most London dealers

; and they are shown to young gentlemen
as handsome saddle horses. The majority, however, soon
succumb to work ; many yield as the warm weather increases;

and but few endure even to a second season." It will be
noticed that Dr. Mayhew uses two words to denote the ani-
mal ;

and this would also be a guard against change. The use
I made of it was in connection with a definition of " quality"
in horses which has started on another tour of the world, and
which is somewhat misleading. The sentence as written was
" 1 have heard a ''weed " extolled as an embodiment of qual-
ity, and a " Mayboy" pronounced a paragon when both to-

gether were not worth their accoutrements." According to

the paragraph which was the basis of the criticism there
might be no lack of quality in a veritable Maybird, but among
horsemen it is only when combined with evident force that

i it is thought worthy of laudation. The ideal racehorse must

j

possess this constituent in perfection. Many years ago in the
' neighborhood of thirty summers and winters, I purchased of
an Englishman a full set of prints of noted English racehorses

|

and racing scenes. Twenty-odd which cost something over
one hundred dollars. With one exception all were given
away that being Beeswing, the dam of Newminster. Eng-
lishmen who knew"T'auld mare" well, pronounced it an
admirable likeness, and as it was copied from a painting by
Herring and colored by hand, by a noted colorist, iu all

probability it is nearly correct, the fault being, if there is a
fault, in fining head, neck and legs. Immensely powerful
wherever power is needed, the whole of the body, arms and
gaskins being so nearly a model that I am
unable to say where change could be made without
injury. The pose is perfect and in all the years
1 have studied that portrait it has never lost its charm.
Not to me alone. A good friend gave warning that if he ever
got the opportunity he would confiscate it, and I can well un-
derstand the feeling which prompts a theft of that kind. In
1859 I was doing the big St. Louis Fair for the Evening
Democrat. Wearing a press badge the superintendent of the
art gallery notified me that it would be closed for a short per-

iod at noon when a better view could be obtained than during
the crowded iutervals. Excepting a few workmen no one
was present. On a small panel was the representation of a
namesake, in a scene whereiu he did himself much credit,

but shotved such a lamentable non-appreciation of what he
might have enjoyed, according to the rendering of the artist

who depicted the occurrence, that admiiation of his nerve
power in resisting temptation was overcome by a stronger
feeling—such as most young fellows of ardent temperament
would harbor before a painting which showed as perfect a
type of female loveliness, as the "After Herring" does of a
racemare. Something of the same temptation, though in a
modified degree, to break the seventh commandment, that

this namesake of old had to fracture another, and therefore

extra caution was observed in not tantalizing our friend by
giving him so good an opportunity as was olfered me in St.

Louis a third of a century ago. The letter press under th
print tells how Beeswing won 51 races in (34 starts, and it uiu

be borne in mind that this was when longer races were
vogue, and when great racehorses were " tramping the turf"
in companies. No wonder she was the dam of the founder c'

a dynasty when form and performances were so happily un
ted. The first time I saw Firenzi she struck me as being i

good deal after the pattern of 3ees\ving, but the last time,

she was within a few days of foaling, and therefore not "i
shape " to compare with the picture. She has since "thrown:

a filly to Salvator, and if that one is not " full of quality

'

and with the other essentials to make that effective, heaps I

'

people will be grievously disappointed.
-*

* *
"Audience."—Now that Aurelius and Iconoclast havi

commenced the good work of correcting the phraseology <

writers on the horse, I hope that they will take to task the

very many scribes who persist in using the word "audience"

when mentioning the assemblageof spectators on racecourses
j

and trotting tracks. It is surely a misnomer. People go to

races to see the spectacle, not to listen to the cadence of the

footfalls of gallopers, which Vir-gil described so melodiously,

ur the measured rat-tat rat-tat of the impact of steel-shod

hoofs with the hard surface of trotting ground. A blind

man can be an auditor, not co handy for him to be a spec-

tator, though I knew one blind man, Phil Casswell, who en-

joyed the racing from sound alone. But that was supple-

mented by having an attendant who kept him informed of

the position of the horses he was most inierested in. His

knowledge of the moving was entirely gained through auric-

ular sources, and were it possible to have an assemblage of

race-groers of like character it would be eminently proper to

call is a combination of auditors and spectators, and, per con-

sequence, audience would behalf-right.

Then there is another Aind of turf amusement which is

supported by an audience, just as rightly named as the fre-

quenters of theaters and lecture rooms. That is when city

pool-rooms were the order. And right here I must enter an

emphatic protest against making pool-selling the scapegoat to

carry all the odium of turf gambling. Bookmaking is the
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life of these resorts, and though pool-selling has been a feat-

ure in racing which was in progress thousands of miles away
from the buyers, it makes a small figure when compared
with transactions in the books. When "pauper-ally" was
lined wilh these resorts, and when the rooms were crowded
with excited auditors, the scene was lively. These fervent,

listeners were not attracted bv any of the brilliant lights of

the platform or stars of the stage. The oratorical display

was, to say the least, confined to a strange jargon of words,

which, to an unenlightened listener, would not have carried

any intelligence, much less account for the evident excite-

ment The tinkle of a small bell would at once hush the

tumult of hundreds of voices, and the hoarse tones giving

the changes of position as the faraway animals rushed from

start to finish, had little fascination to an ear that was not

trained to such uncouth, rasping notes. My experience was

not extensive enough to rehearse the jargon of words, but if

memory is not entirely at fault the vocabulary was quite

limited.

But in taking exceptions to using the word audience, in

describing the attendants at a bona lidc race course, I shall not

fall into the same error as Aurelius did in not proposing a

substitute for the tabooed equine, although whenever the ab-

surdity of the term, now in constant use, is recognized any
reporter will not need prompting to find a suitable word or

words. An audience, tersely defined, a gathering of hearers.

An assemblage, a collection of individuals; spectators, those

who look on. Synonyms are not lacking. When the stands,

balconies, betting ring and other places are thronged then

crowd takes the place of assemblage, wbk-h the adjective

prefix will afford a guage to estimate. There must be a

throng to constitute a crowd, assembled without much order

or regularity. Again it may be stated, however, that when
the wrong word is discarded the reporters who assemble at

race and trotting meetings are bright enough to present suit-

able phraseology, and it is ten to one that those who have
used the word audience, never gave a thought to it being

right or wrong.

Scoring.—On Tuesday last there was a general " working

out" among some of the trotters at the Oakland track. Five

were working together, three of them four-year-olds which

are likely to rank high in the trotting circles. A Dexter

Prince, an Anteeo and a Mambrino Wilkes. Apparently so

closely matched in speed that when they come together in an

actual race picking the winner will be no easy task. Quite an

attractive spectacle to witness them in their mimic strife, but

sadly marred by the prolonged scoring that was surely a tire-

some feature. How many times I do not know, but judging
from the number of games of draw pedro two of the specta-

tors sought to while away the tedium, consequent upon the

back and forward movements, which were played, the pro-

longation was like "linked-swec-tness long drawn out" and
must have taken a good halt hour. When the chances were
favorable for an interminable amount of scoring in every

trotting race that had as many as five starters, it was an im-
portant part of the curriculum to teach the trotting young-
sters especially, this part of the programme, and accustom
them to a state of affairs absolutely certain to be presented.

But when it is just as certain that hereafter this system will

not prevail , and that in lieu thereof brevity will rule, it will

be just as important that horses be taught to get oft" without

waste of time. Much time will be saved on working out

days, and with less likelihood of ruffling the temper of those

which are of a sanguine temperament, while the lymphatic
class will be benefited by not expecting to be pulled up a

hundred yards or so from the starting point. It is not alto-

gether unlikely that the practice of working out gangs of

horses together, and scoring and scoring until it suited the

will of all the drivers to make a start, has done a good deal

to make "bad actors" at the post. Expecting several false

moves before they were sent around the circuit of the track,

they are not in readiness when the word is given at an early

stage of the proceedings. The plan I advocated last year of

placing the starter a little way in the rear of the stand has

many merits, though it is one of those radical changes which
" trotting men," or at least a great majority of them are loth

to accept. The innovation intioduced at the Fall meeting of

placing the starter on the opposite side of the track from the

judges, and making starting his sole ind only dutv, worked
well, and it will not be long before the owners of trotters will

acquiese in following the racing method of stationing the

starter a short distance from the starting point. There is one
objection urged that was very trivial, horses breaking between
the starter and starting point, when that can be no worse
than if the mishap occurred the same number of yards after

the start. It would appear that the change having proved
so beneficial in racing that one of the same kind should be ac-

cepted in trotting, but strange as it may seem, a few ultia

bigots base their objections on their antipathy to all racing
methods, and still stranger there is one " turf paper " in the

United States which advances the same argument.
*

* *
Good Feeling.—Last week one of my texts was " good

prospects," and pleasing as was the theme, a still pleasanter

is that which gives the title for this paper. It was published

in the papers that on the conclusion of the Blood Horse

meeting Mr. Henry Schwartz would open his at the Oakland

track and continue it indefinitely. While I put little faith

in the printed stories, and felt the utmost confidence that Mr.

Schwartz was too sensible to inaugurate a warfare which
could not result otherwise than detrimental to the horse

interests of this country, it was more satisfactory to hear the

denial from his own lips. Saturday last 1 met Mr. Schwartz
on the Bay District course, and he informed me that he had
no such intention. That his meeting would not open until the

trotting meeting came to a close, and that before the fall cir-

cuit commenced it would be brought to an end. This will give

him June and July, or nearly the whole of three months, as

the trotting meeting take three of the June days, which will

be long enough for one race meeting. The California Jockey
Club terminates that meeting on May 20tb, and the two weeks
which will intervene, when the trotters will be on the stage,

will give the race horses a chance to recuperate. During the

Oakland race meeting the trotters can be conning their lessons

for rehearsal when the circuit begins, so that all will have a

chance for a "fling at fame and fortune" without any clash-

ing of interests, and what is far worse, a stirring up of bad

blood. Hawthorne and Garfield should be a potent monitor
to avoid the rancor which follows turf antagonism. Compe-
tition may be the life of business in a mercantile sense, and

competition between racing associations may also inure to the I

benefit of all parties. But bitter rivalry cannot be called by
j

a name which should represent emulation to excel, and the
aim, when that feeling predominates, is to injure the rival if

j

even there should result mutual loss. There was a bloody
j

culmination to the Chicago feud, and those who were instru-
mental in bringing about the crisis must sincerely lament, in

their reflective moments, the vindictive feelings which led to

Hot and death. For all that the lesson was of such recent
date, there is the likelihood of another struggle of something !

the same character, though it cannot reach the magnitude of
the Chicago war.

That is the contest between the clubs which are on opposite
sides of the Mississippi river, St. Louis and East St. Louis.
The managers of both courses are well aware that their
actiou will be seriously detrimental to racing interests, and
therefore it appears rather singular that a compromise could
not be affected. War, however, in the center of racing is not
nearly so deplorable as it would be on this far-off side of the
country. In the first place the population is too limited to

draw upon to support two meetings not much further apart
than those on different sides of the Mississippi, and there are
few horses here in comparison with the huge army of the
Orient. Still worse is the acerbity of feeling which is sure
to follow, and nearly certain to extend its sway to friends of
both parties. "The press" also becomes partisan, and what
would be " idle words " when spoken, rankle and sting when
type lends its potent aid to villify and abuse. There is no
necessity for jangles. There is for harmony, and whoever is

is not willing to forego private interests, or personal feelings,

for the benefit of the cause cannot be classed as a supporter of
California or its interests.

There is a clear sky and good prospects all around,
now that good feelings prevail.

* *
Trotting Stallions at Del Paso.—There was little

time during my late visit to Kancho del Paso to look at any-

thing but the thoroughbreds. Small space for that, but owing

to the admirable arrangements to economize time which Mr.

Mackey had made, scarcely a minute was lost. At one of

the stables on the Bottom, however, where a number of year-

ling fillies were housed, or rather in an adjoining stable, were

two of the trotting sires, Knight and Albert W. The first-

named I had never seen before, the last an old and highly
valued acquaintance. Knight is an in-bred Wilkes, being by
Woodford Wilkes and his dam by Adrian Wilkes. He
brought his double grandsire vividly to my remembrance,
though it is twenty-five years since I saw the noted founder
of a notable family, although if that recollection can be
depended upon, the youngster is a horse of higher finish. As
the dam of his sire was by Woodford Mambrino, a thorough-
bred cross is not very far away, but the striking likeness is,

doubtless, due to inbreeding. Knight is a very handsome
shade of brown, his color could hardly be excelled in the eyes
of a most exacting critic, and his form superior. " The boys "

speak highly of his trotting proclivities, and do not hesitate

in claiming a very fast mark for him whenever given the
opportunity. He should be a fast trotter, as form, action
and breeding are not the only basis to build the estimate upon,
as his sister, Jenny Wilkes, has a record of 2:21$-, and Knight
got a three-year-old record of 2:23.} in 1S91 which gives it

additional significance, as that was before the era of the pneu-
matic low-wheel speed-promoter. But the number of seconds
that his admirers say he will surely subtract from that mark
is so startling that readers will have to guess for themselves.

The grandam of Knight was by Mambrino Patchen, so that

there is a double cross of the staunch blood of Mambrino
Chief, alt the coarseness which might come from a doubling
of that strain eliminated by finer currents.

I was favorably influenced to Albert W. before I ever saw
him. The nominations to the Occidental Stake of 1881 closed

on January 1st of that year. Just before that date a stranger

came into the office to make inquiries in relation theroto.

Fred Crocker had trotted in 2:25}, and Sweetheart in 2:26A,

both being eligible for the stake. The visitor proved to be
Mr. Waldstein, the breeder of Albert W., and his queries
were directed to the probabilities of the champion two-year-

olds being named in the Occident. I told him that it was
quite likely that such would be the case, but after a moment's
study he replied, " No matter, I have a good colt and will

take the chances." It was a spirited resolve, and that "spunk"
brought the proper recompense, victory, when the odds
appeared so great against any others than one of the two
which had startled the trotting fraternity all over the coun
try.

I never saw Albert W. when he looked so well as he did

on that sunshiny April day. He is a fine specimen of the
highly-bred trotter, and had his colts been granted the op-

portunities whicfc others have enjoyed, there is little question
that he would stand still higher than he does. Mr. Wald-
stein also bred Little Albert, and he, too, was quite a favorite

of mine when a two-year-old, for though he was of a dimin-
utive pattern, hence his name, he was a " clean-gaited" young-
ster with a nervous organization to carry him through. His
sire was "game as a pebble," though that old-time compari-

son is rather difficult of comprehension, and if it ever had a

meaning that has been lost in the mists of the " hoary past."

lie trotted many trying races with a hock as bigas two should

be and never flinched however bard the struggle.

By-and-by the trotters from Kancho del Paso will have
high places in the Year Books, vicing with the Racing Calen-

dar in telling the story of the aptitude of that place for

breeding fast horses, racers, trotters and pacers.

*

STEEPLE-CHASING.—The daily papers say that grand

steeple-chasing in the future is marked on the trestle board

of the Bay District course. While not always positively

right in their prophesies anent turf affairs, in all probability,

in this case, they prono ince with authority. Just as a theatre

manager is on the watch for novelties, and does not hesitate

to go far outside of the legitimate to attract public attention,

it may be that race course officials will adopt thesame tactic?,

andsucessfully, too, until the farcical features are made mani-

fest. In the first place there is not a possibility of getting

anything but a farcical steeple-chase course on the circum-

scribed grounds. Down into the hollow and up again, a hole

might be dug in the clay, which is the super-stratum of the

lower part of the basin, which would hold water, and a horse

which could make a good standing jump clear it if not too

wide, i >r by excavating and puddling the sand, in the portion

allotted for carriages, might be made a receptacle for fluid

which a little stretch of the imagination could transform into
a taking " water-jump," and stone walls, and hedges, fine

barred gates, h plowed field, and even a stretch of turf for the
finishing run could be improvised for the occasion. A forty-
acre field, though that is rather more acreage than there is

inside of the '.rack, is larger than the stage of a theatre, which
would give scope for bigger machinery than is used in the
representation of the County Fair, and I am told that the
counterfeit is actually more real than its prototype. If the
purpose be to burlesque the" cross-country sport" there is an
admirable chance, and if it can be managed so as to evolve
the dangerous part it will be no worse than many other spec-
tacular ventures. A steeple chase on each of the racing days
is the announcement, and it is claimed the whole of the
coming winter months is to be occupied that will mean at
least one hundred of the exciting events.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Bilz Carts and Sulkies.

The little village of Pleasanton, Alameda County, has,

through the performances of the trotters and pacers that are

trained there, achieved a world-wide reputation. It is the

winter home of a coterie of trainers that are the stars of their

profession. Their endorsement and use of an article at once

places it in the front rank of "indispensables" for training,

and as the celebrated carts and sulkies manufactured in Pleas-

anton by the pioneer, J. A. Bilz, are used by all the knights

of the sulky there, they have been adopted by every stock
farm in California. While on a visit to see Messrs. Salisbury,
Sanders, Kelly, McDowell, Shaner, Lawrence and a number
of other horsemen, we could not pass by the establishment

j

of J. A. Bilz, for on the sidewalk under the budding locust

|

tress were boxes filled with pneumatic sulkies, top carts,
i breaking carts and carts for training colts to be shipped to
; Chicago, New York and San Francisco.

Mr. J. A. Bilz has been forty-three years in the business of
manufacturing vehicles, and has been granted as many pat-

I ents for improvements in them and farming implements as

j

any man in California. He employs thirty-five men the year
,

round, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, machinists, painters and
I

trimmers, and the class of work turned out daily will compare
favorably with that of any similar establishment in this state.

I

Every piece of steel is tested, and the good reputation his
work has, is one reason why his business is always increasing.

!

His road cart is the simplest, strongest, lightest and best ever

I

used, and for driving colts it cannot be surpassed. Frou Frou
!
made his record in one of them, for there was no pneumatic
sulky known when she gained the crown. Everyone who has

;
ever used one of these handy carts endorses them. The rage

j
for pneumatic sulkies came last summer, and Mr. Eilz de-
signed and manufactured one that is considered by John Kelly
Andy McDowell, Jos. Cairn Simpson and Millard Sanders, to

equal, if not surpass, every other one made. It is light,

\

though strongly made, and has points of superiority unap-
. proached by any other. A large number have been oidered

I

and his force of men are very busy manufacturing them. At the
Chicago exhibition they will be shown in competition with
those of every other make. The agent in this city is J. A.
McKerron. Besides these vehicles Mr. Bilz patented an or-

chard plow that gives universal satisfaction. Nearly every
orchardist in this State has one. It is cheaper, lighter
and stronger, besides it can turn up the soil within there
inches of the trees without injuring the trunks or limbs in
any way.

Time "Will Tell.

Was it Marvin, was it Stanford, was it Electioneer, was it

California climate, was it the brush system that gave to Palo

Alto the record-breakers year after year, or did they all assist

in producing the remarkable results. Marvin was not there

last year and, as the showing made was, in many respects, the

i
equal of the previous years when he was there, Marvin can-

not have all the credit. To be sure, there was no two-year-

old to trot in 2:10|,*no three-year-old to trot in 2:10*, but a

yearling did trot in 2:25:{, and this is faster than Marvinever

drove one, two two-year olds did trot in better than 2:20, and

this was never before accomplished at Palo Alto in one year,

and a four-year-uld stallion trotted in 2:12, a much faster

record than Marvin gave one during his thirteen years at

Palo Alto. Many thought when Marvin left Palo Alto that

little was left, and Palo Alto would never again be the Palo
Alto it was while Marvin was there, but the results show that

Stanford and the trainers that follow his instructions are still

able to produce speed far in advance of all other stock farms
in the country, and until Mr. Marvin brings forth some
youngsters from his new home somewhere near the equal of

the Palo Alto performers, he cannot receive any more than
his share of the credit belonging to that establishment. At
Miller & Sibley's Marvin has practically the same material

to work wilh that he had at Palo Alto, in fact Prospect Hill

Farm is called the Palo Alto of the east. Their foundation
blood came from Palo Alto, and the number of animals to be
found there by the great Electioneer are not a few and the

get of hiH sons are a great many. Now, if Marvin does not,

with the same material he has moulded for the past fourteen

years, show the world now and then a phenomenal youngster
somewhere near the equal of those he developed at Palo Alto.

then it will be almost a certain thing that the California

clitnate does more in producing extreme speed than Marvin
did or any other trainer can, and also more than the blood of

Electioneer.—American Trotter.

Pierce's Annual Sale.

On May 25lh there will be a sale of trotters, carriage hortes

and horses of all work from Pierce's Santa Hosa Stock l*";irm.

Seekers after fast^ trotters and pacers will find just what

they want at this sale, for there are representatives of all the

leading sires that have made California trotters famous.

Everything offered will be sold without reserve. Nearly

every animal is broken single and double and regis'-pred

standard. A glance at the advertisement will show that tin -

has not been such a list offered in California before. '

eixtv head will be sold. The sale will commence at 1

In a* future issue we will give a more extended notice of

listed.
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ROD.
The Sunapee SaibliDg.

TISLED FROM LaST WEEK/)

I was under obligations to Dr. Bashford Dean, of the De-

partment of Biology, Columbia College, for material assistance

in determining the following anatomical description of the

Sunapee saibling:

Two specimens, of one pound and two pounds respectively,

were carefully examined :

KIN RAY FORMT. LA.
Mb. 3-lb.

specimen. specimen.
Pectoral u 13

Dorsal 13 14

Ventral 11 10

Anal 13 12

Caudal ^ -2S

(Including rudiinentaries.)
8Q1 A.MAT10N,

Lateral 211 to 212 22G

To lateral line 38 41

To vent 62 62

DEN1TION.

i Feebly developed, as in tbe Irish ctaarrs.)

Muxillary (superior aud inf) 13 and 14 13

Pre or Intermaxillary 4 and 5 4 and 3

Vomerine [very small) <5 2 and larger

Palatimes (right and left) 12 and 13 13 and 13

Glossal, two rows of 4 5 and 4

GILL RAKERS.

In first rop IS

In second row 18

(Slender and longer than in the brook
trout.)

TLVORI' I I A.

Small and short 45 52

BRANCHIOSTLGALS.
On each side 9

In young specimens, the gill cover overlaps the root of the

pectoral; not in adults. There are spots on the dorsal fin, and
attention should be called to a post-ventral dermal appendage.

Such differences in individuals from the same locality

would seem to impair the value of anatomical peculiarities as

diagnostic marks. In fact, in a most able paper on the saib-

lings, published in The American Angler JFebruary 7,

1891, Prof. Garman states that, in foreign specimens ex-

amined by him, the dentition differs, corresponding, more or

lesss nearly with that of the New Hampshire tish—that differ-

ences of age imply radical differences in teeth, fins, stomach,

and especially gill-rakers, which latter Prof. Garman believes

to be "important in function early in life, and to deteriorate

with change to coarser food." The deterioration consists in a

distortion not alike in any two individuals; " the rakers curve

and twist in every direction like a lot of writhing worms sud-

denly become rigid." In old specimens they lose their points

and grow club-shaped. As to the number of gill-rakers, in

saibling where Dr. Bean found ten and Prof. Jordan fourteen

to fifteen, Prof. Garman counted fourteen to eighteen. And
in the New Hampshire charr, where the first four fourteen

and the second eleven to twelve, Prof Garman counted thir-

teen to sixteen. In our specimens, eighteen were counted in

each row.
The external characteristics of the Sunapee fish, however

distinguish it consaicmously from the three other charrs of

New England. Its graceful build, sin ill and delicately shaped
head, small mouth, excessively developed fins, more or less

markedly emarginate caudal, spots without the blue areola,

and unmottled back, at once separate it from the brook trout

and link it as closely as its structural peculiarities with Aus-
trian, British and Swiss congeners. The nuptial coloration is

gorgeous beyond example among our indigenous salmonidie.

Throughout the spring and summer the back is dark sea

green, blending on the sides into a flashing silver, which in

turn deepens below into a rich cream. But, as

the October pairing time approaches, the fish is

metamorphosed into a creature of indiscribable bril-

liancy. The deep, purplish blue of the back and should-
ers now seems to dissolve into a dreamy sheen of amethyst,
through which the inconspicuous pale lemon spots of mid-
summer flame out in points of yellow or vermilion fire, while
below the lateral line all is dazzling orange. The fins catch
the hue of the adlacent parts, and pictoral, ventral, anal and
lower lobe of caudal are ribboned with a broad, white margin.
As in the case of the Windermere charr, these white margins
of the fins are very conspicuous in specimens seen swimming
in the water. There are great differences in intensity of gen-
eral coloration, and the females are not usually as guadily
tinted as the males. The intermediate types and different

depths of hue observable in an autumn school recall the public
promenade in a West India city, where all shades of transi-

tion are found, from pure white to tawny black. Those who
have seen the flashing hordes on the spawning beds, in all

their glory of color and majesty of action, pronounce it a
spectacle never to be forgotten.

Sunapee saibling kept in confinement entirely loose the
sexual instinct, and with it tbe wedding garment. So sensi-
tive are the females that their removal from the spawning
beds to the State Hatchery on the opposite shore of the lake,
only one mile distant, seriously interferes with the maturing
process, bo that it is almost impossible to lie returned to the
water several times during the operation. Hence, as far as
possible, ripe specimens are selected on the natural Bpawning
beds, and there stripped rapidly and returned to the lake, in-
stances are not exceptional in which females refuse to part
with their eggs, and carry them over to the next season. This
tallies with Cholmondeley-Pennell's suggestion that some of
the Windermere charr in alternate years.

Although a vigorous fighter, the white trout is very easily
injured, the prick of the hook often being followed by fatal

consequences, especially in young specimens. Hundreds are
thus unavoidably killed every summer. In this respect the
Sunapee charr is very unlike the blue-back of Maine, of which
Commissioner Stanley said

:

" They are a hardy fish, and nearly as tenacious of life as
the eel or bullhead. I have frequently seen them alive in the
morning after lying all night on the Bnore."
One other phrase life is a marked tendency to

deformity. Remarkabledifferences in shape, as well b colors
lion, are normal to the quadroons and octoroons of the Buna-
pee spawning beds; but these di defences a:- sometimes carried
I" the \< rtion or monstrosity. Humped barks

; infrequent; but the most repulsive^ and, at the same
aine, mo : m, i the hrinking of the
'nature fish in ibape, with abd inalre piration,
and an Intensely reproachful human look in the cavernous
eyes which h* your gaze with :i mysterious intelligence, The

id b fish will hannt one for days, tempting
' im to speculation in the field of metempsychosis.

Prof. Garman has proclaimed his belief in the identity of

the Sunapee, JDan Hole and Flood's Pond charrs with the

European saibling, and that " the affinities of these forms are

closer to the saibling by way of an Atlantic steamer than by
way of Greenland and Iceland."

Prof. Jordan has said :
' The American charr is probably

not a distinct species, but native to the waters where it is now
found, and not an importationjrom Europe." "Should it ap-

pear," he continues, "that the saibling in that part of Ger-
many from which specimens have been brought to America,
have gill-rakars like those of the Sunapee trout, this opinion

would be reconsidered." Prof. Garman has disposed of the

gill-raker argument, but, as far as I know, Prof. Jordan has

not further expressed himself in regard to the Sunapee form,

although, in a recent article on the salmon and trout of tbe

Pacific Coast, he states that in the lakes of Greenland and the

eastern part of British America the European charr is as

abundant as it is in Europe, a fact which has only lately been
manifest."

Senator Creighton, of Ottawa, Canada, writes under date of

February 16, 1S93: "From the height and character of

Sunapee Lake, it is not at all improbable that an Arctic variety

may have survived there which has perished or been trans-

formored elsewhere south of fifty-five degrees or sixty degrees

north latitude. Arctic species must have been common to all

our waters in the glacial period."

Prof. Garman writes November 17, 1892, that, in his opin-

ion, " no good evidence has been advanced of the existence of

this species on this continent previous to 1SS4." It is a mat-
ter of record, however, that 60,000 German saibling eggs, the

gift of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, were sent to New
Hampshire in January, 1881. It is further to be taken into

consideration that the writer of this paper had in his possession

at Sunapee Lake, in the summer of 18S2, a four-pound speci-

men of the saibling in question—which could not have devel-

oped from fry hatched the preceding year. No saibling have
ever been sent to Maine by the United States Fish Commission;
and, as has been shown, it is impossible that the fish in Flood's

Pond can be descendants of the New Hampshire charr. The
theory that there was nothing to prevent the Salvdinus alpinus

of Sunapee Lake, in recent years, from descending the Con-
necticut River to Long Island Sound, and thence making its

way into streams and connecting lakes from the shores of Con-
necticut to those of Greenland, may be disposed of in a single

word—dams.
The Sunapee charr is undoubtedly a representative of the

European form, but reasons have been given why it is be-

lieved to be a native of thiscontiuent. It differs no more ex-

tensively from the several European varieties than they do
among themselves. Von dem Borne, Profs. Benecke and
Dalmar, Wittmack, of Berlin, all speak of important differ-

ences in form, size and color, according to age, sex, season and
habitat. All authorities allude to the solid sea green or dark
blue of the black, the yellowish sides and the red or orange
belly. Benecke and Dalmer refer picturesquely to the half-

moon tail. As to spots, there is endless variety. Some forms
have none; some, large spots; others, small—orange and red

—

rnd singularly, in certain species, each spot is surrounded by a
white ring or halo. The fins take their color from the back and
sides, and have the broad white band. The foreign saibling

is gregarious like the Sunapee form, lives spmilarly on crusta-

ceans, worms and fish food, and seeks the deepest and coldest

waters.

The greater the altitude, the more intense the coloration

and the smaller the fish. In Lake Zug, the saibling run eight

or nine to the pound ; in Lake Geneva, they are said to attain

a weight of over twenty pounds. The flesh is white or red,

which, however, makes no difference in the flavor. The
foreign saibling is taken in nets, or with hook and line ; it is

eaten fresh or smoked.
Coi. Hodge has attempted to prove a dissimilarity between

the German saibling and the Sunapee charr, by crossing each
with our common brook trout, and noticing differences in the

markings of the resulting fry. He writes me that the eggs of

the cross between the German saibling and our brook trout

are larger than those of tbe cross between the Sunapee
awreolus and the brook trout, and that there are conspicuous
differences in the fry of the two hybrids, both of which are

fertile. Crossing our brook trout with other forms of the for-

eign saibling would certainly give different results again, so

the experiments of Col. Hodge cannot be regarded as conclu-
sive beyond establishing the fact that the aureolua of Sunapee
is in no way connected with the particular form of German
saibling sent to New Hampshire in 18S1 ; but this is a most
important fact in the induction of its aboriginality to New
England. Col. Hodge further states another supposed diflei-

ence: "The aureolas does not seek the streams to spawn ; the
saibling does." But the saibling does not always spawn in

streams; the rule is the other way.
At Windermere, the charr spawn both on the rocky

bed of the Brathy and in the lake. Schroeder, in his

"Katechismns der Kunstlichen Fischzifcht," expressly
states that the saibling in October and November ascends
from the depths in which it usually lives, and spawns off

sandy shores in the lakes. Profs. Benecke and Dalmar
describe great schools of fish spawning in October or later,

even as late as January and March, on sand or gravel near the
shores. The Sunapee tish, then, simply follows the practice

of its European relatives.

Finally, there can be no doubt as to the economic value of

this new tish. It is one of the most prolific of our salmonoids,
the female ^averaging 1,200 eggs to the pound, or 200 more
than the brook trout. It is also a singularly rapid grower
where .smelt food abounds. The extreme weight known to

have been attained in Sunapee is about eight pounds, although
accounts exist of much larger tish in this water, and of speci-

mens from Dan Hole and Flood's ponds weighing from fifteen

to twenty pounds.

The Sunapee saibling takes live bait readily, and affords the
angler superb sport if the tackle be light. With a seven-ounce
rod and 2HO feet of line, the killing of a five-pounder from a
sailboat running across the wind, implies a delightful excite-

ment that, to be appreciated, must be experienced. Three
tons of this fish have been taken with hook and Hue, in a
single season, at Sunapee. The flesh is of a light salmon color,

and, when in its perfection, excels in delicacy that of all other
almonidffii

We most confidently recommend this charr to the attention

of State commissioners interested in placing a valuable and
easily propagated food fish within reach of the people. It is

faciU princeps, from its rush at the cast smelt to the finish at
ili bn akfast table. Those who best know it most enthusias-
tically endorsej with B Blight amendment, Prof. Jordan's
apothegm: "Nothing higher can be said of a salmonide than
thai ii is :i (Sunapee) [charr."—John (£• (Juackenboss, A.M.,
M. D., in The American Angler.

Spearing Through the Ice.

A shining February morning and a great white, shining

world—white as the soul of a child ! says Ed. W. Sandys in

Outing. Over it all an infinity of flawless blue, with, never a

token to prove that from it fell, but a few hours before, the

world's fair garb of snow. Eastward blazed that gold-faced

god who makes a typical winter day in Canada the wondrous,

indescribable thing it is.

It was cold outside, and I knew it. My argument with a

deviled kidney had been interrupted more than once by sharp

reports like pistol-shots, which told that the frost had
touched a tree, or started a nail in the clapboards. When
the kidney had acknowledged getting the worst of it, mocca-

sins, heavy pea-jacket, fur cap, warm gloves were donned,

and forth I fared to find what such peerless day had in store.

The air was keen as Eastern lance and glittered with myriad
diamond lights ; it was as exhilerating as iced wine, and three
chestfuls of it started me running down the snowy road in
sheer exuberance of animal spirits. Presently a merry jingle
of bells sounded and a merrier voice exclaimed :

" Look out

!

or I'll run you down."
No need to look round, for I knew the voice ; so I merely

answered :
" You couldn't run a lame dog down with that old

skate !" Then I ran as if the fiend was on my track, for a four-
minute bay roadster and a dainty Portland were behind, and
Jim would as soon do what he said as not.

For a hundred yards we had it hot as we could lay foot to

snow; then I heard the dull blows of flying feet and a sharp
" Hi !

" and dodged aside just in time to clear the rush of one
of the tidiest gentleman's roadsters in the county.
Jim could hardly pull up inside of fifty yards, for the good

bay's blood was hot; but finally the horse steadied, and Jim
sung out :

" Come, pile in here ! I want to use you."
" What for ?

"

"I'm off for the bay. Spearing/s prime and we'll have a
try at it. Everything's ready down there—spears and all in
the shanty—so in you get."

No better fun was wanted, and away we jingled through the
town and thence westward over an excellent country road
toward Mitchell's Bay, on Lake St. Clair, famous for black
bass, 'lunge and waterfowl since the days of " Frank For-
rester," until at last we reached the frozen marsh and the
small hotel beside the bay.

We were soon in our shanty, one of several similar in con-
struction that were scattered over the ice. These shanties
are built of rough boards and are large enough to accom-
modate two men comfortably and leave room for a small
stove. The roofs are high enough to allow the use of a short-
handled spear, and frequently the shanties are mounted upon
runners of plank to facilitate moving from point to point. It

is comfortable and dark inside a shanty when once the door
is shut, for there is no window, the object being to exclude all

light save what strays upward through the clear ice-floor.

When a shanty is ready for business it is stationed on the
ice above some known shoal or channel favored of fish ; a
little snow is banked up around the house outside, and an
opening of convenient size cut through the ice inside. This
hole is carefully cleared of all fragments of ice, and when the
shanty door is closed one can readily enough peer down into

the haunts of fish. The grandest prize to fall to the spear-

man's skill is, of course, a '"lunge," as the muscallonge is

termed, and to attract his lordship within striking distance,

an artificial minnow is attached to a string and caused to

play about a short distance below the surface of the exposed
water. When a fish of goodly size shows within safe reach, a
swift thrust with the three, four or sometimes five-tined spear
secures or misses the game, as the case may be. Jim and I

sat side by side in our darkened shanty, gazing downward
steadily. I manipulated the minnow, while he held the
spear ready for instant action. Below were soft, shadowy,
green depths, half-illumined by a weird, ghostly light which
seemed to come from nowhere and to reveal nothing.

But soon our eyes seemed to focus properly, as it were, and
the view broadened. We could distinguish faint forms of

water-weeds, and once or twice agilded perch sailed solemnly
across the silence below, like a seared leaf wind-driven. It

was very pretty and fascinating, and I swam the lure minnow
in most artistic style for a considerable time. Then some-
thing came ! It came, it saw, it vanished, leaving a phos-
phorescent gleam in the water to mark its lightning flight. I

had barely time to note that it was a sturdy old bass, and
Jim's hand hardly closed on the spear ere it gained the dim
whence. It evidently wanted naught of the spear or
minnow.
More time passed, and then came a pickerel. Slow and

shining he floated upward, his wall-eyes glowing on the fan-

cied prey, and Jim poked fun into him vigorously ; and the
pointed joke was too much for pickerel self-control, and he
let his life slip away in his excitement. Three or four more
were taken in the same fashion within the hour, and they
were all fine fish of their kind. Then Jim insisted that X

should take the spear aud let him play the lure.

For half an hour I sat and stared at the water. Then I

yawned aud filled my pipe anew, and then it may be that I

fretted at the hard luck on general principles. Be that as it

may, I presently spied something which roused all the fierce

impulse of sport in me. Jim saw it too, aud he played his

minnow a trifie farther away.
From under the lower edge of the ice crept something that

looked for all the world like the toe of an old rubber boot,

surrounded by a luminous halo. Farther and farther it crept,

so slowly that it seemed scarce to move, until it showed a

greener cast and bony ridges. Then the gleam in the water
increased, and we saw two terrible eyes that glowed like wee
incandescent lamps. Then Jim suddenly lowered his minnow
a few inches, the apparition glided forward, aud I drove the

speardownward with all the force and speed my arm could

impart. Through the wooden handle I felt the crush and
grind of steel through bones, and knew 'twas well. The shaft

swept round in response to a failing, swirling rush, aud we
promptly lifted from the hole a dead fish, for the spear had
cut the spine just at the junction with the head. The fish

was by no means as heavy as many I have seen, but it was
large enough for our ambition, and, best o( all, we had it safe.

<.

The Weekly Journalist of Boston contains a regular letter

from the bright and .facile pen of Eliza D. Keith (Di Ver-

non), of this city. These letters contain pleasant and timely

mention of the work of the journalists of the Pacific Coast,

and are a credit to the workers generally, as well as to the

fair writer.
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THE GUN.

The Clabrough, Golcher & Co. Match.

On Sunrky last was held at Oakland Shooting Park one of

the most interesting matches ever held at inanimate targets

on this coast. We take particular pleasure in speaking of

the events there presented, as they confirm all that we have

repeatedly urged in these columns for years past on the

efficacy of class shooting in bringing out the full representa-

tion of the shooters of this city and vicinity.

Never before in any similar gathering have so many sports-

men been presented at the score. The grounds were fairly

alive with spectators when the sixty-sis guns were ready for

the first match. This match occupied much of the day, and

while a number of other matches were shot off, we must be

be content with giving the result of this one.

The entire shooting contingent of this coast is to be con-

gratulated on the excellent showing made in the day's shoot.

The scores show that the sportsmen attending, as a class,

have never fired much at inanimate targets, but we predict

that future matches of this nature will develop a higher

degree of skill. The shooting was conducted on the rapid

firing system, as otherwise it would have been impossible to

have shot off this one match, to say nothing of other events.

Traver, Dinuba, Los Angeles and Sacramento were repre-

sented. Mr. Edgar Foster referee. The score

:

Cronin, Rickerson, Parks, Billington, Forster and McAvoy
tied for seventh prize, a safetv revolver, value £">. McAvoy
won the tie. The score

:

C'ouin 1 1

Richardson I n 1 o u
Turks o 1 1 u
Billin^lon 1 1 1 ii ii (i 1 ii ii-

1

Forelcr 1111) u li ii 1—1
HcAvoy 1 olio l ii 1 (i 1-0

Richardson, Wright, Atherton, Ostrander, Geary and Ber-

gans tied for eighth prize, a copy of "' Kennel Secrets," value

$3.50. Ostrander won. The score

:

Richardson 110 1-::

Wright o 1 1 1 0—3
Atherton 1 1 0—2
Ostrander ?. 1 u 1 1 1—1
Geary 1 u 1 0—'J

Bergans 1 1—1

A match at (i pair followed the main event. Allison won
with nine, Kearney second with eight, Gate third with seven.

A second match at 10 singles was divided by Gate and
Daniels, with seven each.

The Babcock-Sprague Match.

Quinton....
Robinson..
"Fox"
Cate
Allen..

111101110111111011101111 0—20
111111111111110011010011 1—20
110111101111111010111011 1—20
.110110010110111011111110 1—IS I

.111101110011010110111011 1—18
Bolander 111111100100111011001111 1—IS

Bruns 110111100011100111101101 1—17
I

Uhl 010111110111111101001001 1—17
|

Karney 011101101110111101110101 0—17
]

Bruett 101100111011101111100110 1—17 I

Thoru 110111101110111011011000 1—17
Beckeart 100111100111000011111111 1—17
Murdock 111110010001101011101111 1—17
Whitney 111111000000111101011111 0-16
Allison 011011100110001011111011 1—16
H. Golcher 101101001100101011111011 1—16
Potter 001010111101110101111001 1—16
Ingalls 001010111101111010110011 1—16 '

Cord 111011110010101011011010 1—16
Lake 001001011110111001110111 1—16
Bartells 101011011001111100111010 1—16
Adams 011010011111011001101110 1—16
Daniels 111011010110010100011011 1—15
Worth 100101100111001110011110 1—15
Baker 011100110011010101110011 1—15
E.Cate 100110101001110010011101 1—14
Shiell 111101000101010001151011 1-14
Boland 0101 11 10010 1 011 1 0011 01 11 1—14
Elliott 011000111100101100110011 1—14
Bliss 001111100101001101111001 0—14
" Slade " 110110101100000111001011 1—14
Fay 010111100010001011110011 0—13
Parks 001000110101011101111100 0-13
Foster. 000011001010101111101100 1—13
Biuington 111110001000010001111100 1—13
Cronin 101001000110101111110010 0-13
BJcherson 100111011100000100110101 1—13
Burgans 101101101010000010111010 0—12
Stanff. 110000010101101010 101100 0—12
Richardson 000111011000000010011111 1—12
Geary 010010111000111001001011 0—12
Ostrander 101111000000110100111001 0—12
Wright 111111100100001100000101 0—12
HcAvov 000011010000111111101101 0—12
Arthnrion 010100101100011010111000 1—12
Hogan 010101011001110010100100 0—11
Rice 010010100100010011111001 0—11
Dunshee 001100010000111000001111 1—11
Ashcroft 001101101011010001100001 0—11
G. Golcher 001000010110011100100001 1—10
Croker : 000010011110100000010110 1—10
Venker 010000110000101101010100 1—10
Baum 0001000011011010000010011—9
Eddy 1000000001100111000100110—0
Sutton 0010000110101100010001010—0
Depue 0010010010110110001010000—9
Mills 000001101010100100000100 1— s

Doc 100000010000100101100010 1—8
Wagner 1111000000000110000001010—8
Patchen 1000000000001000101100110—7
Fisher 001010010001100C00000110 0-7
Claire 000100010110100000010000 1—7
Olsen 001000001001000000000210 1—6
Vernon 000001000000000100011000 1—5
Hosmer 0000001 000000010100000100—4
Picktou 000000000010000000000000 1—2
Robinson, Fox and Quinton tied for first prize with twenty

breaks each. The tie was won by Quinton with a sixteen-

guage. The prize was a 12-guage, L.C.Smith hammerless

gun, $80 grade. The score

:

Robinson 1111011011011111101 1—16
Quinton _ 0111110111111011111 1—17
•• Fox " 10

C. Cate, Allen and Bolander tied for second prize with eight

breaks. An extra finished Marlin 22-Calibre rifle valued at

$35. Bolander won. The score

:

Cate 1111011010-8
Allen
Bolander 111101111 0—

S

Bruns, Uhl, Murdock, Thorn, BecKeart, Pruett and Karney
tied for third prize, a split bamboo rod with reel and enameled

line with seventeen breaks each. Uhl won the tie. The score:

1 l 1 l—lliil—iliii-
10 1—3
1 0-2
1 1—2

1 1 0—31111—1 110 1—9

1 1—3
1 1 1—8

I) 1 1 1—

I

II II 1 1— :i

1 1 1 1—1

Brans
Uhl l

Murdock 1

Thorn 1

Beckeart
Pruett 1

Karney 1

Potter, Whitney, Allison, Bartels, Adams, Lake, Cord and

H. Golcher tied for fourth prize, a sole leather trunk gun
case valued at $10. Potter won with five straight. The score:

Potter llll 1-5
Whitney 1

Allison
Bartels 1

Adams 1

Lake 1

Cord 1110 1-4
H. Golcher 1 10 0-2

Worth, Daniels and Baker tied for fifth prize, two one-

quarter kegs wood powder, value $10. Daniel* won with four

breaks. The score

:

Worth 10 10-2
Daniels - 1111—1
Baker 110 1—3

E. Cate, Shiell, Boland, Elliott, Slade and Bliss tied for

sixth prize, an extraordinary heavy tan-colored sweater, value

$600. Elliott won. The score:

E. Cate l 1

Shiell

Boland
Elliott 1

Blade
Bliss

On Tuesday afternoon of this week a very interesting match

was witnessed by a number of the friends of Messrs. Babcock

and Sprague.

The match was shot off' at Oakland Shooting Park com-

mencing at 2 o'clock r. m.

The conditions of the match were 100 birds each, Mr.

Sprague being allowed ten dead birds to start with, shooting

at ninety, Mr. Babcock shooting at the full 100 birds.

The birds in the main were excellent, their flight being ac-

celerated by a very pronounced breeze which rendered the

outgoing birds very swift, and having a tendency to carry
rapidly-rising birds out of bounds, even when well shot, thus

scoring a large number of birds dead out of bounds.

In the early part of the match Mr. Babcock took the lead

and maintained the same until the close, although pressed

closely at times by his competitor. The shooting of each of

these gentlemen was very good, indeed the score for a num-
ber of runs is rarely beaten by amateur shots anywhere.

Mr. John K. Orr acted as referee. The following is the

score :

Harry Babcock 1220112111—9
1 12022202*— 7112 12 1112 2—10201*210 12 1—72*11111*0 2—71201012*11—7112111221 2—10
110 2 10 2**1—6111120112 1—91111012*2 2— 8—80

K. H. Sprague 111111111 1—10211120112*— 8
2 12*202011—700122*0110—5211111212*— 9101101*110—6
12 2 0*1x10 1—7
2 11111*22 2—9211212111 1—100011220**2— 5—76

Mr. Wm. Berry looked after Mr. Babcock's interests and
Mr. John O. Cadman coached Mr. Sprague. The match was
one of the most pleasurable events ever held at the traps in

this city or vicinity.

A number of the gentlemen then engaged in pool-shooting

until the birds were disposed of.

Pleasures of Sportsmanship.
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It is a rare pleasure to visit the office of Mr. F. S. Butler,

who, as a sportsman, is in a peculiar measure prepared to

enjoy the subject of field sports. Being a devoted lover

of nature in all of her varied forms as presented in the fields

and forests, he has cultivated assiduously some of the more

artistic lines that tend to the enjoyment of the rod and gun.

On entering his office one is forcibly struck with the presenta-

tion of a magnificent elk head which hangs on the wall of the

office opposite the entrance. This head is one of the finest

aDd most complete we have ever noticed. It lias the " royal

crest" in perfect form and in every part is one of Nature's

perfected productions. It was secured by Mr. Butler by lad-

ing an order with a sportsman in Victoria with instructions

to spare no expense in procuring a perfect specimen. This
his agent finally succeeded in doing and all sportsmen agree

in saying that it is " one of a thousand " and practically price-

less.

Mr. Butler has found one of the greatest fountains of pleas-

ure to a sportsman in his artistic skill in handling the brush.

He is a painter of no mean pretentions, as is amply evidenced

by the paintings which adorn his office.
11 The Dead Canvasback " is a painting which would do

honor to a professional. Nothing but the fervor of the snorts-

man combined with true artistic merit could have produced
such a picture. The outlines are not only well nigh perfect,

but the limp and lifeless attitude of the dead bird conveys
perfectly that peculiar impression withwhich lifeless forms are

so marked.
''The Valley ijuail" and "The Mountain Quail" are

painted with that laithfulness to life and environs that make
them peculiarly interesting.

It requires a sportsman to appreciate the painting of game
life of any nature, and a painter, writer or narrator, we care

not how skillful, must fall short in their efforts (o paint, write

or speak of wild game unless they be intimately acquainted

with the habitat, habits, nature, poses and delicate attendant

elements that enter into the life and compose the surround-

ings of the special subject in hand. In this respect Mr. Itutler

has shown an intimate knowledge with the subjects handled
and he has been successful in handling them naturally.

The valley quail is presented on a hillside, the covering of

which is bronzed and tinged with ripening gold of autunm's
sheen, with gnarled and twisted water oaks in the back
ground, around and over which a truthful hit of sky renders

life-like the vista. The nert, alertness and saucy independent
air of the gamey Utile whistler, to which bis carving plume
adds an air of indeacriable interest is depicted with s truly

startling distinction ; the plumage i« perfect in coloring, and
the whole scene causes a sportsman to involuntarily throw
himself into position for a shot as be expects to hear the

whirr-r-r-r of the bird in its circling flight over the hill or

arrowy winging to the hollow.

The mountain quail is presented in a representation of the

dense cover which it is their wont to frequent in the moun-
tains.

Mr. Butler has painted each of these birds singularly true

to nature, and in the treatment of the subjects with their

chosen surroundings he has shown that from a sportsman's
as well as from an artist's stand point he not only knows what
to paint but also how to paint it.

In speaking to the principle, as above illustrated, we have
previously expressed the thought in the following lines,

which we reproduce as they embody the idea we are desirious

of enforcing.

or things we love, one-half or ruon-
I

From all things forming their environment.
The violet we love not half so well
Elsewhere than in its mossy fern-clad dell,

Where dews bejewel every'blade and tiioro,

\\ ben golden sunbeams paint the scene at morn.
The lily—blowing from ner scented horn
Theincense of the gods—to beauty born.
Acknowledged queen of all the lioral fleld,

Her throne must sit. or else the scepter yield,

Each one must on all other things depend,
Or all would be but one—beginning, end.
Nature this law of recompense conters,
No king could be without his worshippers.

True sportsmanship is far more than the firing of a gun.

The Columbian Exposition.

On Monday last the event of the age was inaugurated at

Chicago, when Grover Cleveland turned the golden key and

set in motion the machinery of the World's Columbian Ex-

position.

The one hundred years last past has evolved all of civili-

zation, culture and improvement to-day recognized as being

worth use and recognition. If this be not strictly true, it will

pass as a general assertion and be accepted by the general

public as true.

Some one has said that the world has been fit to live in

only during the past fifty years. This looks true from the

standpoint of the present. It is evident that the continually

evolving and developing wave of progression creates for it-

self environments suitable for and adapted to its several

wants. Conditions change in conformity with the state of

the intelligence of the years as they pass by.

In every avenue of life this fact is noticeable, in none more
so than in that of sportsmanship. This is less true in the art

and pastime of angling, perhaps, than in almost every other

line of sportsmanship. The same implements, practically,

were used in angling more than one hundred years ago as are

used to-day. In every other line of sportsmanship the change
in implements has been most marvelous indeed. The firearms

of one hundred years ago bear but little resemblance to those

in use to-day. Necessarily the general outlines are in a meas-

ure the same, but the changes have been so marked that the

wonder is that the perfect arms of to-day have been perfected

from so crude a beginning.

It wiil require weeks for one to look over the firearms pre-

sented at the exposition. The rare and curious relics of the

olden time and the wonderful improvements of the present

form a subject fraught with the deepest interest to each and
every one who loves a gun or firearm of any nature. The
wonderful effect which will develop from this gathering, as

an educating factor, as an introductory to a great mass of the

citizens occupying vastly separated parts of the country, may
scarcely be measured.

On the Sawdust.

The weather clerk favored the dog show by serving some
of his finest samples during that event.

P. D. Linville would have carried off more ribbons if he
had a few more setters like those entered.

The veterinary surgeon, F. W. Skaife, was present, looking

carefully to the condition of the dogs.

The pigeon exhibit was of excellent quality, and evinced

a high order of the Pigeon Club of this city.

President Edgar W. Briggs was present at all times to see

that nothing was lacking in the conduct of the show.

Mr. H. M. Tanner attended the show from Los Angeles

with a string of thirteen dogs, mostly of very superior qual-

ity. -

Mr. George T. Allender, the well known and universally

popular trainer of Watsonv ill e, attended the show through-

out.

Dr. A. C. Davenport, of Stockton, the ardent Cocker fan-

cier, was an interested spectator of all the proceedings of the

show.

The entire management of the show are to be commended
for the manner in which the exhibition as a whole was con-

ducted.

The trick dogs at the show were of the best cultured lot we
have ever noticed. They did everything intelligent except

to talk.

No man carried from the ring a more satisfied smile than

Mr. Hugh McCracken after decorating Lady Glendyne with

the blue ribbon.

M. Ban. T. J. Watson. E. P. Sclicll, .1. R Martin and ' apt.

Thoa I liggs as bench show committee were each active and

efficient in the discharge of their duties.

The fox-terrier class sustains the excellent reputation of

the fancy in this line. There is no breed more thoroughly

represented on the Pacific Coast than this one.

The Knx-tcrrier Club gave a banquet mi Friday evening

last i" Judge Raper, at which most pleasant and enjoyable

time kennel matters galore were discussed at length.

The Si. Bernard class, as the dogs were led into the judging

ring, rreaied the liveliest interest from the fancy. The
judge*! award in all cases axe generally rorj well received.

Dr. A T. RegenabniKer is, and of right ought to be, proud

of bis St. Bernard puppy Reglov. If this puppy develops as

n<.w evidenced, he will make a strong chvw hustle for "first"

next year.

Mi. I larenoe Haight, financial secretary and treasurer of

the club, and one of the oldest workers in this line on this

Ooast, was seeing to it that everybody was made comfortable

and happy at all times during the show.
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THE KENNEL.
Do* owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam , and of graudpareuls, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Mar 17-20-Seattle Kennel Club's bench show, Seattle. Wash.. F. R.

Atkins. Secretary.

May 30-^noe --American Pet Dog Club's beueh show. New York.

T." Farrar Rackbam, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show. Chicago June 13. 14.

15 16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanau. Chxef

Department of Agriculture. Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show. Lenox Lyceum. New York,

May 30. 31. June I and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton.

Can., September 7, s, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewatt. Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Nor;hwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson. Secretary.

September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Sonris, Manitoba.

A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15-American Field Trial Club's second annual tna!s.

W. J- Beck. Secretary.

November 20-EiStern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point. N. C.

H. Odell, Secretary.
MEET1SGS.

MiyO-Regnlar meeting of the Pacific Coast St. Bernard Club.

John Heffernan. Secretary.

The San Francisco Show.

Greyhound Dogs—George Dougherty's Peter Jackson

first, Hugh McCracken's Donald second, 0. S. Wieland's John
\V. third, C. W. S. Wieland's Examiner, V. H. C, reserved

and W.S. Hobarl's Flea.

Greyhound Bitches—Mr?. Hugh McCrackeD's Lady H.
Glendvne first, P. O. Nolan's ValleyQueen second, C. S. Wie-
land's' Cleverness third, G. A. Watson's Maid of the Valley,

V. H. C, C. S. Wieland's Lady Olga, V. H. C, reserved and

C. Anderson's Lillie W., H. C.

Greyhound Dog Puppies—P. F. Canavan's Stamboul

first and P. F. Canavan's Extra Pale second.

Greyhound Bitch Puppies— P. F. Canavan's Eureka

first. Stamboul Queen second and Yreka third.

Deerhound Dogs—Edward J. O'Kell's Stag first, B. D.

Lacazetti's Leo second and C. H. Jouett's Scott third.

Deerhound Bitches—H. W. M. Sandback's Lassie first

and C. H. Jouett's Lufia, V. H. C.

American Foxhound Dogs—F. W. Sanderson's Paddy
first, Albert Bugler's Carlo second. Clarence Walter's Jack

third. Mrs F. W. Sanderson's Commander, V. H. C; James

E. WT
atson's Rover, V. H. C. reserved, and John Ferguson's

Prince. V. H. C.

Am erican Foxhound Bitches—W. H. Staniels'Julie first.

American Foxhound Dog Puppies—Mrs. Edward A.

Kix' Tasso first.

American Foxhound Bitch Puppies—W. S. Hobart's

Jeannette first and Georgo Goodenon's Lady Cloud second.

English Foxhound Dogs—James E. Watson's Landlord

first.

English Foxhound Bitches—James E. Watson's Laund-

The third annual bench show given by the Pacific Kennel

Club of this city opened on Wednesday and continued for thp

week at the Mechanics' Pavilion.

The ample proportions of the Pavilion gave splendid room

for the arrangements of the dogs in the best possible form.

This was well done, the Pavilion being well lighted and ven-

tilated, rendering the show as free from all objectionable

features as possible. The entries numbered 3o0, which made

this the largest bench show ever given in the West.

The improvement in almost all classes was quite notice-

able, and on the whole the kennelmen have just cause to con-

gratulate themselves upon the success which has attended

the show from the keDnel standpoint. Mr. George Raper

appeared in the ring shortly after one o'clock on Welnesday
afternoon, and, with a directness of attention to business and

none of the "see-what-a great-man-l-at> ;
" air, frequently seen

on the sawdust, went to work with a will that soon evinced

the desire to get through with the judging with promptness

and dispatch. His awards, in the main, were commended
bv the fanciers of almost all of the classes. This is not to

be wondered at when one pauses to reflect that save in sport-

ing dogs, Foxterriers and perhaps one or two other classes,

the judging was made easy by the fact that the dogs could

not well be misplaced.

We can only give the awards this week, leaving whatever

of comment we may have for next issue.

THE AWARDS.

Mastiff Dogs (Open class).—Gavin McXab's Ingleside

Grown Prince, first sire Champion Ilford Chancelor, dam
Madge Minting. Gen. W. H. Dimond's Lion second, sire

Chino Lion, dam Chino Beauty. D. H. Everett's Chino
(29,49b") third, sire Chino Lion, dam Chino Beauty. H.
Scbreiber's Sultan, Reserve, breeding unknown. Mrs. M. S
Severance's Bishop, V. H. C, sire Amado, dam Wanda and

R. S. Moore's Ret, sire Ingleside Crown Prince, dam Nellie

II., was given one letter.

Ma-tiff Bitches.—John W. Mitchell's Lomita Minting
first, sire Ingleside Crown Prince, rlam Lomita Hilda. W.
S. Whitwell's Venus second, breeding unknown.

Ma-tiki* Dog Plppies.—Jno. W. Mitchell's Lomita Cau-
tion, first, sire Ingleside Crown Prince, dam Lomita Hilda,

Dr. Roland Lord's Lewis second, sire Edric (18,4SU), dam Car-

latta. Henry Schmidbauer's Sain third, breeding unknown.
Mastiff" Bitch Puppies.—J. W. Mitchell's Lomita

Minting first, sire Ingleside Crown Prince, dam Lomita
Hilda. C. F. Martin's Queen V- H. C , sire unknown, dam
Moscow.
Great Dane, Dogs.—John G. Borghim's Titan, first, sire

Romeo, dam Marquese. Same owner's Riband second, sire

Faust, dam Marquise. Dr. F. P. MnfrVs Hector third, sire

Noble, dam Pallas. Mrs. H. D. Dugan's Lap Reserve, sire

Kaiser, dam Fannie. K. E. Meyer's Hector V. H. C. Ccezar

—Leah. A. W. Schreiber's OeezarC, Melac—Lola.

Great Dane, BITCHES.—Mrs. Jno. G. Borglum's Margei
first, sire Romeo, dam Marguise. G. Berlin's Mirlha second,
breeding unknown. R. W. Marlin's Hagar third, sire Romeo,
dam Jeanette. Charles Dresser's Belle V. H. C, sire Melac,
dam Queen.
Great Dank, Do , Puppies.—A. W. Cornwill's Ko-Ko

third, f-ire Hector, dam Phallas.

-i BebnABDS, ROUGH Dogs.—John G. Barker's Califor-

nia Bernard-. 26,803) iir.-t, sire of Wellington, dam Tomah.
Frank 11. Allen's California Alton (22,847) second, sire Alton
(18,212), dam Corretle (9017). Dr. Arthur Regensburger's
Reglov (2S,053) third, sire Safford. dam Mountain Queen.
liin M. E. Dooley's Duke of Wellington (17,364) Reserve,
sire Champion Ben Lomond, dam Saffron. Capt. Win.
Pool's Columbus V. H. C, sire Gillott P., dam Victoria

St. BERNARD, BoOQH, Bitched—Golden Gate St. Bern-
ard Kennel's Fernwood Inez Zurick (12,ft70) first, sire Kater-
felto II, darn Urania III. E. P. Schell's Ladv Delight (><;,-

econd, sire Judge ("SI 2), dam Lady Gladys (23.043).
Win. Pool's Victoria third, sire Lion, dam Flora.

Golden Gate Kennel's Lady Silvia V. H. C, sire Ben Lo-
mond, dam l,:nly Bernard.

St. Berhardt, Rough, Doo POPPIES.—Dr. A. T.
Regensburger's Eteglof tirst. Oapt Win. Pool's Columbus
second, sire Gillott P., datn Victoria. B. F. Lacy*s Lion
third, sire Leo I, dam Cloister. Frank McAllister's Monk
H.C., sire Gillott P., dam Victoria.

JL 8. Owen's Lady Grace secured the blue ribbon for the
best 8l. Bernard rough bitch punnv. Jn the St. Bernard
smooth bitch class J. F. Gordan's Fidele J. was placed thrid
Other awards made yesterday were a- follows:

Nbwfoundlakd Dooe—R. B. Monk's Nero first, J. B.
Banniue's Strap second and M. J. Doolin\ Prince third.

Nswfoottdland BiTOHBS—William Ahlstrand'a Flora
lirbt, D, Pardi's May second, Mrs. J. K. Theller's (Jueen third
and John R. Kelly's Fannie, V. H. C, reserved.

Blooi>hou:s~i>s—C. H. Kobick's Premier IV. first.

Pointers, Bitches, (Challenge)—Henry Hubers' Cham-
pion Sally Brass II first.

Pointer Dogs (over fiftv-five pounds)—H. Spencer's Buck
S. first, A. P. KerckhofFs Jap secood, Mrs. B. F. Napthaly's

Pat P. third. Bernard Power's Wade Hampton, V. H. C;
F. D. Atherson's Evan, V. H. C, reserved ; C. M. Osborn's

Professor's Lad, V. H. C; James E. Watson's Old Black Joe

II, V. H. C, and W. J. Golcher's Del Monte, H. C.

Pointer Bitches (over fifty pounds)—L. M. Kine's Rose

K. first, W. J. Golcher's Gill secood, J. H. Sammi's Hornell

Bess third. H. C. Golcher's Vera, V. H. CL, reserved ; H.

R. Brown's Donna Sensation, V. H. C ; Henry Brulon'sMiss

B., V. H. C, and Mrs. T. L. Potter's- Lillie P., H. C.

Pointer Dogs (under fifty five pounds)—T. E. Walker's

Ben Koo first, William Dormer's Bruce R. second, James E.

Watson's Jim P. third, and Ramon E. Wilson's Rap, H. C.

Pointer Bitches (under fifty pounds)—H. M. Towne
Amaryllis first, C. J. Miller's Dede second, Howard Vernon's

Meg Mer-riles third. David Berwick's Bessie B., V. H. C,
and E. D. Erantz' Me:>, V. H. C, reserved.

Pointer Dog Puppies—H. M. Towner's Amador first, A.

A. Truman's Kent of Croxteth second and A. Larsen's Dick
third.

Pointer Bitch Puppies—John Liedeman's Marion G.

first, E. W. Briggs' Little Nell second, Leonard Goodwin's

Chic M. third, A. B. Truman's Patti of Blooms V. H. C-, and
L. CarrisanV Dinah V. H. C.

English Setter Dogs—E. L. Bosqui's Pop K. first, G.
A. Van Derbeck's Eash second, Shenandoah kennel's Dicta-

tor third, A. P. Kerckhofl's Mercury V. H. C. reserved, Gilt

Edge kennel's Merchant of Venice V. H. C. s and K. E. Mey-
er's Smoky V. H. C.

English Setter Bitches—P. D. Linville's Flake L. first,

P. D. Linville's Florine second and P. D. Linville's Dottie

Day third ; Sbenaudoah kennel's Minnie Noble, V. H C, re-

served ; Zippo Zip and Belle, V. H. C; R. K. Gardiner's Es-

trella and Betsev Mark, V. H. C; Gilt Edge kennel's Dream
o' the Elms, H.*C, and G. Twitchell's Bell T., H. C.

English Setter Dog Puppies—Shenandoah kennel's

Bunch first.

English Setter Bitches Puppies—L. Carrigan's Lady
R. first,|Shenandoah kennel's Dame Trot Noble second.

Gordon Setters—J. W. and H. W. Orear's Dick II first

and Rock II, second. Same owner's Orear's Grouse, third.

Gordon better Bitches—J. W. and H. W. Orear's

Bijou, first, and Miss Sohncke's Mirze, second.

Irish Setter Dogs—San Mateo Kennels' Ross first, sire

The Bard, dam Floss. Wm. Larsen's Ben Harrison second,

sire PatO'Moore, dam Fawn. Bay View Kennels' Glenmore
Hoodlum third, sire Finglass, dam Ch. Ruby Glenmore. H.
W. Colety's Dan II Reserve, sire Echo Jr., dam Brownie.

Irish Setter Bitches—Mrs. A. B. Truman's Lighten-

ing first, sire Challenge Mike T., dam Challenge Lady Elcho
T. H. F. Manns' Ruby M. second, sire Ch. Mike T., dam
Cb. Ladv Elcho T. Howard Black's Ladv Juno third, sire

Ch. Mike T., dam Lady Elcho T. James E. Watson's Fawn
Reserve, sire Ch. Glencho, dam Flame.
Irish Setter Dog Puppies—Bay View Kennel's Glen-

more Hoodlum first, Finglass—ch Ruby Glenmore. Thos.

Keane's True second, Mike T.—Lady Etcho T. Wm. Las-

sen's Jim Coibett third, Ben Harrison—Belle C.

Irish Water Spaniels, Dogs—A. Lorsbach's Barney
L. first, Jerry P.—Nora P. F. \V. Farnsworth's Gafney
second, King Marsh (7345)—Xora P. (C4S5). J. B. Price's

Jack third, breeding unknown.
Bitches—J. H. Sammi's Nellie first, W. H. Williams' Nora

W. second.

Retrievers, Dogs—Fred C. Klein's Dude first, Roy

—

Juno.
Bitches—J. A. Klein's Flora first.

Chesepakk Dogs—Capt. Thos. Higg's Trout first, sire

Drake (-1674), dam Dundee.
Bitches—Same owner's Pearl, first, Neptune—Mollie B.

Bitch Puppies—Same owner's Ripple, first, Trout—Bess.

Collies, Doi;s— E. A. Rix's Fordhook Paragon (14,038)

lir.-t, -.ire Clefton Chief (10,445), dam Imported Frisk (11,656).

Wm. Perkins' Fordhook Challenger (14,044) second, sire

Fordhook Squire (10,454), dam Whirlpool (10,517). J. B.

Banning's Fordhook Brave (20,S19) third, sire Fordhook
Paragon (11,038), dam Fordhook Fleet (10,493). J. B. El-
liott,

1* Mialhmore Ben (15,722), V. H. B.,sire Daublin Scott

5924 . dam Effie Dean II (5989). O. J. Albee's Roslyn Jr.

[23.714) H. C, sire Royslyn, dam Queenie.
Collie Bitches—O. J. Albee's Spoiled Miss first, sire

Charlatan, dam Ada; J. B. Banning's Aunt Dinah second,
also first in bitch puppies, sire Fordhook Squire (10,454),
dam Mina (14,053). Wm. Perkins' Fordhook Sage third,
-ire Fordhook Challenger (14,044), dam Fordhook Sage
(14,032). Dr. F. W. Skaife's Fordhook Smilax (14,049),

e, sire Fordhook Squire (10,454), dam Whirlpool
(10,517).

Dog POPPIES—W. E. CablR'a Tarry Lodge Rex (27,741)
first, sire Fordhook Paragon (15,038), dam Fordhook Smilax
(14,049).

Dr. A C. Davenport's Bronta (1*,064) first in challenge
dogs.

Cocker Spaniels, Dogs—F. E. Webster's King Bee
(13,848) first, sire Robin, dam Woodstock Nellie. F. B.

Harden's Monte Cristo second, sire Bronta, dam Black Nel-
lie. A. M. Thompson's Snipe (24,576) third, sire Bronta,
dam Woodstock Ada. A. C Davenport's Rio E., V. H. C.,

sire Bronta, dam Maud E.
Bitches.—Enterprise Kennel's Bettie, first, sire Bronta,

dam Cherry. J. H. Varley's Jessie V., second. Bronta—Cher-
ry. H. H. Webb's Peg Woflington second in black. Mrs. L.
E. Kerlin's Queenie third, sire Nip K., dam Brontilla. X.
F. Cunningham's Bessie Woodstock third in black breeding
same as first above. Lent Granger Adams' Topsv A., (15,005)
V. H. C, sire Nebo, dam Mollie. Pastime Cocker Kennels'
Jessie M-, V. H. C, sire Rob, dam Fannie. Walter Arm-
strong's Pet II, H. C, sire Billy, dam Pet. Mrs. A. C. Dav-
enport's Bessie E. Reserve, sire Bronta, dam MaudE.
Cocker Spaniels, Dog Puppies.—A. C. Davenport's

Count Budd first. Giffie E.—Sonora. Same owner's Jet E.
second, Giffie E,—Sonora. C. M. Selfredjre's Bex S. (29,048

I

third. Bronto—Black Nellie. J. R. Webster's King Bee
Jr. third. Mrs. F. M. Marlin's Brant E. Reserve. Bronta

—

Belle Dot E. Herman J. Bremer's Blackberry E , V. H. C.

BroDla—Belle Dot M.
Cocker Spaniel Bitch Puppies—H. H. Webb's Peg

Woflington, first; C. M. Selfridge's Reah, second; E. H.
Norman's Fannie, third; F. E. Youse's Vesta C, V. H. C.

reserved.

Dachsbunde Dogs—D. Bolderl's Blitz first.

Dachshunde Bitches—D. Bolderl's Pusel, V. H. C: E.

D. Beylard's Bruohilde, C.

Dachshunde Dog Puppies—E. Wagner's King, third.

Dachshunde Bitch Puppies—W. R. Cbamblers' Queen,
third.

Dalmatian Bitches—Mrs. W. H. Moore's Spot, first

;

Mrs. W. H. Moore's Jessie Second, second.

Bull Dogs, Dogs—J. E. Turing's Britisher, first; C. A.
Hug's Boxer, second.

Bull Dugs, Bitches—J. E. Thring's British Lass, first.

Bull Terrier Dogs—J. F. O. Comstock's Adonis, first

;

L. H. Bottomley's Dan, V. H. C.

Bull Terrier Dog Bitches—J. F. O. Comstock's Twi-
light, first.

Bull Terrikr Dog Puppies—C.J. Akmann's Jim Cor-
bett, second ; C. Matthewson's Victor, third.

Fox Terriers—Smooth Challenge Dogs—C. A. Soni-
ner's Blemton Volunteer first.

Smooth Fox Terrier Dogs—W. H. McFee's Le Logos,
first ; J. B. Marlin's Blemton Reefer, second ; H. H. Carlton's

Landsdowne Desperado, third ; Lomita Kennel's Lomita
Patch, V. H. C. res.; G. W. Debenham's Frisco Joker, V. H.
C; Vincent Hefternan's Lucky, H. C; Matt Kerr's Dauntless
Tvrant, H. C: Mrs. R. E. Culbrelh's Jack, C; Mrs. Laura
Olney's Mud C.

Smooth Fox Terrier Bitches—C. A. Sumner's Bonnie
Bess, first; W. H. McFee's Dauntless Suzette, >econd; D. F.

McCarthy's Flossy, third; J. O. Miller's ^'hue R^se, V. H.
C. res.; D. Shannon's Judy, V. H. C; Mrs. J. B. Martin'

s
Blempton Rapture, V. H. C.; A. F. Baumgartner's Partney
Caip, H. C; E. L. Bravton's Vixen, C; J. E. Watson's Queen
C.

Smooth Fox Terrier Dog Puppies—Lomila Kennel's
Lomita Patch, first; A. F. Baumgartner's Hillside Orlando,
second ; G. W. Crowell's Idol, third ; J. McLatchie's Pawn-
broker, C; Miss Alma Beatty's Rollick, C.

Smooth Fox Terrier Bitch Puppies—Mrs. J. A. Sar-
gent's Golden Gem, first; J. O. Millers White Rose, second;

Joseph Kerr's Dauntless Maud, third; Pytchley Kennel's
Pvtchley Pearl,V. H. C, reserved; G. W. Debenham's Frisco

Twilight, H. C, H. H. Carlton's Hillside Fairy, C.

Wire-Haired Fox Terrier Dogs—T. BowhiU's Tod*e,
first ; H. W. Schreiber's Jack, second.

Wire-Haired Fox Terrier Bitches—T. Bowhill's

Beattie, third.

Skye Terrier Dogs and Bitches—H. H. Watson's
Judge, first; W. Taylor's Sallv, second; J. Stenhouse's Laura,
third.

Yorkshire Terrier Bitches.—W. R. Kay's Gyp, first;

Mrs. E. B. Grace's Sis, second.

Japanese Spaniel Dogs.—J. J. Gray's Ko Ko, first ; E.

Burn's Royal II., second.
Japanese Spaniel Bitches.—S. Heller's Nellie, first.

English Pug Dogs.— Mrs. H. L. Miller's Jim Dandy,
first; Mrs. Britton's Punch, second.

English Pug Bitches.—H. L. Miller's Puss-in-Boots,

first.

English Pug Dog Puppies.—Mrs. D. G. Troy's Nig,
first.

English Pug Bitch Puppies.—Mrs. D. G. Troy's Topsy,
second.

White Poodle Dogs—Philip Lewis' Tom, first; E. C.

Jones Jr.'s Snow, second.

Black Poodles, Dogs—Mrs. M.W. Fish's Ko Ko, fourth.

Black Poodles, Bitches—John Rosensttin's Bell, first.

Spitz Dogs and Bitches—J. J. Jamison's Sport, first; C.

A. King's Flossv, second ; Mrs. A. L. Larsen's Babv L.,

third ; C. A. Jacoby's Chloe, H. C.

Esquimaux Dogs and Bitches—James Dunn's Thetis I.,

first.

Miscellaneous—Dogs or Bitches (over twenty-five

pounds)—J. Dart's Flora, second.
Miscellaneous Dogs and Bitces (under twenty-five

pounds)—CM. Belshaw'sChing, tirst ; Mrs. J. McLatchie's
Toodles, second ; C. M. Belshaw's Chow, third.

Boston Terrier Bitches—John Watson's Nell second,

C. M. Belsraw's Puss third.

Boston Terrier Dog Puppies—G. D. Boyd's Cyclone
third.

Black and Tan Terrier Dogs (under seven pounds)

—

S. L. Sach's Tony tirst, Mrs. J. Lycett's McGiuty second.

Black and Tan Terriek Bitches (under seven pounds)

—S. L. Sach's Rosy second. Mrs. J. B. Zander's Bootie third.

Black and Tan Terrier Bitch Puppies—S. L. Sach's

Rosette tirst.

Mr. D. M. Walter, of Gait, was in attendance at the bench
show and quietly remarked with an arching of the eyebrows

and a this-settles-it shake of the head, " You just look out

for mv string at the coming field trials."

A great many "dog men " talk too much and say too

little. In the vernacular of the gutter we feel constrained to

add the oft-repeated punctuation "'Seel"

Mr. Wm. DeMott, the handler of " first" in the late field

trials took particular interest in the pointers and setters.
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Foals of 1893.

Following foals since my last advice, viz.:

B fby Billy Thornhill—Dolly Nutwood.
B f bv Uuitjtoii—WiMbud.
Br fby Electricity— pa tin.

B c by Electricity—Viroa.
B c by by Palo Alto—American Girl.

B c bv Palo Alto—Lorita.

B c bv Lanston—Lady Agues.
B f bv Electricity—Critic.
Ch fby Paola—Ahwaga.
Br f by Paola—Glencorn.
Brc by Electricitv—Columbine.
Blk fby Electricity—Lady Ellen.

B f bv Hugo—Sonoma.
Br f bv Sport—Cina.
Brc bv MacBenton—Princess.

B f bv'Bernal—Lady Graves.

B f by Azmoor—Mollie Cobb.
B f bv Alban—Petrina.
Br c by Bernal—Miuette.
Ch f bv Wild Boy—Belle C.

B c hy Truman^cNiece.
B c by Langton—Hinda Rose.

B c bv Advertiser— Magna.
B f bv Nephew—Miss Gift.

B f bv Palo Alto—Sonnet.
Br c bv Electricity—Geotgiana.
B c bv" Whips—Mimic.
B f bv Piedmont—Florella.
rh e by Whips—Victress.
B c by'Lottery— Frolic.

THOROUGH DEEDS.
B c by imp. Cyrus—Katharion.

S. C. Ferguson, Secretary Palo Alto Stock Farm.

SPRING TROTTING MEETING
(IF THE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.
TO BE HELD AT THE

BAY DISTRICT TRACK, SAN FRANCISCO,

MAY 27th. to JUNE 3rd, 1893, Inclusive.
No Races to be more than 2-in 3, and most of them to be dashes of

one mile and over. Bring your horses, trotters and pacers, and you will be

given a chance to start them in the over-night events.

Only Five Per Cent. Entrance.

AfllNISTliMOn SALE.

FINE TROTTING STOCK
June 3, 1893.

BREEDERS AND STOOKMEN ATTENTION!

On the 3d of June, 1S93, in the city of Stockton, San
Joaquin Count v, at Davis' Stock Yards on California

street, there will he offered at toe Administrator's Sale

the entire lot of Standard-bred muting stocn belonging

to the estate of the late Jas. Muuroe Learned, of the

citv of Stockton, San Joaquin County. 'Ibis lot com-
prises tiabtv-tbree head, and represents the produce of

the standard-bred trotting stallions Reliance 969, record

2*.K, and ttiat of his sons, Adrian 970, record 2:25, and
Harmony 1209. The lot ot mares and geldings to be
sold contains several promising individuals related to

Maud, ihedam of R-liance, 2:22, and Mat dallah, 2:23^,

and Ernestine, dam of Reality, record 2:23. Among
the number may he found some very choice animals
for nreeding or facine purposes. There are thirty-two

head uf standard bred animals in this collection. For
particulars, address

J. R. DOAK,
Slo'-liton, San Joaquin. Co.,Cal.

For Sale or Exchange
Bay colt foaled 1891, sire Proofreader 8144fson of Ster-

ling b223i, dam Sallv McKim, by Prompter 2305; second
dam bv Rivas' Bla.-kbird. Brown colt foaled J3S1, sire

Walker 81'ti (son of Prompter;, dam Lillian, by Romu-
lus 271 ; second dam Mahaska Belle, etc. Brown geld-

ing: sired 189S. sire Privateer 8135 (son of Buccaneer
26561, dam Nellv Aich. bv Prompter; second dam Liehi-

foot 2-32 etc. Bay Ally foaled 1S90, «ire W«lker8I3P,

d\am Winnie, bv Privateer 8135: second dam Liehtfoor,

etc Bav gelding, sire Prompter 2305, dam Efiiejby

Sterling 6223: second dam Lightjoot This colt is a nat-

ural pacer and is last a* a bullet: in faci, they are all

sp'*edvand are eligible to registration. Can iurnish

certificates of breeding, and they are tor sale cheap.

Would exchange for mules.
g H. CRA\K, Turlock, Cal.

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, President.

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the Secretary of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association until 5 o'clock

May 20th, 1893, for the following privileges, during the Trotting meeting of the Association, to be held May 27th to June 3d, 1893, inclu-

sive, at the Bay District Track, San Francisco.

Sheds Popcorn, Fruit and Nuts. Official Programme Furnishing Music, and Other Privileges.

A certified check equal to fifty per cent, must accompany each bid for privileges to be sold. The right to reject any or all bids reserved.

F. \V. KELLEY, Secretary, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF ATENT I MAKE.

THIS IS OAE FOR CAMPING.

FOR SALE.
THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

Sire ot Thapsin, record 2:2I»rf, Kate Ewing, 2:21,

Dennis Rian 2:20, and others in the East equally as

last. He can show a 2:20 gait any morning at Agri-

cultural Park, Sacramento, if necessary. For particu-

lars enquire of H. (!>. BKAI.S, 627 J Sireet, or
1213 K Street, Sacramento.
N B— For sale at a low lit u re to raise the money:

must sell. Berlin is. by the same sire ("Blackbird) as

Vic II , record 2:13^'- Edwin Forrest, 2:18.

FOR SALE.

THB PAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 In race; sound and in fine condition

:

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO

Rome BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-

wood, dam American Girl.

E. 6. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

also

AWNINGS. CAMPERS' OtTFlTS, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr..

Ill Clay Street, - - - San Francisco,

Stock Scales

Grain Scales

Grain Trucks

Coffee and

Spice Mills

Howu Scale Co.,
3

White pob Cim i

WORK a^d DRAFT HORSES
j±.t AUCTIOKT

BY ORDER OF DAN M. MURPHY, ESQ.,
OX ACCOUNT OF SALE OF

JSetxi nv^etrtine Rancho,
AT 11 A. M. OX

SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1893,
AT

MURPHy STOCK YARDS,
Cor. First and San Carlos Avenues, San Jose.

One hundred and twenty-five head will be offered, sired by XORMA\ and CLYDESDALE Stallions out
of American mares. Weight from 1100 to 1300 pounds.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about ODe hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the fatuous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Xapa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model "farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two- story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been oflered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to
JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

3 and 5 Front St.,

San Francisco

We are HliADQL AH 1 ERs for All kind-* Of Baling

Presses.

Agricultural Implement* and "Vehlclf-s uf every de-

scription. Send for No. IS Catalogue.

TRUMAN.HOOKER&CO.
gait FrancUco and Frenno.

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them

A. H1RSOHMAN,
113 SCTTEit STBEBT.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStock Farm
AT SAX MATEO,

1 am prepared to take care of horses In any manner
ownersimay desire. The best ol pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In find-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large field*, aud all accomodations need ml.

everything Is new and In perfect shape. It In pro

mnrced by horsemen to bo the best stock farm In Cali-

fornia. All slock sent ;o me will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FAHM. hV\ MATEO.

PASTURAGE.
Fln>t-Class Pasturage at $4 per month at J. II.

White's Stock Farm, Lakevlll.-, Cal., « miles Irom
Petuluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no n-i ii-h>ii:y itssumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be win direct by the

Steamer iGoid, which leaves every day except Bon-

day from wharf between Washington ond Jackson,

Streets S. P.

Address
THOH. HO V* II. \nrni.

LakevUle. Bonoma 0b., (JaL

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch ol rich pasture land about

one mile and a half fromRedwood City, I am pi

to take horses Ibrpasture. There ar>' small and Large

fields ana paddock , bo* tails, stables, etc, aud plenty
ol running water. I In- climate Is warm and taareu
plenty ofshelter Tin- year roond for stock. I'^tumc.'
*4 per month: stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadsters, and will lake the
best ot care of all horses sent me.

D. V. MURPHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Co.. Cal,

Gro to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprittor.

\. \V. rnrnrr Hmmv and llu.h Htrr. t.

SAN FRANCISCO.
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RaciDg. RaciDg. Racing. Royal Thoroughbred Broodmares

California Jockey Club,

Bay District Track.

nftoon Days.
J^- MAT 2d to MAT 20th. -®)

Racing Every Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OE SHINE.

Fllb OR MORE RACES EACH DAY.

Races start at 1'p. m. 5baip.

TIGER RAKES.
Self Dump.

Self Operating. Perfect Resu'ts.

Easily Handled.

FOUR SIZES WITH WOOD WHEELS.

TWO SIZES WITH STEEL WHEELS.

Cheaper than ever.

Better than ever.
WRITE US C»LL ON US.

PACIFIC AGENTS.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento.

The Most Suecessfal Remedy ever discovered
&s It Is certain In ltd effects and docs not blister.
Bead proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Stab, Lane Co., Okzgos, Feb. 8tb, 1892.

Da. B. J. Kzsdxll Co.,

Dear Sirs:— I havf: usr-d vnnr Kexdaix'b Spavin
CuBKfor the lest twelve years never being without
It but a few weeks In that time and I have made
aeveral wonderful cur*'* with it. I cured a Curb
of longstanding. Then I bid a four vear old colt
badly Sweenied ; tried every thine without any
benefit, so 1 tried your liniment, and in a few weeks
he waa well and his nhoii!.i.*rrtnr-d unall right, and
the other, a fouryear old that h.idaThorouehpln
and Blood Spavin on the utne Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which leg It was on. These state-
menta can he nrovrn, if necessary: the four year
old» are now seven and can l>l- teen anv day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. S .

'/,
. Faxton.

Price $1.00 per bottle.

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO.,

Enonbursh Falls, Vermont,

SOLD BY ALL DltrGGISTS.

PATENTS
Cawats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Cop/rights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advlco glvcu to lavc&torewitaoni

cbuvc Addrcu

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P.O.Box 46S. Washington, D.a

s^Thli Company U managed by a combination of
the largest and most infloentlal newspapers in tbo
United States, for tbg exprca* purpose of protect*
lnaj th*-lr aubM-rlbers ngnlmt unscrupulous,
and Incompetent Patent Agent*, and each paper
printing this advertisement roochca for tho rcsponsU
ttlUy and high standing of the Prcaa Claims Company.

F1 O IF*. SALE.
TO BE DISPOSED OF AT PRIVATE SALE, IF POSSIBLE, OTHERWISE

TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION AT

Bay District Track
)N THE LAST DAY OF THE BLOOD HORSE ASSOCIATION'S SPEIXl

RACE MEETING.

MOST OF THESE ARE TRIED PRODUCERS, DAMS OF TURF CELEBRITIES.

FOLXOWTSG IS THE LIST

:

WHYXOT. cb ni. foaled 1883. by George Wilkes,
dam Flora A., by Tom Bowling; second dam Florence
I„ by imp. Australian, eta Whynot is dam of Misty
Morn. See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol 5.

page 73$.

NBYBLLA, br m, foaled ISSO.by California, dam
Laura Barnes, by Norfolk: second dam Evadne, by
Winnebago, etc. Xeyella is dam of Rosebud, tee vol.

5, Bruce, p. 570.

BILLOW, ch m, foaled 1SS3, by Longfield, dam
Medea by Norfolk: second dam Mary Givens (dam of
Wild Oats), by Owen Dale, etc. Billow won California
Stakes at Bay District track in 1S&5. and is dam of the
great Eclipse, See vol. 5, p. 155, Bruce's American Stud
Book.

OCEAXTCA. cb m, foaled 1885, by Flood, dam Lady
Evangeline, by Leinster; second dam Tibbie Dunbar
i dam of Canny Scot and Broadenurch),by imp. Bonnie

Scotland Oceanica is a sister to Flood Tide, Lady Eliza-
beth and Annie Lewis. See Bruce's AmericaniStud
Book, vol. 5, p. 399.

LINA. b m, foaled 1881, by King Alfonso, dam
Titan'a, by Lexington: second dam Amy Farley, by
Planet, etc. Lina is the dam of Lenora and Tacoma.
See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol. 5, p. -137.

LEXURA, b m, foaled ISSo.by imp. Eyrie Daly.dam
Lina above . See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol.

5, p. -137.

KOHIXOOR, cb m, foaled 1SS9. by Hyder Ali. dam
Assyria, by Lever; second dass Asia, by imp. Austra-
lian, etc See Bruce's American Stud Book, vol. 5,

p. 120.

KEEPSAKE, b m, foaled 1SS3, by Flood.idam
Kathairon t.dani of Kyloand Kathleen), by Harry of
the West: second dam Kathleen (dam of George
Kinney), by 1 exington, etc. See voL 5, Bruce's Amer-
ican Stud Book, p. 335.

TERMS OF SALE—One-half cash and balance approved notes at 6 months drawing 8 per cent, interest.

PROPERTY OF MRS. R. E. BYBEE, PORTLAND, OR.
: APPLY TO :

JAMES F. BYBEE, Bat Distbict Tkack,

Or KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgomery street, S. F.

PIERCE'S
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's

ANNUAL SALE OF

Trotters and Horses of All Work
WILL TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. OX

T^TJn.»33.A."X', 3Mja."5T 25, 1893,
AT SALBSYAED, Cor. VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET

THE GET OF THE "VOTED STALLIOXS :

Rupee, 2:11 Steinway, 2.25 3-4

Simmocolon, 2:13 3-4 Whips, 2.27 1-2

Guy Wilkes, 2:15 3-4 Soudan, 2.27 1-2

Director, 2.17 Dexter Prince
Mount Vernon, 2 18 Whippleton
Nutwood, 2.18 3-4 Hawthorne
Sidney, 2.19 3-4 Mambrino Wilkes
Bay Rose, 2.20 1-2 Memo

03" Remember that many who purchased last year at our sale received a 50 per cent, advance.

CATALOGUES HEADY THE 15TH.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers - 22 Montgomery Street

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY —
DISTRICT NO. 43.

District Colt Stals.es and. Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DURING THE FAIR, 1893, AT

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 25, 1893.
The District comprises the Counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare andKern.

District Stallion Produce Slakes—Stakes for two and three-year-olds, the get of stallions named on
May 25, 1593, to be trotted during the Fait 1893. Entrance of Stallion the season price of 1SS9 of stallion named;
dead stallions at price of season 1SS9 or last previous season; private stallions that have not been bred for pay, if
with record of 2:30 or better, $100; others 350: lowest entrance §25. If the siallion entered has only two-year-bids
entrance to be one-half the season price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the right to settle all ques
tlons concerning siallion* lees as seems best. Stallions to be named May 25, 1893. and entrance payable July 1,

1898, colts to be named July 1, 1893, for $5. §10 additional ten days before the first advertised dav of the meeting.
One-half stallion entrance for two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. One-half for three-year-
olds, witb all three-year-old payments added. Money divided in each stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

Xo. 1. Two- Year-Old Stallion Produce Slakes—Mile heats : 25 minutes between heats; distance
100 yards.

So. 2- Three-Year-Olds—Mile heats, three in five.

The following DISTRICT STAKES are open to any colt owned in the District, comprising the above-
named counties.

So. 3. Yearling Stakes—Half-mile heats, best 2 in 3. for foals of 1S92. Entrance, $30, pavable 35Mav25,
1893, with nomination: $10 July 1, 1893; $15 August 1,1893; $50 added monev.

Xo. 4. Two-i ear-Old Stnkr—Mile beats, best 2 in 3, for foals of IS91. Entrance $40, payable 310 May
25, 1893, with nomination; £15 July 1. 1892 : 315 August 1, 1893: 375 added money.

Xo. 5. Three-Year-Old Moke—Mile heats, best 3 in 5, for foats ol 1890. Entrance 550, payable 310 May
25, 1S93. with nomination ; $20 July 1, 1S93 : 320 Aucusl 1, 1S93 ; $100 added monev.

Xo. 6. Pour-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3 in 5. lor foals of 1889. Entrance 350, payable 810 Mav
25,1893. with nomination; $20 July 1, JS93; $20 AuLmst 1. 1893 ; $100 added money.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will be accepted unless accom- stakes herein advertised,

panled with first payment. 5 To constitute ownership in the District the owrex
7. JESS"?.

10 make ^ments on the dates named of ft stanlon must bt. an oclu
I

al residem hereinwill forfeit all previous pavments and debar the de- «j«c«i.

llnnuent from starting In the race. e- Entries made under fraudulent pretenses of the
3. Ifoulv two start, thev shall contest forthe stakes residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal-

pald In, divided, two-tbirds to winner and one-third to lion in the District, will debar the person making such
second horse. With three or n.or>- starters the stakes entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
will bedlvldf-d

i where not already specified) t» per entries made by such person m races occuring at the
(.in to winner. 30 per cent to second horseand 10 per sanie meeting, and will forfeit all payments made to
cent to third horse. the society.

get Oi stallions that have died whilst owned T. Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to
in the District (as nbove described) are eligible to all

|

govern."

W. B. CARTMILL, President. Entries Close May 25. 1893, nitli G. \V. ZARTMAX, Secretary

OVERLAND PARK GLUR
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2 :2» Clua, Trotting -7 no (iunrnnleed

2:22 OIlH, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

9:SQ Clan, Pacini 700 Uunrantnd
S IO tin-.. Trotting 700 Guaranteed

CLASS RACES.
TROTTING—2:22, 3:00. 2:30, 2:»0, 2:31,

2:37. 2:33 and 2:25 Classes.
Purse Races for tbree-yeaix>lds and two-year-olds.

PACING—2:22, 2:25, 2:15 and 2:15 Classes
TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and

will be. made up from the horses at the track when the
meeting begins. Above Purse Races are tor 3400 to #500
each, and will close May 16th. Entrance 2^ per cent.
when named, and 2 1* per cent, additional to start,

in NNlNti RACES will al] be 0ver>nlgh1 erentSaland purses f>r same will be liberal.
Regular programme turned UajZOth. Write for entry blanks and full information. Address

O. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

-i>ni 15th. Payments required:
I1..W April 1Mb, when intuit-d, and $17 60 May 16th
when Pui

1
,.

( >iso.

SOLASO AGRICTXTCRAX AND SPEED ASS'X
(District Xo. 36).

Colt Stakes and Purses
TO BE TROTTED FOR DTTRESTG T FTF.

FAIR, 1893, AT

VALLEJO.
Entries to Close May 10, 1893
The District comprises the Counties of Sonoma, Marin,

Xapa, Solano, Contra Costa, Tolo, Lake,
Mendocino and Humboldt.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING.
YEARLIXGS, PURSE SlOO. Mile dash. En-

trance 35, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE 8300. Mile heats,
2 in 3. Entrance $15. pavable $5 May 10, 1S93, and $10
August 1, 1893.

THRKK-1 EAR-OLDS. PCRSE $300. Mile
heats, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $5 with nomination
and August 1st $10.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE $300. Milebeats
3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $0 with nomination, and
August 1st $10.

DISTRICT TROTTING.
YEARLINGS, PURSE si 00. Mile dash. En-

trance 35, payable with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE $3 00. 3:00 minute
class. Mile heats, 2 in 3. Entrance $15, payable $5 with
nomination, and $10 August 1, 1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PCRSE §300. 235
class. Mile heals, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $5
with, nomination, and $10 August 1, 1S93.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300. 2:30 class.
Mile heats, 3 in 5. Entrance $15, payable $5 with Herni-
ation, and $10 August 1, 1893.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING.
YEARLIXGS, PURSE $100. Mile dash. En-

trance 35, with nomination.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, PURSE $300, Mile heats,
2 in three. Entrance $15, payable $5 May 10, 1893, and
$10 August 1,1893.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE $30 . Mile
heats, 3 in 5. Entrance 315, payable $5 with nomi-
nation, and $10 August 1. 1S93.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS. PURSE 3300. Mile heats,
3 in 5. Entrance $lo, pavable $5 with nomination,
and $10 August 1, 1893.

The above purses will be divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent. Eight entries required to fill and four entries re-
quired to make last payment in each purse. All en-
trance money paid in, in excess of 60 per cent of the
pnrse, will be added to the purse,

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will be accepted unless accom-

panied with first payment
2. Failure to make payments on the dates named, will

forfeit all previous payments and debar the delinquent
from starting in the race.

3. If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes
paid in, divided two-thirds to winner, and one-third to
second horse.

National Trotting Association Bales to govern.
For information or entry blanks address

J. R WHITAEEE, Secretary,

Vallejo, Cal.

A,1 m
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

(Near Syracuse.)

UA>TFACTrEEKS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,

Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to 840 to

Customers on Pacific

Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

SYCLISTS, OARSMEK, B&LLPLiYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

Tt has a particularly Warming. Comforting and
Stimulating effect on all Weak or Stiff Muscles;

quick in action; clean and pleasanl in use.

For Sale I7 Draggist: ;:; Z ::'.::: in Spotting Goods.

E. F0UGERA & CO., Sole Agents,

£6- 30 N. William Street, N. Y.
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The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association in this City. ottingbr's Alamo Stock Farm Stallions
Ticket Office.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5T0S20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUARANTEED.

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
AI.MONT S3 fAbdallah 16

if :17 In the list and 75 sires *.

of27tfln the list and 19 dams of 67 (.Sally Anderson
in the list

(Mambrinof IM.-U1
Q1 BEN MARY J

(Untraced

l;iv IS
I AS9ID6 M.I LATJB.22. )

I in the List and lo sires (.By Abdallah 1
of SI and 2G dams of34 in the list.

r Richelieu, by Mambrino
|

LADY RICHELIEU -
1

Chief
I Lady Yunce, by Eclipseliaru of Alfred, 2:26

RAUUAGE CHECKED FRKK.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

rELBPHosE 1423 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

= MCMURRAY & FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN. ~*»*

• These Sulkies are made
under Hickory Wheel Co's

patent, dated March 21st, 1893.

PNEUMATIC SULKY
/ Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Has < Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

\ and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We tarnish boih Old style and Pneumatic ^/ \ \// Horsemen Thoroughly
Wheels with our Sulkies, and our Attachments \&J \ jfj Protected in using our
permit a change in a few minutes. ^S»^ Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY & FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U. S. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.
"Write for our new circular.

TRUMAN, HOOKER _ CO.,
421-427 MARKET 6TREET,

SAX FRXXCTSCO.

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

It will cool out the foot, soften the frog- and sole, quickly and effectually heal all soreness from corns'

bruises or contracted boot. It is cheaper and far superior to oils or packing made from animal or vegetable

substances which will sour and become putrid, thus causing unnatural beat and disease in the foot. Spelterine

has been thoroughly tested and endorsed by Veterinary Surgeons and Horsemen. Write lor circular. Address,

S:iPJE3Ij,a?_-n"*_=-.I_Sr_E_ OO.,
1954 Howard Street, San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

Blre ofS Alcona Jr 2:18
"T!

| flora Belle ..2,24
csl

< Vei .i ::.-'

-f i AlmonlUou . . i.i\
|

e» t lav Uuke £27
i—

| Prince Warwick trial 2:15
_= IPAX-V . .o Dam ol KlogOrry, - 2

£i nk dam by Joe < tale
,—3 5th rlam by James Lowery

0th dam by » SonsDl
Tib dam by Imp. .Medley

AiMONTTII »N is a handsome black horse, (baled 1888, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless In conformation,
pnre-galted and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid fndfvidualitv make him one ol the most desir-
able you tig stallions In tlie West.

TERMS $100 FOR THE SEASON

JSTESITNTOIL. 18,654
By KTF.IXW.VY, rlam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42)4, by MI.VERTIIREADS 18.63; 2d (Jiuij'SIIunulmria (dam of

Beautiful Bells. -J^a,.. and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Casslua M.Clay Jr.

TERMS , |50 FOR THE SEASON

KTonpareil (Cleveland Bay Stallion)
cighs 137.3 pounds. Handsome bay. stylish and a prize-winner. Reentered in England

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASOX

IBTJUnLOt (Imp French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 bauds, weighs 1S0O pounds; well-lormed, sure foal getter and Brsl-class in every respect-

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASOiV CLOSES Jl'LY 1ft. Hares Blionld be shipped to Alamo Slock Farm.Hemme Station Contra

Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best ol" care Kiven, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-
capes. Ex eelleu t^pasturage £5 per month. Mares fed Lay aud grain, §10 per month. For further particulars

A. A. ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,
Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra Costa County, Cal.

and catalogues address

_2:04-:
THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM.

(Hambletonlan 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
ducing sires and of dams oi Stamboul
2:07,'.j and 91 others In the list.

Wilkes, 2:15', ; Budd Crook, 2:lo!-;: ' Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8

Wilson, 2:16 '4 ; J. B. Richardson,Onward 1411
(Record 2:25 Jd)

Sire of Nellie Mason,
2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17;

Artisan. 2:18¥; Boaz,

2:17>£. Wheatland On-
ward,2:17=y,and Mothers
In the list and 2-1 sires of

56 .and 10 dams of 12 in

2:30.

2:16M, and 73 "others in the list and
83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65.

Dull* -

Dam of Director. 2:17; Thorndale,

2:22W ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25}$,

and John F. Payne, sire of one.

Mambrino Chief 11, sire of Lady
Thome, 2:1$>

( , and 5 others in the
list and of dams ofDirector, 2:17, and
26 others in 2:30.

Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of
Lady Majolica, 225, and 1 sire ol 8
and dam ol Caprice, 2:27.

h», "-
"-

f Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter, 2:17!<f.
p- I and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92

Dictator 113 < In list.

Isire of damsof Nancv Hanks. 2:04;

Keller Thomas, 2:121,': Lockheart, L Clara, by American Star H, dam ol

2:13; Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16: Dexter, 2:17', : Alrna, 2:28 ; Astoria,

Brown 2:18^: Victoria Wilkes, 2:29!^; Dictator, sire ol -15 and dams
2_flJ i

: Nellie McGregor, 2:19' ,, and of 2 In the list.

20 otbera in the list.

(Edwin Forrest 49, sire Of 2 in the list

and 5 sires on; andilO dams of 13 in
2:30.

Ira Wilkes, 2:22\j. and the sires (.Sopbronia, by Brown Pilot: 4th dam
Adriam Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand : 6th dam by Lance ; 6th

dam by Gray Dunguiiinm.

tta-RT ROSWFLL is a chestnut horse, loaled 1890, stands 15.3 hands. He has never been worked for speed

but aVa^Ire he should become one of the best in the State. As It Is late In the season his service lee has been

placed at gSO THE hEASO* , with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

Nancy Lee j
Dam of Nancy Hanks,

;

204, and DictatorW likes t

5281. sire of Richard Jay
(p) few*.

K. O'GRADY,

STEVE WHIPPLE 10,179
RACE RECORD, 2:14 In Fourth Heat. TRIAL, 2:11 1-4 Third Heat ^LXRSSJfSSS«

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT

8T0CKT0> THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS AND AT 111 l.l n I \ THK
BALAXCB OF THK WEEK, AT

$100 FOR THE SEASON. $50 FOR ANY MARE WITH A BEOOBD.

Bv ELKCT out or dam ol 8TKYE WHIPPI.K. 2:11
stand at I lie same place and limen as Bteve Whipple !• -r

825 1(1. SEASON.
Bv,DEXTER PRINCE I 1 .3«.1. out ofdam o

BTBVE UHll'I'LK. Ml. and

Full brother to Steve Whipple), will Aland At BBLLOTA

•» STOCK FARM lor 825 THE SEASON.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857, 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. 31. PATCHES' JR. 31 ; loaled
May 17, lSSl.^Cbestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.: handsome, extremely good disposi-
tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered in eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a
place in each.

SERVICE FEE $ioo

Or Buttr'lck-3 Xew Hunter-street Stables. Stockton.
CHAfl. E. KBEDHAM, Belloln Sun Joaqnlnlcnunly. Cal.,

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by SABLE WILKES 8100; dam LIZZtE, full sister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. Bay horse, 15^ hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tail, first-class legs and
feet ; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet,

SERVICE FEE ______ $?
-

And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June I5tb, 1893. Usual return
privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at S3 per
month ; bay and grain if desired, at §12:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or
escapes.

A cordial invitation to inspect these horses Is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. FOX. P. O. Box 326. 6aD Joie.
Residence, 2J^ miles north of San Jose on Milpitas road.

11,404,
Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,

Will Make the Season of 1893, commencicg February
10 and ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.

SERVICE FEE (With usual return prlvllent'i. payable at end of Scaaon 8lOO
"T\T A T^T (~\ u'as fcalwl 1^89, is a hand«omrichestntit in color, stands 15:2'5 hands and In coiiformanouMl f\ D J_)V t disposition and action Is absolutely perfect n<- is a pure trotter and will p-t a mark close to
2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14V, WB8 made In his second race on the turf and jfl no mark of Id*
speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him in be considered uiie uf the most _u_tIonably<bred "unions in
America. HelsbyChas, Derby (record 2_0 In sixth heat , brother to Stelneer. 2_o.i ,byStelnn_y;d_i_ Henh»
sister to Bavard Wilkes (record Z_5 In a sixth heal . by A Iran tarn, record 221; second dam Barcena
Alarlc, sire ofVictor B,,2_0 , ,by Bayard—1 rooord Sl:Sl,slr of Kitty Bayard. 2:12! on half mile track and ij
Others In list ; third dahi Blandina. dam of a\x in s. including Swbjerfond Kin- Bene] by Mam .

brlnoChief 11; fourth dam Bnrch Mare dam Of 1 [.and Donald, 2:27 '. '
sire of sophronia, grandam of Nancy ___ks, 2:04. Ohaa Derby, by Steinway, dam Katj o.,dam oftwo In u-t'
by Electioneer ; second dam Fanny UTalone grandAm "i Uand C, 2:19), by Nuyrara
third dam Fanny Wlckham. the great twenty-mlli trotter, by Imp. Herald, onl ol a'daugbter 01

etc. The great broodmares KatySS., Abbess, Alma Mat Ifountain MhM. 11

Mare. Lady Waltermlre and Fanny <;.. great grandam of Pale Uto, 2:08 f, appear In thlspcdfgn
sires as Eli- away. Alcantara, (Jeo. H Jr., Manihrlno Patclienjlluinblctonian 10 and
Mambrino chiel li, ami the slTongesl Uioronghhred bmllles known Address

MCRRAY .v RICHARDS. Owner*.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage 80 per mi

PI.EAWA\TO.\, CAL.

ECIvECTIC 11,321
O SEASON SERVICE FEE ) rj-inn —. A o U

Wllhturaalrett— prtrUe- )
»IUU t/HOR

ECLECTIC 1« a tall brother to the CHAMPION TWO-YEAR OLD A1UON. 2:1 o*.

-M^< both belnit Hired by ELECTIONEEB out of Manctte (dim also of Oro Flno, 2J8) by NCT-
wood, iisy,.

_~> ECLECTIC repreaenta the ACHE of fuhlonable and need-prodaclng blood lines. He
-_-Js/ breeds speed.

OECLEC—CS colts, the oldest of which are now three jetn old. arc without exception

TBOTTEB8; not a pacer In the lot so far, although bred to pacing mares.

ECLECTIC will be allowed to cover only a limited number ol marcs besides his owners
^wm Pasturage $1.00 per week; hay, gTaln and stabling extra.

B ECLECTIC will stand at BANCHO COTATI (Paos's BTsnort) In Sonoma Ocronty, until

July 1st, 1891

I For further particulars address owner WILFRED PAGE,

p. o. Penn's Grove, Sonoma Connty. Cal

Colts for »i_.i_/-^
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oaKWoddparkstdckfarm (jninE
(FOTmETfLY COOK FARM). U U I ti B

[May 0, 1S9S

(FORMERLY COOK FARM) RECORD 2:16 1-4

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4. Wil

-SIRE OF-

W WOOD, Four-YearOld Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

CESAR, Sii-Yeu-Old Record, 2:16*. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

'

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:201. BADEN. 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24|.

STEISEER, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:291. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

ALL W RACES! ASD SIRE OF THE DAMS OF

M \UD C ., 2:19; BAROXSTEIX, (pubUc trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:2S.

PAT DELAXEY, 2:27K aud BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150 -

1 make theseason of 1S93 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa Cily.

~ DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a l.aidsome teal brown, eight years old, slands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
( Hambletonian 10

f
DICTATOR 113 i Sire of 40 in the list.

Sire of 32 trotters and ( Clara, bv American Star 14
DIRECTOR 2:17...

I
3 pacers and IS sires Great' broodmare.

Sire of Direct...2:0oi "| of 54 trotters.
I

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

(Son
DI \BLO, Three-Year-Old Pace Record 2:1,*4

on of STEINWAY, dam KATY G„ by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON 5150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHES).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150 -

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOYIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st

Van»s should be shipped lo Oskwood Park Stock Farm. Dapville, Contra Costa County Cal.. per S. P. R. R.

viaS»*W ofSre given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage So per

SonS"SSes fed hayaSd^rain, »10 per month. For further particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oahnood Park Slock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa County. Cal.

O
<o -.
to -

H =

as

l\Directum (3)...2:llt
\

f Mambrino Chief II
Evangeline 2:11J (DOLLY I Sire of 23 sires.

Margaret S 2:12i Dam of Onward...2:251 ( Fannie, bv Ben Franklin.
Waldstein 2:22.!

Stella C 2:25i

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21 1-4

Bv Geonre Wilkes 519. dam Ladv Carr by American Clay 34. sire of 26 to 2:30 and better, 5 in 2:20 or better

six sons have sired 11 in 230, and two daughters produced 2 in 2:30 and better.

Ait S350 tlie seasom..
BOOK FULL FOR 1893.

RECORD 2:33 1-4WARLOCK 3378
Bv Belmont 64, dam Waterwitcn, dam of 6 in 2:30 and better, sire of Wanvitch (3 years), 222^, Wardsbip(3

years", 2:25'-. Templeton, 235%, WarclLff, 2:29&.

SlOO tlae season.
SAN JOSE 8737.

By Grand Sentinel, 227'4, dam Josie "Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25^, Kingmoor. Lrial 2:28^). by
George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30>£, by Kight Hawk 514.

S25 tlae season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambaasador 2^1^. dam Eminence 2:18~ , by Empire 237S. second dam Soprano (dam ot 3 in 2:30, 2 in 2:20

and better;, by Slrathmore 408, third dam Abbes (dam ol 2 In 2:30 and better), by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-

ing with their earning capacity.

- - Kalamazoo. Mich.

Thorndale 2:24}
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 ("Hambletonian 10
fSORWOOD 522 - Sire of bO sires.

Sire of [ Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
IMOGfENE

| Tommy Norwood 2:26i Great broodmare.
Dam of

| Ida Norwood 2:26*
Delwin 2:261

|
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

Guide 2:16} [ DAUGHTER OF \ Great sire of broodmares.

I Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dollv, Ladv
Fallis and Gretchen.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $IOO
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect

in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1893,
barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty.sis in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Rov. 2:171, by
Patchen Vernon, aDd Sanders, 2:191, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA. CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULLAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

THE PRIZE-WINNING

Imp. German Coach Stallion

SOCRATES 99
sin.s:r> iby

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., - -

dTeLWIN 14,681 RECORD, Pacing, 2:26 1-2.

DEI. R1H.2:24.
Sir* Ol

Don Tomas -2*0
Cousin Joe
San Pedro p

THK MOOR S70
Sire of

sultan, -£4. sire of Stambonl,
B< uullful Bell?, 2:29 (dam

Ol* Bell Boy, 2:Ili',, mid Ilinda
Rose. 2 1'.'

.

-2:-S», i GRETCHEN... -

':10V Dam ol
Romero, 2:19: Inca, 2:27 (sire ol

Incas, 2:14), and Sable (dam of
Battle Wilkes. 2:18).

fBv NORWOOD 622
sire of

Tommy Norwood, 1\1A%\ Ida
MOUK\K < Norwood, 2:28}*.

Dam "i

fiuldf 2:16*
HTER OF

( Clay Pilot 93. sire ofFred V„ 2:22' 4
'

- Billy R.. 2:24U, and others.
( Belle of Wabash

I

Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam
brlno Gill. 2:20: Hannis, 2:17,^

(Canada Ch let

( Hambleloniun 10. sire of Elec-
. - tioneer; dam of Slamboul. 2:<i7>^.

(Lady Fallis, by American Star 1~4

dam of Gretchen .dam of Cling-
stone, 2:14 .

(-American Star 14, sire ol dann of
1 Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,

..< 2:10, and the dam of Nancyq I
Hanks, 2:04).

OKI.WIN 14,6*1. Record 2:2G 1-2, will If he has no <w?t- 'Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
backs, pace In 2:t5 or better, urn] U-at 2:30 trotting. Delwin Is one ot Electioneer and St. Julien. 2:11.

the haiidnomenl grand»oJi>i of Tin- Moor; In color be la u dark dapple boy, BOUDd as u dollar; 15.1 % hands high,
and wrljth* luoo pounds: be 1* one Of tbeflix bOESea for great speed In the land; has Die same level
bead aiiO bai bis naif-brother, Qulde, 2:16!{, &»* Delwin has the same blood lines us the handsome
nodeon of Tne Moor, Blambou), Z:»~ - : h<- im- two t-n,sse« of American Star 14. also of Clay, one of Uamhle*
UMiuu 10, aire Of the dam of BiambOtll,.J ( >7 : :<\u>- ti. Mumbrino Chief, sireof thedamof Director, 2:17, and two
or thr icrvMi i'tiot Jr.,alreofthod*m ofNuiw blnlne altogether the same blood lines that lay in
tne grand** i talllooa, ln-l >or, J:-l lire Of Don Tomas, 230, San Poilro. 2:21, parim; n-eord 2:Ki, anil Cousin J<<<-.

2:20*. beln* a full brotlor to the djuD of Sable WUkes, 2:1s, sire of Freedom, 2:2!t\», Sabledale, 2:18^, and
other* belta than 2 JO, Delwln'a colui ai 1 nbow tne trot oul ofany kind of mares.

1 KH>lh (« JO. wllhtwual relnrn prlTUCflO. tiOOd water and pastarageal J-S permnmli. but will not be ro-

Stonaibletor accident or ojcapeB. Ukn can tn ajpped lo ibe bimiand borne o! Delwin. tbe Meese Slock
arm, Danville. *"onini (1oata Oounty. Cal., perB. P. K. it .. Via Martinez.. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE ob SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
I rim In downed by Wm. MCCae nnd Mr. Samuel (tumble.

The Wi-ll-Knoitn Tralnrr and Drhrr

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: »!*- oj-ks j ii a:

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THK NAPA BACK TRACK.

Where h* will tx- plcfc>*.i to receive trottem an-1 paor»
!>-> train and develop.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washington St., S. P.,

\YholrMOlr slid Iti-lnll Dralrm In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Fl I.I. 1.IXK OK FlhlllNG TACRI.K

A\D -l-iill I »Ml.\ - i.c

Mr-Order* by mull rooelve prompt attentloD.

LANDBSSOHN, out of LINTZB,

by MAG-NAT II.

"WILL, MAKE THE

SE3ASO]V OF" 1893,
Commencing February 1st and ending July 1st,

AT

:-: Hobart Stock Farm, :-:

SAN MATEO.

Service Fee $40
Socrates stands 30:1 '. hands, and weight close to 1,400 pounds. In color he is a beauti-

ful shade of bay; no white. In disposition he is perfection, while.in conformation he is con-

sidered by competent judges to be the best stallion of his age and class ever broughtto Cali-

fornia. His action is perfect, aud as he is sound and free from all vices, he is recommended

to all horsemen desirous of raising large, fine-looking, stylish, well-limbed and perfectly

matched horses.

For further particulars regarding conditions,

shipment and care of mares, etc., apply to

K. O'GRADY,
SAN MATEO, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CAL.

t;
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THE CELEBRATED TROTTING SIRE

ALCONA 730
The Greatest Producing hire ever offered to

the Breeders of Sonoma County.

SIRE OF
Alcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle- 2:24

Veronica _ 2:29

Almonitlon 2:24Jf
Clay Duke- 2:29
Prince iWarwick

(trial) 2:15

AND GRANDSIRE OF

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

Silas Skinner .

King Orry..

..2:17
..2:23 ;

Del Rey .. 2:24«
Stark Medium 2:25;^

SPEED, SIZE, STYLE, BEAUTY

ALC0X4 730 is a golden chestnut, 16 3 hands high

and weighs 1300 pounds; he is strong-boned, heavy-
muscled, clean-limbPd, with flowing mane and tall,

lofty carriage, and has style and appearance that at-

tracts attention wherever seen. Alcona is one of the

createst speed-producers in California, considering his

opportunities ; he has five in the 2:30 list and three pro-

ducing sons and a producing daughter. His colts are

large flne-looklng. and have the Dest of dispositions;

Ihey are useful for carriage and general purpose horses

on the larm if they do not prove fast trotters.

I Alcona hasalwavs been a profitable sir.:- for thesmnll
> breeder; his colts have always sold for large prices,

I
either private or at auction. Princk Warwick was
sold to the Austrian Government for $20,000; Veronica
brought at auction $2500, Aloionitiqn $20u0, and many
others from five to fifteen hundred dollars.

I Alcona Is one of the greatest prize-winners in Caliior-

I nla; he has never been beaten when shown with a
family of colts. _PEDIGREE,
Alcona 730, sired by Almont 33 Csire ol Westmout,

2-134, Puritan, 2:16, Fanny Witherspoon, 2:16 l

j, Pied-
' mont,2:17M, and 32 others in 2:3011st; 75 sons have sired

289 with records from 2:05 ,
j to 2:30; bis daughters are

i dams oi 65 with records from 2:14 to 2:30) , son of Abdal-

lah 15, son of Hambjetonlan 10. Dam, Qu^en Mary, by
Mambrino Chief 11 sire of Lady Thorn, 2:18'i ; Wood-
[„rm Mambrino, 2:21 '•>, and 4 others in 2:30 list. Among
his greatest sons are Mambrino Patcheo, Woodford
Mambrino, Clark Chief, etc: his daughters are the dams
of the great sires Red Wilkes, Director, King Rene,

[ Piedmont, Onward, Swigert and others).

ALCOXA will make the season of 1893 at
HKAL»i?BlKii Friday and Saturday,

And at CLOVERDALE Tuesday and Wednesday
of each week.

Season to close August 1,'1893.

TERMS - - S30 for the Season

Mares not proving with foal will be returned free,

provided horse or mare does not change owners. Best
of pasture for mares £3 per month, every care taken,

but no responsibility assumed for accidents. For further
particulars address

W. G. ROCKLIFF, Agent, Healdsburg. Cal.

EDW. S. BELL, Owner, St. Helena, Cat

iRoseDale BreedingFarm

DALY5341,
RECORD 2:15.

By GENERAL BENTON 1755, sire of 18 trotters in

he 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ng Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:08^). Telig (dam of Tru-

nan, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

25, sire of 132 In the list ; second dam Lady Dooleyi

\&l}4 (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken's Black

ffawb.

DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

rotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
;eneral conformation.

TERMS - 860 FOR THE SBASOX
Limited to 25 Appeoved Mares.

DIGITALIS 16,786
I Sired by DAXT 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

I vbovej. First dam Cygnet, by Stelnway, 2:25&, sire of

V. Wood, 2*7; Cricket, 2:10; Caesar, 2:16; Strathway,

I 39; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14,'£), etc.;

I econd dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino ; third dam
I laud (dam of King Jim, 2:20^, and the dam of Attor-

l ley, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal
I ah 15; fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

1 TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASOX

A returii will be allowed the following season if the

lare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare

I
or stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of

I lares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time of

\ 'rvlce. For further Information address

Iose Dale Breeding Farm,
SAM A ROSA. CAL.

WILDIDLE
<Ta* Qrewt g*m or Imp. Au«lr all an a m 4 the
Turf <*o«-a, MlewTM, hy Lexlncton),

8IBE •*
LAMBEAU, W1LDWOOD, SDTFAX,
ELLA DOANE, MAT D., NOMAD
and host of ether high-clam vinnert,

MONDAY FINAL,
(* mt MwUmr m4 Lottla J., »t WlldUle,

Will Kazi tox 8m*mm aw Batt at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM,
Santa Clara, Cal.

I i.niRLB <ItaUe4 Ion aaarei) 83S* »ar feenun
OKBAT FINAL " «• " 7» " " "

Paatnraga and teat of an taken of Biarea at OS per
oath, ool no c«OB«MlMllt7 anumad for ar-dd.ala ' r

Mon..y u> be poM wbea mare is aerved, aad
of mare from Tana. Par

a. e. jBBswa.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

ASTER 2:16
FITZSIMMOKS 2:20
JESSIE 2:22
DEXTER PRINCESS 2:24W
DEL PASO 2:21'.
LUCILLE 2:26

"

JAMES L 2:29V
CHARLEY FORD (p., 4y.l 2:12>i

IRENE (p.).....'

CROWN PRINCE '2

MAGGIE '2

I'HI.OE 2
ROYAL PRINCE 2
LOTTERY TICKET (3 y.) 2
SENATOR L 2
PRINCESS ALICE (p..<y.) 2
CHEROKEE PRINCE (P.) 2

2:25

24
:24'-j

3D©^t©x* Prince is toy
KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.

Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:081f, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10^; Spoflord
2:18Jf; Company, 2:19$i; Fred Folger, 2:20' »; Bayonne Prince, 2:21 '4, and twenty others In the 2:30 list

First dam LADY DEXTER _by HAMBLETONLAN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17M Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, 'Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium -100, Dictator 113, and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc., etc. Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07K
and of the grandam of

KREMLTN 2:07&

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of
DEXTER 2:17!<f GTJT_ 2:10*fALMA 2:28Sf ROBERT MCGREGOR 2:17,^
ASTORIA 2:29)£ HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKIXSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27^f.

DEXTER PRINCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful product og powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colls ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast loals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - §250, DUE AT TIME '.OF 6HKV1CE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best of

Electioneer's sons.
PL.EASAXTOX'6 first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
PLEASANTOX is large and very fine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

PEE FOR 1893 .... $50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at ?8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM,
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

San Leandro, Cal.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, SAM'A CLARA COUKTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

Imp.IDALIUM
WILL 111 PERMITTED TO - i-.iu I.

A l.llll I l-.ll M Mlil.ll OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE. -:-

APPLY TO

JOHN CASSIDY
I'olnt Lobos Road .abo IhalfamUe westol Bay District

Track;
Or at the office of the Breeder a^d Sportsman.

Anteeo Jr,
22,372

Rec. 2:251-4

Will make the -en- u of 1893 to a limited
number approved mares

'OAKLAND RACE TRACK,
(Season closes July 1, 1893.)

PEDIGREE.
ANTEEO JR. 22,372, 2:2ft 1-4, Is by Aoteeo

7868, record 2:16^ (sire of James Madison, ?-179s-
Myrtle (3), 2:19'.; Alfred G., 2:19V; Redwood, 2:2lS
Maudee, 2:24 3.4; Ethel Mac, 2:29';.; Sunset. 2:29=^; An-
teeo Jr., 2:2o J

i; Anleeo Richmond, 2.24*1; Eiecteeo
2.29M; Eoline,2:20; Maud M., 2:20»«j, and two others In
the list). Anteeo was sired by Electioneer 125 (sire 0/
Sunol, 2:08M; Palo Alto, 2 :08V; Arlon (2), 2:10¥; Ad
verliser (3), 2:16, and 128 others in the list).

Dam Lady signal, by Signal 3227, sire of Carrie 1
2fi0)£; Dan Rice, 4.20& and Prussian Maid, 2:19.

DESCRIPTION.
AX1EEO JR. 22,372 Is a handsome dark bay

horse, with black points. He lsa perfect model of sym-
metry throughout He has an excellent disposition
and is remarkably intelligent and level-headed ; a pure-
gaited trotter; game and speedy far beyond his record.
His first colt Hailstorm, troaed in 2:25 as a three-year
old, and every colt and filly by him seems to have in-
herited his pure-action, fine form and perfect disposi-
tion. For particulars, address

J. C. gMITH,
Oakland, Cal.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

( GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (pi, 5 2:11

Regal Wilkes, 5 2:11V
Alanna (p), 5 2:11)2

Muta Wilkes, 4 2:M«
Chris. Smith (p),7 _2:14)ri

Hulda, 4 2:14V
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14V
TJnaAVilkes, 6 _2:15
Lillian Wilkes, 3 2:17V
Sable Wilkes, 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18^
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20m
Lynwood Wilkes, 2 2:20>|
and 17 others in 2'30 list

(.'AH It IK .MVI,0\t
Sister to

Chas. Derby 250
Steineer 2:29,^

fGeo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13}£

I
Guy Wilkes. 2;15 l4

i Wilson 2:1614
So So 2:17M
and 75 others in the list

Lady Bunker
Dam of

El Mahdl 2:25m
Guy Wilkes 2:15J4
William L

(Sire otAxtell, 2:12)

Steinwny. 2:25 3-4
Slreot

W.Wood <p) 2:07

Cricket (p) 2:10

Casar 2:16,!*

Strathway 2:19

Cbas. Derby -2:20
and 4 others In the list

V. Katy G
Dam of

Chas. Derby 230
Steineer 2:29,'<

HAMRLETONIAN 10

Sire of
40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 In 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, bv American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19)4

f STRATHMORE 40?,
Sire of

< 42 In 2:30 list

1

I ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire Of

132 In 2:30 list

FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

iJAiYTO.Y MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect In conformation, stands 15.2 handsandlsa
pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this fall.

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.tSiOTJTDJSJST sxos,
6IRE OF M III V '3i, 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (sire of St2unbODl,2:07&: Alcazar, 2:20!^ and 26 others In 2:30 list), dam Lady Bub
cock, dam of Elector, 2:21'

;, grandslreof Joe, 2:2fl' ,: Lady Graves, dam of Nadjy, 2:2'!, and Sulwood, 2:26' \, Soudan
2:27Js, sire of Nubia, 2:29^), by Hambletonlan 725 [sire of fifteen 2:80 performers), second dam Dubois mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah I. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect In
form, gentle In disposition, pure in galtand sbmv great speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1893. ending July 15th, at $100, with usual return privilege, at
the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage io per month. Choice trotting and draft slock for sale.

For further particulars address D. J. Ml HI' II . , Moorland 8tock Form. .Milpltan, Cal.

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LAXCELOT Is a seal-i.rown stallion, 15.1 hand* high. He lsa bone Of tine conformation
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, d<<-p through the heart, sloping shoulders, Bne armsi
arge stifles and the very best of feet and legs. In action he Is pure-gaited. As a thrci -year-old h.- trotted QOar
ters In 32 seconds, hut was Injured and placed In the stud. His colts »reall bl00d*Uke, large ntnl fttflt trnttcrs-

Several Oftbnil are eligible and will enter the 2:31 list this fall. Lancelot.!* one of the unreel Of l"":il patten,
PEDICKEE—LANCELOT was Hired by the Immortal Electioneer [glre of lffl In the list., .lam Lbsde

Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sir.' of Lizzie Ilarrls.wafl a full broih<r to [owa
Chief 528 (sire of Corlsande. 2:2-l'-.;, and others'). His Hire was Bashaw 50, aire of 17 In the 2:W Ilsi, he by Vernol's
Black Hawk, datn Belle, by Wehher's Tom Thninh; second 'lain f'hiis, Kent mare, the .lam of RambletODlan
10. Vemol's Black Hawk, by Ixing Island Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, win of Bla.kburnN
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by.Andrew JackBOD. dam Sallte Miller. bT Tlppo Snlh; Andrew ,Iurk«oii. by
Young Bashaw, von of Grand Basbaw, Arnold HarrlSj by Wbalebone, dam Bportsmtstren; -die wan on) ol (5nb,

by Bfedoc; second dam Ann Merry, by Bumpier; third dam Grecian Princess, hy Blackbnm'B Whip, and noon to

the 15th dam
The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion. Hi 1 Imud- hii*h. By Nutwood fion, P- roat^t living
sire. First dam, Lady utley Jr., bv speculation^ bod of BydaykV Hambletonlan; second ....m, Lady nky,
grandam of Western filri. teooTd 2:'.'7 ,

.. Baiadln baa now a nnmber of yearling* and two-year-old 1

showing great uniformity In --I/- style and color. All of them are last trotters, and several will trot Li

vear. Xulw.-ncMiMi. 2:1- ,, bv Titdmnnt r. I. dam Ml K11 ' I dam of Maud H., S^W^i, by Pilot Jr.; second -lam
kally Russell, by Boston, nutwood is the Hire of im in the 2^0 list. Belmonl Ls thetiIreof74 crottan In the 2:80
list and of 29 sires of 120 t rotten*. Lady Utley ir. Is by Speculation, dam Lady Dtlev, 2:38'

. grandam <•( \v.-~t

em Girl, 2:71] . Bpeculatli n Ir ol 1 1
> Point, 2:24, Grade S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid. : ::. and tin aamj of

Alfred (,.. 2iW 1. and Waterford, 2:27 1. bv Hambletonlan 10, dam Marl ha Washlngl Lam Of Hai ih

725), by Burr's Washington: be by Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrino. dam WIMIl, mare, by tfjsmbrtnn
I'KII.MK, (*.^0 FOR THE SFA80>. for service of each of these BtalUorUL No oth. r Opportunity Is oflbred
breeden to obtain these blood lloeaatancb prices. Excellent care taken of mares in any manner that owners
tnav desire til reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call fin or address. <:. (' BKMlN. Owner
gomerj' street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and
these stallions also be seen.

SALADIN.

in-t^m, nnert.' ccm« unci nines
U. W. Illimih - \.. „.

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Hares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOCR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:12; Tom Ryder (p), ZH7H ; Belle Button
(p), 2:19M I Mabel H. (-1 1. 2:20 ; Rosa Mac, 2:20V ; Lucy
B., 2:21M ; Liura Z., 2:23,^ ; Logan, 2:23^ ; Maud C.
2:28 ; Kehce 2:29/5 : all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button Is by Alexan-
der -190, dam Lady Bucton, by JSapa Rattler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire of Reliance. 2:22^ ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27 ! 4 ,s by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,
first dam Lady Crum 1 dam ot Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M., 2:17'

1 1, by Brown's Bellfounder, Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 Is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breedlng-on
qualities.
Every performer sired by Alexander Button is

out of non-standard mares at the time they were
bred. \o matter what marc, be woa bred to every
colt from t'lyilfaiialr* up could trot fast.

TERMS SlOO FOR THE SEASOK.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free ol
charge. Good pasturage furnished at J2 per mouth, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapee, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo In my care will be forwarded

free of charge. w UlinntRP. Proprietor.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Mnrvln Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 188-1;
bred hy Wen. L'dand Stanford, Palo Alto, t 'al., 1- 1>; hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Kallls. 2:23 [aire
of six in 2:3o" list

. be bj Electioneer; tirsidamcora
I dam of Don Marvin, 2- si

, and S3 1, trial 2.-26 ftj

Don Vk-tor, son „t Hohnoni; srmixl dam Clarabel (dam
ofCUAon Bell, 2:21'.. and Rebecca dam of five hi 2:30
list

1 by aJbdalla star; third dam Fairy <dam of stoner
.and Sweepstgkea sire oftwentyae^

2t30 list
1
by llanihletoniaii 10; fourth dam Km ma Mills

(dam of four bones thai have sired 2:3ti perforin its bv
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will mak> the

SOD Of ISM at Lodl, Cal., at fV) the season , with usual
ma privilege, which make* him tho cnaapen ooma

lii the state, record and
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—fuui
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
hi BD1BY MT«00n,l2:lS 1 1.

Nuiwihh. Hoy to a fine chest1 . i.s", hp- is high, and
weighs U26 pounds, with a iwarful m-i speedy con
fbrmatlon, and the nean |

brntwl sire, Nutwood, ofany stallion nOsFforlila P*nrt
dam Kitty Farkhont, by Goldnni r be D
Ibascar; seconddam Old Eate, bj Urey j nrd
sonof Imp. Ho eiureii Nutwood oy's oj lortonl y in

. tx an ol the mo
I tlon He

LstheslreofcompamUvely nry w colts; »rcrai of
1

li I are, how evei u to be
candidates for the I

ievel-galtad trotter, and with only live weeksHack work
J 11 2:>: lout half In 1:1 .;

IiH StUd ' 10 tral 11 Ha; fi)r the pmr-
tho "tall circuit" nnd

gnlnlnk' ti 1
! I toy will mak. I

; at I^Klt, Cal., at f40 tho wo^
return pclTllage cji«»l peAOngn mrnlshpd nt f.1 (vr
month, Uares will be ^ar-fniiv bandied, but no n>-
B]ion»lbiHty m-aumed for cchfentu or cscjpen. For
further particulars, or complete circulars, address

(HAS. I. I iih II 1

Lodl, Cal.
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

Stockwell
(St, Leger and
2000 Guineas,
1852, and sire

of 6 winners
oi the former
event

i The Baron
I

(St. Leger and Csj- j

sarewich and sire I Ecbidna
also of Rataplan)

(Sir Hercules
r Irish Birdcatcher ->

(Sire of Knight oi St- (.Guiccioll

George and Warlock,
) St. Leger winners)

Pocaboutas ..

(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kars)

'"""
(.Miss Pratt1rSultan

Glencoe ••-< „
(2,000 Guineas and Good- (.Trampoline
wood Cup, 1834)

C
Muley

Marpessa <
{ Clare

Cinlzelli
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
ot Oaks, and
The Peer)

Touchstone-..
(Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836)

f Camel
(Sire of Launcelot, win-
ner of St. Leger 1840)

Brocade
(tine of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

!

Pantaloon
(Sire ofGhuznee, winner
of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine

f
Whalebone

Iselim mare

t Master Henry

tBoadicea

rCastrel

"lldaiia

( Thunderbolt

= -

BU§1

The Peer-
(Sire oi imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchion-
ess,winner of
the Oaks)

Melbourne —
(Sire of Blink
Bonny.winner of
Derby and Oaks;
West Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

LCinizeUi
(Dam ofMarchion-
ess, The Peerand
The Marquis)

f
Humphrey Clinker

(&ire oi Rockingham,
. \ winner St. Leger 18?3)

[Morpeth's dam

r Touchstone-
i,St. Leger, 1834 ; Doncas-

;
ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

(Delta

CComus

Iciinkerina

(Cervantes

(Daughter oilGolumpus

rCamel

(Trumpeter
(Sire of Distin and
others)

I
Orlando
(Winner Derby of 1S44,

{ and sire of Imperieuse,

t
St. Leger and 1000 G.)

(Cavatioa

(.Banter

C
Pantaloon

(Bombazine

fTouchstone

'"

(Vulture

Loyal Devoir-
(DamofCarac-
tacus)

Letty West
(Dam of Glorious)

West Australian
(Derby,2000 Guineas and

St. Leger, 1853)

Bay Letty
(Dam of Libellous)

( Oxygen

i Melbourne

(Mowenna, by Touchstone

{
Bay Middleton

Miss Letty, winner of The
Oaks
(Dam oi Weatherbit)

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LO TALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among othei

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, 1£ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell {the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 3SS4, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands i5.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over " horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster,

one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners

; Marchioness (win-

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, one and a half

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Many people always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the

lattef in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second daro, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, .Letty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-

horses ; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

-Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—Spiletta, by Regulus fGodolpbin),

.-TGolden Legs' dam), by Buzzard, ?2th dam-Mother Western, by Smith's i>on of Snake,6th dam-
Tib dam—(Golden .Legs'

8th dam—Hornpipe, by Trumpator,
9th dam—Luna, by Herod (Tartar;,

10th dam—Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske.l

13th dam—By Old Montague,
14tb dam—By Hautboy,
15th dam—By Brimmer.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MURKY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25'M, Champion Yearling TrottBr.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT KtuFAE, OREGON.
,
^Hambletonian 10

o

oi

o

s
>.

CO

(STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

Sfiiiia ci nus 2000 J and 3 sires of 3 and 6

2:17H 1 dams of 8 in 2:?n

SIDNEY 4770
2:193<

Sire ot Froo-
Frou, 235^,
champion year-
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:223*.
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:14^:
Fleet, £2-1: Cupid,
2:18; Adonis.
2:U«;Gold Leaf,
2:ll><; Lady H.,
2:M; Sister V.,
-2:18 '->; ; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:3011st

Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
1 of 107 sires of 567 in 2:30

^Lady Waltermire
Dam of Marshall Key

2034

^VL^S^O; LaDYTHOBNEJR f™"- M*m°ri°°

san Mateo, 2:2s 1

., : sid- Dam ofMoLHe Mack, 1 ^ ,

ney, 219^. and 5 2:33; Navidad, 2:22M:
y-DMW

others In 2 :30 list Santa Claus, 2:17»£ ,n«mhi innian in

(.Sweetness, 2:21 1-4

Buccaneer 2656
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25: Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer, 238 j

r Hambletonian 10

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:2.V,f
(champion year-
ling : Memo (3-

roar-old trial),

MOtf; Geo. V.
(.3-year oldj,2A5

Santa Claus,
VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,
J Tjvdv Patriot

Si^f yffft-fffh? Dam^Sentinel, 2:29*dams of 16 in 2:30 list rBdward Everett 81

i Sire of 13 In 2:30 and 8

I sires and 16 dams
IBy Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50

Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
{ 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of 18 in 2:3Q

i.Topsey

( Flaxtail S132

I TfVST FY MATT) J
Slre °f lne §f»"dams oflTiM>Lh,\ maid < Faust, 2:24, aud Creole.2:"

I Fanny Fern

I LADY MERRITT.

.

f
IOWA CHIEF 528

Sire of Corisande,
j 2:24^, and Buccaneer
) 2656

f
FLAXTAIL8132..

Mah&nkn Belle.
Dam of Fawn, 2:30 u,

trial, 2:22; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

(Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy

..{ 2:13^', iKlsmel,
Twister, 2:29*

LTJntraced

S 1-7 O -

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER

SIRE OF :-

FLORA M 2:16

J. R. (Joslyn) 2:20

LIZZIE P 2:22 J-2

CORA S 2:27

ELECTRESS 2:27 1-4

ALECT 2 :26

ALLY SLOPER 2:2S

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MORMNG GLORY .2:27

ELECTRINA -.2:25 1-4

NETTIE C 2:28

PLEASAiVTON 2:29 1-2

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Cal

RECORD, 2:26.
Electioneer 125

Sire of
Sunol ..

Boy,
2:24^,

Sire of Prairie Bird,

;

2:2S,: Empress, 2:29M:
.} and of the dams of

Gold Leaf, 2:11,'4, and
Shamrock, 2:25 ("John Bapthste

I LADY HAKE <

Slsler to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern
& dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28X
III.*! Illl'TIO% \.\ll TERMS.

Not only la Memo full brother to Frou Frou, the champion yearling trotter In the world, but be Is also one of

the very beat-bred young hIuIHoiih lu service, having three cmssL-s of Kysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clay sire of Oreen Mountain Maid (flam ut Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall

tic Cruel to Canadian Ptlol (sire of Pilot Jr. IS), through Bull Pap, sire <>i Knwtiy Boy, 2:18V, and two others

Sidney Memo'a aire, I« universally known and recognized as the best young she in the world, as a producer of

extreme m i al an early afro. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than that of uny of the get of the

twelve leading stallions of America.
Memo trotted in public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record nt 2:19, though he was close to Grandee

In a mo- on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31 !*, the first in 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal spe^d 'when threi- y.-ars old, for on the Oakland track he was limed a mile in 2:20;^, and frequently

trotted quarter* In from r>2' to 34 seconds.

He In sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet

Whit*, H Indisposition is all thai OOUld In- di tlrOdi and blB aCtlOU BUpertl. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TBBH8 HiAO. Beason to close August 1st, Goodpastunigeat reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
Tor accidents or escapes. For further particulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

The Handsome Sod of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1893, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1887. He is a hand-
some dark bay, two white fetlocks;stands 15.3 hands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the finest

of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; his back Is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy; he is stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track In

2:26. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

2*8',
"

r TTT WTfYR "1-fl J Palf> Alto 2:08 *i -
and 130 other 2:30 trot-

"

ters.
Sire of

Alect 2:26

J. R 2:20

Elector Jr 229«
Electrice 2:27m
Electrina 2:25m
Ella M 2:2854
Flora 51 2:16

Leek 2:29

Lizzie F 2:22^
and 6 others in

the 2:30 list.

^ KELLY NELSON...

^ Gtxberta, by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

Johs Nelson 187
Sire of

Nerea 2:23^
Aurora 2:27

and the dam of
Albert W 2:20

(sire of Little Albert,

2:10M)-

Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 32:30

trotters.

TERMS S5D FOR THE SEASON wilhtheii;:!,lal re,urn Privi
,

Ie?e - Pasturage, §4 per month. Mares kept in
any manner owners may desire, but no responsibility assumed for accidents

For further particulars call on or address D. A.M)K11TH\, Manager, Orland, Cal.

BOS Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

l-.llii- -nil. OF MM. I \ I III LIST. -mili; MOHAWK DAM OF M:i i:.\.

Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.
ADDUKSS . \V. II. VIOOKT, P. O. Box TOCSan Jose, OnL

Or F. II. Ill II KK. 0% Murkul m. ,..-.. F.

ALECT ftnd about thirty head of colts and Allies bj- Alect, Guy AVilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St. Nicholas
will be sold at auction in June, 1893.

LOOK HERB lil'V WILKES SKRVICK FEE IS 3750
!VAP \ WII.KKS. HIS SOX. STAXDS FOR IrllO.

ILK
By UVY WILKES, Sire or 32 in 2:30 lldt; 1st dam KAPA MAID, by Irviastoii : 2d dam

iVAPA QUEER, by Eu«ene C'agt«erly.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1ST to JULY 1st, AT
Tarpey't Stable, WaUomille, Thursday, Friday and Saturday; at Salinas Monday, Tuesday an

Wednesday, at 830 FOR THE SEASON.
Pasturage and hest care taken of mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return pri

leges, provided horse or mare does not change ownership. E. W. DAVIKS, Agent. Wataunville, Cal.
N. B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give #100 to the owner of the first ot his get that makes a record oi

2:30 or better, 87 5 to the second and 830 to the third. This offer to hold good during present ownership ot horse
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,ii6.^aB
2 -2

B
°
B
1-2

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W„ 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.

El

The'following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July 15th, 1893.

Benton 13,367, 2:28# Fee, $50 Cash

NUTWOOD WILKB4 Lsahandsome
chestnut in color, stands I-Vi hands hi_'ii

,

Is level-beaded, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever
saw and bis present record is no measure
of his speed.

<D

02 -="

H 5
M J
I—I S

<D

O £
O "

tiLV WILKES, 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

Rup^e I pj 2:11

Alannab ipi '2:11 '^

Regal Wilkes- 2:113b,

Muta Wilkes 2:142
Chris. Smith (pj_ 2:14J£
Hazel Wilkes 2:14%)

Hulda. 2zU%
Una Wilkes 2-15

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22. ...

Sire of
Harrv Wilkes- 2:

Guy Wilkes 2:

Wilson _Z:

Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes _2
And 7-; others in the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2:

El Mahdi 2:

William L
(sire of Axtell (3j

who sold for 3105,000;

13%
\h\
16'.

i

16X

15'.,

25^

2:12,

£ LIDA W.. 2:18 1-4-
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:1014

At three years.

\utwood 600, 2:18 3-4...
Sire of

Manager. 2:09%
Lockheart 2:13
Nutburst- 2.143$
Belmont Boy 2:15
Nutpine _ 2:15%
And 96 others from 2:16 to
230, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:10% (sold for
$125,000); Sabiedale (2),
2:14V; Vida "Wilkes (3),
2:H%: Myrtle (3), 2:19)$

;

Nutwood Wilkes (3> 2:20)$,
and 40 others from 2:1 1 to
2:30.

Belle.-
Dam of

Lida W 2:18)4

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17!*, and

39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of Stamboul. 2:07 'i
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 2. In the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:ltJ#.

LADY DUNN
(.Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19*0.
by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
In the 2:50 list.

f
BELMONT 64

I
Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14%;
Nutwood, 2:18%; Wedge-

i wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19' ,,

and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

L MISS RUSSELLDam of Maud S., 2:03%;
Nutwood, 2:18% ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24 l

i\ Russia, 2:23;
and gTandam of Kremlin,
2:07%.

GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,
2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and

the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23)$ (sire of Lucy.
2:18^ ; grandslre of Stam-
boul, 2:07W).

REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:13 '4)

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27M« 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3).

2:11M).

By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.
Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Glen Fortune -

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED
Don Figaro 20,233

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20] (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05J, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
{two years), 2:10J.

Jester D 5696 ....
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106 ; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July loth
; after that

time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, CaL

OTLBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and a half Inches
high, and Is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H., 2:27%; MoUie C, 2:37^, and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18&, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horves, as well as great broodmaies.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.}

ynrr. You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedl-
HU I L. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires,

well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarelv find in the
pedigree of two voung stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15*4, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18%, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also ibe greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
pot in twentv-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
jannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
WUkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following season free of service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at §5 per month, and when the condition of the animals requires
t, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at $10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor
incidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, A lameda County, CaL, via broad guage
railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
eave ibe place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15lh to Aug. 1st, 1893.

Yo-ulixs Stools. JPox? Sale.
a=B- VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
INUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

RACE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:16 1-4.

f*^L I I V W/ T T i K HIS •*- few approved mares outside of those already en-
\-» *-> 1- vv J-J-l l^ I IKJ, ^ wiu be received at $750 each for the season.$750 (

Three-year-old record, 2:18.

twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited toSABLE WILKES,
SABLE WILKES, 15} hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The Moor

;

second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot j third dam Kitty Kirkham, by Canada Chief

;

fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe ; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the 6eason.

\A/ TT i TlT"R,"rTi(TP BIack stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Veryvv -*"*-1 ^fJ"^"-LJv-L ) handsome, powerfully built, the best cf feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes, who
stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First dam
Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Beavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H.. 2:13} ; third dam by

Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22J, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when_ the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the chaige will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidentr

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st No stock willW al-

lowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 189S.

B^° Horses pastured and given the best of care at $6 per'month.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

The Standard-Bi ed Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COCXT ANTEEO 1 1,692 Is a
indsome dark bav in color, with a star in the forehead
id two white feet"behind. He was foaled In 1888, and
a reraarkablv good horse In every respect, and while
.has bad but little training, he can easily showquarU
s In 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
w record this year.

PEDIOREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,
: 10' , ,-sire of James Madison. 2:17V. Myrtle (Z)

194, Alfred G., 2:19ft, Redwood, 2:21 >;, Maude'-, 2:2-1' ,,

die! Mup, 2;2:' i ..sunset, 2:28 If, Anteeo Jr., 2:26;$, An-
eo Richmond. 2:2-1',. Klecteeo, 2:29'$, Eollne, 2:20,

iiud M.. 2:20}£ and two others in tbe list). Anteeowas
"I tiv Klfi'tlrjiir'prl25isireof Sunol, 2:08m. Palo Alto,

riori* 2 /.2:io\j, iAdvertiser (3.) 2:16, and 128others
the list). *

first dam. Countess dam of Dawn, 2:18V. Strathway,
i. Morna.itriali 2:28 and Young Countess, dam or
ichess, 2:18'4. Countess was sired by Hambletonian,

nf Graves, 2:19, Olivette, 2:2-1, Empress, 2:24,

ingfellow, 2:2-1 j.and 10 others in tne llsl);second dam
>*. a very fast mare.

:MZ, S60 FOR THE SEASON, ™$1%Z
OfJuly, 1893. Excellent care taken of mares In any
inner that owners may desire at reasonable rates, but
responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

ires may be sent to the undersigned. For further
rtlculars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
Mll.l-t. CAL.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

UCE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

8IBBD BY SULTAN, 2:2*, DAM MADAME BALDWIN liu «r MAJBSTER, 2:24
•Ire or MOBO, 2:37). BY T11K MOOR 870.

Private Stallion :F*or

BAY ROSB. 2:2* l-»l ut PASHA,

1898.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE

For further particulars address

Or apply to ISA PIERCE, 72» Montgomery St, San Francises,

REPRESENTATIVES OP ALL THE LEADING FAMILIES I

TBE lmtf.ii STATB8.
THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.

SILVER -:- BOW -:- STOCK -:- FARM.

XI , TO
Bay stallion, 16bandshigh, foaled June26, 1887. Two-year-old record, 3:V7W: three-year-old record, 2:26;

four-year-old record, 2:22J4; five-year-old record, 2:16t(.

WILL BB ALLOWED TO SERVE TWE.\TV OLTSIDE MARES AT SlftO FOR THE SEASON

Season to close June 1,1893, as we Intend racing him this Fall. Usual return privilege fur mares not proving m
be In foal. Silver Bow has trotted twenty-*!* races and won rixteeH. He ban WOT tn pur*.* and *u.k»- over

411000 His oldest colts are two-years-olds this Spring. We bud three of them, ami two ,,t Lbene are iprel • be

tot trotters. The only one we worked last season won the yearling stake ut the San Jose Fair; Umi
Good pasturage at |5. Mares can be shipped direct to Mllpltas. No responsibility amuuiwl foraccldentaorescapes

ALL BILLS DUE ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 1893.

Address all communications to

WILLIAMS A MORBHOCSB, Owners.
P J. WILIjIAMS. Mllpitae.

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without RrmoYlDK the Hair.
Will your horse bemore valuable?

. <iHiv.Tcd,or
^fi for trial bottle by mail.

^fore, After7"w. F. YOtMO, Mrrlden. Con

lAUOfOBUUBI :

J. O'K'ANi '., :•".: Ifarkei Street,SU Fmn«-i«o,C»it.
M \i'K ' o, Oal.

It. J. BEES'. , 10M Broadway Oakland, Cal.

w< \> >! \ i;i '. i I \ kk & I

DO YOU DRINK
The PrenUae Bectlfj Idj i*iii n what

\

o,.- head. tomach, iteadlM tbe oei

!
you me liquor m nil. never be without It, worth
yoor Ufb. Ormleil liver and k'dney apectHc - eanh.
All dnujstaifl keep It SOdntaatb «, by nmlh-r.

<>i priii'. ProDtUi CbemJoaJ Mann"
California Miv«'t. Son Fratirlttco CaL
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders- directory.

THIRD AHWUAL

Dog Slio-w
IVDKR THE ACSPICES OF THE

Pacific Kennel Clnb,

WJl be held at the

Mechanics Pavilion,

Lnrkin and Hayes Streets, San Francisco. Cal.

May 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1893.

GEORGE RAPEB of England, judges all classes.

Entries Close April 29th.

C.A.Haight, Secretary, 62S Market Street.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P.—all Derbv winners. Also BILLY P. fitter brother

to above and other younger puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds. Address

JAMES B. WATSOX,
P. O. Box 1S3S,

Or So. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco , Cal.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE: RESIDENCE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenue. 620 Octavia Street-

ElAMEJATIOK FEEE. TELEPHONE 4522.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

W
LARGEST STOCK OF

SMITHW. GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C.

LEPEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
510 450LDEX GATE ATE..XEAB POLK.

(."Winner of Faculty Gold ITedal Class of '90.)

TTETEBES'ARY STURGEON to Board of Health City

V and County ot San Francisco. Only Improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Ros
slan and. Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

~1)R. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Velarinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY A ID RESIDENCE
Wo. 811 HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone So. 457

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence ant> Vetebxnaby ISjIRSIaky,

331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco
Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

am- OPL\ DAY AM) MGHT. -*«
So risk In throwing horses. Yeterinary Operating

Table on the premises.

M. R. C. Y. S., F. E, V. M. S.

V E T E R I > A R Y S U R G E O .\ ,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Yeterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the Xew Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ol Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone So. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 529

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. a. R. Rowat, D. V. S.
OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOTES

10 to 12 a. u. 1.30 to 3.30 F. ar.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Lark Id and Polk and Geary and Post Sis''

- \\ FRANCISCO.

De. f. A. NIEF, B. Sc. d. v. s.

Veterinary Sursreon.
Graduate ot the University ol the State of New York.

OFFICER.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY $T.
Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence— 1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591.

IF YOU WANT ^FORMATION ABOUT

E. T. ALLniN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW -A\-OMt.

UIE ~\KT TACKLE,
ALTJMTNTJM AUTOMATIC KEELS,

ENGLISH STREAM REELS.
ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STOXE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
;

ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,
SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO

AND GREENHARDT RODS,
NEW STEEL FLY RODS,

GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers ©f Breech-Leading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask tout Dealer for them or sead for ertdogne.'

PARKER BROS., Makers, Maridea, Oonn.

Kzw Toei Sausboom, 97 Chambers Street

The L, C, SMITH HAMMERLESS GUNS

Leading TRAP GUNS for the United States.
ASK TOUR DEALEB FOB THEM.

end for lUutiated Catalogue.

M > TTOIACTPBID HI =
THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY,

8BCCEMOM TOLC. «MTTM FultOn. N. S.,

nnroTniuc BRA,DED « BARBLES&

PRtsTi s Fence wire.
A'Mtmii a letter orportal card to

TTIK I'RMH (LAinN (OflPAJfT,
JOHN V.EDDERBURN, • . Managing Attorney,
P.O.BOX 463. 'WASUINGTOK.O.C.

PENSIONS FROCCRED FOR
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN. PARENTS.
Atoo, for P -Mlrn and Pallors dftaMvd In tlir lln* Of

ontyio the rcrolar Army"r Navy alnrethe war.
Survivor* of the Indian war* of 1**2 to 1R42, and
th-lr vidriKA now cq titled. Oidund rclwtcd clalmi
a •peclalty. Thouianda entltU-d to hlftbcr rate*.
Bend for new lawe. So Charge for advice So too
ram anmtih

BfaaDy and quickly pnt up. Ask your dealer for It : 1*
be does not keep It, write for sample and price.

NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Very rt.rtMc, i^iurv to Stock Impossible,
Mad«ufj¥o. 13SPRING ST* EL Wire galv*n*E5£
Win not <m« or break. Nearly doable the 8n, *, .i;: 1

.

ofatiT otber. Requires no stays. Runs about 16 fee

to the pound. JJSTVtted by leodin* Breeders.

Ornamenial. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hernellsville, N.Y.
ora.ldrev. SCHODER. JOHNSON A CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLBY BROS. HARDWARE CO., Ban Francisco, OaL

|

Advertisements under this heading 50 cents per line per
j

month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

of this noted breed forsale ata
bargain, or will eicnange for cattle. Address JHEESXEN, San Jose, CaL

SOUTHER FARM ToimS well-bred stock for saleOUUintn mnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
1 track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP
EXNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM. cTJELn
1?^

,

horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Auras andGalloway cattle. Youngstock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY. Oakw««d

I

Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal

VINELAHD BREEDING FARM.g^IK
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17^, Homestake, 2:164, etc.} {Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clav Duke
2^9, Alcona Jr., 254. grandsire of Silas Skinnei -17
Grandissimo, 2:275$ I full brothe- to Grandee, three-^ear-
old record 2:23S.i- Stallions, br-jodmares, fillies and car

I

nage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad I
dress for particulars FRED W. IOEBER, St Helena I

PETER SWE & SON £^k HoQse
'
S"1 Francisco I

!

LIUI OBAt « »un
i CaL—Importers and Ereet'er

j
tor past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheet
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds UjSJ&S&Ssls,
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 ilarket SL, S. F.

SHEEP.

G R (IF 910H Street, Sacramento. Importer, deale«. uuiul, and breeder of the very choicest breeds o
sheep. 31y flocks are considered superior to tbose oany others in America. Representatives o t these flock
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited Ad
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroujhbrcd Kn^Iish I> i-.lifjced.

Orders filled for Pigs of ail ages bv
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merh in
bleod and producing iioes. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with everv ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
\\ nte for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALIREI) KKAJUB,
Riuconada Stock Farm. Matkteld, Cal.4AL. ^^

J. E. Slice, Jacksonville, HI., says

:

have used Stewart's Healing Powder fc

ten years. There is not!

ing better for cuts, wounc
and open sores on mai
horse or dog. Sportsme
should keep it on hand.
Mailed for 2oc or 50c I

F. G STEWART ± CO.,
SSSiDearborn Street, Chicago, HL

J. O'KA.XE. Aeent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTBINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAilOXD, Proprietor. SA2f FRANC

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D S

r

Near entrance to Bar District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGA1
A Delightful Resort,

elephone 1485. . J. R. DICKEY, Prl

"RBCEPTION,"|
206 SUTTER STRBBT, S. P.

Onolce Lictuorel
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN *T,T, NIQl|

J. SL PARKER 4 CO

ANTAL-M1DY
These tiny Capsnles aresTjperioii

| to Balsam of Copaiba,

I Cubebs and Injections.
[Iffijf I

I They core in48 hours the
*

I same diseases without anyincoftl

Ivenience. SOLDBYAUDRUGGIS^

We pend the marvelons French I ^1

T: m iy CALTHOS free, and* (§--,
legal gtiarantee that CalthoS will I g
STOP Pi.^hiirff^- A- Emlnftlon*
(TRE «rtPi-mntorrhea.Varicoo«le
and RESTORE Lost Vigor.

L'se it and pav ifsatisfied.
Address, VON MOHL CO.,

Sole imcridD Aetata Cmriaaui, Ohio.

•*»M»f»»*l«»»«*t«4(»»0«C««»B0tl#

^Sjr^^^^rfLp'orifvilie blood: art safe and effec-

m /rtb»'^i';r^^^lnmi ;tbe b^* in<^clIie knownfor
*/**?' ^y^ **3/ indigestion, biliousness, headache,

^^&fifKxr constipation, dyspepsia, chronic
'**—-"^ liver troubles, dysentery, bad com-

plexion, dizzmess. offensjve breath
and all disorders of the stomach,

• liver and bowels. One tabnle Fives immediate re-

• llef. Take one at meal time. Sold by Druggists. *
• trial bottle sent bv mail on ret.'eipt of 15 cents
• RTPAXS CKEillOAL OO., lOSpruce St., New Tort

5

• mm
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Twisted Strip Fencing

Also "Waukegan Barbel "Wire and Genuine Glidden Barbed Wire.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO
San Francisco, 8 and 10 Pine Street.

Newmartet Patent imjroM Toilet Cliers.
1 \ew Metal Handle.'

a a-

> =•

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. S3 by Mail.

For sale by all Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by
P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. X,

Manufacturer's Agent for U.

:

Write for Special List.

SIMPLE, YET A PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNflDnTS IMPREGNflTOR.
Especially adapted to hard breeders, but ir.dispensible to every stock man. Saves time, annoy

ance, "opening" and practically insures. Cost of instrument saved every time it is used.
Thoroughly tested last season in hundreds of cases. Every one satisfactory. With this instru-

ment two or more mares can be impregnated with one service ot horse, thereby saving his vitality.

It is made of the best material and satisfaction guaranteed if used according to directions.
Beware of an infringement, which is self-evident to anyone seeing" ihe other and similar instrument adver-

tised. The fluid should never be taken into the bulb or even near enough to be seen in the glass tube.

PRICE REDUCED APRIL 1st TO $5.00.
Sent by mail on receipt of price. Remit by draft, money order or registered letter. In future remittance

must accompany the order to receive attention.
Chicago Medical Specialty HorsE, Sole Agents tor the TJ. S. and^Canada.

KALAMHZOO PERM.
Gentlemen ."—We have used Cole's Ossidine for the past two years, and consider

it invaluable for Sprit tip Tendons. Curbs. ]ttiif.'bone.aiid Spavins; there is nothing
equals it; and for us it effected a permanent cure where ftritijr failed, although
performed by one of the mo6t successful veterinaries on the continent. We have
recommended it to others with like success, and believe it has more merit than
inv blister ever used. Very respectfully yours,
Kalamazoo, Mich- S. A. BROWSE <fc CO., PBOP's.

,o ffslVI I V prfpn ration in the world that
H-MY L I will remove a Bone Spavin

pr it has become ossified.

f up in one style only. Price. $3.00 perbotlle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
\) PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..
1 Sole Agenta for United States and Canada.

*e prepay exprea* when money'jiecom-
iU-» order, ur ttend CO.!)., at buyer*
tense.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., *&-.-

I have long used It in my stables, and fivn" it to he nil that la

claimed for it in removing callous and annaturn I lnmy crmvths with-
out leaving the slightest blemish. From mv experience, I most
Btrongly recommend the use ol i ole'a Oasiriluc. and [re] MuultUa,
necessary adjunct tw every stable. Vour= respect nillv,

F. GJillHABD,
Long Branch.

SOLD BY

C if. cthttfvtov. . .UTt-S VFHT Jl CO and C. M. 3tncElH\ _ RRO.,
MKIl:\MII K-l It

n. KEin& ro.. r ilorii t. P "!

I.O.: 91 PI n n
troit, Mich.; JIKM It BnOfl. HirtC (ii St. Louii, Mo.; J. K.moK
& in.. Konnu 1 ii . M> : H UK fc «'» , San Francisco, ("a 1

..; ltou-
1SS0X-PKTTKTT ( 0., LoulsvU e, Ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS Af'D SVDLERS GENER.UL7.

nTWITWTR
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular 3 hool on the Coast.

! K. P. TTF.AT.D, President S. HALEY, Sec'y

•»-SeDd for Circulars.

DRUNK
The Prentiss Rectifying Pill la what you want.

;

Clears the head, corrects sour stomach, steadies the
I nerves. If you use liquor at all, never be without it, !

|
worth one-half your lift). Greatest liver and kidney

I specific on earth. All druggist b keep it Si cents a Ikix,

|

by mail on receipt of price. Prentiss Chemical Manu-
(

facturingCo,, lOijCaltfopjiastreet, San Francitfco. Cat

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Ferst-Clas-s. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for famimk8.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery ft

J0I1.\ DBRUKK. Proprlplor.

I/Vallace's Year Book
•-1S92-*

• • PUBLISHED BY THE . . .

American Trotting Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the llbr<i.y ol
(tery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
iight-Hamess Horse, will be issued about Febru-
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^.^^

Tne first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacingperlormances
ior 1S92, with a complete index of places oJ
trotting and pacing, and ol performers' nan.es
and records. ......

ihe second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, v1zt
I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

Harness.
2. Alphabetical LiBt of 2:25 Pacers in

Harness.

3. Table of 2=20 Trotters,

a. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table oS Horses, Sires of tiro or m-*"i.
Dams 08 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages ot
valuable and authentic information in regard u,
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Werg will be filled as received, and as the firs*

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delay
should order at once . - - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
312 BUSH STREET, S. F.

P. 0. Box 2300.

Rules and Regulations

NATIOKTAL
Trotting Association

AND TS1

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD
HORSE ASSOCIATION.

With Betting Rules.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules - 30c
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco Bind'g) 60c

For sole at Ihe Office ol' Ihe

Breeder and Sportsman,
313 Bush Street, S. P. Cal.

Training

The Trotting Horsa

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

Thar, gtmt practical bone book to a hanrf-wne,
three Hundred page octavo, bound la cloth, elegantly
printed, superbly illustrated, and explains in every
detail the remarkable success if CHARLES MARVIN
and the whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
as to breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keep-
big, racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C Sibley, the owner of St. Bel, aaya of
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out atl the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develop to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of everv rubber on our farm.**
Mailed poutpaid for •&£& Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
til Boab St., San Frmsctsco, C*L

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13."0 and 13*52 Market Street, 25 and 27

Park Avenue, -an Franclnco, Cnl.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A lull line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board
ing hcrsea.

Telephone. So. 3150

Alex, mm & go.

Fashion Stables,
221 ELLIS STREET.

The teat accommodations aflorded tor the keeping nt

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line of Livery Stock,

with Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE OO.'S

AGENTS.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.

THE DONAHUE BRO V [>-i . \ I 1. 1 ROUTE.

COMMENCING SUN 1 JAY, APRIL. 1ft, 18S3, and un-
til further notice, boatsand trains will leave from and

arrive at the San Fntucl.sco Paaaencer Dfpot, Market-
street Wharf as follows

:

Prom goo PranclMCO Tor Tiburon, Belvedere and
ban Rnlat-I.

Week Days—7.40,9.20, 11.20 a.m.; 1 :30, 3.30, 5.05, 6.20 p.m.
Sundays—8.00, 9.30, 11.00 a.m.; 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.20 p.m.

From Han Rafael lor San Francisco.
VTeek Days—6.25, 7.55. 9.30 1 1 30 a.m.; 1.10, 3.«, 5.05 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—8.10, 9.40, 11.10 a.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.

From Tiburon to San Francisco.
Week Days—6.50, 8.20, 9.55, 11.55 a.m.; 2.05, 4.06, 5.35 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at 6.5-5 p.m.
Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.56 p.m.

Leave
San Francisco. DESTINATION

| s.^^.
Wkjzk
DATS

SUN-
DAY'S

1 SUN-
[ DAYS

Wok
DAYS

7:40 a m
3:30 PM
6:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 am
5:00 pm Santa Rosa

j

7:30pM

8:50 am
10:30 A M
6:10 p M

7:40 am
3:30 P M

8:00 am

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, i

Cloverdale 7:30 p m
Pieta

Hopland
and Ukiah.

10:30 a M
6:10 pm

7:40 A M
3:30 p m

8:00 am GuernevLUe. l 7:30 pm 10:30 a M
6:10 P M

7:48 a m
5:05 P M

8:00 ah
5:00 pm

Sonoma and 1 10:40 a m
Glen Ellen. | 6:05 PM

8:50 am
6:10 pm

7:40 am
3:30 PM

8:00 am
5:00 pm

Sebastopol. 1 10:40 a
I

6:05 p
10:30 am
6:10 PM

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at Geyservine for Skaggs' Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala and Point Arena

; at Cloverdale for the Geysers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelsevrille, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs, Saratoga Springs,
Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper Lake, Lakeport,
WiUlts, Cahto, Orr's Hot Springs. Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Usal, Hvdesvilleand Eureka.
EXCURSION TICKETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rcsa, $2.25 ; to Healdsbnrg,
$3.40; to Cloverdale, J4.50; to Hopland, $5.70; to Ukiah
$6.75; to Sebastopol, $2.70; to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma, $1.50; to Glen Ellen $1.80.
EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to

Petaluma, $1; to Santa Rosa. $1.50; to Healdsburg, $2.26;
to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.?0; to
Sebastopol, $1.80; toGuerneville,$2.50, to Sonoma 11: to
Glen Ellen. $1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLVNN, Geu. Pass. & TkL Agt
Ticket offices at Ferry*, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

IT'S IMMENSE!
lOli.t, BE DELICRTED.

From No. l to N«. 6 so cents per copy
From No. 7 toend 75 < " ..

OR SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly dnrlng the racing season

andlBbutglO per year. Address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San FrnnrUcu, Cnl.

Agents for nooiuvtx BROS, of New York.

A WONDER.
NO SCREWS M» linn -

"I DAT* MAO It ii' Ml iiiKlcr <-v

on ilirt and
mow. Horsemen prononncra 1

» wonder, and f endorse th.-i

opinion," ALLEN I.OUK.
Boston, Haas., i-vt.i. 1, i--'-.

ASK I

p:iii] 00
r. Write

MITCHELL TOE u bIqHT CO.

.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the moat obstinate eases of Oonorr-

. No o'lHT tn
ro-i'ilP'l. Nori-pnisnnous. KoBt)
No lie- BflM by ALL

^ dn; ; .(succcbdortoDrou)," Phflrrnjicfi'1^, Paris.
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BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Tals.e til© Lead..
H? YOU WAJJT TO SUCCEED WITH

TOUE HOUSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS,
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material, "Nothing but the Dalzell

Centennial A^le used, which is the hest axle made, They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled -Quality and Wi-^ZS^™*^***^**^***^*^^^****
FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

In ordering carts please statelsize^of axle and heigb t of wheels.

ALL GRADES.

Horse Boots,
F'±x±e Harness,

T XTH F Gr O O D S .

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
ANY PRICE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

^M - Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

J. A. McKERRON,

'9

767 Market Street, - - - San Francisco

The Leading Turf Goods House on the Pacific Coast.

Special OfTeX*-—In order to introduce more thoroughly my regu-

lar TRACK HARNESS this Spring, I will make a first-class Track Harness to order for $40,

made out ol Moffit's leather, and with any style mounting—the same harness whichhas always

been sold for $60 by other dealers. This harness is a bargain.

Pneumatic Sulkies WiU have a complete stock of

TOOMEY SULKIES on hand and attachments of all kinds at lowest Eastern prices. The

only dealer on the Coast who knows how to rig up properly a Pneumatic Sulky. Don't be

fooled with cheap attachments put on by ignorant dealers. I will guarantee all my work on

Sulkies.

I supply all the large Stock Farms with all their Boots, Blankets, Hoods, Harness, Etc.,

because I sell the best goods for the least money.

TOOMEY'S -: NEWEST
1 EXTENDED TRUS3 AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

No. 1 SPEED CART,

J. O'KANE.

For Track Use and Fast

First-class In all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-

ble, and reduce the "horse-motion"' ' to a mini-

mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-

ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J. DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

<j Jonesville, Mich.
Write for catalogue.

BAKEB. cfc HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL, CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - J3.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 3.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Cure Pollen. Cheek Fl.blere, Tonme Lollen

"To know li Is to use it."rtonKnT Boot bb.

"W.nioiu- i.i every bridle." -Frank Starr.
"Itslve. you iiu-i»-st r. s ilti

' c.i Ml !> .. .

••Hl«BuperlQrtoallbH»."-ED. D. BmiKii.

AlUrfM BOI1KI1I bkviis.
Ixx-k Box M0,<a>!cago, III.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULVS

Caustic
Balsam

'

4 Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

Ttae~8afe«t, Bet BLISTER everniel Takes

the Place of all liniments lor mild or severe action.

Remove, all Bunches or Blemishes from Horse-,

and Cnttle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR1NO. impossible to produce scar or blemish.

F.verv hottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price * I SO per bottle, fold by drucelsts, or
ientbTCXprJssTchnrcc.pnld.withfulldlrections
for Its use. Send for descriptive circulars.-

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO.. Cleveland O.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. R. Brouie

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam. Printers

AND dealers in
Pool-Seller.' and Hook-Makers' Supplies

401-403 Sansome Rtroet, corner Sacramento
San Francls/m.

The ro i,i i "<yi«* T
l
a '', wW',,:£*X\,ZL^

. „.l„ mall, it ni Cbtmli .li .,.
J

t .ihf.,ru»

Krect.8aiFrKlcUco.CaL Bold by all DruaUte,

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

i Ouaraz'.eei Perfect.

JTJNRIVALED FOE
TJ Y ACCURACY, DURABILITY,

' WORKMANSHIP. SAFETY
i ;)and CONVENIENCE In LOADING.
3r Rm-arefifcheap iron imitations.

HaJ Si nnf-r Illustrated Catalogue and Price List to

s.lllTli "^VEr-SON, Spriuirlicld. II. is-.

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: AS WELL AS :

Frazier - Carts - of - All - IS-iiads
I

FOR SALE AT THE

Studebaker Palace Carriage Repository,
MARKET AND TENTH STREETS, SAX FRANCISCO, CAI..

SUBSCRIBE FOR

The Breeder and Sportsman
THE TURF AUTHORITY OF THE PACIFIC COAST.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Volita, Annie Moore, Sir Reel, Charmer, Silver

State and Thornhill Victorious—El

Rayo's Great Run—All the

Events in Detail.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, MAY O.

RAND racing was witnessed this

sunshiny, breezy afternoon,

though the material composing

the fields was not of the best.

A crowd estimated at 2,500 saw

the events run off, and this (on

an usually "off" day, too) dem-

onstrates that the "sport of

kings " has taken a Samsonic

grip on San Francisco. Four

favorites and two second choices

got home first, and as a consequence the talent had a pleasant

afternoon and the bookmakers the reverse. Jack the Ripper

appeared, at the weights, to have an easy time winning the

first race of the day, hut, strange to relate, did not finish any-

where near the front, but fourth—this time getting away well

and being in a good position in the homestretch. "Sec."

Nichols, the Ripper's pilot, either got rattled about a six-

teenth of a mile from the finishing-point, or else did not ride

to win, for he cut in toward the rails when he had plain sail-

ing in front—that is, if the Ripper had the speed he could

win—for at the time he was taken toward the rails no horse

was in front to block him. Nichols, we understand, not only

backed Jack the Ripper to win, bit advised his friends to go

and do likewise, consequently this race is a regular fifteen

puzzle. The horse was played for thousands of dollars, that

is certain, and while he had not run very well lately, at the

weights appeared to have the race at his mercy. He not

only failed to win, but was not one-two-three at the finish,

Volita leading from start to finish.

Annie Moore outclassed her field badly, and getting away

well, woo in a hand-gallop by three parts of a length from

North, with the rejuvenated Joe third.

Sir Reel ran the fastest mile of the meeting when he

defeated St. Croix (favorite), Nellie G. and Steadfast. The
official time given out was 1:42',, but more than twenty horse-

men caught the mile in 1:41 J.

Charmer, favorite, won her mile race in 1:46£, with Green

Hock a "dead easv" second and Ledalia third. It is pre-

sumed Clancv thought he had no chance to beat Charmer

with Green Hock at the weights, hence the slow time, but we

are of the opinion that Green Hock to-day could have gone

the mile close to 1:43, and from the way Charmer trailed and

struggled to get up it looked to us as if Holly's hand-

some bay colt would have easily won had not Clancy been

imbued with the idea that the Hghtly-weighted Charmer had

the race up her sleeve before the flag fell.

Silver State, the little bay lilly in Senator Thoinp-.n -

stable, won the fifth race easily, the much-touted Remus again

finishing last.

Thornhill, another Cheviot, pitted against old horses in a

five-furloDg dash, and plunged on by the public until he wn-s

an odds-on favorite, won by an eyelash from the much under-

rated Lodi, who is now and has been fur some past " hot

goods " in any race up to six furlongs. Thornhill is a game
little fellow, and outside of the Bonnie Jean colt, Flirtation

and Seaside would be in the hunt with any two-year-old now
at the track.

Jack the Ripper opened at 2 to 1 in the tirst race, five fur-

longs, but coin flew in on hischances so thick and fast that at

the close he was at 7 to 5, Volita (well-backed too),2to 1, the

others from 6 to 25 to 1. Volita got half a length the best of

Jack the Ripper at the start, with Angelo third. The sister

to Fox soon opened up a gap of two lengths, but half-way

between the half and three-quarter poles: Angelo and the

Ripper closed up considerable ground, and Volita entered

the homestretch just by a trifle over a length, with Angelo

second, a head from Jack the Ripper. There was a general
closing up in the straight, and a sixteenth from home it

looked anybody's race. Jack the Ripper, however, was taken
from the center of the track toward the rails, and getting in a

pocket besides. Just why Nichols did this would be hard to

tell, in view of the fact that they were so close to the finishing-

point and nothing could possibly be gained by the action,

especially as no horse was at the time in front of the Ripper
to interfere with him in the least, and he was running well

near the center of the course. Aerolite came fast out of the

bunch at the drawgate, and was catching her horses fast when
Volita passed under the wire winner by a length, Angelo sec-

ond, three parts of a length from Aerolite, third, who was half

a length from Jack the Ripper. Time, 1:02|.

Annie Moore was an even-money favorite at the opening,
but loads of coin, going in on her, was at 3 to 5 at the close.

Orrin was second choice at 5 to 1. Vendome, North, Joe and
Joe and Sidney were at 8 to 1 and Lucy S. at 15. Annie
Moore, well under way, was first a neck at the start, with Joe
second and Vendome third. The favorite went away at a
great pace, leading North nearly two lengths passing the half

and into the homestretch, Joe being third nearly all the way.
Johnny Weber eased up on Annie Moore over an eighth
from home, and she won very handily by three parts of a

length from North in 1:16£, Joe third, one and a half lengths

behind the Sacramento gelding, and a head in front of Ven-
dome.

St. Croix was at 7 to 10 at the opening for the third race,

one mile, but being backed hard even at those figures, receded

to 1 to 2 at the close. Sir Reel, in at i>9 pounds, was backed
from 7 to 2 down to 3 to 1, while the odds against Nellie G.
and Steadfast lengthened. Sir Reel, on the outside, dashed
to the front at the start, little Weber sending his mount over
against the rails, just clear of St. Croix. The lightly-weighted

son of Alta set a merry pace and led Nellie G. two
lengths at the quarter, the gray mare a head from St. Croix
The flying leader's advantage at the half was three lengths, St.

Croix, second, one and one-half leng:hs from Nellie G., who
was as far from Steadfast. Fast as Sir Reel was going, he
now increased his pace, and lengthened the daylight space
dividing himself and St. Croix two lengths. It was expected
every moment that he would falter, and that St. Croix would
go up to him, but he gamely stuck to his work. Half-way
down the homestretch little Weber saw that St. Croix could

not get up, and, eased up, Sir Reei won by three lengths, St.

Croix second, four from Nellie G., who was eighth from
Steadfast, last. Official time, 1:42J ; timed by a host of horse-

men and reporters in 1:41$, the slowest time marked being
1:41}. Porter Ashe is credited with making a fine clean-up

on Sir Reel's splendid victory.

The fourth race was also one of a mile, and Charmer (93

pounds) was favorite at 1 to 2 and 3 to 5. Ledalia (105

pounds) was plunged on, the odds against her being 3 to 1 at

the opening, and 8 to 5 at the close. Green Hock (122

pounds) was a 6 to 1 shot. Ledalia led Green Hock a neck at

the quarter, Charmer over a length away. At the half Green
Hock was a neck in advance, Charmer still trailing. Into

the homestretch, at a slow pace, it was Greeu Hock first a

nose, Ledalia second, half a length from Charmer. The lat-

ter got up at the drawgate, and, comingaway, won by one and
one-half lengths from Green Hock, who, in a gallop, held

Ledalia safe by a like diHtance. Time, 1:464.

Silver State was the lifth race's favorite, Cherokee ^oing to

the post at o to 1 (from 8), Remus at 8}, Jovita at 16 t" I,

and Solitaire at 2". Solitaire, a new-comer by imp. Brutus

—

Fan nir !•'., to a poor send- oil, led from the si art into the home-
stretch, with Cherokee second, Jovita third, the favorite

fourth and Remus a sad last. An eighth from home Silver

State made her run, and soon had the race at her mercy, win-

ning easily hy two lengths from Cherokee, who was one and
one- ha If lengths from Jovita, third. Time,

Thornhill opened at 2 to 1 in the last race, live furlongs,

but a great plunge soon forced the odds down, until at the

close he was an <.<M--m) favorite, and Mount Carlos second

choice at 4 to I, Jim R. and Lodi at 6 and Mackey at 15 to

1. Lodi, Mackey, Thornhill, Mount Carlos, Jim K. was the

order at the Hag-fall, hut Thornhill's white face showed ID

advance at the half-pole, will) I iodi lecond and Mount Carton

a close third. The latter and Thornhill drew aw ay and bad
a hot fight until nearing the three-quarter pole, where Jim
R. looked dangerous for the first time. Blount Carlos fell back
beaten as they turned into the stretch, and Lodi moved up in-

to second place. An eighth from home Thornhill looked an
easy winner, hut liurling.ime was Only saving Lodi for one
of his characteristic rushes, and when he unloosened the old

gelding and went up close to Thornhill a shout went up for

Lodi. Though he gained at a great rate, and would probably
have beaten Thornhill had the race been fifty yards further,
he lost to Thornhill by an eyelash in 1:02, Jim R. third, one
length away, and coming like a streak of lightning, Mount
Carlos fifth and Mackey last.

SCMMAEIliS OF FRIDAY'S RACES.
RACE US.—Bay District Track, Friday, May 5, 1893. Tracte fast.—

First race, selling, purse fiOU. The wlnuer to be sold lor 5 1,2w; iffor less,
1 lb. allowed for each 8100 to 9600 : tbeu -I lbs. for each $10u to Siuo. Win-
ners since March 31st to carry 2 lbs. extra for each win. Five furlongs.

Previous
Kace, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St }i V H Flu.

56 VOLITA, 5 (Spence, 106, fJOOi, 2 to 1 1111111
117 ASOKLu, 3 (King, 11U, $1,200;, 6 to 1 3 3 2 2 2 I— AEROLITE, 3 i U. Weber. 95, 8500), 6 to 1 5 o 5 5 3 '.

1

117 JACK THE RIPPER. aiNicUols.hJ-.fiOOj. 7 10 -3... 2 2 3 3 4
9S JOE HOOKER JR., a (Haiiawalt. ay. $200i, 8 to 1 4 4 4 4 5
— CARTER U.,a < F. .Narvaez, 115. $500i, 25 to 1 a ti t; G r.

— WALTER OVERTON, a iBurhngame, 120, $70U;,

Time— l:6i:.i

Won handily. Winner ch m by Housewamier—Lamplighter. Entered
by W. P. Klne.

RACE 129.—Second race, sellingpurse $300. Seven pounds above scale
for horses that nave started and not won since March aist ; Ifnever placed
second allowed 4 lbs.;.third, 7 lbs. The wliiner to be sold for fi.uoo ; if for
less, 2 lbs. allowed for' each $100 to S500, then 4 lbs. for each$10otoS100. Six
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. .'j ^ H Fin.

L114 ANNIE MOORE, 4 (J. Weber, 113, $800), 3 to 5 1 1111,1
110 NORTH, 4 (JacKson, 104, SiU0),8 to 1 5 2 2 2 211
llti JOE, 5 i Biirliiigauie, 102, $.a>0>,.s tU 1 2 3 3 Ih
123 VE.NLHJME. :Ji.ii. Smith, 100, *8UOj,8 to 1 3 5 4 4 4
111 OKR1N, 3 iC. Weber.yLl, *3iwi. t. tu 1 4 6 6 6 5
127 &IDNE*',3 iTubervilie, 96, ^WOnS to 1 i. 4 5 ". 6
127 LUCY S.,t; (.Peters, UK), SJuOj, 15 to 1 7 7 7 7 7

Time— l:lt>>$.

Won easily. Winner ch m by Regent—Norma. Entered Dy p. Weber.
KACE 130.—Third race, selling, purse S3-50. The winner to be sold for

84,OOo; if entered not to be sold, to carry 7 pounds extra; If to be sold for
?3,ixmj, allowi-d 5 pounds; then 2 pounds for cacti 8250 t" fl,000. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J* }£ V H Fin.

Ill SIR REEL, 3 iC. Weber, 89, 81,500),.'! to 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1

|»97 ST. CROIX, I i W. Clancy. 111. lucl. 2 over;, 1 to 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 1

•120 NELLIE O., S (Peters, 100, 81.000), 10 10 1 3 2 3 8 8 ' -
I

•124 tiTEADFASS, 8 IKlDDle, 86, *I,00UJ, tt to 1 .4 4 4 I -j 4

time—1 -.42)$.

Won easily. Winner be by Alia—Dizzy BlonuV. Entered bj

lingame.

RACE 131.—Fourth race, purse $300, for three-year-olds. Non-winners
alnce March 81st allowed 3 pounds tor each beating; if beaten U
more times and Dot placed [1*2-3] allowed 10 I

mis addiiluual. One
mile.

Previous
Race No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. si -, u u n Fin.

123 CHARM KH Peters, 93), 3 to S (383811
•123 GRKJiN HOOK (W. Clancy, 122), 6 tol 2 J I i i : i I

123 LEDALIA iC. Weber, 105), Moo I 12223
i lme i;i'> ;,

Won bandlly. Winner el, l" by Wlldldle—Turban. Entered I B
Ke idy.

RACE 182, Filth race, parse ?'•<><>. for two-year-olds that have doi won
alnce ttarch Slat, Those beaten allowed 2 pounds lor each time
UT beaten four times and not second, s pounds additional; nol
pounds additional. Four and a naif furlongs.

Prev -

Race, .No. Starters, Jockeys and < 51 |
n Fin

118 SILVER STATE (C.Weber, 103), 4 to fi :\ ;t 4 121
00 CHEROKEE (Burllngame, 103), 3 to 1 i I - 2 I

116 JOVITA i lliuiiiaali. :».:. I', i" I 2 2 3 331
-'H.liun spence, 118), 20 to 1 I l 1 4

12: KEMi a ..1. Weber, n ...

V
I

I' ' i'V Imp. I 'I'-' '

by w. Thon

RACE 133

11,30 >; M 1 tt le 1, 1 H,. :i , 1 6000; then 1 lbs.

1100 to t Winners since March Slst to carry libs, exi
Five furlongs.
Prei loui

Race, No. -
1 lei

,
Joe H - H

•M THOB I' :
I I

.
'

- I
: '.

I I I I iis

-117 LODI, a BurllDgame, i to I l 2 3 2 2 II

li7 JIM R .,» I W I !ai 1
I

NTCARLOtf 1
1 I

•ill UACKEY.fi ll. smith, 110,

Tune,

drive. Winner ch < by
W. m. slurry.

FIFTH DAT—SATURDAY, may '">.

Again the talent harl a good long inning, and the book-

makers were almost knocked tint *>( their box<

1,000 pei om attended to-day 'e rao .
:»n<I br* four favoritee

and two second choices get tin- money in the six events on the

day's card.

Gypsy Girl, rid.k-n by Oapps, had won n match

a side) of three furlongs ni II o'clock against K

ridden by J. Weber, doing il"- distance i>

but was second choice in this event :it 'J' to L.Hm I
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the post favorite at i) to 5. Joe D. was well suppoited at 2]

and 3 to 1. Jack the Kipper was played at 12 to 1. Lame
little Joe Harding made his Srst appearance this spring in

this event. Jessie Sturgill and Fred Parker were the other

starters. Jack the Kipper, Gvpsy Girl, Joe D., Jim R. was

the order at the start, hut Gypsy Girl assumed the leadership

of the sprinting band going around the far turn, with the

Kipper and Joe D. for her closest attendants. The Kipper

was tirst into the homestretch by a Deck, with Gypsy Girl

second and Joe D. third. At the drawgate Gypsy Girl drew

away, and was not thereafter headed, winning easily by a

length from Jim R., who came like a shot the last eighth of

a mile and beat Jack the Ripper a head for second place.

Time for the four and one-half furlongs, 0:56.

Little Tou^h opened at 2 to 1 in the second race, six and
one-half furlongs, but a speedy plunge forced the odds down
without delay to even money and 4 to 5. Broad Church was
backed down from C to 1 to 2\. Vanity, at 4 to 1, was also

well supported. The latter was first to show after the fall of

thetlag, with Broad Chuch a close second and the favorite

third. Broad Church passed to the front at once, leading

Guadaloupe two lengths at the half, Vanity third and Little

Tough fourth. The favorite ran up second going around the

back turn, but could not catch Broad Church, who, full of

running, won, eased up, by a length, Little Tough second,

three lengths from Vanity. Time, 1:22&.

The third race was one of five furlongs, for two-year-olds,

and Seaside was a first choice at almost prohibitive odds.

Bordeaux and Alexis, her only opponents, were at 6 and 12

to 1 respectively. Alexis led Bordeaux into the homestretch

a neck, where the favorite came up and won under a pull by

a short neck from Bordeaux. Alexis, pulled up and bleeding,

third. Near the drawgate Bordeaux had come up and
driven the good-looking colt against the fence, taking the

skin off at the stifle and destroying his chances in the race,

which looked very good at the time the accident occured. A
complaint, made by little Donathan, rider of Alexis, against

Bordeaux, was unheeded by the judges. Time of the race,

1:04V-
Revolver was for a long time an even-money favorite in

the fourth race, one mile, but toward the cbse the odds

against him went to 6 to 5. Garcia was backed down from 5

to 1 to 3 to 1, while Bronco and Patricia had quite a number
of supporters. Joe Cotton, it was generally thought, could

not go the route, and was quoted at 10 to 1 at the close. Mor-
ton tried his utmost to kill three or four horses and their rid-

ers at the post, and narrowly missed little Clancy and Weber
with his heels on several occasions. Rinstein, on Bronco,
occasioned roars of laughter by edging away from Morton
whenever that horse came within twenty yards of him. Gar-
cia, St. Patrick and Democrat, too, were not very angelic at

the starting point. Revolver was away a neck in advance
when the flag at length fell, after a wait of nearly three-

quarters of an hour, Bronco second, Patricia third and Joe
Cotton fourth." Bronco led Garcia half a length at the quar-

ter, the latter horse having run up very fast around the first

turn. Revolver was thir.d, Patricia fourth and Cotton 6fth.

Garcia and Bronco changed places nearing the half, but

Bronco led Garcia a good length at the three-quarters and
into the homestretch, Revolver still third, Cotton next and
comiog up fast. Bronco looked a sure winner until within
an eighth from home, when Revolver, with Cotton at his

heels, came up like bay streaks of lightning, and had him
beaten at the drawgate. Revolver won handily by a trifle

over a length from Cotton, who was under whip. Bronco third,

one and a half lengths behind Joe Cotton, Garcia fourth,

Patricia fifth, St. Patrick sixth, Morton seventh and Demo-
crat, bleeding profusely from the nose, pulled up, last. Time,
1:43}. The oflicials decided not to allow the Kicking King,
Morton, and the unfortunate Joe Hooker gelding, Democrat,
to start in future at Bay District track, Morton being a very
dangerous horse and Democrat one that bleeds from the nos-

trils almost every time he starts.

The mile and 50-yard handicap came next, and El Rayo
(120 pounds) opened favorite at even money, the speedy little

Tigress fS9 pounds) going at 8 to 5, Little Esperanza (90
pounds) 5 and 6 to 1, Sympathetic^ Last (112 pounds) at S to

1 and Donna Lilla (82 pounds) at 50. Mr. Holly declared to

win with El Rayo, and the odds receded to 7 to 10 at the

close. Little Esperanza was first to show, and she and Tigress

raced off" together at a breakneck clip, with Donna Lilla

third, Sympathetic^ Last fourth and the favorite, El Rayo,
last. Tigre«s led Little Esperanza a head at the quarter,

Donna Lilla third, a length away. Tigress drew away, and
led passing the half-pole a length, Esperanza second, a head
from Sympathetic^ Last, El Rayo fourth, a length further

away, bat beginning to make his run. Goiug around the turn
into the homestretch Little Esperanza was labeled very dan-
geroos, hui ESI Rayo led her a neck into the straight, Tigress
in front of all a length and half and apparently running easily.

It was a hot race between Tigress and El Rayo from the
eighth-pole to within 75 yards of the finish, Taylor and Mil-
ler working like the proverbial Trojans. EI Rayo, however,
about 75 yards from the judges' stand, got his head in front,

and it was all over, the grand-looking son of Grinstead win-
ning a beautiful and very fast race by half a length,

Tigress second, two and a half lengths from Little Esperanza.
Sympathetic^ Last was fourth and Donna Lilla last. Official

time, 1:45; timed by a score or raoie of horsemen in 1:44,

mile from wire to wire in 1:41), one of the fastest runs ever
made in Californiawith 1 20 pounds up.

Warrago, the favorite at G to 5, ran second to Claire (8 to

5) to the drawgate, when she easily passed to the fore and
won under a pull by half a length, Claire second, three Lengths
from the wel!-plaved Jim Lee, who wits ;it 2\ to 1. Jovita
(50 to 1) was last. Time, 0:66. The San Jose plungers made
a heavy haul on Warrago, who is one of the best fillies at the
track. Billy Donathan, her owner, is lucky indeed that she
was not run up over her entered selling price, $000.

ni-MMai-.ii 0] SAT1 HDAY'fl RACES.

EtAJ B IM. Kay Dotbh r TnAOX, Saturday, May 0, 1698. Track fast
— First raw, ht'IIInk. pumo ^tOQ. Pourand unr-luill furlong*.

IUcv, No. HtHM- : <><1<K Nt
:

i,
r

][ no
rOIBL.1 OapDS, 122, (1.000), 2}f to 1 '2 1 2 ill

, R.,afC, Wober,il8,|700).0to(i „ .. i 5 l 2 li

i; iiiK lui'i-ii . io:i,$:Mj<i,, pit" I. ... i
:

i .i
'
... i

, D.,a(J. Wober, 112, 600), 8 to 1 8 :t :i -I
"

— JOE HAKIMS'., ... [Np.-no-, U,\. iHXii, 10 to 1 It 7 7 fj

I
•-

.
i i, 11,000), 1 1 7 6

-hi. . O'OoDaeU,112,t000),16tol„, 5 i E :

Time—0:W.

Won handily, v, Innai Bb tnby UtUc Alp—Gypiy Qifaoo. Emend by
(hpTMiv Long.

hack. iv,.—Second rooo, MlUfift paiM iwi. Pox borra that have
d i

. tforcb 81 t, i bo ionor to I Id for
; i ,i pound allowed for aacti lioo to |.*.oo. men •' ponnda for

each $100 to 3100. Beaten horses liable to be claimed (Rule 71 j. Six and
I

a halt furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odcls. St % % H Fin.

127 BROAD CHURCH, a (J. Weber, 119, $5001,2'.. to 1 2 1 1 1 111
l'::> LITTLE T()L'(SH. -I i.Iai.-kson, 105. f2Cii)i,4 tuo ?> A 2 2 2 :S 1

127 VANITY, 5 (BLirlingauie, 110, 3300),-! tol 1 3 3 3 311
116 FAREWELL, a [Spence, 113. $300), 10 to 1 6 5 4 4 4
111 RETA, 8 (Winchell, 100, $500), 6 to 1 5 G G G 5
118 HAPPY BAND, 2 (Tubervllle, 82,incl. 2 over, $1,000),

6 to 1 7 7 7 7 G

116 GUADALOUPE, u (King, llli, $500 i.S to 1 4 2 5 5 7
Time—1 :22j£.

Won easily. Winner ch h by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar. Entered by
E. Tierney.

RACE 136.—Third race, purse $300, for two-year-olds. Winners since
March 31st of three races. 4 pounds extra: four or more races, 6 pounds
extra; beaten horses since March 31st allowed 2 pounds lor each time
beaten; if beaten four times and never placed (1-2-3,, 7 poundsadditional.
Five furlongs.

Previous.
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing i idds. si ;

_.
(
H Fin.

105 SEASIDE (Miller, 115), 1 to 8 3 3 3 3 1 n
105 BOKDEAUXi Burllngame, 118), to 1 1 2 2 2 231
52 ALEXIS i Donathan, U4j, 12 to 1 :..... 2 1113

Time, 1:04 'j.

Won easily. Winner ch f by imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered by P.
Siebenthaler.

RACE 137.—Fourth race, selling, purse ?350, the winner to be sold for
$3,000; if for less, I pound allowed for each $100 down to $1,000; then 3
pounds for each $400 to ?600. Winners since March 31sl. 2 pouuds extra
for each win. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starter, Jockey and Closing Odds. St M H U H Fin.

102 REVOLVER, a 'W. Clanev, 113, $1,200), 6 to 5 1 3 3 3 3 11^1
119 JOE COTTON, a <C. Clancy, 110. 31,500}, 10 to 1 4 5 4 4 4 21WI
125 BRONCO, a (Rinstein. 118, $2,000 1, 10 to 1 2 I 2 1 1 3 9$ 1

120 GARiTA, C, tC. WetiT, 9!>, $S00 1,3 to 1 2 12 2 4
— PATRICIA, 4 iEurlinsame, IU4, $1,700), 5 to 1 3 4 5 5 5 5
124 ST. PATRICK. 4 (Peters. S7. cHKXh. 12 to 1 7 G G G G 6
113 MORTON, a <'liana wait, 93, $(100), 15 to 1 8 S 7 7 7 7
92 DEMOCRAT, 4(F. Narvaez, 107, si,S00),30 to 1... 5 7 S 8 8 S

Time, 1:43V
Won handily. Winner b g hy Joe Daniels—Young Jule. Entered by

B. C. Holly.

RACE 138.—Fifth race, handicap, purse $600, ot which $100 to second and
$50 to third. Entrance $25, $10 if declared. Entries closed Thursday ;

weights and declarations Friday. One mile and rifty yards.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St }{ 3-i ^ H Fin.

•119 ELRAYO, 6 iMiller, 120), 7 1O10.... 5 5 4 2 2 11'2 1

"110 TIGRESS. SiTavlor, 89), S to 5 2 1111 2 2'. 1

109 LITTLE ESPERANZA, 3 ,C. Weber, 901. to 1.. 1 2 2 3 3 3 1J£ 1

91 SYMPATHETIC'S LAST, a (W. Clancy, 112) 8
to 1 4 4 3 4 4 4

45 DONNA LILLA, 3 {Peters, 82), 50 to 1 3 3 5 5 5 5*
Time—1 :45.

Won handily. Winner ch h by Grinstead— Sunlit. Entered by B. C.
Holly.

RACE 139.--Sixth race, selling, purse $300, for two-year-olds. The win-
ner to be sold for $1,000; if for less, 4 lbs. allowed for each $100 to$S00;
then 3 lbs. for each $100 to $1,000. Winners since,March 31st to carry two
lbs. extra for each win. Four and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St & H Fin.

115 WARRAGO (Donathan, 101, $G00), 6 to 5 1 2 2 1,«1
*115 CLAIRE [C. Weber, 100, $500). 8 too 2 11231
•112 JIM LEE i Miller. 122, siiOOi, 2'<; to 1 3 4 4 31^1
132 JOVITA (OConnell, 1U0,$5U0), 50 to 1 4 3 4 3

Time—0:56.

Woneasliy. Winner b i by Warwick- Fedalina. Entered by owner
Garden City stable.

[Continued on Page 494].

History of trie Levity Family in Brief.

The following, taken from the McGrathiana Stud catalogue,

will prove interesting

:

An important fact in connection with Mr. Young's year-

lings is that so many of them are members of the great Lev-
ity family, the most successful one of the present or any other

generation in this country. Under the circumstances, the fol-

lowing resume of this family may not prove uninteresting :

From the Levity family, upon which Mr. Young has built

his stud, have come a greater number of race horses than any
other American racing family. It has even produced a greater

number than the Pocahontas or Queen Mary families did in

England.
The Bard, Luke Blackburn, Leonatus, Monarchist, Salina,

Volturno, Monitor, Janet, Sultana, Nevada, Grinstead, Louis-

ette, Burch, St. Augustine, Salvator, Longstreet, Monte Rosa,

Onaway, Tammany, Bed Banner, etc., a galaxy of star per-

formers, such as no other family has produced, all trace di-

rectly to Levity's daughters, while Levity's half-brother,

Vandal, was the sire of Virgil, Voltigeur, Versailles, Venti-

lator, Vanderbilt, Vandalite, Mollie Jackson, etc.

In order to present in a plain and comprehensive manner
the stud achievements of the Levity family, we have prepared
the following statement: Vandal's dam, a bay mare, was by

imp. Tranby, from Lucilla, by Trumpator.

PRODUCE.
B f Volga by imp.Glencoe.
B c Vandal *. by imp. Glencoe.
E c Alaric by Mirabeau.
B f Levity .by imp. Trustee.
B 1 Vistula by imp. Scythian.

Volga produced Barney Williams, Evadne (dam of Bul-
wark, Evasive, Swifton's dam ;

Tennyson, Bandana, Blink
Bonnie, Montague and Eblis). BandaDa threw Equipoise
(dam of Equity, Equality, Even Weight, Balance), Banner
Bearer, Napa (dam of Natalie S.), Emblem and Red Banner.
Blink Bonnie produced Saxony (dam of Erebus andOnce-a-
Week) and Tullahoma, dam of Tulla Blackburn, Tammany
and Fort Worth. Jennie McKinney, out of Volga, is the dam
of Omaha, Poet, Buccaneer and Claudia

;
dam of Cutalong

and Umpire. Volga also threw Alice Mitchell and Tecalco,

dam of Tolu (Smuggler's dam), Rock and Rye and Hot
Scotch.

Vandal was the sire of Virgil, Mollie Jackson, James A.
Connoly, Voltigeur, Vandalite and Capitola (King Alfonso's

dam).
Vistula produced Kentucky Belle, dam of Pride, Him-

alaya and Visa-Vis, dam of McLaughlin, Diana and Benson.

LEVITY PRODUCED.

Be Lever by Lexington.
Be Legatee by Lexington.
Br c Ruric by imp. Sovereign.
B f Mildred - by imp, Glencoe.
Ch f Lightsume by imp. Glencoe.
B f Uremia .by imp. Knight of St. George.
B f Sister to Ruric by imp. Sovereign.

Lever was crippled early in life. As a sire he took high
rank, among his get being Leveller, Mahlstick, Apollo, Lou
Lanier, etc.

Legatee was a fine horse, and won the Restoration Stakes,
four-mile heats, at Monmouth Park in 1870. He has sired

several winners.

Baric was a superior race horse and was successful as a sire

considering his opportunities.

MILDRED PRODUCED !

Ch f Ringlet by Ringgold
Br f Noru Worth by imp. Eclipse.
B I' Minx by Lexington.
II c Monarchist by Lexington.
HI' Stamps by Lexington.
B I Sultana by Lexington.
B o Frederick the Great by Lexington.

Ringlet produced Restless, Wandering, Ben Mace, J. J
Healey and Lottie Lee, dam of Viola, King Hooker's dam.
Nora Worth produced Force, Startle, Tramp, Finality, Re-

nown, Dave Hennessey and Darkness, dam of Fleetness (Dave
S.'s dam) and Interloper, Direct'sdam.
Minx produced Monitor, Mirth, Minnock, Mentor and

Lotta C. Minnock is the dam of Yazoo, Lotta C. of Roulette
(dam of Sefton and Emmet), while Mirth was a winnner in
England and the dam of winners.
Stamps produced to imp. Glenelg, Louisette, Preciosa, Ber-

tha, Start, all famous winners, also Loch Tanna (dam of Loch
Ranza, now in England) and Katie Pierce, dam of Lizzie S.
(dam of Henry Mack and Tom Hayes), Ballard, De Soto
Redstone and Katrina.
Monarchist was one of the finest race horses America ever

produced, and Frederick the Great was a brilliant stalce per-
former.

Sultana has given us Soudan, She and Padishah.
LIGHTSOME PRODUCED :

E I i
al

^
n
th by Lexington.

B f Sprightly by Lexington.
B f Crucifix by Lexington.
Su

t
?l?

v
?
c,a -by Lexington.

Ch I Gulnare by imp. Glen Athol.

Salina was the champion three-vear-old filiy of 1871, and
at the stud she produced Danicheff, Saltpetre, Verleim (dam
of Viscouncess^ and Salvator.

Sprightly was the dam of Volturno, Lady Way (dam of
Lady Wayward and Foxglove, Foxford's dam), Elias Law-
rence, Avalon and Aretino.

Crucifix was the dam of St. Augustine, Blanche (dam of
Blantyre and Sea Shell, dam of Longshore and Toss Up)
Cripple (Quito), St. Albans, Fairpjay and Semper Felix (dam
of Leonatus, Warder, Leopold, Felicia II. and Semper Vive,
she the dam of Fordham, Folsora, Portchester and Semper-
Idem, dam of Longstreet, Long Beach and Longford), and
Latonia, dam of Sena and Lew Weir.
Nevada was the best three-year-old filly of 1S72, and is the

dam of the renowned Luke Blackburn, Greenland, Bradford,
Bravo, Ecuador and Sierra^Nevada, dam of Mountain Range*
dam of Monte Rosa and Monte Viso.

Gulnare is the dam of Costello and Satisfaction.

BRENNA PRODUCED :

Be Strathmore by Waverlv.
Ch c kinkead by Waverlv
Br f Longstop "'.by Longfellow.Bf Athalanc -bvGilrSv.
CnfBradamante by WarDance.

Strathmore, Kinkead and Longstop were all winners on
the turf, aud Strathmore has done wonders at the stud for so
young a horse.

Athalaricis the dam of the noted horse Tom Martin, win-
ner of the Twin City Handicap and other great races

; Atom
an .Ethel.

Bradamante was a capital race mare herself,*and dam of
the renowned race horse The Bard, Joseph, Bracelet and
Vivacity, dam of Tenacity.

SISTER TO RURIC PRODUCED :

B c Grinstead by Gilroy
B c Viceroy bv Gilrov.
B f Kelpie by imp. Bonnie Scotland.
B f Eruiensarde by Lightning.
BfGilly Flower by Gilroy.

Grinstead was one of the best race horses of his day, and is
the sire of .Volante, Gano, Solid Silver, Silver Cloud and
Geraldine.

Viceroy was a very superior race horse. Kelpie was the
dam of Janet (dam of Sir Peter, Golden Reel, Speculation,
Leon T., Sinaloa, Volunteer's dam, and Spaldie, Lizzie D.'s
dam), Duke of Montrose, Miss Austine (dam of Teuton and
Faraday), Annette (Shoemaker's dam), Kelp .'dam of Ona-
way, Luella B. and Kempie), Ovation, Overture and Astra-
khan. Ermengarde was the dam of Baltic, Bellevue and Bro-
cade, and the dam of Burch, Jennie B (dam of Jester), Ber-
tha B. (dam of Lizzie Baker, Judge Murray and Pat Kelly)
and Long Cloth (dam of Strathmaid).

This family, as will be seen from the above, has produced
such a large number of great rac fc horses that it is impractica-
ble to enter into the performances and merits of the animals
enumerated individually or collectively. To do so would, no
doubt, make an interesting and readable history of many
volumes, which could hardly be embraced in a sale cata"-
logue. Under the circumstances the condensed information
as to the members of the family mentioned will, it is hoped,
be considered quite sufficient.

Fftou Frov, the daughter of Sidney, that lowered the year-
ling trotting record to 2:25}, and hitched to a high-wheel
sulky at that, is entered in $45,000 worth of stakes for three-

year-olds this season, and now that she is being handled by
Harvey Ernest, who has had such good luck with colt trot-
ters, giving the yearling pacing filly Mill Lady a record bet-
ter than 2:30, the people who are entered aga'inst Frou Frou
are beginning to wonder if the California-bred filly will be as
much in advance of the three-year-old trotters of her dav as
she was of the yearlings of 1891, says the Breeders' Gazette.
There is an impression among horsemen that the get of Sid-
ney do not train on, and the fact that the son of Santa Claus
and Sweetness has not yet given the turf a high-class cam-
paigner, is pointed to significantly. But a good many people
think this is all moonshine. Just as sure as the get of a stal-
lion do something nlliant there are always plenty of cap-
tious critics who find fault because they have not done some-
thing else. It was so when the Electioneers first became
prominent. Fred Crocker was followed hy Ronita and others,
and after it was evident that the Electioiue s were the great-
est colt trotters in the world there went up a c y that they
would stop. Then somebody called attention to the fact that
whenever it came to going against trotters of their own age
the Electioneers were at any rate as'game as I lie other young-
sters.

_
Then it was decided by the critic that Electioneer had

not sired a campaigner, but Palo Alto came along nnl
knocked that idea in the head. The third attack was on the
line that although Electioneer himself was unquestionably a
great sire, his blood would not breed on. The last two sea-
sons have dissipated that notion, the sons of E lectioneer sir-

ing trotters with remarkable uniformity, while his daughters
are producing foals that trot into the list as soon as they are
given a fair chance. At the present time no one disputes the
greatness of the Electioneer family, and it is altogether prob-
able that the position of the Sidneys in trotting-horse history
will be rendered impregnable by what the family accom-
plishes in the next few years.

Ripans Tabulcs cure dyspepsia.
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THE FARM.
His Longing.

I'm a-goin' back to the country-: I'm sick o' this denied old town;
It's a reggeler fiyin' Dutchman, a-whirrin' oroun' au aroun'.
I'd as lief be locked in a prison, an' workin' away in a cell

:

I dou't say farms is heaven, but a city is mos'lyjiell.

Death in the food an' water, an' nary a soul to care ;

Death on the streets an' crossin'san' death in tbe cussed air;
Why, blamed il the men an' women draw hardly a quiet breath,
For'broodin' over the ciiv is the black-faced angel o' death.

I want to git out in the country, an' set on the ole side porch,
Long of a Sunday moruin' when folks is goin' to church.
An' hear the waggins a-squeakin1 along the dusty roads.
Filled to the backs with children—the ginooine Sunday loads

;

A-sittin' there in the sunshine an' smokin' away like a Turk,
An' up in the furdest corner a-watcbin' the wasps at work.
An' squintin' 'cross to the orchard where apples is goiu' to waste,
A-sizin' up the biggest an' won derm' how they'd ta3le :

A-thinkin' about the winter, an' the girls an' the cider press.

An' hick'ry nuts an' apples, an' the rest of it—well. I guess!
You kin talk of your life in a palace, in the city or out to sea.

But if you would like to get livin', come out on the farm with me
;

An' I'll make you waller in clover, till you've clean forgot the choke
Of the dust of your tarnal city, an' its hangiu' clouds o' smoke :

An' I'll take you out to the pasture, an' show you a chunk o' sky
That you needn't be feared o' lookin : at fer a cinder in your eye.

So come with me to the homestead, an' rest your heart an' eyes,
Ao' git your till o' chicken an' doughnuts an' apple pies.

I'm dyiu' to see a river as clear as a paneo' glass—
I'm like old Nebbykudnezzar, so turn me out to grass.

Ernest McGaffey.

Loss of Cud in Cattle.

A Farmer's Cow. A Sure Cure for Roup.

An important factor in dairying, though perhaps not much
thought of by the average dairyman, is the cud which the

cow chews as industriously as does the sailor his quid of to-

bacco. The failure to chew the cud does not indicate an ac-

tual loss of the cud itself, or of the power to bring it up from

the stomach, but is a simple system of indigestion, which may

be produced by any one of several causes. It is simply a loss

of appetite, and the animal doe? not chew because it does not

feel the need of the nutrition, which it usually gains in that

manner, as it really gains but little or none from the food

swallowed without this mastication, there being no digestion

of the solid food until after it has passed into the fourth stom-

ach, which secretes the gastric juice. Liquid food passes di-

rectly to this, as in the case of the calf when drinking milk,

and it may be possible that some other food so passes without

being brought up in the bud.

The ceasing to chew the cud is an accompanying symptom
of several diseases, including all those which may be classed

as fevers or which are marked by feverish symptoms, includ-

ing bronchitis, pleuro-pneumonia, cattle plague, etc., and it

will be better to call in an expert veterinary to decide what
may be the primary cause of the trouble. The old-fashioned

remedies of a red herriog, or a piece of salt pork sprinkled

with pepper, are only useful in stimulating an artificial appe-

tite, which might do more harm than good. If the loss of

the cud, or ceasing to chew it, is accompanied by any cough

or appearance of lung trouble, give to a full-grown animal
twenty-five drops of tincture of aconite unce in four or five

hours, until about five doses have been given, if so many are

needed. After the first dose it may be well to accompany
the others with a mixture of three drams of sulphate of iron

and a half ounce each of gentian root, sulphate of soda and
ginger, all being finely powdered, and steeped in a few min-

utes in about one quart of warm water.

Give this as a drench about three times a day, omitting

the aconite after the fifth dose. As it is a tonic it may be

contiuued until the animal recovers its appetite, but it will

be safer, as we said before, to get a good veterinarian before

it is too late. A half-ounce ol commercial sulphuric acid in

a half-pail of cold water as a drink once or twice a day may
also assist in restoring the tone of the stomach and reducing

the fever. With this treatment, usually the worst cases of

the above-named disease can be held in check, at least until

the arrival of the doctor. Often the loss of cud arises simply

from indigestion caused by feed or food not containing the

proper nutritive properties; or by too much rich food without

sufficient exercise or the proper amount of coarse food with

it. If so, the owner or feeder should know the cause, and

should correct the fault at once.

"Wheat For Hogs.

Prof. James W; Robertson has recently issued a bulletin

givingsomeinformat'on regarding the use of damaged wheat

for swine. A number of tests were made with wheat that

had been frozen, prepared in various ways, and as to the out-

come of these the following are some of the conclusions

given: (1.) When the frozen wheat was fed, ground and

soaked 12 hours, 14.18 pounds of increase in the live weight

were obtained for each bushel of wheat that was fed. (2.) In

the feeding of swine from an average weight of 61 pounds

ntil they reached an average weight of 148 pound;each t

each, 15.46 pounds of increase in the live weight were ob-

tained for each bushel of wheat that was fed. (3.) One
pound of frozen wheat has the equivalent of 7.91 pounds of

skimmilk in increasing the live weight. (4.) The swine that

were fed upon a ration containing skimmilk were lustier and

more robust in appearance than those which were fed upon

grain only. The pork was submitted to a pork-packer for ex •

animation, and he pronounced it superior to that of hogs fed

on peas alone. Tbe experimenter says that where a lessor

greater quantity of wheat may be injured by frost or other

climalic conditions, the farmers should fortify their positions

by providing means whereby to market, in the best way, this

product which cannot be sold at paying prices in the form of

grain. From 9.1 pounds to 15. 4ti pounds of increase in the

live weight of swine have been obtained per bushel of frozen

wheat consumed. When swine are fetching five cents per

pound live weight, with an allowance of five per cent, de-

ducted for shrinkage, the frozen wheat, fed under favorable

conditions in the quality and age of the swine and the pre-

paration of the feeds, may realize 73-45 per bushel. The
bulletin says that the conditions required for the profitable

feeding of" swine are: (1.) Clean, dry, warm quarters pro-

tected from wind and draughts. (2.) As much wholesome

feed—if grain, preferably ground fine—as they will eat clean

three times a day. (3.) Free access to a mixture of salt and

ashes, to sods or to soil.

In a letter requesting me to write something for this occa-

sion, the president of this association assigned ine for a sub-

ject " The Holstein Cow." In looking over the printed pro-

gramme, I noticed the subject assigned me was "The Farm-
er's Cow." With me the two phrases are synonymous, for 1

consider the Holstein-Friesian pre-eminently the cow for the

farmer, and take it for granted the otiicers of this association

agree with me, or they would not have transposed my subject.

But be this as it may, I will try to prove my assertion correct,

in spite of the fact that I dislike to appear before you as the

champion of any particular breed, for L am aware that in so

doing I am treading upon disputed ground.

Then fiist, let me inquire what a farmer wants a cow for?

Oh, any school boy can answer that. To give milk, of course.

But let me give you my answer. A farmer shouH keep cows

for the profitable production of milk, veal and beef. There

are many articles of wholesome food manufactured from milk,
the most in portant of which is butter. But why should a
farmer go to the trouble of keeping cows for the butler pro-
duct when he can buy Armours Silver Churn Butterine for

less money than he can produce butter? And why should he
try to raise beef if he can buy Armour's dressed beef for less

money than he can produce it? I am thankful there are still

a few people alive, who would rather pay a good price for a
choice article of genuine butter than eat oleomargarine for

nothing, who prefers to go without, when from any cause the
former is not to be had, and we hope our farmer legislature,

which is now in session, will pass some laws that will relieve
the farmer's cow from fraudulent competition.

With the closing up of our Western free ranges, which
emigration is rapidly accomplishing, our markets will cease

to be overstocked with range cattie and our farmer's cows
will not be compelled to meet this competition in the beef
market. This, with the opening up of foreign markets, will

have a tendency to increase the price of beef to a profitable

standpoint. This accomplished, the farmer's cow is on her
throne again where she should reign supreme as in ages past,

ever supplying the world with nice, rich milk, pure and un-
adulterated butter and cheese, veal and beef and butter and
many other products too numerous to mention. Without
entering into the discussion of the much-worn subject of the
special purpose cow or the general purpose cow, I will try

and tell you the kind of cow that I think the farmers of

Kansas ought to keep. First, she should be of good size—not
less than 1,000 pounds weight in ordinary llesh. A cow of

this size or larger will produce calves that it will pay to

fatten for veal, or if the capacity of the farm is sufficient, it

will pay to raise the steers for feeding. Also, a cow of this

size, if from accident or other cause becomes unfit for the
dairy, will bring her first cost if fattened and sold for beef.

Second, the farmer's cow should be capable of producing, if

properly fed and handled, 300 pounds of butter per year. I

made this statement, or a similar one, in a paper which I

read before the State Dairy Association, and serious objec-

tions were raised to the statement on the grounds that most
of our cows would be disqualified. I am aware that this

amount of butter is about two or three times the average
product of Kansas cows, but I am not prepared to admit that
the cause for this low production is all found in the cow. At
least two-thirds of it is found in the care and attention and
food the cow receives. She cannot make " bricks without
straw," neither can she make choice butter with straw for

food and barb-wire fences for shelter. I claim that the pro
duct of any herd in Kansas can be increased to 300 pounds
in one or two generations by the use of good Holstein bulls

of the butter-making strains and the proper treatment of the

cows and the proper raising and handling of the heifer

calves.

Now it is not my purpose to weary you with a long paper
extolling the merits of my favorites, or to slander any other
breed except the scrub. All breeds have some good qualities,

but I believe but one breed has produced a cow capable of

giving 30,31 S pounds of milk in one year and another cow
capable of making 1,153 po«nds of butter in one year, and a
herd of thirty-seven cows giving an average of 17,064 pounds
of milk in oue year or thirty-four two-year-old heifers that

produced an average of 12,465 pounds of milk in a year, or

100 cows in one herd that produced an average of eighteen

pounds of butter in seven days. Thus I might go on giving

records, but for fear of appearing offensively partisao, I will

close. But first let me describe a good cow :

She is short in the horn and long in the tail

;

She is slim in the neck and full at the pail.

Her eye is mild : her appearance is nefll ;

Her escutcheon is wide ; her disposition sweet.

Her udder is large ; her hair fine as silk .

Her secretions are oily, suggesting sweet milk.

Her veins should be crooked connecting with udder;
Her milk should be rich with suggestions of butter,

Her color—should he black and white.—W. Chenev.

Feed "Wet or Cooked.

One of the largest feeders of swine gives his experience

and judgment as follows: " I find that if I take ten bushels

of meal and wet it in cold water and feed twenty-five hogs

with it, they eat it well ; hut if I take the same quantity and

cook it, it doubles the bulk and will lnke the same number of

hogs twice as long to eat it, and I think they fatten twice as

fast in the same length of time." Prof. Stewart, in com-

menting on this, says, he took two lots of three pi

from the same, litter, weighing 225 pounds each lot. I il one
had corn rneal soaked twelve hours in cold water. Lol two

had corn meal cooked; each had all they would eat, and
each had a cock of early cut clover every day. Lot one con-

sinned -,111 pounds <f meal and gained 520] ids or 140

pounds each. Lot two gained 600 pounds or 200 pounds each.

Or, figuring it another wav. he got 1 1 pounds OT pork for a

bushel of meal soaked in cold water, and l<> 17 pounds for a

bushel when cooked, a gain of nearly ~>.l pounds to the bushel,

getting half as much again for his corn by cooking it. Prof.

Stewart further says that " by good management the general

feeder may reach with raw corn 8 pounds, with raw meal 10

pounds, with boiled corn 12 pounds, and with boiled meal 15

pounds of live pork per bushel."

\ subscriber whose old chickens have a white substance

around the entrance to the windpipe and hecome wheezy,

while the young pullets are affected with swollen eyes, asks

for a cure.

From the symptoms described, it is impossible to say

whether or not it is a case of true roup. Ruip proper is a

contagious disease and appears to be induced by cold, damp,
dark and filthy quarters. Even drafts of cold air, descending
on the fowls while at roost seem to brine on the malady. Bui
so similar are the symptoms of roup and several throat and
nasal troubles caused by (be same bad hygienic surroundings
mentioned, that it is difficult to tell the true nature of the
disease. For this reason we can place hut little reliance on
most of the cases where it is claimed that roup has been
cured.

The symptoms of true roup are dullness and general lan-
guor, ruflled feathers, loss of appetite and rapid, wheezy
breathing. There is a watery discharge from the no-irils,

which later become thick and foul-smellin<j. When the nos-
trils become closed, the discharge exudes from the eyes, thus
causing blindness from the head to swell. In severe cases,

sores form under the thick, yellowish, cheesy matter in the
throat and on the face. J have consulted with Dr. James
Law as to the best treatment for roupy fowls. He recom-
mends as follows : Spray and swab the throat, mouth and
nostrils thoroughly with a solution of one ounce hyposulphite
of soda to one quart of water. The house should he thor-
oughly disinfected to kill all germs of the disease which may
be lodged about the walls and lloor. To do this, spray with
a solution of chloride of lime four ounces to four quarts of
water. Provide the fowls with warm, dry, sunny quarters,
and feed warm, nutritious food in good variety, always keep-
in* pure water and grit accessible.—James E. Rice, Cornell
University, N. Y.

Perfect Butter at One Operation.

If a little skill is developed in making, washing, salting,

working and packing butter at one operation, the results are

quite satisfactory. John Gould describes his process as fol-

lows :

" Taking slightly acid cream, put in a revolving churn,

and churn until it begins to show signs of breaking, when a
little brine should be added to the cream to assist in the
separation. When the butter giatns are the size of small
shot, and before taking out any buttermilk, add two-thirds of
much cold water as there is butter, etc., in the churu. Agitate
a little, draw off this dilute iluid and repeat until the water
comes clear. Then let it drain in the churn for a short time,
and then add the salt by tbe use of a little wood fork. Let
the butter remain undisturbed for a half hour, when the
cover is put on and the churn slowly revolved for five or
more minutes. Then take this fork and break up the butter
balls that have formed in the churn, and liberate the butter-
milk inside of them. Then re-churn and at the conclusion
of this operation, pack the butter into the little pails by add-
ing a pound or so at a time, turning off the moisture each
time, until the pail is full. Then cover the tap with a cloth
wet in some of the brine that came from the churn, and
sprinkle on dry salt, and put on cover ; and if the butter can-
not be sold that day put it in as cool a place as possible, and
sell at the first opportunity, not that it must be, but the great
damage to the butter market is in the producers holding
their butter for some reason, until it has lost its tine flavor."

A Sign of Prosperity.

In traveling through the county, when a tidy farm is passed

with fences in good order, buildings looking neat and trim,

trees pruned and clean, all know the resident is one who takes

pride and interest in his farming, and it pays him to do it.

It takes hut a few days each year to keep the brush cut away
from the fences, to nail up a board here and there that may
have become loosened, to keep the fence up straight with no
weak places to tempt stock to owner's or neighbors' fields of
grain or grass, to put the implements under shelter when not
in use, to pick up boards lying about the barn and house, to

trim the fruit trees and cut out all dead or dying brandies,

to mow the lawn at least once a year, to arrange all gates so
they will swing on their hinges, to have a well kept garden,

a good supply of small fruits, the pump in good working or-

der, plenty of dry wood under shelter, to keep the road-side

mowed, bushes cut down, to keep outlets of expensive under-
drains open, to clean out all open ditches, to look after the
stock frequently. If you have in the past neglected these
things, resolve that you will reform, and that strangers in

passing your door, may say : "A good farmer resides there."

A WRITER in the Maine Farmer Btates that his remedy for

garget is alum, which he has used for the last thirty years.

He gives it the sam as saltpetre, a great spoonful once a day.
lie knows ii to be a sure cure for hi .tody garget, if not caused

by rupture. To avoid parget he advi-.es a less use of Indian

meal and a larger use of cotton seed meal, which acta as a

purifier of the blood, since he has used it a number of years,

and never had a case of garget in his herd after using the

cotton seed meal mixed with grain and shorts. Another
writer in the same paper says he cures bloody milk or garget

by giving chopped cedar spills, a small handful at a time in

the cow's feed for a few days.

The following racers have died this year: All I Hack, 4, by
Blythewood—Virginia ; Cant, Bwift, 1, bj Bend ( >r—imp.

Lady Wenlock ; Cold Deck, a, bj Sara Basa unknown;
Coldstream, a by imp. Ravnn d'« >r— Pride of the Village;

Dagnnet, I. by Trem ml l'.iir Lady ; Palstafll S, by imp. De-

ceiver—FaUino ; Gayosn, t, by imp. Great Tom— Bu
iJcn. Boulanger, a, by AJgerine— mp. Cathedral; Joe Li

Itv Voltigeur—Bonneur; Langar, a, b 7 Vixen,
i firopist, 8, Itv George Kinney—Mayonnaise; P.J.
rl., a, by Bertram—Lady Langtry; Queenic Trowbrid i

by Aliunde Ma Lambert,

D C Walker, Baltimore, Md., says: "1 am using Ab
sorbine on a very yaluable trotter. So far it has been good.''

Cb&fl. Henry Lawrence, Tex., writej Send me large bottle

of ' \ li- whine " at once, as I am in gn al need of it, kuowiug

by experience its gnat merit.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Orris Hickok has engaged stabling at Glenville track,

Cleveland.

Kobert Brow.v, of Petaluma. has a fine filly by Eclectic,

out of a Sultan mare.

Englewood, sister to Wedgewood, 2:19, dropped dead in

the pasture at Woodburn, April 10.

R kmember the sale of the Pierce Bro's. choice trotters

which is advertised in another column.

OOK. Griffin is thinking seriously of moving his string of

trotters from Oakland to the Napa race track.

Ellen Swigert (dam of Vic H., 2:13[), has been bred to

Arthur Wilkes, 2:28$, son of Guy Wilkes, 2:15}.

M. O'Reilly, of Petaluma, has a Secretary colt out of

Emma Taylor that can pace his way into fame this fall.

Das Mi/s'er will be able to ride in a sulky nest week.

Dan has had a hard siege of sickness and we are glad to hear

that he has recovered.

Taos. Murphy lias about twelve colts and filliss at the

Petaluma track. The colt Alden W. is improving fast, Tom
savs he has a sure winner in this one.

The time to breed your mare is when other fellows fail to

breed theirs. By the time you are ready to sell your colt there

will not be so many youngsters lor sale.

The pacer Almont Patchen, 2:15, is seen at the Sail Jose

track every day. His owner and trainer, C. H. Corey, be-

lieves he is faster and better than ever.

tii

Ben* Wright has had all the fences, stables and grand
stands at the Oakland Trotting Track whitened until they are
" pure and white as the beautiful snow."

Vivette, dam of Stoner Boy, 2:26}, and sister to Steinway

3, 2:253, b.v Strathmore, foaled a black tilly by Baron Wilkes,

2:18, April 18, and will be bred to Simmons, 2:2S.

The long spell of wet weather in Oregon has prevented

the development of trotters aod pacers there. The owners

say they have never seen such a " backward spring."

So long as farmers and others patronize mongrel stallions,

just so long will the country be full of them, as well as with a

surplus horse stock for which there is no earthly use.

The horsemen of Sonoma ate beginning to get their sulkies

out for the season. They are a little behind this year, but
will catch up with the procession when the bell rings.

J. Berryman", of Napa, has had the bay yearling colt bv
Alcona Jr., out of ^Emnia Taylor, sent to him. This colt is

called Idaliumand is owned by A. Zollner of Oakland.

Some men boast that they never read the advertisements in

any papers. Some day these same men will die and won't
know whereto go to buy a coffin in which to bury themselves.

The horses at Pleasanton are being given longer work
every day, and it is no uousual sight to see Flying Jib, Direc-

tum and the rest of the fast ones driven miles at a lively

clip.

The pacers to be seen in the free-for-all class races on the
circuit this Year will include Eclectic, 2:14, Plnnkett, 2:13,

W. Wood, 2:07, Oar Dick, 2:101, and perhaps Chris. Smith,
2:141.

Orris A. Hi<;kok started East l<tst Wednesday. He under-
stands the shipment of horses as well as any man in America.
It was a pleasure to see how he had everything arranged od
the cars.

The race track and the buildings on the grounds of the
fair association at Independence, Oregon, are completed, and
in June will be held the spring races, lasting over the loth,

16th and 17th.

Rem em her the great sale of trotters and pacers that is to
take place in this city on the 25th of this month. The great-
st trotting stallions will be represented by their greatest sons
and daughters.

There is more joy nowadays on a breeding farm, says one
philosopher, over the one patron who pays in advance for

service than over the ninety and nine who want to wait till

the colt is foaled.

JOHN Splan says that he would not turn over his hand for

or against the new distance rules, as he has made up his mind
never to start another horse that is not onlv ready to win, but
also a clever actor.

A. ZOLLNER'a hay mare Emma Taylor (dam of Alto)
foaled a bay tilly by Alfred 5323 (sire of Langton, 2:20}) on
the luth of April, that is said to b<; one of the finest looking
youngsters in Oakland.

Van II. DbIjASBHOTT i-- contemplating a removal of some
of his promising coltb from Witch Hazel to Eastern Oregon,
when- the bunchgrass ie juicy and the topographical con-
ditions are favorable to muscle-building.

Fk<j\i present indications trotting in California will l*boom"
this fall. Commencing with the great Breeders' meeting on
the 27th of this month, a series of races will take place that
has never been approached in < California.

The Electioneei Gen. Benton cross produced Sunol, 2:08,]
and Truman, 2:12, The Gen. Benton electioneer cross

d Daly, 2:15. li is the onW crow that bus produced
2: 16 trotters with ihe blood united both ways.

The promising young broodmare Annie Russell, by Mam-
brino Russell, dam Annie Steele, by Pearnunght, died near
Lexington Wednesday. She woe a full sister to Kentucky
KuHsell, 2:20, and was in foal to Anteeo, 2:16}.

\ M ki.i iko i i he American trot-

oi [alios i held al < bicago, May 2d. The een -

b ili«- association was in good condition
financially. W. I'. Ijams, of Terre Haute, was elected pre i-

' < '<. It. Mr] :tH o) < Kk»loo*u, Iowa, vice-president.

The following order of holding the meetings on the prin-

cipal California circuit has been suggested : Breeders' Sum-
mer Meeting, Oakland, Napa, Petaluma, Sacramento, Stock-

ton, San Jose, Vallejo and Breeders' Fall Meeting.

The Directors of the Olympic Club of this city is trying to

get up a grand exhibit of equestrianism at the Bay District

track next August. If it is properly managed and the opinion

of prominent horsemen heeded it will prove successful.

It is said that perhaps Millard Sanders will go East in a

few weeks with a consignment of young Sidneys. They are

all doing excellently and will compare very favorably with

any lot of youngsters ever sent from the Yalensin.farui.

Gil Curry, one of the best-known of the younger reins-

men of the country, had his shoulder broken by being thrown
from a sulky at West Side Park, Nashville, recently. He
will be laid up for several weeks as a result of his accident.

H. F. Ex disell's fine broodmare, Orphan Girl, by Del
Sur, foaled a beautiful red sorrel tilly bv Dictatus last week.
Mr. Rudisell says in his letter that this is the first represen-

tative of Dictatus in Los Angeles county, and he calls her

May Day.

The approaching sale of stock from Pierce Bros., Santa
Rosa Stock Farm, is absorbing the attention of horsemen.
The catalogue now being prepared by Mr. Pierce will con-

tain the names of some very fine ones by the most fashionable

of stallions.

John Rogers will have a string of trotters from the San
Mateo Stock Farm on the circuit this year. Mr. Rogers is a
very capable young men and has been the chief colt handler
at the farm for years. He is an excellent driver and will do
well in every race.

Steve Whipple, 2:14, may be seen in Millard Sanders
string on the circuit this year. What a free-for-all race he
will see if McKinney, 2:141, Truman, 2:12, Daly, 2:15, and
Richmond Jr., 2:15 start. Beamy Mc, 2:141, will not be

seen on the circuit this year.

Last Saturday Senator Lelaod Stanford, Stephen T. Gage,
Joseph Cairn Simpson, A. Hickok and a number of others

spent an enjoyable afternoon watching the yearlings, two year-

olds and three-year-olds trotting fast quarters and halves. Tne
number of "surprises" shown was a revelation to the delighted

spectators.

The Chico track has been raised on the turns and is now
in perfect order. L. H. Mcintosh's colts and fillies by Ar-
thur Wilkes, 2:28 i, are being worked there every day, and
all of them are doing well. Mr. Mcintosh has some repre-

sentatives of the Le Grande family also that will enter the
" charmed circle'' this fall.

It is said that more money was paid for Ambrosial 3, 2:1S|,

than for aoy horse ever owned in Canada. We believe the

price was $10,000. Those who have seen this colt in a race

remember him as one that much is expected from. He hasn't

a tin cup record, but made it in % six-heat race. He was a
length behind Directum in 2:11J.

The chance for breeding a 2:00 trotter is better to-day than
the chance of breeding a 2:25 trotter was twenty-five vears

ago. The opportunities to procure broodmares of suitable

quality are decidedly better. Stallion fees are cheaper. In-

formation in all branches of the business has been dissemin-
ated. In fact, there is now a system and a plan.

Geo. Woodard has a big string of trotters and pacers in

charge of E. Bigeloivat the Woodland race track. He is one
of those quiet, observant horsemen that never says much
about his horses, but every one notices tli3t when the bell

riugs he always manages to have a few " BuIiods " to surprise

the boys. The holes they fit in the 2:30 list are changed every
time they race, and at the end ot the circuit the top button-

hole seems to fit them very easily.

C- Needham, of Bellota, owner of Sieve Whipple, 2:14,

has had nearly every one of his fifty colts gelded this Spring.
When it conies to having stylish game trotting horses, the
youngsters on his place by Steve Whipple, Prindex and Voter,

out of the daughters of the Black Hawk and Morgan mares
he has, ought to be bard to excel. He intends to have a num-
ber trained exclusively for road learns. He will find an ex-

cellent market for them at any time of the year.

Ben Bowman is at the Petaluma track. He has quite a

string of promisingyoungsters in training, am tng them being
Plunkett, 2:13 J

, Stammoor (by Stamboul, 2:071, dam Moor
Maid, by The Moor) ; Rayonetta, by Anteeo, 2:16}, dam De-
bonoair, by Sultan, 2:l4, and a very good pacing filly by Fra-
zier's Secretary that will bear watching this year. Ben was
with Sid Sperry for years. He trained and drove Nelly R.,

2:17, and also worked fur J. H. While, of Lakeville, for two
years.

Messrs. Williams & Morehouse's stallion Silver Bow,
2:16$, is a wonderful sire. At the Silver Bow Stock Farm
where he is ''Sultan of the Harem," there were nine mares of
all colors bred to him last year and the seven fillies and two
colts that came this spring were all solid bays, handsome,
well formed and stylish-looking just like their sire. Mr.
Morehouse is thinking seriously of selling all his interests in
Montana and settling in California: the climate seems to

agree with him better than that of his old home.

Complaints are being made by horsemen that the track
at Petaluma is not near as good as it was last year, simply be-
cause it does not receive proper attention. The absence of
watering carts, harrows, scrapers and teamscannotbe claimed,
but the lack of labor and a disposition to have the course look
like the " rocky road to Dublin" is apparent. It is hoped
that something will be done by Directors Brown, Putnam and
Higgles in this matter. Pernaps this reminder will bring
Secretary Maelay's eagle eve to bear upon the course.

II. W. PHELPS, of this city, has sold to George Flett, of
Fargo, N. I)., the grandly bred young horse, Delta, bv Pa-
latka, by Nutwood, the great speed producer. Delta's dam is

Heptagon, by Harold, the sire of Maud 8., and many other
speedv trotters. Delta ie a handsomely finished horse and he
is surely destined to make a good sire of speed and fashion.
if he is not a trotter himself, but as he lias never been trained
his prospects arc promising for the track, as be is a good-
L-aiu-d, aneedy going horse, Mr. Orcutt, president of the
Central 1 ransit Company of New York, pnid $15,000 for IV
latka, and the horse is :1 grand individual.

Mr. White, the public-spirited owner of the stallion Russia,
2:29j, offers to present trainer Starr with $1,000 if he will

give Czar, 2:12i, a record of 2:10 the coming season, and
§500 for each additional half" second that he reduces the rec-

ord below 2:10. Czar got his record of 2:12i lastyearasa
three-year-old. His sire, Russia, is remarkably well-bred,
being by Nutwood, 2:18|, out of Keina Victoria. The latter

was by Rysdyk's Hanibletoniau, out of Hyacinth, by Volun-
teer, and Hyacinth's dam was the famous Clara, which
brought Dester, 2:17}, etc.

Pierce Bros., of Santa Rosa Stock Farm, pent their mare
Vida Wilkes. 2:18|, to the Palo Alto Stock Farm to be bred
to Advertiser, 2:10. The produce of this winner will be ex-
tremely valuable. Electioneer, Guy Wilkes, Nutwood, Geo.
Wilkes, John Nelson, represent the sires with the following
great race records ornamenting the names of its relatives:

Advertiser, 2:16, Vida Wilkes, 2:18}, Guy Wilkes, 2:15],
Nutwood, 2:181, Lula, 2:15, Geo. Wilkes, 2:22, Sabledale.
2:18} and Sister, dam of Albert W., 2:20, besides all the great
ones to the credit of the mighty Electioneer. Tbere is no
doubting the fact that Messrs. Pierce Bros, will almost hold
the youngster, when it comes, invaluable. From such a sire

and dam it ought to be.

Don't breed to a horse because the service fee is low, nor
because it is high, says an exchange. If you have in your
neighborhood a stallion that has been bred in a certain line
for several generations and one that has been bred a less num-
ber of times in the same line, breed to the one that has been
bred until the characteristics of the breed are so thoroughly
imbued as to enable him to universally transmit them to bis
progeny. A horse need be in a neighborhood but one year
until you can tell his breeding by his colts. If the colts show
they are from the same sire and are good, then patronize the
horse, but if tbev are of all colors and kinds, then shun him,
for he is too dear at any price.

John Driscoll will open the campaign with a stable of
Parkville Farm horses at Philadelphia. His pupils are as
follows: Regal Wilkes, 2:113, by Guy Wilkes, dam by Sul-
tan; Jay Wilkes, by Guv Wilkes, 2:15}, out of Sweetness,
the dam of Sidney; Mozart, by Stamboul, 2:07i; Baron
Rose, by Stamboul, out of Minnehaha ; Chan Q., by Sidney

;

Thistle, 2:14, by ^Hney; Edith Rose, two year-old filly, by
Baron Rose, out of Edith R., 2:17}; Eagle Princess, three-
year-old tilly, by Eagle Bird ; Lou Wilkes, 2:26, by Sable
Wilkes; Ferndale, by Simmocolon, out of Fern Leaf ; Maggie
Pandect, by Pandect; Talapa, two-year-old filly, by Baron
Wilkes, dam Hildegarde, by ^xarry Clay, and a gelding by
Stanford, 2:291, dam by Electioneer.

Every colt owner should own a foot-rasp ; never mind
about a knife—the less a knife is used around the foot the
better. The first time the smith gets at the foot he will prob-
ably cut it enough to last a lifetime. When the colt is weaned,
if it has been handled and gentled, it will allow the feet to
be raised and leveled with the rasp, and this should be done
at least every two or three months. If the colt has a tend-
ency to walk on the heel or frog and develop an abnormal
length of toe, rasp the sole toward the toe to take away the
thickness accumulating and shorten the toes. If the foot is

worn at the toe, and the heels have become too high, lower
the heels with the rasp so the frog will just touch the ground
and receive the necessary pressure to keep the foot expanded.
When a foot has kept in good shape, but the edges or rim of
the hoof have grown, leaving the frog and center hollow,
rasp the edges so the frog rests upon the ground lightly, or
lower the heels to a level with the frog and take away the toe
with the rasp in the same proportion. The more frequently
the foot is put in proper shape, the more it becomes fixed in
growing in that shape.—Ex.

The weight of ordinary bicycle sulkies varies from 37 to
65 pounds, and they are now manufacturing aluminum
"racers" weighing from 18 to 25 pounds. "I do not be-
lieve a horse csn go any faster in an extremely light sulky
than one of ordinary weight, say 47 pounds," remarked A.
P. McDonald at the Driving Parkrecently. "Of course you
want to know the reason. Here it is. An eightet-npound
sulky is so frail that it must quiver, and at that moment it

draws harder than a stiff sulky. Again, a horse must take
hold of the bit enough so you can steady him, and this is

sufficient to draw any bicycle sulky. Science in sulkies has
reached ils meridian, I think, and the new aluminums will

not cut much of a figure. Aluminum shoes are good for some
hor.-es. For instance, a four-ounce shoe is as big as an ordin-
ary one weighing twelve ounces, and protects the hoof on the
trotters and pacers that can wear them just three times as
much as the narrow steel shoe. They would not do for the
pavement under any circumstances, as you would need a new
pair every other day. The metal comes in bars, like lead, and
can be bent to fit any hoof. They are especially adapted for

pacers, which carry as little weight as possible, some of them
only three-ounce shoes."

Recently, unless the daily press misstate the facts, the
Ohio Legislatn'-e parsed a stringent law against docking
horses' tails, and it is pleasing to observe by the Stock Farm
that the Kentuckian* are thinking about suppressing that
particular feat of fashionable barbarism. Judge Halsey does
not too strongly stale the ca--e when he says :

" Certainly this

practice should not be tolerated in any civilized community.
Viewed from any aspect it is barbarous. The operation fre-

quently results in lockjaw. It is cruel and entails unneces-
sary suffering on the unfortunate animal that is selected as

its victim, and it deprives him of a very useful member, al-

most hi** sole means of defense against an annoying and
troublesome enemy. It does not add to the beauty of the
horse, but is adopted in obedience to a senseless and perni-
cious fashion. One of the most attractive features in a really

fine horse is a handsome flowing tail. Nature made it not for

utility only, but for ornament, it is an extremely vitiated

taste that leads one to prefer an animal deprived by human
cruelty of one of his chief adornments. Many years ago
docking was very common in this country. With the growth
of civilization the practice was discarded. It was too shock-
ing a barbarity to be tolerat d. There is now an attempt on
the part of some people who see nothing good in what is

American, but blindly ape English customs, to reintroduce

it. Were it merely a matter of taste these Anglo-maniacs
might properly be left to pursue their fad in peace. But it

is more. It is a matter of humanity, and the cruel innova-
tion should be met by the stern hand of the law. No man
should be allowed to mutilate for the sake of a senseless fash-

ion so noble an animal as the horse, and if men will not be

restrained by the ordinary dictates of humanity the strong

arm of the law should be used to restrain their crueltv."
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The Saddle. E. J. Appleby, the well-known young horseman, brother
of Orville and William L., has purchased of the Todhunter

Dr. C. W. Aby willwield the flag at the coming Oakland estate, Sacramento, the chestnut lilly, foaled March 7, 1892,

meeting. by Prince of Norfolk, dam Kitty Lamb, by Bouts (son of
imp. Hercules); second dam Emma Barnes, bv Norfolk

;

PITTSBURG Phil's good horse Parvenue is lame, having third dam Evadne, by Winnebago, etc. He has* Darned the
wrenched one of the muscles in his left hip. He will not be ! filly Lucky D., on account of finding a silver dime on the
a starter in the Brooklyn Handicap.

i

Moor immediately aftei the sale.

Nomad, son of Wildidle and imp. Amelia, beat Fidelia,

Nick and several other good ones at Elizabeth, N. J., on the
1st of May, the distance being six furlongs.

Little Acclaim won another good race at St. Louis last

Monday. She is apparently as good as she was in California

two years ago, when the best of them bad to take her dust.

Jenny Rowett, dam of < Jood Bye, by Uncle Vic, and the
broodmare Noradam, by Falsetto, died recently at Quindaro
Stud, near Louisville, Ky. Both mares were owned by Dr.
F. E. CorrigaD.

Superintendent Bellatrs, of St. Louis, telegraphed us

last Monday: " Kindly remind owners that second payment
$20 in Club Members' handicap must be made on Monday
next or horses will be struck out."

The name of Dan Miller was inadvertently left out of the
table of " Winning Owners" in last week's issue. We find

that the horses of the popular young owner won $920 in

purses at the Blood Horse meeting.

Genoa, the three-year-old filly by Flood, dam Goula, by
Exminster, broke down in her work last Saturday, and
Charles Trevathan, her owner, will send her to James B.
Ferguson's great horse, Prince Royal.

St. Peter, to new arrival—"From where?'" New Ar-
rival

—
" Connecticut." " Occupation, please." " Member of

the Legislature." "Excuse me; can't admit you. You're
too good for heaven; better go back to Connecticut."—Drake's
Magazine.

Billy Donathan's good-looking bay colt Alexis was run
into the rails by Burlingame, on Bordeaux, last Saturday,
scraping the skin off' his stiHe and losing the place besides.

The colt was exhibited to the judges after the race, but noth-
ing was done in the matter.

Mr. J. M. Young, of Bardstown, Ky., has sent four mares
to this city to be bred to Teuton. They are Alarion C, by
Harry O'Fallon, dam Zuma ; Lady O'Fallon, a full sister to

Marion C; Bessie Bevins, by Ban Yan, dam Bettie Magru-
der, and Blue Maid, by Blue Eyes, dam Duet.

The Elmwood Stock Farm owners will send to Chicago on
or about June 1st three or four of the best ones, including
the Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt (if not sold to Brooklyn par-

ties). Sir Walter and the Brutus-Ariola colt. One or two
untried youngsters by Brutus may be sent also.

The underground passage from the amphitheatre to the
inside portion of the track is one of the features that is said

to be a sure go at the new mile track at Lexiogton, Ky. This
will avoid accidents and Drove a great convenience for persons
wishing to cross from one side to the other during the progress

of a race.

A sister to the great Bonnie Jean colt made its appear-

ance on the earth last Saturday morning at Elmwood Slock
Farm, to the great delight of its fond owners. The young-
ster was nearly forty-one inches in height at foaling time,

and is more promising than the Bonnie Jean colt was at the

same period in his career.

Isinglass won the 2,000 Guineas at Newmarket, Eng., last

Wednesday. Rose's colt, Ravensbury, was second and the

Duke of Portland's Raeburn third. Ten started. Isinglass,

by Isonomy-Deadlock, the property of Mr. McCallmont,
was a good two year-old, and we believe was favorite for the

2,000, although the quotations are not now at hand.

CALIFORNIA horses did great work at St. Louis last Satur-
day. Tim Murphy, the old roan gelding, Cy Mulkey used to

own, won a dash of five and one-half furlongs, with Baldwin's
Esperanza second, while in 'he mile and 100-yard handicap
little Acclaim got home first in 1:50:}, an exceedingly fast run
on a sloiv course. The seven and one-half furlong race just
previous was run in 1:37 J while speedy Tim Murphy did the
five and one-half furlongs in 1:08$.

Last week G. Pacheco, of Novato, Marin County, was
made happy by the appearance on earth of two little strang-
ers of the equine race, both by imp. Idalium. Marin, by
imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Marian, by Hubbard, foaled a brown
filly, while Julian P., by Wheatley, dam Mercedes (dam of

Adolph), by Lodi, foaled a bay colt. Mr. Pacheco owns a
very choice little collection of thoroughbred mares, and quite
a number of excellent turf performers have come from his

place in Marin county. Abi P. was bred there, and has run
second in both the races she has started in.

Williams & Morehouse, of Milpitas, Gal., have pur-

chased of Charles Kerr, tne Bakersfield turfman, Gussie, ch f,

two years, by Hyde r Ali, dam Attraclion, by imp. King Ban,
second dam Attractive, by Kentucky ; third dam Attraction,

by imp. Balrownie ; fourth dam imp. Maud, by Stockwell,

and on to the nineteenth dam, a Royal mare.

El R vyo's win last Saturday at a mile and fifty vards was
a remarkably good one. He was carried a merry clip by Ti-

gress and Little Esperanza, the mile being run from wire to

wire in 1:41', and the mile and fifty yards in 1:43} or 1:44,

the official timers, however, making it 1:45. As El Rayo car-

ried 120 pounds and won handily from Tigress, who packed
but 89, Holly's horse must be of a very high class.

Phil Dwyer. recently claimed that Luke Blackburn was
the greatest horse he ever owned, not excepting Hanover,
Kingston, Dew Drop, Hindoo, Longstreet and Tremont, owned
by him. He is the only sire of winners of both the Futurity
and American Derby Stakes, the richest stakes in the East

and the West. He was the sire of fifty one horses starting

last year, thirty-two of them winning a total of 1 17 races and
$51,374 in money. His get won from 188G to 1802 the sum of

$359,925.

Philopena, the winner of the Lassie Stakes at Men pins,

is the first of the get of imp. Top Gallant to start, and her
victory does credit to the promising ynungsirent Willamette.

Philopena is trained by that astute horseman, Will Scully.

She was sold at Milt Young's sale at Lexington, Dec. 1, last,

and at that lime was big and fat. Up to that time she had
never had on a bridle, while nearly every other yearling in

the country was already broken. She is in noneof the stakes

at Cumberland Park, Nashville, but is fairly well engaged
farther up the line.—Breeder ami Turfman.

A London dispatch of Mar 5th .-aid: '"The Xewmnrket
first spring meeting closed to-day, the principal rare of the
day being for the 1,000 guineas stake for three -yt-ar-nld lillie-,

to carry eight stone twelve pounds each, the owner of ihe

second filly to receive U00 sovereigns out of the slakes and
the third to save his stake The Rowley mile (one mile and
eleven vards) was the course. There were seventy?! hree iub-

scriptions. The race was won by Sir J. lilundell Maple's
chestnut filly La Belle StifHense, by Saraband, out of Assay.
The same owner's black fillv Dame President, by Barcaldine,
out of *)eheimniss, was second, and Lord Roseberry'a chest-

nut filly Treasure, by Bend d'Or, out of Bonny Jean, third."

The Fair string arrived in Chicago on Wednesday, May
3d, and quartered at Washington Park. The Inter Ocean of
the 5th inst. said :

" Floodgate, who was reported sick at Salt

Lake City, is with the lot, and appears to be all right. The
stable consists of Floodgate and Dare, candidates for the
American Derby; Gibson, an aged horse; Princess, three-

year-old, by Cheviot—Music; Yo El Rey, full brother to Yo
Tambien, by Joe Hooker—Marian ;

Dolly Mack, two-year-
old, by Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer; Ella Smith, two-year-old,

by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika
;
Challenge, two-year old, by

Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn."

Snapper Garrison put in an appearance at Elizabeth
Tuesday with a fr'mgle of stubble only remaining of his mous-
tache, says a Kew York exchange. Garrison looks and feels

in good shape, and siys that his training operations have
already been so successful that he can do 119 pounds. He
has, by the by, made an arrangement by which Mr. C. L.

Fair, of San Francisco, will have second call on his services.

Hugh Penny and Smoky Taylor have been reinstated at

Hawthorne Park. Penny seems to have made a clean breast

of it and promised to stick to the paths of rectitude in the

future, avoiding the insidious bowl.

The weather at (Iravesend was wretehedlv cold and raw,
with several heavy showers of rain Sunday morning, but good
work was done (in three adjoining race tracks. Leonawell,
in Phillip J. Dwyer & Bon's stable, is moving in fine shape.
The son of Lennalus and Nettie Howell is a much improved
raee horse, and many first-class judges predict that the colt
will win the Brooklyn Handicap lor President Dwyer. The
Dwyers have been popular horsemen since the first day they
owned Khadatnanthu>, hut it is safe to say that Philip J.

Dwyer, Jr.. is the most popular turfman Bast today. Leon-
awell worked a mile in 1:49 over a heavy track. The little

horse went the journey in an easv, resolute style that made
him manv friends.—New York World.

Henry pAYTEN.of Sidney, New South Wales, has patented
what he calls the phonoscopic starting signal, the adoption
or which he believes will put an end to the seemingly ever-

lasting starting difficulty. The phonoscopic starting signal

is coupled to a portable and convenient stand attached to a

light under-carriage, which rray be readily moved from one
starting point to another. The signal is worked by a light

lever or trigger, by which the starter, when opportunity
oners, may, without effort, dispatch large fields of horses on
even terms from the flash of the signal (which consists of a
neatly constructed semaphore) and the instantaneous report

from a large metallic gong, thus giving the jockeys the in-

timation from a simultaneous sight and sound signal that the
start has been effected.

The trust in horse racing is as much a power in the East
as it is in sugar or cigarettes. The poor owner has no show
in even a selling race at Elizabeth this spring. The mag-
nates there are Mike Dwyer, Croker and " Bill " Daly, who
are in a position to enter a winner for every race that is run.

This trio this year will come pretty near coralling the bulK
of the purses on the great Eastern tracks. It is true Loril-

lard has Lamplighter and Marcus Daly has Tammany, but
these only start in great events, while Dwyer, Croker and
Father Bill will enter for all races, both handicaps and sell-

ing purses, in which they can outclass all competitors. Old
Blitzen has lowered their colors several times, but he is no
match for the Kingstons, the Lnngstreets and the Yorkville
Belles that they can bring out against him.

Figures on the late meeting at Montgomery Park, Mem-
phis, show in the fifteen days of racing there eighty races

were run off, and $51,000 in stakes and purses were dis-

tributed among the horsemen. Pekin and May Thompson
each won four races, and the latter leads the successful per-

formers with ?3,6£10 won. Three stables won $5,000 and
over, they being dishing & Orth, $7,075 ; Scoggan Bros.,

$5,729, and the Bedford Stables, $5,215. Of the stallions, the

get of Buchanan put him in first place with $G,458 taken
into camp. Of the fifty-one jockeys that rode during the

meeting eighteen won races, Thorpe leading with fifteen win-
ning mounts, followed by Kun/.e with thirteen, Perkins ten,

Reagan and J. McDonald eight each, II. Shields and McCann
five each, F. Carr three, Perkinson, 0. Smith and Thompson
two each, J. Paid, Hennessy, Sargent and J. J. McCafl'erty

one each.

A majority of our turfmen are of the opinion that the

Brutus-Bonnie Jean colt is the best two-year-old that ever
raced on California soil, as he lias made every youngster lie

has met look like a sucker, and can pack weight a la Long-
street. He has a yearling brother and a suckling sister on
Elmwood Stock Farm that are said to be very ^promising.
Charles Boots this week called our attention to several points

of resemblance between the famous Ormonde and the Bonnie
Jean colt. The points of their hips lire much further forward

than those of ordinary racers, their hack., are extremely short,

and while there isipiile ri long sweep from hip to hock, they

are longer from the hock to the ground than most so called

judges desire to see a race horse. The stifles of each horse

are muscular, but do not sink in the center a great deal, and
bulge out again, as is the case with many "I our livers, hut

look strong all through. Lexington had hips well forward, :<

short back and immense length from hip to hock, hut wafl

, short from hock to ground. Enquirer is built on the same
lines as Ormonde and 'he Bonnie Jean colt, and was a won-
derful race horse in his. lav. El Bio Rey isof the Lexington
typ . Marvel, i In- v. lerful Australian toiler, has the n ell-

set-forward, prominent hi|is noticeable in ' trmonde, En-
quirer et ah, and is extremely long from the hock down, and

I

while his body is longer than any of the horses mentioned,
1

his hack is verv short, K ingston and K ace]and are of a diller-

ent typ*- alinr-eiher, as was old Boston, having rather long

I

backs and not at all prominent hips—that is, if the pictures
we have of them are to be relied upon.

R. Porter Ashk and Thos. H. Williams are both dissatis-

fied with the result of the late lawsuit for the possession of

Geraldine and the four yearling colts. Oddly enough each
of them filed a notice on the other last Monday of intention
to move for a new trial at the earliest possible date. The
motions will be made on almost identical statutory grounds.
Sifted down, though, each turfman thinks he can make a
better showing in the next trial and get a heller judgment.
The case before Judge Hunt several weeks ago will be as

nothing compared with the drive from post to wire the next
race is expected to be. Owing to Mr. Williams' influence

Ashe has been unable to race Geraldine on t lie liny District

track, so he sent her East last week. As yet he has not paid
Williams the four thousand nine hundred and odd dollars

the jury decided that he owed. The present motion for a new
trial suspends that payment in a measure, and Ashe will have
the racing of Geraldine for some lime to come without ques-
tion.

A. F. Walcott, President of the Monmoulh Park Racing
Association, has arrived home from Europe, says a New
York exchange. He visited most of the principal tracks,

saw about all the prominent owners of cack racing strings,

and fully informed himself on all the details of English rac-

ing. '' When it comes to accommodations," said he, " we
are far ahead of the English. There the general public are

poorly provided for. and it is only the v^rv rich who are well

taken care of. In England the stand accommodations are

wrelched. The public are hustled around the tield without
much regard for their feelings. Of course, in the club-house
stands everything is provided, but it is very expensive com-
pared with similar privileges here. It amounts practically

to what a grand-stand tickelholder gets here, but instead of

costing $1.50, as it does here, it costs three guineas or $15.

The stands, too, are small. All the grand stands in England
could be put under the grand-stand at Monmouth Park, and
the grand-sland at Guttenhurg is bigger and better in every
-espect than the best stand in all England. Then the belting

rings on the other side are badly managed and still worse oil

for accommodations." Mr. Walcott bays that our method of

starting is a great deal better than that in vogue in England.
In speaking of the training of thoroughbreds on the other

side, Mr. Walcott said :
'' Taking into account the differences

of climate here and in England I think their system of

training is as good as the American. I inspected several of

the best stables and found that all did probably the best un-
der the circumstances which surrounded them."

The percentage of foals will die annually from retention of

the meconium, or 6rst excrement, and from diseases having
origin in the navel is very large, and has been known to

represent on one farm which might be named, as high as

75 per cent, of the entire crop of young things for a given

year. Much of this loss is preventable, as experience has

demonstrated time and again tbat the use of an enema of

warm caslile soapsuds, given about thirty minutes after the

foal first stands up, will usually induce an evacuation of ihe

colon, and that dusling the cord-stump and navel » ilh iodo-

form, boracic acid or other antiseptic substance twice a day
until the parts are all nicely healed, will reduce the mortality

wonderfully. But this treatment, simple as it seems, will

fail utterly if it is not applied with some degree of skill and
intelligence. The delay of one or two hours in the adminis-

tration of the enema referred to or to the insufficient or negli-

gent application of the antiseptic powder to the navel, will

negative the entire proceedings. If the attempt at exhibiting

eitherof these preventive measures fail.it must be tried again

until satisfactory results are obtained. Great watchfulness

must be a constant accompaniment of the treatment of these

cases. Many a foal has been ruinously dosed and clvstered

because the veterinary or attendant failed to notice the pas-

sage of the meconium shortlv after birth, and many a foal has

been lost because the exposed navel surface was untouched in

some little spot by the antiseptic dressing. Eternal vigilance

is the price of success—to misquote an old axiom—holds as

good here as anywhere in the world. Probably '.'0 per cent.

of foals lost from two causes above named could be saved by

ihe methods described if intelligently applied.

The poolroom men have won tin- day in Alameda county,

and gambling in horse- racing has been licei sed. -aid the

Chronicle 61 Wednesday last. The work h cleverly

by the bookmakers tbat the people of Oakland do nut yet

understand the exact situation of affairs. In a very sborl

time, however, they will learn that just outside the city limits

the gamblers will be in their glory, betting on all the b'g

Eastern races ilii- summer. When Henry Schwartz

control of the < lakland Trot ling Park a couple of months ago,

it was slid that this was ui.ly a part Ol ihe scheme wherehy

the bookmakers were to he restored to power. At that lime

it was known that Schwartz, ami hi-- colleague* were working

for but one purpose, and that was to establish a feeling among
the people that the race-, at the track were all right, and

then, when the proper time came, have I kmaking licensed.

The whole plan was very smoothly carried OUL Sri. wart/.

and Ins colleagues, f. ir some unknown pi favored

bythe I lakland Supi r\ isors|without the la tier beinj petitioned

bo far as known, to establish a license lax for the selling of

pm.ls on horse race-. This lax is something new in tin- his-

tory of the country, and was ,-\ h lenity made iusl at this time

to assist the Oakland Trotting Park, Hie ordinam

passed by the Board late in the aftarn ion and went thi >u h

without a hitch, Supervisor Pelouse being the only member
voting against it. The first provision of the ordinal).

thai no person, upon any trial di eont« al of skill •<< power of

endurance between horses within the cuintv of Alameda,

eepi within the enclosure of a race track, shall sell any pools.

The ordinance further provides thai any person wl

make books or sell pnols under the same
auctioneer's license. The great point made is Lhs

in horse-racing has been licensed The provision

ordinance do not prevent betting on ihe Eastern n
nothing about U prohibitory ordinance has been nienlie
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication theearli

ses of whelps, sales, names claimed. presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam , and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BBNCB sin. us.

May 17-20—SeatUe Kennel Club's bench show, Seattle, Wash., F. R.

Atkins, Secretary.

-June 2— American Pet Dog Club's bench show, New York.

T. Farmr Kaekbarn. Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13. 14.

i it. Entries close May 20. Address W. l. Uucbanau, Chief

Department of" Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench sh iw, L ;nox Lyceum. New York.

May 30. SI, Jane 1 and 2. T. Farmr Raekhara. Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,

Can.. September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewait, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September4—Northwestern Field Irial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary

September U-Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.

A. Holloway. Secretary.

November i-i—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials.

W. J. Beck, Secretary.

November 20—Etstern Field Trial Club"s trials, High Point. N. C.

H. Udell. Secretary.

The Pacific Kennel Club's Show.

The third annual bench show given by the Pacific Kennel

Club has come and gone. It was a good show ; an excellent

one in all respects for San Francisco and the Pacific Coast.

There were o&2 dogs benched, which is over one hundred

more than any other show on this c ast could boast of. The

quality of the dogs benched would compare, as a whole, with,

most other shows the country over. The arrangement, man-

agement and general features of the show were handed in

first-class shape, standing and in marked contrast to the shows

heretofore given in this city. The public entered into the

spirit which permeates the active kennelmen and gave the

club the best of encouragement by attending in great

numbers. During the past week dogdom of the Pacific Coast

has received new life and a full added measure of vitality.

Evervbodv was pleased with the event, but this was to have

been expected, for the work of preparation was well done,

the whole ground being well covered.

Judge Raper won a warm place in the hearts of the fancy

here, and he did it by his straightforward manliness in the

treatment of the subject in his official capacity, as well as in

his private demeanor toward the earnest kennelmen of this

coast. He carries with him a number of orders to purchase

for various parties, the very best dogs obtainable in England

of a variety of breeds. We are glad to know this as it will

assist in developing kennel matters here very materially. But

of the show.
MASTIFFS.

Open Dog Class.—This class presented eight entries: lu-

gleside Crown Prince was an easy winner. He has few superi-

ors in the whole country. Grand head, excellent body and
bone, good coat, in short, a typical specimen of this grand
breed. Lion, second, was placed as last year, although he is

badly out of coat. Chino, third, is probably rightly placed.

Has good bone but moves poorly ; ears not well hung.
< (pen Bitch Class.—Lomita Minting, first, is too light, but

may improve: she is stilted, slight behind. Venus, second,

is deficient in head and lacks very much in substance.

Dog Puppies.—Lomita Caution, light in head, fair body,

good limbs and feet. Lewis, second, is deficient in head ; bad
coat. Lomita Minting, fir?t, in the bitch puppies. Queen
V. II. C. received more letters than she was entitled to.

She lacks quality and has no feature that could not be vastly

better.

GREAT D\XES.

Open Dog Class.—Titan, first, a blue dog; has a very fine

head of the proper type ; full of the correct expression : tine,

long well-muscled neck taperiug to a pair of excellent shoul-
der-, lie is well-muscled and trim and lithe as one seldom
sees in this section. Ribaud, second, is of the right type but

tfl in Striking contrast to the winner of first, and in compari-
son to him should have (alien into the alphabet. Leggy,
light, deficient in head and body. Hector, third, was properly
placed ; weak behind, has fair head and shoulders. Lap, re-

served, is fair in head, e:irs poorly carried. Karl E. Meyer's
tiector, V. II. i .'., is mi", of the winning type; too heavy, but

is a well formed dog; moves easily and is- well muscled and
Strong in every way, but his expression has been ruined by

chopped " bis ears. Ctesar C lias a passa-
bly fair head but is otherwise very deticinnt.

Open Bitch Class.— Marjel, first, is a beautiful fawn bitch

Of the proper type; excellent head, necK and body; good
easy mover ; grand expression. Uirtho, second, is heavy,
and while having go »1 head and bone, is not otherwise of the
right type. Lfagar, third, is equal to winner of second. Belle_.

V. H. ' . tOO BUOrt, thick, low and heavy.
\>rj Puppies had bnl one entry and this .me was a very

pooi men. Ko-Ko by name, and for whal reason we
know not, was given third.

BOOOa COATED BT, BERNARDS.
< (pen I ' alifornia Bernardo, first, is a fair-sized,

well shaped, well formed dog, strong and muscular, good
action, nice head, good e pn ion, deep well-formed body,
sound and firm loin and hind qu I

California Alton, second, ban a larger skull than winner of

first, but i> nol II ran I i d markings, He lias

grand b ' front but weak behind, consequently a

] r mover.

RegloV, third, is :ui excellent puppy and gives much
promise. G od head, strong boned and well fa

Duke of Wellingtoi u large dog, but lacks in

her respects.

Grand < hancellor V. H. C. is weedy; nol -> good as

V. H. C,

Open Bitch Class.— Fernwood Inez, Gret, isa very excellent

hitch and was aluoe in her class, having no competition what-

ever. Grand head, bone, body and marl

Lady Delight, second, is a very good bitch, good markings,

Rood bone, good expression.

Victory, third, is fair in head, good bone, shown with

litter.

Lady Sylvia, reserve, is a very fair bitch of good quality.

Puppies—Reglov had a "walk-over" for first; Columbus,

second; Jumbo, H. C, fair head and good bone and body;

Monk, H. C , got all he was worth.

In bitch puppies Lady Grace, first, is a very excellent one.

NEWFOL'XPLAXDS.

This class was of very poor quality ; not proper type.

GREYHOUNDS.

Open Dog Class—Peter Jackson, first, is an excellent dog;

finely-shaped head of proper type
;
good neck, well-muscled

and properly set; good shoulders; trim, well-formed forp

legs;* neat, well-padded feet; deep chest; back strongly mus-
cled; finely arching loin; nice tail; good, well-developed

and well-muscled thighs; well let down in hocks; a good
mover. Donard, second, is good in front ; not so well muscled

as winner of first ; rightly placed. John \V., third, and Ex-
aminer, reserve, were properly placed, each being good speci-

mens. Flea, V. H. C, is also a very good one. The entire

class was very fair.

Lady Glendyue and Valley Queen, in bitches, rubbed close

for first, the former winning, the Queen second. Each are

clean, smooth, well-formed bitches of the proper type and
built on very nearly perfect lines. Cleverness, third, but

slightly beat Lady Olga; Maid of the Valley, V. H. C, and
Lillie W.j V. H. C, both good, but not up to the ones first

mentioned; the latter wilh litter not in good form.

Puppies—Stamboul, first, in dog puppies, is a very fair

puppy ; Extra Pale, second.

Eureka, first, in bitch puppies, is full of promise; Stam-
boul Queen, second, and Yreka, third, are indifferent speci-

mens.
DEERHOVXD?.

Open Dog Class—Stag, first, is a fair dog-, of the proper

type, not a good mover, but appeared to be strong and well

muscled : Leo, second, and Scott, third, presented but little to

distinguish a favorable difference; Lance, reserve, was prop-

erly placed.

In bitches Lassie, f first, is very good, ranking well for first

honors. Lufra, V. H. C, is an indifferent bitcb.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

Open Dog Class—Paddy, first, had. a very good competitor
in Carlo, winner of second. The former has won three
" firsts " in this city, and is£ strong dog in all respects of the

proper type. Pine expression, excellent character, good head,

tine ears, well hung; strong, welt-muscled jaws and neck
;

deep, well-rounded chest; good bone, legs and well-padded

feet, strong behind
;

tail nicely carried. Carlo is nearly his

equal. Jack, third, did not push them closely. The balance

of the class were only fair specimens.

The open bitch class Julie, first, is a very good, well-

formed specimen.
Puppies.—In puppies Tasso took first in dog class. A very

fair specimen. Jeanette, first in the bitch puppy class, is

light ; lacks substance and bone. Lady Cloud is not of the

approved type ; too thick headed.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.

Landlord and Laundress, two first, each in their respective

classes.

EI.OODHOUNDS.

Premier W., the only entry, is a very good specimen, but
lacks in length of skull and wrinkle.

TOINTERS.
Challenge Dogs.—Duke of Vernon X. F. °.

Challenge Bitches.—Sally Brass IL, first.

Open Dog Class (over 55 pounds).—Ruck S., first, has a
fair head, good muzzle, good body and bone; too heavy in

neck. Jap, second, well-formed white and lemon d<>g, good
neck, good body, ribs well sprung, firm bone, good legs and
feet, heavy in shoulders. Pat P., third, has a fair head

;
good

in muzzle but thick in skull; falls off behind. Evan, re-

serve, is off' in shoulders, and is a poor mover, scarcely en-
titled to his place. Wade Hampton, Professor's Lad, Billy

B., Old Black Joe IL were given three letters each, and
were doubtless entitled to them. Tne balance of the lettered

dogs were in no sense show dogs, although practical, intelli-

gent ones for field work.
Ditches (over 50 pounds).—Rose K. has a good head, but

might be cleaner cut ; a bit thick in skull, fair body, bone
and feet. Jill, second, is thick and wide in head, short in

muzzle, a racy, lithe body, good mover. Horuell Bess, third,

was not in condition, but showed a very good head, good
muzzle, good body, light in bone. Vera, reserve, has a good
head, fair muzzle, ears too long, fair bone, falls away behind.
Donna Sensation. Miss B., Lillie P., were each given three
letters and were entitled to them.
Open Dogs (under 55 pounds).—Ben Koo, first, a very

Wne looker, good easy movement, locks in muzzle and too
light in eye; good body, loius, legs and feet. Bruce R., has
a fair head, but shoulders are ungainly and out of line. Jim
P. is a very fine-looking black pointer, but not a show dog.

Bitches (under 50 pounds).—Amaryllis, first, is a bitch
of great quality, she is not clean cut under the eyes, but is

very good in shoulders, back, loin and limbs. Dede, second,
is a nice little bitch of good type, but shallow in back ribs

and a bit light in body. Meg Merrilles, third, has a nice head
of the proper too, a little wide between the eyes. She is

beaten by Dede only in length of leg and in loin. Meo, re-

serve, has very fair skull and muzzle, but is short in conp-
lings ind straight in stifles. Betsy B., V. H. C, and Fly, V.
H. C, are much too light in muzzle. Irene, II. C., was rightly
placed.

Dog Puppies—Amador, first, was an easy winner ; best in

head, body and limbs. Kent of Crux'eth, second, has a nice
head. Inn pnnr expression, good hack and loin and moves well.

I lick, third, is short in head and light in muzzle.
Bitch Puppies— Marion, first, is good in skull and muz-

zle, light in eye, pood in body, hack and loin and a good
mover. Little Nell, second, is short in head otherwise very
good. Chic M., third, has a good, clean head and good muz-
zle, excellent hack and loin, but straight in stifies. Dinah,
reserve, has a good type of head and good body and limbs.
Patti of Bloomo, V. H. C., got her letters from her better
head, being too small to compete with the class. Cricket of
' roxteth, Li. C, h g I in body, but short in head ami bad
in expression. Susie R., H. C, is short in head and very bad

ENGLISH BETTERS.
Open Dog Class— Pop K., first, is possessed of a very good

head, R 1 muzzle, but it might he squarer; good mover;
good bone and substance; good back and

bin. Kash, second, has a fair head, good shoulders, good

bone, back and loin, hind legs might be better ; not in best of

condition. Dictator, third, fair nead, deficient in muzzle
;

good body, deficient shoulders. Mercury, reserve, is a very
likely appearing dog, but is somewhat coarse and heavy.
Smoky, V. H. C, is a very fair looker ; fair head, good skull,

but deficient in muzzle; splendid bone, legs and feet; good
body, good coat. Merchant of Venice, V. H. C, has good
muzzle, a bit heavy in head. "Warspite, H. C, and Alki, H.
C, were worth their letters.

Open Bitch Class—Flake L., first, is a very sweet bitch.

Good head, good body, good quality, but deficient in bone;
good shoulders; might be better in ribs; good lotn, back

;

excellent coat. Florine, second, good skull, fair muzzle, ex-

cellent coat, well-sprung ribs. Dottie Day, third, is pinched
in muzzle; not so good in body as those above-mentioned;
good mover.

Minnie Noble, reserve, should have been placed higher.

Good head, fair muzzle, good coat
;
good bone and character.

Zippo's Zip, V. H. C, was shown in whelp and notwithstand-

ing her wholly coat, her grand head, should have placed her
very much higher in the awards. She might be squarer in

muzzle but has good length, good slop, fine eye, good skull of

the proper type. Estrella, Betsy Mark and Bell were all

given three letters; Bell T., and Dream o' the Elms H. C,
and were deserving of their honors.

Dog Puppies.—Bunch, first, only one in class. Gives evi-

dence of becoming a good one. Lady R., first, in bitch pup-
pies, is of the right type. Dame Trot Noble, second, is a very
nice looking puppo, but too young to base judgment upon.

GORDON SETTERS.

Dick IL, first, is a very fair dog of the approved type; fair

head and coat ; good bone. Rock II, second, was prorerly
placed. Orear's Grause, third, is tbick in head.
Open Bitch Class.—Bijou, first, is possessed of fair head, but

otherwise falls away. Nurza, second, is light and off in coat.

Each of them could have been with justice dropped into the
alphabet.

IRISH SETTERS.

Open Dog Class.—Ross, first, is a finely-formed dog of ex-
cellent style and character. His bead is not of the type
more recently bred to for bench show form, yet it is a good
one; the somewhat high-rounded skull gives an appearance
of shortness to the muzzle, good coat, good color, fine eye,

excellent mover. Ben Harrison, second, is deficient in head,
lacks quality ; too rough and coarse ; not a good mover.
Glenmore Hoodlum, third, has a fine head, but is yet a puppy
and was in poor condition, or he would have defeated the
winner of second. Dan IL, reserve, is a bit heavy in head,
coarse in neck and shoulders.

Open Bitch Class.—Lightening, first, is a handsome little

bitch, trim and active; fair head, muzzle could be much
better, well bodied, good coat. Ruby M., second, is deficient

in head. Lady June, third, and Fawn, reserve, were properly
placed.

Dog Puppies.—Glenmore Hoodlum, first. Above described

True, secoud, is a very promising puppy. Good head, good
bone and coat. Jim Corbett, third, is fair in head, good bone
and substance.

IRISH WATER SPANIALS.

Barney S., first, is a fair dog of good type, strong, well-

muscled, good bone. Gofney, second, is deficient in head and
has poor expression. Jack, third, was rightly placed.

jSellie, first, was an easy winner in bitch class. Nora W-,
second, is far less pronounced in type and character than her
competitor.

RETRIEVERS.

Dude and Flora were the only specimens of this interesting

class presented. They each represent in a very fair degree
the breed.

CHESAPEAKES.

Trout, first, in dogs, was shown too fat and heavy. Only
fair in coat and color. Bess, first, in bitches, is much better

in form, coat* color and general expression. Ripple, second,

is an indifferent specimen of the breed.

COLLIES.

Open E'og Class.—Fordhook Paragon, first, is a very good
specimen of the better type of this class. Good head, ears

well carried, good coat, good tail, good body, bone, legs and
feet and good expression. He was rightly placed. Fordhooi
Challenge, second, lacks in head, has poor expression, other-

wise very good. Fordhook Brave, third, is equal to Chal-
lenger. Strathraore Ben, V. H. C, is quite on a level with
the two last above mentioned. Roslyn Jr., H. C, is out of

coat and lacks expression.

Open bitch class—Spoiled Miss, first, is very good in head
ears nicely carried; good coat, good expression, very promis-
ing. Aunt Dinah, second, has the proper head outlines ; ex-

cellent expression. Fordhook Sage, third, has a very fair

head, promises well. Fordhook Smilax, reserve, has a very
good head, ears might be better set on and carried. Good
first coat. Tarry Lodge Rex was given first in dog puppies.
Good body, bone and fair head, good coat, very promising.

Aunt Dinah was given honors in bitch puppies.

COCKER SPANIELS.

This was a very good class. Challenge class had only one

entry but that was a very typical one, being Bronta, a very ex-

cellent specimen, proper type, excellent head, coat, ears and
body.

Open Dog Class.—King Bee, first, was shown in excellent

condition, improving his appearance vastly over that of last

year. He has a very good head, fair muzzle, excellent coat,

well feathered, nice eye, good ears well hung. Monte Cristo,

secoud, was rightly placed but is a tardy second to King Bee.

Snipe, third, has fair expression but lacks somewhat in

q.iality. Goon coat, good bone. Rio E., V. H. C, black and

tan which sets heavily in 'a class of blacks. Debcient in

muzzle, but otherwise very fair.

Black Bitch.—Broutilla, first, was rightly placed. She is

a little heavy, lacks somewhat in quality of coat, light in

muzzle. Peg Wofhngton, second, is not a good form, too long,

very fair as to other points. Bessie Woodstock, third, is de-

ficient in head, otherwise very good. Jessie M., V. H. C, is

deficient in muzzle, fair in head as a whole. Topsy A., A -

II. C, is verv fair, well entitled to her letters, off in coat.

Bitches in Other Than Black.—Bettie, first, is a very ex-

cellently formed bitch ; skull domed a little too much, nice

ear, eye and fair muzzle, has good expression, coat and bone.

Jessie V., sedond, is a very fair specimen properly placed.

Dog Puppies.—Count Budd, first, is not of the best. Heis
stilted; head not of the proper type. Jet E., second ;

Rex,

third; Brant E., reserve ; Blackberry E., V. H. C, were all,

perhaps, enlitled to their honors, thoush following a deficient

" first " leaves but little to be said of them.
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Bitch Puppies.—Peg Wottington, first, we have before

noted. Keah, second, deficient in skull and muzzle, other-

wise fair. Fanny third, short in skull, only fair muzzle.
Vista, reserve, short skull, fair otherwise. Bronta C, defi-

cient in head.

DACHSHUNDS.

This class was away behind the class of last year. Blitz,

first, a very fair specimen. Fusel,V. H. C, and Brunhilde,
C, were indifferent specimens. King and <.^ueeu, in puppy
classes, were each given third.

DALMATIANS.

Spot, first, was in good condition and proved a very good
type of this breed ; good head, bone and body

;
good back

and loins, finely marked. Jessie II, second, good specimen.

BULL DOGS.

Britisher, first, good head, but falls away in body, so much
so as to place him very nearly the alphabet in a good class.

Boxer, second, is fair in head and in body. British Lass, first

in bitches, has a fair head, but is deficient in shoulders and
forelegs.

BULL TERRIERS.

Adonis, first, but he had no meritorious competition. Dan,
V. H. C, but why? Twilight, first, in bitches is about the
only good specimen in the lot. In puppies, Jim Corbett,

second; Victor third.

FOX TERRIERS.

This was a very good class, presenting some excellent
specimens. In Challenge Dogs Champion Blempton Volun-
teer stood alone. He is a very fair dog, but is growing heavy
and out of form. Good head, ears well carried, good ex-
pression.

Open Dog Class.—Le Logos, first, Blempton Keefer, sec-

ond, were properly placed. The former has a shade the best

of his competitor in carriage, of ears and expression. These
two specimens are away ahead of their competitors in almost
everp respect. Lansdowne Desperado third, Frisco Joker, V.
H. C, are good specimens.

Open Bitches.—Bonnie Bess, first, a neat, trim, well-formed
bitch of excellent quality. Dauntless Suzette, second, is well-

nigh the equal of the winner of first. Flossy, ihird. was
rightly placed. White Rose, reserve, fully equal to winner
of third. Judy and Blemton Rapture, each V. H. C, were
well entitled to their letters.

Dog Puppies—Lamita Patch, first, reserve in open class,
" stood head and shoulders " over Hillside Orlando and Idol,

which were placed in order named, second and third. The
balance of the dog puppy class were of indifferent quality.

Bitch Puppies—Golden Gem, first, appears to be a gem
;

full of quality, light, trim, well-formed on proper lines. White
Rose, second, is a good " second " to Golden Gem's " first

;

"

Dauntless Maid and Pytchley Pearl, third and V. H. C.,

respectively, were very premising ones.

In the Wire Hair Dogs, Todge, first, is a very fair speci-

men ; Jack, second, was a slow one for the position given.
In bitches but one entry, Bettie, third.

In Skye Terriers the awards were good, fair specimens.
Yorkshire Terriers—Two very good entries.

Three very handsome Japanese Spaniels were shown.
In Pugs there was not much to speak of, save Puss-in-Boots

and Dandy Jim.
Two Black Poodles were good ones. The white poodles

were scarcely up to the standard of this breed.

The Spitz entries were scarcely up to the standard.

Tony and Rosette, in black and tan Toys, showed very good
character.

SPECIALS.

Lady Brass II won the prize for best pointer in the show.
Flake L. was the best English setter in the show.
Lightening was the best Irish setter in show.
Ingleside Crown Prince was the best mastiff in the show.
Fernwood Inez was the best St. Bernard in the show.
Lady H Glendyne was best greyhound in show.
Dick II was the best Gordon setter in show.
Le Logos was the best foxterrier.

Titan was the best Great Dane in the show.
Special prizes to the number of upwards of 100 were dis-

tributed to the various classes for which they were intended.

tention to Zippo's Zip's woolly coat. Xow, we disagree with
him flat-footed. A silkier, softer coat never covered a dog
than Zip has, laying tlal and smooth, except a little wavy on
rumps. This was the general remark of all who examined
her. The writer was standing by when Mr. Hughes called

Mr. Raper up to examine Zip, and asked him to point out
her faults. Mr. Raper said she was a little thin in face, but
in all other points she was a grand bitch, especially in body
and coat, and that she was a better bitch than he had thought.

I forgot to say a few words about the report of the commit-
tee in sustaining the decision of Judge Raper on the English
Setter Kennel. I think the committee should have withheld
their report until the American Kennel Club should have de-

cided the matter, and not sustain Mr. Raper because that was
the rule in England. Respectfully, C. A. Lorn,

Prop, and Mgr. Shenandoah Kennels.
Raymond, Fresno Co., Cat.

Visit.

J. < >. Miller, BakersfieH, Cal., has bred White Rose, fox-
terrier bite! i by Blemtoo Shiner ex Popcorn, to J. B. Mar-
tin's Blemton Reefer, by Champion Venio ex Champion
Rachel, upon April 35th.

Mr. Henry Huber's pointer dng Glenbeigh to same owner's
Champiun Sally Brass Hon April 25th.

Names Claimed.

Echoes From the Bench Show.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport, pro-
prietor, claims the name of Ola E. for black Cocker Spaniel
dog puppv, whelped January :i'.<, IV.*:;, by Bronta, A. K. I . S.

B., 17,064 (ch Brant, A. K. C. S. B., 5,8oli ex Moller), ex Bell
Dot E.

_

"Whelps.

Mr. J. B. Martin will probably attend the bench show at

Seattle.

Mr. L. L. Campbell thinks of going to the Seattle show
with a string of dogs from this city.

The special prizes, in the form of silver cups, contributed

by the Foxterrier Club made a very handsome and pleasing
exhibit at the show.

Mr. Gardiner, of this city, sold to Mr. Tonner, of North
Ontario, the excellent English setter bitch Estrella, exhibited
at the recent show. She is a good one.

Mr. C. A. Loud, contributes a " kick " against the awards
in English setters at the recent show. These columns are al-

ways open for the discussion of matters affecting the dog in

any way, but let it be done in the proper spirit.

We feel that JudgeJRaper will return home with a kindly
feeling for dogdoni in California and we feel assured that he
hos inspired theconfidence and respect of all in his visit here.

We hope to see him again when the future shall bring his

eminent services in demand.

The work done by ttie management of the recent bench
show will never be realized by any save those who have
served in similar capacity. The work was well and thor-

oughly done, thorough in scope and in execution. To the

officers, each and all, much credit is due, but we may be par-

doned if we single out Mr. Clarence Haight as being worthy
of all possible credit for the indefatigable manner in which
he labored for the success of the show.

The Bench Show.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman- :—A voice from the

foothills on the judge's decision on the English Setter Class :

While I do say I believe Mr. Raper is a good judge on

greyhounds, foxhounds, fox terriers, collies, pointers and

several other classes, his judging on the English setters will

bear criticism.

We will admit that Mr. Linville showed three fine bitches,

and we will admit that they were entitled to what they were

awarded, still we think the judge overlooked a fine bitch,

Belle T., owned by Mr. G. Twitchell. In body she is far

ahead of Flake. In coat she was perfect ; in legs, bone and

ribs she was faultless. While Flake was a little better in

head than Belle T. in Mr. Raper's opinion, our American

judges would have placed Belle T. first, I do believe.

To show you how Mr. Raper made another mistake, I will

call your attention to Minnie Noble, who has a perfect Count
Nobie head.

After judging on the type of Flake and Belle T., with long,

slim face and muzzle and high dome, Mr. Raper gives Minnie
Noble a reserve over Belle T., who was far ahead of Minnie
Noble as a bench dog.

Now, 1 want to say a few words about the English Setter

Kennel prize, which I think belongs to the Shenandoah Ken-
nel, for the reason that this was the only kennel showing a

stud dog. Now we all know that Mr. Linville has no kennel;

that his dogs, when not with his trainer, are kept in a livery

stable in San Francisco; that he does not breed his bitches,

while the Shenandoah Kennels are an organized breeding

kennel of English setters, and the breeding of every dog be-

longing to this kennel is first-class. But we feel sure that P.

D. Linville had the rabbit foot.

Look for a moment at what we saw when the English set-

ter bitches were ordered into the ring. Instead of allowing

the attendants to lead two of them in, as others were obliged

to do, Mr. Linville led all three in, and look a position in the

center of the rinr.', and with head erect, much a- to Bay
" Mr. Judge, here I am with my three. Look them well over,

and make no mistake." Later on he called two assistants to

lead Flor'me and Dottie. The rest you all know. A few more
words and I am done. In Mr. Payne's report he calls at-

We are very sorry to learn of the death of Mr. L. L.
Campbell's promising Irish setter puppy Glenmore Hoodlum
(Finglass—Champion Ruby Glenmore). The puppy took

first at Los Angeles, third in open dog class and first in pup-
pies at the show here. The puppy was taken out of the show
here on the second day owing to the fact that it appeared to

be ailing. Dr. Skaife was subsequently called over the bay
to attend the dog, but could not save it. We have not, as

yet, learned the cause of death.

Mr. George Raper has been spending the week past, up to

last evening, visiting the various points of interest in the

vicinity of this city. Several days were spent at Napa, and
the Judge returned from that beautiful little city delighted

with his visit, as he has also been with the genial reception

which he has met with all over California. This State and more
especially San Francisco is thoroughly cosmopolitan. A visitor

from any part of the world cannot fail to enjoy a visit here.

Judge Raper has given very pleasing information to our ken-
nelmen, which is to the efiect that in English setters and
pointers California possesses as fine dogs as are to be found
anywhere in the whole country. This, we are led to believe,

is, in a measure, true. There can be no doubt about the fact

that we have some first-class dogs in the State, and we should

be pleased to see a half dozen or more of them at the World's
Columbian exposition. But that is a long journey for such a

purpose.

On Friday night of last week, the Foxterrier Club tendered

a banquet to Judge Raper. About the board were assembled

the representatives of the Foxterrier fancy of this city and
also of Los Angeles. A most enjoyable evening was spent in

discussing the dog in which, as a matter of course, the fox-

terrier came in for the lion's share of attention. The retiring

president of the club, Mr. James E. Watson, presided as toast

master and succeeded in Keeping the flow of wine, wit and
eloquence in motion until the hour when " grave yards yawn
and ghosts stalk forth" or words to that eflect. Mr. J. B.

Martin, the secretary of the club, ably assisted in the enter-

tainment. In answer to a toast Judge Raper made a timely

and fitting response, complimenting the Pacific Coast on its

standing in kennel matters and upon the energy and push
evinced in all matters relating to the subject of dogdom. In

response to the toast " The Daily Press " Mr. H. H. Briggs

responded in his unusual felicitous manner. Mr. Watson
entered into the history of the introduction of foxterriers and
pointers on this coast and spoke at length of the early strug-

gles of the "old guard" in arousing an interest in good dogs.

Mr. C. A. Sumner, of Los Angeles, secretary of the Southern
California Kennel Club and an ardent fancier of the foxterrier

breed spoke in complimentary terms of the eflbrts of the club

and predicted forit a favorable future. Mr. J. B. Mitchell, of

Los Angeles, referred to his early experience in kennel mat-
ters and the feeling which is aroused in the minds of exhib-

itors over the sting of defeat. A number of other gentlemen
spoke anent the subject pertinent to the occasion. The party

broke up at a late hour full of good feeling for the organiza-

tion which had rendered the evening so pleasant.
_ «. —

< )n Friday evening of last week the Foxterrier Club held

its annual meeting in one of the committee rooms of the

pavilion. President James E. \\
r

3tson in the chair ; Secre-

tary, J. B. Martin.

The minutes of previous meetings were read and approved,

the regular order of business taken up and disposed of.

Several matters of interest to the organization were di

at length and fatisfactorily settled.

< Miicers for the ensuing year were then elected as follows

:

President, A. P. Baningarincr, San Francisco; Vice-Presi-

dent, C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles: Secretary, J. B. Martin,

Sun Francisco ; Treasurer] George Deoeoham, San Francisco.

Board of Directors : Messrs. W. II. Mil'''', II. H. Curton,
II. W. Fores, of Alameda; J. B. Mitchell, Lofl Aug)

R, A. Fnrgeson, of Bakerslield
;
A. L. Cresswell and Robert

Liddle. of San Francisco.

F. M.Taylor's English setter bitch Lottie D. (Kittles Luke
—Nellie), whelped May 3d, eight, three dogs to T. J. Watt-
son's Starlight W. 28,542.

"The Los Angeles dog show seems to have attracted con-
siderable attention to the Pacific slope says Forest and Stream.
The entries numbered 1S7, and the attendance is said to have
been unusually good. As there were no regular prizes, merely
club diplomas or ribbons at this show, it speaks well lor the
fanciers' instinct which had so many owners of good dogs to

strive for the empty honors regardless of the expenses they
incurred. A number of San Francisco dogs were in evidence
and it is to be hoped that this good feeling will be recipro-

cated at the show which takes place at tbe latter city this

week." Los Angeles did her part handsomely at the show in

this city last week. It is the desire of San Francisco kennel
men to secure good dogs and help their neighbors do the same.

\ ROD.
The Angler's Sweetheart.

By Guy Hep.ne.

Dame Nature loves to don her fairest dress,

Too woo the angler in bis solitude

;

Her every attitude is a caress.

To glorify for him each transient mood.
For him with lucent gold she doth array
The royal arches of the auroral day.

All spread before his eyes.
Her rose-tipped fabrics drape the morning skies

Lite hosts of shining ones,
Who ceaseless chant adoring orisons.
And tier on tier in pomp supernal rise

And throng the inviolate waits of Paradise.
Her smiling mouth, perennially young.
Breathes the first sigh of mornincr through his hair.
Her fragrant lips meet his ; he sipping there
A sweet fruit-flavor, cool upon the tongue.
She thrills with life the faltering pulse of age,
And lengthens out the measure of his days ;

To himsbe yields her choicest heritage,
And wooes him to her pleasant waterways.
Each hour new charms she shows from morn till eve.
And, when reluctant he her arms doth leave,
Fulfills his humblest as his loftiest wish.
And sends him home with basket full offish.

Dooley's and Rattlesnake Creek.

"Why don't you go and^fish Rattlesnake Creek?"

The proposition sounded rather startling, for the name was

not pleasant, nor did it seem any more encouraging when we

were told that Panther Creek flowed into the other one with

the snakey name, says George H. Payson, in The American

Angler. Our champion pedestrian does not pretend to be

much of a trout fisherman. He does not aspire to the delu-

sive fly as a means to entice the wary trout from his native

pool, but is content to sit on a comfortable log and drown
worms to attain the desired end; and consequently we put
considerable confldence in his statement that he had found

the trout remarkably numerous in these streams when he had
visited them, a couple of seasons before. He described the

region to us as being utterly wild, and the forests untouched
by the woodman's axe, and it was no wonder that we soon en-

thused to such a degree that, to our extorted imaginations,

the trout became so thick in these mysterious streams that

they fairly jostled one another for lack of room. Of course

we immediately agreed to go in search of the creeks with the

uncomfortable names. Enthusing on the subject, and actually

getting to the spot, however, were two very different per-

formances, and we discovered that we would fully earn any
trout we caught. But our zeal was only tired by difficulties,

and the next afternoon saw us leaving camp, amid the sar-

castic remarks of some of our company and the encouraging

ones of the more hopeful.

The old gravity road running from Hawley to Scranton
was our first objective point, and a walk of a couple of miles

brought us to " No. 10," our starting place. An hour of novel

coasting brought us to Dunmore, where the valley narrows to

a deen ravine, and the mountains rise up boldly on either

hand, rugged and massive. Down at the bottom, far below
us, flowed Koarinc Brook, and just then its name f-eemed

rather a misnomer, for we could but faintly hear its silvery

ripple over the rocky bed, but when the spring rains pour
down the mountain sides, it doubtless does full justice to its

noisy title. On the other side of the ravine we found a com-
fortable little inn, the Nay-Aug House, perched on the hill-

side overlooking the valley.

\- oar trip had but just be^un, we looked very respectable

at this early stage of it, although our li^hing costume told our

errand at once, so the landlord welcomed us with Mnile-. and

showed us a comfortably furnished room, on the first floor,

opening on the pifxza, where we sat after a good supper, and
enjoyed the magnificent vi«-w that >tretched out Iw'torr us.

We hunted up the proprietor and interviewed him regard-

in:; liattlesnake Creek. How far was it '.' Which road did

we lake 7 1 1 is ideas seemed very rague On the subject The
road across the valley was the one.bnt the distance he did not

know; it might be anywhere from live to ten mile'. Il-- had

never heard of anybody fishing that creek, and he didn't

think it was much of a "crick " anyway. Why didn't we
stav there and ti>h Roaring Brook, ri^ht in front of the

house? There was L' 1 fishing there. But we were not to

be turned from our plans BO he finally gave us up in d

:i!>'! evidently regarded as as a pair of idiots to go tr

off* to an unknown stream, when there was fishing at ourverv

door. If this did not confirm him in that belief, our r.

quest for breakfast at t a. K. certainly did.
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" No, sir," he said emphatically, " there ain't no getting

breakfast at 4 o'clock, not much."

It did seem a good deal to expect from a man who was not

filled with enthusiasm, and who did not care about catching

trout. A compromise was finally effected, and he agreed to

have some provisions on the table, and gave us permission to

get off as early as we chose in tue morning, provided that we
didn't wake anybody up at unearthly hours. All thedirections

he could give us we're to take the road across the valley, and

keep en until we came to Dooley's, a large, white house on

the left, and there we could find out our final destination. All

this was a slight check to our enthusiasm, and we went to bed

with our ardor somewhat cooled, and stayed awake most of

the night, so as to be sure to be ready by 4 a. m., and the only

moment we felt like sleeping was when we found it was time

to get up and start. This exhibits the contrariness of human
nature, but not necessarily ours in particular.

We stole down stairs in our stocking feet, like a pair of

timid burglars, and found some bread and crackers and a

pitcher of milk on the office table waiting for us. It was a

dyspeptic-looking repast to take at that hour, and not a re-

markably good preliminary to a long tramp and a day's fish-

ing. Outside the air was damp and chilly, and we shivered

as we opened the door. A thick fog blotted out the landscape,

and gave a ghostly look to the few ubjects that we could see,

while the hoarse puffing of the distant trains made one think

that the night air had given them all severe colds. The
prospect was exceedingly dismal, and nothing but an iron

determination 10 fish Kattlesnake Creek, or die, forced us to

eat the melancholy repast and sneak out of the house and

head for Dooley's, somewhere orl in the fog.

As we dragged our chilly legs over the stony road, and,

with shivers running down our backs, were longing for the

genial rays of the sun lo thaw us out, our spirits sank lower

and lower, and our conversation took a turn that was funereal

in its gloominess. We began to wonder where Dooley's was,

fS the time and the distance slowly went by, and no house

that answered to the description came in sight. The crackers

had lost their staying power, but we consoled ourselves by

visions of a solid breakfast that we hoped to get at Dooley's,

and so we plodded mournfully along, until, after nearly two

hours' walking, the long-looked-for white house was seen.

We were greeted by several large dogs and a strong odor of

frvins pork as we walked up to the open door, and, looking

in, we saw the proprietor himself, and family, disposing of

the pork. Unfortunately, they did not dispose of the dogs as

as well, and the noisy brutes hung around our unprotected

legs with altogether too much interest in their ugly faces.

To our questions about the creek, we could only get the

rather unsatisfactory information that it was about two miles

further. Our friend was not very communicative that morn-
ing, aDd perhaps did not like being interviewed at meal times.

Few men do. it diverts their thoughts from the pleasurable

occupation of the moment, "riles" them up, and is produc-

tive of poor digestion, with its host of melancholy atten-

dants.

We decided, under the circumstances, not to stay to break-

fast, and so pulled our belts a little tighter, to keep the crack-

ers in place, and departed, pursued by the snarling dogs, but

little wiser for our call.

The morning sun was doing its best to beautify a landscape

that man had done his best to make dismal, for our way led

over a large burnt tract, plentifully covered with blackberry

bashes, a rough but kindly mantle that Nature spreads over

the land to obliterate in part the traces of man's destroying

hand.
The burnt region was decidedly monotonous to walk

through, and it seemed to be interminable. The two miles

had certainly stretched themselves into four before we saw
a house. The owner was leaning against the door post, with
his hands in his pockets, vigorously chewing tobacco, and
regarding the prospect of burnt stumps, rocks and brambles
with a discouraged visage. He looked as if he was tired of

battling with Nature, and had about decided to give up the

contest and make an unconditional surrender.

We put on the most cheerful smiles we could muster up in

our enfeebled condition, and politely inquired how far it was
to Rattlesnake Creek. The man regarded us languidly a
moment, shifted his ieet a little so as to get a good footing be-

fore drawing on his energy for a reply, deluged the nearest

stump with a flood of tobacco juice, and slowly answered,
"'Bout two miles," *>nd relapsed into melancholy silence.

This was rather startling information, Evidently we were
in a mysterious country, whose distances could not be reduced
by walking, or were we chasing an imaginary creek that was
always two miles away from us? It began to look so. But
no amount of questioning could elicit any more definite in-

formation from our tired friend, whose topographical infor-

mation seemed lo be bounded by his stone walls, so we bade
him good morning, and trudged on for a mile or so further

without seeing any stream, or any place where one could be
hidden, so we stopped at a house and renewed our search for

information, it was a woman whom we asked this time, and
she looked rather amused at our question, or it might have
been at our appearance.

"Well," she said, in reply, "it's about two miles to the
cn.-ek."

"S<_-e here, madam," we exclaimed, ''this thing is getting
serious. We have been walking ever since daylight in search
of that stream, and it is always two miles off. Now, is there
really any Kutllesniike Creek?"

It seemed to strike her as quite funny, although we were
not in the condition to appreciate the joke.

"Oh !" yes," she replied, " there is, for my husband is cut-

ting logs for the mills over there."

"Mills!" we gasped. "Do you mean to say there are

,
mills on Kattlesnake Creek?"

*' Why, to be sure," said she. "They've run a railroad in

there now, and there are several mills and a big logging
camp."
We went back to the roadside and sat down to wrestle with

the situation. If our champion pedestrian had heen there
then, the outlook would have been bad for him. But, having
come no far, there was nothing to do but go on, so we fol-

lowed thi' rough, -tony road over the hill, and through the
woods, where already we could see the traces of the chopper,
and frequently hear the sound of his axe in the distance, fol-

lowed by the 'lull crash of the falling tree. Presently we saw
one of these devaators trimming oil llie branches of u prostrate

hemlock] and we bailed him with the question that was be-

ginning to .-muni ;i trille monotonous ;

" How far to Rattlesnadc < reek'.'"

lie looked meditative an instant, and, leaning on his axe
handle, looked us over carefully before replying. Then he

commenced in that ominous phrase :

"Well, it's about —."

"See here," we interrupted, "you're not going to say it's

two miles, are you ? If you do, there'll be trouble."
" No," he said, " it's only about half a mile, down in that

hollow, yonder. You won't get much fishing, though," he

continued, " for the stream is full of sawdust from the mills,

and the trout are about cleaned .out. If you want to catch

any, you'll have to go three or four miles up above the mills,

where Panther Creek comes in."

A few minutes' walk took us down into the hollow, and at

last we saw Rattlesnake Creek. But how different from what

our imagination had pictured ! Where was the mighty for-

est that hid its waters from the sunlight? Gone! and in its

place rows of jagged stumps and fallen trunks, through

which arid desert rushed the creek, choked with logs and de-

bris from the mills. In front of us was a long row of rough

hemlock shanties, squalid and dirty. A big steam saw mill

was working up the great logs, which several teams were

bringing in from the woods, into heavy planks, and pouring a

stream of chips and sawdust into the water below. In the

distance was a large gang of men, leveling the roadbed for

the new rails, and a construction train was puffing and snort-

in» over the uneven track, and a busier, more noisy spot we
could hardly have found if we had started out for that express

purpose.

We sat down on some logs, utterly used up and discour-

aged, and a wanderiug small boy, seeing two city chaps in the

blues, came and looked at us curiously. The native small

hoy, if he be at all wide-awake, is generally an interesting

subject, and this one proved no exceptson to the rule. He
regarded it as a huge joke that we should have left the fish-

ing at Dunmore and tramped away over here for nothing,

and, from an outsider's point of view, he was about right. He
soon scattered any lingering hopes we had of finding a quiet

bit of stream, for the whole region was being opened up, and
logging was going on all along the creek.

But we came to fish, and fish we did, wading around through

the sawdust, getting our shoes full of the rough stuff, and

spending most of our time picking our flies from the floating

chips, so it was rather surprising that we actually caught a

few small trout under such circumstances. An hour or so of

this questionable sport finished us, and tired nature gave way.

We crawled under some bushes, ate the few crackers that

were left from our morning's supply, and fell asleep from
sheer exhaustion, and it was late in the afternoon before we
awoke to the fact that ten long miles of rough road lay be-

tween us and the Nay Aug House'. If the distance seemed
long in the morning, it was interminable on the return trip,

and it was a pair of very bedraggled, dispirited and worn-out

wrecks that slowly limped up to the hotel door at Dunmore,
late that evening, too utterly tired to care for anything. The
landlord regarded us with a grim smile. He looked at our

dusty legs, our empty creels and our dejected appearance. He
sized us up carefully, and concluded that we were a risky pair

of customeis, with no salable baggage, and forthwith moved
us from our comfortable room, and put us up under the roof,

and our spirits were too broken even to expostulate.

We spent the night catching, in our troubled dreams, all

sorts of horrid monsters, that ate fried pork and swam around
among logs, and chased us over fallen trees, until it was a re-

lief to wake up and get rested, and it was a sadder, if not a

wiser pair of fishermen, that left the next morning for our

camp on Jones' Lake.

THE GUN.
The "World's Fair Shoot.

There now appears to be a very poor outlook for having

any tournament at the World's Columbian Exposition worthy

of the time and place. Dissentious seems to have arisen

which bid fair to leave this splendid [opportunity practically

unoccupied. Will the sportsmen of Chicago so allow it to re-

main ? It would seem that something should be done in or-

der to present a programme worthy to be designated as a

World's Tournament. As the matter now stands the proposi-

tion is for any one to go to Chicago and shoot for just what-

ever the sportsmen may see fit to contribute to the pools. This

is a World's Tournament with a vengeance. The sportsmen

over the country could meet at their own convenience and
shoot under the same encouraging conditions.

It is a sad commentary on the conditions of sportsmanship

in America that an adequate amount of money has not long
since been hung up in purses for a grand tournament at

Chicago at some time during the progress of the Exposition.

But such is life.

The "hotshot" that has been fired anent this subject in

Forest and Stream should have stirred up the energies of the

powers that be at the "Windy City," but it would seem that

no good has came of it.

If you take your gun to Chicago you will have a chance to

put up your money and shoot for is just as you are at liberty

to do at any time and place. It is never too late to do good,

hut is there any organized disposition to do it, in this matter ?

We fear that there is little hope for a favorable outcome to

this matter.

The California "Wing Shooting Club.

On Sunday last the California Wing Shooting Club met at

Oakland Track for their regular monthly recreation. The
attendance of shooters were small but some excellent shooting
was done by some of those present.

The birds was a good lot and many were the swift flyers

that were liberated from the traps.

The score stood as follows :

Edward Fay 222 2 1112222 2—12
"Blade". 0111211112 1—10
II .

i'. (Ji.lrher 2 20111020100—7
Kobt. Liddle 2 1 001 *0201*0— 5
F. Vernon 02200102*20 0—5

Pool shooting was then indulged in for some time. Mr.
Kay shot at 100 birds during the day, killing 92 of that num-
ber in good form. For two years Mr. Fay lias been practic-

ing his present style of shooting, which we have often had oc-

casion to commend. As all know who have seen him shoot,

he lires a quick first following the same by a well-nigh instan-
taneous second.
This is the style that wins when one has accustomed them-

selves to it. A deferred "second" is all too often the cause
of losing the bird from the fact that it .has passed beyond the
point where the gun makes a killing pattern. It requires a

gr^at amount of practice to shoot well in this manner, but it

is the only way in which a better than SO per cent, record

can be made. If you want to make a good record you must
sh >ot quick enough to catch the swift drivers before they get

well under way.

It Was a "Goose-Egg" Victory.

Nothing is so certain as uncertainty ; nothing is more in-

teresting and novel than the unexpected. "When the current

of events runs counter to all well-nigh, universal predictions

the outcome, the results, furnish food for reflection. Sur-

prises must expend their force before one is enabled to ac-

commodate themselves to the new environments which con-

sist of unlooked for developments.

It is not often that matches at the trap develop so many
surprising features as that witnessed on Saturday last when

the Country Club's picked team of ten men met like a num-

ber of picked men from the Alameda Gun Club to contest for

honors in a match at which each man was to fire at fifteen

birds. The preliminaries being arranged, they met at 2
o'clock P. m. on the day above mentioned at Oakland Shoot-
ing Park under conditions most favorable, as far as outward
or observable features were concerned, for shooting a good
match.
The match was good enough, if the evenness of shooting

govern the judgment, but if skill in shooting be the stand-

ard of judgment, then the match must berated as a very poor
one.

We favor, however, the former element as a standard in

recording our judgment on this event and have no hesitancy
in saying that it was, on the whole, one of the most interessing

events ever held at the trap in this vicinity. The birds were
an average lot, many of them being very swift ones. A good
breeze favored the outgoing birds and they lost no time in

taking advantage of it, wheeling away in fine form, eluding
the aim of most of the sportsmen very frequently.

As the score of this match attests, the shooting on the
whole, to use a current and forcible word of description, was
"rotten." If the intangible " goose eggs" produced on this

occasion could be placed in an imaginary incubator the air

would soon be filled with invisible "honkers" as most of
the "eggs" were as perfect specimens as one usually sees.

It will ever remain a mystery to most of the sportsmen en-
gaged in this event, as to how and why, they missed so many
biids. It would be a safe wager to lay, if the same match were to

be shot to-day, that the shooting ef each club would be from
20 to 25 per cent, above that of last Saturday, as the scores,

on the whole, are far below those usually made by the gentle-

men participating. Each club was provided with a scorer.

C. W. Kyle, referee.

The scores of each frame were announced as

made and when the first three " twenty-birds " had
been shot [at and the Country Club stood six birds ahead
of the Alamedas, every body predicted that the first above
mentioned club would have what is currently termed a " walk
over." But subsequent events proved this impression to be
premature. Why ? Why, because. That is the best reason
that can be given. The Alamedas are to be congratulated on
their lusterless victory. Why? Because it was a "goose-
egg" victory. But what matters, every body was happy and
more genuine fun was derived from the match than if each
team bad killed 85 per cent, of the birds fired at.

The first match of these series was won by the Country
Club last year, when the scores were very much higher than
those obtaining in the match shot on last Saturday.
Mr. A. C. Tubbs for the Country Club led in the shooting

doing some very commendable work, scoring 13 out of a pos-

sible 15 kill. Mr. Charles Lainer scored an equal number on
behalf of the Alamedas. The score.

ALAMEDA, TEAM.

Huso Schroeder 20112210121102 1— 12
F. B. Norton 20101021000110 1— 8
A. F. Adams 01112112002120 0-10
C. M. Osborn 00110121211202 1— 11
L. P. Bolander 2211*2201000220— 9

T. R. Barney 12102*12211222*— 12
W. E. Mayhew 101*0111001110 2— 9
S. E. Knowles 000111011111212— 11
Chas. Lainer 220222*12222112— 13
W. W. Haskell 0*0*00111110211- 8 I

Totals 647667SS76SSS7 7—103

THE COUNTRY CLUB TEAM.

R. E. Wilson 11*011101201111— 11

A. C. Tubbs 11102122220122 2— 13
W. C. Murdoch 1*22202010000*0— 6

W. S. Kittle 2*20012*001222 2— 9
F. R. Webster 21011000221000 2— 8'
F. W. Tallant 2200 2 002001012 1— 8
R. H. Sprague 111221102202*0 2— 11

R. B. Woodward 21111101112012 0— 12

R. A. Eddy 11*21 010121220 0— 10

Harry Babcock 1101002101111*2— 10 1

Totals 10 S56S574776675 7— 9S

* Dead out of bounds.

This necessitates another match in order to decide the

final winners of the series. This will probably be shot oif

some time this season.

The San Francisco Gun Club will hold its regular annual

picnic in Boss Valley, near Tamalpais, on Tuesday, May 30.

The Recreation Gun Club holds its regular monthly match
to-morrow at Oakland Shooting Park.

The Alamedas hold their regular monthly match at Oak-
land Shooting Park to-day.

The birds furnished so far this season at the traps have
been of excellent quality. =

The Dog.

"In life the firmest friend,
The first to welcome and the foiemost to defend,
Whose honest life is all his master's own,
Who tights, lives and breathes for him alone."

So sang Byron and so thinks every true lover of man's

steadfast friend. Pictures of dogs from the toy pet to the

gigantic mastiff, charming and characteristic sylvan scenes

showing the pointers, setters, retrievers and spaniels as they

appear at work in the field. Pictures that are at once ornaments

and educators ; these with countless other works of art, a

view of any one of which will well repay one for a visit will

be seen and courteously shown to any one interested by visit-

ing the art rooms of Sanborn, Vail & Co., 741-745 Market St.
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At the Oakland Track.

The fences and buildings which "fringe" ihis famous

course have just received a new coat of irhitewash and every-

thing has a lily-white hue. Mr. Ben AY right has spared

neither money nor time to make it one of the best racecourses

in the State. He has had a new inside track made on which

the horses can be exercised while the main course is being

prepared for the races. The betting pavilion has been

furnished with a number of booths in which the "odds

shouters " can ply their vocation during the 156 days' meet-

ing soon to commence here. The stalls have all been re-

paired and a gang of laborers are cleaning the avenues and

passage-ways between them. The pathway through the

vegetable garden will be closed and a straight pat h to a neat

station on the railroad is contemplated. The only one who has

a string of trotters at present at the track is J. H. Crow, al-

though a large number of Oakland people can be seen jogging

their youngsters on the circular course every mcrniug.

The first one looked at is the stallion Anteeo Jr., 2:25},

sire of Hailstorm, 2:25. This is an Electioneer all over, and
is one of those evenly-made, strongly-built horses it is a

pleasure to look at either in the stable or on the track. He
will get a mark close to 2:20 this fall.

Sidwood, the handsome daughter of Sidney that got a mark
of 2:1S as a three-year-old is in the adjoining stall. Her dam
is called Lynn, by Lynwood, and is now at the Valensia

Stock Farm. She belongs to Judge W. E. Greene, of Oak-
land. The three-year-old St. Nicholas colt next looked at is

the best one of this horse's get we have seen, aod there are

very few green trotters that have a license to beat him. His

dam was a thoroughbred.

A Sidney mare of a daughter of John Nelson is also in the

row of stalls. She is a promising trotter, but very little has

been done with her. One of Mr. Crow's pets is called Jakey

Holmes, by Redwood, 2:27, out of Lady Sherman, by Sher-

man. This fellow is a trotter, and a good one, too. " De
boys had better keep dare eyes on Jakey when de bell gets

a-ringin'," said the admiring colored attendant as he carefully

adjusted the blanket on the colt.

In the next stall is a mare that will always pay for her feed

and a little bit more in the races, and when her bike days are

over will be invalaable in the harem, and that is the beauti-

ful bay mare Electrina, 2:23$, by Richard's Elector, dam
Stemwinder, 2:30| (dam of Directum, 2:11^, the greatest

living race stallion of his age). Electrina has filled out and

looks much stronger than she did last fall ; she is a beautiful

mare. This year, as she seems to be very speedy, it would

not surprise us if she gets a very low record. Her owner,

John Green, says he wants no tin-cup marks.

Mountain Boy is the name of the sire of the intelligent-

looking, dark brown colt that has for a dam the great brood-

mare Pansy (dam of Almonition, 2:24J, and King Orry,

2:23}). This youngster belongs to J . Adams, of Oakland, and

if ever a man ought to be proud of a trotter he has a right

to be.

The Dawn colt, Examiner, owned by General Fine, of Santa

Rosa,was next inspected. He is "fast as the proverbial bullet"

and will add his name to that of the other sous and daughters

of Harry Aenew's horse that will get in the list this fall.

Chas.Babb has sent his gray pacer Pet to lengthen Mr.

Crow's string. She is a nicely made mare and will be seen

at the Breeders' spring meeting.

There is in an adjoining stall a horse by Richards' Elector

out of a mare by Hambletonian 725. He is peculiarly

shaped, in fact, was foaled that way, but he can trot fast and

never seems to tire. He is from Los Angeles but will be seen

on the circuit here this fall.

Judge W. E. Greene's Sidney 611y, called Croppy, is turn-

ing out just as we predicted last year, a sensible, pure-gaited,

strong-moving, fast and consistent trotter. She will make
friends wherever she is, and in a race she will never be any-

where but in the lead.

Mr. Crow has all of his horses looking and feeling well,

and on the circuit this year he will be seen piloting a num-
ber of them to victory.

Studebaker Carriages Repository.

On one side of the room and enclosed with an air-tight
dust-proof partition is the painting room. Here a Dumber of
men were busily engaged painting and varnishing vehicl
Across the building and directly opposite is the carriage
trimmers' apartment. In the cellar, all goods are unpacked,

j

and here were all the compotent parts of vehicles separated
from each other in bins; wheels, axles, shafts, bodie?,
tongues, covers, etc., all arranged systematically. Prom
cellar to roof everything about the immense place has

1 been arranged with a view to show the various articles in a
I proper manner. System and cleanliness seemed to be the
I prevailing rules, and the courtesy of tin- salesmen makes a
|
visit to this splendid establishment one not only long to be
remembered, but also teaches the visitor that great perfection
has been reached in the manufacture of '* everything on
wheels."

The Northern Circuit.

On the corner of Tenth and Market streets, in this city, is

one of the largest and most complete carriage and wagon re-

positories in the United States. It is owned by the famous

Studebaker Bros. The building is of pressed brick, and is

very handsome, and from the time the visitor steps in-

side the large bronze doors until he returns, the many speci-

mens of carriage makers' skill there will absorb all his atten-

tention. There is not a vehicle known, from a dump cart to

a sulky, nor from a platform spring country wagon to a

$2,500 carriage that is not on exhibition. The five rooms are

90x140 each, and the vehicles are classified according to

their quality. At the entrance is one of the latest and best-

made pneumatic sulkies ever manufactured. It is called

"The Frazier latest improved." It is a marvel of lightness,

strength and beauty, and will at once commend itself to all

practical horsemen and drivers* as the finest thing of the kind

ever shown here. There is no doubt that a number of orders

will be given for these forty-two-pound vehicles.

The people of this State who have never had an opportunity

of seeing the very latest styles of traps, landaus, carriages,

spiders, tally-ho coaches, wagonettes, buggies, dog carts and

barouches, should call and be convinced that for excellence of

workmanship, beauty of design and artistic taste shown, this

display surpasses that of any other in this Slate ; we doubt

if it is excelled at the Chicago fair. On the first floor is dis-

played the finest lot of harness, blanketing, robes, etc., on the

Coast. The room in which these articles are kept is a model

of neatness and convenience. Mr. Ames, the superintendent,

takes great pleasure in speaking of the advantages of this as

well as the other rooms in the building. On the second floor

a full line of Frazier sulkies and carts are shown, buggies,

spring wagons, coupes, carriage and park rigs. The third floor

contains a large number of vehicles made exclusively for the

country trade. We noticed the men prepariug three spring

wagons for shipment to Central America here. On the fourth

floor are farm wagons and heavier vehicles used in the coun-

try. One portion of this floor is used exclusively for the ex-

hibition of the celebrated Studabaker watering carts. Almost

every race track in America has one, while all of the cities of

any size have these sprinklers in use on their streets and park

roads.

The preparations being made by the oflicers and directors

of the northern circuit for their race meetings this fall

speak volumes for their enterprise. The dates claimed by

them will receive the endorsement of every horseman there.

Commencing August 1st with a five days' meeting at Wood-
land ; the horses, with their bikes, will go on to swell the

numbers at Willows, thence to Red Bluff, Chico and Marys-
ville, and wind up with the State Fair. Many will follow

on and go to Stockton, San Jose, Vallejo and the Breeders'

fall meeting. These places are all alive and wide awake.

The class of horses that will compete in the various events
are known as all-day horses, and as many of the greatest
campaigners have come from this rich agricultural country,
it would not surprise us if the year 1S93 will be noted as the
Columbian year for the greatest surprises seen on the turf,

and they will come from the paddocks, fields and meadows of
Colusa and Yolo counties.

At Woodland there are at present some seventy-flve horses
at the track in training, and still there are more to come. To
accommodate them seventy-five additional box-stalls have
been built this spring. With the one hundred and fifty

already there it will place the course in the first rank. Under
the supervision of one of the best track superintendents in this

State, the course is absolutely perfect. No complaints of
horses " becoming sore " are heard, and every one of the
drivers seems anxious to have his horses " ready when the
bell rings." There will be fast time made on this, and in fact

all of the tracks on this circuit. The people in this section
have been liberal patrons of the sales in Sonoma, San Mateo
and Santa Clara counties, !*.nd have established some excel-
lent stock farms, and the colts and fillies they will briDg to the
races will compare favorably with any in this Stale.

Many of our horsemen who have never been on this cir-

cuit have already signified their intention of going this year.
The hotel accommodations are first-class, the people hospita-
ble and a welcome is accorded every visitor.

The Lompoc Races.

Quite a number of our people attended the races at Lom-
poc on May Day, and our representative reports a good time

and lots of people to enjoy it. The people of Lompoc and

Santa Rita valleys turned out en mass for a good time and

they had it. The day was perfect and every one seemed bent

on having the best time possible. The town svas crowded all

day long and the ball at night was a grand affair.

The races were fairly well patronized and those who were
there enjoyed it as much or. more than though it had been
one of the regular circuit meetings for the reason that the
races were well run and honestly won and those who take
special interest in such matters got a good many " pointers"
which they are confident they can use to good advantage dur-

ing the coming fall races.

The following tally was kept by our representative who
was on the ground during the entire races : The first was a
three-quarter dash, between Dolly West, Lost Sister, Bay
Dave, May D., each carrying 119 pounds weight. The result :

Bay Dave first, May D. second, Dolly West third, Lost Sister

fourth. Time, 1:23£.

The second race was a three in five trot, three-minute class

and first money (§120) was won by W. S. Lierlv's horse Ex-
celsior in three straight heats. Time, 3:03, 3:00, 3:02A.

The third was a two-in-three trot for two-year-olds, and
was won in two straight heats by Aberdeen, driven by Mr.
Ranu, Boc, driven by DeRome, second, and Farewell driven

by McMann, third. Time, 3:47.

Tue fourth race was a half mile dash for two-year-olds,

won by Florita in 0:52-1.

On the second day both the races and the attendance was
better, but the proceeds were too small to justify giving full

purses as advertised, and they were cut down in accordance.

The buggy race was highly interesting, and was won in three

straight heats by Buffalo in 3:02], with Morganti B. from
Santa Maria, second heat.

The second was a trotting race for two-year-olds and was
won by Rainey's colt in 3:47A.

There was a mile dash between Red Jacket, Acme and
Bay D., and was won by Red Jacket in 1:50. There were
two exhibition heats, in which McKay's Hippolite scored a

2:38, and Parkville Dude a 2:43 gait.

The quarter mile and repeat was won by Grover in 0:2")

and Garrett Blosser's mare Lily won second money.—Santa

Maria Times.

A writer in a contemporary, after canvassing tin- field

for the probable stallion champion of the year, and referring

to Stamboiil, 2:07A, Moquette, 1, 2:10 and Directum, 2, 2:11 \,

remarks :
" I don't know of any stallion promising enough to

beat any of the Uuee I have designated." We have an idea,

however, that when Nelson, 2:10, makes his debut on a smooth
mile track and hitched to his new bike, the critics may be Bel

agog as thev were in 1890.

A MAGNIFICENT, complete set of dental instrument",

the property of the late Herbert King (who met death in Bticfa

a shocking manner near I'leasanlon last week), are for sale

at this office at a very low rate, considering their original

cost and excellent condition. Mure is a grand opportuu >

for some horse dentist to secure as Rood :> set of instruments

as can be found anywhere for a ridiculously small Bum.
—

"Snapper" GabbiSON has been engaged to ride Banquet
for Mr. Dwyer in the race for the Brooklyn Handicap,

William Mulkey's Start.

A very interesting Btory "f Mr. M til key's rise in the turf

world is told by a Kansas < it v exchange. It was at St -1"-

scph, Mo., while attending the races one afternoon about

twenty years ago that he saw a mare belonging to John Brown,

of Seneca] Kan., run the second mile <>( a heat race in 1:45,

and at once decided to buy, paying $1,000 for her. That
mare wns the foundation of a stable which, in twenty years of

honorable racing, has won more than a quarter of a million

dollars, and although its owner bos purchased many horses

siDce that time the money that paid for all of them came from
her winnings. Her name was Cbiquita.

Chiquita was brought to Kansas City and placed in the

hands of a trainer whose experience had been entirely with
with " quarter " horses. Ills name was Green B. Morris, and
Chiquita was the tirst thoroughbred he handled. Morris
had recently come from California, where he had been a stage

driver, and was " broke, Hat broke." He bad gone to Mr.
Mnlkey, and the latter had told him he would give him his

meals and " let him sleep out in the barn if he would help

'tend the horses." This same Green B. Morris is still train-

ing race horses, but they are his own, and his name now
stands near the top of the list of successful American turf-

men. Last spring his Judge Morrow won the Brooklyn
Handicap, worth $'J0,Ui>», and the year before his winnings
for the season were $80,000.

Morris was instructed to give special attention to Cbiquita,

hut she was a disappointment that vear, and he became more
interested in a mare called Pocahontas. Pocahontas was
famous for her speed; no four-legged animal in the West, it

was declared, could give her a race. Her reputation reached

St. Louis, where Matt Allen, now a famous trainer, trained

for Captain John Shaw, a horse of which he thought hiyhlv.

His oauie was Jim Walker. A match for $250 a side was
arranged to take place at the race track in the East Bottoms.
Pocahontas and Jim Walker were given special preparation,

and no two horses ever had trainers with greater conlidence

in their ability to win. Each " plunged" to his limit. Allen,

besides betting every cent he had in the world, mortgaged
Captain Shaw's horseand wagered the money on Jim Walker.
When the hour for the race came he gathered saddles, bridles,

blankets and all his stable trappings and wagered them, too.

The race was run, and Pocahontas won. Green Morris made
his first " killing,'' and Allen walked back to St. Louis.

As a five-year-old—that was in 1875—Chiquita was taken

East with Henry Avis, who had been with Mr. Mulkey long
before that time, and who is with him yet, in charge. At
Jerome Park she won the Fordham Handicap of later days

in the fastest time for a mile and aquarter ever made on the
track. Chiquita won many other races in the East, defeating

the best horses of the day. Before her retirement Lucifer, a

son of the great Leamington and Lady Motley, was added to

the stable, having been purchased from Mr. Pierre Lorillard

for $1,000. After a creditable career. East and West, he
broke down as a tiye-year-old and is now the premier on the

Mulkey farm, near Lexington, Mo. His son, Joquita, was a

good race horse and added luster to his name and to the name
of his dam, the famous Chiquita, whose only offspring he was.

After Lucifer, Topsy reigned as the star of the Mulkey
stable. She was a little brown mare, by The 111 Used—Black
Slave, and was bred by Mr. Pierre Lorillard. Topsy was one
of the best race horses that ever represented Missouri on the

Eastern tracks, and a bright page in the history of the stable

is her defeat of the mighty Parole. Parole years ago re-

turned from his victoriesabroad, where his stable companions,
Iroquois and Foshall, had won the English Derby and Grand
Prix. Topsy met Parole in a handicap at Monmouth Park.

The great Monitor was also in the race. In the betting

Parole was the favorite, Monitor second choice, and "the
little runt from Missouri," as they called Topsv, scarcely

thought of. It was a bruising race and a head and head
finish between Parole, Topsv and Monitor, but Topsy had
her head in front. The mighty Parole had been beaten, and
by " the little runt from Missouri."

It was no ''fluke," for she defeated many of the Eastern
cracks, among them Eole, and once raced George Kinney to

a head. Topsy died on the Mulkey farm, near Lexington,

Mo., a few years ago. Her only progeny was Top Gallant,

an animal of fair quality.

Other thotoughhreds that have carried the maroon and
white of the stable to victory many times are: Rosalie, who
had the record of one mile and a furlong for three years

;

Belle of the West, Jim Xave, Jim Carlisle, Hotachotnie, I.e

Premier, twice a Derby winner and, the great Western Handi-
cap, winner Verge d'Or.

The Mulkey stable has a reputation for honesty that few

raciog firms possess. When a horse bearing its colors is in a
race, speculators do not inquire; "Is he meant?" or "Do
they want to win ?" They ask :

" Does Henry think he can
win?" And by " Henry" they mean plain, honest Henry Avis,

whose ability as a trainer has been one great factor in the

success of the stable. In racing, as in everything else, " hon-
esty is the best policy." It has certainly been a paying policy

for the Mulkey Btable, for, as Mr. Mulkey says, " Henry has

brought home from ^I'.'hiii |,. **Ji;,o0<i every vear."

Acain this year the maroon and white will he found bat-

tling for the prizes of the Western turf. The horses have
been shipped t<> Memphis for their early spring work, and
from Memphis they will "go up the line." The stable this

year is corn posed of:

Verge )'< >r, i>ik- h 6, by Virginia! Golden -U|>|h.t.

Iliirrv Askew. I.e. I. D5 LUClfCr -DodeltC,
Slipper, b f, 3. bj Lucll -'>:» r.

i earn brie be, I, bv I. taiui Umbrla.
Uajoi I Lui id r— I

Beih Wnr-i, bll i . 8, by Foqn
[mmlldn, i» r, ;;. by Laclfci Ntobe

a i

Bay colt, 2, by rtas.

liny colt, 2, by Joqaita -Emms Mack.

Rboabdimo the rail of Frank Van Ness by the

American Trotiing Association at Chicago lasl wei

Inter-' >r» an had the following to say : " When Van ft

expelled he was driving for Joe Kmeriek, and the allegation

against him was thai he entert d b horse under the assumed
name of Lexington < bief ' r., onl of his class al Kansas < Sty,

St, Louis, and Dallas, I exas. timony before the

Board the Btrangesl point developed was his assertion that at

1
1,.' time of bis b ing ruled ofl be was driving for Emerick

;

that the latter sen! him the horse in qu stion for entry, and

thai lie carried oul his instructions in entire ignorance of the

which hi- expulsion was based." The truth of this

i WAS believed by the Hoard with lh» result already

stated.
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Dates Claimed.

ST. LOUTS JOCKEY CLT*B—Spring meeting —April 29 to June 23

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB May 2 to Mav 20
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting May 10 (9 days i

P. C. T. H. B. A.- Spring Meeting- Slay 27 to June 3 incl

YOLO- August 1 to 5 incl

CHICO Aug. .2 to 26 incl

SANTA BARBARA Augusts to August 26 incl

LOMPOC -.August 29 to September 2 incl

BXENEiLE September 19 to September 23 incl
SANTA ANA - September 26 to September 30 iucl

LOS ANGELES October 2 to October 7 incl
VAN' 1'VER. WASH June 14 (four days)
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days}
P' iKTI.AND - June 24 (seven davst
SALEM July 4tb, oth and 6th
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington, Ky.l—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meetiog...June6to 10
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting. May 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK Jane 17 to 24

WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, mo—Summer meeting
-June 24 (25 davs >

BUTTE. nELENA AND DEER LODGE -July 3, 4and 5

DILLON July 4 to 7

EISS '.A—Regular circuit - Julv 10 to 13

ANACONDA—Regular circuit Julv 15 to 26
BUTTE—Regular circuit - - July 29 to Aug. 15
HKLhNA— Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 to Sept.

2

STURGIS Michl Julv 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Slimmer Meeting Aug. 1 to Augll
GLENBKOOK PARK -August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK Sept. 5 to S
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 incl.

WAS II I NGTON PARK The N. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16

MODESTO Sept. 26 to 29 incl

KOLLLSTER.. October 10 to 14 incl

CUMBERLAND FAIR AND RACING ASS'N October 16 to 2S

Entries Close.

OVKRI.AND PARK CLUB Denver -Purses Mavl6
TULARE Mav2S
CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB Mav 25

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ALCONA 730 W. G. RocklllT, Healdsburc, Cal
ALMI iNITION A. A- Armstrong, Alamo. Cal
AMBASSADOR S. A. Browne & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
A LBCT D.Auderton, Oakland, Cal
ALEXANDER BUTTON „G. W. Woodur.1, Yolo, Cal
BAY ROSE 9,814 Thos. Bonner, Santa Rosa. Cal
CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Mania Carter. Irvlngton
CHANCELLOR M.05.S R. I). Fox, San Jose
ell a- DERBY Geo. A Wllev, Danville, Ca!
COUNT ANTEEO 14.893 ..w. w. Smith, Colusa, Cal

• MOULTRIE D.J. Mnrnhv. Mtlpltas. Cal
II ROSBdale i'.r.-i-.lint: Farta

DELWIN Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cal
:: PRINCE 11,363 Souther Farm. San Leandro, Cal

I'l'.ITAI I- 71 RosedBIe Breeding Farm
DIABI.O Murrav & Richards, Pleasanton, Cal
DON MARVIN Chaa. I. Lowell, Lodl, Cal
DON FIGARO Soother Farm, Ssa Leandro

-

I.. Richards, Grays* n, cal
KL BENTON Soother Farm, San Leandro
EMINENT J4. A. Browne A Co., Kalamazoo, Midi

Frank II. Burke.626 Market st
GLEN FORI INK Souther Farm, San Leandro
GUV WILKES Wm.Corbltt.San Mateo, Cal
GUIDE A. T. Haul.. K Flood BoUdfng.dly
JESTER i> Souther Farm. San Leandro

LOT
Dr. T. w.. Harris. Eugene, Ore

MOUN1 in ipk n.3* it. li. Fox, San Jose
NAPA wii ii - B. W.Davien, WalsonvulcCal
NUTW IBOl
NUTWOOD WILKES Martin Carter, Irvlngton

i '
' Souther Farm, £

PRINCE mi Geo. \ wllev, Danville. Cal
SABLE WILKES Wm.Corblu, San Mateo, Cal
SAN JOsE s. a. Browne A Co., Kalamazoo, Mlcb
BALADIN i

* 182 Montgomery si
sin ROY -A. T. Hatch. 42 Flood Bol
SOUD \N - D. J. Mnrphy, Mil
STFINWAV .... i Wfiey, Danville. I al

I \HfM - A. A \rn
WARLOCK J&, A. Brown '

. Kalamai Midi
wil.lHi ...: .Geo A. Will v. Danville, Cal
wii, DIRECT Wm. Corhltt. snti Mateo,Cal

TBORODUHBRBOB.
BUNOT I ii i p. Preach Draft stain-. n a. a. Armstrong. Alamo, cal
IMP. IHAI.IIM
1 MP. LOYALie I W. M. Mnrrv. s
Mi'NI'AY FINAL ,...H.I I ' lata. Cal
Si INPAREIL i leveland Bay Btalllon)...-A. A. Armntrong, Alamo. Cal

.11 •
.

It looks very much as if California, taken all in all,

will be from this time forth the greatest State for racing

in America, if indeed not the world. From the far

East comes reliable information to the effect that the

managers of the New Jersey, Illinois and Indiana winter

race meetings have at last capitulated to their enemies,

the legislators and the mass of humane people that have

protested against the racing over icy tracks, in blood-

freezing weather, of a lot of broken-down dogs that

have earned lives of quietude on their inhuman masters'

farms. This being the case, it is apparent that in two

places only can winter racing be conducted humanely

and successfully (from a financial standpoint)—San

Francisco and New Orleans. And these cities alone

will have next winter such meetings as no one in this

portion of the world ever imagined they could have.

The indications are that Bay District track and vicinity

will shelter at that time at least 1,000 race horses, and

there will doubtless be seven or more races each day.

It is to be regretted that the Blood Horse Association

is not going ahead in the work of raising money enough

to purchase a suitable tract of land whereon they could

erect grand stands, stables, etc., that would be a credit to

this great, wealthy city and its sport-loving inhabitants.

The fact is patent that the accommodations at Bay Dis-

trict track are not at the present in keeping with the

organization. There should be a new grand stand, capa-

ble of seating at least 15,000 people, with a restaurant

and other attachments that would be joys forever. We
note that 30,000 persons saw the Kentucky Derby run

last Wednesday at Louisville, Ky., a city of perhaps

200,000 inhabitants. Where could we put 30,000 persons

so that they could see a race? Why, 15,000 spectators

within the gates at Bay District track would take up

every inch of available space, and at present there is not

seating capacity for over 3,500, we should say, at a rea-

sonable estimate. Therefore, with the carrying on of a

racing meeting next winter on the scale of magnificence

intended, with two or three thousand visitors (horsemen,

speculators and searchers for health) from the country

east of the Rockies, it can at once be seen that plenty of

work must be done within the next five months if the

old Bay District is to be made fit for the accommodation

of man and galloper. Let us hope that we shall have a

new track, grand stands, stables, etc., BELONGING TO

the association, by the time the bell rings for the first

race of next winter's meeting at San Francisco.

To the present management, however, the greatest

credit is due for bringing racing on this Coast up to its

present high standard of excellence, and to Thomas H.

Williams, the Blood Horse Association's most energetic

officer, the greatest portion of praise is due. We
have seen in the past few years wonderful changes

for the better. The inaugural move in the right

direction (recommended strongly months before in a se-

ries of articles in the Breeder and Sportsman) was

the employment of a professional starter that knew his

business thoroughly. Formerly fields of over five were

seldom dispatched within half an hour, and those vexa-

tious waits and the poor flagmanship did much to dis-

gust our people with the sport of kings. Then a little

coterie of bookmakers in this city used to make books

that would shame the paint off a wooden Indian's face.

Copper-bottomed " cinch " odds hardly express the air-

tightness of the " books " made on races of former days.

Where four or five years ago 10 to 1 was about the larg-

est odds offered on a rank outsider, 100 to 150 to 1 are

now given. The jockeys used to virtually ride over the

starter, and when that official would fine or suspend a

"fresh" horse-pilot, the Board of Directors generally re-

mitted the fine and set aside the suspension. Games of

" chance " (small) ran riot directly in front of the grand-

stand, in full view of the occupants of the ladies' stands,

and the costumes of the riders were about as handsome

and cleanly as the face of the average Digger Indian.

The judges were formerly selected, for the most part,

from the ranks of the Majors, politicians and capitalists

—good fellows generally, with little knowledge of racing

rules, and altogether too lenient and short-sighted. All

this has been changed ; everything is run well and will

be improved with each succeeding meeting beyond all

doubt.

A meeting of representatives from al! the associa-

tions on the main California Circuit will be held a* the

ollicc of the Brbedeb and Sportsman, next Wednes-

day, May 17ili. at 1 o'clock p. m., to take action on the

selection of dates for the fall meetings and arrange other

matters that may lie brought forward. It is necessary
that delegates be given authority, by the directors of the

various associations which they represent to ACT at < i m i:.

Attractive in Various Ways.

From Shasta to Los Angeles and from the Sierra

Nevadas to the sea the interest in trotting and pacing

this year seems to have taken a greater hold upon the

community than ever. There is not a village, town or

city where a race track is made that some young man is

not seen gently coaxing along some well-bred youngster

that has shown evidences of a speed inheritance and im-

plants a hope in his trainer that it will be in the front

rank of a field of horses this fall.

" The bottom has dropped out of the business" of

breeding, developing and training trotters that only can

trot when " booted to elbows and stifles." The aim of

all intelligent breeders seems to be to get colts and fillies

that do not need so much of the " paraphernalia," and

horses that have crooked hoofs, narrow chests, weak

joints or bad dispositions do not pay for their handling.

In the great search after extreme speed many a horse-

man has gone into bankruptcy through owniDg one of

these "speedy" animals that, when properly booted,

hobbled, balanced and bitted could go like the wind, but,

if everything was not fitting well, all his chances for

winning were destroyed by the fractious animal doing

every thing but going as his owner intended, and just as

that gentlemen had wagered large sums of money he

would do.

The man who would keep such an ill-shapen horse en-

tire does not deserve to have a dollar. He is not just to

the horse interests of the country ; every deformed

colt that comes is a reminder of this owner's folly, and

no greater proof is requisite for the cessation of the

breeding-on qualities of that stallion. The ecraseur

should be used on every ill-shapen, rattle-headed colt,

and the filly that inherits such " deformities " of confor-

mation and disposition should be sold without a pedigree

to some peddler of fish on the highway. The demand

for a fixed type of a trotter has never been more forcibly

brought to the attention of breeders than at present. In

the Eastern States the classes of horses shown at the sales

of trotters have caused a number of breeders to cross the

briny deep and purchase hackneys and other classes of

light-harness horses. They claim that outside of the

California breeders very little attention has been paid to

form as well as speed. As Californians, we are proud of

this acknowledgment, for it's about the only credit a

number of our Eastern friends accord us. The horses

sent from California are noted for their size, color,

beauty, style and speed, as well as the prices they bring.

The judgment used by our breeders therefore, is com-

mended.

There are many reasons for the superiority of the class

of horses seen on this coast. In the early period of this

State's existence, the gold fever spread into every little

village and town in America, and everyone who owned a

good team felt that the best way to go to the land of gold

was across the continent, and forthwith they started form-

ing large trains for protection against Indians and to save

expenses. Only the very strongest roadsters survived.

The " survival of the fittest " was exemplified, and if one

was to ask the pioneers about the horses and mares that

made this State famous through their performances

and that of their progeny, how the old men's

eyes would glisten, and in a most enthusiastic manner

would be described the beautiful Williamson's Belmont,

General Taylor, Jack Hawkins, John Nelson, Winthrop,

Skenandoah, St. Clair, Old Echo, Bell A'.ta, Signal, Billy

Hayward, Gen. McClellan and a score of other famous

horses whose names will be perpetuated on the annals of

the turf as long as California will be known. These

horses needed neither boots, hobbles nor weights to bal-

ance them, neither did their produce. Their limbs were

like steel and their pure trotting action, level heads and

superior intelligence added much to the value of their

stock.

Their descendants were bred to Electioneer, Guy

Wilkes, The Moor, A. W. Richmond, Director, Geo. M.

Patchen Jr. and other Eastern horses that came later,

but were direct from the fountain head of trotting and

the result, as above mentioned is, that in every village,

town and city on the Coast, "wherever a track is made,

some gotd ones are in training, and there are few, very

few, that are seen booted and balanced as described.

They are not bred that way. Too much inbreeding has

not been indulged in. The aids to trotting, such as

smooth, springy tracks, aluminum shoes, kindergartens

and last, but nut least, bicycle sulkies, have done

much to revive the interest in the spor'; everywhere.

The large number of young men who have taken an

interest in developing trotters is also a factor not to be

forgotten, and as we in California, shall have plenty of

places where money will be given liberally for good rac-
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ing, there need be no fear that the trotters and pacers

will be forgotten. There are at least four circuits in this

State; the Northern, llain, Central and Southern, be

sides the meetings that will take place in Inyo and the

extreme Northern counties. The earning capacity of

the light harness horse was never better in California

than at present. A real good trotter or pacer can win

more money this year than ever before. While we do

not expect to see the world's trotting record made on this

Coast, (we are confident it will he captured by a Califor-

nia bred horse, however), we shall, have the best series

of race meetings ever given, and the number of 2:20 per-

formers that will retire to " pasture during the winter "

will eclipse that of any other year. Let everyone who

has a trotter rrake all the entries for him he can and

have the horse in fit condition to trot when the bell rings.

There will be large crowds of Eastern people as well as

foreign visitors, who will come to California from Chicago

to avoid the heat and rush of the Columbian Fair this

fall to witness the races here and see our great stock

farms.

The Breeder's Meeting.

Two weeks from to-day the gates of the Bay District

Track are to be thrown open, the bell will ring and the

officers of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders As-

sociation will be in readiness to receive the crowds that

will come to witness the inaugural trotting races of the

year.

Reports are coming in from owners of horses every-

where. " Eeserve stalls for my string of trotters and

pacers. I want to give my horses a chance in those dash

races !
" says one. Another writes :

" I have three good

trotters and I want to get in some of those over-night

events." Another says: " Let us do our best to make

this the greatest trotting meeting ever held in the spring

of the year in California!
"

The gieat campaigners, Flying Jib, Directum, San

Pedro, Little Albert, Truman, Advertiser, W. Wood,

Our Dick, Aster, Wanda, Lindale, will be all here.

The seven races during each afternoon will take place

expeditiously and there will be no long waits between

heats. The officers are working hard to show what can

be done at this trotting meeting and no complaints, from

horsemen or spectators will be heard if they can prevent

them.

The over-night events will excite the curiosity of the

spectators as much as it will incite the owners of horses

to " get out and win." There " will be no laying up of

heats " or " driving to suit the pool box." Every heat

will be honestly contested, and the best horse must win.

There will be novelty races also introduced that must

prove attractive, and the system of dash races besides

being a novelty, will also prove to be a guide for other

organizations to follow, should it be successful ; therefore,

the eyes of all trotting horsemen in America are upon us.

We must do our best to make this meeting a success. It

will be, if every member assists by bringing his horses

here.

Notwithstanding the great expense of the exhibition,

the public was so generous in its patronage as to leave

$1,000 in the treasury ;is a guarantee fund for future

shows.

Death of Herbert King.

On Friday evening. May 5th, ns Herbert King, superintendent of the

new Mucdonough farm.Pleasiuiton, was driving a team hitched toa
load of lumber to the farm the horses became frightened at a gaily-

colored wagon that passed them very rapidlyand ran away, throw-
in- Mr. King out in front of the wheels. He fell on his bead, break,

ing bis neck, and the wheels of the wagon passed over bim. The
horses, relieved of the pressure of the lines, ran into a telegraph pole,

demolished it and came to a standstill by being tangled in the wires

and wreck. The remains of the unfortunate man were conveyed to

Pleasauton and an imiuest held. Mr. King's son had only arrived

from Minneapolis the week before, and was completely prostrated at

the sudden death of his father. On Sunday the funeral took place at

Livermore. His remains were followed* to the irrave by a number
who. only a few weeks before, bad welcoraed.himas a neighbor, and
now mourned him as a dear departed friend.

Herbert King was born in Dorsetshire, England, in

1844. He received a splendid education, and spent some

years in France and Germany ; he then started for Aus-

tralia. Here his love for horses found full scope, and he

took charge of a large station near Svdney. He re-

mained there until 1S74 ; he came to America, and soon

after purchased a number of thoroughbreds. Mr.

King made trips to England, and there secured

the celebrated St. Mungo (sire of Aloha) and

London (sire of London Smoke and others). He was

very observant, a natural student, and soon took up the

study of veterinary practice, and at Denver, where he

located, he became very well known. He also became

the leading horse dentist in that city ; but the climate,

not agreeing with his family, he removed to Minneapolis.

He made many friends wherever he went, and a few

years ago was appointed superintendent of Garfield Park,

Chicago. He remained there until the closing of that

course, and then came to California. Since arriving on

this Coast he pursued his vocation as a dentist very

quietly. His kindly ways, gentlemanly manner and

thorough knowledge of horses was appreciated, and his

untimely death was a shock that those who knew him

can hardly realize. He was upright in all his dealings,

charitable to a fault, aud never spoke ill of anyone. He
never made an enemy. His son returned to Minneapolis

Tuesday. Mr. King leaves a widow and three children

to mourn his loss.

Mr. JOHN ShepABD, of Boston, has always had an am-
bition to own the fastest double team in the country, and
to get a record with them. He is now looking for a mate to

Arab, and, with one, he is sanguine than he can grasp the
highest mark.

i [. Watson Pickerel, formerly of the United
Agricultural Department, recently from Beatrice, Neb., made
G8 a pleasant visit last Thursday. The Colonel is an enthu-
siast on the trotter, and is visiting California's leadi.ig breed-
ing establishments.

The much-talked of trade between Senator Stanford and the
Czar of Russia fur Orion" trotters, must have fallen through
tor nothing has been heard of it for 60tne time. The Char's
representative returned to Russia some months ago without
making any selections.

Mr. Wickiiam, who bred Boston, sold him to Mr. Timo-
thy Rives, of Richmond, for $S00, the exact sum that the lat-

ter gentleman had won at a game of cards. Mr. Rives then
named the son of Timoleou after the game of cards which
had bronght him success. The supposition that the great
chestnut was named after the city of Boston is a common
error.

Metithex is doing so well in his races and his work that
he will probably be sent to Chicago along with his stable
companion, Don Alouzo, to run for the American Derby, as
M. F. Dwyer's" second string." Mr. Croker will probably
send his filly Red Banner to the same meeting to run for the
Isabella Stakes for three -year-old fillies in which she will

have to meet Lady Violet and Helen Nichols, two of the
best fillies of last year.

Palo Alto fillies are scarce; Dr. H. Latham write- as t al-

lows regarding the one his great race mare has : "Dexter Prin-
cess, 2:24.1, foaled a bay filly by Palo Alto. 2:08;, la^t Sunday
morning, May 7th. In form, color, style and finish it is an
exact copy of the sire. There is one exception to the like-

ness, however, as the tilly has unmistakable marks oi

onds, more speed than Palo Alto had to his credit. Dexter
Princess is to be bred to Directum, 2:11'"

HOOF-BEATS.

Mr. Budd Doble will receive this week Campbell's Elec-

tioneer, 2:17-1, from Pawtucket, R. I.

Handle the young foals enough to get them tame before

turning them away to pasture with their dams.

These is more profit and far greater pleasure in raising

one first-class foal than a dozen of the common sort.

The Advancement of Sportsmanship.

The recent bench show in this city admirably illus-

trates the tendency of the age in one of the more impor-

tant lines of recreation. Everybody loves a good dog.

It seems that Nature has given to the canine rare facul-

ties so peculiarly developed as to render them man's

most pleasing companions. To own a dog is to enlarge

the affections, and, in the line of true sportsmanship, to

be enabled to derive the greatest possible amount of

pleasure from association with them.

The object which is the end of bench shows is laud-

able in the highest degree—that of elevating and perfect-

ing the dog. In what manner may our leisure moments

be better occupied than in developing the animal race,

especially when we consider that in assisting the animal

race, we are elevating ourselves?

The recent bench show was instrumental in develop-

ing the fact that the kennelmen of the Pacific Coast are

in earnest in their endeavors to secure the highest possi-

ble types of the canine race. The Pavilion was crowded

on each evening of the exhibition, showing that the

public is in hearty sympathy with the efforts of the

iancy here.

Judge Raper, of Sheffield, England, showed himself to

be thoroughly familiar with the work in hand, and the

fact that he won the universal respect and approval of

the fancy here, shows him to be a just and able judge.

The fact that the best judges of dogs are secured, re-

gardless oi expense, to attend and place the animals

properly, in accordance with the most advanced intelli-

gence on the subject, is a warrant for the progre-^i-ui of

dogdom.

Fewer in number, but of greatly improved quality is the

motto of progressive breeders, and a good one it is too.

It is claimed that Flying Morgan, when thirty years old, at

the State Fair, Dayton, O., fall of 186S, paced a half mile in

1:18.

The Rancho del Paso yearlings start for New York from

the Arcade next Sunday. There are over 150 of the young-
sters.

The owners of Guy, 2:06!i, have p laced a chip on their

shoulder, and defy the owner or owners of any pacer on earth

to knock the same off.

The Northern circuit, comprising Woodland, Willows, Red
Bluff, Chico and Marysville, will commence at Woodland
August 1st and follow in the order named—a week at each

place.

Miss Flush, by imp. Kyrle Daly— Little Flush, foaled

a very handsome chestnut filly by Major Ban last week on

the old Winters place, near Sacramento. The mare belongs

to a young gentleman of this city.

Jockey Reagan rode the winner of every race at Lex-

ington, Ky., on the 5th inst., five in number—Oliver at 2 to

1, Rook Laidley at 11 to 5, Puryear D. at even money, Zop-

hill at 8 to 5 and Pittsburg at 3 to 1.

Col. S. D. Bruce, of New York, compiler of the Ameri-

can Stud Uook for thoroughbreds, is now in Lexington. He
stated to a newspaper man that he had sold the Stud Book

for -$75,00U, but did not say to whom he had sold it.

B. C. Holly, of Flosden, has sold to Reuben Clark, of

Monticello, Cal., the chestnut colt, Wooc'side, by Woodnut,

2:1G}, dam Veronica, 2:29, by Alcona 7:i0 ; second dam lon-

tana (dam of Silas SkinnerJ 2:17, and Flora belle, 2:25), !

Almoin :J3. Consider ition, $1,000.

HoRseMEN throughout the country will regret to learn of

the death of Gen. Kdward F. Beale, which occurred on the

29th nit. The < ieneral was an admirer of good horses. He
bought a very handsome son of George Wilkes Jr., a few

years ago, of Messrs. Barnjum Brothers, if we remember cor-

rectly.

At the sale of the trotters uf the late fieorge 1. Bene? in

New York Thursday, Nettie Thome, 2:251, by Thornaale,

brought *2,000; Leo Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15;, out of

Sable, and consequently full brother to Sai-le Wilkes, 2:18,

brought only -"?'J50; Belleville, a tive-year-old stallion !>y

Epaulet, was sold for $1,000.

Thkre are some Xapa Wilkes colts and fillies at Fresno
and Salinas, Monterey county, that are said by the horsemen
who have seen them, to be the finest-formed, best-limbed and
most-promising ones they have seen. Napa Wilkes was tl e

first yearling, by Guy Wilkes, that ever showed Mr. Corbitt
phenomenal speed, but the colt was injured and never was
able to' be given a record. He is now standing at the low
price of $30, and considering his breeding, he is the cheapest
stallion standing for service in California.

De. Hasbrouck will hardly be a starter in any of the rich

handicaps of the spring for which he was entered, and for

which he was thought to have a good chance. He was given
a fast trial at the Gravesend track on Tuesday afternoon,

May 2nd. When he was pulled up it was found that he was
very lame, and the chances are that he will not be able

to face the starter this year, if he ever gets into racing condi-

tion again. Dr. Hasbrouck was one of the fastest and best

horses ahout here, and there were few sprinters that could
successfully race against him. It is to be hoped that he has
not broken down permanently, though this is probably the

fact.

When the judges of the pacing race at Lexington, I

ber 16, 1SS9, asked Geers to get up behind Roy Wilkes for

the third heat, L. A- Davies rushed to the reporters' stand

and begged the pencil-shovers to state in their respective

journals that the change was made at his request. This was
a brazen falsehood, as Davies had not been consulted, and he
protested against the substitution. Davies subsequently de-

nied that he had said to the reporters that the change was
made at his request, but the judges did not believe him, as

the testimony of the newspaper men was clear and positive.

The only mistake the judges made was in not expelling Davies

and Rov Wilkes instead of letting them oil' with a fine of

$1,000.

Bergen has again got into trouble owing to his temper and
his surly disposition. In the fourth race, in which he rode

Lento, he acted so badly at the post that Mr. Rowe, the

starter, fined him $250 for disobedience and bad conduct gen-

erally. The jockey did not like that fine, and so when he
came back to the judues' stand to weigh in he was some dis-

tance away when he asked permission to dismount. Mr.
McDowell told Bergen when he went to the scales that lie

wished he would come up nearer the stand when he a*ked for

permission to dismount. Bergen was stirlv and snapped back

an answer to the effect that he would ride his horses into the

judges' stand if they wanted him to, and for his impudence
he was lined $100 more. Bergen seems to be getting back
into the frame of mind he was in two years ago, when he had
so much trouble with Starter Caldwell.

Reports of fast halves, and occasionally a mile, have be-

gun to be received. It can be put down a-- a certainty, how-
ever, that the trainers that are DOW being swollen with enthu-
siasm over the fast clips their charges are showing will, by

the lime the money i< ready to -tart for, be in an entirely dif-

ferent mood. There is no lime of the year when good, sound

judgment fan be more profitably Utilized by trainers than the

present. It is the time of year when winter and summer are

in hat'le one against the other fur the BUpremacf when one

day winter with her chilling winds is in possession of the

temperature, and the very next balmy summer holds full

sway. Figorately speaking, it is a time when the weather is

made to order for the purpose of blasting to the roar winds

the pent-up ami swollen nop* owners and drivers;

when a h0I86 ran lie placed i'i a COOditioC

through a moment's indiscretion On the part of the

No horse, no matter how carefully he may !" can d for, can
_ ii miles during this period of changeable weather, and

a', the same lime be sure of preserving hi- -peed. It i

reason thai he is more liable colds and ol i

ments. Therefore the wise trainer, the one who will wear a

inn overcoat next winter that will be paid for from

the winning'* of his horses, i- taking matters easy at this lime

and doing all he can to keep from snowing faal .lip-. II.- is

of the kind that ran wait l-.r (lie weather tO Wttle, and wli.'ii

it da he will he riding so fast |

brother to experience a boiI "i pain in hi- palpitatioi

Remember thai there i- more money in a mile in 2:20 in Vu-

gu-t than one in 2:1"' in April. So patience should at tin-

time be the chief stock in trade.—Western Horseman.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED BY

JOSEPH CAIRN .SIMPSON.

Greatly Interested.—Many times since fixing upon

California for a home for "good and all " liave I been in-

terested in horse which were " carried'' across the mountains

to show their capacity on Eastern tracks and Eastern race-

courses. Duchess of Norfolk and others of the Norfolk

—

Marion family probably excited the feeling in its greatest in-

tensity, and then Palo Alto, although there has never been a

California-bred raceror trotter sent on thelong journey which

did not have my fervent wishes for its success. But notwith-

standing the interest taken iu the past there has been no

diminution in the fervor, or the least shading-ofi' in the

anxiety and hopefulness that each succeeding venture may

prove salUfactorv, and now that Californians have gained, in

so many instances, the highest places in the calendars and

Vear Books, there is an additional height of expectancy for

them to go still further upwards.

So long as there is another round in the lodder to surmont,

Excelsior! must be the motto : when that is gained,splice the

sidepieces and put in new rungs. In one respect there is a

greater interest felt in one band or '."alilornia-bred trotters,

which will have started on their Eastern journeys before this

is published, that being a practical exemplification of the re-

sults of a theory I have so persistently advocated for thirty

odd years. To begin with the awakening of the interest.

Some time last fall an arrangement was made whereby 0. A.

Hickok was to take the Palo Alto trotters, which were to go

East in 1893, under his charge. He was to make his selection

after full trials of their merits. It is useless to spend time

in arguing that a more competent man to make these'ection

could not be found. During his past season in the East,

he saw all of the prominent candidates for future re-

nown, and under the most favorable conditions to estimate

their capacity, and no one more thoroughly recognized the

magnitude of the undertaking.

Soon after the arrangement was made he began his task.

Frequent visits to Palo Alto from that time, carefully noting

the peculiarities of every animal which gave indications of

being worthy of membership in the company. He studied

them in the hands of the home trainers until thoroughly
satisfied with his knowledge of what could be learned from
that point of view. After that much knowledge was gained,

then the letter ordeal of driving them himself.

There were changes which it is not necessary to repeat, and
the seven selected, it is needless to say, is extremely gratify-

ing to me. I may, however, be permitted to express " great

"

sorrow for a mistep which befel one of the earlier selections,

that being an injury to the youngest son of Columbiue which
necessitated his withdrawal from the list.

Here they are

:

Advance, br stallion, four years old, by Electioneer, his dam
Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah. Advance has a three-vear-

old race record of 2:22&. I brought his dam here and sold

her to Governor Stanford ; raced her successfully, and after

making all allowance for favoritism feel safe in ratiDg her
high as a race horse. A ha f sister to Malcolm, Regent, On-
tario, and sister to Lady Middleton, it must be conceded that

she belongs to a racing family.

Altivo, bay stallion, three years old, by Electioneer, his

dam Dame Winnie. It would surely be supererogatory to

sav more than that he is a brother to Palo Alto, the horse
which I regarded as the greatest trotter of all, and it might
be thought that it I were to offer any predictions they were
based on this high estimate of the elder member of the fain-

Uy.
Expressive, bay filly, two years old, by Electioneer, her

dam Esther, by Express. As Esther is the dam of Express,
2:21, and Elwina. three-year-old record 2:271; this choice has
the backing of being from a tried broodmare. Thus three of
the seven are from thoroughbred dams, and the " potency " of
this cross cannot be denied by the most bigoted opponent of
" hot-blood " so far as form and beauty are elements to be
considered.

A vena, chestnut filly, three years old, by Palo Alto, her
dam Astoria, by General Denton. Avena has a two-year-old
race record of 2:27, and trotted at Stockton in 2:21$, 2:1 .

Azote, 2:1 I

1

, bay gelding, seven years old, by "Whips, his

dam Jodie, by Hambletooian 725.
Two by Stallions whose dams were thoroughbred.
Elden, brown filly, four years old, by Nephew, her darn

Eleanor, by Electioneer, grandam Sally Gardner ithorough-
bred . by Vandal. Elden trotted at Oakland in a race iu 2:23}
and a'. Stockton in 2:19}.

Six of the seven clo^e. very close, to the thoroughbred, the
farthest off being a L'randatn, and the seventh^ member of
tne of the gnat— t family of trotters, which cannot be denied
by anyone who has a Bpark of candor in his composition.
That is Bweel Rose, two-year-old filly, by E'ectioneer. her
dam Etoeemont, by Piedmont; second dam the renowned
Beautiful Pells. There is scarcely a doubt that if the rains
had held oil' a couple of weeks longer, that she would have
gained the yearling rec 'id and that on a regulation track.
She marked 2&0 in a race at Oakland, and at Stockton she
made J

It cannot be charged that the selections wen- due to senti-

ment, as those who know Mr. Hickok are well aware that he
is eminently practical, and he i- so full of the "con

QVicltons" in :
; he preferred total

n.r a moiety of their winnings than a certainty in the shape
of a fixed amount. Winn 1 learned that the choice had been

there was, of course, some anxietv to see the
animals destined for the irney. When it was
known that the selection was as given above, anxiety was in-
creased «o a far greater dej refore a trip to Palo Alto
was resolved upon, and last Saturday the date fixed for the
outing.
<;inrious tin- early morning on the Eastern side of the bay,

the water as placid a* the surface of a -mall lake encircled by
forests, a the early hours the temperature ol the
air such as to on the upper deck outside of the
cabin enjoyable. The rail . pleasant and the

r at; ractions in

<>f the country in its vernal garb. Still

pleasamer the drive from tin- station along tl unity road.

ami that pleasure augmented when following tin- Binnous
windings of the roadway along the hank of the San Francis-

qnita, shaded by grand trees, beautified by floivers, shrubbery
and such a carpeting of thick, green sod filling all the spaces
between parterres of bloom and plants of brilliant foliage.

But if I were to write of the beauties surrounding the resi-

dence at Palo Alto in terms at all adequate lo convey an im-
pression of what they are, there woul i be little room for

horses.

At the house we learned that Governor Stanford was at the
racing department of the big breeding farm, and got therein
time to see two gangs of the colts enjoy a spin down the
stretch. A merry spin, or rather a series of them, as there
were four couples to Hit over the four hundred and forty yards
and '2-i\ seconds was the slowest of the moves. As a similar
system of training prevails with the racehorses as has been so

successfully followed in " turning out " such a collection of
harness notabilities as no other place can equal, there was no
lack of speed, and that shown without other urging than a
willing spirit evolves. In all but one instance there was little

difference between the first and second, and therefore the test

was more nearly of what the slower could force the faster to

do than a limit of the first. I was fully satisfied that one filly

could mark as fast, or faster for the quarter, as I ever took the
time of, as she was only a fifth of a second behind.

From the race course to the paddocks, where Mr. Mulkey
had the mares and foals assembled for inspection, and a better-

looking collection it would-be difficult to find. Gov. Stanford
had given his superintendent, Mr. Mulkey, the liberty to

select forty thoroughbred mares—all above that number had
been sent lo the trotting quarters—and so far as could be told
from looks and breeding, very judiciously the selection had
been made. Still he grieved that so many good ones were
consigned to plebian alliances, although forced to admit thv.t

so much good had come from the union in what could be
called the tentative stage, that he was reconciled to the situa-

tion. There is only one foal by Racine, and that very nearly
the " pick of the basket," although the Flambeaus with great
quarters and powerful loins, and the sons and daughters of
Uyrus so highlv finished, and the Floods so evenly made, that

if the task had been allotted to me to pick a dozen of the best,

the answer would have been, decision reserved until May or
June, 1S94 ; or, better still, the October of that year when
they could take up equal weights and give a practical illus-

tration of which were entitled to the prizes. Attractive as
was the display of the royal lines, the day was wearing away,
and the major point of interest was the ellipsis where wheels
were to whirl. It was too near the time of departure to give
the horses named for the Eastern tour any fast work, and
some of the home division had played their parts before we
reached the track, but by no means were the speedy ones
exhausted. Right livejy work, or rather right joyous play.

A 2:20 gait or better in all that rated over yearlings, and some
of the juveniles not very far away from that standard, and
all of them so squarely gaited. Differences in action, of
course, but no single-footing, hobbling, hitching or

(1
half-

hammoned" way of progression : and that without hobbles,

toe-weight, over-draws, straightening straps or any of the
many appliances which are thought to be indispensable in the
education of trotters. A large proportion have the ".Elec-

tioneer gait," rapid and clean of stroke, covering more ground
in their stride than would be thought by a person who was
depending on hearing, or on eye and ear if the watch were
not consulted. When a furlongfis made in 15 seconds, and a

quarter in 30} seconds, there must be a combination of celer-
\

ity of action and a good length of stride. For the first time in

my life I " timed" a furlong in 15 seconds made at a trotting

gait, and it is needless to say that in this era of great speed
!

very many fast brushes have come under my observation. ,

That was done by Advertiser, and done so neatly that there
|

is little risk in predicting a very close place to the top-notch
for him before the year is closed. He was hitched to a ''bike,"

all the others lo an old-fashioned sulky, and the track was
I

too soft to be rated fast. The nest best performance to that

of Advertiser, in my estimation, was a quarter by a yearling
!

in 39[ seconds. That on the sixth day of May, and the last
;

furlong of the distance so much the fastest, that the indica-

tions are good for a return of the yearling record to Palo
Alto and that with an allowance for reducing the present

i

mark by other youngsters. Much could be written in praise

of individuals, the foundation being what was shown on the

track, but it has always seemed to me a breach of etiquette

to publish what one has seen without the permission of those
'

interested. But there is no violation of even an implied ob- .

ligation in saying that in all the visits I have made to Palo '

Alto, and these embrace the whole time from the first pur-
chase sixteen or seventeen years ago until now, that I never

;

was so well pleased with the horses from the sucklings up. A
clean bill of health, a surprising absence of ailments, when !

the number of horses in training are taken into consideration,

and a development of speed that is truly wonderful. The
system has been exemplified in the past to be very nearly the

best, if not the very best, that has been tried, and those who
have put it in force are worthy of the highest praise for the
skill and industry displayed in attending to the business.

With a fair share of good luck, it will be better to say,

with casualities which cannot be guarded against, this will

he a great year in the history of Palo Alto. Even with the

draft of seven of the best, according to the present showing,
the home stable will contain a whole lot which will win dis-

tinction, just as surely as anything in the future can be fore-

told. I have no hesitation in predicting a series of victories

on bo'h sides of the country, and though the Eastern division

will be brought more prominently 'before the public, the

home battalion will compel a fair share of attention.

The young sires will have to fight the battle for the year-

ling supremacy, and those who have prognosticated that the

glory which Palo Alto had won, through the greatest of all

sires, will be dimmed hereafter, may be relegated to the al-

ready large array of false prophets. I will be chary of vati-

cinations, and that Arion will be dethroned from his two-
year-old seat is, to say the least, improbable. The next step,

however, is not so highland the joint occupancy of the three-

year-old empire is not on so firm a foundation. Whether the
next queen or king will be in the first or second generation
from Electioneer, is a question which is too intricate to be

solved before the trial comes off", but which ever way the
prize may fall, the second will make a bold attempt to clutch

the diadem. It was a son of Electricity that moved the fast

quarter on May 6th, hut I saw a daughter of Advertiser that

is likely to be troublesome to the near relative of Maud S. and
then there are Palo Altos and Azmoors and a whole lot

of yearlings which must not be overlwoked.

Through the paddocks where the yearlings were taking
their daily bath of sunshine, along the stalls, and a glance at

the broodmares ami Foals which were the nearest, and every
[sited confirmed the impression that this yeai" was des-

tined to be marked with a white stone in the calendar of Palo

Alto. As stated before the day was surprisingly lovely, and
that beautiful section of the country was arrayed in its best
garb. There was enjoyment everywhere, and a seat on the
veranda which fronts the offices and overlooks the track, had
its share of comfort. When the place was first imDrovtd there
were glimpses of the bay through the openings between the
trees, but the spreading branches had cut off that part of the
view. Governor Stanford informed us that he determined to

cut away a portion of the obstacles so as to restore the water
effect, and though it seems too Dad to destroy a single branch,
it will surely add to the pleasure of those who admire the
beautiful of nature.

While seated there Mr. Covey h3d Altivo, Advance and
Electioneer Rex brought out and shown together. Altivo and
Advance, as noted previously, are in the Eastern gang and
their pedigree given; the other is from a daughter of Lady
Amanda, Lady Viva. Three finer looking young [stallions

would be hard to find, and this was the general verdict, but
there was a good deal of argument as to which should have
the preference, form being the test. Governor Stanford, Cap-
tain N. T. Smith, Mr. S. T. Gage, Mr. Hickok, Frank Covey
and myself being the committee, though as the " Governor"
did not signify his preference, and as Mr. Covey followed his

example, the award was left to the remaining quartet. I was
decidely in the minority, the trio awarding the pride of place
to Altivo while Advance was my choice. For beauty of color,

perfection of head and muscular development, Electioneer
Rex cannot be excelled. For harmony of proportion, general
" usefulness" in his make up, equality of balance, Altivo is

very close to the highest standard.

Advance has more the look of a race horse of high class

than either of the others, and my favoritism for his dam may
shade my judgment, as when the contest is so very close, a
slight leaning is enough to give a wrong bias.

While partialities for families of horses are so generally
prevalent that there are few, especially breeders, who are
free from the feeling, it is not an entirely blamable trait, pro-
vided it is not carried so far as to be offensive to those who
have fancies for different strains. There are great individ-
uals among all the prominent families, racing <ind trotting,

and though there may be a preponderance of the very good ones
in one sept, it does not follow that there are none in other
tribes. It is a source of deep satisfaction to me, that horses I
have owned, particularly those I have bred, turn out well,

and therefore there is likely to be a proneness to overestima-
tion. It is nearly as much gratification when trotters with
near thoroughbred crosses prove that the theory so ardently
supported for not far from half a century, has, when put fairly

in practice, resulted so well, and Palo Alto has done more to-

wards giving it a fair trial than all the other big breeding
farms combined. Necessarily I am greatly interested in the
highly-bred trotters, and those whicn are trotting-bred, too,

which have been turned out in companies and regiments,
and this select guard, which will be on the Eastern march
before this is in print, has awakened a keener interest than
ever before.

*
* *

Close at Hand.—Two weeks from this Saturday, viz.,

on May 27th, the trotting meeting will commence. Should

the track be susceptible of being brought into proper con-

dition before that day there may be some preliminary sport

of the harness order. That will greatly depend on the early

attendance of the horses which will take part in the meeting.

The soil of the Bay District is readily compacted by wetting,

light harrowing and the pressure of wheels, so that if the
horses congregate when the stalls are first in readiness for

them, viz., the 22d of May, the work of consolidating will be
accelerated.

At the State Fair the racing and trotting take place on al-

ternate days, and there is no difficulty in having it in good
condition for both. The long period during which the Bay
District has been used entirely f">r galloping does not make
the job so great as many assume, and should the horses ap-
pear on the first day the Trotting Association take possession

there will be a chance to exercise. It is very important that

the horses be on the ground the first of the week, as the num-
ber likely to be in attendance must be approximately estimated

in order to give proper consideration to the programme.
With sufficient horses to make good sport, all the seven days
will be occupied, and with five or more races

each day, from all that can be learned now
the prospect is good for a large gathering,

but as will be readily recognized, they should be on the
ground several days before the date fixed for the commence-
ment. This will greatly lighten the labor of arrangement
and facilitate the progress of the work. The Executive Com-
mittee held a meeting last Monday, and all that can be done
previous to the arrival of the horses will be accomplished.

There is nothing in the way or any good reason to delay as-

sembling at the track, and when those who intend to bring

their horses realize the importance of an early appearance
he response will be in accordance with the wishes of the As-
ociation. Of this I have no doubt, the fear being that the

ifference between the coming meeting and those to which the

ntries closed some time before would not be understood.

There will be a man in constant attendance from Monday
morning, May 22d, to allot stalls, and on that morning the

work of preparing the track will be inaugurated. I feel per-

fectly safe in assuring those who will take part in the meet-

ing that every effort will be made to render Jit acceptable to

participants. The members of the Executive Committee are

not only energetic, but also well informed as to what should

be done to satisfy owners and trainers. The importance of

details is recognized, and " little things'* will receive care as

well as those of magnitude.
As I have oftentimes stated, this new departure in trotting

affairs is likely to have a potent, influence for good all over

the country. It may be that enthusiasm gives a brighter

tinge to the prospect than is warranted, and that the time has

not yet come for a general appreciation by the owners and

breeders of fast trotters and pacers. In endeavoring to lighten

the burden of owners, and to augment their receipts, besides

the reduction of expenses, too much faith has been placed on

the hearty co-operation of those who are the most interested.

Without that the outlook would not be so bright, but in my
intercourse—limited, it is true—with owners, I have only

met one individual who refused to assist, and I still have

hopes that he will reconsider his determination and take

part in popularizing the ''American sport." To
_
com-

pensate for the falling off" in receipts by the reduction of

an entrance fee from ten per cent, to three per cent.,

increased attendance has to be depended upon. That por-

tion of the sport-loving public I have come in contact

with are unanimous in their approval of the innovations,
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and with horses enough to give them a fair trial there is

scarcely a reasonable doubt that the augmentative of gate re-

ceipts will overbalance the loss occasioned by smaller percent-

ages. Then it must be borne in mind that any surplus of re-

ceipts over expenditures will inure to the future benefit of

the men who lend their aid in establishing trotting on a more
popular basis than it now enjoys. The premiums otiered will

be guaged by the money in the treasury. Should the balance

be large the amounts given will be in proportion, and with

every possible effort to make the distribution general. The
great aim is to " increase the earning capacity" of light-

harness horses, and while having that in view there will be

strenuous endeavor to have the appreciation benefit all

classes. By aiding the smaller " stables,'' the larger share in

the reward. Increase of receipts means proportional adjust-

ment, and while the big guns of the track obtain enhanced
amounts, there will be a residue for division among those

who are not so fortunate as to possess horses which take

high rank.

The most nonsensical argument advanced in opposition is

that which takes the ground that by offering premiums for

horses which are inferior, a prize is given for breeding in-

feriority. When that class can win more money and sell for

more than the better, the ground will be tenable but not until

then.

Superiority will always be sought but in the effort to obtain

the best the preponderance «ill be below the highest grade.

Stimulate enterprise in breeding by making the business of

rearing fast horses surer of return, enabling those who have
limited capital to keep trving for the best. That is one of

the objects of the P. C. T. H~. B. A.

Kola>"d, in The Horseman, is now advocating follow-

ing the plan of thoroughbred stud books in the registration

of trotters. Some twenty-five years ago, when Wallace issued

his first and only volume of a thoroughbred Stud Book, the

system was adopted and carried out in the trotting calendar

of pedigree. Arguments were of little avail then, too simple

by far, and hence the present cumbersome methods of record-

ing the breeding of trotters. The only condition on the other

side that had any weight was the necessity for members so to

separate and afford the means of identifying animals which
bore the same name.
A few figures appended to each of the progeny which ap-

peared under their dams. If I am not greatly mistaken in

the person Roland has an intimate knowledge of the Register
in its early days, and at that time was not thrown into such
close connection with thoroughbreds as he is at present. Any
journalist who has to consult both of the genealogical gazet-

teers will not be long in arriving at the conclusion that the
thoroughbred is vastly superior and it is not all surprising

that Roland should write " The thoroughbred system of reg-

istering animals under their dams is the most concise, the
most convenient, and the most entirely satisfactory method
of registration.'

1

The ball was started rolling in the Breeder and Sports-
man of April 22d when I wrote, '• There has been a singular

want of common sense in instituting a Trotting Stud Book.
Unwieldy and crude it will be a source of amazement to peo-

ple of the hereafter, how such a monumental blunder was
conceived, or under what possible state of affairs it was con-
tinued." Roland is the first to join in. the scrimmage and as

an auxiliary in the good work his aid will be valuable. It

may be that it will strike him that there are other things con-

nected wi»h thoroughbred practices which it will be safe to

follow, and in the not very far-off future he will see some
merit in near strains of the blood-horse in fast trotters.

Xow that registration is in the hands of an association the

change can be made. A Trottiug Stud Book once in fou
years, a Year Book every twelve months, and a magazine to

make public the newcomers since the previous Trotting

Register will give ample opportunities to do the business to

the satisfaction of all. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Royal George.

Description of Markings.

Such horsemen as Colonels Bingaman, Kenner, Elliott,

Peyton and their associate turfmen woulu have thought the
new style of describing the markings of horses ludicrous, and
if lucky Jos. Boswell had read as I did, just now, in a very
popular turf journal, that " Lexington had four white legs,"

nobody but his most familiar friends could imagine his dis-

gust.
*

My education may be all wrong, but all the gentlemen
whom I have most admired as turfmen, including my father,

taught me, when I was a little fellow, the following lesson

about marks

:

A white spot in the forehead is a star.

A white face from eye to eye is a bald face.

A white strip in the face is a blaze.

A strip between the nostrils is a snip.

A white eye is a glass eye.

A horse has pasterns, not ankles, and there is no such joint

as a hind knee or fore shoulder.

The left side of a horse is the near side ; the right side is

theofl'side; but for heaven's sake don't understand me to say

your left or right aide if you stand in front of the horse.

White below the pastern joint is a white pastern. Above
the pastern a white leg.

White around the top of the hoof is a white coronet.

A star, blaze or bald face can't be anywhere except on the

face. A snip can't be anywhere except on the nose.

According to my instruction an accurate description of

Lexington would be: Bay. with star, broad snip, both front

and near hind pasterns and off hind leg white, lor such is his

portrait, painted by Troye for Ten Broeck, now before me, and
also as I remember him well. Whenever I hear about a sc:ir

on the right fore shoulder, a scar on the left hind hip, a

swelling on the right hind knee, rearing up in front and
kicking up behind, I get away as quickly as possible.—B. G.
Thomas in Spirit of the Times.

«,

Harvest, who won theselling race at Elizabeth;.-

the last race on the card, was entered to be sold tor $1,001),

which is far below his value. So when he was [m t up for sale

Jeter Walden, who ran second with Perrier Jonet, bid $2,000
for him. Mr. Dwyer retained him for his Stable by a bid of

$o. A bid of $5,000 would hardly have secured the horse,

aud had Walden bid that amount in-'< id be would
have received $2,000 instead of $500, which he getc

half of the surplus under the rules. This was the first bid

on a horse in a selling race at the Elizabeth meeting.

This is a much more valuable family of trotters than many
people are willing to admit. Royal George became noted

through a force of circumstances. A man named Dougherty,

buying cattle in the western part of Canada, came to the

barn of one Frank Munger to look at a blind stallion that

was noted for his speed as a roadster. Dougherty took a no-
|

tion to the horse and purchased him. He could then outfoot

any horse in St. Catherine. He was soon matched to trot on

the ice and was never defeated. Munger often drove him

seventy-five miles in a day, and on one occasion traveled one

hundred miles with him in the same period. Raised in the

wilds of Canada, and with nothing but common mares he
j

founded a family that should be appreciated for all time to

come. The parentage of this horse traces back to a black

stallion called Tippoo, foaled about 1820. The breeding of

Tippoo has been in dispute, some claiming he was by Ogden's

Messenger, son of imp. Messenger. In June, 1S92, I wrote

an article for a certain turf journal, and in February, 1S93,

it appeared in the Picton Times, a Canada paper, and on Feb-

ruary 27, 1803, I received a letter from an aged gentleman
named Wilson Searles, of Wellington, Ontario, Canada,
Prince Edwards County, as follows: "I :,aw your history of
the Royal George horses in print. You are all right, but
your foundation of Tippoo is not very solid. I am the
only man living that knows the history of Tippoo ; my
age is seventy-one. Old Tippoo died when I was fourteen
years old. Tippoo was foaled in ISIS, was a coal black
and large. He was sired by a horse called Scapegoat,
brought from Rhode Island, Xarraganset Bay. He svas

large, nearly black, dappled in the spring some. He was
.

a fast pacer and had no other gait. When the war of
1812 was over the cavalry horses in Kingston were sold
at auction. A fine dark chestnut mare was bid off by
Erastus Howard, of this county. He bred her to Scape-
goat and the produce was Tippoo. In lS3li, while cover-
ing a mare for Parson Dorian, Tippoo broke his leg

and was destroyed. Scapegoat was brought here by a man
named Whitlock, traveled one season and died that fall. He
traveled from farm to farm, stooping over one night each
week with my uncle, Stephen Xiles, and he, Niles, was em-
ployed to procure hay and grain for the cavalry horses, and
knew the whole circumstances concerning Tippoo. Wallace
wrote me he was twelve years trying to get the pedigree of

Tippoo. One man said the dam of Tippoo was brought here
from Lawville, X. Y., with foal; another said he was sired

by an imported horse; others said Tippoo was imported,
thrown overboard in a storm, swam ashore and was found
eating rushes on Long Island Sound. Black Warrior was
sired by old Tippoo; his dam's breeding is not known. His
owner, Mr. Johnson, in the year of 1S40 started to take War-
rior to Michigan. When traveling twenty miles south of
Loodon, Warrior got too lame to travel, he traded him to a
man named Barnes. A Mr. Billington, of Middlebury, Ver-
mont, came there with a pair of Messenger mares, lamed one
in a bridge and sold it to Mr. Barnes, the then owner of Black
Warrior, and this mare became the dam of old Royal George.
Why did I study the pedigree so close ? Because I owned a

brother of Black Warrior. I saw your letter in the Picton
Times. You may depend on this description being correct.

Signed, Wilson Searles, Wellington, Ontario, Canada, Prince
Edward county." Tippoo sired Black Warrior about the
year 1S32 out of a dark bay or black mare, owned by a Brit-

ish officer. This mare was nearly sixteen hands high, strongly

made at every point, and right here the Royal George family
inherited the stamina its members are noted for. The mare,
by her breeding, implanted in the family the blood of tbe
English thoroughbred, and Black Warrior resembled his dam
very much.
A Mr. Billington, of Middleboro, Vermont, brought a dark

bay mare to Canada, sired by Vermont or Harris' Hambleto-
nian. She was bred to Black Warrior, and the produce was
Royal George, the fountain-head from whence sprang the re-

markable family which bears his name. He was a dark bay,

the same color as his dam, and owed much of his trotting

qualities to this daughter of Harris' Hambletonian. The
breeding of the dam has been given as unknown by most
writers and by the stud books, but there is no doubt that she
was ahigh bred trotting mare. Royal George sired Toronto
Chief, 2:24] ; ne in turn got Thomas Jeilerson, 2:23, that won
a ten-thousand-dollar stallion race at Buffalo in 1875, and
another of the same amount at Boston in 1875. Thomas Jef-

ferson, like the Royal George stallion Alvin, 2:13, the bull-

dog trotter, was an all-day trotter, and at Buffalo it required

five heats to finish the race. In 1S71 he trotted witJi George
Wilkes for thestallion championship and won, Wilkes taking

the second and third heats, and Jefferson the first, fourth

and fifth. In bis career 0;i the turf Thomas Jefferson won
$47,U0O, a larger sum than was ever placed to the credit of

any other stallion by reasons of his earnings on the turf. Jef-

ferson was one of the handsomest horses in the world in

his prime. The il>yal ' a-orge stallion, Alvin, is a wonder,
as his six-heat race at ' 'hica^o last season proves him to be,

as he was in exceptionally fast company. Many of the best

general purpose horses owned in Ontario county, X. Y., have
some of the stoat Royal George blood in their veins, and one
writer says there never was owned in Erie county, N. Y.,

anything that could compare with the Royal Georges as gen-
eral-purposes horses.

Field s Royal George, once owned at Bullalo, was a very
fast trotter in his day. He also had a temper that would bear
watching. I have a slight scar on one of my hand?,

by getting it too near his mouth at the Palmyra, X. Y., race

track, many years ago. The stallion's driver, Young Fields,

had finished a lie.it and Stepped from his siilkv, the lior-e

started to run, another person and myself caught him, and he

in turn caught me. They always led him to the track and
hitched him to the sulky, walking up or down the home-
stretch. The second dim of Belle Hamlin had Royal ' -• irge

blood in her veins. One of the very nest general purpose
stallions ever owned in this connlry was :i powerful formed
chesnut stallion with a white race. He was purchased by
Frank Fox and John Norton, of Victor, this county, of

Charles Morrow, ofDundees, Canada, lie was aired by Tem-
pest, trial 2:30, son ol old Royal George, and hi

old Royal '•urL'--; second dam a running mare, foaled in

Kentucky. He had a line thoroughbred ear, a large, full

ha7.el eye, and the most powerful back ever ween on a
horse; was wide through the stifles behind, hips -month and
narrow, legs clean, like a thoroughbred, hut heavy. This

horse was a naturally born trotter and won every race here
he was ente-ed in

;
his record was no better than '2: 4-i, but it

was back some time in the sixties, and at that lime they did
not care so much for a low record. He could speed a 2:30
clip, and if he had been driven out in a race in fast company
could have been in the 2:30 list. This horse left much good,
serviceable stock aud general purpose horse-, and his sons are
natural trotter-, and hi-- daughters are No. 1 brood mares,
and are about the right size, l-~i; hands. This stalliou was a
little dull in a race; it was said he was overdriven when a
colt in Canada. I have i>cen him lashed with the whip from
wire to wire and he could not be made to change his gait

—

the trot was born there. For this reason he was entered and
won his races by the name of Honest George, and he was
never known to disgrace it.—S. W. S., in Dunton's Spirit.

The American Association Congress.

The third Biennial Congress of the American Trotting As-

sociation convened at 12.30 A. m. Tuesday, May 2, at the

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. President Beaman presided

over the deliberations, and among those present were E. C.

Lewis, G. B. McFall, Edward Hayes C. L. Benjamin, G. H.
Ely, X. J. Colman, H.J. Kline, I). T. Mount, E. 8. Beach,
James Culberslone, L. \V. Hess, W. P. Ijams, Morris J.

Jones and Edward Pyle. The principal business transacted
was the receipt of the report of the committee on rules and
the discussion of the changes suggested. The committee spent
some time in conference with a similar committee from tbe
National Association, comparing the rules of the two organiza-

tions and making changes to secure uniformity. The changes
recommended were mostly minor alterations proposed with
this end in view, and they were accepted without comment,
says The Horseman. Tbe new rule regarding the distance
caused some discussion. Mr. Colman moved that the changes
recommended be adopted without alteration, but Mr. Culbert-
son objected to the distance clause and spoke at some length
against it. E. C. Lewis, of Ottawa, 111., favored it and intro-

duced Secretary Hess, of that city, who advocated the change.
He said that while it might teud to reduce entries it would
give better satisfaction to the public. Secretary Kline, of the
St. Joseph (Mo.) Association, opposed the change, on the
ground that entries would be reduced. After considerable dis-

cussion Mr. Colman withdrew his motion to adopt the re-

port of the committee, and a motion to strike the new distance

rule out of the report was made. This was lost by a vote of
270 to 20, and it was moved that the report be adopted as a
whole. On the roll call this was carried, and the changes
suggested by thecommittee were thus adopted without altera-

tion. The new distance rule as adopted reads as follows:

Rn.E 100—In all races seventy-five yards shall be a distance; but
where eight or more horses contend the distance shall be increased
to one hundred yards, and in any heat wherein the Dumber of sinn-
ers shall be reduced to less than eight the seventv-five yards distance
shall be restored.

Among the most important changes made in addition to

the above was the insertion of a clause providing that when
a recording fee for change of name has already been paid to

the National Association, or when the change is required by
the rules of the Register Association, no recording fee shall

be necessary for the horse to start.

Some unimportant changes in the by-laws were reported by

i

the committee and adopted, and the question of licensing

drivers was taken up. Considerable discussion ensued, but

the proposition was finally decided to be impracticable and
the motion to adopt it was voted down. A resolution pro-
posed by Secretary Hess condemning the continuous winter

racing carried on by some of the running tracks in the Mate
of Illinois, and which has had a tendencv to bring about
legislation inimical to the entire breeding and racing interests,

,
was adopted as showing the sentiment of trotting horse men

1 on the subject.

The election of officers was the concluding business, and
resulted as follows: \V. P. Ijams, of Terre Haute, Ind.,

President ; G. B. McFall, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, Vice-President

;

M. J. Jones, of Kenosa, Wis ; C. L. Benjamin, of Saginaw,
Mich; X. J. Coleman, of St. Louis; E. C. Lewis, of Ottawa,

111., and G. H. Ely, of Elyria, O., Directors.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors, held immediately
after the election. Edward Hayes, of Chicago, was elected

Treasurer, and J. H. Steiner, Secretarv.

"Words of Wisdom.

Never buy a delicate horse.

Blood that wins is the blood to breed to.

The test of racing is the highest standard.

A horse with a tough constitution is the one to buy.

It would be a good thing for the trotting-horse industry if

legislation could prohibit unsound horses being used in the

stud.

Breeders have learned that it is i lie real trotting horse that

brings remunerative prices, not the one that is a trotter in

name only.

The successful breeder in the future is he who will study

the requisites of, and aim n'rst aud last to produce, the desir-

able horse for the road.

The breeder of the future who succeeds will be the one who
c lueis iHiMiii'-- :i.- .i-.liii^ ''

I ii«* ru i. -s of trade which gov-

ern all legitimate business enterprises.

An unsound gelding may be regarded with equanimity, but

an mis. mi in I stallion, particularly a great one, is in danger and
;i menace to the breed !> which b<

Many of tin- most prosperous branches of business in the
world are now conducted on a smaller margin of profit than
i-, the breeding of the trotting hon*e ai the present pi

There will in- fewer animals bred this year than heretofore).

Many will breed only what they miently train ;

others will select their best mares and breed them t.» (he beat

horses within their reach.

There will always be a place for the ircutleman's road

horst—a place that can never be tilled by any other style of

hor-e than the high-clan American trotter that has size,

amend him.

It is better. Bays a turf am
mares and stallions, t.. the superphosphate ami

thin ! keep on breeding them, no matter how fa-hionable

their pedigree m y In 'R on paper.

The. cporlation business oml in

the work of devoloping foreign markets for American trot-

ters ind roadsters is to give the foreigner value received fbi

his gold, i" the end that he will want to buy again, and that

i .turn will d<> likewise. Very little -harp p

will kill the go the golden egg in otnei

tions just as the Argentine goose has been killed.-

and Farmer.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

[Continued From Page 4S2.J

SIXTH PAY—TUESDAY, MAY 9.

Not a single favorite caught the eagle eyes of the judges

this pleasant afternoon, and six races were run, too, Over

2,000 persons took in the events to-day, and the bookmakers

had things very much their own way. Ida Glenn lost the

fits! race by a breath to North, an S to 1 shot that was heav-

ily played by several moneyed gentlemen in the know, while

the favorite, Mount Carlos, struggled in an indifferent third.

The horses of B. C. Holly won two races (Francesca and

Green Hock), and those of W. Gardner did the same (North

and Tillie S.). Motto at last won a race, beat Joe CottOD,

and did her mile in 1:42]. Solitude made a runaway of the

fifth race, to the homestretch, where she was pulled up and

cantered in in 1:14V for the six furlongs. We would hate to

gamble that this mare could not run three-quarters of a mile

in 1.134, so easily did she win from Inkerman et n/. to-day.

Green Hock won the last event almost as easily as Solitude

did the fifth, though Huguenot was pocketed clear up past

the drawgate, and when he did gel out it was through a nar-

row aperture.

Mount Carlos, at 2 to 1, was a favorite in the first race,

five furlongs, Aerolite second in public favor at 4 to 1. Ida

Glenn was backed down from S to 1 to 5, while the others

went fiom S to 50 to 1. Jack the Ripper, to a poor start, led

Ida Glenn by a head into the homestretch, with Joe Hard-

ing third, Mount Carlos fourth and North fifth. An eighth

from home Glenn had disposed of the Kipper and appeared

to have the race at her mercy. At the drawgate North came

out of the bunch like an arrow from a bow, and gave the

little chestnut mare battle. They passed under the wire in

what looked like a dead heat (North going strongest), but the

verdict went to the latter. As he got the worst of the start,

the best horse to-day was undoubtedly given the race. Ida

Glenn, in the place, was two lengths from Mount Carlos, third,

who was a length from Aerolite. Time, 1:021.

Eleven three-year-olds of not very good quality came to

the post in the second race, one of six furlongs. Angelo, at

2 to 1, was favorite, Clacquer going at 4 to 1 and Francesca
(sister to Acclaim) at 5 to 1. After a long delay the flag fell

with Angelo slightly iu the lead, Connaught second Francesca
third and Orta next. Connaught sailed to the fore without
delay, and led to the three-quarter pole, attended by Angelo,
Clacquer and Francesca, iu the order named. Francesca
came into the homestretch second to Connaught, and an
eighth from home took command, winning easily by one and
one-half lengths, Connaught second, a neck from Angelo,
who was the same distance from Clacquer. Time, 1:17. W.
Clancy did an excellent piece of riding on Francesca.

Joe Cotton was backed down from 7 to 5 to even money in

the third race, one mile, and Motto receded from 8 to 5 to 21
to 1. Broad Church was at 5, Castro 6 and Wyanashott 10
to 1 at the close, Joe Cotton was played for a •' killing," and
was first a neck at the fall of the flag, Motto second, Castro
third. Motto went to the front going around the first turn,

and led Cotton passing the quarter by three lengths, and by
five at the half. Between the half and three-quarters Cotton
made up a lot of ground, and a shout went up that the favor-

ite would catch Motto easily. He got within a length of the
fleet mare in the straight, but little Weber was only nursing
Motto for a finish, and she sa'led away from Joe Cotton after

passing ihe drawgale in great style, winning by a length and
a half, Cotton second, four lengths from Broad Church, Wy-
anashott fourth and Castro last. Time, 1:42J.

Claire, plunged on heavily, went to the post favorite at 6
to 5, Tillie S. at 7 to 5, the other five at from 10 to 30 to 1.

Tillie S. led from start to finish, and won easily from Polaski
by two lengths, half a length from Button. Jovita struck
herself when well up in the bunch, between the half and
three-quarter poles, and finished last. Claire ran disap-
pointedly, being sixth at the finish. Time, 0:56|.

All kinds of coin flew in on Inkermau, who was packing
121 pounds in a six-furlong run. He went to the post a fav-
orite at B to 5, Solitude going at 2 to 1. Gbdiator at 4, Lady
Gwen. Charmer and Lodi at from 8 to 10 to 1. Solitude,
second, but oil' Hying, took the lead before fifty yards had been
ruD, and simply made her field look ridiculous. She led In-
kerman three lengths into the homestretch, and, eased up for

the last eighth of a mile, won in a canter by three lengths
from the whipped-out Inkerman, who was five lengths from
Charmer. Lodi was fourth. Time, 1:141.

Nellie G. was backed down from 21 to 1 to 9 to 5 in the
last race, also six furlongs. Patricia was at 3 to 1, Green
Hock 4 and Hugenot «j. The balance were quoted at from
8 to 150 to 1, the latter being Redlight's price straight. It

was 50 to 1 agnin-t him t'jr place, 25 to 1 " a show " in a few
books. Redlight ltd Bugenot and (ireen Hock into the
homestretch by a very small margin—in fact) was i n front an
eighth from home. Then W. * lancy Bent < ireen Hock along,
and he showed that he outclassed his field by drawing away
and winning easily by a length from Ilugenot, who cuiue out
<.f a very small space between Patricia and Redlight at the
drawgate and secured the place by a length. Redlight, the

i skyrocket, was third, a head from Patricia. Time,
1:10. The* bookies did not get rich on this race, as many took
a chance on Redlight for a show,

HumiAKin or roKSDAY'a hacks.

RACE mo.-Hay Dra-rucr Tbai k. Tuesday, Hay Bth. Tmck (fast
Flntt raci ,-...! an. t won

If for Icob,
i nounda allowed lot acta Jioo to<J.»o, Lbeo i iioumj* for each II

RACE 141.—Second race, purse $300, for maiden three-year-olds. Those
beaten five or more times since March 31st, allowed 7 lbs.; if unplaced 10

lbs. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, So. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St ( , H Fin

41 FRANCESCA. (W. Clancy. 117), 5 to 1 .3 4 4 2 Ml
-oiNNAUiIHT Millar. 119i. 10 to 1 2 1 1 1 2n

128 ANGELO (J. Weber, 122), 2 to 1.. 1 2 2 3 So
IK L*IiACQUER(BorIlnigame, 115), 4 to 1 - r. 3 3 4 4

127 VOLTA * Rinstein, 117). 20 to 1 _9 9 9 6 5

123 ORTA iMcClane,ltO>. loto 1 4 7 7 7 6

127 LEVERET filly(G Weber. 117 .
!-'> to 1 11 10 10 10 7

— SHUMATE D. Murphv, 119;. 10 lol 10 6 6 8$
TOTJMBtJCTOO Madden, 122), 30 to 1 7 S S 9 9

158 DONNA JUANA Ames. 116-, 75 to 1 5 5 5 5 10
— LuLA BELLE HaJiev. 117 .100 to 1 6 11 11 11 11

Time— 1:17.

Won easilv. Winner b f by Three Cheers— Rosette. Entered by B.C.
Hully.

RACE 142.—Third race, selling, purse $350. of which $70 to second and
$30 to third. The winner to be sold for $3,000; It lor less. 1 pound allowed
for each 8100 down to $1,000; then 3 pounds for each $100 to $500. Win-
ners since March 31st, 2 pounds extra for each wio. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St 14 % % H Fin.

.2 1 1 1 1 11-,.:119 MOTTO. 4 -C. Weber. 103. $1.500,. 2* to 1

137 JOE COTTON, a \V. Clancv, 110, $1.500i, evens- i z z z a '•. 4 l

•135 BROAD CHURCH, a .Burlingame, 105. $900),
5tol 4 5 5 4 4 3

106 WYANASHOTT, 3 (Tuberville. 90. $1,000), 10
10 1 5 3 3 5 5 4

109 CASTRO, 3 < DonaUiau, 9K. $2.0001.6 to 1 3 4 4 3 3 5
Time— 1:42 ?j.

Wuii easily. Winner ch m by imp. Sir Modred—Mottle, Entered by
George Van Gorden.

RACE 143.—Fourth race, selling, purse $300, for two-year-olds. The
winner to be sold for $1,300 : if for less 1 lb. allowed tor each $100 to $900,
then 3 lbs. for each $100 to $100. Winners since March 31st, to carry 3 lbs.

extra for each win. Four and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St -

A H Fin.

122 TILLIES. (J. Weber, 112, $1,0001, 7 too I 1 1 121
i 122 POLASKI Donathan, 99. $500,, 20 to 1 _7 6 6 2>il
[
122 BUTTON .Peters. 90, $1001,20 to 1 4 3 4 3 1^1

I 132 CHEROKEE Burlinsame, 10S, $700i, 10 to 1 5 4 2 4

. — KITTY KERR 'Hanawalt. 102, $600 1.30 to 1 _2 2 3 5
139 CLAIRE C- Weber, 102, 9300), 6 to 5 6 5 5 6
139 JOVITA (O'Connell, 93, $300i,20tol -.3 7 7 7

Time—0:56 f.

Winner b i by Major Ban—Stella S. Entered by W.Won easily.
Gardner.

[
RACE 144.—Fifth race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for

! $1,500; if for le^s, 1 pound allowed for each $100 down to $800: then 4

I

pounds for each $100 to $100. Winners of two races since March 31st, 5
1 pounds extra ; three or more, 7 pounds extra. , Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St fc Jf H Fin.

l 1 1 131

6 4 4 3 K

1

ptotIoui
luce, N<>- Burtera, Jockeys and doali St « h h Kin.

I H, I Iftck^n, tO',. »IOf> .
- n. 1 6 A & S lilt

117 IDA GLENN. a Kin il S 2 22 221
i t MOUNT CARLOS, M J \Vib*>r, IIH, |*00 2 to 1. * 4 4 4 3 1

3 Q t) 4
7 7

"

i ' JO! II IRDING, i
- r, $300),

I 3 3 X It

JA< K THE RIPPI 111117
WALTER OVERTON
over, 8*>.ii. Mtol .58888

.

Won drlvlntr. Winner ch '£ by PrlDot Of Norfolk, dam bjLtlnstar.
by w, Qardner,

•121 SOLITUDE, 3 (Burli:igame, 105, $1,500 I, 2 to 1 2
•125 INKERMAN. a Epperson, 121, $1,000). 8 to 5 3
•131 CHARMER, 3 > Peter*. 105, $1,500), 8 to 1 _ 5
13-3 LODI, a I

Bosenian. 107, 8500), 10 to 1 1

•127 LAB V GWEN, 6 J. Weber, 112. $1.000i. 7 to 1 _4 4 5 5 5
125 GLADIATOR, a<C. Weber. 102,$590>.4 to 1 6 5 6 6 6

Time, 1:14*£.

Won verv easily. Winner b f by imp. Darebin—Altitude. Entered by
G. W. Watson.

RACE 145.—Sixth race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for
$1,500: if for less, l pound allowed for each $100 down to $800; then 5
pounds for each $100 to $100. Winners of two races since March 31st,4
pounds extra, three or more, 7 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St *£ % H Fin.

131 GREEN HOCK. 31 W. Clancv. 110, $1,500 .4 to L... 3 3 4 3 111
125 HUGUENOT. 3 < J. Weber, 110. $1,500 >, 6 to 1 _. 4 4 2 2 211

REDLIGHT. 6 I
D. Murphv, 122, $1.5001. 160 to 1 2 1113b

137 PATRICIA 4 (Burlingame, 115, $I,3dO), 3 to 1 1 2 5 4 4
•!40 NORTH, 4 (Jackson, 100. $500 . s io 1 _ 7 6 4 3 5
130 NELLIE*; „ 6 [Spence, 116, $1,200 . 9 to 5 _ 6 7 7 7 6
135 LITTLE TOUGH, 4 DouaLhttn, 100, $500), 10 to 1... 5 5 6 6 7
141 DONNA LILLA. 3 (Peters. 105, $1,500), loto 1 n 8 8 8 S— CODY B.,a (Staaws, 105, $500). 30 to 1 8 9 9 9 9

Time -1:16.

Won easilv. Winner b c by imp. Greenback—Eda. Entered by R. C.
Hully.

SEVENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, MAY 10.

An enthusiastic, good-sized crowd took in to-day's races.

The day and track were perfect, but " the talent " was again

wide of the mark in endeavoring to pick winners. Jioi R.,

with a stable boy named Campbell for a pilot, started the

agony ball a-rolliDg by winning from the fleet favorite, Gypsy
Girl, and other noted sprinters. Then the Brutus-Ariola

colt made his field of good ones look quite ridiculous by win-

ning easilv. Silver State, at S and 10 to 1 for place, finished

second, while the badly-ridden Thornhill and Seaside (favor-

ite) finished third and fourth respectively. It is doubtful if

many worse rides were ever seen on the local track than the

one on Seaside. W. Clancy, one of the very best riders on

this coast, usually, took a siesta on the back of the easily-win-

ning Abi P., with the result that old Mero, coming like a

minnie-ball under Seaman's urging, nipped the race

right under the wire by the scantest of noses. Thousands

of dollars were thus burned up for the players of Abi P., who
were legion. It was a case of over-confidence, pure and sim-
ple, and when Abi P. went past the finishing post she was al-

most walking. Merc's burst of speed was truly phenomenal,
and as he was at from 30 to 50 to 1 in the books, his friends

were handsomely rewarded. A jockey should never, under
any circumstances, pull his mount to a common canter an
eighth of a mile from the wire, for a horse saved for the finish

can come with a wet sail, and (as in this case) before the

leader can be got going well on its stride an inferior horse
can come up and win, as Mero did to-day. Abi P. outclassed

her field badly, and could not have lost had she not been
eased up so far from the wire. Tigress won her race easily

by three lengths from Revolver. Thomas H. Williams. Ti-
gress' owner, is credited with winning a handsome sum on the
filly at odds of 1 to 3 on. Sir Reel and Conde had the hottest

kind of a struggld all the way in the last race, and Sir Reel,
through sheer gameness, won by a head, with the favorite,

Sympathetic's Last, two lengths off.

I 'V|.-y I l-irl, with Miller up, was considered a certainty in

the first race, four and one-half furlongs, going to the post at

4 to 5. Volita, at 6 to 1, was second choice. Jim R., ridden
by Campbell, a stranger here, went at S to 1, the others from
10 to 60 to 1. Jack the Ripper was first away, attended
closely Gypey tiirl and Reno. Gypsy <url soon forged to the
front, leading The Ripper and Jim R. into the homestretch
by over a length. "All over!" shouted Gypsy Girl's luck-

em To the surprise of nearly everyone, however, Jim R.
got on even terms about a sixteenth of a mile from home, and
drew away handily at the finish, winning by half a length,
Gypsy tiirl second, one and one-half lengths from Jack the
Ripper, third. Time, 0:56$.

Seaside was a hot favorite in the second event on the card,
fiye furlongs, going to the post at G to 5. The Brutup-Ariola

colt receded from 2 to 3 to 1. Thornhill, with H, Smith up,
was not much fancied, going at 6 and 7 to 1. Warrago was
at 3A and 4 to 1, Silver State anywhere from 20 to 30. Thorn-
hill was first away a head, Silver State second, well on her
stride, the Ariola colt nest, Seaside fourth and Warrago last.

Silver State led Thornhill a length at the half-pole, the Ari-
ola colt but a head behind the Cheviot youngster, Warrago
fourth and the favorite last. The Ariola colt made his run
between the half and three-quarter poles, passed Silver State
and Thornhill and led Silver State into the homestretch by
a length, Seaside now third, Thornhill at his head, fourth.

Seaside was ridden badly, going about as straight as the Snake
river. The Ariola colt was not thereafter headed, and won
easily by one and one-half lengths from the whipped-out
Silver State, who was a length from Thornhill. Seaside was
fourth. Time, 1:03.

Abi P. was played for all kinds of money in the third race,

sis and a half furlongs, going to the post at 6 to 5. Initiation

was nest in favor at 4 to 1, Folly 6, Farewell and Little

Tough 8, the others from 12 to 30 to 1 (latter Hero's price in

most books). After a long delay at the post, caused by the
circus antics of Initiation and Miss Walling, Initiation took
the lead, with Miss Wallingsecond, Mero third, Abi P.fourh.
Miss Walling led Iniation a head at the half-pole, Farewell
three parts of a length away, about one length from Abi P.
Miss Walling fell back at a great ratenearing the three quar-
ter pole, and Initiation led Abi P. half a length into the
homestretch, with Farewell at the favorite's head and Little

Tough fourth. Soon after entering the straight Abi P. took
the lead, and was over two lengths to the good an eighth
from home and apparently an easy winner. W. Clancy, her
rider, now eased on his mount, thinking he had the race at

his mercy. Old Mero, sisth into the straight, had gradually
mowed down all but the favorite, and 100 yards from the wire
came out from the bunch behind headed by Farewell and
Little Tough. Seaman saw that Clancy was slumbering and
that Abi P. was all but walking, so, making a great rush with
the Fresno gelding, won right under the wire from Abi P. by
the scantest of noses amid the groans and oaths of the favor-

ite-plavers. Farewell was third, about two lengths off. Time,
1:22],

'

Tigress, at 1 to 3 in the fourth race, selling, fifteen-six-

teenths of a mile, led Revolver and Red Cloud, her only op-
ponents, almost from the very start, and won easily by three
lengths from Revolver, who came away from Red Cloud in

the homestretch and secured the place by four lengths. Offi-

cial time, 1:36} ; unofficial, by several watches, l:35f

.

The last race of the day, a handicap, was one of sis fur-

longs, and Sympathetic^ Last, Bronco, Conde and Sir Reel
came to the post. Sympathetic^ Last and Sir Reel were at

one time equal favorites, but the former was played much the
hardest, and was at 4 to 5 at the close, Sir Reel at 8 to 5,

Conde at S to 1. Bronco at 10. The start was delayed by
something happening to Bronco's gearing, Sympathetic's
Last and Sir Reel's bad actions. Conde and Sir Reel ran
heads apart to the homestretch. Sympathetic's Last went up
fast at the half-pole, but soon after dropped out alarmingly,
acting as if he had struck himself or something had given
way. A sixteenth from home the race looked as if it was
Conde's, as he led Sir Reel a short neck and both little Weber
and Burlingame were riding hard. Less than 100 yards from
the wire Burlingame gave Sir Reel several hard blows with

I

the bat, and the bay colt responded so gamely that he won at
1

the wire by a head. Conde second, two lengths from Sym-
pathetic's Last, third. Time, 1:14|.

Sl'MMABIES OF WEDNESDAY'S RACES.

RACE 146.- Bay District Track, Wednesday. May 10, 1893.—First
: ra = e, selling, purse S300. The winner to be soln for SI. 200; if for less, I lb.

allowed for each S100 to $500: then 4 lbs. for each S100 to S100. Winners
since March 31st, to carry 2 lbs. extra for each win. Four and one-oalf

I furlongs.

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing.Odds. St. i, H. Fin.

134 JIM R.. a Campbell, 122, $1,000). S to 1 4 3
•134 GYPSY GIRL, a Miller, 124.sl.2f0), 4 to 5 2 1

140 JACK THE RIPPER, a / rt\ Clancv, 118, $800), 10 to 1 1 2
125 THJE DRUMMER, 3

I
Rinstein, 111, incL 3 oyer, 3500)

lOto l__ S 8 a
•116 RENO, 4 i J. Weber, 111.S.J00), 15tol. 3 4 4

LOTTrE D., 5 'D. Murphv, lis. $1,0001, loto 1 5 5 5
•128 VOLITA, ofSpence, 112, $-50»'.rt to 1 7 6 6— McGINNlS' FIRST,B(Peters,88,S200),G0 to L 6 7 7

Time, 0:553$.

Won handily. Winner dk ch g by Conner—un traced. ^Entered
Martin.

! £1
1 1*1
3 V

by E.

St H 4 H Fin.

6 Ins

RACE 147.—Second race, purse $300. For two-year-olds. Winners since
March 3lst, of two races, 3 lbs.; three races, o lbs.: 4 or more, 8 lbs. extra.
Beaten horses since March 31st allowed l lb. for each time beaten, if

beaten four times and never placed (1-2) allowed 3 lbs.: if not (1-2-3) 5
lbs. additional. Five furlongs.

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. '_ U H. Fin.

50 BRUTUS-ARIOLA colt i
Miller, 12n, 3 to 1.. 3 3 1 1 Cljfl

*iv: SILVER STATE* W. Clanev, 115<,30 to 1 2 1 2 2 211
•133 THORNHILL (H.Smith, 121\ 7 to 1 1 2 4 4 3h
•i 16 SEASIDE Rinstein, IS)), 6 to 5 _. 4 5 3 3 4
•139 WARRAljO tDonathan. 115,3'; to 1 5 4 5 5 5

Time, 1*3.

RACE 14*.—Third race, selling, purse $300. For horses that have run
and not won since March 31st. The winner to be sold for $1,200 : if for
less 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to j=$00, then 4 lbs. for each $100 to $100. Six
and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, Xo. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds.

127 MERO. 5 < Seaman, 105. $500 1. 30 to 1 3
121 ABI P., 4 . W. COaucy, 1O9.980OK 6 to 5 4
135 FAREWELL, a Spen . :

- -" - io 1 _5
145 LITTLE n HJGH, 4 Donathan, 99, WOO), 8 to 1 G
124 INITIATION. G Miller, 117. 31,100), 4 to 1 1

1S7 ST. PATRICK, 4 Peters, 10S.S500), 12 to 1 3 7 8 8 fi

24 FoLLY, 4 iJ. Weber, 113, $l,Oxt
, t; to 1 _7 8 5 5 7

127 MISS WALLING. 4 (H.Smith. 101. $5001. 15 to l..._ 2 17 7-
Time—122 ..

Won driving. Winner bg by Wildidle—Precious. Entered by Owen
Bros,

RACE 149.—Fourth race, selling, purse $350. of which $70 to second and
£30 to third. The winner to be sold for SS.O00; it for less, 2 pounds allowed
for each $250 to $2,000; then 3 pounds for each $25) to $1,000. Winners
since March 31st, 2 pounds extra for each win. Seven and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J^ Jj $»' H Fin.

188 TIGRESS, 8 Taylor, 96, 91,250), 1 to S .3 1 1 1 1 131
187 REVOLVER, a W. Clancy, HI, $1.000), 8 to 1 2 2 3 3 2 241
126 RED CLOUD, 4 (J.Weber, 118,82,000), 12 to 1 1 3 2 2 3 3

Time—1:«M-
Won easily. Winner b f by Prince of Norfolk—Katie A. Entered by

owner Undine stable.

RACE 150.—Fifth race, handicap, purse $100. of which £70 to second
and #30 to third. For throe-year-olds a-id upwards. Entrance $15; $5
declaration. Entries closed Monday. Weights and declarations Tuesday,
six furlongs.

3 ' 3 1'- 1

4

Previous
Race No. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds. St ','

,S V H Fin.

ISO SIR REEL, 3 (Burlingame, 103), 8 to 5 l 2 2 2 Hi
S5 CONDE, 3 G Weber, 95). 8 to 1 3 1 1 1 221

188 SYMPATHETIC'S LAST, a (W. Clancv. 120),
4lo5 _2 3 3 3 3 1

137 BRONCO, a 'Rinstein, 113 1, 10 to 1 4 4 4 4 4

Time-Ml f.

Won in a drive. Winner b c by Alia—Dizzy Blonde. Entered by C
Burlingame.

L
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EIGHTH DAY—THURSDAY, MAY 11.

Two favorites managed to win to-day out of the five events

carded—Redlight and Farewell—but long shots won three of

the races easily. Redlight played with his field in the open-

ing race, half a mile, winning in a canter from Mount Carlos

aud other skates. The Lark, with George Miller up, won a

good race for " Slim " Murry, of Sacramento, with odds of 7

and S to 1 against his chances at the close. The hot favorite,

Carmel. managed to get third place. Little Esperanza led

from flag-fall to finish in the mile race, beating Steadfast and

St. Croix (favorite) four lengths in 1:41}, the fastest mile of

the spring-time, gentle Annie. Farewell, the North country

horse by Nimbus, won all the way, with the long shot, Ven-

dome, in the place. Jack the Ripper also played drum-major

for his band, though Lodi (the favorite) was at his neck when
they finished.

Redlight, at 2 to 1, was installed favorite in the first race,

for dogs, selling, half a mile. Mount Carlos was next in
public favor at 3 to 1. A long, tedious wait was had for the
skyrockets to get in position. Redlight, Mountain Boy,
Joe Hooker Jr., Joe D., Mount Carlos was the order at the
bunting-swish. Redlight was never molested, and won in a

canter by a length from Monnt Carlos, who ran up third
nearing the three-quarter mark. Joe Hooker Jr. (30 to 1

straight) was third, one and a half lengths behind Mount
Carlos. Time, 0:4y|.

Carmel was for a time an even-money favorite in the sec-

ond race, four and oue-half furlongs, though pluuges on Po-
laski and Realization sent the Carmel odds to 8 to 5 at the
close. The Lark opened at 3 to 1, and though Miller was
slated as his pilot, went to 7 and S to 1 at the close. Carmel
led Polaski into the homestretch by half a length, Realization
third and The Lark next. In the straight Miller went to

work on The Lark, but Polaski, who had disposed of Carmel
easily, looked a dead-easy winner less than an eighth of a
mile from home. The Lark got on even terms near the draw-
gate, and won handily like a racehorse by a neck in 0:56f,
Polaski second, two lengths from Carmel.
El Rayo and Tigress being scratched in the mile handicap,

St. Croix was made an overwhelming favorito. Little Esper-
anza was supported so well, however, that the odds were cut
from 5 to 1 to 3 at the close. Garcia opened at 4, was cut to

3 to 1 and went to the post at 5 to 1. Steadfast was at 12 to

1. Little Esperanza led all the way, and though closely

attended by Garcia until passing the half, shook him off and
made a great gap of daylight once they were in the home-
stretch. Garcia fell back badly just before reaching the
three-quarter pole, and Steadfast commenced to come like a
flash from the rear. Esperanza won by four lengths rather
easily in 1:41}, the fastest mile of the two meetings. Stead-
fast and St. Croix had the hardest kind of fight down the
straight, the former getting the place by three parts of a
length, to the surprise of nearly everyone.
Connaught and Farewell were equal favorites in the fifth

race, seven-eighths of a mile, with Little Tough next in favor
at 5 to 1. After another long delay (over half an hour),
occasioned by the cussed actions of Sidney and Miss Walling,
the flag fell to a straggling start, Farewell well in front, Little

Tough second, Connaught third, Miss Walling next. This
was the order at the quarter, where Farewell had a three
lengths' lead, but at the half Vendome had run up fourth,

past Miss Walling. Farewell was not molested, and won in

a canter by three lengths. Vendome came up fast in the
homestretch, passing the poorly-ridden Little Tough and Miss
Walling (who had come again), and getting the place from
Connaught by a trifle over a length. Time, 1:30|.

The last race, five furlongs, had for a favorite Lodi, though.

Jack the Ripper and Angelo were played for all kinds of

money. Jack the Ripper led all the way, and won after an
exciting finish from Lodi by a neck. Angelo and Volita
were second and third into the homestretch, The Drummer
seventh, but the latter came up at a great clip and secured
third place, being one and one-half lengths behind Lodi and
gaining. Time, 1:03A.

SUMMARIES OF SATl'BDAY'S RACES.

RACE 151—First race, selling, purse 8300, for horses that have run and
not won since March 31st- The winner to be sold tor 31.000; if for less, 2
pounds allowed for each $100 to $500, then 4 pounds for each $100 to $100.
Half a mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St , H Fin.

llS REDLIGHT, 6 (V. Murphy, 118, $800 1, 2 to 1 _ 1 1 1 1 II
MO MOUNT CARLOS, 5 iJ. Weber, 116, $700), 3 to 1 5 3 3 2 V/il
128 JOE HOOKER JR.. a (Hanawalt. 100,$200>,30 lo 1 3 5 5 3
134 JOED., a Kine, 112,9500), 4 to 1 4 2 2 4
111 MOUNTAIN BO V.o (EtirlinRame. 108, $400), 6 to 1 2 4 4 5
117 OTTINOER, 3fBurtiH. 85, $'200 1, GO to 1 7 7 7 <i

141 LOLA BELLE, 3 (Peters, 9!, $400), 10 to 1 -6 li G 7
Time—0:49?4'.

"Won easily. Winner b g by Little AJp—unrraced. Entered by A
Bertraudias.

RACE 152.—Second race, selling, purse $300, for two-year-old.-. The
winner to be sold for $1,500: If for less, 1 pound allowed for each $100 to

9700; then 3 pounds lor each $100 to $100. Wionirs since March 31st 2
pounds extra for each win. Four and one-half furlongs.

Previous
.Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % H Fin.

118 THE LARK r Miller, 117, incl. 2 over, $1,500), 7 to 1 2 4 4 In
143 POLASKI (Seaman, 103, Incl. 2 over. $500;, 5 to 1 -4 2 2 22 1

•122 CARMEL M. Weber, 110, $500), 8 to 5 - 1113
•118 REALIZATION (Madden, 120, $1,500), 2M lo 1 3 3 4
143 BUTTON (Peters. 95, 1200), 15 to I 3 6 6 5
135 HAPPY" BAND i Dona than. 08, $:J00 ),20 to 1 5 5 5 6

Time- 0:56

Won handily. Winner b g by Wildldle-by Monday. Entered W. M.
Murry.

RACE 153.^Thtrd race, handicap, purse $400, of which $70 to second and
•30 to third. Entrance $15 : $-"> if declared. Entries closed Tuesday.
Weights and declarations Wednesday. One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St M % % H Fin.

USlLrrTLK ESPERANZA, 4 (Tubervllle, 87), 3tol. 1 1 1 1 1 141
BO STEADFAST, 3 (Kinnie. 78), 12 to I -.3 4 4 3 3 2«l
180 ST. CROIX, 4 (Taylor, 10$), 3 to S ~ 4 3 3 2 2.31^1
W7 GARCIA, G (C.Weber, 90). 5 to 1 2 2 2 4 4 4

Tlme-l:ll!4.

Won easily. Winner.ch f by Judge McKinstry—May D. Entered by
fnrners Enclno Stable.

RACE 154.—Fourth race, selling, purse $300, for hordes that have run
and not won since March 31st. The winner to be sold for $1,000; if for less

2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $500 ; then 5 lbs. for each $100 to $100. Seven
furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odd.-. st '

,
,', _, H Fin.

RACE 155.— Fifth race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for
$1,200; if for less, 1 lb. allowed fur each $100 to $600 ; then 4 lbs. for each
$100 lo$100. Winners since March 31st, tocarry 2 lbs. extra fur eftCD win.
Five furlongs.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing odds, si | u Flu.

14G JACK THE RIPPER, a t King, 108, $400), 6 lu 1 1 I 1 1 11 n
L44LODI,a Baseman, L12.ft400),2 tol 3 3 4 i : l

.
i

I Hi THE DIUMMKK.3 . H. Smith, UHi, $1,.W, 8 to I... 4 7 7 7 S
14H VOLITA, 6 (Rlusteln, 116, $600 1, 10 to 1 6 2 i ;t 4

141 ANtiKLo, .1 O. Weber, 105. $700), 5 to 1 7 4 2 2 G
ll'. RENO. 4 (J. Weber, 115,$G00), 10 to 1 5 5 5 5 6
145 NuRTH, I Jacksou,lll,$500). 5 tol 2 6 li 6 7

Time— i:03' v .

Won Ina drive. Winner b gby Capt. Jack—Jennie Mack. Entered by
O. W. Chuppell.

31
21 I

148 FAREWELL, a < J. Weber, 109. $400), 1M tol- 1

BD VENDOME, 3 i H. Smith. 10*5, $800,, 30 to 1. 6
Ml CONNAUGHT.3 (C. Weber,101,|70O),2)4 tol.— 3 3 3 5 S 3
li- MISS WALLING, 4 (Lafrankey, 107, $500),~' v

> to 1 I 4 5 1 3 4

I4fl LITTLE TOUGH, 4 (King, 107, $50-1), 5 tol- 2 2 2 2 2 5

(28 'Alll'ER B.,a(Burllngame, 114, QS00),6tO 1 7 8 8 6 6 6
129 SIDNEY, 3 (Nfrlinls, 107, 1,000},6 to 1 5 5 6 7 7 7
185 GUAXJALOUPE, a i RoDinson, 115. $700), 20 to I... 8 7 7 8 8 8

Time— 1

Won very easily. Winner eh. h by Nimbus, dam by Woodbury. En
tered by J. Rows.
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Money Spent on the Turf.

There is yearly spent upon the race tracks of Guttenburgj

Gloucester, Sheepshead Bay and adjacent courses, says a cor-

respondent in New York, is a far greater sum of money than

is required to conduct the municipal affairs of the great cities

of New York and Brooklyn. The annual budgets of the two

big towns do not call far over $60,000,000. More than

$100,000,000 or nearly dojble that amount, is yearly lost or

won—principally lost—at the race tracks, and nobody in par-

ticular seems to be benefitted by the enormous expenditure.

Throughout the United States more money finds its way to

the pool-box than it costs to run the federal government, yet

few seem to be better off by the circulation of this vast amount

of coin and greenbacks.

That I may not be accused of exaggeration I will adduce

the figures furnished me by a well-known sportsman, who is

an authority upon the subject. There are in the cities of

New York and Brooklyn, including suburbs, about 3,000,000

people. Statistics show the proportion of male adults is one

out of every six persons. This would give 500,000 to the

cities with their suburbs. My sporting informant tells me
that one out of every eight men, not to speak of boys, in and
about New York and Brooklyn play the races. This means
that 62,500 men daily tempt fortune. Some gamesters play
away up into the hundreds ; others invest only a five or a ten

"spot," while the lowest that can be wagered is %\. The
mean between these extremes—I am speaking of men's play

now, and not of boys'—has been found, after close study and
observation, to be about $5.50. Five and one-half times

62,500 the men who play are $343,750. Just think of it!

Between a quarter and a half million dollars a day spent on
the race track in this immediate vicinity. As there are 313
week days in the year, that would mean that the Titanic sum
of $105,493,750 is annually expended in the same wav.

In the United States there are 66,000,000 of people. The
male adult population is 11,000,000. The proportion of gen-
tlemen with sporting blood in their veins is not, of course, in

the interior commensurate with that of New York or Brook-
lyn. In cities like Albany, Troy, Syracuse, Rochester, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago, Denver, Leadville, Portland and San Fran-
cisco, the ratio is in favor of the smaller towns. In the
country proper, however, the "dead game sport" is a rare

bird. Of the 11,000,000 male adults, it is estimated that only
1 out of 22 tries the "equine paradox." That would make
500,000 " farmers "—as

x
all people outside of New York are

facetiously termed by metropolitan sportsmen—who en-

deavor to tap the pool-box. The average investment is con-

siderably lighter in the interior than New York, say $3 to

each speculator. That would make $1,500,000 for each day,

or about $500,000,000 for the 313 working days in the year.

A tidy sum that—half a thousand billion—the " farmers" of

the smaller towns and cities yearly spend in a futile attempt

to " beat the horses
"

Where does all this money go ? Who reaps the benefit ?

Certainly not the player, for outside of " Pittsburg Phill "

—

George W. Smith—" Lucky " Baldwin, Mike Dwyer, " Cull

"

Holland and Col. Bill Harding you never hear of a plunger

who does not "go broke" trying the well-nigh impossible

task of winning the" smiles of the equine siren. The Marquis
of Hastings, the greatest of all plungers, blew in one of the

finest estates in England. His loss approximated £1,000,000,

or about $5,000,000. "Jubilee"—so called because he in-

herited and wasted a fortune by fast and furious playing at

the time Queen Victoria celebrated the fiftieth year of her

reigh—spent $2,000,000 on turf ventures in a single year.

Our own famous plunger, Walton, won $700,000 in England
in 1SS1. Walton backed the winning horse at three big con-

tests and raised havoc among the English bookmakers. From
Arthur Maginis, the greatest of British sportsmen, Walton
took $400,000 alone. Two years after that the " king of

American plungers" again visited England, and he not only

lost the $700,000 he had won in England, but about $200,000

more he hud picked up on the American turf the season

following his English venture. Arthur Maginnis got the

lion's share of the plunder. Tn fact he was the bookmaker
who "broke" Walton. He got back his $400,000 with

tremendous interest.

Who makes the money, then ? Is it the race horse owner?
August Belmont, Pierre Lorillard and ex-Mayor and ex-Con-

gressman Michael N. Nolan, the Albany Crcesns, sold out

their stables although they had the best horses in the country,

because they could not stand the draft on their purses. Own-
ing and racing horses is adjudged upon all sides to be a costly

luxury. Who sweeps in the coin, then ? Is it the bookmaker
on the track ? Ask any one of them and he will tell you that

he counts himself fortunate indeed if he comes back to town

with a thousand or two. The hundred dollars a day he has

to pay to the association for the privilege of hanging up his

shingle in the betting ring at the track and the keen rivalry

of his brother bookmakers keep him guessing as to how he

will meet his obligations.

At last we have it. It must be the city pool-room keeper

who catches the nimble dollar as it wings its silvery (light

across the equine firmament. Here, again, we are disap-

pointed. The pool-room keeper, if he is a friend and confides

in vou, will whisper in your ear that his lot is the hardest of

all." First of all the landlord insists upon three times the

rent he would get from any other tenant, and then here the

whisper becomes less audible and more tragic in its intensity

—the police must be cared for. Without " protection " the

pool-room keeper can do no business. To crown his misfor-

tunes, he will add, the officers of a certain society founded for

the purposes of social regeneration, insist upon their " bit,''

and he must " give up," or seek for pastures new. With a

sigh he concludes by saying that he counts himself lucky to

have the where-with to pay rent and buv bread for his fam-

ily.

Whose capacious paw, then, grasps and holds the "long
green? " Is it the high-priced jockey ? Some of these mid»et
monarchs, I know, make all the way from $10,000 to $25,000
upon their season's mounts. Here, again, we are at s«a, with
the exception of dashing Fred Taral, none of them has any
money to speak of. A brief investigation, however, shows
the reason for this. With the exception of Taral they all

back their mounts or some other fellow's mounts. " Snap
per" Garrison, the "demon rider" of the American turf. if

as daring a bettor on a limited scale as the Marquis of Hast-
ings or " Plunger" Walton. Although his earnings yearly
approach $25,000, he is generally " plum broke." Lately,
however, he has wooed successfully that fickle jade fortune,
and is about $30,000 to the good.
Jimmy McLaughlin, too, a few years ago was worth $100,-

000 or more. In course of time Jimmy became too heavy to
take a mount and turned horse owner. Then began his
troubles. He backed his horses and luck went back on him.
Recently, however, he made a few bold coups and has some
odd thousands of dollars that he can lay his hands on.

Fred Taral has, however, a beautiful mansion at One Hun-
dred and Twenty-sixth street and Lennox avenue, for which
he paid $27,000 "in cash. He spent $10,000 in furnishing and
fitting it up, going so far even as to construct a handsome
Turkish bath.

He can afford to be humerous over his theories as where
all the money goes. " I think the public gets it," said he
when broached on the subject, " for I cannot see where any-
one else does." First the association has to lease its grounds
from one citizen, the pool room keeper in town leases his
rooms from another, and the public at large come down here
and charge upon the pool boxes. But, seriously, I think it

is an almost even distribution. The money is spent, and
everybody, including the public, gets a part of it."

Further inquiry in other quarters failed to throw any light

upon the enigma, and the question, " where does the money
go? " still remains unanswered.

The Kentucky Derby of 1893.

Louisville, May 10.—Thirty thousand people 6aw the
Kentucky Derby of 1893 won by Lookout, the fleet son of
Troubabour| and Christina, by King Alfonso, at Churchill
Downs this afternoon. A finer day never smiled upon Derby
day, which to Kentucky is the greatest festival on the calen-

dar. The attendance was one of the largest in the history of
the Jockey Club, and almost rivalled the crowd in attendance
at the famous Ten Broeck-Molly McCarthy race of years
ago.

After the breakaway and some delay at the post, Pettingill

dropped the flag with Lookout in the lead, Linger second,

Buck McCann third, Plutus fourth, Boundless fifth and Mi-
rage last.

Lookout at once went into the lead by three lengths and
maintained his advantage clear to the end under a pull, win-
ning as he pleased with lots to spare.

Plutus, Buck McCann and Mirage ran in a bunch nearly
all the way, but Plutus left them in the stretch and got second
place in a whipping finish, one length in front of Boundless,
who was nearly two lengths in front of Buck McCann.
Linger was beaten at the end of the first mile, coming in five

lengths behind Mirage.
The grand-stand and club-house were bouquets of crinoline

and big hats, for the belles of Kentucky were there, and the
Republican brethren from the League Convention were out
in force.

Six fine-look!ng three-year-olds faced Starter Pettingill.

They were: Lookout and Boundless of Cushing «& Orth's
Stable, Scoggan Brothers' [fleet Buck McCann, Elmer Rai-
ley's Linger, Plutus of the Bashford Manor Stable and James
E. Pepper's Mirage.
The betting ring was jammed and thirty-five bookmakers

laid odds. Cushing & Orth entries, Lookout (Kunze) and
Boundless (R. Williams), were favorites at 7 to 10 ; Buck Mc-
Cann (Thorpe), second choice at 3 to 1 ; Plutus (A. Clay-

ton), third choice at 4 to 1 ; Mirage, with the great Isaac

Murphy up, fourth at 12 to 1, and Linger (Flynn), a rank
outsider, at 40 to 1.

The Pierce Bros.' Sale.

One of the greatest sales of trotters, broodmares, colts and

fillies held in California since the beginning of the year will

take place one week from next Thursday at Killip «V Co.'s

salesyard. A synopsis of the breeding of a few of the animals
to be sold are given ; it will be noticed that they are by
sires as Rupee, 2:11 ; Simmocolon, 2:13{ ; Guy Wilkes, 2:151

;

Director, 2:17; Mount Vernon, 2:18; Nutwood*, 2:18^; Sidney,

2:19^; Ba7 Rose, 2:20* ; Stein way, 2:253 :
Whips, 2:27 A : Sou-

dan, 2:271; Dexter Prince; Whippleton; Hawthorne; Mam-
brino Wilkes; and Memo, out of dams that are royally

bred. The Pierce Bros, employed a first-class trainer this

year forthe first time in the history of their farm and his

"time is taken up so completely with the young trotters by
Bay Rose, 2:20$, he cannot find an opportunity to develop the

representatives of any other. A large number of the

Pierce Bros.' latest purchases are offered at this annual sale.

Buyers at al! of the previous sales from this farm have realized

more than 50 per cent, advance on their purchases, and this

sale offers superior advantages for buyers to do likewise. We
shall give a more extended notice next week. Send a postal

lo Killip &Co., for catalogues.

Capital Turf Club.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisement

of the Capital Turf and Driving Club's Spring meeting, which

will commence June 0th. Six thousand dollars in stakes and

purses will be given, and entries for the (rotting and pacing

events will close Thursday, May 26th.

The success of the last meeting of this association in Sacra-

mento has not been forgotten, and from the way in which the

officers and members are now working, the meeting promises

to be one of the best ever held. Owners of trotters and pacers

can take them direct from the Breeders' Meeting to Agricul-

tural Park, Sacramento. The races will be well-managed,

the course will be perfect; the climate, u everyone knows,

cannot be surpassed, and in regard to the accommodations,

there is not a horseman in the State who does not know they

are first-class.
— ^

Col. North's horse, High Commissioner, is very ill at his

quarters at Sheepshead Bay track, and none of the string are

in the beet of health, as the weather does not agree with

them.
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Different Ideas of Horses.

Much is said at the preseDt time of the desirable type of

horse to breed. Inasmuch as there are various uses for the

horse in the world's work, it is not necessary that one should

give very anxious thought to the question of type. Various

people have their ideas of the horse which they Jesire. The

man who confines himself exclusively to breeding and hand-

ling a given type narrows very much the circle of his buyers.

This is no disadvantage in the end if one contemplates an

extensive special business of breeding, growing and selling

direct to the users of his horses. The average breeder, how-

ever, finds himself accosted continually by professional buy-

ers who have their calls from their trade, as a rule, for a

variety of the equine tribe. With a lot of irregular stock of

common breeding and low-grade quality there is difficulty

often in selling such stock in a lump to a single buyer, unless

there is one or two pairs of unusually desirable horses in the

lot ; in this case a buyer may often be induced to pay consid-

erably moie for the indifferent stock in order to buy those of

better grade. This being the case, the average farmer makes

it a point to sell out only the culls from his stock in trade at

first, reserving for the last the very best of his annual crop.

Of course this is not an unvarying rule. The average buyer

is more shrewd in plying his trade, and usually meets the

ordinary seller more than halfway in the arts of driving a

good bargain. It is often said that the horse is the only ani-

mal which the farmer sells on which he can place his own
price. This, however, is only true to a limited extent. Where
one has an unusually desirable animal it is possible at times

to force even the shrewdest buyer to pay all that it is worth
;

inasmuch as a buyer usually desires a few choice '" tops" to

give character and attraction to his lot of stock when he gets

into market. It is accordingly a truth that there is no pro-

duct of the farm in which there is so wide a range of prices

that the ordinary shipper will ask for bis stock when he
arrives at a general city market. It is very unfortunate for

the growers of really choice animals when they are located

at a great distance from a city of 100,000 population or more
that they have not an established acquaintance with the

managers of city markets, so that they may feel safe in con-

signing their stock to the sale stables to be sold on commission
in the way that the fat stock from the farm is often suld in

the general stock market. The managers ot city horse sale

stables are often misjudged by the producers of such stock,

and are too often blamed for making poor sales of stock con-

signed to them largely from a lack of acquaintance on the

part of the salesman with the character and reputation of the

breeder and consignor of the stock.

For instance, a very attractive team, bred and trained thor-

oughly and carefully on a farm, in the course of which the

owner knowing the desirable qualities which make a driver
valuable in the city, and hence is scrupulously careful to pre-

pare and turn him out, as it were, a finished product, is con-
signed by the breeder to the city sale stable with the terse

statement that " this team is sound and all right in every re-

spect." Although these attractive words are down plainly

in '' black and white," the words have not half their deserved
weight as a rule, from the fact that the high character and
the financial standing of the man who furnishes such a written
statement is not known. Hence this highest type of driving
horse frequently sells at a price far too low. It is this lack

of understanding between the producers and the final users of
the stock that makes the production of high-class animals
really discouraging. The average remote breeder too often

concludes that the only safe thing to do is to let the colts

grow as to his calves and pigs, and sell them "on the run "

when two or three years of aere for what they will bring. In
this case his responsibility for thestock ceases at once, as it is

sold altogether without any statement other than the ordinary
one: "Take the animal as you see it." This sort of selling

applied to the different grades of stock at times works great
sacrifice to the seller, inasmuch as a buyer without character
is inclined to be suspicious that the animal is really defective
in more than one respect, and if he happens to know that the
sel'er is a man of limited means he feels that be has him
largely in his own poser. This is often too true, and there
is some ground for the feeling often expressed by farmers in
characterizing their sales that " the hors^ was stolen from
me."
Much alarm is often felt by a breeder in looking over his

broodmares and discovering that he has perhaps a half dozen
or more types of the horse. He has perhaps been reading an
article on "The Desirable Horse " by some writer who has
but a single idea, and that applied to drivers to be used by a
comparatively small class of people. The height of horses
is urged as very important, and in the theories of what con-
stitutes a horse, perhaps there is no one thing that is con-
sidered and included in the estimate by people generally than
this one. Yet almost any buyer in comparing two animals,
one of them taller than the other, will probably allow almost
any other point of clear superiority in the lower horse to
turn the scale in favor of this animal ; and, as a rule, most
bystanders would approve the judgment of his action.
The composition of the equine to meet the fancy of the vari-

ous buyers is so complex that it is seldom that one can ever
describe just what he wants until he sees the animal. It is

also true that a seller is in the same predicament in that
probably one-half the superior qualities of his animal do not
occur to him as he gives a description of his stock to the sale
Htables, or to a correspondent who writes for full and complete
description. The man who feels discouraged over the differ-
ent types in Ins broodmares has the consolation, if he will
reflect, that the animal which he thinks least of will prove to
be the favorite of some buyer who may chance to come alone-
This is often illustrated where the ordinary buyer is offered
his choice of two or more animals at the same price, in which
case the most undesirable one in the estimation of the seller
is selected. A notable case of this kind illustrates our point
clearly: An importer Bome years ago printed a catalogue of
his horses, including the price of each. About the time his
printed document was ready for distribution a skilled buyer
came along, and not being shown the printed list, was, at a
venture, given his choice in this way, and actually picked
upon the one that was priced in the printed list lowest. Of
course the importer at once burned up all of this printed
matter and prepared a new list without prices attached.
The conclusion in this case in the mind of the reader would

be that the buyer was the foolish one in the transaction.
'1 his being a case, however, of selecting a breeding horse, is

one which has a sequel to this incident. Seven years later

the importer and a witness of the transaction found, on inves-

tigation, that the buyer in question had really selected the
best horse for breeding purposes in the whole list which
passed in review at this time.

The unfortunate feature of all live-stock breeding is that

the great majority of men who know most about horses and
are able to apply this knowledge to their own benefit are
almost utterly unable to impart any advice to others, even in

ordinary conversation, that will be of ultimate service to the
recipient. Books have been written, but too often the best

of them have failed in extensive circulation from the fact

that the author and publisher had failed in business manage-
ment to extend a good work to its greatest good effect.

A definition of the desirable all-round equine is never com-
plete. Our language has not yet terms to describe several

important features of the animal when considered for certain
uses. The impulsive man will say that only a tall horse will

suit him, and when he is making this suggestion he has in

mind the deep mud or the drifting snow or the fording of
swollen streams, in some of which experience be has noted
good or bad results attending, in his estimation, the matter
of height in his animals. These points, of course, for the
average man, apply largely to exceptional cases. Probably
in three fourths of the area of the civilized world a difference

of one hand in the height of a driver or riding horse would,
on the whole, be in favor of the lower animal, where it

possessed superior substance, greater weight or better disposi-

tion. The occasions on which a horse will be balked on a
load are a hundred times more numerous than those where
its height would cut any figure. The animal with shorter,

stronger limbs, more compact form and greater maturity will

do more with a load, as a rule, than a slender animal with
longer limbs.

There is advantage in the two prominent types which we
have mentioned in that each, by crossing, may lend strength
to the other in breeding. Immediate results often follow in

which the progeny of one undesirable parent is even more
desirable in conformation than either them. Encouragement
hence follows where the mating of such a pair can be con-
tinued up for several years. However, the old law of varia-
tion is almost sure to disappoint one who expects the progeny
of several years' mating of the same animals to be entirely

uniform. The compensation for this is found in the aggre-
gate of average results. In cases where it is out of the ques-
tion for a breeder to patronize various sires, the meetings
which do not result favorably in one season are liable under
nature'6 laws, as modified by our lack of skill in applying
them, to give much more favorable results in a succeeding
year. The theory may be advanced at this juncture that
where matings one season are unfavorable that at least the
next year should pass over without breeding. In such cases

there is time for an invigoration of the system of the female
which may result very favorably where only biennial breed-
ing is the rule.

Probably one of the mistakes of the past decade has been
that of crowding, as it were, the regular breeders. The best
broodmare should rest every third year, and it is a serious
question whether or not biennial breeding is not sufficiently

frequent in all cases. This system would, of course, do away
with the profit of the average breeding farm where brood-
mares are kept only for breeding purposes. With more
thoughtlul and conscientious devotion" to the breeding busi-

ness, it may be that the wide distribution of broudmares
amongst the people would be the real salvation of the busi-

ness. The traits most desirable in work horses can certainly
be best inculcated by working broodmares carefully and regu-
larly. Whoever would succeed best in these limes with
assurance of constant and continued progress would do well
to take lessons from the experience of the past in this respect.

In the matter of endeavoring to follow a type, the ordinary
breeder who gives but casual thought to the subject need not
be discouraged if he finds in his hands only half of the desir-
able element. Any observer of great excellence in a particu-
larly noted equine will be surprised often when he has taken
pains to review carefully the ancestry of such an animal. Of
the six immediate in the pedigree, usually not more than two
will show very close similarity to the type. In the third and
fourth generations back of the twelve progenitors of these
grades it is seldom that more than three are of the type pure
and simple. Yet these three are liable to represent the type
of animal before us as completely as the two mentioned
above. This great variation applies of course to the usual
miscellaneous breeding among the unskilled, and is to be
deplored as showing the lack of systematic thought and atten-
tion to the progress which should be made. Occasionally a
giant in the breeding business has the prescience to see with
his mind's eye the image which he desires and at the same
time knows the combination to effect such a result. It is

fortunate for those who are disposed to be progressive that
there is now much literature which points in the direction of
improvement, which, for those who have time to devote to it,

enables them to effect the object of their desires. It is unfor-
tunate, however, that many with limited means, and still

more limited time for reading, cannot avail themselves of the
advantages of the scraps to be found in the great storehouses
amid so much rubbish. Yet there is dawn of a much brighter
day for all with the records, cyclopedias, digests and other
helps, and the breeder's way grows brighter year by year.

—

Ray Marshall in Wallace's Monthly.

Heaves.

Heaves, or broken wind, is a condition in which there is an
obstruction or interference with normal respiration. Inspira-

tion of air being easily accomplished, the trouble is noticed

on expiration or the expelling of the air. Where any im-

pediment exists this is partially accomplished by the regular

muscles of respiration. Then the abdominal muscles are

called into play, and, by forcing the viscera against the dia-

phraghm, assist it. There are three conditions of which
^'heaves" are a symptom. First, asthma, a nervous disorder,
in which the circular muscles of the bronchial tubes contract,
thereby causing the labored breathing. This may be hered-
itary, as seen in narrow-chested, round-barreled horses, but is

more often due to over-feeding, driving on a full stomach, or
to eating large quantities of musty hay. This, if not hered-
itary, and of not too long standing, may be relieved by feed-
ing Bmall quantities of hay and keeping the bowels lax.
Fowler's solution of arsenic in two-drachm doses, increasing
gradually to four drachms, will be the remedy indicated.
Secondly, we have chronic bronchitis as another form of
heaves. This does not yield readily to treatment. Powdered

nvx vomica and dried sulphate of iron, two drachms of each,
in feed twice daily for a week, alternated with iodide of po-
tassium in drachm doses, are the remedies employed. Thirdly,
emphysema, a rupturing of one air vesicle into another, is

the worst form of heaves. It is incurable, but may be re-
lieved by feeding a nutritious diet in small quantities four
times daily and giving four ounces of carron oil in feed twice
daily.

*»

Long Distance Trotting.

My attention was called a few days ago to an article in a

Western paper devoted to the trotting hone, with the above

caption, and written by George T. Floyd, who gives a very
interesting account of some long-distance trotting. Mr.
Floyd says that the celebrated Tom Thumb in 1829, in Eng-
land, trotted 100 miles in ten hours and seven minutes in

harness, which is a mistake. He trotted the distance on Feb.

2, 1829, in 10 hours and 23 minutes, over five miles of road

on Sunbury Common, which was considered and admitted to

be an extraordinary feat. But the records show that as long

ago as 1785 a match was made to trot 30 miles in 2X- hours,

which was done, leaving four minutes to spare.

Tom Thumb trotted in February, and on the 25th of April

,

Rattier, another American trotter, the property of the same
party, beat the celebrated Welch mare Miss Turner, over 10
miles of road between Cambridge and Goodmanchester. going
the distance in 30 minutes and 40 seconds, which was cer-
tainly a fact unprecedented in the annals of horseflesh in any
country.

On the 4th of July, 1832, Rattler, driven by his owner,
Mr. Oibaldeston, beat Mr. Payne's Rochester by a length five

miles on the road, between Whittlesford bridge and Royston,
in 13 minutes and 58 seconds. On Friday in the July "meet-
ing, Rattler, ridden by his owner, beat Mr. Lawton's Driver
(a pony which had recently trotted 17 miles within the hour),
trotting 34 miles in two hours IS minutes and 56 seconds.
Now, taking everything into consideration at that time {60

years ago), and the season of the year, we must confess, when
the state of the roads is considered, they were great perfor-
mances. So great, in fact, we think the horses of our present
type would be greatly troubled to do it, but in those days men
were men and horses were horses.

If, however, the feat of Tom Thumb was considered un-
precedented, we have been told of a time-match which puts
his performance in the shade; that of a mare, the property
of Mr. Dixon of Knightsbridge, which bore the appropriate
appellation of Nonpareil, and which went over precisely the
same ground and completed the hundred miles in nine hours,
56 minutes and 57 seconds. A match cart had been provided
for the occasion, and at twenty minutes to six o'clock on
Wednesday morning, the 27th of April, the mare started,

driven by Mr. W. Stacey, a farmer residing in the vicinity of
Kingston, under whose care she had been in training since
November, at which time the match was made.
She finished her first twenty miles with apparent gayety in

two minutes less than two hours, and was then taken out and
given some gruel. In three and a half minutes she was again
on the move, and rather increased her speed for the next
twenty miles to make up for her halt, but was still within the
four hours ; and thus she continued "jogging on " at the same
pace until she had completed 100 miles (having been taken
out at the completion of every twenty miles, and cordial balls

washed down with gruel administered at each stop), and
finally won with three minutes and three seconds to spare*
The mare showed no symptoms of fatigue, and on entering

her stall began to eat her hay as if she had only come in af-

ter her usual drive. After resting an hour she was gently
walked to her training stable, a distance of seven miles, with-
out manifesting the least fatigue, and always continued well
for years after. This, you will say, Mr. Editor, was a great
performance hitherto unequaled, and the mare was " English,
from top to toe." Her sire was Mr. William Flanders' Fire-
away, of Littleport, Isle of Ely. When we take into ac-

count the fact that there were no trotting tracks in England
in those days, and the great performance was done on a piece
of road five miles long, we must confess it knocks in the
shade all subsequent long-distance races. Have we one in
America to-day that can do the same? There was no doubt
entertained at that time but she could have performed her
great task in much less time. And so confident was her
trainer of her powers that he offered to back her to trot the
distance in two and one-half hours.

Mr. Floyd says Conqueror was by imported Bellfounder.
Conqueror was by Lattourrett's Bellfounder, he by imported
Bellfounder. His dam was also by imported Bellfounder,
and he trotted his 100-mile race on the Centreville Course,
Long Island. When the horse stopped down below the draw-
gate many thought he was done and lost the race. But Mc-
Mann, McDonald and Spicer had the track measured and
found it some feet over a mile, which they deducted from the
whole and finished way down the stretch. If there ever was
a deed that came under the head of cruelty to animals 'twas
this case (but we had no law to that effect in those days), be-

cause that horse (Conqueror) was most cruelly treated. After
a little over half the distance had been completed the horse
refused all nourishment, and it was quite evident if he com-
pleted his dreary task his life must be sacrificed, and so it was.

His managers lost the animal by their own neglect. They
had no cordial balls or gruel to horn down his throat, which
should have been given at the end ofjevery twenty mile:;, es-

pecially when the horse commenced to suffer.

None of the other great performers, Trustee, Lady Fulton,
Capt. Mcgown, etc., were treated in like manner, and they all

came out right and did well afterward. But Conqueror was
of a different temperament. Ha was a horse no man could
ever make walk in harness, nor everdrive less than four min-
utes to the mile. He was one of my first patients in Orange
County. I had to treat him in his four-year-old form for an
acute case of strangles. Here let me say I tried hard on the

day of the race to get his managers to give him stimulants,

but anything a horse got in those days, according to tradition,

was poison. In the whole 100 miles the noble animal did
not micturate once.—John Minchin, V. S., in American
Horse Breeder.

Charles Marvin will have Belleflower, 2:161, Ah There,
2:181, Answer, 2:20, Free, 2:25, Beltown, 2:25}, and Antella,

2:20^, in his stable this year. He has only been at Miller
& Sihley's a little while, nevertheless he has made a great

showing. This year it will keep the best of our trainers and
drivers hustling to get better trotters or more of them than
he.
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The Patriarchs of Our Turf.

" Claims of long descent."

—

Tennyson.

The extremely interesting and instructive letter of Mr.

Huntington on the Arab horse which appeared in one of the

late numbers ^f The Rider and Driver makes a happy open-

ing for some on account of the earliest importations of the

Anglo-Arab and other crosses of the English stock with

horses of this and other Eastern origin, if one may so term

the Barb and the Turk. Mr. Huntington pleads the cause

of the Arab Barb with such warmth and conviction that no

doubt he will be glad to have some testimony as to the " rep-

utation of the family " in the time of our fathers.

Mr. Huntington draws the distinction betwen the Arab and

the Barb; the horse from the banks of the Euphrates and his

African descendant. We are told in Chronicles that Solomon
M had horses brought out of Egypt," and that he paid for

them one hundred and fifty sbeckels each
; the present equiv-

alent of which, in the fluctuating state of the silver market,

it is idle to compute.
There is a delightful Eastern romance, " Aubar," which re-

cites the lovable qualities of this the companion of the chil-

dren of the desert. It is rare, and to be found only in the

libraries of the curious in chivalric literature. But the Arab
horses with which Ben Hur won his triumphs iu the Roman
amphitheater are fresh to all our memories.

The bell rings and we must get to the starting post, or

rather to the paddock, which is the theme of this paper.

The most valuable of the allusions to the subject in hand
which appear in the Colonial newspapers are those which
advertise stallions " to cover ;" valuable because they invari-

ably give something of the pedigree, as well as of the per-

formances of the horse.

The first is found in Gaines' New York Mercury of April

12,1762.

"To cover tbe season at Perth Amboy at ten pounds proc : (i. e.,

proclamation money) each mare for the season, the brown horse
Falstafl'. He was got by Old Cade, out of a well-bred mare, and is the
stoutest horse of Cade's get. Falstatrs pedigree is fouod iu a notice
to cover of bis son Americus. It reads : Falstafl". tbe si re of Americus,
was got by Old Cade, esteemed the best of the sons of the Godoiphin
Arabian, his dam by tbe Duke of Bulton's Fearnought, bis grandam
by Basto. his great-grandam by the Duke of Newcastle's Turk: bis

great-great-grandson by the Byerly Turk ; his great-great-great-

grandam by the Taflblet Barb : his great-great-great-great-grandam

by Place's White Arabian, out of a Barton Barb mare."

Now for the pedigree of the dam of Americus. It appears

in Rivington's Royal Gazette in April, 1774:
" Americus, a beautiful brown, full-blooded horse, fifteen hands

and a half bigh, will cover the season at Elizabethtown in New Jer-

sey, at five dollars a mare, and hulf a dollar the groom. Enquire for

Mr. Thomas Woodruff, at Dr. Barnet's. Americus was got by FalstaflF,

out of a beautiful chestnut mare got by Wilson's Arabian ; her dam
by Slip, own brother to the dam of Snap : her grandam by Old Part-

ner ; her great-grandam by Grey Hound ; her great-great-g'randam by
Oorwen's Bay Barb ; her great-great-great-grandam by Lord Darcy's
chestnut Arabian ; her great-great-great-great-grandam by White
Shirt, out of the famous old Montagu mare (here follows the pedigree
of Falstaff given above). Americus was bred by the Earl of Sterling

at Baskinridge iu New Jersey."

Baskinridge was the seat of James Alexander, later the

famous general, Lord Sterling, of the Continental Army.
Mention has been made of the challenge of Waters and the

answer of that typical jockey, John Leary, who took defeat

and success with equal humor, and who believed, as Halifax

said of tbe statesman, that " his first business was to stick to

the saddle." The horse on which he relied with such con-

fidence was famous for many a year. Leary advertised him
" to cover" in 1764.

"To cover, at John Hoogland'sat Flushing, on Long Island, the
20th April instant, at five pounds a mare for the season, and half a
dollar to the servant. The money to be paid at the stable door, or

when the mare is taken away ; the fine bay horse called Old England,
bred and purchased by John Holme, Esquire, of Carlisle, in Cumber-
land. He is ahorse of size, strength and beauty, and was got by
Young Sterling, his dam by Regulus, his grandam by Roundhead, a
Bon of Flying Childers ( ihe' fleetest horse that ever started), his grand-
dam bv Brimmer, out of Trumpet's dam, which was got by Place's

White "Turk, his dam bv Dodswortb. and out of a Layton Barb mare.
Young Sterling was got by Old Sterling, out of Matchem's dam.

John Holme."

John Holme was evidently a famous breeder in the old

country. Leary follows up his certificate:

" It may not be improper to illustrate the pedigree of this horse
with some observation which are little known in this country. His
sire and graodsire were remarkable for getting more beautiful stock
than any other horses. The character of Old Sterling as a stallion

will never beforgotten as long as tbe capital performances of his sons,

Teaser, Torrismood and Martin Dale's Sterling, can be remembered.
Regulus (the sire of Old England's damiwasgot by the Godoiphin
Arabian, bis dam by the celebrated Bald Gallowav, son of St. Victor's

Bart.; in the course of one year he won a £50 prize, and eight King's
Plates of an 100 guineas each, to effect which, he traveled 4.000

miles, end beat all the horses that started against him. Such a series

of victories were Dever acquired by any racer (his own son, Careless,

excepted, who in the same space also won eight Royal Plates). He
left the turf invincible, and in a single season gained 1,000 pounds in

the capacity of a stallion. It is needless to enlarge upon the merits
of Old England's ancestors, as every one that is acquainted with
pedigree pronounces the highest encomiums ut>on the remembrances
of the Godoiphin Arabian. Old Partner, Matchless Brimmer, Dods-
wortb and Matchem. Good grass for mares, and tbe greatest care

taken of them by the owner of Old England, and the Publick's most
obedient servant.

John Leary, a Lover of the Turf.
" N. R.—Good grass for mares at three shillings."

English horses were brought over in rapid succession at

this time. Here is another advertisement, also of 1764, and
the place this time is that of Cornelius Vanderberg's, which
has already been located at the Church Farm, where the As-

tor House now stands, then on the outskirts of New York
town. (Valentine says that this tavern was called the Drov-

ers' Inn, but on what authority we know not.)
" To cover at Cornelius Vanderbtirg's. at five pounds for the season,

the bav horse called Childers, risinc six years old. He was got by
Ruth's' Crazv. a well-bred son of the Flying Childers, the fleetest horse

that ever was known in England ; bis dam was the mother of the

celebrated racer called Top. which was got by Tarrant's Black Barb,
out of a Royal mare, Childers' dam was a celebrated mare of Mr.
Jennison, master of the King's Buck Hounds, and got by Nevlsou.a
very famous and high-br^d stallion in the north of England.
"Tbe aoove-mentioned horse is lately brought Irom England and

is allowed by judges to be superior in size, strength and figure to all

others that have appeared in any part of America, and master of
eighteen stone."

As this stallion was "lately brought from England" in

1764, he could not have been the American Childers, belong-

ing to Lewis Morris, Jr., which won the New York subscrip-

tion plate at Jamacia in the spring of J 757 ;
that race was for

four-year-olds. There was still another native horse; Mr.
Lynch's Noble, "esteemed the Childers of the South." A
great maicb was run, for a thousand pounds a side, on the

Charleston course, in 1768, and heavy sums were staked, in

the high state of feeling against Great Britain but the honors

and the money were carried off by Sentinel, "a horse, late

the Duke of Ancaster's," in two four-mile heats, which the

account reads, " afforded more sport than all the contests ever

seen in Carolina."

Out of the abundance of material, it is difficult for one not
"to the manner bone," to cull the choicest bits, but as the
veteran Mr. Huntington mentions Wildair, " the Arab bred
repurchased by England," what is found of hira will be re-

corded, and this rather technical recital be brought to a close.

At the risk of sameness, tediousness even, the newspapers will

again be allowed to tell their own story. It is a fair presump-
tion that Wildair was imported in 1765, by James de Lancey,
Esq., and the "Bowery" named was the site of his stables,

training course and paddock.
" To cover, at the Bowery, at six pounds a mare and six

shillings the groom, the fine bay horse called Wildair, lately

the property of Jennison Shafts, Esq. He was got by Old
Cade, son of the Godoiphin Arabian, his dam by Steady, son
of Childers, out of a daughter of Old Partner. Wildair won
a match of one thousand guineas and two great subscriptions
at New Market, besides several prizes at other places, was es-

teemed by all sportsmen the fleetest horse of his time, and is

thought to be equal to any horse in England as a stallion. It

is expected that the money will be sent with the mare, and
that no person will be offended if she is sent back uncovered
unless this condition is complied with ; which is particularly
to save trouble. Good grass for mares at four shillings per
week."
Thomas Hodgson seems to have had charge of the de

Lancey paddock. The Childers mentioned in the pedigree
was the Devonshire Flying Childers. Some additions to this

statement are gleaned from an advertisement of a two-year-
old colt sold at the Merchants' Coffee House in 1768:

' Gotten, by Wildair. out of a daughter of the old Dawson horse,
so welt known in these parts."

The parentage of Wildair's dam and grandam have been
given.

" His great-grandam was got by Greyhound, his great-great-grand"
dam was got by Matchless, his great-great-great-grandam by Croft's
Councilor, his great-great-great-great grandam by Place's White Turk,
of a Layton Barb mare."

Angelica, the first of Wildair's get that started, won the
Lady's purse for three-year-olds at the Centre Course, Phila-
delphia, in 1769, beating five horses, and the same day walked
over the course for a subscription of twenty-five guineas each

;

nothing appearing to run against her. The next year, 1770,
she took the purse for four-vear-olds on the same track.

Wildair was sold and embarked for England in 1773, and
in the notice to cover of Mr. James de Lancey's not less

famous horse Lath, a ivinner of numberless courses in Eng-
land and America, it is said of Wildair that " his blood was
in so great repute, though nineteen years old, a large price
was paid for him."
Some attention will be paid in our next to the attempts to

improve road horses.—John A. Stevens, in Rider and Driver^

The True Type of the Trotter.

" Is the war interminable? Shall we never have peace?"

asks Mark Field in the Horseman. We say that there will

be no cessation in the arguments as to how to breed the

trotter. Arguments will not convince breeders against their

own pet theories. Nothing but time will prove the survival

of the fittest, and fifty years will probably be required to

settle this vexed question. Principles of trotting horse

breeding are now in a chaotic state. They are in about the

same condition that those of the runner were two hundred

years ago. The English commenced to breed racers and pre-
serve their pedigrees in the seventeenth century, but it was
as late as 1770 before the majority of breeders would acknowl-
edge that the desert horse was superior to theirs in size and
in every other quality that is desirable in a horse. All their

native stallions, that is, those that trace in the male line to

the native breeds, dropped out one by one under the law of
the survival, and to-day there is not a thoroughbred in the
whole world that does not trace in the male line to either the
Godoiphin, the Darley or the Byerley Turk.

In the last sixty years there have been a good many fast

trotting stallions in this country that did not trace in the
male line to the Arab, but such horses have all disappeared,
and the trotters that are now foremost iu the race and in the

stud are descended in the male line from the Arab ponv.
This looks like the working out of the same law of the sm-
vival of the fittest. At the commencement of this century
there were many stallions from Eclipse, but he has survived
only through three of his sons, namely Pot-8-os, King Fugus
and Joe Andrews. Pot-8-os left a good many stallions but he
was perpetuated through Matchem. Fifty years after Pot-
8-os' time his family had dwindled down to Stockwell and
Touchstone, and fifty years from to-day we are convinced that

both Touchstone and Stockwell will be represented by only
two male descendants each. The rest will have disappeared
under the hard struggle for supremacy.
Matchem, the descendant of the Godoiphin Arabian, has

left only one trace through Conductor, Trumpator, Sorcerer,

Comus, Humphrey Clinker and Melbourne. Hurd, from By-
erly Turk, has left two prominent families, one through
Woodpecker and the other through Highflyer. King Fugus
has one coming down through the Blacklock family and Joe
Andrews, Tramp, Lottery, Sheet Anchor, Weatherbit and
Beadsman. It has not been much more than fifty years

since Mambrino died, yet his male descendants have all

passed away, leaving only his two grandsons, Hambletonian
and Mambrino Chief, and in a short time all the male line

from Mambrino Chief have gone by the board with two ex-

ceptions, namely, Woodford Mambrino and Mambrino
Patchen. Hambletonian had many sons in the stud, and it

will take some time to weed them out, but it looks now to us

as though he will be perpetuated through Electioneer and
George Wilkes. So far, Hambletonian, as a trotting progen-

itor, takes the place of Eclipse as among runners, and Wood-
ford Mambrino as the Blacklock family, and the Clays as the

Matchem line.

But the next fifty years may develop a new family. The
Orion's are a much older breed of trotters than ours, and are

more regular in their breeding. There is not so much varia-

bility in size, shape and color as there is in our trotters, and
this fact shows that the Orloffs are more of a true type or dis-

tinct breed. We understand that Senator Stanford intends to

import some of these horses, and we shall look for happy re-

sults by the crossing with our trotters. The French also have
some good trotters that are purebred Arab and thoroughbred
cross, and some of them have trotted long distances at a rate

better than 2:40 to the whole, which is better than Hambleto-
nian or Mambrino Chief ever did. These horses will cer-

tainly be imported by some wideawake breeder, so that in

fifty years hence there may be quite a change in the affairs of

the trotter—St. George.

Prepotency.

Prepotency is a term in very common use among breedei*s.

The word is defined by Mr. Webster to mean in relation to

biological matters: " The capacity on the part of one of the

parents, as compared with the other, to transmit more than

his or her share of characteristics to their offspring."

In so far as the use of this term by breeders is concerned, a

better definition might possibly^be the following :
" The abil-

ity of a parent to transmit, with uniformity, an unusual

amount of its individual characteristics to its progeny."

Prepotency may be manifested in different ways by differ-

ent animals. For example: Alexander's Abdallah, measured
alone by the number of his performers in the 2:30 list, could
lay no claim to any particular degree of prepotency, but when
his blood is followed to the second and succeeding genera-
tions, the grandeur of his prepotent powers is manifested.
Madam Dudley displayed none of the leavening qualities of
her blood in tbe first generation, but in the produce of the
second, third and fourth removes from her may be found
ample demonstration of her intrinsic worth. Green Moun-
tain Maid and Beautiful Bells have demonstrated their pre-
potency, particularly in the production of 2:30 performers,
while Blandina shines brightest in her numerous producing
sons. Primrose and Miss Russell show forth their prepotent
characteristics in their individual produce and in the 2:30
progeny of both sons and daughters, showing their powers to
be comprehensive and far reaching. Mambrino Patchen,
American Clay, American Star and Pliot Jr. were prepotent
only to a moderate degree, if measured by the performances
on the trotting tracks of their immediate progeny, or if

gauged by the demonstrations of prepotency made by male
descendants, but in the female lines descending from these
sires is demonstrated a prepotency that has made for each of
the ahove sires a name and a fame that grows brighter as the
the years go by.

As a rule a trotting sire or dam which produces one or more
performers in 2:15 may be prepotent, but if the 2:15 per-
formers " crop out" in succeeding generations as well, the
question of prepotency is probably established. This test ap-
plied to broodmares, gives but meager returns, the showijg
being, so far as a somewhat thorough investigation of the rec-
ords indicate, as follows—the intention being to give the
names of all mares which are both the dam and grandam of a
2:15 performer: Madam Headley, by Edwin Forrest (Stan-
hope's), is the dam of Expert Prince, pacer, 2:13} and the
grandam of Lockheart, 2:13; Coral, by Clark Chief, produced
Coralloid, 2:13}, and her daughter, Colon, produced Simmi-
colon, 2:13|; Bashaw Belle, by Green's Bashaw, is the dam
of Strong Boy, 4, pacer 2:12, and the grandam of Manager, 4,
pacer, 2:09|; an unknown mare produced the pacer Lucy, 2:14,
in turn the dam of the pacer Chris Smith, 2:14£ ; Fanny
Fern, by Jack Hawkins, produced Balkan, 2:15, and her
daughter. Molly Drew, 2:27, produced the pacer Alannah,
2:11£ ; Barcena, by Bayard, produced Bayard Wilkes, pacer,
2:15, and the dam of Diablo, 3, pacer, 2:14|.

Among sires which show remarkable prepotency in the
production of 2:15 performers generation after generation
Alexander Abdallah and George Wilkes stand prominent.
An example of the first mentioned being : Alexander's Ab-
dallah sired Goldsmith Maid, 2:14, and Belmont; Belmont
sired Fred Arthur, pacer, 2:24} and Nutwood; Nutwood sired

Manager, 2, pacer, 2:11} and Russia; Russia sired Czar, 2:12J
making four unbroken generations of 2:15 performers through
the male line to the credit of that oft-quoted sire, which, we
believe, is an honor no horse enjoys,

«•>

Care of Horses' Legs.

When bandages are on the leg the cords and muscles are

confined, the circulation obstructed, the pores of the skin

clogged, the air and light excluded, and the effect is an un-

natural and unhealthy condition. If a horse's leg is swollen

the swelltL,7 will generally go down by driving the animal.

Now, nothing could be worse than applying a bandage when
he comes in. Although the exercise may reduce the swell-

ing, the cause is not removed. If the bandage keeps the

swelling in one place to the proper size for a time, the swell-

ing will go to some other part, and when the bandage is re-

moved the inflammation will appear|in a more aggravated

form.
The force of an ignited blast of powder can be confined as

easily as a fevered leg can be prevented from swelling, says a
communication to an Eastern paper. If the swelling is con-
fined or forced back in one place it will appear in another.

If there is no fever in the leg, perhaps a bandage wound from
the bottom of the ankle up, if not applied too tightly and left

on a couple of hours, might not be injurious.

Hand-rubbing of the ankles, and a good deal of it, will

keep them compact and strong, and is preferable to any other
treatment. We see a 'great many wind-puffed and weak-
ankled trotters from too much bandaging.

Blankets for horses are also unnatural and unhealthy, al-

though they have to be used to a certain extent in this cold

climate. Too warm and ill-ventilated stables and too many
aud too heavy blankets have been forerunners of colds and
much pneumonia, and have doubtless caused the death of

many valuable trotters.

When scratches appear put the horse as near as possible in

the condition he would be running out to grass (as scratches

generally soon disappear after a horse is turned to pasture),

by taking off* the heavy grain rations, which have a tendency
to inflame the system, giving simple food of a laxative nature.

Give plenty of moderate exercise to prevent the leg from
swelling. Keep the parts clean and soft and from cracking

by applying some simple ointment. Don't try to heal bv
outward applications while the horse is standing day after

day with his legs swollen. If an animal has a cut or wound,
put nothiog on at first, only carefully covering ii to exclude
the air and dust, and wait and see if it will heal by fir-t in-

tuition, as it generally will with a healthy animal, not leav-

ing much of a scar. Strong applications produce irritation

and inflammation and then suppuration, and the result is an
unsightly callous and scar. If the woand should become in-

flamed, counteract it by cold applications. Be patient and
let Nature effect the cuie. We all acknowledge that Nature
is the great restorer, and all we can do is to keep the condi-

tions favorable. We cannot be reminded too often, in the

treatment of man or beast, to keep as near to Nature u pos-

sible, and to discard all advice that is not supported by rea-

son.
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VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wm. P. Egao. M. R. C. V. 3.. F. E. V. M. S.

subscribers to this paper can have advice through this column in

alfca^esof sick or injured horses 01 cattle bysendiug an explicit

description of the case. Applicants will send their name and ad-

dress thai thev mav be identified. Questions requiring answers by

mail «bould be accompanied by two dollars and addressed toWrn. i.

Egau, M. R. C V. $., 1117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.

J M G La Vina:—I have a two-year-old July 10th ; he is by

CloVis, very large, rioe-moving, young horse, duc seems weak in

his knee-
'

Please let me kuow through your paper what I can do to

strengthen them, if anvthing. and greatly oblige. Answer.—Do you

teepbim instable or "out 10 pasture? Have you worked him any,

and do vou work him now? Does he shake in the knees when stand-

in" or are thev merely a little " knee sprun? ?" In either case a run

to'nasturcoreveE in a large corral is better than standing in the

stable. Please answer my questions, and I shall give treatment if

necessary.

C K. Oakland.—I have a mare that is lame in the bip for the last

six month* I got a seaton put in it and gave her a month's rest, but

*he was still as lame as ever. I then blistered it two or three times,

with the same result. She still goc* lame starting out. but warms out

of it until she rests again, wheu she starts off" as lame as ever. An-

swer—The symptoms" are of spavin lameness. Get a veterinary sur-

geon to tire and blister the spavin, not the hip, and give her six or

eight weeks' rest.

Answers to Correspondence.

Vniwersto this department mist be accompanied by the name and
address ol the senden not necessarily for publication, but as proof of

good faith Write the questions distinctly, on oue side of the paper

onlv Positively no questions will be answered by mail or telegraph.

J K. C. Victoria.—If ahorse has entered and run in a previous

race and taken second money is he still a maiden and eligible to

start in the Queen's Plate? Answer—Yes, he is entitled to enter un-

til he wins a race.

I see in vour answers to correspondence an inquiry of Thos. Ray-

mond. He is in Walla Walla and has been there all winter. Any
mail sent there, care of race track, will iind him for the next thirty

days. W. J. Harris.

J F.. Citv.—Will vou please inform me through' the columns of

vour paper'tbe pedigree of a stallion known as Dixie, once owned by

a Mr J. H. Brown, of Salinas, but now owned near Fresno, Cal.?

Answer—We do not know, but trust that some of our subscribers will

send us the pedigree.

F N. S„ Prescott.—1. Did Jav-Eye-See pace a public mile last year

better than 2:20 ? 2. Was he trained last year as a pacer ? Answer-
Yes. He got a pacing record of 2:06*4 at Independence. la., August

26, 1892 2. If be was not trained as a pacer he could never have
earned that wonderful record,

W. H. T.—Is A. T. Stewart, by Mambrino Paichen 58, dam by
Mambrino Chief 11. registered. Answer.—In the advertisement in

tte Breeder and Sportsman in 1S82 A. T. Stewart has no number,
but in the register he has a number, and it is 1558. Id our answer to

this question some time ago we were in error, and hasten to cor-

rect it.

M. W. S„ Colusa.—Will vou please give the breeding of a horse

named Alpha? Did he ever trot in 2:30. and what relation is he to

Stambonl ? Answer—There are three Alphas, one by Alcantara, that

got a mars of 2:23K. one bv Pilot Champion, 2:25%, and one by
Whalebone Knox, 2:29J4. None of these are very closely related to

Stamboul.

L. L.. Oakville.—1. Can vou inform me through your paper what
record the horse Rustic bad and if he is alive ? He is by Whipple's
Hambletonian 125. 2, Also the mare Lady; what record and how
old. She is bv George M. Patchen Jr. And who bred her? Answer—
1. Rustic. 2:30 ; he is living at Olema. Marin county. Pavne Shafter

is his owner. 2. Can find no mare called Lady by George M. Patchen
Jr. 31 with a record.

I saw vour inquiry in regard to Commodore Mambrino in the
Breeder and Sportsman of the issue of March 25th. You can obtain
the information vou desire from Mrs. Owen, of Paris, Ky. The dam
of this horse was farmed to Mr. S. W. Hulcbcraft, of this city in 1872,

and Commodore Mambrino was the produce. aDd was published as
bred by Jonathan Owen. Mr. Hulchcraft may give you some infor-

mation. His address is Abbott Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
C.G. Higgins, Seattle, Wash.

J. P. B.—Can you eive me any intormation regarding the breeding
and record of Ladv Clinton (formerly called Lady Champlin). She
trotted at the old Bay View track early in the 60's. He dam is said to

have been bv Guv Messenger. Answer—Lady Clinton was owned by
a man named Clinton, who built the White House in San Francisco.
He sold the mare to Pat Farrell, and be in turn sold her to some one
whose name we have forgotton. She showed a wonderful trial pre-

vious to the sale. We publish this in the hope that some of our
readers may enlighten us on the breeding of this mare.

H. P. A.. Woodland. Cal.—I wish you would inform me through
the columns of your valuable paper the following questions: 1. The
breeding of Kentucky Hunter and whether he has auy colts in the
list, name them, or whether he is the sire of any dams that got 2:30

performers. Name them. 2. The breeding of Skenandoah. Answer.
—Skenandoab 926 was known in California as Kentucky Hunter. He
was bv Broken Legged Kentucky Hunter, out of Sikes' mare, by
Kentucky Hunter. He is the sire of Daisy Burns, 2:29%, and Erwin
Davis, sire of two in the list and the dams of Adrian, 2:2t>% ; Bonner.
2:23 : Haverly, 2:25 : Niles Beauty. 2:2b%\ Lady Dawson, 2:2S ; Slander.

'2:28% ; Lvnette, 2:28% and Wormwood, 2:25.

Payments on Stanford Stakes.

San Jose Entries.

1. YEARLING STAKES—Entrance $25. payable S5 May 1st. with
nomination, S10 July 1st, S10 Sept. 1st ; with $100 added. Half mile
and repeat.
Ben E. Harris* b f Rival, by Dawn—Freena Froman. James

Walshe's blk f Liska W., bv Col. Benton—Daisy W. C. A. Stockton's

blk f , bv Boodle— Kitty Sevmour. W. W. Collins' b f Bessie

Bounce, by Boodle—Alice B. James Shanahan's blk c Turner, by
Menlo—bv Geo. M. Patchen Jr. James Sullivan's blk f Frank
Brandon.'bv Boodle—by Capt. Webster. James W. Rea's b c Chas.

M. Chase, bv Antinous—Bonnie Piedmont. Williams <k Morehouse's
bf Silver Ring, by tailver Bow—Maud Singleton. H. J. Agnew's eh
c Baby Boy, by Dawn—Baby Mine. F. H. Burke's b f Algonita, by
Eros—A 1gonette.

3. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance S50, payable $10 May
1st, with nomination, S15 July 1st, $25 Sept. 1st; with 5200 added.
One-mile heats, 3 in 5.

A. P. Rose's cb c Lisbon, by Soudan—Nellie. D. J. Murphy's b 1

Leola Soudan, by Soudan—by Bob Wooding. C. A. Stockton's blk f

Ethel Downs, bv Boodle—Nutwood Weeks. F. H. Burke's br f

Willema, bv Eros—Maud. E. J. Heylor's b f Cerida Benton, by Col.

Benton . James W. Rea's b c Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nettie
Nutwood. C. H. Corey's b f Dona, by Billy Thornhill—Minnie L. D.
M. Sullivan's blk f Delia C, by Almont Patchen—Annie Hauks. J.

D. Carr's b c Eros Jr.. by Eros—Bertha.

2. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance S30. payable S10 May 1st,

with nomination, S10 July 1st, $10 September 1st ; with $150 added.
One mile and repeat.

T. W. Barstow's blk c Glorv. bv Cyrus R.—Lady Elmo. A.T. Galla-

gher's br f Roble Maid, by 'Antinous—Mollie Fentou. H. G. Cox's
b g John A. Evens, bv Antinous E. Lamolle's b f Atlanta
T., by Billy Thornhill—Maud. D. J. Murphy's ch f Laroka, by Sou-

dan—dam by Sportsman ; b c Gov. Pico, by Soudan—dam by Stein-

way. F. H. Burke's bf Soubrette, by Eros—dam by Algona. W. H.
Vioget's b f Ladv Nerea—Seminary Girl. J. W. Gorden's br f Zoela,

by Soudan—Bessie. James W. Rea's b f Bessie Barnes, by Antinous
—Lady Barnes. Samuel Rea's b c John Bury, by Antinous—Muldoon.
Williams & Morehouse's ch c Silver Note, by Silver Bow—Maud Sin-

gleton. H.J. Agnew's brc Stratford Dawn, by Dawn—Clara P.

4. FOL'R-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $60, payable $10 May 1st,

with nomination, $25 July 1st, $25 September 1st ; with $250 added.
One-mile heats, 3 in 5.

John McAllister's b c Zula, by Wilmington—Mol lie. A. Young's b c

Detector, bv Designer—Winnie. D. J. Murphy's b g Nubia, by Soudan
—dam by Wapsie. F. H. Burke's b f Donzella. by Eros—Lady Pierce.

James W. Rea's b g Alviso. bv Brown Jug-Big Lize. E. Topbam's
b m Minnie B., by Billy Tboruhill—Laura R.

5. TWO-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $50, payable $10 May 1st,

with nomination, $15 July 1st, $25 September 1st, with $200 added.
One mile and repeat.

L.J. Rose's bf Orlinda, by Redondo—by Le Grande. Williams &
Morehouse's ch c Silver Note, by Silver Bow—Maud Singleton. Palo
Alto Stock Farm's bl c Welbeck. by Electricity—Lulu Wilkes; br f

Palatine, by Palo Alto—Elaine ; b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto—Elsie;
b c Creeping Flower, by Piedmont—Floweret. F. G. Fay's c Boneset,
by Don Marvin—bv Alpheus, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b c Am-
phian. by Steinway—Index; blc Best Way, by Prince Red—Calypso.

8. THE SANTA CLARA COUNTY STAKES—A sweepstake for

two-year olds, $40 each; $25 forfeit, or $20 if declared out on or before

September 1st. or S10 July 1st. with $200 added; winners of any race

this year to be penalized two pounds for each win. Six furlongs.

C. L. Don's cb f Claire, bv Duke of Norfolk—Lakme. W. L. Apple-
by's ch c Wyanasbott, by Oregon—Super ba. Garden City Stables' b
c "Alexis, by Argyle—Frisa. Elmwood Stock Farm's b c , by
imp. Brutas—Swavback; bl c , by Nathan Coombs—Bessie.
Pueblo Stable's ch "f Vivace, by Flood—imp. Amelia; b f Sissy Jupe,
by Wildidle—Turban. F. H. Burke's b f Wandering Nun, by Argyle,
dam Janet N. Williams & Morehouse's ch f Gussie.

6. THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKES—Entrance $60, payable $10 May
1st. with nomination, $25 July 1st, $25 Sept. 1st; with $250 added. One-
mile heats. 3 in 5.

P. W. Murphv's gr f Maud Alameda, ;by Gaviota—Mary O. L. J.

Rose's gr f Faika, bv Stamboul—Blanch T. Williams i Morehouse's
b c Montana, by Sidney—Hattie. Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Rowena,
bv Azmoor—Emma Robson ; b f Donehka. by Wildbov—Monique.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g Meteorite, by Steinway—Lydia
Wright ; b f Bay Rum, by Steinway—May. E. A. Cohen's bl c Sable
Steinway, by Steinway—Algerdelta. Thos. Wall Jr.'s gr f Sidlett, by
Sidnev—bv Silver Threads.

9. THE SAN JOSE STAKES—A sweepstake for three-year-olds ; $40

each, $25 forfeit, or $20 if declared out on or before Sept. 1st, or $10
July 1st. with $200 added : winners of two or more three-year-old
races this year to carrv three pounds extra. One and one-sixteenth.
W. L. Appleby's ch g Raphaels, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity. Gar-

den City Stables' br t imp. Atossa, by Dunlop—Catherine Wheel. Elm-
wood Stock Farm's b f Ledalia, by Argyle—Leda ; br g Sir Rhodes,
by Nathan Coombs—Bessie. The above race declared oft'.

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING STAKES.
7. TWO-YEAR-OLD STA£ES—(2:30 class) ; entrance S50, payable

$10 May 1st, July 1st, $25 Sept. 1st.: with $200 added. One mile and
repeat.*
Myers &. Mvers' gr c Commodore Rea. X. Sutherland's b t Hulda.

A. McDowell'B br c Jakie Einstein. J. H. Butler's b f Arquila. The
above race declared off.

The following have made fourth payments in the Stanford
Stakes to be trotted at the fall meeting of the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association this year:

Palo Alto Stock farm—b c Altivo, by Electioneer, dam Dame Win-
nie, by Planet : b c Teazle, by Electioneer, dam Telie, by General
Benton; b f Siva, by Azmoor. dam Sonnet, byBeutonian ;b f Rowena,
by Azmoor. dam Emma Robson, by Woodburn.
"Ben E. Harris—b f Phantom, bv Stanford, dam Rose Abbott, bv

Abbottsford.
Wilfred Page—b f Mialma, by Eclectic, dam Minnie Allen, byAr-

thurton.
Hugh Robisou—br f Maud Fox, by Iris, dam Miss Thomas, by A. W.

Richmond.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm—b c Meteorite, by Steinway. dam Lydia

Bright, bv Triumver.
Jas. W. Rea—b c Hillsdale, by Antinous, dam Nettie Nutwood, by

Nutwood.

Napa Pacing Stakes.

The following is the list of entries in the Four-year-old

and under Pacing Stake, which closed May 1st.

Thos. Bonner's blk m Mollie Allen, by Mambrino Wilkes—Lady
Allen. Geo. W. Woodard's br m Videtta, bv Alex. Button—Vialo ; br
m Mattie B. . by Alex. Button—Lodi. T. J. Crowley's b f Madcap, by
Steinway—Maggie McGregor. A. G. Willson's blk g Loupe, by John
Sevenoaks—Lalla Rookh. Wm. Murray's sr s Diablo, bv Chas." Derby
—Berlha. Thos. Wall Jr.'s b m Albena, by Albani— Nellie, bv Chief-
tain. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's ch g Cascade, by Chas. Derby-
Ida Belle ; b c Cibolo, bv Chas. Derby—Addie Ash. J. H. Crow's b c
Sidwood, by Sidney. T. M. Alviso's ch m Rosita A., by Adriau—by
Whippleton.

Frank K. Delyin, Secy.

Foals of 1893.

Black filly by Soudan 5103, dam Carrie, by A. W. Richmond.
Bay colt bv Soudan 5103, dam Alviua. by Eros.
Black filly by Soudan M03, dam Clyde, by Hawthorne.
Bay filly by Soudan 5103, dam Myrl'ba by Contractor.
Bay fillv bv Khartoum 10,208, dam Oriole, by Menlo.
Black filly by Khartoum, 15,208, dam Jane Hading, by A. W. Rich-

moud.
Bay colt by Khartoum 15.20S, dam Miss Herman, by California

Hunter.
Bay filly by Syria 14,696, dam Carrie Malone. by Steinway 180S.

Bav filly by Soudan 5103. dam Alien, by Anteeo 7S6S.
J. H. Costigan, Supt.. Moorland Stock Farm.

Foals sired by Silver Bow 11,90S. record 2:16%.
Bay filly dam Lo Lo, by Tempest 1881, son of Almont 33.

Bay fillv dam Moutaua, by Tempest 1S8L
Bay filly dam Grape, by Park 1711.

Bay filly dam May, by Mountain Boy 4841.
Bay filly dam Topsey, by Governor Stanford.
Bay filly dam Libretto, by Commodore Belmont 4310.

Bay nlly dam lillett, by Viscount, son of Abdallah 15.

Bay colt dam Netlie, by Gibraltar, 2:22%.
Bay colt dam Hattie. uy Commodore Belmont 4340.

Silver Bow Stock Farm.

March 6th—Bay colt by Henry Baker, by Anteeo, dam by Star King
(thoroughbredj, owner H. A. Greene, of Mojterey, Fresuo railroad.
[The peculiar marking of the above colt is the star and crescent on
the forehead, the emblem that Mr. Greene's premises is decorated
with.]
March 26—Bay colt by HeDry Baker, by Anteeo, dam a Morgan

mare ; owner John Ferguson, Salinas Citv.
April 5—Bay colt by Henry Baker, by Anteeo, dam Miss Tobc Dep-

per, a full sister to stallion Jjepper.
R. C. Austin, Monterey, Cal.

The following foals are by Arthur Wilkes, 2:JS>£

:

Chestnut mare by Le Grand 286**. dam Heiinetta, by Belle Alta
(dam of Le Grande. 2:2S>£). foaled bay filly, small star. January 1.

Lucy, by Siugleton 20,886, dam Lottie, by Wavland Forrest ;"second
dam Prairie Bird, 2:2S}<, by Flaxtail, foaled bay fillv March 5.

Lottie (dam of Wavland W., 2:24 and Maud Singleton, 2:28%) bv
Wavland Forest, dam Mary (dam ol Apex. 2:26), foaled bay fillv April
23.

Lady Merrill (dam of Flving Merril), bv Tilton Almont. foaled bay
filly April 24.

L. H. MclNTOSH, Chico Stock Farm.

Sacramento Girl (three years old. record. 2:30). sired by Alcazar,
2:20%, dam Viola, by Flaxtail : second dam Madam Buckner (dam ot
Acrobat, 2:18 and Argent, 2:24) foaled a large brown colt by Wald-
stein, 2:22%, April 24.

H. S. Hogoboom, Woodland, Cal.

At W.O. Bowers' Eagle X est Farm, Sacramento, his Belle Mc foaled
a bay filly, sired by Night, a son of Adrian Wilkes, he by Geo.
Wilkes, dam by Red Wilkes. W. O. Bowers.

At the Mouterey Stock Farm, near Evergreen, Fanny Bayswater,
by Bayswater and dam of Senator L., foaled a bay co't by Election.

W. E. Bradfokd, Foreman.

Try it on Spring trotting meeting
J OF THE

the dog. It will do him good;

or his master. When a horse

gets cut, bruised or chafed,

there's nothing- like Phenol So-

dique to put on.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggist,. Take no substitute.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.
TO BE HELD AT THE

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business conducted for

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventors without

Gturgo. Addrcu

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Wasiiincton, D. C.

STThfj Company la managed by a combination of

the largest and molt Influential newspapers In tuo

V nited States, for the express pnrposo of protect-
log their ftnbarrlbrrs) a^nlnst unncrupulona

and Incompetent Pulent Ajjcnt*, ond each paper

printing thii ndv<Ti Uemcnt roaohei for the responsi-

bility nod Ugh aundiog of the Prcu Claims Company,

BAT DISTRICT TRACK, SAN FRANCISCO,

MAY 27th to JUNE 3rd, 1893, Inclusive.
No Races to be more than 2-in 3, and most of them to be dashes of

one mile and over. Bring your horses, trotters and pacers, and you will be

given a chance to start them in the over-night events.

Only Five Per Cent. Entrance.
F. W. K.ELX.EY, Secretary,

313 Bush Street, San Francisco.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, President.

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the Secretary of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association until 5 o'clock

May 20th, 1893, for the following privileges, during the Trotting meeting of the Association, to be held May 27lh to June 3d, 1S93, inclu-

sive, at the Bay District Track, San Francisco.

Sheds- Popcorn, Fruit and Nuts. Official Programme Furnishing Music, and Other Privileges.

A certified check equal to fifty per cent, must accompany each bid for privileges to be sold. The righ t to reject any or all bids reserved

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco.
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A Track Impeivious to Moisture. Nominate the Youngsters.

Great difficulty is experienced in getting a
!

good training tradk at Flemington during ihe

winter months, writes "Terlinga," in the Aus-

tralian Referee, and a large amount of interest

therefore attached to a trial on Monday of a
\

piece of asphaltum tan track which was laid
j

down in the inside of the course last July, and !

which it is claimed is peculiarly adapted to
'

stand wear and tear during rainy weather.
j

The material used in the formation of the
j

track is Trinidad asphaltum—tan, tar and
other substances, the whole of which goes to

|

form a track as springy as turf, and which, it :

is said, is impervious to moisture. A coating
'

of tan is laid on top of this, and the trainers

who have tried the stretch, about 100 yards of,

which has been laid down, pronounce it a great !

success. Mr. H. Byron Moore, secretary of the
,

club, is the originator of the asphaltum-tan

track, and his invention appears a valuable

one. Several horses were on Monday last gal-
'

loped over the track, when its elasticity was

very apparent, the indentations made by the

horses' hoofs almost at once disappearing like

an impression in india rubber.

Afterwards the track was well moistened by

means of water carts, so as to gain a good idea

of how it would act in wet weather, and the

result appeared to be entirely satisfactory. As
the material used is waterproof, no difficulty

is anticipated in the way of drainage; and this

at Flemington is a very important matter, the

extreme difficulty experienced in adequately

draining the various circuits having hitherto

been a serious drawback to the making of good

winter tracks at headquarters, Mr. Mephan
Ferguson, one of the patentees of the material

as applied to the formation of training tracks,

was present and explained the nature of the

composition and its capabilities to the visitors.

It is estimated that a track twenty-five feet

wide and a mile in length can be laid down to

a depth of four inches with asphaltum-tam at

a cost of £1,000, and it is contempletion by the

V. R. C. Committee to have such a track

formed. The particular part of Flemington

where the new track will be made has not yet

been decided, but a position which lends itself

in some way to draining will doubtless be

chosen.

Have An Object in View

No one having good broodmares is justified

in letting them remain idle this year, simply

because undersized and unsound, but in many

cases well-bred horses have been found un-

salable at prices that pay the cost of their rais-

ing, says the Horse World. There is no ques-

tion but that fewer mares will be bred this

year than has been bred in any previous year

for some time, and that is exactly why the

man possessing mares of real merit should

not neglect to breed them to some sire that

has demonstrated his power to sire foals that

make good-sized, sound and serviceable road-

horses, a fair proportion of which possess

the speed and stamina that are necessary to

enable them to become first-class race-horses.

There are two classes of horses that are and
that always will be in active demand as long

as the present conditions of life exist. They
are good, sound trotters that can race and
win, and horses having the size, style, speed

and and soundness that are called for in the

perfect road horse. All conditions are now
more favorable for economically producing
horses of these classes than they have been for

several years. Stallion fees are low, breeders

who have been flooding the market with

counterfeits are dropping out of the business,

and the public is better prepared to discrimi-

nate between desirable and undesirable ani-

mals than ever before, and at the same time

more willing to pay for animals of real merit.

If these facts are kept i n mind there is no
reason for any breeder to feel at all discour-

aged over the present state of the breeding in-

dustry. Have just one object always in view,

and let that object be to produce what the

market demands, and the breeding of light

harness horses will be found to be a more
profitable business than at any previous time
in its history.]

-*

The election of W. P. Ijams, of Terre
Haute, in place of Mr. Beaman, of Denver, to

the presidency of the American Trotting As-
sociation will no doubt be a popular one, as it

is a recognition of the ycunger and more ag-

gressive blood of the association. Mr. Ijams
is the president of the Terre Haute.Trotting
Association, and the owner of Warren Park,
one of the leading stock farms in Indiana. He
is a part owner of Axtell and sole owner of

Jersey Wilkes, the good son of George Wilkes.

The American started in 1837 with seventy

members and now has 700.

There are two roads open to the breeder of

light-harness horses, and either leads to profit

if judiciously followed. A breeder can pro-

duce race horses successfully, or he can pro-

duce a high type of driving horse to advan-

tage, but in either case be must produce the

best or the venture will be a failure.

Owing to the inflated state of the trotting-

horse market during the past few years, the

business of breeding has not usually been con-
ducted on the thorough business principles

necessary to permanent success, says L. C.

Underbill. Now, however, with the great

change in the market, the breeder must also

make a great change in his methods. Stock
can no longer be sold on the pedigree and the

performance of some relative. Breeders must
plan business now from a business standpoint,

and if race horses are bred, the first step

should be to make liberal nominations to

stakes, and then put the youngsters in shape
to show buyers speed enough to warrant the

expectation of winning a share of the money.
Fast trotters formerly were sold to wealthy

gentlemen to be used as a means of amuse-
ment. The supply of fast trotters to-day far

exceeds the demand of this class of buyers,

and breeders must now realize that the trotter

has a market value according to the earning

capacity. We must follow the example of

the thoroughbred breeders and buyers, and re-

gard the trotting race horse just as the run-

ning race horse is held. Hoic muck can lie win ?

This is business, and sentiment and gush have
had their day in trotting affairs. With ft

young trotter well engaged, and speed enough
developed to show a buyer a reasonable cer-

tainty of winning out the youngster, breeders

will find a ready market for all such, at re-

munerative figures.

The associations all over the country are

coming forward and devising stakes that en-

able breeders to make nominations, and en-

gage youngsters at a nominal cost, covering a

length of time sufficient to test the speed of

the youngster, and ascertain if farther pay>

ment are expedient.

The sooner we bring the business of breed-

ing trotters to this basis of earning capacity

the sooner we may hope to see a new era of

prosperity, not, as before, founded upon wind,

but upon a substantial basis that will insure

lasting results. ^
There are nearly 300 of the most beautiful

horses in the world in the stables of the Czar
Russia, of many of them beine pure Tartar-

bred. They are luxuriously cared for, and
stand with straw to their knees. Their mag-
nificent tails are never cut and reach to their

feet, and the long silky hair of their bodies is

never clipped.

Budd DoBLEhas bought for Eastern parties

the stallion Major, 2:14o, by Don McGrpgor,
owned by Thomas Wilson, of Pleasant Plain,

III., and the filly Nemoline, by Jersey Wilkes,

three-year-old record 2:29}, owned by W. P.

Iiams, of Terre Haute, Ind. Mr. Doble de-

clines to give the names of purchasers or

prices.
»». —

The following well-known horse trainers

are at Terre Haute, and nearly all of them
have a pacer or two in their string: Budd and

Charley Doble, Thomas and John Dickerson,

Dr. Hollenbacb, George Starr, Gee Grimes,

Rhody Patterson, Sam Fleming, Hawley Cole,

Shirley Lane, Leonard, Judge Durham and
others.

Startee Caldwell rules the jockeys with

a rod of iron. During his short; stay at St.

Louis he distributed his fines and suspensions

quite liberally over owners, jockeys and train-

ers alike. His $100 per day salary is always

more than covered by his fines, and costs the

association nothing.

Lucy Ashton, the dam of Wolfs Crag,

winner of this year's Lincolnshire Handicap,
foaled the same day her son won, a full brother

to him by Barcaldine. The colt was named
Lincoln. ,

IE CE'S
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's

ANNUAL SALE OF

Trotters and Horses of All Work
WILL TAKE PLACE AT lO A. M. OX

THUPLSDAY, M.-A/5T 23, 1893,
AT SALESYARD, Cor. VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET

The following is a synopsis of the breeding of a few of the animals to be

sold. It can be seen that the best sires are represented. All of the younger in-

dividuals to be sold were selected especially to be trained, but the young-

sters by Bay Rose, 2:20A (the premium stallion of the Santa Kosa Stock Farm)

are so many that Jas. Dustin, the first trainer ever employed by the Pierce

Bro's. finds that to develop them will take all of his time and attention, con-

sequently, the following list are to be sold without reserve. They are grandly

bred, and individually, first-class. The few older mares offered were purchased

to breed to Bay Rose before the large consignments were bought at the Eastern

sales, consequently, buyers will have an opportunity of securing individuals at

this sale that may never occur again. This list will be increased in our next

issue

:
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David H. Blanchard, of Boston, an-

nounced that his proposed £11,000 stallion

race for September is declared off because

enough entries have not been received to till,

according to the conditions advertised.

The pacer has come so the front by force of

merit, not by any boom. Prejudice against
the pacer, merely because he is a pacer, is a
thing of the past.

PRENTISS RECTIFYING PILLS CURE

PEOPLE FORf.VF.K. Try them and see for yourself.

All druggtHUi, 25 cents a box.

I III-.* DON'T i. It 1 1-1. Mil .

KATC,H-EM
FISH

FOB
AFRICAN
COMPOUND

-OK-
0ILS&GUM3
Send 25 cents lor a .-ample lube, postpaid, or 50 wots

for a regular size tube.

WA.M'KKB CHEMICAL CO.. Watertown, N. V

THE NATIVE!
mil ALLUH-
INO FlMl.

1881 blm

8S2bm

L89l'br f

L891 b f

1890 'b f
L890 bl t

1892 b f
12 bl f

lObrf

.891 org

1891 br f
[889 bf
i8S7 b m
18— bm
18S9 bl f
1890 bl f
191 br f
l-bm

I

.885,b m
b m

1890 'ch f
1892 ch f

1890 1 b f

L8— blm

Sally Scott

Maud fdam, ol

Maudee, 2:24J4
Guv Jane.-
Mamie Wilkes..

DInorah_
Princess Ebony..

Whipsnapper .....

Lady Rupee
Hazel Mac

Dam's Famii.y.

Spring Mountain.

Evelyn
Admonty
Toots „
Gipsy
Lady Goucher

—

El Moro
Memnon
Lurline
(dam of Monroe S)

L889 b m
18M blm

890 b f

.891 blf

.339 b m
S— b m
887 bf
.884 bm
.891 bf

.834 grm
889 b c

Nutwood, 2:18V Lady Purdy. by Sam Pnrdy, 2:20; second dam by Prince
Rockwell, son of Black Hawk.

Nutwood, 2:18^ Dam by Echo 402.

Guy Wilkes, 2:15!^... Jane E.. by Milliman's Bellfounder.
Guy Wilkes, 2:15.'j...!Mamie Kohl, by Steinway, 2:2-5 4; second dam Ladv Blanch-

ard, 2:20':,', by Hambletonian 7/5.

Dexter Prince 11,363 Belnora, by Beluor5225: second dam bv Ulster Chtel 18,011. etc.
Dexter Prince 11,363 By Black Prince ; second dam nhe d'am of Lucille, 2:26) by

Black Hawk 767.

Wblps,2:27^ Oipsy, by Paul's Abdallah.
Rupee, 2:11 Ze.ika, by Orand Moor 3132 ; second dam by C M. Clav Jr. etc.
Director, 2:17 Tricks, by Baldy; second dam Katy Tricks > dam of Conde

2:20, Empress, 2:24), by Colonel.
Mountain Boy 4841... Eva Steinwaj', by Steinway, 2:25 _

;
; second dam Kate Even,

by Lodi.
Mountain Boy 4841...Eva dtelnway, by Steinway. 2:25-v. etc
Admont 5349 Miss Kohl, by Arthurton 363; second dam by Speculation 923
Anteeo, 2:16'.! Flora, by Hambletonian 725.

Paul's Abdallah iUntraeed.
Dasbwood 14,962 Maud, by Inca 557; second dam by Crocket
Dashwood 14,962. 'Maud by Inca, 557, eta
Memo 15,907 Belmonliz, 2:35, by Alonzo Hayward, 2:30.
Belle Alta- 'By Langford, second dam by Williamson's Belmont.

nilie Almont..

Miss Shirley
Brookside Maid-

Moor Maid .

OllieS-

Winnie .,

Hernani..

Steinway, 2:25 \|...

Election, 2:28 1

J ....

Sidney, 2:19&

Tom Benton Weasel, by Mccracken's Goiddust ; second dam sister to Dave
Hill Jr.

Kitly Almont, 2:22^', by Tilton Almont, 2:26; second dam
Gracie, by Werner's Rattler, etc.

By McDonald Chief 3-593 ; second dam by Jack Hawkins.
Fannie Bayswater idain of Senator L-, 2:29), by Bavswater:

second dam Bessie Sedsiwfck, etc.
Lynn (dam of Judge C, 2:21! ,, and SIdwnod, 2:18), bv;Lyn-

wood 3017; second clam bv Chieftain 721.
The Moor 870 Daughter of Argyle.
Hawthorne 10,935-... i

Bessie Sedgwick (grandam of Senator L., 2:29), bv Joe Dan-
iels; second dam Minnie Smith, bv Starlight, etc.

Privateer 8135 Llghtfout idam of Pearl, 2:32' ,,, bv Fiuxiail; second dam
Fanny Fern, by Tuckahoe, etc.

Bay Rose, 2:20^ Daughter of Echo 462.

Whippleton 1883 ;AbbIe, by Naubuc 504; second dam Julia, by son of Dave
Rosalind
Maggie Vann.
with Bay Rose colt
Cropsey Maid -Redwood, 2:27
Abyssinian Mambrlno Wilkes.

Hill Jr.

'By Billy Hayward, 2:30.

Annie Laurie. 2:30, by Echo 462; second dam Black Swan, by
Ten Broeck.

Lundy Maid Baywood Dam s. t. !». by deo. M. Patcben Jr. 31.
Miss Trehern .

Atwood
Cohenfeldt
Single Letter..

Beauty
Khartoum 15,208.

Gen. McCleiian 143... Belle Manone (graafian] ol Voucher, 2:22), by Norfolk
ond dam Maid of the Oaks, bv Jack Hawkh.

AlonzoHayward 2:30 Bess, s. t. b. by Stockbridge Chief.
Royal George- Un traced.
Strangen.Barstow's) Lady Singletary, by Young Blackbird, son •>[ Reavls' Black-

bird.
A. W. Richmond Lucy, by Traveller; second dam bv Johu Morgan.
Soudan, 2:27*,' Black Bettie "lam of Mauilv Comet, 2:23 ,. grandai

1 Macleay. 2:22 !

t 1, by !SportMn:m ; second dam hy St. Clair.

H. A. MAYHEW'S CONSIGNMENT.
1839 bm Sidane Sidney, 2 : 19 \i By Steinway. 2:25 '., ; BeconaTdam Aid one, bv Wbwahickon
1892 be Meridian slmmocolon, 2:13'-,.. Sidane, by Sidnev, 2:19 ; second dam by Steinway.
1888 b m JesslR R Roscoe Katie W., by AMnmont 8600; second dam by Vermont.
1831) b m; Addie R Roscoe Katie w., by Altamont 8800; second dam by Vennoni
18— b m Marsh Mare Ulster Chief 18,011. ... By cieo. M. Patcben Jr. 21.

CATALOGUES READY THE 15th.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers 22 Montgomery Street

Capital Turf and Driving Club
si'him; 111:1,TI.*VG.

SACRAMENTO.
$6000 In Purses and Stakes.

.mm-. 61b.

2:17 Cla's Pacing, PunelWO Mile beats.
2:2-5 Class Trotting, Purse 1800, Mile heals.
2:40 Class Trotting Pur*e (Cloeedj.

MM- 7(h. Mil. and 9th.

Running—Over-night events.

JUKI! 1 (lib

2:23 Class Trotting, Purse 8400, Mllebeata.
2:30 Class Trotting, Purse f3lH>. Mile beats.
Roadster Race. Two-mile beats (Closed l,

Bicycle Race, Sacramento vs. Stockton.

Entrance 10 per cent. National Rules to gDVfflED.

Entries to close, lor trotting and pacing t>\ • ml
atb, 1803, with the Secretary. Purses divided Into three
moneys.

J. \V. STAFFORD. J. W. Uii-i.\.
Secretary, P. O. Box 171, Sacramento. President.

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Rf corded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them.

A. HIRSOHMAN,
na -1 1 1 1

-.. -
1 in 1 1

WUMAIt- HCOIUJJItVS-t^TifS

^MiLLCTa'L'atnaK-

\\. ..r. 111. vniii mi 1 1.11- r Itolllig

Ill iral [mplemcntfl and - ry '!'

ncrlptlon. wt-iifl for No. IH Catalogue.

TRUMAN, HOOKER A CO
r-nn FrnnrUro and Frrano.
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TIGER RAKES.
Self Dump.

Self Operating. Perfect Results.

Easily Handled.

FOUR SIZES WITH WOOD WHEELS.

TWO SIZES WITH STEEL WHEELS.

Cheaper than ever.

Better than ever.
WRITE U3. C*LL ON US.

PACIFIC AGENTS,

BAKER & HAMILTON.
San Francisco and Sacramento.

The Most Successful Remedy ever discovered
as It Is certain in Its effects and does not blister.
Bead proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Stae, Laxe Co., Oregon, Feb. 8th, 1892.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.,

Dear Sirs:—I have nsed your Kendall'g Spavin
Cure for the last twelve years never being without
It but a few weeks in that, time and I have made
eeveral wonderful cures with It. I cured a Curb
of longstanding. Then I had a font year old colt
badly Sweenied ; tried every thing without any
benefit, so I tried your liniment, and in a few weeks
be was well and his shoulder ill led up all right, and
the other, a four year old that had a Thoroughpin
and Blood Spavin on the same Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which lee it was on. These state-
ments can be proven, if necessary ; the four year
olds are now seven and can he seen anv day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. S. Z. Paxton.

Price $1.00 per bottle.

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO.,

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont.

SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SflflTETV —
DISTRICT NO. 43.

District Oolt Stals.es and Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DLHIM; THE FAIR, 1893, ATTULARE, O.AJL..

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 25, 1893.
The District comprises the Counties of--4"" anislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District Stallion Produce Stakes—Stakes for two and three-year-olds, the get of stallions named on
May 25, 1893, to be trotted during the Fail 1893. Entrance of Stallion the season price of 18S9 of stallion named ;

dead stallions at price of season 1889 or last previous season; private stallions that have not been bred for pay, if

with record of 2:30 or better, ?100; others ?60; lowest entrance $25. If the slallion entered has only two-year-olds
entrance to be one-half the season price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the right to settle all ques
tions concerning stallions lees as seems best. Stallions to be named May 25, 1893, and entrance payable July 1,

1893, colts to be named July 1, 1893, for 55, §10 additional ten days before the first advertised day of the meeting.
One-half stallion entrance for two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. One-half for three-year-
olds, with all three-year-old payments added. Money divided in each stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

No. 1. Two- Year-Old Stallion Produce Stakes—Mile heats : 2d minutes between heats; distance
100 yards.

Ao. 2. Three-Year-Olda—Mile heats, three in five.

The following DISTRICT STAKES are open to any colt owned in the District, comprising the above-
named counties.

No. 3. Yearling Stakes—Half-mile heats, best 2 in 3. for foals of 1892. Entrance, $30, payable $5 May 25,

1893, with nomination; §10 July 1, 1893; ?15 August 1, 1893 ; $50 added money.
No. 4. Two-V ear-Old Stake—Mile beats, best 2 in 3, for foals of 1891. Entrance $40. payable ?10 May

25, 1893, with nomination; §15 Julv 1 1S93; §15 August 1, 1893; §75 added money.
IVo. S. Three-Year-Old »take—Mile heats, best 3 in 5, for foals oi 1S90. Entrance §50, payable §10 May

25, 1893, with nomination
;
§26 July 1, 1893 ; §20 August 1, 1893 ; §100 added money.

No. 6. Kour-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3 in 5, lor foals of 1889. Entrance §50, parable §10 Mav
25, 1893, with nomination ; $20 July 1, 1893 ; §20 August 1, 1893 ; §100 added money.

CONDITIONS.
stakes herein advertised.No nominations will be accepted unless accom-

panied with first payment.
2. Failures to make payments on the dales named

will forfeit all previous payments and debar the de-
linquent from starting in the race. Entries made under iraudulent pretenses of the

If only two start, they shall contest for the stakes i

residence of the owner or of the ownership of the stal

paid in, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-third to I

hon in the District, will debar the person making such
second horse. With three or more starters the stakes -

entry from starting the same, ana also all or any other
will be divided (where not already specified) 60 per '

entries made by such person in races occunng at the

cent to winner, 30 per cent to second horse and 10 per ,

same meeting, and will forfeit all payments made to

cent to third horse. lh« society.

The get of stallions that have died whilst owned i 7. Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to

in the District (as above described) are eligible to all govern.

W. B. CARTMILL, President. Entries Close May 25. 1893, with G. W. ZARTMAN, Secretary

OVERLAND PARE CLUB,
DENVER, COIj.

SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2:29 Class, Trotting $700 Guaranteed

2:22 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

2:30 Class, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:40 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

CLASS RACES.
TROTTING—2:22, 3:00, 2:30, 2:50, 2:31,

2:37, 2:33 and 2:25 Classes.

Purse Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

PACING—2:22, 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 Classes.

TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, and
will be made up from the horses at the track when the

Above Stakes close April 15th. Payments required: meeting begins. Abore Purse Races are for §400 to $500
$17.50 April 15th, when named, and $17 50 May 16th, each, and will close May 16th. Entrance 2J4 per cent,
when Purse Races close also. when named, and 2j£ per cent additional to start.

RUNNING RACES will all be over-night events.iand purses far same will be liberal.

Regular programme issued May 20th. Write for entry blanks and full information. Address

C. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

A, WEST
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

(Near Syracuse.)

MASOPACTDHEHS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels'

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready;
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage,
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to S40 to

Customers on Pacific

Coast and adjuining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash,

Balance C. O. D.

Racing. Racing. Racing.

California Jockey Club,

Bay District Track.

Fifteen ZDa^ts.
g®~ MAY 2d to MAY 20th. «®
Racing Every Tuesday, "Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

FIVE OR MORE RACES EACH DAY.

Races start at 2^p. m. sharp.

G-o to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

POK A

Nice Steak or Oysters
"Entrance on California Pt

SAN JOSE
FUTURITY STAKES

AND

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1894, 1895 AND 1896,

To take place during the Fairs of the

SAW MATEO AND SANTA CLARA COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION. No. 5.

TROTTING STAKES.
No. 1. The Champion Stakes—Foals of 1892, to

be trot'edat the annual fair of If94. Entranced", with
$75 added tor each smarter over two and up to five, and
$20 for each additional starter up to ten. Payments—
?5 on June 1st, 1693, $10 on January 1st, 1K9-1, Sis on July
1st, 1894. and £30 on the tenth dav preceding the first
advertised day of the Fair at which this stake shall be
trotted. One mile and repeat.

No. 2. The Capital Stakes—Foals of 1S93, to be
trotted at the annual fair of 1695. Entrance $60, with
$75 added for each stanei- over two and up to five, and
}20 for each additional starter up to ten. Payments—
§5 on June 1st, 1S93, $5 on Januarv 1st, 1894, ?5 on July
1st, 1S94, sio on January 1st, 1695, $10 011 July 1st, 1895,
and f>5 on the tenth day preceding the first advertised
day of the Fair at whicu this stake shall be trotted
One mile and repeat.

No. 3. The Fruit Man Stakes—Foals of 1892, to
be trotted at the annual fair of 18' 5. Entrance ?100
with $100 added for each starter over two and up to five,
and $25 for each additional starter up to ten. Pay-
ments—So on June 1st, 1893, $5 on January 1st, 1894 $10
on July 1st. 1894, $10 on January 1st, 1895. $20 July 1st
1S95, and $50 on the tenth day preceding the first adver-
tised day of the Fair at which this stake shall be
trotted. One mile heats, 3 in 5.
No. 4. The Mount Hamilton Stakes—Foals of

1893, to be trotted at the annual fair of 1896. Entrance
$100, with $100 added lor each starter over two and up
to five, and $25 for each additional starter up to ten
Payments- $5 on June 1st, 1893, $0 on Januarv 1st, IS94!
$10 on July 1st, 1894, $10 on January 1st, 1895,$10 on July
1st, 1895, $10 on January 1st. 1S96, $10 on Julv 1st, 1896,
and $40 on the tenth day preceding the first advertised
day ot the Fair at which the stake shall be trotted.
One mile heats, 3 in .">.

CONDITIONS.
The Directors reserve the right to declare any and all

of the above stakes off in case the entries are not satis-
factory.
Stakes and added money divided 50 per cent, to first

25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third and 10 per
cent, to fourth. If only two colts start they may con-
test for the stakes paid in, divided two-thirds and one-
third. For a walk-over the colt will take the whole
stake, but no added money.
Nominations not making payments when due for-

feits previous payments.
When there is more than one entrv by one person or

in one interest, the colt to be started' must be named by
5 o'clock p. m. of the clay preceding the race.
Otherwise the National Trotting Association Rules to

govern.

Entries Close Thursday, June 1st, 1S93.

RUNNING STARES.
No. 5. The Yendome Stakes—Foals of 1S93, to be

run at the annual fair of 1895; $75 each, $50 forfeit or
onlv §5 if declared out January 1st, 1S94, or $10 Julv 1st

,

1894, or $20 January 1st, 1895, or $30 July 1st, 1895; with
$300 added. Stakes and added mouey to be divided 70
per cent, to first, 20 per cent, to second, 10 per cent to
third. Winners of any sweepstakes of the value of
$1000 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of two or more sweepsiakes
of the valua of $1000 eac* 5 lbs. extra; non-winners of
a sweepstakes allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs.
additional. Six furlongs.

No. 6. The Saint .hunt's Slakes—Foals of 1892,
to run at the annual fair of 1894; $75eacb, $50 forfeit or
$10 if declared out January 1st, 1894, or $20 July 1st,
1894; with $300 added. Stakes aod added money divid-
ed 70 per cent, to first. 20 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third. Winners of any sweepstakes of the
value of $1000 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of two or more
sweepstakes of $1000 each, 5 lbs. extra; non-winners of
a sweepstakes allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5
additional. Six furlongs.

.CONDITIONS.
The Directors reserve the right to declare either or

both ot the above stakes ofi" in case the entries are not
satisfactory.
Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Rules lo

govern.

WM. BUCKLEY, G. H. BRAGG,
1'resident. Secretary.

FAT PEOPLE
To reduce your weight SURELY use Willard's Obesity
Pills and lose 15 pounds a month. No injurv to the
health. No interference with business or pleas'ure. IVO
STYMYING. They build up and improve the gen-
eral health, beautify the complexion and leave NO
V* RIMiLKS. Lucy Anderson, 84 Auburn St., Cam-
bridge, Mass., writes: Tnree bottles of your Obesity
Pills reduced my weight from 225 pounds to 190 and I
never felt better in all my life. I am much pleased
with the lesult, and sbnll do all I can to help you. Our
patrous imclude Physicians, Bankers, Lawyers, ami
leaders of Society. Our eoods are not suld in drug
stores; all orders are supplied direct from our office.

Price per package $2.00 or three packages for $5.00 by
mail prepaid. Particulars i sealed 1 4 cts. ALL COR*
lU>i'll.MlK\('r: CONFIDENTIAL.

WILLARD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS

w

SAMUEL McINTYRE, President, L. G. HARDY, Treasurer. G. w. parks, Secretary.

SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK
Spring JVdCeotingr 1893
$20,000 IN" PURSES. $20,000

OTJnNTEl X'ZttL to S4ttL? Inclusive, 1893.
Stakes Closed March 15, 1893. Purses $300 to $1,000 Each. Stakes $1,000 Each. Three or More Races Each Day.

Stabling Ample and First-Class. Every Horse Must be Named when Entered or the Entry will be Void.

THE SPRING RAGES.

Salt Lnkn'n Drlvlntc Park Spring Meeting will be held In

June, ismii with the following programme of raren :

HATLRDAY. JUNK 17, FIRST DAY.
Pijrhe.
.. f1,0002:20 Pace

2:40 Trot
Two-year Make (No. 2) 1,000
Three-Quarter-Mlle Dub 200

MONDAY, JUNK 19, 8ECOND DAY.
3:00 Trot
3:00 Pace
2:86 Trot
One-Mile Daub

TLK8DAY, JUNE 20.THIRD DAY.

2:20 Trot 1,000

2:16 Pace 1.000

2:24 Pace C00

One-Hall-Mllc Dash 200

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, FOURTH DAY.

2:29 Trot
2:60 Trot " 400
Four-Year Stake < No. 4) 1.000

Five-Efgbth-Mile Dash 200

Purse.

800

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, FIFTH DAY.
2:15 Trot
2:30 Pace
2:45 Pace
One and One-Qunrter-Mlle Dash..

1,000

. 500

. 400

. 300

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, SIXTH DAY.
Free-for-all I'uce..

Three-Yfiir Stake (No. 3)
2:25 Trot v
One-Half-Mllc Run and Repeat

SATURDAY, JUNE 21, SEVENTH DAY
Free-for-all Trot

,

WTerchaiHH' Slukc 2-year-olds (No. 1)
Derby Run, l'.. miles
Reserved for Special and Novelty Races .....

. 1,000

1,000
600

. 300

1,000

1,000
2,800

CONDITIONS.
In purse races five to enter and three to s'art.

Entrance (ee 5 per cent, which must accompany
nomination, with additional 5 per cent, from ail
winners. A horse distancing the field in Purse or
Stake races entitled to first money only. In each Stake
the guaranteed value of race only will be paid. Right
reserved to declare off any 8take race that does not till

satisfactory to the association, in which case entrance
money will be refunded. In each race money will be
divided 50, 2e, 15 and 10. The association reserves the
right to change order of programme. Usual weather
clause. In running races American racing rules to gov-
ern. Money in running races divided fiO, .10 and 10. 2 1-;

per cent, entrance and 2 l

j additional from all winners.
Entries to Stake races close March 15th, 1893. Entries
to Purse races close June 1st, 1893. Rules of National
Trotting Association to govern all races not herein pro-
vided for.

Address all nominations and communications to

G. W. PARKS, Secretary.
P. O. Box 975. gait Lake City, Utah.

J
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The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association in this City. ottinger's
Ticket Office.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5 TO S20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUARANTEED.
RAUUAGE CHECKED FREE.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.TELEPHONE 1423

EMCMURRAY& FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN.

t These Sulkies are made
under Hickory Wheel Co's

patent, dated March 21st, 1893.

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Send
for

Circular.

!
Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We furnish both Old Style and Pneumatic
Wheels with our Sulkies, and our Attachments
permit a change in a few minutes.

Horsemen Thoroughly
Protected in using our

Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U.S. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.

Write for our new Circular.
421.437 MARKET STREET,

TRUMAN, HOOKER &, CO., sak frincisco.

NO. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class in all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched closp.l

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

lonesville. Mich.
Write for catalogue.

BAB.SH c*? HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN PEANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

WORK a^ DRAFT HORSES
JSJJ7 AUCTIOIST

BY ORDER OF DAN M. MURPHY, ESQ.,
OX ACCOUNT OF BALE OP

JSstn. IHartine Rancho,
AT 11 A. M. OX

SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1893,

MURPHY STOCK YARDS,
Cor. First and San Carlos Avenues, San Jose.

One hundred and twenty-five head will be offered, sired by IVORMA ft" and CLYDESDALE Stallions out
of American mares. Weight from 1100 to 1300 pounds.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

-Q:04^
THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBAKT STOCK FARM.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

eoil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the
Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous bos-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McC'ord intended
it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been oflered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to
JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

ADMISTMTBE'S SALE.

Q
O
CD

CO

Onward 1411
(Record 2 :25J4)

Sire of Nellie Mason,
2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17;

Artisan. 2:18>j; Boaz,
I'.WA; Wheatland On-
ward,2:17-'M,and G4 others
in the list and 24 sires of

56 land 10 dams of 12 in

230.

Hambletonian 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
ducing sires and ot damsot Stamboul

George Wilkes 519 (record |2:22).^ 2:07& and 91 others in the list.

Sire of Harry Wilkes, t\\VA\ Guy 1

Wilkes, 2:15!-.,' ; Budd Crook, 2:15H; L Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8

Wilson, 2:16k; J- B. Richardson,
2-ie',i and 73 others in the list and rMambrino Chief 11, sire of Lady

I 83siresof792and51 damsofGo. Thome, 2:18',, BOOS others In the

! Dolly J Hst and of dams of Director, 2:17, and

Dam of Director. 2:17; Thorndale,
|

26 others In 2:30.

2:22';; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25M,
*

and John F. Payne, sire of one. (.Fanny, by Ben Franklin grandam of

Lady Majolica, 2:25, and I sire ol 8

and dam of Caprice, 237.

f Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter, 2:17J..{,

iand
39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92

In list.

Clara, by American Star 14, dani_ot

FINE TROTTING STOCK
June 3, 1893.

BREEDERS AND STOCKMEN ATTENTION!

On the 3d of June, 1893, In the city of Stockton, San
Joaquin County, at Davis' Stock Yards on California
street, there will be offered at the Administrator's Sale
the entire lot of Standard-bred trotting scock. belonging
to the estate of the late Jas. Munroe Learned, of the
city of Stockton, San Joaquin County. This lot com-
prises eighty-three head, and represents the produce of
the standard-bred trotting stallions Reliance 969, record
2:22, and that of his sons, Adrian 970, record 2:25, and
Harmony 1209. The lot ot mares and geldings to be
sold contains several promising individuals related to

Maud, the dam of Reliance, 2:22, and Mas.dallah, 2:23^,
and Ernestine, dam of Reality, record 2:23. Among
the number may be found some very choice animals
for breeding or racing purposes. There are thirty-two
head of standard bred animals in this collection. For
particulars, address

J. H. DOAK,
Stockton, San Joaquin Co. , Cal.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and in fine condition;

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-
wood, dam American Girl.

E. 6. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

HAM.M; LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

1 am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
ownersimay desire. The best of pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

everything is new and in perfect shape. It is pro
nounced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Cali-

fornia. All stock sent tome will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM, SAN MATEO.

PASTURAGE.

BBRGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
EYrst-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BKIUJKZ. Proprietor.

ft'nncy Lee
Dam of Nancv Hanks,
2:04,and Dictator Wilkes
5231, sire of Richard Jay
(p) 2:17M-

2:13: Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16:

Brown, 2:18*j ; Victoria Wilkes,

2:19J4; Nellie McGregor, 2:19J(, and
20 others in the list.

Dexter, 2:17M; Alma, 2:28^ ; Astoria,

2:291*;; Dictator, sire of 45 and dams
of 2 in the list.

r Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 In the list

and 5 sires of 6 and|10 dams of 13 In

c„nhv < 2:3°-

(irandam of Mike Wilkes, 2 :\b%;
\

...

Ira Wilkes 2:22V, and the sires LSopbronla, by Brown Pilot: 4tb dam
Adrlam W likes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand: 6th dam by Lance; 6th

dam by Gray Dungannon.

TTAPTnrwwTTTi is a chestnut horse foaled 1890, stands 15.3 bandH. He has never been worked for speed

^^^r^^^ySSSt^rS^m in the S ate. As it Is late in tho= ht, service fee has been

placed at 950 '1 HE SE4S0K, with usual return privileges. For further particulars anuress

Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.
K. O'GRADY,

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: has riPEXED a :

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE

AT THE XAPA RACE TRACK,

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers

to train and develop.

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND,
EUROPEAN CONTINENT, ETC.

ADVERTISING AGENCY', L'TD.

Capital £250,000. Henry Sell, Manager, (editor and
founder of " Sell's World's Press.")

Full particulars regarding British or European
Advertising, sample papers, rates, etc., at the Loudon
Office, 167-168 Fleet street, or at
NEW YORK OFFICE, 21 Park Row, Ground Floor.

RYCLISTS, OARSMEH, BALLPlAYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It hap n particularly Wnrminp, Comforting and.

SUmnlariiiL' effect OH all Wrut. OC *'SU HDKMl
quick in action; clean and pleasant m use.

Tor Silo 07 Draggiflti izi Dasleia In Spartlag Ooodi.

E F0UGERA & CO., Sole Agents,

£6-30 N. William Street, N. V.

First-Class Pasturage at $4 per month at J. H.
White's Stock Farm, Lakevllle, Cal., 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responslollty assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes, Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer jGold, which leaves every day [except Sun-

day from wharf between Washlngtan and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
THOS. ROACH, Agent,
Lakevllle, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage
J

Having a large stock ranch ot rich pasture land about
one mile and a half frotnRedwood City, I am prepared
to take horses forpasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, eta, and plenty
of running water. The climate Is warm and there Ifl

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
84 per month; stall room, etc, extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadster*, unci will lake the
best of care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY,
Redwood City, San MateoJCal, Co..

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - * $3.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 8.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Cures Puller". Cheek Fighter*. Tongue I iii«c

"To know It Is to use 1L"Robkrt Bonn* b,

" Want one In i-v.tv bridle." Frank Starr,
"It gives you Uie best reSOll*."—BUM l

1

I

"It t» superior to all bils."-Ei>. D. Mitukk.

Address ROBERT HKARH.
Lock Box MO, Chlcft.
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OAKWODDPARKSTOCK FARM
(FORMERLY COOK FARM).

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record^2:10

CESAR, SU-Yeir-Old Record, 2:16*. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20}. BADEN, 5-Year-Old Record, 2-.24J.

STEINEER, 5 Year-Old Record, 2:291. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(ALL IS RACES) AND SIRE OF THE DAMS OF

M\UD C, 2:19; BAROXSTELN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27}, aud BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150'

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

.2:14JDIABLO Three-Year-Old Race Record

(Son of STEIN WAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $15°-

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $15°-

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Onkwood Park §tock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Connty. Cal.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.

I
ALCOXA 730

ALMOST 33 (AbdaUab 15

Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires -i

of -279 in the list and 49 dams of 67 (.Sally Anderson
in the list

QUEEN MARY
rMamhrino Chiefll

luntraced

r Cassias M. Clay 18

I CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 22
]

Sire of 4 in the list and 10 sires (.By Abdallan 1

of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list
;

(Richelieu, by Manibnno
LADY RICHELIEU 1 Chief

Dam of Alfred, 2:26 I Lady Vance, by Eclipse

Sire of
Alcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle 2:24

Veronica 2:29

Almonition 2:24)4

Clay Duke 2:27

Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

PAIV'wY
Dam ot King Orry, 2:23'4

S 4th dam by Joe Gale
Si 5th dam bv James Lowery

6th dam by Consul

ALMO^TIOxYs ^handsome black horse, foaled 1888, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation,

pursued and .game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-

able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOR THE SEASON

JSTEUXTOLi 18,654
Bv STErXWAY dam PHACEOLA f2), 2:42^, by SILVERTHREADS 16,653; 2d dam|Minnehaha (dam of

Beautiful Bells 2:29 '•'. and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

TERMS" §50 F0R THE SEASON

3XT<3XXX3etr^±l (Cleveland Bay Stallion),

Stands 16jtf bands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

•id America.

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

T^t t -y-» <~>i: (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
coal black 17 hands, weighs 1800 pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON

8BASOX CLOSES JCLY Int. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Carta Count v Cal per s P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidentsor es-

capes. Excellent pasturage $5 per month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars

and catalogues address ^ _a^ ARMSTRONG-, Superintendent,
Alamo Stork Farm, Alamo, Contra <:onta County, Cal.

GUIDE RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make the>eason of 1S93 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2
hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in the list.

Clara, by American Star 14

f DIRECTOR 2:17... j 3 pacers and 18 sires Great broodmare.
Sire of Direct...2:05J 1 of 54 trotters.

Directum (3). ..2:11:} f Mamhrino Chiefll
Evangeline 2:11} [DOLLY \ Sire of 23 sires.

Margaret S 2:124 Dam of Onward...2:25J (.Fannie, by Ben Franklin.
Waldstein 2:224 Thorndale 2:24}
Stella C 2:254 Czarina 2:21

and 12 other 2:30 Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
trotters. I

-NORWOOD 522 \
Sire of 80 sires.

Sire of I Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
IMOOENE Tommy Norwood 2:264 Great broodmare.

Dam of "j Ida Norwood 2:264
Delwin 2:264

|
and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

Guide 2:16} [DAUGHTER OF \ Great sire of broodmares.
(Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.
The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of

American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisem out.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
7

RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Bind by BISMARCK 2857. 2 :2S I -1 ; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31 ; foaled

May 17, 1884."Ch(«tiiut horse, 1(1 bunds liltcli mid wBlgbs 1150 lbs.: handsome, extremely good dlsposl-

il'.n iui'1 sound as possible to be. Was entered! In eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a

place Id each.

SERVICE FEE $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,200.
Bll«] by HA BMC W1LKB8 Kl«»fl;di»in LIZZIE, fuir>urter to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. ii»y bnne»l(l hand* high, weighs 1050 lbs; floe maneand toll, first/class less and
position among tbebi t, Be baa not been trained any 03 yet.

SERVICE 1 BE $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

.N for both thete hornea OOmmoncok March i:,tli and ends June 15th, 1803. Usual return

privilege! allowed f'>r mane notproving In foal. Excellent can and pasturage famished at$/> per

month; bay and urain 11 desired, at 112:60. Ro responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

escape .

A cordial Invitation to InspOOl then horse* If. extended to all. Addressall coramunlcat Ions to

It B. POX. P. O. Box 326, San Jone,
Residence, 2>tf nilh-* north <.i Ban Jose on Bfllpltai road.

O
CO

pa g

.$100TERMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect
in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1893,
barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID;ROY, by Sidney, 2:19|, No. 4770, sire of twenty.six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2: 17 J, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19i, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
"With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, §5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

1

1

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

..

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21 1-4

By George Wilkes 519, dam Lady Carr by American Clay 31, sire ol 26 in 2:30and better, 5 in 2:20 or bell'

six sons have sired 11 in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 in 2:30 and better.

-A.lt $350 til© season.
BOOH FULL FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 BECeBP *i3S1 -<t

By Belmont 64, dam Water-witch, dam of 6 in 2:30 and better, sire of Warwitch (3 years), 2:22^", "Wardship^
j

years), 2:25J^, Templeton, 2:25j2, "WarcltfT, 2:29&.

SXOO tlxo seasonh
SAN JOSE 8737.

By Grand Sentinel, 2:27!^, dam Josie Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25,'*;, Kiugmoor, trial 2 :2s 1 .). by 'I

George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30,'<j, by IS'ight Hawk 514.

$25 tlio season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:2154, dam Eminence 2:18^, by Empire 2373, second dam Soprano (dam oi 3 in 2;30, 2 in 2:20 !E

and better), by Strathmore 408, third dam Abbess (dam of 2 in 2:30 and better), by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep'

ing with their earning capacity.
For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., Kalamazoo, Mich

DELWIN 14,681 REC0BD
'

Pacing- 2:26 '-2 -

K«
;1

/-THE MOOR 870
Sire of

Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stnrabonl,
2:07 '-, Beautiful Bells, 2:29 (dam
of Bell Boy, 2:19'.|, and Hindu
Rose, 2:19).

( Clay Pilot 93, sire ofFred V.,2
..? Billy K., 2:24'.,', and others.

I Belle of Wabash

DEL BUR, 2:24...
Sire ot

Don Tomas 2:20

Cousin Joe 2:20V, t GRETCHEN.
San Pedro (p) 2:10jy Dam ot

Romero, 2:19; Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, 2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

CBy NORWOOD 522
Sire of

rMarnbrino Pilot, sire of Mam
-^ brlno Gift, 2:20; Hauuis, 2:17#
(Canada Chief

IMOGENS
Dam of

Guide 2:16M

Tommy Norwood,
Norwood, 2 :26M-

I.DAUGHTER OF...

(Hambletonian 10, sire ot Elec-

^ lioneenilam of Stamhoul.2;i)7^.
(.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

2:24)4 ; Ida dam of Gretchen (dam of Cling-
stone, 2:14).

('American Star 14, sire of dam ol

j
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,

^ 2:10, and the dam of Nancy.
| Hanks, 2:04).

DELWIN 14,681. Record 2:2G 1-2, will If he has no set- (.Harry Clay 45, sire of dams oi

backs, pace, in 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one of Electioneer and St Julk-n, 2:11.

the handsomest grandsons df The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar; 15.1^ hands high
and weighs 1000 pounds; he is one of the Qnest formed horses for great speed in the land; has the same level

head and Intelligence thai bishalf-brother, Guide, 2:16!4, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2:07 '•>; he has twociosses of American Star 11. also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, E:07)£; one to Mamhrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
oflhe great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam ol'Nuuvnud. 2:18 'j, combining altogether the same blood lines that lay In

Hie grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21. pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe

2:20!<(, being a full brother to the dam lof Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire nf Freedom, 2:29>4, Sabledale, 2:lSM. W"*
others better than 2:80. Delwln'a COlteaU show the trot out ofany kind of niares.

TERMS (MO, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 perrnonth, but will not be TO

sponsible tor accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin. the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per s. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WAl. MEESE oe SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin Is owned by Wm. Meese and Mn?. Samuel Gamble.

la
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THE CELEBRATED TROTTING SIRE

ALCONA730
The (ireote»t Producing "Ire ever offered to

(he Breeders of Sonoma County.

SIRE OF
!:1U Ahnonltion..

.2:2I\,

2:2o ,

Alcoua Jr
Flora Belle 2:24 Clay Duke..
Veronica.. 2:29 Prince Warwick

(trial;

AND GRANDSIRE
SllasSkinner 2:17 Del Rey
King Orry 2:23' j Mark Medium

SPEED, SIZE, STYLE, BEAUTY
ALCOXA 730 Isagokbm chestnut, 16.3 hands high

and weighs 1300 pounds; he is strong-boned, heavy-
muscled, clean-limbed, with flowing mane and tail,

lofty carriage, and has style and appearance that at-

tracts attention wherever seen. Alcoua is one of the
greatest speed-producers in California, considering his
opportunities; he has five in the 2:30 list and three pro-

ducing sons aud a producing daughter. His colts are
large, fine-looking, and have the Dest of dispositions;
they are useful fur carriage and general purpose horses
on the larm If they do not prove fast trotters.

Alcona has always been a profitable sire for the small
breeder; his colts have always sold for large prices,

either private or at auction. Prince Warwick was
sold to the Austrian Government for $20,000; Veronica
brought at auction £2500, Almonition $2 rU0, and many
others from five to fifteen hundred dollars.

Alcona Is one of the greatest prize-winners in Califor-

nia; he has never been beaten when shown with a
lamilv of colts.

PEDIGREE.
Alcona 730, sired by Almont 33 (sire of Westmont,

@:1S& Puritan, 2:10, Faony Witherspoon, 2:16' ,, Pied-
mont, 2:17J'4, and 32 others in 2:30 list; 75 sons have sired
269 with records from 2:0V, to 2:30; Lis daughters are
dams oi 65 with records from 2:14 to 2:30), son of Abdal-
lah 15, son of Hambletonlan 10. Dam, Queen Mary, by
Mambrino Chief 11 (sire of Lady Thorn. 2:18 i-j ; Wood-
torm Mambrino, 2:21 >i, and 4 others in 2:30 list. Among
his greatest sons are Mambrino Patchen, Woodford
Mambrino. Clark Chief, etc.; his daughters are thedams
of the great sires Red Wilkes, Director, King Rene,
Piedmont, Onward, Swigert and others).

ALCO\A will make the season of 1S93 at
HtiALltgBURU Friday and Saturday,

And at CLOVERDALE Tuesday and Wednesday
of each week.

Season to close August 1, 1S93.

TERMS - - 830 for the Season
Mares not proving with foal will be returned free,

provided horse or mare does notfehange owners. Best
of pasture for mares ?3 per month, every care taken,
but no responsibility assumed for accidents. For further
particulars address

W. G. ROCKXIFF, Agent, Healdsburg. Cal.
EDW. S. BELL, Owner, St. Helena, Cal.

Rose Dale BreedingFarm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:15.

By GENERAL BENTON 1755, sire of 18 trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

Ing Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:08^), Telig (dam of Tru-

man, 2:12j. Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list; second dam Lady Dooley,

2:31J£ (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and

general conformation.

TERMS - 860 FOR THE SEASOA
Limited to 25 Approved Mares.

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

ASTER 2:16
FITZSIMMONS 2:20
JESSIE 2:22
DEXTER PRINCESS 2:24',

DEL l'ASO 2:24),
LUCILLE 2:26
JAMES L 2:29«
CHARLEY FOKD (p., A y.j 2:12)4

CROWN PRINCE 2:1

MAGGIE 2:1

CHLOE 2:i

ROYAL I'KIN'CK 2:1

LOTTERY TICKET (3 y) 2:1

SENATOR L 2:i

PRINCESS ALICE Ip.Iy) 2:1

CHEROKEE l'RINCE(p) 2:1

IRENE (p.) 2:25

ZDezacter 3PriDCXc© is toy
KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.

Son of CLARK CHLEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:08M, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10tf; Spoflord
2:18tf; Company, 2:19$f; Fred Folger, 2:20J4 ; Bayoune Prince, 2:21}^, and twenty others In the 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17^ Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc., etc Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07>£
and of tne grandam of

KREMLIN 2:07&

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14,

Dam of
DEXTER 2:17^
ALMA 2:28%f
ASTORIA 2:29>g
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Sire of the dams of
GUY 2:10*1'

ROBERT McGREGOR 2:17M
HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27^'.

DEXTER PRINCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit aud wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - 8250, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege If horse Is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best ot

Electioneers sons.
fL.EA6A.vroX' 6 first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1 ; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
PLEASAIVTON is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893
With usual return privilege if horse

$50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
3 alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
M1LP1TA6. SAXTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:25^', sire of

W.Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Caesar, 2:16; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14,Vj. etc.;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino ; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 2:20!£, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal-

lah 15 fourth dam by Robert Bruce ( thoroughbred >.

825 FOR THE SEA80X

A retun «% ill be allowed the following season If the

mare pro* *.snot with foal, provided that neither mare

nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA, CAL.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Son of Imp. \ u.i rnlirin and the

Turf ttueeo, Idlewlld, liv Lexineton).

SIRE OF

! FLAMBEAU, WILDWOOD, SINFAX,

ELLA DOAN, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winners,

TO.IKTHKR Willi

MONDAY FINAL,
Son of Monday aud Lottie J., by Wlldidle,

Wilt, Makk tiik Season "i 1898 at

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM.
Santa Clara, Cal.

WILDIDLK'limltedtol0mares^ft2SOfor the season

!
MOXDAV FIWL " 20 " 75
Pasturage and best care taken of mares at $*; per

month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or
'escapes. Monev to he paid when mare Is served, and
In all cases before removal of mare from farm. For
farther particulars address H. €. JL'DSOrV*

' Care of Wm. Osborn, Box 223, Santa Clara, Cal.

( GlY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 2:11

Regal W likes, 5 1:W%
Alanna (p), 5 2:11>2

Muta Wilkes, A 2:H»4
Chris. Smith ;p),7 Jk\\%.
Hulda,4 2:14*,'

;
Hazel WilKes, 7 2:1-1*4

Una.Wilkes, _2:15

Lillian Wilkes, 3 2:17^
I fable Wilkes. 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18K
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20><

I

Lynwood wilkes, 2 2:20>5

| and 17 others In 2 30 list

I, CAHKIK M \l.o\l-.
Sister to

Chan. Derby 2:20

Steineer 2!i£9)£

{ Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13^
| Guy Wilkes.... 2:15M
! Wilson 2:16!4

So So 2:17M
and 75 others in the list

Lady Bunker
Dam of

El Mahdi 2:25Jrf

Guy Wilkes 2:15)5
William L

(Sire of Ax tell, 2:12)

Stelnway. 2 :25 3-4
Sire of

W.Wood (p) 2:07

Cricket (p) 2:10

Cresar 2:16,'^

Strathway 2:19

Chas. Derby 2:20
and 4 others in the list

I, Katy *i
Dam of

Chas. Derby 2:20

Steineer 2:29>:

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of

40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19)4

f STRATHMORE 40?,
Sire of

\ 42 in 2:30 list

I

L ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

FANNY MALONE, by

Grandam of Maud C.,2:19

DA.\TO\ MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect In conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is e

pure-waited trotter. He will be given a race record this tail.

SOTJDAIXr 5103, record, 2:27 1-2

SIRE OF M HI A £8), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (wire of Stamboul, 2:07&; Alcazar, 2 :20'h and 2fi others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab-
cock, dam of Elector, 2:21 Ji, grandsire of .foe, 2:2ft 1

[; Lady ii raves, ifani ol Nadjy, 2:2(1, and Sulwncid, 2:2(1 ' i.Soudon,
2:27' . sir.- of Nubia, 2:29' i >, by Hambletonlan 72.1lslre of fifteen 2:30 performers 1, second dam DuooIb mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. h. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect in
form, gen Hi.- in disposition, pure in wait and show great speed.

Both of these siallloos will make the season of 1893, ending July 15th, at $1D0, with usual return privilege, at

the Moorland Stock Farm, Mil pitas, Cal. Pasturage ?."i per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address D. J. MlJKl'HY, Moorland Stuck Farm. MllpltaH, Cat.

LANCELOT.

Breed to a Tried Sire!
AND

Own Brother to the Great Sires,

SIR MODRED AND CHEVIOT.

Imp.IDALIUM
WILL BE PERMUTED TO -Kll \ E

A LIMITED MJMBER OF
MARES AT

-:- $100 PER MARE.-:-
APPLY TO

JOHN CASSIDY,
t'olnt Lobos Road, about halfa mile west of Bay District

Track;
Or at theoflice of theBaEEDEEANDSPOHTSMAN.

SALADIN.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kindslf Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2 :26 1-2.

Sire of Ihe fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2;l2; Tom Ryder fjjj, 2:l7"i ; Belle Button
(P), 2:iy;<j ; Mabel H. (I), 2:20; Rosa Mac, 2:20 1, ; Lucy
B., 1'.1\yA \ Laura Z., 2:23!* : Logan, 2:23'4 ; Maud C,
2:29 ; Keboe. 2:29,'^ ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup mark?. Pedigree—Alexander Button fsbyAlexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler; second
dam a pacing mare, s. l. b. bv Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22';. ; Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie
Patchen, 2:27! j), by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27,

first dam Lady L'rum i dam of Gen. Dana, sire of dam
of Frank M., 2:17!4), by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breedlng-on
qualities.
Every performer sired by Alexander Button ia

out of non-standard mares at the time they wero
bred. No matter what mares he na> bred to every
colt from Clydesdales up could trot fast.

TERMS 3100 FOR THE SEASOY.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free of
charge. Good pasturage furnished at J2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Crnek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-balf miles west of Yolo Station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. W. WOODARD, Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION— I.AWELOT is a seal-nrown slalllmi, IG.1 hand* high. He tnia horse of fine conformation,
has a beautiful head and neck, hue loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart BlopIngahOUlderfl, line arms,
large Bl Wea and the very best ol feet and legs. In action he is pun -k'alU'd. Afl a three-year-Old hi- trotted quar-

ti ib |n 32 .... ondS, hut was Injured and placed In the Html. Ill* COltfl an all blood-like, large and fa* I trotters.

Several of thf-ni are eligible and will enter tin- 2:30 list Hi In fall. LancelOl In one "1 the BnTOSl of foal-getters.

I'KIMGKKE- LAM'KI.OT was Hired by the Immortal Electioneer (Sire of 182 In tin- list), darn Lizzie

Harris by tvunus; second dam by Arnold Harris. ComiiR, the aire of Llzsle Harrifl,wos a fun brother tolowo
Chief 628(1 Ire i if Corisaiide. 2:24 '-.,"and others j. His Sire was Bashaw GO, sire of 17 In the 2:30 lint, he by Vornol's

Block Hawk, dam Belle by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kenl mare, the dam or Hambletonlan
10 Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long inland Black Hawk, dam by Webbnrt Kentucky Whip, son of iiiackburn'M

Whip Long bland Black Hawk by Andr'-w .laekson, dam Sulllc Miller, by Tlppo Salh; Andrew Jackion, by
YOUUg Bashaw, BOD Ol Qrand Bashaw. Arnold Harrln, by Whalebone, dam HportxtnlstreBBIShe was mil of Cult,

by Medoc; second dam Ann Merry, bySnmpti-r; third dam (Ireclan I'rluepxs, by Ulnckburn'H Whip, and so OH to

the loth dam
The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,

DESCDBTPTIOR AND PEDIOBEB-ChastDnl staTHon, 16 I hand-. Ugh. By Nutwood BOO, Ihe Bf^test UjTns

sin-. First dam. Uv\\ i
Sp-eulation, so,, ot Kyilsyk's Hambletonlan; semi am. lady t Hey.

Brandam or Wesiern Girl, record 257J ;. Saladlnihas now a number of JwUngs and two-yearold col « all

showing Rreatuidformlty In slz-. style and rolnr. AH of Ibpm an -tost tr.,ti. .-. and -v-tii will trot I,, ...n l,K

vcar NutWOOd 600 2:18* by Belmonl 64, dam Ml« Kn--.H .<la Maud s., :<< ....by Pilot Jr.; s. I dam

Sally Russell, by Boston/ Satwno.ii th- n- of i.i n... 2 -.« in. i:--im h th.- ^ 1
.

1

- -n. ••

li-t and or 20 (.Ires Ol IMtrOttOTB, I.adv rtl-y.lr. Is by Hpeculallnn, darnM-ady Eth-v 2:^', Krandam n \\ est-

era QIrL 2i«7 . Sp.-enlatlon (SlTO of Crown Point. 2:21. Unifies., 2:22, ( tiiklniid Maid, J.J-, and lb-
.
urn', ol

Alfred li 2-19V and Wat'-rford 227. bv Hurnhletonlaii m. dam Martha \\ a-ldnuton • dam nf Hambh-innlan

7251, by SarVs Washlnirh.ii: h- i.v imrr'sNii m hy Vmini: Maml.rino. dam WiMU mare.l.y MamhriiK.

TKH.VlH i*.">0 KOIt THE KE \M»,\. fors<-rvlee of eaeb of thesr stallions. N o olln-r nppor ly I otl-T. d

breeders to obtain these blood lines at hu.-Ii prices. Exeellent ear- tak-11 ol mar.-, In any manner t hat owners

maydealroat reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Call onoraddrais, <. C bkmih. owner w-Mont-
gomery Street, or at private stable, First Avcuue, between Turk and kddy ^it^l*. when* colte anrt miles by

Can also be seen. * " • BROOKS. Agent.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 3:22 1-2.

Don Marvin Is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884

;

bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallls, 2:23 fsire
of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer; tirst dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22U, and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Victor, son of Belmont; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24. 1

2 , and Hebecca dam of live In 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner
Boy, 2:291s, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in

2:30 list) by Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodl, Cal., at §50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
In the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
blRED BY NUTWOOD, 2:18 3 4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15¥ hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nutwood,ofany stallion In California. First
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Qoldflnder, he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kale, by Grey 1 eard, rand
son of Imp. Messenget. Nutwood Hoy's opportunity in

the stud has been of the most limited desi-rlptlon. He
Is the sire of comparatively very few colts; everal of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for the 2:80 list this season. He is u square,
levcl-gaited trotter.and with only live weeks truck work
a year ago, trotted a trial In 2:28; last half in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed In training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "hill cinult" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Hoy will make the sea-

son of 1893 at Lodl, Cal., at £10 the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at |S per
month. Mures will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for aeeldonts or escapes, For
further particulars, or complete circulars, address

tilth. I. LOWELL.
Lodl, Cal.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safi' Sprr-dy and Po.ltHtCurfi

The HnVr.t. Bo.t BLISTER iv.tu.-J. Tnki-n

tho plnn. c.r l>H Itnlm.ni. I. r i, OUUOn.
II.tt ..in nil llun.-ti r llt.'Ti. I^li.-r. fri.m llor..-.
„'„"«-...ll... SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Jii.|.»»i'.lf luj.r.«liicf«airor6IVmulL

Kvory fr...t T lr. p.il.l is wnrraut.-.l to give pftttitfaclion

Prloo SI.BO POT l".ttl... Bold I.v dniBKlntn. or
ronlbTOxpros... olmrKi-. pnl.l. "ill. (nil .llrr. lloiu

lor Its use. SonJ lor aescrliitlvo clrculurB.^

TUB LA\YUKNrE-WIT.I.IAMS 1'P., TI'Ti'lnn.! O.

IMffiH
Business College, 24 Post St.

SA^ FRANCIBCO.

The moftt popular Bchool on the CouL
K. P. HKALD, ProBldenL 8. HALEY.Secy

»*-Sond for arculaia.
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THE MAGNIFICENT GRANDSON OP STOCKWELL

!

fj «m ^% W ^ ^F ft TJ TJ #1

S
1

'stockwell .....

(St. Lecrer and
2000 Guineas,
1852, and sire

of 6 winners
ol the former
event

Clntzelll
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

t The Baron
ist. I.eger and Cse-

sarewlcD and sire

also of Rataplan)

Pocahontas-
( Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
KnlqlH of Kars)

i Sir Hercules

I
Irish Birdcatciier \

(Sire of Knight of St, (.Guiccioll

J George and Warlock,
St. Leger winners)

C
Economist

(Echidna -<

(.Miss Pratt

r Sultan

(.Trampoline

C
Muley

1Clare

(Glencoe
(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 1834)

Touchstone
(Winner St. Leger,

1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836)

(Camel
(Sire of Lauucelot, win-
ner of St. Leger 1840)

.Brocade
(Oneol England's
greatest brood-
ma res)

(Whalebone

Iselim mare

( Master Henry
(Banter \

(.Boadicea

IrCastrelPantaloon <
(SIreofGhuznee, winner Cldalia
of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
(
Thunderbolt

Bombazine <
(Delta

The Peer
(Sire oi imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to Marchion-
ess.winner of

the Oaks)

Melbourne
(Sire of Blink
Bon"y,wlnner«if
Derby and Oaks;
TVest Australian,
trlplecrown win-
ner)

LCinizelli
(Dam ofMarchion-
ess.ThePeerand
Tb.n Marquis)

f
Humphrey Clinker
(Mre of Rockingham,

J
winner St. Leger 1S J

3)

[Morpeth's dam

fComus

(ciinkerina

( Cervantes

(.Daughter oflGolumpus

( Touchstone -

(SU Leger, 1834 ; Doncas-
t ter Cup, 1835 and 1836)

(Brocade

( Camel

(.Banter

(Trumpeter
(Sire of Dislin and
others)

I Orlando
(Winner Derby of 1844,

. { and sire of Imperleuse,
| St. Leger and 1000 G.)
ICavatina

r Pantaloon

( Bombazine

( Touchstone

'\ Vulture

( Redshank

1 Oxygen

( Melbourne
("West Australian J

(Derby,2000 Guineas and ( Mowenna, by Touchstone
i St. Leger, 1853)
I (Bay Middleton
(BayLetty 1

(Dam of Libellous) (.Miss Letty, winner of The

(Dam of Weatherbit)

6th dam—Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville 11th dam—Splletta, by Regulus (Godolphin),

7th dam—(Golden Legs' dam), by Buzzard, i2tb dam—Mother Western, by Smith's Son of Snake,

6th dam—Hornpipe, bv Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,
9th dam—Luna, by Herod (Tartar), 14t

10th dam—Proserpine (sister to Eclipse), by Marske, 151

Loval 'Devoir
(DamofCarac-
tacus)

L Letty West..
(Dam of Glorious)

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LOYALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among other

races, .of the Bruoswiek Stakes, 1\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time om
record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Only Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1884, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
steely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscular quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over ,( horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent poinl

in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, The Mar*
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost Int

Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, Tin
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners ; Marchioness (win
ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left theii

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in additioi

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as havinj

been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, one and a ha)

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Manypeople alway
contend that Lovalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding oi

the sire's side he has on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, il

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, th

latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loya
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus; the third dam, Letty West, produced Glorious,
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid raw
horses ; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long ; the fifth dan
Mi6S Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others tha

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great col

Cadmus ; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sin

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse firsi

the rest nowhere " fame.

-By Hautboy,
-By Brimmer.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MDREY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.
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Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.

O

6IDMSY4770

Sire ot Frou-
Froo, 2-25W,
champion year
ling trotter,
Fauata, 2:22%,
yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:14^f;
Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:ll>£;Gold Leaf,

2:11}<; Lady H.,
2:1 1; SlBler V.,

2-.IW, Thtetle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:30 1 1st

fSanta flaus 2000
2:17H

Sire of Kris Krlogle,
2:28 l4l San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28J4 ; bld-
ney, 2 19-V. and 5
others in 2:30 list

SweetnesH, 1-1

I

Trial, 2:20 x.-a=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893 AT EL iiK\E. OREGON.
{Hambletonlan 10

Lady' Waltermire

Z^y^-jr" ^am ^Marshall Keydams of 8 in 2:30 2034

[.LADY THOBKE JK (Williams' Mambrino
DamofMollieMack, ~\ tj- t

2:33; Navidad, 2:22^; <- luue

Santa Claus,2:17J£ ^TTamhlPtonlan in{VOLUNTEER 55
rtfammetoman iu

SL.5jrf « taWPitaF Dam of Sentinel, 2:29#dams of 16 In >:30 list rBdwflrd Everett 81

T ATW AfTTTJRTTT' i Sire °f 13 '" 2:30 and 8LAD\ MERR111 < sires and 16 dams
I By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
]

of 18 In 2:30

2:244£, and Buccaneer iTopsey

]

2656
1 Flaxtall 8132

TTM-5TTTV *r a rn J Sire of tbe grandams ofl.TiNSLE\ MAID t
FauaEi -yjM, aud Creole,2:20

I Fanny Fern

{Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

:j;i:; ,. 'Kismet, 2:24$j(,

Twister, 2;293j
Untraced

FLIRT
(trial 2:35,

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25M
fchamplon year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial 1,

wax; Geo. v.
(3-year old), 2:35

Buccaneer 2656
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer,2:26^

f
IOWA CHIEF 528

Sire of Corlsande,

[ FLAXTAIL 8132

Sire of Prairie Bird,
2:28 !;j; Empress, 2:29!<j:

M.ilni-liii Belle < and of the dams of
Dam of Fawn, 2:30'...,

trial, 2:2-2; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

(John Baptlste

I Fanny Fern

Gold Leaf, 2:ll'i,aud

I

Shamrock, 2:25

LLADY HAKE
SlBler to Fashion,^ dam of Prairie Bird

2:28X
DKSCRIPTlOiV AND TERMS.

Not only bi M>mo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the very bent-bred young stalllotiH In nervlce, having three oroSSQS of Hysdyk'n Hambletonlan, one of Harry
Clay, nlre of Green Mountain Maid ('darn Of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Huwk. Through Flaxtail

fca DtOOa to Cai>adlan Pilot tllrfl of Pllul Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire ot Rowdy Hoy, 2:13V, and two others

Bldney, BCeXOO'a --Ir.-, [a universally known und recognized as the best young she In the world, as a producer of
extreme Ppeed al an early Bffe. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than that of any of the get of the

twelve leading *Utlllnns ol America.
M.-ino trotted In public In his iwn v. ur-nl.l u.nn, fibtaliilng it record oi lit-lfl, though he was close to Grandee

In a nu.v on tin- Bay District trnck, the second heal of which was made in 2:31^, the Hr»t In 2:32. He exhibited
nal peed when thiee years Old, Cor on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2:20',, and fri'ijiicntly

botted q.aarten) iti from conas.
il>' 1 Exteen hatldl Nigh, and of powerful hulld throughout. His color Is a glOBSy black, with both forefeet

white. HiPt dlHpoKltlon In all that could he desired, and his ucllon supero. He Is n sure loiil-getter.

TBHMK ».%«». s.ii .rn t<> close August ImI. Good pastumgeal reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
for accidents or escape*. For further particulars address

UK. T. W. HARKIS, Eugene, Oregon.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
: SIEE OF :

FLORA M 2:10

J. B. (Joslyn) 2:20

l.l/./.IE F 2:22 1-2

CORA 6 2:27

ELECTRESS 2:27 1-4

Ai.KlT 2:26

ALLY Sl.OI'KR 2:28

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MORNING GLORY. .2:27

ELECTR1NA 2:25 1-4

NETTIE C 2:28

PLEASANTON 2:29 1

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-

ELLA M 2:28 S-
ora

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Produci

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L A. RICHARDS, - - Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oa!

RECORD, 2:26.

-:•-:'•-,

..2:55',
2:28.i

4
..2:16

..2:29

..2:22'.;

The Handsome Son or ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1&93, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALEOT was foaled April 13, 1887. He Is a hand-
some dark bay, two white fetlocks;stands 15.3 hands
aud weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect In disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the tinest
of "legs and feet, and Is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; his back is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy; he is stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mileover the Stockton track In

2:26. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TFRM^ ^Ifl FAR THF Q C A O fl U with the usual return privilege. Pasturage, $4 per month. Mares kept jl

I LIHUi), gJU run int. OUHOUn, any manner owners may desire, but no responsibility assumed foracclden
or escapes. For further particulars call on or address D. V> lH.li T(»A

, Manager, Orland, Cat. )

ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:26

J. R 2:20
Elector Jr.
Electrice ..

Electrlua .

Ella M
Flora M....
Leek....
Lizzie F.

Electioneer 125
Sire of

Sunol 2:08W
Palo Alto 2:08l(

and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

GtLBERTA.by Fred Low6
Sire of 2 2:"

II

and 6 others in
the 2;30 list.

NELLY NELSON

John Nelson 187
Sire of

Nerea 2:2Stf

Aurora 2:27

and the dam of
Albert W 2:20

(sire of Little Albert, u
2:10M).

Maggie, by Morgan Rattl

Sire of the dams of 32:P"

trotters,

ROS ELECriONEER - -

Sontag Mohawk
|

Kit m. Mill: OF MVK l\ Till. LIST. hiivi'K; MOHAWK DAM OF gKVK.V
Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDBKSS w. II. VIOIiET, P. O. Box 706 San Jose, CaL
Or F. H. IHHKK. 62C. Market St.,.H. F.

'

LOOK HERB

!

lilV UII.KKS SKRVH^B FEE IS $730
IYAI'\ WII.KKS. HISSOX.STAlVDSFOR^aO.

By lit * WILKES. Sire of 32 In 2:30 1lsl; 1st dam JAPA MAID, hy Irvlnitton ; 2d dnm
NAPA QUEEN, by Eugene Cuae'rly.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1ST TO JULY 1ST, AT
Tnrpey's Slnule, WfttHitnville. Timrwliiy, Friday and Saturday; at h'n'loa* Monday, TueBday 01

Wednesday, at 830 FOR THE SEASON.
PustuniRO ami host care taken of marcs, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return prl

Ickcs, provided liorse or mure does mit cbailKe ownei-stiip. E. W. DAVIbS, Aftenl. Wotsonville, tlal.

N. B.—Tbe owners of Napa Wilkes will give KIOOCo Hie owner of the flrstol bis get that makes a record

2:30 or better, 1375 to tbe second aud ©SO lothetblrd. This offer to hold good during present ownership of uol
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,n 6.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE YRS.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W, 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

\Ur\VOOD WILKES is a handsome
chestnut iu color, stands 15. 't bauds high,
Is level-headed, kind and Intelligent, ami
oue of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.
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GUY Wil.RES, 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

Rupee(p) 2:11

Alannah i;pj 2:11)6
Regal Wilkes- 2:11$,'

Muta Wilkes 2:14^
Chris. Smith (pi 2:UJ£
Hazel Wilkes 2:14^
Hulda 2:14*,'

Una Wilkes 2-1*

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

Geo. Wllke-, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes 2:13^
Guy Wilkes 2:1»J4
Wilson 2 1fi!4

Richardson, J. B 2:16V
Baron Wilkes 218
And 7-i others in the 2:30
list and dams of 63.

Lady Buuker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2:IBW
El Mabdi 2:25«
William Z,

(sire of Axtell (3> 2:12,
who sold for $105,000).

Eh

P

LIDA W..2:lt* 1-4-
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20,^
AL three years.

Xutwnod GOO. 2:18 3-4... J

Sire of
Manager. 2 093$
Lockbeart 2:13
Nutburst 2.14X
Betmout Boy 2:15
Nutplne „ 2:153^
And 96 others from 2:16 io
2 3o, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:l0*f (sold for
3125,000); Sabiedale (2),
2:1 -«^; Vida Wilkes (3),
2:l-t^': Myrtle (3j, 2:19;*;;

Nutwood Wilkes (3; 2:20^,
and 40 others from 2:1* to

(HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17' i', and

39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of Stamboul. 2:07'^
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of ueo. Wilkes, 2:22

,'MAMBRTNO PATCHEN
Sire of 21 In the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18J4.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19 :

; j i,

by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
in the 2:30 list.

BELMONT 64
Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:14;^;
Nutwood, 2:18^'; wedge-
wood, '2:19; Viking, 2:19!4,
and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

L MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08^;
Nutwood, 2:18^f ; (Jora Bel-
mont, 2:24 M\ Russia, 2:28;
and grandam of Kremlin,
2:075f.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The'following horses will make the Season at this Farm inl893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune .... F6 e, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Don Figaro 20,233 Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

I Belle.-
Dam ol

Ltda W 2:18M

(GEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27^(sire ot 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23)£ (sire of Lucy.
2:18*4; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07V6).

REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of Lida W. 2:18Vf

)

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27^1 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

2:11M).

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and ;a;balr inches
Igh.and Is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H., 2:271;; Mollie C, 2:37&, and several others
nocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18)j, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the
est strains of Hambletouian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
orses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

UflTF' You wl11 nardl >* realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedl-
I1U I u. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest oi sires,

. well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
Sdigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15.1-4, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
ood, 2:18^, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, behaving
nt In twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
ranot see bow one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions, Nutwood
Fllkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we^had everything but the possible nick and should get that
Ine times out often. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following season freeot service lee. Par-

desirlngthe services ot any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
« with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at ?5 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
,hay or grain, or both, will be fed at glO per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor
2Cldentsor escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal,, via broad guage
Ulroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
ave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st, 1893.

Young Stock. For Sale.
VISITORS WELCOME ANV DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
TOTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05f, and claimed to be the grandam of Arion,
(two Tears), 2:10f.

Jester D. 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th : after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everr
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cal.GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OP GUY WILKES,"

RA.CE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4

GUY WILKES
,

SABLE WILKES,

A few approved mares outside of those already en
gaged will be received at $750 each for the season"

Three-year-old record, 2:18.

twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

WIL DIRECT,

SABLE WILKES, 15 2 hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The
Moor; second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third" dam Kitty Kirkham ; by Canada
Chief; fourth dam by Farming's Tobe; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

Black stallion, three years old, 15.2 hands. Very
handsome, powerfully built, the best of feet and legs,

j

and a trotter lhat will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes,

|
who stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First

dam Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Reavis' Black Bird, sire of Vie H., 2:13} ; third dam
by Lancet, son of McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22J, and others. $100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

I

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

. animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the charge will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of SRrvice, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be

allowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

fi^
3* Horses pastured and given the best of care at §6 per month.

WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, Sao Mateo, Cal.

The Standard-Bied Stallion

Sount Anteeo
14,692

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OP

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COU\T AM KKH 14,692 Is a
mdsome i lark bay In color, with a star in the forehead
id two white- feel behind. He was foaled ia 1888, and
a remarkably good horse In every respect, and while

,' has bad but little training, he can easily show quart-
IB In 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
w record tb 1b year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,
rrord T.IC,U\ isire of James Madison, 2:171*. Myrtle <3)
19 ., Alfred G., 2 :19*4', Redwood, 2:2H.i,Maiidee,2:2-H.,,
hel Mac. 2 :2!J'.>, Sunset, 2:29 *,', Anteeo Jr., 2:20;*, An-
(0 Richmond, 2:2-J*.j, Electeeo, 2:29«, Eoline, 2:20,
am! M.. 2:2i> 1

'. and two others in the list). Anteeo was
edby Electioneer 125 1 sire of Sunoi, 2:08M, Palo Alto,

»X, Arion <2j 2:10^, Advertiser (Z, 2:16, aud 128 others
tbe list).

First dam, Countess 'dam ot Dawn, 2: 18 '.,', si rath way,
'.i, Morna, (trial) 2:28 and Young Countess, dam of
ichess, 2:18!-... Countess was sired by Hamhletoniau,
ifslreof Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,
mgfellow, 2:2451, and 10 others In tne llsl):second dam
y, a very fast mare.

IRMS, $60 FOR THE SEASON,K^e
of July, 1893. Excellent care takeD of mares in any
inner that owners may daslre at reasonable rates.but
responsibility assumed lor accidents or escapes,

ires may be sent to the undersigned. For Farther
rtlculars apply to or address

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SHIED BV SULTAN, 2:44, DAM MADAME BALDWIN (.Km of MAJESTER. 2:21; BAY ROSE, 2:201
»lre or MINI (> 3:27), By THE MOOR 870.

Private Stallion For 1808.
2; and PASHA.

STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE ™p™*«*TATiy
«%£ZA^&l^:* FAM,UB8 '"

For further particulars address

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.

11,404,

W. W. SMITH,
COLUSA, CAL.

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencirjg February

10 ana 6nding June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (WItb usual return privilege), payable ot end ol" Sermon 8lOO

m* T)T f\ was foaled 1889, Is a liandsomcichestnut In color, -.lumls t:.::
1

.. bands and In i-oiiloniiuimn,

A DJLiw disposition and action Is absolutely perfect. He Is B pUM tn.tt.T and will pel a murk close to

220 at that rail this fall. His record. 2:M '>, was made in bis second nnv on tlif fnrr and Is im mark of bis

speed as a pacer, ills breeding entitles him lo bi considered one of tbe mosi fhablonably-bred stallions in

America. He is by Chan. Derbv (record 2:20 In sixth beat), brother lit Btelneer, -:."»'
, by Stainway; dam Uerlha.

sister to Bayard Wilkes [record 2:16 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 238; second dam Bareena dam or

41arie, sire o"l Victor It., 2:20' ij, by liavard 69 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12 S on half mile track and 1.".

Hih.-rs in list
i

; third darn Ulandlna. dam of six product uk Ires, Including Bwigert and Kim: BOM), by Mum
brine Chief II; fourth dam BOTCb Mare [dam of Ho-allnd, 2:21 '

t
,and Donald, 2:27 ., by Parker's llr.-wn pilot,

sire of Bophronla, tjrandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chaa Derby, by Stelnway, dam Kaly o., dam of two in list,

bv Kieetioneer; second dam Fanny tfalone (grandam of Maud C.,2:18 , by Niagara (aire ol Fairmont, -:-- 1

, i;

third flam Fanny Wlckham, the trreal twenty-mile trotter, by Imp. Herald, out of n daughter of imp. Trustee,

etc Tbe greai broodmares KatyJO., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Ulandlna, Bnrcfa

Mare Lady Waltermlre and Fanny O., great grandam of Palo AJto, 2M tf, appear In thle pedigree, besides such
sii-eMi* Kleclioiircr, M< inway, AiCantAlA, WOO. Wilkes, Pilot .lr,, MamblinO Patrbcii.lHaiiibletoliian 10 and
Mambrino Chiel 11, and the Strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY & KIOH4HD8, Onnera, .... n .1 \ - \ \ I n \ \ i

Excellent care taken ol mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

.cfore. After.

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Hrmovlnu the llnlr.

Will your horst- Ik- more valuable*
Bend t2for large bottle, delivered, or

f 1 lor trial bottle by mall.

VV. P. \ ui M- . Mcrlden. Conn.

: aiwi roBSAXXBT:
J O*KANK,:07 Mnrki! sin.t.San Frnnrlsco.Cal.
MACK -v i i -., D ii From Street. San t rai

ll .1 HI i:m . lo".l Uroii-luiiv. < ink land, r til.

WOODA ui). CLARK A CO., Portland I ip

Samuel Valleau. Jab. R. Ubome.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoaxn Printers

AND DEAIJERB IN

I ool-Sellvn* and Book-Makrra' 0upplle«

401-408 Bansome Btroet, corner Sacramento
b»u Franrtnrn,
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders- directory.

OF ALL KINDS.
DOGS A SPECIALTY.PETS

dog;medicines.

COLLARS, :• CHAINS -:- AHO :• HARNESS.

IKFOBMATION BY MAIL.

B. STRACSS. 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

p "aU Deibv winners. Also;BILLY P. I
liner brother

to above: and other younger poppies. Have also a

nomber of English Foxhounds. Address

JAMES E. WATBOWj^

Or >'o. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

VETERINARY.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of tie University oi the State of New Tori.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN* GATE ATE. 712 BROADWAT ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 6596.

RESIT.EXCE-13J2 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

12 Golden Gate Avenue.

Examination Free.

RESIDENCE:

620 Octavia Street

Telephone 4522.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
510 GOLDEN GATE ATE., XEAR POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERTNART SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Ros

sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

~1)R. C. MASOERCT
"Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Telerinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
>o. 811 HOWARD ST.. S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

H. E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Gradoate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Veterinary Ixeiemaby,

331 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco

Take Sorter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.
«- OPEX DAV AND XI6HT. -«0

So risk In throwing horses. Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

SI. R.C.Y. S-, F.E.V.M.S
VETERINARY 8 1'RGEOS,

Member ol the Roval College of Veterinary Sni
geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the Citv and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Irifirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 529

Howard SL, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.O.V.S. A.R.Rowat.O.V.S,

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
oedar;avenub,

(Between Larklo and Polk and Geary and Post Sts

SAX FRAXC1SCO.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washington St., S. F.,

U hull*. file and Retail Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FllX LIVE OF FIBBING TACKLE

t\|i 'IMIHI'MIA- I. OOD-.

•^-Orders by mail receive prompt attention.

IF YOU WANT 'NF0RMAT10N ABOUT

AddrfM a letter orportal card to
Tlli: PRKSS CLAIMS fOJII'AVT,

JOHN WCDDERBURN, - - Managing Attorney,
P.O.B0I463. WASHINGTON. D.C.

PENSION'S PROCURED FOB
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Aho, «W BoMten andI Sailor. dl-bled In the lice of

dntvin :.-• r*-ir"lnr r . r ? . *mr<-
Survivor* of the Indian war* of 1832 to lft-12, and
thtir vridowa, now entitled. Old and rejected cUima
a epeclalty. Thousands entitled to higher rate*.

: r new law a. No charge for advice. No fee
unLUaucctwluL

Is the BEST in the

Market.

W
LARGEST STOCK OF

WREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co.,
605 Market st

O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW SA.NSOME.

no" :e S7V rv -a. c :kl ii e; .

ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC EEELS,
ENGLISH STREAM REELS.

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

OEYIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS.

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

|
Advertisements under thisheading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND cattle.

of this noted breed forsale at a
Dargain. or will exenange for cattle. Address J.
HJETNLEN, San Jose, Cal.

^nilTHFHEA U Young well-brei stock for sale0UU intrt TO. m. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses ained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address UTHEE FARM, GILBERT TOMP
ETNS, Proprie r, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PAnK STOCK FBRM.g ânTie
a
r

y
1 horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakw»*d
Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND BREEDING FMM.gSS£S^SF85
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17V, Homestake, 2:16^, etc).
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clay Dnke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17);
Grandlssimo, 2:27^ full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23^j. Stallions, br,jOdmares, fillies and car-

I

riage horses, the get of the above stallions, forsale. Ad-
! dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena,
Cal \

PPTFR ^AYP 2 <?fiy Lick Souse, San Francisco.
' TLI tn 0OAL a OUR, CaL—Importers and Breeders
!
for past IS years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds^eredySuSS
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

EP I
j
n C 910 H Street, Sacramento. Importer, dealer

Li LI U i_, and breeder of the very choicest breeds of
sheep, My flocks are considered superior to those of
any others in America. Representatives ot these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

THE PARKER GUN. R1NC0NADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred tnglish II i^h f-iced.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit m
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all t-ligible to registration.
Write for price*. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFKEI) KKALE,
Rineonada Stock Farm, MaYheld, Cal.4At* *

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask vonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Stice, Jacksonville, HI., says: "I
used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-

ing better for cuts,wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO..
S5S:Dearborn Street, Chicago, HL

J. OR WE. Aeent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

nnrciYnisfc* braided, barb^ss

PRKTi s Fence wire.
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLYABSOU'TELY SAFE Fence
Wire made. Very n'.n'fcfe xajorr to Stock impossible*
MadeofSo. 13SPRING STi-F.L Wire galw£ss5
Will not sag or break. Nearly doable the snvfJ^ci
of any other. Requires no stays. Rnns abouilS fee

to the pound. £ST Used by leading Breeders*.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
or address SCHODER. JOHNSON 4. CO., Los Angeles CbI.

HAWLBT BROS. HARDWARE CO., San Francisco. Cal

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

STEINER'S.
TO,' 1

No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAX FRANCISCO

-asi:v and quickly put op. Ask your dealer for It : ii

• does not keep it, write for sample and price.

IF POSSIBLE VISIT THE SPRINGS.
IF NOT ALWAYS CALL FOB

BARTLBTT "WATER.
HOTKI. AT BPBXSEOe HOW iPKN.

Ofllr-e 22 Fourth Strret.

Buy Direct and Save r,r
s
c

I
FORD MFC C0.338 WAOASH AVE. CHICAGO-

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 14S5. J. B. DICKEY, Prp.

~'7RECEPTTON,"
206 SITTER STREET. S. P.

Cnoice Xjiquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALT, NIGHT

J. >L PARKKR & CO

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF ATENT 1 MAKE

THIS IS OM! FOR CAMPING. 'Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

IV. \V. corner Kearny and Bush Street*,

SAX FRANCISCO.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

ALSO

AWNINGS, CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.
M. Vox Hagen Jr.,

Ill Clay Street. ... San Frnncisco.

S _jm_ RIPANSTABULESrt-plate;
• ^^BH^ tae stomach, liver and bowels, ana»
• /^j^NNlP111^7 ttcblood; are safe and effec-J
• A\\rH>K^B^jrual ;the hest- medicine known for

•

*{*< jid1
/^yin.iicrestjon. biliotLsness. headache.'

i^BaVyJS'LiVx conirifation, dysr.«;psia, chronicj
•^^—

^ liver troubles, dyseniery. bad com-»

J ^^^^^W pi,'3don,dizziriess.offerisive breath ^
J
^^^^ and all disorders of the stomach, 9

• hver and bowels. One tabule pives immediate re-#
#Lief. Take one at meal time. Sold bv Druppists. Aj,
• trial bottle sent bv mail on receipt of 15 cents •
• BrPA>*SCREiLl0ALCO..10SpruceSt„KewTort._«
••••••••••••••••••••^•^

'
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ARE YOU A
Hay Baler ? If sn, d.D yau. use nm? Patent

SJeelWirrQROSS HEAD?^
IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

— MADE ONLY BY —

THE Washburn & Moen Mfg. Cc.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and ro Pine Street.

Newmarket Patent Imurovefl Toilet Cliers,
' IVew Metal Hnudle.'

I 3*
= § =

| f

«

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. S3 by Mail.

For sale by all Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

Write for Special List.

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. X,
Manufacturer's Agent for TJ. S.

>*1A»S

'..-:*.

\:|i#*qhafv

8 if If

3 -_-ri^

111 l|g

• i

I ! ~~'*.i

Lyford's Impregnators. Book on Barren Mares, SI 00.

C. C. LYFORD, Minneapolis, Minn.

8E>D FOR

CATALOGUE

Mailed Free

GEM STEEL WIND MILL
WITH GRAPHITE BOXES.

NEVER REQUIRES OILING OR CLIMBING OF TOWERS.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than other mills that are oiled.

Prae'iualiy these mills require no attention. Truly a Gem, and worm i >

weight in Gold. It combines beauty, strenerth, durahi ity an.
I
simplicity.

( torerns itself perfectly, is easily erected, and is sold on its merits: In act.

It la tlie best mill on earth. They are geared back three toone—the wheel

makine three revolutions to one strokeot pomp—making ihem run in the

]i»htest wind or breeze. The mill is made entirely of steel and Cast Iron.

i - ,. I, one of onrGem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satisfactory. frei?hl

will be paid both ways, and money refunded. We also carry Pumps ot all

Hinds, Tanks, Pipe Kiliin--, Etc.

WOODIN & LITTLE, No. 312 MARKET STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO.

'-COlESfflS

^OSSlDlNEj
iLdaUiblc Cure

C
ALL

I TJoKrIiilai^an£iilsSoreSlins^c

KALBMAZOO FARM.RESULTS OBTAINED AT
.._ WELL-KNOWN

/?«i//«n«n:—Wc have used Cole's OBBldlneforthc po»t two yi>aM. and ron«ldcf

I TiirinluaWe for Sprung Tendons,CurbsJHngtone.MdSpavtai;ftere
Is nothing

,.(ii nls it- and for us it effected a r^nnancnt eon where flnnir fell*

..Ibvoneof the most MicccssfhlWIOl continent. " rl '" v «

^ornrmended it to others will like success, and believe Ii tuu more merit than

•niv Mister ever used. Vtrvi. ' .

i;aSzoo,MJch S. A. BBOWSE k CO., Feops.

ilssciontinc preparation is an absolute care for nil

Dips on horses, andisanwre power-
ut than -UriTir." without creatine the

» tc«.t blemish. After a few applications the excrcs-

ii pnlpablv reduced that even the sceptical

fiowlcd-e that it is bv f;ir the most valu-
• outward remedy f-.r horses ever invented.

f\ Bki | «•* preparation in the world that

Units! will remove a Bone Spavin
a It has become ossified.

F up In one style only. Price, $3.00 perbottle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
i PEARL STREET. BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eollst, etc., «&-
I hnvc tone used It In my stable., nnd lliul It In bo till thai.Is

claimed for It In removinccnllo,,. and nrninlliral l«„n er.,«tli.«ltll-

o,„ lcavinc the slifliict Wctntotl. From m. ex,..r|.. ,.•.•. I mat
trongri recommend Hie use ol Cole's Osaldlnc. and reel t ,.ntlt Is a

necessary adjunct to every stable. Xoun
""jJfggJ&iABI),

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

c. s. miTTFrrnj. 4.R.TM sfst » ro ..dr. ••.'"""iJK;

I.NBU5-FKTTKTT CO., Lauuvillt. Kyi,

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

1/VallacE'S YEAR BOOK San Francisco ana North

Pacific Railway.•-1892-«
PUBLISHED BY TMt

American Trotting Register Rss n
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libi^. . j

fcery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of tht
£ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febrr
an 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00__^Bu^rr

Tr.2 first volume will contain summaries of aii

authenticated trotting and pacingperfonvmnce?
for tSo;. with a complete index of places o-

trotting and pacing, and of performers' can 1

and records

the second volume wilt contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:

1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in
harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
iarness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer-
under their Sires to close of 1892.

5. Table o5 Horses, Sires of euro or m
Dams o* 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Marcs.

8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fasttot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages oi

valuable and authentic information in regard lw

the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vders will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, ihos-

wishing to receive the work without dela.

*tfould order at ence - Addresr

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STRbET, 6. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

Mil. i>ij\\iiir. BKOAIJ-l.ALl.K BOITK.

COMMENCING bUNUAY, Al'RIL, 16. 16v3, and un-
til further iHitk-f.rjoatr.aiid 1 ruins will U-avefrom and

arrive ai the Ban 1 laengei L»tpot, Murket-
street Wharf a»s follows:

From San FrancltCO Tor TlbnroD, Belvedere and
-"ii 11 .• t j, • 1

.

Week Days—7A0. 9.20. II. -0 it.m.: 1 : 1 M0, 5.05, 6.20 p.ru.
— s.OO, 9.30, 11.00 u.m.; 1.30, 3JU, &.00, 6.20 pan.

Fruni 1111 Hol'arl fur Han Francisco.
Week Days—6.2.5. 7..55. 9.3o 11 S0a.m.; LW.3.40, 5.06 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An Kxlra trip at 6.30 p.m.
Sundays—8.10, 9.-I0. 11.10 a.m.; 1.40, 3.-10, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.

From Tiburon to Sao ITranclaco,
Week Days—6.50, 8.20, 9.55. II .55 a.m.: 2.05, 4.05, 5^5 p.m.
Saturdays Only—Au extra trip at 6.55 pan.
Sundays—8.40. 10.05, U.8S sun.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30 6.55 p.m.

BY LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

NATIONAL

Trotting Association

Pacific Coast Bliod oese

Association

UITH BKTTISU Ht'LES.

National Trotting Ass's Rules 30cts.

Blood Horse Rules i Morocco bindingl 60cts.

For sale at the oliice of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training'

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a bflmlsome, three,

hundred pa?e oriavo, bounrl in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of (.HAKLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at I'alo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keeping,
raclag and breedin- trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of st.Rel, says of
this book: "In this work Marvin lias let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that

anv breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
n-l'ish fi.r bis business t.-.ui take a cill ;i- a yearliim and
develope to the highest ami fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and Shall

place one in the bands Ol every rubber OO our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.5*>. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
813 Bush Si., San Frun

NEVADA STAJiLES.
R. B MILROY & OO.

1330 and 1352 Market Street, 25 mid 27

Park Avenue, San FranclHCO. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full ilne of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

(or visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for boaid-
rrjg horses.

Telephone IVo. 3159

l,ea\ e
San Francisco DUfeXTNATlOK A rrive

san Franclco.

Wkkk
J>AVS

BUM-
DAYS

BUM- 1

Pays
j

Wkkk
LAYS

7:40 a M
3:30 pm
5:05 pm

8:00 am
9:30 a M
5:00 pm

Petal tima
and

Santa Rosai

10:40 a M
6:05 PM
7:30 pm

8:50 am
10:V a M
6J0PM

7:40 a m
3:30 PM

8:00 am

Fulton,
Win. Is,, r .

Healdsburg,
L'liiverdale

Pieta
Hopland

and Ukiab.

7:30 PM
10:30 a M
6:10 pm

7:40 am
3:3<i p M

8.-00 AM Guernevllle. 7:30 p m 10:30 a M
6:10 pm

7:40 a M
5:05 p M
7:40 a m
S-30 pw

8:00 AM
5:00 pm
8:00 am
5:00 p m

Numma and
Glen Ellen.

SebastopoL

10:40 a m
6:05 p M
10:40 a"
6:05 P

ft&O A M
6:10 PM
I0'^0 A M
6:10 pm

stages connect at Santa Rosa Tot Mark West Springs;
at Geyservilie for Skaggs' Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualala and Point Arena; at Cloverdale for tbeGewers;
at Pieta for Highland Springs, Keiseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeport and Rartlett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
pori; at Ukiah for Vichy Springs. Saratoga Springs,
Blue Lakes, Witter Springs, Upper Lake, Lakeport,
Willits, Canto, Orr's Hot Springs, Mendocino Citv, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Csal, Hvdesville and Eureka.
EXCURSION" TICKETS from Saturdavsto Mondavs.

to Petaluma, Jl.50; toSania Rosa, |2.25 ; to Heal^t-burg,
$3.40; to Cloverdale. 94.50; to Hopland, £5.70: to Ukiah.
16.75, to Sehastopol. *2.70: to Guerneville, $3.75; to Sono-
ma. 91.50; to Glen Ellen 91.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundays only, to
Petaluma, 91; to Santa Rosa, 91-30; to Heatdsbure. 92.25;

to Cloverdale, 93; to Ukiah, 94.50 : m Hopland. 03.6
Sebastopol, 91.80; to Guernevllle, J2.50; to Sonoma, *l; to
Glen Ellen, 91.20.

H. C. WHTTING. General Manager.
PETER .1. McGLYXN. Gen. Pass A Tkt AeL
Ticket offices at Ferry. 36 Montgome-y street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

IT'S IMMEX8B!
Mil 1 .1, BE DELIGHTED.

From No. 1 to No. 6 50 cents per copy
From No. 7 to end _.7S " " "

Olt i- 1 ll-l llllli: TO IT FOB THIS YEAH.
1 1 la published Reml-monthly during the racing season

and Is out 810 per year. Address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
:t I :t Hu-li hir.-.-r. . . Smn Franri.co, t'al.

Agenta lorGOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Fashion Stables,
221 ELLIS STRKET.

The best accommodations aflorded for the keeping ot

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Stock, I

wttn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE 00,*8

AGENTS.

us torclrcnlan>.

A WONDER.
IfO BCBBVTS >0 TOOLS

"i nave aocn it oaed ondtar w
ttlrt and

now. Boraemen prononnca I

r, and I endorse thet
opinion.-' ILLRH LOW K.

aJO"(. l, 1893

\>K TOB IT.

Slr»n 2 to i ot- Sent free paid on
receipt of |2.00 per pair. Write

Mill HIM tok w ikIi;ht CO.

.

Martln>vl!le. Iiullniia

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for Hie most obstinate cases of fJonorr-

l (Jlect, No other treatment

rr*qulrrd. Non-poisonous NoStrlctunv
Sold by ALL

dniirsri-ii*. J. Fern-, (successor to Bxou),

1'buru.Ott.^D. rarl3.
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Horse Boots,
Pine Hetrness,

T XJ H. IF1 C3- O O 33 S .

J. A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speedwg ol the Track

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses.

These Carts

Tals.e tla.e> XieacSI. .

IF TOTJ WANT TO SUCCEED WITH
YOUR HOUSES BUT

BILZ'S IRAIMJ1S. SPEEDI.YG AjVD
COMBINATION CARTS,

COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS
Tbey are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzelk

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil lon-psr and nn.

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled -Quality and Style. ->** «=— «t« u« «rm.
eou.onges,,sntl a»

Pronounced by the leading drivere^and trainers to be superior to any others in the market

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. In ordering carts please statelsize.of axle and height of wheels.ALL GRADES. ANY PRICE.

J. A. McKBRBON, - Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

J.O'KANE,
HICKORY WHEELS,

PACIFIC COAST AGENT
FOR THE

Hickory Wheels with Pneumatic Tires

per pair f"5 00

Attachments to fit any style sulky 15 00

Putting on attachments, painting

wheels to match sulky 10 00

Total i complete on sulky) 10° °°

Wire wheels $15 less.

Wheels furnished separate to dealers.

With Ball Bearings

And Pneumatic Tires.

Horsemen should all get their orders in

early, as it will be impossible to get wheels

late in the season on account of the great

demand.

Also tor Toomey's New Sulky. The sup-

ply is already running short and orders have

to take their turn as they come in. Do
not delay.

SPECIAL PRICES THIS SPRING
ARE:

Electric Bandages 8 1.51

MofTalt Leather Track Harness -10.OO

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

it vii. effectually- heal all sorenead from corns'
reeled l ' " l| i,r packing made from animal or vegetable

mnetural heaj and disease In the foot. Spelterine
' Burgeons and Horsemen. Write for circular, Address,SPBLTERINE OO.,

1954 Howard Street. San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST. A. G.

Largest Carriage Factory in the World.

Largest Consumers of Leather in the World.

Latest Improvements and Lightest Expense.

Latest Styles and Largest Sales.

Lightest Running and Longest Wear.

Least Repairs and Least Vexation.

Lowest Prices, Quality Considered.

Light, Neat Repositories at

^9 and 31 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO,
400 and 402 TWELFTH ST., OAKLAND

GLENN, Manager,

L
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Long Shots Capture a Number of Races—St.

Patrick "Wins Two Days in Succes-

sion—Col. Burns Makes a Big

Clean-TJp—All t£e Events

Described.

NINTH DAT—FRIDAY, MAY 12.

SERIES of unpleasant surprises made

the talent extremely tired this

afternoon, especiallywhere the de-

spised St. Patrick made the great

odds-ou favorite, Abi P., look like

a native of Suckerdom. Volta, a

12 to 1 shot, won the first race

easily, the favorite, Connaught,

managing to finish third. Clac-

quer, ihe second choice, got away

badly, aud was fourth at the wind-

up. Jennie Deane, the Sir Modred-Echota filly recently

leased of Charles Kerr by "Daggie" Smith, won the second

race, for two-year-olds, five furlongs, easily, Button and

Vivace making a dead heat of it for second place. Kemus,

the much-touted, ran well for nearly three-eighths of a mile,

and then finished last. Inkerman, a well-played favorite, led

soon after passing the half-pole in the third race, and won
with ease by two and one-half lengths, with the despised Mero
second and Broad Church (for a time equal favorite with

Inkerman at 2\ to 1) third. St. Patrick, backed to win a

comfortable little fortune by Col. Dan Burns, led from start

to finish in the fourth race, one mile, at odds of and 8 to 1,

and won very easily from the whipped-out Abi P., who was at

1 to 3 most of the time. Orville Appleby, who has no supe-

rior as a trainer on this coast, was contident St. Patrick would

win, and was presented bv Col. Burns with a ticket on the

horse reading: "600 to 100 St. Patrick (straight), 100 to 100

(place)." The closing St. Patrick odds were 3 to 1, so that

one can easily imagine that the Judge McKinstry gelding

was well backed for this race. " Kid" McCarty is credited

with making the pencilers several hundred dollars poorer by

St. Patrick's win. Lodi and little Joe Harding had a warm
struggle in the last race of the day, the last-named opening a

daylight gulf on bis field that was truly alarming to form-

players. However, Lodi collared the pony cripple about 150

yards from the wire, and then went on and won by a neck.

Annie Moore, the odds-on favorite, finished a sickly seventh.

For quite a time it was 2S to 1 each in the lirst race, eleven-

sixteenths of a mile, against both Connaught and Clacquer,

with Angelo third choice at 4 and 5tol. Clacquer, however,

went to the post at 3 to 1. There was a great plunge on the

black John A. gelding in the Reavey stable, and a tip of fair

proportions was propelled through the exiled atmosphere on

Volta, who was at 12 to 1. After a long delay and several

breakaways had been made that did not cause much applause

from the male portion of the audience, Angelo got ofi" a

neck in front of Volta with Samantha a close third and Con-

naught fourth, (lacquer was clacqing his disapproval of

the send-off' in sixth place, and getting worse as the seconds

rolled around. Volla was electrifying her backers, mean-

time, by the velocity with which she propelled herself to the

front. She led Angelo into the homestretch by a length, and

Michael was two lengths from Connaught, who had run rap-

idly up from fifth place, past Samantha and Miss Adda. Vo'ta

was not bothered, and though both Angelo and Connaught

made meteroic rushes at the end, the Merced county mare

won by half a length from Angel", who came up on the in-

side. Connaught, coming like a shot, was third, three parts

of a length behind Angelo. The claim of foul against Volta

made by Jackson, rider of Angelo, was disallowed, as it was

clearly nonsensical. Time, 1:10.

Jennie Deane opened favorite at 9 to r> in the second race,

five-eighths of a mile, and closed at 6 to 5. Remus, Vivace

and Polaski were at 5 to 1 each, the others from 8 to 30 to 1,

the latter being Button's price. Remus led Jennie Deane a

length until about 100 yards from the three-quarter pole,

when the favorite took command and Remus fell back as if

he had been shot. Jennie Deane won easily by two lengths.

Button and Vivace had a hammer-and-tongs contest from the

drawgate, and finished in a dead heat for place. Time, 1:04,

Inkerman went to the post favorite in the third race.

Broad Church was well thought of at 24 to 1 and Nellie G.
at 3. A sizzling tip was out on Regal for place. The race

was at six and a half furlongs. Nellie G. led at the start

and passing the half-pole by a head, with Inkerman (fourth

away) second, a head srom Charmer. Inkerman drew away
soon afterward, leading Nellie G. into the homestretch by a
solid length, Regal third, close up to Nellie G. Nellie G. fell

back badly in the straight and Inkerman had an easy victory,

winning by two and a half lengths. Mero came with one of

his cranky bursts at the close from sixth place, and beat

Broad Church by a trifle over a length for place honors.
Charmer was fourth, half a length behind Canny Scott's

brother. Time, 1:22.

Fourth on the day's programme was a mile race that close

figurers on racing matters said Abi P. couldn't lose unless she
fell down, and the mare was considered quite sure-footed.

This being the case, money rolled in on Abi, who was at 1 to

S. A fashionably-dressed, medium-sized man with a cigar

cocked jauntily out of his determined-looking mouth sauntered
across the track and scanned the unbeautiful shape of St.

Patrick, who, like the singed cat, is much better than he looks.

Orville Appleby, who controls the horse named for Erin's

patron saint, was closely examining the gelding's limbs, and
when Col. Burns arrived informed that gentleman that he
believed St. Patrick would, if played well, separate the inno-

cent bookmaker from a large wad of money. Col. Burns
plunged into the sea of speculation, situated northwest of the
saddling paddock, and held up hie, tiuger to the watchful
pencilers as he strolled up and down the shores. Some of
shouters of odds hushed as they saw the Colonel approaching,
and wiped the odds off into the seething sea of nothingness.

Had they not done this a breaker would have struck some of

the frail crafts that would have sent some of ihem on the
rocks of the sea of finance. At any rate, Col. Burns backed
the son of Judge McKinstry to win a very respectable sum,
variously estimated at from $5,000 to $10,000, the odds he
received being 6" and 8 to 1 and even money for place.

Initiation was at 6 to 1, Folly at S, Vanity at 20.

St. Patrick was quoted at 3 to 1 at the close, Abi P. 2 to 5.

To a good start St. Patrick was sent to the front by little

Weber at once. He darted across the track, taking the pole
from Vanity, and soon opened up a gap of three lengths on
Folly, who was running a length in front of Abi P. After
passing the half-pole St. Patrick even lengthened the space
of daylight. Folly fell back nearing the three-quarter pole,

and Abi P. took second place. Whipped nearly the entire

length of the homestretch, Abi P. could never catch St.

Patrick, who, eased up quite a bit, won, amid the shouts of

his friends, bv one and a half lengths, Abi P. second, five

lengths from Folly, who was third. Vanitv was fourth and
Initiation last. Time, 1:43|. Orville Appleby was correct

in his estimate and happy.
Annie Moore, with Johnny Weber up, was played for all

kinds of money at 4 to 5 in the last race, eleven-sixteenths

of a mile. Lodi was backed down from C. to 1 to 2 to 1. Ida
Glenn, too, had many friends. A Long delay was had at the

post through tiie tantalizing actions of Joe Harding and
Mount Carlos. When the flag fell the little cripple, Joe I lard-

ing, went to the front like a quarter-horse, leading Lodi two

lengths at the half-pnleand three lengths in the homestretch,
Mount Carlos (seventh away) third. A sixteenth from home,
even, it looked as if Harding would win comfortably, hut

Lodi came up like a flash less than 100 yards from the wire,

and collaring the tiring Joe Harding, who was under whip,
won bv a neck easily, Joe Harding second, one and a half

lengths from Mount Carlos, who was bill a nose from Ida

Glenn (coming fast) at the finish. Time, I 09

ka< El 60. Ba^ in mid Track, Friday, May 12,1808. First race,
sell int:, puree 1800, for mutd I n ire 1 Lines since

.i t, allow od s lb .; U unplaced, El lbs. The winner to be
-1,-im,; ii [,,, i. i H.. nil" ">> in :'i'Hi, iIm-ii .; IN .. lui .'u.'ii

|i d$ioo. ' and n ''' ""
Previous
Race, No, tarlei , Jocke: and i

I I Si

in vni.TA,:; i King. 105, tjlJOO), 12 tol
'

161 ANGELO, 3 (JacttBOn. 105,1700), 4 to 1 t 2 2 2
UGH r,8(C. Weber, 98, 8SO0 . 2« to 1 15 8 * 5

Ml n..\<'ji i.i:. 3 i. Mi
| ,10 > 1 8 8 1 I

i io wai.i KK OVERTON, a (C. Clancy, no, i3ooj,w
to I - 9 9 9 9 5

13 SAMANTHA,* ruhervlllo, 87,|200i. lbto 1 8 I 5 8 8

100 JOHN A, reldlnjr. 4 1 Burllogame, 107, WOO), tol.... t fi » ' '

— MISS \ hi 'A. ii (Donnlhan, 102, 8200), 10 to l 5 4 4 4 8

146 McOINJiLS' IIK-i 10 i 8 7 7 9 9
I

-
i i

Won handily. Winner b fby Dick O'Neal, dam by imp. Kelpie. En-
tered by on oei i larden I H I

^uibie.

RACE I57.-Second race, purse 8300, for maiden two-yea r-nli Is. One lb.
allowed for each beating since March 3 1st. If beaten lour or more times
and not placed second, allowed b lbs. additional ; nut third, 5 lbs. ad-
ditional. Five furloogs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. % % H Fin
90 JEN\IE DEANE (C. Weber, 105), 6 to5 3 2 1 I 121

118 VIVACE (J. Weber, 114), 5 tol 6 5 5 5 2UU
152 BUTTON (Peters. 105), 30 tot J -14 4 2 d h
152 POLASKI IC. Clancy, 108 j, 5 to 1 7 7 7 7 4
152 HAPPY HAND I King, lllj. 20 to 1 5 G 6 6 5
34 MORVEN (McClane, I15J, 15 to 1 8 « 8 8 G

132 SOLITAIRE (Burliugame, 117), 8 to 1_ 4 3 3 3 7
132 REMUS (.Miller, 119), 5 to 1 1 12 2 8

Time—1:04.

Won easily. Winnerch fby imp. Sir Modrud—Ecliota. Entered by
owner Oakland Stable.

RACE 158.—Third race, selling, purse §300. The winner to be sold for
81,800 ; if lor less, l lb. allowed for each §100 to 8900 ; then 3 lb.;, for each
*liX)to*100. Winners of three or more races since March 31st, 7 lbs. ex-
tra. Six and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. % % H Fin.

144 INKERMAN, a IW. Clancy, 115, §1,200), 2 tol I 2 1 1 12'.
I

•148 MERO, 5(C. ( lancy, 103, §600 1, 20 tol 2 6 6 6 %\%\
142 BROAD CHURCH, a (Miller, 115, §300), 2'a to 1 fl 5 5 5 8 £1
144 CHARMER, 3 (C. Weber, 100, §1,4001, 7 tol 3 3 3 4 4 "

145 NELLIE G-., 6 (J. Weber, 111, §l,000i, 3 tol 1X22 5
•114 REGAL, a (Burlingame, 103, §600), 8 to 1 5 4 4 3 6

Time—1:22.

Won easily. Winner b g by Ironclad—Alice. Entered by W. P. Pine.

RACE 159.—Fourth race, selling, purse §300. For horses that have run
and not won since March 31st. The winner to be sold for §1,500; If for
less, 1 lb. allowed for each 1100 to $1,000 ; then 2 lbs. for each §100 to §100.
One niile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St \,

;

. \, II Fin.

148 ST. PATRICK, 4 (C. Weber, 104, 8500), 3 lo 1 111111 I *-c 1

148 ABIP., 4 (Miller, 117, Jl.5i.0i, 2 to 5 3 4 3 2 2 2of
148 FOLLY, 4 (J. Weber. 112, §l,0D0), S to 1 2 2 2 3 3 321
135 VANITY, 5 i BurlliiKame, 104. §300i,20 tn 1 5 5 5 4 4 4
148 INITIATION, 6 (Williams, 114, 9900), 6 to 1 4 3 4 5 5 5

Time— 1:43 If.

Won easily. Winner b g by Judge McKinstry—Viola Rea. Entered by
owners Encino Stable.

RACE 160.—Fifth race, selling, purse §303. The winner to be sold for
§1.200; if for less, 2 pounds allowed for each' f100 to 1600; then 4 pounds
for each §100 to §100. Winners since March 31st to carry 2 pound- extra
for each win. Five and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. 61 % V H Fin.

155 LODI, 6(Bozcman, 106, §400), 2 to I 2 2 2 2 1 n
140 JOE HARDING, 5,1 Doiiallmil. iU, §200>, lo tol 1 I 1 1 211
151 MOUNT i'AKLns,s (F. Narvae/.. 1 1 2, $700), 12 to I 7 3 :t ; a OB
140 ida GLENN, a (Peters, I00,(4ooi.0 to i 3 1444— YOKEL, a ill. Bo/.i'tuaii, 125, S1.21HV, :5li lo 1 K 7 7 7".
151 JOE HOOKER .111,, a iltuimwull. HI. §200 i. 15 In 1 6 6 >i 8
121) ANNIE MOORE, I <.l. Weber, 1 11, fs(X)j, 3 lo 1 1 5 5 5 7

145 CODY B., ft (ShftWB, 106, $400), 50 to 1 B S 8 8 8
Time- 1 :iil< ,.

Woupasiiw Winner bg by Ed. Parkinson—Sister to Nell Flaherty.
Entered by ». B. Smith.

TENTH DAY—SATURDAY, MAY 13,

Tliis was another day of surprises, only one favorite get-

ting the verdict. The sky was cloudy and a very hard, raw

wind blew during the whole afternoon, chilling every one of

the 4,000 persons present that did not secure a liquid Bobsti-

tute for an overcoat. Never in the memory of 'Frisco's most

ancient resident was such an exciting finish seen in ;i race M
the one finally won by St. Patrick. Steadfast, on the out-

side, was catching the leaders, St. I'atiick and Broad < hureh,

at every stride (after beiuy sent away to u frightful st:irt |,

when the trio went under the wire less than two i

m B game, driving finish. To the writer it lo

Patrick, in the middle, had won by the scantesl of margins.

Many clamored for a dead heal between the three. After a

few moments' deliberation, however, the judges declared that

St. Patrick and Broad Church had run a dead heal and that

Steadfast was third. From i he run Steadfast made from a

position close to the rear < to a wry bad start i we very much

incline to the belie! thai he would have won easily h

Bag fallen to a creditable end-ol Little Finnic, St.

.

clever young pilot, fell so badly over nol winning thai tears

bed imined his baby eye. II. 1 b conscientious, en

little boy, and will makes fine rider, in the run-off St. Pat-

rick, going to the fronl without delay, woa easily by three

lengths in h43| (official time), bul io i
I rig to a

; horsemen , They also claim the Brel b<

down at L43|, was really run in M3 flat.

orville Appleby's chargt -. Little Eeneransa and St. I

both by. Iu. lee Mi Kin-try, did wonderful work, ai

trainer should be proud.

The Him race, nail :i mile, saw the star sprint, i

Coast come together, with the<*mall exception of Apiil I
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Geraldine and Ked Dick. Gypsy Girl ran the distance last

season in 0:47A, Cyclone had quite a number of times run in

0:48 or close to that mark. >ellie Van had shown a private

trial better than 0:4S, while Redlight was thought to have

the ability to beat 0:48 a trifle under favorable conditions.

Thornhill. the Cheviot two-year-old, had shown great speed

in bis work—in fact, not one of the eight contestants were

out of the hunt, in the opinion of the talent. Gypsy Girl was

ao even money favorite, Redlight next in favor at 5 to 1.

Several times the horses broke away, and some ran about an

eighth of a mile before they could be stopped. Once they

were under way and fairly well bunched, yet the flag did not

fall in token of a go. " He never will get them up as good as

shoaled a number of the watchers, and they were

eminently correct. The horses, with the exception of Thorn-

hill, lined up pretty well, but that youngster's head was turned

in tlie wrong direction and he was back over a length when
the bunting cleft the atmosphere. Thorohill's backers were
greatlv enraged, and declared themselves robbed by the

starter. The start was certainly not a creditable one, and a

fair send- oft* in such a race meant everything. Mountain
Boy, Cyclone, Nellie Van, Redlight was the order as they got

under way, with Thornhill eighth, last and out of it, burning

up the money of his admirers. Nellie Van, always remark-

ably quick on her feet, dashed to the front at the end of the

Gist sixteenth, and Redlight came out of the bunch. The
pair came into the homestretch a length apart, and the bal-

ance of the field did not figure at all. Redlight drew up to

Nellie Van near the drawgate, and her rider went to the bat.

Head and head they came along, but Redlight was under a

pull. Passing the finishing-point, on the uneven stride, Red-
light had an advantage of perhaps two inches—a too finely

drawn finish, perhaps, but nevertheless be won. Nellie Van,
second, was a trifle oyer a length from Gypsy Girl, Jack the

Ripper fourth, Thornhill, the unfortunate, fifth, Mountain
Boy sixth, Happy Day seventh and Cyclone last. Thornhill

ran a much better race than the winner, considering the

start. The time, 0:50}, occasioned much surprise, for while

a strong wind prevailed it was expected the half-mile would
be ran close to 0:4SA.

The Brutus—Ariola colt was a well-played favorite at 7 to

10 on. Gordius, Dan Miller's Argyle-Gerhardine youngster,

out for the first time in public, was, on the strength of speedy
private trials, backed down from S to 1 to 2 to 1. The favorite

led Seaside by over a length into the homestretch. Warrago
was third, and the " green n one was fourth and last. An
eighth from home, under Johnny Weber's vigorous riding,

Seaside got on even terms with the Ariola colt, who soon
gave up the race, and, under whip, just beat out the fast-com-

ing Gordius ^ scant half-length. Time, l:02f. Seaside won
easily by two lengths, and it was by most persons considered
an astonishing reversal of form. The matter should be
looked into, and if Seaside has been run in a crooked manner
the parties to such a job should be severely punished—kept
off race courses for life.

Little Esperanza, Tigress and Sir Reel came together in
the fourth race, one mile and 50 yards, and Tigress was se-

lected by a majority of the heavy bettors to win. Esperanza
was backed down from 9 to 5 to 7 to 5 at the close, Tigress re-

maining at even money and Sir Reel receding from 2 to 1 to

3 to 1. At the fall of the flag Tigress went out and set a
merry pace, leading Esperanza a length at the quarter-pole,

Sir Reel trailing two lengths behind the little chestnut pony.
Tigress was a length and a half to the good at the half-pole,

and but a length into the homestretch, £ir Reel only a length
behind Little Esperanza. An eighth from home Esperanza
had Tigress beaten, and coming on in thegamest fashion, won
by four lengths from Sir Reel, who quite easily disposed of

Tigress, whom he beat half a length. Time, l:44f.

A mile race, with seven starters, followed, and the fleet

Solitude, opening at 6 to 5, was backed down to even money
at the close. Steadfast was also heavily played, opening at 6

to 1 and closing at '2X. St. Patrick and Broad Church were
at 8 to 1, Nellie G. and Wyanashott 10 to 1, Lady Gwen 20.

The start was one that the veriest amateur need not be proud
of, Broad Church and St. Patrick being off necks apart, Nel-
lie G. over a length behind the pair, the rest strung out, a
dozen lengths perhaps separating the leader and last horse,

Wyanashott. Solitude, the favorite, against the rails, was
fifth and Steadfast sixth. St. Patrick led Broad Church a neck
passing the quarter and half, with Solitude, interfered with at

the start, third, four lengths away, Nellie G. fourth, a length
behind Solitude, then Steadfast, a couple of lengths further
behind. Soon after passing the half-pole little Kinnie went
to work on Steadfast, who then passed Nellie G. and Solitude
and crawled up inch by inch on the leaders. Broad Church
was a head in front of St. Patrick at the three-quarters, but
St. Patrick was first into the straight by a head, Broad Church
second, over three lengths from the game son of Narcola. All
the way down the straight St. Patrick and Broad Church ran
heads apart, with Steadfast gaining but apparently out of the
hunt. Kinnie called forth all the powers of Steadfast at the
drawgate, and as the trio neared the wire there was not the
width of a hand separating the three. Steadfast was on the
ouUide, Sl Patrick in the center and Broad Church on the
inside. St. Patrick appeared from the press stand to have won
it by perhaps an inch, but after a moment's deliberation the
judges declared it a dead heat between Broad Church and St.

Patrick, Steadfast third. No one outside the judges' stand
could neparate them, and while many wanted to see theofficials

declare it a dead heat between the three, believing Steadfast
would win, the decision was met with favor. The time given
oat was 1:43}. Nellie G. finished fourth and Solitude fifth.

In the run-off, which took place after the last race, it was
4 to 5 at the close and take your pick. St. Patrick went to

the front without delay, led all the way by a big margin, and
won easily by three lengths from the whipped-out Broad
Church in 1:43) (official}, 1:42A (unofficial). Col. Burns lost

heavily on Broad Church.
Hike S. wne an oddft*OD favorite in the fifth race, four and

one-half furlongs, The Lark next in favor at 2 to 1 at the
close. Realization led Tillie S. at the start and passing the
three-quarter pole by a head. Then Tillie S. took charge of
affairs, when The Lark, coming with a wet sail, gave her the
go-by a little over a sixteenth from home and won easily by
a length and a half, Tillie S. second, two lengths from Reali-
zation. Time, 0:56 j.

In the Lime Kiln I lob Suburban, mile and fifty yards,
colored pilots,Uevolver (Chauncey Treadwell up i,was a favor-

ite at 1 to 2 and 3 to 5, Red Cloud and Green Hock at 3 to

1 each, Nipper, Monte Bello and Wild Robin at 30 to 1 each.

Revolver, well-ridden by Treadwell, led all the way, winning
by three lengths from Red Cloud, who, with "Hod " John-

up, was nearly dead as he passed the finishing-point.

Green Hock, three lengths behind Red Cloud, was third,

St M H Fin.
.4 2 2 ins
.3 1 1 2 1M

1

Nipper fourth. Monte Bello was last, only about an eighth

of a mile behind when Revolver passed he judges' stand.

Time, 1:49 jk Chauncey Treadwell, Revolver's rider, has never

lost one oi these welter-weight races, and was several pounds
better than every rider in the race, with the possible excep-

tion of Williams.
St

m
IfMARIES OF SATURDAY'S RACES.

RACE 161.—Bay District Track. Saturday, May 13, 1S93.—First race,

selling, purse foOO. The winner to be sold for 51.20U; it for less two
pounds allowed for each 3100 down to $600: then five pounds foreachSUO
down to jlOO. Winners since March 31st to carry two pounds extra for

each win. Haifa mile.

Previous
Race. Xo. Starters. Jockeys and Closing Odds,
"lol REDLKJHT.i J. Murphv, 116, £600), S to I—;

63 NKLUE VAN. 4 J. Weber, 113. $900), 3 to 1..

1*! GYPS^ GIKL.. a [Oapps,120,SJ,000j, evens a

•Ii5 JACK THEKIPPEK.a Kppersou, 120. $1,000,. 15 to I 5 5 4 4

147 THORNHILL. 2 L\ \WK-r, vv *l.2'>i . * to 1 S 6 6 5
151 MOVNTA IN' Buy. 5 'H. Smith. 105, $500-1,30 to 1 * 3 5 6

HAPPY DAY. 5 W. Clanrv. 122. 912200), 15 to 1 7 7 7 7

CYCLONE, a vBozeman, 116. $1,000), 30toi -2 S 8 8
Time—0:505f.

Won easily. Winner b g by Little Alp— nntraced. Entered by A. Ber-
trandies.

RACE 102.—Second race, purse 3300. for two-year-olds. Winners of two
races since March 31st to carry three pounds extra: three, five pounds;
four or more, seven pounds extra. Those beaten since March 3lst al-

lowed one pound for each beating : if beaten four or more times and not
second, allowed five pounds; not third, five pounds additional. Five
furlongs.

Previous
Race. No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J* X H Fin.
147 SEASIDE J. Weber. 120,. 3 to 1 2 2 2 2 121

"147 BRUTrs-AP.IuL.Ao.il Miller.123), 7 tOlO 1 111 12J£l
GORDIUS 'Epperson, US'. 2 to l _ 4 4 4 3 3

147 WAKRAGO (W. Clancy, 115), 8 to 1 _ 3 3 3 4 4
Time—1*2M.

Won easi'y. Winner ch f by imp. Mariner—Marin. Entered by P.
Siebeuthaler.

RACE 163.—Third race, handicap, purse 56OO, of which §100 to second
and $50 to third. Eutraut-e S25, Slu it declared. Entries closed Thursday,
weights and declarations Friday. One mile and fifty yards.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St )i -5 ± H Fin.

"153 LITTLE ESPERANZA. 4C. Weber, 95), 7 to 5_ 1 2 2 2 2 141
•150 SIRREEL.3 Burliuirame. 99i. 3 to 1 -2 3 3 3 3 2^1
•149 TIGRESs.o [Taylor, 96)jevens. 3 11113

Time—1:44 if.

Won easily. Winuerch m by Judge McKinstry—May D. Entered by
owners Encino Stable.

RACE 164.—Fourth race, selling, purse $350. The winner to:be sold for

$3,000 ; 11 for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 down to ?l ,000 : then 3 lbs.

for each $100 to $500. Winners sinccMarch.Slst, 2 lbs extra for eacn.win.
One mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters,'Jockeys and Closing Odds^ St H % % H Fin.

*I59 ST. PATRICK. 4 C. Weber, $6, $500% S to 1- 2 1 1 2 1 ldh,ns
155 BROAD CHURCH, a iDonathan, 99, $700), 8

tol 1 2 2 1 2 1 d h, ns
153 STEADFAST, 3 Kinnie. S4,$SO0 1,2' i to 1 6 5 5 3 3 3|3 1

15> NELLIE G-. 6 Bozeman, 103 $1,000), 10 tol.— 3 4 4 4 4 4

"144 SOLITUDE. 3 Burlinsame, 100,$2.600), evens o 3 3 5 o o
142 WYANASHOTT. 3 1 Xurbiville, 90, SI,WX>), 10

tol—. -7 6 6 6 6 6
144|LADY GWEN. 6 'Peters.95. $S00'i, 20.tol -4 7 7 7 7 7

Time- 1:43 Si, 1:43!^.

In the run-off |St. Patrick led all the way and won: easily by three

lengths. Odds—4 to 5 each. -Winner b g by Judge McKinstry—Viola
Rea. Entered,by owners Encino Stable.

RACE 165.—Fifth race, selling, purse $300, lor two-year-olds. The win-
ner to be sold for $1,200; if for less, 1 pound allowed for each $100 to SUO;

then 3 pounds for each $100 to $1,000. Winners since March 31st, to carry
2 pounds extra for each win. Four and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, So. Starters, Jockeys and Closing^Odds. St % H^Fin.

•152 THE LAUK I'M tiler, 117, $1,200), 2 to 1 2 3 3 113^1
'143 TILLIES. 1 J. Weber. 115, $l.0C0\ 9 to 10 _ 3 2 12 21
152 REALIZATION i.Burlingame, i20, $1,200 .5 tol _1 14 3

157 BUTTON Peters, 96, $200), 10 to 1 - 4 4 2 4— ORA BELLE Jackson, 105, $600). 15 to 1 _5 5 5 5

Time—0a6*f-
Won easily. Winner b gby Wildidle—bysMonday. Entered by W. M.

Murry.

RACE 166.—Sixth race. , The Lime Kiln Club Suburban. One mile and
fi ity yards.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J4 J= 3̂ lH Fin.

'49 REVOLVER, a (C. Treadwell, Ion, 3 too 1 1 1 1 1 131
•126 RED CLOUD. 4 1 M. Johnson, 150), 3 to I .2 3 2 2 2 231
•145 GREEX HOCK, 3 iT. Williams, 134). 3 to 1 3 2 3 3 3 341
116 NIPPER, a J. Jones. 151 ,,40 tol -5 5 4 4 4 4

128 WILD ROBIN, a (L. Flowers, 154), 40 to 1 -6 6 5 5 5 5

116 MONTE BELLO, 4 i.H. Peppers, 147), 40 tol .4 4 6 6 6 6
• Time—1:49j?.

Won easilv. Winner b g bv Joe Daniels—Young Jule, Owned by:B. C.
Holly.

[Continued on Page 522].

Fair's Horses in Chicago.

Trainer Diet Havey, with the Fair string of thorough-

breds, arrived at Washington Park last week. The string in-

cludes Floodgate. Una Colorado, Dare, Yo El Rev, Challenge,

Ella Smith, Dolly Mack, Princess, Virginia aDd Gibson.

The start was made April 24th. At Ogden, Utah, Flood Gate

and Colorado took cold and were threatened with pneumonia

for a time, but came out of their illness all light, and Havey

expects to send Flood Gate to the post

Interest naturally centers in the American Derby candi-

dates, Dare and Flood Gate. Flood Gate is the better-look-

ing cult. He is sixteen hands, and in color a daik brown,

with a star, white to the pastern on the right fore leg, white

from coronet to heel on the side of his right fore foot, and

white to above the pastern on his right hind leg. He is a

slow galloper, and in exercising with Dare falls far behind.

Although a loafer, he can and will run when asked. He has

started twice—once in a dash of three-quarters, September
14th, won by Dare, and again September 17th, when, with 115

pounds up, he beat Grandee and Castro at a mile and finished

in a common canter in 1:42$.

In the first start he acted badly and was almost left at the

posl. He closed up considerable ground in the first half, but

was never near Charmion or Dare, but there are persons who
were standing at the head of the stretch and are ready to

swear that Cook took him back at that point. One thing is

certain : Havey was not satisfied with the race, particularly

the colt's work at the post, for he had intended to save him
for the American Derby and get a maiden allowance, but be-

coming anxious about his temper decided to scratch Dare,

who was to carry 125 pounds, and put Hill on Flood Gate,

to see how the coll would act. With Hill on his back he got

away all right, jumped to the front, made his own pace, and
won pulled up with his mouth wide open.

Dare is a dark brown or black colt, standing 15.3 hands
high, with a star and a little white on his right hind heel.

He has a good head, but otherwise is a plain-looking colt,

and alongside Flood Gate looks much the smaller. He has a
pleasing way of going, and is seen to best advantage in action.

He was highly tried at Rancho del Paso, some quiet tips be-

ing to the effect that he showed better than any two-year-old
ever exercised there. September 9 he packed 11$ pounds

and ran three-quarters of a mile in l:14f, defeating Castro,
Charmion, The Drummer, Alliance, and Conde, and won in
hand. Five davs later he carried 122 pounds and beat Char-
mion. 117 : Grandee, Flood Gate and Duke Stevens. He got
off third, and at the end of half a mile Charmion was two
open lengths ahead of him. He stood a drive home, brought

I

the filly to a drive at the eighth pole, and then drew away
;
and won by two lengths in 1:14*.
Yo El Key, the brother to Yo Tambien, is a colt of extra-

ordinary conformation. He is a bay, with a white face, four
half white stockings, is slightly watch-eved in the right eve,
and toes in slightly; 15.1 hands high, weighs 1050 pounds,
and will girth six inches more than his big three-year-old
stable companion Flood Gate. Behind he looks as big as
Raceland, and he is considerably longer barreled. A long
and immensely big colt on short legs, he is exquisitely
coupled, and the most remarkably-turned piece of horseflesh
ever in this or any other country. This is not an overdrawn
picture. His body presents not a single angle ; so completelv
and beautifully is he set that every line is a graceful curve.
He has short cannon bones aQd at first sight looks a little
light in his legs, but is not. To particularize his points would
be superfluous. Havey covered the subject when he said to
a city reporter :

" Tnere he is, and I defy any horsemen to
find a flaw in him except those toes, aud 1 don't mind that,
for the best racehorse 1 ever saw, Norfolk, toed in."
Yo El Bey has size, substance and speed. Those who have

watched him closely say the question to be determined is how
far those short legs can carry that big bodv at a high rate of
speed, for, far as he will go, nobody's colt will beat him. In
a break through the stretch last fall he held his own with
Flood Gate, the quarter being run in 24 seconds. Speeding
he goes close to the ground and is a rapid strider. Galloping
he goes slower than a well-trained saddle-horse. Flood Gate
is an unusually slow galloper, but when prancing at his easiest
gait he will lose Yo El Rey and the latter will be galloping
all the time. A better dispositioned animal never stood in a
stall. He is in the World's Fair and Hyde Park Stakes at
Chicago, the Junior Champion at Monmouth, the Futurity,
Great Trial and Great Eastern Handicap at Coney Island,
and many other valuable events. He is usually exercised
with Challenge, a brother of Bonanza, and Una Colorado, by
Joe Hooker, dam Jessie R, two colls of high type and consid-
erable speed, but they are plainly not in his class. Challenge
aod.L'Da Colorado are well engaged. Challenge has developed a
quarter-crack, which is a pity, as he is more than useful.

Dolly Mack, sister of Doly McCone, is a chestnut, with
an all-white face, four white legs and dashes of white on her
body. She will be easy to identify. Bigger and stronger than
Chris. Smith's speedy filly, she promises to be equally good,
if not better, as a race mare, Ella Smith, sister of Ed. Cor-
rigan, is another fine-looking filly. She is working well, and
Havey has confidence that she will more than pay her way.
Virginia, named after her owner's sister, is a rangy bay fillv,

by Joe Hooker, dam Bonita. She was undersized and chunky
as a yearling, but has grown and spread, and may prove
worthy of her name.

Princess, by Cheviot, dam imp. Music, is a bay. with a star
and strip and* black points. She is 15.2i bands high, and
among the three-year-old fillies of the coast is classed as sec-
ond to Charmion only. She is engaged in the Queen Isabella
and Boulevard Stakes of Washington Park. Since Charmion
clipped her wings she has been rated fast, but not able to stay
a distance under high pressure.

A horse that will bear watching is the five-year-old chest-
nut gelding Gibson. He is by Joe Hooker, and his dam is

said to be by Oregon Charley or Walnut Bark, or some other
sire of doubtful or untraced lineage. He can step five fur-
longs at a merry clip, and there are persons who predict he
will go further under Havey's training.

All of the ten but Virginia are well engaged from Washing-
ton Park on. Gibson is the only aged horse of the lot. Here
are their Washington Park engagements :

Gibson—Boulevard Stakes.
Princess—Boulevard and Queen Isabella Stakes.
Flood Gate—American Derby, Columbus Handicap. Wheeler Handi-

cap, Great Western Handicap. Sheridan Stakes and Drextel Stakes.
Dare—American Derby. Coinmbus Handicap, Wheeler Handicap,

Great Western Handicap and Drexel Stakes.
Yo El Rey—World's Fair Stakes, Hvde Park Stakes and American

Derby of 1S04.
Una Colorado—World's Fair Stakes, Hyde Park Stakes. Kenwood.

Stakes. Sheridan Stakes of 1894 and American Derbv of 1S94.
Challenge—World's Fair Stakes, Hvde Park Stakes, Kenwood

Stakes and Sheridan Stakes of 1S94.
Dolly Mack—Lakeside Stakes.
Ella Smith—Lakeside Stakes.

The two-year-olds were bought from Theodore Winters
and were a job lot that Mr. Fair had to take to secure Yo El
Rev, Yo T»mbien"s full brothei. The stable jockeys are W.
Hill, of Al Farrow fame, and George McDonald, who can
ride at ninety pounds.—The Horseman.

Care of Horses' Feet.

It is often said that the fool is what the blacksmith makes
it. This is only true in a limited sense, as the blacksmith is

not usually given very much opportunity to either preserve

or ruin the average horse's foot. The blacksmith is not to

blame if your horse is given water when too hot, and his feet

foundered in consequence; neither is it his fault if, through
the negligence of owner or attendants, a horse is allowed to
contract thrush, or picks up a nail, or pounds himself over

I

rough and uneven roads until ring-bone or stone-bruise form.

I

It is not the blacksmith's fault if the shoes are allowed to

;
stay on until corns have developed ; nor is he to blame when

I the toes grow too long and a spavin is thrown out in conse-

|

quence ; nor when the foot contracts at the heels and the
horn of the walls becomes dry and brittle because of latent

|
congestion. The care of a horse's foot devolves more upon

j

his owner and immediate attendants lhau upon the black-
smith, who is too often made the scapegoat of those who are

.
unwilling to shoulder the blame of unfortunate results of
their own negligence. The smith's duty is at an end when,
after calling attention to any apparent wrong in form or con-

! dition, he levels and prepares carefully and shoes skillfolly

! the feet of horses which are brought to him. Don't blame
!

the blacksmith for your horses' bad feet unless you have given
;
him an opportunity to manage their care and treatment every

i day and night in the year. It is true that many blacksmiths
contribute, through ignorance and unskillful farrierv, very

i materially to the destruction of the feet of horses, which are

j

brought to their attention, but it is just as true that a great

I

many more horses' feet are ruined outside of than in a far-

rier's establishment.—Horse Review.

Hipans Tabules cure colic.
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DIABLO WON THE BROOKLYN.

Absolutely the Longest Shot in the Race-
His Pedigree and Performances.

Following are the horses in the order in which they fin-

ished, with jockeys, weights and post odds :

New York, May 15.—Amidst deep and oppressive silence

Diablo, the aged son of Eolus and Grace Darling, won the

rich Brooklyn Handicap at Gravesend this afternoon in the

presence of 30,000 persons.

Lamplighter, the favorite, who went to the post carrying a

ton of money, was second and Leonawell third. The winner's

time was 2:09j made fractionally as follows: Quarter, 0:25.1 ;

half, 0:51; fhree-quarters, 1:16; mile, 1:42] ; mile and a quar-

ter, 2:09.

The reason for the chilly silence with which Diablo's vic-

tory was received is rather difficult of explanation. Even

though the winner was an extreme outsider, which fact of

course had its effect, the race-going public are too generous to

allow that to weigh in the balance, and generally applaud

where applause is due. The probabilities are that the people

felt instinctively that they had in a measure been the victim

of what is termed a " grand coup.''

Diablo was regarded as being in the first flight in his two

and three-year-old form, but after his third year his legs be-

came shaky, and since then he has been regarded simply as a

high-class selling plater that was likely to break down per-

manently in any race in which he started.

The horse raced three times at the recent Elizabeth races,

winning once out of three starts. Kaceland and Charade,

two horses that run in the handicap to-day, were winners of

those races, and beat him easily. His wonderful improve-

ment in form to-day was therefore more stunning in its effect.

The Brooklyn Handicap ran to-day was the seventh in the

history of the event and was guaranteed to be worth §25,000.

Of this sum the winner gets §18,000, the second horse S5,000

and the third $2,000. The day dawned bright and fair, much
to the delight of the many thousands of persons that had de-

termined to see the rich stake contested for.

As the day advanced and the prospects of the morning were

really realized; people set their faces toward the race course,

and soon the different driveways and railroads leading there-

to assumed an animated appearance. By 11 o'clock a few

hundred spectators had already reached the course, and
these eagerly seized upon the best points of vantage, which
places they retained until the last event of the day was de-

cided. By noon several thousand lovers ofthesportof kings

had entered the enclosure, while the rapidly-arriving trains

deposited thousands of others outside.

The crowd was gradually and steadily augmented until,

when the bell rang for the first race, it was difficult to move
about with any degree of comfort on the lawn or in the betting

ring, while the clubhouse and grand stand were filled to

overflowing. At least 25,000 persons had crowded into the

track at this time, still the trains were rapidly arriving with

thousands of others.

At handicap, time at least 30,000 persons were present. The
betting ring presented a wild and boisterous scene. The jam
was something awful. Men rushed madly about looking for

the odds they wanted and shaking greenbacks in the faces of

the bookmakers when they found them.

AVhen the bugle called the horses to the post for the big

event excitement was on tiptoe. It was just 4:01 o'clock

when the horses was summoned from the paddock. Fidelio,

of "William Daly's string, was the first to appear, quickly

followed by his stable companion, Terrifier. Then came Ban-

quet, Nomad and Kaceland, Michael F. Dwyer's candidates.
(l Old Bones," as Raceland is affectionately called, was

loudly cheered, as was Jockey Garrison, who had the mount
on Banquet. Charade was the next to come on the track,

and following were Judge Morrow, the winner of last year's

Brooklyn Handicap, and Illume, the only representative of

the West in the race.

Morris' representative was saddled at the other side of the

track and did not pass the stand. Lamplighter, Diablo, Pick-

pocket and Leonawell were the last to appear and went to

the post together. Lamplighter was enthusiastically applauded,

bis ovation showing where the hopes and dollars of the pub-

lic were. The usual parade was dispensed with, the horses

going to the starting point as they do in any ordinary event.

Thirty thousand pairs of eyes were glued on the proudly-

stepping thoroughbreds as they lined up for the start. Illume

broke ahead of his field and spoiled what would have been a

good start at the first attempt. Pickpocket's testiness was re-

sponsible for some further delay.

After several attempts to get them in line for the start,

Starter Rowe got down out of his box and gave the jockeys a

good rating. At the next break Lamplighter, Pickpocket and

Judge Morrow came to the head of the stretch without the

others.

Finally, at 4:19 o'clock, the horses got the flag to an almost

perfect start. Judge Morrow, Leonawell, Terrifier and Fidelio

were a little in the lead, while Lamplighter, Charade, Pick-

pocket, Illume and Mars in a bunch in the rear. Terrifier,

true to the Daly tactics, immediately shot to the front and set

a clinking pace past the stand and into the backstretch. Here

Leonawell, who had been struggling for his head, passed Ter-

rifier and took a lead of two lengths. The race all through

the back stretch was an exceedingly pretty one. All of the

horses were running well together and within striking dis-

tance of the leader.

At the far turn Leonawell increased his lead and a shout

went up from his admirers. Their joy was short-lived,

however, for turning into the homestretch Diablo, Lamp-
lighter, Judge Morrow and Illume moved up and joined the

leader.

A desperate and highly exciting drive ensued, the horses

running almost head and head through the stretch. Less

than a quarter of a furlong from the wire Diablo began to

draw cut. and, soon getting clear of the others, won the grand

race by a length and a half.

Lamplighter beat the tired but game Leonawell a neck for

the place. Illume, who was fourth a nose away, was lapped

at the withers by Pickpocket and Charade, who had come
from the rear in the last fifty yards.

Taral, who rode the winner, was placed on the seat of a

floral horseshoe and carried in triumph from the judges'

stand to the paddock. A floral horseshoe was also placed

about the neck of the winning horse as he was led from the

track. Scarcely a ripple of applause greeted these cere-

monies.

Horse. Weight Jockey.

112
125
11U
100
108
104
108
108
116
123
116
114
110

Illume
Pickpocket
Charade _

Fidelio

Noble
Taylor
i '. sioane

60 to 1

15 to 1

9 to i

Garrison
A. Covington
LittleBeld
McDermott

Judge Morrow
Mars

6 to 1

15 to 1

i 1

As good as GO lo 1 against the winner could be obtained on
Diablo's chances in the early betting, so little were his pros-

pects of winning the race considered. Straight mutuel tickets
' on him, of which only twelve were sold, paid $204 50. One
hundred and seven bookmakers did business in the betting

! ring, but they were utterly unable to perform the task of tak-

ing in the money offered them by the crowds.

WINNERS OF THE RICH HANDICAP.

For the past two seasons Diablo, the winner of 1893, has

I

been considered but a good sort of selling plater that could
go a mile and a quarter, or even further. His best race in

1S92 was when he took up 117 pounds at Washington and
!
ran a mile and one-sixteenth in L4S-1, beating a number of

I

good ones, Lowlander among the rest. As a two and three-

,
year-old Diablo was considered of a high class, winning nine

j

races out of twenty-one starts in 188S, when two, and four

races out of eighteen as a three-year-old. At four he was
successful eight times out of twenty-six races. In 1S91 the

!
horse sunk to the selling-plate level, being first past the post

but twice out of thirteen starts. He picked up considerably

last season, however, winning seven races out of the nineteen
times that he faced the starter. One point about Diablo, who
is n >w a seven-year-old horse, is that of the five seasons he
has been on the turf he has won his first race (in the spring)

on three occasions. In 1SSS and 1SS9 he was owned by the
proprietor of the Castle Stable, passed into the hands of A.
F. Walcott in 1S90, and in 1891, when Walcott & Campbell
became partners, became their joint property. Following is

the pedigree of Diablo :

f
Faugh-a-Ballagh, by Sir

("Imp. Leamington - Hercules
(Daughter of Pantaloon

(Revenue, by imp. Trustee
[Fanny Washington..-

f Jonesboro..

GraeeDarling-j

[.Ninette
(Sister to Planet)

I Sarah Washington, by Gar-
rison's Zinganee

C Lexington, by Boston

(Alice Jones, by imp. Glen-
coe

(Revenue, by imp. Trustee

(Nina, by Boston

4th dam—Imp.Froliebsome Fanny,
by Lottery

5th dam— bister to Catterick. bv
Whisker

6th dam—Daughter of Bay Tro-
phonius

7th dam—Daughter of Slope
Sth dam—Lardella, by Vouns

Marske
9th dam—Daughter of Cade

10th dam—Beaufremont's dam,
by Brother to Fearnought

11th dam—Miss Wyndham, bv
Wvndham

12th drtm—Daughter of Bel-
grade Turk

loth dam—Old Scarborough
Mare, by Makeless

14th dam—Daughter of Brim-
mer

It will be seen from the above that Diablo is a product of

the cross that has given us so many great performers—the

Leamington-Lexington, and has besides two crosses of imp.

Trustee, through his best son, Revenue, and two of Boston
(" Old Whitenose"). Several wonderful producing mares
figure in Diablo's pedigree, notably—Nina (dam of Planet

and Algerine), by Boston ; Alice Jones (dam of Jonesboro,

Caraboo and Annette, and a sister to Nebula, the dam of un-

beaten Asteroid) ; Fanny Washington (dam of Eolus, Conso-

lation and Scathelock), by Revenue ; Sarah Washington
(dam of Slasher and Olive Branch), by Garrison's Zinganee

(son of Sir Archy) ; imp. Frolicksome Fanny (dam of Tom
Corwin, Miss Margrave and the famous Nina), by Lottery,

and last, not least, Diablo traces twice to the great Emma, by

Whisker, who was the dam of imp. Trustee and of Cother-

stone and Mundig, both winners of the classical Epsom Derby.

Experts claim the producing mares in a pedigree count more
than the producing sires. If this conclusion be correct, then

Diablo has reason to be a performer of high degree.

Below will be found the winners of the Brooklyn Handi-
cap since its inception

:

WINNERS <»F BROOKLYN HANDICAP-1^ MILES.

First Hobse.

Dry Monopole.
The Bard
Exile

I lastaway II....

Tenny
fudge Morrow..
Diablo

Sire of Winner Second Horse,ftfanil

Glenelg (imp. i

Longfellow
Mortvmer (imp.)..

Outcast
Rayon d'Or (irapj

Vagabond
Eolus

Blue Wing
Hanover.
Prince Royal..

Badge
Prince Royal..
Pessara
Lamplighter....

I2S

116
100
128
116
112

2:07
2:18

2:07^
2:10

li:ll>

2:0854
2:09

In 1887 came the famous heads apart finish between Dry
Monopole, Blue Wing and Hidalgo. Castaway's win was on

a slow track, and the time made was very creditable. He was

at 10 to 1 in the betting. Jndge Morrow was at 7 to 1 last

season when he won it. Diablo's odds ranged from 30 to u*0

to 1.

Jt will be seen from the above table that no stallion has to

its credit two winners of the Brooklyn Handicap, hut The
Hard, Castaway II and Diablo are all grandsons of imp.

Leamington.

Spring Stake Races at Morris Park.

Secretary Crickmore, of the New York Jockey Club, an-

nounces the following as the dates set for the running of the

stakes arranged for the spring meeting of the club, which

begins on Wednesday, May 31st :

May 81.—Juvenile Stakes, two ind the
Metropolitan Handicap, lor a Nth.

Jnoel llde Handicap, for all agea. tli mrlongs, and
i . «.ii" mile.

Sarlem 3ta da half furlongs,
i )chuyler Stakes, for all nce«. one

joneS ir-olds, five furlongs : tbe Bow-
.
.- Handicap, for three-year-olda, one mile and an eighth,

furlong
.rune-- »td fillies, live furlongs,

ID RlTCr Handicap, for all ages, OUO iiiilcn:.

.1 s.—Bartow 8i . six furlongs,
i mile,

Fune ' -Van Hess JBtakes, for two-year-olds. six furlongs, find the
Cherry Diamond Handicap, for all agei one mile ai

June 8.—Control Stakes re and a ball I

and tbe Fleetwood Stakes, fur three-year-olds, one mile ami n six-
teenth,
June 9.—Baycheeter Stakes, for three-year-olds, one mile/and the

New-Roch< ' reo furlongs.
June 10.—Standard Su and a quarter;

thi Great I Hi - lies, for two-year-olds, six furlongs, ami tbe Bel-
mont stake-, for three-year-olds, one m t an i Ightb.
June 12 —Casanova Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, six furlongs, and

tbe i Hen bland Handicap, for three yeai ne mile.
June 13.—Tbrogg'a Neck Stakes for" three-yea mrlongs.

and the New York Jockey Club Handicap, for all ages, ata mile and
a quarter.
June U.—Larcbmont Stakes, for two-year-olds, --ix furlongs, and

the Poeanteco Handicap, for three-year olds, one mile.
June 15.— Long Inland Lightweight Han. Heap, for all ages, at one

mile, and the Ladies' Stakes, for tbree-year-Old lillles, one mile and a
sixteenth.
June 16.—Anticipation Stakes, for two-year-olds, five and a half

furlongs, and the Vrcedland Handicap, for three-year-olds, seven fur-
longs.

During the past week Steve Estes has been backed for the
Metropolitan Handicap to the full extent of the local book of
Munsell & Co., on the race. Bets against Charade have
hacked him down to 15 to 1. Adelbert, Beansey, Parvenu
and Wildwood have also had support for the race. The
changes in the odds are Wildwood, from -10 to 1 against to

30; Adelbert, from 50 to 30; Charade, from 20 to 15 ; Ken-
nebec, from -10 to 25 ; Julieo. from 20 to 15 : Sir Matthew,
from 25 to 30; Beansey, from 100 to 40 ; Runyon, from 40
to 30; Illume, from 30 to 40, and Mionowai, from 25 . I

The Kentucky Derby.

The nineteenth running of this classic event occurred yes-

terday, and another renewal of Kentucky's Blue Ribbon has

passed into history along with the victories of Aristides, Hin-

doo and Joe Cotton, says The Horseman. This race is among
the oldest of the fixed events whose annual renewals make up

the stake-racing history of each year, and it has come down
to the present generation of turfmen redolent with memories

of the good old days when men raced horses for glory more

than for lucre, and when the owner of the winner was envied

the distinction his horse had won, and not the dollars he had

gained him. But, alas ! for sentiment. The stake was never

a rich one, and the commercial spirit of the times drew the

the mightiest racers from the Southland to the great Northern
tracks, where more money though less renown awaited the

successful ones ; and as the tide that swept past the blue-grass

course on its Northern way increased the decadence of the

famous race became more marked.
The stake was inaugurated in 1S75, when Price McGrath's

Aristides, the "red horse," as his owner fondly called him,
defeated a field containing Volcano, Verdigris, Ten Broeck,

Bob Woolley, Chesapeake, Searcher, Vagabond, Bill Bruce,
Gold Mine, McCreery, Warsaw, Enlister and Grenoble—all

good horses, many of them afterwards becoming famous on
the turf and in the stud—ruuniug the distance in 2:37 £. The
next successive winners, Vagrant, Baden-Baden, Day Star,

Lord Murphy and Fonso, were all good racers, and most of
them are represented on the turf these days by their sons and
daughters. Among the placed horses in these years were
Himyar, Falsetto and Strathmore, all of whom have
since become successful sires. In 1SS1 the princely

Hindoo added the slake to his unbroken
list of victories, and the following year Apollo
won from Runnymede and Bengal. Leonatus and Buchanan
were the next winners, and they were followed by Joe Cotton,

who defeated Bersan, with uncertain Ten Brooker third. Ben
Ali won in 1SS6, defeating Blue Wii.g and Free Knight ; and
because there were no bookmakers on the opening day, owing
to a disagreeament with tbe parties who had the betting

privileges, and he could not back his horse, Mr. Haggin took
his stable away and never again visited a Kentucky track.

After Ben Ali came Montrose, who defeated Jim Gore and
Jacobin, and the next year Macbeth It. beat the much-
touted Gallifet, with White, that unfortunate racer after

Derbys, third. Spokane won in 1889, defeating Proctor Knott,

the winner of the first Futurity. In 1S90 Corrigan's Riley

and the Chicago Stable's Robespierre fought out on the track

the battle their owners had so long waged in Chicago. Riley
won in 2:45 on a muddy track, and Hankins' pride, the win-

ner of the Tennessee Derby, was third to Bill Letcher. Kins-
man won in 1801, beating the overrated Balgowan and the

unfortunate High Tariff, and last year, with only three start-

ers, a good race occurred, Azra beating Huron by a nose after

a driving finish, with the lattei's stable companion, Phil

Dwyer, beaten off.

From 1875 to 1879 inclusive the weights were : * bite, IflO

pounds ; fillies, 97 pounds. In 1880 colls carried 105 pounds,

fillies and geldings 102. In 1884 the scale was raised live

pounds all around, and in lSSt) was increased to IIS pounds
for colts, 115 for geldings and 112 fur fillies. Hi 1890 the

weights were again raised, being placed at 122 pounds, with a

five-pound allowance for fillies and none for geldings, and
thus they still remain. The fastest race ever run for the

event was in 1889, when Spokane won by a neck from Proctor

knott, and the slowest in 1891, won by Kingman, who gal-

loped away from Balgowan. The history of the race to date

is as follows

:

trbuldi
Vagrant

Day Mar
Lord Murphy..
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Hindoo
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Leonatus
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til
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tli ll ....
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The field thin year was of very cheep quality, >!»• lUrtere

being Cashing & Orth's pair, Lookout and Boundless; Mi-

rage, Linger, Buck M.' inn and Plutos. All carried 12!

l„
|«, none of the lol having won a race of suffieienl »alue

i,, entail ii penalty. The track was heavy and I

i,, slow time, his stable-mate, Boundless, ridden by Q
third, and Plutns, with < layton up, "splitting the pair,
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Send in your lists of foals.

There is to be another mile track built at San Diego.

Alcona, Jr., 2:19, will be seen on the circuit this year.

S. H. Crane, of Turlock, recently sold the bay gelding

Melrose. 2:27.

Remember the great sale of trotters next Thursday.

See the advertisement.

It is reported that neither Kremlin nor Ralph Wilkes will

be seen in public this year.

The pair of brown mares shipped to Charley Reed by Budd

Doble have already trotted in 2:25.

Robert J., according to Ed. Geers, will reduce his record

of 2:0yj several seconds this summer.

L. C. Starr, of Xapa, has gone to Vacaville to take charge

of the horses belonging to Gal. Reams and others.

There has not been but one dfath among the broodmares,

colts and fillies at the Palo Alto farm this season.

Since the free-for-all stallion races have fizzled out, would

it not he a good idea to have f-ee-for-all gelding races?

I. De Tcrk, of Santa Rosa, sent his string of trutters to

the race track, Petaluma, to be prepared for the fall meeting.

C J. Hamlin's horses will not race in the Xew England

Breeders' meeting next Fall, owing to engagements in the

West. .

Bring vour strings of trotters and pacers to the Bay Dis-

trict Track. The gallopers will depart for other places next

week.

George H. Hicks will look after Beacon Park track again

this season. The track has been improved and is now faster

than ever before.

William Simpson has forty-six entries in the Futurity

Stake of the Kentucky Horse"Breeders' Association. Allen

Farm Las ten less entries.

"Novelty, novelty, all is novelty,"will the visitors say at the

Breeders' meeting which commences next Saturday. Every-

body should see the great races there.

Carter Barker, of Wisconsin, has bought the California

gelding Homestake, 2:14i, by Gibraltar, that won several

races for Monroe Salisbury in 1S90 and 1891.

The managers of the race tracks throughout the circuit

are working hard to have their racecourses and all the build-

ings around them in perfect shape for the fall meetings.

In many portions of California the lack of lime is notice-

able, so nearly all the managers of our large stock farms clean

their watering troughs at least once a week and place lime

therein.

The spring meeting of the Capital Turf and Driving Club

promises to be the most successful ever held. A number of

thoroughbreds are going direct to Sacramento_to prepare for

these races.

The abandonment of the Oakland Trotting Park by tha

trotters and pacers will commence next .Monday. The thor-

oughbreds that are to run there for 156 days must have the

course to suit them.

All the Piedmont fillies that have received training will

prove valuable in their races this fall, and as broodmares

after their seasons on the turf end, they will be unsurpassed

by any others at Palo Alto.

The discouragement of some in the breeding business was
owing to a too great anxiety for a successful issue at once

;

they could not apparently wait. The most acute sling of

adversity springs from man's impatience.

The trotting horse breeders in the southern part of Cali-

fornia are having a larger number of colts and tillies trained

than ever before, and, from what we can learn, there are at

least a score of " cracker-jacks" among them.

C. J. Hamlin, Buffalo, and J. E.Gieen, of Louisville, Ky.,

have matched a trotter and pacer, each foals of 1S91, sired by
Chimes and Egotist, two sons of Electioneer, for $1,000, race

to take place during the Lexington meeting next October.

The stable of the DuBois Bros., of Denver, will open the

campaign at the Overland Park meeting May 30th, whence
the line of inarch will include Salt Lake City, Detroit, Terre

Haute, Independence, Mason t_iiy, St. Joseph, Sedalia and
Nashville.

The people of the East will have a better idea of the class

of racehorses raised in California this vear than they have
ever had. Hickok, Salisbury and Goldsmith will have
samples of what we have and they will "prove sufficient" for a
large number that are selected from among the thousands of

the best ones throughout the Lnion.

J. A. Bliz, the well-known sulky manufacturer of Pleas-

anton, has perfected his aluminum wheel for pneumatic tire

sulkies. It weighs with rubber tire-just five pounds and is a
model of lightness, strength and beauty. Monroe Salisbury
has ordered the first pair ; he will use them on the sulky to

be drawn bv the " King of Trotters," Directum.

The chance to make fifty per cent, on an investment will

occur next Thursday at the sale of trotting stockfcthat is to

take place in this city. The animals offered are all first-class,

and we advice all our readers to send a postal with their ad-

dress to Killip & Co , and get a catalogue forwarded them in

time. This will be one of the best sales of the season.

Palo Ai.to sired but thirty-three colts and fillies and
everyone that has been harnessed shows such pure-trotting

action that Superintendent Frank Covey believes the 2:3U

list will lie very ea-y for them to enter, and 2:10 will not stop

the majority.

W. II. RAYMOND, proprietor of Belmont Stock Farm,
Mont., has recently returned from Kentucky, where he has

several good mares breeding to choice stallions. He says the

trotling-horse market has reached the bottom, and that prices

are advancing.

T. J. CROWLEY has sent bis three-year-old chestnut filly

Madcap, by Steinway, 2:25], dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robert McGregor, to William Fieldwick, to be prepared for

(lie fall races. Madcap is a very promising pacer and oue
that will "slay the route."

The pasture on Jo-iali White's Lakeville Farm i-* looking

better than it has for many years. This place ought to be

well patronized by owner* of horses who desire to send them
to an equable climate where they can have more feed and
water titan (hey canconsuin<

I>i> soi forget to attend the Pierce Bros, sale of high-class

trotters and pact"-- thai ifl ["take place in this city next Thurs-
-aeraen who are in need of first-claa fillies,

ard-bred broodmares and choice young stallions should be
r. ..hi. Bargains will be secured.

Alta Belle, William Simpson's daughter of Electioneer

and Beautiful Bells, has been bred to Mambrino King. She
is the dam of the Stamboul colt Daghestan, owned by Joseph
Outhwaite, of Savanna, who took a record of 2;2o£ last sea-

son. W. J. Andrews has been working her over the JeweLt
covered track, where she has shown ability to beat 2:30.

Geo. P. Bttll, of San Jose, is jogging the Guv Wilkes
stallion, Hock Wilkes, and has strong hopes that he will give

the horse a record. This young stallion is out of a strictly

thoroughbred mare, and when quite young showed his ability

to become a fast trotter. He met with an accident, and his

owner, Dr. Farnum of this city, never allowed him to be
worked again.

There is at Palo Alto a little colt by Stamboul, 2:07*, that

is a ''picture of his dad". He is out of Susette, 2:23£ (sister to

Suisun, 2:1SX, and Pitti Sing, 2:26$), by Electioneer 125; second

dam Susie, 2:26} (dam of three in the list), by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. 31 ; third dam Santa Clara, by Owen Dale; fourth dam
Mary (dam of Ida May, grandam of Lady Ellen, 2:294), by
Bed Buck, son of Bertrand.

Ed. Lafferty has quite a stringof promising youngsters

at the Oakivood Park Stock Farm race track. His pet, W.
Wood, never looked better, and when this horse meets with

the other fast side-wheelers on the circuit this fall we believe

he will hold his own. It would not surprise us if the cham-
pion pacer was to make his record on this ccast. Wonder if

the managers of the Register would allow it?

D. Harris, of Pleasanton, has a colt by Sidney, 2:19J, out

of the dam of Delmas, 2:2o|
s
that is a " phenomenal year-

ling trotter," and that is saying a great deal in this age of

extreme speed. He surprises Kelly, Neal, McDowell and all

the rest of the horsemen at the Salisbury track every time

he comes out. Mr. Harris bred the dam of this one to Di-

rect this year, and expects to get a record-breaker.

TnE stallion Boodle, 2:21.}, has been well patronized this

year. There will be at least two of his progeny seen taking

part in the races this fall ; one is a yearling out of a mare by
Junio, 2:22, and the other is a three-year-old out of a mare
bv Nutwood, this one is called Ethel Downes. Jno. Woods,
the trainer, believes he has two very good ones in these and
everyone who has seen them move inclines to the same
opinion.

The Jerome Eddy mare Fanny Wilcox, that made a record

of 2:17} a couple of seasons ago, and that was then looked

upon as one of the best trotters in the 2:20 class, will be han-

dled thi* season by John Shillinglaw, who pave the mare her

record. She was handled last season by the Jewett Farm
drivers, but did not make a success of it. Lizziemont, a full

sister to Fanny Wilcox, has a pacing record better than 2:20,

and is another of the many evidences continually cropping

out that trotting blood produces some pretty good pacers,

as she is bv the trotter Jerome Eddy, 2:161, and out of a mare
by the trotter Piedmont, 2:17',.

A QOOD deal has been written about the black horse Black
Cloud. This horse was a great trotter ten vears ago. It is

said that, when a colt, he was purchased by the late Gen. Cus-

ter and named Black Cloud for the noted Indian chief. Cus-

ter rode the now noted trotter in his campaign up to the time
of his death «it the famous battle known as the Custer massa-
cre on the Little Big Born River. A/ter his owner's death,
the horse drifted about and finally reached the hands of George
Voorhecs at Detroit, Mich., who put him in training and
sunn developed his speed and made him famous as a cam-
paigner and game race horse.

Senator Lela>~d Stanford has decided to not make any
1 more applications for registration to the Registry Associa-

tion. A large number of our California breeders have
similarly declared themselves on this proposition, and present

very strong and valid reasons for their action.

Among the hundreds of horses sold from Palo Alto and
those now on the farm the name of one pacer appears and
that one is Peruvian Bitters, 2:23}. He trotted very fast

until he was injured and then, like little Jay-Eye-See, he
took to pacing. This is a wonderful showing.

While "phenomenal " trotters are not expected among
the great ones at Palo Alto this year.it is believed that a larger

number of good trotters will appear than ever before,and most
of them are of the age and calibre to arouse the enthusiasm
of all the spectators in every race they appear.

The spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association commences next Saturday. Every
horseman who can possibly spare the time should attend. The
importance of the success of this meeting is apparent to

every horseman and breeder of trotters in California.

There will be over one hundred and ten foals dropped at

Palo Alto this year. The percentage of mares that proved
with foal is eighty-five per cent. This is remarkably good
when one considers the large number of old mares bred, and
the amount of sickness there was during the entire breeding

season last year.

At Palo Alto the horseshoer is never allowed to use a
knife on the feet of the trotters. The rasp only must be
carefully used, and should there be any marks of it on the

outside of the hoof a prompt dismissal of the employee would
follow. Very little trouble is ever experienced with the

horses
1

feet on, this immense farm.

There was another Pleasanton matinee last Saturdav at
Salisbury's track, and the crowd cheered the horses and
drivers as they came down the homestretch. The verdict of
the spectators was that they had seen the prince of trotters

(Directum) and the prince of pacers (Flying Jib), and when
both of these speedy ones returns from the East they will all

drink a bumper to Directum, the "King of the Trotting
Turf," and Flying Jib, the " King of All Pacers."

There are three half mile tracks in England, one ia Ire-
land and one in Scotland, which have adopted the American
system of trotting and which are doing well. In France
the horses are started with a flag, and there is no scoring.
If a horse gets off with the right foot foremost, well and good;
if not, he must make the best of it. Horses ha,ve to be spe-
cially educated for this kind of work. The attendance at the
French tracks is large and there is a great deal of betting.

Some men are so constituted that they wish to attribute all

the success of their horses to iheir own skillful manipulation.
This is not always true. What the horse had not from
nature man could not give him ; man simply developed nat-
ural possessions. It often happens that horses receive more
abuse for what they fail to accomplish than praise for what
they actually periorm. Some men would rob their horse of
merit that they themselves might shine bright in borrowed
plumage.

Fred W. Bier, Vancouver, Wash., writes us : "I have
just sold my black mare Aileen, 5, by Altamont, dam Lady
Kismont, by Young Kisber ; second dam Klamath Maid, by
Altamont; third dam Pet, said to be by San Francisco Pat-
chen, son of Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., to Ralston Cox, our genial
and energetic representative of the Equitable Life Insurance
Co., consideration $500. Mr. Cos will be a valuable addition

to our growing list of trotting horsemen. Aileen is due to

foal to Vinmont."

S. A. Browse, of Kalamazoo Farm, has just taken a run
down to Terre Haute and had a look at Belle Vara, 2:0Si},

whom he found looking and feeling as fine as split silk.

Heretofore the browD daughter of Vatican has been a very
hard puller, both at exercise and in her races, but she has
been patiently schooled all the past winter in company, and
her temper is much improved. She is jogging with two
ounces less weight forward than ever before, and Doble's fore-

cast is that she is a mare whose chances for holding the rec-

ord are more than good.

Messrs. Guerne & Bakeb, of Santa Rosa, started for the
East about three weeks ago, and are interesting prominent
horsemen there with the model of a Santa Rosa race-track

harrow. As these harrows are the only kind used in Califor-

nia, the people of the East who have examined the model de-

clare it is no wonder the tracks are so perfect in this State.

Monroe Salisbury, Chas. Marvin, O. A. Hickok, Frank Covey,
Millard Sanders, L. U. Shippee and others say it surpasses

any ever made. We hope Messrs. Guerne & Baker will re-

ceive manv orders for this California invention.

There is no employee on a stock farm that has greater

responsibilities than the one whose duty it is to care for the

broodmares and foals. He must be gentle, vigilant and care-

ful at all times; he must love the business and understand
the natures of all the matrons in his care; and must know
their pedigree and the pedigree of their foals. At our promi-
nent stock farms the men selected for these positions take as

much pride in their work as the superintendents of the farms.

At the Valensin farm this position is held by G. Mazzini ; at

Palo Alto, by Geo. Woods; at Ranchodel Paso, by M. Cassidy;

at San Mateo Stock Farm, by Gus Lang ; at Moorland Stock
Farm, by H. Costigan ; at Oakwood Park Stock Farm, by
Fred. Booth.

There is a two-year-old pacing colt at Augustus Sharpens

place, Louisville, Ky., that is said to have shown remarkable
speed. He is by Baron Wilkes, dam by George Wilkes. He
has already developed a 2:20 gait, and it is believed by those

who have seen him work that he will be equally as fast as the

sensational Victor Mazzone. There are twoothersensational
colts at Mr. Sharp's place. They were the property of Mar-
cus Daly, and cost Mr. Sharp $3,900. He has since refused

$12,000 for them. One is by Wilton, out of Mary Sprague,

by Gov. Sprague, and the other by Guy Wilkes, out of Mi-
nerva, by JNutwood. They have shown to be very speedy,

and in their work last week both trotted quarters in less than
45 seconds.

It appears that there is more truth than superstition in

the ancient claim that the horse, when led out of a burning
barn, will almost invariably return and perish in the flames

if given an opportunity to do so. At least a very apt illustra-

tion of this propensity of the horse to suicide by voluntary
cremation was shown in the recent burning of no less than
three horses, who succeeded, after being rescued from a burn-
ing barn, in breaking away from their attendants and return-

ing to the flames, which consumed them. Whether this char-

acteristic exists as a reality or only in imagination it may be

as well to consider it a trait peculiar to (he horse and be

guided accordingly. It has been often demonstrated that a

horse can be easily led from a burning barn if the precaution

to first blindfold him be taken, and, as suggested by a con-
temporary, a very few minutes' work will convert an old

quilt, blanket or piece of carpet into a loosely-fitting hood,

which, in case of fire
;
could in a fraction of a minute be ad-

justed over the head of the horse, enabling the attendant to

lead him to a place of safety.—Horse Review.

A good many breeding years ago, E. M. Teakle and Frank
Jones, two well-known California sporting men, were going
down the Mississippi river on one of the famous sternwheel

vessels. They met some other genial souls who loved to play

poker, and in a little while the money drifted into the piles

held by Messrs. Teakle and Jones, the silent men from Cali-

fornia. On board the vessel was a very tine-looking mare
which belonged to one of the players, and in sheer despera-

tion he put a price on her, and Teakle, who at one time had
an interest in Dexter, 2:17}, was as good a judge of horseflesh

as he was of human nature, soon owned the mare in partner-

ship with Jones. They brought her to California, and at San
Jose, where she was known as the Indigo mare, she won sev-

eral very well-contested trotting races. She was bred to Nut-
wood, and had a bay filly which is now known as Aiurah
(dam of Electwood, 2:30). This mare is a large, well-formed,

strongly-built type of a broodmare, and one which cannot

help becoming noted as a matron of speed. She has a colt at

her side by Palo Alto, 2:08!, , that has every appearance of be-

ing a good one.
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The Saddle.

There are 367 racehorses in the stable of the late "Squire"
Abingdon, which are soon to be sold at auction.

The report that that great sprinter Dr. Hasbrouck broke
down in his work at Sheepshead Bay was erroneous. He
ran second to Kingston at Brooklyn last Monday.

Macdonough's Mosowai, now at Gravesend, who is in

the Brooklyn at 9-5 pounds, shows up in most excellent con-
nition after his twelve days' trip from California.

The cowboy race to the World's Fair will start from
Cbadron, 2seb., and will end at Buffalo Bill's grounds in Chi-
cago. Mr. Cody has added $500 to the $1,000 already
offered.

From Sheepshead Bay word comes that Colonel North's
Iddesleigh worked a mile and a quarter in 2:19 with 130
pounds up—a good move for a horse that is essentially a
sprinter.

Remtjs, the Brutus—Leda colt in the Elmwood Stables,

has shown some of the best work imaginable—in private. But
the brown colt has a bad leg, and has generally wound up last

in his races.

The famous English jockey, J. Watts, who was under
contract to ride for the late Abingdon Baird, having become
released by the latter's death, has now signed a three years'

contract to ride for Sir John Blundell Maple for a retainer of
$10,000 per year.

H. D. Brown, who did excellent work with the flag at

Oakland last winter, has been engaged to do all the starting

(of gallopers) on the Montana circuit this season, and in all

likelihood will send the fields of horses on their journey at

Seattle and Portland.

A St. Louis dispatch says :
" J. C. Alexander, of this city,

sold to-day to Al Orth, owner of the Xorth Star stables, the
brown filly Minnie L., four years old, by Iroquois, dam
Fannie Mattingly, and the bay filly Nellie Peare, same age,

by Iroquois, dam Boulotte. The price is private, but is said

to be $4,000."

Sinfax, holder of the two-year-old record at one and one-
quarter miles, 2:071, is making a season in the stud at Lake-
view, Oregon, at $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

This is a mighty small service fee, considering his breeding
and individuality, and the further fact that he was a wonder-
ful race horse.

Coloxel S., a three-year-old brother to Phillips & Ot-
tinger's great horse Wildwood, won a good race (mile and
fifty yards) in the mud on the 12th inst. at Louisville, Ky.
This colt was sold by Billy Hurry, of Sacramento, when he
crossed the Kockies last season, and was bred by H. C Jud-
son, of Santa Clara.

BrjCKREiJE, the winner of the Iroquois Stakes at Nashville,
is by Buchanan, son of imp. Buckden, out of the blind mare
Irene, that a few years ago came up out of the bushes in the
Southwest, and ran over almost every sprinter in the West-
ern country. His race in the Iroquois stamps him as a colt

of no ordinary merit.

Washington Park, during the present fine weather, is

undergoing a thorough overhauling. New earth is being
put over the track, and the turns thrown up and made wider.
The lawn in front of the club house is being decorated in the
gardener's best skill, and everything is being done to make the
track unusually attractive this year.

Ida Glenn, Dan Miller's game little mare, runs well for

an eleven-year-old. She is by Glen Elm, dam Queen, by
Lynx. Regal, the Recent gelding in the Suisun Stable, is

twelve years of age, and also a native of Montana. Cyclone,
the Ironclad sprinter, is eleven, Jack Brady nine. These are
the oldest horses racing in California that we can call to mind
at present

Lodi, the consistent bay gelding now controlled by S.B.
Smith, is bred to go the route, though the opinion prevails

that he is cnly a sprinter. Lodi is by Ned Parkinson (son of

the famous Lodi), dam (we are informed) a sister to the re-

nowned race mare, Nell Flaherty, owned by George Treat in

the early 70's, therefore being by Rifleman, "dam Jennie Hull,
by Belmont.

At St. Louis the pool-room keepers are in trouble. The
St. Louis Jockey Club are determined to prevent down-town
rooms from receiving the results of the races. They have no-

tified Gardner & Ditmus, who control the Western Union
racing service, that if St. Louis pool-rooms are furnished with
results of races at the Fair Grounds they will remove all tel-

egraphic instruments from the track.

An attachment has been obtained in this city against

"William O'B. Macdonough of San Francisco for $3,259 in

favor of Treacy & Wilson of Lexington, Ky. Of that

amount $2,500 was for the stallion Dr. Nave, which they

claimed was purchased by John H. Mackey as agent for Mr.
Macdonongh, but which purchase the latter repudiated.

—

New York Times.

The loss of an annual revenue approximating $2,000,000
will be the effect on the Western Union Telegraph Company
by the closing of the pool-rooms in New York. It is esti-

mated that the number or pool-rooms doing business in New
York prior to their closing by Superintendent Byrnes was
about 100, and these were taxed $75 per day each by the

Western Union, a net income of $7,500 being collected daily

in advance on an average. The pool-rooms were opened 300
days in a year, thus making a total of $2,225,000 per annum.

H. D. Brown, the well-known turfman, has decided to sell

off his race horses and embark in the business of sending
thoroughbreds off on their journeys in quest of glorv and
coin. Mr. Brown, as a starter, made an unqualified hit at

the Oakland winter meeting, and as he is a horseman that

likes to see everyone get a fair deal, will give it at all times and
commands the respect of jockeys and owners, he cannot but

be successful in his chosen calling. We predict that he will

make a name for himself as a flag-wielder second to no man
in America, for he knows how to start horses, is thoroughly

impartial when officiating in this capacity, and is as firm as a

rock.

One of the fastest races ever run in England was that of
Juvenal, who won the Nottingham Spring handicap on
March 27th last, he going the mile in l:3Sl-5. Juvenal is a
four-year-old, and carried 100 pounds. The only horse which
holds a better record for a mile in England is Bendigo, who,
in 1SS5, won the Lincolnshire handicap at a mile in 1:36 4-5
with 117 pounds up. He was then five years old.

A letter from Nashville states that "Tom Griffin's
Henry Young, winner of the Cumberland Prize, worth $4,71<J,

without whip or spur, after being thrown clean to his knees
by The King, outclasses any three-year-old for gameness and
staying qualities in the West, and will have the Hawthorne
Derby and other Chicago stakes at his mercy this summer."
He is by Duke of Montrose, dam Perfection, and cost $1,800
as a yearling.

iFGeraldine, Ked Dick and April Fool has been in the
first race last Saturday, one of half a mile, the greatest col-

lection of Pacific Coast sprinters would have been completed.
Gypsy Girl had run the distance in 0:47 v with 110 up, Red-
light had shown 4S seconds, Nellie Van (in her work) better
than 48 seconds, Cyclone had run it in a race in 0:43, while
Happy Day, Jack the Ripper and Thorn hill have broken
several watches in their private ttials.

Santa Anita horses did excellent work last Saturday.
Esperanza won a sprint race at St. Louis while her little

namesake was giving dust to Sir Reel and Tigress in San
Francisco. At Louisville, on the same date, Lady Bess, by
Emperor of Norfolk—Arritta, won the Louisville Hotel
Handicap, mile and a sixteenth, in 1:494, defeating the crack
Clifford and others. This win of the California miss will
send her odds in the American Derby down from 100 to 1 to

50, at the least.

The horses trained by Urville Appleby, of the Encino
Stable, have recently been in far better shape than those of
any other horseman at Bay District track, as evidenced by
the grand victories of Little Esperanza and St. Patrick. Or-
ville Appleby is not only thorough, but as square a turfman as
lives in any country. A person can always feel certain that
if his horses have the ability to do so they will win, and there
is a good deal of satisfaction these days in feeling that one
gets " a run for the money."

Chauncey Treadtvell, who rode Revolver in the Lime
Kiln Club Suburban last Saturday, is a very successful young
colored trainer that has become too heavy to ride during the
past two years, though he was a most excellent jockey in his

day. Chaunce used to work for George Lorillard, in fact,

was employed by that turfman foryears. In California Tread-
well has made a remarkable record in the saddle. He has
ridden but four times {all welter-weight races), and has been
in front with his mount at the finish on every occasion—

a

great showing, truly, and one Chauncey should be proud of.

The great two-year-old colt known to the public as Pop
Gray is, according to his owner, Shep Williams, running
under a false name. The colt was named Pop Graves, and is

entered in Western stakes as such. He wis entered in an
East St. Louis purse some time ago as Pop Graves, but owing
to a misprint the colt's name appeared as Pop Gray. Williams
says he tried to get the entry corrected, but did not succeed.
The colt is one of the best in the West and will have to race
as Pop Gray until Williams corrects the error, which he will

have to do through the American Turf Congress.

A Chicago daily quotes Edward Corrigan, the President
of the Chicago Racing Association, as follows: " Hawthorne
will close on November 1. I think winter racing is dead in

Chicago, and I am glad of it. I hate to have it said I ever
ran a winter race-track. I am not sorry I did it, for I was
bound to crush out that gang at Roby. I was bound not to

let them get a foothold. But I don't like it. As winter racing
goes I think Hawthorne gave great satisfaction. We tried to

prevent iobs and to have racing on its merits, and we suc-

ceeded just as well as any winter track could. But I am not

in favor of winter racing and never have been, and, what is

more, I never will be,"

Here is what a writer on the New York Spirit of the

Times had to say of Diablo (the Brooklyn Handicap winner)
in the issue of May 10, 1S93, five days before the race took

place :
" Diablo was moved a mile and a quarter for the first

'time this year, doing the distance in satisfactory time and
manner. The fractional times of his trial were 6:20 \, 0:52j

1:051, 1:18}, 1:32, 1:45}, 1:59*. 2:13*. Diablo is a horse that

does not require a great deal of work, and it is doubtful if

another bard trial will be given him. Diablo and Taral is a
combination that cannot be considered out of the handicap
by any manner of means^

The Jockey Club of England has made the following

amendment to the Rules of Racing :
" Nor shall a broodmare

which is in the forfeit list be qualified to be entered in a pro

duce stake." This is a wise step in turf legislation, especially

for England, where produce stakes are so numerous. Breed-

ers enter largely, and if they do not race, but sell, it is impos-
sible to collect the forfeits, as they never come to the scales.

Meantime they can sell their valuable foals and do a good

business without settling their just debts. The new rule hold-

ing the mare will check this evil. It is perfectly legal, as in

produce stakes it is the mare which is nominated, and the

nomination qualifies her prospective progeny. The action of

the Jockey Club in scorning to swell their entries at the sacri-

fice of honor and principle shows a commendable sporting

spirit—as commendable as it is unfashionable.

Yivandiere, the winner of the Thora Stakes at Cumber-
land Park, Nashville, Tenn., is a handsome brown filly with

a few roan hairs in her coat, a blaze in her face, and four

white feet. She stands 15 hands 1 inch, is quite lengthy, lias

a good body and weighs about 800poonds. Vivandi

the Suburban winner, Troubadour, out of tSnkonifl (full sister

to Reporter), by Enquirer ; second dam Bonnie Meade (the

half-sister to K. I". Fallon's Talluda and dam of Basil Duke,

Exile, Nellie B., C. H. Gillock, etc), by Bonnie Scotland.

Yivandiere's engagements are the great Gclin e, Ce

Dunmow and Fashion Stakes at Morris Park; the Double

Event at Sheepshead Bay ; the August stakes at Monmouth
Park; the Ilnrslboume and Hunnyniede at Louisville; the

Clipsetta. Sensation. Zoo Zoo and Kentucky Central Stakes

at Latonia ; the Lakeview Handicap and Quickstep Stake at

Washington Park, and the Laasie and Chi
Stakes at Hawthorne. It is probable she will he sent East

after the Latonia races to start in some of the big stfl

was cut oil in one of her races at Memphis, otherwise her

people think she would have won.

In examining the legs of a horse the purchaser should first

stand with his face to the broadside of the horse as he stands
on the level ground and observe whether he rests perpendicu-
larly on ail his legs, having the natural proportion of his

weight on each straightly, squarely and directly, or whether
he stands with all his legs straddled out, or with all drawn
together under the center of his belly as if he were trying to

stick them all in'o a hat ; or, lastly, whether he favors one or
more of his legs either by pointing it forward or by placing it

in any position in which no weight at all or a very small
stress of weight is thrown upon it.

The following dispatch came from Chicago last Saturday

:

"The fate of the old Gartield Park track seems to be sealed.
The City Council last night ordered five streets extended
through thegiounds, and as soon as the Department of Pub-
Ifc Works take action as ordered the racetrack will be no
more." Garfield Park track is one of the safest, fastest and
best in all America, and the grand stand is a mammoth affair

capable of seating over 15,000 persons comfortably. It seems
too bad that this place should be torn up. However, it would
not have met such a fate had there not been such a bitter fight

between the managers of Garfield and Hawthorne Park-, and
had not attention been called day in and day out to these
officials through the medium of a sensation-loving daily

press. Had the Messrs. Hankins and Corrigan joined hands,
shut up one of the tracks in the fall and both during the win-
ter, Garfield Park, a most beautiful spot, might have been al-

lowed to remain, notwithstanding Chicago has been built up
all around it.

The Lark, who has been beating some of the real good
ones among the youngsters lately, is a brother to Alfarata
and the result of a cross that has seldom if ever proved un-
successful in the line of racing—the Wildidle-Monday. Wild-
wood is bred the same way, as are lots of others that have
achieved distinction as race horses. These two horses (Wild-
idle and Monday) have done more to attract attention to tbis

State as a breeding center than any horses ever brought to

our shores. Williamson's Belmont lived at a time when there
were few thoroughbred mares in the State, but wherever he
was mated with one of these a race horse almost invariably

resulted from the union. Owen Dale, Langford and Bonnie
Belle were notable instances. Grinstead has been a most suc-

cessful sire, but it must be remembered that he has had some
of the best American-bred mares in his harem to be found.
What a success that son of Grinstead and Katy Pease (Judge
McKinstry) would have proved if he had been given some
good mares ! It is a pity that horse died without being given
an opportunity to prove his great worth.

The jockeys that have secured licenses to ride on Turf
Congress tracks are as follows : Mike Costello. W. H. Cole,

Charles Durnell, Rich Fishburn, Ed. Frazer, William Fair-

good, W. S. Fox, Joe Flynn, Wallace Graham. Leon Gemoets
F. L. Gardner, Thomas Griffin, John T. Gorman, Julius
Blair, Lee Brown, Warner Baker, Will Beatty, G. W. A.

Bellairs, Lee Blevins, Brad Blevins, Jere Blevins, Clarence
Bryant, Thomas Britton, Joe West, William White, George
Withers, Alonzo Clayton, Felix Carr, George Hamline, Ed.
Henderson, M. Hennessey, J. Hill, R. Jones, Thomas Kiley,

E. J. Kehoe, William Kunze, James L. Lawrence, John Lar-
kin, Ollie Lavissey, George Le Crvs, J. J. Mc'*afferty, John
McCann, John McDonald, J. W. Mitchell, Charles Micklin,
E. J. JCewington, .Nelson Porter, William Perkins, Joseph
Perkins, John Paul, Fred Richardson, Charles Rowe, J. Rea-
gan, H. Ray, Lester ReiffJ George Seaman, H. Shields, T.

Sargent, Louis Soden, John Seguin, Louis Stevenson, Charles
Thorpe, J. Vignes, R. Williams, Ollie Wooster.

W. H. Cheppi", who is one of the oldest bookmakers on the
turf, to-day, acting for the owner and a party of his friends,

closed the book on M. D. Richardson's Derby entry, Yoor-
hies, a gray colt by Longfellow, out of Aconite, betting $200
against $15,000, while another party placed $50 against s-j.uOO

on the Kentucky stable's entry, Jngomar, for the same race,

says the Chicago Dispatch. " What do you know about
Voorhies?" I asked Cheppu. " Not a thing on earth," was
the reply, "save both that he is a good-looking fellow who
traces back to Lightning, from whom he gets his color. It

is too early for anyone to know very much about their colts

vet, and this fellow was only brought in from the farm the

day I left Lexington. Every man that has an American
Derby candidate in Kentucky has a big following, and

' Mack ' Richardson is no exception to the rule. All of Mack's
friends are anxious to have a bet on his horse, and so they
have clubbed together and made up the purse that I have
placed. The odds against him when I left home were 100
to 1, but somebody placed a hundred on him before I got
here, and cut the odds down to 75 to 1, at which price I got

in. From what I can see now I judge there will be a great

big field of starters, and the man who can pick the winner
now will be entitled to a chromo."

Late on Friday evening thirteen horses belonging to W-
O'Brien Macdonough, the young California millionaire, who
has just gone into racing, arrived at the track. A few of
them wintered at Jerome Park. Henry Walsh, who is in

charge, has secured the range of stalls close to the Boulevard
which " Lucky " Baldwin once occupied. The string left San
Jose, Cal., April 24th. They had a rouph and wet journev.

Fourteen started, but The Doctor, full brother to Gold Dollar,

died of pneumonia soon after they passed Denver. Just

before reaching Pittsburg the partitions in one of the cars

broke away, four or five hones fell down, and though fortu-

nately none had any bnnes broken, they were so knocked
about and strained that it will he fully a month before they

are fit to work. < Irandee, < Salary, and two others are badly

cut about the hip-. When a New-York Times roan saw them
yesterday many were lying down in the straw, bat enough
v.:i- mi n to show that they are a good, level, likely-looking

lot Most of them are 1 Ids. Toe fall list is : Gran-
dee, gr c, 8| by Warwick—Helen Scratch; blk c, 2, by Dare-

bin— Alfarelta; chestnut colt, 'J. by Sir Mod red—Tourmaline
(a full brothor to Fitzsimmons and a big, powerful colt, with

n splendid m/I <p»-l».'X, ch c. 'J, by Sir Mod red

—

Scl tgirl; lurelio, b c, 2, oy Sir Hodred— Amelia; King
Howl, be -, by Sir Modred—Mahel (fall »ister to King Fox
and perhaps the best of the lot on looks) ; Dorin, b c, _, by
sir Mndr.il—Glendora; Ami.!, ch c, '_>, by imp. King
Jewelry, by War Dance; Monowai, b <,:!,(>>- Midlothian—
Eliza, by !"'• J looker; < orisande, b f. 2, by imp. Cyras—imp.

Getaway (a beautiful, truly-built filly) : Milan (full sister to

Sir Walter), ch I". 2, by Midlothian— La Scala : Flora, b f. 2,

by Darebio—Fleurette ; Galaxy, b f. 2. by imp. Galore
» iU-ndalia, and afiaa Marlowe, b f, 2, by imp. Cheviot—

M

Anderson.—N. Y. Times, May 8.
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THE FARM.
Song of the Farmer.

J. Wrttcohb Riley.

Tnev's a prejudice alius 'twtxt country and lowu
Which I wisht in my heart wasn't so.

you lake eitj people, jest pquare up and down,
And ihev're mighty good people to know

;

And whore's better people aliviu' to-day
Than us in the country ? Yit good

As both of us is. we're divorced you might say,

And won't compermise wheu we could.

Now as ni'jh into town for your pap, ef you please.

Is the Winn's called the sooburbs. For thare

You'll at Least ketch a wbitl'of a breeze and a sniff"

Of the breath of wilduowers everywhere.
They's room for the children to play and grow, too,

And to roll in the grass er to climb
Up a tree and rob nests, like they orten to do,

But they'll do anyhow ev.ry time!

My son-in-law said when he lived in the town,
He jest natchudty pined, night and day,

For ft sight of the woods or an acre of ground,
Where the trees wasn't all cleared away.

Aud he says to me ouc't whilst a-visiting us
On the farm : " It's not strange, I declare,

That we can't coax you folks without raisin' a fnsSj

To come to town, visitin' there."

And savs I : " Then get back where you sorto belong—
And Madaline, too—and yer three

Little children." says I. " that don't know a bird song,

Nor a nawk from a chick-dee-dee,
Git back." I-savs-I, " to the blue sky
And the green of the fields and shine

Of the sun with a laugh in yer voice aud ver eye
As hearty as mother's aud mine."

Well—long and short of it—he's compermised some-
He's moved in the sooburbs. and now

They don't have to coax wheu they want us to come,
'Cause we turn in and go anyhow.

For thare—well they's room for the song and perfume
Of the grove and "the old orchud ground.

And they's room fortbe children out thare and they's room
Fer tb'eyrgran'pap to waller 'em round.

Young Boars.

Many persons who have a stock of common hogs they wish

to improve by buying a thoroughbred boar fail to realize

their expectations and lay the blame on the party they bought

of, while the true cause of failure i; almost always their own.

A 6ne young animal is bought and is turned in with a lot of

sows ao'i other hogs and allowed to run with them, and quite'

often neighbors see or hear of the hog, his looks and quali-

ties, and an arrangement is made to have the hog taken over
to their farm for a few weeks, and the consequence is the hog
is stunted, loses vitality, and his progeny are very poor speci-

mens. The hog is either not properly fed or if he is fed

enough the food is not suitable. It is quite likely to be corn
and nothing but corn. This is the case more than likely

where hogs have been running on a range for years. Now the
range has become settled up the farmers find their "wind
splitters " are not profitable and have determined to act on
that wise suggestion— '' buy a thoroughbred boar and improve
your herd by crossing with your common sows."

Nearly all boars sent out by breeders are young, say from
six to ten months old, which if properly managed will give
better satisfaction than older ones. They are more thrifty

and stand change of conditions and climate better. When a
young bog comes he should be put in a good large inclosure
where he may graze and roat at will, but he should be fed

twice a day, enough to keep him in good growing condition,
but not too fat. Shorts or fine bran, wet up with skim-milk
and dish water, make good feed. Give plenty of good fresh

water to drink. He should have a variety of food, such as

small boiled potatoes, cabbage, etc. I have found that sum-
mer squash and Kohl-rabi boiled and fed with a little shorts
will make pigs weigh one hundred pounds when they are one
hundred days old. A little corn should always be fed in
cod weather. It is always best to have the boar gentle

;

handle him while young, scratch and rub him when he is eat-

ing. Never hit him or drive him about to make him wild.

He may be taught to follow you or be gently driven anywhere
you want him lo go if he is not afraid of you, and soon learns
to look for a reward for good conduct.

A young boar should only serve a very few sows until he
is fifteen or sixteen months old. A sow to be served should
always be in full heat and placed in a pen by herself and made
as quiet and contented as possible. The boar should be gently
driven to her pen and let in through a gate and not lifted or
thrown over the fence. Immediately after the sow is served,
and that but once, he should be taken back to bis own yard
and the sow allowed to remain in her own pen for three or
f'.ur days. Too much care cannot be taken of a good animal,
but do not pamper them up by over-feeding or by keeping
them in heated or glass windowed houses. Give them shade
in bol summer weather and a good warm dry place to sleep
in in the winter, but never let their sleeping places become
filthy or full of dry dust. A cold, wet day has often proved
fatal to pigs two or three months old in a few hours. Cold
and wet weather seem to hurt worse in the south than further
north. They seem to take something like pneumonia and die
in tenor twelve hours after they show signs of sickness; but
if a hog dies down here it is said he died of cholera or from
eating cottonseed, no matter what the symptoms of the disease

Weight of Cattle by Measurement.

To determine the weight of cattle by measurement several
rules have been presented to the public, but one of the au-
thorities 00 the subject says that there is no rule that comes
nearer than good guessing, and that DO two animals will
weigh alike according to measurement. The same authority
further remarks that a rule as good asany is to find the super-
ficial feet by multiplying the girth just behind the shoulder
blade by that of the leogtb from the lore part of the shoulder
blade to the rool of the tail. Thus an ox girthing seven feet
Dine iuch< feet in length would contain
seven and three-fourths timeeux, or forty-six :in<l h:ilf
superficial feet. I 01 cattle, grass fed, the following is given
as the weigh) per Buperfii ial fool .

Olnfi i n pounds
'""I. . jo pounds

28 pounds
81 pounds

Thus the steer, as perabo ements, should wei^h
46.50 by 81, or 1414 pounds gross. Under this rule il is usual
to deduct o ne pound in twenty on half-fattened cattle, from

BDty pounds on a COW having hud a calf, and if not
fat an equal amount. The author of ibis rule suggests its use
only in the absence of the scale.

The Berkshire.

[A. paper by Geo. W. Berryton. Kan., read before the Kansas Im-
proved Stock Breeders' Association.]

The origin, development and improvement of the Berk-

shire hog form a respectable portion of the improved breeds

of live-stocks. Conscious of this fact, we may not, with

propriety, attempt to add anything of importance to the vol-

umes which have been written about the much-admired

breed ; and what we shall say will be in reference to matters

of interest on the history, characteristics and management of

the Berkshire.

Being the first breed of swine to have established records,

no other can lay as valid claim to authentic and remote ori-

gin,established by reliable evidence, tracing the breed distinct

and certain more than a century, and following the lines just

as certain back one or two more centuries.

The Secretary of the British Berkshire Society, in an arti-

cle on this favorite English breed, traces the identity of the
breed in the county of Berks to the beginning of this century,
with such certainty as to lead him to believe the Berkshire
may be traced back another couple of centuries. For in-

stance :
" The points of color, though desirable in those days,

seem to have been in correspondence with our present mark-
ings; a dash of white in the face, four white feet, a tip to the
tail, and generally a few white hairs on one or both elbows,

also a patch somewhere under the throat." He states " that

such distinctive points on a background have been a char-

acteristic of the breed for over seventy years, and that they
were bred with as much certainty as to color then as they
can be now." In speaking of cross-breeds, Mr. Humfrey, the

Secretary, says :
" It is a matter of certainty that they were

never used in any of the herds of that time that were care-

fully bred. J f they had, it would come out occasionally now."
It is said that in those times the owner would wajjer with a

neighbor on the uniform markings of an expected litter of

pigs. One of our countrymen, Mr. A. B. Allen, of New
York, who visited England as long ago as 1841, and who
made the subject one of special researches, inquiries and ob
servations, and who wrote an essay nearly twenty years ago,

noting the characteristic of the improved Berkshire as

described by several aged men in different parts of Berkshire,

who had personal knowledge of the br;eed as far back as 17S0,
and who stated that the breed at that early time possessed as

great perfection as in 1841. Mr. Allen says ' " Thus it will

be seen that the improvement is now at least a century old,

and more probably a century and a quarter
; for it would have

taken some years back of 1780 to begin a new breed of swine,
and get it up to a fixed type at that period."

This fixity of type in color and markings, with size, quality

of meat, early maturity and feeding qualities and adaptability

to climatic influences are the glowing traits which have sent

the Berkshire forth conquering and to conquer wherever
civilization has made it possible for improved breeds to ad-
vance.

While the description given of the breed, even in its early

history, almost fits the ideal Berkshire of to-day, yet the fin-

ishing qualities have been much improved of late years. The
head is finer, the neck is shorter, the bone, if possible, is better

quality, with greater depth and length of body, retaining all

the size with improved style and finish.

The first authentic importation of Berkshires into this

country was in 1S23, followed by others in 1S32, 1S33, 1S39
and 1841. These were scattered mainly through New York,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and the South. Strange to say,

the greater part of those early importations were bred out and
the pedigrees forgotten, and would not be worthy of further
thought were it not for the fact that the state of neglect in

which they were left to run in the woods gave cause to the
dislike and prejudice which arose and exists to a certain ex-
tent tc-day against the "little black prick-eared Berkshire."
But while the breeders in the United States lost interest in
the Berkshire in the years preceding and during the war, at

the same time the breed was being handled and improved
with that degree of skill which has made England famous as

the home of our best breeds of cattle, sheep and swine. It is

due to the importations from England since the civil war that

the magnificent herds have been built up in Illinois, Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas. These late importations,

with the stock bred from them, constitute what is known as

the large or English Berkshire, as distinguished from the
little Berkshire of former years.

No representative breeder of Berkshire to-day will keep a
sow of less than 500 pounds weight at maturity, or use a boar
of less than 700 to 750 lbs. at maturity in good flesh. The
produce of such sires and dams of this breed when properly
mated possess a marked tendency to lay on flesh easily at any
age, a characteristic that has fairly earned for the pigs a
reputation for early maturity.

The pigs often reach 100 pounds at the age of one hundred
days. We had five pigs of one litter which averaged fifty-six

and one-half pounds at the age of fifty-six days, a small frac-

tion over a pound a day at less than two months of age. Five
pigs of another litter averaged seventy-eight pounds at the
age of eighty days, and 108 pounds at one hundred days, mak-
ing an average daily gain at that period, immediately after

being weaned, of one and two-fifth pounds per day. These
five pigs weighed 285 pounds at seven months, making an
average gain during the last hundred and ten days of one and
three-fourths pounds, less a very small fraction. My father

butchered some Berkshires at the age of nine months which
dressed 302 pounds. They had ordinary keeping on the
farm. Two of his pigs dressed 300 pounds each at eight
months. Thev were runts put up in a pen and fed slops.

Longfellow's Model, a boar now in our herd, at exactly ten
months weighed 446 pounds, an average of almost one and
one-half pounds the first three hundred days of his life. A
Kansas breeder some years ago claimed a sow weighing; 500
pounds at nine months. Twenty-three head of barrows,
registered Berkshires, at the American Fat Stock Show, in
1880, the average age of which was thirteen months and
twenty-one days, averaged 440 pounds in weight, and, it is

said, they included all the runts of a certain celebrated breed-
er's crop of pigs. The?e figures and statements are not made
for the purpose of boastine or to disparage other breeds, but
rather to substantiate by facts the claims of Berkshire breed-
ers to the early maturing, easy feeding qualities and ready
fitness for market at any age. We believe that, taken for
size and finish, combined with early -maturity, and consider-
ing the quality of the hams and bacon, the Berkshire stands
without a rival.

As an outcome of one steady line of improvement, we have
a hog well-nigh approaching the ideal. The Berkshire

among swine is what the Shorthorn is among cattle—the
poor man's taxpayer, rent-payer and mortgage- lifter ; and
what the thoroughbred is among horses—the standard of com-
parison, and the source from which many late-improved
breeds have largely drawn. " The height of one man's am-
bition is to produce a hog that is heavier than the Berkshire;
of another one that will feed as well; or one that is as pro-
lific and hardy ; or that will graze as well ; or that will pro-
duce as fine hams and bacon ; or in some one or more ways
resemble the Berkshire—the pattern hog."—Swine Breeders'
Manual.

Selection and management.—As pointed out before,the sire

should be large. He cannot be too large if free from coarse-
ness. He should be broad between the eyes, with well-dished
face, snout rather broad but tapering. His jowl should be
medium to heavy ; ears fine, soft and erect ; neck short ; chest
broad and deep ; back broad and moderately arched ; rump
nearly level with the back ; body of good length and depth,
smooth and even ; ribs well sprung, and straight sides

;

shoulders thick but sloping smoothly to the body and down
the forearm ; ham broad and deep, and well rounded down
to hock ; bone strong ; neat, short legs, and standing firmly
upon the feet; hair fine, close, and no bristles; markings
clear white, distinct and even ; carriage stylish ; dispositioa
docile, and a quiet, easy feeder. The points of the bow are
much the same as in the boar. She may be thinner in the
shoulder, and she should be extra fine and well dished in the
face, with short nose. In size she should approach the
medium, with smooth quality, rather than large with much
coarseness.

This paper is already too long to devote much time to
" management," a question which may be started at any point
and never exhausted. The Berkshire has been called a
rustler. He probably can exist under as varied and un-
favorable circumstances as any member of the genius Sus.

However, the best specimens of the breed are not found stand-
ing on their heads, in some field or marsh, rooting and hunt-
ing for a morsel, or lyiDg comfortable in the shelter of a
narrow plank fence from the howling blasts of winter, or in

the shade of a barb-wire fence or a sunflower weed from the
heat of a mid-summer sun. On the contrary, they have ever
been found ready throughout the long history of development
and improvement to respond to rational treatment in the way
of good shelter and good feed by netting satisfactory weights.

The native of a country great in richness of resources, great
in production of grains and grasses essential to make growth
in flesh and size of carcass, it is natural and essential that an
animal possessing the great assimilating powers of the Berk-
shire must be dependent upon the environments of improved
live-stock husbandry. Those environments are found on the
well-regulated farm ; and the foundation elements consist of

grain, grass and the dairy. These are found nowhere else in

the world to greater advantage than in the great Mississippi

basin and its valleys—the adopted home of the Berkshire.

Dairy Notes.

The dairy farmer who knows about what income he may
expect each week can guage his expenses according to his

means much better than the man whose income depends up-
on the sale of wheat or some other crop that he only realizes

profit from once a year.

In testing milk with the Babcock machine it has been
found that the morniug's milk is richer than the night's, be-

cause the cow goes through less motion at night, and all mo-
tion robs the milk of fat. This is a great argument for keep-
ing the cows stabled all winter, if not all the year round.

Do not wait for more than three days' cream to accumulate
in order to get "enough for a churning." Three times a
week is none too often, and the butter will come with less

labor, and there will be less chance of bitter butter or butter-

milk. We would prefer to churn three times a week than
twice or once, as we think it could be done with less labor,

and know it would be sure to make better butter.

A traveler asked a dairyman how it came that his cows
were all so perfect as regarded -milking quality. The owner
replied :

" When I find a good cow I buy her. When a cow
does not come up to my expectations I sell her. When I get

a really good one I keep her." If every dairyman in the

country would adopt that policy their bank accounts would
wax fat, and it would be but a few years before they would bp

1 denounced by their less fortunate fellows as capitalists and
bloated monopolists.

The Jerseys seem to have the inside track in the coming
dairy test at the world's fair. It was announced some months
ago that Holsteins, the closest competitors of the Jerseys in

the dairy class, would not be entered in the tests; more re-

cently the Ayrshire breeders decided to take no part in the

test; and now the owners of the red polled cattle which had
been imported for the express purpose of entering them in

the test have decided not to compete. It seems that all the

rules and regulations governing the proposed test have been
dictated by the Jersey men, and are of such a character as to

effectually preclude the possibility of a fair competition. The
result is that the owners of cows of other breeds refuse to make

I any entries, and the test, which it was expected would offer a

very fair indication as to the relative merits of the different

dairy breeds, will be little more than an exhibition of what
Jerseys can do in the way of butter production under the best

i
and most favorable conditions. It will be of some value as it

! is, but it would have been infinitely more valuable to the

I dairymen and cattle breeders if it could be conducted on a
I basis that would permit of fair and equitable competition.

In some dairy localities no calves are raised and pigs are

]

scarce. In such cases it is economical to feed skim-milk to

the cows. Deep setting or a separator on the farm will be

I

necessary, as separator milk which is returned from a public

j

creamery is not, as a rule, fit to feed cows. Such milk is often
' partially decomposed. Mr. J. E. Dorman reports the follow-

ing in Hoard's Dairyman : We have been practicing it here

with very good results. The milk is taken directly from the

separator and given to the cows while yet warm and sweet. In

every case the flow of milk has been increased, some cows

showing an increase of fifteen pounds a day. The herd is

made up mostly of pure-bred Holsteins, which are naturally

j

very large eaters, but I notice those that get skim-milk do not

eat as much hay as before. When a cow gets a good drink

of warm milk just before she is called upon to contribute her

!
share of the produce she is perfectly contented to stand still,

and does so with good grace. Should any one have trouble in

getting the cows to drink, a little grain mixed with the milk

will, in most cases, induce them to taste of it, and, when once

they get to drinking, they become very fond of their warm
drink.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam, and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

May 17-20—Seattle Kennel Club's bench show, Seattle, Wash., F. R.
Atkins, Secretary.

May 30—June 2—American Pet Dog Club's bench show. New York.
T. Farrar Racknam, Secretary.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show. Chicago, June IS, 11.

15, 16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchauan, Chief
Department of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show. Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, Juue 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewait, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.
A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials.

W- J. Beck, Secretary.

November 20—Eastern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point, N. C.

H. Odell, Secretary.

One Note and Then the Chorus.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Under the caption

" A voice from the foothills on the judges' decision in the

Eoglish setter class," Mr. C. A. Loud sees fit to attack the

awards of Mr. Geo. Kaper in the above class, and at the

same time to cast insinuation on the Bench Show committee

and myself in particular.

It is useless lo take up the defense of the above-mentioned

committee, as those gentlemen are too well known for Mr.

Loud's article to attain its object, but his letter is misleading

and I desire to call attention of your readers to its inaccur-

acies.

He has the goodness to say^that Mr. Raper may be a judge

of pointers, greyhounds, foxterriers, etc., etc., but if Mr. Loud

is not more conversant with the above named breeds, than his

judgment on the above named breeds indicate, as shown in

his criticism, I fail to see the effect of his compliment to Mr.

Raper in the breeds he has mentioned. I can hardly under-

stand the remarks of Mr. Loud when he starts out by assert-

ing that my wins under Mr. Raper are correct, and that I (in

his opinion) am entitled to the wins and positions my dogs

were placed in, and before the ink has dried covering this

assertion Mr. Loud complicates matters by drawing
comparisons, and states " in bis opinion our Ameri-
can judges would have placed Belle T. over Flake L..

while Mr. Loud has already admitted that Flake L. was
entitled to the place she was awarded, and he virtually

claims that our American judges would have reversed both

Mr. Raper and himself in this decision ; surely this must be

a reflection on the good judgment of "our American judges,"

and if this be the intent of Mr. Loud's article I will give

him another chance and go him one better; I will not take

the best show bitch I have either, to make things interesting,

I will make the following proposition, viz: I will agree to

deposit a sufficient sum of money to pay expenses, against an

equal amount of Mr. Loud's, to be placed in the hands of

any responsible party, and we will determine the ability of

our American judges in English setters, I to send my
third best bitch Dottie Day, and Mr. Loud to send any English
setter that was exhibited at the last bench show of The Pacific

Kennel Club, to the World's Fair bench show, the dog being

placed the highest in the class to take the money in hands of

stakeholder; whereas, I am perfectly satisfied with Mr.
Raper's judgment in this matter, I ft el that Mr. Loud is in

the wrong and I wish to prove to his entire satisfaction that

Mr. Raper has done as any good American judge would do in

this case. Mr. Loud states that I have a kennel—that I do
not breed my bitches—that my dogs when not in training are

keptin a livery stable in San Francisco, and that the Shen-
andoah Kennels (Loud's) was the only kennel showing a

stud dog. Xow, to the above I desire to state for Mr. Loid's

information that my kennels are located in Geyserville,

Sonoma county, Cal., and it was at this place that Dottie Day
and Flake L. wereieared. If I do not breed my bitches who
should have the credit of breeding Dottie and Flake, who,

with their dam, were the best three specimen of English set-

ters exhibited at the show.

I find that a box-stall in a first-class livery stable a verv

desirable place to house my bitches during their sojourn in

San Francisco, and I wish right here to refute the idea that

the last-mentioned place is their home.
Let me ask Mr. Loud why he should send his bitches to

San Francisco, to be bred to such dogs as Starlight and Fred,

W., if his Dictator is a worthy subject to win a prize in a

bench show as one of the principal exhibits of the Shenan-
doah kennels?

It seems to me that Mr. Loud's policy is a wrong one in

trying to force matters to win a prize through a technicality

when his dogs do not come up to show form.

The Pacific Kennel Club has given prizes in previous

shows for the best three dogs entered of the same breed irre-

spective of sex, and owned by one person or firm
;
while there

is no rule established as to what shall constitute a kennel I

consider the committee was correct in sustaining the judge

under the circumstances, as the prize was offered without

reserve, and I believe I had a right to compete and that Mr.
Loud's protest was uncalled for.

Now to conclude, Mr. Loud, take my advice, stop^howiing

—

never compete unless you can suffer defeat—get next to your-

self and get some good ones ofyour own, of proper tvpe, and
when you beat me as fairly as I have you, I will accept

gracefully and will never object, nor cast innuendo toward

theintegrity of honest judgesand committees. 1 remain your
friend P. D. Linvii.lk,

" Late Ward McAllister of the Sportsmen of America."

San Francisco, May 10, 1893.

Hugh McCrackin's handsome greyhound bitch Lady H
Glendyne (29,*250) has again added to her laurels by winning

first prize at Seattle. This with her previous winnings at Los
Angeles and San Francisco, makes her the champion bitch on

the Coast and her owner has just cause to be proud of her.

"World's Fair Kennel Exhibit.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—! deem it best to
call the attention of those interested in the Kennel Exhibit
ofth Exposition lo the fact that the Committee on Awards
of the National Commission under the general plan do not
desire lo make precedent that might he injurious to other ex-
hibits by naming the judges for the Kennel Exhibit in ad-
vance of receiving entries. They appreciate fully the force
of custom and their desire in common with the breeders and
this department is for the best show possible. I can heartily
endorse their interest and can assure exhibitors that the
judges for this exhibit will be persons whose ability, integrity
and prominence are such as will render them acceptable to
exhibitors. 1 have waited until this late date for such a de-
cision, hoping that I would be able to print a revival premium
list containing some additional classes and corrections, with :i

list of judges. The late date at which this decision reached
me renders it inadvisable to do this, consequently no edition
of the premium list for the Kennel Exhibit will be issued
other than the one now in force, until near June 1st, when a
new edition of the entire Live Stock Premium List will be
issued, containing all corrections up to June 1st. Copies of
the present list with entry blanks can be had by addressing
the undersigned. I deem it important to state that the date
for closing entries in the Kennel Exhibit has been extended
from May 20th to June 1st, and in addition to state that the
Department of Live Stock has authority to create such ad-
ditional classes in any division as in its judgment will add to
the interest of the exhibit, and that this course will be pur-
sued in the Kennel Division. Wherever a Sufficient number
of entries (ten) or in any breed not mentioned in the printed
premium list, is offered, an additional class will be created
with such premiums as seem proper.

Breeders and owners of dogs will, I trust, appreciate the
earnestness and desire of this department to make the kennel
exhibit one worthy of the kennel interests of this country,
and I assure them I will do whatever lies in my power, either
in the creation of separate classes or in any other way to
make the kennel exhibit an unqualified success.
Mr. James Mortimer, superintendent of the exhibit, can be

addressed on and after the 15th day of this month at Chicago.
I sincerely trust we shall have the continued encourage-

ment and aid of all clubs, and take this manner of thanking
the clubs we have generously offered special premiums and
trophies and we have so frequently taken opportunity to show
their interest and their support of this feature of the Live
Stock Department.
Any information desired by those interested will be gladly

furnished by this department. Very respectfully yours,

W. J. Brehanan,
Chief, Department of Agriculture. 1

(In charge, Dept. of Live Stock.) J

Chicago, May 10, 1893.

Coursing-.

This sport comes properly uuder two heads, says John
Mayer in his book on the dog; some persons keeping grey-

hounds wholly for the purpose of public racing for prizes,

others using them merely as instruments of private amuse-

ment. In both cases, however, the rules for breeding, rearing

and training, are essentially the same. There is a popular

fallacy existing in many districts where coursing is only fol-

lowed as a private pastime, that greyhounds for mountains

and rough wild downs should not be too highly bred. There

is a passage in BeckCord that applies directly to such impres-

sions:
—

" I have often heard, as an excuse for hounds not

hunting a cold scent, that they were too high-bred. I confess

I know not what that means ; but this I know, that hounds
are frequently too ill-bred to be of any service."

The fine thoroughbred greyhound, known to all coursers,

is no new species (though, until the hare became the quarry
in coursing, the wire-haired race was used as alone fit to pull
down the mountain and forest deer), as, in its silky coat and
blood-like shape, it is found in most of the pictures of Charles
the First. No doubt it has since undergone many changes
for the better, more especially in the crosses to which it was
subjected by the skill and industry of the late Lords Orford
and Rivers. All that the moderate courser of the present day
has t» attend to is, how he manages the best blood that he
can now procure at little trouble and moderate outlay ; of

course the brief treatment of the subject in a work of this

nature, is not intended for such as to keep large studs for pub-
lic running.

The earlier in the year you breed, the better ; late puppies
rarely turn out well. When you put a favorite sort to the
dog, it will be a serviceable precaution to have another bitch
warded at the same time, which will enable you to rear all

your litter without injury to the dam. The advantage from
this system is, that you will have trial of all your produce

;

when you destroy any, yon may destroy the best. This was
Lord Orford's system ; he nevor got rid of a puppy till he had
experience of his quality. When the whelps are removed, it

ft ill serve the mother to give her some gentle medicine ; three
purging balls, one every other morning, will be found to set

her right sooner than if nature were left to herself. For
rearing greyhound puppies, the same general rules apply as

with all others, except that being more delicate they require
a greater share of care and attention. Their bitterest foe is

distemper, so long considered as beyond all hope from human
aid or skill. Modern improvement seems to have, at last,

found a remedy for that formidable disease ; in the Appendix
a recipe is given, as infallable, upon an authority there is

every reason to respect.

The maxim that " the good that is in a horse goes in at the
mouth," is equally applicable to stock of all descriptions.

Above all, let it be ever present with those who rear grey-
hounds—that if neglected in their youth, no after process
avails them aught. Their food should be substantial, such as

oatmeal and broth, very thick, oatmeal cakes made thick and
soaked in tepid milk, and flesh hung up so that they may
have ,to use exertion to reach it; the pulling at it giving
liberty to the nebk and strength to the jaws. Never confine

them long. Constant exercise is as necessary to the develop-
ment of their powers as judicious feeding. Let them accom-
pany you as much as possible in your rides and walks—in the
former, as they grow in strength and age, increasing the speed
when an opportunity is afforded of doing so, withoat injinv

to their action, the certain consequences of fast work on roads
or other hard surfaces. A greyhound, lo he symmetrical,
should be shark-jawed, prick-eared, with a long neck, thin

withers, deep shoulders, broad-hooped back, broad loins, ilat

sides well let down, deep gaskins, straight legs, short from the
hock to the pastern joint, thin feet, pointed, a very long fine
stern, and large floating veins. It will improve greyhounds'
looks, and save their health, to dress them daily with a
moderately hard brush, using a little oil.

De Dawg Show.

My deah brudders, dis am de time when de winners do de
crowin' an' de losers do de kickin'. Dis am bout de propah
'ting.

How's we gwinter run de shows cept dar be crowin' an'
kickin'

Ize been tinkin' dis mawrin' dat de losers bettah pay moah
'tention to de scripters 'an they seem ter he doin', case why
dey needs corafortin'.

Dar do be one ob de hes' scripters in de whole worl' fur
gest sich. It am writ by pow'ful wise man an' am contained
in dese blessed words: " When yo' gets dewust ob de bar-
gin, gest grin an 'bar it."

Dis huh tex wuzsed long 'fore yo' wuz bohn ; long 'fore I
wuz bohn an' long 'fore dar wur eny dawg show, but et am
good fur de dawg shows.

The disturbance raised over the judges to be chosen for the
World's Fair kennel show continues. There does not seem to
be much of a chance for candid comment as yet, upon this
subject. It has been said that the American Kennel Club has
made a demand on the authorities of the World's Fair for the
names of the judges. A very peculiar proceeding we should
say. Even the A. K. C. should not be so assuming as to de-
mand anything from the World's Fair committee. A request
couched in proper terms and setting forth whatever of reason
that body may have deemed sufficient for having the an-
nouncement of judges in the kennel department to take pre-
cedence over all other commencements in the live stock ex-
hibit, would have better served the purpose.
Any committee after listening to the howl sent out bv

numerous kenuelmen anent this matter, would naturally be
slow to throw out the bone of contention for the different
factions to fight over.

Stop kicking over this matter, the kennel interests will be
the better subserved by some united action. Sports and
Amusements has the following to say on the question.

"It is said that the American Kennel Club have made a
demand on the World's Fair authorities for the announce-
ment of the names of the judges for the bench show, and that
the committee on awards have refused to make known the
names. John Boyd Thatcher, of New York, the chairman
of the committee, bases his reasons for a refusal of the names
on the grounds that if the demand of the American Kennel
Club was complied with, all other exhibitors could demand a
similar announcement. It is evident that Mr. Thatcher is

unacquainted with the modu.< operandi of running dog shows.
If he were he would know that the names of the judges is of
the utmost importance in determining the number of entries.
In no other exhibition of animals is so much stress laid upon
having proper, competent men to judge. The dog, entering
so deeply into the affections of mankind, he exceeds anv other
animal in the affection bestowed upon him by ihe human
race, even almost as much as he returns that love. On this
account no other exhibition excites so much interest, except
it may be a baby show, as does a dog show.

If Mr. Thatcher understood this he would no doubt have
no objection of giving to the world the names of the judges

;

if he continues to withhold them, he virtually strangles the
dog show, and what would have been a great international
exhibition is likely to dwindle down to a small local exhibit.
Mr. Buchanan, the chief of the department of agricultural,
says exhibitors may depend upon it that none but competent
men will judge

;
that may be so, but dog breeders and exhibi-

tors generally consider themselves the only judges of who are,
and who are not, competent to decide on the merits of their
pets, and unless they know the names of the judges, they will
very likely refuse to enter, and leave the VVorld's Fair dog
show alone.

It is a great pity that this show, which was expected to be
a record show in the annals of dogdom, is now almost doomed
to become a fizzle; who are the responsible parties? Most
decidedly a clicque of New Yorkers, backed up oy a Chicago
alleged sporting paper, and the publication by that paper of
a list of judges, manv of whom were utterly distasteful to the
great majority of dog owners in America. The World's Fair
authorities of course went to the recognized authorities in
dogdom, viz., the American Kennel Club; several of the men
high up in that organization allowed their personal prejudices
and enmilies to stand in the way of the nomination of compe-
tent men of established reputation, and substituted the names
of comparative novices in dog judging, while omitting the
names of old, experienced judges and breeders, men who were
dog judges and owners and breeders of prize winners for years
before fashion or fancy induced the others to become identi-
fied with dog interests.

Name Claimed.

Echo Cocker Kennel, Stockton, Cal., A. C. Davenport,
Prop., claim name Mink E, for liver cocker spaniel dog pappy
whelped Jan. 29th, 1893, by Bronta, A. K. ('. S. B. 17,064
(ch Brant A. K. C. S. B. 5,856 ex Moller) ex Bell Dot E.

Visit.

Geo. E. Twitchell has bred Belle T., English setter bitch
bv Hulph ex Beauty, to W. S. Kiltie's Luke Carl K ex Bes-
sie, May 15, 1893. —
There can be no questioning the fact that the growth of

the ken ne) interest on this coast has now reached such a
stage as will insure smooth Bailing for the future. The good
dogs now owned on this coast, we are persuaded, will oom-
pare favorably with the dogs in any part of the country.

This is a matter upon which every lovor of good dogs is to be
congratulated.

Who could have anticipated that so large and heavy an
affair as the kennel show at the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion would go offwithout some friction. We tTUSl tint tin-

parties interested will combine and help make a good show.
There will be along time iu which to kick after it is over.

The American Kennel Club held a meeting on Thursday
lap) to Consider amendments to the constitution and bylaws
of the club.

Advices from Seattle indicate that the bench show held
there this week was iu every way satisfactory.
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THE GUN.
The Alameda Gun Club.

On Saturday last the Alameda Gun Club met at Oakland

Shooting Park to celebrate their May meeting at the trap.

There was a goodly attendance, and a most pleasurable after-

noon was spent by the club membership. The birds were

very strong and swift, giving the sportsmen all they could do

to make satisfactory scores.

Mr. T. K. Barney always shoots well, and on this occasion

scored twelve birds in the main match.

Mr. Hugo Schroeder covered himself witb glory by doing

the same neat work, all of his twelve birds falling neatly

within bounds, and all save the first three at first shot.

Messrs. Wilkie and Mathews allowed but one bird each to

escape them.
Messrs. Osborn and "Slade" scored ten out of the twelve

fired at in the main match.

The following score for the club shows very well indeed as

a whole. It stands:

Barney 2 2 211111221 2-12
"i-hnwder 2 2 2 11111111 1-12

WUkif ...:...... 1 2 2 1112 12 1 1-11

Mathews..'.".'. I 2 122220112 1-11
0>bonie 2 12 10 12 12 2 2 0-10
-•Slade" 2 112 112 11 2-10
McArttaur 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2- SI

Momsoo 2 12 11112 10-9
Hnskell 1 1110120012 2-9
Adams.:...:::.:: 2 20221002020-7
Cant. T. Knowles 2 2 2 2 10 10-0

March scores were shot off as follows : Wilkie, 8 ;
Mc-

Arthur, 7 ; Mathews, 7 ;
Haskell, 6.

The recent match, in which this club succeeded in scoring

the victory, was the subject of much u light mention " by the

membership generally.

The Recreation G-un Club.

On the first of the week the Kecreation Gun Club met at

Oakland Track for their monthly contest for the club's monthly

prizes. The day was fine, the birds good and the shooting

very fair, yet not fully up to the standard of this organization.

The score of the main match stood as follows :

Echert 2 12 12 12 112 1-11
"Slade" 2 112 1112 10 2—10
Barnev 1 2111120011 1—10
Worth". 21 11211201*2 -10
Simpson 122012020212-9
Hushes 1 1110101120 0-8
Alien 01201110011-7
Randall 1012111200 0-7
H. C. Golcher 2 1 2 1 * 2 * 1 * 2 * *— 6

Gere " 00101100111—6
Liddle 21000100002 2— o

Mr. F. S. Eckert, of San Diego, led the shooting, scoring

eleven of possible twelve birds.

Messrs. " Slade," Barney and "Worth took the prizes, which
consisted of a combination camp knife, a hunting knife and a

pair of hunting shoes.

The first pool resulted as follows :

Barney 11001111*12 1-9
Worth 1 *2021210111— 9

Schroeder *0222122210 1— 9

F S Eckert 21110 * 10211 2— 9

-Slade'- 1 1110*01112*— 8

Simpson 00010111212 1— S

Eddy * *01011 1212 1— 7

Randall 2 10 12 2 10 1—7
Hughes o l 1 1 2 * —4
GCM 2 2 10 —3
Liddle 2 2 —2
The second pool gave the following result:

Simpson 2 2102112221 1—11
Barney 11122220201 2—10
"Slade" * 0121012222 1—9
Eddv 1 1122120210*— 9

Worth l 0210010 w
In another event the following score was given :

Barney 11121022110 1—10
Eddy 1*212111101 1—10
Fay 21120*22*12 2— 9

Messrs. Barney and Eddy shot at six more birds and being
still a tie, they divided the purse.

Inanimate Target Shooting.

On the first of the week the inanimate target shooting at the

Oakland Shooting Park, under the manrgement of Clabrough,

Golcher & Co., was of the first interest. The manner in

which this firm have provided for sport in this line is duly

appreciated by every lover of the gun in tins city and vicinity.

* )n the occasion above mentioned the shooting was as follows.

The first match at 10 singles, $1 entrrnce, resulted as fol-

lows :

Bcker i l l i l i i l l l—io
U-vl 10 11111111—9
Allen 1110 10 1111—8
HludL- 0111010111—7
Thorn l 101001111—7
V.nk.r 1 110010011—6010111010—5
Mellfsh OlllOllOO— 5
Qulnton 1 010000110— 4

Karney 0101001010— 4

The money followed the markings as above given.

Event second, was as six pair, $1 entrance. The result:

Ecker 11 11 11 m n 10—10
10 01 11 11 II) 1(1- 8

Ltvl HI II lu 11 iu 1(1- 8
Golcher lo 11 01 10 11 10— 8
Potter ] 1 10 11 01 111 111- s
Barney iu tin 11 11 11 m p

Karaey 10 11 lo 00 hi 11— 7

McllMi iu lo 11 11 h 7

Ull 111 10 ill 10 11 1;

Thompson 00 mi in id n 10— 5
it] Ml mi lu III Ull- I

1 no Hi iu ui nn 2

Ecker took Bret money, thoee scoring eight each divided
equally the money in second and third purses.

A third event at L6 singles resulted ;is follows:

1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 (i 1 I—18
Barney 1 1101011111111] 1—18

Staei 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0—12
All.-n 1111111110011Q 1-12

I 1 11 I 1 1 1 I (i it 1 1 1 1— 10
Bcker 1 i) 11 11 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 it 1 1 in

1 n i 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 u 1 0— ii001111110100101101110001011000 7

<iulnt..ii ...ii I (. o 11 (i 1 1 n 1 11 11 1 l-ii
]jnnbcrl _ 0000001101001 1—4

Levi and Barney divided first money ;
Golcher and Allen

divided second and third.

Subsequently, Levi scored in another match 15 straight,

Allen 13, Quinton 13, and Golcher 12.

Mr. E. Foster acted as referee and scorer to the complete

satisfaction of all interested in the match, and indeed a better

man could not be secured to keep the sport moving along in

the best possible manner.
These events are steadily growing in interest. If you can

not shoot inanimates you would have but little sport at the

trap outside of San Francisco.

The Spoonbill Club.

There was a large attendance of members of the Spoonbill

Shooting Club at the Red Men's picnic yesterday to shoot for

the prizes offered, says Monday's Record Union. The shoe-

ing was at bluerocks (inanimate targets), twenty-five " birds "

to the man, and the scores made were as follows :

Stevens 11 11 1 111 1 1 1 nil 1 1 1111011 1—24
Helms 111111111101111111111100 1—22
G. Zeutgraf 111111011111111111111100 1—21
I. Hoxie 001001111111111111111011 1—20
Les Morrison ll'l 011110110011100011111 1—19
Eurstin 101101101101011111110111 0-19
Fitzgerald 011111100111111110001100 1—17
Newbert 111011000010011110111101 1-17
G. Hoxie 101100111011111011011101 0—17
Chapman 001000011101101101011111 1—15
Lvon 1

011110101110011011110000 0-15
Gafleney 011001001101111100001101 1—14
Flohr 110101100001001100011010 0—11
Soule 10010100010101110 0100011 0—10
Tebbets ... 0000100000000 1—withdrawn.
Bergan 0001011010011 0—withdrawn.
Wubbena 10111100101010 0—withdrawn.

Stevens won first money, £9 ; Helms, second money, $S
;

Zentgraf, third money, $7 ; I. Hoxie, fourth money, $6
;

Morrison and Burston divided fifth and siqth moneys, $2.50

each ; Fitzgerald, Newbert and G. Hoxie divided seventh

money, $1 each.

Two Months' Shikar From Secunderabad.

We are exceedingly fortunate in being permitted, by the

courtesy of Mr. John K. Orr, of this city; to present to our

readers the following interesting and thrilling account of a

two month's tiger hunt which is taken in whole from the

notes of the trip as written by Col. Wm. M. Hooper, N. C.

4th Madras, Prince of Wales Light Cavalry, during his stay

in India. Col, Hooper has, perhaps, killed as many tigers as

any living man. He is now on a visit to our city, en route to

his home in England from India. It reads

:

Numerous confabulations, assisted by the consumption of

much beer and many cheroots and pipes, resulted in the for-

mation of our party of four, viz., Hanbury, of the Artillery
;

Stewart and Knox, of the ISth Hussars, and myself. The line

of country fixed upon in which to perform prodigies of valor

was to the North, near Wurrungul, we having received good
reports through our shikarries respecting the number of

tigers in that district. Hanbury and Knox having longer
leave than Stewart and myself, had started together with
Harrison, of the 18th, about the middle of March, and we
were to post out and join them when our leave commenced.
We sent our kit on ahead, as the place where we expected to

catch them up was about niuety-five miles off.

Accordingly on the 2d of April, 1S71, I drove down to

Stewart's house at the other end of cantonments at 12 o'clock

in a trap belonging to our regimental vakeel. We had a good
tifiiu together at the ISth's mess, and at 2 o'clock set off in a
buggy on our journey. We drove out to Gulkaiser in about
an hour and a half, where we found the bullock coach which
we had posted there waiting us. We had a pair of good
bullocks for it, and they took us out in grand style to Bonaghir,
about twenty-eight miles off, where we arrived about S o'clock.

Here we were delayed nearly two hours before we could get
fresh bullocks; in the meantime we had some grub and a
bottle of Porter each, and as soon as Ihe bullocks came we
started again, and both of us went to sleep. The bullocks
were very bad ones, and we must also have stopped a long
time at some place, for by daylight, to our disgust, we found
on waking that we had only got as far as Arlair, about seven
miles from Pemberty, which place is only about twenty-five
miles from Bonaghir, so our progress during the night was not
much. We got another pair of bullocks for the Bandy, and
then walked on to Pemberty, where we had a refreshing bath
in a bowrie and then breakfast, after which we again made a
start and crept on to Neddigoondah, where our horses were
posted. It was a very hot, unpleasant day's jouruey.
We left Neddigoondah about 5 o'clock p. M.; cantered on

eight miles to Shagul, where we got a note from Hanbury
saying they were at a place called KoomalloopuDy, fourteen
miles to the northwest. We at once changed our horses,

and, taking a guide with us, continued our journey. Luckily
there was a bright moon, but we found the ride very tedious,

as we could only go at a walk, and were not sorry at 11 o'clock

to find ourselves in camp. Grub and liquor was at once pro-
duced, quickly disposed of, after which we retired to roost,

but not before we had learnt that two tigers had already been
slain, and that the khubber (news) for further shikar was
good.

April A.—Some ten or twelve young buffaloes had been tied

up over night in places where tigers were said to be, but no
kill was reported, so we stayed in camp. I employed myself
in doctoring my arm with cold water, for though it was none
the worse for my long journey out, it was still considerably
larger than it ought to be. In the evening we went to a hill

about a mile off to wait for bears coming out, as some were
said to live there. I saw a she bear and two cubs, but they
didn't pass me within shot. Nothing was fired at.

5tb.—We all went out at 5 a. m. to the bear hill, but saw
nothing. On our return we found that our shikarries had
come in with news of a kill by two tigers about a mile off.

As snon as breakfast was over we set off, but we didn't know
the exact spot where the buffalo had been killed. The fools

ol Bhikarriee took us too near to it, the consequence was we
had the mortification of seeing not two but four tigers mov-
ing off over the top of a rocky hill some four or 500 yards
nil! It was :i line sight, certainly, but uot gratifying to us
under the circumstances. Thinking they had most probably
jfOne off t(» another hill about half a mile distant, we had a
beat there, but nothing was seen of"them (1 must tell you that
the tigers in these pints livein rocky bills). We then formed
a line through the jungles, but failed in coming across the
game. We came on n dead bullock recently killed, and some

of the beaters said a tiger moved off from it on their approach,
but we saw nothing of him. It was now late, so we returned
to camp and sent out a lot of heylahs (young buffaloes) to be
tied up.

6th.—I went out by myself early to the bear hill but saw
nothing. A kill reported on the rocky hill near which we
saw the four tigers yesterday. Breakfast over we started,

and were taken round to the other side and posted so as to

command three gorges on the top of the hill, while the beat-

ers were directed to beat up the side of the hill towards us.

We got into position as quickly as possible ; I on a rock and
the others on trees, and presently the distant sound of the
tom-toms (drums) and rattles announced the commencement
of the beat. For a long time nothing occurred to excite us.

At last we heard tremendous shouts and yells from the beat-

ers which put us all on the qui-vive, as evidently something
had been viewed by them. Before long the crack of Han-
bury's rifle was heard, followed by two or three more shots,

and from my position I just caught a glimpse of a tiger among
the trees where he was posted. Presently another shot was
heard from Knox's post and then one from Stewart's further
on, but what the result of all the shooting was I couldn't tell.

When the beaters came up I went across to Hanbury and
found that two tigers had come past his tree, one of which he
had wounded, but that it had gone on into some rocks beyond.
Knox and Stewart now joined us; the former had fired a
snap shot at a tiger with no result, the latter had killed one
with a single ball. As soon as we were all ready we went and
posted ourselves and beat for Hanbury's tiger. Blood was
found leading into some rocky caves, but we could not succeed
in making the tiger show again, so we thought it best to leave
it and have another search to-morrow. We then went down
to Stewart's tiger ; it was shot in the back. It proved to be
a young tiger, measuring eight feet four inches in length

;

forearm, nineteen inches
;
girth of head, twenty-seven inches.

After this we had a beat for the third tiger, but could not find

it, so returned to camp.
7th.—Started soon after 6 A. M. to look for the tiger. We

got on the blood tracks, and after climbing and crawling
about through the rocks and caves for some time, we came on
the beast, dead. With some difficulty we dragged it out of
the cave; it was an exact match to Stewart's tiger—brother,
I should think. On getting back to camp I took a photo-
graph of it as it was carried in. This was a very hot day,
with clouds about, but no wind. In the evening Stewart,
Harrison and I went for a stroll, with our guns. I shot a
brace of birds.

8th.—No khubber, but a goat driver said he had seen a
tiger go into a small hill near by the night before, so we went
at 12 o'clock and had a beat on speck ; nothing, however,
turned out. In the evening we amused ourselves by fishing
for little fishes in a bowrie. We caught many of them—about
as long as your hand—after which we all jumped in and had
a very jolly swim.

9th.—In camp all day. Bathed morning and evening in

the bowrie. A thunder-storm passed to the north of us along
some hills which are composed entirely of ironstone, but we
did not get any of it; it made the air very cool and pleasant
at night.

10th.—Stewart and I got up at 4 a. m. and went to the bear
hill. I had no sooner got to my position than I saw the old
she b^ar and her cubs approaching the hill. I waited a bit,

as they appeared to be coming in my direction, but in the
meantime Stewart, having seen them, ran along the foot of
the hill to intercept them. I saw him coming, and immedi-
ately after heard aloud oot! oot ! followed by the crack of
his rifie and then a scream from the old lady. I scrambled
down from my rock, rushed through the bushes to join the
fun ; before I could get there one of the youngsters had
received a punt in the ribs, and I saw him climbing up the
face of a big rock. I at once gave him a ball which tumbled
him over dead. The old woman now came staggering along
out of the bushes, and with my left barrel I settled her busi-

ness. Just then the other young one was espied high up
among the rocks. Stewart let drive. He staggered for half
a minute, and then came rolling head over heels down and
fell with a crash into the bushes about sixty feet below. We
dragged them all together and sent to camp for coolies. I
then took a turn round the bill, but saw nothing else. Back
to camp and ordered the people to pack up, as we intended
to move to Yerabully, but while we were skinning tbe bears
news came in of a kill at " Tiger Hill," as we had named the
hill where we killed the two tigers, so we countermanded the
march, and as soon as beaters were collected set out for the
place. We were, however, unsuccessful ; the beat had gone
into some extensive caves from which it was impossible to

dislodge him. Bathed in the evening. A heavy storm passed
along the Iron hills, but we only got a few drops of rain.

11th.—Harrison left for cantonments. We got news of a
kill at Arlair, about four or five miles off to the west, so we
sent off our camp to Yerabully, which was in the same direc-

tion, and went ourselves to beat for the tiger, who was reported
to have lain up in a small, rocky hill. The beast was at

home, sure enough, but we were posted too far off, and though
the beaters turned him out of the hill, he managed to escape
without being seen by us. We were greatly disgusted, and
the shikarries came in for a good measure of abuse from one
and all of us, after which, feeling somewhat refreshed, we rode
off to our new camp.

12th.—Stewart, Knox and I got up at 3 A. M. and rode over
to a place called Mulkauoor. It was a most awfully close

morning, and the distance, eight miles, much more than we
expected, so we didn't arrive at the hill where we hoped to

get a shot at a bear till too late. We saw fresh tracks of one,

and the village shikarries said there were six living in the

hill. We cantered most of the way back and found on arri-

val that there had been another kill on "Tiger Hill'' in the

same place as we had shot the two tigers on the 6th. We
were soon on the spot and were, posted so as to command the

same passes as before. Stewart was on the risrht of the line,

and before long he saw the tiger coming his way. It passed

behind some rocks, and presently its head appeared some
welve or fifteen paces from him. He fired at once but missed.

As the beast was bounding off over a shelving rock he fired

again ; this shot took effect. It hit the tiger behind the right

shoulder, came out at his chest and smashed his under jaw,

carrying away the two lower fangs, which we picked up on

the spot; it then disappeared in some extensive caves close

at hand. We had a beat for it but it was not seen again,

though quantities of blood was upon the rocks; we therefore

agreed to leave it till the morrow, expecting we should then

find it dead.

13th.—Stewart, Knox and I went to look for, as we sup-

posed, the dead tiger. The search was cautiously commenced
by Stewart, Knox and the shikarries crawling about with
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lights in amongst the caverns. Some of the passages through

the rocks were extremely difficult, consequently I, with my
game arm, could not join in the search. After some time

the alarm was raised that the brute was alive. One of the

village shikarries who was in advance, came scuttling back,

saying that he had seen it moving. A retreat was at once

so-:nded, and it was considered advisable to leave it till even-

ing, then have another look. In the evening Stewart and

Knox went to the cave again, but finding the tiger still alive

they left him. I went out towards the Kotakoondah hills,

saw some spotted deer and had one shot, which I believe I

missed, though the shikarrie declares I hit. A very heavy

I
storm of rain and hail while I was out, but it didn't last long

I and I got shelter under an overhanging rock, every now and
then darting out to capture a hail stone and enjoy the luxury

i of ice in the hot weather. After dinner I tried to prepare

some dry-plates to take photographs of the hills, but the

.insects were about in swarms so the result was a failure.

14th.—We went again to bring home the tiger, but on

I
entering the cave he was still found to be alive. Pochaloo

i
(one of our shikarries) got a sight of him and tired, but with

! no result beyond that of making him move out of sight. Left

him again. I tried two photographs, but they turned out

, failures. In the evening 1 went out but saw nothing.

I 15th.—Up at 5 a. m. I went out towards Kotakoondah
but saw no game. Stewart and Knox went to look up the

jtiger. Not dead yet! nevertheless he has never left the

cave.

I 16th.—I got up at 3:30 A. M. and went to Kotakoondah.
h There is no village in existence now, but there are many old

I:
ruins of temples about. The hills are very fine and the

L jungles look very likely for game; I, however, saw nothing
b to fire at. Stewart and Knox went again after the tiger; they

|
found him alive still, but Stewart managed this time to creep
in and fire at him. He sprang up when Stewart and Pocha-
loo both fired together, and at last he fell dead. He was with

I much difficulty dragged up to daylight, as the passages were
Lin many places so low that a man had to go on all fours to

[get through them. The tiger was a male ; length, eight feet

Ithree inches; height, two feet ten inches; head, twenty-six

inches; forearm, eighteen inches. The two elephants which
I.Salar lung had lent us arrived at last from the city. I went
out in the evening but saw nil,

17th.—A very high wind all night ; cloudy and cool ; did

not get up early. News brought in of three kills and also a

bullock killed towards Kotakoondah hills. The tiger was
reported to be lying asleep by the latter, so we went ob

v
there,

but when we arrived he was gone. We had a beat but failed

to come across him. I walked back through the jungles but

saw nothing ; the others went and beat for one of the other

tigers, but he escaped, though he was seen by the beaters.

18th.—Windy and cool again
;
quite like a monsoon morn-

ing. No kills, so we stayed in the tents all day. In the

evening Stewart, Knox and I went out to look for hares; we
ihot five. Very stormy night. The wind was tremendously
high, but we had very little rain.

19th.—A kill in the same place that we first saw the four

jgers, so we turned out sharp and were taken to our posts by
Pochaloo. Just as we got there the tiger was seen in a cave

jn the hill, so we got into position as quietly as possible and
lent back word for the beaters to come over the hill and the

ilephants to come round the base of it. Almost immeliately

.he beaters began to shout we had the delight of seeing the

,iger come slowly forth from the cave and begin very quickly

lescending the hill towards the line we guarded. He disap-

peared in the thorn jungle at the bottom, and we all watched
breathless excitement to see where he would reappear.

Presently to my joy I caught sight of him through the bushes

:oming towards my tree a little to my left ; he was walking
ilowly and going lame in the near fore arm, consequently he

lad not quite so majestic an appearance as he would other-

vise have had, nevertheless he looked very tine as he came
>n, quite unconscious of the close proximity of a loaded rifle.

[ waited perfectly motionless till he was passing within ten

lr fifteen yards of me, and then gave him a shell behind the

.houlder. He gave a loud roar and bounded forward when I

ired the other barrel after him, but without effect, and he
lisappeared from sight in the jungle behind me. On the

slephants coming up, Stewart got on the "Begum" and I

mto " Badul-Guz " and gave cha«e. We had gone about a

:ouple of hundred yards when I heard a savage roar to my
eft; my elephant faced round towards it. There was the

iger charging slap at me from about twenty paces off. I let

una come half the distance and then gave him the contents

»f my right barrel in his back ; it did not check him in the

east, and I had only just time to fire again as he wa. actually

pringing at the elephant. The shell caught him in the back

if the neck and rolled him over like a rabbit right under the

tlephant's trunk. This was too much for the nerves of poor

"idul-Guz. With a loud trumpet of alarm he spun round
id bolted, crashing through the jungle in a most unpleasant

mer. One of my rifles was swept out of the howdah by

boughs of the trees through which we passed ; my hat was

ied off
1

. I had sundry very narrow escapes from decapita-

At last the brute got quieter and the mahout slid down
got in front of him to make him stop, but just then a shot

I in the distance started him off' again, and away he
amed as before, the mahout legging after him in the rear.

.""his was too much like being on a ship without a steersman,

fith breakers ahead to please me, so I thought the sooner I

;ot out of it the better. Accordingly I skedaddled over the

•ack of the howdah and held on by the beast's tail, where I

iung on till he ran foul of a big tree, when I took the opuor-

unity of dropping to the ground and so got clear, without

urther damage than a goodly show of scratches on the hands

nd face. On arrival at camp I photographed the tiger. He
a heavy brute and very old, though, like all hill tigers,

ot lengthy; he measured' nine feet two inches long, three

t two inches high, thirty-two inches round the head and
jhteen inches round the fore arm. In the evening Knox
id I went out a short way and shot a hare. A very quiet

A night,

th—We all went out with Pochaloo to see if there had
a kill. First we visited the place where the tiger was

illed yesterday, and where we had again tied up, but we
>und the buffaloes untouched. We then went on to the next

II, approached quietly to within 100 yards of the keylah,

id to our delight saw it, toes up. We saw nothing of its

ayer so retired at once, and sending back for beaters to be

rought and also for our breakfast. We went on to the end
F the hill and sat in the shade to wait for them. In about a

Mipleof hours they arrived and we were taken to our posts,

oonthe heat commenced and a tigress broke past Stewart's

ee, between him and the foot of the hill ; he tired right and

but missed. The beast bounded off at a great pace

through the jungle, and I attempted a long snap shot but I

could not turn myself round properly in my tree and the re-

sult was . The tigress was kept in sight by the men on
top of the hill and wa? seen by them to go into the big rocky
hill, and we much feared that he would get into the caves
from which it would be useless trying to eject him. The
" Norwegian " with its hot breakfast was now produced, so
we sat under a tree and had a good feed and drink. We were
then taken and posted between the big hill and the caves, and
the music of the tom-toms again resounded. Almost immedi-
ately Pocholoo came running towards us calling to us to come
quick

;
we lost no time in doing so when it appeared that the

tigress had been seen in amongst an isolated mass ol loose
rocKs on the hillside. IIanbury and I took up our positions
on elephants at the bottom, while S and K stationed them-
selves about twenty or thirty yards apart on the hillside be-
tween where the tigress was and the caves. The beaters were
sent up above, and in a few minutes their shouts and a couple
of blank shots tired caused the tigress to make a move. She
went towards Stewart who was in a mere stump of a tree not
three feet from the ground, and catching sight of him went
straight to him with a roar. He gave her a shot in the chest
which had no immediate effect; on she came, but his second
shot smashing her forearm, though it did not upset, luckily
turned her slightly and she passed within a foot or two of
him at undiminished speed. I fired another shot after her
when she disappeared from view amongst some rocks. So the
shikarries were soon on iier tracks and it was found that she
had got into a cave where she was heard growling. They
got over the cave and lowered a cloth in front of it, but
though she roared on seeing it she would not show up. Blank
charges fired had no effect. H. and I now joined the others,
and at last we discovered a crevice in the rock just above
where she was lying. A housekeeper's jacket was fastened to

a rope and let down
; instantly, with a roar, she seized upon

it and Pochaloo, looking down the crevice, saw her head.
We handed him a gun and he fired at it. A few groans and
some heavy breathing followed for about a minute and then

I

all was still. The tigress was dead ; by some trouble by the

I

aid of ropes she was dragged out. She proved to be an old
I
tigress with much worn teeth, probably the wife of the old
fellow killed yesterday. Measurement: length, eight feet

nine inches; height, three feet ; head, twenty-seven inches;
forearm, sixteen ihches. We had a heavy storm of rain dur-
ing the operations before the cave, consequently we had a
pleasant cool ride home on the hatties. We had not time to

go and beat another hill where a heylah had been killed last

night, but we sent off" to tie up there again to-night.

[To be Continued.]

ROD.
June in the Hills.

fBv Charles Wesley Kyle.]

Oh, sweet is the music now heard in the hills,

Where the monntain brooks, laughing with glee,

Voice loud a rejoicing which all the air fills,

With notes of a pure melody.

The wild birds at morning all join in the song,

And the pines echo back to the sea.

The soul of the notes of its billowB so strong,

As tbey plead to the shore to te free.

The hills are all robed in their mantle of green,

The flowers are all blooming and fair,

The mosses and ferns are now test to be seen,

As the glory of God they declare.

Then come to this feast which the gods have prepared,

For all who love beauty and wealth,

For nothing of comfort or joy has been spared

In this temple of peace and good health.

A Persistent Kingfisher—A Skeleton Pike.

,

We think we have just as good fishinghereas there is any-

where, and a great deal better than they have inmost places,

says a correspondent in American Angler. We have Lake

Neahtawanta, which is two miles long and one mile wide, it

is full of big-mouth bass and pickerel. And then we have

the beautiful Oswego Eiver, with all kinds of fresh-water

fish, pike, pickerel, perch, bull-heads, eels, big-mouth bass

and small-mouth bass (the king; of all fish on a light rod and

in swift water). And we have good trout fishing here, and it

will be better in a year or two, as I have put 40,000 trout fry

in the adjacent brooks within the last two years. I have also

20,000 ordered for this spring from the State hatchery. We
have the Johnny Grinnles here, plenty of them, and one
caught here in the lake last summer weighed sixteen pounds.

I caught two in the river that weighed three pounds apiece.

Now let rac tell you a little incident or two that happened
to me last summer: One day, as I was walking along the

river bridge with two friends, and happened to look down in

the water (which, by the way, is about forty feet distant from
the bridge) I saw a pickerel about two feet long lying there

in the clear water near the shore. I told my friends to stay

there, and I would get my rod and line and a live minnow
and catch the fish. I did so, and put a nice little shiner

on the hook (I had an automatic reel with ninety feet of

line on it). I let the minnow down in the water, and it

hardly reached there before a kingfisher came down from
under the bridge, seized my minnow, and started down the

river. When he got the line straightened out, he let the

minnow drop, and I supposed he went on down the river,

so I started once more to catch the pickerel, but had
hardly got my line in shape again, when down come Mr.
Kingfisher and took the minnow again. This time, how-

ever, he went back under the bridge, and, after a moment
or two, let the minnow fall back in the river, and I then

went after the pickerel again, and for the third lime down
came Mr. Kingfisher; but he got the hook along with the

minnow, and 1 had him fast. He flew right straight Up in

the air, and I let him have the whole ninety feet of line;

then I reeled him in from the sky, and you never heard such

a noise as be made, but 1 landed him all right. I then tooh

him and showed him to all the fishermen iu town, and tlirn

let him go, and he went back to the bridge.

Now another:
One afternoon I thought I would go down the river and

troll a little while. I had on my hook a live minnow, and,

in a little while, had a stride, and I hooked my fish, which
seemed to be quite a large one. I reeled him where I could

see him, and found it was a large pike, twenty-five or thirty

inches long. 1 pulled him up to my boat, but, *:'heu I

lilted him from the water, he was as light as a
feather. I measured him and lie was just thirty inches long,

and should have weighed eignt or nine pounds, but he
weighed only two pounds. He was just skin and bones. I

killed him, took my knife and cut him open, and what do
you think I found? A live lizard, five inches long, in his

stomacn ! He was as black as coal and very lively, living

twenty-four hours after I took him from his prison.

In speaking of the pleasures of angling Clou d' Argent voices

the following:

Sings the lover : '"To woo thee not long may I dally :

'Tis the mission of rivers to sweep thro' the valley,

To gladden the glebe, and the lowlund to lighten :

The fields to make fruitful ; U\l- htndscupt: to brighten
;

The blue buy to seek, and its waves keep in motion ;

And long is the journey from here to the ocean.

lie brings her a name, famed in freedom's fair story,

And asks her to share in his fortune and glory ;

And the brooklet beams bright in her maidenly grace,
As she peacefully steals to the river's embrace.

In fond benediction, the willow bends over,
To hallow the union of maiden and lover :

'Mid soft, sighing zephyrs, their sweet vows are plighted,
And let nopowersever whom God hath united.

I have sat 'neath the willow, or stood in the stream,
With the lust fading flashes of daylight agleam

;

And have floated my " feathers " its foam flecks among.
While its bright " speckled beauties" responsive bavesprung,
And I've thought that no brHe, robed In radiance so fair,

Ever wedded such bridegroom, 'mid music so rare.

A current writer attributes the following to an ex-Governor
of Wisconsin : "There is a species of fish that never looks at

the clothes of the man who throws in the bait, a tish that

takes whatever is thrown to it, and, when once hold of the

hook, never tries to shake a friend, but submits to the inevi-

table, crosses its legs and says, ' Now I lay me,' and comes
out on the bank and seems to enjoy being taken. It is a tish

that is the friend of the poor, and one that will sacrifice itself

in the interest of humanity. That is the fish that the State

should adopt as its trade mark, and cultivate friendly rela-

tions with,. and stand by. We allude to the bullhead. The
bullhead never went hack on a friend. To catch the bull-

head it is not necessary to tempt his appetite with a porter-

house steak, or to display an expensive lot of fishing tackle.

A pin hook, a piece of liver and a cistern pole is all the capi-

tal required to catch a bullhead. He lies upon the bottom of

a stream or pond in the mud, thinking. There is no fish that

does more thinking, or has a better head for grasping great

questions, or chunks of liver, than the bullhead. The bull-

head has a fine India-rubber skin that is as far ahead of fiddle-

string material for strength and durability as possible."

Information has been received by the Fish Commissioners
that on Thursday last a shipment by special car would leave

New York containing 100,000 fry of muskallonge for this city.

The gamey qualities of this fish made it a great favorite with

anglers generally and its advent into the water of this State

will be hailed with delight by all lovers of the rod. It is the

hope of the Fish Commission that the fish will prove an

enemy to the detestible carp and thin them out at least, if

not tolallv annihilate them.

The fishing should begin to improve speedily now. During
the next two months the anglers, and more especially the fly-

fishers must be alert to catch their measure of sport.

From the first of June to the fifteenth of July the upper
lakes of the Sierras should furnish first-class sport. The
brook fishing may be relied on for a much longer period.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., have issued an elaborate and
most complete catalogue calling attention to their large line

of fishing tackle. The catalogue contains some truthfully-

colored plates illustrating all kinds and classes of flies. If

you consult this compendium of camping and outing goods,

you cannot fail of finding just what you want.

Mr. John Butler, the well-known angler, has been enjoying

some of the pleasures of lake and etream this season and con-

templates making his favorite annual Eel river trip later on.

The Eel, for large fish, holds the palm over the other streams
of this State, or for that matter on the Pacific Coast.

The upper Kern river, with its tributaries and the lakes of

that region, furnish first-class sport with the rod. In antici-

pation of the pleasures to be derived from such a trip a num-
ber of parties have already arranged for outings in that region

during July and August next.-
The County Club expects to reap the harvest of their ex-

penditures in trout planting, in a full measure of sport this

season. The fishes in their lakes and the trout in Bear
Valley are reported to be very promising.

A visit to Lakes Tahoe, Independence and White Lake is

the initial in the line of California sport with rod and reel.

The time is rapidly approaching when such a visit may be

made with the best of results.

Mr. John Benn, the well-known fly-tier, reports his orders

unusually large for this season, showing that the use of good

Hies are on the increase. Benn's flies are especially adapted

to the waters of this Coast.

Messrs, Murdock and McNeil have been 0D B trip this week
to Shovel creek and the SiSBODB* hatchery. The work there

is moving along in the very best of shape, and the commis-
sioners are much encouraged.

Mr. Michael deary, the imlcfalicable angler, reporfs some
very favorable outings recently. What < ii-ary does not know
about practical angling is vcrv bind to find out

The (reel Angling Club, of Los Angeles, received this

week 40,000 frrof the New Hampshire trout from the State

Fish Commission.

Limber up your rods and see what nmonnt of damage you

have to attribute to the moths on account of ruined flies

Reports from the lakes and upper Truckee arc very favora-

able for trout fishing.
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Dates Claimed.
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB May '2 to May 20
P. C. T. H. B. A. Spring Meeting, Mav .7 to June 3 incl
OAKLAND SPRUNi : MEETING ,.June 6 to August 1
CAPITAL TUHF AND DRIVING CLUB—Spring Meeting...JuneGto 10
YOLO, August 1 to o incl
CHICO Aue. .2 to 20 incl
SAXTA BARBARA A ugust 22 to August 26 incl
LOMPOC -.August 23 to September 2 incl
CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR Sept. 4 to 16 iucl
HUENEME September ly to September 23 incl
SANTA ANA - September 26 to September 30 incl
MODESTO Sept. 26 to 29 incl
LOS A Nl .ELES October 2 to October 7 incl
HOLLISTER. October 10 to 14 incl
VANCOUVER. WASH June 14 (four daysi
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND , June 24 (seveu'davs)
SALEM July 4th. oth and 6th
ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUE—Spring meeting __April 29 to June 23
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting May 10 19 days)
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeling...Mav 16 to June 23
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB (Covington. Ky.)—Spring meeting

May 20 to June 24
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—spring Meeting. Mav 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, mo—Slimmer meeting

.-. .. ,June 24 (25 davsi
BUTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE _ Julv 3, 4 and 5
DILLON Jolvl to 7
&fJSSOI I.A— Regular circuit :.._ Julv* 10 to 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit Julv 15 to 26
BUTTE -Regular circuit _ July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 loSept.2
STURGIS Mich Julv 31 to Aug. 5
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK—Summer Meeting. Aug. 1 to Aug 11
GLENBROOK PARK August 29 to September 2
FLEETWOOD PARK >ept. :, to S
WASHINGTON PARK i The N. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16
CUMBERLAND FAIR AT^D RACING ASS'N .'. October 16 to 28

Entries Close.
TULARE May 25
CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLUB May 25
BUFFALO DRIVING PARK June!
PI IRTLAND—Trotting tuiu Pacing lune 1

Running. June 15

Stallions Advertised.
TROTTERS.

ALCONA 7," W. G.RocklllT. Healdsburg, Cal
A I.MUNITION „ A. A, Armstrong, Alamo. Cal

-A DOR S. A. Browne* Co.. Kalamazoo, Midi
\I.K< 1 D. An'lerh.n, Oakland, Ca]
ALEXANDER BUTTON G. W. WoodArd, Yolo Cal
HA) 1'.' '-K '.\-l I Thus. Bonner. Santa Rosa. Cal
CALIFORNIA SUTWOOD Martin Carter, Irvhigtoii
CHANI ELLOR 14,058 It. D. Foi SanJ
OHAS. DERBY Geo. A Wiley, DanviUe CalSTEEO 14.692 W. W. Smith, OollHalCal
DANTOK MOULTRIE D.J. Muriihv, Milpltas Cal
DALY SMI l: late i:r lltiR larm
DELWIN Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cat
DEXTEIt PRINCE H.3M Souther Farm. San I.iandro, Cal
DIGITALIS 16,766 Rosedale Breeding farm
DIABLO Murray A Hicliupls Pleasant Cat
DON MARVIN Chaa. I/Lowell, 1

DON FIGARO South. -r Farm. San LeandroELECTOR 2,170 1.. ltlclmr.l~.Grav-. n Cal
El. BENTON Farm, San Leandro
EMINENT -, \ .; :

BROS ..Frank II. Btirke,il2i. Murk.t M
I B r i li in, San LeandroGUY WILKES Wi I

- Siateo,Cal
A. T. Ha'rli, 12 Flood BuUi

ei i .M on, San Leandro
.C.C. Ben. I ::2 Menu-.
...Dr. T. W. Harris. Eugene, I >(•

I'.. D. Pox, San Jose
Wataonvlile, Cal

n
LANCELOT
MEMO
NAPA WILKES
NUTWOOD I'.'c,

i ,,,- i. Lowell, Lodl.'CalNUTW WILKES
I r.Irvlngton

1 '• Souther Farm, sau Leandro. cal
PBINI I

; RED Geo. A. V.

SABLE WILKES Wn
I Mateo, CalBAN JOsE A. A. Browno dt Co.. Kalami

SAI.AMN
BID ROY A.I i

- I>. J. Miirpliv. MHTEINW •. ,
1

BTEINOL l< -A. A. Al Mam,.' c„|
WARLOI K
Wll.lio -

;

ii, hi. A. Wiley, h.ii.vin,. Cal
WIIi Din i v. i Luateojca]

Tlloltiil i.llliltl.li-

tin|i French limit Stallion a. a. Annstronr, Alamo, Cal
IMP. LOYALIST V. «. M
MONDAY FINA] hi,

.
, I

. ,

NONPAREIL Cleveland Bay 8talllon),..A. '. tlai a]
WILDIDL1 Hi. ,lui|..

Trotter3 and Pacers to Have Their Inning

the Bay District Track Next Week.
Great Sport Assured.

" Away with the pigskin, bring on the bike !
" The

cavalcade of Heet thoroughbreds and little jockeys, their

fortunate and unfortunate owners, the obtrusive touts

and the bookmakers must desert the famous battle-

ground at the Bay District track to-morrow for pastures

new and courses that are far away. The starter in his

box, the man with the flag, must with the overweight

jockey and the great army of bettors leave for awhile,and

in their places a different set of officials and betting in-

dividuals will come. The track that is now heavy and

soft will be rolled, watered and packed so that the noise-

less " bikes" will roll smoothly over its surface. The

boys that were seen exercising their sprinters at daylight

will be replaced by older men who will be conditioning

their horses for the inaugural spring meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association which

commences next week. This promises to be one of the

most important meetings ever held in the history of the

trotting turf. Many of the old-time methods that have

outlived their usefulness will be discarded aDd in their

stead new features will be introduced which, it is hoped,

will kindle anew the spark of interest in trotting events

that was almost extinguished by the lack of enterprise

and the adherence to rules that had become almost ob-

solete.

The importance of this meeting has been referred to,

not only in this journal, but in every other turf journal

published in the United States, and the attention of

breeders and owners of light-harness horses everywhere

has been called to it. Should it prove successful, an

impetus will be given to the industry of breeding and

racing trotters that will benefit everyone, hence it be-

hooves every member of this live and growing associa-

tion to make a personal effort to have this meeting ter-

minate successfully. They should bring their trotters

and pacers (there is stable room for 300 at the track)

early in the week. There has not been a trotting meeting

at the track since its surroundings were changed, conse-

quently a large number of friends of the trotting hoise in

this city and State know nothing of the improvements

there. The racing will be of the novelty order ; six or

seven events will take place every afternoon between the

hours of two and six. There will be dashes of two miles,

and shorter distances ; handicap races wherein the

contestants will appear to sulkies, to carts, and wagons,

troiting under saddle and two-in-three races. There

will be overnight races, entries to which will be 3 per

cent., and the management will endeavor to give every

horse-owner at the track an opportunity of having his

horse trot or pace some time during the meeting. Sev-

eral novelties are now under consideration which will en-

list the attention of the general public and have them

attend. One is called a Butchers' Race. This is to take

place on Decoration Day. The drivers are to wear their

immaculate aprons and high hats, and contest for valu-

able prize. It is the talk of the city, and as trotting first

found its warmest friends and supporters among the

" knights of the cleaver," this revival of their old-time

races will recall the past and create a desire among them

to take an active part again in " developing the light-

harness horse."

Conspicuous colors must be worn by the drivers in all

races. A large number of our leading stock farm-own-

ers have already claimed their colors. The rule in

regard to the wearing of distinguishing colors will be

rigidly enforced.

The public will not be forgotten, even if the book-

makers are not to be seen in their little booths shouting

themselves hoarse. The management know that with-

out the privilege of betting racing would relapse into a

state of " innocuous desuetude," so they have made
arrangements to have a number of Paris mutuel boxes

placed in the betting ring, where everyone can bet on

their favorites. There will be $2, $3 and $5 boxes for

the winning horses and s:! and i?"i for place horses.

Besides these there will be auction boxes, conducted, as

they always have been, for those who wish to wager

larger amounts. It is believed that everyone who invests

by this method will be better satisfied than if the book-

m ikers were allowed to pursue their methods.

This is the last notice before the meeting, and we there-

fore most emphatically urge upon everyone who has an

intSrest in trotting horses to be present. Le* us see if

there is any enthusiasm among trotting horsemen. There
can be no excuses that the track is too far away from the

city, lor the cable cars convey passengers to the entrance.

plimentary tickets to ladies will be furnished on

application to the secretary. We want to see the grand-
stand a perfect bower of beauty and a bouquet of female
loveliness. The wives, daughters and sweethearts of the

many devoted friends of the association should be there,

by all means.

Now a last word to the members : Let everyone that

can possibly do so bring their horses, colts and fillies.

Remember there will be races for all and opportunities

to win money and get the little trotters and pacers used
to going in company.

Grand Circuit.

Never before in the history of trotting in California

has the growth of this great industry become so promi-
nent as at present. 'A large number of people have been
" looking on the dark side " of the trotting horse busi-

ness in this State for months. The apparently low prices

realized for trotters ; the great sales of stock thathad to

be sold at a sacrifice to close estates ; the annihilation of*

tin-cup marks and the doubts cast upon bona fide records
made here, have had a most serious effect we must
admit. There is, however, always a " silver lining to

every cloud," and when these people (and we mean the
majority of breeders and trotting-horse men), read of
how many hundreds of horses are in training in all pans
of this State ; when they see futurity stakes advertised

by nearly every association, entries to which can be made
for five dollars, and when they learn from the lips of every

lover of horses that a better class of colts and fillies are

to be seen this year than ever, it is about time to throw
aside the cloak of despair and gird up the loins for the
contests of speed to be seen on the circuits this year.

At the meeting of delegates recently convened in this

city, it was a pleasure to hear the statements made that at

least 150 horses were in training at most of the tracks.

As these delegates only represented one circuit, an idea

may be had of the interest in the business in the

northern and southern circuits, besides the counties on
the coast and those in the extreme northern part of the

State.

The belief that in unity there is strength seems to be
the great and only one that is guiding the opinions and
operations of the gentlemanly owners of these hundreds,

aye thousands, of trotters now. They have learned that

good lesson, and, as in time ofa common danger, all feelings

but that of defense and preservation are forgotteD, so it is

that now all who are interested in the business are trying

to fortify and sustain every effort made by the leaders in

the great battle to elevate the trotting-horse industry

from the slough in which it was unconsciously fallino-.

At the meeting above mentioned the welcoming of a

new district, wherein many choice trotters and pacers are

known to be bred every year, was a most cordial one,and

the representatives of the other associations gladdened

the hearts of the delegates from Vallejo by saying, " Yes,

we will make room for you." It was said in a true and
generous spirit.

When the delegates from Fresno arose, and in a feel-

ing manner described how the association he represented

was battling for existence, notwithstanding it was started

under most favorable auspices and the endorsement of

the horsemen in this circuit, was looked upon as a cer-

tainty ; but through, by a clashing of dates and the lack of

interest, its hopes were blasted. He alluded to the geo-

graphical position of the city, its nearness to Stockton

and its right to hold its meeting after the one at that

place, and added, that unless their district was recognized

and the fair and races held at that time the gates of the

beautiful place would be closed, and the many breeders

of trotters and pacers would be compelled to sell all their

possessions and go elsewhere. It would work not only

financial ruin to the association, but would strike a death

blow to the hopes and aspirations of every lover of trot-

ting horses in that district.

The delegates present saw the force of his arguments,

and thereafter passed a resolution giving Fresno the dates

sought. The Sauta Clara and San Mateo Agricultural

Association, which holds its fair in San Jose, has been

communicated with in regard to this change, for it com-

pels them to hold their meeting one week further away.

As this association has no pavilion exhibits, and as it

gives one of the best displays of live-stock, as well as

the best race meetings on this coast, the directors should

not, for the sake of harmony, object to the date selected ;

besides, owners of horses at Fresno will come over to

San Jose and compete in the races, and by their presence

and that of their friends lend a new charm to the meet-

ing. The entries to the various events will fill better.

and everyone will be satisfied. It will all be done for

the sake of harmony, and that is one of the principal aims

of our associations, we believe.
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Last year Fresno and San Jose held their race meet-

ing during the same week and many stables were divided.

People lost interest, and the lack of unity created jeal-

ousy that should never have existed. This year we can-

not afford to have any clashing of dates. The question

at issue is too great, and no one knows this better than

the breeders of trotters and pacers who have invested their

money in stock farms and spent thousands of dollars in

the hope of getting some returns.

The department edited and conducted by Jos. Cairn

Simpson is under his exclusive management.

The editorial, " California as a Racing Center,"

which appeared in this portion ot the Breeder

anp Sportsman last week, voices our senti-

ments, and we do not retract one iota of any criticism on

the Blood Horse Association, or its methods, as therein

made. Furthermore, we want it known that this journal is

not conducted in the interests of the past. We cannot

afford to look backward. The present, with its cares ^nd

responsibilities, demands our undivided attention, while

any thoughtful suggestions that may be offered in behalf

of the horse industry of the United States and of Califor-

nia in particular will be cheerfully entertained. The future

of this great and growing industry has a claim on us that

calls forth praise whenever we see an opportunity to

give it, and condemnation, whenever it is justly deserved.

With this understanding and with the knowledge that

everyone who it. conversant with the great strides being

made in the improvement of racing methods, the largely

increased attendance at the meeting just closed, the

prosperity of the organization governing it; the great in-

terest noticeable everywhere on this coast in the growth

ofthe industry of breeding and racing horses, there is cause

for rejoicing. We have only to add that the outlook for

good racing was never in the history of the turf so

promising as at present.

GRAND CIRCUIT.

Meeting- of Representatives of Associations to

Arrange Dates.

One of the first meetings of any importance to the trotting-

horse interests in the central portion of California convened

at the office of the Breeder and Sportsman last Wednes-

day at 1 o'clock. There were present Delegates W. M. Kent

and A. P Waugh, of the Oakland Association : John Mc-

Cord and F. W. Loeber, of the Napa Association ; Robert S.

Brown and Josiah H. White, of the Petaluma Association
;

Thos. Smith and Benj. Rush, of the Vallejo Association

;

Frank P. Wickersham, of the Fresno Association, and F. H.

Burke and Robert Brown, representing the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association. Mr. F. H. Burke was

elected Chairman, and Mr. F. W. Kelley, Secretary of the

meeting. The Chairman stated the reasons why the meeting was

called, and the urgent necessity of having harmony. He said

the first object to be gained was the arrangement of a pro-

gramme for dates. After discussing the question at some

length, Messrs. Rush and Smith, of the Vallejo Association,

asked that their association be given a place in the circuit,

and, on motion, it was agreed to have them claim the week

after Napa. Id order to do that, it became necessary to have

the Breeder's meeting take place one week in advance of that

held usually. A letter was received from Secretary Edwin

F. Smith, of the State Agricultural Society, stiting that the

State Fair dates, could not be changed. And another letter was

received from San Jose stating that their fair would come in

the week after Stockton. Delegate Wickersham spoke in

behalf of his association and its fate if the horses were to

leave Stockton direct for Sin Jose thus neglecting Fresno.

He stated that they had expended large sums of money on

their course and building:, and that last year, owing to the

fact that San Jose held its meeting on the same date that they

did, they were unable to give the races or get the horses they

intended. If themeetiog was not held as it should be accord-

ing to the geographical position of the places, and if their dis-

trict fair was to be postponed, failure to the trotting horse

interests of that section would result, as well as a great loss

of monev invested in the building and grounds of the associa-

tion. The following programme was then offered and unani-

mously adopted ;

P. C. T. H. B. A. Summer Meeting July 29 to Aug. 5

Oakland Aug. 7 to " 12

Vallejo - 11 to " 19

Napa " 21 to " 26

iPfiUluma " 28 to Sept. 2

State Fair Sept. 1 to 16

3tockton " 18 to " 23

Kresno " 2o to 80

Breeders' Oct. 9 to Oct. 1-1

A motion was made and carried unanimously that it was

sense of those present that San Jose be solicited to take

dates of October 2d to October 7th, inclusive.

On motion, the meeting adjourned until June 3d at 8 o'clock

when delegates from all the associations mentioned as com-

prising the grand ^circuit are requested to be present with

luthority to take action in regard to the closing of dates of

1 mtries for their races at the respective meetings and the

_
irrangement of programme.

'.he.

:her

Oi

HOOF-BEATS. The Western Resources utters a valuable truth when it

-: "If it was ever desirable on the p:irt of the farmer

—

Send in your applications for stalls at the Day District and please remember that the farmer is the horse breeder of
Track at once. the world—to breed i" Btandard-bred sires, it is at the present

time, for if one fails in producing a valuable compaigner he
Bring your trotters and pacers to the Bay District as soon is certain to lind a quick and prolitable market for hi- ^eld-

as possible. The earlier the better. ings. Of course these geldings must be good individuals, and
_, ;

"
, T ,

_ . . _ . if they con trot in four minutes and are of good style and size
Entries to purse races at the Salt Lake Driving Park some one will want to buv them the first time he drives them

spring meeting will close June 1st. to town."

Harry Carpenter, the well-known veterinarian, was
kicked in the head last Saturday and seriously injured; it is

feared that blood-poisoning has set in.

B. C. Holly's excellent string of horses left San Francisco
last Wednesday morning for St. Lnuis. In the lot were Sym-
pathetic^ Last, Happy Day, Revolver, Green Hock, and
Franceses.,

Beaury Mc, the game trotter that has been suffering from
j

rheumatism since last fall, has been sent to San Jose. It is
j

hoped that the genial climate of the Garden City will have a !

beneficial effect upon him.

E. Porter Ashe's celebrated mare, Geraldine, ran third

in her first appearance at the East this season, which was in
j

St. Louis last Wednesday. Ray S. was first. Pedestrian sec-

ond, and the time for the six furlongs was 1:16.

Early in June another important sale of trotting and road
horses will take place. They are owned by A. W. Foster,

'

Esq., of the Hopland Stock Farm, and comprise most of the
principal trotting strains. The sale will be conducted by I

Killip & Co., and will take place at their yard.

John A. Pender is going to Portland on the 1st of June.
He will take Graceful George (pacer), by Alcona Jr.; Rustic
King', by Rustic ; Ida D., by a son of Elmo, and three other

j

very promising trotters. Mr. Pender intends to go through
tb.2 Northern circuit, and will return to Santa Rosa this

winter.

St. Kilda, by Wood nut, 2:16[, dam Girofle, by Elmo; '

second dam Lady Comstock, by Norfolk ; third dam Mary
Butte, by Belmont, will be sent to a trainer and given a record

this year. St. Kilda is a remarkably handsome black stallion,

and in conformation is a perfect picture. He is at Mr. Seale's

farm, Mayfield.

Last Tuesday Thcmas H. Williams received a telegram
,

from Winnemucca, Nev., telling that the great Derby colt,
j

Cadmus, was dangerously sick. Dr. Masoero was at once I

sent from this city to attend Cadmus. In the afternion a sec-
j

ond dispatch was received stating that there was a marked
i

improvement in Cadmus' condition.

Wildwood and Joe Cotton leave to-morrow or next day !

in charge of Trainer Dan Miller 'Charmion, Relarupago.
|

Gordius and Ida Glenn) go on the same car. '* It is unfor-
i

tunate for us that Wildwood was not at Brooklyn in time to

run for the big handicap, " said Mr. Davis last Wednesday,
'' for I believe Wildwood could have won easily."

The immense pool-room operated by Henry Schwartz &
Co. will open at Oakland track next Monday, unless something
unforseen happens, books being made oa the races now going
on at leading Eastern racing centers. The Supervisors of

Alameda County, at a meeting last Monday, refused to re-

consider their actions whereby the pool-room was licensed,

and it is said the Grand Jury will endeavor to prove that the

Supervisors were bribed.

George S. Davis, a capitalist from Detroit, who recently

bought large ranches, each in Cajon Valley and below at Ja-
macha, left San Diego, May 12, for Detroit, and on his return

will bring some of his fine horses. He has just had work be-

gun on the Jamacha ranch for an 850,000-gallon reservoir,

which will take San Diege flume water to irrigate the place.

Stakes are being set for a 1,000-acre citrus orchard, to be
planted on contour lines. The plans have been prepared
also for a one-mile kite-shaped track on the ranch.

The Santa Anita horses are doing fiae work at Louisville

and St. Louis. Galindo, the gray four-year-old colt by Gano,
dam Freda, won the Merchants' Handicap, £50 for starters,

$1,000 added, mile and a sixteenth, from the pick of the

horses at the Kentucky metropolis, doing the distance in 1:52

on a muddy track. Helen was second and Tulla Blackburn
third. On the previous Saturday, Florinda, by imp. Cheviot,

in the Santa Anita stable, was beaten a scant head by May
Thompson, by many considered another Helen iSichols.

Flonana was at 15 to 1.

Helen Nichols comes by her racing qualities honestly.

Her sire, Iroquois, was a great performer, while her dam,
Urphan Girl, by Muggins, was a wonderful race mare, win-
ning as a three-year-old, in 1874, five out of her six races,

nearly all at mile and two-mile heats. Among others she

defeated Vanderbilt, Vocalist, Velocipede,Fairplay and Dolo-
rosa. Although Orphan Girl's pedigree is not a long one (on

j

the dam's side) tt goes into the family that gave as Betsy

Malone, Charmion, Marion (dam of El Rio Rey, etc), Jerry.

Fortuna, Beeswing and Birmingham.

Spokane is the only horse that ever won both the Ken-
tucky and American Derbies. This feat was accomplished
in 1880. Had there been an American Derby in 18S1, how-
ever, Hindoo would have captured it beyond doubt, as easily

as he did the Kentucky Derby of that year, and had Leona- I

tUS been started in the American Derby of 1883 lie would
have won, for there was no three-year-old out that year capa-

ble of making the Kentucky Derby-winning sou (if Long-
fellow and Semper Felix stretch his neck.

The good race mare Cheerful, by Three Cheers, dam
Queen Kmmn, has been mated wiih Simon '». Reed's royally-

bred English horse, Martenhurst, son of Wenlock and rliron-

delle, by Adventurer. Through Martenhurst a foal will gel

a double cross of both Rataplan a great winner and I

to Stockwell), and of Newminster, a famous race hoiSC and
(sire of Hermit j. Wenlock, Martenhursl'fl sire, was by Lord
Clifden, son of Newminster, out of a mare by Rataplan, while

the dam of Martenhurst, Hirondelle was by Wventure, son

of Newminster. and her dam was Lady Langden, by Kettle-

drum, son of Rataplan. Three ''hirers wa- by imp. Hurrah,
son of Newminster, so that Cheerful's foal will have three

crosses of Newminster close up and two of Kataplan. I }ueen
Emma, by Wood burn, is the dam of Cheerful, and through
her a double cross of Boston is secured.

"Virginia" Bradley found the job of patching op
Kingmaker after his accident beyond his powers. The horse's
knee was fractured, beside the horrible wound in his neck
and shoulder. Even had the wound healed there would have
been no chance of the horse being any use for racing, so his
career was ended with a merciful bullet.— Daily America,
New York. Kingmaker was a six-year-old brown horse by
Warwick, dam Sister to Jim Douglass, therefore a half-
brother to Hotspur, holder of the record at one mile and
three-quarters. Kingmaker was bred at Kancho del Paso,

The first issue of New York's new sporting paper, Daily
America, dated May 10th, and edited by the clever writer,
George H. Dickinson, for years sporting editor of the World,
readied us iast Wednesday. It is a model seven-column-to-
the-page paper of four pages, containing sporting news of all

kinds, a specialty, however, being made of " horse" matter.
Daily America will have capable correspondents in all the
principal cities of this country, and cannot fail to be popular
with all true lovers of sports of every description. We wel-

come the arrival in the field of sporting journalism of the
Daily America.

The good four-year-old bay racehorse Joshua, son of Cy-
clone and Partisana, died of pneumonia at Bay District
track last Wednesday morning. He was the propertv of Dun-
lap & Prowse. of Stanislaus County, and had won during his

turf career seven races out of thirteen starts, was second
three times and unplaced three. His best performances (all

as a three-year-old) were: Five furlongs in 1:02, beating Jim
R., Gypsy Girl and other good sprinters; six furlongs in

deep mud in 1:17*, 98 pounds up, beating Pescador, Es-
peranza, Motto anil others : six furloDgs in 1:14*, with 115
pourds up, beating Sympathetic^ Last, Esperaoza, the Dare-
bin-Iris filly and others ; one mile and a sixteenth in the
heaviest kind of going, 117 pounds up, in 1:54 J, defeating
Revolver, Marigold and Minnie Elkins. This was his last

appearance on the turf, and owing to hiving a bad leg he was
retired and placed in the hands of veterinarians. Recently
the good colt contracted pneumonia, which carried him
away, as narrated above.

Theodore Winters, the noted California breeder, has
under consideration transferring his great unbeaten El Rio
Rey to Minneapolis, Minn., placing him in that city in the
hands of a firm of veterinary surgeons, who have been very
successful in treating trotting horses for the same ailment
that retired this sensational two-year-old from the turf, says
"Hidalgo" in the Los Angeles Herald. Outside of his wind
El Rio Rey is as sound as the day he was foaled and his

breeder believes that should these veterinarians be successful

in their operation in relieving his defected wind power, Mar-
ion's greatest produce will become kins: of the turf again. If

unsuccessful the marvelous performer is still saved for the
stud and at any reasonable cost it looks like the experiment
in his case is worth trying. The operation performed by this

firm consists of opening the throat of the animal and remov-
ing the atfected glands, which are in the shape of crumpled
heavy tissue paper like sail Baps. The operation, while very
delicate, is by no means dangerous.

Ox December 12, 1572. at the Pacific race track, Alameda,
a number of thoroughbreds belonging to George Treat were
sold, among them being the stallion Venture. In the cata-

logue he is described as follows : "Venture, chestnut stallion,

16 hands high, foaled April, lSu*4, sired by Belmont; first

dam Miss Mostyn, by American Boy Jr.; second dam Bay
Fanny, by Kenner's Grey Medoc ; third dam Imp. Ladv
Mostyn, etc. Venture is without doubt the most high-bred
trotting stallion in California, and his form and pedigree is all

that can be desired for breeding purposes. His tmtting-rec-

ord is an excellent one. In the great three-year-old colt trot-

ting stake of 1S67 he trotted a mile in 2:54. and lost the race
only by swerving at the outcome. Octoher 23, 1869, he heat
Harvest Queen in a match for $4,000, two miles and repeat,

over the Bay District course, in the splendid time of 5:12},

5:15. Nove'mber 3, 1869, beat Ajax in a match for
|

mile heats, three in five, over the Bay View course. Decem-
ber 31, i860, was beaten by the celebrated pacing horse Long-
fellow, four miles and repeat, to wagon, in 'he fastest time
upon record (both heats), I0:42J, 10:34]. In the last heat
Venture was only a short length behind."

FAUSTA, that io 1891 lowered the yearling pacing record

to 2:22 , and that last year was, i.n account of the death of
her owner, not placed in active training, is reported to be the
smoothest piece of goods in the pacing line that has been seen
at the Buffalo track for many a day. W. B. McDonald, who
has Tausta in charge, is pretty well known in connection with
pacers, having had Mascot, Bay 1'iliy and othersthatdid well.

He was not anything like assuccessful with Mascot, however,
as was Billy Andrews, who trained the bav gelding la-' year.

Mascol is a pretty ambitious horse, and McDonald did not

seem to suit him. as each was palling tin- other and on one
in the horse choking down. Fausta is

believed to hi* about as fast a- any three year- >M purer in ill*-

world, although has n il done anything1 like the

sensational brush work reported in favor of the present fear-

ling champion, Belle Acton, who is -aid t<> have recently

gone an eighth ofa mile in Kansas at a 1:52 gail Belle Lcton

made a yearling record jusl two seconds faster than Fausta,

but it should be remembered that the last-named pulled an
old-fashioned sulky, and there i- certainly, especially to a

yearling, more than two seconds difference between a vehicle

of that B*yleand a pneumatic-tire one. tin public form as

yearlings Belle \>'h>n certainly has none the \y

ad ! the latter i- in grand shape bodily, and has an

lent -•'! of lege and feet, il is only fair to

I'year-old pacers this year -he will Ik* cock-of-the-

wulk.— i;.

Henry O. Jewett.

The great hi ler of Buffalo, N.

i a long and can \< more than pleased with

the Lindsey Humane Bit and recommends it to all who arc

seeking the DCSt results.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY CY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

The Old Blood Horse and the New Blood Horse.—
1 have no fault to fiud with the turf writers who seek to

apotheosize President Williams of the Pacific Coast Blood

Horse Association, and surround him with a circle of

lesser deities ; but I do strenuously object to the abuse

which is heaped upon those who organized the Association,

who carried it through severe struggles, and who made rac-

ing on this coast a popular sport with the people. The gov-

erning thought with some writers appears to be the idea that

praise is not half strong enough without it is coupled with

censure of some one else, and in order to be laudatory it is

necessary to disparage. If it were claimed that modern rac-

ing drew larger assemblages than those of the past, and that

modern methods were superior to those which were followed

here a few years ago, it would be a fair contention, and the

advocate who took the affirmative of the proposition would

stand on tenable ground. In some respects I cheerfully con-

cede that the new is better than the old, in others far inferior.

But let me recount a small part of what the "old" Blood

Horse has done for racing and the breeding of race horses

in California. The By-laws and Rules were adopted in De-

cember, 1S7S, preliminary meetings having been held during

the fall, though the proper date to mark its organization will

be when it had a code of its owd. At that time there were

few thoroughbreds in California, and thesb scattered in small

groups. There was only one place worthy of being called a

breeding farm, that of Theodore Winters on Putah Creek. E.

J. Baldwin had bought Grinstead and Rutherford, and raced

them East, and at the solicitation of L. R. Martin, he pur-

chased a few yearliog fillies, which would make the nucleus

of a stud when their racing days were over. Governor Stan-

ford had sent H. R. Covey to Kentucky and Tennessee to buy

a few thoroughbred mares, the primary intention being to

cross them with the trotters. John Hall, of Alvarado, had
been breeding to a limited extent, George Treat, of San

Francisco had a few, but both at the date of the organization

had practically withdrawn. William Boots, W. L. Pritchard,

Judge Shafter, witb a few small breeders scattered over the

State, comprised the thoroughbred brigade, and these were

also the active men on the turf. There was distrust, how-
ever, in the minds of those who were partial to turf sports,

the big four-mile races having engendered a feeling of "want
of confidence," but, in a measure, this was removed as soon

as the society was organized, and entirely eradicated after a

few meetings had been held.

And here I must say that the influence of the old associa-

tion in overcoming the belief that racing was prejudicial to

the interests of society, and that racing Mas only another

name for rascality and robbery, was the most important of

all the other considerations affecting breeding racehorses and
turf interests. Paramount and effectual in obtaining the sup-

port of men whose assistance rescued it from odium which in

a great measure was deserved. Governor Stanford was one of

the trustees under the old regime, and he diverged from his

original intentions to couple his thoroughbred mares with

trotting stallions only, and commenced breeding pure-breds.

J. B. Haggiu joined the Association, was also a Trustee and
took part in the turf sports of the Coast, and the incentive

which led him to take an active part in racing affairs has cul-

minated in the largest breeding farm in the world. George
Hearst also joined, was elected a Trustee, and was a valuable

auxiliary in promoting the welfare of the turf. Theodore
Winters had been the most prominent figure in racehorse cir-

cles before the organization, but he had become, in a part

measure, disheartened, and had the Association failed to cor-

rect the abuses which prevailed, he would have withdrawn
from breeding and racing. He was altogether the most ac-

tive individual in securing the organization and in sustaining

it after organization was affected. Time and money cheer-

fully given, and still better an inflexible determination that

fraud and chicanery must be stamped out, and under no cir-

cumstances should violations of racing ethics be condoned,
and that the laws must be enforced with inexorable firmness.

These were the sentiments of all of the old-time officers of the

Association, and the limited membership was practically im-
bued with the same determination. There was another safe-

guard. In nearly every race were horses owned by the mem-
bers and fortunately, too, of so high a class that others had to

run for the money, as no arrangement could be made for " di-

vision and silence," and there was little chance to make any-
thing outside of an honest course. But the certainty of pun-
ishment following transgression was the most aid to hold in

subjection those who had crookedness in their minds. A better

opportunity for detecting frauds than when the old system
prevailed. Longer races, no r.hort courses of four, four-and-a
half and five furlong sprints for others than two-year olds and
for them only Li the spring time.

But the charges to which I take exceptions do not imply
dishonesty on the part of the old-time ollicials, so far as these

have come under my observation. One of the latest pronun-
ciatnentos contains the following :

Former I v
I

. i
:

I r.vei live were seldom dispatched within half an
hour, and those vexutiuus wails and the jxiur Oagmanahip did much
to disgust ooi people with the sporl of klnga Then a little coterie of

! used to make books that (would shame the
fain i oil' a wooden Indian'! face. Copper-bottomed "cinch" odda
ardly expreaa the alr-tlghtneu of the " books" made on races of

! i] - Where four or live veil r^ nz>-> 1U t<i I whm iihtjut the lurg-
e*t odd* olleri'd nn u rank uiitt-lde'r. ion tit 1 ~>l) to ] are mm i^iven. 'I'll.'

Joekeys rued to virtually ride over the starter, and when thai official
would Que 01 uspeod a " fn 9b " horse-pilot, the Board of Directors

.i"
i the tine and set aside the BuspeDE Games ol

"chance" (small) raa riot directly in front of the grand stand. In
fall view ol the occupants ol the ladles' stands, and the costumes of

hand Liid cleanly. as the face of the
. Indian The Judges were formerly selected, for the

irt, from the ranks of the Majors polltlclam and capitalists—
!• i rellows geuerally, with little knowledge ol racing rules, and

ti r too kill. Hi and ihort-ilgbtod, Ml no* has been changed:
nglsrua well sod will be Improved witb each Bucceealo.fi.

donbt,

Taking them in the order given, there is no question that a

man who makes a business of starling louses is superior to an
amateur, anil I heartily concur in securing the services of a

competent man. Whoever wrote tbe indictment which is

copied most have overlooked that portion of tie code adopted
December 1878, regarding tbe starters and his duties among
which will lie found: "Any line he the Blatter) imposes
within the limit of |2G the jockey masl pay; heavier fines

or penalties subject to the revision of the lodges." Insubor-
dination was less frequent than now, and there was a rule

which compelled a start to be made within thirty minutes

after the order to mount was given ; in the words of the rule :

" The horses shall be ridden, or led up, on a walk, as the

starter may direct, and when the lines marked by the starter

is reached, he shall drop his flag, and any horse left at the

post "shall be considered as having started.

The "Rowe system" of starling was made compulsory under

the old law. The first sentence of Rule 45 reads: "The
starter is prohibited from making a running start ; the horses

must walk up, and be started from a walk."

As I have oftentimes written the starter has an arduous

task, tbe most so of any of the racing officials, and he has my
hearty sympathy under the load of reproaohes he has to bear,

always has, and always will be subjected to unwarranted abuse,

and even under the present condition of improvement as

stated by the author quoted, last Sunday one of the San Fran-

cisco dailies the "headings" of the racing column were:

"Crooked Racing"—"Ferguson Does Some Very Vile Start-

ing"—" The Public Has no Chance " duly displayed in big

and small caps and heavy faced type.

Jn all probability there was no call for such violent de-

nunciation, and these headlines are quoted to offset charges

that are equally offensive. Book-betting and the odds offered

are matters which do not pertain to the management, further

than by extending the length of tbe meetings and offering a

class of races, which give superior opportunities for gambling,
are a part of the management. Six days' racing and fewer

races on each day did not offer inducements to bookmakers
from a distance to put in an appearanee, and then again that

system of betting is of comparatively recent date in California.

Whether the increased facilities for gambling are a sufficient

plea to extol those who have made the change is a moot ques-

tion, and I am not alone in the belief that the greatest

danger to the future welldoing of turf sports lie in that direc-

tion.

These short races and big fields are the life of bookmaking.
Even when run straight luck has a big pull, and when the

odds are arranged so that the bookmakers have at least twenty
|

per cent the best of it, it makes no difference whether the

outside is at 10 to 1 or 100 to 1. The odds merely show
what horses are supported by the bettors, and a single ten

dollar investment will shorten the last-named rate, down
they will go with a big thump. There were seven races on
the opening day of the Blood Horse meeting, the longest

seven furlongs, and I cheerfully concede that a bill of that

description has better attractions for bookmakers then one of

the old-fashioned sort.

As to the "games of chance (small) that ran riot, etc.," the

same "wheel of fortune" on the same scale is still an element,

and as for the " Digger Indian " type of jockeys, that is

entirely in the imagination of the writer. But the last formu-
lated section of the general indictment in relation to the selec-

tion of judges is particularly unfortunate for the advocate of

the present dynasty—the detractor of the old. Let anyone
go over the files of the dailies, the columns of the turf papers,

and he will not Mod one hundredth part of the accusations

under the old system that have been charged ucder the new.
Grant that very many of these charges are without founda-
tion, that owing to the peculiar situation between employer
and employe, the judgment of reporters has been warped to

see leanings which did not exist, and yet there are good rea-

sons for giving the preference to the old. Rarely, indeed,

when "the stand " did not contain one man who was not
thoroughly conversant with the rules and usages of the turf,

and had also an intimate and practical knowledge of the

business. Air. Winters was president for several terms, and
on every occasion when his horses did not take part he occu-

pied the leading position. Xo question about his ability,

integrity and general fitness, and 1 could name several others
which were only second in capacity to him from not having
had so much experience, and not so good a judge of whether
a horse was going straight or crooked. This is of more
importance than a knowledge of the laws and rules of racing,

and can only be acquired by long practice in racing, and a

man who has owned race horses for many years, given per-

ponal attention to their training and watched horses from ihf

ground with a scrutinizing eye, can be called an expert in this

branch of "judging."
I claim with the utmost confidence that so long as I was

cognizant of the management of the old Blood-Horse, there

was a presiding judge in the stand who would not have
failed to detect some of the cases of wrong-doing which have
escaped puuishmeut under the new system. The most notable

case to represent the uecessity of some other information than
that derived from the betting (which is now held to be the
chief eniiehtener of the judges) is that of Belfast; inasmuch
as the race was one mile and therefore the start was from the
judges' stand. Whether from the grossest stupidity on the

part of the boy who rode or the result of instructions, there
never was a more palpable case of endeavoring to "take the
word " behind ; and successfully accomplished, as he was the

last horse in a field of seven. That he was without support
in " the ring " was evident from the odds being 25 to 1 against

his winning. Subsequent events proved, oral least intimated,
that the first races was not "meant." In the next he was
backed from 15 to 1 to 6 to 1, and according to the published
description, which reads as follows: Bronco led Wicklow and
El Rayo until nearing the three-quarter pole, when Belfast

commenced to gain on everything at an astonishing rate, and,

when called upon in the homestretch, came away and won in

a romp by a length and a half. * * Time, 1:30—a fast

race on such a track."

These races are given as an instance where the " majors
politicians and capitalists" would not have failed in seeing

that something needed correction, and if the starting in the

first race had been overlooked, or rather while it was out of
the question not to take notice of the dilatory tactics by men
who had any knowledge of racing aflairs, the result of the sec-

ond would have instituted a rigid examination, and unless proof
was positive that the riding of the stable boy was not in ac-

cordance with the preconcerted place the extreme penalty
would surely have been inflicted. Salaried judges are necessi-

ties in extended meetings, as no one who is competent to till

the office can spare the time which is covered by the racing
of the present. Nor is it an office which is at all enticing.

Subject to adverse criticism at the best, not infrequently ac-

CUsations implying a lack of morality that would disgrace a
road agent, and these promulgated without a shadow of proof
10 sustain them. I have not for a moment entertained a
thought which would warrant a suspicion of the integrity of
thejodges who have presided at the late meetings. That they
may have been " altogether too lenient and short-sighted " in

discharging the duties of their position, may or may not be
true. My attendance at the late meetings has been too lim-
ited to give an opinion excepting on the one race which I

have instanced, and that 1 witnessed.

There is a legitimate field of discussion presented by a com-

parison of old and modern racing. That a union of both

could be made with advantage is beyond reasonable denial,

and the true reformer will endeavor to amalgamate the good,

reiect the bad.
*

* *

Pleasant Controversies.—It may appear that it is a

solecism to call controversies pleasant, and the apparent

anomolv strike some people as an absurd phrase. There are

differences in people and a wide, very wide dissimilarity in

controversionalists. The manly debator is the one that I en-

joy a tilt with, and however hard the knocks my adversary

bestows so long as good feeling prevails there are sure re-

wards to follow discussion. I have quoted before, though

there will be no harm in borrowing the same words again, a

remark of the old historian Froissart. When travelling in

Scotland towards the close of the fourteenth century, nearly

five hundred years in the by-gone, one peculiarity in the

Scottish character struck him as being very singular. That

was that after a battle in which they had the worst of the

"contest they thanked the Lord for giving them so good a

fight. Thus I may have inherited something of that feeling

from border forbears, or, perhaps, as on another side of the

house there is a Gaelic strain, it may be that highlands and

lowlands have had a share in establishing the propensity.

Sound logical arguments, though used on the side of the

question one does not favor, may lead to a change of base,

whereby apparent defeat ends in victory, or it also may be

that one has been on the wrong tack and should be thankful

for being put on the right course. When arguments, how-

ever, are met by weak and flaccid replies there is little satis-

faction, and one of these trivial opponents supplements his

argument bv personal abuse, or attempts to close the breach

in his stronghold by equivocation there is no gratification in

the encounter.

Without ever having come in direct antagouism to " Icono-

clast," we are diametrically opposite in a portion of our

views regarding trotting-horse breeding, though it may be

better to say the production of fast trotters. That point is in

the propriety of near crosses of thoroughbred blood. So far as

I can recall the views he has expressed in other respects there

is a consensus of opinion, and it is rare that he occupies a

position which is not strongly fortified. X have read his

contributions to the trotting-horse literature of the era with

much pWasure, and from these have formed a high estimate

of his critical acumen. Still, like all others of us who write

horse, mistakes will slip from tbe pen occasionally, and in the

last Kentucky Live Stock Record which reached me there is

what looks to me like a " short skip" in the heat. I called

his attention to John Morgan being the fastest of the get of

Pilot Jr. and in reply he says: " I said that Tattler, 2:24$,

was the fastest of his get. For tbe nonce I had forgotten John
Morgan, that beat the record by just one-half second.

_
I still

contend that this was not a very fast record for that period. It

was made in 1S64, and five years before that time Flora

Temple had beaten it four and one-quarter seconds. It was a

very good record, but the qualifying phrase " very fast" was

a little too strong for it even then." 1 was not the one who
used the phrase, very fast, that being the words of the person

whose statement called out Iconoclast's criticism, but surely

when the proportion is taken into consideration, John Mor-

gan stands in the same relation to Flora Temple as Kremlin

does to Xancy Hanks. If 2:191 give 4} seconds what will

2:04 give and the answer 3| seconds. Therefore if we call

Kremlin very fast under the present record, John Morgan is

also eligible to the same rating. Stamboul is the only one

which is faster when that measure is applied, but afier all

the adverb hardly presents a debatable quality. What I con-

sider very fast, very good, very beautiful some one else has

just as good a right to pronounce mediocre.

Iconoclast concludes his remarks on that topic with the

following paragraph

:

Pilot Jr., as is well known, was one of the best horses to control the

actions of foals out of thoroughbred mares, which, to my mind at

least, is a very strong argument against the alleged face that his dam
was by a thoroughbred horse. His great vilne, however, was in fur-

nishing a good "uick" through his daughters for Hambletonian

horses, and this is proven by the fact that he has been immensely
greater in the female than in the male line. In most respects he was

the antithesis of Hambletouian, and supplied just the qualities that

were wanting in that great sire.

As Azmoor has beaten his sire from the same thorough-

bred dam, Rowena being 10^ seconds faster than the Elec-

tioneer from Emma Kobson in this instance; at least, it is

not incompatible for a horse from a thoroughbred dam to

get trotters from another one which is thoroughbred. My
idea is that so long as there is " very " fast trotting action

the more " blood " there is the better, until the mixture is so

proficieut in the gait, and the form approximates the highest

type of the thoroughbred, when the necessity will not exist-*

The descendants of Pilot Jr. having a near thoroughbred 1

cross are prominent members of the family. As Iconoclast!

states, the maternal side has been more "prepotent" than

the paternal, though Bayard and Tattler have done very!

well in the stud. Bayard*occupies the first place and as the!

thoroughbred strains were a good way off' in him, he will!

strengthen the position taken by Iconoclast.

The proposed cha.ige of distance, and which has been-l

adopted by The American, has kicked up more dust anc,
|

elicited more discussion than its merits demand. Years agca

I set forth its advantages in one direction, viz., counteractingJ

the pernicious influence of laying up heats. Much is betteil

accomplished by making it absolute that a heat caunot beW

laid up.

If associations dread a lessening of their revenues from HI

loss of entrance money that is easily remedied by stating n

the published conditions that the old distances will g *erD
(|

On this subject I heartily concur in the views expressed b;l

Iconoclast, especially recognizing that the public interest i)j

paramount above all others. Honest racing is demanded, am,

good sport is demanded and no longer the " intolerable pro.

longations " of the trotting races of the past will be supported'

The readers of the Breeder and Sportsman can give car* I

ful attention to the following quotation and 1 am greatly tan

taken if there is not a general concurrence iu the views pre

sen ted by Iconoclast.

It may, of course, be mistaken, but I do not fear the dire con*J
quenees predicted bv the writer above quoted, from the adopwmi
the new rules. I can scarcely conceive that the experienced drive

and track managers, who concur in the view that the new ™**V.
be beneficial and not prejudicial to trotting interests can be so tjaoi

mistaken. There is one argument against R. 1\ J. s position t.hat

in itself all but co- jelusive. It is the public that must he pleasecJ^an

if there is one t'.nng that does not please the public:. i .is a trotur

race protracted through many heats. They want short, sharpM

decisive rocinr-
, and there is one thing above all others that,*rat

mauagers can- a
'

ot afford, aud this is to weaty out the patience oi "
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spectators. It is from them that the raouev comes to support the
business, and the prime necessity is to afford them amusement.
Under the new rule horsemen will be vigilant in preparing their
horses for their races. They will not so frequently rely on wearing
out the best horses by protracting the struggle. They cannot safely
rely on combinations by which the best Horses will be beaten by
slower contestants. They will be obliged to drive for each heat or
lose their chance of winning. Diplomacy will not so frequently lake
the place of speed.

I can conceive why men who expect to fleece the country through
the pool-box should be bitter against the proposed innovation (of
course I do not mean to intimate that the gentlemen who are oppos-
ing the new rules in the public press are moved bv such considera-
tions!. Much of their occupation will begone, bnt the honest bettor,
who backs his judgment on the merits of the horses, will have more
chances to win. Few will regret that the " high-binders" cannot so
easily manipulate trotting races.

I am in hearty sympathy with a good deal that R. F. J. has to say
about the " tin cup." I do not regard it as an altogether lovelv way
of obtaining records. The record, however, should be an incident
and not the chief object of the performance. This is its legitimate
place. To win races, and not merely to make an exhibition of speed,
should be the first consideration. Great speec, except in races, is

comparatively useless. The tin-cup record, however fast, does not
prove that the speed attained can be made valuable in races. Horse-
men now generally see this, and they prefer to exhibit the speed of
their horses in races. The proposed rules do not diminish the chances
of good horses making fast records in races. It may reduce the oppor-
tunities of animals that are not sufficiently stendv to go well in actunl
contests. The "skip-jacks " and the "skivers" that R. F. J. talks
about are not of much account, anyhow, and there would belittle
philosophy in altering, or refraining from altering, the rules in order
to adapt them to this class. The real race horses will still take their
chances in real races, as a rule, because the public sets a much higher
value on this class of perlormances thau on those against time.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Spokane News.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Jessie Button, one of the best matrons at Rose Dale Breed-

ing Park, has a fine filly by Daly, 2:15.

A large number of producing dams have been brought to

Rose Dale to be stinted to Daly this season. Some ot them

are from distant parts of the State.

The Hon. John Bailhaiche, of Healdsburg, was here Satur-

day. Rumor has it that he will send his great stallion,

Anteeo Richmond, down here soon to be added to Jim
Dustin's string.

One of the best road teams that comes to this town this

summer is that owned and driven by R. L. Crooks, of Mark
"West. The pair is well-bred and Mr. Crooks allows nobody
to throw any dust in his eyes.

Rey Robinson and Lil March have returned from the

North. Robioson is working for R. L. Crooks of Mark West.
Crooks has a tine young stallion, and we hear, contemplates
buying another soon.

Councilman J. B. Overton drives a very well-bred two-year-
old. Nobody in this towu likes a good horse better than the

Councilman, and he usually has a number of good ones at his

barn.

It is reported that De Turk's horses are to go to Petaluma
to be trained this season. George Locke is handliug them
and they are all doing nicely. Myrtle, Julupaand two others

are being fitted up by him. Mr. Locke says Myrtle is as gay
as a gazelle this spring.

W. E. Hanley has sis horses, and some of them are very

choice ones. He has a fine Skinner weanling from his pacing
mare Puss, also a Redwood yearling out of the same mare.
Then, he has a fine Saladin colt out of a General Taylor
mare. And not satisfied with sis horses, he has recently pur-

chased a '93 Columbia bicycle to aid him in rapid transit.

The track at Pierce Bros.' grounds was never in better con-

dition than now, and that guarantees that it is one of the best

tracks in the counly. Dustm says that he has driven over a

great many tracks in the United States, but that he never

saw a better one than this, and if he is not pretty good
authority we don't know where one can be found.

Dr. Long's horses are still at the track, and the reports from
them are quite assuriug. The doctor spends most of his time
at the track watching them, and it is doubtful if there is a
more enthusiastic horseman in the county than he.

Daly, Digitalis and two others from the Rose Dale Breed-
ing Farm will move to the track this week. In a few days
the stalls will all be full again. A number of horses were
expected from Lake County,but they have not shown up yet.

One of the best young horses in the county is Mart Rollins'

Red Chief. This young trotter is a Hercules in size, and the

way he is filling out is astonishing. He was sired by Red-
wood, 2:21, one of the best sons of Anteeo. Red Chief's dam
was sired by Zulu Chief, son of Mohawk Chief. Her first

dam was by Chas. Dickens, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., out
of the dam of Sam Purdy; second dam Mary Ann, byMul-
doon, son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; third dam Mary Ann, by
Pilot Jr., sire of the dims of Maud S. and Jay-Eye-See. Mr.
Rollins' colt has magnificent bone and action, and he will

make a gteat trotter, judged by the way he is going now.
Rainbow, the Silver Bow, dam by Alliance, trotter, in Mr.
Rollins' training, is developing good speed, and is making a
very satisfactory showing for the work she has received.

All the best ones have not been sent away from Fierce

Bros.' place. We visited the fair grounds one day this week
and there saw as thrifty a looking lot of mares and foals as

we ever inspected. Adriana, by Alonzo Hayward, has a fine

colt, sired by the premier stallion Bay Rose. Sallie Trix, by
Patchen Vernon, out of Katie Tris, has a splendid Bay Rose
filly. Genie, the General Benton mare, has a Bay Rose filly.

This yearling has a yearling by Electricity. Pansy, the dam
of Almonition, has a filly sired by Sidney. Poscora Hell,

full sister to Poscora Hayward, 2:"23
;
has a filly by Bay Rose.

Madonna, the grand old dam of Alcona Jr., 2:24, has a filly

by Bay Rose. Sallie Scott also has a Bay Rose foal—a colt.

The mare Trix, out of Sallie Tris, has a tilly sired by Bay
Rose. Salhe Wattles, by Abbotsford 707, dam Lady Budd,
dam of Capri, has a Bay Rose colt. Maud, the dam of

Maudee, 2:24 :

{, also has an attractive youngster at her side.

One of the most interesting colts is that out of Kiltie Wilkes
and sired by Bay Rose. This chap is very gentle and of a
very inquisitive turn of mind. Everybody that goes to the
grounds gets acquainted with him. All of the youngsters are
big, healthy-looking ones, and the man who says that trotting

stock is puny and spindle-shanked ousht to go out and see

Pierce Bros.' colts to have that absurd impression knocked
out of him. PuBLlua.

Santa Rosa, May 15.

Tiie L'ndine Stable llyers in George Covington's hands
(Cadmus, Picton, Fidelia and Flirtation) left last Monday for

Chicago. George Miller, the stable's first jockey, did not
leave at that time, but remained and won a number of good
races duaing the past week.

Spokane is to have two race meetings this year. The sum-
mer meeting will be held July 3, 4, 5, <'., 7 and 8, and the fall

meeting in September, just in time to catch the horses on
their return from the Montana circuit. Heretofore the fall

meetings have been held too late to secure the attendance of

the best horses.

At the earnest solicitation of a number of the leading local

owners and breeders of fast horses, John A. Todd has selected

the fair grounds, and the work of placing the track in fine

condition will begin this morning. D. Schilling, who will

hereafter devote his entire time to the breeding of trotters and
pacers, has been appointed superintendent of the grounds and
track.

Spokane now possesses the elements of a great racing cen-
ter—the fastest track in the Northwest, horses owned here
that will meet all-comers and railway communications with
all sections. Independence, Iowa, has grown from a village

to a city through the reputation gained on account of the
great racing events that have occurred there. Through the
efforts of one man in successfully managing the track the
town of Independence has become known throughout the

,
United States. This was accomplished through having a
splendid track, hanging heavy purses, and the breeding of

,
horses that could hold their own with the llyers that came
from great distances to compete for the purses. Remarkably

i fast time was the natural result, and Independence became
famous.

Spokane already has some of the fastest horses in the North-
west and more are constantly being added to the list. Where

I

is there a pacer that can lower Gold Medal's record of 2:14?
1 It will be gratifying to horsemen to learn that this speedy
horse wiil be on the turf this year ready to measure strides

' with all-comers.

Col. W. W. D. Turner has purchased both Gold Medal and
. C. W. G., the pinto pacer, from A. J. Ross, and will put them
on the Montana circuit this year. C. W. G. has a record of

2:22. Although both of these fine animals have been owned
in Spokane for the past two seasons tbey

t

have never been
raced. Mr. Ross loves fast horses, but lie never raced for

money. Colonel Turner thought it a shame to allow so much
speed to go to waste, and finally induced Mr. Ross to part
with the flyers.

Several other horses of royal blood that give promise of
great speed have been added to the list of Spokane's fast

ones this spring. D. Schilling recently received from Ne-
braska the stallion Demonstrator, whom the knowing ones say
will show fast time when his owner sees fit to race him.
Demonstrator is a beautiful cherry bay, with a small star in

the forehead and white hind feet. He is six years old and
very stylish. He was sired by Walkill Prince, by Hamble-
tonian 10, and his dam is out of an American Star mare.
Demonstrator combines the blood of the great Hambletonian
10, Blue Bull 75, Mambrino Chief 11, American Star 14,

and Pocohontas Boy 17y0.

Mr. Schilling also has on the way from Nebraska the pac-
: ing stallion Security, 5 years old, sired by Secure 9,233, first

j
dam by Drennon, second dam by Gilroy.

Thomas S. Griffith is the owner of a valuable new importa-

i

tion—Delpho—a promising three-year-old, by Patronage, the

;
sire of Alix,2:10, as a four-year-old, and Pactolos, 2:12:{. Del-

j

pho's dam is by Tramp. He is a handsome sorrel, with white
i face and white stockings and light mane and tail.

Lou Cbilds, the well-known driver and trainer, arrived

from Walla Walla yesterday to take charge of Mr. Griffith's

j

horses.

E. J. M. Hale recently received twelve horses from bis

i

breeding farm near Boston. The lot include 1 a fast pacing
stallion, several well bred Morgan fillies and tivo pairs of fine

, carriage horses.—Review.

Eastward Bound.

The Rancho del Paso, famous the world over as the great-

I est breeding establishment for thoroughbreds in America,

!

forwarded to New York recently, to be sold at auction, the

|
finest lot of yearlings, consisting of both colts and fillies, that

i ever left the rancho. The youngsters will be sold by auction

i at the Morris Park race course, Westchester county, New
i York, during the first week in June. All the yearlings will

! be sold, with their engagements.
The thoroughbreds left Ben All station on the Rancho

' shortly before noon in a special train made up of fourteen
1 cars, which will travel on passenger time to New York.

The special consisted of two large furniture cars loaded

with feed, two carloads of harness horses consigned to ChU
j

cago for a horse buyer named Merseran ; a car containing

!
sisteen runners, the stables of Charles Kerr and S. J. Reed,
in charge of trainers Billy McCormick and Ben Timmins.
The racers will be taken off at Chicago, where they have

been entered in the races. Eight cars coutained the yearlings

to the number of 128, loaded sixteen in a car. In the list

,
were five or sis Shetland ponies.

The last car was the private car of John Mackay, Superin-

tendent of the Rancho.
If the train bus good luck, the yearlings will reach Morris'

Park sis days from to-day.

On the train with Superintendent Mackay were his wife,

: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kerr, of liaker^field, Dr. McCallum,
the veterinary su.-geon of the Rancho, and Fred ' lOtobed, :is

steward. J. D. Sullivan went along as far as Tmrkee.
About thirty men were on board to look after the stock.

' Five or six boys went along to exercise the runner^ -

' to Chicago.
Nut a liner day could have been selected for the train i"

leave than yesterday. The weather was glorious and Mr.

Mackay and his numerous assistants were feeling happy at

the pleasant mariner in which everything had passed oil'.

The special train never left tin- Ranch before in such good
shape and early time.

Quite a crowd of gentlemen drove to the Kancho to see the

train off and bid Mr. Mackay good luck on his trip. Among
some of these there were Major B. U. Steinman, Colonel H.

j

I. Thornton and ('. M. < base, of San Francisco ; J. W. Wil-

son, Ed. F. Smith, II. M. Bernard, A I .. Stemli r, Bart Cava-
nauEh, Ned Culver. K. 1 ». Irvine, limner Bockmao, W. O.
Bowers and a Bee reporter.

The sale at Morris Park will be the sixth annual sale of

Rancho del Paso yearlings. The first annual sale was held

in 1888, when -ixty-four yearlings were sold for a total sura

, of $112,775. From these came twenty two-year-old winners

in l-'.'ii. TIk'I^'.i lot realized $113,750, and the following
year lb,- animals bred by Mr. Haggin credited their owners
with $197,887.33 in fire* money. In 1893 the Rancho del
Paso bred horses won enormous sums of money. In 1892 the
same great success was continued, and from New Yi.rk to
California the representatives of th- Rancho del Paso were
dailv seen in the van. Ihiring the war ju-t pa--ed it- -ires

furnished to the turf no fewer than 1 17 winners, who captured
more than 500 races.

The collection which was shipped yesterday is made nota-
ble by the fact thai in addition to the large number of yeai-
lings by the tried sons of Rancho del Paso, it includes the
iirsi of the get of the great Salvator, fifteen in number, from
dams whose equal cannot he found anywhere. In his first off-

spring this foremost of racehorses clearly demonstrates that
he is certain to achieve equal renown in the stud, his get
showing that he is a sire of the most positive style. Besides
those of his own stallions, Mr. Haggin also offers representa-
tives of Argyle, Three Cheers, Imp. St. Blaise and the un-
healed TremDnt. The colt by the last named is a half-brother
to Salvator, and he should be worth his weight in gold if

there is anything in breeding. There are three by the great
sire St. Blaise, which includes a full brother to the great
American stakes winner St. Carlo. The collection is the en-
tire thoroughbred product of Rancho del Paso for 1802, and
as such is the most wonderfully bred and promising lot of
youngsters ever brought together in one sale.

A NARROW ESCAPE.

As the special train was pulling out of Ben Ali, Charles

Kerr, of Bakersfield, whose stable of runners was on board,

came within an ace of meeting a most horrible death. Su-

perintendent John Mackay saved him in the nick of time.
Very close to the track is a chute, which is used in loading

the cars with horses. When the train started Mr. Kerr
jumped on. He caught the railings of the platforms of the
last two cars, with one foot on each platform, his back to-

wards the chute. In that position, and hanging on, and be-
fore he could possibly, without assistance, have stepped on
to one of the platforms to be out of the way, the train bad
reached the chute. Then it was that Mr. Mackay who was
standing on the platform, observing Mr. Kerr's dangerrus
position, by a desterous movement caught hold of him just
in time to save him from being mangled by the chute. As it

was, the chute scraped Mr. Kerr's back. Mrs. Kerr was on
the platform at the time and almost fainted.

Several persons observed Mr. Kerr's narrow escape, and
they held their b eath with fright as the train was passing
the chute.—Sacramento Bee.

Notice to the Public.

Sacramento, Cai.., May 5, 1893.

The undersigned acting as a member and Secretary of

the State Veterinary Medical Board, for the State of Cali-

fornia, and by direction of said Board, issues this circular

for the benefit of all persons interested in the practice of

veterinary medicine and surgery in said State, either as

patrons, empirics or professionals, directing their attention

and that of the public in general, to certain provisions of

"An Act entitled an Act to regulate the practice lof veteri-

nary medicine and surgery in the State of California."

Approved March 23. 1803, whereby it is made the duty of

said Board to carry out the purposes and enforce the pro-

visions of said Act.

Said Act takes effect on the 24th day of May, A. D., 1803,
and makes it unlawful for any person or persons to practice

veterinary medicine or surgery in any city, city and county,

or town in this State, with a population of two thousand

(2,000) or more, without having first received a certificate to

so practice from the said State Veterinary Medical Board.
Said certificate will be issued by said Board upon the

approval of the credentials of a graduate holding a diploma
from a reputable college of veterinary medicine and surgery,

or upon tbe successful esamination of an applicant without a
diploma.
The fees to be paid to the said State Veterinarv Medical

Board are as follows :

For the examination ofa diploma, as to Its genuineness, ? 6.00
For the examination of a person, as to qualifications 10.00

Said fees to be paid before esamination. In case of failure

of approval, the fees to be forfeited to the State Veterinary
Medical Board.

Upon issuing certificates to practice in this State, either on
approval of credentials ofgratuate, or on examination of an
applicant without a diploma, an additional fee of $5 shall be

charged.
For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of said Ac',

the State Veterinary Medical Board of the State of ( Jalifornja,

will hold regular meetings it least once in every six months
alternately, in San Francisco and L»09 Angeles, which meet-
ings for the year L893 will be as follows, to-wit:

At san Francisco, i»n the 24th of Way, 1893, al the Baldwin Hotel
At Los Angeles, on the Iflthol June, ISM, al the Hollenbeok Hotel
At sun Francisco, on the 26th ol July, 1898, a( tbe Baldwin Holel.
Al Los Angeles, )

a i Ban Francisco, Dates will be fixed later.

Al Los Angeles, ;

When and where the State Veterinary Medical Board will

Lransacl all business lawfully belonging to or coming before

said Board, and all persons having business therewith, partic-

ularly all persons desiring a license to practice veterinary

medicine and nurgery in the State of California, either with
in without a diploma, are respectfully invited and hereby

to attend and present their application f»>r license to

aid B i for " tion thereon in accordance with said Act.

R< ] i-i'tfiillv Bnbmith d.

i; I . \\a araALD, D. V. S.,

Secretary of the State Veterinary Medical Hoard for the

Slate of < alin.rnia.

\ i bbbt Sbaxes, of May6eld, recently shipped ;» valuable

roodmares to I-"- Angelee, to In- bred i" nfcKinney,
'_':

I J '.. Following are their names i
Accident (dam Of Wanda,

id three others) by Elmo; Norab Man-ball (dam "t

Alfred S.,2:l«|) by I nion ; Elmetla bister t«> Alfred >,,

1(1] bj Elmo ;
Solita, 2 11 liater to

''

quita, 2:30, by Eros, dam by < hieftain; Pri melts, by Primero,

dam thoroughbred, Primero was by Elmo, out ol Bracelet,

l.\ Black Swan. Mr. Scale U bound tO liave BOmethlC
|

As the Elmos are noted for their low, stealing gait ud Mc-
Kinney has, like all the Alcyonea, plenty of knee and hock

action, he hopes to strike the happy medium.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

[CONTINUED FKOM PAGE 510.J

ELEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, MAY 16.

This was a very chilly day for favorite-players, only one

first choice getting home in front—Romulus (formerly the

Brutus—Beauty colt). The attendance was close to 2,000

—

this notwithstanding the threatening state of the weather and

the fact that there had been quite a rain during the early

morning. The sun came out and the wind blew good and

hard, and as a result the track was in splendid shape.

Mount Carlos was favorite in the opening race at 2} to 1,

but Joe Harding was played hardest, opening at 6 to 1 and

closing at 3. Ab> P. was at 4 and 4i. Ida Glenn receded in

the betting from 6 to 1 to S to 1. The others ranged from

10 to 40 to 1. Joe Hooker Jr, Mount Carlos, Joe Harding

was ihe order passing the half-pole, Mountain Boy fourth,

then Ida Glenn. Mount Carlos led Joe Hooker Jr. into the

homestretch by a head, Joe Harding still third, a length

from Mountain Boy, then came Glenn and Abi P. Half-way

down the homestretch it looked easily Mount Carlos' race,

but Abi P. and Ida Glenn got up a sixteenth from home, go-

ing like the wind, and in an exciting finish Abi P., with F.

Xarvaez sitting as still as a statue on her, won at the

wire (rather handily, though) by a nose, Ida Glenn second,

three parts of a length from Mount Carlos, third. Time,

1:024.

Connaught and Clacquer were equal favorites in the second

race, six furlongs, for a time, but Connaught went to the post

at 2 to 1, Clacquer 2h, Angelo 4, Sidney S (from 15), Linville

20. Sidney led Clacquer about a length passing the half-pole,

Linviile a bang-up third. Xearing the three-quarters Clacquer

took command, being first into the homestretch by two lengths,

Sidney second and quitting, Connaught third. Clacquer was

not headed, winning easily by two and a half lengths. Con-
naught passed Sidney about a sixteenth of i* mile from home,
and was in front of Holly's colt a length and a half at the

finish. Linville was fourth and Angelo last. Time, l:16i.

Steadfast, with only 90 pounds in the saddle, on his run of

Saturday looked a good thing in the fourth race, one mile,

selling. Red Cloud was well supported, as was Farewell.

Quarterstaff opened at 3 to 1 and closed at S. Louise led

passing the quarter, with Farewell second and Red Cloud
third, not much over a length separating the three. Red Cloud
said good-bye nearing the half, where he was a neck in front

of Farewell, Louise third, a length from Quarterstarf. Red
Cloud was from this out not headed, winning easily by two
lengths from the fast-coming Mero, who beat Quarterstafl but

a nose for the place money. Time, l:43j. Jackson, on Quar-
terstaff, made a very poor finish, and was afterward suspended
by the judges for the balance of the meeting.

Romulus, a warm favorite at 6 and 7 to 5, ran third to Vi-
vace and Polaski, in the order named, to the homestretch,

where he came through and won with great ease by two
lengths in 0:57 for the four and a half furlongs. Polaski, sec-

ond, was two lengths from Vivace, third, wbo was a neck
from Valparaiso. Cherokee was last.

Happy Day was at one time as good as 3 to 1 in the con-

cluding race of the day, six furlongs, but toward post-time

money of all kinds flew in so fast that he was backed off

most boards, being on a few at 7 to 5, however. Regal was
well-backed at 3 and 4 to 1. Volta was supported so well

that the odds against her receded from 12 to 8 to 1. The flag

fell to a start not of the best, Happy Day being off sixth and
Alfred B. last. The favorite stumbled to his knees with Mil-
ler when they had run about 100 yards, losing four or five

lengths. Volta, Regal, North, Jim Lee was the order at the

half, Happy Day fifth, having shown lots of speed. North,
Regal, Volta, Jim Lee was the order at the three-quarters,

and until the horses were all straightened out in the home-
stretch, when Jim Lee, the two-year-old, came on like a cy-

clone against the rails and won in fine style by two lengths,

North second, as far from Happy Day, who made up lots of
ground. Time, 1:15—good work for a two-year-old against a
field of old horses. B. C. Holly bid the winner, Jim Lee, up
to $1,900, at which figure he secured him. This was $400
over the entered selling price. As Jim Lee will not be two
years old until June 2d, he is likely to be more than a useful

horse.

M'WMAKIES OT TUESDAY'S RACES.

RACE 167.—BAY DiSTiticr Track, Tut-sdav, May 16, 1893.—First race,
xelllnir, pun»e$30O, For hurw-s that havesmru-d and not won since March
'1 Th- Mat auction forfl.OOo; if for less, two pounds al-
lowed for each |I00U>500; ttien four pounds for each 8100 to >100. Five
furlongs.

Previous
ad Closing odds. st

iv. abi p . i P, N'&rvaez, 117, 11,000 . i ;to I 7

160 [OA GLENN.i Jackson. 106,9400 ,8to i 6
i .i. Weber, in, §600i,2« to i 8

LSI MOUNTAIN BOY, S H.ttmllb.,104
ISO JOE HOOKER JR., a I

Ilnnawalt. 100. $20O). 12 to I... 2
100 JOE HARDING, 5 C Weber. 100, i2nQi,3 to 1 1

r - -:>
.
31 io l 5

IN NIPPER,* Martin, 121 ..
I 9

1 2* JOE, 6 iTuoervllle.lWt, §J«t ,10 to I 8
1:02 _.

Won handily. Winner eh m hv Three Cheers— Dairy Maid,
by W. P. Flue,

RACE 161 Second im», pone woo. For maiden toree-year-olda Tboee
beaten lr.

placed ten ; 1 irlonfes.

lid doling Odds. St W .,' II Tin
J 2 11 1 "u

] CONNATtiHT Mi... IIS 21KI
IM SIDNEY Cotn, 111 .-!>.! 112

LINVILI.l ji to 1 ( 3 ,i 4 4
186 ARGELO (Jackson, U7). < to 1 .-, E 6 5 5

l:16Jjf.

Wonaully, Winner oh f by Belle of the Lake En-
tered by E, J- Appleby.

RACE iw. -Third moo, telling, pane saw. of which tro to m
1

.1 for lem, 1 lb. allowed f r
. V

March 3 I'd, 2 1b*. i-xtr.i frr eOCfa win. One mile.

Prerlom
.

.

n. t BorUiununi
l l 1 121

IRTERSTAFF, 1 Jacluon, IflC, $1,000,,
" '" ' 7 t I 4 4 .1 I ,1

Weber. 111,11.600 ,9 to 1 I 7 7 7 : 7 "

i .!.. J. w. I over
. ... 2 2 2 2 2 4

161 arEADFA* to I • « 6 5 5 S
121 '-" T

I 1 8 8 3 6
I
'" ,

Won easily. Winner bb by Rod Iron— MaifKle D.,byJUD Douglass.

H Fin.
7 r> 1 us

, .. Z

2 I 1 821

9 9

Entered

RACE 170—Fourth race, selling, purse =300, for two-vear-olds. Winner
to b** sold mr $1,300; if for less, 1 lb. allowed !0r each $100 to?900; then 3
lbs. for each *100 to 8100. Winners since March 31st to carry 3 lbs. extra
for each win. Four and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St '.. H. Fin.
91 ROMCLUS, for. Beautv colt i Miller, 121, $1,300\ 7 to 5 2 3 3 1 21

157 POLASKI iSeainau, 102, $*:0), 2-
, to 1_ 3 2 2 221

157 VIVACE -J. Weber. 112, §1.000). 3>, to 1 1 1 I 3 n
VALPARAISO King, 102, S30U), 15 to 1 4 4 4 4

14J CHEROKEE i Peters, 105. 8600), 10 to 1 5 5 5 5
Time, 0:57.

Won easily. Winner b c by imp. Brutus-Beau tv. Entered by owners
Elmwood Stock Farm Stable.

RACE 171.—Fifth race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for
$1,500; it for less, 1 pound allowed for each §100 down to SS00; then 4
pounds for 'each $100 to ?100. Winners of two races since March 31st 5
pounds extra, three or more, 7 pounds extra. Six furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St % % H Fin.

139 JIM LEE, 2 (C. Weber, S5, $1,500), 5 to 1 4 4 4 4 121
155 NORTH, 4 Tuberville, 90. S400. lOtol 5 3 1 1 221
161 HAPPY DAY, 5 (Miller, 121, $1,500, 7 io 1 G 5 5 5 4 >£ 1

15S CHARMER, 3 (Peters. 102, $1,200), Ai to 1- 1 6 6 6 4
125 ALFRED B.. a (Hanawalt, 104. $5001,15 to 1 7 7 7 7 5
"114 REGAL, a (Bur iusame, 104, 8500). 4 to 1 2 2 2 2 6
•156 VOLTA, 3 (King. 105, $1,500), 8 to 1 „ 3 13 3 7

Time—1:13.

Won easily. Winner be bv John Happy—Olive. Entered by J. H.
Miller. Sold to B. C. Holly at $1,900.

TWELFTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, MAY 17.

The usual crowd—close to 2,000—attended the races at Bay
District track today. Two favorites won out of the five

races contested. The track was perhaps li seconds slow to

the mile, owing to the rain that fell last night.

Gypsy Girl, at 2 to 1 and 9 to 5, was a slight favorite in

the opening race, nine-sixteenths of a mile, though Thornhill

at the post was at 11 to 5. Starter Ferguson appeared anx-

ious to dispatch the field of sprinters, so much so that he

did not wait until Lottie D. got up with the others. The re-

sult was a send-off that will long linger in the minds of our

race-goers as one of the very worst ever seen at the local track

—saying a good deal, too. It resembled an Indian march

more than anything we can call to mind. Jack the Ripper

was two lengths in front of Volita, then came Gypsy Girl

and the others, about a length apart, except in the case of

Lottie D., who was virtually out of the race when the flag

fell, two lengths behind Thornhill., Jack the Kipper held

his advantage until nearing the three-quarter pole, when
Gypsy Girl got up on even terms and soon passed the horse

with (he blood-curdling name. Gypsy Girl was not headed

thereafter, winning under a pull by a length from Jack the

Kipper, who was three-parts of a length in front of Mount
Carlos. Thornhill finished fourth, with Lottie D. close be-

hind him, and Volita last. Time, 0;5l3:J.

Seaside, with J. Weber up, at 1 to 2, was regarded as hav-
ing no hard task to dispose of The Lark, Ora Belle, Alexis
and Montalvo, who were at odds of 2§, 50, 30 and 10 to 1 re-

spectively. Montalvo, to a good start, dashed to the front

without delay,leading Seaside two lengths at the half-pole, The
Lark but a head behind the favorite. Into the homestretch
it was Montalvo first by one and one-half lengths, The Lark
second, a neck from Seaside. Alexis, fourth, against the rails,

made a good turn, and an eighth from home had taken sec-

ond place. Montalvo won, running away, by one and a half

lengths, Alexis second, a trifle over a length from The Lark,
the top-heavy favorite one and a half lengths behind Murry's
representative, burning up the monev of the talent. Time,
1:04*.

Vendome, at 2-1 to 1, was favorite in the third race, six and
one-half furlongs, though there was quite a plunge on Miss
Walling. In fact, every horse in the race was well backed
excepting Joe, at 12 to 1. Miss Walling, off flying, was first

clear into the homestretch, where Joe, who had been running
a close-up second, came away and won handily by one and
one-half lengths. Miss Walling second, three lengths from
Yendome, he a length in front of Little Tough. Time, 1:23.

Quarterstaff opened at 8 to 5 in the fourth race, fifteen-six-

teenths of a mile, and was backed so strongly that he went to

the post at 7 to 10. The odds against Inkerman, wbo has
been running exceedingly well lately, for some reason not
apparent to strangers at the track receded from 3 to 1 to

5 to 1. Nellie G. was well played at 3 and 3] to 1. Quarter-
staff, last away, was in front of Xellie G. a neck at the quar-
ter, a length at the half, and but a head in th^ homestretch.
An eighth from the wire it was hard to tell which of the pair

would win, but at the drawgate litile Weber called on the
gray mare, and she drew away sufficiently to win by a neck,
(juarterstaff, second, six lengths from The Drummer, third,

Inkerman last. Time, 1:37.

Conde and Bronco were for a time equal favorites a: 2' to

1 in the last race, six furlongs, but Conde went to the post first

choice of the talent at 2 to 1. Solitude and Sir Reel, at 5 to

1 each, had quite a following. To a good start, Conde soon
put daylight between himself and Solitude, who had run up
rapidly from sixth to second place, with Louise third. Conde
entered the homestretch about three lengths in front of Soli-

tude, and won easily by nearly that much, Solitude second,
two lengths feom Sir Reel, third, who was a head in fr^nt of

Bronco. Louise was fifth and Nellie Van last. Time, 1:353.

si MJfAKiK- OK WEDNESDAY'S RACES.

RACE 172.—Firel met- , sellinc, purse $300. Tbe winner to be sold for
81,200; if for le-s i pound allowed for each 8100 to $600; then 4 pounds for
each 9100 to 8100. Winners since March 31st to carry 2 pounds extra for
each win. Four and a ball lurlongs.

Previous
ltar.', No. Starters, Jockeys and Closlny Odds, sl

| H Fin.

161 GYPSY fiIRL,a Capps, 124, 81,200), 2 to! S 1 1 111
161 JACK Tin-: EtIPPKR,a(BpperaoD,118,$600),8tol...|1 2 2 21
167 MOl NT CARLOS, 6 J. Weber, 117. 8600), 8 to 1- -1 3 3 3 ! 1

161 THORNHILL. 2 Peters, B6, 11,000), 11 [u ."1 "5 4 4 4
146 LOTTIE D., 5 H. Murjiliv. 120, ?l.200>, fi to 1 '6 5 5 5
1S6 VOLITA, 5 ' Wright, 112, 8500), 12 to 1 2 6 6 6

Tune, 0*6 ,.

won easily. Winner ch m by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen. Entered by
J. &LOopps,

RACE 173.—.second race, purse $300, for two-year-olds. Winners since
March list of two races. 3 pounds; three races, 5 pounds; four <>r more, s
pounds extra. Beaten horses since hfaich 81st allowed l poand for each
time beaten; if beaten (bur timesand never placed > 1-2] allowed lp

1 l 1 .
.*) pounds additional, i-'iv<- furlongs.

Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. Sl '_ , H Fin.

•101 MONTALVO ' Ii, llfl), 10 to 1 1 1 1 1 1 IK I
1 ILEXIS Donathan, llli.SOtol 2 4 l -t 11 1

LARK (Miller, 1101,2 to 1 3 3 2 2 8 lS 1
•163 SEASIDE J. Weber, 122), 1 to 2 H2 3 8 I

11 :\ BBLLE(RlrjsielO, 114),50tO 1 _5 5 5 5 5
Time, 11

Won easily. Wlnnsr beby Bid—May Bella. Enterediby D. Bridges.

RACE 174.—Third race, selling, parse *800. for horses thai bhve run and
U chSlst. Thi winner to be sold for 11,200; If for less, 2

pounds allowed fur each $100 to 86OO; then I pounds for each $100 to $100.Ms and a holfjurl
*

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St|,»^J£ H Fin.
167 JOE, a (Donathon, '.»3, S200j, 12 to 1 2 2 2 2 1I«I
I7.i MISS WALLING. 4 tKing, 105, 3600), 6 to 1 1 111 231
154 VENDOME. 3 (H. Smith, 102, $800), 2^ to l...„ 3 3 3 3 311
154 LITTLE TOUGH, 4 Seaman, 103. So00),6 to 1 4 4 4 4 4
159 INITIATION, 6 (0010,109,3700), 4 to 1 7 5 5 5 5
156 WALTER OVERTON, a C. Weber, 104, 5400 1, 6 to 1 6 7 7 7 6
145 DONNA LILLA. 3 1 Peters, 101,31,000), 6 to 1 5 6 6 6 7

Time, 1 :23.

Won handily. Winner ch g by Conquest— Swift, bv Three Cheers
Entered by Wesley George.

RACE 175.—Fourth race, selling, purse ?350, of which 870 to second and
$30 to third horse. The winner to be sold for 33,000; if for less, 2 pounds
allowed for each ?250 to 82,000; then 3 pounds for each £250 to 51.000. Win-
ners since March 31st, 2 pounds extra for each win. seven and a half
fin-;, .n--.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St J4 ';. 5; h pjn _

164 NELLIE G.. 6 C. Weber, 101. $1,000), 3 to 1 1 2 2 2 1 In
169 Ql'AETERSTAFF, 3 'Seaman, 108, $2,000', 7 to 10 4 I 1 1 2 - 6 I

155 THE DRUMMER. 3 , Donatban. !>5, $I.25'"i'i, 5 to 1_ 3 3 4 3 3 3 >
1

15S INKERMAN, a 'Epperson, 111, $1,500), 5tol 2 4 3 4 4 4
Time, 1 :37.

RACE 176.—Fifth race, handicap, purse $400, of which $70 to second and
$60tothird. For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance M5; ^declara-
tion. Entries closed Monday; weights and declarations, Tuesday. SLx
farlongs.

Previous
Race No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St }4 % H Fin.
150 COX DE, 3 (C. Weber. 110 1, 2 to 1 2 1 1 1 1 1<4 ]
164 SOLITUDE. 3 iRInsieio, 113i, 5 to 1... 6 2 2 2 221
163 SIR REEL. 3 B^rlinsame. 11S..5 tol 1 5 4 4 3h
150 BRONCO, a (Miller. 118) 2K to 1 3 4 3 3 4
169 LOUISE. 4 -Peters. 90i, IOto'l 4 3 5 5 5
161 NELLIE VAN. 4 (Donatban, 103), 15 to 1 5 6 6 6 6

Time, 1:15>|.

Won easily. Winner ch c by Duke of Norfolk—Mav D. Entered by
owners Eneino Stable.

THIRTEENTH DAT—THURSDAY, MAT 18.

The favorites took a good, long inning this verv pleasant

afternoon, four Grst choices and one second getting the

money. To-day's attendance was fully up to that of yester-

day, but the racing was not very exciting except in one in-

stance—where Mero beat Huguenot a head in a punishing
finish. All the top weights won.

Redlight, with 125 pounds up, was an even-money favor-

ite at the post, with Cyclone and Jack the Ripper next in

favor at b' to 1. Redlight, off second at the flag-fall, soon

passed Mountain Boy, who attended him to the homestretch.

Redlight won with great ease by a length. Joe D., who came
up fast at the wind-up, was second, one and a half lengths

from Volita, who ran up from sixth place and beat the Rip-
per out of third place by a length. Time, 0:49£.

Romulus (formerly the Brutus-Beauty colt) was an even-

money favorite in the second race, selling, nine-sixteenths of

a mile. Tillie S. was next in. demand at 2j to 1. Realiza-

tion was at 4 to 1, the others from 12 to 30 to 1. Realization

led Romulus into the homestretch by two lengths, Silver

Plate third, two lengths behind the favorite, Tillie S. (who
got iv ay absolutely last and kicking like an opera singer)

fourth. Romulus, with quite a bit up his speed sleeve, won
by one and a half lengths from Realization, who was as far
from Tillie S. Time, 0:56—this, with 121 pounds up, being
one ofthe very best performances of the meeting. J. H. Miller
(who lost Jim Lee last Tuesday out of a selling race) bought
Romulus out of this one to-day for $1,650, at which figure
the winner is a great bargain.

Vendome, at 2b to 1, was a slight favorite in the third
event, one mile. Folly and Connaught, at 3 to 1 each, were
much fancied, however. Vendome, Miss Walling, Initiation
was the order passing the half. Then Initiation passed Wall-
ing and looked very dangerous, coming into the homestretch
but a neck behind Vendome, with Miss Walling only as far
from her. Folly was unloosened once the straight was
struck, and ^ endome and Initiation soon gave it up. Miss
Walling also quit about an eighth from home, and Folly,
eased up, won by a length from Miss Walling, who was two
from Initiation, third. Time, 1:45}.

Mero was a favorite in the fourth at 2-V to 1. Huguenot
was well-played at 3 and 3i to 1. The others were onlv nib-
bled at. Alfred B. led by a small margin passing the half,

with Charmer second and The Drummer third. The latter

then took up the running, and Huguenot, hard-ridden by
Johany Weber, commenced moving down his field. The
Drummer was first into the homestretch by half a length,

Broad Church third, as far behind the Three Cheers colt. In
the straight Huguenot looked a certain winner, being two
lengths in front of his nearest competitor, The Drummer,
Mero now coming with a wet sail. Weber went to the whip
on the faint-hearted colt nearly an eight from home, instead
of riding with hands and feet, and the result was that he quit
badly and lost to Mero at the wire by a good head. Three
lengths away, third, was The Drummer. Time, 1:23.

Inkerman and Annie Moore opened at 2 to 1 each in the
last race of the day, five and one-half furlongs, selling, but
the former was backed hardest, going to the post at 8 to 5,

Annie Moore receding to 3 to 3'. to 1. Warrago was strongty
supported, and went to the post a 3 to 1 shot, as did Lodi.
Huguenot, out for another whirl, was at 15 to 1. Lots of

trouble was caused by Annie Moore and Inkerman at the
post, and the start was delayed for about half an hour.
Annie Moore, to a fairish start, soon opened up a great gap,

leading four lengths at the half-pole and three lenglhs into

the homestretch. Here the Weber mare shut up like the

saffron-hued canine that she is on most occasions, and Inker-

man got up in the last 100 yards and won quite easily by
half a length. Annie Moore, second, was two lengths from
Lodi. Time, 1:09.

SUMMARIES 05 THTIISDAY'S KACES.

RACE 1".—First race, selling, purse $300, for horses that have run
and not won since March 3lst. Tbe winner to be sold for $1,000; if for
less, 2 pounds allowed tor each S100 to $500; then 4 pounds for each 5100 to

to $100. Hall a mile.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds, St 3* H Fin.

161 REDLIGHT. 6 (D Mnrphv. 125, $1.0001, evens 2 I 1 111
151 JOE D.,a I

Kin-. 112, $3001. S to 1_ 4 3 3 2 1-1
172 VOLITA, 5 I Donatban. 110, 8900 , 12 to i 6 6 rt ;ui
172 JACK THE RIPPER, a (Epperson. 118. j*00». 6 to 1... 5 4 4-1
167 MOUNTAIN BOY. 5 (H. Smith, 104, $800), 15 to 1 1 2 2 5
— BONNIE. ) Rlnstefn, 117, Sl.OOOt. 10 to 1 3 5 5 6
K,7 JOE HOOKER JR.. a Humiwalt. 100, $:00), 15 to 1-... 8 8 8 7— CLAYMORE. * C. Weber. 100. §200 \ 10 to 1 fl 9 9 8
161 CYCLONE, b (BOEeman, 118, S800). 6 to 1 7 6 6 9

Time, 0:49' i.

Won easily. Winner b g by Little Alp—un traced. Entered by A.
BerlrandSas.

RATE 17*.—Socond race, selling, for.iwo-vear-olds, purse S300. Thewin-
i iet ! soldjfor 31.500 ; if lor less, 1 lb. allowed for each §100 to $700;
then 8 lbs. for each 8100 to iioo. Winners since Marchioist 2iihs. extra for
each wln.^Fonranda balf furlongs.
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Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St . H Fin.

•170 SOJffCTLUS (Miller, 121, 81,200)i evens 5 2 2 ll',:i

165 REALIZATION IJ. Weber, 118.31,3)0) 4 to 1 1 1 1 2 \% i

Ui5 TiLI-IK -. 'Simian, 1»7. *'i *>\ 1 to I > A I 3 3 1

115 SILVRR PLATKiO. Weber. "1. ?J'J<i , 12 to 1 4 3 8 4

165 BUTTOX Peters, y.5, >200i, 15 to 1 „ 2 5 ."> S

119 WILLOW '.Slimpson. l»5, fitW-,30 t<» 1 3 C 6 6
Time-0:56.

Won pasih". Winner b cby imp. Brutus—Beauty. Entered by owners
Elmwood StOCk Farm Stable. Bought by J. H. 31. Her at 191,650.

RACE 170.—Third rac?, purse 3133, of which $70 to second and $30 to

third.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St 1

, '.j , H Fin.

159 FOLLY. 4 (J. Weber, 117(, 3 to 1 I 4 4 4 4 111
174 MISS WALLIXG. 1 (Seaman. Ill i. S to 1 3 2 2 3 3 2 21
174 INITIATION", G i Kiiur, 113), 6 to 1 4 3 3 2 2 811
174 VEXDOME, 3 ( K Smith. 10l>,2^ to L -2 11114
163 CONNAL'OHT,.3 i BurLiugarue, 103], 3 to 1 5 5 5 5 5 5

Time— 1:I5 !

,.

Won easily. Winner ch m by Wildldle-Fostress. Entered by owner
Ocean View Stable.

RACE ISO.—Fourth race, selling, purse S"0O, for horses that have run
and not won since March Slat The winner to be sold for $1,(100: if for
less, 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to Sro: ; then 5 lbs. for each gluo to $100.

Six and one-half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No- Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St '-j % H Fin.

169 MERO,5<Miller.n7,$S00t,2W to 1— 5 5 6 4 In
145 HUGUENOT, 3 iJ. Weber. 110. $1,000). 15 to 1 6 6 5 2 2 31

17-5 THE DRUMMER. 3 i Rurlingame. 104, $700 1, 5 to 1„ 3 3 1 1 3 I'd
171 CHARMER. 3 (F. Narvaez, 105, jl.OOOi.o to 1 1 2 2 6 4
164 BROAD CHURCH, a.(Cootc, 115.8600), 6 to 1_ 4 4 3 3 5

171 ALFRED B., a (C. Weber, 100, $40Oi. 10 to 1 2 14 5 6
Time—1:28.

Won iu a drive. Winner b g by Wildidle—Precious. Entered by Owen
Bros.

RACE 1S1.—Fifth race, selling, purse $300. The winner to be sold for
81,200; if for less, 1 pound allowed for each $100 to $600; then 4 pounds
for each $100 to $100. Winners since March 31st to carry 2 pounds extra
for each win. Five and a half furlongs.

Previous
Race, No. Starters, Jockeys and Closing Odds. St. J

2 % H Fin.

175 INKERMAN, a (Epperson, 125, $900), S to 5 3 2 2 2 1 }£l
160 ANNIE MOORE, 4 i J. Weber, 114, $700), :J

l- to 1... 1 1 1 1 221
"160 LODr.a (Bozeman, 114. $"00), 3 to 1 2 3 3 3 3 n
162 WARRAGO, 2 (Peters. 87, incl. 4 over. $1,200),

3tol 4 4 4 4 4

180 HUGUENOT, 3 tRinstein, 111, $1,100 1, 15 to 1 5 5 5 5 5
Time—1:09.

Won handily. Winner b g by Ironclad—Alice. Entered by W. P. Fine

At the conclusion of this race P. Weber bid Inkerinan up
to $1,250, an increase of $350 over his entered selling price,

and W. P. Fine, Inkerman's owner, waxed wroth over the
matter. A complaint having been lodged with the judges
against Inkerman's in-and-out way of running, Jockey
Epperson was called into the stand. It will be remembered
that only yesterday Inkertnan, with 111 pounds up, was a

poor last in a held of four in a dash of fifteen-sixteenths of a

mile. Today he took up 125 pounds and won in

a much better race than the one Xellie G. cap-

tured yesterday, from every point of view. It was apparent
yesterday that something was wrong, for Inkerman's odds got

longer and longer as post-time approached, as good
as b' to 1 being finally offered against the gelding's chances
in a field that did not outclass him a bit—in fact,

only one horse, fit and well, was as good, and that was Quar-
terstaff. On questioning Epperson he slated that no amount
of urging yesterday did any good, for Inkerman would not

run as gamely or as well as usual. The jockey was exonerated,
but continuing the investigation at the Palace Hotel after

supper, enough was elicited to make the judges believe that

Fine's fast gelding had been "dosed " on Wednesday and had
run in the interest of some of the bookmakers, and that his

excellent run to-day was not at all consistent. Therefore W.
P. Fine and his trainer, W. Short, were suspended for an in-

definite period, and Fine's horses, Volita, Abi P. and Inker-
man, are also under the ban. The talk that the cry of fraud
came from some " injured " bookmakers cuts no figure.

Crooked horsemen should be promptly punished, and the
judges should be praised for any action taken looking to

this end, no matter where the charges came from.
o

Big Brooklyn Racing Scandal.

New York, May IS.—The Brooklyn handicap scandal
apparently will not down. Pierre Lorillard, owner of the
mighty Lamplighter, is convinced that his horse was beaten
by fraud, and he demands an investigation. Acting on a tele-

g:am which Mr. Huggins, trainer of the Eancocas stable,

sent to his employer on the night of the race, Mr. Lorillard
has requested De Courcey Forbes, president of the New York
Jockey Club, to see John Hunter, president of the Board of
Control, and arranged for an investigation of^the race. In
his telegram to Mr. Forbes Mr. Lorillard, who is sick at his

stock farm near Jobstown, X. J., paid his respects to some
horse owners who have been noted for their antagonism to
bim.
Mr. Lorillard, in this telegram, denounced the running of

seven horses in one interest in one race as not at all condu-
cive to the elevation of the turf, and declared that he would
not have started Lamplighter had it not been that John
Hunter earnestly solicited it. The seven horses in one inter-

est referred to were "Bill" Daly's Fidelio and Terrifier,

Michael F. Dwyer's Baceland, Banquet and Nomad, Green
B. Morris' Judge Morrow and J. E. Madden's Illume, trained

by Green B. Morris. Mr. Lorillard also announced that he
would never start a horse in the Brooklyn Handicap again.

He was particularly severe in his remarks about J. Lambley,
the rider of Hdelio, believing from the report that he re-

ceived that this little jockey did more than any other boy in
the race to ruin Lamplighter's chances. He recalled the fact

that young Lambley had been guilty of a similar offense last

year, and wound up by asking that the race be thoroughly in-

vestigated.

There can be no doubt about whom Mr. Lorillard aims at

when he refers to " seven horses run in one interest." He
means Michael F. Dwyer. If Mr. Dwyer did not pay the
necessary $1,000 for thp starting of W. C. Daly's two horses,

some persons who think they know a little about the facts in

the case are woefully mistaken. Kumorswere current before
the race to the effect that Lamplighter was to be fouled and
interfered with, and as he subsequently was in the race it

lends color to the belief thai something was wrong.
The name of the distinguished horse-owner who was so sure

that there was a job that he announced the fact before the
race and told those who were about him at the time to watch
closely and see if Lamplighter was not pocketed and fouled

just as he said he would be, was Frederick Gebhard. Mr.
Gebhard's information about the matter was so good, or he
thought so well of it, that he refrained from placing the
"swell" bet that he had intended to put on Lamplighter.

Mr. Lorillard was asked last night for his opinion of the
Brooklyn handicap. He confined himself to saying: "I
thank God that I got my horse out of that race alive, and
when I think of that pack of villains and scoundrels who were
in the scheme I feel doubly thankful."

Buffalo's Great Meeting.

Just think of it I £10,000 to be given for pacers in the free-

for-all class at Buflalo. No one would)Jhave ^believed a few

years ago that such a thing could be possible. The terms and

conditions are most liberal. Eight horses can win money in

each free-for-all. Subscriptions to these purses received up
lo June 1st.

The Buffalo Driving Park is known from Maine to Cali-

fornia and from Canada to Mexico as one of the finest in

America. Its track, buildings, stables and appointments are
as perfect as they can be made. Some of the greatest races

that ever occurred in this history of the turf have taken place
there and as many of our California horsemen intend to go
East this year with their strings, the opportunity presented
for making entries in the events at Buffalo should not be
overlooked. We believe that it is only necessary to mention
the fact that the advertisement appears in this journal to call

the attention of all the horsemen that are going East. The
following taken from a Buffalo journal anent this meeting
will well repay perusal

:

The chief topic of conversation among Buffalo horsemen
during the past week was the free-for-all trotting purse of

$20,000 opened by the Buffalo Driving Park Association and
the large number of high-class entries already received for it.

The ten horses named are all well known to horsemen, but
some of them will come before the public under different con-
ditions than in former seasons. For instance, Martha Wilkes,
2:0S, will not have the advantage of Budd Doble's experience
and skill this year, for she will- be driven by a young man
named Palmer, who has yet to make his reputation as a Grand
Circuit driver, and he will find Doble opoosing him with that

fleet little mare. Belle Vara, 2:08A. Alix, 2:10, will also be
in charge of a different trainer, as her old driver. Jack Curry,
will be seen behind the Jewett Farm stallion Favora, 2:19i.

Favora's record looks slow for an entree in the greatest free-

for-all ever trotted, but those who saw him
work a mile and repeat at Nashville last fall in 2:12|- and
2:12 believe him to be one of the fastest horses in existence.

Nightingale, 2:10} (Hamlin's) improved all last year, and
was a better mare at the close of the season than ever before,

and she ha« never been so good in the spring as she is now.
She can race all day and is pretty sure to be found close to the
front when this race is trotted. The Simmons Greenleaf,
2:10i, is perhaps as good a horse to watch as almost any in

the race, for his last season's campaign showed him to be a
race horse of the very highest order. Ryland T., 2:11£, is

fast and game, but one of the most erratic and cranky brutes

ever seen on a track. If he is on his good behavior he will

be well up in any race he starts in, but if not, he generally
lands the wrong side of the distance flag. Little Albert, 2:10},

has a leg that is liable to trouble him, and Nightingale, 2:13}
(Anderson's), and Walter E., 2:llf, would probably be some-
what overlooked in this field, although anyone of the three,

if just right, will go a great race. There are good grounds
for believing that at least three other nominations will be

made to this purse, although with the entries already made it

will bring together the grandest lot of horses ever seen in one
race.

THE NATIONAL TROTTING ASSOCIATION.

Report of the Conference Committee to the
Board of Review.

Portland Races.

By reference to our advertising columns it will be noticed

that the Portland Speed and Driving Association are going to

give a spring meeting at their new track at Albina, which is

considered the finest in the Northwest, beginning June 24th
and ending July 1st. The officers of this association are de-

termined to give the best meeting ever held at this time of
the year on the Pacific Coast, and their offer of $10,000 in

stakes and purses is one that proves this fact. The track at

Albina with its 300 handsome, well-ventilated stables, is con-
sidered unequaled even in California. It is entirely free

from gravel, the soil is springy as that of Stockton's famous
kite, the turns are made to the regulation pitch, and in every
respect it is a model. The grand stand has a seating capacity
of 4,000 people. Over $30,000 have been subscribed by the
liberal citizens of Portland, and the stockholders are among
the representative men in Oregon.
Two lines of cars from the heart of the city will convey

visitors to the track, and everything will be done by the man-
agement to make visiting horsemen comfortable. Entries to

trotting and pacing events will close June 1st ; to running
events June 15th.

Capital Turf and Driving Club.

Next Thursday entries for the various events to be trotted

and paced at the spring meeting of the Capital Turf and
Driving Club, Sacramento, will close. The success of last

years' meeting will be eclipsed this year. There are a number
of trotters and pacers that will be sent directly from the
Breeders meeting to the Agricultural Park, Sacramento.
The large sum of $6,000 is offered in stakes and purses, and
as the members of this live organization are doing their

utmost to make this meeting a success, every owner of

trotters, pacers or thoroughbreds should not hesitate to send
them to this meeting. The track is in splendid condition,

the terms are liberal and a most enjoyable time will be had.

Remember entries will close next Thursday.

In another column of this paper will be found an adver-

tisement regarding the Oakland meeting which is to be man-
aged by Henry Schwartz. This will begin on the 6th of June,
immediately after the conclusion of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders's meeting, and will last until August 1st,

when the main California racing circuit opens. Books will

be made at Oakland track on Eastern events, and patrons will

be amply accommodated. Work was begun on. the betting

quarters some time ago, and everything is now
in readiness for the transaction of business. Mr. Schwartz,

says he never made any statement warranting the

talk indulged in about his meeting conflicting with others

in this State ; in fact, when the circuit opens August 1st he
will send his string of thoroughbreds out to contest for the

stakes and purses offered by the various racing organiza-

tions on the main circuit. Dr. C. W. Aby has been engaged
to do the starting at Oakland, and as he has been a success

thus far in this line of work, and is an old-timer in racing

circles, there can be no reasonable doubt felt about his ability

to get the fields off on their journey fairly. Competent, un-

impeachable judges will preside at Mr. Schwartz's meeting,

and everything will be conducted with the utmost fairness to

everyone. As only about seventy-five horses will leave Cali-

fornia for the East this season, there will be no scarcity of

good racing material here, and everything points to a success-

ful summer meeting at Oakland.

At the May meeting of 1891, the Board of Review in ses-

sion at the Leland Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, adopted the fol-

lowing resolutions

:

" Resolved, That the President be, and he is hereby di-
rected to appoint a committee, of which he shall be a mem-
ber, whose duty it shall be to confer with committees of the
same number from like associations, and immediately report
to the President with reference to the adoption of a more
harmonious system for advancing and protecting the interests
of the country."

In accordance with said resolution the President appointed
the following named members: M. G. Bulkeley, Chairman

;

G. M. Fogg and P. P. Johnson.

As per previous notice, a meeting was held at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel, commencing at S p. m., on March 13, 1893.
M. G. Bulkeley not being able to attend, Mr. David Bonner
was appointed and served in his place.

There were present as members, representing the National
Trotting Association, Messrs. P. P. Johnson, David Bonner
and G. M. Fogg; ou the part of the American Trotting Asso-
ciation. Messrs. G. B. Ale Fall, C. L. Benjamin and W. P.
Ijams. By invitation, the following were present, represent-
ing the American Trotting Register Association: William
Russell Allen, F. E. Perkins and H. C. McDowell.
The meeting organized by the selection of P. P. Johnson as

Chairman, and J. H. Steiner as Secretary.
The following proposed rules for the acquirement of rec-

ords in performances against time were approved, and it was
resolved that they be recommended to the next Congresses of
the American and National Trotting Associations for adop-
tion :

Peformances against time must be conducted in accordance
with the following Rules and Regulations:
Must be made at a regular meeting of a society in membership with

the National Trotting Association, or American Trotting Association,
said performances to be conducted by the regular appointed judges
and timers for the day. strictly in accordance with the rales of said
National or American Trotting Association adopted by the member.
No animal shall be permitted to start against time pending a heat

or trial by another animal, nor until the result of such heat or trial
shall have been duly announced.
Time shall be taken by three timers engaged in the stand during

the performance.
There shall be three judges in the stand during such performance,

who shall not act as official timers.
No performance against time shall be earlier than 10 o'clock a. st
There shall be no performance against time at a postponed or con-

tinued meeting unless such postponement or continuance is made in
accordance with the rules of the National or American Trotting Asso-
ciation to which the member belongs.
In performances against time the animal must start to equal or beat

a specified time, and a losing performance shall not constitute a
record nor a bar.
A regular meeting is hereby construed to mean a meeting adver-

tised in at least one newspaper not less than one week before the
commencement of said meeting, and at which meeting no less than
two regular events (purse or stake) are advertised lor each dav. one of
which must take place. A match race shall not be considered a reg-
ular event.

*' Matches against time " will not be allowed.
Entries to '* performances against time " must be made with the

secretary not iater than 7 p. m. the day before |the peformance, and
must appear in the published programme of the day, or. if there is
no printed programme, then a written copv shall be posted conspicu-
ously at the judges' stand.

MATCH RACES.

Match races shall be regarded as '* performances against time,"
and time made in such races shall be similarly treated and desig-
nated.
Pending the investigation of a reported record bv either the

National or American Trotting Association, the reported record shall
operate as a bar until the matter is adjusted.
The rules of the National and American Trotting Associations were

then compared, considered, and proposed alterations suggested with
a view to more uniformity, and the consequent better government of
the trotting turf.
These changes are also to be recommended to the first succeeding

Cot.gress of each association to be adopted.
Upon motion it was res jived, subject to the decision of the Board of

Review of the National Trotting Association, that " the Secretary of
the National Trotting Association shall furnish to the Secretarv of
the American Trotting Register Association, a certified copy of 'the
summaries of all races aud performances against time, and of all rec-
ords occurring on the tracks of members as soon as possible after the
receipt by him of said summaries at the cost of copying same."

The following new rule was also recommended for adoption
by the nest Congress of the National Trotting Association :

" Any tine of S25 or more imposed by the American Trotting Asso-
ciation shall, after due notice, be recoenized and enforced the same
as like fines imposed by the Na' ional Trotting Association.
All collections of such fines shall be promptlv paid tosaidAmeri

can Trotting Association."

A proposed rule, which was adopted by the National Trot-
ting Association conditioned upon its adoption by the Ameri-
can Trotting Association, requiring drivers to be licensed, was
presented and without action was directed to be referred to

the coming Congress of the American Trotting Association.
The following was also recommended for adoption by the

respective Congresses of the National and American Trotting
Associations

:

First—There shall be a joint standing committee on rules consisting
of the president of each association and four others, two from each as-
sociation, the president to name the members to represent the associa-
tion of which he la an officer.

Second—Snch committee shall meet two days prior to each biennla-
Congresa at the place of the meeting of such Congress, and shall re-
main in session during the time of such Congress, and all proposed
changes in the rales shall be referred to such committee, to be re-
ported on by them to tht' f'otigrv.-s

Third—The Joint Standing Committee on Rules shall constitute a
board of arbitration to whom all questions of difference arising be-
tween the National and American Trotting Association shall be re-
ferred for final determination, and for that purpose they may call iu

one person who is not connected with either association to preside
over their deliberations, and such a person sballj_have a vote in case
of a tfe.

No further business being presented, on motion the com-
mittee adjourned. M. M. HOBSS.

%.

Sale of "Work Horses.

At eleven o'clock to-day there will be a sale of work and
draft horses at San Jose under the supervision of Messrs.

Killip & Co., the well-known auctioneers. There will be one
hundred and twenty-five head of horses sold ; they were bred

and raised by D. M. Murphy Esq., of San Marline Ranche
and are very tine individual?.

Name Claim.

I claim the name of I.a Viva for brown rilly. small star, foaled May
3d, 1893. By Whips, first dam Joe Viva, by Joe Hooker ; second dam
Inly Viva, by Three Cheers; third dam Lady Amanda, by imp.
Hurrah.
BiMvni.ofor brown colt, two small stars, hind ankles white, toftId

March 3Is\ 1*93. By Praevolo, first dam Kul.v. by Wlnthrop 506 ; sec-

ond dam Daisy, by Chieftain 721 ; third dam Beauty, by Doc
Oakland, Ca'l., Mav 1Kb, 1*93. Jos. Cairn Simpson.
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GREAT STAKES. Marysville Spring Races.

The Northwestern Breeders' $15,000 Stake and
Others.

The list of stakes opened by the Northwestern Breeders'

Trotting Horse Association, which closed recently, have

tilled so superbly that their World's Fair meeting at Washing-

ing Park, Chicago, will undoubtedly be the great event of the

trotting season. The $15,000 Columbian Exposition Stake,

open to all trotters, has received the greatest list of fast per-

formers ever brought together in one race, and a resume of

the ages, sex, records and breeding will be in order. Alvin,

2-13}? is a chestnut stallion, eight years old, by Orpheus, dam

Nancy, bv Toronto Chief Jr. He was bred and raised in

Canada, and is the fastest stallion which the Dominion has

produced. He is a game campaigner, made his record in a

hotlv-conlested race and is a dangerous competitor in any

company.
Belle Archer, 2:12|, is a six-year-old bay mare, by Kene, by

King Kene, dam Mary Dake, by Enfield ;
second dam Mary,

by Mambrino Paymaster, son of Mambrino Chief. She made

her record at the Nashville Autumn meeting of 1S92 in the

second heat of a winning race, in which she defeated Fred S.

Wilkes, Aline aud Bonnie Wilmore. This performance

stamps her as a race -mare of rare merit.

The live-year-old bay mare, Alix, 2:10, will be watched

from the day she begins the season's campaign with more

than ordinary interest. She is by Patronage, dam Atlanta,

by Attorney ; second dam by General Hatch. Not content

w'ith beating the best of her age, she won the $5,000 stake for

five-year-olds or under, at Lexington, Ky., on October 14,

IS92, in straight heats, having behind her such good ones as

Belle Archer, Florida, Constantine and Gratton. Her time

for the three heats was 2:12$, 2:12* and 2:13: She made her

time record of 2:10 at Nashville, Tenn., November 8, 1892.

She holdsg the four-year-old championship jointly with

Moquette, 2:10, and like him is looked upon as one of the

likely candidate for the all-aged championship.

Another famous mare entered is the six-year-old Belle

Vara, 2:08|, by Vatican, dam Nelle, by Estill Eric; second

dam bv Embry's Son of Lexington. Her record was made in

a race," and she is, therefore, only second to Martha Wilkes

in the race championship, and is in front in this respect of

every other great trotter, either mare, stallion or gelding. She

is another likely candidate for the queenship of the trotting

turf. The race queen, Martha Wilkes, 2:08 time and 2:08}

in a race, is in the list. She i^ the brightest jewel in the

crown of her sire, Alcyone, and at t!ie same lime sheds luster

on her dam Ella, by* Clark Chief. The long stretches of

Washington Park will suit Martha Wilkes, and as she is now
ten years old, she should be in her prime.

Green leaf, 2:10}, has the high honor of having defeated

Martha Wilkes in a race after she became the queen, in the

greatest race of five heats ever trotted. In the 2:19 class at

Nashville, Tenn., on Oct. 19, 1892, he won the second, third

and fifth heats in 2:10^, 2:12 and 2:11}. Martha Wilkes won

the first in 2:13, and Nightingale, by Mambrino King, the

fourth in 2:10-1. Greenleaf is a seven year-old gelding by

Simmons, dam Nelly Monroe, by Jim Monroe.
Rvland T, 2:ll},'isa bay gelding by Ledger Jr., dam May,

by Clverstone son of Lexington. He was up to last season

a horse of the most erratic disposition, and though known to

be equal to an effort in 2:10, was utterly unreliable. In 1892

be settled down to work and became one of the great cam-

paigners in the free for-all classes. He made his record in a

hot six-heat battle at Terre Haute, Ind., on Sept. 30, when
he defeated such well-known champions as Little Albert,

Jack and Charleston. He won the first, fifth and sixth heats

in 2:111, 2:11', and 2:14.1-

The bay gelding Globe, 2:14}, is the "patriarch of the party.

He is twelve years old and is by Almont Jr. 1S29, dam Kate

Patchen, by Hamlin Patchen. His principal efforts of late

vears have been to the pole, but he was started in the $10,000

Charter Oak Stake at Hartford on August 24, 1892, winning

the first heat and his present record.

Nightingale, 2:13J, is a black mare, nine years old, by

Patchen 17023, dam Mabel, by Mambrino Howard. She was

one of the sensations of 1892, beginning the season early and
winning a grand series of valuable stakes, including the $10,-

000 Charter Oak Stake.

Magnolia, 2:12'., is a six-year-old bay mare by Haw Patch,

dam Mary, by Bourbon Chief Jr. At Connersville, hid., on

September 1st, in a contest for a $500, she defeated Coralloid

and New York Central in 2:14 j, 2:121 and 2:131.

The youngest and one of the brightest stars of this brilliant

constellation is the four-year-old colt Directum, 2:111. He is

the three-year-old race champion, and has to-day the fastest

race record of any living stallion. His chances are second to

none in this greatest battle of the giants.

The $5,000 World's Fair Stake for the free for-all pacers is

a tilting companion to the Columbian Exposition Slake. It

has in its list the champion Mascot, 2:04, who holds the triple

crown, for he is the race champion, the all-aged champion
and the champion gelding. His presence, however, did not

deter entries. Flying Jib, 2:05jj ;

( ruy, 2:<J(i'j (champion race

stallion)
; Blue Sign, 2:18] ; Vinelte, 2:09, (champion pacing

mare) ; Manager, 2:091] (ex-champion three-year-old pacer)
;

ReBector, 2:10£ ; Robert J., 2:09}; Adonis, 2:11.1, and Yolo
Maid, 2:12, provide a field of ten, from which the most phe-
nomenal speed results may he confidently expected.

The other stakes have all filled well wilh the elite of their

respective ages and classes. The 2:20 stake has twenty-one
noroinntionn, so that after the sifting-out process has been

applied a large field of the fastest may be expected to face

the starler. The free-for-all three-yeai -old stake has twelve,

and the two-yenr-oM seventeen entries. The full list of purses

and Make* for the two weeks' meeting will foot up to $100,-

000. Beautiful Washington Park will he at its best, and the
thousands of foreign visitors at Chicago will be able to see

the great National sport under the most favorable auspices.

—

Spirit of the Timet*.

Spelterine.

The demand for this celebrated hoof stuffing is on the in-

crease, and every owner of thoroughbreds at the Bay District

track has been using it on their stock. Now thai the trotters

"will have an inning," it behooves every owner of light-

|.i lay in ii supply for the season. It has re-

reived the umjuiililied endui M-rni-nt. of every horse owner
U ever used it. They say it surpasses everything they

have heretofore seen.

FIRST DAY—FRIDAY, MAY O.

Friday was the first day of the spring race meeting, and the

attendance was much larger than is usually to be recorded on

the first day of the meeting held annually by the District

Association, says the Marysville Appeal of May 12th.

The weather was delightful, and many of the fair sex were

in the carriage enclosure and on the stand. The large atten-

dance was an agreeable surprise to the promoters of the meet-

ing.

The track was in splendid condition and not in the least

cuppy, consequently the time made in the different events

was good.

The programme consisted of a running race, two trotting

races and a bicycle race, and they were all well contested.

The following were the judges: S. H. Bradley, George W.

Sutliff and T. B. Hopkins. The time-keepers were Norman

Hideout, James Littlejohn and John H. Kimball.

William Leach acted as Grand Marshal, and he fulfilled

his duties in a most satisfactory manner.

The first event was won by Butte county, the second by

Yuba and the third is still undecided. The wheelman's race

was also won by Butte county.

The ball was set rolling with the running race.

First race, half-mile and repeat, purse |S0. The following

horses started: P. J. Schwartz named Mooreanna, Ed S.

Strain named Edward S., and John Moore named Nettie

Moore.
First heat pools—Mooreanna, $10; field, $5.

There was considerable delay at the start, as Mooreanna
made several attempts to throw his rider, Jake Gunther.

When they were finally started Nettie Moore went off with

the lead, closely followed by Edward S., the favorite several

lengths in the rear. Coming down the homestretch Nettie

Moore was still in the lead, and half-way down the stretch

Bill Luck, who was riding the •' watermelon 5
' horse, Edward

S., gave him his head, and he won easily from Mooreanna,

who came with a rush at the finish. Time, 0:53|.

For the second heat Mooreana still sold favorite at $10 and

the field at $5. The riders started themselves, no flag being

dropped. Mooreana went off with a long lead and won a very

unsatisfactory heat easily; Edward S. was second, Nellie

Moore being distanced. Time, 0:54}.

Third heat, no pools sold—To a wretched start the flag

dropped, Mooreanna assuming the lead, which he maintained

to the finish, Edward S. being distanced. Time, 0:554.

Second race, two-year-old trot, one mile heats, 2 in 3, purse

$80. The following horses started : D. E. Knight named sg
Glen H., and Suel Harris named b m Everglade.

First heat—Pools sold. Glen H. $5, Everglade $3. After

scoring several times they were let go to a good start. Ever-

glade assumed the lead, which he maintained for the first

quarter, after which he was passed by Glen H. When half

the distance had been gone over they were even, but Glen H.

then assumed the lead, and coming into the homestretch

Everglade broke and the favorite won easily in 2:51.

Second heat—No pools sold, Everglade being reported to

have met with an accident, a nail having been run into her

hoof. She, however, showed no signs of being lame. Glen

H. went off with a good lead, which he maintained to the

finish, winning easily from Everglade, who got off her feet

coming into the homestretch. Time, 2:50J.

The wheelman's race of one mile, which was the third event

of the day, excited considerable interest. The distance was a

mile, and the prize a gold medal. The following started:

Dr. J. E. Moore, of Marysville, F. F. Bartels, of Oroville,

G. K. Hooper, of Palermo, Frank Aaron, of Marysville, and

S. W. Swezy,of Maryville.

In the pools Hooper sold favorite at $10 and the field at $6.

A pistol shot announced the start, the five riders, all of

whom ride very gracefully, being well bunched together for

half the distance which was passed by Dr. Moore, who was
slightly in the lead,in 1:57. After the three-quarter pole was

reached Bartels, who rode a Victor bicycle, and Hooper who
rode a Phcnix bicycle, commenced to draw away from the

others. It was a pretty finish between thoso two, Bartels pass-

ing under the wire about half the length of his front wheel

ahead of Hooper. Arion was a good third, and Dr. Moore
close up. Time, 3:39.1.

The fourth race was for named horses, purse $S0, one-mile

trot, 2 in 3. The following horses started :

Eugene Hornung enters Jumbo, E. S. Mercer enters Elisa

S., W. J. Walton enters Arctic, and Sam Gray enters Rattle-

bones.

First heat, pools sold : Rattlebones $5, Elisa S. $4, the field

$2.50.

After scoring five times they were let go to a good start,

but at the first turn near the stable Jumbo and Arctic got oft'

their feet. When the half was reached Rattlebones was still

in the lead, Elisa S. close up. Coming on the homestretch

Elisa S. broke badly and allowed Rattlebones to win.easily.

Jumbo and Arctic were distanced. Time, 2:35|.

Second heat—No pools sold. Rattlebones took the lead at

the start, which he maintained]1or the first quarter, when he

got off his feet. Elisa S. then took the lead, but she soon

broke,and when the half was reached Rattlebones had a good
lead. Coming on the homestretch the mare closed up the

gap rapidly and when half down the stretch Rattlebones was

off his feet, Elisa S. winning a well-contested and exciting

heat. Time, 2:36].

Third heat— Pools were now sold lively. Rattlebones was
at first the favorite, but before the pools closed Elisa S. sold

for $10 and Rattlebones for $7. They were let go at the first

attempt, but Rattlebones was off his feet soon after passing

under the wire. Elisa S. was in the lead when she broke at

the quarter and allowed Rattlebones to assume the lead. Be-

fore the three quarter pole was reached the mare had closed

up the gap rapidly, and as they trotted on to the|homestretch

it was anyone's heat. They came down towards the wire very

close together, but the mare got off her feet at the distance,

and old Rattlebones won a well-contested race. Time, 2:36.1.

Then came the first kick of the day. Mercer, the driver

of Elisa B., claimed that Gray, the driver of Rattlebones, had
fouled him at the quarter-pole. The judges said they would
render their decisions at 1 o'clock this afternoon.

The majority of those present thought that the old horse
who was sold at public auction a few years ago for $35, had
fairly won the race.

This ended the first day's racing, which was a most enjo^-

SECOXD DAY—SATURDAY", MAY 6.

The Spring race meeting was brought to a close yesterday,
there being a much larger attendance than on the first day.
The track was in splendid condition, and nothing occurred to

take from the pleasure of the meeting. A large number of
ladies were in the enclosure and on the stand. They seemed
to take much delight in the bicycle contests.

Before the day's racing commenced the judges gave their

decision in the race for named horses, in which a protest had
been made the night previous by Mr. Mercer, the driver of
Elisa S-, agains* Rattlebones, on the grounds of a foul. They
decided that Mr. Gray's horse was entitled to the heat and
race. The decision gave general satisfaction.

The ball was set rolling with the five-mil.1, race.

Five mile running, purse 350, three horses to be used by
each rider, change every mile. T. P. Schwartz entered Moore-
anna, Netty Moore and Edward S., for whom Jake Gunther
rode. W. P. McAlpine entered Fleetwood, Dolly S. and
Tommy R., for whom W. Look rode.

In the pools both horses sold for even money, although
three race horses were contesting against three saddle horses.

Those who backed McAlpine's horses however had the
straight tip, as his horses won the five heats in the following
time: First, 2:17-1

; 2nd, 2:12; 3rd, 2:184 ; 4th, 2:15; 5th,

2:28. Total time, 11:31.

Farmer's trotting race, purse $50, for horses that have no
record, mile heats, two in three. The following horses started:

Ed Proper's Darkness, Tom Giblin's Dexter, P. H. Smith's
Dick, John Stevenson's Charles H. and Ed Strain's Maud.

Pools sold lively. Dick was favorite at $10, Maud $4, the
field $2. After scoring twice they were let go to a good start.

Dick, who had the outside position, taking the lead, followed
by Dexter and Maud. This position they retained until half
the distance had been gone over, when Maud passed Dexter
and closed up the gap Dick had made. For the last quarter
the pace was too fast for Darkness, Charlie H. and Dexter.
Coming down the homestretch Maud tried to catch Dick, but
was not fast enough for the Nicolaus horse, who won easily.

The other three were distanced. Time, 2:42^.

Second heat—No pools sold. There was no scoring ; both
horses started off' slow, and were soon oft' their feet. Maud
led at the quarter, Dick being a short distance in the rear.

They maintained their positions until coming on to the
homestretch, when Dick went off his feet. Half-way down
the stretch Dick, who was catching up very fast, again broke,
Maud winning easily. Time, 2:49}.

Third heat—Pools sold : Dick $4, Maud $8. Maud got off

her feet af'er passing under the wire, but caught quickly.

Dick led for three-quarters of the distance.wheu Maud closed

up. Coming down the homestretch Maud came with a rush,

but could not catch Dick, who won easily. Time, 2:50}.

Dick won first money, $35, and Maud got $5, second
money.
Then came a special match trotting race, one mile, for a

purse of $50, between P. Carrigan's Rondo and Ben Man-
ford's Maud.

In the pools Rondo sold favorite at $10 and Maud at $5.

After scoring once they were let go, Rondo assuming the

lead, closely followed by Maud, who were driven by Hogo-
boom. When the three-quarters of the distance had been
gone over, Maud got off her feet and lost considerably. Com-
ing down the homestretch Maud came with a rush, but could
not catch Rondo, who won easily. Time, 3:00.

Special saddle horse race, 600 yards, two in three, for a
purse of $50, to be divided as follows : First, $35; second,

$1©; third, $5. The following horses started: Lane Bros.'

Little Darling, George Summy's Black Daisy, Fred Park's
Grey Prince, W. P. McAlphin's Chip, George Sterns' Brown
Dandy and S. P. Swartz's Protest. Pools sold, Black Daisy,

$5, the field $5.

First heat—There was one false start in which all the

horses finished, except Protest and Grey Prince, Black Daisy

coming in first and Brown Dandy second. This caused the

pool-selling to change, Protest being made favorite. The
horses were again started and finished in the following or-

der: Protest first, Grey Prince second, Brown Dandy third,

Black Daisy fourth, Chip fifth and Little Darling distanced.

Time, 0:36.

Second heat—Black Daisy, having cut an artery was with-

drawn. The race was between Protest and Grey Prince, the

riders of all the horses except the one on Protest being busy

with the whip coming down the homestretch. Protest fin-

ished first, Grey Prince second and Chip third, and in this

order they received the money. Time, 0:3S.

This was the four-minute trot for a purse of $10. The
horse making the mile nearest four minutes to win, go-as-

you please. The horses that started and time was as fol-

lows:

W. C. Look, Knighthood, 3:55; T. Giblin, Dexter, 3:44*
;

Ed Proper, Tim, 3:38 ; G. Eager, Dott, 3:38 ; Geo. L. Chand-
ler, Bailey, 3:33; J. Carrigau, Midget, 3:30; C. Hearing,

Johnnie, 3:26; Frank Tomb, Prince, 3:24}; C. Gottwals,

Maud S.,3:23] ; W. P. McAlpine, Crazy Jane, 3:15.

The purse was awarded to Knighthood, after a protest be-

ing made that W. C. Look, the driver, had a watch, which he

denied. He stated that he had given Mr. Hogoboom his stop

watch before the race, and Mr. Hogoboom corroborated him.

There were two interesting bicycle races during the after-

noon. For the half-mile novice race for riders who had never

won a medal the following started: Otto J. G. Trantz of

Biggs, Frank Aaron, J. Hendricks and E. A. Boulton of

Marysville.

This was a pretty race until near the finish, when Mr.

Trantz went to the front and won easily.

The five-mile bicycle race for a special medal had the

following starters : George K. Hooper, of Palermo; Otto J.

Trantz, of Biggs ; F. F. Bartels, of Oroville. and Dr. J. E.

Moore, of Marysville. Dr. J. E. Moore led for the first three

miles, when he ran into a ditch and lost considerable ground.

Bartel and Hooper were leading at the end of the fourth mile,

with Trantz close up. When it came to finishing up in the

last quarter, Hooper, who was the favorite in the pools, went

to the front on his Phoenix bicycle, and, having the most en-

durance, as well as being the most graceful rider, he won

rather easily from Trantz, bartel being third. Time, 19:54.

Bartels rode the same bicycle as on the day previous.

able one.

R. N. Fitzgerald, Hartford, Ct.—I have had occasion

several times to use " Absorpine" and it works like a charm

in removing soreness and pub's on horses. I cheerfully recom-

mond it.

J. B. Stimson, South Durham, Me., writes: " I have used

one bottle of your " Absorbine." I like it very much. Would
like another right away ; inclosed find $2.00 for same
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Pierce Bros.' Great Sale.

Id looking over the long list of auction sales that have

taken place in California as well as New York and Chicago,

it will be observed that among all the prominent buyers

whose nod secured the very choicest offered, Henry Pierce, of

this city, stands out pre-eminently. His judgment as a horse

buyer won for him many friends wherever he was, and on his

large farm at Santa Rosa he placed a number of fine brood-

mares, colts and fillies that he purchased at these sales, which

he intended to have worked for records. He had almost

given up the idea of developing any of the Bay Hose colts and

fillies the oldest of which are only two years)

that were out of fairly-bred mares until James Dustin,

the celebrated driver, got in behind them and proved that

he could not, if he would, spare any time to develop the pro-

geny of any other sire, consequently Messrs. Pierce Bros, de-

cided that instead of holding an annual sale of the stock

they formally disposed of, they would sell all of the choice

ones thev purchased during the past two years. The cata-

logues are issued and will convince any one that a better lot

of choicely-bred trotters has not been offered at public auc-

tion for years. The youngsters were selected on account of

their individuality as well as their breeding, and a better se-

lection could not be made. The broodmares are all regular

breeders, and most of them have foals at foot. To speak of

every one to be sold would take up too much space, but a

casual notice of a feiv to show what an average there is may
prove interesting.

Ladv Sidney, by Sidney, dam Lynn (dam of Judge G, 2:21 j

and Sidwood, 2:1S), by Lynwood 3017 ; second dam by Chief-

tain, is one of the best bred and finest-looking Sidneys ever

offered. She is out of a dam that has two phenomenal ones

in the list, and although never been worked for speed, she

shows that the 2:30 list would be easy for her to enter at any

time. The Pierce Bros, paid $1,000 at the Souther Farm
sale for her last year. She is gilt-edged and combines the

richest of speed producing lines, Sidney, Nutwood and Chief-

tain. She can be prepared for the races this fall.

Astarte, handsome as a picture and full sister to the mighty
Ealkan, 2:15. F. H. Burke paid $1100, for her dam, and

everyone considered he had a bargain. Astarte cannot be beat

in any show ring ; while hitched in harness, she shows more
speed than her brother did at her age.

Dinorah, bv Dexter Prince, out of Belnora, by Belnor, has

been at the San Jose track in J. Groom's charge for a little

over one month, and he says she can out-trot any Dexter

Prince he eve r saw for the amount of work she has had.

Dinorah is grandly-bred, well-broken and will be a credit to

any one owning her.

Sally Scott, by Nutwood, dam Lady Purdy, by Sam Purdy
;

second dam by Prince Rockwell, is one of those rarities—

a

well-bred Nutwood mare. She has been stinted to Bay Rose,

2:202, and has a colt by her side by this horse. She will

make her mark as a matron of fast ones-

The scarcity that exists on most of our stock farms for

daughters of The Moor can be relieved by the one who
purchases the black mare, Moor Maid. She is a sound and

regular breeder and has a colt by Jier side by that king of

speed, Chas. Derby, 2:20. Were it not for the fact that this

broodmare is so closely related to Bay Rose, she never would

be allowed to leave the farm. R. S. Brown, of Petaluma, has

a son of her's by Stamboul that will enter the 2:30 list this

year. Pierce Bros, have a Richard's Elector colt from her

that will also get within the charmed circle.

The best colt at the Souther Farm is called Figaro Boy,

and he is out of the mare Baby that is offered at this sale,

Baby is out of Weasel, sister in blood to the famous brood-

mare Brown Jenny, and a finer individual never entered a

show ring. She is "the making of a great broodmare.

Whipsnapper, by Whips, 2:27i, out of Gypsy, by Paul's

Abdallah, will be praised by everyone as the handsomest filly

of her age ever sold. The greatest sire at Vina is Whips,

and Orrin A. Hickok will substantiate this statement.

There are two black fillies consigned to be sold and they

should, as a team, never be separated. They are sisters, by

Dashwood 14,692, out of Maud, by Inca, 2:27. A prettier

team cannot be matched anywhere.

Brookside Maid is a trotter that will win money for her

purchaser. She is by Election, 2:2So, out of the dam of Sena-

tor L., 2:29 and is bred to '' stay the route."

Ollie S , by Hawthorne, out of the grandam of Senater L.,

2:29, is another excellent young mare and one that it will pay

to train. She has a royal pedigree and is in every way worthy

ofit.

When Mr. Pierce was in the East he purchased two good

young fillies; one of them, Mamie Wilkes, has a pedigree

that hardly calls for any comments. She is by the great and

mighty Guy Wilkes, 2:15V, out of Mamie Kohl, by Steinway,

2:25J ; second dam Lady Blanchard, 2:26^, the famous race-

mare ; third dam Lady Livingston (dam of Lady Blanchard,

2:26^; Western, sire of one; Whippleton, sire of five and the

dam of three in 2:30 list), by Gen. Taylor. Mamie Wilkes is

broken single and double, and is one of the most level-headed

and promising fillies in California. She is a perfect beauty.

Mamie Wilkes is entered in over $100,000 worth of stakes.

If she was not thought worthy of such an honor, Mr. Cor-

bitt, her breeder, would not have made such entries.

Princess Ebony, by Dexter Prince, out of a daughter of

Black Prince, is a ve ( y promising trotter and is as pretty as

a picture. The Dexter Princes are Jmoney winners and this

one will prove no exception to the rule if given an oppor-

tunity.

Abyssinian, by Mambrino Wilkes, out of Annie Laurie, 2:30

by Echo, is a remarkably handsome black filly and one

that carries in her veins the game blood of Echo and Mam-
brino Wilkes backed up by the stoutest of thoroughbred

strains.

Toots, by Anteeo, 2:16), out of a mare by Hambletonian

725, second dam Loud mare, is the kind of a mare that most

breeders will desire. She trotted close to 2:40, is dead game

and one of the finest-pole mares in California. Anteeos are in

demand.
Hazel Mac is a beautiful brown filly by Director, 2:17, out

of Tricks; second dam Katy Tricks (dam of two in the list).

She is one of the choicest ones offered and everyone knowns

that Director fillies when out of good dams will be esteemed

as highly as Dictator mares in a few years. Every stock farm

owner should try and get as many daughters of the " Black

Demon" possible on their farms. Hazel Mac is a perfect

trotter and worthy of being placed on the track immediately.

Messrs. Pierce Bros, purchased Maud (dam of Maude e,

2:24 3 ),by Nutwood, 2:18^, dam by Echo, to place her in this

sale. She was foaled in lSS2and is a sure producer of speedy
ones. She has a beamifu) lilly by her side by that great son
of Director, Secretary. She is a perfect type of a broodmare,
and bred as she is, and producer as she has proved to be, she
ought to bring a good price, and yet whoever gets her will

secure a bargain. Maudee will have a mark of 2:18 this year.

Stinted to Bay Rose, 2:20L
Guy's Jane is the peculiar name for a well-formed, good-

sized three-year-old filly. She is by Guy Wilkes, 2:151, out
of Jane E. (dam of Puritan, 2:29A at three years), by Milli-

man's Bellfounder 62. She is broken single and double, splen-
j

didly gaited, and can show quarters in 40 seconds. Guy
j

Wilkes daughters are getting scarce in California, and when
such a one is offered that is out of a producing dam by one
of the finest-bred stallions ever brought to California, there
should be no hesitancy on the part of buyers in securing her.

She is perfect for track or road purposes now.
Tilly Almont, by Hernani, out of Kittie Almont, 2:22] (dam

of Helen White now in training), is a beautiful mare. She
has never been worked for speed, but on the road she shows
a sweet way of going.

Rosalind, by Bay Rose, 2:201 (sire of Lyda C, 2:27), is the
enly daughter of the premier stallion at the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm to besold. She is out of Guitana, by Echo and asall

of the Bay Rose colts and fillies are to be worked for speed
the value of this one will be increasing every year. She is a
perfect trotter and splendid individual.

There are two A. W. Richmond mares to be sold Beauty
and Lucy, and to speak of their value as broodmares would be
like gilding refined gold. For all purposes the Richmond
mares when out of well-bred dams are invaluable.

Space forbids us giving extended notices of all the grand
ones in Messrs. Pierce Bros.' collection, but we must not
omit Khartoum 15208, by Soudan, out of Black Betty, (dam
of Mamie Comet, 2:23 J, grandam of Macleay, 2:24}), a finer

young stallion for all purposes never looked through a bridle

and the people at the sale will verify this statement.
Then there is that queen of roadsters the four-year.old filly

Admonty; a glance at her pedigree shows she is among the
best : By Admont, he by Piedmont, out of Addie (dam of
Woodnut, 2:17-1), by Hambletonian Chief; Admonty's dam
Miss Kohl, by Arthurton, second dam by Speculation 928,
and she is a credit to her royal breeding in every way.

All of these young mares and colts are well-trained, single

and double. They are kind and gentle and sound as the
day they were foaled.

Meridian, by Simmocolon, 2:13:], out of Sidane, by Sidney,

2:193 j second dam Addie S., by Steinway, 2:25| ; third dam
Aldane, by Wissahickon; fourth dam Winthrop Girl, by
Winthrop 505 ; fifth dam by Chieftain 711, is a yearling colt

whose breeding, as shown, needs no comment; as an indivi-

dual he is one of the best one ever foaled in California and
when his days on the track are over he will be invaluable as

a sire.

Mollie G., known as tbe Marsh Mare, by Ulster Chief, out
of Nellie, by Capt. Fisher, is a grand roadster and a very use-

ful animal for any purpose.
Lundy Maid, by Baywood, is a magnificent young mare and

will prove a treasure to her purchaser.

Sidane (dam of Meridian), by Sidney, 2:19|, out of Addie
S., by Steinway; second dam Aldane, by Wissahickon ; third

dam Winthrop Girl, by Winthrop, isa wonderfully fast pacer,

and as she traces to Strathmore twice and is backed up by
stout trotting and thoroughbred blood, she is a good one. She
paced eighths in 15 seconds.

Dolly, by Wissahickon, out of Winthrop Girl, will also be
sold ; she is bred to Nutwood Wilkes, 2:20£.

Lynne, by Lynnwood, out of Carrie, by Conductor, second
dam Nellie, by Williamson's Belmont, and her full sister

Lyn, are two very handsome and speedy standard-bred mares
that will be a credit to any stock farm.

Bessie Howard, a daughter of Hambletonian 725, out of

Lady Fly, by Gen. Taylor, is one of the finest daughters of

this great stallion offered. She has four colts that will enter

the 2:30 list and is consideredone of the best broodmares.

Rynda, by Noonday, out of Nokomis, by Del 9ur, will also

be sold. She is as nice a driver as there is in California,

afraid of nothing and will trot all day.

Besides these there are a large number of other equally as

well-bred and promising, andseekers after good trotting horses

either for road track or general purposes, should attend this

sale. At Mr. Pierce's last sale nearly every purchaser rea-

lized fifty per cent advance on their bargains. Send for cata-

logues to Killip & Co., 22 Montgomery Street.

San Jose Futurity Stakes.

Petaluma Fair.

The attention of our readers is called to the advertisement

of the San Jose Futurity Stakes and Fixed Events for 1894,

1895 and 1896, which are to take place during the fairs of the

San Mateo and Santa Clara County Agricultural Association

No. 5. The stakes will be large, and as the entrance fee is

only $5, every owner of a trotting colt or filly should make

entries in them. The very fact that they are entered for

these events enhances their value, and as the example adopted

by the horse breeders in the East in making all the entries

possible for their colts is being followed by our largest stock

farm owners, this is an opportunity which the small

breeders cannot aflbrd to overlook. There are four stakes for

trotters, two of them for mile and repeat races, and two for

three in five races. There are two running races for foals of

1892 and 1893; they are to be run at the fairs of 1894 and
1895. The distance to be but six furlongs. The conditions

are very liberal, and all horse owners should attend to this

important matter at once. Entries close June 1.

Tulare Agricultural Society.

Next Thursday entries will close for the District Colt

Stakes and purses to be trotted during the fair this fall at

Tulare. The track has been placed in splendid condition,

new stalls have been built and the accommodations arc far

beiter than they have ever been. The comprehensive and

complete advertisement as shown in our columns should at-

tract the attention of all horsemen living in the district,

which comprises the counties of Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno,

Tulare and Kern. The prospects for excellent crops in the

district was never better, while the class of trotters bred in

this rich agricultural section will compare very favorably

with any in California. Read the advertisement and make
entries at once. Remember Thursday, the 25th, is the last

day for sending them in.

Second payments have been made on the following-named

colts entered in the stakes ottered by the Sonoma and Mariu
Agricultural Society:

DISTRICT TWO-YEAR-OLD PACING— B. R, Bowman's b f Vivian.
by Secretary, dam Daisy, bv Auctioneer Johnny, R s. brown's blk f
Iuza, by decretory, dam Ulp. by Youn« r'red." 'r. McDonald's K-ta-
luma Buy, by Soudan, dam by Sidney. II. W. Crabb's Blue Bells, by
San Diego, dam Etta, by Naubuc. Thom&fl Muelay\ b c, by Secretary,
• lam sybil, by Frank Medulla.

DISTRICT YEARLING TKoTTINO-Sonoma Stock Farm'sbfVlr-
ginia Yasto, by Vasto, dam Yirglnfa. by Junio. W. R. Overhalser's b
c Oakheart, by oakuut, dam Ji|>. A, T. Hatch's b c Dugmon, by
Guide, dam Dagmou. by Admar. G. \\\ Leek 'a Dr. Leek, by Fresno,
dam Almont. Dy Tiltou Almont. K. S. Brown's I. Ik c Select, by secre-
tary, dam Elmurine, by Elmo. Los Cerrltos Stock Farm's cb Cerri-
tos, by Sidmoor, dam bv Billy Haywurd. II. W. Crabb's br c Tokalon,
by Grandisslmo. dam Whisp, by Whipploton. Napa stock Farm's cb
c by Pilot Prince, dam Nellie Nelson, by John Nelson. D. s. Eraser's
si f Semona, by Secretary, dam Pucbeco. by Hubbard.
DISTRICT TWO-YEAR-OLD TRnTTINU-P. J. Shatter's Yctiiu.

Sonoma Stock Farm's b c Illustrutor, bv Illustrious, dam Tilton Maid
by Titton Almont. W. R. Overhalser's cli C Free Press, by Oak nut,
dam Dollie. byTrastee. C. F. Norttiup's blk c Advocator, by Secre-
tary, dam Debonair, by Sultan. Sauta Rosa stock Farm's bf Rose
Belle, by Bay Rose, dam Poscora Belle, by Billy Hay ward. Los Cer-
ritos Stock Farm's bf Marchioness, by Sidmoor, dam Kitty Irvlngton,
by Dawn. I. De Turk's blk f Josephine, by Secretary, dam Gipsy, by
Echo. H. W. Crabb's si c Uranus, by (irandlssimo, dam Buttimer
mare. B. L. Tallman's blk f Camio, by Grandisslmo, dam Eva, by
Whippleton. YiDCland Stock Farm's b !' Topsey, by Grandisslmo.
dam Flora B., by Whippleton. Hy. Schlui*r's b c Clay S.. by Grovcr
Clay, dam by Whippleton. Tbos. Smith's.sl c Campaigner, by deo.
Washington, dam Kate Chapman, by Naubuc. Oakwoud Park Stock
Farm's blk c Best Way. by Red Priuce. dam Calypso, by Steinway,
also, b c Amphiou, by Steinway. dam Inex. by Sweepstakes.

DISTRICT THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING -T. F. Rick's b f Lou,
by Ira, dam Electris, by Newlauds' Hambletonian. P. J. Shafter's

ff Secret, by Secretary, dam Pastime, by Rustic. Sonoma Stock
arm's g m Alameda Maid, by Eros, dam Oakland Maid, by Specula-

tion. J. H. White's b c Alden W., by Marco, dam Kate, by Milliman's
Bellfounder. Santa Rosa Stock Farm's ch f Memento, by Wood-
nut, dam Trix, by Whipple's Hambletonian. O. W. Lowe's grc Bird
Button, by Alex. Button, dam Lillie. H. W. Crabb's si f Louise, by
Graudissiino. Vineland Stock Parm's blk f Myrtle Thorn, by Gran-
disslmo, dam Belle Thorne, by Whsppleton. Oakwood Park Stock
Farm's bg Meteorite by Steinway. dam Lydia Bright, by Triumver;
b f Bay Rum. by Steinway, dam May, by Anteeo. M. Kemfir'ssl c
Alwood K., by Woodnut, dam Alice B., by Admiral.

DISTRICT FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING.—E. B. Jenning's si g
Alland, by Alcona, dam Queen, by Naubuc. Santa Rosa Stock Farm's
ch m Maud Vf., by Woodnut, dam Maud Palmer, by Nutwood. R. S.
Brown's br f Rayanetta, by Anteeo, dam Debonatre. by Sultan.
Thos. Smith's ch f Dollican, by Mambrino Chief Jr., dam Fannv Wil-
son, by Gen. MeClellau. Oakwood Park Sto.k Farm's br m Ali [Baba,
by Steinway, dam Nora S , by McDonald Chief; blk m Coquette, by
Wilton, dam Julia Clay, by Harry clay. Wood Wattles' be Mill
Brook, by Anteeo, dam Young Miami, by Paul's Abdallah.

FREE-FOR-ALL YEARLING TROTTING.—L. J. Rose's be Kion,
by Comrade, dam Blanche T. B. E. Harris' b f Rival, by Dawn, dam
Frona Freeman, by Adventure. G. W. Leek's Dr. Leek, by FresDo.dam
Lady Almont, by Tilton Almont. Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk f Cres-
sida, by Palo Alto, dam Clarabel, by Abdallah Star ; br c Glubar, by
Electricity, dam Jennie Benton, by Gen. Benton : ch f Mithra, by
Adver.iser, dam Mamie, by Hambletonian Jr. : b f Narida. by Palo
Alto, dam Lulaneer, by Electioneer ; gr f Nordica, bv Advertiser,
dam Sallie Benton, by Gen. Benton.

FREE-FOR-ALL, TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING.— L. J. Rose's b f

Orlinda, by Redondo, dam La Grande. D. J. Murphy's ch f Luroka,
by Soudan, dam Pollv, bv Sportsman. S.G. Reed's brfStamboul Belle,
by Stamboul, dam Belle H., by Fisk's Belmont. Palo Alto Stock
Farm's br c Welbeck. by Electricity, dam Lu!a Wilkes. bvGeo. Wilkes;
blk fPalatin, by Palo -Alto, dam Elaine, by Messenger Duroc ; b c
Chico, by ElectriciLy, dam Sister, by Gen. Benton ; b f Creeping
Flower, by Piedmont, dam Floweret, by Electioneer; b c Rio Alto,
by Palo Alto, dam Elsie, by Gen. Benton; bf Aria, by Bernal, dam
Asbby, by Gen. Benton ; b f Attractive, by Electioneer, dam Emma
Robsou, by Woodburn. San Mateo Stock Farm's br c Burlingame, by
Guy Wilkes, dam Sable, by The Moor ; br f Laura Wilkes, by Sable
Wilkes, dam Laura Drew, by Arthurton. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's
blk c Best Way, by Prince Red, dam Calypso, by Steinway; b c Am-
phiou, by Steinway, dam Inex, by Sweepstakes. K. D. Wise's b c
Plantynx, by Emiu Bey, dam Tempest, by Sultan.

FREE-FOR-ALL, THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING.—L.J. Rose's g
mFaika, by Stamboul, dam Blanche T. Ben E. Harris's br f Phan-
tom, by Fordstan, dam Rose Abbott, by Abbottsford. D. J. Murphy's
b g Billy Evans, by Soudan, dam by Bob Wooding. J. C. Reis's blk c
Sid Salisbury, by Director, dam Alpha Medium. Palo Alto Stock Farm's
b f Rowena. by Azmoor, dam Emma Robsou, by Woodburn ; b !'

Athena, by Electioneer, dam Ashby, by Gen. BentoD : b c Lent, by
Electioneer, dam Li2zie, by Wildidle; ch i'Avena. by Palo Alto, dam
Astoria, by Gen. Benton. San Mateo Stock Farm's b f Grace Wilkes,
by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche, by Arthurton ; ch f Mary Best, by Guy
Wilkes, dam Montrose, by Sultan. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g
Meteorite, by Steinway, dam Lydia Bright, by Triumver ; b f Bay
Rum, by Ste'iuwav, dam May, by Anteeo. E. B. Cohen's blk e Sable
Steinway, bv Steinwav, dam Alcrerdetta, by Allandorf. Thos. Wall
Jr.'s gr f Sidlett, by Sidney, dam Silver Thread. K. D. Wise's Adelaide
Simmons, by Simmons, dam Adelaide, by Milwaukee.

FREE-FOR-ALL FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING.—L. J. Rose's br m
Vera, by Stamboul—Garrid. D.J. Murphy's b g Nubia, by Sultan-
Emma Anderson, by Wapsie. Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Orpbina.
by Norval—Orphan Girl, by Piedmont ; b c Electioneer Rex, by Elec-
tioneer—Lady Viva, by Three Cheers, San Mateo Stock Farm's b g
Chas. James, by Le Grande—Hannah Price, by Arthurton ; blk g
Puritan, by Sable Wilkes—Jane E., by Milliman's Bellfounder. Thos.
Smith's b s Columbus S.. bv McDonald Chief— Fanny Rose, by Ethan
Allen. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's br m Alia Babft, by Steinway—
Nora S., by McDonald Chief; blk m Coquette, by Wilton—Julia Clay,

by Harry Claw Dr. R. Gross, ch c Mustapha, by Guy Wilkes—Lalla
Rookah. bv The Grand Moor. Pauliu A Co.'s b s Punjabi, by Patron
— Nora Wilkes, bvLvle Wilkes. Thomas Wall Jr.'s br s Anlloch. bv
Antevolo—Fanny, by Mambrino Wilkes, K. D. Wise's b f Adelaide
McGregor, by Bonnie McGregor-Adelaide.

Tattersalls of New York.

The demand for grandly-bred thoroughbreds was never as

strong as it is at present, and the famoussale mart of;'America

"The Tattersalls," New York, advertises in this issue a list

of yearlings that never were equalled for breeding, individu-

ality or conformation. The sales will take place in New York

and Chicago by electric light, during the latter part of May
and June, and as many of our readers have expressed a desire

to engage in the business of breeding and racing thorough-

breds, here is an opportunity for them to get catalogues and

make selections. As two-year-olds, many of those to be sold

will be making money on our race tracks ;
aye, the majority

of them will appear as stake winners. This State is destined

to lead all others in the Union asi* racehorse center, therefore

the gentlemen endowed with business foresight, who pur-

chases now, will reap a rich harvest of coin in a very snort

period. Read the advertisement and send your address to

William EastOD, 7th Avenue and 55thStrcet, New York City

for catalogues.

Oakwood and Great "Western Declarations.

The following is the list of declarations from the Oakwood

and Great Western Handicaps due May l*t

the iiakwoiid—Bugle. Deception. Cerlebad. Quconie Trow-

hrld"i- Vail. m. SirChnrlcfl. Ib>ck-c> ,
Hllt/cn. .-atinUTcr. 1 c-lor. Stcr

line "Ormonde 'Kimball. Kirkover. Dutch Oven, t -..[.yr(«l»i txncrl-

ence, Bess Macduff, BUvct Fox, taTotoa, Lamplighter, Locobatcbcc.

Ptrathmni'l and Homer, AM)
, _ ...

TIIFWKKVT WKSTKKN—Oirlsiml. UaynM, '.'incnic Trowbridge.

Vollem, sir Charles. Hockeey, BlU/en, vtnrle. ftanntercr, Lester.

(iarctto, Tempest. Mirror, More On, Kimball, (itbson, Madras, topy-

right, Lamplighter and Locohatcbec. (20)8 '
**»»'*

| j.; BBIW9T1 B, >' '

Chicago, May 10, 1893.
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Foals of 1893.

Foals since last report as follows :

B c bv Electricity—Penelope.

B c bv Palo Alto— Effie.

Br c by Azmoor—Florinne.
Br c bv Stambonl—Susette.
Br fbv Paola—Sontag Mohawk.
Ch f by Langton—Emaline.
B fb.-"Azmoor—Rebecca.
B f by Advertiser—Cecil.
B c bv Langton—Winna S.

Br c bv Sport—Carrie C.

Br c bv Sport—Alzira.
Br f bv Sport—Ceda.
B c bv Palo Alto—Anirah.
Bf by Advertiser—Wildmont.
B c by Truman—Ela.
B c bv Hugo—Orphan Girl.

B c by Laneton^'ulia Deut.
Ch c bv Lottery—Berton a.

B fbv" Whips—Matron.
B c bv Beraal—Theresa.
B c by Piedmont—Kathleen.

S. C. FEEGDBON, Sec'y., Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Our mares are late about foaling this year. We
have only four foals so far, two by Silver Buw 2:16%
and two" bv Director Prince. Vision, by Sterling

6223, dam Lillian, bv Romulus, son ot Hamble-
toman 10 : second dam Mahaska Belle (grandam of

Frou Ftou) has a bay filly Silver Bow that is a per-

fect beauty. Mollie, bv Prompter, from Lady Xarley
(damof Empres*. 2:29?i), has a fillv by Silver Bow.
Xaida. bv Sterling, has a eolt by Director Prince

Vesper, bv Prompter 2305, dam Sybil, by Singleton,

has a colt bv Director Prince. Vesper is a small

mare, but the foal is large and as black as coal, and
is a trotter. L. B. Hicks, Sacramento.

Thebrm Alfarata owned by T. S. Montgomery
foaled a b f with white star in forehead by St. Carlo,

April 2.5th. He has taken the name Coralietos for

for her.

Santa Margarita Stock Farm, Santa Margarita, Cal.:

Lillv Vernon, by Tom Vernon, dam Lady Bel-

mont," foaled b f, May 4th, named Lady Vernon, by
Gaviota 7567.

Hattie F. (record 2:18), by Le Grande, dam Silver,

foaled b f. May 4th, named La Primera, by Gaviota
7669.
Lady Ross, by Whipnleton, dam by Childs Rat-

tler, foaled b f, April loth, named Belle Ross, by
Gaviota 7567.

Laurelwood Farm. Santa Clara, foals sired by the
Duke of Norfolk

:

ChfLady Carmen, by Duke of Norfolk, dam Car-
men.
Ch c. died, by Duke of Norfolk, dam Lakma.
B f, died, by imp. Brutas, dam Young Lady Her-

cules.

ChfLady Everlyn, by Wildidle. dam by Monday,
foaled b f, by Duke of Norfolk, named Mira, the
property of B." D. Murphy.

t'

THE

Jffl
NO
ONEY

Solid <v< in nick,.], open Eace.steiD nrlndtlmlnjrwatch,
ojw start, -t.ig and By-back attachment, all working
from the M«-ja. Registers minutes, seconds and quarter

I Hi.- ..mlv r-iiunha'l i'i*,i.'tu.-:il ]i..r.-e timer
modi ''•<" in .mi i i,i. ;..-! ,>=.'. *U.it»« heavy 14 K rolled

gold ptaled ca p,*9.ooi with quarter-second Indicator

and mln l- inMin.-d, work from stem, »10.00.
Notice.—Ttmt all may tee and examine ourtimers

in rorsame. wo will m«>I r. < >. D. subject to

fall oxaminihilon. all cliarpea pitid. Ulnstrated catalog
orgold undrilv.-r horse timers and ebroiingmiilis sent

tree, W- HILL A to. « l.olculc Jenelt-r», 207 Stale St. t'hlcago.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade-marks, Design Patents, Copyrights,

And all Patent business couducted lor

MODERATE FEES.
Information and advice given to Inventors wlthour

Charge AildrcM

PRESS CLAIMS CO.,
JOHN WEDDERBURN,

Managing Attorney,

P. O. Box 463. Washington, D. C.

•Trills Company is monnged by n combination of
the largest and most Influential newspapers In tho
United State*, for the exprens purpoao of protect*
In* tltrlr Mul>*cr-l»«-r* against nnscrupuloas
and Incompetent Potent Aaents, and each paper
prtnthi tortile ri'uponsU

bllltyand hl^hnUndlngof tho l'rcss Claims Company.

FOR SALE.

A New Toomey Sulky.
Npvi r A bar

i uw A
i onlyn tew Umbt ; u «a»

li ni condition.
vi.ii..-. \ V. /. . tin- ..ii..-..

REDUCED PRICES.

Ardriance Buckeye
POWERS, RERPERS, BIHDERS,

ALSO

HARVESTER MOWERS,
Improved Style for Season 1893.

More Adriance Buckeyes sold on this coast

than all others combined.

Don't forget to order the ADRIANCE Buckeye.

Up to withina short time no Buckeye, other than

the Adriance Buckeye, has been known or used

on this coast, but its great popularity has led to

the Introduction ol other machines bearing a

similar name.

II you want to get the machine which has been

used in California for the past 31 years, be sure

and order the ARDRIANCE Buckeye.

COAST AGENTS.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FBANC1SCO AND SACRAMENTO,

ilontio a this pap«r.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - 23.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 3-50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Cures Pollers, Check Fighters, Tongue Lollers.

" To know it is to use U/'Robelrt Bonner.
"Want one in every bridle."

—

Frank Stare.
" It gives you the best results."

—

Budd Doblk.
" It is superior to all bits."—Ed. D. Bither.

Address ROBERT SEARS,
Lock Bos 340, Chicago, HI.

MAI IV <& WINCHESTER, San Francisco, sole
agents for the Pacific Coast.

A, WEST
JAMEST1LLE.1V.Y.
(Near Syracuse.

MAN ['FACTTJHKRS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to S40 to

CunIomerH on Pocltic
.'.'.» i and adjuiulun
Stales.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

M

HAVI.XG L.KASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

1 am prepared to take care of horses In any manner
ownersiniay desire. The best of pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

—AND A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large* fields, and all accomodations needful.

everything tanew and in perfect shape. It Is pro
niiiiiMvil M I ni> n h, he ttii- best Mtuck farm in Qftll-

fornla. All Btock sent ;o me will receive my personal
attention. Bftttt vitv mwnnnhle.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART - I in h FARM, SAX MATEO.

IE CE'S
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's

AXXUAL SALE OF

Trotters and Horses of All Work
WILL TAKE PLACE AT 10 A. M. ON

THURSDAY, AE-A/a? Q3, 1893,
AT SALESYARD, Cor. VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET

The following is a synopsis of the breeding of a few of the animals to be

sold. It can be seen that the best sires are represented. All ol the younger in-

dividuals to be sold were selected especially to be trained, but the young-

sters by Bay Rose, 2:20.} (the premium stallion of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm)

are so many that Jas. Dustin, the first trainer ever employed by the Pierce

Bro's. finds that to develop them will take all of his time and attention, con-

sequently, the following list are to be sold without reserve. They are grandly

bred, and individually, first-class. The few older mares offered were purchased

to breed to Bay Ko?e before the large consignments were bought at the Eastern

sales, consequently, buyers will have an opportunity of securing individuals at

this sale that may never occur again.

blm

b m

brg Spring Mountain.

br f Evelyn
bf Admoniy _

b m IToots
Gipsy
Lady Goucher..
El Moro
Memnon
Lurllne
(dam of Monroe S)
Baby

Sally Scott Nutwood, 2:18%....

Nutwood, 2:18^_..Maud (dam. ol

Maudee, 2:24)4
Guy Jane—
Mamie Wilkes..

Dinorah..
Princess Ebony.. ...

Wbipsnapper ..

Lady Rupee
Hazel Mac

Guy Wilkes, 2:15% ...

Guy Wilkes, 2:1534...

Dexter Prince 11,363

Dexter Prince ll,i

ch f Miss Shirley
ch f Brookside Maid..

rillie Almont..

bf Lady Sidney.,

blm 1Moor Maid..
OllieS.

Winnie ..b in

b m Rosalind
blm Maggie Vann...

I with Bay Rose colt

b f Cropsey Maid,
blf Abyssinian

Atwood
Cohenfeldt
Single Letter-

Lucy
Beauty.-

bm
j
Dolly

b f |Astarte, (sister to
Balkan, 2:15)

blf Black Sally
blf May

Whips,2:27J£...
Rupee, 2:11

Director, 2:17...

D-aM's Family.

second dam by Prince

Mountain Boy 4341.

Mountain Boy 4S41.

Admont5349 ,

Anteeo, 2:16)4
Paul's Abdallab
Dashwood 14,962.

Dashwood 14,962.

Memo 15,907
Belle Alia-

Tom Benton..

Hernani

Sidney, 2:19£f..„

The Moor 870
Hawthorne 10,9

Privateer 5135-..

Bav Rose, 2:20'-..

Whippleton 1S83..

Redwood, 2:27
Mambrino Wilkes.

Baywood
Gen. McClellanl43...

AloozoHayward 2:30

Royal George
StraDger i,Barstow's j

W. Richmond..

.

Soudan, 2:273^

A. W. Richmond.....
W. Richmond.-..

Mount Vernon
Mambrino Wilkes..

Lady Purdy, by Sam Purdy, 2:20;
Rockwell, son of Black Hawk.

Dam by Echo 462.

Jane E„ by MHliman's Bellfounder.
Mamie Kohl, by Steinway. 2:25*,'; second dam Lady Blanch-

ard, 2:26 :

j, by Hambletonian 7'.'5.

Belnora, by Belnor5225; second dam by Ulster Chief 13,011, etc.
By Black Prince ; second dam i the dam of Lucille, 2:26) by

Black Hawk 767.

Gipsy, by Paul's Abdallah.
Ze.ika, by urand Moor 8132; second dam bvC M. Clav Jr. etc.
Tricks, by Baldy; second dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde

2:20, Empress, 2:24), by Colonel.
Eva Steinway, by Steinway,i2:25Jf ; second.dam Kate Even,

by Lodi.
Eva dteinway, by Steinway. 2 :25%', etc.
Miss Kohl, by Arthurton 365; second dam by Speculation 928
Flora, by Hambletonian 725.

Un traced.
Maud, by Inca 557 ; second dam by Crocket
Maud by Inca, 557, etc.
Belmontiz, 2:35, by Alonzo Hayward, 2:30.
By Langford , second dam by Williamson's Belmont,

Weasel, by McCracken's Golddust ; second dam sister to Dave
Hill Jr.

Kitty Almont, 2:22a,', by Tilton Almont, 2:26; second dam
Gracie, by Werner's Rattler, etc

By McDonald Chief 3533 ; second dam by Jack Hawkins.
Fannie Bayswater (dam of senator L., 2:29), by Bayswater:

second dam Bessie Sedgwick, etc.
'Lynn (dam of Judge G., 2:21!.,, and Sidwood, 2:18), bv Lyn-

wood 3017; second dam by Chieftain 721.
Daughter of Argyle.
[Bessie Sedgwick (grandam of Senator L„ 2:29), by Joe Dan-

iels ; second dam Minnie Smith, by Starlight, e'tc.

iLlghtfoot (dam of Pearl, 2:32' 4 >. by Flastatl; second dam
I Fanny Fern, by Tuckahoe, etc
Daughter of Echo 462.

Abbie, by Naubuc 504; second dam Julia, by son of Dave
Hill Jr.

By Billy Hayward, 2:30.

Annie Laurip, 2:30, by Echo 462; second dam Black Swan, by
Ten Broeck.

Dam s. t. b. by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31.
Belle Mahone (grandam of Voucher, 2:22), bv Norfolk; sec-

ond dam Maid of the Oaks, bv Jack Hawkins, etc.
Bess, s. L, b. by Stockbridge Chief.
Untraced.
Lady Singletary, by Toung Blackbird, son of Reavis' Black-

biru.
Lucy, by Traveller; second dam by John Morgan.
Black Bettie (dam of Mamie Comet, 2:23',, grandam of

Macleay, 2;22',). by Sportsman ; second dam by St. Clair.
Lucy, by Traveler; seeona dam by John Morgan.
Lucy, by Traveler; second dam by John Morgan.
Kate, by Hambletonian Chief.
Fannie Fern, by Jack Hawkins.

.iGray Mare, by Frank W.

. Lady Topham, by {.irosvena; second dambyG. M.PatchenJr

CONSIGNMENTS OF OTHER OWNERS.
JSS9 b m
1892 b C

b m
1

1 m
b m
b m

b m
chm
i> m

Sidane
Meridian .,

Jessie R...
Addle R...

Molly G....

Dollie-

Lynne-

Lyn
Bessie Howard..
Rynda
Sunset

Sidney, 2:19^-
Mmmocolon, 2:13£j
Roscoe.
Roscoe
Dlster Chief 18,011..

Wissahickon 947

Lynwood 3017

Lynwood3017
Hambletonian 725..

Noonday
Anteeo, 2:16,'.j

By Steinway. 2:251, ; secouddam Aldane, by Wissahickon
Sidane, by Sidney, 2:19^ ; second dam by Steinway.
Katie W., by Altamont 3600 ; second dam by Vermont.
Katie W. ( by Altamont 3(100; second dam by Vermont.
By Geo. M. Patcbeu Jr. 21.

Winthrop Girl, by Winthrop; second dam Arnold mare, by
Chieftain.

Carrie, by Condition ; second dam Nellie, Ly Williamson's Bel-
mont.

Sister to Lynne ; filly by her side, by Nutwood Wilkes, 2:10';.

Lady Fly, by Gen. Taylor.
No Komis, by Del Sur. 2:24.

Nellie Bessie G., by King Phillip; second dam by Geo. M.
Patchen, Jr.,."H,

CATALOGUES READY THE 15th.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers 22 Montgomery Street

CYCLISTS, OARSMEN, B&LLPUYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It hap a pnrticolarlv Warming, Comforting and
Bllmnlnling i-ffecl on ail Weak or Stiff Muscles.;

quick in action; clean and nleasani tn use.

Per Sals ct Draggtsti »a Cellars in Spotting Ooodl.

E. F0UGERA & CO., Sole Agents.

£6 -SO N. William Street, N. Y.

Stock^Scales

Grain Scales

Grain Trucks

Coffee and

Spice Mills

Howji Scale Co.,
3

„ White fob Cibcoi ab.

and 5 Front St.,

Snn Frnnciaco
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TATTERSALLS, OF NEW YORK, LIMITED,

Imported Thoroughbred Sales During May and June, 1893.

AT TATTARSALL'S SALE REPOSITORY,

Cor. th 7Avenue, and 55th St., New York C.ty,

AT NIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.

ununftV TUrillUP U1V 00 Fiftv-seven yearlings, tlie property of Mr. Milton Young, McGrathiaua
MUNUAT LltnlHu mfli, 11. stud, Lexington, Ky. By Onondaga, Duke of Montrose, Favor, Strathmore,

Macduff", Rayon d'Or, Hopeful, Faustus, Fouso, Woodlands, Bob Miles, Tremont and St. Blaise.

Tiironav rurillUP UIV 00 Sixty yearlings, the propertyof Messrs. Clay & Woodford, Runnymede
lUtoUAT tVLHIIIU, IflAI id. stud, Paris, Kv„ and Major Jno. S. Clark, Coldstream Stud, Lexington,

Ky. By Hindoo, Sir Dixon, Leouatus, Axgyle; Bersau, Fonso, Onondaga, San Pedro and St. Blaise.

ununiu ruruiUP UIV 00 Fiftv-one vearlings, tlie property of Mr. H. P. Headley, Beaumont, Stud:

MUNllAl tltNIHu, Hlfll tg- Mr-'J. P. Ferguson. Kingstone stud; Mr. W. S. Barnes, Melbou rue Stud, and

T\Trd mn "\f Clav \shland Stud. By the m-TJsed, Treniont, Jils Jotinson, Hanover, Oneko. Ellas Lawrence,

Longrellow,'Fou"so,"speudthrift, Kt. Ot Ellerelie, King Galop, Himyar. Hayden Edwards, Favor, Punster, Duke

of Montrose, St George, Lisbon and Logic.

•inuniv riiruiun IllUC C Sixty yearlings, the property of Mr. Jas. B.Clay, Iroquois Stud; Mr. Frank
MONDAY tVtNINu, JUNL D. b Harper. Nantur^SInd; Mr. C. B. Hawkins ; Mr. W. T. Hawkins, Stock-

wood Stud • Mr J V Shipp, Old Fort Stud ; and Mr. J. Henry Miller. By King Galop. Chance, Vocalic,

Algerlne, Kautaka.'strathniore, Fonso, Longfellow, Rossington, Jils Johnson and other fashionable sires.

Forty yearlings, the property of Major B. G. Thomas, Dixiana Stud, Lex-
ington,

"

craft, Bonnie Bon, Jils Johnson and Bishop.

Tiironiu ruruiUP IllUC 10 Fortv-eight yearlings, the property of Messrs. Charles Reed & Sons Fair-
lUtoUAY tltHIHu, dUllt 10. vipwwtud, Gallatin, Tenn.: Messrs. S. Sanfbrd & Sous, Hurrlcana Stud,

Amsterdam X Y and Messrs. Jno. T. Stewart ,v. Son, The Maples Stud, Council Bluffs, La. By St.Blaise, Miser.

Long Taw, Cheviot, Exile, Muscovy, Kingston, Post Guard, Panlque and Algerine.

ununiu rurillUP IllUC (Q Seventy-one yearlings, the propertyof Gen. W. H. Jackson, Belle Mead
MUNUAT tVtnlnU, uUrlL 13. stud. Nashville, Tenn. By Iroquois, Enquirer, Great Tom, Inspector B..

Luke Blackburn, Bramble, Black Dean, Deceiver, Eolus, Glenelg, Heimdel, Rossington, Tremont and Van-

guard.

AT MORRIS PARK RACECOURSE.

MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12. intfb"nTKy.,and Dr. J. \V.Frankiin; Gallatin, Tenn. By Himyar, Fellow-

spendthrift and other fashionable sires.

THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE I,
and continuing eanh day thereafter until all are sold.—One hundred and

. forty-six yearlings, the property of Mr. James B. Haggtn. Kaiicho del
Pohu

|,
Sacramento. Cal. By Alexander. Argyle, Ben AM. Darebhi, Fresno. HI. I i: i

.. .1 11. ,

&yrie Daly, Longheld, Midlothian, Milner.Salvator, Sir Modred.SU Blaise, Three Cheers. Tremont and Tyrant .

AT MONMOUTH PARK RACECOURSE.
THURSDAY JULY 20. $ ir

tfS°
yearlings, the propertyof Col. W. P.Thompson, Brookdale Stud X. J.

ictus, Ventilator, Imp. Macaroon, imp. King Ernest, Imp. Stalwart, Imp.
Eothen, Kinglike, Imp. Stonehlnge and the great race horse Faverdale, ane twelve vearlings, the property of
Mr. L. O. Appleby, J

AT CHICAGO,
Dearborn, 16th &' 17th Streets,

AT NIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Saturday Evening, June 24. ffif

ye _ .
the property of Messrs. H. P. Headley, Beaumont Stnd

;

Itou Voting, McGrathiana Stud ; W. S. Barnes, Melbourne Stud, and Mr.
S. C. Lyne. By Onondaga, Favor, MacdulT, Duke of Montrose, Stratbmore, Ellas Lawrence, Longfellow and
other noted sires.

Mnnrfau FvonitlO* hind 9fi The yeirlings, the property of the Megibben-ErlgewaterStud.Cvnthiana, Ky.,ITIUMUdY Llblllllg, UUIIC LQ. Und Mr. L. P. Tarlton. Fleetwood Stud, Frankfort, Ky. By Audrain, Spring-
bok, Moccasin, Deceiver, Blue Eyes and other celebrated aires.

Tlincriau Punninn' I imp 97 The yearlings, the property of Messrs. Woodford Brothers. Parts, Ky.; Apple-
lUDoUdY. LVCUIIJg, UUIIC U. gate* MeMeekin. Lexington, Ky., and Milton Vouug, McGrathiana Stud,
Lexington Ky These areby the representative sires of the country, and will include many relatives to dis-
tinguished performers.

rmniv riiruiun IllUC On Fortv-five yearlings, the property of Messrs. C. D. & O. H. Chenault, Rich- Qafnrrtav Puanina ltllu {% The yearlings, the property of Dr. F. E. Corrigan, Louisville, Kv., Mr. James
FRIDAY LftNINb, JUNL dU. mond, Ky., and Mr. J. N. Camden, Jr., Hartland Stud, Versailles, Ky. By OdlUliUj CVOMIIIg, Ulliy Id. Whltten, Wilmington, LU., Fields Bros., Lexington Ky., Wm. Simms, Paris

Ky., and other breeders.

Other Important Sales on dates to be hereafter announced. For catalogues, address,

WILLIAM EASTON, Managing Director.

TATTERSALLS, OF NEW YORK, LIMITED, Cor. 7tb Ave. and 55th Street, New York City.

MAMMOTH PURSES AND MOST LIBERAL CONDITIONS

OFFER THE FOLLOWING

ADDITIONAL PURSES
.A.T THE

GRAND CIRCUIT MEETING
AUGUST 1ST TO 12TH.

$2010 free-for-all TROTTERS. $10,000 free-for-all PACERS,

TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

Pun* to be divided into two par* and races. 813.000 for the first race, to take place Friday August 4th,

and 87 OOO lor tie second or consolation race, to take place Thursday or Friday, August 10th or 11th

InS race the first ho.se to receive 86,000, second horse 83,500. third horse 82 ,000, andfourth

horse 81 .500 in the second race first horse to receive 83.0OO, second horse 82.000, third horse 8 1 ,250,

""'unlelsthe'rTa^seven startersln the first race, the second race win no. he given. If there are only 10
,

sub-

^rlherstnd seven starters, entrance will be five per cent. <„,000, payable Juiy 17th ,, and three per cent, (too,

rddiL.nl which must he paid by horses Intending to start, on or before Thursday, August 3d

IHbe number of subscribers exceed 10, and there are more than seven slarters, entrance will be five percent,

and only two per cent. (S400) additional from Intended slarters, payable in the same way.

.r.here are 15 or more subscribers, total entrance will be but five per cent.

X 1™ will be allowed to start In the second race no. a slar.er In the first. Horses winning first, second

and ttird money in tne hrst race not allowed to star, in the second, bnt horse winning fourth money may start

in the second race.

ah oiher conditions same as governing our other stakes and purses.

Nomonev" iberenulred until Juiy 17th. when five per cent. ,8.000,. w„l be due and payab e, and

k.^ will be held for this payment, but any sub.crlber may substitute any horse, regardle.s of

o'rn^Wp.tuy time before Jul, 17th. provided no owner shall be Interested in more than one horse

""""iT"' h, ,, will take the place of our two purses of «3,000 each.already advertised for Angus. 411. and 10.!,.

?£ fouov"ng SSe are already entered: Martha WUkes, Be„e Vara Waiter K AIL Favora.

Llt.Te Albert, Hamlin's S!«hUn«.le. Urecnle.r, Ryl.nd T. ,
and the b.ack mar. M.htlng.le.

We Contemplate offering u purse oi 810,OOO for pacers, free-for-all, either 66X, to be given during our

August meeting this comingsummer ; our object being lo bring together as iniiny of ibe fastest pacers now on

the turf la thla country,. 08 possible. We have been encouraged to believe byo number of owners ibut they

would make entries.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
Purses to be divided Into two parts and races: 8<i,,100 for the first raw to mite place Thursday, August 3d

and 83,ftOO for the second or consolation rare, io take plurr Wedndwlay >>r Thursday, August 9tbor 10th.

In the llrst race the first horse to receive 83,000. second bOXN 81 .730, third horse » 1 .OOO. end IburUl

horse ST50> In the second race first burse to receive Bl*SOO*seoont] hone 81.000, thini noae 8t»*<2A

and fourth horse 8375. tfwe do not receive i" BObacrlpUoof Ibe pane will probably not be oil

rjiilesa there areseven starters In tbe flrat race the second race wlU nofcbeglvao. Lf there are only to nuh-

ecrtben and seven starten, entrance wUJ beflvi per cent. (|600| payable July 17th
( and three per cent. <aaoo)

additional, which must be paid Dy horst^s intending to Btart, on oi befbn Wednesday, Aueust 2d.

l/tbennmberofsubscrlbenexceedslOand there are < than seven starters, entrance will be rive per

cent,nnd only two per cent, [0200] additional from Intending starters, payable In same iray.

If tbeiv are l.tormnri 1 'id entrance will lx- but Ave per cent

No horse win be allowed to Bbui in the second nice not a starter in the iirst. Boraas winning Bnl

and third money in the urst race, doI ollowi d to itartln the econd,bnl hoi e winning* ftmrtli m<

in the second moo, All other oondlUona same u governing our other itatei ahd purses.

>o money will he required until July 17th. when flVS per cenLffBOO] will be dOS and payable and hub

scribers win be held for this payment, hut any inbscrlber mav abstllttu nnv hor-e, re.'Ufiiie-- ofowner-
mhip, any time before July 17th, provided no owner Shall be Interested in more than one horse starling. If

we give this purse, onr two purses of f 1,500 each, already advertll i i

NOTE-The Time Intervening between the First and Second Races will give the Horses Abundant Opportunity to start in Both.

ZESlslxt Horses Oan. A7Viix Money in Each Free-For-All.

Subscriptions to These Purses Received up to June 1st.

Send aubscriptioDs to and address for further particuLr* EDWARD S. HAWLEY, Secretary, Buffalo, N. Y.
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70 Holstein-Friesians 70
Closisg-Oct Sale of Estike Herd Imported asd Bked by

C. E. HUMBERT, OF CLOVERDALE, CAL
This herd comprises 70

bead, *ii Registered
Pure-bred Holstein-Frie-

sian Cows and Bulls,

choice pedigrees, com-

prised ol the "Anis."

'Netherlands "Aaggie,"

"Clifden" and "De Brave
Hendrik" families, in-

cluding a number of

fresh milch cows. Every
animal will positively be

sold. This herd is the

best in the Stale, and

here is a rare chance to

SU buy the best oi this great

^ breed of cattle.

Catalogue ready June 1.

Sale will Take Place on "WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1893, at 11 a. m.

AT SALE3YARD COR. VAX NESS AVENUE AND MARKET ST., SAX FRANCISCO.

KILLIF & CO.. - - - - - " Auctioneers.

WORK at^ DRAFT HORSES
A.T .A/CTOTIOTXr

BY ORDER OF DAN M. MURPHY, ESQ.,
OX ACCOUNT OF SALE OF

San JSA.&k,j?t±TCie Ranolio,
AT 11 A. M. OS

SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1893,
AT

MURPHY STOCK YARDS,
Cor. First and San Carlos Avenue, San Jose.

One hundred and twenty-five head will be offered, sired by XORMAX and CLYDESDALE Stallions ou
of American mares. Weight from 1100 to 1300 pounds.

KTT.T.TP & CO., Auctioneers.

The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association In this City. ottingbr's
Ticket Office.

PASTURAGE.
Flrst-Claas Pasturage at $4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles Jrom

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of stock, but no responsiolity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day *xcept Sun-

day from wharf between Washingtan and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
TH08. ROACH, Agent,
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch ol rich pasture land about

one mile and a half fromRedwood City, I am prepared
to laJte borne* forpasture. There are small and lurce
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc, and plenty
ol running water. The climate la warm ami therein
pl.tiiy (.rwlielu-r the year round for stock. PaMuragu-
|4 per month; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
beat ot care of all horses sent me.

D. C. Ml'RPHY.
Redwood City. Ban Mateo Cal, Co..

I i L r \\ , il . h no* n Tralnrr and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
— : iias orKSKh a:

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE XAPA RACE TRACK.

Where be will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
.0 train and develop.

S SALE,

FINE TROTTING STOCK
June 3, 1893.

BREEDERS AND STOCKMEN ATTENTION!

On the 3d of June, 1893, In the city of Stockton, San
Joaquin County, at Davis' Stock Yards on California
street, there will be offered at the Administrator's Sale
the entire lot of Standard-bred trotting stoca belonging
to the estate of the late Jas. Munroe Learned, of the
city of Stockton, San Joaquin County. This lot com-
prises elghiy-ihree bead, and represents the produce of
the standard-bred trotting stallions Reliance 969, record
2:22, and that of his sons, Adrian 9T0, record 2:25, and
Harmony 1209. The lot ol mares and geldings to be
sold contains several promising individuals related to
Maud, ihedam of Reliance, 2:22, and Ma^dallab. 2:23'--.,

and Krnesline, dam of Reality, record 2:23- Among
the number may be lound some very choice animals
for Breeding or racing purposes. There are thlrtv-two
bead of standard bred animals in this collection. For
[lartii'ulars, address

J. E. HOIK,
Stockton, -an Joaquin Co., Cal.

FOR SALE. .

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 In race; sound and In fine condition:

will lower his record five seconds this year.

AUSO
Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, bv Bay-

wood, dam American Girl.

E. 6. -Mlill.
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

Geo. B. Mabkle, President. A. G. Ryan, Vice-President. E. S. Rothchild, Secretary.
JOHX Pabkeb, R. C. Smith, C. M. Fobbed. Van" B. DeLashmutt,

Northwest Loan and Trust Co., Treasurer.

Spring meeting '.' 1893
SIX DAYS RACING.

PORTLAND
SPEED AND DRIVING ASSOC'N

At Their Xew Track, the Finest in the JYorthwest, at Albina.

PTJUSSS, 310,000.
Extkies to Tkottisg a>d Pacixg Eaces Close Juse 1st; Estries to

Rtjjtntng Eaces Close JrxE 15th.

BEGINNING SATURDAY, JUNE 24th;
fNo Races Mon-

day, Jcne26. } ENDING SATURDAY, JULY I, 1893.

PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY—SATURDAY. JTAE 24. FOCRTH DAY—THLRSDA*. JC.VE 29.

1. Introductory Scramble—Bunmng—one mile 15. Running—Three-founhs miledash; purse,$350.
dash ; purse ?100, The winner of one race this year to Winner of seven-eighths dash to carry three pounds
carry three pounds penaltv; of two races five pounds penalty.

E^ow^"^^^ SeTeD P'"""SS^"^ 16 Runoing-Three^ights mile dash; pu^, J200.

17. Trotting—2:40 class, heats, 2 in 3; purse, $350.
2. Running—oie-balf mile dash ; purse $300.

3. Trotting and Pacing -2:24 class, two mile dash;
purse, ^oC.

-4. Trotting—2:29 class, heats, 2 in 3; purse, $500-

5. Pacing— 2:15 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, 5*00,

SECOND DAY-TCESDAY, JL\B 27.
6. Running— 2-year-olds, five-eighths mile dash ;

purse, ?250. Winner of one race this year to carry
three pounds penalty ; of two races or more, five pounds
penalty.

7. Trotting—2:2$ class, one and one-half mile dash:
purse, $150.

8. Trotting—three-year-old class, heats, 2 in 3

;

purse, 5300.

9. Trotting—2:50 class, heats, 2 in 3; purse, 3350.

THIRD DAY-WEDXESDAY, JITXE 28.
"10. Running—Seven-eighths miledajsh; purse, $350.

1 1 . Trotting—2:33 class, one and one-sixteenth mile
dash ; purse, $150.

IS. Pacing— 2:35 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, §350.

1 9. Trotting—2:20 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, $600.

FIFTH DAY-FRIDAY, JJUXE 30.

20. Running—Five-eighths mile dash ; purse, $300.
Winner of seven-eighths dash to carry three pounds pen-
alty, and winners of seven-eighths and three-quarters
dashes to carry five pounds penalty.

21. Pacing—2:25 class, heats, 2 in 3: purse $35X
22. Pacing—For 2-year-olds, heats, 2 in 3; purse*

$250.

23. Trotting— 2:27 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, $500.

SIXTH DAY-SATURDAY, JULY 1.

24. Running—Eleven-sixteenth mile and repeat

;

purse, $400.

2."*. Running—One and one-sixteenth mile dash;
purse, $500. Winner of mile dash to carry five pounds

12. Trotting and Pacing-Free-for-all. one and penalty
;
winner of mile and seven-eighths, dashes to

one-half mile dash ; purse $300. <»rrJ' sexe* pounds penalty.

13. Trotting—Two year olds, heats, 2 in 3: purse, 26. Trottlng-2:33 class, heats 2in 3: purse $450.

S250- 27. Trotting—Free-for-all, heats, 2 in 3 ; parse.
14. Trotting—2:24 class, heats. 2 in 3 ; purse, $500. $7u0.

CONDITIONS.
Entry blanks can be obtained from the Secretary.

Eac* entry mustplainly state name, age, color and sex
ofhorse, name of sire and dam, and name of owner. The
colors oi rider or driver must also be given with the en-
try. Owners should not overlook: this last item ; it is a
very useful piece of information for the public. Under
no circumstances will any conditional entries be re-
ceived. No added money will be given ior a walk-
over.
All purses will be divided into three moneys; 70,20

and 10 per cent
The rules of the National Trotting Association, and

the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
will govern these races. The Association reserves the
right to alter, amend or postpone auy or all of these
races should the board of directors in their judgment
and for cause deem it expedient so to do. Parties in-
tending to be present at any of these meetings, and de-
siring stalls for their horses, are requested to write the

Secretary in advance, stating what horses they have
and what stalls they are likely to require.
In the event of any race not filling, ifthe Association

deems proper to start the race, they reserve the right to
withhold from the purse the entry of the missing horse
or horses. In all races five ormore are required to enter
and three to statr. In all races where not otherwise
specified the entrance is 10 per cent.
Entries to Trotting and Pacing Races close June 1,

1S93, at 6 o'clock p. m. Entries to Running Races close
June 15, 1893, at 6 p. AT.

Entries close with the Secretary, EL S. Rothchild,
P. O. Box 129, Portland, Or.
Entries must state plainly colors of rider and driver.

Horses will positively not be allowed to start unless the
colors are worn.
The Secretary will take pleasure in replying to any

and all communications with refereoce to transporta-
tion, track facilities and any other desired information

E. S. ROTHCHILD, Secretary, Portland. Ore. GEO. D. MAHKLE, President.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

_ ^ S5 TO S20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

5a===^sSS^ ALL TBAXSACTIOXS GUAPUXTEED.
RAGGAGB CHECH.ED FREE.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

telephone i«3. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I McMURnAY & FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN.

i These Sulkies are made
tinder Hickory "Wheel Co's
patent, dated March 21st, 1893.

OUR

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Send
for

Circular.

!
Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We furnish both Old Style and Pneumatic : -;

pT?mtt
U
a?hL "m

U
a^'minuTeV

iUaChmenti \J\v/ Protected in using our
permit a change in a lew minutes, ^^grsuliy. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U.S. A.

ki n A.i\r. inf.

Manufacturer Agents for These Sulkies.
"Write for our new circular.

TRUMAN, HOOKER &, CO.,
421-427 MARKET STREET.

SAX FR \.\CISCO.

;S:04.^
THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM. *

Onward 1411
'Record 2:25!41

Sire of Nellie Mas^n,
2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17;
Artisan. 2:18V; Boaz,
2:17^; Wheatland On-
ward ,2:17^ ,and 64 others
in the list and 24 sires of
56 land 10 dams of 12 in
2:30.

f Hambletonian 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
1 ducing sires and ot dams ot Staniboul

George Wilkea .119 irecord i2:22).{ 2:07,^ and 91 others in the list.

Sire of H:trry Wilkes. 2:i:i' : : Guy :

Wilkes, 2:1556; Budd Crook, 2:15'^; Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clays
Wilson, 2:16!*: J. B. Richardson,
2:161*, and 73 others in the list and fMambrino Chief 11, sire of Lady
83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65.

j
Thorne, 2:I8Vj, and 5 others In the

Dolly - 1 list and ofdams ofDirector, 2:17, and
Dam of Director, 2:17; Thorndale.l 26 others in 2:30.

. ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:2

and John F. Payne, sire of one.

I Xancy Lee i

Dam of Nancv Hanks,]
2;04, and DictatorW Ukes
5231, sire of Richard Jav
I> 2:17J<.

Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of
Lady Majolica, 2:2.5, and 1 sire ol 8
and dam of Caprice, 237.

f Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter, 2:17M,
I and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92

/-Dictator 113 < in list.

I

Sire of dams of Nancy Hanks, 2:04; I

Keller Thomas, 2:125)'; Lockheart, [.Clara, by American Star 14, dam ot

2:13; Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16: Dexter, 2:17'^ : Alma, 2:281, : Astoria,
Brown, 2:18^: Victoria Wilkes, 2:29^; Dictator, sire ol 45 and dams
2:19M; Nellie McGregor, 2:19 l

i, and of 2 in the list.

20 others in the list.

f Edwin Forrest 49. sire of 2 in the list
1 and Ssiresof 6 and|10 dams of 13 in

I Sophy.. ..< 2:J

Grandam of Mike Wilkes, 2:I5-v I

Ira Wilkes, 2:22V. and the sires ISophronia, by Brown Pilot: 4th dam
Adrian Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand; 5th dam by Lance; 6th

dam by Gray Dungannon.
HART BOSWELL is a chestnut horse, foaled 1890, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked for speed

but as a sire he should become one of the best in the State. As It Is late In the season his service fee has been
placed at ^50 THE SEASON, with usual return privileges. For Airther particulars address

K. O GRADY, Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.
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SPRING TROTTING MEETING SAN JOSE
OF THE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.
TO BE HELD AT THE

BAT DISTRICT TRACK, SAN FRANCISCO,

MAY 27th to JUNE 3rd, 1893, Inclusive.
No Races to be more than 2-in 3, and most of them to be dashes of

one mile and over. Bring your horses, trotters and pacers, and you will be

given a chance to start them in the over-night events.

Only Five Per Cent. Entrance.
F. W. KEDLEY, Secretary,

313 Bush Street, San Francisco.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, President.

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the Secretary of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association until 5 o'clock

May 20th, 1893, for the following privileges, during the Trotting meeting of the Association, to be held May 27th to June 3d, 1S93, inclu-

sive, at the Bay District Track, San Francisco.

Sheds Popcorn, Fruit and Nuts. Official Programme Furnishing Music, and Other Privileges.

A certified check equal to fifty per cent, must accompany each bid for privileges to be sold. The righ t to reject any or all bids reserved

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Racing. Racing, Racing.

California Jockey Club,

Bay District Track.

Fifteen Days.
gS~ MAY 2d to MAY 20th. -®I

Racing Every Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

KAIN OR SHINE.

F1VK OK MORE RACES EACH DAY.

Races start at 2 p. m. sharp.

OAKLAND RACE TRACK.

Books open on all Eastern and Western

Racing Events.

Oakland Spring M i eting

d iMitEXf ES

TUESDAY, JUNE 6th,

A.>D CONTINUES UNTIL AUGUST 1st.

HENRY SCHWARTZ & CO.

Capital Turf and Driving Club

spri.m; meeting.

SACRAMENTO.
$6000 In Pdrses and Stakes

.11 'N E 6tb.

''-IT Class Pacing, Purse §300 Mile heals.

2:25 Class Trotting, Purse $300. Mile beats.

2:40 Class TroltlDg Purse (.Closed).

JUNE 7th, 8th and 9th.

Running—Over-night events.

JL\E lOlb.

2:23 Class Trotting, Purse $400. Mile heats.

2:30 Class Trotting, Purse 0300. Mite heats.

Roadster Race, Two-tulle beats (Closed;.

Bicycle Race, Sacramento vs. Stockton.

Entrance 10 per cent. National Rules to govern.
Entries to close, lor trotting and pas-trig events, May
25lh. 1893, «Ith the Secretary. Purses divided Into three

moneys.

J. W. STAFFORD. J. W. WILSON,
Secretary, P. O. Box 171, Sacramento. President.

TULARE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY-
DISTRICT XO. M.

District Colt Stages slticL Purses,
TO BE TROTTED DURING THE FAIR, 1S93, AT

TULARE, CJ-A.Hi.
ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 25, 1893.

The District comprises the Counties of--*' anislaus, Merced, Fresno, Tulare and Kern.

District Stallion Produce Stakes—Stakes for two and three-year-olds, the get of stallions named on
May 25, 1893, to be trotted during the Fail 1S93. Entrance of Stallion the season price of 1889 of stallion named :

dead stallions at price of season 1S-S9 or last previousseason: private stallions that have not been bred for pay. If

with record of 2:30 or better, =100; others 550: lowest entrance $"25. If the stallion entered has only two-year-olds
entrance to be one-half the season price as stipulated above. The Directors reserve the right to settle all ques
tions concerning siallionw lees as seems best. Stallions to be named May 25, 1S93, and entrance payable July 1,

1893, colts to be named July 1, 1893, for ?o, S'.O additional ten days before the first advertised day of the meeting.
One-half stallion entrance for two-year-olds, with all two-year-old payments added. One-half for three-year-

olds, with all tbree-vear-old payments added. Money divided in each state 50. 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

i\o. 1. Two-Vear-Old Stallion Produce Stakes—Mile heats : 25 minuies between heats; distance
100 yards.

No. 2 Three-Year-Olds—Mile heats, three in five.

The following DISTRICT STAKES are open to any colt owned in the District, comprising the above-
named counties.

No. 3. Yearling Stakes—Half-mile beats, best 2 in 3. for foals of 1892. Entrance, fJO, payable $5 May 25,

1893, with nomination: ?IU July 1, 1893: $15 4ugust 1, 1893 ; $50 added money.
Xo. 4. Two-* ear-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 2 in 3, tor foals of 1891. Entrance $40, payable $10 May

25, 1893, with nomination ; $15 July 1 1S93; $15 August 1, 1893; $75 added money.
Xo. 5. Three-Year-Old "take—Mile beat.-, best 3 in 5, for foals at 1S90. Entrance $50, payable $10 May

25, 1893, with nomination ; $20 Julv 1, 1SS>3 : 820 August 1, 1893 ; $100 added money.
Xo. 6. Four-Year-Old Stake—Mile heats, best 3 in 5. lor foals of 1889. Entrance $50, payable $10 May

25, 1893, with nomination ; $20 July 1, 1893 ; §20 August 1, 1893 ; $100 added money.

CONDITIONS.
1. No nominations will be accepted unless accom- 1 stakes herein advertised.

panied with iirst payment.
, 1 5. To constitute ownership in the District the owner

2. Failures to make payments on the dates named of a sta l]ion must be an actual resident therein.
will forteit all previous payments and debar the de- „,,.. , . , j . ^ ...
linquent from starting in the race. 6-„ EDtr.es made under fraudulent pretenses of the

3. If onlv twostart thev shall coDtest forlhe stakes residence of the owner or of the ownership of the sta -

paid in, divided, two-thirds to winner and one-third lo '"" '',">* District, will debar the person making such

second horse. With three or more starters the stakes »"'"• from starling the same, and also all or „nv other

FUTURITY STAKES
A.VD

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1894, 1895 AND 1896,

To take place during the Fairs of the

SAX MATEO AND SANTA CLARA COUNT*
AUR1CUIVTDRAL ASSOCIATION. Xo. 5.

TROTT1XU STAKES.
Xo. 1. The Champion Stakes—Foals of 1892, to

be trotted at the annual G&iroflSM. Entrance $ii". with
SToadded lor each starter over two and up to five, and
fH\ fur each additional starter up to ten. Payment-—
$5 on June 1st, 1893, $10 on January 1st, 1>-£H. $1% on July
1st. 1894 and $30 on the tenth day preceding the first
advertised day of the Fair at which this stake shall be
trotted. One mile aud repeat.

Xo. 2. The tap iml Stakes—Foals of 1833. to be
trotted at the annual fair of 1895. Entrance $*S0, with
$75 added for each starter over two and up to five, and
120 fur each additional starter up to ten. Payments—
$5 on June 1st. 1893, $3 en January 1st. 1894, $5 on July
1st, 1894, $10 on January 1st. 1895, $10 on July 1st, 1895,
and $25 on the tenth day preceding the llrst advertised
day of the Fair at which this stake shall be trotted.
One mile and repeat.

Xu. 3. The Fruit Man Stakes—Foals of 1892, to
be trotted at the annual fair ol 18 5. Entrance $100,
with 8100 added lor each starter over two and up to live,
and $25 for each additional starter up to ten. Pay-
ments—Jo on June 1st, 1893, $o on January 1st, 1894, $10
on July 1st. 1894, $10 on January 1st. 1895. $20 July 1st,
1895, and $50 on the tenth day preceding the first adver-
tised day of the Fair at which this stake shall be
trotted. One mile heat-. 3 in 5.

Xo. 4. The Mount Hamilton Stakes—Foals of
1893, to be trotted at the annual fair of 1896. Entrance
$100, with $100 added lor each starter over two and up
to five, and $25 for each additional starter up to ten.
Payments-$aon June 1st, 1893, $5 on January 1st, 1894.
$10 on July 1st, 1894, $10 od January 1(0,1895,910 on July
1st, 1895, $10 on January 1st, 1896, ?10 on July 1st, 1896,
and $40 on the tenth day preceding the first advertised
day ot the Fair at which the stake shall be trotted.
One mile heats, 3 in 5.

CONDITIONS.
The directors reserve the right to declare any and all

of the above stakes off in case the entries are not sails-
factory.
Stakes and added money divided 50 per cent, to first,

25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third and 10 per
cent, to fourth. If only two colts start they may con-
test for the stakes paid in, divided two-thirds and one-
third. For a walk-over the colt will take the whole
stake, but no added money.
Nominations not making payments when due for-

feits previous payments.
When there is more than one entry by one person or

in one interest, the colt to be started must be named by
5 o'clock p. m. of tbe day preceding the race.
Otherwise the National Trotting Association Roles to

govern.

Entries Close Thursday, June 1st, 1893.

RUNNING STAKES.
Xo. 5. The Vendome Stakes—Foals of 1893, tobe

run at the annual fair of 1895: $75 each, $50 forfeit, or
onlv $5 if declared out January 1st. 1894, or $10 Julv 1st,

1894, or $20 January 1st, 1895. or $30 July 1st, 1895: with
$300 added. Slakes aud added money to be divided 70
per cent, lo first, 20 per cent, to second, 10 per cent, to
third. Winners of any sweepstakes of the value of
$1010 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of two or more sweepstakes
of the valua of $1000 eact 5 lbs. extra; non-winners of
a sweepstakes allowed 5 lbs.: maidens allowed o lbs.
additional. Six turlonus.

Xo- 0. The Saint James Stakes—Foals of 1892,

to run at the annual tair of 1894; $75 each, $-50 forfeit, or
$10 if declared out January 1st, 1894, or $20 July fct,

1894 ; with $300 added. Stakes and added money divid-
ed 70 per cent to first. 20 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third. Winners of any sweepstakes of the
value of $1000 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of* two or more
sweepstakes of $100U each, 5 lbs. extra ; non-winners ot

a sweepslakes allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 5 lbs.

additional. Six furlongs,

CONDITIONS.
The Directors reserve the right to declare either or

both ot the above stakes off in case the entries are not
satisfactory.
Otherwise the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Rules to

govern.

WM. BUCKLEY. li. B. Hit \i;<'.
President. Secretary.

trill be divided (where not already specified 1 60 per

entry from starting the same, and also all or any other
entries made by such person in races occuring at the I

cent to winner. 30 per cent to second horse and 10 per same meeting, and will forfeit all payments made to

cent to third horse.
4. The get of stallions that have died whilst owned

in the District (as above described) are eligible to all

the society.

7. Otherwise, National Trotting Association rules to

govern.

W. E. CARTMILL, President. Entries Close May 25, 1893, with G. W. ZARTMAN, Secretary

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them

A. HIRSOHMAN,
113 SETTER STREET.

OVERLAND PARK GLUE,
SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR CLASS RACES.

2:29 Class. Trottlne 8700 Guaranteed l TROTTl\G~2:22, 3:00. 2:30. 2:50,2:31,
3:37, 2:33 and 2:2ft Classes.

2:22 Class, Trotlinsj 700 Guaranteed PurSe Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds.

2:30 Class, Paclot- 700 Guaranteed PACING—2:22, 2:25, 2:15 and 2:15 Classen.

210 Class Trunin-- 700 Guaranteed TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for.and.t.iu t^ioss, iroiuns itouuhi."™
will be made up from the horses at the track when We

Aoove Stakes close April 15th. Payments required: meeting begins. Above Purse Races are lor flOO to $500

317.50 April 15th, when named, and 317 50 May ltitb, ' each, and will close May Kitb. Entrance -J', per cent,

when Purse Races close also. when named, and Zji per cent, additional to start.

RC,\M\G RACES will all be over-night events.land purses fir same will be liberal.

Regular programme issued May 20ui. Write for entry blanks and full Information. Address

C. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

Stock Farm For Sale.

w.MULOUi uearxja

We are HKADIUWHTERS for All kinds of Ilallm;

Presses.

Agricultural Implement* and Vehicles of .
-.

.

scrlptlon. Send for No. 18 Cain;

TRUMAN, HOOKER & CO.
San Frnn.-t.ru and Fresno.

One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa vallev ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are 6ne stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and

in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all Rii gjrjesS College. 24 POSt St.
of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

Hi™*
-SAN FRANCESCO.

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

The most popular ecbool on the Coant.

B P. Q I Ai,D, President 8. HALEY, fv-c'y

gart^eno* for Circulars.
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Oakwood Park Stock Farm
(FORMERLY COOK FARM)

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD, Four-Year-old Kecord, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

CESAR, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:16}. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Eecord, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20}. BADEX, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24=.

STEIXEER, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:291. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Kecord, 2:30.

(all is kaces) akd sire of the dams of

MAUD C , 2:19; BARO>"STEI.\', (pubUc trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELAXEY, 2:27}, aud BOURBOX RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON S150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

GUIDE RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make the'season of 1893 at GREEN" OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-balf miles west of Napa City.

™ DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, s'ands 15.2

hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and
comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
( Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in the list.

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:14|

(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $!50.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON •• $150 -

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st

Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Danville. Contra Costa County Cal., per S. P. B. R.

via Martinet Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage ?o per

month. Mares fed bay and grain, S10 per month. For rorther particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood PBrk Stock Farm. Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

O

Pi

: DICTATOR 113
Sire of 32 trotters and ( Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers and 18 sires Great broodmare,
of 54 trotters.

f Mambrino Chief 11
Evangeline. .'....2:11 j [DOLLY 1 Sire of 23 sires.

Margaret S 2:12$ Dam of Onward. ..2:25.' (.Fannie, by Ben Franklin.
Thorndale 2:24^
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10
NORWOOD 522 J Sire of SO sires.

Sire of { Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
LMOQ-ENE Tommy Norwood 2:26V Great broodmare.

Dam of Ida Norwood 2:26i

Delwin 2:26i |
and 2 others in list. ("American Star 14

Guide 2:16J [DAUGHTEROF \ Great sire of broodmares.

I Daughter of Harry Clay 45
Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of
American Star, embracing also the following gTeat broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady
Fallis and Gretchen.

j DIRECTOR 2:17...

Sire of Direct...2:05i 1

Directum (3)...2:llj-

Waldstein 2:22J

Stella C 2:25J

and 12 other 2:30

trotters.

..$100

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
ALMOST 33 (Abdallab 15

f Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires -2

of 279 in tiie list and 49 dams of 67 CSally Anderson

i
ALCOXA 730 < in the list

Sire of
QUEEN MARYAlcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle 234
Veronica. 2:29

Almonition 2:243$

ClavDuke -227

(Mambrino Chiefll

(TJntraced

i CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 22.

Sire of 4 in the list and 10 sires

of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

(CassiusM. Clay 18

\bt Abdallahl

!
LADY RICHEEIET

Dam of Alfred, 2:26

rRichelieu, by Mambrino
..-! Chief

( Lady Vance, by Eclipse

^ | Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

*H LPAX-Vo Dam ol King Orry, 223^E 4th dam by Joe Gale

^f 5th dam by James Lowery
6lh dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley „.,,,.

ALMONITION is a handsome black horse, foaled 18SS, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation,

pure-gaited and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one of the most desir-

able voung stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FDR THE SEASON

STBIKTOLj 18,6341
By STEINWAY, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42^, by SILVERTHREADS 1S.653: 2d danVMinnehaha i dam of

Beautiful Bells, 2;29 1

= , and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

Stands 165f hands, weighs 137.5 pounds. Handsome bay
nd America.

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

T^t t t-1 €~*"t. (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 hands, weighs 1SO0 pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASON CLOSES JCLY l*t. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Slock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., perS, P. R. R.. via Martinez- Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-

capes. Excellent pasturage $5psr month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars

and catalogues address ^ A ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,
Alamo Slock Farm, Alamo, Contra «"osta County, Cal.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

-DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect

in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1893,
barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19f, No. 4770, sire of twenty.sis in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam nf Allan Roy, 2:17£, by
Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19J, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
"With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, hut no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21 1-4

By George WUkesol9. dam Lady Carr by American Cay 34. sire ot -6 in 2 30aud belter, 5 in ±20 or belter

sis sons have sired 11 in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 iu 2:30 and better.

(Cleveland Bay Stallion),
tylislTand a prize-winner. 1Registered in England

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion Advertisement.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2S57. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; foaled

May 17, 18M."Chesloul horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a
place In each.

At S3SO tlie season.
BOOK FULL FOB 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 RECORD 2:33 1-4

By Belmont 6-1, dam Waterwitch, dam of t! in 2:30 and better, sire of Wanvitch (3 vearsi, 2:22™ , Wardship! S

years), 2:25M. Templeton, 225,4, Warcliff, 2:29|j.

SlOO tlae seasoia.

SAN JOSE 8737.
Bv Grand Sentinel, 227J4, dam Josie Wilkes i.dam of Wardship, 3 years. 2:i5'j, Kingtnoor, trial 2:2v . by

George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30^, by Night Hawk 514.

S25 Tlie season
EMINENT 17022.

Bv Ambassador 2:21 14, dam Eminence 2:1S'^', by Empire 23T8. second dam iSoprano (dam ot 3 in 2:30, 2 in 2:20

and better), by Strathmore 40S, third dam Abbess ^damol 2 in 2:30 and better \, by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-

ing with their earning capacity.
For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., - - Kalamazoo, Mich.

DELWIN 14,681 REC0RD
»

Paci "g- 2:2B <' •

SERVICE FEE $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by 8AB1.K WLLBJB6 H 100; dam LIZZIK. luirsister to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 1889. B*y horse, Vy)i bands high, weighs 1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, BrsWlass legs anil

feet; disposition among the best. He ha-* not been trained any as yet.

( ICE PEE - $75
And Limited to Ten Mar.-* Only.

tyaaon for both these horses commences March l.'.th and ends June 15th, iw»3. Usual return
privilege* allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at §5 per
month; hay and grain If desired, at |12:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or
escapes.

A cordial Invitation to Inspect these borses Is extended to all. Addrcasall communications to

R. D. FOX, P. O. Box 326. San Joae.
Residence, 2,S miles north of Sao Joae on Milpltas road.

-r«

K«

/ THE MOOR $70
Sire Of

Sultan. 2:24, sire of Stamboul,
; 2:07'-:, Beautiful Bells, 2:29 idam
I of Bell Boy, 2:19'^, and Hinda

Bose,"-

DEL SIR. 2:24.
Sire of

Don Tomas -.2:20

Cousin Joe 220)4 ^GRETCHEN
San Pedro (p) _ 2:10 if Dam ot

Romero, 2:19; Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, 2:1-1), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

fBY NORWOOD 522....

Sire of
Tommv Norwood

IMOi.lM < Norwood, 2:26',.

^ Dam of3 Guide 2:16H
lu IDAUGHTER OF-

j
Clav Pilot 93, sire of Fred V.,2:22<4*

. 1 Billy R„ 2:2-1 tf, aud others.
(Belle ofWabash

( Mambrino Pilot, sire 'of Mam
i brino Gift, 2:2C; Hannis, 2:174
(. Canada Chief

(Hambletonian 10, sire ot Etec-

-J
tloneen dam of Stamboul. 2.-075*.

— (.Lady Fa'lis, by American Star H
Ida dam of Gretchen vdam of Cling-

stone, 2:14).

fAmerican Star 14, sire of dam of !

I
Dictator (sire of Jay-Eye-See,

•{ 2:10, and the dam of Nancy
13 | Hanks. 2AM).

DEl.WIX 14.681, Record 2:26 1-2. will if he has no set- {.Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
{

backs, pace, In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trolling. Delwin is one of Electioneer and St. Julien, 2:11.

the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; In color he is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar; 15.1 % bands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he Is one of the finest formed horses for great speed in the land: has the same level i

bead and intelligence that his half-brother. Guide, 2:16)^, has. Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2:07'^; he has two crosses of American Star 14. also of Clay, one of HamMe- i

ton Ian 10, sire of the dam of Stamboul, 2:07^: one to Mambrino Chief, sireof the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
|

of the great Pilot Jr., sire of the dam of Nutwood. 2:1S5», combining altogether the same blood lines that lay In

the grandest stallions. Del Snr, 2:24, sir-* of Don Tomas, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe,
2:20!4. being a full brother to the dam ,of Sable Wilkes, 2:1S. sire of Freedom, 2:29*i, Sabledaie, 2:18,'4. and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colls all show the trot out ofany kind ofmares.

TERMS 840, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at %o permonth, but will not be re-

sponsible tor accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to ihe farm and home of Delwin. tho Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Countv; Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martiuez. For furthpr particulars, address

WJB. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwlo Is owned by Wm. Meese and Mrs. Samuel Gamble.
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THE CELEBRATED TROTTING SIRE

ALCONA730
The *ireate»l Producing Hire ever offered lo

the Breeders of Sonoma County.

SIRE OF
Alcona Jr 2:19 Almonltion 2.-24fc

Flora Belle. 2MM Clay Duke- 2:29

Veronica 2:29 Prince Warwickv
(trial) 2:15

AND GRANDSIRE OF
Silas Skinner 2:17 Del Rey - 2:24V

King Orry- 2:23'i Mark Medium 2:25Jj

SPEED, SIZE, STYLE, BEAUTY
ALCOXA 730 is a golden chestnut, 16.3 hands high

and weighs 1300 pounds; he is strong-boned, heavy-
muscled, clean-limbed, with flowing mane and tail,

loftv carriage, and has style and appearance tbat at-

tracts attention wherever seen. Alcona is one of the

greatest speed-producers In California, considering his

opportunities : he has five in the 2:30 list and three pro-

ducing sons and a producing daughter. His colts are

arge, tine-looking, and have the oest of dispositions;

they are useful for carriage and general purpose horses

on the larm if they do not prove fast trotters.

Alcona has always been a profitable sire for the small
breeder; bis colts have always sold for large prices,

either private or at auction. Peinck Warwick was
sold to the Austrian Government for $'20,000; Veronica
brought at auction $2500, Almonition $2000, and many
others from five to fifteen hundred dollars,

Alcona is one of the greatest prize-winners in Califor-

nia; he has never been beaten when shown with a
family of colts.

PEDIGREE.
Alcona 730, sired by Almont 33 >sire of Westmont,

2:13^', Puritan, 2:10. Fanny Witherspoon, 2:16)4, Pied-

mont, 2:17 '$', and 32 others in 2:30 list; 75 sons have sired

269 with records from 2:0> l

4 to 2:30; bis daughters are
dams of 65 with records from 2:14 to 2:30), son of Abdai-
lah 15, son of Hambletonlan 10. Dam, Queen Mary, by
Mambrino Chief 11 (sire of Lady Thorn, 2:18^ ; Wood-
form Mambrino, 2:21 'i, and 4 others in 2:30 list. Among
his greatest sons are Mambrino Patcben, Woodford
Mambrino, Clark Chief, etc.; bis daughters are the dams
of the great sires Red Wilkes, Director, King Rene,
Piedmont, Onward, Swigert and others).

ALCOXA will make the season of 1693 at
HKALn?Bim; Friday and Saturday,

And at CLOVERDALE Tuesday and Wednesday
of each week.

Season to close August 1, 1893.

TERMS - - @30 Tor the Season
Mares not proving with foal will be returned free,

provided horse or mare does not change owners. Best
of pasture for mares $3 per month, every care taken,
but no responsibility assumed for accidents. For further
particulars address

W. G. ROCKXTFF, Agent, Healdsburg. Cal.
EDW. S. BELL, Owner, St. Helena, Cal.

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363

RoseDale BreedingFarm

DALY 5341,
RECORD 2:15.

By GENERAL BENTON 17oo, sire of 18 trotters in

Uie 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing "Waxana (dam of Sunol, 2:0814), Telig (dam of Tru-

man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125, sire of 132 in the list ; second dam Lady Dooley,

2:31>s (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by McCracken's Black

Hawk.

DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work

His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and

general conformation.

TERMS - Slid FOR THE SEASON
LlMITEb TO 25 APPEOVED 3IAKES.

AT THE

ASTEH
FITZSIMMOSS
JESSIE.
DEXTER PRINCESS..
DEL PASO
LUCILLE.
JAMES L
CHARLEY FORD (p., 4 y.) .

. 2:16 CROWN PRINCE

. 2:20 MAGGIE .'

. 2:22 CHLOE
. 2:24« ROYAL PRINCE
. 2:24!* LOTTERY- TICKET (3 y).....

. 2:26 SENATOR L

. 2:29« PRINCESS ALICE (p., i y)...

.2:12)1 CHEROKEE PRINCE (p)

. 2:171*

. 2:20

. 2:24
. 2:24)i
. 2:25
. 2:29
. 2:16
. 2:22'4

IRENE (p.) 2:25

Dexter Prince is Toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
nd

etc.), and sire of Guv, 2:10\, ; Spoflord
enty others In the *2:30 list.

Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:

2:183^; Company, 2:195^; Fred Folger, 2:20Ji; Bayonne Prince, 2:21^

First dam LADY DEXTER- _by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17M Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc., etc Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07)6
and of the grandam of

KREMLXN
Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

. 2:07*

Sire of the dams of
GUT
ROBERT MCGREGOR..
HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

!:10«
Dam of

DEXTER- 2-.IV4
ALMA 2:28^
ASTORIA 2:29^
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKTXSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27$).

DEXTER PRIiVCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where notbing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It Is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and last foals.

FEE FOR 1893 ... 8250, DUE AT TIME OF bERYICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm,

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best ot

Electioneers sons.
PLEASAATOVS first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
PLEASAXTOiV is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and bis colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... $30, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse Is alive and at this farm,

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Stelnway, 2:25*f , sire of

W.Wood. 2*7; Cricket, 2:10; Csesar, 2:16; Strathway,

2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14,'^), etc.;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's Mambrino ; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 2:20Ji, and the dam of Attor-

ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal-

lah 15 fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASON

A return will be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare

nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money doe at time of

service. For further Information address

Hose Dale Breeding Farm,
BAXTA ROSA. CAL.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Son of Imp. Australian and the

Turf Queen, Idlewlld, by Lexington*.

SIRE OF

FLAMBEAU, WILDWOOD, SINFAX,

ELLA DOAN, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of other high-class winners,

TOGETHER WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
f nn of Monday and Lottie J., by Wild Idle,

Will Make the Season of 1893 at

WILDIDLE STOOK FARM.
Santa Clara, Cal.

WILDIDLEMlmltedtolO mares,>8250 for the season

MONDAY FINAL " 20 " 75 " " "
Pasturage and best care taken of mares at pi per

month, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or
escapes. Money to be paid when mare is served, and
in all cases before removal of mare from farm. For
further particulars address H. C. JL'DBON,
Care of Wm. Osborn, Box 223, Santa Clara, Cal.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
M1LFITAS. SAXTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

( GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 2:11

Regal Wilkes, 5 2:11*
Alanna (p), 5 2:ll)a
Muta Wilkes, 4 2:MJ?
Chris. Smith ip),7 2:14>£

Hulda,4 2:14&
< Hazel Wilkes, 7 2-.14&

Una Wilkes, 6 _2:15

Lillian Wilkes, 3 2:17^'

fable Wilkes. 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18'4

Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20,^
Lynwood wilkes, 2 2:20>^

and 17 others in 230 list

I. CAHRIE MALONE
Sister to

Chas. Derby 2:20

SteLneer 229;*

( Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13.^

| Guy Wilkes 2:15!^

t, Wilson 2:16>4

So So 2:17M
and 75 others in the list

Lady Bunker
Dam of

El Mahdi _2:25Vi
Guy Wilkes 2:15^
William L„

(Sire Of As tell, 2:12)

Stefnway. 2 :25 3-4
Sire of

W. Wood (p) 2:07

Cricket (p) 2:10

Csesar 2:18)^
Strathway 2:19

Chas. Derby _2:20

and 4 others In the list

I. Raty i;

Dam of
Chas. Derby ....2:20

Stetneer 2:29,'-!

HAMBLETOSIAN 10
Sire of

40 In 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 In 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19^

f STRATHMORE 405,
Sire of

{ 42 in 2:30 list

I

L ABBESS, by Albion
Dam ot

3 In 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

RECORD, 2:27 1-2

FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

DANTON MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and Is a
pure-gailed trotter. He will be given a race record this fall.

JSOTTIXAJXr 510S,
SIRE OF NCBIA f3>, 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24(sire of Stamboul, 2:07!^; Alcazar, 2:20'^ and 26 others in 2:30 list j, dam Lady Bab-
cock, dam of Elector. 2:21 H, grandslre ol'-loe, 2:29' i; Lady Graven, dam of Nadjy,2:2G, and Sul wood, 2:26'

l( Soudan,
2:27)4, sire of Nubia, 2:29' j i, by Hambletonlan 725isire of fifteen 2:30 performers), second dam Dubois mare, by a
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallab 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect in

form, gentle In disposition, pure in gait and show creat speed.
Both of these stallions will make the season of 1S93, ending July 13th, at $100, with usual return privilege, at

the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpilas, Cal. BtuHurag* »5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address D. J. MLHPHY, .Moorland Stock Farm. Mllpltas, Col,

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT la aseal-urown stallion, 15.1 hands high. Helsla horse of One conformation,
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deeptiirounh the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action lie Is pure-called. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed In the siud. His colts are all blood-like, large and fast trotters.

Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot Is one of the surest of foal-jre iters.

PEDIGREE—LANCELOT was sired by the Immortal Electioneer (sire of 132 In the llsti, dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harrls.wus a full brother to Iowa
Chief 52SI si re of Corlsande, 2:24 4, and others). His sire was Bashaw .50, sire of 17 lu the 2:30 list, he hy Vsrnol'a
Black Hawk, dam Belle by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kent mare, the dam of Hambletonlan
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Long Island Black Hawk, dam hy Webber's Kentucky Whip, snn of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk hy Andrew JackBOD, iliim Sallle Miller, by Tlppo Salb; Andrew Jaclcaon, by
Young Bashaw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, hy Whalebone, dam Sportsnilstress; she was out ol Cub,
by Medoc: second dam Ann Merry, by Sumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and so on to

the 15th dam
The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,SALADIN.
DESCRIPTION AND PEDitir

-Ire rirst dam, Ij.iIv uttej- Jr.. by Speculation, son of Rylsyk s Hanibl, Ionian: K
eranrlam of Wwiern OW, record 227!<. Salsdln has now a number of yearling an

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE-Cheatnul stallion. 16 1 tiamls lileb. By Nutwood cm IbeIMM IIvi.ik
n. M .rond dam, Lady Utley,

ul two-year-old coltft.all

7251, by Burr's Washington: be by Hurra Nnpo'.eon by VounK Mambrino. dun; WUUt niaro.by Munibrluo

TEHM* 8-tO KOK THE *K \SOV. for service of each of these stallions. No OthOT opportunity U oll.Ti.il

breeders 10 obtaki these blood lines at such prices. Excellent .-are taken of mares In any manner that owner,

may desire at reasonable rates. Usual return privilege. Can on or address. <.. < BK.MIfe. Owner 3.1 Mont-

gomery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy BtrMtK wrgn OOKl and lllllcsb)

Breed to a Horse That Gats Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds of Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

sireofth.- fu.-t.-t double team on ui<j roaM und Yolo
Muld (p).2d2; Tutu Ryder lp , 2:17m : H. II.- Button
[p), 2:19}< : Mabel H.(4k2S0; Ftoea Mhc,220U ; Lucy
B., 2:21m; Laura Z.,2:23Jj ; Logan, 2:28)4 ! Maud 0..
-'!-

; Kt'li. e. -:':''
; nil llu-c ur.- r.u-._. nmnl, ; mu [Hi

cup marks. Pedigree AJexander Button Is byAlexan-
der 490, dam Lady Bntton.by Kapa Kattlef ;

dam u paciiiK mare, a U b. by OopperboUom. Alexan-
der [sire "i iti'iianw. :.::

i
,,mmy Todd, 2^M ; Nellie

I'ntcii.-n, -:*J7-
i

,!.> i ; i ... ar. Patcben Jr 81, record 2Hft,
Brstdam Lady Cram, (dam oi i;.n. i. ; ».,

of Krank M., 2:17W), by lln.wn's BellfOQtlder. Geo. M.
Patcben Jr. 31 Is sire of ten In 2:30 list and his sons and
daughters are noted fur their spwd ami breediiic-ou
qualities.
Every performer Hired by Alexander Button In

out ol iitiii-tiftiiiliinl iii.'irt-- at the time they wen-
bred. ,\o matter what iuaren he wm bred to every
colt from Clydnadaleti up rould trot Ik-i,

TERMS $100 FOR THE *K \M>\.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season tree < • t

charge. Good pasturage furnlshe*.] at *J per month, ami
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. \V. WOODARD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT. 2:22 i-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is mban . is

high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallls, 2:23 i sire
of six in 2:30 list), he by Electiuneer: first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin. 2-22~jg, and Elected, trial 2:26 1 by
Don Victor.sonof Belmont; second dam Clarabelfdam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24'., and Rebecca dam of live in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star: third dam Fairy idam nf Stouer
Boy. 2:29'v., and Sweepstakes sire of twenty-seven In
2:30 list) by Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers.) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1898 at Lodi, Cal., at $50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
»IHED BY NUTWOOD, 2:18 3 i.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, lolf hands high, and
weighs 1126 pounds, witli a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, >"utwood,ofany stallion in California- First
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Goldlinder, he bj- Imp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey i eard, rand
son of Imp. Messengei. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in
the stud has been of the most limited descriotion. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts;' everal of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for the 2:30 list this season. He is a square,
level-gaited trotter.and with only five weeks track work
ayearago.trotteda trial in 2:28; lasthalf in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed in training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "lall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make the sea-
son of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at $40 the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at j3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-
sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For
further particulars, or complete circulars, address

CHAS. I. LOWELL,
Lodi, Cal.

The Most Successful Remedy rvor discovered
as It Is certain In Us eJXectfl and docs not blister.
Bead proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Star. La:,e Co., Objeoox, Feb. 8tb, 1830.

Dr.B. J. Kendall Co.,

Dear Sirs:— I have need yonr Kent)all's Spavin
Cuke for the last twelve rears never being without
it bat a few weeks in that time and i have made
several wonderful cures with it. I cured a Curb
of Iongstandlti ; Then I bad a four year old colt
badly gweented ; tried pvi rj thlna without any
benefit, so I tried your Unfmcnt, and In afew weeks
he was well und liU should''! filled up nil right, and
the other, a four year old that had n Thorouehpln
and Rlood Spnvin "ti the sama )"lut. and to-day
no one can tell wlilcli ].-j n n is on. These Estate-

meats can be proven, II i irj . the four rear
olds arc now scmii and < in I".. icon anv day at Cot-
tage Grove. Or. B. Z. I'AJtTos.

rMc to.

DB. U. J. KENDALL CO.,

r.iiu-bnruti l';ill-. Vermont.

SOM> BV ALL IHtH.l.lMs.

these stallions can also be seen. «. W. BROOKS. Agent.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse if Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 first st., s. f.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

:*. \\. cornrr Krurnv *nd Bu.h Str«*t.,

HAN FRANCIUOO.
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THE MAGNIFICENT GBANDSON OF STOCKWELL!

mH

o

btockwell
tst. Lener and

••000 Guineas,
1852, and sire

of 6 winners
ot the former
event

The Baron
i St. Lecrer and Cre-
sare\vich and sire

also of Rataplan)

Irish Birdcatclier
(Sire of Knight ot St.

George and Warlock,
St. Leger winners)

Echidna

Pocahontas-
'Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kan? i

Ciolzelll
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
ol Oaks, and
The Peer)

[Touchstone
|

i
Winner St. Leper,
1834 ;

Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1836

t Sir Hercules

(.Guiccioli

/"Economist

"
I Miss Pratt

( Sultan

(Trampoline

(Muley

(Clare

rWhalebone
f
Camel <

(Sire of Launcelot, win- tSelimmare
t ner of St. Leger 1S40)

(
Master Henry

(.Banter -!

(Boadicea

fCastrel

Udalia

{Glencoe
(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 183-1)

Marpessa

Brocade
(•'neof England's
greatest brood-
maresj

{Pantaloon
(Sire ot'Ghuznee, winner
of the Oaks: Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine

The Peer
(Sire ol Imp.
Darebin and
own brother
to March ion -

ess,winncT ot

the Oaks)

!

Melbourne...
(Sire of Blink
Boivy.winnerof
Derby and Oaks;
West Australian,
triple crown win-
ner)

LCinizelli :.-..

(Dam ofMarch ion-

ess.The Peerand
Th« Marquis)

f Humphrey Clinker
(>ire ot Rockingham,

.{ winner St. Leger IS 3)

I. Morpeth's dam

r Thunderbolt

(Delta

(Comus

(ciinkerina

(Daughter of.Golumpus

[ Touchstone
|

(St Leeer, 1S3-J ; Doncas-
i ter Cup, 1S35 and 1836)

r Trumpeter
(Sire of Distil) and
others)

Orlando
(Winner Derby of 1844,

and sire of I mperieuse,
St. Leger and 1000 G.)

i Cavatina

( Pantaloon

( Bombazine

(Touchstone

"I Vulture

( Redshank

( Oxygen
Loyal Devoir {

iDamofCarac-
lacusj

/ Melbourne
f West Australian <

(Derby ,2000 Guineas and t Mowerma, by Touchstone
Letty West \ St. Leger, 1S53)

(Dam of Glorious) I
(Bay Middleton

(Bay Lettv \
(Dam of Libellous) (Miss Letty, winner of The

Oaks
(Dam of Weatherbit)

6lh dain-Orville mare (dam of Miss Fanny), by Orville lllh dam-Spiletta by Regulus (Godolphin),

7lh dam—(Golden Legs' dam), bv Buzzard, '2tb dam-Mother \\ estern, by Smith's Sou of Snake,

8th dam—Hornpipe, bv Trumpator, 13th dam—By Old Montague,

9th dam-Luna, bv Herod (Tartan, 14th dam-By Hautboy,

10th dam—Proserpine (sister to Fclipse), by Marske, 15th dam—By Brunnier.

Is Located at 715 Twenty-Third Street, Sacramento
LO STALIST was one of the very Greatest Race Horses in Australia, winner, among othei

races, of the Brunswick Stakes, \\ miles, on TURF COURSE, in 2:08}, the best time on

record until beaten by the renowned Carbine, who ran in 2:08.

There are Onlv Two Grandsons of Stockwell (the Greatest Sire

that Ever Lived) standing in America, and
Loyalist is One of Them.

IMP. LOYALIST is a dark bay horse, foaled in November, 1884, bred by Mr. Samuel
Gardiner, of Bundoora Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebin). He stands 15.3 hands on
6teely legs, and has great joints and the best of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being
hard and muscular, standing over a lot of ground, with short, strong back, and with wonder-
fully muscnlar quarters. His head and neck are models of symmetry, his shoulders are well-

placed, and he is all over *' horse," showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia is truly remarkable, Newminster,
one of them, being admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's sire, -The Mar-
quis, won the Doncaster St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas of 1862, and only lost the
Derby by a head. He was by the Emperor of Sires, Stockwell, from Cinizelli, by Touchstone,
who was one of the greatest broodmares in English turf history, producing, as she did, The
Marquis; The Peer (sire of Darebin) ; Towton, sire of a host of winners

; Marchioness (win-

ner cf The Oaks and dam of the great Fishhook and Rose of Denmark, who have left their

mighty impress on the horses of Australia).

LOYALIST'S dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of Darebin), produced, in addition

to Loyalist, Loyalstone, who will ever be remembered in Australian turf history as having
been beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in the rich Caul6eld Cup of 1890, one and a half

miles, in the best time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field. Manypeople always
contend that Loyalstone really won it. Vengeance, who received the verdict, was by New-
minster, son of The Marquis.

LOYALIST comes of wonderful sire lines, for apart from his truly grand breeding on
the sire's side he has on his ^ani's side of the house breeding unequalled in America, if,

indeed, in the world. Loyal Peeress produced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the
latter in turn dam of Submission, a heavy winner last season; his second dam, Loyal
Devoir, produced the winner Caractacus ; the third dam, JLetty West, produced Glorious, a
most successful Australian sire, and Fitzharding, Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-
horses; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world Libelous and Letty Long; the fifth dam,
Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks, produced that renowned sire, Weatherbit, and ten others that

were racehorses and producers, among the number Letitia, sixth dam of Palo Alto's great colt,

Cadmus
; Loyalist's sixth dam, the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous English sire,

Adventurer, while his 10th dam, Proserpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse first,

the rest nowhere " fame.

TERMS, $65 for the Season.
(With usual return privilege).

Apply to

W. M. MUEEY, 715 Twenty-Third St., Sacramento.

Or to Breeder and Sportsman Office for any further particulars.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4-

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1S93 AT EUGEiXK, OREGON.
fHambletonian 10

SIDNEY 1770
2:18

Sire ol Frou-
Fron, 2:25M.
champion year
ling trotter,
Fait s ta, 2:223q,

yearling pacer;
Foustlno,
Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis.
2:11 : f-iold Leaf,
2:11)4; Lady H.,
2:Wj Sister V.,
2:18^: Thistle,
2:1-1, and 16

Others in 2:30 list

rSauta f'laus 2000
2:17«

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28 '-i : San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2.28M; kid-
ney, 2 193$, and 5

others in 2:30 list

(.Sweetness, 3:21 1-4..

STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and G

tfams of S in 2:30

LADY THORNE .TR
Dam ofMollis Mack,

2 33; Navidad, 2:22M

;

Santa Claus,2:I7|jj
VOLUNTEER 55

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 10

dams of 10 in 2:30 list

ILADY MERRITT.

FLIRT
[trW -

Dam of Brou-
P |*0 u, 2:26)4
rlmniplnn year-
ling : Memo tS-

ni trial i,

.

(8-year old 1,236

Buccaneer *26."»6

Sire of Shamrock,
2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer, 2:20^

Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
1 of 107 sires of 567 in 2:30
I^Lady Waltermire

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

j- Williams' Manibrino

iKate

rHambletoniaii 10

(Ladv Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:293$

/•Edward Everett 81

j Sire of 13 in 2:30 and 8
l sires and 16 dams
i By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

. i. 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of 18 in 2:30

LTopsey

f Flaxtail 8132

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24';, and Buccaneer
2656

iTnwirr MATn I
Sire of the grandams ofIlKN.sLKI .MAID Faust, 2:24, and Creule,2:20

<

iMohnHhn lielli-

Dam '>r Fftwn,2:80J ,

trial, 2:22; Chicago,
236; Wing Wing, 232

(.Fanny Fern

{Bull Pup
Sire ol Rowdy

2:18Vi .Kismet,
Twister, 2:29(1)

U ii traced

Boy,
I FLAXTAIL 8132

sire of Prairie Bird,
2:2m ',; Empress, 2:2!t'.j;

' and of tlie daniK ofa! i inkl Li'iii, 2:1 1
'

i
, iiud

(3-year old I. 235 trial, 2:22; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 (
John Baptist

e

LLADY HAKE. i

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28M
DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.

Not only l« M«tno full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he is also one ot

t-bred i ^HiulllonHin service, having three crosses or Ryedyk's Rambletonlan, one of Harry
-:-iy, Mr'.- of Green Mountain Maid (dam -.1 electioneer, etc.

i
and Long [aland Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

i Canadian Pilot [sire of PUoi Jr. 12,, through Bull Pup, sire <>f Rowdy Boy, 2:l8«, and two others
1 mo1 Blre, la universally known and recognized as the beet young eire in the world, as a producer of

extreme rpeed at an early age. The average Bpeed of ink progeny is lower than thatoi any of the get of the
talllonii ol a merlca.

to trotted in public in hi* two-yfar-old form, obtaining u record ol 2H9, ttmugh he was dose to Grandee
on the Bay District track, the second heal of which was mode In 231 ! [, the 11 ™t in 232. lie exhibited

1

. hen three years old, for on the < lakland (rack he was timed a mile In 2:20J4i and frequently
troUi 1 mds,

ii, and of powcrrol build throughout iiih color is a glossy black, with both forefeet

white, in -ii po Itlon I all that could be desired, and hi actlou superb. Be Is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS 0SO. "'i" e Vugusl 1st. Qoodpasturageatreasonabloratos, £7o responslbUlty assumed
Vot lurtiK-r parllculara address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

XT' O -

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
-: SIEE OF :-

FLORA M 2:16

J. B. (Joslyo) 2:20

LIZZIE F 2:22 1-3

CORA S 2:27

ELECTRESS 2:27 1-4

ALECl' 2:26

ALLY SLOPER 2:2S

DESPERAnO 2:29 1-

)10B\l.\(i GLORY...2:27

ELECTRliN'A 2:25 1 -

NETTIE C 2:28

FLKASANTON 2:29 1-2

LEl'K 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size.Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Cal.

RECORD, 2:26.

The Handsome Son of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1S93, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1887. He is a hand-
some dark bay. two white fetlocks;stands 15.3 hands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the dnest
of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; his back is short, his loins strong aud
quarters heavy ; he is stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track in
2:26. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

—
-

ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:26

J.R 2:20
Elector Jr 2:29V
Eleclrice 2:27^
Electrina 2:25'4
Ella M 2:28&
Flora M 2:16
Leek 2:29
Lizzie F 2:22.^
and 6 others In

the 2:30 list.

L NELLY" NELSON

Electioneer 125
Sire of

Sunol 2:0S!<f
Palo Alto 2:08^

| and 130 other 2:30 trot-
ters.

1. Gixeerta, bv Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

John Nelson 187
Sire of

Nerea 2:233^
Aurora 2:27
and the dam of

AlbertW 2:20
(sire of Little Albert,

2:10M).

. Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 3 2:30

trotters.

TERMS S5D FAR THE SEASON witl1 the llMUal re,urn P^'' 1^- Pasturage, §4 per month. Mares kept inkinuu, vuv i uii i iik. ulhuus, any manner owners may desire.tinl no responsibility assumed for accidents
j

or escapes. For further particulars call on or address D. A.MiKHTOA, Manager, Orland, Cal.

BOS ELECTIONEER - -

Sontag Mohawk I

l.lt<>» BIBB OF \I\K IN Till. LIST. BONTAQ MOHAWK n\M OF gEVK.V.
"Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS W. H. VIOOET, P. O. Box MB San Job&, Cal
OrP. II. Bl'KKK.OiM Murk.'l KI..S, P.

ALECT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St Nicholas
will be sold at auction in June, 1693.

LOOK HERB! liW WILKES SERVICE FEE IS 37.1Q

ftAPV WILKKS. HISt.O,\.STA\DS FOR3.1Q.

By (iUY WILKES, Sire of 32 In 2:30 list; l»t dam iVAPA MAID, by Irvinaton ; 2d dam
MI'V OUEEiV. by Euseue Caaarrly.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1ST TO JOLY 1ST, AT
Tarpej's Stable, Wationvllle, Thursday, Friday and Saturlay; at ca'lnas Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, at S30 FOR THE SEASON.
Pasturage and best care taken ol mare's, but no liability assumed foraccldents or escapes. Usual return privi-

1'";'^.1mm\ Id,. I Im.i> >..;..-- iI.kmi.,1 rlianci:' i>\\ nrrsliip. K. \V. OAVIhS. A cent. Wat. nil vi lie. Col
N. B.—Tlieuwiiersuf Napa Wllkus will clve rKloOln the owner of the first ot bis get that makes a record ol

2:30 or better, 875 to the second aud 8SO to the third. This offer to hold g?od during present ownership ot horse I
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,ii6.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE YRS.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
Tbe^following horses will make the Season at this Farm inl893.

Season begins February loth aud ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LID& W, 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

TVUTIVOOD WILKES is a handsome
chestnut in color, stands 15.3 hauds higu.

Is level-headed, kind and Intelligent, and
one of the best Individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

CO

CM ,

02-
III

3:
•—i :

Q :

O
Oi

2

f GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p) 2:11

Alannah (p) 2:11 1«

Regal Wilkes 2:llif

Muta Wilkes 2:14^
Chris. Smith (p)„ 2:l4j£

Hazel Wilkes 2:14^'

Hulda„ 2:14%,'

Una Wilkes 2-li

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

f Geo. Wilkes, 2:22...

I

SI re t.f

Harry Wilkes 2:

Guy Wilkes 2:

Wilson %
Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes 2
And 7-i others iu the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam of

Guy Wilkes 2:

El Mahdl r
William L

(sire of Axtell (B)
who sold for $iuo,ouo

|

13^

1*',

IBM
-v.

I LIDA W..2:1S 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood wakes 2:20,^
At three years.

f Xutwood 600, 2:18 3-4...
Sire of

Manager 2 09 14
Lockheart 2:13
Nuthurst„ 2.143,'

Belmont Boy 2:15

Xutpiae - 2:15V
And 96 others from 2:16 to
2 30, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:10^ (sold for
Sl25,i>00); Sabiedale (2),
2:H9<; Vida wakes (3),
S:lWi Myrtle (3), 2:19^;
Nutwood Wilkes (3. 2:20)^,
and 40 others from 2:1* to
2:30.

I Belle
Dam of

LIda W 2:18M

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17'{, and

39 others In 'ZOO list; and
dams of Stamboul, 2:07W
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKKH
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRXNO PATCHEN
Sire of 2 1 in the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:18^.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:l9^'i,
by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
in the 2:W list.

BELMONT 64
Sire of Fred Arthur, 2:1-1' j;
Nutwood, 2:isif; Wedge-
wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19^,
and 33 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08V

!

Nutwood. 2:18V; Cora Bel-
mont, 224U; Russia, 2:28;
and graudam of Kremlin,
2:07V-

fGEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2-.23JJ (sire of Lucy.
2:18^; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07V:).

REBEL DAUGHTER '

(Grandam of LIdaW. 2:1814)
by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27M; 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

2:11K)-

Glen Fortune
By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the data of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gailed and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Don Figaro 20,233 - - - Fee, $15 Cash

By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-
taire, 2:20} (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), z:05J, and the grandam of Arion, (two years),

2:10J.

Jester D. 5696 ... - Fee, $15 Cash
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the si.-e of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July loth ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

SAN MATEO STOCK FARM
"HOME OF GUY WILKES,"

R4.CE RECORD (Regulation Track, 4th Heat), 2:15 1-4

GUY WILKES, A few approved mares outside of those already en
gaged will be received at $750 each for the season.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and ia;half inches
high, and Is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H, 2:27 "y ; Moll ie C, 2:37 %, and several others
knocking at the door. He Is by Nutwood 600, 2.18-y , dam by Geo. M. Patclien Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot tail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

unTC' You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
nU I L. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires,

as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15! _i, is the only horse living or dead with 8 in the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18^, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I

cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we^had everything but the possible nick and should get that

nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeot service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at So per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
it, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at $10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability lor

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvlngton, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to

eave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15ih to Aug. 1st, 1893.

Toung Stools. .Fox* Sale.
0®- VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

SABLE WILKES, Three-year-old record, 2:18.

twenty outside mares, 1893.

Limited to

SABLE WILKES, 15} hands, black horse, by Guy Wilkes, first dam Sable, by The
Moor; second dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot ; third dam Kitty Kirkham

; by Canada
Chief; fourth dam by Farming's Tobe; fifth dam by imp. Leviathan. $300 for the season.

"\^7TTj DIRECT BIack stallion
>
three ?ears old

>
15 -2 hands- Vei7-L-I—

I
-L^Xm J—Iyy J.

? handsome, powerfully built, the best o feet and legs,

and a trotter that will make his mark as a sire and a race horse. Sired by Sable Wilkes,

who stands at the head of all stallions of his age as a producer and sire of race horses. First

dam Fidelia, by Director ; second dam by Eeavis' Black Bird, sire of Vic H., 2:13}; third dam
by Lancet, sonof McCracken's Black Hawk, sire of Overman, 2:19}, Ha Ha, 2:22}, Moses S.,

2:22}, and others. §100 for the season.

Mares not proving with foal may be returned the following season free of service fee.

Parties engaging the services of any of the above horses must send a deposit of 10 per cent,

of service money with engagement. Pasturage $6 per month, and when the condition of the

animal requires it, hay or grain, or both, are fed, the charge will be $12.50 per month. Good
care will be taken of all mares sent to the farm, but no liability will be assumed for accidents

or escapes.

Mares may be shipped direct to me at Oak Grove Station, San Mateo County.

All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by August 1st. No stock will be

allowed to leave the place until all bills are paid.

Season commences February 1st and ends August 1, 1893.

fig^° Horses pastured and given the best of care at $0 per month.

"WILLIAM CORBITT,
San Mateo Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

The Standard-Bred Stallion

Count Anteeo
14,6 9 2

WILL MAKE THE SEASON

OF 1893 AT

COLUSA, CAL.
DESCRIPTION.—COUNT ANTEEO 14,692 Is a

handsome dark bay In color, with a star In the forehead
and two wblfe feet behind. He was foaled in 1888, and
is a remarkably good horse In every respect, and while
be has had but little training, he can easily show quart-
ers in 37 seconds and, barring accidents, will be given a
low record this year.

PEDIGREE.—Count Anteeo, sired by Anteeo, 7868,

record 2:10'4 isire of James Madison. 2:17 -Vj. Myrile (3)

2:19^, Alfred GM 2: 19 Vi, Red wood, 2:21 V.i.Maudee.i:^!',,
Ethel Mac, 2:29'^, Suuset, 2:2M[, Anteeo Jr., 2:26,lj, An-
teeo Richmond. 2:24*1- tlecteeo, 2:29«, Eoline, 2:20,

Maud M.. 2:20Wand two others in the list). Anteeowas
Sired by Electioneer 125 < aire of Sunol, 2:08',, Palo Alto,
2:08-14, Arion (2)2:10^, Advertiser (3 j 2:16, and 128 others
In the list).

First dam, Countess 'dam of Dau-n.2:l8 -,,,*trathway,

2:19, Morna, (trial) 2:28 and Young Counter, dam of
Duchess, 2:18& Countess was sired by Hambletonian,
725 (sire of Graves,2:19, Olivette, 2:24, Empress, 2:24,

Longfellow, 2:24 v.(, and 10 others in tne list ;: second dam
Fly, a very fast mare.

TERMS, $60 FOR THE SEISM, SES&ff.
1st of July, 1883. Excellent care taken of mares in any
manner that owners may desire at reasonable rates.but
no responsibility assumed (or accidents or escapes.
Man-3 may be sent to the undersigned. For further
artlculars apply to or address

W. W. SMITH,
COLESA, CAL.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RACE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

8IRKO BY SULTAN, 221, DAM MADAME BALDWIN (dim or MAJESTER. 2:24; BAY ROSE, 2:20 1-2; and PASHA.
sire of MORO, 2:27), By THE MOOR H70.

Private Stallion UPor 1893.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE R

For further particulars address

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

BPRBSBNTATIVB8 OK ALL THE LEADING FAMILIES
THE UNITED STATES.

THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February

10 ana ending June 15, at Race Track. Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (With ii.iiiiI return prlvile«ei. payable at end oT Kraiou t*IOO

m. ni r\ wasfoaled 18Rn, 1b a hnndsomelcheHtnut In color, sum. Is l.-.:':
1

. hands And In oonlbnOMMMj,

A DLis I ,11-nosliion and union Is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will tela marl

220 at that nail mis fell, ills record, 2:Ul|,wai made In nil second race on the tori at

uneeil us o pacer. His breeding entitle" him 10 be considered 01 the mosi lasiu ,i,i>- i.i.-i

America lI.-lsl.Vi has. Ilerl.v r r.l 2Si In sIM nl .
t,r.,ll.-r t- St. -in. -i

.
2 2-i

.
by s„.,i,-., ,,-.

I dam ll.-rlhi..

sister Ei Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 In a slxtn beat),bj Alcantara, r.-c.-ru aril: ...-..nd dam Barce

Alarlc sir -of Victor H„ 2:20' , ,. hy Hnvi.rd M - r.-.-or.l 2 :;l. Ir. nl Kilty Hnynrd.S I lull mile back and to

olteKlnllBl : third .1.... Illandliui, dam of six producing slros, Including Swlgcj.and Klj

orlnoChi -1-1 fourth .him llurch Marc idiiii. --I ..and l> ild. 2 :27), by Park.

sir. .isonhroniii. urn 1 1-lam., f Kancy Hanks, 2:04. Cnas. Derby, by stelnway,dam Kayo., dam of I

hvKb-.-llnn.-.-r; lam Funny Mali grand*! ' Maud 0!,2:l»),by Niagara BlrOOl l,.l, I.

third dam Fanny u'k-klmm. Ih- great twenty-mile trotter, by tap. Herald.oul ol adaogbtor of Imp

et" The Eirailir man". KniVii., Anh.-s, Alma Muter, Green Mountain Mald.Bnrcena, lilandlna, Bun h

Mare, La.lv Wallermlre and Panny 0..great grandam of Palo Alto, S0B«.ai r In this pi

slresas, r-'l'.-.-l l.o r. SI. inwav. Alcantara, l.leo. Wllkea, Pllol dr., HambrlnO I'lileh.-ii.llliiinld.-lotilaii 10 nu.l

Mambrinn Chlel 11, and .he strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY 4 RICHARDS, Owner., .... PLKASANTOA, CAL.

Excellent care taken ot mares. Pasturage |fi per moutb.

After,

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Wlih.. ni Itt-motlne the Hnlr.

Win pourbom bemoreTalOftblel
llvered.or

fl lor irlul bOtUS hy mull.

U . P. VOl'Mi. MrrMrn.CoDii.

: iliio i'iiism.i i:\

J 0'KANE,T<r7MarkoiBtrwt.Siin i

MACK .V i « ' .. !' 1 1 I r. i co, Cnl.

It. J. BKEBV, l«M Broftdway, Oakland, Cal.

WOODARD, CLARK A CO., Portland, Orogon.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. R. Browe.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoazxi Printers

VNI> UK M-t" B-H IN

I iiol-Nrllrri.' and Book-Maker"' HuppNrt
401-408 -saruiome Htreet, corner Sacramento

^San FranrlrwYK
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless

DCTQ OF ALL KINDS.~ C 1 O DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOQ MEDICINES.

COLURS, -:• GH&INS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

B. STRALSS, 411 Kearny St., 6on Francisco

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

F -all Derby winners. Also BILLY P. (Utter brother

to above' and other youoger puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds.

Stud Fee Old Black Jot- 2nd and Sweep S25 each

MAMES E. WATSON,
P. O. Box 1S3S,

Or No. 516 Sacramento St.. San Francisco, Cal.

VETERINARY.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.

OFFICE HOURS OFFICE HOURS
|Q to 12 A M L30 to 3.30 P. M.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR A.VBNUiU.

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University oi the State of New York.

OFFICES,

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BOSH STREET. Telephone 2591

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.

Examination Free.

RESIDENCE:

620 Octavia Street.

Telephone 4522.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
MOtiOLDEX GATE AVE., NEAR POLK.

(.Winner ol Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County ot San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Bus
slan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AtfD RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

H E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Residence and Veterinary Infirmary,

331 Golden Gnte Avenue, Son Francisco
Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

49- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. ~ect

No risk in throwing horses. Veterinary Operating
Table on the premises.

IDr. "Wm. IE1 . Egan,
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member oi the Royal College oi Veterinary Sur

5eons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
ledlcal Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cuico; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue,
i --illume No. 4128.

Branch offices—1625 California St,, Telephone 66; 52P
Howard HL, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

R. LIDDLE & SON,
538 Washington St., S. F .,

IVholettnlt* and Retail Dealem In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Kill. I.I\H OK FISHING TACKLK

AND -I'tili I „\n.\ '8 UOODS.
•^Orrlem hy mull receive prompt attention.

IF YOU WANT ^FORMATION ABOUTHg
AiMn • >i lottcr <>t t">»tni card t*

tiik i'hi'v. n.tins ronPAinr,
JOHN WEDDERBURN, - Mananinq Attorney,
P.O.Box 103. WAHJUNUTON.D.C.

rrvsiosa I'liocniBD for
SOLDIERS, WIDOWS,

CHILDREN, PARENTS.
Alto, for Soldlenud Ballon disabled Inthollnool

ilnt v in ftic n'lfuinr innyorNa t ilnec the nr>
D II hi wan oi 1832 i" lK-i'i and

tti'lr «idOWS,HOW entitled. Old and rcl'-rti-rt i-liiiinH

a fpoclnltjr. 'I h..iini»ri<lij entitled to lilt'licr rates,
f^-ml for new lawa. No Cliaruu for advice. Nofco
till 111 UUWXH&fUt.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

W
LARGEST stock of

GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st-

' URAND HOTEL BLOCK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST.. BELOW SANSOMK.

B0" !E -XKT T -A. O US. LE.
ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC REELS,

ENGLISH STREAM REELS,
ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS,

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS , Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

Preston's Fence wire 9

NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fence
"Wire made. Very visible. Imjurvto Stock impossible,
Madeof No. 13 SPRING STKEIj Wire galvanic
Will not sag or break. Nearly double the stream :l

of any other* Requires no stays. Runs about Itl fee

to ihe pound, &ff- Used by leadine Breeders.

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, W.V
or address SCHODER. JOHNSON & CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLEY BROS. HARDWARE CO., San Francisco, Cal.

Caslly and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It ; I*

be does not keep It, write for sample and price.

BAYSWATER STflRtf FlDeIy bred horses and maresDOIOnOILn OlUUn.. oflhls noted breed for sale aS
SBKJ.1'

or wl" excnanee for cattle. Address j.HEINLEN, San Jose, Cal.

SOUTHER FA M £ou.
ng

,

we"-bre? stock for samuuumii.ii I a " First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses calned and boarded. Excellent pastur
SS^S?™*8 TJTHER FAEM, GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprle r, San Leandro.

VIHELAND RREEDING FARM.^Z^XS
(sire of lily Stanley, 2:17!,, EoSakeStlgg'e'S'
ISfTf00", 730

.,!?,
116 of riora Bellc

' *&, Clay D, ie
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandslre of Silas Skinner, 217VGrandlsslmo, 2:273* (full brother to Grandee, three-rear;
old record 2:23«). Stallions, broodmares, allies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena,

IF IMI--IIII 1 VISIT THE bl'KI.XU
IF NOT Al.ttAVr. CALL FOR

BARTLETT WATER.
ii<, NIIW

Olll.c 22 Fourth Strict.

KATCH-EM
FISH!

I'MKIMIV
ruK jNativkm

,, KOtt Al.H'Il-
OIL8«fcOUMs|^ ^l'»-«

I

1NO Kiaii.

Hi.-nd 26 ccnlH lor n wimple tunc, postpaid, or 50 Cents
for a H-t'iiiiLi- bIbo mlii',

.VAMKEE CHEMICAL CO. . Watertown, N. Y

THISflSiANOTHER^TYLWFlAITENT I MAKE'.

THIS IS \E FOR CAMPING,

K^JKt;-

%W5i$ti0S?W3SMBM

SBBBIW^^j' =»«.^*^^^S^M^

¥ fhrniU
-i^3P^^:==_D

-^38^16
'yiSBMamMi'"*^'^^ r _-U- ... 7

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

0AKW00D PAhK STOCK FARM.!?^^"
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus andGalloway cattle. Youngstock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and average breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY Oakwo«d
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co Cal

PETER SAXE & SON r^k T
House

'
S"" Francisco,

.„.
'

, ,o , ' Cal.-Importers and Breeders

d
™ ya>r3 of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep

HolstBinThoroughbreds^Se^Be^^^te
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St, S. F.

SHEEP.

G GLIDE 91°? Street, Saeramenlo. Importer, dealer
^ ». '

a°d ,hreeder of the very choicest breeds ofsheep. My flocks are considered superior to those ofany others in America. Representatives o I these flockshave won all first premiums wherever exhibited Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred f -:

n

K 1 *h DlabfucedL
Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by

renowned sweepstake boars and out
pf premium sows of equal merit in
bleod and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every anl- ,

ma], and all eligible to recistration.
Write for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFRED SKAJLE,
Rinconada Stock Farm, Mayweld, Cal.

*bluced.

J. R. Stice, Jacksonville, HI., says : " I
have used Stewart's Healing Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts,wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by
F. G STEWART & CO.,

358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. O'KAIVE, Agent Pacific Const,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

iSTEINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

Telephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

Cnolce Liciuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

I. M. PAJRKER & CO

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, j^~^<

I Cubebs and Injections.
(fl\[DY)

J
They cure in48 hours the \. _ ,

J
I same diseases without anyincon,

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

t eond the mnrvelmin French
.Remedy CALTHOS free, and a
legal guarantee that Caltuos will
STOP niHehanrcH & EmlHRlon*.
ClTtF, Kpormntorphca, Vorloooi'Io
find RESTORE Lout Vt ffor.

Use it and pay if satisfied.
\\ i:v:, VON MOHL CO.,

Solo American AgroU, ClnrlQn&U, Ohio.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

also

AWNINOB. CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr.,

Ill Clay Street, ... Snn FranrUco.

•*r»»»*(»MO«IOr>OOOC»O«*O»««O0»*(
Rl PANS TABU LES regulate;

i the stomach, liver and bowels, ana*
y^Aji^^^HiM purify the blood; are safe and eflec- •
O^rniVJJ^i^^Jtual jtho best medicino known forj

constipation, dyspepsia, chronic?
liver troubles, dysentery, bad com-

J

plerion.tuzsiim-r's, offensive breath »
and all dL^ordern of tbe stomach,^

#Uvor and bowels. One tabule gives Immediate rc-#
• lief. Takoono at meal timo. Sold by Drupfrlsts. At,
• trial bottle sent bv mail on receipt of 15 cents •
• RIPANSCHEMlOALCO,, lOSprueeSt., New York. ••*»«**••©•'-**•••*•**

\
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ARE YOU A
Hay Baler ? If sn, dn ynu hsb nur FatBiit

SjeenVireQPOSS HEAD B-^-?

IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

— MADE ONLY BY

The Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and io Pine Street.

SIMPLE, YET A PERFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

DR. CflNnDflY'S IMPREGNflTOR.

PATENT PENDING.

:e*:r.io:h3 ss.oo.
SENT BY MAIL OR C. O. D.

Beware of infringements. For further description see hack numbers of tbis paper.

Chicago Medical Specialty House, Sole Agents for the D S. and Canada, 3o8 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

When writing please mention this paper.

DANIEL'S
All Forged Genuine Steel

Polished Bits.

REGISTERED IN

;EEAT BRITAIN

AND IN THE

UNITED STATES.

OVER

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS
HAVE

BEE\ -01, If.

Safe, Reliable.

FINISH

UNSURPASSED
Do not be deceived

Look lor the

-TRADE MARR-

V.Brodhurst&Go.,

Makers.

No. 13,356. Sliding Port. No. 13,355. 4 ring Chin Loop.

For sale by all dealers in Saddlery, or by
Send for Special List. P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

KALAMHZOO FARM.
Gentlemen

:

—We have used Cole's Ossidhio for the post two years, and consider

It Invaluable for SpningTciidoiis.t 'urbs.Kliigbone.Bnd Spavins; there is nothing

c<nuib It ; and for us It effected a jicrmnTieiit enre where firing failed, Although
performed bv one of the most successful vetcrlliarlea oil Ihe continent. Wc have
recommended it io others with like success, and believe it has more merit than
anv hlistcr ever used. Very respect fnllv rnurs,

Kalamazoo, Mich. S. A. JJl.OYVXK J; CO., Prop's.

scientific preparation Is an absolute cure for nil

rcnlli'ii* lumps on horses, and Is a more power-
nrucni tlmn "firing," without creatine the
ml litemrah. After n few applications thcexcres-
is so palpably reduced that even the ici ptfctil

y acknowledge th.nl it is by fur the most vnln-
le Butward remedy f>>r horses ever invented.

f\ Cil I \f preparation In the world that
VJIVJIL.Y will remove a Bone Spavin

t er It has become osslflcd.

t up In one style only. Price, $3.00 perbottle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
9 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..
Role Acents for United States and Canada,

^r prppnyexpn1" when money iircnm-
nit', order, or m-iiJ CO. I*., ut buyer*
.pen**.-.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eollst, etc., «**:-

I have long used It in my stables, and find It to be all that Is

claimed for It In renioviinrenlloiisand unn.itui'al bony growths wlth-

oni leavinp the slightest blemish. From my experience, I most
BtrongI) recommend ibe uftO ot < 'ole's Oasldllie. and tee! thatlt Is a,

necessary ndjuncl to every stable. Yours re>|.i_-etrn!h

Long Branch.

SOLD BY

c. it. rmTTF\Tn\. a.tt v*\ xfst & en.
Ki i" Vorl > In

i
km Kt it k friCKBl it.

It. KFIJI A (<i. I'h ll '!'" !' !
> : P«- -

,'" 1

Ord PKTKB IAN EM Mm K SONS. <

k SON-. Cine-. nil. n. : Fl.liVK & Mis
tralLMIch.: HKTKR BH08. DRUG in..

& l(K. Knn-nwCiM. Mi..; ItAfK k CO.,
ISSOS-PKTTKTT (0., Loui-vilk. Ky„

! r. *t. OfTOAR - nfto.,

i i.n
i
ni K, <;. BILKS, IX-

St Lout*. Mo.i J. II. t'OOK
Sao Francisco, Cal.; HOB.

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

BBRGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Fibst-Class. Chabges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN BERUE7.. Proprietor.

Gro to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

FAT PEOPLE
To reduce jrour weight purki.Y uBeWUlard'sOb- Its

(Ml- and 108015 DOUndfl a month. No injury in ttae

in-ill th. Nm Interference with bnslnew or pleasure. *o
•STARVING. They build np and Improve the sen-
eral health, beaut ITy the complexion and leave !\0
H IllMtLKH. LDCy Anderaon, 84 Auburn SL.Cam-
hrldu'f, M.i '. rites : Three buttle? id jrour I >b. nv
Pills reduced my weight from 226 pounds to 190 and i

Dover felt better In all my life. I nm much pleased
With tb<.' tesult, and shall do all I can to help you. Our
patrons Imclode Physicians) Hunkers, Lawyers, and
leadera of Society. Our a is are not sold in drag
stores ; all orders are supplied direct from our olllce.

Price per package HOO or three packages ftir 95.00 by
mall prepaid. ParUcularsfsenled lets, ALL COR-
IlKhi'DMiKM hi CONFIDENTIAL.

WILLARD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS.

l/VALLACE'S Year Book
!

San Francisco and North

Pacific Railway.•-1S92-
PUBU8HCD BY THE .

American Trotting Register jiss'n

CHICAGO. ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libra.,' 0.

Jtcry Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
ZifTht-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1S93.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^^ssssBsf

Tr.e first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacingperformanccs
for 1S02, with a complete index of places ot
trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan.es
and records

.'he second volume will contain . . .

THE, GREAT TABLES, viz:
I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters id

Harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table oft 2:15 Pacers.

5. Tabic ofi 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close ofi 1892.

0. Table ofi Horses, Sires of tico or m"
Dams ofi 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table oP Great Brood Mares.
8. Table ofi Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table ofi Fasttot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard \.„

the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Irders will be filled as received, and as the firs
1,

edition will be comparatively limited, 'chose
wishing to receive the work without dela,
Pliould order at once . • • Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BCSH STREET, 6. F.

p 0. Eoi 2300.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL

Trotting Association
AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Hoese

Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30cts.

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60cts.

For ttale at the olllce of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three,
hundred paye octavo, bound iu cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable. Micee.-w of CIIAKLK* MAHVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto ax to

breaking, training, shoeing, trailing, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Kead what J. C. SI I by, the owner of St. Bel, says of
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
myBterles of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a oolt OS a yearling and
deveiope to the highest and fullest extent that mil's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly thai I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
jditfe nin* in 1 he blinds. il everv rubber mi imr farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
B18 Bush Bt, Ban Framlsco, Cal.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 13A2 Market Street. -"• and 27

I'ni-u Avenue, San Froucinco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A lull (Ine ol Klegiwit OOQpefl and ( 'iirrlages sulUible

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for bonid-
mg horses.

I.'l''|ilif.lir \... n 1 .VI

Alex. Mori & Go.

Fashion Stables,
221 I M.I- - I It! I I

The best accommodations aflordrd tor the keeping ot

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Stock,
wlm Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE OO.'S

AGENTS.

I 111-. niiWlilK Hltti vii. i. \l C1-. ROUTE.

COMMENCING BTJNUAY, APREL, l«, 16S3, and un-
ill further in.tiet'.bwitiMiNil trains u III leuveTrom and

arrive ai tin- Mm Passenger Depot, Market-
street Wharf as follows:

From San Fraoclxco lor Tlburou. BelTedeK nod
Hun Rafael.

Week Days—7.40. 9.20, II .'20 a.m.; 1 :30. 8.30, 5.06, 6.20 p.m.
Sundays—8.00, 9.30, 11.00 a.m.; 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.20 p.ni.

From sinn Knlml lor feau FraDClsCO.
Week Days—6.25, 7.55, 9.30 II 30 a.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 6.05 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An Extra trip at 6.30 p.m.
3undays—a.10, 9.40, 11.10 u.m.; 1.40, 3.40, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.

From Tlburou (o £an FraucUco.
Week Days—6.50, 8.20, 9.55, 11.55 a.m.; 2.C5, 4.05, 5.35 p.m.
Saturdays Only—An extra trip at G.55 p.m.
Sundays—8.40, 10.05, 11.35 a.m.; 2.05, 4.05, 5.30, 6.55 p.m.

Leave 1 nraTIV1Tmv |
Arrive

San Francisco, j

Destination
| ^ Francico<

Wkkk
DAVH

SUN-
DAYS

|

sl'n-
|
Wkkk

I
days

1 days
7:40 am
3:30 PM
5:05 pm

8:00 a m
9:30 am
5:00 pm

Petaluma 1

10A0 AU
\

8:50 A M
and 1

6:05PM
| 10:30 am

Santa Rosea; 7:30pM
|

6:10l,J<

7:40 a M
3:30 p m

8:00 am

Fulton,
Windsor,

Healdsburg, 1 10:30 a m
Cloverdale 7:30 p m . 6:10 p m

Pleta
Hopland

and L'klah. 1

7:40 a M
3:30 p M

8:00 am Guerneville. 1 7:30 p m l 10:30 a m
| 6:10 P m

7:40 a m
5:05 P M
7:40 a m
3:30 p M

8:00 AM
5:00 pm
8:00 a"m~
5:00 PM

Sonoma and
|
10:40 a m 1 8:50 a m

Glen Ellen. | 6:05 P M |
6:10 PM

SebastopoL 1 10:40 a^ I IO^oXm
| 6:05 P j 6:10 P M

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West Springs;
at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs; Stewart's Point,
Gualalaand Point Arena; at Cloverdale for theUeysers;
ut Pieta for Highland Spriugs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay,
Lakeportand Bartiett Springs; at Hopland for Lake-
port; at TJkiah for Vichy Springs. Saratoga Springs,
Blue Lakes, Witter Springs. Upper Lake, Lakeport,
Willi ts, Cahto, Orr's Hot Springs, Mendocino City, Fort
Bragg. Westport, Csal. Hvdesviile and Eureka.
EXCURSION TICK ETS from Saturdays to Mondays,

to Petaluma, $1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, 12.25 ; to Healdshurg,
$3.40; to Cloverdale, $4.50; to Hopland, $5.70; to Ckiah,
|6.75; toSebastopol,$2.70; to Guerneville, $3.75; toSono-
ma, $1.50; to (Hen Ellen $1.80.

EXCURSION TICKETS good for Sundavs onlv, to
Petaluma, $1 ; to Santa Rosa, $1.50 ; to Healdsburg, $2.25;
to Cloverdale, $3; to Ukiah, $4.50; to Hopland, $3.80; to
Sebastopol, $1.80; to Guerneville, $2.50; to Sonoma, $1; to
Glen Ellen, |1.20.

H. C. WHITING, General Manager.
PETER J. McGLYNN. Gen. Pass & Tkt Agt.
Ticket offices at Ferry, 36 Montgomery Street, and 2

New Montgomery Street.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers,

IT'S IMMENSE!
YOU'LL BE 111 1 11: Mil 11.

From No. 1 to No. 6 go cents per copy
From No. 7 toend .76 •> <• V
OH M 11*1 mm: TO IT FOB THIS YEAH.
II Is publtHbcl seml-iuonujly ilnrlngthe racing seAnon

and Is bin e* I O per yenr. Address

BEEEDEB AN1> SPOETSM \X,

.IIS llu.h rllrrel. - . Kin Frsnrl.eo. f'al.

< r GOODWJ n
1 1] < Vork,

A WONDER.
\0 KCIlKWh .\0 TOOI.K

"I b»\
| . Ddst ev-

ery drcum uu oo on dirl and
BTo i'n prononnos '

« ler, and i • adon e ttacl

opinion." AI.I.KV I.OUK.
j*Osb' i

ask BOB it.

H1m« 2 to H or. Bonl fr.^ psld on
n^-lpt - - r Write

miii mi i i u. i tthK.irnu.,

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE

ist ODStinnto cases of Oonorr-
1

'
i. ' r I reatmrnt

i

; Non-patonona, NoStrictoro,
DTCDienoa BoU by all
'1 m>, (socccssortoBrou),

,_ ti. rtirLi.
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J. A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track,

In a. Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talie tla© Lead.
IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITH

TOUK SOUSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS,
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS 6|

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but theT}alzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and n»

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and Style, dust can enter the arm.

Pronounced by the leading drivers^Qd trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding car

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. In ordering carts please stateisize^ot axle and height of wheels.

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacture]
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

Horse Boots,
F"iixe Harness,

TURF o o> o x> a .

ALL GRADES ANY PRICE.

J. A. McKERRON,

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
—

: AS WELL AS :

Frazier - Carts - off - .All - Kinds
FOR SALE AT THE

J. O'KANE,™ F C
o
COAST AGENT

Hickory Wheels with Pneumatic Tires M.ICK.OK * ^VsTlEELS*
per pair $75 00 ^ ^™^T

Attachments to fit any style sulky 15 00 With Ball Bearing's
Putting on attachments, painting

' wheels to match suiky iooo And Pneumatic Tires.

Total i complete on sulky) 100 00

Wire wheels ?15 less.

Wheels furnished separate to dealers.

Horsemen should all get their orders in

early, as it will be impossible to get wheels

late in the season on account of the great

demand.

Also lor Toomey's New Sulky. The sup-

ply is already running short and orders have

to take their turn as they come in. Do
not delay.

SPECIAL PBICES THIS SPRING
ARE:

Electric Bandages S 1.50

Moffatt Leather Track Harness 4.0.OO

Horde Boots, Cooling Blankets,

bweats, and all Track Supplies.

Studebaker Palace Carriage Repository,
MARKET AND TENTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

NO. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

Flret-classin all respectB, carefully constructed
and highly flnfHhed. Our patent spMngs are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rcBt made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched cIosp.i

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carls,

_J { , Jonesvllle, Mich.
flnii! for catalogue.

ZCA-XSLHHFt. cfc HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT 3S

Caustic
Balsam

PRENTISS RECTIFYING PILLS CURE

f
A Safe Spuuljr and Positive Cure

Tit- HiT.-. i. Best BLISTER ever used. TakOS
Djo place of all liniments for nurd or sovero action.

..r Blemlsho* from ITorsei
im.i Hattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Bnpoiiwlsw proauci caroi

l i i vrftlT&ntod to tflvo satisfaction
si. so per bottle. Bold by druutiists, or

tent by ezprei . etaArces p»i«i, with full directions
for Its use. Bond for descriptive circulars.-

THE I,AWR1.N<'F.-\VII,1,1AMS CO.. Cleveland' 0.

j

TOOMEY'S -: NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

WE don't, build sulkies on theories, but on Practical
and Scientific Principles. All Improvements

thoroughly Tested.
If you want a low record on your horse, and a long

baak account at the eud of the season, the \K\V
TOOMKY will bring it. We build the Highest Grade
Only, of which we are the largest manufacturers in
the world.

INFRINGERS PROSECUTED —
- SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS

address S. TOOMEY <fe CO.,
Canal Dover, Ohio, TJ. S. A.

OrWm. D. O'KANE, AKent. 767 Mnrket St.,
San Francisco, Cal,, where a sample can be seen.

PEOPLE \ < ib K\ BR Try them and see fbryouiBelf,
ah druggists, 26 cents a box.

THEY DON'T UB1PE YOU.

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT

Tt will cool out the foot, soften the frog and sole, quickly and effectually heal all soreness from corns

bruises, or contracted hunt. Tt is cheaper and far superior to oils or packing made from animal or vegetable
BUbBtauceS, which will sour and become putrid, thus causing unnatural heat and disease in the foot. Spelterlnul

has been thoroughly tested and endorsed by Veterinary Surgeons and Horsemen. Write tor circular. Addressfl

1954 Howard Street, ..... San Francisco

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.
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SUCCESSFUL STALLIONS — STATISTICAL.

The Sires of California, 1897, and Their Principal

Money-Winners—Cracksjaoks of

the Season.

The following Bbows the principal winners by the various

sires quartered in California, or bred here, during the year

1897. The showing of imp. Sir Modred, imp. Midlothian,

imp. Darebin, Apache and several younger sires is worthy of

attention, and this season (1S98) more new and young stal-

lions are represented in California than ever. Nomad, imp.

Golden Garter, imp. Goldfinch, Orizsba, Darriwell, Eio

Bravo, imp. Crighton and imp. Watercress have racing rep-

resentatives in America for the first time, and all are doing

well. Nest year we will have some of imp Star Ruby's get,

besides some of Eolos and Trentolas and youngsters by imp.

Artillery. The sons and daughters of the latter are doing

exceedingly well in New Zealand, winning important stake

races from the best in the land. We believe there is a great

deal in the Brnce Lowe theory regarding "sire blood," else

those of the No. 3 family would not be at the top of the

"winning stgllions" list or near it in the great thoroughbred

horse breeding countries—Eagland, New Zealand, Australia

and America. In a short time we will print the Bruce

Lowe figures (the top four crosses) of some of the successful

stallions of this part of the world and give our opinion of

some horses that on "the figure system" ought to make great

names for themselves at the stud, though they are as yet un-

tried.

The incomparable Ornament easily headed the list of in-

dividual winners of 1897, having earned $53,375 in stakes

and purses during the season. The next biggest winner was

L'Alouette, the Futurity winner, who gathered in for her

owner $40,540, beating Hamburg who came third with

$40,070. It is rare, indeed, that a three-year old is the

biggeBt winner of the year, as the richest stakes are given for

the two-year-old , and emphasizes the fact that Ornament
was the champion of the year at any age. The Friar was

the next largest three-year-old winner, he having won
$25,925, the bulk of which came foom the Realization,

decidedly the richest three-year-old stake of the season. Of
other throe-year-olds, Typhoon II. only won $13,400 and

Algol $1,070. Buckvidere won $6,550; Dr. Catlett won
$4,500, Cavalero $4,346, Howard S. $7,150, On Deck $4,210,

RenBB.laer $10,551, Fleiachmann $7,150, Octagon, $12,710

Don de Oro $10,735, Voter $9,835, Cleophus $5,165, Sunny
Slope $5,550 and White Frost $11,915.

Among tin good two-year-olds, besides L'Alouette and
Hamburg, Previous (by imp. Meddler) won $19,622, Ban-
nockburn $10 030, Frahmio $11,000, Plau lit $8,710, Mal-
volio $4,250, Traverser $3,960, Midvor $3,050, and How-
land (2,810.

The great Hanover led the stallions of 1897 in the number
of winners, he having 49 to his credit, though he is hard-
pressed by Fonso with 35 winners. Imp. Deceiver is next
in order with 37 winners, and Strathmore 35; then comes
Hindoo, Leonatus and Sir Dixon with 31 each; imp. Ros-
eington with 29, and Falsetto, imp. Midlothian and imp.
Pirate of Penzince with 28 each; Himyar with 27 and
Bramble with 26.

A full list of the number of the stallions in California

which sired ten winners or more in 1897 is given below, with
an additional list of their get who earned money, i. e., were
second or third, but did not win. The list is compiled from
Goodwin's "Winning Sires of 1897," which gives a complete
list of the winnings of each horse which started in 1897 ar-

ranged under the respective sires:

Alexander, at Rancho del Piso—Nicholas, $1,793.
Alta (dend)— Don Fulano, $3,205.
Amigo, at Simla Anita Rancho—La (ioleta, $3,945; Alva-

rado II., $2,185
Apache (dead)—J. O. C.,$2600; Lena, $2,457; Lorena II

$1,140; Mobalaska, $1,375; Olive, $1,600; Castake, $1,035.
Ben Ali, at Rancho del Paso—Geyser, $4,950, Benamela.

$4,110; Osric II., $2,375.

Imp. Biutus, at Elwood Farm, Milpitas—The Roman,
$5,160; Duckling, $3,205; Hoherzollern, $1,255; Iostallator

$2,580; Meadow Lark, $1,505; Nebula, $1,420; Peter the

Second, $1,215; Vincitor. $1,075.

Imp. Clieveden, at Merriwa Slock Farm—Los Prie'.os,

$3,867.
Coloma, in Oregon—Daylight, $5,110; Sally Goodwin,

$1015.
Imp. Darebin, at Rancho del Paso— Lucky Dog, $2,900;

Domingo, $2,885; Kilkenny, $2,850; 8ue Kittie, $2,885; The
Professor, $1,392; Wallzer, $1,880.

Don Jose, in Illinois— Miss Verne, $1,821.

Duke of Norfolk, at Laurelwood Stock Farm—Arundel,

$1945.
Imp. Duncombe, at Rancho del Paso—Spunwell, $2,065.

El Rio Rey, at K ncho del Sierras—Scarborough, $4,625;

Caliente, $2,171; Mandolina, $2,550.

Emperor of Norfolk at Santa Anita—Berhardillo, $5,655;

Estaca, $4,945; Reddington, $2,675; Rey Salazar, $1,795;

Sioaloa III, $1,050.

Filz James, at Rancho del Paso—Sweet William, $2,760;

Sir William, $1,225, Snowdown, $1,250; Summertime,$l,150.
FlambeKU, at Palo Alto—Etta H., $2,150; Estro, $1,250;

Ray Heath, $1,175.

Fresno, at Rancho del Paso—'Ostler Joe, $7,750; Our
Johnny. $3,125; Tulare, $1,800.

Imp Friar Tuck, at Sacramento— Quicksilver, $1,085.

Gano, at Santa Anita— Wheel of Fortune, $2,295; Argen-
tina, $1,370.

Herald, at Antrim Stock Farm—Viking, $1,035.

Hyder Ali, in Montana—Jennie June, $1,445; Gussie,

$1,020.

Imp. Islington (sent back to Eagland) —Michael III.,

$3,295; Mary Black, $1,365.
Imp. Kvrle Daly—Springtime, $2,182; Pat Murphy,

$1,265; Tim Murphy, $1,645.

Imp. Loyalist (by The Marquis), at Palo Alto—Dunboy,
$2,200.

Ludwig—Kaiser Ludwig, $1,640.

Imp. Martenhurst (dead)—Trolley, $5,355: Lady Hurst,

$3,025; Challenger, $2,275; Greyhurst, $5,660; Mercutio,
$1,575.

Imp. Maxim (dead)—Altamax, $4,075; Chum, $1,0.0;

Fleur de Lis, $1,976; Napamax, $3,952; Parthemax, $1,350;
Rifle, $1,162; Shasta Water, $4 295',

Imp. Midlothian, at Rancho del Paso—Sir Walter, $5750;
California, $3 100; Candelaria, $1,375; Col. Wheeler, $2,075;
Deerslayer, $2,685; Don Luis, $1,230; Hester, $1 025; Hora-
tio, $2,125; Midlight, 2,920; Midlo, $1,035; Scotch Plaid,

$2,390; Scotch Rose, $1,565; Senator Morrill, $5 750; Tea
Rose III., $3,100.

Montana (by Storey), in Mintana—Montallade, $2,500.
Morello (dead)— Recreation. $2725; Elsmore. $1,050;

Morellito, $2,095; Sybaris, $1,300.

Imp. Ormonde, at Menlo Stock Farm—Rosormonde,
$2,250.

Owas (Oosb), in Kentucky—Fayida, $1,600.

Imp. Paramatta, at Santa Barbara—Parson, $1,645.
Peel (dead) —Masoero, $1,745.

Imp. Prestonpans, at Rancho del Paso—Presbyterian,
$7,895.

Prince of Norfolk, at Sacramento—Rey del Tierra, $4,051;
Leora, $1,310.

Racioe.at Palo Alto—Sly, $1,645; Fashion Plate, $1,025.
Red Iron, at Woodland, Cal.—Diggs, $1,350; Brown Red,

$1,210; Sutton, $1,005.

Salvator, at Rancho del Psbo—Salvable, $U,075; Bliss

Rucker, $4 375; Our Gertie, $2.S40; Salabar $3,8b0; Sallie

Clicquot $4,370; Salmera; $2,600; Salvado, $1 595; Salvation,
$2,100.

Imp. Sir Modred, at Rancho del Paso—Premier, $8,282;
Adam Andrew, $1,130; Briar Sweet, $1,980, Connoieaeur,
$1,142; Decapod, $2,497 (also Plate value $150; Hermoso,
$1,050; Hi Daddy, $1 015; Lizetta, $l,163;Manchester,$l,775;
Momeotum, $1,040; Simmons, $2,870; Sir Play $1,105.
Imp. 8t. Andrew at Rancho del Paso—Caspar, $2,525.
St. Carlo, at Menlo Stock Farm— Ruinart,$8,875; St. Cala

tine, $4,905; 8t. Cuthbert, $1,155; Zimar II., $2,250; Lord
Marmion, $1,820; Charlemagne, $1,080; Count of Flanders,
$3,350.

St. Saviour, in Kentucky—Cabrillo, $2,035.
Imp. The Hook (dead)—Alamo, $2,705.
Torso.at Sacramento—Toraida, $3,395; Alarm, $1,610.
Tournament.in Kentucky—Tent Pin, $1,025.
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AMERICA'S GRANDEST STUD MATRONS.

The MoBt Distinguished Mothers of Raoers

Ever Known in This Country and Their

Descent in the Female Line— Our
Ideas Regarding Selections.

While the marked excellence of 6uch comparatively shoit-

bred stud matrons at* Marion, Belle Knight, Betsey Malone,

Picayune, Magenta, Balloon, Maggie R , Sweetbriar, Thora
and Miss Woodford indicates to us that it is the "individual-

ity" and not the blood lines that make these mares so valu-

able aB producers, atill it maj prove interesting to pedigree

studentB to trace the most wonderful mothers of American-

bred gallopers to the "tap root." With this in view we will

give this week a list of fifty of the most celebrated mothers of

American racers from the earliest day as far as it goes

—

mares that grew three or more notabilities of the turf or

stud. Next week we will trace fifty more of the great

mares.

It is our opinion, however, that if a mare is an individual

far above the ordinary and has four good top crosnes, breed-

ers will make no mistake in using her at the stud. And the

chances are she will, if not put to the stud too soon after her

racing career comes to an end (the hard muscles of an ath-

lete allowed to relax and become the muscles of a matron,soft

and motherly) give to the world something out of the common
as a racer. There have been so many short-bred stud matrons

that have thrown such a host of horses that could go long

journeys at a high rate of speed and such a host of well-bred

mares whose foals never do well at any distance beyond six fur.

longs that we begin to believe that "individuality" is the

great desideratum in a mare to be sent to the Btud. The
"weeds" of the thoroughbred garden should be cast aside for-

ever, and if more attention was paid to the bone, roominess

and muscular development of brood mares than to pedigree,

regardless of power, a much better race of horses would be

the result. The breeding of stallions, it would appear, counts

for more than that of mares in a breeding establishment.

There seems to be a great deal in the Bruce Lowe theory

that the most successful sires come from Nos. 3, 8, 11, 12 and

14 families, in other words, stallions tracing their female de-

scent respectively to the dam of the two True Blues, the

Bustler mare (dam of the Bverly Turk mare), the Sedbury

Royal Mare, the Royal Mare (3d dam of the Old Montague

mare) and the Oldfield Mare are the best tc breed your mares

to if you desire to get a good turf performer. If there is

nothing in the theory, it is at least peculiar that the most of

the great stallions in the four great horse-breeding countries

(England, New Zealand, Australia and America) should be

of the No. 3 family. The best stallions, by the records, ev&r

known in England were Stockwell and Sir Peter, and they

both traced to the dam of the two True Blues. Musket, the

greatest stallion ever known in New Zealand, traced to the

same source. Australian Newminster was of the No. 3 fam-

ily, and imp. Medley, American Eclipse, imp. Rayon d'Or,

Reform and imp. Glengarry, in this country, were descend-

ants of the dam of the two True Blues. Therefore, with such

statistics at hand, and also that regarding the members of

the Nos. 8, 1 1, 12 and 14 families, if we were going to pur-
chase a stallion we would not look outside of these lines for a
eire. Bui if we v ere looking for a mare she would have to

come up to our physical standard first and tbe breeding
would be a second consid eration. Of crime, the Elallion

would have to be sound and "masculine looking," but breed-

ing would be the first requisite in bis case.

Name, Year Foaled and Sire. Traced on the Dam's Side to

Imp.Selima,l716,bytbeiGodolDbln Arablao..Royal Hare (No. 15 Lowe
Plan)

Imp. Jenny Cameron, 171-, by son of Fox-OldBaid Peg (No.G Lowe plan)
Imp. Silver, , by Belize Arab'an Spanker Mare (No. 27)
Imp. Jenny Dismal,—-,by Old Dismal By Whitefoot
Imp. Belty Blazella, 17— , by English BlazeOld Bald Peg (No. 6 Lowe

plan)
Imp. Cub Mare (Delancey'sj, , by Cub..LaytonlBarh Mare
Brandon, , by imp. Aristotle. Col. Eppes* imported mare

(No. 4 Lowe ula")
Imp. Callsta, 1765, by Forester .. Monarch Barb Mare (No. 21

Lowe plau

)

Imp. Castlanira, 1796, hy Rocklnscbam.. Roy»l Mare (No.13 Lowe plan)
Imp. Mambrlna, 1735, by Mambrlno Mare by St. Marlins
Imp. Pot 8-os Mare, 1792, by Pot-8-os Dam of the two True Blues

(No 3 l owe plao)
Black Maria, 1795, by imp. Shark . - Moonah Barb Mare
Imp. Trumpetia, 1797, Dy Trumpator Daffodil's dam. by S ir T. Gas-

colgne's Foreign Horse
Eliza. 1S05, by imp. Bedford Mare by St. Martins
Calypso (Irby'si by Bellalr_ Mare by Tryall

Imp. Pbantomia, by Phantom Old Virtner Mare
Robin Mare, ( ). by imp. Robin Red-

breast Laytin Barb Mare
Madam Onson, 1814 Mare by Imn. Fearnought
Black Sophia, by Pop Gallant Mare by Bowie
Fiirtllla, 1S20, by sir Arcby

_

Layton Barb Mare
Nancy Norman, 1521, by Tom Tough Brimmer Mare
Gabriella, 1S26, by Sir Archy Mar* by Tryall
[di,). uallopadt*, 1828, by Calton Piping Peg (No 23,Low plan;
Audrewptta, 1815, bv Andrew Brimmer Mare
Lady Llghtloot, 1812, by Sir Arcby Moonah Barb Mare
Bet«ey Malone, by Stockholder Pegasus Mure
Mlsa Obstinate, 1819, by s-umpter Layton Barb Mare
Traubv Mare(da_ of Vandal,by Traoby...Old Montague Mare
Imp. Allegraute, , byYoung Truffle Old Vernier Mare
Imp. Britannia, 1831, by Muley - Mare by Uutton's Spot
Imp. Briiaoula IV., 185S, by Flying Dutch-

man Moonah Barb Mare
Imp. Maria Black, 1S84, by Fllho de Puta. .Old Wrtner Mare
Alice carneal, 1836, by Imp. Sarpedon Montague Mare
Reel, 1838, by Imp ulencoe Mr. Leetl'a Hobby Mare by

Sister Turk
Florlue, , by imp. Glencoe Taylot's Bellftlr

Levitv. 1815. by imp. Trustee Old Montague Mare
Heraldry, 1816, by Hemld Imp. Janus Mare
Nina. 1S)8, by Boston Brimmer Mare
Minnie Mansfield, 1819, hy imp. Glencoe.. ..Old Vincner Mare
Margaret Wood, 1810, by imp Priam Imp. Janus Mare
Gamma, 1886. by Pacific imp, Harrison of Brandon

Mare
Miriam. I8i2, by Imp. Glencoe _ _ Qr. Mare, by Bess Brimmer
Magnolia, 1841, by Imp. Glencoe Layton Barb Mare
Plciyune, 1815. hy Medac Meadt's Oeler Mare
Sally Lewis, li-52, by Imp. Glencoe.. Roval Mare
Blue Bonnets, 18:19. by imp. Hedgeiord SpaDker Mare
Balloou, 1852, by imp Yo ksilre Imp, Janua Mare
Kiuy Clark, 1853, by Imp. Glencoe Layton Barb Mare
Maid of the Oaks (Young), 1817, by imp.Muntague Mare
Expedition

Topaz, 1847, by Imp. Glencoe Massey Black Barb Mare

'•
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The yearling sales of March Bbow the market to be in a

very healthy condition, and that good racing material will

Btill fetch fair prices. The Messrs. Campbell & Sons Gold

Mr. Andrew Chirnside's Newminster Park yearlings at the
City Horse Bazaar, and there was a goodly attendance of

racing men on hand. The best prices were: 610 guineas
(about $3,132) for a geldiDg by Zilinski fiom Nemesis, Mr.
W. Allen being the purchaser. Other good prices were 250
for a brown filly by Vengeance from Primrose, Mr. G. Gra?;
210 guineas for br f by Zilinski from Queen Bee, Mr. Chas.
Ayrey; 200 guineas for br f from Busy Bee; 170 guineas fjr

A bay gelding by Vengeance from Constellation, Mr. Chas,

Ayrey, and 150 guineas for a bay filly by Vergeance from

Forest Queen, purchased by Mr. 3. Gray, The average of

the sale was 128^ guineas, or $672—very good, tiuly.

At the sales of thoroughbred yearlings on Wednesday

following the Newminster Park yearlings, the best prices

were 400 guineas for br f by Maloa from Cipriote, bought by

Mr. R. G. Talbot; 260 guineas for ch c by Camsge from

Lady Disdain, bought by Mr. A. Murphy; 240 guineas for

cb c by Pilgrim's Progress from Lady Bell*1
, brought by Mr.

G. Towton; 230 guineas for b c by Carnage from Princess

Alice, bought by J. N. McArthur; 230 guineas for br c by

Bill of Portland (son of St. Simon) out of The Fortune Tel-

ler, bought by Mr. 8. McKay, and 270 guineas for b c by

Trenton from Gardenia, purchased by Mr. J. N. McArthur

W. B. Wilson's Aurum (by Trenton Aura), who goes to

Mrs. Laogtry, won the V. R. C. St. Leger February 26th

with 122 pounds up, ridden by H. J. Morrison. He won by

ten lengths with ease. The Tola was second and Keera

third. Time, 3:12. Aurum's sire, Trenton, is now in Eng-

land. The fourth dam of this great colt, Lady Evelyn, by

Don John, won the Oaks in England, as did her dam, Indus

try, by Priam.

8. Fielder's Amiuble (blk m.5, by Lochiel—Affection) won

the Newmarket Handicap with 124 lbs. up in 1:14, Reaper

second, with 106 lba., Re3olute third with 129 lbs. There

were twenty-six starters and the mare won easily by two

lengths in 1:14 flat.

R, Chernside's Cordite (by Zilinski—Busy Bee by the

Marquis) won the Sires' Produce Stakes in 1:14}, 117 lbs. up,

Cocoa second, Bobadil third.

Battalion, winner of the E-seodon stakes (mile and a half

in 2:36 j, with 124 pounds in the saddle) is by Battailo.s out

of Nancy Till.

The first crop of youngsters by the Melbourne Cup win

ner, Tarcoota, are fine-lookers, and as a family took first

prize at the horse show held near where the son of Newmin
Bter and Imogene is standing. More than twenty stallions

were represented, too Last season Tarcoola served some

fift T-sis mares, and it is said fifty-three of them are safely in

foal. The conqueror of the record-breaking, Portsea, et al.,

is bred on sire lines with a vengeance, he being by Newmin*
ster (No. 3, Lowe plan) out of Imogene (of the 12 family)

Besides, he has close up the blood of Stockwell (3), The
Marqnis (2), Newminster (8) and King of the Ring (3). We
never saw a horse better bred for a sire than Tarcoola, and

wjth his great record on the turf behind him, should be a

valuable stallion.

The Bruoswick Stakes (once captured by Loyalist, now at

Palo Alto stud, California) was won this season by S. G.

Cook's b m The Parisienne, 5, by Trenton—Marie Louise, in

2:09, Vakeel second and Pinfire third. Loyalist won in

2:08J-, whibh was the Australian record for a time, if we re-

member right.

At the V. R. C. meeting March 1st, R. Batty's Clondalkin

(by Goldsbrough—Songstress) won the hurdle race, two and

a half miles, with 142 pouads up. W. R. Wilson's Bobadil

(by Bill of Portland [son of St. Simon]—She, by Norden-

feldi) easily captured the 4scot Vale Stakes, six furlongs
i

with 122 pounds up, Cordite (127 pound) second, Cocos (132

pounds) third. Pretty good weights, these, for two-year-

olde. Mr. Wilson's Aururn woo it in 1897, and his Challen-

ger in 1895. W. H. Davidson's br h Ayrshire, 5, won the

Australian Cup by tbree and a half lengths, BattaIion( a, 135

pounds) second, Aurum (3, 129 pounds) tbird. The winner's

closing price was 16 to 1. Ayrshire is by Dunlop (winner of

the Melbourne Cup) out of imp. Hionomungie, by Blink*

hoolie, second dam Patchwork, by Young Melbourne. The

^leeplechase, about two miles, was won b? S Milier's b g

|
\ Whernside, by Glorious— Mildura, with 178 pounds up. He
won by eight length . W. R. Wilson's blk c Ormaz, with

113 pounds up, won the Junior Handicap, five furlongs. The
winner is b/ Bill of Portland (3 1

. Simon— Electric Light, by

Sterling) out of Cooya. W. R Wilson's b c Resolute, 4, an-

be Bearke Handicap, seven furlong-, carrying 134

pounds. D. S. Wallace's Mooolyong, second, had but 109

pounds.

Oq March 3d (V. R. C. uisetin?) Mr. Batty's Clondalkin

(156 lb?.) won the second hurdle race. J. Wilton Jr.'s

Avalon (by Strathmore—Chintz) won the Maiden Stakes,one

mile. J. Crozier's b g Vakeel, a (by Robinson Crusoe

—

Eileen) finished first in the Autumn Handicap with 105 lbs
,

running the mile and five furlongs in 2:52}. W. Duggan's

bcAmberite, 3 years, (by Carbine— Duenna, by Lecturer^

carrying 110 lbs., won the Champion stakes by twenty

lengths, from Bundook (the only other starter). J. Wilson'"

Relic (by Off Colour—Tonia), 101 lbs , won the Nursery
Handicap, seven furlongs, and D. S. Wallace's br f Moon-
lyong, 4, by Mentor—Sierra, 113 lbs., time 2:08J for the mile
and a quarter.

The Takupuna (Auckland) Jockey Club wound up a most

successful three days' summer meeting. Marksman, a son of

the Musket horse Foulshot (who is in America) won the

Maiden Hurdles from a half-dczen others. The leading flit

event was the summer handicap, one mile; and in a field of

seven Anita was made a great favorite, but the winner turned

up in Supplejack, a four-year-old son of Hippocampus and

Empress, by Maribyrnong out of Peeress, who won easily

from Castashore; the second favorite, Lufra, finishing third;

Anita was badly beaten. Pansy, by King Qaail—Winnie,

won the three mile Steeplechase easily from Miss Nelson and

three others. After a great race the two favorites, St. Innis

and Daphtree, were beaten over the four furlongs of the two-

year-old race, the Marme Handicap, by Roxana, a daughter

of Cuirassier and Vieux Rose, whose first win it was. The
victory was only gained by a head. The double winner of

the first day, Rex, beat nine others in the sis-furlong Devon-

port Handicap, The Sharper finishing eecond and Miss Anna
third. Amongst the unplaced division were the favorites,

Supplejack and St. Elmo, the latter cf whom had won
earlier in the day, the" four furlong Borough Handicap from
Atlanta, the Sharper and nine others, including Re^ and

Cuirasette.—"Leonatus" in the Aus ralasian.

The Musket blood was greatly in evidence at the meeting,

being considerably assisted to a prominent position by (he

aid of the Tocal-owned sire Medallion, says "Leonatus" in

The Australasian. What sort of a stud, had he wished to

breed on a large scale, might Mr. Stead have had with Me
dallion, Maxim, Lochiel, not to mention Trenton and others.

But to return to the Riccarton racing, of which it will be

only necessary for the Australasian readers to touch on the

principal events. There were a couple of 250 sovereign races

on the first day, and out of the first, of which the Middlepark

Plate, for two and three-year-olds, special weights, over six

furlongs, Mr. Stead's crack two-year-old Conqueror, by Medal-

lion from Siesta, frightened all opposition; but Falka, a two

year-old daughter of St. George and Melusina, running in

Mr. E. Cutl'e name, with 8 sterling 3 pounds, including a

penalty of 10 pounds, and conceding Faika 15 pounds, Con-

queror simply walked in in 1.21; and to show what the public

thought, I may say that the only investments on the total i-

sator consisted of £2 on the winner. Conqueror claims sev-

eral valuable engagements yet this season. Like many other

of New Zealand's special weight races, Mr. Stead's name fig-

ures prominently in conjunction with the Middlepark Plate

which he has won eight seasons, the four last consecutively.

Another Medallion prevailed in the other big race, the Mid-

summer Handicap, one mile and a half. The winner was

Mountebank, a three-year old son of Vaultress, bv Albany

(Thormanby—GriBelda) from Miranda (Traducer—Belle of

the Isle). Mountebank who is owned by Mr. Harry Good-

man of Duoedin. and has grown into a fine looking colt, was

made a bit better favorite than the uncertain Skirmisher,

Eulverin, and Star Shot, a trio that were pretty equally

backed. Cuirassier's three-year old daughter from Radiant,

Sequin, owned by Me6erB. Stephenson and HEzlelt, was a

great tip, but she failed to run up to expectations, and could

only get third behind Culverin, a neck away, while] after a

great finish Montebank was only able to get home by a bare

length. The time was 2 min 39 2-5 sec, and the dividend

(£5) was a good one in a field of nine, which included Epau-

let, the four-year-old son of Medallion and Dndo, who ran

last behind Sir George Cliffjrd's filly Goldleaf, the other

starters being Red Lancer and Rangefinder. As on the first

day, so (d the second, the new weight for-age race, the

Champion Plate, of 300 sovs., for three-year-olds, one mile

and a quarter, was reduced to a match—albeit a very un-

equal one—between two, for Montebank was the only one

sent out to oppose Gold Medallist. Speculation was limited

again, and while there were ten investors on Medallion's

son, there were only two on Montebank, who was bealen at

the finisU easily by nearly two lengths.

Mr. W. R. Wilson is a long way ahead of everyone as far

as stakes are concerned, says "Terlioga" in the Auctralasian,

notwithstanding that the Newmarket Handicap, Australian

Cup and Champion Race went else. The crack twe-year-

old Bobadil was the principal winner, and the success of this

colt and Ormuz was very satisfactory, inasmuch as it estab-

lished Bill of Portland's worth as a stallion. Aurum woo

£380. This is not much for him. Be core the meeting be-

gan it seemed almost a certainty that be would secure the

Champion Race and the Loch Plate. If he had not been

such a favorite for the Australian Cup, I fancv he would

have been withdrawn from that race and reserved for the

Champion on Thursday. Amiable's own win brought Mr
Fielder £1,404 After the Newmarket she wbb a failure.

Amiable was advertised for sale on Monday, but she was

withdrawn and sent back to Sydney. Amiable, Amberite

and Cravat won the only New South Wale^ horseB to win.

As it happened, the horses from Sydney did not prove as

formidable as was expected. They had a grand ionings In

the spring, and when Spectator and Johansencame down and

won their races at Canfield so easily, it looked as though hi* -

tory was about to repeat itself. Only one race went to Soulh

Australia, and about £10,000 of the £12,909 given in staki s

remains in Victoria.

Mr. Ben Richards, ft one time a welt-known supporter of

the turf in South Walep, died last week. He was the breeder

of Cap-a-pie, Sir William, Anfseus and Milbrodale.* Mr.

Richards was 80 years of age when he died.

Al the V. R. C. meeting. March 5tb, W. R. Wilson's Bob-

odil, two years, won the All-iged Stakes by seven lengthei

with 96 pounds up, mile in 1:40|, Wailabit (126 pound-- sec-

ond, Relic, 2 (93 pounds), third. Whernside won the second

handicap steeplechase with 139 pounds up. Battalion (129

pounds) beat Amberite (124 pounds) and Bundook (126

pounds?) for the Loch Plate, while A. Yuille's b c Spencer, 3,

by Carbine—Silvia, won the Farewell Handicap in 1:41 with

93 pounds up.

The A'pendjl Park races (March 8th) were won by Can-
nonite, Ray Olaf, Goodmao, Carmyle and Flint, respectively

by Matador, Cheviot, Malua, Segenboe, Trenton and Gang
Forward.

The winners at the A. J. C. meeting (Sydney) May 5th

were Ettebab, Mirella, Alaria, Raven's Plume and Eastern

King, respectively by Invader, Nordeofeldt, Far Niente

Carbine and Sunrise. Eastern King, winner of the Welter
Handicap, is a half brother to A. B. Spreckels Crighton.

being out of Ghinni Ghinni,

W. Walter's Swordfish by Hotchkies—Fish Girl, won the

Wanganui (N. Z ) Jubilee Cup, one mile and three-quarters.

On the eecond day of the Stratford Club meeting the big

event, the President's Handicap, one mile and a quarter, fell

to a four-year-old son of Cuirassier and Aida, in Uhlan, who
had no trouble in defeating three others, including the

Castor horse, Adam, who was third. Vanguard had three

winning representatives at the meeting, and one of Major
George's breeding in St. Vincent, by Nelson—Florence, won
the seven furlongs Welter. Foulshot, who is in America
occasionally gets a turn by one of his get prevailing, and at

this meeting Siogleshot, a five-year-old by him. was awarded
the five furlongs race, the winner being disqualified for

crossing. More Musket blood was to the front, through one
of the progeny of that well bred horse Lebel—whose son

Tukapa, from the jumping mare Jenny, won easily over six

'urlongs. This iB the first winner by Lebel, who was got in

1888, by Nordenfeldt by Pulchra, dam of Formo and Co.

and as a twc-year-old bore the "yellow jacket, black cap," of

Mr. Stead to the front in the Great Northern Foal Stakes at

Ellerslie.

Aurum iB reported to be amiss, and will not take part in

tho A. S. C, Autumn Meeting.

Three or four well-known racehorses were put up for sale

by Messrs. Wm. C. Yuille and Co. (through Messrs. Camp-
bell and Sons) at Kirk's Bazaar on Monday, says the Aus-
tralasian. The hurdle-racer Podarces was the only one sold,

he finding a new owner in Mr. J. Campbell at 100 guineas.

Mr. S. Miller was anxious to get Clondalkin, but his best bid

waB 295 gniners, at which price the son of Goldebrough was
passed in. Olaf was passed in at 260 guineas, and Telegraph
at 170 guineas. Messrs. Campbell and Sons sold Barratta to

Er. T. J. Burke for 8J guineas, and Mazeppa to Mr. R.
Powell foi 7k guineas.

The winners at the Victoria Amateur Turf Club meeting
March 12th, were Cardamon (Federal Stakes), Nilus Good-
man, Blue Peter, Aluminum and E idspord.

R. Ray'u b f Starshot, 4 (by Chainshot—Veno) won the
Duoedin (N. Z ) Cup and the Dunedin Jcckey Club Handi-
cap respectively, at a mile and three quarters and a mile and
a half.

Mr. J. B Clark came out second best in his complaint
against Mr. R. Dakin in connection with the handicapping
of Jack Hanwell, the V. R. C Committee's finding being as
follows: "Havingconsidered the statement submitted by Mr.
J. B. Clark, the committee is of opinion that substantial juf-
tice was done bv Mr. Dakin, and that there is no occasion for
the committee to interfere."

—

American.

Horse Owners Should Use
GOMBATJLT'S

Caustic
Balsam

Tht GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIR1NO

br.l BLISTER cverilM-d. T»k«*t tli • ( In^.-.r ;... llnl-

Diciit" (or mllijtir ffviTom-Ucm. It«rn..\ c« oil Ifuncbtf
Or Hi'.T.lihn from Horse* or Cattle.

At a HUMAN REMEDY, tor Rfcromatlam,
rpraliia, bore 'llironi, tic, lb ll Invaluable.

tlfC PllflBAUTCC that on* t«bi<"*r*>onrnI of
1IC bUAHAtllCC CAUSTIC BALSAM will

prodnoa more aolunl rmiti* ttmii a whole ooul* of
any Unimi-titoripavlil curu mlnurocrer made,

Cr*rrbntt!»of CauatlO Bnlanm »«>d !• Warraa-
trdto(rt™*»Uif*ciior.. I rl -*I.SOlT l«">HI«. Sold
br PnifnrlRia, 01- lent by cxprcM, c/iirv*» padJ, with full

(jfreclkmi for it* ma. 6>tul fur descriptive clr—«lar*
tf timonial*. rtc jliidrnia
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Saddle Notes.

Fbawley is to ride on the Montana circuit for Farrar &
Tnberville.

^twsoATHEBEE won a mile race at Lakeside in 1:42* on
the 12ib of Maj, bealiog a field of eight.

Tender, a two-year-old winner at Morris Park May 12th,

is a bay filly by the great swayback, Tenny, oat of Darine,

J lege J. H. Taxtm ran Lucky Star up to $500 after the

lift race May 17ib,at which price be secured the useful Friar

Tuck horse.

Mb. Baiter, a winner at Morris Park May 12th, is by
Iroqaois—Csrlotta, therefore a brother to the $8,000 counter-

feit, Eakins.

Mbs. Nettie Harrison will send Alma, Beautiful Girl,

Lola Montez, B. & VV. and Caza.lero to Montana in charge
of Trainer Tom Barns

Col. Burks says that both Altamax and Mt. McGregor
will be tit ic race next season. The great firm will ship

twelve horses to Chicago next week.

Galen Brown leaves for Chicago on Saturday. Yester-

day he concluded arrangements witn I. P. Diggs of Wood-
land to lease Diomed, the yearling brother of Ulinthus.

Red Bird was not eligible to start in the race on May 13th,

in which he finished second, and has been disqualified by the

judges. This decision gives second money to Wenoma and
third to Celoso.

Joe Webeb rode Marito to victory at Lakeside May
11th. The son of Volante and Maori was at odds of S to 1

and won by two lengths from Enchanter and ten others in

l:14j for six furlongs.

SPENCtB, who went EiBt recently to ride for the Thomp-
son Brothers, piloted The Huguenot to victory in a mile

race at Morris Park May 12th. The brother to Henry of

Navarre closed at 6 to 1.

Kingdon who won the Bouquet Stakes at Morris Park
by four lengths, is by the "brown whirlwind" Kingston, oat
of Lady Ballard. He belongs to M. F. Dwyer, who owned
Kingston when he raced.

The Huguenot, brother to Henry of Navarre, won a

mile race race at Morris Park on Saturday, Our Johnny, by
Fresno, won at a mile and a sixteenth, and Jean Beraud cap-

tured the National Stallion Slakes.

Meecctio had a pair of Capt. Harris patent blinds on
May I7ih, and tbey worked to a charm. Be got away pretty

well and won cleverly from a good field. Matt Storn is now
training the bad actor, and had Mercutio in condition to

run for a kingdom.

Midligbt, the foar-year old mare by imp. Madlothian-
Electric Light, who belongs to ihe comedian, Richard
Golden, was blistered yesterday and the effect was to throw
her into a fit. Of necessity she was scratched in the second
race.—Chicago Inter Ocean, May 10.

The New York Herald advocates the barring of the start-

ing gale and the early return to flag starting. The Herald
man forgets wnat vexatious delays the gale saves and that

two or inree more races can be comfortably run during an
afternoon now, when the gate is in nse.

A Ntw Yobk paper claims that Glenheim is another
Hamburg. He captured the JuvenilleStake at Morris Park
in a decisive manner, but was afterward beaten by Jean
Beraud. Glenheim is a fall brother to Handsome and a half

brother to Ferrier, Plaudit and Hastings.

Early next week Trainer Billy Short will leave for Den-
ver with the crack sprinters, Kubicon, Roadwarmer, R. Q.
Ban, Kaiser Ludwig, Midas and a couple of others. The big

meeting which commences in that city on June 2th will

attract a large nnmber of horsemen from this part of the
couatry.

Geoboe Bayless, the well-known trainer, who died sod
denly in Oakland on Sutday, first came to this coast with ihe

great horse, True Blue. Ihe deceased horsemen was one of

the mest capable trainers in this country, but continued ill

health bad kept him in the background for the past two or
three years.

Terrene, by Terra Cotta, Duchess of Montrose, a two-
year-old winner at Louisville on Saturday, May 7th, is one
of the four fillies that Messrs. Clay <k Woodford unsexed in

the yearling form, believing that the operation would make
them more reliable racing performers. The others were
Factory Girl, M&y-Bc-So and Duplicate.

8iomond Isaacs, of this city, has been very successful as

a turfman in Japan. His horses, Idaho and Oregon, won
the Emperor's Vase and the Ladies' Purse, the two great
events of the Yokohama meeting. He al-o has an unbeaten
Chinese pony raciog ibere. Mr. Isaacs has lelatives in this

city and a bout of friends who will be pleased to bear of his

succeu.

Mb. Bates, who rode the winner of the gentlemen's race
Saturday, is one of the prominent members of the Reliance
Club. As soon as he knew his mount ia the race he sought
cat the owners, and in business fashion asked to have a wcrfc-

out on ibe boise, and al»o worked out J. O. C. and several

others in the stable. Judging f'om ihe clever manner in

which he handled William O'B. Saturday, he is possessed of

more than average speed in the saddle, for be has fair bands,
a good seat and is a good judge of pace. Mr. Bates ia a boo
of O. R- Bates, President of the Alameda Macadamising
Company, and one of the old residents of Oakland.

Pbesident Thos H. Williams Jb. said May 16th to the
Chronicle representative: "Our association will not get oat
a stake book anlil September, but it is our idea to give
specials instead of some of the guaranteed stakes. It has
taken a few seasons to find out what is best in these matters,
and we intend to give fewer stake events, but will endeavor
to make them richer and more attractive." President
Williams is very well satisfied with the ootcome of the pres-
ent season a jd holds the opinion that the class of horses was
better than last year, At the conclusion of the meeting he
will sail for Japan for a three or four months' trip.

Messbs. Norton and Headlev, owners of Ornament
and May Hemp3tead, returned from New York Monday.
Their horses have been placed in the hands of "Jimmy"
Eowe, one of the most famous of American trainers. Rowe
trained Requital and L'Aloaette,Faturity winners. Mr- Rowe
has The Hogenot and other young horses in his stable, bat
nothing that would conflict with Ornament. Mr. Patterson
sold the two cracks without reservation, and probably did

not expect to train them for the purchasers, as he took
charge of Macy and Algol, both Brookly and Surbanban
Handicap candidates, the two big events for which Orna-
ment is being pointed. The relations between the two part-

ies are however exceedingly friendly and Mr. Patterson took
charge of them on their jiurney Eist and gave them the
Bame care as he had when they were in his charge.

—

Thoroughbred Record.

Jockey Cassius Sloan reached here yesterday from San
Francisco. He will ride at Lakeside and he expects to be
able to reduce so as to ride at 108 pounds this year. Starter

Dwyer will begin schooling two-year-olds again. To-day at

11 o'clock the gate will be placed and he will be presen' in

person to teach the youngsters. Jockey Kitley, the light-

weight under contract to J. W. Schorr & Son, has gone to

St. Louis to join the Western string 1 f his employer. He
expects to ride Timemaker in the Inaugural, bat this is not
likely. "Skeets" Martin has broken a number of engage-
ments he has made to ride horses since his arrival here, and
he was in bad odor with the officials and owners until Yester-

day, when it became known that he was married Thursday
night. Paul Miles, who winters his horses at the Little

Rock track, gave *£irk, the horse that won the third race

yesterday, to an Arkansas farmer last Decombe. The agri-

culturist looked at the horse and agreed to Bend for him, bat

he neglected to do so, very likely considering him worthless.

He has won $600 for Miles this week.—Lakeside items in

Chicago Inter-Ocean.

The Two Thousand Guineas was run last week at New-
market in England and won by Disreali, a son of that grand
old horse Galopio, now pa>-t 26 years of age. This makes
his second winner of the Two Thousand, Gall iard having
won in 1889. Galopin was by Vedette, who won the Two
Thousand in lS57,and, had he been entered in the Derby and
Si. Leger of that year it is not likely that either Blink
Bonny or Imperieuse would have ever been bracketed out-

side of races reserved for fillies exclusively. Vnltigear and
the Flving D tchman were ihe contending horses of 185<l.

and while both were comparative failures at the stud, a union
ot their blood produced Galopin, a horse that literally

donkey-licked (as they say in Australia) every good race

horse of his day. He beat stayers like Craig Millar at long
distances and sprinters like Lowlander at the shorter ranges.

It is worthy of note that the second and third horses in this

year's Two Tbousaod were both by Sheen, the Cesarewitch
winner of 1891 He is by Hampton, oat of Radiance, by
Tiblhorp ; and Hampton, who died about four weeks ago,

got three winners of the Derby and one of the Oaks, while
his get were twice Becond for tbe St. Leger.—Los Angeles
Ptaaix.

Ma. (V. H. Rowe writes The Spirit: "I have seen no
mention in our American papers of the loss which Mr. Leo
pold de Rothschild recently sustained in the death of his

three-yearold filly Isabinda, by St. Simon, out of Isabel,

and hence full sister to his recent champion, St. Frufquin.
Isabinda was of unusual promise, and her engagements were
very heavy, so it is genuinely bad luck for St. Simon to lose

so likely a representative just when his star seems a trifle on
the wane. Isabinda did not start last year, but it is a fav-

orite trick with . or Erglish cousins to reseive their stars

for later straggles. Would that the valuable events in

America were so regulated as to indace oar owners to

follow the same tactics! Mr. Rotbschild has a two-year-old
in training which is more than half brother to St- Fru?quin
and Isabinda, this beiDg the colt St. Oris, by Galopin (sire of

St. Simon), out of Isabel herself, and it will be interesting to

see how he conducts himself in bis heavy engagements for

the future. Isabinda is not the first of Isabel's produce to

meet an earlv grave, for it will be remembered that her son,

Kallicrates, by Hermit, met an untimely death in this coun-
try shortly aftor entering upon his stud career, in which,
with but comparatively meagre opportunities, he sired the
winners Masterpiece, Myth, Ollean, Panchita and Honey-
dew."

J. E. Madden, the owner of Plaudit, has had a remarkable
run of luck, if luck it can be called, in the last few years.

He has a keen eye for the good points of a thoroughbred or

trotter, and as he is essentially a trader, he has developed
some of the most noted of equine flyers and Bold them to the
very best advantage, and ibis, too, after winning a small for-

tune by their performances on the turf. Hamburg alone
made him a rich man, and he opens tbe present season with
an extraordinary run of good fortune both East aad West.
Madden, who is nearly forty years of age, was born in Penn-
sylvania, but has lived in Kentucky a good portion of his

life. He has a splendid stock farm near Lexington which
he calU Hamburg place, and which is now hi- home.
The Derby winner, Plaudit, is not one of those animals pur-
chased for a song as a yearling. In fact he was Ihe star of
the Woodard & Shaoklin sale in Lexington ia 1896 and
after spirited bidding he wai knocked down to "Brown Dick"
for $4,000. Last year Mr. Madden purchased an interest in

the coll and later secured him outright. Plaudit has a num-
ber of valuable stake engagements, both East and West, in-

cluding two or three Derbies. Albert Simon, the trainer of
Plaudit, was born and bred here in Louisville. \ ears ago
he was a trotting horse driver, but gave up the reins in favor
of the thoroughbred. He handled Glenheim before the lat-

ter was Bent East.—Louisville cor. Spirit of the Times.

James T. Williams, one of the best known turfmen in
the West, has boldly branched oat into politics, and is a can-
didate for Congress in the Louisville District. He is a ram-
pant free Bilver man, and as politics are beautifully mixed
hereabouts, wiih the Democrats and the Republicans divided,
and the A. P A. a working factor, Williams tells me he has
a great chance to win. The silver wave that swept a portion
of the country a couple of years ago produced political de-
moralization here in Louisville, and the Courier-Journal, a
pronounced goldbug organ, very seriously felt the effects of
the storm, a new free silver daily .supplanting it in tbe affec-

tions of tens of thousands of people. The silver element in

the Democratic party have the whip hand now, and so it is

"Jim" Williams expecis to quit the turf for the halls of Con-
gress.—Louisville cor. Spirit of the Times.

George Bayliss. the well known trainer of race horses,
died of dropsy at the Raolett House, Emeryville, about 1 P.
m. May 15:h. He was found dead in bed. tBayliss, who had
been ailiDg for about three years,had an operation for dropsy
performed about a month ago, and waB supposed to be on
the improve. His colt Flandes has won two good races with-
in two weeks, and tbe deceased was giving his personal at-

tention to the horses in his charge. Bayliss was about forty-

five years of age and a thoroogh horseman. Editor Joseph
Cairn Simpson remembers him as an exercise boy in Illinois

as far back as lS69,and later he became a jockey. After George
got too heavy he trained and drove horses on the California
circuit, and with great success. His last season with trotters
was with Mr. Perkins, of Visalia, this, though, after he had
trained runners for D. J. McCarty and later for the Messrs.
Boots, of Milpitas. It was Bayliss who had the first marked
success with the get of imp. Brutus. He was carefal and at-
tentive.thoroughly reliable,and a host of people will be sorry
to hear of the death of George Bayliss, a man that always
ran his horses to win.

W. M. Mubrt has leased the River View Ranch, a few
miles below Sacramento, and from the quite imposing list of
stallions and broodmares he has on the place will be a breeder
of no little importance in the coming years. The stallions
are Thornhill, Yankee Doodle, King William, Abalaezar
and Rey del Bandidos. The broodmares are Miss Walling
(due to foal to Thornhill), Miss Pickwick (bred to Rey del
Bandidos), Circe (bred to Yankee Doodle), Julia O. (has a
filly at foot by Thornhill and bred again to the white-faced
horse), Mamie H. (has a handsome light bay filly by Thorn-
hill and bred to Yankee Doodle), Claire (bred to Thornhill),
Tillie S. (has a bay colt at foot by imp. Loyalist and has
been bred to Thornhill), chestnut El Rio Rey mare (bred to
Yankee Doodle), Laura C, by Three Cheers (has a filly at
foot by imp. True Briton and bred to Thornhill), Nita
Murphv (bred to Yankee Doodle), Abbie W. (bred to Thorn-
hill), Major Ban mare (bred to Thornhill), and Scarf Pin
(bred to Yankee Doodle). The followiog yearlings are also
on the place: Brown or black filly by imp. True Briton

—

Circe, brown or black filly by imp. Troe Briton—Miss
Walling; chestnut colt by out of Miss Pickwick, bay
colt by Metal oat of Claire, colt by Three Cheers out of
Wilds, and cheetnnt filly by imp. Loyalist from Tillie S.
Tod Sloan has three or four thoroughbreds on the place, two
of them mares that have been bred to King William.

Although Marcus Daly is one of the great captains of
peace and industry, he seems to be takine a very lively inter-

est in the war. The town in which he lives and in whose
prosperity he is an important factor, has sent two splendid
companies to the front. In Butte a few evenings ago he as-
sured one of the local companies that he would help the
widows and orphans should any casualties happen to its

members while fighting for Old Glory, and to-day he pro-
poses that Captain Slivers, of the Butte cavalry, shall have as
a present the finest horse in the service if be will go to the
Bitter Root ranch and select tbe chafer. Thas Mr. Daly
has set an example which all patriotic citizens of means may
follow. He woold go to the front himself if he were not sub-
pected of being a trifle over 45 years of age. So he will re-
main ready to be mastered into the home guards if necessary,
and in the meantime commanding a peace army of nearly
10,000 copper miners, coal miners, smeltermen, lumbermen
and other industrians.—Butte Inter-Mountain. Later—This
afternoon Captain Slivers left for Marcus Daly's ranch in the
Bitter Root, to arrange for a shipment of horses to this city
for his troop. Mr. Daly has entered into the matter of the
equipment of Butte's troop with considerable enthusiasm and
has announced his intention of doing something handsome
for the troop.and his liberality will be displayed before many
days. It is reported that he will present Captain Stivers
with a magnificent animal valued at 52,500. A consignment
of horses will arrive from the Bitter Root farm before Fri-
dav.—Butte Inter-Mountain.

"Curly" Brown, the starter, was at Lakeside yesterday,
and ihe Brown-Foster feud is on again. Just after the
official announcement of the result of the last race, which
was won by Deyo, with Headlight II. second, and Suttcn
third, Brown filed a claim for the Foster horse with the
clerk of the scales. Headlight was entered for $300, and
$600 accompanied the claim. While the horse is conceded
to be well worlh tbe amount, the action is attributed to be
the outcome of the quarrel which began with the running up
of Glenmoyne at New Orleans by the starter of the Palmer-
Hendrie syndicate, last winter. Matt Foster resented thg_
action of Brown, and threats, a blow or two, and a war 1

words were exchanged by the men on the Crescentf
track, and Foster was fined $50. Soon after this ibe t

men met at a West Eod resort in New Orleans, and after a

exchange of compliments, Brown assaulted Foster wiih the
butt end of a revolver—at least a Justice of the Peace so

decided, and fioed the starter $25. Malt Foster swore out
the warrant for assault, and the evidence produced was con-
vincing to the Justice. The incident was supposed to have
been closed, but the claiming of Headlight JI. will probably
reopei hostilities. "Curlv" Brown, who has just finished an
engagement as starter at Newport, shipped two horses to
Lakeside. At least, Deyo, wbo won the race yesterday, and
Carrie Lyle were given to the starter, although tbey are
registered as owned by T. F. Buckley and Deyo runs io his

name. Tbe claim of yesterday was made by Brown in the
name of Buckley. Aside from the Headlight II. incident,
there was nothing to indicate that a selling race was in

progress. This was due, doubtless, to the fact that the other
horsemen, who are fighting each other, did not have any
horses in the two selling racing on the card.—Chicago Inter
Ocean, May 10.
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The Outlook for 1898.
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The year 1898 is to be a memorable ooe in the history of

light harness horse aflairs in California. While fewer meet-

ings will be held in the State than in any year since the dis-

trict organizations were first organized, which is anataral re-

sult of the drought now so seriously affecting many of the

interior counties, there will be so many new features intro-

duced, diversions from the old stereotyped plan of harness

racing, that in the records of the future, U9S will have a

very prominent place. There are many existing circum

stances which seem to detract from the assured success of

meetings this year—the war, the drought, the high prices of

hay and grain, and the consignment to Eaatern sales rings of

many of our fastest trotters and pacers; but on the other

hand, there is a determination on the part of so many own-

ers to give the new ideas a fair trial, and an expressed desire

by the public to see the reforms and innovations introduced

that it seem9 to be the general opinion that the new order of

things will prove so attractive that they will more than off-

set the losses which the elements and other conditions have

brought about. That the proposed plao of a four or six

weeks' meeting at a central point, made up of a majority of

dash races and a minority of heat affairs, will be advantage-

ous to horse owners is certain. The earnirjg capacity of the

average trotter or pacer is so evidently increased by the new

plan, and the expenses of a stuble so materially reduced that

the extra price asked for hay and grain will be much more

than offset. In the matter of railroad transportation alone

there will be enough saved to feed the horses during the en-

tire season. It being the concensus of opinion among the

trainers, drivers and owners of trotting and pacing horses

that the new plan as formulated by the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association will be an improve-

ment over old methods, they, of course, will give proof of

the faith that is in them by making many entries to the

even's already advertised to take place during the first two

weeks of the meeting. It lies entirely with the horse owners

to make it, and from all reports so far it is almost an assured

fact that this year's entry list will eqnal in number and

class that of any previous meeting. The first of June will

tell the story.

Taking it for granted that the California horsemen are

sufficiently alive to their own interests to do their duly in

this matter, the question arises, will the public do its part

and give the meeting a sufficient patronage to make it a suc-

cess? It wilt not be assuming too much to answer this with

an emphatic "yes." The public of San Francisco and Oik-

land attend the racing meetings here for six months continu-

ously, and the attendance daring this, the closing week, has

been as large or larger than during the first week of the meet-

ing. The interest and attendance are kept up because the

public as a whole believes it is (in the vast majority of in-

stances) getting a square deal— or in the pai lance of the

track, ' a run for its money." Ninety-nine out of every hun

dred race-goera in San Francisco will assert that though there

.y be a race now and then which has a bad appearance, a

j^iarg 3 proportion are good, square contests, and the

ikey clubs Bhow a disposition to mete out justice and pun-

aent in cases where fraud is proven. If the officers and

* of the Breeders Association will adopt the same

ires to discover fraud, and give something of the same

in punishing those who attempt it, begin operations

be t day of the meeting and continue it throughout, at

same time using every effort to bring horses together so

.od contests will result, there need be no fear but the

\ fr^ill show soiie of the old-time enthusiasm over har-

ht-a' which % as shown io this State years ago, and which

q the East last year that on many occasions

people congregated to see trotters and
di

., ' in
city aero-

tio
:
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which he is e'ga^ed to have his horses driven to win in

every race in which they start, but if there are owners,

trainers or drivers who believe otherwise, then it is the duty

of the official? of the association to enforce the rules, strictly

and to the letter, that the many who are interested in clean

and honest racing may not be injured by the few whose
regard for the sp)rt consists entirely of the opportunity it

affords them of making a little sure money from the pool

box. There should be a thorough understanding between

the drivers acd the judges before the races start, and after

having announced that the rules will be enforced, let there be

no eyes closed to infractions and no disposition to refrain

from punishment of violations.

An opportunity is offered this year to the P. C. T. H. B. A.

and to the owners, trainers and drivers in California to noj

only make harness racing popular, but to add to the value of

harness horses. They ha*'s but to do their whole duty and

the public will respond with its presence, acd its approval

of the new plan.

Trotting Stock for California.

San Fbanci3CO, May loth, 1898.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—As I have pur-

chased quite a number cf highly bred and handsome driving

and breeding stock during the last three months for various

parlies, among them fourteen head of young mares and fil-

lies for parties in California, I will enclose you the list of

the trotting bred mares together with the stallions bred to

them this season. They will probably be shipped out here

from the East this fall.

La Bella, brown filly 15 3, foaled 1894, by Bow Bells

2.19},dam Lottie Thorn 2:23| (dam of Oscar William 2:12J

by Mambrino Patchen. Bred to Axtell 2:12.

Lady Simmons, brown filly 15.2. foaled 1895, by Simmons
2:28, dam Jennet 2:28, by Artillery. Bred to Axtell 2:12.

Gianetti, bay filly 15.2, foaled 1895 by Axtell 2:12, dam
Alice Black 2:29, by Jersey Wilkes. Bred to Grand Baron

2:18.

Bertelle, brown mare 15 2, foaled 1892, by Axtell 2:12,

dam Merry Thought 2:22, (dam of the fast green maie Lur-

line McGregor) by Happy Medium. Bred to Baron Wilkes

2:18.

Perzi, brown filly foaled 13y7, by Allie Wilkes 2:15, dam
Angelina 2:27, (sister to Patchen Wilkes 2:29, ;ire of Joe

Palchen 2:01}) by George Wilkes. This filly is handeomei

good gaited and speedy.

Emma Small?, bay mare, 15.2, foaled 1894, by Blue Dawn
2:21; Bin of Jay Bird, dam Silly Russell 2:25, by Mambrino
Kussell. Bred to Delmarch 2:11.

Kutani, bay filly foaled 1897, by Kremlin 2:07$, dam
Bravissima by Robert McGregor, 2:17 J. This is a very

handsome, speedy, good gaited fitly.

Brown mare 15.2, foaled 1893, by Baron Wilkes 2:18, dam
Isabel, dam of Christabel 2:26 and Ben Bramble 2:28, by

Belmont 64. This mare has a colt by her side by Allerton

2:09} and will be bred back to him this season.

Bay mare, 15.2, foaled 1880, by ^William L., dam the dam
of Bob's Jug 2:22, by Honest Allen. This mare is the dam

cf Marietta (2) 2:24, trial 2:19, now in McHenry's stable and

expected to get a very low record this year. She is being

bred to Bow Bells 2:19} this year.

Melba, bay filly foaled 1897, a full Bister to Henry Barrett

2:10}, trial 2:07, the fastest record ever obtained by a green

borse in his first season on the turf. Melba is by Baron de

Stein, the best producing son of Baron Wilkes, dam Ellen

Tree, dam of Henry Barrett 2:10}, Lola Montez 2:16, (record

made in Europe) and Rachael 2:25, by Mambrino Russell.

Keep an eye on this miss. She is music in the air.

Black filly 15 1/oaled lS97,by Simmons 2:28, dam the dam
of one with a record of 2:13, by Baron Wilkes, 2d dam by

Mambrino Patchen. 3d dam a thoroughbred. This is one of

the handsomest fillies in the land, with the beat of feet and

legs, speedy and a better gaited one is hard to be found.

She trotted a quarter as a yearling last fall in 89 seconds.

Samuel Gamble.

The Next State Fair.

The Slate Board of Agriculture met at Sacramento last

Monday for the purpose of considering reports of the various

committees. The report of the Preminm List Committee

was the most important, inasmuch as it contained a revision

of the entire premium list for 1898. making euch changes as

were deemed advisable. The principal change was to have

expert single judges in all classes where practical, and the

Secretary was directed to correspond with several experts of

various classes of live stock.

The dates of the State Fair were fixed from September 5th

to 17th inclusive.

The admission rate to the Pavilion was reduced to 25 cents.

This change was made at the earnest solicitation of many ex-

hibitors, and considering (he condition of the times, the

board deemed it prudent to make the change. The admis-

sion to the Park will be 50 cents, as heretofore.

After considering other matters of minor importance, the

board adj ju.-ned to call of the Chair.

Successful Meetings Depend on Hone3t Racing.

Successful race meetings from a financial standpoint de-

pend almost entirely upon the amount of gate receipts. If

the receipts are good the meeting will be all right and horse-

men will get their money. But if not there is a luke-warmness

about the meeting that savors of distrust and lack of interest.

If horsemen will show the public they mean business and

will race their horses as they should be raced the gate receipts

will be all right, if not the same old song year after year will

continue to be sung. The biggest farce in the world is a fixed

race and the public will know it just about as quickly as the

men who fixed the race. The people must have a contest and

if the contest is a hard one all the better for ail concerned

There is nothing cheaper than a tame race, even the hor=e
9

will show it.

It is to be hoped this year will be marked with the best

horse racing ever witnessad. If it should prove so the peo-

ple of the whole United States will endorse it. This will in-

sure good gate receipts and good receipts will pay horsemen

their premiums. The horse business will then be strength-

ened and established on such business principles as will guar-

antee every man engaged in it an honorable standing with

the world. Too much cannot be said against sham racing

and the sooner horsemen realize the fact of racing horses

upon their merit just that much sooner will the horse busi-

ness be established an honorable calling.

In talking with a man last year who had won fifteen second

money,, out of that many starts admitted that he had not

only done himself a wrong but that he had misled the pub-

lic. He said that he had not made a dollar whereas, if he

had gone and won the races which be could have done he

would go home with a goodly sum of money. He also said

he was through with that kind of business, and would have

quit it long ago if he had only looked at the proposition

from a practical business standpoint before. Horsemeo, he

said, as a rule meant to do right, but get into wrong chan-

nel of thinking about the matter. The only practical way

for horsemen to do is to win right from the start if they can

and if they cannot the sooner they know they cannot and act

in the matter as they should the better it will be for them.

What is the use of trying to win 2:10 race3 with a 2:20 horse.

It means great expense and poDr satisfaction. A horseman

of that kind is always behind in all matters.—Spirit of the

West.

The Career of Oro Wilkes 2:11

One of the best horses ever bred in California, is Oro Wilkes

2:11, by 8able Wilkes 2:18, from Ellen Mayhew 2:22, by the

great Director 2:17, secord dam by Speculation, third dam
the dam of Lou Whipple 2:26}. Oro Wilkes began his

trotting career as a two-year- Did, trotting seven races at that

age, winning three, was second in two, third in one, fourth

in one, taking a record of 2:21': As a three year-old he

trotted eight races, winning five, was second in two, third

in one, taking a record of 2:15 in the third heat of the great

Stallion Representative Stake ($11,850), far three year-olds,

a five heat race which he won at Lexington, Kentucky,

October 9, 1893, when he won the third, fiurth and fifth

heats in 2:15, 2:16i, 2:17}, from a field of eleven, includ-

ing the Conqueror 2:22}, Georgia Lee 2:123, Baron-

more 2:14}, Medio 2:14} and others. His winnings

that year amounted to $14,000. In 1894, as a four-

year-old, his record of 2:15 made the previous year

forced him to compete against aged horses of a very

high class and in fields numbering in most instances 12 to 18

composed of such seasoned campaigners as Azote, Trevillian,

Dandy Jim, Prince Herschel, etc, and others of like quality

yet of the eight races trotted that season, he won two, was

second in three and third in three, taking his present record

of 2:11 in the second heat, forcing Trevilliao to 'g > the third

and fourth beats in 2:10}, 2:09}, to beat him, with Asote,

Prince Herschel and six others behind him. During his

turf career he trotted 24 races; won a share of the purse in

every race, and with a single exception won either first,

second or third mouey,and has been limed io a race in 2.08}.

He was placed in the stud at Mr. Cjrbitt's San Mateo Stock

Farm in 1895,and consequently his oldest foals are two years

old. These were sent east at Mr. Corbitt's March sale this

Btitution, woui
^et.
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year, and their grand individuality attrac'ed bidders and

and they brought good prices. Oro Wilkes himself sold for

$4,700 at that sale and the average for the 42 head was $456.

There will be a number of yearlings by Oro Wilkes

offered at the sale to take place at the farm at Eurlineame on

Juae 2d, and they are a grand lot, proving plainly that Oro

Wilkes is destined to be a great stock horse. The mares,

colts, fillies and geldings that are to bs sold at the same time

are the finest lot ever put up at auction in California. Cata-

logues are dow out and can be had by applying to Killip &
Co., auctioneers, 11 Montgomery street, or at this office.

The Colusa Meeting

Th« meeting given by the Colusa Jockey Clubattba*

place last week was Dot largely attended, but everything

passed off pleasantly and there was some good racing. The

followinz summaries of the races have been sent as :

FIRST DAT, TUESDAY, MAT 10.

Trottlog, 2:20 Class.—Purse |14).

Cameo L., Dy Brigadier I 1
J

Duke - - 5 2?

Time—2:28, 2:23^,2:24.

Trotting, Colusa Futurity.—Purse #175.

Del Montes
Elia u.
tioideu ttose - 2 3 3

Colusa Belie - * 4 *

Time—2:36X, 2:36*.

RotiDlng, five-eighths mile dash.—Purse $100.

Jim B- zeman (Golden '125) 1

Uoldoug - lSbeplierd,:i25) 2

Allahabad ~ (Kerlu, 126) 3

Culdado, Redwood. Schweitzer, Cherlpe aad Joe Hill also. ran.

Time—1:01.

SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, MAT 11.

Trolling, 2:21 Class.—Puise $100,

Cameo L ' J
'

Prince 4 2 2
Falooy 2 4 3
May P - 3 3 4

Time-2:27M, 2:30. 2:31.

Trotllog, Two-year olds —Slake $275.

Leuas A t ........ -. 1 1

Mamie K .. 2 2
Yale 3 4

Sliver Eell - 4 3

Genevieve, Elmoat and Summerset Queen also started.

Time—2:19^, 2:49.

Kooning, Three-quarter mile.—Purse $100.

Goldbeg (Shepherd, 124) 1

Cherlpe [Golden, 120) 2

Culaado (R.ss, l2d) 8

Time—1:18.

Redwood and Pony Young also started.

Hurdle Race, one and oDe quartermiles over tour hurdles.—Purse S100_

Gold Dust. 1
Jue Hill 2
Allahabad : 3

Time not given.

Ravine and Partisan also ran

.

1HIBD DAT, THURSDAY, MAY 12.

Special Trot. Purse $50.

JlmNesbit. 3 3 12 11
Falony 113 3 2 3
Soleru 2 2 2 13 2

Time—2:33, 2:34J(, 2-35^,2:35, 2:38, 2:35^.

Troltlog—Half mile heats. Purse $80.

Dora Doe -.... -* 1 1

silver Queen 2 2

Lottery T_ 3 3
Doo Greeley_ 4 4

Time—1:15,1:11.

Banning—One mile. Purse $150.

Jim Bozeman 1

Adelaute 2
Gold Dust 3

Time— 1 :47J4-

FOIJBTH DAY, FE1DAY, MAY 13.

Yearling Trot—Half mile heata.

Cyclerla. 1 1

Lady Koae- - 2 2
C. W. D._ 3 3
CordaN. 4 4

Time—1:35, 1:36.

Trotting—Two-year-o ldB. Purse $S0,

Elmont 1 1

Summerset Queen .

Oeuevievo.
Tlme-3:09, 8:08.

Trotting—2:40 Class. Purse $100.

Valdemar 12 2
Luna Uully 2 1 1

Mary P. 5 8 3
l>il try T. 3 4 5
Billy Doty 4 5 4

Time—2:35, 2 :25, 2:27)$, 2 :32, 2:32.

Running— Five-vlghtlia mile dash. Purle $90.

Ichl Han
Cherlpe _
Joe mil „„

Time- 1:06.

virtu day.batubday, may H.
Trotting-2:20CIa'B. Purse $100.

Dolce .

Ciun... I, „ 1 2
TlllOO II 2 4
Blllupa A 3

Tlme-2:28^, 2:27^. 2:28, 2:25.

Trottlng-3:00 Class. Purse $75.

Lottery T ]

Quldeo EtOM 2
Coluaa Umle. 3

Time—2:38,2:10. 2:10.

Running—Three-quarters of a mile. Puree$90.
Jim Buzeman
Clitrlp«.
Gold Bug. .....™,V„"."."i

Time— 1:18.

"The most effective way of softening and taking the fever

oat of contracted feel," says J. L. McCarthy, "is hot water

and poultices, but it is well to remember that after a foot has

been t-oakeJ for tome time in hot water it will dry out very

rapidly, coi,B*quently it ehculd be wrapped in a wet swab for

several hours after it is taken from the water in order to have
It dry more slowly."

The Horse's Speed.

A man on a horse is twice a man. He feels more secure, is

braver, is iD every way more formidable. European cfBcers

know this. In cleaning the streets of Paris only cavalry are

used. We call out the infantry of the militia and have to

shoot people. In Europe they use the flat of a sword held

by a mounted man. No unarmed body of men will stand

the impact of horses. They melt before the charge like snow.

It is the uncontrollable instinct to get out of the way, and to

do it as soon as possible. Some day we will grow wiser on

this side of the Atlantic. Just now we have fifty infantry

companies of militia to one of cavalry. Many of our militia

men are unable to pay for the keep of a horse, which is ex-

pensive, even if the man does the carrying and bedding with

his own hands. Many others of them would not know what

to do with a horse if they had one. This is bad, but with the

trolley and the bicycle crowding the steed of our fathers

closer and closer to the wall, there is not much chance that

it will be bettered. Five hundred years from now,unless all

Bigns fail, grayheaded college professors, with piano leg

calves and eight-inch chests, will be lecturing upon an in-

line! animal and reconstructing him for the benefit of

students from a piece of stifle and a front foot.

I believe that the horse is the swiftest animal in the world.

One hears strange tales of the speed of the antelope, the

white-tailed fawn, the springbok, the elephant, the jack rab-

bit and the wolf. The fastest of these is the American ante-

lope, and I have never seen one that a good pony could not

beat. As for the rabbit or any kind of deer, the horse will

simply run over him. Taking into consideration the fact

that the horse generally carries more than 150 pounds of

rider, saddle and gun, one gets an idea of how much superior

he is. A speedy pony will outrun a greyhound. I have

Been this tried. It is customary among men who use them to

give the dogs all the law possible in order to avoid riding

over them. In hunting with a brace of very good coursing

hounds five years ago it was found that there were five ponies

in the party which would outfoot the dogs, and one of them,

a gray of undoubted mustang ancestry, if given the bit, would

do his best to run over them and kill them. He did not

like them. They belonged to his owner and he was jealous.

—Chicago TimeE-Herald.
— ^

Good Ones Prom This Coast.

J. L. McCarthy, formerly of Chicago, who has been in

the far West for two seasons paat, is back in the windy city,

says the Chicago Horse Review. He is one of the best start-

ing judges in the country, but last year he deserted the stand

to sell the auctions on the Montana Circuit—for which his

keen eye and really clarion voice well qualify him. Of the

horses that did wonders at Anaconda and Butte last summer

and are coming East for the '98 campaign he offers a few

points worth printing.

"Chehalis," says Mr. McCarthy, "is simply the best hob-

bled horse that stands on iron. I think he should beat

Frank Bogash easily. Yes, I mean it. Why, he wa8 only

oeging, with the exception of a little piece of the way, in

2:07$;, and twenty feet from the pole at that. You can't

diive him to a break, and he wears his hobbles very loose*

As for looks you'll all take ofl' your hats when be goes by.

"Searchlight is the fastest and gamest colt that I ever saw.

jChehalis held him safe easily, but the way he tried to head

him was wonJerfu). I believe that he is championship tim-

ber.

"Anaconda was good, but not so awfully good as he showed

later on the coast. That is also true of Caryl Carne, the

gray trotter that Andy McDowell is to bring over, but I

think the Californians have overruled him a little. Lena

N., the Sidney pacing mare in Andy's string, has got all

kinds of Bpeed, but she can't get home from the half the way

she goes to it. Around the first turn she can j ist fly.

"If Stam B. trains sound you will Bee a great trotter. He
went very lame in his last race at Anaconda, bnt, although

they were beating 2:12, he never gave up, although he was

so lame it was pitiful to see him. He is, altogether a very

high-class horse."

Speed Sustaining; Oats.

Along in the 70's Fletcher Smith, of Drakeville, la., wa
campaigning a pacer named Sealskin. After winning hi8

race at Keokuk one afternoon, says Yarrum of tho Horse

Review, a match for a half-mile dash was arranged between

Sealskin and a Keokuk mare, to be paced the following after-

noon. Mr. Smith fed his horse, at noon, his usual allowance

of six quarts of oats, and put six quarts more in a bucket full

of water to soak for supper, and then went to his own dinner,

leaving the horse, as he thought, securely tied in his stall.

While he was gone Stalskin .rot loose, and not only ate up
all the extra six quarts of oats, but drank another bucket of

water that sat in the stall. The race was to be called at two

o'clock. Mr. Smith wss too proud to back out, and so re-

sponded to the call of the bell, expecting: of course, to he

beaten, but imagine his surprise at his horse's going the race

of his life, pacing the half-mile in 1:08, the fastest he ever

covered that distance. Iowa oats certainly agree with Iowa
pacers, and the two form a combination hard to beat. Mr.
Smith is president of the Davis County Agricultural Society,

and while he has retired from t;e sulky he still takes a great

Interest in the light harness horse.

Golden Gate Club at Oakland.

Memorial Day being a legal holiday, offers the members of

the Golden Gate Park Driving Association an opportunity to

have a grand day of sport, and the Oakland race track has

been selected as the place where the events will be held and

the races decided. The club held a meeting at 1200 Market

street last Tuesday evening which was well attended and

gave proof of the fact that the members of this club are en-

thusiastic road drivers. The club has decided to give an

afternoon of trotting and pacing at the Oakland Race track,

the California Jockey Club having kindly extended the use

of its beautiful grounds for the purpose.

There will be no admission fee charged but the gates will be

open to all. Three purses of $90 each are to be hung up and

it begins to look as though the entries will be so numerous

that another purse will be necessary. If so it will be given

in the same amount as the others.

The races are open to horses owned by members of the

Golden Gate Park Driving Association only, and none but

members must drive. They will be mile heats, two in three

and strictly to rule. The plan of classifying the horses is a

most excellent one in affairB of this kind and will result in

some hotly contested races beyond a doubt. By this plan

the entries are made with the secretary of the club and on a

date earned the speed committee meets and classifies the

horses dividing them up into groups according to their prei

ent ability to trot or pace. By this plan a horse that has

fast lecord, but is known to be unable to go a mile up to 1

mark can be put in a race with horses with much slower

records, but fully able to compete with his present sped
There will be book-making on all the events and every ef-

fort will be made by the officers and members of the club to

make the day an enjoyable one for all who attend. A gen-

eral invitation is extended to the public, and when it is

known that such fast pacers as PlunfceU,2:13.}, and Algregor,

2:11, are to meet, besides many other fast ones with the abil-

ity to trot or pace miles in 2:15 or better, the chances are

that the Oakland track will be visited by a great crowd on

that day. San Franciscans who wish to go in their own con-

veyannes to the track should take the creek route ferry to

the foot of Broadway in Oakland, and drive from there over

the smoothest and best of pavements direct to the track.

The Fasig Sale.

Telegraphic reports of the Blue Ribbon sale of trotters am
pacers at Cleveland this week are very meagre. Enough is

known, however, to warrant the assertion that it has been

the best sale held in the United States for some years. Out
here in California it may be hard for some to realize that the

harness horse is increasing in popularity and value every

day, but it is a fact nevertheless, and good horses are actually

becoming scarce, The first five head of the Palo Alto horses

sold at the opening of the Fasig sale brought a total of

$16,650.

Betonica, 2:10*, brought $7,800 and was bought by Senator

Frank H. Jones, of Portsmouth, N. H. Betonica made his

record as a three-year-old, and at the same age paced a trial

in 2:06:]. Senator Jones also bought the colt Idolita, by

Monaco, for $4,700. This the largest price paid for a

two-year-old in several years.

The great mares, Pasonte, 2:13, and Peko, 2:11 ."V, were

boughs for Cleveland horsemen. George W. Saunders paid

$2,000 for Pasonte and Charles Tanner bid off Peso for $1 ,000.

The filly Nordeau, 2:17 J, also brought $1,000, J. McCarthy

of Boston being the purchaser.

Other notable sales were as follows :

Hyita, ch f, by Dexter Prince, Palo Alto farm, to James

Alden, Boston, $1,900.

Lillian May, br f, by Advertiser, Palo Alto farm, to M.
Playfair, Vienna, Austria, $850.

Javelin, b m, 2:08J. by Creole, Oakwood farm, to W. J.

White, Cleveland, $700.

Incense, b m, 2:17|, by Young Jim.O. G, Kent, to C. E.

Emery, Cleveland, $1200.

Patents Granted May 10th of Interest to

Horsemen.

Wm. H. Bordner. Burr Oak. Michigan, Marsh Horse-shoe, 603,6:

George Brown. Long Island City, N. Y., Automatic Indicator i

Truing Wbeels, 603.7K2.

Charles 8. Carkin. Hinsdale. N. H , Hanger for Harness. 603.94J
Eugene ChildB, Boston, Mass., Anti-friction Hub or Wheel I

604,003.
Albert L. Cudley, Brosville, France, Elastic Wheel Tira
John W. Dipman and A. Exline, North Baltimore]

Iron for Vehicle Bodies, 603.814.

Joseph 3 Elliott, Eddy, Texas. Automatic
Clav FaulkDer, McMinuvilie, Texas. Axle
Willie A. Hammer, Falrlie. Te

603,636.
Christoph Hotz, Chicago. 111., Wa
Joseph 8. Hulings, Parker's i

Spring, 603 955
Thomas B. Jeffery, Chicago, IU.fl
Wm. O. Jones, Marcy, N Y., Spol
Edward P. Langfoni, Harwich. C
Warren Lindsev, Frederic, Kans .

Norman McAulay, Hill City, *. D., Buegfl
Jamrs H. Osten, White City, Kans , Tire tit

John .] Phillips, i-ra\P(in. Ky , Thill dupH Kin his
Richard Qutncey, El Paso, Texas. Hame-hfflMJW^;

;
..

Martin Schmitt, Cabom, Iud., Horse-shoe^- »
T
°
r
WD 1D

,

lDe

trimmer, 603.976 ight 11, incident,
Justin sburter, Rosendale, N. Y., Comhw|j Dg race wa3 jn

"charlefdlwntlaker. Westalf <p*F'™
1 tnat 'he °lber

Wm. B. WoodB and L. eacn otuar, did not have any
603,751. cing on the card.—Chicago Inter

:::>
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Sulky Notes.

Racing will be in full swiDg in the East this year by the

first of June.

The outlook for giving a meeting in Spokane this year is

not very bright.
:

D J. Campatj's mare Lulu, by Axtell. out of Daisy

Cuyier,'bas foaled a fine colt by Directum 2:05J.

The Golden Gate Park Driving Association will have

some good racing at its meeting at the Oakland track, May

30th.

Entries for the raceB of toe Alameda Driving Associa-

tion close to-day. Look at the advertisement and make your

entries.

Phyllis Kelly, a two-year-old sister to Directum Kelly,

2:23|, by Direct, is a member of John Kelly's EiBt \ lew

Farm stable.

St Lawrence 2:34, founder of the St. Lawrence family,

was on the turf from 1848 to 1856. He started io 37 races,

14 of which he won.

E California trotting mare Visalia, 2:12£, after chang-

hands a number of times, will be campaigned by John A.

idaon, of Pittsburg, Pa.

name Commodore Dewey has already been claimed

(f\ Estil, of Lexington, for a colt foaled April 21st,

Bells, dam Macedonia, by Onward.

P. H Qqinn, of Humboldt county.bas sent Eureka 2:15A,

Arthur W. and Forrest W.t by Waylaod W., Brice McNeill
by Dudley, an 1 John A. (2) by Wayland W. to Santa Rosa,
where they will be placed in training for the Breeder's meet-
ing which opens at Oakland next month.

The Goshen Driving Park Association will open for lis

I ircuit meeting in August a 2:05 pace and a "i:U'J trot, and
will permit them to Btand if three entries in each are re-

ceived. It is hoped to bring Oaoqua, 2:08$, Bush, 2:09*,

and Page, 2:09}, together in the 2:09 clasB.

Mike McMands, who has trained and driven Loupe 2:09

and other fast pacers and trotters in this State, recently

resigned his position at Patchen Wilkes farm in Kentucky,
and has gone to New York, where he will probably be seen

with a siring of horses on the State circuit.

The 2:12 trot which is to come off nvfr the Cleveland,

Ohio, track during the last week in July, has a California

look when the entries are scanned. Among the horses named
for this $2,500 event are PeRo, 2:11$; Pasonte, 2:13; Stam B.

fcllfc Wayland W., 2:12J,and Caryle Carne, 2:11|.

!j essen, of King City, has sent Ms pacer, Frank

tff to Henry Helman at HolHster to be titled^ for the

ire' meeting, which begins at Oakland, Jcne 25th.

E; hundred head of horses were driven through Napa

Elast week on the way from the San Josquin ranches

Her & Lux to the green pastures of Lake and Meodocino

ones.

A Letter from James Dustin received in this city states

the has entirely regnned his health and will very likely

in to California this fall after the trotting season is over

e East.

fcmNA Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes—Mambrino Queen, by

Slambrino Paichen, has six living foals. Four of these have

records of 2:22J or better, and the records of three of them

average 2:10$.

Favor, the horse that defeated Menlo Belle and others at

Hollister, May 1st, was sired by Daly, 2:15, the premier stal-

lion of Rosedale Stock Farm, Santa Rosa. Favor is said to

be able to trot in 2:20 easily.

All kinds of farm stock enjoy a change of food, and both

hay and pasturage would be better relished and do more

good when the field consists of several kinds of grass and

clover instead of a single variety.

Betonica, 2:10i, and Searchlight, 2:091, are both entered

in the 2:08 pace which will be decided at Cleveland, Ohio, in

July next. Chehalie will be in the same race, and the Pacific

Coast shoald carry off first money.

G. Lapham has built a row of Btalls at the Alameda track

for the stalling of his trotters and pacers. There are ten

large, roomy box stalls in the row; they are substantially

built and will make comfortable quarters.

Little Gem 2:15}, claimed by his owner, H. T. Booth

to be the fastest horse in the world for his size, remains with

Huber's Ti Point string again. Huber says he will put him

againBt any horse in the world of his size.

Of thetwostake9 opened b the Buffalo Driving Club

which are declared filled, the Qieen City, $5,000 for 2:16 trot-

ters, received twenty-four entries and the Electric City,

$5,000 for 2:30 trotters, received twenty-six entries.

The trotting stallion Melbourne King, sire cf Jubilee,

2:17$, the pacers Belle, 2:11, and Helen, 2:16%, etc.. died re-

cently, the property of C. L. Shipp, Fredericton, N. B He
was a son of Mambrino King and Helen McGregor, dam of

Almont Hauler, etc., by Hauler and was 21 years of age.

At least twenty fiv buyers were in Philadelphia Friday

laat, looking for c jmmoo riding stock to use in the United

8late cavalry. They visited all the dealers and markets.

TheBe kind of horses are scarce and but few were purchased.

John Delany has received word from Willows that his

pacer Captain Hackelt is doing well this year at the Willows
track, where he is in the care of that well known trainer,

James Sallivan. Jimmy thinks the Captain is steady enough
to win a race or two this year. He always had the neces-

sary speed.

We are in receipt from Messrs. Lewis & Albaugh, of the

Grand View Farm, Circleville, Ohio, of a yery handsomely
prepared and printed hiBtory and description of their great

horse Wilton, 2:19}. With twenty-nine of his get in the

2:20 lis' at eighteen years old, Wilton stands hig in the list

of great sires.

The Rural Spirit wants to know who owns the pacing

stallion Prince AlmDnt, 2:13J. He is owned by J. Nightin-

gale and is at the owner's stock farm at Cordelia, Solano

county, California. We understand that Prince Almont may
be put in training and entered in the races to be driven by the

Breeders Association at Oakland next month.

B. O. Van Bokkelen will start East next week with his

string of trotters, consisting of Wayland W., 2:12£, Ellert,

2:19, and Slamboulette, 2:19. The last two named are both

sons' of Stamboul. and are lUely candidates for that sire'B 2:10

list this year.

A very great interest is being manifested in this city over

the race meeting to be held at Honolulu, June 11th. The

race where Loupe, 2:091, Our Boy, 2:12}, and W. Wood,

2:07, aie expected to meet should be a contest worth crossing

the briny to see.

Ira Ryerson, who was expelled by the N. T. A., on a

charge of riogiog, recently carried his caBe into the civil

CoortB. He undertook to compel the N T. A., to reinstate

him, but be was promptly eat upon by the judge, who re-

fused to entertain his motion.

"HOBB3 has a theory about the war."

"What is it?" ^ . .

"He eaya it was intended to make the bicycle go to the

"~t«>- Hjd push the old fashioned four-legged horse once more

•-»t,"—Chicago Record.

The good &..

Wilkes 2:08^ and Zo-oblelonian Wilkes, son of Phoebe
from PleaBanton back to thehetter than 2:30 has been taften

rjieaf), Green Meadow Stock Faruf.hiB owner, John Moor-
Hittbletouian Wilkes was bred to'q"unt» Clara County.
T^'cs Ihis seasoo while at PleanaotOD, and wiVpbei °* B00(*

"dfljp^lbe balance of the season at the home placed '.
n

city acrol ^a 'lforD ' a are among the most promising vou^og

.
: ness in "the {£«?

inB a ° d wiU be heard from thia year at
tion . , . ,

•h its lart

Majos P. P. Johnston, President of the National Trot-

ling Association and also President of the Kentucky Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association, is being pushed for Brigadier

General of the Kentucky troops for the war with Spain. He
was a distinguished officer in the Confederate Army under

the noted J. E. B. Stuart, aud was recognized as a splendid

organizer.

Tbose two great sires McKinney 2:113-, and Altamont the

leading sires of 2:10 performers, together with Monterey
2:13|, will be exhibited on the track at the Alameda Driv-

ing Association's course, Monday, May 30th. Any one of

these stallions is worth going a long ways to Bee, and where
there is an opportunity to view three such great ones, it

should not be overlooked^

Dan McCabty recently sold a gelding by Col. K. R.,

2:22J, out of a full sister to Hanford Medium, 2:11J-, to a Los
Angeles gentlemen far the munificent Bum of $112.50. Tne
gelding had the name "White Hat" bestowed on him, and as

evidence of his speedy name and breeding recently went a

mile over the Lob Angeles track in 2:09*. Look out for this

fellow when the bell taps.

Alg-regob, 2:11, will be started in some of the dash races

at the Breeders meeting which commences June 25th. Many
of the trotters and pacers which have been sold during the

past few years for road purposes are beine fitted for the dash

events, which show that the owners realize the excelleot op-

portunity offered by the new system whereby a horse can

earn something more than his oats.

A full sister to the great Beautiful Bells, heavy with foal

to Oro Wilkes, 2:11, ought to be worth a neat sum, and when
it is further understood that this mare is herself the dam of

two in the list, there should be no trouble to find a purchaser

for her. The mare in question is Atlanta, bv The Moor out

of Minnehaha, that great broodmare by Stevens.' Bald Chief

She will be sold at the Corbitt sale at Burlingame June 2d.

Sable, the dam of Sable Wilkes, was foaled in 1874 and is

therefore twenty-tour years of age. She has produced four

Sable Wilkes (3), 2:18, Burlingame (4), 2:181, Ulee Wilkes

(4), 2:23, and Leo Wilkes, 2:29|. Sable is now heavy with

foal to Prioce Airlie, a grand individual and son of Guy
Wilkes, 2:15}, The foal should be worth a great deal of

money. The mare will be sold at the Corbett Sale, June 2d.

Commenting upon the action of the Messrs. Hicks in re-

quiring drivers and grooms to be properly attired at their

tracks on race days this season, Trotter and Pacer saye: "If
all track managers would see to it thai these rules are strictly

observed they would add not a little to the piciuretqueoesa

of their meetings. We have all too often seen drivers

slovenly, indeed, hardly decently dreesed, parade before

audiences largely composed of ladies, and as for the UBual

attire of the grooms it is certainly not calculated to increase

public respect for trotting sport. The public will appreciate
reform in these particulars."

Plunkett, 2:13}, now owned by Mr. Stevens of this city,

will be out with the pacing brigade again this year. This
great little horee is low eleven years old,and as fast or faster

than he ever was. Though being so unfortunate as to get a
record at almoBt the li < it of his speed io his four-year-old

form, thus compelling him to meet the fastest pacers on the

Pacific Coast, every year thereafter he has consistently paced
nearly every heat in which be has started very close to his

record, and has been a good second more tb&n once to horses

that have won heats in 2:10 or better. Plunkelt's owner
drove him a half in 1:04 the other day.

Uncle Sam is not the only oue who has no docked horses

in bis cavalrv, as the following story from Halifax, N. S.

proves that "there are ethers." An officer recently wanted
a charger and a citizen undertook to provide one He pro-

duced a very fine mare at a cost of $200, with a certificate

as to soundness. On being taken to the officer the dealer

was astounded by his saying: "It will not suit." "Why
noi?" he asked." "It is a splendid animal." "Ye?," eaid the

officer, ''but its tail is docked, and the queen's regulations

prevent us from using it. Her majesty's orders are that

horses with docked tails are not to be used in the service."

The mare eventually sold for $60. Don't dock the horee in-

tended for the government's nse.

"The American Stock Farm," distinctively a Kentacky
organ, sends out the following cheeriog intelligence: "We
do not claim for the Blue Grass region that it is as exten-

sively erjgaged in breeding trotters as in former years, but

we have not gone out of the business by an- means. On the

contrary we are taking on a new life, and there are more
being bred in Kentucky than have been known for yeais,

and all the stallion owners report a good business. Within
a few years we expect to be back upon the same footing

which we held when the panic came upon us, though we can
hardly hope to ever again see the exorbitant prices of boom
times. We will then have j>ist as many and just as good
ones to sell as we ever had, and probably better oneB."

The pacer Fred Wilkes, 2:l2\,t>7 Allectu3, owned by Mr.
J. B. Rhodes of New Bedford, Mass., was killed by an acci-

dent lately, having become frightened at an electric car and
ran away. The horse had a splendid funeral for one of the

equine sort. The body was placed in a huge air-tight cof-

fin lined with tin, and his harness and blanket, traps, etc.,

were hermetically sealed with it. i he prominent horsemen
of New Bedford were invited to take a last l3ok before in-

terment and quite a party assembled; then the coffin was

placed on a gear covered with an American flag. Four
hacks containing the mourners escorted the gear to Acush-
net, where the interment took place. The horseB ere

draped in black, and the cortege passed through the city

with all the horses on a trot. This was done as a last mark
of respect of Fred Wilkes, who, u is said, was never known
to walk.

from the .

stitutiou, wou>-

Remember that the entries for the Breeders meeting

close June 1st, and that the classes provided for are more

numerous than were ever offered by any association in the

United States for two weeks' racing. If tbe two' weeks are

reasonably successful, there will be three or four weeks addi-

tional races provided. If you want to help the harness horse

business, enter your horBe in as many of these races as possi-

ble.

"What is the outlook for the trotter?" Major Bean, the

well known auctioneer, waB asked in Chicago last week and

replied : "It is good—better than for many years. There

will be more demand for good trotters this year than for men

to go to war. I believe I can say without fear of beine dis-

puted that more breeders are buying, or rather are seeking

to buy, broodmares to replenish their studs, than during the

past five years combintd.

Thfbe is a horse io the Btring of Doug. Thomas at Paris.

Kentucky, that ib looked upon in that section as being a

coming wonder. This is Kodras, 2:16}, a bay horse fowled

in 1891, br Norval, son of Electioneer. Kodras took his

record in 1896. b.it was not out last year. It i* told of him

'bat be has worked quarters this year in 30 secondhand

f1R.y~ at a faster gait, and some of his enthusiastic admirers
believe u:,

the coming champion trotter.

They breed many a fine road horse out at tbe Chino
Ranch, owned by Richard Gird and Wilbur Parker, writes

Capt. Tom Merry of Los Angeles. Before Suaol 2:08 J-

,

achieved any record or victory whatever, Mr. Gird, who was
then mixed up in Arizona mining enterprises with the late

"Ned" Schiefielin, went to Palo Altoand bought Wolsey,a full

brother to tbe afterwards famous Sunol. After the Ally had
trotted her first exhibition mile io 2:12£, the Governor sent

a friend to Mr. Gird to buy back Wolsey, but Mr. Gird was

not a trout and refused to bite. While Wolsey has no race-

winners and is not known as a sire of extreme speed, he gets

the finest and most stylish driving horses in this part of the

State, all ei'her beautiful bays or chestnuts, and gifted with

the soundest of legs and feet, which is something unusual for

the male line of Humbletooian 10. Another Electioneer

horse that Mr. Gird bsught of Governor Stanford was
Albion, who got old Alcro, that won a race here at tbe fair

of 1895. Alcro is rather too fat to drive well at long dis-

tances but the old chap is hard to beat for style- Moreover,

the Wolseys are all of excellent disposition, while Sunol was
always as cross as a bear. How do you account for it?

[Capt. Merry ie mistaken in his assertion that Wooleey got

no race-winners. Race-goers in this State will remembtr
that good mare, Nelly W., 2:i7i, who won many races, also

Alias, 2:19}, and Princess, 2:19^.. Then there are Abeto. a

picer with a mark of 2:10$, and the mare Loyaleer, 2:30.

Wehina, 2:21, never won a race, hit she won many heats in

long-drawn races and got her mark in the fifth heat of a race.

As to 8uool's bad temper there is a good di>al of newspaper
romance about the stories told of her.—Ed.]

The Executive Committee of the National Horse Show
Association has adopted for the November exhibition at

Madisor, Square Garden all of the later suggestions with re-

gird to trotting and roadster classes made by the committee
appointed for that purpose. The amendrd conditions of

class for Btallioo to be shown with four of his get, oldest of

get not to exceed six years, require that the stallion and get

shall be judged by their individualitv, the pedigree of the

tbe sire and the racing and show ring qualities of the pro-

geny. The first premium is $500. the second $200 and tbe

third $100. This should in a way be a most interesting com-
petition. In class for broodmare to be shown with two of

her produce, one a weanling, the other not to exceed four

yearf, the condition is that they are to be judged by their in-

dividuality, the pedigree and producing qualities of the dam
and th« show ring quilities of the progenj. The premiums
are (200, $100 and $50. The class for mares or gelding* with

records o( 2:20 or belter haw been slrickpo nut, and so has

class for fillies three years old. The added clashes are 13,

for mares or gelding'' four years old or over with records of

2:30 or better, to be shown in burner; and 14, for mares and

gelding- three years old and under four, to he ahown in har-

ness. Io all breeding cIibrph the name of the dam and the

name of the fire of her dam shall be given. With this in

formation before btm, the compiler of the catalogue should

be able to extend pedigrees and furnish information valuer

to visitors to tbe show.
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Summaries of Races at Oakland.

THURSDAY, MAT 12.

Flrsl e—Seven furlongs, seWog, foor-year-olds acd upward.
Purse 1300.

Farra 4 TV ervi lie's b h Polish, 4, by Bootblack—Peeress
_ (e'rawley, 1I0> 1

Henniuiim, ej - ...< Piggott, io7) 2

Peixotto, 5 -
(lubervllie, ill) -i

Time-l:^ 1*. Won driving.

Joe Mus<Ue, Spore McMllster. (winkle Twiuk, Masrero, Forluna, Zar-

ro, Caspar and uUtluctioJ also ran aud fiuis .ed in the order named.

Second Race—Five and a half furlongs, selling, maiden, th ee year-

olds. Puree #W0.

Covington & Kent's b f Rose Maid, by st. Blaise—Mary Walton
(Thorpe, 107) 1

EotVaTa „{ilcL<ouald,107) 2

Brown Prince — iClawso ,
lOS) $

Time— l :10. Won easily.

Savaoasila. Rosa, Saucy Eyes, Niihau. Be Happj, Kilty Blake, PODgo,
LonaMtine. Fallen Princes?, Ivan Uie Ureal aud idumeausalso rn and
Utiisued in ibe order named.

Third Race— Five lurlongs, selling, two-year-old fillies. Furse 8350.

Beuds * Waterhouse's br t Bajewor, by Stromboli—Guidon
_ (Woods, HjOj 1

Caoace — '- - (.McJNictio.s. 103) 2

Britomar lis tClawson,95) 3

Time— 1:02. Won drlvlog.

Amoltopec and Ann rage also ran aud fioisued iu the order named.

Fourth Race—One and a quarter miles, selling. Purse ftOO.

G. w. eaidwln'sb m Argentina, by Gano— Dollie L. (McDonald 101) j

Wbee. &f tonone — — (tlggoU.IU7j 2
Devil's i>ream ~.. (Knos, »8) j

Time— .:(.9. Won easily,

M* talre, Wawona, Del Paso II and Sweet Faverdale also iau and fin-

ished tn the order named, lajy nurst wts left.

Fifth Race Four and a half furlongs, selling, two-year-olds. Purse Sc00

S.C. HhdreUVs ch f Tolaca, by Nomad—Sw«*t (Clawsjn,98) j
Slagd&ieuas .._ i.McNichois, 9-s) <>

Boutbel (rtOod3,a2) g

Time—0:&5S- Won easily.

Rey Hooker. Leo Veriner. j J and Zaceatoso also ran and finished in

the orutrr tamed.

Sixth Race—One mile, selllDg, three-vear-olds and up vard. Purse 1300.

C. Spooner'scb g SosCol, 3. by at. Saviour—Ella T (.McDonald, 102) 1

Charl.me M., 3 _ (rnos, luo) 2
Flunmel, I , -lR. Narvaez, 114) 3

Time— 1:44. Won driving.

Xavy Blue. Joe Levy, Mbtleton, Estro, Ocbturuck. Monita, Rio Frio.

Tom sm th, Magnus and Lena Archeraisj rau aud finisned iu tne order
namej.

JRIDlT, MAY 13.

First Race—Five and a half furlongs, selling, four-year-olds and up-
ward. Purs* _

E. F. Smith's chg Torpedo, 4. ' y Racine -Ouida (G. Wilson, ill) 1

Red Bud, a _ iPowell, lu7) 2
We noma, i ._ (Tobervlile, 109) 3

Time—1:09 *. Won driving.

Roy Camithers, Merry Boy, Trappean. L-jcb NVss, Red Spianer, Bob-
bins. P. F . Ko Ko, Alvin £. and tiiae Bell also ran ana finished in the
order named.

Second Race—Five furlongs, selling, three-year-olds. Purse $300.

B, F. Edwards A Co.'s b t Ladv Ashley, by Patton—Sallie M
(.C.awson, 107) 1

Tiny P tHennessy, 111) 2

Imp. Bitter Root - (.Piggott, 1L>) 3

Time— i:Cr2M- Won easily.

Miss Divi rend. Amasa, F.emiog. Ping, Oahn, Satlcsy. Mis3 Rem^en

,

Outlay, Uncle True, J udge 2* apton and Moonbud also ran and finished in

tne order named.

Third Race—Four furlongs, selling, mailen two-jear-olds. Purse J300.

H. L. Frauk'schcMaUakwa, by imp. Inverness—Missou'a
(Piggott, 118) I

Faversbam (Clawson, 111) 2

TJhler.„ (Kaiz, 111) 3

Time—0:45if . Won easily.

Horton, The Miller, Stone L., Yaccatoso. Martillo. Bly, Crossmelina
and Pracdce also ran and finished In the order named.

Fourth Race—Seven lurlongs, selling, three-year-oljs and upwa rd.

Pane |400.

S. C. Hlldreth's ch f Hurly Burly, 3, by Riley—Hellerskel t*r..._
i Clawson, U0) 1

San Mateo, 4 _ (Plggot ,114) 2
Eismere.8._ (McDonald, 103) 3

Time—1:37}*. Won easily,

San Venado and Morine! also rau and finished i a th>s O'der named.
Filth Race—One mile, selling, three-year-olds and upward. Purse I J50

G. W. Bxldwio'sch f LaUoleta, 3, by Amigo— Hosebud (Clawson. 101) 1

Chap le, 4 - t McDonald, lul) 2
Don Luis, 3 _ _ -_ (Woods, 83) 3

Time—1-43. Won easily.

El Moru, Rebel Jack, Daylight and Charles A . also ran and finished in
the order named

Sixth Race—Six lurlongs, three-year- >lds and upward. Purse $300.

G. Bayles' ch c Flandes, 3, by Flambeau—Flam (Thorpe, 110) 1
Imp. Mlssloner, * — (Piggott. llu) 2
J ormella, 3 _ _ (McNIcuuls, 105) 3

Time— I:15i4 Won driving.

Fly. Aprona. Si. Dlstafi, Ca'bioeer, La Kyio, Emma Rey and Mahog-
any als j ran and finished in the order named. Maguus was left.

SATURDAY, MAY 14.

Flr*t Race—Five furlongs, selling, three-year olds and upward. Purse

M rs. Seuie Harrison's ch f Mocorito. 3. by Imp. Amigo—Santa Monica
_ ( « h'jrpe, 105) 1

Mait-r Mariner, 3 _ (Clawson, 107 > 2
Castaxe, 3 „ „ (R..Narva*z, 107j 3

Tlme-l:'J2V. Won handily.

Negrgence, Lo Li, C'bancy T., Grace F„ Cyaroand Be Happy also ran
and finished In the order named.
Second Race— Five furlongs, selling, two-year-old fillies. Purse $300.

Burns A Walerboti e's or t Humidity, by Hiudoo—Imp. Caipliuroia— i Woods. ^Sj 1

Caoace , .. (Mc Nichols, 103) 2
Jennie Reld (Ciawaon, 95) 3

-1:03,S- Won easily.
Amoltopec, Loyalle aud Brll^m«nu) also ran and finished in the order

named
Third Rao*—<^ne mile, Felllnit. three-year-olds. Purse $300.

W. •'. Raudall's bf Walomba, by Montana— \\ aiupum i Piggott, US) 1

MUtletun iMcDo.ald. UU) 2
Colonel Dan _ — (Thorpe, 107) 3

Tim*.— 1:14. Won very easily.

P. A. Flnnegan, Charlotit* M.. Duke of York II.. and Rio Frio also ran
and fiuisbed ! , the oruer named.

Fourth Kace—One apd (jue-bixteentb miles, three year-olds and up-
ward. Pun.el.uj

Horns A. w au-rhouse's Oddron. J, by Torso—Trellis (Woods, 91) l

Imp. illsin.1 II.. 4 (McDonald. 100) 2
Judge Denny, : tLlawaou, lti2) 3

Time— 1:50. Won easily.

Grady and BdcIcwh also ran and finished lu the order named.

Flfib Pace One mile, three-yesr-olda and upward. Fabiola Cup, gen-
Uemeu riden of fsklaud. Furse |30v.

Farra r &. Tubervllle's b h William O'B ,5, by Apache— Flora— Mr. BaUs, 181) <

i. - (Mr. Blak.- i -

Zarro.5 (Mr. How»
Time— 1:18. Woo ea»l!y.

Wawona and Honlta also ran and finished In the t rder named.

sixth Race— seven furlODgs, selling, four year-olds and upward. Puree
MOO.

A. DOlan'sbr g Lucky Star, I, by Imp. Filar Tuck — K«ep«ake
, «.cl>"iiald, 107) I

TomMntib,4. . . iLFowrll. 104] 2
BapUo,a (huir, K6) s

Time— 1:30. Won very easily,

alike Bice. Lorena II.. Foriooa, Sardou, Howard, R adwarmer,
Faranja, Joe If usale and Merry Boy also ran and finished In the ordir
a *..d.

moxdat, may 16,

Fir t Race—Six furlongs, selling, four-year-olds and upward. Purse $300-

H. L Jones' b g Stentor, 4, by Leonatus—Cadma (McDonald, 109) 1

Adam An-.rcw. 4 - (Clawson, 112) 2
Zaraida, 4 „ „ (Thorpe, 107) 3

Time-l:19!4\ Won dr.vicg.

The Dragon. Salisbury II, Celoso, Tenacity, Taibnt Cllfioo, Don Gars;
Mahogany, Banato, Miss Ruth and Capt. Vuse also ran and finisbedin
the order named.

Second Race—Sine sixteenths of a mile, selling, two-year-olds. Purse
$310.

>"o!an & Tboll's h c Also Ran II, by Panique—Watting II
.(Clawson, 93) 1

Uhler„.„ _ _ .(Kiley.Sa) 2
folka (Woods,90> 3

Time—0:574. Won eas:ly.

Cbllcoot Pass, Siml. Rey Hooker, Purmlah , Rainier, Cheated anc Buck
Taylor also ran and finished In the order named.

Third Race—One mile four-year-olds and upward. Por^e $300.

S. F. Capp's ch g Rapido, a, bv Cvclone—Nyarza. (Rniz, 108) 1

Senator Morreil, a _„ _ (Kiley, 83) 2

Xavy Blue, 6 „ _ .(Thorpe, 106) 3

Time—1:48, Won easily.

St. Distaff", Frank James, Sandow IEI. Rebebah, Mirambo, Bobbins.
Spry Lark and Dennis also ran and finished in the order named.

Fourth Race - Six furlongs, selling, three-year-olds and upward. Purse
$350.

A. Smith's chh Sport McAllister, 6, by Imp. Friar Tuck—Twilight
„ (Narvaez. H9) 1

Pelxollo.S „ (Tubers ille, Hi) 2
Tiny P., 3 _... .„ (McXich^ls, £3) 3

Time—1:18. Won handily.

Colonel Dan, San Mateo. Lady Ashley and Chappie also ran and fin-

ished in the order named. B. Q. Ban pulled up.

Fifth Kace—One and a sixteenth miles, selling, four-year-olds and up-
ward. Purse $100.

D. A. Honig'sb h Caspar, 4. by imp. St. Andrew—Cuisine —
(Thorpe, 105) 1

Rey del Tierra, 4 „ _ (McDonald, 105) 2
Bernardillf, 4. _ (Clawson, 102) 3

Time—1:524. Won easily.

Oiive and Sonlro also ran and finished in the order named.

Sixth Race—Seven furlongs, selling, tour-year-olds and upward. Purse
$350.

D. A. Honig'sbgZamarlL, 4, by St. Carlo—Imp. Rryal Bess
„ „ - (thori-e, 109) 1

Dolose, 4 (Clawson, 107) 2
Polish, 4 , (Frawley, 112) 3

Time—1:314. Won easily.

Lest Girl, Lady Hurst, O'Fleeta, Widow Jones aud Tom Smith also
ran and finished in the order named.

TCKSDAY", MAY 17.

First Race—Four and a half lurlongs, selling, two-year-olds. Purse
$300.

Bores & Walerhouse's br c Obsidian, by imp. Stromboli—Clara L

—

(Thorpe, 106) 1

La Parasseuse ™ (Clawson. 100) 2
Sir Crian _ „ (Powell, 99) 3

Time—0:574. Won easily.

Loyalle, Casdale and Santa Flora also ran and finished id the order
named.

Second Race—Six furlongs, three-year-olds. Purse $300,

Nolan & Tholl's b c Rebel J»ck, by imp Order—Nokomls..
(Clawson, 105) 1

Master Mariner- _(Tuoerville, 107) 2
soscol..- — (McDonald, 109) 3

Tlire— 1:184. Won driving.

Castafce, Outlay. Saticoy, Miss Dividend, Towanda and Saucy Eyes
also ran and finished in the order named.

Third Race—Five furlongs, two-year-olds. Purse $350.

Burns & Waterhousc's br f Humidity, by Hindoo—imp. Calphnmla...

Tolnca „ „ (Clawson,' 105) 2
L.o Yertner_... _ (G. Wilson, 108) 3

Time—LOSfe'. Won driving.

Distance also ran.

Fourth R&ce—One and an eighth miles, three year-olds and. upward
Purse $400.

G. H, Peters* br b Mercutio. 4, by imp. Mar tenhurst—Ernestines
- (Piggott, 110) l

Cromwell. 6 — _ .(Clawson, 114) 2
Li Hung Chang, 3 (Bassinger, S3) 3

Time, 2:01. Won driving.

Los Prietos. Widow Jones, Rose Maid and St Distaff also ran and fin-
ished in the order named.

Fifth Race—Seven furlongs, selling, three-vear-olds and upward-
Purse «3jy,

E. W. Purser's b g Red Glenn, a, by Glen Elin—Red Girl
- (McDonald. Ill) 1

Furlnoa, 6 „ (R. Narvaez, 109) 2
El Moro,3 _ (Clawson, 100) 3

Time, 1:324- Won driving.

Joe Mnssle, Charles A , Loch > eS3 and Emma Bey also ran and fin-
ished as named

Sixth Race, six furlongs, selling, four-year-olds and upward. Purse

A. Dolan's br g Lucky Star, 4, by Imp. Friar Tuck—Keepsake— (Thorpe, 1C9) 1
Sport McAllister, 6 _ _ (Narvaez, 109) 2
Polish, 4 „ , _ (Fiawiey, 107) 3

Time— 1 :17M. Won handily.

FigLeat, O'Fleeta aid Maj. Cook a'so ran and finished as named. Roy
Carruihers pulled up.

WEDSESDA.Y, MAY 18.

First Kace—Four and ooe-baif furlongs, selling, two-year-olds. Purse
3300.
EL F. Edwards' ch 1 Magdalenas, by Emperor of Norfolk—Esoirito

SanU _ (Ruiz, 99) I
Malay „ (McDonald. 102) 2
Oraioee (.Miller, 93) 3

Time—0:58. Won driving.
La Parasseuse, E. Come, Racine Murphy and Cbllcoot Pass also ran

and fiulshed in ;he order named.
Second Pace—Six furlongs, selling, three-year-olds and upward. Puree

W. L. i-'tan field's b g Castake, 3. by Apache—Llna (Powell, 97) l
Colonel D-o, 3 (Woods, 98) 2
Adam Andrew, 4 (Clawson, 110) 3

Time— 1:184. Won cleverly.
Formella, Sardou. Rlcardo', Don Gara and Ranardlne also ran and fin-

ished In the order named.
Third Race- Seven furloogs selling, three-year-olds. Puree»300.

H.E. Wiin an's bg Joe Levy uyueorge Kluney—0.1veil3.( lhorpe.109) l
Charlotte M ( lymi.kiiis, H7) 2
Plug (j. Woods, 112) 3

Time— 1:324. Won ridden out.
Satlooy, P A. Finnigar., Estro. Magnut, Ste. about, Fleming, Tiny P.,

Lee Kylo, Muscalado, Oabu and Aprona also ran and finished in the
oider uamed.

Fourth Race—One and a quarter miles, selling, fonr-year-olds and
upward. Purse $350,

B C Holly's b m Imp. Devil's Dream, 4, by imp. Chittaholl—Imp.
Tempe - - (Thorpe, 1QS) l

Forluna, 6 _ - (R - Narvaez, lffi) 3

Bapldo, a - (Rniz, 103)

Time—2:134. Won easily.

Cromwell, Metaire, Veloz, Zarro, William. O'B , Lady Hurst, Fort Av
gastus and Mary Nievez also ran and finished in the order named.

Fif h Race—Seven furlongs, selling, three-year-olds and upward.
Purse 815 '.

Burns & Walerhouse's b f Recreation, 3, by Morello—Picnic
. „_ _ [Woods, 93) 1

LaGoieta - — (Clawson, 99) 2

Pelxotto ~ (TubervlUe, 109) 3

Time—1:314. Won driving,

Caspar, Sea Spray, Dolore, Lost Girl and Jim Bozeman also ran ar.d

finisned in the order named.

Sixth Race—Five furlongs, selling, maiden three year-olds. Purse $300 •

Covington & Kent's be Carbineer, by Clarendon—Grapeshot
_ „. „ .(Thorpe, 107) 1

Pongo „ _....(i-iggott,307) 2
Idomenus (TubervlUe. 109) s

Time—1:04. Won ridden out.

Rosa, Kitty Blake, Raclo, Jim Brownell, Entrata, Cyaro. Brown
Prince and Fallen P*Incess also ran and finished tn the order named.

The Two Thousand Gmneas Winner of 1898.

At the second day's racinn of the Newmarket First Spring

Meeting (April 27lh), the LoriHard-Beresford Siable's bay

colt, Elfin, won the three-year-old Welter Handicap. This
race is of 400 sovereigns, by sabscriptioL of five B0verei|

each, and ten sovereigns extra for startere; the second

ceive fifty sovereigns oat of the plate. There were
starters, over the Rowley mile. The resalt in detail

follows

:

LoriUard-Beresford Stable's b c Elfin, by Sensation, ont of Fqi

Wallace Johnstone,s chg Nikko. by Trayles, out ot Dolly Varden.-
E, C. Clayton's br c Bov ofEgrcmonte, b .- >"ot>le, Chieftain, out "

Beck

Wallace Johnstone's bay colt, Disraeli, won the Tiro 1

sand Guineas Stakes. This race is 100 sovereigns each

three-year-olds; the second to receive 300 sovereigns oat

the stakes and the third to save his stakes. Fourteen horsea

ran over the course, the Rowley mile, and the follow .

was the resalt in detail

:

Wallace Johnstone's b c Disraeli, by Galopin, out of r ady Ardley. ...1

The Duke of Po Hand's b c Wantage, by »heeu.out ot Satchel— - I

Prince Sollykofi's jc ^s'inus, by Sheen, out of .Nina....™

The One Thousand Guineas Winner of 1898.

At the last day's racing, April 29th, of the Newmarket

First Spring Meeting, Sir"T . Blundell Maple's bay filly Nan
Nicer won the One Thousand Guineas Stakes. This event

is of 100 sovereigns each, for thret-year-old fillies, the owner

of the second filly to receive 200 sovereigns oat of the stakes,

and the third to save his stakes. There were fifteen starters,

including the Lorillard Beresford Btable*s brown filly Chinook .

and the chestnut filly Eloczen, belonging to the same stable.

The coarse was the Rowley mile, and the following was the

result in detail:

Sir J. Blundell Staple's b f Nun Nicer, by Common, onto! PriestPSS-.,.

Air* aud Graces, br t, by Ayrshire, out of Abanico—
L rd Derby's ch fAlt Mark, DyMarcion, out of AlUora __.

Charleston, S. C.

Db. H. Clat Glover,
Dear Sir—I have a fine Better dog which last winter I

placed in the hands of a trainer. When returned to me he
was badly brokan down with distemper. After giving him
csrefoi attention ond finding that he was growing worse on
recommendation concluded to use your Distemper Cure. I
am happy to say the animal entirely recovered and is now in

excellent condition. I. O. LEA, Treasury Office.

On the strength of his victory in the Two Thousand

-

Guineas, Disraeli is the favorite for the Epsom Derby, one
mile and a half, to he run May 25. About him 3 to 1 is of-

fered, though Dieadonne is a strong second choice at 4 to 1.

Hawfinch, 7 to 1, and Batt, S to 1, come next to order. Mr.
August Belmont's candidate, Bridegroom 11., is at 33 to 1,

Archduke 66 to 1.
_

The New York "Spirit of the Times" representative recently

asked Mr. Powers, representative of Mr. Marcus Daly, what
was going to be done with Hamburg this season, and received

the following reply: "Mr. J)aly was here only a few days ago
and I was able to consult him cpon the subject, and our
plans dependent of course on the horse's condition st the date

o'" the various events, are as follows: Hamburg's first start

will be in the Belmont at a mile and three furlongs, which
will be run for on May 26:h, the last day of the Morris Park
spring meeting. The Realization at a mile and five far-

longs, to be run on Julv 4th, the closing day of the Coney
Island Jockey Club's first summer meeting, will see his sec-

ond appearance, and if he proves that he has stamina as well

as speed, as we think he will do, we shall start him in the

Brighton cup, at two miles and a quarter, on July 30th.

During all this time Hamburg will be trained at Brigeton,

where Lakeland has him now, and will only be shipped to

Morris Park for the Belmont, aod walked over to Sbeeps-
head Bay for the Realization upon the day the events are

run for. We did think of sending him lo Washington Park,
Chicago, for the $10,000 American Derbr, but the date for

its running is too close to the Realization for as to risk the

journey. After the Brighton cup we have formulated no
plans as yet."

JAY-EYE-SElM^r Mr. J. I. Case, (Hickory Grove Farm, home gfof Jay-Eye-See) Raoine, Wis., says: "After try- %.
in^ every known remedy, I removed a large I*
Hunch of two years standing from a 3-year-old P
filly, with three applications of

Quinn's dinted
" 'iorsemen.'

anion-

ESP

It is the best preparation L> io all Horsemen.
of. I heartily tecowiSsofsueh testimonials-

HfeAoog*
rrlceSI.SOpor Piw*it'"if he does not keep It we
Ask "uur lTug^ten receipt of price- Address

_, ..in ool hare aoy
card.—Cbicago Inter
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Dbivikg Club } Qa ''e8a fetoeay.anQ' that without equivo-

cation, or any tendency to flitter, that so far as tracks are con-

cerned, the Alameda Driving Coarse and Boulevard adjoin-

ing form the best training ground for harness horses in this

or any other State. It may be better to qualify the statement

by changing best to the equal of any training grounds where

ever located, though I cannot imagine where the track and

boulevard could be bettered when the object sought is to

teacb horses to trot or pace, and to bring them into such

"condition" as will best fit them for races.

The "regulation track" i. e. a mile in circuit the turns

semi-circles of a quarter of a mile eich, connected with paralle',

straight stretches which, of course, are also a quarter of a

Bile each, is nearly faultless, though the tarns might be

"thrown ap" somewhat more with advantage. The track

was built by a few men who hare a fondness for driving, and

who did not look for a money return on their expenditure.

Then a satisfactory lease could not be obtained and the

only improvements a rail on the turns and some other fenc-

ing, cooling out sheds, a few stalls, and the judges stand, the

cut represents the stalls, the angle formiog a better protec-

tion from the western winds than if on one straight line.

faflllt ifli» iM
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A MORNING SCENE, ALAMEDA TRACK.

Watching the horses exercise is folly as attractive to some

harness-horse fanciers as to go to the races. There is this

advantage, there is something going on every minute. It

may be that there are several parties "working oat" together,

two, three or it may be more in competition, while one sec-

tion is cooling out another is on the track, and scarcely an

interval of ten miontes without BomethiDg to interest.

The Boulevard is not properly appreciated, one mile and

an eighth, in length, one hundred feet wide, straight with the

exception of an easy curve that with so long a radius that it

virtually "straight going." The material the same as the

track, and better for dry weather could not be, silt pumped

from the estuary, so that it so nearly level that a few inches

will mark the difference. The advantages are so many and

so great that a long article, with advantages for training

purposes of the Alameda boulevard for a lext,will be required

to do it justice. Were those Btalls commersurate with the de-

mand, more horses would be in training on the Alameda

track than any other one in the state, and it seems to me
that if stables like those occupied by Mr. Nelson, and Mr.

Williams were built the rental would make the investment a

paying one.

Alameda is one of the most beautiful towns in California

It may appear like rank heresy on the part of one who has

resided in Oakland for twenty-four years to say that as a resi.

dence place it is superior, in many respects, to the bigger

city across the creek. Just as convenient for those who do

,. -"ess in the metropolis, and though O-ikland has advan-
tion . ,

f the
* * to -ar8er population secures, there are com-

etitutiou, wooiJ'
e

'

A city of homes, the finest streets for driving, a more
equable temperature, more beautiful adornments in the way
of shrubbery and flowers, the tranquility of the country,
urban, suburban and rural enjoyments combined.
The following cut reprejents the residence of the late

Josiah H. While, a man who was intimately connected with

harness horses, a large breeder, and on his farm at Lakeside

constructed the best shaped track I ever saw. In place of

being semi-circles the curves were parabolas, the connecting

stretches being, of course, straight. The advantages of the

parabolic "turns" are evident; the curve gradually grows
sharper so that the horse becomes habituated to the chaDge
from straight, going to circular, not so abrupt a change as

when a semi-circle has to be "negotiated." Mr. White was

a civil engineer; he laid out the Bay District and the old

Oakland tracks add his profession suggested the shape of the

Lakeside course.

A very short acquaintance with Mr. While was enough to

discern he was a man of superior attainments, further inti-

macy resulted in the discovery of so many admirable and

loveable qualities that he was endeared to his friends, and if

he had enemies even those were forced to respect him for

his sterling worth. There was general rejoicing when bo
made the "rich strike" in Arizona, and what is somewha*

wonderful, the radically envious did not express their feel-

ings audibly.

Mr. White was the first president of the Pacific CoaBt Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association.

RESIDENCE MRS. I. H. WHITE, ALAMEDA.

The followicg picture was taken as a fair representation of

a street scene in Alameda, corner on Grand St , and Santa

Clara avenues, one block south of Bay Street station.

STREET SCENE ALAMEDA.

Bonnie Scotland, Macolm, Regent. Owing to tb

type becoming misplaced, after the proof was corrected, ihere

was a slight error in the notes regarding Bonnie Scotland in

the paper of Saturday, that being that I owned the horse in

Waukegoo, 111. In order to straighten that and add some-

thing to the information about tbe greatest son of Queen

Mary, gaps are filled np.

Mr- Eutz sold his interest in all the horses owned by him

and Mr. Reber to a Cincinnati parly, two of which were £
A. Smith and Samuel Leonard. In a division Bonnie Scot-

land and Ontario were among the horses which Messrs

Smith and Leonard got. They sent Bonnie Scotland to Ken-

tucky and raced quite a strong stable, winning many races

with Ontario, at that time the "queen of the turf." Leonard's

father-in-law, "Deacon" Stevens, bad loaned them a good

deal of money, and took a bill of sale of the horses. Hear-

ing that Bonnie Scotland was for sale, and would be sold for

a great deal less than Mr. Robert Alexander had oflered, after

some correspondence I went with Mr. Smith to Kentucky to

see the horse and Mr. Stevens accompanied me to Iowa to

look at the farm I proposed to trade for the stallion. The

price put on him $6,000, was satisfactory and mine for the

farm $8,000, was also sufficient inducement for Mr. Stevens

to make ihejourney.

A close bargainer was the Deacon, and tbe "swap" was fin.

ally consummated by giving me Bonnie and $1,750 for the

little farm.

Lamenting tbe outlay of "ready money" already invested,

Mr. Smith asked me if I would not take other horses for the

balance due, or a part of it.

"What will you take for Ontario?"' I replied.

"He answered, "one thousand dollars.

"I will take her" my reply.

"Wait a moment," he said,and referring to a little memor-
andum book, added, "the boys have marked her not to be

sold."

"Will lake the mare and rquare the account," was my
reply.

"Let it rest until I go home and I will send the mare or
the money."

Feeling sure that "the boys" would not agree to part with

her the only chance to secure the mare was to have the

question decided then, though I finally concurred in the offer

to await bis decision until we got back to Chicago.

Evidently a great struggle whether to offend the boyB or pay

the $1,750, though the sdvances to bis soc-in-law and Smith

was not so sore a point as losses made in a partnership with

a Mr. S. S. Grant, and Smith in army contracts, through

Grant not only gambling away recent profits, but absorbing a

draft of $90,000, which Mr. Stevens had sent him to pur-

chase horses and mules. The boys carried the day, but he

swore that would be tbe last money he would famish.

I sold a half interest to Hon. D. A. Gage for $3,000, and

that season Bonnie stood at Mr. Gage's farm, Riverside, that

beautiful suburb of Chicago now occupying the ground which

barns, buildings, fields and paddocks covered, adopting the

name of the farm as well as the other ''appurtenances," and

hereditaments thereto belonging.

The big barn, the largest at that time in the country, was

moved some two miles up "the ridge" in 1869, and the

breeding farm of Atwood Place established.

Few thoroughbred mares I can recall, two were bred to

Bonnie in 1868, Eva Shepherd by Sovereign, and aa En-

dorser maie, neither having foals.

Tbe fall of 1858 Isold my interest in Ihe horse to C. C.

and Robert Parks of Waukegan, Illinois, and he made a few

seaBcnB there. Few thoroughbred mares in that stud; trot-

ting horses, Durham and Jersey catlle, beiog also a pari of

the business still the veteran campaigner, Joe Howell was

bred there; (his dam Eva Shepherd), and a mare I sold him,

Maud, by imp. Australian foaled Paper Maker at Glen

Flora.

I baught Regent, then two years old, of Mr. Reber early

in the spring of 1869 for myself, Columbia and her sister

Wauanita on joint account with Mr. Gage; those aod several

other horses Mr. Coyle trained for us at Dexter Park after

Riverside was dismantled. Regent wa9 a "natural born"

race horse and an exceedingly handsome colt. Smith and

Leonard induced Mr. Stevens, he being the owner of Mai*

colm, tc write me several letters proposing a trade, Malcolm

for Regent, and would pay a reasonable difference. I refused

to name any sum, but when the summer race and trotting

meeting came to an end and people were leaving for their

homes, I fully realized (bat for tbe first time in many, many

years myself and family were without a home of our own.

Good quarters ai the Transit House, my children at the best

of schools.but tbe yearning for the little farm became so strong

that I offered Mr. Stevens a sum for it in cash or would take

Malcolm and let him have Regent at $2,500 less money.

From his reluctance to pay any more money out I supposed

he would take the all money offer, though much to m v surprise

I received a telegram: "Accept offer; nave sent to Nashville

for Malcolm; Bhip colt at once."

A friend who was a warm admirer of the c -It urged me
not to send him, and though fully believing that be was one

of the best colts I ever saw could not do otherwise than

comply. And thin I became 'the owner of Malcolm, and

lost Regent. That fall he won the young America stake at

Nashville and Mr. 8tevens was offered $7,500 for bim.

George Bayliss who died so suddenly at Emeryville last Sun-

day rode Regent in his exercise while I owned bim, and it

almost broke his heart when the colt went away. A quiet,

well behaved lad, a general favorite and with good promise

to make a first-class jockey.

* *

"Tonnel Day " Saturday next tbe raciog season will

wind up with a benefit day, the proceeds of which will go

into the tunnel fund, and from the outlook at present it will

be tbe largest gathering of people of tbe winter at the C. J.

C course, excepting, perbap-, that of Thanksgiving day. Jf

all the people of Oakland fully realized the advantages that

will follow from a good road through, in place of over, the

mountains, everyone who can sfbrd to pay a dollar will

surely do so.

An extra giod programme for that day hai been arranged.so

that there will be a double return, the pleasure of witnessing,

high-mettled racers in exciting contests and aiding a laudable

enterprise. To those who have not seen tbe course, the

buildings and grounds on a racing day will be well repaid for

the time and money spent by the beauty of the place, one of

the very finest race courses in the United States; the finest

in many respects.

[CouUnued on Page 1W.J
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TROTTING STALLIONS.

ALTAMONT3600 1. M. Nelson, Alameda
'.'HAS. DERBY, 2:2C Oakwood Part Stock Farm, Danville

DIABLO. 2:C9>£ Wm. Murray, Pleasanton

DIRECTUM, 2:151, Thos. H. Green. Dublin

EL BENTON. 2:23. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville

3E0. WASHINGTON, 2:lfTV, Thos. Smith. Vallejo

HAMBLETONIAN WILKES 1679.John Moorhead, Pleasanton

HAMBRINO CHIEF JR Thos. Smith. Vallejo

tfcKINNEY. 2:11M C. A. Durfee, Oakland

BEYMODB WILKES. 2:08)^. Thos. Roche, Lakeville

STEINWAY, 2:2j% Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville

WILDBOY 5391 Wm. VJoget, Lawrence

WILD NtJTLLNG 2867 Wm. Vioget, Lawrence

HACKNEY.

CttAMPION GREEN'S RUF03....Baywood_Stud, San Mateo

THOROUGHBREDS.

ZOBAIR _ O- A. Kenyon, Petaluma

Good Less dub Taught TJs by Our Eastern and

Australian Friends.

The marked success of racing attheEtst under the

jurisdiction of The Jockey Club, the increasing popular-

ity of the galloper with the masses, the confidence felt

iD the officials having matters in charge, all largely due

to the strict enforcement of the rules under which the

club is working, has had the effect of elevating, in pub-

lic opinion, the turfman, the trainer of horses and the

jockey. They command the respect ot all sorts of citi-

zens, for their actions are above reproach. It is to be

regretted that trainers and jockeys out this way, as a

class, are not looked upon as they are at the far East.

There is not that feeling of confidence in either class

that should be felt and naturally one looks around for

the cause. At the far East there are bookmakers, just

as here. There are the same direct rewards for fraudu-

lent practices, the running of "dead ones" and "dividing

the sheet," sending horses to the post "short" when the

trainer knows the publ :

c will bet long and furiously on

the animal, etc. The solution of this problem, then,

must be that there is no catering to the low-class

racers or to the owners of "dogs." Besides, there has

been a lengthening of the distances in races since The
Jockey Club took the helm of the racing ship at the far

East, an increase in the weights, bo that a rider can re-

main at the businees for many years and become pro-

ficient in his art.

The craze for "lime" is dying out, too, and this is

mainly due to the action of the governing turf body of

the far E-tst having many of the races at odd distances,

such as 172 feet short of six failings, about a mile, mile

and fifty yards, &c. In 'his way the race-goer is made
to forget a good deal about "time." The great increase

in the weights carried has also crushed the stickler for

"time" somewhat.

The rule which says it is unlawful for "plungers" to

make presents to riders is also a good one, the club

doubtless arguing that if a jockey would accept money
for winnings he would also accept coin for losing, and
that the time would soon come when a rider would not

greatly exert himself to win if he were not promised a

substantial sum from the plunging brigade. The late

Admiral Kous did not approve of plunging, and tried to

have a law pasied that any member of the Jockey Club
of England trying to win over £20,000 on any event

sl.ould be expelled from the organization. The "plung-

ers" should be kept as far away from the jockeys as pos-

ible, so that they oool I neither oiler a reward to a rider

ing honest or dishonest. "Plungers" have ruined

rany a jockey. They have, through their liberality

?iv»n jockeys a false idea of their importance upon this

mundane sphere, and as the cranium of the knight of the

saddle swelled his usefulness decreased in proportion.

The successful race rider of to-day is flattered until he

begins to believe himself a Napoleon, a Dewey or an

Edison—a veritable genius that all the world should

salaam and scrape to.

If the West will not follow in the footBteps of their

successful Eastern brethren, placing the tnrf upon a

higher plane of morality, the introduction ot the totali-

zator will do the good work. It will do away with the

direct reward for fraud. The dishonest trainer, running

his horse to lose, cannot gain anything. A winner has

to be picked in a race, and that's not always so easy.

The "plunger" who wanted to make a heavy "clean-up"

would have to "fix" nearly every ride in a race in order

to have his horse "shooed in," and one of the jockeys

would "give him away." Besides, on a totalizator, a

heavy play on a particular horse would reduce the odds

materially. Therefore, the "plunger," generally a non-

producer, will not look upon the "tote" with much
favor. But it will come just the same and be the savior

of the sport. It will enforce honesty and render the

efforts ot the dishonest useless. It will increase the rev-

enues of the clubs through having a larger "gate." It will

make the public have confidence, a belief that they will

at all times secure a "run for the money." If the clubs are

as liberal in the future as they have been in the past,

they will increase the size of the purses and stakes, and

that will insure the entrance in races of a higher class oi

horses, the "skate" being relegated to the background.

Larger purses and stakes means larger breeding opera-

tions, an improvement in our breed of horses—supposed

to be the chief aim of all racing organizations in the

world. All of the above predictions will be verified

here if the racing clubs would only use the total-

isator adopted in New Zealand and South Australia.

Racing was at a very low ebb in those countries when

the totalisator took the place of the bookmaker. The

purses were small; little interest was felt in turf affairs

(caused through lack of confidence in the squareness of

the sport), and bettors kept their coin in their pockets.

With the introduction of the totalizator, all this was

changed. The interest and the gate receipts commenced

to swell, the coin came out of the feather beds and

banks, the purses and stakes were increased four-fold

and the breeding interest was stimulated as breeders

never dreamed it would be. All this was due to the use

of the totalizator by the racing clubs, and every sporting

paper in those provinces sing the praises of "the tote"

in every issue, pronouncing it the saviour of the sport of

kings in those localities, as indeed it was.

On the 31st instant Messrs. Killip & Co , live stock

auctioneers, will sell at the salesyard corner Market

and Van Ness avenue in this city, by order of A. W.
Foster, Esq., twenty head of Hungarian ponies, twelve

hands and under This is a choice lot and they are per-

fect beauties. The sale will be positive and without re-

serve. The firm will also sell a consignment of trotting

bred and draft horseB from the Yerba Buena Farm.

Full particulars of this sale next week.

Horse owners and trainers should remember that they

have but one week more to sudy over the programme

of the Trotting Horse Breeders' Association races, and

arrange for making entries. It will be the best meeting

ever given in California in all probability. Don't be

left out in the cold when there is so much money to be

earned. The entries will close June 1st.

The meeting to be given by the Alameda Driving

Association Monday May 30th, promises to be one of the

most enjoyable ever held on that clubs excellent track
_

The races are open to all and the conditions are set forth

in our advertising colums. Entries close today, Satur.

day May 21st, with the Secretary A. O. Gott, 1413 Park

street, Alameda. Get your entries mailed to-day.

Mr. Allison says that "roariog is not by any means of

necessity a serious matter at all, whereas under no circum-

stances is it anything like such a drawback to a horse as

stilty forelegs, calf knees, spavined hocks, bad feet, or hered-

itary tendency to break blood vessels—which is the most

hereditary trouble of all. Clover, the successful French sire,

jb by the roariDg Wellingtonia (eon of the roariDg Chatta-

nooga), out of PriDcess Catherine, by the roaring Prince

Charlie, and Clover was a souod, good race horse." Resolute

is demonstrative proo." that a horse may be touched in the

wind and still retain bis pace.

Volley. Strathmore, Patron, The Officer and Aurum are

the only horses who have won the double, Caulfield Gnineas

and V. R. C. St. Leger.

The Breeder and Sportsman's mailing clerk has

gone to be a soldier. Albert Jackson Martineau, ia a

native of Vallejo in this State, and he has been con-

nected with this office for some months. A young man

of brains and strict uprightness, he always seemed to

take his greatest pleasure in doing his duty. Prompt

and reliable his aim was to do everything in the proper

manner and on time. A member of Company O, First

Infantry and Third Battalion of California Volunteers
]

our "Jack" will, in a few days, be on his way to Manilla

to defend his country's flag and honor. We know he

will faithfully discharge every duty required of him,

and we hope to see him return safe and sound, wearing

the shoulder straps of an officer. An honest, kind, and

gentle boy is "Jack," and the idol of the employes of

this office, but now
"Dreams he of cutting foreign throats

01 breaches, ambuscadoes, Spanish blades,

Of healths five fathoms deep."

Tod Sloan is riding in superb form at Morris Park.

Hardly a day passes but that he rides a couple of winners.

A scribe payB the following tribute to his work of last Thurs-

day: "Tod Sloan's riding was the feature of the day. There

are those who have claimed that Sloan is no finisher, but all

doubts as to his ability in this line were dispelled by his ef-

forts with Geisha. The little crack in two of the races had

the satisfaction of beating his great rival, Tommy Burns.".

Sloan started in badly at the Aqueduct, but there was tittle

doubt in the minds of his friends but that he would soon

round to his best form.

An impression exists in New Zealand that Uniform was

purchased from Mr. Stead, on account cf an EDglish owner,

but the seller states that he has neither disclosed the name of

the purchaser to anyone, nor the amount for which he sold

the son of Hotcbkies and Formo. O'Toole who came out

with the blood stock Mr. Stead purchased when on his visit

to England, will take Uniform to England. The total win-

nings of Uoitorm during his career as a three and four-year-

old have amounted to £2,100— Melbourne Leader.

George Barrett, who recently died in Eogland, had a

most successful career as a jockey, and amongst the numer-

ous winners steered by him were Common (2000 guineas,

Derby and St. Leger), Ormonde (2000 guineas), Buccaneer

(City and Suburban), La Fleche (1000 guineas, Cambridge-

shire and Oiks). Carlton (Chester Cup), and Orme (Eclipse

Stakes and Middle Park Plate).

Vengeance (whose yearlings recently brought such good

prices in Australia) is by Newminster, for years the leading

stallion of Australia, the sire of Newhaven and Tarcoola,

winners of the Melbourne Cup.
•

The success in Australia of Bobadil and Ormuz omens

favorably for the St. Simon-cum-Musket experiments now

being instituted by the Duke of Portland through the

agency of Carbine.

McDonald, who has been riding excellently here of

late, left for St. Louis May 19th. He will ride for Hughey

Jones, and ou^ht to do well.

Edward Coreigan has been publicly warned (hat (>--«'

people of Cicero township will not stand for the oper : '

of Hawthorne.
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Clryeland Sale.—The "Blue Ribbon" sale at Cleveland

from the accounts received op to this lime was undoubtedly

an "ucqualiBed success," the Palo Alto contingent bringing

prices far beyond any previous sale this year, and according

to my recollection $7, $00, the price paid for Betonica, the

highest figure ever reached at an auction sale for a four-year-

old pacer.

The two year-old, Idolita, by Monaco from Edith Carr by

George Wilkes, at $4,100 has taken the highest place when

measured by money value.than anyone of his age bad brought

in several years. And dirt cheap at that, in my opinion, as

he takes the lead of all the colts that have been driven on

that famous track; even Arion never equalled the tirre made

by Idolita so early in the season, _:'2U iu April. Manaco

Bhows good indications of beiDg a first-class sire. The
Beautiful Bells yearling is certainly the best looking of her

colls at the same age, and all the Monacos I hare seen are

highly formed.

Plenty of near infusions in Idolita. The third dam of Edith

was by imp. Margrave and the next dam the thoroughbred

mare Kitty Muse by Shakespeare, and a filly by American

Eclipse from Kitty Muse was the dam of Idol a son of Mam-
brino chief. The third dam of Monaco was by Piedmont

and the second dam of Piedmont was by the thoroughbred

Grey Eagle.

As is well known Betonica is half thoroughbred through

his sire and dam, and were all theother thoroughbred strains

he carries collected, little but thoroughbred would remain.

Pasonte by Palo Alto brought the next highest price, $2000,

and she is by a ''half-and half" sire. With careful handling

this highly-bred mare (her grandam being by Billy Townes

thoroughbred,and her third dam was by Sir Charles, who was

bo well thought of that he was matched againBt American

Eclipse, but unfortunately went amiss) and highly formed

mare as all good judges must admit, is almost sure to get a

mark very nearly at the top-notch of the measuring rod.

The next in price Hyita, two years old, $1,900, is very

close to the infusions. Her dam was by Carr's Mambrino,

hie dam very nearly throughbred, and her second dam by

Owen Dale by Belmont (Williamson's), her third dam by Bel-

mont, and as Directum has two strains of Belmont, the most

captious mast admit its value in fast trotters.

The second dam of Peko was Plauelia by Planet, then La

Henderson by Lexington, Kilty Clark by imp. Glencos,

not only thoroughbred, but that of the highest class.

Nordeau, $1,000, is from a daughter of Wildidle, and her

sire, Norris, is by Ansel, and Ansel from Annette, through

bred, by Lexington. The dam of Norris by Norman, his

second dam by T( dhunter's Sir Wallace very nearly, if not

entirely thoroughbred, and the third dam Eagletta, thorough-

bred, by Grey Eagle.

These confident prophets who predict that nothing good

would come from Palo Alto, owing to Governor Stanford's

stranee infatuation in using thoroughbred blood with the

vain expectation of getting even moderate trotters if at all

fair-minded and sensible enough to know and understand

what Palo Alto has done, they will be ready to acknowledge

that the crowniDg glory of that famous breeding comes from

the mixture of thoroughbred blood, closely up, too, with trot-

ting strains.

The above is a representation of the end stalls in the north

row of stables, and the filly the folks are admiring I think is

Nordeau, at all events one of the lot sold at Cleveland.

***
Anent Incorporating, I must acknowledge that I was

so densely ignorant in regard to the laws of California, or any

other 8tate, governing incorporations, or the necessary steps

to secure articles of incorporation, that wben I offered the

resolution at the aonual meeting, Dec. 6, 1897, that the P. C.

T. H. B. A. should be incorporated, I supposed that there

would be no change in the organization. That the constitu-

tion under which the Association had conducted its affairs

from the first, or one amended in accordance with that con-

stitution, would be the groundwork: that the directors and

members would remain Ihe same, the only difference from ila

present standing, a legalized body, in place of an assemblage

of men associated to advance harness-horse interests.

In place of that should the projected Association be incor'

porated, I find that everything will be changed excepting the

name, everyone of the Association, save those who sign the

articles of incorporation before it is filed, will be thrown out.

In place of fifteen directors eleven the limit; not a member,

however good his standing, of the present Association that

will be a member of (he one proposed, until elected by the

new in accordance with the by-laws, articles of incorporation

or whatever the new conditions may be that will govern.

It is my fault that I am ignorant of the provisions made
in the articles of incorporation. Mr. Cohen brought the

document into the office requesting, urgioz me to sign it,

but having firmly resolved not to sign whatever Ihe condi-

tions embodied therein mighl be, the opportunity was lost.

Since then I have been unable to obtain a copy for publica-

tion, and considering the importance of the issue it will be

well tf the secretary has copies printed in time to mail them

to the members the first of the week. In all probability a

large majority of the members are as ignorant as I was in

regard to the effects that will follow incorporation, and with

a copy of the articles they can note the difference between

those and the constitution of the P. C. T. H. B. A. as it now

stands.

That the constitution can be amended advantageously is

beyond question, and the adjiurned Annual Meeting which

will be held on Thursday next will have the power to change

it or adopt an entirely new instrument.

Members who have seat proxies without being aware of

the changes that can be wrought, and have placed it in the

power of some one to vote directly contrary to their

wishes after realizing the true situation,"should send a later

proxy if unable to attend the meeting. In that case it will

be well to state whether they are in favor or against incor

poration. Hon. D. E. Knight of Marysville, John F. Boyd

of San Francisco, John A. McKerron of San Francisco,

Colonel Park Henshaw of Chico have not as yet committed

themselves to either side of the question, and the gentlemen

named will surely be in attendance.

I wish to state further that I had an object in offering the

resolution favoring incorporation. That was to make changes

in the constitution. It could not be amended at that annual

meeting, December 6:b, 1897, as the necessary three months

notice had not been given. The meeting of the directors to

elect officers for the ensuing year was put off two weeks. At
that meeting, December 26, 1897, there was a good deal of

argument many contending that the directors had the power

to incorporate and adopt a new constitution. This I stub-

bornly contested and as the constitution Article III, Sec. 1

reads "The association shall meet annually on or before and as

the 26th of April gave the necessary time for notification

that it was set for that date. The following two paragraphs

cut from the special department of January 1st shows the

views that I held at that time and have not changed.

"There is a general consensus of opinion that the outlook

for harness racing in California the coming year is anything

but favorable. Some quite despondent, others who are some-
what hopeful, a few who have faith that with methods of

management which will secure the approval of the public

there will follow a break in the dark cloud. This is my
belief, and there are many others who agree in the opinion,

among them people who have come to the conclusion from a

careful study of the situation. An influential body of men
who advocated a course that, in my opinion, will prove a

great detriment to the future of harness racing. That is for

the only association which was organized to '"promote" har-

ness horse races to become a sort of quasi jockey club, give a

"mixed meeting" where gallopers and harness horse racers

will all be awarded a chance. This was thoroughly can-

vassed before the fall meeting of the Association, and at a

gathering of members held in Sacramento there was an
"overwhelming majority" opposed to the innovation.

"In order to effect the purpose the plan proposed, in fact

already agreed upon, is to change the name of the Associa-

tion and amend the constitution so that running races can be

incorporated in the programme. If that is cairied out in

accordance with the requirements of the constitution, and
the necessary number of votes secured to legally effect the

change, I will do all in mv power to aid in making the meet-

ings successful. But if the attempt is made to Becure the end

by measures not recognized by the fundamental law, to arbi-

trarily grasp the power and is<*ue an edict that the name has

been changed, the original object of the organization disre-

garded and an entirely different course pursued, thoBe who
favor such autocratic methods must not be surprised should

there be a stubborn determination to thwart the conspiracy.

Too plainly apparent to anyone who will give the question a

little consideration to require long arguments that the mem-
bers of the association are the owners of whatever property

belongs to the Association. The director* may vote that the

Board has the power to transfer this property to another

society, that it cao sequester, or rather confiscate properly

belonging to one set of .contributors into olher coffers, but is

that equitable? Is it an act which 'law of the land' will

sanction?"

After the meeting on the 26th of April, adjourned to next

Thursday, the 26th inBt., I wrote something of the same

tenor.

The mere fact that I offered the resolution under a misap-

prehension, and with the further purpose of securing a "legal

meeting" empowered to make necessary changes in the con-

stit itioo did not bind me in any shape to support

incorporating.
•••

An Old-Time Race Horse. The following is copied

from "The Leaf Herald or Annual Racing Calendar 1824,"

and 1b well worthy of a place now, inasmuch as there are few

instances of a horse lasting that long.

The race was run at Tunbridge- Wells, County of Kent,

England, and there two others, at the like distance, o.i the

same day, though in both others there were three heats.

Thursday, August, 25
t
1S24>—Town Plate of 50 sovp. [Three

miles and a distance. 1

Mr. Brown's br. g. Marksman, by Paynator, out of

Shepherd's dam, aged, 9it lllb 1 1

Mr. Mauodrell'o b. f. Princess Mary, by Waltoo,3yrf.,
/st. 41b 2 2

Mr. Holbrooke's b h. Felix, by Comus, 5 yrs.,93t. lib. 3 3

The Editor Sb induced to swerve from his course on the pret-

ent occasior; the rarity of a horse, not only continuing to

run, but to win, a' the age of seventeen years, creates an in-

terest in his favour which cannot, perhaps, be better gratified

than by detailiog his pedigree:

—

Mahk^man, (he property
of T. Brown. E q. was foaled in 1808; he wis got by Pay-
nator (a son of Ld. Clermont's Truopator); d<m bv Drsgor

;

grandam Queen Mab (sister to Mercury and Venus), by
Eclipse; great grandam the famous old Tartar mare; great

great grandam by Mogul; great great great graodam by
8weepstakes siBter to Sloven, by Bolton Oorwen Bay
Barb -Old Spot White-legged LowtherRarb Vint-

ner mare. Through his sire, it will be observed, that he is

descended direct from the Godolphin Arabian :—Paynator, a

son of Trumpator Conductor Malcb'em Cade
the Godolphin Arabian.
A correspondent who requested the pedigree of Marksman,

sayF: "This is ihe seveDt5-second time the old boree has
started, and the 40th plate he has won." This statement

doe3 not agree with the Racing-Calendar; but Marksman
may have run on courses where no account of the sport baa

been preserved. We find him to have been thirty times
''crowned victor of the laboured races."— J. F.

Jos. Cairn Simp3on.

Turfman Pat Dunne lust his excellent Celifornia-bre
'

colt, Estaca, in a selling race at Louisville May 14ih.

Estana was in for $900, and when offered for sale J. G.

Murphy, a Btranger to most of the horsemen and race follow-

ers generally, bid $1,500. Mr. Dunne raised the bid $5, as

he did with each successive boost of $100, until he bad gone

to $1,805, and when Murphy bid $1,900, the ChicBgo horse-

man stopped and the colt was km eked down to the stranger.

Murphy was reported to be an agent of the Mpxican Gov-

ernmei t commissioned tohuy up good, well-bred horseB, but

this is a mistake, growing out of the fact that his father is

connected officially with the Mexican Central Railroad. A
Mexican by birth and speaking broken English, notwith-

standing his name, he became infatuated with the racing

game at Ne* Orleans, and has since been backing a book

run by Al Slofel, at whose suggestion he bought Estaca.

They will ship bim to race on the Northern circuit.

According to that widely recognized authority, Jobn

Porter, the strain on the horse is much g ester when the

animal is called upon to run in short races than it is in long

ones. "To be convinced of this," says the famous trainer

"you have only to watch a start for a five furlong race, with

the excitement to get off, the false starts and the horses

''snatched" upon their haunches. Tbis treatment, repeated

as I have seen it as many as twenty times over, is ruinous,

whereas in a race of a mile or upwards the horse starts

smoothly, the pressure is not put on so booo, he gradually in-

creases his speed, and the chances of his breaking down are

not one-tenth as great as when he is pulled about and bus

tied in a short T. Y. C. Neither is hia temper so likely to

e soured." Another eloquent testimonial for the starting

machine.

The racing critics of England place Bridegroom II.

property of August Belmont, among the formidable Derby

candidates. He is a chestnut colt by Rayon d'Or out of the

great raw mareimp. Fides. Bridegroom was bred in America

Amiable, winner of the Newmarket Handicap at the V,

R. C. meeting, cost but 70 guineas as a yearling.

SoourlDff and Hida Bound Horses.

Roth are annoyances to owners of such alllicted aoimals.

Both evils are positively cured by feeding a liberal amount
of Manhattan Food, Red Ball Brand. The undersigned has

had great success with it. One nf my favorite horses would
scour after being driven a mile and keep tbis up until the

dashboard would he completely covered. No matter what I

fed bim, he would not digeBt his oats. He was run down
and weakened until he looked like a living skeleton. He
was hide nouod in Ihe worst way, I then thought lo again

feed Manhattan Food and it was bo efficacious (hat in ten

days it cured him of Bcouring; he digested hia oat» thor-

oughly, picked up in flesh and in two months looked his old

self again, lie baa a slick coat, is full of life and in the

pink of condition. I am now convinced more than ever that

it is an infillable remedy for ill conditioned horses.

Albert Manning, Trainer.

Mr. Wm, Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, says: I

found it an excellent remedy.

Wm. F. Eagan, V. 8., says: I prescribe Manhattan Food
whenever the case demands it.

Idaho Stock Farm.

Messrs. Hale & Son of Independence, la, write: "8ome
time ago, we had a colt that hurt bis bind leg so it wis
swollen almost the size of your bead; thought he was spoiled.

Wi'sent for Quinn' Ointment, used one bottle, and to day be

is as smooth as ever." For curbs, splints, spavins, wind-

puffs and all bunches u»e Q>iinn's Ointment. Price $1 50

per package. Address YV. B. Eddy & Co, Whitehall, N Y.
For sale in San Francisco by Messrs, J. A. McKerron mi'

J. O Kane.
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NOTICE TO AXGLEES.

Every angler la invited to drop as a line occasionally, telling us of
the condition of the streams they have visited and the tilling: lore

of the number and size of the fish caught, or any other item of
interest to anglers.

Cominff Events.

May 21-22-—San Francisco Fly-Casting Club. Seventh serleB of

Saturday and Saudav contests. Stow Late, Golden Gate Park.
June 8-9—West Michigan Fly-Ctscing Association. First Angling

Tournament. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fly-Casting at Stow Lake.

To-day at 2 f. m. and tc-morrow at 10 a. m. the seventh

series of contests by the San Francisco Fly-Casting Club, will

be held at Stow Lake.

Striped Bass in the Biy.

Striped bass anglers on the other side of the bay were very

successful this week, quite a large number of these fine fish

having been caught from the railroad wharves. "Andy"
captured a ten pounder. A bunch of spile worms on the

hook seems to be the taking lure.

Striped Bass Fishing—The Tackle Used.

Having fished for striped bass, called rockfish in the south,

for ten years, I have seen many changes, A few years ago

we seldom hooked striped bass along the New Jersey coast

before July 1st, but during the last three yeais June has been

the best month, especially on fall moon tides.

To be successful in fishing for striped base, one must learn

where they feed. This is usually in holes along the beach,

but the fish move from one hole to another, so one must hunt
them. As a rule, if one can find a small stream running into

the oceaD, bass will be found there. The streams turn up
email soft-shell crabs in the sand, of which they are fond.

There are three runs of stripe 1 bass, viz.: spring, summer
(or school bass) and the fall run. The summer bass are
much smaller than the spring and fall runs.

The best rod for ocean fibbing is a one-piece, hand-made
split bamboo 6 feet long, with a separate butt 18 inches long,

German silver mountings, agate guides and tip. As these
rods are expensive few anglers have them. Greenheart,
bethabara, snakewood and lancewood make excellent rods.

Calcutta bamboo makes a good rod, and is light and strong.

Always have the agate tips, as the line does not wear so much
If German silver guides are used, have the bell guide. These
rods are unhandy to take on short trips. A two-piece Btick

with separate butt (always carry an extra lip), will be found
more convenient. Great judgment should be used in the
purchase of ;theae piece stickB, for the ferrules are apt to cut
them, but this has been overcome by an invention of Freder-
ick Malleson, with L, F. La Rnche, 161 Fulton street, New
York, who is the patentee of the double-serrated ferrules,

which enables the maker to bind over their ends, thus pre-
venting the rod from becoming water-Boaked at the ferrules.

This ferrule is also made to take off the knife-blade edge that
some of the old style had. How many rods one has seen
bieak off just at the end of the ferrule

!

In purchasing a rod pay a good price and get the best. It
is cheaper in the end. When through fishing always clean
and dry yur rod thoroughly; keep it well varnished. The
hard rubber, German silver, steel pivot multiplying reel is

the only reel for salt water, and should have a 600 to 900
foot spool. Id lines get the best of Irish linen, 12 to 18
thread, length 600 to UGO feet. Never have a knotted line,

for it interferes with casting, also of handling a fish. From
experience 1 find the O'Shaugbnessv book the best, 5 to
8-0, with 3 to 4-pIy long loop gut snell, and a 3-foot best gut
leader. 3 or 4-ply, with patent swivel, b&ss-caBliog sinker, 2
to 5 ounces, according to the sea and current. As a rule, 2
or 3 ounces of lead is plenty. Never use two sinkers. Brass
triple action swivel is the best, for it is impossible tu make a
mistake in arranging tackle

Soft-shell crabs, thoroughly cleaned, are mostly used for
bait. Do not leave a particle of shell on them, for the
striped bass is a suspicious fifth, and if it strikes a hard sub-
stance it will throw it from it? mouth before the angler can
hook it. If fishing at an inlet always have good, fresh blood-
worms, aod use two leaders, one above the other far enough
bo they will not tangle. Bait with crabs and worms; a crab
will make four or five good baits.

Nigbl fishing for elriped bass is always the best, for then
they are feeding. Never be afraid to let your fish run to sea.
Hive just eoougb pressure on the reel to tire him out. Once
you have the king of salt water fishes hooked your fun begins
Bass vary greatly in siz°. I have seen them from 1 to 42
1 onnds.

I look a trip to Port Deposit, Md., the 20th of lanl Septem-
r. Kiining all day (he 21st I took three bass. On the 22d

1 went out again and was rewarded with twelve striped bass
weighing 80 pounds, the four largest of which weighed 15, 15.

14, 10 pounds respectively; The other eight from 3 to 6

pounds, These four large fish were caught over a deep bole.

Whenever I located that hole right 1 was sure of a fish; but

when you have 150 feet of line out and a swift current run-

ning, it is hard to find a given point on the water.

Trolling ib the approved method of fishing for stripedbaEB

in southern waters. A small epoon, not as large aB a silver

quarter, is what I used, with six to ten bloodworms on the

hook, and a small sinker, just enough to sink the line 3 or 4

feet.—J, F. Marshall, M. D. in Shooting and Fishing.

Flies.

I might as well confess that in the matter of flies I am a

Philistine, because the adherent to the natural school will

rise and call me so. Many books have been written about

artificial flies and how to tie them so as toimitate the natural

insect, and I may have a dozen such books besides the chapt-

ers on files in a hundred general works on angling, for my
angling library is a larga one, a collection, of over thirty

years. Besides this I regularly read the London fishing

Gazette, in which hardly a week passes without an article or

at least an item about dressing flies to imitate some fly, cat-

erpillar, moth, or other thing on which trout feed, and by an

imitation of which they may be deceived into taking the

book that is concealed therein. I mention this to show that

I have Btudied the subject in the book? ar d on the streams,

and I hereby avow my opinion that fidelity to nature in

trout flies is a humbug.
I know scores of anglers who use all sorts of nondescript

fliep, but know of none who has had the courage to assail

this antiquated, yet popular, belief. This is the rankest

kind of fly-casting heresy, and will be so received in Eng-
land, where they are more conservative, and have more re-

verence for traditions than we have; but it may not pass un-
challenged on this side of the water. But aB I have already

called myself a Philistine, they are spared the trouble.

For years anglers have Bhed tears in asking: " What does
the salmon take the fly for?" And it has not been satisfact

orly answered. A salmon fly, let it be a Jock Scot, silver

doctor or other well-known killer, does not resemble any in-

sect that ever inhabited the earth, and as the adult salmon
when ascending rivers to spawn takes no other nutrition than
Jock Scots, doctors, silver doctors, mandarins and the like,

all of which have a barbed steel sting in their tails, the ques-

tion is a puzzle at which we all may guess. Most of the sal-

mon dies are as guady as flies can be made, but they are

creations of the fly-tier's fancy; but salmon take them, and
there our knowledge ends.

The long and lengthening list of trout flies contains more
nondescripts than alleged imitations, and I use the word "al-

leged" advisedly, for when I see a beautifully illustrated page

of natural flies and their imitations I wonder that a trout

could think them genuine. As I write I have before me
the third edition of "The Practical Fly-Fisher," by the late

John Jackson, London, 1SS0. The lithograph plates are

fine, but I will only criticise the first plate. Here are four

natural flies and their alleged imitations. Three of them
may pass, but No. 3 illustrates what I have said: The nat-

ural insect has the shape of a bedbug; has four wings; the

hinder pair are drab while the others are scarlet. The im-
itation looks like a brown hackle, all hairs. If the student
will turn to Plate VII. and note the pictures of Insects Nos.
35 and 3S, and their "imitations" and can then believe that

a trout can see any difference between the imitations, then

he his the gift of imagination.

Size, color and form attract trout in the order named.
Trout in some stream* and lakes will only take large flies,

but these waters are usually romote, and the fish hare not

had tne caution bred into them that trout in waters which
have been fished in for years have got. Men may argue
about reason and instinct, but it is a fact that a green back-
woods trout will rise to anything that is offered, just as the

Sheriff of Wayback cames to New York to buy green goods
aod gold bricks; but ao old trout often pricked, learns cau-

tion, and transmits that quality to its progeny; the heedless

young trout takes the first lure, and has no progeny to trans-

mit its rashness to. If this statement needs proof let us look

at ducks, deer and other animals which once merely kept
out of reach of the man who had the bow and arrow, aod see

bow tbeir progeny have increased the distance as man has

lengthened his reach, first with flintlock rifles, good for 100
yds , to tbeir caution to-day. Tbeir is no instinct in it; it is

reason, pure and simple. The wounded that survived
learned a lesson and transmitted it to their posterity.

If we admit this, why not admit it in the case of the trout?

We might as well do it, because the evidence is all on our
Bide. In the Stale of New York there is the great Caledonia
Creek; it would be a "river" in some parte of the world; it

has been fished many generations aod a man might cast

several days over thousands of trout arid not get a rise.

Then comes a day when they will rise for natural flies by
the thousand, but a strange angler who uses as large a fly as

he lakes trout in the Adirondack? with would have the
torment of Tantalus about him, trout rising everywhere but
at his flies.

A glance at a list of trout flies will show that most of
them are nondescripts, such as red ibis, Ferguson, Parma-
chenee Belle, Montreal, queen of the water, grizzly king,

Abbey, jungle cock, beaver-king, king of the waters-Gov-
ernor Alvord, St. Patrick, Professor, Rangeley, Henshall,
black prince, General Hooker, and a hundred more. Many
of these are favorites of long standing ami great reputation
as killers. Against this we have but few ec-called imitations

of the natural fly, such as white miller, green and gray
drakes, Btone fly, cow-duog, black gnat, Band fly, alder fly,

May fly, black and red ant, and a few others.

Alt flies can be made on different sized books, and as a
rule you may use a larger fly where the fly is not much
used, and they 6eem to attract green trout better than small
ones. Some tweotv-five years ago I fished some mill-ponds
back of Peterboro, Ont., and they preferred flies tied on No.
4 Sproat hook to the smaller ones, while on Long Island I
never used a larger hook than an 8 Sproat, and often a No.
10. Therefore no special directions can be given as to the
size of the hook the fly is tied on.

The dealer has a bewildering display of flies to offer,

because he has occasional demands for some of them, and
the names are on them, or even he would be in doubt as to

their "pedigree." I freely confess that of the vast numbers
of trout flies " I know them by sight," but cannot name more
than twenty; and that is enough to be intimate with,
althhough one may have a nodding acquaintance with many
of the herd.

From eight to twelve kinds of flies are enough for most
waters, but the angler will need half a dozen of each kind if

he is out for a week's troutiog, for flies have a way of elop-

iog with a handsome trout, of preferring to remain imbedded
in a sunken log, or of choosing a rest in some tree top. and
if the trout are choosing to feast on that kind of fly at that

time, and you have no duplicate, why there you arel

Ignoring the names, the aogler, having settled on the size,

will do weli to select an assortment of colors. Suppose he
decides on eight varieties; then he wants a white-miller for

dusk, a royal coachman or some fly witn both white and
dark for early dawn and late afternoon, with browns, grays,

reds, yellows, and a couple of combinations of these colors.

If he takes a dozen varieties he can select four more varia-

tions, for flies are made in kaleidoscope variety. Fiies are

made in such great variety for the same purpose that Peter
Pindar's razors were.

If, however, the trout angler be a worm-fisher, as m^ny
unconverted good men are, then I will Bay unto him: Use
the slim, long-shanked hook known a; the New \ork treat

hook; or, if that is not obtainable, the long-shanked Kirby
will do; but for the worm the ordinary shank of most hooks
is too short.

As this at tide has been taken up by talk about tackle, I

will reel up and consider how it is to be used for trout, both
with fly and worm; but what I have said about flies may
bring a hornet's nest about my ears from those who are

shocked at my disregard for tradition when it does not

accord with experience; but what can they expect from a
Philistine, if that is the proper term for a man who does his

own thinking?—Fred Mather in Forest and Stream.

Advices from Santa Cruz, of the 12 inst, state that on ac-

count of the wind in the morning a large number of salmon
fishers were compelled to come in early. They all made
catches, although they were not large ones.

Frank Maskey caught two very fine fish a week ago.

Wednesday was one of the best days this year, about a hun-
dred salmon were caught. Every boat was lucky, many
coming in with sis, seven and eight fish. The average
weight of the salmon was about twelve pounds.

The Stockton Independent of May 13th has the following;

"Freeman Black, Gas Rahl and Frank Goodell made a trip

down the river last evening on a fishing expedition. They
returned about 11 o'clock with twenty four shad and report

some great sport. Shad are running in the stream in large

numbers, and taking them is one of the most enjoyable

branches of sport at this season of the year."

A steel head measuring twenty nine inches was caught in

the upper Carmel ten dajs ago by J. B. 8heehy. It was the

largest trout caught in that section this season and only

lacked three inches from being the largest ever caught in the

Carmel.

A display of half a dozen fioe cutthroat trout, from the

Klamath river, in the window of E. T. Allen Co's attracted

a great deal attention last Monday. The fish were beautiful

to look at, but
_

F. W. S. Van Slyke while prospecting about the islands

of the San Mateo bay shore last Saturday, made a large catch

of very fine perch. He used a light rod and tackle.

Salt water anglers have recently had good sport od the

old San Quentin wharf, catching flounders and soles. The
fish are plentiful and in fioe condition.

Dr. Cluness and A. S. Carman returned from Barllett's

last Saturday with a fine catch of beautiful trout. The fish

in their baskets weighed 25 lbs.

Al Wilson caught a number of fine striped bass of good
weight in Russian river, near Duncans,' during the week.

Red Rock and the Two Brothers afford the best rock-fish

fishing spots in the bay at present.

John B^mis' latest fly, the "Dewey" has been in evidence

among the anglers this week.

Paper Mill was higher after the rain last week, than at

any time during the winter.

At Point Reyes fishing in the tide water has not been
good for a week past.

The run of salmon in the Sacramento has been very light

so far.
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NOTICE TO SECRETARIES.

If secretaries of gun clubs wil 1 Bend us the fall scores of their regu-
lar monthly shoots we will be pleased to publish them ; bat we mast
receive the copy on Wednesday to insure us insertion that week.

The Game Law.

The open season for shooting quail, doves, deer and wild duck as
fixed by the State law is as follows: Doves, 15th July to 15th Febru-
ary. Mountain quail and grouse, 1st September to 15th February.
Ve lley quail, wild duck and rail, 1st October to 1st March. Male deer,
ISLii Jnly to 15th October.
TheclerKs of all the Boards of Suoervisore have advised us that no

changes nave been made this year, but the ordinances passed last
year hold good if they do not conflict with the Staie law. The fol-

lowing counties have not passed any ordinances that alter
the open season as provided by State law : Amador. Butte, Inyo,
Modoc, Mono. Mendocino, Mariposa, Nevada, Napa, Plumas,
Ban Bernardino, San Diego, San Joaqain, Santa Clara, Sacra-
mento, Solano, Sonoma. Santa Cruz, Siskiyou, Tehama, Yolo and
Yuba.
The changes are as follows

:

Alpine—Deer. Sept. 2 to Oct. 15.

Alameda—Rail. Oct. 15 to Feb. 15.

Colusa-Deer, Aug. 15 to Oct. 15.

Calaveras—Deer, Sept. 1 to Oct. 15.

Contra Costa—Deer, July 20 to Sept. 2. (Use of dogs prohibited).
El Dorado—Doves, Jnly 20 to Feb. L
Fresno—Market hunting and shipping game out of the county pro-

lbited
Hamboldt—Grouse and Wilson snipe, 8ept. 1 to Feb. 15. Killing of

waterfowl prohibited between one-half hoar after sunset and one-
aalt hoar before sunrise.
Kern—Shppping game out of the county prohibited.
Lake—Deer, Au^. 1 to Oct. 1.

Los Angeles—Shipping game to markets outside of the county pro-
hibited.
Marin—Deer, July 15 to Sept. 15.

Madera—Market bunting prohibited.
Monterey—Deer, July 15th to Sept. 1st.

Orange—Doves, Aug. 1 to Feb, L Deer, Aug. 15 to Oct. 1. (Market
hunting prohibited).
Riverside—Shipping game out of the county prohibited.
San Benito—Deer, Aug. 1 to Sept. 15. (Market hunting prohibited).
Santa Barbara—Deer, Aug. 1 to Sept. 14, Use of hounds pro-

hibited. (Market hunting prohibited).
San Diego—shipping quail out of the county prohibited.
San Luis obiBpo—Deer, July 15 to Sept. l. Doves, July 16 to Dec. 1,

(Use of hounds prohibited. Hunting for markets situated outside of
the county prohibited).
San Mateo—Deer, Julv 15 to Sept. 1. (Use of dogs prohibited).

Rail, Oct. 15 to Nov. 15. (Shooting Lorn boat at high tide pro-
hibited).
Shasta—Deer, July 15 to Sept. 1.

Sierra—Deer, Sept. 1 to Oct. 15.

Sutter—Deer, Sept. 1 to Oct. 15. Doves, July 16 to Jan 1.

Trinity—Deer, Sept. 1 to Oct. 15.

Tulare—Deer, Sept. 1 to Oct. 15. Shipping game out ol the county
prohibited.
Ventura—Deer, July 15 to Sept. 1. (Market hunting prohibited).

Blue Bocks in the Bain.

Despite the inclement weather last Sunday, the blue-rock

shoot of the Lincoln Gun Club at Alameda Junction wae

fairly well attended. The heavy rain which poured down

continuously all day and the high wind which at times blew

almost a gale, interfered with the making of high scores, In

the club race at twenty-five targets, Edgar Forster was high

man with a score of twenty-two breaks. Franzen, Webb and

Eekeart lied on twenty-one for second place. Eugene Fors-

ter, FlicBinger and Price tied for third place with twenty
each. The scores were as follows :

Edear Forster.
Webo
Fracizeo
Fli dinger
Price
Eag-ne Forster.

...10101 11 11111 111111111 1110—22

...noiiiniiiiiiinoioiioii—21

.- 10111 lOillliI III 11011 1110—21
. 0J1111U 111 IllIOtriLllllUl—20
.-OOlOIIllOllIUIOlllllllll— 20
..001 1111111 11011 1UI11! 101—20

Karaey - ..... 101 1 Of) 1 1 1 1 1 1 U"l 1 1 lf-1 III 1

W.J. noicber....„ - ....lliuilioillulioioi lOlOtl— 19
Haight uiooiioimiiouoiiiiioi—19
Kievesabl „ ill 111101110110000111101 1—18
Beker*. .- uioioi ion i nooiioiioioo— is

Fischer - oooiiuoiooiioioiiiioiiii— 16

Sbaw .. „MlllOIOMIOIIOOIOOOO'lll— 15

JavettoSr .- 10 ookhhiiiooooiooiiioi— 11

Shftcklctoa 100ll<i000oiowoi iirooimi- 11

Lewis , iiuiioooooioooii'noooonoi— 9

Modd oinu<>oooi.ooinuo4MiiiOGOOo— 6

Bekean" It 111 HI 1 1010011 HOlIil 1
1—21

tioicber* ii iioioj iionon oi,)Oiiuo-i6
EewU* JOOOO.iIOOOOOOUOOOiUOIIOOO— 4

Laket -.-... Ill 1 1 101 1 10101 1001 110111 1—19
Blade ™ OjOOIMI 111 1011111 110C011

—

17

Falmerf lOlllOlOllOllllUOlOllOOl— 17

•Back scores. tBirdB only.

Io the secood event, which was a pool at twenty birds,

$1.00 entrance, Webb won first money with nineteen, Kle-
vasabl second with seventeen, and Haight and Edgar Forster

tied with sixteen for third place. Following are the scores

:

Webb
Klevesabl .. ..

Hagb'
Edg. Forster
Franzen

-

The "couple shoot" or coursing event started with sixteen
entries at ten birds per man, the shooters were drawn in
pairs, the loser in each case dropping out, leaving the win-
ners to shoot against each other until the final round wae
reached. In the fical Franzen and Webb were pitted against
each other, Franzen won on a straight Bcore. In this
race winning moneys commence in the second round, the
amount increasing down to the final, the winner of which, of
course, receives the largest share of the pool, the scores in de-
tail were:

FIBST ROUND.
Haight tllllllMl—10 Lewis 1110010100— b
F. Feudner lllOIUOU— 8 Franzen lOltOOOlll— 4

W. J. Qolcher lOlllOHOl— 7 Juatlos lOKUnim— 7
*ebb „lOllllilil- 9 Sbaw loiioilill— 8

O. Feudner 0111111^11— 8 Eugene Foreter Oioioioim— 5
Fiickinger llllimil—10 Lake llllOOOIOl— 6

Karney 111O10OIO1— 6 "Slade" 110000 1001—

4

Klevesahl -lOloilllll— 8 Fisher lllOlllIOl— 8

BJCOND BOUND.
Haight 110111 1111— 9 Franzen.
Webb .1111111111—10 Sbaw.. ..,

Fiickinger. llOllimi— 9 Lake
Klevesahl llllimil- 10 Fiaber-..

111II1I110— 9

OlIllOIlll— 8

minion— 9
1011011011— 7

THIRD ROUND.
"Webb 1111111111-10 Franzen inn 11 ill—10
Klevesahl llllllllOO— 8 LaKe OllllOlllO— 7

J ISAX. BOUND.
Franzen..
Webb

.1111111111—10
..1110119111— 8

. In a preliminary warm-up at ten birds the following scores
were made:
Webb llllimil—10 Karney JMllOOllll— 6
Klevesihl _ lioillllll— 9 Haleht llicooiioi— 6
'•Slade" llllOillll— 9 Golcber liomoiuo— 6
Fiickinger minimi— 9 Javette Sr „0l0C010l 11— 5
Eugene Forster. lllOllllll— 9 Shaw 1101010000— 4
Franzen 1011101 111— 8 Griffith OnioilOO— 3
Fisher 1111111000— 7 Dizzy OOOOOOOOU— 2
Shacklet n 1010111O01— 6 Lewis COuOOOOOOl— 1
Lake 1101011001— 6

Dixon Trap Shoot.

The Becond regular blue-rock shoot of the Rising Sun Gun
Club shows an increasing average in good scores and also a
better attendance of members at the traps, the boys seem to

be getting into form rapidly. In three races the scores were

as follows:

PtelllDg.H 1111110111—9 Buhman, R 1000111011—6
Hulling. E 1111111101—9 McCully, W HOIIOOIOI—

6

Feudner, E OIllillOll— S Petersen, Wm 0101U0101—

5

Feodner, K I0OI1J1UO—

7

Hpckman, E 0111101000—5
Bohwt-r, C „10llil000l—

7

Pedwlck, T.„ llOHOOOOl—

5

Pedrick, J 1011010110—6 Summers, J 0010000010—2

Feudner, E lllliillOi—9 Rnbwer, C
Stelllng, H 1100101111—8 Pedrick, J
Holli g, E 1111101110—8

Feudner, Ed 1111110111111111111111111—
steiiing. H liiiiionnoiiiioiiiimi—
Pedrick, J om mini 11 1 1010111 mil—
McCully, Wm lOillIiroiomiimilllll—
Peters, c iiiiiiimiioiiiiioioiuo—
Feu'iner, F louiiiioioiimioimoii—
Pedrick, T 1 1 U010! '0111 101 1111011 10—
Rohwer, C .....OlOllimiiUOHOIIO'iil 10

Buhman, R llltlOltOOOl 11101 lOrillOll—
Hackman, E - ni lOlll 11 101 1110001001 101—
Holllog, e lioooiooioimoiomooiii-
Peterseu, Wm ooomiiouoi iniooi 100011—
Summers, J ™w 100 i0 1 1 10001 1 1011 leOOOl 1

0—

..10U100I11-

..0110011111-

Los Angeles Gun Club.

-11111111 11 II 11101 111— 19

..lllllli 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 on 1 1 1 1— 17

..mommoitiio no—is
. 101 1 1 1 M 11 1 1 101 1 [0)0— II

nil -11 ' lli'.i
!

I
|i

w j. lolcher _ lion i"ioiii<nmmi— ii

Fiickinger 101 101 1 1 111 1 1 101001 1 —15
Eog > oreier — 1 11 101 i*hoioi ioiii 11— 15

BhaW OlIIOLiOUllMOiIllO-H
Kamev 1 iOl. i0ltl"00i 1 1 1 101— 1

1

"Slade" illl irrfKll 1 1001 1 1 1101— 14

Price ilooon-oniiiiiiii o-n
Blmckelion iioilioi 11101 ini HI— 1

1

JaveiteSr 00" JOOtlOOllOlnillOl— 11

Lake COIOnllllllOIOl 10 HOO— 10

Grilll Ji OOuOuOOOOOuOiOlOlloO— 4

In a fifteen target race, I>1 00 entrance, O. Feudner aod
Klevesahl divided first money on straight scores, F. Feudner
and Webb split second money on a string of thirteen, and
Lake, Haight and Fiickinger put a carving-knife through
third money on a triple tie, the scores were:

O Feudner.. 111 lit 11 111111 1— 15 Haigh'
Klevesahl ...mum mil 11—15 HicttlogT.
Flatter imiio mini— 1-1 Javette Sr...

F Feudner lumiiinuiiu- 13 Justfns
Webo iiminoilllOt— 13 Slade
Lake lOlll HHQlll J 11—12 Franzen
8haw ..UOOlOlOllGOOll— 8

11101 1101 111 110—12
11UI1H01K 111 1— 13

iiHOumomi— 12

looioimi in 111—11
oiiooiioioimi— 10
011100110011111—10

The live-bird shoot of the Los Angeles Gua Club was
held at West Lake Park, last Sunday, M»y 15th.

Bruner successfully defended the live-bird championship
medal in a hundred-bird race, scoring 87 against Van Val-
kenberg's 78. It was a very disagreeable afternoon to shoot,

owing to a heavy, cold wind blowing across the traps, mak-
ing: extra hard right quartered birds. Both contestants made
some extraordinary stop3 that pleased the spectators. The
birds were strong flyers, and with the assistance of the wind
and a 32 yard boundary (which was short from the center

trap) made really difficult shooting and cut down the scores

materially. The scores in detail were as follows:

A. \V. Bruner 1122212*1011 !• 1112 111 1212—22
22121 121mm 1220:1221 10—23
1 11 1201 •21221*201121221IS—21
2220 101 1*21 12221212212*22—21

Total
'.

87

Chas. Van Valkenburg •0222220111022*1 I2t2» 1221-20
12021*0021212110212122212—20
212»I31«1 1 •21210202121011—10
•112200222022021111122*22-19

Total 78
* Dead out of hounds. Bruner, 6. Van Valkenburg. 7.

In a ten-bird race, $5 entry, with six men in the pool the

scores were as follows :

Cha«. Van Valkenburg 2122021 1 11—9 James MatMeld 0121011022-7

A VV Bruner 01H2I10D1-7 John Schumacher 222010 H"2-fi

Ed Vaughn „ 0221101021—7 Hugh May. _0j2ll20001—

5

Pelican Gun Olub.

The Btormy weather last Sunday prevented the u^ual good

attendance at the Pelican Guo Club's live-bird shoot, only

seven members ehowing op.

But one match was shot—the regular club medal event

—

which was won by Fied Gotobed by a score of 18 out of 20.

Joe Hill was the official scorer, and his figures show these re-

sults:

Fred "otooed
L. H. I'pton
E. A. Nlcnlaus
F. Kuhsialler, Jr.

F. Ruhataller. Sr
k. C. Yoerk
B. Adams

*Dead out of bounds.

...1112112'M 122112irm-i8
.. ..01 I222222222r2*2 1022-

1

7

..I2l!t0lim*2ll21l*l—17

...12211220012221002*20—14
,.JH2222lflO/0*f92012 — I.T

...*0* M 20022*22 1 10M222— 12

.. 002102011122*1" llOOl— 12

Trap Shots

Tc-morrow, the local event of priocipal importance will ba

the Olympic GunClub shoot at the Ingleside grounds. The
regular monthly programme has been made, an open to-all

tournament as an inducement to shooters who desire to

practice on the grounds for the coming State tournament

next week. The club race will take place in the morning,

and noo memberB will be allowed to participate. Aside
pool will be made, entrance $1 an! birds extra. Four events
are arranged for the open shoot ia the afternoon. Two
matches will be at fifteen birds each and two at twenty each.
The entrance in fifteen-bird events will be $1, and in twenty-
bird rices $1 25 In each of the twenty-bird races the club
will add $10 to the purse. 8uch other matches will be
arrauged as lime will permit.

The Alert Gua Club mambers will practice on their

grounds at Birds Point.

The live bird shoot of the 8outh Ead Gun Club will take
place to-morrow, the rain last Sunday causing the postpone-
ment of this shoot. The attendencs promises to be good,
and a number of ""attling races will be Bhot out.

Thr challenge of the Empire Gun Club has been accepted
(as waB stated in the daily press a week ago) by the Olympic
Gun Club. The Empires have not yet received any com-
munication in relation to the matter through the usual or
proper channels. A great deal of surprise has been mani-
fested by the Empire memberB as to the reason for a press
announcement only. The inadvertence however, can readily
be explained probably.

The interest in the State tournaments grows stronger as

the time approaches for the two great events, the indications

for a large entry of trap shooters are good. The pro-
grammes for both the blue rock tournaments and the live-

bird shoots have been issued for a week. In both events the
money inducements are liberal. Ample arrangements will

be made tending to the comfort and convenience of visiting

shooters.

The annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the
California Inanimate Target Association will be held at the

Occidental Hotel Headquarters, 8aoday May 29th, at 8:30

p. m. Officers will be elected for the coming year, and a

decision reached as to the time and place of holding the
next tournament.

As an indication of the increasing popularity of I he L. C.

Smith gun it is safe to say that these guns will be strongly

in evidence at the coming tournaments. The No. 2 Crown
steel barrels and No. 3 Nitro steel barrels seem to have be-

come great favorites, judging from the orders already given
for them. A. M. Shields, of the Equitable Life Insurance

Company, will soon receive the new Smith gun which he
ordered recently.

Destruction of Song Birds.

The following communication recently received by a gen-

tlemen in this city speaks volumes and is a pertinent com-

mentary on the efficiency (?) of State and county game super-

vision. The nefarious practices noted are within the cogni-

zance of the State law. The depletion of the Marin and

Sonoma county trout streams, with dynamite, by the same

breed of Mediterranean scum is only another illustration of

what is continually done in the way of persistent depletion

and robbery of field, forest and stream by a set of ignorant

vandals who reaped neither God, man nor law. Io certain

parts of Europe, Italy in parlicular, the appearance of

song birds is looked upon as an omen of bad luck;

so completely have the human locusts cleaned out the fea ti-

ered tribes, that for several generations past the average

peasant has only known what a bird is by tradition. Even the

flight of migratory birds has been taken advantage of, nets

being erected and held up in the air on poles, etc , to the

height of 40 feet across Known flight grouads. In Marin
county a favorite oight indulgence of these Bmall bird mur-
derers is the dragging of a net over the fields and meadows
for larks and other biids who nest in the open fields. Some
of our eastern states have passed stringent laws for the pro-

lection of birds. New Jersey has a set of vigorous laws that

are observed. It would be a very easy matter to have the

proper legislation enacted next session of our legislature, this

would be better than none at all. There would then be a

chance of arrest and prosecution now and then, even in a de-

sultory manner, which might eventually lerd to some good

results.

"Last 8unday, I took a spin into the country on my wheel

and witnessed a sight I never expected to see outside of

Europp. I was following along on a levee when I came upon
two Italians who had a net of fine mssh, about fifty feet loog,

streached along a patch of brush. This brush extends along

the levee for miles and is inhabited by thousands of smalt

birds, especially the Intermediate White-crowned Sparrow

and Heerman's Song Sparrow. When I saw this net I sup-

posed it was used for catching fish and that the Italians were

si-nply repairing it. As I was tired I dismounted and sat

down to watch the men fix the net and was very much sur-

prised to see them beein to beat the brush with stick". They
began abo.it one hundred yards from the net and came toward

their snare, all the while keeping up their whipping of the

brush. As soon as I saw this I thousht they were snaring

bird-*, and Bure enough when they had finished their drive

they had captured about fifty birds, which was a very small

number as I afterwards found out. When they had removed

the birds I examined them and found about twenty Interme-

diate Sparrows, fifteen Heerman's Song Sparrows, five

Spurred Towhees, five Golden-crowned Sparrows and several

California Towhees. These happened to be all the varieties

in this brash, for had there been more, they would bave cap-

tured them, as not one bird escaped. Io that one afternoon

thev captured 300 bird-*. I began to question these Italians

and found that they bad been practicing ihi same thing for

some time and had captured as high as 2000 birds in one

day. It makes no difference what kind of a bird they drivi

into their snare, and I think if it is kept up it will prove

disastrous to some of our songsters. These Italians go out

nearly every Sunday.and probably there are more pra«
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the same Ihiog. I have heard of parties in San Francisco

shooting sparrows for the markets but never had any idea

that thev were capturing birds in such targe numbers and to

near home. If ron have heard of or seen anything of this

kind in yonr vicinity, kindly let me know."
*

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Coming Events.

May 22—Sooth End Gan Club fblne-rocfes-live bird ). Colma.
May 22—Oivmpic tiun Clnb (blue-rocks). Ingltside.

May 29-30-:-H»ulomia Inanimate Target Association. Annual
tournament. Ingieside.

Jane 3-4-5—State Live Bird Tournament, Iogleside grounds.

June 5—Reliance Gnu Club. Webster street. Alameda.
June a—Golden Gate Gun Club (blue-rocks) Pacific Tournament

Grounds. Alameda.
Juue 12—Olympic Gnu Club (live birds). Ingieside.

June 12—Empire Gun Club (blue-rocksl. Alameda Point.

jane 19—Lincoln Gun Clnb (blue-rocts). Alameda Point.

July 3—California Wing Club {live birds) Ingieside.
»

The Elkhorn Gan Club of Watsonville has leased the

hunting privileges on the Tarpey, Kirby, Werner, Church
and Porter ranches, in Monterey county, and will pay $25

for the arrest and conviction of any person (not a member of

the club) who hunts or trespasses thereon.

The San Francisoo Bench Show.

The second annual bench show of the San Francisco Ken-
nel Clan opened at the Mechanics Pavilion last Wednesday
morning in a most auspicious manner. The number of en-

tries this year was 5-54.

The arrangements of the benching, and the many nnmer-
au3 details of the bdow under the direction of Superintendent

Oldham were neariv perfect. The Committee work has beeo

harmonious and satisfactory. The attendance was very good

on ihe part of ihe public at large, and at times during the

eveniDgs of the show the exhibit took on the phase of a so-

ciety function.

The jjdging was commenced on Wednesday at 2 p. m.

Mr. Geo. Bell judging all classes, excepting the collies, who
were judged by Mr. J. W. Burrell. The judging has been

satisfactory in most respects, excepting, of course, the usual

differences of opinion which seem to be an integral part of a

bench show. The judging was concluded last evening with

the awards of the special prizes which were valuable and
numerous.
The exhibit of dogs was a good one; the general average

being of a tine standard, excepting in a few of the classes.

The Bhow will be further commented upon next week.

The awards not having been completed in time for our going

to pres=, prevented a full list of results being given thiB week.

The following is a partial list of awards:

MA8TIFF8—Dog Puppies—1st, W E Meek's California

Cnbe
Bitch Poppies—1st, F P Thwaite's California Echo
Novice Dogs—1st, Mrs J Stande's Leon; 2d, C A SpreckePs

Jack
Novice Bitches— 1st, J V Geary's Juno; 2d, T Lewdewig's

Kosa Belle

Limit Dogs— 1st, J P Norman's Major
Limit Bitches—1st, Mrs J P Norman's Lola
Open Dogs— 1st, S P Norman's Major
Open Bitches— 1st, Mrs J P Norman's Lola
Winners' Class—Dogs—1st, W E Meek'a California Cube

Reserve J P Norman's M»jor
Winners' Class—Bitches— 1st, F P Thwaite's California

Echo Reserve S V Geary's Juno
GREAT DANES (Deutsche Dogge)—Dog Puppies—3d,

M E Livingston's Commodore Dewey.
Bitch Puppies—1st, A Funke's Lidy Londesbrongh; 2d.

Chae Crewe's Olga H C, M J Fairfieid's Yukon V H C,

Wm Schmidt's Trilby
Novice Dog 1?— 1st, C Dresser's Czar; 2d, H F Anderson's

Jim Corbel': 3d, O-car Heyman's Corsair. H C, S Hermann's
Tiger H V HC Mrs H F Anderson's Fitzsimmons

Novice Bitches— 1st, C Dresser's Rebecca; 2d, F H Hart-
man's Thelma; 3d, Mrs J A 8argenl's Bluette

Limit Dogs— 1st. C Dreaser'B Blinker Murphy; 2d, G Simp-
son's Roderick Dhu; 3d, Oscar Heyman's Corsair

Limit Bitches— 1st, J L Cunningham's Queen C; 2d, Mrs
B Brvon's Qieen Olga; 3d. G Lundborg's Mono
Open Dogs— 1st, Mrs A Roncouveri's Rex R; 2d, J L

Cunningham's Challenge Ivbo; 3d, C Pardi's Tiger H C,
Cspl C G Saxe's Defender V H C, J Pfankoch's Donan
Open Bitches— 1st, Mrs A Roncouveri's Queen; 2d, C

Dresser's Orchard Trilby; 3d, J L Cunningham's Ch Juanita
Winners' Class—Dogs—1st. C Dresser's Blinker Murphy;

Reserve, Mrs A Roncouveri's Rex R
Winners' Claw—Bitches— 1st, Mrs A Roncouveri's Qaeen
ST BERNARDS (Rough-Coated)—Dog Puppies, 1st, Mrs

V C Driffield's Pasha; 2d, H Streon's Parnell; 3d, O J
Billadue's Major McKinley.
Novice Dog*—Ut MreC Lilling^ton's Barry of Glen Rosa;

2d, M G Jones' Duke D; 3d, E F Mitchell's Fresno
Bruiser; Reserve, A Magnus' Ruby; Reserve, Wm Coriell's

Commodore Dewey, V H C, Mrs 8 A Loth's Rex Nico-
demus the Great
Novice Bitchet—2d, Mrs H Rawlinson's Lady Juanita R
Limit Dogs— l«t, Mrs C Lillingston'e Barry of Glen Rosa*

2d, M G Jones' Doke D; 31, Mrs C G Saxe's King Menelek
Limit Bilcbet— lit, H A Wegener's Ramona W
Open Dogs— 1st, Miss M Hesthal's Prince Othmar; 2d, M

G Jones' Duke D; 3d, Mrs C G Saxe's Kiog Menelek Ke
serve, Mrs T Lorraine's Omar K bayyam. V H C, A E
8birbor»'fl California Bernardo Jr

' »p-o B tches— 1st, Mm. E F. Beck's Mon ana Queen; 2d,
E Werdoer'a Ch Alia Berna.

Winners' Class—Dog*— 1st, Mrs C Lilliogton's Barry of
Glen Ro«. Reserve, Miss M Heelbal'e Prince Othmar

Winners' Class, Bitches— 1st, Mrs F E Beck's Montana
Qieen R»wrve, H A Wegener's Ramona W
ST. RERNARDS (Smooth Coated)—Dog Puppies—3d, F

Frey's Fulro of HauetiHtein
Notice Dogs— 1st, W B Irvine's Ormande; 2d, F Frey's

Leo of HftDennteia
Limit Dogt—1st, W B Trvine's Ormande
Open D.igi— 1st, F Frey's Leo of Hauenstein; 2d, F H

Hav» b' Tom
Ooen Bitches—Absent, A J SaUzir
Wi oners' Class—Dog«—lm, W B Irvine's Oimaode; Re-

eerve, F Fre*'n Leo of Haueostein
NEWFOUNDLANDS—Novice Bitches—Withheld.
Limit Dogs— Withheld.

Open Dogs and Bitches—1st Wm Merz' George M
Winners' Class—1st, Wm Merz' George M
DEERBOUNDS— Dog and Bitch Puppies—1st and 2d,

Dr W F McNutt's Marco and Thora IV
Novice Dogs- 1st, Dr. W F McNutt's Polo
Limit Dogs and Bitches— 1st, C E Worden's Valiant; 2d,

Dr. W F McNutt's Thora III

Open Dogs and Bitches—1st, Mrs W B Hooper's Lassie

H; 2d, C E Worden's Highland Chief V H C, Dr W F
McNutt's Derby

Winners' Class—1st, Dr W F McNutt's Marco Reserve
;

Mrs W B Hooper's Lassie H
GREYHOUNDS—Dog Puppies—1st, W C Glasson's

Petronius

Bitch Puppies— 3d, Mrs P A Williams' Clare B
Novice Dogs— 1st, R C 8cott's Dr Norman; 2d, E V

Sullivan's O'Grady; 3d, E V Sullivan's Fear Not; Reserve,

E V Sullivan's Flying Faster; H C, E V Sullivan's

Novice Bitches — Is', Calbmitv Kennels* Beatr ct:

2d. F Mack's Black Patti; H C, Mrs P A Williams' CI re B
Limit Dogs—1st, E V Sullivan's Skvball; 2d, E V

Sullivan's Snap Snot; 3d, E V Sullivan's False Flatterer;

Reserve, S E Portal's Gallagher; V H C, E Scott's Lord By
ron, E V Sullivan's Mira Monte, Jester

Limit Bitches—1st. P A Williams' Minnie E
Open Dogs— l9t, E V Sullivan's Tretender; 2d, Dillon

and Reilly's Sunol; 3d, Pasha Kennels' imp Firm Friend
Open Bitches— 1st, John Grace's Nellie Conroy; 2d. E V

Sullivan's Mercy May; 3d, Kay and Trant's Diana; Reserve,

Kay and Trant's Crossoatch, Sylvia, V H C , E V Sullivan's

Rocklin Belle, Mrs P A Williams' Minnie E.

Winnere' Class, Dogs—1st, E V Sullivan's SkybalJ; Re-
serve, E V Sullivan's Pretender.

Winners' Class, Bitches—1st, John Grace's Nellie Conroy;
Reserve, Calamity KennelB1

Beatrice.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS—Dog Puppies—1st, J B
Aizt's Major; 2d, W F Hopkin's Clem; 3d, F W Sanderson's

General Moltke II.

Bitch Puppies—1st, W J Hopkin's Dinah; 2d,01inda Fox-
hound Kennels' Mollie M; 3d, Chas Ross' Guess
Novice Dogs—1st, 2d and 3d, Olinda Foxhound Kennels'

Clay, Ring and Jim
Novice Bitches—1st, G E Stewart's Queen S; 2d, G E

Stewart's Lillie; 3d, Olinda Foxhound Kennel's Lindy
Limit Dogs—1st, J H Fisber Jr.'s Max; 2d, 3d, Olinda

Foxhound KeoneU' Dan, Jim; H C, H P Nelson's Rover
Limit Bitches— 1st, H P Nelson's Queen N; 2d, G E

Stewart's Queen S; 3d, Olinda Foxhound Kennels' Dors; V
H C, Fred Baltzer'b Queen; C, Olinda Foxhound Kennels'
Rose

Open Dog3—1st, W S Kiltie's Drive; 2d, 3d. Olinda Fox-
hound Kennels' General Moltke, Sport; H C, Dr E A Dial's

Gabriel
Open Bitches—1st, G E Stewart's Queen S; 2d, Colusa

Kennels' June; 3d, Olinda Foxhound Kennels' Champicn

Bill.

Winners' Class, Dogs—1st, W S Kittle's Drive; Reserve,

J H Fisber Jr's Max
Winners Class, Bitches—1st, H P Nelson's Queen N; Re-

serve, G E Stewart's Q'leen 8

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS (tforzois) Dog and Bitch
Puppies—1st, 2d, 3d, V H C, R N Allen's Czarina, Czar,

Razboy, Lori
Open Dogs and Bitches—1st, 2d, R N Allen's Saladin,

Naska
Winners' Class—1st, Reserve, R N Allen's 8aladin, Czar-

ina

BLOODHOUNDS—Limit Bitches— 1st, 2d, Mt Shasta
Kennels' Lidy Madge, Lady Hilda
Open Dogs—1st, 2d, Mt Shasta Kennels' Ben Butler, Ch

Buckshot II

Winners' Class—1st, Reserve, Mt 8hasta Kennels' Ben
Butler, Lady Madge
CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS-Open Bitches—1st, HN

Lange's Bessie

Winnere' Class—1st, H N Lange's Bessie

POINTERS—Dng Pat pies— 1st, Wm RingroBe's Glendale;

2d, E H Pierce's Van Dyke
Novice Dogs (55 pouods or over)—1st, E H Bladwio's

Don G; 2d. B J Brun's Duke of Tyrol; 3d, L Herzog.B Cliff.

Novice Bitches (50 pounds or over)— 1st. Webster Jones,
Fannette
Novice Dogs (under 55 pounds)—1st, W 8 Tevis' Cuba of

Kenwood; 2d, Breidentein Bros.' Christmas
Novice Bitches (under 50 pounds)— 1st, N L Donovan's

Queen; 2d, Chas Klein's Susie K
Limit Dogs (under 55 pounds)—l3t, E V 8ullivan's Ash-

bury (formerly Bummer (W); 2d, W S Tevis' Cuba of Ken-
wood; 3d, Kimball AjUpson's Jack; Reserve, F P Butler's

Jt-flereon

Limit Bitches (under 50 pounds)—1st, A B Truman's
Cricket of Croxteth
Open DogB (under 55 pounds)— 1st, Lucas and Calvin's

Alec C; 2d, E V 8ullivan's Ashbury; 3d, W 8 Tevis' Cuba
of Kenwood; Reserve, Kimball and Upson's Jack; V H C,
F. P. Butler's Jefierson.

Open Bitches (under 50 pound?)—1st Yosemite Kennels'
Patti Croxteth ('; id, A B Truman's Cricket of Croxteth;
3d, E Council's Q'leenie,

Open Doge ( 55 pounds or over)— 1st. Al Barker's Joe
D; 2d, Locas aod Calvin's Whiskers.
Open Bitches (50 pounds or over)—1st,Geo Neale'e Qieen

N; 2d, Lucas and Calvin's Saddle Bagp; 3d, Dr J M
Quiglev'e Flora; Reserve, H C Golcher's Beulah

Winners' Class— Dogs (under 55 ponnds)—1st, Lucas
and Calvin's,Alec C; Reserve, E V Sullivan's Ashbury.

Winners' Class—Bitches (50 pounds or over)—1st, Geo
Neale's Qaeen N; Reserve, Webster Jones' Fannette

Winners' Class—Dogs ( 55 pounds or over)—1st, AI Bar-
ker's Joe D

Winners' Class—Bitches (under 50 pounds)—1st, N L
Donovan's Queen

[Continued Next Week.]

Union Coursing Park Notes.

The attendance at this popular park last Saturday and
Sunday was up to the nenal average. The conrsiog on Sun-
day was a fine exhibition of the sport, the hares being a
superior lot.

The open stake races were run to the finals and there left

unfinished, for both first and sec ind prizes went to E. V.
Sullivan, the owner of False Flatterer and Mira Monte. The
Puppy s'ake was won by Bad Shot
On the run-off of the final a preconcerted exhibition of

ruffianism was shown when the judge's decision was an-
nounced. An attempt to do violence to Mr. Bull was frus-
trated by the park attendants. The decision was satisfactory
to all coursing men present, as it was warranted by the rules
of the game.

8eventv-two dogs were entered last Wednesdav evening for
the coursing meeting which will be held at the Unioo Cours-
ing Park Association grounds tc-day and tomorrow. Among
the entries are manv crack flyers. The total amount of csal
prizes for the stake is $810, including the regular and special.
prizes. The result of the drawing was as follows:
Open Stake—Orient Kennels' Uncle Sam vs M Nealon's

Van Knap; L A HaoBen b Wheel of Fortune vs W 8 Glas-
son's Terrona; M Micbalek's Fireball vs Derby Kennels'
Fleeting Fancy; Curtis & Son's Vanity Fair vs R C Scott's
Mypterv; J McCormicfc's Black Prince vs McGarry & Cav-
eny's Pigeon Toes; J Kennedy's LiHie Wheeler vs Cronin &
McDonald's Dottie Dimple; J J Edmond's Forget vs E J
Brennan's Empire; Gibson & Sader'a Mollie Bawn vs J
McKoell's Sportsman; C. Strahl's Moonlight Chippie vs J
Council's Senorita; H Brandon's Moore's Prescription vs R
B Kay's Crosspatcb; J Goldman's Sarcastic vs J H Harri-
Bon's Hettie M; D HooDer's Koolawn vs E V Sullivan's
Electric; S E Portal's Laurelwood vs Rvan & Anderson's
Killboy; 8 E Portal's At Last vs Pasha Kennels' Me'allic;
Shaler and Dempse*'s Captain Jack vs Brown & Luther's
Van Nids; Larkey & Rock's Hercules vs J McNellB* Master
Glenkirk; A Johnson's Lissack vs Al Austin's Glenstone;
J Littish's Crnsada va John Kerrigan's 8t Lawrence;
8 E Portal's Gallagher vs M Micbalek's Sir Wal-
ter; Derby Kennels' Little Dorritt vs E J Heaney's Harkaway
J F Dodgers' Little Dottie vs Derby Kennels' Wildfbwer; P
Gorman's Kingstoke vs Pasha Kennels' Ray Alfonsr; F Sul-
livan's Hicks vs Orient Kennels' Promise Me; J Perrigo's
Belie Seward vsT M Rodgers' Oles; J F Rodger's Presito
Girl vs Curtis & Son,s Maud S; E Jones' Gaslight vs Pierce
& Sullivan's Santa Bella; J. Connell's Log Roy vs T Butler's
Susie; J J Edmond's Morning Glory vs J M Littish's Rose-
wood; Curtis & Son's McKinley vb T Boyle's Mission
Boy; Orient Kennels' Fair Rosalind vs T Hayes'
Chiquita; R B Kay's Eclipse vs J McCormick's
White Lily; E V Sollivan's Skyball vs J J Edmond's
Move On; Pasha Kennels' Gilt Edge vs J Lennan's Little
Doubt; H O'Donnell's Elma G vs C Flngersoll's Glenwood;
E V Sullivan's Jessie Moore vs Gibson's & Moore's Monitor;
R B Kay's Diana vs J Seggerson's White Chief.

R. L. Taylor, who has acted in the capacity of s'ipper
since the inauguration of coursing at Union Park, resigned
his position on Mocday last end the managers of the park
have wisely selected the veteian and champion elipper of the
plains, genial Jim Wren, to fill this important position.

. .^ .

UOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Coming Events.

BENCH SHOWS.

May IS—21. San Francisco Kennel Club's bench show, San Fran-
cisco. H. H. Carlton, See'v.

May 21-22.—Union Coursing Part. Regular meetings every Satur-
day Sunday and holidays. Drawings every Weduesday evening
909 Market street.

A noted collie, formerly owned by Barney Barnato and
imported by him from Eoglsnd at a high price, is now on
his way from Capetown, South Africa, to this city. This fine

collie has been Diirchased by Thos. H. Browne, the Presi-

dent of the St. Bernard Club of California. His pedigree

and the price paid for him haB not yet been given out; he is

claimed, however, to be a high class dog in every respect; his

record as a stud dog has beeo excellent; his bench and field

qualities are said to be of a high standard.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Pleise use the following form :

V18IT3.

Wm. Muenther's (Lstbrop, Cal ) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Queen of Jotquin (Reglov ) to Humboldt Keone's'

Alia Millo (Judith's Sir Bedivere—Santa Rosa) May 5,18»8.

A. J Salazar's (Mission San Jose, Cal.) 8. C. St. Bernard
bitch Bianca II (Rhvn I— Bianca I ) to Humboldt Kennels'

Alta Millo (Judith's Sir Bedivere—Santa Rosa) May 17,1898.
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Exports of Horses 1897.

The following article, an editorial in the'Spirit of the

Times May Sth, shows that the European demand for

horses bred in the United States is large now, likely to

increase into such proportions as will bring the business

of horse breeding into its old-time standing.

As is stated in the article: "The value for American

bred horses for general utility purposes is recognized by

all persons and breeders will do well to cater to this

demand."

Great Britain being by far the largest purchaser it is

well to bear in mind that a very small proportion of the

19,350 that where shipped there were fast trotters.

"Useful horses," those which are likely to perform

well in any of the many branches of business in which

horses are used, from the "cob" to the "machiner" will

meet their requirements. "Well-formed horses, of good

solid colors, hone and tendons in proportion to their

size, good feet, etc. "Blocky horses" that is horses of

compact shape, muscular and short-legged, or rather, if

there is any deviation from what would be considered

the proper length of limbs it must be on the short side.

Absolute soundness is a sine qua non, and those who
buy for the markets of Great Britain are, in the main,

expert judges. If even the hocks are wide, if the set

is wrong, or there is a tendency to roundness or puffi-

ness of the joint, the animal with these defects would

be rejected.

Farmers on this side of the continent can breed and

rear horses at less expense than Eastern breeders, and,

by selecting the very best for shipment, that will, in a

measure, overcome the expense of the "long haul" to

Chicago. Then there is a prospect that railway freights

will be greatly reduced, there being an absolute assur-

ance of competitive roads in the "near future." Car-

riage, coach horses, matched pairs that are too small for

the carriage, but nicely matched and that can "step

some" are sure hereafter to command prices that will

well repay the cost of transportation from the Pacific,

and when farmers pay proper attention to the selection

of sires and dams, keeping in mind that size, color and

shape of the progeny should, as far as can be secured,

be uniform, whatever the aimmay be,there will be more

than a lair chance for making the business remunera-
tive.

The demand for American bred horses for the English
market is larger to-day than ever before, and the rapid

rate at which the demand has increased in the past

seven years is surprising. The United States custom
records show that in 1890 England was put down as the

destination of 220 horses,and the value placed at $91,785,

In the following year England imported 399 horses, their

declared value being $141,693. The trade steadily in-

creased in the two years following, as in 1893 the Eng-
lish total was $204,035, or about two-sevenths of the
whole value of the horse exportations of that year. In
1894, which was a low price year, following the panic of

1893, the horse trade showed decided growth, and the

English figures for that year were more than double
those of 1893. The continental trade also showed an
improvement, and the story of the next three years is

best told by the following figures

:

NUMBER OF HOBSES EXPORTED.

1894 1895 1896

Great Britain 1.356 5.834 n.fti
Germany 12 1,824 3 656
Belgium 77 300 1,134

France 511 397

Italy 2 3 4

VALUE OF EXPORTATIONS.

1894 1895 1886

Great Britain 8307.395 8952.531 81,776.600

Germaoy 35,500 260.432 6'4.362

Belgium 4,800 25.S60 174.161

Frauce 60.875 58.600

Italy 3,000 15,000 3.200

In 1897 England received from American ports no less

than 19,350 horses of the declared value of over half a

million sterling. If the rate of increase of the past few
years is maintained the total for the present year will

be about 26,000 horses. This does not include horses

shipped from Canada, though many alleged Canadian
horses are bred in the United States.

The value for American bred horses for genera! utility

purposes is recognized by all persons, and breeders will

do well to cater to this demand.
Not only has the English trade maintained a steady

growth, but the Continental trade, with the exception
of France, has been equally good.

The following is a summary from the official statistics

of the custom service of the past year, showing the
growth of the trade.

AMERICAN HORSE EXPORTS FOB 1897.

No. Value
Great Britain „ 19.350 £2,579,736
Germany 4.897 822.250
Belgium 4.213 465.365
Cnnada 3,902 478.574
Cuba 3.889 191,180
Mexico 1,884 88.887
West Indies io general 431 35,850
Central American States _ 361 32.092
Hawaii „ 354 37.tS0
British Honduras 125 6.0S0
Bermuda 49 5.960
Venezuela 37 10,110
France 23 8.6'

Japan 9 1.160
Soain 4 1,200
British Australasia , 2 1,000
Italy 1 800
British South Africa 1 400

Total 39,532 Sl.769.2S5

—N. Y. 8pirit oi the Times.

CATTLE.

Oattle Breeding in California.

SEVENTH PAPER.

The Mission San Francisco de los Doloros was founded

October 9, 1776, Santa Clara January 18, 1777, San Jose

June 22, 1797. San Diego, the oldest of the missions,

was founded 1769, the last Sonoma, April 25, 1820.

Twenty-one in all, the most northern the last named,

San Diego the Southern point, but all within six degrees

of latitude, none of them however, far from the coast

line of the ocean, which gives a similarity of tempera-

ture and all favorable for the breeding of cattle, the

only drawback being occasional dry seasons. In the

early days of breeding the range was practically bound-

less, and nearly the whole dependence on natural forage

little provision otherwise, if any, for cattle, sheep and

"wild horses" and at the best a small stock of hay and

grain for the most favored animals. The accumulation

of stock from the date of the founding of the first Mis-

sion to 1825, fifty-six years, so that under the conditions

which prevailed, it is a marvellous exhibition of the

adaptability of the country for stock breeding. When

it was decided to establish Missions in upper California,

two expeditions were organized. One by sea to carry

all the heavy materials and supplies, the land division

to drive the flocks and herds. The information as to

the numbers brought cannot be obtained, but from the

following quotation it is not likely that many horses,

cattle and sheep were brought.

"The land expedition was formed into two divisions

Don Gaspar de I'ortalo, who had been appointed Mili-

tary Governor of the new territory bv Don Jose d-; Gal-

vaez, the special agent of the King of Spain, appointed
Captain Rivera y Moncado to take charge of the second.

Rivera and his party, consisting of Father Crespo,

twenty-five soldiers, six muleteers, and a party of In-

dians from Lower California, started from Yillacuta on

the 24th of March 1768, and arrived at San Diego on the

15th of May. This was the first white settlement in

Upper California."

Busy in establishing missions, five being founded in

the first three years it is not likely that the breeding

department received much attention until the others

were well under way and whatever the number of the

importations might be the following compiled from the

report made by the Rev'd Walter Colton, Chaplain of

the U. S. ship Congress, the first protestant Clergyman

that resided at California, and the first Alcalde of Mon-

terey after that port had been taken by f.'mni lore

Sloat, will show the enormous increase of stock in fifty

years after the first settlement of the country. The re-

port furnishes the basis for the following tabulation,

that giving a better opportunity to understand the vast

stockbreeding business carried on by the Mission

Fathers than the long accounts from which the informa-

tion was obtained

:

t = =

00 s
25 'C =

Missions. Cattle.

: K Pi
Mule.- Sheep. Hogs.

San Francisco 76.C0O 9c0 2,000 456 S20 79.000 200
1825

Santa Clara 74,280 1.890 4,235 407 725 82,510 1,(00
1-25 A

San Jose 62,000 810 1,500 810 420 62.000

1825 B
San luati Baulista 43.870 1,360 4,870 69.500

1S20 E
Sau Carlos 87,600 1.8C0 365 7,500

1825 C
Soledad 86.000 300 70.000

1826 r>

San Anlonio 52.800 1.800 8,0(0 600 600 48,000 1.000

1822
San Miguel 91.000 1,100 3,(00 170 2,000 47.000

1821

San Luis Obispo 87,000 2.(00 3,500

2.508

3.700

8.265

72,000

Total 0111,551 17.740 22.105 465 640 2.200

A— Broken to saddle. B—Broken horses. C—Horses and mares.
D—More horses and mares than any other mission. E—Mares
and colts.

As additional evidence of the magnitude of the busi-

ness, and also corroborative of the correctness of the

count, Santa Clara Mission branded, in the year 1823,

22,400 calves, as the increase of that year.

In the report of the San Francisco Mission are in-

cluded "84 stud of choice breeds," stud, in all proba-

bility, meaning stallions, the omission of the final s in

stud a typographical error.

To show the riches of the missions the report states

"one of the Fathers of this Mission (San Luis Obispo)

took $100,000 when he left for Spain in 1828. "All the

other Missions were equally r'.ch in livestock" is the

languaged used, and after making due allowance for

those established after the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury; Santa Inez, 1S04, San Rafael 1817, and San Fran-

cisco de Solano de Sonoma 1827, the aggregate of the

cattle in the twenty-one missions must have been in the

neighborhood of 1,200,000. In a work published in San

Francisco, "The Natural Wealth of California," 1868,

says: "The present number of cattle in California is

about six hunhred thousand."

Quite a contrast when forty odd years before nine of

the Missions had 610,550.

One of the most striking features of the table, how-
ever, are the vast numbers of working oxen. Two
thousand five hundred and eight yokes on the nine

big farms and that in a country where so little atten-

tion was paid to agriculture. The 11,740 "tame horses"

and the S26 mules were saddle animals, and for draft

purposes oxen held supreme sway. An argument in

favor cf doing a share of the work of the farm now with

cattle as one of the like conditions still prevails. Com-
parative cheapness of the motive power. As the

laborers were mostly Indians, the simple yoke in favor

of the more complex harness, ease of management, less

liability to accident suited tbeir capacity the beBt.

The Missions covered a great many acres of the best

part of California, giving practically the whole of the

State, from the Golden Gate to San Diego, for a pasture

field. This immense area was nearly all covered with

the most nutritious grasses furnishing almost constant

pasturage for nearly the whole year.The only period when
the feed was poor was after the commencement of the

rainy season, the rains spoiling the dry forage and the

new was not far enough advanced to give sustenance.

Still there was a reserve in the fat accumulated before

the rains came, and then there was a choice of location

from plains to hills, and though cattle would lose flesh

it would not be long till the sunshine and warmth of

that genial climate brought the herbage so far forward

that it was sufficient to restore a part of the lost condi-

tion. Never grasses, indegenious to a country, so well

adapted to keep herbiverous animals the year round on

what nature supplied. Soon after the iir^t rain fall

Alfilerilla (t'illaree) and wild oats in profusion. Burr-

clover iitarting abont the same I
-- forced bya

scarcity of wild-oats or fillaree cattle will not cat the

green clover,but when fully ripened and strewn over the

surface it is eaten with avidity, and when to a person

unacquainted with the country its looks like bare

ground it is covered with the small burrs and these

contain minute seeds, rich in oil, furnishing SO much
nourishment that cattle will keep mlling fat wh

supply is adequate.

Alfilerilla, to a stranger, looks like a weed akin to wild

geranium.". Flattened to the ground, after it baa got

some of its growth, one would not expect such a mass

of herbage aa is disclosed when raised, and it,'

seeds which are relished and highly nutritious.

But wild oats are, above all others, the dominating

native grass of California. In the days ol

the whole country was an unmens il field in

ance, so strongly resembling tne cultivated varieties

that however close an a Eastern agricul-

turalist migl I
little distance lie would be un-

able to see any difference Growing so high on the

m-mt that cattle woold be hidden among the stalks, and

even on the hills a luxuriant growth. When in "the

n,ilk" it s almost beyond belief.

Oxen which bad been worn out with along journey.

after a few weeks run would trouble their owners t
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recognize them. When the seed was ripened in place of

falling to the ground, as the cultivated varieties do, they

are held firmly in the enclosing husk, and the straw so

stiff as to keep upright until the rains come. Hay mow
and granaries, forage and grain together, and these in

fields measured by hundreds of 6quare leagues. All

these natural advantages made it possible for the padres

to breed and rear these immense herds. The conditions

which now govern are so different that a parallel cannot

be drawn.

The big cattle and horse-breeding ranchos of Califor-

nia of the present time are insignificant when acres and

numbers of animals are the test, though to make amends

there is about as great a difference in the characters of

the stock. The success, however, of the Mission Fathers

prove the adaptability of California for stock-raising,

and so in that way be serviceable.
-•

Notes.

Feed on the tule lands was never better at this season

of the year than at present, the recent flood tides having
come in the right time to do a vast amount of good.

Solano county seems to be the Mecca for stockmen,
many thousands of cattle having been shipped here from
other counties to be pastured during the remainder of

the year. Local buyers have also purchased much out-

side stock add will do well.

Henry Miller was in Stockton during the later part,

of the week superintending the shipment of a large band
of cattle which passed through 'own on their way to the

tule pastures on the river. Mr. McBride was in charge.

Two cars of cattle were shipped from Petaluma to the

Western Meat Co. on Monday last.

The Lakeview, Org. Examiner says: E. B. Edson,

the Gazelle cattle buyer, has purchased 1600 head of

Southern California cattle, 500 of which are for Mike
Hartery of Tule Lake valley. Mr. Hsrtery will have

them shipped to Montague and driven across the moun-
tains to Klamath bunch grass. Here they will recup-

erate from the effects of the California drouth.

Kansas commission dealers are advertising in the

San Francisco dailies to lay down oat hay in any large

city in California for $17 to $20 per ton.

The recent rain fall has caused dealers to cut the

Erice of hay both in this city and the interior. The
est wheat hay is being retailed at $22, while inferior

grades bring less money—oat $20 and afalfa $16 to $17.

There is some new hay in the market, but as yet it does

nothing more than act as a governor of prices.

Miller & Lux sent in twenly-two carloads of cattle

from their Kern county ranch to the tule pasture on
the 16th inst.

Considerable feed for stock is being shipped from
Humboldt county to the southern part of the State.

The outlook throughout that State is reported as being
very promising and pasture is fully up to the ranchers'

expectations.

Thomas Groves, of Gonzales, Cal., has shipped over
one hundred head of cattle to his mountain ranch in

Monterey County during the past week.

Twenty-five carloads of cattle were brought into

Stockton on the 16th inst, and transferred upon a barge
where they were towed to Bouldin Island, where they
will pasture this summer.

Alfalfa hay has been selling this week at Oroville, for

$7 per ton in the field wTith farmers very reluctant to

dispose of their crops at this figure.

Our correspondent from Honcut, Cal., writes : The
Prewett cattle, 700 head, recently unloaded from the
cars here to be driven to Merrimac are reported to be
badly scattered. I am informed that only about one-
half of the band reached the destination.

The sale of Mavericks held at Helena, Mont., last

week, developed some briBk bidding, and a sale was
ultimately made to Thomas A. Cummings, at $19.25
per head. They sold last year at $17 per head, and the
price of this eeason is, with one exception, the highest
on record. The mavericks consist of unbranded yearl-
ings and upwards.

In a competitive show of beef breeds in England, a
Shorthorn, a Devon, a Red Foil, a Hereford and an
Aberdeen-Angus heifer were pitted against one another.
The weight of each had been carefully registered from
time to time. The final weighing test showed that the
Red Foil had made a larger daily gain than any of the
rest except the Shorthorn. In proportion to age and
time of feeding the Red Poll also came out the heaviest
of any except the Shorthorn.

Our Montana correspondent writes: It is reported
that there will be a falling off of 40 percent on beef ship-
ments from Montana this season compared with that of
last year. Southern stock growers are making a great
mistake in not placing 100,000 head of cattle on Mon-
tana ranges this season. There is plenty room on our
ranges in Custer county for 200,000 head more cattle.
Things are not so had as they were a few years ago,
when we had 9,000,000 more cattle than we have now
and an Irish friend of mine wrote me that, "Cattle are
gone to the devil and the Chicago market has gone to
n— 1 and I'll be there to-morrow."

It is a very common thing to come across dairy farm-
ers, who commencing with a herd of native cows, have
used first a Jersey sire, then a Short-horn, or Holstein,
or Guernsey, or some other of the well known breeds.
Tbey do thm under the mistaken notion that they are
§oing to get a more profitable cow thereby, says Hoards
airyman. They are trying to get a little more butter

through a Jersey, a little better flow of milk through the
Holstein, a little re beef through the Slmrt-horn,and
a little more color in the milk through the Guernsey.
All vory nice in theory, but it is a theory that don't
work. Almost invariably the herd goes down in dairy

iity and gains nothing for beef. It is "general pur-
pose" with a vengeance. Much better and more profit-
able cows are produced where the breeding is kept "in
line." If one starts with any of the four dairy breeds,
Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire, or Holstein, he had better
Htuv right by it, and under no circumstances cross in
any way with the beef breeds. If the latter is done he
wiil lose a good deal more in dairy capacity than ho will
gain in meat.

DAIRYING.

The Ave-age Cow

"The average income from dairy cows in localities

where the milk is sold to condensing factories is said to

be about $38 a year. It sometimes runs as high as $75
to a cow, and sometimes as low as $25, but the general

average is estimated to be about $38, says Hood's Dairy-

man."
If two things were better known by the farmers who

keep these cows, there would be more of the $75 type

and less of the low average $38 cows. These two things

are:

First—That the way to raise the capacity of a herd of

cows is to breed up. Too many dairymen think it is all

in the feed. They do not realize that one might as well

try to fatten a fanning mill by running oats through it

as to get a profit from certain cows by costly feed.

Second—That the money a man has left after a year's

work with a cow depends not upon her gross product,

bu' rather on her net profit ; for instance, we know of in-

stances where one man received from a neighboring

creamery not quite 100 per cent, more in gross returns

per cow than another patron, but his profits per cow
were six hundred per cent. more. What a change it

would make in the fortunes of thousands of these cow
keepers if they could be persuaded to look at things as

they are and try to make dairymen of themselves. By
their actions, at least, they proclaim that they think

that the more a man spends for beefy cows and costly

food and the less he spends for sound dairy knowledge

the more money he will make.

The Raising of Calves.

Selection of Calves—In any case the calves from the

best milking cows. only should be selected for rearing.

The herd bull should have a pedigree linking him to a

family distinguished for milking qualities.

His points should indicate the possession of powers

that do credit to his pedigree. If a calf with a big body
atone, two, three or six months old be what is wanted,

it had better be allowed to suck its dam. But if a calf

having a large profit on its rearing at two years old and
a large profit on its milking, or fattening, be the object

sought for, then it should be reared another way.
Where a calf is allowed to suck the cow, even for a few

days, the cow is in a less contented condition to yield

her milk to the hand for some weeks. The restlessness

thus caused will tend to the lessening of the milk yield

in most cases. The task of teaching the calf to drink is

doubly difficult after it has acquired the habit of getting

rations in the natural way. Invariably where a calf has

been permitted to run with its mother for ten days, it

will be found to go back, or at least fail to gain in con-

dition for a fortnight or more, when a change is made
to hand feeding. The checking of its growth and thrift

at that early stage in its development entails more loss

of possible profit in after years than a partial starvation

when eighteen months old. The organs of digestion,

whose functions it is to get for the animal all possible

good out of its food, for maintenance, growth, beef,

milk or work can never be injured with impunity. The
treatment from the day of birth should be to preserve

the assimilating power.

The First Milking—Milk from the first six milkings of

the dam should be fed to her calf three times a day.

The first milking is of medicinal aB well as food value to

the young calf. For two weeks the calf will not need,

nor take, much besides the two or three quarts of milk
of each feed. The milk should be fed as near the blood

temperature, 98 degrees Fahrenheit, as practicable.

After the lapse of a fortnight a gradual change can be

best effected by putting skim milk, in gradually increas-

ing quantity, with the whole milk till it is wholly sub-

stituted for it.

Sweet Milk—The skim milk should always be fed

sweet. The sourness of milk is evidence that some of

the feeding value of its sugar of milk (of which it con-

tains, say 4 l i per cent) li is been lost by the change into

lactic acid. Besides the sourness renders the food un-
suited to the stomach of a yet tender calf. Sour feed

favors growth in but two ways. The calf so fed will

develop marvelous girth extension. "Pot bellied" is

hardly sufficiently expressive of the enlargement from
that cause. Then the growth of liair is effectually and
speedily promoted. It becomes so strong in "stalk"
that it stands out in daily protestations against that
kind of food.

Warm Milk—The skim milk should be fed warm ; blood
heat is the best. Where no better convenience exists

for the heating of the milk, hot water may be added
with advantage. A feed of ice-cold milk, such as comes
from the deep setting cans will leave the calf uncomfort-

able. That condition is but the evidence that indiges-

tion exists and may easily be made partially permanent
by a continuation of such injurious treatment. The
power and practice of digesting and appropriating all

that is possible out of its feed should be encouraged into

a fixed habit, by giving the young animal only easily

digested food in the best condition of preparation.

Regularity—Attention to strict regularity in the line

of feeding and the quantity of milk given, is essential to

health and safety as well as to profitable increase of

weight. These points about the feeding of skim milk
will apply to young pigs as well as calves. A gutty,

thriftless hog is the necessary product of a careless and
wasteful mode of feeding even excellent skim milk.

The Ration—To make up for the butter taken out of

the milk in the shape of cream, some supplementaay
feed should be given with the skim milk. Linseed, oil-

cake, cotton-seed meal, bran, oats and peas are all good.

Bran is frequently mixed with chopped oats and peas,

and fed raw in the milk. That practice is most objec-

tionable, and frequently results in the loss of the full

value of the grain fed, besides inflicting injury upon the

calf by scouring. The better plan is to put the bran,

and chopped oats and peas, with ground linseed in a dry
state into a box conveniently placed within the reach of

the calf. Between the ages of one and three weeks
most calves will begin to eat the mixture. The chew-
ing necessary to comfortable swallowing fits the food for

proper digestion and prevents all risk of scouring from
that cause. The chewing also favors the free flow in the
mouth of a great deal of saliva needed to thoroughly

digest the milk gulped down so hurriedly from the feed-

ing pail. Linseed, oil cake or cotton-seed meal may be
boiled or well scalded and mixed in a syrupy state with
the milk. The composition of additional feed might be
about equal parts by bulk of bran, oats and peas.

No fixed quantity per head for feeding need be men-
tioned. It has been found desirable to allow the calves

to take as much as they care to eat. Handsful of the

best clover hay (and all hay for fodder should be cut on
the green side) may be offered, and most calves will eat

it with relish at a month old. As soon as grass can be

got it should be given in liberal quantities after calves

are three months old.

Notes

The Breeder a'nd Sportsman is constantly on the

look-out for all that may be of interest to breeders of

horses, cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry, in fact all that

is of interest to the up to date rancher.

The butter shipments from Humboldt last month
showed a most surprising increase over those for the
previous months of the year, being nearly three times
greater than those of the preceding month, while a
comparison w th those for Januarv and February make
them appear insigificant. For the year so far the
shipments have amounted to 618,465 pounds divided as
follows: January 98,300 pounds, February 66,100
pounds, March 132,970 pounds and April 321,095
pounds. Other dai y products show a corresponding
increase, there having been 575 cases of condensed
milk and 395 dressed veal shipped.

Ranchers in the vicinity of Penn Valley have sub-
scribed $1000 worth of stock in the new creamery which
it is proposed to establish there.

A meeting of the directors of the Woodland Creamery
was held at Woodland last week, at the office of the
Secretary. The report was highly satisfactory to both
the directors and stockholders.

The dairymen of San Luis Obispo County are reported
as having disposed of their cattle at shameful prices.
Some have been shipped to different parts of the State
for feed and some have been let out on shares. Dairy-
men are very cautious to keep only a reasonable portion
on hand and are trying to carry them through the

San Francisco buyers of dairy cows are in the Salinas
Valley purchasing desirable milch cows. Good prices
are offered for choice dairy stock.

Watch the zow which gradually declines in yield while
her mates, under the same management, do not. Pedi-
gree counts for nothing when a cow will not respond to
good feed with a fair yield of milk.

In butter making everything is being sifted down to a
business proposition. Dairymen make more money
now than in the days when butter was higher because
of more scientific methods, more creameries, more sum-
mer crcps raised and better cows kept.

Failure will be certain to the dairyman who has not
the gift of punctuality and he had better quit. No em-
ployment requires more method. Every part of the
work must be performed evero day, and almost the
same hour in the day. Any variation is actual loss.

It has been again and again demonstrated that the
' less the butter is worked the better. If the granular
syBtem of churning is practised, and ample time given
for the water to drain out, no wording will" he needed,
or only enough to bring the butter to a solid condition.
If the buttermilk has all been washed out, there will be

I none left to work out.
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SHEEP.

Where Are We At.

"We have been spending many years in attempting to

find out where we are at in the sheep business, and the

more we study the question, the more confirmed we are

in the belief that we have not made the advancement

wliich this important branch of live stock industry de-

mands. Years ago, it was predicted by well posted

authorities that everybody would rush into the sheep

business, and in a short time sheep could not be given

away. We listened then to such talk as we do now
when we hear it, with much amusement, and we have

stoutly maintained, that if the right kind of sheep be

grown, there would be no such dire calamity befall the

sheep industry of the country.

"VVe have always entertained the idea that the sheep

that can be profitably grown without the aid of tariff

tinkers, is the sheep that can stand up under all the

vicissitudes of oppression. If the hog can be made the

source of profit amid attacks of cholera and kin-

dred complaints, when the only object sought is meat,

why can not the sheep be made profitable when it yields

its fleece as an additional source of revenue which the

hog has not?

We are at a stage when the demand calls for the very

best grade of mutton sheep. The mutton eaters are not

only demanding it, but the high price of land is com-

pelling the sheep breeders to breed and keep that grade

of sheep, for they cannot afford to keep any other on

land that will sell for $50 per acre

We were once of the opinion that the largest sheep

was the coming sheep, and we advocated largely the

growing by flock masters of this class of mutton. We
are still of the belief that this sheep is not without its

purpose, its purpose being to build up the little common
sheep and to make them presentable at trade marts.

Once whilst visiting at the State Fair, and conversing

with one ofjthe leading breeders of short horns, he said,

he would cheerfully give $5,000 for a short horn which

would class in size with the elephant Jumbo, and we
felt that this remark would be equally appropriate as re-

gards sheep. The demand for large mutton has been

greater in all the large meat centers of the West and
Middle West the past season than for years. In fact,

there were not enough of them in sight to fill the de-

mand.
The sheep which in our opinion will be most in

request in the near future is the sheep that will com-

bine both quantity and quality of mutton. We have

them in almost all the mutton breeds, and the breeder

and feeder who can put them in the finest condition for

the flock with feed and blood is the sheep own r who
knows where he is at.

It would not be out of place for us to suggest that the

breeder of sheep paint an imaginary typical sheep, and

then breed to attain that end. Next to the introduction

of good blood is the eradication of poor blood. If there

is a sheep that fails to come up to the standard, cull him
out and dispose of him. Keep the flock uniform. Care

for them as you would a delicate child, and beauty will

be stamped on the flock, and when sale day comes the

owner will find where he is at.

She6p and Wool Notes.

The losses among sheep men in California will un-

doubtedly be very heavy and the lamb crop will be cut

very short. Heavy losses are reported throughout the

Southern and Middle portions of the State,and the only

escape from still heavier losses is for the sheep men to

move their flocks eastward where fair pasture can be ob-

tained.

Flock masters are alwa.ys on the look-out for some

feed which will enable them to fatten their sheep for

market in the quickest possible time. A good plan

which has proved very successful in the Eastern States

is to give the following rations: Oil meal mixed with

grain, of the former about six ounceB, daily. It iB an

excellent plan to vary the feed ; the following week give

corn with the same amount of oil meal. Following that

give peas oats with oil meal. This will make the due

proportion of fat and lean meat, besides the sheep like

it and they fatten very readilv.

The very considerable increase in the consumption of

mutton in this country was caused by the depression in

the sheep industry. During the time of this depression
thousands of breeders, desirous of going out of business,
rushed their flocks to the markets, and mutton became
a cheap enough food to induce many to purchase, who
under former conditions, had not learned to appreciate

it. The consumption will probably be still further in-

creased by the higher price of beef, which will for sev-

eral years be a more costlv food than during recent

years. Indeed, it is not at all unlikel? that the demand
for mutton will outgrow the increase in flocks, and the
large marketing of lambs, for which, especially, the de-

mand is strong, will delay a production equal to the re-

quirements of the markets.

The Bheepmen of northern Montana are preparing for
their busy season and the arrangements being made all
tend to show that the flockmasters expect the most
prosperous year since Cleveland almost bankrupted
them.

A lamb is considered to be a sheep so soon as it gets
its permanent teeth. This is when it is about a year
old generally, so that as a working rule a yearling lamb
is to be set down as a sheep. In citv restaurants, how-
ever, a sheep is a lamb all its life.

"Sugar lambs" is the latest fad. They come from
Colorado and are fattened upon sugar beets and finished
on corn. Some few were handled in this manner last
winter, and it is said that the res dt was so satisfactory
that next winter the most of the feeding will be done
with the beets, says the Denver Stockman. Asa ma-
terial for a sugar factory, the beets are worth $1.00 per
ton, but as feed for lambs and cattle they are said to be
worth $4.50 to $5.00 per ton, and for cattle feed it iB not
necessary to take such care in producing as for sugar.
There will be many thousands of acres raised this year,
and a market ill certain for all that can be produced.
In northern California lamb feeders are particularly
anxious to have a supply of sugar beets for next fall's

feeding, and there is great interest in the experiments
that have and are being made. "Colorado fed lambs"
are already celebrated all over the world.and "Colorado
sugar lambs" sounds inviting and should make even a
greatBr hit.

Shear the sheep before sending them to market.
There is no profit in selling the fleece at meat prices.

We learn from Stockton under date May 19th that
the Valley Road brought in forty -three carloads of sheep
from Angeola last night and unloaded them at the
chutes on the water front. There were 6280 head in the
lot and they will be shipped to Whiskey slough and
pastured. The steamer A. C. Freese will take about
half of them down on the barge Echo and expects to
return before night after the others. There will be
twenty-five carloads of cattle in from Merced this after-

noon for transfer to the islands and on Thursday there
will be about the same number of cars in from the
upper part of the valley.

SWINE.

Feeding Pigs

Having stated in the Breeder and Sportsman a couple

of weeks ago, under the heading of "Feeding Milk to Pigs/'

that independent relation in the selection and use of foods

will place a man on a high vantage ground, we shall now
attempt to briefly [explain our meaning of "independent

relation."

All food compounds, whether for man or beast, can be

divided into two elementary classes— carbohydrates and

protein. Carbohydrate foods contain three chemical ele-

ments—carbon hydrogen and oxygen. These three elements

chemically united in the life of the plant make all of the

carbonaceous food; sugar is a pure carbohydrate, starch is

another; the woody fibre in corn stalks, in oat or wheat

straw and these when fed make carbonaceous food. The
second element—protein or nitrogenous food contains four

chemical elements—carton, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen.

One of the most concentrated of nitrogenous food for the

human body is eggs; cheese is another; skim milk, containing

as it does the oheeBe of milk is nitrogenous; lean meat is also,

and so too Is blood. Among the foods fed to live stock are

shorts, bran, oil meal, cottonseed meal, all of which are rich

in protein, while of the rough foods, clover and alfalfa is

the richest that we have. Remember that there is a broad

distinction between Carbohydrates and Protein foods, that

feed like bran, shorts, oil meal, clover and alfalfa hay al'

have the elements of nitrogen. In Germany the chemists at

Experimental Stations have been at work for many years,

feeding animals, with the view of ascertaining how much of

these different kinds of food each should have, in order to

make perfect growth and at the same time do it the most

economically . If an animal body is naturally made np of

certain proportions of Carbonaceous and Protein materials
t

does it not follow that we can so feed such animals as to

maintain such proportions through life and waste nothing.

The farmer may be feeding an animal injudiciously and

perhaps would so continue did he not know something

about this—that is to say: he may be feeding too much

protein in proportion to Carbohydrates, or the opposite and

thus not only wasting but failing in accomplishing the best

results. The mason in preparing his mortar to be used in

he building of a brick structure, uses certain proportions of

lime and sand. Were either of these elements supplied in

excess of its due proportion, the ingredients or the com-

pound would not only be wasted, buL if used the existence of

the structure would be endangered. So it is with feed.

The proper proportions of carbohydrates and protein must

be supplied tn order that there be no waste and that the

best results will ensue.

The pig, when young, needs one pound of protein to each

five pounds of carbohydrates and the farmer that feeds differ-

ently wastes more or less of his feed. In California, barley

and Indian corn, generally speaking, supply the cheapest car

bohydrates that can be procured. One hundred pounds o"

Indian corn contains over seventy pounds of digestible carbo

hydrates, while it contains but about eight pounds of digesti.

ble protein. If we divide eight into seventy-two, the product

is nine, so that there is about one pound of protein to nine of

carbohydrates in Indian corn— while the pig needs only one
to five. This explains why Indian corn is not in itself a per-

fect food for the animal when young. Sweet skim milk is

one part protein to two of carbohydrates—so that skim milk
in itself is too rich in protein to feed alone. The best re

suits, therefore, are obtained by mixing skim milk with the

Indian corn, or barley, which is of similar nature to corn
and make a perfect ration of the two.

As the pig grows older and is fattening, it needs less pro-

tein matter—the ratio beiog then one to eight, which is

pretty near the proportions existing in Indian Corn. This
explains why Indian Corn or Barley are such perfect and
economical foods by themselves for fattening hogs and why
they are poorer feeds alone for the younger animal. Protein

matter goes to make red meat and muscle, while carbonace-

ous feed goes to make fat in the body, whether it be men
pigs or babies—the principle iB the same. Our bodieB must
be kept up to a temperature of ninety-eight degrees and to

keep that heat in the cold months we eat carbonaceous foods,

while to deep up the muscles of our bodies tee eat eggs, lean

meat, whole wheat, graham flour and materials of that kind.

To make muscle for our live stock, such as the pig, horse or

ox, we feed oatB (which is rich in protein) bran, shorts, oil

meal or alfalfa hay, with our rough fodder. This is best il-

lustrated when attention is drawn to the well known fact

that if a dog be shut up in a room and supplied with all the

water it could drink and all the sugar or starch that it could

consume—that it would live comfortably for a few days

after which he would become emaciated, its muscles would

shrivel, and it would die for want of protein food. If on the

other hand it had been fed on cheese, lean meat and blood it

would keep on in good health. Protein foods can take the

place of caabohydrates, bat carbohydrates cannot take the

place of protein, so that we might with safety pick out pro-

tein feeds and get along with them, while we could not with

the carbohydrates. But the difficulty is that protein foods

cost more than carbodydrates. Straw is always cheaper than

bran because it is more easily raised and so it is with other

potein foods and they therefore have a high market value.

Nitrogen is an expensive element wherever produced. The
problem of rational feeding therefore is in combining the two

elements—ca rboh} drates and protein—in proper proportions

needed and so as not to use the expensive protein needed in

greater quantities than is required.

Bran is one of the cheapest feeds we can buy to furnish

protein. Nature, in growing the wheat grain, put the pro-

tein around the outside of the wheat grain; the inside is

starch, and the ambition of the miller is to get into his flour

as little of the protein feed as he can, much to the detriment,

inconsequently, of the human family. Our stock get the best

part of the wheat grain.

If we were to sow a ton of starch upon our field hoping to

get a fertilizer therefrom we would miserably fail, but in a

ton of shorts or bran made from wheat lies about all the ele-

ments of fertility that there are in the wheat grain. Every

farmer knows that the growing of wheat robs his land of fer-

tility; it is somewhere in the grain, and if it is not on the in-

side of the grain it must be in the outside. If the miller

puts all the starch in the flour, we must get the protein in

the bran, and that fertility passes into the animal and goes

into the body and then passes out in the excrement and we
have the benefit of it in fertilizing the land.

Oare of the Pregnant Sow-

There is a prevalent opinion quite common among hog •

raisers that brood sows must not be fat, says a writer in
Breeders' Gazette, but we are satisfied from our own ex per i-

eLce and observation that more loss result* from underfeed-

ing and injudicious feeding than from overfattening. Liberal

feeding of the right kind of feeds is desirable, for the reason

that, other things being equal, the fleshy brood sow, at the

time of farrowing is always best prepared to nouish and

suckle a large litter. The same principle applies in the

management ot dairy herds. A good suckling animal

always makes milk, not only from the daily ration con-

sumed, but draws upon stored flesh of the body as well, and

the surplus of flesh fortifies the dam for this task, whioh is

always severe. The important point to be observed in the

management of brood sows, however, is the supply of suitable

feed and exercise. They should be so handled that they

will be obliged to take daily exercise; and it is especially

important that during the latter part of the period the grain

ration consists largely of bran, oats, shorts, oil-meal or

something of that character that is laxative and nutritious

and not heating. In this connection there is no more vaU-

able adjunct to the brood sow's rations than roots, b>th prior

to and after farrowing. We invariably advise the practice of

root-feeding to all brood bows on the farm, and are abun-

dantly satisfied with its results. The opinion is also preva-

lent to some extent, that brood sows cannot be fed on the

droppings of fattening cattle without injury, but there is no

practical foundation for this belief provided some roots and

nitrogenous grain-feed be furnished in addition. In many

cases, however, we have seen good results where they have

had practically no other feed and the cattle being fed almost

exclusively on corn. It is best, however, to properly sup-

plement this ration. When sows are bandied aa outlined

above, a fair degree of flesh is beneficial rather than iojnrioi
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Notes.

There are several good breeds of hogs. 8elect the breed

yon pre er and stick to that in breeding up. Few good re-

sults are obtained by cross breeding.

Select a boar with a good chest, feet, back, loins and ham,

and one of a pedigree that traces back through families that

have the same characteristics and that have the faculty of

transmitting them.

Don't keep the hog too fat in the summer and give him

plenty of shade and pure water. The feeding Bhonld be done

on a clean place. Regularity of feeding is important, but if

there is good pastnrage there is little need of feeding.

What the English call "a bacon pig" is lighter than the

most marketable hogs in this country, as the weight of the

"bacon pig" is 160 to 200 pounds. They are said to bring

the best prices. The feed recommended consists of rye, peas,

barley and shorts It produces the lean meat preferred in

this country as well as in Eagland.

In selecting young sows to be used as breeders, take those

that are well "developod, and that feed well and thrive on

their feed. These thiDgs indicate a good constitution and

good digestion with readv assimilation of foou, qualities that

will be valuable inheritances of their offsprings. These

qualities are necessary to early maturity, now so highly

prized and always so valuable in all classes of live stock es-

pecially in those that are raised for the meat market.

POULTRY.

Why First Crosses are Desirable.

So much has been written from time to time ia poultry

journals upon the desirability of first crosses without exhausl-

iog the subject that further discussion does not appear out of

place. It is a well established fact that the largest, fleshiest

and most hardy specimens of the market fowl have b^en

secured by crossing. Short-sighted breeders of pure bred Btock

oppose the teaching of these facts and try to dispute and argue

them down, with little or no latisfaction to themselves.

Writers who preach the doctrine of pure breds only, are

seriously irj jring the development of this important indus-

try more than they are helping it and virtually are going

back on both the farmer and producer. If poultry raisers

could be converted to these views, taught how to avoid the

evils of and how to realize the greater profits to be gained

from choice pure bred breeding birds, the demand for stock

would increase one hundred fold.

>"o one believes more in the value of pure bred birds than

we do, or the importance of insuring their distribution

throughout the country. The producer would be in a very

bad boat without pure breeds to draw ou. We are how-
ever, strongly of the opinion that the practical raiser, one

who simply raises for the market, does not make the best use

of his pore breds if he does not raise crosses. The market

producer who also sells pure bred stock and eggs tor breed

ing purposes, if successful, probably gains more than he loses

by refrainiog from crossing. The producer of either egg3

or poultry for market, who owns pure breeds and does not

cross them, is in our opinion not making the best of his op-

portunities and is decidedly behind the times. It requires

undoubtedly more knowledge to do it right, but why not ac-

quire it ? If he d^es not adhere to the proper course the re-

sults will be disastrous; it is much easier lo sail along with

pure breds, perhaps, but we believe the game is worth the

candle. The trouble heretofore has been that those who have

tried it, had but a slight knowledge of ho<v it should and

should not be doce.

ft When crossing is followed, it is wise to use pure bred birds

on both sides. The first cross produced should not be bred

from, but should be marketed or only for egg production, ex-

cept when females are lo be graded up. These birds are

usually such fine specimens, that although tue raiser is told

never to breed from them, especially from the females, he is

tempted to disregard this advice, and the result after one or

two seasons is that he has the most inferior lot of fowls he
has ever owned. First crosses may be depended upon, but

second or third crosses or fowls mixed indiscriminately de-

eriorate very rapidly. The pure bred has a strong influence

in one direction. When two breeds are crossed each has a

strong iofluence on the progeny, which is like both. Cross-

ing destroys this influence. The cross progeny have little

prepotency; there is little strong influence in any one
direction.

All sorts of ancestral influences eflect their progeny and
there iu no uniformity. Crossbred males are worthless for

this reason, no matter how choice they may look they are

almost sure to produce inferior Block. There is a wrong way
lo cross as well as a right way, and the former course is the

worst in breeding. If this plan ia adopted, be sure it is done
in the right way, then the evils will be avoided and the ben-
efits secured.

Notes.

Do not feed stimulating feed to poultry now.

Poultry can not be kept healthy on wet ground or in damp
houses.

Hatrh the guineas under common hens, they will be
gentler.

A dusty house is not so likely to be infested with lice.

Make the bens scratch for a living by scattering their
grain.

Little chickens do not need food twenty-four hours after

scratching.

A capon is equal to a lurkey as a table fowl.

Red pepper is only a temporary stimulant and increases

the appetite only a short time.

Old geese Bhould be kept for breeding and the surplus goB-

lins marketed as soon as possible.

For keepiog fowls in good health in small rooms their

quarters should be kept clean and be occasionally disinfected.

Thoroughly scalded ground feed will give better results

than feeding it raw wet up with cold water or milk.

One point in favor of the white fowls is that when dressed

the pin feathers do not show as plainly as the black breeds.

Beware of over-feeding; it is variety of feed and shell-

producing articles that bring the best results, the quantity

must be determined by the condition.

While hens may readily get too fat to lay this will rarely

be the case with pullets and it will pay to feed them liberally,

even when on a good range.

Whole wheat is the best grain for laying hens at thiB sea-

son and where they have a good range is almost the only

grain that is actually needed.

With matured fowls those weighing not over four or five

pounds will sell readily and bring the highest price, and it

will pay to sell when this weight is secured.

The perfect and rapid development of spring chickens de-

pends greatly on the start they get.

Twisted combs in fowls is often caused by the hen being

allowed to cover the chickens after they should have been
left to themselves.

If a chick has once been chilled, no matter what excellent

care it may afterward ie2eive, it will never thrive as it

would have done otherwise.

Some decomposition is necessary in order to make the

droppings most available. The best plan is to mix a little

fine soil with it as it is gathered up, let stand in a vessel a

few days, when it will be in a good conditon for use and can
be' applied to a good advantage either in tbe hill or as a top

dressing.

There is no good or sufficient reason for landing one var-

iety to the skies and condemning others as worthless.

Nearly or quite all breeds have their excellencies and at the

same time have their drawbacks, so that there is no breed

that excels in all things that are needed in fowls. Up to

eight or ten weeks of age there is practically no difference in

the growth of chickens of different breeds. But as layers of

eggs, or as table fowls, there is a considerable difference but

no one breed excels in both these item?.

A capon is considered nearly or quite equal to the turkey

as a table fowl. A cockerel that at eight months old would
weigh five pounds would if caponized in good season will

with the same amount of feed weigh eight pounds and would
bring nearly or quite double the amount and of course would
be considered more profitable. Tbe art of caponizing is not
difficult to learn and a little experience is needed. But to

make the most out of them one must be reasonably close to a

good market.

While cholera may be almost impossible to cure once a

fowl is infected, yet in a majority of cases the loss may be

considerably lessened by proper precautions to prevent its

spreading, It is very contagious and at the first indication

the sick fowls should all be separated from the well ones and
put to themselves and the quarters thoroughly cleaned up
and thoroughly disinfected. One of tbe moBt common ways
of spreading the disease is by the excrement, hence the ne-

cessity of thoroughly cleaning up as soon as tbe disease is

noticed among tbe fowls. Coal oil is a good remedy if given
in the first stages of the disease. All things taken into con-

sideration, hydrosulphite of soda dissolved in water is as

good a remedy as can be used. Some give small doses of

laudanum. Some Venetian red or Spanish mace. But with
all there will be more or less failures to cure and this with
the fact that once it gets fairly Btarted in a flock it is difficult

to eradicate all reasonable care should be taken to prevent
its development.

The Latest Crop Report.

The following summary of the climatic and crop condi-

tions is based upon reports received from nine Weather Bu-
reau Stations, fi'ty two telegraphic reports received through

the courtesy of tbe Southern Pacific Company and many re-

ports scattered throughout the State received from corre-

spondents in their districts.

The heaviest rainfall, except one, since January and in

some sections (he heaviest of the season, cocurred in Califor-

nia at the clcse of the week. Over an ijch of rain fell at a

number of stations in tbe central and southern coast portion.

At Los Angeles the rainfall amounted to 1.46 inches. The
rainfall in excess of the normal varied from about three-

quarters of an inch to one inch and over, except on the

northwestern coast, where the rainfall was below the normal

about one-tenth of an inch. The rain breaks tbe long drouth

and while too late to be of much benefit to the chief agricul-

tural interests, reinforces the water supply, and will in many
ways be of the utmost advantage. The temperature has been

below the normal, and tbe weather generally cloudy. The
cold, cloudy weather has been beneficial to whatever late

sown grain is still alive; summer fallowed grain is beading

out and some patches will yield a fair crop. All hay that

was cut wbb damaged somewhat by the rain. Owing to heavy

rainfall, beans will probably be planted. The rain has

greatly benefited beete.

Shasta County.—Vegetation not suffering so badly here aB

elsewhere. Figs are doing>ell. Culling alfalfa; fair crop-

Rain Saturday and Sunday will benefit grain and vege-
tables.

Butte County.—Horticulturists busy irrigating. Showers

along the higher foot hills. Feather river two inches below

low water mark last year and falling rapidly.

Placer County.—Haying in full blast; ab)ut three-fourths

of a crop. Cold weather filling wheat and barley nicely, and

these no ff promise average yield; fruit doing well.

Yolo County.—Rain very beneficial to fruit and late sown

grain, but will damage cut hay.

Sacramento County.—Heavy rain will injure cut hay but

benefit grass, grain, orchards, vineyards and hop fields,which

show need of moisture.

8olano County—Cool, cloudy weather beneficial to late

sown grain and all fruit. Cherries improviog. Heavy rain

Saturday and Suuday may damage hay, but otherwise will

be beneficial. Only enough hay cut for home use ; expect

half crop of barley and summer fallowed wheat.

San Joaquin County.— Half an inch of rain; will do very

little damage, as but a small quantity of hay was cut; will

benefit growing grain and late fruit; prospect for plums and

pears good; apricots and peaches a failure.

Stanislaus County.—Rain and cool weather will make fair

crow on summer .fallow; winter sown grain will make straw.

Grain and hay inside canal limits doing well. Considerable

hay in shock during storm.

Merced County.—Wheat heading out on summer fallowed

land and some patches will yield fair crop if cool weather

continues two weeks. About nine-tenths inch of rain Satur-

day will do no particular good to grain and will damage some

hay just cut.

Fresno County—Rain helped growing grain; no damage

to cut hay. Fruit trees doing well. No apricots or peaches

.

Grape vines sprouting. Rain will make hay of some wheat;

otherwise a total loss. Thrips not doing damage expected.

Kings County—Deciduous fruits will be almost a total

failure on account of severe frost March 17th. Not much
hay damaged by rain. Feed prospect good; full crop of

raisins.

Tulare County—Rain Sunday will probably injure dry

feed and hay. Some grain in irrigated sections will be cut

for hay. Prunus Simoni and peaches doing well; orange

trees set full.

Kern County—Rain beneficial to growing grair. Bulk of

first crop of alfalfa cut and cared for. Cutting grain hay on

irrigated lands. No apricots, peaches or almonds. Good
crop of grapes.

Lake County—Rain did more damage than good; first crop

of alfalfa nearly cat and hauled; yield fair. Some grain hay

oeing cut. Grain crop will be three-quarters of normal

yield. Vines are very thrifty and making excellent growth.

Fruit trees look well, but the trait crop is short. Not much
pasture except along the lakes.

Sonoma Courty—Last sown grain very light. Apples,

pears and prunes good; peaches and cherries light. Rain

Sunday damaged volunteer hay already cut; great benefit to

everything except range feed.

Napa Counly—Fruit doiog well. Cherries not tar enough

along to be injared. Grapes promise a fine yield. Hay short,

but good quality. Grain not over half crop. Corn doing

well.

Alameda County —Rain will do much good to beets, fruit,

hay and grain. Black Tartarian cherries blighted badly.

Dry feed injured. Vegetables all in.

Santa Clara County—Fruit trees continue to look well in

most parts of valley. Cherries ripening rapidly, but small;

in some places they will probably not mature.

San Benito County—Cool, foggy weather benefited hay.

No grain will be haryested. Pruues doing well. Light

crop of peaches and apricots.

San Luis Obispo Ojunty—Fair horses sold for $1.25

Cattle nearly all sent out of county.

Santa Barbara County—One inch of rain Sunday, too late.

for grain. If sufficient rain falls grain will be planted

Apricots and walnuts setting well but large proportion wil

probably drop.

Ventura County—One inch of rain Saturday followed by

heavy west wind which dried the ground. Late barley and

fruit benefited, grain and beans too far gone.

Los Angeles County—Basset, One and and a half inches

of rain. Hay on ground will be damaged, but more good

than harm. Duarte. Heavy rain of great benefit for irriga-

tion. Los Angeles. Heavy rain; great benefit to beans,

sugar beets, corn and all crops. Palmdale. Showers will

start pasture; fine crop apples, pears and small fruits. Fer-

nando. One inch of rain, will greatly benefit fruit; hay and

grain all dried up. Moving stock. Pomona. One inch o'

rain greaily benefited orchards and beets.

8an Bernardino Co.—Rnn helped feed and in some places

hay and grain. Heavy rains in mountains have increased

summer supply.

Orange Co.—Good rain. 8ome damage to hay, other

crops improved. Farmers busy mowing hay. All fruit

trees looking well.

San Diego Co.—Heavy crop of prunes, plums and apules.

Eureka summary—The dry weather was beginning to

affect grass and grain, but the late rains gave impetus to all

kinds of crops,

Loa Angeles summary.—Cool, cloudy weather favored

crope. Weekending with raia, which wilt benefit feed, trees

nod root crops, besides adding to water supply.
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THE JWARKETS.

Reports of Butchertown, Western Meat

Company Refrigerated Meats, Local

Wool, Hides, Tallow, Butter and

Cheese, and Eastern Cattle

Markets by Telegraph.

BASTERX 1.1 VH STOCK MARKBT8.
CHTGAGO. May 19.-Cattle ruled I0@l.'iclower. Stnckersanrt Feeders

$3.9f@4 65; Cows and Heifers. S;@J.6i: Bulls. f'l@l.2.i; Calves, (6@fl,85.

HOG"*—The market opened weak sod prices broke ip@ 5c. Trade was
active at the decline Bulk ot sales. $i S<~-©1 55; Lights, »4 50; Pnckers,
?1.I5@4 42; Pigs. $3@4.?5; common to choice, H-2t@4.50.

Yesterday'* advance was well sustuln«d to-day tor Sheep. Clipped
Sheep $:i.i0@4 40; w e-teru Feeders, |-)®4. 30; Clipped iLambs, 34(34.40;
Wooied Lambs, --i 5 5.45.

Receipts— Cattle, 16.0(0; Hogs. 58,noO; Sheep, 20.000.

KANSAS ClTT, May 19.—Cattle—Receipts. b.OOn. Best grades steady,
others we k tn I0p lower. Native Beet -leer*. J3

c 0@4 90; Native Cowa
ami Htifeis, ?-..'5@5.75; Stuckersai.d Feeders, <3@.; Bulls. (2.T4@4.
Hnn-u- EWceipis. 26.001. Market i

; @'0clo*er Hulk of sales, SI.!0@
4.3i; Heav.es, ?i.30@i. 50; Mixed, $4.U@4 40; Lights, fl@4. 20; Pigs, 11.30
(g)4.40-

wqRE?-Rece!t»ts. 2,000. Market strong. Lambs, 34.2)1215.50; Muttons
3@i-.25.

MOUTH OMAHA. May 2n—O tile—Receipts, 14C0, Market steady to
stronger; native n^t-i steers. (3 9ffai4.RH: Western steers, 3?7.-@4.40: eowi
and h» Iters, S3 ^(SJi.^O; canneis. ;3 'i-VgS.'JO: stackers and feeders, f3.8t@
f5: calves H@fi.5<: hulls and stag-, *2 7<-@<.8ft.

HON:—Rt-cHplsgoO". Market 5c liigber; heavy, S4,30@1.45; mised
4.3i @ '.35; ligbr, 54 27@l.35; f-ulk otsal-a. fl $"($,4 40.

SH EP—Receipts 170". Market steady ; fair 10 choice, natives, |3 80@
1.25; do Westerns, 34 6.@4.20; common and slock sheep, S3@l: lambs,
•1.2f@ft25.

DE i VER. May 19 —rattle— Receipts, 200 Market Arm. Beef Steers
3.SP@l.=io; Cows. 83@l 20; Feed-rs. frWsrbt paid to river, 3t@i 30; stock
era, do, 4@l 60; Bulls aud Stags. f.'.25@3.45.

HOGS— Rec-lpt*, I'Ki. Market Wc lower, Qrm. Light Packers, S4.3(@
4.40; Mixed, ?4 2-

:@ 1.25; Heavy, |4.20@l 35.

SHEEP-Receipts, none. Market unchanged,

BITtHERl 0\V\.

Arrivals ef all grades of cattle at bntchertown continues very heavy,
and ibis has a -ie ressing efleci in hoidi g p'lcesdowu. Our quotations
are a fair indication d market prices, ihougb at times throughout the
week coucessinF s have h en made, « e do not look for any immediate
Change In the beef market; In fact, it is highly pri'slb e that prices will
have a further set back bet ire a y improvement wM take plane.
MOTION—Shipmentsof sheep this week have not been so heavy and

on the strength of tnis prices have slightly stiffened; there is, however,
p en tv ot -tfick ti> meet all requiremems.
CALVES are coming in pi otitulboihas regards range and dairy, the

demand is good an i pr.ces ntpady.
HOws- i he demand tor hogs tb s week has much improved, and good

bard gialo stock is read'l> bringing over figures. The cojdiilon of the
Easte6n market is reported as very stro g with a sharp pward ten-
dency, and we look to higher prices in our local market at any moment.
Steers— First quality, verv ch(jic-,6^c; Steers.No. l,6@Q'/ic; Steers, No.

3^Ji@5ifc: Steers No.5. .1@wJ.4c. Extra choice Cows ana Heifers 5*j@r>c;
Good 10 Fair, 5@i>-c: Buns, stag1* and old Cows, 4@4 ttc; t'aives. choice
raDge, large. 4v@ic; "airy, tj@~c; Wethers, brst qua'lty, fgiS^c;
Wether-, second quality, 7*-@7%jc; Ewes, first quality, 8c; Ewes.seotid
quality, 7,'£c; Lamb, yearhogs, ; Lamb (.this Spring), 8^@9c;
Hog , dre-sed bard, 5Jt(2i6c: Hogs, live, hard, medium, 4 I-E@l l-4c;

Hogs, live, hard, heavy, 3 7-8@lc.

REFRIGERATED DRESSED MEATS.
There is no change to repirt in refrigerated dressed meats this week.

Stocks are plentiful 1 f all grades of cattle, ve -1 ami sheep Hugs have
advanced on the boota d good desirab e grain led ar<? in good demand.

Beetcircases. prim- ,F@h!4c; heel carcases, second quailty,5H@6c-No.i,
Cows and Hellers, 5@i>jc; No. 2 rows and Heifers, 4'«@5c; Mutton,
Withers, carcases, 3c; Mutton, Wethers, carcases. No. 2, 7@7-.c; Mutton
Ewes, rarc*ses,Nu. 1.74c; Mutton, Ewes, carcases, No. 2,i:@6j£c; Lamb
(ibis year's Spring) 8@8&c; Vtal, light, Sh©&W, Veal, heavy, 4Ji@5c;
Pork, carcases, 5>£@6c.

HIDES AND SKINS.

The recent reports contained in the last two issues ol the Bbufdeh
and Spoitsmas, regarding the conditioo of the local bide market has
turned out precisely as we stated. Local dealtr-* are at last compelled to

raise qu jtati ins all along the line and price- are advanced a strong half
a cent ud all grades of hides, inclu li gc*if and veal. W- looktoa fur-

ther improvement as the Eastern maiket is very strong, with an upward
tendency. The demanu from tanners is report d q lite gjod and they
are ready to pay the increase in values fordeairable stock.

WET SALTED HIDhS—Heavy Steers,over5K lbs,]0^c,cul]s,9^c;Med7
lum, 48 to561bs,9^c, cullsSsc; Light Steer, under 48 lbs, 9>ac,cuils, 8'^c-
Heavy * ows, over 50 ihs, 9J5C. cul s 8Sc; Li *b i. cows. 30 to 50 lbs, 6JjC*
culls 8ff»i;-5tags.6@i7c, culls 5)jc; K.lps, 9SC,culls S.'^c; Veal, 9SC.C'ills 8t;
Calf. 10 hc culls 94c; Dry Hides. l6J£c, culls. ]3^@i4c; Dry Kip and
Veal, 16c. culis. 13c; Dry <"alf, l8@20c, cutis, I6@16c. Horsi Hides, large
prime, $2 5u each; medium, 42; .-mall $1.

TAILS—Large size 35 cents per dozen.

PELTS AND SHEARLINGS—20@>V>c each; do, short, 4r@70 each; do
medium, 70@90 each; do. lo g wo il, !M&?1.30 each: Deer Skins, s mmer.
2c@H0c; d",go d medium, 20c; do, winter, 10c per In; Gnat ckios, 30@37H,c
ailece for prime to perfect; i>@Juc for damaged and .@loceachfor Kids.

TALLOW—We quote: No. 1, Rendered, 3@)3^c per lb; No. 2, 2@2^c;
Grease, l^ce)2c per lb.

WOOL R*PORT.
Nothing but extreme dullness Is noticeable In the local wool market,

and nntrnng ba« transnired 3't far which wil lermltofour giving aoy
abso'u efigures fur ppllng »'ools. Considerable wools are c* mlnglnand
golig into warehouse; In fact, we may say that the nnly bCllvi y notice
able is in the wareuouses, where gradl g the new clip is g log. We quote

CALIFORNIA FALL CLIP—Plains. f@i9c; Mountains, 9@l2c; North-
ern, ll@13c; aud Northern aefective rial'.':: Mendocino and Humboldt,
I6@l6c
NEVADA SPHING—Light and choice, ir@l3c
OKEuON SPB1N<4—Eastern choice, I2@ii4c; Eastern poor, 10 @llc;

Valley choice, 14@iI6c; Valley low grade, l^@,lsc.

DAIRY AXD POULTRY.
BTJ TTER—The tone of the butter market Is io much the same condi-

tion as reporled by us last week. The recent rains have materially Im-
proved the outlook for meen f-ed tbroughou th-.se p.-ntonsof the dairy
districts of fie siaie. Toe stocks -tp eked butter In the city are very
light and what pac-lng has so far been done has come mos.ly from the
creameries and little, it auy. has been shipped. We quote:

Creamery extras p r lb, 20@ilHc; firsts, 19,H@i0; Beconds, 18!4@'9c;
Dairy ueiect, I9(3i'2»c; seconds. i9(5)-c; Dairy soft and weedy, -@t -;

Mlted store, iWg)i7c; Creamery In tuns, i9@iic; Pirkled roll, -@—c;
Dairy in tubs, - &—c; Firkin, Cal., choice to select, l9@2ic; Firkin, com-
mon to lair, l7@Tac.

CHEESE— Owing to a number of good sales this week stocks have
been very much reduced, yet there Is amule on hand to meet all require-
ments, Tne better qualities are bringing over fu-1 figures and have at
tbe cinse of the week an upward tendency. e quote: Calif Tula wr lb.

Cb>ddars.If@llc: Flaia, mild, new, 9@i^c; fair to go d. )(§»$ !*c; Young
Amerlca,i0@iil ;Easte'-u,New York cream Cheddars and Fiats 12@i3Hc;
Weslern, lCi@12^c.
E'4nS— t he upward ten eocy we spoke of last week In tbe eg? market

has been realized Tnere has been a sharp advance of t lo li+t-per d-izeo

wlib a strong market at Increased quotations. Arrivals ot tbedome-llc
pr>Kiiict bus oeeu very light and 1. it", runji 01 Eastern acarce. Tbe market
cksed firm.
We qiioi*-: California Ranch. 1E@IGc; California Store, 13.4@H.'ac;

Easteru, H@uj^c; Duck eggs. 16c.

POUH'KY—The maraet continues to remain over-supplied wlih old

poulirv and quo atlous are slightly reduce. I be heavy arrivals a e no
a ubt due to tne tgh price of teed, and farm era are ahlpp ng their >ld
potil r\ freely 10 market; p Ices, except for young choice hens, are re-

duced all aroun'l.
w k quote: Oil Ro stera. r" d"oz, 3.2-=@3 50; yoong. !*<O/0; Frje.-s,

|6,&0@H 50; Bn.jifrs, large, *'.M(§* ; smaii U iB@4; Bens, f?@(60; Lucks,
old, d< z, r:@*",.5-; \ouuu. WM(<hi>; Inrkeia.lve, Henft, p r lb. H@llc;
Gobblers. H^> ic; dressed, per iu. i.!@iU<-: neese, pair. 7 ,c(5,»i ; Ooaii.gs,

pair. *i.^@i..io; Flue -us, young. (1 .'@l.Ml; do. old, |l

Ea^tera Ptultry—Old Roosters per d z. 4 5t@ti.75; Hens, f-@w.50;

Fryers, — ; Broilers,— ; Young Roosters, ; Ducks, |4; lur.

keys, per lb, lie; Geese, pair, *2

WHEAT—The downward tendency continues here and all along the
line. There Is very little doing here In California wn?at, f.ir the reason
there h % ery little lo dolt wltb. Tbe bulk it stock Is o-njlng frem tbe
north. Tloe *ater quotatlousare as follows; tI.67<d>LTu for Bbtpolug aud
?I <5@l.8u per ctl. lor u lillng.

HAY- Receipts of Hay continue to come In more freelv. Old hav Is
a'lli held very firm. New wheat sold at fl7<$24; new oat, »I5fg.l6; straw
<5c@-t.

IEx -car In round lots'—Wheat,$20@?5 per tou: Wheat and Oat.|20@23.&0;
Oat.jl>@0; Barley. $U'@ilSf0; coiupreseed Wheat, J2l@i2l ; comure«sed
Oat,|le@i2<)

: Alfalfa.#12>,@l3H: Clover.oomlnal; Oregou Timothy ,|lf@ti8.

FEEDSTUFFS show no change. Rolled Barley, t2S@t29 per too; Oilcake
Mealai the mill. 3l@il.50; Jobbing, &2{&X2,bQ; Cucuauut Cake, r^@25;
Cottonseed Meai, 2e@j3o per ton; Coinmeal, |24.50; Cracked Corn, 8^5.

STRAW—75c@fl.05 per bale. It Is scarce and firm.

BRAN-|i:.5t@l8.50 per ton.

MIDDLINGS—S21.50@23.50 per ton.

FLOUR—Has advarc»d. Net cash prices 'are: Family exrraa, %S@
6.10; Bakers' extras. 5.75@5.85 per barrel.

MILLSTTJFFS— Pries In sacksiare followB.usual discount to the trade:
Graham Flour, ft per 1H0 lbs.; Rye Flour,|.'.76 per tuO; Rice Flour, |S;
Cornmeal.|2.iir.:extra cream Cornm al $3.^5 Oatmeal. !4;OatGroats, *1.2i;
Hominy, t3 :5@>'.5i>; Ruckwheat Flour. |i@i4.2o; Cracked Wheat, 1^.75;
Faiiua. 81.75; M hole Wheat Flour.$L25: Rolled Oats (barrels), I5.8O@i;.20;
In sa- ks, fj.60®6; Pearl Barley, 34.75; Spilt Peas, 14.25: Green Peas, fjl.50

per 100 lbs.

BEANS show but little chanee except whites, which arehleber. Bayns,
2.90@3.05; Small Whiles. |l.95@.2.^0 ; Pinks. |2.h6@J.75 ; Beds. $2.75@3;
Blacaeye, i3. c 0: Butlers, |L6o(oH.75; Llmas, 83.15; Pea, *2@)2.15; Red
Kidnejw, ?2.65@2 85; Large W bites, tL90@2.i 5 per ctl.

SEEDS—Brown MiiStard.82.2.@i2.50 1 er ctl Yellow Mustard, |3.15@H.25
Flax, 2.2^: "laDary - eed, 2!4@2^c per lb.; Alfalla. 3@6c; Rape, 2j4@-3*c;
Hemp. 2^@3c; Timothy, £@ i^c.

DRIED PEAS— Niles, «1.75@i2; Green. ?I.90@2.25 per ctl.

POTATOFS-Early Rose, : River Reds, 40@150c; River Bur-
banks, fii@7Sc per sack : Oregon Rurhauks, 7 : c@i)l; Petaluma Burbanks,
60@75c; cweet Polatoes, |l@|l.25 for Merced; new Potatoes, iJ4@2\c
per lb.

ONIONS—Australian, 84 50@)f5 per ctl; new, 60@>70 per ctl.

VEGETABLES— Asparagus, |2.25@?.50 for extra large, |I.75@i2 per
bos for No. 1 and fl@)1.50 fir smali; Rhubarb. 3-c@w0 per box for good,
and 60@75 for extra choice; Greou Peas, $l@'.i5 per sack; Garden
Peas 2@>2sc per lb; string Beans, 8@tl0c; Hor&e Beans. 2'@Ji0c pf*rsack;
Summer Squosh. B1.25@2per b a; juried Peppers, 6@7c per Id. Dritd
Okra 12J^c: Cabbage, t>5@75c perc<l; Carrots, 3i @5iiu per sack; Cucam-
bere. i(k'@»;i perdozen; Mexican Tomatoes, i@^1.50 per box; New
Garlic. 5@tic per lb.

EVxPOKATED VEGETABLFS—Potatoes, sliced raw, l?c per lb in
lot> of 25 lbs; sliced dessicdted. 16@)l8c; granulated raw, 13c; Onions, 60c;
Carrotsold. 13c; new. isc; taobage, 30c; Sweet Polatoes, 30c; Turnips,
26c; String Beans, 30c; tomatoes, 50c.

RAISINS— lj£@)-'c lor two-crown, 3c for tbre r-crown, 3>^c for four-
crown, 4,1sc for Seedless Sultanas, t%c for Seedless Muscatels and *1@>

1.10 for London layers; dried grapes, 2»£c.

NUi S-Ch^stnuts are quotable at 8c per lb; Walnuts. 3@n for hard-
shell and 4@6c for soft-hell; Almonds. 3@)l for hardshell. 6@7c for
softsbeil aDd 3)i.@i9c for papersheil; Peanuis. 4@5?«c for Eastern aud 4j$c
for California; Pecans, 6ii®8; Filberts, 9^@luc; Brazil Nuis, 8@9 per lb:

Cocoanuts, 84.;0@.5 per HO.

HONEY—Comb. 9@!0c lor bright and p@7c for lower grades; water-
white i-xiracted, o'tgttic; light amber extractrd, 4?4@tJ,'2C per lb; Bees-
wax, 24@26c per lb.

A PP LE-<—40@50c per box for common, 75c@i?l for good to choice and
ll.25@l.5u for fancy.

CITRUS FRUITS— Navel Oranges. |I.25@2.50; Seedlings, 50c@U;
Lemons, 50r@(l for common and 8l-25@2 lor good to choice; Mexican
Limes, |4; California Limes, in small boxes, 40@£0c; Bananas, |1.25@l2
per bunch; Piieapples, ?a@il per dozen.

DRCIDTJ U» FRUITS—Strawberries. $1.50(5*1 per chest for large and
$2.5r'@)4 for small berries in baskets and f4.5e(aij loose. White Cherries,
».@)5uc per box; red, 35@5uc; black, 4C@75c, Gooseberries, 25@soc
per drawer.

DRIED FRUITS-Prunes, carload lots, 4K@5c f -r 40-50's, 4W@IJ*C
for 50-60's. 3\(?;4c for 6i-70'-, 31t@3Hc for7i-80's, 2^@3 f.-r 80-90'a. 2 lA
@!S lor 90 100's; Peacbes, 3@5c; faucy, 5 4@)S; peeled, io@l2Hc: Apricot

,

i@8^c for »oyal» and 7@8c fur good to faucy Moorpartss; Evaporated
Auples, 6V@)7c; sun-dri d. 4@>c: Black Fig , in sacks, 2@J'*; Plums, 4s@
4^c f >r pitted and l^j@u sc ior u n pitted iMeacned Plum>,5@^!4c: Nectar-
Ines, 4@5cfor prime m fancy; Pears, 1M©K% for quarters and 3@t5^c for
halves, ace rdiog to color, etc.

NEW YORK, May 12.—Calliornla Drlel Fruits—Apples, Btrong; other
fruiis steady.

EVAPORATED APPLES—Common, 6@)8^c : prime wire tray, 9c
wood-dried, prime, 9c@9,**c; choice, 9@9J£c; fancy, 9*t@10c
PRUNES—4@834c.
APR COTS—Royal, B@)10c; Moorpark, 10@I2c
PEACHES—Unpeeled. 5@tPc; peeled, 12@14c

NORTHERN WHEAT MARKET.
PORTLAND, May 19.—Walla Walla—The wheat market Is dall and

lifeless. Wheat was quoted at 90@92c and Blue stem 9l@94c.

WASHINGTON.
TACOMA, May 12.—No Gales of wheat. Club, 94@95c2 bluestem ?7@)

Veterinarians Know Its Use.

Pomona, Cal., Jane 7, 1897.

Since I have practiced my profession (Veterinary Sur-

geon) in this place I have had occasion to prescribe "Gom-

baull's Caustic Balaam," contrary to my usual method of

practice, which is to avoid the use or recommendation of

any proprietary medicine, bat experience has shown me its

value. When I came here in '93 tbe remedy was unknown.

I ibink if I can make some arrangement with you for an

exclusive agency for this community I can push the sale of

the same in a way that will be highly satisfactory to you

and profitable to myself. If you will come to some under

standing with me, please advise me of the terms you are

willing to give. WALTER P. KELTY, V. 8.

Though the club did not have much time, forty-three

horses are entered for the American Derby, to be decided at

Washington Park, Chicago, this summer. The most promis-

ing are Lieber Karl, Plaudit and Traverser, who are already

Derby winners at a mile and a quarter or over. The Ameri-

can Derby is a sweepetakeB foi three-year-olds (foals of 1895),

$25 to accompany the nomination, $175 dditional to start;

$10,000 added, of which $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to

the third horse. A winner of a three-year-old stake of the

value of $3,000 to carry three pound?; of two such stakes, or

one of $5,000, five pounds; of three or more three-year-old

stakes of the valoe of $3,000 eich, seven pounds eitra

Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be run the first day of the

meeting. One mile ant a half. The entries are : Linstocki

Pingree, Depending, Sir Joseph Lister, Borgia, Traverser,

Bromslene, Van Antwerp, Nuto, Eddie Jones, Surmount,

Eva Rice, Bitter Root, Bangle, The Daophin, Algareta, Fon-

sovannab, Goodrich, Frank Thompson, Duke of Haven, Dr.

Black, Plaudit, Gibraltar, Lizzie Cavalier, Bannockburn,

Marcato, Mirthful, Warrenton, Pacemaker, Midian, Count

of Flanders, Lieber Karl, Presbyterian, Alleviate, Ed. Far-

rell, Sacket, Isabey, John Bright, Hampden, Pink Coat.

The owner of the English two-year-old "Neurasthenip-

ponskelesterizo" has named another of his Lwo-year-olds

"Alice Where Art Thou."

A Jockey With Merit

Michael Heanessy, who left for Montana on Monday even -

ing last, and will ride this season for Marcus Daly, the Mon-

tana Copper King, is a self-made man and one of the prom-

ising jockeys of the country. Bjtq tn Springfield, Mass., in

August, 1867, he came at an early age to California, and be-

ing a lover of man's best friend—the horse—he found em-

ployment as an exercise boy with tbe well known turfman,

J. B. Haggin. Hennessy,was then but a stripling of sixteen

years of age, and after serviog his apprenticeship with that

stable, acquired sufficient confidence to ride and follow the

California Circuit. It was then that the training he had re-

ceived as ao exercise boy with the Haggin stable showed it-

self and he won his first laurels on the turf by bringing

under the wire such horses as Daisy D. .Captain Al,Mero and

other prominent horses of their day. He then accepted an

engagement with Porter Ashe to go East, and during his two

years contract with that gentleman rode tbe famous Gerald-

ine to many successful victories. We find Hennessy, the

followiog year employed by Otto Steifel, the8t Louis brewer,

and he acquitted himself by putting in for his owner a very

MICHAEL HENNKSST.

successful summer. The well known racing stable of Burns

& Waterhouse, were the next to engage Mr. Hennessy'e ser-

vices.

As a steeple and hurdle rider,he has achieved considerable

prominence, having brought to the front more winners in

comparison to the amount of mounts than any rider cf his

time. Among the jumpers which we recall are Three Forks,

with 170 pounds, 1 \ miles, in 2:17; Flashlight, winning with

the latter at Oakland, a slake the first time he ever faced the

sticks; five straights with J. O. C. etc. We bare omitted the

fact that Hennessy has ridden in the most prominent races

throughout the country, viz.: The Futurity; he was also

third on Briar Sweet, in the Great Eastern at 150 to 1;

rode "Guido" io six successive victories at Garfield Park,

and is credited with ridiog the winner in tbe last race

which was ever run at that course on "Fakir," the properly

of Cha1
!. Romal. There are few boys who are quicker in

getting away from the post than Hennessy and as a judge of

pace he is certainly in the front rank. We predict a season

of prosperity for Mr. Hennessy under his new engagement,

and are patitfied that a warm welcome will await him in Cal-

ifornia on his return next fall by the many friends be has

left behind.

Judge J. H. Famm, who purchased Lucky Star out of a

selling race on Tuesday, -old the useful sprinter Lo B. C.

Holly, who will take him to Montana.

Hugh Jones bought Adam Andrew and Pat Murphy

from Atkin & Lottridge May 18th, and shipped them with

the balance of his stable to St. Loais.

Octagon won the Toboggan Stake last year and again this.

Irish Reel ran second to him on both occasion*. Belmont

has woo this event four times, while no other stable scored

more than once.

B. C. Holly has decided to drop off and try and win a

purse or two at his old home, Colorada Springs, on the way

to Denver.
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The San Francisco Race Traok Speculators.

The racing season which is now rapidly drawing to a close

has been a disastrous one for the bookmakers and heayy

plungers. Bnt one penciler is a big winner on the season,

and that is Joe Rose, who is fully 150,000 ahead on the

three books operated by him. He and his confreres appear

to be able to win where nearly every one else has failed.

Kose is $25,000 winner in hie own book, while W. Jackman,

better known as "English Bill," is $20,000 ahead on a bank

roll of $2,000 which Joe Rose staked him to originally.

Jackman is a strange figure in the gambling world. When

poolrooms were in foil blast in this city ten or twelve years

ago Jackman ran the proverbial "shoestring" up to $27 000,

which he afterward lost in a few weeks. He has been

"broke" for five or six years. Jack Atkins, who has been

operating for Joe Rose the past month or two, is $5,000 to

the good.

Pete Riley went away about $10 000 winner in the early

part of the season. W. E. Applegate is also credited with

winning a like amount, but he won the most of his money

from the outside. John Humphreys, a very conservative

bookmaker, Tom Hnrlick and Phil Archibald are small win-

ners, anywhere from $3,000 to $6,000.

But the array of losers is a most formidable one. George Rose

is said to be $27,000 loser, although he was fully $40,000 behind

on the season at one time. He paid a princely sum for the

field book privileges at both tracks and they have not been

remunerative this season and, in fact, have just about paid

expenses. For a while George Rose operated three books

and a fortune was gobbled up in a losing streak of a couple

of weeks.

Maxey Blumeothal dropped a bank roll of $20,000, but he

is still on deck. Barney Schreiber possibly quit $5,000 loser

and John Coleman lost a similar amount, notwithstanding

that he was $25,000 winner at one stage of the game. John

O'Neil and Frank Eckert are about even on their operations,

losing their winniogs ot $30,000 the latter part of the meet-

ing. Joe Harlan let a bank roll of $10,000 slip through

his fingers. Charles Walter, who has a penchant for laying

the longest prices against horses that look to have no chance,

was a consistent loser throughout the season and went home

$20,000 to the bad. Sam Summerfield and George

Wheelock were small losers, but nothing to speak

about, Jack Newman of St. Louis got rid of $10,000.

Hugh Jones and W. Cheppu are each probably $5000 loser

by going on the block. W. Beverly is behind this year on

his ring operations, which is quite a new experience for him.

Herman Hoffman, the Anaconda Club, Ed. Wallace and

Gesar Young quit loser. Every book that went on periodi-

cally during the season with a small bank roll fell by the

wayside, with the exception of two or three noled above.

Charles Quion was the only plunger on the outside who

won anything to speak of. He went East $25,000 ahead of

tl e game —Chronicle.

Plunger Ed Purser had a most disastrous season, but is

supposed to have recouped some of his losses on Cromwell,

who won at odds of 15 to 1 the other day.

Elie Perle?, as usual, had access to more bank-rolls than

any other layer of odds in this vicinity.

William Fitch made money on the block, but lost it back

"on the outside."

The Sullivan-HarriBon combination was credited with be-

ing $s5,000 to the good at one time, but the impression pre-

vails that they have lost about $25,000 of this Bum.

At Castleton Stud, May 8th, Logical foaled a bay colt by

Chorister. May 8th imp. Dutch Flag foaled a bay or brown

filly by Tournament. May 9th imp. Edith (own sister to

Melton) foaled a chestnut filly by Domino. This makes the

fourteenth Domino for 1898.—Thoroughbred Record.

Jockey Beatjchamp, who has been riding Will Wallace's

horses this spring, will leave him next month to fill his con-

tract with Marcus Daly on the Montana circuit. The Wal-

lace stable will probably have Will Woodward's boy, Dupee,

as its jockey after the Louisville meeting.

Col. Jack Chinn and George Lindenberger undertook to

have a little sale of their own on the quiet at the Louisville

race track last Monday. The result is told as follows in the

Courier-Journal:

"The thoroughbred sale at Churchill Downs yesterday

morning proved to be a fiasco. Only a small number of

purchasers were present, and when the owners of the horses

saw how Mr. George H. Linderberger's lot was going, they

did not put theirs up for sale. Col. Jack Chinn said that he

has a good pack of hounds at his farm and he would rather

ship his colts back there to be killed for dogmeat than to

take the prices that were bid. There were no bids at all on

some of the offers, and the auctioneer was frantic. He im-

plored the crowd to make just a small bid. 'If you don't

Btart this one,' he yelled in desperation, 'I will start him
myself, but it will be back where he came from ' A two-

year-old Candlemas colt was purchased by Mr. J. H. Jones

for $200. Mr. Bob Dorsey bought a two-year-old for $25.

Desdamona, a young broodmare, was knocked down to Ike

Frost for $35, and a gelding, O'Hearn, went to J. Weissen

for $10. The last two gentlemen will use their purchases

as buggy-horses. The four comprise the full list of pur-

chasers."

At Fleetwood Stud, property of J. B. Tarleton, Esq.
:

Missive, dam of Roseland, Marsian, Roslyn and Greatland,

foaled a colt by imp. Aintree. Other recent foals at Fleet-

wood are:

Claret, brown filly by Portland.

Aileen, by George Kinney, brown colt by Portland,

Mr. Tarleton has a yearling out of Missive by imp.

Aintree, which will be sold at the Fleetwood sales this

spring. He is a chestnut in color, as are his great half

brothers, and Mr. Tarletou says looks like the Stockwells.

Hadley. Mass.

I have used Absorbine for four years and I must admit

that it is the article.

Yours truly, Robert E. Richardson.

Bowling Brook, winner of this year's

Metropolitan Handicap, is blind in one e;e

and hia forelegs are bad. He has three moie

engagements at Morris Park—the Toboggen

Handicap, for horses three years old and

over, to be run over the Eclipse course on

Thursday; the New Rochelle Handicap, for

three-year-olds and over, at seven furlongs

around the upper turn of the Withers mile,

to^ be run on May 19ih, and in the Belmont

stakes, at one mile and three furlongs over Ihe

hill, which will be the feature of the last

day'B card. The Belmont is for three-year-

olds exclusively, and in it Bowling Brook

will likely meet August Belmont's Firearrr,

M. F. Dwyer's Previous, P. J. Dwyer'a

Handball, John E. Madden's Howland, Mar-

cus Daly's Hamburg and one or two more of

last year's good two-year-olds.—Thorough-

bred Record.
•

L. P. Tarleton, the breeder of the two-

year-old colt Greatland, by Blue Eyes—Mis-

sive, in speaking of that good youngster, said:

"Greatland is a striking illustration of the

inbreeding of the Lexington and Glencoe

blood. His 6ire, Blue Eyes, although des-

cended in the female line from Lexington's

dam, was by Enquirer, whose dam was bv

Lexington. Missive, Greatland's dam, is by

Congressman, by War Dance, the son of Lex-

ington and Reel by Glencoe, while Saratoga,

the dam of Congressman, was out of a sister to

Pryor,bv Glencoe. Then Missive's dam wsb

by Daniel Boone, the son of Lexington and

Magnolia, by Glencoe. In addition to all

this, Greatland's fifth dam is the great mare

Peytooa.by Glencoe —Thoroughbred Record.

Thomas H. Williams Jr. will take a

summer's rest in Japan, but will return in

time to attend lo the details for tbe winter

meeting.

GOOD
HEALTH

TSTHE WORKING CAPITAL OFHUMANTTYx He who loses that is wrecked indeed. Is your
health falling you? Your strength, ambition,
vigor, vitality wasting away ?

tBS FAIL c

DOCTOR SWEANY
737 MARKET STREET

San Francisco, Cal.
For the speedy, safe and permanent cure of all

NERVOUS, CHRONIC andSPECIAL
Diseases of Men and Women.
VnilUft UCM Unnatural drains caused
lUUIlll 171 til i through errors of youth
or excesses, quickly and permanently stopped.
He restores lost vigor and vitality to

U/EJUf* MEN Organs of the body which
fffCHIV KitHi have been weakened
through disease, overwork, excesses or indiscre
tions are restored to full power, strength and vigor
through his new and original system oftreatment
P||pTI|pp cured by his new method,
nUr I UllC without knife, truss or detention
from work, a painless, sure and permanentcure.
1/ADIOnPCI C hydro
WMmUUULLC tenderness of the glands
treated with unfailing success.

CONTAGIOUS BLOOD POISON
la any of its stages thoroughly eradicated frcm
the system.

I All IPC wil1 rt;C -' ve special attention for all

LRU ICO their many ailments.

CONSULTATION FREE &•&£."
WRITE if you cannot call. A valuable book

"Guide- to Health," Iree F. L. SWEANY, M. D.,
737 Market St, op. Grant Av., Tan Francisco* Cal.

SUMMONS.
In the Superior C urt'of the City and County of San
Francisco, State of California. No. 63,816.

Susie Ttf. Lewlston, plaintiff vs. Tho3. E. Lewiston, de-
fendant.

Acllon brought In the Superior Court, City and f ounty
of »ao Francisco, Stale of California, and the Com-
plalnt tilM in said City and Cnooty of dan Francisco,
In me effice of the Clerk vf said Superior Court.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFOR-
l nla, send greeting to Thos. E. Lewlston, defendant.

You are hereby required to appear in an actio:)
brought against you by tbe above-named plaintiff in
ibe Superior Court, Oltv and County of San Francisco,
Slate of Ca Ifornia, and to answer the compla'nt hied
therein Mtbln ten da*s (exclusive ot lb-* day of ser-

vice) after the service on you of this summons, if served
within thisCouoty; or.If served elsewbere.wlt in thirty
days. The said action Is brought to obtain a judgment
and decree of ibis Court dissolving the bonds of matri-
mony now existing between plaintiff and defendant,
opon the ground of defendant's failure to provide for
more than two y-ars last past for plaintiff the common
necessaries of life, saM failure to so provl-ie being
caused by the idleness of defendant. Plalntlffalsoasks
for the custody of tne minor child, tbe issue of the mar-
riage, also for ceneral relief, as will more fully appear
In the complaint on file, to which special reference Is

herebv made. All of which will more fully appear in

tbecomplalut on file herein to which you are hereby
referred. And you are nereny notified that If you fall

to appear and answer the said complaint, as above re-

quired, the said plaintiff will apply to the Court for the
relief therein demanded.
Given under my hand and seal of said Superior

Court at the City and County of San Francisco, State
of California, Ihls 1-lth day of April, in tbe year of our
Lord, one thousand eight hundred and n.nety eight.

Superior Court"! C. F. CURRY.
|

Clerk.
SEAL

f By Joseph Rioedan,
San Francisco

|
Deputy Clerk,

t'ounty, Cal. J

Reel B. Terry, Attorney for Plaintiff, 401 California
Street.

For Sale.

NASSAR, bav stallion, 15.1 hands high, weighs
1,100 pounds; foaled 1>91; sired by STAMBOUL,
2:07; dam OAKLAND MAID, 2:22 (dam of Princess,

2:19^). by SPECULATION: second dam LADY
VERNON, 2:29V NASSAR is a horse of size,

style, finish and beauty of conformation, is bred in

ultra-fashionable lines, a squire-gaited trotter, and
will be very fast. His sire was a race horse of rare

quality and the sire of racehorses. OAKLAND
MAID, the dam of NASSAR, was in her day the
Queen of tbe California turf, starting in 11 races-

and winning them all. Her produce have all been
very fast. For further particulars apply to

CHAS. S. NEAL, Manager Fair Estate,

230 Montgomery Street, S. F.

Oaklawn Farm

PARTISAN.
This noted prize winning French Coach stallion Is,

with others similarly well bred and of equal individual
excellence, FOR SALE AT OAKLAWN FARM.

Partisan is a bay horse, foaled March 23, 1S93. winner
of first prize 1 i class Wor d's Fair, 1893; fir t, shown
with sire, World's Fair. 1693; first, shown witu sire,

National Horse Show. New York, 1S96; first, class 39,

same snow, 1896; secmd (Perfection, his sire, first),

with get, samesbi'W, l59fi; second (PerfVctio . first) la
class, Chicago, 1897; second {Perfection II st) with his
get, same show. 1897. Partisan Is a splendid type of
the Ci ach horse, so much In demand, fit to compete io
iiar.es- in any company; a very high actor, abundance
of nerve and rash and one of the must impressive and
successful sires ever tried. Some of the cracks of the
Oakiawn Stud are by bim. Aseusaliooa horse in every
way. He stands lo. i bauds and weighs 1276 lbs. Admir-
ably sui ed io cross with trotllog-bred mares. Forty
other French Coach and French trotting stallions are
FOR SALE AT OAKLAWN, bred in the best lines,
grand individuals, high actors and many of tueni fast,

Chjiceof 303 Percuerons also. For pne s, terms and
catalogues address

M. W. DUNHAM, Wayne, III.

BECOME A MAN
This will interest these who have doctored with
"medical companies" and "free prescription"

: fakes and electric hclts, until they are thorouphly
_ ^disgusted. 1 am a well known physician of Chi-

cago and have made nenoas disorders and all diseases peculiar
to men aspecial study for *J0 years. Ihaven't a remedy that will
do wonders in a few days, but with patience and the correct use
of my treatment I will cuarantec to J1AKE X MAS OF YOD IS
TIMt Forashort time I will send a full month's treatment of

my "SERVE-SEEDS" with some valuable instructions, for$1.00,
or 6 boxes (» full course! for *5 00. I HAVE CIRED THOTSASDS
ASDCAS CURE TOT. If suffering from a chronic disease of any
nature write me In confidence at once. All medicioes lent la plala wrapper*.

DOCTOR GRAHAM, 114 Dearborn St., Room 1109, Chicago, HI.

BEST OF PASTURAGE

RUINART STOCK FARM
BELTANE, SONOMA COUNTY, CAL.

Green feed throughout the year. "Alflllarec," Egyptian Corn, SorRhum and other summer crops In
toondance.

Bern of care taken of broodmares and homes In training.
ruddocks ot one, two and three acre* for stallions. Box-stalls and Race Track lor the use of those

desiring lo train.
Hottc-a snipped direct to farm from Emeryville aud Sun Francisco.

io apply to

It. PORTUB ABHB, Booms 503-305 8afe Drno.lt B'ld'g, 328 Montaomery 81., 8. P.;
To JOHN P. ZA.MZlMiKII, Bace Track, Bmcryyllle;

Or, BOW, B. BLAZER, Bace Track, lngleside.

SPLENDID PASTURAGE
BRENTWOOD FARM

Near ANTIOOH, Contra Oostra Oo., California.

Horses are sent on the Stockton boat to Antiocb. No dangers as from railroad transportation.
Horses led from Antiocn to tbe farm by competent men.

ALFALFA and natural grasses In abundance SPECIAL CAKE taken of HOK9E9.
CLIMATE mild winter and summer. I SEPARATE ALFALFA FIELDS if desired

FINEST of PADDOCKS for STALLIONS.

For Rates Apply to H. DUTARD owner.
(25-127-129 Davis Street - - SAN FRANCISCO

or to FRANK NUGENT, MANAGER, Antioch. Cal.
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Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

GUNS

Gun Goods

GUNS

Gun Goods.

,538 MARKET STREET S. F.

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.

The Oldest, Largest and Most Successful Powder Makers in the Country. Manufacturers of

DU PONT RIFLE, SUMMER SHOOTING, EAiiLE DUCK, GHOKEBORE and CRYSTAL GRAIN

-AND OF THE-

Du Pont Smokeless
THE LEADING PMOKEL.E3S POWDER OF THE UNITED STATES
The DP PONT Brand guarantees EXCELLENCE: REGULARITY, PENETRATION and CLEANLINESS
Tne Pacific Coast record for 189G was made with "DU PONT SMOKELESS."

C. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market St., S. F

Smokeless Shot Gun Powder
Has won more Prizes at Tournaments and Club Shoots on this

Coast than any other Powder since GOLD DUST has been
on the Market.

HIGHEST AVERAGES
At all of the Five Tournaments of the California Inanimate Target Association.

HIGH VELOCITY! LIGHT RECOIL II FINE PATTERNS

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY TRB

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
MILLS BUILDING, Sixth Floor, Boom 7,"San Franoisoo, Oal.

HM~ For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

L.C.SMITH ^ GUNS
ARE

WINNERS

ALL THE CRACK SHOTS SHOOT
SMITH GUNS

THEY SHOOT
THEY LAST

L. C. SMITH Guns are Manufactured and Guaranteed by

THE HUNTER ARMS CO. FULTON N Y.
PHIL. B. BEKEART, Pacific Coast Representative - - San Francisco, Cal

A GREAT VICTORY!
the FIRST FIVE MONEYS

in the GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP, 1898

-WERE WON WITH EITHER-

"E. C." -"SHULTZE" Powder
Sevtn of the NINE STRAIGHT SCORES in this event were made with these

NITRO SMOKELESS POWDERS.

THE

CALIFORNIA
LIMITED

THE

PERFECT
TRAIN

NEWEST PULLMANS-BUFFET, SMOKING, THROUGH
DICING CAB, LIBBARYCAR. ELECTRIC tIGMTS.

the DIRECT ROUTE £8 SHORTEST TIME
Only 3 1-2 Days to CHICAGO and 4 1-2 Days to NEW YORK.

rn C\-vr*Tmra . M* MARKET STREET, -an Fka.vcisCO.1ICKET UFFICES . 1118 BROADWAY. Oaklbsd.

SECOND ANNUAL

San Francisco Kennel Club
AT MECHANIC'S PAVILION, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

MAY 18, 19, 20, 21st.
Jl'lli;n- i.l ii. BULL, J. IV. Ill 'Hit i I 1 . II. II VI Mil \

MLPKR .\TE.\DB.Vr—E. M. OLDHAM.

Entries Close May 8th

Office

CLERK-D J. BlrtCLAIR.

224 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

kennel advertisements San Francisco and North

JOHN J. BYRNE, G. P. A.
Los Angeles.

JOHN T,. TRUSLOW, G. A.
San Francisco.

OLINDA

Foxhound Kennels
REDWOOD ROAD

(ALAMEDA COUNTY)

Thoroughbred Foxhounds,

Puppies and Broke Dogs

For Sale.

W. L. PRATHER, Jr., Propreitor,

465 Tenth Street, Oakland, Cal

Hosnital for Does anfl Horses
A. E. BUZAKD, M. R. C V. S., LONDON.

VETERINARY SURGEON.

Diseases ofall domestic animals treated. Calls to the
country promptly attended to. Fees vrr> reason-
able.

212S MiRKBT »T. f St-J Francisco. fOne
block west oi Val-ncla.) Office Hours : 8:30 to
10 a. m.; 12 to 1 and 4 to 6 p.m. TeliiPEO.se South 7*5.

Notice to Dog Owners!

THE 'BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN"

Is Agent lur the Following Publications on

Til© Dog;
KENNEL SECRETS, by Ashmont,

Price, Postpaid, 83. SO.

The most exhaustive treatise on the dog ever writ
ten. By following the instructions contained In thii

volume even a novice can manage akennet, breed anr
exhibit d«gs as scientifically as a veteran at the bus!
ness. It contains 31** pages, is beautifully bounf
In cloth, and bss ISO exquisite bait-tones of the

most celebrated dogs ot the various breeds of thepres
ent dav. Anvone securing » new yearly pub-
scrip-tons to the "HKhKDKK A\- fePOHltf.
MAV (.#3 each) and forwarding the cash tfl

this office will at once be sent this valuable book ass
premium.

DISESAES OF DOGS, by Ashmont,

Price, Postpaid, 82 00.

This sla rlard work Is Invaluable to every owner of b

good dog. It gives y- u a knowledge of what disease
your faithful canine Mend Is aflected with aud how to

quickly cure the same. There are 212 pages in tDk
volume. Anyone securing 3 new yearly sub-
scriptions to tne "BRhKUEK WD fePUH I 8-
MAiV $'< each) and forwarding the ca»h to

this office will at once be sent this more than useful

work as a premium.

MODERN TRAINING AND HAKDLING.by Waters

Price, Postpaid, 82.00.

This Is universally conceded to be far and away the
best work on tbe subject ever published in any country.
Dog fanciers everywhere recommend It. Anyone
securing 3 new yearly Mih-rripllons to the
"BRKhllr-H AJVO fcP'.RTwM V\" (r*3 each)
ani forwarding lh.ee »h to ibis office wll at one*
he sent th s really great work on training and band-
ling dogs as a premium. It contains 332 pages and
Is neally bound In cloth.

PRINCIPLES OF DOG TRAINING, by Ashmont,

Price, Postpaid, SO Cents.

The above-mentioned work Is by one of the most
thoroughly pn*t- d writers on the dng In the world, and
Is worlb Its weight In iinld for the lleM, etc. It con-
tains 61 pages, and Is hound In cloth. Anyone
securing 2 new yearly subscriptions to the
"BltHKDhH AM> hPURt HMA.V* (83 each)
and forwarding the cash to this (lice will be at

nee aenl tbla clever work a- u premium .

FETCH AND CARRY, by WATERS,

Price, Postpaid. 81. SO.

With the Bid ol tnls book any one with ordinary In-
telligence can quickly leach a dog to retrieve In One
style. Kvery duck banter should own sonpyol this.
The work contains I ! » page* '""I Is hound In rlolh.
\n\ ntie ecurlng 3 nrw >r»rly • o l.*.-r |" Ions to
the "BHkfclihK AM* 6PO TBMA*" (#1
ear* In and r->rwardlng the ca»li to this oilier will
at once be pent oueof these volumes aitp em turn.

801 tour friends to subscribe »• i ' "BRKI l>

RR AMD -l'im I -M *..%" and avail your.rlfof
this rare opportunity to secure some of the most
valuable books known.

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Routt
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Flneat Flahlng mnd Hnntlng In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION
Tbe Section tor Fruit Firms and Stool

Breeding.

THE BOUTB TO —

—

San Rafael Petaluma
santa rosa, uk1ah1

And other beautiful towns.

TSE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

THE COAST.

Tickm OyyiCK—Corner New Montg^mer* arj
Market streets, onder Palace HoteL
Gxnhbai. Ovpicb—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. R1A,\. Gen. Pa- s. Agt

SUMMER
HOLIDAYS

Where to go ? What are the amusements ?
What does it cost ? What should one take ?

Is there good fishing? * *

All these questions aDd many others are
answered iu ihe attractive literature pre-
pared by the SOUTHERN" PACIFIC COM-
PANY, concernlDg the mountain and sea-
side resorts of California. Ask the nearest
ageot for these

AIDS TO A HAPPY VACATION

All over the State are Hundreds of Pictur-
esque places, elegaut hotels, unconventional
camps, grand scenery, splendid fishing and
charming society ate some ot their attrac-
tions.

LAKE TAHOE, YOSEMITE VALLEY,

CASTLE CRAG, DEL MONTE,

CAT J LIN A ISLAND, SANTA CRUZ,

LAKE COUNTY, LONG BEACH,

GEYSERS, SANTA MONICA,

Don't go to the same place year after year
simply because you are familiar with It. Get
out of the old rut aud Be tbe beauties of
the Golden State while enjoying your sum-
mer vacation.

TlfiSomiiBrDPaclCoffljaDy
Hhh 3,000 inilr. of railway In Cali-
fornia, and every seaside and moun-
tain resort Is reached via its lines.

REDUCED EXCURSION RATES

#» Dog Diseases

I3Eo-w to Feed.
Mailed Free to any address by tbe author

H. Clay Glover, D. V. 8., 1293 Broadway.

New York.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

WlUTfTn A mounted specimen of the little black
rTaH I LU— nU Ad Ire** this office.

When writing to advertisers mention BRAKDXA and
9roamuM.
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Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES

WINTER MEETING, 1897-98.

MAY 3d to 21th Inclusive.

AT

Oakland Race Track

Racine MONDAY. TTESDAY. WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY.

Five or More Races Each Day.

Ferry Boats Leave San Francisco at 12 m. anc
12;30, 1. 1:30, 2, 2:30 and 3 p. M., connecting witt
trains stopping at the entrance of the tract, fin;

your ferry tickets to Shell Mound.
Returning, Trains Leave the Track at 4:15 anC

4:45 p. x. and immediately after the last race.
TBOMAS H. WILLIAMS JR., President.

R. B. MILROY, Secretary.

A BIQ THING FOR RACEGOERS!
A VALUABLE ADDITION MADE IN

Showing exact poeiii.m ui every horse which was
either 1st, 2d. 3d or 4th at each quarter pole; also
positions at start. Important notes added when
necessary. Events reported from all parts of the
country and Canada.

Issued the let and 15th of every month.
PRICE 60 CENTS EACH.

**- For sale at office of Bbeedep. and Spoetsman,
Market Street Ferry, hotels and newsstands.

GOODWIN BROS. (Pub.), 1440 Broadway, N. Y.

San Jose Eace Tract

TROTTING TRACK PICNIC OROCNDS RUNNING TRACK

The beaatilol, convenient and popular grounds
known as AGRICULTURAL PAKK,

Sao Jobe, has been leased by

O. P. BUNCH and A. HABLES,
Who are putting the same In suliahle condition foi

the a •commodatlon ot picnics and other attractions.
The attention ol horsemen la called to tbe (act ihut
both ibe trot log an-i running tracks will be kepi Id
flni-clam order. The Dumerotia box stalls are roomy
and well ventilated. Tbe San Jose Race Track must
soon become a popular resort lor horsemen. If good
treatment, moderate char .th:- and Unit-class accommo-
dations are appreciated. Address,

C P. BIMH, Agricultural Park San Jose.

dJEB
Business College, 24 Post St.

—8AB FBASCIBOO.

Tb« moat popolAr icbool od the OoaaL

B. HA I.E,h P. HEALD, Praldent
H*n<1 tor rironl.r.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks. Design.PateDfs, Copy-

rights, Etc.,

V}MDN!rDKXCI SOLICITED
J0I1.\ A. BAIL. Le Droll Bld»;Wi«lilnitoii, D. C.

Alameda Driving Associat'n
WILL HOLD ITS

Spring Meeting
OX ITS TBACK

BAY ST. STATION Alameda
iBroad Gauge K. R.1

MEMORIAL DAY
MONDAY, MAY 30, 1898.

RACES OPEN TO ALL
All Events will Be Mixed. Trottingaud Pacing, 2 In

3

Ha.'in. to Commence at 1 P. M SHARP.

PROGRAM
1—FREE-FOR-ALL - - Pnrse, 840
2—C:20 CLASS - - - " 25
3—2:30 CLASS - - - lfi

2:10 CLASS (Open to Members Only.)

First Prize—Order on J. A. McKerron tor a Set of
Horse Boots. Value $20.

National rules to govern. 5 per cent 10 enter; 5 p r
cent, tosiart. Entries toclose Saturday. May 21-t.
Participants to all races mast have tbeir riding colors .

Three or more to enter. Two or more to start. Send
entries to

A. O. GOTT, gec'y,
1413 Park St., Alamtda, Cal.

Admission to Track, 25 Gts - Ladies Free

Sulkies Built to Order!

REPAIRED and CONVERTED.

Lined up to run perfeet when -trapped to
horse.

OUB SPECIALTY

^SULKIES TO RENT***
We but and sell Second hand Sulkies.

W. J. KENXET, Bibeman,
531 Valencia St., neae 16th

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome,three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth.elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and tbe
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of SLBel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let oat all the
mysteries ot the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt'e
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me &
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for 93.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
IU Rush St., ^n Francisco Cal

For Sale.

TWO FIRST-CUSS INDIVIDUAL TROTTERS

NOW IN TRAINING.

RIXUOXADA, 2:17. by EROS, dam ACCIDENT,
by ELMO 691, dam ol five In 2:30 list and three in 2:20

list. RINCONADO, without doubt, will trot this sea-

ou close to 2:10.
SiXS UE.Mt, seal-brown mare, 4 years old, by

McKINNEY, out of ACCIDENT, above relerred to.

A green mare, but one of the most promising and finest

looking Individuals in the State to-day. Must be seen
to be appreciated. Both are at San Jose Race
Track. Apply there to J. 8. PHIPPKX, or to

ALPRKD SEALB, Mayfield, Ca>.

So. 34 \ :.,iu t-i St

ABSORBINE
. . Removes the Inflamma-

tion and Bunch. Restores

the Circulation in any Bruise

or Thickened Tissue. Does

not remove the Hair.

Pleasant to use.

$2.00 per bottle.

Testimonials free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

Springfield, Mass.

PHILLIPS & SMYTH
* PRINTERS *

CPORTING PRINTINJ
of all descriptions "QIC ^Ijjj St.

HORSE PEDIGREES
• SPECIA

SAN FRANCIS.')!)

Breeders' Directory.

VERBA BCKXA JhR8EYg-The best A. J. C.C
registered prize herd is owned by HENRY PIERCE
San Francisco. Jiltnai. for sale.

JERSRYS. HOLSTEIVS A.\n DCKHAMS-
Hogs. Poultry. Wit. NILES & CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.

VETERINARY.

Ira Barker Dalziel

VETERINARY DENTIST.

Hambletonian

OFFICE AND STABLE :

505 Golden Gate Avenue.

Ban Francisco.

OFFICE hot*sa:

i to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p.

Txr. S„rTH 651.

I>ir- Wm. 3F1
. ZESs^tia

M. B.O. V. 8., F. E. V. M.S.

VETERINARY 8VBGBOS,
*ta ember of the Royal College ot Veterinary Sur

jeons, England ; Fellow of the Edlnbnrg Veterinary
Medical Suciety; Graduate of the New Veterinary
Surgeon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock In
spector for New Zealand and Australian Colonies at
the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine Medi-
cine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Department
University of California; Ex-President of the Califor-

nia State Veterinary Medical Association; Veterinary
Infirmary, Residence and Office. San Francisco Veter
inary Hospital.lll" Golden Gate Avenue.near Webster
SL. San Francisco: Telephone West 126.

Wilkes 1679

THE GREAT SIRE OF RAGE HORSES.

SIRE OF

Phoeoe Wilkes ™ 2:08 1-2
Rocker „ 2 :11

Tonniy Mc _2:11 1-4
Arline Wilkes „ „..2:11 3-4
New Era „ 2:13

and 19 others better than 2 :30.

He has 5 Producing Sons and 6 Producing Daughter--

BY GEO. WILKES, 2:22
First dam—MAG LOCK, by American Star.
Second dam—LADY IRWIN (second dam of
Lumps. '£21). by Hambletonian 10.

Third Jam—Daughter of Roe's Abdallah Cbiet

£AMBLETONIAN WILKES will make tbe SEA-
SOX OF 1898 AT GREEN MEADOW
FARM. TERMS S50, with, usual return
privileges.

Address- JOHN M00RHE4D,

Green Meadow Farm, Santa Clara, Cal.

Vioget Stock. TS'a.-wm **""

LAWRENCE, SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CAL.
HOME OF THE GRANDLY BRED STALLION

WILDBOY 5394.
SON OF

, by ELECTIONEER; second dam, MAYGEN. BENTON and TTII.DFI.OWEB,
FLOVEE (dam of MANZANITA, :16, etc.)

WILD NUTLING 2867
SON OF

WILDSUT (sire of El Kami, 2:14; Beau Brunrmel, 2:14 1-2; Jasper Paulson,
2:16 1-4; Bedworth, 2:32 1-2, and Ariel, 3:37 3-4) and HELENA,
3*11 1-4, by ELECTIONEER 135; second dam, LADY ELLEN (dam of 4 in
the list), by CARR's MA5I BKINO; third dam, IDA MAT JR., by OWEN
DALE; fourth dam, IDA MAT (second dam of MAGGIE E., 2:19 1-4), by
WILLIAMSON'S BELMONT; fifth dam, MART, by RED BIRD, etc.

WILD BOT will make the PRASOV O 1898 at the above Stock Farm. TERMS, 850, Address
communications there Care WM. YIOtiKT.

WILD NTTTL1NG has been leased by John 9. Phlppen, who will stand him at the San Jose Race Track
TERMS, 3aO.
WILD NTJTLING'S season will close JULY lot, as It is Mr. Pbjppen's Intention to race him. He has more

speed tnan any horse this great driver has ever handled.

EXCELLENT PASTURAGE, and the best ot care taken of mares. Some very fine trotters* and pacers for

sale. Address, \VV. VIOGfaT, asabove.

Breed for Early and Extreme Speed at Prices to Suit the Times

RECORD 2109 1-4
SIKE OF

Hijo del Diablo, 3, 2:li 1-2; Diawood, 2, 2:21 1-2

WILL MAKE THE 8EASON AT

Pleasanton, Alameda County, Cal.

SERVICE FEE, $40.
AddrC8B - WM. MURRAY Pleasanton, Cal.

THE THOROUGHBRED STALLION

o
SIREI) BY

ST. SAVIOUR, out of NIQHTHAWK, by HADDINGTON; second

dam by NORFOLK, etc., to the thirteenth dam.

UI

ZOBAIR is a bay stallioD, foaled in 1890. and is one of the finest-looking thoroughbreds in America
His career on the turf compares favorably with any tborouebbred in America. He started 3S times, wo .

11, was second 9 times and third 7 times, and won almost f6,000 in purses.

ZOBAIR will make the SEASON OF 1S98, ending JULY 1st, at the PETAXUMA RACE
TRACK. TERMS 825 THE SEASON.

Mare^s kept In any mauer owners mav desire. Facilities for dolug so are first-class. Mares can be
shipped per steamer "Gold." for pasturage, etc.. apply to

8. F. Office:
O. A. KENTON or GEO, E. SMITH.^Petaluma Race Track.

721 Howard Street.

*i
When writing to advertisers mention the Bheedeb and Sportsman.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD. THE BUNGALOW
SAN MATEO , CAL.

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BREEDING AND TRAINING OF

HIGH-CLASS SADDLE and HARNESS HORSES, COBS and PONIES
The Baywood Stud's Premier Stallion

IMP. HACKNEY GREENS RUFUS 63 (4291)
JUNIOR CHAMPION, NEW YORK SHOW, 1893, AND WINNER, TO DATE, OF TEN OTHER FIRST PRIZES

WILL SEKVE A LIMITED NUMBER OF APPROVED MAKES DURING THE SEASON 1898.

SERVICE FEE, $75 {

The yearling, two and three-year-old get of RUFUS, out of full-bred and trotting.bred mares may he seen any day by applying to WM. RAYNER, Stud-groom

MARES PROVING BARREN RETURNABLE NEXT SEASON FREE OF CHARGE.
(. REDUCTIONS MADE FOR TWO OR MORE MARES. FURTHER PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION

SIRE OF^.FIVE BETTER THAN 2:15

Tlxo Groat

MCKINNEY. 2:111

Zombro (5) 2:11, Jennie Mc (3) 2:12

McZens (5) 2:13, Harvey Mc (3) 2:14}, Osito (5) 2:14},

Julia D. (3) 2:16}, Hazel Kinney (4) 2:17, Pat Cooney (4) 2:19

Sir Credit (3) 2:25, and 8olo (4) 2:25}.

All out of different mares, witli one exception: these dams never produced a 2:30 trotter
by any other sire

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1898, < OMMEM IM. FEBRUARY IStn

RANDLETT'S STABLE,
(\ear Entrance to Oakland Race Track)

Terms, $60 the Season.
(Or, S30 EACH FOR MORE THAN ONE.)

Address,
C J DUBFEE| p g B()X 253i 0a|( |an||| Ca,

Leading Sire of 2:10 Performers

ALTAMONT 3600
BY ALMONT 33 —

Dam SUE FORD (dam of three producing sods), by Brown Chief 4i45; second dam by imp. Hoo ton ; third dam

by Bertrand; fourth dam by imp. Buzzard.

Sire of Chehalis, two miles, 4:19J, the Champion Two-mile Harness Horae.

Grandsire of Klamath, 2:07J, the Champion Trotter of the Pacific Coast.

Sire of Altao, 2:09J, the Champion Trotting Stallion of the Pacific Northwest.

Sire of Eight new 2:20 Performers for 1897.

Sire and Grandsire of ALL the 2:10 Performers ever Produced in Oregon and
Washington.

WILL UtAKK THE SEASON OF 1898 AT

Alameda, at $100 the Season.
(WITH USUAL RETURN PRIVILEGES.)

LIMITED TO TWENTY-FIVE MARES.
ALTAMOXT shares championship honots withl Baron Wilkes, a horse of great opportunities, in having

all 2 :10 performers to his credit. He has taken a leading position among the foremost trotting aires of the coun

try under soch conditions that phenomenal ability alone has saved him irnm oblivion, A very small propor-

tion of his progeny has been trained, and an extremely small nomber ot these bv c mpetentmen. As a partial

Illustration of his meagre advantages, it may be stated that be has never produced a colt from a pa< Ing-bred

mare or from one with a fast record. Nor until 1897 had he ever been crossed with a descendant of George

Wilkes, Electioneer, Dictator, Sidney or Dexter Prince. Oregon and Washington have produced sevin 2:10

performers, and EVERY ONE of these are ALTAMoNT3.

ALTAMO TM' is a horse of iron const tutlon, and at twenty-three years of. age is in the full vigor of his

prime, a sore foal-getter, and, except for his blindness—the result of an accident—is without blemish. Ha has

never sired a sorrel, all of his colls having been solid colors—bays, browns or blacks.

Note—Besiie Rankin, by Altamont, sold November, 1897, brought the highest price obtained for a harness

horse at rjubllc auction in California daring the year. Address

Bat Street Stati >n. J. M. X8L60\. Cor. 8t. Charles and Eagle ave. , Alameda. Cal.

Oakwood Park Stallions

STEINWAY 1808, 2;25 3-4, Private Stallion

CHAS. DERBY 4907, 2:20, $100 the Season
(SIRE OF CAMPAIGNERS)

Winners of first premiums for Stallions and four of his progeny at the San

Francisco Horse Show of 1894. His get were the Blue Ribbon

Winners at the Horse Show of 1896.

EL BENTON 13,397, 2!23
$25 THE SEASON.

Terms for young stallions and pastnrage on application. Address,

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal

THE FASTEST OF THE GUY WILKES FAMILY

SEYMOUR WILKES, 2:08^
(REGISTERED 0232)

ITIXI, MAKE THE SEASON OF 1898 AT

J. H. White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal

Terms—$25 for the Season
SEYMOUR WTJ.KES was sired by the King of the Wilkes family. Gay Wilkes. 2:15% dam Early

Bird, by Plavmail (brother to Barnev, 2:25}<); second dam Lncy, by Odd Fellow (son of Chloroform)

;

third dam by a son of Williamson's Belmont; fonrth dam by Blackbawk 767. Playmail was by Mike
3103 (he byVermont 322. out of the Peniger mare), out of Kate McDonough (dam of Ella Lewis 2:J7, and
grandam of saladin, 2:05J^,

SEYMOUR WILKES stands 16 hands high and weighs 1,200 pounds. He is a seal brown in color, and
In conformation is one of the most symmetrical ot any In California. His qualities ns a level-headed,
game and speedy race horse are known to all horsemen. He is the fastest son of the mighty Gay
Wilkes, and on his maternal side traces, lo the very best of sires and dams. He has an iron constitution,

and ail owners of good mares that wa- 1 horses that will have breeding, size. bone, quality, good disposi-

tion and extreme speed should not overlook this horse. His service fee is placed at a very low figure con-
sidering his merits. He never was bred but lo a few mares, and his progeny are models of perfection.

Mares can beshipped direct to the ranch via steamer "Gold." The best of care taken of them on the
farm, but no responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Pasturage S3 per month. Forfurther
particulars apply to

THOS. ROCHE, Lakeville. Cal.

The King of Trotting Stallions

DIRECTUM,
iKBOOHD, 2:05 1-4:,

HOLDER OP THE

Fastest Stallion Record 2:05*4 I Fastest Heat by a Four- year-old .... 2$5hi
Fastest Four-year-old Record „ 2:0f>^ Fastest Third Heat 2:051a

Fastest Heat in a Race 2:06\J Fastest Fifth Heal 2:09»i

Fastest Four-heat Race on Record by a Stallion 2:0% 2:0814. 2 :08V,, 2:08.

DIRECTUM wai shed by DIRECTOR. 2:17. dam STEMWIXOER, 2:30' ; Idam of Elcctrina. 2:20

Directlna. £16%). by Venture. 2:27: second dam Kate, by Roodhouse's St. I

!

4 [o«* a quar-

ter-mile track), son of old St. Lawrence; third damQulen 3abe, by Langford.sonof Williamson's Belmont:

f
ourth dam, Polly, by Duroc.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON AT

Amador Banciio, Dull. Alameda County, Cal.

(0 in Ilea from Pleaaanton; 9 mllea from Hay wards.

)

Terms—$75 the Season.
(WITH USUAL RETURN PRIVILEGES.)

SEASOK COMMENCES FEBIUWKY l«t AMI FNDS .UNE l»t.

For further particulars, address, THOS. H. GBEEN, Dublin
Postofflce, "Doughertys." ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL.
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TELEPHONE:

South 640
-

ineHarness
j

0RSEBoc s

The Palace
AND-

Grand Hotels
vSau Francisco*

1400 Rooms, 900 Bathrooms ; all Under One Management.

Rooms, $1.00 and Upwards. Room and Meals, $3.00 and Upwards.

A FEATURE
Patrons of THE GRAND can take their meals in THE PALACE

at the special rate of $2 per day. As the houses are connected

by a covered passageway, it will not be necessary to go out of

doors to reach the dining-room.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED i JOHX C. KIKKPAIKICK, Manager

Good Ones For Sale.
As I wish to retire from the trotting business, my entire stock of stallions, broodmares

and racing stock is for sale at a very low figure, inclnding DOLLICAN, 2:15 1-4; SWEET
MARIE, 2:28 (can show when in condition 2:17 or better), besides two good fillies by

WASHINGTON in Occident Stake, entrance all paid. GbOR'TE WASHINGTON and

MAMBRI.NO CHIEF JR. will both make the SEASON OF 1898 at VALLEJO
FOR SEASON, $30 AND $25. If sold, their books will go with them. For fnrthe

pirticalars, see or adjress,

THOS. SMITH, P. O. BOX 355 Vallejo.

Great Dispersal Sale
Of All the Stallions, Broodmares, Colts, Fillies and Geldings

The Property of WM,- CORBITT
OF THE CELEBRATED

San Mateo Stock Farm
(The former home of Gay Wilkes, 2:15*^)

To Take Place at THE FAKM, BrKLrNGAYTE, CAL.

Thursday, June 2, 1898,
AT 10 O'CLOCK A. 31.-

36 36

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers

As well bred as any in America and many of them the dams of winners. The Great Young Stallion

PRINCE AIRLIE
By GUY WILKES, dam by NUTWOOD

44 FILLIES, COLTS and GELDING 5, Ranging from I to 6 Years Old, All the Get of

GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
SABLE WILKES C3\ 2:18

ORO WILKES, 2:11, and
PRINCE AIRLIE

In addition to these are22snckling colts, which will go with the dams, the majority by ORO WILKES
the rest bv PRINCE AIRLIE.

THE STOCK IS ALL IN FINE CONDITION
Thi& sale is imperative and everything offered mnst be sold absolutely and without reserve.
A lot of sulkies, carts, horse boots and blankets will be disposed of at private sale at low prices.

Those not sold by June 2d will be sold at auction.

Take 9 A. 31. train froni Third and Townsend Street*.

II Montgomery St., San Francisco

4 weeks DASHES AND SHORT RACES * weeks
SI5.C00 in Purses First 2 Weeks. SUMMER MEETING $15,000 ii Purses First 2 Weeks

PACIFIC COAST TROTTING HORSE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
California Jockey Club's New Track CT» /\ TC X /\ TVr~T"> Commencing June 25, 1898

ENTRIES FOR THE FIRST TWO WEEKS TO CLOSE JUNE 1, 1898.
Your hyr«r. rau no • lot of dashe« and 2 In 3 races, keep «ood ead earn more money than hv Boy oilier sy*iem. Killer liberally and lake Do

chances ol being left out of races thai vnumlebtwiD.

NATIRDW, Jl.VK 23lh.

PROGRAMME FIRST TWO WEEKS.
1 FRIDAY. JCLY 1st. WEDXESDAY, JCLY 6lb.

Purse
No. l-VY**r-01da (8:00 Claw) Trotting. Dash,

i Mi"- .... Bxan
No. t—S;0*CubTI, Trotting. Dub. I Mile 2HO
No. 3—2:20 Class, Pacing. )ia«b. 1 Mile _ 2 <Mt
No. 4—2 !3rhk*vTrottl< c. I>**b, I Mile.. 20U

--"): Claw, Paclnc. !)«)». I Mile 20(l
- .I.-C a*, Paclov. Heat*, 2 In 3 300

TUESDAY. JI\h 28th.
No. "—2:*J)Cla«t. Paring. Dash. 1 Mile— 8200
No. I—3 itlof, Da*b, I Mile 200
No. »-'i:i« CI*-*, I'aclnir. Da h I Mil- SOU
No. 10—2 UUla-a. Pacln*. Dasb. I Hltf 2IHI
No. Il-2:W Class, Trollluij. Ileal*. 2 In J 3O0

\YKD>KHD\Y. Jl\K 29th.
No. 12—2:22 das*. Tr-rinr, Dub, 1 Mite. £20(1
No, It— 2:1-- i'l»*. Paclnir. l» 2<*0
NO. II—2:.-7 Claw, TmUlfig Dasli. 1 111)8. £0>l
No. lb—2-Year Olrla. Parlnc, Da-b. 1 Mile. 2 0D
No. 10—2:17 Clam. Padog. 4 llctu. SOU

THDBSOAT, JIAK 30ih.
5o. 17—VYear-Olrla ( 1:00 Class). Pacing. Dub.

1 Mil- „ 8200
lfo. 1*—2:J0Claa», Trottlnu. Oa>b . 1 MUo 900
No. 19 2:1 H'mw, Pacing, [luli.l Mil- 20ll
No. 20— Frw-inr-*ll, I r>-tllng, l*a*h, 1 UlkJ 2n0
No. 21—2:19 « lajn.TrtUloK, lle»l*.2 In 1 3 no

Parse.

.82 'O

... 20O

... 200
... 200
... 300

S20O
.. 2itil

.. 200
. 2 SO
. 300

No. 22—2-Year-Olds. Trotting, Dash. 1 Mile..
No. 23—2:10 Class, Pacing. Daeb, 1 Mile
No. 24—2:2S Class, Trotting. I>asb. 1 Mile
No. 2->—2:15 Class, Trottlnu. Dash, 1 Mite
No. 26—2:50 Class, Pacing, Heats. 2 In 3

SATURDAY, JULY 2d.
No. 27—2:1(1 Clafs, Pacing. Dasb. I Ml'e ... .

No. 28—2:11 Class, Trot tog. Dasb, 1 Mile
No. 29-Fref-for-all. Pnclng. Dasb, 1 Mile....

1 SI Class, Trolling. DaMi, Z Miles....
No. 31—2:20 Class, Trilling, Heats, 2lo 3

MONDAY. J, LY 4lh.

No. 82—2:S0 Cla«w, Paring. Dash, 1 Mile 82O0
Nn. 31-2:14 Claat, Trot line, hafib, I Mile 200
No. SI—Froe-f r-al!, Trotting. Hash, 1 Mile 20*1
No. W—2;llClasa. Pacing. Daab, I Mile. .. 200
No.M-224 Class. Tr tllng, 4 heals 3uo

Tl'KgDAY. JULY' Slh.

No 37 -Green Claw*. Tn Hens (wlibout records ;

Pa«h. 1 Mile 8200Na 3A—£:iKCJara. Pacing. Dasb. I Mile • aon
No. H»-2 Year- Ms. Trolling, I>iisb. 1 Mile 2IIO
No. 40—2:l«Claaa. TrottlriK. I>ash, I Mile ..." 20C»
Bo, 41—3-Year-Ulfln, Pacing. Heals. 2 In z 3(jo

Parse
-8200
.. 2011
20

. 2uO
- 300

No. 42-2:30 Class. Trotting, Dash.l. Mile
No. 48—2:23 Class, Pacing. Dash. 1 Mile.
Nn. 44—2:2 * Class. 1 rolling. Dash, l Mile
No. 45—2:20 Class. Pacing. Dasb, l MHe
No. 46—3-Year-Olds, Trotting, Heats, 2 In 3.

THCR6DAY, JCLY" 7th.

No. 47— :-Year-Olds. Pacing. Dasb. 1 Wile
No. 48—2:27 Class, Trolling. Dash.l Mile
No. 49-2:10 Cla B Pacing. D*.sb, 1 MHe
No. 51-2:40 Clasa, Tr-.t'lng. Dasb. I Mile
No. 51—2:17 Class, Pacing. Heals, 2 to 3

FRIDAY, ,11 I. V Nlh,

No. 52—2:19 Cass. Trotting, Dash, 1 Mile.. ..

No. 53—2:25 class. Pacing, Da*h. 2 Miles
No. 51—2:12' lass. Trolling. Dash. 1 Mile.....
No. y>— Free-for-all, Pacing. Dasb. 1 Mile
No. 56—2:30 Class, Tiolllug, Heats, 2 lu3

SATURDAY, JULY' 9th.

No. 57—Grevn Class. Pacere (without records"!
Pash.i Mile 8?On

No. 58-2:22 Class, Tnltlng. Da=h, 2 Miles 2*0
No. 59-2:14' lass. Pacing. Dasb. l Mite. SOn
No. so-Fr^e (or-all. Trolling. r>n sb. 1 Mile 2«in
No. 01-^2:18 Class , Pacing, Heats, 2 lu 3 300
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tbe Entries for tbe third week
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nt-*nd *P«'*<"- f«m m«aw "Inoenu Monej divided 60. soaud 10 per cent. For entry blanks and conditions address tbe Secretary.
E. P. HEALD. Pres. F. W. KELLEY, Sec'y, 22 1-2 Geary St., San Francisco

ColtStakesl898
2?*»11 Meeting

PACIFIC COAST

TROTTING HORSE

o.|

1
ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 1. 1898.

Xo. 1—PAI.O AI.TO RTAK8S. For lw>-vear-
old lrotlen>. fiO each, ihe Association 10 add 82 SO.
\o. 2-0AKW0D0 PARR RTOCR P*H«I

STAKhS. Free f,r all thr^e-year-old trotters, |50
each, the AssociatsoaXoadJ S3UO.
No 3-P%L%«'K HOTKLSrAKRS. Fonbree-

rotters t-llgi'le lo the Z:00 class, |.l0 eacb, tbe
I to add !«3 .«0.

Yo I-WR8TKBN BTAKeS. For iwo-vear-
old pacers. |50 eacb. the Associatl n to add £230.

*\n 5—1*41 IKiiRM V ST »RK?i. Free fiw «H
thrw-vearHild pacers, fno each, the As^otlation to add
8300.
Ko. S-PAfpl 1*111 ST1RB5. For three-year-old

. class, |;0 eacb, toe Associa-
tion to add £:'UO.
Knlrance In |hf Ahove Stakes as follow* :

»5 to nominate June 1. 1*3>: JlOs^cind pavmpnt, .tuly

TlO third payment. Angus: 1. I89S: #25 final
payment, to be made before A o'clock p. «. the dav be-
fore the race. Money d vided 60. SO and 10 percent.
For entry blanks and conditions, address

P. \Y. KELLBY*. Secretarr.
33 1-9 4-eary 6t. ,6ao Franclici

P. HEALD, President.

i
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

TROTTING SEASON OPENED.

Spring Meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A, at

the Bay District Track.

GRAND SUCCESS OF THE DASH SYSTEM.

Three Horses Enter the List in One Day—The Prospects Most

Encouraging for Trotting-Horse Men—The Earning

Capacity of Trotters and Pacers Increased.

First Day—Saturday May 27.

The spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders' Association opened under rather disadvantageous

circumstances. The weather was cold and foggy and pre-

vented a large number from attending. Still, for a first day

it compared favorably with those of previous years. Among

the spectators were many prominent breeders from all parts of

this state. The betting was conducted by the Paris mutual

system and the auction pools, and large amounts were

wagered on the results. Everyone was anxious to see how

the dash system would succeed, and before the afternoon's

sport ended it was pronounced a decided success.

The starter was Capt. Ben E. Harris, and by using starting

flags similar to those used by Ferguson and his attendants at

the Blood Horse meeting, the fields of horses and "bikes"

were sent away very evenly.

The judges were A. H. Cohen, Wilfred Page and Kobert

S. Brown. The timers were Samuel Gamble and Peter

Brandow.

The first race on the programme was for trotters, 2:28 class.

There were eight entries— Daylight, by Eros ; Pet, by Or-

phan Boy; Rex, by Anteeo ; Flora S., by Dexter Prince;

Menlo Fallis, by Fallis; Princess, by Woolsey
;
Alex. Button

Jr., by Alex. Button, and Xeva, by Steinway. Princess was

made a favorite in the betting, the pools selling as follows :

Princess, §25 ; field, $20 ; Alex. Button Jr., $10. It was some

time before Starter Harris could get them away, and after the

flag dropped they scattered over the course like a band of

sheep. Flora S., a plain-locking, quick-moving daughter of

Dexter Prince, took the bell-wether position in the flock and

led all the way to the wire. Menlo Fallis forged ahead of

Bex at the half-mile pole and took second position, Alex.

Button Jr. third, Daylight was fourth, Rex was fifth. Princess,

the favorite, sixth and Xeva last. Time, 2:27. Every one

who had Princess tickets determined to plunge on Flora S.,

and in the next heat their change of judgment did not prove

false, for Flora S. trotted in quite easily in 2:26. Rex was

the only contestant. Menlo Fallis made a gallant fight for

second place, but could rot out -foot the son of Anteeo, Xeva

was fourth and Daylight fifth, the other three, Pet, Princess

and Alex. Button Jr., were distanced.

Flora S. is the first one by our California sire, Dexter

Prince, to get into the 2:30 list this year.

The first dash race of thevear of one and one-eighth miles,

was the next one to start, and the spectators watched it

with much interest. There were five entries—Kitty B.,

Hera, Antioch, Abanteeo and Alviso. Antioch was made

favorite; he sold for §45 in the pools against $1 / for Kitty B.

and $16 for the field. There was very little delay at the

start. Antioch led past the stand, with Kitty B. at bis throat-

latch. Abanteeo was third, Hera fourth and Alviso last. On
going to the quarter-pole Kitty B. was alongside of the leader,

and like a double team they trotted to the half ;
here Antioch

went up in the air and Shaner shot out to the front with

Kittv B., and took the pole and kept it all thewaytothe

wire, notwithstanding the hard struggle made by Antioch to

gain his lost position. Hera was third, Abanteeo fourth and

Alviso last. Time, 2:42V The time for the mile was 2:25}.

In the second race, which was for pacers, there were four en-

tries:—Ashton, Pascal, Orland and Loupe. Ashton some-
times called "watch eye," was made .favorite and Andy Mc-
Dowell smiled benignly as he took the lead with his pet, and
although Orland Kept right at his wheel all the way, he could
get no further ahead. Pascal came in two lengths oehind him
and one length in front of Loupe. Time, 2:27.

In the second heat Orland took the lead and kept it all

the way until the middle of the back turn between the half
and three-quarter pole, where he was seen to slacken in his

gait, and Ash f.on, who was at his girth, passed to the front

followed by Loupe, leaving Orland to bring up the rear ; in

this order they came under the wire. Time, 2:28}.

The mile-and-an-eighth dash was a drawing card, and the

belting was very lively, Edenia selling for $30, Wanda for

$9 and $10 for the field. Edenia had the choice of positions,

but it was not the best place for trotting ; the ground was quite
soft near the pole, and before she had trotted one hundred
yards she broke and Ottinger and Wanda passed her, the
former leading by half a length. Wanda came up even with
him on the backstretch and together they moved toward the
half, Edenia three lengths behind and still one length in front

of Manning. The mile was made in 2:19, but Edenia could
not get near the leaders. Ottinger came in under the wire in

2:33|, one length in advance of Wanda, Manning last.

The broodmare Memento, by Electioneer, out of Mamie
{dam of Hyperion, 2:26), by Hambletoo ian Jr., was sent for

a record, J. Phippen driving, with Superintendent Frank
Covey behind the runner. After scoring once she started on
her journey. She trotted to the quarter in thirty-six seconds,
the half in 1:11}, the three-quarters in l'ASh, and it looked as

2:24 would be the mark for her, but she made a little skip at

the drawgate and came under the wire in 2:25}. The first

Electioneer to get in the list in 1893.

C. F. Bunch, driver for the Vendome Stock Farm, came
out with the handsome Electioneer stalliou Antinous ; he is

out of American Girl, by Toronto Sontag. This horse was
injured as a two-year-old, and never was handled for speed
since. He came up the homestretch for theword, Superin-
tendent Covey at his side with the runner. The word was
given, and as game as Palo Alto the horse trotted to the first

quarter in 0:36; the half was made in 1:12, the three-quarter
mark was passed in l:50j and the mile in 2:28A. Thus an-
other Electioneer was added to the list, who as usual he leads

all winning sires up to date.

In the last race of the day, which wasa one and five-eighths

mile-dash, there were four good ones entered—Langford,
Hera, Abanteeo and Erin. The first quarter was made in 37
seconds. Langford led all the way, with Hera at his wheel

;

they opened a big gap between their sulkies and the noses of

the other two. Erin was a little in front of Abanteeo at the
three-quarter-mile pole, and closed up the gap. On entering
the stretch he was alongside of the leaders and struggled

hard, but Langford shook him or!'. Abanteeo was a little un-
steady, as it was her first race, nevertheless she is dead game,
and after Erin gave up the struggle and Jet Hera take second
place she took the third position away from Erin and kept
it. Langford came in first. Time for the whole distance by
quarters was as follows : First quarter, 37 seconds; half, 1:131;

three-quarters, 1:50',; mite, 2:27| ; mile and five-eighths,

4:01 \.

The following are the
SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track, Saturday. May 27. 1893.—First day.—Trotting
—2:28 class. Mile heats, 2 in 3. Purse 8-100.

Thomas Wall's rn m Flora S., by Dexter Prince, dam untraced
Wall 1 1

Keating & Ottlnger's b h Menlo Fallis. by Fallis Keating 2 3
Jesse D. Carr's b g Rex. by Anteeo, dam by Elmo- Taylor 5 2
La Siesta Ranch's bre Daylight, by Bros Vioget -I 5
Oakland Stock Farm's b m Neva, by Bteinway Lafli

Charles Babb's gr m Pet. by Orphan Girl Babb 8 d
G. W. Woodard's b h Alec Button Jr., by Alexander Button

Blgelon B -1

Sonoma Stock Farm's gr m Princess, by Woolsey Craw froth t> <t

Time, 2:27. 2:26,

Trotting—Four-year-old encouragement puree. \\* mile dash; purse
8300.
Los Cerrltos Stock Farm's b m Kitty B., by Sidney, dam un-

traced shaner 1

Thomas Wall's br h Anltoch. by Antevolo Wall 2
a. L. Bind'* t, m Hem, by Mambrino Wilkes Hinds 8

La siesta kunrli's b m Abanteeo, by AnteeO Vioget 4
Vendome Stock Farm's b h Alviso, by Brown Jug Bunch 5

Time, 2:42^.

Pacine—2:2."> class; mile beats, best two in three: purse. 8260.

A. McDowell's b g Ashton, bv Kl Capitan, dam bv RelUm. >•

—McDowell 1 1

La Siesta ranch's b g Pascal, by Victor Vioget 3 2

B. F. Langford's r g Orland. by Nephew r. imvid 2 i

C.J. Box' blkg Loupe, by John Sevenoaks Wilson 4 3

Time 227—2 --'

,

Trotting—One and one eighth mile dash„'purse 8250.

Keating & Ottinger's br g Ottinger. by Nephew Keating 1
La Siesta Ranch's b m Wanda, by Eros Vioget 2
A. McDowell's ch ra Edenia. by Endymion McDowell 3
7. H. Butler's b g Manning, bv Messenger Chief. Shaner 4

Time, 2:38%.

Trotting—To beat 2:30%.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b m Momento. by Electioneer 125. dam
Mamie, by HambleLonian Jr. 1882 Phippen 1

Time. 2:25><.

Trotting against time—To beat three minutes.
James W. Rea's br h Antinous, bv Electioneer 125—American Girl,

bv Toronto Sontag Bunch 1
Time, 2:2SX.

Trotting—2:30 class, one and five-eighths mile dash, purse 8250.

W. Hendrickson's b g Langford, by Mansfield Medium, dam by
Godfrey's Patchen Hendrickson l

A. L. Hinds' b m Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes Hinds 2
La Siesta Ranch's b m Abanteeo. by Anteeo Vioget 3
W. T. Higgins' bg Erin, by Dexter—Prince H'ggins 4

Time, 4:01J4.

Second Day—Tuesday, May 30.

The sun was hidden behind the fog bank, and the early

riser who had thoughts of visiting the races this holiday felt

as if he could not venture out to the Bay District track. At
10:30, while the bands of music, companies of soldiers, and
veterans of the war were marching toward "God's Acre" to

lay wreaths and flowers on the graves of those who fought in

the great civil war, the sun came out in all its glory, and the
hearts of all who anticipated a day of rest were overjoved.

The success of the dash system of races last Saturdav at the

opening meeting of the Breeders' Association was talked of

by everybody interested in horses, and the novelty of seeing

every horse doing his level best to win seemed to meet with

the approval of all who attended, consequently others were
told of the sport, and at two o'clock the officers and members
of the association were delighted to see car after car unload,

and processions of pedestrians and vehicles coming from

all directions to the entrance of the track.

There were six races on the programme, besides one event

against time. The butchers' race was quite a feature and the

"sporty boys from over south " were there in full force ready

to cheer the winners or condone with the losers. The judges
of the day ware A. H. Cohen, D.J. Murphy and R.S.Brown;
timers, Samuel Gamble and Gilbert Tompkins; starter, Ben
E. Harris.

The first race was a mile dash, for two-year-olds. There
were six entries—Soubrette, by Eros; Glendora, bv Sable
Wilkes; Little Mac, by Stone's'Election : Silver Beei bv Sil-
ver Bow; Genevieve, by Eugeneer, and Marchioness, by
Sidmore. A finer sextette of two-year-olds it would be hard
to find anywhere. After scoring live times they got the word.
Soubrette, driven by Latterly, took the lead ; "at the quarter-
pole it was noticed that Little Mac was second, Marchioness
third, Silver Bee fourth, Genevieve fifth and Glendora last.

Little Mac brokeafter passing thequarter-pole; Marchioness
passed her and Genevieve, coruiog along last, soon cap-
tured third place, the rot fell back. Soubrette was thr?e
lengths in front of Marchioness, who was a length and a half
the best of Genevieve as they turned into the back turn.
Soubrette made a handv break, and although coming fasi,

Marchioness seemed to be closing on her, with Genevieve a
dangerous third. Coming toward the three quarter pole there
was les- daylight between them. Taylor, behind Genevieve,
was making a splendid drive, and although Shaner lifted
Marchioness, the black filly from Salinas was the steadiest
and speediest. It was ;i pretty race, hut Silver Bee wax noticed
coming like a streak. Wither Field Smith, driving with rare
good judgment, was soon among the leader, ami at t lie draw-
gate the positions were Soubrette, Genevieve, Silver Bee, with
Marchioness breaking After passing this point Soubrette
vent op in the air and Genevieve shoi to the front, with Sil-

ver Bee at her girth. March hing handily, passed
Soubrette, and they came under the wire in the following
Older; Genevieve a length in front of silver Bee, who was
half a length ahead of lurchioneSB, Soubrette a length behind
her, Little Mac fifth, Glendora last. Time, first quarter, 42
seconds; halt". I:21|j three-quarters, &02 ; mile, 2:42 .

The second rare was for pacers, free for all, two in thr<

There were three side-wheelers to coOteBt,Rosie C,bj
Pathfinder, Tom Kyder, by Ale*. Button, and ' lor J lit

Gibraltar. In the pools, the latter was favorite.

r
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$100 against the other two in the field. In the choice for

positions Tom Ryder got the pole,Our Dick second and Rosie

C-, outside. It took some time for them to get away. Tom
Ryder took the lead and kept it all the way around to the

half-mile pole, where be made a break and Our Dick pissed

him, but Ryder kept right on and down the stretch the three

came, not a length apart. McDowell on the outside made a

splendid drive with HosieC, and when within 100 yards of the

wire had snatched the second position away from Tom Ryder
by a neck, Our Dick a length in front. Time, quarter, 0:34^,

half, 1:08}, three-quarters, 1:43, mile, 2:16*.

In the second heat Our Dick cut out the pace, with Rosie

C. at his wheel ; Tom Ryder was three lengths behind at ihe

quarter. Down the backstretch their relative positions re-

mained unchanged ; coming toward the last turn at the head

of the stretch Rosie Mac moved up and was only a bead be-

hind Our Dick. Down the stretch they came, both drivers

doing their very best. The spectators began to manifest their

approval bv shouling, as nearer and nearer the leaders came.

The bright green suit of McDowell's was a little in advance

of Keating's dark blue jacket as the drawgate was reached.

The whips were now brought to play, and inch by inch Our
Dick gained, but Rosie C. was game, and for twenty feet be-

fore the wire was reached they were perfectly even. The
spectators yelled with delight and excitement as Our Dick

aDd Rosie C. passed beyond the goal as perfectly even as if

hitched to a double-tree, Tom Ryder one length behind.

The judges announced a dead heat between Our Dick and
Rosie C, Tom Ryder third. Time, 2:17£.

Our Dick was still favorite, selling for $2S against $8 on
the other two. The start was a verv poor one, Our Dick fully

a length in front of Rosie C, with Tom Ryder behind a simi-

lar distance. The positions were never changed all the way
around. Our Dick being first, Rosie C. second and Tom Ryder
last. Time, 2:16*

Alviso, a fine looking, bay gelding, belonging to James W.
Rea, was now brought on the track to beat three minutes. He
is sired by Brown Jug, dam Big Lize, by Geo. M. Patchen

Jr., 31. Accompaniedby a runner, C. j. Bunch did all he
could, but the horse was not able to go better than 2:38^.

The third race was the event of the year. It was called

the "Butchers' Race. The prizes to be contested for were

two elegant road carts manufactured by Studebaker Bros.

There were four well-trained geldings, and many punsters

said they never "sausage" a race "beefore." Charles John-
son sat behind a gray gelding called Dandy, and seemed to

have no fear of the lines breaking. A. Decourtieux drove a

dark chestnut gelding called Manzanita; R. Schrader had a

strawberry chestnut, while J. Lacoste steered the gray geld-

ing, William P. Thejudges did all in their power to teach

the quartette how to get their horses around to face the

wire, after which the butchers were invited to take

their horses off the track until a heat of the 2:24 class

was trotted. As soon as this was over the butchers came out

and were sent away to a straggling start Dandy, with mouth
wide open, took the lead with a vengeance. Manzanita was
his only competitor. The other two drivers stayed behind,

as they did not think it was exactly right for them to show
how fast their horses could go in a race with such world-

beaters as the leaders. Dandy came in under a strong pull in

the excellent time, 2:37£; the other two distanced, but they
received an ovation from their friends that will encourage
them to purchase a few good trotters for the next year's

race.

In the second and concluding heat Dandy led all the way.
with Manzanita forcing him to do his best to the

wire. Both drivers laid the whips on from the drawgate

home, but neither of the geldings broke, but trotted well. The
time made, 2:37*, was excellent, considering the weights of the

drivers, the carts, and lack of preparation the horses have
had.
The fourth race was for the 2:24 class, trotting 2 in 3.

Donchka, by Wild Boy: Antioch, by Antevolo: Electrina, bv
Richards' Elector, Moro, by Pasha and Teheran, by
Mambrino Wilkes, were the contestants.

In the pools Donchka $6 was favorite, selling for $78
against $33 for Electrina and $65 for the field.

This race was a different one for the guessers, but when
the horses came out for the word the big betting room was
deserted. Teheran having secured the choice of positions, it

seemed a difficult matter for the other five to get away with
him ; Moro came up as if it was the end of the mile, and
wanted to be at the wire first. Starter Ben E. Harris warned
the drivers to score by the pole horse several times. Finally
he sent them away to a very fair start, Electrina leading, An-
tioch second, Donchka third, Teheran fourth and Moro last,

and breaking at every fifty yards. Electrina moved away
like her half-brother, Directum, and, steady as a clock, she
gained ground oo the rest. Down the backstretch the five

behind her were stretched out like a procession of stragglers.

At the half she seemed to ease up a little, and Donchka,
passing Antioch as he broke, came up second, but it was only

for a short distance, for Antioch "came like a race horse"
and won second place before the three-quarter pole was
reached. On coming into the stretch Electrina seemed to

play with her followers. Antioch had to trot very fast to

keep ahead of Donchka, while Teheran and Moro were lost

behind the flag, the former being shut out about one length,

and still he was five lengths in front of Moro. Electrina

came home a winner by a length, Antioch second, a neck
in front of Donchka, the other two distanced. Time, 2:26.

In the second heat Electrina led all the way a length, An-
tioch second and Donchka at his wheel ; in this order they
came under the wire. Time. 2:26.

The match race between Daylight, by Eros, and Langford,
by Mansfield Medium, $500, distancee two and on-quarter
miles, reminded one of the old-time match races that made
the trotting turf popular.

This was the first race at this distance, we believe, ever
trotted, and when the two got the word at the head of the
stretch they trotted very evenly for about an eighth of a mile.

Langford then broke and Daylight took the lead. He broke
at the turn and Langford ledtothe half; the latter made a
" bohble," and Daylight came upon even terms with him, but
held it for a very t«hort distance for he broke and fell back. At
the three-quarter mile, Langford was two lengths in the
lead. One mile of the distance was passed in 2:30$. Coming
into the homestretch Vioget sent Daylight ahead, and as

Langford made a break at the drawgate he passed him and
led under the wire. On entering the turn Langford, who
seemed to be the speediest, again took the lead, and kept itall

the way until into the homestretch. Vioget then brought
Daylight out to the middle of the track, where the footing

teemed to be better, and by gently tapping and lifting his

^ame horse he gradually decreased the distance between

Langford and his horse's nose. At the drawgate while Hen-
drickson, the driver of Langford, was preparing for a grand
finish to the wire, he looked to the right and saw Daylight
coming fast, and before he knew what happened his horse

Langford broke and Daylight came in a winner by a length

amid the loud cheering and shouting of the vast audience. The
following is the time made: first quarter 0:391, half 1:17*,

three-quarters l:52f, mile 2:30J, mile and a quarter 2:07^,

mile and a half 3:45, mile and three-quarters 4:21}, two
miles 5:00, two miles and a quarter 5:40. The contestants

were evenly matched, and many believed they should meet
again in a similar race. It was pronounced a success by
everyone.
The last race of the successful afternoon's sport was

a one and one-eighth mile dash for trotters. There were
three contestants—Belle Medium, by Happy Medium ; Rich-
land and Jim C, by Tommy T.

Jim C. took the lead, but broke and fell back. Belle Me-
dium then assumed the first position and kept it until past

the quarter; she trotted very true and even, but Jim C. caroe

fast and got ahead, by breaking several times. Richland kept

at Belle Medium's wheel all the way. At no part of the mile

was there a "length of daylight" between the three; it was
one of the prettiest races of the day. Down the stretch the

horses came abreast, and every inch was well contested. The
driver of Belle Medium is a cool, courageous, level-headed

reinsman, and the contest was so close that if he made a mis-

take the race was up. With persuasive eloquence and a

liberal use of the whip, the three came under the wire head
and head, Belle Medium first, Jim C. second and Richland
third. The judges set Jim C. back for making five breaks.

Time, quarter. 38* seconds ; cne-half, 1:16 J- ; three-quarters,

1:51}; mile, 2:29}"; mile and one-eighth, 2:48}.

Thus ended one of the best days' racing that has been seen

in California for years. " Every race was for blood ;

*' there

was no laying up of heats. The decisions met with approval,

and every one seemed satisfied.

Following are the summaries of the days races

:

SUMMARIES.

Second Day.—Bay District Track, May 30. 1893.—Trotting, two-
year-olds, mile dasn.

Jesse D. Carr's blk m Genevieve, by Engeneer, dam Flossie
Taylor 1

W. O. Bowers' ch c Silver Bee. bv Silver Bow W. F. Smitb 2

Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b f Marchioness, by Sidmore rihaner 3
" Time. 2:41M.

Soubrette. Little Mc and Glendora also trotted.

Pacing—Free for ali, mile beats, two in three.

Tom Keating's b g Our Dick, by Gibraltar Keating 10 1

A. McDowell's br m Rosie C by Oregon Pathfinder
A. McDowell 2 2

R. H. Newton's br g Tom Rvder. bv Alex Button ..Newton 3 3 4
Time,*2:16>£, 2:17%, 2:16%.

Trotting—To beat three minntes.

James W. Rea'sb g Alviso, bv Brown Jug, dam Big Lize Bunch 1
Time, 2:38%.

Butchers' race—Mile heats, trotting.

C. Johnson's grg Dandy 1 1

A. Decourtieux's ch g Manzanita 2 2
J. Lacoste's gr g William M - dist

R. Schrader's ch gPatsv Duffv dist

Time, 2:37%. 2:37>£.

Trotting—2:24 class, mile heats, two in three.

John Green's b ml Electrina. by Richards' Elector, dam Stem-
winder, bv Venture Crow 1 1

Thomas Wall's brh Aniioch. bv Antevolo Wall 2 2
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Donchka, bv Wild Boy Phippen 3 3

P. W. Murphy's blk m Moro. by Pasha McDowell dist

Peter Brandow'sTebaran Brandow dist

Time, 2:26, 2:26.

Match race—Two and one-quarter miles, trotting.

W. Vioget's br g Daylight, by_Eros, dam Crazy, by Chieftain..
Vioget 1

W. Hendrickson's b g Langford, by Mansfield Medium
...Hendricksou 2

Time, 5:40.

Trotting—One and one-eighth mile dash.

Meyers & Meyers' b m Belle Medium, by Happy Medium, dam by
*Almont.." Gardner 1

H. W. I. Hisgins' brg Richland Higgius 2
L. Crow's ch h Jim C, bv Tommy T Crow 3

Time, 2:4SK-

Third Day—Wednesday, May 31.

The attendance was not so large to-day as yesterday, con-

sequently those who stayed away missed seeing another

series of good trotting events that were worthy of the Grand

Circuit. There was no complaint about the limited number

of Paris mutual boxes, and everyone who cared to invest had

plenty of opportunities. There were four races on the program,

but the first event, 1 1-16 miles, was divided on account of the

large number of entries. There were twelve trotters in all. but

Jake Holmes and Tanis dropped out, so Judges Brown, Page

and Cohen drew lots to see which should go in the first di-

visiou, and they decided that Sidlette by Sidney, Tiptinous

by Antinous, Lady O. bv T. O., Secret by Secretary, and Bird

Button by Alex Button were to contest. A finer lot of three-

year-olds would be hard to find anywhere. Sidlette was fav-

orite in the pools, selling at $50; Button, $15; and Field, $13.

The tip was a good one, for the great daughter of Sidney

and Silverthreads led all the way and walked under the wire
seven lengths in front of Bird Button, Secret, third, Lady p.,

fourth, and Tiptinous, last. Time, 2:45.

The second division consisted of Wiilena, by
Eros; Alwood K., by Nutwood ; Maud Alameda, by Gaviota;
Moorzouk, by Sidney, and Phantom, by Fordstan. The
youngsters all started away even, Maud Alameda took the
lead and Moorzouk was a close second, and before the first

eighth was passed he had Maud Alameda in trouble and the
rest at his mercy. He opened a gap of five lengths and kept
it all the way. The contest for second place between Phan-
tom and Maud Alameda became very interesting but the
latter came in one length in advance for that position, Al-
wood K. fourth and Willena last. Time, 2:40.

The second race was a good one ; it was a trotting event,
best two in three. The contestants were: Molly Patten, bv
Whippleton

;
Humbug, by son of Richard's Elector ; Kodiak,

by Mambrino Wilkes; Electioneita, by Prince Albert, and
Alwood K., by Woodnut. Humbug was the first one made
favorite at $20 to $17 for the field, but in a few minutes Elec-
tionetta was installed in the place of honor.
The starting occupied some time, but when the word was

given Princewood took the lead and won so handily in 2:36}
that everyone who saw him move rushed, to the pool-bos. and
bet heavily on him. The favorite, Electionetta, was two
lengths behind Princewood at the wire, Kodiak third, Hum-
bug fourth, Mollie Patten filth and Alwood K. distanced.

[Continued on Page 580].

It Ought to be Settled.

A question appears to have arisen between Mr. Dudley
Miller and the Registrar as to the duty of the latter in regard

to changing the pedigree of George Wilkes so as to conform
to the newly-discovered testimony. The evidence which Mr.
Miller published seems to establish the fact pretty conclu-

sively that the dam of George Wilkes belongs to the great

unknown. This evidence has been pretty generally published,

and many who heretotore thought that there could be little

doubt that Dolly Spanker was a daughter of Henry Clay
have had their faith shattered, says Iconoclast in Kentucky
Stock Farm.
The Registrar's position was stated to be that he can do

nothing in the matter till a formal petition is lodged in his
office suggesting or requesting that the pedigree be made to
conform to the facts as they now appear. It would follow,
therefore, that if no person outside the Registrar's office takes
sufficient interest in the matter to commence proceedings of
this character the Registrar and Year Book are to go on in-
definitely publishing to the world facts about the breeding of
George Wilkes that are not true.

I do not know that the Registrar takes this view of the sit-

uation, but if he does, I beg leave most respectfully to dis-
sent. The Trotting Register is the source from which the
public derives its knowledge of trotting pedigrees. It is the
record, and imports verity. Whenever a strong probability
is raised that one of its pedigrees is untrue, the proper officer
or officers of the association should take steps to have that
pedigree corrected. They should use all proper effort to see
that their record does as it professes to do—speak the truth

—

instead of perpetuating a falsehood. It is the business of the
Register Association more than any one's else business to
have the records correct, because they are its records, the rec-
ords which it holds out to the world as the truth. They are
not the records of the owner of the horse or of his produce,
but of the Register Association, and so far as the general pub-
lic is concerned, the Register Association is the party respon-
sible for their accuracy. This being true, why should the
association wait till some one else files a complaint in regard
to the pedigree of any animal ? No one has greater interest
in making the correction than it, and it may very well be
that no one else has any special interest in the matter, but
certainly the Register Association has.

Now, if the evidence which Mr. Miller has adduced is not
sufficient to raise a reasonable presumption that the pedigree,
of the dam of George Wilkes is incorrect, the Registrar is

entirely right in ignoring it. If, on the other hand, it does
raise such a presumption, the matter should be investigated
and determined by the association without waiting to be
moved to do so from the outside. More especially is this
true where a great historical pedigree like that of George
Wilkes is the subject matter of investigation.

For myself, I think Mr. Miller made a yery good showing,
and, so far as I have observed, no one has attacked his con-
clusion. There are those that claim to be able to trace the
Clay characteristics in the Wilkes family, but in my judgment
a good deal of this is imaginary. One of the horsemen who
owned Dolly Spanker thought she had much more of the
character of Mambrino than of Clay, and when Mr. Simmons
bought George Wilkes his dam was represented to have been
a Mambrino mare. This may have been imaginary also. But
the fact remains that she has apparently been traced to an

; unknown source, and there does not seem to be any real founda-

j

tion for her alleged Clay paternity, at least the facts now ap-

|

pear to be stronger against it than in its favor. So far as the
:
George Wilkes family is concerned, it is really a matter of no

;
importance whether his dam was a Clay mare or a Mambrino

I
mare, or either. The ascertainment of this fact would not
add one cubit to his stature as a sire or a progenitor, but it

would be a satisfaction to the breeding public to know either
what his dam was or that the fact cannot now be ascertained.

Mr. Ariel Lathrop paid a visit to Allen Farm on Tues-
day to see his mare, Eva W., who bad dropped a very fine

colt by Advertiser, and is booked to Kremlin. Eva W. is a
grand-looking chestnut, eleven years old, by Nutwood, out of
Alice R. (dam of Redwood, 2:27), by Naubuc, and she has a
record of 2:25*, obtained in Nevada in 1SS9. Her Advertiser
foal would please any good judge, and she should throw speed
to Kremlin. As we walked through the pastures, crushing
dandelions and violets with our feet, Mr. Lathrop stated that

;
he brought to Albany from California, December 19th, two

' weanlings (one by Palo Alto, out of Lenore, by Madrid; the
!
other by Stamboul, out of Eva W.) which weighed on arrival
500 and 502 pounds respectively. He kept them in a warm

; stable and fed them grain, and May Sth he sent them to Sara-
toga and turned them out. Each on that day weighed 630
pounds. The growth was remarkably even. The advantage

i which California has over New York in horse-raising is

simply due to climate. The colts are able to run in the open
air so much that they mature rapidly. At Palo Alto the
broodmares and colts are grain-fed. If they depended upon

!

grass alone there would be weakness and slow development.

j

Mr. Lathrop will visit Cleveland June loth to meet the stable
of Orrin A. Hickok there, and after looking the trotters over
will go to Chicago to direct the Palo Alto stable of thorough-
breds, at the Washington Park meeting, which will begin

i

June 24th. The stable will move from Chicago to Saratoga.

j

Mr. Lathrop feels confident that Hickok will make a good
showing with the Palo Alto trotters, and he predicts that

;
Elhendre, by Dexter Prinee, will astonish some of the circuit

!
visitors. He regards Dexter Prince as one of the greatest

> speed-producers on the Pacific Coast.—Turf, Field and Farm.

It has long since become an adage.that trotters come in all

shapes and sizes. Red Wilkes would be taken any time for a
grade draft horse of rather an inferior quality, being heavv
enough in the body and broad enough across the hips to pass

.

for a representative of one of the heavy breeds, although his

legs are too light and clean for a Shire or Clyde. In spite of
his size he was considerable of a trotter, and has sired more
speed than any son of Geo. Wilkes. Wilton, on the other
hand, also a son of George Wilkes, and sire of the champion
4-year-old Moquette (2:10), is a dapper little pony-built
horse, not as large even as his sire, who was characterized for

many years as " Bill Simmons' Pony," until he achieved
name and fame in spite of the hendicap. Nancy Hanks, 2:04;

Belle Vara, 2:0S* ; Alix, 2:10; Direct (pacer), 2:05}, and
Jay-Eye-See, 2:06$-, are all of small size, while Kremlin,
2:07£ ; Martha Wilkes, 2:03 ; Sunol, 2:0S| ; Allerton, 2:09},
and Nelson. 2:10, are large, several of them being over six-
teen hands high.
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In This Columby Year.

There's lots of things a-happeirin' in this Columby year
Thai strike a fellow now an' then as rather mixed an* queer.
The way the "Trottin' Industry " is beius: overhauled
Makes ka'm old-fashioned men like me stand by and look appalled.

I never was a " kicker." an' the champiouship may go
Till it fetches down the record (I wouldn't care how low);
But when I read the papers, an' hear what people say,

I think they handle horses in a mighty cur'ous way.

Their feet are shod with 'lumiuum and soaked in coca-aign ;

They bandage, steam an' blanket "em uutil they sweat like rain,

Au'"theyhe'v rheumatic sulkies made up of little wires.

That make you think of suubeams set in Injy rubber tires.

The folks that run the races are awful fond of change.
An' they cudgel their inventiou fur somethiu' new and strange ;

They want to find a burnin' wroug, so they can set it right,

An' start a revolution so somebody can fight.

Thev're bridlin' the standard " with their heavy harness" rules,

An' shorteuin' up the distance flag, an' shuttin' down the pools—
They're stewin' up their arguments to iry an' keep 'em warm,
An'dishin' soup fur horsemen from the kettle of " reform."

But your racin'-without-bettin" talk ain't everywhere admired ;

It sounds so much like jokin'. it makes a fellow tired

;

From the " loaf of inconsistency." it seems aa big a slice

as swimmiu' without water, or skatiu' without ice.

—Emma Eggleson.

Revised Rules of Racing.

The National Trotting Association.

The revised Rules of Racing, as issued by the Board of

Control, will be found in the Racing Calendar, published in

The Spirit and Sportsman to-morrow. This is the first revi-

sion made by the Board, and is important in many particu-

lars. The rules are published in convenient book form. The

preface states the powers of the Board as follows: "The

Board of Control shall exercise jurisdiction : 1. In regard to

the issuing of licenses to all trainers and jockeys. 2. As to

the forfeit list. 3. As to the registration of partnership. 4

As to all racing and racing matters which shall be submitted

to it on appeal. 5. As to the registry office. 6. As to the

Rules of Racing and amendments thereto, and in regard to

such new rules as may from time to time be found necessary.

The following changes have been made in the rules : Rule

18, in regard to the registration of horses, is amended so as to

apply only to horses foaled in 1S92 or thereafter. Rule 29,

in regard to entries and declarations, as revised, provides that

declarations as well as entries made by telegraph shall be

binding. Rule 41, as to proof of transfer of engagements, is

amended by omitting the last clause in the old rule, which

read as follows :
" Sales to parties debarred from racing on

the race-courses under the jurisdiction of the Board of Control

shall have the effect of a declaration as if made in the declar-

ation date last preceding the sale; the forfeits then due must

be paid by the vendor, who shall give immediate notice of

such sale to the secretary of the course where the race is to

be run."

Rule 44, with resard to the liabilities of nominators, as

amended reads that every horse shall be considered as having

started and be liable far whatever is due for so doing, l( when

its jockey has been weighed and its number displayed."

Rule 50 reads that after a horse is in the hands of the starter,

any subsequent change must be sanctioned by the Executive

Committee instead of by the judges as formerly.. In Rule 51,

the gelding allowance of three pounds is restored. Rule 55,

as to signals for the start, is changed to read that a second

bell will be rung when the horses shall have started,instead of

at the time for the start as formerly. New Rule 56 provides

that the positions of the horses when starting shall be deter-

mined by lot, that is, a numbered ball shall be drawn from a

bottle by the clerk of the scales when the jockeys weigh out.

Rule 57, as revised, provides " that a jockey shall not be al-

lowed to dismount except to set right insecure equipments,

and then only with the permission of the starter." A clause

is added to Rule 59 about declarations to win, which states

that a jockey riding a horse, with which his owner has not

declared to win, must not stop such horses, except in favor

of his stable companion, "and then only when it is evident

that his stable companion can win."

A clause is also added to Rule 60 in regard to jostling or

crowding, as follows: " But nothing in this rule shall prevent

the judges taking cognizance of foul riding." The rules gov-

erning selling races have been changed in important respects.

Under the new rule ilt) fifteen minutes is allowed for the

payment of a horse sold at auction, and owners can claim

horses for their own account oBly. " Every claim must be

made in writing to the clerk of the course or the clerk of the

scales not later than a quarter of an hour after the winner

has passed th« scales, and must be accompanied by the pur-

chase money, if required." Revised Rule 73 provides that

any person who shall attempt to prevent another person from

bidding on the winner of a selling race, or claiming any horse

in such race, shall be ruled off', instead of warned off' as form-

erly. Under the revised rules (84) racing colors must be

filed with the Board of Control, instead of with the clerk of

the course. Revised Rule 87 provides that no owner or

trainer shall eDgage any discharged attendant who h?s not a

written discharge from his last employer, " which discharge

shall not be captiously refused."

Tn the rules relating to the regulations of the course, only

one change is made, which provides that only one attendant

shall be allowed to assist a jockey dismounting. The only

change made in the rules on betting is that when the number

of ahorse has been exhibited, all bets on him stand. The old

rule read, ''unless otherwise ordered by the Executive Com-

mittee." The changes in the rules, especially those relating

to selling races, have long been needed, and will undoubtedly

meet with the approval of horsemen.—Daily Spirit, May 18.

La Joya, the best two-year-old that has yet been shown

in the West, will he sent East to run for the Matron Slakes

at Morris Park and for the Futurity at Coney Islane. This,

at least, is the intention of her owners at present. This is

based on the theory that no two-year-old so good as she has

been seen in the East yet. If that is what the Western people

are counting on, they are liable to be sadly disappointed, for

none of the best two-year-olds in the East have yet faced the

starter, unless Chateau should chance to be among them.

After the Brooklyn meeting the Western people may change

their minds about the invincibility of their champion filly.

The estimate of the greatness of the filly is apparently based

upon the fact that " Lazarone, the big Guttenhurg coif, ha*

also had a chance at the filly and could do no better than

reach her saddle." That does not make her a world-beater

by any means.

BOARD OF REVIEW—OFFICIAL REPORT.

By authority of the Board of Review, the President called

a special meeting, which was held at the Auditorium Hotel,

Chicago. 111., commencing at 8 p. m. on Tuesday, May 9th,

1893.

Present : P. P. Johnston, President ; David Bonner, First

Vice-President ; Charles Dana Palmer, of the Eastern Dis-

trict ; George W. Archer, of the Atlantic District ; William

Russell Allen, of the Central District; John L. Mitchell, of

the Western District ; Jesse D. Carr, of the Pacific District,

and the undersigned, Secretary.

The President called the meeting to order promptly at S

p. at., when those who were present and desired to give oral

testimony in litigated cases were first heard.

The following are the most prominent cases presented and

judgments ordered :

1,932—The National Trotting Association vs. C.H.Nelson,
Waterville, Me., and b s Nelson; F. L. Noble, George G.
Robens, Grand Rapids, Midi., and gr s Alcryon.

Application for an order in the matter of alleged fraud in

the $10,000 Stallion Stake race trotted at Beacon Park, Bos-
ton, Mass , on September 23, 13S9. Temporary reinstatement

of Nelson and Robens continued.

2,242—H. G. Barrett, "West Somers, N. Y., vs. William H.
Wilkins, White Plains, N. Y., and b s Jim. Application for

an order.

The member of White Plains offered a purse for two-year-

olds, the condition of which was ll owners to drive." The
race was half-mile heats. Judges declared defendant Bar-
ret's filly Miss Wilkes distanced in the first heat, the driver

coming in two pounds short weight, whereupon he protested

the eligibility of defendant's bay stallion Jim, claiming he
was not owned by Wilkins, the driver.

Ordered, That Miss Wilkes was properly ruled out for

coming in short of weight, and that the protest against b s

Jim be sustained.

2,246—J. Capehart, Point Pleasant, W. Ya., vs. Athens
County Agricultural Association, Athens, Ohio. Complaint
and application for an order.

Plaintiff claims $100 extra which the Society offered "to
beat track record in trotting race." The member claims that

they only offered the extra premium in the open-to-all trot-

ting race, which did not fill. It seems a 2:25 stallion race
was made up with plaintiff's b s Marquette and two others as

starters, which race was won by Marquette in 2:21, thus beat-

ing the former track record of 2:23. It is

Adjudged, That under the published conditions Marquette
having beat the track record in a trotting race, is entitled to

the $100 offered therefor.

2,310—Hubinger Brothers, New Haven, Conn., vs. Frank-
lin Trotting Park, G. H. Copeland & Co., Proprietors, Frank-
lin Park, Mass. Application for an order.

Plaintiff's claim that defendants owe them for winnings at

a meeting given by the latter in July last, $407.50. Defend-
ants have been repeatedly notified from the office, but make
no response.

Ordered, That G. H. Copeland & Co. be suspended until

they pay the premiums lawfully won \t the meeting given by
them at Franklin Park in 1S92.

2,320—E. D. Houston, Manchester. N. H., vs. Granite City
Trotting Club, Tilton, N. H.; W. A. Richardson, Woodsville,
N. H. Application for release from expulsion imposed July
23, 1S92.

Plaintiff was temporarily reinstated at the December meet-
ing of 1892, and the case continued for further investigation.

He had charged Mr. W. A. Richardson with being interested

in pools on a race in which he was acting as judge. The case

against Richardson is dismissed, and application of plaintiff

for permanent reinstatement is granted.

Plaintiff also charges that while he, himself, was under
expulsion imposed by the Granite City Trotting Club, he
occupied the judges' stand as one of the judges with and by
invitation of W. A. Richardson and D. J. Smith as judges,

and was extended the courtesies of the track leased by the
Granite City Trotting Club. It is further

Ordered, That the Granite City Trotting Club be cited to

appear and show cause, if any, why it should not be fined for

allowing an expelled man in the stand.

2,323—D. A. Holmes, Hubbardsville, N. Y., Ex parte.

Application for release from suspension imposed May 31,

1892, by order of the Board of Review.
Ordered, That the applicant be temporarily relieved from

the suspension.

2,324—H. B. & H. D. Allen, Waterloo, Iowa, vs. Iowa
City Driving Park Association, Iowa City, Iowa. Applica-
tion for release of themselves, E. Tibbitts and the br s Richard
Jay (pacer) from suspension imposed October 7, 1892.

Applicant claims exemption from payment of entrance

money on his br s Richard Jay. He sends evidence showing
that when the entry was made by his driver it was stipulated

that the race should be performed on Saturday, while the

member responds through the secretary that he agreed to

start the race either on Saturday or Monday, and did start it

on the latter day. He claims also that had the horse performed
in the race on Monday he could still have arrived at Knox-
ville in time to fill his next engagement on Wednesday. The
letter of entry is without conditions. It maybe stated that

the association advertised the right to change order of events

and to postpone or declare off any or all races on account of

weather or other causes. The plaintiffs ivere not present in

person when the entry was made. The secretary appeared
before the Board and gave his evidence in person. Although
the evidence sent by plaintiffs is positive that it was agreed

that the race should be paced on Saturday, yet it is just as

positive on the other side that both Saturday and Monday
were named, and this, together with the fact that no reserva-

tion was made in the entry, seems to force a conclusion in

favor of defendant. It is

Orhkrei), That the application be denied.

2,328—Thomas Smith, Vallejo, Cal., Er parte. Appeal from
decision of the Pacific District Board in the matter of F. C.

Chapman's appeal from decision of the judges in the three-

year-old special race at Vallejo. Cal., Oct. 11, 1892.

The decision of this case by the Pacific District Board whs
published in full in the turf papers a short time ago. Plaintiff"

asks to have the case remanded back to the District Board
for re-trial. The decision of the District Board is affirmed

and application for re-trial denied.

2,329—San Mateo and Santa Clara County Agricultural As

socialion, No. 5. San Jose, Cal. Ex parte. Appeal from de-

cision of the Pacific District Board in the matter of W. B.

Bradbury's liability for entrance fees contracted.
This case was also tried by the Pacific District Board and

the full report published.
2330—J. \V. Bailey, Portland, Ore., ex parte. Applica-

tion for an order under Rule 40, as to the alleged record of
2:31 given the b. s. "King Patchen" at Salem, Ore.. Sept. 16,

1892.
i

Plaintiff asks the Board to correct the record given his

three-year-old colt "King Patchen." At the Oregon State
Fair in the second heat of the above named race the two
leading colts made a dead heat for first place. The Judges
having taken the time of the third horse, gave him the re-

cord of 2:31. Rule 3y having been compiled with as to above
facts, it is

Ordered, That the above mentioned record was im-
properly given and is void,

2,332—H. C. Jewett & Co., Jewettville, N. Y. ex parte.

Application for an order under Rule 39, Section 3, as to al-

leged record of 2:26 \ obtained by the b. s. ''Pearlo" at Cuba,
N. Y., Sep. 20, 1892.

Ordered, That applicant be temporarily reinstated.

2,360—B. D. Phillips, Oakland, Cal.. vs. Pacific Coast
Trotting Horse Breeders' Association, San Francisco, Cal.

Application for release from expulsion imposed Oct. 26, 1892.

In October, 1892, there was a race at Oakland, Cal., in

which applicant participated with his b. m. "Laura B." The
Judges removed the driver under authority of Rule 28, and
at the conclusion the Judges ordered the expulsion of Mr.
Phillips, whereupon he appealed through the Pacific Coast
Trotting Horse Breeders' Association to the Pacific District

Board of the National Trotting Association, which Board,
taking into consideration the circumstances as presented by
witnesses, and the sworn testimony of Mr. Phillips, recom-
mended that the sentence of expulsion be set aside,

and that in place thereof Mr. Phillips be fined in the sum
of $500 and suspended until such fine is paid, which recom-
mendation is hereby approved and ordered to be placed on
the records.

The Secretary presented the report of the Pacific District

Board in the matter of the record of the b. s. "Stamboul,"
which has been heretofore reported and printed in the turf

papers, and on motion of Mr. Archer, said report was ac-

cepted, and the proceedings and findings of said Board were
approved.
The Secretary laid before the Board a printed report of

the Treasurer and Secretary, which was approved, also a list

of new members, which was approved.
The President presented without reading the report of the

Conference Committee of the National and American Trot-

ting Association, and supplemented the same with an oral

report. After some discussion the report was accepted and
ordered placed on file.

On motion of Mr. Palmer, seconded by Mr. Allen, the

President was authorized to call a Special Congress at such

time as he might see fit previous to the regular Congress, by
the following vote, the ayes and noes for which were called

for by Mr. Archer; Allen, aye; Archer, no: Boomer, aye;

Carr, no; Mitchell, no; Palmer, aye; the President, aye. On
motion of Mr. Archer the Secretary was directed to send to

each member a copy of the proposed amendments with the

notice of the date set for Congress.

On motion of Mr. Bonner, it was ordered that the Secretary

call the Special Congress to meet in New York at the Mur-
ray Hill Hotel, on Monday, Jnne 5, 1893, at S o'clock p. m.
On motion the Board adjourned to meet again, as per By-

Laws, unless sooner convened by the President.

M. M. Morse, Secretary.

Col. Pate's Mexican Venture.

Col. R. C. Pate, of St. Louis, Mo., has secured from the

Government of Mexico permission to establish a horse-

breeding farm and race-course in that country. The first

race course will be established in the suburbs of the City of

Mexico, and Col. Pate expects to have it ready for operation

by November 1 next. The City of Mexico is a place of about

500,000 people, all of an out-door sporting disposii ion, so,

with such a large populace so close at hand to draw from, the

venture at that location is sure to be a grand success.

After the race course at the City of Mexico is in full oper-

ation, others will be projected, it being Col. Pate's intention

to build tracks at Pueblo, a place of about 100,000
;
Quaid-

lasha, ;60,000; San Luis Potosi, 60,000, and Monterey, with

a population of 60,000.

The climate of Mexico is very mild and equitable, and
when it is midwinter in this country, it is pleasant as June
weather down there, and all kinds of out-door sport is

possible.

This great enterprise will be of no little interest to Ken-
tucky and Tennessee breeders of the thoroughbred. It will

open up a new and extensive market for this class of stock,

and will effectually, for a long time, at least, remove all fear

of an over supply of thoroughbred horses. In the course of

time, perhaps, many racehorses will be bred in Mexico, for

it is a country well adapted to that business; but it will be

some years yet, before it is done on a scile of any magni-
tude. In the meantime many thoroughbred mares and stal-

lions will be required to start the studs down there, and the

breeders of the United States will have to furnish the bulk of

them. Kentucky and Tennessee have more good ones than

can be found in any other section of the United States, aud
when the exportation of the thoroughbred to Mexico begins,

th»- breeders of these two States will find a strong demand for

their stock.—Live Stock Record.

" All bets off; twenty minutes for new betting,'' is now a

reminiscence as fur as Board of Control race courses are con-

cerned. The new rule, as amended, will read as follows

:

" When the number of a horse and the name of the jockey

have been displayed, all bets on him stand." The observance

ol" this rule will put an end to the delays and changes in bet-

betting—a great and constantly-growing abuse—and therefore

prove a boon to race-goers as well as owners.

According to an Eastern wrii«-r Charles Reed, the

famous owner of imp. St. Biaise, MiNI*. Kxile, Thora and

many other celebrities of the turf and harem, will found a

lirred'mg . tiMishinenl in this State, where he lived in

"earlv diys." If true it means a great deal for California,

for Mr. Reed hn* a legion of friends that would doubtless

follow in his wake and moke the < iolden State tin* greatest

section of the earth for breeding racehorses— if it is not al-

ready.
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THE FARM.
A Common Disorder in Lambs.

Diarrhoea is, beyond doubt, one of the most dreaded dis-

eases lambs are heir to, and it is the lamb that falls a victim

to this disorder rather than the adult sheep, although the

latter are not exempt from its attacks. "When attacked by

this disease the names variously applied to it are "black

scours in lambs," "dysentery," "skit," and diarrhoea, any

of which are proper names for the disease which so often

proves fatal to the lambs. The disease is caused by and is

the direct result of indigestion, and anything in the manage-

ment of the lamb flock that will cause the lambs to fail in

food assimilation is liable to superinduce diarrhoea, and if not

attended to at once with curatives will prove fatal. The

direct causes of this disease are : Eating rank grass in a wel

season, the herbage on low, wet lands, frozen clover in the fall

of the year, frozen turnip tops, weeds which have grown soft

and watery in the shade, frozen or damp hay, musty hay

which has cryptogamic growth, sudden changes of feed or

pasture, exposure to cold and wet after having been heated

bv driving or chased by a dog, or anything that can directly

or indirectly derange the digestive organs. Some writers be-

lieve the disease to be constitutional with some sheep and the

causes to be cumulative in their eflerts. In such sheep the

svstem is lacking in vigor and the blood, being deficient in

red corpuscular iron and nutritive matter, does not deposit

in the abomasum or fourth stomach a sufficient amount of

gastric fluid, or in the gall duct the proper quality of bile, or

in the pancreas a full supply of pancreatic juice. This, in

addition to the improper mastication of the tood, becomes a

source of irritation to the stomach and intestines, the mucous
membranes of which set to work to secrete an unusual amount
of mucous to wash the offending matter out of the system.

Treatment consists in something that will arrest the unus-

ual secretion of mucous and restore the perverted functions of

the stomach and intestines to their former condition. To do

this the cause, if known, must be removed or the medicine

will be of no avail. In my experience in the sheep business

I have had but little of this disease, and have never had a

case of it which would not yield to the remedy of feeding

wheat bran. It will arrest incipient attacks, and it is then

when it must be met with correctives. Bran will be consid-

ered the sheet-anchor of lamb-raising if once used in the

flock. It is not the best method to arrest the scours too sud-

denly ; it is Nature's method of expelling from the intestines

something which is offensive to them. It should always be

remembered that an animal in poor condition is much more
liable to attacks of scours than one which is more robust.

Sheep afflicted with diarrhoea should be separated from the

flock to an enclosure with little or no green feed, and fed bran

till the looseness of the bowels be corrected. If the disease

is persistent and cannot be corrected by this remedy, and the

patient voids a thickened mucous,a tablespoonftil of castor-oil

should be given an adult sheep and half that amount to a

lamb to remove any matter which may be irritating to the

bowels ; this should be followed up within three or four hours

with two teasDOonfuls of a decoction of white oak bark or

blackberry root, with half a teaspoonful of chalk or soda

morning and evening. These remedies are simple and gener-

ally on hand, but if they should prove to be of no avail, a

preparation of chalk, one ounce ; catechu, four drams ; opium,

one and one-half drams, should be mixed with a half pint of

peppermint water and bottled for use. When needed shake
well and give the lamb a teaspoonful twice a day, a grown
sheep twice as much.

Diarrhea is generally a sign of weakness and poverty, in-

cestuously-bred lambs being subject to attacks of this disease

to an alarming extent sometimes ; and it is thought by some
excellent authorities on the sheep that the lambs which have
been bred to a ram which is permitted to waste his energy in

a large flock of sheep in useless service are easy victims of

this disease. In seasons when the diarrhea is prevalent their

present conditions should be changed, and they should have
grai j at least once per day, and twice will be better if of the

right sort, and they should have shelter.

I am a firm believer that many of the disorders we have to

contend with in not only flocks of sheep but with poultry and
other farm stock are due to the practice of incestuous breed-

ing. Young turkeys will not live which are the result of

such breeding. Weak lambs are the result of such practice,

and it should never be resorted to unless in very extreme con-

ditions of circumstances.—Spex, in Breeders' Gazette.

Improved Stock.

Good stock generally indicates a good farmer, writes ex-

Governor Glick, of Kansas. It inspires a desire to belter all

the surroundings of the farm, and soon manifests itself in

improved facilities for farming; in better buildings, in better

and more beautiful surroundings, all showing the value of

improved stock as a money-maker and debt-player over the

"scrub" farming that is the sure index of the "scrub" raiser.

The breeder of improved stock is a public benefactor in a
measure, and the scope of his good work and the profits he
ma? realize on his business will often depend on how far

he i- removed from " scrub" practices himself. The example
of the breeder has much to do with his success.

If he is engaged in raising thoroughbred horses, or, to be
more exact, I will s»y an improved breed of horses.it will not
inspire the man who visits his barn to see on his way a "scrub"
bull paying his devotions to a lot of "scrub" cows, or to have
his ears greeted by the razor-back porcine beauty borrowed
from a neighbor to add numbers to the "scrub" squealers who
block the way to the stable where the beautiful t lydesdale or
thoroughbred stands to be admired. The practices of such a
man detract from bin arguments in favor of bis fine-bred
horses, and his practice is as strong an argument to the
unthinking or ignorant as his good horses are to the

imtivfl visitor.

The breeder of fine stock must, as soon as he possijbjjjaio,
divorce himself from the breeding of " scrub

*

"

kind and n:»ke all the Mjrroundinu> as near thoroti

possible. It will even add to the beauty of '.he barn
have the chickens belonging to an improved breed, ai h

an example may strike even a dull visitor and educate him
up tu an ppredation of good stock, and in the future make
liim a purchaser .mil breeder of some one of the improved

• which his inclinations may lead and his purse enable

him to embark in. I have remarked that the breeder of fine

stock is a public benefactor. I know of no greater benefit that

can accrue to the farmers than to enable them to replace their

"scrub" stock with the improved kinds.

It will enable them to largely increase their income with-

out increasing their labor, expense or care ; and if human
happiness is of any use to man I do not know of anything in

nature that will inspire more genuine happiness in a man
than to view and admire his own herd of fine cattle, horses

sheep or swine. While this is the acme of human happiness

to the successful beeeder, it is no less a benefaction worth very

much to mankind. How, then, shall the breeding of fine

stock be made profitable to the breeder and a market secured

for his surplus products ? One important consideration is to

keep, breed and sell only the best for breeding p irposes.

Make the stock its own standing advertiser of its merits.

Breed as near perfection as possible, having an idral to

which vou will endeavor to model the produce of the head.

In breeding cattle the indifferent male will make a good

steer, and will make as much money as if left entire, and may
save the reputation of the breeder. A poor breeding animal

leaving a herd is of no credit to it. and while it may leave a

few dollars in its place it will prevent any more dollars going

to that herd from the neighborhood where it has taken up its

abode. This same policy should apply to all kinds of fine

stock. It is not creditable to a good breeder who knows what

a good tvpe of breed is to sell or impose one for breeding pur-

poses on a man who is not familiar with the merits of the

breed, or who is ignorant of the defects of the animal he buys.

Roup and Gapes.

Roup in winter and spring destroys the adults, while gapes

in the spring and summer makes havoc with the young

chicks. The difficulty in the way of curing diseases of poul-

try is that the "numbers" are to be met with. That is,

where it would not be difficult to handle and treat one or two

sick fowls, the cost of such work, in the bestowal of labor

and time on a whole flock or brood, will be too great in pro-

portion to the value of the birds ; hence, in treating such

diseases as roup and gapes, the only methods that can be used

are such as will permit of attempting the use of remedies as

a whole, and in administering them by admixture with the

food or drink.

Of all the diseases which are mentioned to us by our

readers, and ofwhich the greater number of inquiries are

made, the roup stands first. It is a disease which covers a

great many ills, but it is used principally to designate that

form of disease in which the bird really has scrofula, or

tubercular consumption, not only an offensive odor resulting,

but the disease is communicated to other members of the

flock. Catarrh, canker, croup and other forms of disease

resultant from "catching cold" also come under the term
roup. To attempt a cure means more work than can be given

with the maligant roup, but the canker, brouchial affections,

swollen eyes, etc, may often be treated successfully, many
remedies having frequently been given in this department.

The best preventive is air-slaked lime, used freely over the

floor and yards. If an ounce of spirits of turpentine is

intimately mixed with a peck of air-slaked lime, it will be

much more efficacious. When a flock of fowls remain ill for

weeks and do not show signs of improvement the ax or

hatchet should be applied.

Gapes in little chicks is another difficulty which demands
much more labor than can be bestowed on a few broods. The
best preventive is the lime and turpentine, as suggested above,

and if the ground is kept clean by turning the soil under
occasionally, with an application of lime made at least once

a week, there will be but little danger of gapes appearing. In

fact, it is cheaper and better to aim to prevent diseases than

to rely upon the making of cures afterward.

The work of prevention should begin early in the season.

After the chicks have reached a suitable age and have been

shipped to market the proper plan is then to apply lime,

spade the ground, and apply lime again. In this way disease

is destroyed, and if the work is repeated in the following

spring, before the chicks are hatched, the liability of loss will

be reduced to a minimum, and as it is much less laborious to

do this than to treat for diseases, we trust the readers will

give the subject their consideration.

Keeping the Brood Sow.

Poultry Notes.

The usual number of hens allowed to one gobbler is from
15 to 25, so that there should be five gobblers with 100 hen
turkeys.

Diarrhce maybe stopped by mixing a little chalk with their

soft food. Put a half-teaspoonful of tincture of iron in two
quarts of their drinking water. Acting sleepy is an indication

that either they or their roosts are lousy.

Coal ashes are good both for a dust supply and to furnish

grit, but wood ashes, owing to the potash or lye contained in
them, will bleach and roughen feet, skin and plumage, and
should not be put into the chicken yard.

We see no reason why young turkey gobblers could not
be profitably turned into capons, though we know of no
breeder who has tried it. The chance of loss and increase
in size would be about the same as with chickeus similarly
treated.

The poultry business cannot be made anywhere to net $1.50
to $2 per hen yearly, season after season, unless the manager
is exceptionally well qualified to make it profitable. An aver-
age of $1 per hen yearly, however, with good management, is

not too much to expect.

The pin-feather age, i. e., when they are about four weeks
old, is the critical period in the growth of any chickens, ban-
tams included. They need the utmost care then to tide them
over the dangerous time. Generally they are not warm
enough at night. Bantams can scarcely be given too warm
quarters nor reared too carefully, as they are naturally more
delicate and tender than larger fowls. But those who once
acquire the knack of raising them are usually successful in
getting a good per cent, at maturity.

Scaly leg is caused by a minute parasite burrowing beneath
the scales, and the way to cure the disease is to kill the para-
site. This may be accomplished without much trouble by
first washing feet and shanks in warm soapsuds so as to soften

the scales ; wipe dry and then apply with a stiff brush either

strong carbolic salve or kerosene oil". The latter is most ef-

fective, but has a bleaching tendency which might be
objectiocable in treating yellow-legged fowls.—Fanciers'

Monthly.

Diseases of the Throat.

G. W. Hervey: She is a constant bill of expense, and we

know that if farmers would carefully figure what a Utter of

pigs cost them at birth there would be more care taken to

save them at this time. In the winter time the sow can do

much to pay her way. When she follows the stock in the

feed lot she puts to a profitable use much that would other-

wise be lost! The grains of coru that the cows do not digest,

or those lost in the waste of the fodder box she will save, but

the good, honest work she does for the farmer is in stirring

the corn stalks and waste straw in the feed lot until she fines

it up, so that it can go to the fields as manure in late winter

or early spriog. Under the manipulations of a few brood sows

the manure is in better shape to go oat in the spring than it

will be in the fall after the heat of summer, if left without

stirring. This work is no disadvantage to the sow or the

young she carries, but rather to their great benefit. The
brood sow can be made a source of profit in every feed lot.

Yet do not understand us to say that the gleanings of the

ordinary feed lot will furnish all the necessary food for the

proper development of the coming litter.

The secret of healthy swine is plenty of good, succulent

fcod. They cannot be kept healthy without it. Neither can

pigs be made grow rapidly to maturity without it. A writer

says with truth that the natural food for hogs in the wild

state is grass, the mast of the forest, roots and bulbs of plants.

The necessity for food of this character is well recognized by
Nature in providing the hog with a'rooter for the purpose of

obtaining it. Even after generations of domestication, with

ample sustenance to satisfy all demands, this proclivity or de-

sire to root, independent of necessity, remains as a prominent
characteristic. Farmers who have practiced from this pointer,

and during the winter months have at stated intervals, at

Jeast twice a week, given one feed of potatoes, beets, arti-

[.-^okesor turnips, have found that the hogs not only relish

them but derive great benefit therefrom. They are conducive
to a perfect condition of the system, stimulating the action of

the various organs in the performance of their functions.

They aid in digestion and assimilation of the more solid food.

Brood sows as well as their young are especially benetiiuil t>y

a liberal supply of root diet. Indeed it is almost compulsory
to insure strong, healthy pigs, and a natural farrow.

Hoarse breathing, rattling in the throat, choking, yellowish
( substance in the throat, resembling diphtheria in children,
1 and sometimes accompanied with swollen eyes, may be com-
bined as one difficulty. It is usually due to a draft from some

; source, and the ventilator is more at fault than anything else.

: The best remedy is to swab the throat in the morning (usually

a feather) with a mixture of one part spirits of turpentine
and three parts of sweet oil, at the same time injecting a few
drops of the mixture in each nostril. At night sprinkle a

,

pinch of chlorate of potash down the throat. Put ten grains

of powdered permangenate of potash in each quart of the
,
drinking-water, and keep the birds warm. The handling of

i the birds is laborious, hence all sick ones should be removed
from the others.

Dyspepsia manifests itself in various forms, and farmer*
are more often afflicted with it than they imagine. The
laws of health are an unknown quantity to most farmers.

They get up early in the morning, eat a hurried breakfast of

I

indigestible food, work hard until noon, come in tired, and in
i fifteen minutes after sitting down to dinner they have hur-
riedly swallowed more indigestible food and washed it down
with a lot of strong, hot coffee. The stomach is not in con-
dition to digest food when the body is tired. Every farmer
should rest by lying down at least fifteen minutes before going
to dinner or supper. Then he shculd partake only of food
that is nutritious and easy to digest. I have seen on hun-
dreds of farmers' tables, even in hot weather, fat bacon swim-
ming in pure grease, mashed potatoes soppy with grease, hot
biscuit, none too light, strong, hot cofiee and the inevitable

pie, made generally of green apples and with heavy, doughy,
crust ; and this goes on day after day until finally the doctor

is called in to right up the system with a course of medicine.
How much better it would be to spend a little time in setting

out a good patch of strawberries, raspberries and currants and
a few grape vines, and then subscribe for a good agricultural

paper and learn how to care for them ! Plenty of small fruit

during the hot weather will save many a doctor's bill, to say

nothing of the pleasure of having it, and the greater ease

with which one can work when properly fed.

»
The heifer's first milking period should be continued as

long as possible in order to fix that tendency for life and
make it transmitable. A good cow should not milk less than
ten months of the year, as a rule, though here again different

cows vary greatly, it being almost impossible to dry some off.

Always treat the growing heifers kindly and accustom them
to be handled, so that there will be no need of any " break-

ing in" or kicking straps. The farmer who calls out for a

kicking strap for his cow probably needs one himself. A
dairyman who kicks or clubs a cow or hurts her with a dog
is not fit to own an animal with maternal instincts and
nervous tendencies. The noble services she is capable of

rendering deserves better things. But she will get even with

her brutal owner by putting less milk of poorer quality into

the pail, and probably both pail and owner will be kiikei

into the manure gutter, where he richly deserves to go.

Professional men invariably have their working libraries.

The most successful physician is the one who consults his

text books most. The safest lawyer is one who refers to his

digest oftenest. The farmer or breeder may not feel the need

of the information contained in volumes written for his bene-

fit as much as does the doctor or lawver, but there are many
times when the consultation of a standard book relating to the

many departments of farm work would be of inestimable

value. There are always little things coming up which are

not fully understood by the average man. Many of these lit-

tle things are important in their way snd should be made a

matter of investigation.

Men should never travel in countries where snakes abound
without having a hypodermic syringe (which can go into the

waistcoat pocket) and some permanganate of potash in crys-

tals, to be obtained from any chemist, which, dissolved in a

little bottle of water, can be instantly injected into the wound,

and the man is saved. All South Americans carry this

remedy, and it is getting known in the Xorth, and is a perfect

antidote for all American snakes. Of course, brandy could

be taken also to strengthen the action of the heart. It would

be well for our readers to paste this up for reference.—London
Field.
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THE GUN.
Immortal Love.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

Dear form—sweet face—bright taair-
My love for thee is one
Sweet fervent breath ot prayer,
Ne'er ending since begun.

Begun as soon as sight
From those dear eyes to mine
Shot glances of delight.
Wedding my soul to thine.

By laws as fixed at birth
As pleasure or of pain,
Or any of the earth,
Thy soul doth mine contain.

As flowers to the sun.
As rivers to the sea.

As time flows ever on.
My soul doth turn to thee.

My sorrows, tears anc grief
Vanish before thy face.
And perfect, sweet Relief
Sits smiling in their place.

When thou art gone the sun
Shines dimly on my path,
And all the fleecy clouds
Seem turned to frowns of wrath.

The birds sing not so sweet,
And weary is their song

;

Their notes do harshly greet
Mine ear. and seem too long.

'Tis strange, but vesterday
When thou were here, their notes
Seemed streams of melody
Pouring from silver throats.

The sunlight's golden gleam,
The fleecy cloudlets sail.

Were shimmering, pulsing stream,
And lovely bridal veil.

Morn, noon and night I raise
My soul to God in prayer
And thankfulness and praise,

And plead his tender care

To guard thy precious head
From every source of harm.
And, o'er thy slumbering bed,
To stretch His mighty arm.

Love lies beyond the tomb,
In heaven pure and free
Its sweet flowers ever bloom
In immortality.

The Country Club.

will take it out of the circle of sporting events. This will be
good news, for it has become a decided " chestnut," so to
speak, in sports at the trap

The match was refereed by Mr. A. Russell Crowell, the
score on the whole showing some remarkably good shooting.

Mr. Merrill won the medal on nineteen clean kills, his
losing bird falling dead out of bounds. This is a remarkably
good score, especially when the quality of the birds is taken
into account. Robinson and " Slade " scored seventeen each,
while Fay, the winner of the medal at the preceding contest,
scored one bird less.

On Saturday last the Country Club held its monthly match

for May at the traps at Oakland race track. There was a very

good attendance and the birds were an extra good lot.

This fact may atoue, in a measure, for the low scores made

as a whole on this occasion. Mr. Austin C. Tubbs and Mr.

H. E. Hall tied for first honors with ten kills each. Nine

kills out of the dozen can be said to be very good shooting

considering the class of birds shot at. The score

:

Tubbs, Austin C 2 10*1111221 2—10
Hall 20012211121 1—10
Hamilton 2 021*2212210—9
Kittle *0222221122*— 9

Sprague 11101221*20 2-9
Webster 2 120211*1011—9
Woodward, R.B 2 22012021100—8
Ewing 2 0211*11100 1—8
Tubbs, W. B 122111*200 1—8
Murdoch 22212000110 1—8
Woodward, H. W *02022*02211— 7

Babbock 0201002112*0—6
Bncbbee 001200220120—6
Eddy 1 0001020*21 1—

6

Tallant * 001220 2 2C10— 6

Stetson *11200211000— 6

Richards 0**2021100 2—5
Oxnard 2200120*100—5
Crocker U00022202020— 5
Worden 000001201011-5
Sperry. 200002010012—5
Atherton 0000*1*0*211—4
Wilson 1*1000001000—3
Sperry (April score) 002000000210—3
There was much amusement had in the match as bird after

bird eluded the shots of the usually skillful gentlemen and
the score seemed to narrow down to the point where it was
questionable as to which one of the contestants would score

the fewest number of kills.

In a subsequent six-bird match the scores stood as follows,

those killing five birds each dividing the purse.

Spragne 1111 2—5
Wilson 1112 1—5
Tallant - 2 10 11 2—5
H. W. Woodward 2 110 1 2—5
Hamilton 12 10 1 0-4
Ewing 10 2 2 —3
Atherton 2 12 0—3
Eddy 2 10 —2
Crocker _ - 2 —1
Worden 10 —

1

Richards 2 —

1

In the second event, miss-and-out the score stood :

Wilson 2 12 l—i
Tallant 2 2 1 2—4
Richards Ill 1—1
Hamilton -2 2 2 2—4
Sprague 1 2 1 0—3
Eddv 12 0—2
Crocker 1 —

1

Worden 1 —

1

Woodward —
Ewing —
Sprague and Woodward divided the next purse ; again,

Sprague and Richards; Woodward and Richards, coming in

on the succeeding event, while Sprague, Richards and Wood-
ward divided the final on account of lack of birds to fight it

to a finish.

The Selby Medal.

The Selby medal contest, which tcok place at Oakland

Shooting Park, last Sunday, presented some first-class sport.

The birds were a good lot.

These contests have been going on for so long that all inter-

est has been lost in the events save by some four or five sports-

men who have succeeded in winning the medal more than

once. Robinson, Haas and Merrill have each won the medal
three times, md either of these gentlemen winning it once more

Two Months' Shikar From Secunderabad.

[Concluded.]

19th.—Stewart and I started at 4 o'clock for the hills near
Bagerlipett to search for bison. H and K were to take the
camp to our old halting place at Bagerlipett and we were to

join them there. We got to the hills just as it was getting
light and then separated. Before going very far I came on
the fresh tracks of -a tigress and cub which from their size I

concluded were made by the mother and brother of the
young tiger I killed in these parts on the 4th. I went on in

the direction they led, not expecting to see anything of the
beasts, when suddenly Pochaloo who was in front stopped and
whisdered, "Bagh ata" (tiger's coming). Looking in the
direction he pointed I saw a young tiger comiDg slowly to-

wards us ; we instantly squatted and looked out to see if the
old one was anywhere about, but we saw nothing of her. The
youngster came on totally unconscious of our close proximity.
He was evidently searching for his mother, as he was making
the peculiar noise that tigers do when they are calling one
another. When he gjt within thirty yards he turned away
again and began walking straight from me. I fired at once,

and over he tumbled making a most tremendous row. I now
fully expected to see the old lady coming to the rescue, so did
not fire again at the young one, though he had picked himself

up and was moving off. Evidently she was nowhere about as

nothing appeared, so I fired again through the trees at the re-

treating tiger but missed him. He now saw his enemy for

the first time and charged toward me with great demonstra-
tions and noise; his pluck, however, only brought him to

within twenty or thirty yards of me when he lay down growl-
ing. Reloading 1 walked forward a few yards and finished

him with a ball in the chest. S., who was not far off" and
had heard the firing, now joined me, we sent off the young
tiger, who measured about six feet, to camp, and continued
our wanderings. We failed to come across bison, though we
found plenty of old tracks, and we saw no other game. We
arrived at B— before the others came up, so I set to work
and skinned the tiger, and as soon as the tents appeared we
pitched in the old spot under a kangar tree. The water we
found very bad, as the tank had nearly dried up. The day
was very hot, but we had a little rain at night.

20th.—To-dav I determined to make a last desperate at-

tempt to get a bison, so I started early with Pochaloo for the
hills. I went over some very likely-looking ground and
found in one or two places tracks of them only one day old,

but though I walked for miles and climbed rocks and hills

innumerable, I was completely unsuccessful. I did not get
back to camp till near evening, having had a tremendously
hard day's work with no result.

21st.—We turned out and beat for a tiger but saw him not.

A panther was put up but no one got a shot at him.
22d.—Marched to Kanpurtz, ten miles

; we had breakfast

half-way, at Purkul. The encamping ground at this place
was a very good one and the water first-rate. In the evening
S. and I had a delightful bathe in a large bowrie of very
clean water the other side of the village.

23d.—We sent our camp on to Moripett, sixteen miles, as

we have made up our minds to hurry back to Koomaloopully
in hopes of getting some more tigers out of the hills there.

We all got up early and went off to some rocky hills before

daylight, to look out for bears, but none put in an appear-
ance. S. left us here to go and see Hannimkoudah, H., K.
and I went on to Nagarum where there is a very large tank,

we had breakfast here and then continued one march, arriv-

ing at our destination late in the afternoon.

24th.—Marched once more into Koomaloopully. This is

the place where S. and I joined the Skikar party at first. We
got up pretty early and encamped in the old spot under some
fine tamarind trees. We were cheered by the report that

there were still tige s about. In the afternoon a bullock was
killed near Bear Hill, but the cow-herds drove off the tiger

and brought in the dead bullock. We tied up a lot of hey-
lahs. K. and I bathed in the old bowrie in the evening.

25th.—No kill
;
greatly to our disappointment, as we had

fully expected one. We therefore spent the day in the tents,

and a precious hot day it was. K. and I went out a short

way from camp in the evening, and I shot a hare. On our
return we had a bathe. Just as we were going to sit down to

dinner S. made his appearance, having ridden over from
H h. We tied up a good lot of heylahs to-night.

26th.—Our expectations of a kill was realized this morn-
ing with a vengence ; our staikarries, when they came in from
their rounds, reported four heylahs killed rouud Bear Hill,

two had been dragged up into the hill the other two were not

eaten at all. Beaters were soon collected, and the hill not

being more than a mile from camp we were soon on the spot

and stationed at our respective trees and rocks up the hill

side. After waiting some time we heard the beaters approach-
ing and presently some men, who had been placed up trees as

stops to prevent anything leaving the hill before arriving at

our positions, began coughing and making noises, which set

us all on the lookout, as we knew that they must have seen a

tiger, and were doing this to keep him in the hill. Nothing
appeared for some time, at last I caueht a glimpse of some-
thing moving in the bushes straight in front of me, and the

next minnte a fine tigress appeared in view. She got onto a
rock where she stood still for a few seconds looking about
her, I remaining perfectly quiet but quite ready to fire should

she catch sight of me. She did not suspect my presence, and
jumping ofl the rock advanced stealthily toward me. I let

her come to within fifteen or twenty yards no as to make sure,

took a steady aim at her head and pulled the trigger, over

she went and commenced bounding and tumbling about in

such an extraordinary manner that I thought it beat to give

her the left barrel ; the ball passed through her heart *id

after another roll or two she lay dead. A cub was repo (

to have been seen wiih her but it must have hidden somt
where amongst the rocks foi it did not come past us and none
of the beaters saw it go back. The tigress measured eight

feet seven inches, and was very handsomely marked ; my first

ball had taken her just below the left eye. After this we beat

out the rest of the hill but nothing more was seen. I am
pretty certain she was not the slayer of all four heylahs, the

two that were not eaten were, I expect.'killed by a tiger, who,
after doing so, went off to another hill ; the tracks near the
bodies of these two heylahs appearing too large to have been
made by a tigress. It was a tremendously hot day so we made
tracks for camp, H. and I going on one elephant, S. and K.
on another. On the way I got a shot at a buck cheetul
(spotted deer) and wounded him, but we lost him in the thick
thorn jungle. S. left for Secunderabad in the afternoon. In
the evening K. and I bathed as usual. A very heavy storm
passed near us at sunset, but we only got a slight shower. The
night was delightfully cool and refreshing after the hot day.

27th.—No kill. In the tents all day, and having nothing
much to do we felt it decidedly hot. Our customary bathe in
the evening revived our drooping spirits a little.

28th.—A kill at a place about two miles off. The hill was
a very difficult one to beat as one side of it consisted of huge
boulders of rock and caves; we had to be posted on trees in
the jungles below. Before long a hyena came loping along
past my tree but was, of course, only looked down upon and
allowed to continue his move to a quieter abode. Soon after
this we heard the tiger roar and then the beat stopped, from
which we knew that the beast must have broken back. This
proved to be the case, he had remained quiet under a rock
till the beaters came up and then charged right through
them, one of the men had a very narrow escape. They
described him as a huge beast, and we believe him to be the
one that has done so much damage and that has two or three
times managed to escape us. We tried a beat back but he was
not again to be found, so we made towards camp. On our
way we were caught in a tremendous storm of rain and hail,

accompanied by lightning and a perfect gale of wind. The
camp on our arrival presented a most forlorn appearance. A
river of water was running through the cook's room and past
the tents, and our servants were plunging and splashing about
in it in pursuit of sundry articles belonging to the culinary
department which were being carried off. The tents luckily
stood their ground but they had a very dragged and semi-
collapsed look about them. The storm did not last very long,
and the rest of the afternoon was spent in getting things a
little ship-shape again.

29th.—No kill. As it was a cool morning I got my photo
things out and took a picture of a tamarind tree close by,
which was torn down by the gale yesterday. When we ar-
rived here I thought of pitching my tent under this very tree,

but I found that there would be no good shade under it from
the afternoon sun which, as things turned out, was very
lucky, otherwise there would have been what the Yankees
would call "an almighty smash." The picture being a good
one I took my things and went off and got a view of Tiger
Hill. Bathed in the evening. A little rain at night.

30th.—Joy ! One of the shikarries is seen coming along in
distance

;
he is anxiously watched ; his pace increases as he

comes nearer ; its all right. Yes, his report is
il Gara Hua."

The kill to-day is in the place where I shot the big male
tiger, and it is a very good place for beating, so our hopes
run high. On arrival I am posted on the same tree as on the
former occasion (our posts are always decided by drawing lot3

with pieces of straw of different lengths), the other two guns
are on my left. The beat had hardly commenced when the
stops on the extreme left began to speak, and "in a minute or
two I heard a roar, instantly followed by a shot from Han-
buro's tree. Looking around I saw an immense tiger charg-
ing straight towards my tree across an open piece of ground.
When he was within ten or twelve paces of me I fired, and
over he rolled into a thick bush ; recovering himself he
moved off to the left and I should have got a capital shot but
a bough of the tree I was in caught my rifle as I swung round
to fire, and the shot only slightly wounded him in the belly.

He disappeared in the thick bushes but was marked down by
the look-outs. H. and K. now got onto Baded Guz, and I
mounted a tree to look on. Watching the course of the ele-

phant I presently heard four shots in rapid succession and
saw the villain of the hattie beating a retreat with all speed,
this time, however, he was stopped before going many hun-
dred yards, and when they rejoined me I heard that on their
getting near the spot where the tiger was lying, he up and

i

came straight at them. The elephant was so unsteady that
' the first three shots had no effect, and it was only when the
tiger was within a single spring of the elephant that K. fired

the last shot in the locker, and tumbled him over. When we
went up we found him stone dead, the last shot had hit him
in the back of the neck and gone through his heart. He was
a most formidable-looking brute, the most powerful and
massive heart I have ever seen. His measurements were as
follows, length nine feet four inches, height three feet eight
inches, circumference of head thirty-four inches, and of fore-

arm- twenty-two inches. We now got our horses and galloped
home, and on the arrival of the game his portrait was taken
and he was skinned, and, I believe, eaten, for the villagers

flocked round and carried off every morsel of the flesh.

31st.—No kill. In tents all day. In the evening K. and I

went out for a short walk before our bath. I shot two hares.

1st June.—No kill. I expect we have pretty well cleared
the place of tigers. All the villagers declare that the big
tiger killed the day before yesterday was their great enemy.
Their rejoicings at his death were lond and long. They say
that between the time of our leaving this place and our re-

turn he had killed sixteen bullocks, a.id we put down at least

half a dozen heylahs that we had killed to his account. Al-
together he might be put down down as a most destructive an-

imal to have living in the neighborhood, in the afternoon we
struck tents and moved a few miles toward home to a place

called Muliikoodala, where we found a splendid bowrie to

take headers into.

2d.—Had a bathe directly we got up, and then having
taken some breakfast we marched to Ta idikondah, where we
tied up heylahs at night.

3d.— I got up early and went round with the shikarries but
found all the buffs untouched, so we set off for Neddigoonah,
where we had breakfast and rested till the afternoon, and
then rode on to where ffe arrived soon after sunset.

Bathed, dined and went to bed.

4th.—Having to be in at Bowenpilly this evening (my
leave being up), and the distance being nearly sixty miles, I

got up a 2, went a few miles on an elephant and then got on
one of my horses and galloped about twelve miles, changed

.cs and galloped on another twelve or fourteen miles to

^hir. where I had Morris' bullock c^ach waiting for me,
u.er with ^mie breakfast and a welcome packet of English
rs which I took into the coach with me and read as I

weut along. With two changes of bnllo ks ready along the

road I got on very comfortably, luckily there hod been rain

so there was no dust and it was a nice cool day. I gnt in

right about 5 o'clock, and fband everything much as I

and so my shikar trip of 187 1 came to an end.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and

dam, and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

World's Colombian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13. 14,

15, 16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief

Department of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show. Lenox Lyceum, Xew York,

May 3D. SI. Juue 1 and 2. T. Farrar Raekbam, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,

Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewait, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Xorthwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

Sep:ember 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Sonris, Manitoba.

A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials.

W. J. Beck, Secretary.

November 30—Eastern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point, |N~. C.

H. Odell, Secretary.

The English Setter.

No breed of dog has higher claim for public favor than a

typical English setter. Few varieties excel him in good

looks, while his practical excellencies render him almost in-

dispensible to a sportsman fond of the gun. His general

contour shows a combination of agility, speed and endurance

which eminently fits him for field work. His beautifully

chiselled head, intelligent expression, supple neck, symmetri-

cal build, elegance of every outline and grace of movements,

combined with high intelligence and scenting powers, nalur-

allv entitle him to hold a high position amongst the sporting

breeds.

The Head—In proportion to its width should be decidedly

long. The skull, from the occiput bone to the brow, about

equal in proportion to the length of the muzzle. The skull

should neither be broad or too flat, but moderately domed
and deep, showing no undue development of cheek muscle.

The occiput protuberance marked : the frontal bones of the

foreheak moderately raised, with a slight indentation between

the eyes. Viewed sideways, the skull presents a somewhat
rounded appearance, being moderately flat at the sides and
higher at the occiput than at the brow. The muzzle, although

long, should neither be weak or snipey, neither should it be

very broad ; it should be moderately deep, cleanly-cut at the

sides and rather square, the width being well sustained to the

end. The nose should be large and the nostrils open ; a

small, pinched nose is very objectionable.

Eyes.—Brown or dark hazel in color of moderate size,

neither sunk in the skull or too bold or prominent. They
should cot be set too close together or very wide apart, and
should be very expressive, mild yet intelligent in expression.

The Ears.—Should be moderately large, set low on the skull,

not too flat or wide at the base and should bang gracefully at

the side of the skull. They should be well protected with
hair and be slightly fringed at the tips.

The Neck.—Long and graceful, supple and muscular and
well-set, back into the shoulders.

The Shoulders.— A very important feature ; should not be

too wide betweeu the blades. It is very essential they should
be oblique and sloping and well clothed with elastic muscle.

They should not be loaded, broad or heavy.

The Elbows.—Being well under, neither turned inwards
or outwards, so that the fore-action is perfectly free and in no
way impaired.

Chest and Body.—The chest rather narrow than broad but
deep, the brisket being well defined; behind the ribs should
be moderately rounded, long and deep. Baok neither too

long or too short; symmetrical in outline and slightly arched
at the loin, the hips slightly prominent from where the back
gradually falls away to the set on of the tail. The loin should
be firm, muscular and rather deep, well rubbed up. The dog
should stand over plenty of ground.
The Foreleg!*.—Viewed in any direction should be straight,

with firm, but elastic pasterns, bone moderately strong and
of good quality, the elbows just clear of the sides, feet mod-
erately long, but firm, toes slightly arched with strong nails,

the pads on soles very firm and sound and for protection
feathered between the toes.

Thighs—Rather broad, long and muscular. ^The muscles
well distributed, but not too bossy. Stifles well defined,
hocks well bent and not too long. Action perfectlv level,

true and graceful. Weak hams, light second thighs, cow-
hocks should be avoided.
The Tail—Not set on too high, should be carried grace-

fully almost in a line level with the back. It should be
moderately long (a very long tail, or if carried too high is

decidedly objectionoble.) It should be rather thick at the
hasp, gradually tapering towards the end, and well feathered
with hair of bilky and fine texture. The feathering more
abundant and longer in the center than at the base or end.

,
Coat—Should be fairly profuse on the body, dense flat,

glossy and of fine texture. The hair on the face and skull
should be ebon and smooth; any display of top-knot shows
indication of a spaniel cross. The inside of the fore-legs, the
belly and the thighs should be profusely feathered.

All points should be in perfect harmony with the others,
no one property showing an undue prominence over the
other.

Fault*—A short, broad or heavy head showing too much
stop or too much width between the ears, light colored eyes,
broad or heavy ears, wide chest, upright shoulders too long,
hollow or alack back, light or loo heavy or coarse bone, light
or weak hind quarters.

KHQLIBH BETTKB8 AT BAB FRANCISCO.

I was both surprised and delighted at the all round ex-
ellence of the English setter bitches, which in mv opinion
was decidedly the beat dam in the show. It is seldom I have
had the pleasure of meeting in one class two higher grade
gilches than Mr. I*. 1>. l,inville'w "Flake L.," and Florine.
Both exhibit immense quality and high breeding, and the
condition in which they were put down reflects great credit
to whoever bai them III charge. I cannot, nor do I claim
much credit in selecting this brace for first and second place,

right ahead of the reel of the compedi-
i.refore it would be almost impossible for anv one, who

has ever Btudied the Standard or has at all interested himself

in English setters to have placed them otherwise. Whether
Mr. Loud agrees with this decision is not made very clear in

his letter of May 13th, for he commits himself by saying
'' That he believed American Judge- would have placed

Belle T., first." Who aie those American Judges Mr. Loud,
and upon what grounds, or upon whose authority do you
make such a sweeping assertion ? I will now proceed with

my criticisms, taking the bitches in the order of merit in

which I placed them.
It was only after a very careful and minute scrutiny that

I decided in favor of Flake L., for premiership honors, for

her kennel companion "Florine" pressed her most severely;

in fact there in very little between them. From a show point

of view Flake L., is a very nice size—She shows immense
quality and style, and is very symmetrical in build and gen-
eral outline. Her head is beautifully chiseled, well balanced
and correct in profile. Her muzzle while being a good
length, is neither weak nor snipy, but clearly and squarely

cut and moderately blunt at the finish, as it should be. "A
slim face say yon, Mr. Loud ? " " Bah!" Her skull exhibits

plenty of depth, without any undue coarseness or width. The
brows are well defined, and the gradual rise from the stop to

the occiput bone is very fine. Her ears are correct in shape
and size and set well down on the skull, thus displaying her
high forehead to advantage. Her neck is lengthy, muscular
and is set well back into a pair of clean, oblique shoulders.

Her forelegs are correct in length, the bone being of good
quality—though not absolutely perfect, nearly so. I should
like the bone a mere shade heavier and the pads of her feet

thicker and firmer. Her chest while being moderately deep,

might display a little more brisket, her ribs are deep and
nicely sprung. She is a splendid topped bitch, her back be-

ing very proportionate in length, is both muscular and firm,

and none but the most fastidious can find much fault with the
length, shape or carriage of her stern. Her hips and top

thighs leave little to be desired. The second thighs might
with advantage be a little broader and more muscular, her
stifles are well bent and hocks not too long. I have now
only to deal with her action and movement ; a very import-
ant consideration in any sporting dog. From a sideview her
movements are perfectly even and graceful ; she travels as

true as an arrow in front, but not so behind. Here I de-

tected what I consider her most prominent fault—It must
not be understood by these remarks that I consider her con-
spicuously faulty—otherwise she would not have held the ex-

alted position she did, however, to a slight degree her hind
gait was not altogether pleasing, her hocks while in action

being too close together.

Florine, placed second, is grand behind, her action and gait

being worthy of commendation. She is quite equal in forma-
tion and outline of back to her more fortunate rival, and also

exhibits a little more muscular development in thighs. In
ribs and brisket she compares very favorably, a remark
equally applicable to her legs, feet and bone. It will be seen
that so far she has some slight advantages—what she gains

behind the shoulders she fails to sustain before them. Her
head, while being correct in shape and length, would be im-
proved with a little more substance all through. Therefore,

Flake L. serves a point or two in head, she wins another in

neck and scores decisively in shoulders. With age Florine

has developed a little super-abundance of muscle and flesh
;

hence, had she been shown two or three pounds higher in

flesh, it would have been to her advantage.

Dottie Day's condition materially assisted her in securing

third place. Her head is very fair, but on comparison with
her more favored kennel mates, is faulty in several minor de-

tails. It should be longer, especially from the eye to the nose
end. The muzzle at the finish might also be deeper and
squarer. Her skull at the base is also broader than is desir-

able. Her neck, while being very supple and muscular, would
be improved by a trifle more length, and her shoulders are

not so oblique or sloping as I thought requisite for perfect

action. Behind the shoulders I consider her excellent, and I

fail to agree with Mr. Loud. What conspicuous faults can
be found with her legs or feet. I am certain her chest is deep,

ribs exceedingly well sprung, loin firm and deep and her
stern, hind quarters and hind action left little to be desired.

Her fore action I grant is somewhat short and catchy, the re-

sult of her somewhat upright shoulders.

Mr. Loud kicks at my placing his representative Minnie
Noble so high in the list—he charges me with not sticking to

type, and is candid enough to inform your readers that "Belle
T " is far ahead of Minnie Noble as a bench dog. This state-

ment appears to me to be very inconsistent for in the circular

issued by the Shenandoah Kennels, one of which Mr. Loud
kindly presented to me, describes Minnie Noble thus: Min-
nie is a beauty and a hard one to beat in the field or on the

bench. Then again it tickles my fancy to see Mr. Loud ad-

monish me, with regard to type. I admit at times it is very
difficult to do so, and to a great extent depends upon the

uniformity of the animal brought before the judge; for illus-

tration let me take the seven representatives from the Shen-
andoah Kennels of which Mr. Loud himself is part owner
and manager. How in goodness could any judge be consistent

and stick to type with such a mixed lot before him. Every
one of the seven dogs exhibited by Mr. Loud, is some degree
or other varied in type. I will, however, proceed and give
my reasons why I considered Minnie Noble worthy of reserve.

She may have a " Count Noble " head, but I will remind Mr.
Loud that although the head is an important characteristic

in any breed of dog, yet their are many other important
points that must be taken into consideration in judging a
sporting dog. Minnie Noble's head while not being perfect in

every detail, is far removed from being classed as bad. It is

certainly a little too much dished between the eyes and too

strong throughout; in fact, it is decidedly masculine, never-
theless it closely approaches the right type and her good ex-
pression and eye adds to its character. She is a good size and
if properly mated (not with Dictator) should produce a show
bench winner. Where she scored heavily, was her grand-
sloping shoulders, deep chest, brisket and loins and well-

developed thighs, and the longer she moved the better I
liked her. Her action was true all around. She was not
shown to the best advantage; her coat required attention, and
a bitch of her build would have looked better if shown a few
pounds lighter in flesh.

Belle, V. H. C, in some particulars, is a very nice bitch
indeed. Her head, to some degree, more nearly approaches
that of the winners ; in fact, if her muzzle was a trifle longer
and squarer at the end, I should say her head was distinctly
typical. Her eyes, expression, set on "and carriage of ears
don't ail much, but her neck is decidedly short and not set
low enough into the shoulders, which are to a slight degree
upright. She has very fair legs and feet, good-shaped ribs,

rong back and loins, but it was her faulty hind action that

prevented her gaining higher distinction. She is almost cow-
hocked—looking at her from behind, her hocks, when in
action, almost meet.

I now come to Zippo Zip, V. H. C. I find in his letter Mr.
Load misquotes me. Mr_ Hughes and Mr. Loud himself
must have misunderstood me when I was asked my opinion of
Zippo Zip. She was on the bench and I had not seen her
move, and not having judged the class I was naturally re-

served in my criticism. As a rule I positively decline before
judging to be interviewed. I did pass my opinion on her
head, but as regards her coat, what I said and wished to con-
vey was, that when it was in condition it would be profuse
and probably of good texture. At present it is not so, for in

places it is decidedly ragged and too wavy about the hips.

Her head is lengthy, the skull and muzzle very well balanced,
so far as their respective lengths are concerned. Her muzzle
is too narrow both at the base and finish, and too much
scoped out at the sides ; her eyes are also too light in color,

but her skull is almost perfect, and her ears are decidedly
well-placed. Her shoulders are not quite so oblique or clean
as they might be, and her hind-quarters, if better furnished
with muscle, would be more preferable. Her hind-action is

objectionable, and, like Belle, she inclines to be cow-hocked.
I have now only "Belle T." to deal with. Mr. Loud states

I overlooked her. Not so; I gave her highly commended.
This is the bitch Mr. Loud says "our American judges
would have placed first," and in his description of her he
writes: ''Belle T." in coat was perfect, in legs, feet, bone and
ribs she was faultless. In making such rash statements Mr.
Loud has certainly allowed his prejudice to outweigh his
judgment. All men of common sense know perfectly well
that there is no such thing as perfection. No animal was
ever created or bred that was faultless, even in legs, feet,

bone, ribs or coat. Accepting Mr. Loud's description as
approaching the truth, he has studiously omitted to criticise

her head, eyes, ears, neck, shoulders, hind quarters, stern
and action. My notes tell me that her head is too short, the
skull wants more length from the eye to the ear, it is also too
broad and coarse. Her muzzle is too short and tapers off too
suddenly towards the end. The ears are rather wide at the
base and set on higher than I like. Her neck is not quite
long enough and her shoulders are inclined to be upright
and coarse. Behind the shoulders she scores up well and
her hind action is decidedly praiseworthy and better than
her fore action, (she moves rather stilty in front) hence in
comparison with Dottie Day she lost points in head and ears,

and is also slightly inferior in neck, shoulders and condition,
and in my opinion not one wit better in any other essential

qualifications.

It will be seen from the above criticisms that while making
every due allowance for type, qualities and style, I hold also

in high esteem other qualifications, absolutely necessary to
enable a sporting dog to fulfill to the highest degree the
duties he is called upon to perform. In a setter give me
the dog with a reachy supple neck set well back into sloping
shoulders, a deep chest, good hips, broad hams (the muscle
well distributed), well-defined stifles and bent hocks; if such
a dog does not combine both speed and stamia, he will sadly
behe his looks.

George Kaper.
Wincobank, Sheffield, England.

How About the Animals?

Fast and furious rise the voices and fall the fists of the

"divines" on the question of opening the gates of the

World's Columbian Exposition on Sundays. A Pullman

car porter's flails beating out the dust from the cushions

where langourously idle wealth reclines,while whirling across

the continent, scarce beat a tattoo more rapid than do the
lily-fingered fists of the non-working servants of the imprac-
tical dreamers who assume to be the guardians of the world's
morals. The Exposition represents the best thought, the best

culture and the highest products of God's highest form of
creation.

Some centuries ago, we are not definitely informed as to

the exact date, the Lord set about the work of world making.
After he had created every part, he is said to have an-
nounced, on looking it over that it was good. Good for all

time. He placed the fishes in the sea, in the lakes and rivers

and streams; the animals on the. plains and in the. moun-
tains and hills. Then the greatest system of electrical ap-
pliances ever known was created) and set in motion and
light and heat has been furnished this grandest of exhibi-
tions ever since. He has never shut off the power of the
great machinery for a single moment—evidently hav-
ing more consideration for the animals he has ma le than for

any space of time since that glorious event. He has never
closed the doors for a moment and as far as we know has
never given expression of any such intention. His example
would be a good one for the World's Fair management to

follow.

The sea roars, the sun shines, the animals roam about at

will, the birds sing on each and every day alike. He thinks
his work's worthy of perpetual exhibition and He is right.

The animals of His creation should not be shut up on Sun-
day. Let man be as liberal as the Almighty and there will

be no attempt to force people into listening to the vaporings
of the clergy, whether they will or not, on one day out of

seven.

Distemper in Dogs.

The cause of distemper, as stated in my last article, which

appeared in your issue for March, says A. J. Sewell in The

Kennel Gazette, is solely due to contagion, and I believe it is

quite impossible for the disease to-be induced by anv other

means such as bad management in the way of feeding and

kenneling, or from worms, or teething, as suggested by

some; though I admit anything that upsets a dog's system,

whereby be is reduced in condition, renders him more sus-

ceptible to an attack, if he has not had distemper before. It

is not necessary for a dog to contract the complaint for him
to come in direct contact with one aflected, though this, of

course, is the most ready way; for the germs may be conveyed
by a person's hands or clothes after handling a distemper pa-

tient, or by a healthy dog coming from infected kennels,

which often occurs, I am afraid, at shows, for shows are

doubtless the principal means of spreading the contagion.

Some shows are much worse in this respect than others, the

ill effects being particularly noticeable after a crowded show
in a badly-ventilated building. On the other hand a building
like the Crystal Palace, which is light and dry, lofty and
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well-ventilated, and in cold weather fairly warm, in conse-

quence of its being artificially heated, is, in my opinion, an

ideal place for an exhibition of dogs in the spring or autumn.

1 know by experience that when care is taken to exclude cases

of distemper, puppies may be exhibited there without much
fear of contracting the disease, compared with many other

places. The weather, too, no doubt, has a good deal of influ-

ence in the spread of the disease, for I have often noticed

that when it has been wet and cold during a show, distemper

has been more rife afterwards than when the weather has

been dry and fine, or even frosty, and the same bad effects

follow after an exhibition in an enclosed building when the

weather is excessively hot.

A good deal has been said about show benches being the

medium of conveying the contagion. I have no doubt they

would; if not properly cleansed after dogs suffering from tbe

disease has been lying on them, but with washing and fumi-

gating with sulphurous anhydride, which is produced during

ROD.
A Terrible Haul.

Day was just breaking on a delightful summer morning,

where the river ran deep and slow, says " The Squire," in the

Shooting Times and British Sportsman. The river is a favor-

ite salmon stream in the Western Midland^, and at the par-

ticular spot I name is a favorite pool with anglers. The pool

never gets shallow, though the gravelly streams at ihe top

and bottom often run so fine that a big fish could not find his

way between the boulders. On one side of the river stands

a tall line of poplars, whose little heads waved gently in the

breeze, while the leaves rustled and seemed to whisper to each

other as though they had a secret. On the other the shore is

broken and unequal, where a considerable but sluggish river

the burning of sulphur, they are rendered perfectly safe under joins the main stream. I cannot give more dehnite particu-

any circumstances. I have had wooden and other kennels

treated in this way that have recently had distemper patients

in, and immediately the process has been completed, and the

building ventilated so as to allow the fumes to escape, puppies

have been put in without any bad effects following.

As to the kind of germs which constitute the distemper

virus, at present nothing definite seems to be known. Those

described and depicted by one investigator are totally differ-

ent to those demonstrated by another; in fact, no too seem

alike, so in these circumstances it is impossible to come to any

definite conclusion as to their exact form.

The period of incubation varies from four to fourteen days.

I have known a dog in perfect health enter a show, and four

days afterwards exhibit the primary symptoms of distemper,

and I have seen similar occurrences the result of a puppy
comiug in contact with an infected dog when at home ; theD,

on the other hand, there is no doubt that in some instances a

dog will go from ten to fourteen days after haying been in-

fected before the symptoms develop, but as a rule the period

of incubation may be reckoned as eight or nine days.

Dogs may, it is said, have distemper twice, but a second

attack, in my experience, is of a very rare occurrence. There

is, no doubt, a something not yet discerned remaining in the

system after distemper, that renders, as a rule, the germ
powerless to do harm to a dog a second time. I have many
times kept dogs that I know have had the disease in a ken-

nel full of distemper patients, and with the exception of two

or three of them developing a husky cough, no othersigns

of the disease have occurred. There has been no rise of

temperature or loss of flesh, and the dog has generally con-

tinued to take his food as usual, and appeared full of spirits.

tors of the locality because the whole of the actors in thi

little story are alive, and the event occurred but three years

ago.

It generally happens that if a certain stream is a favorite

with the angler it is also generally well looked after by the

poacher. This was the case with this particular stream, and
though the river-keeper kept a pretty vigilant eye on the

place, he could notalways be wide-awake. On this particular

night be had been the rounds a good many times, and just as

day was dawning he evidently came to the conclusion that

the poachers were giving things a rest for that night, and
that they would certainly not dare to come after darkness had
given place to daylight. The secret that the poplar trees

whispered one to another was this—that in a lot of bushes at

"Well, may be, a matter often shillin."

"Well, now, here's a couple of pounds for you, look," and
then followed some whispering.
"Whey ! I tumble," was the old man's remark.
About middle day intimation was given to the local coroner

that a corpse had been found in the river, and that it was
lying at the little public house.

Good Smelt Fishing.

The smelt have commenced running in the bay quite a bit

earlier this season than usual. During the week large bas-

kets have been filled with little trouble and a great deal of
sport.

On this side of the bay, the best points for fishintj for these
gamey finsters are at Lombard streeet warf, Fourth street

warf and Long Bridge. The long warf on the Oakland side

and points at Tihuron, are reported as being very good points.

The best time to " drop a line " for them is a low water.

The sport is fair, presented by these tish and serves to while
away an hour on the hay lo very good advantage.

The Gun Club's Picnic.

The San Francisco Gun Club held its annual picnic over

in Ross Valley on Tuesday last. These outings have been

regularly held by the club for a number of years and have
long been looked upon as " red letter " days in the pro-

gramme of the season's trap events. A large number of
ladies always attend and the recent occasion was graced by the
presence of a number of them.
The grounds selected for this season were the same as last

their feet was a particularly sharp-eyed young man watching I

?*? and a m9£ beautiful spot it is for a day's pleasure of

the movements of that keeper. And as the keeper walked |

l
.

bls Dature - punning back of the grounds and sem.-circhng

away the young man dodged from one tall tree to another,

keeping his eye on the keeper till he was out of sight. Then
the young mau turned round and ran back swiftly to a place

The International Coursing Meeting.

Huron, South Dakota, has fairly won the honor of having

the great International meeting. Fifteen hundred dollaas

is the price she has paid for the honor, thus out-bidding her

sister town of Mitchell, in the same State, which offered $800,

and Merced, in this State, which offered $600 and a gold cup,

the intrinsic value of which would be §750.

The sporting men of Huron have certainly shown that

they are in earnest in this matter as they have already for-

warded the money to the treasurer, Dr. Kowe, of the Amer-

ican Field, and by the last issue of that paper, that gentleman

acknowledges the receipt of the money.

Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of New York, has also collected

from his friends in New York about $1,000, so that the neces-

sary sum for the purse is now insured and if the English dogs

will come across, and it is almost certain that they will, the

great meeting will take place about the second or third week

in October next.

The coursing men of the country are much indebted for this

great success to Mr. J. Herbert Watson; he has been untiring

in his efforts ever since the scheme was first mooted and now

that he has got over the money difficulty there is scarcely

any danger of a failure of nominators, native and foreign.

Of course it is an expensive job for the coursing men of

California to travel such a distance, especially as but very

few of them are in any sense men of capital, but this difficulty

can be overcome if some half a dozen of them would club to-

gether and send some five or six of the pick of our kennels

in care of one or two responsible men. In this matter the

coursing men could take a lesson from the gentlemen who

take an interest in the bench shows, nearly all of whom send

their dogs to the shows in care of trustworthy keepers. Mr.

Curtis, of Santa Clara, one or two of the Merced men and pos-

sibly Mr. Edmonds, of this city, are the only ones that we
can at present mention who are likely to go, butno doubt as

the time for nomination approaches, combinations will be

formed that are not now thought of.

The entrance money will be $50 and nominations must be

sent to tbe secretary enclosing half tbe money ($25) not later

than the first of August; the balance ($25) with the name,

color, sex and pedigree (sire and dam) of the dog entered one

or two days before the draw at Huron, S. D. If any one

should take up an entry and that something happened pre-

venting him from filling up tbe same, he will be allowed to

dispose of it to the best advantage, but of course he must give

due notice to the secretary.

Huron is from two and a half to three day's travel from

here and the railway charges are at present at all events $40,

some distance below the pool where a fishing punt was
mooied. He put the punt across with considerable skill, and
then brought it along the shadow of the bank until he reached

a landing place opposite to a small public house, also sur-

rounded with tall poplars.

When he got near the house he gave a low whistle. In a

moment the back door was cautiously opened, and a male
voice spoke

:

" You can't be served. It is after closing hours."
" Not when the road's clear ?

"

This answer was sufficient. In a moment one man came
out followed by a second, a third, and a fourth. This little

band certainly did not look like proachers in the generally

accepted motion. They were fairly well dressed, and were a
jovial crew of farmers' sons living in the surrounding neigh-
borhood. The fifth man, a tall, lean, keen-eyed individual,

was the landlord of the little public house.
" Have you got the net, Bill? " inquired young Jones, who

had been watching under the trees.

" All right, Fred, it's in the cart."
" Come on, boys ; there is no time to be lost, the sun will

be up directly." The young fellows thereupon set to work
with a will, and got a very long salmon net out of a cart

under a shed, where it had been hidden by several trusses of

hay. While the landlord looked on, the net was got into the

punt, and three of the amateur netters began paying out

while the others remained on the bank holding the stay

ropes. Patiently, silently, and in perfect order, the net was
paid out up the pool, and then across sharply and quickly to

the opposite bank again. Very slowly the net was gathered
in, those holding the ropes working towards each other.

Eventually the two parties met at the mouth of one of the

little springs by which the slow river joined the bigger one.

A little distance up this is a barrier so placed that salmon
cannot get up.

" This will make a capital place to land them," said Jones.

"Right ! steady! not so fast with the top lines, keep the
bottom a bit forward."

Then slowly and monotonously the net came in, and was
coiled up on either side.

Then came a thump and quiver of the net, followed by a
brisker thump on the other side.

"That's a nose ender for one," said young Brown.
" Steady ! by jove, she is heavy. We've got a good night's

work here. Got the mallet ready, Willie?"
And so they worked, as yard by yard and foot by foot the

net reached the bank. It seemed to get heavier. The pre-

spiration rolled off the operators.

"Now then; one, two, three for the last. We shall never
get them home. The cart won't hold them. Now alto-

gether for a final"'

Up came the net and revealed its contents. One of the

party raised a wild yell, dropped his rope, leaped into the

air and bolted off across the meadow, hedge and ditch like a

hare. It is said that he did not stop for three miles.

The others stood spell bound and gazed at the haul. There
may have been a^salmon. There may have been two, but

what revitted all eyes was the chief catch—the corpse of an
elderly gentleman in a mackintosh!

In the bright morning sunlight the hideous thing seemed
to grin at them as if in mockery.

"My God!" exclaimed Jones, "here's a pretty mess. 'Why,
we are cleaned bowled There will have to be an inquest.

We shall have to give evidence; the net will (have to come
out and we are in for six months cerlain. Oh, Jerusalem!"

In horror-stricken tones they discussed the situation in all

his terrible bearings—the corpse grinning and giving evidence

on the morning air that it was in no trance. At last one of
hat it is possible that by October next lares maybe something

tfae mep seemed 8tnjck by a faappy idea to which tfae Qther8
less.

The great English judge, Mr. James Hendly, if he can be

prevailed on to come over, and Mr. John Grace, of this city,

are the two men that are the most spoken of at present, who

are capable of giving the most satisfaction to the nominators

and it is more than probable that one or the other of them

will be in the saddle on the eventful occasion.

We will in the course of a few weeks he able to give all the

particulars as soon as the committee have perfected arrange-

ments. It is not too soon, however, to suggest to our coursing

readers the necessity of taking care of their good dogs and

keeping them in perfect condition, for whichever of them

mav go to Dakota they can rely on it they will have some

clever opponents to meet.

We are sorry to learn of the death, recentlv at West Berk-

eley, of the Irish setter bitch Elcho Belle (Ch. Elcho Jr.—

Katy IX, imported), belonging to Mr. W. M. Cummingham,

of Honolulu. The bitch was sent here to be bred.

appeared to agree. Then one cut a piece of rope from the

net and fastened it securely to a bough of a bush which
thicklv overhung the river. The "other end was fastened to

the corpse's leg, and the old gentleman, mackintosh and all,

went back into the stream and slid away under the bushes.

The net was folded up and speedily returned to the cart.

In the neighbourhood there lives an old river dodger, who
is supposed to catch eels and small bait, to get gravel and
other odd jobs. He has the reputation of being a notorious

old poacher, and had once or twice teen the inside of a goal.

He was having his breakfast when a young farmer came in-

to his house.
" Morning, James."
" Morning, Sir."
" What's it worth to you to find a corpse in the river?"

"What are you driving at, Mr. Fred ? I baint going to mix
myself up with nothing wrong."

"I don't want you to. But what do you get at the coroner's

inquest.'"

them is a small stream the east bank of which, fringed with
large spreading trees was chosen as the reserve line to the
shooting stand, the small plat of open grass-covered valley,

skirting an abrupt mountain suggestion to the northern
boundary, fronting eastward.

The grounds had been placed in good condition for the

sport and every arrangement which the club could devise

had been carefully prepared to the end that the day's sport
should lack nothing that would conduce to the pleasure of

the sportsmen and their guests.

A number of tbe participants in the shooting took the
eight o'clock boat and found themselves early upon the
grounds.

The day was a most lovely one—just such a day as the
terminal bead on the rosemary of fair May should and of

right ought to be, with its wealth of fern and vine, of flower

and foliage.

Mr. J. O. Cadman and Mr. John K. Orr, as President and
Secretary of the club, did everything possible to render the

day pleasant to all, as did also the entire membership
present.

The sport was opened at the traps about 0:30 and con-
tinued, with the exception of the luncheou hour, until 5:30.

The birds were good, strong flyers, and the sportsmen kept
up the record of the club as good shots fairly well through-
out the day. In a number of the events the shooting was
very fine indeed. The score in the main match is as follows

:

R. B. Woodward 1

Harry Babcock 2
J. H. Jellett *
\V. S. Kittle *

J. K. On- 1

R.A. Eddv
F. S. Butler
Wm. Brown 1
J. O. Cadman 1
Howard Black 2
W. A. Chapin 1

F. R. Webster 1

R. H. Sprague
H. W. Woodward 1

A. Havens 2

F. H. Swett 1

Robert Oxnard 2
Alex. Hamilton
J. H. Kilgarif. 1

Messrs. Babcock, Jellett, Sprague and Kiltie divided the

purse on second bird in a miss-and-out, sixteen entries.

A six-bird sweep was then shot, resulting as follows:

Kittle- 2 2 1 2 2 2-6
Orr 1

Cadman 1

Sprague u
R. B. Woodward 1

Jellett 2

Oxnard 2
Webster 1

H. W. Woodward 1

Black-
Kilgarif
Hamilton 1

Babcock o
Eddy 12 0*
Brown U —O

In a subsequent miss-and-out Messrs. Babcock, Kilgarif and
H. W. Woodward divided the purse on second bird. In

another event Messrs. Cadman and II. W. Woodward divided

the purse on four kills each.

Miss-and-outs were then shot for the balance of the day,

when some very good runs were made by Messrs Babcock,
R. H. Sprague, Cadman and Mr. R. T. Sprague who, though
in the September of his years, proved that he was able to

handle the gun with skill.

Mr. John K. Orr's little cocker, Medinty, proved himself
a most admirable retriever during the day's shoot. He is a

merry little worker.

The day closed most satisfactorily to all present. The only

drawback to the day's sport may justly be said to be the in-

convenience caused by the large crowds, which literally

packed the t- teamere and trains on their way to various pic-

nics up in the valleys of Marin county.
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"A friend who was duck shooting in a marsh in western

Wyoming," says the Forest aud Stream, " having discharged

both barrels at h hrare of pis-iiig ducks, discovered a female

redhead tlyine close by his head. L'nable to load in time he

yelled at the bird, which fell in the water and was retrieved."

We have no doubt about it. We have known men whan
br-ath was strong tn iugh to have killed a whole flock of

ducks at long range. »
The next and, perhaps, final oontesl for the Selby IfedsJ

will lake place to-morrow at Oakland Track in conjumtion
with the California Wing Shooting Club's monthly event.

Special prizes ; free to all.

The Country Club's annual bull's head breakfast comes nff

tomorrow at the club's country seal in Marin count

tensive preparations have been made for this event.
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Dates Claimed.

OAKLAND SPRING SLEETING (Running) June 6 to Alls. 1

CAPITAL TURF AND DRIVING CLL"K June 6 to June 10
1*. C. T. II. B. A.—Summer Meeting July 20 to Aug. 5
OAKLAND Aug. 710 Aug. 12
VALLEJO Aug. 14 to Aug. 19
N \P.A Aug. 21 to Aug. 26
PETAI.CMA Aug. 28toSept. 2
STATE FAIR .Sept. 4toSept. 16
STOCKTON Sept. IS to Sept. 23
FRESNO -Sept. 25 toSepL 30

-K -Sept. 25 to Sept 30
I'. C. T. H. B. A.— Fall Meeting -Oct. 9 to Oct. 14
YOLOL Aug. 1 to Aug. 5
WILLOWS .Agricultural District .N"o. 12 Aug. 8 to Aug. 12

Aug. 12 to Aug. 26
BANTA BARBARA Aug. 22 to Aug. 26
LOMPOC lug. 29 to Sept. 2
HLENEVE -Sept. 19 to SepL 23
SANTA ANA ~ept 26 to Sept. 30
MODEST'!' Sept. 26 toSept 29
L' >- ANGELES ..Oct. 2 to OcL 7

[STEB Oct. 10 to Oct. 14
VANCOUVER, wash June 14 (four days)
INDEPENDENCE, OR „ June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND June 24 (seven davs)

Julv 4th, 5th and 6th
ST. LOL1S Jo'KEY ''LC1J—Spriue meeting —April 29 to June 23

riLLE JOC KEY CI.L'B—Spring meeting May 10 (9 days)
I RACING ASSocLATiON—spring Meeting-May 16 to June 23

OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting. Mav 30 to June 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK .'..June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, nio—Summer meeting

-June 24 (25 davs)
P.UTTE. HELENA AND DEER LODGE -Julv 3. 4 and 5
DILLON Julv 4 to 7

[..A— Regular circuit _ Julv* 10 to 13
S DA—Regular circuit Julv 15 to 26

P.f'TTE-Regular circuit July 29 to Aug. 15
HKI.KNA—Regular circuit Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS _ Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
GLEN BROOK PARK -August 29 to September 2
WASHINGTON PAP.K The N. W. A. T. & P. H. B.)...September 4 to 16

Entries Close.

PORTLAND-Bo

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ALMONITION A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal<saDOR s. A. Browne & Co., Kahuna:

- D. Aliderton, Oakland, CalALEXANDER BUTTON G. W.Woodan:
Thos. Bonner. Sam;, i

CALIFORNIA XI .Martin Carter, Irvli.gum
I HAN. Kl.l.'.K I R. D. Ff..

Geo. A Wiley, Danville Cal
..v.. w. Smith, Colusa, Cal

Ll RIE D i -i irph; Mllpltas cil
11 Ro '• limbing Farm

SamuelG. mble, Danville, Cal
83 Soutli. .

DIGITALIS 10,766
'''Alt];" Murmyii :,. cal

1

I
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The Spring Trotting Meeting.

The spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association will close to-day after six

days of enjoyable racing. The attendance was not as

large as expected, but the cold, foggy, and windy weather

that "'blessed" the meeting on the first two days chilled

the ardor and enthusiasm of many who intended to go.

Those who "braved the elements" and watched the nu-

merous trotters and pacers make their first appearance in

races have no reason to regret it. The drivers did their

best to win in every event—from the very nature of the

new style of racing they had to. The two-in-three races

put a stop to jobbery and the crowding of the racecourse

with "stivers" and "handy breakers." Every inch of

the way in every race was contested, and the horses that

have been reported as making wonderful trials against

the watch were, in the majority of instances, defeated by

others that were more consistent trotters and pacers and

proved they were able "to go the route."

The great keystone of the trotting turf of the future

that has been placed where all horsemen could see it by

the trials given by this association has proved a success

beyond the most sanguine expectations of its promoters.

The drivers, when once shown its merits, entered into it

with full accord, and the series of dashes given demon-

strated to them clearer than any theory that by this in-

novation the earning capacity of the trotter will be in-

creased ; the best horse must win, and the horse with the

purest gait, level head and endowed with gameness is

the one to be sought after by them. The animal must

be driven every part of the distance. The experiment

has been tried, and. although the purses were not large

at this meeting for the dashes because it was in the

nature of an experiment, the directors are encouraged

beyond measure and will increase the amounts for this

system of racing at the next meeting, giving three

moneys where they have been giving two. The low

price of entrance ard the many opportunities horsemen

have of racing their horses is a great advantage over the

old style. There were consolation purses given for

those that were defeated in the early part of the week,

and the best horses won.

The heat races of half miles, mile and an eighth and

mile and a sixteenth were also novelties that aroused en-

thusiasm, and large sums ol money were wagered on the

results. There was no begging for entries; every owner

of a horse that was able to trot in 2:40 had an oppor-

tunity of seeing that trotter race, and, even if it did not

win, the experience it received in going in company will

be valuable. In this respect this meeting was also a suc-

cess, for it was noticed that those youngsters that did not

know how to score during the first two days of the

meeting behaved admirably later on and acted like old

campaigners, while the new drivers also gained knowledge

that will more than repay them for coming to the Bay

District Track.

The utmost harmony and good feeling prevailed, and

many prominent horsemen from all parts of the State

who attended have remained all week in order that they

should not miss a race. The starting, which was

conducted on the same principle as that in vogue at run-

ning meetings, was pronounced a success, and no com-

plaints were made. The timing was accurate and every-

thing passed off as smoothly as if it was the last meeting

of the year wherein all the horses and drivers had been

contesting through the circuit, instead of the first meet-

ing where every guesser was at sea, and the abilities of

the drivers and the speed of the horses were unknown.

Before the bell rings for the great fall Blood Horse

Association meeting we would like very much to see

some rules passed looking toward the purification of the

turf as far as it lies in the power of the local racing asso-

ciation to do that. A few of our prominent jockeys and

trainers were reported as interested in books at the last

meeting, as partners in betting firms, while another jockey

in the employ of a bookmaker made himself very con-

spicuous by acting as " scout " for his employer, by
whose side he stood on many afternoons when not en-

gaged to ri.lc. It does not look right to the public tor

interested in a book to have a mount in a race,

and betiors will not believe that, if it would " hurt the

for that certain horse to win, the animal will

prove victorious. Therefore it is in order that a rule be

I liiit a jockey, trainer or owner will not be allowed

an interest in a boot at a Blood Horse Association meet-
' ing, and that the names ..1 EVERYONE financially iuter-

j

ested in the books mist be given to the directors of the
orgauizatinii. failure to .1.. which will result "in the ofi'end-

kmaker, his partner or partners being ruled off.

This is iii-i ..t f man, s that could be sug-

gested. One good move intended is the isolation of

jockeys from the corrupting influence of " sure-thing "

people, some of whom are " go-betweens " between the

bookmaker and jockey. It is to be regretted that the

Paris mutuel does not become more popular with the

general public, but the way they were sold here during

the last week gave no one a chance to play a " long

shot " and reap a rich harvest. There were generally

two choices and then the field. One thing that has

popularized bookmaking is that a person can back any
horse in the race. Mutuels must be sold on the same
principle. Xext fall it will be a good idea to have all

three styles of betting—mutuels, books and auction pools,

thus protecting the bettor to the best of the ability of the

association.

Hints to Pair Managers.

There are many important things pertaining to the

welfare of our agricultural associations which might not

be out of place to mention at this time. The need of

live Secretaries, first-class track and pavilion superin-

tendents, energetic directors and men of brains in the

judges' stand and also in the places where all judging is

to be done.

The value of properly advertising the fair weeks be-

fore its date of opening should be impressed upon the

minds of every director, and, besides the advertisements

in the Breeder and Sportsman: which, of course,

meets the eye of every horseman on the coast, the local

papers should be recognized as able factors in " booming
the fair." The editors should vie with each other in

giving publicity to every item that will help interest the

public.

Lithographs of agricultural and racing scenes should

be procured in time and posted where the attention of

the farmers and their families will be attracted, as they

ride in and out of town.

The Secretary, as stated above, must be a " live " one,

for upon him devolves much of the hard work of the

meeting. If he has any forethought he will begin mak-
ing preparations at once so that when the gates of the

fair open he will have everything in readiness. He
should be paid for his services, and the directors who
think a man should devote his time, night and day, at-

tending to all the details preliminary to getting up a

fair ought to pay him for his labors. The money spent in

this way will never be missed, and it may prove the best

ever invested.

The secretary should try and attend each fair that pre-

cedes his, and have programmes and premium lists dis-

tributed among the horsemen and exhibitors. His duty

will be to " talk up " his fair and get every one interested

aud get the people talking about it. This missionary

work will pay well.

The track superintendent should be a horseman

capable of attending to his duties without consulting the

committee on track and grounds. He should understand

what is meant by a "perfect track "
; if he does not, the

quicker a qualified man takes his place the better, for of

all the positions at a fair that requires the praise of

horsemen it is that of a good track superintendent. He
should have the course thoroughly watered, harrowed

and scraped daily ; his work must commence at day-

light, and every inch of the track must be made even.

With the many improved harrows and scrapers invented

in this State no excuse can be offered for not having the

course in perfect order. If horsemen have cause for com-

plaint about the track the probabilities are good for

them never returning, but wherever they go these ex-

pressions will be heard :
" The worst track I ever saw

:

I almost ruined my colt there; the course was hard as

concrete in some places and soft as mush in others."

In the judges' stand another great improvement is

needed, not in the building, but in the occupants there-

of. The advantages of having qualified men there are

manifold, and we look for a decided improvement there

this year. The judges who cannot see, lack decision, are

ignorant of the laws, and stand like bumps on a log

while *he spectators howl at their decisions and manifest

their disapproval of long scoring and bad judging, should

be politely requested to vacate their places of honor and

make room for men better fitted by nature and education

to preside.

The judges of cattle and live stock are not so hard to

select, nevertheless, it would be unjust to have their

places filled by unknown incompetents who are always

willing to serve whenever asked, and especially if a per-

sonal friend has some choice stock to be judged, and they

can help them in any way, even though they have to

present a minority report.

The great object of drawing the public and giving an
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entertainment that will not be a failure should never Suppose that the Supervisors (if every count; were

be forgotten. The farmers with their families and in- to pass measures similar to the above, and not be satis-

vited guests must have this week of enjoyment, and at! Bed with any of the pool-sellers, what thin.' Why,

the track delays during the day must nut be tolerated, racing in the Golden State wouK receive about the

Sweet music, exciting events, close contests, balloon as- |
same impetus that it did recently in Connecticut,

censions, equestrianism, bicycle races and all the novel- when betting was prohibited altogether. The sport

ties which an active Barnum-like Secretary and his able of kings would he struck with an ax. It is a settled

directors can devise should be provided. At night while ' fact that if there is no betting on contests between

the town is "alive" with people, the pavilion with its horses there will be no interest felt in the principal feat-

choice collection from form, garden, household and factory ures of the fairs, horse-racing, and the farmers' annual

well displayed becomes attractive to old and young, holiday will be changed from one of pleasure to one

Here the band sits on a gaily-decorated, raised platform wherein all feeling is lost in the proceedings of such

atone end of the highly polished dancing floor, and on dead-and-alive shows as they would be. Betting on

all the other sides are neat and tasty booths containing " foreign " racing events—in other words, on races out

gems of needlework and cases of candies, presided over

by beautiful young ladies. On the tables adjoining are

fragrant flowers and selected horticultural, viticultural

and citrus fruits, while the mammoth vegetables and

stacks of cereals add a substantial appearance to the dis-

play.

The music begins, and from sequestered places in the

side of the State—awakens an immense amount of in-

terest in affairs of the turf, but we should not like to see

pool-rooms open in and around San Francisco when a

race meeting is in progress here or in the vicinity, for a

large number would remain in the pool-room and

give their attention to betting on outside races, which are

minutely described in the betting-rooms. Close the pool-

art galleries, shady nooks and vine-covered arbors stroll !
rooms during the progress of local race meetings, keep

forth the maidens and their gallants to dance. From the

chairs in the balconies and around the springy Moor, old

and young, with sparkling eyes, gaze on the scene pic-

tured by the poet who wrote :

I gazed upon the dance where ladies bright
Were moving in the light

Of mirrors and of lamps. With music and with flowers,

Danced on the joyous hours
;

And fairest bosoms
Heaved happilv 'neath the many roses' blossoms

And it is well

;

Youth hath its time.

Merry hearts will merrily chime.

minors and disreputable characters out of these places,

and everything will be all right, an interest being awak-

ened in racing that could not be felt so strongly

if there was only a chance to wager money on equine

contests one or two weeks during the whole year.

Green Mountain Maid.

Alameda's "Killing" Ordinance.

The ordinance passed by the Board of Supervisors of

Alameda county at the instance of a host of goody-goody

women and their cranky male relatives will result in

killing racing in that county as eflectually as the tom-

fool legislators of Connecticut have done that same in

the land of the wooden nutmeg. Alameda County has

in the past been the scene of some of the greatest struggles

on the Californian turf, and unless the foolish ordinance

passed early this week is rescinded the race tracks in

and around Oakland will be turned into graveyards and

the prime-movers in the work of getting up idiotic meas-

ures against racing and betting will be given positions as

grave-diggers and weepers-in-ordinary.

There was no need for all the row made over the pool-

room conducted by Henry Schwartz. It is situated in a

secluded place, far removed from churches and clergy-

men, schools and school-boys, clerks and capitalists, and

if a person wanted to take the train and repair to Oak-

land race track, which is situated outside the city limits

of Oakland, to make a few bets on the races at the East, we

say it seems to us that if a man would take the trouble to

go so far he should be allowed to bet. No harm

would have resulted. Under the provisions of the or-

dinance passed this week, the Supervisors settle on

whether they will allow Killip & Co., for example, or any

other firm, to sell pools on any J

,rack in the county.

If a boy should happen around, become interested in

the betting, and get an older friend to buy a ticket on a

horse for him, the seller of the pasteboard, no matter

how innocent he might be in the matter, could be prose-

cuted. If these extremes do not result in closing up the

Oakland track in fair time, and at every other period, we

shall be greatly mistaken. Following is the new ordi-

nance :

Section 1. No person upon any trial or contest ot skill, speed or

power of endurance between horsesat any pmce outside trie limits oi

the county of Alameda shall, within the limits of the county of Al-

ameda, Fell, issue or dispose of any ticket, certiflcateor other evidence

of payment, etc * * * , e ,„„
Sf.c. 2 L'pon any trial or contest of skill, speed or power of endur-

ance between horses at anv nlace outside the limits of the county ot

Alameda no person shall, within the limits of the county of Alameda,

purchase or acquire for money any article of value or any other con-

sideration, etc. * * * „ »_ - „
£ec. ?, No person shall knowingly lease or rent, or allow to be

used or occupied any buildii)^. structure, room, apartment, place or

premises whatever, except within the inclosure of a racetrack or

racecourse, where the trial of a contest mentioned in the preceding

sections of this ordinance is to actually take place.

Sec 4. Xo person shall allow or permit any minor to participate

or be interested in anv pool or book, or be present at any time or

place where the :?ale of pools or the making of any book is being

carried on or conducted.

Section 5 makes a violation of the ordinance? a mis-

demeanor and the penalty $500 and not over six months

imprisonment, or both.

Sec. 6. Everv person who may engage in the business of making
books or selling pools shall first obtain the permission ol a majority

of the Board of Supervisors at a rec'ilar meeting oi the Board, watch

Sal-mission may at anv time be withdrawn without nMi.eand the

cense at ouce revoked and canceled for any reason that to the

Supervisors mav seem sutl'icient. and pay a lie B month or

part of a month for each stall or auction-room or concern so en-

isec.'t. Any person or persons who my now hold nn auctioneer's

license and who is conducting a business or establishment wherein

anvof the sections of this ordinance are violated, shall at once return

to the License collector of Alameda county ai icpnemay
have or hold and present to this Board a claim for payment of what-

ever sum mav have been paid for tb<

hereby revoked, recalled and declared Invalid, and the

Alameda cour.tv is herebv requested to enftw ,mnce, and

particulars this section, and to incur any expense i

ut its provisions immediatelv noon the operation of this ordinance.

As Green Mountain Maid is tlie dam of the ^realest num-
ber of 2:30 performers, and also of the sire who by far sur-

passes all others in the number of his sons and daughters with

low records, Green Mountain Maid ranks, for the present at

least, so decidedly at the head of the list as to make h«?r

breeding and individual qualities of especial interest. Her
sire, Harry Clay took a wagon record of 2:29, was by one of

the most highly-bred members of the Clay family, and from

a daughter of imp. Bellfounder, the combination of these two

strains giving him very superior though perhaps rather

excessive trotting action, so that while not a success as a sire

of trotters, he did possess valuable characteristics for combin-

ing, particularly with stouter strains. The compilation of

facts here given is the work of an Eastern writer (revised to

date) whose especial forte is industry and persistence in ac-

cumulating tbo^e aggregations of facts, great and small , that

completed and arranged make the most valuable and inter-

esting horse biographies:

xsothing is definitely known of the breeding of the dam of

Green Mountain Maid, though from her appearance, disposi-

tion, speed and garoeness it is very certain she must have

possessed a considerable amount of superior blood. The
earliest point in the history of Shanghai Mary of which there

is any deBnite knowledge is the trading for her by Horton
Wilcox, about four miles from Canton, O., in the fall of 1850,

she then being three years old, and, as it subsequently proved,

was with foal. The trade was made in very few words, noth-

ing whatever being stated by the young man from whom this

mare was obtained, as to her breeding or previous history,

and his name was either not given or was very quickly for-

gotten. In the section where she is presumed to have been

bred there was at that time considerable Cadmus slock, and
from her appearance it is not improbable that she may have

belonged to that family, though it is now almost certain noth-

ing definite will ever be known of her breeding. As she was

sold for $200, then for $700, and then for $1400, won numer-

ous races, mostly to wagon in about 2:30, took a record of

2:34 at the first State Fair held at Elmira, X. Y., and trotted

trials in 2:28, there is every probability tLat Green Mountain
Maid was fully as much, and those who knew her best claim

that she was very much more, indebted for her own superior

qualities to her dam than to her sire.

Green Mountain Maid was a brown mare, with a star and

white hind ankles, 15 hands high, foaled in 1862, aud died

June 6, 1S88, in giving birth to her seventeenth foal, which
was also lost. She was bred by Samuel Conklin, Middletown,

N. Y., was sold when two years old to Elijah Dusenberry, and

while owned by him acquired quite a reputation as a lot trot-

ter. When two and three years old she was given an unusual

amount of trotting exercise, as she would slick to the trot

even when chased by dogs and urged by men and boys with

hats, whips, etc. As these exhibitions occurred almost daily,

it is very probable she received more actual development
those two seasons in the lot that was gi^en tualmost any other

trotter of the same age in harness.

The fall she was three years old she was sold to I_>. B. Ir-

win, also of Middletown. He owned the first half-mile track

in that vicinity, where he attempted to break this young
mare to liamess. She was driven double once around this

track, and then showed her peculiar disposition by kicking

for some very slight cause until she got over the pole, and had

to be unharnessed. Neither she nor the horse with which

she was harnessed was mnch injured by the outbreak, which
was such that Mr. Irwin immediately gave tip the idea of

breaking her, as he fully realized thai it would he no easy

task, and it was never attempted afterwards. The next

spring Mr. Backrnan went to the farm where she was owned.

intending to purchase her for $500 to breed to Hambletonian,

but on arrival was erea.lv disappointed in finding she hail

already been bred to Middletown, and at find gave up ihe idea

of buying her, but subsequently concluded to take her for

$450.
' The following is a description of all her foals, the firel

being by Middletown, the second. Electioneer, by Hambleto-

nian, while alt the others are by Messenger Dui

l

|
1867—Storm, 2:261, a bay mare, \'<\ hands high, was

sold at auction when three years old for £330 to V. S

Brooklyn, then to J. I' Shaw, of New York, who used per

oa the" road most of the lime until seventeen yi

though during that time he raised one foal from her. He
then sold her to J. B. Perkins, of ' Ihio, who started her with

very limited preparation to beat 2:30. Bhe trotted the Aral

hea'tiu2:'_.si and repeated in 2:26], her only public perfor-

mances. Mr. Shaw claims that had this mare Ueeil properly

fitted earlier in her career she would have beaten 2 -

which is not improbable. She had only four foals. Gale,

her first, a- a four-year old trotted ar Fleetwood tiack in 2:31
'

the fifth time she was harnessed to a sulky. She subse-

quently won a wager in 2:211, trotted a trial at Fleetwood in

'J -'
, a half in 1:10}, but died at five years old with a tech-

nical record. The next two have Bhown ability to take low
records, and both will probably be given the opportunity.
The fourth is a promising two-year-old by Baron Wilkes.
Storm died in 1 1 90.

(2)1868—Electioneer, a dark bay horse, with white hind
ankles, 15| hands high, remarkably fast, though never given
on opportunity to lake an actual record. It is claimed on the
best of anthority that he was the fastest three-year-old ever
bred at Stony Ford, lie was broken to harness that year,

aud without special preparation trotted quarters in 38 seconds
to wagon, and occasionally showing wonderful flights of speed,
so that in ill probability he would have been given a sensa-
tional record but for occasionally hitting his knees. At Palo
Alto he regularly trotted the last quarter in Ins daily exercise
at about a 2;20 gait. His list of performers places him as a
sire far in advance of all others, and also as a sire of extreme
speed at an early age. He was sold in 1877 for $12,o00 to

Lelaud .Stanford, taken to California, and died December 3,

1890.

(3) I860—Prospero, 2:20, a black gelding, 1G hands high.
won his first race as a three-year-old, distancing the field the

first heat in 2:331, and was certainly the most sensational

three-year-old at that time. He was sold soon after for

000. Two years later he again distanced the field in 2:22 .

winning a purse of $10,000. When eight years old he re-

duced this record to 2:20 in the third heat of a live-heat

race, which he won. Prospero died in 1879 at Prospect
Park from " big head."

(4)—1870—Dame Trot, 2:22, a black mare, 15 hands high,

took a three-year-old record of 2:40, four-year-old record of

2:37$, which in 1878 she reduced to 2:22, and trotted a trial

soon after in 2:27. She was sold as a yearling for $1,000 to

K. \V. Sears, of Boston. She subsequently passed to J. and
F. H. Bole, Pittsburg, Pa., and has produced quite a number
of foals, neither of which, however, has as yet taken a low rec-

ord, though several are claimed to be fast.

(5) 1871—Paul, chestnut gelding, 15] hands high, sold as

a yearling for $1500, was driven as a three-year-old in 2:50

with very little handling, was subsequently used solely for

road work, though he could speed better than a 2:30 gait, and
and would undoubtedly have entered the list had he been

given an opportunity, but died in 1883 with no actual record.

(6) 1S72—Miranda, 2:31, chestnut mare, with strip and
white hind legs, Id*- hands high, as a three-year-old took a

record of 2:42V. After being used as a broodmare she was
hastily fitted for a broodmare race, winning the first heat in

2:31, and led under the wire in 2:30 the next heat, which was
unjustly taken from her. Later that season she trotted a full

mile trial in 2:25$-, and on another occasion a half in 1:12;.

She is a very superior road mare, and several seasons has

been kept for driving purposes, not being bred.

(7) 1873—Black colt, so promising that before being
weaned $6,000 was ofiered tor him and refused. Not long

after his leg was broken and his owner had him killed.

(S) 1874—Elaine, 2:20, a brown mare, with white hind
ankles, 151 bands high, started in her first race as a three-

year-old at Fleetwood, taking a record of 2:33], and two
weeks later at Hartford distanced the field the second heat in

2:28, then, and for several years, the fastest three-year-old

record. As a four-year-old, after winning in Rochester in

2:26}, she started at Hartford to beat the four-vear-old rec-

ord of 2:24->, then held by Keene Jim, which she did on the

first attempt. As a six-year-old she reduced her record to

2:20, subsequently trotted a trial mile in 2:15| and a half-

mile in 1:05. She is the dam of Xorlaine, 2:31^, the fastest

vearliug record when made, and also of Anselma, 2:291.

Elaine was sold as a two-year-old for $700.

(9) 1*76"— Mansfield, 2:26, a chestnut horse, with star and
white on both h'nd tegs, 15] hands high. He won his only
three-year-old race, and could easily have distanced the field,

though the time was only 2:47. He has never been started

since, except in a match race in IS87, for giving him a rec-

ord, when bis present record of 2:26 was made in the second

heat. Since then he has trotted quarters very fast, and could
probably have reduced his record several seconds. He is the

sire of five in the 2:30 list, including Dawson, 2:19k

(10) 1887—Elise, a brown mare, star, snip, both forward

ankles and hind legs to the hock white, 15"] hands high, was

hipped as a yearling, but was driven a mile as a three-year-

old in 2:51 with very little preparation; could doubtless have
been given a record of 2:30 or better a year or two later.

(11) 1S79—Elite, a hay mare, 16 hands high, was sold as a

five-year-old to J. 1). Ripley, New York, for $4000, and while
owned by him trotted a half-mile trial in 1:03 to 1:09, and
full miles in about 2:30. When eight years old she was sold

at auction to A. .1. Alexander, Woodburn Farm, Kentucky,
for 53.100. She in the dam of Elita Russell, 2:29 .

(12) 1880— Antonio, 2:28$, bay horse, with star and white

on each right ankle. 151 hands high. September 7, 1

won a match race at Fleetwood, distancing his competitor in

2:44}, but this did not constitute a record. October 3, ai I tie

meeting of the National Association of Trotting Horse
Breeders, he distanced the Geld in 2:4 \\, and the following

day won the Nursery Slake in 2: 16 J and 2:43|. He was
carefully fitted as a four-year-old, but was distanced by Early

Dawn, in the first heat of the only race in which he was
started in 2:261. Aa a six-year-old his record

obtained in the first heat of a match-race for that purpose.

He was subsequently started twice agaiOBl the same mare, but

failed to produce this record. It is claimed that he has

trotted quarter-- in 33 to 34 seconds. He wears neither

weights nor boats. He is the sire oi Tuscarora, 2:22

(13) 1881—Black filly, that resembled Dame Trot, but died

when only a few months old.

ill 1883—Elista, 2:201, a brown mare, with star and right

ankle white, was sold to William Russell Allen as a ti

old for $10,000. Took a record as a six-year-old of 2:22},

which she reduced the nexl year to 2:20}.

,i;, 1885—Elina, 2:28, black mare, with star an 1 right

hind ankle while, 15] hand] I i five-year-old record
. 2:28.

(10) 1887—Lancelot, 2:23, bay horse, 15] bands high,

owned at Men tfarm, Pitlsfield, Mass., having

for $12,500 I 1892, and is the -ire

. yearling < and CJnkamet, two-year-old

There ia little doubl hut what each of her sixteen foals

posseted natural troltine capacity fofficienl to have been

given records ol 2 30 or better, if fairly-well developed. < 'f

the fourteen tii ' V, eight are already in the

list: another ha- a record of £31, and *iill another
i

aether the grcatesl -ire thai ever lived, while three Oth<

gnd two daughters have produce in the list
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TURF AND TRACK.
The Sulky.

The dash system of trotting is a success.

Dictatcs is registered standard ; bis number is 23,306.

Mvta Wilkes, 2:14^, has wintered well, and will be even

a better mare this year than last.

Electioneer has two new ones in the list to his credit

—

Memento, 2:25} and Antinous, 2:2SA.

Ox Tuesday, at the Bay District Track, $5 place tickets in

the Paris mutuels paid $02.50 on Genevieve.

Navidad, 2:22}, by Whips, is looking and acting all right,

and Splan thinks he will do to campaign again.

St. Nicholas, son of Sidney, has saken to pacing. He can

reel off quarters in thirty-five seconds quite easily.

J. L. McCord, of Sacramento, has Mary Lou and several

other good ones at the track there in splendid shape.

C. H. Cobey has a big string of trotters and pacers besides

Alojont Patchen at San Jose, and they are all working fast.

Senator Leland Stanford's health is improving at

Palo Alto. He enjoys looking at the mares and foals in the

paddocks every morning.

Wm. Houser of the Vina Stock Farm has several trainers

under him, and with their co-operation he will bring out a

string of good ODes this fall.

Beaury Ma, 2:14*, is at San Jose, but there is little or no

improvement noticeable in his condition. It is feared he

never will be able to trot again.

The handsome Billy Thornhill filly, Minnie B., 2:29|, is

improving very rapidly in her way of going, and Ed. Topham,

her owner, believes she will be in excellent trim for the races

this fall.

San Pedro is a " little off" at Pleasanton ; it is hoped he

will be able to start East on the 10th of June. Perhaps he

has been " keyed up" a little too high and with a little rest

may be better than ever.

Walter Maben says there are more really fast trotters

and pacers in Los Angeles than he has ever seen before. He
says everybody seems to take a great interest in the breed-

ing and developing of good horses.

G. C. Fountain, of St. Helena, Napa County, has a mag-

nificent foal by Pilot Prince, dam Ada by Whippleton, second

dam bv Toronto Chief. The name given to the youngster is

Pilot Royal; he was fcaled May S, 1S93.

The track at Petaluma is first-class in everyway. Mr.

McDonald, the superintendent, has it in better shape than it

has ever been. We expect to see a large number of horses

working there after the Breeders' meeting ends.

Cavel Kodriqcez, the well-known trotting horse driver

and trainer, has given up his stable of trotters at the Salinas

track, and leaves this week for Portland, Oregon, under en-

gagement to W. R. Connor, the well-known bookmaker.

Dexter Prlnoe as a sire is again brought to the front by

his daughter, Flora S., who got a mark of 2:26 in the second

beat of her race at the Breeders' meeting. She is a plain-

looking roan mare, and comes from Lodi. Her dam is un-

traced.

S. C. Haughey, of Indianapolis, Ind., has bought of H.
S. Wheeler, Chicago, a yearling chestnut filly by Guy Wilkes,

2:15J, dam Sunbeam (dam of Day Dream, 2:21), by Hamble-
lonian 10 ; second dam Trusty, by Marlborough, by imp.

Trustee.

E. J. Sanders, a brother of Millard's, has the Needham
string of trotters at Stockton, and is doing well with them.

After Mr. Salisbury leaves Pleasanton he will bring them all

to the famous track there. He has engaged stalls for thirty-

eight head.

TnE Sonoma Stock Farm recently sold the two-year-old

colt called Carrick to J. F. Wilcox of Rio Vista; consider-

ation, $1,000. Carrick is by Guy Wilkes, 2:151; dam,
Madame Baldwin (dam of Bay Rose, 2:20'., and Majester,

2:24), by The Moor 870.

Schmclbach <Si Park, Wheeling, W. Va., have sold to

F. D. Myers, Oakland, Cal., the bay mare Lalla Meade, by
Happy Medium, dam Susan Brady (dam of Numidian 2:31}),

bj Utariofl M- Clay, Jr.; second dam Abbess, by Alexanders
Abdallah ; third dam by Herr's Geur de Leon.

Si nol, by Electioneer, was three years, six months and
twenty-four days old when she made her record of 2:10,1.

Axtell, by William L., was three years, six months and ten
days old when he made his record of 2:12. Patron, by Pan-
OMSt, was three years one month and one day old when he
made his record of 2:1 1 .

Thb chestnut colt Silver Bee belonging to W. (). Bowers
of the "Golden Eagle," Sacramento, is a chip of the old
block, and is a worthy son of Silver Bow. Every colt and
filly Hired by Silver Bow has the reputation of trotting as
gamely as he does. When one sees Silver Bee it is easy
to understand why these rumors are as well founded.

Wm. M. Williambon, while speaking of Vic H.. 2:131,
and Directum, 2:11 1, said they were related. Vic H. is a
granddaughter of Simpson's Blackbird, son of Camden. Cam-
den was by Shark, oat of Invalid, by Whisker. Directum's
dam in by Venture, 2:274. lie was a grandsou of Fanny
Moatjn, and her dam, Lady Mostyn, was out of Invalid, by
Whisker.

ftEW YODTfO'a fine chestnut colt Sidney Wilkes, by
Roy Wilkes, 2:071, dam Primrose, by Sidney, 2:10^ ; second
dam Brown K we, bv Privateer

;
thin] dam Madame Baldwin

(dam of Bay Rose, 2:20}, and Majester, 2:24), by The Moor,
is now at Ban Jose, and competent judges who have seen him

tare thai he will Ik* a faster pacer than his sin-, lie

> only two years old and is a large, well-limbed, evenly
•mngnter. He has been bred to a few tirst-cluss mares

this year.

Henry Hellman is more than pleased with the Dawn
colts and fillies he is handling at the Agnew Stock Farm.
Every one who knows "Genial Harry" hopes that fortune will

smile upon him this year at the races and that the Dawns
will be brightening for hini for all time to come.

A hundred men and seventy teams are at work on tha

Portland Speed and Driving Association's new track. One
hundred and fifty stalls are already completed, and the grand,

judges' anu reporters' stands will be finished before the last of

the coming week. It is now a settled fact that everything

will be in " apple pie " order for the June meeting, and that

it will be one such as was never before witnessed in the North
Pacific.

Tuxedo, who broke the English record for trotting stal-

lions by his mile in 2:25} at the Aintree Course March 20,

is announced for a stud season at 10 guineas ($50). Hand-
some Boy by Ed Kimball, son of Almont, formerly the

property of his Grace, the late Duke of Marlborough, is at

Birmingham, and Harry R., another American- bred stallion

by Ben Franklin, 2:29, with a half-mile record of 1:11, is in

service at Manchester, each at a fee of 5 guineas ($25).

Mr. David Bonner, in a recent conversation, said

:

" There was a time when I thought mile heats, three in five,

were necessary to develop and preserve gameness, but now
when we have made such progress in breeding I. believe the

system of trotting should be changed. We need dashes at

various distances, and mile heats best two in three to hold

poDular interest and enthusiasm. The agitation of the dis-

tance will do good, and it strikes me that the proposed

changes to seventy-five and one hundred yards should be

given a universal trial."

Orrin Hiceiok has arrived at Terre Haute with his

stable of California horses all in first-class condition. The
horses from Senator Stanford's Palo Alto farm are : Advance,

br s, 3, record 2:22£ ; Alliro, b s, 3, by Electioneer; Avena,
ch f, 3, by Palo Alto, trotted at Stockton in 2:19} ; Azote,

2:14} ; Elden, br f, 4, trotted at Stockton in 2:19} ; Sweet

Rose, filly, 2, by Electioneer, record 2:30 at Oakland, and at

Stockton she made 2:25| as a yearling. Hickok also has with

him Hulda, 2:14-2, owned by Adolph Spreckles ; Adonis,

2:lli and Angelina, 2:18.

The "Walla "Walla Statesman says :
" There was some very

fine work done at the race track Sunday. Klamath*" went
three heats in 2:26, 2:24i and 2:23i respectively. Charley
Blair lowered his previous records, trotting a mile in 2:36i.

Darwina, under the skillful handling of Billy Russell, is

developing great speed, and promises to go in 2:20 or better

before the season is over. A two-year-old colt belonging to

Russ Davidson, of Dayton, also did some phenomenal work,

trotting a mile in 2:25 with only two month's training."

Last Saturday another one of the greatest sons of Hamble-
tonian 10 died, leaving a heritage that is a credit to him-
self, his sire and his dam. We refer to the great Dictator,

sire of Director, 2:17) Jay-Eye-See, 2:06}, and forty-three

others in the list. He was the sire of twenty sires of sixty-

six in the list, and nineteen dams of twenty-seven, including

Nancy Hanks, 2:04, Lockheart, 2:13. Dictator was foaled in

1863. He was out of Clara (dam of Dexter, 2:17}), by Amer-
ican Star 14 ; his second dam was the McKinstry mare.

Charley M. has a queer record. He is a chestnut geld-

ing that has a running record for a half mile of 0:51, a

trotting record of 2:24} and a pacing record of 2:22$-. He is

a branded broncho, and nothing i.s known of his breeding.

He is believed to be about nineteen years old, but is as fast

as at any time in his life, and when he started in the free-

for-all at the first meeting this season in Texas, he showed
the way to the wire the first heat in 2:23. The performance

was over a half-mile track, and is the best on record in that

State.

Ashland, Nathan Coomb's famous racehorse, was by
Glencoe, out of Mary Belle, by Sea Gull, second dam Miss

Shepherd, by Stockholder. Miss Russell, dam of Nutwood
and Maud S., was by Boston, out of Maria Russell, by Thorn-

ton's Rattler, second dam Miss Shepherd, by Stockholder.

It's strange how the racehorses on the two sides of the conti-

nent were related. Ashland's name does not appear in the

pedigrees of many trotters or runners for the reason that he
was bred to very few mares. Athena, 2:25}, by Electioneer,

out of Ashley, by General Benton, traces to him, for the dam
of Ashley was by Ashland.

The dash races at the Bay District track are pronounced
"successful" and greater interest is manifested in them than

the two-in-three events. The starting is done by flags similar

to those in use at running meetings. The starter, flag in hand,

stands about ten feet from the mark, while about thirty

yards up the stretch a man with a flag stands, when the latter

sees the starter's flag signal he drops his and the drivers hear-

ing the word "go," and seeing the flag drop, know it's a start.

To facilitate the starting a helper stands at the place where
the horse turns to score; he sees that the drivers understand

their positions and aids them to get away on even terms.

John Green, of Portland, has been reinstated by the

American Trotting Association. He was expelled last fall

for foul driving at the Breeders' meeting at Vancouver. At
the meeting of the Board of Appeals of the American Trot-

ting Association, held May 2d at Chicago, it was shown that

the judges of the race, in promulgating the order of expul-

sion, made a mistake in thinking it the same as a suspension,

and supposed the penalty would only remain in force for the

remainder of the year. The member, one of the judges and
other parlies asked that the reinstatement be made, on the

ground that the punishment was excessive, and was imposed
under misapprehension of the rules, and their request was
granted.

Speaking of Arion, horsemen of the Hub count him due
for the stallion record by the close of the season. Last year
he really was not as good as he was asa two-year-old. Giv-
ing a two-year-old a year and the benefit of the bicycle sulky,

and then with these advantages only lowering the two-year-

old record by one-quarter of a second, and you have sure

Kroof that the horse has lost form. Arion was surely not at

imself at all last season. While not down sick at any time
and escaping distemper, the great little horse was not strong

and rugged. The difference in the climate of California and
Massachusetts is vast, and without exception it lias taken
fully a year for horses coming here from the Pacific Coast to

get thoroughly acclimated. They find our famous east wind
peculiarly trying. So look out for Arion when counting on
the stallion record.

To allow colts to go the gait that comes natural to them
is being advocated by many breeders nowadays. Not longer
than two years ago it was not uncommon to educate a colt

who showed a turn for pacing to become a trotter. Toe-
weights were put on, no matter how fast he might be. It is

now asserted that the fashion has changed, and that C. J.

Hamlin is a strong advocate of the new doctrine. In some
places even another turn has been taken, and trotters have
been converted into pacers. More attention is being paid to

the pacer all along the line, and this year's purses show that

visitors to the light-harness races are nearly as pleased with
pacing as trotting.

Vancouver Register: Engineer Rapp, who is superin-
tending the construction of the new race track at Albina,
informed a Register reporter last Saturday that the work is

now progressing finely. He says it will be finished by June
24th, and that it gives promise of being an exceptionally fine

and very fast track. The Albina track will be less oblong
than the Vancouver track. The distance on the sides is

reduced and added to the ends of the track batween the turns.
The outside of the track, like the Vancouver track, is thrown
well up. The track is of clay and works up nicely. The en-
trance to the track is just 700 feet west of the corner of Union
avenue and Morris street, at which point the P. & V. R. R.
touches. If the new track is to prove a better one than the
Vancouver track, it will have to lead all other race courses
on the coast.

The greatest disadvantage under which the ordinary
trainer labors is no doubt his inability to wait—to make
speed slowly and gradually in the spring when preparing for

the campaign. Given a season of uniformly propitious
weather and smooth track, the horses are quite apt to acquire
racing form before it is needed and to get stale, a condition
from which some of them do not recover until fall. No
spring was more unpropitious for track work than last, and
no season ever witnessed better or faster race horses all over
the West. Unseasonable weather in moderate quantities is

useful in curbing the enthusiasm of trainers who can't wait
for the day of the race to have their horses in the acme of
form. It is quite a long time yet before the earliest races,

and with the trasning which was accomplished during the
early part of the month there is abundant time to get the
horses ready.

A lesson goes with the death of Lobasco. It appears
that his owner drove him into Beatrice, Neb., on Saturday
and put him in a livery stable. A window left open by a
careless hostler occasioned a draught, in wh ;ch the animal
remained through the night, and it was then and there that

the fatal work was done. The horse was driven back to the
farm on Sunday morning, and it was not noticed that there was
anything wrong until he reached there, when he refused his

food. Unfortunately a veterinarian was not called at the
time, as it was regarded but a temporary indisposition. On
Monday the throat was so swollen that the horse could
hardly breathe. Poultices were applied, but apparently did

no good. From this time on everything possible was done to

save him, but the treatment was begun too late. He died
from hemorrhage of the lungs, which had become weakened
by the continued strain of attempting to breathe. Imagine
the owner of a horse valued at $100,000 intrusting him to the

care of a livery stable hostler in a country town !—Mirror
and Farmer.

George Wilkes made nine seasons in Kentucky ; during
that time he sired 69 out of his 71 trotters to enter the 2:30

list, while other stallions who had enjoyed a longer period in

Kentucky have never been able to approach him as a sire of

extreme speed. Belmont was foaled in 1S64; made his first

season for mares in 1869, died in 1SS9, making 20 years as a

sire in Kentucky. Left 39 trotters to enter the 2:30 list. Al-
mont, foaled in 1864, made about fifteen seasons in Kentucky
for mares; left 35 trotters to enter the 2:30 list in the next
generation. George Wilkes left S3 sons to sire 652 trotters

and 140 pacers; and 51 daughters to produce 53 trotters to

enter the 2:30 list, and 12 pacere to enter the 2:25 list. Bel-

mont left 46 sons to sire 229 trotters to enter the 2:30 list, and
26 pacers to enter the 2:25 list ; 31 daughters to produce 41

trotters to enter the 2:30 list, and 3 pacers to enter the 2:25

list. Almont left 75 sons to sire 2:35 horses to enter the 2:30

list as trotters ; 34 horses to enter the 2:25 list as pacers, and
49 daughters to produce 61 horses to enter the 2:30 list as

trotters, and six horses to enter the 2:25 list as pacers.

George Wilkes outrank both as sires. He produced more
speed with less opportunities. Belmont and Almont enjoyed

more years as a sire than George Wilkes. He surpassed both

of them. In 1S73 they were considered better bred, their

pedigrees were considered of more value than his; but Wilkes
as a sire proved as great a success as he was a trotter. He
impressed his great speed and stamina on his produce to a

wonderful degree, and in general terms nearly all great per-

formers will do the same.

Among the more important changes made in the turf rules

by the Biennial Congress of the American Trotting Associa-

tion is the creation of a rule permitting standing starts; the

insertion of a new rule providing that "any driver that is

intoxicated, or who refuses to comply with the direction of

the judges, or who is reckless in his conduct and endangers

the safety of horses or their drivers in the race, may be re-

moved and another driver substituted at any time during the

race and the offending driver may be fined, suspended or ex-

pelled;" that any horse found oflending in the way of

"swerving," "carrying out," " helping," or "sitting down in

front," etc., as described in Rule 74, shall be placed behind

all the unoffending horses in the heat—taking this point out

of the discretion of the judge; the changing of Rule 78 to

read as follows :
" In case of any ho.rse repeatedly breaking,

or running, or performing in a mixed gait, while another is

trotting, the judges shall punish the horse so at fault by plac-

ing him last* in the heat, or bv distancing him. A horse

breaking four times in a heat may be regarded as repeatedly

breaking, but nothing herein shall be construed into permit-

ting a horse to make four or less .mmber of breaks without

being liable to the penalties prescribed. If, in the opinion of

the judges, a driver allows his horse to make repeated breaks

for the purpose of fraudulently losing a heat, he shall be

liable to the penalties elsewhere provided for frauds and

fouls;" the following addition to Rule 111 :
" The timeshall

be deemed to have been suppressed in any race wherein a

record of the same is not copied in writing, whether on Asso-

ciation tracks or others ;" and the insertion of a clause in

Rule 119 making time, or a record, made to a W3gon a record

or bar—as the case may be—in races of every character.

—

Horse Review.
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The Saddle.

According to the Chicago Inter Ocean Johnny Weber is

to ride Monowai in the American Derby.

The Ferndale (Cal.) races advertised to begin May 25th
and last three days have been postponed until June 15th.

George Covington, the Undine Stable trainer who has
been seriously ill at Council Bluff's, la., is rapidly recovering.

The Thirty-fourth District Fair will be held at Susanville,

Lassen county, Cal., September 26th. Eighty-five hundred
dollars in purses and premiums are offered.

Both Houses of the Mexican Congress have passed a bill

giving R. C. Pate, of St. Louis, Mo., a concession to establish

a breeding farm and racecourse near the city of Mexico.

Fred Carrillo has been doing the riding for the Mac*
donough stable at Brooklyn. Milan (sister to Sir Walter)
and Dorian have been started, but have not accomplished
much.

Lady Foster, one of tne Todhunter mares, foaled a mag-
nificent-looking brown filly by Jackson last Sunday morning.
This mare's period of "gestation was thirteen months and six
days—remarkably long.

Naptha, winner of the Gazelle Stakes, one and one-
eighth miles, at Gravesend, is by Sir Modred, dam Napa, by
Enquirer, and was bred at Rancho del Paso. She won by
two and a half lengths.

Clinton C. Riley, who presided in the judges' stand at

the recent Blood Horse and California Jockey Club meetings,
will be one of the associate judges at the great meeting to be
held at Washington Park this season.

Happy Day was sick with pneumonia at Denver, while
Mr. Holly was on his way to St. Louis, and the Flosden
turfman remained a week in the Colorado metropolis. At
last accounts the gelding was out of all danger.

The filly Fatality, by Sir Modred—Faux Pas, that ran the
Bonnie Jean colt to a neck here this spring, won a good race
at St. Louis last Tuesday. Galindo won the Decoration Day
handicap at Latonia, mile and three-sixteenths.

Whitehat McCarthy made a big killing on his horse
Blizzard, a three-year-old, at Hawthorne, on May 25th. The
colt was at 20 to 1. Blizzard is a brown colt, by imp. Trade
Wind, dam Trampo, and was bred by the late Hon. George
Hearst.

Seven or eight of the Palo Alto thoroughbreds will in all

likelihood race at the great fall meeting of the Blood Horse
Association. Superintendent Cy. Mulkey has a number of

very likely-looking money-hunters now in training at the

ranch track.

The Racine—imp. Flirt suckling at Palo Alto is said to be
as much like the great miler as it is possible for a youngster
to be like his sire. The resemblance is truly remarkable, and
everyone that visit the thoroughbred department near May-
field speaks in the same vein.

Old Diablo beat LoDgstreet, Candelabra, Reckon and
other celebrities at Gravesend last Monday, in a mile and a
quarter race, doing the distance in 2:08^ so easily that it is

declared that he could have run it in 2:07§. As far as that

goes, 2:08^ was the best run at the far East this season.

McCafferty & Wishard, now in St. Louis, have sold to

the Climax stable, on private terms, the brown colt Bayles
II., by Blazes, dam Selma. and therefore a brother to Barney.
The well-known fillies, Lady Useful and Jewel, have been
sold by the Lorraine stable to Trainer Bellew for $1,500.

The Californians did wonderfully well at St. Louis last

Monday. Macdonough's Joe Daniels colt, Electricity, won a
nine-sixteenths dash ; then Colonel S., (brother to Wild-
wood) won a mile race, and Santiago ran second to Balgowan
in a mile and 100-yard dash. At Latonia, Baldwin's El Reno
ran third.

St. Florian is much [darker in color than last year, and
his short season in the stud has made a different-looking

horse out of him. He used to be leggy, but that fault has dis-

appeared. He is high in flesh yet, and shows the careful

preparation he is receiving for the Metropolitan handicap, to

win which is the ambition of the Morrises.

A. F. Walcott, owner of Diablo, winner of the Brooklyn
Handicap of 1893, annoyed at the talk over the race, has

offered to match Diablo against any horse that ran in the

race at the same distance and same weights allotted them in

the Brooklyn for any amount from $1,000 up to $1S,000, the

winner's portion in the Brooklyn Handicap.

Orville Appleby took eight hordes to Sacramento last

week, and the Encino Stable flyers will in all likelihood

gather in a goodly share of the stakes and purses oflered at

the Capital Turf and Driving Club meeting, which begins

next Tuesday. Esperanza, St. Patrick and Conde were siz-

zling equine goods recently, and there may be one or two
more in the string that will astonish the Datives.

Messrs. Walcott & Campbell made Boyle tS: Lstllefield

an offer for the crack two year-old gelding Halton, by Him-
yar—Maud L. They oflered $15,000 in cash and the three-

year-old Eagle Bird, whom they bought from the same firm

for $10,000 last year. The otter, though flattering, was re-

fused, so Halton is evidently held in high esteem by his own-
ers.—Daily America.

Matt Storn and his excellent string of ten left last Wed-
nesday afternoon for Morris Park, Westchester, X. Y. The
celebrities in the lot are Marigold, Centella, Topgallant and
Hermitage. Several of Mr. Storn's horses have been ailing

for some time past, hence his delay in starting. The
flyers are well engaged at the far East, and we expect to hear

a good account of the work rendered by the Storn horses.

Domino, the little black two-year-old by Himyar, dam
Mannie Grey, by Enquirer, is declared by Easterners to be

another Tremont. He recently made Dobbins, Joe Ripley

and a host of other clever youngsters look like selling-platers.

He is owned by James R. and Foxhall P. Keene. The de-

scription of Domino's wins generally read: "Taral gave the

little black fellow his head near the three-quarter pole, and
he left his field as if they were rank selling-platers, winning
in a romp by six lengths,"

Mr. Frederick Gebhard's stable has been recruited by
|

a lot of fourteen three and two-year-olds, which arrived at

Grayesend Saturday morning. Frank McCabe will handle
them. They are homebred ones, having been raised on Mr.
Gebhard's Guenoc Stud, Lake County, Cal. Some of the
three-year-olds were rather undersized in their two-year-old
form, but give good promise for the future.—Daily America,
May 22.

The cherry jacket of L. J. Rose will soon be familiar on
our leading race courses. At the Runnymede and Mc-
Grathiana yearling sales last week in New York, he purchased
the following, in addition to the Charaxus youngsters chroni-
cled in our columns : Bay colt by Hindoo—Alga, by Onon-
daga

;
br f (sister to Mabel Glenn and Catalpa), by Hindoo

—

imp. Calphurnia ; b c by Onondaga—Maria D., by Lisbon
;

b c, by Favor—imp. Consuelo, by Springfield; br f by Ar-
gyle—Lady Elizabeth, by Flood, and ch f by Onondaga

—

Matagorda, by imp. Glengarry.

Fred George, the little Londoner, wriles us from New
,
Y'ork that the racing in the vicinity of the A merican metrop-

;
olis is grand and the betting a caution. A person has to fight

to get near a book, and there are 100 or more bookmakers
transacting business, too. L. J. Rose, H. Walsh, W. O'B.
Macdonough and J. G. Follansbee saw the Brooklyn Handi-

' cap run. Mr. George leaves for Chicago on June 25th, and
will see the Suburban Handicap race ere he leaves. He ex-
pects to be in San Francisco in July or August, and will leave
his business aflairs entirely with his partner, Inkersley, Room
69, Chronicle Building, this city, who will attend to every-
thing.

There is nothing like getting reports of meetings from the
proper officials, for then you know that you are all right.

During the Blood Horse and California Jockey Club meetings
Owner A. Leach, Jockey Kinney, Owner William Sinclair

and the gray gelding Stoneman were ruled off. None of these
were reinstated. Owner W. P. Fine and Trainer W. Short
were suspended indefinitelv. Fine was subsequently rein-

stated, but Short was not. Trainer Tom Bally was suspended
indefinitely. Jockeys Joseph Narvaez and A. Cook were sus-

pended indefinitely, and neither was taken back, as requested,

all talk about the former to the contrary notwithstanding.
Jockey Dick Ward was ruled off, but at a meeting of the P.

C. B. H. A. directors last week it was decided to allow the youth
ride on probation. When he was ruled off his irregular

habits weighed heavily against him, but he has promised to

reform.

We have it on the authority of Norman Brough, one of

the judges at the recent local meetings, as well as Clerk of

the Scales, that Joseph Narvaez has not been reinstated at

all, has not been allowed to ride for either the Bootses or
Holly, and all the reports that appeared in the local papers
stating that the crack jockey would be allowed to ride for any
man were erroneous. Mr. Holly did telegraph to President

;

Williams stating that good jockeys were scarce in Denver,
and that he would like to have Narvaez at the meeting in the
Colorado metropolis. As the judges suspended Narvaez in-

definitely, their permission was necessary, and, upon their re-

fusing to reinstate the jockey, that settled the matter so far as

the local association was concerned. The Secretaries at Den-
ver and other prominent racing points in the West, as well

as East, have been notified of Narvaez's suspension.

Lamplighter is a favorite for the Suburban Handicap at

4 to 1. Following are the odds against the others, together

;

with the weights: Lamplighter, 127 lbs., 4; Tammany, 127
lbs.; Banquet, 125 lbs., 15; La Tosca, 119 lbs., 30; Strath-
meath, US lbs., 12; Raceland, US lbs., 20; Judge Morrow,
117 lbs., 20 ; Montana, 116 lbs.; Dr. Hasbrouck, 116 lbs., S

;

Locohachee, 116 lbs., 25; His Highness, 116 lbs., 10; Pessara,

115 lbs., 15; Major Domo, 115 lbs., 50; Parvenue, 112 lbs., 20;

The Pepper, 112 lbs., 20; Leonawell, 112 lbs., 20; Mars, 112
lbs, 20; Nomad, 110 lbs., 40 ; Russell, 106 lbs., 20; Victory,
108 lbs., full; High Commissioner, 108 lbs., 50; Tournament,
107 lbs.; Two Bits, 106 lbs., 50; Rey Del Rey, 108 lbs.; Low-
lander, 105 lbs., 60; Fidelio, 105 lbs., 50; Iddesleigh, 105 lbs.,

100; Charade 105 lbs., 30; Cassius, 100 lbs., full; Silver Fox,
100 lbs., 100; Demuth, 100 lbs., 30 ; Steve Estes, 9S lbs., full;

Reclare, 97 lbs., 75; Terrifier, 95 lbs., 30.

The select little Elmwood Stock Farm string (Sir Walter,
Peter the Great, the Brutus—Bonnie Jean, and Torchbearer,
the Brutus—Ariola colt), left last Sunday morning for Wash-
ington Park, Chicago, in charge of Charles Boots and Trainer
Joe Nelson. At Winnemucca Cadmus, who had been ill

with pleurisy and kidney trouble, was picked up and taken
along to the White City. Dr. Masoero hardly thinks the
grand colt can be fitted for the American Derby, which is run
on Saturday, the 24th of June. Peter the Great is in the
World's Fair and Hyde Park Stakes. The former, five and
one-half furlongs, is guaranteed worth $20,000 to the winner,
while the Hyde Park, six furlongs, has 294 nominations,
with $5,000 added. If Peter the Great lands at Chicago in

good shape it will take a wonder to beat him in these events.

Sir Walter and the Ariola colts are not entered in any of the
6takes, but will have a chance to run in some of the good
over night races.

Speaking of a recent trial of Rainbow, the Longfellow
colt in the Morris stable, Daily America of May 24lh said :

" Wyndhain Walden put Fred Littlefield up on Rainbow,
thegood-looking son of Longfellow and Huff* and Blue. He
instructed the jockey to let him run a mile and a half, and as

the boy had a whip and wore spurs it was plain that there

would be no child's play about the work. The brown colt

went away at a remarkable clip, running the first half in 50
seconds and the live furlongs in 1:08. The onlookers whistled
as they looked at their watches, and then turned to gaze again
at Rainbow as he flashed Dp the backstreteh, going the three-

quarters in 1:161, ann" the seven-eighths in 1:304. The time
for the mile was 1:131, for the mile and a furlong 1:56.}, and
when Rainbow had reeled ofl a mile and a quarter in 2:09A

and still kept on, the excitement in the little knot of specta-

tors, including such good judges as Messrs. Kowe, Gideon and
Joyner, was intense. The mile and three furlongs was passed

in 2:23, and the mile and a half in 2:36}, showing Rainbow
to be a three-year-old of the very greatest speed and stamina.

He had fully 120 pounds up, and this work will compnre fav-

orably with anything ever done by Salvator, Longstreet or any
of the great thoroughbreds seen during the last decade at the

same age. The colt did not appear to be greatly distressed

after his brilliant and exhaustive trial, and those who saw
the work asked themselves the question, "If this colt keeps
right until the day of the American Derby, how are they go-

ing to beat him?"

The following interesting dispatch came over the wires
from Chicago last Monday night :

" Fine weather makes fast

work, and this morning Trainer Havey sent his colt Flood-
gate and Dare the fastest mile they have gone since their
arrival at Washington Park. The Californian was out early
with his string, and after the usual amount of walking exer-
cise he took Floodgate and Dare to the three-quarter pole.

The colts started at a good pace, with Dare slightly in the
lead, but both galloped well and strong. Around the far turn
Floodgate drew up even, and the pair raced together into the
stretch. Half-way down to the grand stand Dare again
showed in front. At the club-house turn he was half a length
to the good.

_
He increased his lead at the finish and com-

pleted the mile a length in advance of Floodgate in 1:11.

Neither colt was distressed, and Floodgate had evidently im-
proved much, although Dare got the better of him. The work
and improved condition of Floodgate must have become
known, for he was backed to the extent of $100 in a local

book this afternoon at 20 to 1. Yo El Rey has disappointed
most persons who has seen him gallop. He is very quick,
but moves with a short stride, totally different from all other
sons and daughters of Marion. He may be a world-beater,
but his action does not denote it. Challenge and Una Color-
ado are both more taking movers, and it would be hard to

find a nicer-looking pair of youngsters."

Last Monday night the Board of Supervisors of Alameda
County, urged on by a host of protesting women and religious

men, passed an ordinance prohibiting the making of books
or selling pools on Eastern racing events. The ordinance
was introduced by Mr. Martin, and a few amendments were
made by Mr. Plunkett, but which in nowise changed the
document as to its terms. Mr. Martin moved that the ordi-
nance be placed on final passage and Mr. Palouze seconded
the motion. Mr. Plunkett stated that he tried to have the
former ordinanse rescinded and had failed. He stated that
the Martin ordinance was a limitation of the evil, and as a
slice is better than no bread he would vote for it. And he
did. Mr. Bailey fell in line and the Board recorded a straight
vote in its favor. Mr. Morgan was absent. Supervisor
Plunkett did not yet feel entirely satisfied and offered an or-

dinance oi his own entirely prohibiting pool-selling and book-
making, and moved its adoption. It received no second. " I

cannot second it myself," he said. So it died. The Martin
ordinance prohibits pool-selling and book-making on Eastern
events, only allowing pools to be sold on races taking place
on the track where such pools are sold, under the following
conditions :

" Every person who may engage in the business
of making books or selling pools shall first obtain the per-
mission of a majority of the Board of Supervisors at a regular
meeting of the Board, which permission may at any time be
withdrawn without notice and the license at once revoked
and cancelled for any reason that to the Supervisors may
seem sufficient, and pay a license of §100 a month or part of

a month for each stall or auction-room or concern so en-
gaged."

The Miles City Journal, referring to Ryan Bros.' stable,

now in Denver, says it consists of Spoon, three years old, by
Storey, dam Miss Mungo ; Al Watts, four years old, by Pan-
taloon, dam Glance ; Rilla H., four years, by Pantaloon, dam
Gold Leaf; Berresford, three years, by imported Keene, dam
Gama ; Alpha, two years, by imported Keene, dam Gama

:

Hugo, two years, by imported Keene, dam Uga; Calhoun,
two years, by Glyndon, dam Sangaree; Sherbert, three years,

by Joquita, dam Sangaree. Spoon is the pride of the stable,

and has developed into a magnificent three-year-old. Last
season he made the West Side people empty their pocket
boo<s on more than one occasion. This season he is even
better form, and great things are expected of him. The three-

year-old Beresford is another dangerous competitor, and is

sure to make his mark. He stands 16.1 in height and is su-

perbly proportioned. Both of these colls are booked for the
Anaconda handicap and Butte Derby, and the animal who
leads them will win the money. Al Watts also shows up
much better this year than usual, and has so far shown a
much more tractable disposition than previously. He has
always been known to possess great speed, but has been very
unruly. It is now thought he has outgrown this, and if he
has he possesses the speed to make any of them know they
have been in a race when it has been run. The remainder of
the stable is a handsome string of colts, all in the best of con-
dition, and possessing speed, with no public records. The
Btable went direct to Denver, with twenty-four hours' rest at

Butte, thence to Salt Lake City, and will return to Montana
in time for the Anaconda and Butte races, at the completion
of which the horses will be shipped to Chicago, and will there
try conclusions with the Eastern cracks.

The following telegram startled California horsemen on the

20th of May: "Bad luck has attended the stable of Tom Wil-
liams, the California turfman, since it left the Pacific Coast.

First, Cadmus the stable's chief reliance for the American Der-

by, was taken sick at Winnemucca, New, and had to be left

there, and when the string arrived at Council Blufls Picton,

Racine and Tigress were laid up and the horses had to be
unloaded. Picton was suffering from inllaruation of the

bowels, and died this morning. Racine and Tigress were
affected with influenza and are coming around. Picton was
a strong and racy-looking three year-old chestnut colt by im-
ported Cyrus, dam Amelia, the dam of Xomad and Rinfax.

lie did not start as a two-year-old, and in his first essay as :i

three-year-old, ran third to < 'adtmis and Hermitage in a nine

furlongs race at Ban Francisi o. At the same meeting, carry-

ing llll pounds, he easily beat Cra. ie S., Ill pounds, at a
mile, covering the distance in 1:43}. He was entered in

the American Derby, and an opinion was prevalent that

Picton was really the stable reliance for the $60,000 prise,

and thai be was kepi in the background the same as Flam-
beau was with Kaeinc when two years old. PictOD is the

second prominent I alilnrnia IVrliv eandidalo that has died

in crossing the continent. The Czar died several years since

when only a couple of days out. Picton was bred at Palo
Alto, and was really owned by Senator Stanford, Tom
Williams having only obtained his racing qualities." Pii ton

was considered by Henry Walsh t" Ik- one of the greatest

youngsters he ever trained, and Cy. Mnlkev, the present

Superintendent at Palo Alto, thought a great deal of the big

chestnut colt that succumbed at Council Bluffs. Picton

showed a fine turn of speed in the two races he ran, and in

the first event, where he ran third, demonstrated his ability

to go up and win if his stable companion, Cadmus, was nut

equal to the task. However. Cadmus experienced little

trouble in winning, and Pirtnn « as not asked to do h

The loss is a heavy one, as Senator Stanford would n

taken less than $10,000 for the colt.
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During the Hurly-burly of the week in which the

trotting meeting is held there is little time for writing in rela-

ti .,i thereto, and also.unlilit can be recorded as an occurrence

of the past, the trial will not he perfected, feo far as can be

determined at the time of writing the innovations are likely

to be sustained by the practical test, and that there are good

grounds fur the belief that the endorsement of the future will

be still more emphatic in favor of the charge. I have heard

only one dissenting opinion in regard to doing away with

three in live races, and that was elicited in rather a singular

way. A man had a horse in a heat race. He made a belter

shoving in the second heat than be did in the first, and his

driver told the owner if there was another heat he would

surely win it. The gentleman was an acquaintance of the

Secretary of the National Trotting Association, and he at

once wroteto Mr. Morse that the California departure was a

failure. It is altogether likely that the letter will be pub-

lished in evidence that trotting will be ruined if the old and

venerable 3 in 5 be done away, whereas from the same kind

of reasoning if the horse had won in two heats it would have

been far superior. At all events, as the winner of the two

heats beat the horse very easily in the first heat,and though he

bettered his position in the secoud, was not at all dangerous,

so far as heats of a mile are the test, the presumption is that

he would have been defeated, however long the contest.

* *
11 Intolerable Prolongations."—TheHorseman of the

25th iust. gives two schemes to do away with what it has

aptly termed the intolerable prolongations of trotting contests.

One of them is my good friend McKinney's proposition, the

basis being to terminate the race when sis heats have been

trotted. It strikes me that that is not far from a tedious

drawing out of what shuuld.be ended in three heats absolutely,

unless dead heats come in the way. John Randolph said

that there were three tolerable things which were intolerable

—

" a tolerable egg, a tolerable oyster and a tolerable racehorse,"

ynd it surely seems that six heats of a race could be classed in

the same category. Another idea has been extended to cover

a final heat, the original being that a horse which won the

first heat be awarded " first money," the secoud the next

monetary division, and so on until all of the allotments had

been distributed. Now they are to come together for a final

lieat, and the positions in that decide, but then comes an ob-

stacle that when there are " four moneys " one horse will

have to trot five heats to another's two heats, and that after

two of his opponents have had long rests. He will be lucky

if in that final lest the red flag is not flaunted in his face and

his weary struggle has been without avail.

The California plan must be altogether too simple to be

appreciated by these searchers after some roundabout way
lo accomplish the purpose. Heats 2 in 3 and dashes from

one mile up does away with the intolerable prolongations so

effectually, that, united with promptness in getting the horses

off, there can be no reasonable complaints of dilatoriness.

There was no grumbling on that score last year when three

in live races were on the bill, the clause which limited the

starters after three heats were trotted and activity in "getting

them a-going" proving a potent acceleration. Still better

this vear. and five and six races in an afternoon were finished

i time to permit dining at the meal hour. It is not

likely that so intensely conservative a body of men as Eastern

trotting folk are. especially that body of them who are in such

dread of a diminution of profits as more races will entail, will

adopt the change, but it is sure to prevail before many more
years pass. Striving to correct the evil by schemes such as

are ventilated in The Horseman is beginning at the wrong
end.

*
* *

Modebn Racing; AN Incident—That modern racing is

mainly *in adjunct to betting is so palpable that denial will

be either an evidence of lack of candor or a token of want

-. The whole faleric rests on a basis which has wager-

ing for corner-stones, walls, arch and keystone. As music

and luxury are needed adjuncts at Monte Carlo, taking away
some of the vulgarity of the crowds which throng the
grounds, and casting a glamourie over the portions of the

'. hich are repulsive, so the " grand old sport " is made
to pander to base pa.-sions, and like the guadily-decked wheel

itches the ball, is merely an allurement, an enticement
to "plunge" and to take risks which the victim cannot afiord.

These people who are the loudest in their denunciations of

the slowness of harness racing, and praise with glowing elocu-

tion the abort spina of the present dav, find no fault with the

half hours which are granted, after the finish o e one gallop-

in- race to calling another, for the avowed purpose of bet-

ti g. Were il followed in harness events, were the
track left vacant for thirty minutes after one race had come
10 -in end. and the signal hell give forth no sound for that
length of lime to warn for another, those who did not wager
might mi protests Bt the waste of time, but what
would

i
I when the whole existence of the sport is

dependent upon the concession. Should the attempt lie made
ill the allotment the bookmakers would rebel. They

must have every available minute to ply their vocation, and
fn.m [he moment the lists are shown on the boards, for thirty

thereafter, and until the tinkle of the starling hell is

' heir work gi e i m.

Shonld there be heats it is dollars to rents that a person, if

in authority, were to propose " sandwiching," be would raise

ir which would give him a lesson, a warning that the
gro mil was hot, tood opon.

Bui in trotting sandwiching is a potent aid to correct the
e interludes which " time between heals" would pre-

ad gladly ao i

* #
"Tim i, Between Heat.-."—The allusion to the practice

of sandwiching trotting races brings forward a theme, which,

at this time, can only be given B paragraph, hut which is well

worthy of greater consideration. The only races of heats

at meeting were " two
in three.'* When the distance are heats, one mile, twenty

are what the rule gives, h must he clearly evident
no curtailment or lengthening of the space should be

tolerated, and when there is an elongation, if not occasioned

bv unforeseen cause, some one is derelict. The judges have
no excuse should it be their fault, and it is imperative that

the requirement of the law should be followed with exact-

ness. The race that is first commenced, until it is finished,

has preference, and if the start for tbe second has been delayed

until the allotted twenty minutes have passed, it is the bounden
duty of the judges to put the horses engaged in the first in

the hands of the starter. No matter if the scoring of the sec-

ond has commenced, when the time is marked they should be

sent out of the way of those who are entitled to the track.

The mere statement, in the published conditions, that sand-

wiching will be pursued, does not warrant extension of time

between heats, and though it may appear burdensome to those

who are called out and sent back without accomplishing any-

thing, it is the only course that the judges can follow. The
only method of avoiding the difficulty is to make it plain in

the " published conditions," these made prior to closing of

entries, that heats of different races will be alternated, and
that if there is not sufficient time to finish thai sandwiched

without infringement of the rule, the necessary time will be

taken. Without that notice, or one of similar effect, judges

have no more right to delay the starting of a heat in a race,

which has already one or more heats decided, than to violate

any of the other provisions. A greater necessity for com-
porting with the letter of the law in this case than many
others, as tbe result might depend on promptness and accu-

racy in measuring the interval between heats.

*
* *

Not a Bit Faxciful.—I am so far inclined from having

pessimistic fancies that it may be said that there never was

a cloud so black to me that rifts of gold were not discernible

and silver linings galore if time were only given for the

mind to change. But in forecasting the future of horse in-

terests in this and other States it must be a wonderfully dull

man that does not see good cause for apprehension. In the

"Blue Grass Notes" of the Chicago Horseman the following

paragraph closes the article:

•* It seems that the Kentucky Legislature is determined to break up
all kinds of horse-racing in Kentucky. A bill is now pending before
that body which if enacted will virtually close every race track in

the State, as it prohibits bettirjg on the races in any form, either on
tiie tracks or iu the pool-rooms. It abolishes pool-rooms entirely.
\\ heu the measure eame up this week it was defeated uy the close

voteof tbiuy-seven to twenty-five. While this kills the bill for the
time being it is not beyond tbe range of probability that before the
Legislature adjourns, if it ever dots, a similar bill will be enoeted.
The Kentucky Trolling Horse Breeders' Association, the Kentucky
Racing Association and the Louisville and Latouia Jockey Clubs
chuuoi be adected by such a bill i.s the oue mentioned, as ihe char-
ters of ibese associations, granted by orevinus LegisI tures, give
ihem the right to sell pools on their grounds during race meetings.
Sucn a bill, nowever, would be a death blow to all the fair associa-

tions of tne State and would paralyze the trotling-horse business. It

would not injure the breeders or runners, owing to the fact that all

Ihe running associations in the Slate can continue pool-selling on
their tracks under their charters. The large vote this bill received
indicates the necessity olthe horsemen going to work with a will at
the next legislative election and seeing to it that persons unfriendly
to the great industry of horse-breeding are not sent to the Legislature.
This is the only way the dauger can be averted, and it isto be hoped
the bursemeu of the State will see the matter iu ihis b'ght."

When a Slate which has so much at stake in the breeding

of trotters and race horses as Kentucky presents an opposi-

tion so determined as shown by the above quotation, it is

time to give close attention to remedying the evils which lead

to such bitter antagonisms. Connecticut and its blue laws

are charged with promoting the bigotry which led to the

passage of prohibitory laws, but Kentucky can hardly be

classed in the list of .Stales which are governed by ancient,

puritauical dogmas. The opposition comes from a difierent

motive than ultra morality. Pair-minded men are constrained

to admit that there are just causes for complaint, and that

the danger is so imminent that if steps are not taken to coun-

teract the poison, the only antidote will be the downfall of

trotting and racing interests.

In" the Dark.—The following clipping from the New
York Spirit of the Times of the 27th ult. is somewhat of a

puzzle to me.
2,360—B. D. Phillips. Oakland, Cal.. vs. Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association, cal. Application for release from expul-
sion imposed Oct. 26, 1S92.

In October, 1892, there was a race at Oakland, Cal., in which appli-
cant participated with his bay mare Laura B, The judges removed
the driver under authority of Rule 28, and at the conclusion the
judges ordered the expulsion of Mr. Phillips, whereupon he appealed
ihrough the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association to the
Pacific District Board of the National Trotting Association, which
Board, taking into consideration the circumstances as presented by
witnessess, and the swurn testimony of Mr. Phillips, recommended
thattne sentence of expulsion be set aside, and that in place thereof
Mr. Phillips be fined in the sum ot £500 and suspended until such fine

is paid, which recommendation is hereby approved and ordered to
be placed on the records.

The part that is troublesomeis the connection of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association with the rein-

statement, and how the Pacific District Board tried the case

without notifying the association which inflicted the punish-

ment. It has been a queer case in several respects, but the

queerest feature to me is that Mr. Phillips' appeal went
" through the association " of which I was president without
my knowledge.

If the fine is suflicient to deter Mr. Phillips from a repeti-

tion of such an oflense as that he was punished for, so far as

he is concerned that will be satisfactory, but the example is

hardly as stringent as what it should have been to deter

others. Mr, Phillips being a new man in trotting affairs ,he

may have been misled by bad counsellors, and that is the

<mly redeeming feature 1 see in bis case. \f the pardon has

been gained by deceit and subterfuge, as the above quotation
implies, others must be liable.

Probably the Secrelary of the Pacific District Board can
throw some light on the question.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Tit i: niiin who estimates the influence that any noted an-
cestor has on any animal by the per cent of blood of that an-

cestor which the animal possesses will get badly misled.

There are decendants of Rysdyk's Ilarabletonian living to-

day which do not inherit three per cent, of his blood that

bear a stronger resemblance to that noted sire in form and
temperament than some of I Iamblelonian's own sons and
daughters. The same is true of the descendants of almost
any other noted stallion. The law of heredity is a very mys-
terious one. »

( I. W. Pooutffi sprinter Lorenzo is laid on the shelf for a
time owing to the bungling work of a farrier that was trying ,

to plate the horse. The horse's hoof was cut to the quick,

Flaxtail 8132.

and there are fears of lockjaw setting in.

Considerable has been published from time to time, partic-

ularly in the California papers, relative to the stallion Flax-

tail and his pedigree. It appears from what has been brought

out during tbe past year or so that he did not belong, as was

atone time supposed, to any branch of the Blue Bull family,

bnt it is now quite well established that he was by Bull Pup,

sire of the famous pacer Howdy Boy (2:13|), one of the very

fastest of his day.

Flaxtail is registered in Vol. 7 of the American Trotting

Register, but there is very little in that registration which is

correct, and much which is absolutely incorrect, particularly

his registration as standard, as by no rule then existing or

I hat ever had existed, and by none since adopted, was this

horse standard, neither was he ever taken to California, as is

there stated.

According to the most reliable evidence that can be obtained

relative to the history of Flaxtail, he was foaled about 1854,
was bred by .Newton Wiseman, of Salem, Ind., who sold a
half-intf-rest in him to his brother, by whom he was sold to

Joseph Mitchell in 1864, then of Salem, Ind. Flaxtail was
taken by Mr. Mitchell to Iowa, and sold by him to T. T.
Tinsley, of Mahaska county, from whom he was purchased
by Dr. M. W. Hicks, whose property he died at La Harpe,
111., in the fail of 18S0, Dr. Hicks having leased him just

before moving to California to G. H. Nelson, in whose orchard
the old horse died. It is stated that the dam of Flaxtail was
a small, fast pacing mare of unknown breeding.

Bull Pup was bred by Warwick Miller, about four miles

from Louisville, Ky. He was by Old Pilot, and his breeder
has stated that his dam was by Tom Hal, a son of Tom
Crowder, by Pilot. Bull Pup was a brown horse, foaled in

1835. He was sold by his breeder to Joseph Dill, of Louis-
ville, Ky., from whom he was purchased when five years old,

by J. A. Mitchell, and taken to Bedford, Ind.

Bedford and Salem are in adjoining countries and only a
few miles apart, but it is a very long distance from either to

Butler County, O., where Pruden's Blue Bull was bred and
first stood and about the same distance to Hamilton County,
O., where he was next owned, or Boone County, Ky., where
the balance of his service was made. Furthermore, there
was neither record, claim, nor the least probability of the

dam of Flaxtail ever being bred to Blue Bull, while itnow
appears to have been claimed by tbe breeder of Flaxtail that

he was by Bull Pup, and so given each time be changed
hands.
When Dr. Hicks decided to move to California he owned

Empress, which afterward took a record of 2:29f, Prairie Bird
with a pacing record of2:28J, Fernleaf, Mahaska Belle, Mary
and Tinsley Maid. Five of thes^ daughters of Flaxtail and
their produce he took with him, and each has proven a

noiable success. There was no records to call particular

attention to this strain until 1883, when the filly Flight, at

Oakland, Cal., entered the list, taking a record of 2:29. Flight
was by Buccaneer, whose dam was a daughter of Flaxtail,

and Flight's dam was Prairie Bird, also a daughter of
Flaxtail. A pacing record of 2:28* is claimed to have been
made by Prairie Bird in 1871.

In 18S6 the only trotter by Flaxtail which has ever beaten
2:30 entered the list. Empress then taking a record at Sacra-
mento, Cal., of 2:29|, and the same year Apex and Shamrock,
whose dams .vere Mary and Fernleaf, by Flaxtail, also en-

tered the list, Apex taking a three-year-old record of 2:2b'

and Shamrock a two-year-old record of 2:25, which was then
the champion two-year-old stallion record. Fernleaf, the dam
of Shamrock, is also the dam of Gold Leaf, which in 1SS9 re-

duced tbe four-year-old pacing record to 2:11}, and that record

still staods as the best for a four-year-old filly. Fernleaf is

also the dam of Thistle, which at five years old had a pacing
record of 2:14, and was the sire of To Order wilh a two-year-

old record of 2:14. Mahaska Belle, bred to Buccaneer, pro-

duced the dam of the champion yearling trotter Frou Frou
(2:25}), that three times reduced tbe yearling record and still

holds the yearling trotting championship.
Flaxtail was registered as probably by Pruden's Blue Bull,

though there really never was any evidence that he belonged

to that family, but the compiler of the American Trotting

Register was particularly partial to the pacers, had a theory

that the pacing ancestors were the true source of a large pro-

portion of our trotting speed, and was very fond of crediting

the pacing strains with as much speed as possible, bis partial-

ity to the ancient pacers being just about equal to his an-

tipathy to the running blood or crosses in the trotting pedi-

gress, however remote.

The fact that Flaxtail was registered as standard when
there was no rule or reason for it seems not to have been
noticed by any who have written concerning his history, or

if noticed no one has mentioned it. Last September at Mon-
mouth, HI., in a contest against time, the twelve-year-old

stallion Dan, by Flaxtail, with a dam of unknown breeding,

trotted in exactly 2:30. Nearly all of the contests against

time where 2:30 has not been beaten have been rejected, at

least for purposes of registration, but with this admitted,

Flaxtail is now standard by only the very narrowest limit,

though for several years previous, when at no lime was he or

any of his get except Empress (2:29 1) and such others as were

the dams of 2:30 trotters, entitled to standard rank, his num-
ber was allowed to remain.

It has been generally supposed that not until after the

American Trottiog Register had been transferred to its pres-

ent ownership and removed to Chicago had the pacers ever

figured in conferring standard rank, and then only on a basis

of five seconds faster speed, but -in Flaxtail we have an in-

stance where under the original Registrar a horse was given

Standard rank on the strength of a pacing record too slow to

have counted during the short period when what was styled

the mixed standard was in operation.

How many other cases of this kind there may have been

under the management"of the Registrar with so much pacing

prejudice we are unable to say, but it is very clear that

Flaxtail was accorded standard rank, and had a number
appended to his name, for some seven years before he had any

right or legitimate title to it. There are others with low

numbers whose standard rank would not bear too close in-

vestigation.
—"Vision" in Horse-Breeder.

DURING the race for the Woodbine Steeplechase at To-
ronto, on Wednesday, the horse Searle fell at the in-and-out

jnrup and broke his neck, his rider escaping without serious

j

injuries, though he got a bad shaking up.
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HOOF-BEATS.

D. J. Campau, of Detroit, was the only one of the steward
of the grand circuit that favored the shorter distance.

W. H. Forbes, of Boston, has sent on his racing stable

which consists of ten two-year-old fillies, to Morris Park.

Dan D.ENNISON was successful with Rosalie at St. Louis
last Wednesday, Nutwood being second and Captain Sinclair

third.

The races begin at Oakland next Tuesday, and as a large

number of horses are quartered at the track, a fine meeting
is assured.

There were but three horses scratched from their engage-
ments at the Gravesend track recently out of a total of b'fty-

three entries.

Xext Monday, June 5, is the date of the special congress
of the National Trotting Association to act upon the proposed
change in the distance.

Fraxk Van Ness is out with a statement that his half of
the famous racer Morello is not for sale, and that no one can
buy his interest at any price.

Peter "Weber is working his horses over the old Melrose,
or Finigan track, Alameda, one of the best places in this

section in which to condition a horse.

The tipster iu Daily America ("San Juan" Vreeland) has
been doing some remarkable picking. Players of his tips

must have been making the bookmakers weary.

Gaston Ashe has been attending the Brooklyn race meet-
ing. He does not think Tom Williams will try to recover
Geraldine^ as the mare is guarded night and day.

Mr. T. W. Moore's handsome mare Veronica, 2:29, has
been bred to Guy Wilkes, 2:1-5}. The produce ought to be
valuable; her colt by Sidney is remarkaby handsome.

Pierre Lorillard pronounces the story that he said a
combination had been formed to destroy Lamplighter's
chances in the Brooklyn Handicap an unqualified lie.

11 Dave " Johnson has been playing in great luck lately

and is reported to have made something like$15,000 since the

races began at the Gravesend track. That is where he got,

the maney to buy the brother to Dr. Rice for $7,000.

It is refreshing to know that at least one of California's

industries is well represented. Young Frank G. O'Kane, of

this city, is at Chicago with the only exhibit of California

horse goods at the World's Fair, and deserves great credit for

the enterprise he displays.

Prince George won the rich Toboggan Slide Handicap,
six furlongs, at Morris Park last Thursday, doing the dis-

tance in 1:11-]. Yemen, the heavily-backed favorite, finished

second, and G. W. Johnson third. The Infanta Eulalie, of

Spain, attended the races, and lost $40 on Yemen.

Harry Brown arrived in Woodland May 24th from
Lakeport with Advocate and Advocatrix, by Attorney (he by
Harold), Pattie P. by Eumont (he by Almont), a filly by
Advocate, dam Pattie P., and a filly by Advocate, dam thor-

oughbred. He is going to work them there and try and get

them in shape to start in the races the first of August.

Mr. Pettingill, who is starting the horses at the Latonia
meeting, is having about as hard a time wiib the jockeys as

Mr. Howe is having near Xew York, and the result is a lot of

complaint from owners and race-goers. McLaughlin had the

same trouble at St. Louis, though he had succeeded all right

at the Ontario Jockey Club meeting, where he is now acting as

starter.

The leading winning owners at the Louisville meeting
were Gushing & Ortb, with §7,040 to their credit; Etna
Stable, $5,4-55; Scoggan Bros., $4,905; Ed Brown (Brown
Dick), $4,230; Bob Rose, $2,120; Santa Anita Stable, $1,995.

Irving headed tho list of winning jockeys with eight wins; A.
Clayton, 6; Thorpe, 5; K. Williams, 4; Martin, Perkins and
R. Taylor, 3 each.

The Washington Park Club, of Chicago, will give away
$250,000 in added money at its meeting to be held during the

coming summer. The meeting will last for twenty-five days.

J. A. & A. li. Morris, M. F. Dwyer, Walcott & Campbell,
August Belmont, S. S. Brown, J. R. and F. P. Keene, J. M.
Jeflcott, Gideon & Daly, and the Oneck Stables from the far

East that will be represented at the meeting.

A match has been made at Marshfield, Or., for $100 a side,

to come off July 4th, one-half mile heats, two in three,

between M. L. Noble's colt Hiak, sired by Ciaterwoe (by Daly
5341) and F. P. Norton's coit Bonneston, sired by Bonner N.
B. (by Daly 5341). The colts are yearlings, are showing up
nicely, and it is expected they will do those sires credit in

this match race. It is causing lots of talk, as both colts have
lots of friends.

Samuel Gamble having resigned the position of director

of the Slate Board of Agriculture, on account of his intended

departure for the East shortly, Governor Mark ham appointed

thethoroughly-qualified and very popular Christopher Green,

now of San Francisco, to fill the vacancy. Mr. Green has

officiated in the capacity mentioned for many years, and
therefore a better selection could not have been made by our

wise chief executive.

The Oakland meeting begins next Tuesday afternoon, and

continues on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday of

each week until August 1st. Charley Trevathanan

will be the presiding judges, E. Forsland clerk of the

course, and Dr. C. W. Aby wielder of the bunting. A fine

meeting is promised, and the chracter of the officials is so

good that little opportunity will be offered jobbers to do any-

thing crooked at Oakland.

Dr. Rice, who had an attack of bleeding at the nose during

the running of the Derby, has twice been attacked in a sim-

ilar way during his work. A veterinarian to whom the

horse was turned over for treatment announced that the

trouble was purely local and amounted to nothing, but the

recent attack has convinced the owners, Messrs. Gideon &
Daly, that there is some serious trouble, and tho colt will get

a long rest and treatment to see if the trouble cannot be

remedied and the hemorrhages stopped.

At a meeting of the directors of the Capital Turf and
Driving Club, of Sacramento, last Saturday evening it was
decided to so arrange the programme of the coming meeting
that the first three days will be devoted to running and the
other two to trotting and pacing races.

Marcelle, the Broodmeade Farm's noted black mare, won
the mile-heat race at Victoria, B. C, on May 26th, distancing
Johnny Hooker and Patsy Curren in the first heat, run in 'he
slow time of 1:48 4-5. Dart won the 2:35 trot, and hia best

time was 2:39. Belle A. won the 3:00 class trot, best time,

2:47 J.

Cope StinSON will have the mare Instant, 2:11',, that

Thomas Greenwood purchased recently. The men who like

to play a sure thing will hope that he will learn to balance
her a little better than her former driver. Trimble, by shift-

ing the weights, could fix the mare so she couldn't go around
the turn without making a break, but when he did want her
to go straight she was generally ready to make a great race
for his money.

Clabus, bred at Rancho del Paso, by Hyder Ali, dam
Clarissa, by Wanderer, beat a fine lot of two-year-olds at

Gravesend on May 20th, with 10 to 1 against his chancer
We predicted that this youngster would be a good one in a long
article on the Rancho del Paso yearlings about this time in

1892. On the same date Joe Kelly, another Californian, by
John Happy—Alannah, won, with Nomad second, while Sir

Excess, a Sir Modred, ran second to Discount.

Lady Surry.

H. W. Meek's pacer Cricket, 2:10, foaled at Haywardsj
Cal., a bay colt by Sidney, May 20th—a fine looker, large,

and acts like a pacer. Cricket will be bred to Direct this

season, and that will be the fastest
,( combine " on record.

Leda, by Director, dam by Chieftain, second dam thorough-
bred, foaled a bay filly by Nutwood Wilkes April 29tb, and
Beauty, by Mambrino Wilkes, second dam thoroughbred,
foaled a brown colt by Centella (he by Antevolo) March 24th.

In our issue of February 11, 1S93, "Rezot" said of the
Metropolitan Handicap run last Wednesday at Morris Park,
after telling of Charade's victory last season over the mighty
Tammany, etc. : "So we rather like the chances of Wads-
worth, Charade and Wildwood." Now Wadsworth and
Wildwood did not start, leaving only one of our choices to go
to the post. Charade won the rich event by five lengths, so

that we really picked the winner of the Metropolitan Handi-
cap as far back as the early part of February.

W. F. Mosby. of Butte, Mont., has got together a very ex-
cellent little string of thoroughbreds, and the lot, as follows,

may go to Chicago at the conclusion of the Montana circuit:

St. Brendan, 3, by imp. St. Blaise, dam Guenn ; Little Dor-
rit, 3, by Joe Daniels, dam Louise; Carmen, b m, 5 (sister to

Nevada), by Regent, dam Miss Ella ; Mike Brown, b g, 4, by
Vici, dam Nellie; Eos, b f, 2, by Eolian, dam Pirouette;
Carnot, b c, 2, by Regent, dam Mamie Holton, and a bay
colt yearling, by Eolian, dam Ordinance. Henry Williams
is training the Mosby horses, and we would not be surprised
if some of these turned out cracker-jacks. Mr. Mosby is one
of the most popular men in Montana, and, while a newcomer
to the ranks of turfmen, he appears to be going about the
mailer in the right way.

At the Pleasanton Stock Farm of Monroe Salisbury are a

number of youthful " phenoms" of the equine woild. The
greatest is the little black colt by Direct, 2:05}, dam by Xau-
buc. This fellow is as much like the redoubtable Utile Direct

as a youngster can be like his sire. Last Wednesday Kelly
hitched the colt up to a bike sulky (the baby's seventh experi-

ence in this line), and he paced a quarter in 38 seconds with
great ease. The coming world-beater is just twelve months
old now. Niles Beauty has been secured of Allen Mayhew
by Mr. Salisbury. She is going quarters close to 35 seconds,

and if she recovers thoroughly from her lameness may be
sent East. Vic H. is doing well. She was purchased not
long since from D. M. Reavis, and is now the property of

Monroe Salisbury. The Director-Lilly Stanley two-year-old

was sent a half-mile last Wednesday and went it in 1:07.

Stakter Rotve is having a lot of trouble with the jockeys
this year, and the delays at the post are very annoying in

consequence. There seems to be some sort of a combination
among: the boys to make him all the trouhle possfbie, and but

few of them will try and help him while he is trying to make
a start. There is a story about the paddock that it is all due
to a combination among the lads to try and get some other
starter to fill Mr. Rowe s place, because he is so severe with
them in the imposition of fines. They do not like to be lined

more in one race for disobedience at the post than they can
earn in a week's hard work at their business. They will fail

in their attempts to drive him out of the starter's box, in all

probability, but something ought to be done by the Board of

Control to punish the lads unless they try to get fair starts for

their horses. The public is getting very tired of the whole
business.

"The greatest difficulty I find in breeding trotters," said

L. Brodhead of Wondburn Farm to an Eastern writer the

other day, " is to eliminate the inclination to pace. No doubt
our trotters owe much of their speed to the pacer, still the

trotter is what we want, and he is the animal that pells well

for road purposes and has the opportunities to win large

amounts in parses. -My experience teaches me thai the pacer
stamps his peculiarity of gait upon his descendants with move
regularity than even the thoroughbred. Mr. Wallace no-

toriously favored the pacer, and as his teachings have been
followed bv many people for a number ofyears, pacing crosses

are more frequent than they would have been otherwise. It

was tny idea that a strong infusion of thoroughbred blood

would be the best corrective, and I slill believe it to be m
efficacious than anylhtng else, hut have found that, II

cases, it will not conquer the pacing tendencies bequeathed
by a remote ancestor. For instance, Alexander's Abdallah
had a pacing cross quite well hack, but knew nothing himself

hut trot. We bred him to a thoroughbred mare, Vanity by

Vandal, and the result was Vanity Fair, who became a greal

brood mare, but was a natural pacer and would go no othei

gait. This is but an illustration of what stems to me to be

Almost, if not quite, a general nil**, that the pacing instinct is

very difficult to eradicate and will crop out in the most unex-

pected and unwelcome places, and even a i

lions of ancestors have been free from it. To my mind il Le

among the most difficult of the various problems of trotting

breeding. I would rather get a that could not

show a beUer gait three minutes, in preference to a mixed
gaited one of 2:20 speed."

The dam of Henry Clay 8 was the trotting mare, Lady
Surry, and it was first said that she came from Canada and

was inclined to pace. This statement Mr. Wallace accepted.

This was not contradicted until 1861. In the May number
of Wallace's Monthly for 1881 is a statement from P. \\\

Jones, formerly of Amherst, X. I L, in which he states that

Lady Surry came from the town of Surry, N. H., that Mark
D. Perkins, of Mt. Vernon, X. H., bought her of the Muzzy
boys, of Surry

; that Daniel W. Gilmore, of Xew York City,

bought her of Mr. Perkins when five years old, and rode her

to the city (Xew York) with a young man by the name of

Lovejoy, who was a son or relative of the Lovejoy that kept

the hotel. The fact that she came from the town of

Surry was what gave her the name Surry, with the

Lady prefixed. This last statement Mr. Wallace

accepted, and it has beeu so understood that she came from

Surry, X. H., and the probabilities are that she was bred
there.

It is well to understand that Mr. Jones was quite a horse-

man, that he owned Empress, 2:30, and several sons and
grandsons of Cassius M. Clay 18, and would take some in-

terest in the breeding of the dam of the founder of the
family.

Sorry joins Walpole, X. H. Walpole is quite a center for

the people of the adjoining towns to come totrade. It i- the

home of Frederick A. Weir, one of the oldest and best-posted

horsemen in Xew England. It was in 18*5 or 1SSG that we
asked Mr. Wier by letter if he remembered Mr. Perkins
having such a mare, and if so to give her origin and breeding
if he could. He replied that he remembered well Mark I).

Perkins riding such a mare to Walpole somewhere in the
thirties, that she inclined to pace, but he could not then re-

member her breeding. After some correspondence Mr. Weir
wrote that, after thinking it over, it had come to him bow it

was, and if we would come to his place he would give the
facts. We visited him the summer of 1SSU, and he took us in-

to the town of Surry and to the farm where he said Lady Surry
was foaled ; that he knew her from the time she was a year-
ling

;
that her breeder's name was Perkins, and that he told

him when he first saw the filly ^Lady Surry) she was on one
side the fence and her dam the other, and he gave her breed-
ing, which we have saved. He said that he was present
when Mr. Perkins sold her, and that, in 1836, he took
to Long Island a span of mares and stayed there
several weeks. Saw Lady Surry trot and win a race, and
recognized her as the mare Mr. Perkins raised ; and he saw
her bred to the horse Andrew Jackson—that it was said at

the time, if that cross did not produce a trotter they did not

know what would. He said that a Mr. Weaver had the care
( f the horse. Mr. Weir had proof that he was on Long
Island in 1836, though he did not know it when he made the
statement. In looking over Mr. Weir's old horse bills, some
two hundred, we found two of Andrew Jackson's bills for the
year 1S36, and it states that John Weaver owned or had care

of the horse. Mr. Weir then remembered Mr. Weaver's giv-

ing them to him, but he had forgotten it. The billstates that

his dam was by Whynot and that he was by the imported
horse, old Messenger; second dam by the celebr-ited horse,

old Messenger. It is claimed Lady Surry was quite a trotter

in her day, but no account of her races have been given. It

would be interesting to know how many races she trotted, and
bow many she won and lost, and the time made.
The horse Henry Clay was hred by George M. Patchen, of

Brooklyn, X. Y., foaled in 1837. In 1846 Mr. Patchen sold

him to Gen. Wadsworth, of Genessee Co., X. Y., for as many
dollars as he weighed pounds, which brought him 1,060. It

was ^a"d that he became blind, soon after the General bought
him, by his son driving him a forced trip to Bufialo. 1 1

e

trotted two races which he won, getting a rfc>rd at Bufialo

in 1S47, of 2:35. He was kept in the i termor or western
part of Xew York the n:o t of h's life, and it is understood
that lie did not have as good a class of mares to produce
from as some of the other great horses have had. His pic-

ture does not show him very fine-made, rather bl 'cky, with
a large poll. One writer states his bind parts were those of

a Kanuck. and that he had sickle hocks.

Many of the Clays incline to have faulty or defective hocks,

liable to corks and spavins, and some incline to have weak
eyes. Whether it comes from their founder or his son, t_':is.

sius M. Clay, it is not stated. The Clay horses are kind and
easy horses to break, except, perhaps, some of the Patchens.
They do not mature as quickly is some of the other families,

nor are they so quick and light under foot, and there are

more pacers among tbem.
The Clay and Morgan cross is a good one. The Clay stride

is quicker, and the Morgan stride is longer, and their sice is

increased. The perfect hocks of the Morgans help to rectify

the faulty hocks of the Clays. The mark,- of Dexter amount
tn nothing, as to :?ho\vinL' that his sire was Henry Cla;

his grandam had his marks, which shows I tester could have
taken his marks and color from his grandam. This is the

only proof that has been Kiven that Henry I lay was the sire

of Dexter, except a statement in the Turf, Field and Farm
that says that Mr. Hawkins never said that lie l>re I

!

but that he raised him, that Mr. Hawkins' mare lost her foal,

and that she raised one sired by Henry (.lav 45.

S. A. PARKER, the well-known breeder of Xewell. la., has

a fine bay colt by Bero, -on of Director, from Maud X, by

Dexter Prince. His liily Princess, by Electioneer, dam by
Nutwood, will soon drop a foal by McKinnejNj-:l-'- The
foals by Harold Jr. are coming nicely. Mr. Parker owns
West Wilkes, black stall ion, '_': 1'J

!,
, by Simmons, and ie

ing -oine of his host mares to him. 1 I j

- In
|

<- i- In ii _

and will be fitted for rates. Mr. I'.irker writes UK "
I expect

to lower his record this year. He is stepping very nicely, is

very handsome, and trots as smooth a- oil.''

KwNia.u will now he specially prepared for the n

the American Derby at ' liicago, says the New Yorl

oi" May 26th. His easy victory in the Brooklyn Derby yes-

terday afternoon selth :

i'- The M-ssrs. Morris
now think they have with him a chance second to i:

Ber poor rare igainsl Lamplighter in

the Standard Stakes is explained by the facl that after the
ir[ of mucuf

was plainly enough tin ome bronchial on
ttnev

before the race was run.
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THROUGH NAPA VALLEY.

A Pleasant Visit to the Famous Trotting Horse

Establishments of This Famous Valley.

'* Give fools their gold and knaves their power

;

Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall

;

Who sows a field, or trains a flower,

Or plants a tree, is more than all.

'• For he who blesses most is blest

;

And God and man shall own his worth
Who toils to leave as his bequest
An added beauty to the earth.

*• And. soon or late, to all that sow
The time of harvest shall be given :

The flower stall bloom, the fruit shall grow—
If not on earth, at last in heaven ]

"

How very appropriate to the scene that lay before us were

those choice words of Whittier as we looked from the hillside

upon the beautiful valley of Napa below us. As far as the eye

could see were fields of ripening grain, vineyards heavy with

verdure clad and thrifty orchards surrounding beautiful

dwellings, whose gable roofs seemed resting on bowers of roses

and evergreen vines. The lawns in front of these dwellings

were dotted with bushes and flowers, while great old oaks

afforded shade for cattle and horses that were apparently

enjoying a quiet rest in the pastures and meadows.

Our destination was Prof. Heald's Napa Stock Farm, which

consists of some 700 acres of rich land about six miles east of

Napa, and the road being a wide, yet steep one, afforded us

plenty of opportunities for taking bird's-eye views of "the

valley that lay smiling beneath us." The scene was one that

impressed us so favorably, that time will never efface it

from our memories. To do full justice to the view would

indee d be a pleasure, and to give scope to our fancy in describ-

ing the beauties of the valley that seemed to commence at the

foot of old St. Helena and continued more charming as they

extended far beyond the confines of the city of Napa, would be

only an outline sketch after all. Andrew Carnegie, the Pitts-

burg millionai re, summed it up in a few expressive words

when he was here by saying: "This is the Paradise of

America."

Our errand was not to sit still on that mountain side and
gaze like one entranced speechless with awe and enraptured

with admiration ; we were on a visit to see the horses, colts

and fillies that Prof. E. P. Heald, of San Francisco had gath-

ered from all parts of the State and placed on his stock farm.

Our programme was a long one and after we had visited that

farm we were then to go to John McCord's, the race track

at Napa, then on to St. Helena and H. W. Crabb's To Kalon
SLock Farm, Oakville.

On arriving at Mr. Heald's neat residence* we alighted, and
with H. Grigsby, the superintendent of the farm foraguide,
we were soon busy inspecting the horses in the barns and the

matrons with iheir families that were enjoying the cool

shad e of the pines and oak trees in the pastures.

The first horse looked at was Pilot Prince (brotherto Lottery
Ticket, 2:19) ; he is by Dexter Prince, out of Emma Nutwood,
by Nutwood; second dam Lady Emma, 2:36,by Blackhawk 767;
third dam Newby mare, by Gen. Taylor; fourth dam Rosalie,

by Williamson's Belmont. Pilot Prince is in every way
worthy of his royal lineage. A handsome dark bay, standing
about 15.2 hands, and as perfect in conformation as a horse-

man could wish. He fills the ideal for a sire ; is very pure-
gaited and as a two-year-old made a record in

2:31 1- He was injured last year, but is is his owner's inten-

tion to have him worked this fall. His colts and fillies are

all fine looking and are his perfect counterparts in color and
build. His brother, Dexter Prince Jr., is a taller horse and
will be much heavier than he ; at present he is at the Napa
track in F. W. Loeber's string.

Mountain King is a handsome rosewood bay five-year-old

stallion, by Whippteton, out of Nona Y., 2:25, by Admiral;
second dam Black Flora (dam of four in 2:30), by Black
Prince. This is a grand-looking individual and will make a
valuable sire of high-grade carriage horses that will be speedy
as well as heavy-boned, well-formed and stylish-looking.

Silverado is the name of a racy-looking, two-year-old bay
colt, by Sidney, 2:19}, out of Alida, by Admiral.
Campaigner is another two-year-old ; he is of a different

type, being heavier in the quarters and more substantial look-
ing. He is by Geo. Washington, 2:20, dam Kate Chapman,
by Naubuc, second dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31.

Sidney is represented by another colt called Sidnona, he is

out <if Nona i., 2:25, by Admiral.
Dexter Prince, the great sire of trotters, will have

one more to his credit in the 2:20 list when his well-formed,
strong-limbed son out of Norma (dam of Grandee, 2:23$, and
Grandissimo, 2:234) by Arthurton, appears on the turf. " He
is game as a bull-dog and has as much sense as a human
being," was Mr. Grig&by'a remark, as he made the little fellow
leave us, for he followed as closely as if led by a shoe string.

The last yearling colt we looked at was by Pilot Prince,
oat of Nellie Kelson, by John Nelson, and Prof. Heald has
in this "son of Pilot Prince," a colt he can look at with
firide, and feel that in owning the sire he has every reason tc

ook forward to a brilliant future for the progeny of his
favorite.

The fillies and broodmares were, like the colts, "fat as
butter," and their smooth skins glistened in the sunlight like
bnrailbed copper. The filly hy Mambrino Chief, Jr., out of
Woodnymph, by Woodout, 2:161, second dam by Irvington,
etc., is an excellent individual and will be heard of on the
circuit next fall.

Mollie Patten is a well-formed broodmare, in fact she is

one of those perfect types of matrons that her sire Whipple-
too left t" perpetuate his name and fame. She is ont of
N:i|.;i, by NbdDOC. Mollis Patten's chestnut colt, by Dexter

,
has been called Bloodhound, a name that seems

"peculiar" for such a handsome, smooth-going, strong-limbed
youngster.

Ljreat broodmares, Norma. Nona Y., and Florada,
(sister t" Nona Y. . Kate Chapman, by tfaubac, dam by Geo.
M. Patchen. Jr. 81, second dam bv Vick's Ethan Allen, -lr.,

and Alida, by Admiral, out of Has I»rake, are among the
tones there. We also noticed three sisters to Mollie

I'Mten, viz : Alice L, Beltina and Bird Loeber, all good
-and will prove valuable to breed to Pilot Prince.

This combination of Nutwood. Dexter Prince and Whipple-
ton blood ought to produce a very choice family of horses

and speedy trotters.

Irene, 2:25, by Dexter Prince, in foal to El Benton, is well-

known to all our readers, while a sister to Senator L., 2:29,

would elict praise from anyone, even though her choice pedi-

gree was never mentioned.
Pansy, by Mambrino Chief Jr. (sire of Geo. Washington,

2:20), dam by Admiral, has just returned from Pleasanton,

where she was bred to Direct, 2:05i.

Prof. Heald has mares by Hawthorne, Dawn, Director and
all the leading sires that will some day make his well-

appointed and beautifully-situated stock farm famous. He
has a number of trotters in training at Napa, Vallejo and
Lodi and will soon send them on the circuit.

On our return to Napa the ride was very enjoyable ; with

a companion whose father, A. F. Grigsby, was noted as a
pioneer among horsemen, and at one time owned those good
race horses, Volscian and Dashaway, the road seemed very
short.

Meeting F. W. Loeber at Napa we were again " talking

horse" behind a slashing big open-gaited son of Alcona on
our way to John McCord's farm, about one mile below the

city on the banks of the Napa river. " The ideal location

for a home and the ideal home for a location," was our first

thought as we came in view of the white cottage which is

erected on the brow of a hill overlooking a field of alfalfa

that extended to the river bank. Surrounded by a porch the

building resembles one of the comfortable homes one sees in

the South. The front of the porch is trellised with vines, and
the garden which separates the house from the lawn is bloom-
ing with buds and flowers at this time of the year. In the

rear is the orchard, meadows, wheat-fields and imposing
carriage house, barns, chicken house and corral, and,guardian-

like, stand long rows of eucalyptus trees sheltering the small

barns from the afternoon westerly breezes. Mr. McCord
told us the names of the "pets" of the farm that were noted
road mares iu San Francisco years ago : Lady Sargent, Katie
Tricks, Elmer, 2:24, Lucy, and several others which we recog-
nizes as being queens of the road, but whose pedigrees were
never authenticated. These matrons were feeding knee deep
in the fields with their foals gamboling at their side or play-

as only foals can. In the barn, Mr. Frederick's stallion Al-
coneer, by Alcona 730, dam Madonna,, by C. of. Clay Jr. 22,

is loosing the picture of perfect health, and as h? is remarka-
bly pure gaited and very fast it is the owner's intention to

have him prepared for the fall races this summer.
Alden & Hitchcock's Anteeo stallion, Antarees, is also here.

Mr. McCord's favorite driving team consists of a three-

year-old Silas Skinner filly, and a three year-old by Alcona,

and a more promising pair never enter Napa than tbey.

He has a number of fine vehicles in the carriage house, and
finds much pleasure in driving with his family over the
smooth roads of the valley. The same system that is ob-
served in all his business affairs in the city are noticeable on
this beautiful farm.

After bidding Mr. McCord and his estimable wife adieu,

we rode to the Napa race track, and were gratified to hear all

the trainers and drivers say (* the track was never in better

condition." Chas. Scott, the superintendent, understands
what "the boys" want, and is determined to satisfy them. A
number of stalls are occupied, and applications for more stall

room are coming in daily. What will be done with the

horses to arrive during the fair is a conundrum that will

have to be solved.

Commencing in their order we looked at the horses in the

first row. These are in charge of F.W. Loeber's string; Clarence
Hill is the assistant driver and trainer, and he will make a
reputation as a very successful one or we will be greatly mis-
taken.

The stallion that was first shown was Grandissimo, 2:23V
;

he by Le Grande, out of Norma (dam of Grandee, 2:23V), by
Arthurton ; second dam Nourmahal (dam of Cassidy, 2:30),

full sister to that famous sire A. W. Kichmond. Grandissimo
is destined to occupy a very high position as a sire before

many years elapse. His first crop of colts (now three years
old) was limited, he only had six, out of these the four that

have been handled will enter the list this fall. He transmits

his form, color, limbs, feet and disposition to his progeny in a

remarkable manner, and if nothing happens will, through
the performance of his get on the track and road, be as eagerly

sought after, as Red Wilkes and Wilton are now. Grandis-
simo will make a mark of 2:18 this fall. He never looked nor
acted better.

Mr. Loeber intended to go East the first of this month, but

owing to the speed shown by the youngsters by this sire,

while they were being broken, he determined to stay in Cali-

fornia and bring a number of them to the front on the circuit

and then go East. From the way he has been able to show
these Grandissimos in their work, his conclusion to remain
and develop them is a wise one. H. W. Crabb, of Oakville,

is a partner with him in Grandissimo, aud it is to his interest

to bring the stallion prominently before the pubic.

The first Grandissimo looked at was Myrtle Thorne, a fine-

looking, racy-formed three-year-old that will be in a position

to get some of the money offered in stakes and purses this

fall.

Altissimo is the name of a three-year-old Grandissimo colt,

out of a mare by Toronto Chief. He is owned by G. C.

Fountain, of St. Helena. Writer, bv Secretary, also in this

string, belongs to this gent'eman. These colts are both very
promising trotters.

Cameo, by Grandissimo, out of Eva, by Whippleton, is a
fine filly belonging to B. F. Tallman, of Napa. She is pure-
gaited and very fast.

Grandora is a bay two-year-old filly belonging to R. H.
Sterling, of San Jose. She is sweet-gaited and fast, and will

add laurels to her sire and dam.
The two-year-old filly Topsy, out of Flora B., is encourag-

ing her trainer by the speed she is showing.
In an adjoining stall is a two-year-old colt belonging to

Zeke Wilson, of San Francisco. He is by Stone's Election,

out of a mare by Whippleton ; second dam (dam of Secretary)

by Volunteer 55. He is a heavy-boned, well-formed, nice-

moving trotter, and is the making of a race horse.

All of these are in excellent condition, and show that they
are not being driven to death by too early preparation. When
the races commence and the money is up they will be in

readiness to compete.
Jam&i E. Berryman has his string of trotters looking well,

and if there is anything in getting horses in condition, those
handled by him show they are as near perfect as possible.

Ian is the name of the best-looking Noonday we have seen
this year. He is out of Cressida, by Yosemite; second dam
Maud H., by The Moor 870 ; third dam Katydid, by Fireman.

Annabelle. by Dawn, out of Pacheco, by Hubbard, is also

in Jim's' string. She got a record of 2:27 i at the Petaluma
Fair two years ago, and has raised a filly since. She is look-
ing and acting well.

Stonewall, by Director, dam Nellie Steinway, by Steinway,
is a large-boned, well-formed young stallion, and, barring
accidents, will make a low mark the first time he starts.

Loogworth, A. C. Dietz's handsome Sidney, is also receiv-

ing a goodly portion of this trainer's care, and will also appear
on the circuit. This horse was thrown out of training when
quite young, and this is the first time since that he shows any
signs of being strong.

Besides these prominent ones, Mr. Berryman has a colt by
Alcona Jr. and several others that are very promising.

Thos. Kenny has Blonde Wilkes, a handsome son of Guy
Wilkes, in his charge; he has seen enough of this horse's
gnit to warrant him in feeling sanguine over his prospects.

E. B. Jennings has Lenmar, 2:16}, Alwood K., by Wood-
nut, and Alland by Alcona. These are handled by H.
Hughes and they are looking fine as silk.

Henry Bruckman is handling A. T. Hatch's horses, Sid
Roy by Sidney, and Omar by Admar, dam Imogene (dam of
Guide, 2:15|-j by Norwood. Sid Roy is a very fast trotter,

while Omar is a large, fine looking, dark chestnut horse that
can pace very fast.

John Sparks, "Little Splan," had just come in to the track
with a string of colts and fillies "from Suisun.

Charley Scott's horse, Wilkes Pasha, is also domiciled at

the track and is looking well. He has had a heavy season
in the stud.

The whistle of the train for St. Helena warned us that
there were other places to see, so we drove to the depot at a
2:40 clip and were just in time to catch the last car as it was
moving out of the depot. It was a close call.

The next morning a visit was made to the pasture of the
Vineland Stock Farm, where a number of fine looking mares
by Director, A. W. Richmond, "Whippleton, John Nelson,
Eugene Casserly, Admiral, Alcona and Naubuc were taking
care of their foals by Grandissima. We noticed Oakville
Maid, 2:26; Flora B , 2:27 among them.
The term "thick fat" could be applied to all the stock here

most appropriately, and for its size there is a greater diver-
sity of feed than on any piece of pasture land we have ever
seen; plentv of clear, flowing spring water being in every
field.

The last place to visit on this enjoyable trip was the To-
Kalon Stock Farm, Oakville, belonging to H. W. Crabb.
This is one of the finest appointed farms in the state, and as
we rode along the lane shaded by wide-spreading walnut
trees, then through the almond orchards, orange groves and
garden of choicest flowers, again the words of Whittier ap-
plied :

"Who sows a field or trains a flower.
Or plants a tree is more than all."

Vineyards, grainfields, meadows and pastures never ap-
peared to better advantage than on this lovely May morning;
but our time was limited and driving into the center of the
large open circle around which the box stalls and stables are
very neatly built, we were soon busy gazing at the collection

of mares, fillies and colts that are being prepared by Hiram
Ward, for the races this vear.

Like Like, 2:31, Cora C, 2:2SV, full sisters, by "Whippleton,
out of Etta, by Nanbuc, appeared to be in the pink of con-
dition.

Uranus, a chestnut colt by Grandissimo, out of the Butti-
mer mare is the kind that game campaigners are made of.

Flossie, by Whippleton, is a four-year-old that is sure to

become famous either on the track or in the harem. She is

an ideal mare in every way and is " gifted with speed."
Jupiter is the name of a two-year-old gelding by Grandis-

simo out of a mare by Hambletonian 725; second dam by
Norfolk:. Lullaby, his sister, is also very handsome. These
will enter the list to a certainty.

Lonus, by Grandissimo, out of a mare by John Nelson, is a
type of trotter that brings to mind Nancy Hanks in an iu-

stant, and, so far as speed goes for the little handling she has
had, she resembles her even more strongly

To-Kalon is the name of a grand-looking yearling by
Grandissimo, out of Whisp, by Whippleton. He is a more
substantial -looking colt than his half-brother Eyraud, and is

just as speedy as the latter was at his age.

Neptune is another one of the constellation. She is also

by Grandissimo, out of Star, by Naubuc. She is a two-year-
old, and unless we are much mistaken will prove a very valu-
able race mare.

Besides these there were a number of others that are worthy
of notice ; one was by San Diego, another by a son of Sultan,
and several by W'hippleton, Alcona and Director. They are
jogged daily on the three-quarter mile track and when the
bell rings it will be quite a difficult matter to select which is

i the best, for they are all excellent. The Grandissimos have
a little the best of the rest now, and if they continue improv-
ing there is no doubt but it will take the best sire of trotters

in California to surpass him.
There are several other stock farms that we intended to

visit, but owing to our limited time from the office we were
compelled to return. The growth of the trotting horse in-

dustry in Napa is a healthy one, and it will only be a ques-
tion of a few years before the trotters will add as much fame
to this beautifully-situated county as its yearly vintages have
i n t h e past. Aenabee.

A max that has had lots of experience says : Now a word
or two on leg wash. Ask any trainers you know why they
use leg wash, and some of the answeis will puzzle you. Some
say, "to relieve the strain on the muscles," others, "to keep
the muscles from stiffening." Both answers amount to about
the same thing. The trainers put on a liquid to take away
or prevent an injury to the muscles that was caused by their

own ignorance. It is working horses before they are fit that

makes muscle-sore, just the same with a man if he performs
any extra heavy work. Try it yourself ; if you have not been
in the habit of running, go out and step off a mile or half a
mile and see how you feel next day—so stiffyou cannot walk.
You can take this stiffness out with a wash ; some are better

than others, but you have no need of the wash if you run a
little each day until you are in shape to go a mile or more.
Work your horses the same wav

;
go easy at first and keep off*

the track until your horse can take a good, stiff road-jog with-

out distress. A two-year-old should be able to put eight miles
or more behind him in an hour, and a five or six-year-old

2:20 horse ought to be able to spoil fifteen miles in the same
time. When they can do this you can send them against the
ticker without worrying about soreness, and you won't need
leg wash, but you must have the feet right.
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Sacramento Letter.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Sacramento, May 23.—There are now quartered at Agri-

cultural Park Dearly one hundred trotters, and from present

indications one would be justified in the belief that this city

will this fall give to the light harness contingent a fair share i abominable temper, thus making him a bit unreliable. How

of the State's sensational performers. I

e*er
'
he wil1 be seeD at l

.
he Breeders' Meeting and his value

Wilber Smith has just commenced hard work on Kebir,

who was a mild sensation in his two-year-old form. He has

been jogged all along this season, and is fit to take lots of

work.

C. L. Denman has in training the ch c 2, Silver Bee, by
Silver Bow, dam by Ensign Gold Dust. He is a good colt, as

relates to speed, but a rather surly brute ready to exhibit an

ever, he will be seen at the Breeders'

1
as a trotter can be passed upon.

Properly worked this track is one of the best training
charles Schlutius has in training several likely-lookin

ground s on the Coast, and horsemen from all parts of the State
\ green ones and the bay mare Almonta, 2:25. She has hai

are anxious to avail themselves of the opportunity offered

for the successful development of their charges.

The approaching spring meeting of the Capital Turf Club

may be the incentive to hard work, but whatever the cause,

certain it is that the horse that can show anything of speed

is called upon to exhibit his prowess.

The track was never in better condition, and the morning
hours are made lively by fast trials.

Worth Ober has the largest string here, some fifteen in all,

and out of the lot he has six that can beat 2:30, and two of

these can do their miles well inside of 2:20.

The star of the stable is the bay horse Ross S., 2:21k Last

week he was worked a mile, finishing the last half iD 1:08,

which would go to show that he will likely have something

to say as to how monevs in the 2:20 class shall be divided.

In view of the fact that he is an entire horse, and the train-

ing season has not fairly begun, this must be taken as a most

creditable performance.

Booth Barrett, his son, is doing great work, reeling off

quarters and halves close to a 2:20 gait. As yet he has not

been asked to go a mile out, but he can enter what has been

appropriately termed the "exclusive enclosure" whenever it

is required of him.

Col. Hickman, a neatly-turned bay gelding who took a

record of 2:25} last fall, is a prominent candidate for free-for-

all honors. He is by Nevada,from a mare by David Hill, and

is every inch a trotter. Just how fast he can work a mile is

a matter of speculation, but barring accident he should finish

the season with a record of 2:15 or better. A mile in 2:20 is

simply play for him.

A neat little fellow is the brown colt, three years, by Noon-

day—Etelka, by Sultan. He is green as a gourd, but does his

miles close to 2:40.

Frenchy, the once erratic pacer, has settled down into a

quiet, easv-going fellow, and is now taking kindly to his work.

He went into winter quarters last year with a record of

2:20J. Frequently he is given a brush through, the stretch,

his "teaser" being a prominent local wheelman, mounted

upon his bicycle. It is no trick at all for him to pace a quar-

ter in 0:31.

Jim, a half-brother to Frenchy, is a level-headed little fel-

low and knows nothiug but pace, and is without question the

king of the road horses, and this city boasts of many good

ones. He will be worked for a record, and is already doing

quarters in 34 seconds. Ober has yet anothe pacer in a little

gelding called Tommy Pepper. He is by Young Gib, a son

of Gibraltar. He drifted in from over the mountains some

time ago, and the first thing he did was to pace an eighth in

15 seconds flat. This performance, timed by some half-dozen

reputable horsemen. Since then the little fellow has been

resting on " velvet."

O. J. Holmes is working Thomas Harper's horses, and

right well are they doing under his careful tuition. Bril-

liantine, 2:294, while eligible to class events, should be excel-

lent material for the free-for-all pacers. Last Monday she did

a very fast mile, coming home from the half-mile ground in

1:041, and at the outcome she was " chock full of it." She

comes honestly by her speed, for her sire, Brilliant, a son of

Sterling, paced in exhibition half-mile at the State Fair in

1884 in 1:13. which at that time was regarded as something

phenomenal. Early in his career an accident to his hip rele-

gated him to obscurity, and thus California lost another ju-

venile wonder. Maud Patchen, 2:25, is taking strong work,

and is capable of trottiog a mile in 2:20. A three-year-old

filly, by Director, dam by Monroe Chief, completes the Har-

per string. She seems to know considerable about diagonal

gait, but as she has taken but little work, her merit is yet to

be determined.

Ben Geisman is handling the horses of the Riverview Stock

Farm, the king-pin of the lot being George Dexter, 2:25i, by-

Dexter Prince—Nellie C, by Kilrush. This youngster gives

promise of being a great three-year-old. He has filled and

thickened, and now looks to be a g/eat, lusty fellow, capable

of performing any task imposed upon him- In this stable are

a number of green ones, and although they are doing finely,

and none of them have "stopped a watch," they no not need

extended mention.

Dan Peterson came up from Fresno several days ago, bring-

ing the five-vear-old horse, Sacramento, by Monroe Chief

—

by Gen. Reno. The mystery surrounding him is as thick as

the blanket which enveloped him on his arrival here in the

early morning. It is said that be can trot in 2:20 now, but

when questioned about Mr. Peterson recalls that little truism

in relation to silence being golden, and becomes as dumb as an

oyster on the subject of speed.

Creole, the black son of Prompter, who went down the line

a year or two ago, taking a pacing record of 2:20, is being

worked bv his owner, Thos. C. Snyder. It was Mr. Snyder's

intention "to convert the Utile fellow to the trot, but he has

now altered his decision and will let him go through the cir-

cuit at the pace. This is a disappointment to Sacramentans,

for Creole is a local favorite, and there are many here who

would like to see him get a mark at the diagonal gait. He
found no difficulty in trotting through the stretch in 33A sec-

onds, and showed no inclinatiou to pace at any time. But

Mr. Snyder savs he shall pace, and pace he will.

Dubec, by Sultan—Lady Dey, is also being worked by

Snyder, and will doubtless be a serviceable horse this year.

"Rio Vista George," whose baptismal name is George

Kensir—he of Princess Alice fame— is training Hugh

Casev's horses. In the stable is a mare by Fallis, dam by Gen.

Reno, that from all accounts should be a terror among the

green ones. If a mile in 2:27, the last quarter in 32 seconds,

counts for aught, Keosir is certainly in line. Dave Grum,

who had Fal rose, the pacer, last year, has just commenced

work on the black gelding Dissector, by Director, Jr., dam by

Altamont. This fellow is the property of Willard Gardner,

whose recent successful venture with the gallopers, North

and Tillie S. will be remembered.

Chris Jorgensen is handling a green pacer called Hoodlum,

a son of Prompter. He is a blocky-built fellow and a glut-

ton for work. He is another that step* through the stretch

in 0:35.

no work as yet, but her owner, Gen. A. L. Hart, is confident

she can reduce her record this year.

From the above it will be seen that the Capital City has

some very fair nags, albeit the majority arc pacers. But
there is monev in pacers. M.

That Special Congress.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The unseemly

haste in convening an early special congress for the purpose

of considering changes in the rules gives evidence of an at-

tempt to catch associations and horsemen napping.

The rules have done good duty heretofore, and it would

seem that the great expense of a special congress might be

dispensed with, for it is but a few months until the regular

event occurs. While there are two associations in existence,

rules can be identical but a short period, for the reason that

at every congress there will be some changes. Then why this

meeting, that at best will have the power of making rules

identical with those of the American Trotting Association but

a few months hence. The distance chaDge is the most import-

ant matter for consideration. It is the most unpopular, ob-

noxious and pernicious movement ever concocted in trotting

rules—wholly bad at all points. The imbecile excuse which

the American Association tailed on to the condition, viz.,

that associations could do as they pleased about enforcing it,

is absolutely nauseating and insulting to the intelligence of

American horsemen. There is not a rule in the book—ex-

cepting those referring to fraud—that associations have not a

right to change by a special condition a clause, and horsemen
know it. Now, how about changing this one, thereby making
a special condition necessary for ninety-nine per cent, of as-

sociations who are opposed to the change for the convenience

of one per cent, who favor it? What hardship would it be

for the one per cent, fellows to make the " special condi-

tion ?
"

The defiant treatment of the whole question is very similar

to that adopted at the time of the T. J. Vail controversy,

which virtually resulted in the disruption of the N. T. A. and

entailed great damage to the turf. T. J., in all his glory, was

no more intolerant or dictatorial, and not half so politic, wily

and foxy as the present combination that propose ruling the

turf—a bargain and sale alliance of the N. T. A., the Ameri-

can T. A. and the American Breeders' Association. The
members of the latter have always made turf associations

their " catspaw ; " they inaugurated the tin cup abomination

and played track associations for dupes to give that sort

of records. Many prominent breeders wouldn't pay a dollar

entrance money, and some of them even deprecated the

principles of racing, yet would use the tracks to add value to

their produce and pull the chestnut from the fire already

roasted for them. It seems that they now expect to continue

the dodge, undoubtedly in the hope that by an amalgama-

tion they can float on top. To the coon up the big oak tree

it looks lite the tail is everlastingly giving that dog a most

vigorous wagging.

Isn't it time to say to these people :
" We will have none

of it If you want records, pay your entrance money and

trot your horses in races the same as other people do." Wel-
come the day when it will be a misdemeanor to allow a tin

cup performance !

It is greatly to be hoped that associations and horsemen

may be alert in tune to checkmate this distance move. Do
not wait until its adoption and then bewail the hardships and

injustice ; commence now with the word " Go !" and tight it

out to the wire.

Every associate member of the N. T. A. should be repre-

sented at this special congress; every man who pays entrance

money should come to the front in open opposition to the dis-

tance change.

While I believe the other proposed changes are good and

should mainly be adopted, I think the exigencies did not war-

rant a special congress which will cost the parent associations

and the associate members many hundreds of dollars that

might have been saved by waiting a few months for the regu-

lar congress.

I shall be in attendance at the special congress to especially

fight the distance change; any association not wishing to go to

the expense of sending a representative can, if its views agree

with mine, send me its proxy to vote against I his pernicious

measure. Respectfully, Wm. B. Fasio.

New York, May 22, 1803.

Judge M. Lewis Clark Scorched.

Broad Church is one of the most conservative writers con-

nected with the American turf, and when he uses such severe

language it is evident that the rulings which he criticises must

have been extraordinary, says the Daily Spirit of May 19th.

Trainer John Huffman makes affidavit that he and he alone

owns Forest Rose, and that he has no interest whatever in

Van Buren, who is owned solely by the Kendall Stable,

It is painfully evident that Col. M. Lewis Clark is just now

promulgating what the lamented Sage of Brookdale would

have called "rural" constructions of racing law. In mo-

ments of confidence Col. Clark has many times during the

last thirty years advised us that he was the real author of most

of the Rules of Racing. We never quite believed him, and

his recent ^illegal decisions, arbitrating rulings and flagrant

abuses of power indicate that if he is really the father of the

Rules of Racing his mind has become so seriously impaired

that he cannot recognize his own children.

Col. Clark's record during the past month has been simply

infamous. His Maid Marian-Dolly McCone decision was in

direct violation of Betting Rule <1. In the Martin case he

acted with indecent haste and without the semblance of an

investigation. His rulings not only defrauded those who had

backed Lady Bess, but shamefully abused Martin by an ex-

pulsion so outrageously unjust that he was afraid to stand by
it. and has not revoked the tyrannical edict—in time to do
Martin some scant and tardy justice, but too late to repay the

swindled backers of Lady Bess. In the Forest Rose-Van
Buren case he had no shadow of right to couple the two
horses in the betting ; the subsequent disqualification of For-
est Rose was robbery, and no clause ofany rule of racing fur-

nishes a pretext foreither act. He not only grossly violated

the Rules of Racing, but he robbed John Huffman of $615
just as clearly as if he had knocked Huffman down on the
highway and filched the money from his pocket.

Confidence in the occupants of the judges' stand is the
foundation stone of racing. Lack of this confidence is fol-

lowed first by dissatisfaction and complaint, and then comes
withdrawal of horses and owners.

It is tolerably hard for the average owner to win on the
turf, with honest and intelligent judging, and when he is

asked to first beat his opponents and then the judges, he will

give up the game in disgust. With fewer entries and lighter

fields come loss of public interest, decrease of attendance and
eventually the decline and decay of racing. Unless the horse-

men and the public have implicit confidence in the integrity

and intelligence of thejudges, racing will speedily sink to '.lie

level of the professional pugilism, and the " Sport of Kings"
become the game of thieves.

Years ago, when Col. Clark was in sound health, both
bodily and mentally, he did good work on behalf of honest
racing. Remembrance of his past services, and pity for his

present condition, have led horsemen to overlook his despotic

conduct and to accept quietly rulings and decisions which, if

made by any other man, would have been answered by im-
mediate deposition from office, if not by personal violence.

But patience has now ceased to be a virtue, and further for-

bearance would be criminal. His continuance in the judge's

chair is an injustice to owners, trainers and jockeys, an injury

to the best interests of the Turf and a menace to the future ot

racing.

Judge Clark must go ! ! !

Injurious Practices.

That a great many of the drawbacks and discouragements

arising one way and another, in connection with the trotting

horse business are self inflicted, is beyond the peradventure

of a doubt. By self-inflicted, in this connection, is meant

conditions and influences exerting injurious bearings on the

trotting horse business, that have been brought about by

horsmen themselves. One of the most potently-felt of these

is the low prices that many really meritorious animals have

brought at some of the many combination sales during the

last few months. When facts stare us in the face we had as

well " own up," make the best of existing troubles, and try to

sufficiently profit by the footsteps of the past as to be able to

shun like quagmires in the future. And if, as trotting horse

devotees, we fail to learn by the practical and impressive

lessons of the past few months, there is certainly but little

in store for the future of trotting horse men and the trotting

horse business. Tracks in the sands of time are not only
plentiful but of magnitude in the trotting horse industry, and
it is not only pertinent to ask " where are we at," but " why
are we here?" To the former we might properly answer,
" We are in the bottom of the sea," and to the latter we can

just as properly answer that " we made the sea ourselves."

Injurious practices and questionable methods of one kind
and another have contributed largely towards the bringing

about of the immediately past and present unhealthy condi-

tions of the trotting horse industry. Too many men have
regarded it legitimate to get something for nothing, and the

horseman who could get the most fabulous price for the least

valuable animal has too often been the one to be compli-

mented for his shrewdness. It is indeed astonishing what
prices -nany worthless animals have been made to bring in

the past by divers forms of extravagant claims and misrepre-

sentations, and with the thousands of trotting-bred animals

that have been sold at public and private vendue, so very

many buyers have been imposed upon that it is now nearly

impossible to find buyers that have not themselves been bit

or know of others who have suffered through either the false

representations or carelessness of sellers.

It is not a pleasant thing to contemplate, but nevertheless

it is true, that if different tactics are not soon inaugurated by

sellers combination sales will, ere many years, be a thing of

the past. The time has now arrived that when a buyer lays

down his ready cash for a trotting and breeding animal he

wants assurance that the animal does actually possess the

merits or qualities that have led to its selection and purchase.

If a buyer selects a two or three-year-old colt or filly on ac-

count of the gait and speed shown, and buys it on the assur-

ance of the seller that said animal has not been extensively

trained, " knocked out," or discarded as a failure, he wants

to know that these things are so ; or, if it is a brood mare that

is selected, that is bred to some noted stallion, the buyer

should be furnished with the proper certificates of this fact,

and not be left with the burden of proof on his hands after

having laid down his good money on the strength of these

representations. It has often happened that brood mares have

been sold under representations of having been bred to such

and such a stallion, that the buyer has been unable to estab-

lish the paternity of the fool, and thus, not only damage done,

but mistrust generated. Again, animals that are standard

bred, are sold unregistered, but with the seller's assurance

that all required proofs will be furnished ; but when the new
owner calls for the proof, through sheer negligence or disin-

terestedness of the seller, the matter drags, and, as sometimes

happens, is never attended to, and agaiu the buyer is de-

frauded. There can be no objection to a seller getting every

cent possible for an animal in a legitimate way, but extrava-

gant statements, and the subsequent proof of their falsity have

done unlimited damage to the public sale business, and the

business as a whole is now experiencing the results. There

needs to be a restoration of confidence between buyer and

seller, and without a cessation of manv of the pernicious

practices of the past, this cannot be achieved. Tne restora-

tion of the " golden rule " of " doing unto others as you

would be done by," will accomplish more for the trotting

horse business in one year than all the new "fads," rules,

etc, will accomplish in a century.—Dunton'n Spirit.

Thk Lorraine Stable i.W. H. Arkenburgh), with I

Lorraine and others, is at St. Louis.
.

-—
Ripans Tabules core tho blues.
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TROTTING SEASON OPENS.
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In the second beat Kodiak, like all the Mambrino "Wilkes

trotters, seemed to like the work better the more he got of it,

and soon made himself very prominent by passing Prince-

wood and taking the lead, followed by Electionetta. He kept

it all the way until the drawgate was reached, when he made

a skip, and Electionetta passed him but was only winner by

half a length, Princewood third, Humbug fourth, Molly

Patten distanced. Time, 2:33$.

In the third heat Hinds drove with his old-time skill and

kept abreast of Princewood in the lead all the way down the

backstretch. Head and head to the half-mile pole, the latter

broke and Kodiak tooK the lead. Electionetta came up very

fast and lapped him at the head of the stretch. Down to the

goal they came, fighting every inch of the way. Just as the

pair got within thirty feet of the wire Electionetta broke

and Kodiak won the heat by half a length in 2:31fs Prince-

wood third and Humbug last.

Before the deciding heat Humbug was sect to the stable for

not winning one heat in three. Kodiak and Princewood

had a game struggle to win, but Kodiak was the strongest,

speediest and steadiest apparently, and won the heat in 2:37.}-,

Princewood second. Electionetta was distanced. Everyone

complimented Mr. Hiuds on the able manner in which he

piloted his colt to victory, for it was a well-earced one.

The nest race was a dash of one and a quarter miles for

pacers. There were five entries—Dave Benton, Mattie B.,

Zephyr, Loupe and Pascal.

Dave Benton led the five until they entered the back turn.

Here he got mixed in his gait and almost cameto astand-

still before he got settled again. Matlie B. went to the front,

followed by Loupe and Pascal, and the onlv one behind

Dave was A.L.Hinds' sidewheeler, Zephyr. In this order

they came under the wire. Time, 3:031.

The trotting race, special, thai <vas on the programme as a

dash, was altered to a mile and repeat race. There were five en-

trieg—La Siesta's Abanteeo, Sonoma Stock Farm's Princess, C.

Baab's Pet, A. L. Hinds' Hera and W. I. Higgin's Erin.

The horses got a fair start. Princess, who had third

position, went right around Abanteeo and took the pole from

heron entering the first quarter; she kept going faster and

faster, and was four lengths in advance of Abanteeo and Pet

at the quarter pole. At this point Pet seemed to let out a

" few kinks," and captured second place and held it for a

quarter of a mile. Erin was seen to go outside of Abanteeo

and passed Pet at the three-quarter pole. It was an exciting

race down the homestretch between these two for second

place, but Erin won by a length, being seven lengths behind

Princess, who jogged under the wire in 2:22}. Abanteeo and

Hera, not being within eighty yards of the wire, were dis-

tanced, much to the surprise of their drivers.

A number of people were surprised at this sudden reversal

of form on the part of Princess, but those who knew the par-

ticulars in regard to her condition were not surprised. Last

Friday night Dr. Masoero was attending her until daylight.

She was very sick when she started, and it was only by sheer

pluck that she trotted. Since then she has been carefully

nursed, and Mr. Craw froth has been with her night and day.

Shortly before this heat he had to cocaine her game leg.

Every one thought she would not repeat in the same time,

and a large number laid their money on Erin and Pet, but

when the trio came out Princess took the lead and trotted to

the quarter in 361 seconds, the half in 1:10, the three-quarter

pole was passed in 1:45, and the mile was made in 2:ly^. A
high wind was blowing and the dust from the track was
blinding ; if it were not for these drawbacks she would have
made a record of 2:1$. Pet was second and Erin distanced.

The mare Princess will be sent to the Sonoma Stock Farm
and bred. The probabilities are she will not be seen on the

race track again ; she is by Woolsey (brother to Sunol), out of

Oakland Maid, 2:22.

Following are the summaries:

SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track, May 31.—First race—Three-year-old Encour-
agement ; one and one-sixteenth miles dash.

FIRST DIVISION.

Thomas J. Wall Jr.'s gr f Sidlette, by Sidney, dam by Silver
Threads J. Wall 1

O. A. Lowe's gr s, Bird Button, by Alex Button, dam Lillie

Bigelow 2

P. Sbafter's gr f Secret, by Secretary, dam by Rustic Sbafter 3

J. W. Rea's br f Tlptinous, by Antinous, dam by G. M. Patchen Jr.

Bunch 4

O. Marchand's b f, by T. O., dam Baby Marcband 5
Time, 2:45.

SECOND DIVISION
1

.

Los CerritoB Stock Farm's b c Moorzouk, by Sidney, dam by Sultan
Shaner 1

P. W. Murphy's gr m Maud Alameda, by Gaviota, dam Mary O.
Tnner 2

B. E. Harris' brr Phantom, by Fordsuiu, dam by Abbotsford
Laflcrty 3

La Siesta Ranch's br fWillema, by Eros, dam by Brigadier
Vioget 4

E. B. Jennings' s s Alwood K., by Wooduut, dam by Admiral
Hughes 5

Time, 2:40&

Second race—Trotting, mile beats.
A. L. Hinds' b m by Kodiak by Mambrino Wilkes, dam

Fancy Hinds 3 2 11
L, J. Smith 'D bl g Pri neewood, by Dexter" Prince, dam by

Hawthorne Smith 13 3 2
C. Baab's bg Humbug, by son of Elector, dam not given

Crow 4 4 4

C. A.Stockton's b m Electionetta. by Prince Albert, dam
by<;. M. PatcbeniJr cox 2 l 2 dis

E. P. Ueald's bl m Molly Patten, by Whippleton, dam by
Naubuc Thomas Smith 5 8 dis

E. B. Jenning's Alwood K, by Woodnut, dam by Admiral
Hughes dis.

Time, 2:86K, 2:88%, 2:81%, 2:37}<i.

i race—Special pacing, one and a quarter mile dash
G. \V. Woodard's br m Matlie B. by Alex Button, dam by Don

....Bigelow 1

x'iblkg Loupe, by John Suveuouks out of Lalla Kookh
Wilson 2

La Siesta Ranch's b n Pascul, by Victor, hv Don Victor Vioget 3
L, J. Smith's b s Dave Benton, by Tom Benton , dam Voung Jenny

L. J. Smith 4

A. L. Hind's b m Zephyr, by Antevolo, dam by Don Victor. ..Hinds 6
Time, 3:03%.

Fourth race—Trotting, mile and repeat.

Sonomn Stock Farm's gr m Princess, by Woolsey, dam by Specu-
lation Crawfroth i i

CBabV inn unknown Crow 8 2
W. 1. Higglns' bg Erin, by Dexter Prince, dam untniced

Hfgidns 2 d
ta Ranch'l !• m Abanteeo. by Antcco, dam by AbbotBTOrd

.....W. Vioget dis
i Hinds' bf filly Hero, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam bv Con-
ductor Hinds dis

Time, 2:22J<, '-' i
1.-,,

Fourth Day—Thursday, June 1.

The attendance was au improvement in numbers over that

of yesterday. The programme of the day was "bristling with

novelties," not a contest for a mile being posted. There was
a dash of one and one-eighth miles, a race of one and one-

eighth mile heats; free-for-all pacing race, half-mile heats;

one and one-sixteenth mile dash and a race for pacers one
and one-sixteenth mile heats. What would Jim Eoff, Hiram
Woodruff or Ban Mace say if they were to arise from their

narrow graves and see such a programme ?

The one and one-eighth mile dash which commenced the

day's sport was the means of bringing out Antioch, by Ante-

volo, and Abanteeo, by Anteeo, a grandson and granddaughter

of Electioneer. Antioch had no trouble in winning this race

in 2;45|. Abanteeo is a fine-looking mare that seems to im-
prove in her speed every time she is driven, and before the

fall races close will prove to be a valuable race mare. This
week's work has done her a great deal of good
The second race was a special for 2:28 class, trotting, one

and one-eighth mile heats. There were five contestants :

James L., by Dexter Prince; Menlo Fallis, by Fallis ; Jim
C, by Tommy T ; Neva, by Steinway, and Alex' Button Jr.,

by Alex. Button.
Menlo Fallis in the pools in the first heat of the 2:2S trot

sold at $25 to $20 on Alex Button, Jr., and $20 for a field.

In starting, Neva, being a nervous mare, got frightened at

the flag, aud made a bad break. Alex Button, Jr., and
Menlo Fallis cut out the pace. Jim C. passed the latter in

the homestretch and came in second to Alex Button, Jr.

James L. almost ran away with his driver, and for contin-

ually breaking was set back last. Neva never seemed to get

over the fright she received at the beginning of the journey,

and tbe distance flag dropped in her face. The time made
was 2:465 for the mile and one-eighth ; the mile in 2:2S|.

In the second heat, shortly after getting the word, the sbaft

of the sulky in which Menlo Fallis was hitched broke, so

Alex. Button Jr. and Jim C. pursued the journey around the

course without the favorite, and as they came under the wire

Alex. Button Jr. was five lengths in advance of his contestant.

Time, 2:45.

Leta May, by Antevolo, dam Steinola, by Steinway; second

dam Phaceola, by Silverth reads; third dam the famous brood-

mare Minnehaha (dam of Beautiful Bells, etc.) was sent for

a record. She is a very handsome pacing mare, and went to

the quarter in 0:35*, the half in 1:10, and came home in

2:23L Ed. Lafferty drove her well.'

The next event was the half-mile dash for pacers. There
were four contestants—Geraldine. by Mount Vernon; Our
Dick, by Gibraltar; Tom Ryder, by Alex. Button Jr. and
Belle Button, by Alex. Button.

Capt Harris, at the half-mile pole, got them away as even
as ever Jimmy Rowe started a quartette of bangtails. Geral-

dine took the lead and came the first quarter in thirty-one

seconds, Tom Ryder second, Belle Button third, and Our
Dick, the favorite, last. On coming down the homestretch
the latter made two breaks, but Keating laid on the whip, and
like a bullet from a rifle tbe son of Gibraltar seemed to fly to

the front, and just as the leader, Geraldine, broke, he came in

a neck in advance of Tom Ryder, Geraldine third and Belle

Button fourth. Time, 1:05. A blanket could almost cover

the four side- wheelers as they came under the wire.

The second heat was a representation of the other with the

exception that Our Dick made no mistake and came in with

Tom Ryder at his girth, Geraldine at his throat-latch and
Belle Button at her wheel. Time, 1:04.

In the consolation race, distance one and one-sixteenth

miles, there were six entries—Secret, Phantom, Alwood K.,

Willena, TiptinOus and Lady O. Secret was first choice in

the betting. Phantom second. There was little time lost in

scoring. Secret got the pole, and although at the first turn

Tiptinous was alongside, she gradually gained on the son of

Antinous and opened a gap of five lengths at the quarter-pole.

Down the backstretch the struggle for second place became
interesting, Tiptinous, Alwood K. and Lady O. alternating

positions, with Phantom coming along steadily and Willena
breaking frequently. At the half Laflerty, behind Phantom,
made a splendid attempt to capture the gray Secret, and soon

left the rest to battle for third position. At the head of the

stretch Payne Shafter looked over his shoulder and saw the
Phantom looming up behind him in dangerous proximity to

bis back. He spoke to his filly and she got down to business,

and the contest to the wire became very interesting, but she

had the best of the race at the drawgate and came in first by
half a length, Lady O. third, Alwood K. fourth, "Willena

fifth and Tiptinous last. Time, 2:45.

In the last race, which was for pacers, there were three

entries—Mattie B., Dave Benton and Pascal. Mattie B. was
favorite. After the word was given Mattie B. broke, and,

before she could get settled, Dave Benton, heavily hobbled
with gorgeous pantalettes, took the lead and kept it all the

way until near the half-mile pole, when one of the sus-

penders, which held up his "panties," snapped and he went
up in the air to catch the flying end. Pascal went by him,

and, although Dave did his level best, he could not overtake
Pascal, who was ably handled by Vioget. Mattie B. was too

far belli jd to be dangerous for first place, so Pascal came in a

winner by three-lengths in front of her with Dave Benton
four lengths further away. Time, 2:34£.

In the next heat Dave had stronger and better hobbles on.

Mattie B. got away well on the outside. Pascal kept at her

wheel, while Dave Benton was a splendid third. This was
the prettiest heat of the meeting; for over half a mile the

three kept abreast, and their positions did not change an
inch. On rounding into the homestretch Pascal broke and
I>ave Benton followed his example. Mattie B. had the

mad to herself and came in under the wire in 2:33A. Dave
Benton beat Pascal two lengths for second position.

In the last heat of this race Mattie B. won with ease; Pascal

g:>t second place and Dave Benton was last. Time, 2:36$.

SUMMARIES.

Bay DISTRICT Track, Thursday, June 1, 1893,—Fourth day.—First
race, free-for-all four-year-olda, one and one-eigbtb miles dash.

Thomas Wall Jr.'s br h Antioch, by Antevolo, dam by Mambrino
Wilkes J. Wall 1

La Siesta Ranch's b m Abanteeo, by Anteeo, dam by Abbotsford
Vioget 2

Time, 2:15%.

Second race—Special, 2.28 class trotting, one and one-eighth mile
beats.

6, w. Woodard's b s Alex. Button Jr., by Alex. Button, dam by
John Nelson Bigelow 1 1

K. K. .Ironing's eh g Jim C, by Tommy T., dam Queen..Hughes 3 2
Keating & Otiinger's b h Menlo Fallis, by Fallis, dam by Menlo

" KeatiDg 2 dis
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Neva, by Steinway, dam

Princess, by Administrator Lafferty dis
C. Archer's b g James L , by Dexter Prince, dam not stated

A. Smith dis
Time, 2:46% 2:45.

Against time to beat 2:35, pacing.

Leta May. br m, by Antevolo 7648, dam SteiDola, bv Steinway

;

second dam Phaceola, bv Silverthreads ; third dam Minne-
haha, by Stevens' Bald Chief Lafferty 1

Time 2
Time, 2:23%.

Third race—Special ; free-for-all pacing. Half-mile heats.

Keating & Ottinger's b g, Our Dick, by Gibraltar, dam bv Dave
Hill Jr T. E. Keating 1 1

R. H. Newton's br g Tom Ryder, by Alex. Button, dam by Black
Ralph Newton 2 2

B. F. Langford's b m Geraldine, by Mount Vernon, out of a thor-
oughbred mare David 3 3

G. W. Woodard's br m Belle Button, by Alex Button, dam by
Dietz's St. Clair Bigelow 4 1

Time, 1:05, 1:04.

Fourth race—Consolation, trotting, for three-year-olds. One and
one-sixteenth mile dash.

P. J. Shafter'sgr f Secret, by Secretary—by Rustic Shafter 1

B. E. Harris' br f Phantom, by Fordstan—by Abbotsford
Lafferty 2

O. Marchand's bf Lady O., by T. O., out of Baby Marchand '

E. B. Jennings' ss Alwood K., by \Voodnut—by Admiral....Hughes 4

La Siesta Ranch'? br f Willema, by Eros—by Brigadier Vioget 5
Vendome Stock Farm's brf Tiptinous, by Ancinous—by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr Bunch 6
Time, 2:45.

Fifth race—2:26 class, pacing, mile and repeat. One and one-six-
teenth mile heats.

G. W. Woodward's br m Mattie B., bv Alex, Button—by Don
." Bigelow 2 11

La Siesta Ranch's b g Pascal, by Victor—by Don Victor
Vioget 13 2

L; J. Smith's b g Dave Benton, by Tom Benton, out of Young
Jenny Smith 3 2 3

Time, 2:34%, 2:33%. 2:36%.

Goldsmith's String.

An excellent stable of San Mateo trotters, chiefly by that

superbly-bred and popular sire Guy Wilkes (2:15}), and his

son; Sable Wilkes (2:18), which has made, age considered, a
still better beginning as a sire, were wintered at the Gold-
smith Farm in Orange County. This is probably the first ex-
periment of wintering a stable of California trotters in the
East, to have them ready to begin the campaign on Eastern
tracks in the spring. John A. Goldsmith, who has them in

charge, is now fitting them at the Hudson River Driving
Park, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

All are reported to have winlered well, and are now in ex-
cellent condition for beginning the season's campaign. Of
course, the spring is considered more backward anywhere in
New York State, which is practically the same as in New
England, than in Southern California, Kentucky, or other
sections in the South. This is probably more than offset,

however, by the fact that the entire stable is now well accli-

mated, consequently they are not likely to suffer from sick-

ness, as has been so frequently the case with many of the best
of the California trotters sent East at about this time in pre-
vious years.

It will be interesting to watch Goldsmith's stable and
compare his results with Hickok's and others having quite
nearly equally good material which has been wintered in
California. Besides those belonging to Mr. Corbitt, Goldsmith
now has in training a few which are the property of more
Eastern stock farms. A very promising young mare and one
of the best bred in his entire lot is a beautiful four-year-old
filly named Siva, owned by Claireview Stock Farm. This
filly was bred at San Mateo, but was foaled the property of
Allen Farm, and was purchased by Claireview as a weanling.
She is asister to Rupee, with a pacing record of 2:11, and
there is another brother at the Village Farm named Golden
Gate which is also likely to be started this year.

Siva, by Guy Wilkes, dam Sable Hay ward, already in the
great brood mare list, by Poscora Hayward (2:23i), son of
Billy Hayward (2:31$), by George M. Patchen Jr. (2:27), son
of George M. Patchen (2:23o). Siva's second dam is Sable
(dam of Sable Wilkes, 2:18, and three others in 2:30), by The
Moor (2:37). As the third dam is the great brood mare
Gretchen (dam of Inca, 2:27, Romero, 2:19*, Del Sur, 2:24),

by Mambrino Pilot, this pedigree is wonderfully rich in low
records, great brood mares and successful sires, as well as the
combination of blood lines.

While Siva has not heretofore had the advantage of ex-
perienced trainers, she took a three-year-old race record of

2:24$-, and trotted trials in 2:20 or better. She has some
valuable engagements for this season, such as the Spirit of
the Times $21,000 stake, and though there are many entries

for this, including Arion (2:10A) and several others with much
lower records, there is no certainty as to which ones will start,

and it would not be very strange if this young mare should be
quite conspicuous on that occasion.

An Alcantara Story.

" Do you know how near Dr. Talbert came to selling Al-

cantara the fall after he was a yearling ? You don't? Well,

he only lacked $50 of selling him, or you might say giving

him away," said the old colored groom who used to take care

of Alcantara to a Kentucky newspaper man recently. " I

had worked the colt a little with the halter, and one day

when the Doctor came to me and asked me what I thought of

him I told him that I believed he had the making of a great
horse. The Doctor asked me if he wasn't worth $1,000. I

said yes, that he ought not to sell him for less than $1,000.
Tbe Doctor then lold me that some gentlemen would be out
the next Saturday to see the cqjt, and that they had offered

him $1,000, but if I said so he would holdout for $1,200. I
didn't want him to sell the colt at all, so I told him that if I

were him I wouldn't take a dollar less than $1,200. Sure
enough, the men came, and after a great deal of dickering
finally agreed to give the Doctor $1,150 for the colt. The
Doctor held out for the $1,200 and the men went away with-

out buying him. I got a good deal of abuse for that advice,

as the colt didn't do very well until he was three years old.

In the meantime the Doctor often said to me that he would
have gotten a good price for the colt had I not insisted on
holding out for $1,200. We began to work him the spring

he was three years old, and one day the Doctor came out and
saw the colt move a quarter on his half-mile track. He
asked me how fast I thought he was going and I replied that

he was going at forty clip. The Doctor didn't believe it, but

the next week we took him over to Dr. Herr's mile track and
he turned it nicely in 2:40 fiat. The Doctor was the best-

pleased man I ever saw, and turning to me he said, " I'll give

you a seasou to him." But the horse was sold before I ever

had a mare to breed. When I did get one, however, the

Doctor let me breed her to Alcyone. He failed to get her

with foal, and so I have nothing to show for saving Alcantara
when he was about to be sacrificed."
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CHARADE "WINS THE METROPOLITAN.

First by Five Lengths Easily—A Bad Acci-

dent—The Race and the "Winner.

reared Eolus, St. Saviour, Ma Belle, Knight of Ellerslie and
host af other good ones. Below will he found the tabulated
pedigree of Charade :

{Trumpeter, by Orlando
| Distil. -i

New Yokk, Hay 31.—The second of the great handicaps

of the year is over, and once more victory rests upon the ban-

ner of an outsider, the black four-year-old colt Charade win-

ning the Metropolitan at Morris Park to-day with amazing

ease in the remarkable time of 1:52}, which is very close to

the record for a mile and a furlong. Charade's victory was

hollow, his nearest opponent, His Highness, who was second,

being beaten live lengths. Illume was third, finishing at the

saddle of his relative, while Colonel North's imported geld-

ing Iddesleigh was a creditable fourth. The Pepper and La

Tosca, first and second favorites, were badly beaten.

Ten thousand people enjoyed the sport. The Metropolitan

was the race of the day, and there was much curiosity to see

how St. Florian would handle 133 pounds and run over the

hill. With Sir Arthur, Stockton, Leonawell and Nomad
withdrawn, sixteen horses faced Mr. Rowe. The Pepper was

the favorite in the betting at 4 to 1, with La Tosca, Pessara,

Illume, Picknicker and Charade the most sought after of the

others. There was 15 to 1 against St. Florian and 12 to 1

against His Highness—remarkable odds when one looks back

a year or so when they were among the best horses in the

land. The English horses were considered out of it, as 40 to

1 could be had against Arthur and 100 to lagainst Iddes-

leigh.

John A. Morris went to the post to see one of the best

starts imaginable, the entire field moving away as if by one

impulse. Picknicker, The Pepper, Pessara, Fidelio and St.

Florian were first to show, Arturo and Loantaka being last.

Picknicker, St. Florian, Pessara, Charade, Iddlesleigh, The

Pepper, La Tosca and His Highness ran on almost even terms

up the backstretch to the beginning of the hill, where Arturo,

who ran like a wild horse in the ruck, fell. Breasting the

hill Charade showed half aleDgth before Picknicker, who was
half a length in front of St. Florian, La Tosca, Pessara, His
Highness and Iddlesleigh, while The Pepper was most promi-

nent of the others, but appeared to be beaten. Whej well into

the stretch La Tosca took second place to Charade, and was
running so well in hand that the issue appeared to lie between

Mr. Lorillard's mare and the black four-year-old. Price, how-
ever, began to ride Iddlesleigh in the windmill style so popu-

lar across the water, and the big chestnut gelding drew up to

La Tosca, followed by His Highness and Illume.

Pessara, St. Florian and Picknicker were hanging out sig-

nals of distress, and it was any odds that they would not be

dangerous at the finish. Doggett looked around toward them,

and keeping Charade well in hand, did not make his final

move until a furlong from home, when Charade drew out

with astonishing ease and cantered over the finishing line far

in advance of his field. La Tosca stopped so suddenly at the

last quarter pole that many thought she had broken down,

and the fight for second place ,was between Iddlesleigh, His
Highness and Illume. The two sons of 111 Used, under the

whip, drew away from the Englishman, and in a furious drive

His Highness was second by a scant half length, Overton rid-

ing a strong finish. Iddlesleigh was a most creditable fourth,

only a length away. Then came La Tosca, Pessara and Pick-

pocket, and they ran fast through the stretch in the order

named. Picknicker was ninth, Monowai tenth, The Pepper
eleventh and St. Florian fourteenth. There was quite a de-

monstration when Charade returned to the stand, and Doggett

received an ovation. The boy modestly refused to sit in the

floral horseshoe waiting for the winner, and fled to the jockeys'

room.
The time for the race, 1:52}, is very close to the best on

record for the distance and explains the defeat of all the top-

weights. It also makes His Highness a race horse once more,

as he was conceding the winner no less than twenty-one

pounds and the third horse thirty pounds. His Highness ran

three ran races at Gravesend and lost them, displaying none

of the courage and stamina for which he had been remarkable

as a two-year-old. To-day's race, however, restores the horse

to the high pinnacle he occupied after he won the Futurity in

1890.

As for the winner, he was much the best horse in the Metro-

politan at the weight, 104 pounds being no inpost for a colt

that beat Tammany a mile last year at even weights. He ran

some verv good races this spring at Elizabeth, defeating some
of the best horses in training, and was on edge;for the Metro-

politan, the distance for which is more to his liking than a

mileand aquarter. Charadeis a black colt by imp. Charaxus,

out of Ada Belle. He is owned by W. R. Jones, of Brooklyn,

a bookmaker at all the prominent tracks. To-day's race was

worth about $16,000 to the winner, $2,000 to the second and

$1,000 to third.

Few of the spectators knew that Arthur had fallen on the

backstretch. When those who were near that part of the

course reached the scene of the accident he was dead, having

broken his neck and Jiis nigb foreleg just below the shoulder.

The jockey, Edwards, was conscious, but could not stand,

one of his legs being broken. The bone is broken above the

ankle and again just below the knee. Trainer Hadfield was

greatly cast down by the death of his horse and the injury of

the bov. Arturo had been highly tried, ten pounds better

than Iddesleigh, the other candidate, and he ran fourth, and

at 105 pounds he might have had a chance for the race.

Hadfield thought his horse would win, at any rale. Arturo

ran in blinkers and Edwards did not appear to be able to

stop him. He was last away from the post and the dust was

very thick. He ran away with the boy, and, running into

the bunch of horses, fell and met his death.

Charade, the winner, whom we tipped to capture the Metro-

politan as soon as the weights came out last February, is a

black colt four years old, by imp. Charaxus, dam Ada
Belle, by Eolus, therefore a brother to that excellent per-

former, Ma Belle. As a two-year-old the colt won seven races

out of twenty-nine starts, In 1892 he only won four races

out of twenty-eight starts, defeating, however, the crack Tam-
many, Mars and other high-class horses. This season Charade

has won nearly every race he has started in, being defeated,

though, in the Brooklyn Handicap. Charade belongs to W.
R. Jones, commonly known as "Bill" Jones, and was bred

by Col. R. J. Hancock, of Ellerslie Stud, Virginia, who

i, f Imp. Charaxus ,..\

[Sappho ..

(Daughter of Hesperus

( Kingston, by Venison

(Sacrifice, by Voltaire

(Imp. Leamington, by Faugh-a-
(
Eolus < Ballagh

(FanuyWashiugton.by Revenue

( Imp. Hurrah, byNewminster
(Jennie Belle

-

(Lillie Belle, by Pat Mallor

4th dam—Alta Vela, by Vandal.
5th dam—Imp. Filugree (dam of

Fiddlesticks), by Stockwell.
6th dam—Exstacy, by Touchst'e
7th dam—Miss Wilfred, by Lot-

tery.

Sth dam—Royal Oak's dam, by
Smolensko.

9th dam—Lady Mary, by Bet--

ingbrough.
10th dam—By Highflyer.
11th dam—By Marske.
V2th dam—By Regulus.

13th dam—By Allworthy.
14th dam—By Bolton Sterling,
15th dam—Dairy Maid, by Bloody

Buttocks.
10th dam—Bay Brocklesby, by

Old Partner.
17th dam—Brocklesby, by Grey-

hound.
18th dam—Brocklesby's Betty.by

Curwen Bay Barb.
19th dam—Miss Leedes' Hobby

Mare, by Lister Turk.

It would indeed be odd if Charade, royally bred as he is,

did not race. He traces direct to Touchstone on his sire's

side of the house through Orlando, winner of the Derby, and
his sixth dam, Exstacy, was by Touchstone also. Then
Charade has two crosses of the great Blacklock (through Vol-
taire and Vandal), besides Lexington, Leamington, Stockwell,

Kewminster, Trustee and other great strains. Charaxus, his

sire,who was a good race horse and is a successful sire,was once
offered to Peter Weber, formerly of Fordham, N. Y., now of

Oakland, Cal., for $250, the young owner of Charaxus at that

time (about 18S5) being in sore financial straits.

Denver Races.

Following will be found short accounts of the Denver

races, which began last Tuesday. Next week we will print

full descriptions of the various events at the Colorado

metropolis

:

Denver (Col.), May 30.—Fully 5,000 people were in at-

tendance at the opening of the spring race meeting of the
Overland Park Club to-day. Of the five races carded for de-

cision two were trots, both of which were captured in straight

heats by the favorites, Charlie Baldwin and Brilliant. Six
bookmakers were on hand to accommodate those who wished
to wager.

The running races were decided on the inside course, which
is seven furlongs in circumference, and of the three eventa

one fell to the California division, one to the St. Louis con-

tingent and one to the home talent. It was decidedly a Cali-

fornia day, however. B. C. Holly had a horse entered in

each of the ruuning races, and they were all favorites. Sym-
pathetic^ Last won the inaugural dash at six furlongs in

1:21. Al Watts was second and Lillie G. third.

Jim Lee was quoted at 3 to 5 when the betting opened for

the second event. Narvaez got him off head and head with
Rapatap, but the Denver colt outfooted the Californian from
start to finish and won by two lengths from Jim Lee, who was
as far in front of Poco Tempo, a stable companion to Rapatap.
The distance was covered in 50 seconds, excellent time for

the track.

Revolver was a G to 5 favorite in the Decoration-day handi-

cap. He carried 120 pounds, 19 pounds more than the next
heaviest weighted starter, and finished second to Get There,

who with 10 to 1 against him beat Revolver a length. Edge-
field, a heavy-backed tip, was third. Edward Blaser, a San
Francisco race-follower, won heavily on Get There.

The Denver Association does not recognize the rulings of

the Blood Horse Association, for Jockey Joe Narvaez was al-

lowed to ride in three races, Narvaez is training and riding

for B.C. Holly.

Denver, May 31.—Jockey Narvaez will not ride any
more of B. C. Holly's horses, at least for some time to come.
Narvaez has been training and riding for Holly, but to-day a

telegram from T. H. Williams was received warning Holly not

to give Narvaez a mount, as Narvaez has run away from
Williams. The fact that Narvaez is barred by Holly did

not prevent him accepting a mount in the last race. He
rode Boomerang, who was widely tipped as a sure winner,

but finished absolutely last, after running third to the

stretch.

Before the races began, Long Time, a three-quarter thor-

oughbred trotter belonging to Gaston Barbee of this city,

was sent against the six-mile record of 16 minutes and 53
seconds, held since 18S9 by Satellite. He was driven by his

owner, and covered the distance in 16 minutes and 8 seconds,

beating the record 45 seconds. The sulky broke in the first

mileor Long Time would have probably beaten 16 minutes.

Long Time is a twelve-year-old gelding by Jack Rowett, a

thoroughbred stallion, out of an unnamed trotting mare byWar
Eagle, also a thoroughbred. Barbee will send Long Time
against the ten-mile record next week some time, after which
he will take him to France to compete in the long-distance

trots which are the rule there.

The six miles were trotted to-day with but one break, the

first mile being covered in 2:10 and the last in 2:16}. The
fact that a horse is made a favorite in a trotting event here

seems to insure its success. The favorites won both yesterday

and to-day. Betsy Cotton and Mary Magdalene, hotii first

choices, won with little effort. Green Hock, piloted by Wash
King, captured the six-furlong selling race. He was backed

from 2 to 1 to even money, and won as he pleased from the

favorite, Viola Belle. Silverman was third. Time, 1:171-

Hal Fisher, the favorite, defeated Cactus Blossom, a rank

outsider, by a length in the first running race, while Blake-

more, also a first choice, won as he pleased from Bob H. in

the last event on the card.

Dknver, (Colo.), June 1.—The attendance at Overland

Park grows smaller as the meeting progresses, and the greater

part of the crowd only arrived after the trotting events had

been decided. As usual the favorites, W. W. P.'and Denver

Medium, won the harness races in straight heats. The third

race, at six furlongs for gallopers, witnessed a pretty contest

between Bav Chester, Lucy Clark and A. C. Tucker. Bay
Chester and Lucy Clark alternated in the lead to the stretch,

when Tucker closed up. In a drive the rest of the way, Bay

Chester, who had been backed from 2 to 1 to 1 to 2, won by a

length from Lucy Clark, who beat Tucker by a head.

Eleven horses started in the fourth, a selling affair, at nine-
sixteenths of a mile. Hal Fisher won easily from Sam Jones,
a 20 to 1 shot. Ben Harrison was third.

B. C. Holly had both Steadfast and Green Hock entered in

the last race of the day, seven and one-half furlongs. Each
carried 112 pounds. They were coupled in the betting and
quoted at 1 to 10 at the post time. It was thought that the
weight would stop Steadfast, and one or two books ottered 10
to 1 against him. A stable boy named Whitby had the mount
on Steadfast, and King was up on (ireen Hock. When the
horses turned into the stretch Green Hock was leading, but
was hard pressed by Spoon, who seemed about to beat Green
Hock. Whitby went to work on Steadfast and the game little

fellow came with a rush and just nipped Green Hock on the
post. GreeD Hock lasted long enough, however, to beat Spoon
out a half length for the place.

The class of the horses running here may be judged from
the fact that it took Steadfast, the winner, 1:15 to run the
seven and one-half furlongs over a fast track.

--
Isinglass "Won the Derby.

London, May 31.—The great Derby race at Epsom was won
by McCalmont's bay colt Isinglass. Isinglass is by Isonomy,

out of Deadlock. He won the 2,000 guineas at Newmarket
this month. In the Derby to-day, Rose's colt Ravensbury,
by Isonomy, out of Penitent, was second, the Duke of Port-
land's bay colt Raeburn, by St. Simon, out of Mowerina, third.

There were eleven starters.

In the great English racing event to-day at Epsom, unlike
last year, when Sir Hugo won, with the odds of 40 to 1 against
hiw in the betting, the winner this year was the favorite, the
betting being 9 to 4 in his favor. On Rose's Ravensbury the
betting was 25 to 1 against and 20 to 1 against the Duke of
Portland's Raeburn, 14 to 1 against Irish Wake, 17 to 1

against William, 20 to 1 against Dame President, 28 to 1

against Son of a Gun, and 100 to 1 against Royal Harry, Lord
William, Quickly Wise and Peppercorn.
The betting for place was 6 to 1 on Isinglass, 7 to 1 against

Ravensbury, even money against Raeburn, 5 to 1 against Wil-
liam, 7 to 4 against Irish Wake, 4 to 1 against Dame Presi-

dent and Son of a Gun, 10 to 1 against Royal Harry, Lord
William, Quickly Wise and Peppercorn. Isinglass won by
one length and a half, Ravensbury two lengths ahead of
Raeburn.

It was exactly 3:10 when the fiag fell to a good start. Lord
William dashed to the front and set the pace, followed by
Royal Harry, Raeburn, William and Irish Wake, running in

a brmch close up, followed by Son of a Gun, Peppercorn and
Isinglass. Behind the last three named was Ravensbury.
with Dame President last. Before reaching Sherwood's Lord
William drew clear of the bunch which had been running
him ciosely.

Here the other horses also changed positions, William be-

ing first behind Lord William, followed by Quickly Wise,
Peppercorn and Royal Harry, running nearly on equal
terms, while behind them came Raeburn, Son of a Gun and
Dame President, with Isinglass, the favorite, and Ravensbury
bringing up the rear.

At the mile post Lord William was being ridden hard, but
was still in front. When this point was reached, however,
Isinglass, who had been given his head, had come through
the ruck and was running second, William third, Raeburn
fourth, Irish Wake, Royal Harry, Quickly Wise and Pepper-
corn in a bunch. Son of a Gun had fallen back and was
bringing up the rear.

When the last hilltop was reached Lord William fell

back, beaten. Meantime William had passed Isinglass, as

had also Raeburn, and William was in front, Isinglass third,

followed by Royal Harry, Irish Wake, Peppercorn and Son
of a Gun in a bunch, Quickly Wise and Lord William at the
tail of the race.

As they came into the straight Isinglass was running on
the inside, and went to the front, closely followed by Raeburn,
Royal Harry, Peppercorn and Ravensbury. When the dis-

tance post was reached Ravensbury had passed Royal Harry
and Peppercorn and was running third. Coming on, Rav-
ensbury gradually overhauled and passed Raeburn, but

could not get near Isinglass, who was making a beautiful

race.

The others were running in this order: Peppercorn,
Quickly Wise, Royal Harry, Irish Wake, Son of a Gun,
Dame President and William.
Lord William's saddle girth broke, and the jockey, Mul-

len, was thrown. This, of course, put Lord William out of

the running. Isinglass maintained the lead from Ravens-
bury, and coming on, won the race by one length and a half.

There were two lengths between Ravensbury and Raeburn.
Time, 2:33.

_

Rancho del Paeo Yearling Sale.

New York, June 1.—A draft of colts and fillies from J.

B. Haggin's Rancho del Paso stud were sold under the ham-
mer in the paddock at Morris Park to-day. Among the lot

were fifteen colts, the get of Salvator. One hundred and
fifty head are to be disposed in all. The sale will continue
for two days. A chestnut colt by Salvator- Ethel was pur-

chased by Matt Byrnes for $5,750. Another of the same
color bv Salvator-Chimera was also bid in by Matt Byrnes
for $6,250.

The details of the sale follow:

Chestnut Hlly, by sir Wodred—Abra : W. A. Herbert S 400
Chestnut colt, bv Sir Moilml vlianah ;

!'. ,1. Dwyer 1,000

Brown Ally, bv Prenlo—Alvoa ; T. B. Doswell 800
nay coii, bv Joe Daniels—Altitude ; R, Bmlth 800
Chestnut Inly, bv Salvator -AureUa : B. Walsh ifiOO
Bav filly, l<v sir MoOreil— tin* Bleu : a. Walsh -too

Bav colt, by Alexander— IVatil'v ; John Filbert 7.
r
>0

Chestnul colt, by Salvator -Bella B ; P. Cshesr 1,500

nav nilv. bv Darebln—Bessie Peyton ; James Eteedey 200
Bay colt, by sir Modred—Blithesome , J. B. Coleman 900
Chestnut filly, by Hidalgo—Bonnie Kate ; Bnrbrtdge nr.>-. ... .. 450
Bay colt, by Darebln—Bonnie Leaf: Gideon ,v Daly 800
Black colt, bv Hidalgo—Cachuca; E. Doswell - ISO

chest 11 in eolt, bv St, lilaisr- I'uriua : charli - 1 Irisrlnimn ;;,i'.ihi

Brown filly, by Hidalgo—Cartas!ma : Man Byrnes 700
Chestnul colt, by Tyrant—Cheerful ; J. 8. Walsh 400
Chestnut colt, bv Snlvtor rlmn.m

.
Mutl Hvrin- 6,250

Chestnut oolt, by Kvrle Daly—Chlcqulta ;
a. Lakeland >

Bay filly, by Tyrant—Cleo i
a. Jones ™ 600

Hrown roll, bv hart-bin -Cuyama . Hat! Bvrncs Pint

Chestnul oolt, by Salvator—Daruna 2,300
Bav roll, bv Salvator -Ek-rtra .

« lilt l.'liHd Jr 2,100

Chestnul filly, bj Salvator—Electricity ; A. J.Hyman 2,100

Chestnut Ally, by Tyrant—Elisabeth; J, h. Doswell 360
Chestnut tin v. by Salvator—Ethel , Matt Byrnes 8,750

Bay Ally, by Sir Hodred—Explosion : Matl Byrnes
' bestnnl i olt, bj Sir Hodred Faux Pas ; A. Lakeland
chestnut colt, by Bld&lgo—Felicity ; f. Ring

The Meadville kite track was entirely nubmerej

the recent heavy rains in Pennsylvania;
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Oregon State Fair Grounds.

The Salem Statesman says: Should this good weather con-

tinue, the Slate Fair grounds near this city will soon be a very

busy place, for, in addition to the work of building a new

track, grandstand and other buildings, there, will be more

horses in training there than any previous season. The pre-

liminary work of improving consisted ic tearing down the old

grandstand, which has been a disgrace to the State for many

vears. The old judges' stand is still looming up as of yore,

but it will soon give way to make room for a modern grand-

stand of ample size and modernjdesign bo situated that the

spectators will obtain a good view of the entire track without

the discora6lure of sitting with their faces toward the setting

sun. The new track will be a regulation affair and will re-

ceive its first trial during the four days' summer meeting of

the Oregon Breeders' and Speed Association in July. Work-
men are now engaged in fencing it, and as soon as the weather

will allow, the work of laying out and grading the course will

be commenced.
The old track is rather hard now, due to the incessant wet

weather, followed by bright, warm sun rays that are baking

it, so that a sprinkler will be needed soon. The rain has kept

manv horses from being worked.and some of them will not be

readv to follow the circuit in the Spring. From now on, how-
ever, the track will be in almost constant use.

Wm. Bright is confining a good deal of his attention to the

bav stallion, Rosemon 5256, by Belmont, dam Seagull, by

Strathmore. Rosemon is full sister to Riverbond, who has a

trotting record of 2:30$, but has been put to pacing and shows
great promise in that gait.

Bright is also working Loyal, a yearling bay colt, sired by
Rosemon, and owned by Wm. Staiger, of this city ; an Oneco
brown two-year-old, out of a mare by Black Stranger, the

property of George Savage, and Abbie, a two-year-old filly,

bv Rockwood, out of a thoroughbred mare, which is also the

property of Geo. Savage,

>elleen Steele, formerly of Independence, is developing

two trotters—Rickreal, ch g, 5, by Napa, dam by Rockwood,
and Maud, b f, 2, by Rockwood.

§. A. Crowell has his sorrell stallion, Pilot Lemont, whose
record as a five-year-old is 2:21 J. This horse is by Lemont
and is the sire of two very nice colts, owned by Crowell.

B. 0. VanBokkelen has the largest string on the grounds.

Some of his wards will be occupying attention before the sea-

son is over.

Occupying the best and handsomest stall is the favorite,

Holmdel. race record 2:13|, bv Hermes, dam Truelove, by
Peacemaker. This stallion is regarded as one of the best

horses ever brought to Oregon, and he has not reached his

limit. He has been driven a half in 1:04-}, making the last

quarter in 0:31. Other horses in Van's string are :

Minnie K., b m, pacer, race record half-mile track, 2:18f,
by Billy Cove, dam by Tip Cranston : owned by Dr. John
Reynolds.
Addie R., b f, 2, pacer, by Adirondack, dam by Rockwood;

owned by Jay C. Smith.
Daisy D., or f, 3, by Oneco, dam by Woodbury, two-year-

old record, 2:59^; owned by G. W. Davis and entered in sev-

eral valnabla stakes.

Walter, gr g, record 2:28, by Royal Fearnaught, dam by
Pilot Medium ; owned by Jasper Hoisington, of Seattle.

Kenwood Maid, ch f, 2, by Celtic, dam Nellie, by Italian

Chief; owned by Claggett £ Hatch.
bkipmont, br f, 2, by Altamont, dam by Vermont: owned by

Dr. J. Reynolds-
Tim Flaherty, b g, 3, pacer, by Dick Flaherty, dam un-

known ; owned by A. T.VanDeVanter, of Kent, Washington.
Oliver Goldsmith, blk g, pacer, by Aiden Goldsmith, dam

by Swigert; owned by E. S. Lamport
Little Rock, b g, 3, pacer, by Rockwood, dam by Red Buck;

owned by James Sykes.

Golden Wilkes, ch s, 5, by Judge Kyle ; owned bv R.JMoblv.
Robert D. 14498, br s, 4, by Senator N-; owned by F.N.

Derby.
Cazmo, br f, by Altamont, dam Timosa, by Almon t Rat-

tler owned by Thomas Howe, of Mt. Angel.
Celtic, ch s, by Gen. Grant, dam Lady Fellows, half-mile

track record, 2:501; owned by Claggett & Hatch.
J. W. Phillips has two runners which he is working. One

i* Sunday Lewis, br g, 3, and the other is Jim Lotan, ch g, 3,

by St Paol, dam Why Not.
Rosemary, b, 9, 3, by Rosemon, dam by Inauguration;

owned bv J. H. Daniels.

Kuitan, yearling colt, pacer, by Noonday, dam Minnie K.;
owned by Dr. J. Reynolds.

Celitician, b g 2, by Celtic, dam by Don Cossack; owned bv
Claggett & Hatch.

Nellie R., b m, by Dawn F., dam by Inauguration: owned
by J.J. Haskins of Independence,

Holmdella, yearling filly, bv Holmdel, dam Fanny, bv
Buchanan; owned by A. T. Van De Vanter, of Kent, Wash.
Van Bays this one will trot in 2:30 this year.

Corwio, blk s, 2, by Director Jr., dam by Altamont; owned
by Henry Fletcher.

Two yearlings by Celtic, complete this stable, one having
Nellie for its dam, by Italian Chief, and the other Mary K.,
by Ira Wilkes owned by Claggett & Hatch.
Craven A Galbraith are quartered on the track with a

string of runners. One of their best horses is Palsy O'Neil,
by Sam Stevenson. Patsy is an old favorite on the Salem
race track.

They have also Hello, by Shannon. Hello is also a gen-
eral favorite, but was unable to run here last fall, by reason
of injuries sustained in Montana last summer where he made
some big winnings.

Valley Forge, by Woodbury, dam Novice, is also in their
string.

Maiictu, by St. Paul, dam by Woodbury, isaootber promis-
ing animal in their stable,

Eva EggleHon, b f, 2, by Big Bruse, dam Nellie Alcorn
;

owned by Galbraith.

Lida M.
(

b f, 3, by Doctor, dam Liza Jane; owned by
Thomas Kay.

ML by a Dr. Lindsey horse ; owned bv Jasper
Kioto. '

v

Nellie Illy, the brown eight-year-old, owned by Bert Bo-
tick, was received yesterday by Galbraith, and will be
worked.

<'. Nash is working hie two-year-old sorrel, Oregon Belle,
bv Woodbury, dam by St. Paul.
James Foster ii training Billy Ayre>, a three-year-old

by onnor, out of Lulu Riggs. He has also Connor,
a sorrel stallion, by Norfolk.

Sale of the McGrathiana Yearlings.

Tattersall'sSale Repository was crowded with turfmen and
lovers of horse flesh last night, who were attracted there by
the sale of the consignment of McGrathiana thoroughbred
yearlings. The sale of the McGrathiana youngsters, the
property of Mr. Milton Young of Lexington, Ky., is always
one of the most important of the year. The youngsters that
entered the ring last night were a fine lot, and, as a rule,

brought good prices and their values, says the Dailv America
of May 23d.

Mr. William Easton accomplished a good piece of work in
disposing of fifty head of horses in less than two hours. He
didn't allow the bidding to flag one minute, bringing down
his hammer promptly whenever there appeared a tendency
among the purchasers to pause, and yet getting all there was
out of the bidders.

The average, $1,409, shows that the yearlings were of a
high class, yet this would have been greater had it not been
fore three or four which fell before the general run in ap-
pearance, and were knocked down for less than $-500. The
horses, however, that brought less than four figures, were in

the minority.

A chestnut colt, full brother to Dr. Rice, by Onandaga

—

Bonnie Lee, a clean-limbed, racy-looking colt with rare mus-
cular development and a game head, brought the top price,

$7,000. Dave Johnson was the buyer.

Among those present were James R. Keene, William
Lakeland, Colonel Hall, J. J. Carroll, J. B. Haggin, J.
Shields, Charles Oxx, R. G. Clarke, J. W. Rogers, Colonel
James E. Pepper, F. McCabe, Dr. Street, ex-Mayor Grant,
E. A. Buck, D. T. Pulsifer, Matt Allen, Matt Byrnes, Fred
Eshner, W. L. Harmersly, C. J. Enright, J. A. Gray, H. K.
Vingut, John Daly, Dave Gideon, J. B. Coleman, Hugh
Jones, Phil Dwyer, George Forbes, Dave Johnson, Louis
Stuart, George Baumann, Johnny '"ampbell, W. C. Daly,
Colonel T. P. Ochiltree, Samuel "Rorke, Al Powell, Ridge
Levien, Billy Barrett, Henry Schultz, Charles Boyle, J.

Croker, J. Flanders and Green B. Morris. Summary:
Chestnut colt, Onondaga—Elsinore, by imp. Bucfcden; Engeoe

Leigh S 3.500
Chestnut filly, Hanover—Spinaway. by imp. Leamington

;

Eugene Leigh „ 3,500
Chestnut filly, Hanover—Wanda, by imp. Mortemer; G. W.

Coulter 1,500
Chestnut fillv, Hanover—Perhaps, by imp. Australian; G. W.

Conner „ „ 2,000
Chestnut filly, Onondaga—Black Maria, bv imp. Bonnie Scot-

land : G. W. Coulter ],200
Chestnut colt, Hanover—Ada Ban, by imp. King Ban ; C. J.

Enright „ 1,100
Chestnut colt, imp. Rayon d'Or—Almera, bv Springbok

;

Eugene Leigh „ 2,600
Bav colt. imp. Rayon d'Or—Maurine, by imp. Mortemer : W.

Barrick 1.P00
Bay colt, Hanovei—Vera, by King Alfonso : J. R. Keene, 2,800
Bav folt. Hanover—Ella Pinkerton, by LoDgfellow: Green B.

Morris 3,000
Brown colt, Duke of Montrose—Patti, bv imp. Billet ; J. Sup-

per! Jr „ 2,100
Chestnut "colt, Onondaga—Bonnie Lee. by imp. Glengarry;

David Johnson ~ _ ."._ 7,000
Chestnut filly, Hanover—Lida Stanhope, by Waverly; W. BL

Laudner .". 1,450
Bay colt, Strathmore—Beatrice, by imp. Bonnie Scotland ;

Eugene Leigh „ „ 2,000
Chestnut colt, imp. St. Blaise—Bahama, by imp. Mortemer ; J.

Rnppert Jr „ 2,000
Black filly, Hanover—Keepsake, by Onondaga ; G. W. Coulter.. 1,700
Chestnut filly. Onondaga—Kempie, bv St. Martin : L. Place.... 1.C00
Bay colt. imp. Hopeful—Florio, by Virgil ; P, J. Keane 1,500
Bay filly, imp. Woodlands—Hope, by Onondaga ; Chelsea

Stables „ „ 1,200
Chestnut filly, Strathmore—Zeliea, by Virgil ; G. Strauss, S.

Strauss 700
Chestnut fillv, Hanover—Gleam, by imp. Glenelg; G. W.

Coulter , „ 1,400
Bay colt. Bob Miles—Sonora, by King Alfonso ; H. Stull „ 800
Brown filly. Strathmore—Barbarv, bv imp. Bonnie Scotland:

Charles Oxx _ „ 900
Bay filly, Strathmore—Skylight, bv Jack Malone; Eugene

Leigh „ _ _ _ _ 1,400
Bay colt, Strathmore—Gladiola. by imp. Glengarry ; E. Railey_ 1,000
Bay colt, imp. Woodlands—Ella Hankins, bv Gilrov ; W. Ham-

ersly 1,000
Bav colt. Onondaga—Glenola, bv imp. Glenelg; W. M. Bar-

rick _ 1,550
Bay filly. Favor—DelphiDe, by imp. Mortemer; C. J. Enright... 1,300
Chestnut colt, Hanover—Margerine, by Algerine : A. Slofel 650
Bay colt, Qnondaea—Maria D., by Lisbon : L. J. Rose 1,000
Bay colt. Duke of Montrose—Minnehaha Belle, bv Bullion : C.

F Saunders _ 1,200
Bay colt. Fawn—La Juive. by imp. Mortemer; A. Garson 700
Chestnut colt, Macduff—Mamie Hunt, by Frogtown ; J. Crofecr 700
Black filly, Hanover—Kelp, by imp. Strachino ; W. O. McDon-

ough „ „ 1,300
Chestnut colt, ODondaga—Corinne Sprague, by imp. Buckden;

W. H. Lauderman _.. 800
Bay filly, Tremont—Althea, by Monarchist ; Chelsea Stable 3,000
Bay colt. Favor—imp. Consuelo, by Springfield ; L. J. Rose SOO
Chestnut colt. Macduff—Bessie Hinkle, by imp. Buckden ; Glen

Island Stable _ 600
Chestnut filly, Hanover—May Lady, by Erdenheim or Reform

;

A. Slofel „ S50
Chestnut filly, Strathmore—imp. Zuleika, by Scottish Chief;

Hawthorne Stable 900
Chestnut fillv, Fonso—Zingara, bv Tom Bowling ; F. D. Weir... 450
Bay filly, Macduff—Vivacity, by Virgil : W. D. Barrick 1,100
Bay colt. Favor—Bay light, by imp. Rayou d'Or; G. Stranss 400
Chestnut colt, Faus'tus—imp. Kingcup, by Kingcraft ; F. D.

Wier 350
Brown colt. imp. Kantaka—Bonnie Lou, by Enquirer ; Mead-

owthorpe Stud.- 950
Chestnut filly, Onondaga—Matagorda, by imp. Glengarry ; L.

J. Rose_ 650
Chestnut colt, Onondaga—Adventure, by Daniel Boone ; A.

Slofee_ - „ 450
Chestnut fillv, Hanover—Golden Reel, by imp. Rayon d'Or;

F. D. Weir 500
Bay colt. Fonso—Medgar, by Sensation ; Eugene Leigh™ 700
Chestnut colt. imp. Rayon d'Or—imp. Arabella, by Dutch

Skater ; C. E. Bailey 800

Total for fifty head 570,450
Average per head. 1,409

Sale of the Runnymede Yearlings.

Fifty-eight thoroughbred yearlings, the produce of the
Runnymede Siud, and all but two of them the property of
Messrs. Clay & Woodford of Paris, Ky., were sold at auction
last night by Manager William Easton at Tattersalls, Fifty-

'

fifth Street and Seventh Avenue, says the New York Times
of M:iy *2 4 1 h . The prices brought were satisfactory and the
average excellent. The total amount realized on the sale was
$G5,750, the average per head being $1,133.62.

Chestnut colt {full brother to Buddhist), by Hindoo—Emma
llmilcy. by Buckden : Meadowthorpe Stud 52,100

j

Bay colt tfull brother to Heathen), by Hindoo—Jennie Blue, by
Blllett: P. Meaney _ 500

full brother to Sallie McClelland and Indigo*, by
Hindoo—Red and Blue, by Alarm ; Meadowthorpe Stud 2,600

at fillv, by Hindoo—Pure Rye, by Billet ; Meadowthorpe
Stud ; „ 1,600

Black filly (half sister to Sir Dixon), by Hindoo—Jaconet, by
Leamington : Meadowthorpe Stud _ 2,550

Chestnut illlv, by Hindoo—Mary P., by Pat Maltov ; G. deon A
[>*iy .'. l.ooo

Bay OOlt, by Sir Dixon—Miss Annie, by Virgil; J Rowe 1.000
Chestnut colt, by Sir Dixie—Mattie Amelia, by King Alfonso

;

E. Leigh 2,100

Brown fillv, by Si t_ Dixon—Belle Palmer, by Bonnie Scotland
;

E. Kelly „ .. 1,000
Brown filly, by Sir Dixon—Mercedes, by Melbourne Jr.; Gideon

& Daly i,$no
Bay filly, bv Sir Dixon—Faro GirL by King Faro ; C. Bovle 800
Bav colt, by Hindoo—Alga, by Onondaga; L. J. Bose, Califor-

nia _ _ _ _ _ 1,600
Bay colt, bv Hindoo—Brenda, by King Alfonso : Meadowthorpe

Stud 1,500
Bav colt, bv Hindoo—Cherry Blossom, bv Powhattan ; Gideon

«fc Daly 1,000
Brown rillly < full sister to Mabel Glenn), by Hiudoo—Calphnr-

nia, by Julius: L. J. Rose, California^ _ 1,300
Bay filly, by Hindoo—Patreila. by Pat Molloy ;LiG. Straus.. 600
Chestnut fillv, by Hindoo—J uan'ita, bv Wanderer ; J. Bowen,

Paris. Ky_
, 1,200

Bay colt, by Sir Dixon—Repeal, by Virgil ; W. M. Barrick 1,000
Bay colt, by Leonatus—Belle of Runnymede. by Billet ; E.

Leigh _ 500
Brown filly {full sister to Merry Monarch), bv Hindoo—Bram-

baletta. by Bonnie Scotland ; Gideon & Dalv 2,100
Chestnut filly, by Hindoo—Dione, by Mortemer; J. Bowen,

Paris, Ky_ 1,500
Chestnut filly, by Hindoo—Roselle, by Rosicrucian ; Meadow-

thorpe Stud_ „ 1,300
Chestnut colt, by Hindoo—Amy Davenport, by Leonatus; J.

Bowen, Paris, Ky_ _ $00
Brown colt, by Hindoo—Kissengen , by Kingcraft ; L. & G.

Straus- _ 700
Brown colt, by Hindoo—Francesca, by Leamington ; Meadow-

thorpe Stud- „ 1,600
Chestnut filly, by Hindoo—Kate Claxton, bv Billet ; L. i G.

Straus „ 750
Bay filly, by Hindoo—Corinne, by Glengarrv; L. & G. Straus .. 500
Brown filly, by Hindoo-Rosa Vertner, bv Glenelg: L. & G.

Straus _ 400
Bay colt, by Fooso—Fay. by Seosation;L. & G. Straus 1,300
Black colt, by Fonso—Pretense, by Glenelg; J. Bowen. Paris,

Ky r. - 1,300
Bav colt. 1 half brother to Lepanto) bv St. Blaise—Leightonia.

by Favonius; J. Ruppert, jr J900
Bay filly bv Leonatus—Bridlemere bv Billet; L. A:G. Straus 400
Brown fillv, by Argyle—Garnet by Flood; LiG. Straus 400
Bay filly, by Sir Dixon—Villette bv Virgil: L. & G. Straus 500
Bav colt, by Hindoo—Miss Csed bv The 111 Used: Meadowthorpe

Stud _ „ 1,000
Bay colt, by Hindoo—Alpena, by King Alfonso, L. & G.

Straus _ _ 700
Bay filly, by Hindoo—Theckla, by Billet: Excelsior Stable 600
Chestnut filly, by Onondaga—Weisbaden, by Baden Baden; L.

&. G. Straus _ 500
Brown filly, by Argyle—Lady Elizabeth, by Flood; L. L. Rose... 700
Brown colt, by Hindoo—Morgan Girl, by John Morgan; L. & G.

Straus 1.100
Bay colt, bv Leonatns—Marian, by Billet: L. A: G. Straus 400
Chestnut filly, by Sir Dixon—Retreat, bv Virgil; Meadowthorpe

Stnd _ 850
Bay filly, by Bersan—La Favorita, bv Planet ; Warm Springs

Stable- 350
Black Ally, by Sir Dixon—Miss Moore, bv Falsetto; Meadow-

thorpe Stud- 750
Bay filly, by Sir Dixon—Vassar. by Virgil ; F, Ireland.- 1,000
Bavlnllv, by Hindoo—Dreamland, bv Billet; Meadowthorpe

Stud „ 750
Gray colt, by Sir Dixon—Gammacita, bv John Morgan; L. i G.

Straus _. 600
Bay colt, bv Leonatus—Bastante, bv Bramble ; L. A. G. Straus 40C
Chestnut colt, bv Sir Dixon—Virgie D., by Virgil; LiG.

Straus... „ 600
Black colt, by Sir Dixon—Vie, by Virgil : H. B. Durham- 700
Chestnut filly, by Fonso—Emily Coster, by Daniel Boone;

Warm Springs StabL.e _ „ _ _.. 200
Bav fillv, bv Hindoo or Sir Dixon—Sabina, bv Lexington; J. J.

Carroll 400
Bay filly, by Sir Dixon—The Widow, by Hindoo ; Meadow-

thorpe Stud. ^r
o

Bay filly, by Sir Dixon—Nannie McDowell, by Leamington ; J.
Bowen, Paris. Ky- 500

Chestnut filly, bv Fonso—Planetarium, bv Planet; J. Bowen.
Paris, Ky._ LOCO

Chestnut colt, bv Fonso—Saraband, bv Monarchist; J. Meanev. 650
Bay filly, by Hindoo—Miss Eppie. by Billet "...

Bay filly by Hindoo—Mecca, by Billet ; Meadowthorpe Stud_... 400

It will be observed that L. J. Rose is going back on the
turf again in good style, as he purchased three of the Runny-
mede youngsters.

Sale of Yearling Thoroughbreds.

A sale of thoroughbred yearlings, the property of the Ken-
nessaw Stud and W. G. Armstrong, took place in the pad-
dock at the Gravesend track at noon yesterday (May 22d.)

Bidding was not at all of a spirited nature, and low prices
prevailed. The highest price for a single horse was $1,050,
from a man named Clark. This was paid for a chestnut colt

by Bishoyj—imp. Malibran. Result of the sale follows :

PEOPEBTY OF KES^ESAW STUD.

Bay colt, by Bishop—Summer Rose ; J. M. Clark _ $ 400
Bay colt, by Bishop—Pearlash ; S. D. Bruce 200
Bay colt, by Bishop—Kennebec : P. J. Dwyer & Son „ _ 600
Bay colt, by Bishop—Mareola : P. J. Dwyer i Son _ 60O
Chestnut colt, by Bishop—imp. Malibran ; Mr. Clark 1,050
Bav filly, bv Bishop—imp. Dublin Belle ; E. Leigh _ 750
Bav filly, by Bishop—Virelin : E. Leigh 700
Bay filly, bv Bishop—Mountain Range : E. Leigh 900
Chestnut fillv. by Bishop—Parena ; M. Wolff. 400
Bay filly, by Bishop—Clime Chapman ; E. Leigh ISO

PBOPERTY OF W. G. AEMSTEOSG.

Chestnut colt, by Hi Ban—What Is It ; J. M. Clark 125
Bay colt, by Hi Ban—Kindness; Warmspring Stable 125
Chestnut colt, bv Blue Dav—Frieds : Warmspring Stable. 105
Chestnut colt, bv Hi Ban—Refraction ; J.Dver _ 500
Muldoon, bg, 3, bv Regent—Sadie: F. Kelly „ lOO
Debourge, b c, by Penton—Forest Belle ; EL O. Bernard 130

Grand Circuit Trotting Dates.

Rochester, N. Y., May 24, 1893.—The stewards of the
Grand Trotting Circuit met here to-day and arranged the
programme for the annual meetings. The following resolu-

lutions, which are of great interest to horsemen, were
adopted :

Resolved. That the meetings of the circuit be trotted under the
rules ot the National Trotting Association as they stand unless speci-
fied to the contrary by any member.
Resolved. That the Grand Circuit oppose the present distance rule

as inimical to trotting sport, an unjust hardship to patrons of the turf
who pay entrance money, detrimental to the business of the associa-
tions, productive of tame racing, thereby depriving the public who
pay at the gate of spirited and exciting contests among good fields of
horses—in short, bad at all points and a most unwise movement.
Resolved. That the managers of any association desiriDg shorter

distances may have them by advertising a special clause in the pro-
gramme, but that we regard it as unjust and arbitrary to change the
rule, making it necessary for associations opposing the change to
insert a special condition in their programme.
Resolved, That we deprecate the recognition of tin cup records and

favor a rule making it necessary that horses to obtain records must
be entered in class or stake races, and obtain them in legitimate rac-

ing contests.

Governor Bulkelev, of Connecticut ; W. B. Fasig, of Xew
York; George W. Archer, of Rochester, and C. J. Smith, of

Buffalo, are members of the committee to carry out the reso-

lutions.

The dates for the meetings this year and the prize money
offered by each club follow :

Pittsburg. Pa., July 10 to 14 S36.000 .

Detroit. Mich.. July 17 to 21 - 50.000
Cleveland. Ohio. Julv 24 to 29 _ S2.000
Buffalo. N. Y.. Aueust 1 to 11 95.000
Rochester. N. Y., August U to IS 32.000
Springfield. Mass.. August 22 to 25 - 25,000
Hartfnrd. Conn.. August 28 to September 1 40.000
New York Citv. September 4 to 9 40.000
Philadelphia, Pa., September 11 to 16 25.000

Total 5375,000
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Montana State Fair.

!No movement has yet been made toward insuring the

Montana State Fair Association against loss in case a race

meeting in held in Helena this summer. The directors an-

nounced some time ago that unless the merchants and busi-

ness men of Helena, made up what would be equivalent to

the amount the association lost last year there would be no

race meeting this year. The loss at the last meeting was

about $1,800, and this in spite of the fact that the pool privi-

leges brought the association something over $6,000 in the

wav of commissions. The purses both for running and trot-

ting races were large enough to justify the best class of horses

in striving for them, and the premiums given to exhibitors at

the fair helped swell the expenses to large proparlions. This

year there will be no fair even if there should be a race nKet-

ing. It was decided to make that announcement in ample

time to save intending exhibitors the labor and expense of

preparing for if. With this outlay cut off the chances of the

association's income running behind its expenses this year

will be materially reduced. Still the expenses will be heavy,

with gocd-sized purses and the number of employes it is

necessary to have about the grounds. The directors feel that

they have run the association as far into debt as they think

they are justified. The losses of the past fevr years have

amounted in the aggregate to about $6,000. While
it is possible the association might come through

another meeting ^without increasing its debt, yet

it is a risk the directors do not care to take. With a guaran-

tee from the merchants and business men sufficient to cover

any possible loss, it would not be too late even now to get up

a week of creditable raciog, as the dates have been assigned

Helena, and the horses and their owners would be just as well

off by spending that time here astbey would be if they were

forced to remain idle. The directors do not care to be mis-

understood in the matter. There must be sufficient subscribed

to cover a loss not exceeding that of last year. What is more,

if with the receipts and subscriptions there should be enough

to pay all expenses, and something left over, the remainder

will be applied toward liquidating the present indebtedness.

A direct intimation has been received from Anaconda to

the effect that that city stood ready to take up and fill the

dates assigned to Helena, in case it should be decided to have

no race meeting here. In other words Anaconda, which prac-

tically begins the circuit, will, in such an event, end it also.

This would give Anaconda about three weeks of racing, while

Helena has none. Many people, including those who take

no special interest in horse racing, think it would be an un-

fortunate thing that Helena should go without that sport this

year. They regard it as doubly unfortunate that Anaconda
should fill in the gap left vacant by Helena's failure to have

a meeting.

A prominent member of the Montana State Fair, speaking

of the matter, says :
" If patriotic motives will not induce th°.

merchants and other people to subscribe the amount needed,

then business reasons may. A meeting brings to the city hun-

dreds of horsemen and others who are interested in racing. It

means so much expended for each man and so much for the

supplies which are necessary forthe horses. Thegreater part,

if not all the amount subscribed, and perhaps even more,

comes back through the various channels and is put in circula-

tion right among our own people. That is the business view of it.

Now for the patrotic view. Helena has never misesd a fall

meeting in twenty-eight years. There could be no worse

time to begin than now. By the time the date assigned for

the Helena meeting arrives there will very likely be a num-
ber of officers and soldiers located at Fort Harrison. Xo
class of people enjoy horse raciDg more than the soldiers.

Times may not be as brisk as one might wish, but Helena is

in just as good a position as any city and a much better posi-

tion than most of them. It seems to me the results would

more than justify the amount asked to be subscribed."

—

Helena Independent.

At the "Willows Race Track.

W. R. Merrill keeps his horses at home, but can be seen
each morning at the track giving them their usual exercise.

He has his fine three-year-old Antevolo mare, with a record
of 2:21 1 ; Clarence Wilkes, six-year-old bay stallion by Guy
Wilkes, without a record ; Sable Glenn, two-year-old, by
Sable Wilkes, and Eagle Bird, a green pacer, sired by Almont
Patchen.
W. W. Marshall can be seen daily behind his horse Stranger,

record of 2:25 J, besides he has a two-year-old filly, sired by
Clarence Wilkes, which ho thinks very highly of.

It will not be long before the track will be alive with
blooded stock and their attendants, and it is safe to predict

that the coming fair will be far ahead of any previous etibrt.

—Willows Journal.

The Fair at G-reenville.

On Saturday last the Directors of the Eleventh District

Agricultural Association met at Sierraville for the purpose of

locating the Fair and making arrangements forthe fall meet-

ing. Messrs. Bransford, Stephen and Mclntyre were present

from Plumas, as well as Messrs. Nichols and Dolly of Sierra.

The report of the treasurer showed that $163 was on hand as

a balance from last year. Dr. Pritcbard came before the

Directors and asked that the same be donated to the local

Agricultural Association. This request was denied.

For the location of the Fair for 1893 there was but one
bid, that of Greenville. A good and sufficient guaranty was
presented for the payment of the first day of the fair of

$3,000 in money, and that a fully equipped racing park, in-

cluding all necessary stables, sheds, grand stand, judges'

stand, etc., a pavilion and a ballroom, should be furnished the

Association free. Everything being satisfactory, Greenville
was awarded the Fair by a unanimous vote. The following
officers for the ensuing year was duly elected: President, J.

S. Bransford ; Vice-President, A. S. Nichols; Secretary, J.

R' Murray ; Assistant Secretary, Fred Blinman ; Treasurer,

W. C. Brown.
Director Mclntyre, Secretary Murray and Treasurer Brown

were appointed a committee to decide on the time for hold-

ing the Fair.

The committee on speed programme consist on J. S. Brans-
ford, D. Mclntyre, Jake Stevens and Dr. Carter.

To prepare the premium list Messrs. McBeth and Nichols
were appointed.—Plumas National Bulletin.

Horse Racing and Its Progress.

The sporting editor of the Journal visited the race track

this morning, and in company with James Sullivan, the vete-

ran horseman, who is in charge, took a look at the surround-

iags.

Sullivan has about twenty head in his string, the most

promising of which are : A four-year-old Almont Patchen

sorrel gelding, Surprise, the property of J. R. Troxel, bought

from Governor Stanford ; he has no record and he will be a

candidate for the 2:31 pace throughout the northern circuit.

Also, a four-year-old bay mare, Tilly Hooper, with a pacing

record of 2:36 as a three-year-old, sired by Brigadier, out of a

Belmont mare, the property of the same gentleman. Also, a

bay filly, full sister to Tillie Hooper, three-year-old, without

a record. Bay mare, four-year-old, by Almont, can show a

2:30 gait, owned by Joe Manor, of Williams, Colusa county.

An Almont four-year-old sorrel mare, the propertv of Hon.

John Boggs. Black mare, Bessie H., owned by A . B. Aitkin,

of Corning.with a pacing record made on the northern circuit

last year of 2:23. Also a brown stallion by Anteup, he by

Anteeo, three-year-old, without a record, owned by the same

gentleman.
A. A. Jackson's Electioneer bay filly, two-year-old, has

only been handled a short time, but is a very promising colt.

A three-year-old bay stallion by Eclectic ,owned by George

Gregory, of College* City), a full brother to the celebrated

Arion, with a record of 2:10$ as a two-year-old, never been

trained but little, and is without a record, but no doubt in

time will rival his illustrious relative. A brown three-year-

old filly, by Stanford's Clay, without a record, but a very

promising stepper, the property of Asa Peake, of Red Bluff.

A four-year-old brown gelding, belonging to II. B. Julian,

sired by Almont Patchen. a perfect picture of the old horse,

and no "doubt in time will equal him in speed. A bay colt,

Auditor, three-year-old, the property of C. Kaufman, of Corn-

ing, a smooth and level-headed trotter and one of the im-

proving kind.

Nute Wilson's bay gelding, five years old, by Dotey's Chal-

lenge, without a record, is a nice, easy goer, and acts like a

trotter. Dallman's George A., by the celebrated Almont

Patchen, record 2:15, dam by John Nelson, is a promising

stallion. Besides the above Mr. Sullivan has a yearling colt

of his own, Frank Brandon, sired by Boodle, 2:21 A, dam by

Nutwood, 2:134.

W. L. Williams has a couple of runners which he is exer-

cising every day, preparing them for the fall circuit.

From time immemorial among savageand civilized people

the world over there has always been a liking for amusement

of some sort, and to those that furnish this entertainment

there must be some recompense; for, to use the slang term, it

is " money that makes the mare go." Almost since the world

began horse racing in some manner has been a popular sport,

and has occupied a strong place in the minds of people who
admire nature in a high state of training. During the mid-

dle ages it was a sport where kings, nobles, and I might say

queens took part. We have extant glowing accounts of

mythological races in which the highest dignitaries of the

State took active part. In " Ben Hur " we find accounts of

chariot races even at that early period. In Great Britain,

in France and Spain, it has for centuries been a very popular
amusement. However, as the United States rank ahead of

other nations in many things, so also is it ahead in introduc-

ing trotting races, and we might call it a national sport, as it

well deserves to be. This class of races is deservedly becom-
ing exceedingly fashionable and rapidly growing in favor.

The amount of money invested in breeding trotting horses

is simply enormous, and a novice would scarcely believe a
statement setting forth the value of some of the great breeding
farms at which trotters are born. Woodburn, the birthplace

of Maud S., embraces within its borders thirty-five hundred
acres of rich land, nearly three thousand of which are never
tilled, but used to graze the trotters on. I have no doubt the

value of Woodburn and its stock is worth at least three quar-
ters of a million of dollars. South Elkhorn, Col. Pepper's es-

tate, is the home of Onward, Norval, Madrid and Nutpatch,
as well as more than a hundred broodmares, and we can only
guess at its value. W. C. France, at Highland Farm, has

Red Wilkes, Allendorf, The King and Sentinel Wilkes, and
the value of his stock would reach several thousand dollars.

These are only samples of the great breeding establishments

devoted to raising trotters, and is very doubtful if these rough
estimates are high enough to represent the value of these es-

tablishments.

When we have come in possession of a trotter, or rather a
horse we hope to make a trotter out of, then the expense of a

a sulky, harness and essential trappings is large, and the ex-

pense of training is not a matter to be carelessly overlooked.

It results that to encourage the trotting of horses and the

formation of trotting associations all legitimate measures
should be taken make the sport attractive to the people and
remunerative both to horsemea and to associations.

The manner of arranging trotting programmes has for

years been much the same, and has become to a nearly stereo-

typed. The growth of the business has been so rapid as to

bring about new conditions and create new demands, there-

fore intelligent thought should be given the subject of meet-

ing these demands and complying with these conditions.

The times change and men change with them, and as men
change new conditions arise, methods must change. But
with change we want improvement, or else leave matters as

they are, which in the case of the distance flag would be a

very wise conclusion.

Let us glance back at some of the old-time performers and
note the progress made in speed during the last century. To-
day there are so many 2:30 and 2:20 performers that we ^ass

them by without much thought, they are so common, and
yet only a short time ago they were thought wonders, and we
hardly expected that more than a very small number would
ever "reach so low a mark. Even to day it takes someone
well up in horse literature to keep track of the events taking

place every day, and in order to fully realize the progress we
have made, let us compare the past records with the present.

We never value anything as highly after we come in posses-

sion as before, so it is with records.

Time was when a horse with a record below twenty was a

wonder, but to-day that is not enough ; we want something

lower, and are not satisfied with this. Some little idea may
be obtained of the rapid growth of trotting and the phenom-
enal progress made in this rate of speed by a comparison of a

few events happening in different decades during the present

century.

It was in the year 1818 that a horse first trotted in three
minutes. It was accomplished at Jamaica, X. Y„ by a horse
called Boston Blue, and was regarded as a notable perform-
ance. Nothing else of importance transpired during that

decade. In 1843 Lady Sutfolk trotted in 2:26}, and the world
wondered. In 1845 Moscow trotted in 2:30, and with a nota-

tion of these praiseworthy perforraancees the history of that

decade is written. In 1853 Highland Maud and Tacony each
trotted in 2:27. In 1859 George M. Patchen trotted in 2:2<J;

and Brown Dick in 2:25}, and in 1859 the sun of that decade
set in a blaze of glory on account of the world-famed per-
formance of Flora Temple when she trotted in 2. lit j. The
news was flashed to the uttermost paits of the earth, horse-
men marveled and predicted that the end had come, the
sturdy little mare was proclaimed queen, and conservative
men shook their heads and indulged in melancholv musings
over the fact that it was a fast age, and men and women were
going to the dogs because of their love and admiration for a
healthful, pleasant sport which many good men and sensible
women believed to be perfectly proper in everyway.
During the next decade 2:20 was frequently beaten and a

lower record had to be made in order to create a sensation.
This was done by Dexter in 1867-G8-69. when he earned
lasting fame by trotting in 2:17|. In IS74 Goldsmith Maid
trotted in 2:14', in 1878 Rarus trotted in 2:13, in 1879 St
Julien trotted in 2:12:j, in 187S Hopeful trotted in 2:14^, in

1875 Lula trotted in 2:14^, and in 1876 Smuggler trotted in

2:15A, and in 1874 American Girl obtained a record of 2:1GA.

By this time trotting had become a recognized sport, and a
good part of the stigma or odium attached to it had been re-

moved, while the breeding of the trotter was assuming a

more practical form and becoming reduced to a system. As
we follow down the line of record-makers and record-
breakers, we come to Maud S., who made a mile in 2:08J, in
1S85, and although there were a number of notable per-
formances, probably none from this time on until 1889, when
the worldVstal lion record was taken by Axtell, 2:12, at three
years old—and when age is considered, it is without doubt
the greatest performance we have had to record.
Who knows ? Who can tell whence comes all this speed ?

We are told that it requires science to train a horse and bring
him to such a mark, but Axtell did not have scientific train-

ing, which no doubt is one reason he reached a much lower
mark than most of his age. Then his breeding was not fash-

ionable, and on neither side was his blood popular. Who
among wise men can answer this question—the eminent
creators and originators of beautiful theories will rise and ex-
plain. We are anxiously waiting. Let him who has fathomed
the mysteries of life and death, or the theorist who knows all

about it, solve the problem and instruct the rest of us who
really know very little about horses, anyway, when it comes
to science. The more we study the breeding problem the
more we realize we know nothing about it whatever, and the
greater is the mystery of it. We have concluded to accept
facts and record events, and claim to be only a student of
Mother Nature, and leave to abler and more astute minds
the task of explaining it to the people. I shall be criticised,

of that I am sure, and perhaps deserve to be, but, as the great
premier of England wrote, " Critics are the people who have
failed," and the poet said, " To every trade man serves

apprenticeship save one, the trade of censure." Critics are
ready made. What the people need and the horse business

demands is, that some sound-minded gentleman who has
raised horses himself, not altogether on theories butcom-
mon sense, and who could tell spavins from heaves, would
explain these mysteries to the people. Science is all well

enough, but there are many people when they pick up a
horse journal and read a scientific article on breeding and
care of horses, they don't understand it and are really fright-

ened. If we knew just what kind of a horse could be pro-

duced by breeding in certain lines, the country would soon
be overstocked, and many of Nature's doings will ever re

main, as now, a mystery to those that study them. From
three minutes down we have gone in the last century, to the

time of Nancy Hanks 2:04, and if she does not reduce that to

two minutes flat she will have to give up the crown by the

close of the nineteenth century, as there is a number now
already knocking at the door. There has always been horse-
racing, and will be as long as time lasts, and it is bound to be
in favor wherever sport-loving people exist, despite the few
that denounce it.

—"Mary Green" in Dunton's Spirit.

Pearls of the Trotting Sea.

Our horsemen cannot afford to overlook the great sale of

A. W. Foster's trotting stock that will take place at KilHp's

salesyard next Wednesday. In Mr. Foster's Hopland Stock

Farm lot are Lady Hamilton, hy Venture, 2:27A (sire of the

dam of Directum, 2:11 J at three years), dam by Hambleton-

ian 725; Lady Claire, by Irvington ; Forgie Filly, by Mam-
brino Wilkes, dam by George C. Gorham ; Piracy, by Buc-

caneer 2656, dam by George M. Patchen Jr.; Countess, by

Alert, dam Kate Patchen ; several good mares by Rafael
9215 (son of Fallis, 2:23, and Stockton Maid, by Chieftain

721), and from mares by Venture, Gen. Mct'lellan 144, Wo-
wick, Whipple's Hambletonian and Adventure, beside" two
by Mambrino Wilkes 6083. Terra Cotta is a fine-looking

three-year-old bay colt offered by t lav 477'.' *on of Elec-

tioneer and the famous Maid of Clay l, dam Lotta, by Wav-
land Forrest (sire of the dam of Wayland W\, 2:25); second
dam Prairie Bird, 2:28$, dam of Flight, 2:29, and Prompter
(sire of three). This colt belongs to Charles Dresser, of this

city.

Particular attention is called, however, to the sale of Silas

Skinner, 2:17, the Block Cyclone, the well-known cam-
paigner by Alcona Jr., dam Fontana, by Almont, and also to

the great producing broodmare Madam Baldwin fdam of Bay
Eoce. 2:20}, Majeater, 2:24, and I 'ash a, sire of Mom. 2:27),

bv The Moor B?0, dam Daury King, hy Ben Lippincoii, by
Williamson's Belmont. It in not often that such celebrities

of the track and harem are put up at auction, and bidding on
these should be more spirited \V. I'. Pine offers the four-

year-old colt Examiner, by i>awn. 2:1 -f. dam Vashn,
by Chieftain 721; and Pocotempn, £37, by Antoeo* 2:16$,
dam by Joe Daniels ; second dam by The Moor. Remember
that the date of thin great Kale is next Wednesday, and that

catalogues can be secured of Killip A Co.

J. C. Gray, St. Johoabury, VL, writes: " Alsorbine" re-

moved a wind-spavin from my colt.

Charles R. Cook, East Winsor Hill. Ct., writes :

"

ine" has proved very satisfactory and shall recommend in

in all cases that come under my observance for Wind-puffs.
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Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department mcst be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not necessa-

"k for pnbUcfltion, but as proof of good faith.

Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the

paper only. Positively nn questions will be an-

by mail ortelegraph.

G E.W San Bernardino. Cal.- Can you tell me
id vour next bsue the pedigree of Sandy Wilkes, by

whom he was raised or by whom he is now owned?

Answer—We find no trace of the horse, but perhaps

of our readers can give the desired informa-

tion.

c R.. Grass Valley. CaL—Please gira peditrree of

the<tallion David Hill Answer-Dave Hill tti was

bv Black Lion [son of Black Hawk 5), dam by Lib-

erty flon of Bfehop's HarauleinTiiam. Then there

was a Dave Hill Jr. 17.189. by I'nve Hill to/, dam
railed a St t-awrence mare. The brat-named was

foaled in 1S52. the latter in IBM.

F P N Marshfield —tireatlv oblige bv informing

me 'through vour paper how a driver Obtains a li-

cense f->r drivine on association track, who from

and bv whom recommended? Answer-No license

is needed in this section, but on Eastern tracks you

might need one Apply to Charles Marvin, care or

Miner& Sibley. MeadviHe, Pa He is President of

Drivers' Association and can loll you all about it.

* 3 Merced.—Kindly inform a reader through

the'columns of vour paper of the complete pedigree

of BUmarefc. registered number 19.240: also the num-
ber and complete pedigree of Re-Echo. Answer-
Bismarck is by Dave Hill .Ir. 17.139. dam by Mc-

cracken's Black Hawk. Re-Echo is numbered114.-i.i9

and is by Echo 472. dam Belle Mason, by William-

son's Belmont.

W \ M-, Ialeton, Cal.—To settle a bet will yon

please give me the time, place and names for horses

who have made a (20) twenty-mile record, and if it

i« on record. A. bets that there is or was a horse

who has gone to harness for twenty miles in less

than an hour, and B. bets that no horse has ever

accomplished the fact. Answer—Six horses have

gone twenty miles within an hour in harness. They
are las follows : Capt. Megowan. rn h, trotted the

distance Oeober 31. 1S65. at Boston, for a purse of

So.oOO. lime. 58SS, best on record ; Controller, to

waeon, at San Francisco, April 20, 1878, trotted

twenty miles iu 58:57; John Stewart did the dis-

tance "on Fashion Course. L. I.. September 22. 1«6S.

to wagon, in 59:23: Mattie Howard, at San Fran-

cisco, December 7, 1871, on a half-mile track, trotted

twentv miles in 59:30J<; Trustee (a sou of imp.

Trustee t accomplished the feat October 20. 1S4S, in

, and Ladv Fulton, July 12.1855, at Centre-

ville, L. I., trotted the distance in 59:55.

J. >."., San Francisco. Cal.—What does King
Thomas weigh iu condition, also out of condition,

also Major Domo on same terms, and the heaviest

runnerever known? Answer—As to King Thomas we
could not say. Capt. Taylor, manager of the Hearst
estate ai San Simeon, can tell you to a pound
what ihe horse weichs. Major Domo, I have read,

weighed ;over to 1.300 out of condition, and I sup-

pose in racing condition wonld weigh 1,150 pounds.
It is almost impossible lo say what the heaviest run-

ner ever known weighed. The heaviest galloper

the writer ever saw in a race was Lucky B., raised

at Santa Anita, and I should say this horse, who was
abodt 16.3 in height and heavy auartered. with quite
a long body, would weigh in racing condition fully

1,250 pounds and perhaps 200 more when he had
been out of training for a couple of months. Charles
Kerr's Monster was very much such a horse as Lucky
B.. and would weigh nearly as much. I should judge.
He is little, if any. short of 17 hands in height.
Longfellow is a very large horse, standing close to

17 hands, with a tremendously i^ng body. It is a
safe bet that he will weigh at least 1,350 pounds at
this writing, because he has an unusually long body
and is strongly built. Longfellow was as heavy a
horse of note as we ever beard of.

G. H.B., San Jose. Cai.— v\ ill you please inquire
throuch the columns of your valuable paper regard-
ing the breeding and the party that bred and raised
a black mare, which was owned at one time by John
Livingston, Esq. She was sold by Mr. Livingston to
Messrs. Malone & McCord, and they sold her to a
gentleman in Watsonville by the name of Mr. Mc-

Aflei Mr. McClusky got het she trotted un-
der the name of >nn Joan Belie. In Chester's book,
page NX), there is an account of a double team race
between the lollowing : Mack and Joe, San Juan
Belle and Billy Matthews, Dixie and Sorrel Frank,
and Frank and Nell Brody. This was on Oct. 10,
1882. What I wish to learn is the pedigree of this
black mare. San Juan Belle, also the party from
Whom Mr. Livingston got her from and the party
who bred and raised her. I understand she could
trot fast, but was very delicate and could stand no
work. I learn through Mr. F. S. Malone that Mr.
Livingston does not know who bred and raised her,
as be boucht her through a second party. Answer—
We And that San Juan Belle, driven by W. Woods,
won a race at Sjmta Clara, Cal., making a record of
2:40% lid. 2. 1-77.

E. D . Ely, Oregon.— 1. Can you inform me
through your paper who bred the mare Mary Moss,
by imp. Olencoe, dam by Bertrand ; second dam by
Pacotet, etc. She was owne I in Oregon by J. G.
Basket, brought here about i860, and must" have

2. Is the following corrert :

Jack Shepoard. brown horse, foaled about 1885,
sired by Nathan Coombs, dam Gladiola. by Nor-
folk ; second dHin oy QllooiS Medoc: third dam bv
Imp. Olencoe, ron Blve the breeding of
Illinois Medoc? Answer—1. We do not And Mary
Mon in the stud Book, but there are two umrc- by
Glencoe, dam bv Bertrand. One was owned l.'v

James Wiley, of Tennessee. The other was bred by
The nr-t was foaled

last-named in 1841—earlier than you
mention. 2. We And no trace ol lack Sbeppard* in
any of Bruce'* Stud Bo
TurfGolds. Writeto Nathan 1 oombs,of Napa, Cal,
He may be nble to tell you all a In mi the matter R,

[llinoii Medoc b h, i tat at one lime
called i. '

. rey Medoc, dam
Rosalinda Jr.. by imp. Trustee ; second dam
iinds, by Ogle's Oscar ; third dam by Imp, Kxpedi-

: was 1

loc, dam Grey Fanny dun "f the great pro
during mare nine Bonnet), by Bertrand. And by

irtmnd. had a rliiv foal
ielng very much

like thai

Foale of 1893.

TrotiinK Bwls, pcopertr oi Mr. Marcos Dalj
Soot Block 1 arm, Hamilton. Montana, roalcd al
Mr a J Alexander'! Woodburn Farm, -

May 14—Bay colt by Slmmn;
I0K, and thn n h iter than 2:16

;

.'. Inner <>f forty-two beats In
lam of Adela

nd A

waukee : second dam May
'. (dam of Adelaide. 2:18, and MIIo, 2:21 1, by Bay

^'ino.

May 20—Bavcolt Exuberant, bv Expedition. 2:19>|

(son of Electioneer and Ladv Russell, sister to Maud
S., and dam of three in the list): first dam Yuba,
record 2£j$£ idam of Yarmouth. 2:25%), by Harold ;

second dam Yolande idam of three in the list—Yuba,
record 2:2lK : Yazoo, 2;21),i-, Yuletide. 2:2ft£), by
Belmont: third dam Young Portia (dam of Voltaire,

220)4, aQd Nora Lee, 2:29*<; dam of two sires and
three dams of horses that have trotted in 2:30 or
better), bv Mambrioo Chief.
Both Adelaide and Yuba to be bred in 1S93 to Ex-

pedition, 2:19.I a- _

Names Claimed.

Black fillv Ballinette. foaled April 20. 1893. no
marks, sired, bv Balkan, 2:15, son of Mambrioo
Wilkes, dam Rose Abbott, by Abbotsford 707; second
dam Rosedale. bv Sawyer's Messenger.
BavcDlt Welcome, foaled May 1, 1893, left hind

foot touched with white, sired bv Sidmore (sou of
Sidney 4770>. dam Starlight, by Dawn 64U7. son of
Nutwood; second dam Lena Bowles, by Vicks'
Etlian Allen 2903.
Bay colt SimvooD. foaled March 30, 1893. a few-

white hairs in forehead, sired by Sidmore. sou oi

Sidney 4770, dam Sweet wood, by Nutwood 600; sec-

ond dam Ladv Loud, by Napa Rattler.

Bay fillv Social, foaled March 11, 1893, long star,

loft hind" foot white, sired bv Almoin Medium,
2:V% bv Almont 33. dam Sidena. by Sidney 4770 :

second dam Lena Bowles, by Vicks" Ethan Allen
2903. Ben E. Harbis.

Below please find list of fillies, foals of 1893, for

which I claim the following names:

Xei.lie Monroe, bav fillv, foaled April 27. 1S93, by
Monroe 12,967, dam Flora D., by Director, 2:17.

Flora D. bred to Alcaneer 14.362. 1893.

May H.. bavfiilv, foaled May 1. 1893. by Anteal
12.742, dam Minnie Carey, by Primus 255. Mare bred
back to Anteal.
Sainie B., bav fillv. foaled Mav. 189:1. by Anteal

12.742, dam Dairy Maid, by Duke McCIellan 90S0.

Mare bred '93 to Albeuson 16,249.

Lillie S.. bav fillv, foaled Mav. 1^93, bv Anteal
12.742, dam Rosa, bv Dave Hill Jr. 17,139. Mare bred
'93 to Anteal 12.742.

Katarina CL, bav fillv. foaled April. 1893. by Mon-
roe 12,967, dam bv Duke McCIellan 9080.

San Luis Obispo. Cal. W. H. Taylor.

I claim the name of Bonnestor for bay colt, black
points, foaled Mav 15, 1S52, sire Bonner N. B. (by
Daly 5341, 2:15). dam Nelie. F. P. Norton.

Electioneer Stock Farm, Marshfield, Or.

I claim the name of Aprillast for sorrel filly,

foaled April 30, 1893, by Bonner, N. B. (by Daly 5341,

2:15), dam Grace. H. Lamport, Marshfield. Or.

The principal stakes to be run at the Washington
Park meeting are as follows

:

Saturday, June 24—American Derby, for Ihree-
vear-olds,one and one-half miles: guaranteed value,
560,000.
Tuesday. June 27—Lakeside Stakes, for two-year-

olds, five'furlongs ; S1.500 added.
Thursday, June 29—Kenwood Stakes, for two-year-

old colts, five furlongs ; $1,000 added.
Friday. June 30—Oakwood handicap, for all ages,

one mile and one-eighth ; $1,500 added.
Julv 1—Queen Isabella Stakes, for three-year-old

fillies, one mile ; $10,000 added.
Tuesday, July 4—Sheridan Stakes, three -year-olds,

one mile and one-quarter ; $5,000 added.
Thursday. July 6—Boulevard Stakes, for aU ages,

one mile ; $1,500 added.
Saturday, July 8—World's Fair Stakes, for two-

year-olds," four and one-half furlongs; guaranteed
value, $25,000.
Tuesday, July LI—Drexel Stakes, for three-year-

olds, one mile ; $1,500 added.
Wednesday, July 12—Great Western handicap, for

all ages, one and one-half miles ; $2,000 added.
Thursday, July 33—Hyde Park Stakes, for two-

year-olds, six furlongs; $5,000 added.
Saturday, July 15—Columbus handicap, for three-

year-olds and upward.one and three-sixteenth miles;
$25,000 guaranteed.
Tuesday, July 18—Maiden "Stakes, for three-year-

olds, one mile and one furlong : $1,500 added.
Wednesday, ouly 19—Quickstep Stakes, for two-

year-olds, half a mile ; $1,500 added,
Thursday, July 20- Dearborn handicap, for three-

year-olds, bne mile'and one-eighth ; $1,500 added.
Friday, July 21—Lake View handicap, for three-

year-olds, three-quarters of a mile; $1,500 added.
Saturday, July 22—Wheeler handi'ap. for three-

vear-olds and upward, one mile and one-quarter ;

$5,000 added.

OAKLAND RACE TRACK.

Books open on all Eastern and Western
Racing Events.

Oakland Spring Meeting
COHMEXCES

JO THE HORSE FRATERNITYI

nil. SMITH'S

Caloric Vita Oil,
The Great California Pain-Cur-

ing and Healing Remedy.
FOR

Sprains, Ilmi-r.
, Strained Cords, Muscular and

Rheumatic SorenexH, Stiff or Cnllouw Joints,
Tender Feel, Sore Throat, Distemper,

Colic 1'ain-. etc., etc., it la

"GREAT STCFF."
Don't start out on a campaigning circuit without a

supply. If you wish to know what experienced
Breeder*, Trainers, Drivers and Superintendents of
breeding farms tbum of It, we reler you to the follow-
log gentlemen, who have used the- Caloric Vita Oil:
Monroe Salisbury; J. H.Neal.Supt. Pleasim ton Stock

Farm; John Kelley, trainer; F. W. Covev, Supt. of
training department Palo Alto Stock Farm:" J. S. Phlp-
peu ; trainer La Siesta Stock Farm F. H. Burke, pro-
prietor; B. C. Holly, proprietor Vallejo Racing Park:
John Mackey, Supt. J. B. Haegln's Breeding Farm,
Sacramento; Dow Williams, trainer K. J. Baldwin's

!tanta Anita: Geo. Howaon, trainer for Owen
Bros.) Sacramento; W. L. Appleby, Sanla Clara; D.
Dennlaon. Stockton; Frank Depoister, Sacramento;
II. Walsh, trainer, Sun Jose: \V. Donathan, San

' A. lliekok; Charles Marvin: .lnlm A. Ciniil.

smith. Oorbltt Stable, Sao Bfateo; Andy McDowell:
Lee Soaoer; Walcott & Campheii. Morris Park, West-
Che ter, N. Y. W. C. Young. niaimc-T; W'm. B. Smith
Tbomaa Jeflfenon Stables, HartlbrtLOoiin,; Prank Van
NVsx, New York; RmM Doble, Chicago: a. .1. Feek,

N. Y.: John EL, Turner. Amble Park, Pa.
ForSnlr l»v DrUKirUt* only In Bottle*.

".o. and 81.00.
ah orders in bulk Oiled only at the caloric vita

> LAB iRATOBY, 1518 Buchanan strrkt
San PBAM3BCO, CaX. Price. S3 a i|U»n.$10a
gallon Del. A circular accompanies each package
Klvlng general Instructions for lis use.

\\\<;o\h, carriai;k8 ami hahxk-s.
50 Per Cent.

BAVBD.
Prices

:

Write f(ir Catalogue
or cull.

. 1 arti - IS io« 25
>, /\y\7VY^xbVy ,1i|kk^-3 re to 100

*< ±S Hurries US 10 16U
Buuneaa s to 35
We ship everywhere.

CALIFORNIA WAGON AM- CARRIAGE CO.,

Fremont Street, San Kranclsco, Cal.

TUESDAY, JUNE 6th,

A.VD CONTINUES UXTIL AUGUST 1st

HENRY SCHWARTZ & CO.

^ilNDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - $3.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - s.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

'.M.Hti.l i>" tvrefiAul line.-.

Cores PQllprx.Cherk K<shfei-M Tonsiif l.u lera.
" To know it is to use iL"RoBEHT Bosxeb,
" Want one in every bridle."—Fbank Staeb.
" It grives you the best results."—Bcdd Doblk.
" It is superior to all bits."

—

Ed. D. Either.
Address ROBERT SEARS.

Lock Box 340, Chicago. I
MAIN & \V1\CHESTER, San Francisco, sole

agents for the Pacific Coast.

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them

A. HIRSOHMAN,
113 SUTTEH STREET.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse@ Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

Stock Scales

Grain Scales

Grain Trucks

Coffee and

Spice Mills

Howe Scale Co.,
3 and * Fr°n ' s '-

_ ' San Franci:
WHITE FOB CIHCCJ.AB.

A, WEST
JAMBSVIIXE,!?. Y.
(Xear Syracuse.)

UAXrFACirBEES OP

Safety Bicycle

- Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready]
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to|

Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to 340 to

Customers on Pacific
Coast and adjuining
States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels ox
Receipt of $10 case.
Balance C. O. D.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET. S. F.

Cnoice Lictuors
PBrVATE ROOMS. OPEN" AT.T. NIGHT

J. M. PAItKER & CO

THE ABOVE SULKIES,
: AS WELL AS :

F"ra,5Z5l©r - Oa.x*ts - of - ^.11 - Kinds
FOR SALE AT THE

Studebaker Palace Carriage Eepository,
M MIKK I AND TB.VTH STRKKTS. SAX FRAX'ISCO. CAL.

CHICAGO
K0l\DKD 1SH3. VETERINARY COLLEGE.
The most succeaslul college on tlii.s couilnent. For further panicillars address the Secretary,

JOS. IU i;iil>. M. R. r. V. S., 3537-2539 State St., Chicago; III.
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TATTERSALLS, OF NEW YORK, LIMITED,

Imported Thoroughbred Sales During May and June, 1893.

AT TATTERSALL'S SALE REPOSITORY,

Cor. 7th Avenue and 55th St., New York C ty,

AT NIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.
linuntV CUEU1UP lilUr I

1) Forty vearlings, the property of Major B. G.Thomas, Dixiana Stud, Lex-
IRUnUAl LVtnintl, UUnC U. ington, Ky., and Dr. J. W. Franklin, Gallatin, Tenn. By Hlmyar, Fellow-
craft, Bonnie Bon, Jils Johnson and Bishop.

TlirCrlAV CUC U I UP MlUr (1 Fort v-etght yearlings, the property of Messrs. Charles Reed & Sons Falr-
lULOUfll LVLninU, UUHL lO. view" stud, Gallatin. Tenn.; Messrs. S. Sanford & Sons, Hurricana Stud,
Amsterdam, N. Y., and Messrs. Jno. T.Stewart «Son, The Maples Stud, Council Bluffs, la. BySt.Blaise, Miser.
Long Taw, Cheviot, Exile, Muscovy, Kingston, Post Guard, Panique and Algerine.

nMllriAV Cl/rUlllr1 II1UC id Seventv-one yearlings, the property of Gen. W. II. Jackson, Belle Mead
HIUnUAl LlLRinU, UUIlt la. stud. Nashville, Tenn. By Iroquois, Enquirer, Great Tom, Inspector B..

Luke Blackburn, Bramble, Black Dean, Deceiver, Eolus, Glenelg, Heimdel, Rossington, Tremont and Van-
guard.

COiniV CuTUIUl"1 1 1] U C On Forty-five yearlings, the property of Messrs. C. D. <£ 0. H. Chenault, Rich-
rnlUAT CTCninu, UUI1L OU. m0Dd, Ky., and Mr. J. N. Camden, Jr., Hartland Stud, Versailles, Ky. By
Spendthrift, and other fashionable sires.

AT MONMOUTH PARK RACECOURSE.
CfcTI'nriAV IHIV 99 Thirty-two yearlings, the property of Col. W. P. Thompson, Brookdale Stud N". J.
oAlUilUQl JUL! it. By Uncas, Ventilator, Imp. Macaroon, Imp. King Ernest, Imp. Stalwart, Imp.
Eothen, Kinglike, Imp. Stonehinge and the great race horse Faverdale, ane twelve yearlings, the property of
Mr. L. O.Appleby,

AT CHICAGO,

Dearborn, 16th & 17th Streets,

AT IMIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Saturday Evening June 24. £«««kSS^A*BS ^L^Z^iST^BV

Monday Evening June 26. IlSU^a^^SS^^^^X^ES^^SSS^iSi-bok. Moccasin, Dei-elver, Blue Eyes and other celebrated sires. ^T ») Auaram, spring-

Tuesday Evenine, June 27. ^^riTv'^^ ^"70'^?^^- Woo,lfordBrotbera
- p"is, Ky.:APPie-

Other Important Sales on dates to be hereafter announced. For catalogues, address,

WILLIAM BASTON, Managing Director.

TATTERSALLS, OF NEW YORK, LIMITED, Cor. 7th Ave, and 55th Street, New York City.

Geo. B. Markle, President. A. G. Ryak, Vice-President. E. S. Rothchild, Secretary.

JOHX PAKKEE, R. C. SMITH, C. M. FORBES, VAX B. DeLaSHMCTT,
Northwest Loa*i and Trust Co., Treasurer.

8PRING MEETING 1893
SIX DAYS RACING.

PORTLAND
3PEED AND DRIVING ASSOO'N

At Their Xew Track, the Finest io the Xorthnest, at Albina.

PTJPISES, SIO.OOO.
Entries to Tkotting and Pacing Races Close June 1st; Enteies to

Running Races Close June 15th.

EGINNING SATURDAY, JUNE 24th;{
K
DA? ŝ.^N

}EHDIHG SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1893.

PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-SATCRDAY, JUNE 24. FOIRTH DAY-THl'RBDAk . JCKE 29.

iDtroductory Scramble—Running—one mile 15. Runnlne—Tbree-fourths mlledaab; purse,8350.

tsh ; purse ?400. The winner of one race this year to Winner of seven-eighths dash to carry three pounds
try three pounds penalty; of two races Ave pounds penally.
'Dally; of three or more races, seven pounds penalty;

aldens allowed ten pounds.

2. Running—one-half mile dash; purse $300.

5. Trotting and Pacing -2:24 class, two mile dash;
.ree, $256.

ft. Trotting—2:29class, heats, 2 in 3; purse, $500.

[J. Pacing— 2:15 class, beats, 2 In 3 ; purse, 8500,

-HUM) DAY-Tt'EbDAY, JLNE 27.

Running — 2-year-olds, five-eighths mile dash;
$250. Winner of one race this year to carry

IG. Running—Three-eights mile dash; purse, }300.

11. Trotting—2:40 class, heats, 2 in 3; purse, $350.

IS. Pacing-2:35 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, $350.

19. Trolting-2-ZO class, heats, 2 in 3
;
purse, $600.

FIFTH DAY-FRIDAY. JUNE 30.

20. Running—Five-eighths mile dash
; purse, $300.

Winner of seven-eighths dash to carry three poundfl pen-
ally, and winners of seven-eighths and three-quarters

irse, yi>0. Winner or one race mis year 10 v»tty dashes to r-nrrv Hvp noumls nenaltv
I -ee pounds penalty ; of two races or more, five pounds flflstie8 ,0 ca'O »» e Pounds penaiij.

I oaliy.

If. Trotting—2 :28 class, one and one-half mile dash:
|(Se,fl60.

ft. Trotting—three-year-old class, heats, 2 In 3

;

rse, $300.

I Trotting—2:50 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, $350.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28.

I'O. Running—Seven-eighths mile dash; purse, $350.

1 1. Trotllng—2:33 class, one and one-sixteenth mile
I b ; purse, $150.

I 2. Trotting and Pacing—Free-for-all, one and
"half mile dash ; purse $300.

3. Trotting—Two year olds, heats, 2 In 3; purse,

21.

22.
$250.

2.1.

Pncing-
Paclng-

:25 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse $350.

For 2-year-olds, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse

Trotllng— 2:27 class, heats, 2 In 3 ; purse, $500.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY. JULY 1.

}

OVERLAND PARE CLUB
DEKTVE3H., OOIj.

SPRING MEETING, 1893, May 30 to June 10 incl

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
NOMINATION STAKES FOR

2:29 Class. Trunin- 8700 Guaranteed

2:22 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed

2:30 Class, Pacing 700 Guaranteed

2:10 Class, Trotting 700 Guaranteed
Above Stakes close April 15th. Payments requiredAuove stakes close April lath. Payments required:

, mec-tine betrlns Above ^i«,Too~J ~ . ..~ lu '

52 £££SsSSSJS--
1

-
and w M^ 16th ' ! <^Mft-»W'K"gXSKf"^wuen±-urse races close also.

' when named, and ;>, nercer.t. >d.tlnnnu i ,„-.,:.„

CLASS RACES.
TR0TTI.\G-2:22. 3:00. 2:30. 2:SO. 2 312:37. 2:33 and 2:25 Cla.»e..
Purse Races for three-year-olds and two-year-olds

PACIXG-2:22, 2:25, 2:45 and 2:15 Cl.sse..TWELVE EXTRA RACES are provided for, andwill be made up from the horses at the track when themeetine begins Above Purse Races are for flOO to twoeach, and u-i t>\tvto M... i». c-. ...

" *""__, ..... ^.™t j.„_, juiu . ^.mrance i:
1- per Iwhen named, and -Z'-, per cer.t. additional to start.

vhen Purse Races close also. •-—- ~-«.™, <.uu -,-~ per cei;u aaoiuonal tiK I .> M.\ („ RACES will all be over-night events.laud purses f >r same will be liberal
Regular programme issued May 20th. Write for entry blanks and full Information. Address

C. B. RHODES, Secretary, 819 Boston Building, Denver, Colorado.

GREAT "V\7"E3STE!H.Iia-

TRACK HARROW and LEVELER COMBINED.

4. Trotting—2:24 class, heats,

|ntry blanks can he obtained from the Secretary-,

h entry must plainly state name, age, color and sex
one, name of sire and dam, and name ol owner. The

I rs.it rider or driver must also be given with the eu-
I Owners should not overlook this last item ; it is a
wusirful piece ol' information for the public.. Under
' ncumstances will any conditional entries be re-

) ed. No added money will be given for a walk-

70.20

2-i. Runnina—Eleven-sixteenth mile and repeat

;

purse, (400. 1

25. BunnlnK—One and one-sixteenth mile dash;
purhc, 8000. Winner of mile dash to carry live pounds
penalty '.winner of mile and seven-eighths, dashes to

carry seven pounds penalty.

26. Trotting- 2:33 class, heats 2 In 3: purse $450.

27. Trotting—Free-for-all, heats, 2 In 3; purse,

$700.

1 purses will be divided into three moneys
10 per cent.

rules of the National Trotting Association, and
esoftbe Facillc L'oast rllood Horse Association
jvem these races. The Association reserves the

. to alter, amend or postpone any or all of these
i Should the board of directors hi their Judgment
fbrcause deem it expedient so to do. Parties In-

Ing to be present at any of these meetings, and dfr

g stalls for their horses, are requested to write the

*. 8. ROTHCHILD, Secretary, Portland. Ore

in 3 ; purse, $000,

CONDITIONS.
Secretary In advance, stating what horses theyi luxve

and what stalls they are IlkHy to require.

In the event of any race not tilling. Lfthe Al
deems proper to start the race, thny reserve thn right to

withhold from the purse the vntry of the missing bone
or horses. In all races Ave or more are required 10 enter
mid three to statr. In all races where not otherwise
specified the entrance Is 10 per cent.
Entries to Trotting and Pacing Races close June I,

1893, nt >> o'clock P. w. Entries to Running Races close

June 1".. 1898, at ti r. «.
Entries close with the Secretary, E. S. Rothchild,

P. O. Box 129, Portland, Or.

Entries must lUftte plainly colors of rider and driver.

Horses will positively not be allowed to Htart unless the
colors are worn.
Tb6 Secretary Will take pleasure In replying to any

and all communications with reference to transporta-
tion, track facilities and any other desired Information.

• - in B. M \ llhl.l. President.

THIS IS THE ONLY HARROW ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR TRACK WORK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

AT l-lll -1.1 I IN ACTUAL WORK OH BAV 111. I 1,1. I TRACK.

ALLISON, NEFF & CO., sole agents.
gonlbeul Corner MVKKKT nud MAUI BTB.BBT8, BAN PBANGIBCO.

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

It win cool out the foot, soften the froe and sole, quickly And i-n. ••timiiy heal b Bon corns
bruises, or contracted hoof, n Is cheaper and fur superior to oils <.r packing made fn.m aniinui or vegetable
substnnoes, whh h will Bour and (••* te putrid, that caualng unnatural hem uid

v.-<i by Vatarlnary Borgooni and Boraamen. Write lordrcular. Address,has been thoroughly tested and <

oo.
1954 Howard Street, San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.
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FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:1S tn race; sound and in flue condition

:

will lower bis record Ave seconds this year.

ALSO

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay-

wood, darn American Girl.

E. S. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

Driving Team For Sale.

BAY GELDINGS. 10 1-2 HANDS;

WEIGH TOGETHER 2300.

Gentle for women. Drive double orsingle; ;can show

a 2:40 clip; right off the range, one by Bay Rose, the

other by another excellent sire. Both youug.

KIRKFATR1CK & WHITTARBR.
Knights Ferry, Cal.

FOR SALE.

A New Toomey Sulky.
»ver used in a race : just as good as new. A bar-

gain.
ALSO A

Set of colt harness, been used only a few times; it was
made to order and is in excellent condition.

Address, X. Y. Z. , this office.

Situation Wanted
Bv a competent man to take charge of a breeding
farm. First-cla'S man with stallions and broodmares.
Best of local references given. Thoroughly posted on
the rearing of colts and breeding.

Address "R,"
Bukeder iND Spohtsvax Office.

313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at $4 per month, at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, CaL, 6 miles from

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responsiDlity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day lexcept Sun-

day from wharf between Washingtan and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
TrlOS. ROACH, Aeent,
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage.
Havinga largestock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mile and a half fromReriwood City, I am prepared
to take horses forpasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc., aud plenty
of running water. The climate is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
f4 per month ; stall room, etc., extra. I am prepared to
train and handle colts and roadsters, and will Lake the
best of care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY,
Redwood City, San Mateo Cal, Co.,

The Well-Knonn Trafner and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: HAS OPENED A :

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE IVAPA RACK TRACK.

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

Handy Wagons

!--,_ '"-'--

Have One or Two Seats.

Carry Two or Four People.

Furnished with Shafts or Pole.

Built and Finished in a First-

Class Manner. Warranted to

Give Satisfaction. Are With-

out an Equal on the Coast.

Write for Prices .

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO.

PEREMPTORY CLOSING-OUT SALE!
OP

Trotting Stallions,

Broodmares,
Colts and Fillies

and roadsters,
PROPERTY OF

A. W. FOSTER, Esq.,

HOPLAND STOCK FARM, and OTHER
NOTED BREEDERS,

AMONG THE OFFERINGS WILL BE THE FAMOUS TROTTING STALLION SILAS SKIN-
NER, 2:17, AND THE NOTED BROODMARE MADAME BALDWIN (DAM OF BAY
ROSE, 2120 1-2, MAJESTER, 2:241, BYTHE MOOR 870.

SALE WILL TARE PLACE AT 11 a. m. ON

Wednesday, June 7, 1893,
AT SALBSYARD

Corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.
CATALOGUES READY.

RILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

70 Holstein-Friesians 70
Closing-Out Sale of Entire Heed Impoeted and Beed by

O. E. HUMBERT, OF CLOVERDALE, CAL.
This herd comprises 70

head, At.t. Registered
Pure-bred Holstetn-Frle-

sian Cows and Bulls,

choice pedigrees, com-

prised of the "Artis,"

"Netherland," "Aaggie,"

"Clifden" and "De Brave
Hendrik" families, in-

cluding a number of

fresh milch cows. Every
animal will positively be

sold. This herd is the

best in the State, and

here is a rare chance to

buy the best of this gTeat

breed of cattle.

Catalogue now ready.

Sale will Take Place on "WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1893, at 11 a. m.
AT SALE3YARD COR. VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

KM. LIP .V CO., - - - Auctioneers.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous bos-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

Fob Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association in this City. ottingbr's
Ticket Office.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5 TOSZO SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUARANTEED.
iiai:i;ai;k checked fhi k.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.TELEPHONE 1423.

SIMPLE, TET A PEUFECT SUCCESS.
FULL LENGTH 24 INCHES.

':—
DR. CflNnDfiY'S lMPREGNflTOR.

PATKXT PENDING.

I O IE & 3 . O O
SENT BY MAIL OR C. O. D.

Beware of infringements. For further description see back numbers of this paper.

Chicaoo Medical Si'BCIaltv House, Sole Agents ior the U S. and Canada, 3os Dearborn St, Chicago, III.

Wln'ii writing pleas<- mention this paper.

RoseDale BreedingFarm

DALY15341,
RECORD 3:15.

By GENERAL BENTON 1755, sire or 18 trotters in
the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-
ing Waxana (dam of Sunol. 2:08^), Telig (dam of Tru-
man, 2:12). Daly's first dam was DoUy, by Electioneer
125, sire of 132 in the list: second dam Lady Dooley,
23L& (dam of Loyaleer, 2:30), by MeCracken's Black
Hawk.
DALY is a horse of extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS - S60 FOR THE SEASOX
Limited to 25 APPEOVEn Mahes.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:255{, sire of
W. Wood, 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Caesar, 2:16; Strathway,
2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14,^), etc.;
second damLeah, by Woodford's Mambrino; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 250}*, and the dam of Attor-
ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Abdal-
lah 15 fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASON

A return wilJ be allowed the foUowing season if the
mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor staUion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken of
mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, 1893. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Rose Dale Breeding Farm,
SANTA ROSA. CAL.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 1884;
bred by Sen. Leland Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 1G hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallis, 2:23 (sire
of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer: first dam Cora
(dam of Don Marvin, 2-22j£, and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Victor,sonof Belmoni"; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2:24';, and Kebecca dam of five in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner
Boy, 2:29 S, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in
2:30 list) by Hambletonian 10 ; fourth dam KmmR Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at $50 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
SIRED RY XCTWOOD, 2:18 3 4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut, 15^ hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nntwood.ofany stallion io California. Fi rat
dam Kitty Parkhurst, by Goldnnder, he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey reard, rand
son of Imp. Messenger. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in
the stud has been of the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts ; several of
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for tbe 2:30 list this season. He is a square,
level-gaited trotter.and with only five weeks track work
a year ago, trotted a trial in 2:28; lasthalf in 1:13. After
his stud season he will be placed in training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "fall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make the sea-
sou of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at §40 the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at $3 per
month. Mares wLU be carefully handled, but no re-
sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For
further particulars, or complete circulars, address

CHAS. I. LOWELL,
Lodl.CaL

We are HEADUUAR'i'ERS for all kinds of Baling

Agricultural Implements and Vehicles of every de-
scription. Send for No. 18 Catalogue.

TRUMAN, HOOKER & CO.
San Francfsco and Fresno.

Samuel Valleau. Jas. R. Brodie.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stearo. Fxrlxitox-jS

.........AND DEALERS EN

I'oet-SellerV and Book-Maker*' Supplies
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ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
ALM"OXT 33 (Abdallahlo

Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires <
of 279 in the list and 49 dams of <i7 (Sally Anderson
in the list

(Mambrino Chietll
QUEEN MAJRY 1

(Untraced
-<

CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 32

Sire of 4 in the list and 10 sires
of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in toe list.

|
LADY RICHELIEU

Dam of Alfred, 2:26

r Cassias M. Clay 18

"(ByAbdallahl

("Richelieu, by Mambrino
..J Cbiel
(Lady Vance, by Eclipse

' rALt'OK* 730-
f? Sire of
ZS AlconaJr 2:19
Tl

| Flora Belle 2:24

Veronica 2:29

Almonition 2:249$

H Clay Duke 2:27

i— Prince Warwick i trial) 2:15
1= (PAX-Vo Dam ot King Orcy, 2:23»4

H 4th dam by Joe Gale
-r3 5th dam by James Lowery

6th dam by Consul
7th dam bv Imp. Medlev

ALMONITION is a handsome black horse, foaled 1888, stands nearly 16 hand?, is faultless in conformation,
pure-gait€d and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one of the most desir-

able young stallions in the West.

TEEMS $100 FOR THE SEASON

JSTEZinNTOlL. 18,654
By STELNWAY, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42!^, by SILVERTHREADS 18,653; 2d damJMinnehana (dam of

Beautiful Bells, 2:29'-. and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

(Cleveland Bay Stallion),
pounds. Handsome bay, stylish'and a prize-winner.lRegistered in England

TERMS $35 FOR THE SEASON

Blinot (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 bands, weighs 1S0O pounds; welMormed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SKA SOX <* LOSES JI'l.Y 1ft. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa Count v, Cal., per S. P, R. R., via Martinez. Best of care (riven, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-

capes. Excellent pasturage j-5 p;r month. Mares fed bay and grain, Jio per month. For further particulars

and catalogues address A A ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,
Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra < onto County, Cal.

]Vonpa,reil
Stands 16^ hands, weighs 13'

nd America.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm
(FORMERLY COOK FARM).

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIRE OF

W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

CESAR, Six-Yeir-OId Record, 2:16$. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20}. BADEX, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24}.

STEINEEE, 5 Year-Old Record, 2:29$. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(ALL IX races) asd sire of the dams of

MAUD C, 2:19; BAROXSTEIN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27}, and BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
: sire of :

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old B ace Record 2:14}
(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOYIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SBaSON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock "Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per 3. P. R. R.

via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage §5 per
month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For turther particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

GUIDE RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make the>eason of 1893 at GREEN OAKS RANCH, about one and
one-half miles west of Napa City.

1,T^
D^C?IP

J
I0I'\ G

1

U^E 'S \ lla"
T
°s°n)e feal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent andcomes from blood hues that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness!

PEDIGREE.
{Hambletonian 10

Sire of 40 in the list.

Clara, by American Star 14
3 pacers and 18 sires Great broodmare,
of 54 trotters.

{Mambrino Chief 11
Sire of 23 sires.

Fannie, by Ben Franklin
Thorndale 2:24|
Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 (Hambletonian 10
"NORWOOD 522 i Sire of 80 sires.

_. Sire of ( Lady Fallis, by American Star 14IMO&ENE Tommy Norwood 2:26i Great broodmare
Dam of

|
Ida Norwood 2:26\

Delwin 2:26*
|

and 2 others in list. " C American Star 14
G°ide 2:16H DAUGHTER OF i Great sire of broodmares.

(. Daughter of Harry Clay 45
~, .

Sire of 15 dams.
Ihe attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses ofAmerican Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imoeene, Clara Dollv Ladv

i allis and Gretchen. ' J
' i

O
CD -,

11

[DIRECTOR 2:17...
Sire of Direct...2:05J

Directum (3).. .2:11}
Evangeline 2:11 i
Margaret S 2:12*
Waldstein 2:22*
Stella C 2:25*
and 12 other 2:30"

trotters.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

..$100

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfectm conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1893
barring accidents.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stalli n -A.<a.-*7-©r-tise:ia3.©ixt.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857. 2:29 1-4; dam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JR. 31; (oaled

May IT, 1&84." Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered In eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a

place In each.

SERVICE FEE _-.--.-- $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by HAB1.E WILKES HlOO;dam LIZZIE, iull^slHter to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, 18S9. Bay horse, 15?^ hands high, weighs .1050 lbs; fine mane and tall, Hrst-cIasM legs and

feet; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any aa yet.

SER VICE FEE - - - $75
And Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for botb these horses commences March loth and ends June 15tb, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and paatonge lurnlshed at $5 per

month; hay and grain 11 desired, at 812:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

A cordial invitation to Inspect these horses is extended to all. Address all communications to

R. D. POX, P. O. Box 326, San Jose.

Residence, %% miles north ot San Jose ou Milpltas road.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2;19f, No. 4770, sire of twenty.six in the 2-30 listDam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy 2*17* by
Patcben Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19*. by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty. record 234 on "Bay
District track without training. J

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
With usual return privilege.

, ...
Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLM 4NNAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Blood Building, San Francisco
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21 1.4

By George Wilkes 519, dam LadyCarr by American Clay 34, site of 26 1n2:30and better 5 in "-'o or hetl r
[ SODS have sirea 11 in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 Id 2:30 aDd better.

~"

At $350 tlie soasoio..
BOOE FULL FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 RECORD 2:33 1-4

By BelmoDt 64, dam Waterwltch, dam of 6 in 2:30 aDd better, sire of Warwitch (3 vears} "-^v Wnnkhin, *
years), 2:25'., Templeton, 2:25;4, WarellfT, 22SJ,'.

»<"uumiBii|,—*, wardships

SlOO tla© season..

SAN JOSE 8737.
By Grand Sentinel, 2:27!.,, dam Josie Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25V Kingmoor trial "-2SU-, h«George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30>5 , by Night Hawk 514.

—
.

n-m«moor
'
mal -«*). by

S25 tli© soasoia
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21
1
„ dam Eminence 2:181,, by Empire 2378, second dam Soprano (dam ol 3 In "-30 > in "-20and betterj, by Strathmore 408, third dam Abbess (dam ol 2 In 2:30 and better), by Albion

"

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., -

DEI. SIR. 2:24
Sire of

Don Tomas

Kalamazoo, Mich.

DELWIN 14,681 REC0RD
-

Paci"g- 2:2S '-2 -

I S^UsircofSlambonl. ^ Wabash
52:07'-. B.uutlful Bells, 2:29 (dam

of Bell Boy. 2:19.»4,and Hindu
Rose.!!:' ). < Mumbrlno Pilot si™ or M.~GRETfcHEk I brino out. "S; Hann"Bun Pedro (p) 2:10

;v, l>„ i (.Canada Chlei '*
Romero. 2:19: Tln-n, 2:27 (sire of

Incas, 2:14), and Sable (dum ol
Sable Wilkes, 2:18).

f Hambletonian 10, sir* of Fleo(-BY NOEWOOiSB dOOMI-dS of Slambon .2^?
„ slre of ILady Fallis. by Aniirl.»n •si/ir i

. .mo.1Kxe J x£=r2s~ i:z, '4: "" ass§" ™"^

g
'M lr™TEnoF ]

'

bacl!!
,
p^e^2,5

,
„?1)en.

R
Sl„l, %% l&gt &£& --J tHj£j

the hundnoiiieHl grundsons ofThe Moor; in color he Is e • , --'' -•-— •- •-- ' -

und w
tl. in! ,

grands.
Ionian
ofthegrem .u... .. r in-.i. in.

.
.ihiii oi noiwpoa. £18«, con ling altogether the lame blood III

the grandest so, llloi.s. DalSor, i

2:20«. being a full brother to Ihe dam at Sable Wllk. .. 2:1s, i,

others iieiu-r than 2 :3n. Deltrln's colta aU showlho trot otil ofao; i lofmana. ' * **• "nd
1I-.I1M* siln Mil, usual return prlvllew. Bood w r m astunige ni fs per motilli. bin will ,„.

monilbleloiaoddenlsoi eacapeo. Mares cun be si,i,,|..-.i i., n„. mn.
Farm, Danville, Contra CoMa County. Cal., per s. P. It. It., via Marline Fori , |»rtlcul»rs a.l,l

W.M. MKKSK ,,k SAM I KI. GAMBLE Iianviile CalDelwln Lso.vne-1 by Wm. Meevwaud Mrs. Samuel Gamble.
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Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
DEXTER PRINCE 11,363

o
a

o

Trial, 2:20 X-4=-

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25*1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1S93 AT EUUEXE, OREGON

.

j"Hambletonian 10

„ ,„„ Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and
f
STRATHMORE 403 . < ot 107 stres of 507 in 2:30

Sire of 39 in 2:30 list ^ Lady Waltermire
(.niiin Clous 2000 I and 3 sires of 3 and 6 Dam of Marshall Ney

SIDNEY 4770
2099f

Sire ot Frou-
Frou, 2*25!4.

champion year
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:22"t£,

vearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:14^';

Fleet, 2:24;Cupid,
2:18; Adonis.
2:11 *** Gold Leaf,

::n', : Lady H.,
2iin; Sister V.,

2:1s 1-: Thistle.
2:14," and 16

others In 2:30 list

2:173a
Sire of Kris Kringle,

2:28'4 : San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28-4 ; 1

ney, 2193a, and
others in 2:30 list

td-

.Sweetness, 2:31 1-4..

Idams of 8 in 2:3u 2034m ,« /-Williams' Mambrino
LADY THORNE JR <

Dam ofMollie Mack
2:33; Navidad, 2:22341

Santa Claus, 2:173-£

VOLUNTEER 55

Sire Of 29 in1 2:30 list ^dv patriot
21 sires of 48, and 16 ^ rjanl of 5
dams of 16 in 2:30 list

(.Elate

(Hambletonian 10

ILADY MERRITT.

.

Sire of Corisande,

Buccaneer 2656 J
2:243*. and Buccaneer

Sire of Shamrock,
2:2.5: Flight, 2:29; Bul-

wer,2:283i

I
FLIRT

( trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
F r o u, 2:2A 14
<champion year-
ling); Memo <3-

vear-old trials,

2:20J-*j : Geo. V.
(3-year old i,235

2:2834; Empress,2:29J4;

Mahaska Belle { and of the dams of
v t,„~. „* n>nn>„ I.Ofil' I rjfilrl T jjnf 5-11 I . ft nil

Dam of Sentinel, 2-291,'

{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:30 and 8

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 in 230 list and

IOWA CHIEF 528 •! 10 sires ot 20 and 11 dams
i of 18 In 2:30

LTopsey
2656 fFlaxtail8132

. , „„ , r ,_ Sire of the grandams of
ITINSLE* MAID i Faust , 2:24, and Creole,2:20

[Fanny Fern

f Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

FLAXTAIL 8132 < 2:133$, .Kismet, 2:24**,

Sire of Prairie Bird, Twister, 2:29*4

LtJntraced

DamofFawn.MOU, Gold Leaf, 2:11!4, and
S rs-vearold " 2:35 trial. 2:22; Chicago. Shamrock, 2:25 f John Baptiste

2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32 I LADY HAKE.. i

Sister to Fashion, IFanny Fern
dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is M-mo full brother to Fron Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world but he is also one of

.he verv best bred voung stallions in service, bavin* three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. one of Harry

$ar sire ofGreen Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) ana Long Island Black Hawk Through Flaxtail

Spaces to Canadian Pilot isire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup. sire ot Rowdy Boy, 2:13*. and two others

sidn^Metntfs sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young she in the world, as a producer of

J!areme -peed at an early age. the average speed of bis progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the

lWeMemTtrX^ form, obtaining a record oi 2:49, though he was close to Grandee

In a nS on the Bav District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31'*, the first in 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal speed "when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2-.20M. and frequently

lr

°' He a'BSSSi
1

51S? highland ^powerful build throughout. His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet

wh'te His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action supero. He is a sure foal-getter.

TKIOIS «AO. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed

Tor accidents or escapes. For further particulars address _' __„ ,-, ~
DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

;S:04--

AT THE

SOTJTHEm FAXU\i£.
ASTER - 2:16
FITZSIMMONS 2:20
JESSIE- 2:22
DEXTER PRINCESS 2:24M
DEL PASO 2:24,^
LUCILLE. 2:26
JAilES L 2:29&
CHARLEY FORD (p., 4 y.j 2:12)^

CROWX PRC'CE 2
MAGGIE- 2
CHLOE 2
ROYAL PRTNCE 2
LOTTERY TICKET .3v 2
SENATOR L _ 2
PRINCESS ALICE (p., 4 y). 2
CHEROKEE PRINCE (p) 2

24

24^

THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM.

Hambletonian 10, sire of 130 speed pro-
ducing sires and ot dams ot Stamboul

(George Wilkes 5 1 9 (record |2:22). { 2:073s and 91 others in the list

Sire of Harry Wilkes, 2:13*-£; Guy
| _

WIlkes,2:l5'4; Budd Crook, 2:15^; I Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8

Wilson, 2:16 l4 ; J. B. Richardson,
(Record 2-254)

I
2:1634. and 73 others in the list and rMambrioo Chief 11, sire of Lady-

Sire of Nellie Mason, 83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65. Thome, 2:18^, and 5 others in the
"•14 • Clara Wilkes 2:17; I Dolly J list and ofdams ofDirector, 2:17, and
Artisan. 2:18V; Boaz, Dam of Director, 2:17; Thorndale.l 26 others in 2:30.

2:2214 ; Czarina, 2:21 ; Onward, 2:2534,
(.Fannv, by Ben Franklin, grandam of

Lad'y Majolica, 2:25, and 1 sire ol 8

and dam of Caprice, 257.

IRENE (p.) 2:25

JDexter Prince is "fc>y

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2-08*4, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10*; Spoflord

2:18&; Company, 2:193$; Fred Folger, 2:2034 ; Bayonne Prince, 2:2134, and twenty others in the 2:30 list

First dam LADY DEXTER „by HAMBLETONLiN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:173-1 Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc., etc Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07)6
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN 2:07&
Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of
DEXTER 2:1714 GUY 2:10*
ALMA 2:28* ROBERT MCGREGOR 2:17Jl
ASTORIA 2:29)£ HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27*.

DEXTER PRINCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, ofgreat power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - 8250, DUE AT TIME OF sKRVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

Ey ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best ot

Electioneers sons.
FLEASANTON'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
I'LEASANTON is large and very fine looking, sixteen bands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... S50, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at §8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

Wheatland
ward,2:17*,and 64 others
In the list and 24 sires of

56 land 10 dams of 12 in

and John F. Payne, sire of one.

a
t> " * (Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter,
P

|
and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92

,. It Ectalor 113 { in list.

| Sire of dams of Nancy Hanks. 2*4

;

Keller Thomas, 2:12%; Lockheart, (.Clara, by American Star 14, dam ol

I 2:13; Garnet,2:13; Northwest, 2:16: Dexter, 2:1734; Alma, 2:28*; Astoria,

Brown, 2:18V; Victoria Wilkes, 2:29,'*; Dictator, sire ot 45 and dams
2:1934; Nellie McGregor, 2:1934, and of 2 In the list.

20 others in the list.

f
Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 in the list

and5siresoffi and|10 dams of 13 in

l6ophy < 2:30.

Grandam of Mike Wilkes. 2:15*; 1

Ira Wilkes, 2:22V, and the sires LSophronia, by Brown Pilot; 4th dam
Adrian Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand; 5th dam by Lance ; 6th

dam by Gray Dungannon.

HART BOSWELL is a chestnut horse, foaled 1890, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked for speed
but as a sire he should become one of the best in the State. As it is late in the season his service fee has been
placed at 8AO 'I HE SEASON, with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

Nancy Lee ,

Dam of Nancy Hanks, 1

2:04, and Dictator Wilkes I

6281, sire of Richard Jay
(P) 23734.

K. O GRADY,

EROS Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

i nil- -I III. OF M\t IN lilt LIST. SONTAG MOHAWK DAM OF SEVKN.
"Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS \V. H. VIOUET, P. O. Boi 795 San Jose. CaL
OrF. H. BL'RRK.626 MurkelSL.S. F.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kindslf Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOl'R-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 226 1-2.

Hire of the fnntcfit double team on the Coaat and Yolo
Mnlrl

1 1*>. 2:12 : Turn Kvdcr (pj, 2:1734; Belle Rutton
•

, I Mut.t'l II. « l
,
-.2"; H" ii Mm-, J:.- ; l.iirv

H., 2r2I!y| ; Launi Z., JaVj i
LoR»n, 2:233< ; Mnu.l 0.,

2.-28; K' u U these are r&oe record*; no tin
cup mark n, Pedlgrc*—Alexander Button Is by Alexan-
der 4lKi, diun Lady BattOD.by Napa Kattlur; second
1 urn it

i
t. b. by Copperbotlom. Alexan-

n ot Reliance, fcttj-f ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie
I'Hwii.r,, :;_•:

.
: PatchenJr 81, record 2:27,

m I july i r ii in "Imn nl (ii<ii, I ui mi, sin- of diun
.,r Prank m., k17U , by Bhiwii'm Uciifnundcr, « u- t >, m.

D -Ir. II \t an "f lOD lii 240 list ami bin son« and
daajthten an noted f<ir their ipeed and breeding-on
q lalltli

Kvrry [.<. i.iriiii-i -in .1 liy Ah-xmidtT lluttun U
out of nun -Bin tidnrd imtf- nl Hn* ilmr tlic* v w<*r<*
l,rrd. >u tu nt (cr whnt inn re* hi* «n< Im-J tu fvrry
ill from i i> 'i--iii.lt-- up rould trot f»-t.

THRMH -Kin FOR THE 6EA80V
All bill" moal be paid at end of noanon. Maren not

proving be returned oexi Bee od tree ol

eoai|a> Good paaturage nirnUhed at |2 per mouth, and
r i-!Miipi«*. hut no

liability whatet ' iiin 'i

win atcai Oreek Parm, which in situated
about i

i iiillt-t weal ofYolo sintlon.
All mam aeot to Yolo In my cure win itt- forwarded

chars*.
8, \V. WOOIIAUD. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co.. i nl.

WILDIDLE
(The Great Bon of Imp. Australian and (he

Turf tin. 'i*n, Idlewlld, by Lexington).

SIRE OF

FLAMBEAU, WILDWOOD, filNFAX,

ELLA DOAX, MAY D., NOMAD
and a host of oilier high-class winners,

TOQKTHEH WITH

MONDAY FINAL,
Son or Monday nnd Lottie J., by tVlldldle,

Will Makk the Skahon or 1893 AT

WILDIDLE STOCK FARM.
Santa Clara, Oal.

WILDIOLK'limlt.-'lloiO mures i*250 for the season
MOMIAV PINAL " 20 7.^

Paaturagfl ni"l beM cure lakenof mares at tut per
month, tun ii" respoDBiblllty assumed Ibr accidents or
.--. .ii"'-. Mi. nt y io be paid when marete Berved,and
In nil cases before removal Of mure from farm. Fur
ftirlher imrllciilnrH addruKs H. V. Jtt'8<>,\.
Care of Wm. Osborn, Box 223, Santa Clam. Cal,

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
M1LPITAS, SAMA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

GUY WILKES, 3:15 l-4~
Sire of

Rupee (pi, 5 _ 2:11

Befjal Wilkes, 5 2:115*

Alanna (p), 5 2:11>5

Muta WLLkes. -1 2:14K
Chris. Smith ;p),7 2:14>6

Hulda,4 -2:14^
Hazel WUkes, 7 2:14»i
Una "Wilkes, 6 -2:15

Lillian WUkes, 3 2:175f
Sable Wilkes, 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18(4
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:203*6

Lynwood wllkes, 2 2:20)6
and 17 others in 2*30 list

I CARRIE MALONK
Sister to

Chas, Derby -2:20

Steineer .2:29J4

rtieo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2;133-£

1 Guy Wilkes...... 2:1534
< Wilson 2:1634

So So 2:1734
and 75 others in the list

Lady Bunker..
Dam of

El Mahdi -2:2534
Guy WUkes 2:1554
William L„

(Sire ot As tell, 2:12)

Slelnway. 2:25 3-4
Sire of

W.Wood (p) 2:07
Cricket (p) 2:10

Caesar 2:16>I
Strathway 2:19
Chas. Derby _2:20
and 4 others in the list

L Katy «
Dam of

Chas. Derby 2-20

Steineer 2:29»^

HAMBLETOXIAN 10
Sire of

40 in 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

HAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 In 2:30 list

LAJDY DUNN, by Amerif-a
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:1934

f STRATHMORE 40-1,

Sire of
{ 42 in 2:30 list

I

I ABBESS, by Alblun
Dam of

3 in 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Grandam of Maud C, 2:19

DAXTOX MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a
ure-gailed trotter. He wUl be given a race record tbis falL

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.js<3XJi>^.nxr sio3,
SIRE OF iXUBIA <3), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (sire of Stamboul, 2:073i: Alcazar, 2:20*^ and 26 others in 2:30 list") dam Ladv Bab
cock, dam of Elector, 2:21 4, grandsireof .loe, 2:29'.,: Lady Graves, dam of Xadjy,2:2(J, and SulMood,2- ,»6u Soudan
2:27'-;, sire of Nubia, 2:29 *-j i, by Hambletonian 7i5istre of rifteeu 2:30 performers t. second dam Dubois mare bv a'
son of the Eaton Horse 122; third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah 1. Soudan's progeny are all of good size perfect* In
form, gentle In disposition, pure in gait and show gr»at speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1S93. ending July 15tli, ai -J100, with usual return privilege at
the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, CaL Pasturage -*5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale

'

For further particulars address D. J. MURPHY, Moorland block Farm. Milpitas Cal'

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT Is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He is|a horse of fine conformation
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep tlirough the heart, sloping shoulders line arm*'
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action he is pure-gaited. As a ihree-vear-old he trotted ouar'
ters In 32 seconds, hut was injured and placed in the stud. His colts are all blond-likf, large and feat trotters
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot is one of the surest of ioal--etters

the 15th dam

SALADIN.
The only Son of Nutwood standing for Publio

Service in San Francisco
,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion. 16 1 bands high. By Nutwood 600. the greatest living
sire. First dam, Lady Utley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's ILimbletonian; second dam. Lady Ullev,
grandam of Western Girl, record 2:27*4. Saladin has now a number of yearlings and two-year-old colts, all
showing great uniformity In size style and color. All of them are fust trotters, and several will trot In 2:30 'his
vear. Nutwood t>O0, 2:18\j, bv Belninnt r,4, dum Miss Russe'l (dam of Maud S., 2:0Stj>. hv Pilot Jr.: second dam
Rally Russell, bv Boston. Nutwood is the sire of 101 In the 2:30 list. Belmont is theslreof 74 t ml ters in the 2:30
llsl and of 2D sires of 120 trotters. Lady Utley Jr. Is hv Speculation, dam'I.adv UtiP *-, 2:88}*, grandam of West-
ern Girl, '::'.;' ... Speculation isirp of Crown Point, 2:24, Grade S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of
Alfred <J.. 2:I9V, and Waterfowl, 2:27 . by Hambl-toiilun 10. dam Manha Washington i dam of Hambletonian
72Rf, li\- tinrr- VVashlnglitn: he bv Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrino, dam Willis- mare bv Mambrino
TEKMS. gAO FOR THE SF \»<1\. fur service of each of these stallions. No other opportunity Is offered
hn*eders in ul.L.ln Hhs- blood Hues ui -nili \> rices. Excellent eare taken of mares In any manner that owners
may desire at reasonable ratea. Usual return privilege. <'all on oraddress, C. C HEMIh. t iwner, 332 Mont-
gomery a' reel, nr nt private stable, First Avenue, between Turk und Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also be seen. (J. \Y. BROOKS, Agent.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,11a
RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE 111..

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 (-4 ; Dam, LID& W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

\UTWOOD WILKES isahandsome
chestnut In color, stands 15.3 hands high,
la level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.
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GCY WIl.fiES, 2:15 1-4..
Sire of

Rupee (p) 2:11

Alannah (p) 2:11 VjJ

Regal Wilkes- .-2:ll*f
Muta Wilkes 2:HM
Chris. Smith (p) 2:14^
Hazel Wilkes. .2:14^
Hulda- 2:14^
Una Wilkes _2-li

And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

£ | LIDA W..2:18 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20,4
At three years.

r «eo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harrr Wilkes. 2:13W
Guy Wilkes 2:15#
Wilson _2:16'i
Richardson, J. R 2:16^
Raron Wilkes _2:18
And 7t! others in the 2:30
list and dams of 63.

Lady Hunk it.

Dam of
Guy Wilkes 2:15W
El Mahdi 2:25>;f
William L _

(sire of Axtell (3) 2:12,
who sold for 3105,000).

f Nutwood 600, 2:18 3-4..
Sire ot

Manager- 2:09%
Lockheart -2:13
Nuthurst- 2.14%
Relmont Roy 2:15
Kutpiue_ 2:1514

'

And 96 others from 2:16 to
230, and of the dams of

Arion (2), 2:10% fsold for
Sl25,u00j ; Sabiedale (2),
2:li%; Vida Wilkes (3),
2:H%: Myrtle (3), 2:19>£;
Nutwood Wilkes (3; 2:20^,
and 40 others from 2:H to

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17^, and

39 others In 2:30 list; and
dams of Slamboul. 2:074
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN
Sire of 2* In the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Hrother
to Lady Thorn, 2;185<f

.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19^"),
by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
Id the 2:30 list.

RELMONT 64
Sire ot Fred Arthur, 2:14)4

;

Nutwood, 2:18%; Wedge-
wood, 2:19; Viking, 2:19Ji,
aud 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.
MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:03%;
Nutwood, 2:18%; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:244; Russia, 2:28;
and grandam of Kjemlin,
2:07%.

Belle.- ,

Dam of
LidaW 2:18M

rGEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,
2:27 (sire of 10 In the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23)4 (sire of Lncy.
2:185-4 1 graudsire of Stam-
boul, 2:074).

REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of LIda W. 2:I8!4)
by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27^1 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

2:11M).

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO F1FTV MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and la^ialf Inches
high, and is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H., '2:27% ; MoUie C, 2:37^', and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18%, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 237. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

yflTC* You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedl-
HU I L. gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers iu it, but the greatest of sires,

as well as brood mare sires. Yon also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:15^', is the only horse living or deadwiihSin the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:18%, is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we^bad everything bnt the possible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeot service tee. Par-
ties desiring the services of any of the above named stallions must send tbe mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when tbe condition of the animals requires
It, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at 310 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability tor
accidents or escapes. Mares may be snipped direct to me at Irvlngton, Alameda County, Cai., via broad guage
railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
eave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. loih to Aug. 1st, 1893.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The'followiog horses will make the Season at this Farm 8 3.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune - Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:204 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05|, and the grandam of Arion, (two years),

2:10i

Jester D 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $S per month up to July loth ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cat.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
-: SIRE OF

FLORA M 2:16

J. R. Joslin 2:20

LIZZIE P 2:22 1-

CORA S 2:27

ALECT 2 :26

ALLY SLOPER 2:28

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MORNING ULORY...2:27

NETTIE C 2:28

PLEASANTON -2:29 1-2

LECR 2 :28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELECTRES8 -2:27 1-4 ELECTRIXA 2:25 1-4 ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size.Golor and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Cal.

Young Stock.
VISITORS WELC03IE ANY DAY. ADDKESS

For Sale.

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

RECORD, 2:26.

11,404,

ELECTOR 2170-
Sire of

Alect 2:26

J. R_ -2:20
Elector Jr 2:29a,'

Electrice 2:27 J.J

Electrlua 2:25!<
Ella M 2:28*4
Flora M 2:16
Leek 2:29
Lizzie F __2:22#
and 6 others in

the 2:30 list.

I XELLY NELSON

i

Election-eeb 125
Sire of

Sunol 2:08Lj
Palo Alto 2;0S\
and 130 other 2:30 trot-

ters.

1, Gilbert,*, by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,Record, ^.j.^^
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February

10 ana 6nding June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE Willi aaual return privilege), payable at end of Season £ I OO

T\T A T>T f\ was foaled 1589, Is a bandsomeicbestnut in color, stands 15:2>£ hands and in conformanun,
IJ ± J\ DlJ\ t disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14^', was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark'of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions in

America. He is by L'has. Derby i record 2:20 Id sixth heat), brother to Steineer, 2:29)4, by Steinway; dam Bertha,

sister to Bavard" Wilkes 'record 2:15 In a sixth heat), by Alcantara, record 223; second dam Barcena 'dam of

Alaric, sire of Victor B-, 2-20%), by Bayard 53 ("record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard. 2:12'; on half mile track and 15

others In list >
; third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, including Swiger; and King Rene;, by Mam-

brino Chief 11; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21 V, and Donald, 2:27/, by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sophronla, grandam of Nancv Hanks, 2:04. Cbas. Derby, by Stelnway, dam Katy O., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer ; second dam Fannv Malone (grandam of Maud C.,2:19j,by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22,4);

third dam Fanny Wickham. tbe great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of adaugbter of Imp. Trustee,

etc. The great broodmares Katy^G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandlna, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermire and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, &0M{, appear In this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer. Stcinway, Alcantara. Geo. Wilkes. Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen, |Hambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY A. RICHARDS, Owners. .... PLEASAXTO.\, CAL.
Excellent care taken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

The Handsome Son of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1&93, ending July 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Qrland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1887. He is a hand-
some dark bay. two white fetlocks;stands 15.3 bands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He Is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect in disposition, aud as pure-gaited as
any Electioneer that ever lived. He has the dnest
of legs and feet, and Is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; his back is short, his loins strong and
quarters heavy; he Is stylish and very level-headed.
Alect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted

without any work a mile over the Stockton track in

2:26. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TFRMQ ^fl FflR THF ^FA^flH witb tbe usual return privilege. Pasturage, *4 per month. Mares kept In
I LFimO, 0JU run I nt OLUOUn, aDV manner owners may deslre.hut no responsibility assumed foracci<*eurs
or escapes. For further particulars call on or address D. AMiKlt I O.X , Manager, Orland, Cal

Joh>- Nelson- 187
Sire of

Nerea 2:23}$
Aurora 2:27
and the dam of

Albert W 220
(sire of Little Albert,

2J0JO-

Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 32:30

trotters.

ALECT and about thirty head of colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St. Nlcuola
will be sold at auction In June, 1893.

LOOK HERB tUV WILKES 6KKVHK FEE IS 87.^0

iljAP A WILKES. HI*M>V*TAM>S FOR 330.

By Ul'Y WILKES. Sire of 32 In 2:30 list; 1st dam \APA MAID, by Ir* Inuton ; 2d dam
NAPA QUERN, by Eugene Cunerly.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1st to JULY 1st, AT
Tarpey'a Stable, Watarjnvllle. Thursday, Friday and Saturday; ni -a'i.in- Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, at 830 FOR THE SEASON.
Pasturage and best care taken oi mares, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Usual return privi-

leges, provided horse ur mare does not change ownership. E. W. UAV IhS. Asent. WaUunvllle. Cal.
X. IL—The ownenOf Niip;i WUkea will give i* I OOm the owner of the flm nl hi* get that male** a record ol

2:30 or better, **7S to tbe Becond and 050 to the third. This offer to hold good during present ownership of borw

SANTA E0SA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIREn BV SILT\X. 2:24. DAM MADAME BALDWIN
fire of MUIUI

dim of MAJKSTKR. 2:24
2:27). lit THE MOOR 870.

BAY ROSE. 2:20 1-2: »nd PASHA.

Private Stallion
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE

For- 1893.

For further particulars address

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

BBPBB8BNTATIVBS OK AM. THE I.KAPIMi
THE l.MTED STATE*.

THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.

FAMII.IEH IN

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for the most obstinate cases of Oonorr-
brra and Gleet, No other treatment

I required. Non-poisonous. No Stricture.

I No Inconvenience. Fold by ALL
I 1 J. Perre, (successor to Brou),

I
riitumac^n. Parti

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

A. IV. rororr Krarnf •id Bath Slrt'rt..

HAN FIIA-NC1SCO.
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless breeders- directory.

DCTQ OF ALL KINDS.~ L— 1 W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG- MEDICINES.]

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND :- HARNESS.

IKFORMATR'S BY MAIL.

B. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St.. 6an Francisco

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P -all Derbv winners. Also BILLY P. [Utter brother

to above aud other youncer puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds.

Stud FeeOld Black Joe 2nd and Sweep 82 5 each

.JAMES B. WATSON.^

Or Xo. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco. Cal.

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate 01 Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AtfD RESIDENCE
Xo. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fonrtn and Fifth. Telephone So. 45i

!Dx». "Wm.'F. Egan,
31. R.C.V. S., F.E.V. M.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member ot lie Royal College of Veterinary Sni

ceons. England : Fellow of tie Edinburgh ^ eter nary

gSTsc^; Graduate ot the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh; ei-Vetennary Surgeon to the

BoirdSf Health, for the City and County of San Fran-

cisco: Member of tie California State Veterinary Med-

'^elerfnary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telepione Mo. 4123. m , . „. _—
Branch offices-1525 California St, Telephone 66; 5»

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife,
:D.V.S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Post Sis)

SAX FRAXCISCO.

DR.F. A. NIEF.B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
"Date of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence-1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591

I. BAKKER MLZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate AvenUe-

ExJUILXATION 1

RESIDENCE:

620 Octavia StreeL

Telephone 4522.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
510UOl,DK\ GATE AVB..IVEAB POLK.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

WTETERLNARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

V and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city. Turkish, Rus

Blan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

H E. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Graduate of Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,
Canada.

Rksidesck and Vetebenaey Lvfibmaby,

331 Golden Gale Avenue. San Francisco.

Take Sutter or McAllister Street Cars.

Telephone 3069.

c*- OPES DAY AXD MGHT. "W
So risk In throwing horses. Veterinary Operating

Table od the premises.

*l. LIDDLE & SON
538 Washington St., S. P.,

Wholesale and lli-rnil Dealers In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Fill- I.I.XB OF ll-IIIM. TACKLE

\Mi 8PORTSMBV8 GOODS.
•rOrdi-rs by mall receive prompt attention.

the marreloni Fn i h
CALTHOS rrw. iiikI i

I lll> i- Mill

KTOP IH- -liumi • A Kmlulwim.
« l RRHitrrmatairboauVarl ol«
un.l ltl>TOKK !.,..( Vigor.

tendpajiftaU
VON MOHL CO..

Bolt ianlMD IrrnU, (lurinn»ll. Uhlo.

THE CELEBRATED
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

- .-:

^UNEIVALEDFOR
ACCURACY, DURABILITY,
WORKMANSHIP, SAFETY

land CONVENIENCE In LOADING
\^f> Praartc/ektaf ir

*M Send i-r Illustrated Catalogue and Price List tc

r-MITU «-V|-.-

Is the BEST in the

Market.

W
LARGEST STOCK OP

GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO,, COLT.

Clabrougrh, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st -

O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.
6E\D FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW S.1X-011E.

KT VT TACKLE.
ALUMLNTM AUTOMATIC KEELS,

ENGLISH STREAM REELS,
ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS,

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODS FOR ETERY SPORT.

Advertisements nnder thisheading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE).

RnYSWATFR STARK FiQely bred horses and maresUUIonfll r_n OlUUn. oflhis noted breed for sale at a
bargain, or will exenange Tor cattle. Address J.
HKINLEy, San Jose, Cal.

SnilTHFR FARM YoaDe well-bred stock for saleOUUintn rqnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded.

—
_ . Address SOUTHER FARM,
KEN'S, Proprietor, San Leandro.

Excellent pastur
GILBERT TOMP

0AKW00D PihK STOCK FiRM.^^™B-y
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. "WILEY, OakwMd
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., CaL

VINELAND BREEDINGFAM.?«™™
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17 S;, Homestake, 2:16H, etc.).
Sires—Alcona 730 (.sire of Flora Belle, 2:24 Clav Duke
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2-171
Grandissimo, 2:27^ (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23>£). Stallions, brvodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the set of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SL Helena
CaL '

PETER SnYF & SHN utk
- House, San Francisco,rLI Ln OflAL ft OUfl, Cal.-Importers and Breeders

for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

HolsteinThoroughbreds^^ySrstrainsregistered Berkshire swine
Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgucs in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS , Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yoke Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

SHEEP.

R Rl IRF 91° H Street, Sacramenlo. Importer, dealer
u. uliul, and breeder of the very choicest breeds of
sheep. My flocks are considered superior to those of
any others in America. Representatives ot these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

Preston's Fence wire
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ON LY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fenc
Wire made. Very visible, t^IurTUlStock impossit a.

Madeuf No. Hi SPK IN© STi-KL. Wire galvwiiZEi
Will not -n.n or brenk. Nearly doable the »r.*.i»:i

of any other. Requires do sutys. Runs ubouilfi fee

to ihe pound £5T Used by leadius Breeders.

vastly and quickly put op. Ask your dealer for it : I* firnnmoni/rl Hunnhla Frnnnmirt.'
he does not keep it, write for sample and price, Urnameniai. UUraOfe. CCOnumiCU,

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.V.
or address SCHODER. JOH NSON & CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLEY BROS. HARDWARE CO., San PranciBCO, Cal.

IP I'li.-lhl l. VISIT I III. BPR1NG8.
IF NOT ALWAYS CALL FOR

BARTLETT WATER.
HmTKI. at si rafl BOA "PKN.

nil,,-. 22 Fourth Street.

KATCH-EM
AFUICAN
COMPOUND FISH

IURKD liv

^f»N. Bpiiiisaeid, >iiih«.

I IriJE NATt^TEB
FOR AI.I.IK-

OILB&GUMSJI^ ^r*^
[

in<j Fish.

Send 2-j cents lor a sample tube, postpaid, or 00 cents
fur 11 rogolAi Bite tube.

WAIIUKBB UBBMICAL CO.. Watortown, K. T.

THIS lS'iHOTH ER-STVLeIlIF
1

* FEHT

; thisiis oxe;fobicampixg.

M&KEl

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Bumble.
ALSO

VUM.VGS. CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr.,

Ill Clav Street, - - - San Frnncisco.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred fciDglish I* i-,lif>tccd.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned -sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equnl merit in
blood and producing lines. Stock
cmted and delivered ut express office
wi th feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
Write for prices Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFRED SHALE,
Rinconada Stock Farm, Mayhield, Cal.

Jacksonville, HI., says: "I
Stewart's HealiDg Powder for

ten years. There is noth-
ing better for cuts,wounds
and open sores on man,
horse or dog. Sportsmen
should keep it on hand."
Mailed for 25c or 50c by

F. G STEWART & CO.,
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

J. O'RAXE, Acent Pacific Coast,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

jSTEINER'S.l
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C. DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAW FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SLXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 14S5. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

,eforc.

TH0R0UGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removing the Hair.

Will your horse be more valuable*
Send $2 for large bottle, delivered, or
?1 lor trial bottle by mall.

After, W. F. YOUNG. Meriden. Coon.

: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

J. O'KAXE, 7^7 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
MACK .ft CO., 9-11 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.
R.J. BEKBY. KW-i Broadwav, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Orecou.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, •'"S
I Cubebs and Injections.

(flUDY
1 They cure in48 hours theV _J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

Rl PANS TABU LES n?crulote»
thestonmob.LiTcr and buwels, and#

>^o.m^^^^^Pl purifv the blood; an.- satoand c-llec-*
C\Cfty.J^^J lua.1 ;tiie U-.-t iiic-lLl-ilh.' known for*

yA** A/Lndipestiou. biliousness, headache,*
&&]VVfir constipation, dyspepsia, chronic •^

—

*^ liver troubles, dvst-ntery. bad com-

J

pleiion.dLiaaness, offensive breath T
and oil disorders of the stomach,^

#Uvcr and bowels. One tabale gives immediate re->
• li.'f. Take one at meal time. Sold by Druppists. A<,
• trial bottle sent bv moil on receipt of 15 cents o
• RLPANSCnKMlOALCO.. 10 Spruce St.. New York. •
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ARE YOU A
Hay BalEr ? If sa, da ynu use our FatEirt

"OROSS HEAD B-^?

IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

MADE ONLY BY —

The Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and io Pine Street.

The UNRIVALLED WOODMANSEE
Patent Bridle Bit.

IMPROVED PATTERN, IVo. 25.

Price 7-16 or 1-2 in. mouth. Nickel Plated, 81. 50
each by mail.

P. HAYDEX, Manufacturer,

Newark, N. J.

Write fob Special list.

C. A. WILLIS," Archibald" of the
" Turf, Field and Farm," writes as
follows

:

Ma. P. Hayden-, Newark, N. J.—
Dear 8ia: I am truly glad to see

yon advertising the merits of the
Woodmarjsee Bit. For the past ten
years I have never been without one
or more of them,and have frequently
given them to my friends and re-
purchased for myself.
I have purchased every new style

of Bit since I was sixteen years old
(forty-four now), and I find a large
majoriiy of tbose that are liberally
advertised and largely sold are
worthless. The Woodmansee is a
long way the best bit for general use,
either for single or double or other
driving, and ought to be used by
every owner of horses. My inclina
Hon prompts me to write you thus,
hoping itmay encourage you to place
the merits of the Woodmansee Bit
before the public. It is the King of
Bits and deserves all that can be said
of it. A pair of them on a team I

was driving once saved my life In
California. ¥ ours tru ly,

C. A. WILLIS.
New York, June 27, 18S3.

KALAMRZOO FARM.RESULTS OBTAINED AT
THE WELL-KNOWN

Gentlemen

:

—We have used Cole's Ossidinc for the past two years, and consider
it ini uluable for Sprung 'i endons. Cnrbs.Kingbone.and Spavins : there is nothing
equals ii : and for us ii effected a permanent cure where firing failed, siltlintigh

pcrtbnncdby oiieof the most successful veterinaneson the continent. Wchave
recommended it :o others with like success, and believe it has more merit than
am* blister ever used. Verv respectful) v vnnrs,
Kalamazoo, Mich- S. A. LKuWNK <£; CO., Peop's.

This scientific preparation is an absolute cure for nil

bony or callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "liriur," without creating the
slightest blemish. After n few applications the excres-
cence is so palpably reduced that even tiic sceptical
frankly acknowledge that it is by far the most valu-
able outward remedy for horses ever invented.

ti,o <f\ IVI I ^/ preparation in the world that
1De UllLT will remove a Bone Spavin

after It has become ossified.

Put up in one style only. Price, S3.00 per bottle.

A- P- BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

"We prepnyespre«« when moneyaccom.
pnnieo orcleY, or (tend C.O.D-, at buyers
expense.

Owner of Eo!e, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., sayS :

I have lonp used It In my stables, and find it to be all that is

claimed for it in removing callous and unna turn 1 bony growths with-
out leaving the sliphtcst blemish. From my experience, I most
stronply recommend the use of Cole's Ossidinc, and teel that it is a,

necessary adjunct to every stable. Yours respectfully.

F. GUBHAED-,
Long Branch.

SOLD BY

C. "S. ritTTTEXTOX. A.H VAS KEST A C0„ and C. 31. JTOSEIIAV - BRO.,

New York City; BKCKKII ft WICKSKR. ImtTalo, N.V :
HKiUiCK Do

R. KElJIi I'll.. Miiln.lctjihiii. Pa.: Mi'ItltlSON, PI.I'MMKK, & CO..

nnd PETKB VAN SCHAACK ft sn\S. Chicago, 111.; JOHN D P.tilK

& SOX«, Cincimmti, 0-: PI.OY1) & FOSTER. »mJ E. 0. MILKS, De-
troit. Mich.; 51KY1II ISROS. mtl'fi CO.. St. Lmih. MO.J J. R. COOK
A CO., Kansas Citv. Mo.; Jl.U'K A: CO., Sua Francisco, Cal.; ROB-
15S0N-PETTETT CO., LouiavilJe, Ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS AMD SADDLERS GENERALLY.

The Most Successful Remedy ever discovered
as It 1b certain Id Its effects and doca not blister.
Bead proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Star, Lane Co., Oregon, Feb. 8th, 1892.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.,

Dear Sirs:—I have used your Kendall's Spavin
Cure for the last, twelve years never being without
it but a few weeks In that time and I have made
several wonderful cures with it. I cured a Cnrb
of long standing. Then I bad a four year old colt
badly Sweenied ; tried every thine without any
benefit, so I tried your liniment, and In a few weeks
he was well and Ills shoulder filled up all right, and
the other, a four year old that bad a Thorough pin
and Blood Spavin on the same Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which leg It was on. These state-
ments can bo proven, if necessary; the four year
olds are now seven and can be seen anv day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. S. Z. Paston.

Price $1.00 per bottle.

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO.,

Enosburtrh Falls, Vermont.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

HAVIiVG LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

1 am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
ownersimay desire. The best oi pasture and running
water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In first-class order. Besides stalls,

Bmall and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

everything Is new and in perfect shape. It is pro

noucced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Cali-

fornia. All stock sent tome will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM. BAN MATKO.

vmm
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
The most popular school on the Coast.

IA/allace's Year Book
•-1892-*

• •PUBLISHED BY THE . . .

American Trotting Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libra*y oi
ftcry Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
.Light-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
aryis, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $6 00^^^sj^-

Tne first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of
trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records

ihe second volume will contain . , .

THE GREAT TABLES, vizr

30 Trotters

|Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

1. Alphabetical List of
harness.

irj

2. Alphabetical List oP 2;25 Pacers in
Harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters,

a. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

6. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacers
under their Sires to close of 1892.

6. Table of Horses, Sires of ttoo or m-*\
Dams oB 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Hares.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard v«
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.
Irders will be filled as received, and as the first-

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delay
should order at once . • - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STREET, 6. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL

Trotting Association
AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Edles 30cts.

Blood Horse Kules (Morocco binding) 60cts.

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES -MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three,
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In everv detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Head what J. C. Silby, the owner of 8t.Bel, says of
this book: '"In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber wiio has auy
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in ibe hands ol every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27

Park Avenue, San Francl.co, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages nu liable

lOT visiting purposes. Best facilities aOordcd for board-
ing horses.

'I <ii -phone \<. 3159

I E. P. HEALD, President
*W"Send for Circulars.

8. HALEY, Sec'y

Mh. Mccori k Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 ELLIS STREET.

The best accommodations afforded lor the keeping oi

i larding Horses. Also a choice line ol Livery Stock,
.Win Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE OCX'S

AGENTS.

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
Itls published Bernl-monthly durlngthe racing season

and Is but 812 per year. Single cepIeB can be had of

THE BREEDEK AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - Sao Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

Solidcoin nickel, op<m face, stem wind timing watch,
has start, stop and Hy-back attachment, nil working
from the stem. Registers minute*, seconds and quarter
Beconds. ami is the oniv standard practical horse timer
made. Price in coin nickel case, *6.iCt hearj iiKi-m1I.i1

gold plated case, 89.00) with quartereecond Indicator
and minute register combined, workfrom s-u-m.aio.uo.
NOTICE.—That all may see and examine ourtlmera

before paving for sumo, we will sejid V. t). D. subject t<>

Cull exminii:Uiou, all .-linrg.-s p:iid. Ill ustr.-ited catalog
of gold nnd silvt-r Imr-c inner* ;uirt \w gniphs s.-m

fxee.ff. HIM.A <"<> ivi.n1nafll« .- 209 R'nl»JW. rhlrnco.

CYCLISTS, OARSfotft, guui-luil.,..,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles,

It has a particularly Wnrmlng, Comfort Inr antf

StimulatiiiL' effect on all Wcah or SUIT Muscles;
quick iti action; dean ami pli asai use.

For Ci'.c by Druggists acd Cellars ia Gportlag Qooik

E. FOUGERA & CO., Sole Agents,

£6-30 N. William Street. N. Y.

FAT PEOPLE
To reduce raur weight RVRBLT usoWIDud'aObwUy
imiih and lose 16 pound* n month. No Injur]
1 1 i'ii it h. No Interference with l h or plea bra !\u
KT4KVlM>. They build up and Improve the g*n

r- . 1
1 health, beautify u mpl nd leave .\<j

U HIMil.Kh. Lucy Anderson, hi Auburn St.Ckun
bridge, Maaa., writes : Three bottlai ol yout Obesity
PlILe reduced my weigh) from '-':'> pounds to IM and I

rtovor fell bettor in all my Ilia. I am much pica/ od
with the tesulL ami shall do all I can to help you. Oot
patroos Lmclodo Physicians, Bankers, Lawyei
leaden of Society. Our goods are not sold in dnnj
stores; all orders are supplied dlred from oui
I'rii-c pr-r (iackttK«'*2.oo i»r three packagt Ibi

mall prepaid. Particulars jeali d t cl \l,l
HKM'oMiCM r; (iiMini.Mi \i,.

WILLfiRD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS
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J. A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding ol the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Tak.e tlo.© Lead.
IF YOU "WANT TO SUCCEED WITH

TOUR HORSES BUY
BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

COMBINATION CARTS,
COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing hnt the^Dalzell

Centennial Asle used, which is the best axle made, They are the lightes: ru nning, hold the oil longest, and no

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and Style, oust can enter the arm.
Pronounced by the leading driversjand trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FROTJ-FROTJ and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. ^ ordering carts please stateisLze'oljaxle and heigb t of wheels.

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

Horse Boots,
IFVLixe Harness,

TURF C3- O O 03 S .

ALL GRADES. ANY PRICE.

J. A. McKERRON,

J. O'KANE, pacifi
^o
c
r ?he

agent:TOOMEY ,s
HICKORY WHEELS,7ti7 MARKET STREET.

Hickory Wheels with Pneumatic Tires

^ per pair $75 00

Attachments to fit any style sulky 15 00

Putting on attachments, painting
- wheels to match sulky, 10 00

Total (complete on sulky) 100 00

Wire wheels $15 less.

Wheels furnished separate to dealers.

With Ball Bearings

And Pneumatic Tires.

Horsemen should all get their orders in

early, as It will be impossible to get wheels

late in the season on account of the great

demand.

Also lor Toomey's New Sulky. The sup-

ply is already running short and orders have

to take their turn as they come in. Do

not delay.

SPECIAL PRICES THTS SPRTNG
ARE:

KU-ctric Bandages £ l.SJ

MotTatt Leather Track Harness 40.00

Hone Boot*, Cooling BlankrU,

hv, eats, and all Track Supplies.

No. 1 SPEED CART,

NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class in all respects, carefully constructed
and highly cobbed. Our patent >p-ings are
used on ihe*e carts which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. iFoot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched c'^se. i

J. J DEAL & SON.
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

_ Jonesville. Mich.
nntK for r«t»lon-no.

IB /s. :k.:e3:fl <*? SAMiLTOir, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL, CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

EMCMURRAY& FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN. ^**^^ ***m̂ ^_ ^rT^r^ Se7d

These Sulkies are made ^^^r~jy
_i~^ TJ&-. 3Brrrf^S^ i

^j^w *°r

tinder Hickory Wheel Cos ^— __r-^r̂ B^i\ Circular,

patent, dated March 21st, 1S93.

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Horse Owners! ^Try
GOMBAULVS

Caustic
Balsam

PRENTISS RECTIFVING PILLS CURE

afe**" * hft Sp'My and ftritln Can
The Safest, Bert BLISTER «v.ru*i'l. Tnkcs

the plivt- of nil linlni'-Tit m Ior nitM or aoTOrfl ftCUon.
: ; irn-iii'1 ..r Dion ll«r«i-«

• in.-. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR INC- ' . rloU to produc* tear or blemish.

old l* wnrrant'''! to cive satisfaction
3 1.50 p*r bottle. Bold b» dinnrt

. It urtr paid) «!ti lulldlrt-ciioiia
circulars.

THK LAWRBNCB-W1LLIA1 lind O.

Go to **3\X«yojs"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Kn trance on California St.

PEOPLE FORF.YF.R. Try them and see for yourself.
All druggists, 25 cents a box.

I III » DOVT GRIPE YOU.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charqes Reasonable.

rniVATK nooMS pok families.
332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOHN III H<: i-./.. Proprietor.

!
Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We furnish both Old style and Pneumatic aw
j * \ it Horsemen Thorouqhly

Wneel.withourSulkies.andourAttachments TOLJ \ V/ protected j„ usina our
permit a change In a few minutes. ^S^^Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U.S. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.
Write for our new circular.

TRUMAN HOOKER & CO.,
421-427 MARKET STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO.

"SASSAFRAS SOUR,"
THE NEW SOFT DRINK,

HEALTHFUL AND DELICIOUS,
AT ALL BARS.

SOOTT eft? OrlT •REIEU,
14 DRDMM STREET, SAN FRANOISCO.
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THE TROTTING MEETING.

CLOSE CONTESTS, HEAVY BETTING AND
SUCCESSFUL DASH RACING.

Entries to the 2:30 List of" Palo Alto and Steinway Young-

sters—The Events ol' the Closing Days in Detail.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE 2.

The attendance to-day was a little better than that of yes-

terday. Although the programme was not a long one, it

nevertheless furnished many surprises, and the betting be-

came very lively. The same judges officiated, and no com-

plaints were heard regarding their decisions. The first event

was a mile dash, free for all two-year-olds, trotting. There

were four good-looking ones to come out and jog up the

stretch preparatory to coming for the word. Palatine, a

large, well-formed daughter of Palo Alto, 2:08], and Elaine,

2:20 ; Silver Bee, a chestnut son of Silver Bow ; Soubrette, a

well-formed daughter of Eros, and Jessie Temple, a good-

looking filly by Jackson Temple. The colors worn by the

four drivers deserve special mention, and the desire on

the part of the wearers to comply with the wishes of the di-

rectors of the asociation and the public cannot be too highly

commended.' Wilber F. Smith wore a gray suit and cap, J.

Phippen, a dark blue, E. Laffertv, a blue jacket and cardinal

cap, while A. McDowell, his mascot suit of green satin, with

cap to match. The sulkies were also painted in different

colors—white, red, blue and brown.

In the pools Palatine sold as favorite for $25 against $14 for

Silver Bee and $3 for Soubrette and Jessie Temple. The
scoring was riot tedious, Palatine being half a length behind

when the flag dropped, but soon shot ahead and led the

others all the way. The struggle for second place between

Soubrette and Silver Bee became interesting, the former lead-

ing all the way until within one hundred yards of the wire,

where she broke, and the son of tbe mighty Silver Bow passed

her and came under the "ire four lengths behind the steady-

going, level-headed Palatine, and two lengths in advance of

his brave little rival, while Jessie Temple was almost lost to

sight and memory dear, Her driver, McDowell, laughingly

inquired if the others had gone to the stable when he came
under the wire. Titne, 2:30.

Thus another Palo Alto entered the list. Palatine is a pure

line trotter and moves along carrying her bead low and show-

ing the same level way of going so characteristic of all the

get of the '* dead King." As a yearling Palatine was very fast,

but a youthful trainer who imagined he was asecond Marvin

took her out one morning last summer and gave her a mile

in 2:45 before she was hardened or on edge, and her prospects

for being a yearling 2:30 trotter were spoiled. She has been

nursed carefully by Mr. Phippen and to-day demonstrated her

ability to get a very low mark whenever called upon. It is

needle-s to add that the youthful trainer was discharged from

Palo Alto, and his name and performance is always spoken of

whenever Palatine is mentioned. She in out of Elaine, 2:20,

second dam Green Mountain Maid. She is inbred to the

queen of matrons, and is one that will be heard of again on the

track and in the harem.

The second race of the day was for trotters, mile and one-

quarter heats. There were four entries made last evening for

tbis— Flora S., by Dexter Prince, Moro, by Pasha, James L.,

by Dexter Prince and Melvar, by Fordstan. The pools sold

as follows : Moro, £25 : Flora S , $20 ;
field, $5.

In the first heat Flora S. led all the way until she reached

the tnree-quarter pole'^Here "she stepped on a watermelon

seed," and the big bay gelding James L. and the handsome

chestnut stallion, Melvar, pa.s.-ed her and came under the

wire in that order. Moro, the favorite, was bravely holding

up the rear rank and sprawling across the track in her efforts

to cover the ground, but was distanced. Time, 3.01A.

The backers of Flora 8. who had seen her do so well the

other day rallied to her support, notwithstanding her defeat

in the previous heat, and she started out and won very easily

in 3:05:,, Melvar second and James L. third. Jn the third

heat she tried to keep the lead, but broke at the half-mile

mark. James L. took her place and Melvar kept her work-
ing hard to beat him for second place. He had not a "work-
out" this year, but demonstrated plainly that he is made of the

right material, and although defeated for the second place, it

was not owing to lack of speed so much as his being out of

condition. Melvar will bear watching by the talent this year.

The time of the last heat was 3:05£.

In the third race, for the 2:30 class trotters, the entries were
Belle Medium, by Happy Medium ; Neva, by Steinway ; Des-

perado, by Richards' Elector ; Erin, by Dexter Prince, and
Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes.

In the pools Belle Medium was made favorite, the rest in

the field. She took the first position and kept it until about
the middle of the homestretch. Erin came along very fast,

and in endeavoring to pass this fleet-footed son of Dexter
Prince Belle Medium went to pieces and allowed him to get

in under the wire first; Hera came near taking the second

position away from her, while Neva was buckjumping and
trying badly to keep company with Desperado, who was also

trviDg to become an unruly sprinter at the head of the home-
stretch. Time, 2:254.

In the second heat Hera set sail for Erin after they had
passed Belle Medium while she was " up in the air " at the

haif-mile pole. Down the back turn and rounding into the

homestretch the two horses were head-and-head. The driver

of Erin seemed to be afraid of allowing his horse to attain

his full speed, while Hinds, behind Hera, was driving in his

old-time, courageous . manner. Erin came under the wire a

winner by a nose. Hera second, Belle Medium was third, but

owing to her making five breaks, was set back last. Neva
was placed third and Desperado last. Time, 2:27.

The last race of the day was also an exciting one. William
Vioget piloted the little daughter of Eros to victory in a man-
ner that elicited praise from every one. The filly's name is

Willema; she is out of a mare by Brigadier, and her per-

formance to-day stamps her as a coming Wanda. The
other three in the race were Molly Patten, by Whippleton

;

Con Brio, by Antevolo, and Alland, by Alcona.
In the pools Molly sold favorite at $25 against $12 on

Willema, and $7 on the field. Molly took the lead when the
flag dropped, but at the first turn broke and Willema came
up alongside and trotting gamely soon got the lead and kept

it until near the half-mile pole, when she was overtaken by

Molly, and as they came near the three-quarter pole there

were four lengths of daylight between them. Molly broke
again and Willema passed her, and was coming very fast to-

ward the wire ; when within one hundred and fifty yards of

it she broke and Molly passed her, but Willema " got down
j

to business," and ere fifty yards more were traversed Mollv

j

went up in the air and the smooth-going baby, with her 190-

|

pound driver, trotted triumphantly under the wire three

lengths in advance of Molly. Time 2:37 \. (_'on Brio third,

Alland distanced. Tbe che^riag that greeted the winner was
deafeniug, and everyone declared they would not miss seeing

such a heat for anything.

In the second heat many thought Willema only won by
accident, and they bet their simoleoos on Molly, at thirty i"

twenty on the field. When the Hag dropped the pace set by
Molly was a little too rapid f:>r Willema; she broke, and was
left away behind Molly and Con Brio. Vioget did not wait

to lubricate the palms of his hands, he just took a fresh grip

on the lines clucked to Willema, and after the leaders she
Hew. It did not take her long to overtake Con Brio,hut Molly,

fickle Molly, could not he steady ; she broke, and that break

cost her the heat, for Willema took advantage of it and soon

led the way into the homestretch. Molly gained on her inch

by inch until the drawgate was passed. Here the struggle be-

gan in earnesl, but Molly, poor Molly, went sky-scraping

again, and before she got settled on terra iirma Willema
parsed the goal in the excellent time of 2:371. Con Brio third.

-, i:ri>.

Bay District Track, June 2, 1808.—Firs! rac< I

'
i for all two-

year olds. One mile.

Palo Alto's blk i Palatine, bj fain Alto—Elaine
\V. O. Bowers' 1 1- Bllver lie-.-, by silver Bow—Ensign <;. I» ir

w. i -

rabrelte, by Eros—Alcona. JjilK-rty

K. w. Thompson's b f Jessie Temple, by Jackson Temple Tilton
AJmonl \. Mehowcll 4

Tim-

I nn-e—Troitlnc. nne-and-one ouorter mile heats.

<\ Archer* b ft James L.. by Dexter Prince Kentfnp 1 3 ]

Thomas Wall Jr.'s rn in Flora s.. by Dexter Prince
ObD Willi 3 1 a

B. E. Harris' CD B M'lvar, by Fordstan—Fraukie Eaton
.. Lee Bbaner 3 2 :;

P Vf, Murphy's m m Hero, by Pasba—by Messenger Duroo. <it-

Tim,.

Third race—2:30 class trot ; mile heats.

W. I. Higgins' b g Erin, by Dexter Ptinee—untraeed Higgins 1 1

A. L. Hinds' b m Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes—Conduct- t
A t,. Hinds 3 -J

Meyers & Meyers' bra Belle Medium, by Happy Medium—Al-
mont .". Lawrence 2 5

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Neva, bv Steinway—Volunteer
Lafferty 4 3

P. Brandow's bg Desperado, bv Richards' Elector... P. Brandow 5 4

Time. 2gS>£, 2:27.

Fourth race— Special trot, mile heats.

L'i Siesta Ranch's br m Willema, by Eros—Brigadier Vioget 1 1

E. P. Heald's bl m Mullie Patten, by Thomas Smith—Naubuc
smith 2 2

O. Mansfeldt'sbrm Con Brio, by Antevolo—A Itona Mansfield 3 3
E. B. Jenning'ssg Alland. by Alcona Hughes dis

Time, 2:37*4, 2:3%
SIXTH PAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1893.

The Spring meeting closed to-day, the programme was a

good one, the weather was delightful, while the attendance

was about twice as large as that of yesterday. There were six

events on the programme. The first wis a free-for-all dash

for three-year-olds, distance, one and one-sixteenth miles.

There were three entries—Sidlette, Maud Alameda and Wil-

lema, and the judgment of the talent proved correct, for Sid-

lette won with ease, Maud Alameda second and Willema

last. Time for the mile, 2:28, for the mile and sixteenth,

2:38.

The event of the week came next. It was a free for all race

for trotters, mile heats. There were four names on the pro-

gramme, viz., Edenia, Wanda, Flora M. and Richmond Jr.,

but previous to the race it was ascertained that Flora M.
could not start and Wanda was lame, consequently but two
came for the word, Edeuia and Richmond Jr. The latter was
made a strong favorite by the delegates from the orange
groves. He sold for $50 against $8 on Edenia, and it was
hard to get backers for the mare at that figure. Walter Ma-
ben was up behind Richmond Jr., and Andy McDowell, of
course, was to pilot Edenia. After a little scoring away
they were sent on their journey. At the turn Richmond, who
was half a length in advance, broke, and Edenia was seen in

front down the back stretch. Richmond gained inch by inch
and to the three-quarter pole no perceptible difference was
noted. Rounding into the homestretch it was difficult to see

which was gaining, and as both drivers were doing tbeir best,

the horses seemed to understand that they were nearly
matched, for a few feet Richmond would go ahe«d, then
Edenia would come with a rush, and so they contested every
foot until within thirty yards of tbe wire, when Richmond
Jr. made a "bobble" and Kdenia came in winner by half a
length in the excellent time of *J:17 [. The excitement among
the spectators was intense and cheers greeted modest Andy us

he came back to weigh in. The time by quarters is as follows:

0:36, 1:10, 1:43, 2:17*.

Hundreds of dollars were now dumped into the pool box
at $05 for Edenia and $50 on Richmond Jr., and when the
two game trotters came out, the gentlemen from the citrus

belt and the talent felt sure that Richmond Jr. would win
this heat, but alas ! Edenia had her speed with her and a
prettier heat was never seen than when the couple started on
their journey. Richmond Jr. had the lead all the vu by
half a length until the middle of the homestretch was n
Here Andy tapped the grand little mare on the back and she
responded with a wonderful burst of Speed and was even with
Richmond's head in a few yards, and although Maben drove
wnli his best skill, Gdenia beal his boree home by a neck
in 'J: 17 \. The losers feh that thev had seen their hone fight

hard to win and were satisfied thai Edenia won on her merits.

The lime for the quarters were 0:35, 1:10, 1:44 J, 2:17|.

Edenia. Wflfl "BOre" when She arrived her last Saturday anil

hmkc in the first event B09 started in.

The third race was for t miter-, tWO miles and repeat. There
..-I e roui BDtrit l ft orgie Wooatborpe, Horn, Blectrine and
Daylight In the start Blectrina took tbe lead, closely fol

lowed by Daylight, Geonrfe Woodthorpe was in the third

place ami moving easily with Moro two lengths behind. In
this order the tir-i mile was made in 2=3 ' \t the lir>t turn
Shatter moved his mare up Utile, and at the half was on
even terms with the leader, be passed her and came into the

homestretch two lengths in advance, (row with Elertrina

made a splendid drive for place, but " Shaner was tbei i

(ieorgie" and would OOl be QUI OUt, Moro passed I
1

and came in third. The lime made wxs l:.".3. The I

are tbe quarter* 0:38, 1:13,1:44,2:24$, 2:69,337 . I

In the second heal the same tactics was followed h
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excellent judge of pace Lee Shaner, and again he piloted

Cieorgie Woodthorpe to victory. Electrina's driver weighed

190 pounds and proved that she is made of the right slut!,

for she was onlv beaten out a length in both heats. Daylight

showed his lasting qualities by being a splendid third, while

Moro was awav back near the flag. The time made by quar-

ters was as follows : 0:38*, 1:15*. l&l, 2:27, 3:05, 3:41,4:17

and the two miles in 4:54V Jt was a pretty race, thoroughly

enjoyed bv evervone.

£d Laffertv now came out with Neva, by Stein wav, dam

Princess, bv Administrator, second dam Priceless, by Volun-

teer, and gave her a trial to beat 2:35. She went to the half

in 35 seconds and when half-way down the backstretch broke.

Ed drove her back to the stable and came out after a little

while and started her again. She went to the quarter in 37

seconds, the half in 1:13, three-quarters in 1:47, and was com-

ing very fast down the hon-estretch when she casta boo_t,

which threw her out of her gait. She came home in 2:27.

Thus another Steinway is iu the list.

The next race of the afternoon was a special one and one-

eighth mile dash between Jim C, Princewood, Kodiak, Elec-

tionetta and Alviso. Jim C. led all the way and came under

the wire in 2:50, Princewood tecond, Kodiak third, Eleetion-

etta fourth and Alviso last. Time, 2:50. Jim C. is by

Tommy T., a son of Nutwood, and is a verv tine-looking

young horse. His driver, L. Crow, is an old-timer, and

handled this colt well.

The last race of the w-?ek was a special for pacers, one and

one quarter mile dash. There were five entrees—Andy,

Loupe, T. B., Pave Benton and Pascal. T. B. was the fav-

orite at $35; Andy brought $25, and the field, $35. Andy

went out in the lead and kept it all the way. Loupe came

in second, and T. B. third. Pascal slipped and fell just

under the wire, throwing his driver, Wm. Vioget, very vio-

lently to the ground. Ready hands assisted Mr. Vioget into

the weighing room and in a few moments after, he got over

the shock. Luckily, no bones were broken. The time for

this race was 3:04.

Trotting—Free for all three-year-olds. One-and-one-sixteenth. mile

dash.

Thomas Wells gr f Sidlette. by Sidney, dam by Silver Threads
Wall 1

P \V Murphv'ssr'f Maud Alameda, by Gaviota—Mary O
„„„„..„ Traynor 2

La Hitoa Ranch's br f Willema bv fcros dam by Brigadier
W. Vioget 3

Time, 2:38.

Trotting—Free for all, mile heats.

Andy McDowell's ch m Edenia, by Endymion—Empress* McDowell l 1

Lee Rose's be KichmoDd Jr.. bv A. W. Richmond _Maben 2 2

Time, 2:17K- 2:17^.

Trotting—Two miles and repeat.

Los Cerritos Slock Farm's gr m Georgie Woodthorpe. by Alta-

mont Lee Shaner 1 1

John Green's b m Electrina, by Elector—Stemwinder, by Ven-
ture Crow 2 2

La Siesta Ranch's br g Davlight. by Eros—Crazy .Vioget 4 3

P. W. Murphy's blk m Mofo, by Pasha,dam by Messenger Duroc
Maben 3 4

Time. 4:53, 4:54%.

Against time—One mile.
Neva by Steinway: dam, Princess, by Administrator; second dam

Priceless, by Volunteer E. Lafl'erty 1
Time—2:27.

Trotting—One and one-eighth dash.

E. B. Jennings' ch h Jim C, by Tommy T Crow 1

L. J. Smith's Dlk g Prinrewood, by Administrator Smith 2

A. L. Hind's b h Kodiak, by Mambrino Wilkes Hinds 3

Electionetta and Alviso also trotted.
Time- 2:50.

Pacing—One and one-fourth mile dash.
George Reed's br g Andy, by Dashwood Reed 1

C.J. Cox's bib g Loupe, by John Sevenoaks Wilson 2

C. A. Stockton's ch g. T. B.. by Juanita Cox 3

Pascal and Dave Benton also paced.
Time—3:04.

Santa Barbara News.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

upon by horsemen, and it is probable that at all the meetings

of the Southern California District many dashes and two-mile

heats will be given to the trotters and pacers. Running races

will be all das-hes, and all horsemen encourage top weight and

longer distances. Few races will be run below five-eighths

dashes, while races at three-fourths, seven-eighths, one mile,

mile and a sixteenth and so on, will be prominent at all the

meetings. The meeting at Santa Barbara promises to be a

great success, as horses from all the entire Southern District

will be represented. This year Santa Barbara county has been

fortunate in procuring many fashionably bred stallions from

the Northern District. A. W. Canfield, who spent all of la«t
'

year in Oakland, purchased while there a verv handsome sor-

rel stallion, with a silver mane and tail. He is a grandson of

the famous Nutwood, hisdam being by Shenandoah 926. He
is a level headed, intelligent looking horse, with a great deal

of speed. He has a clean-cut throat and plenty of breathing-

room. His shoulders are oblique and muscular, running into

a well-rounded body, with broad and powerful loins. He has

a good set of legs with an abundance of bone. He looks like

a trotter and a sire of trotters. Mr. Canfield brought also

with him two standard bred fillies. From Hueneme comes

the report that Wilkes-Moor, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, dam bv

Del Sur, is traveling fast, and thit he will enter the 2:25 list

whenever called upon. Henry Delaney is handling him.

Leon, 2:22A, by A. W. Richmond, is looking and feeling well,

and when he starts against good ones the horse that beats him
will have to trot better than 2:20. Harry Stamboul, by Stam-

boul, 2:071, dam by A. M. Richmond, is being trained for a

record, and at this early date he has shown sufficient speed

to enter the 2:30 list. F. Menchaca, the trainer of thorough-

breds, is driving him, and the boys say that Menchaca is be-

coming an enthusiastic driver and trainer of trotters. Mr.

Menchaca will drive Harry Stamboul in all his races this

summer. T. R. M.

OLDEST IN THE -WORLD.

Birdseye Trots Below 2:30 at Twenty Years
Old.—A Peculiar History.

"Well-Merited Praise.

Santa Barbara, June 6.—The good people of Santa

Barbara have the horse fever, the track is again alive with

horses and trainers. The " tippers " are out early to see the

work-outs, and already you hear of fast eighths and quarters.

The same old trainers are working the same horses that have

been trotting quarters in thirty-six seconds ever since they

were broken, that is trotting in their preparations, but when

called upon to race against horses and for money these same

horses are forced to tangled breaks if carried a quarter in 40

seconds. It seems incredible that some of these trainers,

already gray-haired in the business, should still insist in kill-

ing off their horses before the races. It is the watch they

seem anxious to heat. They train without judgment, without

pity, and are always running down one another's horses.

There are several promising trotters at the track, and if they

are judiciously handled they will give full satisfaction.

The runners are doing well. The good string that is trained

by the popular young trainer, F. Menchaeu, is doing well,

and each horse seems to appreciate his moderate ways of

tiaining. The stable is composed of that fast and reliable

stallion Comet, by Robbery Boy, that has won many a fast,

hard-fougbt race; the large, speedy bay stallion Othello, by

Hock Hocking, dam Sunday, by Monday ; the black cyclone

that won so many races last year, Midnight, by Accident, dam
Santa Belle; his half-brother, a two-year-old, Daylight, by

Accident, that the boys say will make a crackerjack ; a two-

year-old by Judge McKinstry, dam Harriet; a three-year-

old filly. Flyaway, by Birdcatcber, dam Bkipaway; a three-

year-old Borrel colt Fairlawn, by Birdcatcher, dam Talluda,

and a black five-year-old Black Bart, by Accident.

At Hueneme, in Ventura county, a large string of horses

is being trained. They say that Santa Fe is faster than the

wind, and that the tW0-y6ar-0ldfl by Sid are promising. At-

tn d I tarda has a good string of gallopers, while the horses

from Camdae, in Ventura county, are doing well under the

tuition of Pete Donolecbe.

On the Fourth of July there will be racing in Ventura

city. Santa Barbara will send horses to compete. It is ex-

pected that in the one mile and a (piarter such good ones Bfl

Othello, Bock Hocking Jr. and BantaFe will meet. This

rice should be a good one, as they all are speedy and like the

distance.

At Loupe and Santa Maria there are many trotters and
runners in training, and at the former town there is a quar-

ier horse that can heat the wind.

The introduction of dashes for trotte s is well commented

A friend sends a few notes or remarks as follows :
" I think,

all thiugsconsldered, the greatest family of racehorses to-day

are the descendants of Guy Wilkes, and they were made

famous by the greatest reinsman in this country, John A.

Goldsmith. He took the slowest son of George Wilkes (Guy

Wilkes) and made him the fastest by the records, 2:15}. He
was the first to drive a three-year-old ia 2:20 or better, and

the firct to drive a two-year-old within a fraction of those

figures, Regal Wilkes (2:20}). He was the first to drive a

yearling in 2:30 or better, Freedom (2:29|). Last year he
brought out the best four-year-old and biggest winner through

the circuit, Muta Wilkes (2:14}). Ten years ago, when be

was little more than a boy, John beat Mace, Splan, and all

the best drivers on the turf with Director (2:17). To-day, at

35 years of age, he not only stands first in the ranks by per-

sonal achievements, but he is, beyond doubt, the richest

knight of the sulky in the world."

All readers will fully endorse the above, for no more pop-

ular trainer than John Alden Goldsmith sits in a sulky. Mr.
Goldsmith wintered his stable at his home in Orange County,

believing that he could keep them in better condition for the

coming campaign than by undergoing the change of climate

incidental to a journey across the continent to the Pacific

slope and return. He now has his stable at the Poughkeepsie

track, and is training 24 trotters. In addition to the best

ones he campaigned, he has several additions this year from
San Mateo Farm, including Freedom, the first yearling to

beat 2:30, and the big fellow has every prospect now of stand-

ing the work necessary to give him a fast record. Mr. Gold-

smith has also a number of promising additions to his stable,

owned in this vicinity. Mr. Backman of Stony Ford has sent

him the very promising young mare Sunshine, by Kentucky
Prince. I notice Mr. Goldsmith has made a number of en-

tries for the Meadville meeting, July 4 to July 7, and I judge
he will open the campaign at that time.—Horse Breeder.

.*.

Parturient Paralysis.

Dr. T. W. Carnachan, M. R. C. V. S., veterinary editor of

the Farmer and Breeder, says : The above affection is a

common one among mares in the country and comes on soon

after foaling. In fact, most cases never get up until they

either recover or die. It is seen in mares that are very fat

and generally those that have an easy birth. The first symp-

tom noticeable is an inability to use the hind parts. The

front part of the body is seldom affected and the animal eats

and drinks and seems all right, only unable to rise. If noth-

ing is done to assist them they generally become uneasy,make
frequent attempts to get up, rise up on the fore feet, throw
the head back and after a few days give up and die from
either exhaustion or the extention of the paralytic condition

to the internal organs. This disease occurs most frequently

in cold, wet weather, but may present itself under the best of

conditions.

The first thing to be done is the administration of a mild
dose of purgative medicine such as a pint and a half of linseed

oil followed by stimulants and nerve tonics. Preparations of

nux vomica are especially useful. In most cases the applica-

tion of a counter irritant along the spine at lumbar region is

attended with much benefit and can be continued till the

parts become tender. The animal must he turned several

times daily to prevent bed sores as well as for comfort and
must be well supplied with dry bedding and have blankets

over the body. When the symptoms no not respond to such
treatment try the direct application of the tiring iron. When
able to rise, give the legs a thorough rubbing to increase the

circulation and put on bandages, which should be changed
at least twice daily. Feed on warm, cooked food, such as

bran and oats, and add to the feed once daily, one teaspoonful

of saltpetre. Cold water may be given without danger, pro-
vided not loo much is allowed at one time.

Every horse all! icted with the glanders should be shot

forthwith. Every man who owns a glandered horse, know-
ing him to be glandered and sells him to another, should also

be shot forthwith— if not sooner.— Sacramento Bee.

Pio, son of the late G. Valensin, has retained W. W.
Footc, N. Greene Curtis and Robert T. Devlin as his attor-

neys in a suit against the estate of his father. Pio was left

only $1 in the will tiled for probate.

l)i i
,.ii- Hums.' brown m a re Lizzie S., by Iowa < hief, got a

record of 2:241 at Denver May 31st.

The oldest trotter that has ever taken a record of 2:30 or

better is the cream-colored mare Birdseye, that won a heat in

a race at Salt Lake City, Nov. 8, 1892, in 2:291. Her history

is a peculiar one, and is well worth perusing. She was bred

and raised by Henry Rawlance, of Cub Hill, Cash county,

Utah. Her sire was a horse called Fred, said to be a son of

Bill Wilkes. What the breeding of the latter is is not known
further than that he was raised in Illinois. Her dam was
Queen, sired by Kentucky Blue, supposed to be a thorough-

bred, and also bred by Mr. Rawlance. Hergrandam was the

fast pacing mare named Puss, of whose breeding nothing was

known. Her breeder is a farmer, and knows nothing definite

of her breeding further than stated above, and the facts are

so meager that it is best to rate hei with the innumerable

army after which the legion " untraced " is written. There
is no doubt that she has good blood in Iher veins, however,

for the road is never too long for her, and her legs are as

clean as the day she was loaled. Peculiarly enough in her

early days she was used as a runner and was very fast for 400
to 600 yards. Later in life she was placed in a work team
used in hauling freight, and later was used on a farm. She
was nine years old before she was first trained to trot.

When Secretary Steiner first received information re-

garding the performance of Birdseye he had grave doubts as
to her being twenty years old, and sought additional in-

formation. Her present owner is John C. C. Glanstield, of
Salt Lake City, who gave positive assurance that she was
foaled in 1872, and was, therefore, twenty years old when
she took her record, thus being the only one in all trotting

history that has entered the lisf at such an advanced age.

That she had much more speed than her record indicates is

shown by the fact that she trotted the first quarter of a mile
in which she took her record in 0:36 and went to the half
in l:12fc a 2:25 gait.

Birdseye was trotted for a year or more in Cash valley,

L'tah, where she was raised, and was purchased by Mr. Glan-
field in 1S83, when she was eleven years old. She had a rec-

ord of 2:50 at that time, but before she was sold she was driven
five heats over a half-mile track, two of them being in about
2:40. She was a very high-strung mare. All the season of
1SS4 she was worked for speed, but she acted anything but
satisfactorily in company, and on account of her frequent bad
breaks was unable to win a heat. She had speed, however,
lots of it, and showed quarters in 0:35. Late in the fall she
trotted a trial mile in 2:31 over a half-mile track that was
nineteen feet over length and in poor condition.

She was exercised all winter, and in 18S5 was entered in

the 2:40 and 2:50 classes at the meeting held over the Na-
tional half-mile track at Salt Lake City, of which her owner
^ as a director. The first race was trotted June 18 and lasted

for four heats.in which Birdseye wan third place. The 2:50

class was trotted the following day, and the mare won the
fourth, fifth, and sixth heats in 2:37, 2:40^ and 2:40, jogging
in the last two heats. The race of the day before seemed to

steady her. That summer she won a five-heat race from the
pacer, Washakie, over the same track, but did not lower her
record. In the fall A. F. Darrow, who had driven her in all

her races, gave her considerable work at the distance of two
miles, and she trotted one of her trials in 5:05. The offer was
made to match her against any trotter in Salt Lake at that

time, two-mile heats, three in five, but her speed and quality
were too well known, and none cared to meet her.

In the year of 1886 the Salt Lake City association gave
large purses, which attracted a strong field of horses. Birds-
eye was outclassed in her race and did not win a heat. Later
a match race was made with with the pacer Travis, in which
the mare was driven to wagon. In one of the heats she went
to the three-quarter post in 1:54, a 2:32 clip, but made a bad
break and only finished the mile in 2:38. However, she won
the heat and race. She was shipped in the fall to Denver to

take part in the meeting over the old Jewell Park course,

and the first day off the cars she trotted an easy mile in 2:32

over the mile track. The water did not agree with her ap-
parently, and she was sick before her race came off, and could
only play second fiddle to the chestnut gelding, Carl, the

fastest heat being in 2:37. No one but Mr. Darrow seemed
to be able to drive the mare, as she was erratic and peculiar,

and he having gone to Montana, Mr. Glenfield determined
to put her to breeding, in the hope that after raising a few
colts she might get steadier.

One of her early foals, a bay mare named Caddy, has
shown quite a turn of speed, and in the hands of Alex Lewis,
who has since brought out the big-hocked pacer, Mikado,
2:13, had trotted trials in 2:32. She was about seven years
old at that time and had been worked in a livery stable for

two years before Mr. Lewis picked her out and set her to

going. Mr. Glenfield naturally believed Birdseye would
make a great brood mare, and has bred her constantly until

last year, when she missed. Her former driver having re-

turned to Salt Lake, she was again placed in training, and
proved much steadier than ever before. She started in but
three races last year, all of them at Salt Lake. The first, in

which she won second money, Lady Pomp being the winner,

was not reported to the Register Association. In the second
race, Oct. 6, she was fourth each heat, Coxcomb, the chestnut
son of Madrid, .vinning the race. In the second heat of this

race, Birdseye carried the winner to the half in 1:14, trotting

the second quarter in 341 seconds. In her last race, a month
later, she defeated the bav gelding Qommodore in straight

heats in 2:35, 2:321 and 2:29*. Late last fall this 20-year-old

mare trotted eighths at a 2:16 gait, and her owner states, as

others may well believe, that had she been well-raised and
properly trained she would long ago have taken a record in

the teens. As it is, she has achieved a record which is unique
in its way.—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

» .

There are at least two vacant corners in every stable.

Board them in and use one for a harness closet. You can do
it with a saw and hammer in a few hours. Then fasten pegs
or hooks to the wall. By doing this you preserve your har-
ness, blankets, etc., make them last longer; keep cleaner, and
secure them from the corroding ammonia gas, which in time
would ruin them. The closets will also serve as a convenient
place to keep brushes, curry combs, lotions, etc. Put these

on high shelves.
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The Stove Track Hods.

We're glad the winter's over,
But there's meny morne the loss

Uv the track uroun' the coal stove,
Where they bed the fastes' boss.

They hed saved hiz speed ull winter,
UtT hed only jogged 'im slo'

—

For they'd laid out a big sercut,
Where they was to let him go.

He hed the speed of the best "uns,
Yes, he'd giv' um all the flag

—

But be'z down again with eperzoot
Un' his neck is in a bag.

But 'tis the way up "stov*»-traek hosses,"
They ken all show miles in 2—

Yit when the winter's gone an' the 'muo iz on
The

" Stove
Track "

Hoss—
Won't

Du!
—Minnesota Horseman.

Are Austrian Horses Superior ?

" There is a marked difference between the horse we see

passing here and the ones that may be seen any day upon the

streets of Vienna," remarked George H. Ketchara, as he sat

in the Richelieu and watched the endless procession of fine

turnouts on Michigan avenue. Mr. Ketcham is a resident of

Toledo, Ohio, and proprietor of one of the best breeding
farms in the country, in company with John Splan be took

a consignment of trotting-bred horses to Austria during the

past winter, and sold a number of them to the Austrian Gov-
ernment, the rest being disposed of at fair prices to private

parties. He is a keen observer and took advantage of the op-

portunity to observe the contrasting methods in use on the

Continent and in this country, as well as the minutue of de-

tail in breeding, training and racing horses.
" I refer to difference in appearance and quality," he con-

tinued. " Ten good teams are raised there to one in the
United States. Good general purpose teams, I mean ; not
what we would call road horses, but big, handsome, stylish

matched pairs that can pull a coupe or victoria in three min-
utes. Why, I have ridden several times in public conveyances
in Vienna at better than a three-minute clip. And when I

refer to that rate of speed I do so as one who has trained and
driven long enough to know what it means to go that fast."

" How do you account for their success in breeding such
fine horses?"

"It is due to Government control almost entirely. All
Austrians are horsemen ; they understand what they want
and for hundreds of years have been breeding for a type. You
may buy a Russian mare in one place and go 200 miles away
and buy another. When you hook them up together you have
a matched team. They are alike in color, conformation, gait

and disposition.
" Where so many good ones are bred are not the prices

low ?" «
" There you have hit the very point that puzzled me not a

little to account for. It is a universal rule of trade that sup-
ply and demand regulate prices, and one would imagine that

where the most good horses were raised, there the price of a
high-class animal would be the lowest. But the reverse is

true in Austria. One thousand dollars to $2,000 is not con-

sidered a high price for a superior team, and when they are

especially desirable as much as $5,000 is sometimes paid."
" Do they develop speed when trained ?"

"Very rarely. There are a few that have shown trials in

2:24 and 2:25, but nearly all, when development is attempted,

at once go to hitching and hopping. The minute speed is

asked it breaks up their gait. Nearly all can trot in 3:00, even

to the ones in public use. To show the kind of horses used on
public carriages and conveyances let me say that while we
were there a race was given for.the above class, and one team
hauled a heavy victoria with top down two miles at a rate

of 2:53.

"You have seen many pictures of Russian horses, I pre-

sume, with fine rounded bodies and heavy manes and tails.

Well, that kind of a Russian horse is all in your eye. They
more nearly resemble our highest type of the thoroughbred

than any other that I can compare them with—not the

finely drawn race horse, but the well-kept thoroughbred of

substance and finish. They are light in the flank, clean-

necked, and fine in the throat-latch. Under the eyes they

are cut away in a peculiar manner, and are not as broad be-

tween the eyes, nor have they the full, intelligent face of the

American trotter. They have fine legs, clean, hard and
cordy, and almost perfect feet. In the latter respect they

are far superior to the horses here."

How about soundness, Mr. Ketcham? That is an essen-

tial."

"That is the superlative quality of the horses of Austria.

I have visited stables where over a hundred were owned, and
perhaps not one of the entire number would have a blemish.

Go right down Michigan avenue with me here and tell me
in how many stables that have as many as six horses in them
will I find all without an unsoundness. I'll answer for you.

Not one."
" How many men in Chicago that own two or three horses

can go out and put them in harness properly? How many
know when they are rightly shod? How many can tell, if

they are sick, what ails them, or treat them for that ailment?

I tell you we Americans are not true horsemen in any sense

of the word as compared with the Austrians or the English.

They love their horses, study them, take pleasure in driving

them, while the coachman sits back where he belongs. I have

seen women on the continent driving a four-in-hand with as

much skill as 1 can drive a trotter, and who know all about

their ho. ses in other respects as well as handling the reins.

They are obliged to have a better class of horses there than

here, because they have more usage. They are driven con-

tinually over pavements hard as flint that would knock out

our horses in a short time."
" How about their tracks ?

"

" There it is, right there," pointing out of the window.
" What, not asphalt?
" Well, no, not exactly, but just as hard. They are made

of broken rock with a top coating of sand, and are perfectly

level, not being thrown up at all on the turns. It takes a
" pretty sound and good horse from this side of the water that

is able to stand work on the tracks they have over there."

"There are two tracks at Paris, one of turf and over two

two miles in circumference, and the other a paved track of

five-eighths of a mile. The latter is without question the

best track in Europe, and a number of American drivers are

training there. The American-bred horses that are to be
seen on European tracks at present are of a very inferior

kind and would never pass muster on any reputable track in

this country. We have abused buyers over there shamefully
by shipping snch a poor lot of worthless skates. Of course
there are some exceptions. Bosque Bonita. for example, is a

splendid mare, and last year trotted in public in 2:17. Wil-
liam Weeks, who drives now for Mr. Terry, is handling her,

and she is good enough to be racing right here at home for

any of our big stakes. Mr. Terry, by the way, has a number
of good ones, including Mollie Wilkes, 2:221. The Austrian
Government has five stallions that will compare favorably
with the same number owned at any stock farm hi this coun-
try. I think 1 can give you their names. They are Brown,
2:18^; Gothatum, 2:291; Sir Golhard, 2:26}; Prince Warwick,
trial, 2:15, and Fern Wilkes, by Red Wilkes. I am particu-

larly sanguine in regard to ^the success of the get of these

horses when bred to the splendid individual mares of that

country, for it will give them the speed and the courage that

they require."

Turning to the consideration of matters that more closely

aflect the breeders upon this side of the water, Mr. Ketcham
said :

" You speak of the standard. There is only one standard
now, in my opinion, and that is the one of individuality.

Registration should become general. Every animal that may
b> chance figure in the pedigree of a future trotter should
have the stamp of authenticitv fixed to its breeding, whether
it be long or short, good, bad, or indifferent. It is not suffi-

cient to know only how the best ones are bred, but we should

have an authentic record of the breeding of every animal of

which it may be desired to preserve a history. If you carry

a deed to the court-bouse for registration vou have no fear

that the recorder will say: "My dear sir, this deed is of a

tract of land containing but forty feet, and we have a state-

ment that will not permit the registering of any deed that

calls for less than fifty feet." I have a mare on my farm,

and nine out of ten men will pick her out of the entire lot as

a superior mare. I have traced her breeding, and she is

neither eligible to the standard or non-standard departments
under the present rules. She produced for me a fine, well-

gaited colt, which I sold. Some day he may, yes, probably

will, beat 2:30. In the meantime I may have died, my farm
be broken up and my papers scattered. The history of the

breeding of this trotter must then go down on the records as

untraced, simply because I cannot register the mare. The
bars should be thrown down, and any and every animal that

it is desired to register should be accorded the privilege at a

fee sufficient to offset the expense. No one breeds by the

standard, buys by the standard or sells by the standard, and
it has been demonstrated a thousand times that the standard

don't make a horse trot a second faster. So, as I said when
you first mentioned the subject, I believe in no standard but

that of individuality."
" I do not believe in too radical changes," said Mr. Ketcham,

when asked his opinion of the rule adopted by the American
Association changing the distance flag from 100 and 150 yards

to 75 and 100 yards.

"I would have been satisfied if the distance had been cut

down ten and twenty yards as a starter. I do not know that

the distance as finally adopted is too short, but we can tell

better when it is tried. I may as well say plainly that I favor

reducing the distance, and believe in time it will not be more
than fifty yards. But the change must come gradually, and
as the necessity of the case demands."
Mr. Ketcham will campaign about ten horses this season,

although twenty head are now in training at the farm. He
does his own driving, and has already won his spurs as one of

the crack teamsters at the big meetings. He opens his cam-
paign at the meeting at Bowling Green, Ohio, and from there

goes to the kite track at Meadville. Robert McGregor, 2:17*,

the premier of the Ketcham farm, is 22 years old, but full of

life and vigor. He is a strong, rugged horse and takes his

daily road work with the same vim and spirit that char-

acterized him in days of old when he earned the title of the
" Monarch of the Homestretch." He is remarkably sure as

a sire, and fifty-two foals last year as the returns from fifty-

five mares that were bred to him is a record that few sires of

his age can equal. The report has gained currency that the

old horse would be given an opportunity to show his speed in

public again this year, but this is a mistake, as his extended
stud season would prevent, were there no other reasons.

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Another Idea Advanced.

A STUDY OF DEVELOPMENT.

Trotting Mares That Have Entered the Great

Broodmare Table.

In connection with the various plans proposed to obviate

laying up heats the ingenious suggestion of a correspondent

presents itself. He writes us at some length on the subject,

and explains his plan in detail. Briefly it is this : Let the

winner of the first heat go to the barn, and the remaining

starter trot the second heat. Send the winner of this heat to

the barn, and let the remaining start again, and so on uotil

as many heats have been trotted as there are moneys. Then
let the heat winner start for one " final " or deciding heat,

the winner taking first money, the horse finishingjsecond

taking second money, and so on. Among the many suggest-

ions advanced in this connection this is probably the most

novel, but it has its advantages, as will be seen on careful

consideration. In the first place, the race would never

exceed five heats, and if there were only three moneys it

would be reduced to four heats. A horse would only be

compelled to win one heat to entitle him to some portion

of the puree and only two to give him first money. There
would be a discouragement to laying up heals, for it

would be an object to win a heat as soon as possible, therehv

gaining more time to rest and recover in the barn while the

remainder of the field were trotting the other preliminary

heats. This would make each heat a contest, and even if one

horse noticeably outclassed his field, he would go to the barn

after the first heat, and the remaining starters would battle

for the other moneys. It would also give more homed op-

portunities to acquire race records, which would be a con-

sideration with breeders; and here comes in an objection—the

onlv one that can he lodged against the plan—namely, iluit ;i

horse would have to take a record to win any part of the

purse. But he would have to take a record anyhow to win

first money, and probably tn get second or third, while the

winner of fourth money not infrequently gets a mark, and

the record taken by the winner of the fourth heat, after the

three fastest horses had gone to the barn, would not outclass

him. Under this system the crafty gentlemen who con-

tinually finish second, getting a piece of the purse with00 1 :i

record, would find their occupation gone, for they could not

win any portion of the money without a mark, though

probably not a fast one.—Horseman.

There is no single line of argument, no solitary fact, how-
ever, potent it may be in itself, that can settle the question of

merit between developed and undeveloped sires and dams.

So many influences converge to render the life of each in-

dividual a success or otherwise that it is impossible to pick

out a single thread, and say that in it lies the strength of the

woof. Judge M. W. Oliver, in the course of articles upon
" Breeding the Trotter," which have just concluded in Clark's

Horse Review, makes a comparative table of the seventy-two

animals that took trotting records of 2:15 or better in 1892.

He shows that twelve of the number were by sires with rec-
ords as low as 2:30, and only three were out of mares with
records of 2:30 or better. The inference from the above is

that if breeders wish to secure a 2:15 performer they will
keep their sires undeveloped to correspond with the sixty
rather than with the minority. Is it not eminently in place
in making such a comparison as the above to ask how many
more stallions without records have been used in the stud
than with records, and how the per cent, of 2:15 performers
would compare with the total number of foals produced? But
at its best it is but a single link in the chain of evidence,
which, if completed, would be as liable to prove one thing as
another.

Of one thing we are sure, heredity is not a myth. It is an
active, dangerous element that makes kings of some and slaves
of others ; a champion of this and a cart-horse of that. Dr.
Billings will tell you that heredity is environment. The
setter dog that comes from generations that have had no work
in the field will prove, most probably, a dismal failure before
a gun. The way a pup from a good strain will range, recover
and- perform all the evolutions of a trained hunter the first

lime he is taken to the field shows that the acquired habits
and tendencies of ancestors have been transmitted. Bred
from the kennel only and a few years works a wondrous
change in a dog descending from the same sources. If, then,

acquired characteristics are transmissable, it will be possible
t-i raise any type of horse desired. The Austrians have a
funeral horse that is never known to be any color but black.
There will come a day in this country when breeders will be
able to mate their animals so that every ancestor on both
sides for three or four generations will be a 2:30 performer.
Then will we have thoroughbred trotters that will be born
with speed just as surely as with hoofs and hide.

If development injured it would be natural to suppose that
the mares that have taken low records late in life and raised
colts both before and after they were trained for speed would
have thrown all their best colts at an early age. The reverse
appears to be true. A list has been compiled of all mares
with records of 2:30 or better that have entered the great
brood mare list, and is herewith presented, not with the view
to establish the value of development, but simply as com-
position study, and tending to point the way for future dis-

cussions of this already much-mooted question.

There are foriy-five mares that were fast trotters in their

day that have produced two or more that have taken records
or have in time become producers. The following table
gives the name and record of each, the year foaled, the year
the record was made and the year the first perfcrmer was
foaled. Seven of the number are of uncertain age. The re-

maining thirty-seven were, upon an average, 8 years old
when they made their best records. Only four of the entire

number took records at 5 years or less.

Upon the majority of stock farms it is rarely that a (Illy is

allowed to reach maturity without being bred, and it is prob-
able that many of the mares had early foals. It is a signifi-

cant fact that many of the number produced their first 2:30
performers after they had been trained and campaigned. The
average of the entire number shows that their first performer
was foaled at \3h years of age, thus allowing four and a half

"years of rest after the severe work of campaigning and record-
breaking. In nearly every instance these mares met their

greatest success after they had acquired the ability to trot

fast. The table which follows will be found to bean inter-

esting study:

Name. Foated,

Adelaide, 2:1!*% 1866
Alice West. 2:26 1878
Ashland Kate, 2:29% L889
Aurora. 2:27 1866
Badger Girl, 2:22^ 1666
Beautiful Bells, 2:2H I

-£ 1872
Bertie. 2:27 1867
•Christine, 2:29}$ 1876
Daisy Burns. 2:211% 1867
Dixie-, 2:30 is.">*

Dutch Girl, 2:27% 1874

Elaine, 2:20 ihti

Elvira, 2:18fc£ 1880
Flight. 2:29 - 1878

Flora Belle, 2:22% 1864

Grace Bertram, 2:29 186-

Grand Duchess 1858

Jeannle C , 2:22 1884

Lady Ellen, 23»ti 1^7.'.

Lady Foxte. 2:24% !

La.lv Franklin, 2:2!>% 1-17

Lady Knife. 2:22% 1874

Lady Vernon, 2:29fc6 184 i

Lnnrii Williams, 2:21'.J 1870

Loda, 2:26k 1871

Lilly Shields. 2:.r., 188-

Lncllle Goldduat, 2:16$^ 180-

l.ii.'v l|.i. 2:1 1

l.uhi P.. 2:29 187-

Murv a. Whitney, 2 28

Maude<p).2:2Q 1"77

MayDay,2:80 1870

Mnj Queen, :'•> 1868
Mill Girl, 2 -V, 1888
MM. 2 J'!',, 1879
Mnllv Dr«W, 2:27 1874

Myrtle, 2:26k - 187-

Nors Lee. 2 ", 1874

Pocahontas (p), 2:17$$ I84fl

Portia, 2:29'

prairie Bird [p), - :-',

Bo So 2:17' ;

1*72

Tsckey, 2:W
Wlldflowcr. 2:21 I87B

Foaled
First

lecord rerfr.

1-7- 1886
1879
1876 1879
1872 1880
IS7C 187-
1878 l-ii
1-71 1-71
|.1«3 [882
1SC7 1876
1868 1877

1880 188E
1884 1-7
1888 1--7

1-7J 1888
H7 J 1880
1872 1878
189] 1888
... 1884

1881 1-1
186, 1-711

1880 1880
1 .: 1868
1177 1886
IST'.I 1886
1-71 1 17C.

H77

H-J
li- 1 1-7:;

I8S . 1888
1878
1-7 . l-l
11-7 1—

H-7

II '1 1884

1--1 1887

1878
1-1 1884

1881
1*17 1 B76
n-1 1887

'Send me anotherP, L Coventry, Utica, N. V.. says:

bottle of your excellent " Absorbine."

\v II. Flesher, Browowood, rexas, saya! "Absorbine"
has done wonders on my colt in removing hog spavin and

through-pin of one year's standing.
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THE FARM.
The Future Supply of Pork.

The late scarcity and high price of pork have set the statis-

tical to work figuring out the limited area of what is called

the corn belt as a basis for the limit of profitable hog raising,

while the demand for consumption is continually increasing,

they claim. From the premises laid down they contend that

the future price of pork will not recede much from that

which now prevails. If this were true it would certainly be

encouraging to those engaged in the production of corn and

hogs. We do not mean to say that the outlook is discourag-

ing bv any means, for the fact that hog raising has been profit-

able in the past insures success nnd fair profits in that indus-

trv in the future. The only serious drawback against meet-

ing the future demands for pork products is the fatality of

the swine plague. This, it may also be stated, is tbe prom-

inent factor in causing scarcity and the high prices. By wis-

dom gained by dear experience by the breeders, they are dis-

covering that causes produce results and that an ounce of

prevention is worth more than a pound of cure. That the

medicinal agency of food elements which are necessary to

build and nourish in a healthful manner, the animal eeonomy,

Sli the key to the solution of causes and the cures for hog

cholera.

By proper methods of feeding and the wise selection of nu-

tritious food elements by which the entire system is nourished

and developed the constitution of the animals strengthened,

the cost of production may be cheapened, the quality of the

pork improved and the extent of country suited to swine hus-

bandry may be greatly extended and disease prevented by the

use of a larger variety of crops which are necessary as foods

to promote the highest degree of success for the industry.

From the entailed weakened condition of hog ancestry from

year to year added to by the common violations of natural

law in method of feeding, there is little wonder that the swine

die bv the millions at a premature age. Corn, as all know,

is almost wholly starch or carbon and is capable of adding

rapidly to the fatty ?ecretion but not to any great extent to

the muscular development, which means vital force and vigor.

Bv this weakening condition the barriers are removed against

the inroads of innumerable parasites, which come not in the

name of law to kill but as scavengers to remove that which is

already effete and dead. A survival of the fittest is the

measure of rewards and punishment in nature. Maintain the

strength of the animals by proper foods and care and the

parasites will cause no harm but be devoured by the higher

forms of animal life and the great prairie States of the West
are easilv capable of supplying the markets with twice the

present demands for pork products.—Western Rural.

Teaching Calves to Drink.

To teach calves to drink is a very easy and simple matter,

if one knows how.. 1 have been through all the trying ex-

periences narrated by some of your correspondents of strad-

ling the calf and trying to force his head down into a bucket

of milk, the calf at same time looking upward for his break-

fast and making violent exertions to get there. It was very

trying to one's patience. But that was when I was young

and did not know any better. I let the calf suck three times

—sometimes four. I do this for two reasons. First, it pre-

pares the cow's udder more perfectly for the milk giving

function and I think it humane to give her a brief period to

enjoy the motherly instinct for her offspring; secondly, it

gives the calf a good start in its new state of existence.

I usually let it suck the last time in the morning and do

not make any attempt to feed it till the next morning. It

then has a good appetite. I go to it with warm milk fresh

from the cow. It will take the fingers readily. I then dip

the fingers into the fresh milk, and on tasting the milk it

commences sucking ravenously; raise the bucket up about

on a level with its head and with the hand he is sucking lead

the head to the milk
;
don't touch the head in any manner

except with the fingers in the mouth. It will follow the

fingers wherever you lead it. As soon as the mouth is fairly

in the milk, separate the fingers a little to give the milk free

passage and as soon as it takes milk freely, slip the fingers

out, and often it will drink right along. If it does not and
Btops, give it the fingers again, and repeat the operation as

often as necessary, and give it only a moderate feed. At the

second feeding, as often as otherwise, it will pnt its head to

the milk and drink. If it does not, give it the fingers and
lead to the milk, removing them as soon as it gets started.

The job is complete. Very rarely do I have to give the

fingers after the second feeding. Treat the calf kindly and
there is no trouble. It will soon adopt you for its mother.

Another thing I do is to tie the calf near, right in front of

the mother, for a (q\v days, where she can see the whole
operation of feeding, and she soon becomes reconciled to the
i.uw condition. I hardly need add to the readers of the
l);tiryman to treat both cows and calves gently and kindly at

all timet* and under all circumstances.—J. B. Knapp in

Hoard's Dairyman.

Crossing the Merinos for a Larger Carcass.

The use of Romney March rams prove the'best of all for

sheep on land subject to foot-rot, but against that the drop
of lambs is not level, and the loss of ewes in lambing is heavy
owing to the size of the heads. The meat is the best of all

the crosses (except, from the Hampshire Downs and South-
downs), being more streaky and containing a larger propor-

tion of lean and fat than the Lincoln or Leicester crosses.

Southdown rams are found suitable for low downs, but do
not yield such a level drop of lambs as other crosses. Wool
is not so heavy or valuable, and the sheep do not mature so

soon. They produce very prime mutton.

As to the Border Leicester, the weight is approximately
the same as the English Leicester cross, rather lighter car-

cass, if anything, and wool decidedly finer and lighter also.

The same value and remarks apply to this breed as to the

English Leicester, with the exception that they are better

suited to down land and low hills, and are also more hardy.

The Shropshire Downs make a very valuable cross, land

one recommendation is that we can go deeper into them than
with most others—that is to say three-quarters or seven-

eighths breed sheep are good, useful mutton, and are not too

fat or heavy.—Rural Australian.

Preserving Eggs.

Though the information supplied in the following is an old

Australian experience, iLs appearance at this time maybe
useful, while we are desirous of increasing the carcass weight

of nheep for export, while anxious to retain the Merino char-

<t cro bred wool. The improved Leicester 1ms

proved the best for crossing with smaller-framed Merino
tfai ago the chesl is wide, the heads are Bmaller

than Lincolns. They ;ir<- more delicate than the Lincoln
Ht ii properly treated field better wool and mutton.

We are very glad to note, in connection with this fine Btrain,

that Me u , suttor. ol Bathui < and Sydney, are introducing
ten aired from England, l be Lincoln is pos-

sibly the best cron for rich, heavy pastures. The dress of

lambs is level, and thi percentage good. The wool is rather

than the Leicester cross. Large-fra 1 Merino ewes
I

i in-, should be full-mouthed.

The Hampshire Down* proved a mosl valuable breed, and
i", [be productii f Lambs, these arriving at a crent

weight earlv. A very u sful cro can be madewitli balf-bred
I. in'-. In or Lei< mhI Hampshire Down rams. They
are hardy sheep, and will do anywhere.

The Jersey Cow a Reformer.

The Jersey cow is a dairy reformer. Her influences in this

direction are apparent in the fact that since her introduction,

and recognition of her claims for butter-making, the quality

of that article has improved beyond comparison, its value has

advanced and the demand has in a far greater ratio than the

facility to furnish it. In almost every community—indeed

it is pretty generally so everywhere—the product of the Jer-

sey dairy sells to eager buyers at 25 to 33 per cent more than

that from other breeds of cattle, and it is not uncommon,

near large cities and centers of wealth, that the entire yield

of bu'ter from Jersey herds is engaged the year through at

40, 50 and even 75 cents per pound.
She has introduced another important measure of reform

into the system of management of the dairy herd. It has been
the custom of milk and butter dairymen lo buy fresh cows
and milk them through the season, or until their supply has
decreased to an unprofitable point, when they were turned off",

and others, freshly calved, substituted, in order to keep up
the required quantity of milk. Many cows procured in this

way dry off after a very brief milking -period, and, as there is

a wide difference in the selling value between fresh cows and
dry ones, the plan is expensive and unprofitable to the dairy-

men. The fresh cow of a few months before, bought at the

high price dairy animals in full flow of milk always com-
mand, must go at any sum obtainable, generally a very low
one, for deals in dry cows are always favorable to the buyer.

The constitutional habit of the Jersey cow to milk in prof-

itable quantities the year round, together with her increased

value as a dairy animal, abolishes the necessity of this ex-

travagant course, and will justify the dairyman in keeping
her from year to year, combining with his dairy instincts that

of a breeder. The offspring of his cows are readily sold at

paying prices, if he does not care to raise them, the new
supply of milk can be utilized in his business, and by ju-

dicious direction of his breeding operations, he may secure

an even and continuous supply from his herd during the en-

tire year.

Jerseys, as a rule, are not large milkers, though the breed-

ing tendency of recent years is to increase the amount, and
there are now many heavy milking cows of the breed, but

they are nearly always persistent in their yields, and rarely

dry off for more than a few weeks before calving, and by far

the greater number never dry at all. This is a most valua-

ble feature to the dairyman; and in connection with it, when
the increased richness of milk is considered, the balance of

profit in favor of the Jersey as a yearly producer of butter

over the short term, thin milkers is very apparent and con-

vincing to the mind of the practical dairyman.
Among the more popular and valued reforms brought

about by the Jersey is the mission she fills as the family cow,

the one animal kept to furnish milk, cream and butter for the

household. This article of household economy is about as

indispeusible to every well-regulated home as the well of

water at the door, and the kind of cow employed, in ninety-

nine cases in a hundred, all over the land, in town, village

and country, is a Jersey cow, and where she has not yet made
her appearance she is being looked for, and it is safe to pre-

dict that when once established she will stay. Even men who
give special attention to raising beef cattle, and can see noth-
ing of value in the Jersey, except her adaptation as a family

cow, seek her eagerly for this purpose.—Southern Cultivator.

Modern Methods.

A farmer who has tried it finds a small steam engine one

of the most valuable labor-saving implements in his daily

operations. It is always ready and never tires. A little wood

in the summer gets steam up in twenty minutes; in winter a
little fine coal maintains a steady fire to keep the dairy room
and the ripening cream at a proper temperature, no other

lire being needed for the purpose. It permits the separating
to go on simultaneously with the milking, so that the one is

completed almost as soon as the other.

It also churns and pumps while turning the separator, and
in addition supplies an unlimited amount of steam and hot
water for scalding and cleaning the separator, churn, butter-

worker and other dairy utensils, besides other services not
necessary to enumerate. The engine does not require a skilled

engineer to run it, and needs almost no attention, the auto-

matic governor and injector doing most of the work.
In a Wisconsin dairy the separator is run by a sixteen-

hundred-pound bull in a treading mill. The exercise thus
obtained by the " father of tbe herd " seems to be just what
he needs. Idleness—in males of all sorts— is the mother of

vice. A bull needs to use his muscles in regular exercise in

order to keep b'n temper good, says an exchange.

ESaglish livestock breeders consider oil meal or linseed

cuke the basis for good prepared stock food, and it occupies

the leading place for fattening beasts, growing young stock
and more or less all the farm stock. It is profitably fed with
cut si raw, fodder or hay to make a rich, nutritious food, and
bo fed ii is cheaper than grain. Like cotton cake, it furnishes
ii- a food of great value on account of its high percentage of
nitrogen ; hence il Ih'couk's of special importance as a means
ol raising the albuminoid ratio of a diet, while the abundant
supply of this element naturally furnishes an extremely use-

ful manure.

The cold storage process takes the lead now where numbers
of eggs are involved, and special arrangements can be made
for holding the eggs at a uniform low temperature. Com-
paratively few familieSj however, can command the facilities

for cold storage, and to this class the liming process is the

most popular one, as it involves least expense and trouble.

There are numerous receipts for liming eggs. Here is one

that will be found convenient where small quantities are to

bekeptover. The following is the proportion for the lime
pickle: Stone lime, two pounds; salt, one pint; water, four
four gallons. Slake the lime, and when cold put it and the
salt with the water into some receptacle, stir and let settle

twice. The clear liquid is what is wanted. Have just enough
pickle when through packing to cover the eggs ; then place a
cloth over them and spread some of the lime sediment on it.

Casks with wooden hoops afford good packages for small
quantities of eggs. To insure success it is imperative that the
eggs be fresh when packed down. Place the eggs into
the preserving medium—liquid or dry—as fast as
collected from the nest aDd be careful not to crack
them. The question of fertility or non-fertiiity, says
the agricultural editor of the Kew York World, is an impor-
tant one in this connection. There is no doubt but that un-
fertile eggs will keep much longer than will fertile ones

;

hence the advice when eggs are produced for market to sepa-
rate the cocks from the laying hens. A few of the methods
of packing eggs dry for keeping have been tried at the New
York experiment station and reported upon. With these
the eggs were all wiped when fresh with a rag saturated with
fat or oil, in which had been mixed some antiseptic, and
were packed tightly in salt, bran. etc. Eggs packed during
April and May in salt which had been wiped with cotton
seed oil, to which had been added boracic acid, kept from
four to five months, with a loss of nearly one-third, the
quality of those saved not being good. Eggs packed after

the same preliminary handling in bran were all spoiled after

four months. Eggs packed in salt during March and April,
after wiping with vaseline, to which sali-cvlie acid had been
added, kept four and five months without loss. The quality
after four months was much superior to that of ordihary
limed eggs. These packed eggs were all kept in a barn
cellar, the ordinary temperature of which varied from sixty
to seventy degrees Fahrenheit, and each box was turned once
every two days.—Poultry Advocate.

"Warts on Cattle.

This disease is caused by the growth of a fungus in the skin

and is contagious. As the warts are traversed by blood vessels

that feed the abnormal growth, it is necessary in treating

them to stop this connection with the supply of blood, and

this is done by means of a ligature, astringents or caustics.

A common remedy is to rub them with the leaves of the

stonecropor the inside part of bean pods, the mild astringent

slowly wearing away the tissue without the bleeding which is

sure to follow removal by the knife. If there is a thin neck
the wart may be killed by tying a strong, fine thread around
it to strangle it, when it will drop off' in time by the death of

the connecting neck.

Or some corrosive substance, as a solution of sulphate of
copper or chloride of iron, may be applied to the warts to eat

them away, and when they are removed to close the con-
necting blood vessels and thus prevent a new growth, which
always occurs unless this precaution is taken.

The primary cause of these excrescences is some unhealth-
ful condition of the system, so that to remove this by proper
treatment is a part of any effective remedy. Generally poorly-
fed animals are most subject to this disease. Consequently it

is not good business to buy such animals for feeding for

profit.—Southern Farmer.

A flockmaster says he has seldom failed to arrest incipient

diarrhoea with dry wheat bran, and he regards this as the

sheet anchor of successful lamb husbandry. It is not desir-

able to arrest the scours too suddenly ; it is nature's method
of expelling from the intestines something which is offensive

to them. If the discharge continues beyond a day or two it

ought to be choked, for it will then begin to interfere seri-

ously with nutrition, and may terminate in the much worse
order, dysentery. The sheep afflicted with diarrhcea should

be separated from the flock and kept in a lot with a little

green feed in it, and be fed on bran until the looseness of the

bowels is corrected. If the disease is persistent, and thick-

ened mucus is voided, give a tablespoonful of castor oil (two

to a grown sheep), to remove any matter which may be irri-

tating to the bowels ; then follow this up in three or four

hours with two teaspoonfuls of a strong decoction of white
oak bark or blackberry root, with a half teaspoonful of pre-

pared chalk or baking soda, morning an evening. The above
remedies are simple and easily prepared, and are usually all

that is required. The shepherd can use the following cordial

prepared by Mr. Stewart : Prepared chalk, one ounce; cate-

chu, four drachms
;
ginger, two drachms; opium, one and

one-half drachms; to be mixed with half a pint of pepper-
mint water and bottled for use. When needed shake well

and give a lamb a tablespoonful twice a day ; a grown sheep

twice as much

.

Those who desire a herd of cows of one breed, yet who feel

that they can not afford to pay for pure-bred stock, or do not

care for, but desire the cows for their milk or butter it will

produce, should remember that good grade cows and heifers,

half or three quarters bred, and hardly to be distinguished

from the pure-bred either in looks or in results obtained, can

now be bought from almost any of the popular breeds nearly

as cheaply as the veriest scrub. To" get a few such animals

and cross them again with a pure-bred male is not difficult.

If one can not afford to purchase the pure-bred bull he can
hire his services, or a few neighbors could unite in getting

one, and he could be used at least two years, and many would
say four years, in breeding once at least. In this way in a

few years, by raisiug the heifer calves, a herd of grade Jer-

seys or Holsteins could be obtained as good as the average

pure-bred animal for all purposes excepting the value of the

calves as breeding stock. Some of the other breeds have not

been popular enough to be easily obtaiced, but in these two
breeds there are always likely-looking grade cows for sale,

and many of them good enough to be sold as uuregistered

thoroughbreds.

Itipans Tabules cure nausea.
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THE GUN.
The Birth of Day.

[By Chari.es Wesley Kyle.]

The lake! the lake, the mountain lake, invitingly now lies,

A liquid gem of beauty rare, beneath the summer skies.

The wind's low winging fan my cheek and whisper—Come away
To scenes amid the mountains where first falls the light of day.

There, where the skies the mountains kiss, are pleasures without pain;

And tangled through the leaves and grass, the sun-sprites' goldeu

skein;

And when the gloaming shadows fall at holy hour of eve.

The merry wood-nymphs through them all, the silvery moonbeams
weave.

When morning breaks—did'st ever see the morning's face at birth.

Where cloudless skies are linked about the giants of the earth?

The blush—aye, fairer than the rose the infant there appears,

While his fair brow fond mother Night baptizes with her tears.

The sun comes on—the infant Morn arises on its wings,

And to each gulch and valley deep a robe of beauty flings;

The tears Night gave at parting there are turned to jewels now.

And flash resplendent—royal gems studding a royal brow.

The crystal streams now laugh and leap, babbling with merry glee;

All life bounds up with joyous step, from slumber's fetters free;

Morn, now full-fledged in blue and gold, mounts up the shining way
As Night, the chrysalis, unfolds the butterfly of Day.

The Country Club's Bullshead.

In the wooded hills of Marin County, about three hours

from the city, on the crest of the divide between Tomales

bay and the ocean is found the country seat of the Country

Club.

Falling; away on either hand to the east and west is the

Bear Valley or valleys, to speak in accord with the natural

formations and environs of the picturesque course of the

lovely streams which thread their way to the ocean, on the

one hand and to Olema creek and Tomales bay on the other.

On Suuday last the County Club held a grand fete there,

known as its annual Bullshead breakfast. The spot is en-

ticing. The fresh, salt air winging over the hills for three

miles from the ocean makes it. a very appetizing point. It

has a cozy look of contentment with its grassy lawn studded
with pines and laurels and fringed about with rubus tangles

and wild climbing vines and blooming flowers.

The low rambling club house with spacious veranda run-

ning all about it, set under the brow of a long, woody ridge,

looking into the lap of the valley and across the open into

the hills beyond.

The winding paths abont invite to pleasant sylvan soli-

tudes which lie beyond the barns, dairy, dove cote, gardens
and kennels.

It is a typical sportsman retreat. The baying of the hounds
and chorus by setters, pointers and cockers to the number all

told of about forty, greets your arrival.

On the occasion above mentioned about one hundred and
fifty gentlemen composed of a portion of the membership of

the club and about fifty or sixty guests attended what proved to

be one of the most enjoyable events ever given by the club

during its four years of existence.

The eight o'clock ferry carried the greater number of the

party from this city. At the ferry landing, from which the

start was made, President Webster and Secretary Oxnard
were found busily engaged in making every one welcome and
comfortable for the trip. The trip from ^ausalito to Foint

Reyes and return was made by special train, stopping only

at San Anselmo. at which point a large number of gentlemen
ioined the party, having driven over from San Rafael.

Arriving at Point Reyes the party found awaiting its com-
ing some twenty carriages, into which all were soon placed,

and whirled away to the club's retreat some six miles to the

westward. The ride over the hills and up through the east-

ern portion of Bear Valley to the club house was one of

pleasure.

Every one was in the best of feeling and no moment was
allowed" to go unmarked by social joy.

Arriving at the club house the party were made to feel at

home and every arrangement for the enjoyment of the day
was found to be complete.

Detachments scattered here and there about over the

grounds as they found their inclinations to invite.

The club's fine kennels were visited by most of the party,

for all were sportsmen and as such desired, of course, to see

the dogs.

Out on the grass -carpeted lawn, some distance from the

club house, was pitched a large tent in which tables with

covers for the entire party was laid. Over this floated the

club's banner with two fine stands of the National colors and
over the entrance or driveway to the grounds was stretched,

from the branches of convenient tree3 a banner bearing the

inscription:

Uxder the Greenwood Tree,

this being the club's motto.

In front of the tent, buried some three feet in the ground,

in an " oven " about 3x6 feet were ten bullsheads which had
been cooking for some twenty hours. At high noon a blast

of the bugle called forth four flashily-uniformed individuals

—

a la Mexicana.
There is but a distinction without a difference between a

peacock on parade and a Mexican in full costume. Silver

bells; red, pink, blue and gold sashes; over-dressed blue and

crimson velvet suits covered like a net-work with gold and

silver cord and tinsel. This gaily-dressed quartette each

carried shovels, and they went to work at once to unearth the

piece de resistance of the breakfast.

In a short time the " heads" were reached and the entire

company riled into the tent, and began a spirited attack upon

every thing in sight in the way of edibles—salads, cold meats

and liquids kept the diners busy for a season, when came on,

smoking hot, the bullshead and tomales. Such tomales

!

Such chili ! Each dish seemed to create rather than satisfy

an appetite. The breakfast hour was a long one
;
one never

to be forgotten; a perfect expression of choice culinary art

in Spanish, with a symphony of tinkling, clinking glasses,

mingled with brilliant repartee.

After breakfast black coffee was served in the dining-room

at the Club-house, with cigars. Then followed soDg and story

as the party divided into smaller groups, some driving down
the winding valley-road to the ocean, others stretched upon
the lawn or strolling at will about the grounds.

AT THE TRAP.

The Bear Valley Handicap.—$2.50 entrance ; 10
singles. Country Club 30 yard men scratch; 28-yard men
given first break

; 2C-yard men given first two breaks ; 24-

yard men given three first as breaks and one miss as a break.
Abbott won first on 10 straight, Orr second on 9, Richards

and Kittle dividing third on S each ; twenty entries.

The Bi'llshead Handicap resulted as follows:

Cadman 1X1111111 1—10
Abbott lllltllll l—io
Sprague 011111111 ]— 9
Harvey 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1— 9
Richards 0001111111—7
Wilson _ 1 011011110—7
Orr 1 101111010—7
Kittle 011110110 1—7
R. B. Woodward 1 1 1 1 1 1 0— (5

McAllister 0001001110-4
Hamilton 001001100—3
Davis 011000100 —

3

Murphy 1 1 w —2
THECOCNTV CLUI1 STAKES.

So entrance ; 20 singles.

Sprague 1111011111111111111 1—19
Cadmau 11 11101 1 1 11 10 1 1 1 l 11 l-is
Orr 1111111110100011111 0—15
Harvev 10100 0101101111110 0—11
Richards 1 n l l l l l l l l n 1 1—11
Kittle 0001110101111U00000 1-9

In the Consolation Handicap Richards, first ; Kittle, sec-

oud; Wilson and Orr, third.

The Citrus Colony Club, of Rocklin, was represented by
Mr. J. Parker Whitney, T. M. Bruce Gordyne, L. Marsh
Browne, G. P. Owens, C. F. Toltenham, A. E. Coates, G. F.
Rotheram, W. Campbell Walker, M. Mitchell Innes, R. H.
Flower, J. H. Toler, H. Tomkins. This club is well estab-

lished, having fine grounds in Placer County.
Among the guests from the* city were: Col. James A.

Brown, S. G. Murphv, D. W. Earle, George C. Shreve, Wm.
S. Duval, C. F. Crocker, K. H. Pease, J. D.Crockett, Alex-
ander Center. Howard Shafter, Peter Martin, C. W. Kyle,
Donald de V.Graham, John Graham, John Cadman, Dr.

Keenev, Charles Weller, Osgood Hooker, J. K. Orr, O. T.
Small/Edgar J. De Pev, W. D. Rose, U. S. N., A. L. Stetson,

J. B. Haivks, R. H. Pease, James J. Keenev, A. W. Tutle,

W. F. Zeigler, S. L. Abbott Jr., J. Hodge faber, H. Dan-
brough, J. Good Hooper, Leonard Cheeney, TJ. S. N., C. R.
Winslow and many others.

The party returned late in the day, taking the tugs Millin
Griffith and the Relief from Sausalito to the city.

The Park band furnished delightful music for the occasion.

The day ended most pleasantly and all voted the Country
Club to be the prince of organizations with unbounded hos-

pitality.

The Phantom Elk.

We had been in camp but a few days when we were

visited by Old Zeb, a hunter and trapper of years experience

of frontier life, who believed firmly in the mystery of the

Phantom Elk. Indeed the belief was current among many
of the residents of the hills. When I asked to be shown

where I might find this mysterious animal avowing a disbelief

in the story, Old Zeb positively refused to give me any in-

formation whatever, further than the statement that we were

right near the haunt of that mysterious .king and spook of

the hills.

. I determined to put about as best I could to find this great

wonder, and to solve the mystery if possible with which the

Indians and hunters had clothed him. One morning I struck

out earlier than usual, with the idea of covering as much
ground as possible in my day's hunt.

After cantering my horse for some two miles up the right

bank of the river I found myself at a very likely looking
spot for game, especially as three small valleys terminating
in gulches further up in the mountains here led down to the

stream, forming a natural drinking place for all kinds of

game.
I dismounted, and leading my horse into a sheltered posi-

tion and securing him, I began a careful reconnoissance of the

situation. I found nothing to encourage me for some time,

when I struck the trail of a band of elk which led up the

gulch to my right.

I followed along very carefully, for the fog of the morning
hung so heavily over the gulch that I was compelled liter-

ally to grope my way through it. Becoming somewhat re-

laxed in my vigilance I was startled by hearing a snort almost
beside me, and turned only to catch a glimpse of an elk
bounding away. All about me I could hear them retreating,

and in more than one direction I caught a snap glance of the
disappearing forms of the royal game.

1 could perhance have fired, but to what end ? There was
not much likelihood of my killing, so I did not fire, thinking
to follow them farther into the gorge and in turn surprise

them as they had just done me.
I followed, the plain tracks of some ten animals making

that task a very easy one, as they made a plain trail up the

center of the gulch, which here and there widened into quiet

little villeys or pockets with the abrupt mountains risin_' mi
either hand. I began to congratulate myself on the prob-
ability that I should find them after a mile or so resting from
the fright which I had given them in some one of these

silvan amphitheatres, where I could use my rifle to good ad-

vantage. As if to still further favor me the fog began lifting

and rested higher up along the sides of the gulch, leaving a

more open view of the bottom of the now rapidly narrowing
gorge before me. I became more and more cautious, confi-

dently expecting at each succeeding turn in I he winding way
of the narrow valley to catch sight of the band.

Looking across a somewhat more pronounced Opening than

I had passed over for some distance, I was surprised to catch

no sign of the band for I could plainly observe by their tracks

that they bad long since ceased their rapid gail and had
slowed down to a walk, while here and there I could discern

where a single animal had deflected from the baud and had
leisurely made a detour and nipped the grass and foliage of

an occasional bunch of willows.

Bugging the wall of the valley as closely as possible, I

Iv made my way around to the upper point of this

opening, approaching the vantage point of Bight for further

investigation, when a most lovely scene wan presented to iuv

view. The central of the opposite side of the valley pre-

sented a waterfall which a small stream formed as it clung to

the fern and vine-covered cliff" for some distance, and then
wavered and Hashed through the air as jit leaped for several
yards unobstructed to a ledge below. At the upper point
of the falls a great pine reared its straight mast-like form to
the heavens, through the boughs of which the mist and fog
lay heavily resembling the half furled sheets of an ocean
vessel. Below a gnarled and twisted cedar clung—with the
usual tenacity of its kind—to the face of the cliff. Leaning
in and over the musical falls, to the southeastward, the wall
of the mountain rose almost perpendicular for some distance;
then fell into a sharply retreating incline. The wall over
which the gleaming falls came wavering into the valley
seemed intact and seemed to shut oil' all thought of entrance
or escape from the valley in that direction. To the north-
westward the view was rendered quite indistinct from my
position as the mists clung and folded over that [portion o
the vista in deep masses. I had made these observations
from my position behind a large boulder, which lay in the
valley at theedge of the mountain, my shelter beingalllhe
more secure by reason of a bunch of raanzan<ta, which wove
its tangled mass of red-barked branches over the valley pres-
entation of the boulder, its thick dress of rich green foliage
permitting me to see without being seen.
There seemed to me to be no way of adequate conceal meat

should I push on into the valley, only a few separate pines
growing here and there on the perfect level of its bed. After
waiting a short time my blood was sent rushing through my
veins and my heart jumped into my mouth at thesudden call
of a bull elk, which was echoed and re-echoed as it bounded
back and forth and trembled along the wall of the little val-
ley on either hand. It sounded wierd and unaccountahlv
strange.

I peered intently toward the mist-draped portion of the
valley to the northward, but could discern nothiog. I
thought best to await until the sun should dispel the draping,
thinking that, perchance, the band, after slaking their thirst
in the little stream, might return and in passing back give
me the much-desired opportunity for a shot, but again all

was silent as death about me, save the silvery tinkle of the
falls, as the water splashed and rippled down the face of the
farther wall.

The sun now peeped over the mountains to the eastward,
the flood of light streaming across the valley, the impalpable
globules of mist glinting and dancing in irised beauty like a
perfect shower of gold and diamond dust held in suspension
by the fleecy vaporing.
Glancing across the valley to northward I beheld another

valley—a perfect amphitheatre, with falls which were a
counterpart of_ those before me, and a boulder with a bunch
of mani-anha similar to the one which sheltered me.

Could I reach that point I satv once that it would give me
a far better point of vantage, as I could then command a view
of all below me, as this second valley was considerable
higher than the one in which 1 now was. I determined at
once to make an attempt to reach it, but had scarce made a
move before I saw, directly opposite me in the upper vallev,
a magnificent bull-elk walk out upon the level ground and
look about as if reconnoitering the situation. He was Dot
above two hundred yards from me. He paused and threw up
his head which was surmounted with as perfect a pair of ant-
lers as I had ever seen. He stood partially draped in the
mist, yet at the same time perfectly plain and visible to the
sight. I could not expect to get a better opportunity for a
shot and as he turned his broad side toward me I felt certain
(hat I could not fail to bring him down at the first fire. This
confidence was strengthened into an assurance of success as I
carefully thrust my rifle over a strong limb of the manzanita
and glanced through the sights. Taking careful aim, I
pressed the trigger, and as the rifle broke the silence, the
sound was answered by a chorus of echoes from everv hand.
I was very much surprised and chagrined to see the grand
animal bound away. I instantly began to let drive at him as
rapidly as possible with my repeater, until the gorge was a
perfect bedlam of sound.

I was struck dumb, so to speak, by seeing the great animal
with antlers well laid upon his back and head pointed well
up and to the front, leap, it seemed to me, directly through
the wall of the valley, near ihe falls. I had stumbled on tl]e

Phanto m Elk ! Was it a phantom ? Xever before in all of
my strange experiences had I ever heard of any thing so
mysterious. I could not shake off' the feeling which had
taken hold of me; a feeling akin to superstition. I could not
rid myself of it. Was it not a necessary, a rational result of
the evidences of my best senses? Had I not seen with my
own eyes ; heard with my own ears and had not these main
channels for the production of the most positive evidences
been fortified with the sum total of the evidences of feeling
and sensation ?

Could I be dreaming? I looked at my repeater, the smoke
was even yet curling in faint wreaths from it, and the barrel
was still heated from the effect of my rapid firing.

I was completely nonplussed. While standing in this state
of utter bewilderment I was startled by the trampling of
heavy feet and the next moment the band of elk swept passed
me on their return down the gulch, and at their head, lead-
ing away with the swing bound I had just noted was ihe mag-
nificent bull at which I had just emptied my rille! lie

passed within twenty feet of me, running without a hitch or
sign of being injured in any manner, and yet, I felt sure that
1 could not have missed him. lie was the same, there could
be no mistaking that form and head, and those antlers—they
were the Bame— I could not be mistaken.

Cursing myself for my folly in failing to re charge my maga-
zine, 1 at once did so, and set out to follow the elk at a rapid

pace, hoping to reach my horse and be able to trace and over-
take them should they leave the gulch, which I hadnodoubt
they would now do af speedily as possible. I followed on,

paying but little attention to the trail, as I knew thai the
band must go to the mouth of the gulch near which 1 had
left my horse, in order to escape me.

I saw nothing Of them, and in the open nt the mouth of the
gulch could pick up no trace to indicate the direction they
had taken. 1 then returned to camp to ponder over the strange
ami mysterious nccurance. It weighed me down and
puzzled me not a little. I took up a book the better to dis-

lodge the subject from my mind, but it was thoroughly akin
to Banquo'

I k<
|

I intruding il df upon me, taunting
and Leasii g me with its air of i ad that I

would foliom it to the end in order to arrive at a solution of
Iter, if it took all the fall.

Thai night I was Bilenl and m ly, and the oiler dinner
hour hung heavilr, in striking contrast to the cheery ones
which had heretofore been the socii camp lire. On
some trivial pretense I early excused myself, declined the
offer of more than one of my companions to accompany me
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on the morrow, and went to rest in my corner of the tent,

first putting on my heavy arctic overcoat and pulling the

great fur collar up about my ears and wrapping a blanket

about my feet Mv companions, no doubt, were surprised at

Eliis action of mine, but forebore any comment or questioning.

Soon the camp was stiil and I finally dozed off, all the while

thinking how it could have been possible for me to have

missed that magniticenl elk when so easy a still shot was

aflorded.

Could [ do any better should another like opportunity be

afforded? I could not imagine how I could, but in any event

1 would be ready to shoot should the band again pass by me
as they did on this morning.

After a restless night I steal out at four o'clock while it is

vet dark, and, securing my horse and a cold bite, set out again

for the gulch, bound to solve the mystery.

As I mount my horse and glance back at the camp, I see

• Ud Zeb standing near the door of the tent. He raises his

hand in a warning gesture and shakes his head. I under-

stand how it has been possible for men to lose their minds in

such ventures when day after day only served to deepen the

mystery. But with me the fascination of the strange event

only served to make me more and more determined to work
it out alone. 1 will accept nothing as being true until I am
literally obliged to do so. i determine to deny the evidence

furnished by my own eyes; I must touch, taste and sri ell,

and if all these senses agree in testifying to the truth of any
one fact, then and not until then will I accept it. The con-

ditions were much the same as on the previous morning, the

band being found higher up the gulch.

1 readily followed their trail to the entrance of the valley,

where I again waited and listened, but no sound reached mv
ear other than the music of the waterfall which, with marvel-

lous sweetness, filled the valley with its tinkling, clinging

melody.
The sun arose as on the previous morning, but no elk were

in sight and no sound of their presence was borne to my ears.

Becoming restless I started out to explore the valley. But
wonder of wonders, there was not an elk within it. The
ground was hard and rocky and not a track or trace of any
nature could I find.

1 circled the walls of the valley, but could find no place

where thev could possibly leave it, only by the way in which
they had entered.

Instead of solving the mystery of yesterday's presentation

I had found a still more mysterious one to solve. On'y a few

bunches of oak and pine dotted the edge of the valley's floor

where it joined the mountain's base and these were bordered

by rubus-tangles, dense and impenetrable at the lloor of the

valley, while the mountaic sides rose above them as a solid

wall.

I did not go to the upper valley ; there was no need of go-

ing for I could see clearly every part of it.

The day, as may well be expected, was spent in pondering
over the mystery. But all was as devoid of reasonable solu-

tion as a magician's tricks, only here there was no magician,

no attempt to produce aught of the miraculous.

Should I rest a day and then try it again ? No ! I deter-

mined to never give up the attempt until I reached a satis-

factory solution of the matter.
'• Better give it up, my boy," said Old Zeb, as he laid his

hand on my shoulder that evening as I sat on the body of a
fallen tree near the tent, pondering over the mystery.

"No," said I, " to-morrow will enable me to solve the matter
satisfactorily."

Again I sought tbe magic key, but again was unsuccessful.

Day after day I returned from my attempt to solve the prob-
lem but it was of no avail. Each time the mystery grew
more and more profound. Now I would again see the elk

and fire at them but it was of no account, the whole band
would bound away unharmed. My rifle must be out of order,

or something must be the matter with mv cartridges. I would
try them. They were perfect. The targets selected at

various distances show the mark of the bullet without ex-

ception, just as I had been wont to place them. 1 was glad
of this, for I not only prided myself on my skill, but it also

convinced me of the genuineness of the mystery, that is it

proved to me that my bullets had gone true to my aim, and
that the mystery must be accounted for on some basis that
would not impare my fai'.b, either in my trusty ri He or my
skill in handling it.

The next morning while sitting behind the rock
and manzanita-tangle first above described, I chanced
to look close along the right-hand wall of the valley,

and there in le^s than one hundred yards of me
stood the whole band of el c. The splendid animal
which invariably led the band, was stepping leisurely about.
He presented Ms broadside again, and again I drew a fine

bead, aiming for his heart. At the first crack of my rifle he
fell with that peculiar limpness of motion which the sudden
shock of death gives to all bodies, and I knew the phantom
elk was mine. The balance of the band dashed forward and
disappeared in one of the bunches of pines fringed with
rubos tangles, and passed through a short, natural tunnel
through a narrow bit of mountain to the open country be-

yond.

Afl I stooped to examine my prize, I chanced to glance
above and there lay the phantom elk and a hunter—myself
bending over him ! The crystal mirror below the falls re-
flected the valley throwing its counterpart distinctly in

tbe mists which circled the mountain beyond! The mystery
was solved. The phantom elk was no more.

The Selby Medal.

Iii 1890 the well-known firm of Selby & Co., manufactur-

ing ammunitions on this Coast, donated'to the Wing Shots of

Northern California a handsome gold medal under certain

well-known conditions, the most important of which was that
the medal should be won four times by the Bame man before

lid become the property of the individual thus win-
ning it.

• in Sunday last Mr. Crittenden Robinson fulfilled those
ons and the medal became his property.

Mr. C. .1. Haas and Mr. <
'. A. Merrill have each won it

three times; Mr. Edward Fay twice, a number of other par-
each The Bcore on 1 1

- occasion Btood
as follows: Crittenden Robinson 17, Slade withdrawn, Ed-
ward Paj 16 I \. Merrill withdrawn. C. J. Haas with-
drawn, B.C. Golcher 16. Frank Maskey 15.

On the same day the California Wing Shooting Club held
its monthly event* Robinson scored, 11, and tonk first mom* v.

Qolcher, Bchroeder and Baas tied for second and third
places, which were won in the ties by < Jolcher and Schroeder
in order named.

ROD .

The Marine Aquarium at Washington.

The establishment of a marine aquarium at Central Station,

for the purpose of demonstrating the possibility of keeping

marine plants and animals at a distance from the sea, and

consequently, with the use of a very limited quantity of

water, was entered upon at the beginning of the year 18S9,

and has resulted so favorably as to aflord abundance of argu-

ment for an extension of the work as a means of practical

observation and experiment, says William P. Seal, of the

D. S. Fish Commission, in The American Angler for May.

The system of construction adopted is the most economi-

cal and favorable possible. The building is practically a

greenhouse in style, sixteen snd a half feet wide and sixty-

four and a half feet long, built against the west side of

Central Station, with a small extension, about eight feet in

length, on the south side, sufficient to accommodate the

pumping apparatus, filter, etc. This style of structure,

whether simple or elaborate, is necessary to aflord the light

required to establish favorable conditions for plant life, and,

no doubt, in as marked a degree for the health and happi-
ness of animal life also.

The central space or gallery for the observation of the

aquaria is completely covered with imitation rock work,

made of heavy paper applied in a soft or plastic condition,

and afterward painted, sanded and frosted. No part of the

aquarium tanks is allowed to show except the glass, which
appears like so many holes or openings in the rocks. While
all extravagance in the attempt to imitate natural rock is

avoided, there is still afforded a very realistic representation

of a natural grotto or cavern, in which the observer appears

to be beneath or surrounded by water.

Some unavoidable use of brass piping in the beginning
demonstrated beyond any further need of experiment the

necessity for the entire absence of metals from the tanks,

reservoirs and circulatory apparatus, and, consequently, the

materials now used in their construction are glass, slate, hard
and soft rubber and wood, nothing being used which is oxi-

dizable or capable of exciting galvanic or chemical action.

The use of an awning, covering the entire structure, affords

the necessary protection from excessive heat and sunlight in

summer.
A gas engine' with hard-rubber pump, supplies the means

of elevating the water to a sufficient height to give the press-

ure necessary for effective aeration.

The number of acquaria in the marine grotto is twenty-

four, having an aggregate capacity of about 1,800 gallons of

water. The elevated tank holds something over four hundred
gallons. The reservoir, located in the yard of Central Station,

and inclosed with wood and glass, holds about tour thousand
gallons of water, thus making a total of about six thousand
gallons in the circulalion. The upper tank, being at an ele-

vation of about [forty feet, gives a pressure of about twenty
pounds to the water entering the aquaria.

By passing the water through very small glass nozzles (one
thirty-second to one-eighth inch orifice, as required) at this

pressure, a small amount of water suffices, as a very large

amount of air is drawn in with it and dispersed throughout
the entire body of water in an aquarium in minute bubbles,

thus affording sufficient aeration.

In addition to this circulatory system, there is an auxiliary

system of aeration, which is used in case of unavoidable sus-
I

pension of the circulation, and is also valuable in special

cases and in the aeration of water of other degrees of density

than that in the main body of salt water.

This system, devised by Hon. Marshall McDonald, is a
modification of the various air pumps in use, which are op-

erated by a fall of water through tubes, and is so simple and
efficient as to be of very great value, and within the reach of

all, for the aeration of a single aquarium kept for amusement
or for the greater needs of institutions of learning. Artificial

aeration, or change or circulation of water, is necessary where
more than a certain proportion of aquatic animals are kept
in a given amount of water. For the keeping of marine

|

forms of life, where the supply of salt water is necessarily
!

limited, and especially for the uses of biological laboratories,

this device should prove of great value.

To establish such a pump, there must be, first, a fall of
water. As but a small amount is necessary for the operation

of a single pump, it may be carried up from a watercock, con-
veniently located, by means of a small rubber tubing. The
higher it can be carried the greater will be the force created.

The fall should be eight or ten feet at least, and twenty or
more feet will make it much more efficient. The higher it is

carried, however, the stronger the tubing must be. From
this tube a small stream of water, cut down to a gentle flow,

is allowed to drop into another tube having an enlarged

mouth, and of one-fourth to three-eighths inch bore, drawing
in with it air, thus inducing capillarity, the air forming into

globules or bubbles, alternating with water spaces.

In the illustration, tb? tube is shown as being attached
directly to the cock, and with a hole in the sidefor the in-

duction of air. This method of attachment is probably the

best, and might be made more effectual by the use of a metal
supply pipe.

Some provision is necessary for carrying off" the water in

case of any accidental stoppage of the pump, as, when the

water is prevented from passing down the tube, it finds its

way out of the air hole at the top. A funnel-shaped receiver,

with a nipple inserted intothe side, to which maybe attached
a piece of small rubber tubing leading to a sink or other
exist, might be placed on the tube below the airhole, and
would probably be as simple and effective as anything; but
this can be left to individual ingenuity.

A small nozzle has been used through which to pass the
water into the tube (A 1) with force, but it is probably no
more efficient, while great strain is brought on the tubing at-

taching it, often causing it to burst, and [it is also liable to

become choked by small crustaceans, scale from the water
pipes, etc.

Through the tube (A 1), which is an enlarged sketch of
what would be the top of the supply tube (A 2), the air and
water pass into ajar, B, which has.in addition to the entrance
or supply tube, two exit tubes, all passing through an air-

tighl cork, or stopper, C. One of these tubes, D, merely
passes ill rough the stopper, and is for the exit of the air.

which of course remains in the upper Dajtof the jar or above
the water, while the longer one, extending to the bottom of
the jar, is for the exist of the water.

A proper regulation of the height of the overflow pipe
outside the jar will regulate the flow of air into the aquarium.
This regulation is necessary to equalize the pressure, as it

will vary with the proportion of air and water passiug into

the jar, the depth of water in the aquarium, etc.

Several forms of liberators for the air passing into the

aquaria have been devised. The difficulty in efficient aera-

tion in this way has been in the tendency of the escaping

globules of air to coalesce and form large bubbles. The more
finely the air jan be comminuted, the more rapidly it will be

absorbed by the water, and consequently the more perfect the
aeration will be. Many kinds of dead wood which are porous,

such as grapevine, have been found to liberate the air in very
minute bubbles.and sponge properly inserted into the mouth of

a glass tube bent in the shape of a hock, so that the mouth will

open upward, has worked well. It is probable that many
other more satisfactory porous materials may be found.

The original supply of salt water was brought
from Chesapeake Bay, and from time to time,

when the Commission's steamer the Fish Hawk, returns to

Washington, an additional supply is obtained. This, how-
ever, does not supply all loss from various caases, and arti-

ficial sea water has sometimes been used. This has been made
by using a salt produced by evaporating sea water.
The usual method of perpariog artificial sea water for the

acquarium is by use of one of the many formulas provided
for the purpose. In the present case, Turk's Island salt

is used. The writer has used this salt for preparing salt

water forsmall still-water aquaria, with perfect success, and
it has proven satisfactory in the present case. There was in

the beginning some principle, apparently mildly acrid or
astringent, affecting more or less unfavorably all the lower
forms of life, while it had but little noticeable effect on the
fishes. Fishes having a slimy, mucous coating, such as the

toadfisb, appeared to lose it, and the skin became shriveled in

appearance, but their general health seemed unaffected.
^

Stealing A Morning Meal.

One morning, while busy with rod and fly, whipping the

quiet, bush-fringed pools of the Meramec, an angler's atten-

tion was attracted by a large hawk which had perched on

the broken top of a dead tree, and wa^ evidently enjoying

some rare tidbit that had fallen into his marauding clutches,

says Hurting and Fishing. Whether bird or beast, the ob-

ject held in the hawk's talons was small, and with his strong

beak he was tearing it into fragments of a size to be easily

swallowed. As our angler was at times a gunner as well, it

is to be supposed he regretted that his favorite rifle was not
at hand, in which case the hawk's feast would have suffered

an uncermonious interruption; but, as wishing for unattain-

able objects is ever an unprofitable occupation, the fishing

was resumed and the hawk momentarily lost sight of, until

his shadow darkened the stream as he swooped down from
his perch and struck at something in the tangled grass and
weeds. The arrowy dart from the lofty snag had been as

direct as the flight of a bee to its comb, and its quarry had
been struck with the same unerring accuracy. With hardly
a halt the hawk returned to his perch, and resumed tne meal
that had known such a short intermission.

Filled with curiosity to learn the nature of the food so

easily obtained, the fisherman dropped his rod and started to

investigate. The riddle was easily explained. A poor mother
quail, frantic with terror for her helpless progeny, fluttered

about his feet in feeble protest of his advance, while here and
there numbers of the scattered brood could be seen dodging
about in search of more secure concealment. Accidentally

our angling friend had chanced to witness one of the daily

tragedies of forest life, and he had come to know the answer -

to that query so often propounded: '" What had become of

our game birds?"

No sportsmen should ever neglect an opportunity to empty
his gun at a hawk if there is the slightest possibility of the

charge reaching its mark. No one can estimate the amount
of game, the number of song-birds, sacrificed yearly by these

fleet-winged, rapacious pirates of the air. To utterly exter-

minate the entire hawk family would be a wonderfully effec-

tive blow toward the cause of game protection ; but. since

this is impossible of accomplishment, we can at least, do our
best to relieve poor Bob White from the perpetual persecu-

tion of his natural enemy.

Hunting, Fishing and Wheeling—Lord ! but most of the

letters of the alphabet are in that name—prints the follow-

ing: William Dingley, while fishing on the Brazos last

week, experienced a great deal of trouble with a large fish.

He had caught a nine-pound catfish and put him back in the
water, and before starting for home went in his boat for him,
and found that another fish had swallowed him. He tried to

pull him out, and he was so enorn"ously large he dipped the
boat in his struggle. The line, which was thick with fish

hooks, caught him and he could not let go ; neither could the
fish. Down the river they went, first one on top and then
the other. Poor William was just able to keep up with his

boat. At last the man got loose, but the fish and the boat were
making their way to deep water at Velasco. The fish was
supposed to weigh over three hundred pounds. The fisherman
returned to town to see a doctor. His hands were severely cut
with the fish hooks and the fish line. Sixteen fish hooks were
sticking in him.

In the Cascade Mountains is the Great Sunken Lake, the
most deeply sunken lake in the world. It is fifteen miles
long and four and a half wide. It is two thousand feet down
to the surface of the water, but the depth of the water is un-
known.

With the opening of the hotel season, the "devil-fish story"

makes its appearance. The first to'be reported is from Flor-

ida, where the mammoth devil-fish was recently seen off" the
coast.

A shark, washed ashore at Midion, British Columbia, had
two distinct tails, three perfect eves, and what appeared to

be the rudiment of a fin hanging to the under jaw.

The initial number of McClure's Magazine is before us. It

is a very entertaining and instructive issue, and in all essen-

tials is fully abreast with qhe well-known and long estab-

lished periodicals of the rgngazine world. It is handsomely
and profusely illustrated. $1.50 a year, lp ceD^&a copy. S.

S. McClure, New York.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam, and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

Mr. Kirbv's Protest. The Music of the Hounds.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show, Chicago, June 13. 14,

15, 16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief
Department of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, 8, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewait, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.
A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials.

W. J. Beck, Secretary.

November 20—Eastern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point.'N. C.

H. Odell, Secretary.

The AVorld's Columbian Exposition Kennel show will be

held September 19tb to 22d. In the mean time the list of

judges will be annonuced and we hope a better feeling will

be generally secured.

What a slander it is on the Earzoi to have their natures

spoken of as being more ferocious than any specimens of the

canine race yet produced. When men will talk or write

about that of which they know little or nothing they must
neeessarially fall into error.

The entries for the United States Field Trial Club's Derby,

all-age stake, close Thursday next. The entry is expected to

be a large one as $1,300 is offered in prizes, to be divided

equally between pointers and setters. P. T. Madison, of In-

dianapolis, Ind., is the secretary.

The Eastern Field Trials club's thirteenth annual Derby
for setters and pointers born on or after Jan. 1, 1892, has

closed with a total of forty-five entries, divided as follows:

English setters, 36 ; Irish setter, 1
;
pointers, 8 j

a falling off

in total from last year of 23 entries.

The standards provided by the leaders of the fancy are, per-

chance, good enough, but the trouble seems to be that even

the elect, so to speak, will not hold to the standards in judg-

ing the dogs, but each leader sets up, in a measure at least, a

standard of his own. Xow we do not condemn any man for

having an opinion which is virtually a standard by which he

judges the animals; any other judge would be an automaton.

Give us good, practical dogs
;
good for the specialty for

which they are intended and all will be well.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your report of

the Seattle Bench Show in your issue of the 27th inst., your

correspondent states that Alton III., in the St. Bernard class,

" looses to the winner in height and expression, which is bad,

and not that of a St. Bernard." While it is a fact that Plin-

monarch is taller than Alton, it is also true that the latter

weighed at the time of the show more than the former. Your
;

report, as quoted above, as to Alton's expression is simply
ridiculous, and can only be accounted for by assuming that

your correspondent's education on the St. Bernard question

has been decidedly neglected, whi^h he further shows in

stating that Plinmonarcii has a good skull. To say the least,

he should confine himself to a subject he is somewhat familiar

with when talking through the press. Regarding your note

on my removing Alton from the show, would say, such a rank
decision as was made by the judge in this case was enough to

justify one in the course taken, especially where you are given

to understand before the judging that yourdog will be snowed
under, and when the winner is misrepresented to the judge in

the ring in such a way as to favor him. This opinion is

endorsed by other St. Bernard exhibitors at the show. This
will be more fully explained by the enclosed clippings from
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer of this city, in which you will

see that I offered to pay all expenses of having a St. Bernard
judge from the East to decide the relative merits of the two
dogs provided Mr. Paper's decision was sustained, which
offer the Seattle Kennel Club dare net accept. This certainly

was no child's play. E. C. Kihby.
Seattle, Wash., May 31, 1893.

In the interests of the kennel world we have ever held a

loose rein, so to speak, on our columns, giving to each and

all the right of being heard. The clippings forwarded by

Mr. Kirby are, as may be readily surmised, in favor of his

position in this matter.

There is one matter, however, to which we would call (he

attention of .all exhibitors, which is this: If you cannot
conclude to accept the judgment of the official judge of the

show do not enter your dogs.

Have not exhibitors a right to kick?

Certainly; fclet every man who notes any erroneous decision

shed all the light upon the matter that he may possess or

can secure.

There is a proper way in which this may be done and it is

this: Write up a clear and honest record of the points of the

exhibits that are by you deemed to have been wrongly
placed. In this way all who may read the record thus made
may come into the light.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials Club's eleventh annual

Derby for setters and pointers whelped on and after January

1, 1892, is yet open for entries. Entries close on the loth

instant, Thursday of next week. The purse will be divided

into three parts, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Entrajce $5, forfeit

to accompany nomination
;
$15 additional to start. J. M.

Kilgarif, Secretary. Do not let your nomination fail for

want of attention. The trials to be run next January will

doubtless be more interesting than usual.

The pointer and setter have each been bred with for too

little regard of their natural qualities. Stamina, force add
endurance have in pach breed been sacrificed to " ideal

"

lines. The so called " ideal " dog, in so much as such con-

formation sacrifices the development of natural quality, is

that much the lecs of the true ideal. Ideality is misused

whenever applied to aught of form or structure in the sense

in which it is so generally used. It would be better to say

abused. Give us dogs for use; develop their natural quali-

ties and we will be the gainers in every sense of the word.

There will be far more men to take an interest in kennel

matters.

The Columbian Exposition's bench show is in hard lines

and all owing to the fact that "some one has blundered.''

Owing to the dilatory and shiftless manner in which affairs

were being conducted, so it is said, Mr. James Mortimer has

resigned the superintendency of the show. This is to be re-

gretted. True, another, well qualified, may be chosen in his

stead, but the general feeling is not of that confidence that

we should like to see manifest in this event. It seems that

things generally have become considerably mixed at the in-

land metropolis by the lake. Somebody must move with a

firm hand in this matter or the anticipated great show will

resemble the brown mouse which the labors of the mountain

brought forth.

There seems to be no end to the feeling that we, at home,

should never know aught, save the drool of adolecent verbi-

age, in treating of any question concerning the kennel wcrld.

The very fact that it has beeome necessary to secure the

services of some professional in order to know when you

have a good dog, is the worst indictment that ever was or

ever will be written against the kennel world as a whole.

Who save some impractical theorist would ever think of de-

pending on the stall or untested paddock qualities of a horse?

No animal ever was or ever will be worth aught save a growth

in the highest practical work for which nature has intended

them.
What has nature intended or by suggestion pointed out the

work for them to execute?
The greyhound was made for speed. The hare being the

natural game of this dog, the animal which is the most speedy

should govern as to general type at least.

If any other type be set up by the apostles of the bench,

why, the laugh will be at their expense.

The foxhound must be built for endurance; good lungs,

good feet, good bone and substance, good scenting power

which may be expressed by what for a better description may

be called "hound expression," which, of course, includes good

head, ears and muzzle. This rule will be found to apply to

every class of dogs. In short, nature always chooses or forms

the proper type for the use of special senses. This may not

be "doggy," but it's common sense.

An Interesting Case.

Mr. Frank McAllister's St. Bernard dog Monk (Gielott P.

—Victoria), whelped September 20, 1892, was brought

to our hospital May 12th for examination, and my partner

and I found an old case of umbilical hernia. The history was

as follows : The owner had previously—six months ago—con-

sulted a local veterinary surgeon, who advised keeping the

animal as thin as possible, i. e., under-feeding him, until he

had grown out of it. Needless to say, he grew into it, ?". e.,

the intestine did, and the swelling increased steadily. We
advised the only alternative left us, and the owner agreeing,

we prepared the animal for operation. This consisted simply
in a purgative, followed by a milk diet and a fast of twelve
hours before the operation.

I may state here that our basis of operating surgically is to

insure cleanliness throughout the work, and that the anti-

septics we use are only for that purpose. The part to be

operated on having been shaved carefully with a razor, was
washed thoroughly with soap and water and a bandage soaked
in lysol and water (one part in ten) applied to the skin for an
hour previous to operating. After removing the bandage we
injected hypodermically twenty minimumsof a four per cent,

solution of cocaine into different parts of the swelling. Five
minutes later an incision was made lengthwise through the

skin, laying open to view the rupture in the abdominal walls

and projecting part of the intestine. There was quite an
attachment of the omentum to the outer edges of the abdom-
inal walls, and this had to be dissected before the intestine

could be pushed back. The edges of the walls having been
scarified they were drawn together by three sutures of cat gut;

next a little iodoform was dusted over the stitches, then the

skin sutured by means of silk—the last stilch being at some
distance from the end of the cut to allow of a free opening
for the escape of any discharge. For the subsequent ten days
the treatment consisted in bathing the part in hot water each
morning—injecting a small quantity of lysol and waler into

the opening left for that purpose, and finally a dry dressing

of boracic acid.

Each evening a small quantify of boracic acid was again
applied. At first a bandage wa** kept on the part, but we
found by experience that (hat was a mistake. In the first

place we could not prevent the animal from soaking the

cloths with urine; and secondly, no matter how carefully ap-

plied, there was always a certain amount of friction, which
very soon increased the inllammation. After this we trusted !o

the two daily dressings, and kept the bed as fresh as possible,

At no time did the animal show much fever—only once the
thermometer showed 102 degrees 1''., and the discharge was
very slight. In twelve days the outer incision was healed,

and from that time on the part gradually decreased in size.

In three weeks there was no sign of inflammation anil the

swelling almost imperceptible. Excepting occasional small

doses of the (!uid extract Cascara S;igrada to keep the bowels

regular, we had no further treatment to adopt.

During the first week the die'- consisted of well broiled

mush, milk, soup, bread and small quantities of well boiled

liver.

As the animal is quite a valuable one, and was under treat-

ment by a well-known veterinary surgeon of this city fur

some months previous to our seeing him, we have taken Q

great deal of satisfaction in operating successfullv.

F. W.Skaife, M. ]";. C. v. s.

Bred.

What is more inspiring than the music of a pack of fox-

hounds when in full pursuit of the game? How it comes

rising and swelling, now faint, now full, over the hills and

through the wooded ravines ! It is nature's elixir of life to

the sportsman, and he who has never heard it has lost much
that goes to make life pleasurable.

I recall a dash in the hills of Kentucky some years ago

which is framed in my memory's gallery of beautiful and

striking scenes and hung in a strong light, which shows to

advantage every detail of the scene. It was in the swiftly-

vanishing September days, and the wooded hills had already

put on their brilliant garments in honor of ( >ctober's visit.

The sun had but fairly set the wood-nymph's jewels a-glitter

as they hung from the foliage of tree and vine, and scintillated

with blue, gold and tire-ilashes from the grass and beds of

moss. The air was fresh ; the morning calm and the woods
back of the old field where we had assembled to commence
the run were well adapted for the roval sport.

The handlers turned loose the hounds, and to our joy they
had not been down above ten minuics before the rich, deep
voice of Old Trailer came to us from ihe gentle valley below
in that full note of confidence which told that the chase was
on. Like an electric thrill the old hound's notes set riders

and steeds a-tingle, and away the whole company dashed with
that reckless devil-take-the-hindmost spirit so essential to the
enjoyment of the sport.

In a very few minutes every dog in the pack was in full

cry. Music? Well, if music be the cause of producing the
wildest exhileration imaginable and induce one to urge their

mettlesome steed to the greatest possible speed, leaping over
fallen limbers, slumps and gullies regardless of protection to

life and limb, then the chorus of those hounds was music.
The fox has broken cover and dashes away over an open

ridge to better cover beyond. Away we dash, close on the
hounds, while Keynard, a hundred yards in the lead, swings
away with all ihe energy of bis lithe form. We reach the
top of the knoll and the game deflects lo the left, giving a
fine view of the chase. Closing rapidly upon him come ths
dogs, Trailer and Spot in the lead, while the balance of the
thirteen dogs form a cone, with the puppies forming its base
in the rear; their red tongues are out, and at every jump
they add a note to the music; the fox, with brush well

straightened, is flying on before. Cutting the angle from the
top of the knoll we dash forward with reckless speed.

It was but a moment uniil the fox had disappeared into

the timber-belt at the foot of the ridge, and the hounds were
also soon lost to sight. But they press him closely and he
turns up the ravine, tracing, in his flight, the second line of

the triangle from its apex. The music of the hounds con-
tinues with unabated vigor, their notes, clear and strong,

rehound from the sounding-board formed of the wooded
ridge beyond and echo and re-echo down the valley at either

hand.

Some of the party have reached the farther side of the
opening near which point Keynard must break cover again
if he cannot succeed in throwing the dogs off his trail in the

timber.

A shout informs me that the fox has reached the open and
away I dash to join in the chase again. The hill or knoll of
which I speak is now circled again, and then the wiley Key-
nard dashes back over his former trail, but the foremost dogs
are close behind him and, catching sight of their game, they
redouble their efforts and gain rapidly on the fox. Another
dash and we see the fox spring with his last energies for se-

curity from the dogs in the branches of a fallen tree, but it is

useless, for when we came up the whole pact of hounds are
upon his lifeless body.

Kennel Exhibit.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—It has been found

advisable, owing to the improbability of contractors complet-

ing the buildings in which the Kennel Exhibit is to be held,

to postpone the exhibit, which was to begin June 12th, to

September 1 9th, 20th, 21st and 22nd. A full, completed and

separate premium list, with added classes, will be issued early

in June, and I have every assurance that I will be able at that

time to announce the judges for the exhibit. I regret that

this postponement was made necessary, but it will he for the

best interest of the exhibit as a whole, and that is what we are

all working for. We have had a number of letters from ex-
hibitors who would prefer sending their dogs here in Septem-
ber rather than in June. Please give this a prominent place

in your columns, and much oblige. Very respectfully yours,

W. I. BtCHANAN,
Chief, Department of Agriculture.

(In charge, Dep't. of Live Stock).

Chicago, May 22, 1893.

Sales.

J. B. Mailin, San Francisco, Cab, has Sfdd fifdden Flash,

fox-terrier bitch, by Hrockenhurst Tyke— Hillside Spinster,

lo C. II. Kobicke, same place.

I)r. R. A. Fergusson, Bakerafield, Cal., has bred I
>

Jessie, fox-lerrier bitch, by Tally—Clover Blossom, to .). \'..

Martin's Iilemton Reefer (Champion Venio—Champion
Rachel), at San Francisco, May 27th.

The Pacific Kennel Club met on Wednesday evening last

at their room'-, 21 K i arney street, President B. W. Briggs in

the chnir. There was a fair attendance of the membership.
The committee on the revision of the constitution and by-

laws of the club reported, and after considerable discussion.

tbeir reporl waa adopted. Li g the changes and additions

proposed and adopted, was the the creation of the offio

Veterinary Surgeon.
Mr. J. B. Martin, Chairman of committee on club

reported progress, bul anal action was postponed until the
next meeting of the clnb.

The committee a the appropriate recognition of the valu-

able services of Mr, < llarence Height, <-i toe recenl show, re-

ported, their expression being in the form of an elegant fish-

ing rod, reel and tint' b

The presentation wa read bi ; Briggs, who in

fitly chosen laneuage pre* nted Mr. Height with the angler*!

outfit.

Mr. Haighl responded in ;i happy vein. After Iran

some routine business, the meeting adjourned.

The Recreation Quo Club meets to-morrow at Oakland
track. Take 9 o'clock boat.
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"The New Departure.'—The trotting meeting which

has elicited so much argument, and which came to an end on

Saturday last, is now a good subject for criticism, the theories

embraced having been brought to one practical test, so that it

bas fairly entered upon its tentative era. It could not have

been tried at a time which presented so many obstacles to
'

success as those encountered from May 27th to June 3d. In

the first place there was the general apathy towards spring

trotting meetings which prevails in California, and which

heretofore has been an effectual interdict. There has been

continuous racing with so (evr breaks that it may be said to

occupy the whole time from October to the Saturday before •

the trotting meeting opened, the fevr short intervals being in-

sufficient to overcome the bad effects of the long siege. The

tracks on both sidps of the bay were occupied by the race- I

horses, the Bay District being closely blockaded against the !

admission of wheels, the Oakland in such a state that train-
j

ing trotters upon it was out of the question. That is such

trainingas would beeffectivein preparing them for hard con-

tests. Th en there was the " foreign book"' in operation at

the Oakland track during the whole time of the meeting at-

trading a large number of devotees of the blind dispensor of

fortune's favor, not so blind, however, as to forget the welfare
,

of the priests who preside at the hippie altars to the serious

detriment of the mass of worshippers at her shrine. The
|

opposition of the bookmakers who were debarred from fol- I

lowing their lucrative calling was alone effective through the

influeuce exerted over a few of the reporters for the daily '

pape-s, these subservient vassals doing their utmost to create

a false impression and deter people from attending. T3_eir

efforts in that direction were slightly injurious, their false

reports more damaging, leading to a wrong impression for the
;

time, which, however, will be overcome when the real situa-

tion is apparent and the motif which prompted exposed.

The apathy of the "general public" to spring trotting !

meetings in California is shared by many owners of horses.
|

These have come to the conclusion that such meetings can-
j

not be made remunerative, and so long as their aid is with- i

held to make them of sufficient attraction to "draw,'' it will
j

be as well for the association to come to the same conclusion.
'

Palo Alto was the only representative from the many breed- !

ing establishments of California, and while Mr. Salisbury had

good reasons for his non-attendance, and which" he took the

trouble to present in person, the others stood aloof, withhold-

ing their countenance, and if not active in their opposition,

that was in reality as effectual as open warfare.

Notwithstanding these obstacles I have no hesitation in writing

that the iwnovaiions tore i"n the main eminently worthy of being

accepted, and, if generally adopted, will go a long wag towards pop-

ularizing trottinq in the large cities, where now the sport is virtually

tabooed, and increase Us attractiveness all over the country.

The meeting, which I hope will prove the forerunner of bet-

ter davs for light harness horses, has been successful beyond my
expectations in proving that the ground was well chosen, and
that when the machinery has the benefit of the polish which
time will give, the defective parts replaced by sections which
has shown to be necessary, the whole machine will run

smoothly. I will place under different heads the salient

features of this experiment

:

Dashes axd Heats, Two in Three.—In place of all

heats, "best 3 in 5" is so surely an improvement that it will

be a waste of time to enter into a long description of that

which may be called the main point at issue. With the ex-

ception of a few who are so ultra-conservative that they can-

not bear to have the practices of the past interfered with in

any way, the verdict has been overwhelmingly in favor of

the substitution. Last week I gave an illustration of one
cause for objecting, viz., that the trainer of a horse which was
beaten in a 2 in 3 told the owner that he would have won
had it been 3 in 5, and that at once the owner wrote to Sec-

retary W. M. Morse of the X. T. A. that 2 in 3 wouldn't do.

Just as well to call for a change to 4 in 7, or 5 in 9 when a

horse was beaten in the old, old very old, (and should be ob-

solete) 3 in 5. Thirty races were decided in six days; heats

from half a mile to two miles, dailies from one mile to two
and one-fourth miles. Several of them the closest kiud of

finishes, one it took four heals to decide, and the free-for-all

pacing three heats. Not a heat was laid up
during the whole meeting, the only apparent attempt
being frustrated by the watchfulness of the manag-
agement. But as stated before it would be a
waste of time and space to amplify on what is so generally

conceded, and that innovation has surely come to slay,

although it is Hkely to take some time to adjust the levers all

0V6r the country to prize the wheels out of ruls which have
been deepened by half a century's traffic. There is little

doubt that the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Asso-
ciation will adhere to this change, and that the summer and
fall meetings will prove, beyond peradventure, that it is

worthy of adoption at all places where there is a fair congre-
gation of horses. It may be that in a very few instances, at

some of the smaller fairs, there may be a scarcity of horses.

and to "round out" the afternoon's sport the longer contests
v. ill be Decenary, hut in all others the change will be a wel-

come departure.
Si \ i: i in...—T-hat a wise move has been made in the new

departure in starting over the old is just as surely fixed in my
mind U thai heats, two in three, and dashes are superior to

three in five. In doing away with the " intolerable prolon-
gations" of ancient scoring, it is more effective than any other

That it has been adopted as the universal custom in

racing i* one argument in its favor, and a starter separate and
an absolutely essential whether the

race is to be started from the judges' stand or any other part
courte. Many of the main Eastern associations em-

ploy a professional, paid starter, but as their races are com-
menced and finished in front of the judges, he is an OCCUpanl
of the stand. In placing thai official by himself, on the
opposite side of the track from the judges, following the

i- surely an iinprmviur-iii. 1 lr i-

ilon.- ri hould be placed in a situation where
he cannot be interfered with. He ism abetter position to

determine th I the horses when " coming for the
word l io the height that jndge

erected, and when snrroanded by three others who

are prone to give advice, if not to utter peremptory commands.

There he is in command without the powers to enforce his

mandaies,and although he may have the necessary "backbone"

to pursue his course irrespective of influence, if not competent

for the position when left entirely to himself he should not be

intrusted with the office. So far it has been tried at two meet-

ings of the association last fall, and all that just finished

and in all the trotting meetings I have attended there has

been less fault found with the starts in these two, not a tithe

of the usual bickerings, only one objection offered, aud in

that case the driver who entered the complaint was clearly in

error. That thirty races in six days, a fair proportion of

them at heats, were concluded io plenty of time for the spec-

tators to reach ihe city long before sunset, with one exception

either before or soon ofter six o'clock, is the best proof that no

time was wasted. The only objections that are urged against

continuing this method of starting are that it lessens the dig-

nity of the judicial office, and that being quiet spectators of

the start in place of being active participants, entailed a sur-

render of rights which had the sanction of years. I cannot

look at these as having any weight any more than if the

generals in command of the different divisions of an army
should insist on performing the duties of Colonels and Majors

of their respective regiments, or a jndge on the bench be also

the court baliff. It surely does not enhance their dignity to

be shouting at the drivers as they pass and repass before them,

and the conspicuousness gained is rather a lessening than

augmentation of the dignity of the position. The starter is

subordinate and they have the power to compel his obedience

and regulate his authority. >~o one of any sense would

rate the office of starter as superior to that of the judges on

account of the noise he makes, and when that shouting is re-

moved from the judges' stand it strikes me that in place of

being a commendable adjunct, and a promoter of consequence,

it is better away. We are endeavoring to secure the best

points of racing management, and those who can recall the

old-time starling from the judges' stand by the judges, or a

majority of them at least, will agree with me that a return to

the old practice would be retrogression.

Dividing Fields.—When the condition was embodied in

the programme that when the entries in dash races exceeded

six the "fields should be divided, it was wisely ordered. Were
it extended to cover heats as well as dashes it would be still

better. The only race which gave much trouble in scoring

was the 2:2S class, in which eight came to the post, and

though that was gotten off with comparatively few scores,

had there been two races of four in each it would bave been

more satisfactory. Had the same conditions been incorporated

in the bill for the fall meeting including heats as well as

dashes, the further trial would, in all probability, be valuable,

and another of the innovations worthy of repetition.

So far as mentioned I consider that the experiments con-

ducted at the meetingjust closed have proved to unprejudiced

people that there are decided advantages to be gained from
their adoption in the future. There are others, however,

which cannot be called entirely successful, and which demand
modification. I have not given up the hope that spring trot-

ting meetings can yet be made successful in California, but

with amendments to cover the discrepancies, or rather correct,

the mistakes made.

Four Days The Limit.—Had the original intention been

carried out, and the meeting been restricted to Saturday,

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday of the time embraced in

the lea=e of the 1 rack there would have been a better financial

showing, and a difficulty obviated which was not foreseen.

The change was made thinking that so many horses would be

in attendance that four days would be inadequate to give them
all a chance, and it might be necessary to effect that purpose

to extend the time still further. This deviation uudoubtedly

entailed a loss which, if not presented, the result would have

been a pecuniary success of ihe first spring meeting held un-

der the auspices of the association. And I freely admit that

I am the one on whom should fall the greatest blame for the

extension of the meeting andjust as readily admit that it was
a blunder. Tallyrand said that a " blunder was worse than a

crime," and while not so reprehensible as deliberate wrong-

doing, the effects may be equally as bad. The other difficulty

which followed the extension was placing the ''over-night

races'
1 so close to the time of action, in fact, literally what

the name implies. With one day intervening there would
be a far better opportunity to correct errors in classification,

and to amend faults which could not be reached in a shorter

interval. There was still another point which I regarded

with favor and which a practical test has demonstrated the

necessity for reconsideration.

Classification.—On the basis of equality of merit, in

place of eligibility depeoding on records obtained, was a pet

scheme of mine, and like many idiosyncracies found wanting
when weighed in the balance of actual trial. It may b.e that

later in the season when the performances are better known
that it may be tried with better results, and that " outclassed

horses" can be given an opportunity to earn something. That
this would add to the value of trotters is beyond reasonable

contradiction, but in the first meeting of the season there are

objections which cannot be overcome. When an animal was

mentioned whose record was ever so little faster than the

others named there was a general outcry, and in one instance

where a horse was eligible to a 2:27 class those who would
enter in a 2:28 would not listen to his admission.

Fractional Distances.—A big mistake to put the theme
which is designated by small caps at the commencement of

this paragraph into the list of doubtful innovations, and the

way that it came to be omitted in the opening of this paper

was under the impression that it had been disposed of in the

commendations on the dash feature of the meeting. But
those were heats, several of them, at distances over a mile and
under two miles, and it is indisputable that they were in

high favor with the spectators. True enough that there

were many queries after the excitement of the finish had
died away what the time for a mile would be. In my opinion

this is a merit and will, in a measure, do away with the feel-

ing that a trolling race is not worth seeing unless fast lime is

hung out. When Belle Medium, Richland and Jim C came
to the winning score not a neck between first and third,

scarcely an inch between the two leaders at the finish of a

dash of one and one-eighth miles in 2:1s 1

,, there wasplenty of

applause after 2:4S, had been displayed, whereas if it had
been one mile and 2:211' the figures, the ovation would have
been regretted and weak the huzzas thereafter until ihe ver-

dict of the watch gives the cue for claqueing. Then again,

there was a double gratification in witnessing the contestants

comedown the straight together at the commencement and
again at the finish, with the further advantage to the drivers
of having a tangent to begin upon in place of close prox-
imity to the carve.

And now for the most important of all the questions that

have come up for discussion previous to, during the pendency
of and following this meeting so prolific in debateable feat-

ures :

Poolselling and Bookmaking.—When this question

came before the Board of Directors, ten of which were pres-

ent, there was only one vote in favor of allowing bookmaking.
This was certainly a substantial and significent condemnation
of that system of betting. The vote in favor of poolselling

was unanimous and the contract awarded to Killip & Co., a

firm which has been in the business ever since my arrival in

California, nineteen years ago. They were to furnish all the

mutual boxes the association demanded, and also conduct the

auction pools. There was to be one box in which the price

of tickets should be two dollars in order to give small bettors

a chance, as this was one of the points which were claimed

to be superior io the books. The percentage charged three

per cent in the auction, and five per cent in the mutuals on
the gross amount of the pools. These are the percentages

which rule all over the country as well as in California, and
as 60 per cent of the receipts belong to the association, with-

out any portion of the attending expenses, it is a direct addi-

dition to the " racing fund." There was only one com-
plaint during the meeting that being that

winuirg tickets were not cashed as promptly as they should
have been, and that was remedied by appointing more paying
tellers. In order to silence the oftentimes-made charge that

the number of tickets sold on the winner were not correctly

given, a director was appointed to oversee the business (this

Messrs. Killip & Co. have always solicited), and his report

was that everything was straight. From the commencement
of the meeting and to the close there was a continual harping
over the banishment of the bookmakers. The slim attendance

on some of the days was ascribed to that cause, and one of the

reporters of a daily went so far as to publish that the directors

were going to reconsider the vote which excluded bookmak-
ers and accept their services. It was a constant subject for

discussion, those who started it being invariably in favor of

book-betting. While I have written a good deal in relation

to bookmaking on trotting races, endeavoring to show the

dangers which will follow the practice being established,

these are of so grave a cast as to warrant often-repeated warn-
ing. The battle must be fought to the end, and if the

supporters of trotting fail to continue the fight, it

will not be long until all turf and track sports will

be involved in ruin. The influence of those who are in-

terested in trotting and the breeding of trotters is all that

prevents a prohibiting ordinance in Alameda County. Were
trotting under the thrall of bookmakers and trotting and
pacing races were adjuncts to gambling, the end would be

close at hand. To do away with the evils that are sure to

follow continuous racing in the metropolis the whole State

will be placed under ban. A great interest is threatened, and
these interests put in jeopardy that a few may realize for-

tunes. Bookmakers and others who make- money by these

long-continued race meetings cannot be expected to surrender

such opportunities without a vigorous struggle, and they are

powerful adversaries. There is money on that side, and
shrewdness, and determination to succeed, and it will be a

strong position for them to occupy when trotting, as well as

racing, is under their system. Poolselling and bookmaking
are on opposite sides, or rather bookmakers are determined

to break up a system which interferes with their business.

Muiuel pools especially. In Australia a bill to legalize the
'' totalizator " went through the lower house; in the upper it

was defeated by the united action of bookmakers and
those who favored prohibition of all systems of wagering.
Something of the same kind in New Jersey, when those
who were interested in the betting rooms in New York City

joined their forces with the ultra good—the fanatics. So far

as a bigoted warfare against racing and trotting can give them
that appellation and a great corporation, the Western Union
Telegraph Co., was ready to lend its aid. When the onset

was made on the rooms on Leidesdorff street, the telegraph

folks could have settled it with one order forbidding the use

of its wires, but that would have cut off a great source of rev-

enue, and as corporations have been represented to be with-

out souls, it is a natural sequence that greed for money should
govern them as well as individuals who are credited with

spiritual belongings.

So long, however, as the State Agricultural Society, the

District Fairs and the Pacific Coast Trotting-tTorse Breeders'

Association adhere to the course which has been followed in

the past, there are hopes that the supreme danger can be
averted. Should that be forsaken, and owing to a promise
somewhat similar to one made nearly nineteen hundred
years ago, of great returns to follow a change of route,

there can be only one ending.

There was a feature of the meeting which was highly sat-

isfactory to me, that being the interest taken by the owners

and drivers who were present, all anxious to forward the in-

terest, and with few exceptions ready to do all in their power
to make it a success. While all are worthy of praise it may
bethought invidious to particularize, and therefore a general

commendation will be all. Not one of these practical men
who did not endorse the main changes, enthusiastic in their

praise of dashes and two in three, and variations of distance.

I did not expect so general an approval at the outset, antici-

pating some discord and expressions of prefereoce the old

svstem. The antagonism to that innovation will be mainly
confined to those who think that it will impose a reduction

of track receipts from the increase of the number of races,

but if that increase is more than balanced by enlarged at-

tendance that will not be valued. The further test at the

summer and fall meetings of the association will surely add
to the favorable estimate. At the fall m-eting ten purses,

all of them 2 in 3, have closed with one hundred and seventy-

one entries. That is assuredly an expression of endorsement
of change by the owners aud may be accepted as an augury
of future appreciation. Jos. Cairn Simpsojj.

Probably no man lives or ever has lived that can train

over five trotters well. There are a great many trainers who
train fairly well as many as ten horses, but they could train

five much better. To obtain the best results a trainer should

see every move that is made around every horse in his stable,

know just how and when they are fed and watered, how they

are cleaned, how much they are walked, how much grass tbey

get, go to the shop with every one that has a shoe set, jog and
work every one himself, and be with every horse while being

cooled out and taken care of. To do all this with five horses

will keep a trainer very busy fifteen hours a day. Owners of

promising horses who place them in the hands of a trainer

who has twenty or more horses to look after will usually not

be pleased with the results.
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The Valensin Sale.

The Sidneys are highly appreciated wherever they go.

In California, this great son of Santa CJaus and Sweetness

came into prominence at a very early age as a sire ; his op-

portunities in the stud were very limited, and to-day we ven-

ture the assertion that there is not a stallion owner in Califor-
nia who would allow his horse to be bred to the class of mares
that Mr. Valensin bred Sidney after he purchased him. But
with the material he had, Sidney proved his worth as a sire,

and his colts and fillies proved to be world-beaters and all of
them are breeding on and training on. As prosperity dawned
on the efforts of this breeder, and as the demand for belter-

bred Sidneys became stronger, he started for Kentucky and
purchased the best class of matrons to breed to that splendid
stallion lie could find. They were by such sires as Dictator,
Wilkes Boy, Brown Wilkes, Strathmore, Patron, Nutwood
and other great ones. Just as he was about to realize his

fondest expectations and witness the performances of the
progeny of the rovally-bred trotters he was gathering, death
called him home, and by the provisions of his will, every-
thing he accumulated on the Valensin farm had to be sold.

The consignment that William B. Fasig is to sell is com-
posed of many royally-bred ones as can be seen by the fol-

lowing list:

Belle Helene i2i. black filly, by Sidney, dam. Ellen Tomlinson by
Dictator; second ilum by Mambrino Pateiien.
Carmia. <2i, black filly, by Sidney, dam. My Own, bv Red Wilkes:

second dam. bv Mambrino Time.
Romea. (2L cnestnut filly, by Sidney; dam by Buccaneer.
Bay colt (2) by Sidney, dam Bessie Browne by Dictator: second dam

by Mambrino Time.
Bay colt. (3), by Sidney, dam. Dell Foster by A. W. Richmond; sec-

ond dam by iieo. M. Patehen, Jr.

YEARLINGS.

Bav filly, bv Sidney, dam by Wilkes Boy: second dam bv Mambrino
King.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dam by Le Grande: second dam, bv Arthur-

ton.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dam by Ral Wilkes; second dam bv Curtis

Hambletonian.
Bay colt, by Simmicolon. dam. Fernleaf by Flaxtail.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dam, tietanm by Crown Point.
Brown colt, by Siduey, dam. Highland Lass by Buccaneer.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dara. Ivy by Buccaneer.
Browncolt. by Sidney, dam. Juiio bv Buccaneer.
Bay filly, by Sidney, dam Lady Hannah by Artnurton.
Brown colt, by Sidney, dam. Madge by Privateer; second dam by

Flaxtail.
Bay filly, by Sidney, dam. Miss Roy by Buccaneer.
Brown filly, by Sidney, dam, Maud R. by Hambletonian, 72o; sec-

ond dam by Geo. M. Patchen. Jr.,:U.

Bay filly, by Siduey. dam, Miss V. by Valensin.
Chestnut colt, by Siduey. dam. Mattie Strathmore by Strathmore.
Bay filly, by Sidney, dam by Monroe Chief.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dam, Ometta. full sister to Kentucky Union.

213^-
Chestnut fillv, by Sidnev. dam bv Artnurton; second dam bv Bell

Alta.
Bay colt, by Sidney, dam. Roseleaf by Buccaneer.
Black colt, bv Simmicolon. dam. Syble by Sidney.
Bay colt, by Siduey, dam by The Moor.
Bay colt, by kidney, dam by Allandorff.
Bay filly, by Sidney, dam Luella by Nutwood.
Chestnut colt, by Sidney, dam, sister to Luella by Nutwood.
Bay colt, by Siduey, dam by Ethan Allen iWoodwardsi.

The sale will take place by electric light at Tattersall's

Sales Repository, corner Fifty-fifth street and Seventh av-

enue, Xew York City, during tbe evenings of June 21st, 22d
and 23d. Every Californian can see at a glance that there

never was such a grand collection of well-bred Sidneys offered

before, and as the California-bred dams are all producers, and
tbe Eastern-bred dams have fine producing lines on both sides,

everv youngster in the lot is destined to become famous, as

Cupid,' 2:13; Faustino, 2:14;; Thistle, 2:14; Gold Leaf, 2:11};

Adonis, 2:111; Sister V., 2:18J; Fleet, 2:194, and half a score

of others.

race horses a> Bridal Veil, Yo^eraite, Snowdrop, Prize, Bliz-
zard and Castanet. The success of these horses has been
truly remarkable, and doubtless there is in the lot offered fur
sale this year a number equally as good, if not better, than
those mentioned above. Catalogues will be ready by June
20th at Killip & Co-'sj 22 Montgomery street. Horsemen
should remember also that the San Siiueon brood mares and
stallions will be sold at auction next November.

Moving Equine Palace.

Last Thursday a car attached to the rear of the Eastern

bound passenger train attracted as much attention as the

Pullman Palace cars. It was called the Burton Horse car,

and each side was tbe name "Matt Storn, California."

Before the bell rang, and tbe brakeman shouted "All

aboard!" an invitation to inspect the car was accepted. The

car is forty-four feet long inside. It is partitioned into four

compartments and each of them divided into four stalls. The
horses are backed into these and by an ingenious arrangement

a bar is dropped in front of them, on one side of which a me-
talic trough is secured. This bar drops into supports and
holds the horses in their places. Directly over the center of

tbe car there is a tank which is capable of holding 3,000 gal-

lons of water. Underneath the floor is a receptacle for

holding two tons of grain. The horses face two open drive-

ways and in these can be stored enough hay to last the six-

teen horses on their journey. On the sides and ends of the

car are the latest improved ventilations, by which an even

temperature can at all times be kept. The thermometers at

both ends of the car are always carefully watched, and any

sudden changes oftetuperature are noted. It is very seluorn

that more than twelve horses are taken in these cars on a long

journey. Should any one be taken sick, by taking out a

horse or two, and moving the partition in the stall close to

the other ones, a good comfortable box stall can be made. In

order to keep the animals from injuring their hocks, the rear

of the stalls is heavily padded. Mr. Storn has added

another improvement ; he has had extra heavy mats made for

the horses to stand on, so that their feet will not become
feverish. A medicine chest is one of the necessary adjuncts,

and this car had one of the best slocked ones we have seen.

He has used this car for tbe past four years crossing tbe con-

tinent and never has had a sick animal, in it still he believes

in being prepared for emergencies.

In the stalls we noticed Topgallant, Cenlella, Red Prince,

Tobasco, Modesto, Hermitage and live other yonng-ters. Be-

sides these he had a magnitioent team of roadsters which were

consigned to Herman Oelrichs, J.G. Fair's son-in-law.

San Simeon Flyers.

There will be a notable sale of thoroughbreds on the 19th

of July by Killip & Co, At that time there will be dis-

posed of King Thomas, that cost $40,000 at two years, and a

(brother to Ban Fox and King Fox), by imp. King Ban, dam

Maud Hampton by Hunter's Lexington; Almont, winner

of many magnificent races at all distances, by Three Cheers,

dam Question by Joe Hooker, besides a large number of

yearlings from dams of winners and by such sires as Surinam,

Jim Brown, imp. True Briton and imp. Trade Wind. Among
the yearlings are half-brothers and sisters to such excellent

San Luis Obispo Jottings.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.;

Sax Luis Obispo, June 6.—The track in San Luis has

never looked so well as it does this season. Mr. Trainer,

who just at present is responsible for its condition,has finished

the good work that Mr. Barstow, of San Jose, commenced,
and tbe result is that our track is on a par with any in the

State, and a good deal faster than the majority. This year
we mean to wake ourselves and the outside world up to the

fact that here in the City of the Bishop we are raising colts

and tillies which shall rank on a equal footing with any that

run in tbe meadows of San Mateo and Pleasanton.

Little fast work, however, has been done as yet. K. E.

Tolle's mare Bijou shows up in good form and can trot a

quarter in a way to satisfy even her owner, but Tolle this sea-

son is out for blood, and has no intention to bring a stale
mare to the wire when the bell goes, so short brushes are the
day.

P. W. Murphy has some excellent youngsters sired by his
horse Gaviota, and amongst others a two-year-old pacer,
will make a mark as a side-wheeler before many moons have
waned. It is built evidently on scientific pacing principles,
as it seems to prefer pacing to walking.
A half brother to Hattie F., 2:1S, is an animal also which

will strike the eye of aDy lover of horse-flesh,while it promises
to be as fast as its relative. That old crack three-year-old,
Maud Alameda, two-year-old record 2:25, was beaten in the
mile burst for three-year-oldt at the late P. C. T. H. B. A.
meeting was a disappointment, but at any rate we have the
honor of possessing the mother of the winner—Sultan Queen.
Sam Carsoa has a nice bunch at his end of the stalls, and

is getting the stallion Sirocco, by Stamboul, dam by A. W.
Richmond into good condition. A horse backed up with
such breeding should be heard from this year. Major Kyrle:
also, who drove out Keno R. last year in 2:20 should be
rough customer to handle. Scrutator.

Tattersall's Sale.

There was a good attendance and at times spirited bidding

at Tattersall's last night, says Daily America of May 30th.

Mr. William Easton, auctioneer, sold forty-six yearlings, the

property of different owners, for $47,725, an average of §1,037

per head. The best price of the sale was for the bay colt by
Longfellow, out of Trophy, a full brother to Wadsworth and
a half-brother to Jilt. After a lively competition he was
knocked down for §3,500.
Ex-Mayor Grant, David Tenny Pulsifer, James Galway,

Peter Walden, Starter James Kowe, L. J. Rose, William
Lakeland, Colonel Frank Hall. J. B. Haggin, Dr. Gideon
Knapp, C. J. Walcott, Johnny Campbell, Dave Gideon and
John Daly were in the audience besides the buyers mentioned
below.

At tbe morning sale Mr. Easton disposed of thirty-three
head of high-class hackney cobs, carriage and saddle horses
for $7,200, an average of $218. Summary :

PROPERTY OF THE BELMONT STUD.

Chestnut filly, by imp. The 111 Used— Mattie B.; W. H. Roller.... S 800
Black colt, bv Tremont—Retort; H. K. Vingut 850
Chestnut filly, by imp. The 111 Used—Tiiuket ; J. E. McDonald 1,450
Chestnut filly, by Hauover—Victorine; Equitable Stable 450
Bav colt, bv imp. Tbe 111 Used—Sure toot: M. Wood 3 200
Bay filly, by imp. The 111 Used—Mav Wilson; W. H. Roller 1,400
Bay colt, by Hayden Edwards—Lizzie Flynn; OneckStable 1,650
Bay colt, by Favor—Pixy; R. J. Hutchinson 400
Chestnut colt, by Punster—Maria Lewis: T. Jones 1,200
Bay tilly, by Duke of Montrose—Gladiga; Equitable Stable 475

Total SH.ST5
Average per head S1.1S7.50

PROPERTY OF THE KINGSTON STL'D.

Chestnut filly, by imp. The III Used—Encore: W. H. Roller 53,100
Bay colt, by imp. The 111 Used—Press Onward; W. B. Jen-

nings _ 500
Black colt, bv Tremont—Graditz; C. Littlefield 750
Bay colt, by Jits Johnsou— Blue Hood; T.Barrett „ 600
Bay colt, by Longfellow—Trophy; L. & G Straus 3,500
Chestnut filly, by Fonso—Pun; W. H. Roller „ 1.000
Brown colt, by imp. The ill Used—Palmetto; T. Jones 2,300
Chestnut colt, by imp. The 111 Used—Little Hopes; James MeCor-

miek _ 1.400
Bav fillv, bv Imp. The 111 Used—Heroine: W.C.Daly 1,050
Cray filly, by Hirayar— I'na B.: W. H. Roller '.

1,700
Cu tilly. by Hayden Edwards—Belle Loriug (Oueck Stable); Dr.

Knapp 550
Br colt, by Jils Johnson—Adti; Colonel F. M Hore 500
Bay colt, by J lis Johnson—Marie Jansen; K. I. Hutchinson 1.100
Br colt, by Hanover—Attractive: Chelsea Stable 600
Bay colt, by Knight of Ellerslie—Frauleiu ; A. Garsou 5C0
Chestnut Buy. bv St. Ge<-r-e— Brene ; T. H. Shandle :t5o

Bay tilly, by KinL"ialop—Ourrie Phillips: C. Littletield 650
Chestnut tilly, by Knight ot Ellerslie—Levee ; Dr. Keene 300

Total $20,450
Average per head 11,136

PROPERTY OF IHE MELBOURNE 9TUD.

Bav colt, bv Oncko—Middhmarch ; F. Jones 11,850
Bay filly, by Tremont— Feronu ; W. U. Roller 1,000
Bay filly, by Ellas Lawrence—Quintette; It. Rodegap 760
Bay colt, by I lueko—Bonlta Belle : W. II. Roller 900
Bay '"'' by Ellas Lawreuce or Oneko—Mtnty Custer ; it. J.

"Hutchinson 650
Brown toll, by Ellas Lawrence—bnyanza ; C. Littletield 700
Bay filly, by Kilns 1-awreinv- Puttie III.: T. II. .-hudl.- 9U0
Bav colt, by Oneko—Pallaotbua ; D. Johnson. 1,050
Buy filly, by Oneko—Bacchante

i
C. Littlefield 1,000

Brown ccii .iwrence—Aurora; R J Hutchinson ...... 300
by Ellas Lawrence—Helen ; c. Littlefield 5ou

o—Nourmabal ; B. S. Bailey _ 900
Brown filly, by Kilns Lawrence—Queen Bee ; C. Littlefield 300

Total no.eoo
Averaee K' r head $830.80

PROPERTY OP MRS. J. >l. < LAY.

Bay tilly Logic, by Louie—Sylph : T. Shandle 51,300

Bay filly Logics, by Logic—dea Mew
;

I., snmrt 600
Bay colt A«bi)in>l E'lipse, by Logic—Blue Stocklug : Colonel

"

P. M. Hore 400
Bay colt Bright PbuibUS, by FttNetto—Bull and Blue; C. Little-

field 1.200

Total m *3,5<o
Average per bend $ 875

PROPERTY OF F. D. CAULK.

Chestnut Ally, by Spendthrift—Gold Ban ; Glen Island stable... 81,100

Sale of the Ranctao del Paso Yearlings.

The sixth annual sale of the Rancho del Paso yearlings,

the property of James B. Has-in of California, was opened
June 1st in the paddock of the Morris Park race track. The
catalogue numbered 146 youngsters, ihe get of such famous
sires as Ben Ali, Fresno, Hidalgo, Sir Mod red, St. Blaise,

Tyrant and the great Salvator, and of this number thirty-

nine were sold yesterday. The total amount realized was
$57,900.

Chestuut filly, by Sir Modred—A bra. by Alarm ; \V. A. Kraber„ $ A00
Bay flUy, by Sir Modred—Aigrette, by Alarm l. .v. <;. Strauss.. 500
Bay tilly. by Sir Modred—Ailee. by Hurrah : J. Beady 3u0
Chestnut colt, by Sir Ho Ired—Alauuah. by Duke of Montrose

or Onondaga : J. B Dwyer j QOO
Brown tilly, by Fresno—Aloa. bv slenelg: T. B. Doswell . ... '450
Bay colt, by .lor Daniels—Altitude, bv Alarm ; R. Smith 300
Chestnut flUy. by Salvator—Aurella, by Algerine ; M Ryers
Bav tilly. by Sir Modred—Bas Bleu, bv juiiie of Mugeuta ; A.

Welch jog
Bay colt, by Alexander-Beatify, by Onondaga ; J. Philbin...
Chestnut tilly. by Salvator—Belle B., bv Enquirer; F Eshner... 1 &u0
Bav Ally, by I larebin—Bessie Peyton, bv HurrUi; J. Ueadv 200
Bay colt, by Sir Modred—Blithesome, bv Onondaga; J. P.Cole-

man .'. goo
<-"be>tnm tilly. by Hidalgo- -Bonnie Kate, by Bonnie Scotland;

BurridgeBros 450
Bay enlt. by Darebin—Bonnie Leaf, bv Bonnie Scotland; Gideon

^ Daly goo
Blacu cult, by Hidalgo—Cachuca. bv St. Blaise; T. B Doswell.. -150
Chestnut colt 1 lull brother to Bt Carlo), by Bk Blaise—Carina,

by Kingfisher; C. Fleischmann & ton _ 3,600
Brown tilly, by Hidalgo—Carrlssima, by Kingfisher; Marcus

..
Daly 700

Chestnut colt, by Tj rant -Cheerful, by Three Cheers; W.Rol-
lins -100

Chestnut colt, by Salvator—Chimera, bv Mortimer; W. Kullins .. C 230
Chestnut colt, by Kyrle Daly—Chiquita, by Bazaar; A. Lake-

land 500
Bay tilly. by Tyrant—Cleo. by The 111 L'sed : O. A.Jones 600
Chestnut colt, by Salvator—Danina, bv Mortemer: Charles On 2,200
Chestnut colt, by Sir Modred—Dixianne, bv Kiue Ban: Bovle

& Littlefield „ 2,500
Bay colt, bv Joe Daniels—Delight, bv Bramble: J. I'hilbin 1,400
Bay colt, (half brother to Hidalgo t, bv Salvator—Electra; Boyle

i Littletield 2.100
Chestnut filly by Salvator—Electricity by Kyrle Daly; A. J.

Harvey l.oOO
Che=tnut colt by Tyrant—Elizabeth, bv Thad Stevens; T. B.

Doswell _ jio
Browu colt (full brother to Sir Mathew), by Sir Modred—Em-

broidery by Virgil; C. Oxx 2.700
Brown filly by Kyrle Dalv—Emotion, bv Falsetto: O. A. Jones... 300
Chestnut filly 1 half sister to Comanche} by Salvator—Ethel by

King Ban; Marcus Daly 5,750
Bay tilly 1 halt sister to Dew Drop and Rathbowi. by Sir Modred

—Explosion, bv Hampton Court: Marcus Daly 1 500
Brown colt by Tyrant—Extract, by Virgil; R. Smith 450
Brown colt 1 half brother to Sir Lauucelot), by Hidalgo—Faus-

tino. by Glenelg: O. A. Jones _ 200
Chestnut colt by Sir Modred—Faux Pas by Prince Charlie: J. R.

Keene 2,500
Bay colt bv Ben Ali—Fedalma by Wheat ley: W. Jennings 300
Chestnut colt by Hidalgo—Felicity by Onondago; F. KiDg TOO
Bav fillv by Joe Daniels—Fireflv "bv imp. Kvrle Dalv; a. T.

Miller Sioo
Chestnut colt by imp. St. Blaise—Flavina bv imp. The 111

Used; Walcott & Campbell 5,100
Bay filly by Alexander—Florine by Longfellow: O. A. Jones... 450
Chestnut fill v bv imp. Kryle Dalv—Frugality bv Falsetto; Warm

Spring Stable „ 450
Bav rillv by Ben Ali—Garnet by imp. Glenelg: Dr. Street 300
Chestnut fillv by imp. Sir Modred—Glendair by Norfolk. A.

Lakeland „ 1,700
Chestnut filly bv imp. Sir Modred—Glendora by imp. Glenelg;

T. C. [Doswell 500
Chestnut coll by Milner—Glorianne by Joe Daniels; M. Wold'... 1.U00
Black filly by imp. Darebin—Gondole by Iroquois: J. M.

Spiers -75

Black colt by Hidalgo—Gracicsa by imp. Glenelg: J. W.
Rogers 650

Black filly by imp. Darebin—Guenn by Flood: A. Lakeland 1,125
Brown filly by imp. Darebin—Haytieune by ;imp. Glenelg; H.

|Harrison 250
Bav fillv by Alexander—Test fillv by Joe Daniels; Warm Spring

Stable _ 250
Chestnut fillv by imp. Sir Modred—Jewelrv |bv War Dance; A.

Lakeland _ 600
Chestnut tilly bv imp. Sir Modred—Judith by imp. Glenelg: P.

J. Dwyer 1.100
Bav fillv by imp. Darebin—Kathleen, by imp. Hurrah; ,0. A.

" Jones _ 200
Chestnut colt, by Tyrant—Katie Fletcher, by Harry O'Fallon

;

S. J. Doggett.....". 550
Bav colt, bv imp. Sir Modred—Katie I'earce. by imp, Leaming-

ton ; O'. A.Jones 900
Chestnut colt, bvTvrant—Marian, by Hnbberd: P. J. Dwyer... SO0
Chestnut filly, by imp. Midlothian—Marigold, by Lube Black-

burn ; A.J. Hargraves
Bay filly, bv imp. St. Blaise—Mentmore Lass; J. Ruppert. Jr .. 2.5uu

Chestnut rillv. by imp. Midlothian—Mis tortuue. by Wheatley :

OneckStable 600
Brown jfillv, by imp. Darebin—Miss Clay, by Hindoo; P. J.

Dwyer.. ." soo
Bav fillv. by imp. ^Darebin—Miss Hooker, by Joe Hooker: A.

Lakeland - 400
Chestnut colt, bv imp. Kvrle Dalv—Miss Laura, by imp. King

Ban ; \V. M. Barrick 600
Brown fillv. by Salvator—Miss Woodford, by imp. Billet ; Green

B. Morris.; - 5.000

Chestnut filly, by imp. Kvrle Dalv—Mottle, bv imp. Billet ; B.

F. Cadigan 500
Bav colt, bv imp. Darebin—Muni, by imp. Leamington ; A.

" Lakeland 1,350

Bay coll. by imp. Kyrle Daly—Music, by imp. Glenelg ; O. A.

Brr.wn c cK bv Hi If l^o—Mv Lr« 1 -,- \ irr-.i! I E L.I'ins sou

Chestnut filly, by Salvator—Katrine, by imp. Mortemer; w. M.
Barrick.; 1,800

Bav colt, bv Ben Ali— Kissing Ring, by imp. Darebin : A. Lake-
land '30

Bay colt, by Hidalgo—Kiss Me tiuick, by Imp. King Ernest;
J Wilson 350

Brown filly, by Ben Ali— Kitten, by imp. Eclipse ; J. A. Grey . 300
Bav filly, bv Imp. sir Modred— 1.

1 Bcala.by Joe Hooker: OoecK
Stable 1.100

Bav filly, by imp. Sir Uodrcd—Letola, by l.exlugiou ; Wal<-.,u

'.v Campbell wo
Gray filly, by Salvator— Lizzie Lucas, by Imp. Australian ; Mar-

8 Daly
Bav filly, by Bldatgo—Loto, by Norfolk : J. B. Coleman 700

Brtv fillv. bv imp. Darebin—Louise, bv Luke Blackburn; Gideon
4 imlv SOO

Chestnut colt, by Salvator—Lou Lauier, by Lever
; C* Klelsch-

niiuiii ".SOO

imp. Sir Modred— Lulu, by Virgil: J. E. Mc-
'Donaid 1.300

by imp. Billet ; Man
Daly 3.700

t colt, by Salvator—Mabel ; Man 6.000

iiim-k colt, by Imp. Midlothian—Nana, by vtrgil; "meek
MOO

by Sir Modred—Naiad, bv Imp. Mortemer . Chel-
TOO

Bay fillv. bv Imp. Darebin— Nellie Peyton, by Imp. Hurrah;
"

A. 1. Banrrave . .. 500

Bay filly, by imp. Kvrle Daly—Nonage, by Imp, King Km
11 A. Jones - 650
at colt, by Imp. sir Modred—Pandora, by Bpendlhrlft;

J. K. McDonald - 2,000

Bay colt, by Imp. Sir Modred- Parthetila. by Alarm ; G. B.

Morris. 1.200

Brown colt, by imp. Midlothian- Patty, by Longfellow ; Oneck
Stable .' - MOO

An ordinance liaw been passed in Chicago and allowed to

become a law without ihe Mayor's simature, to cut streets

through the ground occupied by ' lajrfield Park.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

There are twenty sires that are thus far represented by

new performers.

It is said that Yolo Maid, 2:12, has already gone a mile in

2:11 in he. work.

L'n as. Durfee is working a number of colts by Gossiper

and McKinney at the Los Angeles track.

WLLLIAMBON'S Belmont never sired a chestnut colt in his

life. His colts were all bays and browns.

The work of classifying entries iu the 2:30 list has com-

menced, and everv day brings its new additions.

BlSHOF Hero, Frank O'Neil, Sevenoaks and J. S. C. are

in George Misner's care at City View Park.—Portland.

A two-year-Old filly by Favorite Wilkes, dam by Gen.

Benton, paced a quarter at Parkville, L. I., in 33 seconds, a

2J2gait.

Leta May, 2:23i, by Antevolo, was the first pacer to enter

the list this year. She traces direct to Minnehaha, the great

broodmare.

A LAR^E number of horsemen left tlrs city for Sacramento

last Thursday evening, the trotting and pacing events being

the attraction.

Fern-pale. Mr. Shult's $5,000 Sidney filly, is a natural

pacer, but they are trying to make her trot. Driscoll says she

can fly at the pace.

The bay gelding Xed Winslow was pacing at Rockville,

Conn., two weeks ago and won his first race of the year in

_ . 2:26 and 2:26.

Chas. James, the big bay gelding by Le Grande, is said

to be the fastest green trotter at the San Mateo Stock Farm.
He will be seen on the circuit this fall.

There will be a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association at this

office next Tuesday afternoon, June 13th, at 1 o'clock.

I. DeTcrk's fine mare Myrtle is in training at Petaluma.
She recently trotted in 2:24 on the track, and with several

others, of good trotters of his, will be seen on the circuit

this fall.

Two weeks have gone by and not a word has been tele-

graphed about Dan McCarty and his two-minute trotter.

Surely the wires must be down: he Dever was neglected that

long before.

The track at San Jose is very attractive to owners and
trainers of trotters and pacers. It never was in finer condi-

tion, and there never were so many trotters and pacers trained

there as at present.

Peter Williams of Silver Bow Stock Farm started for

Salt Lake last Thursdav. He had a string of five

trotters with him. Mr. Williams will go through the Mon-
tana Circuit with them.

There used to be but one or two models of regulation

sulkies in use, but since the " dawning of the era of the bike "

there are many varieties. At the Bay District Track there

were seven different kinds of rigs.

Geo. H. Reed, of Los Angeles, has a coal black filly by
McKinney, 2:12A, out of a sister to San Pedro, 2:10f, that is

as pure a trotter as ever was seen. He is very proud of her,

and has already refused a large offer.

Walter Maeen* it is said, will have a large number of

Dr. Wise's horses on the circuit. M. McManus will remain
at home and handle the youngsters there, although he may be
seen on the southern circuit with a few good ones.

A SUBSORiBEB and horseman called upon us to suggest
that those who are troubled with warts on horses or cattle

will find castor oil a thorough and complete remedy. Simply
rub the wart with the oil now and again until it dies away.

KoniAK, the bay stallion that was only beaten a nose by
Erin in 2:27 at the Bay District track, is a full brother to

Gofl Wilkes, 2:22, and will get a very low mark this fall.

Mr. A. L. Hinds, his owner and driver, has reason to be
poud of him.

At the sale of horses from the estate of John Warr the
seven-year ol.l bar mure Warrina (record 2:25), full sister io
Flying Jib, 2:05}, by Algona, son of Almont, dam Middle-
town mare, by Middletowo, was purchased by Chas. Robin-
son of New York, for (3,800.

I', s. i loRTOtf, < Ihicago, has Bold to * reorge W. West, same
city, the chestnut two-year-old filly Il.^r Highness,by Elector,
2:21 1, dam Princess Mattel, by Kentucky Prince; second dam
l-a«ly K/sdvk fgrandam of Problem, 2:19k and Kenneth,

Uamblelonian 10.

JUIES II. McNA-DD, of Petaloma, baa a lino trotter at last
;

I Bed (

H i'..:uni i marked like "Salvator, the wonder-
ful." Bad Oak is by Oaknut, out of ;i mare by Dawn, 2:18$,
and is therefore an inbred Nutwood, Be will be seen in the
diftrict race-, at lYlaluma this f:ill.

Ltnrday last the champion race mare of 1S90 was
mated with the champion race hoi Cricket, 2:10,

1 to I Hrect, 2;05J, at Lhe Pleai inton block Farm.
The product ought to race all anmmer and then go an ex-
hibition Inside ol two minute just for exerci e.

Thk neceasity for having secretaries attend to the getting
of th.- , ,. ,.. meetings this
year cannot be too firmly impressed upon their minds by the
writers on turf journals throughout the land. Much valu-
able lime will ad greater satisfaction will be found
in reading the lumm

another in the list 1 1 is ten-year-old
cb-u.'hier, brilliant, got a record of 2:26 J and won her lirsi

one-two-three order on May 31st al Denver, < Colorado.

out of Bright Eyes Mam of Marvin, 2:28 i, by ' len.

ad dam Prussian Maid, 2:19, bj i

••ry faM record i* predicted for her this year,

Thos. Boxner, superintendent of the Santa Rosa Stock

Farm, while jogging a colt on the race track there last week,

was thrown out on his head, and fora number of hours it was

thought he was fatally injured, but he rallied slowly and is

now able to be about. It was a close call.

Millard Sanders is very busy preparing the youngsters

by Sidney (or their Eastern trip on the 23d. There are some
j

very fast trotters and pacers among them, and as they are out

of better-bred dams than any lot heretofore sold from this

farm, they should to bring very good prices.

The Los Angeles people are unanimous in praising a black

611y by James Madison that is on the Los Angeles track. She

is called Bet Madison, and trots eighths in IS seconds and
quarters in 37 seconds with the greatest ease. James Madi-
son as a sire, will be noted before many years.

James F., a trotter with a mark of 2:16, and valued by his

owner, James Slevin, of Aspen, Col., at $10,000, was almost

instantly killed on the Overland Park track, Denver, May
2b', bv a collision with Matron Golddust, who may also die

frominjuries received. The horses were being speeded and
James F., was on the wrong side of the track.

Electioneer';? three entries in the 2:30 list for 1S93 are:

Memento, 2:251 ; Brilliant, 2:2CU, and Antinous, 2:284-. His
son, Palo Alto, is represented by Palatine, 2 years, 2:30. Al-

bert \Y. has a new one in Albert T., 2:21], and Antevolo has

one in Leta May (p), 2:231. A pretty good week's work for

the family, and it is the first of the trotting season, too.

The handsome mare Neva by Steinway, that got a mark
at 2:27 last Saturday, has a perfect gait, but is inclined to be

flighty when in company. She is out of Princess by Admin-
istrator, second dam Priceless (dam of Ernest Maltravers,

2:24) by Volunteer, 55; third dam Silvertail (dam of Driver,

2:194, winner of 165 heats in 2:30) by American Star 14. She
is five years old.

A telegram, received in this city from New York, June

5, says :
" The special session of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation made short work to-night of the recommendation of

the committee appointed in May, 1891, to bring the red flag

near the wire. The old rule providing that where less than

eight horses start the distance be 100 yards, and for eight or

more horses 150 yards, will remain as k is."

A meetesg of delegates from all the associations com-
prising the grand circuit of California, viz. Oakland, Napa,
Petaluma, Vallejo, Stockton, Sacramento, San Jose, Fresno

and the Breeders' Association will take place in this city

next Tuesday evening, June 13th, at eight o'clock. A pro-

gramme will be preparel and a uniform rate of entry for

trotting and pacing events will be determined upon.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean says: " There is a big electric

clock in use for timing purposes at the meeting in progress

in San Francisco. Keys setting the apparatus in motion are

placed at various points around the course and stopped by a

man in the judges' stand as the winner passes under the

wire." This improvement has not been seen here yet. It

has been talked about by many horsemen, and that's all.

The plain-looking little roan mare, Flora S., that got a

record of 2:27 at the Breeders' meeting, is by Dexter Prince,

out of a little saddle mare that was used by the boy at Mr.
Morse's place, Lodi, to ride after the cows. Her pedigree is

unknown, and so far as individuality, size or gameness were
concerned, she was very deficient. The sire should be given

credit for whatever trotting action and gameness Flora S.

is possessed of.

After sis years of suspension from N. T. A. tracks, Wil-
liam Henry, of Portland, was reinstated a few days ago,

through the influence of several members of the Portland

Speed and Driving Association, who were of the opinion that

he had sufficiently expiated his offense. It was the rather

common one of entering some one else's horses. His trotter,

AVhat Ho, and his pacer Joe will perform at the Albiua
meeting this month.

At Overland Park Longford, a twelve-vear-old

horse owned by Mr. Barber, of Denver, broke the six-

mile trotting record by 45 seconds, and is now the

champion of the world. He would have made better time,

but the sulky broke in the first round. He covered the dis-

tance in 16:08. The previous best record was made by Satel-

lite in 1S89, which was 16:53. Longford broke but once in

the entire six-mile trot.

Messrs. Keating & Ottinger shipped a lot of horses

last Wednesday, among them being Our Dick, 2:10J; Ottin-

ger, 2:21$ ; James L., by Dexter Prince and Eda, by Dexter
Prince. In the same car, Lee Rose shipped Richmond, Jr.,

and the Los Cerritos Stock Farms' consignment, under Lee
Slianer, consisting of Moorzouk, Georgie \Voodthorpe, Lady
H., and a daughter of Sidney. After these horses compete
in the races at Salt Lake, most of them will go to Anaconda.

The owners of wiuuing thoroughbreds are very particular

to have their horses get all the credit due them, and there is

no reason why a trotter that wins a race or makes a record

should have his sire and dam ignored by careless secretaries.

The day fur nntraced trotters and pacers should soon come to

an end. Here in California there are numbers that trace to

unknown dams, but their sires are all well known ; this is

an important item, and should be remembered by everyone
concerned.

Frank H. DffNTON, the founder of Dunton's Spirit of the
Turf at Chicago, was married to Miss Helen Bromley at

Stockton, June 6th. The bride formerly lived in this city.

Dttnton is well ofl and lias been on the coast several mouths
for his health, lie has been unsettled since the terrible trag-

edy in Chicago two years ago, when Dr. Scudder, who after-

ward committed suicide in jail, killed Mrs. Diinton and at-

tempted to poison Mr. Dunton, to secure the family wealth
through 8cudder*8 wife, their adopted daughter.

BlSM vkk 2587 u;ts destroyed by his owner, John Gordon,
last month :it San .lose. Bismark met with a painful acci-

dent last September and never recovered from its effects. He
seemed to " wither away," and to put him out of misery be
was chloroformed. Bismarb was foaled in 187S; he was
siml by Lndei 2856, dam Lady Weeks, by Williamson's Bel
mont. He rind Chancellor, the game chestnut stallion thai
got a record of 2:21 last year, in appearance Bismark was
very handsome and stylish, and he was a most intelligent ani-
mal.

A week hence the Portland Speed and Driving Associa-

tion's new grounds at Albina will be ready for the proper re-

ception of the horses entered for the Spring meeting, which
begins on the 24th inst., and before that date arrives the last

finishing touches will have been put upon the finest*racetrack

and equipment on the Pacific Coast. Last week the graders

completed their work, and the track is now being rolled and
fenced. The grandstand has been finished to the roof, which
will be laid the coming week, and nothing more remains to

be done with the stalls than to tenant them with horses.

—

Oregonian.

The American Trotting Association has amended one of

its rules in such a way as to prevent any compromising with

the devil in cases of ringers or disguised horses. Rule 32

formerly provided that
<l Any horse that shall have been

painted and disguised to represent another or different horse,

shall forfeit the entrance money and be ruled out, and the

guilty party and horse may be suspended or expelled." The
wording has now changed to "shall be expelled." The rule

as it formerly read gave half-hearted people in authority an
opportunity to let thieves down easy. There is now no com-
promise ground. The offender must walk 'he plank.

The Kentucky Stock Farm publishes a column of item.3

under the heading of "California Clippings" every week.
There are just thirty of them in the issue of June 1st, of this

number twenty-eight are taken bodily from the Breeder
and Sportsman and no credit given. We advise the scissors

editor to change the heading next week and in its stead put
''Clippings from the Breeder and Sportsman." It may not

look so well to give credit where it is due, but then it will

give greater satisfaction. The California correspondent of

that journal used to take similar items without giving

credit also, and out of them bv liberal padding he made about

three columns. We observed that he was dropped from the

list when his pilfering methods were discovered by the

scissors editor who is now anxious to show that he is only

an apt imitator. Of the two evils, the special correspondent is

the least objectionable.

Greenville will fit up their new track, and they have
much hard work and expense before them. The people of the
place have much fair enterprise or they would not have un-
dertaken so much, but as the first fair ever held in the
Eleventh District was held there, it is not to be wondered at

that some of the old enterprise is still there. We predict for

Greenville a successful fair this year. The band tournament
is a drawing card and should create much interest during the

Fair week. There are ten or twelve bands in the Eleventh
and Thirty -fourth Districts; the premiums are liberal and
should give a stimulus to develop the musical talent in the

two districts. If the Thirty-fourth district will also offer

premiums it will be the great drawing attraction at both fairs,

and make the prizes so that the one receiving first in one dis-

trict cannot receive first prize in the other district.—Sierra

Valley Leader.

Secretary Rothschild is compiling his list of trotting

and pacing entries for the spring meeting, and when pub-
lished, it will convince the sport-loving people of Portland
that an unprecedented series of treats is in store for them,
says the Oregonian. Horses from as far south as Santa Rosa,
Cal., and as far east as Montana, will compete with Oregon
and Washington flyers on the new track. Gold Medal, the

horse that paced in 2:17, the fastest mile ever covered on the

City View track, will attempt to lower the record at Albina,

and C. W. G-, another fast pacer, is entered from Spokane.
Altao and Truemont, drawing cards everywhere, have the

call in the free-for-all and the 2:27 and 2:29 trotling classes.

Blondie as a trotter in the 2:24 class will no doubt get the

backing of his many admirers, for whom he has never yet

caused regret. The 2:50 class will have 10 entries, and the

2:40 probably as many. That there are plenty of pacers in

this district is inferred from the fact that about eight entries

have been received for the 2:35 pace and almost as many for

the 2:25 event. All the drivers will occupy pneumatc tired

sulkies at this meeting. While the horses may not be able to

make the time they will attain later in the season, they will

never perform on a faster track than the one at Albina will

be three weeks hence.

There seemed to be a difference of opinion regarding the

pedigree of Henry Williamson. Mr. W. M. Williamson,
while at the races last week, was asked to give his version of

it, and as he had Belmont, and owned the dam of the stallion

we were inquiring about, he answered: "Henry Williamson
was a bay horse by Belmont, and was far better bred than
Venture. His dam was a mare called Silver Cup (dam of

Vixen, grandam of Neilson and other good ones), by Ameri-
can Boy Jr ; second dam Liz Givens (dam of Langford and
Bonnie Belle), by imp. Langford ; third dam Charlotte Pace
(dam of Bergen, the best son of Johnson's Medley), by Sir

Archy; fourth dam by imported Restless; fifth dam by
Mead's Celer, etc. Silver Cup was a bav mare that Mr.
Williamson had at the track at Martinez. He took her across

the river with Owen Dale and a few others to Benicia, and
then drove her hitched to a wagon to Sacramento (sixty

miles). It was a tedious journey, but they arrived safely, and
the man who had charge of the track asked Mr. Williamson
if he could not use the mare in the harrow with one of his

horses to prepare the ciurse for the racers. Mr. Williamson
did so, and at nightfall a race for the following day was got-

ten up, and a Mr. Smith asked Mr. Williamson to make an
entry. He replied :

' I have nothing but the bav mare that

had to pull that old stage horse and harrow all day. She
never was trained. I don't believe she ever ran one hundred
paras in her life. She ought to go some, as she is bred right.

I have always used her in a wagon, and a purer-gaited trotter

is not to be found anywhere ; if you need her badly, and can

get her going, you can have her. The stake, you say, is a

silver cup and $50. Ifshe wins, I will take the cup and you
can have the cash.' The next afternoon she was saddled and

brought to the post. At the first break-away she trotted, and
the rider said : 'There's something the matter with this mare;

she don't know how to run.' 1 shouted: ' Use the whip and
spurs and she will go fast enough.' At the second attempt

she did better, but the field of horses was len lengths ahead
of her when she started. She passed them at the three-quar-

ter pole and beat them by six lengths in 1:52, and a more
surprised-looking lot of horse-owners you never did see when
-the came in. She could trot in 2:45 to a heivy buggy.

Nathan Coombs, of Napa, rushed out of the judges' stand and
offered me $1,000 for the mare before the boy was weighed.

He said he never saw such a wonderfully easy-moving thor-

oughbred in his life."
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The Saddle.

Jimmy McLaughlin is back in St. Louis wielding the flag

again after a sojourn at Toronto, Canada.

April Fool, the buckskin skyrocket of Selma, Cal., is

now quartered at the Fair Grounds St. Louis.

The Bramble colt, Clifford, is looming up as oue of the

most dangerous of all American Derby candidates.

Monowai managed to run third in a three-horse race at

Morris Park last Tuesday. Stonenell was first, with Fort
Worth second.

It appears that Isinglass did not run a mile and a quarter

in 2:02 1-5 after all, but in 2:21 on a heavy track. The cable

flashed the error.

George Miller, the Undine Stable jockey, has been rid-

ing at St. Louis. He piloted Balgowan to victory in the

Missouri metropolis on May 29th

Pkicelle, by imp. Cyrus, dam Precious (dam of Peel,

Pliny and Mero), by Lever, has been gelded. He will be
taken up shortly and prepared for the fall races.

Frank Van Ness' grand colt, Morello. has proven a great

attraction at St. Louis. The Blood Horse Association should
by all means get his owner to bring him out here nest fall.

W. Clancy has been doing mosi of the riding for W. O'B.
Macdonough at St. Louis. He piloted Rosalie to the front

easily. The daughter of Hyder All and Rosemary won by
two lengths.

Eliza Ann, a two-year-old bred at San Simeon, by Suri-

nam, dam Trampo (dam of the winner, Blizzard), won a
nine-sixteenths dash at Latonia on May 31st. She is owned
by George T. Leach, and bent a field of four.

They are paying more attention to tin:e in England these

days than formerly. Isinglass, winner of the Derby and Ten
Thousand, ran the Derby, mile and a half, in 2:33, which is

only a quarter of a second behind the best-on-record.

Domino, the best two-year-old seen at the East in many a

day, has three crosses of Lexington, and is, therefore, ac-

cording to the Kentucky school boy, "well-bred." He gets

these crosses through War Dance, Himyar and Enquirer.

" By " Holly reached St. Louis Thursday, May 25th,

with only two horses, El Rayo and a three-year-old filly. He
started from California with eight, but had to leave six of

them at Denver, as some were sick with catarrhal fever.

This is what " Kelston " of the Daily America raid the
other day in his " Training < rallops " of Sir Francis, favorite

for the American Derby of 1893 : ''Sir Francis trotted and
cantered. He has not improved since last year and has no
middle-piece. His action also is bad. He plants and twists

his legs, and wears boots all over him. If he can carry weight
and race more than five furlongs it will be very surprising."

Charles Boots arrived in Chicago on the 2d of June
with the Elmwood Stock Farm flyer. Tom Williams and
Mike Kelly arrived in the morning along with George Cor-
ington, who is fast recovering from the illnese which con-

fined him to his bed in Council Bluffs, A telegram says

Cadmus is still in Winnemucca and Mr. Williams will rely

on Fidelia and Don Fulano to carry his colors to the front in

the American Derbv.

EMANUEL Harping, whotrains that part of I.iu-ky Bald-
win'.-- Btring now performing at the lair grounds, is haviug
very hard luck with his horses. Most of them have been
sick since their arrival and can hardly be gotten up to a race,

savs the Si. Loois correspondent of Daily America. E-per-

an/A and Santiago, who were counted on as bread-winners,

have run in very bad luck. The former has started six times
and secured only onevict* ry, though twice she was only just

beaten through poor riding. On one race Mr. Hardiug lost

>'.'oil and his friends a great deal more. Harding says that

v. hen bis two-year-olds get around to form he will recoup bis

loss and retrieve the fame of the red and black Maltese cross.

California horses did exceedingly well on June 3d on
tracks east of the Rockies. Zaldivar won a seven-furlong

race at St. Louis; Tim Murphy ran first and Geraldine second

in a five and one half furlong dash, while (iuido was third in

a six-furlong run at the same place. Sir Excess, the Sir

Modred-Dixianne two-year-old, 'ran a dead heat with I ln-

tario for the rich Harlem Stakes at Morris Park, while Gold
Dollar, by Sir Modred-Trade Dollar, won a five-furlong dash
in 0:57}, but a quarter of a second behind the record.

J. H. Davis, of this city, has recently made valuable addi-

tions to his lacing stable, which is at present in ' lakland

awaiting the opening of the race meeeting on June 6th. The
first of these is Duke Stevens, three years old, by Duke of

Norfolk
;
the other is Sue Abbott, a two-year-old filly, by

imported Brutus. Both animals had for a grandam the cele-

brated race mare Miami. Duke Stevens, in his two-year-old

form, made half-mile heats iu 0:4S^ and 0:-i°4 seconds. These
colts, with Nellie (x., Amigo and Farewell, will bring credit

to Humboldt.—Humboldt Times.

Lookout won the Annual Stakes at Hawthorne Park,
Chicago, May 30th. Huron was second and Louise third.

This stake had §2,750 added. Lookout was at 2 to 1; Huron,
3 to 5. The seven furlongs (muddy track) was run in 1:31}.

These has been trouble in the Western division of Mr.
Macdonough's string as well as the Eastern. His trainer,

Dan Dennison, has had. to discharge his light-weight jockey,
Sullivan. The trouble was whiskey in this case also.—Daily
America.

M. J. Coerk;ax has sold Poor Jonathan to M. F. Dwyer, of

Brooklyn, for §3,500. Gieen B. Morris has purchased Illume

from John Madden for $9,000. Michael J. Meany, the

jockey, who had the race mare Dagmar in his charge when
ihe animal was seized by Sheriff Morton to satisfy a judg-

ment of $13,000 obtained against Messrs. Barnham A: Phillips,

the supposed owners, notified the Sheriff to day that he is the

owner of the mare and that the judgment under which she

was seized is inoperative. Meauy says that Burnham &
Phillips have no claim whatever on the mare.

W. Catastfophe Daly tried to introduce a wagon
superior to any manufactured in New York. He gave an
exhibition of its strength at Shults' trotting track. At least

fifty persons who desired to secure a wagon superior to any
in use in New York were present at the trial. At the first

turn Daly came to grief, as the wheels turned inside out and
let the Hartford turfman lown harder than ever his horses

let the public down. The fragments of the wagon were
picked up by his boys. When he recovered his breath he
said a mistake had been made and the wrong wagon had
been sent.

It has been settled that Sir Francis will not do for the
American Derby. Last Tuesday he was not one-two-three in

the Withers Stakes, one mile, at Morris Park. Dr. Rice won,
Eainbow finishing second and Sir Walter third. Time, 1:42,

in a track of deep mud.

Encouraging reports come every day of the work of the
work of the California horses quartered at Washington Park,
Chicago. Floodgate, Dare, Yo El Key, Wildwood, Fidelia
and Peter the Great all seem to be doing well. Cadmus did
not come over with the Elmwood Stable Tot, after all.

The Oaks at Epsom on the 2d inst. were won by the Duke
of Portland's bay filly, Mrs. Butterwick, by St. Simon, out of
Miss Middlewick. Lord Rosberry's chestnut filly Treasure,
by Bend Or, out of Bonny Jean, was second, and T. Jen-
nings' bav filly Cypria, by Carlton, out of '^ueen of Cvprus,
third.

Lottie Mills started at St. Louis recently with odds of 12
to 1 against her, and finished fourth in a field of five, Bessie
Bisland winning, with Ray S. second and Prince Kinney
third. Mills carried 110 pounds, the winner (same age) 104
and RayS., also a four-year-old, 120 pounds. Yetily Lottie
has gone back.

Jockey Claude Bcrllngame returned from Portland
last Monday. He says that city is to have the finest race
track on the Pacific Coast. It is being built at New Albion
by some of the enterprising citizens of the metropolis of the
Webfoot State, and according to Burlingame it will be.a very
handsome one.

George Evans;, Jr., who was out in this country in 1891

and 1892, is doing good work in the saddle at the great

Board of Control tracks. He piloted the Esher-Dolly colt

to victory at Gravesend on May 27th. Young Evans will be

remembered as the clever youth that piloted Mamie C. to the

front here on several occasions.

Orville Appleby did nothing at Sacramento last Tues-

day but win every race in which he had a horse engaged,
three in number. If Little Esperanza had not been injured

she would probably have been entered in the seven-furlong

race won by Addie Chipman, and would have captured the

event easily enough. Truly Orville is a successful trainer of

race horses.

Carillo, the jockey whom Walsh brought fiom California

with Mr. Macdonough's stable, has been discharged, having
been on a prolonged " spree." Carillo, it will he remembered,
had been ruled off some years ago for a job with Al Farrow,
and it was through Walsh's intercedence that he was rein-

stated. Walsh naturally feels that he has received a poor re-

turn for his kindness.— Daily America.

Dow Williams arrived at Garfield Park from Latonia

last Monday with that part of the Santa Anita stable- which
he is in training, the string consisting of Santa Ana, I

Lady Bess, El Dorado, El Reno, Revel, Santa Anita, LI Paso,

Aida, Empress of Norfolk and Los Vegas. It is not likely

that the string will remain long at Garfield, as quarters have

been assigned to Williams in the stables at Washington Park.

The two-year-olds are a good-looking lot, and will probably

be heard of during the meeting.

The text of the Illinois law relative to fraudulent pedigrees

is as follows :
" Any person, who by any false pretense, shall

obtain from any club, association, society or compaoy, for im-
proving the breed of cattle, horses, sheep, swine or other

domestic animals, a certificate of any animal in the herd
register, or other register of any such club, association, society

or company, or a transfer of any such registration, and every

person who shall knowingly give a false pedigree of any ani-

mal, upon conviction thereof shall be fined not exceeding

§1,000 nor less than ?25, or imprisonment in the county jail

for a period not exceeding one year, or both, in the discretion

of the court."

One of the Macdonough horses in Walsh's string finally

got a place. Last Monday Parasite, 2, by imp Cyrus, dam,

imp Getaway, ran second to Melody in the rich Debutante

Stakes, five furlongs, at Morris Park; time, 1:01. Fourteen

started. His Highness and Raceland ran a dead heat in the

Hudson River Handicap, the time, 2:05|, being close to the

mile and a quarter record. Starter Rowe accused Jockey A.

Clayton of pulling the California-bred colt, Comanche, in the

Bowling Brook Handicap lastSaturdav, suspending the youth

for the balance of the meeting. Col. Simons was to send the

case to the Board of Control.

Charles W. DfiEW, employed bv Frederick Gebhard, ar-

rived recently from the West frith the following horses, which
are stabled near Long Branch: Otfenoc, b c, -i, by imp.
Greenback—Wah-ta-Wah; Leonie b f 3, by imp Greenback

—

Una; Golden Lily, gr f, 3, by imp Greenback—Her Lily-
ship; Si. Peter, be ;'-, by St. Savior—Miss Hooker; brown
filly 2, by Tom Martin—Half Sister; bay filly, 2, by imp*
Greenback—Wah-ta-Wah; brown colt, 2, by imp Greenback
— Her Lilyship; chestnut filly, 2, by imp Greenback— Pros-

erpine; bay colt, 2, by imp Greenback—Miss Hooker; brown
filly, 2, by imp Pirate of "Penzance—imp Elmira; chestnut
filly, 2, by imp Pirate of Penzance—Racemede; bay colt, 2,

by St. Savior—Alice T.; bay polt, 2, by St. Savior—Gk-n
Queen.—Sportirg World, N. Y., May 30th.

The killing made by the Clark Bros, on Twilight two
weeks ago went glimmering as a local race track sensation

here today, says a St. Louis special to Daily America, when
Al Orth's luck became known. He won $58,000 on Roque-
fort's victory at the St. Louis Jockey Club track in the fifth

race yesterday. Roquefort opened at 7 to 1, was backed
down to 4 to 1 and reacted to G to 1. Orth played his horse

heavily in the books at the St. Louis Jockey Club track, in

Coley Ullman's St. Louis poolroom, the East St. Louis books,

also in the books at Kansas City, Latonia, Chicago aud Min-
neapolis at the odds named, and in some instances got as good
odds as 20 to 1. A fair average of his layings is estimated at

10 to 1. He took out of Coley Ullman's St. Louis room
$0,000 and -$S,000out of the East St. Louis books, the balance

of his winnings being distributed at the St. Louis track and
the other track books named. Orth bought Roquefort from
Father Bill Daly two weeks ago. He says he also purchased
another horse from Daly, the identity of which he refuses to

divulge, but he says he will uncork him soon, and that when
it comes to covering ground on a race course this dark horse

cau outrun Roquefort like Salvator in his day could outfoota
greyhound.

The statistics of the meeting of the Brooklyn Jockey Club
snow that eighty-eight races were run, in which 2W different

horses appeared, says Daily America. The club added to the

stakes and over-night events the sum of $124,700, including

$14,400 added to the Brooklyn Handicap and $5,550 to the

Fort Hamilton Handicap, to make up the guaranteed values.

Fifty-five stables won money amounting to $200,145, includ-

ing the surplus in selling races. The big winners follow :

i

J. JX. and F. P. Keene, £27,098.50; Walcoit lv. Campbell,
1 $19,815; M. F. Dwver, S1P.255; R. Croker, $1S,120 ; Raoco-
cas Stable, $16,120 ; J. A. and A. H. Morris $10,130 ;

Wash-
ington Stable, $9.OJ0: Bovle & Littlefield, $8,665 ; W. C.

Daly, $7,047.50 ; W. M. Barrick, $6,645.50 ; Gideon & Dalv,

$4,740 ; P. J. Dwver & Son, $:V.>70; Madison Stable, $3 910;

A. Lakeland, $3,875 ; W. J. Spiers $2,840 ; W. B. Jennines,

$2,867.50; J. Ruppert, Jr., $2,850; A. J. Cassatt. $2,230;
Empire Stable, $2.nM); W. R. Jones, $2,045 ; J. E. McDon-
ald, $2,005 ; C. Miler, $1,860; C. Walker, $1,840: F. Lowe,

$1,755; F. D. Weir, $1,740 ; N. Strauss, $1,565 ; R. Bradlev,

$1,405; Blemtnn Stables, $1,400: Brown & Rogers, $1,340';

G. B. Morris & Co., $1,250; F. B. Do>well, $1,070.50 ; J. M.
Jeflcott, $1,062 50 ; H. P. Headlev, $1,020.

John" C. Eiordan", and old-time horseman of this city,

visited Palo Alto Stock Farm recently, and is loud in praise

of the management of Senator Stanford's great breeding

establishment. At the thoroughbred farm he saw Superin-

tendent Cy Mulkey coming along, a host of boys behind him
riding the yearlings. " it reminded me," said Mr. Riordan,
'* of Forepaugh's circus on parade." Mr. Mulkey explained

his methods of conducting the thoroughbred department, and

Mr. Riordan is of the opinion that Mr. M. is nne of tha most

thorough horsemen he ever met, and he has visited the noted

eslaWi.-hments of England, Ireland and France. The place

could not be neater or the work carried on with more system

At the "trotting farm " Senator Stanford and his wile and

several other notabilities were gathered. " I never saw any-

thing like it," said the old horseman. " Youngsters went

quarters at from a 2:171 to a 2:21 gait without anv urging,

and thev were wonderfully pure-gaited, too. There is an

army of trainers and drivers, and everything went along like

clock-work."

The trainers at Washington Park, Chicago, were active

earlv Inst Monday morning to take advantage of the fine

weather and finish their work before another storm like that

of Sunday could catch them. The inside was again used, and

it was rather heavy. George Covington came on the track:

uith Racine, Fidelia ami Flirtation, and the old horse led the

two fillies i n :i stead; gallop. St Grout galloped about a mile.

hut Don Fulano and Tigress walked only. Havey walked

Floodgate and Daro and sent them over the ground, going al

a smart pace. Dare was given much more work than his

stahle companion. The old horse Gibson led tho two-year

olds, Una Colorado and Challenge, and all three went well.

Sweeper, as usual, was out with Strathroae. He bad plenty

of admirers, but he will have to do much harder w<>rk to fit

him for the big race, E ked l (porto

of his Btring. Dan McCarly still declares that it ll

jgger heconld repeat C. II
I

TheOrchid

filly, by Onondaga-Kelp, and Banl ter moved fas)

under Frank J hful ey.-. and Orchid went three-

eight h.s at almost a fair racing pace, pulling up fi

strong.

A special from Chicago of last Tuesday said :
" Havey

had Floodgate and Dare out, and they did some easy gallop-

ing. After a while the two-year-old Yo El Rev joined them
and cantered once around the track. Through the stretch

the youngster led and seemed to holt- the three-year-oldssafe.

Floodgate clung to him closelv up to the finish, hut Dare was

out of it. Dare's admirers claim that he never would do
anything in his work, and that the only place he shows to

advantage is in a race. Havey has come to the conclusion

that the horses in his string want some real racing before they

try for the big stakes at Washington I'ark. He has decided

to go to St. Louis with Fair's horses. In-night he shipped

Floodgate, Dare
;
Princess, Yo El Rev, Challenge, Una I ol-

orado. Ella Smith and Dolly Ma, leaving (Jib-on and Vir-

ginia behind. It is a question whether the move wa> :i wise

one, for although the racing may do the horses pood, the

journey and change of air and water may work considerabl*

injury. Baj less gave * Oporto, in company with two others, :i

gallop of n mile and a half. The little fellow went well, and

rho saw him agree with ftfcCarty that he will not finish

Inst in tie big race. George Covington gave Racine, Fidelia

and Flirtation easy work, hut of the other half of the Undine
stable >t. Croix was the only one to gallop."

I'm $60,000 American Derby is to be run just two weeks

from to-day, and a number of equine idols have been shat-

tered within the past two weeks. I '»n Alonso was disposed

B inb IW, and the latter in turn wa- easilj

by Dr. Rk-e and Sport. (J. W. Johotoo, that cost -

n defeated en several occasions at the shorter di

i has disapi ointed his friends badly. Picton is dead,

and Cadmu-*, accotd ng to repot t, has been nearly so, Fi-

delia has not done anj ional. Yo El Key. a two-

1 Dare this week. Lookout
continues to win^and Clifford has won some splendid rat-.-.

< chorister, :i son of FalseUO, ran a milr i' ntly. Sir

Pram i- wo three in Ho- Withers Stake this week.

i < on public form, provided < admus does not come
to the posi Bt and well on the Win, we think the American

Derby shonid be between Lookout, Clifford, t horister, Flood-

Kate and Ramapo. The English colt, btrathrose, h
1 1 work in private, and Don Fulano may be in shape

b g 1 Bgore in tni ike race. If < %dmus
to unexpectedly the borse thai beats him should come

very ch se to securing first money for his owner. If he

ruri| the ; aould Bghl it out, and Cali-

fornia's chances will be centered in FI Igate, Fidelio and

Don Fulano. Lady Bess has run well, but Clifford has

shown himself to be a dozen or more | od
.1 unknown quantity. There are several in the

and the winner in

up from this list.
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Dates Claimed.

OAKLAND >PRIN<- MEETING (Running-
CAPITAL TCRF AND DRIVING CLUB
P. C. T. H. B. A.—Sumiuer Meeting
OAKLAND
YALLEJO..
NX PA
PETAJ.r-MA
SI ATE FAIR -
STOCKTON
FRESNO
SAN JOSE _

P. C. 1- H. B. A.-Fall Meeting
YOLO. -
willows Agricultural District No. «)
chico.
.-a vta barbara
LOMPOC
HUENEME
SANTA ANA
MODESTO.
LOS ANGELES
HOLLISTER
VANCOUVER, WASH
INDEPENDENCE, OR
PORTLAND
SALEM _

ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting.
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting..Mav 16 to Jane 23
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting..-. Mav 3U to Jane 10
SALT LAKE DRIVING PARK June 17 to 2-1

WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, m.)-Summer meeting
- -June 24 (25 davsi

BUTTE. HELENA AND DEEP. LODGE _ _Juiv 3. 4 end 5
DILLON .. — Julv4 to 7
MISsoULA—Regular circuit Julv luto 13
ANACONDA—Regular circuit July 15 10 26
BUTTE—Regular circuit _ „ _ -July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA—Regular circuit .Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS _ Aug. 29 to Sept.

2

GLEN BROOK PARK _ .August 29 to September 2
WASHINGTON PABK'TheN. W. A. T. <fc K H. B.)...September 4 to 16

—June 6 to Aug. l

June 6 to June 10
July 20 to Aug. 5

. Aug. 7io Aug. 12
Aug. 14 io Aug. 19
Aug. 21 to Aug. 26
Aug. 2StoSepL 2
SepL 4 toSept. 16
Sept. IS to Sept. 23
Sept. 25 to sept. 30
-Sept. 25 to Sept. 30
Oct. 9 to Oct. 14
-Aug. 1 to Ang. 5
Aug. 8 to Aag. 12
Ang. "-2 to Aug. 26
-Aug. 22 to Aug. 26
-Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
Sept. 19 to Sept. 23
-ept.26 to Sept. 30
Sept. 26 to Sept. 29
Oct. 2 to Oct. 7
OcL 10 to Oct. 14

....Jane 14 (four days i

...June 15 (three days)
..June 21 seven davs j

..July 4th, 5th and 6th
April 29 to June 23
..May 10 (9 days'

The spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association which closed last Saturday

proved several important things very conclusively. In

the first place, spring trotting meetings are not popular,

and the public this year have had a surfeit of racing.

Then again, the money that was wagered with a lavish

hand at previous trotting meetings was " conspicuous by

its absence.'' Whether it has disappeared with the

bookmakers or is tied up in the savings banks is a prob-

lem difficult to solve.

Secondly.—The people did not show the same frenzy

of excitement and wild enthusiasm so noticeable when

good races were given at previous meetings. The long-

protracted Blood Horse meeting and its supplement, the

Jockey Club meeting, had a most cooling effect upon the

heretofore excitable public. They had racing in " abun-

dance," and the many sprints somewhat dampened their

ardor.

Thirdly.—The attendance was not what it should have

been. As one observer remarked, " nearly all the lovers

of trotting horses have gone with their families to

Chicago." If this is the truth, then we should not com-

plain, for it speaks well for the prosperity of the friends

of our best class of horses. This may have been one

reason, hut we are inclined to think the miseiably cold

and disagreeable weather had something to do with the

low gate receipts also.

Fourthly.—The dash races and the heat races at dis-

tances of over a mile were a success far beyond all ex-

pectations, and all horse-owners are loud in their

praises. That these innovations will be universally

adopted is a foregone conclusion.

Fifthly.—Better racing has been seen at this

time of the year at the meeting than at any other ever

held in California. The decisions met with the approval

of all ; not a siDgle appeal was made from any of them;

the horses were called up on time and everything went

off "as merrily as a rrarriage bell."

Sixthly.—It has shown the officers and members of the

P. C. T. H. B. A., as well as the representatives of all the

agricultural associations in this State who attended, that

they must start right in and embellish their programmes

for the coming races with these novel contests, and they

will prove drawing cards.

Lastly.—The necessity for getting horses in readiness

for the summer meeting was impressed upon the minds

of the directors of the P. C. T. H. B. A. in such a man-

ner that they are more determined than ever to give tbe

best meeting ever held in California next month, and

every member has signified his willingness to have horses

ready for it.

The Grand Circuit.

Entries Close.

I-oRTLAND-Ruonlng June 15

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
ALMoNITION -.A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal— A DOR S. A. Browne A; Co., Kalamazoo. Mich— D. Anderton, Oakland. CalALEXANDER BUTTON H. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal
BAY R< -: Thos. BonDer, Santa Rosa, Cal
CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Martin Carter. Irvlngton
CHANCELLOR 14,058 R. D. Fox.San Jose
i II \- DERBY .Geo. A Wilev, Danville, Cal

-. STEEO 14402 W. W. Smith, I

DANTON MOULl RIE ...

.1

DELWIN-
DEXTER PRINCE 11,18...

DIGITALIS 16.7S6

DIABLO
DON MARVIN
DON PIOABO

R .
'."

EL BENTON
EMINENT

D.J. Murphy, Mllpltas. Cal
— Roswlale Breeding Farm

Samuel Gamble, Danville, Cat
.Souther Farm, San I-eandro, Cal

H ...!
..Murray A Richards. Pleasanton, Gal— .Ohm. I. Lowell, Ltd!. Cal

.Soother Farm. San Leandro
-' n, Cal

er Farm. San I^^-anuro
-S. A. Browne & Co., Kalamazoo. .Mich

Frank H. Burke. 626 Market St
Souther Farm, San Leandro

A. T. Hatcfl. 42 Flood Building, City
Souther Farm. San Leandro

C. c. Remk 3*2 Montgomery si
It i

.
v,\ BArrl . i. igeoe, ire

~ B.D. Fox. san Jose
E. W. Intvir*, WaWmvllle.Cal

tia i L U, I-odi, Cal
Martin i arter, [rvlngton

South it Farm. San Leandro. Cal
A. V.

.8. A. Browne A Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich
< i Bei ...

-A. T. Hatch. 4.' Flood Building, City
I>. J. Murphy, Mllpltas, Cal
Goo. a. wik-v. Danville Cal

BTEINOI l v.'.l A. A. Armstrong. Alamo, CalWARUH K Ja, A. Browne O Co.. Kalamaxoo. Mich
W1LDO NK A Wll.-y, Dai.vllle, Cal

OLBN FORTUNE
GUIDE

RD
LANCELOT
MEMO

i HoPF.I4.2CW..
-

PL1 \- \"> I >N
PRINCE RED »».„.

ft'AY .

I HKIHII i.lltiltl li-

\ \. Armstrong. Alamo. CalBTJNOr top. Frt-ncn Dralt Stallion
MONDAY final ir <. Judwn. Santa CUra. Cal
NONPAREIL Clevi- and Bay sulllonj A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal
WILDIDL1. H.< . Judson.Sanu Clara, Cal

The time is rapidly approaching for the various meet-

ings comprising the Northern, Southern and Central,

or Grand, circuits to be advertised. Horsemen every-

where are anxiously scanning the columns of this turf

journal to ascertain where and when tbe races are to be

given, what the principal events will be, and whether

dash racing will be universally adopted.

The delegates from the Northern and Southern circuits

have selected their dates, and the directors are busy mak-

ing improvements that will meet the demands of all vis-

iting horsemen. The universal aim seems to give good

purses, furnish all stalls free, and have the tracks in first-

class condition.

On tbe Grand circuit, which comprises the Breeders'

meeting at San Francisco, Oakland, Vallejo, Napa.

Petaluma, State Fair, Stockton, Fresno, San Jose and

San Francisco there seems to have been a disposition on

the part of some of the representatives of this great cir-

cuit to disregard the invitation to be present at the meet-

ings which have heretofore been held. To harmonize

the interests of all these prominent associations in ar-

ranging dates, preparing programmes and deciding upon

a uniform rate of entrance for all, it was decided at the

last meeting to call a special meeting next Tuesday

evening. June 13th, at this office, when it is expected

every delegate appointed by these associations will come

with power to act regarding closing of entries and on the

subject of programme for their meetings. After it has been

conclusively shown that the majority are in favor ot a

change, he should, if in the minority, submit gracefully,

and endeavor to act under the rule that the object of all

such organizations is for "the greatest good for the greatest

number." With that end in view, everything will move

smoothly and harmoniously. There will be a united

effort all along the line to help one another. With

unifonn conditions those that start at the Breeders'

meeting will go like a " troupe " right through the circuit,

receiving accessions to the ranks at every place. This

mode of procedure is noticeable in all the Eastern circuits

and surely California should not be behind the times.

At this meeting the classification of the horses that

I are to meet on the circuit will be considered, and dates

in every week will be set apart for the different classes,

so that owners of free-for-all trotters will not leave one

track Saturday after giving their horses a hard race, and

then visit another track Monday for their horses to en-

gage in a free-for-all event there. The benefits of hav-

a system and adhering to it in regard to racing, even from

this stand^int, are very plain.

Last year, and in fact for the last two years, the con-

ditions which read five per cent, to enter at some meet-

ings in the circuit, conflicted with the old-time ten per

cent, entrance that was . considered absolutely necessary

at others. This " worked a hardship " on the horse-

owners and the society with liberal and progressive ideas.

For instance, there are six meetings on the circuit which

we will designate as A, B, C, D, E and F. A and B
advertise five per cent, entrance, C advertises ten, D five,

E ten, and F five. A horseman starts out with a string

of horses, he makes his entries at the meetings given by

A and B, paying five per cent. When it becomes nec-

essary to go to C (for he cannot afford to miss a meet-

ing) he must pay ten per cent., and that society profits

by this increase; he stays there and goes to D, paying five

per cert. When he goes from there to E he pays his ten

per cent, and determines to never go there again ; he

goes to F and pays his five per cent, knowing and being

satisfied to pay his extra five per cent, of the winnings if

he is so fortunate at the places where the low entrance fee

was charged. In the Eastern circuits five per cent, is all

that is asked beside five per cent, from the winners, and

it has given satisfaction to horsemen who have hereto-

fore been at a loss to know why ten per cent, should be

charged whenever they made a nomination.

In the arrangement of dates there should be no clash-

ing, and we hope to see an arrangement made that will

be agreeable to all. The horsemen in California cannot

at this critical period afford to be arbitary. There is

nothing to warrant any disagreement among trotting

horsemen. All the district associations should try

and work together. If they do so they

will find that owners will support their ef-

forts and give meetings which will forever redound

to the credit of the Grand circuit and attract the atten-

tion of horse breeders and horsemen of the East to the

greatness of our horses, the closeness of the contests, the

low records made and the prosperity of every organiza-

tion comprising this, the most popular of all circuits.

The reporter of the Daily Examiner got his notes bad y
mixed, if one is to judge by the report he sent in of the

convention of delegates from the various agricultural

districts which was held in this office last Saturday

evening. He says :
" The Trotting Horse Breeders As-

sociation is at war with the San Jose Agricultural Asso-

ciation and has felt compelled to rebuke that organiza-

tion." This is just about as far from being correct as it

possibly can be. The P. C. T. H. B. A. had no more to

do with tbe meeting -than did the other associations repre-

sented, and as for its being at war and feeling compelled to

rebuke our good neighbors in San Jose, surely the Los

Gatos Keely Cure solicitors should capture that falsify-

ing scribe; he must have a " buzzing in his cranium."

The whole article appears to be written in the

same " truthful " and extravagant vein, and looks

ridiculous to everyone knowing the facts. There is a

clashing of dates imminent between the Fresno Agri-

cultural Fair and the San Jose Agricultural Fair, but

the Breeders Association has nothing to do with it. The

Fresno Association sent its delegate, who made a strong

argument in favor of lio'ding the meeting at his place

immediately after the Fresno fair : there was no one from

San Jose to present that association's reasons why their

fair should be held the week following Stockton

There the subject rests until next Tuesday evening, when

it is hoped San Jose will send an able delegate t >

present their side. At the same time, it is hoped a

reporter for the Examiner will'be present, who will get

his notes correct and not trust to information gathered

from irresponsible parties.

All spring meetings in California appear to be

flat failures this year. The one at Sacramento was such

a "frost" that it was declared off last Thursday, two days

more of sport being mapped out that did not materialize.

San Francisco has had enough of racing for a time, and

when there is a "frost" in the metropolis, managers in

other cities cannot certainly make a success of meetings.
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Bay District Races Off.

As WE go to press it is learned that the summer meet-

iDg which Mr. Schwartz contemplated giving at Bay Dis-

trict track will not be held at the old course. The Blood

Horse Association desire to build a new foundation un-

der the club-house and improve the interior of the build-

ing so that it will be presentable by the time the hell

rings in the great tall meeting contemplated. The prepa-

rations for a grand season of sport will occupy so much

time that it w*is impossible, under the circumstances, to

let Mr. Schwartz have the track for the period he re-

quired it—until August 1st—hence the falling through

of the arrangements. Perhaps it is all for the best, after

all. San Francisco has already had a long seasou of excel-

lent sport—as much as she can probably stand at this time

with her present population—and a rest on the

oars until Autumn comes will make matters ripe tor such

a meeting as our people have never before enjoyed, ex-

cellent as the racing was this Spring.

HOOF-BEATS.

Nearly every colt on the Oakwood Park Stock Farm has
been gelded.

Sacramento's Meeting Closed.

The following dispatch was received from Sacramento

on Thursday evening:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—The attendance at the faces of

the Capitol Turf and Driving Club has been so slim and the betting so

light that after the races this afternoon the spring meeting came to a

close. President Wilson says that, inclndiog to-day. the races have

cost S3000, and that there will not be enough money coming in to

justify the expense of giving races on Friday and Saturday, as was

intended.

It tells its own tale and only verifies the assertion

made in another column: "There has been too much

continuous racing in California." The people are be-

ginning ';o tire oi the sport if the testimony of all con-

nected with the spring meetings is to be believed.

Last spring the Capital Turf Club held a very success-

ful meeting. That was before the fairs and the eighty days

of racing. This year it is a failure for the reason above

stated.

The need of a Pacific Coast Board of Control was never

more apparent. Joe Narvaez, one of our crack jockeys,

was recently suspended by the judges at the late Cali-

fornia Jockey Club meeting for (it is generally saicT)

crooked business. B. C. Holly telegraphed President

T. H. Williams from Denver that he would like to have

the young man reinstated so that he could ride at the

Colorado metropolis, where good jockeys were quite

scarce. The telegram was shown the judges (who alone

had power to reinstate Narvaez), and at a meeting they

refused to take him back. Notwithstanding this, at last

accounts the California horse-pilot was riding in almost

every race at Denver, showing that the decisions of our

associations are not recognized to an extent worth men-

tioning. As it now stands the local organizations can

only legislate for themselves, and crooked jockeys, own-

ers and trainers can do as they please and laugh at our

officials. The need for some action remedying this evil

is, therefore, very great.

Important Meeting.

Mjixahd Sabdebs >tarts east to-day with the youngsters
from theValensin Farm.

•El Rayo won a mile and 100-yard handicap race at St.

Louis last Wednesday, beating a good field.

TiiE last payment to the Bkeedek and SPQBTPM.US
Futurity Stakes is due July 1st. See advertisement.

A twu-yeau-old colt, full brother to Kirenzi, in the string

of Jimmy Donohue, died a few days ago at Morris Park.

Yo Tambien is doing well in her work, and looks tiner

than silk, according to JBroad Church, who wrote the Spirit

from Latouia.

The attention of our readers is called to the notice of the
seventh payment to the Golden Gate Futurity Stakes as

published in another column.

Quiet John Kelly, the master reinsman of the Pleasanton
Stock Farm, did wonderful work in the sulky last year. He
gave eight horses records below 2:15.

In the car with Matt Storn's horses there were two fine

carriage horses, consigned to Herman Oelrich of New York.
They were bred at J. G. Fair's Stock Farm, Sonoma.

A half-mile speed track of the most approved design

will soon be constructed under the auspices of the Los Gatos
Driving Association, Los Gatos, Santa Clara County. A
large number of fine horses are owned in the vicinity of this

charming place.

Monroe Salisbury said: "There's too many studs in the

country," and to lessen the number he had a veterinarian

castrate every yearling and two-year-old, besides several of

his best three'year-old colts, that he has on his farm. He says

there are "plenty more where those came from."

Daily" America, of New York, speak'mg of a poor run
made by Larghetto recently, said :

" Larghetto did not show
the least bit of speed, and never was prominent in any part

of the race. He will probably improve very much when his

people bet on him." This was pretty cleverly said, surely,

and the writer is evidently acquainted with Mr. Macabee.

The Speed Programme committee of the State Agricul-

tural Society met last evening in this city, for the purpose of

discussing the trotting programme for the State Fair of 1S93.

They resolved to commend to the Board the following trot-

ting and pacing classes in addition to the usual colt stakes,

viz.: Pacing class to close August 1, 1893. Horses making a

record of 2:14 or better, before August 2Gth, barred from

starting. Trotting purse, 2:22 class, close August 26th.

Trotting purse, 2:27 class, close August 1st, with 2:22

record bar ;
2:16 class to close August 26th

;
pacing, 2:20

class, to close August 26th ; trotting, 2:24 class, to close Au-

gust 26th ;
trottiDg, 2:20 class, to close August 26th ; trotting

2:30 to close August 1st, 2:22 record bar; free-for-all pacing

to close August 26th ; 2:25 pacing to close August 1st with

2:20 record bar; free-for-all trot to close August 26th.

In all races that have record bars, horses will be permitted

to re-enter in proper class.

The entrance fee in all races where there are eight or more

entries was recommended to be placed at five per cent, with

an additional five per cent, from starters.

Where there are less than eight entries the entrance fee

shall be ten per cent.

If this rule is adopted by the Board it will save the owners

whose horses may go wrong before day of race fifty per cent,

of usual entrance money.

The State Society desires to save as much expense as pos-

sible to the owners, but at the same time to protect the inter-

ests of the Society, and they think that the above plan will

accomplish the end.

Horses not winning a heat in four to be sent to the stable.

This is another innovation.

A LOSDOH dispatch of June 1st says :

" This was the third
day of the Epsom summer meeting. The meeting will end
to-morrow. The principal event on to-day's programme was
the race for the Epsom < rrand Prise of 2,000 sovereigns. It

was won by Mr. K. Marsh's hay colt Tanderagee. The Duke
,

of Portland's bay colt Raeburn, which ran third in the Derby
yesterday, was second and Mr. Douglas Baird's brown colt

1 Harbinger third."

We have just received copies of S. D. Bruce's latest and
i best work, entitled The Thoroughbred Horse. Every lover
of the horse should have one. There are valuable articles on
the thoroughbred horse, his origin how to breed and how to
select him : in fact, it is a perfect hon- e-breeders' guide, and
includes one hundred tabulated pedigrees of the most cele-

j

brated sires with their full performances and the best of their
progeny up to the end of 1892. Price $5. Send for a

1 copy at once.

Monroe Salisbury's string of wonderful trotters will

leave Pleasanton next Thursday, the 15th of June, for the
East. The horses are all enjoying excellent health, and as
they are heavily engaged in stakes throughout the principal

j

Eastern circuits, we shall he anxious to see "pictures" of the
I
trotters and pacers that will get away with them. There is

i Directum, 2:11 J, bv Director ; El vine Jib, 2:05 j, bv Algona;
Vic H„ 2:13',, bv Blackbird; Sari Pedro, 2:10|, bv'Del Sur;

I Little Albert, 2:10}, by Albert \\\; Maud C., 2:39, by Cali-
fornia Nutwood; Charley C. (no record), by Brown Jug;
Haviland (pacer), by Sterling; Oriole, by Thistle; Director
Flower, by Director; yearling filly by Direct, dam by Red-

I

wood, 2:27, a trotter; yearling filly by Direct, dam by Nau-
buc, a pacer; a two-year old by Director, dam by Dexter

I Prince, second dam by Lodi. and White Cap, the gray pacer

;

by Peacock. This is a combination hard to beat.

There will be a splendid sale of trotting stock, the get of

Guide, Sid Roy, Admar, Director, Corrector, Sidney and
other famous sires, on the 29th of this month. A. T. Hatch,
the well-known breeder, is the consignor of this lot, and
Messrs. Killip & Co., the well-known auctioneers, will hold

the sale at their salesyards. Further particulars will be pub-
lished hereafter.

SantaM ego, the bay colt by Apache, dam Cinderella (dam
of Herald), by Gatesby, sold last year by Charles Kerr, of

Bakersueld, to H. Simons, of Louisville, has a wonderful
record. He is a three-year-old, and thus far in 1893 has

started no less than 46 times. The Californian was first 12

times, second 10, third 9 and unplaced 15. And he has not

started since the latter part of April either. Pretty useful

colt that.

Fikeszi's foal, by the great Salvator, a bay with one white

foot and a star in his forehead, is declared by Arthur Bennett,

the celebrated artist, to be the fastest galloper for his age his

eyes ever rested on, and Mr. Bennett has visited all the

famous breeding establishments of America, in tae opinion

of the artist this colt is certain to turn out a crackerjack.

Salvator is looking like a king. Mr. Bennett fancies Sir

Modred very much, too, as he does Midlothian. Miss Wood-
ford is a mighty well-preserved matron. Old Joe Daniels is

looking exceedingly well.

There seems to be a hoodoo of some kind lingering in the

neighborhood of Witch Hazel Stock Farm, says the Oregon-

ian. One day last week Katie Powers, an Eastern- bred

brood mare by Moore Horse, snagged herself, and there be-

ing no hopes for her, she was killed. The great mare Palatina,

record 2:22, by Milton Medium, dam Snowllake, by Snow-
storm, is dangerously sick, and the mare Nervissa, record

2:32, by Altamont, dam Snowllake, by Snowstorm, had still-

born twins, by Noonday, a few days ago.

Alvin, 2:131 ; Belle Archer, 2:21 J; Alix, 2:10 ; Greenleaf,

2:103 ; Belle Vara, 2:03] ; Martha Wilkes, 2:08; Globe, 2:14];

Nightingale, 2:1S*; Ryland T., 2:1

1

1

, ; Altao, 2:17$ ; Mag-
nolia, 2:12.i

;
Directum, 2:11 J, are the entries to the free-for

all $15,000 stake to be trotted at Chicago in September.

Nancy Hank 1

*, 2:04, was barred from the race, but it is an-

nounced that efforts will be made to have Nancy try conclu-

sions with the winner. This is a great field of trotters, and
the man who can name the winner ought not to spend the

balance of his days picking potato bugs.

The mare Puss, dam of LaJy Bell, that produced
Emma Robson, the dam of Emaline, 2:27J, Emma R, 2:28ij

and Rowena (2), 2:19-1, is also the dam of Ben Lippincott
(sire of grandam of Bay Rose, 2:201, Majester, 2:24 and
Pasha, 2:36, sire of Moro, 2:26|), and when she was bred to

American Boy Jr. she produced Fanny Branham, grandam
of James Madison, 2:17$. Puss was by Lance (son of Lance,
by American Eclipse}; his dam was by Crusader, by Sir

Archy, out of Lottery, bv Bedford. Crusader was brother to

Koscuisko, sire of Woodbine, dam of Woodford Mambrino,
2:21 S and Wedgewood, 2:19. Crusader was also a brother to

Saxe Weimar, sire of dam of old Dolly and grandam of
Lady Majolica, 2:2-5, and Abdallah Mambrino 3715. Crusa-
der, Saxe Weimar and Kosciusko wereall by Sir Archy, and
how curious it is that their names should appear in the pedi-

grees of Kremlin, 2:07f, Directum, 2:11 J, and Rowena, 2:10k,

all great and wonderful trotters, and they trace to the chestnut
mare Lottery, that was foaled in 1803 and was bred and
owned by Col. Wm. Alston, of South^ Carolina.

There died at Sacramento on Tuesday morning one of the
gamest race mares and as popular a one as ever looked through
a bridle—Little Esperanza. News of her death will be
received with great regret by race-goers from all over the

,
Pacific Coast. Monday morning, while being ridden in her
exercise by a young fellow named Sharp, she collided with
Normandie, George Poorman's two-year-old filly, the animals
running in opposite directions. Esperanza was thrown against

i a fence, and a protruding nail tore her throat so badly that it

was impossible to save her valuable life. Her rider,

Sharp, had his jaw broken. Esperanza was the pride of

Trainer Orville Appleby's heart, and amid the tears of the
fond trainer and stable attendants the lion-hearted mare was

! buried. Esperanza was a chestnut mare, four years old, by
Judge McKinstry, dam May D., by Wildidle ; second dam

i Sally Hart, by Montana; third dam Cricket, by Ritleman,

etc. She was only about fourteen hands three inches in

[
height—a mere pony—but was capable of going any route and
never giving up. As a two-year-old, in 1891, she won four

' races out of thirteen starts. Her best races that year were at

Sacramento, in the Hopeful Stakes, when she defeated The
I Peer and Ragna at six furlongs in 1:151, 100 pounds up, aud
I seven furlongs in the mud in 1:30$, 95 pounds up, at San

I

Francisco. As a three-year-old she won thirteen races out of

I twenty-five starts. Her best three-year old performance was

I
a mile and seventy yards in 1:45 J (the Coast record) at Sacra-

!
mento, carrying 109 pounds. The mile from wire to wire in

I

this race was run by the little mare in 1:40 4-5. This season

Esperanza started seventeen times, won six races, was second

|

thrice and third on four occasions. To Orville Appleby we
|
tender our heartfelt sympathy in this, his great loss, for her

j

place will indeed be hard to fill. It is doubtful if Little Es-

|
peranza had a superior in training on the Coast at the time

;
of the accident which ended her career.

OtTT of thirteen starts (up to the 1st of June) the Santa

Anita horses in Dow Williams1

string have won money eleven

times. Galindo alone has captured over $5,000, and but for

sulking would have been first past the post oftener than he

has. Morris, the stable's jockey, is doing magnificent work,

and has made a name for himself. Santa Anna has been very

sick, as has been the very speedy Cheviot-Alaho colt. Ti.e

three-year-old colt by Rutherford, dam Rosebud, died from

pneumonia at Louisville. The members of the siring are

now, however, rounding to, and great things can be expected

of the Baldwin horses from this out.

The first Monbars colt foaled in California made its ap-

pearance at Pleasanton last week. It is out of the handsome

bay mare Vera, by Kentucky Volunteer.

Longstbide, a famous Irish hunter, the property of the

irh County Hunt, baa jusl immortalized himself by

making the second greatest jump on record—a clear thirty-

four foot leap, from bank to bank, across the pond at Bolly-

wood, buill id the center of the Buberb grounds of the late

lamented prince of good fellows, John Hoey. It happened

in a most unexpected manner. The horses, without riders,

numbering 1 ^2 all told, were started forward, rushing at full

speed to the pond's edge, Ail strained and jumped, but

LongBtride along landed On the other side, clearing the

thirty-four feet in grand stvle, while every one of his 123

companioi l, splashing into the water at different

distances. This i exactly fool behind Birdcatcher, who
jumped thirty-five feet, and still remains with the

jump on record to his credit.

C. BbUCE Lowe, one of Australia's most noted turfmen,

arrived from Sydney, X. S. W., last Thursday morning. The
voyage was a most pleasant one, and the gentleman landed in

America in excellent health and spirits. Mr. J,owe brought
with him Slromboli. one of the famous race horses of the

Colonies, a four-year-old colt, dark brown, lti hands in height,

and a grand, powerful individual. Stromboli is by Chester

(f-ire of the mighty Abercorn and hosts of other winners),dam
Etna, by Maribyrnong; second dam The Alpaca, by Kingston
Asa two-year-old Stromboli won the A..J. C. Produce Stakes a

Sydney and the V. R. ('. Produce Stakes at Melbourne. At

three, Stromboli won the Bawkesbury < Euiness, one mile; the

A. .1.
<

'. Derby, one and one half miles, and the Sydney (up,

two miles, stamping himself one of 'he very best horses in a

country productive ofspeedy and game thoroughbreds. Strom-

boli ran second to Strathmore (beaten ascant half-length] for

the V. R. C. Derby, and also a close second to La T<

the Sydney St Leger. The last-named race took place on
Saturday, and the following Tuesday Stromboli won the Syd-

ney Cup, two miles. Thisnorse will be put in training, in

all likelihood, al a 6ol far-distant day, and we shall then nave
.i . hai ce to see how a high class Australian horse compares
with our race horses. He is well-bred enough for anyone,

and will be heard from, no d irse Mr. Lowe
],;<.u

:
iii in this country la-t Thursday i- (leveden, a rich,

bay Stallion, With black points, 16 band-- in height, by Yat-

tendon, dam Lady Chester, by Stockwell, therefore a full

brother to the mighty < h< ster, sin

lyon and many other renowned performers, and by mosl per-

sons considered [he greatest "I .'ill --ires in the >

iii n i phere. The horses are (<!' aale, and are 'it i<> grace any
Btud in the wnrld. Mr. Lowe -elected Sir Modred for .1. B.

Haggin's famous Ranchodel Paso, and is a great judge of

hi I lines [f Stromboli and Cleveden are nol sold here

within the nr. ( ten days they will, in nil likelihood, h
l«i New York City.
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OVERLAND JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

All the Events at Colorado's Metropolis

Minutely Described.

-
.

. Correspondence or the Breeder ahd Spoktsman]

FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, MAY 30.

Denver, Col., May 30, l$i*3.—Eolus set his merry mill at

work to-day. He pufled leng blasts and strong blasts, but he

couldn't purl them long enough or strong enough to keep peo-

ple away from the opening day of the spring meeting at

Overland.

It goes without saying that there was a big crowd out at

the park, though there was not any special event on the card.

The management reversed the usual order in two ways. The

trots were placed first, and the opening race was called

promptly at 1:30. The trotting races, which usually drag,

went off with very little delav, more particularly as the win-

ner in each event had an easy time and took three straight

heats. The running races were a trifle slow, as the horses

were hard to send away well and there was an ample margin

of time allowed after each race to permit the bookmakers and

pool-sellers lo accomplish their deadly work. The races were

finished at 5:45.

The Lewis & Lohman land played excellently, but a day

like to-dav causes its best efforts to be lost to the occupants

of the stand. The wind picked up the sweet notes and car-

ried tbem off to Littleton.

The park, with all its surroundings, never looked prettier.

Rest t ulness for the eyes was in the rich green of the enclosure.

When the wind blew over the thick alfalfa it caused little

ripples of greenisn blue to turn and coil in a a most delight-

fully graceful manner all over the broad field. The tracks

looked velvety, too. They were just dry enough from the

recent drenchings to have the turfy appearance that makes a

roadway inviting. The harrow and roller had done their

work to perfectiou, so the big crowd looked out over excep-

tional ova! speedways.

The first race was a gift for Charley Baldwin after George
Moshier was set back as distanced. Before the race Baldwin
was favorite, with Mushier second choice. They got away
with an even break. At the half Moshier went off his feet

and ran all the way around to the finish, coming in a length

ahead of Baldwin. The judges inflicted the heavy penalty of

distancing. Before the second heat Baldwin sold on the heat

at 1 to 5, with the field at 3. The start was even, and the

four were bunched for almost the entire distance, Baldwin's

driver evidently notcaringto take him away. In thestretch

they strung out aod L'arl broke badly, coming under the wire

running in second place by two lengths. He was put back to

third, thus losing second money. There was scarcely any
betting on the third heat, it being a foregone conclusion that

Baldwin had it unless he dropped dead or jumped the fence.

He got away at the pole with a slight advantage, but broke
coming to the club house, and nearly lost the lead to Black
Jim, who made a play for the front but was quickly out-

footed by both Baldwin, who held his place, and Carl. Bald-
win broke at the half but recovered and won easily by three

lengths from Carl, Black Jim away back.

SUMMARY.
First race—2:22 class, trotting, for a purse of 5500.

Jaine* Anthony's blk s Charley Baldwin, by Iowa Chief—
(Jueen Ill

F. -. flyers' blk g Black Jim, by Reconstruction—unknown... 2 2 3
<;. W. Cook's ch g Carl, by Hidalgo—Lottie Swigert 3 3 2
James Leonard's George Moshier, by Strathmore dis

Time, J:-: 1
,,, 2:27%, 2:25.

Mutuels— First heat. S9 : second heat, $6.70 ; third heat, S7.10.

The second race was for a purse of $400, for trotters in the

2:50 class. It was well filled. There were eight entries. By
the bookmakers and by the public in general tbe race was set

down as a walti-over for Brilliant, who, besides having the
staunch blood of Electioneer, had formerly proved her ability

as a performer.
It was Brilliant from start to finish in the betting. She was

given no odds for place and was 2 to 5 straight. In the auc-
! >i illiant sold for $25 against the field at i?9 and $10.

Joeie C was driven by her owner, Rose by Sandkuhl, Teton
by Iline, Spartan by MeMasler, Pan key by Anthony, Julius

by Johnson, Brilliant by Lew Trotter and Troublesome by
Davis. The race proved just what the talent bad said it

would be. It was at the mercy of Brilliant from start to

finish, and was won by that game mare in handsome style in

threee straight heats, the average of the time made being
Dearly equal to the time of the horses of the 2:22 class in the

preceding event. She won the first heat by three lengths

easily. Theie was a great fight for place, which was secured
under whip by a neck. Time, 2:26;.

Brilliant won the second heat hands down by six lengths.

Rosea length fur place in another hard drive.

Time, 2:27.

In the concluding heat Brilliant simply played with her
inning by half a dozen lengths, Josie again second,

third and Troublesome fourth. Time, 2:28.

i U:y.

DuboU Bro ch a B i nt. bj Eli ctloneer—Bright Eyes ill
I.. Slncl i He B n snry Clay ..' 3 2 2

Ba haw—Helen Median) 2 3 8
ridyke 4 4 1

I'Hiikev. by Captain Pankey 5 5 5
Julius, Jr., by Jullui g <; o

kin 7 7 7
ifeton, by Ogallala 8 8 8

I

.

Uutnel cond heat, 87.60; third heat,
16.

The talent had picked Sympathetic^ Last as a sure win-
ner of the Becond race, bii furlongs. The result proved that
tbe sporting cognoscenti were perfectly correct. But there

niiiv wrhOj knowing the speed and endurance
which the gelding i po I of, x ere of the opinion thai a

124*pound i lii ip was too much for him to carry against
in-lil. The ugly behavior of Al Waits caused a delay
an hour. He had apparently taken it into his big

sorrel head thai the race houid be run around the track the
wrong way. Il«- resisted for a long time all efforts to get him
hi in th and reared and plunged and acted
iciou-Kv Finally the Rag fell to a good -tart, with the

bunched, and the recalcitrant Al Watts was in second
i winging in. head at the saddle-girths ofSympathet-

t. King Pluto was half B length behind, with the
two horses well up. Holly's fast brown gelding did

not hold the lead long. Watts had pushed into the lead

within the first quarter mile run. As the horses streaked by

the half-mile pole, Watts was leading the chase half a length

in front of Sympathetic^ Last. Sam Brown was third, three

lengths away, with King Pluto and Lily G. and John Win-
field in order bringing up the rear. On the upper turn of

the course Sympathetic^ Last began to get into his stride.

The struggle was short and decisive. Watts was passed.

John Winfield moved up into third place. All the jockeys

except Sympathetic^ Last's were whipping as the horses

swung into the stretch. Sympathetic^ Last came on, un-

touched by whip or spur, and won well in hand by three

lengths in front of Lily G., who had worked up from the

rear in the run home. Sam Brown was fourth, John Win-
held fifth and King Pluto last. The sis furlongs were gone

in the poor time of 1:21.
SUMMARY.

Inaugural dash, six furlongs, for all ages, for a purse of 3300.

B C. Holly's b g Sympathetic^ Last, a, by Fairplay—Sympathetic,
114 pounds J. Narvae/. 1

Ryan Brother's eh h Al Watts, 4, by Pantaloon—Gloomer, 122

pounds Robinson 2

Kilkenny & Fisher's b f Lilly G., 3, by Jim Douglass—Rosaline, 100

pounds Weaver 3
Time, 1:21.

Sam Brown (114, Parks). John Winfield (121, F. Bean) and King
Pluto (112, Goedertz) also ran.

The babies in the fourth race, half a mile, were colicky,

and it took a long time to get them under way. They strung

out from the jump afier the flag fell, and it was at once ap-

parent that the race lay between the stable and the favorite.

Eap-a-Tap got the lead and held it, Jim Lee hanging on

doggedly, Poco Tempo a couple of lengths behind and the

others trailing. The leaders got the whip all the way from

the turn, but their positions did not change, and Rap-a-Tap
won by an open length. Time, 0:50.

SUMMARY.
Running— Purse $300, for two-year-olds. Four furlougs.

Ed Gavlord's b c Rap-a-Tap, 2, by imp. Rapture—Wanton, 118

pounds Weaver 1

B.'.C. Hollv's b c Jim Lee, 2, by John Happv—Olive, US pounds
J. Xarvaez 2

Ed Gavlord's ch c Poco Tempo. 2, by imp. Deceiver—Ladv Mon-
trose, 118 pounds Parks 3

J. M. Broadwell'sch f Queen Regent, 115 pounds Goeddertz 4

San Angelo Stable's b e Tom Parks, 2, US nonnds Nixon 5

Mesquite Stables' b c Thread. 2. US rounds Lyons 6

Rvan Bros.' ch e Alpha. 2, US pounds Robinson 7

Time. 0:50.

Mutnels paid S9.30. Betting—Jim Lee, 4 to 5 ; Tom Parks, 5 ; Gay-
lord Stable, S to 5 ; Queen Regent, 20; Alpha, 15; Thread, 10.

The men who knew all about the horses were beautifully

fooled on this race. Despised Get There proceeded to get

there with alacrity. They started in a heap. At the stand

Eevolver had half a length the better of Get There, with the

others all up. They stayed together half-way round, when
Get There challenged for the lead, and after a hammer and-

tongs go of a full quarter mile, succeeded in getting it. All
were under whip in the stretch, and it was not till within a

half-furlong of the wire that the leaders pulled away and Get
There pushed in by a length and a half from Revolver, with

Wedgelield close up. Time, 1:45}.

SUMMARY.
Decoration Day Handicap, running, purse S400, for three-year-olds

and upwards, §10 each for those accepting. One mile.

Mesquite Stable's b c, 3, Get There, by Getaway—Laura Lee, 100

pounds W. Nixon 1

B. C. Holly's b g, a. Revolver, by Joe Daniels—Young .Tnle, 120
pounds Nnrvflpz 2

W. L. Thompson's bg, 5, Wedgelield, by Gov. Hampton—Vingt 'Un,
103 pounds Thoiupson 3

F. S, Byers' blk h, a. King Himyar, 101 pounds Parks 4
A. Shores' b h, 6, Bay Chester. 9S pounds Davis 5

Rvan Bros.' b c, 3, Spoon, 9b pounds Weaver 6

Time, l:4d&
Mutuels paid $8.20.

Betting—Revolver. S to 10 ; Wecgerield. S to 10; Bay Chester,
opened s to 1. elo=ed5 tol: Get There. 10; Himyar. 15; Spoon, 20.

Spoon carried 2 lbs. and King Himyar 5 lbs. overweight.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, MAY 31ST.

About 2,000 people went out to Overland Park to-day.

The day was all that could be desired, the track was in splen-

did condition and the races were all interesting. The prime
favorites in the trotting events, owned by DuBois Brothers,

had both races about their own way. In I he second heat of

the second race Mary Magdalene, a 3-year-old by Superior,

broke the American May record and got a mark of 2:27f.
This was the event of the day, the rest of the time not being

particularly fast. Early in the afternoon James M. Barber,

with Longtime, without a skip broke ihe six-mile trotting

record by 45 seconds, and would have beaten this but for a

break i.i his sulky. His time was 16 minutes and 8 seconds.

Gallatin made the previous record in 1859.

Between the 6rst and second running events a Mr. Craig, of

Mexico, gave an exhibition with three fine saddle horses.

W. P. Ijarns, president of the American Trotting Associa-

tion and of the Terre Haute association, owner of the

Warren slables, at the head of which is $105,000 Axtell. was
in the judges' stand at Overland to-day. Mr. Ijarns reports

the outlook at Terre Haute as exceptionally bright. Ht
thinks Axtell will show his true form this season, and adds

that Budd Doble has a big string of the finest in the land, all

in splendid condition and ripe for records.

With the word "go" from Starter Creveling, Gene led

Dollie AL and Betsie Cotton. At the turn Colonel D. and
Dollie dropped back. Gene led at the quarter, with Lizzie S
a length behind and Betsie Cotton eight lengths behind her.

Lizzie S. forged ahead at the half and Betsie Cotton crawled

up on Gene. This position was maintained at the three-

quarters. As they entered the stretch Betsie lost her feet and
Gene secured second place, but could not reach Lizzie S. who
won by five lengths. Colonel D. was away in the rear and
Dollie M. was distanced. Time, 2:24+.

In the second heat Lizzie S. led the procession and in-

creased it at the quarter to four lengths, with Gene second
and Bfetsie Cotton third. At the half Lizzie S. still led by
two lengths. Gene close up unci Betsie ten leugths behiud. At
the three-q carters Gene breaking, fell away to third place,

and in the stretch Lizzie S. broke and gave the lead to Betsie,

who maintained it to a close finish, defeating her by a length.
i n| I 1 >, got third phice in the heat, and Gene, who broke
frequently, was a poor fourth. Time, 2:22 J,

In the third heat Lizzie S. got away first, with Betsie Cot-
ton second and I lene I hi id. Betsie broke on the first turn, but
recovered immediately. At the quarter Betsie led a length,
with Lizzie S. second. At the half Betsie was still leading
by a length, Lizzie S. being fifteen lengths away from Gene.
At the three-quarters Betsie was two lengths ahead, Lizzie S.

twenty lengths in front of Gene. At the stretch Betsie came
in nicely, leading by five lengths, Lizzie S. second by twelve
lengths ami ' lene a bad third, with Colonel D. close up on
the turn. In the last heat Betsie set the pace and finished
with ease in 2:24}.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, purse 3700, 2:29 class.

DuBois Bros.' Betsie Cotton by Jay Bird 3 111
Frances Smart's Lizzie S., by Iowa Chief 12 2 3

W. T. Duncan's Gene, by Bona Fide 2 4 3 2

0. C. Godfrey's Colonel D., by Prospeetor 4 3 4 4
F. S Bvers's Dollie M., bv Copper Duke Dis.

Time, 2:24J^, 2:22%, 2;21}£,2:24>£.

Mutuels paid—first heat S9.50.

Mary Magdalene was a hot favorite in the second race and
was bought freely in the pools even at the odds taken by the

heartless bookies. Nellie Campbell was the only one near
her at any time in the race. In the second heat Mary went
out for blood, and the record for a May trot of three-year-

olds in 2:27f. In the first heat both horses came into the

stretch neck and neck. Mary Madgalene pulled out, and ten

yards from the wire she was half a length in the lead. She
broke and lost the only heat of the race. In the third heat
Magdalene led by a length and improved it to two at the

quarter. Campbell broke at the rive-eighths post and lost

lour lengths. At the half Madgelene led by eight lengths,

and increased it at the three-quarters to ten. In the stretch

Magdalene came in strong, Campbell breaking, and the
former winning by fifteen lengths in a walk, without having
made a skip in the heat. In the fourth heat Campbell led,

but Magdalene was first at the quarter. At the half the
marooD colors still led, and &t the three-quarters

Magdalene was increasing her lead and came into the stretch

an easy winner, with six lengths to the good, winning the
race.

SUMMARY.
Trotting purse, Colorado Breeders' Association stakes, S300 added

by Overland Park Club.

DuBois Bros.' Mary Magdalene, by Superior 2 111
J. H. Johnson's Nellie Campbell, by Washington 12 2 2
C. S. Owens' M'liss Jefferson, by Jefferson. 3 dis

Time. 2:36)4, 2:17%, 2:30, 2:30, 2:30^.

Mntuels paid—First heat, 614.2-5. Betting—Mary Magdalene was
the favorite throughout at 1 to 3, with little or no betting: Nellie
Campbell, 5 to t; M'liss Jefferson, 5 to 1.

Cactus Blossom led the string at the start in the third race,

five furlongs, but Hal Fisher crowded him hard to the half,

passing him there by a head. In the stretch he increased the
lead to half a length, finishing strong a good length to the
front, Cactus Blossom second, three lengths away from Jennie
Schwartz, who led the field by lour lengths. Signal, Rebecca
and the disappointment of the race, Venture, held the three
last positions throughout the race. Time, l:02i.

SUMMARY.
Running, selling, purse §2o0. For three-year-olds and upwards,

31,000; weight for age; allowances; two pounds for each S100 less; five
furlongs.

Mesquite Stables' br h Hal Fisher, a, by Buck Walton—Alice. 117
lbs Nixon 1

Frank Saunders' eh h Cactus Blossom, 5, by Clifton Bell—Lucille,
111 pounds. Weaver 2

Grenada Stables' cb f Jennie Schwartz, 4, by Congressman—un-
traced, 105 pounds Freeman 3

1. W. Page's Signal, 9, S. a, 117 pounds ; Esbelman 4
Miss E. Thompson's b m Rebecca, 6, 110 pounds Thompson 5
Al Shores' Venture, 6, 9, 6, 111 pounos Parks 6

Time, 1:03}£.

MutuelspaidSll. Betting—Hal Fisher, 4 to 5; Venture, second
choice ; Cactus Blossom, 3 to 1; Jennie Schwartz, 4 to 1.

Green Hock surprised everybody, even his owner, by run-
ning magnificently in the fourth event, sis furlongs, settiug

the pace for Viola Belle and all the others for theentire race.

He increased his lead by a length at the turn, the half and
the stretch, winning with hands down three lengths away
from Viola Belle, the favorite before the race. Silverman
got away well out of the bunch, but fell at the half-post and
fell back fifth in the race. He got a gait on later and came into

the stretch and under the wire third, ten lengths behind Viola
Belle. Barton H. was pulled up when his jockey found he
had no show in the race.

SUMMARY.
Running—Selling purse, S300; for three-year-olds and upwards.

$1,500. Weight for age allowances ; 1 pound for each S100 to 51,000.
then 2 pounds for each £100 to 5700, then 3 pounds for each S100 less.

Six furlongs.

B. C. Holly's b h Green Hock, 3, by imp. Greenback—Eda, 110
pounds King 1

San Angelo Stables' b m Viola Belle, 4, by Bend Or—Woodlark.
114 pounds Nixon 2

Al Shores' rn g Silverman, 4, by Richelieu—Nannie Fox, 93 pounds
Davis 3

W. L. Thompson's b h A. C. Tucker, 5, 107 pounds Thompson 4
C. A. Underwood's br m Kate Claxton, 4. 103 pounds Vail 5
John Pearson's br h Barton H.. a, 107 pounds Neil 6

Time, 1:17%$,

Mutuels paid. $11. Book-bettiug—Viola Bell, 4 to 5 ; Green Hock,
5 to 1 ; Silverman, 15 to 1.

Blakemore went away with the lead in the last race of the

day, five fuHongs, Bob H. second, S«m Sayre third, with Lit-

tle Fellow, Boomerang, Little Nell and Balance All close up
in the order named. At the quarter Bob H. had gone to the

front, with Blakemore on his dank. Boomerang had moved
up to third, while Sam Savre had dropped back to sixth. On
the far side Blakemore and Bob H. had their trial, and when
they swung into the stretch Blakemore had poked his head
in front, with Boomerang third. Then Boomerang lost his

grip, and Little Nell and Balance All came up. Blakemore
drew away and won by a length from Bob H., who had the

place by two lengths from Little Nell, who was a length

away from Balance All. Time, 1:04.

SUMMARY.

Rnnning, purse $250, five furlongs. Same conditions as third race

,

Sau Angelo Stables' b b Blakemore, 4, by Silent Friend—Pilgrim
116 pouuds Nixon 1

J. M. Shields' b g Bob H., a, untraced US pouuds N'eill 2

C. G. Sutton's b m Little Nell, a, sire untraced, dam Gypsy Queen
110 pounds Darby 3

Al. Shores' ch b Balance All 4, 107 pounds Parks 4
Reed, Webb & Co.'s br b Little Fellow, Jr., 4. 122 pounds...Guyette 5
W. L. Thompson's eh c Sam Sayres. 5, 111 pounds Thompson 6

Joe Hollanay's ch b Boomeraug, a, 110 pounds J. Xarvaez 7

Time, 1:04.

Blakemore. favorite, 3 to 1 : Bob H., 6 to 1 ; Little Nell, 8 to 1 ;

Boomerang, 4 to 1 ; Balance All, S to 1.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 1.

Th^ card at Overland Park to-day was an attractive one.

Notwithstanding the sky was threateningly black, the pros-

pects of a drenching before the afternoon had worn awav did

not prevent a crowd of a thousand people or so from attend-

ing the races.

The books were judiciously niggardly in the matter of odds,

and little money was carried by the favorites in any of the

races. The starts in several of the races were poor, but, as it

happened, cut little figure.

The first event on the card was a purse race, valued at

$100, for pacers of the 2:17 class. W. W. P. opened at 1 to

4, with Uncle Jack 3 lo 1, Ctbon 5 to 1, and Maritana 10 to

1. After the first heat there was no betting to speak of.

Odds on W. W. P. against the field were marked up at 1 to

5. Uncle Jack got off in the lead, with Cebron second and
W. W. P. third. The three leaders went together down the
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backstretch. Uncle Jack quit the struggle on the third turn.

W. W. P. drew away from Cebron down the stretch and was

first home by five lengths. Cebron was second, six lengths

in front of Uncle Jack. Maritana barely savrd his distance.

Time, 2:19!.

The start in the second heat was poor, but Cebron's driver

nodded for the word and Starter Creveling dropped the Hag.

"W. W. P. took the lead, with Uncle Jack second and Cebron
third. Cebron went out for the leader on the back-stretch,

and the race was a pretty and clipping one, with the other

two horses well up. Cebron was lapped with W. W. P. to
!

the head of the homestretch, when the latter was loosened

out and won by two lengths from Cebron. Maritana, in a
|

whipping finish, beat out Uncle Jack for third. Time, 2:21.
]

W. W. P. took the third straight heat and the race in I

2:22}. He got slightly in the lead to a good start, with

Uncle Jack second aud Cebron third. The horses went well
|

bunched to the upper turn, when Cebron dropped out of the
|

hunt. W. \V. P. came in two lengths in front of Maritana,

who beat Uncle Jack for the place by a length. Second money
went to Cebron, third to Maritana and fourth to Uncle Jack.

SUMMARY.

Facing—Purse ?400. 2:17 class.

Pu Bois Bros.' ch g W. W. P., by Ben Lomond, Jr ..Ill
A. W, Siuipkins' b h Cebron, by Belvoir 2 2 4
Lewis Hinckley's b g Montana 4 3 2

John Nolan's Uncle Jock 3 4 3

Time—2:19J4. 2:21, 2:22K-

The second race, a $300 purse for two-pear-old trotters,

best two heats in three, had four starters. Denver Medium
was the favorite at 1 to 3, and after the first heat was cut

down to 1 to 10. The horses got away to a very poor start.

Peter Jansen was four lengths in the rear when the flag fell.

Denver Medium left the others and set a pace that would
have distanced them bad she not been eased up. She came
in and won. pulled almost to a walk. Ghora was as easily

second. Privateer was third and Jansen fourth. Time, 3:01}.

The second heat was a walk over for Denver Medium.
Ghora got away five lengths in the rear and was never in the

race. Medium won in a jog at ten lengths. Privateer was

second. Jansen was a poor third and Ghora was just inside

the distance pole. Time, 3:04|.

SUMMARY.
Trotting—Purse $300, for two-year-olds.

Dubois Bros.' Denver Medium, by Superior 1 1

J. W. Page's Privateer, by Pelletier 3 2
Fred Beemis' Gbora, by Belvoir 2 4
C. B. Owens' Peter Jansen 4 3

Time—3:01 J4, 3:04%,

The third race was a sis furlongs selling race for $300 for

three-year-olds and upwards. The entries were : Al Shores'

Baychester 105 ( Weaver), M. J. Craig's Maelstrom 111 (Geo-

deriz), W. L. Thompson's A. C. Tucker 99 ( Whilby), Charles

Roberts' Lucy Clark 111 (Graves), San Angelo Stables'

Blakemore 106 (Lyons), Heflron & Co.'s King Pluto 96

(Condrey).

Baychester opened at even money in the betting, but went

down to 1 to 2 and was finally backed off the books. The
post odds on the others were: Maelstrom 5 to 1, A. C. Tucker
30 to 1, John Winfield 60 to 1, Lucy Clark 3 to 1, Blakemore
5 to 1 and King Pluto 12 to 1.

When the Hag fell Lucy Clark got off two lengths in the

lead, with Baychester second and Maelstrom third. Lucy
Clark led to the stretch, when Baycheeler came to the front

with a rush and won hands down without feeling the whip or

spur. Lucy Clark was a whipping second, a length ahead of

A. C. Tucker, who had got ofl badly at tbe start, but had
forced his way through the bunch on the upper turn and

showed a fine burst of speed down the stretch. Time, 1:17}.

SUMMARY.

Selling race, purse S300. for threc-years-olds and upwards, §1,500.

Weight for age. Six furlongs.

Al Shores' b h Bavchester. 6, by Luke Blackburn—Silver Maid 1

Charles Roberts' ch m Lucy Clark, 4, by Colonel Clark—Golden
Plover.. 2

W. L. Thompson's b h A. C. Tucker. 5. bv Intrinsic—unknown 3

Time, l:\~H-

Maelstrom iGoedertz. Ill), John Winfield (Whitby, 99), Blakemore
(Lyons, 106) aud King Pluto (Condrey, 96j ran uuplaced.

Tbe fourth race was a selling race, purse $250, for three-

year-olds and upwards, four and one-half furlongs. The en-

tries were: San Angelo Stables' Ranger, 99 (Locklear), Han-

na & Kinlegen's Country Girl, 111 (Darby), F. S. Byers'

Trooper, 112 (Parks), J. M. Shields' Sam Jones, 114 (Neal),

Heflron A Co.'s Kiowa, 116 (Goederlz), Mesquite Stable's Hal
Fisher, 118 (Xixson), Frank Saunders' Aristocracy, 110

(Freeman), John R. CampbeU's Ben Harrison. 124 (Steel),

Powers & Wunder's Manitou, 110 (Robinson), W. L. Thomp-
son's Remus, 114 (Thompson), Charlie Roberts' Charlie R.,

99 (Weaver). Hal Fisher was a hot favorite at 1 to 2. Sam
Jones sold at S to 1, Remus at 4 to 1, Charlie R. at 6 to 1,

Ben Harrison at 10 to 1 and the others at 15 to 1 each. It

wa« long before such a large field could be got ofl". The flag

fell to a fairly good start, with Sam Jones, Hal Fisher, Har-

rison and Manitou lapped in front of the bunch. Country

Girl was the last away. Fisher fell back in the run around

the turn, and Sam Jones was leading in the stretch and every-

one was driving. Fisher came strong in the run home and

beat out Sam Jones at the wire by a length and a half. Jones

and Ben Harrison had a neck and neck struggle for the place.

Jones in the last few jumps got the best of it, and was second

by a neck, with Harrison third, two lengths ahead of Remus.

Time, 0:56$.

After the race, Hal Fisher, who was enlered at §000 by

John R. Nashworthy, proprietor of the Mesquite stables, was

sold for $1,000 to O. F. Johnson, of San Francisco.

SCMMARV.

Selling race, purse S2-J0, for toree-year-olds and over, $1,000 weight
for age. Nine-sixteenths of a mile.

Mesquite Stables' br h Hal Fisher, by Buck Walton—Alice 1

J. M. Shields' blk e Sam Jones, bv Black Nicfe, dam unknown 2

John A. Campbell's ch h Ben Hiirrison, 6, by B!ack Prince-
Gypsy Girl 3

Time.u ' V
Ranger. Country Girl. Trooper, Kiowa, Aristocracy. Manitou, Ke-

mus aud Charlie R. also ran.

The last race of the day was a dash of fifteen-sixteenths of

a mile, for three-year-olds. The entries were: Ryan Bros.'

Spoon, 112 (Robinson) : B. C. Holly's Green Hock, 112

(King); B. C. Holly's Steadfast, 112 (Whitby); Kilkenny

Fisher's Lilly G., 107 (Weaver); Al Shores' Investigator,

112 (Freeman) ; Mrs. F. A. Stafford's Minnie Beach, 107

(Crowley). The Holly entry was coupled and sold at 1 to 8

in the books, the stable declaring to win with Steadfast. Lilly

G. was on the boards at 6 to 1, Minnie Beach li to 1, Investi-

gator 10 to 1 and Spoon 10 to 1. Green Hock got off in the

lead, with Spoon second. Lilly G. third and Steadfast fourth.

There was no change at the quarter. Tbe horses ran well

bunched along the backstretch. When they had straightened

away for the run home all but Green Hock were catching

the whip. Spoon was still in second place and Lilly G. in
third. Steadfast was coming fast along the rail. When
neaiing tbe wire hd Hashed by Lilly G. and Spoon, and after
a neck and neck run with his stable companion came under
the wire first by a head. Green Hock was not ridden out
and finished second, without being whipped. Spoon was
third, and Lilly G. fourth. Time, 1:41.

SUMMARY,
Running race, fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, purse 8350, fur three-

year-olds, stake-wii.ners to carry live pounds extra.

B, < Holly's b c Steadfast, by Sobrante—Narcola 1

B. C. Holly's b c Green Hock, bv imp. Greenback—Kda 2
Rvan Bros.' b c Spoon, by Storey—Miss Mongo 3

Time, 1:41.

Lilly G., Investigator aud Miuuie Beach also ran.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE 2.

A large crowd saw the races to-day at Overland Park. The
sport was above the average and the crowd in attendance was
a well-pleased one. Some good time was made in tbe 2:34

class trotting, Pauline H. winning the second heat in 2:24}.

In the three-minute class Rose won the heat and race in

2:27.}. Al Watts had things about his own way in the first

running race. Bob H. fooled the bookies badly in the five-

furlong race, and Sympathetic^ Last queered the talent in

the final. Take it all in all, it was a good day of sport.

In the first race, trotting, Rose won the first heat with ease

by four lengihs, with Josie C. leading Ella O., Troublesome
and Nickel Plate by two lengths. Nickel Plate was dis-

tanced, but on explaining that he was pocketed on the turn

he was allowed to go in tbe second heat, when he was dis-

tanced without an excuse. Rose won the second heat by five

lengihs, coming first into the stretch, with Josie C. close

behind. The latter breaking near the wire, gave the race to

Rose by the distance named and second and third places to

Ella O. and Troublesome. The final was won by Rose in a

jog, with Josie C. second, Ella O. third and Troublesome last.

SUMMARY.

Trotting—Purse S30O, 3 minute class.

Ro?e, bm. by Bashaw Chief. John Sandkuhl 111
Josie C, bl m.by Ha Ha Lewis Hinckley 2 4 2
EllaO., bl m, by Unknown A. D.Carson 3 13
Troublesome, ch g. bvTborndyke F. S. Bvers 4 3 4

Nickel Plate, b g, by Bay Tom, Jr J. W. Page 5 Dis.
Time-2:29>4, 2:2\ 2:27%.

Mutuels paid first heat, 32 90, second heat, 53.30. third heat, $3.80.

Betting—Rose, favorite. 7 to 10 and 1 to 3: Josie C, even money and 2

to 1 ; Troublesome, 15; Ella, S; Nickel Plate. 15.

In the spcond race, for 2:34 trotters, Jennie Thombs
opened a hot favorite. Belvidere acted badly on scoring and
delayed thestart. A fairly good get-away, with Pauline H.
leading, resulted in Gray Andy trotting second and Belvidere

third. The latter got his nose in front at the half, and made
a lively pace. Coming into the stretch Pauline overtook him
and won by two lengths. In the second heat Pauline led the

procession and finished with a pull two lengths to the good.

The third heat was a most exciting one. Beividere led from

a break on the turn to the stretch, where he was passed by

Pauline. As they approached the wire the ballbearings of

their pneumatics jingled in unison. It was nip and tuck for

forty yards, Belvidere forging ahead by half a length as they

passea under the eye of the judge. The heat has given to

Pauline H., as Belvidere had gone in the air five times dur-

ing the heat, and Pauline H. had made the course without a

s! ip. It didn't suit those who had their money on Belvidere,

but it went with those who love a square deal on a race

track.
SUMMARY.

Trotting, purse S300, 2:34 class.

E. Horan's Pauline H., b m, bv Kidnapper Ill
A. \V. Simkins' Belvidere. br h, by Henry V 3 2 2
E, W. Lowrv's E. W. L. br g, by Arsaces 2 4 3
A. D. Carson's Gray Andv, gr s, by Abdallah Pilot 4 6 4
George Tolleth's Consul Chief, bl s, by Consul 5 3 6

Covly it Stone's Jennie Thombs. b m, by Senator 6 5 5

Time. 2:25, 2:24»<, 2:22%.

Mutuels paid S4, JE3.70 and S3.80. Betting—Jennie Tombs favorite,

selling S1U: E; W. L., S9; field, $10. In the finals Pauline sold at §10

aud the field at 55.

Al Watts was a favorite in the third event, running, five

and one-half furlongs, and about as stubborn as he was on
Decoration Day. His serpentine dance with a stable boy on
one end of the bridle was brilliantly executed, but was not

encored. He evidently knew what he was about, judging

from results on the race. The bunch got the flag when well

together and Watts was the first to show his head in the

lead, with Tucker well up behind and Sam Brown a close

third. This position was maintained to ^ the stretch and Al
Watts entered it well in hand. He responded to every call

made necessary by the approach of Tucker, and later on of

Sam Brown, with an ease which betrayed the fact that he was

a great race horse. Sam Brown crowded Tucker out of sec-

ond place by a head and the field strung out several lengths

behind, Cactus Blossom being the only dangerous foe to the

three leaders.
SUMMARY.

Running, selling S250, Tor three-year-olds and upwards, five and
one-halt furlongs.

Ryan Bros.' chh Al WatU, 4, by Pantaloon—Plover, 122 pounds.....
Robinson 1

G. W.' Cook's ch h Sam Brown, 4, by Boomerang— Betsie Collins,

10* pounds King 2

\V L. Thompson's b h A. C. Tucker, 5, by Intrinsic—untraccd, 112

pouuds Thompson 3
Time. 1-.10J4.

Mutuels paid S4.

Cactus Blossom. Oweu Bowline. Signal and Beet Hart also ran

in order named.
Betting—Al Watts. 7 to 10 : Owen Bowling, 30 ; Signal, 20 ; Cactus

Blossom. 2 to 1 ; A. C. Tucker. G : Bert Han, 10 ; Sam Brown, 15.

It seemed to have been all fixed up for Jennie Schwartz, to

win this race. Bob H. poked bis nose in, however, and up-

set all the calculations of the talent. Pie got away out of the

bunch first sod led all the way to a good finish. Bob Austin

ran second to the stretch, where Jennie Schwartz, Lucy Clark

and Balance All made the pace too hot for him. They came
in under the wire with Bob II. a good two lengths in the

lead. Jennie Schwartz came in very fast, passing Lucy
Clark near the finish and cinching second money by a head.

M'.MMARV.
Running—Selling, purse $250. five furlongs,

Q W. Thompson's bg Bob H.. untraccd; a. 10^ pounaa Heal !

Grenada Stahles' ch f Jennie Schwartz, 1, by Congrosman—un-
traced, 101 pounds Freeman -'

Charles' Robert's ch m, Lucy Clark, 4, by colonel Clark G

Plover. 107 pounds Gowers 3

Time -1:03.

Mutuels paid, $4.
. , .

Balance All. Remus. The Judge, and Bob Austin in orner named.
Betting—Jennie Schwartz, 1 to 1. and backed down to 7 to 6.

Lucy Clark, (1 to 5: Bob H., 3 to 1: Remus, 5 to 1; Balance All, 6 to 1;

Bob Austin, 13 to 1.

The last was the race of the day and the talent found it

hard to pick a winner. Wedgefield's win was a surprise. He
gave the starter considerable trouble by cutting up badly in

' scoring. His mount was notable to control him and couldn't

get his bead to the front. In the breakaway Little Fellow Jr.
pulled out a length in the lead. Belle I*. was right behind
him, Wedeefield, Bay Chester and Sympathetic^ Last bring-
ing up the rear. It was the same at [he quarter. At the half
Belle P. swapped places with Little Fellow Jr., the others
bunched well together in the same positions. In the stretch
WcdneiH-id passed Little Fellow Jr. and 1 hompson made i he-

pace hot after Belle P., who, failing to respond to Locklear"s
whipping, lost the race by a length, with Bay Chester third
by a head and Sympathetic^ Last keeping Little Fellow Jr.
company several lengths behind.

RUMMAKY.
Runnii.u'—Owners' handicap; purse $3*.0; minimum weight, 85

pounds. Three-fourths of a furlong.

W. L.Thompson's bg Wedgefield, 5, by Gov. Hampton— Vintrt in,
90 pounds Thompson 1

San Angelo Stables' ch m Belle P.. 1. by Blue Eyes—Missive, 85
pounds .'. Loekleur 2

Al Shores' b h Bay Chester, 6, by Luke Blackburn—Silver Mail, 35
pounds i

By Holly's br g Sympatheiie's Last, a, 1U5 pounds Weaver 4
Reed, Webb *fc Co.'s br h Little Fellow Jr., 1, 90 pounds Dully 5

Time. 1:15.

Betting—Sympathetic^ Last favorite, with Belle P, and Bay Ches-
ter at even money for a place.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 2.

After four days of excellent management the responsible
men of Overland Park closed the week in sorm thing like dis-

grace. The carrying out of the programme was inexcusably
slow. There were tedious waits after eyery heat of the trot,

which, as luck would have it, strung out over the whole
afternoon, and the same thing occurred before and after the
running races. At 5:25, when every body was tired and cold
and wanted to go home, the indicator was moved around to
the cheerful announcement, " Next race at 6 o'clock." With
the trot unfinished and two more running races on the card,
that was too much after such an afternoon and most of the
crowd went out to the trains.

The polo pony race provided considerable amusement, and
the jockies were up in newspaper row enjoying it. Joe Nar-
vaez was critical. After a seemingly profound study of a
gentleman jockey, he said: " Well, if dat geyser is a jock,
what is us?" A look of lofty disdain from the "geyser" was
the only answer beyond the good-natured laughter of those in
the vicinity. A colored citizen, tilled with bock beer and
righteous indignation at being accused of stealing a whip,
caused some commotion. He was taken away from the grounds,
and 100 men on a gigantic drunk couldn't have made a more
noisy exit.

Spartan was a favorite throughout in the first race, with
Alpha, Dagmar and Golddust finding few takers at the short
odds offered. In the fifth race all bets were declared off and
the driver of Princess Dagmar was reprimanded for not urg-
ing his horse on the stretch. Spartan won the last heat in a
jog and the victory failed to evoke a cheer from the tired
spectators.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, purse $250, named horses.

John J. Wyatt's b g Spartan, by Barkis 12 4 2 11
A. D. Carson's b g Alpha, by Goodnues ;; 116 6 3
J. H. Johnson's bl m Princess, bv Standard 4 5 5 12 2
F. S. Bvers' bs Mambrino Goldust. bv Goldust Jr 1 3 2 3 3 *
A. W.Simkin'sch m Fay,,Wilkes, by Ashland Wilkes 6 6 3 4 4 *
Chris. Eby's ch IJalius Jr., by Julius 5 4 6 5 4 *

Time, 2:57)4 2:51)4, 2:55%. 2:51, 2:53%, 2:57)^.

The second race proved to be a practice jog for Beulah,
who sold a hot favorite all through the race, with Fred P.
and Norton McGregor as second choice. All the heats in
this race were trotted in the order named, Norton Mc-
Gregor's frequent breaking preventing him from getting a
better place. The track was slow after the first race, and no
fast time was made.

SUMMARY.
Pacing—Purse $400 ; 2:45 class.

DuBois Bros.'s g f Beulah. by Superior Ill
O. E. Adamson's b g Fred P., by unknown 2 2 2
A. J. Chapin's b g Norton McGregor Jr., by Norton McGregor.. 3 3 3
G. C. Banning'sch s General Garfield, bv Centennial „ 4

Time, 2:30%, 2:44}£, 2:44)^.

The third was the race of the day. It was " the " race be-
cause all the riders were young men of the town, probably
known as " Mr." So-and-So. In some cases the mount was
made with the assistance of kinds friends, in others the
lanky gentlemen riders stood still with their limbs extended
and the polo pony was driven in, the gentleman rider drop-
ping into the saddle with an abandon " truly rural." The
pedigree of the ponies was not on the programme, which was
well, as it might have been difticult to trace the family like-

ness to such a nondescript collection. Dandy Jim was ridden
by a tall young man who had a sure thing and knew it.

Knowing it, he plunged, and several parties in the bookmak-
ing district saw him play as large an amount as $5 at one
halting place. Before the race the gentlemen jockeys ling-

ered in the vicinity of the members' stand. The heavy
wraps were unbuttoned and the wind played in a careless way
with the loose folds, betraying charms of which many had
previously been ignorant. The nicely-turned ankle, the
Adonis-shaped limb, and the altogether swell combination,
was simply bewitching, and many were the " O, girls, isn't he
sweet? " which floated to the other stands, only to be echoed
back in revised form, " Mamma, buy me that? " The merry
blast of the bugle summoned the riders to the front and to

the post. They were soon away from the (lag, with John
Gilpin and his rider in a quite correct negligee at-

tire in the lead, Piedro second and Dandy third. At
the stretch the gallant Gilpin disgraced his name by drop-

ping into fourth place, with the breezy Buck close behind
him. They came towards the wire with Guido in the lead,

Dandy second, Gilpin third, Piedro fourth aud Buck tilth.

On they came, and the chariot race in Ben Hur wasn't a cir-

cumstance to the interest and excitement attending the finish

of this event. When within twenty yards of the stretch hands
and feet went in the air, the gentlemen fanned the atmos-
phere with their bows, and mud and glory flew about pro-

miscuously in chunks. Erratic Gilpin wanted to get otf on a
side street where more people lived, and t hi*- exhibition of

vanity lost him the race. IK- finished second to Guido, rid-

den bv Mr. Kuykendall, with Dandy third, and the others are

still coming in. The hero of the hour wa- tin- winner. He
was immediately surrounded by his friends, while the band
played "See, the Conquering Hern < omes." He was em-
braced by Gratz Brown, who intimated that there was more
honor in winning a polo-pony race than being a member of

the ninth General Assembly, and no one raised his voice to

dispute it. Mr. Kuykendall made a speech. He said it was
" the proudest moment of his life," and this original thought
evoked a perfect whirlwind of applause, and without a dust

accompaniment. Mr. Benton spent the rest of the afternoon

telling Barry Wall and a few of " uh fellows" how hi

to finish second. He claims to have secured that place with-
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out turning a hair, but his friends say that his mustache is

minus several hirsute appendages on each side of his physiog-

nomy.
SUMMARY,

Polononv race, purse 5200, limit 14, 1 bands, gentlemen riders,

ottchvf :ond and S40 to third.

H L KeykendaU*sbgGuido.a. 150 lbs 1

\ Bei son s b b John Gilpin, n. -»0 lbs -

joe Halloway'sch h Dandy, a, 150 lbs a

Bryaui Turner's eh h Piedro. a. 150 lbs j

Thto. White's a h Buck. a. 150 11* °
Tune, 0:12

Betting—John Gilpin, G to 5; Dandy, 6 to 5 ; Pedro, 5; Guido, S.

Lit.e a shot out of a gun Bi Holly's well-named horse es-

caped from the bunch which got the Hag in this race. The

Judge was in second place with Little Fellow Jr.. third, the

others Hailing. At the half Revolver was moving along easily

with time on the side to aigh for alfalfa. The Judge was

leading the remnant with Viola Belle up to third place and

Little Fellow fourth. As they entered the stretch Viola Belle

got after the leader, while King smiled hack and invited him

tocomeon. Revolver cantered in an easy winner by three

lengths, Viola Belle was leading Tittle Fellow Jr., by five

lengths and the others were a length away from each other,

two lengths from the third horse.

SUMMARY.

Running—Selling. $250 ; for non-winners at tbjs meeting: three-

year-olds and upwards; ten pounds below the scale: those not hav-

ing run as pood as second allowed 5 pounds; unplaced, 7 pounds:
laced, 5 pounds additional. Five furlongs.

Bv Hollv's eh -,' Revolver, a, by Joe Daniels-Young Yule. 114

pouo'ds I^u'S 1

San Angeln" Stables' b m Viola Belle. 4. by Ben d'Or—Woodland.
107 pounds Lyons 2

Reed, Webb & Co.'s br h Little Fellow, 4, by Lit tiefellow—Pin-

hunte, 100 pounds Davis 3

Time. 1:17'.>.

The Judge. Spoon, John Winfield and Claxton also ran and finished

in 'he order name!.
Betting—Revolver. 7 to 10; Viola Belle. 7 to >; Spoon. 5 to 2

Little Fellow 20, Kate Claxton 30, John Winfield 10, The Judge 4.

Queen Regeut and Alpha alternated in a specialty act at

the post in the nine-sixteenths dash. The former stood still,

apparently indifferent to the wishes of Starter Creveling

Alpha, on the other hand, was anxious to get in out of the

rain, and this anxiety led him away to the front on several

occasions before the others were ready. They got away well

together at last with Poco-Tempo showing first, Jim Lee

second and Eap-a-Tap third. The race was a pretty one into

the stretch, Poco-Tempo leading Rap-a-Tap by a length, with

Jim Lee close behind. King applied the whip and Jim Lee

shot into second place on the inside, bugging the fence. The
otbers ware urged and, responding, pocketed Jim Lee. But

King wouldn't have it that way and wheeled his speedy colt

to the right. He lost a length by doing so and then com-
menced the prettiest finish of the meeting. "Whips and spurs

were applied and all three answered by a jump. They were

all ridden to the utmost, but with a phenomenal burst of

speed, electryfying in its effects, Jim Lee crawled gradually

but as surely to the front. They passed under the wire locked

together, but with Jim Lee a "half a head to the good. The
spectators sent up a cheer which clearly betrayed the ex-

citement of the minute. King was the recipient of much
applause as he rode to the stand after the splendid race he

had helped to win.

SUMMARY.
Running, purse $300. for two-year-olds, five pounds below the scale,

four and one half furlongs.

I. W. Walsh's b c Jirn Lee, 2, by John Sappy—Olive, 113 pounds
King 1

Ed. Gaylurd's ch e Poco-Tempo. 2, by imp. Deceiver—Lady Mont-
rose, ] is pounds Narvaez 2

Ed. Gaylord'sch c Rap-a-Tap. 2. 113 younds Weaver 3
Time, 0:58K-

Bettinc—3 tol and 5 to 2 on Jim Lee ; Poco-Tempo and Rap-a-Tap
4 too ; Thread, B ; Alpha, 10 ; Nadine and Queen Regent, 5.

The last was a somewhat exciting race and was won by the

favorite, Uncle Bob, the six-year-old son of famous Luke
Blackburn and Vintage Time. He won the American Derby
in 1890, but broke down shortly afterwards. He was patched
up, however, and promises to be quite a race horse. He got
away third at the start, but oveitook Bob Austin in the
stretch and beat him in by three lengths. Bob Austin, who
was played heavily at 3 to 1, and even 8 to 1, by the D. A.
C. boys, led from the flag to within 100 yards of the wire,

when Uncle Bob passed him and won with ease. Owen Bow-
ling was third and Huber fourth, Smuggler running with a

forlorn hope in the rear.

SUMMARY.
Denver Athletic Club Cup. Three-Quarters of a'mile Cup to be

won two separate times by same rider,

Mr. R. L. Lee's b c Uncle Bob, 6, by Luke Blackburn—Vintage
Time, 152 pounds 1

Mr. H. L. Kuykendall's eh g Bob Austin, a, by South Australian-
Bright Kvl-s, 162 pounds 2

Mr. Terry Boat's b h Owen Bowling, a, by Tom Bowling—War
152 pounds 3

Mr. Bryant Turner';- t> h Huber. a, 152 pounds 4
Mr. G. S. Moore's b g Smuggler, a. 152 pounds 5

Time, 1:J_'..

Betting—Uncle Bob. favorite, at t loo; Smuggler, 2 to 3; Bob Aus
tin, 3; Huber, 15; Bow]

Late Races at Overland Park.

Uknvek (Colo.), June 5.—The field had its turn at Over-

land Park to-day, and favorites were bowled over with monot-

onous regularity. Not a single lirst choice captured first

money in any of the five races. To begin the odds-on favor-

ite, Josie C, was beaten in the trotting event by Jennie

Thumbs, against whom the books laid 4 to I. Then in the

five-furlong running race next on the card the Dickson en-

I
niiard and Maelstrom, who were quoted at 1 to '1,

uV.'hed second and third to l.illi..- <;. Charlie B:, backed
from -I to l i" '- en tnonej . was la it.

Cactu Bl i om a 12 I , made how of his field in the
six-furlong race, The favorite, The Judge, waa second and

tips, Sam Brown and Bert Hart, nowhere, [n the
fourth race tl ontinued bv Ranger, a -1 to 1

chance, wl-o outfooted the favorite, Ben Harrison all the wav,
To wind op the agony Jennie Schwartz opened favorite at
<-v.-ii money, but was allowed to go to the post unbacked at
-.' i" L. Bazzle Dazzle, Omen and Trooper were almost

off the board*, bui Jennie Schwarlz spoiled all calcu-
lations by winning in a bard drive from Trooper.

innrif. I 1- 1 rare, (rotting—Jennie Thumbs won,
1 rray iudy third.

Second ling, five furlongs—LiHie Gr. won, Lani-
ard second, Maelstrom third. Time, 1:04,

Third race, nix furlongs I actus Blossom won, The Judge
Silverman third. Time, 1:18$.

Fourth race, four and one-half furlongs—Ranger won, Ben
Harrison second, Investigator third. Time, 0:58.

Fifth race, seven furlongs—Jennie Schwartz won, Trooper
second, Omen third. Time, 1:331.

Denver (Colo), June 6.—The trotting events programmed
for to-day failed to fill and two races for gallopers were sub-

stituted. In consequence the attendance was materially in-

creased. The opening race, a dash of five and a half furlongs,

was captured by Ollie Johnson's horse Hal Fisher. Johnson
has been training for Burns and Waterhouse of San Fran-

cisco, but came to Denver after the close of the California

Jockey Club meeting. Last week he purchased Hal Fisher

for $1,000, and to-day won him out. Fisher was backed from
3 to 1 to even money, and won by a neck in a hard drive

from Al Watts, who beat Bay Chester a head for the place.

Only King's superior jockevship saved Fisher from defeat.

Had Watts been ridden with any judgment at all he would
have won handily.

Alpha was selected to win the two-year-old maiden race,

and was backed from 2 to 1 to 7 to 10. L. G. S., ridden by
Seaman, the California jockey, was a hot tip,and was strongly

backed at 4 to 1. Alpha got away in front, but L. G. S. shot

up from last position and openiog a gap of two lengths led

into the stretch. There Alpha came on and won handily.

L. G. S. died away at nothing and finished last.

Six quarter-horses were entered in the three-furlong race

and started. Crevilling distinguished himself by dropping
the flag to one of the worst send-offs ever seen a race track.

Sam Jones and Mountain Maid had at least six lengths the

best of the third horse, who was far in advance of the fourth.

The favorite, Parole, and Lela were lapped last. After the

two leaders had fought it out to the stretch Lela, who had
been gaining steadily, came with a magnificent burst of speed

and beat Sam Jones a half length, he a length before Moun-
tain Maid. Lela ran the three furlongs in 34} seconds. Get
There, at 8 to 5, beat Wedgefield, the 7 to 1 favorite in the

Owners' handicap, and Bob H, the favorite, easily disposed

of his field in the last event of the day, a selling affair, at

five furlongs.

Summaries: Five and one-half furlongs—Hal Fisher won,
Al Watts second, Bay Chester third. Time, 1:09$.

Four and a half furlongs—Alpha won, Tom Parks second,

Thread third. Time, 0:57f.
Three furlongs—Lela won, Sam Jones second, Mountain

Maid third. Time, 0:35f.
One mile—Get There won, Wedgefield second, The Judge

third. Time, 1:42$.

Five furlongs—Bob H. won, Bob Austin second, Venture
third. Time, 1:03$.

Denver, June 7.—Four running races and a trot were
scheduled for decision to-day. Gonzales McGregor, the fav-

orite at even money, won the harness event in straight heats

from Lizzie S., who finished second each time.

Bert Hart was first choice in the betting in the five-furlong

race fcr gallopers. From 2 to 1 he was backed to 3 to 5.

Navaez had the mount, but the best he could do was to fin-

ish second to Little Nell, against whom as much as 8 to 1

was oflered. Navaez rode another favorite in the next race,

the Judge, who was heavily supported at 7 to 5, and closed

at even money, but Bay Chester, well ridden by King, easily

disposed of the Judge in the run down the stretch, and won
well in hand by half a length.

Once started, the outsiders had everything their own way,
and the fourth race witnessed the downfall ot another odds-
on first choice, Jennie Schwartz. She seemed to have the
race won up to a sixteenth from home, where King brought
Viceroy through next to the rail and beat her out a length.

Laniard, at 15 to 1, and Balance All, at 8 to 1, had a fight-

ing finish for first money in the last race. Laniard won by
a length and Balance All beat the favorite a head for the
place.

Summaries: 2:20 trot Gonzales McGregor won, Lizzie S.

second, Gene, third. Time, 2:19, 2:18, 2:19£.

Five furlongs—Little Nell won, Bert Hart second, Re-
becca third. Time, 1:02$.

Seven furlongs—Bay Chester won, The Judge second, Bar-
ton H. third. Time, 1:32.

Six furlongs—Viceroy won, Jennie Schwartz second, Lucy
Clark third. Time, 1:16£.

Four and a half furlongs—Laniard won, Balance All sec-

ond, Trooper third. Time, 0:56^.

San Jose Futurity Stakes.

At the meeting of the Directors of the Santa Clara Valley

Agricultural Society and District No 5 Association this week,

the following entries for futurity trotting stakes during the

fall fair of 1S94 and 1895 were announced by Secretary

George H. Bragg

:

No. 1. THE CHAMPION STAKES—Foals of 1892, to be trotted at
the annual fair of 1894. One mile and repeat.

Sunset Stables' b g Merry Monarch, by Thomas Rysdyk—Mollie J.
Ben E. Harris' b 1 Rival, by Dawn—Freeuie Froman. Vendome
Stock Farm's b c Charles M. Chase, by An tinous—Bonnie Piedmont

;

Baby Darling, by Antinous—Johnnie, 3. E. Topham's b f Dawnie, by
Dawn—Sylvia. T. S. Montgomery's bib f , by Boodle,dam Kitty
Sevmour. Jno. Moorbead's blk c Svntax, by Emin Bey—Topsy.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk f Cressida, by Palo Alto—Clarabel : b f

Erac, by Azmoor—Elsie ; br e Glubur. by Electricity—Jennie Ben-
ton ; b f Zella, by Palo Alto—Violet ; ch f Mithra, by Advertiser

—

—Mamie. J D. Carr's b f Lady Salinas, by Eros—Bertha. James
Shannahan's blk c Turner, by Menlo—by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm's b c Our Jack, by Steinway—Iuex ; b c Uncle
Dan, by Chas. Derby—Nannie Smith : b c Geo. Wiley, by Prince Red
—Calypso ; b f Vinca. by Steinway—Lydi.i Bright ; blk f Derby
Prince, by Chas. Derby princess. H. M. Weathers' br c Antimony,
by Antinous—Ramona. C. H. Corey's b c Hailstone, by Clarence
Wilkes—Lady Fay. Rucker Bros.' blk e , by Almont Patchen

—

Sophie. Geo. B. Polbemus' b f Lady Anna, by Antinous. dam Mag-
gie Niagara

;
gr c Utsalady, by Sidney, dam Anna Magee.

No 2. THE CAPITAL STAKES—Foals of 1893, to be trotted at the
annual fair of 1S95. One mile and repeat.

J. D. Carr's — by Eros—Bertha; bv Gabilan— Flossie. Beu E.
Harris' — by Sidmofe—Starlight. James Moorehead's b c Milpitas,
by Billy Thornhill—Topsy. Vendome Stock Farm's — by Antinous—
Magdallah; by Antinous—Bessie LiDwood; by Antinous—Bonnie
Piedmont; by Antinous—Johnnie B.; by Antinous—Daisy Wooding.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's— by Palo Alto—Amrah; by Advertiser—Tel ie;
by Palo Alto—Wasana; by Electricity—Jennie Benton: by Adver-
tiser—Beautiful Bells ; by Palo Alto—Elsie. Oakwood Park Stock
Farm's — by Steiuway—Princess ; by Prince Red—Clyte 2d ; by Chas.
Derby—Nannie Smith : by Prince Red— Maggie McGregor; bypiince
Reel—Calypso. Rucker Bros.' b c Tapestry, by Antinous—Sophie E.
Santa Margarita Stock Farm's b f La Primera, by Gaviota—Hattie F.;
b f .May Vernon, by Gaviota—Lilly Vernon.

No. 3. THE FRUIT MAN STAKES—Foals of 1872, to be trotted at
the annual fair of 1895. One mile heats, 3 in 5,

Sunset Stables' br t Bonnie Bell, by Larco—Reina ; b g Merrv Mon-
arch, bv Thomas Rysdyk—Mollie J. Beu E. Harris' b f Rival, by
Dawn—Freeuie Froman Vendome Stock Farm's b u Charles M.
Chase, by Antiuous—Bonnie Piedmont ; Baby Darling, by Antinous
—Jennie B. E. Topham's b t Dawnfe, by Dawn—Sylvia. T. S. Mont-
gomery's blk t , by Boodle—Kitty Seymour." Palo Alto Stock
Farm's bf Erac, by Azmoor—Elsie : blk f Cressida, by Palo Alto

—

Clarabel ; brfG'.ubar, by Electricity—Jennie Benton ; bf Zelda, bv
Palo Aito—Viola ; ch f Mithra, by Advertiser—Mamie. James Sban-
nabah's blk c Turner, by Menlo—by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr. J. D. Carr's
b f Lady Salinas, bv Eros—Bertha. Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b c
OurSeth, by Prince R"d—Ada F.; h c Gen Gurko. by Prince Red

—

Neva; br t Minedo, by Prince Red—Viana ; r f Red Princess, by
Prince Red—Steinola : b 1 Merry Legs, by Steinway—Lilly. C. H.
Corey's b c Hailstone, by Clarence Wilkes—Lady Fay. Geo. B. Pol-
hemus' b f Lady Anna, by Antinous, dam Maggie Niagara; gr c
Utsalady, by Sidney, dam Anna Magee.

No. 4. THE MOUNT HAMILTON STAKES—Foals of 1893, to be
trotted at the annual fair of 1S96. One-mile beats, 3 in 5.

Ben E. Harris'— by Sidmore—Starlight. Vendome Stock Farm's —
by Antinous—Magdallah ; by Antiuous—Bessie Liowood; by Antin-
ous—Bonnie Piedmont; by Antinous—Johnnie B; by Antiuous—
Daisy Wooding. Palo Alto Stock Farm's — by Palo Alto—Amrab ;

bv Adverttser—Telie ; by Palo Alto—Waxana; by Electricity—Jennie
Benton; by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells ; by Palo Alto—Elsie. J. D.
Carr's — by Gabilan—Flossie ; by Eros—Bertha. Oakwood Park
Stock Farm — by Steinway—Etna G.: by Steinway—Empress ; by
Prince Red—Clementine ; by Prince Red—Inex ; by Prince Red-
Katie G. Rucker Bros.' b c Tapestry—Antinous—Sophie E. Santa
Margarita Stock Farm's b f La Primera, by Gaviota—Hattie F. ; b f

May Vernon, by Gaviota—Lilly Vernon.

Declarations G-arflold Park Club, 1893.

It 'Will Be Grand.

During the week we visited the Portland Speed and Driv-

ing Association's race course, now in rapid construction on

the east side, a couple of miles from Stark-street ferry. Mr.
P. Connelly, superintendent of the track, has sixty-one teams
and ninety-nine men at work. We have seen dirt flv, but
never before saw it being picked up by the wagon-load so fast

that one would think if they did not know that the earth just
literally grew in the dirt wagons. This gentleman has no
fears but what he will be able to turn over the best track
ever raced over in the North Pacific in plenty of timefor the
June meeting. Mr. D. W. Aarion, superintendent of stalls,

has now under way 297 stalls, besides a dozen "cool-out
''

stalls and walking grounds. He has at work about thirty
workmen that are just making race horse homes about as fast

as if they were produced from seed. J. E. Bennett, superin-
tendent of the grand stand, has twenty-five carpenters at

work, and will have ten more the coming week. This build-
ing when finished will seat 5,000 or more' people, and would,
from ouiside appearances, do honor as a work of art to the
most fashionable portion of a city. The judges' and reporters'
stand will, we are told, be as complete as fashion and work-
men can make them. Every one whom we saw and talked
with gave it as their opinion thas this cowse will have no
equal on the Pacific.—North Pacific Kural.

THERE is a movement on foot among the horse-breeders
and traders in Kentucky to form an organization which will
control all of the standard-bred horse auction 6ales of the
State, says an exchange. This move has been in contempla-
tion among some of the larger breeders for some time past
and is now assuming a tangible form. Members of the asso-
ciation who formerly sold their horses at private auction will
in the future, should the organization materialize, pool their
stock and twice a year have large auctions of standard-bred
horses.

GARFIELD PARK DERBY.

Napoleon, King Spiiit, Michel, Oranoeo, Olacquer, Gazette, Notary,
Sirius, Nitrogen, Gorella, Alfida, Etheley, Hastv, Peabody, Prodiga,
Hindoowell, S. C. Phillips, Capt. Gotrill, Quidado. Steadfast, Blue
Mc Henry. Pioneer, Importer, Legato. Thrifty, Jerry McCarty, Roscoe,

; £1 Paso, Bismarck, Sir Reel, Don Fulano, Alto Mio, Thermidor, Es-
tate, Sir Roy, Comrade, Linville. Hintou. Unicorn, Clement, g. c.

by Rutherford, dam Ophir: b. c. by Volhec, dam Blossom; b. c. by
Emp. Herfoik, dam Experiment: b f by Emp, of Noriolk, dam Puola;
b. f. by Gano, dam Belinda.

HESIHG STAKE.

j

Napoleon, King Spirit, Michel. Oronoca, Cbecquer, Notary, Gorella,
Alfida, Etheley. Prodiga. Amaltha, Capt. Cottrilt, Beaucephalus,
Steadfast, Quidado, Ohyesa, Eagle Bird, Thrifty, Jerry McCartv, Ros-
coe, El Paso, Prince Von Bismarck, Sir Reel, Don Fulano, Alto Mio,
Thermidor, Sir Roy, Linville, Hinton, Unicorn, Clement, g. c. by
Rutherford, dam Ophir: b. c. by Volante. dam Blossom; b. c. by
Emp. of Norfolk, dam Experiment; b. f. by Emp. of Norfolk, dam
Paolo; b. f. by Gano, dam Belinda.

GRANT STAKE.

! Chestnut filly by Ferndale, dam Ophelia ; ch c by Pardee, dam
Mollie Hyland ; ch c by Elias Lawrence, dam Helene; CymbeliDe,
Sir Kuight, Nydia, Val an Vent. Volanterra. Elizabeth S., Andrua K.
Mary Belle. Rapier, Ben Hur. Gownsman, Thornhill, bay colt by Iro-

quois, dam Golightly ; bay filly by Enquirer, dam Bribery ; bay filly

by Iroquois, dam Duchess ; chestnut colt by imp. Great Tom, dam
Mozelle ; bay colt by Alta, dam Dizzy Blonde; chestnut colt by Ed
Corrigan, dam Smilax ; bay colt by Alta, dam Thetis; bay colt by
Alta, dam Charlotte ; bay colt by Emp. Norfolk, dam Clara D.: bay
colt by Emp. Norfolk, dam Rosebud; bay filly by Volante, damLillita:
chestnut filly by Cheviot, dam Vienti ; bay colt by Rutherford, dam
Glorita ; Martinez, Max Layna, Mallard Jos. Swigebt, Sec'y.

State Fair Futurity Stakes.

Third payments have been made on the following colts for

the two-year-old division of the State Fair Futurity Stake to

be trotted in 1893 :

L. U. Shippee—B f Stambella, by Stamboul 5101, dam Maggie S.

Los Cerritos Stock Farm—B f Marchioness, by Commodore, dam
Kitty Irviugton.

F. L. Duncan—Be Roodee, by Signal Wilkes, dam Mignonette.
A. L. Hart—Br c Almonita, by Director, dam Almouta.
Palo Alto Stock Farm—Br c Edison, bv Electricitv, dam Sallie Ben-

ton ; dk b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto, dam Elsie ; blk f Aerolite, by
Palo Alto, dam Mauette ; b c Uhlan, by Electricity, dam Urania ; ch
c Telephone, by Palo Alto, dam Telie.

J. D. Carr—Blk f Genevieve, by Eugene, dam Flossie.

Williams & Morehouse—Ch c Silver Note, by Silver Bow 11,708,

dam Maud Singleton.
Funk Bros.— Bf Lucky Ticket, by LotteryiTieket, dam Blue Thread,

Foals of 1893.

Foals since last report as follows
:

Br c by Sport—Clarion.
B f bv Alban—Morning Glory.
B f by Azmoor—May lair.

B f by Azmoor— i oluia.

Ch f bv Norris—Blonde.
B c by Advertizer—Emma Robson
B f by Azmoor—Arodi.
Br c by Azmoor—Mattie B.
B c by Sport—EUeneer.
Ch c by Paola—Sprite.

Ch c by Hugo—Anaua.
B c by Azmoor—Aura.
Br c by Electricity—Lilly B.

Yours

B c by MacBentou—Laura C.

B f ,by Campaign—Nettie Nut-
wood.

B f by Azmoor—Lora.
B cby Electricity—Violet.
B c by Albau—Lodema.
B f by Azmoor—Aragon.
B f by Sport—Graceful.
Ch f by Piedmont—Satinet.
B c by Piedmont—Avena.
B f by Lottery—Nicety.
B c by Electricity—Laureola.
Blk c by Lottery—Lizzie Miller,

trulv, C. C. Ferguson, Clerk.

Two handsome and perfectly matched, horses will sell for
many times the separate value of either, and this is a branch
of the trotting market in which the demand is out of all ratio
to the supply.

Therk are a number of California tourists at the World's

Fair that have written home, and said they want to see the

California horses win a few races on the trotting turf before

they return. Those who followed the Pleasaoton horses the

last two years returned with plenty of Eastern greenbacks.
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SACRAMENTO RACES.

All the Races Given Under the Auspices of

the Capital Turf and Driving Club

Described.

[Special Correspondence of the Bkeeder and Sportsman.]

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, JUNE 6.

The weather clerk certainly likes the Capital Turf and

Driving Club, for he furnished some delightful weather for

the opening of the five-day meeting here. The attendance was

surprisingly meager, in view of the fact that the programme

presented was an excellent one. J. \V, Wilson (President of

the club), Dr. C. \V. Aby and Philip Herzog officiated as

judges, while Ab. Stemler wielded the bunting in the start-

ers' box. Excellent music was furnished by the First Artil-

lery band.

The clever Weber boys, Johnny and Charley, were on

hand to ride, and the way they handled their mounts de-

lighted the most fastidious. There were four races on the

card and Johnny landed two of the winners, while Brother

Charley piloted the other two to victory.

The first event was the Weinstock & Lubin Stake for two-

year-olds, four furlongs. Quirt, Tillie S. and Normandy were

the starters. Johnny Weber's mount, Tillie S., was made
favorite in the auctions, with Quirt second choice. Nor-
mandy gotofl in front and led to the far turn, where Tillie

S. passed her and led into the stretch. Quirt showed a lot

of speed when in the straight, and got od even lerms with
Tillie a furlong from home. Then Weber commenced to

ride, and the filly responded gamely and won by three parts

of a length. Quirt beat Normandy a length for place honors.

Solitude, Addie. Chipman and Angelo started in the selling

event at seven furlongs. Solitude brought §20 in the auctions,

the field selling for $7, Charley Weber riding Addic. Chip-
man took a bit of an advantage of Stemler in the start and
beat his flag about five lengths. She won all the way, beat-

ing Solitude a length at the finish. Angelo was beaten otf.

Charmer, Miss Walling and St. Patrick were the only
starters in the handicap at one mile and fifty yards. As
Charmer had beaten St. Patrick very handily in their work,
she was made a warm favorite in the betting. Orville Apple-
by, St. Patrick's owner, and also the trainer of Charmer,
naturally bet on Charmer, and the judges h'aringof it, called

Charley Weber, St. Patrick's rider, into the stand and in-

formed him that they understood he was going to pull the

gelding. The lad, whose reputation for honesty is untarnished,

replied :
" Have some patrol judges go out on the track and

let them watch me ride." The lad did ride, and, getting off

in front, lashed St. Patrick all the way and won by a length.

Charmer beat Miss Walling a couple of lengths for the place.

Motio and Conde were the principal factors in the five-

furlong dash, Mrs. Wolfskill's Heliodora being considered

rather outclassed. Motto was made favorite, although 116
pounds is more weight than she likes to carry. Conde out-

ran her the first part of the journey. She caught him in the

stretch, but J. Weber, finishing very strong on Conde, landed
him a winner by a neck. Heliodora was never in the hunt.

Orville Appleby's game little mare Esperanza died here
early this morning from the effects of her collision with Nor-
mandy yesterday. Orville Appleby shed many a tear when
the mare died, as did the boys around the stable.

SUMMARIES.

Agricultural Park Course. Sacramento. June 6, 1S93.—Spring
meeting of the CaDital Tnrf and Driving Club. Running, Weinstock,
Lubin & Co. Stake, for two-year-olds. One-half mile.

E. Sachs' b f TillieS.. by Major Ban—Tillie C, 119 pounds 1

B. W. Cavanaugh's en f Quirt, by Joe Hooker—Trifle, 118 pounds... 2

George D. Poorman's b f Normandy, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Extract,
111 pounds 3

Time, 0:50.

Selling—For three-year-olds. Seven furlongs.

B. B. Cavanaugh's ch m Addie Chipman, by Joe Hooker, 86 pounds 1

G. W. Watson's b m Solitude, by Darebin—Altitude. 106 pounds 2
Thomas H. Boyle's b h. Angelo, by Prince of Norfolk—by Joe

Hooker, 96 pounds 3
Time, i:30>£.

Handicap for all ages. One mile and fifty yards.

Encino Stable's St. Patrick, by Jadge McKinstry—Viola Rea, 122

pounds 1

G. H. Kennedy's ch g Charmer, by Wildidle—Turban, 102 pounds.. 2

W. M. Murry's ch m Miss. Walling, by Spendthrift—Venturia, 117

pounds 3
Time, 1:47J^.

For all ages ; purse $300. Five-eighths dash.

Encino Stable's ch c Conde, by Wildille—May D., 114 pounds 1

George Van Gordan's ch m Motto, by Sir Modred—Mottle, 120
pounds 2

M. Wolfskill's ch m Heliodora, by Duke of Norfolk—Heliotrope,
106 pounds 3

Time, 1 :02J^.

T
second day—Wednesday, june 7. i from the bunch. The race to the head of the stretch was

Again there was but a small crowd in attendance. The ver
.
v exciting. Montalva, who was expected to outran his

betting was not as lively as it might have been.theSan Fran- °^'d > n 'be tirst quarter, failed in the attempt, Quirt pressing
cisco contingent patting up most of the money. The grandstand

U

was beautified by the appearance of over 100 of Sacramento's
handsomest young ladies, and the fair ones looked charming in
their light costumes. The day was very warm, and even "Step-
ladder" McGinnis, who can boast of a forty-years' experience
on the California turf, complained. A good band of music
discoursed popular airs for a time, but lost the friendship of
the city contingent when it played the "High School Cadets"
march. This had been played to death at the Bay District,

and the race followers now look upon it as a hoodoo.
The track was fast and the racing—all there was of it

—

good. Only three races were run, the fourth being declared
off owing to a misunderstanding. The Weber boys are hav-
ing things all their own way. Charlie won the first event
and Johnnie the next two.

The first race, a selling affair at seven and a half furlongs,

brought out St. Patrick, Regal and Charger, Broad Church and
and Gladiator being scratched. In the pools St. Patrick
brought $20 and the field $13. Little Weber hustled St.

Patrick off in front and led Charger three parts of a length
around to the stretch. There Charger Hew up and Patrick
came on and won handily. Time, 1:30}, with Regal second
and Charger third.

Romulus, Conde, Motto and Gladiator appeared in the
handicap dash of four furlongs. Conde, who has improved
remarkably, was always a slight favorite over Motto, the un-
certain daughter of Sir Modred. Conde got a bit the best of
a bad start, which almost saw the twj-year-old, Romulus, left

at the post. Motto ran well to the head of the stretch and
then bolted and ran like a dog. Conde, ridden out by J.

Weber, won by a scant length from Romulus, who beat Gladi-
ator a half length for the place. Time, l:14i.

Articus, that grand-looking two-year-old by Argyle, dam
Glenloch, again demonstrated that he is a racehorse. He
picked up 120 pounds in the two-year-old event at four and a
half furlongs and won quite handily in fifty-six seconds. The

him all the way. When they swung into the stretch Quirt
passed him, as did also Normandie. Montalva had enough,
and Quirt and Xormandie raced home for the money. In
a driving finish Quirt, cleverly ridden by C. Weber, won by
half a length in 1:03. Montalvo was third, a few lengths back.

Red Cloud, Broad Church, St. Patrick and Gladiator con-
tested in the selling event of a mile. St. Patrick, on the
strength of his recent wins, was made a big favorite. Ht
stumbled badly at the ttart, which was Brown's worst eflbrt,
but raced head and head with Red Cloud all around the ring.
In a driving finish Red Cloud won by a nose, St. Patrick sec-
ond and Broad Church third. Time", 1:45.

Charmer, Addie Chipman, Solitude and Orta appeared in
the handicap at the mile for three-year-olds. It was a good
betting race, Charmer selling fur $20, Solitude for $16, the
field for $15. Addie Chipman and Solitude made the run-
nsug to the head of the stretch, where both died away.
Charmer came on and won handily from Orta in 1:46. Chip-
man was third.

Canny Scott, who had not run for a long time, was made a
big favorite in the handicap at a mile and a furlong for the
Pioneer Hop-Yard Stake. His only contestants were Red
Cloud and Broad Church, both of whom had run in the mile
selling affair. They were never in it, for Spence, displaying
his old-time form, landed the son of Leinster a winner from
Red Cloud by a length in 1:59.

Sl-MMARIES.
One mile, for all ages.

J. E. King's b c Red Cloud. 4, by Red Iron—Maggie £>., 107 lbs
H.Smith 1

Encino Stable's b g St. Patrick, 4, by Judge McKinstry—Viola Rea
C. Weber 2

Burns & Waterhouse's -> g Gladiator, by Griustead—Athola
Z

Time, 1:45.

Broach Church 99 (Long) also ran.

Handicap sweepstake, one mile, for two-year-olds.

, P j j o -j .i_ / -a. i. l *. ii_ ,
G. E. Kennedy's ch f Charmer, bv Wildidle—Turban, 120 pounds

start was bad, and Seaside, the favorite, got about three
| ;._f, .......^, ..spence l

lengths the worst of it. Articus won from the flag-fall to the . Wither F. Smith's b f Orta, by Warwick—illusion" '93 pounds
finish, Fortuna being the only starter to give him a semb- 1 - :— .—:*•-•".•::•—_: _• •_• I

lance of a race. Seaside finished third and The Monk fourth.

Leory
Cavanaugh Bros.' ch f Addie Chipman, by Joe Hooker—Tritie, 120

pounds c. Weber
Time, 1:46.

Solitude 120 (Weber) also ran.

Golden Eagle Hotel Stake, five furlongs, for two-year-olds.

Cavanaugh Bro3.' ch f Quirt, by imp. /Cyrle Daly—Extract, US lbs.

C. Weber
G. D. Poorman's b c Normandie, by Joe Hooker—Trifle, 105 pounds

M. Jackson
D. Bridges' ch h Montavo, bv Sid—May Bell J.Weber

Time, 1-02.

Handicap, one mile and a furlong.

W. M. Sinclair's ch h Canny Scott, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar,
116 pounds Spence

J. E. King's b c Red Cloud, by Red Iron—Maggie D., 116 pounds
Smith

W. E. Gibson's ch h Broad Church, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar.
108 pounds „J. Weber

Time, 1:59.

SUMMARIES.

Agricultural Park Course, Sacramento, June 7. 1893—Capital
Turf and Driving Club's spring meeting. Running, selling, seven and
one-half furlongs, for all ages

;
purse §300.

Encino Stable's bg St. Patrick, 8700, by Judge McKinstry—Viola
Rea, 103 pounds 1

G. W. Watson's b c Regal, S500, by Regent—Bessie Douglas, 101 |

pounds 2
Al Moran's ch c Charger, $1,000. by Wildidle, 111 pounds 3

Time, 1:38J4

Running, handicap for all ages, sis lurlongs, purse $300.

Encino Stables' ch c Conde. by Duke of Norfolk—May D., 115
pounds 1

J. H Miller's b c Romulus, by Brutus—Beauty. 100 pounds 2
Burns & Waterhouse's b g Gladiator,;by Grinstead—Althola, 95

pounds 3
George Von Gorden's c m Motto, by Sir Modred—Mottle, 116 pounds 4

Time, 1:14J£

Rnuning. Lessee's purse of $250, for two-year-olds, nine-sixteenths
of a mile.

G. Van Gorden's b c Articus, by Argyle—Glenloch, 120 pounds 1
Encino Stables' b f Fortuna, by Brutus—Viola Rea, 90 pounds 2
P. Siebenthaler's ch g Seaside, by Mariner—Mann, 116 pounds 3 I

M. Keating's b s The Monk, by Friar Tuce—Indicator, 100 pounds. 4 if you have neglected to provide yourself with a set of them
you will regret not having done so. Whilst they are orna-
mental to the walls of your office or library, they are to the

Don't Neglect.

This is what we say regarding those characteristic and

beautiful horse portraits. They will soon be out of print and

Time. 0:56.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 8.

Board of Directors of the Capital CityThe Board of Directors of the Capital City Turf
Club came to the conclusion this afternoon that the citi-

zens of this city did not appreciate horse racing. After to-

day's racing the meeting, which was to last until Saturday,
was declared off. J. W. Wilson, the president of the club,

says that it cannot afford to give away $1,000 a day in purses
and only clear $500 from the gate and privileges.

The San Francisco contingent were very much disap-

pointed, and A. B. Stemler was not only disappointed but
disgusted. In speaking of the matter he said :

" Why, the
Sacramento people would not go to a free wine dinner." This
is Stemler's individual opinion, but anyhow the residents of

the Capital City hardly showed their appreciation of the
efforts of the club to give some good and square racing.

The racing-card to-day was one of the best ever presented
to the racing world. The weather was delightful, the track

was good and the fields in most of the races were large enough
to make things very interesting. The finishes were exciting

in each of the four races, and the crowd, which was the larg-

est that had put in an appearance at Agricultural Park since

the meeting began, thoroughly appreciated them.
The Golden Eagel Hotel stake at five furlongs, for two-year-

olds, was the event of the day. Montalvo, Realization, Red
Chief, Quirt, Morven and Normandie faced the starter, the

well-known Curly Brown. Montalvo was made a favorite by
the field, bringing $20 against $12. The start was almost
perfect. Johnny Weber, as usual, got his mount running
quicker than the others, so Montalva was the first to show

student of the evolution of the horse the strongest kind of ob-
ject lessons. In the collection old Hambletonian 10 stands
boldly out as a line of demarcation. All the world's equine
workers are in this collection, down to the time-annihilating
Nancy Hanks. As this collection (size 24s3b") may be had
of Sanborn, Van & Co., 751-745 Market street, at the trifling

cost of $10 a dozen, or single ones at $1 each, our advice to

all who have not obtained some of them is, don't neglect to

do so.

Colts
get hurt. Phenol So-

dique is a liniment for

them; for other animals.

There is nothing that

mends so quick.
HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia

At druggists. Take no substitute.

SAN SIMEON THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS
AND THE RACEHORSES

KING THOMAS AND ALMONT
I3y Auction -A.1;

Salesyard Corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street, San Francisco,

j±t xi £t. ixi- ^vv'EiDisrESiD.A^sr, a-TTJirsr xottL, 1093
The yearlings from this ranch are from mares that produced the good racehorses Yosemite, Snowdrop, Prize, Bridal Veil, Mezzotint, Blizzard, Castanet, etc., and by such sires as

Surinam, Jim Brown and the Australian horses True Briton and Trade Wind.

CATALOGUES WILL BE READY JUNE 20, 1893.

The Broodmares and Stallions From this Ranch will be Sold at Auction in November.

KLLLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street.
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The Grand Circuit.

Delegates from district agricultural associations met Satur-

day evening at this office. Wilfred Page presided. Associa-

tion directors present were Messrs. Kent, Crittenden, Cohen,

Waugh and Dalton of Oakland, R. S. Brown of Petalunia, F.
\

three months.

liberally, there will be less trouble in handling the geldings

than if ihey were left entire. The pastures on the hills and
valleys look exceedingly well. The demand for the cele-

brated Devon, Durham, Polled Angus and Galloway cattle

this year has been greater than the supply and additions to

the immense herds are made by purchases in the East every

W. Loeberof Napa, Dr. Anthony and Thomas Smith of Val-

leio, F. P. Wickersham of Fresno, J. K. Whillakerand sev-

eral other horse-breeders.

The meeting was called for the purpose of adjusting con-

ditions for the annual fairs of the grand circuit of California.

Many points of interest to associations and horse-owners were

discussed. The advisability of following the system adopted

in the grand circuits in the East in having a uniform entrance

fee throughout the entire circuit, possibly five per cent., with

an additional five per cent, for the winners of money, was

spoken of, but no definite action was taken in the matter,

however.

Another knotty problem was the question of reclassification.

A Reminiscence of Dictator.

The death of Dictator at Ashland reminds us of his sale in

August, 1883j says the Turf, Field and Farm. Mr. Harrison

Durkee, who owned him, was anxious to get rid of him that

spring, but he could not find a purchaser. During the sum-

mer three sons of Dictator challenged the attention of turf-

goers. Jay-Eye-See had a four-year-old record of 2:14, and

later trotted to a five-year-old record of 2:10^ ; Phallas, then

six years old, had a stallion record of 2:15J, and Director,

six years old, was sweeping everything before him in the cir-

cuit and had lowered his record to 2:17. Mr. C. J. Hamlin
was anxious to obtain a stallion which would successfully

compete with Jerome Eddy, the star of Jewett Farm. The
There is every reason to believe that trotters and pacers that year previous, at Buflalo, Jerome Eddy had taken a race rec-

go on the grand circuit will be classified every second or third
j

ord of 2:16i and been purchased by Mr. Jewett. Almont Jr.

2:26, was the fastest stallion at Village Farm, s
meeting.

A motion was introduced to the effect that every association

on the grand circuit should hang up at least $8,000 in purses,

but it was deemed expedient to delay action until the pro-

grammes I. M been prepared.

A commits consisting of a delegate from each association

will meet J une 13th at S o'clock at this office to adopt a pro-

gramme for the entire circuit. This committee will also

decide whether or not the tbree-in-five trotting races are to

be consigned to oblivion, as far as the grand circuit of Cali-

fornia is concerned. It was also resolved that every delegate

should be empowered by his association to vote upon all

questions that might be brought up.

The grand circuit, as at present arranged, runs in the fol-

lowing order : Breeders' meeting at San Francisco, Oakland,

Vallejo, Napa, Petaluma, Sacramento, Stockton and Fresno.

The San Jose Association has given notice that it will stick

by its dates and will not accept the week set by the circuit

convention, consequently Fresno and San Jose will again

clash.

Mr. Woodard appeared before the Board in regard to

admitting Woodland into the circuit. He suggested that the

Breeders' meeting start in one week earlier and that the Yolo

countv city be wedged in. A delegate from the Woodland

association will be invited to attend the next meeting, when

and Mambrino
King had only good looks to commend him, not having
become distinguished in the stud. Jewett Farm had a decided

card in 2:16'. We suggested to Mr. Hamlin that he put at

the head of Village Farm the sire of Jay-Eye-See, Phallas

and Director, explaining that he could not do anything that

would produce more of a sensation. This was at dinner at

his own home. He brought the matter up at the breakfast

table, after having slept on it, and urged us to go to New
York ai once and see Mr. Durkee. We expressed the opin-

ion that the stallion could be bought for $20,000, and the

price did not chill the Buflalo breeder.

Tne next day we met Mr. Durkee 'at his New York office

and opened negotiations. He haggled and asked for an ofler,

saying that §20,000 would not buy Dictator. We finally

made an offer of $20,000, with the express understanding
that it should hold good but an hour. He thanked us and
said he would consider the proposition. Two days later

Maj. H. C. McDowell appeared upon the scene, Mr. Durkee
having telegraphed him that he had refused an offer of over
$20,000 for the stallion. The Major induced Mr. David
Bonner and Mr. A. A. Bonner to join him, and Dictator

passed into their possession at §25,000. Tho horse was in

Kentucky at the time, and the announcement was made that

he would stand at Ashland at $300. Mr. J. H. Wallace
!

sneered at the sale. He said in his magazine: "We don't
believe he has been sold for $25,000, for we don't believe

there is a man in Kentucky that big a fool." Later Mr.
Wallace apologized for this rash statement. Dictator's book
rapidly rilled at $300, but as he was 21 years old in the

The Dam of George "Wilkes.

At the Foot of Mt. Diablo.

The trotting stock on the Oakwood Park Stock Farm never

looked better than at present. The sixty standard-bred

brood mares are enjoying splendid health. Nearly all have

had foals, and a prouder lot of well-bred matron or a nicer

group of well-shaped foals would be hard to rind anywhere. The

youngsters are by Steinway, 2:25:}, Chas. Derby, 2:20, and

Prince Bed, the three leading stallions. The latter named

vouog stallion will make a great reputation as a sire, and,

crossed with the Steinway and Derby fillies, the produce
ought to be extremely fast. The colts and fillies by him are

all heavy-boned, well-proportioned, and pure-gaited trot-

ters, and very handsome. Prince Bed 0940 is one of the

best-bred sons of the mighty Red Wilkes in the United
Slates, and is one of the best-made youngsters in California.

He is out of Molly Stout, a sister to Lady Stout, 2:29; Lottie

Prali, 2:28$, Black Cloud (sire of Kitty Patchen, 2:21
1
), and

Mambrino Time (sire of Four Corners, 2:20], and two others

in the list, one sire and ten dams of Blteen trotters, including
Silverone, 2:19;, C.C., 2:16}; Shadeland Onward, 2:1S], Tem-
ple Bar, 2:17] . Molly Stout is by Mambrino Patchen out

j ^^
of the famous mare Puss Prall (dam of Black Diamond,
2:29j, and two others, besides the sires Belvoir, Black Cloud,
Duke of Glen Lake, Jeb Stuart and Mambrino Time, and the
dam of Garnet, 2:20}, and Cartridge, 2:291) by Mark Time,
bod of Berthune hy Sidi Hamet, Bire of Jessie Pepper, '.he

great broodmare. Puss Prall's dam was Cora by Daniel
\Vtbster, son of Lance by American Eclipse. With such a
pedigree, and DOt a pacer in sight, is there any reason why
Prince Red should not become a great sire of trotters?

The yearling bay colt ( leo. A. Wiley, by him, out of GalypBO
(dam of Ally Sloper, 2:28), by Steinway, 2:20; ; second dam

lam of Spartan, 2:21 and Cresco, the ^ireof Crescent,
hy AJmont 33; third dam {the dam of Henderson,

Brignoli, 2:29 |, etc., has already shown his ability to

get in the 2:30 li-t this year.

Best Way, his full brother, is another very promising two-
year-old.

W. Wood, 2:07, has filled out and looks stronger than ever.
He will be a formidable opponent in the free-for-all pacing
races this fall.

race record won by iteinway

From Chicago later Ocean, May 1

Hemlock Lake, N. "Y., May 25.—If the question were

asked me, Was the Clark Philips mare by Henry Clay, 8, dam
Telegraph, by Baker's Highlander, the dam of the famous

George Wilkes, 519, my answer would be no. To sustain

this position I submit the following evidence :

From the book of the late William Wadsworth, Geneseo,
N. Y.
Henry Clav, bought March 27, 1&45.

1852.
Sold to X. Thompson, Jan. 13,

William a. Bhodie.

Spring of 1884, the heavy work in the stud told on him , and
r he got but comparatively few colts. The next winter he

they may be taken in the grand circuit instead of the northern
j

became the sole property' of Major McDowell, and was up to

the day of his death the star of the choice breeding stud at

Ashland. Clara, dam of Dictator, was one of the greatest

brood mares that we have seen. Dexter, her first born by
Hambletonian, was king of the turf from 1S67 to 1874, with
a record of 2:17}, and he died full of years and honor, in the

stables of Mr. Robert Bonner. Lady Dexter, his sister,

dropped in 1S62, produced at Stony Ford Dexter Prince,

one of the greatest sires of speed now on the Pacific Coast.

Dictator, the brother, born in 1S63, is the sire of 45 in

2:30, including Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, and 25 of his sons are sires

of speed. The greatest of his producing sons is Director, 2:17,

sire of Direct, 2:05 1 ; Directum, 2:11^ ; Evangeline, 2:11^,

and Margaret S-, 2:12V. One of his daughters Nancy Lee,

produced Nancy Hanks, 2:04, and from another came Keller
Thomas, 2:12|. Kearsarge, by Volunteer, was Clara's fourth

living foal, and then came Hyacinth, the sister of Kearsarge,
who produced Reina Victoria, dam of Muscovite, 2:18

;

Princeton, 2:291 ; Euclid, 2:18$, and Russia, 2:29}. Corrine,

by Volunteer, and America, by Hambletonian, were dropped
in 1867 and 1SG8, but thus far they have contributed nothing
to the glory of Clara. Astoria, by Hambletonian, was foaled

in 1S70, and she has a record of 2:29.}, but trotted Mr. Bon-
ner's track in 2:23| before she was sold to Com. Kittson, who
bred her to Von Arnim and Revenue. This mare is now the

property of Mr. David Bonner, and she is in foal by Alcan-
Alma, by Hambletonian, dropped in 1872, is owned by

Stony Ford, and her son, America, has a record of 2:23|.

Three of her daughters can beat 2:30. Aida, the last foal of

Clara, was also by Hambletonian. She came in 1873, and
produced at Woodbum, where she died, Aida de Clare, who
trotted to a four-year-old record of 2:26A before entering

breeding ranks at Allen Farm. The Clare family is steadily

growing in strength and reputation, and no one can measure
its future greatness. The stallion who lies dead under the
grand old trees at Ashland loved by Henry Clay will Lalways
hold a proud place in the breeding and turf annals of

America.

Mr. Brodie is agent for W. A. Wadsworth, son of William
Wadsworth, deceased.

Statement of John H. Newman, South Lima, N. Y.:

In March, 1854, Robert Whaley and I, John H. Newman, South
Lima, X. Y., purchased HeDry Clay of Mr. Thompson. Penn Yan, N.
Y.. for S500, and stood him atS2o to insure. He served seventv mares
and got fitly foals. Sold him the nexs fall to Bailey Brothers for $700.
The above statement is true, according to my personal knowledge

Oct. S, 1892. John H. Newman.
Letter of Clark Phillips:

Bristol, Ontario connty, X. Y., Xov. 2-8, 1S91.—John P. Ray. Esq.,
Dear Sir—Answering your inquires of recent date, I will say' that I
bred a brown roan filly, which I sold when three months of age to E.
V. Phillips of this town. He broke her and sold her to his uncle,
Joshua Phillips. This filly was got by Old Henry Clay (the Wads-
worth horse), when he was owned by Bailey Bros,

Clark M. Phillips.

The writer had several interviews with E. V. Phillips pre-
vious to his death in reference to this mare. Having always
lived with his uncle Joshua, he was able to name all the get
of Henry Clay owned by his uncle. There was but one mare

I among them, and that one is mentioned in the foregoing

I
statement of Clark M. Phillips. Mrs. E. V. Phillips was
present at one of these interviews and remarked that she well

[
remembered this mare. In a letter from her son, Edson

I Phillips, which was published in the American Horse
|

Breeder (Christmas number), he states that his parents were
i married thirty-eight years ago, and that he was born in 1856,

I

and that he well remembers riding this Clay mare when she
I was four years old, and before her sale by Uncle Joshua, a
! transaction which did not occur until some time in the 60s.

j
Where is the sane man who will accept as a fact a thing or
occurrence that his reason tells him to be a physical impossi-

bility?
George Wilkes was foaled in 1S56, and to this fact all

theories, if they are ever accepted by the public concerning
his breeding, must bow. The Clark Phillips mare was bred
while Henry Clay was in the possession of the Baily brothers.

He passed to their hands in the fall of 1854. Now, suppose
Telegraph was bred to this horse the same fall and foaled the
Clay filly in the fall of 1855. She would then have been, say
sis months old,at the foaling time of George Wilkes, a rather

voung matron. From all the facts that I can learn the dam
of George Wilkes was somewhere from seven to nine years
old when she produced her famous son, and mu^t have passed
from Gilbert to John S. King, and been sold by Joseph S.

Lewis, Geneva, N. Y., to Mr. Delevan, and by him to Harry
Felter, sent to Orange county, New York, bred to Hamble-
tonian, produced her only foal and been dead at least two
years before the Clark Phillips mare was foaled. The origi-

nals containing the foregoing statements of Messrs. Brodie,

Newman, and Phillips are now in my possession. The origi-

nal letter of Edson Phillips has previously been mad° public.

Whoever substituted the pedigree of the Clark Phillips mare
for the one of the much older mare that was the dam of

George Wilkes perpetrated a great fraud that must not stand

uncorrected. John P. Ray.

Ik one respect the present season will be a remarkable one,

and that is that a number of the most prominent stables will

not start a horse until the campaign is well along. Doble,
who has forty-two horses in his charge, has not made any en-
gagements prior to the July meeting at Rochester, N. Y.,

and it is therefore certain that all his candidates for first

, money will receive the gradual preparation for which the
It would DOt astonish us m see the champion

\

great driver is noted. This means that the most of his trot-

by tliis fine-looking son of Steinway. ting will he done during Aujgust, .September and October, and
Bay Rum, the three-year -old daughter of Steinway, out of it is not expected that the real stars of the stable will be in

May, by Auteeo, is also doing well this year; abeisavery shape for a good mile before the first of August. Contrary to
Dic*-gaited trotter and will get a record this fall if no acci- his usual custom Doble has made no engagements thus far for
dent befalu her. Nancy Hanks, preferringto wait until the mare is far enough

Amphion, i y Steinway, out of lm-x (sister to Inez, 2:22] ', aloof; in her work to show whether or not she has all her
roue that is well entered in the speed before undertaking to perform any record-breaking

race»,and will give a good account of himself among the feats with her. Another unknown quantity in the Doble
string i tins far is Belle Vara, that made a race record of 2:0S|

* vquette is the name of one of the handsomest-looking last season. After going this mile she was turned out, at Mr.
I be seen on the einmi, she is by the Doble'a suggestion, he no' thinking it the best policv to keep

t;r«-:it Wilton, 2:19, out of Julia Clay, hy Harry I 3a;
ond dam Esther Ward, by Harry Ward, son of Happy
Medium. She fa race mart- that will make a low mark.

' ibolo, by Chas. Derby, 2:20, oul of Addie Ash, by Indian-
apolis, hn-s in! .tlii- year, and will make
snowing. This coll was trotting leal year, but that dreaded
scourge, the distemper, affected nim so severely that he
did doi health until this spring.

on trotting a mare that had made speed so rapidly as did the
daughter of Vatican. L is entirely within the possibilities

thai --lie will be one of the sensations of 1893, and the chances
are that if she continues to improve as she has done thus far
every si-nsmi since sin- wa^ a yearling the world's record of

2:04 will not be beyond her capacity. Stamboul will not be
asked to go any fast quarters for some lime yet, as Doble does
not think a horse that is brought from California to this part

There ar.
i other good ones Here .thai will prove of the country regains his form until he has passed the better

their worth when handled, and as thy ceraseur ha* been used > part of a year here.

O. M. Clay Jr. 20.

Cassius M. Clay Jr. 20 (Neaves') was a very fast colt trot-

ter, but was injured at four years of age and retired to the

stud, where, at ten years of age—a year younger than was his

sire when he died—he was destroyed by his owner, his leg

having been accidentally broken.

About one inch in space in the Year Book is given up to

this stallion, two lines only being spared to show his descend-

ants in the second generation. But Neaves' Clay occupies a

much greater area in the trotting-horse world than is indi-

cated by the few lines above mentioned. His son, Harry

Clay 45, produced the dam of the great Electioneer, from

whom have come Sunol, 2:0S}; Palo Alto, 2:0S£; Arion, 3,

2:10A, etc. The same grandaughter of Neaves' Clay holds the

world's record as a producer of 2:30 speed and is the dam of

the sensational young sire Lancelot, that at five years of age,

last season, sent out the phenomenal yearling filly Lenore,

which made a mile in the second heat of an actual race in

2:28A. A son of Neaves' Clay sired The Moor, from whom
came Beautiful Bells, age considered, the greatest broodmare
vet produced—dam of Bellflower, 2:16i, and six others, and of

Bell Boy, Chimes and St. Bel, all speed sires of acknowledged

merits. The great race horse, St. Julien, 2:11 j, was also out

of a grandaughter of Neaves' Clay, and the dead sire Sultan,

2:24, sire of Stamboul, 2:07 A, is a direct descendant, being by

The Moor, a grandson.

To do full justice to this great progenitor of speed he must
be thought of in connection with the wonderful mares, Green
Mountain Maid and Beautiful Bells, and such sires as Elec-

tioneer, Sultan, Stamboul, Harry Clay, The Moor, Sable

Wilkes, Clay Pilot, and the nearly or quite 400 standard per-

formers that trace directly to him through these sources. The
records which descended from Neaves' Clay are found as fre-

quently below the 2:15 limit as those of many horses which
are constantly kept in public mind by the pecular turns of

fortune's wheel, among them being the following track

trophies: 2:074 by Stamboul, 2:0SH
l by Sunol, 2:0SJ by Palo

Alto, 2:10} by Little Albert, 2:10* by Arion, 2:11 by Saladin,

pacing: 2:11 V by St. Julien, 2:11J by Regal Wilkes, 2:12 by

Truman, 2:14] by Muta Wilkes, 2:14^ by Merry Chimes.

2:141} by Norval, etc.

No attempt is here made to give the Hon's share of glory

of these performances to C. M. Clay Jr. 20 to the exclusion of

the noted sires and dams which intervene, but justice demands
that a few of these bright rays of distinction which are thrown

back upon equine forms ancestral should rest upon Neaves'

Clay.—Horse Review.

It seems that the Morgan family, from which have come
many good pacers, is going to be perpetuated, as the Morgan
horse breeders will meet at the World's Fair on Sept. 7th next,

to organize a Morgan Horse Association.
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The Blood of Diomed.

Steam, electricity and improved transfer connections in our

great cities have made the rearing of inferior horses of any

type unprofitable. Yet the increasing wealth of this country

makes an increasing demand/or horses of superior quality,

size, style and action. This is true as well of drafters as of

coachers, carriage horses, saddle horses, gentlemen's road-

sters and speed trotters. Size, style and action are in de-

mand. The four-mile thoroughbred race horse has been the

patent factor for the improvement of every type of horse yet

produced.

The most important of the early importation of thorough-

bred race horses from England was Diomed, a horse which

combined the blood of the Darley Arabian, the Byerly Turk

and the Godolphin Barb with that of the best racing blood

of the roval mares. So skillfully have the descendants of

Diomed been bred that they have dominated all subsequent

importations of racing blood so completely that to-day our

most successful sires, our fleetest race horses, trotters and

pacers, trace back, through his best descendants, to imp.

Diomed.

Of our trotters and pacers the blood of Diomed has as-

similated "their way of going," but in every other important

particular—of form, size, style and capacity for sustained ex-

treme speed—the blood of this four-mile race horse so thor-

oughly dominates our best trotters and pacers that the physi-

cal characteristics of Justin Morgan, Andrew Jackson, old

Pacing Pilot, old Tom Hal, imp. Bellfounder, Hambletonian

and Mambrino Chief have almost entirely disappeared from

their best descendants.

At the close of 1892 thirteen of our American trotters had
made records of 2:10 or better ;

namelv, Xancy Hanks, 2:04
;

Stamboul, 2:073; Kremlin, 2:07jf; Martha Wilkes, 2:08;

Sunol, 2:0Si ; Maud S., 2:08£ ; Palo Alto, 2:08J ; Belle Vara,

2:0S|; Allerton, 2:09}; Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 (pacing, 2:06]),

Moquette, 2:10; Alix, 2:10 ; Nelson, 2:10.

A careful study of the pedigrees of these remarkable per-

formers develops the following facts;

Not one of the thirteen has a dam, nor any ancestor in the

direct female line with a record of 2:30.

In but one of the thirteen has the sire's dam, or any ances-

tor in the direct female line, a record of 2:30.

But four of the thirteen were sired by a stallion having a

record of 2:30.

Each of the thirteen traces through Hambletonian, the

Norfolk trotter, to imported Bellfounder and to the race horse,

imported Messenger one or more times. Five trace twice

through Mambrino Chief, and one traces through him once

to imported Messenger.

Four of the thirteen trace through Pilot, Jr., to the Ca-

nadian pacer Pilot.

There is one strain of Morgan blood in Stamboul. two in

Allerton, four in Nelson, one in Moquette, two in Nancy
Hanks.
Nancy Hanks traces through her dam eleven times to im-

ported Diomed ; Nelson traces through his sire six times to

Diomed ; Martha Wilkes traces twice to Diomed through her

sire's dam ;
Stamboul and each of the other nine traces to

Diomed through both sire and dam.

These thirteen performers derive improved trotting action

from their trotting ancestry, but their capacity for sustained

extreme speed is derived from the four-mile racing blood of

Diomed, which courses through their veins.

Sunol, Jay-Eye-See and Belle Vara trace through Lexing-

ton to Diomed. Maud S., Palo Alto and Kremlin trace to

Diomed through Boston, the sire of Lexington. Lexington

traces once to Diomed through his dam, Alice Carneal, and

twice through his sire, Boston, to Diomed. On the turf at

every distance from a half mile to four mile heats, Lexing-

ton and his descendants, and the descendants of his sire, Bos-

ton, hold the world's best records.

Barring the advantages secured from the pneumatic-tired

sulky by the trotting performers of 1892—equal to at least

fire seconds—the trotting descendants of Lexington and those

of his sire, Boston, hold the world's best records, to wit:

Sunol, 2:08}-, grandam Waxy, by Lexington ; Maud S., 2:08^,

dam Miss Russell, a grand-daughter of Boston ; Palo Alto,

2:08£, dam Dame Winnie, thoroughbred, by Planet, a grand-

son of Boston. Like Lexington, the thoroughbred racers

Waxy, grandam of Sunol ; Sally Russell, the grandam of

Maud S., and Dame Winnie, the dam of Palo Alto, each

traces also through her dam to Diomed.

Of the above thirteen greatest trotters Palo Alto, Jay-Eye-

See, Moquette and Alix each trace through the dam to the

great pacer and sire imp. Glencoe, a horse which traces eight

times to Herod, thegrandsire of Diomed.
Martha Wilkes traces through her sire and Palo Alto

through his dam to imp. Margrave, whose sire's dam was a

granddaughter of Diomed.
Jay-Eye-See and Moquette trace through the dam and Alix

through his siie to the great four-year-old racehorse Wag-
ner, which was inbred to Diomed.
Of the trotters who made records of 2:15 in 1892, Norval,

2:14$, traces through his dam to the great four-mile race-

horse Gray Eagle, which was inbred to Diomed. Ryland T.,

2:11 J, Ponce de Leon, 2:13, and Kentucky Union, 2:13$, trace

through their dams to Maria West (a granddaughter of Dio-

med) the dam of Wagner.
Seventy-one trotters made records in 1S92 in 2:15 or better.

The pedigrees of sixty-four of them were published in the

Review. Every one of these sixty-four great performers

trace through either sire or dam to Diomed ; twelve of these

trace through the sire only, four through the dam only;

forty-eight or three fourths of them trace through both sire

and dam to Diomed. The average of the sixty-four is three

times through the dam and four times through the sire to

Diomed. Of the sixty-four thirty-six trace from one to three

times to Justin Morgan. Eight of the thirty-six are of Mor-

gan descent through both sire and dam.
Lord Clinton, 2:101, which tied Littte Albert, 2:10? (the

fleetest grandson of Electioneer), for the world's gelding race

record in 1892, was got by a Morgan stallion, and his dam is

of racing descent.

While these great performers derive their superior action

from their trotting ancestry, their capacity for that sustained

extreme speed which carries them down the homestretches

of the grand circuit the winner of many purses, is the result

of the confluence in their veins of the stoutest strains of four-

mile racing blood, and in not a few instances has a single

strain of known Diomed blood, through one ancestor, been
sufficient to overcome the inertia of their cold blood, and im-
part that unconquerable ganieness which carries them to the

front in races of many heats.

The sire and dam of the Norfolk trotter, imported Bell-

founder, were retained in England, and their other descend-

ants were interbred with othe s of like breeding. While their

trotting action has been preserved, we have the result in the

English Hackney of to day.

We bred Bellfounder and other sires of similar breeding to

mares of racing descent, and by selection and training we
have produced trotters whose speed surprises us and aston-

ishes the world. We should continue to grade up as fast as

it can be done while improving their trotting action, until we
have eliminated from them the last drop of cold blood, and
thus establish a race of thotoughbred trotters.—J. H. Roe in

Horse Review.

To Cure Parisitic Skin Diseases.

Electricity and Lameness.

The veterinary editor of the North British Agriculturist,

in a practical article gives the following remedy for the cure

of paristic skin diseases, such as mange, scab, etc.:

Animal parasites infect the skin of every description of live

stock, notably sheep, dogs and horses, more rarely cattle, cats

and pig". The most common are the several familes of

Ac&ridse which cause the varitiesof scab and mange. These
acari are round ovoid, are found adhering to the crusts, shed

scales, and hair of infested subjects, and although not visible

to the naked eye, are readily recognized by an ordinary

pocket lens. The juvenile has three and the adult four.

When the parasites of whatever genus are in considerable

numbers they make themselves felt in a few days on what-
ever animal they find lodgment. They produce reddening,

papules or vesicles, with consequent irritation, itching and
disquamation of tho epidermis. They are believed to deposit

an acrid secretion in the skin. Rubbing, scratching and biting

follow, developing further inflammation. In young or weakly
animals, especially when in til thy surroundings,the vexatious

irritation of protracted serious attacks interferes with nutri-

tion, retards growth, causes emaciation and even death.

Numerous agents are used for the destruction of these par-

asites. The several alkalies and their carbonates, bleaching

powder and sulphur preparations have some slight effects,

but more active remedies are requisite. A thorough washing
of warm water, soit soap and carbonate of potash is, however,

an important preliminary measure for getting rid of scurf,

scabs and dirt, amidst which the acari shelter themselves.

The clipping of the matted, coarse hair on infected spots in

horses, and the shearing of scaby sheep, in like many facili-

tate the action of the parasiticide. Solutions of the coal tar

or wood tar oils, such as carbolic acid, benzine, tar oil or cre-

osote, in the proportion of one part to 20 or 30 of bland oil

or other suitable solvent, furnish the most generally service-

able dressing. Decorations of tobacco, or solutions of one
part of corrosive sublimate or of arsenic to 100 of water are

also effectual, but require to be used with cautious discretion.

After cleansing the skin as recommended, a corrosive sub-

limate solution may be rubbed in wfth a brush, and next day

a dressing of tar oil and soft soap. After an interval of three

or four days, another soap and water scrubbing should be

given, followed by the sublimate and tar oil dressings. In

bad cases, a third crusade should be made against the in-

vaders. The applications should be brushed thoroughly into

every itching spot. But, in using the active, readily ab-

sorbed paraciticides, not more than one-third of the body
should be dressed at one time.

Even when apparently cured, the patient for some weeks
must be kept under observation, and the slightest roughne.=s

or itching of the skin will call for a round of the remedies.

All live parasites may be destroyed, but some of the eggs are

liable to escape, and be hatched, again setting up the disease,

and this is especially apt to occur with the sorcoptic mange.
Strict isolation of infected subjects, and proper disinfection of

their belonging, are of paramount importance in the curative

treatment, and still more so in the preventive.
*

The Trotting Horse in Ancient Times.

The ancients did not look favorably upon the trotting gait

;

they preferred much the walk, the pace and the gallop. No
horse at the trotting gait, is to be seen among the ancient

pieces of statuary nor upon any Greek or Roman medals,

nor among the horses represented upon the frieze of the

Parthenon at Athens. Neither the Romans nor the Greeks

made much use of that gait says a recent writer. They had

for the trotting horse such sweet appellations as cruciator,

tormenter, succusator, which names showed how disagree-

able the gait was esteemed to be by them. And indeed trot-

ting is hardly pleasant for a rider without stirrups, and the

ancients were not acquainted with that progress in modern
saddleware. They rode bareback or in chariots mostly, the

build of which, as well as their use and the roads they drove

upon, was unsuited to the diagonal gait, which, on the con-

trary, is so well adapted to modern habits, roads and vehicles.

However it may be, it is certain that the trotting gait is of

recent use among nations. During the Middle Ages, when
so much horseback riding was indulged in, we only find three

gaits in use, to wit, walking, pacing and galloping. The
walk was in use for drawing or carrying loads ; the pace,

when going on long journeys, and the gallop for rapid

riding, war and equestrian festivals. In a a medieval lay,

the king questions his jester upon the qualities of his horse.

"Is he a good walker; is he a good pacer?" The king ia

made to say, but never once: " Is he a good trotter?" "Is

he a good pacer?" repeats the king, to which the jester

makes answer: " lie is no jailbird." For, in the Romanic
tongue, the word pacer (ambleri signifies both to pace and to

steal. I have found in an old French author a piece of

poetry entitled, "The Lay of the Trot," in which it is said

that the good wives who will have been kind to their hus-

bands in this world will surely ri le pacers in the next, while

those who may have been wicked wives will most certainly

be provided with miserable trotting nags.

THE fast, but erratic half thoroughbred mare Ruby, 2:241,

by Clifton, dam by Leamington, won the $G00 sweepstakes at

Fleetwood, Tuesday, May :;fith. She 1< st two heats by dis-

orderly behavior to Jewel, but won the next three handily.

Time 'of the five heats— 2:27 I, 2:28, 2:27 M. H.

Bernheimer won the members' race with I jghtfoot, defeating

Cj. II. Huber with gr g George Wilkes Dr. G II. Tinker's b

g Dr. T., and L. A. Burke.fl b m Cora Cooper.

In the road horse one cf the most exasperating conditions

is lameness,and in the track horse sprained ligaments,whether

lame or not (sprained joiuts) and tendons. These are con-

ditions which have very materially affected the usefulness

and value of a great number of horses. In fact, many have

been rendered entirely valueless by a spraic, which, could

they have remained sound, would have been a credit to their

sires and have yielded a profit to their owners.

The usual mode of treating these conditions, blistering and

firing, although applicable in the past for want of a better

one, can no>v be said to have become nearly obsolete in the

hands of the more progressive veterinarian of the present

day. There may be cases, but they are the exception, and
not the rule, where such methods are applicable, writes T.

D. Hinebauch, V. S., in the Trotter.

Electricity in our hands as a means of diagnosis and treat-

ment has been successful beyond anticipation. We have now
used it the past t'^o years and also during ly87 and 1888, and
met with excellent results. Previously it had worked to my
satisfaction upon the loints of my hand, which had been re-

peatedly injured until relief could not be obtained in any
other way. This led me to apply it to similar conditions in

the horse, and the results have been entirely satisfactory.

The last two years I have used the Mcintosh family faradic

battery, which retails for -S10. A size smaller will answer
all purposes just as well. It must be understood that a horse

is much more susceptible to a current than a man, and can-

not stand one nearly as strong. The battery, which we use

very frequently, has to be shut down as close as possible. It

must also be remembered that the better a horse is bred the

more he is susceptible to the current.

We apply it for two distinct purposes, one for diagnosis,

the other, treatment.

For diagnosing wet the hair thoroughly. (For illustration

we will suppose the soreness to be somewhere on the leg

)

Wet the sponges which come with the battery, place one pole

where you are almost certain that no lameness exists. Begin
at the shoulder and move the other pole gradually over the

muscles and tendons until the whole leg is gone over, being

careful not to have the two poles opposite one another. When
the pole which is moved comes in contact with a sore place

the animal will become uneasy, move about, in fact show the

same symptoms that are ordinarily shown when a sore spot is

pressed upon. Electricity, however, will reach deeper parts

than can be effected by external pressure. It will be found

after a time that the animal will tlinch only when the current

is made to pass through the diseased place. When this is

pretty well established apply a current almost directly

through by placing one pole nearly opposite to the other and
moving them both so as to maintain nearly the same position.

It will be observed that while passing over healthy places

there is no pain evinced, but as soon as sore or tender places

are reached the animal will object to the current unless it be

very weak. It is always best to have the current just as

strong as the horse will keep quiet under when passed through
healthy parts.

Some horses object to the noise which the battery makes.
This can be avoided by using insulated wires twenty to tilty

feet long, and placing the battery outside the stall where it

cannot be heard.

By the above method we have succeeded in determining

the seat of lameness where others and other methods have
failed. One case we treated the past summer had been blis-

tered repeatedly for a shoulder lameness by different veterinary

surgeons. We located the lameness in the fetlock-joint by
the use of the battery, and then verified our diagnosis by using

cocaine. We injected cocaine over the nerve below the fet-

lock joint, and the lameness still remained ; then we injected

above the joint, when the lameness disappeared. This demon-
strated that it was between ths two points of injection.

In treating sprains by the use of the current we have had
the best results by allaying the active intlammation with warm
water, applied by wrapping the Darts loosely with small sacks

or other light porous material and keeping them constantty

wet with warm water an hour at a lime twice per day for two

or three days. If the lameness exists in the legs below the

stifle or elbow a hot-water bag holding two or three quarts,

such as is used in the sick room, applied to the parts and
covered with an old piece of oil cloth or rubber coat to retain

the heat is probably the best mode of application.

After the active inflammation has subsided wet the parts

and apply the poles of the battery nearly opposite each other,

passing a very mild current through them. Keep the cur-

rent applied for ibout twenty or twenty-five minutes at a time

once per day, thoroughly drying the leg afterwards. If the

case be a chronic one, such as a thickened tendon, two appli-

cations per day will usually act more rapidly than a single

application.

Care must be taken to have the current mild so that the

horse will stand quietly while it is being applied. The treat-

ment should be kept up for several weeks, or even a month.

Experiments on the same horse for strained back tendons

of the front legs, where one was fired and blistered, and the

other treated as above described, demonstrated that the use

of electricity was attended by far better results than the other

method. The enlargement on the leg where the cm rent was

used entirely disappeared, while the other remained consid-

erably thickened and unsightly. The tendons which have

been treated by electricity have stood hard work, while those

treated by blistering and firing have not.

If those who have horses affected with strained tendons

will follow the above-method, which they can do at very

little cost, they will be surprised at the effect of the treat-

ment and be more than amply repaid for their trouble, besides

saving a great deal of pain and uiscomforl to the animal, in

fact, we do not believe that the owners of horses who thor-

oughly test this method will again resort to blistering and

firing.

Tin ideas of horsemen as to what was necessary in a trot-

ting horse have undergone a great many changes in the past

few years. It used to be thought necessary For a young horee

to have ureal knee action in order to make his chances good

for becoming a fast horse. It was also thought an exceedingly

promising sign when a colt would spread out and go so wide

behind that you would "roll a barrel between the

These signs of a future trotter are no longer sought for. The
trotter with surplus action forward is no longer in demand,

and line trotters are much preferred to the ones with the semi-

circular action behind. The horse that moves straight ahead

with the least possible waste action is the one now sought.
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TATTEBSALLS' (ofNew York) LIMITED

GREAT ELECTRIC LIGHT SALE
OF

HIGHLY-BRED TROTTERS,
AT

\K\\ YORK CITY. 7lh A\e. and 35lh SI

WILLIAM EASTON, Manuglng Director.
TATTERSALLS' - SALE - REPOSITORY,

Fifty-F fth Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City,

during the evenings of JUNE 21, 22 and 23, 1893.

WILL SELL

All the yearlings, two and three-year-olds of the Estate. They are principally the get of the

great SIDNEY and SIMMOCOLON, and out of grandly-bred mares. They are very

forward in their training and will show phenomenal speed.

They are the fastest and most valuable lot of youngsters ever offered at auction. The re-

mainder of the horse stock, which include all weanlings and brood mares, will be sold

by TATTERSALLS this fall.

Closing out of all the horse property belonging to

EDMUND FITZGERALD, Brunswick Stock Farm, Troy, N. Y.

Headed by the fashionably-bred stallion California Prince 9460, by General Benton 1755, out of Fairest, by Kentucky Prince 2470.

A valuable consignment from

DR. W. SEWARD WEBB, Shelburne Farms, Shelburne, Vt.
Including among others the richly-bred young horse Almont W lllS.es 2131, by Almont 33, out of the great producing mare ANNABEL, by

George Wilkes, 2:22.

Other Choice and Valuable Entries From Prominent and Well-Known Breeders.

LIMITED CONSIGNMENTS OF OHOIOE STOCK from others responsible owner will be accepted until June 10, when the
catalogue will close. For entry blanks and all particulars address

WM. B. FASIti, Manager Trotting Department, Tattersalls, Fifty-Filch Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Xst, 1893
IN THE

BREEDER AND SPORTMAN'S

TO BE TROTTED IN 1893.
FOR MARES COVERED IN 1889 (Tbotting Foals of 1890). CLOSED JANUARY 1st, 1890, WITH 284 ENTRIES.

CONDITIONS—Subscriptions payable as follows: $10 on January 1st, 1890, when nominations close; $10 August 1st, 1890; $10 January 1st, 1891; $10 January 1st, 1892
;

$10 January 1st, 1893, and

$50 FOR STARTERS, PAYABLE JULY 1, 1893.
Race to be mile beats, three-in-five, in harness. Nominators not making all payments forfeit former ones, and the entire amount of forfeits and payments, together with added money

will be divided as follows : 65 per cent, to 6rst horse, 20 per cent, to second horse, 15 per cent, to third horse.

The BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Guarantees $3,000, to be Divided as Above Stated.
If the payments, etc., amount to more than $3,000, the additional amount, after deducting coat of advertising, will also be divided in the same proportion to the winning horses.

Nominator* whose mares prove not to be in foal, will be refunded the amounts paid upon furnishing a written statement to that e fleet before August 1, 1890.

LIST OF THOSE WHO MADE FIFTH PAYMENTS, JANUARY 1, 1893:
BAHTA ROSA STOCK FARM Br r Dlrec rwi, by Director, dam

i, by silver Threads. B i Memento, by Woodnut,
dam Tricki, by Whlpplo'e Bambletonion.

I
ii '.ni'. '>i i: ,i itr r <;n..-iHtiM),hy Director, dumMolUe,

by Bed Allen.

OAKWOOD I'AliK stock I \UM llr • Clbolo, by Chaw. Derby,
limn Addle -\ ii, by [ndlanapolls.

BRO I ' iiiib-iif, by Superior, dam Afadge-
biui, by Minrmi. Br c supposition, by Superior, dam Knoxle.

i

ii <-- i: c Treasurer, by Secretary, dam Medio, by

ACORN HTABLES-Brf Phantom, by Stanford, darn Roue Abbott,
by ADO)

.1. I[. IHTHWAITK- it c Daghestan, by Stamboul, dam Alta Belle
by Electioneer.

DR. G. 11. SOMERS Seal br f Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button
dam Adeline Pattl, by Effingham.

F. W. LOEBER—Cb f Miss Washington, by George Washington,
dam Nancy R., by Admiral.

WM.McCAPFERTY—B f Early Rose, by McCatterty's Nutwood,
dam Maggie, by Patchen Vernon.

WM. MEESE—Br c Urban, by Noonday, dam by Stelnway.

DAN MrCARTY—Br c Index, by Dexter Prince, dain Ida, by
Ahhotutfbrd.

NAPA STOCK FAUM-di c moodhouiid, by Dexter Prince, dam
MoIMp Patten, by Wblpplelon. 11 c Dexter Prince Jr., by Dex-
ter Prince, dam Emma Nutwood, by Nutwood.

R. O. NEWMAN—B c Homewny, by Strathway, dam Ida May. by
Grosver.er.

J, P PATERY—B h Squire W., by Alex. Button, dam Lucy, by
Hercules.

WILFRED PAGE—Brf Mlalma, by Eclectic, dam Minnie Allen,
by Arthurton,

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM—Br f Bell Bird, by Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor. B c Teazle, by Electioneer, dam
Tlllie. by Gen. Benton. B c Altiva, by Electioneer, dam Dame
Winnie, by Planet. B f Bonuibel. by Azrooor, dam Bonnie, by
Gen. Benton. B f Rowena, by 4zmoor, dam Emma Robson,
by Woodburn.

J. D. SMITH—B f sidess, by Sidney, dam Addie S., by Stelnway.

L. VI LLEGIA—B f Sydka, by Sidney, dam May, by John Nelson.

WOOD WATTLES—Be Dynamo, by Director, dam Young Miami.
by Paul's Abdallah,

CHAS. W. WELBY—Ch f Rebecca T.. by Guy Wilkes, dam Bay
View Maid, by Gen. Benton.

KB6LBCT TO MAEB ANH PAYMENT AT THK TIME STIPULATED WILL INCUR FORFEITURE OF ALL PREVIOUS PAYMENTS.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Food For Sick Horses.

F. T. McMahon, V. S., communicates lo

(he Street Railway Review an interesting ar-

ticle on the treatment of sick horses. After
specifying the principal substances from which
to select articles of diet for the sick horse, such
as bran, carrots, oatmeal, Unseed, etc., the
writer continues:

Bran stands decidedly foremost as the food

most generally in use for the invalid horse

;

it acts as a laxative, is frequently tempting to

the appetite, and easy of digestion. There is

no part of the general treatment more univer-

sal than offering the substance as a change of

food. Js the horse very weary, and his powers
of digestion weakened?
We induce him to take a warm bran mash,

which comfortably distends the stomach, and
satisfies any craving for food, thereby enabling
him to lie down and rest his enfeebled system
until repose restores its wonted vigor. Does
he show slight symptoms of cold or fever? A
warm bran mash is a convenient plan of

steaming and consequently of soothing the ir-

ritable, mucous membranes of the air pass-

ages. It is a substitute for the more stimula-

ting diet he is accustomed to, and gently pro-

motes the activity of the digestive apparatus.

It is also a convenient medium for the exhi-

bition of certain simple remedies, to be men-
tioned hereafter.

Is he incapacitated by lameness? A lower
diet than that with which he is indulged when
in full work is judicious, and bran is selected.

Is it necessary to administer purgative medi-
cine? A bran mash or two renders the bowels

more susceptible of its action, a smaller por-

tion of the drug is therefore required to pro-

duce the desired effect, and there is at the same
time less risk of painful spasms accompanying
its operation. Bran mashes may be given hot

or cold—cold are perhaps quite as grateful to

the horse—but the nibbling of the hot mash
in catarrhal affections is particularly bene-

ficial, from the necessary inhalation of the

steam.

Chorister ran a mile and a sixteenth at

Morris Park last Thursday in l:48o easily, de-

feating Rainbow and other good once. The
son of Falsetto and Addie C. is iikely to be a

verv prominent factor in the American Derby
of 1S93.

DR. T. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist
Graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,

Canada; Graduate of the McMahon Schoul of Veteri-
nary Dent'sl" ; Honorary Fellow of Ontario Veterinary
Medical Society.

331 Golden Gate Avenue, San | Francisco, Cal.

I hereby announce to our natrons and the public in

general that I am located at the old stand (as above),
and am prepared, with an experienced c -rps of assist-

ants, to continue tne practice of Veterinary Medicine
and Surgery, formerly conducted by W. H. Carpenter
& Sons.
Bv diligent attention to the treatment of all animal*

intrusted to my care I hone to merit a continuance of
the liberal patronage extended to us asi^Veterinary
Surgeons.
Mv Infirmary Is equipped with an operaling table

and the latest improved electrical and oth*r appli-

ances for the cure of disease among domesticated
animals. Respec'iuily, T. Carpenter V. S. ife D.
p. s.—Professional calls promptly attended to, day

or night.
Chnrxea Refwonable to §uit the Times.

Telephone No. 3069.

The pool-room men are coming out on top
in Kentucky. TheHissen anti-pool room and
bookmaking bill has been d« fealed in the Leg-
islature, and the motion of appeal in the case
of the Commonwealth vs. 0. J. Enright was
overruled.

A, WESTON & CO • I

J VME-.V11.LK, \. Y.
(Xear Syracuse.

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Bails
Cones and Axles, read>
lor braces. Braces can
be made and attached lo
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced lo $40 (o

Customers on Poellle

Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
RECEI PT OF $10 CASH.

Balance C. O. D.

OTHE HORSE FRATERNITY!

OH. SMITH'S

Caloric Vita Oil
The Great California Pain-cur-

ing and Healing Remedy.
FOR

Sprains, Bruises, Strained Cords, Muscular and
Rheumatic Soreness, Stiff or Callous Joints,

Tender Feet, Sore Throat, Distemper,
Colic Pains, etc. , etc. , it is

"GREAT STUFF."
Don't start out on a campaigning circuit without a

supply. If you wis-h to Know what experienced
Breeders, Trainers, Drivers and Superintendents of
brsedirjg farms tbhiK. of it, we reler you to the follow-
ing gentlemen, who have used the Caloric Vita Oil:
Monroe Salisbury; J. H.Neal.yupt. Pleasanton Stock

Farm; Johu Kelley. trainer; F. W. Covey, Supt. of
training department Palo Alto Stack Farm, J.S.Phip-
peu, trainer; La Siesta Stock Farm F. H. Burke, pro-
prietor; B. C. Holly, proprietor Vailejo Racing Park;
John Maekey, Supt. J. B. Haggin's Breeding Farm,
Sacramento; Dow Williams, trainer E. J. Baldwin's
stable, Santa Anita; Geo. Howson, trainer for Owen
Bros., Sacramento; W. L. Appleny, Santa Clara; D.
Dennison, Stockton; Frank Depoister, Sacramento;
H. Walsh, trainer, San Jose; W. Donatban, San
Jose; O. A. Hickok; Charles Marvin; John A. Gold-
smith, Corbitt Stable, San Mateo; Andy McDowell;
LeeShaner; Walcolt &. Campbell, Morris Park, West-
chester, N. Y. W. C. Young, manager; Wm. B.Smith,
Thomas Jefferson Stables. Hartford, Conn.; Frank Yan
Ness, New York; Budd Dnble. Chicago; A. J. Feek,
Syracuse, N. Y.: John E. Turner, Amble Park, Pa.

For Sale by Druggists only iu Bottles,

50c and 81. 00.
All orders in bulk filled only at the CALORIC VITA
OIL CO.'S LABARATCRY, 1513 BUCHANAN STREET,
San Francisco, Cal. Price. S3 a iimtrt, $10 n
gallon net. A circular accompanies each package,
giving general Instructions for its use.

TBACK HARROW and LEVELER COMBINED.

THIS IS THE ONLY HARROW ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR TRACK WORK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

AT PRKBBXT IX ACTUAL WORK OX RAY BI6TRICT TRACK.

ALLISON, NEFF 6t CO., sole agents
Southeast Corner MARKET and MAIN STREETS, SAN PBANClSCO.

The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association In this City. ottingbr's
Ticket Office.

IIAlii; \i:K CHKCKKD Fit Hi

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5T0S20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUABANTEEL

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALAGE HOTEL)

TELEPHONE 1423 sAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Geo. b. Harki i a.«. Kwn, Vice-President e Romanld, Secretary.
JOHN PABKKB, EL a SMITH, C. M, FOUBHM, VasK.Ihi

Nobthwksi Loam asd Tbow Oo., treasurer,

S PR| NG. MEETING '.' 1893
SIX DAY8 RACING.

^PORTLAND^-
speed AND DRIVING ASSOC'N

At Their New Track, the Plneel iu tin- Northweati at Alliiuo.

PURSES, 510,000.
Entries to Tkotting and Pacing Rack Close Juke 1st; Entries to

Kinninij Races Close June 15th.

BEGINNING SATURDAY, JUNE 24th ;:^^'ri ENDING SATURDAY, JULY I, 1893.

PROGRAMME.
FIRST DAY-SATURDAY, JUNE 2 1.

1 . Introductory Scrnmlile—Running—one mile
dash : purse Btoi); The winner of one race this year to
carry three pounds ne unity ; ol two riu:i-s live pounds
penalty; of three nr more rucea, seven pounds penalty;
maidens allowed ten pounds.

2. Running—one-half mile dash; purse $3<w.

3. Trnltiny nod I'acina -figM class, two mile dash ;

purse, §250.

4. Trotting—2:29 class, heats, 2 In 3; purse, §500.

5. Pacing— 2:15 class, heals, 2 in 3 ; purse, SjOO,

SECOND DAY-TUESDAY, JUNE 27.
6. Runuine — 2-year-olds, live-eighths mile dash ;

purse, $250. Winner of one race this year to carry .

three pounds penalty; or two races or more, Hve poti iidV
,|a -s|l, 's '" carry five pounds penalty.

penalty.

7. Trotting—2:28 class, one and one-half mile dash:
purse, §150.

S. Trottinc—three-year-old class, heats, 2 In 3;
purse, $300.

9. Trolling—2:50 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, $350.

THIRD DAY-U RDNKSDAY, JUNE 38.
10. Running—Seven-eighths miledash; purse, $150.

1 1. Trotting—2:33 class, oue and one-sixteenth mile-
dash ; purse, $150.

12. Trotting and Pacing— Free-for-all, one and
one-half mile dash ; purse $300.

13. Trotting—Two year olds, heats, 2 in 3; purse,
$250.

FOIHTH DAY-TKURSDA I.JUNE 29.
I 5. Running—Three-fbortbfl miledash; iiurw,$3£0.

w inner of seven-eighths daab to carry tbrei i

penalty.

10. Running—Tbreen i.; pune, $300.

17. Trotting—2:40 class, heats, 2 In 3; purse, $350.

is. Pacing— 2:38 ".las*, beats, 2 In 3; poise, $350.

19. Trotting—220 class, heal - i . $ooo.

FIFTH DAY-FRIDAY, JUNE 30.

20. Running—Five-eighths mile dash
; purse, $300.

WlnnerofBeven-elghtnsdash to carry three pom
aity. and tflnners of seven-eighths and three-quarters

1. Pacing—2:25 class, heats, 2 in 3; purse $860.

22. Pacing—For 2-year-olds, heals, 2 In 3; purse
$250.

23. Trotting— 2:27 class, heats, 2 In 3 ; purse. $500.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 1.

24. Running—Eleven-sixteenth mile and repeat;
purse, $400.

25. Running—One and one-sixteenth mile dash;
purs.-. 9500. \> inner ofmile dash to carry live ponndfl
penalty ; winner of mile and seven-eighths, dashes to
carry seven pounds penalty.

20. Trotting- 2:33 class, heats 2 In 3: purse $450.

14. Trotting—2:24 class, heats, 2 in 3 ; purse, 8500,

CONDITIONS.
Entry blanks can be obtained from the Secretary.

Each entry must plainly state name, age, color and sex
oi horse, name of sire and dam. and name ol owner. The
colors ot rider or driver must also be given with the en-
try. Owners should not overlook this last item ; ii is a
very useful piece of information for the public. Under
no circumstances will any conditional entries be re-
ceived. JS'o added money will be given lor a walk-
over.
All purses will be divided into three moneys

; 70,20
and 10 per cent.
The rules of the National Trotting Association, and

the rules of the Pacific Coast ;-tiood Horse Association
will govern these races. The Association reserves the
right to alter, amend or postpone any or all of these
races should the board of directors In their judgment
and for cause deem it expedient so to do. Parties in-
tending to be present at any of these meetings, and di*-

siring stalls for their horses, are requested to write the

E. S. ROTHCHIL0, Secretary. Porilund, Ore

Secretary in advance, stating what horses they have
and what stalls they are likely to require.

Tn the event 0l any nice Tint tilling, if Hie ASSOl
deemsproper to start the race, they reserve the right to
withhold from the purse the entry ofthe missing horse
or horses, in all races five ormore are required to enter
and three to statr. In all races where not otherwise
specified the entrance is 10 per cent.
Entries to Trotting and Facing Races close June 1,

1898, at 6 o'clock p. m. Entries to .Running Races close
June i">. I89S,at 6 p. m.

Entries close with the Secretary, E. S. Rulhchild,
P.O. Box 129, Portland, or.
Entries must state plainly colors of rider and driver.

Ron* - will positively not beallowed to start unless the
colors are worn.
The Secretary will take pleasure in replying to any

and ail communications with reference to transporta-
tion, track facilities and any other desired information.

iiEO. B. MARKLE, President.

THE FRAZIER LEADS!
2:04!!

dULKY
The only sulky in which the NANCY HANKS

axle beanequallyon both sides MASCOT
DIRECT,
Jay-Eye-See

of the wheel and the draft Is

evenly distributed.

*M> OTHKB I R \. i.-

DROKK AND MADE RECORRS W ITH THE t- It \ /.III;

EITHERSTEELOR HICKORY WHEELS.
High-Wheel Sulkies of any moke converted tu

Pneumatic Tire to order. Satisfaction
Quanu

FRAZIER SPEEDING AND EXERCISING CARTS,
Willi or without II II. I. BBAR1MUS.

TIIOTTIM; II HIM-.*.-. I...-.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MAN'F'G CO.,
SOLE AGENTS.

market ami TKvrn .tiiki ik. - . BAN FKANtilgco. OAL,

Rough-Coated St. Bernard Pups

FOR SALE.
BIBB

. m.1.7
I'll. I'lliillmimiii

! K.r, 15.060 I Be leu
-Ir I l.rrul. :-

KM. S. II ill <t M lura
K. K.. r. 17.1.77

.
in I ii.huill.iIwalleder

1'llMlln.

1,280, A.
Ki.w.u. (

OUT OI
l

I h. I :.!.> i. I

i I

' 10,01 ,

I h.'ll 11,100

I I'liiml.' I

Whelped on Mhv 22, 189S, nine plippli -"-i>

porh. Ooloi nf rlgbl "i them, otmnite ivliii while
ninrkln^: one while, ivlth riranin' niiirkinir-.

r AKKMAN. I .i "

SEVENTH PAYMENT

GOLDEN GATE
Futurity Purse of 1893.

v. nth Paymi n

Of I0M drill be riur and

payable ul the offlop of lb« Hecretarx, 908 Market

o. III! .tlllll' I M 1

JOS. I. DIMOND, Secretary.
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foe sale. |7Q HOLSTEIN-FRIESIANS 70 RoseDaleBreedingFarm

DALY 5341,THE FAST PACEE

DR. SWIFT.
WUh record 2:13 In race: sound and in 6ne condition:

will lower his record, live seconds this year.

-

Some BROTHERS and SISTERS toSwin, by Bay-

wood, dam American GlrL
E. S. SMITH.

So. 119 Empire Street, San Jose. Cal.

FOR SALE.

A New Toomey Sulky.
X. a used in a race : lost as good as new. A bar-

gain.
ALSO A

Set of coll harness, been used onlya lew limes :
it was

made to onler-Ktom^taa^fjagJ; omce

PASTURAGE.
Flrst-Class Pasturage at £4 per month at J. H.

Whites Siock Farm, Lakeville, Cal.. 6 miles irom

Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responsiolity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day (except Sun-

day from wharf between Washingtan and Jackson,

Streets s. F.

THOS. ROACH. Acent,

Lakevllle, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Closexg-Oct Sale of Entire Herd Imported and Bred by

O. E. HUMBERT, OF CLOVERDALE, CAL
This herd comprises TO

head, Aix Registered

Pure-bred Holstein-Frie-

sian Cows and Bulls,

choice pedigrees, com-

prised of the " Artis,"

"Netherland," "Aaggie,"

"Clifdeu" and "De Brave

Heiidrik" families, in-

cluding a number of

fresh milch cows. Every

animal will positively be

sold. This herd is the

best in the Stale, and

here is a rare chance to

buy the best of thisgTeat

breed of cattle.

Catalogue now ready-

Sale will Take Place on "WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1893, at 11 a. m.

AT SALESYARD COR. VAX NESS AVENUE AND MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

hi l.I.I l' A CO.. - .... - Auctioneers.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mile and a half fromRedwood City, I am prepared

to lake horses iorpaslure. There are small and large

fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc., and plenty

ot running water. The climate is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage

u per month ; stall room, etc, extra. I am prepared to

train nnd handle colts and roadsters, and will take the

best ot care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY.
Redwood City. San Mateo Cal, Co..

The Wetl-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
:has opexed i

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE NAPA RACK TRACK.

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers

to train and develop.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

AUCTION SALE
OF

Trotting-Bred Broodmares, Colts & Fillies

AND ROADSTERS,

RECORD 2:15.
By GENERAL BENTON 1755, sire of 18 trotters in

the 2:30 list and of the dams of 26 in the 2:30 list, includ-

ing Waxana Idam of Sunol, 2:08^), Telig (dam of Tru
man. 2:12). Daly's first dam was Dolly, by Electioneer

125,sire of 132 in the list; second dam. Lady Dooley,

2:31J-£ (dam ot I-oyaleer, 2:30j, by McCracken's Black
Hawk.
DALY is a horse ot extreme speed and is a natural

trotter. He secured his record with but six weeks' work
His colts resemble him very much in speed, color and
general conformation.

TERMS - 860 FOR THE SEASOX
Limited to 25 Approved ^JLakes.

DIGITALIS 16,786
Sired by DALY 5341, record 2:15 (for^pedigree see

above). First dam Cygnet, by Steinway, 2:25>4, sire of
W.Wood. 2:07; Cricket, 2:10; Caesar, 2:16; Strathway,
2:19; Charles Derby, 2:20 (sire of Diablo, 2:14'*,. etc.;

second dam Leah, by Woodford's JMambrino; third dam
Maud (dam of King Jim, 2:20?*., and the dam of Attor-
ney, sire of Atto Rex and Attorney Jr., 2:13), by Ahdal-
lah 15 fourth dam by Robert Bruce (thoroughbred).

TERMS - 825 FOR THE SEASON

Bred and Raised by

a , T. H.A.TOH, Esq., Suisun, Cal.,
AT 11 A. M. OX

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1893,
At Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.

Particulars in future announcement. Catalogues ready June 14th.

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street

GEM STEEL WIND MILL
WITH GRAPHITE BOXES.

NEVER REQUIRES OILING OR CLIMBING OF TOWERS.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than other mills that are oiled.
Practically these mills require no attention. Thuly a Gem, and worth its

weight in Gold. It combines beauty, strength, durabi ity and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and is sold on its merits; in fact,
it is the best mill on earth. They are geared back three to one—the wheel
making three revolutions to one stroke of pump—making them run in the
lightest wind or breeze. The mill is made entirely oi Steel and Cast Iron.
Each one of our Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If notsatisfactory, freight
will be paid both wavs, and monev refunded. We also carrv Pumps of all
Hinds, Tanks, Pipe Fittings, Etc.

Rose

WOODIN & LITTLE, Ko. 312 MARKET STREET.
SAN FRAXCISCO.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre • - JS.OO

Steel, Leather Covered - - - • 3.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt ol price.

Cure. Pullers. Check Fighters, Toneue tollers.

"TO tllOW It IS to QIW 1L"R'>DEHT BON'NKR.
"Want one in every bridle."—Fbakk Stabb.
" It elves you the b«t resolts."—BrDD DOBLK.
"Ufa superior to all bits."—Ed. D. Bithkr.

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Bo* M0, Chicago, 111.

M\l\ A \\ IM'HbSTER, San Francisco, sole

fOt the Pacific CoaM.

hoof stuffing.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

It will cool out the foot, soften the frog and sole, quickly and effectually heal all soreness from corns
bruises, or contracted boot. It is cheaper and far superior to oils or packing made from animal or vegetable
substances, which will sour and become putrid, thus causing unnatural heat and disease in the foot. Spelterine
has been thoroughly tested and endorsed by Veterinary Surgeons and Horsemen. Write tor circular. Address,

SPBLTBB.INE CO.,
1954 Howard Street, San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

A return will be allowed the following season if the

mare proves not with foal, provided that neither mare
nor stallion changes ownership.

Excellent pasturage and the best of care taken ot

mares at reasonable rates.

Season closes July 1st, IS93. Money due at time of

service. For further information address

Dale Breeding Farm,
SAXTA ROSA. CAL.

Don Marvin.
RACE RECORD, 5th HEAT, 2:22 1-2.

Don Marvin is a beautiful seal brown, foaled 18S4;
bred by Sen. Lelaud Stanford, Palo Alto, Cal., is 16 hands
high, and weighs 1200 pounds; sired by Fallis, 2:23 (sire

of six in 2:30 list), he by Electioneer: first dam Cora
(dam of Doo Marvin, 2-22 :

j, and Elected, trial 2:26) by
Don Victor.sonot Belmont; second dam Clarabel (dam
of Clifton Bell, 2£4^, and Rebecca dam of five in 2:30
list) by Abdalla Star; third dam Fairy (dam of Stoner
Boy, 2:29 U, and Sweepstgkes sire of twenty-seven in
2:30 list) by Hambletonian 10; fourth dam Emma Mills
(dam of four horses that have sired 2:30 performers) by
Seely's American Star. Don Marvin will make the
season of 1S93 at Lodi, Cal., at ?o0 the season, with usual
return privilege, which makes him the cheapest horse
in the State, record and breeding considered, having
what no other public stallion has on the Coast:—four
producing dams

Nutwood Boy.
&IHED BY XCTWOOD, 2:18 3 4.

Nutwood Boy is a fine chestnut. 15*{ hands high, and
weighs 1125 pounds, with a powerful and speedy con-
formation, and the nearest living likeness to his cele-
brated sire, Nutwood.ofany stallion in California. Fimt
dam Kitty Parkhursr, by Goldfinder, he by Imp. Bel-
shazzar; second dam Old Kate, by Grey eard, rand
son of Imp. Messengei. Nutwood Boy's opportunity in

the stud has been of the most limited description. He
is the sire of comparatively very few colts; several or
his oldest are, however, showing speed enough to be
candidates for the 2:3011st this season. He is a square,
level-gaited trotter,and with only five weeks track work
a year ago, trotted a trial in 2:28; lasthalfin 1:18. After
his stud season he will be placed in training for the pur-
pose of campaigning through the "fall circuit" and
gaining him a record. Nutwood Boy will make the sea-
son of 1893 at Lodi, Cal., at S40 the season, with usual
return privilege. Good pasturage furnished at $3 per
month. Mares will be carefully handled, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. For
further particulars, or complete circulars, au dress

CHAS. I. LOWELL,
Lodi, Cal.

Handy Wagons

Have One or Two Seats.

Carry Two or Four People.

Furnished with Shafts or Pole.

Built and Finished in a First-

Class Manner. Warranted to

Give Satisfaction. Are With-

out an Equal on the Coast.

Write for Prices.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

Slaces in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Xapa City, on the banks of the

apa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous bos-stall, small paddocks, and
io fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this lias not been oflered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the lime to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

Fob Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

^jLyford's Impregnators. Book on Barren Mares, Si 00.

I
C. C. LYFORD, Minneapolis, Minn.

* .MULERiS UBPgg

We are II KAOQl Alt I l.its for all kinds uf Baling

Agricultural Implements and Vehicles of every de-
scription. Send for No. 18 Catalogue.

TRUMAN, HOOKER & CO.
Snn Frnnclaco nnd Pre»n«».

Samuel Valleau. Jas. K. Brodie,

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Steam Printers

AND DEALERS IN

Cod-Sellers 1 and Book-Makers' Supplies
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Oakwood Park Stock Farm 0iesZ*™tl!'I^Joticel

(FORMERLY COOK FARM).
STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Record, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

CESAR, Siz-Year-Old Record, 2:16J. STRATHWAY, Sii-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20}. BADEX, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:24}.

STEINEER, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:29*. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(all is kaces) and sire of the dams of

MAUD C, 2:19; BARONSTEIN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27}, and BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:14}

(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEaSON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock Tarm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R.

via Martinez. Best .>f cure eiven, hut no liability assumed for accidents or escapes, excellent pasturage §5 per

month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars aud catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Pork Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.
ALMOXT 33 (Abdallah 15

i Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires J.

I of 279 in the list and 49 dams of 67 ISally Anderson
. i in the list

fMambrino ChielU
|
QUEEN MARY <

(Untraced

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4-

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25'1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE INK SKASO.\ OF 1893 AT in . I, M. o ill i.u %

('Ham bleIonian 10

( STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 siren of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

SID.\RY4?70
2:l9Jf

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:2.5li,

champion year
ling trotter,
Fan sta, 2 :22V.
yearling pacer;
Fauslino, 2:14M;
Fleet,2:24;Cupld,
2:18; Adonis.
2:ll}4; Gold Leaf,
2:li;<; Lady H.,
2:H; Sister V.,
2:18,4: Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others in 2:30 list

-Mim. «'iou« 2000
2:17*

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28M; San Jose, 2:30;
San Mateo, 2:28!-i ; kid-
ney, 219^, and 5
others In 2:30 list

Sweetness, 2:21 1-1..

sire of 4u In 2:30 lUt and
of 107 sins of 667 in 2:30

Lady Walterm Ire
Dam of Marshall Nov

2034

LADY THORNE JR (-Williams' Mambrino
Darn ofMolHe Mack, ") -[-„..

• 2:33; Navldad. 2:22M ;
<-
Aaw

VOLTOrSm^ rHambletonlanlO

Sire of 29 In 2 :30 list. ")
T

._, Palrlot
21 sires of 48, and 16 <• rHl ?..

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

ILADY MERRITT. ..

Dam of Sentinel,
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 In 2:80
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

2:29*

and 8

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25}4
(champion year-
ling); Memo 13-

year-old triali,

2:20*; Geo. V.
(3-year old .1,2:35

/•Buccaneer 2656--.......
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
|

wer, 2:26,4

I

r Bashaw 50
Sire Of 17 In 2:30 list and

f IOWA CHIEF 528 < 10 sires ol 20 and 11 dama
Sire of Corisande, ) of 18 In 2:30

,
2:2-1'-, and Buccaneer (.Topsey

1 2656

LTINSLEY MAID..

Mahaska Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,

trial, 2:22 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

Flax tail 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13*, lEIsmet, 2:24*,
Twister, 229*

Untraced

("John Baptiste

\Fanny Fern

FLAXTAIL8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

228'.;i; Empress, 2:29^:
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11M. and
Shamrock, 2:25

LADY HAKE....
Sister to Fashion,^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28*

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is M?mo full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he is also one ol

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
niay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flax tail

u? traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13^, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer of
extreme epeed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
in a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31*. the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20;-,$, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32* to 34 seconds.

He Is sixteen bands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his actiou superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS $50. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
for accidents or escapes. For further particulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

;2:04.-

CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 22.

Sire of 4 in the list and 10 sires

of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

LADY RICHELIEU
Dam of Alfred, 2:26

rCassius M. Clay 18

"i By Abdallah 1

("Richelieu, by Mambrino
..-! Chief

t Lady Vance, by Eclipse

'
f ALCO\* 730

f? Sire of
ZS Alcona Jr 2:19"

| Flora Belle 2:24
•^

i Veronica 229
^*

I Almonilion 2:24*
o Clay Duke 227^ Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

*S LPAA'-V» Dam ot KiDg Orry, 22314
E 4th dam by Joe Gale
ZSk 5th dam by James Lowery

6th dam by Consul

ALMONITION is a handsome black horse, foaled 18SS, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation

pure-gait€d~and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-

able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOR THE SEASON

STE3I]VOIj 18,6S4
Hy STEIXWA.Y, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42*, by SILVERTHREADS 18,653; 2d dam Minnehaha i dam of

Beautiful Bells. 229 '
'. and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

TERMS" $50 FOR THE SEASON

I^Tom-lpSLrexl (Cleveland Bay Stallion),

Stands 16% hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

nd America.

TERMS ?35 FOR THE SEASON

T^t i -n <->-fc (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black 17 hands, weighs 1800 pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect,

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON

KKASOX ft OSES JCLY 1ft. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Slock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa Countv Cal' per S P R R., via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidentsor es

capes. Excellent pasturage €5p;r month. Mares fed hay and grain, ?10 per month. For further particulars

and catalogues address ^ ± ARMSTRONG-, Superintendent,
Alamo Stork Farm, Alamo, Contra Costa County, Cal.

I

SANTA CLARA VALLEY NURSERIES.
Stallion .A.dvox'tisexaa.emt.

CHANCELLOR 14,058.
RACE RECORD, 2:21.

Sired by BISMARCK 2857. 2:29 1-1; (lam LUCY, by GEO. M. PATCHEN JB.31: loaled

May 17, 1884. Chestnut horse, 16 hands high and weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome, extremely good disposi-

tion and sound as possible to be. Was entered in eleven races and trotted ten ol them, getting a

place In each.

SERVICE FEE ------ $100

MOUNT HOPE 14,206.
Sired by 8ABLE WILKES WlOO; dam LIZZIE, hill ulster to CHANCELLOR, and foaled

May, 20, ISS0. Bay horse, 15* hands high, weighs 1050 lbs; Hne mane and tall, flret-class legs aud

feet; disposition among the best. He has not been trained any as yet.

SERVICE FEE - - - $75
Aod Limited to Ten Mares Only.

Season for both these horses commences March 15th and ends June ISth, 1893. Usual return

privileges allowed for mares not proving In foal. Excellent care and pasturage furnished at fit per

month; hay and grain If desired, at $12:50. No responsibility, however, assumed for accidents or

escapes.

A cordial Invitation to Inspect these horses is extended to all. Address all communications to

It. D. FOX, P. O. Box 326, San Jo»e.

Residence, 2* miles north of San Jose on Milpltas road.

THE HANDSOME STALLIOX

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM.1[ Hambletonlan 10, sire cf 130 speed pro

|
ducing sires and ot dams ot Stamboul

George Wilkes 519 (record |2:22).{ 2.07 1- and 91 others In the list.

Sire of Harry Wilkes, 2:13*; Guy
|

Wilkes, 2:l5M: Budd Crook, 2:15*; I Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8
Wilson, 2:16!^ ; J. B. Richardson,

(.Record 2:25M) |
2:16V£,and73 others In the list and ("Mambrino Chief 11, sire of Lady

Sire of Nellie Masnn, 83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65. Thome, 2:18!^, and 5 others in the
2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17; I Dolly -J list and of dams ofDirector, 2:17, and
Artisan. 2:18%; Boaz, Dam of Director, 2:17; Thorndale,] 26 others in 2:30.

2:22M ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:2514,

L Fanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of
Wheatland

ward,2:173$,and 64 others
in the list and 24 sires of
56 land 10 dams of 12 in
2:30.

and John F. Payne, sire of one.
Lady Majolica, 225, and 1 sire ol 8
and dam of Caprice, 227.

f Hambletonlan 10, sire of Dexter, 2:17*4,

and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92
in list.$5 ^Dictator 113..

O I Sire of dams of Nancy Hanks. 2*1;

PQ Keller Thomas, 2:12%; Lockheart, [Clara, bv American Star 14, dam ot
1

2:13; Garnet,2:13; Northwest, 2:16: Dexter, 2:17!4I Alma, 2:28*, ; Astoria,
Brown, 2:18$)'; Victoria Wilkes, 2:29'*.; Dictator, sire ol 45 and dams
2:19*; Nellie McGregor, 2:19^, and of 2 ih the list,

20 others in the list,

[Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 in the list

and 5slresof6 andilO dams of 13 In

l Sophy { 2:30.

Grandam of Mike Wilkes, 2:15%f; I

Ira Wilkes, 2:22V, and the sires LSophronia, by Brown Pilot; 4th dam
Adrian Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand ; 5th dam by Lance ; 6th

dam by Gray Dungannou.

HART BOSWELL is a chestnut horse, ioaled 1890, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked for speed
but as a sire be should become one of the best in the State. As It Is late In the season his service fee has been
placed at 850 THE SEASOW with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

iVancy Lee I

Dam of Nancy Hanks.l
2:04, and Dictator Wilkes

|

5231, sire of Richard Jay
(p) 2:17*.

K. O'GRADY, Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Oal.

ROS Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk

EROS SIRE OF NIXK IX THE LIST. SOiVTAK MOHAWK DAM OF 6EVEV
"Will make the Season of 1893, at San Jose.

ADDRESS w. H. VIOUET, P.O. Box 795 San Jose, Cal.
Or F. H. Bl'RRE, 626 Market St., S. F.

BrBBd to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kinds ot Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOUR-YEAR-OLD RECORD. 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Ooul and Yolo
Maid (pi,2:12 ; Tom Ryder (pi, 2:17k i Belle Button
(pi, 2:i;>',: Mabel U.Mt, 2:20; R<isn Mac, 2:2<i

:
;
Lucy

It., 2:21' i : L'.iiiru /.. 2:2."{'..,
; UOgJUI, 2:2.1',

J MjUld C.
2:28; Kehce, 2:20'-, ; all than re raosreoordB; no tin

cup murk*. Pedkree- Alexander IhiUoii h byAlixan-
der 400, dam Ijuiy Bncton.by Nape lumk-r ; second
dam ft purl lit: man', s. t. b. by Cnpi-crbultoni. A I. -Min-

der rireol SeUance, 2:22] ;
Tommy Todd, 2:24; Nellie

patcbeo, 237'
|

. by Oeo. m. Patcnan Jr ii, reoord 2:27,

II rut dlini IjuIv (rum ulani nl (ii

of Frank M.. 2:17' , >. by Brown*! Bellfoonder. Geo, U
Patchen .ir. 81 \b nre of ten Ln l-JQ im and hui

daughters' are noted Ibr their ipeod and iir.._-<iing-on

'(lllllltl.'S.

Every performer mired by Alexander Button i-

oul of nun-Hlnndnrd ninri'« nl tbr time tlirv Welti
bred. \o innller wlint mare* he « n« bred to every
cult from (l \ .if-.tub'- up euiild trot in<i.

TERMS 8100 FOR THE -I \-<>\

All bills must be paid at end of MOJOn. Mare* not
pm\ inK with foal may be returned Dext season free of
charK'-. flood pasttinurt' AirnWn-d at JJ per nmnth, and
due care taken to prevent arcldenu* or escapes, but do
llabllliv wbub'ver assumed.

WlllHtftiid ul'ti'li" Creek I'urni, wlilrb h nltuate<]

about one and one-half mllei went <>r ^'<>lcl ^uitfoTi.

to Volo in my can will bo forwarded
free ofcharie.

«. W. UOODARD. Proprietor.
Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them.

A. HIRSOHMAN.
US 81TTBB 8TREBT.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
or

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.
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GUIDE RECORD 2:16 1-4

Will make;the season of 1S93 at GKEEX OAKS RANCH, about one and

one-half miles west of Napa City.

DESCRIPTION: GUIDE is a handsome seal brown, eight years old, stands 15.2

hands high, and weighs 1,090 pounds. He is of fine form, level-headed, intelligent, and

comes from blood lines that are noted for the qualities of speed and gameness.

PEDIGREE.
f Hambletonian 10

f DICTATOR 113 \ Sire of 40 in the list.

Sire of 32 trotters and [ Clara, by American Star 14

I

DIRECTOR 2:17...
I

3 pacers and IS sires Great broodmare.

Sire of Direct...2:05J 1 of 54 trotters.

Directum (3)...2:11$ | f
Mambrino Chief 11

Evangeline 2:11} I.
DOLLY \

Sire of 23 sires.

Margaret S 2:12J Dam of Onward...2:25.V [Fannie, by Ben Franklin.

Thorodale 2:24}

Czarina 2:21

Director 2:17 f Hambletonian 10

O
CO _
© -

al

Wafdstein 2:22'.

Stella C 2:25J
and 12 other 2:30

trotters. NORWOOD 522 -j
Sire of SO sires.

Sire of (.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14

IMOGENS Tommy Norwood 2:261 Great broodmare.

Dam of Ida Norwood 2:261

Delwin 2:26J
|

and 2 others in list. f American Star 14

Guide .2:161 (.DAUGHTEROF \ Great sire of broodmares.
[Daughter of Harry Clay 45

Sire of 15 dams.

The attention of breeders is called to the above pedigree, which shows three crosses of

American Star, embracing also the following great broodmares: Imogene, Clara, Dolly, Lady

Fallis and Gretchen.

.$100TERMS FOR THE SEASON
Usual return privilege.

STANDARD
Registration Applied For.

DESCRIPTION: SID ROY is a handsome black stallion, five years old. He is perfect

in conformation, of excellent disposition, very fast, and will be given a low record in 1S93,

barring accidents.

PEDIGREE: SID ROY, by Sidney, 2:19}, No. 4770, sire of twenty.six in the 2:30 list.

Dam Miss Roy, by Buccaneer 2656; second dam Ella Roy, dam of Allan Roy, 2:17$, by

Patchen Vernon, and Sanders, 2:19$, by Sidney; also Jennie McCarty, record 2:34 on Bay
District track without training.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50
With usual return privilege.

Excellent pasturage, $5 per month, and the best of care taken of mares, but no responsi-

bility assumed for accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped care of JULIAN HOLMAN,
NAPA, CAL. For further particulars, address

A. T. HATCH. 42 Flood Building, San Francisco.
Or JULIAN HOLMAN, Napa, Cal.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1496 RECORD 2:21 1-4

By George Wilkes 519, dam Lady Carr by American Clay 34, sire of 26 in 2:30 and better, 5 in 2:20 or better

six sons have sired 11 in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 iD 2:30 and belter.

^.t S350 tlx© season.
BOOK I'l I.I. FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 REC8BD 2:33 1-4

By Belmont 64, dam "Waterwltcn, dam of 6 in 2:30 and better, sire of Wanviteh (3 years), 2:22<y, "Wardships
yearsj, 2:25J», Templeton, i-Jh%, Warcliff, 229J(.

SlOO tix© season.
SAN JOSE 8737.

By Grand Sentinel, 2:27'.f, dam Josie Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25.W, Kiugmoor, trial 2'28 1-;^ by
George Wilkes 519, second dam Josle 2:30J-j, by Night Hawk 514.

$25 tlio season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21',*'. dam Eminence 2:18 V. by Eropi re 2378, second dam Soprano (dam of 3 in 2-30 2 In 2-20
and tetter), by StriLthmore408, third dam Abhess (dam oi 2 In 2:30aud better), by AJblon.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particular* and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

DELWIN 14,681 REC0RD
'

Paci "g. ™ <*

v •

DEL M 'R, 2:2-1.
Blreol

i i "i<

(THE MOOR 870
Sir.- of

Sultan, 2:24. sir.- of Stamboul,
..« 2:07W. Beautiful Bells, 2:2iMdam

ol Bell Boy,2 10 [,and i In

Rose, 2:19).

j
Clay Pilot 93, si re ofFred V. 2'2i

.- Billy H., 2:24!j, and others.
(Belle of Wabash

Don i..miin _.M0 1 Bflae.SdB). .Mambrino Pilot, aire of Mam
CouslnJoe J8^w(.QREfTCHBN ' brl Hit, sag Hannis SB*SanPedro(p) Damol Ic&naoaCblel

,UIU "'N -»<*

IMOUBNB,
Dam of

Oniric

Romero, 2:19; [nca, -:-: \x\ oi
tncos, 2:W i,

and Sable tdam nt

Ba Wilkes, 2:18).

BV NORWOOD 822
sin- of

Tommy Norwood, 2:24J4 ; iiia

Not • ' ,.

DEXTER PRINCE 11.363
AT THE

ASTER 2:16
FITZSIM.MONS 2:20
JESSIE 2:22
DEXTEB PRIN<.'KSS - 2:24><
DEL PASO 2:2.}^
LUCILLE 2:26
JAMES L 2:29?,
CHARLEY FORD (p., i y.) 2:12%

IRENE (p.)

CROWN PRINCE 2:1
MAGGIE 2:1
CHLOE 2:5
ROYAL PRINCE 2:5
LOTTERY TICKET (3y) 2:1
SENATOR L 2:i
PRINCESS ALICE (p., 4y). 2:1
CHEROKEE PRINCE (p) 2:!

Defter Prince is Toy
KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.

Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA "WILKES, 2:08^, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10^: Spoiiord
2:IS^ ; Company, 2:19^ ; Fred Folger, 2:20)4 ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21)^, and twenty others in tbe 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER by HAMBLETONIAN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17)4 Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is tbe sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17,sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.

S., Evangeline, etc., etc Also sire of tbe dam of
STAMBOUL 2:07*
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN 2:073$

Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

,.2'b.',

IPC

r Hambletonian 10, sire of Flee-
HoiKi-r: iJuni ofStamboul,2:Q7j

j(.Lady Fallis, by American Star 14
dam of ( Iretcbeo Idarrj of Cllng-
BtODC, 2:1 1 l.

I

Ami rlcanSlar 14, sire of dam of
i Hi lator [Blre of Joy-Eye-See

•j 2:10, and Uie dam of Nancy
~~ OKI,WIN 1 1,681. Record 9:96 1-2. Will \f 1..- has unset- ' Harry Uav"u, sir.. .,1 dam* „|'

or hotter, ami beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin [a I Elecil -crandSt .lullon Ml
;rand»ona ofThe Moor; in color bo is o .lark dapple bay, lound ai b dollar; I5.1J |

bands hurh'•ndwrta* lie U one or theflneel >
I I for great speed in tin- la has the same level"

t hi* ha her.Qi ,'.': k, [.has. Delwin boat lame blood lines as the handsel
«T»;id-..i itnmboul 2:07! ;hehaatwocio • of American Star 14, also of Clay, < of Hi
tontanlO,

, rubr ihlef.streor the dam of Director, 2:17 an("thermal Pilot Jr., tlw-o the da i „,. ,,.... m. si i lines timi lay in
1

'
i

:,..' i
.

i

„. -:,, [»,, ,!,
,, :1 ,.| (|1 . rvcorrt 2:I0,and Cousin I' "i« da I Sable Wllk. 2 18, tire o \doia, 2:28 ,. Babledale, 2:1814 andoiberaibottor thai I tbott I ofany kind ofmores.

i i.iim- - mi Btornprh liege. Q i wot* i and paBturagoal IS permonUi.bat will not be ro»
can be shipped to the formam ioi Delwin the Ueese Stock

1 t* County, Col., per 6. P, It. It, via Martini./. For itirlli.-r particulars uiIiIivsm

WM. MEESE ob SAMUEL GAMBLR Danviie. Cal.Urlwln Li owned by Wm, Mecae and 3Int.Kuimii<l Oamble.

D UOHTEHROl

unhle-

Sire of the dams of
GUT 2:10«
ROBERT McGREGOR 2*17jiHAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.

Dam of
DEXTER 2:17«
ALMA 2:28^'

ASTORIA 2:29^
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc.

Third dam McKINSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:273^.

DEXTER PRINCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himseir
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept iu a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - 8250, DUE AT TINE OF bKRVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANTON, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best oi

Electioneers sons.
PLEASAXTOiV'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.

PLEASANTON' is large and very tine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot
splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 - 850, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at S8 per month to July lath. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
every precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro. Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

rGlY WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (pi, 5.... 2:11

Regal Wilkes,5 2:liaf

Alanna (p), 5 2:113^

Muta Wilkes, 4 2:14!^

Chris. Smith (p), 7 2:14>£

Hulda,4 2:14^
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14*,'

Una Wilkes, 6 2:15

Lillian Wilkes, 3 2:17?^

Sable Wilkes, 3 2:18

Vida Wilkes. 3 2:18M
Nutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20^
Lynwood wilkea, 2 2:20)g

and 17 others in 2-30 list

CARRIE MALONE
Sister to

Chas. Derby 2:20

Steineer 2:29,^

/-Geo. Wilkea. 2:22
Sire of

Harry Wilkes 2:13Ji
I

Guy Wilkes.... 2:15V(
i, Wilsoo 2:16^

So So 2:17)4
and 75 others In the list

Lady Hunker
Dam of

El Mahdi 2:25M
Guy Wilkes 2:15>i
William L

(Sire of Axtell, 2:12)

Stein way . 3 :25 3-4
Sire of

W.Wood (p) 2:07
Cricket (p) 2:10
Csesar 2:16 1

«;

Strathway 2:19
*

Chas. Derby 2:20
and 4 others in the list

L Raty G
Dam of

Chas. Derby 2:20

Steineer 2:29>C

HAMBLETONIAN 10
Sire of

40 In 2:30 list

DOLLY SPANKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATCHEN 58
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUNN, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19^'

f STRATHMORE 40",
Sire of

< 42 in 2:30 list

I

I ABBESS, by Albion
Dam of

3 In 2:30 list

ELECTIONEER 12-5

Sire of
132 in 2:30 list

. FANNY MALONE, by
Niagara

Graudam of Mand C, 2:19

DANTON MOfLTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a
pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this tall.SOUDAM 5103, RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

SIRE OF NIBIA 31, 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (nlre of Stambnul, 2:07'

cock, dam of E"
2:27',.. sire of?
son of the Eaton I .

form, gentle In disposition, pure in gait and show gr^at speed.
Both of these stallions will make the season of 1S93, ending July 1,5th, at $100. with usual return privilege at

the Moorland Stock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasluruge £5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

'

For further particulars address D. J. MURPHY. Moorland Stock Farm. .Milnitott, Cal.'

f good size, perfect in

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT Is aseal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. Heisla horse of fine conformation,
has a beautiful head and neck, line loins, well-shaped body, deeptiirough the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms'
large slides and the very best of feet and legs. In action he is pure-gaited. Asa ihree-vear-old be trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, hut was Injured and placed in the siud. His colts are all blnod-likt*, large and fast trotters
Several oi'th.'m arc eligible and will cuter Die 2:3il list this tall. Lancelot Is one otthe surest of foal-getters.PEDKiKEE-LANCKLOT was sired by the immortul Electioneer (sire of 132 in the listl, dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harris,was a full brother to Iowa
Chlcl',j2.sisire of Corisande, 2:24';, and others i. His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 list, he by VernoPs
niuck Hawk, dam Belle, hy Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam rims. Kent rrare, tbedam of Hambletonian
10. Vernol's Black ITawk, by Loiik Island Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk hy Andrew Jackson, dam Sallle Miller, by Tippo Salb; Andrew Jackson, by
Voting Ba*baw. pon ol Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sportsmistress; she was out of Cub
hy Mcdoc; second dam Ann Merry, bySumpler; third dam Grecian Princess, bv Blackburn's Whin, and so on to
the 15th dam

The oply Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chest m»t stallion. It! t hands high. Bv Nutwood 600, the greatest living
sire. First dam, Ladv Utlev Jr., bv Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonian; second dam, Lady Utley,
BX&ndam of Western Girl, record 2:27'". Saladln has now a nnmher of yearlings and two-year-old colts, all

showing treat uniformity in size, stvleand color. All of them are last trotlers, and several will trot In 2:30 this

vear. Nnlwnod turn, 2:1s 1

,, hv Belmont C.4, dam Miss Russe'l idam of Maud S„ 2:0S \A |, by Pilot Jr.: second dam
Bally Russell, by Boston. Nutwood lathe sire of ml In the 2:30 list. Belmont is the sire of 74 trotters in the 2:30
list and of 2:> •-ires Ml rjii trotters. Uidv Utlev Jr. Is by Speculation, dam'I.adv I'tlev, 2:3s 1

,. grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:'J7 I

.. Speculation Cslre of Crown Point, 2:24, Grade S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and tbe dams of
.Alfred <)., 2:l!f-!.|'. and Water ford, 2:27i, by Hambletonian 10, dam Manila Washington i dam of Hambletonian
7261. by Burr's Washington: he bv Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare hy Mambrino
TEltMA. SAO FOR THE SKAKOiV. for service of each of these stallion?. No other opportunity is offered

breeders to Obtain these blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares in any manner that owners
may deslre'ftt reasonable rates. Usual return prlvilece. Call on or address, V.. C BEMI8. < »wner, 332 Mont-
k'onierv street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also beseen. <i. W. BROOKS, Aeent.

SALADIN.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes 22,n 6.
RECORD, 2:20 1-2
AT THREE YR6.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W, 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

XLTVVOOD WILKK* isahandsome
chestnut In color, stands 15.1 bands hlgb.
Is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one or ihe best individuals a person ever
saw and his present record is do measure
of his speed.

CD
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(HV WILKES, 2:15 1-1
Sire of

Rupee (p) 2:11

Alannah >,pj 2:11 J^

Regal Wilkes. fcU*
Muta Wilkes Sfcl4S
Chris. Smith (pj 2:1-1 %
Hazel Wilkes 2:14V
Hulda 2:UW
Una Wilkes 2-l»
And 23 others with records
from 2:18 to 2:30.

Ueo. \Vllkex, 2:22. .

Sirei>f
Harrv Wilkes, 2:

G'iv Wilkes 2
Wilson 2
Richardson, J. B 2:

Baron Wilkes _2
And 7-i others In the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Bunker
Dam Of

Guy Wilkes 2
El Mabdl 2:

WUliam L „

(sire of Axtell (3j
who sold for $1Q5,0uU\).

13 1~
l>'4

11!4
L6U
18

ISM

£ LIDA \V..2:18 1-4.
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:2GM
At three years.

Nutwood 600, 2:18 3-4...
Sire of

Manager 209^
Lockheart 2:13
Nuthurst_ 2.U&
Belmont Boy 2:15
Nutpine „ 2:15^'
And 96 others from 2:16 to

2 30, and of the dams of
Arion (2), 2:101,' (sold for
§125,«00); Sabiedale (2),

2:H3J, Vida Wilkes (3),
2:1«(: Myrtle (3), 2:19>^;
Nutwood Wilkpg (3j 2:20"^,
and 40 others from 2:11 to

Belle.
Dam of

Lida W 2:I6>^

HAMBLETONTAX 10
Sire of Dexter, 2:17!.,, and

»9 others In 2:3o Hat; and
dams of stambonl. 2rt)7i^

and 91 others iu 2:3U list.

DOLLY SPANKKK
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRINO PATC'IIEN
Sire of 21 In the 2:30 list and

the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2:1-*',.

LADY DUNN
(Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19 L

4
"

(
,

by American Star 14, aire
of i and of the dams of 45
In the 2:10 list.

[BELMONT 64

|
Sire ot Fred Arthur. 2:14' ,;

Nutwood, 2:18a,; Wedge-
) wood, 2:19: Viking, 2:19'.,,

and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

LMISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S.

T
2:0Say;

Nutwood, 2:lS=y ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2 24 '*,; Russia. 2:23;
and grandam of Kremlin,

rGEO. M. PATCHEN Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire u! 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-

j ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
\ 30, 2:23,1£ (sire of Lucy,

2:18Jl; grandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07^).

1 REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of LldaW. 2:1814)
by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27M; 8
dams of 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum (3),

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the .Season at this Farm in 1898.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED
Glen Fortune

Fee, $50 Cash

TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO " FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Pee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:20J (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p), 2:05|, and the grandam of Arion, (two years),

2:10J.

Jester D. 5696 ... -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger
Duroc 106; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester D. is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '25 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $S per month up to July loth ; after that
time rates subject to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a "sufficient guarantee that everv
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
address SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro Cal

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

sx-zo.
THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER

: SIKE OF

. CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASOiV.

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD is a handsome cbeetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and la^hali inches
hlgh.and is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annte W., 2:25; Albert H., 2:27^; Mollie C, 2:37'4, and several others
knocking at the door. He is by Nutwood 600, 2:18^,', dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. RL, 2:27. This represents the
best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race
horses, as well as great broodmares.

(For pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. ST. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

unTC- You will hardly realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-nu I L. gree closely. then you will see that there Is not only 7 great performers in it, but ihe greatest oi sires,
as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarelv find in the
pedigree of two young stallions. Guy Wilkes, 2:lo!4, is the only horse living or dead with 8 In the 2:15 list. Nut-
wood, 2:183,', is not only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put in twenty-seven and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I
cannot see how one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we^had everything but the pussible nick and should get that
nine times out often. Mares not proving In foal may be returned the following season freeot service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services ol any of the above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when the condition of the animals require*
it, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at 310 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability tor
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at IrvLogton, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage
railroad. All hills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock will be allowed to
eave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. I5ih to Aug. 1st, 1893.

TTotjlixs Stock. DF'or Salo.
O®- VISITORS WELCOME ANY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL

FLORA M 2:16

J. R. (Joslyn) 2:20

LIZZIE P 2:22 1-2

CORA 8 2:27

ELECTRESS 2:27 1-4

ALECr 2 :26

ALLY SLOPER 2:28

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MORNING CJLORY...2:27

ELECTRIftA 2:25 1-4

,\ETTIE C 2:28
I'l.tlsino.V -2:29 1-2

l.hl K 2 :28

ELECTOR JR .2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $250 THE SEASON.

L A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Cal

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commenciEg February

10 ana ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (With usual return privilege), payable at end of Season 3100mA T>T C\ was foaled 1889, Is a handsomeichestnut In color, stands !"::. hands and In conformation,

f\ E> J_J\ ' disposition and action Is absolutely perfect. He Is a pure trotter and will geta mark close to
2:20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:l4\i, was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark of bis
speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions in

America. He is by chas. Derby (record 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Stelneer, 2:29 1~, by Slelmvay ; dam Bertha,
Bister to Bayard Wilkes (record 2:15 in a sixth beat), by Alcantara, record 2:23; second clam Barcena (dam of
Alarlc, sire of Victor B.,2:20;<i), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12^ on half mile Ini-k and !.">

others in list) : third dam Blandlna, dam of six producing sires, Including SwigerL and King Renej, by Mam-
brino Chief 11: fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind , 2:21 %, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,
sire of Rophronla, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:(M. Chan. Derby, by .Stein way. dam Katy G., dam of tun In I hi,

by Electioneer; second dam Fanny Mai one (grandam of Maud <_'., 2:10 , by N latum isire of Fairmont, 2:22'^ <;

third dam Fanny Wtckham, the great twenty-mile trotter, by Imp. Herald, out of a daughter of Imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares Katy^G., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, lilandlna, Burch
Mare, Lady Waltermlre and Fanny G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08tf, appear In this pedigree, besides BUCh
sires as Electioneer, Strlnway. Alcantara, Geo, Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Matnbrino Patcheii.illambletonlau 10 and
Mambrfno Chief 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY dt RICH 4RDS, Owners PLKASA.\TO\, CAL.
Excellent care taken ot mares. Pasturage i~> per month.

The Handsome Son of ELECTOR 2170.
Will make Season of 1893, endingJuly 15, at

BOARD RANCH, near Orland, Glenn County.

ALECT was foaled April 13, 1887. He is a hand-
some dark bay. two white fetlocks; stands 15.3 bands
and weighs 1075 lbs. He is symmetrical in confor-
mation, perfect iu disposition, and as pure-gaited as
any Electioueer that ever lived. He has the Huest
of legs and feet, and is remarkably well-muscled
throughout; bis back is short, bus loins strong and
quarters heavy; he is stylish and very level-headed.
Atect never received a trainer's care, yet he trotted
without any work a mile over the Stockton track In

2:26. Alect was bred as a three-year-old to a few
mares, and his colts and fillies are all models of
symmetry, beauty and trotting action; all are of
good color.

TFRMS SRR FDR THE SEASON witb the U3Ual return P riv"e*=. Pasturage, >i per month. Mares kept in
I LnmO, 0JU run I n L OtflOUn, at]V lullIim;r owners may deslre.hut no responsibility assumed furacck-eu'-s
or escapes. For further particulars call on or address D. A.M)KRTO.\, .Manager, Orland, Cal.

RECORD, 2:26.

' ELECTOR 2170
Sire of

Alect 2:26
J. R 2:20
Elector Jr 2:29 4f
Electrice ...... .2:27'$

Electriua 2:25U
Ella M 2:28W
Flora M 2:16
Leek... 2:29
Lizzie F 2:22,S
and 6 others In

the 2:30 list.

L NELLY NELSON*

Electioneer 125
Sire of

Sunol 2:08
!<tf

Palo Alto 2.-085(

and 130 other 2:30 trot-
ters.

V. Gilberta, by Fred Low 656
Sire of 2 2:30 performers.

John Nelson 1S7
Sire of

Nerea 2:23)£
Aurora 2:27

*

and the dam of
Albert W 2.-20

(sire of Little Albert.
2:10M).

Maggie, by Morgan Rattler
Sire of the dams of 3 2:30

trotters.

ALECT and about thirty lu-udof colts and fillies by Alect, Guy Wilkes, Nemo, Noonday and St. Nlcho" s
will be sold at auction in June, 1893.

LOOK HERB BH'BII.KKS BBRTICB FEB In E»7,5Q

N M 1
\ » II Kl— . HI--IIV* I A\|)„ ROB ,.:,,(.

Bv UUV WILKBS. Sire or 32 In 3:30 Hit; I«t doni \.\PA M 111). In lr»lnm„.i: -_'.i ,i„„,

NAPA <H/KK,V by hiin.ii.. (...ci-ly.

WTI.I. MAKK THE SEASON OF 1S0.1, MAKCII 1st to JULY 1st, AT
Tarpcv'fl Stnlile, Wmmuii villi*. Tiiur.<li>y, Krldnv t'ntl Saturday; nt Knllno. •»! l.t,

. Tucdny nnd
W.'dii.-.dnv, lit S30 KOK TIIK SKASOS.

P'L.tiiraire and best enre taken "I niiirr-., Inn iif. llabllllj - rldcnts or escapes, r-.ua! return prlvl-
lege&jirovlaed li..rs.- nr mare does not cbange ownership. K. \* . DAVlbS. Agent. Wat»onvllle, Cal,

N. B.—The owners of Napa Wilkes will give lotu.. 11,.- owner ol the Hot ..r bis get iimi makana record 01

240 ornetter, 07B 10 the second and gjsototbe third. Thll DOai toholdg*joddu m aeahlp u» horse

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIRED BY SULTAN, 2:24, DAM MADAME BALDWIS 'dtm of MAJKSTKH. 2:21: BAY llll-H. 2:20 1-2; and PA8HA.
Ire of MORO. 2:27). Br THE MOOR 870.

Private Stallion For 1803.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE "^""""a£&3Vi£SSFM PAM"

For further particulars address THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
for tie roost obsUruito cases of (innorr

li i ai '1 Gleet. NO Other treatment
req'ilreu. Non-potsonous. No Stricture.

No InoonTeDience. sold by all
J. Ferre, (gacccssorto Brou),

!i.diu,.»i:n, Paris.

"Laurel Palace,"
BOMB IIA l: His, Pnprieler.

V \\. Cornrr hmrnj nnd Bu*h BlnrK,

SAN FRANCIBOO.
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kennel advertisements The "CL.ABROUGH" Hammerless breeders' directory.

DCTQ OF ALL KINDS.~ Cm I O DOUS A BPECIALTV.

DOS MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS :- AND :- HARNESS.

I2JFOEMATIUN BY MAIL.

B. STBAISS. 411 Kearnr St.. San Francluru

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTO It

P-all nlrby winners. Also BILLY 1>. Oilier brOlhOT

to above) and other yonnjrer puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds.

-,,i.i Fee Old Black Joe 2nd and Sweep 825 each

JAMES K. WATSON.
P. O. Box 1838,

Or No. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco. Cal.

VETERINARY.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S.,
SIOUOLDKX GATE AVE.. XEAB POLK.

(Winner ot Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SUKUtoS to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE In city. Turkish, Rus

slan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine ror the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY ArfD RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 45J

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETKB1XABV SURUEOK.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur

eeons England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary

College Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-

cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association. _„ .

Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office ,
removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128. , . „„

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529

Howard SL, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F. W.SkaifB, D.V.S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.

OFFICE HOCKS OFFICE HODBS
10 to 12 A. M. 1-30 to 3.30 P. M.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkiu and Polk and Geary and PostSts)

SAN FBANCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of the University of the State of New York.

OFFICES.

905 GOLDEN GATE AVE. 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Residence—1342 BOSH STREET. Telephone 2591

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.
EXAMINATION FRKE.

RESIDENCE:

020 Octavia Street.

Telephone 4522.

R. LIDDLE & SON.
538 Washington St., S. F.,

Wboleiiale and Retail Dealer* In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Kill, 1.1M-: OF FISHING TACKI.K

AMI SPORTSMEN'S UOODS.
•yOrder* hy mall receive prompt attention.

Buy Directand Save
GO

Percent.
ijlhcj cannot »<>• ho*

ill fur ibamoncj: f'iO
Irani Oxford flntljr fln.

d nickel plAint lilereU,

<l to beflntcUu.dmpU
nction, MrOTijt, <1uitM«
»t«ljfln«1,wltl«1, mtka*

bidOf hud WMfc;n>M*fUl«e u.oli. f Ue hifbtatrrM]

nVHlnl Writf lo-J») f«r pn lllu>mu-) FUEL ciUlocui.

SEPT B -01FORD MFC CO. 338 WABASH AVE. CHICAGO.

Go to *"&Lskl-ye>&»
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

"RECEPTION,"
206 -1 I I I n - I II 111 . 8. F.

Onoico Liciuors
HIVATE ROOMS. OPEN *LI. NII1HT

J. M. PARKER A OO

Is the BEST in the

Market.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W W. GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEPEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.,
605 Market st

O ' 7 GRAU'D HOTEL BLOCK.
SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW SWSOMK.

IN" IE "V\r T -A. O K. Xi !E3 .

ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC REELS,
ENGLISH STREAM REELS,

ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS,

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODS FOB EVERY SPOBT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

nnPftTnAI9&3 W braided, babbles*

PRestoh s Fence wire.
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
TheONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fenc
Wire made. V^rv visible, l stfurv to Stock impossible
Madeof No. 13 SPRING STtKL Wire galvtnEB£
Will not Mae «r break. Nearly double the etreiflfS
of any other.. Kequires no stays. Runs about 16 fee

to the pound «3" Used by leadine Breeders

Ornamental. Durable. Economical

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y.
oraddress SCHODER. JOHNSON & CO., Los Angeles Col.

HAWLEYBROS. HARDWARE CO., San Francisco, Cal-

Caslly and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It : I*

be does not keep it, write for sample and price.

II co-sun.!-; VISIT I Ml. HPK1NUS.
IF NOT ALWAYS CALL FOR

BARTLETT WATER.
Urn 1:1, at BPuINQS NOW OPKN.

onirc 22 Fourtii Street.

KATC„HEM
IFISH

FOB
AFRICAN
0OMPO1 Nli '

01

oris* onus
.Send US cents lor a sample tube, postpaid, or .V) cents

for a regular BUH3 tube,

UWMvl.i. « iil.MM \\. CO., Wntertown, N. Y.

rwKi> my
THE iNATlVBa
inn Ai.i.rii-

INH FlHH.

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF A TENT I MAKE

THIS IS ONE FOR CAMPING.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

also

AWNINGS* CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr.,

1 1 I ('lav Street, ... San Frnnelse.o.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

of this noted breed for sale at a
bargain, or will excnan«e for cattle. Address J.
HEINLEN, San Jose, CaL

KMITHFR t-AHM Young well-bred stock for saleOUUIuXn mnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur

(
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GIJLBERTTOMP

I
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

Cleveland Bay
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakw**d

,

Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal.

VINELAND BREEDING FMK.gSSS^SSi
i (sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17s, Homestake, 2:16W, etc")
I Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:2-1, Clay Duke
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17V
Grandissimo, 2:27^' (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-
old record 2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riagre horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena
Cal.

PETER SoXE & SRN Lick House, San Francisco,rtILn OflAL A OUn.cal.-Importers and Breeders
for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

Holstein Thoroughbreds ?f -
1
?
1 «^_ =?«««. >t™i'

Catalogues.
registered Berkshire swine

F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

R R I I El F 910 Hstreet. Sacramento. Importer, dealeru. uliul, aild breeder of the very choicest breeds of
sheep. My flocks are considered superior to those ot
any others in America. Representatives of these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred English I » ishf.tccd.

Orders filled for Figs of all ages by
Tenowned sweepstake boars and out
or premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing lines. Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
Write for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFRED SI'.ALE,
Rinconada Stock Farm, Mayi-teld, Ca:

i
OLD HERMITAGE WHISKIES.

STBINBR'S.
No. 311 Bush Street.

J. C DIAMOND, Proprietor. SAN FRANCISCO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

THOROUGHPIN
CUBED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removing the Hair.

Will your horse be more valuable 1

Send $2 for large bottle, delivered, or
.$1 lor trial bottle by mail.

..eforeT AfterT'w. F. YOUNG, Meriden. Conn.
: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
MACK tfc CO., 9-11 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.
R. J. BEEEY. 10W Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oreeon.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, x^^v
1 Cubebs and Injections.

(/K[H)Y)
I They cure in48 hours the \^_/
[same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

k purify the blood; arosalVaiid ctlVc-t
Ituol ;tbo best liiediciuo known for*
/uiilitrcstiou. biliousness, headache,*
constipation, dyspepsia, chronic*
liver troubles, dysentery- bad com-*
plesdon, dizziness, offensive breath T
and all disorders of the stomach, J

#liver and bowels. One tabule gives immediate, re-^
• lief. Take one at meal time. Sold by Druggists. A«,
• trial bottlesentbv mail on reeeipt of 15 cents #
• RLPANS CHEMICAL CO.. 10 Spruce St., New York. «

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND,
EUROPEAN CONTINENT, ETC.

ADVERTISING AGENCY, L'T'D.

Capital $250,000. Henry Sell, Manager, (editor and
founder of " Sell's World's Press.")

Full particulars regarding British or European
Advertising, sample papers, rates, etc., at the Londou
Office, 167-108 Fleet street, or at
NEW YORK OFFICE, 21 Park Row, Ground Floor.
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ARE YOU A
Hay BalEr ? If sn, da you. tisb rnir FatBnt

SJeeTWireQROSS HEAD?^
IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

JggDgSBEgffT -

— MADE ONLY BV —

The Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and io Pine Street.

THE IKJCnXTGr ODF' IBXTiS

The UNRIVALLED WOODMANSEE
Patent Bridle Bit.

IMPROVED PATTERN, \o. 25

Price 7- 1 6 or 1-2 in. mouth, IVickel Plated, SI. 50
each by mail.

P. HAYDEN', Manufacturer,

Newark, N. J.

Write for Special list.

C. A. WILLtH, " Archibald " of the
"Turf, Field and Farm," writes as
follows:

Mr. P. Haydek, Newark, N. J.—
Dear Sir: I am truly glad to see

yon advertising the merits of the
Woodmansee Bit. For the past ten
years I have never been without one
or more ot them.and have frequently
given them to ray friends and re-
purchased for myself.

I have purchased every new style
of Bit since I was sixteen years old
(forty-four now), and I find a large
majoriiy ot those that are liberally
advertised and largely sold are
worthless. The Woodmansee is a
long way the best bit for general use,

either for single or double or other
driving, aud ought to be used by
every owner of horses. My lnclina
tion prompts me to write you thus,
hoping it may encourage you to place
the merits of the Woodmansee Bit
before the public. It Is the King of
Bits and deserves all that can be said

of it. A pair of them on a team I

was driviug once saved my life in

California, lours truly,
C. A. WILLIS.

New York, June 27, 1888.

KALRMHZOO FARM.RESULTS OBTAINED AT
THE WELL-KNOWN

Gentlemen :—We have useri Cole's Ossidinc for the past two years, and consider

it ii;\jiliuibie for Sprung 'iendoiis. Curbs. ];iHL.'Lionc.aiid Spavins ;iliore is limiting

finals ii : and for us it efleiicd a pcrmai
performedby one of the most successful

re where firing failed, although
eriirai'ies on the continent. We have

Ith like success, and believe it has more merit than
Verv respectful]*" vours.

*
S. A. UltOWSE & CO., Prop's.

This scieni inc preparation Is an absolute cure for all

bonv or callim- lumps on horses, and is a more power-
flit "absorbent than "tlriiir," without creatine the
s!;L'litcstblerafsh. After a few applications the excres-
cence is so palpnblv reduced that even tlte sceptical

frantlv acknowledge that it is by Tar the must valu-

able outward remedy for horses ever invented.

ti <f"l IXI I ^1^ preparation ill the world that" ieUlvLl will remove a Bone Spavin
after It has become ossitied.

Put up in one style only. Price, $3.00 per bottle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
140 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

W«* prepnyCMiri'ii when money :ircnm-
amnion order, or send C.O.I>., at buyers
fxnente.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., says:-
I have long used it in my stables, and find it to be all that is

claimed for it in'removingenlions and unnatural bnny growths with-
out leaving the slightest blemish. From my experience, I most
st ronplv recommend the use of Cole's Ossiiline. and feel that it is a
neccssarv adjunct to every stabie. Yours respectfully,

l\ GE11HAED,
Long Branch.

SOLO CY

C. X. rniTTEVTO\. A.TT Vn'KF^Tjt fO.andC. M. IlflSEJTAN - BRO.,

Ko. York Hrv; PHK1 1! £ WlfKSUt. 1'iitln'o. N.V : (KHUJH He

It FF1J1& CO.. Phitndelphia. Po.: 31 RltlSON, I'l.l iniKK. * CO..

mri PKTKH YA\ MHA.WK & S<)\R. Chirtuio. JU . JOHN D P.UIK

A «nN Cincip'-aii t> PI.I'TI» Is FOSTKR. nt-il Y.. G. MILKS. De-
troit. Mich.: BKVKIt BROS. IHUT, I'd.. Si. Li.ni«. Mo.? S- B. COOK
/.- IO. Knnia* Citv. Mn.j Jl.H'K * CO., ban Francisco, C.al.; HOB-
LVSOK-PKTTETT CO., Louisville, Ky.,

AND DRUGGISTS A*'Q S<rnLE"S PE"*RALL"

The MoHt Successful "Remedy ever discovered
as it is certain In Its effects and doea not blister.

Read proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Star, Lake Co., Oregon, Feb. 8tb, 1892.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.,

Dear Sirs:—I have used your Kettdall's Spavin
Cube for the last, twelve years never being without
It but a few weeks in that time and I have made
several wonderful Cures with it. I cured a Curb
of longHlaniJlns. Ttien I had a four year old colt
badly Sweenied ; tried every thiutr without any
benefit, so I tried your liniment, and In a few weeks
he was well and bis shoulder filled up all right, and
the other, a four year old that had a Thoroughpin
and Blood Spavin on the same joint, and to-day
no one ran tell which leg it was on. These state-

ments can be proven, if necessary ; the four year
olds are now seven and can be aeen anv day at Cot-
tage Grove, Or. S. Z. Pajcton.

Price $1.00 per bottle.

DK. B. J. KENDALL CO.,

Enoaburch Falls, Vermont.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses in any manner
owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

-ASD A—

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

everything is new and In periect shape. It Is pro

nourced by horsemen to be the best stock farm in Cali-

fornia. Alistocksent tome will receive my personal

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY.
HOBART STOCK FARM. BAN MATKO.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
The most popular school on the Coast.

t E. P. HEALD, President
*»-TSend for Circulars.

8. HALEY, Sec'y

Wallace's Year Book
•-1S92-*

• • • PUBLISHED BY THE i ,

American. Trotting Register Hss o
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libra., ol
frery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
Light-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^«^^^

Tr.e first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places o;
trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan .1 ;

and records

..'he second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:
I. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

Harness.

2. Alphabetical List ofi 2:25 Pacers in
'iarness.

3. Tabic ofi 2:20 Trotters.

U. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer-
under their Sires to close of 1892,

6. Table o5 Horses, Sires of two or m-«x
Dams ofi 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastbot Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard l„
the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

)rder9 will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, trios'
wishing to receive the work without delat
should order at once . . - Address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STRhET, S. F.

P. O. Box 2300.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL

Trotting Association
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
U ITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Edles 30cts.

Blood Hokse Exiles (Morocco binding) 60cts.

For Hale at the olllce of the

BREEDERAND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training-

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES- MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three,
hundred page octavo, bound In clotb, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Silby, tbe owner of SLBel, says of
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out nil the
mysteries of the craft, and it is bo simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can lake a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as u trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the bands ot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
318 Bush st., sun Franclsoo, CaL

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROT & GO.

1350 mill 1859 Market Street, 25 and 27

1'nrk Avenue, Snn Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full ilne ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities allorded for bomd-
1 ng horses.

Telephone !\o, 3159

Aim. McCord k Co.

Fashion Stables,
221 I 1.1 I- 8TKKMT.

The best accommodations afforded for the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. A lao

wltn Horses and Vehlcli
1 Choice line ol Livery Slock,
s of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'B

AGENTS.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
Itia published semi-monthly duringthe raclne Reason

and Is but 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. - - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

THE

EXPRESS

Solid coin nicked open face, stem
had start, stop and Hy-bacK atiac
from the stein. Registers minute*
seconds. ami is the only Standard i

ruado. Price in coin nickel case. $G.

gold plated ease. #fMUl 1 with qua;

and minute register combined, wo
NOTICE.—That all may see and

before paying for same, we "ill w
tull examination, all charges paid.

Of gold and silver hnrse t niiei-s m
Eree.W. HILL* CO. Wl.olcialc iem'pr

wind timing watch,
linu-ni. all working
seconds and quarter
mactlcal horse timer
30* heavy I4K rolled
tetvsecond. indicator
k rriiui stein. #1U.K0.
evimine our timer*
id (\ O. D. subject to
Illustrated catalog

d chronographs sent
i,2m Stoic St. ilileago.

CYCLISTS, 04RSMEK, B&LLPUYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It hap a particularly Wnrminc. romiortintr nnj
BllmulntliiL' ''ITi'l .111 all Weak or S!!ir Muscles.

quick III .'iiliiin: clean mill j . 1 , . » ^ • * 1 1
.
in nsc.

Tor Silt b7 Brajelnti ml Dsslcu In Sportlaj Qoodl.

E. F0UGERA & CO., Sole Agents.

26 -30 N. William Street. N. Y.

FAT PEOPLE
I., I-, .in,-., yimr tvelifhl BCRBLV i i

I'llln and losolS pounds d monttL PTo Injury t" tbe
bealtb, No Interference with buslnew or pleasure. i\o
hT\K\i\<: Tiu'.v i.ihm up and Improve the Ktn
ami health, iienutirv ih mplexl ind loavi >(
« iti\Ki.KK. Lucy .\i mon, H Aub
bridge. Man., writes:
I'iii reduced mj wel bt from 228

1

ndcto 100 and I

never ft'ii beUer In all m I

with iiti' 1
1 --nit, sum i hnii -I-, nil lean to help y ui

patrons Imcluaa Pb] iclans, Bankers, Lawyers, and
lendern of Society, Our irood In drug
store* : all ordoi an upplledd it oflSce
Price per packBye *-<"' nr tlir-'i> pOClCB
ninll prepaid. ParUcutni ALL <*OIl'-
BB8PONDBI1CB CONFIDBHTLAL.

WILLiRD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS
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A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding on the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talie tla.© Load.
yy _ _ «^-^ | V^/

| \Jj ___ IL//T 7 IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED WITHiXOi SG J lfll *TjS>« V^^a^^^H^^r*^ \\ / I \ // TOUK HORSES BUYW
J
\I/: . BILZ'S TRAINING. SPEEDING AND

_, l-j -y-\ f»- XIq y«y| (T^-
,*~

j

;*"~* VJ^V COMBINATION CARTS,
"*" *-* "*""^"^*' KJ ' COMBINING ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

J-" XT _fc~L J? Gi- d €»-J -1-9 Si They are the lightest aad strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing but the^)alzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, They are"the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and no

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Duality and Style.^ —„„,„,,,„„
Pronounced by the leading driver^and trainers to be superior to any others iu the market.

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding oart

SATISFACTION* GUARANTEED. In ordering carts please stateisize of;axle and height of wheels.

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

ALL GRADES. ANY PRICE.

J. A. McKEEEON,

J. <*9I3LA.TH
767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Harness - and - Horse - toots.

SPECIAL OFFER ON TRACK HARNESS.
MOFFATT LEATHER HARNESS,

fine finished all through, extra light $40

THIS IS A BARGAIN.

special prices,
electric bandages - - $1.50

English Salt Sacks -

2000 on hand. This month only $3 per doz.

A NEW LINE OF

COOLING BLANKETS, Extra Fine duality at Low Prices.

Sweat Blankets and Hoods ; large stock, all -weights.

AGENT FOB TOOMEY'S SULKIES ai-t T"l_l C" DTCT
" HICKORY BICYCLE WHEELS \3 C. I IMC DLS I .

IPul on 6ulkies Tor 6 lOO. i

flg^Send for Circulars. You can save money by buying your supplies from me.

J. O'RANE. 767 MARKET ST.

No. I SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class In all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent sp-ings are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched close.)

J. J DEAL & SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

' ' Jonesville. Mich.
Write for catalogue.

BAK.ER. cfc HAMILTOIvT, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL. CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

TOOMEY'S -: NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

iMcMURRAY & FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN.

' These Sulkies are made
under Hickory Wheel Co's

patent, dated March 21st, 1893.

OUR

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Send
for

Circular.

Horse Owners! *Try
GOMBAULTS

Caustic
Balsam

* A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Nnfi-at, Beit BLISTER orcrnBod. Takes
1 lintmonti ror mTfd or aevere aciiun.

it. -in-. vt-« nil Bnnchei or Blcmlsboi Irom ll«>r»i-»
,

t .til.-. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Zmi»i*MiWr to produce tear or lAemlsh.

Bran bottlo soldi* wiirmiii<<i to give satisfaction
i SI.50 por bottle. Bold by dnijilsta, or
n-ntby cri>rt,-t>->, chorees piiiti, wiili iuiniir.-i -uuua
Cor us om. Bond for dorrrlpllvo circuinrB.

LA\\'KKN<r>\viI,l,IAMS CO.. CloTt-lnnd 0.

u kGOKS, CARB1AUBS ami HARNESS.
50 PER CENT.

- WKII.
Factory Prices:

Write r..r Catalogue

PRENTISS RECTIFYING PILLS CURE

u
PEOPLE fouf.VER. Try them and see for yourself.
ah druggists, 26 centB a box.

THEY DO.VT GRIPE YOU.

rcull.
I Carta * 16 to I. 2fi

IttiKUicn '> i« hki

Hiirrl'-n [J.', to 180

Hsxna 8 to 88

We ship everyu bere.

I alih.RNIA WAGON AND CARRIAGE CO.,

K% Fremont Street, San Fraaelaoo, i ftl.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
First-Class. Charges Reasonable.

private rooms for families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St

JOMX BHR8BZ. Proprietor.

!
Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

and Finest BallBearing Axle.

•We furnish both Old style and Pneumatic WW \ \/f Horsemen Thoroughly
WneeU with our Sulkies, and our Attachments «LI \ JJ protected in usinq our
permit a change in a few minutes. ^^^Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, 0hio,U.S. A.

WE AKE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for Thesa Sulkies.
Write for our in w circular.

TRUMAN HOOKER & CO.,
121-427 MARKET STREET.

SAX FK VXCISUO.

"SASSAFRAS SOUR,"
THE NEW SOFT DRINK,

HEALTHFUL AND DELICIOUS,
AT ALL BARS.

JSOOTT cfc OrIT iRERT.
14 DRUMM STREET. SAN FRANOISOO.
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FIVE DULLAPJS A YEAR

OVERLAND PARK RACES.

Good Sport to Wind Up the Spring Meeting

at the Colorado Metropolis.

[Special Correspondence or the^BREEDER akd Spoetsman]

SIXTH DAY—MONDAY, JUNE 5.

There was a fair attendance at Overland to-day and one or

two races had a finish close enough to make them interesting.

In the second race Dickson's entry opened in the books as a

favorite, but later on sold at 3 to 1, with Lilly G. as second

choice. In the next race the unlucky Sam Brown, with

Wash King on his back, was a favorite, Lucy Clark being

sold freely at 2 to 1. Cactuc Blossom, Seaman's first mount

since he arrived at Overland, surprised everybody by win-

ning by a length in a whipping finish, the favorite being sec-

ond. Ranger, from a fair start, finished third in the fourth

race, the favorite again failing to score by two lengths. Jen-

nie Schwartz got away third iu the last and best race of the

day. She crawled up to second place at the half, Thompson's

Omen leading by half a length. Coming into the stretch

Schwartz poked her nose in front and won by two lengths.

The track was in splendidxondition and the weather, though

at times threatening, was all anyone|could wish for. There

was a marked improvement in getting the horses out and

away without the long and vexatious delays of Saturday.

The bookmakingat tbe track is about as poor as an exhibi-

tion of nerve as anything ever attempted in Colorado. A $10

bet will scare the bookies at Overland as much as a $1,000

bet would at Gravesend. If they have a cinch, however,

you can, if in luck, get a 1 to 10 bet occasionally. They

should invest in a nerve tonic. Lowry left on Saturday

night for Chicago. He was thoroughly disgusted, and will

seek greener pastures in the windy city. Bob Austin is

hilarious with delight over the past, present and future of

Overland, but no one mistakes it for the real thing.

Dan Miller, the noted California horseman, was one of the

visitors at the track. He has come East with a good string.

He owns Charmion, Gordius, Relampago and Ida Glenn,

With his stable are C. E. Trevathan's Genoa and C. W.

Chappel's Peel, the latter of which was a crackerjack as a

three-year-old, and is in good condition now. The horses

have been sent on to St. Louis.

George H. Esterbrook's gelding. Dr. Tilton, was sent an

exhibition quarter, and went it easily in 0:34.

The entries in the first race were : A. D. Carson's Gray
Andy, Covey & Stone's Jennie Thombs, George Tollelti's

Consul Chief, O L. Godfrey's Colonel D., Lewis Hinckley's

.losie C, D. G. Markle's Bill Sherwood, E. Horan's Pauline

H.
Pauline H. sold favorite at §10 to $11 against the field.

Jennie Thombs captured the first in 2:28, with Gray Andy
second and Josie C. third. Jennie Thombs won the second

heat easily in 2:26, with Josie C. second and Colonel D. third.

Jennie Thombs took the third heat and the race. Josie C.

was second and Gray Andy third. In the third heat drivers

were changed on Pauline H., because the judges believed she

w*s not being driven to win, but the mare had a bad knee

and was not in condition.

SUMMARY.

Trottins—Purse 5100; 2:37 class.

Covey & Stone's b m Jennie Thombs, by Senator Ill
D. D. Sireeter's blk in Josie C, by Ha-Iia 3 2 2

A. D. Carson's g s Gray Dandv. by Abdullah Pilot 2 4 3
Time, 2:28, 2:26. 2:28^.

Post betting, last heat—Jennie Thombs, 2 to 5; Josie C..3 to 1;

Gray Andy, 15 to 1.

The second race was a five-furlong dash for a purse of $200.

Laniard and Maelstrom, S. Z. Dickson's entry, were coupled

in the betting. The tip was out on Charley R., and he was

played hard at 1 to 2. At the start Maelstrom went out to

set the running. Lilly G. was second. Lilly G. drew away

in the stretch and won by two lengths. Laniard was second,

and Charlie K., who had come up from the bunch, was a close

third. Time, 1:04.

SUMMARY.
Second race, running, five furlongs.

Kilkenny & Fisher's b t Lilly G., three years, by Jim Douglas-
Rosaline. 101 pounds Parks 1

E. Z Dickson's b g Lania rd , three years, by imp. Fireball—Creole,
106 pounds Thompson 2

Charles Roberts' ch g Charles R., three years, by Hl-Ban—Lady
Mansfield, 106 pounds. Graves S

Time, 1:04.

Won by three lengths, two lengths between second and third.

Post betting—Charlie R., 1 to 2 ; Lilly G., 6 to 5 ; Dickson's entry, 5
to 1 ; Hubert, 119 (Bruce), 10 to 1.

The third race was a dash of six furlongs, for a purse of

§200. At the drop of the flag Lucy Clark got away in the

lead, with The Judge second and Cactus Blossom well up in

third place. Before the first quarter of a mile had been
covered Cactus Blossom had moved up and was leading by
half a length. The Judge was at his saddle girths, with Lucy
Clark back in third place. The horses raced past the half-

pole in the same order. Coming into the stretch Cactus

Blossom still maintained his lead; with the others close be-

hind. Cactus Blossom passed :the wire a winner by a length.

The Judge was second, two lengths in front of Silverman,
who had beaten Lucy Clark out for the place. Time, 1:18A.

SUMMARY,
Third 'race, running, to sell, purse 9200, for horses that had

started and not won at this meeting. Six furlongs.

Frank Sanders' ch h Cactus Blossom, 5, years, by Clifton B.—
Lucile, 108 pounds Seaman 1

Ouray Stable's cb g The Judge, aged, by Modoc—unknown, 112
pounds Thompson 2

Al Shore's rn g Silverman, 4 years, by Richlieu—Nannie Fox. 94
pounds Davis S

Time, 1:18}£.

Won by a length, two lengths between second and third.

Post betting—Cactus Blossom, 15 to 1 ; The Judge, even money;
Silverman, 20 to 1.

Lucy Clark 105 (Parks), Sam Brown 106 (King), also started.

The fourth was a selling race for horses that had not run
first or second during the meeting. The distance was four and
one-half furlongs. Investigator got oft" first, with Ben Harri-
son, the favorite, in second place, and Ranger third. In the

first spurt Ranger came to the front and was leading by a

length at the quarter, with Ben Harrison second and Rebecca
third. Coming through the homestretch Ben Harrison was
coming strong under the whip, and the crowd had begun to

shout ''Harrison wins!" Before reaching the eighth pole,

the horses swerved away out to the middle of the track, and
Ranger won by three good lengths. Harrison got the place

by two lengths from Investigator. Time, 0:58.

SUMMARY.
Fourth race, selling, for horses tbat had started and not run first or

second at the meeti uk, four and one-halt furlongs,

San Angelo Stable's ch g Ranger, 3, by Stranger, dam unknown, 91

lbs Locklear 1

John A. Campbell's eh h Ben Harrison, C, by Black Prince—Gypsy
Girl 2

Al Shore's b g Investigator, 3. by Fairplay—dam unknown, 87 lbs.

Davis 3
Time, 0:58.

Won by three leogths, two lengths between second and third.

Betting—Ranger. 4 to 1: Harrison, 2 tol; Investigator 3 to 1. Kiowa,
112 (Goederiz): LHtlefellow, 118 (Newingtoni: Aristocracy, 100(Neal);
Rebecca, 107 (Thompson) and Country Girl 103 (Derbyj also (started.

The last event on the card was a selling race of seven fur-

longs for a $200 purse, for three-year-olds and upwards. The
only thing noticeable about the betting was a plunge on W.
L. Thompson's Omen, an aged mare who had never started in

a race before. She opened in the books at 10 to 1 and was

backed downto4 to 1. When the fltg fell Omen was oil' in the

lead with that redoubtable skate, John Wiufield, second and

Jennie Schwartz, the favorite, third. Omen led by half a

length at the quarter. Jennie Schwartz was second and
Trooper third. Winheld had been oulfooted in so short a

run and was already trailing in the rear. At the half Jennie

Schwartz had gone to the front, with Omen close on second

place and Trooper third. The positions were unchanged
into the stretch. Jennie Schwartz won by two lengths.

Trooper finished second four lengths in front of ( >men. Raz-

zle Dazzle was fourth and Wintield last. Time, 1:33A.

BUHHABY.
Fifth race, selling, purse 8200, for three-year-olds, aeven furlongs.

Grenada Stable's ch f Jennie Schwartz, 4, by Congressman, dam
unknown. 109 pounds Kreeman 1

F. S. Bvers' ch h Trooj>er, aged, by Trump—Third Cousin. 1<H

runds Parks 2

Thompson's br m Omen, by Vaudnl, Jr.—Sweetheart, 106

pounds Thompson 3
Time, 1:33%.

Won by two lengths. Four lengths between second and third.

Posl betting : Jennie Schwartz, even money ; Trooper, n to 1 ; Omen
4 to 1. Razzle Dazzle, 10* (Crowley, even money, and John WiutieM
107 (Gravest, 5 to 1, also ran.

SEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JUNE 6TH.

The races to-day were the most interesting of the meeting
thus far. The fact that all were running events increased
the attendance as well as the interest. The day was as per-

fect as could be wished for, and this fact, together with the
close finishes, made it a good all-round day of enjoyment.
There were more ladies out than on any previous afternoon,
except on Decoration day. The feature of the day was the
magnificent victory of Lela in a short distance race and the
hot chase Bob Austin made for first place in the final.

The first event was a selling race for a purse of $200, five

and one-half furlongs. Al Watts delayed the start a quarter
of an hour by his usual antics at the post. When the flag

finally dropped Viceroy was first, Hal Fisher second and A.
C. Tucker third. Al Watts had tired the starter out and was
given the worst of it. He was two lengths behind the bunch
in the breakaway. But he went right out to run, and at the
quarter was leading by half a length with Hal Fisher second
and Little Nell third. When the horses had got straightened
out in the home stretch, Al Watts still led the way, Hal
Fisher second and Viola Bell a bare third. The jockeys
rode hard through the stretch. Hal Fisher came strong

without being touched. He and Watts were neck and neck
at the eighth pole. King gave Fisher a cut or two with the
whip and he responded gallantly. The finish was exciting.

Hal Fisher won by a neck, with Al Watts a head in front of

BayChester, Viola Belle was fourth, A. C. Tucker fifth,

Viceroy sixth and Little Nell last. Time, 1.09^.

SUMMAEV.
First race, selling, five and one-half furlongs; for 3-year-olds and

upwards.
O. G.Johnson's bl h Hal Fisher, aged, by Buck Walton—Alice, 111

pounds King 1

Ryan Bros.' ch h Al Watts, 4, bv Pantaloon—Plover; 125 pounds
Robinson 2

Al Shore's b h Baychester, 6, by Luke Blackburn—Silver Maid; 108
pounds Fox 3

Time—1-09%.

Won by a neck. A head between the second and third horses.
Post betting—Hal Fisber, 2 to 1; Al Watts, 2 to 1, and Baychester, 4

tol; Viola Belle. 109 (Lyons), 2 to l; Vicerov, 10S (Graves). 6 to 1; A.
C. Tucker, 102 (Thompson), 10 to 1; and Little Xell, 102 (Neal), 10 to 1,

also started.

The second race was a dash of five and one-half furlongs,

for two-year-olds. Alpha gotofi'in the lead, with Tom Parks
second and Thread third. After the quarter had been cov-

ered, Thread had got to the lead. Alpha was second, two
lengths away, and Tom Parks was third. Into the stretch

L. G. S. led by a length with Alpha second and Wall Paper
third. There was a jumble up in the run through the

stretch. Alpha won by two lengths. Tom Parks was second,

five lengths in front of Thread. Wall Paper was tourth and
L. G. S. fifth. Time, 0:57^.

SI'MMARY.
Second race, for 2-year-olds, four and one-half furlongs.

Ryan Bros.' ch c Alpha, by Imported Keene—Gama; 108 pounds
Robinson 1

San Angelo Stables' b c Tom Parks by Veulus. dam unknown: 108
pounds -.Locklear 2

Mesquite Stables' be Thread by Mont d" Or—Nellie Saunders; 108
pounds Nixon 3

Time. 0: ': '.,.

Won bv two lengths. Five lengths between second mm third.

Post betting—Alpha, 4 to5; Tom Parks. 5 to 2; Thread 103 (Nixon),
coupled with Wall Paper 108 (Lyons), 3 to 1; and L. G. S. 108 (Sea-
man i, also started.

The third race was a three-furlong dash, for all ages.

There were only sir entries, but the horses, especially I.ela,

behaved badly at the post, and took half an hour to get them
off. When at last the red bunting was struck downward,
Mountain Maid and .Sam Jones were away in the lead, tith

an advantage of nearly four lengihs. Sam Jones led at the

quarter with Mountain Maid second and Parole third. The
positions were the same when the Iiorves came into the

stretch. Coming toward the wire Lela, which had by all

oddfl the worst of the Start ''hot through the bunch under

the whip. She won in a driving finish by half a length

from Sam Jones, who was two lengths in front of Parole.

i \ BY.

Third race, three furlongs, for all KgCS, puree 9150.

San Angelo Stable's bfLcla, 3 year-, by Hickory Jim—unknown,
ind ;

J. M. Shields' blk g Sam Jonea, aged, bj Black Nick, 131 [Htiindi

Neal 2
. bo & <"o.'s ch g Parole, aged, sire and dam unknown, 124

Qnyi
Time

Won by halfn length, two leogtlifl I

'< and third.

Post betting—Lela 3 t" 2 tol, Perole6to& Mountain
Maid, 110 (Vail), 4 to 1 ; Printer, 124 (Craves), 30 tol : Country Girl,

119 (Denny. 10 i<> L

[CONTINUED ON TaOK 63-I.J
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Two G-reat Horses.

In the advertisement columns appears the notice for the

private sale of the two recently imported Australian horses,

Clieveden and Stromboli. These horses have been brought

over by Mr. Bruce Lowe, solely with a view of giving Amer-

ican breeJers an opportunity of securing some of the Chester

blood, which is very justly classed as the best strain in Aus-

tralia.

When the late Hon. James White took Chester off the

turf with the intention of forming a racing stud, ~,ome little

cherub must have sat up aloft and watched over his fortunes,

because it does not always follow that a brilliant race horse

is going to prove a success at the stud, as witness the famous

Gladiateur, Peter, Joe Daniels, Harrv Bassett, Aristides and

scores of cases to the contrary. Duriog the ten years that

Chester did service at the stud for his late lamented master,

his stock won 94 races, including S classic races, value $257,-

000. Since the death of Mr. White, Chester's stocky have

been lar»e winners. Among the most prominent are Strom-

boli, A. J. C. Oerbv, Leger, alsoV. R. C. Derby. Auton-

omy, a verv brilliant colt, winner of many races under big

weights, Trieste, the flving sister to Titan ^the almost un-

beaten 2-year-old gelding, sold for $23,000 at break up of

stables) and manv others.

It will be seen, in referring again to the advertisement,

that Clieveden is a full brother to Chester. He was so hand-

some as a yearling that his breeder, Hon. E. K. Cor, decided

to retain him as a successor to his great sire, Yattendon, con-

sequently the colt was bought in at $6,000. Ho never raced,

though proved to be better than "Narina," the winner of the

MaribvrnoDg Plate, the middle Park Plate of Australia. Mr.

Lowe is in possession of a letter from Mr. Cos. Jr., to the

effect that this horse received an injury to his hind foot from

a splinter, and this completely crippled him till he was sis

years old, and during this time the stud was broken up. The

"horse reallv got no thoroughbred mares until the last 4 years,

and the oldest of his stock which have faced the starter in

Australia, 1 to 3 years, viz., Affiance, was out of a mare of

obscure pedigree. This horse wen three races at 2 and 3

years—3 seconds and four thirds in good company.

The only other horse which has started at Randwick ^s

Crighton, "three years, woo A. J. C. Maiden Stakes, one and

one-half miles in 2:40, beating a good field, and second to the

brilliant three-year-old filly Trieste, 124 pounds, the colt 127

pounds, Blarney Stone, three years (brother to the champion

Marvel), 122 pounds, third. This was in second Biennial

Stakes, one and one-fourth mile.

Out of three-quarter bred mares Clieveden sired several win-

ners of amateur races, and one of these colts, out of a common
ranch mare bought for $25, won three races, two seconds and

two thirds iQ seven starts.

Stromboli, four years, by Chester, from Etna, by Mari-

byonong, second dam The Alpaca, by imp. Kingston, etc.

Stromboli had the misfortune when on the turf to meet the

very brilliant colt Strathmore, to whom he ran second in

some of the big two-year-old and classic races. He managed,

however, as a two-year-old, to pull oft the rich A. J. C. Pro-

duce Stakes and V. R. C. Produce Stake. At three years he
j

won the A. J. C. Derby, one and one-half miles, 122 pounds,

also the Hawkesbury Guineas, one mile, for three-year-olds.

He ran second to La Tosca for the A. J. C. St. Leger, but,

two days after, beat her {giving weight) and a big field hand-

somely in the Sidney Gold Cup, two miles, carrying 122

pounds, in the very fast time of 73:32.

This horse comes from a remarkable family, inasmuch as

for three generation?, viz., his dam Etna, her dam, The Al-

paca, and her dam, Lilla, have each thrown a Derby winner.

This is probably without parallel in the stud books of any

nation. Lilla when mated with Yattendon produced Javelin,
j

A. J. C. Derby winner, also Commodore, A. J. C. Leger win-
J

ner. Her daughter The Alpaca, by imp. Kingston threw

a colt, Woodlands, and the set-to between he and Chester for
|

the A. J. C. Derby at Randwick, Sydney, was a sight worth
,

remembering; but Woodlands outpaced him and won by a ,

half length. Woodlands won many good races afterwards.
I

He was by Marion nong, and had helived would have made a '

5reat sire, his conformation and gameness being so good.

avelin went to New Zealand and sired a lot of winners, no-
j

tably Cinderella, the conqueror cf that first-class horse Nelson ,

at weight for age in Auckland, besides a score of sprinting
j

races in some cases not handicapped reaching 140 pounds. It

will be seen therefore that the family has been a very con-

sistent one—and although the pedigree is not traceable be-

yond the Tros mare owing to the absence of any stud book in I

those days, the family is looked up and accepted as one of
|

the most'fashionable—indeed it would be impossible to pur-

chase one of the fillies from the Kirkham stud. The Alpaca
'

had eight foals from various sires, all of them winners.

Both of these sires will be particularly valuable as outcross

for our choicest matrons. In Australia the characteristic of

this family is their mating successfully with any strains of

blood. The Colonial records will show that Chester, Yatten-

don and his sire, Sir Hercules, got racehorses from all kinds

of blood lines.

Training Horses.

ing of the windpipe it is beyond the ken of most people to dis-

cover in what particular the application of a hood will clear the

obstructed passages. There would be just as much sense in

putting a hood on a horse's back as on his neck. The idea

used to be prevalent that it was the production of profuse per-

spiration that caused flesh to disappear from a horse whose

carcass was overloaded with fat and muscle to take its place,

but when somebody asked how much fat could be gotten out

of a barrel of perspiration it began to dawn upon a large per-

centage of trainers that the sweating had primarily nothing

te do with the destruction of the fatty tissue. That is accom-

plished bv the exercise or work which a horse is given, and

the perspiration is simply an adjunct and result of such exer-

cise. Fat men sweat profusely when they do not take any

exercise, if the weather be warm, and yet every man who is

overburdened with flesh knows well enough that he can put

on more fat by drinking one glass of water than he can take

off by a day of perspiring. The same line of argument holds

good'in relation to the use of sweat hoods as applicable to the

bandaging of horses' legs. If a trotter has been given a fast

mile or jogged until he is leg-weary the first thing that an

ignorant rubber, under the tutelage of a driver whose intellect

is equally beclouded by adherence to custom, does, is to wrap

around the horse's legs a series of layers of flannel which

have been wet in water or some linimeot, and he generally

finishes the job by tying them tightly. The manner in which

this bandage is put on, fold after fold, makes it a physical im-

possibility for the blood to circulate in the limbs of that horse

as it should, and there is also another evil result produced

through the inability of skin to throw off such excretion as

would naturally be disposed of in that manner with the leg

left alone. It is well enough when a horse has been given

severe work to hand-rub each leg a few times, but afterthis

is done it is only common sense and humanity to let the limbs

alone. Another practice that is applied by a good many of

the non-thinking and unprogressive set of trainers is that of

walking a horse between heats. In a majority of cases no

more idiotic proceeding could be imagined. If a horse is

tired, a long walk after a heat is the last thing on earth that

he wants, or that will do him any good. Some men argue

that unless a horse is walked around he will catch cold, but

such people do not know what they are talking about, and
oracular utterances are not based on any scientific knowl-

edge concerning the horseand his anatomy. A trotter which

comes in from the track perspiring profusely after a hard drive

would not, on any ordinary summer, catch cold if he were

left entirely alone for twenty minutes; and any doctor will

testify to the truth of this proposition. Instead of being left

alone, however, the horse is generally loaded with blankets,

wrapped, bandaged, rubbed and then walked until it is time

for him to trot another heat, nearly everything that has been

done to him tending to worry, annoy and tire the animal

instead of resting and refreshing him. Another class of

people who train horses as their grandfathers did are very

particular that only a swallow or so of water shall be given

a distressed horse, and that anything in the wayof food should

be put into his stomach during the progress of a race would

to them seem suicidal. On the other hand, somepeople who
are naturally intelligent and who are also willing to learn as

they go along, find that in the case of most horses a generous

allowance of oatmeal gruel between heats is of the utmost

value. There are other points that could be developed at

length did space permit, but in a general way it may be said

that the men who have the greatest success in training trot-

ters and bringing out their speed are those whose methods are

conducted on a basis of common sense.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence of the Eheedee and Spoetsmax.]

Good Advice.

Now that the training season is at band it will not be out of

the way to call the attention of the younger generation of

drivers to the fact, says the Breeders' Gazette, that nearly

every sensible man who has investigated the subject has

reached the conclusion that in the case of a sound horse the

practice of bandaging the legs after a heat or during a work-

out is productive of harm in most cases, and in any event

can not do the animal any good. One by one the old fash-

ioned ideas about training horses that obtained for so many
years are losing their sway, and the preparation of animals
for a campaign is conducted on a common-sense basis instead

of by a rigid adherence to rules formulated a couple of decades
ago, and which in the line of recent developments are not at

licable to the case in hand. It is not so many years
ago that the practice of using sweat-hoods on horses was an
almost universal one, and yet at the present time the intelli-

lm nt driver who has a sweat-hood in his outfit is looked upon
as being a lilt iv too much wedded to the old fogy ism to stand
the progress of modern ideas regarding the preparation of a
trotter or pacer. It is not possible in the case of a sound
horse to point out ne good effect which can be produced by
the use of a hood, and even with animals that have a thicken-

If you have a good horse and are disposed to speculate a

little in auction pools, back your own horse to win and keep

out ofjobs. If you feel satisfied that your horse is not good

enough to win in the field with which he has to contend, but

can secure a share of the premiums, drive him to win if he

can. If, under the latter circumstances, you have friends

disposed to back your horse tell them the situation frankly.

Nine times out of ten it pays better to go straight. Some of

the jobs which promised the greatest results and seemed likely

to succeed beyond peradventure have proved the most disas-

trous. There has been more good money lost to those who
have thought they had a sure thing cooked up than has been

won. The man who has a good horse and goes straight comes
off better in the end. It is a good thing not to let every one
know just how good your horse is. You are out for business,

and the man who gives his business away in any department

of trade is a fool, says the Newark Call.

Many years ago there was a great meeting at a Western
city. The night before one of the races was to come off a job

was cooked up, and one horse that was considered of little

account left out of the deal. The race was started and the

neglected party stepped off the first heat with such disgusting

ease that the conspirators all made a break for the box to save

themselves. It was no use, however, the mischief was done.

No bids could be got with all the persuasion used. The gang
then wanted to take the outside party in, but he refused ab-

solutely to have anything to do with them. He stepped off

the race and pocketed his gains. On the way to the stable

after the last heat he met a trotting horse driver. The latter

said: "I did well by you today and have $1,200 to the good.

You drove a square race and beat the gang. I will let you
into the secret. Back my horse to-morrow in the 2:40 class.

Take my money and put it all on him. It's a surer thing

than you had to-day." The first named owner did as he was
told. He bought every pool sold on that particular horse.

The horse won iu three straight heats, driven from wire to

wire, and nearly (11,000 was the result of the straight drive.
^

Mr. Pierce S. Milliman, a well-known, old-time horse-

man, died at his home, Argyle, Washington county, N. Y.,

on Wednesday, May 24, 1893, aged 75 years. He will be re-

membered as the breeder of Bellfouuder 62, better known as

Milliman's Bellfouuder. Mr. Milliman sold Bellfounder to

parties in the west for $5,000, through the agency of Wm.
M.I lonald, father of the well-known driver, A. P. McDonald.
This horse died at Walla Walla, Wash., in 1877, and is the

sire of nine trotters and seven dams of eleven trotters in the

2:80 list l'"r hie day he was afast horse, having trotted the

ice in 2:29, and with the same opportunities in training, fast

tracks and light vehicles would have taken a fast record.

The fasiest of his descendants is Judge^Davis, 2:18}, and his

blood is found in other staunch campaigners, but, with his

i
lack of access to well-bred mares, he never will attain the

|

prominence he merited.

Saxta Rosa, June 12.—Baseball is all the rage here again

.

The recent defeats of the Santa Rosa team has only added

interest to the contests here. An unbroken record of defeats

or victories is not conducive to a healthy interest, and so our

boys manage to diversify matters for their own and the pub-

lic good.

R. L. Crooks has a Skinner colt out of one of Stanford's

mares that the boys insist is a ;l peach." The dam has a two-

mile record of 5:15, and her blood, blended with that of Silas

Skinner, could hardly bring forth aught but a fine foal. Mr.

Crooks has a colt by Saladin, out of a good mare which is

well spoken of. He also has a Launcelot colt of great prom-

ise. One of his latest acquisitions is the horse Abba Rega,

lately owned by John Pender. This was a stallion, but he
was changed and is now one of a pair of very stylish roadsters

owned by the Mark West horseman. Mr. Crooks, by secur-

ing a number of good mares, is laying the foundation for a

good stock farm. He has not yet secured a stallion. He will

take his time, and when he finds one that just suits him he
will have a premier for the farm.

Good reports come from the Petaluma track in regard to

the work of the Santa Rosa horses in training there. Hill-

man has the stout-hearted little mare Ella H. and another
good one in his string there. DeTurk's horses are also doing
very well, and are going pretty fast. It would not be sur-

prising if some very fast time is made by these Sonoma county
horses this season.

Superintendent Thomas Bonner, of Pierce Bros.' Stock
Farm, is about well again. He received a terrific jolt the

time he had his accident a few days ago, and grave fears were
entertained for a day in regard to his condition, but, to the

joy of all his friends, he will soon be '' himself again." His
injury was almost identical with that which nearly cost Jim
Dustin his life on the same track a few years ago. The very
day Mr. Bonner's accident occurred he received word from
the East that he had fallen heir to a snug portion of a big

estate, his share reaching nearly $50,000. He will be likely

to remember that eventful day for two reasons, it is sur-

mised.
They say that Jerome, the handsome black son of Montana

Wilkes, and full brother of Florida, 2:18^, is going very fast

this year. Her is owned by Dr. Long and is being driven by
Andy Compton, one of the most careful horsemen in the
county. Jerome is a magnificent fellow, and has a good
future.

Dan P. Carter s fine Lancelot mare has an Illustrious colt

he thinks is sure to become hot stuff if he lives. Dan is

steadily gravitating toward the point where the boys will call

him a sport, if we mistake not.

F. J. Yondle likes a good horse as well as anybody in this

town, and he has lately purchased one that goes through the

air at a slashing gait. M. J. Streining is another man who
revels in the delight of owning some good horseflesh. The
blacks he purchased at Pierce Bros.' sale, one three and the

other four, make a handsome pair and are enough to make
anybody wish he owned them.
Mr. Allen, of San Francisco, owner of the fine Silver Bow

trotter Mart Rollins is training, came up to seehofritis
going last Satutday.

Daly, 2:15, is in great demand here this year, and also

in other parts of the State. Last week a Noonday
filly and a filly by Dexter Prince were brought here to be
stinted to him.
John Pender left Thursday for Oregon with his string of

horses. He shipped to Portland by water. His first race?

are at Vancouver, Washington, and from there he goes to

Portland to start his horses. In his string are Rustic King,
Graceful George, the pacer, Ida D., by Doncaster, a three-

year-old Mortimer filly and a five-year-old by Dexter Prince.

We shall keep and eye on some of these horses for we all

know that Pender knows how to drive in a race.

Prof. Bean, of San Francisco, has a big boxing class here

among our fellows who desire to learn how to use their fists

and to keep in better form. The appearance of Champion
Jim Corbett here helped to arouse considerable interest in the

manly art. But Corbett did not receive the big ovation here

that greeted the first appearance of the erstwhile mighty
champion, Sullivan.

Nearly twelve hundred people came here from Petaluma
Sunday, to see the great game between the club of that city

and the Santa Rosa ball players. L"p to that game the two
teams were even on the number of games one and each had
won a game from the other. There were nearly 2,500 people

on the grounds, and the excitement toward the close of the

game was intense. Up to the third inning the Santa Rosa
team had not scored and the game stood 3 to in favor of

Petaluma. The home team rallied, and at the close of the

ninth inning the score was 6 to 6. The tenth inning was
played and by losing the ball one time the Santa Rosa play-

ers gave the game to the visitors by one run. Men howled
themselves hoarse over the result—that is, men from Peta-

luma. It was the best game ever played on the grounds, and
both clubs covered themselves with glory.

One of the cleverest colts owned in this town is the Nut-
wood colt of John M. Dickson. He is a handsome fellow,

large, of good bone and has a lofty way of traveling that

makes him a lively competitor for horses of his age. He has

been driven a good deal in single and double harness, and
Mr. Dickson is justly proud of him. He will make him an

elegant family driver.

Bicycle riding has received a powerful impetus here re-

cently". There are hundreds of riders and some of them are

very swift. At the coming Fourth -of July celebration there

will be a number of races for amateurs and professionals, and
some very exciting sport is expected. Publius.

E. T. Bedford's seven-year-old black gelding Gillette,

2:11}, by Cyclone, trotted an exhibition mile at the half-mile

track of the Parkway (N. J.) Driving Club Tuesday, May
30th, in 2:14}. This is the fastest mile in harness trotted to

dale, this season, and comes within three seconds of the half

mile record made last year by Nelson, 2:10.

*

H. C. Hubbard, Hartford, Ci., writes : I removed and cured

a curb in ten days with your "Absorbine" without removing

the hair or leaving a blemish. It removed the inflammation

at once. Cannot recommend it too highly.
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THE FARM.
Old Dobbin.

I see old Dobbin through the fence. How weak he looks, and old .'

His hair is falling oft" in spots ; he feels the damp and cold

;

He hangs his head : bis step is slow : 'tis plain enough to see
His thirt:* years are more to him than tifty are to me.

He shall not work another jot—not that he would complain

;

But from this hour he ne'er shall kuow the touch ol whip or rein.

Of all the horses on the farm he's been the very best,

I should have thought of it before, but now he shall have rest.

I call to my mind the colt he was. and how I broke him in.

Whew! how he kicked and pranced and plunged; 'twas doubtful
which would win.

But I was young as well as he and would not he denied.
And since he's been as safe a nag as mau would wish to ride.

Then in my happy courting days he knew the very night
That I would swing the stable door and greet him with delight.

He knew the girl I loved was waiting far away and fair,

He seemed to say, " Twill not be long before I take you there !"

Then on my wedding day he stood with others at the church,
No doubt he thought for just that once I left him in the lurch.

One face, one form, that day of days, was all that I could see.

I did not think of Dobbin then, wbate'er he thought of me.

And when the years had brought their grief, and I learned joy's re-

verse.

He drew the little ones and me behind the gloomy hearse.
I cannot say that he divined how lonely was my lot,

But since he has not been the same ; I know that 1 have uot

!

And so through gladness and through grief old Dobbin has been near.

No wonder that he looks so old when I have grown so sere.

I know full well that tifty years is youth to many men,
'Tis not the years, bnt tbat my heart has reached three score and ten!

So while I live his failing life shall naught but comfort know.
Old Dobbin, as I said at first, shall ne'er feel rein or blow.
The best of oats, the sweetest hay, the field to wander free

Shall all be his—a poor return for all he's been to me !

—William L. Keese.

Milk Fever.

R—Chloral bydrat
Pulv potass, bromid.
Aaua, ad f

Every cow-keeper will regard with interest all recorded

experience concerning the dreaded disease which invariably

attacks the best cows rather than the poorest. One London

veterinarian has recorded a series of observations covering

several thousand cows, when it was noted that allowing the

calf to run with the mother about four days covering the milk

fever period, and in the meantime not allowing the udder to

be milked clean, had resulted in a marked exemption from
milk fever. The theory was that the calf never empties the

udder completely for several days, and that such practice

prevents a chill and nervous collapse. We have always

believed that there was some valuable truth in this view cf

the case. Observation confirms this statement by the further

fact that when calves run with their mothers, even if the

latter are heavy milkers, there is almost complete exemption
from milk fever. Consequently it has been our practice to

keep the calf with the cow four "days, and iu that time not to

milk the udder clean.

Professor McConaell, of England, combines tbis treatment

with the administration of chloral hydrate and bromide of

potassium in the following proportion :

a. a. iiss, oz.

xxv. oz.

The method of administering the above mixture is to give

five wine glassfulls with three pounds of molasses or syrup,

and two hours afterwards half the quantity with one pint

of syrup, the latter dose repeated if necessary every four hours

afterward.

In diseases of this kind prevention is often more important

than cure. Professor JlcConnell gives the following advice

:

"When there is no reason to suspect an attack, feed spar-

ingly for some weeks prior to the calving, and, if circum-

stances permit, allow plenty of exercise. If the cow be at

grass, on no account change entirely on a dry food before

parturition, otherwise a disease much more serious (at this

critical period) may supervene, viz., so called "'stomach stag-

gers." Should the udder before calving be painfully distended

occasionally draw offa little but never the whole of the milk.

After calving, if at all practicable, allow the calf to run with

and suck the dam for three days; and where this is not prac-

ticable, then imitate as closely as possible the calf's method

of emptying the udder for at least two days, by frequently

drawing offa portion but never the whole of the milk. In

proof of 1 he calf being allowed to suck being an excellent

preventive, I may state that there are in this district a great

many Galloway cows whose calves are always allowed to suck,

and "that during nearly twenty years' practice I have known
only two of that breed attacked with ' milk fever/ and in both

cases tneir calves were dead at birth."

He claims that, his formula has saved over sixty per cent,

of the cases attacked, while his system of prevention has ren-

dered the disease almost unknown in the herds where it has

been faithfully followed.

Curing a Cow "When Choked.

Having noticed in your paper several methods of removing

an apple or potato from a cow's throat, I will give my method

which, although very simple, is nevertheless effectual. When

a cow becomes choked she tries to remove the obstruction 1 y

swallowing. By so doing she forces the air past the apple,

which acts likethe valve of a pump and death ensues from

bloating. To prevent this take a piece of wood about a foot

long and something like two inches in diameter, fasten a cord

to each end of it and put the stick in the cow's month. The
ends of the cords should then be tied together on top of the

cow's head, and thus the stick will be held in the mouth as a

horse's bit is held. This arrangement prevents the cow from

closing her mouth and hence Irom swallowing, since, in order

to swallow, her month must be closed or she can not press air

past the obstruction.

Let the stick remain in the mouth an ho.ir or two and the

apple will be softened and digested as if it were in the stom-

ach ; as soon as the apple is partially digested its size will be

reduced so that it will pass down into the 6tomacb. After a

time remove the stick, and your cow is well.

As you drive cows along the road in the fall they are cer-

tain to get a greater or less number of apples. For such in-

stances, the remedy mentioned above is very convenient.

Fasten a stick in her mouth as I have described
;
you can

then drive along the same. When you think enough time has

been allowed for digestion of the apple, remove the stick and

you will find a cure has been effected.—Norman Brown in

Hoard's Dairyman.

The Yerba Buena Herd of Jerseys.

Verba Buena Ranch is situated in Santa Clara County,

near San Jose, Cal. The proprietor, Henry Pierce, of San

Francisco, has given his attention for twenty years to the

care and improvement of his herd of registered Jerseys con-
nected with the ranch. He has made three journeys to the
Isle of Jersey, and spent thousands of dollars to get the very
best. He shipped torty of his own choice via Cape Horn,
and from these forty besides those he selected among the best

importers of the East he has sold over 300 head. He has a
herd in East Baldwin, Maine, composed of representatives of

the best strains, and this herd holds as high a place among
the many exhibitors east of the Mississippi as the Yerba
Buena herd has earned west of it.

The herd now numbers about one hundred, and contains

decendants of the famous Jersey Belle of Scituate,

who gave 25 pounds 3 ounces of butter in a week and
over 700 lbs in a year ; of Coomassie, the celebrated
prize cow of the islands, seven of whose progeny sold

at auction in 1S85, in New York, for an average of $3,000
per head. One of these was in that year spoken of in the
San Francisco Bulletin as follows: "Mrs. Samuel M. Shoe-
maker has lost by death from intiammation of the lungs the

world-renowued cow, Princess 2d, which astonished the world
by giving in seven days a yield of 46 lbs., 12A ozs. of butter.

This test of her butter qualities was completed April 10,

1885. About two years ago Mrs. Shoemaker refused $25,000
for her. She was eight years and six months old when she
died. She was an imported cow and was bought at auction

in New York for §4,800. She was of the celebrated Coo-
massie strain. Her last calf was sold during an absence from
home of Mrs. Shoemaker, for $10,000, but the sale did not
stand, Mrs. Shoemaker refusing to ratify it on her return."

And of Farmer's Glory, the noted bull who brought at a

recent sale $3,250; Rioter, AlDhea, Stoke Pogis, Victor Hugo.
To those who are uninformed concerning the qualities of

the Jersey, a brief account of their native land and the sur-

roundings and causes which have produced and maintained
the breeds, and of some of the advantages claimed for them
in comparison with cattle of other blood, may be of interest.

They are all imported ordescended from animals imported
from the island of Jersey, situated in the English Channel,
off the coast of France, and belonging to Great Britain,

Jersey is 40,000 acres in area and is wonderfully productive
;

and with a genial climate almost the year round, the crops
are very abundant. The population is about in the ratio of
two persons to every acre. As long ago as 1879 a law was
passed prohibiting the importation of any other breed into the

island of Jersey, and for over a century the farmers have
been breeding these animals as a distinct race. As a result,

we find the Jersey of to-day a thoroughbred dairy animal,
combining beauty of form and color with the highest excel-

lence as a butter-yielder. The well-known excellent quality

of their butter, and its superior quantity to a given amount of

cream, is due to this fact of line breeding, to produce an ani-

mal which should supply the needs of a small, thickly popu-
lated country.

Many people are loth to keep a cow, because, as they think,

they have no room for so large an animal. It is an errone-

ous impression, for if a person has room for a shed they have
room for a cow, it having bp.en established beyond question

that a cow is one of the animals which does not need exer-

cise to stimulate digestion. In the large dairy districts of

France and Lombardy cows never leave their stalls, but are

kept tied up the year round, and their food brought to them.
The Jersey is particularly adapted to such treatment, for she
is never allowed to range the pastures of her native island,

but is tethered, and changed but twice a day, getting compar-
atively no exercise and needing none; thus the food which
she eats, instead of going to supply waste of tissue caused by
exercise, stimulates the milk-secreting glands, and increases

the flow and the quality.

Again, a Jersey, from her smaller size, consumes less; 25

pounds of hay at 12V cents, 12} cents worth of barley or
meal will feed a cow during one day, who will yield one
pound of butter worth 50 cents, and keep a small family in

cream and milk besides. With these figures, a man need not
be much of a mathematician to see that there is great ben-
efit in keeping a Jersey beyond having pure milk and cream.
Among the reasons which have gained the Jersey fame and

popularity may be stated the following :

First. The Jerseys are a thoroughbred and well-established

race. As far as there is anything of value in systematic
breeding with a particular end in view, purity of blood, a long
line of worthy ancestors, aud favorable conditions with respect

to food and climate, the Jerseys compare favorably with any
and all other breeds.

Second. They possess as fully as any breed the power of

transmitting their desirable qualities to their offspring. They
are thoroughly responsive to in-and-in breeding, when intelli-

gently carried on for the purpose of intensifying and perpet-

uating their peculiar powers as butter-producers. The lead-

ing Jersey cows in America to-day show in their pedigree
ranch close breeding among their ancestors, and they are
better than any of their ancestors.

Third. Having smaller bodies than any of the other lead-

ing breeds, they require less food to build up and develop
these bodies while they are growing, and they require less

food for the repairs of their bodies when they have reached
their full size.

Fourth. They come into profit at least a year earlier than
other breeds, thus making a saving to their owners of a year's

food, handling and housing. This is no small item, consider-

ing the labor, the expense and the risk attending the younger
years of valuable stock.

Fifth. They have shown a power unequaled by any other

breed of adapting themselves to the various climates and to

the varieties of foods of all parts of the liiiled States.

Sixth. \o cattle in this country are more quiet, gentle,

hardy, prolific or long-lived.

Seventh, fhey are the most persistent milkers of any
breed. They seldom go dry for more than six weeks. Manv
instances are on record of cows giving half a dozen calves in

as many years without ever ceasing to give a good yield of

milk.

Eighth. They make more butter from a given amount of

feed than the cows of any other breed. Two pounds and a

quarter of butter a day is not an uncommon yield for a cow
in the winter, receiving a dozen pounds of dry hay and two
pounds of corn meal, mixed with two pounds of wheat shorts.

Ninth. They will make more butter in twelve running
months than will the cows of any other breed. Several cows
in this country made over 800 pounds of butler, and none of

these cows are believed to have vet reached the full limit of

i
their powers. Records for herds of 300, 350 and 400 p

! per cow are to be found in many States.

Tenth. Their butter has a highercolor in winter, as well as
in summer, than that of any other breed except the Guernsey.

Eleventh. The milk, the cream and the butler of the Je'r-

!
sey has a much richer taste, and a more lively and agreeable

I flavor at all times of the year than that of any other breed.
Twelfth. The butter of this breed, in texture and grain,

has no equal. Its firmness and freedom from salvey charac-
ter in the heat of summer are particularly noticeable.

Thirteenth. There is no breed which has been crossed up-
on the common s'ock of the I'mted States with more imme-
diate and satisfactory results. It is an important fact in
cross-breeding that the most favorable results are obtained
where the bull belongs to a race whose bodies are smaller than

! are those of the race to which the cow is allied, and the same
is true where the male represents a race older and better es-

|

tablished than that to which the female belongs. Both of
these favorable conditions exist in the case of the Jersey and

j

our common stock, but too much care cannot be taken in se-
lecting thoroughbred bulls from best known cows.it being the
rule in breeding that " after like comes like." It is an ad-
mitted fact that by judicious crossing grades will produce 15

I

per cpnt. more butter than the average dairy cow.
Fourteenth. The Jersey breed is surpassed by no other in

|

respect to the opportunities it offers to the efforts of the prac-

j

tical and the experimental breeder.
Fifteen'h. Thebeefis of the best quality known. Several

noblemen in England keep them entirely for the rare quality
of the meat. Butchers in this country pronounce the q-iality

equal to any beef.

There is one principle always followed by Mr. Pierce. The
bull calves are kept entire until they are six months old, then
if not up to the standard of form and excellence they are
emasculated and fattened as steers. The late Henry Lux, of
thefirmof Lux & Miller wrote : "In reference to the Jer-
sey steers from Yerba Buena Ranch, I have to say that they
weighed, for their size, more than any cattle I have ever
killed, and I never cut up an animal that was in all respects
better meat. I thought them stall-fed, until you told me they
had not been, having gotten their entire living off' the hills

back of San Jose. Taking into account how they were raised,

I am sure no breed of cattle could have equaled the quality of
meat. Three-year-old steers weighing upwards of 700 lbs.,

and two close to 600 lbs."

At every exhibition where the Y'erba Buena herd have
been shown the majority of premiums for bulls, cows and
calves have been won by them.
The present organization of breeders of Jerseys in Amer-

ican is called the American Jersey Club. It is composed of
2,000 members, and the fifteenth volume of the register

which has just been issued shows that there are 83,000 cows
and 31,000 bulls registered. Mr. Pierce's stock is considered
by all members of this great organization to be unequaled
and according to the standard scale of points rates the high-
est.

Brains and Cows.

It would be easy to show that the best cows have the best

brains, but we are now talking of the brains of the owner* of
the cows, and all we have to say applies to the owner of the
cow on the farm, or in the village, just the same as to the
owner of ten, twenty or fifty or more. But, says one, sup-
pose nature did not give me an ample supply? Then '"beg,

borrow or steal some." Brain is a thing that grows by agi-

tation.

Of course we use brains here to represent knowledge. More
knowledge, more "know how" pays in every kind of farming,
and in nothing more than in dairying. Suppose a merchant
of your acquaintance last year bought a certain line of goods,
and sold them for all he could get for them, But at the end
of the season he found that expenses of various kinds ate up
all the difference between what he paid and what he got. In
a second line of goods the expense ate up a little more than
the profits. A third class of goods left him some profit or
return for his time and capital, or credit invested. What
would you thinfc of him as a business man if next year he
bought all three kinds of goods just the same, though he was
under no obligation to do so, for the sake of variety or other
reason? He simply goes on in the old way; he don't like to

use his brains enough to look into the matter and find out
what pays and what does not. He gets along without starv-

ing because one kind of goods meets the losses and the want
of profit on the other kinds, but he is not a success.

Now how does this merchant differ from the keeper of cows
who goes on year after year, keeps feeding and milking a mis-
cellaneous lot of cows, or one cow without knowing whether
this one or that one gives milk enough to pay for her keep-
ing, feed, care, milking and handling the milk.

If the man will simply use his brains, he will test and prove
each cow, and he will not be long in getting what he can as
beef of otherwise for every cow that does not pa\ a profit

(which is the case with fully half of all cows kept), and he
will put the proceeds into a cow or cows that do yield a net

income. Better sell fifty such cows and with the proceeds
buy one paying cow. Twelve paying cows are infinitely

preferable to thirty of which ten just pay expenses, and ten
cost more than they come to during the year. If one cow
averaging eight quarts through the year worth four cents a
quart is worth $15, a cow that will average ten quarts on the
same feed and care for 300 days returns $24 more, and that

pays 33 percent, profit on $72 on extra cost of such a cow
while her extra cost may not exceed $6 or $10. Apply more
brains.—Orange Judd Farmer.

Not a gentleman fanner in England is fonder of taking
prizes at county fairs than is Queen Victoria. Of late years
this has been her majesty's chief source of pleasure, and she
treasures the medals won by her butter and cheese and the
premiums carried oft by her cattle abovethe gorgeous tributes
ot'lu-r Eastern Babjectsbn her. German royal relations. When
she is at Balmoral not adav p,is>cs that she does not personally

inspect the home farm, as it is called, and now and then
advise as to the butter and cheese-making, ill which she is

My interested. Her dairies are almost Dutch in their
exquisite cleanliness, the box stall being tiled in blue and
white china aud the milking done by maids after a good old

I
Knglish custom. It is said that the produce of these model
farms is sold io IiOndon, It adds to the interest of farming,

]
no doubt, to make it profitable, aud she U to he congratulated
upon her success. At Windsor a herd of buffaloes are kept,

and recently an attempt was made to cross them with some
Scotch cattle. Ilerealso is the famous poultry house, tilled

with cocks and hens that have taken prir.es all over ihe
United Kingdom.
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THE GUN.
The World's Columbian Exposition.

Antelope Shooting.

[By Charles Wesley Kyle.]

The flame of truth burns bright and strong.

The world is dazzled by its rays

;

A pecan grand bursts from the throng,

An anthem of devoutest praise.

And here aloft , kissing the sky.

The starry banner is unfurled,

Revealing unto every eye,

The hope and light of all the world.

Behind us lie the shades of night.

Before, the bright eternal morn ;

Each moment yields a new delight,

Each day a higher trust is born.

The faith of yesterday, to-day

Is turned to knowledge, and we rise ;

Testing the;truth of prophecy

Revealed by new discoveries.

The faith that ruled the Spaniard bold,

And drew him westward o*er the seas,

Is current coin to-day. Behold,

The need of greater argosies !

However bright the light;may shine.

However radiant bursts the dawn.

Darkness the shores beyond entwine,

And hope still whispers " on and on!"

The winds blow fierce, the waves dash high,

Life is an ocean deep and wide ;

Death strews the way, its victims lie

Helpless upon the heaving tide.

" Watchman, ahoy ! What of the night?

Gleams there no sign of coming dawn ?
"

" Yes. Captain, yes, there is one light—

The star of Hope shines brightly on."

The waves grow rougher day by day

;

All that we are or strive to be

Is needed now to sail the way
To mankind's final destiny.

" Man overboard !
" Quick! lend a hand.

He must not sink beneath the wave ;

Accursed would be the harbor land

If reached by a neglect to save.

Sail on ! Sail on, brave hearts, sail on I

Though tempests rage and billows roar

;

For idle hands there comes no dawn,

Work balms the aching to the core.

Sail on ! sail on ! tread firm the deck,

Shout loud the song, nor pause to weep
;

To the brave heart can come no wreck

—

He will provide His servants sleep.
—

The Alameda G-un Club.

On Saturday last the Alameda Gun Club met at Oakland

Shooting Park to measure skill in its regular June event.

The attendance was very small. It usually is at this season,

many of the membership being absent in the mountains or

otherwise engaged.

The birds furnished so far this season are a strong, vigorous

lot and have been instrumental in keeping down the general

average of the scores below those made last yesr. The scores

made in this match are as given below :

H. Schroeder _. 102211*2211 l—io
F.B.Norton 01112211201 2—10
G. E. Colwell _ 101012*12112—9
•SUde" 1101011*212 1—9
T. R. Barney _ 210210011112—9
H. J. Knowles 02*220100112—7
C. M. Momson _ 10000110000 1—4

A number of pools were then shot and the sport came to a

close for the day.

Schroeder won first, on the toss, a handsome pocket knife
;

Norton, second, a leather-covered and silver-topped flask;
" Slade " a fine fishing line and Colwell a fancy pack of
playing cards.

The Recreation Gun Club.

On the first of the week the Eecreation Gun Club helds its

regular monthly event at the traps in Oakland Shooting Park

The attendance was limited, but the sport was all that

could be desired. The day was pleasant and everything con-
duced to render the match a most enjoyable one. Again, the
scores were not remarkable for high per centage of birds
fired at.

Mr. H. C. Grolcher led the shooting in the main or Club
match of the day with ten kills out of a possible dozen. A.
Russell Crowell referee. The score:

H.C.Golcher_ 1 2202220112 •"»—10
H. Schroeder 1 12021220220—9
"Randall" .. 11012202 2 22—9
A. W. Allen 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2— *

"Slade". 210020120110—7
2 2 1 10 2 1—6

Of the prizes a tine leather shell case fell to Mr. Golcher;
a pocket knife t" Mr. Schroeder; a bunting knife to Mr.
Randall, and a fine pair of pocket scissors to Mr. Allen.

In a 1*2 -bird pool, ?2.50 entrance, the scores stood as follows:

"RaDdalI"_ „ 2 2022112120 1—10
Dr. Gere 1 10 2 11112 2 l-io

.. 21001 102 2 22—8
"SUde" _ 2 22002001 122—8
S. F. HtiKhea 1 0010 2 00210 1—6
Twltchell 20001U1U0 —

3

Schroeder 100010 —

2

Randall and Gere divided the purse.

It i« encouraging to note the formation of game and fish

U>e associations over th? country. The West has been
particularly active in this matter showing a pronounced
growth and activity in this line. It is a duly as well as a
pleasure to every true sportsman to lend his aid to all such
movements.

San Diego ha? another gun club. It is called the Silver
Oat* Gun ClQb. E. K. Kellogg, president ; R. H. Dalton,
tiiM vice-president

; G. B. Grow, second vice-president; H.C Gordon, secretary and treasurer.

In the fall of 1SS6 I visited a friend in one of the extreme

western countries of Kansas. The surrounding country was

then new, having received its first settlers but the year before,

and it was no uncommon sight to see antelopes roaming

about, says W. J. Beck in Americau Field. However, I was

not favored with a sight of any until one evening when I got

into a buggy with my friend Mas to go over eastward on

business. I took my Winchester, hoping to see some game.

The sun was not high and Max drove rapidly that we might

get back before dark.

After we had gone perhaps three miles. Max called my
attention to some moving objects far ahead and on the op-

posite side what seemed to be a wide gorge in the plain. The
objects were mere specks to us, and I suggested that propably

we were looking at nothing more uncommon than some set-

tlers barnyard fowls. As we came nearer, however, our hens
began to change in appearance, and on coming still nearer,
" It is antelopes,"' said Max. " Why, yes," I answer, " Why
did we not think of antelopes cefore ? " I grasped my Win-
chester, and, raising the rear sight, was ready for a long shot.

But when I looked up the antelopes had passed from sight,

for we were going down into a gorge which ran at an angle
with and opened into another, in which, no doubt, the ante-

lopes were grazing. In the angle between the two gorges was
a high ridge which Max thought I had better climb while
he remained where he was with the buggy.

I became very much excited. Game like this was new and,

heretofore, entirely unseen by me. I neared the top of the

ridge and getting down on my hands and knees and trailing

my gun as best I could, I was soon at a point from which,
peeping over, I could view the whole width of the gorge for

some distance. Sure enough, there were the antelopes, seven
of them. Beautiful creatures. They had not yet seen or
scented me, but were quietly feeding on the grass at the bot-

tom of the gorge. I could see their eyes distinctly and al-

most hear them browse the grass, so close were they. But I

was crouching close to the ground and did not dare rise, even
to a sitting posture, lest I should frighten the shy creatures.

They did not scent me even then, for the wind was blowing
from them toward me. I was afraid to attempt a shot, for

even if I could get up from the ground I was so nervous from
excitemeut that I feared I should miss. Before me and some-
what to my right, was a road nearly five feet high. If I could
only get behind that I would then be more at ease, and, rest-

ing my rifle upon its top, could take more certain aim. But
to attempt to reach it might expose me to the whole band,
should they raise their heads. But I knew I must do some-
thing, and I could thing of nothing belter than to try and
reach that rock. So, hugging my rifle close in my arms, 1

lay upon the ground and rolled slowly over and over toward
the rock, pausing after each turn to make sure that the ante-

lopes had not discovered me.
After a great many turns and pauses I reached the rock

and, cautiously getting up behind it and laving my rifle

across its top, I began casting about for the finest-looking an-
telope. But I was unable to note any difference. All were
equally plump. I sighted my gun first at one and then at

another. The farthest one was not more than the width of

the street away. There was one with its head turned toward
me. How easily I could shoot it between the eyes ! But as

I had heard old hunters say that behind the left foreleg was
the surest spot, I waited until one placed itself so as to be shot
there. Of course I thought, when I shoot the game will be
mine. I glanced about for a buggy way to the spot where my
quarry would presently lie. I felt no mistrust of my splendid
rifle. Only the day before I had shot several ducks at loDg
distances as they sat on the waters of Ladder Creek, and
missed not once, and I thought to myself, when I shoot and
kill one of those beautiful creatures I shaU yet have fifteen

cartridges in the magazine of my gun, and I may be able to

drop one of the others as they scamper away.
Xow ! See ! There is one in position. Quickly I took

sight. "Spang!" went the rifle. Bad luck to me. The
ball struck the sand over and beyond where the antelope
stood, and that antelope and all its companions were gone.
Rapidly I fired again and again at them as they dashed away
up the gorge, until all my loads were gone, and I stood dum-
founded at the result.

I looked at my gun and then at the antelopes as they stood
away across the gorge, with almost overwhelming disappoint-
ment. Max, having heard my shots, came driving up the
gorge from below.

"Well," said he, "how many?"
II None I" I answered in desperation. " I overshot."
" Look here," he replied, " how are your gun sights?"
Then it flashed over me. I had forgotten to lower the rear

sight of the rifle after having raised it for a long-distance shot
when the antelopes were first sighted.

A hot match was that between Frank Parmalee of Omaha
and J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, recently, at the former
place, wherern Parmalee won on a score of 9S out of a possi-

ble 100 to Elliott's 91 on picked birds. Good shooting, we
should say.

A report of the match, appearing in the American Field,

says

:

When I arrived at the grounds I found two hundred
selected birds. Elliott had selected one-half of them and
Parmalee the other half, that there mght not be any duffers.

George Hughes, of Fonda, la., was chosen stakeholder,referee
and trap-puller, and all three of these thankless positions
were acceptably filled by him.

Mr. Parmalee was called to the score at 12:30 P. M. and
grassed his first bird, a straightaway from No. 3 trap, using
the second barrel, which was badly needed. Mr. Elliott fol-

lowed suit and stopped his first bird with one barrel. Up to
the fifth bird Mr. Parmalee fell iar short with his first barrel,

killing nearly all his birds with the second, while Mr. Elliott

killed his first five with his first barrel. Many comments
were made on Mr. Parmalee's shooting and at this time it

was thought by many that Mr. Elliott would prove a sure
winner ; but the thought was short lived. Mr. Parmalee
stopped his sixth bird with the first barrel, while Mr. Elliott
let his get away, to die a little beyond the flags. Parmalee
from this point steadied down and dropped fourteen out of
his next twenty with the first barrel, while Elliott lost his
ninth, a fast driver, and his thirteenth, a low right-quarterer,
the score standing at the end of the first .twenty-five, Parma-
lee 25 straight, Elliott 22. In the next twenty-five Mr.
Parmalee scored them all. while Mr. Elliott lost his forty-

first, a daisy-cutting right-quartering twister, and his forty-

seventh, a rapid rising driver. If any wagers were laid after

this I did not hear them, except that of the possibility of
Parmalee killing one hundred straightand as his score shows
he only missed it by two. Parmalee's fifty-fifth bird was a
strong, towering incomer and was undershot with both bar-

rels. The regularity with which the referee called " dead !
"

made ninety-nine look suspicious, and but for the death
struggle of his ninety first bird, carrying it a few feet beyond
the flag, such would have been the result. However, I claim
this equal to, if not the best score ever made in this country.
Elliott finished strong after shooting an uphill race and losing

four birds in the last fifty.

Parmalee used his second barrell eight times on the last

twenty-fine birds, and Elliott used his six times, although a
part of these were for safety.

The grounds and birds were fast, but the traps used were a
little slow. The traps were set to face the east, and quite a
stiff, cold breeze was blowing from the northwest, which as-

sisted the birds in making a quick start and carried some of
them beyond bounds. Parmalee would have scored straight
on the old 80-yard all around circle.

Parmalee is quite a bit heavier built than Elliott and re-

sembles Charlie Budd somewhat in that both are stoop-
shouldered, owing, I presume, to carrying home such heavy
loads of wealth, their winnings at tournaments. When he
calls "pull" he grasps his Greener ejeeter and holds it to his
shoulder with a vise grip, like unto Capt. J. L. Brewer. El-
liott handles his gun with ease and uses good judgment.

I am inclined to the opinion that Mr. Parmalee had the
most effective load, and Mr. Elliott's backer expressed a sim-
ilar thought, although Mr. Elliott made some of the cleanest
kills possible. Mr. Parmalee's loadwas 3 drams of American
E. C. powder in a 2f-inch U. M. C. Trap shell, wadded with
a thin card, two Xo. 11 LT. M. C. 1^-inch thick black-edge
wada, a scant 1} ounces of Omaha Xo.*7 chilled shot and
Squires' top wad over shot.

Mr. Elliott loads his own shells, and, after much experi-
menting, has settled upon the following load as best suited for

his use: His load is 3J drams of American Wood powder in
a 2|-inch Eley gas-tight shell, a thick cardboard wad next to
powder, a 3-S-inch thick pinkedge, then another thick card-
board, 1 1-8 ounces of Leroy chilled shot, and Squires' top
wad over shot.

The scores in detail follow, the figure 2 indicating the use
of the second barrel, but does not necessarily mean that the
use of the second barrel was required every time used, except
for safety.

SCORES.

Parlamee...- 2222211122 2111212111 1121121111 1211221121 2122212111
1220111112 2222122222 2111121212 2121111121 *211111111—9S

Elliott.- 11111*2102 21*1122221 1111122112 1211211112 *11122*111
2121202221 212*01 112 1 1111111212 2201211111 2111111111—91

Mr. J. E. Sanford, in Amateur Sportsman, gives an account

of the sport of our youth in the following language

:

Come, now, let's go squirrel-hunting; it's a Saturkay morn-
ing in lovely May, seven o'clock. I hear the boom of a gun
once, twice, thrice. It must be my friend C , who pro-
mised to be there this morning. I am unavoidably detained
for a few minutes, but at last am free and ready to go. My
dog, a little black fice, is prancing around, anxious to be off.

My gun (I was not then the delighted owner of an " Ithaca")
a " Perfection," single-barrel, made by Bacon Arms Co., is

taken from its accustomed place in my room, and my belt,

well filled with cartridges, is buckled around my " bread
basket." The shells were loaded with only two and a half
drams of powder and one ounce of Xo. 5 shot, but when fired

in this little 12-guage they rarely failed to hurt something.
It was certainly a splendid shooter, and could not fail to sat-

isfy anyone who desires a single-barrel gun. But we must
leave the subject of guns and ammunition now. So away to

the creek bottom, which ever and anon reverberates with the

merry sound of the gun. I proceed about a mile direct up
the bottom to join my friend, not stopping to give the atten-

tion to my dog that he desired for his often-treed game.
Having now reached the neighborhood of my friend C

,

I will wait for his next report. In the meanwhile, I discover

a squirrel high up in a tree which stands across a slough of

water, when the smoke of my first shot of the day blows aside,

he is seen no more. C now fires again, and his shot fall

around me startlingly. He soon comes up, however, and I

find that my shot had fillen around him also. Hurrah ! he
has a string of five already and I—not one. Says I, mentally,
" See here, old fellow, you will have to look very sharp for

the next ones you get."

Knowing that squirrels are fond of mulberries, which are

just ripening, we wander out in search of trees that bear such
fruit As we pass a thicket the lusty notes of a " bob-white "

is tempting, but on without success in finding mulberries.

Yonder ! My dog has one up a tree. The " Perfection "

speaks and he tumbles. Come here, C , and help me
;

here are three or four up one big sweet-gum. They seem to

be playing hide-and-seek over its stalwart branches, but it

will soon be a hide-and-seek of death to some of them. Again
my little twelve-bore vomits forth flame and smoke and
another bunty bites the dust. I then go around and " turn

"

one for my friend, which he brings down. We wander up
the creek about three miles from our starting point and
think perhaps it would be best to begin our return. Being
about a hundred yards apart, my sporting companian spies

another, which he secures, but it is the last for him to-day.

The next one was a smart one, I judge, by the way he could

hide. We would fire alternately into the tree top so as to

6care him, 1 got a glimpse of his gray fur and down he
came too.

Often did my dog, after tracking around, sit down at the

roots of a tree, but so thick would be the foliage that we
would look in vain and pass on. So when our canine adjuct

took his -seat at the base of a large, densely covered oak, we
examined it but casually and started on, but had gone only a

few yards when a rustling sound was heard in some limbs

that grew from the tree only a few feet from the ground.

Just as I turned to see what it was C shouted to the dog

to " catch him," and immediately he was in full pursuit. I

saw instantly that it was a squirrel. My gun was against my
shoulder and discharged before I had time to think of the

danger to which I was subjecting my dog, for he was not

mere than five or six feet behind his object. However, to

my intense gratification and the great surprise of C , I
hit the little fellow fairly in the side, knocking him several

somersaults, stone dead.

This was raising oir ambition to fever heat, though, of

course, in a friendly way. This was my fourth since I joined

him, while he had added but two. He was anxious to keep
ahead, while I strongly desired to catch up. So it was " nip
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and tuck " for every one. Only two more were seen, the

first after an ineffective shot or two, made good his escape by

getting in a hollow tree. This is what exasperates the sports-

man and strongly inclines him to the use of unbecoming
language. My friend had told me of leaving one in a tree

near the point where he entered the bottom in the early

morning, and just before we reached that place my little dog

once more sat down and looked up a small gum with a very

bushy top. We fully realized that this was our last chance,

and of all slipping and peeping, now I tell you each of us did

it to see which could ''get there " first. At last I saw the

squirrel move just a little through the leaves so that I had

him located. It filled me with great joy, for C had not

yet found him. So up goes my gun, but when I pull the

trigger the hammer says clang, to my disgust. I open and

look in at an empty chamber; not even an empty shell there.

You ought to have seen me throw a cartridge into the

breech, snap goes the bolt, click the hammer and the next

instant the explosion awakes the echoes and the prize is mine.

I have a habit of loading the first thing after each discharge,

but, strange to say, had simply removed the exhausted shell

without replacing one that was loaded. I reached home about

three o'clock, pretty w ell tired, but satisfied. Our bags footed

up a total of twelve, which is something rare in this section

nowadays. The time was, I am told, when forty or fifty

could be butchered in a day, but it is passed now and the

nimble little rodent is rapidly following the nobler game.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam, and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

An Improved Shot-Gun Lock.

Mr. Clarence M. Wollam, gunsmith, of this city, has re-

cently patented an invention which will, we are persuaded,

after a careful examination of the model, prove a blessing to

he sportsmen of the whole country. The patent hammers,

for hammerless guns may be best described in the words of

the patentee. He says

:

My invention relates, generally, to breech-loading fire-

arms and, particularly, to improvements in that class thereof

in which the barrels are hinged or pivoted to the frame at

points forward of their breech ends, so that the rear ends of

the barrels may be swung upwardly for opening or exposing

the cartridge-chambers, and in which the hammers are con-

cealed within receivers in the frames and brought to their

cocked positions during the opening movement of the bar-

rels, this class of arms being usually double-barrel, but this

invention is equally applicable thereto and to single-barrel

and other break-down guns ; and it consists in the peculiari-

ties of construction and arrangement or combination of parts

and features hereinafter fully disclosed in the description,

claims and drawings.

The objects of my invention are, first, to provide improved

means of effecting the cocking of hammers by the direct con-

tact therewith of the mainsprings, which, during the opening

of the barrels and the simultaneous cocking of the hammers,

will be compressed to a very great degree of tention for im-

parting the necessary force to the hammers when they are re-

leased, and which, during the closing of the barrels, and after

the hammers have been fully cocked, will automatically

move forward slightly, independently of the hammers, and

place themselves in the most advantageous positions for giv-

ing great momentum to said hammers, after they have been

released from the sears, and, second, to provide novel and im-

proved lock-mechanism of this character which will be

simple or of out few parts, light and strong in construction,

not liable to undue strain or wear at any point and compara-

tively inexpensive to manufacture.
» —

The United States Gun Club held a practice shoot last Sun-

day at Alameda. It was over the usual 16-yard rise and at 25

blue-rocks. J. C. Richardson won with a score of 22. The
full score was as follows: G-. C. Billington 15, R. Baker 16,

J. C. Stewart 20, Wheeler 15, G. C. Depue 13, Schultz 10, T.

Thomas 10, Baum 15, Webb 1/, E. Olsen 16, C. Andrus 15,

A. Varney 18, L. E. Hall 13, C. W. Debenham 17, P. J.

Newman 13, Slack S, Fischer 16.

The medal shoot at 15 birds was won by Bellington with a

score of 11 in the first class and Stewart with a score of 11 in

he second class. The other scores were : Baker 9, Varney

10, Depue 8, Slack 6, Richardson 7, Wheeler 7, Debenham
7, Webb 11, Andrus 6, Baum 3, Olsen S, Thomas 6, Hall 7,

Xewman 3, Schultz 4.

The removal of the old reliable sportsman's emporium of R.

Liddle & Son from Washington street to 110 Montgomery
Streets, marks a change but in location only, we are pleased

to note of one of the oldest landmarks of the city. Away
back in early days when that part of the city south of Market

Street was one vast marsh, when L'nele Robert was wont to

shoot snipe, his store was on Washington Street where it has

ever remained until now. The old friends and patrons with

we trust many new ones will be cordially welcomed at the new

stand, 110 Montgomery Street, where a full line of sportsman's

goods will be handled. Give them a call.

The annual meeting of the Iowa State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion was held on Clear Lake on May 30—June 1 inclusive.

The officers for the ensuing year are President, N. S. Young,

of Burlington ; Secretary, G. E. Rainer, of Independence.

Old Bonus.

Old Bonesis dead, that good old dog,
We ne'er shall see him more;

He used to hunt all o'er the bog,
On Alameda's shore.

His master shot poor, good old Bones
Ijowd on that dreary marsh;

I seem to hear his dying groans,

I know the act was harsh.

Why did you do the cruel deed ?

You ought to have known better;

Unto your call he would not heed,
He was a pointer, not a setter.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

World's Columbian Exposition bench show. Chicago, June 13. 14,

15, 16 and 17. Entries close May 20. Address W. I. Buchanan, Chief
Department of Agriculture, Chicago.

American Pet Dog Club's bench show, Lenox Lyceum, New York,
May 30, 31, June 1 and 2. T. Farrar Rackham, Secretary.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second annual bench show, Hamilton,
Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewart, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris. Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Souris, Manitoba.
A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15—American Field Trial Club's second annual trials.

W. J. Beck, Secretary.

November 20—Eastern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point, !N. C.
H. Odell. Secretary.

W. K. Lewi«, Honolulu, H. 1., has bred Beatrice, foxterrier

bitch by champion Bacharal ex Blemton Arrow, to his Blem-

ton Shiner champion Blemton Rubicon ex champion Blem-

ton Brilliant, upon May 30th.

J. A. Martin, San Francisco, Gal., has bred champion

Blemton Brilliant, foxterrier bitch by The Moonstone ex

Media, to J. E. Thayer's Starden's King, by Stipendiary ex

Forest Queen, at Lancaster, Mass., upon May 22d.

C.W.Wilson's English setter bitch Jennie W. to T. J.

Watson Starlight 28,544, May 24th.

Anent the Seattle Awards.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I note in your issue

of June 10th Mr. E. C. Kirby's spasmodic kick in which he

speaks of your correspondent's report of the late Seattle

Bench Show. He also incloses clippings from the Seattle

Post Intelligencer showing his side of the question, but evi-

dently failed to send any that would show the other side if

there was a reply, if indeed any once thought the same worth
a reply. No doubt had such been offered, the paper would
have published it. He states that the writer's report was
"simply ridiculous," and that he should confine himself to a
subject that he knows something about, before making such
rand decisions. Now, how does Mr. Kirby know it was a

rank decision? What does he know about St. Bernards? He
simply denies the correctness of the judge's decision and
thinks he should have been awarded first. It is quite evi-

dent that Mr. Kirby can not see beyond his own dog. He
certainly is ignorant of bench show rules when he played
the baby act in removing his dog from the show. He states

that he was informed that his dog would be " snowed under."

Who told him such would be the case ? Surely not Mr.
Raper, and he did the judging.

Mr. Kirby, by his letters, throws slurs at the judge and the

officers of the club. It is such actions as this that does so

much harm to the kennel interests. Does not Mr. Kirby
think, should Judge Raper feel inclined to favor parties

showing dogs, that he would select a much larger and better

show than the one at Seattle? Common sense would show
that much.
Now, in regard to my report, I knew neither of the owners

nor any of the dogs, until 1 saw them at the show. Now Mr.
Kirby makes a challenge to the club the looser, to pay all ex-

penses of having a St. Bernard judge come to that place from
the East to re-judge these dogs. How often does one hear this

same old bluft' offered at bench shows? Now looking at it

from a disinterested view, what would the club gain by it?

They certainly would be compelled to have a big bank ac-

count should they take up every dissatis6ed exhibitor's
" kicks." It would be compelled to employ several clerks to

attend to all such matters. It certainly would be pursuing
a very peculiar course, and one which no doubt, Mr. Kirby
knew, that it could not or would not do. Should the com-
mittee decide to put this matter before the American Kennel
Club Mr. Kirby is most likely to learn something concerning
dogs and dog shows that should prove a big advantage to him
in the future.

Of course, any who read Mr. Kirby's letter or knows of

the transaction will see that Mr. Kirby ought to do some-
thing to try and justify him for his action of removing his

dog and, the very ungentlemanly manner he has attacted the

officers and members of the club. What is the trouble ? Has
he been refused admission to the club ? We trust he will cool

down and exhibit his dogs, and hereafter take the awards as

one should, and work for the good of the dogs instead of try-

ing to place obstacles in the way.
Your Seattle Correspondent.

San Francisco, June 16th.

Training Dogs to Perform.

" Do you think you could teach an old dog new tricks ?"

asked a New York Times Reporter of Prof. W. S. Shedman,

who has been training dogs and exhibiting them for years,

and whose dogs Jim Cassidy, Nuisance, Gypsy Swipes, and
others amused the visitors to the pet dog show at the Lenox
Lyceum last week.

"Well," said the professor, " of course, I could. But what
would be the use of it ? It would be time wasted. What I do
is to teach young dogs tricks and then when they get old

they're already taught and I have had the use of them when
they were young."

" How do you go about it?"
" I find that I get the best results from dogs with whom I

am best acquainted and who are best acquainted with me. To
bring this about I breed and raised all my pups. They get

used to me, and when I want to use them for exhibition the

training is only a question of a few days. I mean, of course,

that the ordinary training is only a matter of a few days. It

takes longer to teach a dog to turn somersaults, or, rather, it

doesn't take any longer to teach him, but it takes longer to

get him into condition so that he will do it. It isn't every

dog that can. It requires a dog of nerve and one that is will-

ing to submit to practice."
" What class of dogs are best at tricks ?

"

" You're the one thousand and twentieth man who has

asked me that question. Any dog with sense can be taught

to do tricks."
" But not so very many years ago," said the reporter, " ex-

hibitors in circuses and variety theatres used French poodles

almost exclusively, and the impression was very general that

they made better trick dogs than others."

"Yes, I know," said the professor, "and 'hat impression

prevails yet to some extent. But its nonsense. A smart dog
of any breed can be made a trick dog. Its just the same with

dogs as with children. When they're dumb that settles 'em.

Now that little foxterrier, Nuisance, who rides on the back

of Mclntvre, the pointer, was taught to ride in four days.

The reason Nuisance could be ' broken ' so quickly was that

she knew me and I knew her. And, so far as the ordinary

tricks are concerned, when you know your dogs, their educa-
tion is a matter of a short time. I can teach any dog of aver-
age intelligence in my kennels to ' die for your country,' in
four minutes. If I need any new dogs for show purposes, I
select those that are eight or nine months old, the ones that
I've been feeding or petting ever since they were babies.
"All the intelligence of trick dogs does not appear to the

audiences in theatres and circuses. What is wanted, natur-
ally, is variety, and as the time is limited, dogs whose reper-
tories include a great many interesting feats can only give a
few of them. Now, no one would give Jim Cassidy credit
for a knowledge of twD languages. Yet he understands
Spanish as well as English."

Cassidy is a beautiful specimen of the Cheshire bull terrier.

He turns wonderful back somersaults, and waltzs on his hind
legs with exceptional dignity. He was snoozing in his kennel
in the basement of Lenox Lyceum.

" Cassidy," called the professor, " Yenga."
That means " come here," and Cassidy bolted out of the

kennel and made for his master.
"Hctcha uno Sarto Mortarlle," commanded the professor,

and Cassidy began throwing himself backward into the air,

turning and landing on his feet.

" I taught him Spanish when I was in Mexico, and the
Mexicans thought him a wonder," said the professor.

" Do you have occasion in teaching the dogs to use harsh
measures ?

"

" Oh, no. Harshness doesn't help any. It rather retards
a dog that is willing to learn. I've only had occasion to make
a dog uncomfortable in one instance. That was in little

Nuisance's case. But it's all over now, and I guess Nuisance
has forgotten it. To make her light enough so that Mcln-
tyre, the pointer, could carry her, I had to stunt her. Ordi-
narily I feed little puppies all they can eat, but with Nuis-
ance I adopted severe restrictions in the matter of food and
confined her for some months when she was very young. I
hated to do it, but I knew she would come out all right, and
she did. Now she gets whatever she wants that's good for
her."

The American Kennel Club held a special meeting re-

cently for the purpose of considering the subject embodied in

the following resolution;

"The management of this association shall be intrusted to

an executive committee consisting of thirteen members, one
of whom shall be the president of the associate members, the
ramaining twelve members serving for three years; except
that of the first committee elected, four shall be chosen by
lotto go out at the end of the first year and four at the end
of the second year, but to continue in office until their suc-

cessors are elected, in order that four members of this com-
mittee shall be elected at each annual meeting of the associa-

tion. They shall from among their number elect a president
and vice-president, who shall serve for a term of one year
and perform the duties as prescribed in the by-laws and
generally such duties as pertain to the office."

There were only three votes cast in favor of the resolution,

Dr. Perry and W. A. Power, of Boston, and James Watson,
of Philadelphia. Twenty voted against it and it was hope-
lessly lost. B great deal of feeling ivas manifested over the
motion, as it was a sort of aspersion on the present manage-
ment of the A . K. C. The president, August Belmont, spoke
for over an hour against it and offered to resign if the feeling

of the delegates was so shown. Dr. Perry, in speaking to the
motion, said in a thorough canvass of the members of the
A. K. C. he did not receive one word in favor of the present
state of affairs, and said a rupture and the formation of a new
association of kennel clubs would undoubtedly be the result

f things continued as they are. The president said if any-
body in Chicago attempted to start a new club the A. K. C.

would make it ridiculous in a year, no matter how much
money they had, because they would not have the history

nor the stud book possessed by the American Kennel Club.

It was decided on motion of Dr. Perry that one meeting of
the American Kennel Club executive committee be hereafter

held each year in Chicaga in order to give the Western
members a chance to have their say in the management
which, through distance and lack of time, they now have
not. September was decided on as the date for the executive
committee to meet in Chicago. The following cluhs were
elected members of the American Kennel Club : Rhode Island
State Fair Association, Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Asso-
ciation, Danbury Agricultural Society and the City of the
Straits Kennel Club, of Detroit, Mich. President Belmont
brought up the matter of his dispute with the New England
Kennel Club of BostoD, who refused to return his check for

entry fees for his dogs at their last show, although he notified

them by telegraph before they had received his entries by
mail that he wished to withdraw them on account of a perso-

nal objection to one of the judges. The Boston Club were
ordered to return the check.

The Coming Field Trials.

The committee appointed to select grounds for the cours-

ing field trials to be held in January next have decided in

favor of the grounds at Salinas. They report that the grounds
are ample and that there are plenty of birds on the grounds
for the purpose of the trials. The committee were assured

by reliable residents at Salinas that every accommodation
necessary would be gladly furnished and substantial aid given

the club.

This is a matter upon which the club is to be congratu-

lated, as the grounds are much nearer this city and the most
of those interested.

It is not only pleasing but gratifying to the many fanciers

throughout the northwest, says the Portland Review, to learn

of the grand success of the late Seattle bench show at stated

through these columns some time since. Everything regard-

ing the exhibits was much more than could reasonablv be

expected, considering this was the second show given in that

city. The success, however, can justly be credited to all the

various officers who work early and late with untiring energy,

and any club who could be officered by these kind of gentle-

men need have no fear of giving a bench show as its success

is assured. Considerable complaint was made through the

daily papers concerning the awards in the St. Bernard class.

This is a fact we are very sorry to state, but it is the old say-

ing over again, one man cannot please everyone, and alt we
can say is, that any gentleman who desires to see the advance-

ment of *l"c- "nul the continuaoce of bench shows would not

allow himself to lake exception to as honest awards as were
made in Seattle even if they were not in accordance with his

own ic*eas. Mr. Raper's honesty casnot be questioned by any
fair m rded pereco
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ROD.
Angling as an Art.

A receDt article \a the New York Times from the pen of

Williams C Harris is most interesting. It reads:

Angling, or fishing for sport, is the art of capturing fish

with either an artificial or Datnral bait placed upon a hook.

It is of great antiquity. We read of it in the Old Testament,

in the records of ancient Egypt and Assyria, and in the

polished literature of old Greece and Home. The Greek

poet, Oppian, in his "Halieutica," written in the second cen-

turv, gave to the world the first systematic treatise on fishing.

A lapse of ten centuries then occurred, when Dame Juliana

Berners or Bernes, the prioress of St. Sophwell, England,

wrote "The Book of St. Albans, a Treatise of Fysshinge with

an Angle."

in the latter part of the fifteenth century three books ap-

peared on angling, written by Leonard Maschall, William

Greendall and Samuel Gardner. About seventy years later

(1653), Izaak Walton's "Compleat Angler" was published,

which, although full of errors, particularly in natural his-

torv, had so great a charm of style and is so imbued with the

sentiment of the art of angling, that Walton is held in rev-

erence as "the father of the craft of all good and true an-

glers-"

Anglers are of diverse natures, each with his hobby or

favorite line of rishios;. Some prefer to fish in salt, others in

fresh waters, while many "look down" upon the "bait fisher"

and tarn up their noses at any lure except the artificial fly;

and then, again, the angler's equipment and the fish sought

for vary with the locality fished in, and the tackle used very

often is subject to the whtrn of the adgler. Hence it would

ba impossible to describe with accuracy the outfit of the fish-

erman or the baiti jsed, except when treating of the individ-

ual fish which the angler is seeking. This method will be

followed, and as there are two distinct classes of anglers,

widely seporated by their estimate of the sport and the lo-

cality* of their outings, we will take up each fish and the

manner of capturing it under the headings of "Fishing in

Fresh Water" and "Fishing in Salt Water."
Fresh-water fishing is done in lakes, ponds, rivers and in

brooks .or spring-fed streams. Different methods are fol-

lowed, to wit: Trolling, still fishing, skittering, casting the

bait from the reel and casting the artificial My.

In trolling, the boatman rows slowly along the edge of the

water grass, or, when that does °not grow, he keeps the boat

within forty to sixty feet from the shore, or rows over rocky

ledges, or in the channel ways where the fish are known to

feed. The fisherman sits in the boat and allows his line to

trail 50 to 200 feet, the distance being dependent upon the

depth of the watei and the species of fish sought.

Still-fishing consists in anchoring the boat on selected

ground and the baited hook is sunk to the bottom or in mid-

water.

Skittering is casting a minnow or other lure, generally a

frog, by the rod on a restricted line, 30 to 50 feet in length.

It is followed on lakes and ponds for black bass and pickerel,

and is considered by many anglers not entirely sportsman-

like.

Casting from the reel is done by the fisherman standing on
the shore or in the boat. In casting the line is reeled up to

within two or three feet of the tip of the rod, which is then

made to sweep rapidly from rear to front, thus giving an im-
petus and outward direction to the bait, which strikes the

water from 50 to 150 feet from the shore or boat, according

to the skill of the caster. Practice, not written instruction,

can alone make an expert in the method, the great art being
in making the proper sweep of the rod, and the knack of

itoppine: the line as it runs from the reel at the moment the
bait strikes the water. In making the cast the rod should be
held firmly by the hand piece, with the thumb placed lightly

upon the revolving reel. The rod should be brought well to

the rear and then swept rapidly in an upward and outward
direction, with the tip pointed to the spot where the bait is

intended to alight upon the water.

In casting the artificial fly, the beginner, in making the

first cast, should with his left hand take from the reel line of
equal length to that of the rod ; then, with a backward and
extended fiirt of the rod, send the line to the rear, which,
when extended at full length, should by a forward spring or
dirt of the rod be brought to the front, falling end first and
fully extended upon the water. After practicing this short
line it should be lengthened a few feet after each cast, until

thirty or forty feet can be thrown without the line bunching
in the forward movement. This mishap can generally be
averted by taking care to allow the line to become fully* ex-
tended before the forward cast is made. The rod should be
lightly but firmly held by the handgrasp, and the motion
given to it should be of the gentlest character. Practice of
these simple directions, if the capacity to learn the art ex-
ists, will insure proficiency as a fly-caster, to which, however,
must be added years of experience on the streams before you
can earn the title of a skilled trout angler.

The fishes nought for by the fresh-water fishermen are the
salmon, land-locked salmon, trout, lake trout, black bass
muskal longs, pike, pickerel, pike perch, yellow perch, white
perch, rock bass and silver bass, to which may be added a
number of other fishes called pan fish, that are usually sought
for by ladies and youths. We will take up the principal
fiahes seriatim :

The salmon is the royal fish of fresh waler, into which it

comes solely for spawning purposes. The streams of the
Atlantic coast which it visits are mostly in the Canadian
Province-, with the exception of the Penobscot River in
Maine, where numbers are taken by anglers every season.
The attempts now being made to stock the rivers lying south
of Maine are merely interesting experiments, the outcrop of
which is conjectural. The equipment ol :> ,! angler is

expensive, and an OUtUlff for the purpose more eo> placing
the sport beyond the reach of all except the "well to-do" ang-

OH intend to indulge in salmon lishiiie;gn to a reputa-
ble dealer, who will lit you out at an expense of about $100.
Kvery article needed for your equipment bears the name of
"salmon"—salmon rod, salmon reel, salmon Hies, salmon
line, etc., so no mistake enn be made if your dealer is honest.
The method of easting for salmon iH identical with that for

trout <-xcepl that both hands are used in casting. The rods
ftre IB to Lfi feel loog, and the Hie- are lar^.-r than those used
in trout fishing. Another exception is : When the salmon

be fly care musl be tjik.-n not to strike the hook into
'I mouth ;

tli' niably lumks itself. The Hies used
- -almon fishing number several hundreds, but for general

fifteen to twenty of different patterns answer every pur-

pose. The annexed list gives the names of the most popular :

Jock Scott, Silver Doctor, Black Jay, Butcher and Durham
Ranger.
The land-locked salmon is anatomically identical with the

sea salmon treated above. From preference in some locali-

ties, and from necessity in othere, this salmon has become
land-locked and never visits the sea, even when living in

waters that flow into it. They inhabit lakes of considerable

depth, but, wherever practicable, run into streams to spawn.

They are caught in the fall on or near their spawning beds

with the artificial by, and in the spring in the shallow waters,

generally rocky ledges of some of the Canadian rivers, where
they are known as the " Quananiche," or " winnish." In

lakes the favorite and most successful method of taking them
is by deep trolling.

This consists in using a line well weighted, so that the lead

will touch the bottom as the boat is rowed slowly. Attached

to the line are two leaders made of silkworm gut, one three

and the other five or six feet from the sinker. These are at

least three feet long, and are baited usually with a live min-

now. The boat is rowed over the deepest part of the lake,

the most successful fishing period being during the dog days.

Still fishing for land-locked salmon is another favorite method,

the bait used being a live minnow, hooked just in front of the

first fin on the back, care being taken not to touch the spinal

cord with the hook. Similar methods and tackle for fishing

for land-locked salmon are in use for the late trout. This
j

fish is only found in deep lakes, but comes to the surface early !

in the season, when it is caught by surface trolling. It has

been taken with the artificial fly, but this is exceptional.

Although the beautiful brook trout is often taken with com-
mon natural baits, such as the garden worm, grubs, beef, fish,

roe, &c, and is often caught by the trolling spoon and other

coarse artificial lures, the accepted and scientific method of

killing them is by casting the artificial fly. To do this prop-
j

erly a rod of 6 to 7 ounces in weight and 9 to 10 feet in

length, with sufficient elasticity, and yet backbone, to cast
|

the line (see former directions for fly-casting) 40 to 50 feet, is

required. Lighter rods (even as low as 2o- ounces) are getting

more and more in general use, but the beginner should not

venture casting with a rod less than six or seven ounces in

weight. The reel used in trout fly-fishing is what is known
in the stores as the " click reel," which has a simple yet mu-
sical device, which prevents the line running too freely. It

j

should be large enough to hold twenty-five or thirty yards of

letter F enameled water-proof line.

The creel, which is a basket slung by -a strap over the

shoulder, should be of wicker work, and care should be taken
to keep it perfectly clean and sweet by scouring and airing

after use. The stock of flies should be kept in a fly-book,

and many forms of these are made, the best being furnished

with hooks by which the snoods (gut) of each fly can be kept
extended and ready for immediate use. The leader is from
three to nine feet in length and is made of several strands of

silk-worm gut, which is dyed to a water tint as nearly as pos-

sible. To the leader one to three flies are attached, one of
,

which—the lower—is called the " end," or " stretcher " fly
;

the others, " dropper flies." A landing net is an important ad-

junct to a trout fisherman's outfit. The best is that known as

the collapsing net, which comes apart and occupies only the

space of a walking cane. In fishing a rapid stream it is well

to usea net with a long handle having a spike in the butt, as

it will be found handy for a supporting staff'.

In the brief space allotted it is not practicable to give
[

minute directions as to the best methods of fishing a trout
j

stream ; suffice it, then, to impress upon the young angler, !

first, that the utmost care must be taken not to disturb the

pools and stretches by careless wading ; second, to place the

flies as gently as possible on the water, and, thirdly, to fish

" up stream " whenever practicable, as the trout always lie ,

heads to the current. A cast of 30 to 40 feet is all that is

necessary ; longer ones are seldom required or successful,
j

Over 1,500 different patterns of artificial flies are made for

and used in truut fishing. Each has a different name, and
most of tbem are kept in stock by dealers. Old and experi-

J

enced anglers believe that only one or two dozen of those

patterns are necessary to kill trout in any of the known waters
of America. Of some of them we give the names

:

Brown Palmer, or Hackle, Black Palmer, (ringer Palmer,
i

Grizzly Talmer, White Miller, Black Gnat, Red Ant, Cow-
j

dung, Royal Coachman, Red Spinner, Alder, Red Fox, Oak
,

Fly, Grizzly King, Jungle Cock, Brown Hen, March Brown,
Yellow Sallie, Professor, Beaverkill, Seth Green, Light Mon-
treal, Queen of the Waters.
The black bass is conceded by many anglers is the game '

fish par excellence of American waters. In shallow rivers

where relatively deep pools and alternate rifts prevail, it is
I

fished for with the artificial fly ; also, by still-fishing with the
live minnow. Whftn using the fly the angler wades the stream
and places the flies upon the water in a manner very similar

j

to that of casting for trout, except that the flies are permitted
to sink an inch or two below the surface, and then, by a slight I

but continuous twitching of the top of the rod, they are made
to simulate the action of a struggling and drowning insect.

Casting the fly for black bass in lakes is also followed, in
,

which case the flies are larger and more gaudy than those in

use on running waters. The latter are serviceable when tied

to Nos. 4 to 6 Sproat hooks, the former on Nos. 1A and 2.

The rod used for black bass fly-fishing should be at least S
ounces in weight and 10A feet long. The reel, a multiplier,
holding 50 yards of Letter D enameled waterproof line, taper-
ing 5 to feet at the outer end.
When casting the minnow, the rod should be 7$ feet long

and the reel a multiplier, holding not less than forty yards of
line. In still fishing for black bass the boat is anchored at

the foot of a rapid or in the smooth water of the pool, and
minnow is impaled through both lips when fishing in a cur-
rent, and in front of the first dorsal fin when fishing in still

water. A rod feet in length, with plenty of spring, but not
" whippy," is best for this method of fishing.

The muskallonge is the largest member of the pike family
and is found in hikes and rivers. It is generally caught by
trolling with a spinner or spoon lure. These baitsare of many
sizes and forms, and when used are attached, singly, to the
end of the line, where they spin or twirl in an attractive
manner as the beat is rowed slowly through the water. A
live fish, 5 to lOiinches in length, is also a good lure, but more
so when casting from the reel, which is done by the fisherman
standing in the bow of the boat and casting the bait among
or at the outer edge of the water grass. This method of
fishing for muskallonge is considered the most scientific, and
certainly is more sportsmanlike than the common one of ,

trolling along the snores, in which the boatman, not the an-
gler, finds the fish, and by controlling the movements of the
boat after the fish is hooked, is entitled to the credit of kill-
ing it.

Fishing for pike or pickerel is identical with fishing for

muskallonge, except that both of the former are still fishing

and the latter is not, although we believe that it can be done
successfully, if the angler uses good judgement in the selec-

tion of grounds and baits. Still fishing for pike and pickerel

varies but little from that of other fish. Care, however, must
be observed, first, in hooking the minnow, as bait, in the back,

so that it will balance nicely and have full play for swim-
ming naturally ; second, in allowing the biting fish time to

gorge 1 he bait, not striking or "plucking" too soon. The
first movement of the pike or pickerel on taking the live

minnow is to swim slowly away with it 5 or 10 feet ; then,

halting a moment or so, and finally moving off with increas-

ing speed, but not hastily. The latter movement indicates

that the minnow has been swallowed, and now is the time
to strike the hook into the fish. These indicationg as to
" when to strike" apply also to black bass, pike-perch and
other fish that take the bait leisurely when the angler is still

fishing for them. Fish that come with a rush and seize the
bait greedily generally hook themselves, but even then with
the black bass, pike, &c, in still water, it is well not to
" pluck " too quickly. In swift water the fish is generally
hooked before the angler knows it.

Pike-perch, or wall-eyed pike, are always known as "glass-

eye," "Susquehanna salmon," "Ohio salmon," and other
names, and particularly, as "Dore" in the Canadian Provinces.

This fish is not a pike, but belongs to the large family of
psrehes. It is caught by trolling, still fishing, and by caning
the artificial Qy. This latter method is followed with success

on the Upper Susquehanna river, where the fish is known as

the "salmon," and where it grows to the weight of fourteen
pounds. Specimens have been taken in Lake Pepin, Minne-
sota, weighing thirty pounds. The weight of those generally
caught runs from one to five pounds.
The yellow perch, white perch, catfish, rock bass, silver

bass, or fresh-water striped bass, sunfish, strawberry bass, and
other small fish, known in a general way as pan fish, are
caught on light rods and small hooks (Nos. 8 to 12), baited

with garden worms, grubs, pieces of meat, aod, in the case of
the catfish or bullheads, very often with cheese and raw cot-

ton mixed. The yellow perch and the sunfish, however, take
the artificial fly and fight bravely when found in shallow
water.

The methods of fishing in salt water do not differ widely
from those used in fresh water. In the tidal portions of the
rivers the boat is anchored, either in the tideway, on the edge
of the channel, or in the eddies, and the line, with a light

sinker attached, is allowed to drift slightly below the surface
with the tide, or the line is weighted sufficiently to place the
bait on near the bottom. The rod varies in weight according
to the skill of the angler in handling it, but should not be less

than seven ounces nor more than twelve ounces, and when
the tide is not swift the former should be preferred. The
reel should hold fifty to one hundred yards of line and have a
free action, with a drag attached to prevent overruning of the
line.

The baits in use are numerous : those roost popular are the
cralj—those known as " peelers " or " shedders," and the soft

shell or "paper" crab—shrimp, salt-water mussels, clams
(hard or soft), eel tail, live minnows and pieces of dead fish,

especially the menhaden or mossbunker. Salt-water fish are
not as fastidious in feeding as those of fresh water. The size

of the hooks to be used, of course, depends upon the fish to be
caught, but those sold at 1-0 to 4-0 iu size will generally hold
the fishes taken near the Atlantic coast line. For fishing on
the shallow flats or in the channel ways of the estuaries the

same methods, bait and tackle are used as in or near the
mouths of rivers. In all localities where salt-water fishing

is followed the tide is an important factor of success, except
on the fishing banks, where the fish, when found on them,
are apt to bite freely in all conditions of the tide. In most
localities the incoming tide gives the greatest success, but in

others, slack water, high water, low water and the ebb tide

are most favorable to a large score.

Fishing in the surf for striped bass, large weakfish, channel

.

bass (red drum) and blue fish is a favorite method with ang-
lers who have mastered the rudiments of the art. The prin-

ciple of casting is similar to that before described as minnow
casting from the reel, except that a heavier rod (twelve to

sixteen ounces) is generally used, and the cast is made with
both hands. Either crab, menhaden or eel-tail bait is used,

and the caster stands at the inner edge of the surf and hurls

the bait and sinker, which is generally two ounces, among or

beyond the outer breakers, reeling in slowly as the undertow
sweeps his bait shoreward. Casts of 260 feet have been made
by experts.

Trolling for bluefish is done from a sailboat running five to

ten miles per hour with the line trailing 100 or more feet

astern. The bait is usually menhaden or the squid, the latter

being a long, narrow triangular-shaped piece of lead with a
strong hook soldered to it.

Chumming for bluefish is another favorite method. The
boat is anchored on selected ground and, a quantity of men-
haden are cut into small chunks, which, when thrown over-

board, create an oily trail or "slick," which is a powerful

attraction to the bluefish, which are caught on rods from nine

to ten ounces in weight with a niece of menhaden as a bait.

Thousands of anglers for sport, and fishermen for "meat"
throng daily the excursion steamers that ply between Fishing
Banks and the City of New York. These steamers are fitted

out especially for this business, having commodious decks,

ice chests and fishing tackle for hire and bait for sale. They
laave the city docks in all weathers as early as S A. m., re-

turning about 6 p. M., which, allowing for time in transit to

and from the banks, gives five and six hours for fishing. Up-
on arriving at the banks the steamer is anchored, and hun-
dreds of lines drop into the water, the hand line being in the

majority. The bait in general use is the raw hard clam on a

strong Virginia hook, attaehed to a heavy line, which is gen-

erally successful in hauling up large weakfish, bluefish, sea-

bass and codfish, some of the latter weighing as much as

thirty pounds.

The tarpon is the largest fish that is taken in either salt or

fresh water on rod and line, and its capture is much sought

for by anglers. It grows to a weight of 350 pounds, and speci-

mens have beeu taken weighing 212 pounds on rod and line.

It belongs to the herring family of fishes and inhabits semi-

tropical waters, being numerous during the Spring and Sum-
mer months on the East and West coasts on Florida, with

straggling specimens as far North as Long Island. The
method of angling for tarpon is by anchoring the boat on their

feeding grounds and casting a mullet bait from 50 to 100 feet

into or near the channel or shallows where they ate nosing

for food. The proper rod is about six feet in length, with 600

feet of No. 15 Chuttyhunk line on a large, free-running reel,

with a drag attached.
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RANCHO DTCL PASO YEARLINGS.

The Last Batch of the Haggin Thorough-

breds Disposed of.

The sale of the Haggin yearlings was conclnded at Morris

Park yesterday, says the Daily American, of June 3rd, Mr.

William Easton disposing of the 44 head remaining unsold

for a total of $33,925, an average of $771. This makes a

total of $159,525 received for the 138 head disposed of. Yes-

terday's ofierings, with but few exceptions, went at short

prices. Yet there was for the entire lot disposed of the very

handsome average of $1,154, which is remarkably high and

due to the presence of the first get of Salvator.

Details of the sale, with the breeding of the horses offered

and the names of the purchasers, areas follows:

Chestnut filly, by Salvator—Peoria, by Mortemer ; A. J. Har-
greaves 82,250

Bay lillv, by Hidalgo—Pink Cottage, by Buckden ; J. G. Fol-
lansbee 1,000

Bav filly, by Sir Modred—Preuiosa, by Glenelg; c-reeu B.
* Morris 1,500

Chestnut tilly, by Tyrant—Premium, by Craig's Castor; Dr. S.

W. Street* 250
Bay colt, by Midlothian—Probability, by Onondaga; W. J.

Fitzpatrick 300
Bay colt, by Ben Ali—Prose, by Onondaga ;|C. Littlefieid Jr i,uji)

Bay colt, by Darebin—Prude, by King Alfonso ; Burridge
Brothers - 400

Bay colt, by Ben Ali—Regret, by George Kinney; J. C.
Collins 500

Brown colt (half-brother to Regiuaki), by Darebin—Rosalind,
by Billet; T. J. Lynch 350

Chestnut filly (half-sister to Mary Stone), by Tyrant—Rosa-
mary, by Joe Daniels : A. J. Hargreaves 1,000

Bay tilly, by Argyle—Rose of Arizona, by The Drummer; B. J.

Joyner 400
Brown colt, by Fresno—Rosette, by Joe Hooker ; Oueck

Stable- 1.400

Bay colt, by Darebin— Saberina by Norlolk; J. W.Rogers 900
Bay colt, (half brother to Salvaton, by Tremont—Saliua by

Lexington: Walcott & Camybell 3,000

Bav tilly, by Sir Modred—School Girl bv Pat Mallov; J. W.
Rogers 1,100

Bav colt, by Joe Daniels—Sentiment bv Sensation; Warm Spring
"Stables 250

Bay filly, by Ben Ali—Shasta by Spendthrift; Warm spring
Stable 250

Brown filly lhalf sister to Lyceum), by Fresno—sister to Jim
Douglas—Yolone by Wildidle; J. G. Follansbee 400

Chestnut fiilv, (half sister to Balbriggao). by Sir Modred—Slip-

per Dance by War Dance: J. Summers 400
Bay colt, by Darebin—Sly Dance by War Dance; Gideon &.

Dalv 900
Chestnut colt, by Kyrle Daly—Sonoma by Lougtield; A. Cole-

man 450
Brown tilly, by Ben Ali—Sozodobt by Longfellow; L. S. Green-

hart 325
Chestnut colt, by Midlothian—Starlight by Onondaga; uneck

Stable 1,000
Chestnut fillv, by Tyrant—Stella by Mortemer; Charles Little-

.field .". •... 450
Bay fillv, by Sir Modred—Touche Pas by Spendthrift; A. J.

Hargreaves 800
Bay filly, by Sir Modred—Tourmaline by Great Tom; A. J.

" Hargreaves 700
Bay colt (half brother to Gold Dollar;, by Darebin—Trade Dol-;

lar byiNorfolk; T. B. Doswell 1,150
Bay colt, by Kvrle Daly—Trellis, by Great Tom ; Empire Staole soo
Bay colt, by Fresno—Trophy, by Great Tom ; J. Blurry 500
Brown filly, by Darebin—Tulare, by Monarchist ; G. B. MarrK. 400
Chestnut tilly. by Kyrle Daly—Tyranny, by Great Tom ; A. J.

Hargreaves 450
Blact fillv, by Hidalgo—Unit, by Onondaga ; L. & G. Straus 550
Chestnut colt (half-brother to Huron), by Salvator—Vandalite,

by Vandal; Dr S. W. Streett 3,100

Brown colt, by Tvrant—Ventura, by Virgil ; W. C. Rollins 350

Bay colt, bv Darebin—Verity, by King Alfonso; J. B. White 300

Chestnut fiilv, by Joe Daniels—Vital, by Glenelg ; James Gray.. 300
Chestnut colt, by Joe Daniels—Waif, by Onondaga—Warm

Spring Stables 400

Bay filly, by Kvrle Daly—Wanda, by Norfolk ; J. B. White 650

Bay filly, by Darebin—Widow Cliquot, by Glenelg ; Gideon &
Daly "00

Brown filly, by Joe Daniels—Yolande. by Wheatley ; L. S.

Greenough 250

Bay filly, by John Happy—Ysabel, by Leinster; Stillbrook

Stocs Farm - 250

Brown colt, by Darebin—Yum Yum, by Onondaga ; Gideon &
Daly S00

Chestnut filly, by Hidalgo—Zuleika, by Enquirer ; D. H. Biddle 650
«»

—

-

Sale of Yearling Thoroughbreds.

At Tattersalls, on the night of June 5th, Mr. Easton sold

fifty-odd head of yearlings from the Iroquois, Nantura, Stock-

wood Patmos and Old Fort studs of Kentucky. The cus-

tomary assembly was on hand, and although the bidding was

generally slow, the ultimate results were excellent. The colt

by Longfellow, dam Belle Knight, brought $7,800. the high-

est price paid this season for a yearling.

PROPERTY OF THE IROQUOIS STL'D.

Bay colt, by imp. King Galop—Insignia, by Waverly ; C. Little-

field, Jr Sl,600

Chestnut colt, by Chance— Rose, by Falsetto; J. H. McCormick 5U0

Bay colt, by imp. KiDg Galop-Annie L., by imp. Athlete;

Nathan Straus 300

Chestnut colt, by Chance—Outscramble, by Outcast ; J. H. Ale-

Cormick .,..,...........•..- ....... ........ .......... o§o

Brown colt, by imp King Galon—imp. Playingfields, by Ad-
venturer ; T. Jackson 3,300

Brown colt by Chance—Mon Droit, by Falsetto
; J. M. Jetlcolt 7o0

Chestnat c'olt, by Chance—Vieita, by imp. Kyrle Daly; J. H.

McCormick 550

Bay colt, by Algerine—imp. Clover, by Macaroni; Ed Kelly 826

Bay colt, by Chance—Perfecto, by Duke of Magenta ; Burridge

Brown colt, by Vocalic—Lisbona. by Lisbon; N. V. Newton
Brown or black colt, by Vocalic—Reclamation, by Outcast

;

Edmonson
Bay tilly by imp. King Galop— Linda Payne, by Bertram

;

Boyle* Littlefieid

Brown filly, by imp. King Galop—Fuchsia, by Gilroy ; J. A.

Grey
Bay riliy.by imp. King Galop—Locust Bloom, by Tom Bowling;

Boyle ft Littlefieid

Bay filly! by imp. King Galop—War Mantle, by St. Martin
; J.

H. McCormick
Brown tilly, by Chance—Brooklet, by imp. Billet; A.J. Har-

Browi. fillv bv Vocalic—Salatai 1 y kin , Alf -»:,
;

I MH-il
Chestnut filly, by imp. Kantaka—Monopoly, by War Dance : J,

WJUon.... •• 200

Bay fAy, by Chance— Modesta, by Liston ; J. A. Grey 250

Total 19 head .811,800

Average, 1021.

property ov r;ro. it. CLAY.

Brown colt, by imp. King Galop-Ciclly Bowling, by Tom
Bowling. T. Jackson 8 2.000

Bay filly, by imp. King Galop—La Farondelle : Boyle and Lit-

tlefieid 500

Bav ill ly, by imp. King Galop—Baliet, by Planet; W. Sho-

walter 2.000

S4.500

property op P. B. babpbs.

Bay colt, by imp. Rossington—Margery, by Longfellow; Nathan
Straus "°°

350
2oU

100

300

400

900

1,050

100
2UU

Chestnat filly, by imp. Rossington—Secret, by Longfellow; J.
Mackey 600

Bay colt, by Longfellow—Belle Knight, by Knighthood: J. R.
Keene 7,800

Bay filly, by Longfellow—Rena B., by Ten Broeck : A. Block.... 3,500
Bay colt, by imp. RosMUglou—Heck la, by Longfellow ; W. M.

Barrick 1,100
Bay fillv. by Imp. Rossingtoti— Little Diamond, by Longfellow;

A. Block 400
Bay filly, by J i Is Johnson— Via, by Vagabond: Nathan Straus .. 500
Gray colt, by imp. Rossington-sallie Byrnes, bv Longfellow;

J. Hunter 650
Chestnut filly, bv Jils Johnston—Miss Helen, bv Endorser ; A.

Block 250
Bav colt, by Jtls Johnson—Neeey Hale, by Lexington; H. K.

Viugut 400
Bay fills', bv imp. Bossington—Bettle Waddell, bv Longfellow;

J. McRecd .'. 175

Total, 11 head 816,075

PROPERTY of sundry owners.
Bay fillv, by imp. Rossington-Mary Owsley, by Longfellow; J.

A. &A. H, Moiris 1,000
Bay colt, by Longfellow—Queen Beluga, by Kingfisher; P.J,

Gilman 2,500
Bay filly, by imp. Rossington— Rosemary, by Lisbon; A. Block.. 250
Brown colt, by Longfellow- -Lady Montrose, bv Springbok or

Duke of Montrose; P.J. Gilman 3,600
Chestnut colt, by imp. Rossington—Lena H.., by Longfellow;

H. K. Vingut 1,000
Bay (illy, by Jils Johnson—Oriana, by Onondugu ; P. J. Gil-

man 200 I

Brown filly, bv Elias Lawrence—Princess Glenn, by imp. Glen-
elg ; P. J. Gilman 200

Bay lilly, by imp. Rossington—Fancy, by Virgil ; H. Stone 5U0 I

Chestnut filly, by imp. Rossiugton—Meta, by Onondaga ; J.

Mackey 650
Bav fillv. by Jils Johnson—Semper Paratus, by Stratford : C.

Hawkins 450 I

Chestnut filly, by imp. Rossington—Etha, by Eolus ; W. Sbo-
walter 75C

Chestnut filly, by Onondaga—Bandusia, by Bend Or; J. H. Mc-
Cormick 500

Bay fillv. bv Luke Blackburn—Augusta, by imp. King Ban ; C.
B. Hawkins 27 5

Bay colt, by Bishop—Tea Rose, by King Alfonso ; P. Smitts 375
Chestnut colt, by Outcast—Electricity, by imp. Macaroon

;

Nathan Straus 1,000
Bay colt, by Longfellow—Virginia, by Virgie : J. Ruppert, Jr... 1,400
Bay colt, bv Jils Johnson—Sometime, bv Stratford ; J. Neil 1.100

Bay filly, by Longfellow—The Flying Duchess, bv Hindoo 1,800
Bay filly, by Tremont—Helen, by Vauxhall; V. Roller 400
Bay or brown colt, bv Jils Johnson— Trousseau, by imp. Great

Tom: J. Neil 1,100
Bay filly, by imp. Rossington—Lillie Hempstead, by Longfel-

low ; H. Cook 425
Bay filly, bv Bersan—Southern Belle, by Uncle Vic ; J. Mc-

Breen 350
Bay filly, by George Kinney—Longmate, by Longfellow ; C.

Oss 600
Chestnut filly, by Linden—Ethel, by Springbok; C. B. Hawkins 225

Total of sundry lot, twenty-four head $20,650
Grand total, fifty-seven head 53,025
Grand average, S930.

Chestnut tilly. by Arisiides—Densle Wall ; R. Sanders. Nash-
ville 160

Bav tilly, by Arisiides—Laura E.; M. P. Bellow, Owein-boro,
' Kv 310

Bay Ally, bv Artstides— Mina-ii- K ,
i: Banders 250

Brown filly, by Aristldes—Brigand Belle ; ft. Sanders 150

PROPHETS OPT, 1!. ANUK. P. WATTS.

Aaron, bg. foaled 1889, bv Voltlgeur—Ate : O. Cunningham,..., 75
M. A. B..ch m. foaled lsyi, by Wauwekus—Alice R.:J. Q.

Drennan 160
Tommle. b c, foah-d 1J*1K). by Voltlgeur—Treasure Trove 55
Wakena, b c, foaled 1890, by Wauwekus—Gertrude ;

K. W.
Mark 75

Violelta, b f, foaled lsyu. by Wauwekus— Bllletta, Jr. M. Mor-
ris 200

Watiila.br c, foaled 1891, by Wauwekus—Billetta, Jr.; G. W.
Covingtou l'-o

Katy Did. b c, foaled 1*91. bv Wauwekus— Little Kate; Al < >rth '
.

*

Alroy. b c, foaled 1S91. by Wauwekus—Alice R.; Fred Bold M0
Veritas, b c. foaled 1891, by Voltiguer—Alfarra ; Geo. Wild 260
Patrician, ch e, foaled 1891, by Wauwekus— Kate Miluer ; L.

Kavanagh ]t">

Cass, b c, foaled 1891, by Charlie Cass—Bay Gal ; Fred Bold..., 3G0

PROPERTY OF CHARTER OAK STABLE.

Bay lilly. foaled April 28, 1891, by Faustus ; M. Morris 300

Portland Entries.

"Western Breeders' Sale.

St. Louis, Mo., June 3.—The Western breeders' sale of

yearlings and two-year-olds was held at the Fair Grounds to-

day, and attracted a large crowd of buyers. The sale was con-
ducted by Auctioneer Parmer, of Kashville, Tenn. Many
horsemen from Nashville .Memphis, Cincinnati and Louis-
ville were present, and the bidding was spirited. The prices

generally ruled good for all the stock offered.

Gen. W. H. Jackson, a two-year-old, by Duke of Kent,
dam Gold Bug, was the first animal sold. He was knocked
down to J. J. McCafferty for $3,200. Joseph D. Lucas, of

the Goodwood Stud, disposed of eighteen yearlings for $S,125,

an average of §451.50 a head. A chestnut colt, by Corduroy,
out of Grisette, was bought by Starter James McLaughlin for

§900. Summary of the sale follows

:

PROPERTY OF J. T>. PATTOS—TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Gen. \V. H. Jackson, ch c, by Duke of Kent—Gold Bug ; J. J.

McCafferty 53,200
Miss Florence, b f, by Ten Stone—Bettie Wirt ; Ed Richardson.. 700
Johnny Blakemore, b g, by Freeman—Annie L.; F. Van Ness... 800
Montgomery Cooper, bv Duke of Kent—Gold Flea; Leigh &

Son 600
Geraldine Jones, ch f, by Duke of Kent—Bellona ; J. C. Ghio ... 600
Violet Bellairs, br f. by Duke of Kenr or Ten Stone—Nettie Mar-

tin; StUbbs& Bro 425
Montgomery Park, ch g, by Duke of Kent—Sadie Mack ; W. W.

Wheeler & Co _ 665
Frank Smith, br g. by Duke of Kent—Rosalia ; C. Banks 625
Miss Pearl, b f. by Freeman—Sybil ; Ed Logan 275
Theckla, b f, by Duke of Kent—Mary Bet Chaney, was not

sold, being afflicted with rheumatism.

PROPERTY OF J. D. I.UCAS—YEARLINGS.
Chestnut filly, by imp. Donald A.—Clemmie G.; W. M. Barrow 725
Chestnut colt, by Porter Ashe—Ellen Alice; G. C. Bennett,

Memphis 300
Bay colt, by imp. Donald A.—Mollie Merrill ; G. C. Bennett...- 475
Brown colt, by Spokane—Ouida ; W, J. Smith 275
Brown colt, by Buckmaster—Bessemer; W. G. Cannon, Mem-

phis 700
Chestnut filly, by imp, Donald A.—Caress: G. C. Bennett 425
Brown colt, by Buckmaster—Lady Taylor

; G. C. BenDett 500
Gray filly, by imp. Donald A.—Emma Markham: H. Brown 275
Brown colt, by Buckmaster—Queen Bess ; J. B. Dowling 3U0
Chestnut colt, by Porter Ashe—Grisette ; Starter Jimmy Mc-

Laughlin 900
Chestnut colt, by imp. Donald A.—Breuda ; G. C. Bennett 325
Chestnut colt, by imp. Donald A.—Nyanza ; C. M. Barron 150
Brown colt, by Buckmaster—My May ; J. S. O'Brien, Stillwater,

Minn, 525
Chestnut fillv, by imp. Donald A.—Cousin Kale ; J. C. Ghio 500
Brown fillv, hy Buckmaster—Bertha C; G. C. Bennett _ 525
Brown colt, by Buckmaster—Fast Day ; H. Schelerssln, Bayou

Sara, La 350
Bay fillv, by Lord Coleridge—MIssie Pickwick ; J. J. Tompkins,

Chicago 225
Brown lilly, by Buckmaster—Nettie Hamilton ; C. M. Barrow.. 650

P. HUNT, PROPRIETOR—YEAR-

Bay colt, by Colonel Clark—Delturno; K. B. Thompson 175
Chestnut Ally, by Colonel Clark—Georgia Hunt: J. C. Alexander :no
Chestnut lillv. bv CoN.net ('lurk— Modjuska; T. Hum -100

Bayfillv, bv Colonel Clark -Golden Plover; E. C. Thorman 275
chestnut c«>lt. by Colonel Clark—Lady Longstreet, J, Sullivan... 200
Bay lillv. bv Colonel Clarke—Viatka; k. Y. Mitchell 300
Chestnut tilly. bv Colonel Clark—Aloosa: J. C. Alexander 225
Bay colt, by Colonel Clark—Normandy; H. Brown 175

PROPERTY OP MRS, GEN, R. ROWSTT, CARLWVILLB, ILL.—YEARLINGS.

Bay filly, by King Charlie— Mollie Ward; I>. H. Butler, Topcka,
Kan 225

Chestnut colt, by Kiiivr Charlie—Governess; J. Daly 100
Chestnut lillv, by King Charlie—Belleof Topcka; j. J. Tompkins

Chicago no
Brown colt, by Tremont—Nettle Hinds; William B. West. Mex-

ico. Mo 450
Black lilly. I.y BoUlond— Locket; Win L\ West 450
Chestnotcolt' by Bootblack; Sundown; J. G. Drennan, Taylor-

ville. III 200
Brown fillv. by TenDeaaee—Mary Wyatt; D. Honie 175

Chestnut tilly. by Bootblack—Helen; L- Kavanagh 350
Filly, 2. 07 Tennessee; Infringement; n Bellow 225
Bay colt, by Bootblack—Cousin Etta; crippled, and not sold.

property OP OAKLAND I'AKM, ROBT, S, BROOKINGS, PBOPKTJ ttR -

TWO-YEAR-OLDS.
Bay fiilv. by Aristidea—Brigand Belle; D, Honig 700
Bay colt, by Arisiides— Maggie E.;T. Burn 125

Chestnut filly, by Arables— Brigand Belle; D B. Butler 150
Chestnut lilly, by Arisiides— Lady Tliornc; Hare Bro* 115

YEARLINOS.

Bay colt, by Nathan Frank—Caller Ou
;
\V. O. Parmer...

„

180
Bay filly, by Nathan Frank—Julia B.; K. Sander* 90
Chestnut fillv, by Arlstldes—Frauleln ; J. J. Tompkins 265

Entries for the trotting and pacing stakes in the spring

meeting of the Portland Speed and Trotting Association have
closed. The horses entf red rank among the best in the West,
and the meeting will doubtless be the most successful one
ever held in Portland. The purses otiered aggregate §7,350.

Tbn races will come oft' on the association's new track in

Upper Albina, which was to be completed by the 15th icst.

They will commence on the 24th aDd close on July l&t. The
entries for the running races will close on June loth.

These are the entries for the trotting and running races so

far as heard from, but as horsemen had the privilege of send-
ing their entries by mail up to yesterday, more are likely to

be made

:

FIRST DAY—JUNE 24.

TROTTING AND PACING, 2:24 CLASS—Two-mile dash; purse
$250.—T. P. Judson's blk g Cameo, by Graduate—Bid. Jay Beach's
b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—by Kisber. George Misuer's rn g
Bishop Hero, by Bishop—unknown. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's ch s

Blondie.

TROTTING, 2:29 CLASS-Mile heats, 2 in 3 ; puree S500.-T. W.
Harris' br m Katie Lee. by Rockwood—by Kisber. John Pender's g s

Rustic King, by Rustic—by McClellan. M. F. Morse's blk s Truela-
mont, by Altamont—by Rockwood.;L. P. W. Quimby's b s by Phalla-
mont Boy, by Phalmont—by Pocahontas Boy. T. H. Tongue's br m
Pandora, by Planter—Sallie Burrell. George Misner's b g Frank
O'Neil, by Whippleton—unknown. Jasper Horsington's g g Walter,
by Royal Fearoaught—by Pilot Medium.
PACING, 2:15 CLASS—Mile heats. 2 in 3 ; purse 8500.—W. ,W. D.

Turner's b g Gold Medal, by Nephew Jr.—Peggy Donohoe. J. C.
Mosher's ch g Combination George, sire and dam unknown. L. B.
Lindsey's b s Alexis, by William L.—Sue Stout. Dr. John Reynolds'
b m Minnie K., by Billy Cone—by Tip Cranston.

SECOND DAY, JUNE 27.

TROTTING,2:2S CLASS—1% mile dash.purse S150—William Henrv's
gr g Whatbo, by A. W. Richmond—by Overland. George Misner's b s

T. S. C. by Echo—by Valyron. Joseph Horsington's g g Walter, by
Royal Fearnaugnt—by Pilot Medium
TROTTING, THREE-YEAR-OLDS—Mile heats, 2 in 3, purse $300—

F. W. Bier's b m Athalia.by Altamont—by Almont. L. P. W. Quimby's
blk m Daisy O., by Altamont—by Belle Price. George W Davis' br f
Daisy D., by Oneco—by Woodbury.

TROTTING, 2:50 CLASS—Heats 2 in 3, purse $350—S C. Halbrook's
b m Niece, by Pangloss—Dargin Patchen. R. S. Perkins' br s Charley
P., by Ingraham—Bellfounder Belle. E. House's b m Alta A., by
Altamont—by Autocrat. W. W. D. Turner's rn s Fred Sherman, by
John Sherman—unknown. Dr. William Long's blk s Montana, by
Montana Wilkes—by Delgamo. J. B. Smith's brs Malheur, by Alta-
mont—Belle Price. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's br s Hamrock—un-
known. Kenwood Stablets b s Cazneo. by Altamont—by Almont
Rattler. George Misner's Seven Oaks—unknown.

THIRD DAY, .TONE 28.

TROTTING, 2:2? CLASS—1 1-16 mile dash. purse$150—C.iW. Hawk's
b m Belle S., by Rockwood—unknown. W D. Council's br m Flora
T,. by Adirondack—Edna J. Farley &. Mack's gr m Anita, by Rock-
wood Jr.—by Vermont. Oscar Mills' blk s Tybalt, by Altamont—
Nellie Kakler.

TROTTING AND PACING, FREE FOR ALL—lj-^ mile dash, purse
$400—W. W. D. Turner's sd g C. W. G-. by Adonis—by St. Clair. L. B.
Lindsey's b s Alexis, by William L.—Sue Stout.

TROTTING. TWO-YEAR-OLDS—Mile heats. 2 in 3, purse 1250—L.
H. Cox's bf Hazel B.. by Breastplate—Coma Abdallab. J. W. Tilden's
grmEllaT., by Altamont—Daisy Dean. J. C. Mosher's blk f Ad
Alene, by Coeur d'Alene—Lakeland Queen.

TROTTING, 2:24 CLASS—Heats. 3 in 5, purse $500—George Pender's
grs Rustic King, by Rustic—by McClenan. I. W. Anderson's bm
Ladv Mac, by Lemont—by Codocil. Jay Beach's b m Pearl Fisher,

by Altamont—by Kisber. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's ch s Blondie.
pedigree not given. George Misner's rn g Bishop Hero, by Hero
Bishop—unknown.

FOURTH DAY, JUNE 29TH.

TROTTING. 2:40 CLASS—2 in 3. purse S350—John Pendre's ch m
Doncaster—by McCIellan. E. House's b m Alta A., by Altamont—by
Autocrat. I.W.Anderson's s m Delia A., by Metropolitan— Nellie
Russell. AI. Thomas' b g Royal Kisber. by Kisber. dam unknown.
Dr. Wm. Long's blk s Montana, by Montana Wilkes—by Delgamo.
J. B. Smilh's brs Malheur, by Altamont— Belle Price. F. N. Derby's
s s Golden Wilkes, by Judge Kyle—unknown. J. C. Slaglc's b g Jack
the Ripper, by Roscoe—by Scamperdown. J. R. Sawyer's ch s De
Soto, by Ranchero—by Son of Ham. 10. Witch lHazel .Stock Farm's
br g Hamrock, pedigree not given.

PACING. 2:35 CLASS—2 in 3. purse $350—Jno. Pender's ch s Grace-
ful George, by Alcona Jr.—by Washington. Dr Wm. Long's ch g
Glasco. by Monday Wilkes—by Delgamo. J. E. KirkUnd'^ br m Lit-

tle Maid, bv Rockwood—by Pocahontas. W. W. MrCuire's blk m
Bonnie Belle, by Altamont—by Kitty Kirby. Sam Pasto's br g Dock
Sperrv, by Adironibtck—by Rockwood. G. W. Gill's 3 g Rocket—un-
known. J. T. Wilkins' b s Rosemont, by Belmont—by Sirntliniore.

W. F. Ryder's brm Innocencia, by Bayonnc Prince—by Blue Belle.

TROTTING, 2:20 CLASS- 2 in B, purse $600 -Chas. Wood's bm
Cauemah, by Altamont- by Almont.

Kimi DAY, JUNE 30.

PACING, 2:25 CLASS—2 in 3, purse $350—John Pender's ch l Grace-
ful George, by Alcona Jr.—dam by ffanblngton, W, H Morris' bg
St. James, slrv and dtini unknown. Dr. William Loin,-'- < 1;

by Montana Wilkes—by liclgama. T. 1' JutUoo'fl bl gOtmeo, by
Graduate—Bid, James T. Williams 1

t> » Kithm.ihI. i

Strathmore. G. W, Gill's s g Rocket, pedigree not given. Barrow
Bros.' blk s Del Norte, byAJtamonl Pei 'rah. Bun 'nMo'i.br g
Dock Sperry. by Aitamont—by Kitty Kisber,

PACING. TWOYBAB*OLDb.—Heats. 2 in 8; pnrse. TKM.—John
Parker's blk f Altawood, by AlUtmont— I lolly wim»I. J. W. Tlld
Primrose, by aitamont -unknown. Keow 1 Stable*' b 1 Addle K..

by Adirondack— by
ii:- >i PJNG, 2:27 CLASS- Beats. 2 In

ch m Idnii. by Doncaster—by mcCiellan Wllllai

Wbatho, i.\ a w RJehi 1 by 'iv.Ti.m.i. y \\
. I

ilium, by Altamont—by Almont. M P Home's blk s Truemont. by
Ahamont—by Rockwood 1 i'- W. Qulmbj - bi Pballamonl Boy by
Phalmoiii

I
ntas Hoy. T, II. TongUB'a b in Pandora, by

Planter— Sallie Burrell.

BDtTH DAY—JULY 1.

TROTTING, 2,33 CLASS Seal [win HS0.-C W Hawk's
b m Bulk- S., by Rockw I—unknown King, by
Rustic—bv ucClellan. Dan Jackson's blk 1 Barry Yonng, by Jo.-

Young—bv Blaok Bawk. I. W. Andei iiiiHiigbt

—by Bcllu'wur.icv. W. D. CoddqU's bi Adirondack
by Bdna J. Barley & Muck-' gr m Anita, by Rock*
mont, l * or Wilfi 'blks Tybalt, by Altamonl by Nellie Kakler, J,

ch ? !>' Solo, by Kanohero—by wm Of Iliwnhlclontan 10.

TROTTING. PREaVFOR-ALL—Heata, l In 8; pone 1700
Wood's b m Canctniiii. by Altamonl bj Almonl P. J. Ma!in'*br»
Altao, byAltamont—by PalbflDdcr, -Portland Oregontan,

Ripans Tabules euro scrofula.
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JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

HORSE BREEDING FARMS OF CALIFORNIA
OAKWOOD park stock farm.

The ranches of California which are used for the breeding,

rearing and training of fine horses are,without doubt, superior

in many respects to those of any other section of the world.

That is the expressed opinion of men who have visited all

countries, and who are familiar with the prominent farms at

home and abroad. But with few exceptions the encomiums

have been restricted to the horses, and the notabilities of turf

and track been the chief subjects of portrayal. After them

the stables and fields, and paddocks, kindergartens, and ad-

juncts of breeding and training presented with minute accu-

racy.

No matter if there were repetitions and reproductions of

words and phrases which are found in horsey vocabulary,

and none too plentiful to avoid the same worn-out term, there

was a pressing Decessily to go over and over the descriptions

of stallions, of broodmares and foals, of the animals in train-

ing, etc., etc., in order to place a satisfactory picture before

owners and readers. In following this well-trodden path,

however, it strikes me that one of the most important feat-

ures of breeding racehorses and trotters, and the life which
is intimately blended with their production has been, in the

main, omitted. That is the homes of those Jwho are con-

nected with the pursuit, especially that class which has en-

gaged in it from the pleasure afforded. In the production of

trotters quite a percentage of the large breeders have become
interested from the fascination there is in creating, as it may
be termed, a type of animals of superior speed and beauty.

Wealthy men and with families accustomed to the luxuries of

life, and, as a rule, keenly sensitives to the enjoyment which
life affords. Not merely sensual life, but that in which
animal and mental are in harmony, in which soul aud body
are educated to a high plane, which demand gratifications

of a high order. Those of the palate must not be ignored
;

those of the brain duly provided for, or the foadly anticipated

pleasures will not be forthcoming.

So far as my experience extends there is no part of Amer-
ica, at least, which can compare with California in attractive

country residences, or it will, perhaps, be better to state where
situations can be obtained which are so admirably fitted for

rearing fast horses, and at the same time present such varied
attractions for the horses of the class alluded to in '.he above
lines. I have seen many of them between the valley of the
San Gabriel and towards the head waters of the Sacramento,
from the Pacific Ocean to the Eastern slope of the Sierra
Nevada, and not a single place that does not present attractive

features, some of them in with such a profusion of desirable
"points" that it would appear extremely troublesome to

imagine better. It is far from my intention, however, to in-

stitute comparisons, and to give one a decided preference,
something which candor would not sanction. The purpose
of this article is to give a slight sketch of a place which I

visited, for the first time, on Saturday last, and that is some-
what remarkable, inasmuch as for the past sixteen years I
have been anxious to make the trip, and it was no further
away than just beyond the Contra Costa range, and on the
southern base of Mount Diablo. Every time when returning
from the Bay District course and the double peaks of the
mountain came into view the promise was mentally repeated
that the very first leisure should be employed in making the
journey that was anticipated with so much pleasure. It is

not necessary to rehearse the many breaks made in the con-
templated visit, and to commence without further circum-
locution. Mr. A. H. Cohen, of Fruitvale, drove down to my
place from which we started at 1:20 p. St., on a beautiful
afternoon, the objective point being Oakwood Park Stock
Farm. Just u the rig " for a trip of that kind, a good pair of
horses and a light, uncovered roadwagon, roomy and com-
fortable, and best of all offering no obstructions to a range of
vision on every side. From the start a rising grade, up Tele-
graph avenue, on a gentle slope to the opening of the gorge
at the foot of the canyon, and with steeper gradients up, up
until the summit is gained. Attractive if somewhat steep, a

,

dense growth of shrubbery, with glimpses of a tiny brooklet i

laving the roots and then a grand view, westward the ocean,
bay, the mountains on the Marin peninsula, to the i

eastward the summits of Mount Diablo over the
tops of those which would rank as high mountains in any of
the Middle States of the Union. Right merrily the horses
trot adown the grade, round bare and shrub covered points
with plenty of the yellow poppies, and blue and crimson blos-
soms, and then the creek leaping over bowlders and among
alders and vines, and eddies and pools where speckled trout
are lurking, and where there is a strong temptation to lie in
the Bhade and listen to the aqueous notes tinkling tales of the
past "in this leafy month of June." Few more obstacles to
hinder a rapid round trot between the smaller valleys which
border the creeks, and then there is a fine graveled drive
through the pretty little town of Walnut Creek, and we turn
to the left and in a few minutes the Western boundary of
the rancho is past. Close to the track, one mile in circuit,
and like a majority of California race courses constructed after
the best " regulation" pattern, and kept in tip-top condition.
Too late for this day to see the horses at exercise, and with-
out a stop we pass the boxes in which the flyers are domiciled,
and a short distance beyond the drive leads through the
grounds which suggested the naming of the place. I had
heard this described as a valley and in one sense that was ap-
propriate. Bounded by hills on either side, a cross-section of
the interval would be nearly level, longitudinally there is

quite a slope, enough to give perfect drainage, not a rood
where there ii depression enough for water to lie in the rainy
season, and yet so easy of ascent that the grade is scarcely no-
ticed. "Grand old Oaks" in profusion, the deciduous va-
rieties predominating, though occasionally mammoth live
oaks, the foliage no heavy that only the lower portion of the
branches can be seen, the deep green of the leaves with
enameled surfaces making a crown of beauty. Among them
fruit trees in plenty, pears, apricots, etc., and then rows of
olive trees and almonds, trees twenty inches in diameter and
cultivated shrubbery as we approach the house and parterres
of flowers, and vines, and the^rich soil brought to such perfect
tilth, and cultivated with so much care, that the chocolate

and umber-colored surface was in perfect keeping with the
luxuriant growth on every side. The absence of

grass an the lawn struck me at first

as being a singular luck, which, to perfect the loveliness and
make it complete was surely an omission to be regretted, but
the explanation changed my views. In the long, dry months
of a California summer so great a quantity of water was re-

quired to keep the herbage green that there was a constant
exhalation under the sunbeams, and that malaria and rheu-
matic affections a sequence that could not be avoided. Habit,
and the songs which have been sung and the poems recited in
which the green, grass-covered glade, and daisies, and tripping

milkmaids, and the thoroughbred mare and her foal, house-
hold pets privileged to feed in the lawn and come for lumps
of sugar from fair hands, made pretty pictures, but when the
companion piece was a chill, or a twinge of ,the muscles, and
then an acute dart of agony from nerve ends to nerve centers,

and sciatica and loss of appetite, the chocolate and umber,
and even the darker shades when there is a mixture of adobe
in the soil, must be placed above the green, and there is an
appropriateness which a fair understanding of the subject will

bring sufficient appreciation. Were there clods and weeds,
and an absence of careful cultivatiou, amends would not be
made for the ruthless breaking up of the grass which Mr.

|
Boyd insisted upon, but horticulturist and floriculturist would

; look at the change with hearty approval, and even the most
j
devoted disciple of a Downing, an Olmstead or any other of

. the high priests of aesthetics, become reconciled to the change.
Less than three hours from the bay to the house stables,

and, by the way, that essential part of a country residence is

just what it should be for a large establishment of which it

i is a part—boxes, open stalls, plenty of carriage room, closets,

storage for hay and grain, sleeping rooms, etc.—well-planned
in the whole and in detail, a handsome structure in every

j
respect, showing that the head of the horse, which is above
the carriage way, has a wall e> e. Fairly carved, however,
but there is a grotesque leer at one from that orbit which has

1 not a parallel in the 250 pair which are taking in the beau-
i ties of the scenery in adjoining fields and paddocks.

The team housed aud there is a better opportunity for ob-
servation. Driving past the house and grounds I was im-
pressed with the fitness of the whole, a closer inspection adds
to the appreciation. A large house and yet evidently none
too large for family and visitors and the necessary force of
servants. A handsome house with just ornamentation enough
to give it effect, square and commodious, heavily corniced
and with generous-sized windows, but without these fripperies

which so oftentimes disfigure country houses as well as those
which rule in suburban places.

The stories are high with wide verandas on three sides.

On one side of the main entrance an immense mass of passion
flowers draping the veranda from ground up, on the other a
wistaria of like proportion, both so thrifty that leaves and
bloom make a perfect whole. This is the southern exposure.
On the east and west there are openings in the vine-clad
trellis, the view from the west being a lovely picture of
sylvan beauty. The grand oaks, some of which support a
growth of ivy, hanging in festoons from every branch, mistle-

toes pendant from others, and evergreens and shrubbery, and
flowers and vistas between the trees through which fall the
rays of the setting sun, and away off the golden haze which
one knows rests on the far away ocean and through that,

as the sun sinks, there is brilliant pathway and for the nonce
you are a fire worshipper and offer adorations to the great
Father of Light and Life.

A hammock is swung under the canopy of the passion flower,

and when the sun god is somewhat too fervent in his embrace,
when his beams are unrestricted, in that the siesta is almost
too sybaritic. Then there are easy chairs and sofas in that
wide veranda, and in the evening in the gloaming to lounge
there and smoke and listen to the vesper songs of the birds,

and note the shadows falling heavier and thicker, and then
the cheery flashes through the windows and the happy, though
sad, feelings which retrospection awakens, give way to the
charm of music and song, the gay companions in hall and
parlor, the merry peals of laughter, jest and repartee without
the "sermons and sodawater" which are sure to follow a night
of even mild dissipation in urban circles.

This is no fancy sketch of life at Oakwood Park, and though
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd are so peculiarly well-fitted for host and
hostess of one of the large horse-breeding ranchos of our
glorious State, with like environments there will be similarity

of enjoyments and similarityin capacity of making others enjoy
themselves. But this is a break in my intended narrative, or
rather description, of a place which Nature has so bountifully
endowed and which large expenditure nas done so much to

perfect. It was planned on an original scale ; it was laid eut
for the purpose of gratifying tastes which required a very
large outlay of money to consummate the idea, and by gentle-

men of wealth who had abundance of means to ensure com-
pletion. A far larger expenditure than would really be nec-
essary to equip a farm for horse and cattle-breeding and
training horses ; far larger than would be required to make a

country residence attractive to people however wealthy ; in

fact, the natural advantages are so great that moderate outlay
would result in giving a more desirable place than could be
obtained where scenery, soil and climate were not so favor-

able. And yet large as the sums expended " figure up" to

one who had the means and like tastes to gratify, there is a
good return. The house and grounds could not be retrenched
without encroaching on the desirability, and the investment
which appears to be the most out of the way is that which
was needed to erect a laige building which has inappropri-
ately been termed " the club-house." Pleasure-house for guests
and family will give a better idea for the purpose it was built

to serve.

There is a stream a few yards from the rear of the house
and which adds greatly to the beauty of the place. Some of
the largest of the oaks and other trees grow upon its banks,
and such a luxuriance of shrubbery that is almost bewildering.
Rustic bridges span it in several places and on a rounded hill

just above the creek the building is erected. A very large
building with still wider verandas than those of the house, the
interior being an assembly room of large dimensions which
is lighted from above, surrounded by bedrooms, bathrooms and
closets. <>n a lower floor are ten-pin alleys, the whole being
of pleasing design and admirably constructed. There is a
still grander view from the veranda on the west side of this

building owing to the higher elevation. All of the lower
portion of the valley is in sight, and the rounded hills con-
tiguous to the pleasure-house are planted to fruit and olive
trees with the same high cultivation which characterizes the
plats nearer the dwelling. A rich, dark soil, and it goes with-
out saying that ere many years there will be a good return
for the outlaw

On the same side of the creek and embowered among the

I

trees is a laundry, extensive enough to do the work of a large

! hotel, and at the time of our visit, a Chinaman finishing

|
a big pile of linen, white and crisp as if bleached on gowans.

j

A dairy house not far away, everything tidy, neatness prevail-

I ing everywhere.
Although retiring later than my usual custom the intention

j

was to be up betimes, bnt I had mistaken the influence, Som-
n'js reigned supreme, and though it could not be termed

"A pleasing land of drowsy-heat it was,
Or dreams that wave upon the half-shut eye,
And of gay castles in theclonds that pass,
Forever flushing round a summer sky."

The sound of the puff of the engine and the clang of the
bell on the Berkeley train did not awaken one, and if vigilant

chanticleer was keeping watch and word he was too far away
for his shrill summons to elicit a response. Half-past seven,

an hour and a half later than my usual breakfast, and regrets

at my indolence, as I perambulated under the oaks, were
keener at the loss of ninety minutes at this most enjoyable
portion of the day. A call on Superintendent Wiley at the
office, and an item of information from him made me resolve
that no late-rising should occur on future visits to Oakwood
Park. That was where breakfast could be obtained any time
after 5:15 A. at., and the place was as neat and attractive as a
private room at Marchand's. Mr. Lafferty gets his breakfast
there so that he reaches the track in the early morning.
Breakfast with the family was a pleasant meal, but then again
the early dejuenei and one later on comes within the range
of a hearty appetite, and that is what life with the horses is

sure to engender.
A look at the stallions in the big stable, which is built after

nearly the same plan as that near the house, though Steinway
has quarters by himself, consisting of a paddock containing
several acres, and a roomy box which admits him whenever
inclined, and better quarters it would be hard to furnish. He
is looking as well as it is possible for a horse of seventeen
years to be ; in fact, a stranger would not call him more than
ten, without he got a clew from his teeth, and to do that an
expert knowledge would be required. Prince Red, the latest

addition to the Oakwood stallions, is a magnificent brown
hor»e, and being by Bed. Wilkes, from a Mambrino Patchen
mare, his breeding is of the gilt-edged order. Derby, how-
ever, is my especial favorite, and his clear-cut, intelligent

head, powerful development of muscle and general quality
would please anyone who was not ultra-hypercritical.

The broodmares, colts and foals range in the fields that lie

east of the farm-buildings and the hills on either side of the
slope. They are a superior lot in every respect and in admir-
able condition. Not one which I saw that was thin in flesh,

and the foals, from the youngest up, healthy and so full of
life that the large fields were none too large for a playground.
But as the greatest interest centered in the place, the only
notes taken of the animals were those which memory has pre-

served, and though distinct as to many of those notabilities,

will be kept for future reference.

As stated before, the general configuration is a gentle slope
between ranges of hills, the five thousand acres embracing
some rolling ground. The valley, as it has been termed,
widens as we approach the east, and on the further boundary
there is a hiil which separates it from one which slopes in a
contrary direction. There are lateral valleys, one which is

projected to the north being one of the most beautiful feat-

ures. From its borders Mount Diablo ascends, forming the
background of the picture, and though the summit is hidden
the massive buttresses rise in grand proportions. Some of
them are covered with a dense growth of chapparal of a dark
green and above that the yellow herbage, the warmer tint

making a pleasing contrast. There are glens and ravines and
crags, and above all the clear blue sky, with an occasional
fleecy cloud resting on the mountain side. There are groups
of trie large trees in the valleys and clumps of smaller growth,
the most conspicuous at this season of the year being the
buckeye, with its full, rounded crown and the profusion of
white blossoms on their cone-like support. The most skilled

landscape gardener would fail in producing as happy an
effect as the good Mother shows in her work, though
she has scattered her favors so lavishly here that on every
side there is enough to elicit admiration. Oakwood has
absorbed several farms, and while constituting such a grand
whole, there is a feeling of commiseration for those who
failed to retain the homes which must have been dear to

them.
On the side of the mountain a dam has been built across a

ravine and there is a pretty little loch, as a Scotchman would
call it, shimmering in the sunlight. Water as clear as that

of a mountain stream, and it could not be otherwise as there
is no possible chance for contamination, with bath house and
boats and a myriad of young black bass, which in a couple of

years will give sport for fishermen, and the lake is at such
an elevation that there is a pressure of eighty pounds to the
inch at the buildings. Miles and miles of piping, not a field,

paddock or stable without a full supply, and a surplus for ir-

rigating a field of alfalfa which furnishes lots of green feed

for mares and foals, and until the corn blades come into use
is a handy aperient for the horses in training.

The track is about three-quarters of a mile from the house,

and as $15,000 was expended in the grading, and duecare
taken that the adj uncts should be first class, that essential part

of a breeding and training farm is in keeping. I saw the

horses in repose as the work had been concluded on Saturday
before arriving, and Sunday is a day of rest. They are
looking remarkably well, however, and though the owner
and trainer are not given to rosy predictions, it is nearly cer-

tain that there will be some prominent performers during the
grand circuit credited to Oakwood. Wood looks so much
improved from last year that it is not a token ofover-san-

guineness to say that he has a good show to capture the pac-

ing championship ere the season of 1S93 comes to a close.

The youngsters are a fine-looking lot, and judging from the

satisfied look that the trainer and
__
grooms displayed when

some of them were led from their stalls, there is lots of speed
among them and not latent at that.

From this imperfect sketch it will be apparent that Oak-
wood is a very desirable country residence, and that people
who could not enjoy life there are sadly deficient in their

capacity for enjoyment. Without the horses there is no lack

of opportunity for recreation, but to anyone who has the least

fancy for fast and fine horses, and other live stock, the pleas-

ures are greatly enhanced. A constant source of pleasure

from watching the foals in their gambols to the flights of
speed upon the track.

Then the " handiness " of the place. Three hours' drive
from Oakland, less than that by rail and ferry to San Fran-
cisco, the railway station within easy reach, the pleasures of

city and country life can be combined, heightening both.
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Mr. Coben drove over a different route on the return
journey, and the interest was increased. The return was by
way of Walnut Creek, following the course of the stream for

many miles. Sylvan scenery of the highest type, many of

the views being perfect pictures of wood, coppice, stream and
flowers.

Up Redwood Canyon with nooks and glens, and dells

which would delight an artist, and then when the summit
was reached, the very top of this portion of the Contra Costa
range, a view which would well repay a long, long journey
to witness.

I have promised myself a jaunt to the very top of Mount
Diablo if the time can possibly Jbe taken during this or the

next month. Then I will see more of the horses and be en-

abled to tell what the horses of this grand rancho is like, and
guess, perhaps, at their future.

One important feature has been neglected in the above
sketch. That is the climate, and forming an estimate on what
I have heard, and the part of two days when there, that is as

desirable as the most exacting could wish. Certainly there

could not be finer than during my visit.
#

* *
" Trot Faster Than Run."—From what I learn from

other papers some one connected with The American Trotter

has raised a huge tumult [by declaring that a horse cannot

trot faster than it can run. At least three editors have taken

him to task, and one correspondent of the paper in which the

offence was committed, outdoes them all by testifying that

he drove a horse which could trot faster than he could run,

and also writes : "I have driven him with a thoroughbred

running-horse following, and the driver of the runner laying

the whip on at every bound. I could leave him fifty yards
behind going a quarter of a mile." He also adds "He will

either run away at a trot or break everything to pieces." That
may all be though it only proves that the " thoroughbred
running-horse " was the sorriest sort of a jade, not as fast as

a Texas steer. I should by all means let him run away at

the trot and be pleased to indulge him so long as he could go
as fast as the correspondent intimates.

That any sound horse which can trot fast enough to trot a
mile in 2:30 or better, can be made to run faster than it can

trot, is so well established in my mind that if any one can
bring such a specimen of equine singularity here I will enter

into " good and sufficient bonds" to pay him well for the

trouble and expense of the journey, and a good bonus besides.

Or if he is speculatively inclined X will wager two thousand

to one thousand dollars or in that ratio up to five thousand
dollars, that no sound horse capable of trotting a mile in 2:30

or better, can be produced here which can trot one-quarter of a

mile in taster time than he can be made to run the same dis-

tance. These proffers are not made 'in the way of argument
but as a token of my faith in the soundness of the position

which The American Trotter man has taken.

Any one who will analyze the fast trotting stride, and com-
pare that with the flying gallop, cannot fail to discover that

the most faultless trotting action is inferior when the object

is to attain the highest rate of speed that the same horse can
accomplish. It is not likely that Nancy Hanks can approach
the rate of a fast galloper if trained at a gallop, though that

she could knock ofl several soconds from her best trotting

mark, for even so short a distance as a quarter of a mile, if

put to the test, is reasonably certain.

Apropos of running away at a trot. A man was working for

me who had groomed andjogged horses foryears,but had never
driven at a fast pace. He was driving in company with my-
self, the horses going about a 2:30 gait when he called for me
to pull up. Thinking that something about the harness or

sulky had broken, his request was complied with when in an-

swer to the enquiry, what was wrong? he answered :
" Tom

was running away." He had not made a break but the speed,

and the vehicles in close proximity, had rattled him so badly

that he was completely demoralized.
*

* *

A Grand Circuit in Fact.—Never before in the trotting

history of California has there been such a chance for light

harness horses as there will be the present season. From

July [22d to October 7th the time is taken up without a

missing week, and for quite a portion of this time there will

be duplicate meetings, but at such distances apart that no in-

jury will result from the clash. Liberal purses, too, and low

rates of entrance in comparison with what has formerly ruled,

and a liberal classification enabling horses of nearly every

grade to participate.

There is also a prospect that there will be a cutting down
of the number of 3 in 5 races and replacing them with 2 in 3

and dashes.

Among other causes for gratification is the adoption of a

resolution by the Board of Directors of the San Joaquin As-
sociation that there should be no more tilts against time on

that celebrated track, and were a similar law passed by all

of the associations California would have the honor of being

the first State to throw off that incubus on genuine trotting.

There is still another point which will insure to the benefit

of all, that being arranging the days of trotting so that there

will be ample time between like classes. For instance, the

2:20 class will be trotted on the same days of the week at all

of the places or when impracticable to have it absolutely on

the game day it will be placed as closely thereto as is per-

missible.

One meeting may commence on Monday and another on

Tutsday so that there can only be an approximation to the

exact time, but whenever practicable a week will intervene.

Trotting sports are fewer, being moribund on the Pacific

Coast in this year of our Lord 1803, and as there is a good

prospect of the evils, which now threaten all kinds of sport,

being corrected, there are ample grounds to sustain the pre-

diction that trotters and pacers will gain in popular favor

hereafter.
*

* #

Good Starting.—Every candid person who has paid close

attention to the starting at the two last meetings of the Breed-

ers' Association must^admit thaHt was far superior to that

which usually prevails, and that Captain Harris is worthy of

a great deal of credit for the skill he displayed.

A suggestion from H. D. McKinney, of Janesville, Wis., is

well worthy of consideration in connection with this subject;

that being, that the po'e horse, when selected for the others

to "score by," should take the outside of the track when
returning after a false start, and that the others keep the same

relative positions as they will hold when started. The driver
of the pole horse shall turn from the outside in, followed by
as many as can secure this position without interference. In
a large field those which were jogging back on the inside

could turn to the left, something after the same way in which
a military evolution is effected, and by regularity of move-
ment—imperatively demanded by the judges and infringe-

ments punished—the random turning would be done away
with and system in place of bap-hazard prevail.

It will be seen at a glance that if a more rigid plan is ob-

served that now obtains regarding marshaling trotters pre-

paratory to a start, one of the greatest drawbacks to prompt
starting will be obviated. Mambrino'? idea is a good one,

and if no more is affected at present than stimulating discus-

sion, that will be a step forwards.
*

* *
Three Per Cent. Entrance.—It may have been some-

what premature for the P. C T. H. B. A. to mark the en-

trance fee at three per cent, on the purse, and the compro-

mise to five per cent, judicious. Especially when that was
adopted by the others associations, and owners have gained
an important point in obtaining that much relief. And yet

there is nearly a certainty that Time will bring further con-
cessions and with an increase of popular support the burden
upon owners will be further reduced.

*
* *

"Hot Blood" and Controlling the Sex.—Some time

ago there appeared a paragraph in a turf paper that little

was heard nowadays of near thoroughbred blood in fast trot-

ters and " controlling the sex." It was a queer combination

and probably originated in the mind of one who is dis-

gruntled that notwithstanding the obstinately made predic-

tions that near crosses of hot blood would eradicate the

trotting tendencies of those which had a flow of cold blood,

every year is adding to the number with the infusion which
can trot and trot fast, so that there is no longer necessity for

advancing arguments further than quotations from Register
and Year Book. As to controlling sex anyone who had a

fair knowledge of the laws of reproduction and familiar with
the principles which lead to conception are well aware that

fixing the sex of the future foal bv human agency is an im-
possibility. There is little doubt that the sex is already es-

tablished in the spermatozoa or ova, probably in the sperma-
zotoa. A large number of these are injected at one service

and that which vivifies the egg may be of either sex.

Experiments demonstrate the value of thoroughbred blood
in fast trotters; there is no way of carrying the other through
a tentative stage. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Two-Year-Old Performers of 1892.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.]

IP TWO OR MORE TWO-YEAR-OLD 2 30 PERFORMERS.

Record. Sire.NAml.

Bell Bird..

Athena „„
Lorancer
Elwlna
Lent
Klmu Snntag
Sable Dale
oro Wilkes
Beverly
Daghestan
Sweetwater
Faika
RoweDa
Bounibel
Lynwood
Lesa Wilkes
Marie Ansel
Amelia
Lou

,

Cora
Bobadil
Magdalene
Elloree
Axle
Margrave
Baron Rogers
The Conqueror...
Guilford Dudley..
Silver Ore
Bessie Belle
Lulu Wilkes
Helen Leyburn...

J -">

--•
-::.,',

Jen Benton
" " fledroont
It II Express (thori

Wild Idle, ithon228
2rJ9 II Toronto Sontag
2:1S"4 Sable Wilkes Nutwood
2:21^ .. .t Director
2:30 " " Artburton
225JJ StambouL. Electioneer
2:2.'. .< ii Electioneer
238 ii ii Nephew
2:17 Azrooor Wood burn (thon
2 Jl\ Sen Benton
230J5
2:2<%

Guy Wilkes
Arthurton

2:25

2:26>£ " General Benton
2:27 Ira
2:2-'

. Hambletonlanm Champ Ferguson
Hailstorm

226|2
2:2i',Vi

Axtell Robt. McGregor
Adrian Wilkea

2.19J4 Baron Wilkes _ Happv Medium
2:27 ii Ashland Chief
2:26 Egotist _ Harold
2:30 Belmont
2-29 St. Bel Messenger Chief

Belmont (thor)2:29M
2:26!^
2:2'..'

<

Harold
" Star Almont

SIRES OF ONE TWO-YEAR-OLD 2:30 l'ERFORMER.

Jottings From San Luis Obispo.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

San Luis Obispo, June 13.—Boreas has been exercising

Ms lungs of late in this part of the world, and most par-

ticularly on the track, so that the youngsters have had a hard

time to beat up against him, in spite of this, however, good

progress is made, and when the Southern Pacific, now close

at hand, runs into town we ought to have many a good one to

ship up to try their lnck through the Grand circuit.

The Vachell Bros, are working a few good colts and
amongst others a black two-year-old filly by Steinway, dam
by Guy Wilkes ;

second dam Alia, by Almont which shows a
world of speed. Their two-year-olds and yearlings are also

moving and looking well, possessing as a rule, that fast low
gait forward, characteristic of a racing sire. Amongst their

alfalfa pastures are colts at play which would be an honor to

any farm. These gentlemen are caring for an embryo trot-

ter by Acrobat, dam by Chas. Derby ; second dam Ramona,
by Anteeo, which they prpdict will some day lower the

laurels of his famous uncle, \V. Wood.
It certainly appears that the San Luis horsemen are be-

ginning to take an intelligent view in regard to the breeding
proposition; they are leaving the beaten track which tends

more and more to close inbreeding, and are harking back to

the old fountain head cf trotting speed, the hackney crossed

with pacing and thoroughbred blood. The Pioneer Horse
Company has been standing this season their imported hack-
ney stallion Lord Mowbray, whose potent blood will endow
many a future trotter with action, bone and iron feet, the

essentials of a good campaigner.

K. E. Tolle means to be well up with the times, and has

shod his mare Bijou with aluminum shoes; it will be interest-

ing to note how this metal will stand the wear and tear of a

hard and fast track. Perhaps the expense of shoeing an
animal in this manner, may induce his owner to watch his

horses' feet more closely, this will amply compensate him
for the extra cost. Ramona.

Bartlett Springs.

Silicon
Wm. Penn

I Avena
Princess Roval
Adelaide McGregor..

\ Jay Hawker
GeorgieLee

I Eoline
j

Tuscarora
i Merman
j

Oneta
I
Maud Alameda

! Donchka
Elsie Wilkes

I Curio
Wilkes Maid

:
Reita U
Mambrino Swift

1 Luzelle

I

Dobrman
I Ameer
Bedworth
Althaia
Capt. Walbridge
Unkamet
Frisco
Dancourt
Maxie B
Princess Bell
Aaron S-
Alta Reina
Tim Kane
Elfrida
Kratz
Pemoline
Lady Robert
Wistful
Verdi-
Medio
Mary Magdalene
Creel
Madge Wilkes
Geo. Dexter
Major Ross
Alrieh
Happy Glenn

:-.w,
2:19!:,
2:20

2.20J£
2:2iM 4
2:21' 2

2:22',
2:2:1* 9

2:-23J$
2:24
2:24

2:2«tf
2:25

2:25}*

2:2.yJ
2r2oi.;

2:26^
2:27
2:27

2:27
2:27^
2:27',
2:27-'.,

223
2-:lSH
2:29

"

2:29

2:29}£
2:29!4

2.-29J2
2:29^
2:29Vi

2:29K
2:29k
2:29'.;

2:29K
2:29^1
2:29<4

2:29%
2:30

2:30
2:30

Wilton
!

Santa Claus <

Palo Alto-
Chimes.
Bonnie McGregor-
Jay Bird
Gambetta Wilkes..
Anteeo..
Antonio
McEwen
Shadeland Onw'd
Gaviota
Wild Bov
Thorn Wilkes-
Alcantara.
Young Wilkes
Senator UpdegraQ
Elyria
Patron
Abbotsford
Nephew
Wildnut
Altamont
Arsaceo
Lancelot-
Quartermaster
Ambassador
Ashland Wilkea...
Bell Boy
Cala. Lambert
Atto Rex
Judge Trumbull...
Candidate
Cyclone
Jersey Wilkes...
Robert L
Wecgewood
Rumor
Pilot Medium...
Superior-
C. F. Clay
Victor Wilkes...
Dexter Prince...
Anteros
Altus
Cnion Medium

Hambrlno
Dauntless
Gen. Benton
Alcantara
Milwaukee
Grand Sentinel
Nutwood
Stranger
Princeps
Tennessee Wilkes
Enchanter
Cntraced
Pallia
Greenwood
Gen. Washington
Jay Gould
Almont Pilot
Bobby
Overstreet Wilkes
Dexter Bradford
Hambletonian 10
Gen. Benton
Almont
Happy Medium
Belmont
Tippo Saib
Legal Tender Jr.
Untraced
King Rene
Hawthorne
Jim Hawkins
Cmraced

1 Nutwood
Twilight
Nutwood
Aiax 40
Almont Jr.

Gen. Knox
Epicure
Magnet
Harkaway
Daniel Lambert
Kilrush
Bine Bull
A W Richmond
Royal Medinm

To the seeker for health, pleasure or rest the celebrated

Bartlett Springs of Lake County meet all requirements in

every way. Thousands of delicate people have visited these

famous springs and returned fully restored to health. The

mountains and valleys teem with game of every description,

whi'e the mountain streams are unsurpassed as the home for

ppreckled beauties. The pine forests, shady dells and beauti-

ful climate of this place are noted everywhere. The " waters

of life "that issue from the mountain side are superior to

those of the famous springs at Ems, Germany, and as a table

drink they surpass Shaster, Seltzer, Azule, Apollinaris or

the other waters so extensively advertised. Read the ad-

vertisement and send for a circular ; it will give you all the

information you wish about the "greatest health resort in the

world."

David Bonner, one of the deepest thinking men identi-

fied with trotting interests, in a recent interview sizes Dp
matters as follows: "There was a time when I thought mile

heats, three in five, necessary to preserve and develop game-
ness, but now when we have made such progress in breeding,

I believe that the system of trotting should be changed. We
need dashes at various distance**, and mile heats, best two in

three, to hold popular interest and enthusiasm. The agita-

tion of the distance will do good, and it strikes me that the

proposed change to seventy-five and one hundred yards should

be given a universal trial."

The above tabulation shows that seventy-eight two-year-
olds entered the 2:30 list in 1S92. Of this number twenty-
eight were performers in California—over one-third of the
whole number.
The average speed of the California performers, twenty-

eight in number, was 2:25, while the average from all

other States, fifty in number, was 2:26.

While but one Eastern sire, Bonnie McGregor, contributed

j
one performer, Adelaide McGregor, to the California lot,

California contributed through Chimes, Ansel, Anteros, An-
teeo, St. Bel, Wildnut, Bell Boy, Egotist and Candidate ten

of the performers credited to the Eastern contingent.

Give Adelaide McGregor to the East would make the total

number of performers fifty-one ; add the performers by Cali-

fornia sires to the California contingent would make the num-
ber thirty-seven—almost fifty per cent, of the entire produc-

tion of two-year-old 2:30 performers in America for 1S92.

This is a grand showing for our State, and the results an
instructive lesson to breeders. Electioneer and his sons give

twenty-one of the seventy-eight—a little less than one-third

of all.

Through his daughters. Electioneer contributes two, his

grandsons Wild Boy and Wildnut one each, and his grand-

daughter Mooique one other.

Green Mountain Maid, Electioneers dam, contributes two
through Lancelot and Antooio.
George Wilkes through his sons contributes thirteen,

through his grandsons eleven, and through his grandaughters
four.

The Wilkes and Electioneer familes are represented in the

two-year-old thirty list of 1892 by tifty-five performers leaving

a balance of twenty-three to be distributed among all other

families in America.
One stallion, General Benton, has contributed five dams

that have produced an average speed of 2:24.

Nutwood has four producing dams with an average speed

of 2:25.

l.'p to the year 1SS0 the handling of colt trotters was in its

infancy in California, and no colt had trotted better than

2:31 as a two-year-old in America. In that year the great

filly Sweetheart, by Sultan reduced the two-year-old record

to 2:26 j ; later on the gelding Fred Crocker trotted a mile in

2:251, then the world's record. And now in the short space

of twelve years California comes to the front with a repre-

sentation of 28 two-year-old colls with an average speed as

fast as the world's record of 1880. BlO Alto.

BPEAKDTO of Belling trotters to Englishmen, Dr. .1, W.
Day, who has Iried it, says: "I made nothing upon the

horses I sold in England—in fact, (here is not much market
for trotting homes in England. They want a 2:20 horse for_

2 pounds, 20 shilling--, and then kick ifvou do not give them
a harness and 'trap,' as they call It, to drive ihem with."

The dam of the trotter Albert T.
t
2:21 J, is out of a mare

by Whipple's Hambletonian.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

J v MBS Nolan has resigned his position as trainer and

driver at Palo Alto.

Yolo Maid paced a half-mile over the Denver track in

1:01 J at Denver on the 9th of June.

All of the stalls at the Pleasanton track have been en-

gaged until the return of Salisbury horses.

There will be a liberal supply of good horses on the cir-

cuit this year, and all the classes will till well.

Millard Sanders was disappointed in not getting suit-

able cars to ship the young Sidneys East last Saturday.

Huntress bv Arthurton out of Old Huntress by Skenan-

doah, 926, is the dam of Hidalgo, 2:27, and Beverly, 2:30.

F. H. Bcrke started for Chicago to-day. Besides "doing"

the Chicago exposition he will be on hand when the "Derby"

is run.

K. O'Gradv is handling a number of colts and fillies at

the Hobart Stock Farm and will have them on the circuit

this fall.

Wm. Hellman, formerly of Santa Rosa, has taken his two

Anteeo mares, Ella H. and Maud Fowler, to the Petaluma

race track.

Remember the sale of A. T. Hatch's choice trotters takes

on the 29th of this month. Some rare bargains will surely be

secured at it.

The horsemen of Alameda and Fruitvale find much en-

joyment speeding over the Melrose race track; it iskept in

splendid order.

In England as fur back as 1542 an act of Parliament, made
it compulsory for men of wealth to keep trotting stallions for

the public good.

( hviNG to the accident to Monroe Salisbury, the shipment

of the Pleasanton string of trotters and pacers will not take

place until to-day.

Walter Maben, it is said, will have more winners in his

string of trotters this year than any other trainer who will

appear on the California circuit.

Peep-'o-Day, by Dawn, that is
t
in John Splan's string,

won his first riice in a field of seven starters. The time was
slow, however : 2:54$, 2:53, 2:52V.

T. C. Snider, of Sacramento, will not bring his string of

trotters out of the State. He will have Creole, 2:20 ; Dubec,
2:27A,aod a few " green ones" on the circuit.

A yearling by Frazier's Secretary out of Elmorene by
Elmo, trotted a quarter at the Petaluma track last Saturday
in forty five seconds, and she ; s hardly broken yet.

Eva W., 2:25-}, sister of Redwood, 2:27, by Nutwood, has a

hav colt at foot by Advertiser, 2:16, and has been bred to

Kremlin, 2:07$. She is owned by Ariel Lathrop.

The grand circuit has been farmed, and owners of trotters

and pacers in California will have no reason to complain of

the arrangement of places nor the conditions adopted.

John Kelly, the well-known driver at Pleasanton, re-

cently drove Dr. H. Latham's big chestnut Dexter Prince
mare a mile in 2:2S. It was the first full mile she has had.

It is understood that perhaps Andy McDowell will handle
the gray filly Secret that' belongs to Payne Shafter, as that

gentleman has hardly time enough to devote to her training.

The trotters and pacers have again been compelled to leave
the Bay District taack. Many have gone to Oakland, while
a few have been shipped to San Jose, Petaluma and Napa.

Peep O'Day by Dawn is winning his races and lowering
his record wherever he goes; his mark is 2:35 made in a race
at Dayton, Ohio, June 2d. He beat a field of six trotters.

James Dustin, of Santa Rosa, has had two good trotters

sent to him. viz., Shylock, 2:16.1, by Tom Benton, and Vidette,

2:23$. Both of these will be prepared for the fall campaign.

The trotters belonging to I. DeTurk, of Santa Rosa, that
are stabled at the Petaluma track, are in charge of that excel-
lent reinsman, George Locke. Everyone is moving and look-
ing well.

Henry Hellman is busy preparing a number of young
Dawns at the Agnew Slock Farm's race track. This is the
first year the progeny of Dawn, 2:18], the Dandy of ihe Turf,
has had a fair show.

The Dexter Prince gelding, Fii/.simmons, that got his rec-
ord of 2:20 at the Bay District track last August, has been
turned out. His trainer and driver, John Gooby, has taken
charge of T. W. Moore's strine f>f trotters.

P. J. WILLIAMS had twelve horses in the car he shipped
from San Jose (o Montana last week. There were nine trotters
and three bangtail*, and all will render a good account of
themselves before the snow frills on the Sierras.

A. A. HUHTBB, of Sacramento, is the prouj possessor of a
handsome colt by Noonday out of a Prompter rnare, second
dam Madame Buckner by Tom Hal. It is a pure-gaited
fast-moving trotter and will he seen on the circuit.

Mary MAGDALENE, the chestnut three -year-old daughter
Of Superior, trotted the second heat in the three-year-old
Ktake at Denver io 2:27}. She is engaged in the BREEDER
and BPORTBM vn- Futurity stake to be trotted this fall.

CAPT. Ben E. Harris sent three of his most promising
trotters to the Petaluma racetrack. They are Mtlvar, 2:241,
Phantom and Rival. Ben Bowman, who has Robert B.
lirown's horses in his string, will handle this trio of good
MM. .

It is hard to tell at what period in the life of a stallion he
is at his best. This is illustrated in Joe Bassett, who was but
two years of age when he sired Johnson, 2:06^, and Tom
Hal, who was twenty-three years of age when he sired Hal
Pointer, 2:04*.

"The Director- Electioneer filly Inspiration, purchased by
Mrs. A. P. Severance, of Los Angeles, is doing well at Los
Angeles, and when thoroughly conditioned will go down the
line with the best of them," is the way a subscriber, who was
recently visiting Los Angeles, spe aks of this valuable filly.

There are more California-bred hoises to be seen on the
Eastern circuits than ever before, and there are some very
good ones among them. The one that is supposed to carry
home the crown as kiug among trotters, Directum might be
superseded by some other youngster that is very little spoken
of at present.

The handsomest colts and fillies ever seen on the Rancho
del Paso Stock Farm are by Knight, 2:2S£, out of the Albert
W., Nutwood and Echo mares there. Knight is by Wood-
ford Wilkes, out of China Wilkes (dam of Jenny Wilkes,
2:21^), by Adrian Wilkes ; second dam Mambrino Queen, by
Mambrino Patchen 58.

Altamont, a fine young trotting horse belonging to Henry
Wortman, of Griffin Creek, Oregon, met with an accident at

Central Point last week which will probably prove fatal.

While being broken to drive, the animal reared and fell

over backwards, striking on his head and neck. His neck is

badly swollen, and the extent of the injury is not known.

F. H. Burke purchased Bright Eyes, by Gen. Benton, at

the first Stanford brood mare sale. Since then tivo of her
produce have entered the 2:30 list, Marvin, 2:25 J-, and Bril-

liant, who lowered her record in the third heat of a winning
race at Denver on the 9th, to 2:24}. Bright Eyes has a colt

by Eros at her side, and, is in foal to this handsome sire

again.

Dr. Thomas McClay, president of the State Board of

Veterinary Surgeons, while returning in a buggy with a lady

to Petaluma from the club-house at Lakeville last Monday,
were accidentally thrown to the ground by the overturning of

their conveyance. The lady was uninjured, but Dr. McClay
had his arm dislocated at the elbow-joint and was seriously

injured.

Sidney's entire list of 2:30 performers came from mares
that if sold, when bred to him, would not average $150. The
class of mares mated to him during the past two years were
superior to them, however, in every way. Now that the horse
will be mated with some of the choicest matrons in the East
it can easily be figured out that his list of performers will in-

crease rapidly.

We do not know of a single fast mile by a trotting stallion

which can fairly be said to equal that of Palo Alto when he
made his record of 2:08$ on three legs. The horses which
have beaten his time have had the advantage of the bicycle
sulky, and this should not be overlooked in discussing the
merits of the champion trotting stallions.—National Stock-
man and Farmer.

Buckram & Carraghers' fine Dexter Prince colt Geo.
Dexter is now three years old and is fit to go into a race at

any time. His game race at the spring meeting with Alfre-
detta by Steinway will not be forgotten by those who wit-

nessed it; many claim that it was the best contested event
ever seen between two-year-olds in California. Geo. Dexter
will get a low mark this year.

Mkyik- & Meyers, of Pleasanton, recently lost a fine
mare by Simmons. She foaled a beautiful filly by Wilkes
Boy only a few days previous to her death. Mr. Meyers
placed the youngster in charge of another broodmare, and
at last accounts the little one was doing well.

An American horse lately distinguished himself in the
Emerald Isle. At a trotting meeting held at Newtownard,
near Belfast, the black four-year-old colt, Dark Wilkes, won
first money in the free-for-all trot. The race was two-mile
heats, and Dark Wilkes won them in 5:40 and 5:27. This
colt was sired by Wilmar, dam by Buccaneer, and was bred
and raised by E. P. Denton, of Hancock County, 111.

Director Jr., the coal-black son of Director and Brainey
by Echo, since being owned by P. F. Shields of Sacramento
has had a most successful season in the stud. He is looking
splendidly, and from the class of mares sent to him there is

no doubt he will become noted as a sire. His brother Cor-
rector has a number of promising trotters around Pleasanton,
and he is now standing for public service in the last. These
horses were both very speedy.

White Cap, the gray gelding that is said to have paced so

fast at Pleasanton will, we fear, prove a dangerous one to bet

on. If he ever breaks it is all up with him, and those who are
"inside" will not wager all their money on him. The " dan-
gerous uncertainty" of his performances can be traced to the
uncertainty in his pedigree and a disposition to stop and con-
sider when he makes a mistake. We trust he will agreeably
disappoint many who have watched his career.

It is reported that Arion is being worked this spring and
is moving exceedingly well. When one thinks of this colt's

two-year-old record of 2:10], and considers what it means for

a colt of that age to draw an old Htyle sulky in that phe-
nomenal time, he cannot help but think that his is the best

record on the books. Great as many other performances
have been, and difficult to lower as the several records are,

the two-year-old trotting record is undoubtedly the hardest
one to break, and will probably stand to the credit of Arion
for many years to come.

A Nebraska farmer tells an exchange that a remedy for

scours that has never failed for colts is raw eggs. The best

way is to break the egg in a cup, hold the animal's head up,
open the mouth and drop in, keeping the head up until
swallowed. Don't be afraid of giving too many, anywhere
from four to six at a time, and then in a short time repeat
the dose; have known as high as two dozen to be given in a
day. Milk, in which mutton caul fat has been boiled, is also
an excellent remedy for scours.

Wm. McLaughlin, formerly with W. J. Ijams, of Terre
Haute, is now at Haywards race track, San Mateo, handling
Panjabi, El Pastore, a green trotting mare by Connaught, a
three-year-old by Keverisco, and a four-year-old mare by
James Madison, 2:1711. Mr. McLaughlin is a son of the late
W. J. McLaughlin, who brought out Mambrino Gift, 2:20,
Lady Turpin, 2:23, Bay Billy (pacer), 2:13, and others. This
young man is a chip of the old block, and has brought out
Chiinen E., 2,17; Gaslight, 2:23; Chioquerta, 2:27 ; Nemesis,
2:2S; Glenwood Prince, 2:28, and others, and is c jnsidered one
of the best drivers that ever came to California. We shall
see him on the circuit this fall.

One of the best-known breeders in this part of the country
was talking in the presence of a Toledo Journal reporter the
other day about "like producing like," when he made the
following remark: "I tell you I don't want a sire on my farm
that doesn't look like a stallion. There's not a sire or speed
in America to-day that doesn't bear all the marks of a stallion

clearly and distinctly himself. Form and breeding are all

right, but for me I want a horse at the head of my farm stud
that no one can mistake for anything but a stallion."

Tennyson is the name chosen by Chas. W. Welby for his
yearling colt by Electricity, 2:17$, out of Swift, by Sidney,
2:19$ ; second dam Bay View Maid, by Gen. Benton; third
dam Minnie, by Skenandoah; fourth dam Lottie, by William-
son's Belmont. Swift, the dam of this colt, is training, and
two others cf Bay View Maids' produce will also go in the 2:30
list this year. Tennyson is being gently handled by John
Kenner " Curly Jack " at San Mateo and shows that he will

need very little work to make him a very fast trotter. As
for as his breeding he can be truthfully called "royally-bred."

Dexter Prince had a number of wonderful trotters appear
on the turf last year, but this year few of them will appear.
Aster, 2:16, is laid up, but may be ready in September. Crown
Prince, 2:17A, is used as a road horse ; so is Chlce, 2:24. Dex-
ter Princess, 2:24, is the mother of a Palo Alto filly; Fitz-
simmons, 2:20, is turned out; Jessie, 2:22, and Maggie, 2:20,
are in the East ; Cherokee Prince, 2:22}, is out of the pacing
contingent; lreae, 2:25, is bred to El Benton; Princess Alice,
2:16, is in the East, and it is doubtful if 6he will appear again
on the turf; Lottery Ticket, 2:19, James L., 2:29$, and Erin,
2:29$, are the only ones that may be seen on the race track
out of the eighteen that trotted and paced during 1891 and
1892.

The secretary at Tulare writes: " The Board of Directors
of the Forty-third Agricultural District, comprising Tulare
and King counties will hold its first annual fair and speed
contest October 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th, 1893 ; being the
week after the Fresno fair as now dated. It is the intention

of the management to make this fair a success in every re-

spect, and innovations will be made on the usual plan of
holding fairs on this Coast. Some of the most representa-
tive men in the two counties are bestirring themselves in the
preliminary work, and you will undoubtedly hear good re-

ports from here next October.

An observant old timer who has been at every race meet-
ing in California for years, remarked at the Bay District

Track to a number of horsemen ;
" There is one strange feat-

ure I always notice at trotting meetings and that is that there
are so many owners and trainers who bring their horses

to the track, enter them in all the events they can and then
go around boasting, if one of the colts should win, that the
youngster was only taken up three weeks and this is the first

time it was given a mile. It's too thin. I always look upon
such a fellow as either a knave or a fool. Horsemen who
have spent the better portions of their lives as I have, hand-
ling trotters and pacers, know that the horse or filly never
was foaled that can go out with that little work and trot two
or three heats steadily in 2:35, without being put in condi-
tion. Idle boasting does not help the trainer or the colt one
bit."

"

Monroe Salisbury is confined to his bed at his residence

here, and will be unable to start with his stable of

fast trotters and pacers which will leave Pleasanton this morn-
ing. He was at the Pleasanton track last Saturday watching
the "workouts," and after he had seen San Pedro go by, he
stepped over to see if the horse's hoof struck the ground
fairly as the gelding had been a " little off" for a few weeks
and he was afraid he was not moving square. As he was
wptching the impressions on the soil, a big mare driven
by a young man came along very rapidly, and before Mr.
Salisbury noticed it the animal and sulky struck him with
sufficient force to knock him about ten feet away. He was
picked up, and Dr. Latham, Millen Griffith, and Joe Neal
and others did all thev could to make him comfortable on his

trip to his home in this city. Upon examination it was ascer-

tained that the principal injury consisted of a badly wrenched
leg, which will prevent [jhim from leaving his residence for

some weeks. Mr. Salisbury had a very narrow escape.

While speaking of the greatness of the Alexander But-
ton's as trotters and pacers the other day, Wm. Hendrickson,
the gentleman who owned and brought Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

to California, remarked " His sire, Alexander, was a real good
horse, too. I remember his dam Lady Crumb ; she was a yel-

low bay mare with blaze and four white legs that Alexander
Ely, a prominent San Francisco attorney, used to drive on
the roads. It took a very fast trotter to beat her and she could
keep trotting as long as her competitors would. I don't be-

lieve Patchen was ever bred to a gamer one. When the foal

came in 1S64 it was a high-headed, aristocratic-looking fellow,

and he received the name of Alexander after Mr. Ely. He
trotted in 2:31$, and got a three-mile record of 7:54.}. The
old mare was bred back to Patchen, but I think the colt died.

She was bred to Whipple's Hambletonian one year and pro-

duced that good-looking, blaze-faced horse Gen. Dana, that

William Bihler owned for a long time. Lady Crumb came
out from the East and was by Brown's Bellfounder, at least

that was the pedigree Mr. Ely always claimed for her and he
ought to have known."

The grading on the new race track at the Sfate Fair
grounds, Salem, Oregon, will be finished next week, probably
about Thursday. Then only the smoothing, harrowing and
sprinkling will remain to be done to put the track in condi-

tion for the races. Thirty-three teams are now employed in

this work, but after next week only a few will bp retained to

finish up. The grading of the north turn, which is by far

the heaviest on the whole track, is already practically com-
pleted. The straight stretches will not require much work.
The old track has not as yet been interfered with where the

new one crosses it. It is kept in good condition for horsemen
who need it to exercise their stock. Next week a number of

horses will leave to participate in the races at Independence,

and from there go to Portland and Vancouver before return-

ing here. During their absence the old track will be aban-
doned and the new one put in prime condition. One of the

running horses entered for the July races, and of whom much
is expected, is Charles Foster's Billy Ayers, by Connor,

is entered in three races. During the past seven years,

while Superintendent Wilson has had charge of the State

Fair track there has not been a single instance of a horse

going lame there. This is not merely good fortune, but is

the result of skillful management of ^h,e track. Mr. Wilson,

says this track cannot be excelled.
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The Saddle.

Greex B. Morris has purchased Illume from John E.
Madden of Lexington, Ky., for $9,000.

The horsemen gathered at Chicago, have formed the same
opinion of Peter the Great that we have—he is a wonder.

Tii/lie S. ran a big nail into her foot last Tuesday, but it

did not lame hei as badly as such things usually do, we are

happy to state.

Piantont is regarded as the most reckless jockey at Haw-
thorne, and when "Piano" yells to get through the other

boys generally make room for him to pass.

Fraxk Shaw has definitely announced that there will be

no race meeting at St. Paul, Minn., this year. He thinks it

would be impossible to get together good horses.

Starter Jimmy McLaughlin last week fined Jockey
Ered Jordan $1,000 for disobedience at the St. Louis meet-

ing. Jockey Mike Hennessy was, we understand, also fined

$500.

Dan Dennison won another race at St. Louis on the 9th

inst. with Fatality, the SirModred—Faux Pas filly, and Una
Colorado, trained by Dick Havey, ran third in the same
event.

Gypsy Girl, a two-year-Md filly in Eastin & Larabie's

string, by SirModred, dam Gypsy, by War Dance, won a six-

furlong dash at Latonia on
t
the 3d, beating a fine field of

youngsters.

George Mansur, the English light-weight jockey, who
came to this country to ride the Duke of Beaufort's horses at

Chicago on June 7th, secured a license to ride on the Board
of Control tracks.

Norman Brough left for Chicago and the East last Mon-
day night in the interest of the Blood Horse Association par-

ticularly, but will incidentally take in the great Washington
Park meeting at Chicago.

Matt Storn's string arrived in Chicago last Sunday night

in good shape, and after being given some exercise, pro-

ceeded on its way to Morris Park, Westchester, where four-

teen stalls have been reserved.

El Reno, a three-year-old colt by Emperor of Norfolk,

dam Experiment, by Monarchist, won a six-furlong race in

1:16$ at Latonia on the 9th inst. Dow Williams is training

this "fellow, and is doing excellent work.

Dr. Hasbrouck, by Sir Modred, dam Sweetbriar, won the

New Rochelle Handicap by a a neck at Morris Park on the

9th inst. Stonenell drove it out with the winner the last

sixteenth of a miie. The seven furlongs were run in 1:26|.

Daniel Eiseman, the well-known pool-seller, left for Salt

Lake Wednesday night, having just time to finish the big

cattle sale forKillip & Co., and catch the train. The Salt

Lake meeting which begins to day promises to be a grand

At the Sydney (N. S. W.) Hunt Club races last month
(amateur riders), Nihilist, gray horse, 5 years, by Suwarrow,

dam Topaz, by Fireworks, won The Lady's Bracelet, one

mile, carrying 154 pounds, in 1:45]—a cracking good per-

formance.

The Board of Control on June 7th adopted gthe following

rule, which is made an additional paragraph to Pule 64 :
" If

a horse shall weigh in short of weight, every horse in the

race belonging wholly or in part in the same interest shall be

disqualified."

John A. Morris has sent word to England to engage for

him five seasons to Isinglass, winner of the Derby, during the

first season of tbe horse in the stud. Mr. Morris will have

five American-bred mares bred to him if the services of the

horse are secured.

Jockey Clayton is not to be investigated by the Board of

Control after all. It seems the charges of having pulled

Comanche were not pressed by either Starter Eowe or Patrol

Judge Fitzgerald, and there was no case against the jockey to

go before the Board.

Last Monday California horses did nobly at the East.

Una Colorado (by Joe Hooker, dam Jessie R,.), won for

Charles L. Fair at St. Louis. Princess ran second and Pes-

cador third at the same place. At Latonia Dolly McCone
ran third to Clifford in a mile dash, run in 1:40!, close to the

track record at the distance.

1

Speaking of the desire pf Senator Stanford not to play

second fiddle to anyone as far as having a renowned stallion

at tbe head of Palo Alto is concerned, we have it on very

good authority that his choice will be an American horse of

reputation, not an English one. And the horse in view is

on the turf and doing splendid work.

Robert B. Milroy, Secretary of the Pacific Coast Blood

Horse Association, left last Monday night for Chicago. He
will on the trip, combine business with pleasure, and

doubtless influence a number of Eastern owners to race their

horses at the great fall meeting of the Blood Horse Associa-

tion.

Mansur, the English Jockey who is over here to ride the

Duke of Beaufort's Strathrose in the American Derby, had

his first ride on an American race course yesterday. He had

the mount on Aurelian in tbe second race, but could make no

show, as the colt seems to be of little account.—X. Y. Times,

June 7.

In 18S6 Longview (sire of Billy Murry's Belfast) defeated

Eole and uther cracks of the turf in the Metropolitan Handi-

cap, mile and a half, at Jerome Park. He did the distance

in 2:3S with 113 pounds up. As a three-year-old he had to

his credit a defeat of the aged celebrity, Parole, al a mile and

an eighth, and he beat the crack mare Wanda and Rich-

mond for the Breckinridge Stakes, two miles, at Baltimore.

" Dock " Gushing and John Orth, who have been in

partnership for some time, have divided their stable, Mr.

Cushing retaining Boundless, Lookout and Torrent, and all

of the oldest stake horses, Mr. Orth taking the younger ones.

The dissolution of partnership was effected one afternoon last

week. The stable has just come here from St. Louis, and it

was only last recently that Lookout won a good race at

Hawthorne. He is now a prominent Derby candidate.

His Highness, when he made a dead heat with Raceland
in the Hudson Handicap, ran one mile and three-sixteenths
in 2:00}, with 124 pounds up. Lorenzo's fastest on record,

1:59 J, also made in his four-year-old form, was with 104
pounds up, certainly not as good a performance as His
Highness.

George Mansur, who will ride Strathrose for the Duke of
Beaufort in the American Derby, arrived at New York, June
2d. He is a light weight and can do 95 pounds. His father
is W. II. Manser, the well-known trainer of Newmarket.
George Mansur is considered a very promising lad by many
good judges.

The work of building the cooling-out sheds and saddling
paddocks at the north of all the stands at the Bay District

track is well under way. The old rookeries of stables that

stood on "Windy Row" have been torn down to make room
for the new trainers' and jockeys' stands, paddocks, etc., and
people will not know the old place when the bell rings in the
fall meeting.

Secretary Crickmore, ever on the alert to provide new
conveniences for trainers and the public alike, has adopted a

feature in the official programmes at Morris Park that might
be imitated to advantage at other courses. The entries for

each race are preceded by the record time for the distance,

thus enabling the spectators to form a quick comparison of

the running of each race.

W. O'B. Macdonough won the rich Casanova Stakes at

Morris Park last Monday with the two-year-old sister to Sir

Walter—Milan. Kentigerna, the favorite, was second, and
Miss Lily third, time for the six furlongs, 1:11. Singularly
enough, Sir Walter, Milan's three-year-old brother, won the

previous race, mile and sixteenth, in 1:47}. Milan's odds
ranged from 60 to 100 to 1.

Following are the probable starters in the rich Ameri-
can Derby of 1893: Chorister (Taral), Don Alonzo (Lamley),
Oporto, Lookout (Kunze). Floodgate, Dare (Hill), CI i fiord,

Buck McCann (Thorpe), Strathrose (Mansur), Fidelia
(Miller), Lady Bess , Morris), Sir Francis (Garrison), St.

Croix, G. W. Johnson, Monowai, High Penny (McCafferty).
Ramapo, Rainbow and Eltham Queen.

There has been considerable talk about the Sir Modreds
not ''going the route," Tournament and Dr. Hasbrouck being
given as notable instances. As Plaything and Sweetbriar,
the dams of these horses, only run back five generations on
the dam's side nf the house, being of the same line, the argu-

ment will not hold good. Comanche seems able to go on
well enough to beat crackerjacks over a distance of ground.

Danny Miller of San Francisco, well-known to horse-

men all over the West, was in the judges' stand yesterday at

Overland Park. He has sent his famous mare Charmion on
to Chicago, together with his colts Gordius, Relampago and
Ida Glenn. Accompanying these were Charles Trevathan's
mare Genoa and C. W. Chapell's horse Peel, the cracker-

jack of California as a three-year-old.—Denver Daily News,
June 6. »

On Saturday of next week there will be a purse of $500
hung up by Schwartz & Co. for a Reporter's Derby, mile and
a half. The rider must be connected with the staff of some
local paper. Ben Benjamin, Frank Cusack and several other
lights of the sporting press have declared themselves in, and
it is understood that Cusack cunningly collared Canny Scott

as soon as he had heard of the offer of the purse. It is shil-

lings to pennies that two-thirds of the " riders " fall .off be-

fore the Darby is finished.

Ben Wright, lessee of the Oakland race track, will widen
the inside course considerably, making its width at least fifty

feet all the way around. This will be finished in time for

the Golden Gate Fair in August, and thus an excellent in-

novation will be introduced. The outside course will be
hardened and used exclusively by the harness performers,

the inside by the gallopers alone. The Golden Gate Fair
officials contemplate having seven races of an afternoon—four
running and three trotting or pacing, sandwiching the events

so that there will be waits of Dot over twenty minutes be-

tween races.

It seems that the scheme to establish racing in Mexico
backed with American capital may be successful. Advices

|

from the West state that Col. R. C. Pate has reached the City

,
of Mexico and will bjgin work at once on his race-course,

1

which he intends to have ready by Nov. 1st. The site se-

cured is at El Penon de las Banas Hot Springs. For the

opening day Col. Pate announces the Mexican Derby, with

$5,000 added money. He expects that with he nominations
and entries the value of the stake will be $20,000. Mr. Pate
has a score of secretaries with him to look after the enormous
correspondence he receives from American horsemen relative

to bis venture.

Marcus Daly arrived in New York last week from Mon-
tana for the express purpose of witnessing his great colt,

Tammany, run in next Tuesday's Suburban Handicap. On
,

Tuesday he went down to Sheepshead bay to see tbe colt

work, and much to his mortification the brilliant son of Iro-
1

quois and Tnllahoma pulled up lame. On being examined
I by Matt Byrnes it was found that his off forefoot had split.

Thus all hopes of seeing him oppose Lamplighter must be

,
abandoned. Such a regretable incident hxs not happened on

j

the turf for many days, and apart from Tammany being a

J

strong, popular favorite for the coming big struggle, it is a
I deep and sad blow to his owner, who ranks among that ele-

i raent of owners which so greatly benefit the turf. Mr. O.dy

will new rely on The Pepper.

A peculiar thing was noticed one day last week by fre-

quenters of the Oakland pool-room. At Gloucester, N. J.,

i an excellent rider named Ham had the mount on Hyacinth,
1 Artillery and Minnie J. in the first three races of the day.
1

As the first letters of these horses' names spell "ham," and
i they were all ridden by Ham, it struck some genius that it

j

would be a good idea to make a "ham" combination. Scores

of others followed in his wake, and soon the combination

man had to shut down on the supply of ham or ruin the in-

i stitution. There was a child-like grin on the facos of the

bnyers of "ham" when Hyacinth won. It changed into a

J soft laugh when Artillery won, and when Minnie J. was first

! past the post tbe rafters of the newly-erected building

creaked and shook with the roars of applause emitted from

i the thoraxes of the buyers of "Our Choice" ham. Wlw &$*
I there's nothing in a name?

Floodgate won his initial Eastern race last Tuesday at

St. Louis. It was a mile affair in the mud, and he did the

distance in 1:47}. Green Hock, Holly's Derby colt, won a

five furlong dash at the same place Tuesday, add Guido ran
third. Mary Stone, by Sir Modred, won a mile race at Mor-
ris Park in 1:401. At Latonia Baldwin's El Reno won a mile
and 70-yard dash in 1:47, Yo Tambien ran second to Maid
Marian in the Merchants' Stakes, mile and an eighth, in 1:53,

and Galindo was third to Selena D. and Chimes, the mile be-

ing run in 1:411. Yerilv the California horses are showing
well. '

George Manser will have his first mount in America on
one of Mr. W. O'B. Macdonough's horses to-day. If his

work is as good as his English reputation would lead one to

suspect he may sign with the stable. Mr. E. D. McSweeney,
Mr. Macdonough's representative, would like to have him if

he is a capable jockey, and while Manser would not make
any engagement without consulting his father, he may be per-
manently retained. Manser says the Duke of Beaufort's
Derby candidate, Strathrose, is a stayer, which makes his

chances at least a fair one with the lot that are in.—Daily
America, June 6.

The career of Isinglass has but few precedents on the
English turf. Trained at Newmarket by Jim Jewett, he
made his debut on that historic heath in a two-year-old
maiden plate and entirely eclipsed a field of ten, winning
literally pulled up. At Ascot he captured the New Stakes in

almost as easy fashion, the unfortunate Ravensbury being
behind. Returning to Newmarket he won the Middle Park
plate, or two-year-old Derby, in an equally easy manner,
Ravensbury being second, Le Nicbam third and Raeburn
fourth. He was then retired for the winter, but the book-
makers were busy with his name, and he shared with Squire
Abingdon's Meddler the position of winter favorite for the

Derby. The disqualification of the last-named, owing to the
Squire's death, left Isinglass without a foeman worthy of his

steel. His recent victories in the Two Thousaud Guineas and
Newmarket Handicap were achieved in the same easy way,
and to quote Col. North :

" He would have won the Two
Thousand running away had not Loates pulled him back
twice to the extreme rear."

That we are going to have a decidedly short supply of

high class three-year-olds is unfortunately too evident, and
any man who owns a reasonable good colt, such an animal as

Chorister may be expected to be, is sure to win good money.
Early as it is, several have been tried and found wanting.
Rainbow has been found to be an animal of poor courage. G.
W. Johnson is at best a magnificent cripple. Don Alonzo is

a sprinter, and Sir Francis, though he has not been much in

public, has by no means delighted the eyes of critics since he
put in an appenrance at Morris Park. Most important of all

is the fact that Chorister is engaged in the American Derby.
Of course, as yet we do not know whether he can go the Der-
by distance, but there is more reason to suppose that he can
than that he cannot. He is a rare, stoutly-bred one, very
closely inbred to Lexington, and tracing with but little inter-

val to the great Levity family. He should be a racehorse of

courage and stamina, and, though it has been deemed advisa-

ble to decorate him with a rogue's badge, still he seems to run
kind and true enough in the hands of a man. His form has

made some impression at Chicago, but if anybody wants to

get a bet on the big event he should snap all the 30 to 1

against this colt that Joe Ullman will give. It probably will

not be much.—Francis Trevilian in Daily America.

The revised sheets in the "future" books for the Ameri-
can Derby reached this city last week. Many changes have
been made. Don Alonzo has been cut from 6 to 4 to 1, and
Rainbow has gone back from 4 to 8 to 1. Cadmus, Lady
Violet and Monowai have also receded in the betting, while
Lookout is now an even favorite, with Don Alonzo and G.
W. Johnson at 4 to 1. The following list includes the most
probable starters, with the latest odds: Buck McCann, full,

Chiswick 40 to 1, Cadmus 30 to 1, Clifford 20 to 1, Chorister

full, Don Alonzo 4 to 1, Dare 10 to 1, Decapod 50 to 1, En-
thusiast 50 to 1, Eltham 50 to 1, Evanatus 40 to 1, Fort
Worth 50 to 1, Floodgate 10 to 1, Fidelia full, G. W. John-
son 4 to 1, Greenhock 50 to 1, Hasty full, Hugh Penny full,

Ingomar 10 to 1, Lady Violet 40 to 1, Lookout 4 to 1, Marti-

net 20 to 1, Miles Standish 30 to 1, Monowai 30 to 1, Plutus

50 to 1, Perdition 50 to 1, Prince Deceiver 20 to 1, Runyon
35 to 1, Rainbow S to 1, Ramapo full, Reynard 50 to 1, Sa-

bine 50 to 1, Strathrose 15 to 1, St. Croix 40 to 1, Sir Franris

full, Spartan 20 to 1, San Francisco 50 to 1, St. Leonard 10

to 1, Turquoise 50 to 1, Tyro full, The Reaper 20 to 1. Tiny
Tim 50 to 1, Voorhies 40 to 1, Wormser 30 to 1, Walnut 30

to 1, and Will Elliott 30 to 1. The other entries are quoted
from 60 to 1000 to 1. The above quotations are those of

Munsell & Co. of New York. The extravagant odds of 20 to

1 are offered against Martinet. It is 100 to 1 that the colt

will not be in Chicago on Derby day. No less than eight

horses are marked full, while three are at 4 to 1.

" Our American cousins " are to be congratulated upon
the fact that Mr. C. B. Lowe will leave by the Alameda on

her next trip, accompanied hy two thorough representatives

of the Chester stock, Stroraboli and Clieveden. Clieveden is

a fine raking stallion, and the sire of several good ones. He
is by Yattendon from Lady Chester, by Stockwell from Aus-

trey, by Harkaway, from Zeila, by EmiHus, from Apollonia,

by* Whisker, etc. Clieveden's sire, Yattendon, was the

champion of his day, and as a sire has had few equals. He
was by Sir Hercules from Cassandra, by Tros (imp.) from

Alice Grey, by Rous' Emigrant (imp.) from Gulnare (imp.),

bv Young Gohannn. Stroinboli is a beautifully-bred fellow,

for he is by Chester from the speedy Etna, by the celebrated

Maribyrnong from The Alpaca, by Kingston from Lilla (the

dam of Javelin and Commodore), bv New t hum, from Eva,

by Young Marquis, etc. Among the many good races won
by Stromboli are the V. R, <'. Sires' Produce Stakes the A.

J. <
'. Sires' Produce Stakes, -A. J. C. First Foal Stakes, A. J.

C. Derby Hawkesbury Guineas, and the Sidney Cup, 2 miles,

with Sstup, in 3 minutes 211 seconds. Chester (Stromboli's

sire and full brother to Clieveden) was a wonderfully good
performer, and classed among his victories are the A. I. C.

Champagne Stakes, Breeders' Plate, Sires' Produce Stake-,

Mures' Produce Stakes, Cumberland Stakes (twice), A. J. C.

Plate (twice), Kandwick Plate, Spring Stakes (twice), and

the Oaven Plate, while the V. II. <
'. events that have fallen

to his share are the Derby, Melbourne Cup, Mares' Produce

Stakes. Town Plate and the Melbourne Strikes [twice). Mr.

Lowe has done well for his constituents, and the introduction

of the Chester blood into America will mark an era in the

turf of that great continent.—Sydnay Mail.
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Dates Claimed.

P. C T. H. B. A.—Summer Meeting. July 22 to July 29
OAKLAND Aug. 7 to Aug. 12
VALLEJO.- Aug. 14 to Aug. 19
NAPA Aug. 21 to Aug. 26
PETAI.IMA Aug. 28toSept. 2
STATE FAIR Sept. 4 toSept. 16
STOCKTON Sept. 18 to Sept. 23
FRESNO -Sept. 25 to Sept. 30
SAN JOSE Sept-25 toSept. 30
P. C T. H. B. A.— Fall Meeting :...Oct. 9 to Oct. 14
YOLO_ Aug. 1 to Aug. 5
WILLOWS t Agricultural District No. 42) Aug. 8 to Aug. 12
CHICO Aug. :2 to Aug. 26
SANTA BARBARA -Aug. 22 to Aug. 26
LOMPOC -Aug. 29 to Sept. 2
HUENEME- Sept. 19 to Sept. 23
SANTA ANA sept.26 to Sept 30
MODESTO Sept. 26 to Sept. 29
I.OS ANGELES Oct 2 to Oct 7
HOLL1STER -Oct 10 to Oct. 14
VANCOUVER, WASH June 14(fourdays)
INDEPENDENCE, OR June 15 (three days)
PORTLAND - June 24 (seven days)
>ALEM July 4th, 5th and 6th
ST. LOUIS JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting April 29 to June 23
LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB—Spring meeting Mav 10 (9 days)
CHICAGO RACING ASSOCIATION—Spring Meeting-May 16 to June 23
OVERLAND PARK CLUB—Spring Meeting Mav 30 to June 10
SAXT LAKE DP.IVING PARK June 17 to 24
WASHINGTON PARK (Chicago, HI.)—Summermeeting

~- -June 24 (25 days)
BUTTE, HELENA AND DEER LODGE - Julv 3. 4 and 5
DILLON July 4 to 7
MISSOULA—Regular circuit _ July 10 to 13
A NACONDA—Regular circuit _ July 15 to 26
BUTTE-Regular circuit July 29 to Aug. 15
HELENA—Regular circuit -Aug. 19 to 26
GREAT FALLS Aug. 29 to Sept.2
GLENBROOK PARK August 29 to September

2

WASHLNGTON PARK (The N. W. A. T. & F. H. B.)...September 4 to 16

The Grand Circuit.

Entries Close.

1". C. T. H. R. A.—Summer meetiog July 1st

Stallions Advertised.

TROTTERS.
A I.Mi iNITION A. A. Armstrong, Alamo. Cal
AMBASSADOR 8. A. Browne & Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich
ALEXANDER BUTTON G. W. Woodard, Yolo, Cal
BAY ROSE 9,814 Thos. Bonner, Santa Rosa, Cal
CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD Martin Carter. Irvlngton
I IIA-v DERBY Geo. A Wllev, Danville, CalDANTON MOULTRIE D. J. Murphy, Mllpitas, CalDELWIN Samuel Gamble. Danville, CalDEXTER PRINCE 11,363 Souther Farm, Son I.eandro, Cal
Dl A r.l.'i Murray A Richards, Pleasanton, Cal
I 'ON MGARO Souther Farm, San Leandro
ELECTOR 2,170 1., Richards, Grays. n.CalEL KENTON Souther Farm, San LeandroEMINENT JS. A. Dr.,!, . i ... K.Uaniaz,..,. Mleh
BROS Frank n. Bnrke,628 uarket si
glen FORTUNE Soother Farm, San Leandro

" Souther Farm, San Leandro
LANCELOT C. C. Bemls. 883 Montgomery StMEMO Dr. T. W. Harris. Eugene, OreMOUNT llol'E 14,206 It. li. pStTSanJNAPA WILKES E. W. Davie?., Wal.sonvllle.Cal

WILKES Martin Carter, Irvlngton
PLEASANTON Souther Farm, San Leandro, CalPRINCE RED 9940 ...-,,. A. Wllev, Danville. CalSAN JOaB J*. A. Browne & Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich
BALADIN 0.0. IleuilH, 3.12 Montgomery StSOUDAN _ D. J.Murnliv, MIli.lLe., Gal-IW-WW Geo. A.w(l,.;M.„nvllle:c«l
si hi mil 18,654 LA Armstrong, Alamo, Oa]WARLOCK. -s- A. Itr.iur.e . .(,,, Kulumnzno, Mich
WII.DO 9637 QeO. A. Wiley, Danville, Cal

I III. Kill . .1111111.11-

BTJNOI limp. Frenrn Drall st.ill A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, CalNONPAREIL .Cleveland Bay stallion ...... A. A. Armstrong, Alamo, Cal

JUST previous to this journal going to press, it was re-

hat Monroe Salisbury is rat»i«lly recovering from

the injury he received at Pleasanton last Saturday, and
may be able to go East in a fortnight. It would be a

great hardship for him to keep away from his string of
" pets " on the circuit this year.

The last convention of delegates from the various asso-

ciations comprising the Grand Circuit, was remarkable

for the harmony which prevailed. The moving forward

of the meetings of the P. C. T. H. B. A., Oakland, Napa,
Vallejo and Petaluma, whi'e it may, in a measure, affect

the horticultural and agricultural exhibits in the latter

three places, the extra additions of entries to the races

from Woodland and Vallejo, and the prospects offered

horsemen for the extension of the season of trotting and

pacing, will more than compensate for losses in the

other departments. The thoroughbreds that will be

through racing at the Bay District Track will also follow

the circuit, and a greater interest will be taken in their

appearance than ever. Where there have been only a

few entries at the races given at all previous meetings,

there will be dozens this year. The " drawing power "

of the " Sport of Kings " cannot be denied by every ob-

servant citizen, and as the jockeys have been taught to

" ride to win," the people who have not seen first-class

racing between the " bangtails " for years, will have an

opportunity of witnessing races they will never forget.

The rule adopted at the convention of representatives,

that the amount of entry shall be uniform throughout that

portion of the Grand Circuit, which they represent,

i. e., five per cent, and five per cent, from winners,

is one that will receive the endorsement of every

horse owner, and the entry lists will be twice as large as

when ten per cent was charged.

The two-in-three system will also be in vogue and

dash races can be "sandwiched," thus keeping up public

interest so that all that remains now, is for the officers to

give as many races as possible every afternoon and allow

no long waits between events. Money will come into

the towns where the meetings is held, for a large

number of horsemen and their friends are sure to follow

the races; therefore, it becomes an imperative duty for

the directors of every association to do their utmost to

make the meetings of 1893 so attractive that the attend-

ance in 1S94 will increase at least four-fold.

The placing of Vallejo and Woodland within the

circuit will open up new fields for horsemen and

attract the attention of visitors to the many advantages

these long neglected places possess. The citizens of

these two cities will see what an impetus to all kinds of

business the annual race meeting gives, and farmers and

stockmen with their families who Lave long wished to

eojoy the week's annual vacation, will have an oppor-

tunity of doing so and at the same time enjoy seeing

races between the best horses in California.

After the Stockton meeting horsemen can choose be-

tween San Jose and Fresno, as the associations frcm

these two live cities have decided to hold their meetings

on the same dates. The rivalry to get patronage will

no doubt cause representatives of both organizations to

strive harder and offer larger purses than they otherwise

would. Many horsemen will prefer goiDg to San Jose

while others will seek a change from the usual route and

visit Fresno. In either case, they will be well treated,

and return to the Breeders fall meeting to again contest

for the valuable purses offered by that association.

There is one item that will contribute materially to

the success of all the meetings on the circuit, and which

has been heretofore overlooked, and that is to have a

good live representative from each fair on the circuit

commence at the Breeders and work in the interest of

the association that they represent, to have these agents

well supplied with information regarding stalls, hotel ac-

commodations and arrival and departure of trains and

the costs of shipment. Much of the success of the meet-

ings will depend upon this effort, and by properly at-

teuding to this preliminary work, liberal advertising,

great good will be accomplished. Entries to the Breed

ers meeting will close July 1st.

To SHOW how closely breeders are paying attention to

getting pedigrees of their stock, it is only necessary

to read " Rio Alto's " able article on the " Two-year-old

Performers " in this issue, to learn that out of seventy-

eight two-year-olds but three have dams that are un-

traced. Such a thing was impossible ten years ago. Ten
years hence the second and third dams of all the devel-

oped ones at that time will also be known.

(IN the posters issued by H. Schwartz & Co. for the

race meeting at the Bay District Track the omission ofa
comma and the word "the" leaves it to be inferred that

the meeting is under the auspices of the P. C. T. H. B. A.

It is a curious typographical error, and, while the latter

association is getting a free advertisement, it has nothing

to do with the meeting now in progress.

Facts About Breeding Race Horses.

"What a puzzle race-horse breeding is, after all," said

a well-known horseman the other day—one who had
an experience of nearly thirty years, a careful observer,

in short, a practical student of most points that would

be calculated to improve the breed of thoroughbred

racers. " Perhaps it is for the best that all men engaged

in the business do not make successes. We would soon

be surfeited with high-class performers, and the third-

class horse and the skate would be entirely beneath our

notice. My old father used to say that great sires ot

race horses and poets were only born about twice in an
hundred years, and I think he was not far from correct.

At any late, I think I can truly say that I can count the

really great sires of the past fifty years on the fingers of

two hands, and the same can be said of the stud matrons

entitled to be called queens." What the gentleman

meant by a great sire was one that got winners from all

sorts of mares, and phenomenal performers from high-

class matrons. And about the same with the queens

—

mares that threw winners sired by any horse and cracker-

jacks when mated with a stallion of merit. Leamington,

Lexington, Longfellow and Bonnie Scotland are the four

horses that stand out in bold relief as sires of grand per-

formers in America during the past thirty-five years, and
Leamington's sons and the daughters and grandaughters

of Lexington and Bonnie Scotland will keep their memo-
ries green.

The Leamington seems to be a wonderfully good "sire

line," while the blood of Lexington and Bonnie Scotland

shows to the best advantage through the female mem-
bers of the illustrious families. True, Lexington had
three good producing sons in Norfolk, Asteroid and War
Dance, yet mares by these sons of Lexington are much
more sought after by the breeder who studies blood lines

than their sons. Not one of the sons of celebrities men-
tioned has achieved a notable success at the stud, to the

best of our belief. Bonnie Scotland's two sons, Luke
Blackburn and Bramble, have done fairly well, but do

not shine as brightly as their grand old sire. But look

at Leamington's sons ! What a splendid array of sires

he left, and his grandsons in the male line are keeping

up the reputation of the old house in an admirable way.

Longfellow, Enquirer, Eolus, Blazes, Eeform, Iroquois,

Onondaga, Ecuador and Falsetto are making themselves

almost as famous as did their sire or grandsire, Leaming-

ton. Stallions of great promise that we have noted re-

cently through the performances of their progeDy are

Himyar (son of Alarm and Hira, by Lexington), imp.

Charaxus (son of Distin and Sappho, by Kingston) and

Buchanan (by imp. Buckden, dam Mrs. Grisby, by Wag-
ner).

The truly wonderful matrons of the past thirty-five

years in America, proven by their produce, were Reel,

by Glencoe (the dam ot Lecompte, War Dance, Captain

Elgee, Prioress, Starke and Fanny Wells), JErolite (dam

of Fellowcraft, Spendthrift, Miser and Ru'herford, by

Lexington), Levity (dam of Lever, Lightsome, Legatee,

Ruric, Sister to Ruric, Mildred and Brenna), by imp.

Trustee ; Marion (dam of Emperor of Norfolk, Prince of

Norfolk, King of Norfolk, Duke of Norfolk, Duchess of

Norfolk, The Czar, El Rio Rey, Rey de Rev and Yo Tam-
bien),by Malcolm,son of imp. Bonnie Scotland and Hennie
Farrow (dam of Flood, Shannon, Mimi, Electra and Mol-

lie McCarthy), by imp. Shamrock. Other American mat-

rons closely approach the line labeled "Truly Great," viz.:

Belle Knight, Nevada, Nora Worth, Sprightly, Ada C,
Susan Beane and Tallulah, for instance, but the ones we
have enumerated above at the commencement of this

paragraph founded race-horse families of their own, al-

most invariably throwing animals that either raced ex-

ceedingly well or made a name at the stud.

Our friend, mentioned above, went on to tell of a great

mistake many breeders made, in his opinion—that of

mating the broodmares every year. He declared that in

stock farm owners clutching for the almighty dollar they

sacrificed the breed of race horses. He had given close

attention to this matter, and had tried the two different

methods. Foals from mares bred only once every two

years outstripped those from matrons bred every year

at every point—were more vigorous, developed quicker

and were nineteen times out of twenty far superior as

race animals. He contends that few mares have the

strength year after year to suckle a foal at foot and give

the foal in embryo all the nourishment and impart all

the strength desired. It stands to reason that the em-

bryonic foal takes a great deal of strength and vitality

from the broodmare, 2nd that consequently the mother

cannot stand the constant strain, and rear sturdy, speedy

colts with any degree of regularity. Another mistake,

in his opinion, was the mating of a mare with any cer-
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tain horse twice or more times in succession. If the

" nick " did not prove a happy one the mare might be

ruined for all time. That is, she might never throw a

»ood performer, whereas she was in reality, if used with

judgment, a most valuable stud matron. He believes

a mare is very likely to become tainted by an oft-used

stallion. This belief is based on the fact that he has

bred thoroughbred mares to common draft horses, and

they have always thereafter, when stinted to thorough-

breds,thrown foals with most of the characteristics of the

common horse. The zebra and jack taints are well-

known. Mares bred to the animals once have, ever after,

in most cases, thrown foals by well-bred horses that had

the marks of the striped beasts about them. There are

so many points to be considered by the person desiring

to breed horses of great speed and endurance that it

would take a series of articles of this description to re-

sult in much good. While it is not possible to have a

host of Salvators or Yo Tambiens running around your

stock farms at all times, certain it is (to our minds) that

there would be a greater ratio of fleet racers with ability

to " go the route " if the suggestions given above were

followed.

Meeting of Delegates. Stockton Fair.

The Portland Meeting.

On Tuesday evening, pursuant to call, a meeting of dele-

gates was held at the office of the Breeder \nd Scortsman

to arrange dates and decide upon uniform conditions and

dates of closing of entries for the various associations com-

posing the Grand Circuit. The following representatives

were present : Frank H. Burke, presiding, representing the

Breeders Association
;
F. W. Loeber, of Napa ; A. H. Cohen,

The Board of Directors of the SanJoaquiu Valley Agri-

cultural association held an important meeting Monday
afternoon. The directors went to the track first, and then

talked business in Secretary Ashle/'s office. A number of

important improvements were ordered, tin-cup records were
abolished, and the details of the racing for fair week were
arranged.
The board ordered the moving of the grandstand north

twenty-five feet. The stand is to be raised three feet and the
of Oakland ; K. S. Brown, of Petaluma ; G. W. Woodard, of ground sloped in front for a belting ring. It was also voted

Woodland ; J. Whittaker, of Vallejo ; F. P. Wickersham, of

Fresno, besides a number of others who were interested.

The question of admitting Woodland into the Grand Cir-

cuit was the first one debated, and on motion the dates adop-
ted at the previous meeting were canceled, and the meetings
to be held at San Francisco, Oakland, Vallejo, Napa and
Petaluma were advanced one week ahead, and Woodland

to make a temporary stand 200 feet long with six or seven
rows of seats. This temporary stand is to be placed on the

other side of the kite track, so that it will give a good view
of the home stretch on that track. The old judges' stand
will be moved up where the kite track stand now is, and
starts on both tracks will be made there. The Directors were
very favorable to the asphaltum track project, that is having
a track made of asphaltum. Messrs. Laogford, Needham and

added, the meeting there to precede the State Fair. The ad- Shippee were made a special committee on the subject, with

instructions to report at the earliest possible moment.
The question of record-making was then taken up, and it

was voted that there should be no more tin-cup records on
this track. Hereafter records will be made here only in

purse and dash races for a stake. This is a matter of great

consequence to all breeders and horsemen, and it will prob-

ably work much annoyance at first. It was the only thing

the Directors could do, however, for the rules are now so strict

that great care must be taken to make records that will be

accepted by the Trotting Register Association.

The new conditions adopted by the board for 1893 are as

follows:

It is with pleasure one reads of the great progress being

made by the associations devoted to the interests of the

trotting horse in Oregon. From every town are reports

of trainers handling colts and fillies by the stallions that

are making our sister State famous. The list of entries

for the spring meeting of the Portland Speed and Driv-

ing Association, which commences next Saturday, June

24th, are on a par with the one usually observed at the

State Fair here.

Dashes of one mile and over for pacers and trotters

are also on the programme, while the two-in-three rule

is one they abide by to keep alive the interests and make

their racing events " square " and " profitable." The

preparations at the track at Albina, which is across the

Williamette Eiver, directly opposite the thriving city of

Portland, is described as follows in the Oregonian :

"An army of workmen are putting the finishing touches on the

new track and building at Albina. and enough labor has already been

done to carry out tie association's promise that it would have the

finest racing grounds on the Pacific Coast, if not in the entire United

States. Viewed from the magnificent grand-stand, the track is sug-

gestive of the rim of a huge basin, so clearly and evenly does it rise

above the centerfield at every point. This splendid speed ring is now

receiving a top dressing of springy loam, which will be harrowed,

sprinkled and rolled until it possesses the elasticity of a billiard

cushion, and will be soft as a velvet carpet for the feet of the horses.

Construction of the grand-stand is progressing as rapidly as a large

corps of carpenters can work, and Contractor Bennett will turn it

over to the association to-day. Its lowest seat looms up so high as to

give the occupants a clear view of every foot of the track and the

magnificent landscape beyond the fences. Five thousand people can

comfortably sit np there, beyond reach of sun, rain or dust, and watch

the races. In front of the stand are thirty-five private boxes, which

will be elaborately furnished for the accommodation of those patrons

who would rather pay extra money than participate in the crush

which the attractive programmes are sure to create. The ground floor

of the stand is partitioned into various spacious compartments, which

will be occupied by a restauiant, with private rooms attached, a bar-

room with cozy boxes, where parties can rest, a betting ring with

open sides, and numerous other apartments which will be utilized as

necessity or convenience dictates. To the right of the stand is the

inclosed paddock where the horses will be groomed between heats,

and to its left is a village of stalls. The grounds are daily visited by

scores of people, and when the first race is rung up next Saturday, a

big percentage of Portland's population will be admiring them."

This augurs well for the success of their first meeting

and shows what an enterprising association can do to

make a race course second to none. The steamship to

Portland last week conveyed a number of promising trot-

ters and pacers from here whose names are among those

entered for the various events. There will be a number

of well contested races, and those who attend will never

regret their visit to the inaugural meeting of this course

while under the management ot the live and progressive

association that has contributed so much toward infusing

new life to the trotting-horse business of the Xorth-

west.

mission of this live district will strengthen all the others, as

there are numbers of fine^horses owned there that will start

in at the Breeders meeting and continue right on through the
circuit. The directors of Woodland have a number of car-

penters busy making new stalls, and the track is in perfect

order. By the time the horses reach there, nearly two hun-
dred stalls will be in readiness, and every thing will be done
to make all visitors comfortable.

A letter was received from the Secretary of the Santa Clara
Agricultural Society stating that the dates, September 25th to
30th, claimed by that association, will not be changed as they
have had those dates for twenty years. The delegate from
Fresno said that "if that's the case we shall not change ours,"

and therefore the meeting at these two places will occur at

the same time. The horsemen who bring their strings of
trotters and thoroughbreds from the State Fair to Stockton,
can have the choice of the two places.

Upon motion, the dates and order of meetings selected are
as follows

:

P. C. T. H. B. A. Meeting July 22 to 29
Oakland July 31 to Aug. 5.
Vallejo Aug 7 to 12.
N'apa Aug 14 to 19.
Petaluma Aug 21 to 26.
Woodland Aug 28 to Sept 2.

State FainSacrameuto) sept 4 tol6.
Stockton Sept IS to 23.

lresn
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sePt 25 1 o 30.

P. C. T. H. B. A "... Oct 2 to 7.

It was also resolved that the uniform rate of entrance to

purses to be given by the associations represented at this
meeting be five per cent, to enter and five per cent, addi-
tional from winners. This is in accordance with the rules
adopted throughout the Eastern circuits.. The stake events,
as closed, will not be altered

; each association's arrangements
in this respect are in no way affected by this change.

It was also recommended that it would be advantageous
and agreeable to all if the associations on the grand circuit
follow the programme of the P. C. T. H. B. Association as
closely as possible, therefore there would be very few three-
in-five contests.

The attention of all lovers of racing is called to the

advertisement in another column regarding the summer

running meeting now in progress at Bay District track,

and which lasts four days per week—Tuesday, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday. The racing of the past week has

been of a high order of excellence, and the starting ol

H. D. Brown has been admirable. The finishes in most

cases have been close and exciting, and the people have

supported the affair in a more than encouraging way.

The experiment of holding a summer meeting is, to all

appearances, going to prove a most successful one.

P. C. T. H. B. A. Meeting.

The Directors of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association met last Tuesday evening, June 13th, at the

office of the Breeder and Sportsman. Joseph Cairn

Simpson presided and the Directors present were F. H. Burke,

F. W. Loeber, K. S. Brown, E. P. Heald, G. W. Wood-
ard and Wilfred Page. Secretary Kelly read the report of

the spring meeting. It was shown that over $5,000 was paid
to horse owners at that meeting in purses, in excess of
the amount received for entrance. The receipts at

the gate were not as large as expected owing to reasons al-

ready stated in these columns. The success of the innovation
of dish races was merited, and all owners who brought their
horses to this meeting expressed themselves as well
satisfied. It was decided to hold a summer meeting either at
Oakland or the Bay District Track, San Francisco. The
following races and purses were arranged, the two-in-three
rule to be used in all:

Trotting, free-for-all, purse $800; 2:18 class, $700- 2-20

class, $600; 2:22 class, $500; 2:24 class, $500; 2:27 class

$500 ;
2:30 class, $500 ; 2:40 class, $500 ; three-vear-old 2:35

class, $300 ;
four-year-old 2:30 class, $300.

Pacing, free-for-all, pacing purse $700 ; 2:20 class, $500

:

2:25 class, $500.

Besides these there will be the following dash races

:

Pacing, two miles, 2:25 class, purse $300 ; trotting dash, one
mile, for two-year-olds, eligible to the 2:40 class, purse $200,
and a two-mile trotting dash, purse $300. Entries to close

July 1st.

The speed committee of the association is composed of
Messrs. Burke, Loeber, Woodard, Brown and Page.

•••

The Coming Auction Sale.

Catalogues are now issued by Messrs. Killip & Co., for the

sale of trotting-bred broodmares, colts and fillies'and road-

sters bred and raised by A. T. Hatch, sons and daughters of

Guide, 2:161, Lenmar, 2:161, Corrector, My Guy (son of Guy
Wilkes—Gracie, by Arthurton), and Admar, out of mares by
Admiral Brigadier, and Gladiator suitable for track, road or
breeding farm are to be sold. They are all large and well-

formed, and will be found useful anywhere. Bred as they are

from a strong Morgan and thoroughbred foundation they
should suit the most exacting of horsemen.
Myers & Myers, of Oakland, consign to this sale three very

choice animals. Send for a catalogue at once and attend this

sale which takes place Thursday, June 29tb, at salesyard

corner Van Ness Avenue and Market street.

Entrance fee in all races of ten or more entries five per cent, ot

purse, with an additional five per cent, of purse from starters. Where
there are less than ten entries, entrance fee is ten per cent, of purse.

In all races there will be four moneys. Fifty per cent, of puree goes
to first, twenty-five to second, fifteen to third and ten to fourth.

A horse not winning a heat in four or making a dead heat is barred
from starting again in that race.

The following purses are offered for fair week :

Free-for-all, trotting, purse 51,200, to close August 26th.

Free-for-all. pacing, purse 51,000, to close August 26th.

2:30 class, trotting, purse Sl.OOO. to close August let. Horses making
a record of 2:22 or better on or before August 26th are to receive return
of entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in this race, but
may re-enter August 26th in proper class.

2:20 class, pacing, purse 51,000. to close August 26th.

2:20 class, trotting, purse 51.000. to close August 26th.

2:23 class, trotting, purse Sl.OOO, to close August 26th.

2:16 class, pacing, purse Sl.OOO, to close August 1st. Horses making
a record of 2:14 or better on or before Aogust 26th to receive return of
entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in this race, but
mav re-enter in proper class August 26th.

2:27 class, trotting, purse 51,000. to close August 1st. Horses making
a record of 2:22 or better on or before August 26th are to receive return

of entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in this race,

but mav re-enter August 26th in proper class.

2:25 class, pacing, purse 5700. to close August 1st. Horses making a
record of 2:20 or better on or before August 26th are to receive return
of entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in this race, but
may re-enter August 26th in proper class.

At Ascot Heath last Thursday four horses ran for the

gold cup. Marcion won, Buccaneer second, Eagimunde third.

The distance was two and a half miles. Orme won the Rous

Memorial stakes and Phocion won the St. James Palace

stakes.

Marcus Daly's colt, Sir Francis, will not be a starter in

the American Derby, unless Matt Byrnes changes his mind
within a day or two. Secretary Brewster has received a

letter from the famous trainer asking him to reserve six

stalls for the copper king's horses, and saying that he did not

think he would bring Sir Francis, and that in all probability

his shipment would not be made until some days after the

me- ting had commenced. This will be a great disappoint-

ment to numerous backers of Sir Francis, who believed in

him even after the poor showing he made in his first race

this season. Garrison, in that event, will be at liberty to

ride the best of Fair's colts for the big event.

At the Valensin sale which is to take place in New York
June 21st, 22d and 23d there will be sold : An own brother

to Red Sid, being by Sidney, out of Florence Wilkes ; a full

sister to Maggie McDowell, 2:21 J ; a full sister to Odd Fel-

low, that showed a quarter in 0:35 at ten months old, and sold

for $2,000 at the recent Cleveland sale ; a half-sister to Myr-
tle, 2:19J, being by Sidney, out of Luella, by Nutwood ; a

fast colt by Sidney, dam by Director, second dam by Harold
;

a speedy one by Sidney, out of a Dictator mare, and she out

of a mare by Mambrino Time ; an own sister to Allan Roy,

2:19|. and Sanders, 2:26, and many others of this character.

Undoubtedly, however, the one which will be most fancied

among the Sidney lot is the bay colt Sidney Union, a good

one by Sidney, out of an own sister to the famous Kentucky
Union, three-year-old record 2:13*, by Aberdeen, she out of

the fast mare Kentucky Central, by Balsora, and she out of

Nonesuch (in the great broodmare list), by Brignoii. There

are manv acute turfmen and breeders who believe Kentucky
Union to be as fast as anything ever foaled, and regard her as

very probable to become the reining queen of the turf.

From the following St. Louis dispatch of June 15th it

would appear that W. O'B. Macdonough was disposing of the

whole string which has been doing so well in the hands of

the veteran, Dan Dennison :
" Of the horses in training here

belonging to the California millionaire, William O'Brien

Macdonough, nine head were sold at auction to-dav at the

fair grounds track. The sale was due to the owner being over-

stocked with racing material, and was a flattering success, the

horses bringing a total of $20,975, an average of $2330. The
best prices obtained were : Fatality, two years old, by im-

ported Sir Modred, dam Faux Pas, sold to McCafferty &
Wisbard, Columbas, Ga., for $S,700 ; Rosalie, two years old,

by Hyder Ali, dam Rosemary, to B. Shrieber, St. Louis,

$4,000 : Centurion, two years old, by imported Cheviot, dam
Lizzie P., to B. C. Holly, Denver, Col

., $2,150 ; Valencia,

two years old, by Hidalgo, dam Yum Yum, to C. Doyle, St.

Louis, $1,625 ; Abbess, two years old, by imported Kyrle

Daly, dam Abra, to J. B. Moore, St. Louis, $1,400 ;
i Iration,

twoyears old, bv Three Cheers, dam Hattie Ball, to George

Wyle, St. Louis', $1,300."

L. J. Rose's recently-engaged trainer, Mr. Trieyer, of

Fordbam, X. Y, arrived at Los Angeles this week with fifteen

royallv-bred yearlings lately purchased by the popular

California gentleman. Mr. Trieyer, the trainer, is a young

man, but comes here with an excellent reputation. For

several years he was a neighbor of Peter Weber (now of E.

Oakland) at Fordham, N. Y., and these horsemen are great

friends. Mr. Trieyer attended the races at Bay District track

last Thursday, and will make many friends here we have

little doubt.

Tin: sensational filly May Thompson, two years old, by

Kosciusko, dam Delphine, was sold last Thursday in St. Louis

bv Captain W. G. Cannon of the Bedford stable to J. S.

O'Brien of Stillwater, Minn., proprietor of the Lakeland

stable for $10,000. May Thompson is the Helen Nichols of

the West this year. Her record was seven wins in eight

starLs. She is engaged in $75,000 worth of stakes in her two

and three-year-old form.

E. H. Heard demonstrated how good a track the half

mile ring at Parkway is by driving Senator J..lm M. I irtvs

chestnut colt Ben Davis, 2:19}, an exhibition mile in 2:16).

Ben Davis is eight years old, was bred in California by B.C.

Holly, and made his record of 2:19| on a mile track at Lex-

ington in 1891. Ho is by Great Tom, by Pathfinder, a grand-

son of the famous Morgan trotting stallion Vermont Black

Hawk.
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OVERLAND PARK RACES.

[CONTII.XED FROM FIRST PiGE.l

The fourth race had but four starters, but was the prettiest

of the dav and the best contested of the meeting. The entries

were Get" There, AA'edgegeld, The Judge and Silverman. The

Judge and Silverman had few backers in the betting. Get

There, the speed v four-year-old, who showed his heels to Re-

volver the other'davand left AVedgefieldin no better positton

than third place, had probably the call in the betting, though

he sold ateven money, as Wedgefield did. Wedgefield, since

he ran awav from Belle P. and Baychester last Friday, has

been fit as a fiddle. The two favorites carried a considerable

amount of money when they went to the post, and both ap-

peared in beautiful conditiou.

The coat of the trim bay horse Get There glistened like

burnished bronze. In his strong, well-turned limbs, his deep

chest and powerful quarters he looked every inch a racer.

"Wedgefield was statuesque. The Judge had some little back-

ing and so did Silverman, but the interest of the race centered

in the two favorites.

The quartette of horses got off to a good start, with Get

There slightlv in the lead and Wedgefield running well up.

In the dash around the turn Silverman shot into the lead and

held it momentarily. Then Get There and Wedgefield

moved un together. They were going lapped in the lead at

the quarter and both were running free at a pace that killed

off the other two contestants. Through the long backstretch

the two fleet animals were sea-sawing back and fourth. 2fow

the head of one appeared in front, now the bead of the other,

and the crowd in the grand stand was breathless with excite-

ment. Neck and neck they swung into the siretch and

straightened away for the run home. The struggle to the

wire was fought out inch by inch. Neither jockey raised a

whip until the race had neared the eighth pole, but both were

lifting their mounts with every stride and riding like demons.

Then Nixon on Get There began to ply the rawhide. The
horse answered gamely. In the last jumps Get There got his

head in front and passed under the wire a winner of one of

the most exciting races ever run over the Overland course.

Silverman was third six lengths away. The Judge was beaten

ofl'. The mile was gone in l:42f.

In that slashing finish no whip was used on \Vedge6eld

and many wondered why. The horse does not run well under

a whip. When his jockey had dismounted after the race was

over the horse's sides were covered with blood from the rowels

of his rider's spurs.

SUMMARY.

Fourth race, owners' handicap, one mile.

Mesquite Stables' b h Get There, 4, by Getaway—Laura Lee, 85

pounds r Nixon 1

W. L. Thompson's r g Wedgefield, 5, by Governor Hampton—
Vintg'Cn. 90 pounds Thompson 2

Al Shore's rn g Silverman, 4, by Richelieu—Nannie Fox, So pounds
_ Davis 3

Time, 1:42%.

Won bv a head. Six lengths between second and third.

Post betting : Get There and Wedgefield even money, Silverman 10

to 1. The Judge, 85 (Locklear), 6 to 1, also started.

The fifth and last event of the day was a five-furlongs race

for three-year-olds and upwards. Blake more, Cassa, Bob
Austin, Venture and Bob were the contestants. Bob was first

away with the drop of the flag. He went out to make the

running, and set so goad a pace that his field was strung out

behind him. Bob Austin was second, well up, and Blake-
more was third. Coming through the stretch for home,
Blakemore dropped away and finished last. Bob won by half

a length. Bob Austin was second, two lengths in front of

Venture, third. Time, 1:03|.

SUMMARY.
Fifth race, five furlongs, for three-year-olds and upward.

G. W. Thompson's b g Bob, aged, 119 pounds Neal l
C. G. Sutton's ch g Bob Austin, aged, by South Australian—Bright

Eyes, 114 pounds Derby 2
Al Shore's b g Venture, aged, by Voltigeur—Lucy A,, 104 pounds.".

-Davis 3
Time, 1:03%.

Won by half a length. Two lengths between second and third.
Bob 3 to 5, Bob Austin 10 to 1 and Ventures to 1.

Blakemore. 122 (Nixon), 2 to l.and Cassa, 106 (Parks), 6 to 1, also
ran.

EIGHTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7.

There was an increase in the attendance at Overland to-day

and more enthusiasm was manifested than on any day before.

To-morrow's card is a most inviting one, and will, without

doubt, be witnessed by a large crowd. Besides being ladies'

day, the famous pacer, Yolo Maid, is down on the bills for a

try al her record. She made a mile in 2:12 at Detroit two
years ago and has lately been gotten into splendid condition
for another try at it. The polo ponies will have another go
and J. G. Gilpin, of Colorado Springs, will ride his namesake,
and he promises to give Guido the dust. There will be six
races, two of them trotting events.

First race was painfully easy for the favorite, and the only
betting done was through fear of his breaking and losing the
place. He made every heat without a skip, and won in a
jog. Lizzie S. was the only one to approach him, and even
she failed to get nearer than a length at the finish.

SUMMARY.

Trotting, purse S500. 2:30 class.

J W. Pnge's b g Gonzales McGregor, by Norton McGregor Ill
Francis Smart's br m Lizzie S., by Iowa Chief 2 2 2
W. T. Duncan's b m Gene, by Bona Fide _ 3 3 3
Dubois Broe.' b m Dazzle, by Flender 4 d
F. 8. Byera' b m Dollie M., by Copper Duke d
<» U '.'jdfrey'sbgCol. D., by Prospector d

Tune, 2:19>£ 1 2:18Ji, 2:20.

Dg, first hc-at—Gonzales McGregor, S10 ; field, 814. Second
McGregor. $10: Held, %€,, Third heat—McGregor, barred;

Lizzie 8., 810 ; fleld, 810.

The favorite was the first to show after the drop of the flag.
Rebecca waa well up, Little Nell second, with Maelstrom a
length away, leading the bunch. At the half Rebecca was
leading, with Bert Hart second, and Maelstrom gaining.
Little Nellie was fourth, and Derby seemed to have her well
in hand. Coming into the stretch'Maelstrom jumped to the
from, but wore himself out in doing so. Bert Hart was sec-
ond, and the race was expected between he and Rebecca, who
Wfti running third well up on the leaders. As they neared
toe wire from out the center of the bunch shot Little Nell.
< >n the came with a magnificent burst of speed, passing Mael-
tdrom, Bert Hart and Rebecca as if they were stiffs, and win-
ning the race by two lengths with Bert Hart second, leading
Rebecca by half a length.

SUMMARY.
Running, selling, purse 3200. for horses that have started and not

been first or second at this meeting ; $600 weight for age allowance ;

5 pounds each 3100 less. Five furlongs.

C. G. Sutton's b m Little Nell, a. 114 pounds -Derby 1

Fred Bean's ch g Bert Hart. 5. 112 pounds Xarvaez 2

Miss E. Thompson's b m Rebecca, 6. 107 pounds .Thompson 3
Time, 1:0234.

Maelstrom, King Pluto, Kate Claxton and Minnie Beach ran in
the order named.
Betting—Bert Hart, favorite, even money ; Rebecca. 4 : Little Nell,

3 : Maelstrom, King Pluto, Kate Claxton and Minnie Beach, 6.

Bay Chester and The Judge alternated for the position of

favorite before the race, the lowest odds being first on one
and then on the other. Narvaez got The Judge out to the

front early in the race, Bay Chester was second and Omen a

third to the quarter, where she fell with a thud to sixth

place. At the half The Judge was leading by a length and
Bay Chester away from the neck bv two lengths. Barton H.
was third and Lilly G. fourth. The Judge came into the

stretch only half a length from Bay Chester, who was doing,

to quote Lowry, "gojd, consistent work and gaining at every

stride." He soon overtook The Judge, who laid the motion
to pass on the table. Omen, Lilly G., Barton H. and Razzle
Dazzle were harmoniously bunched, and out of the medley
came Barton H. Bay Chester won the race by a length with

The Judge eight lengths away from Barton H.
SUMMARY.

Running, selling, purse 3200; 3S00, weight for age: 5 lbs. for each
3100 less. Winners at this meeting to carry 5 lbs. extra. Seven furlongs.

Al Shores' b h Bay Chester. 6, 124 King 1
Ouray Stables' ch g The Jndge, a, 109 Narvaez 2

Mrs. "John Pearson's br h Barton H., a Pearson 3
Time, 1:32.

Omen, Razzle Dazzle and Lillv G, finished in the order named.
Betting—Bav Chester, 3 to 2 ; The Judge, S to 5 ; Lilly G., 4 to 1

;

Omen, S ; Barton H., 6 ; Razzle Dazzle, 6.

King won his second race on a 5 to 1 shot, Viceroy, who
defeated Jennie Schwartz, the favorite, by a length. The flag

dropped to the field well bunched, but with Bowling a length

short. Lucy Clark was the first to show, with Tucker half a
length away, leading Jennie Schwartz by a neck. At the
half the same position was maintained, the leader having the

place by a head. Jennie Schwartz responded to the spurs

and came into the stretch a neck in the lead, Viceroy being
third and away from Lucy Clark by a length. There began
a pretty race, Viceroy acting splendidly and obeying every
wish of Wash King's, aud winning the race by a length

from Jennie Schwarlz, who was a length away from Lucy
Clark.

SUMMARY.
Running, selling, purse $200; S800, weight for age ; five pounds each

3100 less : winners at this meeting to carry three pounds additional

;

non-winners allowed three pounds ; six furlongs.

Mrs. F. A. Stafford's b g Viceroy, 5, 106 pounds King 1
Grenada Stables' ch f Jennie Schwartz, 5, 105 pounds Freeman 2
Charles Roberts' ch m Lucy Clark, 4, 104 pounds Graves 3

Time, 1:16%.

. A. C. Tucker and Owen Bowling last in.

Betting—Lucy Clark. 6 to 5 : Jennie Schwartz, even ; Owen Bow-
ling, 2 to 1 ; A. C. Tucker, 5 ; Viceroy, 5.

This was the surprise of the day, the long-shot Laniard
winning after a wonderful burst of speed by half a length.

After the flag dropped Sam Jones was the first to show, lead-
ing Ranger and Trooper, Laniard being fourth and Balance
All last. At the quarter Sam Jones still led by two lengths,

with Banger a length away from Laniard. Coming into the
stretch Laniard dropped back to rive to get a straight-away
course and Goedertz began to whip. On came the long shot,

apparently as fresh as a daisy. At every cut of the whip
the pace was increased. Banger was passed, and he dropped
like a cur. Sam Jones, too, was passed by Laniard, Trooper
and Balance All, and the race of the tail-ender long shots
began. It was a pretty one, but Laniard clearly outclassed
them all and won the race with ease ; Balance All was second
and Trooper third, the favorites being a poor fourth and fifth.

The talent had been dumped.
SUMMARY.

Running—Selling, purse S200 ; for three-year-olds and upwards.
Horses to be sold for 3200 to carry 100 pounds ; $300, 105 pounds.
Winners at this meeting to carry five pounds extra. Four and one-
half furlongs.

S. T. Dickson's b g Laniard, 3. lOOlpounds Goedertz 1
Al Shores" ch Balance All, a. 100 pounds Thompson 2
Frank Byers' ch Trooper, a, 100 pounds^ King 3

Time. 0:56%.

Sam Jones and Ranger also ran.
Betting—Sam Jones, 3 to 5 ; Ranger, open, 3 to 1, close 2 to 1

;

Trooper, 3 to 1 ; Balance All, S ; Laniard, 15.

SIXTH DAY—THTJItSDAY, JUNE 8.

It was ladies' day at Overland park to-day. The young
miss, with the vigor of youth, jumped on the benches and
shouted for her favorite regardless of all the proprieties. The
venerable matron was much more circumspect. She bought
her ticket from the official pool seller, and calmly awaited
the result. If she won her eyes would flash as in days of
yore; if she lost the horse was mean and the jockey horrid.
The features were the victory of Himyar and the try at

the record made by Yolo Maid. The half-mile pacing record
1:00^, is held by Manager, who made it against time on a
kite-shaped track at Independence, Iowa, October 2S, 1892.
Without a skip Yolo Maid went the distanee yesterday in
1:01^. This time was caught by a dozen timers under the
wire and a number caught the little pacer at 1:01. The
wrangling over the start given Cassa and the kick over the
second five furlong race added spice to the occasion. The
critics were on hand and they handled the starter and the
judges without gloves when those officials differed with them.
The races were finished with dispatch to-dav, considering
the number of heats and running events there were on the
programme.
This was a very hollow victory for Brilliant, as the little

mare was never approached in the race. Jennie Thombs did
not act well and broke frequently at critical times. Some
pinned their faith to the field in the last two heats, but at no
time was there anything but picayune betting. Jennie
Thombs is a very tidy little mare, bul was outclassed by Du
Bois Brothers' Brilliant, who had also won the second trot of
the meet from Rosie and Josie C.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, purse 3700. Nomination Stake, 2:40 class.

Du Bois Brothers' b m Brilliant, bv Electioneer—Bright Eyes 111
LansiDg Warren'sb ra Jennie Tombs, bv Seuator 2 4 2
E. W. Lowery's b g E. W. L. by Arcaees 3 2 3
Bert McKetcher'sbr gStevie, by Dennis P 4 3 4
John J Wyatl's bl g Spartan, bv Barkis 5 D

Time, 2:25 1
4, 2:24%. 2:24%.

Betting—First heat, Brilliant, 310 ; field, 86. No betting of anv ac-
count on other heals.

This race was full of inglorious uncertainties. The crowd
wanted a running race and waited with much impatience for
the finish. It was conceded that the race would be between
Tip Tyler and McLeod. Coming into the stretch Eli Al-

mont looked like a winner and the prospects were bright for

a repetition of Saturday's performance. Fortunately Eli
went up in the air, and finished third to Colonel D.'s second,

Tip Tyler winning the heat by five lengths and the race by
three straights. Colonel D. was put back for running and Eli
got the place in the heat.

SUMMARY.
Special trotting, purse 3300, for named horses.

J. W. Page's blkh Tip Tyler, by Wilton 5 3 111
I John Nolan's ch h McLeod, bv Saturn „. 112 2 3
1 Andrew Smith's eh g Eli Almont, by Almont Pilot 2 2 3 4 2
, O. L. Godfrey's gg Colonel D-, by Prospector 6 5 4 3 4
I G. W. Cook's ch g Carl, by Hidalgo 4 4 wd
F. S. Bvers' bl g Black Jim, bv Reconstruction 3 dis

Time, 2:23, 2:23, 2:24M, 2:24^.

Betting- First beat, McLeod, S10. field 310 ; second heat, McLeod.
S10, field 36: third heat. McLeod, S10. field. So; fourth heat, Tyler,
$10, McLeod, 310 ; field 53 ; fifth heat, Tyler, 310, field S10.

In this race considerable money wae placed on Cassa, a
three-year-old filly owned by Kilkenny & Fisher. The tip

floated about that he was in prime condition and in winning
form. The horses went to the post with Seaman on Cassa.
The flag dropped with all the horses well bunched except
Cassa, who was from eight to ten lengths away, and he had
not struck his gait. Handicapped in this way, there was no
possible chance of a victory, and a howl of displeasure went
up from those who had backed Seaman's mount. At the half
Little Fellow Jr. led with Country Girl second and A, C.
Tucker third. King Himyar was fourth by two lengths.
They all came into the stretch well bunched, excepting Cassa,

who was trailing. Country Girl, led with Little Fellow Jr.

and Tucker close behind. The leader was tired and the race
! promised to be between the second and third, but out of the
|
dust came King Himyar. With a magnificent stride the big
black forged his way to the front. He had a patent breath-

! inff apparatus, and he gave the others the " horse laugh," as

under the wire he passed half a length away from A. C.
Tuc 1 er, who led Little Fellow Jr. by a neck. There was an
immediate howl from the Cassa portion of the talent. Clem
Creveling said the start was a good one and Seaman said he
never broke and that the flag dropped with him away in the
rear.

SUMMARY.

I

Running, purse 3200, for horses that have started and not been first

or second, to carry 100 pounds. _aThose running third five pounds ad-
ditional. Five furlongs.

F. S. Byers' blk h King Himyar. a, 100 pounds .Parks l
!
W. L. Thompson's b h A. C. Tucker, 5, 105 pounds Thompson 2
Reed, Webb& Co.' br h Little Fellow Jr.. 3, 105 pounds King 3

Time, 1:02%.

i

Cassa (Kilkenny & Fisher), Seaman, and Country Girl (Hanna <fc

Kliutegen), Davis.
i Betting—Little Fellow, 3 to 5 ; A. C. Tucker. 2 ; Cassa, 3 King
;
Himyar, 10 ; County Girl, 12.

This race was brought about by the owner of John Gilpin,
who believed that Mr. Benton's ride in the former race lost

him the honor of owning "the" pnlo horse of the Slate.

Mr. Benton, it should be explained, went into the former
race with a beard of several days' growth, and as a conse-
quence lost the race and the plaudits of the grand stand. Mr.
Uilpin rode his own horse yesterday, and if his illustrious

namesake made his famous ride with but half the acrobatic
merit of yesterday's performance it deserves to be handed
down to posterity as a unique and interesting feat. What the
elder John lacked in raiment his descendant made up in eor-
geousness of color. Joseph's coat was tame and uninteresting
compared with Mr. Gilpin's. Dandy got his nose to the
front in the start yesterday and held it to the stretch, where
Gilpin overtook him. Then began the contortion act of the
day. The horses seemed to be going one way, the gentleman
jockeys another. Mr. Kuykendall's classic features were lost

sight of occasionally, for he had been indiscreet. He wore
his high collar and lost the race by a length to Gilpin. He
dismounted in front of the grand stand, but not a cheer
greeted him. Four days ago he was the idol of the ladies.

Yesterday he did not get a nod of recognition. Such is the
irony of fate.

SUMMARY.
RunniDg, purse 375, for polo horses, gentlemen riders. Three fur-

lougs.

Frank Gilpin's b h John Gilpin, a. 150 l
H. L. Kuykendall's ch h Guido. a, 150 2
Joe Holloway's ch h Dandy, a. 150 3
B. Turner's ch h Piedro, a. 150 4
Terry Boal'sch g Brown Bob. a, 150 5

Time, 0:39K.

Betting—Gilpin favorite, with Guido second choice.

Al Watts must be the bright particular star in the first

part of every act or he snlks. If not doing a skinless dance or
marking out a point lace design on the dust at the post, he is

running away, rearing or otherwise delaying the game. After
aweary wait today be took it into his head that Robin-
son had not become sufficiently acquainted with his mount,
and started around the course. He ran away for half a mile,

made a killing pace and landed at the post winded and with-
out a silver tube. The Al Watts men then began to hedge,
and they hedged by sinking deeper in the financial sea. The
horses got the starter's flag well bunched and started for the
wire. Bob was the first to show, and Cactus Blossom a
moment after crawled to the front. Parole was third and
Belle P. fourth. Hal Fisher and Al Watts took the dust un-
til the half when the favorite passed Belle P. They came in-

to the stretch with Bob leading, but going heavy. Parole
wassecond and Hal Fisher third. Belle P. was urged and
responding, passed all others and got after Hal Fisher, who
was leading by two lengths. King dug his spurs into the big
fellow's sides and he too responded with a will, finishing first

four lengths away from Belle P., who led Cactus Blossom two
lengths and the field by a length. Al AVatts was fifth, ten
lengths away from Hal Fisher. Before the jockies had a
chance to weigh in those who had lost their money on the
field against Fisher set up a dismal howl. The cry was
raised that the timer's flag had not dropped, and they urged
that it should therefore not be declared a race. The judges
went into secret session. They argued the disputed point to

a finish and declared Hal Fisher 4he winner, with Belle P.
second. The bookies made a killing on Fisher, and the
official announcer championed their cause.

SUMMARY.
Running—Purse 3350. Ladies' day handicap, closed. Conditions :

All to carry 100 pounds with sex allowances. Five and a halt furlongs.

C. F. Johnson's br h Hal Fisher, a, 100 pounds King 1
Pan Angelo Stable's ch m Belle P., 4, 05 pounds Locklear 2
Frank Saunders' ch mCaclUi Blossom, 4. 1C0 pounds Graves 3

Time, 1:08K.

G. W. Thompson's Bob (Neall. Ryan Bros.' Al Watts (Robinson),
Reed Webb & Co.'s Parnle (Thompson) also ran in order named.
Betting—Hal Fisher, favorite, 4 to 5 ; Al Watts, 10 to 5; Belle P. 3,

Cactus Blossom 2, Parole 10.

AVinfield was the first to show. He led to the quarter and
quit. A

r
enture was second, The Judge third, each a length

away from one another. At the half The Judge was leading
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by a leDgth, with Venture second, two lengths away from Sam
Brown. Coming into the stretch the same position was main-
tained, Omen being fourth. The leaders were urged and the

race was a pretty one. Davis, on Ventuie, rode a very poor
finish. The Judge won by two lengths from Venture, who was
half a length away from Sam Brown.

SUMMARY.
Running—Selling, purse $200: for non-winners that have >ian^l at

this meeting. 51,200 ; weight for age ; 3 pounds each for $100 less.

Seven furlongs.

Ouray Stable's ch g The Judge, a. 100 pounds Xeal 1

G. W. Cook's ch h Sam Brown, 4 King 2
Al Shores* bg Venture, 6, 91 pounds Davis 3

Time. l:;UJi

W. L. Thompson's Omen (Thompson! and Fred Bean's John Win-
field (Lockiear) also ran in order uame-i.
Betting—The Judge, 3 to o ; Omen 2, Venture 5, Sam Brown 6. John

Winfield 15.

TENTH DAY—FRIDAY, JCXE 9.

There were several good races to-day at Overland , and the
talent did not pick out all the winners. This was one of tbe

refreshing features of the day. The trotting features were not
interesting, and the dispensers of liquors were made glad be-

cause of it. The rain did not come but the promises of it

freshened theairand made the day an ideal one for racing.

The attendance was very eood and the crowd was well pleased

with the programme presented. A pleasing and popular
thing was done to-day by Clem Creveling in reinstating

little Seaman, who rode Cassa on Thursday. Xeal had the
mount to-day on Cassa, and the filly acted in such a way as

to convince the starter that Seaman was more sinned against

than sinning.

Th e first race was won by Rose, who jogged in in a go-as-

you-please gait. The only interest in the race was
centered in second place. Each of the three horses in the race

after the first heat won a second and third place in the suc-

ceeding circles. Instead of settling the disputed point by
another try the owners decided to divide the purse for the

second, third and fourth places in race.

Trotting, purse $300, stake. 2:45 class.

John Sandkuhl'sb m Rose by Bashaw Chief. Ill
A. D. Carson's br m Ella O., unknown 2 3 4

D. G. Markle's b e Bill Sherwood bv Iowa Chiel 4 2 3
J. W. Page's b g Nickel Plate bv Bar Tom. Jr _ 3 4 2

Time—2:29-4. 2:25. 2:26.

Billy Bird and Rowena distanced in first beat. Ella 0„ Bill Sher-
wood and Nickel Plate divided second, third and fourth money.

Betting. Rose, S10; field. $6.

It was expected that Supposition would open favorite in

this race, but the filly bad not got into perfect condition and
did not have her own driver today. The race was therefore

won by Nellie Campbell, with the greatest of ease, in three

straight heats. Supposition will be a lively aud speedy ani-

mal before the season is over.

5 I'MMARY.

Trotting. purse,S250. for two-year-olds.

i. H. Johnson's b f Nellie Campbell, by Waddington Ill
Du Bois Bros.' b s Supposition, bv Superior 2 2 2
T. W. Page's be Sharp, bv Idavan 3 3 3

time, 2:41. 2:37, 2:S7.

Betting— Nellie Campbell, S10 ; field, S4.

Lucy Clark was a very lukewarm favorite in this race, Cas-

sa and Balance All being played heavily at a trifle better

odds. At the start Lucy Clark was the first to show, Remus
being second and Cassa third. At the quarter Eemus was
leading Lucy Clark by half a length, while she was two
lengths [away from Cassa, who \ei the field by three good
lengths. Coming into the stretch Remus had increased the
lead to a length and Lucy Clark was away from Cassa about
two lengths. The race in under the wire was a pretty one.

Lucy Clark responding to the whip and winning by a length
from Remus, who was five lengths away from Cassa. The
latter got the money by a head from Maelstrom, who was
three lengths away from Balance All.

SCMMA7.V.

Running, purse $200, for horses that have started and not won at
this meeting, to carry 110 pounds ; those running not better than
third allowed three pounds: unplaced, seven pounds; maidens al-

lowed five pounds additional ; four and a half furlongs.

Charles Roberts' ch m Lucy Clark. 4. 105 pounds Graves 1

W, L. Thompson's ch c Remus, 4, 103 pounds Thompson 2
Kilkenny & Fisher's bf Cassa. 3. 103 pounds Neal 3

Time. 0:56.

S. L. Dickson's Maelstrom (Goedertz), Al Shore's Balance All
(Freeman), Powers & Wunder's Manitou (Davis) in order named.
Betting—Lucv Clark, 2 to 1 ; Balance All. 3 ; Cassa, 3 ; Maelstrom,

6 : Remus, S : Maniton, 12.

A great many pinned their faith to Sutton's colors in this

race, and after some delay at the post, caused largely by the

bad acting of Little Nell, the horses got away. A moment
later it was noticed that Vail had pulled up Little Nell, and
the cry of "bad start"was immediately set up. The little mare
was clearly out of the race. Of the ol hers Podiga was the

first to show, Rebecca being second and Investigator third,

the rest being strung out in procession order, with Jennie
.Schwartz leading. As they neared the stretch Investigator

was leading, and the Kid Davis seemed oblivious of the fact

that he had a winning mount. Jennie Schwartz came in at

a lively gait. She passed Rebecca and Podiga, and got after

Investigator, but failed to catch him by two lengths. Podiga
also passed Rebecca in the run in and finished third, a length

away from Jennie Schwartz. On Little Nell's arrival at the

judges' stand Vail headed of] a reprimand by calling attention

to the fact that his stirrup strap was broken. He was ex-

cused. Had this misfortune not befallen her she ought to

have won the race with ease, as she made faster time with

more weight on Thursday.

SUMMARY.

Running, selling, purse$200, $-i00, weight for wag(- 5 pounds each
S100 less, winners at this meeting to carry o pounds extra for each
win. Four and a furlongs.
Al Shores' br g Investigator. 3. SI pounds Davis 1

Grenada Stable's cb f Jennie Schwartz. 4, 108 pounds Freeman 2
Charles Roberts' br g Podiga, 3. 106 pounds ..Graves 3

Time. R5£g£

Rebecca (W. L. Thompson), Thompson; Trooper (F. 5. Byersj.

Park3, and Little Nell (C. G. Suttont, Vail in order named.
Betting—Jennie Schwartz (avorite, 6 to 5; Little Nell, 8 to 5 and 5

to 2 : Rebecca. 8 ; Investigator, 8 ; Trooper and Podieo, 6.

The favorite in this race was again victorious. He was the

fourth to show after tbe flag dropped, Little Fellow Jr., being

the first, Sam Jones the second and A. C. Tucker third. It

was only a fair start, and Tucker got slightly the worst of it.

At tbe quarter Sam Jones led Ben Harrison by two lengths,

Little Fellow was a length behind Harrison and leading the

bunch by five lengths, A. C. Tucker was fourth, leading Bob
Austin by three lengths. Into the stretch they came, with

Sam Jones in the lead. He was [weakening, however,

a,nd succumbed near the wire to Ben Harrison and Tucker.

The race in under the wire was a pretty one, Harrison win-

ning the place by half a length. Tucker was second, two

lengths from Sam Jones, who was but half a length nearer
the wire than Little Fellow Jr. Bub Austin was fifth, five
lengths awav, and Kiowa last.

51 MMAKV.
Running, purse $200. Conditions same as third race.

John A. Campbell's ch Ben Harrison. 6, 110- Narvaez I

W. L. Thompson's c h a. C.Tucker, 5. 110 Thompson 2
J. M. Shields' blk g Sam Joues, a. 110 Neal 3

Time. Q

Little Fellow Jr. i Reed. Webb A Co.). King; Bob Austin (C. G.
Sutton . Vail : Kiowa Heflkon & Co . Goedertz, in order named.
Betting— Little Fellow Jr.. 2 ; Gam Jones, :; ; Ben Harrison, 3 and

2; Bob Austiu, 5 : A. C. Tucker. .}; Kiowa, 10.

ELEVENTH AND LAST DAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 10.

The programme to-day at Overland was an excellent one,

and considering the fact that it was the closing day of the
meeting everything was conducted with commendable dis-

patch. The starts were all good and the judging was satis-

factory. The only misfortune of the day, or of the whole
meeting, occurred to young Thorn psoD, who was ridine
Viceroy in the last race. He was well up on the second
horse, when he stumbled and fell. Immediately behind was
The Judge with Graver as the mount. He, too, fell and the
four rolled into the dust together. Graver and the two horses
were quickly on their feet, but Thompson did not stir. The
interest in the finish of the race was lost and anxiety over the
condition of the plucky young jockey took its place. He was
immediately taken to Secretary Rhodes' office, and was at-

tended by Dr. Rogers. He regained consciousness soon after

and it was found that his injuries were not of a serious charac-
ter. His eye was cut and his cheek bruised and tbe hoof of

Viceroy coming in contact with his mouth, he lost one or
two teeth. The boy was game, and almost his first words
were, "And I had the race won. Tough, wasn't it, boys?"
The attendance was very large, the presence of many of the

fair sex lending an additional interest to the enjoyment of the

day. The crowd was fully as large as on Decoration Day, the

spring meeting thus opening and closing with all the eclat so

much appreciated by racing associations. Secretary Rhodes
says the Overland Association will come out about even as far

as finances are concerned.
DuBois Bros.' magnificent pacer made another try at the

:

record and, if she did not succeed in lowering it, she did

I

succeed in treating those assembled to a most remarkable per-
' formance. When it is considered that the record was made
on a kite-shaped track, in the fall of the year, by a horse

|
thoroughly trained aDd conditioned for the event, the trial

j

|
to-day was indeed phenomenal. Yolo Maid is fat and
soft and not in trim for the feat attempted to-day. She
will be heard from later on in the season.

The first race was won in a jog by Marquis, Charley Bald-
win being the only one of the others approaching hi-n in the

race. There was little or no betting in the books and the

mutuels put up the shutters on the race.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, purse $500. 2:2-=> class.

George McCullough's bg Marquis by The Marquis Ill
James Anthony's bl s Charley Baldwin by Iowa Chief 3 2 2
F. S. Bver's bl g Black Jim bv Reconstruction _ 2 4 3
O. L. Godfrey's b g Billv B. bv Unknown 4 3 4

Time—2:22}^, 2:19^- 2:19%.
Betting—Marquis. $10; field. So.

It seemed to be the ambition of the drivers in the second
race to divide up the honors. W. W. P. dropped out after

the first heat, and the next fell to Uncle Jack, who was six

lengths to the good coming in. The third heat was also won
in one-two-three order by the favorite, with Maritana second
and Cebron third. Maritana surprised all by winning the

fourth heat by six lengths. Uncle Jack having broken badly
all through the race. In tbe fifth heat Uncle Jack didn't try

to win, and in consequence all bets were declared off. He
won the last with ease and terminated the agony.

SUMMARY.
Pacing—Purse S500 ; 2:15 class.

John Nolan's b g Uncle Jack, unknown 3 112 3 1

Lewis Hinckley's b g Maritana. by Kentucky Volunteer... 2 3 2 112
A. W. Simkins' b h Cebron, by Belvoir 12 3 3 2 3
DuBois Bros.' ch g W. W. P.. by Ben Lomond Jr 4 dis

Time, 2:17 I4, 2:16, 2:19, 2:21, 2:22^, 2:22%.

Betting—Cebron favorite, first heat, 3 to 2. Uncle Jack favorite from
third heat to finish.

The third was a good race, but Mr. Holloway's ringer won
with ease. This Flying Bird mare was purchased a few days

ago by Mr. Hnlloway. She was taken out to Athletic park

and qualified for a polo pony by three days of chasing after

the elusive ball. Mr. Kuykendall stocd a good chance of

winning the race, but neglected his pony to save his lap as

the ponies neared the wire. Mr. Benton rode a good race on
Pedro, but the big card got his pedro. Johnny Ernest
should have won ihe race and would have done so, had he
not tried to get under the wire before his pony.

SUMMARY.
Running for polo ponies, purse $100, gentlemen riders, one-half

mile
Mr. Holloway's b m aFlyingBird by Unknown 1

Mr. Kuvkeudall's ch h a Goido by Unknown 2
Mr. Johu Ernesto d h a Dick bv Unknown 3

Time—0:5-1.

Piedro, Mr. Benton; Dandy, Mr. Turner; Kid, Mr. Wesson in order
named.

In the fourth race Little Seaman, who rode his first race

after being reinstated, brought in the winner a length away
from A. C. Tucker who had been touted to win. Bert Hart
was the first to get away with the bunch after the flag dropped.

King Pluto was second with A. C. Tucker third. At the half

Tucker was leading with Trooper second and Sam Brown
third. Coming into the stretch Tucker was leading by three

lengths with Sam Brown second about a length away from
Bert Hart. Seaman applied the whip and the horse jumped
to second place and then to first. It was then that Thompson
had a chance to bring Tucker the first money, but he let it

slip and Tucker came in dead with a log on his back. Bert

Hart crossed the wire a length away from A. G. Tucker, who
was a length from Sam Brown who led the field by half a

length.

BUMHABY.
Running, selling, purse $200, for non-wlnnrrs that have started nt

this meeting, S800, weight. for age, Ave pounds each $100 less, five fur-

longs.

Fred Bean's ch g Bert Hart. 1. 107 pounds -Seaman 1

W. L. Thompson's 1. h A. C TOOker. 5, LOS pounds Thompson 2
i, w. ' «ik'sch h Sam Brown. 4. 108 pounds King 3

Time. I

Silverman, Minnie Beach, Trooper and King Pluto in the order
named
Betting— A. C. Tucker, favorite. 6 to.'. : Bi-rt Hart. 3 : Silverman.!;

Sam Baown. -I ; Minnie Beach. 8 ; King Pluto, lo ; Trooper, 8.

Tom Parks was the first to show after the bunch got the

flag in the fifth e. Thread was second at the half, with L.

G. S. third and Wall Paper fourth. Boming into the stretch

Tom Parks led by a length, and kept it up, coming in an easy

winner by a leDgth. Thread was second, and had it by ten

lengths from Wall Paper. The entry finished fourth and
fifth, L. G. S. pursuing a zig-zag course all through the race.

! UfcY.

Running—Purse 1150, for two-year-olds. Non-winners at this meet-
ing, ten pounds below the scales; those running unplaced allowed
live pounds. Four furlongs.

San Angelo Stable's b c Tom Parks. 2. 10S pounds Lockiear 1
Biesquite stable's be Thread, 2. 103 pounds Nixon 2
Joe Holloway's in c Wall Paper. 2, iu3 pounds- .Parks 3

Time, 0:51.

Nadine and L. <\. S., Broadwell's entry, also ran in order named
Belting—Even money on Tom Parks and Broadwell's entry Wall

Paper S, Thread 4.

The betting ring was carpeted with Hal Fisher tickets after
this race was over. He was looked upon as a sure winner
with Narvaez on bis back, btit he missed it by a head. The
start was a good one, Lela being first to show, Sam Jones sec-
ond and Hal Fisher third. The race was between these three.
At the half Lela was leading by a nose with Sam Jones sec-
ond and Bob had crawled up to third, a head away from Hal
Fisher, who was coming in Aery fast on the outside. Coming
into the stretch Narvaez put on the whip and the big brown
horse came in at a terrible gait. He passed Bob and crawled
up steadily on Lela, who was also being whipped to a finish.
The Saj Angeleo stables wanted another victory, and they
got itwith Lela by a head. Hal Fisher started in too late
and Xarvaez found it impossible to overtake the winner. He
led Sam Jones by two lengths.

SUMMABY.
Running, purse §150. for three-year-olds and upwards. Four fur-

longs.

San Angelo Stable's b f Lela. 3. Ill pounds Lyons 1
C. F. Johnson's br h Hal Fisher, a. 129 pounds Xarvaez ->

J. M. Shields' blk g Sam Jones, a. 112 pounds Neal 3
Bob Parole, Country Girl and Nanitou in order named
Seaman again played in luck in the last race, and brought

in Cactus Blossom in good style the winner of the longest
race of the day. Venture, with Midget Davis on him, came
in second and Lilly G., the longest shot, was third, the others
having fallen back when nearing the wire. Cactus Blossom
had a head the best of the start, with Venture second and
The Judge third ; Lilly G. was last, with Viceroy a length
behind her.

_
At the quarter Cactus had fallen away to fourth

place and Viceroy had forged his way to the front, with Ven-
ture still in second place, two lengths away from The Judge.
At the balf Cactus Blossom crawled up into third place and
came into the stretch a head away from Viceroy and a length
from Venture. The Judge was the last into the stretch, with
Lilly G. two lengths in front of him. When about a hundred
yards from the wire, with Venture still leading and Cactus
Blossom hugging the fence, Viceroy attempted to get in on
the inside and collided with the fence. He lost his stride and
stumbled, falling to the ground and rolling over his jockey.
The Judge was close behind and fell over Viceroy. When the
dust settled the two horses were scampering over the field

and Graver, the mount on The Judge, was making for the
fence, wondering what had happened. Thompson did noL
move and he was quickly conveyed to a room near by. In
the meantime^ Cactus Blossom had forged his way to the
front and to victory by half a length. Venture was second
and Lilly G. third.

SUHMAKT.
Running, selling, purse S200. $1,000. weight for age. Allowances:

4 pounds each S100 less, seven furlongs.
Frank Saunder's ch h Cactus Blossom, 5, 104 pounds- Seamen 1
Al Shore's b g* Venture, 6. $2 pounds Davis 2
Kilkenny & Fisher's b fLillvG., 3, 102 pounds \eal 3
Viceroy ^Thompson) and The Judge (Graven fell 100 yards from

wire.
Time—1:31.

Betiing—Venture, 4 too; Viceroy. 2; The Judge, 3; Lilly G., 5- Cac-
tus Blossom, o.

Racing at Oakland, Cal.

There was some good racing at Oakland last Saturday, and

a crowd of close to 1,000 saw it. There was not much money
in it for the horsemen, who were only dividing the gate re-

ceipts and the money received from the privileges. Tacoma,
a 4 to 5 favorite, won handily from the weil-played Samantha
by three parts of a length. Cyclone, at 4 to 1, won with

wonderful ease by a trifle over a length from the flogged-out

1 to 4 favorite, Gypsy Girl. Guadaloupe, at 8 to 5, fought it

out with Prince, a long shot, Mackey, a 1 to 2 favorite, last.

Bronco (1 to 3) had an exciting struggle with Currency,whom
he beat handily enough at the end by not quite a length.
Lady Gwen easily disposed of the favorite in the fifth race,

seven furlongs, and Jack the Ripper, at 4 to 5, ridden out,

won from Volita in the last race by half a length, Lodi pull-

ing up lame. Altogether it was a good day's sport.

SUMMARIES.

First race, for maidens. Haifa mile.

C. H. Whitney's be Tacoma, 4, by Milner—Lina, 122 Capps 1

F. Narvaez's br m Samantha, 3, by Sobrante— Kate Dud lev. in;

H. .Smith 2
Sturgill & Fisher's b m Jessie Sturgill, a, by Ironwood—Jennie

Mack, 119 Garcia 3
Time. 0:50^.

Joe Winters, 110, and Miss Edsell, 106, also ran.

Second race. Three furlongs.

S. B.Smith's b g Cyclone, a, by Ironclad—uutraced, 121

....Bozeman 1

J. M. Cupp's ch m Gypsy Girl, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen. US
-Capps 2

T. Gough's chg Relay, a, by Bis Sandv—Mnilax, 121 Ward 3
Tune. 0:363^.

Third race. Five furlongs.

A. Burns' ch g Gnaduloupe, a, by Grinslcad—Joele C, 121
Clifford I

Ncedmore's Stable bg Prince, a. untruced, 121 m 2
T. Bally's ch g Mackey. a. by Alia—by Langford, 121 Bally 3

Time. 1:03.

Relay, 121, also ran.

Fourth race. Six furlongs.

H. B.Goccken'schh Bronco, a. by Joe Hooker—Laura \Vlnston,'124
D. Murphy 1

W. A. Gibson's b c Currency, 3, by imp Greenback—Acquitto
P. Narvaez 2

E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, a, by Lcinster— Lilly II., 12R
J. Appleby 3

Time, 1:1GH-

Fiftb race. Seven furlongs.

P. 0. M'Kenna's b m Lady Gwenn, 6, by Joe Daniels—Emma, 119
Cllflbcd i

E. J. Appleby's b m Louise. 4. by Three Cheers—Belle of the Lake,
117 J. Appleby 2

Time, 1:31*.

Sixth race. Half a mile.

F. Narvaez's b g Jack the Ripper, a, by Capt. Jack— Jennie Mack.
110 F\ Narvaez 1

W. P. Fine's ch m Volita. 5, by I lousewarmer—Fox's dam. 100
U. Smith 2

B. B. Smith's b g Lodi, la, by Ed Parkinson—S biter to VII
Flafcertv. 105 Bozvmau 3

Time, 0:50.

Joe, 102, also ran.
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THE SUMMER MEETING.

Gypsy Girl, Jovita, Morton and Sir Reel Suc-

cessful on the Opening Day—Close
Contests, Big Fields and

Beautiful "Weather.

First Day—Tuesday, June 13.

Bay District Track, June 13, 1893.

ERY respectable crowd—variously

estimated at from 1,000 to 1,200—

hied to old Bay District course

this truly perfect afternoon. It

marked the inauguration of a

summer running meeting booked

to last from June 13th to July

12th—an out-and-out godsend to

the army of thoroughbred-owners

that were not wealthy enough to

make the trip across the Rockies in search of lucre and fame,

and who, but for Schwartz A Co., would have kept their

strings in idleness to " eat their heads ofi," in the language

of the horseman.

Of the sport this afternoon it can with truth be said that it

was of a very high order of excellence. The contests were

exceedingly close in two of the four events, and in the re-

maining two there was enough excitement to suit the majority

of the assemblage. But there was a series of ''intolerable

prolongations" at the post that sent people homeward bound

with anything but kind words for Dr. C. W. Aby, the

starter. Dr. Aby aimed to do well, and did send

them away fairly bunched in the first three events, but

oh how long he was doing it, what tiresome uunecessary turn-

ing about of the gallopers—and the countless breakaways. It

was agonizing in the extreme. In the last race the Doctor

shouted to the jockeys to come back, and when three of the six

horses were pulled up he changed his mind, and dropped his

flag. The result was that the money of his admirers of

Huguenot, Jackson and Lady Gwenn was incinerated at the

very outset, and groans flew fast through the summer air.

Many thought all bets should have been called off, under the

circumstances. Had the start been a good one Huguenot
would probably have won, and Lady Gwenn would have se-

cured third place, if, indeed, not second. In our opinion it

should have been declared " no race," as Sir Reel was past

the starting-point several lengths when the boys were told to

" g°-"

Charles Trevathan was the presiding judge, and he was as-

sisted by Arthur Bennett and A. Forsland, very well-

posted gentlemen. The officials had a couple of close finishes

to judge, but their decisions gave general satisfaction.

Several bookmaking forms did business, and it is thought

they quit the day with a goodly balance on the side of the

ledger that did not suit the talent.

The fields to-day were large in three out of the four events

—much larger than at the California Jockey Club meeting,

and of course Dr. Aby, a comparatively new hand at the

work of starting, is to be excused in a measure for the delay

in dispatching the fields. An excellent band was in attend-

ance, and Manager Schwartz and Secretary Newman did their

utmost to make everything pass off pleasantly. The attend-

ance was decidedly encouraging, and something like $600
were realized for the wives and children of the brave firemen

that lost their lives rescuing property in last week's great con-

flagration. The bookmakers' odds were exceedingly liberal,

and it looks as if the summer meeting at Bay District track

is going to be a success in evsry respect.

Gypsy Girl was a well-played favorite in the opening race,

half a mile, at 9 to 5. Lottie D. was backed so strongly that

her price receded from 3 to 1 to 11 to 5. Cyclone, at 4 to 1,

had many admirers with coin in their clothes. Jack the
Ripper and Volita were 8 to 1 shots and Joe Harding went
begging at 50 to 1. After a buck-jumping and sulking per-

formance lasting about forty minutes, in which Cyclone and
Joe Harding were the chief actors, the flag fell with Cyclone
over a length in front of a fairly bunched field. The big old
gelding entered the homestretch a length to the good of

Gypsy Girl, who was two from Lottie D., who had passed Joe
Harding at the bead of the straight. Cyclone held his lead
until within a sixteenth from home, when Gypsy Girl, under
I'eters' urging, said " ta-ta," and was running away from
1 clone as she passed underthe wire a winner by a length in

0:48A, Cyclone second, two lengths from Lottie D., who man-
aged to beat Joe Harding half a length for " the show."
Jack the Kipper was fifth and Volita last.

Normandie, at 2 to 1, was a much-liked favorite in the sec-

ond race, also half a mile, but for two-year-olds. Sands For-
man, a "green" brother to Dinero, was second in public
estimation, opening at 4 to 1 and being backed down to 3
to 1. The Helen Scratch and Premium fillies were each at
o to 1, Jovita 10, the others at 20 to 1. Again there was a
long, vexations delay, and Jovita showed in front a good
length as the bunting flopped, Sands Forman oecond, the
favorite, Normandie, third, Raphael's next, nicely bunched.
Jovita ran like the proverbial scared wolf, and Sands For-
man and Normandie did not make up much ground until
well in the homestretch, when there was a closing-up of the
three. Under whip Jovita, in a grand finish, won by half a
length, Sands Forman second, three parts of a length from
Normandie, third. Time, 0:50. Two lengths behind Nor-
mundie came the Premium lilly. The Helen Scratch filly

Wtl fifth, Raphaels sixth, Kitty Kerr seventh, Joe Franks
eighth ami Two Cheers last. Rinstine, Nnrmandie's rider,
was, for disobedience, fined $50 by Starter Aby.
Tacoma was a slight favorite in the third race, six furlongs,

tln-ii^-li * urrency seemed to receive the strongest support at 3
'" I. (iiiadulriijpe was at 5ml and well-played, North and
Queen Bee went at 8 to 1. Morton, Joe ami Joe Hooker, Jr.,
at 10 to l.the others at 20 to 1 each. The audience was
nearly wild with impatience when the flag fell (the horses
fferfl nearly an hour at the pint). Jo.- Hunker Jr. was firsl

away, with M-ickey second, Joe third, Morton fourth and
North fifth. Heading the second bunch was Queen Bee.
Then came Bay Dick, Vanity, Guadeloupe and Tacoma, in
\hc order named. Joe Hooker Jr. held his lead until the

head of the homestretch was reached, where Joe, who had
been third and second, moved up and passed the old gelding,

North being third and Morton next. Half-way down the

homestretch Joe Hooker Jr. gave it up, and Morton, jammed
against the rails, managed to get out, immediately challeng-

ing Joe. Queen Bee had run up fast
;
but found herself in a

pocket, and when she got out it was too late. In a slashing

finish, and a masterly one, Morton won by the shortest of

noses from Joe, who was a scant length from Queen Bee. Cur-
rency was fourth, Joe Hooker Jr. fifth, Guadaloupe sixth,

Mackey seventh, Vanity eighth, North ninth, Tacoma tenth

and Mackey last. Time, 1:16|. This was a fine race, but

Queen Bee would probably have won had she not been
pocketed half-way down the straight.

Huguenot went to the post a favorite in the last race of the

day, one mile, at 2 to 1, Sir Reel's odds receding to 5 to 2 from
2 to 1. Red Cloud was at 3i to 1, Lady Gwenn (backed
down from 10 to 1) at 6 to 1, Mero and Jackson at 10 each.

There was not such a delay as in the former races, but about

the worst send-off seen in many months was made, all

through Dr. Aby getting rattled. He shouted to the boys to

come back, and then, as three of the six pulled up, he drop-

ped the flag in token of a go. Sir Keel was in front of Ked
Cloud over a length, Mero close up. Then came Huguenot,
about three lengths behind, owing to the pull-up, then Jack-

son, with Lady Gwenn absolutely last. Sir Reel led all the

way, attended clear into the homestretch by Red Cloud.

Huguenot ran up very fast going around the first turn, and
was third at the quarter, Mero fourth, Jackson fifth and Lady
Gwenn last and apparently out of the hunt. The positions

were unchanged until nearing the homestretch, when Lady
Gwenn ran past Mero and Jackson and took fourth place.

Sir Reel kept on in front, and won rather handily, under the

circumstances, by not quite one and a half lengths from
Huguenot, who flew past Red Cloud at the drawgate. Red
Cloud, third, was a length from Lady Gwenn. Mero was
fifth and Jackson last. Time, 1:42£.

SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track, Tuesday, June 13, 1893.—First day of summer
meetiug. Track fast. Weather clear. First race—Owners' handicap,
free for all, purse $200. Halt a mile.

J. M. Capp's ch m Gypsy Girl, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen, 86
pounds Peters 1

J. Bozeman's ch g Cyclone, 5, by Ironclad—untraced, 108 pounds
Bozeman 2

R. Stipe's blk m Lottie D., 5, by Little Alp—Kitty Dean. 100 pounds
Murohy 3

Time, 0:48J4

Joe Harding (A. Ward, 100), Jack the Ripper (F. Narvaez, 106) and
Volita (Tuberville, 90), also rau aud finished in the order named.
Won by one length, 2 between second and third.
Post betting—9 to 5 Gypsy Girl, 4 to 1 Cyclone, 11 to 5 Lottie D., 8 to

1 Jack the Ripper, 50 to 1 Joe Harding and 8 to 1 Volita.

Second race—Maiden two-year-olds, purse §200. One-half mile.

Almona Stable's b f Jovita, by Sobrante—Clyte, 105 pounds
H. Smith 1

H, Schwartz's b g Sands Forman, by AIta—Charlotte, 105 pounds
Burlingame 2

J. Poorman's b f Normandie, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Extract, 105
pounds Ristine 3

Time, 0:50.

Tyrant-Premium filly (C. Weber. 105), Helen-Scratch filly (Ames,
105). Raphaels (Tuberville, 105), Kitty Kerr (Coady, 100), Joe Franks
(Cota, 108) and Two Cheers (Hafly, 105) also ran and finished in the
order named.
. Won by half a length, three-quarters of a length between second
and third.

Post-betting—10 to 1 Jovita, 3 to 1 Sands Forman, 2 to 1 Normandie,
5 to 1 each Helen Scratch and Premium fillies, 20 to 1 each Kitty
Kerr, Raphaels, Joe Franks and Two Cheers.

Third race—Selling, purse S250. Six furlongs.

E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, a, by Leinster—Lilly H., 115
-.Williams 1

W. George's ch g Joe, 5, by Conquest—Swift, 103 Donathan 2

C. Burlingame's b m Queen Bee, 4, by Jocko—Naomi, 111
Burlingame 3

Time, 1:16M-

Curreucy (F. Narvaez, 109), Joe Hooker Jr. (C. Weber, 106), Guada-
loupe (H. Smith, 111), Mackey (Cota, 111), Vanity (J. Weber, 113),

North (Bishop, 111). Tacoma (Spence, 116) and Bay Dick (Peters, 103)
also ran and finished in the order named.
Won by a nose, one and one-half lengths between second and third.

Post-betting—15 to 1 Morton, 20 to 1 Joe, 6 to 1 Queen Bee, 2% to
1 Tacoma, 3 to 1 Currency, 5 to 1 Guadaloupe, 8 to 1 North. 10 to 1 Joe
and Joe Hooker Jr., 20 to 1 each Mackey, Vanity and Bay Dick.

Fourth race—Selling, purse S350. one mile.

C. Burlingame's b c Sir Reel, 3, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde, 102
pounds Burlingame 1

Oakland Stable's b c Huguenot, 3, by Three Cheeis—imp. Zara, 86
pounds C. Weber 2

J. E. King's b b Red Cloud, 4, by Red Iron—Maggie D„ 111 pounds
H. Smith 3

Time, 1:42%.

Lady Gwenn (Peters, 92), Mero (Hafley, 110) and Jackson (J. Weber,
115) also ran and finished in the order named.
Won by oyer a length, two lengths betweeen second and third.
Post betting—5 to 2 Sir Reel, 2 to 1 Huguenot, 7 to 2 Red Cloud, 6 to

1 Lady Gwen, 10 to 1 Mero and 7 to 1 Jackson.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 15.

A beautiful day brought at least 1,200 persons to Bay Dis-

trict track, and they saw some excellent sport. H. D. Brown
took the position of starter left vacant by the resignation of

Dr. Aby, and a better series of starts were never seen on a

race course than those made by Mr. Brown to-day. He not

only got every field off" in a bunch, but he dispatched the

horses in every race inside of ten minutes. The result was

that the last event on the card had been run before 5 o'clock.

The first race was for two-year-olds, nine-sixteenths of a

mile, and ten youngsters faced the flag. Romulus and Mon-
talvo opened equal favorites at 2 to 1, but toward the close the

close the odds against Montalvo receded to 4 to 1. Jennie

Deane was also at 4 to 1, Don Mongana at 6, Sands Forman
at 8, the others from 10 to 30 to 1. To a grand start Carmel
came out of the bunch, about sixth. There was no material
change in the positions until the homestretch was reached,
though Romulus had moved up a peg and Jennie Deane
looked a little dangerous coming around the turn. Romulus,
with Realization at his heels, came up to the leader notquite
an eighth from home,and the favorite won handily by a length
and a half from Realization, who beat Carmel half a length
for place. Montalvo was fourth, a length farther back.
Time, 0:56A.

Aerolite was favorite in the second event, at 2 to 1. Yokel
was plunged on the strength of his run a few weeks ago
against St. Patrick, opening at 4 to 1, and closing at 11 to 5.

Tacoma was first to show to a good start, with Aerolite sec-
ond and Vanity third. Aerolite passed to the front between
the half and three-quarter poles, and was never thereafter
quite headed, though Vanity challenged the filly in the
straight and looked a winner for a moment. Lucy S. came
fast around thelast turn, but could not get up, and gave it

up, Aerolite winning quite easily by nearly two lengths,

Vanity second over two lengths from Tacoma. Lucy S. was
fourth, Yokel fifth and Zamantha last. Time, 1:16. The at-

tention of the judges being called to Yokel's poor run, on ex-
amination of the horse by Messrs. Appleby & Henry Schwartz
it was found that he had been badly cut by the spurs, and
that he was, besides, not in the best racing condition possible.

His rider, Bozeman, on being questioned, declared that he
had ridden the horse so hard that he was ashamed of his

actions.

Broadchurch was a favorite at 9 to 5 in the third race, six

furlongs, selling, though Joe and Morton were well supported
at 2£ and 3 to 1. Mount Carlos led Joe until nearing the
homestretch, with Broad Church third, Morton sixth and
last and apparently out of it. A cracking good finish resulted

in Broad Church winning by a head from J oe, who was three
parts of a length from Morton, who made up a vast amount
of ground and got third place, close against the rails. Mount
Carlos was fourth, Joe Hooker Jr. fifth, and Little Tough
last. Time, 1:16k

Dinero was at 11 to 10, Huguenot 6 to 5, Charmer at 8 to 1

and Jackson at 15 in the last race of the day. one mile and
fifty yards. Jackson opened up a gap of about two lengths,

and held it clear into the homestretch, where Dinero and
Huguenot, who had been tailing the procession, came up with
wet sails and had a fighting finish. Dinero won by three
parts of a length, Huguenot second, half a length from
Charmer, who was a scant head in front of Jackson—a close
enough thing all around. Time, 1:47.

SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track, Thursday, June 15. Weather beautiful. Track
fast.— First race, for two-year-olds, purse S200, ten pounds below the
scale, etc. Nine-sixteenths of a mile.

J. H. Miller's b c Romulus, by imp. Brutus—Beauty, 112 lbs., in-
cluding 4 over C. Clancy 1

Hogan & Waters' b c Realization, by Regent—Sadie, 110, including
2 over Rinstein 2

C. L. Don's ch c Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, 108 . ..Cota 3
Time, 0:56}^.

Cherokee {Donathan, 108), Montalvo (Peters, 108), Sands Forman
(Burlingame, 101J^), Jennie Deane (C. Weber, 105), Miss Fletcher
(Cooper, 105), Don Mongano (H. Smith, 108) and Memoir (Long, 105)
also ran and finished in the order named.

Post-betting—2 to 1 Romulus, 10 to 1 Realization. 10 to 1 Carmel, 4
to 1 each Montalvo and Jennie Deane, 6 to 1 Don Mongano, S to 1
Sands Forman, 20 to 1 Cherokee, 30 to 1 each Miss Fletcher and Me-
moir.

Second race, selline, purse 8200, the winner to be sold for 8600; if
for less, 5 lbs. allowed for each S100 to S100. Six furlongs.

C. E. Trevathan's br f Aerolite, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Amelia, 96
pounds c. Weber 1

Henry Schwartz's b g Vanity, 5, by Al Farrow—Vesta W., 96 pounds
Tuberville 2

C. H. Whitney's be Tacoma, 4, by Milner—Lina, 117 pounds..Capps 3

a Time, 1:16. _
Won easily bv nearly two lengths, two lengths between second and

third.

Lucy S. (Peters. 104), Yokel (Bozeman, 119) and Samantha (H.
Smith, 102) also ran ana finished as named.
Post-betting—2 to 1 Aerolite, 4 to 1 Vanity, 2)4 to 1 Tacoma, 11 to 5

Yokel and 8 to 1 Samantha.
Third race, selling, purse S200, same conditions as previous race.

Six furlongs.

E. Tierney's ch h Broad Church, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar,
1141bs J.Weber 1

W. George's chg Joe, by Conquest—Swift, 101 pounds— J. Burlingame 2
E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, a, by Leinster—Lilly H., 116 pounds

Williams 3
Time—108&

Won in a hard drive by a short head, three-quarters of a lengih
between second and third.

Mount Carlos (J. Murphy, 121), Joe Hooker Jr. (C. Weber, 106) and
Little Tough (F. Narvaez, 114) also ran and finished in the order
named.
Post betting—9 to 5 Broad Church, 2XA to 1 Joe, 4 to 1 Morton, 6 to 1

Joe Hooker Jr., 10 to 1 Little Tough ana 15 to 1 Mount Carlos.

Fourth race, selling. purse"S300; the winner; to be sold for 82,500; if
for 82,000, allowed 5 pounds; then 3 pounds for each 8100 to 8500. One
mile and seventy yards.
Henry Schwartz's b c Dinero, 4, by Alta—Charlotte, 87 pounds

Tuberville 1
Oakland Stable's b c Hugenot, 3, by Three Cheers—imp Zara, 84

pounds C. Weber 2
Encino Stable's chf Charmer, 3, by Wildidle—Turban, 88 pounds

- Peters 3
Time—1:47.

Won handily by three:fourths of a length, one-half a length, be-
tween second and third.
Jackson, (Cota. 106) also ran.
Post betting—11 to 10, Dinero; 6 to 5, Hugenot; S to 1, Charmer; 15 to

1, Jackson.

The Choice of the Elite.

The famous brand called Antediluvian Whiskey is at last

to be found in San Francisco. The John T. Cutting Com-
pany are the agents. Antediluvian Whiskey won the gold

medal at the Paris Exposition of 1889 as being the highest

grade of whiskey made in America. It is rich as cream and
smooth as satin, and for medicinal uses it stands higher than
any other whiskey made.

This firm is also agent for that choice brand of champagne
Piper Heidsick|"Sec." It is the wine of the elite and is famous
all over the world. For dryness, delicacy, bouquet and quality

this champagne leads, and compared with all other brands, it

is far superior. It is sold at as low as consistent with a
modest notion of a reasonable return of capital invested ; in

fact, it is the best value of any high class wine in America.
When ordering either the choicest of whiskies or the best of
champagnes, buyers should not forget these two great articles

and the firm |of John T. Cutting Co., who have, by their

characteristic business enterprise, secured the agencies for

them.

Caloric Vita Oil.

The fame this celebrated liniment has achieved on its

merits without being advertised extensively is remarkable.

It has been used by all the prominent horsemen in California

and they would not have any other. " It is the safest and most
reliable pain-curing and healing remedy ever discovered,"

they say, and for the purposes for which it is used it is un-
surpassed. Every stock farm in this State is supplied with
it, and owners of our thoroughbreds aud trotters would not be
without it for anything. For lameness, strains, sore throats,

sore backs, soreness and, in fact, for all ailments which afflict

man's bestjfrieuds this Vita Oil seems to have performed mar-
velous cures. It is used internally and externally. Read the

advertisement and send for circulars.

" Pltjbius," our Santa Rosa correspondent writes that he
was misinformed regarding Mr. Thos. Bonner receiving a
share of an estate; for in his communication (which has al-

ready gone to press) this piece of news was inserted.
» — —

No more tin cup records at Stockton. Good I
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VETEEINAKY.
Conducted by Wm. F. Egan. M. R.C.V.S., F. E. V.M.

Subscribers tp this paper can have advice through
this column in all cases of sick or injured horses oi

cattle by sending an exo.icit description of the
case. Applicants will send their name and address,
that they may be identified. Questions requiring
answers by mail should be accompanied by two
dollars aud addressed to Wm. F. Egan.M. R. C. V.S..
1117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.

Subscriber, Alameda—What kind of firing is best
for bone spavin, striping or dotting with a sharp-
pointed iron ? Answer—We prefer the pointed iron.
It can be put deeper, and appears to give better re-

sult without leaving such a bad blemish.
*

L. P., San Rafael.—I have a mare that was found-
ered two or three times some years ago. She is not
very lame but appears to be a little sore on both
front feet. Her hoofs are smal, and the soles flat.

What would help to make the hoofs grow out better,
and take the soreness away? Answer—Blister her
around the coronet with cantharides blister; one to

six of lard.or vaseline.

C. L., Oakland—I have a colt that has been lame
in one of his forward feet for three or four months.
I first thought it was in the shoulder and applied a
liniment tu that part, but it was of no beneht. Then
I showed him to a veterinary surgeon, who fired
and blistered him for ringbone, but he is still as
lame as ever. What can I do for him ? He is no use
as he is. and I cannot sell him. Answer—Get a
qualified veterinary surgeon to nerve him.

J. F., Merced.—I have a four-year-old [colt that is

lame in the hip; I think in the upper joint in the
hip. He is not very lame. What is the best to do ?

He is a stud. Answer—There is only one joint in
the hip. not an upper and lower joint. Tne joint
below the hip joint is the stifle. As you are not
quite certain as to the seat of the lameness, please
give me the history of the case, as well as the symp-
toms of lameness, and I will help you to locate their
trou ble.

Father Bill Daly was offered $5,000 for

Gold Dollar after the first race at Morris Park
on June 2d. Bill was not a little flattered, but
declined the offer. He has the horse looking:

splendid, and his style of winning yesterday
was most impressive.

It is stated that lady patrons of the East St.

Louis track are presented with a half-pound
of chewing gum, and each of the other sex
with a pretzel, or schooner of beer, and a hard-

boiled egg.

Races! Races!

The Summer Running Meeting.

CONDUCTED BY

HENRY SCHWARTZ & CO.

at

Bay District Track
LASTS FROM

JUNE 13 TO JULY 15.

Four or More Races Each Day.

RACING FOUR DAYS EACH
"WEEK,

TUESDAY,THURSDAY FRIDAY and SATURDAY

ADMISSION .... * 1.00

-O THE HORSE FRATERNITYI

MAKE TOUR ENTRIES JULY 1st, 1893,
FOB THF

K£2? SUMMER MEETING ££2?
OF THF

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association,

JULY 22d to JULY 29th, 1893, Inclusive.

Only 5 Per Cent, to Start Your Horse. Entries Close July 1st.

PROGRAMME.

TROTTING (Mile Heats, 2 in 3).

Xo.

No.

No.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 8.

No. 9.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTIN
2:1S CLASS
2:20 CLASS
2:22 CLASS
2:24 CLASS
2:2T CLASS
2:30 CLASS
2:40 CLASS ' "

3-Y'r-0ld 2:35 Class "

4-Yr-Old 2:30Clas» "

i; PURSE 8800
700

600
SOO
500
500
500
500

300

300

PAGING (Mile Heats, 2 in 3).

No. 11. FREE-FOR-ALL I'M IXU PURSE 8700
No. 12. 2:20 CLASS " 600
No. 13. 2:25 CLASS " " 500

No. 14.

No. 15.

No. 10.

DASHES.
TWO MILES, 2:25 CLASS PACINQ. PURSE 8300 .

TWO MILES. 2:25 CLASS TROTTING. PURSE 300
ONE MILE, 2-Yr-Old 2:40 CLASS, Trottlns. PURSE 200

SPECIAL DASHES AND RACES.

Entrance 5 percent, of the amount of the purse,
which must accompany nomination. Five per cent,
additional will be deducted from winners of first, sec-
ond, third and iourth moneys.
In all heat races moneys divided 50, 25, 15 and 1C per

cent.; in all dash races money divided 60, 30 and 10 per
cent-

Six entries required to fill and three to start, but the
Board reserves the rigbt to declare a race filled with
less than six entries by deducting 5 per cent, from ihe
purse for every entry less than six, and to start with
less than three.
The Board reservps the right lo trot heats of any two

classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's rac-
ing, or to trot a special race between heats.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear they may contest for entrance money paid in, to
be divided as follows: 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and
331-3 percent, to the second.

CONDITIONS.
In all races drivers will be required to wear caps and

jackets of ili-iimi colors, which must be named
in their entries
The right reserved to start each purse in trial beats if

more than nine e'eciare to start, starters to be divided
by the Board of Directors.

Horses and colts owned outside of the Pacific Coast
are eligible to all purses without requirement of mem-
bership; owners residing in States and Territories lying
in whole or in part west of the Rocky Mountains,
MUST become members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. to in-

title them to make entries,
A horse distancing the field shall only oe entitled to

first and third moneys.
The Directors reserve the right to cbaoge the hour

and day of any race except when it becomes necessary
to anti-date a race, in which instance the nominator
will receive three days' notice of change by mail to ad-
dress of entry.

Entries not declared out by 5 p. w. of the day preced*
ing the race, shall be required to start.

When there Is more than one entry by one person or
in one Interest, the horse to be started must be named
by 5 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
Trotting mid racing colors shall be named by 5

o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must
be worn upon the track.
Otherwise than the above National Trotting Associa-

tion Rules to govern.
Suspension and expulsions ol the American Trotting

Association will be recognized.

Persons desirous of mahiOKentrie«* in the above
purses, and who have not as vet joined the
P. B. T. H. if A. should make npplication t«>r

membership to Secretnry, and remit the sum of
$25 to cover membership fee before July 1st,
1893.

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary, JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, President.
313 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SALE OF

San Simeon Thoroughbred Yearlings
AND THE RACEHORSES

OR. SMITH'S

Caloric Vita Oil
The Great California Pain-cur-

ing AND HEALING REMEDY.
FOB

Sprains, Bruises, Strained Cords, Muscular and
Rheumatic -on- in--- , Stiff or Callous Joints,

Tender Feet, Sore Throat, Distemper,
Colic Pains, etc., etc., 11 !

'•GREAT STUFF."
Monroe Salisbury sayB: " Never go on the circuit

without a supply."

For Sale by Druggists only In Bottles,

SOcand 01. OO.
All orders in bulk filled only at the CALORIC VITA
OIL CO.'S LABARATORV, 1513 BUCBANAN Street,
San Francisco, Cal. Price, 03 a qunrt, 01O a
itallon uel. A circular accompanies each package,
giving general instructions for Its use.

FOR SALE.
A thorougtabrep yearling filly sired by Imp. Loyalist,

dam Eda (sister to St. David and dam of Green Hock)
by Hock-Hocking fslre of Beao.nslteld, Batcbelder,
Arthur H., St. David and Four Acesi; second dam Eva
Coombs (dam of Ht. David, Mn1<l of the Mint, Alleen
Alannah. and second dam of Bea<-<MisfleJd, Batcbelder,

Arthur H. and Four Acesi. She Is n magnificent indi-

vidual. Breeding, contormatlnn and family speed In-

dicate that she will be a great stake winner.
Inquire C. E. FARNUM. M. D.

,

703 Market Street.

HARRY G. LEE,
With fifteen years' experience, desires position as

Trainer and Jockey
For racing stable. Best of references. Address

H.lU. LEE. This Office.

King Thomas and Almont
AT AUCTION AT

SALESVARD, Cor. VAN NESS AVENUE AND MARKET STREET.

AT 11 A. M.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19, 1893.
The yearlings from this ranch are from mares that produced the good racehorses Yosemite, Snowdrop,

Prize, Bridal Veil, Mezzotint, Blizzard, Castanet, etc., and by such sires as Surinam, Jim Brown and the Austra-

lian horses True Briton and Trade Wind.

Catalogues will be ready June 20th.

The Broodmares and Stallions from this Ranch will be Sold at

Auction in November.

KHjLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street

AUCTION SALE
OF

Trotting- Bred Broodmares, Colts & Fillies

AND ROADSTERS,
Bred and Raised. by

A _ T. HATCH, Esq., Sxiisun, Ca.1.,
AT II A. M. ON

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1893,
At Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.

Particular, in future announcement. Catalogue, ready June llth.

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street

The Breeder and Sportsman
THE

Turf Authority of the Pacific Coast.

A,

JAMESVILLE.X. Y.
\i--or Syracuse.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels

Complete with Balls,
Cones and Axles, ready
for braces. Braces cau
be made and attached to
Sulky by any carriage
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced lo 340 to

Customer* on PaclUc
Coast and adjoining

States.

Discount to Dealers Only

Will send Whekm ON
Receipt of flO cash.

Balauce C. O. D.

Stock Scales

Grain Scales

Grain Trucks

Coffee and

Spice Mills

Howe Scale Co.,
Whits for cincuian.

3 find .% From 'i

Han Frnnrl«r..
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T^A^STnVEESIIXrTfiS IDTTE list, 1893
IX THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN'S

TO BE TROTTED IN 1893.
FOR MAKES COVERED IN 18S9 (Trotting Foals of 1890). CLOSED JANUARY 1st, 1S90, WITH 284 ENTRIES.

CONDITIONS—Subscriptions payable as follows : $10 on January 1st, 1890, when nominations close; $10 August 1st, 1890 ; $10 January 1st, 1891 ; $10 January 1st, 1892

$10 January 1st, 1893, and

$50 FOR STARTERS, PAYABLE JULY 1, 1893.
Race to be mile heats, three-in-fivej in harness. Nominators not making all payments forfeit former ones, and the entire amount of forfeits and payments, together with added money,

will be divided as follows: 65 per cent, to first horse, 20 per ceDt. to second horse, 15 per cent, to third horse.

The BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Guarantees $3,000, to be Divided as Above Stated.
If the payments, etc., amount to more than $3,000, the additional amount, after deducting cost of advertising, will also be divided in the same proportion to the winning horses,

Nominators whose mares prove not to be in foal, will be refunded the amounts paid upon furnishing a written statement to that effect before August 1, 1S90,

LIST OF THOSE WHO MADE FIFTH PAYMENTS, JANUARY 1, 1893:

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM—Br f Direc ress. by Director, dam
Phaceola, by Silver Threads. S f Memento, by Woodcut,
dam Tricks, oy Whipple's Hambletonian.

JOSHUA CHADBOOCTE—Br f Gretchen, by Director, dam Hollie,
by Ben Allen.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM—Br c Cibolo, by Chas. Derby,
dam Addie Ash, by Indianapolis.

DcBOIS BROS.—Ch f Mary Magdalene, by Superior, dam Madge-
lena, by Magnet. Br c Supposition, by Superior, dam Knoxie.
by Knox Boy.

JAS. TJ. HASTINGS—B c Treasurer, by Secretary, dam Medio, by
Anteeo.

A. W. FINK—Iron grcby Gay Wilkes, dam Jennie McCarty, by
Patcben Vernon.

A. T. HATCH—Br f I Direct, by Director, dam daughter of Irving-
ton.

J. J. HAIXINAN—B f Delia H., by Sidney, dam Grindelia, by Gen.

# Benton.

ACORN STABLES—Br f Phantom, by Stanford, dam Rose Abbott,
by Abottsford.

J. H. OrTHWATTE—B c Daghestan, by Stamboul, dam Alta Belle
by Electioneer.

DR. G. B. SOMERS Seal br f Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button
dam Adeline Patti, by Effingham.

M. KEMPER—Ch c Alwood K., by Woodnut, dam Alice B., by
Admiral.

F. W. LOEBER—Ch f Miss Washington, by George Washington,
dam Nancy R., by Admiral.

WM. McCAFFERTY—B f Early Rose, by McCafferty's Nutwood.
dam Maggie, by Patcben Vernon. „

GILBERT TOMPKINS—Br f Vera, by Wildnut, dam Veronica, by
Alcona.

WM. MEESE—Br c Urban, by Noonday, dam by Steinway.

DAN McCARTY—Br c Index, bv Dexter Prince, dam Ida, by
Abbottsford.

JAS. W. REA—B c Hillsdale, by Antinous, dam Nettie Nutwood, by
Nutwood.

NAPA STOCK FARM—Ch c Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince, dam
Mollie Patten, by Whippleton. B c Dexter Prince Jr., by Dex-
ter Prince, dam Knimft Nutwood, by Nutwood.

WILFRED PAGE—Br f Mialma, by Eclectic dam Minnie Allen,
by Arthnrton.

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM—Br f BeU Bird, bv Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor. B c Teazle, bv Electioneer, dam
Tillie, by Gen. Benton. B c Altiva, by Electioneer, dam Dame
Winnie, by Planet. B f Bonnibel. by Azmoor, dam Bonnie, by
Gen. Benton. B f Rowena. by Azmoor, dam Emma Robson,
by Woodburn.

J. D. SMITH—B f Sidess,by Sidney, dam Addie S., by Steinway.

L. YILLEGIA—B f Sydka, by Sidney, dam May, by John Nelson,

A. WFJSKE- Ch f Mayflower, by Prince Imperial, dam Amelia, by
Gray McClellan.

CHAS. W. WELBY—Ch f Rebecca T.. bv Guv Wilkes, dam Bav
View Maid, by Gen. Benton.

NEGLECT TO MAKE AXY PAYMEXT AT THE TIME STIPULATED WILL IXCTR FORFEITURE OP ALL PREVIOUS PAYMENTS.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - • 53.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 8.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 3.00

Postpaid on receipt of price.

Care* Puller*. Check Fighters Tongue Loiters

"To know it is to use Ii."Robert Bonner,
" Warn one In every bridle."—Feank Starr.
" It (fives you the best results.''—Bvdd Doelk.
*• It b superior to all bits."—En. D. Bithrr.

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box 340, Chicago, I1L

MAIX 4 WINCHESTER, San Francisco. sole
agents for the Pacific Coast.

THOROUGHBREDS FOR SALE.

THE AUSTEALIAX RACEHORSE

7 STROMBOLI 7
Winner as a two-year-old of the Victoria Racing Club Produce Stakes and the Australian

Jockey Club Produce Stakes, and as a three-year-old of the Australian Jockey Club Derby

W)i miles>, Sydney Cup (2 miles in3:32>,Hawkesbury Guineas and Bourke Handicap, Melbourne.

tTDAAITfflT T was bred bv the late Hon. James White, is a handsome dark mahogany bay, foaled
O L rAVJ.MDWljl in 1889. Sired bv Chewier ..-on of Yattendon and Lady Chester, by Stocfewell

|
dam

Etna (dam of Volcano and Lava ,, by Marinyrnone by Fisherman—imp. Hose de Florence, by Fl.\ing Dutch-
man); second dam The Alpaca dam of eigni winners—she never produced any colt or filly thai did not win races

on the turf), by imp. Kingston : third dam Lilla. by New Chu m. Lilla produced, when mated withTattendon,
Javelin, winner of the Australian Jockev Club Derby, and Commodore, winner of the A. J. C Leger. Etna,
dam of Stxomboli, is a sister to Woodlands, who beat Chester for the Australian Jockey Club Derby.

STROMBOLI stands 16 hands and is a horse of grand conformation, with good shoulders, strong loins ai.d

excellent feet and legs—in every way a model horse.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race; sound and in fine condition

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO
Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay

wood, dam American GirL

E. 6. SMITH,
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

Handy Wagons

Have One or Two Seats.

Carry Two or Four People.

Furnished with Shafts or Pole.

Built and Finished in a First-

Class Manner. Warranted to

Give Satisfaction. Are With-

out an Equal on the Coast.

Write for Prices .

3AKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO.

CLIEVEDEN,
Brother to the Mighty CHESTER, the sire of more winners of classic events than any

other in Australia.

HT T"L7\7"I7Tk"L? VT was siredbv Yattendon out ofimp. T-ady Chester, by Stockwell; second dam Austry
VjIjIXj > JjjU Hirs bvHarkawav; tbirddam Lelia.bvEmilius: fourth dam Appolomaby Whisker.etc.

His breeding Is equal to that of anv sire in the world, comblnins the double strain of Sir Hercules through the

immortal Stockwe 1. aod also a double strain of Emillus. It can therefore be seen that Clieveden is invaluable

as a sire, representing a change of blood for American-bred mares. Clieveden was reserved by his breeder, the

late Hon. E. K. Cox, to take the place of his sire, Yattendon.

CLIEVEDEN is 16 hands in height and is a beautiful golden bay with black points. He is a very symmet-
rically proportioned and a grand horse in every way.

These two stallions can be seen at Dennis Gannon 1
* private race track, near San Rafael.

FOR SALE.

A New Toomey Sulky.
Never used in a race : jost as good as new. a bar-

gain.
ALSO A

Set of colt harness, been used only a lew times ; it was
made to order and is in excellent condition.

Address, X. Y. Z., this office.

Or C. BRUCE LOWE, This Office.

- APPLY TO

J. J. MOORE, 302 California Street,

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
OF

Horse g Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 FIRST ST., S. F.

WANTED.
Party coins to Montana races to take charge of stal-

lion for Butte. Address JOH\ T. DAVIS,

Modesto, Cal.

BROU

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at $4 per month at J. TJ.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cat, 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responsiolity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from wharf between Wasbingtan and Jackson,

Streets S. F.

Address
THOS. ROACH. Agent.
Lakeville, Sonoma Co., CaL

«
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE
lor the most obstinate cases of Gonorr-

hea and Gleet; Ko other treatment

required. Json-polsonous. NoStricture-

>"o inconvenience. Sold hy ALL
druggists. J. Ferre, (successor to Brou),

Phuroiiii^n. Paris,

Samuel Yalleau. Jas. R. Brouee.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoaro. Printers

AND DEALERS IN

i ,,, -r-ril.-r-' and Book-Makers' gonpllei

401-408 Sansome Street, corner Sacramento
San Franrinon.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch of rich pasture land about

one mile and a halffromRedwood City, I am prepared
to take horses forpasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box «talls, stables, etc., and plenty
of running water. The climate is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
$4 per month ; stall room, etc, extra. I am prepared to

train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
best of care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MCHPHY,
Redwood City, San Mateo Cal, Ox,

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
: HAS OPEN-ED A :

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT THE XAPA RACK TRACK.

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.
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The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association in this City. ottinger's
Ticket Office.

TICKETS
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

TO ALL POINTS.

S5 TO S20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS GUARANTEED.
BAIiGAGE CHUCKED FBfK.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

SAN FRANCISCO, CALTELEPHONE 1*23.

G-B.1^ AT? VtriEJSTEIELIN"

TBACK HARROW and LEVELER COMBINED,

THIS IS THE ONLY HARROW ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR TRACK WORK ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

AT PRESENT IX ACTUAL IVORS ON BAV BISTRICT TRACK.

ALLISON, IMEFF & CO., sole agents.
Southeast Corner MARKET and MAIX STREETS, SAX FRAXC1SCO.

HOOF STUFFING.
NATURE'S SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE THOROUGH PRESERVATION OF THE HORSE'S FOOT.

It wLU cool out the foot, soften the frog and sole, quickly and effectually heal all soreness from corns
bruises, or contracted hoot. It is cheaper and far superior to oils or packing made from animal or vegetable
substances, which will sour and become putrid, thus causing unnatural beat and disease in the foot. Spelterine
has been thoroughly tested and endorsed by Veterinary Surgeons and Horsemen. Write tor circular. Address,

SOP-EIjTIEJmiiN-IE. CO.,
1954 Howard Street, ----- San Francisco.

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the finest stock farms in California, consisting of about ODe hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa City, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and
in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended
it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desiiable in-

vestment than this has not been ofiered for years; As John McCord, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, be has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

Fob Further Information Apply to

JNO. McCORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street.

CHICAGO
FOUNDED 1883. VETERINARY COLLEGE.
The moat successtul college on this continent. For furtber particulars address the Secretary,

JOS. HCUHES, M. B. C. V. 8., 2S37-2339 Slate St.,Cb'-aeo; III.

Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all KindTiif Mares.

Alexander Button 1997,
FOCR-YKAR-OLD RECORD, 2:26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on tbe Coast and Yolo
Maid (p), 2:12; Tom Ryder (p>, 2:17!* ; Belle Button
(p), 2:19)4 Mabel H.Hj, 2:20; Rosa Mac, 2i2Q% ; Lucy
B., 2:21 jk ; Laura Z., 2:23^ ; Logan, 2:23M ; Maud C.
2:28 ; Kebce. 2:29'* ; all these are race records ; no tin

cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button Is by Alexan-
der -190, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler ; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22Jg ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie

Patcben, 2:27! \ i, by Geo. M. Palchen Jr 31, record 2:27,

first dam Lady Crum (dam ot Gen. Dana, sire of dam
Of Frank M., 2:17 ! i >, by Brown's Bellfounder. Geo, M.
Patchen Jr. 31 Is sire of ten in 2:30 list and bis sons and
daughters are noted for their speed and breedlng-on
qualities.
Every performer aired by Alexander Button in

oat ofnoa-fttaiidard mares at the time they were
bred. \o matter what mares he wa« bred to every
rolt from Clyd«t)dale* up could trot fast.

TERMS SlOO FOR THE SEASOV.
All bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free of
charge. Good paMurage furnished at f2 per month, and
due care taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo Station.

All mares sent to Yolo In my care will be forwarded
free of charge.

G. \V. YVOODARD, Proprietor,
Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers I have all Styles All

Good. Come and see them

A. HIRSOHMAN,
113 UTThll STREET.

THE FRAZIER LEADS !

~:04!l!3

EITHERSTEELOR HICKO
High-Wheel Sulkies of any mane

Pneumatic Tire to order. Sat n
Guaranteed.

FRAZIER SPEEDING AND EXERCISING CARTS,
With or -.viil,. .m BALL BEARIXUS.

TROTTINIi HARXES8, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANT'G CO.,
SOLE AGENTS.

MARKET AXD TENTH STREETS. ..... 8AX FRAXCI6CO. CAL.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1498 RECORD 2:21 1-4

By George Wilkes 519, dam Lady Carr by American Clay 34, sire ot » In •-':I0i*ad bettet 5 o 2:20 or belter

six sons have Bireo It in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 in 2:30 and bettor.

-A.t $330 tlie socufton..
BOOK Fl 1,1, FOR 1892.

WARLOCK 3378 RECUHD 2:33 1-4

By Belmont 64, dam Waterwitch, dam of 6 in 2:30 and better, sire of Warwitch (3 years), 2:22^', Wardship's
years), 2:25,'*, Templeton, 2:25M, Warcllff, 229X.

SlOO tlio season.
SAN JOSE 8737.

2:28,*). byBy Grand Sentinel, 2:27'.;, dam Josie Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 years, 2:25S, Kingm
George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30>£, by Night Hawk 514.

$25 tl3.o season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21V.,', dam Eminence 2:18\j, by Empire 2378, second dam Soprano (dam ot 3 In 2:30, 2 In 2:20

and better), by Strathmore -108, third dam Abbess (dam ol 2 in 2:30 and better), by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-

ing with their earning capacity.
For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

DELWIN 14 681 REC0BD
'

H™i< 2:2S '-2 -

rTHE MOOR S70
Sire of

Sultan, 2-2A, sire of Stamboul,

(Clay Pilot 93. sire ofFred V., 2:22^
.A Billy R., 2:24'4, and others.
(Belle of Wabash

DEL 8LR, 2:24 < 2:07'*, Beautiful Belis,2:29 (dam
Slreot of Bell Boy, 2:19^, and Hlnda

Don Tomas .220
I

Rose, 2:19). (Mambrlno Pilot, sire of Marc
Cousin Joe 2:20!, l.GRETCHEN.... I brino Gilt, 2:20; Hannls, 2J7K
San Pedro (p) 2:10# Dam ot (Canada Chief

Romero, 2:19; Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, 2:14), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes, 2:18). ( Hambletonian 10, sire ol Elec-

(By NORWOOD 522. -j tioneer; dam of Stamboul. 2:07S-

IMOGENS
Dam of

Guide 2:16K

Sire of
Tommy Norwood, 2:24V{:

Norwood, 2:26M-

Ida

(.DAUGHTER OF„.

(.Lady FaUls, by American Star 14
dam of Gretchen (dam of Cling-
stone, 2:1 1 1.

American Star 14, sire ot dam of
Dictator fslre of Jny-Eyo-See,
2:10, and tbe dam of Nancv
Hanks. :m,

I)KI.U|\ 14,681, Record 2:26 1-2. will If he has no set- V.Harry Clay 46, sin- of dams of
sacks, pace, in 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin Is one ot BlectlODeer and Bt, JuUen. 2:11,

the handsomest grandtons of The Moor; in color he Is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar: 15.1 '-.• bands high,
and wek'lis 1 (KM i puuruls In- Is nuc 'if tin.' limn! formed tUHBBB tor great Bp I In tbe land; DAS the MUXU level
head and Intelligence that ills hall-brother. Guide, 2:10^, has. Delwin has the sunn.' bio- -I lines us the handsome
grandson of The Moor, Stamboul, 2:07!2 ;he has twociossesof American Star 14. also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of StambOoX 2:07 .Si one to Mambrlno Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, ami two
of the great Pilot Jr., sireofthe dam of Nutwood. 2:18V. combining altogether tin.* sanit- hi 1 lines that lay In

the grandest stallions. Del Bar, 2:2-1, sire of Don Toiiirs, 2:20, Ban Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe,

2:20!4f. being a full brother to the dam iof Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom, 2:29^, ^abledale, 2:18^, and
others better than 2:30. Delwin's colts all show the trot out ofany kind of mares.

TERMS #40, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasiiinnte at |A pornionth. but will not be re-

sponsible lor accidents or escapes. Mares can be shipped to ihe farm and home "l Delwin, tho Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, 'Jontra Costa County. Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Delwin Is owned by Wm. Meeseand Mrs. Samuel Gamble.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

''Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. \V. corner Kearny and Bu.b Street*.

SAN FRANCISCO.

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIRED BY SULTAN. 2:2 1 DAM MADAME BALDWIN
In or Mono.

Private
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE

For further particulars address

Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Mini of M VII - I I II 2:2 1

::27-. Hi THE MOOR 870.

Stallion For
BAV HOSE. 2:20 1-2: «nd PASHA.

1803.
REPRESENTATIVES OF ALL THE I.EADIXU FAMILIES IN

THE I \ l I l. ii STATES.
THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

NutwoodWilkess^ RECORD, 2:20 1-2

AT THREE YRS.

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIOA W., 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at SlOO for the Season.

XUTWOOD WILKES Is a handsome
cbennut io color, stands 15.3 hands high,

i* level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
one of the best individuals a person ever

saw and his present record is no measure
of his speed.

CD

cm :

CM i

to
H
M,
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GUV WILKES. 2:15 1-4..

Sire of
Rupee pi 2:11

Alannah <p SHUM
Regal Wiikes 2:U*f
Muta Wilkes 2:14M
Chris. Smith (p). 2:14V

Hazel Wilkes, 2:1-! .,

Holds &14J£
Una Wilkes -2-15

And 23 others with records
from 2:1$ to 2:30.

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv \Vilkes_
Guy Wilkes
Wilson _-
Richardson, J. B 2
Baron Wilkes _2

And 76 others in the
list and dams of 63.

Lady Banker
Dam of

Gov WUkes '.

El Mahdi J.

\\ ]11iam L _

(sire of Astell (3j

who sold for $105,000).

-13^
:1V-
::16'4

1:18

2:30

l:25M

2:12.

LIDA \V..2:18 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood WUkes 2:30,'i

At three years.

Xutwood 600, 2:18 3-4...
Sire ot

Manager 2:09%
Lockheart -2:13

Xuthurst- 2.144£

Belmont Boy 2:15
Xntpine - 2:153?
And 96 others from 2:16 to

2:30, and of the dams of
Arion 1 2 1, 2:10% (sold for
5125,000

1
; Sabiedale (2),

2:133$; Yida Wilkes (3),
2:19%: Myrtle (3), 2:19K;
Xutwood Wilkes (3j 2:20.12,
and 40 others from 2:1i to
2:30.

Belle -
Dam of

LidaW. 2:1834

HAMBLETOXLAX 10

Sire of Dexter, 2:17U', and
39 others in 2:30 list; and
dams of StambouL 2:07)^
and 91 others in 2:30 list.

DOLLY SPAXKER
Dam of Geo. Wilkes, 232

rSIAMRRIXO PATCHEX
Sire of 24 in the 2:30 list and
the dams of 93. Brother
to Lady Thorn, 2-18'4.

LADY DUXX
(Dam of Joe Banker, 2:19V'.
by American Star 14, sire
of 4 and of the dams of 45
in the 2:30 list.

[ BELMONT 64
Sire of Fred Arthur. 2:14- :

Xutwood, 2:18% : Wedge-
wood, 2:19; Viking, 2-.19M,
and 38 others in the list,

and of the dams of 47.

( MISS RUSSELL
Dam of Maud S., 2:08%;
Xutwood, 2dS% ; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24^; Russia, 2:28;

and grandam of Kremlin,
2:07%.

GEO. M. PATCHEX Jr. 31,

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
the dams of 17 2:30 trot-

ters, by Geo. M. Patchen
30, 2:23,S (sire of Lucy.
2:lS^ : gTandsire of Stam-
boul, 2:07^).

REBEL DAUGHTER
CGrandam of LidaW. 2:18^)
by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:2,'^; 8

dams of 2:30 trotters, and
gTandsire of Directum (3),

2mjtf).

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MARES AT 850 FOR THE SEASON,

r \ I 1FORM 4 XUTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and .a^half inches

high 'and is the sire of Maud .,2:19; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H„ 2:27%: Mollie C, 2:37^, and several others

knocking at the door. He is by Xutwood 600, 2:18%, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the

best strains of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot fail to produce fast and game race

horses, as well as great broodmares.
(For pedigree of Xutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

. Tou will hardlv realize the strength of this breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-

gree closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

ASTER 2:16
FITZSEMMONS 2:20
JESSIE- 2:22
DEXTElt PRINCESS 2:24«
DEL PASO 2:24«
LUCILLE. 2:26
JAilES L- 2:29«
CHARLEY FORDtp., ly.) 2:12^

I"REXE(p.)

CROW^T PRESCE. 2:17>£
1MAGGEE _ 2:20

~

CHXOE 2:24
ROYAL PRESXE. 2:34«
LOTTERY TICKET (3 yL 2:25"
SENATOR L 2:29
PRLXCESS ALICE 'p.,4y)_ 2:16
CHEROKEE PRESCECP)- 2:22'^

- 2:25

I>e:ster I*rlTa.c© Is Toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:GS;4, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2:10% ; Spoflord,

2:18%; Company, 2:19%; Fred Folger, 2:20)4 ; Bayonne Prince, 2:21^, and twenty others in the 2:30 list

First dam LADY DEXTER. by HAMBLETOXIAX 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17M Electioneer 125. George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy Medium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum, Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc, etc. Also sire of the dam of

STAMBOUL 2:07,^
and of the grandam of

KREMLIX_ 2:07%

Second dnm CLARA by AMERICAX STAR 14.

Dam of Sire of the dams of
DEXTER- 2:17M GUY 2:10%
ALMA 2:28% ROBERT McGREGOR 2:17W
ASTORIA _ 2-J29% HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc., etc

Third dam McKTXSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27%.

DEXTER PRIXCE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last few years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and fast foals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - • 3250, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIOXEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2-J6; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best ot

Electioneer's sons.
PLEASAXTOX'S first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1 ; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc ; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
PLEASAXTOX is large and very fine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... gso, DUE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
*very precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Cal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

NOTE:
as well as brood mare sires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the

pedigree of two voting stallions- Guv Wilkes, 2:15'4, is the only horse living or deadwiihSin the 2:15 list. Xut-
wood &18M is riot onlv the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having

put in twenty-seven "and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines. I

cannot see hbw one can make a mistake in breeding a good mare to either of the stallions. Xuiwood
WUkes or California Xutwood. It looks as if weTiad everything but the possible nick and should get that

nine times out often. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeof service tee. Par-

ties desiring the services of anv of the above named stallions mustsend the mare or 10 per cent, of the service

fee with the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when the condition of the animals requires

i t hav or grain, or both, will be fed at ?10 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability for

accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, Cal., via broad guage

railroad. All bills are due at time of service, but must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1S93. Xo stock will be allowed to

eave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15th to Aug. 1st, 1893.Young Stocli UE^or Sale.
OS" VISITORS WELCOME AXY DAY. ADDRESS

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February 15th and ends July 15th, 1S93.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By Electioneer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation

track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of

Shanghai Mary, the data of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

Oldest produce two years old this spring, and are

good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.

MOORLAND STOCK FARM,
MILPITAS, BARTA CLARA COCXTY.

Danton Moultrie 17,064.

r GUV WILKES, 2:15 1-4
Sire of

Rupee (p), 5 - 2:11

Regal Wttkes,5 2:113*
Aianna (dj, 5 2:11,S k Lady_Bunker.

CGeo. Wilkes, 2:22
Sire of

Harrv Wilkes. 2:13K
| Guy Wilkes....- 2J5'4
< "Wilson 2:16i4

I

So So 2:l7?4
and 75 others in the list

Muta Wilkes, 4 2:14'4

Chris. Smith :p),7 _2J4&
Hulda,4 -&MS
Hazel Wilkes, 7 2:14 i,'

Una Wilkes, 6 -2:15

Lillian Wilkes. 3 2:17*,'

Sable Wilkes, 3 2:18

Yida WUkes. 3 .2rl8K
Xutwood Wilkes, 3 2:20 v.

Lynwood wilkes.2.... 2:20^
and 17 others in 2-30 list

CARRIE MAI OXB
Sister to

Chas. Derby -220
Steineer _2:29,S

Dam of
El Mahdi. -2:25M
Guv Wilkes- 2:15VJ
William L_

(Sire oi Ax tell, 2:12)

Steinway. 2:25 3-4
Sire of

W.Wood (p) 2:07

Cricket (p) 2:10
Casar 2:16j£
Strathwav -2:19
Chas. Derby _2:20
and 4 others in the list

Katy «-
Dam of

Chas. Derby 250
Steineer.- 2:29>i

HAMBLETOXIAX 10
Sire of

40 iu 2:30 list

DOLLY SPAXKER
Dam of

Geo. Wilkes, 2:22

MAMBRLXO PATCHEX 58
Sire of

24 in 2:30 list

LADY DUXX, by American
Star 14

Dam of Joe Bunker, 2:19!4

f
STRATHMORE 40*.

Sire of
{ 42 in 2:30 list

I

I ABBESS, by Albion
Datnoi

3 in 2:30 list

ELECTIOXEER 125
Sire of

132 in 2:30 list

RECORD, 2:27 1-2.

FAXXY KALOXE. by
Xiagara

Grandam of JIaud C, 2:19

DAXTOX MOULTRIE is a bay stallion, black points, perfect in conformation, stands 15.2 hands and is a
pure-gaited trotter. He will be given a race record this fall.

SOUD-A-IV 3103,
SIRE OF XUBIA 3), 2:29 1-4.

Sired by Sultan, 2:24 (sire of Stamboul, 2:07^ ; Alcazar, 2:20^ and 26 others in 2:30 list), dam Lady Bab-
cock, dam of Elector, 2r21 ]

4 ,
grandsireof Joe, 2:29V Lady Graves, dam of Xadjy,226, and Sulwood. 2:26'^, Soudan,

2:27- , sire of >"ubia, 2:29- j , by Hambletonian 725 < sire of fifteen 2:30 performers), second dam Dubois mare, bv a
son of the Eaton Horse 122: third dam s. t. b. by Abdallah l. Soudan's progeny are all of good size, perfect in
form, gentle in disposition, pure in gait and show great speed.

Both of these stallions will make the season of 1893. ending July 15th, at 3100, with usual return privilege, at
the Moorland Slock Farm, Milpitas, Cal. Pasturage f-5 per month. Choice trotting and draft stock for sale.

For further particulars address D.J. MLHPHY, .Moorland Slock Farm. Milpitas, Cal.

LANCELOT.

Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib

(p), 2:05$, and the grandam of Arion, (two years),

2:10}.

Jester D. 5696 -

By Almont 33, dam Hortense, bv Messenger
Duroc 106; second to 6fteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester I), is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old

trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers

in the '26 li-t, all in races and to old-style sulky.

Pasture and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July loth ; after that

time rates eubjecl to special contract.

Usual return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in my possession. No responsibility
for accidents or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that every
care will be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. For further information
:i-Idrt-v SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Cal.

GILBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTIOX—LAXCELOT is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He isla horse of fine conformation,
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deep through the heart, sloping shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ot feet and legs. In action he is pure-gatted. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters in 32 seconds, but was injured and placed in the siud. His colts are aU blood-like, large and fast trotters.
Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot is one ot the surest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE—LANCELOT was sired by the immortal Electioneer {sire of 132 in the list . dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris. Comas, the sire of Lizzie Harris,was a full brother to Iowa
Chief 528 ( sire of Corlsande, 2:24^, and others). His sire was Rashaw 50, sire of 17 In the 2:30 list, he bv Vernol's
Black Hawk, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam Chas. Kent mare, thedam of Hambletonian
10. Yernol's Black Hawk, by Long Island Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam Sallie Miller, by Tippo Saib: Andrew Jackson, by
Young Bashaw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalebone, dam Sponsru Sstress: she was out ot Cub,
by Medoc: second dam Ann Merry, bySumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and so on to
the 15th dam

The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION \XD PEDIGREE—Chestnut stallion, 16 1 hands high. By Xutwood 600, the greatest living

sire. First dam, Ladv Utley Jr., bv Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonian; second dam. Lady UUey,
grandam of Western Girl, record 2:27'-. Saladin has now a number of yearlings and two-year-old colts,all

showing great uniformity in size, sivle and color. All of them are fast trotters, and several will irot in 2:30 this

year. Xutwood 6on. 2:l*v, bv Belmont 04, dam Miss Russell idam of Maud S., 2ASVI- by Pilot Jr.: second dam
Sallv Russell, bv Boston. Nutwood Is the sire of 101 in the 2:30 list. Belmont is the sire of 74 trotters in the 2:30

list and of 29 sites of 120 trotters. Ladv Vtlev Jr. is bv Speculation. dam'Lady Filer. 2:3s 1-. grandam of West-
ern Girl, 2:27'-. Speculation (sire of Crown Point, 2:24, Gracie S.. 2:22, Oakland Maid, 2:22, and the dams of

Alfred G., 2:19V- and Waterford, 2:271, bv Hambletonian 10, dam Marlha Washington
|
dam of Hambletonian

725 1 bv Burr's "Washington: he by Burr's Xapoleon by Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare.by Mambrino
TERMS. 350 FOR THE SEASOX. for service of each of these stallions. Xo other opportunity is offered

breeders to obtain these blood lines at such prices. Excellent care taken of mares in any manner that owners
rnav desire at reasonable rates. Fsual return privilege. Call onoraddress, C. C BEM1S. Owner, 332 Mont-
gomery street, or at private stable. First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Streets, where colts and fillies by
these stallions can also be seen. U- w. BROOKS. Agent.

SALADIN.
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Oakwood Park Stock Farm
(FORMERLY COOK FARM).

STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.
SIEE OF

W. WOOD, Four-Year-Old Kecord, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:10.

CESAR, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:16J. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Record, 2:19.

CHAS. DERBY, Five-Year-Old Record, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:20}. BADEN, 5-Year-Old Kecord, 2:24}.

STEINEER, 5-Year-Old Record, 2:29*. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Record, 2:30.

(all ln baces) and sire of the dams of

MAUD C, 2:19; BARONSTEIN, (public trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPER, 2:28.

PAT DELANEY, 2:27}, and BOURBON RUSSELL, 2:30.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.
: sike of :

DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Record 2:14}
(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of RED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, by MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILD0 9637.
(Son of CLOVIS, dam by WOODFORD MAMBRINO.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON $50

SEASON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock Varm, Danville, Contra Costa County, CaL, per 5. P. R. R.

via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapea. Excellent pasturage $5 per
month. Mares fed hay and grain, $10 per month. For further particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.

CO

ALMONT 33

f Sire of 37 in the list and 75 sires

of 279 in the list and 49 dams of 67
. I in the list

I
QUEEN MARY .

Csj

f
Abdallah 15

1 Sally Anderson

{Mambrino Chiefll

TJntraced

rCassias M. Clay 18
CASSrUS M. CLAY JR. 22....

Sire of 4 in the bat and 10 sires (.By Abdallah 1

of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list

fRichelieu, by Mambrino
LADY RICHELIEU ^ Chief

Dam of Alfred, 226 (Lady Vance, by Eclipse

(ALCOIVA 730-
Sire of

Alcona Jr 2:19

Flora Belle 2:24

Veronica. 2:29^ I Almonitioo 2:24*{o Clay Duke -.227
'~ Prince Warwick (trial) 2:15

= IPA\*Yo Dam ot King Orry, 223J4E 4th dam by Joe Gale^ 5th dam by James Lowery
6th dam bv Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medley

ALMONITION is a handsome black horse, foaled 1888, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation,
pure-gaited and a game race horse. His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-

able young stallions in the West.

TERMS $100 FOE THE SEASONSTEINOL 18,654
By STEINWAY, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42,^, by SLLVERTHREADS 18,653; 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of

Beautiful Bells, 239%, and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Casslus M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

Nonpareil
Stands 16% hands, weighs 1375 pounds,

nd America.

TEEMS 135 FOE THE SEASON

T^t t t~» <~*~t. (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 hands, weighs 1800 pounds ; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASON CLOSES JULY l»t. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County. Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or es-

capes Excellent pasturage S5p°r month. Mares fed hay and grain,?10 per month. For further particulars

and catalogues address ^ A ARMSTRONG-, Superintendent,
Alamo Stock Farm, Alamo, Contra <'oata County, Cal.

(Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Handsome bay, stylish and a prize-winner. Registered in England

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencis g February

10 ana ending June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE /With usual return privilege), payable at end of Season SlOO

t\t » T>T /*\ was foaled 18S9, is a handsomeichestnut In color, stands 15:2}^ hands and In conformation,

\JX A D JLi' ) disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2-20 at that gait this fall. His record, 2:14V, was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark;of his

speed as a pacer His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions in

America^ He is by Chas Derbv (record 2:20 in sixth beat;, brother to Stelneer, 2:29,"^, by Stelnway; dam Bertha,

sister to Bayard Wilkes /record 2:15 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, recortl2:23; second dam fiarcena (dam of

Alaric sire of Victor B., 2:201-0, by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12!- on half mile track and 15

others 'in !i«t r third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, Including SwigerVand King Rene;, by Mam-
brino Chief 1

1 * fourth dam Bnreb Mare 'dam of Rosalind, 2:21^, and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sireof Sophronia, Krandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Stelnway, dam Katy G., dam of two In list,

by Electioneer: second dam Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C, 2:19), by Niagara fslrr* of Fairmont, 2 :22,S);

third dam Fanny Wickham. the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of a daughter of Imp. Trustee,

etc The great broodmares Katv*<;., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barer; na, Blandina, Burch
Mare Lady Waltermireand Fanny <-., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2:08 -If, appear In this pedigree, besides such

sires as Electioneer. Stelnway, Alcantara, Ueo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patcben.lHambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chiel 11,'and the strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY dc RICHARDS, Owners, ... - PLEABANTON, CAL.

Excellent care ta,ken of mares. Pasturage $5 per month.

EROS Electioneer - -

Sontag Mohawk I

EROS SIRE OF SINE IX THE LIST. SO.VTAG MOHAWK DAM OF SKYB.V

WU1 make the Season of 1803, at San Jose.
ADDRESS W. H. VIOGBT, P.O. Boi 795 San Jose, Cal.

OrF. H. BURKE, 626 Market St.,.S. F.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

Will. MAKE THE gEASO.V OF 1893 AT Kl i . I\l. .
nHKl ;t>\ .

{Hambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 I hi and

01 107 sires of 507 In 2:30

/William*' Mambrino
SIDNEY 4770

2:19$£
Sire ot Frou-

Frou, 2:25W,
champion year-
ling trotter,
Fauata, 2:22V,
yearling pacer

;

Faustlno, 2:14V;
Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis.
2:11^; Gold Leaf,

2:11M; Lady H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
2:18^; Thistle,
2:14, an.d 16
others in 2:30 list

Santa ihius 2000..
2:17W

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28 '4; San Jose, 2:30;
San Mateo, 2:28 '4 ; Sid-
ney, - nu,, and S
others in 2:3011st

Lladythorne JR_
Dam ofMollle Mack,

2:33; Navldad, 2:22'4;
Santa Claim, 2: 1 7 -

(

VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 in 2 :30 list,

21 Blres of 48, and 16
dams of 16 In 2:30 list

LLADY MERRITT.

.

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Fron-
Frou, 2:25J,f
(champion year-
ling); Memo 13-

year-old trial i,

2:20>£; Geo. V.
(3-year old), 2:35

I

Buccaneer 2656
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer, 2:26>£

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24*4, and Buccaneer
2656

(.TLNSLEY MAXD

(.Mahaska Belle...
Dam of Fawn, 2:30 %

,

trial, 222; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2-^2

(Kate

(Hambletonlan 10

I Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 229J{

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of IS in 2:80 and 6

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
1 of 18 In 2:30

(.Topsey

f Flaxtall 8132
I Sire of the grandams ot
l Faust, 224, and Creole,220
LFanny Fern

fBull Pop
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

< 2:13^, iKlsmet, 2:24^,
] Twister, 229%
LUntraced

(John Baptiste

(Fanny Fern

FLAXTAIL 8132-
Sire of Prairie Bird,

228'i; Empress, 2:29)4;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:ll'4, and
Shamrock, 2:25

LADY HAKE
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28)4

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Froa.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one ot

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam ot Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
a? traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:133,', and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer of
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in bis two-year-old form, obtaining a record ot 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31*4, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 220)4, and frequently
trotted quarters In from Z2% to 34 seconds.

He is sixteen bands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS &50. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed

for accidents or escapes. For further particulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

;S:04.^
THE HANDSOME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1893 at HOBART STOCK FARM. *

Onward 1411
(Record 2:25M)

Sire of Nellie Mason,

Hambletonlan 10, sire of 130 speed pro
duclng sires and of damsot Stamboul

George Wilkes 519 (record |2:22).{ 2:07'<. and 91 othersln the list.

Sure of Harry Wilkes, 2:13W; Guy 1

Wilkes, 2:15(4; Budd Crook, 2:15^; 1. Dolly Spanker, by Henry Clay 8
Wilson, 2:16'$ ; J. B. Richardson,
2:16J-i, and 73 others in the list and /'Mambrino Chief II, sire of Lady
83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65. Tborne, 2:18!4, and 5 others Lt\ the

2:14; Clara Wilkes, 2:17; l Dolly _J list and of dams ofDirector, 2:17; and
Dam of Director, 2:17: Thorndale,) 26 others in 2:30.
2:22'., ; Czarina, 2:21; Onward, 2:25J4,
and John F. Payne, sire of one. LFanny, by Ben Franklin, grandam of

Lady Majolica, 2:25, and 1 sire of 8
and dam of Caprice, 227.

Artisan, 2:18Jtf; Boaz,
2:17M; Wheatland On-
ward ,2:17%,and 64 others
in the list and 24 sires of
56 land 10 dams of 12 in
2:30.

fe ( Hambletonian 10, sire of Dexter, 2:17J4,
t-

|
and 39 others in 2:30 and dams of 92

f Dictnlor 113 { in list.

I Sire ofdams of Nancy Hanks. 2*1:
Keller Thomas, 2:12?4; Lockheart, l Clara, by American Star 14, dam of

|
2:13; Garnet, 2:13; Northwest, 2:16: Dexter, 2:17^; Alma, 2 :2&%; Astoria,
Brown, 2:18^: Victoria Wilkes, 2:29,S: Dictator, sire of 45 and dams
2:19*4 ; Nellie McGregor, 2:19J4, and of 2 in the list.

20 others in the list,

(Edwin Forrest 49, sire of 2 In the list

and oslresoffi and|10 dams of 13 in
2:30.

Ira Wilkes, 2:22V, and the Blres LSophronia, by Brown Pilot: 4th dam
Adrian Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. by Bertrand ; 5th dam by Lance ; 6Ui

dam by Gray Dungannon.
HART BOSWELL is a chestnut horse, foaled 1890, stands 15.3 bands. He has never been worked for speed

but as a sire he should become one of the best in the State. As it Is late in the season his service fee has been
placed at gSO THE SEASON, with usual return privileges. For further particulars address

K. O'GRADY,

Nancy Lee JDam of Nancy Hanks,"]
2:04, and Dictator Wilkes
5231, sire of Richard Jay
(P) 2:17M-

Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal.

a x*zo -

THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER
-: SIKE OF :-

FLORA M 2:16

J. R. .I.i.l vii 2:20

LIZZIE P 2:22 1

CORA 8 2:27

ELECTREgg 2:27 1

ALECT 2:26

ALLY gLOPER 2:28

DEgPBRADO 2:29 1-2

MOHM\<; ULORV. .2:27

BLECTRLXA -.2:23 1-1

IVETTIB C 2:28

FLEA8AIVTOIV .2:29 1-2

LECK 2:28

ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 S-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Oal.

LOOK HERB

!

>! \ UIIKHH HKRMCK FKK 1H irj>7ttO

\ \l» \ WII.KK*. HI* -n\, hT Wllh FOR ^30.

By UlTY \\ tl.Ki:-. BlM of 32 In 2:.t(> IUt; l-i ,h.m NAPA MAID. I>y Irrlngton; 2d dam
NAPA m M. V by fcugene Caaxvrly.

WILL MAKE THE MEASON OF 1893, MARCH 1st to JULY 18T, AT
Tarpev'i Stable, \V»tsonvlllr, Tburt'Uy, Prldav and Saturday; at Halloa* Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, Bl 930 FOR THE gEAgOIV.
Pasturacf and nest care taken of inarm, but no liability assumed for accident* or escaped. Usual return nrivl-

le«e», provided horse or mare d»i« not chun (:•• nwni.-rsh
1

1 >. K. \V. I»A\ Ihh. \u.-m. \\ ni-..rn ill*-, i n I.

9 B —The owners of Napa Wilkes will (rive £100 to the owner ol the first ol his (ret that makes a record ol
"-.10 or better, 075 to the second and 850 to the third. This offer to hold good during present ownership ol horse
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH" Hammerless

OF ALL KINDS
DOGS A SPECIALTY.PETS

DOS MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:• CHAINS •:- AND -:• HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P —all Derby winners. Also BILLY P. (liner brother

to above, and other younger puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds.

Stud Fee Old Black Joe 2nd and 6weep825eacu
JAMBS K. WATSON,

P. O. Box 1838.

Or No. 516 Sacramento St, San Francisco, CaL

VETERINARY.

DR. T. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist
Graduate of the Ontario Veterinary- College, Toronto,

Canada: Graduate of the McMahon School of Veteri-

nary Dentists; Honorary Fellow of Ontario Veterinary

Medical society.

331 Golden Gate Avenue, San I Francisco, Cal.

I herebv announce to our patrons and the public in

genera) that I am located at the old stand <as above i,

and am prepared, with an experi-nced c 'rps of assist-

ants, to continue the practice of Veterinary Medicine

and surgery, formerly conducted by \\\ H. Carpenter

Bv diligent attention to the treatment of all animal*
intrusied to mv care t hope to merit a continuance of

the Liberal patronage extended to us asi^Yeterinary

Surgeons.
Mv Infirmarv is equipped with an operaling table

and the latest .improved electrical and other appli-

ances for the cure of disease among domesticated

animals. Respeciiully, T. C*jipenteb V. S. & D.

P. s.— Professional calls promptly attended to, day
or night. . _,

Charge* Reasonable to Suit the Times.
Telephone No. 3069.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
510 GOLDBX GATE AVE., XEAB POLR.

(Winner oi Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County of San Francisco. Only improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE in city- Turkish, Rub

slan and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
\o. 811 HOWARD ST., S. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

3Dr- "V\7"xkx- ^. £3s^xx,
M.R.C.V.S., F. E. V.M.S.

V E T E R I X A R V S U R ti E X .

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sui

Sons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
edlcat »::>;tv; Graduate oi the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 529
Howard SL, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.Y.S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAB AVBNUH,

( Between Larkl n and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

6A.X FRAXCISCO.

Dr. F. A. NIEF, B. Sc. D. V. S.

Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of the University oi the State of New York.

OFFICES.

906 GOLDEN GATE AVE- 712 BROADWAY ST.

Telephone 4032. Telephone 5596.

Rbudkxce— 1342 BUSH STREET. Telephone 2591

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE:

1212 Golden Gale Avenue.

Examination FsJEB.

RESIDENCE:
620 Octavla street.

Telephone 4522,

R. LIDDLE & SON
538 Washington St., S. F.,

Wholranlr and Rrtall l)<nltr- In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A Fll.l. I.IXK OK UhlllM; TACKLK

AXD SPORT8MK.V8 i.cmhi-

BWOrAen hy null receive prompt attention.

Oo to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Is the BEST in the

Market.

W.
LARGEST STOCK OF

GREENER, PARKER BROS , L. C. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrouffh,Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' ' GRAND HOTEL BLOCK.

BEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

E. T. ALLEN CO.,
416 MARKET ST., BELOW SAASOME.

TO- 33 "\7V TACKLE,
ALUMINUM AUTOMATIC REELS,

EXGLISH STREAM EEELS,
ALLCOCK'S INIMITABLE STONE FLIES,

ORVIS NEW FAVORITE FLIES
ALLEN'S SOLID SILK AND CLUB LINE,

SPECIAL SPLIT BAMBOO
AND GREENHARDT RODS,

NEW STEEL FLY RODS,
GOODS FOR EVERY SPORT.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgun s in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKEB BROS , Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Saxeseoom, 97 Chambers Street

PRESTON'S
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fsnc
^Vire made. Very vvrible. iojnrr to Stock ImposnitLa
AfadeofNo. 13 SPRING ST* KL Wire galvsE-z^
Will not eae or break. Nearly doable the sr.f j^:i
of any other. Requires no stays. Runs abom 16 fee

to the pound. ,05" Used by leading Breeder*,.

Ornamental. Durable. Economica.

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, N.Y,
or address SCHODER. JOH NSON 4. CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLEYBROS. HARDWARE CO., San Francisco, Cal-

Easily and quickly put up. Asfe your dealer for it : f

he does not keep It, write for sample and price.

IK i
,o--ii(i K VISIT i Mi. BPB1NGS.

IF XOT ALWAYS CALL FOR
BARTLETT "WATER.

HOTICL AT M'I;ima NOW OPKN.
OHIrc 22 Fourth Btreet.

KATC„H-EM
FISH

FOR
L'HED BY
THE JSATIVKi
FOB ALi.ru-
inq Fish.

Band S8 cents for a sample tube.ipostpald, or 50 cents
for a regular size tube.

WA.M'KBB CHEMICAL CO.. Watertown, N. Y.

AFRICAN
I OUPOUHD

i

OILS 4 (iUMS

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF 4 TENT I MAKE

I make all kinds. Good ones. ' All sizes. Durable.

AlSO
\W M\<>. CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.

M. Von Hagen Jr.,

Ill Clay Street, - > Sao Francisco.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Advertisements under Lhlsheading 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLB.
RAYSWATFR STflRIf Finely bred horses and maresDAI TYA 1 Ln 01 UUK. f this noted breed for sale at a
bargain, or will exchange for cattle. Address J.HElyLEX, San Jose, CaL

SOUTHFR FARM YounS wen-bred stock for saleOUUinLP. rnnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP
ELEXS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

0AKW00D PAHK STOCK FABM.Ife^i^""
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand
for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY

, OakwMd
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co CaL

VINELAND BREEDING FMi.gssS™S£S»
(sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17^, Homestake, 2:16*^ etc.}
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24 Clav Duke
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17V
Grandissimo, 2:275,' ( full brothe- to Grandee three-year-
old record 2aS]£). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SL Helena

PETER SflXF ft SON £ick Ho°se. San Francisco,Ttl Ln ORAL a OUn, CaL-Importers and Breeders
for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs. *

HolstBlnTboroughbradi& B̂sss& 1S3si
Catalogues. F. EL BTJREJ5, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

G GL DF 91° H street
' Sacramento. Importer, dealeru. uliul, an(j breeder of the very choicest breeds ol

sheep. My flocks are considered superior to those of
any others in America. Representatives oi these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
ThoroDEhbrcd l n-iiih Itishf-ccd.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned *weepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
blood aud producing lines. .Stock
crated and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with everv ani-

mal, and all elisriblp to registration.
«\ rite for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALIKE!) XKILE,
Rinconada Stock Farm, Maykield, Cal.al,

^^^^

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort

Telephone 14S5. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

THOROUGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removing the Hair.

Will your horse bemore valuable!
Send ?2 for large bottle, delivered, or
$1 for trial bottle by mail.

After, W. F. YOFXti, Meriden. Conn.,efore«

: ALSO FOE SALE BV Z

J. Q'KAXE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
MACK & CO., 9-11 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.
R. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadwav, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f~^
1 Cubebs and Injections.

(/!\UJ]f
I They core in 4ft horns the \. J
I same diseases •without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALLDRUGG1STS

We send the marvelous French
Remedy CALTHOS free, and n
legal guarantee that Calthos will
STOP Discharge* A- r.ml.«lon.,
CCRE Srn-irpotorrhea.Varicocele
and RESTORE Lost Vigor.

Use it and pay if satisfied.
Address. VON MOHL CO.,

Sole American Agents, Cincinnati, Ohio.

•••••••••••••••^^•••••••••••••I
R I PANS TABULESreffulate*

. theetomach.hvt-r and bowels, and*
I purify the blood; are safe and effec- •
jrual ;tbe best medicine knownfor*
/indi^estioa, biliousness, headache,*
"constipation, dyspepsia, chronic*
liver troubles, dysentery, bad com-?
plexion, dizziness, offensive breath T
and Idl disordera of the stomach, J

Jliver and bowels. One tabole gives immediate re-^
#llef. Take one at meal time. Sold by Drupgists. A$
• trial bottle pent bv mail on receipt of 15 cents #

i RIPAysCFrESLl0ALCO..l0SpniceSt., New York. •

"RECEPTION,"
206 SCTTBR STREET, S. F.

Onolce Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN 4LL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER 4 CO

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

\ear entrance to Bar District Track.
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Wallace's Year Book
•-lS92-«

• • • PUBLISHED BY THE •

American; Trotting Register Hss'n
CHICAGO, ILL,

This indespensable adjunct to the libra.,- oi
wery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
iight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary 15, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00.^^^

Tne first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places of
trotting and pacing, and of performers' names
and records. ......

ihe second volume will contain . . .

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:
1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

harness.

2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in
harness.

3. Table of 2:20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2:30 Trotters and 2:25 Pacer j

under their Sires to close of 1892.

5. Table of Horses, Sires of tiro or m-
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages 0/
valuable and authentic information in regard \^
the pedigrees and record ol standard Trotting
and Facing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately,

llrders will be filled as received, and as the firs'

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delat
should order at once - • Address.

BBEBDKB AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STRfcET, 6. F.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL

Trotting Association
- AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Rui.es 30cts.

Blood Hobse Rules (Morocco binding) 60cts.

For ttale at the oflice or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES -MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three,

hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, uDd explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVENT and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping,
raclDg and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity aa a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the handsot every rubber on our Cirni."

Mailed postpaid for J3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1332 Market Street, 25 and 27

Park Avenue, San Franclnco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A toll Line oi Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159

Alex. McGord k Co,

Fashion Stables,
221 ELLIS STREET.

The beat accommodations aflorded tor the keeping ot

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line ot Livery Stock,

with Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CAHRIAGE OO.'S

AGENTS.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

SCBSCR1BE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly during the racing season

and Is but 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND"SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New Tork.
Explanatory circulars mailed opon application.

f'

THE

XPRESS

Solid coin nickel, opeTi face, stem wind timing watch,
ha^ start, stop and fly-back attachment, all working
from Hie «tcjn, Ki-:ri.»ler» liiiniao, >i-n.n<ls and quarter
Beconds.and Is the only standard iirnctfcal horse timer
made.Trice In coin nickel ease. *C. MM heavy UK rolk-d

p. .Id plated ea>t*. $9. Wli with qiuuter-.-erond lii.li.nt .vr

and minute register (.•mbineiL workfrom slein.S10.«0.

NOTICE.—That all may see and examine ourtiinem
before paying for some, we win Fend CO. D. subject to

full examination, all charges paid. Illustrated catalog

Ofgold and silver horse timers and c1if..ti"LT:iphs sent

tree.W. HILL* CO. mmlrsnlc Ji«Ti^rH.'Jli7SlalcSt. Chicago-

CYCLISTS, O&RSMEH, BALLPLAYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It has a particularly Warming, Comforting an<3

Stimulating effect on all "Weak or Stiff Muscles;

quick in action; clean and pleasant in use.

For Sale t ? Druggists and Sealers In Sporting Good*.

E FOUGERA & CO., Sole Agents,

26-30 N. William Street, N. Y.

FAT PEOPLE
To reduce your weight «L'RELY use WIHard's Obesity
Pills and tow 15 pounds a month. No Injury to the
health. N'i Interference with business or pleasure. NO
nTVKYIM;. They hulld up and Improve the Ktn
era! health, beautify the o.mplexlon und leave .\0
U lll.\KLES. Lucy Anderson, *4 Auburn St., Cam
bridge, Mas., writes: Three bottles ol your Obesity

laced my weight from 325 ponndfl to ioo and i

never fell better In oil my life. I am much pleaded

With the lesolt and shall do all I can to help you. Our
patrons Inn-lode Phvslclans, Bankers, Lawyers, and
leaders of Society. Our (roods are not sold In dnn;
atom; all orders aresupplied direct from our ofilce.

Price per paekace $2.00 or three packages for 15.00 by
mall prepaid. Particulars <sealedW cts. ALL COB-
RHSPOKDHXCB CO!\FII>E\TIAL.

WILLARD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS

ARE YOU A
Hay Baler ? If sn, dn ycu usb nur PatBnt

ACROSS HEAD!I Bale Ties?

IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

• MADE ONLY BY

The Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and 10 Pine Street.

Aslx. "STouLr Dealer
POWERS' LEATHEE EENEAYEE,

And Take no Other.

This Dressing is now being

Used extensively by Harness

Makers, Factories and Stables.

It makes the best finish and

lasts much longer than anj

other Dressing.

For sale by all Harness and Saddlery Hard-

ware dealers, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Send for Special Price Llat.

^COLESl

.0SSID1NE.
AnLifallible Cure

FORCURB 'It

\ii
SpliirtBiii^&JSlflEboia^SjoyDJ a

iBoiicBilar^eiiiflrisSQreShiiis^i h

QSSIDINE
KALAMAZOO FARM.

Gentlemen :—We have used Cole's Ossidinc for the past two years, and consider
it invaluable for SprungTeiidons.CuTbs.Itingbone.and Spavins: there Is nothing
to. mils it; and for us it effected a permanent cure where firinc failed. although
performed by one of the most j-uccessful veieririaries on the continent. We have
recommended it to others with like success, and believe it has more merit thaa
am- blister ever used. Very respectfully vours,
Kalamazoo, .Mich. fi. A. BI10WNE i CO., Pkop"3.

This scientific preparation is an absolute core for all

xinyorcilioiis lumps on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "firing," wirhnut creating Hie
jkglitcstblemish. After a few applications the excres-
ronce is sn palpably reduced that even the sceptical
frankly ncknowjedjie that it is by far the most valu-
able outward remedy fur horses ever invented.

">ut up In one style only. Price, $3.00 perbottle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET. BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

We prepay express when money'necotn-
pitnien order, or send C.O.D., at buyer*
expense.

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., »*.=-

I have loop osed it In my stables, and And It to be nil that Is

claimed for It in removing callous nnd unnatural bony prowths with-
out lenvinc the slightest blemish. From my experience, I most
Btronplv reenmmend the use of Cole's Ossidine. and (eel that It is f>

necessary adjunct to every stable. Yours respectfully,
f. G1XUABD,

Long Branch.

SOLO BY

C.N. rBITTEVTOy. A.RTAV XERT It rt>„ and C. M. JIOSEITCS -BRO.,
New YorkCitv: Fill KM! * WirKSKB, RutTnln. N.Y.: ftKHRRK !>•

B. KEIJI* CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.-. Hi'ItitlSOK. Ptr«Jli:tt, * CO..

and PKTKlt VAN stllAUK k SOXS. Chic-acc HI.: J«1IS D PARK
It SOXS. Cincinnati. O.: Fl.tiTIl * FOSTER :.n i K. 0. BILES. I>e-

trt.it. Mich.; JIEYrK RRUS. URTfi ro.. St. Lnul*. Mo.; J. It. f'OOK
A CO.. Karon* Citv. Mo. ; « AfK * CO., Sua FrauciiCO, CaL ; Ilo]].

LSSOS-PLTTETT CO., I»ui»villi', Ky„

AND DRUGGISTS AND SADDLERS GENERALLY.

The Mont Successful Tlemedy ever discovered
aa It Is certain In Its cllcctet and docs not blister.
Bead proof below.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.
Stab. Lank Co., Orjeqon, Feb. 8th, 1892.

De, B. J. Kendall Co.,

Dear Sirs:— I have n«ed your Kendall'b Spavtn
Cure for the lust twelve years never being without
It but a few weeks In thnt tlmo and I have madu
aevcrnl wondrrful cures with It. I cured a Curb
of long »[»ndinp. Then I hud a four year old colt
badly Sweeoled; tried every thing without any
benefit, bo I tried your liniment, and Id a few week*
heVaswelland hiaahoulder filled up all right, and
the other, a foilr vear old Hint had a Thoroughpln
and Blood Spavin on too same Joint, and to-day
no one can tell which leg It wnn on. These alote.
menta can ho proven, if aeceaMry; the four year
olds arc now rcvcd and can be seen any day at Cot*
toge Orovc, Or. S. /. Faxtojt.

Price fi.W nrr bottle.

DR. B. J. KENDALL, CO.,

Enosburgh FalU, VermooC,

SOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS.

HAVIXG LEASED THE CELBBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

I am prepared to take care of horses In any manner
ownera.may desire. The best o! paature and running
water are oo the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept In first-class order. Besides sulLi,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

everything Is new and in perfect shape. It Is pro
noucced by horsemen to be the best stock farm lo Cali-

fornia. All mock seot tome will receive my personal

attention. Kates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY.
HOBART 8TOCK FARM, 6AK MATBO.

GSDOB
Business College, 24 Post St.

I FRANCISCO.
The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HF.ALD, President
•Wttcnd for Circulars.

8. HALEY, Sec'y
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J. A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding ol the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talie tli© Ijead.
^W*— — .- *pi ^^ __ .^—.

-

V^/ >/, ^r^By^R\Sl IF YOTJ WAJsT TO SUCCEED WITHJtlOi S© JOOOXSj \h |Hpl
""

V TOUK EOBSES BUT
'-- W I W/ . BILZ'S TRALVLVG. SPEEDING AA'D

TGTi-j -«^» ^^ "T^T^I T*"n ^^^^^^ >Ci^ COMBINATION CARTS,
^"^ J-J-J.^^ -C1C,'-L AJ-^'^^f COMBETESG ALL HIS LATEST PATENTS

"A" XJ -t~C -tV C3r d *—9 J_> S They are the lightest and strongest, and are made from the best selected material. Nothing bat the Dalzell

Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle made, Thev are the lightes: runn ing, hold the oil longest, and no

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Quality and. Style. «« can emer^m,
Pronounced by the leading driver^and trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, FROU-FROU and FRANK M. made their fastest time in this speeding cart

6ATISFACTIOX GCABAATEED. ni ordering carts please stateisize~ofoxle and height of wheels.

- Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

ALL GRADES. ANY PRICE.

J. A. McKERRON,

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Harness - and - lors© - Boots.
SPECIAL OFFER ON TRACE HARNESS.
MOFFATT LEATHER HARNESS,

Pine finished all through, extra light $40

TB1S IS A BARGAIN.

SPECIAL PRICES.
ELECTRIC BANDAGES - - $1.50

ENGLISH SALT SACKS -

2000 on hand. This month only $3 per doz-

A NEW LtSE OF

COOLING BLANKETS, Extra Fine duality at Low Prices.

Sweat Blankets and Hoods ; large stock, all -weights.

AGENT FOR TOOMEYS SULKIES —. c —. __ ,, c _.,__.__
" HICKORY BICYCLE WHEELS <J t. I I ML DLO I .

tPnt on Sulkies for $100.)

TOOMEY'S -: NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS AXXE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

fS'Send for Circulars.

J. 0'RA.NE.

You can save money by buying your supplies from me.
767 MARKET ST.

SPECIAL OFFER—I have on hand two Bicycle Sulkies, which were used in five races last season and

which cost I2S2 and ?2S8 respectively. They are in first-class order and offer them for |160 and 9130 respectively.

Also one new McMorray & Fisher sulky for S150 cash. These are all bargains.

No. 1 SPEED CART,
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class in all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent spMo^s are
used on these carts, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a mini-
mum. (Foot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched clnsp.*

J. J DEAL & SON.
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carls,

_ 1. .. Jonesville, Mich.w rite for catalnfrne.BAKER cfc HAMILTON, Agents,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL, CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

£ MGMURRAY& FISHER SULKY.

Horse Owners! eTry
GONIBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Spttij and Poiltitt Care

Thf H»r«-«t, Bt-it BLISTER overused. TaVes
the place of all liniments lor mild or severe action.
KcmoTi-t all btirirtu" nr Blnniltbes from Ilorae*
ar,4 (ntllr. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- fmpcmnoU U> product wear or bUmith.
Every bottlo cold U warranted to iclve satisfaction

Price SI.SO per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
Mnl by erpreas, rhancti pnld, with foil directions
for lu nae. Send for descriptive circulars.'

TUB LAWRLNCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

PRENTISS RECTIFYING PILLS CURE

PEOPLE FOREVER. Try them and see for yourself.
All druggists, 25 cents a box.

THKV litiv r GRIPE VOL.

WAIiOh. < ARR1AUKh AND IUIt\h>k
50 Per Cent.

8AVKD.
Factory Prices:

Write for Catalogue
or cull.

I Carta 9 15 to| 25
Buggies 75 to 100
Burriea. 125 to 16V
Hartiew 8 to 15
We ablp everywhere.

CALIFORNIA WAGON AND CARRIAGE CO.,

M% Fremont Street, Sao Francisco, OaL

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
Ftsst-Clabs. Chaeoes Reasonable.

privatb rooms for families.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St
JOHS BBRGBZ. Proprietor.

WARNING TO HORSEMEN.
i These Sulkies are made
under Hickory Wheel Co's

patent, dated March 21st, 1S93.

"our

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Has

Send
for

Circular.

Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

( and Finest BallBearing Axle.

We furnish both Old style and PmeTimatic ^^/
| \ \JM Horsemen Thorough//

Wheels with our Sulkies, and our Attachments
\KfcJ * JM Protected in using our

permit a change In a tew minutes. ^^Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U.S. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.
"Write for our new circular.

TRUMAN HOOKER & CO.,
421-427 MARKET STRFET.

SA> FRAM'Isl'O.

"SASSAFRAS SOUR,"
THE NEW SOFT DRINK,

HEALTHFUL AND DELICIOUS,
AT ALL RARS.

SCOTT db CSrIJLiBEIFLT,
14 DRUMM STREET, SAN FRAN0IS0O.
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THE SUMMER RUNNING MEETING.

North, Lady Gwenn, St. Patrick and Montalvo

in Front at the Finish—All the

Events to Date Detailed.

THIRD DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE 16TH.

Again our race-goers were favored with a most pleasant

afternoon. The attendance was about 1,500. A series of

surprises flattened the pocket-books of the talented to some

extent, only one favorite getting home in front, in three of

the four events starts were made that one could enthuse over,

but in the mile dash three of the pilots (with defective ears)

pulled up, making the start look bad when in reality it would

not have been had the jockeys been attentive.

In the first race, selling, live furlongs, Conde was backed

down from to 5 to 4 to 5. Queen Bee, at 31 to 1, was sec-

ond choice. Solitude nearly pulled the arms off Starter

Erown in doing her usual buck-jumping act. Queen Eeeand

Conde led for about a quarter of 3 mile, with Jack the Ripper

a close-up third and North fourth. About 100 yards before

the three-quarter pole was reached North, going like a shot,

ran towards the pole, and Jack the Ripper bumped into

Conde, throwing the favorite back into fifth place. North

assumed command at the three-quarter pole, and passed the

wire an easy winner by two lengths in 1:02^. Conde gamely

came again, and beat Queen Bee handily for place by a

length. Bronco was fourth, Jack the Ripper fifth, Solitude

last.

In the second race, seven furlongs, Lady Gwenn, a slight

favorite over "Wyanashott, -Erolite and Currency, led all the

way, and won with great ease by a trifle over a length. -Ero-

lite ran into second place passing the half, and kept it there-

after by a length. Currency, third, was a length and a half

from Cody B., last. Time, 1:29J.
Sir Reel was backed down from 6 to 5 to 7 to 10 in the

third race, selling, one mile. St. Patrick at 3 to 1, was sec-

ond choice. Red Cloud acted very badly at the post, kicking

and breaking away uncermoniously with H. Smith, and
Garcia was in anything but an angelic mood. Starter Brown
got down from his stand, and tried to conquer Red Cloud.

GeUing them pretty well bunched, he let Red Cloud's head

go and shouted "go!" Three of the six boys pulled up and

Sir Reel, the favorite, was among the unfortunate number.
Garcia, with St. Patrick at his head, raced off in front, half a

dozen lengths from Red Cloud, who was as far from the last

division. St. Patrick gave Garcia the go-by 100 yards from

the finish, and won in a drive by a head, Garcia second, one
and one-half lengths from Red Cloud, who, with Sir Reel,

made up lots of ground in the last three furlongs. The Joe
Hooker—Una gelding was fifth and Mero last. Time, 1:44.

This was a sad blow to the talent.

Seaside was an odds on favorite in the last race, four and
one-half furlongs, for two-year-olds. Warrago was next in

favor at 3 to 1. Montalvo was at 4 to 1, and Jennie Deane
8. Montalvo dashed to the front in the first half-dozen

strides, and was over two lengths to the good as he struck the

homestretch. Jennie Deane was scored until nearing the

straight, when AVarrago and Seaside passed her. Montalvo
won handilv by about a length, and Seaside, coming very fast

the last eighth, secured the place by a neck. Warrago was

third and Jennie Deane last. Time, 0:55J—a grand run for

a two-year-old with 113 pounds up.

SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track. Friday, June 1C, 1892. Weather clear. Track
fast. Third day—Flist race, handicap, purse §250, of which 500 lo

second, $25 to third. Five furlongs.

R. Davenport's ch e North, 4, by Prince of Norfolk—by Lelnster,

90 lbs!!:. C. Weber 1

Encino Stable's ch c Conde, 3. by Duke of Norfolk—May D., lie

J. Weber 2

C. Burlingame's b m Queen Bee, 4, by Jocko—Naomi. 100
Burllngame 3

Time, 1:02%.

Won easily by two lengths, one length between second and third.

Bronco (H. Smith. 120), Jack the Ripper (F. Narvaez. 10T.) and
Solitude (Rinstine, 108) al30 ran and tinished in the order named,

Post betting—ft to l North, 4 to 5 Conde, 3i£ to 1 Queen Bee. 5 to 1

Solitude, 8 to 1 Bronco and 10 to 1 Jack the Ripper.

Second race, selling, purse $200 ; the winner to be sold for 51,000 ; if

for less, 3 lbs. additional for each 5100 to S100. Seven furlongs.

,

E. A. Neame's b m Lady Gwen, 6, by Joe Daniels—Emma, 113 lbs.

J. Weber 1

C. E. Trevathan's br f -Erolite, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Aore li a, 91
C.Weber 2

W. A. Gibson's b c Currency, 3, by imp. Greenback—Acquitto, 105
Donathan 3

Time, 1:29%.

Won easily bv a length, same between second and third.
Wyanashott (Tuberville, 105) and Cody B. (Bacigalupi, 124) also ran

in the order named.
Post betting—2% to 1 Lady Gwen, 3 to 1 JErolite, 3 to 1 Currency,

13 to 5 Wyanashott and 20 to 1 Cody B.

Third race, selling, purse $300 : the winner to be sold for $2,000; if

for less, two lbs. allowed for each $100 to $100; horses entered not to

be sold to carry ten pounds above the scale. One mile.

Encino Stable's b g St. Patrick, 4, bv Judge McKinstry—Viola Rea,
95 lbs _ C. Weber 1

H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, 6, by Wildidle—Nighthawk, 10C pounds
Tuberville 2

J. E. King's b c Red Cloud, 4, by Red Iron—Maggie D., 112 pounds
„ H. Smith 3

Time. 1 .44.

Won in a drive by a head, one and a half lengths between second
and third.

Sir Reel iBurlingame, 107), Joe Daniels—Una gelding (Ames, 107)

and Mero (Hatlv, 105i also run and finished as named.
Post-betting—3 to i St. Patrick, 6 to 1 Garcia. 10 to 1 Red Clond, 7 to

10 Sir Reel, 3u to 1 l*na gelding and lo to 1 Mero.

Fourth race, for two-year-olds, purse $250. Five pounds below scale.

Four and a half furlongs.

D. Bridges' b c Montalvo. by Sid—Mary Bell, 113 pounds
Burlingame 1

P. Siebenthaler's ch f Seaside, by imp. Mariner—Marin, 110 pounds
C. Clancy 2

Garden City Stable's b f Warrago—by Warwick—Fedalma, 110

pounds Donathan 3
Time, 0:55%.

Won easily by one and a half lenghs, neck between second and
third.
Jennie Deane (J. Weber, 110) also ran.
Post-betting—i lo 1 Montalvo, 4 to 5 Seaside, 3 to 1 Warraga and 8

to 1 Jennie Deane.

FOTJETH DAT—SATURDAY, JUNE 17.

The day was as pleasant as the most fastidious could de-

sire, and the programme of tive excellent races drew to Bay

District track a crowd of fully 3,000. Two favorites and

three horses that were not got home in front, so that the book-

makers had a shade the best of it.

Cvclone and Gypsy Girl were equal favorites in the first

race, three furlongs. Red Light was backed down at the

close from 4 to 1 to 3 to 1. Nellie Van was a 4 to 1 shot.

The last-named led Red Light over a length into the home-

stretch, with Cyclone close up on the inside. At the draw-

gate Red Light easily drew up on even terms, and Spence,

on Nellie Van, went to the bat. Murphy sat down on Red

Light, and the big bay gelding drew away easily and won by

a head in 0:34^, which he could have made 0:34$ had he

been forced. A length away came Cyclone, and behind him

followed Gypsy Girl, Joe D. and Moreanna, in the order

named.
Realization was a slight favorite in the second race, four

and one-half furlongs, over Fortuna and Normandie, and the

remaining trio was little thought of. Realization led all the

way, and won easily from the whipped-out Fortuna (second

all the way) by three parts of a length. Happy Band made
a fine run from the extreme rear, and tinished third, two

lengths behind Fortuna. Time, 0:50. Normandie was fourth,

Jovita fifth and Raphaels last.

Sands Fordbam was an odd -on favorite in the third event,

also four and a half furlongs. < laire was well Indeed at 7 to

5. Memoir was left at the post. Claire led Sands Forman
to the homestretch by about a length. Then the favorite

gradually gained on the iilly. Sallie M. and l»on Mongano
closed up rapidly at a great pace, and in an exciting finish

Sands Forman won by half a length from < laire, who was a

neck only from the fast-coming Sallie M., she a head from

Don Mongano. Time, (fc57 -

Romulus and Inkerman divided favoritism at 2 to 1, Quar-

terstaffwafl at 3 to 1, and Conde 3}. The odds against the

remaining four ranged from 7 to 1 to 40. H. D. Brown,

owner of QuarterstafT, retired from the llagman's position

during this race, and H. Forsland, the efficient clerk of the

scales, took np the bunting. The big field was dispatched (o

a rather strangling start, Qaarterstaff half a length in ad-

vance, and well under way, Conde second, Garcia third.

Then came another bunch headed by Romulus. Inkerman
and Atossa were the last to move. t^uarterslaiTsoon opened

up on his field, and with Conde at his heels entered the
homestretch over a length to the good. Romulus had eaten

up a lot of ground, and was third at the head of the home-
stretch and looking dangerous. Garcia was at his neck. A
little over balf way down the straight Garcia swerved in to-

ward the rails, knocking Conde off his stride. Quarterstafl'

was not headed, and won easily from the fast-coming Romu-
lus by three parts of a length, Romulus second, one and one
half lengths from Garcia, who was promptly set back last for

fouling Conde, the latter being given third place. Time, 1:15.

Behind Conde came, in the order named, Louise, Mero, In-

kerman and imp. Atossa.

Canny Scott, supposed, from his excellent Sacramento per-

formance, to be in good shape and known to like the route,

one and one-quarter miles, was a favorite in the last race at

7 to 5, Dinero going at 2 to 1, Sir Reel at 3 and Lady Gwenn
at 4 to 1. The last-named, with but $8 pounds up, set the

pace, leading Sir Reel two lengths at the stand and three at

the quarter-pole, Dinero and Canny Scott trailing about four
lengths behind Sir Reel. Dinero went up fast and collared

Lady Gwenn nearing the three-quarter pole, and shouts went
up for that leggy, white-faced son of Alta as he swung into

the homestretch over a length in advance. Here Burlingame
commenced urging Sir Reel, and Alta's younger son responded
nobly, gaining at every stride and winning in the gain est

fashion by one and one-half lengths, Dinero second, two
lengths from Lady Gwenn, who in turn was about three parts

of a length from Canny Scott, the heavily-plaved favorite.

Time, 2:10. Cook's ride on Canny Scott not being consid-

ered vigorous enough, he was suspended for the balance of

the meeting.

SUMMARIES.

Bay District Track, Saturday, June 17. 1S93. Weather clear.

Track fast.—First race, parse S200. ten pounds below the scale ; win-
ners of any race since March 31, 1S93, lo carry 2 lbs. extra for each
win. Three furlongs.

A. Bertrandias' b g Red Light, a, by Litlle Alp—untraced. 1232-S

lbs., incl. 4% over D. Murphy 1

J. R. Ross' b m Nellie Van, 4, by VanderbiIt—Victoria, 109
-Spence 2

J. Bozeman's b g Cyclone, a, by Ironclad—untraced, 113..Bozeman 3
Time, 0:34%.

Won handily by a head, a length between second and third.

Gypsy Girl {Capps. ll7i, Joe D. (J. Weber.lllt and Moreanna (Peters,
96 1 also ran and finished in the order named. ,

Post betting—3 to 1 Red Light. 4 to 1 Nellie Van, 11 to 5 Cyclone,
11 to 5 Gypsy Girl, 10 to 1 Joe D. and 30 to 1 Moreanna.

Second race, for two-year-olds, purse $200. Ten pounds below the
scale ; winners of two or more races since January 1, 1893, to carry 10
lbs. extra ; beaten maidens allowed 10 pounds. Four and one-half
furlongs.

Hoag & Watson's b c Realization, by Regent—Sadie. 108 lbs.

Rinstiue 1

Encino Stable's br f Fortuna. bv imp. Brutus—Viola Rea. 95

C Weber 2
Garden Cily St»ble's b c Happy Baud, by John Happy—Miss

Laura, 9S Donathan 2
Time, 0:56.

Won easily by three parts ot a lengths, two lengths betweeu second
and third.

Normandie (Peters. 96). Jovita {Burlingame. 105) and Raphaels
(Tuberville. 95) also rau in the order named.

Post betting—2 to 1 Realization. 11 to 6 Fortuna, 15 to 1 Happy
Band, 1VQ to 1 Normandie. 8 to 1 Jovita and 25 to 1 Raphaels.

Third race, for two-yenr-nids, purse 18)00, «imconditions as second
race. Four and a half furlongs.

Henry Schwartz's b g Sands Forman, by Alta—Charlotte. 95
pounds C. Welter 1

C. L. Don'sch f Claire, by Duke of Nortolk—Uikme, 105 pounds...
Bnrllnffnmc 2

J. II. Miller's ch fSalllv M.. by Three Divert—Sophia. 95 DOC
Cooper 3

Time. 0:57%.

Won handily by liolf a length, nevk between second and third.

Don Mongano (Hut, 96) and Kernel! Long, 96) also ran us named.

Poet betting1—

4

I
lire, 12 to i Bailie m . \

to i Don tfongan tfemoir,

POartb rare, handicap, purse 1260, of irfalcb S>"-0 to

third. Blx rntloi

M i> Brown's br c Qnarteratafl*, 3, by imp. Friar Tack—81
• poundi

J II, Mi! ins, 2. bv imp. Brutus -Beauty, 100 i^ounds
I lancrjr 9

lake "i KorfoU
iK.unds J- W.-Ut 3

Time. I:lfc

Won handily bv thrcc-'iuarien of a length, two lengths
I

second and third.

Long. 90). Mero (Tobervllle, 00), inkerman .I". Murphy.
and Cnrein ran ami

'iarcia mti third, bui was dlaqnallfled (be (baling I

1 Inkerni I Mero and tO to 1 Imp.

Atossa.
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Fifth race, handicap, purse S300, ofwhich 550 to second, $25 to third.

One and a fourth miles.

C Burlingame's he Sir Reel. 3. bv Alta-Dizzy Blonde. 10S pounds
Burlingame 1

H ^\v^t- - b;: Liuoc 4. b¥ i±t&— '.lnvlotte : ' pou ??c
C. Weber 3

E \ Nvlimo s b" m LaJy Gwenu, 6, by Joe Daniels—Emma. SS

pounds Peters 3
Time, 2:10.

Won easily by one and a half lengths, two between second and
third,

i aiinv Soot (Took. 122) also ran.
Posl belUng--3 to l Sir Reel. 2 to 1 Dinero. 7 to 1 Lady Gwenn and

7 to 5 ' anny Scot.

FIFTH DAT—TUESDAY, JUNE 20.

Fully 1,200 persons attended the races to-day, notwith-

standing the prevalence of a cold, strong wind. Only one

favorite got home in front—Carmel. Gypsy Girl, Huguenot,

Vanitv and Dinero were the sure things that crawled.

Nellie Van being scratched in the first race, nine-sixteenths,

Gypsy 'iirl went to the post a heavily-played favorite at 9 to

10. Lottie D. was scarcely less fancied, being played from 3

to 1 down to 2 to 1 and off'some boards. Mount Carlosjumped

away in the lead, attended closely by Lottie D., Jack the Rip-

per third. This was the order until nearing the three-quar-

ter pole, where Gypsy Girl, fourth away, took third place

and began to be labeled dangerous. Mount Carlos and Lottie

D. had a whipping, ding-dong finish, the black marewinning

handily by a good head, Mount Carlns second, a length from

Gypsy Girl. Time, O.boX, Jack the Kipper waE fourth,

Charger, fifth, and Hiram E. (who spoiled a number of good

starts) last.

In the second race, five furlongs, Carmel was backed down
to 7 to 10 at post-time. Cherokee, at 3 to 1, was nest in fa-

vor. Normandie led from the start to the homestretch, with

Button second. Carmel gradually improved his position and
was second into the homestretch. Halfway down the straight

Carmel gave Normandie the slip, and in a rattling finish won
by half a length, Normandie second, one and one-half lengths

from Happy Band, who came fast from the rear. Time, 1:03|.

Cherokee was fourth and Button last.

Huguenot was now plunged on to win the third race, six

furlongs. Broad Church at 4 to 1, was well played. The odds

against Morton and Aerolite receded, the former going to the

post at 10 to 1. Huguenot, Morton, North was the order at

the start. The latter ran past Morton in the first 100 yards,

and was second, but a head behind Huguenot, at the half, and
running fast. Into the homestretch North was first by a neck,

Huguenot second, Claire third, Morton fourth. Half-way
dowa the straight Morton commenced to assert himself, and
at the wind-up simply romped by the whipped-out favorite,

Huguenot, winning by nearly a length, Huguenot second, a

length from North. Time, 1:16]-. Joe was a good fourth,

Claire fifth, Broad Church sixth, Aerolite seyenth and Prince

last.

There was a long delay at the post in the fourth race, also

six furlongs, owing to the high-iumping and general bad be-

havior of Moreanna, who was finally led to the stable (to be

broken over, it is just possible). Vanity was favorite at 8 to

-5, while the Una gelding, LucyS. and Joe Winters went at

4 and 5 to 1. Kitty Kerr led Vanity clear to the home-
stretch by about a length, with Una gelding and Joe Winters
alternating in third place. Kitty Kerr gave it up soon after

enteriog the straight, and Joe Winters ran up and shot by
Vanity in the final 100 yards, winning by nearly a length.

Vanity, fast fading away, managed to last long enough to get

the place from the fast-coming Lucy S. by a short head.

Time, LIS. Kitty Kerr was fourth, Una gelding fifth, Late
sixth, Lida Ferguson seventh and last, Mooreanna in the

stable.

Dinero looked to have the best chance in the last race, one
mile, and was backed to win a tidy fortune. Every horse in

the race was played, though. A lot of trouble was experi-

enced in effecting a start, owing to Red Cloud's bull-headed
actions principally. Finally, after half an hour's delay, Jack-
son and Charmer danced away in the lead, with Dinero third.

Charmer soon opened up daylight, and was not headed at the
wire, winning by one and one-half lengths from Red Cloud,
who was a neck from Currency. Dinero was fourth, Nellie

G. fifth, Jackson last. Time, 1:43$. Dinero looked danger-
ous in the straight, but disappointed his many friends greatly.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Purse S200. Four and a half furlongs.

B. Stipe's u m Lottie D., 5, by Little Alp—Kilty Deane, 109 pounds
J. Murphy 1

M. 'juiun'.- ch g Mount Carlos, 5, by Duke of Norfolk—Susie, 111
pounds J. Weber 2

J. M. Oipp's eh m Gypsy Girl, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen, 114
pounds „ Gannon 3

Time, 0:55%.

Won by a head, a length between second and third.
Jack the Ripper, 111 (R Narvaezj. 12 to 1 ; Hiram E., Ill (Haflv),

50 to 1 ; Charger, 111 (Cola i, 15 to 1, also ran.
Post belling—2 to 1 Lottie D., 6 to 1 Mount Carlos,^ to 10 Gypsy

Girl.

Second race—Selling, purse 8200, for two-year-olds. Five furlongs.

C. L. Don's ch c Carmel, by Dnke of Norfolk—Carmen, 102 pounds
- C.Weber 1

B. Tletgen'a b f Normandie, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Extract, 115
poondfl ~ C. Lee 2

Garden Cttj stable*' b c Happy Band, byJohn Happy—Miss Laura,
-unda Donothan 3

Time, l#$%.
Won by half a length, one and one-half lengths between second

and third.

nerokee, 104 Burlingamei, 4 to 1 ; Button, W (Peters). 15 to 1, also
rail.

Post betting—7 to 10 Carmel, 5 to 1 Normandie, 8 U» 1 Happy Band.

Third race—Selling, punefcno. Six furlongs.

E. J. Applebr'toh (j Morton, a, by Leinster—Lilly H.. Ill pounds
Williams 1

Oakland Btable'i b ii Hognenot, 8, by Three Cheers—Imp. Zara, ill
pounds j. Weber 2

K. Davenj-.rt - ch g North. I, by Prince of Norfolk—bv Leinster,
Hi pounds !..H. Smith 8

Firm-. l:l<;v

WOO by three fourth* of a length between second and third.
78 (Tubemile . 16 to i

\
Aerolite, mi (C. Weber), g tol;

Broad Church, H I Bur Unnme), I to l : Prince, ill i Parker), 20 tol

;

Volu. I
1 to 1. also ran.

Post betting—10 to 1 Morton, 6 to6 Bngnenot, 6 to l North,

ftmitfa race, nelling, purse $250. Six furlongs.

J. WalklDJ' bg Joe Winter*, 5, by Joe Hooker—Louisa D., 10G
poondi ii. smith l

ii. Schwartz's b g Vanity, .'», by Al Farrow—Vesta W.,98 pounds
a Weber 2

»., k. by Accident, 104 pounds. relent 3
Time. 1:16.

Won by a length, head hotween second and third.
inna, lofi Hurltiigainet, B U> 1 ; \j\U-, II i . Ually), f. to 1 ; I.Ida

to 1 ; Kitty Kerr, B5(Coady), 12 to l . Una,
io ran.

till 5 tol Joe Winters, 7 to 1 Vanity. 8 to 1 Lucy a

Fifth race, selling, purse 5300. One mile.

Encino Stables' ch m Charmer, 3, by Wildidle—Turban, S7 pounds
Tuberville 1

J. King's b h Red Cloud, 4, bv Red Iron—Maggie D., 107 pounds,
H. Smith 2

W. A. Gibson's b h Currency, 3, by imp. Greenback—Acquitto. SS
pounds Peters 3

Time, 1:43%.

Won by two lengths, half a length between second and third.

Dinero, 93 (C. Weber), 1 to 1 ; Nellie G., 110J$ (Spence), 7 to 1 ; Jack-
son, 111 i J. Weber), S to 1, also ran.

Post betting—1 to 1 Charmer, 3 to 1 Red Clond, 20 to 1 Currency.

[CoimxiTED on Page 660.J

The First of the Trotting Year.

Dan D. Donnan, the able turf writer of our esteemed con-

temporary, the Chicago Inter-Ocean, has the following arti-

cles in a recent issue

:

The dead Palo Alto, more maligned than any horse that

ever lived by the all-trotting- and no-running class of men,

has for a second time been heard from. Over the same track

that he so frequently trotted upon in the days gone by his

two-year-old filly, Palatine, won her race and secured a record

of 2:30. Those who talk about the world-beaters not breeding

on should listen for sounds from the Bay District track. Here
we have two youngsters by the sire who has been written

down as a sure failure by all the anti-thoroughbred, anti-de-

velopment theorists, and yet his progeny go right on trotting

fast just as if they had inherited it from somewhere. It seems

thatif early development saps the vitality, that any filly, that

like Sadie"D. could secure the world's trotting record as a

yearling would never show up as a successful mare, but Alla-

breve-^out of this developed yearling—has paced in 2:26J.

Speaking of development, it may be pertinent to cite the

fact that among the sires that are already represented by new
performers this vear are: "Wilton, 2:19]; Sidney (p) 2:19|

;

Palo Alto. 2;0S 4
;

; Epaulet, 2:19; Antevolo, 2:19^ ; Albert W.,
2:20, and over a dozen others with records below 2:30.

The speed that Yolo Maid has developed this year,although

eight years eld and supposed to have touched the lowest notch

when she paced the Detroit track two years ago in 2:12, has

turned attention again toward her sire. Alexander Button is

a California product, having been bred and owned on the

Pacific Coast, but he came of good old Patchen stock,and the

blood of Champion flows in his veins. He is one of the pro-

nounced examples of continuous lines of developed ancestors.

He himself has a trotting record of 2:26}, made when he was
four years old, and at a time when Trinket was the only one
of that age that had ever beaten 2:20. It represented a much
greater degree of speed then, for the age, than it doesto-day,

when the record has been scaled down to even 2:10- His sire,

Alexander, had a record of 2:31} and was a famous long-

distance trotter, having covered three miles in 7:54}. His
grandsire, George M. Patchen Jr., trotted in 2:27

over a quarter of a century. His great grandsire, George M

.

Patchen, lowered the world's record for trotting stallions

four consecutive times, and held it undisputed for nine years.

Previous to the present year Alexander Button sired six

trotters and three pacers out of a class of mares that had little

breeding. His greatest success has been from mares sired

by Dietz's St. Clair, a son of the horse named St. Clair that

was taken across the plains, and of whose breeding nothing

was known. He starts the present season with a showing
that is especially good, as, in addition to Yolo Maid's fast

performance at Overland Park he has already put two new
ones in the list—Alexander Button Jr., 2:27 1-5, and Mattie

B., record 2:24i.

The vast number of new trotters and pacers that appeared

last year was credited in the main to improved tracks, new-
j

fangled sulkies and better methods. These things had their

effect without question, bnt this is an age of improved breed-

ing, and the safe-gaited American trotter has become a piece

of mechanism that can be evolved with absolute certainty.

The day is approaching when the 2:30 trotter or pacer will

be an absolutely sure thing to men who follow the lines estab-

lished by their predecessors. The work of the Alexanders,

the Withers, the Backmans and scores of other experimental

and empirical breeders has not been in vain. The name of

John H. Wallace, bigoted and tyrannical although he may
have been, will go down to posterity as the greatest of all the

old regime that took the swaddling clothes off the industry

and carried it forward to a healthy, sturdy age. The fact

that more horses trotted to records of 2:15 or better in 1892
than had accomplished the feat in all the previous years of

history is not the most gratifying result of the total summing
up. The acme of successful breeding is not the future 2:00

phenomenon. The highest aim that breeders should have is

the establishment of a family of horses, every one of which
shall have speed of a high order. That time is just as sure to

come in breeding trotters as it is safe for the breeders of heavy
horses to count with absolute certainty upon having every

foal attain a weight of 1,600 pounds at three years of age.
*

From Santa Barbara.

Floodgate is the one more favored of the stud, there are

horsemen here who like Dare and who say that he will beat

Floodgate, and that if the Derby is won by a Californian, it

will be Dare who will carry on by the money. If the track

at Chicago on Derby day is in good condition, all expect that

the distance will be run in 2:36 or better. T. B.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[Special Correspondence or the Beeedeb and Sportsman]

Santa Barbara, June 19.—The weather appears to have

a desirable effect on the horsemen and their steeds, for the

track is actually alive with them and new ones keep coming.

F. Menchacer's string of runners of nine horses, of which I

made mention in my last, has been increased by two more

gallopers. Young Ward has begun to work Bruce, the

stallion from Palo Alto by Foxhall. The trainers of trotters

are more earnest with their horses. Don Patricio by A. W.
Richmond, is very speedy; San Miguel is looking like a trot-

ter, and Dietz Wilkes by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, is showing trot-

ting qualities of merit. He is handled by Gilbert, who has

also a very fast 2-year-old pacer. Steve has a mare by Elec-

tro that has a beautiful way of going and is improving
wonderfully. She is owned by our popular chemist, A. M.
Kinz, Our annual fair that opens on the 22d of August, is

certain of success. The purses for the stallion trotting race

for the 2:40 class and young trotters, are well worth trying
for, while the runners have also good purses hung out for

them.
There has never been so much interest manifested in the

American Derby by horsemen of Santa Barbara as this year,
an J 1 believe that their judgment is sound. About as many
favor Don Alonzo as Chorister, perhaps the latter will carry
more money from the sports here. All are glad to hear that

(iarrison will ride either Floodgate or Dare, for they seem
anxious that their horses make at least a good showing; while

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.!

Santa Eosa, June 19.—The headquarters of the Santa Bosa

horsemen has shifted nearer the Postoffice. Formerly one

would have to go to Fourth, near the corner of D, to find the

congregation of chief horsemen. Xow the wizards can be
found at Belden & Heliers store, next door to the postoflBce.

Nearly every evening the gang assembles there and "hoss"

talk continues late into the night sometimes. It is a jolly set

that draws up there and some entertaining yarns are spun at

that same place. Among those who show up pretty
regularly are : Dr. Long, Jim Dustin, Mart. Bollins, Tom
Bonner, M. J. Streining, Wyman Murphy, Andy Compton,
Lil Morch, Mr. Purrington, "Doc" Button, Frank Steele,

DeTurk, Lumsden, Rose Dale's proprietor and a good many
other "horsey" good fellows, whom we know to be sincere

admirers of the best servant known to man. Before Pender
went north he was a frequenter of the horseman's haunts and
also McGraw. " Mc's " tall form generally loomed up there
every Saturday evening. While these meetings are entirely

informal, yet we will gamble on the proposition that more
good suggestions have come from them than from some of the
regularly organized societies in Sonoma county.

A very ugly story comes from a certain part of the county;
one which should be thoroughly investigated, for it involves

a matter of much importance. It was reported here this

week from Petaluma. The story as we heard it was about as

follows : That a groom was discovered in the act of "fixing"

a well-known trotter ; that the trotter had been going well,

but suddenly went wrongand fearing that all was not right

|
the driver set a watch over the stable and saw the groom in

I the act of feeding the animal some hay and salt, which, it is

J

claimed has a very deterimental effect on a horse. It has
also been reported that the same trotter went wrong last year
after having made a very good start. We do not like to

h

think that there is a horseman in California capable of doing

|

such a contemptible trick and shall await further develop-
ments before passing final judgement. The report has stirred

up quite a bitter feeling here, where the animal in question
is owned, and there has been a lively discussion over it. The
groom has been discharged, further than that, no action has
been taken in the matter.

William Dolan, the genial Southern Pacific conductor,
owner of Jennie D. and other good horses, has had his " run"
changed. He has been running from Santa Kosa to Yallejo

for nine years. Now he will have charge of a passenger train

from Oakland to Sacramento. He will not relinquish his

interests here, for he says he has not yet found a better town
than Santa Rosa. His Washington colt, out of his game little

mare, is a splendid one, and he is very proud of it.

Frank Otis has opened a new saloon, next door to Fulton «&

Hood's livery stable, which is conceded to be the finest in
Sonoma county. A number of horsemen find it convenient
to drop in there to slack their thirst, for Frank is a liberal

fellow, and always "puts up" when anything is on the tapis.

J. Rollo Leppo, assistant district attorney, is one of the
most eminent hunters and fishers in Sonoma county. In order
to be able to gratify his desire to hie himself away to the

mountain streams with facility, he has purchased a trotter

and road wagon, and, as the boys say, he is *' strictly in it."

Silas Skinner Jr. was sold to a man in San Francisco, and
we understand went cheap. The man who bought him has
a bigger bargain than he knows anything about, and time
and training will prove it.

Jim Dustin has another good horse in his string. It is

Shylock, he came here from the Asylum Farm at San
Rafael a few days ago. Mr. Dustin has a number of horses

that are not to be sneezed at.

Dr. Long was tendered a good price for his black stallion,

Jerpme, last week, but he thought too much of the brother of

Florida to let him go at the figure.

Frank Steele's three-year-old, a stallion by Daly, has been
worked out a number of fast miles recently. This horse is an
elegant individual, and gives promise of being a great credit

to his illustrious sire.

George Guerne and Henry Baker were in Michigan the

last time we heard from them. Baker is on the way home
ere this, however. What those astute horsemen are working
up in the Wolverine State is a mystery that is puzzling some
of their friends here.

Frank McGregor's Redwood filly is going pretty fast this

summer, and there is a good deal of enthusiasm about her

among the stable boys. Frank has an Illustrious and a Philos-

opher colt that are well worth taking a good look at. He is

not one of the fellows who believes the bottom has gone clean

out of the horse business.

Al Guerne, who has been spending a few weeks with his

old friends here, left a few days ago for Lexington, Kentucky.
He likes the Blue Grass region very much, and has become a

thorough-going horseman.
Ira Pierce was here a few days ago inspecting his stock at

the fairgrounds. Mr. Bonner, the superintendent, has entirely

recovered from his recent accident, and is jogging some of his

favorites again.

George Toller's Ned Locke filly has filled out until she is

one of the sweetest pieces of horseflesh in Sonoma county.

George is very proud of hei and he has a number of others

that will be inspection.

In about a month our horsemen will be out on the turf with

their fast ones and they are putting in their best licks now
getting ready. They are not making so much noise as some
of them made a few years ago, but-we believe they are doing

better work than they ever did before. There have been a

number of fast miles driven here this season and there is no
question in regard to some " hot stuff" being in Sonoma
county. It is a wise saying that the man who says least saws

the most wood, and on that hypothesis we can expect some
lively sawing among some of our horsemen this year.

Ptjblius.

A. E. Latnberton, Marshfield, Vt., writes : Please 6nd en-

closed $2, for which send me at once a bottle "Absorbine."

ThaJxrttle I had (rom you has done good ffork.

RTC. Kelly & Co., Taftville, Ct., writes : Please send me
three (3) bottles of your " Absorbine;" it has done splendidly.

•
Ripans Tabules cure dyspepsia.
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Jack Benton's Chance.

Owing to a variety of causes the autumn meeting at Daven-

port had been postponed until the last day of October. Hubert

Granville, having hurried from Scotland the night before,

found himself driving his young wife to the course in a state

of almost painful excitement.

" You see, Dorothy," he repeated for the twentieth time,

" Fielden is a capital man. I don't believe there is a jockey

in England with better hands,and he has written fine accounts

of Scapegrace. Talking of ' hands, 1 there was a fellow at Cam-

bridge with me, the finest rider I ever saw. Where he got

the love of it I can't think, for his people were a straight-

laced lot, thought the horse the invention of the evil one,

specially contrived for the degradation of man. Poor Jack
gave them good conformation of their theory."

"Was he a friend of yours?" inquired Dorothy, seeing a

cloud on her husband's face.

" We saw a good lot of one another. By George, what
scrapes we got into. I had the luck to get out of them pretty

creditably, and was able to hold him out, now and then. But
he never had any luck himself."

" What has become of him ?
"

" Can't say. He took to betting and playing too high,

mixed with a shady set on the turf, and finally went under,

as many a good fellow has done before him. Everyone liked

him, too
;
you couldn't have helped liking Jack Renton."

" No," answered Dorothy, faintly.

Granville turned sharply to her :
" Did you^knowj^him,

Dot?"
" Yes, Bertie," she replied, raising a troubled face to meet

her husband's gaze. " I knew him when he was at Cam-
bridge."

"A friend of yours, I suppose?" and there was a suspicion

of jealousy in Hubert's tone.
" I don't know that I can call him that. I certainly did

think him nice at first, but afterwards he was foolish and
quarreled with me."
"Why?"
"I think," said Dorothy with a smile, as she drew a little

closer to Hube. t's side, "it was because of you."

After that they returned once more to the subject of Scape-

grace and his perfections.

"I wish almost I had given up those Scotch visits and
watched his gallops."

"You could not have done any good, Bertie. He was going

on capitally before you left."

"Yes, and Feilden assured me he can hold his own even
against Gamester. Tell you what, Dorothy, if he wins we'll

have some real good hunting this season. There's a brown
horse of old Neville's I've had my eye upon for some time.

I'll write and make him an offer to-night."

As the young couple entered the inclosure they were greeted

with the utmost cordiality, and hopes were expressed on all

sides that Scapegrace would cover himself with glory.

"He's the first racer you have owned, is he not ? " said Lord
Silverbndge, the M. F. H.
"He is my wife's property," replied Hubert gaily; "given

to her as a weddiug present—intended, of course, by her
worthy godfather to carry her safely across a field or two
when out with the pack. But, somehow or other, we dis-

covered that he had a turn of speed."
" Why, to look at him, my dear chap, oue could see at a

glance he was born a chaser," interrupted Silverbridge. " In-

deed, Mrs. Granville, it would have been almost a shame to

deprive him of his hereditary rights."

"You think, then, he stands a good chance?"
Sure of it ; though there are not many can stand to win

against Gamester and Victrix. Let's go into the paddock and
look at him, and then if you care to come up on the coach

you will get a good view of the course."

There he stood, the admired of admirers, his fiery glance

roaming restlessly from one to another, his glossy coat shin-

ing a golden brown in the sun ; rather lightly built, perhaps,

but clean-jointed, well-shaped, with strength enough in his

square quarters to land him easily over far worse obstacles

t^an he would fiod on the Davenport steeplechase course.

Hubert and Dorothy eyed him lovingly—the latter with un-

disguised enthusiasm, the former with the silence of an intense

excitement. He was still a boy at heart ; his interest in all

that he undertook was so keen as to be infectious, and Scape-

grace owed many a supporter to his owner's popularity. Sil-

verbridge and Dorothy moved away, leaving him to go in

search of Fieldin. Scarcely had he left the paddock when be

was accosted in a low voice by a man at his elbow.
" Mr. Granville, is Scapegrace to start ?

"

Hubert hardly turned his head.
" Of course he is."

"And is he meant to win?" continued the same voice.

This time Hubert faced about, his eyes blazing with anger.
" What the devil do you mean ? You know ray name and

you seem to know my horse. Who are voj, and how do you
dare insinuate that I snould play such a scurvy trick ?

"

" You don't know me ?
"

"No, I don't; but I'll take jolly good care you explain

that question. Stops bit! Hullo!—why, Jack—Jack!"
Yes, it was his old college chum, broken down in health,

looking dissipated, half-starved, but handsome still, and bear-

ing the indefinable stamp of a gentleman.
** I would not hsve spoken to you," he said quietly, a deep

flush rising to his very temples, "only I wanted to find out

for myself. I knew I was right; I knew you could not have
changed. Look here, Granville, do you stand to lose much if

Scrapegrace don't win ?"
" (Juite as much as I can afford. What is it Jack ? What

are you driviDg at ?
"

"Just this : Hedge all you can, for your horse won't pass

the judge."

Hubert's lips tightened.
" Explain yourself."
" You may think I am talking rot ; but I hear a good deal

one way and another, and the fact is, Fielden has been 'got

at,' and you won't be given fair play."
" Jack, this is a hoax—one of your old jokes."

Kenton laughed bitterly. " I'm past joking. Oh, I know
Fielden has kept pretty straight hitherto, and I'm only a

poor devil going from bad to worse; but it is true for all that,

and I say again, lay off" all you can."

"It isn't the money so much; but, hang it all, it's the dis-
|

appointment. We'd set our hearts on it."

"I've heard it is vour wife's horse," said Jack in a low lone.

"Is that so?"
"And she's just bent upon his winning. I can't believe

this. You must be mistaken. Anyway, I can't do anything
now. Time's up and Fielden has got him out by now."

"I'm not mistaken. I've watched his gallops. Have you
ever known him refuse water?"

"Never."
"I thought not. You'll see him do it to-day."

But Hubert would not credit it. "I think you are wrong.
But Jack, old man, come up to-night to my {.dace. Come and
dine and have a smoke and a talk."

Again the crimson flush of shame. "You forget your wife.

She would scarcely care to know me now."
And before Hubert could reply he was lost in the crowd,

and in another few minutes all eyes were fixed upon the
starting point.

A field of eight, a good start, Victrix, with the impatience
of her sex, striding away with the lead; Gamester, under
firmer control, lying fifth, immediately behind Scapegrace,
who seemed to be in grand form. Jack Renton, stationed
close down to the water, watched him with an admiration
amounting to enthusiasm, his contempt Jfor Fielden swelling

to hatred. If he were a bad horse—but such a [ mover, such
a mouth, and the cur knows he could win all the way if he
choose. Her horse—set her heart on his winning ! What
if—if—suppose he were to win after all ?"

Meanwhile Hubert's misgivings were vanishing rapidly as

Feilden lifted Scapegrace over each fresh obstacle and kept
his place in a quiet, masterly manner. " I half wish, though,
Jack Renton were my jockey," he muttered. " Dorothy,
we must get hold of him, poor old chap, and cheer him up."

Round the curve, pace too hot for Quickstep, and Victrix
came back to the field, waited on by Carmelite and Mischief.
The post and rails brought Youngster to grief, and in the
next few seconds both Fielden and Gamester's jock let them-
selves be passed by the ruck. Still Jack watched and waited
by the water. Perhaps Fielden meant to ride straight after

all. Down they came, the thunder of the hoofs drawing
closer, Carmelite's white blaze showing more clearly, the
autumn sunshine lighting up the silks.

Closer, closer. Would he do it? Would he give Scape-
grace his head and land him safely ? Let him cross the
water, and all would be well. Mischief leading—Bravo, the
white blaze. He should take oft now. Victrix was out, with
a bit of a scramble. Gamester cleared it in his stride,

and reached forward bravely handled. Now, Scapegrace,
now. •

Scapegrace, whose temper had not been humored, who
hated to be passed, had been pulling viciously. Fielden's
face was inscrutable; *.he water flashed for an instant before
him. Now or never. The temptation had been too great,

avarice was his besetting sin. The old trick, a turn of the
wrist so slight that only Jack's keen eyes detected it. Ab,
but Scapegrace's blood was up. This was not an ordinary
gallop; he obeyed the now familiar call too late; instead of
the refusal Fielden had counted on, he merely blundered in

his take-off, made a mess of the jump, and fell on the other
side, flinging his rider headlong.
Hubert swore beneath his breath ; Dorothy turned away,

sick with fright and disappointment. There was general con-
sternation among their group of friends. And Jack ?

His opportunity had come. Fiedlen lay motionless. Quick
as thought Renton snatched up the reins from his hand.
Scapegrace, unhurt, stood chafing; a leap into the saddle, no
whip, no stirrups—but the finest rider in England looked for-

ward to the field ahead of him and smiled. No voice, or whip,
or spur needed ; only the feel of the hand—a master hand.
Scapegrace sprang forward, ffung white specks of foam behind
him as he dashed on, and finally settled into his long, swing-
ing, easy stride.

A roar from the crowd greeted this new development. The
act was so prompt and so daring ; it took the hearts of the
spectators by storm. " Good man ! Good horse '

"

Jack scarcely breathed. He had laid his last sovereign on
Gamester. What matter ! He had done this thing for the
sake of the woman he had once loved so passionately, of the
man who had held out to him the hand of friendship even
now. Yes I for their sakes before the accident, but now for

love of the brave horse under him, for love of the sport. Ah !

that was a big drop ! How's this ? Mischief in trouble, one
after another coming back to him, the right side now of the
in and out.

" Bravo ! Huzza ! Ride him, ride him !

"

Then only three as they turned the bend—Gamester, Vic-
trix and himself—the mare distressed, losing the lead.

" A race ! A race ! More power to him, whoever he be !

"

Yes, a race it was. Gamester going strong, his young rider
smiling exultingly—Victrix was beaten, and was not Scape-
grace out of the running altogether? The boy thought he
could afford a backward glance. Great heavens! there was
Scapegrace close upon him. Was it a miracle? The blood
leaped to his face, the sudden surprise ruined his nerve ; up
went the whip, Gamester's head gave an uneasy jerk ; he lost

something of his advantage.
It was a struggle—a noble struggle. Would Jack's fine

riding gain the day? Hands down, knees pressed close, the
tension leaving his face pale as death—a moment worth living

for, worth dying for, he thought ; lie must not, could not dis-

appoint the gallant horse who had raised him from the leth-

argy of misery to this elysium of excitement.
They tore down the straight; they heard the deafening

shouts which echoed from the throng of onlookers. Dorothy
cluched her husband's arm. " Oh Bertie, will he lose*? Can
he win ?

Uprose the boy in his stirrups whip and spur fretting his

good horse, and behind him— close behind—nay, at his side

—

at Gamester's head—was the dreaded rval.
" Scapegrace ! Scapegrace !

"

" Only a length between them !
" " How about the weigh-

ing in ?
"

The question hushed the cries to a breathless silence.

Up went the numbers.
Tbey shouted themselves hoarse ; they crowded round

Jack—would gladly have carried Lim shoulder high. But
Hubert and his young wife laid their hands in those of the
man who had steered their horse to victory, and Jack knew
that his life of shame and misery was to be put away like an
ugly dream.—London World.

Marvin at Meadville.

This is the age of the dollar mark. Sentiment has van-
ished as though it had never existed. It is no longer nn
honor to own the best unless the best can demonstrate that

it has an earning power. Fame cannot in this age lake the

place of a dollar. Men do not.buy kings' and queens for the

pleasure of owning them. The great per cent, of sires are no
longer looked upon with the reverence they once commanded.
It is an age in which the earning [tower is placed above any-
thing else.

The kite track at Meadville was visited by a reporter

Saturday, and the greater part of the day sptDt in looking

over the grounds, watching the speedy trotters and pacers

undergoing preparation for the coming campaign. The dam-
ages done to the kite tracks by the recent floods have been
fully repaired, says the Pittsburg Times, and it is again in
excellent condition. The covered track is still an unsightly
ruin. Congressman Sibley was asked if the covered track
would be rebuilt, and said they had not yet decided what
they would do in the matter. In its present location it will
have to undergo the same injury if there should be a recur-
rence of the late deluge. Mr. Sibley states, however, that
the recent flood measured three feet higher than was ever
known in that locality.

The big track is very fast now and the trainers say their
horses have just about regained the condition they were in
when the high water forced them out of training. 'The track
in the early morning hours presents an animated appearance,
as fifty or more trainers are there with their speeders, rang-
ing in age from the yearling to the old campaigners. There
are now about 250 horses in training at the track, forty-eight
of which belong to Miller & Sibley.
Congressman Sibley is no slouch of a driver himself, and

is never so happy as when holding the " strings " over a fast
stepper. He says it is the ouly recreation he now has from
the solicitations of office seekers. He drove the six-year-old
Answer a mile in 2:22, Saturday morning, in company with
Amti Hull and Bell Towne. Charles Marvin was up behind
the former, and assistant Tom O'Brien piloted Bell Towne
around the course.

Marvin was asked if the trotting records made last year, in
his opinion, would be lowered this season. He said he did
not think they would be disturbed, and probably not for some
years. The records made last year were made with the pneu-
matic sulky, and future contests would be made in the same
way. So far as his knowledge went he did not know of any
new candidate who would be able to lower the record.
When asked what they had in the way of youngsters that

would be able to make a good showing, he said that they had
a St. Bel yearling, not yet named, that was showinggreat
speed. In two-year-olds Ellibel, another descendant of St.

Bel, had shown them quarters at a 2:30 clip, and they have
entered her in the circuit.

Silver Ore, a grey gelding by St. Bel, is a promising three-
year-old that has been entered for the Hartford $10,000 stake.
He was given an easy mile in 2:23. Antella, a beautiful bay
filly by Ansel, has been entered iu the circuit, and is tit to go
out and matse a "killing" any day. She does halves in a
2:25 clip in comparative ease. Free, a bay mare by St. Bel,

is entered in a number of stake races, and will be prepared to
go in fast company., Bellflower, by Electioneer, dam Beauti-
ful Bells, is fit to race for a king's ransom. She, it will be
remembered, won the $10,000 three-year-old race at Hartford
last year. She goes along a mile, while taking her " consti-
tutional," in 2:20, and the last half at a 2:16 clip. Amti Hull,
a three-year-old chestnut mare by Hull, was sent for a first

mile and came home, without urging, in 2:29. She has been
entered in the circuit. There are many others that might be
mentioned, but will speak for themselves before the season is

over. Antella has been bred and will not be campiigned.
The entries for the July races are very large, and Mr. Sib-

ley thinks there will be some of the finest exhibitions of
speed that have ever been witnessed in this part of the State.

J. Malcolm Forbes' beautiful Arion, with a three-year-old
record of 2:101, Marvin said, is expected now from Boston at
any day. When asked if he would handle Sunol, or any of
Mr. Bonner's trotters this year, Mr. Marvin said he did not
know, as he had not heard from Mr. Bonner for some time.

Holly's El Rayo and His Poor Run.

It would appear from the following St. Louis dispatch that

B.C. Holly is not having a very pleasant time in the Mi -

souri metropolis with the newspaper men:

"No racing event in St. Louis of recent years has created
so much talk of a scandalous character as that in which Eli
Kindig yesterday defeated El Rayo in the Missouri Selling
Stake. There are demands on all sides for an investigation
by the St. Louis Jockey Club officials. To say the least, the
race developed the most glaring reversal of form ever seen on
a Western track.

El Rayo and Eli Kindig had run before within a week.
One week ago yesterday El Rayo ran a bang-up third to Mo-
rello and Ray S. in the Club Members' Handicap. On Wed-
nesday he was entered in an owners' handicap, and on the
strength of his previous performance, was made an odds-ou
favorite. With 110 pounds up he defeated Sir Walter Ral
eigh and Falero handily, going his mile and 100 yards in the
fair time of 1:40, track conditions considered. His form that

day, compared with that of Eli Kindig's, made the book-
makers feel that they were giving money away, even in post-

ing such odds as 1 to 7 yesterday afternoon.

Eli Kindig has been out twice during the week. On Tues-
day he ran a poor third to Belfast and Roquefort, both he
and Roquefort shouldering the same impost of 111 pounds.
On Thursday he was entered in an owners' handicap carry-
ing 90 pounds. Walter, carrying the same impost, won
handily. Roquefort with inu pounds up was second and
Genera! Marmadake, 90 pounds, was third. Eli Kindig
finished fourth.

Yesterday this horse beat El Rayo by a clear length in the
remarkably slow time of 1:57. Considering the lime and
previous performances cf the horses one can find no justifi-

cation for the result

Since yesterday's race other circumstnnce* have come to

light which the Board of Stewards can hardly afford to fail

to inquire into. The -lake «a- :i sellinir affair. Eli Kindig
was entered to be sold for $1 ,00(1, and Kl Ravo'e entry price
was $2,000. Yesterday morning Senator O'Brien, Kindig's
owner, went to I'. ('. Holly, the owner of Kl Rayo, and
offered to buy the hone for $7,000. Holly refused to accept.
Later on Charles Mullliollaml. a trainer at the track, met
Holly and told him that lie had made a mistake, that* > [Iron

had said he would run the horse up on him if he wou the

race.

Jockj I'erkinson visited the downtown poolroom* vp-t.-r-

day nmrning and placed all the money Iu* could on Kli Kin
dig at 10 to 1. B. C Mollv, the owner of El Rayo, was seen
after the race. !!<• admitted all the facts Stated above. " I

wouldn't let them blull me, though," In- Bald. " My horse
was out to win," and in support >>f his statement Mr. Holly
produced several tickets showing ih.it he had made sundry
tets on his horee, but the biggest bet was only $ 10.
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THE GUN.

Little Cupid.— G-eraldine.

LBy Charles Wesley Kyle]

Toy with his golden hair,

Kiss him again ;

On his pure brow so fair,

Ou his sweet eyelids there.

Shower them like rain.

Let his sweet laughter ring,

Let his bright eves
Their piercing shadows fling,

Ami to our hearts still bring
Soft summer skies.

CJERALDINE.

My love is all for thee,
(ieraldine :

Thou art all things to me ;

A calm and placid sea,

Where soft winds lovingly
Breathe sweetest melody,

All divine.

A rich gift from heavenly powers,
Gerald iue :

A fre-sb breath of blooming flowers,

And sweet pleasant summer hours,
Which my thirsty soul devours.

Lice rich wine.

The San Francisco Gun Club.

On Saturnay last the San Francisco Gun Clab held their

regular monthly trap meeting at Oakland Shooting Park.

Owing to the mid-summer season a great number of the

membership were absent, only about one-half or less of the

usual number of sportsmen appearing for the competition,

yet this fact did not detract one particle from the full meas-

ure of enjoyment for which these meetings are always

noticable.

The majority of those participating took the twelve o'clock

boat, and as a result, the shooting closed quite early in the

day compared to the usual run of events at the meetings of

this club.

The birds were but a fair lot taken as a whole and yet,

perhaps, they may throughout the entire event averaged

fairly well.

Several of the gentlemen shot extremely well and made
good records.

Messrs. Tubbs, Babcock, Atherton, R. B. Woodward and
Chapin shot in good form and made good records.

Mr. A. C. Tubbs has been shooting very good all the

season and the outcome of the season's^ record will, no doubt,

rind him well to the front in the contest for the first honors of

the club.

Mr. Harry Babcock and Mr. R. B. Woodward stand well

in the front rank and will, no doubt, there remain to the fin-

ish of the season's sport.

The scores made on this occasion stand as follows

:

A. C. Tubbs 12111112121 1—12
Harry Babcock 1 1211220111 1—11
F. D. Atherton 2 12112222 2* 2—11
R. B. Woodward 20112211022 2—10
K. W. ChaDin 2 0220212112 1—10
W. 5. Kittle 222 2 2222*200—9
t '. F. Stone 201122111010—9
F. R. Webster 2*012 02 2 012 2— S

J K. Orr 202112*0120 1—8
R. H. Sprague 00*2210*122 1—7
Howard Black 1212*1*0002 0—6
A sis-bird sweep was then shot off, $2.50 entrance, result-

ing as follows:

Orr 1 2 2 12 —5
Sprague 0*211 1—4
Chapin * * 2 2 1 0—3
Stone 2 2 1 0—3
Weteter 1 1*01 0—3
H. Sprague 2 0—1

Messrs. Sprague, Webster and Chapin then shot off a pool,

the first two named winning. Messrs. Webster and Sprague
then shot oft' three twelve-bird matches which gave the fol-

lowing results

:

Webster 1112 2 112 12 2—11
Sprague 121011110 2 2 2—10

Webster 1 1211 1000111—9
Sprague 002011 12120 1—8
Webster 2222 1102122 2—11
Sprague 001 100110110— G

This closed the shooting for the day and the party returned
to the city at an unusually early hour.

Thj Lincoln Gun Club.

The Lincoln Gun Club held an interesting match at blue
rucks Sunday last. The shooting was not, on the whole, up
to the usual standard of the club but this in no sense inter-

fered with a most enjoyable day. The score :

Allen l

1 .. 1

.11
... l l

Whitney 1

Daniels.. 1 1

1 1

1

110 111

FIRST CLASS.

1111
1111
10 1

U 1 0,1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1

1

1

1

1 I) 11111
1 1

1

tjulntoo. 1110 11

1 1

1 1 1011000111010010000C10111U1

1—17
1—15
0—11
0—13
0—IS
0-12
-12

Wenzel.. looiioioutoioooilio 1—10

SECOND CLASS.
FlHher 1111110011110110112 0—35
oImmi 110 10 1 1 1 1001101101 1-13
Cohen ... 1 1 1 n n 1 1 1 1 u 11 1 (i 1 1 1010 0—12

LOdCI L001101011 100111'
Anion.,... ooooooiui 0000100 1 1 0—12

1 101—6
The day was then spent in pool-shooting until a late hour.

Tbfl Lincoln Gun Club ever extends a cordial welcome to all

wportsmen, and those visiting thegrounds of this club at Ala-
meda Point may be sure of a cordial welcome.

Random Notes.

The Columbian Edition of the Sportsman's Directory and
year book for 1898 is at hand, and, after glancing over its

pages, we are glad to say that it deserves well at the hund« of
ire guild of the Country. It is handy and useful in

many way* lo the Sportsman. The articles appearing in its

pages from a number of well-known writers, are, on the
whole, timely and well written. All of them are interesting
and many are instructive. The compilation of the names of
rod and guti clubs, and of the lending sportsmen, state asso-
ciations, Lntefttted in the preservation offish and game, deal-
ers and manufacturers of sportsmens' goods, make it a direc-
tory in fact as well as name, which will prove invaluable for
the pnrposes intended.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

Chicago, III., June 15.—I have recently returned from a

trip through Southern California, and I was struck with the
apparent scarcity of game of all kinds. I had, previous to

this visit, entertained the idea that California was well stocked
with game of all varieties, from the quail to the grizzly bear,

and that waterfowl were almost a scourge. San Diego, from
which place T. S. Van Dyke wrote his interesting shooting

yarns, is now about as barren of game as the streets of Chicago,
and probably in some respects more so. Mr. Babcock, of the

Hotel de Coronado, has a small preserve, upon which there

are quails and jack-rabbits ; but ducks, geese, grouse and deer

are almost unknown. I presume it is due to the merciless

slaughter to which they have been subjected, or possibly to

the inefficiency of your game laws, or both. But in a coun-
try so thinly settled as Southern California, and where the

natural conditions are so favorable for game of almost every
sort, it is a pity that it should be allowed to become practi-

cally extinct. How different are the conditions along the
Gulf Coast. Here we have an older and more densely-settled

country, with a large multitude of enthusiastic sportsmen
contiguous, and yet game is in great abundance, even to the

larger varieties. Perhaps some of your readers can account
for this apparent inconsistency ; I am sure I cannot.

Otherwise than a game country, your State came up to my
expectations, and I was greatly pleased with its climate and
landscape. About Santa Barbara and Los Angeles I found
some of the most delightful localities I have ever visited, and
if one could only have good shooting at hand I know of

no place on the continent which could offer a home more to

my taste. But the absence of good shooting is a fatal objec-

tion. I did not visit the northern part of the State, but I am
told there is more game there, but then you have not the

climate and landscape attractions.

The World's Fair is in full blast here,although many parts

of it are even yet incomplete. Up to the present I have
spent more time in the gun department than in any other
section. It is a very incredible display indeed. I believe all

American makers are represented with exhibits, and a good
number of foreigners. Several of the English makers, whose
product I much wished to see, are absent. Notable among
them is Purdey, of London, who is considered to be the lead-

ing English maker. Some of the foreign makers, I am told,

will not exhibit in America owing ^,o the high discriminating
tariff; however this was not Purdeyts reason for not being
present. I was shown a letter from them to a friend of mine
in which they answered him that they would have been much
pleased to exhibit at Chicago, were if not for the fact that tbe

demand for their goods has been increasing so rapidly as to

tax all their resources to meet it. They have therefore found
it impossible so devote the time necessary to the prepara-
tion of an exhibit worthy the occasion.

Greener, as usual, is on hand with a very attractive dis-

play, and his work maintains its accustomed high grade.

When it comes to the finer qualities, American work cannot
compete with English, and so long as competition is practic-

ally excluded therp will never be the effort to excel that open
markets would engender. This is a pity, too, for a great many
Americans know what a really fine gun is, and own one, too,

despite the heavy duty ; but there are many more who have
the taste but not the cash. But the Democrats are now in

power, and the time may be near at hand when we shall be
able to get a foreign gun without duty, or an American gun of

really high grade. As a consumer, I should like one or the
other of these alternative. Montecito.

The Game Laws.

There can be but little question in the minds of the ob-

servant sportsmen that the game law as it now stands is at

best a blot on the statutes of this State. How it became to

be mutilated, bungled and emasculated is a matter of but lit-

tle practical moment now, suffice it to say that it is ought,

but tnat which could prove satisfactory to any one who
knows anything regarding the fish and game interests of this

State.

The bill, as amended and past, could not be recognized
from its former construction as introduced and first passed by
the Assembly.

It is easy to howl, almost anyone may do that, but it comes
with poor grace for anyone who failed to take an active part
in the work of the formation of some bill or effort to have
proper laws enacted to now be heard attempting to crack the
old " chestnuts "—the " I told you so " and '' I knew it would
suit in this way." It is a matter to be regretted that there
should be so much of inneudo and insinuation from men who
certainly know that such a course can serve no good purpose
to the game laws of our State in particular, and to the great
body of our sportsmen in general.

Did the Emeric Game Bill contain any good wkatever ?

All agree that it did contain very much that was of the first

importance to the State. Who was it that gave to it any
practical earnest endeavor and support? Not, we are per-

suaded, those who now, with fox-like cunning admit this

fact, and then in the same breath seek to cast the slime of in-

sinuation and drool of virulent mistatements and bald as-

sertions of ignorance and arrogance over the earnest efforts of
those who labored, disinterestedly, for the enactment of such
measures as would prove effective for the good of the whole
Stale.

Now every county has a different law or at least the power
to cure, in a measure, the effects of the unthoughted attacks
on the late proposed law by exercising the power vested in
the Boards of County Supervisors. The whole tenor of the
original bill as proposed was for the protection and preserva-
lior of fish and game. So much is admitted on every hand.
What more could be asked ? As amended, the virtue of tbe
bill was almost entirely taken away from it. Who is to be
blamed for this? Is the man who proposes the proper course
in the enactment of a law to be held responsible because some
one else insists on ruinous measures?

It is to be hoped that the supervisors in the counties where
deer are lo be found in abundance will change the law so as
to permit the deer to be hunted when they are fit for food,
say as early as July.

For all the central and northern portions of the State es-

pecially, quail shooting should not be permitted until October
first at the earliest and in many counties the fifteenth of that
month would be more suitable.

It is to be hoped that a more uniform and a more just and
practical bill may be passed at the next session of the Legis-
latuie governing this matter, but we submit that recrimina-
tions are not fruitful in good results to that end.

In the Rockies.

Mr. Francis J. Hagin, in Bod, Gun and Kennel, has the

following

:

One day while we were camped on Lake Ellis, I got back
to camp late in the afternoon after a hard and unsuccessful

day's hunt. Bigelow and the guide were just pushing off in

the canoe to pass the night at the head of the lake. While
fishing, Bigelow had found a place at the embouchure of a
canon into the lake where either elk or moose had been
nightly coming down. They asked me to go with them and
it was but the work of a moment to gather up my blankets,

toss them into the craft and embark in this nocturnal ex-
pedition.

Across the lake in the solitude and silence of the twilight,

our canoe slipped as noiselessly as the funeral barge in Tenny-
son's "Elaine," and then along the opposite shore beneath
the mountainous mass of rock that rises a sheer thousand
feet from the water's edge, cut with chasms and caves and
graved with fantastic figures by the action of the wind and
wave. Weird profiles and masks looked down and frowned
from the rocky walls, and a sense of loneliness and mystery
fell upon us.

It was rapidly growing dark upon the shore of the lake

—

night had already fallen within the canon walls. With a
white moth I whipped the stream a short distance up from
the lake, and landed a couple of beauties, who put up a noble
flight in that swift water. Leaving it I started back on a
straight cut through the meadow. As soon as I was beyond
the deafening influence of the roaring torrent, I heard, or
thought I heard, a sound. Pausing, I peered vainly through
the shadows, and concentrated all my powers in the sense of
hearing. I had just started on again, when suddenly some-
thing startled the stillness, a harsh, swishing sound, and gaz-
ing from whence it came, I descried on the mountain side

above me a big bear complacently sitting on his haunches and
stripping a bush of his berries at one fell swoop. So closely

did his color assimilate with his surroundings, that my eye
had probably passed him over several times until guided by
the sound he was located. With a lurching motion, much
like a sailor on land, he strode to the next bush, and, assum-
ing a sitting posture, stripped it of all its berries by sweeping
his forepaw upward along its length, the branches passing
through and between the long, scimetar-like talons which
stripped them of leaves and berries alike. It was a grotesque,

half-human posture, and the manner in which he brought the
handful of bruised berries and leaves to hismjuthand gulped
them down was absolutely human in its gluttonous avidity.

I had but a fleeting glimpse of this rare and unusual spec-

tacle ; his next move was to shamble a little farther off, and
his huge gray form grew quickly indistinct in the fast-falling

darkness.

Bigelow remained to watch the meadow, while the guide
and myself cruised in the canoe along the lake shore. We
spread our blankets on the bottom to deaden any sound, and
1 sat in the prow while Pete propelled the craft as silently as

the shadow of a cloud. ' Hoar after hour we stole softly along
in the shadow of the shore. At last there came a sound clear

and unmistakable, a heavy animal moving through the brush.

With frequent pauses it approached. Nearer and nearer
came the sound, with intervals of silence when it paused to

feed or listen. To our excited senses the sound was exag-
gerated, and with all my senses concentrated upon it in that

intense silence, I felt that the animal was as big as an ele-

phant. Neither of us for a moment doubted that it was
aught but the giant of the cervidae, the moose.
We were ambushed in a cove whose surface was dotted with

water lilies, and whose shallow bottom was ramified with
their long, fibrous roots, the greatest food in the world for

moose. We waited with baited breath to see some big pal-

mated bull wade out into the water 'and souse his head be-

neath the surface in search of some delectable vegetable. I

determined to take no chances. I made up my mind to wait

until he should wrench a root from its bed in the mud, and
stand in the bright light perfectly still, broadside on, chewing
away in bovine content.

At last the animal is at the water's edge. Each leaf fring-

ing the brush-bordered shore shone lika silver in the moon-
light. We heard the tinkle of the ice that had frozen along

the- margin, his hoof splashed into the water, and across the

glossy surface a hundred gleaming circles speed in rippling,

wavy chase. The next moment the bushes parted and gave

egress to—a doe. Pete dropped his paddle with an exclama-

tion of disgust. The deer threw up her head and for one mo
ment stood at gaze, the incarnation of startled terror, then

wheeling she bounded back into the brush and crashed up
the mountain side.

We returned empty-handed and found Bigelow sound
asleep where we had left him. We had our vigil in vain. But
I recall it with no regret.

Never shall I forget the scenewhen the full autumnal moon
rode high in the heavens. For a long time I lay awake and
looked upon it. Above us towered by the tremendous ranges

of eternal snow, silvered by the moonlight which splashed

many ajagged precipice themselves and the lower steeps were

all in indigo blue. The lake lay like a mirror. Faintly,

from far above, was wafted the bugling of the bull elk.

Upon such a scene I closed my eyes past midnight, and

when I awoke all was chill and gray, the pine-clad slopes

were sombre, and the upper steeps were dun-colored in the

dawn.

G-rand Blue Rock Tournament.

To-morrow an open tournament will be held at Clabrough

& Golcher's shooting 'ground in the Oakland Kace Track,

when the following matches will be shot off, the shooting to

commence promptly at 10 o'clock: Event No. 1, 10 single;

entrance, $1.00, including birds. Event No. 2, 6 pair doubles;

entrance, $1.00, including birds. Event No. 3, 15 singles;

entrance, $1.50, including birds. "Event No. 4, 25 singles;

entrance, $2.50, including birds. Event No. 5, 10 singles; en-

trance, $1.00, including birds. Use of both barrels, second

barrel break to count one-half, and as many more matches as

daylight will allow. All purses divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per

cent. — —
It is to be hoped that every county, in the central and

northern portion of the State may chaDge the present law so

as to permit the shooting of quail not earlier than October

1st, and that deer may be ohot during July and August, cer-

tainly not later than September 15th.

The Country Club holds its regular montnly meeting to-

day at Oakland Shooting Park.
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication he earliest nossi-

i ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and
dam, and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Hamilton Kennel Club's second anuual bench show, Hamilton,

I

Can., September 7, S, 9 and 10. A. D. Stewait, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

September 4—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials,

Morris, Manitoba. Thos. Johnson, Secretary.

September 12—Manitoba Field Trial Club's trials, Sourls, Manitoba.
A. Holloway. Secretary.

November 15—American Field Trial Club's second anuual trials.

W. J. Beck, Secretary.

November 20—Eastern Field Trial Club's trials, High Point, N. C.

] H. Odell, Secretary.

Constitutional Treatment.

There is no matter requiring the exercise of good judg-

ment more definitely and in such a high degree as in the

treatment of disease whether by animal or man. It might be

added, with a fair approach to the truth, that there is no sub-

ject on which the average man exercises his good sense in so

small a degree. This should not be so. If you own a dog

your duty to that animal is clearly to give it your best at-

tention both in sickness and in health. Nine-tenths of the

diseases to which the dog is subject may be and are cured by
constitutional treatment, which term implies but the exercise

of that rare quality of mind called common sense.

Sense—good, sound, reasonable action of the mind, applied

to whatever subject may come before it for consideration, is

not by any means " common." In fact, it is very uncommon.
But there should be enough sense, common to all intelligent

persons, to convince them on very limited reflection,that con-

stitutional treatment is the reasonable and proper means for

the curing of most diseases current in the kennels.

Eczema and in fact almost every skin disease should be

treated constitutionally. It is strange how little change in

the treatment of a dog will sometimes result in an absolute

cure of diseases of this nature. The first broad principal to

be applied, if possible, when you find your dog is afflicted in

this manner, is to change everything as thoroughly and affec-

tively as possible.

Change your dog's surroundings ; change his food, change
his kennels, take him into the country, keep his skin moist

with some application, lanoline is the best application, and
in nine cases out of ten a cure will be effected.

All afl'ections of the skin arise from the state of the blood,

and almost any good alterative will be found to meet the re-

quirements of the case.

If any animal or man becomes sick, nature's broad require-

ments are to cease doing those things to which the patient has
been accustomed, and turn to doing something as entirely

different as possible. A complete change of occupation and
diet is the most natural remedy for any and all ailments of

the animal system.
«,

As Our Cousins See Us.

That very excellent kennel publication, The Stock-

Keeper and Fanciers' Journal of England, has the following

in current issue anent our recent bench show in this city.

To judge from his report of San Francisco Show, which
appears in the American Field, Mr. George Raper appears

to have experienced a thoroughly good time of it in Califor-

nia. An entry of over 360 dogs was secured, and the quality

of the competitors was distinctly superior to that seen upon
the occasion of former shows. As a natural result, it soon got

known in the district that something was going on in the

Mechanics' Pavilion which would be worth seeing, and con-

sequently the public flocked into the building, which is capa-

ble of holding 1,000 dogs comfortably, in goodly numbers.

Ingleside Crown Prince was far and away the best of the

Mastiff" dogs entered, whilst in St. Bernards California Bern-

ard and California Alton occupied the leading positions, with

the heavy weight of the party, Duke of Wellington, in the

reserved position. Greyhounds were a poor lot for San
Francisco, and a very similar observation applies to the De>r-

hounds, but the nine entries in American Foxhounds con-

tained some fair specimens of the breed, but the English Fox-
hounds were weak in numbers and decidedly deficient in

quality. Pointers are popular in California, and at all events

in Sally Brass II. her owner has got a bitch which is up to

high-class show form, and a workman to boot. According to

English views the Setters were well, but by no means remark-

ably well-filled, perhaps the best of any variety being the

Irishman, Ross ; but several taking-looking Spaniels

—

Cockers, in particular—made an attractive appearance in

their own section of the exhibition. Bulldogs were a mod-
erate lot, and the difference of type amongst the Bull-terriers

upon the bench was very much marked. Fox-terriers are un-

doubtedly a very popular breed in this district, and many
well-known winners being entered, a good deal of interest

was taken in this part of the phow. The Toy classes were

poorly represented, but taken all through the last San Fran-

cisco exhibition has proved to be a great improvement upon
its predecessors, though there is plenty of room for a still fur-

:her advance to be made.

H. McCracken has evidently made up his mind to own
wme dogs that will surpass any yet seen on this Coast, as we
understand that he has this week bred the well-known prize

winning greyhound bitch Lady H. Glendyne to that noted

tire. Midnight, who is also the sire of Skyrocket, Shortstop,

Twilight and others equally as good, all of which have dis-

ioguiabed themselves during the past two years in the cours-

ng fields, and some of which are expected to uphold the re-

futation of California at the International meet held in Da-

cota. Midnight is by Fridav-night, out of Mother Hubbard.
-a.

Dr. F. W. Skaife will leave the city next week for a visit

o his old home, Montreal, Canada, and will be absent until

tbout the 15th of September. Mr. Rowat will have exclu-

sive charge of the firm's business in the line of the kennel

lospital as well as the other business of the firm during Dr.

Ikaife's absence. The hospital for does has been patronized

o well that on the return of Dr. Skaife it is the intention of

hese gentlemen to build a larger hospital in order to be able

o fully accommodate the demands made upon them for this

urpose. We wish Dr. Skaife a pleasant visit.

The Field Trial Grounds.

The grounds selected for the coming field trials of the

Pacific Coast Field Trials Club are near Salinas, and are

reported to be all that could be desired for that purpose. The
gentlemen at that place interested in having the trials held

there, guarantee that the accommodations will be a.jple in

every respect for that purpose.

The rod and gun club at that point will do all in its power

to make a success of the event of the year, and no doubt but

that they will succeed in conducting the affairs necessary to

the very best possible advantage.

While congratulating Salinas on the fact that in January
next there will be a gathering at that point of a large number
of whole-souled, clever sportsmen, we cannot but express our
heartfelt thanks to the genial, courteous and obliging gentle-

men of Bakersfield who have for a number of years past made
these annual events so pleasant and agreeable for all who
attended them. The jovial and attentive Colonel Morrison,

the kiDd and courteous W. B. Houghten, the quiet and
gentlemanly W. H. McKittrick, the ever-present and atten-

tive D. M. Pyle. But we can in truth better, and in full jus-

tice to the leading citizens of that beautiful Queen of the San
Joaquin, refer to her directory as a whole for the names of

those to whom credit should be given for the many acts of

kindness received by the club at that point.

The coming trials will, no doubt, be more largely attended

than any yet held by the club, owing to the close proximity

of the grounds to this city, from which a large proportion of

the active membership is drawn.

The entries show a large number of entries from the south-

ern part of the State, and we trust that new blood may be

infused into the club, and we have no doubt but that there

will be manv new faces interested in the All-Age and Mem-
bership's Stakes at the coming event.

The Derby entries for the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club's

Derby for the coming trials to be run at Salinas next January

are as follows :

ENGLISH SETTEE.

D. Winters (Stockton), blue belton dog Cazudor (Fred W.
—Jolly Fay), September 20, 1892.

A. P. Kerckhoft* (Los Angeles), lemon and white dog Mer-
cury (Dick Bondhu—Sunlit), January 26, 1892.

W. G. Kerckhoff (Los Angeles), black, white and tan

bitch Betsy Mark (Gath's Mark—Ightfield Sophie), January
21, 1892.

H. T. Payne (San Francisco), black, white and tan dog
Del Sur (Eugene T.—Bess of Hatchie), July 23, 1892.

R. K. Gardner (San Francisco), orange and white dog
Hope's Ridge (Gath's Hope—Dad's Girl';, May 12, 1892.

A. M. Bragg (San Francisco), black, white and tan dog
Seraph (Starlight—Alice Gladstone II.), April 22, 1892.

California Kennels (Sacramento), black, white and tan

bitch Jannetta (Gladstone II.—Janet), January 25, 1893.

California Kennels (.Sacramento), black, white and tan

bitch Mabel (Dick Bondhu—Sunlit), January 26, 1892.

California Kennels (Sacramento), black, white and tan

dog Merry Monarch (Mercury—Johanna), February — 1893.

J. S. Wilson (Raymond), black, white and tan bitch Addie
W. (Starlight—Adelle W.), August3, 1892.

J. W. Bagesdale (Madera), black, white and tan dog Toby
B. (Starlight—Adelle W.), August 3, 1892.

C. J, Miller (Raymond), black, white and tan bitch Loya
(Gath's Mark—Gossip), Mav 6, 1892.

C. J- Miller (Raymond), black, white and tan bitch Fleet

R. (Starlight—Alice Gladstone II.), April 22, 1892.

C. J. Miller (Raymond), blaok. white and tan dog Ross W.
(Starlight—Adelle W.), August 3, 1892.

POINTERS.

J. L. Conroy (Reno), lemon and white bitch Jess W. (Don
Ranger—Chleo B.), July 23, 1S92.

H. A. Bassford (Vacaville), liver and white dog Solano

Boy (Bismark—Queen's last), date of birth not given.

J. M. Bassford (Vacaville), lemon and white dog Tartarian

(Bismark—Queen's Last), July —, 1893.

J. M. Bassford (Vacaville), liver and white bitch Adelia

(Bismark—Queen's Last), July — , 1892.

David Thom (San Francisco), black dog Nick (Old Black

Joe II—Black Bess), July 11, 1892.

H. M. Tonner and A. De Monco (North Ontario), seal

brown bitch Brown Betty (Bruner's Nig—Amaryllis), Janu-

ary 18, 1892.

H. M. Tonner and A. D. Monco (North Ontario), black

and white bitch Nig's Hope (Bruner's Nig—Amaryllis),Janu-

ary 18, 1S92.

H. M. Tonner and A. De Monce (North Ontario), lemon
an I white dog Sing's Mark (Ah Sing—Amaryllis), July 27,

1892.

Marv Kyle-Dallas, some years ago, wrote the following

which appeared in the New York Ledgpr :

"A traveler stopping at an Inn, found the landlord to be a

great sportsman, having a large number of foxhounds which

were kenneled near the house. Of course they at times set

up a chorus that drowned every other noise. At the

moment when every dog was testing their lung-capacity to

the fullest extent, the landlord turned smilingly to his guest

with the query; "Is not that royal music?" His guest

was silent, while he assumed a listening attitude for a

moment when he said, as a look of vexation spread over his

countenance, " I cannot hear anything on account of those

confounded dogs I

"
_

A good story has leaked out on Senator Amos Steck, of

Colorado. A friend of his residing at Pueblo bet the old Sen-

ator that Weaver would not carry Colorado. The wager was

a $50 dog. After election the Senator wrote to his friend and

jogged hss memory about the bet. The next day the Senator

received by express two dogs with a letter that read as fol-

lows:

"I>kar Amos :— I can't find anv 850 dogs. I send yon todav by

express two SI dog*, mid will send you the other 18 US soon as I can
corral them."

The Senator is now trying to prevail upon Edward Eddy

and General Campbell to join with him in starting a weiner-

wurst factory. _

The beauty of a small calibre rifle may now be tested on

almost any of* the numerous hills about the city, where squir-

rels may be found in abundance. It is sport of the first order

to be able to pick them neatly with these companionable lire-

arms.

The Southern California Kennel Club.

The Southern California Kennel flub is in a flourishing

condition. The officers elected at a recent meeting for the

ensuing year are, T. E. Walker, President; .1. ( !, (line, T. S.

Casey, G. A. Yanderbeck, A. P. Kobinsonand .1. Schumaker
were elected as Vice-Presidents, in order named; E. K.
Benchley, Treasurer ; C. A. Sumner, Secretary.
The next bench show to be given by the club will be on

April IS to 21 inclusive of next year. A number of gentle-
men were elected to membership, namely : II. M. Tonner, J .

G. Borglum, C. II. Brown, Kichurd Gird, J. B. Winston, W.
II. Holmes, 1". X. Xolman, E. Clawston, S. II. Laverty and
A. P. Kerckhoff.
Mr. Sumner was remembered by a gift in the form of a

beautiful album in recognition of his able services during
the recent show given by the club. Directors Price, Beack-
ington and Edmonds were tendered a vote of thanks for their
services rendered the club on the occasion of the late show.

"Whelps.

T. .1 . Wattson's English setter bitch Alice Gladstone II.

28,555 (Dan Gladstone—Miss Alice), it-helped June 15th,

eight—live dogs, three bitches— by same owner's Sain Wel-
ler 14,001 (Kooderigo—Dixie).

A Galashiels man had an exciting adventure with an eagle
last week in the hills near Riccarton Junction, says the
Shooting Times and Britisti Fancier. The sun was shining
brightly at the time, and suddenly the man felt a shadow
cover over him, and the next moment a large eagle made a

swoop at him and knocked his hat off his head. The eagle
returned again and again to the attack, and the man defended
himself as well as he could with his umbrella. Finally the
eagle was frightened off by the approach of an express train.

Had the Scotchman been without any means of defence, there
is no doubt he would have been seriously injured. It is sup-
posed that the bird had a nest in the neighborhood.

The Seattle bench show seems to have been unusually pro-

lific in engendering "bad blood " among the breeders and
exhibitors, especially in the St. Bernard class at that place
and vicinity. We sincerely trust that Battle of Words may
prove to be the Waterloo of all Napoleons of the Pen on a
subject that has already had its full amount of consideration.
Let the matter rest, as no possible good can come from con-
tinually agitating the subject. Better turn ti me and attention

to some of the many vital and thoroughly practical questions
of the day in kennel matters.

One of the evils which creep into the bench shows and
cause more or less hard feelings is that of drawing closely the
conditions for winning special prizes. At the recent show in

this city a prize was offered for the best kennel consisting of

three or more dogs shown by one owner. Now what is neces-

sary to constitute a kennel? Must it cootain at least one
stud dog? Some think one way, some another. Who will

settle the question ?

The judging of the International coursing meet to be held

at Huron, South Dakota, this season will, in all probability,

be done by Mr. John Grace, of this city, since Mr. James
Hedley, of England, has found it impossible to be present.

Mr. Grace could not be improved upon as a judge of coursing.

Mr. L. L. Campbell, the tenacious and persistent breeder of

Irish setters, will not be discouraged by unavoidable set-backs.

The death of Glenmore Hoodlum recently was, last week, in

a measure forgotten on the arrival of two beauties—dog pup-
pies—(Finglas—Champion Ruby Glenmore).

Mr. Alexander Arkman, Long Beach, offers, in thus issue,

some fine rough-coated St. Bernard puppies for sale. Thev
are by Sir Herbert, 15028, out of Tabitha, 25280. See ad-

vertisement for full pedigree. They are good ones, nicely

marked and can be purchased for $50. each.

The retirement of Mr. E. B. Bishop from the Irish setter

kennel world takes away one of the most ardent and able

fanciers of that class in this country. He will be missed.

Few men have done more than he, in so limited a time for

the advancement of this breed.

Mr. H. M. Tonner, of North ( lotario, is preparing a num-
ber of entries for the coming Derby in which Dr. A. DeMonco
is also equally interested with him. Pointer blood is in the

ascendant with these gentlemen. They have some good

Mr. J. B. Martin received last week from the East his

foxterrier bitch Ch. Blemton Brilliant in whelp to Starden's

King. The bitch arrived in very poor condition, snowing
culpable neglect on the part of the express company.

Two days is the remarkable time taken by the express com-
pany to ship Mr. Geo. Bell's cocker spaniel from New York
to Philadelphia. Death by suffocation ensued. Who is to

blame?

The question of holding open-air bench shows is one of the

novelties suggested by a few kennel enthusiasts. It is to be

very much doubted if such an arrangement will ever become
successful.

.*. —

The heated season is very hard on dogs generally. Keep
them as cool as possible, plenty of shade and water, with

good range are essentials in keeping them in good condition.

The season for bench shows now has become that of all

seasons, as it requires the entire year in which to give each

section a suitable time forexhibiting its kennel interests.

Henry Huber's champion pointer bitch, Sally Brass II., is

due to whelp in a few days. He anticipates great results

from this union with Glenbeigh.

Mr. E P. Schcll reports that his kennels and thOM of Mr.

Henry Hubcr, ire flourishing finely. The St, Bernards and

pointers are all doing nicely.

Dr. \V. E. Wadams, Santa Clara, has a very promising

young greyhound dog, now twelve months old, out of Twi-

light, by Dan B.

The recent show at Wifflahiokon Heights was a grand sue
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ROD.
Pleasures of the Lakes.

[BY Charles Wesley Kyle.1

When the summer skies are wrapping
The great mount at us. where thesnow.

Their imperial forms are capping,
Looking on the lakes below:

I delight to goa-wooing
( if the trout with Hue and rod.

In the Kdeus where are brewing
The rich wines of Nature's God.

There I love to walk and wander
Thromrh the tangled isles of pine;

Hither, thither, gazing yonder,
Far above the Umber line,

Whence December sends a blessing

To sweet blooming June below.

All the mouotain side caressing

With his crystal jewels How.

hi a light canoe a-rowing.
Where the winds the ripples break,

Making music in their flowing.

'Mid the pleasures of the lakes.

When the lithe rod bends aua doubles.

And the reel is heard to hum.
Then are drowned all earth.lv troubles—

i 'arcs sit lightly and are dumb.

When the matin winds are sighing.

And the morn in beauty wakes.
There can be no just denying
The sweet pleasures of the lakes.

Every breath is there a blessing.

Every moment is divine:

To our"lips, are ever pressing
Nature's chalices of wine.

See the jeweled dewdrops glisten

'Neath the kisses of the sun;

Hark, the music ! listen, listen !

Nature's anthem has begun.
Here the twitter of the linnets,

And the robin's cheery notes;

Sweel the day when we begin its

Magic pleasures in our boats.

When the faintest trace of twilight

Steals across the waters blue.

Then 1 love to watch the daylight
Fade into the deeper hue:

And to feel the thrill of pleasure
Tremble o'er the rod and line.

As the trout heaps o'er joy's measure-
Proves this Eden all divine.

Are Fish Guided by Scent.

The question as to the extent to which trout and other

fishes depend upon the sense of scent in gathering their food,

is one of interest. That trout, and I am inclined to believe

all other fishes, do depend on their sense of scent to some

considerable degree, I think no experienced angler will

deny.

In fishing with the fly I have noticed first, that the only

successful way of inducing a strike in a pool or recess of still

water, is to cast your fly so that it may only touch the sur-

face, withdrawing it instantly. What angler has not hesi-

tated when casting under such conditions, only to observe

the trout stop suddenly in its dart for the fly, when in a very

few inches of it, and slowly change its its course and ignore

the lure. What was the cause? Is it not probable that the

trout was first attracted by sight of the Hy, and then when
coining so close that the sense of scent failed to confirm the

evidences of sight and the trout was thus made aware of the

deception? I am inclined to this view of the question. But
whatever view one may take of the subject, the fact remains

as stated as to the sudden change in determination of the

trout as to striking.

Here is a lure so perfect that it would deceive the human
eye as to its lack of life, but the trout snaps up the live insect

whether floating freely on the water or impaled on the hook
as bait and ignores the artificial lure. Why? Because the

one gives forth a scent and the other not. Why are ripples

alwavs chosen for the best fishing? May it not be an account

of the motion given to the lure as well, perhaps, as to the fact

that strikes must be made with the rapidity of lightning in

order for the trout to secure their food, thus eliminating the

chance of exercising so readily their sense of smell.

True, at times and under certain conditions trout and bass

strike at almost any bright hue of a metallic or any other

nature, but this fact will not account in a rational way for the

facts as above noted. How do the blind fishes of the Mam-
moth cave of Kentucky get their food or strike the bait of

the angler ? 01 course they use their sense of scent.

A little oil of certain kinds placed on artificial lure has

been known to be of material aid in catching trout. Again,

tipping the small lly-hook with a very tiny bit of worm has

been known to prove most effective.

Where to Fish.

The season for angling is now full upon us, All lovers of

the rod may now go a-whippingof the streams and lakes with

full confidence that they will not return with empty baskets.

The waters have now subsided and cleared so that good fish-

ing may be obtained in almost any of the more noted points

for uportof this nature, and also in many places which have

but local reputations as trout resorts.

It is noticahle that where everybody goes angling that the

cream of the waves, or the fools of the Hy are to be met with

in smaller numbers than may he found in many of the lesser

noted resorts.

Many waters are fished so constantly that the only wonder

remains that there are any fish left at all. Hut in this re-

spect there are very many places in the State where, owing
to the conditions of climate and the nature and habits of the
trout, that the season for good sport with the rod is very
limited and tlierefnre there may lie fuund in such places an
abundance of troul for all who may be so lucky as to vinit

| be i igbl aason.
The fruits of the rod for tail season should be good. The

work of the State I'isli t iieiiinission has been such as to war-
r .tii the expectation Of more than usual good fishing, which,
are think, is destined to improve in the future.

The I'lpi'i Mill, ' >lcma and Lagunil&B creeks and Thrnck-
morton'i lagoon En Marin county are all good streams, ami
are witlin. ICG of IDC City.

are very apt to be fished OUl very thoroughly,

and it therefore stands the angler in hand to have a general

knowledge of the location of the trout streams that may be

easy of access from the city.

Marin county has a number of waters all more or less

adapted to the sport of angling. Among them may be men-
tioned Corte Madera, Ross creek, Blithesdale, Gallinas,

Olema, Novato, Paper Mill, Lagnnitas, San Geronimo, Big

and Little Carson, Nicasio, Salmon, Arroyo Sausa, Arroyo

San Antonio and Cazadero.

Sonoma county also presents many places of interest to the

lover of the rod and reel, notably Sonoma creek and tribu-

taries, Agua Caliente, Hooker branch, Fowler, Calabassas,

Stewart's creek at Glen Ellen, Shell creek, Adobe and Rus-

sian river.

Alameda county presents San Pablo, Pinole, Wild Cat, Bear

creek, Walnut creek, San Lorenzo, Haywards, Arroyo Macho
creek, Alameda creek, La Costa, Arroyo Honda, Calaveras

creek, San Antonio and Niles.

San Mateo county leads in the number of streams that may
be reached easily from this city on short notice. Among the

streams that may be visited are San Mateo creek, San Fran-

cisquito, Redondo, Redwood City creek, Yegnas creek, Gros-

by's creek, Stevens creek, San Pedro, San Vincent, St. Augus-

tine, Deer creek, Arroyo del Munte, Pillarcitos, Purissima,

Lobitos, Tunitas, San Gregoria or Arroyo Honda, Clear creek,

Boggus creek, Pompanio creek, Pescadero, Peters, Burtano

and Toriioles.

Santa Clara county presents Guadalupe creek, Coyote creek,

Campbell's creek or Arroyo Quito, Arroyo Seco, Los Gatos,

Carnadero and Los Liagos.

Santa Cruz county has a large number of waters in which
one may " drop a line" or wield the gaudy fly with more or

less success. They are Scott's creek, Arroyo San Vicente,

San Lorenzo river and its many branches : Fall creek, Newell

creek, Bear creek, King's creek, Lompico, Levante creek,

Arroyo Villa or brown creek, Gald creek, Shaquel creek, Ar-

royo del Rodeo, Aptos, Corrallitos, Boulder and Nad ell.

Another remote, though popular stream, is Wardell's creek.

In Napa county the Napa river and Suscol creek are said

to be very good points to visit.

The reports generally from almost the entire notable waters

of the State place the angling far ahead of that of last year.

BAT FISHING.

Just now the time is favorable for rock cod fishing. Many
baskets of fine fish of this nature have been taken during the

week. Points about Tiburou and Sausalito, Lime Point and

near the shore about the head of Racoon Straights are the

best grounds.

A very enjoyable day's sport may be had by all those who
would so choose by taking the ferry to either Tiburon or

Sausalito. Boats, fishing tackle and bait |may be procured

at very reasonable rates.

There is much pleasure to be derived from a turn at the

oars in the fresh sea breeze, but all so doing, who are not

acquainted with the tides, should obtain information of the

boathouse keepers as to the places to be visited with safety.

A high tide and contrary wind is very apt to require such an

amount of exertion as but few oarsmen, single handed, care

or at times are able to put forth.

Good fishing may also be had from the Long Wharf, north

of the ferry landing on the Oakland side of the bay, and a

great many find pleasure in bay fishing off the Alameda
Wharf near the ferry landing.

Shrimp, pile worms and angle worm are good bait, while

many prefer to attach to one hook, at least, a bit of mussel,

which is said to be a very enticing bait.

BEEP-SEA FISHING.

The deep-sea fishing near the Farallone Islands is a class

of sport that occasionally attracts a party in that direction,

but these events are not looked upon in the light of sport as

there is much labor in pulling a line from an indefinite depth

with a practfcal dead weight attached, as is usually the case,

cannot be said to contain much of an element of sport about

it. But many persons adnually make a trip to the Farallones

for this purpose.

The Fish Exhibit.

All lovers of nature pause to admire the handsome and

truly interesting fish exhibit. No other department can be

said to equal in interest the display here made. To be an

angler is, in a broad sense, to be an earnest student and lover

of nature. I have never known a successful angler who was

not a true student of nature as well. To all such the fish

exhibit is said to furnish a lesson second to no other as an

efl'ective teacher than is presented by this department.

The display of live fish is spoken of as being very com-
plete. About the tanks there are always to be found a large

crowd of people eagerly inquiring about the numerous species

offish there displayed. Little animal life may besaid to pre-

sent more of attraction than the fish. They are pleasing to

look upon and their many graceful gyrations in their native

element are the personification of grace and ease of move-
ment. The Sportsman's Review has the following to say of

this exhibit:

One of the most attractive exhibits at the World's Fair is

the display made in the fisheries' building. ft is not, as

might oe supposed, a mere show for fishermen and anglers,

but rather a tastefully araanged exhibition of fish and fish

products, out of which the ordinary visitor may find much
that is interesting, while the specialist has not been neg-

lected.

In the main building are examples of prepared fish from
every quarter of the globe. The means of taking fish are

well illustrated by drawing photographs and reproductions in

miniature. Boats and coast fishing parapheualia abound in

this building and early as well as modern implements are in-

cluded in the display.

In one annex is shown fishing tackle in profusion, while in

the other is a most interesting display of live fish. The
show of trout includes all varieties, and it is almost needless

to say that about the tanks in which they live, crowds of

people are ever present during the hours of exhibition. The
Egyptians, Esquimaux, farmers, sportsmen, anglers and all

classes of the human kind seem to he attracted to the trout

tanks. The suspicious looking Bedouin from the desert

shakes his head and looks wise, and then tells his interperter

how much he marvels at the cupidity of the great civilized

public, for he believes the art of man has been called into

requisition to put the spots on the beautiful trout. The Be-

douin believes he is a good deal of a fakir in a small way, but

he admits he is not up to the Vank'ce idea of painting fish in

fast colors.

Fly and Bait Casting Tournament.

The Chicago Fly Casting Club will hold a tournament

August 9th, to decide the fly and bait casting championship
;

of the world. There will be three events, to the respective*

winners of which will be awarded gold medals suitably in- <

scribed and emblematic of the world's championship in each *

class. Two of the medals will be for fly casting; one for long
distance and accuracy combined. The third medal will be

for long distance and accurate bait casting. In all the events
j

the casting must be single-handed. Dr. J. A. Henshal and
Mr. C.F.Johnson are engaged in drafting rules to govern

,

the contests, and preparations are being pushed. Those desir- I

ing information or expecting to participate should address

B. Davidson, Secretary, 127 W. Washington street, Chicago,
111.

Another interesting article in the Tenth Bulletin is "Ob-
servations on the Hatching of the Yellow Perch," by S. G.

'

Worth, superintendent of the Central Station, Washington,
D. C. Observations such as were made by Mr. Worth do
away with speculation entirely concerning the habits of the
fish observed, says Mr. A. U. Cheeney. Spawning commenced
March 10th and ended April 3d with 236 specimen fish. The
eggs were deposited during the night or early in the morn-
ing. The eggs were hatched in four to two weeks, the time
being modified by the temperature of the water. The yellow
perch is one of the most common of our fishes, and yet how
little is actually known of its spawning habits which Mr.
Worth's experiments have revealed. The eggs are deposited
in strings, tough and gelatinous, the strings or lobes being in
shape "like an old-fashioned knitted coin parse; that is, a
pocket closed at the ends." The egg-lobe has an inner cavity
throughout its length that water may pass in and out with a
pump-like motion, owing to the springiness of the egg-lobe.

This egg-lobe may be stretched to many times its original

length, and, when released, contracts in folds like the sides of
an accordion. One string of eggs was drawn out to measure
seven feet and four inches long by four inches wide at one
end and iwo inches at the other. This mass of eggs, when it

became water hard, weighed forty-one ounces, while the parent
fish before spawning weighed but twenty-four ounces. It was
the rule to find that the eggs after becoming water hard, that

is, plumped up by the water absorption, weighed more than
the fish that deposited them.

It was rare to find eggs that were not fertilized, and all im-
pregnation was accomplished by the fi>h themselves, and so

few died in the hatching jars that Mr. Worth places the
yellow perch at the head of the list of fishes for 1( simplicity

of manipulation, economy of labor in attendance, and in turn-

ing out a large percentage in hatching." The smallest num-
ber of eggs from one fish was 2,000 and the greatest 90,000.

It is estimated that 150,000,000 yellow perch may be hatched
annually at an expense of less than $3,000 per year.

Another article in the Bulletin is by Dr. Bean, from
material gathered at the different hatching stations of the
Commission. Mr. Atkins, at Craig's Brook, Maine, saved 89
per cent, of the yearling Atlantic salmon in his rearing boxes,

and the eggs of this species yielded S3 per cent, of fish at the

time of distribution. At Schoodic station, season of 1889, the
largest male land-locked salmon weighed six pounds and was
twenty-six inches long, and the largest 51 pounds, and was
231 inches long. The female averaged 2,350 eggs each. At
Green Lake station the largest male land-locked salmon
weighed 13 15-16 pounds and was 31 inches long ; the largest

female weighed 11 9-16 pounds and 30 inches long. At Cold
Spring Harbor station 2^-year-oId brown trout gave an aver-

age of 303 eggs and fish of same species, a year older, gave 942
eggs each.

At Northville, Michigan, the loss in hatching Loch Leven
trout was four per cent., and in hatching brook trout, font i-

nali.% two per cent. At Suudusky station it was discovered

that pike perch fry began to devour each other when only
ten days old. There are a dozen papers all told in the Bulle-
tin, by Capt. Collins, Prof. Bashford Dean, Seth Meek, J. L.

Kellogg, Hugh M. Smith and others, many of them profusely

illustrated and accompanied with maps.

Since writing the notice of the meeting of the American
Fisheries Society, called in Chicago June 15th, I have seen a
protest, signed by members of the society now in Chicago,
against the June meeting. Members in the East are signing
a similar protest. Because, the reason given for the change
from August to June is not valid ; the change was brought
about without a majority of the members being consulted; the

change is in direct violation of the constitution,and if effected

would establish a precedent that mig'at prove fatal to the best

interests of the society ; and the time intervening until the

proposed date of meeting is too brief to allow of the prepara-
tion of papers by many members wno had the same in con-

templation. This is the substance of the protest to be pre-

sented, when the signatures are obtained, to the president and*

secretary of the society.

The E. T. Allen Co. have just received a large and varied

assortment of all kinds of fishing tackle, making their stock

one of the largest and most complete ever brought to this

city. Have you noticed their sporting goods emporium
lately? If not, drop around to the old stand, 416 Market
street and look over the extensive display there made of

sportsmen's goods of every name and nature. It will do you
good to behold them.

Just now the angling department is especially attractive.

Lures of every name and nature under the sun are to be

found there. Give them a call.

Mr. O. M. Osborn, with his wife, spent a most pleasant out-

ing, from May 16th to June 3d, in Mendocino county. Both

Mr. and Mrs. Osborn are enthusiasts in the art of angling,

and, as may well be expected, thorougly enjoyed themselves

on this occasion. They spent-most of their time on the Gua-
lala river, where the trout fishing was very fine. It was noth-

ing unusual for them to take well toward one hundred fish in

a morning or evening bout along the banks of the above-

mentioned stream.

The trout fishing at lakes Tahoe, Webber and Independence

is reported very good. There is no better sport on earth,

with rod and line, than these lakes afford.

The sportsmen who have visited Santa Cruz recently report

that striped bass are running there in large numbers.

Some large trout are heing taken from the Truckee, and

the angling on Proeser creek is good.

f
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Death of D. J. Murphy.

There is not a person who ever met Daniel J. Murphy but

will be shocked to hear of his tragic death at his home near '

Milpitas last Tuesday morning.

An inquest was held, and the testimony submitted tended

to show that death was caused by the accidental discharge of

a pistol which he was cleaning preparatory to going on a

hunting trip. At the time of the occurrence, about 8:30

o'clock, Murphy was seated in his office. Foreman J. A. Cos-

tigan had passed by the door to this office but a moment

before and saw the deceased sitting in the rocking chair,

examining the revolver. When he returned in a few minutes

lie found Mr. Murphy fallen forward, his bare head resting

on the threshold. He gasped three or four times and died.

The inquest was held during the afternoon.

His mother, when asked if there was anything noticeable

in her son's conduct that could possibly give a ground for

suspecting suicide, said there was nothing, but on the con-

trary that her son was cheerful and happy this morning and

was anticipating pleasure in a hunt that he and the

foreman were about to take in Sunol valley. She said there

was no trouble, financial or other, that could have prompted
suicide.

The testimony of George P. Bull, Murphy's brother-in-law,

was that the deceased was in the best of spirits the last time

he saw him, and was talking about his proposed hunting trip.

The pistol was a thirty-eight calibre. It was evident an at-

tempt had been made to remove the cylinder, and the rod

was partly displaced. It is supposed Murphy intended to put

the fresh bullets in the cylinder, and in order to clean the

latter he was attempting to remove the rod. There was some
resistance on account of rust; the trigger was at half-cock and

a nail had been thrust partly through and was still in that

position when the weapon was found.

John Allen, Henry Costigan, Colman Brooks and John J.

Costigan all tsstified to the same facts, and they were also un-

animous in stating that the deceased seemed to be in

the best of spirits, and was joking with them but a little

while before going in to fix the pistol.

J. J. Costigan was also recalled. The first he knew of the

deceased having a pistol was about eleven days ago, when
Dan brought it into his room and was examining it.

Constable Campbell was called as a witness. He testified

that he had been out in the yard and discharged the pistol.

"It cannot be discharged more than once," continued the

witness, " unless you take out the pin."

He illustrated bow the pistol could have been accidentally

discharged and make the wound.
After being out a short time the jury brought in the verdict

that Daniel Murphy, a native of California, aged 32. married,

and a rancher, came to his death June 20th from a gun shot

wound in the left breast, in the region of the heart, but

whether the wound was acc'dentally inflicted, from the evi-

dence, the jury did not know.
Those who were familiar with the man, however, have no

doubt it was a pure accident. The doubt was probably caused

by rumors in circulation of Mr. Murphy being in financial

straits. That there was absolutely no foundation for ihem is

shown by the statement of 8. F. Leib, who acted as Mr. Mur-
phy's attorney when he had legal affairs to attend to. In re-

sponse to the question of a San Jose Mercury reporter as to

whether Mr. Murphy was in financial trouble, Mr. Leib said:
i(He was not to my knowledge. So far as I know he was

not in need of money."
'Is it true he had obligations he could not meet ?"

"I know of none, and if he had I am sure he would have

told me."
"Was there an unsuccessful attempt to raise money on his

place ?"

"No. There is a mortgage upon the propertv, and he had
made arrangements to transfer it to another party, who came
to me to pass upon the abstract of title. The loan was nego-

tiated and the terms were perfectly satisfactory. The amount
was very small."

This statement is sufficient to remove all doubt on that

score, and as there appeared to be no cause for despondency,

Mr. Murphy being in the best of health and spirits, there is

no doubt the pistol was accidentally discharged. This should

have been apparent from the condition of the weapon itself

as it showed that he had been making an effort to remove
the cylinder, in all probability for the purpose of cleaning it.

Mr. Murphy wa^ the youngest son of the late James
Murphy, one of the earliest pioneers of the county.

James Murphy, the father of the deceased, established him-

self on what is noted as the n Riugwood Farm," near where
Milpitas now stands, in 1849. James Murphy died in 1872,

leaving property valued at $400,000. After his death the

estate was managed bv Daniel, who was born on the place

Aoril 25, 1861.

Mr. Murphy was an active member of the Santa Clara

Valley Agricultural Association and the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders' Association, and was very well known
and highly esteemed in Santa Clara and throughout the State.

He was a very large man, of a commanding figure, and

weighed about 250 pounds.

Mr. Murphy was married in September last to Mrs. Kate
Field at Martinez. At the time of the sad accident Mrs.

Murphy was at her mother's residence in San Francisco, but

she arrived in the afternoon, and her grief was heart-rending.

Mrs. Ann Murphy, the mother of the deceased, is still a

resident at the ola home place. She is seventy-one years of

age, and is in feeble health. Mrs. Murphy and her young-

est son, who met so untimely a death, were very much
attached to each other. They were the only residents of the

old home place, as the remainder of the children received

their portions and scattered abroad after the death of the

father. The mother's grief over the accidental death of her

son was pitiful to see. But a few moments before he entered

the office he had been engaged in a pleasant conversation

with her.

Hickok at Terre Haute.

and brushed faster in the next. Nancy Hanks was driven
leisurely around the track, and Axtell is being limbered up
after his work in the stud. Kodv Patterson was behind Sea-
side, John Dickerson was behind Native Stale, and Sam
Fleming was behind Marquita. The latter did the last eighth
of a mile in 17A seconds. Bob Stewart repeated. White Stock-
ing in 2:31$, Ethylywn in 2:29$, and Body Patterson sent

Mr. Case's Annie C. a mile in 2:22, the last half in 1:09. Tip
O Tip paced a mile in 2:20$. the last half in 1:08, and Al-
tivo, 3-year-old brother of Palo Alto, trotted a quarter in

0:34, and two quarters, punctuated by breaks in 3tiA each.

This brother of Palo Alto, 2:08}, seems to please Orrin
Hickok, who finds him better than he thought he was in

California, where his best quarter had been in thirty-eight

seconds. Hegoes much like Palo Alto, but with a closer,

more gliding gait. Prince Axtell, 2-year-old, went fast in a

three-handed spurt and trotted like a veteran. Ellard, 2:19 £,

by Charlie Wilkes, the Montana horse, and Lee Kussell,

2:18}, made a capital mile, in which the last quarter was 0:34

and the last eighth 0:15}.

While A vena, 2:19'., as a 2-year-old by Palo Alto, was on
the track, Hickok pointed out the manner of marking every
foal at Palo Alto farm. On Avena's chestnut neck just

under the mane is branded "C 147." The mark looks like

corrugations or puffs in the skin and is not a disfiguration,

though easily deciphered. If the horse has no marks under
the mane it did not come from Palo Alto.—Inter Ocean.

racing stable are of the opinion that he has be^n iatane for
nearly two years. Poor Kelly was buried lasi Wednesday, a
subscription being taken up among the horsemen at the track
to defray the funeral expenses. Kelly was a uative of Si.

Louis, 19 years of age, and it is believed his mother lives at

Elgin, III. In a few days the truth will doubtless come out,

but at present matters look very dark fur Richard Ward, who
languishes in jail with few friends to sympathize with him.

Fortieth State Fair.

Murder at Bay District Track.

At Terre Haute, June 11th, Nancy Hanks, 2:04, Stam-

boul, 2:07:5, and Axtell, 2:12, the three greatest pieces of

trotting horse flesh in the world, were all out at once on the

track being speeded, and it was an animated and exciting

scene for those who chanced to be present. Stamboul was

a pretty sight with a flashing red sulky and a yellow blanket

floating from the seat as he trotted two miles in live minutes

Last Sunday night, between the hours of 12 and 1 o'clock,

at Bay District track, one of the most fiendish murders in

the history of California was committed. The victim was

John Kelly, better known as " Red " Kelly, a youth em-

ployed by Jack Garrity in the capacity of exercise boy.

Dick Ward was placed in " the tanks " of City Prison charged

with the atrocious crime. Everything points to Jockey Ward

as the murderer, though no one saw him kill Kelly. Early

Sunday evening Ward, who, as usual, was intoxicated, met

Kelly in Paul Reitter's saloon, corner of Seventh avenue

and D street, near the race course, and some one suggested

that the pair try their skill with the gloves. Kelly was sober,

and almost at the first pass struck Ward on the nose with

sufficient force to bring blood, and the jockey, seeing that he

was not at the time any match for Kelly,pulled off the gloves-

Kelly was, however, one of Ward's few friends, the jockey

being a quarrelsome, ugly customer when in his cups, which
was often.

Kelly was with Ward until 12 o'clock at Dickey's place,

and the latter was trusted by the barkeeper for a round of

drinks. On Frank Dickey closing the saloon Kelly declared

his intention of going to bed, whicn it is presumed he did at

once, his abiding-place being some straw in one of the new
stalls, situated about eighty feet southwest of the barber-shop

across the street from the track. A stable employe named
Leonard Stevens was aroused from his slumbers by Ward
swearing and throwing stones against the sides of the building

where Kelly retired for the night, but being accustomed to

Ward coming in drunk and noisy, paid little attention at the

time. Later they heard running in the passage-way between
the rows of stables and Ward cried out :

" You want to go to

sleep, do you ! I'll make you sleep ! " Then there was a

sound that Stevens describes as similar to a person striking a

bale of hay with a club time and again, a cry rent the air,

and all was then still. Ward then tried to arouse Dickey's

folks, claiming that a man was hurt and a surgeon must be

telephoned for at once. Dickey, thinking Ward was only
fabricating, told the youth to go away, which Ward did.

In the morning the dead body of Kelly was found lying in

the alley by the side of a straw pile, partly covered with a

quilt The sight was enough to freeze the marrow of almost

any person's bones. Nearly every bone in the poor fellow's

face and head had been broken, his nose was partly torn

away, his mouth beaten in, while on a dozen places great

gashes had been torn, as if the murderer had struck time and
again with the sharp tines of a pitchfork and then pulled the

fork around so as to make as ghastly a wound as possible.

The head of the unfortunate youth was pressed nearly two
inches into the soft earth, and the stable doors on both sides

of the alley, fifteen feet across, were bespattered with blood.

When found the face of the corpse was one mass of coagulated

blood, and did not resemble in the least that of a human be-

ing. A bloody pitchfork, twisted out of shape, was also found

in the alley.

Ward was at once suspected, and Billy Donathan kept him
engaged in conversation at Dickey's in the morning until the

police arrived. The suspect was asked to go and see the corpse

of the murdered boy, but declared that he and Kelley were
such great friends that it would make him feel bad to see it.

Ward strenuously denied knowing anything of the murder,

and still maintains his innocence of the crime, although on
the night of the murder he declared to Albert Ivy that he
had "done' ? poor Kelly.

On Tuesday, at the Coroner's investigation, a dozen wit-

nesses were in attendance. Nothing new was elicited.

After hearing the facis the jury returned a verdict that

Kelly was killed with a pitchfork in the hands of Richard
Ward and charging the jockey with the crime of murder.

All through the proceedings Ward sat by the attorney who
had been retained by his friends to defend him, and not once

did he show any signs of sorrow, fear or other emotion. He
was as cool as any of the spectators, even when the bloody

pitchfork and his blood-stained shirt

—

fell-tale evidences of

his guilt—were being handled for examination.

Two years ago Dick Ward was one of the most popular

jockeys in California, and went East to do the riding for L.

J. Rose, of I-os Angeles. On his return to California he be-

gan to drink, tight and carouse intil no one had any respect

or liking for him. In the saddle he was a perfect dare devil,

and on a sulking horse was one of the best pilots we have ever
known. For the past year he has eked out a miserable exist-

ence, few caring to give him a mount, so reckless and un-

worthy had he proven himself. Last winter he was given %

chance on St. Croix and deliberately pulled the horse up soon

after passing the half-pole. Whether he was accountable for

the act, or whether he did it for pay is not known, but i he

judges thought it a "crooked" ride, and ruled him nil forever

without delay. Since that time he has been working as ex-

ercise boy and rubber, and has been drunk as often as he

could secure the money to get in that condition. Manv men
who have known Ward ever since he began work around a

Secretary Smith of the State Agricultural Society has is-

sued a statement which contaius many valuable suggestions

for those intending to make exhibits at the appraclwng State

Fair. He says:

The fortieth annual Stale Fair of California will be held
at Sacramento September 4th to Kith inclusive. The pre-
mium list just issued contains classified awards amounting to

$20,000 in cash for agricultural, mechanical and industrial
exhibits. These annual exhibitions have been irost success-
fully managed by the Slate Agricultural Society for the past
thirty-nine years, and it is the intention of this society to
give the public a progressive exhibition for the current year.
The producers of California demand these annual exhibitions
to assist and stimulate the various industries of the State,

and, notwithstanding the counter attraction of »he World's
Fair, find it esseniial to cater to local trade. Consumption
of home products still continue, and the farmerand manu-
facturer must have opportunity to show what is being accom-
plished within the confines of our most productive stale. Not
to do so would invite stagnatioq of trade and subsequent in-

attention to our productive qualities. Hence it is quite nec-
essary that unusual efforts must be put forth this year in all

the various branches of trade apd commerce to prevent de-
pression and encourage the sale of home productions.

California's past activity has probably accomplished more
for her than anything that has been done by many sister

States, agitation of her capabilities has been a most impor-
tant agent in the attraction of outside capital. Lands
that for many years were used but for the production of
cereals have been sold and turned to more profitable use in

advanced soil culture, thereby giving California additional
variety of products, with corresponding increase of popula-
tion.

There still remain thousands of acres susceptible of cul-

ture, of many undeveloped agricultural resources, the sale and
cultivation of which would not only give us increased popu-
lation, but permit the investment of money that would give
most satisfactory returns to investors, with great benefit to

the State as a whole. Increased opportunities for produc-
tions means additional facilities for the use of our circulating

medium, thereby giving an impetus to all kinds of.trade.

California's chief industry being agriculture, she must con-
tinue to advance it in every possible way. The failure to

show her productive qualities one season would give the im-
pression abroad that her capabilities were on the wane,
whereas no greater progress in soil culture is being made at

the present time in any part of the world than in this State.

The merchant, when trade is dull, inaugurates different

plans for stimulating his business. The farmer would do well

to follow his example, and when crops are short and prices

depressed he should show exertion in keeping his industry
conspicuons before the people, lest the outside world would
be led to believe that agriculture in this great State had
retarded.

Periodical setbacks occur in all branches of trade, and but
for the activity of the merchant would be a standing menace
to investment. This state of affairs is overcome in many in-

stances by bis efforts to stimulate, and success appears in

many cases where failure is most apparent.
It therefore behooves the agricultural community of Cali-

fornia to make an unusual showing this year at the State Fair;

a meager one would be disastrous to our World's Fair ex-
hibition, as the effect would tend to signify our productions
as there shown were unusual.

The premium list as offered by the State Agricultural
Society contains sufficient cash awards for agricultural pro-

due's to warrant the various counties in making up a repre-
sentative display of their varied productions.

To the manufacturers of California we would say as a
means of promotion of your interests a general exhibit by
factories should be made at the State Fair of 1S93.

There is at the present time a growing feeling in this State
toward the advancement of our manufacturing interests, occa-
sioned by the prospective development of our most available

but heretofore unused water power, which promises, in con-
junction with the modern uses of electricity, to give us what
has in past been the most important drawback in (his in-

dustry—cheap motive power. A little agitation at this time
of the interest would be most effective.

Therefore, extraordinary efforts should be made to show
some of our established plants in operation at a State gather-

ing, not only as a means of encouraging trade, but is a mat-
ter of inducement to capital to invest, as there are many fac-

tories that could be increased by the use of additional capital

now that a cheaper power will soon be available.

The representatives of other States are here each season to

display manufactured goods. Thev readily recognize the
value of this agency to reach the consumer. Local manu-
facturers should not permit those from distant States to meet
their trade without an equal showing of their Ability to sup-
ply this trade.

Exhibitors at the annual State Fairs of the past are familiar

with the advantages to be derived by au exhibit of their pro-

ducts; to those unfamiliar, we would say:

The great State Fair of California has been held for

thirty-nine consecutive years, and is thereby valuable as an
introductory agent by reason of its established permanency.*
The California State Fair offers cash awards for State pro-

duets amounting to $20,000 annually.

The California State Fair includes an exhibition of a mast
varied nature. The display of blooded Stook iaat&OSt 00*1-

spicuous adjunct to tin- gnat -how of agricultural and indus-
trial products that each -.\ i congregates in the largest

exposition building on the coast.

TheCalifornia Stale Fair Speed Ik'partment holds its usual

preftige as an attraction for tne multitude who desire to wit-

ness the equine contests as an amusement, to say nothing of
the exhilarating effect of this out-door sport. It has been a
most important auxiliary in attracting V ifIton who are sure

to examine during odd times the produotaof I nlifornia u
shown in the various departmental
The awards of the California State Fair are of moon bene

lit to exhibitors, as competition U great ami merit hen
nized is surely to be recognized in trade.
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Leland Stanford.

Reluctantly, sorrowfully and yet gladly I write in relation

to ihe departure of he whose name is at the head of this

sketch. Reluctantly, as I am utterly at a loss for words to

convey the feelings which are struggling to find expression in

phrases which will be commensurate. Sorrowfully, as the

loss is so great to me in being debarred forever from an inti-

macy which extended over nearly twenty years, and that,

apart from near relations, there could be none other so deeply

lamented ; but glad that I am permitted to add my testimony

to that of the great many who enjoyed his acquaintance and

revered the man. The shock came so suddenly that it stunned

the senses, not only for the time, but has left its traces in a

kind of bewilderment from the severity of the unexpected

blow. The 6rst intimation in the startling head-lines of the

paper received in less than six hours after his death, and from

the time of that first notice, on and on came recollections and

mental reproductions of scenes, and words treasured and sen-

timents embalmed—a huge volume of remembrances, every

chapter, every page, every sentence, in fact, a memento of the

good will, the kindly feelings, the love and charity he bore to

all mankind.

It is meet that the Breeder and Sportsman should give

a fitting obituary to the largest and most successful breeder of

trotting horses in the world, and one of the main supports of

trotting and racing at home and abroad. It is eminently

proper that I, who have for so many years been identified

with horse interests of Ihe country, and the press which up-

holds these interests, should pay my tribute to the position

that Gov. Stanford held in the horse world, and yet my first

eulogy must be based on another theme. No one holds Ins

memory in greater esteem on account of what he has accom-

plished in that line and the benefits he has conferred through

his support of that industry, but my first homage is due to his

worth as a man. So liberally endowed with the attributes

which command esteem, respect aad admiration—and if the

term can be applied where there is no relationship, and out-

side of opposite sex, love will be none too strong a word to

mark the estimate—that to those who were so fortunate to

possess an intimate acquaintance, the more brilliant traits

which marked his character were of secondary importance.

Manly qualities predominated ; companionship with him was

a constant stimulus to eschew whatever was derogatory to

manhood. One's faith in mankind was strengthened, the

appreciation of what is good in life heightened, and were

clouds overhanging, sunshine came from his example and

words of cheer.

The millions he possessed, the high positions he held, cast

no glaniourie over me, but the knowledge that boundless

wealth, prominent station, commanding influence, domina-

tion over thousands of people, had not the power to carry

him a single degree from a manly course, increased the fer-

vor of my admiration, implanted such a feeling of respect

and esteem, that any words I can use to portray that feeling

appear inadequate, have so small a force that I am ashamed

of the weakness of the portraiture.

1 could cover page after page with illustrations of his char-

acter in respect to the qualities which have been named, and

cannot refrain from presenting one or two instances. Ac-

companying him in his phaeton through the university

grounds when the buildings were nearing completion, he un-

fulded the plan with such perspicuity that it was evident

that every detail had been carefully considered, and in all its

immensity it was laid before me so clearly and emphatically

that it was like a picture, or rather a moving and changing

scene replete with life. In all this enthusiastic description

self was ignored. It was not Leland Stanford to be honored

and glorified for the benefits conferred ; it was the world to be

bettered, the thousands and tens of thousands and hundreds of

thousands made happier, the heart and the soul of the true

philanthropist shining through the casing of clay ; the good

spirit illuminating the brain and pouring forth prophecies of

good will to mankind.

I never heard him express a gloomy thought. His con-

ceptions of Deity were of a benign and beneficent governing

power, and his idea of life was to do the most good and in-

crease the happiness of all living creatures. Not very long

ago he remarked to me that he enjoved life, but was not

afraid to die, or rather that while life was still full of enjoy-

ment, he had no dread of death. And there is one great

consolation in the manner of his depa rture. In the full pos-

hession of his mental faculties he passed quietly to rest, "drew
the drapery of his couch about him and laid down to pleasant

dreams," his death in keeping with his life. There was none
of the pomp, the turmoil which oftentimes surrounds the

deathbed of illustrious personages, none of the despair and

anguish which wring the heart strings and palsy the brain.

Hard though theblow.it has not the poignancy which ac-

coir j)iinieH being eye witness of dissolution, and if gracious to

those who mourn, what an inestimable boon to a man who
ne"cr indulged a thought of self when the happiness of others

w * at stake, to escape the pangs of even semi-conscionsness

of their sufferings, and glide as tranquilly into the haven of

eternity as a bird drops into its nest. To me, and I trust to

those who have so much heavier reasons to lament, there is

deep satisfaction that the closing scene was in harmony with

the beautiful life.

I saw in an evening paper of the day on which this is writ-

ten that Governor Stanford had expressed to the writer that

his only present desire was to see the University prosper and

grow. That was probably the paramount feeling outside of

the happiness of his family, but it is only a very short time

ago that he gave utterance to very different expressions in a

conversation with me.

It was his custom when I was riding with him to turn the

conversation from the horses as soon as they were left, and

touch on other subjects, and on the occasion mentioned, a

comparison of vigorous manhood and age in relation to en-

joyments was his theme. He was only thirteen months the

elder, and he spoke of my physical powers being so little af-

fected by years. " Apart from the weakness in my legs," he

said, " and a measure of deafness I am not so bad, but as my
physical enjoyments diminish there is an increase of my relish

for mental delights. A lowering of animal capacity to enjoy

heightens the pleasure of what may be termed purely spiritual,

and hence old age is not such a dread to one who has that

capacity." He pointed to where the trees had branched so

closely as to hide glimpses of the bay which was an attractive

feature of the view years ago, and told that it must be re-

stored, and it did not require words to explain that his en-

joyment of the beauties of Nature was as keen as ever. He
was as much or more interested in the horses than in previous

years, telling me, on my last visit, that he was better pleased

with the present youngsters than those which had preceded

them, and his confidence in continual improvement under his

system of breeding, rearing and educating. He dwelt par-

ticularly on further additions of thoroughbred blood in fast

trotters, and said that he had resolved to make a more ex-

tended trial of pure thoroughbreds than had previously been

awarded. Not the least indication that Ms interest was les-

sened in affairs which had occupied his attention, not an in-

timation of giving up the pursuits in which he had found so

much pleasure. It is very likely that politics and kindred

subjects had become tiresome. Of that I cannot speak as

rarely, indeed, our conversation turned in that direction.

Education of people and horses, and general topics were the

fields of discussion and investigation, and whatever the question

the same genial spirit, the same clear conception, the same

charm in his handling of the subject. I cannot imagine the

Governor Stanford I knew becoming listless, or losing appre-

ciation of the bright sides of life, and in that eulogy which

gave the wrong impression there is one sentence which is a

truer exemplar of the man. I quote :
" But, nevertheless,

his greatest claim to consideration, maybe worshipful consid-

eration, ivas his unbounded sympathy for men, his belief in

them and hopes for them, finding sympathy, yes, finding ful-

fillment in his great university.'' That fulness of sympathy

ensured retention of interest in whatever was worthy of in-

teresting the masses of mankind, nay further, he had the full-

est sympathy for individual traits, and however one-sided a

person might be if his idiosyncracies were innocent and in-

offensive he was careful not to wound the feelings of the en-

thusiast.

For centuries to come the name of Leland Stanford will

be cherished. His fame as a railway builder; his renown as

a politician and his management in retaining California loyal

to the Union while he held the governorship, during the try-

ing period of the war, will be known so long as history is

known. Becoming dim, perhaps, after a lapse of eons of

great improvements and startling changes in political condi-

tions, but so long as mankind does not elapse into barbarism,

so long as there are aspirations and endeavors to reach a

higher plane than mere animal existence the name will be

honored and revered.

In mentioning his great achievements it will be manifestly

proper to include an illusion to what he has done in the

sphere in which this paper has the greatest interest. Mere
mention, however, as the recital, anywhere nearly full, would

necessitate extensive description, and, in the main, a repeti-

tion of an oftentime told tale. His unparalleled success in

the production of fast trotters gave a potent effect to the

teachings inculcated in his methods of breeding, rearing and

education, and what was principally theory, before the insti-

tution of Palo Alto, became established fact. But the practi-

cal lessons, valuable as they were, fell short of what may be

termed the prestige obtained for the sport by him becoming

so much of a part of it, and in such a manner as to be of the

greatest benefit. Although there are very many of

the best citizens of the United States connected with

the recreations of the race course and trotting track, he

was the most prominent figure. And while so conspicuous

there was no shrinking of responsibilities. Believing that

when properly conducted these recreations would add to the

pleasure and welfare of the people, he became an active

participant, engaging his horses in the East and at home,

trotting and racing them publicly and without excuse or

apology. Very maDy who objected to the pursuit from an

absence of knowledge regarding it
;
prejudiced by denuncia-

tions printed and preached, had kept aloof, accepted the an-

athemas as being thoroughly deserved and. made up their

minds that it was bad from foundation to capatone, changed
that belief from the character of a man so well known in all

section of the country, and not a few, stimulated by his ex-

ample, became disciples and sharers in the pleasures of breed-

ing and partakers in the delights of competition.

From this there came substantial additions to the wealth

of California, and better still, aremoval of much of the odium

which retarded progress, by throwing doubts on the respecta-

bility of the calling.

There have been persistent attempts on the part of a few

writers for the press to misrepresent the state of affairs at

Palo Alto, especially in relative to the employment of near

crosses of thoroughbred in fast trotters. Now that the con-

trolling voice is silent is it likely that there will be continued

misstatements, and these without the semblance of truth to

build them upon. Whatever may occur in the future it is

beyond question that in place of having doubts of the efficacy

of the motive, it was never held in higher esteem.

Some years ago Governor Stanford intimated to me that

provisions were made to carry on the breeding and training

operations in case of his death. Whether that has been

changed or not I have no idea, but if the arrangement has

been made, in all probability there will be as close a follow-

ing of the system pursued in the past as is permissible under

the conditions. In that case the breeding stock will be the

same and the same methods of rearing and training. There

never was a period in the history of Palo Alto when there

was the same public interest felt as there would have been

from this time on if its founder and proprietor had lived.

Progression was anticipated by men of Judgment who were

familiar with the management. Others claimed that the loss

of Electioneer was an insurmountable obstacle, and that all

the success was due to fortuitous circumstances. That esti-

mate is already proved to be erroneous, and from the present

showing stallions bred and reared at Palo Alto will equal,

if not surpass, their illustrious predecessor. Then all the

details are in better accord. The lessons of the past have

been placed before apt pupils, and it was not likely that the

teachings of the past fifteen years should be barren of results.

While it is true that the guiding spirit no longer directs, the

chart is so plainly marked that the course is clear. Not only

plainly traced but all the angles so thoroughly known that

deviations could not be made without the breach being

known, and it is safe to assert that if continued, an exact

compliance with previous orders will be required, and the

old rules enforced with inexorable firmness.

The sad story has penetrated all parts of the country. In

every hamlet, in nearly every dwelling the" intelligence has

startled and pained the inhabitants, and it is enough to add

—that on the early morning of June 21st, Leland Stanford

died at Palo Alto, aged sixty-nine years.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Pleasanton String.

Nearly all the residents of Pleasanton assembled at the

depot last Saturday morning to witness the departure of the

candidates for king and queenly honors on the famous Eastern

tracks. Seven tons of excellent Livermore hay, besides suf-

ficient grain to last some time, were placed in the cars after

the trotters and pacers were in their proper places. The
people cheered, the locomotive whistle blew, when, with best

wishes for the success of the band of good and promising cam-
paigners, the train moved away. Following is a list of those

in the two cars

:

Flying Jib, 2:05$ ; Little Albert. 2:10}; Directum. 2:11]
;

San Pedro, 2:10f, 2:212 (trotter); Vic H., 2:13} Haviland,
2:27} (pacer) ; Whitecap, green (pacer) ; Charlie C, green
(trotter); Niles Beauty, 2:251 ; Maud C, 2:19; Delmar, 2:25!};

Director Prince, two-year-old ; Director's Flower, two-year-
old ; Oriole, three-year-old, by Thistle, dam by Monroe Chief;

three broodmares and two suckling colts belonging to S. H.
Wheeler, of Chicago, and a broodmare belonging to M. Sal-

isbury.

They are engaged in over §250,000 worth of stakes ; the

purse races are not closed yet. After resting at Grand Rapids,
Mich., for two weeks, they will proceed on the circuit. The
programme and dates of the meetings are

:

July 10-15, Saginaw, Mich.; July 18-22, Detroit, Mich.;
July 24-28, Cleveland, O.; July 31-Auguet 5, Buffalo, N. Y.,

and Sturgis, Mich.; August 5-12, Buffalo, N. Y., and Grand
Rapids, Mich.; August 12-18, Eochester, N. Y.; August 22-

25, Springfield, Mass.; August 28-September 2, Hartford,

ConD.; September 5*8, Fleetwood, N. Y., Chicago, 111.; Sep-
tember 12-15, Chicago; September 18-23, St. Joseph, Mo.;
September 25-30, Sedalia, Mo.; October 2-7, Evansville, Ind.;

October 7-14, Lexington, Ky.; October 16-2S, Nashville, Tenn.
«

A Stubgis special says : "H. D. Ernest has located here
to train the Pennsylvania stud, property of H. A. Henry.
owner of Anteeo, Morrisville, Pa. He has three yearlings,

Antermarione, by Anteeo, dam by Wedgewood ; Anterman,
by Anteeo, dam Mill Girl, and Anteeletta, by Anteeo, dam
by Hambrino; five two-year-olds, Mill Girl, yearling pacing
record 2:30, by Count Wilkes, dam Mill Girl ; Conformation,
yearling record 2:37i,by Cuyler, dam by Mambrino Patchen;

Red Brino, by Red "Wilkes, dam by Hambrino ; Fosdick, by
Barnhart, dam by Robert McGregor, and Ravenna Wilkes,

by Count Wilkes, dam by Kentucky Prince ; four three-year-

olds, Frou Frou, yearling record 2:25}, by Sidney, dam Flirt,

by Buccaneer; Wilkes Maid, two-year-old record 2:25i, by
Young Wilkes, dam Mill Girl ; Nellie Wilkes, two-year-old

record 2:33£, by Young Wilkes, dam by Belvidere, and
Anteeoyne, by Anteeo, dam by Red Wilkes ; also three four-

year olds, Capitona, 2:20£, by Young Wilkes, out of Mill

Girl ; Tyranne, 2:2*1}, by Young Wilkes, dam by Pickering,

and Larghetto, by Young Wilkes, dam by Belvidere.

Frederick W. Tompkins, one of the most promising ot

our young attorneys, died at Denver on the 15th inst. His
brother Gilbert Tompkins is the well-known owner of the

Souther Farm.
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Woodland Echoes.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman.]

"Woodland, Cal., June 20, 1893.—I visited the track of

the 40th Agricultural Association this morning in order to

gather items for your esteemed journal. 1 found the grounds
and buildings well kept and clean, the track in perfect con-

dition, well sprinkled and loosened in excellent condition for

training. One hundred stalls about all occupied, and one
hundred new cottage stalls nearing completion. Among the

string of horses there 1 noticed were Mr. Rodman's from Lake
county in charge of Harry Brown, consisting of the stallion

Advocate, by Attorney, dam by lireeu's Bashaw; Advotrix,

sister to Advocate. Patty P., by Kumont ; also two four-year-

old mares by Advocate, Patty P., Advocate and Advotrix will

be seen on the Northern circuit.

Peter Fryatt, owner and trainer of Iago, a three-year-old

stallion by Connemara, dam Maud B., by Seneca Chief; also,

Kosie Moore, by Ross S., dam by Pedro ; the mare is a good

one.

Siebe & Herspring have Skates, by Latham Almont, dam
by Henry Belmont ; Maggie M., by Illustrious, dam by Tilton

Almont.
H. S. Hogoboom, owner and trainer of Waldstein, record

2:22.], by Director, dam by Electioneer; second dam Sister,

the dam of Albert W. There is certainly nothing the

matter with "Waldstein's breeding; he will be out for the stuff

this season. He has had but little work as yet, is strong and
well and has done a half in 1:12. Mr. Hogoboom also has

Native Son, by Waldstein, dam Gertrude, by The Moor. Re-
member Me, Waldstein's first foal (sister to Native Son), also

two yearlings by Waldstein that are good ones. Gold Rose,

by Sterling, out of the dam of Bay Rose, and an unnamed
filly by Waldstein, dam by Poscora Hayward these are prom-
ising.

Johnny Blue has the bay mare Hattie B., by Alex. Button,

dam by Don, he by Signal, this one will be entered in 2:30

class ; the brown pacing gelding McGinty, by Killarney, dam
by Tilton Almont, very speedy ; the three-year-old stallion

Tidal Wave, by Election Chief, dam Lucy ; a four-year-old

pacing mare, by Alex. Button, and a three-year-old brown
filly, by Director H., dam by Langford, that is very promis-

ing. Besides these he has a five-year-old mare by Alex. But-

ton, dam by Don; bay mare Lucy, by Black Ralph, dam by
Oddfellow ; Lucy is an old-time performer, but is expected

to lower her record this year ; the four-year-old stallion

Hamilton Jr., by Hamilton, dam by Langford; six-year-old

Alex. Button, and a two-year-old by Billy Thornhill, dam by
"Hayseed" Victor, this is a promising colt.

Chas. Bower has the well-known stallion Waterford by
Abbotsford, dam by Speculation. This horse will be entered

throughout the circuit in 2:27 class.

Richard Johnson has Jumbo, a five-year-old by Fallis,

2:27, dam Lucy, by Black Ralph ; Lady Q., by Waldstein,

dam by Grand Moor. Also Nick Jordan, by Illustrioun, dam
by Tilton Almont, a very handsome and promising colt.

Frank Zimmerman has two by Killarney, and one by Alex.

Button, also Archie, by Count Anteeo, dam by Black Ralph.
T. A. Stephens has in charge Jennie Lind, five-year-o'd,

by Alex. Button, dam by Don. Sadie, two years (sister to

Jennie Lind) ; May Day, by Alcantara Jr., dam by Tilton

Almont, also seven-year-old gelding by Killarney, dam by
Rifleman; yearling by Ibex 10,675, dam by Belmont. Mr.
Stephens also has ODe runner, Echo, three-year-old, by son

of Ironclad, dam by Jim Douglas.

A. W. Boucher has Gen. Logan, by Alex. Button, dam
Winnie, by Dietz's St. Clair ; will be entered in grand circuit

and will get to the front.

G. W. Woodard, owner, and Det Bigelow, trainer, have
Alex. Button Jr., dam by John Nelson, a winner at the last

breeders' meeting; Lucy B., by Button, dam by Don, winner
of $6,000 in stakes and purses, doing well and can't beat her

record.

Vidette, a green three-year-old pacer by Alex. Button, dam
Viola, by Flaxtail, as evidence of how good she is, she came
from half home in 1:10 ; she is a very good mare, and will

win money in her class. Pearl, by Alex. Button, dam by Kil-

larney, three-year-old, shows fast quarters.

Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button, dam by Edinburgh;
Mabel H., record 2:20, by Alex. Button, dam Winnie, by
Dietz's St. Clair. If this mare gets to the races, she will

do to bet money on. Lady Phil, two-year-old (sister to Mabel
H.); Bird Button, by Alex. Button, dam by Reavis' Black-

bird, recently seen at breeders' meeting.

Laura Z-, by Alex. Button, dam Black Dolly, the well-

known campaigner and demon finisher.

Mattie B. (pacer), by Alex. Button, dam by Don, winner

of two races at late breeders' meeting, and improving every

day. Two-year-old by Dawn, dam by Alex. Button, a prom-
ising colt; two-year-old by Alex. Button, dam by Cubit, sec-

ond dam (dam of Yolo Maid).

Artist, two-year-old, b s, by Fleetwood, dam by Hamble-
tonian 10; three-year-old colt Squire W., by Alex. Button,

dam by Hercules ; two-year-old bay mare by Alex. Button,

dam by Conductor.

Daisy, three-year-old bay mare by Alex. Button, dam Daisy

White. Bonny B., by Alex. Button, dam Fredericka, by
Fred Low.

Hollywood, by Woodnut.dam by Albert W. This colt has

paced a 2:12 gait at two years old.

Last, but not least, the old campaigner Belle Button, by

Alex. Button, dam by St. Clair, which, as Mr. Woodard says,

" always pays her car-fare and feed."

R. H. Newton with Tom Ryder, by Alex. Button, dam by
Black Ralph. This horse is known to all race-goers; can

beat his record and is dead game, and, in connection with

Belle Button, holds the world's double-team pacing record,

2:16 over Woodland track, and race record 2:1 6J. Mr. New-
ton always gets some of the money with Tom. Mr. Newton
has a promising filly by Election Chief, dam by black Ralph.

Geo. Zimmerman is a rising young trainer and driver and

has a bay mare,two-year-old, by Alex. Button, dam by Bobby
Burns ; Albert B. (pacer), by Alex. Button, dam by Don, has

won races piloted by this young trainer ;
Chester Arthur, by

Button, dam a Norfolk mare.

Our roadster teams are second to none in the Slate, notably

T. B. Gibson's matched blacks, winner of first prize at late

State Fair. Joseph Gibson's matched blabk pair can go in

2:40.

J. M. Bandy recently purchased a chestnut team.

Ex-Sheriff N. M. Weavers has several fine roadsters and

many others that might be mentioned.

We have in this vicinity two fine thoroughbred sires, viz.,

the well-known Shannon, now owned by Johnny Adams, of

sprinting horse fame, and Red Iron (owned by King and

Dinsdale), sired by Elias Lawrence, he by imp. Billet, dam a

famous mare imported from England by Jim Keene. It is

expected that these horses will produce great runners when
crossed with the Jim Douglas mares, a great number of which
are in the county.
A large attendance is expected at the Fair. There will be

fine stock of all kinds on exhibition and a good display at

the Pavilion. A twenty-mile race, bycycle race and mule
race in addition to Stock Parade will constitute morning at-

tractions. Observer,

HOOF-BEATS.

PROGRAMME
For Third "Week's Racing at Bay District

Traok.

S. B. Whitehead has been selling pools on the Salt Lake
races.

Matt Storn passed through Chicago with his carload of

horses. They were all in first class condition.

Edwin F. Smith, secretary of the State Agricultural So-

ciety, has issued the Premium List for the coming fair.

Ida Glenn did not go East with Charmion and the rest of

Dan Miller's string, all reports to the contrary notwithstand-

ing-

Imf. Loyalist, the grand Australian horse, has been
taken up by Billy Murry, of Sacramento, and is taking his

gallops in a way that is most satisfactory to his trainer.

Graceful George, by Alcona Jr., one of John Pender's

horses, got a pacing record of 2:23-1 at Victoria on the 21st

inst. In our next issue we will give full accounts of the races

there.

Alex P. Waugh ("Grim"), formerly editor of this

iournal, has been in ill health for a longtime. Last Tuesday,
according to the physician's orders, he departed for Humboldt
county, where, amid the pines, he hopes to regain his former
health and strength.

The races at Bay District track, booked for Friday and
Saturday of this week, were declared off out of respect to the

memory of Senator Leland Stanford, who is to be laid to rest

by the side of his adored son to-morrow in the family mauso-
leum near the beautiful residence at Palo Alto.

Don D. Dorman, formerly with Clark's Horse Review,
has assumed charge of the trotting horse department of the

Chicago Inter Ocean and will make a specialty of giving all

the latest trotting horse news daily. This feature will, no
doubt, be highly appreciated by the thousands of readers of

this ablejournal.

Albert Young (colored) drove the blade of a penknife
into the heart of Emory Hartsfield at Morris Park, West-
chester, N. Y., on June 16th. Hartsfield died soon after, and
at last accounts Young had not been found. Young lived at

Lorillard's stables, Sheepshead Bay, and was valet for Jockey
W. Simms. Hartsfield acted in the same capacity for Jockey
Overton.

Dr. C. W. Aby on last Monday forwarded to New York
his answer to the suit brought against him by ,Fred Gebhard
for an accounting of his management of the Gebhard breed-

ing farm in Lake county. The complaint sets forth that Aby
owes Gebhard in the neighborhood of $6,000, while Aby says

that the boot is on the other leg to *.he extent of $3,000. J.

Mulcahy is now in possession of the ranch as representative

of Gebhard.

The Speed Programme Committee of the Monterey Agri-
cultural Association, District No. 7, have decided to have at

the coming annual fair a number of dash races in trotting and
pacing. They have also determined that they will give a
number of two-in-three trotting and pacing races, in which
any horse that does not win one heat in three shall go to the
stable, and that the race shall be concluded at the end of the

fourth heat and the money divided among the horses accord-

ing to their relative standing at the end of said heat. In
three-in-five races a horse not winning one heat in four will

be sent to the stable, and the race is to be concluded at the

end of the sixth heat. The money will be divided according
to relative standing of horses in such cases at end of sixth

heat.

George W. Woods died in Yreka Saturday, June 17th,

at the home of his mother, aged twenty-three years, four

months and nine days. The deceased came to Yreka about
three weeks ago, sick with malaria fever, that his mother and
sisters might attend to his wants and care as no others could.

His illness developed into a severe case of typhoid malaria
fever. His life quietly ended about 7 o'clock Saturday evening,
surrounded with relatives and friends. The deceased was
born and raised in Yreka and here he lived and attended

school, and had many friends. He leaves a mother and five

sisters, two married : Mrs. A. E. Iunker, wife cf our towns-

man, Albert E. Iunker, and Mrs. E. B. Cavanaugh, of Edge-
wood, in sorrow for his early demise. The family have the

sincere sympathy of thecommunity.—Yreka Journal. George
Woods was well-known to horsemen here. Last fall and until

recently he was employed by Smith Bros., owners of Cyclone,

the big son of Jim Sherwood. Previous to that he was con-

nected with the trotting stable of L. Swan, owner of Georgie
Woodthorpe and others, and was a very capable young
horseman.

C. Halverson, of Routier Station, writes us : This is a

report of my mares and foals. March 20, 1893, Fabiola, by
Warwick, dam Maggie S., foaled a chestnut filly with star on
forehead, sired by Fit?. James, son of imp. Kyrle Daly and
Electra. The mare has been bred to imp. Loyalist. On
June 4, 181)3, Maggie S., by Bayonet, dam Mrs. Stoner,

foaled a fine, large, rangy-looking bay filly, with small star

and a little white on the heels of both hind feet, sired by

Three Cheers, but I am sorry to inform you that the mare
got ruptured and died from bleeding. The foal is all right

and is doing finely, and had the mare lived I should have
bred her back to Three Cheers again. She was the dam of

May Blossom, winner of the California Derby in 1886, and of

Marguerila, by Leinster, owned by P. Herzog; of Kyrle D. by

Kyrle Dally, who won as a two-year-old, of Isabella, hv Nor-

folk, also a winner, and also was the dam of Fabiola, by War-
wick. These latter two I own. Maggie S,, was also the dam
of Daniel S., by Joe Daniels (he is dead), and of Alliance,

that got a part of the purse in nearly all the races he was in

last year. He won five, was second in five or six and third in

five or six. He is by Hidalgo. The last one is the suckling

filly by Three Cheers. She of course has not won yet, but

look out if she gets to the post all right. They will have to

run to beat her.

TUESDAY, JUNE 2fTH.
First Knee—Sellinc purse $200, for two-year-olds. The winner to

be sold for -l.oiiO: allowances 2 )>ounds lor each Slwto$50U; then I

jounda for each S10U lo $100. Five furlongs.
second Race— Selling, purse $200. The winner to be sold for 8*W0;

5 pounds allowed for each SlOOtoSlOU. Five and one-haif furlongs.
Third Race—Purse S2ou, free for all. Ten pounds below the scale.

Winners of Nos. 1, 18 and 18 each f> pounds extra. Four furlongs.
Fourth Race— Handicap, purse S260, of which $50 to second and $25

to third; entrance $10 or $5 if declared, Entrees close Saturday, June
21th at 3 I-. m. Weights and declaration Monday, June 26th. at:;
p. m. Entrance added lo liret money. Seven and' one-half furloDgs.

THURSDAY, J0NE 2&TH.

First Race—Selling, purse $250. The winner lo be sold for 81500; if
for less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 5 pounds foi
each $10o to $100. Horses entered not to be sold lo carry 124. Six
furlongs.
Second Race—Purse $200, free for all. Ten pounds above the scale.

Five furlongs.
Fourth Race—Selling, purse $250. The winner to be sold for $2500;

if for less, allowed 2 pounds for each $100 lo $1500; then 4 pounds for
each $100 to $500. One and oue-sixieenth miles.
Third Race—selling, purse $200 for two-year-olds. The winner to

be sold for $1500; if for less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100 lo $500.
six furlongs .

r FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 189;}.

First race—Purse $200; for two-year-old maidens ; ten (10) pounds
below the scale. Five furlongs.
Second race—Purse $200 ; for horses that have not won a race since

March 30. 1993. Half a mile.
Third race—Selling purse $250. The winner to be sold for $600 ; if

for less, 5 lbs. allowed for each S100 to $100. Six and a half furlongs.
Fourth race—Selling purse $300. The winner lo be sold for $2,000 ; if

for $1,500, allowed 5 lbs.; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to $100. One mile
and fifty yards.

SATUBDAY, JULY 1, 1893.

First race—Purse $200; free-for-all ; ten (10) lbs. below the scale
Winners of races No. 1 and No. 13, each 5 Ids. extra. Three furlongs.
Second race—Selling, purse $200, for two vear-olds. The winner to

be sold for $2,500 ; if tor less, one pound for each $100 to $1 ,500 ; then
two pounds for each $100 to $500. Five and a half furlongs.
Third race—Handicap, purse $250, of which $.50 to second and $25 to

third. Entrance $10, or $5 if declared. Entries close Thursday, June
29th ; weights and declarations Friday, June 30th, at 4 p. M. Entrance
money to be added to h'rst money. Six furlongs.
Fourth race—Handicap, purse $300, of which $50 to second and $25

to third. Entrance $10. or $5 if declared. Entries close Thursday.
June 29th ; weights and declarations Friday at 4 p. m. Entrance
added to hrst money. One mile and a furlong.

Fifth race—Reporters" Derby Handicap, purse $500, of which $100 to
second and $50 to third. Eutrance free. Entries close Thursday,
June 29th ; weights and declarations Friday, June 30th, at 4 r. m.
Only reporters to ride. One mile.

TUESDAY. JULY 4.

First race—Selling, purse $200. The winner to be sold for $2,000 ; if

for less, allowed two pounds for each $100 to $1,500; then four pounds
for each $400. Five and one-half furlongs.
Second race— Purse $200. For horses that have started and not won

at this meeting. Seven furlongs.
Third race—Puise $200. Ten (10) pounds below the scale. Win-

ners of Nos. 1-13-18-2S and 39 each five pounds extra. Four furbjngs.
Fourth race—Handicap, purse $250. of which $50 to second and $25

to chird. Entrance $10, or $5 if declared. Entries close Saturday.
Jnly 1st. twenty minutes after last race. Weights and declarations
Monday, July 3d at 3 p. m. Entrance added to first money. Six and
a half furlongs.

Fifth race—Handicap, purse $300. of which $50 to second and $25 to
third. Entrance $10, $5 if declared. Entries close Saturday, July 1st,

twenty minutes after last race. Weights and declarations Mondav,
July 3d, at 3 p. m. Entrance added to first money. One and one-
sixteenth miles.

Foals of 1893.

At Moorland Stock Farm, Mil pitas, Cal.

Black filly by Soudan 5103, dam Carrie, by A. W. Richmond 1687.
Black fillv bv Soudan 5103, dam Clyde, by Hawthorne 10,953.
Bay filly by Soudan 5103, dam Alien, by Anteeo 7S68.
Bay colt by Soudan 5103, dam Alvina, by Eros 5326.
Bay colt by Soudan 5103, dam Myrthas, by Contractor 10S4.
Bay colt by Soudan 5193, dam Wren, by A. W. Richmond 1687.
Bay colt by Danton Moultrie 17.064. dem Signa, by Sidney 4770.
Bay filly by Danton Moultrie 17,064, dam Lady Clawson, by Sham

rock.
Bay filly by Khartoum 15,208, dam Oriole, by Menlo 13,02$.
Black filly by Khartoum 15,208, dam Jane Hading, by A. W. Rich-

mond 1687.

Bay colt by Khartoum 15,208, dam Miss Herman, by California
Hunter.
Bay filly by Syria 14,696, dam Carrie Malone, by Steinway 180S.
Chestnut filly by Dexter Prince 11,363, dam Countess Dawn, bv

Dawn 6407. J. H. Costigan, Supt.

At La Siesta:

Jan. 10—Bay fillv by Eros, 2:29%, dam Morna, bv Brigadier, 2:21V.
Jan. 27—Bav filly bv Eros, 2:29%, dam Flora, by Elmo. 2:27.

March 16—Bay fillv by Eros. 2:23%, dam Gazelle, bv Primus 255.

April 10—Bay filly by Eros. 2:29%, dam Vivian, 2:27%, by Homer
1235.

April 10—Bay colt by Eros, 2:29%, dam Lady Alice, bv Nutwood,
2:18%.
April 15—Bay filly by Eros. 2:29%, dam May Queen, by Abbots-

ford, 2:19%.
April IS—Bay colt bv Eros, 2:29%, dam Algonette, by Algoua,

11,543.

April 25—Brown fillv bv Eros. 2:29V.;, dam Maggie E., 2:19%. bv Nut-
wood, 2:18%.
May 8—Bay filly by Mountain Boy, dam Kathleen, by Echo Royal.
Mav 21—Bay colt by Eros, 2:29%, dam Bright Eves, by Gen. Benton

1755.

May 28—Bav filly by Eros, 2:29%. dam Nettie Walker, by Mohawk
Chief.
June 2—Bay colt by Eros, 2:29%, dam Alice Garratt, by Ruebeu,

2:41%.
June 2—Bav fillv by Eros, 2:29%. dam Alvaretta, by Geo. Lancaster.
June 2—Bay colt bv Eros, 2:29%, dam Cyrene, by Cyrus R., 2:17%.

Jas. W. Bea, of the Yendome Stock Farm, San Jose, has

accepted a challenge from F. M. Burke, of the La Siesta.

Ranch, for $1,000 a side to trot Pink, 2:23.1, the property of

Mr. Ed. Senler, of San Jose, against Daylight, 2:27A, two-

mile heats, best two in three, to be trotted during the Stale

Fair at Sacramento in September next, Prince to be driven

by C. F. Bunch, the trainer of the Yendome Stock Farm, and
Daylight to be piloted by the veteran driver, Win. Vioget,

for the La Siesta Ranch of Eros farm. Pink is a well-

known campaigner and is by Inca, out of a mare by Echo.
Daylight is by Eros, 2:29&, out of an Abbotsford mare. This
gelding's staying qualities are unquestioned, and we look for-

ward to see a great race of speed, and especially to one of en-

durance.

According to very recent advices from Chicago the whole
Fair stable has gone back, and even if Floodgate and Dare
start in the American Derby to-day thev are not likely to cut

much of a figure. This news will be received here with

disappointment, but the source from which we received it

leaves room for little doubt. Floodgate has been beaten

twice within the past two weeks at St. Louis by horses that

are not bv any means known as crackerjacks, hence Cali-

fornians must pin their faith in Fidelia, San Francisco, Lady
Bess and Oporto, who are likely starters in the American
Derby which will be decided this afternoon in Chicago. It

takes time to acclimatize our horses that are to race on tracks

east of the Rockies and while Dick Havey has a most excel-

lent string, we will have to wait awhile ere we hear of the

Fair horses at their best.
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TURF AND TRACK-
The Sulky.

Kkmemiier entries to the Breeders' meeting close next

Saturday.

Sphinx, 2:201, by Electioneer has a pacer in the 2:30 list

-Syrena, 2:29J."

CHAS. Preu , formerly foreman of Splan's stable, is now

with Orrin Hickok.

Report comes from Glenview Farm that Samp Wilson

has driven a two-year-old by Egotist a mile in 2:27A.

A xi'MBER of horses that did not appear on the California

circuit last year will be seen iu the races this season.
(

PfiEP O' Day has a mark of 2:30 now. He has not lost a

single race and is gradually approaching the 2:30 mark.

Faustissima, a two-year-old full sister to Fausta and Faus-

tina was driven recently at Shady Side Farm a mile in

2.-4QA.

Milo Knox, a capable young trainer and driver, is work-

ingseveral very promising young trotters and pacers at the

Meek track near Hay wards.

The Oakland race track is in the exclusive possession of

trotting horse drivers and Ben Wright is doing all in his

power to make it the best one in this State.

Thorr by Alcazar, dam Lady Mackay by Silvertbreads,

second dam"Fleetwing (dam of Stamboul, 2:07-1), is in train-

ing aud shows that he will get a low mark this fall.

Nellie F., by Anteros, that took a four-year-old record of

2:25 last year, has been pot to pacing and at the diagonal gait

is very fast. She will be a daugerous element in the show

classes.

Tin-: many friends of Dr. Thomas Maclay of Petaluma will

be pleased to learn that he was able to sit up for a short time

on Friday, and that he is gradually regaining his wonted

health and strength.

The death of D. J. Murphy, of San Jose, creates a vacancy

in the Board of Directors of the Santa Clara Agricultural

Society and the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Asso-

ciation.

J. L. McCord, Sacramento, Cal., has purchased the brood-

mare Sallie, by McCracken's Golddust, dam Brown Jennie

(dam of Mary Lou, 2:19', ;
Shylock, 2:16j, and Ned Winslow,

2:15), by David Hill Jr.

Boodle, 2:21a, is receiving a little work every day. He
will be inside the "twenty" list before his first day's racing

ends on the circuit. He has just completed a very heavy

season in the stud.

The news received from the various centers of Agricul-

tural societies is most encouraging, and from present indica-

tions the race meetings to be given this fall will eclipse all

those heretofore given.

Inex (sister to Inez, 2:22}), by Sweepstakes, out of Dolly

Bull, by Kentucky Bertrand is one of the best matrons on

theOakwood Park Stock Farm. She had a bay filly last week

by Prince Red that is a perfect litile beauty.

Next Thursday, June 29th, at the salesyard, corner Van
Ness avenue and Market street, a number of very promising

young trotters and pacers will be sold. They belong to A. T.

Hatch, of Suisun, and F. D. Myers, of Oakland.

H. Greenfield, Moravia, N. Y., has sold to N. J. Ronin,

Fremont, Neb., the roan stallion Nopal 18,563, by Judge
Salisbury, dam Ella, by A. W. Richmond; second dam Grey
Dale (dam of Longworth, 2:19), by American Boy, Jr.

Worth Ouer has a string of good ones at the Sacramento
track. Some of them are by his handsome Nutwood stallion

Ross 8., 2:21 J; others are by Gibralter, 2:22, Memo and

Noonday. This driver will be seen on the circuit this fall.

Last week Ja6. MeFarland, of Haywards, purchased nearly

all the trotters and pacers belonging to J. H. Strobridge, the

well-known horseman of that town, and started to Vermont
with them. Among the lot were several exceedingly well-

bred youngsters.

Notwithstanding his intense sufferings, Monroe Salis-

bury, "game to the core," started East last Saturday with his

Btriiig of flyers. He had a supply of liniments and bandages

along. His physicians say he will be all right in a little

while if he is only careful.

Katie G. (dam of Chas. Derby, 2:20 and Steineer, 2:291), by
Electioneer 125, out of Fanny Malone (grandam of Maud C,
'l 19), by Niagara, h:td a beautiful bay colt, by Prince Red
9,940 lawt week. If he proves as fast as his brother Warner
Wiley, iheOakwood Park Stock Farm people will feel happy.

P<M I
land's well-known officer of Justice Wood's court,

\1 Thomas, has recently puachased the b g Royal Kisber,
'-': IU, 600 of Kisber, by Kywhk's Hambletonian, dam by
'i|.liir. and the gr g What Ho, 2:27-1, recently purchased of

E. S. Rothcbilds, by A. W. Richmond, dam by Overland.

—

ttaral Press.

.Iamk- BanfOBD, a young trainer at San Bernardino, will

appear behind three promising trotters on the fall circuit.

' me is called Sir < lird, n two year-old by Woolsey; another is

known as Daisy ('., by A. W. Richmond and a four-year-old

by Inca Jr. that in credited with showing quarters in thirty-

live seconds.

I'hom I'ullilo wv hum that W. B. McDonald drove the

California man- Haggle. 2:20, by Dexter Prince, in 2:22, and
i Nt tli.' pacer Dick Wills si mile in 2:21}. He iH going slow

with Fansta, who has a world of Hpced. She has gone a mile
in 2:-3, and she did it ho handily that she can easily pace bet-

ter than 2:"JU.

Tiik entries for the races to be held at Yacaville on July
hli closed hi 1-! Saturday. There were thirty-six entries, and
every race filled. Hordes from every town in the county will

be there. The manners deserve praise for the interest they

have aroused in the improvement in fine wtock. They have
built eight new stalls and all are filled with horseB. There
an imethiofi over one hundred horses in training

at the race track.

The gray colt Freckles, 2:30, by Wilton, 2:19',, out of

Gray Diana, by Administrator; second dam Bashaw Belle

(dam of four in 2:30 list), by Green's Bashaw, is being

handled by Jas. Maguire at Edgemont Park Stock Farm,
and has shown very good indications of being able to lower

his record this fall.

Warrina, 2:25, a full sis*er to Flying Jib, was sold at

auction recently in the East and was knocked down at

$3,600. The sale is said to be a fake, however, and it

is freely stated that she was sold privately before being put

up. The party who got her offered $3,000, or $100 more than

the highest bid, and the first offer was taken.

Talking about conditioning work, John Splan says:

"There was a day when I had Charley Dunbar's Johnston,

2:06}, and he stopped, and he stopped hard. Woodmansee
and I talked it over, and 1 told him that stiff work, and

plenty of it was what was wanted. The result was that I gave

him three heats in about 2:14, and a few days later when he

came out for his races, there was nothing short of a loco-

motive that could have headed him on the trip to the wire."

J. Dwain is handling a string of trotters and pacers at the

Salinas race track, and will '"surprise the boys " this fall

with a few dark ones he is in raptures over. The association

intends to give a splendid fair this year. The directors say

that if the road to Fresno is completed by next Fair time,

they will have a little circuit composed of San Luis Obispo,

Salinas, Fresno. Visalia and Bakersfield. This will put a stop

to all " clashing of dates."

Mr. H. S. Henry, the well-known breeder and owner of

Penn Valley Stud, Morrisville, Pa., has a stable in training

at Sturgis, "Mich. He rpports the following recent fast

moves : A yearling bv Anteeo, a quarter in 0:37 A ; a two-

year-old by Count Wilkes, a quarter in 0:33*; a three-year-

old by Young Wilkes, a half in 1:10; a three-year-old by

Sidney, a half in 1:10 ; a three-year-old by Anteeo, a half in

1:11. In the same stable Frou Frou, 2:25.5 (champion year-

ling trotter), is going very fast.

The fall meeting of the Victoria Jockey Club has been

arranged to take place at the Driving Park on the 10th, 11th

and 12th of August—Thursday, Friday and Saturday—the

programme including the events best calculated to please

the public, and all the purses being large enough to draw
good horses. The Victoria meeting will be the first of the

Autumn series, and horses from all parts of Washington,

Oregon, Montana, the Northwest and British Columbia will

go there to open the fall circuit.

Superior, 2:17$, by Egbert, dam Mary, by Woodford
Mambrino, is reported to be in shape to trot for a man's life.

It will be remembered that the day he took his record of

2:17.\ at Pueblo, Cal., that in shipping he was severely in-

jured and it was thought he would never recover sufficiently

to be in a race again, but time, that corrector of all errors,

the greatest of physicians, has finally put this horse into

proper form, and it is more than likely he will reduce his rec-

ord before the season of '93 is over.

Geo. Bleil, "Shorty," arrived from Terre Haute on Tues-

day. He says Gee. Starr has a string of magnificent young-

sters. The climate there was disagreeable, rain every other day

consequently the horses were not as strong and well con-

ditioned as they might be. "It looked like a California track

in winter," he said. "A large number of California horsemen
are there and in every stall at the course the walls were

adorned with 'McKerron boots.' Hulda, 2:14$, and Walter

E., 2:11}, are the stars of the Terre Haute track."

The horsemen of Santa Ana are out in force. J. Hahn,
Wm. Wilkinson, Geo. Tedford, L. J.Felton, Thos. Willits,

Jas. W. Murry and others are busy getting their horse*

ready for the fall circuit. The following sires have representa-

tives in their respective strings: Abbotsford, Silkwood, Stein-

way, Albert W., Odd Fellow, Blackwood, Mambrino, Oscar

Steinway (son of Steinway, 2:25$, out of the dam of Melvar,

2:24}), Othello, Gossiper, Sontag, Atto Bex and Artist. One
hundred and fifty trotters and pacers are on the beautiful track

at present.

W. C. France & Son report a recent sale of five head of

richly- bred youngsters, four yearlings and one suckling, to C.

X. Larrabee, of Fairhaven, Wash., viz. : Mir-s Red, bay

fillv, by Bed Wilkes, dam Madam Herr (dam of Red Cherry,

3, 2:22A, and Fin Fan, 2:30), own sistei to London, 2:20i
;

Hattie Fraser, chestnut filly, by Allie Wilkes, dam Nun, by

Nutwood; Ruth Redman, bay filly, by Red Wilkes, dam
Ruth (sister to The Jewess, 2:26), by Mambrino Patchen

;

Sophie Russell,bay filly, by Lord Russell,dam Sophie France,

by Jav Bird, and a bay colt by Red Wilkes, dam Avoca, by

Ellerslie Wilkes, 2:221.

About the best colt seen on the Santa Rosa Stock Farm is

the one by Stamboul, out of Bye-Bye, by Nutwood. It is the

intention of his proud owners to keep him as a stallion. When
it comes to breeding he has a right to receive an eminent
place. His dam is sister to Lockbeart, 2:13, and Capt. Mac,
2:29, by Dictator; second dam Madame Headley (dam of

Expert Prince, 2:13} ;) third dam Madame Stanhope, by Mam-
brino Chief. Then his sire is the King of Trotters, Stam-
boul, 2:07$ ; surely, if there is anything in blood-lines, this

youngster seems well endowed.

J. L. McCord will have Mary Lou, 2:19o, out this year.

He also has two fine chestnut colts by Tom Benton, and a

Hawthorne colt out of a Dave Benton mare, that will make a
great trio of good ones when the time comes. Mr. McCord
recently purchased a three-year-old filly by McCracken
Golddust, out of Brown Jennie, (dam of Mary Lou, 2:19A,

and Ned Winslow, 2:15) by Dave Hill, Jr. He will breed

her to Tom Benton, and the produce will, no doubt, be as fast

as any of his youngsters that are now in demand among the

leading horsemen of the capital city.

A youn<; man purchased the brown filly Chloe Thome at

the Moorland Stock Farm sale this spring, and then asked
1). J. Murphy to declare the sale off, as he did not have any
place to keep her. We hear that he is sorry he parted with
her now, for she is by Dexter Prince, out of Clyde, by Haw-
thorne, and Clyde is the dam of Chloe, 2:231, Dexter Thome,
2:254, aud the gelding Princewood, belonging to L. J. Smith,
of Oakland, that got a mark of 2:30 at the Breeders' meeting,
and was separately timed a half in the third heat in 1:15.

Chloe Thome will also go in the list, so Clyde will have four
2:30 performers to her credit.

Lou, by Ira, 2:24, out of Electric, bv Newland's Hamble-
tonian's owned by T. F. Ricks, of Eureka, Humboldt county,

came to race at the Breeders meeting, but on the boat

coming over the bar she threw out a curb and had to be placed

in the veterinary's hands for treatment. Ira, ihe sire of this

mare, is a handsome dark brown stallion by Piedmont, out

of Irene, by Mohawk Chiel, that is getting a very fine class of

stock. His owner, Henry Cooper, is one of the most pro-

gressive young horsemen in Eureka and next year he will

have the pleasure of seeing a number of youngsters by tins

horse competing for the premiums he has offered.

The board of directors of the Fleetwood Park met at their

office in New York last Saturday, in consultation with Burdett
Loomis, serretary of Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. It

was voted to move the dates of the Fleetwood grand circuit

meeting forward one week to the week set apart for Charter
Oak at the recent meeting of grand circuit stewards, and in

case the programmes of the two associations were combined
to offer purses jointly, trot the stakes of both, and divide the

net receipts. Samuel McMillan and W. B. Fasig, president

and secretary of Fleetwood Park, were appointed a committee
to confer with the Hartford association at a special meeting
next Saturday. The joint meeting, if held, will commence
Tuesday, August 28, and hold over Labor Day, which is the

Monday following, and perhaps all the following week.

No industry has a more brilliant future than breeding a
high rate of speed and fine individual specimens of the light

harness horse, as the demand for ideal drivers in all the great

cities exceeds the supply, while the foreign demand for the
American trotter >s constantly increasing. Here is a sensible

utterances from the able pen of " Hark Comstock :
" " For

my own part while favoring moderate infusion of thorough-
bred blood as often as it seemed apparent that previous ones
had become assimilated by the trotting currents, I have
nevertheless placed so much dependence upon an inheritance

of strong trotting proclivities as a predominant part of the
requirements of a trotter that 1 confess that I have doubts of

frequent success without a trotting leaven of that kind, no
matter how carefully the thoroughbred parents are selected."

Sp baking of Napa Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, out of Napa
Maid, by Irvington ; second dam Napa Queen, to a well-

known pioneer horseman the other day, the mention of the
latter-named mare seemed to interest him. He said: "I
remember her well ; she was a gray mare by Eugene Casserly.

and was quite speedy. She got a record of 2:47if on ihe old

half-mile track out on the Cliff House road. Her dam was
one of a team of bay mares that came across the plains from
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. They were good-looking, well-formed
animals, and could road along at a forty clip. They were
kept in Roe Allen's stable on Market street, and Bill Wood-
ward, the old-time horseman, bought them, paying a good
round sura. They were by Steven's Bald Chief, a young sire

that stood in Milwaukee, Wisconsin ; the dams I never knew,

and I cannot think of the man who brought the pair to Cali-

fornia. Bill Woodward bred them to Eugene Casserly and
got Napa Queen and a mare called Kate Woodward. I never
knew that the latter mare ever produced anything. Napa
Queen was bought by Wm. Corbitt, and he bred her to Irving-

ton and got Napa Maid, and she in turn was the dam of Napa
Wilkes, which was, 1 believe, a very fast colt but got injured

and was never fit to train after."

About fifty years ago, Mr. McKinstry, then living near
Montgomery, Orange County, N. Y., purchased in either

Ulster or Columbia County, a brown mare which was then
with foal. The produce of the mare was a brown filly with
four white feet, which was sold when four years old to Mrs. J.

Hawkins, and has always been known as the McKinstry
Mare. Less attention was then paid to pedigrees than in

more recent years, and it will probably never be definitely

known what was the blood of this mare or the foal she was
then carrying, though from what was stated at the time and
subsequently learned, it is the opinion of Jonathan Hawkins
that she was with foal by the horse now known as Long
Island Black Hawk, but then called Young Andrew Jackson.
Clara, a black mare foaled in 1848 by Seely's American Star,

was the McKinstry Mare's first foal. She produced five

others, one of which, Shark, was one of the very first of the
get of Hambletonian to become noted as a trotter. Shark
look a saddle record of 2:27 J, a two-mile record of 5:00J, a
three mile record of 7:47$ and a mile harness record of 2:304.

Each of the McKinstry Mare's foals,except Clara, had promi-
nent white markings, some of them even more than the

markings of Dexter, which occasioned so much controversy.

Clara was decidedly under-sized and was considerably blem-
ished. She produced a large number of foals nearly all of

which are now prominent, though Dexter, her first, is the

only one which has been given a record at all sensational,

which is somewhat remarkable, as all that lived were either

by Hambletonian or by Volunteer, one of his most promi-
nent sons, and several which were never started were un-
oueslionably very last.

On September 15, 1873, nearly twenty years ago, the bay
mare Ella Lewis, owned by the old-time horseman Oscar
Lewis, made her first appearance as a four-year-old at the
Sacramento Fair in a race against Oakland, Maid, Jupiter
Dutchman, Frank, Swamp Angei, American Maid and Ore-
gon Jake. She won iu three straight heats. Time, 2:30,

2:'i95 and 2:31$. The following month at the Bay District

Track she defeated Ajax, Jerome, and George Treat easily.

A match race was now made with the horse California Dex-
ter for $4,000. She defeated the horse in straight heats in

2:28, 2:27 and 2:2S;. Two weeks after, she defeated May
Howard in 2:31}, 2:32s and 2:33. This was also a match race

for $2,000. Nothing further was done with the mare until

nearly five years elapsed, when she trotted another match
against St. Helena and won. It proved an exciting five-heat

contest, St. Helena winning the third and fourth heats. Ella

Lewis was then retired and bred, and her wonderfully smooth-
going pacing son Saladin that last year got a record

of 2:ll->, starts in this year as a likely candidate for the fast-

est pacing stallion record over a mile track. Last week at

Wellington, Delaware, on a half mile track, driven by James
Geers, he captured the world's record over such a course. He
paced the mile in 2:09$, the first quarter in 0:31i, half in

1:03$, and three quarters in 1:36}, As he is a large horse
and long gaited, this is a marvelous performance, especially

as he has not received much preparation for fast work. Ella

Lewis was by the gam*- Morgan stallion Vermont, 2:34,

that was owned by S. C. Tuk-ott of this city for some time and
afterwards was sent to Oregon. It can be seen that the de-

veloped sire and dam theory has another champion in Sala-

din.
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Daniel J. Murphy.

The news of the sudden death of this bright young

man came with that peculiar poignancy which sudden

death always brings. Buoyant, happy, joyous, then, in

a moment, a speechless, unreplying form. Like harsh-

ness from the lips of love fell the pall of grief over all

those he loved and those who loved him. The unex-

pectedness of the shock renders but more shocking the

grief which follows the final departure ol the heart's best

objects of affection.

The death of Mr. Murphy falls with crushing force

upon his aged widowed mother, for no son was more

kind and tender, more loving and devoted than he. For

the comfort and enjoyment of his now bereaved brothers

and sisters he was ever solicitous, full of affection, and

tender in his sympathies.

In the business circles in which he was interested, he

was active, bright and honorable. As a citizen, neigh-

bor and friend he was courteous, obliging, and ever will-

ing to aid every worthy project coming under his notice.

He took an active interest in the .Santa Clara Valley

Agricultural Society and the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association, in both of which he was a

director. In his labors, while connected with these or-

ganizations, no one can recall a single act of his that was

not in accordance with the high opinions his splendid

presence at all times commanded.

Among the progressive trotting-horse breeders on this

sunset side of the continent no one had a more brilliant

future or brighter prospects thau he. His death leaves

a gap impossible to fill, for he was just crossing the

threshold of the gateway of success when the fragile

thread of life was severed and his hopes and aspirations

were forever shattered.

To the bereaved relatives and sorrowing friends ex-

pressions of condolence are now tendered. To-morrow,

the bells will toll, the requiems be sung, and the last

fond look taken of that quiet face, then to the silent

tomb all that remains of our much-beloved friend will be

tenderly laid away.

G-ive Full PedigTees.

If the turf writers and correspondents throughout the

United States and Canada will only follow the advice so

often given in this journal, and lately advocated by the

Kentucky Stock Stock in being particular to give the

pedigrees of the trotters and pacers in the summaries

of the races, much more satisfaction and pleasure would

be found in reading them. Our contemporary in the

" blue grass region," has the following article on this

important subject,and every horseman and editor should

insist on seeing that the important subject mentioned is

attended to

:

'• The summary of a trotting race (especially at the beginning of

the season, when most of the horses are unknown) that iails to give

pedigrees imparts very little useful information. The great majority

of people who read them are anxious to know the blood lines

of the performers, more particularly what their sires and dams
are, and the reporter who fails to give this information to his paper

omits the most important part of his duty, and shows that he has

very imperfect knowledge of what the public demand. The portion

of the community who read these summaries with the greatest avidity

are those who are interested in trotting-horses breeding. A very few

individuals are interested in the particular animals. Trotting-horse

breeders are desirous of ascertaining the standing of the different

families; they want to know what the WiUceses, the Electioneers, the

Nutwoods, the Almonts and the other great families are doing, and

where merely the names are given and nothing more this desirable

information is omiited, and the reader drops the paper with a feeling

of disappointment. Daily newspapers that are published where races

take place, or that have corres)>ondents at such places, have it in

their power to supply this very much valued intelligence, and where

they fail to furnish it they signally disregard a very important feature.

The fuller the information they can (five the better their patrons are

satisfied. We know a good many people who take certain papers, to

the politics of which they are opposed, rather than those with which

they are in political sympathy, simply because their political adver-

saries give them fuller and better news ol the turf and track. Every

summary should be pedigreed. We have preached several sermons

on thiB text before, but we are deeply grieved to state that our well-

intended admonitions have not been sufficiently heeded. We hope,

however, by dint of persistent Iteration to bring about a reforma-

tion."

The Summer Meeting.

All horsemen are notified that entries for the

summer meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association will close next Saturday Re-

member the races given by this association opens the

grand circuit and every horseman who intends to " go

down the line " with his string of trotters and pacers

cannot aflbrd to miss this meeting. Entrance U only

five per cent, the races to be mile heats two in three, be-

sides, there will be dashes and special races. The pro-

gramme is printed in another column and the meeting

will be from July 22d to July 29th inclusive. The con-

ditions should be carefully read by all who make entries ;

special attention is called to the paragraph :

"In all races, drivers will be required to wear caps
and jackets of distinct colors, which must be named in

their entries."

There was a aotceable improvement in the wearing of

colors at the spring meeting, but there is still room for

more. The wearers of distinctive colors were praised by

everyone. There should be no hesitancy on the part of

owners claiming entire suits of bright or dark colors and

taking as much pride in seeing those colors worn as the

owners of thoroughbreds do in the ones they claim. Kead

the advertisement and send in entries at once.

The sale of A. T. Hatch's stock, which is advertised

to take place next Thursday, has been postponed until

further notice.

Death of Leland Stanford.

Last Wednesday morning, at half past one o'clock, there

passed oeyond the veil of death one of the greatest men of

the century United States Senator Leland Stanford. His

transition was peaceful and painless. The facts of his

demise are simply told. He retired at his usual hour, ten

o'clock ; about midnight his valet, on some errand, entered

the room of his master and immediately discovered that he

was dead.

Physicians were summoned, but their coming was useless.

Telegrams were dispatched and in a few hours the sad in-

telligence was known in all parts of the civilized world.

Although a sufferer for some years bis death was a surprise

to every one. He had, ever since his return from the East
ridden in his old-fashioned, comfortable phaeton around to

the stock farm, and with Superintendent Covey by his side

took delight in watching the trotters move up and down
the stretches. His keen eve and thorough knowledge of his

pets made his visits always welcome and enjoyable. Even
the day before his death he seemed to enjoy the " work outs

"

of the trotters with much keener zest than was his custom.
He made no complaint and gave no intimation of feeling in-

disposed.

To recount all that this great philanthropist has done
would till a volume. In every undertaking his indomitable
will, industry and keen intelligence promoted success. The
daily press of the world will have columns of well-deserved

praise for his labors in the cause of commerce and education,

and not a little portion will be devoted to the impetus he has
given to ihe great trotting horse industry.

He founded the most extensive breeding farm in the world.

The fame of Palo Alto is universally known. The fol-

lowing, taken from the Examiner, gives a brief but concise

history of the famous farm :

Leland Stanford was a lover of horses. When in need of

relaxation he turned to his stock farm and there spent many
of the most pleasing and satisfactory hours. His keen ap-
preciation of horseflesh was probably inborn, but iw was
fostered when as a railroad builder he was cne of the owners
of a multitude of teams. Soon after gaining his wealth he be-

gan to look about for racers. His first purchases were Mo-
hawk Chief and a few mares by General Taylor and St. Clair,

but soon after he became possessed of his first noted horse,

Occident. Occident was the sensation of his time. Then
came < tnward and Ned, the Senator's great road team. Both
of these horses, however, participated singly in races. Au-
rora, 2:27, for which he paid $10,000, was his next investment
and this was followed bv the purchase of Abe Edgington,
2:23.}, for $20,000.

The idea of founding his great breeding establishment was
then conceived, and ,Palo Alto Stock Farm, so named from
the tall tree which stands in front of its entrance, was laid

out.

The first step was to weed out the incompetents and get a

new lot of horses. General Benton, by Jim Scott, dam Lady
Benton, by Grey's Hambletonian, was acquired, and in 1S77
Senater Stanford personally purchased from Charles H. Back-
man of Stony Ford, X. V., the grea'. Electioneer. Elaine and
several Messenger Duroc fillies. He paid $12,500 for Elec-

tioneer. Piedmont, 2:17',, was next brought to Palo Alto,

and then Nephew, 2:36.

The mares to be mated to this royal quintet were almost

always selected by the Senator himself. In fact, only two
lots of trotting-bred mares were ever purchased without his

personal inspection, and then the pedigrees and descriptions

of the animals were submitted to him before the deal was
closed. He was thoroughly familiar with all trotting strains

productive of good trotters and made a careful study of blood

lines and of the anatomy of the horse.

Thousands of dollars were spent in the pursuit of knowledge
on the latter subject. During two years, 1SS1 and 18S2

f
he

experimented with instantaneous photography with electrical

apparatus applied to the camera, the purpose being to secure

legible negatives of hordes in rapid motion, thus showing the

different positions, action and carriage of horses at speed.

This was his own idea, and the information so acquired was

very useful to him afterwards.

In 1880 he began the practical demonstration of his pet

theory, in regard to crossing the thoroughbred and the trotter.

" From the thoroughbred," said he, " comes extreme speed

and the courage to carry it a distance. I believe that the

monarch of all trotters will be the produce of a thoroughbred

mare and a trotting stallion."

Thoroughbred mares were purchased in the South by H.

S. Covey, father of the present superintendent of the farm,

and brought to Palo Alto. They were selected because of

individual excellence, color, size, form, breeding, disposition

and performance governing their choice. Absolute instruc-

tions were issued that they must be mares from racing fam-

ilies, with good depositions and trotting form and action.

Those secured were from the blood of Planet, imp. Australian,

Boston, Grey Eagle, Williamson's Belmont ana others, ana

their blood to-day figures in tbe pedigrees of Sunol, Maud S.,

Ansel, Palo Alto and many trotters of lesser fame.

Perhaps the greatest exponent of the truth of the Senator's

theory that the greatest speed does not come from a cold-
blooded horse was Palo Alto, 2:08^. Besides Palo Alto there
are many others in the 2:30 list out of thoroughbred mares
domiciled at Palo Alto. A number of others, including the
mighty Sunol, who are out of daughters of thoroughbreds, are
also in the list.

When selecting a strictly trotting-bred mare Senator Stan-
ford always had her led before him and afterward had a
thorough-bred led by that he might compare them. His
breeding in thoroughbred lines has now reached a three-
quarters thoroughbred trotter. This is Rowena hy Azmoor, a
son of Electioneer and Emma Robson bv Woodburn. As a
yearling she trotted a mile in 2:37, and "in her two-year-old
form got low down in the list.

In addition to selecting personally his own mares and stal-
lions.the Senator formulated certain rules for their care,
breeding and training.

Stallions in service were accorded the same care and at-
tention us horses in training. They were every day driven
eight or ten miles, and at some portion of the journey speeded
a short distance. The Senator's idea was that a horse in con-
dition and possessed of speed was tetter qualified to transmit
speed than one not in training. In mating animals color, size
temperaments and blood lines were considered. Every detail
for the comfort and care of mares and their foals was looked
after. Excellent stables, roomy stalls and capable attendants
were provided and special food prepared.
A regular course of schooling for youngsters was mapped

out by the Senator. Foals were weaned at five months of
age. They were weaned in pairs in order that they might
not grow lonesome because of separation from iheir mothers,
and at 6even months, having been halter broken, were put to
work in the '"kindergarten."
The "kindergarten " was another of the Senator's pet ideas.

It is a covered oval track, about three hundred and fifteen
feet in circumference and sixty-five feet in width from rail
to rail, the track being eight and a half feet in width. The
stretches are level, with turns graded on the same principle
as the curves of a railroad track. A youngster is turned loose
in the enclosure and a trainer is stationed at each end to keep
the colt in motion and to teach it that it is expected to trot.
The first few times a colt enters the ring it will do anvthing
else, but it soon learns what it is there for and does its work
in a manner becoming an old campaigner. Whips are never
used except to urge the colt to greater speed or to stop it

when breaking from a trot to a run. By this training some
of the yearlings acquired wonderful speed.
The next step of the school the Senator provided for his

equine charges was the breaking stable.
There for the first time the yearling is bitted and harnessed,

and after several days of this new experience is hitched
alongside a quiet horse and driven, first on one side and then
on the other, until thorougnly " broke down."
Then it went into the hands of a trainer and was tried out

under Senator Stanford's rules for the development of speed.
These were five in number and were :

"First—No horse in condition to be worked for speed, shall be jogged
as it is then a useless waste of force.
"Second—The amount of work to be given a horse and the distance

it is to be driven must be determined by its condition

.

'Third—To develop and acquire speed, a horse must be driven
short distances, but forced in some part of the work to a supreme
effort.

' Fourth—Horses shall not be driven far enough to produc ex-
haustion, as at that time relaxation occurs and breakdowns are the
result Always go to the stable with the lull speed left.
"Fifth—When a horse has acquired speed, lengthen the drive

gradually until he has developed the necessary motive and lung
power to carry thespeed the full distance be is expected to go."

Under these rules colts fresh from the breaking stable, shod
with six-ounce shoes forward and three-ounce shoes behind,
were hitched to a sixty-pound sulky and speeded short dis-
tances, never at first more than a hundred yards. Gradually
they were worked into the race horses that have made Palo
Alto famous the country over.

Success followed the Palo Alto strings, and in 1SS2 the
thoroughbred department was started. It was conducted with
the same rigid attention to detail that characterized the man-
agement of the trotting stables, and has given to the country
some of its most noted runners. Racine, Flambeau, Xomad
and many others were foaled at Palo Alto.
The greatest year in the history of the Palo Alto breeding

farm was 1S91. Then the trotters returned from the sum-
mer's campaign with every trotting record of the world. The
holders of the two-year-old, three-vear-old, four-year-old and
all-aged records were among them, to say nothing of Sunol
and Palo Alto, who held the mare and stallion records.

Altogether over GOO trotters were quartered at Palo Alto;
at the branch farm at Vina were 400 more. The thorough-
breds numbered about 125.

When Senator Stanford turned over the ranch to the uni-
versity he made two reservations. One, the park in which
stands the mausoleum which is to receive his body; the other,
his horses. He, however, was anxious to have the stock farm
an adjunct and supporter of the university. To that end he
wished to establish a chair of heredity, to be supported by the
stock farm. His idea was to establish this new department
to teach young men the business of breeding horses, aud
thereby open up a new and profitable field of enterprise to

them. The farm would then have been run and worked by
students and the proceeds turned into the university treasury.

HUiiiford, statesman, plooo i

Thlnlcor Umii without n poor,

Armi-'l with theories thine own,
Vvr iitlierillg, llrm as stono,

Fearless of all rfdlCDlfl

OdtbeoriBtHof theolilci

Reaching Ih'.voihI their limine! Bphora,

Deeding m plans uii win rswre.

Gone, But Not Forgotten.

The following letter regarding the death of the beloved

little race mare Ksperanza, the joy of Orville Appleby's fond

heart, will be read with interest bv our rcadt in. It touched

Mr. Appleby deeply, and is a noble tribute to the memory of

a tiny animal that hod by her courage and consistent, en-

deared herself to every California race-goer:

Mr Obvii.ik Aiii.iiitv. DkabSiH: I

' Mingim
ii< -count of the death of npt ruu
very sad Indeed and how doubly unfortunately to you Bleak look

lng an a lamb, but brave ua Hon at bay, and alvravs true to

vorily a Lilliputian Queen— I loved her a Iroot a* well U thou didst
Double tbe decorations on her grace mid ran

pense tatbat of ibb.
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LOWLANDER WINS THE SUBURBAN.

Description of the Great Turf Event—We
Picked the "Winner Last February.

New Yobk, June '20.—The Suburban Handicap of 1893,

the tenth in the history of the event, was a most grevious

disappointment to the turf-loving public. Lamplighter, their

idol, who was looked upon as a sure victor in the great race,

was made to fall from the high pedestal upon which he had

been placed, and the halo of victory which had gathered

about him because of his numerous successes was completely

dispelled. He was vanquished strictly on his merits, as the

race was a true one from beginning to end. There was no

crowding or jostling, as was the case in the Brooklyn Handi-

cap; the field was comparatively small and every jockey rode

to win in as fair a manner as possible.

Lowlander, by Lowlander Chief, dam imp. Restless, a horse

that has had rather an erratic career, won the race from be-

ginning to end. He went out at the fall os the flag at a pace

to suit himself and won almost as he pleased in the fast time

of 2.-06 o-o.

Terrifier, "Father" Bill Daly's candidate, was second,

three leogths away, while Lamplighter, the even money fa-

vorite that shrewd tnrfmen said could not lose, was third,

four lengths behind. Lowlander was at 10 to 1 against in the

betting, and all kinds of fancy prices could be obtained on

the chances of Terrifier. The race was worth $18,000 to the

winner, $5,000 to the second horse and $2,000 to third. The
winner is owned by Bookmaker Fred Lowe, and besides the

rich stake he netted many thousands of dollars in bets by the

victory of his horse.

Suburban Day this year opened and continued bright and

clear, but oppressively hot. a pitiless sun beat down on the

track with withering intensity. Every breath of air that

reached the sweltering occupants of the grandstand was like

a blast from an oven, while the betting ring was like a huge

furnace. Those who had the hardihood to venture within its

portals were soon perspiring as freely as if within the steam-

room of a Turkish bath.

Long before two o'clock every seat in the grand stand was

taken. People were on hand earlv, and they stuck to their

blazing seals despite the intense heat. On the roof there

were hundreds of people, and the sun seemed hotter there

than anywhere else. The betting ring was the magnet that

attracted most of the men. The immense pavilion was filled

with a motley throng, comprising as it did men from all

stations of life. Eighty-five bookmakers were in line to at-

tend to the wants of bettors, and they did a brisk business

throughout the afternoon.

When the bugle called the horses to the post in the first

race fully 20,000 persons were on the grounds, and this was
steadily augmented up to the time set for the Suburban to be

run. The first three races could not be run soon enough to

suit the crowds. They had come to see the Suburban prize

contested for, and it could not be started up too quickly for

them.
Raceland and Charade were early declared out of the race,

and the betting crowd, therefore, had nine horses from which
to pick the winner. The question was quickly settled as far

as the betting ring was concerned, as to which of the thor-

oughbreds would prove the victor. Lamplighter was im-
mediately and spontaneously installed an even-money favorite,

and so be remained throughout. Banquet was nest in de-

mand at fours, while Mars, Lowlander and Pessara were at

tens. Twelves could be obtained on Dr. Hasbrouck and The
Pepper, and thirties and sixties on Terrifier and the English

horse Iddesleigh. An immense amount of money was wagered
on the result and most of this remained with the bookies, as

subsequent events proved.

The race was set for 4:50, and promptly at that time the

horses were called to the post. It was 4:5$ before the horses

had been assigned to their positions. After several breaks

the flag dropped to a good start, with Dr. Hasbrouck in front.

The others were almost in a line, close behind. McDermott
immediately drove Lowlander in the lead, while Terrifier

and Iddesleigh took second and third places respectively.

Dr. Hasbrouck was fourth and Lamplighter lay fifth, in a

good position, the others in a close bunch in the rear.

This order was maintained to the middle of the backstretch,

where Lowlander and the other leaders drove away from
Lamplighter and those composing the rear bunch. At the
head of the bacKstretch Iddesleigh dropped back beaten, and
Lamplighter and Banquet began to make their run.
Lowlander turned into the homestretch three lengths be-

fore Terrifier and Dr. Hasbrouck, who were neck and neck
two lengths before Lamplighter. The flying leader never
faltered, and passed under the wire a rather easy winner
by three parts of a length. Terrifier shook himself clear of
Dr. Hasbrouck in the final sixteenth and secured the place
by (bar lengths from Lamplighter, who beat Hasbrouck a
bead.

The horses in the order in which they finished, their
weight and jockeys, were as .follows: Lowlander, 105, Mc-
Dermott; Terrifier, 95, J. Lamley; Lamplighter, 129, Sims;
I>r. Ha>brouck, 116, Bergen; Banquet, 126, Lamley; The
Pepper, 112, Overton; Mars, 112, Liltlefield; Iddesleigh, 105,
Hamilton; Pessara, 115, Taral.

The crowd when they reached the racetrack had a curious
experience. The guanb and officials stationed at the gales
cried out the warning: "No exit at this gate until after the
Suburban." Many did not like this idea of being made pris-

oners for several hours, but there was nothing to do but sub-
mit if one wished to see the race. Inside the inclosure it was
seen that the fence surrounding the grounds was at all points
guarded by I'inkerton detectives.

Inquiry elicited the fact that these extraordinary precau-
tions were taken to prevent the Guttenberg racetrack people
and the pool rooms from getting any information regarding
the races at Sheep*head, but subsequent events showed this
wis not altogether the cause. It was said later that the
Jockey Club wan also fighting the Western I nion Telegraph
* omnanv because of dissatisfaction over the amount the tele-
graph people were paying for the privilege of sending race
news to he Western pool rooms. The Western Union office
wa« removed from the course by order of the officials, and it

was therefore impossible to get any news from the track even
for (be press.

\ft the Suburban, when egress was allowed, the wires

which happened to pass over the Jockey Club's propertv

were cut. Communication was finally restored, and then

some person unknown gave out untrue information as to the

placed horses in the big race. This made Lamplighter the

winner. Mars second, Iddesleigh third. The false informa-

tion was telegraphed all over the country and caused a good

deal of confusion. The club officials threaten to cut down

the Western Union poles in front of their property, and a

merry war in which "the public will be the chief sufferers,

will likelv ensue.

The winner is a brown horse of great length and consider-

able substance, five vears old, imporied to America in utero

bv Captain Elmhirst, but bred by T. Goldby, of England.

Frederick Gebbard, of New York, bought his dam, and less

than five months ago Kestless, mother of Lowlander, died on

Guenoc Ranch, in Lake couDty, this Slate. Following is

the extended pedigree of Lowlander, winner of the Suburban

Handicap of 1893:

(Dalesman, by King Tom
i Lowlander ^

Z (Lufra, by Wiudnound*

S? f Lowland Chief.-;

l
Bathilde....

Imp. Restless..

I Lady Middleton

\
Stockwell. by The Baron

(Babette,byFaugh-a-BaIla'h

f Orestes, by Orlando, by
Touchstone.

(Daughter of Touchstone

I
Surplice, by Touchstone

(Joanna, by Sultan

of Darley

Byerly

Bolton.
12th dam—Daughter

Arabian.
13th dam—Daughter of

Turk.
14th dam—Daughter of Taflblet

Barb.
15th dam—Daughter of Place's

White Turk.
16th dam—Natural Barb mare.

* Cross of Touchstone.

4th dam—Filagree.bySootbsayei
5th dam—WeblgrandamofGleu-

coel, by Waxy.
6lh dam—Penefope.byTrumpat'r
7th dam—Prunella, by Highflyer.

8th dam—Promise, by Snap.
9lh dam—Julia, by Blank,
lutn dam—Spectator's dam, by

Partner.
11th dam—Bonny Lass, by Bay

It will be noticed by the above tabulation that Lowlander

has no less than four crosses of Touchstone, besides Stock-

well, King Tom, Pantaloon, Irish Birdcatcher and Faugh-a-

Ballagh blood galore. In fact, he is a grandly-bred horse.

Lowlander, bv Dalesman, had for a dam Lufra (dam of imp.

Midlothian), by Windhound, a famous race mare and matron.

Lowlander (once called imp. Douglas), as a two-year-old

belonged toC. Maxwell, and started thirteen times, winning

on four occasions—once at five furlongs and three times at

six, and beating such good ones as Bellevue, Bradford, Alarm

Bell and Kittv T. Twice he won against aged horses. In

1891, as a three-year-old, he started twenty-nine times and

won only thrice, being disqualified once. He was placed,

however, on a number of occasions. Last season, in Fred

Lowe's hands, he started twenty-two times and showed marked

improvement, winning seven races, all in good time, and

most of them against high-class horses. This season, out of

four starts, he had won twice, and defeated Yorkville Belle,

Blitzen, Diablo (the Brooklyn Handicap winner) and other

celebrities.

When the weights came out early last February the

Breeder and Sportsman said in a long article on the

various rich handicaps of the year in the issue of February

11th—over four months ago :

"Lowlander, a five-vear-old horse is handicapped at 105 pounds,

and as he on two occasions during 189*2 (within three days) ran a mile

and an eighth on a Saratoga regulation track in 1:53 with 106 pounds
up, it will be seen that his chances in the Suburban Handicap are, at

the weights. Tery rosv. He seems to like the route, too. Key del Rey,

brother to Emperor of Norfolk and El Rio Rey. has had a year's rest,

and at 105 pounds should go well. Reclare did little or nothing last

year. Tammanv and Lamplighter both showed ability to pack
weight and go a long journev. but the Spendthrifts seem to train on
the best, so that we shall look for Lamplighter to be the better horse

of the pair. If the distance in the race was one and one-half miles,

or even two miles, it would look like a good thing for Lamplighter,

but as it is a little "short," some of the others may beat him out

easily enough. On form and at the weights allotted it looks like a
very'close thing between Lowlander, Major Domo and Dr. Has-
brobek, with Lamplighter and Strathmeath not far away. We tancy
them in the order named."

As Lowlander was as 200 to 300 to 1 in some of the winter

books, and as good as 50 to 1 only three weeks ago, we natur-

ally feel proud to pick the winner of the rich slake so many
months ago. As Major Domo did not start, we really picked

the first and third horses, Lowlander and Lamplighter. Dr.

Hasbrouck finished fourth. It is our firm belief that the

Breeder and Sportsman is the only journal in America

to tip Lowlander as a winner of the Suburban Handicap of

1S93.
Following are the winners of the Suburban Handicap

since its inception, with the second horse, the time and the

value of the stake to the owner of the winner :

Second Horse.

l^'i.

1885.

is.-.:

1^7.
i^-v
1JW9.

1890.
iv.n

[892,

1893

General Monroe War Eagle
Pontiac Richmond
Troubadour Richmond
Eurus Orifiamme
Elkwood iTerra Cotta...

Raceland Terra Cotta...

Salvator ICassius

Loantaka Major Domo_.
Montana Major Domo...
Lowlander Terrifier

2:09'

o

2:1'>£

2:12

:09 4-5

2:06«
ffi

2:07 :',-5

2:06 3-5

$ 4,945
5,855
5.697

6.065
6,812
6,900
6.900
:u>oo

1S.000
18,000

Great Broodmares.

Ki'iroR Breeder and Sportsman:—The following is a

lipt of broodmaies having sis or more 2:30 performers and

also the average speed of each

:

The Moor |BaM Chief
Pilot Jr St. Lawrence
Hurry ("lav

Mohawk Chief....JToronto Chief... ...

Henry B.Patchen Saladin
Mamb'uoPatch'njItnp. Australian.
Abdallah Tom Teenier

n o

7 2:20
6 2:2-2

B 2:23
: j.j i

7 2:25

6| 2:J6
6 2:28

Beautiful Bells 1872

Waterwitcta 1859
(ir'n Mouot'n Maid 1862

Sontag Mohawk . 1875

Emetine 1868

Alma Mater 1872

Beautiful Bells is represented in the 2:30 list by four per-

formers; Waterwitch by three; Green Mountain Maid by two.

Sontag Mohawk by one, and Emeline by oue. Alma Mater

and Primrose are not represented. Rio Alto.

Rkmkmbkr, the last payment in the Breeder and
Sportsman's Futurity Stake is due next Saturday, July 1st.

Tatter-sails' Thoroughbred Sales.

Another consignment of thoroughbred yearlings was sold

at auction at Tattersall's on June 12th. The lot comprised

the Dixiana Stud, '.he property of Major B. G. Thomas of

Lexington, Ky.; the Oakley Stud, owned by Dr. F. W. Frank-

lin, Gallatin, Tenn.; the Thorndale Stud, owned by Mrs. E.

L. Israel, Lexington, Ky., and the Ferncliff Stud, owned by

the Astor estate.
PROPERTY OF THE DIXIANA STLD.

Bay colt, bv Jils Johnson—imp. Astolat ; Bath Beach Stable... S425
Black filly," bv Himyar—Bandala; J. C. Rogers.. 1,900

Chestnut colt, bv Bonnie Ban—Hegiaz; A. Deane... 350
Chestnut riliv. by Jils Johnson—Ban Hazem ; Eugene Leigh 600
Chestnut colt, bv Felloworaft—Dixiette ; D. Rogers 2,100

Bay filly, by Himvar— Favorban ; Boyle & Littlefield 900
Brown colt, bv Himvar—Herzegovina : D. Rogers 1,900

Brown h'lly, bv Himyar—imp. First Attempt ; Boyle & Little-

field -'. 500

Bay fillv, bv Himvar—Grace Lee : J. C. Rogers 70u
Bavcolt. bv Bonnie Ban—imp. Madam Jule: J.Clay 1,000

Chestnut filly, by Himvar— Last Ban : Camden Stables 700
Chestnut colt, bv Fello'wcraft—Herzban ; R. V. Newton. _ 300
Brown fillv, bv Himvar—Lady Frazer : W. M. Barrick 750
Bay colt, bv Himvar—Elletta; Boyle & Littlefield 450
Bay eolt. by Jils Johnson—Favoress ; Boyle &, Littlefield 1,500

Bay colt, by Bonnie Ban—Rokee ; Camden Stables 500
Brown fillv, bv Himyar—Felicitie ; C. R. James 3tH)

Chestnut colt, bv Jils Johnson—Sis Himyar : Gideon ct Daly ...„ I,o00

Bay filly, by Himvar—imp. Bravoura ; Geo. Innes 500
Bay colt, by Himvar—Queechy ; Camden Stables 800
Chestnut fillv, by Himvar—Banka; J. F. Ferguson 700
Chestnut colt, bv Himyar—Wisperioe; D. T. Pulsifer 1,100
Chestnut fillv. bv Fellowcraft—Radha : D. Rogers 1,600

Bay colt, by'Himva: -Mattie Stanley : R. V. Newton 1,050

Bay fillv. bv Himvar—Corbina ; A. J. Ottes. 500
Brown "fillv, by Himvar—Maud L.; Camden Stables 1,050

Chestnut filly, by Himyar—The Sweeper ; Eugene Leigh 800

Total for 27 head 524,475
Average per bead „ 906.50

PROPERTY OF OAKLEY' STUD.

Chestnut colt, bv Bishop—Hop ; Camden Stables SI,600
Bay colt, by Bishop—Glen Hop ; Camden Stables 650

Total for 2 bead 32.150
Average per head- 1,025

PROPERTY OF THORNDALE STUD.

Jacinto, brf, 2, by The Chevalier—Dahabiah ; R. H. Owens... . $ 900
Ildegund, br f, 2, bv The Chevalier—raare (dam of Albert Stall);

R. H.Owens - 500

Total for 2 head 51,400
Average per head 700

PROPERTY" OF FERNCLIFF STUD.

Bavcolt, by imp. Cavalier—Van ita: T. Summers S 300
Bavcolt. by imp. Pirate of Penzance—Miss Pulsiter: J. Delancy 200
Bay colt, bv imp. Cavalier— Alexiua: A. 3. McCrav 125
Chestnut fillv, bv Onondaga—Bliss; H. H. Hunt 750
Bay filly, by imp. Cavalier—Matt ie Mack; T. Summers 450
Chestnut filly, by imp. Cavalier—Chaplet; T. Summers 250
Bav fillv, bvimp. King Galop—Olive; P. J. Healey 225
Chestnut filly, bv imp. Rossington—Sunbeam: E. Becker. 250
Brown filly, by imp. Black Dean—Lady Winkle: A. S. McCrav... 175
Brown fillv, by Strathmore—Spaldie; J.Frost 350
Bay filly, by imp. Cavalier—Lady Invercauld; T. Summers 600

Total for eleven head 53,575
Average per head 325

The sale of thoroughbred yearlings at Tattersalls of June
13th was attended by the largest crowd of the season, every

seat being taken on the ground floor and the two galleries be-

ing well filled.

The lot sold included sixteen of the Fairview yearlings,

the property of Charles Reed & Sons, of Gallatin, Tenn.; six-

teen of the Hurricana Stud, the property of S. Sanford &
Sons, of Amsterdam, N. Y., and twelve from the Mables Stud,

owned by John T. Stewart &Son, of Council Bluff, la.

In the Fairview lot were several of the first get of Exile.

One of these brought $3,750, being bought by Jimmy Mc-
Laughlin. Another of Exile's get, a filly, half sister to Don
Alonzo, was sold for $1,150 to D. Rogers, who was said to be
no other than James R. KeeDe. Both youngsters were
shapely, trim-loo 1 ing animals.

Father Billy Daly paid the top price of the night—$4,200

—for a chestnut colt by imp. St. Blaise, a full brother to St.

Domingo, amid great applause. Mr. Daly secured the colt,

which was big, racy-looking and exceedingly well furnished,

only after some livelv bidding, the horse being started at

$500.
Among those present at the sale were : Dave Johnson, W.

O'B. McDonough, Joe Vendig, Ed Grey, Charles Dwyer,
Isaac Dahlman, L. Wormser, Dave Gideon,George Wheelock,
John Hunter, Eugene Leigh and Dr. Ralph Hall. Sum-
mary :

PROPERTY OF MESSRS. CHARLES REED i SONS.

Bav colt, bv imp. Cheviot—Active ; F. Regan $ 650
Chestnut colt, by Exile—Atbleoe; D. Rogers 850
Chestnut fillv, bv imp. St. Blaise—imp. Dauntless ; W. C. Daly.. 750
Bay fillv, bv'Exile—Etiquette : J. N. Kirk 350
Brown fillv, by imp. CheviotsFerona II ; J Shields 300
Bay filly, by Long Taw—Frederica : D. Rogers 500
Brown filly, by Exile—Gleuxetta ; D. Rogers 300
Bay colt, by imp. Muscovy—Holmdel ; Jas. McLaughlin 400
Chestnut colt, by Miser—imp. M.; J. Shields 200
Bav fillv. by imp. The III- L'sed—Madcap ; J. E. McDonald 700
Chestnut colt, by Exile—Miss Dance; J. McLaughlin 3,750

Chestnut filly, by Exile—Round Dance ; D. Rogers 1.180

Bay filly, by'itnp. Cheviot—Runaway : D. H. Grand 350
Bay colt, by imp, Cheviot—Sarmien ta ; L. S. Greener 175

Bav fillv. by Mi^er or Exile—Shamrock ; P. Schultz 500
Chestnut colt, by Laggard—Tuscarora ; N. Strauss 750

Total for 16 head $11,675
Average per head $729

PROPERTY OF THE HLBRICANA STDD.

Chestnut colt, by imp. St. Blaise—Ladv Primrose ; W. C. Daly.. $4,200
Chestnut colt, bv Post Guard— Unrest: J. B. White 1,000
Bay colt, by Post Guard—Isabel ; Camden Stable 300
Bav colt by Post Guard—Garoga : A. P. Redal 225
Bay filly, by Post Guard—Etheclair ; Colonel Hall 250
Chestnut colt, bv Post (inard—Folly ; J. Walden 150

Bay colt, by imp. Kingston—Kittv Clark : A. Wheeler 1,150

Bay fillv, by Post Guard—Lottie II. : W. McCleary 125
Bay colt, by imp. Kingston—Vendetta; J. Wheeler 400
Chestnut colt, by Post Guard—Marvel : J. McDonald 500
Bay colt, by imp. Kingston—Alfonie Carter ; A. Wheeler 750
Chestnut filly, by Post Guard—Lavinia Belle ; W. McCleary 300
Bay filly, by Post Guard—Marguerite ; P Schultz 350
Bav Iilly. bv imp. Kingston—Craft ; A. Wheeler 200
Bav colt, bv Post Guard—Alta C: J. Walden 150
Bay colt, by imp. Kingston—Queen Mab ; A. Wheeler 225

Total for 16 head , S10.375
Average per head $64$

PROPERTY OF THE MAPLES STUD.

Chestnut colt by Panioue— Ilia; C. Saunders $ ;650
Bav cult by Panique—Wailink II,; G. Rye 250
Chestnut colt by Panique—Nenitzeu; Glen Island Stables „. 150
Chestnut colt by Panique—Miunichee; Burridee Bros 500
Chestnut iilly by Panique—Lady Gay; .1. Walden 200
Chestnut colt by Panique—Suspense: K. Bradley 100
Bavcolt by Panique—Fannv Rogers; W. Roller 150

Chestnut colt by Algerine—Nellie Ransom; C. F. Saunders.... 175

Bav fillv bv Panique— Sweetheart; H. Slofel 1 75

Chestnut ally by Panique—Rebecca Rowett: C. F. Saunders...- 175

Chestnut fillv bv Panique—Miss Doloris: R. Bradley 200

Bay colt by Panique—Little Buttercup; Colonel Hall 200

Total for 12 head $2,925
Average per head 243
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Racing at Independence, Oregon.

[Special Correspondence of the Breedeb a.vd Spohtsmas.]

Independence, Ore., June 15.

The spring meeting given under the auspices of the Polk

County District Fair Association began to-day under the

most flattering circumstances, a big crowd being in attend-

ance and the racing of a high order of excellence. W. W.

Percival, the well-known horseman, wielded the flag.

Ie the first race, after quite a delay at the post, the nine

horses got off to a good start. Siretta showed first, Hello sec-

ond, Lancer third. At the half Hello fell back to last and

was out of the race. There was a fighting finish between

Eubyand Siretta down the stretch, and Siretta would have

won had she been properly ridden. Pools sold : Hello, $20
;

Wild Oats, IS ; field, for anything bid.

The second race was the 2:29 trot to a good start. Walter

led around the first turn. Straightening into the stretch Phal-

mont Boy passed him and won as he pleased, Van Thromp

distanced.

Second heat—Phallmont Boy went away and won as he

pleased, the others hardly in the hunt. Betting: Phallamont

Boy, $20; field, $8.

In the third race, a quarter-mite dash, they were at the

post thirty minutes, but got awt.y to a good start. Funny had

a shade the best of it. Black Prince collared him halfway

down the stretch, and in a fighting finish beat him by a nose,

Roanoake third by two length. Time, 0:24. Betting: Funny

$10; Black Prince, $10; field, $5.

SUMMARIES.

First race, ruoniDg, six furlongs, for all ages; purse S100.

T J Stricklaud's ch m Kubj", a, by Ophir—by Captain Jinks. 119

pounds _ - Miller 1

J O Mack's Erm Siretta, a, by Joe Hooker—F. Walker. 119 pounds
Boynton 2

Mrs. J. B. k'a'yes' br f Undine, a, by Hyder-Ali—Katie Fletcher, 117

Doonds »•.....•••-•*•.»»••«•-• ...... ......... ......... Jl&yCt o

W. H. Humphrey's brg Nipper, a. by Mason Chief-unkuown, 121

pounds " *

7. Craven's ch g Hello, a, br Shannon—Marshra, 121 pounds o

K. W. Donaca's ch g Tom Lainar, a, by Steamboat Charlie—Vina,

121 pounds "

W. J- Garrison's b h Lancer, a, by Glen Dudley-Nellie C, 124

CharkB^usseir's'b"^ 121

W. L. Whitmore's b m Mowitza, a, by Coloma—Lacy S., 119

poands 9

vTime, 1:17.

Second race, trotting. 2:29 class. Heats, best two in three. Purse,

8200.

L. P. W. Quimby's b h Phalmont Boy, by Phalmont—Poea-

Jaspar Holsin'gton's'prg* Walter,' by Ry. Teasnaught-P. Md ..... 2 2

E S Rotbchild's be Frank O'Neil. by Whippleton—Gilpatnek. 3 3

Dan Jackson's blk Harry Young, by Joe Young- -Blackhawk 4 4

Thomas H. Tongue's b h Van Tbromp. by Badger-unknown dist

Time, 2.27, 2:2%
Third race—Oue-quarter mile dash ; for all ages. Purse 850.

T J Strickland's bib g Black Prince, a, by Captain Jenks, 121

pounds Galbreth 1

John Thorp's br g Funny, a, 121 pounds, Rees 2

H S Anderson's ch g Roanoake, a, 121 pounds Anderson 3

Jos. Phillips' ch g Sorrell Frank. 121 pounds
W R Kayes' b g Steepv Dick, a. 121 pounds
J. N. Strickland's b m Viola, a. 119 pounds,
Geo Branson's b g Lone Jack, a, by Woodbury. 121 pounds

W Anderson's b g J. The Ripper, a, by Woodbury, 121 pounds
Time. 0:24.

Socond race—2:29 class, trotting, best 2 in 3, purse 8200.

L. P. W. Quimby's b h Phallamont Bov, by 1'hallamont—by Poch
B Sawyer 1

Wm. Henry's gr g What Ho. by A. W. Richmond—by Overland
_Uuiiry 2

E. 8. Rothchild's bhJ.S. C, by Echo—by Verona Mlzner 3
Thofl. H. Tongue's b g Haniball Jr.. by Hanibal—Mollie W

Time, 2:26>4, 2:24'4.

Betting—Phallamont Boy. 840 ; field, 810.

Third race— Handicap for all ages, purse 8100. Five furlongs.

H. Tartar's b h Paddy Ryan, by Glen Dudley—by Woodbury. 120
pounds Jos. Dcming 1

J. D. Mack's gr m Siretta, by Joe Hooker- Fanny Walker. 120
pounds Boyuton 2

W. J. Garrison's b h Lancer, Glen Dudley—Nellie C, 120 pounds
Galbreth 3

C. Meeb's ch g Tom Lamar, by H. Charlie—Vina, 114 pounds
J. P. Mclnery s b g Rockland Boy, by Montana—Rockland Maid,

114 pounds
J. W. Phillips' bh Sunday Lewis, by . 10* pounds
J. H Strickland's East Lynn, by Johnny Moore—by 5. Charlie,

124 pounds-
Chas. Russell's ch h George L., by Conner—Miss Russell, 117
pounds.

Time. 1:0:.S.

Won by one-half length, same between second and third.

Betting—Siretta. $2.j ; Paddy Ryan, 810 ; Lancer, S10 ; Field, 83.

Fourth race—Special, trotting for two-year- olds, purse 8100. Heals,
2 in 3.

C. E. Barrows' b f Delia B.. by Deluorte 1

J. Hirscbberg's br f Maud, by Rockwood—Maud B 2
Jesse Wilkeus' blk f Free Trade, by Altego—Maud W 3

McKnight Bros.' blk h Hugo, by Altego 5
Time, 3:23, 3:01.

No betting.

Fifth race—Special. 2:35 pace for named horses, purse 8250.

G. W. GUI's ch g Rocket I

Barrows Bros.' blk h Delnorte, by Altamont—Tacora 2
Jesse Wilkeus' b h Rosemon, by Belmont—by Strathmore 3

Time, 2:30J^, 2:30J^

Betting—Delnorte, 820 ; Field, $20; first heat. Field, 820; Delnorte,
815 ; second heat.

The Races at Vancouver.

Upon the completion of the new perfect and fastest track

in the North Pactfic,the North Pacific Trotting Horse Breed-

ers' Association held it first annual meeting, which proved

to be a complete success, notwithstanding the drawback as to

transportation from this citv, which, by the way, has now

been arranged. Tickets on this side will be sold at the Stark

street ferry. One money transports visitors across the ferry,

over the motor, across the Columbia, as well as the electric

car line, to the superb grounds on the inside of the gates.

Xo people ever did more nor better than the citizens of

Vancouver to make everyone pleased with their fine grounds
and stands. The racing was very attractive. Indeed, bvt one
trotter or pacer was in a heat that had a record but what low-

ered it.

On the 20th inst. the Vancouver Driving Park Association

holds its second annual spring meeting, and from the way the

horses look and the people talk there will be no discussion

as to the number of white feet the contestants have now as to

whether there is a " feather in a horse's face" or one on the
" ply " of the horse's thigh. The motto of this meeting, as it

was at last, will be the best horse must win.—Rural Press.

Salt hake Races.

Oregon Stake Race Entries.

Salem, June 15.—Secretary Gregg of the Oregon State

Fair, has just completed his compilation of the entries for the

stake races at the meeting, commencing September 11. They

closed on June 1. This is the complete list:

Indfpendence June 16.—The races to-dav were the finest ' 2:30 TROTTING—For 3-year-olds or under.- I. C. Mosher's b c

I ijT HT- ' tk« .~Ll- ^nMn'niWoWnm Springstein by Baronstein
,
Price bv Doble. L. P. W. Quimbv's blk

ever held in this county. The track^ could not have been m mFDaf3v Qm D
'

y Aitam0nt. dam Belle. John w. Tilden's gr f Ella T.
better condition. It commenced raining at 11 o clock Jast by Altamont, dam Daisv Dean. Electioneer Slock Farms b s Red

night and continued a steady downpour until about 9 o'clock, Oak by Redwood, dam Victress F.J- Morris' gr f Silver Bow by
i
6

.i_ .. u„ nn lr.asUn,aC /.l or rw;n<r Rockwood. Barrows Bros.' blk c Multnomah Boy by Multnomah,
when the sun came out. By noon the sky was clear. Owing dam by mn Qf Pa[nnnder T _ H . Tongue's ch i Pauline by Planter,

to the rain the attendance was about the same as yesterday, dam Roxy. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b g DeLashmutt by Noonday,

but more interest and enthusiasm was manifested, and the PACING—For 3-year-olds.—John W. Tilden's Primrose, pedigree

betting was much freer. The summaries of the several events unknown. John Parker's blk f Atterwood by Altamont, dam Holly-
6

I

wood.
were:

L , „ . lrtn RUNNING—For 2-vear-olds.—William Cribble's bfManetta by St.
Running, half-mile dash, for all ages, purse 8100. i PauL dam by Woodbury. Thomas Malarkey's ch f Lizzie Malafkey

John Thorpe's br g Funny, a. untraced 1 by Villard, dam Lady Duffy. W. F. Matlock's br c Marrow bv Leon.

J H Strickland's ch g East Lynne, by Johnny Moore—by Steam- dam Repetta. W. R. Anderson's s f Oregon Belle by St Paul, dam
boat Charley - 2 Kitty Wells. Philip Painter's b f Wardy Paul by St. Paul, dam by

W. J. Garrison's b h Garrison's Lancer, by Glen Dudley—Nellie C, 3 Woodbury.
Tiroe 0:49 -

|
TROTTING—For two-year-olds.—John Sawyer's br f Elba L., by

Betting—Paddy Ryan. 820; Funny, 815; field, 810.
,
Phalmont Boy, dam Beulah. I. C. Mosher's blk f Adda Alene, by

-,,_ , . _. , . Ca-ur d'Alene, dam Lakeland Queen. John W. Tilden's gr f Ella T.,
Three-year-olds, trot, two in three, purse 8100, for horses owned in b A i tamont, dam Daisy Dean. T. H. Tongue's b f Lois B.. by Fred

Linn, Polk, Marion and Benton counties ;
seven starters.

|
Hambletonian, dam Lura B. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's br c Carlyle

Barow Bros.* b h Multnomah Boy, by Multnomah.... 1 1 Came, by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam Lady Gray.

F. Morris' Silverbow, by Rockwood 2 2| RUNNING, OREGON DERBY—For three-year-olds.—Charles J.
Davis' Daisy D., by George \> .

Davis . . S $ Bird's ch f Gratis, by St. Paul, dam Easter Miner ; Picnic, by St. Paul.
Time,2:c0, lAiA. i dam Countess. Boise Stables' ch f Miss Idaho, by Warwick, dam

Betting—Multnomah Boy, 820; field, 814. I Julia S. A. M. Allen's b s Nebalem, by Leon, dam Flavella. J. W.
. .. . ,. * j j™ a ,ra„ Phillips' s s Jim Latomby. by St. Paul, dam Why Not. W. L. Whit-

2:45 class, same conditions, except three in five
.
puree 8200

;
seven more '

S br f Mowitza, by Coloma, dam Lucy.
starters. ..„,_», , , , ' TROTTING—YearlingB.—J. F. Kennady's b h Shamrock, by Spriug-
Dr. Greavy's b m Flora G., by Bay Altego... . i l l field Abda n. ai dam by General McClellau ; William Brigbt's b c
R. D. Cooper's b g Black Diamond, by Bashaw I - 2 Loyal, by Rosemon, dam by Vernon. I. C. Mosher's ch c Daylight.
T. Howe's b g Cazmo, by Altamont S S 3 by Cumr d'Alene, dam Abdalla Maid. L. P. W. Quimby's b c Maple-
Golden Wilkes % mont, by Prlncemont. dam Mapleleaf. G. F. McKinney's bf Nellie
General B - °-js i Whipple, by Malheur, dam Nellie Rockwood. J. B. Smith's br c, no
Multnomah L

...... .."-.... <us name, by Malheur, dam by Altamont. H. P. Isaac's Kitty I., by Cau-
Time. 2:31>£, 2:s<>£, 2:37>£. lion, dam by Bellfounder. T. H. Tongue's ch fWinnifred. bv Fred

Betting before first heat—General B., S20; Multnomah, 820 ; Flora
|
Hambleton.'dam Lucy ; ch f Kitty Planter, by Planter, dam" Kittv

G 810 -Black Diamond, 84: field, 81. Second heat—Flora G., 820

;

Ham. Witch Hazel Stock Farm's Nettie Ham, by Hambletonian
field, 810 : Black Diamond. So. \

Mambrino, dam Almonette.

Running, half-mile for 2-year-olds, purse 8100. *

KayserBros.' b f YirdaPaul by St. Paul—by Woodbury 1 , E. H. Saunders has moved the horses he had at the
j. H Strickland's be De

v̂
h"^y ™^-§uby

?. Stockton track to the famous course at Pleasanton. These
Galbraith s b f Burnetta by St. Paul—Stella a. 6 , ,

W. Anderson's bf Oregon Bells horses, colts and fillies were all bred by Chas. Iseeuham of
Time—0:52)4, 0.52j^. Bellota, San Joaquin county. Now that they will get an op-

Fair weather to-morrow, which now looks very favorable, portunity of demonstrating their true value while under a

will see a large attendance. In the quarter-mile dash yes-
j
trainer's careful handling, it is a foregone conclusion that

terday Thorpe's Funny took second money instead of Roan- some surprisingly fast ones will be developed. The great Mor-

oke, and Roanoke finished third instead of Jack the Ripper. ' gan family was never forgotton by Mr. Needbam, and as he

John Crawford and A. Hacbelman of Albany, attended the used rare good judgment in breeding the mares he brought

races to-day. i
across the plains to the best bred Hambletonian stallions in

the State, the produce compares favorably with those bred on

Independence, A., June 17.—Another big crowd saw the any stock farm in California-

races to-day. The contests were close and exciting and the I

•*

time made excellent. "White Hat" McCabthy will, it is said, win over

summaries. i $100,000 if Oporto is successful in the American Derby run

First race—Handicap for all ages, purse 8200. one mile.
|

to-day at Chicago. Few thought C. H. Todd in the hunt in

Chas. RnsseU's b g Wild Oats, by Wildidlc-Mary Givens. 124 ' 1887, yet he not only beat the great Miss Ford, Jim (lore,

pounds J- Russell 1 Montrose and Terra Cotta, but ran faster than any Derby can-
W.fl. Humphrey's brg, Nipper, a, by Mason Chfef-by Norwich

dJdate t Chicag0 fo^ or since—2:36'.. Can Mac re-
121 pounds Marun 2 , ,

"

Mrs. J. B. Kayes' br f Undine, 4, by Hyder Ali—K. Fletcher, 117 peat his coup .'

pounds Mayere 3 «
L. Galbretbs b c Valley Forge, 4, by Woodburry—by Norfolk, 120 The Califoraians did well at St. Louis last Wednesday.

pounds................. - o b# c# Hollv's Francesca (sister to Acclaim), won a mile race,
Bg Montana Bill, lW pound^„......^... o ^.^ £1 ^^^^^ ^ Soimdmoref and Pesicador was

Betting-Wild Oats, 820 ; Undine, 88 ; field, 18. ' third in the Bame race.

[Sjjecial < 'oirespondence of the Brkedkk and Si-ortsman.]

Salt Lakh Citv, Utah, June 7, 1893.

At the races to-day the attendance was not as large as could

have been desired, but considering the fact of its being the

opening day, and Saturday, when many people could not

leave their business, the crowd was a large one. There were
probably one thousand people out. The excitement ran high

at critical junctures, and the opening of the meeting wafi :ill

that could be expected.

The day was a disagreeable one. A strong wind from the

south blew incessantly, and brought with it clouds of dust

which at times obscured the horses from view.

The contests were fine exhibitions of horse racing, and no
kicks were heard on any event of the day.

The judges were I. J. Starbuck, starter ; Al Thompson,
Tom Jennings and Tom Keogh, associates. Mark Mck'hn-
mins and L. G. Hurdy acted as time-keepers.

The first race was the 2:20 pace, in which Jaysey, Brino

Tricks, Geraldine, MariUna and Cognac contested for supre-

macy, for a purse of $1,000.

First heat—In the draw for position Jaysey got the pole,
Brino Tricks second, Congac third, Montana fourth and < -cr-

aldine on the outside. A start was hard to get and the horses
scored seven times. They then took a minute to rub them
down. Starter Starbuck cautioned the drivers. The next
time the horses came up in good shape and were started. Jay-
sey took the lead and was never headed. Geraldine was sec-
ond at the turn and crowded Jaysey very close at the quar-
ter, but at that point she made a bad break and fell to the
rear, and it was evident she was not in it. Montana took
second place and held it. The other horses were quite a ways
in the rear, and up to the wire they did not change their posi-
tions materially. Jaysey won by a length and a half, Mon-
tana second, Brino Tricks third, Cognac fourth and Geraldine
distanced. Time, 2:17

J. The quarter was made in 0:33; half,

1:07 and three-quarters in 1:43.

For this heat the pools sold Montana against the field for
$15 to $10, and for the next heat Jaysey sold for*20 against
$13 for the field.

Second heat—This heat was a very pretty one. The horses
got off on the second trial with Jaysey in the lead and Cog-
nac last. Jaysey let out slightly, but the three, Brino Tricks,
Jaysey and Montana, were well bunched and their companv
was too fast for Cognac, who brought up the rear. The horses
kept pretty well bunched all the way around. Up the back
Mambrino Tricks and Jaysey went like a team with Montana
close third. As the horses came into the stretch Jaysey was
a trifle in the lead, but Mambrino Tricks moved up and passed
him, but they were so close together that it was impossible to
say which was the best. As they came up the stretch there
was some cheering, and enthusiasm ran high. Mambrino won
by a half length, Jaysey second, Montana third and Cognac
fourth. Time, 2:20 flat. Time at the quarters, 0:33, 1:08 and
1:44.

Third heat—For this heat the horses got oft* very even.
Tricks took the lead and pushed ahead at the first turn. Here
he made a bad break and went away to the rear. Cognac
went up rapidly and pushed Jaysey at the quarter. Up the
half Tricks was away in the rear. Maritana was right up, and
the three horses were well bunched. Jaysey was behind for

a brief period near the half, but rapidly pulled ahead and
rounded into the stretch several lengths ahead. The race
looked easy for Jaysey, but Tricks moved up at a rapid pace
and the shout went up " Trick* wins." Indeed, the heat was
so close that it was not until they went under the wire that it

could be told that Jaysey had won by half a head, Tricks sec-

ond, Cognac third and Maritana fourth. Time, quarter, 0:36

;

half. 1:10 ; third quarter, 1:46 ; mile, 2:22 fiat.

Fourth heat—At the second score the horses got oft' in good
shape. Jaysey moved off at the first turn, Tricks was a close
second, Cognac and Montana were next and close together.
Up the back it was a double team race. Here Jaysey moved
up and took the lead. It looked as if it was all over for the
race, as he held the lead up to the middle of the stretch, with

I
Tricks pushing him closely. Jaysey made a bad break and
fell to the rear. Tricks won easily by three lengths. Mon-
tana had passed Cognac and taken second places, Cognac
third and Jaysey last. Time, quarter, 0:35 : half, 1:08; three-
quarters 1:44 ; mile, 2:21^.

Fifth heat—The horses got oft' in good shape, although
Cognac was a little in the rear. Tricks and Jaysey were iu
front, with Jaysey a trifle in the lead. Clear up the back
Tricks crowded the Utah horse, and once got a little ahead,
but at a critical point Tricks lost his feet and before he could
recover had lost at least three lengths. All the time Jaysey
went along without a skip and won the race easily. Tiicks
tried hard for the race coming up the stretch, but the gap
was too wide and Jaysey was too fleet for any horse to close

up. Cognac fought Montana for third place and came in

ahead for the place. Jaysey passed the wire three lengths
ahead, with Tricks second, Cognac third and Montana fourth.

Time, quarter, 0:34; half, 1:07; three-quarters, 1:11; mile,

2:20.

The positions for the race were Jaysey first, Tricks second,
Montana third and Cognac fourth.

H MMARY.
IllY-.V „ 12 111
Brino Tricks :i 1 2 1 2
Maritana 2 3 4 2 1

Cognac 4 4 3 3 3
Geraldine dls

Time. -M7 ,

The next race was the 2:40 trot for a purse of $400. The
entries were John S., Gray Audy, Dennis and George L.
John S. sold favorite against the field at $20 to $12. He took
the race in three straight heats.

First Heat—In the draw for position ('ray Andy got the

pole, Dennis second, John S. third, George L. fourth and
Mambrino Golddust failed to show up. Dennis, a black stal-

lion, caused a great deal of trouble in starting. When the

start was made John S. took the lead. At the quarter John
S. was in the lead, and was never headed. Dennis was a close

second and George L. third, with < iray Andy a bad fourth.

This position was held up to the stretch, when Gray Andy
moved up to third. John S. won the heat by a length and a
half over Dennis, Grav Andy third and George L. fourth.

Time, 2:38.

Second Heat—The horses got off even for this beat. Den-
nis and John S. went ahead and even to the quarter. Here
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Dennis made a bad break and went back to third place. Gray

Vndv went forging ahead, and at the three-quarter post he

had almost overtaken John S. Dennis and George L. were

fighting for thiid place in the heat. The horses came up the

stretch, Gray Andv under the whip. John S. won the beat

by a length, Gray Andy second, Dennis third and John L.

fourth. °Time, 2:301. '
_

Third Heat—The horses got ofi all right on the start. John

S took the lead, with Dennis second- At the first turn this

horse forged ahead slightly and held a slight lead to the quar-

ter Here he made a break, which lost for him his chances

of winning. He fell behind Gray Andy. John S. forged

ahead and was not headed from this point. Andy Gray

crowded him into the stretch, but was not fleet enough to

catch him. John S. won the heat by three lengths, Gray

\ndv second, Dennis third and John L. fourth. Time, 2:32

Hat. John S. broke once in the race, but did not lose much

gronnd. Dennis broke twice, the second time at the half,

and tost considerable each time.

John S
i,r..v Al.ly
Dennis
Cieorge 1

Time-:. - -

111
3 2 2

2 3 3
4 4 4

TELE SUMMER RUNNING MEETING.

[COSTiyi'ED FROM P.VGE 646.1

SIXTH DAY—THURSDAY, JUNE 22.

The racing to-day was simply grand. Over 1,200 persons

saw and appreciated it. Three prettier contests than the first,

fourth and fifth events were never seen on any race course.

Again only one favorite was successful (Xormandie), two

races being won by second choices and two by 5 and 6 to 1

chances respectively. Little " Doc" Tuberville distinguished

himself by riding two winners.

Eight maidens of various ages faced Starter Brown in the

first event on the card, a dash of five and one-half furlongs.

Xormandie was a favorite at 7 to 5, the Tyrant-Premium

filly going at 7 to 1, Connaught at 3, Sidney at 4, the others

at long prices. To a rather straggling start the Premium

filly shot away to the front at a great pace, and had opened

up nearlv three lengths on Xormandie, her nearest competi-

tor, going to the half-pole. Connaught was third. Xormandie

graduallv gained on Weber's speedy filly, and the lead into

the straight was only about one and a halt lengths. Little

Tuberville urged Xormandie like a little demon in the home-

stretch, keeping her from swerving into the Premium filly

only bv being eirremely careful. In the last 100 yards Xor-

mandie collared the leader, then the Premium filly came

again. Finally the favorite made a dying rally, and won
cleverly bv a good head, the Premium filly second, about

three lengths from Connaught, third. Sidney was fourth,

the rest spread-eagled. Time, 1:09.

Golden State, Johnny Weber up, was played for a killing,

being backed down from 2A to 1 to 9 to 5 at the close. O.

Bee was at 3 to 1, while the odds against the imported mare,

Atossa, receded from 2\ to 1 to 4 to 1. The prices against

the rest of the maidens ranged from 6 to 30 to 1. A lot of

cavorting, kicking and running away was indulged in, the

principal offenders being Lord Dunbar, Sir Gordon and

Cooper. The flag fell to a poor start, and the favorite at once

assumed command, with the Australian filly, Atossa, second,

and the grand-looking O. Bee third. Atossa wrested the

place of honor away from Golden State at the three-quarter

pole, and notwithstanding O. Bee looked dangerous at the

head of the homestretch Atossa drew away in the straight

and won eased up by three lengths from O. Bee, who swerved

toward the fence a sixteenth from borne and lost a couple of

lengths. Two and a half lengths behind O. Bee came Cooper.

Golden State was fourth, Sir Gordon fifth, Lord Dunbar sixth

and Miss Edsall last. Time, 1:10.

Morton was an even-money favorite in the third race, one

mile. Broad Church going at 7 to 5, the others at from 4 to

20 to 1. Eroad Church got away nearly two lengths in the

lead and well on his stride, and Morton, second, cut JDroKte

oil' at the first turn, not interfering, however. Broad Church
was never headed, and won with a bit to spare by a length,

Morton, who swerved in the homestretch when looking very

dangerous, second, two lengths from JBrolite, who was eight

from Cody B., he half a length in front of Kitty Kerr.

Time, 1:44$. Cody B. was in second place at the quarter.

Seaside was favorite at 4 to 5 on in the fourth event, a han-

dicap for two-year-olds, five furlongs. Realization was second
choice at 3 to l,the others were at4 and 5 to 1. Carmelwas
first to show, closely attended by Warrago and the others.

Between the half and three-quarter pules the quartet ran as

one horse, and a prettier race one could not care to see.

I Close together they ran into the homestretch. Half-way down
:
little Tuberville called on Carmel, and the colt, ridden beau-

i tifully, came away gamely and won by a trifle over a length,

I

Warrago second, as far from Realization, who was a neck

;
from the heavily-punished Seaside, last of all. Official time,

1:05; unofficial by several watches, 1:03$.

Garcia went to "the post in the last race of the day a favor-

ite at 8 to 5. Red Cloud was at 2 to 1 (backed from 3),

Xellie G. 4 to 1, Huguenot 3 to 1, Solitude b' and 8 to 1

Xellie G. cut out the running, attended very closely by Hu-
guenot until nearing the homestretch. There Solitude, on

;
the inside, came with a fine burst of speed, passed Xellie G.
100 yards from the finish, and won easily by a length, Xellie

G. second, one and one-half lengths from Red Cloud, who
I really ran a dead heat with Huguenot foi third place. As
Charley Weber, Huguenot's rider, came in one and one-quar-

ter pounds short of weight, Red Cloud jras placed third.

j

Time, 1:44$. Garcia, who looked exceedingly dangerous at the

final turn, finished last.

SUMMARIES.

First race, maidens, all ages, purse $200, live and a half furloags.

R. Teitgen's b f Xormandie, 2, bv imp. Kyrle Dalv—Extract, 85
lbs Tuberville 1

P. Weber's ch f. 2, by Tyrant—Premium, S7 lbs C.Weber 2

M. Kerr's ch g Connaught, 3, bv Joe Daniels—Santa Rosa, 118 lbs

Cota 3
Time—1:09.

Won by a head, three lengths between second and third.
Our Dick (Lawless. 121), Sidnev (Campbell. IOSi. Hiram E. (Gannon.

121), Kitty H. (Parker, 117i and M. Ginnis' First (Peters. 108) also ran.
Post betting—7 to 5 Normandie, 6 to 1 Premium filly, 3 to 1 Con-

naught, 4 to 1 Sidney, others 20 to 1.

Second race, maidens, all ages, purse $200, five and a half furlongs

Garden Citv Stable's b f imp. Atossa, 3, by Danlop—Catherine
Wheel, 99 lbs Donathan 1

Beeler & Mother's b h O. Bee, 5, by Virginias—Lola, 124 pounds
L. Jones 2

Golden Gate stable's ch g Cooper. 3. by John A.—nntraced, 10S lbs.

F. Narvaez 3
Time, 1:10.

Won easilv by three lengths, two between second and third.

Lord Dunbar (124. Appleby), Sir Gordon i Berry, 12-1
1, Golden State

iJ. Weber. 117), Miss Edsall (Robinson, 106 1. also ran.

Post betting—4 to 1 Atossa, 3 to 1 O. Bee, o to 1 Cooper, 9 to 5 Golden
State, 6 to 1 Sir Gordon, 12 to 1 Lord Dunbar and 15 to 1 Miss Edsall.

Third race, selling, purse $200. One mile.

E. Tierney's ch h Broad Church, a, by Leinster—Tibbie Dunbar
US pounds '. Weboer 1

E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, a, by Leinster—Lily H.. 117 pounds
Williams 2

C. E. Trevathan's b f Aerolite, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Aurelia, 96
pounds Tuberville 3

Time—1:44%.
Won easily by a length, one and one-half lengths between second

to third.
Kitty Kerr iCoady, 76), and Cody B. (Bacigalupil also ran.
Post betting—7 to 5 Broad Church, even money Morton, 4tol Aer-

olite, 10 to 1 Kitty Kerr, and 15 to 1, Cody B.

Fourth race for two-year-olds, handicap, purse $300. Five furlongs.

C. L. Don's ch b Carinel, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, 105 pounds
Tuberville 1

Garden City Stable's b f Warrago, by Warwick—Fidalma, 107
pounds Donathan 2

Hoag & Watson's b c Realization by Regent—Sadie, 115 pounds
Rinstine 3

Time—1:05.

Won bv over a length, same between second and third.

Seaside (J. Weber, 115), also ran.
Post betting—5 to 1 Carmel, 5 to 1 Warrago, 3 tol Realization, 4

to 5 Seaside.

Fifth race—Handicap, purse $300. One mile.

G. W. Watson's b f Solitude, 3, by imp. Darebin—Altitude, 10S
pounds Rinstine 1

J. H. Davis' gr m Nellie G., a, bv Sampson, 110 pounds J. Weber 2
J. E. King's b h Red Cloud, 4, by Red Iron—Maggie D., 115 pounds

„ Spence 3
Time, 144&

Wou easily by a length, one and one-half lengths between second
and third.
Huguenot (C. Weber, 105) and Garcia iBurlingame. 1001 also ran.
Post betting—6 to 1 Solitude, 4 to 1 Nellie G., 2 to 1 Red Cloud, S to 5

Garcia and 5 to 1 Huguenot.
«.

T. W. Moore's handsome black mare Maid of Wood foaled

a fine bay filly by Sidney, 2:19}, Tuesday, June 20th. The
|
mare will be bred to Dexter Prince.

Shipping

Horses.
Always have something to put

on wounds. Phenol Sodique ar-

rests inflammation immediately.

Natural healing follows.

Just as good for all animals.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE, Philadelphia.

At druggists. Take no substitute.

36 DAYS RAGING IN A CIRCUIT OF 180 MILES.

$60,000 IN PURSES AND STAKES.

RUNNING, TROTTING AND PACING.
DILLON

ANACONDA

JULY 4 to 7

JULY 15 to 26

BUTTE

HELENA

JULY 29 to AUG. 15

AUG. 19 to AUG. 26

ALL FULL MILE REGULATION TRACKS.

OVER $1,000,000 IN AUCTIONS AND MUTUALS IN 1892.

SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS RUNNING INTO MONTANA.

Entries to Trotting and Pacing Purses Close July 1st.
Five Per Cent, to Enter and Five Per Cent. Additional to Start. Five Entries to Fill and Four to Start.

ALL RUNNING PURSES CLOSE NIGHT BEFORE RACE.
Five Per Cent, to Enter. Four Entries to Fill and Three to Start.

OLD DISTANCE RULES TO GOVERN. HEATS, BEST THREE IN FIVE

For Entry Blanks, Etc., Address D. P. O'CONNOR, Assistant Secretary, Butte, Mont
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SAN SIMEON THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS
AND THE RACEHORSES

KING THOMAS AND ALMONTBy Auction -A_t

Salesyard Corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street, San Francisco,

J±t 11 &l. m. -WttTDlSrttfEH>JSrS~w 0"CJJLT5r 19tli, 1Q9S
The yearlings from this ranch are from mares that produced the good racehorses Yosemite, Snowdrop, Prize, Bridal Veil, Mezzotint, Blizzard, Castanet, etc., and by such sires as

Surinam, Jim Brown and the Australian horses True Briton and Trade Wind.

CATALOGUES WILL BE READY JCN'E 20, 1893.

The Broodmares and Stallions From this Ranch will be Sold at Auction in November.

K1LLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street.

,

Fall Race Meeting

SAN BEMTO COINTY ABRICCLTIRAL
ASSOCIATION.

HOLLISTER,
October 10 to 14, IncL

Entries Close July 25th
TCBSDAY. OCTOBER ICth.

Purse.

1. Yearling Stoke Race. Trotting—One-
half inUe heats. > Closed with 9 entries)-—(5200

2 HollUter Derby—One and one-half mile
dash. Free-for-all- 250

3. Two-Year-Old Slake Race, Trotting-
2-lo-3,mlle heats. (.Closed withlOentrles)... 30O

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER lltli.

4. 3:40 Class Trotting—Stake. (Closed

with 5 entries)- 300
5. Pacini-. 2:35 Class—Free-for-all- 400
6. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and

repeal. Free-for-all - *00

THCRSDAY, OCTOBER 12th.

7. 2:37 Class Trotting—Free-for-all; mile

heats - 40O
8 Running—One-half mileand repeat. Free-

for-all ._ • —«- 150
|

9 KunnlnK—Five-eighths of a niile dash.

Free-for-all 10O

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13th.

Pacing—Free-for-all; mileheats 500
Running—Mile dash; free-for-all 300
Saddle-Horse Rare—For County horses.

j

One-quarter of a mile and repeat _ SO '

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 14th.

3:20 Class Trotting—Mile heats. Free-

for-all 5°0
Trolling—Two-mile dash; free-for-all 200,
Runnins—Novelty, one and one-quarter

miles dash; $25 at each quarter 125
Bicycle races, balloon ascension and parachute jump

Wednesday; stock parades Thursday and Saturday;

balloon ascensions and donkey races Satn rday morning. I

ENTRIES WILL CLOSE TUESDAY, JULY 25th.

So nomination will be considered unless ac-

companied by the cash.

CONDITIONS.
In alt races five to enter, three to start.

Entrance 10 per cent, of purse. Purses divided into
,

four moneys, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., except running
,

purses, which will be divided at rate ol 60, 30 and 10 per
cent.
Riders and drivers will be required to name and wear '

racing colors.
Horses not taking a beat in four will be sent to the

stable. , I

' All races are best three in five, unless otherwise
specified. ,

,

National Association Rules to govern trotting and
,

pacing. Blood Horse Rules to govern running.
Horses not declared out bv 6 p. m. of day preceding

the race will be required to start. Directors reserve the

right to change the hour and day of any race by giving
nominators three days' notice of change.

Stalls, hay and straw free to all competitors.
For further particulars apply to

A. D. SHAW. Secretary,
C. J. COX, President. Holllster.Cal.

MAKE TOUR ENTRIES JULY 1st, 1893,
FOR THE

E£2? SUMMER MEETING $8,000
IN PURSES.

OF THE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association,

JULY 22d to JULY 29th, 1893, Inclusive.

Only 5 Per Cent, to Start Your Horse. Entries Close July 1st.

PROGRAMME.

TROTTING (Mile Heats, 2 in 3).

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

Wo.

No.

No.

Xo. 4.

No. 5.

No.

Mo.

No.

Mo.

FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTIV
2:18 CLASS
2:20 CLASS
2:22 CLASS
2:24 CLASS
2:27 CLASS
2:30 CLASS
2:40 CLASS
3-Vr-01d 2:33 Class "

4-Yr-Old 2:30 Class •

li PERSE 8800
1 700

600
500
50O
500
500
300

300

300

PACING (Mile Heats, 2 in 3).

No. 11. FREE-FOR-ALL PACING PERSE 8700
Xo. 12. 2:18 CLASS " SOU
Xo. 13. 2:25 CLA6S " " • 50O

DASHES.
Xo. 14. TWO MILES, 2:25 CLASS PACING. PIRSB 83O0
Ao. 15. TWO MILES. 2:25 CLASS TROTTING. PCRSE 300

Xo. 16. OXE MILE. 2-Yr-0ld 2:40 CLASS, Trolllne. Pl'RSE 20O

SPECIAL DASHES AND RACES.

Entrance 5 percent, of the amount of the purse,
which must accompany nomination. Five per cent,
additional will be deducted from winners of first, sec-
ond, third and fourth moneys.
In all heal races moneys divided 50, 25, 15 and 1C per

cent.; in all dash races money divided GO, 20 and 10 per
cent.

Six entries required to fill and three to start, but the
Board reserves the right to declare a race filled with
less than six entries by deducting 5 per cent, from Ihe

Kurse for every entry less than six, and to start with
as than three.
The Board reservps the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's rac-

ing, or to trot a special race between heats.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear they may contest for entrance money paid in, to
be divided as follows: 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and
33 1-3 per cent, to the second.

CONDITIONS.
In all races drivers will be required to wear caps and

jackets of distinct colors, which mast be named
in their entries

The right reserved to start each purse in trial beats if

more than nine c'eclare to start, starters to be divided
by the Board of Directors.

Horses and colts owned outside of the Pacific Coast
are eligible to all purses without requirement of mem-
bership; owners residing In States and Territories lying
In whole or in part west of the Rocky Mountains,
MUST become members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. to In-

title them to make entries,
A horse distancing the field shall only oe entitled to

first and third moneys.
The Directors reserve the right to change the hour

and day of any raceexcept when It becomes necessary
to anti-date a race, in which Instance the nominator
will receive three days' notice of change by mall to ad-
dress of entry.

Entries not declared out by 5 P. u. of the day preced-
ing the race, shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person or

in one Interest, the horse to be started must be named
by 5 p. m. of ihe day preceding the nice.
Trotting and racing colors shall be named by 5

o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must
be worn upon the track.
Otherwise than the above National Trotting Associa-

tion Rules to govern.
Suspension and expulsions ol the American Trotting

Association will be recognized.

Pentoim dcairou* of maklosenlrlen in the abu.e
[nir-i-- . and nbo have not an yet joined the
P. B. T. H. B. A. should make application lor
membership to Secretary, and remit the >um of
!»••!'» to cover membership Tee before July l-i,
1893.

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary, JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, President.

Entries close July 25:h, 1893. at which time the Direc-

tors will receive and open bids for the following privi-

leges:
Auction Pools, Mutual Po'-lsi, Bar, Games,

Fruit btand.

Bias may be made separate or in combination, and
must be accompanied by a certified check for 5 percent.
of amount of bid, which checks will be returned to all

unsuccessful bidders.
A. D. SHAW, Secretary.

HAVING LEASED THE CELEBRATED

HobartStockFarm
AT SAN MATEO,

1 am prepared to take care of horses In any manner
owners may desire. The best of pasture and running

water are on the place. There are

Box Stalls With Acre Paddocks

313 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM
HOME OF

RAGE RECORD 2:20 1-2 Third Heat. TRIAL 2:18.

SIRED BY 8LLTAX, 2:24, DAM MADAME BALDWIN 'dim of MAJF.STF.R. 2:21: BAY ROSE. 2:20 1-2: and PASHA,
Ire of.MORO. 2:27>. Bv THE MOOR 870.

I»rl-cra.t© Stallion F'or X808.
STANDARD-BRED STOCK FOR SALE WBtiam*'mm

T&£kJg%rEga'° 'AMUJM '"

For farther particulars address THOS. BONNER, Santa Rosa Stock Farm.
Or apply to IRA PIERCE, 728 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

SPLENDID RACE TRACK
that will be kept in first-class order. Besides stalls,

small and large fields, and all accomodations needful,

everything Is new and In perfect shape. It Is pro

nonrced by horsemen to be the best stock farm In Cali-

fornia. All stock sent :ome will receive my personal
|

attention. Rates very reasonable.

K. O'GRADY,
HOBART STOCK FARM. SAN MATEO.

»l n-l H1HK FOR

The Breeder and Sportsman

Turf Authority of the Pacific Coast.

S25to$50|'^--

i

Kli'ti "in r-Ul .

n.r.lUrrlwtiU-.Ul^
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1st, 1893
IX THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN'S

TO BE TROTTED IN 1893.
FOR MARES COVERED IX 18S9 (Tkottisg Foals of 1890). CLOSED JAXUARY 1st, 1890, WITH 284 ENTRIES.

CONDITIONS—Subscriptions payable as follows : $10 on January 1st, 1890, when nominations close; $10 August 1st, 1890
; $10 January 1st, 1891

; $10 January 1st, 1892

$10 January 1st, 1S93, and

$50 FOR STARTERS, PAYABLE JULY 1, 1893.
Race to be mile heats, three-iD-five,, in harness. Nominators not making all payments forfeit former ones, and the entire amount of forfeits and payments, together with added money,

will be divided as follows : Go per cent, to first horse, 20 per cent, to second horse, 15 per cent, to third horse.

The BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Guarantees $3,000, to be Divided as Above Stated.
If the payments, etc., amount to more than $3,000, the additional amount, after deducting cost of advertising, will also be divided in the same proportion to the winning horses.

Nominators whose mares prove not to be in foal, will be refunded the amounts paid upon furnishing a written statement to that effect before August 1, 1890.

LIST OF THOSE WHO MADE FIFTH PAYMENTS, JANUARY 1, 1893:

SANTA ROSA STOCK FARM—Br f Direc ress. by Director, dam
Phaceola, by Silver Threads. S f Memento, by Woodnut,
dam Tricks. Dy Whipple's Hambletonian.

JOSHTA OHADBOURXE—Br f Gretchen. by Director, dam Mollie,
by Ben Allen.

OAKWOOD PARK STOCK FARM—Br c Cibolo, by Chas. Derby,
dPT* Addie Ash, by Indianapolis.

DrBOIS BROS.—Ch f Mary Magdalene, by Superior, dam Madge-
lena, by Magnet. Br c Supposition, by Superior, dam Knoxje.
by Knox Boy.

JA-. C. HASTINGS—B c Treasurer, by Secretary, dam Medio, by
Anteeo.

A. W. FINK—Iron gr c by Guy Wilkes, dam Jennie McCarty, by
Patcnen Vernon.

A. T. HATCH—Br f I Direct, by Director, dam daughter of Irving-
ton.

J. J. HALLTXAN—B t Delia H., by Sidney, dam Grindelia, by Gen.
Benton.

AO >RN STABLES—Br f Phantom, bv Stanford, dam Rose Abbott.
by Abottsford.

J. H. OUTHWATTE—B c Daghestan, by Stamboul, dam Alia Belle
by Electioneer.

DR. G. B. SOMERS Seal br f Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button
dam Adeline Patti, by Effingham.

M. KEMPER—Ch c AJwood K., by Woodnut, dam Alice B-, by
Admiral.

F. W. LOEBER—Ch f Miss Washington, by George Washington,
dam Nancy R., by Admiral.

WM. McCAFFERTY—B f Early Rose, by McCafferty's Nutwood,
dam Maggie, by Patchen Vernon.

GILBERT TOMPKINS—Br f Vera, by Wildout, dam Veronica, by
Alcona.

WM. MEESE—Br c Urban, by Noonday, dam by Steinway.

DAN McCARTY—Br c Index, by Dexter Prince, dam Ida, by
Abbottsford.

JAS. W. REA—B c Hillsdale, by Antinous, dam Nettie Nutwood, by
Nutwood.

NAPA STOCK FARM—Ch c Bloodhound, by Dexter Prince, dam
Mollie Patten, by Whippleton. B c Dexter Prince Jr., by Dex-
ter Prince, dam "Rmmft Nutwood, by Nutwood.

R. O. NEWMAN—B c Homeway, by Strathway, dam Ida May. by
Grosver.er.

J. P PATERY—B h Sqnire W., by Alex. Button, dam Lucy, by
Hercules,

WILFRED PAGE—Brf Mlalma, by Eclectic, dam Minnie Allen,
by Arthurton.

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM—Br f Bell Bird, by Electioneer, dam
Beautiful Bells, by The Moor. B c Teazle, by Electioneer, dam
Tillie, by Gen. Benton. B c Altiva, by Electioneer, dam Dame
Winnie, by Planet. B f Bonnibel, by Azmoor, dam Bonnie, by
Gen. Benton. B f Rowena, by Azmoor, dam Emma Robson,
by Woodburn.

J. D. SMITH—B f Sidess, by Sidney, dam Addie S., by Steinway.

L. VILLEGIA—B f Sydka, by Sidney, dam May, by John Nelson.

WOOD WATTLES—B c Dynamo, bv Director, dam Yonng Miami,
by Paul's Abdallah.

A. WESKE-Ch f Mayflower, by Prince Imperial, dam Amelia, by
Gray McClellan.

CHAS. W. WELBY—Ch f Rebecca T., by Guy Wilkes, dam Bav
View Maid, by Gen. Benton.

XEGLECT TO MAKE AMY PAYMENT AT THE TIME STIPULATED WILL IXCUR FORFEITURE OF ALL PREVIOUS PAYMENTS.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LINDSEY HUMANE BIT.

Solid Leather, Spring Centre - - $3.00

Steel, Leather Covered - - - - 3.50

Hand Forged Steel, Nickel Plated, 8.00

Postpaid uu receipt ui yiux.
('ares Pullers, Check Fighters Tongue Lollera.
"To know it Is to use IL"Robebt Bossee.
" Want one in every bridle."—Fran-k Starr.
"It gives you the best results."—Budd Doblk.
" It Is superior to all bits."—Ed. D. Bithrr.

Address ROBERT SEARS.
Lock Box »40, Chicago, 111.

HAM A WINCHESTER, San Francisco, sole
iuf.-iits for the Pacific Coast.

Handy Wagons

Have One or Two Seats.

Carry Two or Four People.

Furnished with Shafts or Pole.

Built and Finished in a First-

Class Manner. Warranted to

Give Satisfaction. Are With-

out an Equal on the Coast.

Write for Prices .

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO.

THOROUGHBREDS FOR SALE
THE AUSTRALIAN EACEHOKSE

7 STROMBOLI 7
Winner as a two-year-old of the Victoria Racing Club Produce Stakes and the Australian

Jockey Club Produce Stakes, and as a three-year-old of the Australian Jockey Club Derby

(1J£ miles \ Sydney Cup [2 miles in 3:32 1, Hawkesbury Guineas and Rourke Handicap, Melbourne.

tTPAATTinT T ^asbredby the late Hon. James White, is a handsome dark mahogany bay, foaledn J- I\w J)JL DUJjI in 16S9. Sired by Chester i.son of Tattendon and Lady Chester, by Stockwell) dam
Etna i dam of Volcano and Lavaj, by MarioyrDong (by Fisherman—imp. Rose de Florence, by Fljing Dutch-
man >; second dam The Alpaca 'dam of eignt winners—she never produced any colt or filly that did not win races
on the tcxf), by Imp. Kingston; third dam Lilla, by New Chum. Lilla produced, when mated withYattendon,
Javelin, winner of the Australian Jockey Club Derby, and Commodore, winner of the A. J. C. Leger. Etna,
dam of Stromboli, is a sister to Woodlands, who beat Chester for the Australian Jockey Club Derby.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST PACER

DR. SWIFT.
With record 2:13 in race: sound and in fine conditiou

will lower his record five seconds this year.

ALSO
Some BROTHERS and SISTERS to Swift, by Bay

wood, dam American Girl.

E. S. SMITH.
No. 119 Empire Street, San Jose, Cal.

FOR SALE.

STROMBOLI stands 16 hands and is a horse of grand conformation,
excellent feet and legs—in every way a model horse.

i-.h good shoulders, strong loins and

CLIEVEDEN,
Brother to the Mighty CHESTER, the sire of more winners of classic events than any

other in Australia.

/"IT TT7 \.7 "I? "T\T? \T wassiredbv Yattendon ont ofImp. Ladv Chester. bvStockwpll; second dam Aostrv
vjAjIXj V J2JlJllil}i byHarkaway;thirddamLelia,byEuiilius:fourthdam Appoloniaby Whisker,etc.
His breeding is equal to that of aoy sire in the world, combining the double strain of Sir Hercules through the
immortal Stockwel. and also a double strain of Emilius. It can therefore be seen that Clieveden is invaluable
as a sire, renresentlnga change of blood for American-bred mares. Clieveden was reserved by his breeder, the
late Hon. E. K. Cox, to take the place of his sire, Yattendon.

CLEEYEDEN is 16 hands in height and is a beautiful golden bay with black points. He is a very symmet-
rically proportioned and a grand horse In every way.

These two -trillion- can be seen al Dennts Gannon's private race track, near San Rafael.

• APPLY TO -

Ob C. BRUCE LOWE, This Office.
J. J. MOORE, 302 California Street,

Fractional Portions

Of a Second Recorded Accur-

ately by one of my Horse-

Timers. I have all Styles. All

Good. Come and see them

A. HIRSOHMAN,
113 .1 1 Tl.il STREET.

HARRY G LEE,
With fifteen years' experience, desires position as

Trainer and Jockey
; table. B*-*t of refexenoea Address

H. U. LEE. I in- Office.

The Well-Known Trainer and Driver

JAMES E. BERRYMAN
:has opened a:

PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE
AT TBE WAPA BACK TRACK.

Where he will be pleased to receive trotters and pacers
to train and develop.

BROU
THE OLD RELIABLE CURE

I for Xhe most obstinate cases of Gonorr-
1 hcea and Gleet. No other treatment

f
required. Non-poisonous. No Stricture,

No Inconvenience, Sold by ALL
[druggists. J. Ferre, (successor to Brou),

| PhArmj^g p, Paris.

A thoroughbrep yearling filly sired by Imp. Loyalist,
dam Eda i sister to St. David and dam of Green Hock j

by Hock-Hocking isire of Beaconsfield, Batchelder,
Arthur H-, Sl David and Fonr Acesi; second dam Eva
Coombs (dam of St. David, Maid of the Mist, Aileen
Alannah. and second dam of Beacon stield, Batchelder,
ArtburH and Four Acesi. She is a magnificent Indi-
vidual. Breeding, conformation and family speed In-
dicate that she will be a great stake w inner.

Inquire C. E. FAR > CM, M. D.

,

703 Market Street.

FOR SALE.

A New Toomey Sulky.
Never used in a race : just as good as new. A bar-

gain.
also a

Set of colt harness, been used only a fewtknes; it was
made to order and Is in excellent condition.

Address, X. Y. Z. . this office.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at £4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care

taken of Stock, but no responslDlity assumed for ac-

cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the

Steamer Gold, which leaves every day lexcept Sun-

day from wharf between Washlngtan and Jackson,

Streets S. P.

THOS. ROACH. Agent,
LakevLUe, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Pasturage.
Having a large stock ranch of rich pasture land about

oue mile and a half fromRedwood City, I am prepared
to take horses forpasture. There are small and large
fields and paddocks, box stalls, stables, etc, and plenty
of running water. The climate Is warm and there is

plenty of shelter the year round for stock. Pasturage
*i per month ; stall room, etc, extra. I am prepared to
train and handle colts and roadsters, and will take the
best ot care of all horses sent me.

D. C. MURPHY.
Redwood City, San Mateo Cal, Co..
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AUCTION SALE
OF

Trotting-Bred Broodmares, Colts & Fillies

AND ROADSTERS,
Bred and Raised by

-A.. T. TTATO^, Esq., Siiisvm, Oa.1.,
AT 11 A. M. OX

THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1893,
At Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.

Particulars to future announcement. Catalogues ready June 14th.

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street

TRACK HARROW and LEVELER COMBINED.

THIS IS THE ONLY HARROW ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR TRACK WORK ON THE PACIFIC COAST

AT PRESEXT I.V ACTrAL WORK OX BAY BISTRICT TRACK.

ALLISON, NEFF & CO., Sole agents
Southeast Corner MARKET and MAIX STREETS, SAX FRAXCISCO.

^^^jLyford's Impregnators. Rook on Barren Hares, $1.00.
7

i C.C.LYFORD, Minneapolis, Minn.

Races! Races!
Breed to a Horse That Gets Early and

Extreme Speed from all Kindslf Hares.

The Summer Running Meeting.

COXDrfTED BY

HENRY SCHWARTZ & CO.

AT

Bay District Track
LASTS FROM

JUNE 13 TO JULY 15,

Four or More Races Each Day.

racing four days each
"WEEK,

TUESDAY,THURSDAY FRIDAY andSATURDAY

ADMISSIOX - - - - S1.00

Alexander Button 1997,
FOCR-YEAR-OLD RECORD, 2 :26 1-2.

Sire of the fastest double team on the Coast and Yolo
Maid (p),2:12; Tom Ryder (pi, 2:17'- , Belle Button
{.p),2:19'4: Mabel H. (4), 2:20; Rosa Mac. 2:20Aj ; Lucj-
11., 2:21 % ; Laura Z., 2:23J£ ; Logan, 2:23J4 ; Maud C.
2:28 ; Keboe, 2:29"^ ; all these are race records ; no tin
cup marks. Pedigree—Alexander Button is by Alexan-
der 490, dam Lady Button, by Napa Rattler ; second
dam a pacing mare, s. t. b. by Copperbottom. Alexan-
der (sire ot Reliance. 2:22;*; ; Tommy Todd, 2:24 ; Nellie
Patchen, 2;27M >, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 31, record 2:27.

tirst dam Lady Crum 'dam ot Gen. Dana, sire of dam*
of Frank M., 2:17)4 '. b>" Brown's Bellfounder. Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31 is sire of ten in 2:30 list and his sous and
daughters are noted for their speed and breedlng-on
qualities.
Every performer aired by Alexander Button i-

oul of non-standard mares at the time they were
tired. >u matter « hat mare* be u n- bred to every
colt from Clydesdales up could trot fast.

TERMS 810O FOR THE SEA60X.
AH bills must be paid at end of season. Mares not

proving with foal may be returned next season free of
charge. Good pasturage furnished at $2 per month, and
due care takeD to prevent accidents or escapes, but no
liability whatever assumed.
Will stand at Cache Creek Farm, which Is situated

about one and one-half miles west of Yolo station.
All mares sent to Yolo in my care will be forwarded

free of charge.
G. W. WOODARO. Proprietor.

Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal.

DR. SMITH'S

Caloric Vita Oil
The Great California Pain-Cur-

ing and healing Remedy.
FOB

Sprains. Bruises, Strained Cords, Muxcular and
Rheumatic »or*nes». Stiff or Callous Jointa,

Tender Feet, Sore Throat. Distemper,
Colic Paina, etc.. etc.. It U

"GREAT STUFF."
Monroe Salisbury says: "Never go on the circuit

without a supply."

For Sale by DruttglsU only In Bolt lei,

50c and 81. OO.

All orders in bulk filled only at the CALORIC VITA
OIL CO.'S LABARATORY, 1513 Bl'iiusan STBKKT,
San Feancisco, Cal. Price. 83 a qunrl. glO a
gallon net. A circular accompanies each package,
giving general instructions for Its use.

COMPILERS and

PRINTERS
or

Horsed Stock Catalogues

The Hicks-Judd Co.

23 first ST., s. F.

R LIDDLE & SON.
110 Montgomery St., S. F.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer* In

GUNS, RIFLES AND PISTOLS.
A FILL LIXB OF F1SHIXU TACKLE

AXD SPORTg.ME.V8 i.inin-

«VOrders by null receive prompt attention.

THE FRAZIER LEADS !

S:04 !

!

The only sulky In which the

axle bears equally on both sides

of the wheel aod the draft Is

evenly distributed.

BROKE A.\D MADE RECORDS Wl I H THE KIU/IKII

EtTHERSTEELOR HICKORY WHEELS.
High-Wheel Sulkies of any makt < inverted to

Pneumatic Tire to order. Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

FRAZIER SPEEDING AND EXERCISING CARTS,
With or without BALL BEARIXUS.

TROTTIXIi HARNESS. Etc.

nancy hanks.
Mascot,

Direct,
Jay-Eye-See

STUDEBAKER BROS.
SOLE AGENTS.

MANT'G CO.
MARKET AXD TEXTH STREETS. SAX FRAXCISCO. CAL.

The Only Member of the American Ticket

Brokers' Association in this City. ottingbr's
Ticket Office.

DAIiUAKE CHECKED FREE.

TIOjHLjEJTS

Bought, Sold and Exchanged
TO ALL POINTS.

$5 TO $20 SAVED ON REGULAR TICKETS.

ALL TXAXSACTIOXS GUARANTEED.

620 MARKET STREET,
(OPPOSITE PALACE HOTEL)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.IELEPHOXE 1423.

SEXD FOR

CATALOGUE
Mailed Free

GEM STEEL WIND MILL
WITH GRAPHITE BOXES.

NEVER REQUIRES OILING OR CLIMBING OF TOWERS.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than other mills that are oiled.
Practically these mills require no attention. TBDXY a Gkm, und worth lis

weight in Gold. It combines beauty, strength, durabl ity and sinipllciiv.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and Is sold on its merits; in fact.
It is the best mill on earth. They are geared back three toone—the whu-i
making three revolutions to one stroke of pump—making them run In Hie
Lightest wind or breeze. The mill is made entirely ot Steel and Cast Iron.
Each one of oar Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satisfactory, freight
will be paid both ways, and money refunded. We also carrv Pump* of all
Kinds. In 11k-. Pipe Fitting*. Etc.

WOODIN & LITTLE, Xo. 312 MARKET STREET.
SAN" FRANCISCO.

pelteriiie
HOOF STXJI,jF,Ij3ff<3-.

I.O- AXGBLES TESTIMONIALS.
LOS AN'. I I l--. i'AL., May. ISM.

We have used and noted the result of tin- us,- of Bpelterlne "n hones1 boob, and are nat lulled It Is superior to
anything on earth for the purpose of cooling out and rendering lieallhya dry or dls.-as.-d hoof We heartily
enoone Its use.

W. E. D. Mlill 111-11 V D. V. M. W. J. (II l\l.lt \ ».

J. C. C. PRICE, M. R. C. V. 8. R. T. WB1TTLB8BV, D. \. S.

DR. » III I I •.. V. 8.. Pasadena. J. C. NEWTON.
DR. J. K. « I I HKR8POOX, Veterinary Denll.l.

SPELTERINECO., 1954 Howard St., San Francisco

Stock Farm For Sale.
One of the 6nest stock farms in California, consisting of about one hundred acres of rich

soil, twenty acres of which in alfalfa, well watered and fenced. It is one of the best-appointed

places in the famous Napa valley ; it is situated one mile from Napa CitY, on the banks of the

Napa river. There are fine stables, barns, sheds and numerous box-stall, small paddocks, and

in fact everything to make it a model farm for the purpose for which Mr. McCord intended

it. The magnificent two-story residence containing eleven rooms built in the latest style,

surrounded by a garden and orchard, makes it an ideal home place, and a more desirable in-

vestment than this has not been offered for years; As John McCorrJ, the owner, is selling all

of his horses because his business in San Francisco prevents him from devoting the time to

them he would wish, he has concluded to sell this beautiful place also.

For Further Information Apply to

JNO. McOORD, Pier 21, Steuart Street
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Nutwood Stock Farm

For the Season of 1893.

Nutwood Wilkes22 >
ii6.

R!?^ Ê ,
1-2

By GUY WILKES, 2:15 1-4 ; Dam, LIDA W„ 2:18 1-4, by NUTWOOD 600, 2:18 3-4.

Limited to Fifty Approved Outside Mares at $100 for the Season.

M IWOOD WILKK* isabandsome
<-!iHs:mu la color, stands 15.3 hands high,

is level-headed, kind and intelligent, and
,.ue of the best individuals a person ever
saw and bis present record Is no measure

peed.

CO
5 1-4...

CO ~

t»"
"2

EH S
M£
I—< (-3

as

O £

I
s

Z

til V UlLKKs. 2
Sire of

Rupee p 2:11

Alannah t» 2:11**

Regal Wilkes, -iii\,

Muta Wilkes £UU
Chris. Stnitb <p>- 2U4)i
Hazel Wilkes- —2:14^
Hulda. 2:14*,

Uua Wilkes -2'15

And 23others with records
frvci MS to 2:30.

1 LIDA \V..2:18 1-4
Dam of

Nutwood Wilkes 2:20-
At three years.

[
HAMBLETONIAX 10

j Sire of Dexter, 2:17'.;, and

Ue%ire'!!T'
2:22 ZSS^HLSS^iJg

kf&k?-- 5gs UaavKasa?' usL

GtarWillL^. ..ISM ^ of Geo. wllkeSi 332

RichardsoD, J. B tieg

iS° S^Shita' thf-30 I

aiAMBRIXO PATCHEN

^jW ftSr^ftST"

Will£m L (DamofJoeBonker,2J9-rs
sire of AxtelfTsT £12 b^ American Star 14, sire

who^lS toSSwBJ.
fn
f
thf̂

f
ni

6 damS °f *
f BELMONT &4

j Sire ot Fred Arth.ur. 2:14 :

,

;

Nutwood, 2:18^; Wedge-
\utwood 600. 2:18 3-1... < wood, 2:19: Yiking, 2:19;4\

Sire ot and 3- others in the list,

Manager- 2.-092$
|

and of the dams of 47.
Lockheart -2:13 [ BOSS RUSSELL
NuthursL. -2-14^' Dam of Maod S., 2:08^;
Belmont Boy 2:15 Nutwood, 2:185,' ; CoraBei-
Nutplne _ -2:15, mont,2:24*£; Russia,2:28;
And 96 others from 2:16 to and grandam of Kremlin,

2:30, and of the dams of 2:07*,'.

Arion [2)i 2:10^' isold for
5125,000

1
; Sabledale (2),

2:183$; Vlda Wilkes (3),

2:18^: Myrtle (3), 2:19*4;
f GEO. M. PATCHES? Jr. 31,

Nutwood Wilkes C3j2£0J£,
(

2:27 (sire of 10 in the list and
and 40 others from 2:li to

[ the dams of 17 2:30 trot-
2:30. ters, by Geo. M. Patchen

Belle- s 30, 2:23}$ (sire of Lucy,
Dam of 2:18*4; grandsire of Stam-

LldaW .2U8J4 born, 2:07 W").

[REBEL DAUGHTER
(Grandam of LidaW. 2:18lj".

by Williamson's Belmont
(sire of Venture, 2:27*4 ; 8
dams ot 2:30 trotters, and
grandsire of Directum [S),

CALIFORNIA NUTWOOD 15,119
LIMITED TO FIFTY MAHh? AT §30 FOR THE SBASOX.

CALIFORNIA MTWOOD is a handsome cheetnut horse, stands sixteen hands one and iaThali inches
high, and Is the sire of Maud ., 2J9; Annie W., 2:25; Albert H., 2:27 £;'; Mollie C„ 2:37*4, and several others
k nocking at the door. He Is by Nutwood 600, 2:185j, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31., 2:27. This represents the

*iiw of Hambletonian and Clay blood, a combination that cannot rail to produce fast and game race
hi tarn, as well us great broodmares.

F' .- pedigree of Nutwood 600 and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. 31 see tabulated pedigree above.)

BflTF* You will hardly realize ^e strength of tliis breeding until you examine the above tabulated pedi-
rlU I L. gxee closely, then you will see that there is not only 7 great performers in it, but the greatest of sires,

as well as brood mare aires. You also find a number of great brood mares, all of which you rarely find in the
- of two young stallions, Guy Wilkes, 235)4, Is the only horse living or dead with 3 in the 2:15 list. Nut-

. IG .. i.- riot only the greatest living sire, but is also the greatest broodmare sire of 1892, he having
put In twenty-seven "and his daughters twenty-four. With such a grand combination of bloodlines, I

cannot see how one can make a mistake In breeding a good mare to either ofthe stallions, Nutwood
Wilkes or California Nutwood. It looks as if we^had everything but the possible nick and should get that
nine times out of ten. Mares not proving in foal may be returned the following season freeot service lee. Par-
ties desiring the services ot any ofthe above named stallions must send the mare or 10 per cent, of the service
foe w ith the engagement. Excellent pasturage at $5 per month, and when the condition of the animals requires
i t, hay or grain, or both, will be fed at 810 per month. The best of care will be taken of mares, but no liability for
accidents or escapes. Mares may be shipped direct to me at Irvington, Alameda County, CaL, via broad guage
railroad. All bills aredue at tlmeof service, bat must be paid by Aug. 1st., 1893. No stock wili be allowed to
rave the place until all bills are settled. Season from Feb. 15ih to Aug. 1st, 1893.Young Stools. For Sale.

am- visitors welcome any day. address

MARTIN CARTER,
NUTWOOD STOCK FARM, IRVINGTON, ALAMEDA CO, CAL.

S0UTHER-:-FARM,-:-1893.
The following horses will make the Season at this Farm in 1893.

Season begins February loth and ends July loth, 1893.

El Benton 13,367, 2:28f - - Fee, $50 Cash
By ElcclioDeer 125, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen.

Benton 1775.

Record made as a four-year-old on regulation
track to old-style sulky.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Glen Fortune - Fee, $25 Cash

By Electioneer 125, dam a granddaughter of
Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain Maid
and grandam of Electioneer.

1 produce two years old this spring, and are
good-gaited and promising.

LIMITED TO FORTY APPROVED MARES.
Fee, $15 Cash

Fee, $15 Cash

Don Figaro 20,233
By Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Sister to Vol-

taire, 2:201 (Emblem), the grandam of Flying Jib
(p). 2:05}, and the grandam of Arion, (two yearst.

Jester D. 5696 ....
By Almont 33, dam Hortense, by Messenger

Duroc IOC ; second to fifteenth dams thoroughbred.
Jester I), is the sire of the dams of a three-year-old
trotter in the '30 list and two four-year-old pacers
in the '26 list, all in races and to old-style sulky.

future and feed for mares bred to these horses, $8 per month up to July 15th ; after thai
time rates subject to special contract.

On I return privilege if horse bred to is alive and in mv possession. No responsibility
for acciocnts or escapes, but the reputation of this farm is a sufficient guarantee that everv
care wil. be taken to give all stock sent here the best of treatment. Kor further information

T>T,rsm SOUTHER FARM, P. O. Box 144, San Leandro, Oal.G LBERT TOMPKINS, Proprietor.

DEXTER PRINCE 11,363
AT THE

ASTER 2:16
FITZSIMMONS 1:!D
JES.SLE 2:22
DEXTER PKLNCESS 2:24!4
DEL PASO tOiil
LUCILLE. _ 2:26

"

JAMES L_ 2:29S»
CHARLEY FORD <p„ i y.) !:12«

IKEXE (p.)

CROW?." PREXCE. 2:1

MAGGIE 2:5

CHLOE. _ 2*
ROYAL PRTXCE. 2:5

LOTTERY TICKET (3 y) „ 2:1

SEXATOR L _ 2-J

PEE.OXS ALICE i p., 4yL..„ 2:1
CHEROKEE PRINCE (pi- 2:i

Dexter Prince is Toy

KENTUCKY PRINCE 2470.
Son of CLARK CHIEF (sire of dam of MARTHA WILKES, 2:08*4, etc.), and sire of Guy, 2d05j| ; Spoflord,

*2:1Sij: Company, 2:195^; Fred Folger. 2:20*4; Rayonne Prince, 2:21*4, and twenty others in the 2:30 list.

First dam LADY DEXTER. _by HA3IELET0NIAN 10.

Sister to Sire of
DEXTER 2:17' 4 Electioneer 125, George Wilkes 519, Alexander's
DICTATOR, who is the sire of Director, Abdallah 15, Happy ifedium 400, Dictator 113 and

2:17, sire of Direct, Directum. Margaret 110 other producing sons.
S., Evangeline, etc.. etc Also sire ot the dam of

STA1EBOUL. 2:07>C
and of the grandam of

KREMLIN 2:07?i
Second dam CLARA by AMERICAN STAR 14.

Dana of Sire of the dams ot
DEXTER 2:17!*f GUY 2:10¥
ALMA 2:2S*f ROBEKT M<AtREGOR 2:17^1
ASTORIA _ 2:29»-S HAPPY MEDIUM 400, and many others.
DICTATOR 113, etc, etc.

Third dam McKXXSTRY MARE, dam of SHARK, 2:27?f.

DEXTER PRIACE is one of the best-bred horses living, and in the last tew years he has proved himself
a sire of pure gait and extreme speed, although bred to few mares of merit and kept in a section where nothing
but his individual merit and wonderful producing powers enabled him to prove himself one of the greatest living
trotting sires.

He is a blood bay, sixteen hands high, of great power and substance and the highest finish. It is well known
that he was one of the fastest colts ever at Palo Alto. He is a sure producer of finely-finished and last roals.

FEE FOR 1893 - - - 8250, DUE AT TIME OF SKRYICK
Usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

PLEASANT0N, 2:29 1-2,

By ELECTOR 2170.
Son of ELECTIONEER, and sire of FLORA M., 2:16; J. R., 2:20, and many others. One of the best ot

Electioneers sons.
PLEASA-YTOVS first dam is by Tarrascon, grandson of Abdallah 1; second dam Black Bess, by Blucher,

son of Duroc; third dam sister to American Eclipse.
PLEA6AXTOX is large and very fine looking, sixteen hands high, weighs 1,125 pounds. He is stylish, ot

splendid conformation, and his colts have every right to be valuable.

FEE FOR 1893 .... gso. DCE AT TIME OF SERVICE
With usual return privilege if horse is alive and at this farm.

Good care and pasture for mares at $8 per month to July 15th. The farm's reputation is a guarantee that
«very precaution will be taken, but there will be no liability for accidents or escapes. All charges must be settled
before mares are removed.

For further information, address

SOUTHER FARM, San Leandro, Oal.
GILBERT TOMPKINS, Agent.

Kalamazoo Farm Stallions

AMBASSADOR 1496
By George Wilkes 519, dam Lady Carr by American Clay 34, sire of j* la A

six sons have sired 11 in 2:30, and two daughters produced 2 in 2:30 and bettur.

RECORD 2:21 1-4

Diuid bettei 5 n 2:20 or belter

^t S350 the season,
BOOR FILL FOR 1893.

WARLOCK 3378 RECORD 2:33 1-41

By Belmont &4, dam Waterwitch, dam of 6 in 2:30 and better, sire of WarwKcb ^ vears |, 2:22*,. Wardship
1

3

yearsj, 2:25,^, Templeton, 225%, Warcliff, 2:29$j.

SlOO tlao season.
SAN JOSE 8737.

:::=_ ,hyBy Grand Sentinel, 227Jefi dam. Josie Wilkes (dam of Wardship, 3 vears, 2.25j£, Kingm
George Wilkes 519, second dam Josie 2:30*4, by Night Hawk 514.

$25 tlie season
EMINENT 17022.

By Ambassador 2:21 V», dam Eminence 2:lS^, by Empire 237S, second dam Soprano (dam ot 3 in 2:30, 2 in 2.-20

and better), by Strathmore 408, third dam Abbess (dam ot 2 in 2:30 and better), by Albion.

Young stock always on hand and for sale at prices in keep-
ing with their earning capacity.

For particulars and catalogue address

S. A. BROWNE & CO., - - Kalamazoo, Mich.

DELWIN 14,681 REC0RD
-

PaGi"g- 2:2S *-2 -

i Clay Pilot 93.sire ofFred V„2:22'.
f-THE MOOR 870 1 Billy 1^,2:24^, and others.

Sire of
Sultan, 2:24, sire of Stamboul,

DEL, SL'R, 2:24 -{ 2:07'^, Beautiful Bells, 2:29 idam
Sire ol of Bell Boy, 2:19'^, and Hinda

Doo Tomas -.2:20 | Rose, 2:19).

Cousin Joe J*:20' 4 UiRETCHKN....
San Pedro 'p.) 2:10*t Dam ol

Romero. 2:19; Inca, 2:27 (sire of
Incas, 2:H), and Sable (dam of
Sable Wilkes. 2:1$).

/•By NORWOOD 522_
Sire of

( Belle of Wabash

i Mambrino Pilot, sire of Mam
brino Gift, 230; Hannis, >:17'..

(Canada Chiet

=K | mik;km <;

;». Dam of3 Guide .2:16*4

Tommv Norwood, 2:24*4: Ida
Norwood, 2:26%.

fHambletonian 10, sire of Elec-
tioneer; dam of Stamboul. 2:07*-..

(. Lady FaUis, by American Star 14
dam of GretcTien (dam of Cling-
stone, 2:14 p.

^American Star 14, sire ot dam of
i Dictator (sire of Jay-Eve-wet-,

lu (.DAUGHTER OF- -< 2:10, and the dam of Nancv
C3 Flanks. 2:04).

DELU1\ 1 I. lis I . Record 2:2G 1-2. will if he has no set- l^Harry Clay 45, sire of dams of
wicks, pace, In 2:15 or better, and beat 2:30 trotting. Delwin is one ol Electioneer and St. Julien,2:ll.
the handsomest grandsons of The Moor; in color he is a dark dapple bay, sound as a dollar; 15.1.4 hands high,
and weighs 1000 pounds; he Is one of the finest formed horses for great speed in the land ; has the same level
head and intelligence that his ball-brother. Guide, 2:lil'4i bas- Delwin has the same blood lines as the handsome
grandson of The Moor, stamboul, 2:07 4; be has twociossesof American Star 14. also of Clay, one of Hamble-
tonian 10, sire of the dam of BtambOQl. 2:07V°ue to Mambrino Chief, sire of the dam of Director, 2:17, and two
of the great Pilot Jr., slreof the dam of Nutwood. 2:1834, combining altogether the same blood lines that lav in
the grandest stallions. Del Sur, 2:24, sire of Don Tomas, 2:20, San Pedro, 2:21, pacing record 2:10, and Cousin Joe
2:20*4, being a lull brother to the dam of Sable Wilkes, 2:18, sire of Freedom, 2:29y, Sabledale, 2:1SJ4, and
others better than 2:30, DeUviu's colts all show the trot out ofany kind of mares.

TERMS £40, with usual return privilege. Good water and pasturage at $5 per month, but will not be rv
Bpouslbletorai_-cldeiilsbr escapes. Mares can be shipped to the farm and home of Delwin. the Meese Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Costa Countv, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. For further particulars, address

WM. MEESE or SAMUEL GAMBLE, Danville, Cal.
Del* In imumihI liy W'n.. Meese aud Mrs. Samuel Gamble.



Juxe 24, 1S93J ©Ijc gveeftev mtf> givovtemmt.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm 0reg?E?JT!e±Ls l^LNotice!THE STANDARD STALLION

(FORMERLY COOK FARM).
STEINWAY, 2:25 3-4.

W. WOOD, Four-YearOld Eecord, 2:07. CRICKET, Five-Year-Old Eecord, 2:10.

C.ESAK, Six-Yeir-Old Eecord, 2:161. STRATHWAY, Six-Year-Old Eecord, 2:19.

CHAS. DEEBY, Five-Year-Old Eecord, 2:20 in Sixth Heat.

LILLY C, 7-Year-Old Eecord, 2:20}. BADEX, 5-Year-Old Eecord, 2:24].

STEIKEEE, 5-Year-Old Eecord, 2:29S. CASSIDY, 7-Year-Old Eecord, 2:30.

(all is races) axd sire of the dams of

MAUD C, 2:19; BAROXSTELX, (pubUc trial) 2:21; ALLY SLOPEE, 2:28.

PAT DELAXEY, 2:27}, and BOURBON EDSSELL, 2:30.

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150.

CHAS. DERBY, 2:20.

!:14|DIABLO, Three-Year-Old Race Eecord
(Son of STEINWAY, dam KATY G., by ELECTIONEER).

TEEMS FOE THE SEASON $150.

PRINCE RED 9940.
(Son of EED WILKES, dam MOLLY STOUT, 07 MAMBRINO PATCHEN).

TERMS FOE THE SEASON $150.

These Stallions Will be Bred to Approved Mares Only.

WILDO 9637.
(Son of CLOYIS, dam by WOODFOED MAMBEINO.
TEEMS FOE THE SEASON .$50

SEaSON COMMENCES FEB. 1st AND CLOSES JULY 1st
Mares should be shipped to Oakwood Park Stock ^arm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal., per 3. P. R. R.

via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for accidents or escapes. Excellent pasturage ?5 per
month. Mares fed hay and grain, £10 per mouth. For turther particulars and catalogue, address

GEO. A. WILEY, Superintendent,
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Contra Costa County, Cal.

11,404,

Record, 2:14f as a Three-Year-Old,
Will Make the Season of 1893, commencing February

10 ana 6nding June 15, at Race Track, Pleasanton.
SERVICE FEE (With usual return privilege), pavable at end of Season §100

m* T)T f\ was foaled 1S89, is a bandsometchestnut In color, stands 15:2^ hands and in conformaauu,
J\ Ij±j\ f disposition and action is absolutely perfect. He is a pure trotter and will get a mark close to

2:20 at that eait this fall. His record, 2: 1-1 V, was made in his second race on the turf and is no mark^of his

speed as a pacer. His breeding entitles him to be considered one of the most fashionably-bred stallions in
America. He is bv Chas. Derby i record 2:20 in sixth heat), brother to Steineer, 2:29,!4, by Steinway; dam Bertha,
sister to Bavard" Wilkes i record 2:15 in a sixth heat), by Alcantara, recora2:23; second dam Barcena (dam of
Alaric, sire of Victor B.,2^0'4), by Bayard 53 (record 2:31, sire of Kitty Bayard, 2:12J« on half mile track and 15

others in listj; third dam Blandina, dam of six producing sires, including Swigerl and King Rene), by Mam-
brino Chief II; fourth dam Burch Mare (dam of Rosalind, 2:21V* and Donald, 2:27), by Parker's Brown Pilot,

sire of Sopbrouia, grandam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04. Chas. Derby, by Steinway, dam Katy G., dam of two in list,

by Electioneer : second darn FannvMalone (grandam of Maud C, 2:191, by Niagara (sire of Fairmont, 2:22J^);
third dam Fanny Wickham. the great twenty-mile trotter, by imp. Herald, out of a daughter of imp. Trustee,
etc. The great broodmares KatyJG., Abbess, Alma Mater, Green Mountain Maid, Barcena, Blandina, Burch
Stare, Lady Waltermire and Fanoy G., great grandam of Palo Alto, 2.-0S\-, appear in this pedigree, besides such
sires as Electioneer. Stfinway, Alcantara, Geo. Wilkes, Pilot Jr., Mambrino Patchen.iHambletonian 10 and
Mambrino Chiet 11, and the strongest thoroughbred families known Address

MURRAY A RICHARDS, Owners, - PLEASAi\TOi\, CAL.
Excellent care taken ol mares. Pasturage 55 per month.

2 X-70-
THE LEADING SON OF ELECTIONEER

: STEE OP :

FLORA M 2:1G

J. B. (Joalvn) 2:20

LIZZIE F 2:22 1-2

CORA 8 2:27

ELECTRESS -2:27 1-4

.VI. El I 2:26

ALLY SLOPER 2:2S

DESPERADO 2:29 1-2

MOItMVG GLORY. .2:27

Kl.hCTKIVV 2:25 1-4

\ETTIE C 2:28
PLEASAATO.V 2:29 1-2

LECK 2:28
ELECTOR JR 2:29 3-4

ELLA M 2:28 3-4

If you want Speed, Conformation, Size, Color and Disposition breed to this Wonderful Producer

WILL MAKE A FULL SEASON AT $'250 THE SEASON.

L. A. RICHARDS, Grayson, Stanislaus Co., Cal

LANCELOT. The only Son of ELECTIONEER standing for

Public Service in San Francisco.

DESCRIPTION—LANCELOT is a seal-orown stallion, 15.1 hands high. He isla horse of 6ne conformation,
has a beautiful head and neck, fine loins, well-shaped body, deeptnrough the heart, slopfne shoulders, fine arms,
large stifles and the very best ol feet and legs. In action he is pure-gal ted. As a three-year-old he trotted quar-
ters In 32 seconds, but was Injured and placed In the stud. His colts are all blood-like, large and fast trotters.

Several of them are eligible and will enter the 2:30 list this fall. Lancelot Is one ol the purest of foal-getters.

PEDIGREE—LAlVCKl.OT was sired by the immortal Electioneer fslre of 132 in the llsti, dam Lizzie
Harris, by Comus; second dam by Arnold Harris, Comus, the sire of Lizzie Harris,was a full brother tolqwa
Chief 523i sire of Corlsande, 2:24 S, and others). His sire was Bashaw 50, sire of 17 in the 2:30 list, he by Vernol's
Black Ha«k, dam Belle, by Webber's Tom Thumb; second dam thus. Kent mare, the dam of Ham DietonIan
10. Vernol's Black Hawk, by Lone Inland Black Hawk, dam by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Blackburn's
Whip. Long Island Black Hawk by Andrew Jackson, dam sallle Miller, by Tlppo Salb: Andrew Jackson, by
Young- Bat-haw, son of Grand Bashaw. Arnold Harris, by Whalehone, dam Sportsm Is tress; she was out of Cub,
by Medoc; second dam Ann Merry, bySumpter; third dam Grecian Princess, by Blackburn's Whip, and so on to

the 15th dam
The only Son of Nutwood standing for Public

SALADIN. Service in San Francisco,

DESCRIPTION AND PEDIGREE—Chest nt.t stallion, 16 1 hands high. By Nutwood 600. the greatest living

sire First dam, Lady Ctley Jr., by Speculation, son of Rydsyk's Hambletonlan; second dam, Lady Utley,

grandam of Western Girl, record 2:27,U. Saladin has now a number of yearlings and two-jvar-olrt colts.all

showing great uniformity In size, style and color. AH of them are fast trotters, and several will trot In 2:30 this

vear Nutwood 600, 2:18V, by Belmont fi-i, dam Miss Russell dam of Maud B., 2:0850, by Pilot Jr.; second dam
Sally Russell by Boston. Nutwood is the sire nf 101 in the 2:30 list. Belmont Is the -Ire of 74 in.tt.rs In the 2:30

list and of 29 sires of 120 trotters. Lady Ulley Jr. Is by Speculation, danVLady Utlev,£88%. grandam of ttcst-

ern Girl 2:27^. Speculation (sire or Crown Point, 2:24. Grade S.. 2:22. Oakland Maid, 2:22 and the dams of

Alfred G 2*19« and Waterford, 2:27 1, bv Hambletonlan 10, dam Martha Washington - dan. of Hambletonlan
7*>5) by Burr's Washington: he by Burr's Napoleon by Young Mambrino, dam Willis mare.by Mambrino
TERMS 350 FOR THE SKAeON, forservice of each of these stallions. No other opportunity Is offered

breeders to obtain these blood lines at Buch prices. Excellent care taken of mares In an\ manner that owners

may desire at reasonable rates. Csual return privilege. Call onoraddress, «.. C BKMIH. Owner, 33- Mont-

gomery street, or at private stable, First Avenue, between Turk and Eddy Street, where to! to and Allies by
these stallions can also be seen. **• « • BHOOHs, Agent.

13 f907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4-

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25'i-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SBASO\ OP 1893 AT I I <-l M. ORKUO.V
I Hambletonlan 10

J Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and
< "» lOT^lres of «7 In 230

Valtermlre
Dam of Marshall Key

SIDNEY 1770
239*

Sire ol Frou-
Frou, £2SJf,
champion year
ling trotter,
Fausta, 2:221$,
yearling pacer;
Faust loo, 2:14 \j ;

Fleet, 2:24; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis.
2:11 *i; Gold Leaf,
2:ll!«j; Lady H.,
2:H; Sister V.,
2:18k; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others in 2:30 list

Santa firm, 2000.
* 17«
•of KSire of Kris Krlngle,

228)4 : San Jose, 230:
San Mateo, 2:28'4 ; Sid-
ney, 219V. and 5
others In 2:30 list

Sweetness, 2:31 1-1.

Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and
dams of 8 In 2:30

LADY THORNE JR_..
Dam ofMollle Mack

233; Navldad, 2 .: :

Santa CIaus,2:17W
VOLUNTEER 55.

{Hambletc
Sire o

ol 107 8l

Ladv Wal
nam

20

(Kftt

( Hambletonlan 10

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list, "i T „j„ t^.j^,
21 sires of 48, and 16 *-

Lady^?t

2- l i

dams of 16 In 2:30 list

ILADY MKRRITT. .

I

229%

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25*4
tchampion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20,^; Geo. V.
(3-year old), 235

Buccaneer '2636-
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:26,^

Dam of Sentinel,
Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 In 2:30 and 8
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

f

Bashaw 50
Sire of 17 In 230 list and

10 sires ol 20 and 11 dams
of 18 In 2

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corlsande,

2:24 u, and Buccaneer (.Topsey
2636

r Flaxtall 8132

i Trs'SLFY MAID J
Sire of the grandams of

1.TUSSLE* MA1IJ
\ Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20

L Fanny Fern

,
Bull Pup

Sire of Rowdy Boy,
. { 2:13^. iKismet, 2£A%,

1 Twister, 229%

Mnlin-kn Belle,-
Dam of Fawn, 230'^,

trial, 222; Chicago,
235; Wing Wing, 232

FLAXTAIL 8132-
Stre of Prairie Bird,

228M: Empress, 2:29)4; Imtraced
and of the dams ofu HMfii ueo. V. Dam or Fawn, 2:30^, I Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and« (3-year old), 2:35 trial, 222; Chicago, ) Shamrock, 2:25 ("John Bautiste

LADY HAKE. i
Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28M
DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.

Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one ol
the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
•"*!ay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc. i and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
"a? traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13^', and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire In the world, as a producer of
extreme Fpeed at an early age. The average speed of bis progeny is lower than that ol any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 231,^, the first In 232. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 220M. and flrequently
trotted quarters in from 32 s^ to 34 seconds.

He Is sixteen bands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS eSO. Season to close August 1st, Goodpasturageatreasonablerates. No responsibility assumed

for accidents or escapes. For further particulars address

DE. T. W. HARKIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Alamo Stock Farm Stallions

ALMONITION, 2:24 3-4.

ZS Alcona Jr

^j I
Flora Bellec"1

< Veronica
cz" I Almonitiono Clay Duke
22 I

Prince Warwick (trial)...= l.PAX»Yo Dam of King Orry, 223!^S 4th dam by Joe Gale
^3 5th dam by James Lowery

6th dam by Consul
7th dam by Imp. Medlev

ALMONITION is a handsome
pure-gaited and a game race horse,
able young stallions in the West.

TERMS

.2:19

.2:24

.229
2:24 .

_227
..2:15

ALMONT33
Sire of 37 in the list and 75]sires

of 279 in the list and 49 dams of 67
in the list

QUEEN urABY

CASSIUS M. CLAY JR. 22.

Sire of 4 in the list aod 10 sires
of 31 and 26 dams of 34 in the list.

LADY RICHELIEU
Dam of Alfred, 226

. j-Abdallah 15

' Sally Anderson

/"Mambrino ChtetU

lUntraced

rCassiusM. Clay 18

"(By Abdallahl

( Richelieu, bv Mambrmo
..\ Chiet

( Lady Vance, by Eclipse

black horse, foaled ISSS, stands nearly 16 hands, is faultless in conformation.
His breeding and splendid individuality make him one ot the most desir-

$100 F0K THE SEASON

JSTE3ITXT03Li 18,654
By STELNWAY, dam PHACEOLA (2), 2:42^, by SLLVERTHREADS 1S.653; 2d damMinnehaha (dam ol

Beautiful Bells, 229,^- and 4 others in the list); 3d dam by Casslus M. Clay Jr.

TERMS $50 FOR THE SEASON

KTonpareil (Cleveland Bay Stallion),
Stands 16^ hands, weighs 1375 pounds. Handsome bay, stylish and i

nd America,
prize-winner. Registered in England

TERMS J35 FOR THE SEASON

B*ULHOt (Imp. French Draft Stallion),
Coal black, 17 hands, weighs 1800 pounds; well-formed, sure foal getter and first-class in every respect.

TERMS $25 FOR THE SEASON
SEASON CLOSES Jl'LY let. Mares should be shipped to Alamo Stock Farm, Hemme Station, Contra

Costa County, Cal., per S. P. R. R., via Martinez. Best of care given, but no liability assumed for acctdi tl

capes. Excellent pasturage ?5per month. Mares fed hay and gram, f10 per month. For further particulars
and catalogues address ^_ A ARMSTRONG, Superintendent,

Alamo Stork Farm, Alamo, Contra Costa County^ Cal.

;2:04.^
THE HANDSDME STALLION

HART BOSWELL 13,699
Will make the season of 1693 at HOBART STOCK FARM. *

( Hambletonlan 10, sire of 130 *[»-•-<! pro
duclng siren and of damsot Si&mboul

Ueorse Wllkra 519 ' n-cnl |2;22>. ; 2:07H*ridffJ uthemln the list.

Sire of Harry Wilkes, 2:13^; Guy
Wilkes, 2:15m R"' 1 *1 Crook, 8:18*; I Dolly Spanker, bv Henry clay 8
Wilson, 2:lfi'»; J. B. Richardson,
2:lfi'i, and 73 others In the list and f'Mamhrino Chief 11, tfn of Lady
83 sires of 792 and 51 dams of 65. Tlinrm-, 2:l*'-t. and 5 others in tin-

Onward 141 1

t Record 2 :2SH )

Sire of Nellie Mason,
2:14; Clam Wilkes. 2:17; (.Dolly
Artisan. 2:18V ; Boar.,

2:17H; Wheatland On-
\vnrd,2:17->i,aiid<W others
in the list and 24 sires of

.v..and 10 dams of 12 In

Dam of Director, 2:17; Thorndale.l
2:22W ; Czarina, 2:21 ; Onward. 2:25*4 . I

and John F. Payne, sire of one. LFanny, by Ben Franklin, srrandam or
Lady MaMlm. 2^8, Ud I *l r>' o| s

and dam of Caprice.

{Hambletonlan 10, sire of Dexi-
and 39 others In 2:30 and dams of 92
In list.

Clam, by American star H, dam ol
2:13; Garnet, 2:13; NortbWBftt.S:16: Dexter, 2:1714 : Alma, 2:>1,; Astoria
Brown, 2:i»\,: Victoria Wilkes. 139)1; Dictator, aire of t> and damn
2:19U: Nellie McGregor, 2:19!*. and of 2 In the list.

20 others In the 11m.
f Edwin Korn '

] and 5 sire* of 6 and|10 danw of 13 In
ISophv < 2:80.

Grandam of Mike Wilkes. 2:15*: 1

Ir» Wilkes. 2:22\. and the sires ISnphmnla, by Brown Pilot; 4th dam
Adrian Wilkes and Ira Wilkes. rbnUd : 5th dam by Lan»x- ; 6th

dam by Gray Dunxut

HART BOSWELL Is a chestnut horse, foaled 18P0, stands 15l3 hands. B» ha* never been worked for speed
but as a sire he should become one of the best In the State. As It Is late In the season his sen-Ice fee has been
placed at 3M> THE NKASO.V with OKUd return privileges. For further particulars address

K. O'GRADY, - 'Hobart Stock Farm, San Mateo, Cal

,\«nrv Lev j
I>am of Nancy Hanks, l

2:0t, and Dictator Wilkes l

6281, aire of Rlchanl Jay
P)2U7M.
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kennel advertisements The "CLABROUGH " Hammerless breeders' directory.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD PUPS

FOR SALE.
SIRE-

I

Pilgrim 14,607

(111. rllnlioimon....
.

;-. . C. 15,050 (.Bessie II. 13,793

-^'7-, g , ,ci,.Cad,valiader

OUT OF
( Ch. Beauchame

Wander 11,537- .... 10,610

I. Dell 11,900

[taMtba
Ne.35.2io. A.

, .
(Marcus

K.C.S.B. l»«"^»» 3-.<IS,

| Etan,elI.

Wlielped on May 22, 189S, nine puppies. Price, SSO
each r»lor of eight ot them. oraDge with iMnte

markings: one white, with orange markings.
ALKXAXDER ARKMAN. Long Beach, Cal.

DCTQ OF ALL KINDS.rtlO DOUS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, •:- CHAINS -:- AND :- HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St., San Frmncinco

Is the BEST in the

Market-

Advertisements under thisheadlng 50 cents per line per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

of this noted breed for sale at a
I bargain, or will exchange For cattle. Address J.

HEESXEX, San Jose, CaL

QAHTUCQ alQII Young well-bred stock for sale
OUUiriLn mnm. First-class breeding farm. Good

i track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP

' KENS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

LARGEST STOCK OF

W. W. GREENER, PARKER BROS ,L. O. SMITH
LEFEVER ARMS CO., COLT.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 605 Market st
O ' * URAXD HOTEL BLOCK.

SEXD FOR CATALOGUES.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Black pointers GEORGE P.. JIM P. and DOCTOR

P -ill Derbv winners. Also BILLY P. i.lmer braOier

to above aid other younger puppies. Have also a

number of English Foxhounds.

Slud Fee Old Block Joe 2nd and Sweep 825 etch

JAMBS E. WATSOX.
P. O. Box 1838,

Or No. 516 Sacramento St., San Francisco, Cal.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL,
VETERINARY DENTIST.

1212 Golden Gate Avenue.

Examination Fbeb.

RESIDENCE:

620 Octavia Street.

Telephone 452

DR. T. CARPENTER,
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist
Graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College, Toronto,

Canada; Graduate of the McMahon School of Veten-

nar>' Dentists; Honorary Fellow of Ontario Veterinary

Medical Society.

331 Golden Gate Avenue, San I Francisco, Cal.

I herebv announce to our patrons and the public in

general that I am located at the old stand (as above.),

and am prepared, with an experienced c »rps of assist-

ants, to continue the practice of Veterinary- Medicine

and surgery, formerly conducted by W. H. Carpenter

Bv diligent attention to the treatment of all animal*
Intrusted to my care I hope to merit a continuance of

the liberal patronage extended to us asi^Veterinary

Surgeons. . .,
Mv Infirmarv is equipped with an operating table

and the latest .improved electrical and other appli-

ances for the cure of disease among domesticated

animals. Respectfully, T. C^jipentee V. S. <£ D.

P. 8.—Professional calls promptly attended to, day
or night. _.

Charge* Reasonable to Suil the Times.
Telephone No. 3069.

DR.E.J.CREELY,D.V.S,
510 GOLDEN GATE AVE.. NEAR POLR.

(Winner of Faculty Gold Medal Class of '90.)

VETERINARY SURGEON to Board of Health City

and County ot San Francisco. Only Improved

PRICE OPERATING TABLE In city. Turkish, Rub

sian and Medicated Steam Baths for horses. Free

advice and medicine for the poor. Telephone 2287.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD 6T.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

M.R.C. V.S., F. E. V.M.S.

> B T E R I .\ A R V BURGEON,
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sut

Si-: island; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterluary

edlcal Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the

Board of Health, for th* City and County ol San Fran
ctooo; Member Of the. California Slate Veterinary Med-
ical A»octation.
Veterinary Infirmary. Residence and 001"* removed

to 1117 Golden Gale Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices— 1525 California St., Telephone 66; 5A
Howard SL. Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S. A.R.Rowat.D.V.S.

01 IC1 BODBfl
, « 1.30 to

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larklo and Polk and Qearywd Po

SAX FRAXCISCO.

AtiVKIlTlslMl IN ENGLAND,
EUROPEAN CONTINP7NT, ETC.

416 MARKET STREET, BELOW SANSOME.

NEW SPOON BAITS. BASS FLIES.
CAMPING AND OUTING SUPPLIES.

GrTTTXTS,

Athletic Goods.

Cleveland Bay
horses, Devon, Durham, Polled Aberdeen-Angus and
Galloway cattle. Young stock of above breeds on hand

i

for sale. Warranted to be pure bred, recorded and aver
1 age breeders. Address GEO. A. WILEY, Oakwoad
Park Stock Farm, Danville. Contra Costa Co., Cal.

1

VIHELAHD BREEDING FARK. ggSSftSSFK?.
! (sire of Lily Stanley, 2:17J£, Homestake, 2:16>i, etc.).

1
Sires—Alcona 730 (sire of Flora Belle, 2:24, Clay Dnke,
2:29, Alcona Jr., 2:24, grandsire of Silas Skinner, 2:17):
Grandissimo, 2:273,' (full brother to Grandee. three-year-
old record 2:23.'* i. Stallions, bruodmares, fillies and car-
riage horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Ad-
dress for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, SL Helena,
Cal.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made. £
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

Xew York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

PRESTON'S FfNcfwi;
NO BARBS. NO DANGER.
The ONLY ABSOLUTELY SAFE Fenc
Wire made. Yen/ visible, i. s$vrr to Stock lmpo99it7a
Madeof No. 13 SPRING STrKL Wire galvanise
Will not snff or break. Nearly double the sti'e^i»:'

of any other. Requires no stays. Runs about 16 fee

to the pound f&~ I -< d by lending Breeder?

Ornamental. Durable. Economics.

HOLLOW CABLE MAN'F'G. CO., Hornellsville, W-V
or address SCHODER. JOHNSON & CO., Los Angeles Cal.

HAWLEYBROS. HARDWARE! CO., San Francisco. Cal.

laiiy and quickly put up. Ask your dealer for It : 1'

be does not keep it, write for sample and price.

IF POSSIBLE VISIT THE SPRINGS,
IK XOT ALWAYS CALL FOR

BARTLETT WATER.
Hotel at Sprikos now qekm.

Oilier £9 Fourth Street.

35

AUVEHTlSINMi AGKNOT, LTD.
< AplLal 1250,000. H<*nry Hel't Mana.

i're*a.M )

particulars regarding British or European
tux, nample papern, rated, etc, at the London

or at
:

i >UK OFFICE, 21 Park Row, Ground Floor.

KATC„H-EM
FISH

I 'RED BY
thk Natives

_, ,
FOB ALU'S-

OIUS*GUMM||^ ^**~
||

iso Fish.
Send 25 cents for a sample tubc.ipostpaldjor 50 cents

for a regular si/.'' tube.

nAMKKK CHEMICAL CO., iWatertowu, X. Y.

THIS IS ANOTHER STYLE OF A TENT I MAKE

THIS IS ONE FOR CAMPING. •

'j Cal.—Importers and Breeders
for past 18 years of every variety of cattle, horses, sheep
and hogs.

HolstelnTDoronBhbradssy>L B̂S5«S£3?.
I Catalogues. F. H. BURKE, 636 Market St., S. F.

SHEEP.

I make all kinds. Good ones. All sizes. Durable.

also

AWNINGS, CAMPERS' OUTFITS, FLAGS.
M. Von Hagen Jr.,

lll'Clay Street, - - - 6an Francinco.

Rl I fl F 910 H *lreet >
Sacramento. Importer, dealer

ULIUL) and breeder of the very choicest breeds of
sheep. My flocks are considered superior to those of
any others in America. Representatives of these flocks
have won all first premiums wherever exhibited. Ad-
dress as above.

RINCONADA HERD OF BERKSHIRES.
Thurooj>hbn?d I n^llsh II islifj ci_-d.

Orders filled for Pigs of all ages by
renowned sweepstake boars and out
of premium sows of equal merit in
blood and producing lines, Stock
rnited and delivered at express office
with feed for trip, free of charge.
Certified pedigree with every ani-

mal, and all eligible to registration.
Write for prices. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. ALFRED SKALE.
Rinconada Stock Farm, Mayheld, Cal.iL. ^^

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

Telephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

THOROUGHPIN
CURED BY

ABSORBINE
Without Removing the Hair.

Will yourhorse be more valuable *.

Send #2 for large bottle, delivered, or
$1 for trial bottle by mail.

AfterT~
,

W. F. YOUNG, Meriden. Conn.,eforc

: ALSO FOB SALE BY :

J. O'KANE. 767 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal.
MACK & CO., 9-11 Front Street. San Francisco, Cal.
R. J. BEEBY. 1061 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD. CLARK & CO., Portland. Oreeon.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^~v
I Cubebs and Injections.

(/HJJf 1

I They cure in48 hours the \*__S
I same diseases 'without anyincon-
yenienee. SOLD BYAU DRUGGISTS

Buy Directand Save nf&a.
"I r, !:r: Eirthcj earoatsMhow
ciaiioitfor the rnori'T: $'2ti
'SBaeleTMitOiforffiDelT So-
,.ii uiJ nickel plated BicjcU,
JTsnled to bofintelm.'iinplo
BOHtmcl Ml, Ftr' :. 7, 'J ir»Mj
d acur»(ely fitted.which miltei

lijon our Wheel & pleuure
Instead of barf vork; material we melsctlLe Lbbcit irrnie, each «he«l

piaxanteed. Write lo-daj Kn our tUnstnttnl FR£E csulnrue.

DEPT3—OaFORD MFQ. CO. 338 WABASH AVE. CHICAGO.

•••••©•• ••••*o©->oooo©oooa»oooo«a»
Rl PANS TABU LESrrculatea

. the sumiach, liver and bowels, and •
1 purify the blood; are safe and effec-*
jrual;the best medicine known forj
/indipestion. biliousness, headache,*
'constipation, dyspepsia, chronic*
liver troubles, dysentery, bad com-!
plexion, dizziness, offensive breath _

and all .disorders of the stomach, #
©liver and bowels. One tactile pives immediate re-^
alief. Take one at meAl time. Sold by Druggists. Af,
• trial bottle sent bv mail on receipt of 15 cents *
• IUPiNSCTTE>Llt,ALCO.,lOSpruceSt..NewYork. •

"RECEPTION,"
206 SETTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoice Liauors
PBTVATE ROOMS. OPEN AIX NIGHT

J. M. PARKER & CO
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American Trotting Register flssn
CHICAGO, ILL.

This indespensable adjunct to the libmi/ ot
h-ery Breeder, Owner, Driver and Admirer of the
/.ight-Harness Horse, will be issued about Febru
ary if, 1893.

IN TWO VOLUMES,
PRICE POSTPAID $5 00^^^"

Tr.e first volume will contain summaries of ail
authenticated trotting and pacing performances
for 1892, with a complete index of places 0/
trotting and pacing, and of performers' nan.O
and records. .....

.-"he second volume will contain . .

.

THE GREAT TABLES, viz:
1. Alphabetical List of 2:30 Trotters in

harness.
2. Alphabetical List of 2:25 Pacers in

harness.

3. Table of 2=20 Trotters.

4. Table of 2:15 Pacers.

5. Table of 2=30 Trotters and 2:25 Paccr =

ender their Sires to close of 1892.

B, Table of Horses, Sires of bico or m-
Dams of 2:30 Trotters or 2:25 Pacers.

7. Table of Great Brood Mares.
8. Table of Chamoion Trotters.

9. Table of Fastest Records.

The two volumes will contain over 1,200 pages of
valuable and authentic information in regard ^
the pedigrees and record of standard Trotting
and Pacing performers to January, 1893.

The Volumes will not be sold Separately.

Vetera will be filled as received, and as the firs K

edition will be comparatively limited, those
wishing to receive the work without delat
should order at once . - - Address.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BCSH STRhET, S. F.

P. 0. Box 2300.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers.

EY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL

Trotting Association

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BETTIXG RULES.

National Tbottixg Ass's Rules 30ets.

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60cts.

For sale at the oflice of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES- MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, threei
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plana and methods pursued ;it Pulo Alio as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
raclog and breediiiu' trotters.

Head what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, saysof
this book: ,- In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a coll as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in ihe handsot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
3i:*. Bush St., San Francisco, Col.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1.150 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27

Park Avenue. 6an Franelsco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A lull line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 31S9

Aim. McGord & Co.

Fashion Stables,
• 221 ELLIS STREET.

The best accommodations aflorded tor the keeping ol

Boarding Horses. Also a choice line of Livery Stock,
wltn Horses and Vehicles of every description.

Orders can be left with UNITED CARRIAGE CO.'S

AGENTS.

SCBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It is published semi-monthly during the racing season

and is but 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, Cnl

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

A, WEST
JAMESV1LLE.X. Y.

(Near Syracuse.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Safety Bicycle

Wheels

Pneumatic Bicycle

Sulky Wheels!

Complete with Balls,

Cones and Axles, ready!
for braces. Braces can
be made and attached to

Sulky by any carriage|
blacksmith.

PRICES:
Reduced to 840 to

Customer* on Pacific

Coast and adjoining

States.

Discoun t to Dealers Only

Will send Wheels on
Receipt of $10 cash.

Balance C. O. D.

CYCLISTS, OARSHEH, BALLPLAYERS,

and ATHLETES generally, use

ANTI-STIFF
To Strengthen the Muscles.

It has a particularly Wanning, Comforting and
Stimulating effect on all Weak or Stiff Muscles;

quick in action; clean and pleasant in use.

for Sale by Iraggistl aad Dellen la Sportlae 1::i:.

E. FOUGERA & CO., Sole Agents,

26-30 N. William Street, N. Y.

Gro to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
' Entrance on California r%t

ARE YOU A
Hay Baler ? If sn, da ymi nsa nur Patent

™CROSS H EADI Bale Ties?

IF NOT, WHY NDT?

MADE ONLY BY

The Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
San Francisco Office and Warehouse

8 and 10 Pine Street.

-A-sls. Your Dealer For
POWEKS' LEATHEE BENEWEB,

Samuel Valleau. Jas. K. Brodie.

J. R. BRODIE & CO.,
Stoam. r»i»iiatoi*s

AND DEALERS IN

I'oel -Sellers' and Book -Maker*' Supplies

401-403 Sansome Street, corner Sacramento
San Franciam.

And Take no Other.

This Dressing is now being

used extensively by Harness

Makers, Factories and Stables.

It makes the best finish and

lasts much longer than any

other Dressing.

Send for Special Price List.

For sale by all Harness and Saddlery Hard-

ware dealers, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

KALAMAZOO FARM.
i 'v an

ItdS;
equals it; and for us ii effected a peimaiicni enre where firing railed, alllioucb
performed by oneof the most successful Yeicrliui nlliieut. VVehave
recommended it :o others with like success, and believe It has mure merit il.hi
am* blister ever used. Yen rcbpcclfnilv lours,
Kalamazoo, Mich. "

S. A. UltOWSE ft CO., Prop's.

This scientific preparation is an absolntc cure for all

mayor callous lumps on horses, and is a more power-
ful absorbent than "liriu;-." without crr-atius the
shjrhtestblemish. After n few applications ihccxcrcs-
'•nee is so palpably reduced that even the sceptical
Crinkly acknowledge thai It is by fur the most valu-
able outward remedy for horses ever Invented.

The f\MI V P"1!""^"' " '" the world thatwlvlal «ill remove a Bone Spavin
after it has become ossified.

""Lit up in one style only. Price, S3.00 per bottle.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,
149 PEARL STREET. BOSTON. MASS..

Sole Agents forUnited States and Canada.

We prepavexprc" when itmnrynerora.
piinlea order, ui' ivud < .O.It., ui buyers
fixpeuaei

Owner of Eole, St. Saviour, Eolist, etc., says :

-

I have long used it in my stables, and find it to he all that 13

claimed for it in removing callous and unnatural ttouj etwti ll

out leaving tlie slightest blemish. From m> experience, 1 most
Btroiipty reenntmend the use ( otitis a
necessarv adjunct tu every stable. Yuurs respectfully.

V. GL1SUAKD,
Lon™ Branch.

SOLD BY

. !J. ritlTTFTTOT. A.T? YAH BEST k TO, on.! f. 51. JtOsE* ** - BRO.,
Kcw yorfc i

: tv: irnKli: * «icksii:. i'niu >. y V -. «H'i:«,t n-

n Knu i in. ! "v..!. : .:. ) 'p i:i;is,,\, iii inn:, a ro..

nid PETKR VAN M II t ii K A -UN-. I I Jinn n pa Kit

a RON-. CIncini ati.1) -. H oVii k POSTKB.ood r
. 0, rTUKS. He-

rmit, Mich.; II Hi It BROS. BBCG i «.. S( Lauta. Mo-i J. It. < OOK
t I'O.. KnTi-a« f <• M-..: ItUK * KO., ?jn FnuidsCO, Cal.', ROB-
USOK-PRTTRTT (0., Loabrll K .

AND DRUGGISTS AMD SADDLERS GENERALLY.

The Most Successful Rcmedyever discov-
ered as It la certain in its effects and does not
blister. Read proof below.

- KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE. -
Stockton, Cai_, Dec. 13th, "92.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.
Gentlemen:—HaviDR read oneof your Treatise

on tho Horse and seeiiiK thu Spavin Cure odver
tlsed, I tbouRht I would try It. I had one horse
with a prominent Spavin of 12 months standing.
I removed it with J*j bottle I tied uponeforefoot
on samo sldo tho Bpavtn wai and compclllnRtbe
horse to reston lame leg while I took a surcingle
and drew It across the bock or spavin until tho
bock or spavin aot very warm with the friction,
tl, .u putting on Spavin Cure. I had a mare that
bad a running from her none for 12 on 14

months. I rubln-d the Spavin Cure from her eyes
OOwn to nostnlH, tliwn from back of Jaw bono
down under the throat far a week. I bare not
seen any discharge for two months.

Yours truly, HUGH McDADE.
Price #1.00 per bottle,

DR. B. J. k f.mi \ 1,1. t n.,
Enosburgb Falls* Vermont.

SOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS.

FAT PEOPLE
To redoi

"

RDRBLV dob Wlllard'si ibeslty
PUlfl ana lose 15 pounds a month, No Injury to the
health. No Interference with buBlnesi or puasiu no
hTVH\l\i; They build up and Improve the gtn
era] health, hwiuiifv the oomplexlon and leave \<>
U 1tl%KLK8. Lucy Anderson, M Auburn St., Cim
bridge, Mass., writes: Ttire.- tn»ttit*> ol your i

mis reduced my weight from 228 p la to 190 and I

ih'V<t fell better In all my life. I am much pleased
Willi the tesult, and shall do all I can u- help you. Our
patrons Imclude Pnysldans, iijinki-rs. Lawyers, and
lenders of Sixiety. Our KOOdB ari- not sola in drug
stores : all orders are supplied dlre*'t from our OlBce,
1'rlee per package $'2.00 or !hre«' paCfcngQB fljT ljS.00 hy
mall prepaid. Partialis \l J. (OH-
ItKnro.MlKX K t (INKIUKN I I VI

WILL&RD REMEDY CO., BOSTON, MASS

Business College, 24 Post St.
8AN FKANtTHCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

F P. HKALI), PrenldpiH
SMrwcnd for rirrulain.

S, HALKV.swsr'y

"Laurel Palace,"
BOMS HARMS, Proprietor.

If. W, cornir K,«r,.> and Buab -u. . i«.

BAN FRANCISCO.
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Pine Harness,
TT XJ -IrC _t* Gr ^^ ^^ JL> S - They are the lightest and strongest, and

Centennial Ajxle used, which is the best aile

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS and TRAINING APPLIANCES of Unequalled Duality and Style. *».«»».«».™.
Pronounced by the leading drivers'and

TURF GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

A BILZ'S TRAINING, SPEEDING AND
Combination Carts.

For Speeding ol the Track,

In a Race,

For Exercise or

For Breaking or Road Uses

These Carts

Talte tin.© Lead.
IF YOU WA2JT TO SUCCEED WITH

YOTJB HOBSES BUT
BILZ'S TRA1XLVG. SPEEDING A.XD

COMBINATION CARTS.
C01CBESTXG All HIS LATEST PATENTS

made from the best selected material. Nothing but the Dalzell

made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil longest, and oo

ALL ciUAllh-. A.XY PRICE.

J. A. McKERRON,

FROU-FROU and FRANK M.
SATISFACTION" GCARAATEED. In ordering carts please state sLze.of axle

Horse Boot and Turf
203-205 Mason Street, San Francisco.

trainers to be superior to any others in the market.

made their fastest time in this speeding cart
and height of wheels.

Goods Manufacturer

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

TOOMEY'S -: NEWEST
EXTENDED TRUSS IAXLE PNEUMATIC SULKY

NINE PATENTS.

H.SLX'XXGSIS - St.Xi.<SL - .orse - loots.
SPECIAL PRICES.

ELECTRIC BANDAGES $1.50
SPECIAL OFFER ON TRACK HARNESS.
MOFFATT LEATHER HARNESS,

line finished all through, extra light $40j ENG LISH SALT SACKS -

THIS IS A BARGAIN. 2000 on hand. This month only $3 per doz

A NEW LINE OF

COOLING BLANKETS, Extra Fine duality at Low Prices.

Sweat Blankets and Hoods
SULKIES

large stock, all weights.

AGENT FOR TOOMEY'S SULKIES /^ITT TLIE" DTCT
" HICKORY BICYCLE WHEELS UL I I nL DL3 I .

Put on Sulkies for 8100.

ALSO AGEXT FOR THE FRAZIER CARTS AXD SULKIES.

g®~Send for Circulars. You can save money by buying your supplies from me.

J. O'KAAB. -
- - -

- *6I MARKET ST.

SPECIAL OFFER—I have on hand two Bicycle Sulkies, which were used in five races last season and

which cost $292 and $259 respectively. They are in f-st-dass order and offer them for3160 and 8130 respectively.

Also one new McMurray & Fisher sulky for $150 cash. These are all bargains.

No. 1 SPEED
For Track Use and Fast Driving.

First-class in all respects, carefully constructed
and highly finished. Our patent springs are
used on these caru, which are very easy, dura-
ble, and reduce the "horse-motion" to a rtini-
mum. fFoot-rest made with bent slats, allow-
ing horse to be hitched closed

J. J DEAL Sl SON,
Wholesale Carriages, Spring Wagons and Carts,

'
'

, . . Jonesville, Mich.
Writ© for catalogue.

h3.a.:k.:e.h c*j tftamiltox, jz-gaxxts,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

MATHEWS & BOSBESHELL CO., Agents for Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal

UJ

MCMURRAY & FISHER SULKY.
WARNING TO HORSEMEN.

These Sulkies are made
under Hickory Wheel Co's
patent, dated March 21st, 1893.

PNEUMATIC SULKY

Send.
for

Circular!

/ Hickory Wheel Co's Wheel,

Has < Columbia Pneumatic Tire,

( and Finest BallBearing Axle.

"We furnish both Old Style and Pneumatic
Wheels with our Sulkies, and our Attachments
permit a change in a few minutes.

Horsemen Thorough!/
Protected in using our

Sulky. No Fancy Prices.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
k Sif* Sp«dT and Foiitivt Core

The Kafrat. Bcafl BLISTER overused. Takes
the plae* of all liniments fur mild or mtp re action.
ItetnoTe* all 1- - .'be* from IIor«e«

< ..in.-. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING Imp-MtLu to prodiK* tear or Utmuh.
Brerr bottle told Is warranted to tire satisfaction

S 1 .50 '

Mnl by express, eharxea pulil. with loll all
for lu use. Send i o circulars.''

THE LAWUKNTE-WILLIAMS CO., CleTeland O.

PRENTISS RECTIFYING PILLS CURE

<j

M 16OK8. i vmti vi;k- \>d harxbks.
50 per cent.

SAVED.
Factory Price.:

Write for analogue
or cull.

I Carta t 16 lo| V,
Buggies 76 to 100
worries. IS tn l«l
Harna*
Ws ihip Bverj

AUFORNIA IVAi.dS AS1J ( ARRIAOK CO.,
H<* Fremont ENlM, **n FraucL-co. Cal.

PEOPLE FOREVER. Try them and see for yourself.
All druggists, 25 cents a box.

THKV DOVT i.llll'K VOL.

BERGEZ'S
RESTAURANT
FrRST-CLAas. Charges Reasonable.

PRIVATE ROOMS FOR F AMII.IIiS.

332-334 Pine Street, below Montgomery St
JOHN BBRUBZ. Proprietor.

The McMURRAY& FISHER SULKY CO., MARION, Ohio, U.S. A.

WE ARE THE

Manufacturers' Agents for These Sulkies.
Write for our new circular.

TRUMAN HOOKER &. CO.,
421 -*27 MARKET STREET.

SA.X FRAXCISI o.

"SASSAFRAS SOUR,"
THE NEW SOFT DRINK,

HEALTHFUL AND DELICIOUS,
AT ALL BARS.

SOOTT cfc GrII.iBEIFa.T,
14 DRDMM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.










